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May 31, 2000

Ms. Elizabeth Jennings
Senior Staff Counsel
Office of Chief Counsel
State Water Resources Control Board
P. O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 995812-0100

Dear Ms. Jennings:

EVIDENCE AND EXHIBITS SUPPLEMENT TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD - IN RE:
THE CITIES OF BELLFLOWER, ET AL., CITY OF ARCADIA, AND WESTERN STATES
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION (REVIEW OF JANUARY 26, 2000, ACTION OF THE
REGIONAL BOARD AND IT EXECUTIVE OFFICER PURSUANT TO ORDER NO. 96-054,
PERMIT FOR MUNICIPAL STORM WATER AND URBAN RUNOFF DISCHARGES WITHIN
lOS ANGELES COUNTY [NPDES NO. CAS614001]). [SWRCBIOCC FILES A-1280, A-
1280(a) AND A-1280 (b)]

Please find enclosed our "Evidence and Exhibits Supplement to the Administrative Record" for
the hearing scheduled in the above matter.

The submittal includes, (i) selected papers on storm water pollution and new development
designs for water quality, (ii) a summary paper on the impact of storm water runoff on Santa
Monica Bay, (iii) a storm water informative videotape, (iv) a memorandum on the "Definition of
Maximum Extent Practicable" issued by the Office of Chief Counsel, (v) a letter from the
plaintiffs attorneys, (vi) policy statements from the State of Washington and the State of
Maryland, (vii) a letter of support from U.S.EPA Region 9. We are awaiting policy statements
on controls on new development from USEPA Headquarters - Engineering Analysis Division,
the State of Florida, and the State of Virginia. These may have been mailed directly to you. We
reserve the right to supplement the record for the hearing with the above documents and other
related materials not made a part of the package at this time.

If you have any questions or need more information, please call me at (213) 576 - 6605 or Dr.
Xavier Swamikannu at (213) 576 - 6754, or Regional Board Counsel, Jorge Leon at (916) 657-
2428.

Sincerely,

Dennis A. Dickerson
Executive Officer
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Richard Montivedo, Esq., Rutan & Tucker
Stephen P. Deitsch, Esq., Mayer, Brown & Platt
Lyman C. Welch, Esq., Best, Best, & Krieger
David Beckman / Alex Helpedn, Natural Resources Defense Council
Steven Fleischli, Santa Monica Bay Keeper
Heather Hoecherl/Mark Gold, Heal the Bay
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Dennis Dickerson ....
Ex~.~tive Director
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
320 W. 4~ Street, Suite 200

CHRISTINE OLSENIUS, PRESIDEmLoS Angeles, California 90013

~o v,.G,.,, so,L ANO W.TER Re: Support for the 3/4 inch standard to reduce runofffi’om new andooNsE,’~A’r,o~, BOA,~o redevelopment

J..~s ~,. ,.EE~ SE~R.A.~ ~ Mr. Dickerson:

~,~,,,,~oN,~e~,:,.~ CO~S~.:~NT I recently have had the chance to review the standard urban stormwater
~.~ .ET. oo..,~, mitigation plan for Los Angeles County and Cities in Los Angeles County.
R~ ,.. C~,~TE,, Treatment of the stormwater quality is an essential element for protecting
=~ ;.o=~o~ =o,..s~,,~,~.--~ local watersheds, and is widely used by many municipalities around the
~,.’."’"~’A~,~ON’~’.~’C~’N~O~:o,,~’~’~T~country. I strongly support the three-quarter inch runoff treatment standard
..A.CES ~ ~.,~.~ based on past scientific research on the performance of stormwater best
A~: =*~:~ ~ ~< :~°~’*~ ~’ management practices I have also enclosed a r~ent article on stormwater
~= ~,.,:~ ~ ~_~ .... strategies for arid and semio~u’id watersheds that may be helpful in adapting
.o.~, ~ .,o.,,~o,, effective stormwater practices for your region.

-.~= ~ .....~ ,,~: Thank you for the opportunity to excrement on the proposed stormwater
~oE. g’L~TT mitigation plan. Adoption of the three quarter inch standard will help to

~’~ABE,.R.,SB~C~ prot~t the creeks and coastlines of Los Angeles ~om the impacts of
~.~ ’~’..~~, stormwater pollutants, and represents a fair, equitable and achievable
~A~ ~ SHE.,~A. threshold for stormwater treatment.

Thon~ R. Schueler
~ ~.D~aRT~S Executive Director

83~’" MAIN STREET
EL~ICOTT CITY MD 21043 CC Mark C~ld

~4~? 461-8324 FA)’-
~..,~.,,,..,, cw ~ o R G attachmentEMZ4L CENTER~ CWPORG

¯ ruo~s ~ SCHUELE~
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 11. Stormwater Strategies for Arid
and Semi-Arid Watersheds

W ater supply and flood control have traditermanager. [Note: in some arid and semi-arid water-
tionally dominated watershed planning insheds, most precipitation falls as snow and evapora-
arid and semi-arid climates. Until recenttion rates are much lower. These watersheds are found

years, stormwater quality has simply not been much ofin portions of Alaska and at higher elevations of the
a priority for water resource managers in the west. ThisRocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada. Guidance on
situation is changing rapidly, as fast growing commu-stormwater strategies for these dry but cold watersheds
nities are responding to both emerging water qualitycan be found in Caraco (1997)].
problems and new federal regulations. In particular,
larger cities in the west have gradually been dealing This article reviews strategies ~g~.~.’.~:~w..~.’~-.:’~’~,~

with stormwater quality to meet the requirements offor managing stormwater in re- Soon, thousands more smaller
the first phase ofEPA’ s municipal stormwater NPDESgions of scarce water based on an communities will need to
program. Soon, thousands more smaller communitiesextensive survey of 30 stormwa- develop stormwater quality
will need to develop stormwater quality programster managers from arid and semi- prograrr~s.
when the second phase of this national stormwaterarid regions. Next, the article ex-
regulatory program is rolled out later this year. plores how source control, better

~ site design and stormwater prac-
At first glance, it seems ludicrous to considertices can be adapted to meet the demanding conditions

managing the quality of stormwater in arid regionsposed by arid and semi-arid climates. It begins by
where storms are such a rare and generally welcomeexamining the environmental factors that make storm-
event-- sort of like selling combs at a bald convention, water management in arid and semi-arid watersheds so
The urban water resources of the southwest, however,unique and challenging. As a consequence, stormwa-
are strongly influenced by stormwater runoff and byter strategies for the west are often fundamentally
the watershed development that increases it. Indeed,different from those originally developed for more
the flow of many urban streams in the southwest ishumid regions. Some of the fundamental differences
generated almost entirely by human activity: by urbanare outlined in Table I and are described in detail in the
storm flow, irrigation return flow and wastewaterfollowing text.
effluent. Thus, the quality of both surface water and
groundwater in urbanizing areas of arid
and semi-and regions of the southwest is
strongly shaped by urbanization.

For purposes of this article, arid wa-
tersheds are defined as those that receive
less than 15 inches of rain each year.
Semi-arid watersheds get between 15 and
35 inches of rainfall, and have a distinct
dry season where evaporation greatly ex-
ceeds rainfall. In contrast, humid water-
sheds are defined as those that get at least
35 inches of rain each year, and often
much more. There are many and and
semi-arid watersheds, most of which are
located in fast growing regions of the
western United States (Figure I). Low
annual rainfall, extensive droughts, high []
intensity storms and high evaporation rates
are characteristic of these watersheds, and ¯

] present many challenges to the stormwa- []
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drainage network of arid watersheds. Without such
indicators, it is difficult to define the qualities that
merit protection in ephemeral streams. Clearly, the
goals and purposes of stream protection need to be

Aquatic resources and management objectives reinterpreted for ephemeral stream channels, and can-
are fundamentally different not be imported from humid regions.

Rainfall depths are much lower In humid watersheds, the f’trst objective of storm-

Evaporation rates are much higher water management is the protection of perennial
streams, with goals such as maintaining pre-develop-

Pollutant concentralions in stormwater are muchment flow rates, habitat conditions, water quality and
greater biological diversity. In contrast, the objectives for

stormwater management in most arid watersheds are
Vegetative cover is sparse in the watershed ultimately driven either by flood control or the quality

Sediment movement is great of a distant receiving water, such as a reservoir, estu-
ary, ocean, or an underground aquifer. Witness some

Dry weather flow is rare, unless return flows areof the recent water quality problems in arid and semi-
present arid watersheds for which stormwater is suspected to

be primarily responsible: beach closures along the
Aquatic resources and management objectives areSouthern California coast, trash and floatables washed
fundamentally different into marinas in Santa Monica, nutrient enrichment in

The rivers of arid regions are dramatically differ-recreational reservoirs like Cherry Creek Reservoir in
ant from their humid counterparts. Some idea of theseDenver and Town Lake in Austin, trace metals viola-
differences can be seen by comparing the dynamics oftions in the estuarine waters of San Francisco Bay, or
an arid river to a humid one (see Box l). The differ-concerns about the quality and quantity of groundwa-
ences are even more profound for the smaller urbantar recharge in aquifers of San Antonio and Austin.
streams in arid watersheds. In fact, it is probablyUsually, the only local concern is preventing the loss of
appropriate to refer to them as gullies or arroyos rathercapacity of irrigation channels or storage reservoirs
than streams, since they rarely have a perennial flow ofcaused by sedimentation.
water. Many of the physical, chemical and biological
indicators used to define stream quality in humid Groundwater is a particularly valued water re-
watersheds simply do not apply to the ephemeralsource in arid and semi-arid watersheds. Many fast-
washes and arroyos that comprise the bulk of thegrowing western communities are highly reliant on

Box I An Arid River Runs Through It

Consider, for a moment, the characteristics of the South Platte River as it runs through Denver,
Colorado, as chronicled by Harris et al (1996). Flow in the South Platte river is extremely variable with

a few thunderstorms and the spring snow melt causing a half dozen dramatic peaks in discharge.
Normally, however, river flows quite low, falling below the average daily flow level some 354 days a

year. Much of the flow in the South Platte has been spoken for: it has been estimated that river water is
used and returned back to the river from three to seven times before it leaves the state (primarily due

to upstream water appropriations for irrigation). Most of the time, the dver’s flow is sustained by
municipal wastewater effluent flows, which contribute about 90% of the river’s daily flow during most of
the year. Indeed, without wastewater and irrigation flows, the river would frequently run dry (as it had

prior to settlement). The river continues to strongly interact with groundwater, and much of the flow
moves underground. The South Platte is very warm, with summer surface water temperatures exceed-

ing 30 degrees Celsius (and fluctuating by as much as 15 degrees each day).

From a water quality standpoint, the South Platte frequently suffers from oxygen depletion, and has
high concentrations of dissolved salts and nitrogen. Prior to settlement, the South Platte River was not

believed to have riparian forest corridors, but in recent years, introduced species have become well
established aiong many parts of the river. The quality of river habitat is generally regarded as poor,
due to low flows, sandy, shifting substrates, and a lack of channel structure and woody debris. The

dver’s channel continually changes in response to extreme variations in both flow and sediment
supply. These extremely variable conditions are not conducive to a diverse aquatic habitat for aquatic

insects or fish. For example, fewer than a dozen fish species inhabit the South Platte River, as
compared to 30 or more that might be found in a humid region.
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Rainfall Statistics

City Annual Days of 90% Annual Two Year, Ten Year,
Rainfall Rain per Rainfall Evaporation 24 Hour 24 Hour

Year Event Rate Storm Storm

Washington, DC 38 67 1.2 48 3.2 5.2

Dallas, TX 35 32 1.1 66 4.0 6.5

Austin, TX 33 49 1.4 80 4.1 7.5

Denver, CO 15 37 0.7 60 1.2 2.5

Los Angeles, CA 12 22 1.3 60 2.5 4.0

Boise, ID 11 48 0.5 53 1.2 1.8

Phoenix, AZ 7.7 29 0.8 82 1.4 2.4

Las Vegas, NV 4 10 0.7 120 1.0 2.0

groundwater resources, and it is becoming a limitingis smaller than that of semi-arid and humid watersheds
factor for some. On a national basis, groundwater(Table 2). For example, the rainfall depth associated
provides 39% of the public water supply. In the aridwith the two-year 24-hour storm in most arid water-
and semi-aridsouthwest, however, groundwater sourcessheds ranges from 1.0 to 1.4 inches, which is roughly
comprise 55% of the water supply (Maddock andequal to the typical water quality storm for a humid
Hines, 1995). Consequently, these communities havewatershed. Similarly, the ra!nfall depth for the ten-year
a strong interest in both the recharge and protection of24-hour storm in most and watersheds ranges from
groundwater on which they depend, two to three inches, which is roughly equivalent to the

depth of a two-year storm in a semi-arid or humid
Rainfall Depths A re Much Smaller watershed. Consequently, stormwater managers in arid

Table 2 compares a series of rainfall statistics forregions can fully treat the quality and quantity of
eight arid, semi-arid and humid cities and documentsstormwater with about a third to a half of the storage
that it rarely rains in arid watersheds. For example, inneeded in humid or semi-arid watersheds, with all
the fast growing Las Vegas, Nevada region, rainfallsother factors being equal.
greater than a tenth of an inch occur, on average, less
than ten days a year. Not only does rain seldom fall, not Even though the rainfall depths in arid watersheds
much falls when it does. For example, 90% of allarelower, watershed development can greatly increase
rainfall events in a given year are usually less than 0.50peak discharge rates during rare flood events. For
to 0.80 inches in arid watersheds, compared to 1.0 toexample, Guay (1996) examined how development
1.5 inches in humid watersheds. If a "90% rule" washad changed the frequency of floods in arid water-
used in many arid regions, the water quality stormsheds around Riverside, California.
would be roughly half that of most semi-arid andOvertwodecades, impervious cover
humid watersheds, which would greatly reduce the increased from 9% to 22% in these Watershed development can
size, land consumption and cost of structural practices fast-growing watersheds. As a di- greatly increase peak discharge
that need to be built. In many cases, the entire water rect result, Guay determined that rates during rare flood events.
quality storm could be disposed of on-site through peak flow rate at gauged stations for
better site design, without the need for structural prac-the two-year storm event had;~’.7"-~";~::-~;7~.~’;’~~
tices. It should be noted that there are some significantclimbed by more than 100%, and
exceptions to this rule. Los Angeles, for example,that the average annual stormwater
experienceshigherrainfalldepthsduetointensecoastalrunoff volume had climbed by 115%to 130% over the
storms in the winter, especially in el Nino years, same time span¯

While intense storms cause the flash flooding thatEvaporation Rates are Greater
¯ is so characteristic of the west, it is also important to High evaporation rates are a great challenge in

keep in mind that the depth of rainfall in these stormsarid and semi-arid watersheds. Low rainfall combined
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with high evaporation usually means that stored wateroffers little protection against soil erosion. Irrigation
will be lost water. In Las Vegas, for example, annualis required to establish dense and vigorous cover,
rainfall is a scant four inches, while pan evaporationwhich may not be sensible or economical given scarce
exceeds ten feet (See Table 2). Consequently, it iswater resources. In addition, high flows released from
virtually impossible to maintain a pond or wetland instorm drains frequently accelerate downstream ero-

an arid watershed without a supple-sion since channels are also sparsely vegetated. Fi-
mentalsourceofwater(seeSaundersnally, many stormwater practices require dense veg-

;.,~-~~.r~..a~z,~.~ and Gilroy, 1997; Technical Noteetative cover to perform properly (e.g., grass swales

As streams urbanize, dry 111). Evaporation also greatly ex-are often not practical in arid watersheds, given the

weather flow can actually ceeds rainfall for many months ofdifficulty to establish and maintain turf).

increase, the year in semi-arid watersheds, and
requires special pond design tech-Sediment Movement Is Greater

:�~o.t,:~~~~~ niques. Stream channels in arid and semi-arid watersheds
move a lot of sediment when they flow. For example,

Pollutant Concentrations in Stormwater Are OftenTrimble (1997) found that stream channel erosion
Higher supplied more than two thirds of the annual sediment

The pollutant concentration of stormwater runoffyield of an urban San Diego Creek. He concluded that
from arid watersheds tends to be higher than that ofthe higher flows due to watershed urbanization had
humid watersheds. This is evident in Table 3, whichgreatly accelerated the erosion of arroyos, over and
compares event mean concentrations (EMCs) fromabove the increases caused by grazing, climate and
five arid or semi-arid cities to the national average forriparian management. Channel erosion can be particu-
several common stormwater pollutants. As can belarly severe along road ditches that experience higher
seen, the concentration of suspended sediment, phos-stormwater flows, which not only increases sediment
phorus, nitrogen, carbon and trace metals in stormwa-erosion but also creates chronic ditch maintenance
ter runoff from arid and semi-arid watersheds consis-problems.
tently exceeds the national average, which is heavily
biased toward humid watersheds. In addition, bacteriaDry WeatherFlowsAreRare, Unless Supplemented by
levels are often an order of magnitude higher in aridReturn Water
regions (Chang, 1999). Most small streams in arid watersheds are gullies

or arroyos that only flow during and shortly after
The higher pollutant concentrations in arid water-infrequent storm events. As streams urbanize, how-

sheds can be explained by several factors. First, sinceever, dry weather flow can actually increase. Human
rain events are so rare, pollutants have more time tosources of dry weather flow include return flows from
build up on impervious surfaces compared to humidlawn and landscape watering, car washing, and sur-
regions. Second, pervious areas produce high sedi-face discharges of treated wastewater. For example,
ment and organic car-
bon concentrations be-
cause the sparse veg-
etative cover does little
to prevent soil erosion
in uplands and along
channels when it does
rain. The strong effect
of upland and channel
erosion can be detected
when stormwater
samples are taken from
channels, but are less
pronounced in storm-
water outfall pipes.

Vegetative Cover is
Sparse in the Water-
shed

Native vegetative
cover is relatively
sparse in arid and semi-
arid watersheds, and
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Mizell and French (1995) found that excess water froming services. Targeting is also used to reach homeowners
residential and commercial landscape irrigation andwith specific water conser,c.ation, car washing, fertili-

construction site dewatering greatly increased rate andzation and pesticide messages (see On Watershed
duration of dry weather flow in a Las Vegas Creek, andEducation).
was sufficiently reliable to be the primary irrigation
source for a downstream golf course. Street sweeping. Street sweeping seeks to remove the

buildup of pollutants that have been deposited along
Stormwater Strategies t’or Arid aud Semi-Aridthe street or curb, using vacuum assisted sweeper
Watersheds trucks. The pollutant removal

performance of a new genera-
Watershed managers need to carefully choose tion of street sweeper was re-Beller site design presents a

stormwater practices that can meet the demandingcently reviewed in Technical great opportunity to minimize
climatic conditions and water resource objectives ofNote 103. While researchers impervious cover and stormwa-
arid and semi-arid watersheds. Communities can em-continuetodebatewhetherstreet ter impacts in the west.
ploy three broad strategies: aggressive source control,sweepers can achieve optimal
better site design, and application of "western" storm-performance under real-world ;~-"~’~"~’:"~"’~~

water practices. Some of the key trends in each of thesestreet conditions, most concede
areas are described below, that street sweeping should be more effective in areas

that have distinct wet and dry seasons (CDM, 1993),
Aggressive Source Control which is a defining characteristic of arid and semi-arid

watersheds.
The term "source control" encompasses a series of

practices to prevent pollutants from getting into theStorm drain inlet clean outs. One of the last lines of
storm drain system in the first place. The practicesdefense to prevent pollutants from entering the storm
include pollution prevention, street sweeping, anddrain system is to catch them in the storm drain inlet.
more frequent clean outs of storm drain inlets. EachMineart and Singh (1994) reported that monthly or
practice acts to reduce the accumulation of pollutantseven quarterly clean outs of sediment in storm drain
on impervious surfaces or within the storm draininlets could reduce stormwater pollutant loads to the
system during dry weather, thereby reducing the sup-San Francisco Bay by 5% to 10%. Currently, few
ply of pollutants available for wash off when it rains,communities clean out their storm drain inlets more

than once a year, but a more aggressive effort by public
Pollution prevention. Pollution prevention seeks toworks to clean out storm drains prior to the onset of the
change behaviors at residential, commercial and in-wet season could be a viable strategy in some commu-
dustrial sites to reduce exposure of pollutants to rain-nities.
fall. Almost all arid stormwater managers considered
pollution prevention measures to be an integral ele-Better Site Design
ment of their stormwater management program, on par
with the use of structural stormwater practices (Caraco, Better site design clearly presents great opportu-
1997). Indeed, many western communities have pit-nities to reduce impervious cover and stormwater
neered innovative pollution prevention programs (seeimpacts in the west, but has not been widely imple-
On Watershed Education, this issue). These programsmented to date. Indeed, the "California" development
focus on educating homeowners and businesses onstyle, with its wide streets, massive driveways, and
how they can reduce or prevent pollutants from enter-huge cul-de-sacs has been copied in many western
ing the storm drain system when it’s not raining, communities and arguably produces more impervious

cover per home or business than any other part of the
In recent years, western communities have beencountry (Figure 2). While the popularity of the Call-

targeting their educational message to more specificfornia development style reflects the importance of the
groups and populations (see On Watershed Education,car in shaping communities, it is also a strong reaction
this issue). For example, Los Angeles County hasagainst the and and semi-arid landscape. The brown
identified seven priority categories for intensive em-landscape is not green or pastoral, and many residents
ployee training in industrial pollution prevention --consider concrete and turf to be a more pleasing and
auto scrap yards, auto repair, metal fabrication, motorfunctional land cover than the dirt and shrubs they
freight, chemical manufacturing, car dealers, and gasreplace.
stations-- on the basis of their hotspot potential and
their numerical dominance (Swammikannu, 1998). In While the techniques and benefits of better site
the Santa Clara Valley of California, the three keydesign have been extensively profiled in the last issue
priorities for intensive commercial pollution preven-of Techniques (3:2), it is worth discussing how these
tion training are car repair, construction, and landscap-techniques can be adapted for western developments.
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A keyadaptationistoincorporat~theconceptof"storm-conservation is also a high priority.
water harvesting" into residential and commercial
development design (COT, 1996). Water harvesting is Bettersitedesignprinciplesalsoneed to be adapted
an ancient concept that involves capturing runoff fromfor fire safety in Western communities adjacent to
rooftops and other impervious surfaces and using it forchaparral vegetation that are prone to periodic wild-
drinking water or to irrigate plants (e.g., the cistern). Infires. In some case, vegetation setbacks must be in-
a more modern version, rooftop runoff is spread overcreased in these habitats to protect developments from
landscaping areas or the yard, with the goal for completedangerous wildfires (CWP, 1998).
disposal of runoff on the property for storm events up to
the two-year storm (which ranges from one to twoDeveloping Western Stornawater Pr~,¢tiees
inches in most and and semi-and climates. For ex-
ample, the City of Tucson recommends 55 gallons of Given the many challenges and constraints that
storage per 300 to 600 square feet of rooftop for residen-arid and semi-and watersheds impose, managers need
tial bioretention areas (COT, 1996). In higher densityto adapt and modify stormwater practices that were
settings, it may be more practical to store water in a rainoriginally developed in humid watersheds. In our
barrel or cistern for irrigation use during dry periods,stormwater managers survey, four recurring principles

emerged on how to design "western" stormwater prac-
When water harvesting is aggressively pursued,tices that are suited to the challenging climate and

stormwater runoff is produced only from the impervi- water resource problems of and and semi-and water-
ous surfaces that are directly connected to the roadwaysheds:
system. Denver has utilized a similar strategy program
to disconnect impervious areas and reduce the amount1. Carefully select and adapt stormwater practices
of stormwater pollution (DUDFC, 1992). A usefulfor arid watersheds
guide on these techniques has also been produced for2. Minimize irrigation needs for stormwater prac-
the San Francisco Bay area (BASMAA, 1997). Watertices
harvesting may also prove to be a useful stormwater3. Protect groundwater resources and encourage re-
retrofitting strategy, particularly in regions where watercharge

Pollutant National Phoenix, Boise, Denver, San Jose, Dallas,
AZ Idaho Colorado California Texas

Source (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Rainfall 7.1 inches 12 inches 13 inches 14 inches 28 inches

N 2-3000 40 15 35 67 32

TSS 78.4 227 116 * 384 258 663

BOD 14.1 109 89 nd 12.3 12

COD 52.8 239 261 227 nd 106

Total N 2.39 3.26 4.13 4.80 nd 2.70

Total P 0.32 0.41 0,75 0.80 0.83 # 0.78

Soluble P 0.13 0.17 0.47 nd nd nd

Copper 14 47 34 60 58 40

Lead 68 72 46 250 105 330

Zinc 162 204 342 350 500 540

References: (1): Smullen and Cave, 1998, (2) Lopes et al, 1995 (3)Kjelstrom, 1995 (computed)
(4) DRCOG, 1983, (5) WCC, 1992 (computed) (6) Brush etal, 1995.
Notes: nd= no data, #= small sample size * = ouffall pipe samples
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4. Reduce downstream channel erosion and protectWet Ponds. Wet ponds are often impractical in arid
from upland sediment watersheds since it is not possible to maintain a perma-

nent pool without supplemental water, and the ponds

1. Carefully select and adapt stormwater practices forbecome stagnant between storms. Wet ponds are fen-
arid watersheds sible in some semi-arid watersheds, on the other hand,

Some stormwater practices developed in humidwhen carefully designed. Performance monitoring stud-

watersheds are simply not applicable to arid water-ies have demonstrated that wet ponds exhibit greater
sheds, and most others require major modifications topollutant removal than other stormwater practices in
be effective (Table 4). Even in semi-arid watersheds,Austin, Texas, at alowercost per volume treated (COA,

design criteria for most stormwater practices need to1998, and Technical Note XX). In arid and semi-arid
be revised to meet performance and maintenance ob-climates, wet ponds can require supplemental water to
jectives. The following section highlights some of themaintain a stable pool elevation. Saunders and Gilroy
major design and performance differences to consider(1997) reported that 2.6 acre-feet per year of supple-
for major stormwater practices, mental water were needed to maintain a permanent pool

of only 0.29 acre-feet. Generally speaking, stormwater
Extended Detention (ED) Dry Ponds. The most widelydesigners working in semi-arid watersheds should de-
utilized stormwater practices in arid and semi-aridsign for a variable pool level that can have as much as a
watersheds were dry ponds, according to the Center’sthree-foot draw down during the dry season. The use of
survey (Figure 3). Most were designed exclusively forwetland plants along the pond’s shoreline margin can
flood control, but can be easily modified to providehelp conceal the drop in water level, but managers will
greater treatment of stormwater quality. While dry EDneed to reconcile themselves to chronic algal blooms,
ponds are not noted for their ability to remove solublehigh densities of aquatic plants and occasional odor
pollutants, they are reasonably effective in removingproblems. The City of Austin has prepared useful wet
sediment and other pollutants associated with particu-I pond design criteria to address these issues (COA,
late matter (see Technical Note 95). In addition, ED1997).
ponds ~an play a key role in downstream channel
protection, if the appropriate design storm is selected,Stormwater Wetlands. Few communities recommend
and adequate upstream pretreatment is incorporated,the use of stormwater wetlands in either arid or semi-
Dry extended detention is the most feasible pondarid watersheds. Once again, the draw down rates caused
practice in arid watersheds, since they do not require aby evaporation make it difficult to impossible to main-
permanent pool of water, tain standing water that can sustain emergent wetland

plants, unless copious subsidies of supplemental water

Sand Filter ~

Filter Strip

Biofilter/Swale

Dry Well

Porous Pavement

Infiltration Basin

Infiltration Trench

Water Reuse Pond

Wetland

Wet Pond

Dr)’ Pond

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50°/, 60% 70%

Respondents Recommending
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are supplied. One interesting exception was a gravel-ter in both arid and semi-arid watersheds. Sand filters
based wetland that treated parking lot runoff in Phoe-require no supplemental water and can be used with
nix, Arizona (Wass and Fox, 1995). While the wetlandalmost any soil type. Still, the basic sand filter design
did require some supplemental water, evaporation wascontinues to evolve to counter the tough design condi-
reduced by the overlying gravel bed, and the wetlandtions found in these regions. For example, Urbonas
achievedrelativelyhighremovalratesofoilandgrease.(1997) evaluated sand filter performance in Denver,

Colorado, and concluded that designs need to be modi-
Sand Filters. Sand filters continue to be one of the most fled to account for the greater sediment buildup in arid
common practices used to treat the quality of stormwa- regions (Technical Note 100). Urbonas found that the

Stormwater Arid Semi-Arid
P ractice Watershed s Watersheds

ED Dry Ponds PREFERRED ACCEPTABLE
multiple storm ED dry or wet forebay needed
stable pilot channels
"dry" forebay

Wet Ponds NOT RECOMMENDED LIMITED USE
evaporation rates are too high to liners to prevent water loss
maintain a normal pool require water balance analysis
without extensive use of scarce design for a variable rather
water than permanent normal pool

use water sources such as AC
con densate for poo I
aeration unit to prevent
stagnation

Stormwater NOT RECOMMENDED LIMITED USE
Wetlands evaporation rates too great to require supplemental water

maintain wetland plants submerged gravel wetlands
can help reduce water loss

Sand Filters PREFERRED PREFERRED
requires greater pretreatment refer to COA, 1 997 for design
exclude pervious areas criteria

Biorstsntion MAJOR MODIFICATION MAJOR MODIFICATION
no irrigation use runoff to supplement
better pretreatment irrigation
treat no pervious area use xeriscaping plants
xeriscape plants or no plants avoid trees
replace mulch with gravel replace mulch with gravel

Rooftop Infiltration PREFERRED PREFERRED
dry well design for recharge of recharge rooftop runoff on-site
residential rooftops unless the land use is a hotspot

Infiltration MAJOR MODIFICATION MAJOR MODIFICATION
no recharge for hotspot land uses no recharge for hotspot land
treat no pervious area uses
multiple pretreatment treat no pervious area
soil limitations multiple pretreatment

Swales NOT RECOMMENDED LIMITED USE
not recom men ded for pollutant limited use unless irrigated
removal, but rock berms and grade rock berrns and grade control
control needed for open channels to essential to prevent erosion in
prevent chart nel erosion open channe Is
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test sand filter quickly became clogged with sedimentturf can only be maintained in these arid conditions

after just a few storms, and recommended that sandthrough the use of sprinkler irrigation systems. The

filters include a more frequent sediment clean outpollutant removal performance of swales in arid and
regime, an increase in the filter bed size, and upstreamsemi-arid watersheds appears to be mixed (Table 5).
detention to provide greater sediment pretreatment.Poor to negative pollutant removal performance was
Some additional research on the performance andreported in a Denver swale that was not irrigated
longevity of sand filters in the semi-arid climate of(Urbonas, 1999-personal communication). In thesemi-
Austin, Texas can be found in Technical Notes l l l andarid climate of Austin, Texas, Barter et al (1998)
112 (this issue), reported excellent pollutant removal in two highway

swales that were vegetated but not irrigated. Similar

Bioretention. The use of bioretention as a stormwaterperformance was also noted in a non-irrigated swale
treatment practice is not very common in many west-monitored by the City of Austin (COA, 1997).
ern communities at the present time. Clearly, this
practice will require extensive modification to work in2. Minimize irrigation needs for stormwater practices
arid watersheds. This might entail xeriscapeplantings, In arid climates, all sources of water, including
use of gravel instead of mulch as ground cover, andstormwater runoff, need to be viewed as a resource. It
betterpretreatment.Sprinklerirrigation ofbioretentionseems senseless, therefore, to imgate a practice with
areas should be avoided. 50 inches of scarce water a year so that it can be ready

to treat the stormwater runoff produced from 10 inches

Infiltration Practices. While a number of communitiesof rain a year. Still, irrigation of stormwater practices
allowed the use of infiltration in arid and semi-aridthe 183 and Walnut Creek sites. In our survey of
watersheds, few encouraged its use. Two concernsstormwater managers, 65% reported that irrigation
were frequently cited as the reason for lack of enthusi-was commonly used to establish and maintain veg-
asm for structural infiltration. The first concern wasetated cover for most stormwater practices.
that infiltration practices are too susceptible to rapid
clogging, given the high erosion rates that are custom- Irrigation should be limited to practices that meet
ary in arid and semi-arid watersheds. The secondsome other landscaping or recreational need in a com-
concern was that untreated stormwater could poten-munity and would be irrigated anyway, such as land-
tialty contaminate the aquifers that are used for ground-scaping islands in commercial areas and road rights of
water recharge, way. Irrigation may also be a useful strategy for dry ED

ponds that are designed for dual use, i.e., facilities that
Swales. The use of grass swales for stormwater treat-serve as a ballfield or community park during the dry
ment was rarely reported for arid watersheds, but wasseason. Even when irrigation is used, practices should
much more common in semi-arid conditions. Grassbe designed to "harvest" stormwater, and therefore
swales are widely used as a stormwater practice inreduce irrigation needs. Landscapers should also con-
residential developments in Boise, Idaho, but the densesider planting native drought resistant plant material to

Highway 183 median Walnut Creek City of Austin Swale

Parameter Mass Load Reduction (%)

TSS 89 87 68

COD 68 69 33

TP 55 45 43

TKN 46 54 32

Nitrate 59 36 (-2)

Zinc 93 79 ns

Lead 52 31 ns

ns = not sampled. Fecal coliform and fecal strep removals were negative at the 1 83 and Walnut
I Creek sites.

t~- -5o ~
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reduce water consumption. Bioengineering options to stabilize downstream chan-
nels in arid watersheds are limited, and often require

3. Protect groundwater resources and encourage re-erosion control blankets to retain moisture and seeds,
charge as well as extensive irrigation.

In many arid communities, protection of ground-
water resources is the primary driving force behindUpstream erosion quickly reduces the capacity of any
stormwater treatment. Ironically, early efforts to usestormwater practice in an arid or semi-arid watershed,
stormwater to recharge groundwater have resulted indue to sparse vegetation cover and erosion from up-
some groundwater quality concerns. In Arizona, forstream gullies, ditches, or channels. Designers have
example, stormwater was traditionally injected into 10several options to deal with this problem. The most
to 40 foot deep dry wells to provide for groundwatereffective option is to locate the practice so that it can
recharge. Concerns were raised that deep injectiononly accept runofffrom impervious areas, particularly
could increase the risk of localized groundwater con-for infiltration, sand filters and bioretention. Even
taminadon, since untreated stormwater can be a sourcethen, the practice will still be subject to sediment
of pollutants, particularly if the proposed land use istransported by the wind.
classified as a stormwater hotspot.

All stormwater practices in arid and semi-arid
Wilson et al (1990) evaluated the risk of dry wellwatersheds require greater pretreatment than in humid

stormwater contamination in Pima County, Arizona,watersheds. Seventy percent of the arid stormwater
and determined that dry wells had elevated pollutantmanagers surveys reported that sediment clogging and
concentrations in local groundwater. The build up ofdeposition problems were a major design and mainte-
pollutant levels that had occurred over several decadesnance problem for nearly all of their stormwater prac-
tended to be localized, and did not exceed drinkingtices.
water standards. Still, it is important to keep in mind
that dry wells and other injection recharge methods Even though not all upstream erosion can be
should only be used to infiltrate relatively "clean"prevented, designers can compensate for sediment

runoff, such as residential roofs. Otherbuildup within the stormwater practice itself. Pretreat-
;~..- - " ~;’~~ surface infiltration practices, such asment and over-sizing can prevent the loss of storage or

In many arid communities, trenches and basins, can also poten-clogging associated with sediment deposition. As

protection of groundwater tially contaminate groundwater unlessnoted in Technical Note 112, rock berms or vertical

.sources is the primary driving they are carefully designed for runoffgravel filters are ideally suited as a pretreatment de-

force behind stormwater treat- pretreatment, provide a significant soilvice.

merit, separation distance to the aquifer, and
;~:.:,~~:,~;~ are not used on "hot spot" runoff sites. Most stormwater managers surveyed indicated

that sediment cleanout regimes for stormwater prac-
4. Design to reduce channel erosion t_ices need to be more frequent in arid and semi-arid

Above all, the western stormwater practice mustwatersheds, with removal after major storms and at a
be designed to reduce downstream erosion in ephem-minimum, once a year. Lastly, stormwater managers
eral channels, while at the same time protecting itselfconsistently emphasized the need for better upland
from sediment deposition from upstream sources. Thiserosion control during construction. A full 65% of the
is a daunting challenge for any engineer, but themanagers reported that upstream erosion and sediment
following ideas can help. control was a major emphasis during their stormwater

plan review.
With respect to downstream channel erosion, de-

signers will need to clamp down on the storm eventsSummary
that produce active erosion in channels. This might
entail the design of ponds or basins that can provide 12 It is clear that stormwater managers in arid and
hours of extended detention for the one-year returnsemi-arid climates cannot simply import the stormwa-
interval storm event (which is usually no more than anter programs and practices that were originally devel-
inch or two in most arid and semi-arid watersheds),oped for humid watersheds. Instead, they will need to
Local geomorphic assessment will probably be neededdevelop stormwater solutions that combine aggressive
to set channel protection criteria, and these hydraulicsource control, better site design and stormwater prac-
studies are probably the most critical research prioritytices in a distinctly western context. Regulators, in
in both arid and semi-arid watersheds today. Withoutturn, need to recognize that western climates, terrain
ED channel protection, designers must rely on clumsyand water resource objectives are different, and be
and localized engineering techniques to protect ditchesflexible and willing to experiment with new approaches
and channels from eroding, such as grade control, rockin municipal stormwater programs. Lastly, stormwater
berms, rip-rap, or even concrete lined channels,managers from arid and semi-arid watersheds must

It- -~o~ R0073051 --
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work more closely together to share experiences about CO. 240 pp.
the stormwater solutions that work and fail. It is only
throu~,h this dialogue that western communities canGlick, R., G. Chang and M. Barret. 1998. Monitoring
gradually engineer stormwater practices that are rug- and evaluation of stormwater quality control ba-
ged enough to withstand the demanding challenges of sins. Water Environment Federation Speciality
the arid and semi-arid west. Conference. Proceedings Watershed Management:

Moving from Theory to Implementation. Denver,
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Better Site Design

I. An Introduction to Better Site Design

Few watershed management practices simulta-site design goals. These techniques are organized
neously reduce pollutant loads, conserveinto threeareas:
natural areas, save money, and increase1. Residential Streets and

property values. Indeed, if such "wonder practices" Parking Lots
were ever developed, they would certainly spread 2. Lot Development
quickly across the nation. As it turns out, these 3. Conservation of Natural Areas
pracuces have existed for years. Collectively called
"better site design," the techniques employ a variety These techniques are not intended to be strict
of methods to reduce total paved area, distribute andguidelines, and their actual application should be
diffuse stormwater, and conserve natural habitats,based on local conditions. The remainder of this
Despite their proven benefits and successful localarticle introduces each of the better site design
application, better site design techniques often fail totechniques, describes some of the barriers to their
earn the endorsement of local communities. In fact,wider use, and suggests ways to overcome these
many communities simply prohibit their use. impediments.

"Better site design" is a fundamentally different
approach to residential and commercial develop-
ment. It seeks to accomplish three goals at every.
development s~te:    to reduce the amount of
impervious cover, to increase natural lands set aside As much as 65% of the total impervious cover in
for conservation, and to use pervious areas for morethe landscape can be classified as "habitat for cars,"
effective stormwater treatment. To meet these goals, which includes streets, parking lots. driveways, and
designers must scrutinize every aspect of a site plan--other surfaces designed for the car. Consequently, 10
~ts streets, parking spaces, setbacks, lot sizes,better site design techniques address ways to reduce
driveways, and side~’alks-- to see if any of thesecar habitat in new developments.
elements can be reduced in scale. At the same time,
creative grading and drainage techniques reduce
stormwater runoff and encourage more infiltration.

Why is it so difficult to implement bett~r site
design in so many communities? The primary reason
is the outdated development rules that collectively
govern the development process: a bewildering mix
of subdivision codes, zoning regulations, parking
and street standards, and drainage regulations that
often work at cross-purposes with better site design.
Few developers are willing to take risks to bend these
rules with site plans that may take years to approve or
that may never be approved at all.

In 1997, a national site planning roundtable was
convened to address ways to encourage better site
design techniques in more communities. The
participants represented the diverse mix of organiza-
tions that affect the development process (listed in
Table 1) and provided the technical and real world
experience to make better site design happen. After Figure 1: A Neotraflitional Community in Gaithersburg, MD
two years of discussion, the roundtable endorsed 22Better site design techniques have been successfully applied in a
better site design techniques that offer specific growing numberofcommunitieslikethe Kentlands
guidance that can help achieve one of the basic better



The foliowi .r~g._ organ--s par’ddpated in a ~year,~g process to craft and refine the 22 model
.~dev. eiopment prirldp .k~:. ~For a fl~ iat.the~nat~O~l~.=!~msensus agreement, consult our web site at

American Association of State Highway Transportat’~ Land Trust Alliance
Officials ~i Linowes & Blocher
Ainericen Forest ASsociation L Loiederman Associates, Inc.
American Institute of Architects :. Michael T. Rose Company
American Planning Association .~. Montgomery County Council
American Public Works Association ~ Natelli Communities
American Rivers = National Association of Home Builders
American Society of Civil Engineers National Realty Committee
American Society of Landscape Architects Natural Resources Defense Council
Chesapeake Bay program Prince Georges County
Community Associations Inc. Department of Environmental Resources
The Conservation Fund U.S. EPA
Office of Comprehensive Planning, County of Fairfax, VA Office of Sustainable Ecosystems and
Howard Research and Development Corporation Communities

an affiliate of the Rouse Company U.S. Fire Administration
Institute of Transportation Engineers Urban Land Institute
International City/.County Management Association Urban Wildlife Resources

Design residential streets for the minimum Conventional Street
required pavement width needed to support travel
lanes, on.street parking, and emergency,
maintenance, and ser,,ice vehicle access. Street
widths should be based on traffic volume.

In some communities, residential streets can be
32, 36, and even 40 feet wide, despite the fact that
the~ onl~ serve a few dozen homes¯ These wide streets
are the greatest source of impervious cover in mosl
subdivisions. Wide residential streets are created by
blanket applications of high volume and high speed
design criteria, the perception that on-street parking
is needed on both sides of the street, and the Queuing Street
perception that they provide unobstructed access for
emergency vehicles.

Communities have a significant opportunity to
reduce impervious cover by revising their street
standards to widths of smaller residential access
streets. Residential streets widths should be designed
to handle expected traffic volumes, provide adequate
parking, and ensure access for service, maintenance,
and emergency vehicles. Two strategies can help to
narrow streets: using queuing streets (see Figure 2)
and critically evaluating the need for on-street

(photos by Randall Arenclt)
parking on both sides of the street. Several national
engineering organizations have recommendedFigure 2: Queuing Streets as a Technique for
residential streets as narrow as 22 feet in width Minimizing Street Width
(ASSHTO, 1994 and ASCE, 1990). VVhile traditional streets are composed of two

travel lanes and parking on either side of the road,
queuing streets have one designated travel lane

and two queuing lanes that can be used for travel

R0073054                      or parking
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Reduce the total length of residential streets bycommunities have implemented this successfully and
examining alternative street layouts to determine the smaller radii can range from 33 to 45 feet. Since
the best option for increasing the number of homesvehicles only use the outside of a cul-de-sac when
per unit length, turning, a second option is to create a pervious island

in the middle of the cul-de-sac,
It stands to reason that a longer street networkcreating a donut-like effect. A

produces more impervious cover and greaterthird option is to replace cul-de-
development costs than a shorter one, yet mostsacs with loop roads and Engineeringtechniqueshave

communities do not even consider whether a shorterhammerheads (see Figure 3). improved the performance of

street network can serve individual lots on residential conventional roadside ditches.

streets. It is generally assumed that the cost of Where density, topography,
constructing roads is sufficient incentive to assuresoils, and slopepermit, vegetated
short street networks. Streets are designed toopen channelsshouldbeusedin
accommodate rapid, smooth traffic flow, andthe street right-of-way to convey andtreat stormwater
consequently,, total street length is rarely the mostrunoff.
important design consideration.

Communities often require that curbs and gutters
There is no one street layout guaranteed tobe installed along residential streets, which quickly

minimize total street length in residentialconvey stormwater runoff and associated pollutant
developments. Instead. site designers are encouraged loads directly into the stream. In contrast, open chan-
to analyze different layouts to see if they can reducenels can remove pollutants by infiltration and filtering,
street length, and are also often less expensive than curb and gutter

systems.
Wherever possible, residential street right.of.

way widths should reflect the minimum required to New engineering techniques have greatly improved
accommodate the travel.way, the sidewalk, andthe performance of conventional roadside ditches,
vegetated open channels. Utilities and storm drainswhich have traditionally suffered from erosion, stand-
should be located within the pavement section of theing water and increased pavement maintenance. One
right-of-way wherever feasible, alternative is dry swales, which are designed both to

convey the 10 year storm and treat a water quality
In manv communities, a single right-of-way widthstream through a sandy loam filter along the roadway

of 50 feet or more ~s applied to all residential street(see Figure 4).
categories. While a wide right-of-way does not
necessarily, create more impervious cover, it requires
more clearing and consumes land that could be used
for achieving a more compact site design. By
redesigning each of the main components of the ,’,~
right-of-way (ROW), the total width of the ROW can /,
be sharply, reduced. Techniques include reducing
street width, narrowing sidewalks or restricting them
to one side, narrowing the distance between street and
sidewalk, and installing utilities beneath street
pavement. Combined, these techniques narrow the
ROW by 10 to 25 feet.

Minimize the number of residential street cul-de-
sacs and incorporate landscaped areas to reduce
their impervious cover. The radius of cul-de-sacs
should be the minimum required to accommodate
emergency and maintenance vehicles. Alternative ,, --
turnarounds should be considered. -" ~.~ ’

Many communities require the end of cul-de-sacs
to be 50 to 60 feet in radius, creating large circles of
needless impervious cover. There are several Figure 3: Two Alternatives to the Traditional Cul-de-Sac
different options to reduce the impervious cover A loop road or a pervious island in the middle are two alternatives that
created by traditional cul-de-sacs. One option is to can significantly reduce impervious cover.
reduce the radius of the turnaround bulb. Several



sary parking spaces. Even small reductions in parking
can reduce construction and stormwater management
costs. As it turns out, shrinking parking lots is critical
in reducing the impact of commercial development
(see next Feature Article).

Parking codes should be revised to lower parking
[~/~/~ ~.a~ requirements where mass transit is available or en-

forceable shared parking arrangements are made.

Despite the fact that parking lot size can shrink

P~,=tt,~ dramatically if credits for shared parking or mass
transit are provided, only a handful of communities
require or encourage developers to use these tools.
Shared parking allows adjacent land uses to share
parking lots if peak parking demands occur during
different times of the week. Mass transit can reduce the
number of vehicle trips, which translates directly into
smaller parking lots.

Despite challenges, several communities have suc-
cessfully provided parking credits for shared parking
for reducing the total number of parking spaces cre-
ated. One such example is Oakland, California, where
a thorough study of short and long term parking
demand was conducted By taking an inventory of
existing land uses, parking, and occupancy: and b3
considering vacancy factors, mass transit access. Ion

Figure 4: Profile and Two Examples of Open Vegetated auto ownership, and operations of special use facili-
Channels ties, the study concluded that parking rate for office

Open vegetated channels allow for infiltration and treatment of space could be reduced from three spaces to 1.44
stormwater on-site. A dry swale is typically designed to convey the spaces per 1,000 gross square feet (ITE, 1995).

!0 year storm, while treating smaller events with a subsurface
composed of a sand and loam filler that treats the runoff before it Reduce the overall imperviousness associated with

enters a stream, parking lots by providing compact car spaces, mini-
mizing stall diraensions, incorporating ef.ficient park-
ing lanes, and using pervious materials in the spillaver

The required parking ratio governing a particu, parking areas where possible.
lar land use or activity should be enforced as both a

maximum and a minimum in order to curb excess Reducing the size of parking stall dimensions
parking space construction. Existing parking ratios represents another opportunity to reduce impervious
shouM be reviewed for conformance, taking intocover. The length and often the width of a typical
account local and national experience to see if lowerparking stall can often be reduced by a foot or more.
ratios are warranted and feasible.

Many communities routinely build more parking
spaces than are needed to meet actual parking
demands. This is a result of using outdated or overly
generous local parking codes to determine minimum~’ ¯ -
parking ratios. Land Us~ Better Slt~.~ Design Parking

Single Family 2 s.p.aces or less per dwellingCommunities should check their local codes toHomes univ"ensure that both a minimum and a maximum number
of parking spaces are set for each building project (see    Professional3.0 spaces or less per 1000 ft

OfficesTable 2 for recommended maximum parking spaces).
4.0 to 4.5 spaces or less perBy referring to national, regional and/or local studies,Retail 1000 ~

communities can evaluate their parking needs more
.... can be accommodated in drivewayaccurately, thereby reducing the creation of unneces-



Parking codes can also be amended to require a fixed
percentage of smaller stalls for compact cars. Lastly,
while permeable parking surfaces can be more
expensive to install and maintain, the use of these
materials in the 10-20% of the lot that will be used for
spillover parking can reduce stormwater treatment
costs.

Provide meaning[ul incentives to encourage struc-
tured and shared parking to make it more economi-
cally viable.

The type of parking facility in a development site
is usually determined by the cost of land balanced
against the cost of constructing parking. In suburban PROF/L~

and rural areas, the low cost of land makes surface
parking more cost-effective than building a garage. In Winter Summer

highly urban areas, garages may be a more economical
option, since land costs are at a premium.

Vertical parking structures can significantly re-
duce impervious cover by reducing acreage converted
to parking. However. given the economics of surface
parking versus garages, it is unlikely that garages will
become the norm without incentives. Incentives for
defraying some of the costs of parking garages could
include tax credits, stormwater waivers or bonuses for
densit’,, floor area or building height. A simple way
~o save on the cost of garages is to incorporate them
belov, or on the first floor of buildings, thereby reduc-
ing the structural cost for parking.

l~’hereverpossible, provide stormwater treatment
forparking lot runoffusing bioretention areas, filter Figure 5: Profile of Parking Lot Bioretention Facilities
strips, and/or other practices that can be integrated Bioretention areas can be designed for parking lots or on-site
into required landscaping areas and traffic islands, residential stormwater treatment, and can be an attractive landscap-

ing feature in all seasons.
Although parking lots are a significant source of

stormwater pollution, many communities do not re-
quire developers to provide stormwater quality con- Advocate open space design subdivisions incor-
trol. In other communities, opportunities to minimizeporatingsmallerlotsizes to minimizetotalimpervious
and treat stormwater runoff at the parking lot are oftenarea, reduce total construction costs, conserve natu-
overlooked. Parking lots can be made more attractiveralareas, provide community recreationalspace, and
at the same time they treat stormwater. Bioretentionpromote watershed protection.
areas, dry swales, perimeter sand filters, and filter strips
are all effective at treating stormwater within the Open space subdivisions cluster houses into a
parking lot. Figure 5 provides a schematic diagramsmaller portion of the development s~te, leaving more
and example of a bioretention facility, of the site as natural open space. Figure 6 illustrates the

differences between a conventional and an open space
subdivision. Open space subdivisions have been docu-
mented to reduce impervious cover, stormwater runoff,
and construction costs (see the second feature article in

Man.,, opportunities exist to reduce imperviousthis issue for more details). While open space subdivi-
cover in residential developments by modifying thesigns are not always feasible in dense residential zones
shape, size. and layout of residential lots. Perhaps the(more than six dwelling units per acre), communities
greatest opportunity is to shift from conventional that can utilize this technique should consider making
subdivisions to open space or cluster subdivisions, open space subdivisions a by-right development op-

tion.



Conventional Subdivision Open Space Subdivision setbacks and lot shape. These criteria constrain s~te
planners from designing open space or cluster
developments that can reduce impervious cover.
Smaller front and side setbacks, often essential for
open space designs, are typically not allowed or
require a zoning variance that may be difficult to
obtain.

Relaxing setback requirements allows developers
to create attractive, compact lots that are marketable
and livable (see Figure 7). For example, side yard
setbacks can be as close as five feet from detached

Photo courtesy. Randall Arendt Photo courtesy: Randall Arendt housing without specific fire protection measures.
Figure 6: Examples of Conventional and Open Space Site Often, fears about fire safety, noise, parking capacity

Designs and sight distance impairment are cited as
Many conventional developments are designed using a cookie-cutter impediments to shorter setbacks, but the reality is
approach. Open space site designs preserve more of the existing that these concerns can be overcome with careful

vegetation and reduce the amount of land that is cleared and graded design.
for individual lots. ’

Promote more flexible design standards forLong Front Setback [ Reduced Front Setback residential subdivision sidewalks. Where practical,
consider locating sidewalks on only one side of the
street and providing common walkways finking
pedestrian areas.

Most subdivision codes require sidev, alks on
both sides of residential streets, constructed of
impervious concrete or asphalt, 4-6 feet wide, and 2-
10 feet from the street. While these codes are
intended to promote pedestrian safer)., sideaalks
should not be designed so rigidly. Instead. the
general goal should be to improve pedestrian
movement by di\erting Jt awa} from street traffic

Figure 7: Examples of Long and Reduced Front Setbacks Often, a sidewalk on one side of the streel is
Smaller front setbacks can reduce site impervious cover, but many sufficient. In fact, in a stud.,,, of pedestrian accidents

icurrent subdivision codes have strict requirements that govern setbacks,associated with sidewalks, there was a negligible
difference in accident rates when sidewalks ~ere
reported on .just one side of the street versus

Although open space subdivisions (also known assidewalks on both sides of the street (NHI, 1996).
cluster design) have been advocated by planners for
many years, they are often prohibited or severely Communiues should also consider reducing the
restricted by local zoning regulations. In 95% ofsidewalk width of sidewalks to 3-4 feet and placing
communities surveyed by Heraty (1992). clustering isthem further from the street. Sidewalk design should
a voluntary, rather than a mandatory, developmentemphasize the connections between neighborhoods,
option. In addition, open space subdivisions oftenschools, and shops, instead of merely following the
require a special exception or zoning variance(i.e, theyroad layout (Figure 8). In addition, sidewalks should
are not a by-right form of development) which requiresbe graded to drain to front yards rather than the street.
more review time. Consequently, open space designsThese alternatives reduce impervious cover and
are not always widely exercised by developers, provide practical, safe, and attractive travel paths

Relax side yard setbacks and allow narrower Reduce overall lot imperviousness by promoting
frontages to reduce total road length in thealternative driveway surfaces and shared dri~’eways
community and overall site imperviousness. Rela~that connect two or more homes together.
front setback requirements to minimize driveway
lengths andreduceoveralllotimperviousness. Most local subdivision codes are not xer~

explicit as to how driveways should be designed.
Many current subdivision codes have ver~ strict Most simply require a standard apron to connect the

requirements that ~overn lot geometr.,,, including street to the driveway but do not specify width or
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surface material for driveways. Typical residentialannual runoff volume fl’om residential development
driveways are 12 feet wide for one car driveways andsites by as much as 50%. Techniques to treat rooftop
20 feet wide for two. Shared driveways arerunoff in the yard include directing flow into small
discouraged or prohibited by many communities, bioretention areas that encourage sheet flow across

vegetated areas (see Figure t0) or infiltrate runoff in
Shared driveways can reduce impervious cover,trenches, dry wells, or french drains.

and can work when maintenance agreements and
easements can be enforced. By specifying narrower
driveways, promoting permeable paving materials,
and allowing two-track driveways or gravel and grass
surfaces, communities can sharply reduce the typical Conservation of natural areas is integral to better
400 to 800 square feet of impervious cover created bysite design, and the last six techniques deal with
each driveway(seeFigure9), conserving and managing natural areas at the

development site. These techniques include stream
Clearly specify how community open space willbuffers, clearing and grading, tree conservation and

be managed and designate a sustainable legal entiO,stormwater treatment. To fully utilize these techniques.
responsible for managingboth natural and communities may need to offer developers both
recreational open space, flexibility and incentives.

Open space subdivisions encourage the preserva- Create a variable width, naturally vegetated
tion of common areas that must be effectively man-buffer system along ailperennial streams that also
aged. Surveys of local open space regulations, how-encompasses critical environmental features such
ever, revealed that open space was poorly defined inas the lO0-year floodplain, steep slopes and
most communiues (Heraty. 1992). Less than a thirdfreshwater wetlands.
required that open space be consolidated. Only 10~
required that a poruon of open space be maintained as This technique establishes a three-zone buffer
natural cover, and few specified which uses were al-system to protect streams, shorelines and wetlands at
lowed or excluded in the open space areas. Somethe developmem site (Figure 11). These three zones
communities are wary of open space because they feel
that communit\’ associations may lack financial, legal,
o~ technical resources to effectively maintain their
common areas.

In realit\, open space maintained in a natural con-
dition costs up to five times less to maintain than lawns.
Communities should explore more reliable methods to
assure that responsibility is taken for open space man-
agement. Effective methods include creating a com-
munity association, or shifting responsibility to a land
trust or park through a conservation easement.

Figure 8: Using Flexible Design Standards for Sidewalks
Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas such as Creating sensible pathways can produce safe, pedestrian friendly

yards, open channels, or vegetated areas and avoid communities.
routing rooftop runoff to the roadway and the storm-
water conveyance system.

Often, local codes discourage the storage and treat-
merit of rooftop runoffon individual lots, thus bypass-
ing opportunities to promote filtering or infiltration in
the front or back yard. Most subdivision codes require
that yards have a mimmum slope to ensure drainage
a~ay from homes. The slope helps move runoff away
from the home to prevent nuisance ponding, basement
flooding, or ice formation on driveways or sidewalks.
However, these concerns are only significant within 10
or 15 feet from the home foundation.

Figure 9: Examples of Different Types of Shared Driveways
Sending rooftop runoff over a pervious surface Shared driveways can help reduce the amount of impervious cover

before ~t reaches an ~mpervious one can decrease the created for parking.
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safeguarded from clear cutting is just as essential.
Many communities have stream buffer ordinances,
but a line drawn on a map is virtually invisible to
contractors and landowners. Few communities
require that buffer lines be marked. A strong buffer
ordinance should outline the legal rights and
responsibilities for management and maintenance
during construction and for the long term. An
effective buffer program should also indicate who is
responsible for these issues and address measures to
reestablish buffers using native vegetation. Figure 12
illustrates two techniques for preserving and
maintaining natural areas and buffers.

Figure 10: Alternative Runoff Management Cleating and grading of forests and native
Two alternatives for managing rooftop runoff are bioretention areas andvegetation at a site should be limited to the minimum

rain barrels, amount needed to build lots, allow access, and
provide fire protection. A fixed portion of any
community open space should be managed asShoreline Buffer A Forested Buffer protected green space in a consolidated manner.

Most communities allow the entire development
site to be cleared and graded, with a few exceptions in
specially regulated areas such as jurisdictional
wetlands, steep slopes, and floodplains. Since areas
that are conserved in their natural state retain their
natural hydrolog,,, and are not exposed to erosion

]during construction, it is desirable to conserve as
[ much original soil at the site as possible. Clearing

ishould be limited to the minimum area required for
Figure 11: Development vs. Buffer building footprints, construction access, and safer,,

A buffer is more than a setback from the stream or shoreline. Native setbacks, Existing tools that could be adapted t~
vegetation cover should be retained within part of the buffer to protect limit clearing include erosion and sediment control

the water quality, treat stormwater, and enhance natural beauty.    , ordinances, grading ordinances, forest conservation
or tree protection ordinances, and open space
development. One study has shown that providing

are distinguished by the types of allowable usesgrassed lots can add $750 to the value of a lot as
unique to each zone. In addition, the buffer shouldcompared to bare lots (Harbor and Herzog, 1999). For
incorporate the lO0-year floodplain, steep slopes,more information on cleanng and grading, see
and freshwater wetlands to fully protect the waterTechnical Notes 80, 81. 107 and 108.
quality of streams, help treat stormwater, and enhance
the quality of life for residents (Schueler, 1995). Conserve trees and other vegetation at each site

by planting additional vegetation, clustering tree
Buffers are noted for their economic benefits asareas, and conserving native vegetation. Wherever

well, including include increased property values,practical incorporate trees into community open
reduced flood damages, and sediment removal costsspace, street rights-of-way, parking lot islands, and
savings. A model stream buffer ordinance andother landscaped areas.
regional samples can be downloaded from our
websileatwww.cwp.org. Few communities require that a percentage of

trees and native vegetation be conserved during the
The riparian stream buffer should be preserveddevelopment process. In fact, man,’, communities

or restored with native vegetation. The buffer systempromote the use of lawns instead of native vegetation
should be maintained through the plan reviewHowever, native trees, shrubs, and grasses contribute
delineation, construction, and post-developmentto the quality of the environment, create a sense of
stages, place, and increase property values. Tools that can be

used for tree conservation include adopting forest
While establishing a buffer is paramount to better conservation ordinances, encouraging open space

¯ site design, assuring that the forest buffer is design, planting street trees in the rights-of-way,



adopung clearing and grading restrictions to Buffer Reforestation Tree Conservation Area
preserve trees and native vegetation, and adding
landscaping requirements for parking lots.

Incentives and flexibility should be encouraged
to promote conservation of stream buffers, forests,
meadows, and other areas of environmental value.
In addition, off-site mitigation should be encouraged
where it is consistent with locally adopted watershed
plans.

A small number of communities require conserva-
tion of non-regulated areas such as stream buffers, Figure 12: Two Techniques for Natural Areas and Buffers
forests, and meadows. Even fewer provide meaningful Buffer reforestation and tree conservation are two important techniques

incentives for developers to conserve more natural for maintaining natural areas, including buffers. Buffer lines should be

areas than they are required to. To combat this prob- clearly marked to protect from clearing and grading both during and

]em, communities may want to offer increased flexibi]- after construction.

ity and incentives to reward developers for conserving
natural areas, make it more difficult to park? Lengthen response

times for emergency vehicles? Increase risks to
Methods to encourage conservation include by-community residents and children? Progress toward

right open space development, buffer flexibility, prop- better site design will require more local governments
erty lax credits, density bonuses, transferrable devel-to examine their current practices in the context of a
opmentrights, and providing credits forreduced storm-broad range of concerns, such as how the changes
water management requirements. Stormwater creditswill affect development costs, local liabilitx,
existfornaturalareaconservation,disconnectingroof-property values, public safety, and a host of other
top runoff, and routing sheetflow to buffers (MDE, factors.
2000 ~

Subsequent articles in this special issue of Tech-
New stormwater outfalls should not dischargeniques supply more background on the benefits of

unmanaged stormwater into jurisdictional wetlands, better site design and how it can be implemented in
sole-source aquifers, or sensitive areas, your community. In the next article, The Benefits of

Better Site Design in Residential Subdivisions, we
Stormwaterrunoffgeneratedfromimperviouscover document ho~ open space subdivisions can reduce

can represent a significant threat to the quality ofrunoff, pollutant expor~ and development costs when
wetlands, surfacewaterandgroundwater. Whilemanycompared to conventional subdivisions. The third
communities are beginning torequire stormwater qual-article, The Benefits o/Better Site Design at Commer-
ity practices, they’ are often poorly matched to sitecial Developments. examines strategies to shrink the
conditions and watershed objectives, parking lots that comprise more than half of the area of

new commercial developments and help mitigate the
Stormwater practices can be designed to be effec- harmful impact parking lots have on the environment.

tive. attractive and relatively easy to maintmn. A well-The last article. Changing Development Rules in Your
designed stormwater practice should add value to aCommunio,, describes a process for making better site
community while meeting stormwater managementdesign happen in your community. Finally, our Re-
objectives. For new criteria on the design ofstormwa-sources section profiles more than a dozen useful
terpractices,refertotheMaryland Stormwater Manualbetter site design references.
available online: http://www.mde.state.md.us/envi-
ronment/wma~ Better site design has considerable potential to

reduce the environmental impacts of new develop-
Summary ment sites, and when adapted properly, of redevelop-

ment sites as well. Better site design is a particularly’
For many communities, implementing better siteuseful strategy in watersheds where future develop-

design may reqmre that development rules bement is projected to approach or slightly exceed ira-
changed, and this process is not an easy one.perv~ous cover thresholds. It should be kept in mind,
Advocates of better site design are likely to have tohowever, that better site design alone cannot ad-
answer some difficult questions from fire chiefs,equately protect most watersheds. It must be com-
lawyers, traffic engineers, developers, and manybined and integrated with other watershed protection
others in the community. Will a proposed changetools, such as watershed planning, land conservation,



erosion and sediment control and the rest. These cave-Harbor, Jon and Herzog, Martha. 1999. Green Subdi-
ats notwithstanding, better site design is the one of the vision Lots Put Green in Developers’ Pockets.

few watershed protection tools that Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Purdue Univer-
~~,~.. ,~ simultaneously provides dividends sity. West Lafayette, IN.

for watershed advocates, develop-Better site design alone cannot
ers and the community as a whole.Heraty, Maureen. 1992. An Assessment of the Appli-adequately protect most water-

sheds. Consequently, communities are cabili~.’ of Cluster Development Regulations as a
encouraged to invest in the local Nonpoint Source Pollution Best Management

;r.~2~.;’~.z~~:~;~ site planning roundtable process Practice. Metropolitan Washington Council of
that can make it happen. -HYK Governments. Produced for U.S. EPA Office of

Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds. Washington.
Editor’s Note: We are currently working on D.C.

techniques for infill and redevelopment. Beginning
later this ),ear, we will begin a national roundtable Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). 1995.
consensus process focusing on topics, challenges, Shared Parking Guidelines. Institute of Trans-
and concerns. Refer to our website (www.cwp.org) portation Engineers. Washington D.C.
.for updates on this project.

Maryland Department of Environment (MDE~. 2000.
Mar~’land Stormwater Design Manual, Vol. 1.
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Better Site Design

II. The Benefits of Better Site Design in
Residential Subdivisions

T ho,u, gh the), may not realize it, site planners
tial density (see box on page 645). The first is a large-

ha‘’e an excellent opportunity to reduce stormlot subdivision known as Duck Crossing, and the
water runoff and pollutant export simply bysecond is a medium-density subdivision known as

changing the way they lay out new residential subdi-Stonehill Estates. In each case, the model was used to
v~sion,. Planners that employ open space designsimulate five different development scenarios:
techmques can collectively reduce the amount of
impervious cover, increase the amount of natural land̄ Pre-developed conditions
consep,’ed, and improve the performance ofstormwa-¯ Conventional design withou! stormwater
ter treatment practices at new residential develop- practices
ments ¯ Conventional design with

stormwater practices
Simply put. open space designs concentrate den-̄ Open space design without

sit‘" on one portion of a site in order to conserve open stormwater practices Open space desion concen-
space elsewhere b} relaxing tot sizes, frontages, road̄ Open space design with trates density on one portion el
sections, and other subdivision geometry.,. While site stormwater practices a site in order to conserve open
designs that emplo.~ these techniques go by man‘" space elsewhere.
different names, such as clustering or conservation This article compares the hydrol-
design, the,, all incorporate some or all of the follow-og.’,, nument export, and development
mg better site design techniques: cost for these s~tes under both conven-

tional and open space design, and with and withoul
¯ Using narrov, er. shorler streets and rights-of-way stormxvater treatment. "lq3e article also summarizes other
¯ Applying .smaller lots and setbacks and narrowresearch on the benefits of open space design and

discusses the implications ~t can have for the watershed
frontages to preserve significant open space

manager.¯ Reducing the amount of site area devoted to
residential lawns

¯ Spreading stormwater runoff over pervious
surfaces

¯ Using open channels rather than curb and gutter
¯ Protecting stream buffers

’ Enhancing the performance of septic systems.
when applicable

In this article, we examine some of the benefits of
employing better site design techniques as they apply
to residential subdivisions. The analysis utilizes a
simple spreadsheet computer model to compare actual
residential sites constructed in the 1990s using con-
ventional design techniques with the same sites"rede-
signed" utilizing better site design techniques. For
each development scenario, site characteristics such
as tolal impervious and vegetative cover, infrastruc-
ture quantities, and type of stormwater management
practice are estimated.

The Simplified Urban Nutrient Output Model
(SUNOM) was used to perform a comparative analysis ," ,"~,.~----~,~, ..-
for tv,’o subdivisions that span a wide range of residen- :’~
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Duck Crossing-A Low-Density charged to a small dry pond (designed for the water
Residential Subdivision quality volume, only ).

Duck Crossing is a large-lot residential develop- The entire site was privately owned, ’~’ith the
ment located in Wicomico County, on Maryland’sexception of the tidal marsh, which was protected
Eastern Shore. Prior to development, the low gradientunder state and federal wetland laws and represented
coastal plain site contained a mix of tidal and non-tidalthe only common open space on the site. As a result of
wetlands, natural forest, and meadow (Figure 1). Itsconstruction, the existing meadow was entirely con-
sandy soils were highly permeable (hydrologic soilverted to lawn, and the impervious cover for the site
group A). Three existing homes were located on theincreased to slightly over 8%.
parcel, which relied on septic systems for on-site sew-
age disposal. The existing septic systems discharged aOpen Space Design for Duck Crossing
considerable nutrient load to shallow groundwater.

The critical ingredient of the open space redesign
A conventional large-lot subdivision of eight was a reduction in lot size from several acres to about

single family homes was constructed on the 24-acre30,000 square feet. This enabled about 74% of the site
site in the early 1990s. The subdivision is reasonablyto be protected and managed as common open space,
typical of rural residential development along thewhich included most of the existing forest, wetlands
Chesapeake Bay waterfront during this era (Figure 2).and meadow (Figure 3). Consequently, only 19/% of the
Each new lot ranged from three to five acres in size, andsite was managed as turf, nearly all of which was located
was set back several hundred feet from an access road.on the private lots.
The access road was 30 feet wide and terminated in a
large diameter cul-de-sac. Sidewalks were located on The open space redesign at Duck Crossing also
both sides of the street. Each lot was served by aincorporated a narrower access road (20 feet wide)
conventional septic system with a primary and reservealong with shorter, shared driveways that served six of
field of about 10,000 square feet. Stormwater manage-the eight lots. The road turnaround was designed as a
merit consisted of curb and gutters that conveyedloop rather than a cul-de-sac bulb. Also, a wood chip
runoff into a storm drain system that, in turn, dis-trail system was provided through the open space
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instead of sidewalks along the road. Each home site was Developed
carefully locmed away from sensitive natural areas and Areas
the 100-year flood plain. Taken together, these better Runoff Natural
site design techniques reduced impervious cover for the 15% Areas

- Runoffsite by about a third compared to the conventional 2%
design (from 8% to 5%). Developed

Areas
The redesigned stormwater conveyance system uti- J-P Infiltration

lized dry swales rather than a curb and gutter system, and
featured the use of bioretention areas in the roadway Natural
loop to treat stormwater quality. This combination of ",~ Areas

Infiltrationstormwater practices provided greater pollutant removal Septic 4%through filtration and infiltration. SystemsJ
7O%

One of the most important objectives in the redesign
strategy was to improve the location and performance of
the septic systems that dispose of wastewater at the site.
Home sites were oriented to be near soils that were most
suitable for septic system treatment. In addition, six
homes shared three common septic fields located within
open space rather than on individual private lots. Lastly,
given the permeability of the soils, advanced re-circular-Comparative Nutrient Output at Duck Crossing
ing sand filters were installed to provide better nutrient
removal than could be achieved by conventional septic Nutrient export at Duck Crossing was dominated
s3,stems, more by subsurface ,xater movement than b~ surface

runoff. Indeed, stormwater runoff seldom comprised
Comparative Hydrology for Duck Crossing more than 15c/c of the annual nitrogen or phosphorus

load from this lightly developed site. The SUNOM
Given its low impervious cover and permeablemodel indicated that the major source ofnutrients was

soils, the water balance at Duck Crossing was dominatedsubsurface discharges from septic systems, which typi-
by infiltration, even after develop- cally accounted for 60 to 80% of the total load m ever,,,
ment. The comparanve hsdrology development scenario (see Figure 4,).

;;7.~.:’~’~:’_z.7~:.~ ~.~z.;~.~under the five development sce-
The open space design sharply narios is presented in Table 1. As The open space design sharply reduced nutrient

reduced nutrient export, might be expected, the conven-export, primarily because re-circulating sand filters

;’:.~¢:,:’.~:-.,:<Tg~,:’~:.’..~’.’,g.~tional design yielded the greatest were used in the shared septic systems and helped to
volume of surface runoff and the reduce (but not eliminate) subsurface nutrient dis-
least amount of infiltration. The charge. The other elements of the open space design

open space design produced about 25% less annual(reduced impervious cover, reduced lawn cover, and
surface runoff and 12% more infiltration than the con-multiple stormwater practices) also helped to reduce
ventional design, but did not come close to replicatingnutrient export, but by a much smaller amount. The
pre-development conditions. The use of stormwatercomparative nutrient export from each Duck Crossing
practices did not materially change the water balancedevelopment scenario is detailed in Figure 5.
under either the conventional or open space design at
Duck Crossing (see Table I).
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Comparative Cost of Development                         30

+12The cost to build infrastructure for the open space o
design was estimated to be 25% less than the conven-~

10

tional design at Duck Crossing, due primarily to the~ 0
necessity for less road paving, sidewalks, and curbs and"~ -10
gutters. Even when higher costs were factored in for the¢.o -20
more sophisticated stormwater and on-site wastewater

~ -30
treatment used in the open space design, the total cost

=m -40was still 12% lower than the conventional design. In
addition, the open space design had seven fewer acres~ -50

that needed to be cleared and graded, or served by~ -60 -50

erosion and sediment controls, compared to the con- -70
ventional design (these costs are not currently evalu-
ated by the SUNOM model). Overall, the SUNOM
model estimated that the conventional design at Duck
Crossing had a total infrastructure cost of $143,600,
compared to $126,400 for the open space design.

325
~ 300
~., 275 Summary
"~ 250

~ 225 The comparative results for the Duck Crossing
-t: 200o 175 redesign analysis are summarized in Figure 6. The open
x 150 space design increased natural area conser\ation andu J,_125 reduced impervious cover, stormwater runoff, nutrient
~ 100

75 export, and development costs compared to the con-
~̄ 50 ventional subdivision design.
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Stonehill Estates-A Medium-Density and included six large diameter cul-de-sacs for turn-
ResidentialSubdivision arounds. Sidewalks were generally installed on both

sides of the street.
Stonehill Estates, located near Fredericksburg, Vir-

ginia, is situated in the rolling terrain of the Piedmont. The stormwater management system for the con-
The undeveloped parcel was 45 acres in size, nearly allventional design represents the typical "pipe and pond"
of which was mature hardwood forest (Figure 7). Anapproach utilized in many medium-density residential
intermittent stream bisected the site, discharging into asubdivisions. Street runoff was conveyed by curbs and
perennial stream near the southern edge of the parcel,gutters into a storm drain system that discharged into
Roughly 3.6 acres offorested wetlands were found alongthe intermittent stream channel, and then traveled
the stream corridors, and an extensive floodplain wasdownstream to a dry extended detention pond. The
located along the perennial stream. Soils at the site werepond was primarily designed to control flooding, but
primarily silt loams and were moderately permeablealso provided some limited removal of stormwater
(hydrologic soil groups C and D). pollutants.

The site was highly attractive for development, Interestingly, about 25% of the site was reserved
given the excellent access provided by two existingas open space in the conventional design at Stonehill
roads, bothofwhichhadpublicwaterandsewerlinesthatEstates. Nearly all of these lands were unbuildable
could be easily tapped to serve the new subdivision. Thebecause of environmental and site constraints (e.g.,
conventional design was zoned for three dwelling unitsfloodplains, steep slopes, wetlands, and stormwater
per acre. After unbuildable lands were excluded, thefacilities), and the resulting open space was highly
parcel yielded a total of l 08 house lots, each ofwhich wasfragmented. Even so, about a fourth of the forested
about 9,000 square feet in size (Figure 8). The subdivi-wetlands were impacted by two roads crossing over the
sion design typifies medium-density residential subdi-intermittent stream. Almost 90% of the original forest
visions developed in the last two decades in the Mid-cover was cleared as a result of the conventional
Atlanticregion,wherelotssizeswereuniforminsizeanddesign, and was replaced by lawns and impervious
shape and homes were set back a generous and fixedcover. Overall, about 60% of the site was converted to
distance from the street. The design utilized a mix oflawns, and another 27% was converted to impervious
wide and moderate street sections (34 feet and 26 feet),cover.
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Open Space Design for Stonehill Estates 9). The average lot size declined from about 9,000
square feet in the conventional design to 6,300 square

In the redesign analysis, Stonehill Estates wasfeet in the open space design. This reduced lot size
designed to incorporate many of the open space designallowed about 44% of the site to be protected as open
techniques advocated by Arendt (1994). The resultingspace, most of which was managed as a single unit that
design retained the same number of lots as the conven-included an extensive natural buffer along the peren-
tional design, but had a much different layout (Figurenial and intermittent stream corridor.

~ 300 The basic open space layout was augmented by
--~ several other better site design practices, including
~_. 250 236 narrower streets, shorter driveways, and fewer side-
"t: walks. Loop roads were used as an alternative to cul-de-
~× 200

101 188 sacs. In some portions of the site. irregularly, shaped lots
uJ and shared driveways were used to reduce overall road
,’- 150
~ length. Each individual lot was located adjacent to

~ 100 open space, so that the more compact open space lots

~ would not feel as crowded. As a result of these tech-

~ 50 niques, the open space design for Stonehill Estates
’+ reduced impervious cover from 27% to 20~ In addi-t’- .
’- 0< tion, lawn cover declined from 60% to 30~7c of the total

! 2 3 4 5 site area.

"~" 50 The innovative stormwater collection system

~.’m 45 ]ized dr)’ swales rather than storm drains in gently
1= 40 sloping portions of the site. The dr’+, swales and several

~ 35 bioretention areas located in loop turnarounds +,’ere
uJ 30 used to initially’ treat stormwater quality. Each of these

~ 25 practices then discharged to a small micro-pool deten-
o,’- 20 tion pond, whose embankment was created b~ the

tO 15 single road crossing over the intermittent stream
ox:: 10
-d 5 Comparative Hvdro!og~

+- 0
c Prior to its development, the highly, wooded site< 1 2 3 4 5 produced ver)’ little surface runoff, but because of

relatively tight soils, generated only a modest amount1 -Pro-Developed Conditions
of infiltration. However. after the site was converted

2 - Conventional Design (no practices)
into the conventional subdivision, surface runoff in-3 - Conventional Design (with practices)
creased by a factor of five, and infiltration was reduced

4 - Open Space Design (no practices)
by about 40% (Table 2). In contrast, the open space

5 - Open Space Design (with practices)
design worked to reduce storrnwater runoff and in-
crease stormwater infiltration compared to the conven-
tional design, although it did not come dose to repli-
cating the original hydrology of the forested site (Table
2).

Coraparative Nutrient Output

: " " :.~"~ -- . As might be expected, the conversion ofthe forest
into a conventional subdivision greatly increased nu-
trient export from the site; the model indicated that

off no 2.1 ¯ 10.6 . 8.8 : annual phosphorus and nitrogen export would in-
~" " " crease by a factor of seven and nine. respectively’, after

(itched/year)
prt~ztk::~ rl/a 10.6 8.0 development (see Figure 10). Unlike Duck Crossing.

nutrient export at Stonehill Estates was dominated bx
!~filtration no practice 4.9 3.1 4.0 stormwater runoff after development. The SUNOM

~ "~:"~’~: ~:"+’l"l/a ~:++"-" _~/’~7I" ..a ~’+~"= " ~t model indicated that stormwater runoff contributed
about 94% of the annual nutrient export from the site,



; .... ,<~. SubdiVision ¯ .-", "

;    .-’ ¯ ! .... :: .Design .... (’..;~

~Th~a, eKnol~ lacrelots .. ~ 7°/o’;i~~. ::~41~ 44%

Pleasant Hill 2 ½ acre lots . 26~ . . 11% : 58%o ::!" ’ " 54%

Praine ½ to 113 acre lots 20%. .... 18% : 20% 66%Crossing 3

Buckingham 118 acre lots 23% 21% - 7% B%
Greene 2

Bele-Hall 4 High Density 35% 20% - 43% 31%

Sources: I Maurer, 1996; 2DE DNREC, 1997; a Dreher, 1994; and 4 SCCCL, 1995.

wilh subsurface water movement adding only 6’7c tospace and conventional designs would have been greater
the total export. Nutrient loads were not greatly re-wereitnot forthe fact that higher costs were incurred for
duced by the dr5: extended detention pond inslalled atthe more sophisticated stormwater practices used in the
the conventional subdivision: the model indicatedopen space design. It was estimated that the infrastruc-
thal nutrienl export from the conventional designture cost for the conventional design was $1.54 million,
would still be six to seven times grealer than the pre-compared to $I .24 million for the open space design.
development condition even with this stormwater treat-
ment practice

In contrast, the open space design resulted in
greater nutrient reduction (Figure 10). For example, the

70open space design scenario without stormwater prac-~ 60 -o55
rices produced a lower nutrient load than the conven-o 50
tional design scenario with stormwater practices. This"~ 40
was primarily due to lower impervious cover associ-~ 30

ated with the open space design. When the open spaceN 10
design was combined with more sophisticated storm-~ 0

.__ -10water practices (i.e., bioretention, dry swales and wet -20ponds), nutrient export was half that of the conven-
~ -30

tional design. It is interesting to note, however, that~ -40
-50even when the most innovative site design and storm-

~ -60 -48
water techmques were applied to the site, nutrient~ -70
export was still three to four times greater than that ~,, o~‘ 04.produced by’ the forest prior to development, coo"a +.,.+q v.~(.;

Infrastructure Costs

The total cost to build infrastructure at Stonehill
Estates was about 20% less for the open space design
than for the conventional design¯ Considerable sav-
ings were realized in the form of less road paving and
shorter lengths of sidewalks, water and sewer lines and
curbs and gutters. The cost difference between the open



Sources:1 Maurer, 1996; 2DE DNREC, 1997

Summary
duced infrastructure construction costs savings of $800
per home in a California subdivision.The comparative results for the Stonehil] Estates

redesign analysis are summarized in Figure 11. The
Numerous economic studieshave shownthat well-open space design reduced impervious cover, natural

designed and marketed open space designs are veryarea conversion, stormwater runoff, nutrient export
desirable to home buyers and very profitable for devel-and development costs compared to the conventional
opers. Strong evidence indicates that open spacesubdivision design,
subdivisions sell faster, produce better cashflow, yield

a higher return on investment and appreciate fasterOther Redesign Research
than their traditional counterparts (Arendt et al., 1994,
Ewing, 1996, NAHB, 1997, ULI, 1988. CWP, 1998a,

Several other researchers have employed redesign
and Porter, 1988). While open space designs are often

comparisons to demonstrate the benefitsofopen space
perceived as applying only to upscale and affluent

subdivisions, over a wide range of base lot sizes. The
consumers, several successful open space subdivi-results are shown in Table 3. It should be recognized
sions have been built for moderate to lower income

,̄’7 ....... ....... , .......
that each study used slightly different buyers. Both ULI (1988)and Ewing (1996)report that

...... ¯ ~ .......~.o~::...,’,,:..~ models and assumptions, and as such,open space designs can be an effective tool to prornote
Other studies reinforce the strict comparisons should be avoided,affordable housing within local communities.
conclusion that open space Theredesigncomparisonsclearly show

designs are less expensive to that open space designs can sharply The relatively high demand for open space de-
build than conventional reduce impervious cover and stormwa-signs reflects two important economic trends. The first

subdivisions, ter runoff while accommodating thetrend is that the tastes and preferences of many new
¯ ,. ,-:.-~ ,.,, ~ .........~ ......... same number of dwelling units, at leasthome buyers are gradually changing. Recent market
...... ~ ........~"~:-’~"’~~ to base lot sizes of an eighth of an acre.surveys indicate that home buyers increasingly desire

The reductions in impervious covernatural areas, smaller lawns, better pedestrian access,
and runoff range from 7 to 65%. The ability of open

wildlife habitat and open space in the communities
space design tO reduce impervious cover starts to

they choose to live in. The second trend is that open
diminish for residential zones that exceed densities of

space developments that can provide these amenities
four dwelling units per acre.

seldom comprise more than 5% of the new hou.,;ing

offered in most communities. Consequently, thereThese studies reinforce the conclusion that open
appears to be a large and relatively untapped potentialspace designs are usually less expensive to build than
demand for more open space developments. Otherconventional subdivisions. The projected construc-
compelling benefits of open space design are deta.iledtion cost savings associated with open space designs
in CWP (1998a) and Schueler (1995).ranged from 40 to 66% (Table 4). Most of the cost

savings were due to reduced need for road building and
stormwater conveyance. In another study, Liptan and
Brown (1996) reported that open space design pro-
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~Development: uni°t~ ~er~r~’ U~!~.per_ii~i.;! :i,nits pe,ac~ unRper acre ~-u.~.tper acre

-2       0to9% ~k)sslha~:15% ~" t5~24%"~-.! 25to34% .less ~an 40%

-1 i0t014% 15t024% -!~:: 251034% ..... 35t~Oi~P/o ~than~50%

0 15tb24% " .~-.2~o34%.. " "’.I= 35to49%. ! ,~0t059% lessthan 60%’~’~"~ ~

+ 1 25 to 30% 35 to 40% 50 to 55% 60 to 70% less than 70%

+2 more than more than more than more than more than
30°/o 40% 55% 70% 80°/o

7he t~tal open space achieved by the site is computed uskxj the follo~ng fo’TrUla:A[Q2) + B(0.2) + (9[0.5) + D X 100
E

A = open space acres in managedlandscape B = open space acres in anrual mops
C = open space acres in l~mnri~l crops D = open space acres m na#ve vegetation
E = total undeveloped acres in open space

Evaluating the Quality of Individual Open Spacequality of the proposed project. Based on initial test-
Developments ing~ the CEDES seems to do a good job of sorting the

poor projects from the outstanding ones. While the
In the real world, site designers must satisfy a wideCEDES is intended for use as a tool for local develop-

range of economic objectives, and water quality orment review, it can also be used as a marketing tool to
resource protection is usuall\ not on the top of the list.let home buyers know ho,a green their new subdivision
It is certainly possible to design a lousy open spaceactually’ is.
design, and communities should expect a wide range
in the quality of open space designs they’ review, HowImplications for the Watershed Manager
can a commumt,x objectively evaluate the quality’ of
individual open space design proposals, and differen- The redesign comparisons have several implica-
tiate poor or mediocre projects from the good andtionsforthe watershed manager. First,
outstanding ones ? they offer compelling quantitative evi-

dence that open space design can
Nerenberg and Freil (1999) have recently’ devel-sharply reduce stormwater and nutri- Despite its economic and

oped a simple rating system to evaluate the quality ofent export from new development, and environmental benefits, open
individual open space design proposals. The ratingas such, can serve as an effective tool space design is not a develop-
system, known as the Conservation Developmentfor watershed protection. It isinterest- merit option in many
Evaluation System (CEDES), was developed in consul-ing to note that open space design, by communities.
ration with a host of planning agencies and organiza-itself, produced nutrient reductions
tions. The CEDES employs 10 core criteria to test howroughly equivalent to those achieved
well a proposed open space design reduces imperviousby structural stormwater practices. In other words,
cover, minimizes grading, prevents soil loss, reducesnumentexportfromopenspacedesignswithoutstorm-
and treats stormwater, manages open space, protectswater treatment was comparable to the conventional
sensitive areas, and conserves trees or native vegeta-designs with stormwater treatment. When open space
tion. Each of the 10 core criteria has a quantitativedesign were combined with effective stormwater treat-
benchmark for comparison. An example of one bench-ment, nutrient loads were sharply reduced, but were
mark that rates the quantity and quality of open spacestill greater than pre-development conditions.
is provided in Table 5. A full description of the CEDES
rating can be found in Conservation Fund (1999). A second, more troubling implication is that it

max’ well be impossible to achieve a strict goal of no
Based on the total score achieved under the !0increase ~n numenl load for new development, even

core criteria, an open space design project can earnwhenthebestsitedesignandmostsophisticatedstorm-
anywhere from zero "oak leaves" up to four "oakwater practices are applied. A handful of communities
leaves." The more oak leaves earned, the better thehave adopted stormwater criteria that mandate that no



net increase in phosphorus load occur as a result ofReferences
development, but as the redesign comparisons in this
article show, such criteria are not likely to be actuallyArendt, Randall. 1994. Designing Open Space Subdi-
achieved. Thus, if nutrient loads are capped in a water- visions:A Practical Step-by-Step Approach. Natu-
shed, managers may need to remove pollutants at ral Lands Trust. Media, PA. 96 pp.
existing developments with stormwater retrofits in

Center forWatershedProtection (CWP). 1998a. Betterorder to offset increases in nutrient loads produced by
Site Design: A Handbook for Changing Develop-new development, ment Rules in Your Community. Ellicott City,
Maryland. 202 pp.

The redesign research also has some implications
for watershed-based zoning. Quite simply, a shift fromCWP, 1998b. Nutrient Loading From Conventional
conventional to open space design can reduce the and Innovative Site Development. Prepared for

Chesapeake Research Consortium. Ellicott City,impervious cover of many residential zoning catego-
Maryland. 96 pp.ties b) as much as 30 to 40%. In some watersheds, an

aggressive shift to open space design in new residentialConservation Fund. 1999. Pilot Conservation Devel-
zones is an essential strategy to meet an impervious opment Evaluation System. Great Lakes Office.
cover cap for protecting sensitive or impacted streams. [available at www.conservation fund.org/conser-

vation/sustain/gloindex.html].
Another notable finding is that large lot subdivi-

sions have the potential to generate the same unit areaDelaware Dept. of Natural Resources and Environmen-
tal Conservation (DE DNREC). 1997. Consen,a-nument export as higher density subdivisions. The
tionDesignforStormwater ~¢anagement. Do\er.high nutrient loading from large lot developments in DE.

un-sea ered areas is attributed to subsurface discharges
from septic systems. From a nutrient managementDreher, D, and T. Price. 1994. Reducing the lmpact (~
standpoint, it rna5 be more cost effective to regulate Urban Run¢ff. The Advantages c!fAlternative Site

Design Approaches. Northeastern Ilhnois Plan-septic system performance than stormv, ater perfor-
ning Commission. Chicago. IL.mance in "~er\ Iou density residential subdivisions

located on permeable soils.                           Ewing, R. 1996. Best Development Practices Doing
the Right Thing and Making Mone~ at the Same

Last]\. v, atershed managers have onl~ a fe~ totals Time. ,American Planning Association. Chicago,
at their disposal that offer developers a real chance to lL.
save m~,ne\. The economic evidence clearly suggests
that open space design is such a tool. and has potentialkiptan, T. and C. Brown. 1996..4 Cost Comparison c~[

Conventional and Water Quaht)-based Storm-In either reduce the cost of development, or at leasl
~ater Designs. Cit,, of Portland. Portland OR.offset the cost of other uatershed protection measures.

Howe’,er. despite its economic and environmentalMaurer. G. 1996. ,4 Better Way to Grow: For More
benefits, open space design is not a development Livable Communities and a Healthier Chesa-
option in man5, communities, nor is ~t widely used b3 peake Bay. Chesapeake Bay Foundation. An-
most developers even when available. Many commu- napolis, MD. 24 pp.
nities will need to fundamentally change their local

National Associataon of Homebuilders. 1986. Costdevelopment rules in order to make open space design
Effective Site Planning. Washington DC.an attractive development option.

Nerenberg, S. and K. Freil. 1999. The Consen’ation
Site planning roundtables that involve the local Development Evaluation System ~ CeDES). Evalu-

players that shape new residential development, de- ating Environmentalh, Friendl~ Developments.
scribed later in this issue, are an effective way to bring Land Development. Fall, 1999.pp. 22 -28
this change about. The ultimate goal is to make open

Porter, D., P. Phillips, and T. Lassar. 1988. Flexiblespace design a "by-right" form of development, so that
Zoning.. How it Works. Urban Land Institute, Wash-its design, review and approval are just as easy and
ington, DC. 200 pp.

certain as a conventional subdivision. Who knows, the
da3 may come when a special exception or permit isSchueler, T. 1995. Site Planning for Stream Protec-
needed to build a conventional subdivision. - JAZ tion. Center for Watershed Protecnon. Ellicott

City, MD. 220 pp.

Editor’sNote.SomeusefulmodelordinancesforopenUrban Land Institute. 1988. Densm b) Design. Jspace design can be found at www.cwp.org. Also, Wetling and L. Bookout. edito~-s.Urban Landcheck the Resources section in this issue for some great Institute, Washington, D.C
references on how to make open space design work in
your communiu.
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Description of the Simplified Urban Nutrient Output Model
The basic tool used in the redesign analysis was a spreadsheet model known as the Simplified Urban Nutrient Output Model
(SUNOM). The SUNOM model computes the annual hydrologic budget, nutrient export and infrastructure cost for individual
development sites, using simple input variables that can be easily derived or measured from any site engineering plan.

The first step in applying the SUNOM model is to measure the fraction of the site in each of six categories of surface cover: impervious
surfaces, lawns, forests/wetlands, meadow, open water, and stormwater treatment areas. In the next step, the user measures key
infrastructure variables from the site plan including the length of roads, sidewalks, water and sewer utilities, curb and gutter, and
storm drain pipes (in some cases, widths or diameters are needed as well). Basic soil type data is then collected, in order to classify
soils according to the hydrologic soil group(s) present on the pervious surfaces of the site. Lastly, basic data is assembled on the
size and type of stormwater practices and septic systems, when present. Depending on the size and complexity of the plan, it typically
takes about a day to derive all the necessary inputs to operate the model.

Estimating Hydrology for the Site

SUNOM operates based on a simplified water balance. Rainfall can take several different pathways once it reaches the ground
surface. A fraction of the rainfall leaves the site directly as stormwater runoff, while the remainder infiltrates into the subsurface
soils (storage in surface depressions or interception by the tree canopy interception is ignored in the model, since they are a small
and often temporary component of the annual water balance). Once water infiltrates into the soil, much of it returns to the atmosphere
through evapotranspiration. The remainder moves to shallow ground water, is transported as interflow, or recharges deeper
groundwater. The SUNOM model does not differentiate between these three final destinations, but simply computes the total
volume of subsurface infiltration. The water budget can be adjusted further if lawn irrigation or septic system effluent is expected
to contribute "outside" water to the development site

Surface runoff from all surfaces is calculated using a volumetric runoff coefficient that is closely related to impervious cover.
Resulting runoff quantities are normalized to runoff inches over the entire site (Schueler, 1987). Surface runoff from natural cover
and turf are computed assuming that these areas are one percent impervious (NVPDC. 19801. but these values can be changed to
reflect the prevailing soil type or soil compaction (see Technical Note 107).



Estimating infiltration is a somewhat trickier affair. For the purposes of the model, total infiltration is defined as the sum of
subsurface infiltration plus septic infiltration. Subsurface infiltration is estimated based on annual infiltration volume for the
prevailing hydrologic soil group of the pervious area, which can be adjusted for soil compaction. The annual volume of
subsurface infiltration is calculated without estimating its final destination (i.e., quick interflow, deep recharge, shallow
groundwater). Once annual stormwater runoffand subsurface infiltration volumes are calculated, they can be checked against
an annual evapotranspiration volume to ensure that the overall water balance is reasonable.

Annual septic system infiltration is calculated under the assumption that entire wastewater flow into a septic system infiltrates
to the subsurface. The volume of this wastewater flow, in site-inches, is derived as a function of the number of individuals using
each septic system multiplied by their per capita annual water use. Some stormwater practices can take surface runoffand convert
it into subsurface infiltration. The model accounts for this by deducting the fraction of treated runoff volume that is infiltrated
back into the soil from the annual stormwater runoff volume and adding it to the infiltration volume.

Calculation of Nutrient Loads

This module computes nutrient loads for each of the types of surface cover present at a site by multiplying its computed
stormwater runoff and subsurface infiltration volume by a median nutrient concentration. For stormwater flows, the mean
concentrations are derived based on national storrnwater monitoring data or single land use or source area marketing data.
Subsurface nutrient concentrations for natural areas are estimated based on measured baseflow concentrations from adjacent
undeveloped receiving waters. Median nutrient concentrations from published sources were used to characterize the subsurface
concentrations from turf areas. In the case of septic systems, typical per capita septic loads, along with septic efficiencies, were
used to characterize this nutrient loading source.                                                              ¯

The total annual nutrient load for a development site is then computed as the sum of the stormwater runoff load, and the subsurface
infiltration load from natural areas, turf, and septic systems. Surface stormwater loads are adjusted to reflect pollutant reduction
by storm water practices if they are present. The spreadsheet contains typical nutrient removal rates for many common storm~,ater
practices (see Technical Note 95). Subsurface infiltration !oads can also be adjusted to reflect the use ofinr~ovative septic system
techno]og3 with higher nutrient removal capability. Default data are provided in the SUNOM model for all nutrient
concentration and removal parameters, but the user’can also supply their own estimates if better local or regional data are
available.

Dcvelopment Cost

The SUNOM modules computes the cost of building the infrastructure to serve a new development. The module calculates these
costs based on the dimensions of the infrastructure that are specified in the development plan, and supplied as model input (e.g..
length and area of roads, length and diameter of pipe). These units of infrastructure are then multiplied by unit costs that were
den ved for the mid-Atlantic region. The SUNOM model can estimate the following component costs: paving for roads or parking
lots, curb and gutter, sidewalks, stormwater conveyance, utilities, landscaping, reforestation, septic systems and other necessary

~lyements for site construction. Stormwater treatment costs are calculated as a function of the volume of stormwater runoff treatedthe practice using predictive equations developed by the Center (see Technical Note 90). At this time, the SUNOM model
does not estimate engineering or permitting costs, nor does it itemize costs related to clearing, grading and erosion and sediment
control, but these enhancements can be added by the user.

Appropriate Use of the S~5¥0M Model

The SUNOM model is basically a simple accounting tool to track the annual runoff, nutrient loads, and total infrastructure costs
from four kinds of surface cover in a development plan. The model is most appropriately used as a tool to compare how these
factors change in response to different development scenarios. These "redesign" scenarios help demonstrate the costs and
benefits of better site design. As with any empirical model, it is very important to make sure that parameter values are sensible
and regionally appropriate. The user should always check whether default infiltration rates, nutrient concentrations, removal
rates and unit costs make sense given local conditions. The SUNOM model is intended to serve as a planning model rather than
an engineering model. More detailed simulation models or monitoring may be required to give the precise and accurate
predictions needed for actual engineering design at a given development site. More extensive documentation on the model
is contained in Appendix A ofCWP, 1998. We are continually improving the SUNOM model, and the most recent version, which
utilizes a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, is available through the Center at a nominal charge.
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Better Site Design

III, The Benefits of Better Site Design
in Commercial Develop       ’\ ’,,,,,,,

M ’odern commercial development is domi-
nated by the parking lot. Indeed, as much as

,half of the entire surface area of a typical
office park or shopping center is devoted to parking.
No one has ever stepped up to claim that they invented
the parking lot, and their reluctance is understandable:
the parking lot is a prime habitat for the car and not
much else.

transit, shrinking stall sizes, narrowing drive aisles.
From an environmental standpoint, parking lotsand using grid pavers for spillover parking areas.

rank among the most harmful land uses in any water-
shed. Parking lots not only collect pollutants that are In this article, we examine some of the benefits of
deposited from the atmosphere, but also accumulateemploying better site design as they apply to commer-
pollutants that leak. drip or wear off cars. Researcherscial development. As with the residential redesign, this
have found that parking lot runoff can have extremelyanalysis also uses the Simplified Urban Nutrient Out-
high concentrations of nutrients, trace metals andput Model (SUNOM) to compare actual commercial
hydrocarbons (see Technical Notes 15 and 105). Park-development sites constructed in the 1990s with the
ing lots also influence the local air and stream tempera-same sites redesigned utilizing better site design tech-
tures. In the summer months, pavement temperaturesniques. The two commercial developments analyzed
can exceed 120 degrees Fahrenheit, which in turninclude a retail shopping center and a commercial
increases local air temperatures five to 10 degreesoffice park.
compared to a shaded forest. Parking lots can also
exacerbate smog problems, as parked cars emit greaterOur fairly conservative approach to parking lot
levels of smog precursors under extreme heat islandredesign is intended to reflect realistic opportunities in
conditions (Scott et al.. 1999). a suburban setting. For example, we did not utilize

shared parking, porous pavement, or structured park-
Perhaps the greatest environmental impact of park-ing in any of the redesigns, although

ing lots is hydrological in nature. Simply put, there iseach of these techniques is veu’
no other kind of surface in a watershed that produceseffective. Nor did we reduce the;r.’~2"_.’,’~:..~;~.~.:~.’._~’.7~.~
more runoff and delivers it faster than a parking lot.basic footprint or size of the build- From an environmental stand-
Whenthisrunoffisdischargedintoaheadwaterstream,ings in either scenario, although point, parking lots rank amongits great erosive power steadily degrades the quality ofsmaller "boxes" may well have been the most harmful land uses indownstream habitats, unless exceptionally sophisti-more appropriate for the zoning, any watershed.cared stormwater practices are installed. Instead, our basic approach was to

make a series of reladvely modest
Is it possible to design a better parking lot? At firstchanges in parking lot design to

glance, there seems to be little opportunity to incorpo-shrink parking lot area, and then implement better
rate better site design into parking lots. However, thelandscaping and stormwater treatment measures within
better site design techniques described earlier in thisthe saved space.
issue suggest a key design strategy: work to incremen-
tally shrink the surface area of the parking lots and This article reports on the potential benefits of
then use the space saved to integrate functional land-parking lot redesign in terms of reduced runoff, pollut-
scaping and better stormwater treatment within theant export and development costs. It also reviews the
parking lot. Through a series of relatively minor designinitial experience of communities that are experiment-
adjustments, it is possible to reduce the surface area ofing with new and innovative parking lot designs, and
parking lots by 5-20%. These design adjustmentsconcludes with some implications for both the engi-
include curbing excess parking, incrementally reduc-neer and watershed manager.
ing parking demand ratios, providing credits for mass
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Redesign of the Old Farm Shopping Center The stormwater treatment system at Old Farm
consisted of an infiltration basin located near the rear

The undeveloped Old Farm shopping center. 1o-of the shopping centerthatcaptured runofffrom about
cared in the City of Frederick, Maryland, was primarilya third of the site, and three oil grit separators that
meadow, with some shrubby forest and a few farmprovide some treatment forthe remaining two_thirds of
buildings. Bordered by two major arterial roads andthe site. After discharging from the oil/grit separators,
served by existing public water and sewer, the site wasrunoff traveled through a series of storm drains that
a prime candidate for commercial development, extended along the road and eventually discharged to

the stream (albeit ~’ithout detention of any kind). It
Construction of the shopping center site parcelshould be noted that recent performance monitoring

commenced in 1992. The 9.3 acre site is a typicalhas shown that oil grit separators have little or no
suburban "strip" shopping center with two large retailpollutant removal capability (see Technical Notes 101
stores, other retail space, a gas station and a drive-in bankand 104).
(Figure 2). In terms of surface cover, the shopping center
devoted 50% of its total area for parking, as comparedTke Redesigned Old Farm Shopping Center
to 16% for the actual footprint of the retail buildings.
Another 24% of the surface area was devoted to land- The Old Farm shopping center was redesigned
scaping or stormwater treatment. Less than 10% naturalusing a "U-shaped" layout that maintained the same
cover was retained on the site, and part of the projectamount of gross floor area, but sharply reduced the site
encroached on the 100-year floodplain and the streamarea devoted to parking (Figure 3). The nev. design
buffer. The entire site was mass graded during construc-reduced walking distances, encouraged pedestrian use.
tion. The basic layout was designed to accommodate theand created a more intimate shopping experience.
car, with generous parking located in front of the stores.Parking dropped from 50% of the total site area to 38~,
The parking lot design provided 5.2 full-size stalls perprimarily because the parking demand ratio was te-
l .000 square feet (sf) of retail space, which exceeded theduced from 5.2 spacesto4.4 spaces per 1,000 sfofretaal
already generous local parking requirement of fivearea.
spaces per 1,000 sf. According to the most recent na-
tional parking research, only 4.0 to4.5 spaces are needed
to serve shopping centers (ULI, 1999). R0073078
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The rationale for the lower parking demand waswere used rather than normal paving materials. The
justified in two ways. First, no extra parking spacesgrid pavers helped store the first few tenths of an inch
were allowed beyond those required by the locality,of rainfall that would have otherwise run offthe park-
Second, the existing parking demand ratio was re-ing lot (ICPI, 2000). Lastly. the redesign enabled
duced by about 15% to reflect actual parking demandreforestation and greater protection of the buffer along
more accurately. As a result, the total number of park-the stream that runs along the edge of the property. As
ing spaces dropped from 343 to 291. In addition, 17%.a result, the proportion of natural cover at the site
of the parking stalls were designed for compact cars,climbed from 7% to 19~ as a result of the parking lot
which require slightly smaller stalls than standard full-redesign.
sized spaces. Taken together, these changes elimi-
nated slightly more than one acre of parking area,Comparative H3drology at the Old Farm Shopping
which provided enough space to design a more effec-Center
tire landscaping and stormwater treatment system.

As expected, the construction of the original shop-Several parking lot islands were increased in sizeping center dramatically changed the hydrology of the
and convened intobioretention areas to treat stormwa_site (Table 1). The increase in impervious cover from
let. Other elements of the stormwater treatment system1% to more than 70ok increased annual runoff volume
included a sand filter, an infiltration trench, and a filterby a factor of nine. The infiltration basin used in the
strip. Furthermore, 25% of the entire parking area wasoriginal design helped put some runoff back into the
designated for "spillover parking," and grid paversground, bu~ even so, annual runoff was seven times

greater than the pre-development condition. The rede-
signed parking lot, by virtue of its lower impervious
cover and improved stormwater practices, produced
about 20% less runoff than the original design. Never-
theless, the stormwater practices at the redesigned
parking lot were not able to match the pre-develop-
merit hydrology.

Comparative Nutrient Output from the Old Farm
Shopping Center

The conversion of the meadow into a shopping
center greatly increased nutrient export from the site:
the SUNOM model indicated that annual phosphorus
and nitrogen export would increase tenfold as a result
of the development(see Figure 4). Nutrient export from
the shopping center was dominated by stormwater
runoff, as the model indicated that stormwater runoff
contributed about 95% of the annual nutrient export
from the site. Nutrient loads were not greatly reduced
by the infiltration basin or oil/grit separators that were
installed at the conventional parking lot. Nutrient
export was still projected to be eight to ten times h~gher
than pre-development conditions, even after these
stormwater treatment practices were installed.
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In contrast, the redesigned parking lot sharply re-
5Oduced nutrient export (Figure 4). In fact, the redesigned

parking lot without stormwater practices produced about.£ 40
30the same nutrient load as the conventional parking lot
20with storrnwater practices. This reduction was a direct
10result of the lower impervious cover associated with the

redesigned parking lot. When the redesigned parkingco 0
-10lot was combined with more sophisticated stormwater

practices (i.e., bioretention, sand filter, infiltration trench ,-~ -20

and filter strip), the total nutrient export was half that of ,-~ -30

the conventional parking lot with stormwater practices.O -40

It is interesting to note, however, that this load was still
about five times higher than that produced by the

\"

Comparative Cost to Develop the Old Farm
Shopping Center

160
The cost to develop the redesigned parking lot

110 ~ An was marginally lower than the cost for the conven-
tional parking lot -- about 5%. Considerable cost

60 savings were realized due to less paving, shorter side-
walks, and fewer curbs and gutters, but these savings

10 were largely offset by added costs for improved storm-
water practices, landscaping and grid pavers. Overall,

-40 1 2    3    4 5
the estimated cost to build the conventional parking

Scenado lot was $782,500, compared to $746,270 for the rede-
signed parking lot. The extent of potential cost say-

20 ings depends heavily on the level of sophistication of
the original stormwater treatment system. In this case,

15 13 the used in theunsophisticatedstormwaterpractices
conventional parking design were fairly inexpensive,
but were also not effective in removing nutrients.

5
Summary

0
1 2 3 4 5 Figure 5 summarizes the redesign analysis of the

Old Farm Shopping Center. The redesigned parking
Scenario lot resulted in less impervious cover, stormwater run-

off, and nutrient export for a slightly lower develop-
1- Pre-Developed merit cost than the conventional design.
2 - Conventional Design (no practices)
3 - Conventional Design (with practices)
4 - Open Space Design (no practices)
5 - Open Space Design (with practices)
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Redesigning the 270 Corporate Office Park             As witl~ many suburban office parks, the location
’ of the building and parking were primarily orientedThe second case study involved theredesign of atoward the car. The parking [or was sized u~ing a

typical suburban office park. The 12.8 acre parcel is
parking derfland ~-afio of 3.! spaces per 1.000 sf

located in Germantown, Ma~land in the mildly slop-building, which slightry-exceeded the minimum park-
mg terrain of the Piedmont (Figure 6). The existing

ingrequirementsofthelocality. Asaresutt. theparking
cover at the site was almos~ enti~ly meadow, except forlot created room £o~r 745 standard slalls, along with 33a:few ~rees and an old farm pond that bisected the

larger stalls for vans and disabled access. The parking
groper1), boundary. No wet|al~ds or other Sensitivebays also featured roomy aisles between the stalls
natural features were evident on the site. The site was

feet wide): Th.e_ desig~n wa~ intended to provide sorr~zoned for offi(~’deve]opm~int, an~l existing infrastruc-amenities for the~ffice Workers, including a short pat~
ture made it an attractive candidate for development,

sys~tem bet~n buildings, an ornamental stormwater
An existing network of public water and sewer;ele~cinc,

pond, anfl~ ~ome landscaping in required setbacks andgas, and other utilities ran along the frontage of a largeparking islands.__ ’ " ’ "
arterialroad. ’ " ,,, ~ " ’ .....o

...... : The conventional design featured the classic "pipe
The layout-of the conventional suburban office

andpond"approachtos(oCmwatermanagement. Park-park design is depicted in Pigur~ 7. The projee~ in-ing lot runoff was initially collected by a curb and
eluded a pair offive:.story office buildings, surroundedgutter system that sent runoff into underground storm
bY a sea ofparking Over half(52%) of the surface cover

drain Pi~5~s tlfiit~’5n iurm discharged into two ve~. smallat the office park was devoted to parking, as compared
wet ponds. ~E~dh:ponds~ed roughly half of the siteto only 11% for actual footprint of the office building,and wafexpected to have areagonablv g0bd capabilit)

Most of the remainder of the site was utilized for
to rembve nutrients (see T~(hnical l~ote 95~.

landscaping, storrnwater treatment or tuff Onlv "% of ]
the natural cover was retained on the site, and nearly ill

~ ~, "~ ’ , :- i , .’: :7’ ~-
.~of the parcel was mass graded dunng construction. ~~~7 ? i~.:- :" ;. :~ ....... ~-. " ~
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The Redesigned 270 Corporate Office Park            ested (compared to 2% under the conventional de-
sign). This green space, combined with the water lea-The redesigned site employed a number of tech-
tures and a walking path, created a more tranquil

niquestominimizeimperviouscoverandimprovestorm_environment for office workers. Overall, the totalwater treatment (Figure 8). The office park featured the
impervious area associated with the redesigned office

same amount of office space, but the two office towers
park dropped from 68% to 53%.were situated closer to the road to shorten utility exten-

sions, and pedestrian access to a bus stop was provided
Comparative Hydrology for the 270 Corporate Center

to encourage the use of public transportation.
Office Park

The key strategy employed in the redesign was to The hydrological story was much the same for the
incrementally reduce the size of the parking lot, and this270 Corporate Center as for the shopping center. Con-was achieved in five ways. First, no excess parking

struction ofthe conventional design sharply increased
spaces were allowed over thoseannual runoff volumes and decreased infiltration (Table
required by the local parking de-2). Runoff did not increase as much in the redesigned;;;~’~’.;’~;..~’,7~.~.;,~;_.,’,,,;~:.~ mand ratio. Second, the localparking lot, primarily because its impervious cover

Construction of the conventionalparking demand ratio was re-was much lower. Annual runoff volumes were 21%
office park sharply increased duced by 8% to reflect actual lower in the redesigned parking lot compared to the
annua! runoff and decreased parking demand. Third, the park-conventional design, and infiltration volumes were

infiltration, ing demand ratio was reduced by42% higher. Despite these improvements, the rede-
;~z.:,~..:<;.~:.~,..~,..,,~:~;7~.~another 10% to reflect the prox-signed parking lot was unable to mimic the hydrologic

imity to the bus stop. Fourth, the conditions prior to development.
size of approximately 20% of all

parking stalls was downsized to accommodate compactNutrient Output at the 270 Corporate Center Office
cars. Lastly, drive aisles in many parking bays were

Park
reduced from 24 feet in width to 20 feet. Combined, these
measures reduced the total parking lot area by nearly As expected, the conversion of the meadow into
30%, or about two acres. Once again, the savings in

an office park greatly increased nutrient export. An-
paving gave the designer more room to integrate land-nual phosphorus and nitrogen export increased roughly
scaping with more effective stormwater treatment,

ten-fold, according to the SLrNOM model (Figure 9).
As with the shopping center, stormwater runoff was

For example, larger landscaping islands were in-found to generate about 95% of the annual nutrient
stalled in the parking lot to plant shade trees, and someexport from the site. The two wet ponds were reason-
oftheseareas were alsoconvertedintobioretention areasably effective in removing nutrients at the conven-
to treat stormwater. A dry swale was used to treat storm-tional office park, but still resulted in nutrient export
water within a landscaped setback area in another part of

that was seven to eight times higher than pre-develop-thesite. About 15%ofthelotwasdesignatedforspilloverment conditions. In contrast, the redesigned parking
parking, and grid pavers were used to attenuate runoff inlot sharply reduced nutrient export (Figure 9). The
this area. The basic stormwater management goal was to

combination of lower impervious cover and more
attenuate, treat, or recharge as much runoff from smallereffective stormwater practices reduced nutrient export
storms as possible in the parking lot itself. Runoff from

by about 40 to 50%, when compared to the conven-
larger storms was treatedina wet detendon pond near thetional parking lot design with stormwater practices.
outlet of the property.

As a result of the redesign, roughly 14% of the office
park was either retained in natural land cover or refer-
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Comparative Cost to Develop the 270 Corporate
OfficePark ~- 180

.~ 160 144
_ 140

The cost to develop the redesigned office park ~" 120
was approximately the same as the cost to develop

~ 100
x 80the conventional office park, although the compo-

nent costs were somewhat different. Less was spent ~- 60
40on paving, sidewalks and utility pipes, but these

savings were largely offset by higher costs for ~ 20

improved stormwater treatment practices, landscap- z 0

ing, grid pavers and curiously, curbs and gutters 1 2 3 4 5
(the higher cost for this last item was due to the wider Scenario
parking islands used for bioretention areas). Over- 25
all, the estimated cost to build the conventional
parking lot was $948,900, compared to $921,200~ 20 18

"t~ "14for the redesigned parking lot.
~ 15

Summary- o~ 10

o 5The redesigned parking lot at the 270 Corpo-       ,’-
rate Office Park resulted in less impervious cover, o 0
storrnwater runoff, and nutrient export for about the

~- 1 2 3 4 5
same development cost as the conventional design.
The results are summarized in Figure 10. Scenario

The Limits and Potential of Parking Lot Redesign 1 - Pre-Developed
2 - Conventional (no practices)

To our knowledge, no one has yet tried to 3-Conventional(practices)
quantify the potential economic and environmen- 4 - Open Space Design (no practices)
tal benefits of better parking lot design at new 5- Open Space Design (practices)

commercial developments. This initial analysis
provides compelling evidence that better site de-
sign is an important, if not indispensable, tool for
managing the quantity and quality of stormwater
runoff from parking lots.

60
’ ~ 50 +42In each of the case studies, the redesigned I o

40parking lot resulted in less impervious cover, storm-
30water runoff, andnutrientexportforaboutthesameI-,~ 20

or even slightly lower cost than the conventional-- 10
design. Taken together, better site design tech-~ 0
niques reduced impervious cover by at least 15% in,._= -10
each case. While this is an impressive reduction,~ -20
about half of each site remained impervious after’- -30
the redesign. Perhaps the most critical benefit of

~
-40
-50each redesign was that it created more room to~ -60locate more effective stormwater treatment prac-

tices. When smaller parking lots were combined
with better stormwater practices, the resulting nu-
trient export was almost half that of a conventional

In each case study, the critical ingredient was
an incremental reduction in the local parking de-
mand ratio. Without this capability to shrink the
surface area devoted to parking, designers have
little ability to devise the more sophisticated storm-
water treatment and landscaping systems that can



help mitigate the impact of the pakking lot. Therefore,EditorrsNote: Someusefulbenchmarksfortesting how
the- first- and most -irnportant step in impiernen_tinggood your local parking codes can be found in the
better site design for comm_ercial developments is toCodes and Ordinances Worksheet (see accompanying
reduce local parking demand ratios, even i~only~oyarticle~, : ,! ,
five or ten percent. For many communities, however, . ¯ . . . ~ ...,
this modest step may seem like a terrifying !eap, pos-Ret’eremzes :.
sibly-off a cliff.

¯ Center: fo~ ~Watershed Protections! 1998a. l~etter Site
Developers, bankers retailers and drive~ all hh.ve : Design: A Handbook for Changing Development

a shai’ed interest in abtlndant and convenient parking, Rutes~ Your CommunitW.. SitePlanning Round-
and it is hard to corivince tlihm that any attempt to : table. Ellicoe City, MD. 176 tap.
downsize parking lots, however modest, will not work
against this goal. This kind of thinking is quite under-Center forWatershed Protection. ! 998b. Nutrien_tLoad-
stand~l~ie. Most people can easily recall the rare ing From Conventional and Innovative Site De-
situation where parking was hard to find, but the more velopment. Chesapeake Research Consortium.
common situation where parking is plentiful generally Ellicott City, MD. 56 pp : ¯
escapes our ~eryday notice.

Interlocking Concrete Pavement Institute. 2,000. Per-Small wonder, then, that so many communi- meable Interlocking Concrete Pavements: Selec-
ties are prone to inertia when it comes te changing tion, Design; Construction and Maintenance.
parking codes. Perhaps the only way watershed ad~o- Washington, DC.

cares can overcome this inertia is-to

;:,7.~z.:~:-’::_.~’.Tc:~.;,t.-...-_.~.,,~..~document the existence of excess park-Scott, lUaus I., James R. Simpson, and E. Gregory
ing capacity in each community¯ In- McPherson. 1999."Effects of Tree Coveron Park-

The most important step to deed. it is a rather simple step for volun- ing Lot Microclimate and Vehicle Emissions."
implement bettersite design for teers to count cars and photograph Journal ofArboriculture 25(3~:!29-t42.
commercial developments is to empty stalls during peak times at simi-

Ireduce local parking demand lar commercial land uses to demon-
[ Urban Land Institute. 1999. Parking Requirements forratios, strate how generous local parking., re-I Shol~ing Centers: Summary Recommendations

;;2.2z:’~.~:_z.;~.~;’~:-..:4:;c:~quirements actually are.
i and Research Study R~ports~ 2nd Edition. Wash-

’~- - - ! ington, DC. 81 pp.
A smal! but growing fist of communities a~e now

experirfienting with their parking st,q’ddards ~ l~’ark-~ ~
ing IC;i designs, incit/ding citie~ I~e-Scar~ough2;
Ontario; Oakland, CA; Olympia, WA; Sacramento,
CA; Bellevue, WA: Davisr CA and Prince’--George’s
County, MD. Each community has worked in different
ways to redesign their parking lots, and man"2 of their
successful experiences are recounted in Better Site ~.
Design. A Handbook for Chang ing Development Rules ~:
in Your Co_mmunity (CWP 19_98a). ._~ , -~

Given the prevalence of parking lots in our urban
landscape and the environmental harm.they cause, we .
need to fundamentally change the way that parking
lots are sized anddesigned. The modest ideas pre- .
sented in this article are merely an initial step in this
direction. A wide range ot~ prof~,ssions collectively
!nfluen~e the form ~and functionof~arking lots, includ-
ing engineers, hydrologists;.landscape architects, ur-
ban foresters, soilscientists, developers, leasing agents,
plan reviewers, transportation researchers and many,
many others. Working together, these groups can move

.! us closer toward the g6al of atruly sestaina’ble~ing
lot,’].e.~ one that ribt only j~i6~,ides .@li~bita~, ~0Ut a~so,.~. ~~

p̄revee~ ts:da~age t6 other habitat~;iTaswetl, , JAZ,..
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1.0INTRODUCTION
Storm water Best Management Practices (BMPs) are a primary tool to improve the quaiity of urban
streams and meet the requirements of NPDES permits. They include both structural options, such
as construction of storm water ponds, and non-structural ones, such as implementing.a storm drain
stenciling program. Using BIVfPs can represent a significant cost to communities, but these costs
should be weighed against the benefits they provide. This report will review available data on the
costs and potential benefits of both structural and non=stnzcmral BMPs designed to improve the
quality of urban and urbanizing streams, and the larger water bodies to which they drain.
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Costs and BeheSts of Storm Water BMPs

2.0STRUCTURAL BMP COSTS
The term structural BMPs, often referred to as "Treatment BMPs," refers to physical structures       "
designed to remove pollutants from storm water runoff, reduce downstream erosion, provide flood
control and promote groundwater recharge. They can also have ancillary benefits and costs such as
increasing or decreasing property values. In contrast with non-structural BMPs, structural measures
include some engineering design and construction.

Structural BMPs include:
¯ Ponds and Created Wetlands
¯ Infiltration Practices
¯ Filters
¯ Bioretention
¯ Vegetative BMPs
¯ Other structures (not included in this analysis).

Ponds and wetlands include several designs that treat storm water through the use of some
combination of a permanent pool and detention storage. Wetlands also incorporate the use of aquatic
plants to aid in treatment by slowing runoff velocities and providing some pollutant uptake. Some
typical pond and wetland designs are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Storm Water Pond and Wetland Designs

~: : ~ Desigr~              ¯ iil ii~ .... iI~ Descriptioa " " i.i!:i::ii~i- i .::..: . . i

Dry Extended A pond with no permanent pool of water. Detention (usually 24 or 4g-hour) is the only
Detention Pond mechanism to improve water quality.

:.:Wet pond. " A pond with a permanent pool of water but no extended detention storage. Retention and
.. biological activity in the permanent pool are the primary mechanisms of pollutant

removal.

W~tExtended: " Wet extended detention ponds incorporate the features of wet ponds and extended ponds,
D~tention Pond , with a permanent pool of water and extended detention storage above the pool.

Shallow Marsh. A shallow marsh system is a wedand with a very shallow depth, which treats runoff
¯ primarily through settling and pollutant uptake in the permanent pool.

Extended Detention A shallow mar~h system with extended detention storage above the permanent pool.
¯ Wetland :

Pond/Wetland Use of a wetland following a wet pond. This design can achieve high pollutant removal,
System while consuming less space than a shallow marsh.

Infiltration BMPs have no "formal" outlet for small storms, and thus these storms are treated by
filtration as they percolate through the soil into the groundwater. The two infiltration systems
focused on in this report are infiltration trenches and infiltration basins (Table 2).

Page 2
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs                                                  "

Table 2. Infiltration BMPs

Design iI ~ Description ~ : .. i.. ~ . ..... ..

Infiltration Trench A r~ck-filled trench with no outlet. Storm water directed to the trench is infiltrated into
: . ~. the ground, and pollutant removal is achieved through filtering by the soil mattix.

Infiltration, Basin A shallow impoundment with no low flow outlet. Therefore, storm water runoff entering
’ ~ the basin must infillxate through the bottom soils to exit the basin. Pollutant removal is

~ accomplished as storm water is filtered through the soil.

¯

Filtering systems remove pollutants by passing storm water though a filtering medium such as a sand
or organic medium. Runoff is typically returned to a drainage or stream system after being treated
by filters. The three filtering systems discussed in this segment, as well as bioretention, are
described in Table 3. Although bioretention can serve.as a filtering system or infiltration practice,
it is discussed separately for the remainder of the document because it has separate cost data and
design criteria.

Table 3. Filtering Practice Designs

Design .~ ~.. Description~. : :. . .
¯
Surface Sand. Filter A BMP where runoff enters a sedimentation chamber that provides pretreatment,

and then flows to a sand filter, where the runoff flows through a bed of sand,

¯
receiving additional treatment. Treated runoff is collected in and underdrain system

i . and returned to the storm drain network or stream channel.

Underground Sand Filter Use the same pollutant removal mechanisms as surface sand, but the. filter and the
- " ¯ " pretreatment storage are located in a vault underground.

P̄erimeter Sand Filter Also uses the same pollutant removal mechanisms as surface sand filters. In the
- -i " " perimeter sand filter design, the filter typically lies parallel to the curb at the edge of

a parking lot. The inlet to the system is a grated system at the edge of the lot.

i Bi0retention I A shallow landscaped depression that temporarily ponds 6 to 12 inches of storm
¯ water before it filters through a soil matrix. Nutrient uptake into woody plants is an

additional removal mechanism.

Vegetative BMPs, sometimes called open channel BMPs, treat storm water runoffas it flows over
a sloping vegetated surface. Treatment is through sealing and through filtering as storm water
infiltrates into the soil matrix below the vegetated surface. Some typical vegetated BMPs are
described in Table 4. In this report, wet swales are assumed to have the same cost as biofilters,
because there is little cost data available on this practice.

Page 3
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Costs and Benefits of Storra Water BMPs

Table 4. Vegetative BMP Designs

Grass Channel/Biofilter A modified drainage channel designed with a cross-section and slope that keeps the
storm water velocity low enough to allow filtering and some infillration during
small to moderate storm events.

Wet Swale¯ ¯ " : An open channel that retains the water quality volume in a series of linear cells
.... along a channel. The channel bottom usually intersects the seasonally high

groundwater table, and pollutant removal is achieved due to settling and pollutant
uptake by plants in the swale.

Dry Swale Constructed open channels designed to capture and treat a def’med volume of storm
¯ water runoffby filtering it through a surface cover and a prepared soil mix.

Other BMPs include experimental and proprietary products, as well as some conventional structures
such as water quality inlets. They are not included in this analysis because sufficient data are not
available to support either the performance or the cost of these devices, or they have poor pollutant
removal or life-long performance.

2.1 Screening Criteria
Site suitability for selecting a particular BMP strategy is key to successful performance. Most BMPs
have limitations for applicability. Considerations include drainage area, soils, and long-term
maintenance requirements. Tables 5 through 8 set forth common screening criteria in devising a
BMP strategy to serve a site or watershed. These criteria were developed for the State of Maryland
(CWP et al., 1997), and are most applicable to moderate, humid climates such as the mid-Atlantic
and Pacific Northwest. In cold climates, design modifications may be needed to adjust for
phenomena such as freezing and spring snowmelt (Caraco and Claytor, 1997). In add climates,
some BMPs may not be appropriate due to water requirements of the BMPs. Table 9 lists BMPs that
require supplemental water, and outlines their value in arid and semi-arid climates.

Page 4
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 5. BMP Selection Matrix No. 1
PHYSICAL FEASIBILITY

P-I : Micropool ED "A" soils may 10 rain*

P-2 Wet Pond
require pond 2 feet
liner if hotspot No mole 6 to 8 ft Not25 min*P-3 Wet ED Pond or than 15 % ;practical
"B" soils may aquifer

P-4 Multiple Pond require testing

P-5 Pocket Pond OK Below WT 5 max** 4 ft OK
W-t Shallow Marsh A soils may 2 feet No more 3 to 5 ft i Not
W’2 ED Wetland require liner if hotspot 25 rain than 8% practical

or aquifer
W-3    Pond/Wetland

W-4 Pocket Marsh OK Below WT 5 max 2 to 3 ft Depends
I’1 In_f’tltration fc > 0.52 4 feet 5 max No more 1 ft Depends

Trench inch/l~r (2 feet than 6 %
EasternI-2 " Shallow I-Basin
Shore) I0 max 3 ft Not

practical
F-l: Surface Sand 10 max ** No more !5 ft Depends

: Filter than 6%

F-2 Underground SF OK 2 feet 2 max ** 5 to 7ft OK
F-3 Perimeter SF 2 max ** 2 to 3 ft OK
F-4 Organic SF 5 max** 2 to 4 ft OK
1=-5 Pocket Sand 2 to 5 ft OK

Filter 5 max **

F-6 i: Bioretention Made Soil 5 ft OK
O:I Dry Swale Made Soil 2 feet 5 max 4% max 3 to 5 ft Not
0-2 : Wet Swale OK Below WT 5 max 1 ft

practical

Notes: OK= not restricted, W’T= water table, PT = pretreatment, ED = Extended Detention,
SF = Sand 1=liter

* unless adequate water balance and anti-clogging device installed
** drainage area can be larger in some instances

Page 5
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 6. BMP Selection Matrix No 2
TERRAIN FACTORS

Maximum normal pool ¯ Require poly or day Embankment heights
:. : depth of 4 feet (dugout) liner restricted

¯ max ponding depth ¯
¯ ¯ geotechnical tests

i Wetlands OK Require polyliner Embankment heights
: geotechnical testing restricted
Infiltration. Minimum distance to NOT ALLOWED Max slope 6"/o

water table of 2 feet
Trenches must have
flat bottom

Filtering Systems Several designs limited by Use poly-liner or OK
low head (F- 1 and F-2) impermeable membrane to

seal bottom
¯ Open Channels. Generally feasible due to OK Olden infeasible if

low slopes slopes are 4% or

Page 6
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 7. BMP Selection Matrix No. 3
SPECIAL WATERSHED DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Ponds: " Drainage P-2, P-3, and Require May require Require control Moderate
area may P-4 restricted control of liner if A soils of Cp, ¯ bacteria
limit except Cp,, usually are present removal,
for P-5 Limit ED 1 year 24 ED design for

to [2 hrs Pretreat hotspots geese¯ .: P- 1 has preventionlower Offiine 2 io 4 ft SD
removal desi~ Provide
rates

Provide
permanent

shading                                                pool

Wetlands Drainage W-1, W-2 Require May require Require control Provide 48 hr
area may and W-3 control of liner if A soils of Cpv ED for max
limit, W-4 restricted Cp,, usually are present coliform
excepted 1 year 24 ED dieoff

Pretreat hotspots

: ¯ 2 to4 ftSD

Inffitration Often OK, if site Often difficult SD from wells SD from OK, but a
infeasible has right soil to infiltrate and water table bedrock and rain. 2 to 4 ft
due to soils the Cpv water table SD is required

.̄. or water No hotspot
table in tidal runoff Pretreat
area runoff prior to

: . . OK to infiltrate infiltration BMP
: . ’ rooftop runoff

Filtering OK OK, but Should be OK, if designed May be OK; moderatoSystems. evaluate for combined with w/no necessary for to high¯ stream another ED exffitration pretreatment coliform
warming basin to prior to another removal

provide Cp, BMP

Open OK OK Should be OK, but hotspot runoff must Poor coliform
Channels linked w/ED be adequately treated removal for

basin to 0-2
provide

:*SD = Separation Distance, Cpv = Refers to channel protection, *SD = Separation Distance
Cpv = Refers to channel protection, ED = Extended Detention
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 8. BMP Selection Matrix No. 4
COMMUNrrY AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Page 8
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 9. BMP Use in Arid and Semi-Arid Climates

BMP ISupplementa|~:~i
’ Water.-: i ~.i~:!;

" " Detention Pond. | ¯ Consider alternatives to a vegetated bottom, such as
sand or stones.

¯ Always use drought tolerant vegetationDry ED Pond ¯ If water is required, use a non-potable water source.

Ponds Wet Pond ¯ ¯ Rarely applicable in arid or semi-arid climates.

Wet ED Pond ¯ ¯ Rarely applicable in arid climates
¯ In semi-arid climates, may be used if the permanent

pool is allowed to vary seasonally, rather than be
maintained at a fixed level.

Shallow Marsh ¯ ¯ P,~rely applicable in arid or semi-arid climates.

ED Wetland ¯ ¯ Rarely applicable in arid climates

Wetlands
¯ In semi-arid climates, may be used if the permanent

pool is allowed to vary seasonally, rather than be
maintained at a fixed level.

Pond/Wetland ¯ ¯ Rarely applicable in arid or semi-arid climates.

Infiltration , (~) - Applicable in arid and semi-arid climates.
Trench

Infiltration Infiltration [ I’ ¯ Consider alternatives to a vegetated bottom, such as
" ¯ Basin 1 sand or stones.

¯ . - Always use drought tolerant vegetation
.... , ¯ If water is required, use a non-potable water source

Filters Sand or
" . Organic Filters O ¯ Applicable in arid and semi-arid climates.

Bioretention Bioretention . ¯ Always use drought tolerant vegetation
. " | - If water is required, use a non-potable water source

Channels    I
¯ Consider alternatives to a vegetated bottom, such as

Vegetative Designed I~ sand or stones.
BMPs Swales ¯ Always use drought tolerant vegetation

¯ If water is required, use a non-potable water source
Filter Strips

ED -- Extended Detention, Arid = <15" of rain per year, Semi-Arid -- <30" of rain per year
¯ = Yes, significant amounts of water required

I~ = Yes, but only for maintenance (e.g., vegetated BMPs)
(~) = No supplemental water required.
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Costs and Bene.~ts of Storm Water BMPs

2.2 Base Capital Costs
The base capital costs refer primarily to the cost of actually constructing and building the BMP. This
may include the cost of erosion and sediment eonu’ol during construction. The costs of design,
geotechnical testing, legal fees, and other unexpected or additional costs are not included in this
estimate. The cost ofeonsla’ueting any BMP is variable and depends largely on site conditions and
drainage area. For example, if a BMP is constructed in very rocky soils, the increased excavation
costs may substantially increase the cost of construction. In addition, designs vary slightly among
BMP types. A pond may be designed with or without various levels of landscaping, for example.
The data in Table I 0 represent typical unit costs (S/cubic foot) from various studies, and should be
considered planning level. In the case of ponds, a range is used to reflect the economies of scale
involved in designing this BMP.

In some ways there is no such value as the "average" construction cost for some BMPs, because
many BMPs can be designed for widely varying drainage areas. However, there is some value in
assessing the cost of a typical application of each BMP. The data in Table 11 reflect base capital
costs for typical applications of each category of BMP. It is important to note that, since many
BMPs have economies of scale, it is not practical to extrapolate these values to larger or smaller
drainage areas in many cases.
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 10. Typical Unit Base Costs for BMPs

Cost
¯ . BMP: (S/of) . ....... . ..... .. ....... :..":...: ....

Cost range reflects economies of scale in designing this BMP.
The lowest unit cost represents approximately 150,000 cubic Adapted from

Pond. : 0.50- Brown and1.00    feet of storage, while the highest is approximately 15,000 cubicSchuelerfeet. Typically, dry ponds are the least expensive design
’ options among ponds. (1997)

Although little data are available to assess the cost of wetlands,Adapted from
! Wetland:. 0.60- it is assumed that they are approximately 25% more expensiveBrown and

1.25 (because of plant selection and sediment forebay requirements) Schueler
th an ponds. (1997)

Infiltration¯ Adapted from
: Trench 4.00 Represents typical costs for a 100-foot long trench.

SWRPC (1991)

Infiltration Adapted from
Basin 1.30 Represents typical costs for a 0.25-acre infiltration basin.

SWRPC (1991)

The range in costs for sand filter construction is largely due to
Adapted from

Sand Filter
3.00- the different sand filter designs. Of the three most common
6.00 options available, surface sand filters are the most expensive, Brown and

Schuelerperimeter sand filters are moderate and underground sand filters
are the most expensive. (1997)

Adapted from
i Bioretention 5.30 Bioretention is relatively constant in cost, because it is usually Brown and

¯ " : desi~aed as a constant fraction of the total drainage area. Schueler

Very few dry swales have been constructed, but the design is      Adapted from
similar to a bioretention facility, with less landscaping. Thus, itBrown and¯ Dry Swale 4.25 is assumed that dry swales cost approximately 80% as much as Schueler

¯ . bioretention. (1997")

Grass
Channel/ 0.50 Based on cost per square foot, and assuming 6" of storage in Adapted from

Biofilters the filter. SWRPC (1991)

Based on cost per square foot, and assuming 6" of storage in
Filter Strip 0.00- the filter strip. The lowest cost assumes that the buffer uses Adapted from

1.30 existing vegetation, and the hi~est cost assumes sod was usedSWRPC (1991)
to establish the filter strip.
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 11. Bas, Costs of Typical Applications of Stormwater BMPs*

i .;..i:i.ilPond: " .    5100,000 50- Acre Residential Site Adapted from Brown and
..... ¯ ¯ ..... (Impervious Cover = 35%) Schueler (1997)

50- Acre Residential Site Adapted ~om Brown andW̄etland ¯ 51.25,000
(Impervious Cover = 35%)           Schueler (1997)

¯ .Infiltration 5-Acre Commercial Site
: ¯.¯Trench 545,0oo

(Impervious Cover = 65%) Adapted from SWRPC (1991)

’ Innltration. 5-Acre Commercial Site
Basin

$15,000
(Impervious Cover = 65%) Adapted from SWRPC (1991)

. - Sand Filter .. 535,000-$70,000z 5-Acre Commercial Site Adapted from Brown and
~::.: ..... . ~.. (Impervious Cover = 65%) Schueler (I 997)

Bi0retention $6o,0oo 5-Acre Commercial Site Adapted from Brown and
¯ ¯ . -~: (Impervious Cover = 65%) Schueler (1997)

¯ . Dry: ::":Swale 530,000 5- Acre Residential Site Adapted from Brown and
" " . :. (Impervious Cover = 35%) Schueler (1997) i.

ChanneU s ,5oo 5- Acre Residential Site
i..... Biofilters

(Impervious Cover = 35%) Adapted from SWRPC (I 99 I)

Fm: rSt p 5- Acre Residential Site:i " $0-$9,000
(Impervious Cover = 35%) Adapted from SWRPC (1991)
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Although various manuals report construction cost estimates for storm water ponds, only three
studies, to our knowledge, have systematically evaluated the construction costs associated with
structural BMPs since 1985. The three studies used slightly different estimation procedures. Two
of these studies were conducted in the Washington, DC region and used a similar methodology
(Wiegand et al., 1986; Brown and Schueler, 1997). In both studies, the costs were determined based
on engineering estimates of construction costs from actual BMPs throughout the regiot~. In the third
study, conducted in Southeastern Wisconsin, costs were determined using standardized cost data for
different elements of the BMP, and asstarctions of BMP design (SWRPC, 1991).

Any costs reported in the literature need to be adjusted for inflation and regionally. All costs
reported in this report assume a 3% annual inflation rate. In addition, studies are adjusted to the
"~,venty cities average" construction cost.index, to adjust for regional biases, based on a methodology
followed by the American Public Works Association (APWA, 1992). Using the EPA’s rainfall
regions (See Figure 1), a cost adjusmaent factor is assigned to each region (Table 12). For example,
rainfall region 1 has a factor of 1.12. Thus, all studies in the Northeastern United States are divided
by 1.12 in order to adjust for this bias.

Table 12. Cost Adjustment Factors
Source: Modified from APWA, 1992

Rainfall!Region : 1 :ii:~ii!i!i : :151:1.’ : i:6:; : : " 8 ~ 9:

Adjustment:.
i~actor:: :::. : 1.120.90 0.67 0.92 0.67 1.24 1.04 1.04 0.76
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Costs and Berne.fits of Storm Water BA, IPs

2.1.1 Pond¢ and Wetlands
Total pond volume is generally a strong predictor of cost (Table 11). There are some economies of
scale associated with constructing ponds, as evidenced by the slope of the volume equations derived.
This is largely because of the costs of inlet and outlet design, and mobilization of heavy equipment
that are relatively similar regardless of pond size.

Erosion and sediment control represents only about 5% of the construction cost of. ponds and
wetlands (Brown and Schueler, 1997). Thus, the construction cost estimates presented in Table 13
are comparable. The cost of building storm water ponds has increased since 1986 (Figure 2), even
after adjusting for inflation. Part of the reason for this inorease is thought to be attributable to the
improved design of storm water ponds to enhance water quality and to the more complex regulatory
and review environment (Brown, 1997). The cost estimations made by SWRPC (1991) were
generally a mid-range between the earlier and more recent studies.

Table 13. Base Capital Costs for Storm Water Ponds and W~tlands

Costs Included

BMP Cost Equation or EstimateI"’-con~,ruai~ Control Source

7.75V°’75             t/      t/      Wiegand et al.. 1986
All Ponds

and
Wetlands 18.5V°’7° t," Bro~-n and Schueler, 1997

Dry Ponds 7.47V°’Ts t/ t/ Bro~ and Schueler, 1997

1.06V: 0.25 acre wet detention
basin (23,300 cubic feet)

D.43V: 1.0 acre wet detention basin
(148,000 cubic feet)

Wet Ponds D.33V: 3.0 acre wet detention basra                       SWRPC, 1991
(547,000 cubic feet)

D.3 IV: 5.0 acre wet detention basin
(952,000 cubic feet)

1: V refers to the total pond volume in cubic feet
2: Costs presented from SWRPC (1991) are ~moderate" costs reported in that stud3.’.
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Figure 2. Pond Construction Cost
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

2.1.2 Infiltration Practices
Costs for infiltration BMPs are highly variable from site to site, depending on soils and other
geotechnical information. Perhaps because of this variability, cost estimates for infiltration trenches
have been widely different (Table 14; Figure 3). Brown and Sehueler (199T) concluded that the
Wiegand (1986) equation underestimated cost, partially because of the lack ofpretreatment in earlier
designs, although they were unable to develop a consistent equation due to a small sample size.

It is difficult to estimate the cost of infiltration basins, particularly since there have been very few
constructed within the last several years. The costs estimates for SWRPC are dramatically higher
than those estimated by Schueler, 1987 (Figure 4). This is largely because the SWR_PC document
assumes that 50% additional volume is excavated for the spillway, while Schueler, 1987"uses a wet
pond cost equation.

Table 14. Base Capital Costs for Inf’dtration Practices

BMP Cost Equation or Esdmate~ . ¢om-a~tion ¢on~i i Source

33.7V~63 W’ Wiegand et al., 1986

2V to 4V; average of 2.5V w’ Brown and Schueler, 1997

$4,400: 3-foot deep, 4-foot wide,
Infiltration~: 100-foot long trench
Trenches v’ SWRPC, 1991

$10,400: 6-foot deep, 10-foot wide,
"        100-foot long trench

+
J.9V 2,900: 3-foot deep, 100-foot      w’           Modified from SWRPC, 1991

long trench

¯ Schueler, 1987;
13.2V~ ~ ~’ v’ Modified from Wiegand et al.,

1986
[nf’tltration...
.Basins~ : 1.3V: 0.25-acre infiltration basin

-̄ ..: : (I 5,000 cubic feet)
" : " ¯ - ¯ �’ SWRPC, 1991

¯ :: .. ’ " ii~ 0.SV:1.0-acre infiltration basin
(76,300 cubic feet)

Porous¯ 50,000A ~ SWRPC, 1991

PavemenP
80,000A w’ Schueler, 1987

t: V forinfiltration trenches refers to the tr~atment volumewithin the trench, assuming a porosity of 32%
2: V for infiltration basins refers to the total basin volume "
3: A is the surface area in acres of porous pavement
4: Costs presented from SWRPC (I991) are "moderate" costs reported in that study.
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Figure 3. Infiltration Trench Costs
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Figure 4. Infiltration Basin Construction Cost
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Costs and Bene,[its Of Storm Water BMPs ¯
2. I. 3 SandFilters ........
Since sand filters are a relatively recent technology, less information is available on their cost than ....
on most BMPs. In addition, the costs of sand filters vary significantly due to the wide range of .....
design criteria for sand filters (Table 15). Brown and Schueler (1997) were unable to derive a valid~:
relationship between sand filter cost and water quality volume, with costs ranging between $2 and
$6 per cubic foot of water quality volume, with a mean cost of $2.50 per cubic foot. The water
quality volume includes the pore space in the sand filter, plus additional storage in the pretreatment
basin.

Because sand filters are a relatively new technology, no equation referencing the economies of scale
has been developed. However, it appears that economies of scale do exist. For e~xample, data from
Austin indicates that the cost per acre decreased by over 80% for a design of a 20-acre drainage area,
when compared with a 1-acre drainage area. (Schueler, 1994).

Table 15. Construction Costs for V:irious Sand Filters
Source: Schueler, 1994

Region (Design) i ¯ : ~ : CoSt/Impervious Acre

Delaware $ l 0,000

Alexandria, VA (Delaware) $23,500

Austin, TX (<2 acres) $16,000

Austin, TX (>5 acres) $3,400

Washington, DC (underground) $14,000 ’"~

Denver, CO $30,000-$50,000

2.1.4 Bioretention
Little information is available on the costs ofbioretention because it is also a new practice. Brown
and Schueler (1997) found consistent construction costs of approximately $5.30 per cubic foot of
water quality volume for the construction cost. The water quality volume includes 9" above the
surface area of the bioretention structure.

2.1.5 Vegetative BMPs
Vegetative BMPs include such practices as grassed swales and filter strips. The three major types
of vegetative BMPs include filter strips, grassed channels (also called biofilters) and designed
swales, which include a "made" soil bed and an underdrain system (Claytor and Schueler, 1997).
The costs for these BMPs vary, and largely depend on the method used to establish vegetation (Table
16).
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Costs and Bene/its o, f Storm Water BMPs

Table 16. Base Capital Costs of Vegetative BMPs

.~

. BMP Cost Equation.orEstima~..: : ~i0~ :~trot: :::.:::. ¯ Source. :. ":::.

Existing Vegetation: 0

Filter Strips " Seed: $13,800/acre w’ SWRPC, 1991

. Sod: $29,000/acre

Grassed
¯ Channels 25¢ per square foot ~’ SWRPC, 1991

. Designed Modified from Brown and
SwalesI $4.25 per cubic foot

Schueler, 1997

I: ¯Assumes that the cost of a designed Swale is 80% ofth¢:cos~ ofbi0reieatiom:: . : ’ " -, " : . .
2: Costs presented from SWRPC (1991) are ’hnoderate"costs reportedin thatstudy.

2.2 Design, Contingency and Permitting Costs
Most BMP cost studies assess only part of the cost of constructing a BMP, usually excluding
permitting fees, engineering design and contingency or unexpected costs. In general, these costs are
expressed as a fraction of the construction cost (Table 17). These costs axe generally only estimates,
based on the experience of designers.

Table 17. Design, Contingency and Permitting Costs

i~ ~:i AdditionalCoStsEstimate i
: : (Fraction of base constructionc0sts): i ii::S6~::i:i I :: C~nt~

25%                Wiegand et al., Includes design, contingencies and permitting fees1986

Brown and    Includes design, contingencies, permitting process
32%

Schueler, 1997         and erosion and sediment control

2.3 Land Costs
The cost of land is extremely variable both regionally and by surrounding land use. For example,
many suburban jurisdictions require open space, reducing the effective cost of land for BMPs to zero
(Schueler, 1987). On the other hand, the cost of land may far outweigh construction and design costs
in ultra-urban settings. For this reason, some underground BMPs that are relatively expensive to
construct may be attractive in this "ultra-urban" setting (Lundgren, 1996) if sub-surface conditions
are suitable. The land consumed per treatment volume depends largely on how much of the BMP’s
treatment is underground, and varies considerably (Table 18).
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Costs and Bene, fits o, f Storm Water BMPs ¯ ’

Table 18. -Relative Land Consumption of Storm Water BMPs
Source: Claytor and Sehueler, 1997                                             ¯

Wet Pond 2-3%

Marsh or Wetland 3-5%

Infiltration Trench 2-3%

Infiltration Basin 2-3%

Porous Pavement 0%

Sand Filters 0%-3%

Bioretention 5%

Swales 10*/’,-20%

Filter Strips 100%

Note: Represents the amount of land needed as a percent of the imperviotm
area that drains to the practice to achieve effective trealment.

2.4 Operation and Maintenance Costs
In most studies, operation and maintenance costs have been estimated as a percentage of base
construction costs (Table 19). While some BMPs require i~frequent, costly maintenance, others
need more frequent but less cosily maintenance. Accordingly, selection of appropriate structural
BMPs must factor in maintenance cost (and a responsible party to carry out maintenance) to ensure
the necessary long-term performance. Typical maintenance activities are included in Table 20
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 19. Annual Maintenance Cost~

¯ $3,000 toPonds..~d. WetI~ 3~6% Schueler

Bro~ ~d SchueI~,

Wetl~ -2% $3,800 Liv~g~on et ~., 1997;
Bro~ md Schueler, 1997

~fd~tion Trench 5~20% $2,300 to Schueler, 1987
$9,000 S~,

I~3% $150 to $450~ Liv~g~on et al., 1997;
S~C, 1991

Infil~a~on B~in Wieg~d et ~., 1986;
5~/~ 10% $750-$1,500 Schueler et al., 1987;

S~C, 199

Liv~gston et ai., 1997;
S~d Filt~ 11 ~ 13% $2,200

Bro~ md Schueler, 1997

Swales,. g~sed
5~/~7% $200 to $2,000 S~, 1991

ch~els ¯

¯ Bioretention 5~7% $3,000 to (A~
~,000 swal~)

$320/ac~
FiIter. s~ps                                    $1,000           S~C, 1991

(ma~ed)
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 20. Maintenance Schedules for BMPs

....... Cleaning and removal debris after major storm events; (>2"

~ : ¯ ¯ Harvest vegetation when a 50% reduction in the original open Annual or As
water surface area occurs. Needed

" ¯ . ¯ Repair of embankment and side slopes.
.... : ¯ Repair of conlrol structure.Pond/WetlandI

¯ Removal of accumulated sediment from forebays or sediment
storage areas when 60% of the original volume has been 5-year cycle
reduced.

¯ - Removal of accumulated sediment from main cells of pond
once 50% of the original volume h~s been reduced. 20-year cycle

¯ Cleaning and removal of debris after major storm events;
(>2" rain fall).

. ¯ Mowing and maintenance of upland vegetated areas. Annual or as needed¯ Sediment cleanouL
Infdtration ¯ Repair or replacing of stone aggregate.

TrenchI ¯ Maintenance of inlets and outlets.

. ¯ Removal of accumulated sediment from forebays or sediment
storage areas when 50% of the odginal volume has been 4-year cycle
reduced.

¯ Cleaning and removal of debris after major storm events; !-::::-’
(>2" rainfall). Annual or as needed¯ Mowing and maintenance of upland vegetated areas.¯ Infiltration ¯ Sediment cleanout.

: . Basinz
¯ ¯ ¯ Removal of accumulated sediment from forebays or sediment

i. : :. reduced.St°rage areas when 50% of the original volume has been 3- to 5-year cycle

" " ¯ Removal of trash and debris from control openings.
¯ Repair of leak~ from the sedimentation chamber or

deterioration of sta’uctural components. Annual or as needed
¯ Removal of the top few inches of sand, and cultivation of the

surface, when filter bed is clogged.
Sand Filters3

¯ Clean out of accumulated sediment from filter bed chamber
once depth exceeds approximately one-half(½) inch, or when
the filter layer will no longer drawdown within 24 hours. 3- to 5-year cycle

¯ Clean out of accumulated sediment from sedimentation
chamber once depth exceeds 12 inches.

¯ Repair of erosion areas
¯ Mulching of void areas Bi-Atmual or as

Bioretention4 ¯ Removal and replacement of all dead and diseased vegetation needed
Watering of plant material

Removal of mulch and application of a new layer Annual ’
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Table 20. Maintenance Schedules for BMPs

¯ Mowing and litter and debris removal
¯ Stabilization of eroded side slopes and bottom
¯ Nutrient and pesticide use management Annual or as n~-ded

.:...Dry SWale/ ¯ Dethatching swale bottom and r~moval of thatching

Grass.Channel/" Discing or aeration of swale bottom

! . Bi°filterst ¯ Scraping swale bottom, and removal of sediment to restore
original cross section and infiltration rate

¯ Seeding or soddi#g to restore ground cover (use proper S-year cycle

erosion and sediment control)

¯ Mowing and litter debris removal

Filter Strips Nutrient and pesticide use management
¯ Aeration of soil on the filter strip ¯ Annual or as needed

¯ . " ¯ Repair of eroded or sparse grass areas

2: Modified from Livingston et aL (1997)~ based:.on-infiltrati~n.trench, requirements.. !.: :. /:. ! :. :: ....

5: Modified from Livingston et al~ (1997):based.:on grass swa|e recommendafions¯i. "~...

2.5 Lifelong BMP Cost: Two Scenarios
In order to compare various BMP options, costs were calculated for a 5-acre commercial site and a
38-acre residential site. Construction costs were evaluated using the following steps:
1) Calculate the water quality volume (WQ~).

using Schueler’s Simple Method. The water quality volume used was for the 1" storm. Thus, the
volume is equal to:

WQ~ = (.05+.9I) A/12
Where:

WQ~ = Water Quality Volume (Acre-Feet)
I = Impervious Fraction in the Watershed
A = Watershed Area (Acres)

2)Calculate the detention storage volume.
Total detention storage was determined using standard peak flow methods (NRCS, 1986).
Detention storage was calculated for a 5" storm.

3)Calculate total volume.
Many BMPs do not require any detention storage, but for BMPs that do provide flood storage,
such as ponds, the total volume is the sum of the water quality and detention volumes calculated
in steps 1) and 2).

4) Determine the construction cost.
The construction cost for each BMP is determined based on equations described in section 3.0.
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Costs and Benefits o, f Storm Water BMPs
2.5.1 5-Acre Commercial Development
The following data were used as the basis for the 5-acre commercial development.

Table 21. Data for the Commercia Site

........... s
Cover ¯ 65%

A = D~nage ~ea ’ : "

To~.Detenfion Storage (T~-55).; : ~ 0.74 ac-~

To~ Storage :.:: [::~" 1.00 ac-~

~ese dam were ~en ~ed to comp~e v~o~ B~ optio~ (Table 22). G~sed ch~els ~d filter
s~ps were not included in ~s ~ysis became, ~ou~ ~ey do ~prove water q~i~, ~e~
pollu~t remov~ is signific~tly lower ~ for o~er ~o~ water B~s ~ro~ ~d Schueler,
1997a). Again, it is imposer to note ~at ~e cost of l~d is not included ~ ~s c~c~afion.
Al~ough ponds ~e ~� le~t e~e~ive op~on on ~ ~ b~is, ~e co~ ofl~d may ~ve desi~
to less space-co~ptive BMPs, such ~ s~d filtem or bio~tenfion ~ste~.
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Co~,.J and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 19. BMP Costs for a Five-acre Commercial Development
::

Typical Design~ Annua!
[: : Contingency and Main!enance ¯

.. Other CapitaIC0sts . Costs
Constructiou Cost Construction :, : .. (30% of :: : (% of Life~

BMP Equation Cost . Construction Costs) Cons[ruction, $) (Years) Notes Sources

Much of the cost associated withBrown and Schuelerl 1997;
this BMP is the extra storage to Wiegand et al., 1986;

Pond 18.5V,° 7o $32,700 $9,810 5%; $1,640 50 ~rovide flood control and Schueler et al., ! 987;
channel protection. Pouds are SWRPC, 1991
very reliable. US EPA, 1993

Although infiltration trenches SWRPC, 1991 ;
:are designed to last a long time,Infiltration 3.gv~,q+2,900 $47,100 $14,100 12%; 5,650 10 Schueler, 1987;

Trench they need to be inspected and US EPA, 1993rebuilt if they become clogged.

Infiltration basins are not very SWRPC, 1991;
Infiltration reliable, and tend to become Wiegand el al., 1986;

Basin 1.3V,,q $4,716 $ i,410 8%; $377 25 clogged. Schueler et al., 1987;
, SWRPC, 1991;

US EPA, 1993

Sand filters require frequent Brown and Schueler, 1997;

Sand Filter 4V,~q $44,500 $13,400 12%; $5,340 25 naintenance in order to function Livingston et al., 1997;
long-tenn. US EPA, 1993

Dry swales are a relatively newBrown and Schueler, 1997;

Dry Swale 4.25V,~ $48,100 $14,400 6%; $2,890 25 BMP. Little is known¶bout SWRPC, 1991;
their long-term performance. US EPA, 1993

Bioretention is a relatively new Brown and Schueler, 1997;

Bioretention 5.30V~,q $60,000 $18,000 6%; $3,600 25 BMP. Little is known about its SWRPC, 1991
long-term performance.

I: V.,~ = Water Quality Volume 2: V,=Total Volume
3: Sand filter volume was estimated at 4V, ¯which is slightly h!gh, to account for t.he relatively small drainage area ....... . ... ................
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Costs and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs
2.5.2 38-Acre Residential Development
The following data were used as the basis for the 38-acre residential development.

Table 23. Data for the residential 38-acre site                                                 -

Area(A)~ ¯ ¯

hnpervi0us C0ver (I)

TotalDetefition Storage(TRy55): ~ " :i 2.8 ac-ft

Total Storage. " : 3.9 a¢-/t ¯

The same analysis conducted for the commercial site was repeated for the larger site (Table 24).
Swales, bioretention and infiltration systems were not included in this analysis, because these BMPs
are best applied on small sites.

2. 5. 3 Adjusting Costs Regionally
The cost data in these examples can be adjusted to specific regions of the country using the
conversion factors in Table 10. For example, if costs for rainfall region 1 were needed, the data in
Tables 19 or 21 would be multiplied by 1.12.

In addition, design variations in different regions of the country may cause prices to be changed. For
example, wetland and wet ponds may be restricted in arid regions of the country. Furthermore, while
ponds with a wet pool are used in semi-add regions, they usually incorporate design variations to      :"’.~:~
improve their performance (Saunders and Gilroy, 1997). In cold regions, BMPs may need to be
adapted to account for snowmelt treatment, deep freezes and road salt application (Oberts, 1994,
Caraco and Claytor, 1997).
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and Benefits of Storm Water BMPs

Table 24. BMP costs for a thirty-eight acre residential development

’ Design, Contingency and : ....
Construction Construction i.oI!!er Capi!a! Cos!s.: Annual Maintenance Costs , :Life* ¯

BMP Cost Equation Cost " (30%i0fCon$¢r~ct!0n) (% of Construct!on; $) i ’ (Years) Notes . Sources

Pond systems are relativelyBrown and Schueler,
easy to apply to large sites. 1997;

Pond 18.5V,° 7o $84,800 $25,400 5%; $4,240 50 Wiegand et al., 1986~
Schueler, 1987;
SWRPC, 1991~
US EPA. 1993

Although the sand filter is
used in this example, some
evidence suggests that sandBrown and Schueler,
filters may be subject to            1997;Sand Filter       2Vwq        $95,800           $28,700               12%; $1 !,500            25clogging if used on a siteLivingston et ai., 1997;
that drains a relatively US EPA, 1993
pervious drainage area
such as this one.

I: V_ = Water Quality Volume2: V,~Tota/Volume : ,i.: .,i ::.: ::~:.: i;iiii!~!:~ .:.ii~i~. .....~~. :: ::.:: ,:: :. : :i i, ::i "
~ ~ : : : ’:: ::".::!: ::::~!i ~’"2~ : .:::: :i?::::~: ==========================:: :~::: :::~:: :::: :: ::!!~: i : ~!::!.:: ::,::..:::: :: :::: :!::: :i:i !: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :!:. ::: ’ :.:

4: Lifei Length of timel without ~fiajor ~::! ~i;~il i::::
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Costs and Bene/its qf Storm g"ater BMPs
3.0 NON-STRUCTURAL BMP COSTS
Non-structural BMPs, or "source controls", prevent degradation of water resources by preventing
pollution at the source, rather than treating polluted runoff. Non-structural practices include a variety ¯ ..
of practices, including: street sweeping, illicit connection identification, public education, land use
modifications, waste collection and proper materials storage. While non-structural practices play an
invaluable role in protecting surface waters, their costs and benefits are not as easily quantified as
for structural BMPs. This is primarily because there are no "design standards" for these practices.
For example, a public education program may vary from one part-time individual to several fuLl-time
staff. It is possible to identify costs associated with specific components of these programs based
on past experience. The extent of benefits may only be speculative, partly because the contribution
of human behavior to urban storm water pollution is unknown.

3.1.1 Street Sweeping
The costs of street sweeping include the capital costs of purchasing the equipment, plus the
maintenance and operational costs to operate the sweepers. Both equipment and operating costs vary
depending on the type of’sweeper selected. There are several different options for sweepers, but the
two basic choices are mechanical sweepers versus vacuum-assisted sweepers.

Mechanical sweepers use brushes to remove particles from streets. Vacuum-assisted dry sweepers,
on the other hand, use a specialized brush and vacuum system in order to remove finer particles.
While the equipment costs of mechanical sweepers are significantly higher, the total operation and
maintenance costs of vacuum sweepers are lower (Table 25).

Table 25. Sweeper Cost )ata

Life " ii.i.:::iPurdaase
-|::..:.: :.~::?.:...

" - Sweeper Type (Years) :iii.i!~!i!!priee($)

Mechanical 5 75,000 30 Finley, 1996;
SWRPC, 1991

Vacuum-assisted 8 150,000 15 Satterfield, 1996;
SWRPC, 1991

Using these data, the cost of operating street sweepers per curb mile were developed, assuming
various sweeping frequencies (Table 26). The following assumptions were made to conduct this
analysis:

¯ One sweeper serves 8,160 curb miles during a year (SWRPC, 1991).
¯ The annual interest rate is 8%.
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Table 26. Annualized Sweeper costs (S/curb mile/year) .

Sweep n  req en y : :

: Type weeklyI biwee~y "::~im~:i~t~:      :!peryear :: annual

Mechanical 1680 840 388 129 65 32

Vacuum- 946       473       218       73         36        18
¯ Assisted

Modified from Finley, 1996," SWRPC, I991; and Satterfield, 1996

3.1.2 Illicit Connection Identification
One source of pollutants is connections to the storm dra~ system that carry material other than storm
water, such as industrial wastes. These pollutants are then discharged through the storm drain
system directly to streams without receiving treatment. These illicit connections can be identified
using visual inspection during dry weather or through the use of smoke or dye tests. Using visual
inspection techniques, illicit connections can be identified for between $1,250 and $1,750 per square
mile (Claytor and Brown, 1996).

3.1.3 Public Education
Public education programs encompass many other more specific programs, such as fertilizer
management, public involvement in stream restoration and monitoring projects, storm drain
stenciling, and overall awareness of aquatic resources. All public education programs seek to reduce
pollutant loads by changing people’s behavior. They also make the public aware of and gain support
for programs in place to protect water resources. Most municipalities have at least some educational
component as a part of their program. A recent survey found that 93% of municipal storm water
programs incorporate an education program (Livingston et al., 1997).

The City of Seattle, with a population of approximately 535,000, has a relatively aggressive
education program, including classroom and field involvement programs. The 1997 budget for some
aspects of the program is included in Table 27. Although this does not necessarily reflect typical
effort or expenditures, it does provide a guideline for some educational expenditures. These data
represent only a portion of the entire annual budget.
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Table 27. Public Education Costs in Seattle, Washington
Source: Washington DOE, 1997

~ ’ ":iItem ....

Cover~ supplies for the Stewardship ThroughSupplies for Volunteer~
Environmental Partnership Program. 1; 17,500

Communications Communications strategy highlighting a newly formed
program within the city. 1; 18,000

Environmental Education Transportation costs from schools to field visits (105
schools with four trips each). $46,500

Education Services/Field Trips Fees for student visits to various sites. 1;;55,000

Teacher Training Cover~ the cost of training classroom teacher~ for the
environmental education program. 1;3,400

Equipment Equipment for classroom education, including displays,
handouts, etc. 1;38,800

Water Interpretive Specialist- Staff to provide public information at two creeks.
Staff 1;;79,300

Water Interpretive Specialist - Materials and equipment to support interpretive
Equipment specialist program. 1; 12,

Youth Conservation Corps     Supports clean-up activities in creeks.
1;210,900

Some unit costs for educational program components are included in Table 28.

Table 28. Unit Program Costs for Public Education Programs

Item " ~i:: i! i .:-i :, i IS~

Public Attitude Survey 1;1,250-1;1,750 per 1,000Claytor and Brown, 1996
households

Flyers 10-25�/flyer Ferguson et al., 1997

Soil Test Kit* I;10 Ferguson et al., 1997

Paint 25-30�/SD Stencil Ferguson et al., 1997

Safety Vests for 1;2 Ferguson et al., 1997
Volunteers

* Includes cost oftesting, but not sampling.
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Although public education has the obvious benefit of ~ublic awareness, and therefo’~e
promoting support of environmental programs, it is difficult to quantify actual pollutant reductions
associated with education efforts. Public attitudes can be used as a gauge of how these programs
perform, however. In one study, a public survey was used in combination with modeling to estimate
pollutant load reductions associated with public education (Smith et al., 1993; Claytor, 1996; Figure
5). An initial study was conducted to estimate field application of fertilizers, use of detergents and
pollution due to oil and antifreeze. Pollutant reductions were then completed assuming that 70% of
the population Complied with reeommendatious of the public education program. A follow-up
survey was used to assess the effectiveness of the Program. Although insufficient data were able to
support a second model run, the follow-up survey indicated that educational programs influenced
many citizen behaviors, such as recycling. They were unsu, eeessful, however, at changing the rate
at which citizens apply lawn fertilizers.
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Figure 5. Changes in Pollutant Load Based on a Public Survey
Source: Claytor, t996
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3. 1.4 Land Use Modifications
One of the most eff’ective tools to reduce the impacts of urbanization on water resources is to modify
the way growth and development occurs across the landscape. At the jurisdictional or regional level~
growth can be managed to minimize the outward extension of development. Jurisdictions can direct
growth away from environmentally sensitive areas using such techniques as rezoning or the transfer
of development rights. At the site level, the nature of development can be modified to reduce the
impacts of impervious cover at individual development projects through techniques such as reduced
street widths, clustered housing, smaller parking lots, and incorporation of vegetative BMPs into site
design. While there are legal fees associated with changing both local and regional zoning codes, data
suggests that concentrating development and minimizing impervious cover at the site level can

¯actually reduce construction costs to both developers and local governments.

By concentrating development near urban areas, the capital costs of development can be lowered
substantially due to existing infrastructure and other public services. With conventional development
patterns, the cost of servicing residential developments exceeds the tax revenues from these
developments by approximately 15% (Pelley, 1997). By encouraging growth to occur in a compact
region, rather than over a large area, these capital costs can be reduced substantially (Table 29).

Table 29. Comparison of Capital Costs of Set-ices for a Single Dwelling Unit
SOURCE: Frank, 1989; Quoted in Pelley, 1997

Development Pattern Capital Costs (1987 Dollars)

Compact Growth $18,000

Low-Density Growth $35,000

Low-DensiD" Gro~11~ 10 Miles from Existing Development $48,000

Savings can also be realized at the site level by reducing the costs of clearing and grading, paving and
drainage infrastructure. A recent study compared conventional development plans with alternative
options designed to reduce the impacts of development on the quality of water resources. The cost
savings realized through these alternative options are summarized in Table 30. In all site designs, the
road width was reduced from 28’ to 20’, reduced lot sizes or reconfigured lots to consume less open
space, and provided on-site stormwater treatment.
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Table 30. Impervious Cover Reduction and Cost Savings of Conservation Development
SOURCE: DE DNREC, 1997

Impervious Cover Cost
Location Techniques Used . . Reduction (%) Savings (./.)
Sussex County, DE ¯ P-~ku:ed street widths (from 28’

to 20~)
¯ Smaller lots (from ½ acre to I/8

acre)
¯ Cluster development 38% 52%
¯ Preserve woodland areas
¯ Use vegetated BMPs that promote

infiltration on site

New Castle County., DE H̄ouses clustered into attached .

¯ Reduced road widths (28’ to 20’) 6%               63%¯ Preser~ woodland areas
¯ Use vegetated BMPs that promote

infiltration on site

Kent County, DE ¯ Reduced road widths (28’ to 203

¯ Smaller lots (1 acre to ½ acre)
24%          39%¯ Preserve woodland areas

¯ Use vegetated BMPs that promote
im’iltration on site

3.1.5 Oil and Hazardous Waste Collection
Providing a central location for the disposal of oil or hazardous wastes protects water quality by
offering citizens an alternative to disposing of these materials in the storm drain. Disposal costs vary
considerably depending on the size of the program, and what types of wastes are collected. One
study estimated the capital costs at approximately $30,000, with about $12,000 maintenance for a
used oil collection recycling program in a typical MS4 (Apogee, 1998a). This estimate was based
on data fi’om the Galveston Bay National Estuary Program. Data fi’om the City ofLivonia, IVliehigan
indicates that the cost of hazardous waste disposal averages about $12 per gallon (Ferguson et al.,
1997).

3.1.6 Proper Storage of Materials
Proper storage of materials can prevent accidental spills or runoff into the storm drain. The design
of storage structures varies depending on the needs of the facility. There are also training costs
associated with the proper storage of materials. Typical cost estimates, based on standard
construction data, are $6 to $11 per square foot for pro-engineered buildings and $3.40 to $5 per
square foot for a 6" thick concrete slab (Ferguson et al., 1997).
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4.0 BENEFITS OF STORM WATER BMPs
Although it is possible to quantify the economic benefits of water quality improvement (USEPA,
1983), it is difficult to create a"balance sheet" of economic costs and benefits for individual BMPs.
Instead, the benefits can be outlined in terms of: 1) effectiveness at reducing pollutant loads 2) other
direct water quality impacts and 3) additional economic benefits or costs.

4.1 Storm Water Pollutant Reduction - Structural
A primary function of storm water BMPs is to prevent pollutants from reaching streams and rivers.
While all BMPs achieve this function to some extent, there is considerable variability between
different types of BMPs. For example, while swales are on par with ponds for removing suspended
solids, they are not nearly as efficient at removing phosphorous. Some of this variability is because
the pollutant removal mechanisms utilized by each BMP influence the types of pollutants (e.g.,
soluble versus suspended) that can be removed.

4.1.1 Solids
There are two sources of total suspended solids (TSS) in urban waterways: sediment carried in urban
runoff, and streambank erosion caused by the increased runoff from urbanized watersheds. Most
BMPs are relatively effective at removing suspended solids from storm water (Table 31), and some
others also have the ability to control storm water flows, thus reducing streambank erosion (See
Section 4.3). The primary, mechanism for removing solids from urban rtmoffis settling, but another
mechanism is filtering through a vegetative or soil medium.

While turbidity and dissolved solids (TDS) are also significant problems in urban streams, little data
are available to determine the effectiveness of various BMPs at removing the fine solids that
contribute to elevated turbidity. Available data suggest that BMPs are less effective at removing TDS
than TSS. While these fine sediments are also removed through settling, they settle at amuch slower
rate than larger particles, and thus require long retention times.
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Table 31. Effectiveness of Storm Water BMPs at Removing Solids
Source:. Schueler, 1997

~ SolidsRemoval (%).:...~

Detention:Pond 7

~ Dry EDPond .
Ponds

WetPond ~,,    77
5~

WetEDPond 60

ShailowMarsh 84

Wetlands ED Wetland ~3 .243

Pond/Wetland 72

lnfiltration All Infiltration 99~
ND ND

Filters Sand or Organic
Filters ¯ ¯ 16 -32~

Bioretention Bioretentiou 81 z ND 602

Channels 0 ND ND
VegetativeBMPs

. DesignedSwales.i. 81 ND. 60

69J ND ND

I: Not based on actuat m0nii0~iug data~: Soui~e~. Schueier, i9S7
2: Assumes the same rem0vl]iefl]ciencyas designed~swaJes.:
3: Based on fewer than 5.dltalpoia~
ND ~-.No or insufficient data;:ED-~ Extended detention

4.1.2 Oxygen Demanding Substances and Dissotved Oxygen
Oxygen demanding substances, usually organic materials, can be removed by settling or filtering in
BMPs. Another mechanism for BOD removal is degradation by microbes in a BMP. This
mechanism is most active in BMPs with a permanent pool, such as ponds and wetlands. Three
different measures are commordy used to assess the oxygen demanding substances in storm water:.
Total Organic Carbon (TOC), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD). All three of these parameters have been mo~tored in storm water, but too few studies are
available to make a statement about the removal efficiency of BMPs for each individual measure.
The data in Table 32 represent the average removal for all three measures of oxygen demand.
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Table 32. Effectiveness of Storm.Water BMPs at
Removing Oxygen Demanding Substances
Source: Schueler, 1997

Detention-Pond.

25
Ponds

, -.~~i Wet Pond.~ i~ 45

Wet EDPond . 27j

Sliallow Marsh 2

Wetlands ’-~ EDWetland ND

¯ Pond/Wetland ’

Infiltration ’ " ~Alllnfiltration ¯ 90~

Filters I Sand or Organic !-:i: 66.... .: Filters ¯ ..

Bi0rete~tion . Bioretention . 67:

t i : Channels ~ 18

Vegetative BMPs "i :Designed Swales 67~

’ -.. I-~: : ..: i:: Filter Strips ¯ ND

1: Not based on actual monitoringdata. Sour~e.~.:S~:hueier~::1987
2:. Assumes the same removalefficiency as desi~::~tes~    :.

3: Based on fewer than::$ data.points. ¯
ND = No or i~sufficient dita~ ED : Extended:de~e~fioh:i: " " :

4.1.3 Nitrogen and Phosphorous
Nitrogen and phosphorous are often key pollutants, particularly if eutrophication of a downstream
resource such as a lake or estuary are important. Nutrients exist in urban runoffin both organic and
mineral phases. While organic nutrients generally remain in a solid phase, mineral forms go into
solution as various ionic forms. For the most part, BMPs are more effective at removing the organic
forms of nutrients than dissolved forms (Table 33). Ponds and wetlands can remove some portion
of dissolved pollutants through biological activity in the permanent pool, and through seasonal
uptake in plant materials. Designed swales also show some ability to remove dissolved pollutants,
largely due to infiltration or biological activity in a wet soil matrix.
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Table 33. Effectiveness of Storm Water BMPs at Removing Nitrogen and Phosphorous
Source: Schueler, 1997

¯ BMP
. ¯ .....::.. 53 33 2

Ponds .......... ¯

Wet ED Pond~ .." .~-". 353 423 58 583

ShaIlowMarsh . ~ 24 78 38 373

Wetlands ED Wetland ~ ~ 36~ 293 24~ 323

Infiltration All Infiltration=i.~ ~ 60-70t ND 65-75’

Filters Sand or OrganicFilter~I~. 44 -13 51 -3

Vegetative BMPs Designed Swales~: :i :~:I: ND 38 9 0~

4.1.4 Pathogens
Bacteria and other pathogens can cause effects to human health, impact wildlife, and cause unwanted
economic impacts such as shellfish bed closings. The three most common bacteria measured in
BMP performance studies are Fecal Coliform, Fecal Streptococci and E. Coll. The ability of various
BMPs to remove bacteria has not been extensively documented, but some data are available (Table
34). Some removal mechanisms include: light, sedimentation, filtration, and growth inhibitors such
as cool temperatures, low nutrients and low carbon (Schueler, 1998). Swales and channels appear
to export bacteria based on monitoring studies. Two possibilities for this phenomenon are that pet
droppings may be a source of bacteria, or that the moist, organic environment of"wet" swales may
encourage bacterial growth.
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Table 34. Effectiveness of Storm Water BMPs at Removing Pathogens
Source: Schueler, 1998

" .: :-::~:i.. [ - :. ¯ Median Pathogen ..Removal.(%).

’. :: .... ¯ : BMP .i :.:: ::. ~ii:[::::i~:..Fi~eal Colif0~ili:~i~I::!:~:~?S~pto¢0ci:~ii:i:i.i.i~[:i~.i.-:i:~:

¯ .:- . t:., Detention: Pond. "i:.;i::i:::::i:~ii~:.

": : Ii Dry ED Pond:
Ponds-.

.... "~ WetPond /?:~:
¯ 65 73’ 51

Wet ED Pond

Shallow Marsh ’ :

~ Wetlands " ED Wetland ¯ :.III.: biD. ND ND

" Pond/Wetland ........

Infiltration All Infiltration . / 98’ 98t 98’

.... Filters. Sand or Organic Filters: .::.. 51 58 bid

Bioretention Bioretention i ND ND ND

Channels/Swaies. .i ,~ ~: .~ -58 ND NDVegetative: ,
BMPs Filter Strips. ¯. ¯ " ND ND ND

4.1.5 Petroleum Hydrocarbons
Petroleum hydrocarbons originate primarily fxom automotive sources in the urban landscape.
Hydrocarbons can be measured as polycyclie aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), total petroleum
hydrocarbons (TPH) or oil and grease. Total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPHs) are the only parameter
that is measured frequently enough to assess pollutant removal (Table 35). Hydrocarbons are
hydrophobic, meaning that they tend to bind to sediment rather than go into solution. BMPs that are
effective at removing suspended solids also tend to be effective at removing hydrocarbons. Special
attention must be given to disposal of sediment during maintenance of BMPs that serve high-
petroleum land uses.
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Table 35. Effectiveness of Storm Water BMPs at Removing Hydrocarbons
Source: Schueler, 1997

Ponds

83z

¯ .~haliowMar~b ::
¯

Wetlands ....... ED..W~tland.i-. 90~

..... Pond/Wetland:

+̄ Sand¯ or.Organic:..

¯ Vegetative BMPs t::-. Dedgh:edS~vales-.: .... 62z

4.1.6 Metals
Metals, like nutrients, have both dissolved and solid phases in storm water. Solid phase metals’tend
to attach to sediments, and can be removed by settling. Dissolved phase, or ion, forms of metals can
only be effectively removed by being converted into another form or by attaching to sediment.
Another concern with metals is that, during peak events such as snowmelt, an acute concentration
will occur. BMPs that dilute storm water runoff, such as ponds and wetlands, can help to prevent
these acute events. Metal pollutant removal data are included in Table 36.
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Table 36. Effectiveness of Storm Water BMPs at Removing Metals
Source: Schueler, 1997

BMP

543 263 43 26

....¯ . 24~ 5? ?3 51

Shallow Marsh.:::

Wetlands £D Wetlandi~::ii:,: : 69 39 63 54

Pon~etland.:

Infiltration All Infil~atiou 95-99~ 95-99~ 95-99~ 95-99’

Filte~ Sand or O~anic ¯ ND 34 71 80

Bioretention Bioretention: ::::.~...:: 42z 51~ 67~ 71z

55~ 14 30 29

Vegetative B~s Wet andD~ Swa~.:., 42~ 51 67 71

4.1.7 Synthetic Organics
Synthetic organics include materials such as pesticides, household materials and other manufactured
compounds. These materials are detected at very low concentrations in urban runoff, and are very
expensive to monitor. Thus, little information is available on the effectiveness of structural BMPs
at removing these pollutants. Like hydrocarbons and organic carbon, these materials tend to bind
to sediment, and can also be treated through transformations to less damaging subskances. However,
since these materials are found in such low concentrations, it is not clear that traditional BMPs can
remove them. Non-structural strategies, especially pollution prevention, may be more reliable.

4.1.8 Temperature
Stream warming is a common problem in urban settings, and occurs primarily because rainfall flows
over the ground surface on hot pavement. Most BMPs (such as storm water ponds) appear to
increase stream temperature, rather than decrease it, due to surface heating. One study in Maryland
investigated the impact of various storm water BMPs on water temperature, based on the change in
temperature between the inflow and outflow points (Table 37). Although all BIV[P options result in
an increase in temperature, the wet pond appears to have the highest temperature increase, while the
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infiltration BMP has the lowest. It is important to note that the infiltration facility failed during part
of the study, and thus water was ponded for a long period of time, allowing it to heat up.

Features can be incorporated into any BMP to reduce the impacts of stream warming. Some of these
features include providing shade along channels and directing low flows through a pipe below the
ground surface, rather than over heated rock. In streams that are very sensitive to Warm
temperatures, such as trout streams, some BMPs should be avoided entirely. For example, most
ponds and wetlands with a permanent pool are restricted in cold water streams (CWP et al., 1997).

Table 37. Temperature Increase in Various BMPs
Source: Galli, 1990 ¯

i ::: I Te~perature-

2.5

Extended Detention Wetland . - 3.2

Extended Detention Dry:P0nd:... ¯ 5.3

4.1.9 pH
Most traditional BMPs are not effective at increasing the pH of storm water, which may be acidic.
One possible role is for permanent pool BMPs to dilute toxic waves of pollutants that may occur
during seasonal events, such as the spring snowmelt. The goal is not necessarily to reduce
pollutants, but to reduce the shock associated with high volumes of low pH water occun-ing during
a short time period. In addition, design features that limit anoxic conditions c.an prevent low pH
conditions. When anoxic conditions develop in a storm water BMP, the pH of the water in this BMP
drops, increasing the chances of acidic water being released.

4.2 Pollutant Reduction: Non-Structural BMPs
Unlike structural BMPs, it is generally not possible to associate specific pollutant removal rates with
non-structural BMPs, with the exception of street sweeping (Table 38). However, some non-
structural BMPs are targeted at specific pollutants. Table 39 outlines the most effective BMPs for
removing specific types of pollutants.
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Table 38. Sweeper Efficiencies (%)
Source: Satterfield, 1996

Mechanical       55        43        40        42        35

Vacuum-
Assisted 93 77 74 77 76

Note: These removal rates represent the fraction of pollutants picked up offthe
street, and thus overestimate actual reduction in storm water
concentrations.

Table 39. Non-Structural BMPs Suited to Treatin.g Various Pollutants

: : ?Poilutant
¯
Solids Street Sweeping Land Use Modifications

-Oxygen.Demanding Street Sweeping Education: Pet Scoop Ordinance
¯ Substances Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Illicit Connections Identification

: Land Use Modifications

.. ¯ Street Sweeping Illicit Connections Identified
’ :Nitrogen¯ and Education: Pet Scoop Ordinance Education: Lawn Care¯ ¯Phosphorous . Land Use Modifications Materials Storage and Recycling

...: :. . ¯ Proper Materials Handling

...!?:.:~ ? i" " ¯
Illicit Connections Identified Education: Pet Scoop Ordinance’::i Path°gens: Land Use Modifications

~:-" : ¯ ¯ " ~ Street Sweeping Illicit Connections Identified:::::::Petroleum
: Hydrocarbons ¯ Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Materials Storage and Recycling
¯ . Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

" ¯ Street Sweeping Illicit Connections Identified
:.ii Metals Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Materials Storage and Recycling

."i:i;~ii...::-.. i ¯ Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

Illicit Connections Identified Education: Lawn Care¯
Synthetic.Organics Education: Storm Drain Stenciling Materials Storage and Recycling

Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications

Temperature Land Use Modifications

pH Illicit Connections Identified Materials Storage and Recycling
Proper Materials Handling Land Use Modifications
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4.2.1 Solids
Both highway runoffand soil erosion can be sources of solids in urban runoff. Street sweeping can
reduce solids in urban runoff by decreasing the solids on the roadway.s when runoff occurs.- The-
benefits associated with street sweeping depend largely on the climate. In arid regions, airborne
pollutants are a serious concern, and there is a long time between storms for pollutants to
accumulate. In humid regions, on the other hand, frequent rainfall makes the use of sweepers
between storms less practical. In colder regions, sweeping is recommended twice per year: once in
the fall after leaves fall and once in the spring in anticipation of the spring snowmelt (MPCA, 1989).

Modifying land use to preserve open space and to limit the impervious cover can also reduce solids
loads in two ways. First, by preserving open space the amount of land cleared is limited, thus
reducing erosion during construction. Natural vegetated cover has less than one percent of the
erosion potential of bare soil (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978).

4.2.2 Oxygen Demanding Substances
Since the primary oxygen demanding substances are organic materials, BMPs ~hat target these
substances are the best suited to reducing the oxygea demand in storm water. BMPs that reduce
sediment loads often also reduce the loads of the organic material associated with that sediment. Pet
waste is also a significant source of organic pollutants, and its control can reduce the loads of oxygen
demanding substances in urban runoff. Finally, programs geared at reducing illegal dumping and
accidental spills of materials can reduce the oxygen demand associated with these substances.

4. 2. 3 Nitrogen and Phosphorous
Nitrogen and phosphorous are prevalent in urban and suburban storm water, as a component of the
soil, due to the use of fertilizer on urban lawns, and due to airborne deposition. Street sweeping can
reduce nutrient loads by removing deposited nutrients from the street surface. Programs that focus
on lawn chemical handling or replacing turf with natural vegetation also act to reduce nutrient
loading. Finally, programs that educate the public or industry about illegal dumping to storm drains
can reduce the nutrient loads associated with dumping chemicals that have high nutrient content.
Energy conservation and reduced automobile use can reduce airborne nitrogen deposition. ~.

4. 2. 4 Pathogens
Pathogens, or bacteria, are prevalent in urban runoff, largely due to animal sources. Dogs in
particular are a significant source of pathogens in the urban landscape. Thus, pet scoop ordinances
(replacing "curb your pet") and associated education are effective tools at reducing bacteria in urban
runoff. Illicit connections of sewage may also be a source of pathogens.

4. 2. 5 Petroleum Hydrocarbons
Petroleum hydrocarbons are present in many chemicals used in the urban environment, from gasoline
to cleaning solvents. Since roadways are a major source of petroleum, scheduled street sweeping
can be used to remove hydrocarbon build-up prior to storm water runoff. All programs geared at
preventing spills of chemicals to the storm drain, either through deliberate or accidental dumping,
are the most effective at reducing hydrocarbon loads. Finally, modifying the way land is developed
can reduce hydrocarbon loads on both a site and a regional level by reducing the use of the
automobile and replacing impervious surfaces with natural vegetation, which has virtually no
hydrocarbon loading.
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4.2.6 Metals
Metals sources in urban runoff.include automobiles and household chemicals, which often have trace
metals. Street sweeping can reduce metals loads deposited.on the road surface. In addition,
programs that focus on reducing dumping and proper material storage can reduce accidental or
purposeful spills of chemicals with trace metals to the storm drain system. Finally, modifying land
use can reduce metals loads by reducing impervious cover, thus reducing total runoff containing
metals, and reducing the roadway length, which is often a source ofnmoff containing metals.

4.2. 7 Synthetic Organics
Much of the source of synthetic organics in the urban landscape is household cleaners and pesticides.
Thus, all education programs geared at reducing chemical and pesticide use, and proper storage and
handling of these chemicals, can reduce their concentrations in urban runoff. In addition, land use
modifications that replace turf with natural vegetation will reduce pesticide use.

4.2. 8 Temperature
Most non-structural BMPs are not able to prevent the in~rease in temperature associated with urban
development. One exception is the use of site designs that more closely mimic the natural
hydrograph by reducing impervious cover and encouraging infiltration.

4.2.9 pH
The primary source of low pH in urban runoff is acid rain, and most non-structural BMPs are not
used to treat this problem. BMPs that focus on proper materials handling and disposal can prevent
dumping of chemicals with extremely high or low pH, but this is generally not a major problem in
urban watersheds.

4.3 Hydrological and Habitat Benefits
As reviewed in Task 5, one major impact of urbanization is induced through the conversion of
farmland, forests, wetlands, and meadows to rooftops, roads, and lawns. This process of
urbanization has a profound influence on surface water hydrology, morphology, water quality, and
ecology (Homer et al, 1994). In this section, the hydrologic and related habitat impacts are briefly
discussed as well as the potential benefits that can be achieved by managing storm water runoffusing
structural and non-structural BMPs.

Many of these impacts can be directly or indirectly related to the change in the hydrologic cycle from
a natural system to the urban system. Figure 5 (Task 5) illustrates the fundamental principles that
occur along with the development process. In the natural setting, very little annual rainfall is
convened to runoffand about half is infiltrated into the underlying soils and water table. This water
is filtered by the soils, supplies deep water aquifers, and helps support adjacent surface waters with
clean water during dry periods. In the urbanizing conditions, less and less annual rainfall is
infiltrated and more and more volume is converted to runoff. Not only is this runoffvolume greater,
it also occurs more frequently and at higher magnitudes. The result is that less water is available to
streams and waterways during dry periods and more flow is occurring during storms. A recent study
in the Pacific Northwest found that the ratio of the 2 year storm to the baseflow discharge increased
more than 20% in developed subwatersheds (impervious cover approximately 50%) verses
undeveloped subwatersheds (May, 1997).
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As a result of urbanization, runoff from storm events increases and accelerates flows, inere.ases
stream channel erosion, and causes accelerated channel widening and downcutting (Booth,1990)~
This accelerated erosion is a significant source of sediment delivery to receiving waters and also can ....
have a smothering effect on stream channel substrates, thereby eliminating aquatic species habitat.
As a result, aquatic habitat is often degraded or eliminated in many urban streams. The results are
that aquatic biological communities are among the f’trst to be impacted and/or simplified by land
conversion and resulting stream channel modifications. Subsurface drainage systems which
frequently serve urbanized areas also contribute to the problem, by bypassing any attenuation
achieved through surface flows over vegetated areas.

A unifying theme in stream degradation is this direct link with impervious cover. Impervious cover,
or imperviousness, is defined as the sum of roads, parking lots, sidewalks, rooftops, and other
impermeable surfaces in the urban landscape. This unifying theme can be used to guide the efforts
of the many participants in watershed protection. Figure 6 visually illustrates this trend in
degradation for a series of small headwater streams in the Mid-Atlantic Piedmont. Here, four stream
segments, each with approximately the same drainage area, and subjected to the same physiographic
conditions, respond to the effects of increased impervious cover. Similar results have been observed
in the Southern United States with studies in Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia evidencing this
same decline in fish and macroinvertebrate populations with increasing impervious cover (Crawford
et al., 1989; Weaver and Garman, 1994; Couch et al., 1996)

To mitigate for this impact, many local and state governments have required the installation of storm
water management detention ponds to attenuate this increased runoff volume. It is important to
recognize that the change in hydrology caused by urbanization affects more than just a single storm
return interval (e.g., the 2 year event). Urbanization shifts the entire "runoff frequency specmma"
to a higher magnitude. As illustrated in Figure 7, the most significant change is to the smallest, most
frequent storms that occur several times per year. In the undeveloped condition, most of the rainfall
from these events is infiltrated into the underlying soil. In the developed condition, much of this
rainfall is runoff. As the storm return interval increases, the difference between the undeveloped and
developed condition narrows. Many jurisdictions only require management of specific storms,
usually the two, ten and sometimes, the one hundred year events. The two-year storm is probably
the most frequendy used control point along this frequency spectrum. Hence, while BMPs may do
a fairly good job of managing these specific control points, there have been very few locations across
the country that have specific criteria in place to manage storm water over a wide range of runoff
events.
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Figure 6. Effects of Impervious Cover on Stream Quality
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Figure 7. Rainfall Frequency Spectrum
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Costs and Benefits qf Storm Water BMPs
One recent study by MacRae (1997) concluded that stream channels below storm water detention
ponds designed to manage the two year storm experienced accelerated erosion at three times the
predeveloped rate. His findings went on to suggest that the streams were erodingat much the same
rate as if no storm water controls existed.

Other jurisdictions have employed an additional level of detention storage above and beyond that
required for the two year storm. This concept is otten called extended detention (ED). MeCuen and
Moglen (1988) conducted a theoretical analysis of this design criteria based on sediment tramport
capacity of the predeveloped channel versus that with ED control. This study found ED could
produce an 85% reduction in the predeveloped peak flow of the 2 year storm. What it did not
analyze however, was the erosion potential over a wide range of storms. Ma~l~ae (I 994) suggested
a different storm water control criteria called the distributed runoff control (DR.C). Here, channel
erosion is minimized if the erosion potential along a channel’s perimeter is maintained constant with
predeveloped levels. This is accomplished by providing a non-uniform distribution of the storage-
discharge relationship within a BMP, where multiple control points are provided along the runoff
frequency spectrum.

4.3.1 Benefits of BMPs to Control Hydrologic Impacts
Numerous prior studies have documented the degradation of aquatic ecosystems of urban and
suburban headwater streams. As stated above, in general, the studies point to a decrease in stream
quality with increasing urbanization. Unfortunately, the benefits of BMPs to protect streams from
hydrologic impacts has only recently been investigated and only for a few studies.

Maxted and Shaver (1997), Jones, et al. (1997), and Homer, et al. (1997) attempted to isolate the
potential beneficial influence of local storm water best management practices on the impervious
cover/stream quality relationship. Homer, et al (1997) examined the possible influence ofstreamside
management on stream quality as a function of urbanization. Coffrnan, et al. (1998) recently
presented data on the potential hydrologic benefits of alternative land development techniques.
Called the Low Impact Development approach, this methodology attempts to mimic predeveloped
hydrology by infiltrating more rainfall at the source, increasing the flowpath and time of
concentration of the remaining runoff, and providing more detention storage throughout the drainage
network, as opposed to a one location at the end of the pipe.

The preliminary findings of Maxted and Shaver (I 997) and Jones, et al (I 997) suggest that, for the
BMPs examined, stream quality (as measured by a limited group of environmental indicators) cannot
be sustained when compared to reference stream conditions. Jones et al., (1997") assessed several
BMPs by conducting biomonitoring (fish and macroinvertebrate sampling) above and below BMPs
and comparing them to a reference watershed. He found that the biological community tended to
be degraded immediately below BMPs as compared to the reference watersheds. One major flaw
in the study was the lack of analysis in developed watersheds without BMPs. This would have
compared the influence of BMPs on the aquatic community as compared to no BMPs.
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Maxted and Shaver (1997) examined eight subwatersheds with and without BMPs. Their study also
concluded that BMPs did not adequately mitigate the impacts of urbanization once watershed       ..
impervious reached 20% cover. While this study was useful in defining the cumulative impacts of
BMPs on watersheds, several critical questions remain. First, since no subwatersheds with less than
22% impervious cover were analyzed, little is known about BMP ability to protect the most sensitive
species seen m less developed watersheds. Data for subwatersheds with BMPs was collected
approximately three years after data for the subwatersheds without BMPs, so climatic/seasonal
constraints may have affected the outcome as much, or more than the BMPs themselves.

Homer et al (1997) evaluated several subwatersheds, with varying levels of impervious cover, but
only tangentially related the effectiveness of BMPs to protecting stream quality. Homer found that
at relatively low levels of urbanization (approximately 4% impervious area) the most sensitive
aquatic biological communities (e.g., salmonids) were adversely affected, and stream quality
degradation (as measured.by a several indicators) continued at a relatively continuous rate with
increasing impervious area. Homer’s study demonstrates a link between urbanization and stream
quality in the Puget Sound region, but since the effects of BMPs were not directly assessed, the
question of whether BMPs could "raise" these thresholds could not be answered ....

Homer did fred a positive relationship between stream qualityand riparian buffer width and qtiality.
Here, the otherwise direct relationship of degrading stream quality with increasing impervious cover
was positively altered where good riparian cover existed. In other words, increasing the buffer width
and condition tended to keep the stream systems healthier.

Coffman (1998), demonstrated techniques for maintaining predeveloped hydrologic parameters by
replicating the curve number and time of concentration. The analysis indicated the amount of      --:~~
storage required on-site to accommodate the change in site imperviousness. The benefits of this type
of development, while not yet fully monitored in a field study, are likely to include, increased
groundwater recharge, reduced channel erosion potential, and decreased flood potential.

One major hydrologic benefit of storm water management structures is the potential to mitigiate for
the potential flooding associated with medium to larger storms. Storm water detention and retention
facilities have been applied in many parts of the country since about 1970 (Ferguson and Debo,
1990). These detention facilities include wet and dry ponds, as well as rooftop and parking lot
detention and underground storage vaults. These last do not provide any water quality benefits
beyond hydrologic modification. These storage facilities attempt to retain flooding downstream
from developments by reducing the rate of flow out of the particular structure being used. Although
the rate of flow is reduced, the volume of flow is generally not reduced. Instead, this volume is
delivered downstream at a slower rate, and stretched out over a longer time. With the exception of
wet and dry ponds, these structures do not provide any water quality benefit beyond the hydrologic
modifications. This technique has proved to be a successful method of suppressing flood peaks
when properly applied on a watershed-wide basis.

4.4 Human Health Benefits
Storm water can impact human health through direct contact from swimming or through
contamination of seafood. Most human health problems are caused by pathogens, but metals and
synthetic organics may cause increase~l cancer risks if contaminated seafood are consumed. BMPs        "
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that reduce pathogens, metals and synthetic organics will help to limit these health risks.      -

Economic benefits of avoiding human health problems can include swimming and recreation costs,
as well as saved medical costs. One study in Saginaw, Michigan estimated that the swimming and
beach recreation benefits associated with a CSO retention project exceeded seven million dollars
(Apogee, 1998a). As another example, the EPA estimates that Phase II storm water controls would
reduce the cost of shellfish-related illnesses by between $73,000 and $300,000 per year (US EPA,
1997).

4.5 Additional and Aesthetic Benefits
Storm water BMPs can be perceived as assets or detriments to a commtmity, depending on their
design. Some examples of benefits include: increased wildlife habitat, increased property values,
recreational opportunities, and supplemental uses. Detriments include: mosquito breeding, reduced
property values, and safety concerns. For the most part, these detriments can be avoided through
careful design.

Properw Values/Public Perception
A survey of residents in an Illinois subdivision indicates that residents are willing to pay between
5% and 25% more to be located next to a wet pond, but that being located next to a poorly designed
dry detention pond can reduce home values (Emmerling-Dinovo, 1995). One reason that pond
BMPs increase home values is the wildlife habitat they provide, particularly for aquatic species. A
"call survey" of frog species found that wet ponds had the highest diversity of frog species, for
example (Bascietto and Adams, 1983).

Dual Use Systems
Since BMPs can consume a large amount of space, communities may opt to use these facilities for
other purposes in addition to storm water management. Two examples are "water reuse" ponds and
dual use infiltration or detention basins. In one study, a storm water pond was used to irrigate a golf
course in Florida, decreasing the cost of irrigation by approximately 85% (Schueler, 1994a). In the
southwestern United States, BMFs are often completely dry in between rain events. In these regions,
it is very common to design infiltration basins or detention basins as parks that are maintained as a
public open space (Livingston et al., 1997).

Preventing Nuisance BMPs
Although BMPs can enhance the urban environment, they can also detract from it if designed
improperly. BMPs should be designed to reduce the opportunity for mosquito breeding, enhance
aesthetics and promote safety. Mosquito breeding is perhaps the greatest concern among citizens
regarding storm water BMPs. Some simple design features, however, can reduce mosquito habitat.
Successful designs avoid shallow or stagnant water, and reduce large areas of periodic drying, as
occur in a dry pond (McLean, 1995).
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Safety and aesthetics are also a concern among the public. These concerns can be alleviated using
such design features as gently sloping edges to any BMP, a safety "bench", and the use ofvegetati¢
surrounding ponds and infiltration basim. All BMPs need to have trash and debris removect
periodically to prevent odor and aesthetic liabilities.
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Housing Density and Urban Land Use
as Indicators of Stream Quality

A large number of indicators exist to
Land development pressures are increasing in

measure the amount of urbanization in amany Midwestern communities, rendering urban-
watershed, and in turn, predict stream quality,ization an even greater threat to the region’s aquatic

Impervious cover has traditionally been the primaryresources. For example, between 1970 and 1990, the
indicator of watershed urbanization, but two recentnortheastern I]linois area population
studies from Ohio and Illinois focus on housing den-

grew by a modest 4%, yet the amount
sity, urban land use, and population density as indica-of land in urban/suburban use grew by .......~ ........~’~ ~""’~"’":~torsofurbanization. Thesestudiesprovidesomeofthe

more than 33% (NIPC, 1998). ThisNumerous studies have demon-first real data on relationships between urbanization pattern of growth appears to be con- strated a link between increas-and stream quality in the Midwest. tinuing: Census Bureau estimates in- ing urbanization and stream
dicate that the region’s population has degradation.Midwestern streams have many attributes uniquegrown as much since 1990 as it had in ;"==,. ............~ ............to the area. Most Midwestern streams flow across thethe previous two decades (NIPC, 1998). ’ .....~ .......

~’~"’"~’~
gently sloping till and outwash plains created after the
lastgreaticesheetsrecededfromNorthAmerica 10,000 Over the past decade, numerous studies haveyears ago. Typically, these streams are low gradient,

linked increasing urbanization with stream degrada-shallowly entrenched, alluvial systems with extensive
tion. The research by Chris Yoder and Ed Rankin

associated wetlands (McNab and Avers, 1994). In
perhaps best illustrates this relationship. They re-terms of aquatic diversity, the Midwest has historically
port, "Few if any, ecologically healthy watershedshad the highest di versity of fresh water mussels in North
exist in the older most extensively urbanized areas ofAmerica. Prior to settlement, over 80 species of fresh-
Ohio and no headwater streams (i.e., draining <20water mussels were present in the state of Illinois alone
mi~) sampled by Ohio EPA during the past 18 years(INHS, 1996).
in these areas have exhibited full attainment of the
Warmwater Habitat (WWH) use designation" (Yoder,

Unfortunately, over half of the remaining mussel1995; Yoder and Rankin, 1996).species existing in the Midwest are now classified as
endangered, threatened, or of special state concern

A recent study by Yoder, Dale White, and Bob(USFWS, 1998). The formerly extensive wetlands of
Miltner (1999) of the Ohio EPA further explored thethe Midwest have been reduced by over 80% and
effects of urbanization on a large number of Ohiointensive agricultural and land development practices
streams. This study team utilized bioassessmenthave led to the straightening, channelization, and
techniques to link land uses with stream quality in

~mpoundment of many streams. These practices havetwo Ohio ecoregions. Fish, benthicresulted in high rates of sedimentation and nutrient
macroinvertebrates, stream habitat and water chem-enrichment in the region’s streams and rivers,
istry were sampled in urban/suburban watersheds in
the Cuyahoga River basin in northeastern Ohio and

Sample Drainage Macro- Rsh Habilat WaterLocation Areas Invertebrate Samples Assessment Chemistry(sq. mi.).      Samples                                Samples
uyahoga 2- 700 80 82 82 103
~lumbus <35 0 80 80 0
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smaller subwatersheds in the Columbus metropolitan
area of central Ohio. The Cuyahoga watersheds are
characterized by extensive development, including a mix CoI~ ~ ~
of older residential, commercial, and industrial land uses, 00
along with more recent suburban development. The
Columbus watersheds are characterized by residential
urban land use, much of which has developed within the 50
last two decades. However, a significant difference
between the Cuyahoga and Columbus study areas is that ~ ~ m
many of the sample points in the Cuyahoga drainage were
located in larger watersheds that were subjected to signifi- ~0
cant point source discharges. The smaller subwatersheds m ~
of the Columbus study area had far less influence from ~ )
point source discharges. Table 116.1 summarizes the
team’s sa~npling effort. 15

The researchers chose housing density and urban --~
land use as surrogates of watershed impervious cover. 20

These two indicators were chosen because census data, for
calculating housing density, and state land use informa-

12 3.3% 11.4% ~.5%.
tion, for calculating percent urban land, were readily [ [ [
available. In addition to the effects of urbanization, the 1st ~ 3~ 4~
study also examined the potential effects of watershed
scale and significant other stressors in the urban environ-
ment. Table 116.22 lists the predominant stressor types
in the Cuyahoga basin.

Results

Data from the Columbus area streams showed a sig-
~- O

nificant decrease in fish assessment scores when water-~- O
sheds exceeded 33% urban land use, although there was
considerable variation above and below this percentage
among individual watersheds (Figure 116.1). At this
level of urbanization, fish communities displayed a shift T
in community composition indicated by the loss of intol-
erant darters and sculpins, adecreasein insectivorous fish,

[ II Iand an increase in the proportion of tolerant species.
/ 1

Overall, the Cuyahoga basin streams depicted a sig- 1
nificant drop in fish index of biotic integrity (IBI) scores

I         Iat around 8% urban land use (Figure 116.2). This rela- 1st ~xl 3~a 4thtively low level of urban land use was related to a signifi-
Hou~no Unl~ (Quarl~)cant impact to the biological community primarily be-

cause of watershed scale and the presence of other stres-
sors not generally found in the Columbus area streams.
The researchers found that when streams with a watershed
size of less than 100 mi~ were analyzed separately, theI.ea~ impected - large lot residential areas with significant
level at which fish IBI scores dropped significantly in-openspaee
creased to around 15% urban land use (Figure 116.3).

Gross in stream habitat alteration - gross channelFigure 116.4 illustrates this data further broken down by
modifications and/or impoundmentsthe type of impact. The study showed that sites affected

by combined sewer outfalls, significant wastewater treat- Combined sewer overflow discharges (C~05)
ment plant outfalls, and highly modified habitats (i.e.,

Wastewater treatment plant dischargeschannelized, impounded) failed to attain their appropri-
ate biocriteria regardless of the degree of urbanization.Wastewater treatment plant discharges wlCSOs

Urbanizatk)n
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Housing density was also strongly linked to streamauthor felt that local land use planners and government
quality, but with somewhat differing results (Figureofficials readily understand population density, per-
116.5). While urban land use depicted a more or lesshaps more so than impervious cover.
continuous decline in stream quality with increasing
urbanization, housing density displayed a threshold Dreher found a strong correlation (r~ = 0.77) be-
response coinciding with approximately one housingtween population density and fish community assess-
unit per acre, above which sites generally failed tomentsfortheNortheasternl]linoisregion(Figurell6.6).
attain their appropriate biological criteria. The majority of the streams assessedin urban/suburban

watersheds with population densities of 1.5 to 8.0+
Similar results were obtained in a study under-people per acre had community assessment scores in

taken by Dennis Dreher (1997) of the Northeasternthe fair to poor range, indicative of significant degra-
IllinoisPianningCommission(NIPC). Dreher’sstudydation. In contrast, nearly all the rural/agricultural
utilized a similar bioassessment approach with thestreams(0.05to0.Speople~acre)hadassessmentsscor-
main difference between the two studies being theing in the good or better range However, only two of
choice of urbanization indicator. The Illinois studythe 13 rural/agricultural streams studied scored in the
utilized population density as an indicator ofurbaniza-excellent range. The study also found that most
tion, rather than housing density or urban land use. "suburbanizing" watersheds in the range of 0.5 to 1.5

people per acre scored in the fair to good range. With
The six-county Northeastern Illinois study areasubstantial additionaldevelopmentstilloccurring, these

(Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, and Will coun-watersheds are at risk of significant further degrada-
ties) includes the extensively urbanized Chicago met-tion.
ropolitan area and its adjacent suburbs, as well as large
areas of outlying rural/agricultural land. Even thoughConclusions
discharges from point sources and combined sewer
overflows in this region have been reduced dramati- Both the Dreher study and the Yoder et al. study
cally over the past 20 years, many of this region’sdemonstrate that there is a strong negative relationship
waterways remain seriously impaired, between increasing urbanization and stream quality in

the Midwest and that bioassessment can play an impor-
In this study, population density was chosen as thetant role in assessing and managing urban streams. As

urbanization indicator for several reasons, the mostboth studies used similar biological assessment meth-
notable being the difficulty in accurately quantifyingodologies, the efficiency and utility of the different
the impervious cover in a large number of watershedsurbanization indicators can be compared to determine
on a regional scale. In contrast, digital population datawhich provides the best predictor of stream quality
was readily available for the region and could beover a wide range ofland use intensities and watershed
utilized with existing GIS resources. In addition, thescales. And indeed, all three indicators appear to pro-

Level at
Lind Ty/)icd value which
use for low density significant Advantage Disadvantage Approprlat~ Ulflity for Local

ind~cator msiden~al use ~rnpact scale Wal~mhed

obmrved
% knperviou~ Highes~ ievet of Sub-

Cover 10% 1020% IVlost acctr~e Higheffort and cost wall~rshed or
walersl’ed

L(:~v ar,-,,rac~ in areas
of sul~tantJal

Homing ~ornrnerdal or Less accurate at Watemhed or
Density 1 units/ac~e >1 uniVacre Moderateindustrial development, smaller scales larger

Moderately accurate at
larger scales

Low acz:uracy in areas
of sul:stantial

Population 1.5 to 8+ ~ornrneraal or Less accurate al Watemhe~ orDensity 2.5 peoplelac~e Moderatepeople’ac~e industrial development, smaller scales larger
Moderately accurate at

_ larger scales
Does not% Urban Land 10-100% 33% (var~ble) Moderately accurate at measu’e Watem~ad or

Use larger scales intensity ~/ larger ~
_ u foanb,:~’~_ n
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vide useful information. Population density and per- Urban land cover was also found to be a good
centase of urban land use were found to depict apredictor of su’eam quality, but other factors such as
continuous negative response to urbanization. Hous-historic development patterns, the level of direct
ing density, on the other hand, depicted a thresholdchannelalteration, and the array ofland uses included
response to urbanization. This may indicate that hous-as urban land may limit the precision of this indicator.
ing density’s utility for predicting stream quality at
intermediate levels of urbanization is limited. How-
ever, additional investigation will be needed in this
area.

Both studies appear to have derived similar con-
clusions regarding the level at which significant stream
degradation occurs. In analyzing their results, Yoder
and his colleagues identified a threshold at one hous- Cuyahooa
ing unit per acre, beyond which fish and
macroinvertebrate assessments increasingly fail to at- �I00 ~. mL

tain their appropriate biological criteria. Assuming
that one unit per acre would represent a suburban
medium to low density development (single-family
detached homes), then 2.5 people per acre would be a
reasonable estimate of population density (ULI, 1997)."~ 40
This would coincide with Dreher’s category of t .5 to 8+
people per acre, at which streams typically scored in the
fair to poor range. Based upon the results of these
studies, it appears that there is agreement between these
two indicators of urbanization, at least in terms of a
threshold for use attainment. However, population
density may be a more useful tool for predicting stream
quality due to its more continuous negative response
to increasing urbanization.

I st 2nO 3rd

¯
¯

0.1 1 10 100
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source pollution. But the authors caution that planning
and management decisions should not be based upon a
single indicator of urbanization, without considering
significant other physical and chemical su’essors (i.e.,

80 ~ ~ssin ~mmns historic alteration, CSO’s, failing septic systems, etc.)
that may be acting on the system. - KBB
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. ITRODUCTION

Urban stormwater runoff is now regarded as one of Stormwater runoff is widelythe largest sources of pollution to the coastal
waters of the United States. In Southern berleved to be orte o| the lar~jest

California, point soume control and advanced sewage sources of contaminants totreatment have greatly reduced the emissions of
coas|aJwaters,contaminants from sewage treatment plant and industrial

discharges into the ocean. As a consequence, mass emissions from
stormwater runoff now constitute a much larger portion of the
constituent inputs to receiving waters and may represent the dominant
soume of some contaminants such as lead and zinc.

While stormwater runoff can produce impacts in both freshwater and
seawater environments, effects on the ocean are of greatest concern in
urban Southern California. Our coastal waters provide many beneficial
uses, including recreation, aesthetic enjoyment, fishing, marine habitat, fish
reproduction, industrial water supply, and navigation. Ocean-dependent
activities contribute approximately $9 billion annually to the economies of
coastal communities in Southern California.

Substantial resources are spent monitoring the chemical
r~,~stituents in stormwater runoff, yet little is known about CuPPeRt water quality monitoring

¯effects of these inputs once they enter the ocean. Of programs do ROt assess the
greatest concern to the public are whether impairments are effects Of storrnwater runoff on theoccurring to the beneficial uses that relate to human health

env~)nn~t.(safety of swimming and seafood consumption) or
ecosystem health (presence of a natural balance of species). Stormwater
discharge has the potential to impair these beneficial uses through:
1) contamination of recreational waters or seafood with disease-causing
microbes, 2) aesthetic degradation from trash and reduced water cladty,
and 3) ecosystem degradation from contaminants or other stormwater
constituents.

Understanding the effects of stormwater on beneficial uses is essential.
Information about the extent and type of adverse impacts is useful to guide
and refine management actions to improve water quality. The monitoring
programs of various agencies collect information that is useful for assessing
some beneficial use impairments, primarily those related to human health.
For example, public health and sanitation agencies regularly conduct
shoreline microbiological monitoring near storm drain discharges, which
indicates impacts to swimming and shellfish consumption. However, very
little information is available to assess the impacts of urban stormwater on
ecosystem health. Studies of impacts to fceshwater systems (particularly in
the west) are rare; impacts to the coastal ocean have never been assessed.

This report summarizes a three-year study funded by the Los
~ ~ is one of ~e rlPSt to assessAngeles County Department of Public Works, Southern

"-’ifornia Coastal Water Research Project (SCCWRP), and stoPrnwateP ilTtpacts on ~he ~
. cersity of Southern California (USC) Sea Grant Program. ecosystern,
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This study examined plume The purpose of the study was to assess the impacts of urban
har’acteHstics, water, column stormwater runoff to the receiving waters of Santa Monica Bay.

and s~:~a~or" b~og~.
The goal of this study was to examine impacts that were relevant
to ecosystem health, rather than impacts related to human health
or recreation issues. This effort was conducted by an

interdisciplinary team of scientists from SCCWRP, the University of
Southern California, and the University of California at Santa Barbara.

The Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Study incorporated four design
elements. The first element used physical and optical oceanographic
instruments to characterize the size, composition, and mixing of
stormwater plumes, providing information on the impacts to beneficial uses
that are associated with water clarity. "The second element used toxicity

tests to assess the biological effects of runoff on water
Cof~p~n~ baleen ~ and column biota and to identify the responsible toxicants. The

C eeks evaluated effects of third element examined seafloor biota and chemistry in order

(~f~ watel~hed ~l~es. to assess the long-term effects of storm-discharged particles
with their associated contaminants.

The fourth element of the study design was a comparison of stormwater
impacts from different watershed types. Land use patterns and
development within a watershed are thought to influence the composition
and quantity of stormwater runoff. The influence of watershed type was

FIGURE 1 investigated by comparing stormwater impacts in the receiving water
offshore of the highly urbanized Ballona Creek
watershed with impacts in the receiving water
offshore of the less-urbanized Malibu Creek
watershed (Figure 1).

Sampling and analysis were conducted over three
wet seasons (1995/96 to 1997/98). This document
provides a summary of the study and focuses on
major concepts and important findings. For the
detailed results and raw data, we encourage readers

SANTA to consult the Annual Progress Reports, available
MONICA °°o                           through USC Sea Grant.

BAY

0    10    20

Kllometers

Locations of Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek
sub-wate~heds and the offshore sampling
stations for sediment measurement. Other

rlions of the Santa Monica Bay watershed
.~ e shown in white.
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I

STORMWATER PLUME CHARACTERIZATION

T he impact of stormwater on the coastal ocean is determined by
the composition of the stormwater and the dynamics (mixing,
transport, and persistence) of the stormwater plume once it

enters the coastal ocean. These dynamics influence the location, duration,
and magnitude of impacts from storrnwater.

The research team mapped the three-dimensional ~ k)w ~ and high ~ o|
distribution of the stormwater plumes resulting from several

~;|oPl’rtwat~ ~.~t=~.l~ thatwinter storm events during 1996-1998. Mapping was alow toperformed using a towyo system, which carded sensors to ~ ~
measure temperature, salinity, light transmission (turbidity), ~
chlorophyll fluorescence (plant biomass), and ambient visible
light. The towyo was towed through the water in a vertical zigzag pattern
that enabled us to map the horizontal and vertical distributions of the
measured parameters. In addition, surface water was pumped to similar
sensors on the boat so that the distribution of these parameters at the
water’s surface could be mapped. Maps were constructed for two regions
of Santa Monica Bay, the receiving waters offshore of Ballona Creek and
those offshore of Malibu Creek.

The characteristics of stormwater discharged into Santa Monica Bay from
;he two watersheds were similar in several respects. The most obvious and
important physical characteristic was that the stormwater, being primarily
composed of freshwater, had very little salinity. This low salinity enabled us
to trace the stormwater plume in the ocean and differentiate it from the
ambient seawater, which was not directly influenced by stormwater
discharge. The stormwater also contained high concentrations of
suspended particulate material, derived from various sources such as land
erosion, street dust, aerial deposition, and litter. Suspended particulate
matedal increased the turbidity of water by
scattering and absorbing light. The turbidity Surface Rimolfand salinity together allowed the differentiation
of seawater influenced by stormwater
discharge from seawater containing freshwater
from direct rainfall input.

FIGURE 2
~

Schematic of coastal ocean with several sources
of suspended particulate matter. Sources include ’ POTW Efltuent plume
surface runoff, Publicly Owned Treatment Works
"POTW) discharge, bottom resuspension, and Phytoplanidon and Aggregates
naturally occurring phytoplankton and detiritus.
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The stor’rnwate , pkrne was most
Understanding the dispersion and fate of stormwater plumes..’oncer ated the st=face la]/e , is a complex task. The distribution of dissolved components

such as nutrients and small particles is dependent upon the amount of
rainfall, the coastal currents, and the winds, which can ddve currents and
cause vertical mixing (Figure 2). Large stormwater particles often have a
different fate; they settle out of the low salinity plume, become incorporated

FIGURE3 into bottom sediments, and may be redistributed later by wave
resuspension and transport. As the plume disperses, the components of

stormwater mix with other sources ofFebeJ~y 21, lge6, Towyo I                   suspended particles, nutrients, and

freshwater in the receiving water.
These sources include bottom
resuspension, phytoplankton growth,
and wastewater discharge.

Stormwater plumes usually formed
relatively thin layers at the surface of
the ocean that are 2-10 m deep
(Figure 3). The depth of penetration0      -~ -4 -a -2 -1 o    increased with time as winds mixed

the upper layer vertically. The
horizontal scales of the plumes
studied in Santa Monica Bay were
variable, with plumes extending from 1
to 6 miles cross-shelf (offshore) for
storms of 1 - to 2-year frequencies (0.8
to 4 in. of rainfall). During the February
19-21, 1996 storm (4 in. of rainfall), the

-~ -4 ~ -2 -1 o -~ -4 -~ -= .~ o plume spread approximately 4 miles
~ ~ (kin) o~=.�= ~ (v.rn) offshore of Ballona Creek (Figure 4).

Vertical cross-sheffsections of the Ballona The speed and direction of coastal
currents determine the cross-shelf scale of the plume. The Coriolis forceCreek discharge plume following a storm
(an apparent force that acts on oceans and lakes) also has an influence onevent in February, 1996. The maps shown
the distribution of stormwater plumes. This force is due to the rotation ofwere generated using a towyo system,
the earth and its motion through space, resulting in a tendency forwhich carded sensors for temperature,
currents to turn toward the right in the Northern Hemisphere. If thesalinity, turbidity (beam attenuation), and plume is carried to the north when it enters the ocean, it will be moreplant biomass (chlorophyll fluorescence),
likely to remain near the coast due to the influence of the Coriolis force.The zigzag pattern on the temperature

section indicates the path of the towyo. The distribution of stormwater plumes along the coast depended upon theThe stormwater plume is indicated by
tidal variations in the currents, the presence of additional runoff sources,water with a salinity less than 33.0 practical

salinity units (psu). and the amount of runoff. Longshore distances of up to 6 miles were
measured for plumes within Santa Monica Bay.
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Spatial gradients in the dissolved and particulate components of the StoPmwateP plumes  educed
plume occurred as it was diluted through mixing with the receiving suHaee water’ claPity andwater. Although larger stormwater particles tended to settle out
from the plume rapidly, smaller, lighter particles remained in ~tedfor’~ver’al (:~ys alter=

suspension near the surface (Figures 3 and 4), where they can a stor’111,
reduce the amount of light available for photosynthesis by marine
plants. Measures of primary production were not part of this study, so
adverse effects on phytoplankton in Santa Monica Bay resulting from
turbid stormwater plumes were not determined.

The duration of stormwater plumes depends upon the rate of plume
dispersion and particle sinking. Stormwater plumes were observed to
persist in Santa Monica Bay for at least three days, even for the smallest
storm sampled (0.8 in. rainfall). The maximum duration of stormwater
plumes could not be assessed in this study because measurements did
not extend more than three days after a storm.

FIGURE 4
High concentrations of the plant February 21, 1996 - Neamurface (2-3 m) Maps
pigment chlorophyll were present in -118.58 -118.54 -118.50 -118.4~ -118.58 -118.64 -118.50 -118.46
the surface layer during some storm
events, indicating the presence of
increased phytoplankton populations.
Phytoplankton growth may have
been stimulated by stormwater
discharge due to the addition of
nutrients to the surface layer,
where light is readily available.
Dense patches of phytoplankton T~r=u~¢C)
were observed off of Malibu Creek
on the boundary of stormwater
plumes 1-2 days after rain events.
Off of Ballona Creek, we observed
increased phytoplankton in the....
plume even while a large proportion
of suspended particulate material
was still present in the surface
water. The ecological effects of
these changes in phytoplankton
density were not determined in this -118.58 -118.54 -118.50 -118.46 -118.58 -118.~1 o118.~) -118.46study.

Near surface map of the February, 1996
stormwater plume from a 2-year storm off of
Bailona Creek. The plume (surface water
with a salinity less than 33.0 psu) extended
approximately 4 miles offshore.
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WATER COLUMN BIOLOGY

T he initial and most concentrated exposure to stormwater occurs
in the upper few meters of the water column. A diversity of
organisms occupies this habitat, ranging from mobile fish and

mammals to ddfting microscopic plants and animals (plankton). Plankton
have a relatively high potential to be affected by stormwater toxicants
because they have a limited ability to avoid the plume and are often more
sensitive to contaminants than larger animals. Changes in the abundance
and type of plankton present can have important consequences for the
marine ecosystem. This group of organisms constitutes the base of the
food chain for most marine life, so changes in plankton numbers may affect
populations of other species. The larvae of many fish and other animals
such as sea urchins, clams, and shrimp occur in the plankton, providing the
potential for diminished reproductive success if their survival is reduced by
water column toxicity.

Toxicity tests were used to determine whether stormwater plumesWater column effects were contained harmful concentrations of dissolved constituents. Surface
measured using toxicity tests, water samples were collected offshore of the two study sites in

conjunction with measurements of the plume characteristics so that
the data could be related to the concentration of the stormwater discharge
plume. Samples of stormwater collected from Ballona Creek were also
measured for comparison. The toxicity tests used sensitive stages of
marine species that occur in Southern California. Most samples were
measured using the sea urchin fertilization test, in which the effect of the
sample on the ability of sea urchin sperm to fertilize eggs is measured. Sea
urchin sperm are highly sensitive to some types of dissolved metals. The
fertilization test is appropriate for stormwater monitoring because it is rapid
(40 min exposure) end uses an organism which spends a portion of its life
cycle in the water column of Santa Monica Bay. All tests were adjusted to
the appropriate salinity prior to exposure so only the effect of chemical
constituents were evaluated.

Virtually every sample of Ballona Undiluted samples of urban stormwater collected from

Creek storTnwater tested was toxic, drainage channels (before discharge into the ocean) usually
contained toxic concentrations of constituents. Toxicity was
detected in virtually every sample obtained from Ballona

Creek and this toxicity was often present even after the sample was diluted
10-fold in the laboratory. The results indicated that even though a large
portion of the constituents present in stormwater may be bound to
particles, the dissolved concentrations of some materials are high enough
to cause toxicity. Prior research by SCCWRP and others has detected
toxicity in stormwater from other watersheds in Los Angeles, Orange, and
San Diego Counties.

The first storms of the year The results showed that time of year was an important variable
influencing stormwater toxicity (Figure 5). Samples of Ballona Creek¯ )rodgced the most toxic stormwater, obtained from the first storm of the season, were between

,~torTnwater. two and ten times more toxic than samples from later storms. These
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RGURE 5

Oata indicated that the first storms of the year
provide the most concentrated inputs of ~0. Cumulative Rain
toxicants to the environment. ~m Toxic Un~s

Toxicity was frequently detected in surface ~o-
water within the stormwater plume offshore of
Ballona Creek, indicating that the initial dilution ~
of stormwater discharge from this watershed ~ 20-
was not sufficient to reduce the concentrations ~
of stormwater toxicants below levels that are

~

harmful to marine organisms. The magnitude
of toxicity was greatest in the portion of the
plume nearest the mouth of Ballona Creek
(Figure 6), where the highest concentrations of 0 ~ ~stormwater were present. Within the plumes s~ oct Nov ~ Jim FI~ M~r JulAugS~otOctNovD~cJ~nFebM~rAprM~y
studied, toxicity was usually present whenever 1~,~ ~7
stormwater concentrations above 10% were Date
present. The duration of toxicity in surface
waters was not specifically addressed in this study, but can be Seasona/ changes in the toxicity of Ballona Creek
expected to be determined by the rate of plume dispersion. In this stormwater over two storm seasons. Toxicity was
study, toxicity was detected in surface water near the mouth of measured using the sea umhin fertilization test.
Ballona Creek two days after a storm event. The greatest toxicity was observed in stormwater

obtained from the first storm of each year.
Toxic portions of the The spatial extent of
stoPmwateP plume weee surface water toxicity

vaPiable in size, extending varied between storms,
and was influenced by

fl~)rn |/4 |o 2 miles offsi’KN~e the amount of storm flow,
of aallona ~            the degree of toxicity of                            FIGURE 6

the stormwater, and the
amount of mixing that occurred upon discharge. The greatest offshore ~urface ~ To,deity
extent of toxicity was measured following a storm on February 21, D~10,1~
1996, a two-year event, when toxicity was detected 2 miles offshore of.
Ballona Creek. For other storms, the toxic portion of the plume
extended ¼-1 mile offshore. The distribution of toxicity along the
shoreline was not determined in this study. The boundaries of
stormwater plumes can be described using a number of parameters -~0(i.e., salinity, turbidity, and toxicity) each with different thresholds of
detection. Because a relatively high concentration of stormwater is -80

Map of surface layer toxicity (effect on sea urchin fertilization) ~ - 60from Ballona Creek stormwater discharge following a 2-year
storm in December, 1996 (3.1 in. rainfall). Expected toxicity =, -5o
was calculated from measurements of salinity (indicates
concentration of stormwater) and the concentration dose-
response curve for the effects of stormwater on sea urchin ~ ¯ 30
fertilization. The greatest toxicity (lower fertilization
percentage) was present closest to the point of discharge. The
area of toxicity was smaller than the physical extent of the
plume, as indicated by the solid line showing a sNinity of 33
psu. This figure illustrates the relative size of the toxic portion -118.52.118.50.118.48 -118.48.118.44
of the plume for a single storm, but does not represent the

Longitude (°E)largest plume offshore for other storms.
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SuHace water toxidt  caused by needed to produce toxicity, the area of potential biological
impact within a plume will be smaller than the region defined

~ ~ W~ ~ by physical characteristics such as salinity (Figure 6).

An unexpected result of this study was the detection of
FIGURE 7 toxicity in receiving waters that appeared to be due to

sources other than urban runoff. An average of 53% of the
surface water samples collected offshore of Ballona and

100 ~ Ballo~a Creek at Beloit St. (1/31/96) Malibu Creeks during periods of dry weather were found to be
so ~ ~ toxic. The location of the toxic samples was variable and
so ~

~----I

there was no relationship between toxicity and the amount of
freshwater in the samples, indicating that dry weather urban

~0-~ runoff was not the cause. Additional soumes of receiving
20-~ water toxicity were also indicated during the wet weather

0 ~m . . _ sampling, as some water samples were more toxic than could
be accounted for by the amount of stormwater present.

100           Surface Water (1/31/96)
The dry weather toxicity results suggest that factors other

~--~
so

~-~~w_~~

than stormwater discharge have a major influence on surface
-" so water quality in Santa Monica Bay. While the cause of dry
~- 4o weather toxicity was not determined, its frequent detection
’" indicates that impaired surface water quality in Santa Monica
Iz 2o,,, Bay extends beyond the spatial and seasonal boundaries

o associated with stormwater discharge. Potential sources of

10o- Surface Water (1/25/97) dry weather toxicity include the deposition of contaminants
from the atmosphere, biological events such as red tides, and

8o - inputs from boating activities.

60 ~ ~ Dissolved metals in stormwater were identified as important
~o~_m_~___~ contributors to impaired water quality in Ballona Creek

stormwater plumes. This conclusion was the result of
20 ...... Baseline experiments that combined chemical treatments designed to
0 remove specific types of constituents in water samples with

Particle Particle & Metals sea urchin toxicity tests, a process known as Toxicity
Removal Organics Complexation Identification Evaluation (TIE). The toxicity of Ballona CreekRemoval stormwater and receiving water samples was usually

eliminated when treatments were applied that neutralized
Effect of toxicity identification evaluation toxic trace metals by complexation (Figure 7). Chemical analysis
treatments on the toxicity of Ballona Creek confirmed that dissolved concentrations of zinc, and occasionally
stormwater end two samples of surface water copper, were at toxic levels in undiluted stormwater. The dissolved
collected within the Ballona Creek discharge concentrations of other metals were below toxic levels for the sea
plume. Complexation of metals by addition of urchin test. Measurements of receiving water also detected elevated
EDTA usually eliminated toxicity, as shown by concentrations of zinc (but not copper) in the stormwater plume
the large increase in sea urchin fertilization offshore of Ballona Creek.
above the untreated (baseline) value. Other
tTeatments, removal ofparticlesbyfiitrationand Chemical analysis were unable to attribute all of the toxicity
removal of organic compounds, were of limited measured to zinc and copper, indicating that additional constituents
effectiveness. Similar resutts were found for may contribute to the toxicity of stormwater discharged into Santa
other samples of stormwater and surface water. Monica Bay. The measured concentrations of zinc and copper in

Ballona Creek stormwater were estimated to account for only 5-44%
of the observed toxicity. Zinc concentrations in the toxic portion of
the discharge plume were usually below levels shown to cause toxicity
in the laboratory. The unaccounted-for toxicity may be due to
synergistic interactions between toxic metals, variability in the
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chemical analysis, or the influence of other toxic chemicals, Zinc was Ihe ~ ~ toxic
such as pesticides. Additional research is needed before rn sto mwate ,
these alternatives can be evaluated. TIE studies have not
been completed for other stormwater discharges into the Bay, CoppeP and other unidentified
so we do not know if the pattern demonstrated for Ballona constltuents may also be
cre~ is r~es~tat~e of oth~ s.es. Pesponsl:de fop some of the toxidty

SEAFLOOR BIOLOGY

M uch of the natural diversity and many of the The deposition of stoPrnwateP
commercially important species in the ocean occur
on the seafloor. Clams and shdmp live in this paPticles influences the physical

environment, as well as worms and starfish, all of which serve and chemical char.actedstic$ of
as food for fish. This is also the location where stormwater the seatlooP,
particles, and associated contaminants, eventually settle.
Unlike the water column, where a storrnwater plume eventually
mixes and disperses, the sediments on the seafloor can accumulate runoff
inputs over an entire storm, over several storms, or over several seasons.
These inputs can alter the seafloor biology by either changing the habitat,
such as altering sediment grain size, or by the build-up of pollutants. The
potential for impacts to seafloor organisms is great because they are not
mobile and are therefore subjected to the accumulated stormwater inputs
for long periods of time. Typically, these seafloor organisms are relatively
sensitive and changes to the number or types of organisms may result in
changes to fish populations.

We estimated impacts of stormwater runoff discharges on the seafloor by
collecting samples from the ocean bottom between one and two weeks
following large storm events, after the storrnwater plumes had dispersed
and particles had time to settle, and then again during dry weather.
Seafloor samples were collected directly offshore of Ballona and Malibu
Creeks at 75 ft. depth in the heart of the stormwater plumes, along
intervals upcoast and downcoast representing gradients of plume impact,
and then outside the area of the plume. The top 2 cm (< 1 inch) of these
seafloor samples, which represented the most recent seafloor
accumulations, were collected for contaminant analysis and toxicity
testing. Sediment samples were analyzed for contaminants including
trace metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons (DDTs and PCBs), and petroleum
hydrocarbons (PAHs). The toxicity tests included survival of crustaceans
(an amphipod) and sea urchins, fertilization success and
development of sea urchin embryos, and bioaccumulation of An incPease in sediment
contaminants from seafloor mud in adult sea urchins. A second constituents was present on
sediment sample was collected, sieved through a fine mesh ~ ~=~flooP of~oPe ~screen, and the organisms were enumerated to determine the
abundance and diversity of the native seafloor fauna. ~
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TABLE 1 Alterations to the seafloor habitat and sediment constituent
concentrations had occurred offshore of the Ballona Creek
watershed (Table 1). The sediments offshore of Malibu Creek

~e~lim~tt ~eette~e~m generally had higher concentrations of naturally abundant
Ballona Ck Mallbu Ck constituents including fins-grained particles, organic carbon, and

(n=8) (n=7) trace metals such as chromium. In contrast, the sediments
offshore of Ballona Creek generally had higher concentrations of

Fines % dry 31.6 urban contaminants including common stormwater constituents

TOC % dry 0.594 such as lead and zinc, as well as other rarely detected constituents
in routine stormwater monitoring programs, such as DDTs, PCBs,
and P/U-Is. Moreover, sediments offshore of Ballona Creek

Aluminum I.g/dryg 11492 showed evidence of stormwater impacts over a large area.
Arsenic I~g/dry g 5.1 5.6 Concentrations of copper, lead, zinc, DDTs, PCBs, and PAHs were
Cadmium I~g/dry g 0.5 0.7 highest directly offshore of the creek mouth and then decreased in
Chromium I~g/dry g 40.7 both the upcoast and downcoast directions at distances up to 3
Copper p.g/dry g 12 13 miles away (Figure 8). The increased sediment contamination was
Iron I~g/dry g 14997 also observed more than 1 mile offshore, where water depths

Lead      I~g/dry g              10.3        reached over 100 feet.
Mercury I~g/dry g               0.08

Biological communities offshore of Ballona Creek were similar
Nickel ~g/dry g 14.29 to those offshore of Malibu Creek (Table 2). Both areas had
Silver I~g/dryg 0.31 comparable abundance and similar species composition.
Zinc ~g/dry g 54 56 Seventeen of the 19 most commonly found taxa offshore of

Ballona Creek were present offshore of Malibu Creek, and
Total DDT$ ng/dryg 15.5 both watersheds had a low abundance of so-called
Total PCBs ng/dry g 3.0 "pollution indicator" organisms. Both areas had healthy

TotaIPAHs ng/dryg 56.2 benthic communities, as measured by the Benthic
Response Index, which is a tool for assessing the relative
importance of pollution indicator species at a site. Species
richness and diversity were statistically higher near Malibu

Average concentrations of sediment Creek than Ballona Creek.
constituents offshore (75 ft. depth) of creek
mouths in Santa Monica Bay following Biological communities offshore of Ballona and Malibu Creeks were also
storm events between 1995 and 1997. similar to background reference conditions established in previous studies of
Boxed numbers indicate significantly Southern California (Table 2). The mean abundance, mean number of taxa
higher concentrations. Sediment offshore per sample, and mean diversity at the creek sites were comparable to
of the less urbanized watershed (Malibu reference sites located in waters of similar depth, but distant from dver and
Creek) had higher levels of naturally creek mouths. The present study was limited to the area offshore of the
occurring constituents such as aluminum Baliona Creek jetty; previous studies by other scientists have shown impacts
and iron. Higher concentrations of to benthic communities and the presence of pollution indicator organisms
anthropogenic constituents such as lead inside of the jetty (adjacent to Marina del Rey).
and PAHs were present offshore of the
more urbanized watershed (Ballona The seafloor biology results were consistent with the results from sediment
Creek). toxicity tests. Seafloor sediments offshore of Ballona Creek did not kill

amphipods or impair the fertilization success or normal embryo
development of sea urchins. However, seafloor sediments were found
to be a potential source of contaminants that bioaccumulate in seafloor
organisms such as adult sea urchins. Concentrations of lead, DDTs,
and PCBs were three to ten times higher in sea urchins exposed to
sediments collected offshore of Ballona Creek than in sea urchins living on
sediments from our reference location. While the effect of this

The fate of most stoPmwateP bioaccumulation on the sea urchin is not known, it does represent
a mechanism by which sediment- associated pollutants can enter

~ i~ !l.~’tknown.            the food chain and biomagnify within fish.
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TABLE 2

One significant finding of this study was ttmt the fate of
most stormwater constituents discharged to Santa Batlona Malibu Reference
Monica Bay is unknown. AJthough we documented the (n=8) (n=7) (n=29)
accumulation of contaminants on the seafloor offshore of
Ballona Creek, these amounts were not permanent and Abundance 238 (:1:51) 316 (~:55) 276 (~61)

represent only a fraction of the total mass emissions
(No. organisms/0ol ~)

discharged. Further, reductions in constituent
No. Species 75 (z’-6) 91 (+8) 71 (~-9)concerml~ons were observed at some locations that may (No. taxa/0.1 ~)

have resulted from the resuspanalon and transpod of
sediments by waves and currents. Until the location where
this material eventually settles is known, we cannot be Diversity 1.65 1.73 1.55

(Shann0n-Wiener H’) (:L-0.02) (:L-0.04) (:L-0.15)
certain that we have examined the seafloor areas having                     ~
the greatest influence from stormwater or dry weather

Benthic Response 24.0 (:L1.7) 1.65 (z’-0.7) 3.0 - 30.6discharges. An additional concern is that constituents Index (BRI units)
from other sources may have similar transport and fate
mechanisms, producing enhanced impacts from the
cumulative effects of multiple soumes. Biological community parameters offshore

of a highly urbanized watershed (BallonaFIGURE 8 Creek), a less urbanized watershed (Malibu
Creek), end other reference areas in near-

~ coastal waters of Southern California at
~) 30 similar depths (30 to 75 feet). Values are~=

the meen (=95% confidence limits).~ 20
N

0

3O

20

0

400

300

Grain size and contaminant concentrations in surface

100 sediments across the gradient of stormwater influence
offshore of Ballona Creek. Sampling stations were

0 located 1.5 miles offshore (75 ft. depth) and at various

2.4 1.2 0.0 1.2 2.4 3.6 distances upcoast or downcoast of the creek. Each value
represents the mean (=95% confidence interval) of eight

Miles Directly Miles samples, each collected after a storm event. The
Downcoast Offshore Upcoast influence of stormwater particle deposition is shown by

the elevated values directly offshore of Ballooa Creek.
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EFFECTS OF WATERSHED TYPE

T he comparison of receiving water impacts from different
watersheds is a powerful tool to distinguish between
natural and man-made effects. Although the Ballona

Creek and Malibu Creek watersheds are similar in size and
discharge into the same body of water (Santa Monica Bay), they
differ in their degree of urbanization (Figure 1). The measurement

of similar parameters in each receiving water area
D~~ ilTt~CtS to Santa Mort~ provides the information needed to distinguish between
Bay were pPoduced by an natural processes and impairment due to man-made

urbanized and an unurbanized factors. This approach also identifies which monitoring
methods are most useful for detecting man-madewat impacts.

The characteristics and impacts of stormwater
from the Ballona Creek and Malibu Creek
watersheds were found to differ in a number of
respects (Table 3). The impacts observed were
the result of the interaction of three key factors:
land use, flow characteristics, and receiving
water conditions. Receiving water impacts were
less near Malibu Creek and were related to the
discharge of less toxic stormwater and lower
peak flows.

Ballona Creek watershed is highly
urbanized. Stormwater entering the
concrete channel is rapidly
transported to the ocean, with little
opportunity for dilution.

Malibu Creek drains a mostly undeveloped
watershed. Stormwater flow and particle inputs
into the ocean are moderated by the presence of a
natural creekbed and coastal lagoon.
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TABLE 3

Wale~al’md The largest watershed draining to Similar in size to Ballona Creek (110
ChaPa~-~t~lk:~ Santa Monica Bay, 83% of its 130 square miles), 88% of this watershed

square miles is developed. The is undeveloped.
principal land use is residential.

FIoIN The largely impermeable surface area More permeable surface area (96%
Char,a~-~t~ll~llc~ (41% overall) and concrete channel overall) absorbs early season rainfall

drainage system results in rapid and increases lag time between
changes in flow following rainfall, rainfall and peak flow. Discharges
Peak flows are relatively high and of have relatively lower peak flows but
shorter duration compared to other duration can be days longer than
areas, concrete channelized systems.

Discharge into Malibu Lagoon may
reduce flows and particle loads to
ocean.

Plurne The stormwater plume in both areas consisted of a thin buoyant layer of low salinity
Ch~Pac|er’i~lflC$ water floating at the surface. The dissolved and particulate components of stormwater

were most concentrated in the upper 2 m of the water column. Plumes extended up to
6 miles offshore and were widely distributed along the shore.

Higher flows and less mixing Lower flows, more mixing, and
produced well-defined plumes that discharges from adjacent canyons
contained higher concentrations of resulted in more complex and ill-
stormwater near Ballona Creek. defined plume boundaries near

Malibu Creek.

Debr¢~ Floating debris was often concentrated Floating debris was dominated by
near the margins of the plume and organic materials of natural origin,
contained many items of man-made such as twigs and charred wood.
origin, such as plastic.

WatePC~lP#y Less mixing of stormwater usually Stormwater inputs were often more
produced larger areas of reduced turbid, but lower flows and greater
water clarity, dilution near the mouth resulted in

better clarity.

Sto nwater, Samples from the creek were always Samples were less toxic than Ballona
toxk¢#¥ toxic to sea urchins. Concentrations Creek stormwater and occasionally

higher than 10% stormwater usually nontoxic. High concentrations
produced adverse effects in laboratory (>25%) usually needed to produce
tests, toxicity.

Characteristics of a highly urbanized watershed (Ballona Creek) and a less urbanized watershed (Malibu Creek) adjacent to
Santa Monica Bay, Califomi~
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TABLE 3 Continued

~Water Surface water in most concentrated Toxicity in water column was rarely
ToxIc~y portion of plume was often toxic to present and was not related to plume

sea urchins. Toxicity was detected in concentration.
receiving waters up to 2 miles from
discharge.

Cal.ll~ofTox~ Zinc is responsible for a portion of Metals are implicated but have not

the stormwater toxicity. The been confirmed as important

influence of pesticides and other toxicants.

organics is uncertain.

SeatloorHabitat Sediments were higher in urban Higher concentrations of

stormwater associated contaminants, constituents were derived from
such as lead and zinc. natural sources, such as fine

sediments and organic carbon.

Se(:ll’rtef~ Toxicity Changes in sediment toxicity were minor and not related to stormwater discharges.

SeallooP Biological communities were similar among Malibu Creek, Ballona Creek, and
~ background reference sites.

Comn,,,ta~ltles
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

T he Santa Monica Bay Receiving Waters Study produced the first
integrated assessment of impacts from stormwater discharges
into the Bay. The presence of well-developed plumes containing

toxic materiels demonstrates the need for continued studies of the impacts
from urban stormwater runoff in Santa Monica Bay and elsewhere.
Additional information regarding the sources, characteristics, and extent of
the receiving water impacts should be determined in order to refine
management actions.

A high pdority should be placed upon locating sources of toxicity and
contamination within the Ballona Creek watershed. Identification of the
land uses or regions of the watershed that contribute most to the impacts
will enable management actions to be targeted where they will have the
greatest beneficial impact. Source identification studies should include
sampling of systems tributary to Ballona Creek for measurement of toxicity
and chemical constituents.

Additional receiving water studies are recommended for Informalion on the duratio  size, andSanta Monica Bay to provide a more complete understanding
cau~e of advePse ilTtI:~ctsof the nature and magnitude of stormwater impacts. Future

¯ ;tudies should include constituents of concern that were not to idenlily appropriate stol, mwateP
amphasized in this study, such as bacteria, nutrients, rRart~gerrtentc:~ctk)rts,
pesticides, and trash. These constituents should be
incorporated into studies of plume persistence, cause of
toxicity, and constituent fate.

Plume persistence information is needed to estimate the duration of
exposure of: 1) swimmers to bacteria and 2) marine life to stormwater
toxicants and nutrients. Improved information on plume persistence can be
obtained by the use of moored sensors in the discharge area in combination
with data from remote sensing instruments (e.g., satellites). A goal of these
studies should be to develop plume dilution and/or tracking models of
plume duration and magnitude. This information is valuable because
different management responses may be appropriate for stormwater
discharges that produce short- versus long-lived impacts.

Toxicity testing using multiple madne species is also needed A ~M~te of spec~e~; should be ~ to
to provide a more complete assessment of the causes of tox ,ants stoPmwateP.toxicity in stormwater discharged into Santa Monica Bay. ~!111~
Identification of zinc and copper as contaminants of concern
was based primarily on studies with a single species (sea urchin). Because
different species vary in their sensitivity to contaminants, tests with multiple
species are needed to deteiTnine if other contaminants are present at toxic
concentrations. _Tests with crustaceans (e.g., shrimp) are especially
recommended as they are likely to be sensitive to pesticides such as
diazinon and chlorpyrifos, which have been found to be important factors
~ the toxicity of stormwater from other watersheds. These tests should

include toxicity identification procedures so that potential constituents of
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concern (e.g., metals and pesticides) can be confirmed and others can be
discounted. Toxicant identification is needed to pdoritize chemical-specific
management actions.

The fate of stoPmwater particles Chemical and oceanographic studies are needed to
determine the fete of stormwater particles discharged into

must be detePmined in oPder to santa Monica Bay. AJthough some of the particles in Santa
~ ~ ~l~aC~, Monica Bay storrnwater plumes may be deposited near the

mouth of an urban watershed, they do not necessarily persist
there for long pedods of time. Since the spatial extent of particle dispersal
in Santa Monica Bay was not determined, there may be areas of significant
accumulation that were not investigated. Studies of currents, sediment
resuspension, and sediment transport, coupled with chemical source
identification methods, should be conducted to determine whether
stormwater discharge is a significant source of adverse sediment
contamination within Santa Monica Bay. This information is needed to
identify areas of the seafloor with the greatest potential for biological
impacts from stormwater discharge.

Additional Peceiving water’ systems The impacts of stormwater runoff on other receiving water
systems should also be studied. This is becauseshould be studied to identify differences in watershed size and land use patterns will

~n~)aJl~l’ter~ts froIT~ otheP watel~heds, likely result in different levels of risk to the receiving water
beneficial uses. For example, changes in land use may

contribute different toxicants, and changes in watershed size will influence
the magnitude of the toxicant input. The nature of the receiving water
environment is also important. Semi-enclosed water bodies, such as most
bays and harbors, do not have the mixing and dilution capacity of the open
coastal environment studied in Santa Monica Bay. The potential for
impairment will be greater in these areas because organisms will have an
increased exposure to the stormwater plume and more stormwater
particles will settle nearby and influence sediment quality. Until the effects
of variations in watershed or receiving water characteristics can be
accurately predicted, additional integrated studies will be necessary to
assess impacts to receiving waters in other areas.
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For Immediate Release Contact: Barbara Gula, ITV
(561) 997-5433

"STORMWATER MANAGEMENT: Pointless Pollution"
Techno 2100 "rv Special to Air on February 26

Boca Raton, FL - Stormwater discharges are the largest contributor of pollutants
to the nation’s lakes, rivers and estuaries. Many of these nonpoint pollutants are
generated by the everyday activities of all the people who live, work, play, or
travel through a watershed.

Sediments, nutrients, oxygen-demanding substances, metals, oil and grease are
examples of the types of pollution found in urban storrnwater. Where do they
come from? Construction sites, golf courses, parking Iots...all common within
our cities. These stormwater pollutants destroy habitats, make our drinking water
unsafe, and cause severe environmental and health problems. What can we do
to help control these types of pollutants?

Two back to back 30-minute episodes of the award-winning "IV series TECHNO
2100 will explore Stormwater Management: Issues & Answers. Co-host Eric
Livingston of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection details
stormwater pollution issues and focuses on structural and nonstructural =Best
Management Practices." These practices are being implemented to reduce or
prevent these sources of non-point pollution. The program will also feature new
technologies, programs and strategies being used to retrofit presently developed
lands.

Stormwater Management: Issues & Answers. is produced by Information
Television Network with special thanks to: Virginia Dept. of Conservation and
Recreation; Maryland Dept. of the Environment; Florida Dept. of Environmental
Protection; illinois Environmental Protection Agency; California State Water
Resources Control Board; Louisiana Dept. of Environmental Quality; Wisconsin
Dept. of Natural Resources; DNREC Soil and Water Conservation (Delaware);
National Association of Counties Organization (NACO); U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA); and the Association of State and Interstate Water
Pollution Control Administrators.

Stormwater Management: Issues & Answers is scheduled to air on Saturday,
February 26, from 1-2 PM Eastern, 12 noon-1 PM Central, 11 AM - 12 noon
Mountain and 10-11 AM Pacific time on CNBC as paid programming. For
additional information, please call 1-888-380-6500. The show will also be
streamed on the Intemet at I’l’V’s website: www.itvisus.com.
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S[:at~ of California

M e m o r a n d u m

.0    : ~chie Matthews Date: FEB 1 1
Division of Water Quality

OU ~ Y 31 AH IO: I 3

LOS

Elizabeth Miller Jennings.
Senior Staff Counsel
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF COUNSEL

From : STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD
901 P Street, Sacr~nto, CA 9581~
Mail Code:

Subject: DEFINITION OF "MAXIMUM EXTENT PRACTICABLE"

ISSUE

Wh~t is the meaning of the standard "maximum extent practicable"
(MEP) as used in the Clean Water Act’s storm water provisions,
and how can this standard be communicated to the regulated
community? How can this concept be included in the draft BMP
manual?

CONCLUSION

The standard "maximum extent practicable" is not specifically
defined for use in the storm water program. It has been defined
in other rules, however, to require taking all actions which are
technically feasible. I have included draft language for the
manual.

DISCUSSION

Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. § 1342(p))
provides that permits issued for discharges from municipal
separate storm sewers must require controls to reduce the
discharge of pollutants "to the maximum extent practicable"
The statutory language provides that municipal permits:

"Shall require controls to reduce the discharge of
pollutants to the maximum extent practicable,
including management practices, control techniques and
system, design and engineering methods, and such other
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provisions as the [EPA] Administrator or the State
determines appropriate for the control of such
pollutants.- Clean Water Act Section
402(p)(3)(B)(iii); 33 U.S.C. S 1342(p)(3)(B)(iii).

Neither Congress nor the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has defined the term "maximum extent practicable.., and yet
this is the critical standard which municipal dischargers must
attain in order to comply with their permits. (The Sta~e could
have spelled out the specific controls which the municipalities
were required to undertake. However, such an approach would
have relinquished the municipal dischargers of any flexibility
in implementing their storm water programs.)

On its face, it is possible to discern some outline of the
intent of Congress in establishing the MEP standard. First, the
requirement is to reduce the discharge of pollutants, rather
than totally prohibit such discharge. Presumably, the reason
for this standard (and the difference from the more stringent
standard applied to industrial dischargers in Section
402(p)(3)(A)), is the knowledge that it is not possible for
munici2al dischargers to prevent the discharge of all pollutants
in storm water. The second point which is clearly encompassed
in the standard is that it is the permitting agency, and not the
discharger, which is the ultimate arbiter on whether there has
been sufficient reduction of pollutants.

The most difficult issue is determining how much pollutants must
be reduced, or, in other words, which best management practices
(BMPs) must be employed in order to comply with the MEP
standard. While the term is not defined in the Clean Water Act
or the EPA regulations, the same term does appear in other
federal laws and regulations, and there are some definitigns or
interpretations which may be useful to the storm water program.

In the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978
(42 U.S.C. § 7901, et seq.), the Department of Energy was
required to designate within one year of the Act’s adoption "to
the maximum extent practicable" contaminated areas within the
vicinity of uranium processing sites. In addressing a lawsuit
brought after the Department designated very few of the

. iclnlty properties", the federal court declared that MEP means
’a substantial majority of the locations" should have been

designated within the year. Sierra Club v. Edwards (D.C.D.C.
1983) 19 ERC 1357. Where a NEPA regulation required that "to
the maximum extent practicable" environmental clearance was
required for uncompleted projects which had never undergone NEPA
review, a court held that the regulation "m- - "

anaates a meaningful
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environmental review" rather than a "perfunctory evaluation".
Save the Courthouse Committee v. Lynn (S.D.N.Y. 1975) 408
F.Supp. 1323.

In an interim final regulation recently promulgated by the
Department of Transportation, MEP is defined, where operators of
onshore oil pipelines must have resources "to the maximum extent
practicable" to remove and to mitigate or prevent worst case
discharges. 49 CFR Part 194. MEP is defined to mean:

"The limits of available technology and the practical
and technical limits on an individual pipeline
operator in planning the response resources required
to provide the on-water recovery capability and the
shoreline protection and cleanup capability to conduct
response activities .... ,.

Finally, the term MEP is used in the Superfund legislation,
wherein permanent solutions and alternative treatment
technologies must be selected "to the maximum extent
practicable". CERCLA, Section 121(b). The legislative history
of the language indicates that the relevant factors in
determining whether MEP is met include technical feasibility,
cost, and state and public acceptance. 132 Cong. Rec. H 9561
(Oct. 8, 19@6).

While each of the above interpretations and definitions varies,
they do follow a pattern. The pattern that emerges is that
there must be a serious attempt to comply, and that practical
solutions may not be lightly rejected, if a municipality
reviews a lengthy menu of BMPs, and chooses to select only a few
of the least expensive, it is likely that MEP has not been met.
On the other hand, if a municipal discharger employs all
applicable BMPs except those wher,e it can show that they are not
technically feasible in the locality, or whose cost would exceed
any benefit to be derived, it would have met the standard. In
any case, the burden would be on the municipal discharger to
show compliance.

The definitions contained in the pipeline regulation and the
Superfund legislative history are most analogous to storm water
regulation. The major emphasis i~ both of these rules are
technical feasibility. Similarly, the municipal dischargers
should be required to employ whatever BM2s are feasible, i.e.,
are likely to be effective and are not cost prohibitive. Thus,
where a choice may be made between two BMPs which should provide
generally comparative effectiveness, the discharger may choose
the least expensive alternative and exclude the more expensive
BMP. However, it would not be acceptable either to reject all
BMPs which would address a pollutant source or to pick a BMP
based solely on cost, which would be clearly less effective.
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As you know, the BMP Guidance manual is being published by the
Task Force, which is made up of dischargers, rather than by the
State Water Board. As far as I know, nhere is no intention for
the State Water Board to adopt the manual as its own guidance
document. Therefore, it is important to stress in the manual,
both in the section on MEP and in the front of the manual, that
this manual is not a publication of the State or the Regional
Water Boards, and that these Boards have not specifically
endorsed the contents. Rather, the manual was assembled by a
group of dischargers in the interest of assisting, themselves and
others to comply with the storm water permits. In the section
on MEP, it should be stated thanthe final determination
regarding whether a discharger was reduced pollutants to the
maximum extent practicable can only be made by the Regional or
State Water Boards, but that selection and implementation of
BMPs through consideration of the listed factors should~.assist
dischargers in achieving compliance.

The following language is suggested in order to clarify that the
manual is not the product of the State Water Board:

"This Manual was produced and published by the Storm
Water Task Force, an advisory body of municipal
agencies regulated by the storm water program.

ThisManual is not a publication of the State Water
Resources Control Board or any Regional Water Quality
Control Board, and none of these Boards has
specifically endorsed the contents thereof. The
purpose of this manual is to assist the members of the
Task Force and other dischargers subject to storm
water permits, in attaining compliance with such
permits."

The following language is recommended in place of Insert A in
the manual for municipal dischargers:

"Although MEP is not defined by the federal
regulations, use of this manual in selecting BMPs
should assist municipalities in achieving M~P. In
selecting BMPs which will achieve MEP, it is important
to remember that municipalities will be responsible to
reduce the.discharge of pollutants in storm water to
~he maximum extent practicable. This means choosin-~
effective BMPs, and rejecting applicable BMPs only
where other effective BMPs wil! serve the same.
purpose, the BMPs would not be technically feasible,
or the cost would be prohibitive. The following
factors may be useful to consider:

"i. Effectiveness: Will the BMP address a pollutant
of concern?
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"2. Regulatory Compliance: Is the BMP in compliance
with storm water regulations as well as other
environmental regulations?

"3. Public acceptance: Does the BMP have public
support?

"4. Cost: Will the cost of implementing the BMP have
a reasonable relationship to the pollution
control benefits to be achieved?

"5. Technical Feasibility: Is the BMP technically
feasible considering soils, geography, water
resources, etc.?

"After selecting a menu of BMPs, it is of course the
responsibility of the discharger to insure that all
BMPs are implemented."
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A T T O R N E Y S A T L A W

~11 ANTON BOULEVARD, FOU~EENTH FL~R ~.~ ~G.~O

DIRECT ALL MAIL TO: POST OFFICE BOX

Direct Dial: (714) 662-4642
E-mail: nnontevideo@rutaa, corn

May 23, 2000

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED AND FIRST CLASS U.S. MAIL

Mr. Dennis Dickerson
Executive Officer
Los Angeles Regional
Water Quality Board
320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, California 90013

Re: Failure of Executive Officer to Respond to Notice of Intent to Implement
Permittees’ August, 1999 SUSMP--Order No. 96-054, Part 2.I.G. 1 .A

Dear Mr. Dickerson:

On May 5, 2000, I informed you of the Cities of Bellflower, Bell Gardens, Burbank,
Cerritos, Commerce, Compton, Diamond Bar, Downey, Hawaiian Gardens, Huntington Park,
Industry, Irwindale, La Canada-Flintridge, La Mirada, La Verne, Lakewood, Lawndale,
Monrovia, Montebell~, Palo~ Verdes Es.tates, Paramount, Pico Rivera, Pomona, Rancho Palos
Verdes, Rosemead, San Gabriel, Santa Fe Springs, Signal Hill, South Gate, Vernon, Walnut, and
Whittier ("Cities") intent to implement the Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan
submitted to you on behalf of the Permittees in August of 1999. I further notified you that
because of your office’s failure to take action on this SUSMP within 120 days of its submittal, as
required by the Administrative Review Process under Order No. 96-054, that the Cities herein
intended to move forward with this SUSMP. As of this date, more than ten (10) days has now
elapsed since the May 5 Notice, without a response from the Executive Officer to this Notice.

Accordingly, in ac~rdance with the Administrative Review Process under Order No. 96-
054, and given your failure to respond to our Notice of Intent to implement this August, 1999
SUSMP Program within the requisite ten (10) day period, the Cities herein must now be
permitted to proceed and implement their August, 1999 SUSMP Program without modification
by the Executive Officer.

227/065121-0067 R007 3177
81750.01 a05/’23/00



’RUT’AN
&TUCKER,

Mr. Dennis Dickerson
May 23, 2000
Page 2

If you have any quostions with respect to the above, or need any additional information in
connection with this matter, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. Thank you for
your attention to this matter.

Respectfully submitted,

RUTAN & TUCKER, LLP

Richard Montevideo
Counsel for City Petitioners

RM/jb

cc: City Petitioners



::"~:~~i~’:i’;i:~::~::~:::~::":"~:~.............. MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT

MDE ~00 Broening Highway ¯ Baltimore, Maryland 21224
...... (410) 631-3000

Parris N. Glendening Jane T. Nishida
Governor Secretary

May 31, 2000

Ms. Elizabeth M. Jennings, Esq.
Office of Chief Counsel
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95812-0100

And,

Mr. Xavier Swamikannu
Storm Water Program
California Regional Water Quality Control Board - LA Region
320 W. 4~ Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Dear Ms. Jennings and Mr. Swamikannu:

Enclosed are several items that may help you understand the goals attributed to
Maryland’s stormwater management program. The Maryland Department of the Environment is
nearing 20 years worth of experience in administering an urban runoffprogram. Some basic
tenets of the program and the successes and failures are described in the three reports provided.

Additionally, a brief background summary is provided in order to explain the transition
we are making ~om current requirements to those proposed in the "2000 Maryland Stormwater
Design Manual." This sunmam3, also helped to better answer the design and performance
standards questions that you posed regarding stormwater management in our State. We hope this
material will be of some use to you.

If you have any questions or need any more information, please call me at 410-631-3543.

Sincerely,

~ Cle~enger~

Water Management .~t’dministratioi’i

wkEnclosures
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MARYLAND’S STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
SUMMARY

Introduction

The State of Maryland has recently completed the development of the "2000 Maryland
Stormwater Design Manual; (Manual). This document took nearly 5 years to compose and is
intended to improve the State’s stormwater management program that has been in existence
since 1982. The Maryland Department of the Environment, Water Management Administration
(MDE/WMA) provides here a synopsis of Maryland’s program’s evolution over the last 18
years. This sununa~ will provide the perspective needed to answer questions regarding
programmatic goals, performance standards, and strengths and weaknesses. Apologies for the
lack of brevity.

Background

Maryland’s stormwater management program was a logical progression from its erosion and
sediment control efforts. The Attorney General of the State declared "sediment" a pollutant in
1969. The next year a statute was passed that required sediment control practices to be
implemented for any earth disturbing activities over 5,000 square feet. Maryland’s erosion and
sediment control program was implemented statewide by local government beginning in 1970.

The next step from controlling runoff from grading and construction would obviously be
controlling runoff after development has been completed. This progression then, is stormwater
management. Recognizing that urban runoff was a contributing factor to water quality
degradation, the Maryland legislature passed the Stormwater Management Act in 1982. This
law, and commensurate regulations adopted the following year, sought to ensure that pre-
development runoff characteristics were maintained after development.

During the mid 1980s when Maryland’s program was first conceived and implemented, the
prevailing attitude was that if peak discharge increases caused by urbanization were controlled,
the receiving waters would be protected from excess volume, increased velocities, channel
erosion, sedimentation, flooding, etc. Therefore, Maryland’s program was, and is currently,
based on this flood control perspective. Current State regulations require that all new
development project designs include provisions for reducing peak discharge increases for the 2
and 10 year frequency storm events hack to pre-development conditions. Clearly, this requires a
best management practice (BMP) approach and typically, the BMP of choice is a pond.

Because of the prevailing attitudes regarding how best to control stormwater (e.g., flood
management), very little specific design criteria were included in Maryland’s stormwater
management program. The approach taken, and the one we work under currently, was a
"preferred practices" list. State regulations require that infiltration be considered first and, if not
feasible, the designer would then progress through a list of BMPs each with lesser water quality
efficiency than the one previous. In latter years, rules-of-thumb for water quality design were
implemented sporadically throughout the State (e.g., one half inch times total site
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imperviousness). However, Maryland still operates under its original design criteria (e.g., 2 and
10 year management and the preferred practices list).

Chesapeake Bay Protection and Environmental Awareness

Given the above historical explanation, several points need to be made that will provide other
factors affecting program implementation and help explain why a major change of philosophy
has been contemplated with the Manual. First, it cannot be overemphasized how much
Chesapeake Bay restoration efforts play on bringing to the forefront environmental concerns,
especially those related to water quality. Chesapeake Bay garners much attention in the State,
region, and, arguably, the world for protection and restoration. This was the case in 1983 when
the Six Bay states and Washington, D.C signed the original "Chesapeake Bay Agreement."
Therefore, the protection of this valuable resource was very much a factor for implementing an
urban runoff program.

Another factor contributing to Maryland’s stormwater management program development was
the groundswell of environmental awareness caused primarily by nutrient enrichment of the
Chesapeake Bay. Nutrient reduction goals, wetland protection, and sediment control all served
as catalysts for grass roots organizations to bring to light the importance of environmental issues.
This public and sometimes political support cannot be overlooked.

Technical Program Improvements Needed

Finally, because of over 12 years of program oversight and experience, changes with our
program were clearly needed in the mid 1990s. Some issues have been mentioned above (e.g.,
no specific water quality design standards; too much flood control emphasis). However,
explaining a couple of technical issues related to our program will address questions regarding
stormwater management program goals and specific issues such as redevelopment.

As originally conceived, the State program makes no mention of where new development takes
place. Nor does it specify what land use types are affected. IfS,000 square feet of earth is
disturbed with new development, you must address stormwater runoff. This would presumably
include redevelopment or in-fill situations. However, as with most regulatory programs,
Maryland’s stormwater regulations contain exemptions and allow for waivers provided certain
conditions are met. Since 1982, certain projects have been waived depending on hydrological
circumstances. Three major waiver categories have been allowed and these demonstrate the
flood management program emphasis on which the program was founded. These categories are:

1) Less than a ten percent increase in the pre-development 2 year storm event,
2) Direct discharges to tidewater, and
3) Projects completely surrounded by an existing storm drain system of sufficient
capacity to convey the increase in discharge caused by the new development.

The emphasis on peak management and flood control is quite obvious. It was MDE’s want to
change this emphasis when regulatory changes were proposed and the Manual was conceived in
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1995. Beginning with the Manual’s composition, the issue of stormwater control for
redevelopment projects was debated vigorously.

The above waiver provisions that local jurisdictiom applied to certain "new development"
caused most redevelopment and in-fill work to avoid BMP implementation. A fast food
restaurant built in the comer of a shopping mall parking lot would surely not change hydrologic
characteristics, especially peak discharge. Additionally, this and similar urban "redevelopment"
would most likely be surrounded by an existing storm drain system of adequate capacity.
Therefore, most redevelopment is waived under Maryland’s original and current stormwater
regulations. This was an additional reason why MDE felt improvements were warranted.

Summary.

Under increased environmental awareness caused by Chesapeake Bay protection concerns,
Maryland instituted a stormwater managemem program that emphasized peak flood managemem
for new developmem projects disturbing 5,000 square feet of earth. Relatively little specific
water quality control design criteria were included in original regulations as a "preferred
practices" list was used. With an obvious flood control emphasis, most redevelopment projects
were waived because pre-development hydrologic conditions remained after construction
completion.

With over 12 years of program implememation experience, a recognition that improved water
quality managemem was needed, and a need to eliminate many waivers of stormwater
management requiremems for such things as redevelopmem, MDE developed the "2000
Maryland Stormwater Design Manual." This documem, along with major regulatory
modifications, is intended to address many of Maryland’s stormwater managemem program
weaknesses. When adopted later this year, major improvement to controlling urban runoff is
expected.

POLICY STATEMENT ON CONTROLS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW
DEVELOPMENT AND REDEVELOPMENT IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND

i) Why did your state elect to have requirements on new development and redevelopment?

In 1982, restoration and protection of Chesapeake Bay was one of the most important factors
contributing to the development of Maryland’s stormwater management program Heightened
environmental awareness and a recognition that urban runoff contributed to water quality
degradation combined to produce a program that emphasized peak flood comrol. Because of this
emphasis on peak management, typical redevelopment projects were often waived from
stormwater comrols.

To address various program shortcomings, MDE developmem the "2000 Maryland Stormwater
Design Manual" (Manual). This document is intended to provide better water quality comrol, an
area not specifically addressed currently. Relative to redevelopment, the choice to impose
requiremems was based primarily on "everyone contributes runoff, everyone ought contribute
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management." However, a balance between management contributions for environmental
purposes, and, practical requirements that make economic sense must be struck. Everyone
should contribute management. However, conventional BMPs (e.g., ponds) are not feasible in
major metropolitan areas where land values prevent typical management strategies. Flexibility is
key.

ii) Does your state have design standards and performance standards for treatment
control BMPs for new development/redevelopment?

Currently, there are no performance standards for BMPs only design standards. Maryland
requires that BMPs be designed to maintain pre-development peak discharges for the 2 and 10
year storm events in most of the State.

Maryland’s proposed Manual contains both design standards and performance standards. A suite
of design volumes has been developed to address recharge (Re0, water quality (WQv), channel
protection (Cpv), and overbank flood protection (Qp). All of these volumes need to be included
in new development designs. Additionally, BMP performance standards are implicit in
Maryland’s proposed Manual. Based on pollutant removal efficiency studies, all BMPs in the
Manual have been equated in terms of efficiency. Ifa BMP is designed according to the criteria
specified in the Manual an 80% total suspended solids (TSS) and a 40% total phosphorus (P)
reduction will both be realized. In fact, this 80:40 criteria is used to judge whether new
technology is allowed to be used to address the required suite of volumes above. If the
proverbial "new mousetrap" can meet 80% TSS and 40% P removal, it can be used as a stand
alone BMP.

iii) Do you have thresholds for new development and or redevelopment (impervious area;
size; etc.) for requirements to apply?

Ifa project disturbs 5,000 square feet of earth in Maryland, the site design must address
stormwater management.

iv) What development categories do the requirements apply to [i.e. commercial; parking
lots; residential, etc.]?

There are no specific development categories. If you disturb 5,000 square feet with ~ new
development, you automatically are included. State regulations, however, do "exempt"
agricultural land management activities.

v) How long have such requirements been in place? Are they statewide or region specific?

Stormwater management has been on the books since 1982. This is a statewide program that
does have design variations based on hydrologic areas of the State (e.g., no 10 year management
requirements in the Coastal Plain on our "Eastern Shore."
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vi) Have the design standards and performance standards unduly burdened cities and
builders with unsupportable costs? Has compliance been difficult? Has change been for
the better or have you seen none? Any noticeable improvements in water quality?

All of these questions have been, are, and will not doubt continue to be debated. Volumes could
be written to explain perspectives for burdens, costs, compliance, or noticeable improvements.
To avoid this, some very random thoughts about these issues.

Generally, the answer to all of these questions could be "it depends on whom you ask" or "it
depends on where you ask it." Maryland has three distinct geographic areas. These are a
"Western" section; a central, "Urban" area; and our "Eastern Shore." The Urban area houses
most of the State’s population; can be defined in terms of the corridor between Washington,
D.C., Baltimore, and toward Philadelphia, PA; and, not coincidentaHy, contains the most
sophisticated stormwater programs in our State. It is not uncommon for a central Maryland
county to have 8 or l0 plan reviewers and as many field staff dedicated solely to stormwater
functions. The burden on these places currently is minimal.

As you travel west or east from this Urban region, the stormwater programs locally tend to
become more burdensome. There is less sophistication technically, less resources, and obviously
less compliance. In Western Maryland and on our Eastern Shore, localities may only have a
single staffperson to perform both review and inspection. The burden associated with changing
to the proposed Manual in these regions will increase dramatically. However, again, it depends
on whom you ask.

Environmental groups have told us we are not doing enough and have actually demanded "zero
discharge" from new development. Developers and builders believe we are making them do too
much now and are severely questioning our proposed changes and the Manual requirements.
Frankly, and with tongue only partially in cheek, we believe we are close to where we need to be
with the Manual because we have aggravated an equal number of people on both sides of this
regulatory fence.

Some really random thoughts:

In the beginning of the program (circa 1982), the design standards were very
burdensome. Localities had to hire staffand purchase vehicles and equipment.
Developers endured the added cost of BMP construction.

Currently, stormwater management on both sides is a routine part of the development
process.
- Compliance varies with the level of resources and the distance from Urban Maryland as
described above. One difficulty we do have is the interpretation of the same requirement
differently from locality to locality.
- We have seen only modest water quality improvement. This is expected to change
dramatically with our Manual.
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vii) Typically, what is your estimate of the range in additional cost (in percent of project
cost) that the requirements have imposed on builders?

Obviously, this depends on that real estate saying "location, location, location." However,
currently, stormwater management for 2 and 10 year control ranges l~om 0% to 20%. We have
proposed to make optional the control of the 10 year storm. Because "lots are money" and
"more stormwater means less lots," costs are anticipated to decrease about 20% of current costs
without 10 year management. Costs will increase commensurately with 10 year management
under the Manual.

viii) How have municipalities ensured that the post construction BMPs 0 & M has been
provided and/or BMPs are properly maintained?

Operation and Maintenance Agreements are required as a condition of plan approval and permit
issuance. Localities are required by State regulation to inspect and cause to be maintained BMPs
every three years. Some jurisdictions assume ownership of BMPs. This is best for ensuring
future maintenance. Other localities require private ownership, which makes it difficult for
requiring maintenance due to the limited resources of entities such as homeowners’ associations.

ix) What are the policy goals that the standards are intended to achieve (reverse
impairment; hold the line; etc.)?

Basically, the best way to describe our proposed program’s goal is to minimize damage caused
by urban runoff. For us, this boils down to basic hydrology. When you change natural
conditions to developed conditions, bad things happen to water quality. We also know that all
soils have some recharge value, sustained bar&full discharges create severe channel erosion, and
minimizing impervious surfaces is the best way to mimic pre-development hydrology.
Therefore, we are hoping to change how development occurs. Hopefully, we can incorporate
water management early in the site design process rather than having a BMP placed at the
bottom discharge point of a site as an afterthought.

Individual volume goals and design criteria:

1) Recharge (Rev) - mimic existing annual groundwater recharge rates.
2) Water quality volume (WQv) - 80% TSS removal (a Coastal Zone Management Act
requirement), 40% P removal (a Chesapeake Bay Program goal), and treatment of 90% of the
average annual rainfall
3) Channel protection volume (Cp~) - the 2 year storm control policy has actually created more
channel erosion in some cases. This method sustains bar&full discharges over a longer period of
time. Therefore, more fi~equent storm event control is essential. We are choosing the 1 year
storm using extended detention. This is delaying the 1 year storm’s inflow hydrograph by 24
hours.
4) Overbank flood protection (Qp) - 10 year storm control is optional provided no additional
downstream flooding occurs.
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5) Redevelopment - the goal is to reduce by 20% the total site imperviousness. If not feasible,
BMPs elsewhere in the watershed, stream restoration, fees paid are all acceptable but subject to
local approval.
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MARYLAND’S STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Robert L. Kort1

ABSTRACT

The adverse impacts of urbanization have contributed to a decline in the water quality of some of Maryland’s
streams and rivers, and the Chesapeake Bay. One of the state of Maryland’s initiatives in response to this was the
creation of a statewide stormwater management (SWM) program in 1982. This multipurpose program addresses
a full range of hydrologic consequences and not just traditional runoff peak control. The Maryland Department
of the Environment administers the program and is responsible for program implementation, plan review and
approval, grants administration, education and training, and inspection and enforcement. Local jurisdictions
administer their own programs that must meet minimum State standards. Water quality measures to enhance
pollutant removal are emphasized. Practices used for the treatment of stormwater include infiltration structures,
shallow marsh creation, extended detention basins, and water quality inlets. Retrofitting of existing SWM
structures is done to enhance pollutant removal. Maryland’s erosion and sediment control program is a key part
of management efforts. Research and monitoring are conducted, and the use of innovative practices is
encouraged.

INTRODUCTION

Urbanization generates detrimental changes to the hydrologic equilibrium of the land surface and the
receiving fluvial estuarine environments. These changes include: increases in peak flow and total volume of
stormwater runoff; accelerated stream channel erosion; decreases in low flow volumes in receiving streams;
decreases in water quality and the stream environment.

Efforts to control these conditions in the state of Maryland have resulted in statewide programs for erosion
and sediment control, stormwater management (SWM), and flood plain management. Impetus for the control
runoff from new developments came from pressure by environmental groups because of the declining water
quality of some of the state’s streams and rivers, and the Chesapeake Bay; and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency report on the Bay. The report documented the declining water quality of the Bay and identified urban
stormwater as one of the causes. Nutrients, sediments, toxics, and other pollutants from surface runoff entering
the Bay are not readily flushed out into the ocean but accumulate within the Bay.

Prior to a statewide program, stormwater management efforts in Maryland had focused on the control of
increased peak flows and were not universally implemented. Water quality as well as quantity control
implemented on a statewide basis had to be addressed if the program was to protect and improve the quality o~"
surface waters in Maryland. The State’s multipurpose program was designed to address the full range o~"
hydrologic consequences resulting from urban development, and reduce the adverse effects of stormwater runoff.
Erosion and sediment control is a key part of management efforts - runoff during construction is often greater
than after site stabilization.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Legislation creating a statewide stormwater management (SWM) program in Maryland was enacted in 1982.
It required each county and municipality to adopt a stormwater management program by July, 1984 subject to
minimum criteria established in Regulations promulgated in July, 1983. For the first time in Maryland, water
quality protection became a major component of all stormwater programs. Highlights of the act include:

1. Providing for an approved SWM plan for residential, commercial, industrial, or institutional land
development. Agricultural land is exempt from these requirements;

x Water Resources Engineer, Maryland Department of the Environment, Sediment & Stormwater Administration,
2500 Broening Highway, Baltimore, MD 21224
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2. Permitting each county and municipality to adopt a fee system to cover the cost of SWM plan rex. levy
and program implementation;

3. Requiring the State to review the local SWM programs at least once every 3 years;

4. Providing for civil and criminal penalties for violations of the SWM Law;

5. Requiring the State to provide technical assistance, training, research, and coordination in SWN.1
technology to the local governments;

6. Requiring that Rules and Regulations be adopted, and
outlining the items to be addressed by these;

Rules and Regulations established criteria and procedures for SWM in Maryland to ensure effectix.e
implementation of the local programs as well as the State program. The Regulations contained:

1. Responsibilities of the State for implementation and supervision of the SWM program.

2. The minimum content of the local county and municipal SWM ordinances;

3. Exemptions from the provisions of the regulations;

4. Allowance for waiver provisions in local ordinances for individual developments;

5. Minimum control requirements based on the hydrologic characteristics and SWM needs of different
parts of the state;

6. A preferential list of SWM measures plus design criteria that must be used in developing a SWM
plan;

7. Requirements for proper construction inspection of SWM facilities;

8. Provisions for periodic inspection and maintenance of stormwater facilities.

The Regulations were not universally accepted throughout Maryland, especially in the nine counties with
existing programs (Maryland has 23 counties) and some municipalities for which SWM programs also existed.
There was some resentment by local governments to the State redirecting the local programs. Change was not
always easily accepted. One newspaper article from a county with no SWM program told how "the Count.~
Commissioner’s room shook under the specter of a monster... Armageddon? No. Stormwater Management
Regulations." It then related how the requirements "...could put an end to life as we know it." Nine public
hearings were held throughout the state and there was considerable consultation with the local jurisdictions.

An amendment to the SWM law was enacted in the spring of 1988 that provides for the use of stormwater
management practices to enhance water quality when land is redeveloped, even when the amount of impervious
area does not increase. The SWM Rules and Regulations will be updated to reflect this change.

IMPLEMENTATION

The Sediment and Stormwater Administration of the Maryland Department of the Environment is
responsible for administering the state’s stormwater management and sediment control programs. The
Administration is currently composed of three Programs: the Policy and Evaluation Program, the Construction
Management Program, and the Compliance Program.

The Policy and Evaluation Program is responsible for promulgation of Rules and Regulations which
establish criteria and procedures for State, county, and municipal programs. Publications are produced to provide
technical guidance for local jurisdictions in the implementation of their programs. Research is conducted to
refine current practices and evaluate innovative approaches initiated by the Program.

This Program administers the State’s nonpoint source management program. The primary goal of the
program is to implement Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay Nutrient Reduction plan which calls for a 40% reduction
in nutrient loadings to the Bay.
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The Program oversees local stormwater management programs which are reviewed and evaluated every
three years. The county or municipal stormwater management ordinance, the administrative procedures that
~3uide implementation of the program, the plan review and approval process, the use of State funding for program
implementation, and the effectiveness of inspection and enforcement procedures to correct violations are
considered during the review.

Education and training opportunities are available for government agencies, consultants, developers and
home builders, and environmental groups. Events include: a sediment and stormwater conference, inspectors
workshops, technical assistance, presentations to groups upon request, and displays at various events.

The Construction Management Program reviews and approves sediment control and SWM plans for State
and Federal construction projects to ensure compliance with SWM Regulations. Coordination occurs with
inspectors from the Enforcement Division to evaluate field implementation and approve field modifications as
required. In FY89 there were 400 new State and Federal projects for which over 1000 submittals were received
and reviewed.

Funding is provided by the State for stormwater management retrofit projects and local SWM programs.
Retrofit funds are used for the implementation of state-of-the-art best management practices and the
modification of existing SWM structures in urban areas to enhance water quality benefits. Since 1984 five million
dollars has been awarded under this program. Funds come from the sale of State bonds. The grant program
funds plan review, inspection, and other personnel to implement the local programs. Grant funds of
approximately $1.6 million per year have been authorized for the 23 counties and 9 municipalities with approved
SWM programs. Funding is from the financial commitment included in Maryland’s "Chesapeake Bay Initiatives"
and comes from state general funds.

The Compliance Program is responsible for inspection and enforcement of sediment control and SWM for
all State and Federal construction projects. It is also responsible for sediment control inspection and enforcement
for some of Maryland’s counties and municipalities. The Program is organized into four field regions. Periodic
and unscheduled inspections of approved projects are made to ensure compliance with approved plans.

A majority of the inspector’s time is spent on erosion and sediment control as opposed to SWM. Good
erosion and sediment control is crucial for innovative SWM practices such as infiltration and shallow marshes -
sediment can clog infiltration structures or smother young marsh plants. Stormwater responsibilities include
inspection of structures during construction, coordinating field modifications to the approved plans, and
responding to citizen’s complaints about drainage problems due to a particular project. Twelve to fourteen
thousand site inspections of approved projects are made annually.

Enforcement actions, either administrative or legal, are based on the nature, extent, and impact of the
violations. Primary emphasis is given to "in the field" corrective action and follow-up. Administrative civil
penalties of $1,000 per day for sediment control violations are possible. Fifteen to twenty criminal or judici,al
civil actions are initiated yearly. The Program is responsible for emergency response and immediate enforcement
actions for violations of the Laws and Regulations.

PRACTICES

The primary goal of the Maryland SWM Program is to maintain after development, as nearly as possible,
the predevelopment runoff characteristics. Achieving this goal requires that the full range of hydrologic
consequences resulting from urban development be addressed. In addition to the traditional control of peak flow,
consideration of flow volume reduction, stream low flow augmentation, water quality control, and ecological
protection is necessary.

A preferential list of SWM Practices to be considered on each proposed development is used. Justification
needs to be provided by the person developing land for rejecting each practice based on site conditions. Ranking
is determined by the water quality benefits associated with each practice. A combination of successive practices
may be used to achieve the applicable water quantity control requirements. Minimum control requirements are
established based on the hydrologic characteristics and SWM needs of different parts of the state. Most of the
state has a 2 and 10-year control requirement because stream channel erosion and flood increases are of equal
concern. Only 2-year control is required for the extremely flat terrain of Maryland’s Eastern Shore.

State Regulations require consideration of infiltration practices first because of the many benefits the3
provide to negate the adverse environmental impacts resulting from land development. Infiltration of stormwater
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from a site can recharge groundwater, augment low stream flows, reduce the total runoff volume, and enhance
water quality. If their use for peak discharge control is not feasible due to limiting constraints, the practice can
be designed to capture the first flush of runoff. The first flush is recommended to be 0.5 inches of runoff per
impervious area (MDE, 1986). Capturing this volume will result in the removal of many waterborne pollutants.

"Standards and Specifications for Infiltration Practices" (MDE, 1984) were developed to provide design
guidance to consultants and regulatory agencies. The document establishes minimum criteria for the design,
review, approval, construction, and maintenance of infiltration practices. Practices detailed include the
infiltration basin, infiltration trench, dry well, porous asphalt pavement, and vegetated swales with check dams.
Feasibility tests to determine if infiltration is suitable for a specific site, and the extent to which it may be
applied are included.

The use of infiltration throughout the state has proceeded in a somewhat cautious manner due to concerns
and unanswered questions. Research is currently in progress to investigate the potential for ground water
pollution through the entry of runoff into the soil subgrade. Premature failure of infiltration practices due to
a lack of adequate runoff filtering in the design, poor construction techniques, or a lack of proper sediment
control during construction has been a problem. Maintenance of these structures may be difficult to accomplish
or neglected. A utility approach that would include the financing of SWM maintenance is being pursued to
address this. This involves the creation of a local government enterprise that provides services of stormwater
management (quantity and quality control), drainage, and flood control. It is funded by user charges based on
runoff volumes or impervious area, not property taxes.

The second item on the preferential list is open vegetated swales which have a high resistance to flow. and
natural depressions. These practices retard the runoff and provide some water quality benefit. Vegetative
methods, when kept within erosion control design limitations, are generally preferred over structural methods.
The State’s intention with this preference is to encourage local jurisdictions to be more flexible in the utilization
of curb and gutter.

The third item on the preferential list is stormwater retention structures or wet ponds. The benefits of
retention ponds regarding water quality enhancement are well documented in the U.S. EPA Nationwide Urban
Runoff Program (NURP) studies (Wash. COG, 1983). In addition to water quality benefits, retention ponds
provide aesthetic and possible wildlife benefits when properly designed. They provide an excellent opportunit.v
for creation of shallow marsh habitat. Design criteria for the creation of artificial wetlands have been prepared
(MDE, 1988). The guidelines contain physical and biological requirements for constructing wetlands. Research
is currently proceeding at three artificial wetlands in Maryland to monitor water quantity and quality benefits.

The last item on the preferential list is detention structures (dry ponds) which generally only provide
shaving of peak discharge rates to a specified level. Detention ponds have little or no water quality benefits.
which accounts for their lowly position on the State preferential list. The use of extended detention is encouraged
since it allows additional time for the settling of particulate pollutants and decreases downstream erosion of the
receiving stream. The State has used a criteria that requires the runoff volume generated from the one year
frequency storm be released over a minimum of 24 hours. Recent research has indicated that even slower runoff
release rates than currently required are preferable to adequately protect stream channels (McCuen et al, 1988).
Forthcoming changes to SWM Regulations will require the use of extended detention instead of detention.

CONCLUSION

Maryland’s statewide SWM program is six years old. The decline of some of the state’s, s!r.ea.ms and rivers.
and the Chesapeake Bay was years in the making, and it will be years before SWM and other mlt~at~ves to restore
surface water quality will fully achieve that goal. What has been learned in the short term can provide guidance
for those considering the implementation of a SWM program:

1. The SWM program should have a clearly defined direction and the enabling legislation
and regulations should reflect this;

2. Innovation, research, and monitoring are needed for successful evolution of a
program;

3. A commitment to program implementation requires adequate monetary and manpower
support;
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~1. Erosion and sediment control should be included as an integral part of the program~

5. Inspection of SWM practices is critical to avoid failure due to improper construction;

6. Maintenance of SWM structures is critical. A funding mechanism, such as a
stormwater utility, is required;

7. An education and training program is essential. A lack of understanding SWM
concepts can lead to poor design, plan review, and construction;

8. Enforcement penalties for non-compliance with stormwater requirements that are
extreme enough to act as a determent are necessary;

9. Implementation of "natural engineering" techniques and practices which preserve and
enhance existing features of a site should be addressed;

Stormwater management is not an exact science and will continue to evolve as our knowledge and experience
increases. Implementation of Maryland’s program has not been a simple process.., the stormwater problem is
multifaceted and has to be approached that way.
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INTRODUCTION

The State of Maryland has implemented a number of programs designed to control nonpoint
source pollution. Maryland’s Stormwater Management Program is the cornerstone of efforts to control
urban nonpoint source pollution and has received national and international attention. This paper provides
a synopsis of State efforts to control stormwater, a review of the strengths and weaknesses of the
programs, and some observations about the implications of new federal programs and regulations for
Maryland programs. Lessons from the Maryland experience are summarized.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT IN MARYLAND

The Stormwater Management Act

Programs to control urban stormwater in Maryland are a subset of a wide variety of programs
aimed at controlling urban nonpoint source pollution. Related programs not reviewed here include, for
example, a parallel, complementary Erosion and Sediment Control Program also administered by the
Sediment and Stormwater Administration; the Department of Natural Resources’ Chesapeake Bay Critical
Areas Program; and the Department of the Environment’s Water Quality Certification Program. Figure
1 is a timeline that includes significant events in the evolution of programs to manage stormwater in
Maryland.

The Stormwater Management Act was passed by the Maryland General Assembly in 1982. The
primary goal of State and local programs established by the Act is to "maintain after development, as
nearly as possible, the predevelopment runoff characteristics." Regulations promulgated by the State in
1983 define this to mean, for quantity control for most of Maryland, on-site control of the 2 and 10 year
storm events. In addition, for quality control, the Administration has established a list of preferred
management practices. Pursuant to this list, local officials responsible for plan review are required to
investigate the feasibility of infiltration of the first half inch of runoff -- the so-called first flush that
contains most of the pollutants in runoff. If infiltration is not feasible, other practices may be used.
These other practices, in order of preference, are vegetated swales, retention ponds, extended detention
ponds, and detention facilities. The position of each practice on the list was determined primarily by its
potential to provide pollutant removal. Infiltration is preferred because it offers the highest potential for
reduction in pollutants such as sediment and phosphorus, has potential for groundwater recharge and
maintenance of base flow, and mitigates thermal impacts. All incorporated counties and municipalities
in Maryland were required to adopt ordinances, by 1984, that establish programs which, at minimum,
provide these controls on every development that disturbs more than 5,000 square feet of land and
significantly changes sit hydrology (waivers may be issued if the differences in pre- and post- two and
ten year discharge are less than 10%).
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FIGURE 1. MILESTONES IN THE EVOLUTION OF MARYLAND’S STORMUATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
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The Act is quite broad, and those who drafted it recognized that it would significantly
change the way development occurs throughout the State. The authors a~so recognized that the
mandates of the law would push technical knowledge in the area of stormwater management and
that significant assistance ~vould have to be provided to local governments to achieve successful
implementation. The Act authorized local governments to establish fee systems to cover the cost of
plr, n review and program implementation, mandated that S;:,;~ ~guL~:ory ~,,~cials re’,iew local
programs at least triennially, required that the State conduct research and provide technical assistance
and training in the application of stormwater management technology and program implementation,
and provided for civil and criminal penalties for violation of the law.

In addition to establishing minimum controls and preferred practices, the 1983 regulations
established state responsibilities, criteria for exemptions and waivers, and requirements for
construction and maintenance inspection and enforcement. State regulatory staff responsible for
program review are required to determine whether local programs are "acceptable." To be acceptable,
local programs must have (1) an approved ordinance, (2) adequate administrative procedures, (3)
adequate plan review, (4) acceptable construction inspection and enforcement, and (5) acceptable
maintenance inspection and enforcement.

Since 1982, the Administration has worked with Maryland’s 23 counties and 151
municipalities to implement local programs. Forty-;even municipalities chose to implement
programs; the remaining 104 adopted resolutions that gave the County governments the authority to
implement programs within their respective jurisdictions. The Administration has conducted 25
local program reviews, completed a number of research studies, and held several training conferences
and workshops to assist local officials. Details concerning implementation are summarized below.

St0rmwater Pr0Kram Grants-in-Aid

In 1984, as part of a legislative package known as the Chesapeake Bay Initiatives, the General
- Assembly authorized two additional programs related to stormwater management. One of these was

the Stormwater Management Grants=in=Aid Program. This program, which became effective in
1985, has allocated approximately $1.5 Million annually to local governments to assist them with
implementation. Grants-in=Aid may be used to fund personnel; to apply, local governments must
have an Administration-approved program. Criteria used to evaluate funding requests are not
rigorous and pertain mainly to the "reasonableness" of the request. In general, this refers to whether
there appears to be sufficient work to justify the proposed positions. To assist local jurisdictions in
estimating manpower requirements, the Administration provides productivity guidelines to local
jurisdictions. Most funds are used to pay plan review staff and inspectors; some clerical and
administrative positions also are funded. The grants program is competitive; some local governments
choose not to seek support. The program is not an entitlement program.

St0rmwater Pqllution q0ntrol (~ost-Share Program

The Stormwater Pollution Control Cost-Share Program, which also was authorized in 1984
and implemented in 1985, is a grant program that provides matches of up to 75% of the cost of
stormwater management retrofits -- projects to serve areas developed without stormwater
management. The o~ectives of the Cost-Share Program are to demonstrate best management
practice (BMP) pollutant removal efficiency, cost effectiveness, social acceptability, and maintenance
requirements. Grants are awarded competitively; funds for the projects are raised through the sale
of state bonds. In total, between 1984 and 1990, the General Assembly authorized $5 Million for
capital projects.

(~hesapeake Bay Agreements

In 1987, the Governors of Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, the Mayor of Washington
DC, the Chairman of the Chesapeake Bay Commission, and the Administrator of the USEPA signed
an agreement calling for a 40% reduction in nutrient loadings to the Chesapeake Bay. In 1988,
Maryland’s Nutrient Reduction Plan was completed. This Plan outlines a strategy for implementation
of the nutrient reduction objectives. In general, the Plan calls for a 40% reduction in all point and
nonpoint sources, including urban stormwater. To control urban runoff, three programs are
identified: (1) the continuation of the existing cost share program; (2) a massive new retrofit program
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to be funded by stormwater utilities; and (3) a redevelopment program aimed at "explicit management
of development intensity. No complete cost estimates for implementing these programs are       .-
available. Although direct construction costs for retrofits have been estimated at $71,000,000, this
estimate is extremely low and does not include any ancillary costs such as planning, modeling, or
design.

EFA Nonr~0int Source (~ontr01 Programs

In 1987 Congress passed the Water Quality Act, a comprehensive overhaul of the Clean Water
Act. In Section 319, the Act required that all states develop assessment and management reports that
identify and categorize sources of nonpoint pollution and outline coordinated strategies for
implementation of programs to control them. The primary goal of Maryland’s Assessment and
Management Reports is to implement the Nutrient Reduction Plan. State officials made nutrient
reduction the focus of the nonpoint source program because significant effort had been put into
developing the Nutrient Reduction FIan, quantitative goals already were in place (i.e., the 40%
reductions), and steps towards implementation already were underway. Maryland’s Assessment and
Management Reports were approved in August and December, 1989, respectively. In 1989, Congress
authorized $40 Million for implementation of nonpoint source management plans, and in March,
1990, EFA awarded to Maryland a grant for FY 1990 for $447,771.

NPDES Permit~ for St0rmwater Discharges

The 1987 Water Quality Act also directed EPA to promulgate regulations to require National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NFDES) Permits for stormwater discharges. It appears that
numerous industries and at least five major jurisdictions in Maryland will be required to apply for
permits. To receive permits, local jurisdictions must have in place, among other items, programs
to control pollutants from urban runoff from both existing and new development. Final regulations
are to be issued in July 1990. Like existing NFDES programs for wastewater treatment facilities and
hazardous waste management operations, the program is designed to be administered by the States.

Observations                          i~ii:~)

To summarize, Maryland requires by statute and regulation that local governments manage
both the quantity and quality of runoff from new development; the State assists local governments
in implementation with both program grants and technical assistance. The State also has established
a grants program for capital projects to address pollution problems in older areas developed without
stormwater controls. Since creation of these programs, the State has established an extremely
ambitious objective: a 40% reduction of nitrogen and phosphorus loadings from urban runoff from
existing areas. More recently, the USEPA has required that the State develop nonpoint source
management plans to address urban stormwater runoff. Finally, EPA will soon begin regulating some
stormwater systems and facilities. Thus, the government apparatus to manage stormwater in
Maryland includes the State’s regulatory program, two grant programs, and the nutrient reduction
program, all of which now are overlain by two federal programs, one of which is regulatory. This
may seem complicate(~ but readers should keep in mind that this is only a partial picture. We have
not described at all, for example, the State’s Erosion and Sediment Control Program, which in certain
ways is more complex than the regulatory program required under the Stormwater Management Act:
In addition, the Maryland’s Critical Areas Law establishes special stormwater-related requirements
for projects in the Critical Area (the strip of land 1000 feet wide that surrounds the high tide area
of the Chesapeake Bay). The Department of Environment’s Water Quality Certification Group has
issued special guidance and requirements for stormwater discharges into wetlands. Though
incomplete, these brief summaries provide a good snapshot of some of the major state and federal
activities that impact the stormwater management component of nonpoint source management
program.
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IMPLEMENTATION

We provide here some results -- an overview of the status of implementation of each of the
programs summarized above. We conclude this section with a subjective evaluation of progress.
When possible, we make judgements of both technical progress (i.e., an assessment of progress
towards objectives) and administrative performance.

The Stormwater Management Act and Implementation of Local Programs

Local jurisdictions implemented stormwater management programs in 1984 following
approval of local ordinances by the Administration. In late 1984 and early 1985, the State completed
a cursory review to determine whether the local jurisdictions had begun implementation. The data
that were collected were used to set priorities for the first round of triennial field reviews. To date,
the Administration has reviewed all the counties but one and Baltimore City (a total of 23
jurisdictions have been reviewed). None of the 47 smaller municipalities that opted to implement
their own programs has been reviewed. Using the five criteria noted above, the Administration
determined that 13 of the programs were acceptable; 10 were found to be unacceptable. Since the
initial review, two programs have been brought into compliance and are now acceptable. Presently,
according to the most recent data available, 15 of the major programs in the State are acceptable,
while 8 are unacceptable (Table 1).

These findings require some interpretation. Per the regulations (COMAR 26.09.01 ), programs
can be unacceptable if they are deficient in any of the categories. In general, programs found to be
deficient had inadequate administrative procedures or documentation in files, were failing to provide
adequate plan review, were issuing waivers for too many projects, or were failing to provide
adequate construction inspection. Reviewers during the first round of reviews essentially ignored
the issue of maintenance: the program was too new for local officials to establish a performance
record in this area. While a about a third of the counties apparently are operating unacceptable
programs, these data may be misleading. Many of the findings were made four to five years ago
when programs were new and few data were available for evaluation. During the early reviews,
programs were judged to be acceptable if all programs elements were in place; track records for
performance evaluations were not available. The findings of program evaluations are summarized
by year in Table 2. We conclude from these data that the Administration has become more stringent
in its review of local programs. This makes sense; as local officials gain experience, it seems
reasonable to expect more of them. However, given that almost a third of the programs were last
revie~ved in 1985 and 1986 when reviews were less rigorous, it may be that more than eight of the
major jurisdictions are not operating acceptably.

Although a number of programs may be unacceptable, it is difficult to judge what this means
in terms of environmental impact. For example, a finding of unacceptable for failure to provide
adequate documentation in plan review files may be nothing more than a paper deficiency. On the
other hand, it may be a clue that local officials are issuing waivers in situations in which stormwater
management, at least quality controls, ought be required. In and of itself, issuance of a waiver may
not be significant, either in terms or runoff quantity or quality. However, the cumulative effects
of waiving projects are precisely those that the regulations are intended to prevent.

Several proble~ns emerged consistently during the reviews. These include the issuance of
waivers for development of agricultural land in row crops because hydrologic models show that
runoff volumes will decrease following development, failure to adhere to the preference list for
facilities, no construction inspections, failures to require submittal of as-built plans, no maintenance
of facilities (including failure to maintain inventories), and the failure to notify homeowners’
associations that responsibility for maintenance had been transferred to them. While some of these
problems can and have been corrected during the review process, others will require changes in
regulations.
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Table I. Most Recent Sediment and Stormwater Administration Stormwater Reviews.                    ,.

County/
Cit.~_v Date of Review Finding

Allegany 2/87 Acceptable
Anne Arundel 6/89 Acceptable
Baltimore County 4/86 Acceptable
Baltimore City 4/87 Acceptable
Calvert 10/85 Acceptable
Caroline 4/87 Unacceptable
Carroll 4/86 Acceptable
Cecil 3/90 Acceptable
Charles 11/85 Acceptable
Dorchester 4/87 Acceptable .
Frederick 5/89 Unacceptable
Garrett 7/97 Acceptable
Harford 8/87 Unacceptable
Howard 10/88 Unacceptable
Kent 3/87 Unacceptable
Montgomery 1/88 Acceptable
Prince George’s 11/86 Acceptable
Queen Anne’s 4/90 Acceptable
Somerset 9/89 Unacceptable
St. Mary’s 3/86 Unacceptable
Talbot 9/89 Unacceptable
Washington Ongoing
Wicomico 4/86 Acceptable
Worcester I I/85 Acceptable ~

Current Status: 15 Acceptable (65%)
8 Unacceptable (35%)

(Note: Programs in Cecil and Anne Arundel Counties initially were found unacceptable but in
rereviews were found to be acceptable.)

Table 2. Findings of Program Reviews by Year.

Jurisdictions         Jurisdictions
found                found

Year         Acceptable           Unacceptable        Review~

1985        3              0            3
1986        4              I             5
1987         4               3             7
1988        1              2            3
1989"            1                     ~                  5
1990"             2                        0                     2

Total 15 !() 25

* Includes one re-review in which one count. ~ t, ,~,~raded from unacceptable to acceptable.
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In assessing the review process, we also examined our own performance. First, reviews have
not been completed as frequently as required by the Stormwater Management Act. Not only have
the major jurisdictions not been reviewed triennially (in 1990 a second round of reviews should be
completed), but only one of the ,17 municipalities (Baltimore City) which elected to implement their
own programs has been reviewed. The failure to achieve timely reviews is attributable primarily to
staff shortages; only two to three individuals have been available at any one time to undertake
reviews, and these individuals also have had other responsibilities.

The 23 reviews completed initially have been conducted by nine individuals, mcluc~ing several
engineers, a geographer, and a planner. Despite general guidance in the regulations, reviewers have
emphasized different criteria, and the reviews reflect this. We examined each of the reviews in detail
to determine if the reviewers addressed the same program elements. We established seventeen items
pertinent to the review and noted whether reviewers commented on that program aspect. For
example, we found that each review included a summary comment on the quality of plan review, but
that comments about the quality of hydrologic and hydraulic calculations were included in only 15
of the 23 reviews. Seventeen of the reviews included the number of inspectors on staff, but only
eight noted the types of enforcement tools available to the inspectors, and nine reviewers included
findings relative to enforcement activity and the use of enforcement tools. Of the 17 program
elements that were included in the review, the only single program element that was mentioned
explicitly in each of the 23 initial reviews was the quality of plan review and design. Staff
responsible for program review have used the assessment of past reviews to develop new procedures
for conducting triennial reviews to ensure consistency in administration. These include a
requirement for annual administrative reviews based on d~ta supplied by each local jurisdiction in
a detailed 20 page data form.

Stormwater Program Grants=in=Aid

Data on the program grants=in=aid awarded by the Administration are presented in
Table 3. Between 1985 and 1988, the State of Maryland has awarded almost $9 Million in grants-
in=aid. Twenty=one of Maryland’s 23 Counties have requested and received funds; nine of the 47
municipalities have requested and received funds. Slightly over 82% of the total funds have been
awarded to counties; almost 18% has been awarded to municipalities. Of the counties that have
received funds, I,1 of the programs at the last review were acceptable; seven were unacceptable. One
of the two counties that has not requested funds was unacceptable; a review has not been completed
for the other. The City of Baltimore is the only municipality to receive funds that has been
reviewed. In sum, 65% of the grants has gone to counties with acceptable programs; just over 17%
has gone to counties with unacceptable programs. Just over 6% of the total grants has been given
to Baltimore City, which operates an acceptable program. Frogram reviews have not been completed
for the other eight municipalities that have received almost 12% of the total awards.

It is difficult to assess the effect that the grants have had on jurisdictions responsible for
implementing stormwater programs, let alone the eiTects of the grants on mitigating adverse effects
of development on water resources. We do.not even know, for example, the percentage of each local
stormwater budget that is comprised of state funds. Thus, we cannot assess the extent to which state
funds have helped local jurisdictions to establish success)’ul program. We noted above that just over
17% of the grants ($I,~56 Million) has been allocated to seven counties that operate unacceptable
programs; we do believe that the number of unacceptable programs would be higher if state funds
were not available.

With respect to impact on the environment, enough data are available for us to make a general
assessment of whether the funds are being allocated to the "right" jurisdictions. Intuitively, we would
hope to grant funds to those jurisdictions where the greatest impact on the environment is occurring,
which is, in this case, where the most amount o) d~.,#l,>p~ent is occurring. We present in Table 4
the total funds granted to each major jurisdiction ~’~.t .,, ~.,,n I~85 and 1990 along with the total number
of housing starts between 1985 and 1988. AIthou,~h lhe grants are not tied directly to development
levels, we would expect to see the funds track the ,It, #l,.p~ent. This generally seems to be the case:
the difference between the percentage of total )u:~,’., r,~:e~ed and the percentage of total housing
starts in most cases is very small. We conclude ~# ~ .:!,),,~ng: for those smaller jurisdictions, the
percentage of funds received generally correspond, : ~ :~ ~e:~entage of housing starts. However,
among the larger jurisdictions, there is greater ~a~ ~’q ) ~ ~ample, Prince George’s County has
received more than 22% of the total grants, althou~: " " :,.:rcent of the total housing starts have
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Table 4.Stormwater Grants-in-Aid and Housing Starts

Program
G~ants

COUNTIES               TOTAL            PERCENT OF            HOUSING          PERCENT OF
FY 1985          TOTAL GRANTS          STARTS           TOTAL
FY 1990                                         1985-1988

Allegany                   219,542               2.4%                       877          0.5%
Anne Arundel              798,304               8.9%                   15,429          9.3%
Baltimore                 695,750              7.8%                  21,222        12.8%
Calvert                      197,451                2.2%                      3,515          2.1%
Caroline                         0              0.0%                     954         0.6%
Carroll                     165 049               1.8%                     6,698          4.0%
Cecil                         108 707                1.2%                      3,252          2.0%
Charles                     344 645               3.8%                     6,242          3.8%
Dorchester                127 409               1.4%                      721         0.4%
Frederick                  75 234              0.8%                   7,844         4.7%
Harford                     442 359               4.9%                   11,338          6.8%
Howard                      309 855               3.5%                   15,805          9.5%
Garrett                     134 840               1.5%                     1,200          0.7%
Kent                      128 917             1.4%                     399        0.2%
Montgomery                 622 146               6.9%                   30,342        18.3%
Prince George’s        2010 816             22.4%                  20,121        12.2%
Queen Anne                173 204               1.9%                    2,182         1.3%
Somerset                     8 790              0.1%                      674         0.4%
St. Mary’s                 533 382                6.0%                      3,327          2.0%
Talbot                         65 751                0.7%                      1,426          0.9%
Washington                        0              0.0%                    2,955         1.8%
Wicomico                  203,862              2.3%                    2,829         1.7%
Worcester                   13,477               0.2%                     3,730          2.3%



occurred within the County. For Baltimore, Howard, and Montgomery Counties and Baltimore City,
the l~ercentage of housing starts that have occurred in the jurisdiction is higher than the l~ercentage
of total i~rogram grants that have been awarded to the jurisdiction. Howard County is the only one
of these five major jurisdictions that had an unaccel~table l~rogram at the time of review. It atgl~ears
that local officials in Prince George’s County have been more ~ggressive in seeking funds than other
local jurisdictions. One other I~rogram that stands out in this crude analysis is St. Mary’s County.
St. Mary’s County has received ai~l~roximately 6% of the total grants awarded, although the number
of housing starts in the area coml~rises just two I~ercent of the total. Desl~ite receiving funds
disl~rOl~ortionate to develol~ment activity, St. Mary’s i~rogram was unaccelgtable at the time of the last
review.

Stormwater Pollution Control C0st-Share Grants

Since 1984, the General Assembly has authorized al~lgroximately $5 Million for stormwater
l~ollution control grants. The Sediment and Stormwater Administration has obligated 47 grants
totalling $4.97 Million. The funds have been used to SUl~l~ort a variety of i~rojects, including seven
infiltration facilities, 19 extended detention facilities with wetlands, two extended detention dry
19onds, eight wetlands, one sand filter, and 10 other I~ractices. The i~rojects are at various stages of
iml~lementation.

Overall, 14 jurisdictions have received cost-share grants (11 counties and three
munici~,alities). Of the counties that received grants, four had unacce~,table stormwater I~rograms
at the time of the last review. Two of the municilgalities that received grants never have been
reviewed. Prince George’s County has received a dis~,rol~ortionate share of funds (2 !.7%); Baltimore
County has received an unexi~ectedly small share (3%; Table 5). Like the grants-in-aid, the cost
share l~rogram is not an entitlement i~rogram. Since retrofits are not recluired by state law or
regulation, the effort l~Ut forth at the local level to identify and rectify stormwater I~ollution
I~roblems varies greatly. To a significant degree, the allocation of cost-share funds to local
jurisdictions reflects the Sol~histication of local ~,rograms.

Table 5. Stormwater Pollution Control Cost Share Grants by County.

County Number of
City ~ Total Funds ($~ Percent 9f Fund~

Allegany 1 65,000 1.3%
Anne Arundel 5 777,000 15.6%
Baltimore 2 147,000 3.0%
Calvert 1 24,578 0.5%
Caroline 1 25,000 0.5%
Dorchester 2 320,908 6.5%
Harford " 4 416,750 8.4%
Howard l 37,500 0.8%
Kent 1 45,000 0.9%
Montgomery 9 826,000 16.6%
Prince George’s 12 1,080,000 21.7%

Baltimore City 3 628,508 12.6%
Crisfield 1 303,750 6.1%
Ocean City 4 272,400 5.5%

Total 47 4,969,394 100%
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Chesat~eake Bay Agreements

Regionally, implementation of the Chesapeake Bay Agreements is being coordinated through
an Interstate Implementation Committee. In Maryland, The Sediment and Stormwater Administration
has been designated as the lead agency for nonpoint source pollution controls. An Interagency
Steering Committee has been established to coordinate all state-wide efforts to control all types of
nonpoint source pollution, including nutrients, conventional pollutants, and tonics. The Committee
presently is upda~,~g Maryland’s Nutrient Xeduction Plan, which is the best developed statement of
the State’s overall efforts to control pollution in the Bay. Sections of the Nutrient Reduction Plan
concerning nonpoint pollution have been extracted and used to develop Maryland’s nonpoint source
management plan for USEPA pursuant to Section 319 of the Water Quality Act. Specific
implementation activities have included extensive retrofit efforts in selected or targeted watersheds.

EPA Nonpoint Source Control Programs

While the State of Maryland has been active in stormwater management, direct federal
support for implementation of related nonpoint source management programs has evolved more
recently. The State of Maryland has redefined existing programs to control nonpoint pollution in the
Bay, particularly the Chesapeake Bay nutrient reduction plan, to fit into the framework outlined by
EPA pursuant to Section 319 of the Clean Water Act. In March, 1990, the State of Maryland
received its first nonpoint source implementation grant. Projects, activities, and items funded
include:

1. One staff position to coordinate nonpoint source programs;
2. Two staff positions to implement stormwater utilities;
3. One stormwater retrofit project manager;
4.Four agricultural soil conservation planners;
5.Groundwater modeling study;

use project;6. Demonstration wetlands joint
7. Cooperative Extension Service nonpoint source conference.

These projects were identified by a statewide, interagency task force that was created to
guide implementation of projects funded by EPA. As is evident from the projects, about half of the
programs are for projects related to urban nonpoint source programs. The coordinator position will
be based in the Sediment and Stormwater Administration to strengthen existing programs. The staff
to assist with utilities will build on ongoing technical assistance activities to help local jurisdictions
identify adequate financing for programs, and the stormwater retrofit project manager will improve
the existing cost-share program by strengthening management capabilities, including capabilities for
project evaluation. At this time, we anticipate that funds will be available under Section 319 for the
next three or four years and that in years hence funds will be used increasingly for implementation
of capital and educational projects.

NPDE$ Permits for S_tprmwater Discharges

EPA expects to issue final regulations for implementation of the permit system in late July
or August of 1990. The State of Maryland has determined that municipal permits will be issued by
the Sediment and Stormwater Administration; industrial permits will be issued by the Hazardous and
Solid Waste Management Administration. While details of the permitting program have not been
developed, it is clear that implementation of the program will require substantial effort and resources
not presently available to the Administration.

Administration

Primary responsibility for implementation of the Stormwater Management Act initially was
delegated to the Sediment and Stormwater Division within the Maryland Department of Natural
Resources (DNR). In 1984, the Division included only three staff members. In 1987, a new
Department of the Environment (MDE) was created, and programs were transferred from DNR to
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LESSONS LEARNED

To sum up, the State has made significant investments in managing stormwater. Since 1984,
the State has awarded $9 Million in program grants-in=aid and about $5 Million for pollution control
cost share projects. We estimate that the annual costs to administer these programs (including
stormwater regulatory reviews) is about $1 Million annually. We believe these investments have

best management practices (BMPs) have been built in Maryland. Most of these are functioning,
though perhaps not as designed. With respect to existing programs, we need to improve in a number
of are~, both at the local and state levels. The pending stormwater regulations have the potential
to significantly impact the Administration’s current operations and budget. We are not optimistic
that implementation of new federal permit requirements will proceed smoothly. For example, the
draft regulations specify that, to obtain a permit, local governments must have water quality
monitoring and modeling programs as well as stormwater management programs, sediment and
erosion control programs, retrofit programs similar to those already in place in Maryland. These will
require significant new resources. We would like to share the following observations.

* State law and regulations are making a difference. On-site controls are helping to mitigate the
effects of urbanization. With respect to pollution control, however, these controls simply slow the
rate of pollution. BMPs are not 100% effective. Kegulators and stormwater managers should be
emphatic about the limitations of the practices that are being

* Effective stormwater management requires a commitment by elected decision makers at the local
level. Despite the existence of state regulations and technical assistance activities, a number of
programs at the local level in Maryland are not acceptable. We believe that this results, in large part,
from the failure of local officials to allocate adequate resources to the programs. This is particularly
a problem in moderately populated jurisdictions that now are experiencing significant growth.

* Given that BMPs have limitations in their ability to control pollutants, growth management must
be viewed as a key element of nonpoint source control efforts. Planning at the watershed scale to
mitigate against nonpoint source pollution will be required for.efficient allocation of scarce resources.
For example, major, yet-to-be defined elements of Maryland’s Nutrient Reduction Plan involve
definition of growth management objectives through watershed planning processes.

* The State’s plans for implementation of the federal NPDES program are not well developed. We
do not know at this time exactly what the regulations will require or the number of people that will
be required to administer the permit system -- even though, according to timetables set forth by
EPA, implementation should be occurring.

* Finally, the Maryland experience suggests that evolution of programs will be required to control
urban nonpoint source pollution effectively. Despite the existence of path breaking regulations and
significant financial and technical assistance, there have been problems with implementation.
Recognition of the p.=ervasiveness of the nonpoint source problem a,,d the limitations of even
innovative structural approaches leads to the conclusion that growth management approaches are
essential; Maryland’s program must evolve to incorporate these. Responding to federal regulatory
requirements will require additional new elements in the State’s stormwater programs. Continual
evaluation and reevaluation will be essential to achievement of objectives.
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MDE. The Division was elevated to the Sediment and Stormwater Administration (SSA), an
organizational leap of two steps. The Administration now includes three programs: (1) the Policy
and Evaluation Program, which is responsible for local program reviews, (2) the Construction
Management Program, which administers the two State grant programs, and (3) the Compliance
Program, which is responsible for sediment and erosion control inspection and enforcement and is
the largest program. Table 6 includes a summary of the Administration budget and num~:,: ,~"
for Fiscal Years 1987 through 1991. The budget remained relatively constant between FY 1987 and
FY 1989, but i,creased significantly between FY 1989 and FY 1991. The growth primarily has been
for more inspectors to strengthen the erosion and sediment control inspection and enforcement. The
Compliance Program is by far the largest in the Administration, accounting for over two-thirds of
the staff (in FY 1990), very few of whom have any involvement with stormwater management. The
Construction Management Program is the second largest in terms of budget and personnel. The FY
1991 budget figures for this program include, however, about $1.6 Million for the Stormwater
Program Grants-in-Aid, about 89% of the Program budget. The Policy and Evaluation Program,
which has primary responsibility for review of local stormwater programs, is the ~,-ii,iiies~ oi" the three
Program, accounts for fewer than 10% of the Administration ~mployees and about 12% of the
Administration Budget. The Division responsible for review of local programs presently includes
~;tiy three staff members.

Excluding administrative and clerical staff, approximately five to six technical staff (planners
and engineers) actually work to administer stormwater regulations and grant programs. No new
positions have been authorized to the Administration specifically for development of programs to
achieve the 40% reductions in nutrients in urban nonpoint source loadings to the Bay, although the
sediment and erosion control initiatives work towards this goal. The Sediment and Stormwater
Administration has been designated the lead agency in Maryland to administer EPA’s nonpoint source
programs; the 319 grant will fund four additional staff people in the SSA. The SSA also has been
assigned responsibility for development and administration of the NPDES system; however, no
positions have been authorized to assist with development of the program.

Table 6. Sediment and Stormwater Administration, Staff and Budget.

Fiscal Year 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Budget (Million $)

Policy and Evaluation 0.6
Construction Management 1.8Compliance i .4
Other Grants and Administration 1.1

Total Budget " 3.3 3.2 3.4 4.1 4.9

Permanent Positions

Policy and Evaluation 5
Construction Management 8
Compliance 39
Other Grants and Administration 6

Permanent
Positions 46 44 43 58 58
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INTRODUCTION

Since 1984, the Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE), has been mandated by law to
periodically, but at least once every three years, inspect and review county and municipal stormwater
management programs. All 23 counties have been formally evaluated at least once. To help meet the
statutory requirements for stormwater management program review, the MDE’s Sediment and Stormwater
Administration (SSA) developed a data form designed to routinely provide a comprehensive description of
local programs. The data form is used to evaluate whether a jurisdiction’s procedures are adequate to
administer an effective stormwater management program. The first data form requested information for
the years 1985-90 and was sent to the counties in March, 1990. All but one form has been received by
the SSA. A sample data form is attached (Appendix 1). The results of the administrative evaluations are
summarized below and provide an overview of how well the State’s stormwater management program is
being implemented.

PROGRAM REVIEW CRITERIA

According to State Stormwater Management Regulations (COMAR 26.09.02.), to be found acceptable, a
stormwater management program must have: an Administration approved ordinance; planning and
approval processes that provide stormwater management for all development subject to the ordinance and
information necessary to review proposed facility construction and maintenance measures; and inspection
and enforcement procedures that ensure proper construction and maintenance of facilities. The data form
was designed to provide specific information regarding these program elements. Additional information
regarding program activity (e.g., number of plan reviews, inspections, enforcement actions, personnel,
and budget information) was also requested.

EVALUATION OF THE LOCAL PROGRAMS

Ordinance, Regulation, and Policy

Maryland’s Stormwater Management Act (Environment Article, Title 4, Subtitle 2) required counties and
municipalities to adopt ordinances necessary to implement effective stormwater management programs by
July, 1984. Each local ordinance is required to provide for: submission and approval of stormwater
management plans; exemptions and waivers; criteria and procedures for stormwater management; proper
implementation of stormwater management in accordance with approved plans; maintenance
responsibilities and requirements including periodic inspection; and penalties for noncompliance. All
County stormwater management ordinances received State approval by 1985. However, five jurisdictions
were found to have unacceptable ordinances during the recent administrative evaluations. In one instance,
a Zoning Ordinance was being used to administer the individual iocality’s stormwater management
program. Many of the required provisions, as stated above, were missing from the ordinances determined
to be unacceptable. Similarly, the required construction and/or maintenance inspection and enforcement
provisions were missing in 7 ordinances. Although 7 jurisdictions reported pending changes to their
ordinances, 12 additional ordinances require minor modifications in order to maintain consistency with
current State law and regulations. Proper references to State agencies and Code of Maryland Regulations
(COMAR) were the typical changes needed to most of the ordinances requiring modification.
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Maryland regulations require stormwater management for all development activities except: additions or
modifications to existing single-family detached residential structures; developments that do not disturb
over 5,000 square feet of land area; land development activities that the SSA determines will be regulated
under specific State laws which provide for managing stormwater runoff; and residential developments            .
consisting of single-family houses, each on a lot of 2 acres or greater. One jurisdiction exempts
redevelopment projects provided that the site size does not exceed the original development area and that
the runoff characteristics are not changed. Additionally, another jurisdiction exempts development
activities on agricultural property instead of agricultural land management activities. Five ordinances
contain "grandfather" clauses that set forth procedures for exempting stormwater management for projects
approved prior to the adoption of the local jurisdiction’s ordinance. These provisions may have been
warranted as a transitional mechanism during the onset of local stormwater management programs,
however, their continuation is inappropriate.

Local ordinances may contain stormwater management waiver policies for individual developments,
provided that they have been approved by the SSA. The SSA will approve local waiver policies if they
ensure that developments, based on a case-by-case review, will not adversely impact stream quality due to
channel erosion, pollution, sedimentation, and local flooding. Typical waiver provisions that are approved
by the SSA include: developments that do not generate more than a 10 percent increase in the 2-year pre-
development peak discharge rate; sites that are completely surrounded by existing developed areas which
are served by an existing network of public storm drainage systems of adequate capacity to accommodate
the runoff from the additional development; or when provisions tO control direct outfall to tidewater are
provided. A development may be eligible for a waiver of stormwater management quantitative control if
the applicant can conclusively demonstrate that the first one-half inch of runoff can be managed according
to the infiltration standards and specifications promulgated by the SSA. The SSA typically recommends
that alternate water quality facilities should be provided when the required soils tests eliminate infiltration
as a viable practice.

Only four jurisdictions specifically require quality control in their ordinances. Two additional jurisdictions     ....?~.
require quality control in a directives document used for the administration of their stormwater
management programs. Two jurisdictions waive stormwater management requirements if project
development occurs in watersheds less than 5 acres or on lots of 2 acres or less provided that an adequate
storm drain system exists. Similarly, one jurisdiction allows stormwater management to be waived for
residential developments consisting of single-family houses on lots of 40,000 square feet or greater while
another allows waivers for residential subdivisions that do not create new streets and has frontage on any
county maintained road. From a conceptual standpoint, complete development of a watershed could occur
without benefit of stormwater management if these waiver provisions are widely applied.

Furthermore, one jurisdiction grants waivers on the basis of high groundwater conditions. Infiltration may
not be practicable for stormwater management in this instance, however, shallow marshes, wetland ponds,
or other alternative measures may be possible. Another waiver provision used by a local jurisdiction,
termed "rapid release", is predicated on the notion that a particular site’s peak discharge can be passed
prior to the overall watershed’s peak discharge. This timed discharge could in fact be proven true at a
specific point of investigation, however, somewhere downstream the adverse effects of not implementing
stormwater management may be realized. The SSA believes that the intent of the State’s stormwater
management program is being subjugated by all of these exemption and waiver provisions. Typical
recommendations made to localities included eliminating these provisions and a significant effort will be
made during future triennial evaluations to ensure that all waiver policies are acceptable and appropriate.

Administrative Procedures

Stormwater management program implementation is typically administered by the local Department of
Planning and Zoning, Department of Public Works, or Department of Engineering. In one jurisdiction,
the County Highway Department administers implementation of the stormwater management program.
Others use various County Departments of the Environment. Written policies, guidelines, or checlOists
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outlining the planning and regulatory requirements are an important component for the proper
implementation and administration of local stormwater management programs. In addition to their
stormwater management ordinance, 12 jurisdictions supplement their program implementation by use of
procedural guidance documents. Design manuals, standard operating procedures, and plan submission
packages are the most common types of guidance used. These documents reiterate the requirements
contained in local ordinances and often establish additional minimum requirements for plan development
and submittal. Comprehensive and consistent implementation of local programs can be obtained by
clarifying the multitude of procedures that may be required to address appropriate project development.
Accordingly, the SSA recommended that the remaining jurisdictions develop and implement written
policies and procedures for plan submittal and permit issuance to provide guidance to the development and
engineering communities, as well as local staff. As required by State law, building or grading permits are
to be issued only after stormwater management plan approval has occurred. Procedurally, all jurisdictions
reported that building and grading permits are not issued until stormwater management plan approval has
occurred.

Plan Review and Approval

Stormwater management plan review is typically administered by the local Department of Public Works,
Department of Engineering, or Soil Conservation District. Only 9 jurisdictions were found to have
complete and adequate procedure documents for the plan review process. Statewide, a total of 225,960
building permits were issued for FY85-89. Figure 1 shows that 13,110 of the building permits issued
required submittal of storrnw~er management plans for review.

Stormwater Plans and F=,cilitles Required

@     2     4     ¯ ~    10    12    14

Figure 1

Minor development (house additions, pools, decks, etc.) typically accounts for the majority of building
permits issued by local jurisdictions. Additionally, out of the 13,1 I0 projects requiring stormwater
management plan review, %103 were granted waivers. Statewide, approximately 75% of the requests for
stormwater management waivers have been granted. Seven jurisdictions reported that they have granted
each and every waiver requested. The number of waivers granted (7,103) greatly outnumber the
stormwater management facilities that have been required (5,856).

Many requests for quantity control waivers may be granted if a local jurisdiction allows waivers for
projects that generate less than a 10% increase in the 2-year pre-development peak discharge. In an
attempt to reduce the number of waivers for quantity control, three jurisdictions have restricted the way
that pre-development runoff conditions are computed. One jurisdiction requires pre-development runoff to
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be computed using a "meadow" land use condition making the difference between pre-development and
post-development peak discharges more pronounced. Similarly, two jurisdictions require the pre-
development curve number to be averaged over the three year period preceding development. The SSA
recommends that pre-deveiopment land use conditions be specified in jurisdictions where waivers are
granted liberally.

Figure 2

Maryland’s regulations require that stormwater management be implemented according to the following
order of preference: on-site infiltration of runoff; flow attenuation by use of open vegetated swales and
natural depressions; retention structures; and detention structures. The preferred order of facilities is
related to the water quality benefits of each practice. As shown in Figure 2, 1,562 (28%) of the 5,656
required stormwater management facilities have been infiltration practices. Vegetated swales account for
152 (3 %) of the 5,656 facilities required for stormwater management. Additionally, 1,108 (65 %) of the
1,709 ponds have been detention or extended detention structures while 601 (35%) have been
wetland/shallow marshes or retention structures. A total of 1656 (29%) of the structures were reported as
Other stormwater management facilities.

Inspection and Enforcement

For the most part, local Departments of Public Works are responsible for inspection and enforcement of
stormwater management construction and maintenance. In two jurisdictions, the County Highway
Department is responsible for inspection and enforcement and the Department of Planning and Zoning in
two others. As stated in the ordinance section of this report, seven of the local ordinances do not contain
the required stormwater inspection and enforcement provisions. These requirements are to provide for the
proper implementation of stormwater management in accordance with the approved plan; maintenance
responsibilities and requirements including periodic inspection; and penalties for noncompliance with the
ordinances including suspension of construction activities when appropriate. Policies and procedures for
guidance of stormwater management facility inspection and enforcement requirements were found to be
adequate in 5 of the 22 jurisdictions reviewed.

The local jurisdiction or a registered professional engineer licensed in Maryland is required to conduct
inspections at specific stages during stormwater management facility construction. Although 18
jurisdictions reported that they conduct periodic construction inspections, 15 do not require engineering
certification at specific stages of stormwater facility construction. Four of the 15 jurisdictions thai do not       : .
require engineering certification also reported that they do not conduct regular stormwater facility ....
construction inspections. Furthermore, one of these 4 jurisdictions and 6 others do not require as-built
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final plans upon completion of the stormwater facility. A total of 3,122 (55%) of the 5,656 required
stormwater facilities have been constructed for the period 1985-90. A total of 1,431 facilities were
reported to be under construction during FY90. This leaves 1,203 facilities that are unaccounted for. A
total of 35,898 inspections have been conducted as a result of past and current construction activities.
This results in an average of 8 construction inspections for each completed facility.

o

According to State stormwater regulations, inspection and preventive maintenance is to be ensured by local
jurisdictions for all infiltration systems, retention, and detention structures. Inspections are to be
conducted during the first year of facility operation and at least once every three years thereafter. Five
jurisdictions reported that they do not conduct the required maintenance inspections and an additional eight
did not report any history of maintenance inspections. A total of 1,637 maintenance inspections of
privately owned and 756 inspections of publicly owned stormwater management facilities have been
performed. Typically, the local agency responsible for construction inspection also conducts maintenance
inspections. However, one particular program segregates the responsibility for maintenance inspection
between two separate local agencies. One agency inspects publicly owned facilities while the other
inspects privately owned facilities.

Noncompliance with provisions of local stormwater management ordinances are subject to penalties
including suspension of construction activities when appropriate. Criminal action, civil action, or
injunctive relief are the typical penalties specified in local ordinances. Documentation of enforcement
efforts was not reported for 13 jurisdictions. A total of 793 (2%) of the 35,898 construction inspections
resulted in enforcement action. A total of 256 (16%) of the 1637 maintenance inspections of privately
owned facilities have resulted in enforcement action.

Personnel and Budeets

Adequate personnel and financial resources are essential components of any successful stormwater
management program. As reported in the data forms received, a total of 152 full time positions are
allocated for stormwater management program administration (see Figure 3). On a statewide basis, this is
an average of 7 full-time positions in each County.

Statewide Program Staffing

Figure 3

Only 4 jurisdictions reported that they include separate line items in their budget for stormwater
management related expenditures. Totals from the data forms indicate that the estimated annual operating
expenses for stormwater management in 1990 was $3,939,476.00. This includes expenses for
administration, plan review, inspection, and maintenance.
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Capital improvement expenditures were estimated to be $13,235,500.00 for 1990. This would include
expenses for land acquisition (including easements and fights-of-way), and the study, engineering, design,
purchase, construction, expansion, repair, maintenance, landscaping, and inspection of public stormwater
management systems. The total expenditures for stormwater management was $17,174,976.00 for 1990.

StaIewide Program Rnancing 1990

¯ S 10 IS ~0 ~

Figure 4

Total revenues generated to finance stormwater management were reported to be $22,324,827.00 for
1990. These revenues include property laxes, plan review fees, inspection fees, fees-in-lieu of providing
on-site stormwater facility construction, state grants, special assessments, and other sources (see Figure 5).

.:-~ ~,

This leaves a surplus balance of $4,050,654.00 without consideration for the expenditures needed for off-
site stormwater facility construction that will be necessary as a result of collecting fees-in-lieu. The
annual expenditures for capital improvements for stormwater management has averaged $6,320,250.00
since 1987.

Revenue Sources

Feee-ln-U~

Figure 5
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Seven jurisdictions reported that they require plan review fees and one requires an inspection fee. The
combined revenue from both of these sources in 1990 was $1,406,813.00. The total revenue generated
from plan review and inspection fees accounts for 6% of the total revenue required to support local
stormwater management programs.

SUMMARY

Five programs were found to be unacceptable during the recent administrative evaluations. On an
individual basis, 5 of the 22 jurisdictions were found to have adequate policies and procedures to
effectively implement an acceptable stormwater management program. Three programs required only
minor improvements to be considered acceptable while nine were in need of major improvements. As
stated above, the required construction inspection, maintenance inspection, and enforcement provisions are
missing in many ordinances. Without these provisions it is unlikely that the local jurisdiction would have
an adequate foundation for successful legal action in the event improper stormwater facility construction or
maintenance occurs.

Application and procedural documents need to be developed that ensure consistent and comprehensive
administration of local programs. Water quality goals for stormwater are being addressed by only a few
jurisdictions. Similarly, construction and maintenance inspections are not being conducted as required by
State regulations or local ordinances. This failure to ensure proper facility construction and maintenance
could result in jeopardizing public safety. Furthermore, the lack of documentation regarding maintenance
inspection and enforcement efforts indicates that these program elements have not been a priority for local
jurisdictions.

Present staffing levels appear to be adequate to administer effective stormwater management programs.
However, current revenues are less than the needed expenditures required to sustain the current operating
expenses for local stormwater management programs. The local jurisdictions need to acquire additional
sources of revenue to cover the cost of the services they provide.

The administrative evaluations of the data forms indicate that program deficiencies exist in many local
jurisdictions. Implementation of the SSA’s recommendations for program improvement will result in
meeting State and local stormwater management goals. As a result of these administrative evaluations, the
findings can serve as a guide for the triennial review process. Review personnel will know what
information needs to be verified and also be aware of any procedural deficiencies. Hopefully, this will
result in a more timely review process and it is anticipated that the SSA will be able to maintain its review
per the required frequency. Additionally, the SSA can tailor the review process to provide the
information and education necessary for each jurisdiction to initiate the needed program improvements.
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MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT
SEDIMENT AND STORMWATER ADMINISTRATION

DATA FORM FOR LOCAL STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM REVIEWS

Jurisdiction 22 of the 23 C~umt£e8 have re~r~ed Date FebruarT 14, 1992

Bold numbers in parenthesis or small numbers equal the number
of jurisdictions indicating a response leg. (00),(03), 02, 11].

Small, bold type in the narrative sections of the data form
indicates a representative response of various local
jurisdictions.

Local liaison for program review

Name

Title

Address

Phone

INCLUDE PROGRAM REVIEW ATTACHMENTS FOR YOUR JURISDICTION:

i. Ordinance, Regulation, and Policy
2. Administrative Procedures
3. Plan Review and Approval Procedures
4. Construction Inspection and Enforcement Procedures
5. Maintenance Inspection and Enforcement Procedures
6. Program Activity (including an organizational chart)

Each of these attachments will be used to evaluate whether the
jurisdiction’s stormwater management program is acceptable pursuant to
stormwater management regulations (COMAR 26.09.01 - 26.09.10). To be
found acceptable, a stormwater management program shall have:

(a) an Administration-approved ordinance in effect (i);
(b) planning and approval processes that provide stormwater management

for every development subject to the ordinance and information
necessary to review proposed facility construction and
maintenance measures (2,3); and

(c) inspection and enforcement procedures that ensure proper
construction and maintenance of facilities (4,5,6).

The numbers in parentheses following the regulatory requirements refer
to the numbers of the program attachments listed above. The program.
attachments have been cross-referenced with the regulatory requirements
so that it is clear why the information is being requested.

1
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d. How does your jurisdiction evaluate stormwater management
requirements, approve plans, and conduct construction and maintenance
inspections for its own capital projects?

3. PLAN REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCEDURES

a. Are checklists used to guide plan reviews?

01 NO     (07) ===> Why not?    Ordinance is used to provide plan
review guidance.

02 YES (15) ===> Enclose copies.
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(Attach additional sheets if necessary)

c. How do procedures for plan review require developers to document
reasons for departures from the state priority list for stormwater
management practices for each project?

Documentation based on soils, engineering feasibility, public safety, economics, and
environmental analysis.
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d. Does the jurisdiction allow fees-in-lieu to be paid in exchange
for waivers for on-site stormwater controls?

Ol NO (19)
02 YES (03} =s.> Explain system, and attach a fee schedule.

granted, An earLs¯to is submitted to Y~Y according to the adopted fee schedule. Once
the amount £s approved, the waiver fee is collected prior to the issuance of any
grading or building permits.

e. Do procedures require developers to submit data to document how
adequacy of facility/dam construction has been ensured?

01 NO (07) ===> How do you ensure minimum construction
standards are met?

02 YES (15) ===> Describe data that are required.

stating that the pond has been constructed per the approved plans and specific¯t£ons.
The �onstz~ction stages per tbt ~napect~on And �ons~�~on control schedule
specified on ~he approved s%o~wa~er Nanagemmn~ plan mus~ be inspected and codified.

f. Do procedures require developers to submit data which document how
existing and future downstream hazards for dams have been addressed?

01 NO (09) ===> Why not?
02 YES (13) ===> Describe data that are required.

required to submit A Dam Breach AnAIys~s for proposed dame And also evaluate the
downstream ~mp¯ct of their proposed stormwater m~nagomont facilities. The following

1. Information on the proposed dam; storage volume, dam height, etc.
2. Dam Breach analysis using BEC-I, Hoe-2, Dam~rk, TR-66, or other

appropriate models.
3. Topographic map showing the Danger Reach section, its associated cross-

sections and WSE:La.
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g. Submit typical sequences of construction for the following types
of facilities:

* Infiltration trench;
* Retention pond. (including dam construction);
* Detention p~nd;
* Artificial wetland or marsh;
* Oil-grit separator.

h. Does your jurisdiction ever impose stream improvement or
conveyance conditions when stormwater management waivers are granted?

01 NO    (08) ===> Why Not?
02 YES (14) ===> Explain Procedures

waivers of stormwa~er management requirenents are rarely given. Modifications of the

improvements or re~rofit of existing stormwa~er management facilities.

i. Are stormwater management maintenance easements and
" - covenants/agreements required for each stormwater management facility

prior to plan approval?

01 NO    (02) ===> How is maintenance assured?
02 YES (20)

j. How does your jurisdiction ensure that information about
facilities including maintenance agreements is conveyed or communicated
to the future owners of the proper~y?

Easements and maintenance covenants are required for all structures on private
proper~y. These convey if/when the proper~y is transferred. A typical title search
should provide the future owners of their obligations for facility mo~ntenance.
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4. CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

a. How does your jurisdiction ensure that stormwater management
requirements are implemented in the field? (Circle all that apply.)

N__O               YE__S        Administrative Measure

01 (02)          02 (20)    Regular stormwater construction
inspections

01 (15)          02 (07)    Developer’s engineer required to submit
certification of construction approval
for each stage of construction

01 (06)          02 (16)    Developer’s engineer required to submit
as-built drawings

01 (01)          02 (21)    Developers required to post
construction bonds

01 (05)          02 (05)    Other (please describe)
(12 : no response)

b. Are checklists used to guide construction inspections?

01 NO    (08) ===> Explain how inspections are documented.
02 YES (14) ===> Enclose copies.

c. Do inspectors complete daily written logs for each construction
inspection?

Ol NO    (09) ===> Why not?
02 YES (13) ===> Enclose representative copy.
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d. Describe construction inspection procedures for stormwater
management facilities. Note inspection frequency. Explain how the
jurisdiction responds to complaints.

aandatory. Mandatory notiflcetion and inspection points ere ident£f£ed. The
inspector makes mandst~ry inspect£ons and spot checks. The des£~n engineer ks
responsible for construc~£on inspection, materials cer~if£ca~£on, and final
certification. Inspection frequency varies with ~he type of structure and the scope
of work. The £nspector invest£gates complaints, responds to complaints, and takes
enforcement action as appropr£ate.

e. Are soil compaction tests required for construction of dams?

01 No (08)
02 YES (14) ===> What type of test?

See MD. 378 pond design criteria. AASHTO: T-99 Method A.

f. How are soil conditions verified when infiltration facilities are
being constructed?

Inspection by County staff and certification of ¯ ge~echnic¯l soils engineer.

g. Have infiltration facilities ever been rejected in favor of other
types of stormwater management facilities based on data obtained in
field inspections?

01 No
02 YES (09) ===> Submit an example.
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h. Describe enforcement procedures for stormwater construction
activities, including the sequence in which enforcement tools are used
if violations continue. Explain how inspectors define a "violation,
and "stop work."

occurs. Construction may not proceed to the next phase when visual ohee~vnt£on or

obte~a compliance, ¯ stop work order sad/or civil citation is issued. & stop work

building construction.

i. Enclose copies of a violation notice and a stop-work order.

j. Are as-built drawings required for st¯raw¯tot management
facilities after they have been built?

01 NO (0s)
02 YES (~7) ===> Summarize procedures (or attach copies).

k. Does your jurisdiction have a formal acceptance process for
ownership of stormwater facilities?

01 NO     (I0) ===> Why not?
02 YES    (12) ===> Summarize procedures.
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5. MAINTENANCE INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

State regulations require that each jurisdiction maintain an inventory
of, and records of maintenance inspections for, all facilities built
pursuant to the Stormwater Management Act. The inventory shall
include, at minimum, the following:

I. Facility name;
2. Facility owner;
3. Facility location;
4. Facility type;
5. Maintenance responsibility (public or private);
6. Drainage area served by the facility;
7. Date of plan approval;
8. Date construction completed;
9. Date of last maintenance inspection.
I0. General condition of facility.

a. How does your jurisdiction maintain its inventory of stormwater
management facilities?

Method used to Maintain Inventory

Y N 0
12 09 01            01 Information is kept, unassembled, in projec~

files
03 18 01 02 Information is kept in index card file
13 07 02 03 Information is computerized in data base

program*
04 16 02 04 Other (describe below)

* autacn copy if avaliaDle

b. Do you use checklists to guide maintenance inspections?

01 NO (06)
02 YES (16) ===> Enclose copies.

c. How frequently are maintenance inspections conducted?
Private           Public

Facilities Facilities Frequency

01 (01) 01 (02) 2 times/year
02 (07) 02 (06) 1 time/year
03 (04) 03 (02) i time/2 years
04 (06) 04 (05) 1 time/3 years
05 (01) 05 (0~| When time is available
06 (02) 06 (02| Only in response to complaints
07 (01) 07 (01) Have never been done
00 (00) 00 (03) No R,spons.

10
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d. Describe stormwater facility maintenance procedures. State
clearly whether your jurisdiction prefers public or private ownership
and maintenance, who is responsible for inspection, and who actually
performs necessary maintenance of both public and private facilities.
Explain procedures used to respond to complaints.

own soma public facilities. Structural maintenance and dredg£ng of publicly assisted
prooects is provided by the County. Maintenance of private fac£1ities is provided by
the owners; but there is a strongly stated interest among homeowner associations
(HOA) that the County take over me)or maintenance respons~bil£ties. In all cases,
aesthetic maintenance is provided by the owner.

Current resource levels do not allow for periodic maintenance inspections of
stormwater facilities. Complaints are responded to by inspection. Where maintenance
is required, the entity ohl£gatad by the recorded maintenance agreement is instructed
to make the specified corrective actions.
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6. PROGRAM ACTIVITY

This section of the report requires you to record information that
provides an indication of the overall level of activity in your
program. You must record the number of projects that you are tracking,
the number of plan.reviews and approvals, the number and type of
facilities that have been required, the number of construction
inspections and violations, the number of maintenance inspections, and
related information.

The categories below may not be consistent with the categories that you
use in your record keeping. The following definitions should help make
clear the types of information we want in each category. If the data
in your records cannot be adjusted to match these categories, explain
the differences in the place for comments at the end of this section.

Definitions

a. Buildinq Permits -- Record the total number of building permits
issued by your jurisdiction, regardless of whether stormwater
management was required.

b. Project -- A project is a proposed development on a specific sire
or geographic area. There may be more than one point of investigation
and more than one stormwater management plan for a project. In
addition, a project may be developed in stages. For purposes of
classification, use the following conventions:

1. If all plans and computations for the total area of a
development site are submitted at the same time (regardless of the
number of points of investigation or number of plans), count the
submittal as a single project.

2. If plans and computations are submitted by section of the total
development over a period of time, counK the submittals as separate
projects.

Projects exempt from stormwater management are those that qualify for
one or more of the exemptions listed in your ordinance or in the
Stormwater Management Act.

c. Plan Reviews -- Plan review refers to the administrative tasks
of reviewing concept and sketch plans, detailed site plans, and
revisions of site plans. For individual projects that require
stormwater management, there may be several plans and probably will be
multiple plan reviews. For purposes of classification, count each time
each set of plans and computations is submitted for review as a
separate review. For example, if a developer submits a sketch plan, a
final plan, and revisions to a final plan, you should count three plan
reviews.

d. Waivers -- For any given project, you may receive one or more
requests for waivers. In addition, developers may request a waiver for
both quanti~y controls and quality controls. Thus, for a single

12
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project with a single plan, you could receive two requests for waivers:
one for a quantity controls and one for quality controls. Count each
request for each type of waiver separately, regardless if they are for
the same project or the same plan.

e. Fees-in-lieu -- Fees-in-lieu are distinct from waivers. Waivers
are granted because developers are able to meet one or more criteria in
an ordinance that establish conditions when controls are not necessary.
Fees-in-lieu are paid in situations where controls are necessary but
will be provided off-site. Record the total number of times that a
fee-in-lieu was granted instead of on-site controls.

f. Plan APProvals --- Plan approvals may be granted for final plans
for each point of investigation on a project. Thus, the number of
plans approvals could be greater than the number of projects but would
be less than the number of plan reviews.

g. Number o$ Facilities Reauired -- There may be several facilities
required for a single project or on a single plan. Record here the
total number of individual facilities that have required on all plans
that have received final approved.

h. Number of Facilities Completed -- This refers to the number of
facilities that have received as-built approval.

i. Acres of Land Developed -- List the total number of acres of land
developed in your jurisdiction during the year. Also list the total
number of acres served by stormwa~er management facilities.

-- Each visit to a construction sitej. Construction Inspections
for purposes of stormwater management should be counted as a separate
inspection. The number of inspections should match the number of
inspection reports in your files.

k. Maintenance Inspections -- The number of maintenance inspections
should match the number of maintenance inspection reports in your
files.

i. Complaints -- Record here only those complaints that concern
stormwater management facilities. For example, count complaints that
concern the need for maintenance of a facility. Include complaints
about drainage as a separate category. Do not count complaints about
sediment control violations or about sewer backups.

m. Staff Positions -- Record here the number of staff involved in
each aspect of your program. If a single person has responsibilities
in more than one function (e.g., plan review and approval and
construction inspection), record the percentage of time that the
individual spends on each function.

n. Jurisdictions Served -- Some counties are responsible for
implementation of stormwater programs within incorporated
municipalities.    List all incorporated jurisdictions that are served
by your jurisdiction’s stormwater management program.
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PROGRAM ACTIVITY

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
a. # Building
Permits Issued 26311 46999 49553 50166 52931

(17)    (18)     (18)    (18)    (1~)
b. Projects

# Projects Exempt
From SWM 1447 2694 3348 3176 3290

(07) (11) (12) (12) (13)
# Projects for which SWM
Plans were reviewed 1198 2036 2291 336____~04225

(12) (is) (18) (18) (~8)
c. # of Plan Reviews 2567 3778 4825 6382 8318

(14) (16) (19) (19) (20)
d. SWM Waivers

# Requested 1280 1699 1577 2290 2636
(12) (15) (14) (15) (17)

# Denied 39__~8 58__0 459 670 886
(05)     (06)     (07)    (07)    (10)

# Waivers Granted

For Quantity
(Qn) Control 306 539 637 848 i018
For Quality (II) (14) (14) (14) (16)
(QI) control 27__~4 34__~9 358 525 574

(07) (09) (09) (09) (09)
Total (Qn + QI) 92--4 1221 1265 178~ 1909

(13) (17) (17) (17) (19)
e. Fees-in-lieu

# Approved 449 841 396 484     715
(02) (ol) (02) (o2)    (02)

Total $ collec~ed 615000 819000 2~49908 3447982 30366~0
(01) (01) (02) (03) (o3)

f. # of Plan Approvals 1095 1770 2457 3033 3235
(15) (17) (2o) (2o) (21)

g. # of SWM Facilities Required on Approved Plans

Infiltration Facilities 192 12 194 15 320 14 309 17 547 18 1562 19
Retention Ponds 35 08 92 11 136 13 128 13 170 17 561 18
Detention Ponds ill 11 18__0 12 130 15 206 16 345 17 972
Extended Detention ~ oo ! 01 21 03 42 04 70 os 136 07
Vegetated Swales 12 04 1--6 03 22 04 25 03 77 06 152
Wetlands/Shallow Marshes i 01 ~ 02 Ii 03 12 03 13 os 40 05
Oil/Grit Separators 23 02 47 o2 104 03 1~4 04 269 08 577 09

Other 197 04 23__5 04 336 os 481 06 407 07 1656 07
Total Required 571 13 77__0 15 1080 18 1337 19 1898 21 5656 21

h. Total Number of
Facilities Completed 196 10 357 14 705 17 843 17 1021 18 3122
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1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

i. Acres of Land Developed
in Jurisdiction    (83025)     14399    ~ 15418 ~ 24597

(12) (09) (09) (09) (o8) (11)
Acres of Land Served by
Stormwater Management
Facilities (22043) 3417 3949 3499 ~ 6567

(lo) (07) (08) (09) (09) (1o)
j. Construction Inspection and Enforcement

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

# of Facilities Under Construction 1431
(12)

# of Construction
Inspections completed (35898) 1899 ~ 7087 i07~8 12841

(09) (09) (12) (16) (~7) (18)

# of Violation Notices/
Stop Work Orders Issued (793) 1--4 95 i_~ 275 278

(09) (03) (04) (os) (06) (09)

k. Maintenance Inspections and Enforcement

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
# of Inspections
of Private Facilities (1637)    79 607 414 250 287

(10)    (04) (o7) (07) (08) (10)
# of Orders to
Enforce Maintenance
Agreements on
Private Facilities (256) i_~6 124 66 28 22

(06) (02) (03) (03) (03) (05)
# of Times Owners of Private
Facilities Were Assessed
to Pay for Maintenance
Done By Jurisdiction     (I) ~ ~ ~ ~ 1

(o~) (oo) (oo) (oo) (oo) (ol)
# of Inspections
of Public Facilities (756) 20 59 40 84 55~

(07) (02) (04) (04) (OS) (07)
Total Expenditures
on Maintenance of
Public SWM Facilities (555658) I0000 i0000 13302 I05~0 5_~

(05) (01) (01) (03) (03) (05)

1. # of Complaints (2494) 51     60 6_~ 69    2251
(13) (os)    (o6) (o6) (o7) (12)

Comments to clarify any of the numbers submitted above.
(Attach additional pages if necessary.)
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m. Staff Positions -- Circle answers for each position of each type. Use
blank positions below for additional personnel. Attach additional sheets
.f necessary. Include and organizational chart and identify positions.

Approximate Percent
Position Type     o~ Time Spent on Function

Plan Review 43.45 w/ average 1.98 person/county

Position 1 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 2 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 3 25% 50% 75% 100% Response - 21
Position 4 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 5 25% 50% 75% 100%

Construction Inspection and Enforcement 25.35 w/average 1.15

Position 1 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 2 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 3 25% 50% 75% 100% Response - 19
Position 4 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 5 25% 50% 75% 100%

Maintenance Inspection and Enforcement 26.0 w/average 1.18

Position 1 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 2 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 3 25% 50% 75% 100% Response - 15
Position 4 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 5 25% 50% 75% 100%

Administrators ~list title) 16.36 w/average 0.74

Position 1 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 2 25% 50% 75% 100%
Pos&uion 3 25% 50% 75% 100%    Response - 18
Pos~zion 4 25% 50% 75% 100%
Pos~uion 5 25% 50% 75% 100%

Clerical SUDDOrt 20.35 w/average 0.93

Position 1 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 2 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 3 25% 50% 75% 100% Response - 18
Position 4 25% 50% 75% 100%
Position 5 25% 50% 75% 100%

Other (~ist Dosition tVDeS) 20.75 w/average 0.94

25% 50% 75% 100%
25% 50% 75% 100%
25% 50% 75% 100% Response - 04
25% 50% 75% 100%
25% 50% 75% 100%
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n. Jurisdictions Served (list)

Jurisdiction C~D~act Person

i.

2.
o

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

i0.
(attach additional sheets if necessary)

o. If data necessary to complete portions of this form are unavailable, or
if you were unable to complete any sections of it, please explain why.
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ADDITIONAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

a. Does your jurisdiction include separate line items in its budget for
expenditures for the stormwater management program?

01 NO
02 YES 04 ===> Attach copy of 1990 budget (if 1990 budget

has not been completed, attach 1989 budget).
0o No Response 02

b. Estimate annual expenditures for stormwater management.

Budget Item 1987 1988 1989      1990

Operating
Expenses* (9076710) 1149131 1212529 2775573     3939476

(17) (14) (14) (15)
Capital Improvements 1358000 1882000 8805500     13235500

(25281ooo) (02) (02) (03) (05)
(os)

* include all expenses for stormwater management (e.g., administration, plan
review, inspection, and maintenance) except capital improvements.

c. What sources of revenues are used to finance operating expenses for
stormwa=er management?

.~ N__O ~ SOURCE OF REVENUES AMOUNT              No Response

01 (12) 02 (10) PROPERTY TAXES 15771257 14
Ol (13) 02 (09) PLAN REVIEW FEES 1261733
01 (19) 02 (03) INSPECTION FEES 145080 21
01 (21) 02 (01) FEES-IN-LIEU 2200000 21
01 (04) 02 (18) STATE GRANTS 1099197 05
01 (21) 02 (01) SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS 27000 21
01 (16) 02 (06) OTHER 1959537 18

TOTAL REVENUES         22324827                      06

The revenue amounts listed above are for Fiscal Year

d. Has your jurisdiction considered stormwater utility charges to pay for
maintenance of facilities?

01 YES 14
02 NO 08 ===> Would you like information about utilities?

01 YES
02 NO
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e. What is the total area of your jurisdiction?

8,956
square miles 20 responses

f. Has your jurisdiction undertaken watershed planning?

Ol NO 14
02 YES 08 ===> continue

What is the total area included in watershed plans that
have been prepared?

690.3
square miles 08 responses

Briefly explain your jurisdiction’s watershed planning process.

Determine flood elevations based on both ezisting and ultimate land use �onditions
Delineate floodplain boundary so that flood prone structures can be identified
Select and evaluate flood management solutions to solve problems of all flood prone

Identify existing and potential water quality problem areas
Identify retrofit sites and point sources

Delineate wetland boundary and identify potential sites for wetland banking
Implement flood management and water quality improvement recommendations
participate and coordinate the EP&’s NPDES program

g. Are your files readily available to the public for review?

01 YES 22 ===> Describe procedures or attach ALL COUNTIES
procedures if available.

02 NO    O0

Copies of files must be obtained from our main office end they must be requested in person.
There ere fees assessed for copies of files and plans ($1.50 for plans and $.15 for letter
and legal size paper). We require that the requester rev£e~ the files and plans first
before requesting copies to ensure that only the information needed is copied.
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h. Does your jurisdiction provide educational and/or training materials concerning stormwater
and urban nonpoint pollution to the public?

Ol YES 11 ===> List types below.
02 NO

Video Audio              Slide       Staff          Brochure/
Subject                              Tape    Tape    Movie    Show    Presentation    Pamphlet    Other

Urban Pollution                    Ol      02      03       04           05              06         07

Stormwater Management             Ol      02       03        04            05              06         07

Stormwater Management
Inspection                         01       02       03        04            05              06         07

Dam Safety                           01       02       03        04            05              06         07

Nonpoint Source Pollution
Solutions                         01      02      03       04           05              06         o7

Floodplain Management             01       02       03        04            05              06         07

Please include copies of printed education
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STATE OF WASHINGTON......

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
P.O. Box 47600 ¯ Olympia, Washtngton" 98504-7600

(360) 407-6000 ¯ TDD Only (Hearing Impaired) (360)

May 25, 2000

Xavier Swamikannu
Storm Water Program
California Regional Water Quality Control Board - LA Region
320 W. 4~ Street, Suite 200
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Elizabeth Jennings, Esq.
Office of Chief Counsel
State Water Resources Control Board
P.O. Box 100
Sacramento, CA 95812-0100

Mr. Swamikannu and Ms. Jennings:

",~ This is in response to Mr. Swamikannu’s e-mail correspondence to me dated May 19, 2000. In that correspondence, Mr.

:2 Swamikannu asked for responses to nine questions. Enclosure #1 provides responses from Ann Wessel and me to those
questions. Ms. Wessel and I work on stormwater management issues for the Washington Department of Ecology
(Ecology) in the Program Development Services Section of the Water Quality Program.

Because our time is limited, we have not elaborated in detail but have tried to give you enough information to satisfy your
needs. In addition, I have enclosed a summary of the thresholds and minimum requirements for new development and
redevelopment (Enclosure #2) from Ecology’s 1992 Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin. I have
also referenced other documents that are available to you, if you prefer.

Finally, Mr. Swamikannu should have received a draft of Volume 1 of the 1999 Dept. of Ecology Stormwater Manual ~or
Washington State as an attachment to an e-mail message. Please note that the draft has no legalstanding, as it has not
been formally promulgated by the state. It could significantly change prior to its publication.

If you need a clarification of these responses or any additional information, please feel welcome to contact us.
You have my e-mail address. My telephone number is 360/407-6438. Ann Wessel’s e-mail address is
awes461@ecy.wa.gov; her telephone number is 360/407-6457.

Sincerely,

Ed O’Brien, P.E.
Program Development Services Section
Water Quality Program

’! EO:pc
~/’ 2 Enclosures

cc: Ann Wessel
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Enclosure #1

Response to Questions Posed by Xavier Swamikannu

1) Why did your state elect to have requirements on new development and redevelopment?

Response:

The state first became involved in developing requirements for new development and redevelopment as a result
of the 1987 Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan (The Plan). The Plan was developed as a
comprehensive conservation and management plan under section 320 of the federal Clean Water Act. The Plan
recognized that urban stormwater was a major contributor to the degradation of Puget Sound water and
sediments, and its biological health. Consequently, The Plan specified a number of"program elements," or
actions, to manage urban stormwater. One of the actions called for the Washington Department of Ecology
(Ecology) to develop a manual to be used by local jurisdictions in stormwater management.

The Plan requires the manual to include: BMP’s for controlling erosion from construction sites; hydrologic
analysis procedures, including selection of design storms and runoff estimates; design, operation and
maintenance standards for public and private structural facilities; and techniques for reducing or eliminating
pollutants in runoff from problem land uses.

Subsequently, Ecology published its first Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin in
February 1992. The Plan requires local governments to adopt requirements that are substantially equivalent to
those in Ecology’s manual.

In 1995, Ecology issued its first NPDES municipal stormwater permits. Because the permittees were all in the
Puget Sound Basin, and so were already required by The Plan to have a "Comprehensive Stormwat~r
Management Program," including a manual equivalent to Ecology’s, Ecology issued permits that required
permittees to develop and implement (Special Condition S.7.B.8.a.):

A program to control runoff from new development, redevelopment and construction sites that
discharge to the municipal separate storm sewers owned or operated by the permittee. The
program must include: ordinances, minimum requirements, and best management practices
(BMP’s) equivalent to those found in Volumes I-IV of Ecology’s Stormwater Management
Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (1992 edition, and as amended by its replacement), permits,
inspections, and enforcement capability. The program must also include a process to make
available copies of the "Notice of Intent for Construction Activity" and~or copies of the ’’Notice
of Intent for Industrial Activity" to representatives of proposed new development and
redevelopment."

2) Does your state have design standards and performance standards for treatment control BMPs for new
development/redevelopment?

Response:

A) 1992 Stormwater Manual
Washington State has design standards in its stormwater manual that are applicable to the Puget Sound Basin
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and NPDES Phase I municipal permit-tees. The standards are not adopted into a state regulation. They are
required by the Puget Sound Plan and by NPDES Phase I municipal stormwater permits.

The treatment design standard is the following:

All projects shall provide treatment of stormwater. Treatment BMP’s shall be sized to capture
and treat the water quality design storm, defined as the 6-month, 24-hour return period storm.
The first priority for treatment shall be to infiltrate as much as possible of the water quality
design storm, only if site conditions are appropriate and ground water quality will not be
impaired. Direct discharge of untreated stormwater to ground water is prohibited. All treatment
BMP’s shall be selected, designed, and maintained according to an approved manual.

Stormwater treatment BMP’s shall not be built within a natural vegetated buffer, except for
necessary conveyance systems as approved by the local government. An adopted and
implemented basin plan (Minimum Requirement #9) may be used to develop runoff treatment
requirements that are tailored to a specific basin.

The following statements are offered for clarification:

The manual allows residential roof runoff to be infiltrated without having received treatment.

For most areas of the Puget Sound Basin, the 6-month, 24-hour storm is greater than the 90t~ percentile, 24-hour
rainfall amount.

Volume I of the manual provides a BMP selection process to determine which BMP is most appropriate for the
development site. Volume II of the manual specifies hydrologic procedures for determining the runoff flow
rates and volumes for the water quality design storm. Volume III specifies design criteria for each treatment
BMP listed in the manual.

B) The Draft 1999 Stormwater Manual
The draft of the 1999 manual lists the same water quality design storm as described in the 1992 manual.
However, the draft also includes a list of options for defining a new water quality design storm event and asks
for recommendations. Volume I of the draft manual is available upon request.

The 1999 draft also distinguishes between pollution-generating surfaces and non-pollution generating surfaces.
Runoff from non-pollution generating surfaces does not have to receive treatment if it is discharged without
mixing with runoff from pollution-generating surfaces. The draft manual includes definitions for pollution-
generating impervious surfaces and pollution-generating pervious surfaces. Non-pollution generating surfaces
would include: residential roofs, commercial roofs that do not accumulate pollutants from vents and fugitive
emissions, isolated bicycle lanes, other ground surfaces that are not subject to vehicular use.

The draft manual also suggests that Ecology establish performance criteria for treatment BMP’s. A
performance criterion for basic water quality treatment BMP’s is likely to be established in the manual. The
criterion is likely to be a specified percent removal of total suspended solids given certain conditions (e.g.,
influent TSS, flow rate or volume). The criterion will likely not be used to determine site-by-site compliance,
but will be used as the standard against which to judge whether new BMP designs will be accepted for use in
new and redevelopments.

Enclosure #1
Page 2
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The draft 1999 also includes:

¯ A proposal to have discharges into receiving waters that have a phosphorus related water quality problem,
to use treatment BMP’s that are more able to remove phosphorus.

¯ A proposal to have discharges from high volume traffic intersections (25,000/15,000 ADT) and "high use
sites" (Average daily trips of 15 vehicles per parking space per day; or, commedcal or industrial sites
subject to petroleum storage and transfer in excess of 1,500 gallons/year; or, commercial/industrial sites
subject to use, storage or maintenance of a fleet of 25 or more diesel vehicles that are over 10 tons gross
weight) to use an oil removal BMP in addition to applying a "basic" or "enhanced" treatment BMP.

A proposal to require "enhanced" treatment BMP’s for discharges that are likely to violate water quality .
standards, despite the application of a "basic" treatment BMP, because of a lack of available dilution in the
receiving water. The pollutants in question are dissolved copper, zinc, and lead.

3) Do you have thresholds for new development and or redevelopment (impervious area; size, etc) for
requirements to apply?

Response:

A) 1992 Stormwater Manual
We have established thresholds that determine the set of requirements that apply to projects. I will fax a
summary of the thresholds and corresponding minimum requirements. In brief:

Large Parcels:
Projects that disturb 1 acre or more of land have to meet all eleven of the Large Parcel Minimum Requirements.

Medium Parcels:
Development that disturbs less than 1 acre of land but adds or creates 5,000 ft2 or more of impervious surface,
are subject to Large Parcel Minimum Requirements #2 through #11, and the Small Parcel Minimum
Requirements for erosion control.

Small Parcels:
Construction of an individual single family residence or duplex; or, construction that adds or creates less than
5,000 ft2 of impervious area and disturbs less than 1 acre are only subject to the small parcel minimum
requirements.

Redevelopment projects have some additional thresholds. I will fax a summary of the redevelopment
requirement also.

B) The Draft 1999 Stormwater Manual
The draft 1999 manual has similar requirements to the 1992 manual, but there are some significant proposed
changes:

¯ Single family residential projects could be subject to large parcel requirements if they exceed certain
thresholds.

Enclosure #1 Page 3
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¯ The Small Parcel Requirements may be expanded to include onsite design requirements to maximize
infiltration and flow dispersion and treatment without construction of structural facilities.

¯ All projects, regardless of size, will have to comply with all of the erosion and sediment control
requirements or explain why a requirement is not necessary for the site (e.g., no silt fence around a site that
is flat or is a closed depression).

¯ The Large Parcel Requirements allow use of Small Site Requirements for small isolated drainage areas of
larger projects.

¯ The proposed Redevelopment thresholds are significantly changed. They are:

All redevelopment projects in which the total of newplus replaced impervious surfaces is
5,000 square feet or more must comply with Large Parcel Minimum Requirements #1 and
#3 for the project site.

Redevelopment projects that add 5,000 square feet or more of new impervious surface must
comply with all the Large Parcel Minimum Requirements for the new impervious surfaces.
If the runoff quantity from the new surfaces is not separated from runoff from other
surfaces prior to treatment or flow control, the stormwater facilities must be sized for the
entire flow. Alternatively, the local government may allow the Large Parcel Minimum
Requirements to be met for an equivalent (flow and pollution characteristics) area within
the same site.

All redevelopment projects in which the total of new plus replaced impervious surfae¢~ is
5,000 square feet or more, and whose valuation of proposed improvements - including
interior improvements - exceeds 50% of the assessed value of the existing site
improvements shall comply with all the Large Parcel Minimum Requirements for the
entire site.

Local governments may exempt redevelopment projects from compliance with Large
Parcel Minimum Requirements #4, #5, and/or #6 if they have adopted a plan that fulfills
those requirements in regional facilities that will discharge to the same receiving water,
AND if they have an implementation plan and a schedule for construction of those
facilities. Redevelopment projects for public roads may be exempted from meeting Large
Parcel Minimum Requirements #4, #5, and/or #6 for the entire site (i.e., the exemption does
not extend to new surfaces that add impervious area) if there is an adopted Capital
Improvement Program for retrofitting existing road surfaces.

4) What development categories do the requirements apply to (i.e., commercial; parking lots; residential,
etc.)?

Response:

Washington’s requirements for water quality treatment and flow control apply to impervious surface and to land
disturbance (clearing and grading) regardless of the type of land use. Generally, the source control
requirements specified in our Volume IV of the manual apply only to commercial and industrial operations.
Enclosure #1                                                                          Page 4
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5) How long have such requirements been in place? Are they statewide or region-specific?

Response:

In 1992 we adopted the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin. The manual was guidance
for the approximately 115 municipalities in the Puget Sound Basin that are required to adopt either the Ecology
manual or a manual containing substantially equivalent technical standards. The requirement to adopt the
manual was contained in a statute establishing the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority, and development of
the Puget Sound Plan. The statute stated that local governments "must evaluate, and incorporate as applicable,
subiect to the availability of appropriated funds or other funding sources, the provisions of the plan, including
any guidelines, standards and timetables contained in the plan." The deadline in the plan for adopting the
manual was 1994, however, given the weak statutory requirement and lack of consequences for failing to adopt
a manual, few municipalities met the deadline. Regardless, many municipalities began amending and adopting
ordinances to incorporate at least part of the requirements, and stormwater controls for new development are
accepted practice.

Outside of Puget Sound, the 1992 Stormwater Management Manual was applied as best available science in
permitting decisions made by Ecology and other State Agencies.

In 1995 we issued our first municipal stormwater NPDES permits covering the five largest municipalities and
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT). This permit established a requirement for adoption
and implementation of technical standards and BMPs equivalent to those in the Ecology manual during the term
of the permit.

We are currently updating the Ecology manual, and expanding it to a statewide manual. As soon as possible
after completion of the new manual, we will reissue the municipal stormwater permit requiting updating of
local ordinances and manuals. When we issue phase 2 permits we will also require adoption of the new manual.

6) Have the design standards and performance standards unduly burdened cities and builders with
unsupportable costs? Has compliance been difficult? Has change been for the better or have you seen
none? Any noticeable improvements in water quality?

Response:

There are substantial costs to implementing stormwater controls for new development and redevelopment, but
they are incremental to existing development and permit review costs. The single largest cost driver for
developers is land value, so vaults and other underground BMPs tend to prevail in the downtown core areas.
Local governments struggle with adequate enforcement, but seem to manage costs through combinations of
general fund, permit fee, and stormwater utility revenues. Given the pace of development in Puget Sound, even
in the municipalities where stormwater controls for new development are more stringent than what is in the
Ecology manual, stormwater controls have not proven to be an obstacle to development.

As for noticeable improvements in water quality, we have not beenmonitodng to specifically address this
question. We are in the process now of developing monitoring requirements for the next permit term that will
address the question of effectiveness of programs to control both quantity and quality of runoff from new
development. We have anecdotal evidence of reduced sediment loads from erosion and sediment control
programs at construction sites (our requirements go beyond the federal 5-acre minimum to require erosion
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control for all land disturbing activities). Also. data on sediment contamination in urban bays is showing some
improvement that could be attributed to stormwater controls.

7) Typically, what is your estimate of the range in additional cost (in percent of project cost) that the
requirements have imposed on builders?

Response:

A) 1992 Stormwater Manual
We have not run cost estimates as a percentage of construction. We developed cost estimates for compliance
with our 1992 manual using three different types of development (residential, small and large commercial), and
assuming infiltration was possible and not possible. For each instance, we developed cost estimates for erosion
and sediment control during construction, for the permanent water quality treatment and flow control facilities,
and for operation and maintenance.

Ecology did not consider the costs as unreasonable. Let me know if you want a copy of the cost analyses.

One of our Phase I NPDES municipal permittees developed a cost factor for determining whether it was
reasonable to make a redevelopment site retrofit treatment BMP’s to the entire site (even though only part of the
site may be redeveloped). If the treatment BMP retrofit would increase total project costs by 10% or more, the
county would allow a reduction in the area being treated in order to stay below the 10% threshold. But in any
case, the runoff from the redeveloping portion of the site has to receive treatment. The state accepted this
redevelopment requirement.

B) The Draft 1999 Stormwater Manual
We have not done cost estimates on our proposed treatment, flow control, source control, and other minimum
requirements. Where those requirements do not substantially change from our 1992 manual, we do not think it
is necessary to re-justify them. Through the previous cost analyses and because they have been implemented
for eight years throughout Puget Sound, they are considered reasonable requirements.

We have two areas in which our updated requirements could impose significant new costs: l) the proposed
flow duration standard for discharges to streams; and 2) the possible requirement for BMP’s to remove
significant amounts of dissolved metals in discharges to small receiving waters. We intend to develop costs for
these instances. However, costs may not be a factor in these decisions. Both of these proposed requirements
are water-quality based. That is, they will be required in those situations where they are determined necessary
to maintain beneficial uses and not violate water quality standards. Water-quality based requirements are not
subject to cost reasonableness analyses. In addition, both of these requirements are already in effect in
significant areas of King County (i.e., the Seattle metropolitan area) for almost two years. The application of
these requirements to ongoing development projects could also speak to their cost reasonableness.

8) How have municipalities ensured that the post-construction BMP’s operation and maintenance has been
provided and/or BMP’s are properly maintained7

Response:

The municipal stormwater NPDES permit requires adoption of an ordinance that requires maintenance of
privately owned stormwater facilities that discharge into municipal separate storm sewers (ms4) owned or

Enclosure #1 Page 6
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operated by the permittee. The permit also requires the permittee to inspect facilities draining to the ms4 for
proper operation and maintenance, and to have enforcement capability.

9) What are the policy goals that the standards are intended to achieve (reverse impairment; hold the line, etc)?

Response:
The goal of the technical standards for new development is to hold the line. The goal of the standards applied to
redevelopment is to begin to reverse impaim~ent.

Enclosure #1 Page 7
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Stormwater Management Manual for -the Puget Sound Basin
Minimum Requirements

(Chapter I-2)

SMALL PARCEL MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

¯ Individual single-family residences and duplexes, o~"
¯ <5,000 sfofnew impervious surface area |~ el

(:One acre of land disturbing activity

Compliance through Small Parcel Erosion and Sediment Control Plan to include the following:

Small Parcel Minimum Requirement #1 - Construction Access Route
. Construction vehicle access shall be, whenever possible, limited to one route. Access points

shall be stabilized with quarry spall or crushed rock to minimize the tracking of sediment onto
public roads.

Small Parcel Minimum Requirement #2 - Stabilization of Denuded Areas
, From 10/1 to 4/30, unstabilized not more than 2 days.
¯ From 5/1 to 9/30, unstabilized not more than 7 days.

Small Parcel Minimum Requirement #3 - Protection of Adiacent Propertie~
. Adjacent properties shall be protected from sediment deposition.

Small Parcel Minimum Requirement #4 - Maintenance
¯ All ESC BMPs shall be regularly inspected and maintained.-

Small Parcel Minimum Requirement #5 - Other BMPs
¯ As needed other BMPs shall be required by the local government.

MEDIUM AND LARGE PARCEL MINIMUM REQUIREMENT:

Large parcel development:
¯ Development which includes >1 acre of land disturbing activity
¯ _.>5,000 sfofnew impervious surface area~

Compliance through
¯ Large Parcel Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESC minimum requirements 1-15). and
¯ Large Parcel Stormwater Quality Control Plan (large parcel minimum requirements #1-11)

Medium Parcel Development:
¯ Development which includes ~l acre of land disturbing activity

>5,000 sfnew impervious surface area

Compliance through:
Small Parcel Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (small parcel minimum requirements 1-5), and

¯ Large Parcel Stormwater Quality Control Plan (large parcel minimum requirements #2-11)
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Minimum Requirement #1 - Erosion and Sediment Control (large parcel development only)

ESC Requirement #1 - Stabilization and Sediment Trapping
¯ From 10/1 to 4/30, unstabilized not more than 2 days.
¯ From 5/1 to 9/30, unstabilized not more than 7. days.

ESC Requirement #2 - Delineate Clearing and Easement Limits
¯ Mark clearing limits, easements, buffers, sensitive areas, trees and drainage courses.

ESC Requirement #3 - Protection of Adjacent Properties
¯ Adjacent properties shall be protected from sediment deposition.

ESC Requirement #4 - Timing & Stabilization of Sediment Trapping Measures
¯ Construct sediment trapping BMPs first; must be functional before land disturbing activities

take place.
¯ Stabilize in accordance with ESC Requirement #1.

ESC Requirement #5 - Cut and Fill Slopes
¯ Design and construct to minimize erosion.
¯ Stabilize in accordance with ESC Requirement #1.

ESC Requirement #6 - Controlling Off-site Erosion
¯ Protect downstream properties from erosibn due to increases in volume, velocity and peak

flow rate of stormwater runoff from the site.

E[gC Requirement #7 - Stabilization of Temporary Conveyance Systems
¯ Prevent erosion from the expected velocity of flow from the developed condition 2-year, 24-

hour storm.
¯ Outlets, etc. must be stabilized to prevent erosion.

ESC Requirement #8 - Storm Drain Inlet Protection
¯ Runoffmust be treated to remove sediment before entering an inlet.

ESC Requirement #9 - Underground Utility Construction
¯ Where feasible, do not open up >500 ft. of trench at one time.
¯ Where possible, excavated material shall be placed on the uphill side of a trench.
¯ Trench dewatering must discharge into a sediment trap or pond.

ESC Requirement #10 - Construction Access Routes
¯ Minimize the transport Of sediment onto paved roads.
¯ When it occurs, clean the road daily.
¯ Do not use street sweeping until sediment has been cleaned up first.

ESC Requirement #11 - Removal of Temporary BMPs 1~0073243

¯ Remove within 30 days of final site stabilization or after they are no longer needed.
¯ Remove or stabilize trapped sediment.
¯ Disturbed soil areas resulting from removal shall be permanently stabilized.
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ESC Requirement #12 - Dewatering Construction Site~
¯ Dewatedng devices shall discharge into a sediment trap or pond.

ESC Requirement #13 - Control of Pollutants Other Than Sediment on Construction Sites
¯ Handle and dispose of these pollutants in a manner which will not cause contamination of

stormwater.

ESC Requirement #14 - Maintenance
¯ Maintain and repair all ESC BMPs as needed to assure continued performance of their

intended~function.
¯ Conduct maintenance and repair in accordance with an approved manual.

ESC Requirement #15 - Financial Liability
¯ Bonding or other appropriate financial instruments shall be required for all projects.

Minimum Requirement #2 - Preservation of Natural Drainage Systems
¯ Maintain natural drainage patterns and discharge at the natural location to the maximum

extent practicable.

Minimum Requirement #3 - Source Control of Pollution
¯ Apply source control BMPs to all projects to the maximum extent practicable.
¯ Select, design, and maintain according to an approved manual.
¯ An adopted and implemented basin plan may be used to tailor B]~tPs to a specific basin;

source control BMPs are always required for every site.

Minimum Requirement #4 - Runoff Treatment BMPs
¯ All projects shall provide stormwater treatment.
. Treatment BMPs should be sized to capture and treat the 6-month, 24-hour return period

storm.
¯ Infiltration shall be emphasized wherever it is appropriate.
¯ Direct discharge of untreated stormwater to ground water is prohibited.
¯ Select, design, and maintain BMPs according to an approved manual.
¯ Treatment BMPs shall not be built within a natural vegetated buffer except for necessary

approved conveyance systems.
¯ An adopted and implemented basin plan may be used to tailor BMPs to a specific basin.

Minimum Requirement #5 - Streambank Erosion Control
¯ Applies in addition to ]V[R #4 if’there is direct or indirect discharge to a stream (large water

bodies, regional detention, and streams with > 1000 cfs.)
, Control streambank erosion by limiting the peak rate of runoff to 50% of the existing

condition 2-year 24-hour design storm, and maintaining the existing condition peak runoff’
rate t’or the 10-year and 100-year, 24-hour design storms.

¯ infiltration shall be emphasized wherever it is appropriate.
¯ Select, design, and maintain BMPs according to an approved manual.
¯ Treatment BMPs shall not be built within a natural vegetated buffer except for necessary

approved conveyance systems.
¯ An adopted and implemented basin plan may be used to tailor BIVIPs to a specific basin.
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Minimum Requirement #6 - Wetlands
¯ Applies in addition to MR #4 ifthere is direct or indirect discharge to a wetland.
¯ Discharges to wetlands must be controlled and treated to the extent necessary to meet the

state surface water and ground water quality standards.
, Discharges to wetlands shall maintain the hydroperiod and flows of existing site conditions to.

the extent necessary to protec~ the characteristic uses of the wetland. -
¯ Wetlands created for mitigation cannot be used for stormwater treatment.’
¯ Constructed wetlands must be built on a non-wetland site and managed for stormwater

treatment.
¯ Treatment BMPs shall not be built within a natural vegetated buffer except for necessary

approved conveyance systems.
¯ An adopted and implemented basin plan may be used to tailor BMPs to a specific basin.

Minimum Requirement #7 - Water Quality Sensitive Are~
¯ Ira local government determines that the Minimum Requirements do not provide adequate

protection of sensitive areas, more Stringent controls shall be required to protect water
quality.

¯ Treatment BMPs shall not be built within a natural vegetated buffer except for necessary
approved conveyance systems.

¯ An adopted and implemented basin plan may be used to tailor BMPs to a specific basin.

Minimum Requirement #8 - Off-Site Analysis and Mitigatio,,
, All development projects shall conduct an,analysis of off-site water quality impacts resulting

from the project and shall mitigate those impacts. The analysis shall extend a minimum of IA
mile downstream and shall evaluate and mitigate for existing or potential impacts including
but not limited to excessive sedimentation, streambank erosion, discharges to ground water
contributing or recharge zones, violations of water quality standards and spills or discharges
of priority pollutants.

Minimum Requirement #9 - Basin Planning

Note: This MR may be different because the intent of this one is to give local governments the
flexibility to use basin plans to modify the other MR’s. In other words, don’t be surprised if it includes
a list of adopted and implemented basin plans, for-example.

¯ Adopted and implemented basin plans can be used to modify the MR’s provided that the level
of protection for surface or ground water achieved by the basin plan will equal or exceed that
which would be achieved by the MR’s othe~vise.

¯ Basin plans shall evaluate and include as necessary retrofitting of BMPs for existing
development and/or redevelopment.

Minimum Requirement #10 - Operation and Maintenance
¯ An O&M schedule shall be provided for all proposed facilities and BMPs and the party(ies)

responsible for O&M shall be identified. ¯

Minimum Requirement #11 - Financial Liability
¯ Performance bonding or other appropriate financial instruments shall be required for all

projects to ensure compliance With these standards.
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Redevelopment Requirements
A.    Where redevelopment of > 5,000 ft2 occurs:

Minimum Requirements #1 - #11 apply to the redeveloped site

Source Control BMPs shall apply to the entire site

A stormwater site plan shall beprepaxed

B. Where one of the following conditions apply, a schedule for implementing the
Minimum Requirements to the maximum extent practicable is required for the
entire site:

1. Sites > 1 acre with > 50% impervious surface

2. Sites discharging to waters with documented WQ problems. Subject to
local priorities, this includes waterbodies that:

(i) Are listed in reports required under Section 305(b) of the Clean
Water Act, and designated as not supporting beneficial uses

(ii) Listed under Section 304(1)(1)(A)(I), 304(1)(1)(A)(ii), or
304(1)(1)(B) of the Clean Water Act as not expected to meet water
quality standards or goals

(iii) Listed in Washington State’s Nonpoint Source Assessment
required under Section 319(a) of the Clean Water Act that, without
additional action to control nonpoint sources of pollution cannot
reasonably be expected to attain or maintain water quality.
standards.

3. Sites where the need for additional stormwater control measures have been
identified through a basin plan, the watershed ranking process under Ch.
400-12 WAC, or through Growth Management Act planning.
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT MANUAL FOR THE PUGET SOUND BASIN

Figure 1-4.3 Summary of Steps for BMP Sel&ctlon Process

~R~LIMINARY STh’P: Review Chanter 1-2 nrior to startina the BMP selection

yI~P I: Deter~-e Stormwater Con~ol Scenario ~rom Table 1-4.2

STi2P IA: ’Determin~ if Oil/Water Sel~rator BMPs are Required based ms Land Use Type

STEP IB: DeXermine if Nutrimt Control is Required in addifiom to Treatmmt of ~nventional Pollutants

STEP IC: Deaermin~ if Streambmk Erosion Control is Required

STEP ID: Determine Final Stormwates Control Scenario from Table 1-4.2

~/’EP 2: Select Source Control BMPs

STEP 2A: Select Souse Control BMPs bused on Land Use Type

STEP 21]: Select Source Control BMPs for Nutrient Control, if s~quired, as determined from Step

STEP 2C: Prepare Final Sourco Coatroi BMP List

ST~P 3: Select Runoff Treatment and Streambank Erosion Control BMPs

STEP 3A: Select type of Oil/Water Separator, if requis~l, as determined in Step IA

STEP 31]: Determine initial order of preference of nmoff treatment BMPs f~m Table 1-4.4

STEP 3C: Determine initial order of preference of streambank erosion control BMPs from Table 1-4.5

STEP 3D: Screen BMPs based on’ Comparative Stormwater Benefits and Restrictions using Table 1-4.6

STEP 3E: Screen Runoff Treatmmst and Streambank Erosion Control BMPs b, med on Other Physical Factors

STEP 3P: Prepm~ Modifiai BMP List

STEP 3G: Prepare Final BMP List

~I’EP 4; Conmlete Stormwates Sit~ Plan

STEP 4A: Con~lete Permanent Stormwate~ Quality Control Plan

STEP 4B: Review othm Stonnwater Site Plan requirmnants

STEP 4C: Complete Stormwat~ Site Plan

ST]~P ~: Submit ]~inal Stormwater Site Plan to the Plan A_v_oroval Authority
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How to Get Printed Copies of the Stormwater Manual

The manual, which is close to 700 pages, is now divided into five volumes. Three volumes
are now available for review, the remaining two volumes will be done by the end of
September, 1999.

To order printed copies of the first three available volumes of the stormwater manual, send
check or money order for $25.50 (delivery in the state of Washington) or $26.50 (delivery
outside the state of Washington) payable to "Department of Printing" at the following address:

Department of Printing
P.O. Box 798
Olympia, WA 98507-0798

Make sure you include your name, address (no P.O. Boxes), phone number, and the name of the
publication (Stormwater Manual, Volumes I, I1 an IV). Allow about two weeks for delivery.

How to Find the Stormwater Manual on the Internet

The first three volumes of the Stormwater Manual are also available on Ecology’s Home
Page. The internet address for Water Quality Program publications is:

http://www.wa.gov/ecolog3i/biblio/wq.html

Contact Information
If you have any questions on the propo~sed schedule or public review process, please
e-mail Tony Barrett at tbar461~ecy.wa.gov or call him at (360) 407-6467. If you have
technical questions or comments, you can contact the technical leads directly. The technical
leads for each volume axe:

Volume I - Minimum Technical Requirements
Ed O’Brien at eobr@ec¥.wa.gov, phone (360) 4076438

Volume II - Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Stew Messman at smes461@ecy.wa.gov, phone (425) 649-7070 and
Lisa Austin at lzin461 @ecy.wa.gov, phone (425) 649-7276

Volume III - Hydrologic Analysis
Foroozan Labib at tab461 @ecy.wa.gov, phone (360) 407-6439

Volume IV - Source Control BMPs
Stan Ciuba at sciu461@ecy.wa.gov, phone (360) 407-6435

Volume V - Runoff Treatment BMPs
Stan Ciuba and Lisa Austin (see contact information above)

Ecology is an equal opportunity agency. If you have special accommodation needs, please call
Donna Lynch at (360) 407-7529 (Voice) or (306) 407-6006 (TDD). E-mail may be sent to
dlvn461 @ecy.wa.gov
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Objective of the Manual
The objective of this manual is to provide guidance on the
measures necessary to control the quantity and quality of
stormwater produced by new development and redevelopment,
such that they comply with water quality standards and protect
beneficial uses of the receiving waters.

Development and Geographic Scope of This Manual
The Ecology stormwater manual was originally developed for the
Puget Sound Basin in response to a directive of the Puget Sound
Water Quality Management Plan. The technical manual was
intended to provide technical guidance and to define minimum
requirements for implementing local stormwater management
programs.

The original 1992 manual was prepared by Ecology staff, with
significant contributions from advisory committee members from
local government public works and planning ~ials,
representatives from other state agtmcies, ar~ other affected
parties including industry anti tribes. ~s update was prepared
in much the same manner. There were, five separate advisory
committees, with ov~ 7Ornemb~ representing a broad range of
expertise and interests, lrhair insights and practical knowledge
gained from years of experience in the field have been
particularly valuable.

What is Driving the Revisions to the Manual?
There are several drivers behind the revisions to the manual.
First, the manual was written in 1990-1991, drawing from
research done in the 1980’s and from existing manuals prepared
by King County and by communities in other states. Even as the
manual was published, deficiencies and shortcomings were
evident. In addition, lessons learned from applying the manual
and information from current research all point out additional
deficiencies and errors in the manual. Second, funding has been
provided under the Puget Sound Plan for the past two biennia to
update the manual. Third, actual and proposed listing under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) call for significant changes in the
way we manage urban runoff. Updating the technical manual to
include new information and standards that are more protective
will likely be an essential element in managing urban runoff
under the ESA.

With this update of the manual, Ecology is seeking to broaden
the applicability of the manual to the entire state. In that effort,
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we have found that the concepts developed originally for the
Puget Sound Basin are applicable throughout western
Washington. In addition, most of the minimum requirements and
the BMPs are equally applicable in eastern Washington. It will
probably be necessary to make adjustments in the minimum
requirements for flow control and treatment, in some BMP
design criteria, and in specifying which BMPs are applicable in
some eastern Washington environments.

Organization of This Manual
The manual is organized into five volumes. The volumes will be
published as separate documents to make it easier for the user to
find needed information and to make it easier to publish future
revisions. However, most users will find it necessary to have a
complete set of all five volumes. We have tried to strike a
balance between bouncing the user back and forth between
volumes and unnecessary replication of material.

Unfinished Business (The Text Boxes - a Call for Action)
Although we are inviting comments and recommendations on the
manual as a whole, there ~ some specific issues or questions
where we want public comment, information or assistance. We
have elected to use "Text Box~" to highlight these issues. To
comment, contact technical leads listed earlier.

The Process and Schedule for Completing the Revisions
Ecolo~ will conduct public workshops, from early October to
about mid-November, at both eastside and westside locations.
We anticipate separate workshops on Volume I (Minimum
Requirements and overall policy issues), Volume II
(Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention), and Volumes
1TI - IV (Hydrologic Analysis, Source Control BMPs, and Runoff
Treatment BMPs).

The comment period on the Public Review Draft will end
December 15, 1999 and we anticipate publishing a Final Draft
by mid-February 2000. We will conduct public meetings on the
Final Draft during March and expect to publish a revised manual
by the end of April 2000.
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CHAPTER 1 -Introduction

1.1 Effects of Urbanization

1.1.1 Background Prior to the Euro-American settlement, western Washington
Conditions primarily was forested in alder, maple, fir, hemlock and cedar. The

area’s bountiful rainfall supported the forest and the many creeks,
springs, ponds, lakes and wetlands. The forest system provided
protection by intercepting rainfall in the canopy, reducing the
possibility of erosion and the deposition of sediment in waterways.
The trees and other vegetative cover evapotranspirated at least 40%
of the rainfall. The forest duff layer absorbed large amounts of
runoff releasing it slowly to the streams through shallow ground
water flow. Forest ecosystems in eastern Washington provided
similar hydrologic functions though not always to the same extent.
The shrub-steppe and grasslands of eastern Washington also had
their own natural hydrologic rhythms.

1.1.2 Hydrologic As settlement occurs and the population grows, ~ are logged and
Changes land is cleared for the addition of impervious surfaces such as

rooftops, roads, parking lots, and sidewalk~. Maintained landscapes
that have much higher nmoff~teristics typically replace the
natural vegetation. The.nat~u’al soil structure is also lost due to
grading and compa~on du~i.ng construction. Roads are cut through
slopes and low spots are filled. Drainage patterns are irrevocably
altered. AU of ~ results in drastic changes in the natural
hydrology, including:

~ Increased peak surface runoff volumetric flow rates;

~ Increased volume of surface runoff;

~ Decreased time for runoff to reach a natural receiving
water;

~ Reduced ground water recharge;

~ Increased frequency and duration of high stream flows
and reduced stream flows during dry weather;

~ Greater stream velocities; and

Increased frequency and duration of wetlands inundation
and reduced water elevations during the dry season.

R0073261
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As a consequence of these hydrology changes, stream channels
are eroded by high flows and can lose summertime base flows.
Increased flooding occurs. Habitat is degraded and receiving
water species composition is altered as explained below.

Figure 1.1 (Booth and Jackson, 1997)(1) illustrates the
relationship between the level of development in a basin, the
changes in the recurrence of high stream flows, and the resultant
streambank instability and channel erosion.

O.O

Figure ~ A: Channel S~bili~ and Land Use:
H~ebos, East Lake Sammamish, Issaquah Basins

1.1.3 Water Quality    Urbanization also causes an increase in the types and quantities of
Changes               pollutants in surface and ground waters. Runoff from urban areas

has been shown to contain many different types of pollutants,
depending on the nature of the activities in those areas. Table 1.1
from an Analysis of Oregon Urban Runoff Water Quality
Monitoring Data Collected From 1990 to 1996 (1997)(2) shows mean
concentrations for a limited number of pollutants from different land
uses.

The runoff from roads and highways is contaminated with
pollutants from our vehicles. Oil and grease, polynuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAWs), lead, zinc, copper, cadmium, as
well as sediments (soil particles) and road salts are typical
pollutants in road runoff. Runoff from industrial areas typically
contains even more types of heavy metals, sediments, and a
broad range of man-made organic pollutants, including
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phthalates, PAH’s, and other petroleum hydrocarbons.
Residential areas contribute the same road-based pollutants as
well as herbicides, pesticides, nutrients (from

fertilizers), bacteria and viruses (from arfimal waste) to runoff.
All of these contaminants can seriously impair beneficial uses of
receiving waters.

Regardless of the eventual land use conversion, the sediment
load produced by a construction site can turn the receiving waters
turbid and be deposited over the natural sediments of the
receiving water.

The pollutants added by urbanization can be dissolved in the
water column or can be attached to particulates that settle in
streambeds, lakes, wetlands, or marine estuaries. A number of
urban bays in Puget Sound have contaminated sediments due to
pollutants associated with particulates in stormwater runoff.

Urbanization also tends to cause an increase in water
temperature. Heated stormwater from impervious su,,C, ac~ and
exposed treatment and detention ponds discharges to streams
with less riparian vegetation for shade.

Table 1.1: Land Uses Mean Concentrations for Selected Pollutants(2)

Land Use TSS Total Cu Total Zn Dissolved Cu Total P

mg/! mg/! mg/! mg/l mg/!

In-pipe Indus. 194 0.053 0.629 0.009 0.633

Instream Indus. 102 0.024 0.274 0.007 0.509

Transportation 169 0.035 0.236 0.008 0.376

Commercial 92 0.032 0.168 0.009 0.391

Residential 64 0.014 0.108 0.006 0.365

Open 58 0.004 0.025 0.004 0.166
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1.1.4 Biological The hydrologic and water quality changes result in changes to the
Changes biological systems that were supported by the natural hydrologic

system. In particular, aquatic life is greatly affected by urbanization.
Habitats are drastically altered when a stream changes its physical
configuration and substrate due to increased flows. Natural riffles,
pools, gravel bars and other areas are altered or destroyed. These and
other alterations produce a habitat structure that is very different
from the one in which the resident aquatic life evolved. For
example, spawning areas, particularly those of salmonids, are lost.
Fine sediments imbed stream gravels and suffocate salmon redds.
The complex food web is destroyed and is replaced by a biological
system that can tolerate the changes. However, that biological
community is typically not as complex, is less desirable, and is
unstable due to the ongoing rapid changes in the new hydrologic
regime.
Significant and detectable changes in the biological community
of Puget Sound lowland streams begins early in the t~anization
process. May et al (1997)(3) reported changes in ~ 5-10% total
impervious area range of a watershed. Figure 1.2 ~ May et al
(1997) shows the relationship observed betw~,-en ~ Benthic
Index of Biotic Integrity 03-I]30 de~lolt~ed byKleindl (1995)(4)
and Karr (1991 )(5), and the exte~a~ ~waters’laed urbanization as
estimated by the percentage of total impervious area (% TIA).
Also shown in the figure is th~¢orrelation between the
abundance ratio of juvenile coho salmon to cutthroat trout
(Lucehetti and Fuerstenberg 1993)(6) and the extent of
urbanization.

The biological communities in wetlands are also severely
impacted and altered by the hydrological changes. Relatively
small changes in the natural water elevation fluctuations can
cause dramatic shifts in vegetative and animal species
composition.

If the hydrological changes don’t knock out a species, the toxic
pollutants in the water colunm such as pesticides, soaps, and
metals can have immediate and long-term lethal impacts. Toxic
pollutants in sediments can yield similar impacts with the lesions
and cancers in bottom fish of urban bays serving as a prime
example.
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A rise in water temperature can have direct lethal effects. It
reduces the maximum available dissolved oxygen and may cause
algae blooms that further reduce the amount of dissolved oxygen
in the water.
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The engineered stormwater conveyance, treaXment, and detention1.1.5 The Role of
Land Use and Our systems advocated by thisand etcher storawcater manuals can reduce

the impacts of development to water quality and hydrology. But theyLifestyles
cannot replicate th~ natural hydrologic functions of the natural
watershed that existed before development, nor can they remove
sufficient pollutants to replicate the water quality ofpre-
development conditions. Ecology understands that despite the
application of appropriate Best Management Practices identified in
this manual, we will continue to degrade our urban and suburban
receiving waters and continue to lose some beneficial uses due to
development. This is because land development, as we practice it
today, is incompatible with the achievement of sustainable
ecosystems. Unless we adopt development methods that cause
significantly less disruption of the hydrologic cycle, we will
inevitably degrade and lose more beneficial uses of our waters as we
develop more areas.

In recent years, researchers (May et al, 1997)(3) and regulators
(e.g., Issaquah Creek Basin and Nonpoint Action Plan, 1996)(7)
have speculated on the amount of natural land cover and soils
that would have to be maintained in a watershed in order to
retain sufficient hydrologic conditions to prevent stream channel
degradation and maintain base flows. There is some agreement
that preserving a high percentage (50%? 65%?) of the land cover
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and soils in an undisturbed state is necessary to preserve
hydrology.

It is not clear what other combinations of measures are also
necessary to preserve beneficial uses. Clearly, we must improve
our stormwater detention, treatment, and source control
technologies. This manual is the Department of Ecology’s latest
effort to apply updated knowledge in these areas. We must also
improve the operation and maintenance of our engineered
systems so that they function as well as possible. Changing
public attitudes toward chemicals use, preferred housing, and
transportation modes are also necessary.

A dramatic reduction is necessary in the amount of impervious
surfaces and artificially landscaped areas we create to
accommodate our preferred housing, play, and work
environments, and most significantly, our transportation choices.
It is estimated that 65% of the impervious surfaces a~ crea~ed to
provide "car habitat." Therefore to make appreciable ~gr~s in.
reducing impervious surfaces in a watershed, ,~ ma~ reduce the
density of our road systems, alter our road cons~’uction
standards, reduce surface parking, and r~ly mare on
transportation systems th~ no| ~uire such extensive
impervious surfaces (rail ~I~ ~ng).

In short, we must implemen~drastic changes in where and how
we develop land and how we live and move across the land if we
are to achieve the goals we set for ourselves in the federal Clean
Water Act - to preserve, maintain, and restore the beneficial uses
of our nation’s waters.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this manual is to control the quantity and quality
of stormwater produced by new development and redevelopment
such that they comply with water quality standards and protect
beneficial uses of the receiving waters. Application of
appropriate minimum requirements and BMP’s identified in this
manual are necessary but sometimes insufficient measures to
achieve those goals.

To accomplish the objective, the manual establishes minimum
requirements for projects of all sizes and provides guidance
concerning how to prepare and implement stormwater site plans.
These plans are required for new development and
redevelopment on both large and small parcels, and must meet
the applicable minimum requirements contained in Chapter 2.
These requirements are, in turn, satisfied by the application of
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BMPs from Volumes H through V. Projects that follow this
approach will apply reasonable, technology-based BMPs to
reduce the adverse impacts of stormwater.

It is important to understand that compliance with this manual
does not ensure compliance with water quality standards. State
and local permitting authorities with jurisdiction can require
more stringent measures that are deemed necessary to meet
locally established goals, state water quality standards, or other
established natural resource or drainage objectives.

The manual can also be helpful in identifying options for
retrofitting BMPs to existing development. Retrofitting
stormwater BMPs into existing developed areas will be necessary
in many cases to meet federal Clean Water Act and state Water
Pollution Control Act (Chapter 90.48 RCW) requirements.

Ecology does not have guidance specifically for retrofit situations
(not including redevelopment situations). We encourage
application of BMPs from this manual when it is feasible I0 do
so. However, there are typically site constraints that make ~he
application infeasible.

Application to Retrofit Situations

Ecology is inviting comment on how and under what circumstances to modify these BMPs
for retrofit situations.

Ecology is also inviting comment on the use of BMPs not included in the manual for retrofit
situations.

1.3 Development and Geographic Scope of This Manual
The Ecology stormwater manual was originally developed in
response to a directive of the Puget Sound Water Quality
Management Plan (Plan)fl) The Puget Sound Water Quality
Authority (since replaced by the Puget Sound Water Quality
Action Team, PSWQAT) recognized the need for overall
guidance for stormwater quality improvement. It incorporated
requirements in its Plan to implement a cohesive, integrated
stormwater management approach through the development and
implementation of programs by local jurisdictions, and the
development of rules, permits, and guidance by Ecology.

One of the plan’s stormwater elements (SW-3.1) requires
Ecology to develop a stormwater technical manual for use by
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local jurisdictions. The Plan specifies aspects that the manual is
to include.

With this update of the manual, Ecology is seeking to broaden
the applicability of the manual to the entire state. In that effort,
we have found that the concepts developed originally for the
Puget Sound Basin are applicable throughout western
Washington. In addition, most of the concepts, minimum
requirements and BMPs are equally applicable in eastern
Washington. Adjustment in the minimum requirements for flow
control and treatment, adjustment of some BMP design criteria,
and specification of the types of BMPs applicable in some
eastern Washington environments seem appropriate.

1.4 Development of Best Management Practices
to Improve Water Quality

The primary method by which the manual controls tt~ adve~’se1.4.1 Best
Management impacts of development and redevelopment is thro~ the

Practices (BMPs)
application of Best Management Practices

Best Management Practices are ~fmed as schedules of activities,
prohibitions of practices, ~rlaaoe p~ures, and structural
and]or managerial practi~e~, tl~at~h~ used singly or in
combination, prevent or r~dac~:the release of pollutants to waters
of Washington State. The ~es of BMPs are source control,
nmofftreatment, and flow control.

The primary purpose of using BMPs is to protect beneficial uses
of watea" resources through the reduction of pollutant loads and
concentrations, and through reduction of discharges (volumetric
flow rates) causing stream channel erosion. If it is found that,
after the implementation of BMPs advocated in this manual,
beneficial uses are still threatened or impaired, then additional
controls may be required.

Stormwater management programs should keep in mind that it is
1.4.2 Source Control
BMPs

generally more cost effective to prevent impacts using source
control than using nmofftreatment to remove pollutants. However,
since source controls cannot prevent all impacts, some combination
of measures will always be needed.

R0073268
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Source control BMPs, as the term implies, aim to prevent
pollution, or other adverse effects of stormwater, from occurring.
Ecology further classifies source control BMPs as operational or
structural. Examples of source control BMPs include methods as
various as using mulches and covers on disturbed soil, putting
roofs over outside storage areas, berming areas to prevent
stormwater run-on and pollutant runoff.

1.4.3 Treatment Runoff treatment BMPs include facilities that remove pollutants by
BMPs simple gravity settling of particulate pollutants, filtration, biological

uptake, and soil adsorption. Runoff treatment BMPs can accomplish
significant levels of pollutant load reductions if properly designed
and maintained.

1.4.4 Flow Control Flow control BMPs typically control the rate, frequency, and flow
BMPs duration of stormwater surface runoff releases. The need to provide

flow control BMPs depends on whether a development
discharges to a stream system or wetland, either directly
indirectly. Stream channel erosion control can be accornp~hed by
BMPs that detain runoff flows and also by those which physically
stabilize eroding streambanks. Both ~es of measures may be
necessary in urban watersheds. Only the former is covered in this
manual.

Construction of a detention pond is the most common means of
meeting flow controt rexlairmnents. The concept of detention is
to collect runoffffom a developed area and release it at a slower
rate than it enters the collection system. The reduced release rate
requires temporary storage of the excess amounts in a pond with
release occurring over a few hours or days. The volume of
storage needed is dependent on 1) the size of the drainage area;
2) the extent of disturbance of the natural vegetation, topography,
and soils and creation of effective impervious surfaces (surfaces
that drain to a stormwater collection system); and 3) how rapidly
the water is allowed to leave the detention pond, i.e., the target
release rates.

The 1992 Ecology manual focused primarily on controlling the
peak flow release rates for recurrence intervals of concern - the
2, 10, and 100-year rates. This level of control did not
adequately address the increased duration at which those high
flows occur because of the increased volume of water from the
developed condition as compared to the pre-developed
conditions. To protect stream channels from increased erosion, it
is necessary to control the durations over which a stream channel
experiences geomorphically significant flows such that the
energy imparted to the stream channel does not increase
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significantly. Geomorphically significant flows are those that are
capable of moving sediments. This target will translate into
lower release rates and significantly larger detention ponds than
the previous Ecology standard. The size of such a facility can be
reduced by changing the extent to which a site is disturbed.

In regard to wetlands, it is necessary to not alter the natural
hydroperiod. This means control of flows from a development
such that the wetland is within certain elevations at different
times of the year. If the amount of surface water runoff draining
to a wetland is increased because of land conversion from
forested to impervious areas, it may be necessary to bypass some
water around the wetland in the wet season. If however, the
wetland was fed by local ground water elevations during the dry
season, the impervious surface additions and the bypassing
practice may cause variations from the dry season elevations.
Estimations of what should be done to maintain the n~
hydroperiod requires the use of a continuous nmoff raodel. It
remains to be seen whether the continuous nmoff~d~Is w~
have available are sufficiently accurate to dote,,"mhle suecessful
flow management strategies. And oven if the m~ling
approaches are sufficient, it will be a challenge to simulate pre-
development hydrology once you have significant development
around and draining to or through a wetland.

1.5 Organization of This Manual
The manual is organized into five volumes

Volume I provides an introduction and overview, establishes
th-esholds for determining whether to apply small or large parcel
minimum requirements, establishes the minimum requirements
for large and small parcels, and provides guidance on preparation
of a stormwater site plan. A glossary is included at the back of
Volume I.

Volume II covers stormwater pollution prevention at
construction sites with a primary focus on erosion and sediment
control. The volume provides an overview of erosion and
sedimentation, summarizes various regulatory requirements,
describes how to prepare a Construction Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan, and details the standards and specifications for

Volume llI covers hydrologic analysis methods for estimating
pre- and post-developed runoff quantifies and flow rates, and
details of detention facility design, construction, and
maintenance. It provides general information in regard to
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infiltration and constructed wetlands with references to Volume
V for further details. It provides reference to the use of natural
wetlands for stormwater. We have deleted the chapter on
conveyance design, and encourage the use of other references.

Volume IV addresses control of runoff pollution produced by
urban land uses with a primary emphasis on source control
BMPs. Source control BMPs for specific types of activities are
described in detail. Extensive appendices provide guidance on
BMPs applicable to business types and helpful information
concerning other related regulatory requirements and recycling,
disposal, and treatment options for waste materials.

Volume V provides the details of treatment BMP design,
construction, and maintenance. It is organized by treatment BMP
types and details how to select BMPs according to the
requirements and the needs of the site.

1.6 Users of This Manual
The users of this manual will be engineers~ planners,
environmental scientists, plan reviewers, at~ ~ctors from
local government and private industry. ~al government
officials may adopt and ~tl~ roqui~ents of this manual
directly or adopt and app~ ~e r~:luirements of an equivalent
manual. Local governm~ staff’will use this manual, or their
own manual, as a ref~a’enee for reviewing stormwater site plans,
checking BMP designs, and for providing technical advice in
general. Private industry will use the manual for information on
how to develop and implement stormwater site plans, and as a
reference for technical specifications of BMPS.

Where permits, such as the Baseline General Permit for
Industrial Activities, references BMPs in this manual, affected
industries shall use the manual for specifies concerning how to
comply with their permits.
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1.7 How to Use This Manual
Development project proponents will want to take the following
steps:

Read Chapter 2 in Volume I to determine the minimum
requirements that apply to the project;

Use Chapter 4 of Volume I to help select permanent
BMPs for the project;

Reference Volumes 111 through V for BMP design
criteria;

~ Use Chapter 3 of Volume I to help develop your
stormwater site plan; and

~ Use Volume II to plan your construction activities,
including:

check your regulatory responsibilities in ©hapter 2;

use chapter 3 to develop your Constriction Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan; and

use chapter 4 to select and Sl~eify BMPs.

Businesses which need to comply with their industrial
stormwater permit or a lo,,dd requirement to apply source control
BMPs should reference Volume IV.

1.8 Regulatory Status of the Manual
This manual has been developed by Ecology to represent the
latest developments in technology-based management of urban
stormwater. The manual itself has no independent regulatory
authority. Its requirements and BMPs only become required
through:

~ ordinances and rules established by local governments;
and,

~ permits and other authorizations issued by local, state,
and federal authorities.
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1.9 Relationship of this Manual to Federal, State, and
Local Regulatory Requirements

The Ecology manual is one cog in the efforts to manage and
reduce the impacts of urban stormwater discharges. This section
will explain the relationship of the manual to each of the various
programs, permits, and planning efforts described below.

1.9.1 The Puget Sound The Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan (The Plan)
Water Quality requires all cities and counties in the Puget Sound Basin to
Management Plan implement stormwater management programs. Element SW-I.1

states that those programs are to include:

Ordinances for all new development and redevelopment which
address control of off-site water quality and quantity effects; the
use of source control BMPs; the effective treatment of~e water
quality design storm; the use of infiltration where appropriate;
the protection of stream channels, fish and sh~fish habitat, and
wetlands; erosion and sediment control at cormtrnction project,
and local enforcement of these stormwat~ ~entrols.

Element SW-1.3 states that:

"In conjunction with ~e runoff control ordinances for
new development and redevelopment, each jurisdiction
shall adopt a stormwater management manual
containing best management practices. A local
government may adopt the manual prepared by Ecology
under element SW-3 or prepare its own manual as long
as it has substantially equivalent technical standards to
those in Ecology’s manual. Ecology shall review
alternative manuals of local governments for substantial
consistency with the Plan and Ecology’s manual and
guidance."

Element SW-2.4 of the Plan requires that:

"Each urban stormwater program shall seek to control
the quality and quantity of runoff from public facilities
and industrial, commercial and residential areas,
including streets and roads, consistent with manuals and
guidance provided by Ecology..."

Element SW-3.1 requires Ecology to:

"...maintain a technical manual that implements the
requirements in elements SW-1 and SW-2 for use by
local jurisdictions in stormwater planning."
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Ecology publishes this manual to fulfill its responsibilities under
the Plan. Cities and counties are to adopt ordinances and
manuals that are substantially equivalent. Ecology published
guidance ("Guidance for Local Governments When Submitting
Manuals and Associated Ordinances for Equivalency Review,"
3/94, Publication #94-45) that listed the following criteria that
Ecology uses to determine equivalency:

1. The Minimum Requirements (in Chapter 2 of Volume I) for
new development and redevelopment now in the model
ordinance (also published by Ecology) and the technical
manual or their equivalents must be included in the ordinance
adopted by the local government. More stringent
requirements may be used, and/or the Minimum
Requirements may be tailored to local circumstances through
the use of basin plans.

2. The thresholds for and definitions of new development,
redevelopment, land disturbing activities, and existing
conditions should provide equivalent protection of receiving
waters or equivalent levels of pollution treatmeaat as those
provided by Ecology’s criteria.

3. The substantially equiwalent manual must include BMP
selection and site planning processes that have outcomes that
provide equivalent or greater protection to those in Ecology’s
technical manual.

4. BMPs equivalent to those contained in Volumes II through
IV (corresponding to proposed Volumes II through V of this
update) of Ecology’s manual must be included in the local
government’s version of the manual.

5. An exceptions or variance process similar in content to
Section I-2.16 (Section 2. 8 of Volume I in this update),
Exceptions, must be included.

Manual Equivalency Criteria

As part of this manual update, Ecology will update the equivalency criteria. Ecology invites
comments on this section.

The text in Chapter 2 of Volume 1 that is in bold print are those concepts that Ecology will
require local governments to incorporate or to have equivalent concepts that provide an equal
or greater level of protection or treatment.
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1.9.2 Phase I Ecology has issued joint NPDES and State Waste Discharge permits
NPDES and State to regulate the discharges of stormwater fi’om the municipal separate
Waste Discharge storm sewer systems operated by the following cities and counties:
Stormwater Permits for
Municipalities Clark County, King County, Pierce County,

Snohomish County, Seattle, and Tacoma.

The Washington Department of Transportation is also a Phase I
municipal stormwater permittee for its stormwater discharges
within the jurisdictions of the above cities and counties.

As a condition (Special Condition S7.b.8.a.) of the permits
issued in July, 1995, these entities are required to implement
stormwater programs that must include:

"... ordinances (except WSDOT’s program), minimum
requirements and best management practices (BMPs)
equivalent to those found in Volumes I-IV of~logy’s
Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget ~und
Basin (1992 edition, and as amended byits
replacement) .... "

These entities have until the end of the permit terms, July, 2000
to comply with this requir~n~at.

Ecology will reissue the Pla~e Ipermits in July, 2000. At that
time we will add whatew’~ ~tional municipalities are required
by federal law to have an NPDES Phase I municipal stormwater
permit. We also intend to continue to retain the above special
condition with a reference to the year 2000 edition of the
Ecology stormwater manual. Ecology may also add a deadline or
deadlines within the term of the permit for compliance with the
condition.

1.9.3 Phase II The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) intends to
NPDES and State promulgate its Phase II stormwater regulations in October, 1999.
Waste Discharge Those rules will identify additional municipalities as subject to
Stormwater Permits for NPDES municipal stormwater permitting requirements. An initial
Municipalities          estimate is that 76 municipalities will be subject to the requirements,

and 13 additional municipalities may be subject to the requirements
depending upon an analysis that Ecology must perform. Unless the
dates change in the final rule, the Phase II permits must be issued by
November 2002. The Phase II communities must submit their
stormwater programs to comply with permit requirements by January
2003.
The proposed regulations specify minimum requirements for the
stormwater programs developed to comply the Phase II permits.
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One of those requirements is the adoption of a program for "post-
construction stormwater management in new development and
redevelopment." Another is a program for "construction site
stormwater runoff control."

To at least partially fulfill these requirements, Ecology intends to
require the Phase II municipalities to adopt ordinances, minimum
requirements, and BMPs equivalent to those in this updated
manual. Essentially, this would be the same permit condition as
required of the Phase I municipalities. However, a different
schedule for compliance may be necessary for some
municipalities. Municipalities within the Puget Sound Basin
should have already completed these tasks as required by the
Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan, and as
encouraged by the State’s strategy for salmon recovery.

1.9.4 Municipalities Municipalities not subject to the Puget Sound Plan nor NPDES
Not Subject to the Puget stormwater permits for municipalities are encouraged to adopt
Sound Water Quality stormwater programs at least equivalent to the Puget Sound Basic
Management Plan nor Stormwater Program. This would include adol~ioa of ordinances,
NPDES Stormwater minimum requirements, and BMPs equiv~ tot,hose in Ecology’s
Permits for manual. Any municipalities ha m whcre:~an stormwater has
Municipalities been identified as a limiting factc~ to salmon recovery are expected

to have an equivalent stormwater manual as part of a Comprehensive
Stormwater Program as defined by the Puget Sound Water Quality
Management Plan.

1.9.5 The NPDES and Businesses subject to the Baseline General Permit for Stormwater
State Waste Discharge Discharges Associated With Industrial Activities have to prepare and
Baseline General Permitimplement a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan in accordance
for Stormwater with the terms of that permit. The permit issued in November 1995
Discharges Associated requires a description and implementation of generic "operational
With Industrial BMPs" (the same category of BMPs referred to as operational source
Activities (a.k.a., control BMPs in this manual), and "source control BMPs" (the same
industrial stormwater category of BMPs referred to as "structural source control" BMPs in
permit) this manual) from Volume IV of the 1992 Puget Sound Stormwater

Manual. Additionally, application of erosion and sediment control
BMPs, flow control BMPs and treatment BMPs from the 1992
manual and other published guidance is required if necessary to
address an erosion, flow, or pollution problem.

The existing industrial stormwater permit expires in November
2000. Ecology intends to redralt the permit conditions and
reissue the permit by that date. As a condition of the reissued
permit, Ecology anticipates that it will require industrial
stormwater permittees to implement the BMPs in this updated
stormwater manual. Ecology will consider retaining the
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statement in the existing permit that allows businesses to
implement alternative BMPs as long as they can demonstrate that
it will result in equal or better quality of stormwater discharge.

1.9.6 The NPDES and Projects covered by the construction stormwater permit must select
State Waste Discharge BMPs from Volume II of this manual if the date of the BMP
General Permit for selection process for the project is 120 days or more after the issue
Stormwater Dischargesdate of the manual.
Associated With
Construction Activity Construction sites that will disturb five acres or more and will have a
(a.k.a., construction discharge of stormwater from the project site to a surface water must
stormwater permi0 apply for Ecology’s construction stormwater permit. The permit

requires application of stabilization and structural practices to reduce
the potential for erosion and the discharge of sediments from the site.
The stabilization and structural practices cited in the permit are very
similar to the 15 minimum requirements for sedimentation and
erosion control in Volume I of the 1992 Puget Sound st0lttawater
manual. The permit also requires construction sites wi~ the Puget
Sound basin to select BMPs from Volume II oft~ mint ~ent
version of the Ecology stormwater manllal that hat been
available at least 120 days prior to the ll~sdeetion. Sites
outside the basin are required to selectB~ from the manual, from
the Erosion and Sediment Cotttrol Handbook, by Goldman et al, or
to select other appropriate~& The permit also states that where
Ecology has determined the l~al government requirements for
construction sites to be at least as stringent as Ecology’s, Ecology
will accept compliance with the local requirements.

The construction stormwater permit issued in November 1995
expires in November 2000. Ecology intends to reissue a new
permit by the latter date. We anticipate that the reissued permit
will require compliance with the construction stormwater
pollution prevention elements cited in Large Parcel Minimum
Requirement #1, and listed in Chapter 3 of Volume II. We also
anticipate that the permit will require selection of BMPs from
Volume II of this manual, and that it will allow use of BMPs
from local government manuals where they have been
determined to be equivalent.

The proposed EPA Phase lI stormwater regulations would
require construction sites of 1 acre and larger to apply for an
NPDES stormwater permit. If that regulation is adopted as
proposed, Ecology will likely require all such sites to apply for
coverage under its reissued construction stormwater permit.
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1.9.7 The Endangered With the listing of multiple species of salmon as threatened or
Species Act: Section endangered across much of Washington State, and the probability of
4(d) Rules, Section 7 more listings in the future, implementation of the requirements of the
Consultations, Endangered Species Act will have a dramatic effect on urban
Section 10 Habitat stormwater management. The manner in which that will occur is
Conservation Plans still evolving.

Under Section 4(d) of the statute, the federal government issues
regulations to provide for the conservation of the species. A 4(d)
rule may require new development and redevelopment to comply
with specific requirements. It remains to be seen whether the
federal government will cite the requirements of this manual in a
4(d) rule.

Under Section 7 of the statute, all federal agencies must insure
that any action they authorize, fund, or carry out is not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or
threatened species (or a species proposed for listing), nor result
in the destruction or adverse modification of deti~ated critical
habitat. The responsibility for detemmahg w~jeopardy is
likely to occur rests with the "action" as~"ncy. If an action "may
affect" a listed species, ~"~en" ageacy must consult with the
National Marine Fisheries ~ ~S), or the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (F&WS~) del~nding on the species involved, to
determine whether.jeop~ is likely to occur. Where NMFS or
F&WS believes that jeopardy would result, it must specify
reasonable and prudent alternatives to the action that would
avoid jeopardy if any such alternatives are available. If the
"action" agency rejects these, the action cannot proceed. This
manual may play a role in these jeopardy decisions and the
alternatives cited to avoid jeopardy.

Under Section 10 of the ESA, through voltmtary agreements with
the federal government that provide protections to an endangered
species, a non-federal applicant may commit an "incidental take"
of individuals of that species as long as it is incidental to an
otherwise lawful activity (such as developing land or building a
road). This new provision of the ESA is designed to resolve
conflicts between development pressures and endangered species
protection. A "Habitat Conservation Plan" (HCP) is an example
of this type of agreement. Under an HCP, the applicant’s plan
must:
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~ outline the impact that will likely result from the taking;

~ list steps the applicant will take to minimize and mitigate
such impacts, and funding available to implement such
steps; and

include alternative actions the applicant considered and
reasons alternative acts are not being used.

The federal government may grant a permit if it finds that the
taking will be incidental; the applicant will minimize and
mitigate impacts of taking; and the applicant will ensure that
adequate funding for the conservation plan will be provided.
This manual may play a key role in any proposed Habitat
Conservation Plans.

1.9.8 Section 401 For projects that require a fill or dredge pemait under Section 404 of
Water Quality the Clean Water Act, Ecology must certify to the permitting agency,
Certifications the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, that the proposed p~oject will not

violate water quality standards. In order to make such a
determination, Ecology may do a more speei~ rvview of the
potential impacts of a stormwater ~seharge ~ the construction
phase of the project and from the complctod project. As a result of
that review, Ecology may condign its certification to require:

~ application of the minimum requirements and BMPs in
this manual; or

~ application of more stringent requirements.

1.9.9 Hydraulic Under Chapter 75.20 RCW, the Hydraulics Act, the Washington
Project Applications State Department of Fish and Wildlife has the authority to require
(HPAs) actions of projects whose stormwater discharges would change the

natural flow or bed of state waters. The implementing mechanism is

the issuance of an Hydraulics Project Approval (HPA) permit. In
exercising this authority, Fish and Wildlife may require:

~ compliance with the provisions of this manual; or

application of more stringent requirements that they
determine are necessary to meet their statutory obligations
to protect fish and wildlife.
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1.9.10 Aquatic Lands The Department of Natural Resources (DNR), as the steward of
Use Authorizations public aquatic lands, may require a stormwater outfall to have a valid

use authorization, and to avoid or mitigate resource impacts.
Through its use authorizations, which are issued under authority of
Chapter 79.90 through 96, and in accordance with Chapter 332-30
WAC, DNR may require:

~ compliance with the provisions of this manual; or

application of more stringent requirements that they
determine are necessary to meet their statutory obligations
to protect the quality of the state’s aquatic lands.

A number of the requirements of this manual can be superseded by
1.9.11 Requirements

the adoption of ordinances and rules to implement theIdentified through
Watershed/Basin

recommendations of watershed plans or basin plans. Local

Planning or Total
governments may initiate their own watershed or basin planning

Maximum Daily Loads
processes to identify more stringent or alternative requirements.

(TMDL’s, a.k.a., Water
They may also choose to develop a watershed plan in accordance
with the Watershed Management Act (ES~ 2514) that includes the

Clean-up Plans)
optional elements of water quality and haiti-tat. They may also
choose to develop a basin plan ~ a~ordance with Chapter 400-12
WAC. As long as the aations~reqtth’ements identified in those
plans and implemented thto~ ~cal or state ordinances or rules
comply with the intent of a~itcable state and federal statutes (e.g.,
The federal Clean Water Act and the Endangered Species Act), they
can supersede the requirements in this manual. The decisions
conceming whether such locally derived requirements comply with
the intent of federal and state statutes rest with the regulatory
agencies responsible for implementing those statutes.

The requirements of this manual can also be superseded through
the adoption of actions and requirements identified in a Total
Maximum Daily Load that is approved by the EPA.

1.9.12 Other Local Local governments have the option of applying more stringent
Government requirements than those in this manual. They are not required to
Requirements base those more stringent requirements on a watershecFbasin plan or

their obligations under a TMDL. Project proponents should always
check with the local governmental agency with jurisdiction to
determine the stormwater requirements that apply to their project.

R0073280
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CHAPTER 2 - Minimum Requirements For All New
Development and Re-Development

2.1 Introduction
This manual, now expanded to be applicable on a statewide
basis, was originally developed to comply the 1991 Puget Sound
Water Quality Management Plan. That plan (as amended)
requires all counties and cities within the Puget Sound drainage
basin to adopt stormwater programs which include minimum
requirements for new development and redevelopment set by the
Plan and in guidance developed by Ecology. The programs are
to include ordinances that address:

"... at a minimum: (1) the control of off-site
water quality and quantity effects; (2) the use of
best management practices for source control
and treatment; (3) the effective treatment, using
best management practices, of the storm size
and frequency (design storm) as specified in the
manual for proposed development," (4) the use of
infiltration, with appropriate precautions, as the
first consideration in stormwater management,"
(5) the protection of stream channels, fish,
shellfish habitat, other aquatic habitat, and
wetlands; (6) erosion and sedimentation control
for new construction and redevelopment
projects; and (7) local enforcement of these
stormwater controls."

Ecology considers the above description to be generic to proper
stormwater management in any region within the State of
Washington. There are judgements that must be made concerning
appropriate technical standards for each region of the state based
on differences in hydrology, soils, and underlying geology. For
this edition of the manual, Ecology has identified flow control
standards and water quality treatment design storms as the only
requirements that justify different standards for eastern and
western Washington. Ecology has also identified different Best
Management Practices (BMPs) that will aid eastern Washington
development sites to achieve the intent of the minimum
requirements.
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There are several sets of requirements for proposed new
development and redevelopment that are applied depending on
the type and size of the proposed development. In general, small
sites are required to control erosion and sedimentation from
construction activities and to apply simpler approaches to
treatment and flow control of stormwater runoff from the
developed site. Controlling flows from small sites is important
because the cumulative effect of uncontrolled flows from many
small sites can be as damaging as those from a single large site.

Large sites must provide erosion and sedimentation control
during construction, permanent control of stormwater runoff
from the developed site through selection of appropriate BMPs,
and other measures to reduce and control the onsite and offsite
impacts of the project. Sites being redeveloped must generally
meet the same minimum requirements as new development for
the portion of the site being redeveloped. In addition, if the
redevelopment meets certain cost thresholds, updated stormwater
management for the entire site must be ~~ There may also
be situations in which additional controls are rgq~ for sites,
regardless of type or size, as a rcsu~ of basin plans or special
water quality concerns.

Development sites are to demonstrate compliance with these
requirements through the preparation of Stormwater Site Plans
(SSP). The plans are described in detail in Chapter 1-3. Two
major components of these plans are a Construction Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and a Permanent Stormwater
Quality Control (PSQC) Plan. The Construction SWPPP shall
identify how the project intends to control pollution generated
during the construction phase only, primarily erosion and
sediment. The PSQC shall identify how the project intends to
provide permanent BMPs for the control of pollution from
stormwater runoff after construction has been completed. Small
sites must submit these plans for review by the local government
only if they add or replace 5,000 square feet or more of
impervious surface.

A flow chart demonstrating how to determine which set of
requirements applies to a particular project is shown in Figure
2.2.

Throughout this Chapter, guidance to meet the requirements
of the Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan is
written in bold and supplemental guidelines that serve as
advice and other materials are no._~t in bold.
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2.2 Definitions
A full listing and definition of stormwater-related words and
phrases that are used in this manual is given in the glossary. A
few of the key definitions are listed here for ease in
understanding the requirements that follow.

Land disturbing activity Any activity that results in a change in the existing soil cover
(both vegetative and nonvegetative) and/or the existing soil
topography. Land disturbing activities include, but are not
limited to demolition, construction, clearing, grading, filling and
excavation.

New development Land disturbing activities, including Class IV -general forest
practices.that are conversions from timber land to other uses;
structural development, including construction or installation of a
building or other structure; creation of impervious surface;
subdivision, short subdivision and binding site plans, as ~fined
and applied in Chapter 58.17 RCW. All other forest prattles
and commercial agriculture are not consid~ new development.

Impervious surface A hard surface area that either prevents or rot~ the entry of
water into the soil mantle as und~ natural conditions prior to
development. A hard surl’ace ar~a which causes water to run off
the surface in greater quantities or at an increased rate of flow
from the flow present under natural conditions prior to
development. Common impervious surfaces include, but are not
limited to, roof tops, walkways, patios, driveways, parking lots or
storage areas, concrete or asphalt paving, gravel roads, packed
eaten materials, and oiled, macadam or other surfaces which
similarly impede the natural infiltration of stormwater. Open,
uncovered retention/detention facilities shall not be considered as
impervious surfaces.

Pollution-generating Those impervious surfaces considered to be a significant source of

impervious surface pollutants in stormwater runoff. Such surfaces include those which

(PGIS) are subject to: vehicular use; industrial activities; or storage of
erodible or leachable materials, wastes, or chemicals, and which
receive direct rainfall or the run-on or blow-in of rainfall. Erodible
or leachable materials, wastes, or chemicals are those substances
which, when exposed to rainfall, measurably alter the physical or
chemical characteristics of the rainfall runoff. Examples include
erodible soils, uncovered process wastes, manure, fertilizers, oily
substances, ashes, kiln dust, and garbage dumpster leakage. Metal
roofs are also considered to be PGIS unless they are treated to
prevent leaching.
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A surface, whether paved or not, shall be considered subject to
vehicular use if it is regularly used by motor vehicles. The
following are considered regularly-used surfaces: roads,
unvegetated road shoulders, bike lanes within the traveled lane of
a roadway, driveways, parking lots, unfenced firelanes, diesel
equipment storage yards, and airport runways.

The following are not considered regularly-used surfaces: road
shoulders primarily used for emergency parking, paved bicycle
pathways, bicycle lanes adjacent to unpaved or paved road
shoulders primarily used for emergency parking, fenced firelanes,
and infrequently used maintenance access roads.

Pollution-generating Any non-impervious surface subject to use of pesticides and
pervious surfaces fertilizers or loss of soil.
(PGPS)

Project site That portion of a property or properties subject to proposed:
project improvements including those required by this manu~l.

Redevelopment On an already developed site, the creation or addition of
impervious surfaces; the expansion of a buikltng footprint or
addition or replacement ofa structu~; structural development
including an increase in gros~ floor a~ea and/or exterior
construction or remodeling; replacement of impervious surface
that is not ~ofa routine maintenance activity; land disturbing
activities associated with structural or impervious
redevelopment; and any change in use that has the potential to
release now pollutants from the site. New pollutants means a
pollutant that was not discharged at that location immediately
prior to the change in use, as well as a pollutant that was
discharged in less quantities immediately prior to the change in
USe.

Replaced impervious For structures, the removal and replacement of any exterior surfaces
surface or foundation. For other impervious surfaces, the removal down to

bare soil or base course and replacement, excluding impervious
surfaces removed for the sole purpose of installing underground
utilities.

Site The legal boundaries of a parcel or parcels of land that is (are)
subject to new or redevelopment.

Small Parcel A site with less than one acre of land disturbing activity, AND
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~ is a single family residential site, or a small subdivision
project, that adds or replaces less than 10,000 square feet
of impervious surface; or

is another type of development project that adds less than
5,000 square feet of impervious surface.

Source control BMP A BMP that is intended to prevent pollutants from entering
stormwater. This manual separates source control BMPs into
two types. Structural Source Control BMPs are physical,
structural, or mechanical devices that are intended to prevent
pollutants from entering stormwater. Operational BMPs are
schedules of activities, prohibition of practices, and other
managerial practices to prevent or reduce pollutants from
entering stormwater. See Volume IV for details.

Threshold Discharge An onsite area draining to a single natural discharge location or
Area multiple natural discharge locations that combine within one-quarter

mile downstream (as determined by the shortest flowpath)~ The
examples in Figure 2.1 below illustrate this definition.

Figure 2.1. Threshold Discharge Areas
R0073285
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2.3 Exemptions
Commercial agriculture, and forest practices regulated under
Title 222 WAC, except for Class IV General forest practices that
are conversions from timber land to other uses, are exempt from
the provisions of the minimum requirements. All other new
development is subject to the minimum requirements.
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Is this a single family residential
or small subdivision project that ~

See Small Parcel

adds less than 10,000 square feet I~ Minimum

AND disturbs less than 1 acre? Requirements

SeeLargeParcel
Is there existing development ~ Minimum

on the site?                                   ~ Requirements for
Redevelopment

Does the project add 5,000 square~}    Is there 1 acre or See Small Parcel
feet or more of impervious "- more of land Minimum

surface ? disturbing Requirements
activity?

See Large Parcel
Minimum

Requirements for
New Development

Figure 2.2: Flow Chad for Determining Applicable Requirements
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2.4 Small Parcel Requirements

A project site of a single family residence, or a small
subdivision, that meets the small parcel def’mition is required
to comply with the applicable provisions of Large Parcel
Minimum Requirement #1 - Construction Stormwater
Pollution Prevention (Construction SWPP) and to apply
Small Site Requirements for water quality treatment and
flow control. Other types of development projects that meet
the definition must comply with the applicable provisions of
Large Parcel Minimum Requirement #1 - Construction
SWPP, Large Parcel Minimum Requirement #3 - Source
Control, and apply Small Site Requirements for water
quality treatment and flow control.

Small Parcels that add or replace 5,000 square feet or more
of impervious surface must prepare a stormwater site plan
for local government review.

Small Site Flow Control and Treatment

Ecology intends to propose small site flow control and treatment BMPs for addition to the
appropriate Volumes rrI and V of this manual.

2.5 Large Parcel Thresholds

2.5.1 New All new development, other than small parcels, that includes the
Development creation or addition of 5,000 square feet, or greater, of new

impervious surface area, and/or land disturbing activity of one
acre or greater, shall comply with Large Parcel Minimum
Requirements #1 through #9 and prepare a Stormwater Site
Plan.

Supplemental Basin planning is encouraged and may be used to tailor certain of the
Guidelines: Large Parcel Minimum Requirements to a specific basin (see Large

Parcel Minimum Requirement #8).

2.5.2 Redevelopment All redevelopment projects in which the total of new plus
replaced impervious surfaces is 5,000 square feet or more must
comply with Large Parcel Minimum Requirements #1 and #3 for
the project site.

Redevelopment projects that add 5,000 square feet or more
of new impervious surface must comply with all the Large
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Parcel Minimum Requirements for the new impervious
surfaces. If the runoff quantity from the new surfaces is not
separated from runoff from other surfaces prior to treatment
or flow control, the stormwater facilities must be sized for the
entire flow. Alternatively, the local government may allow
the Large Parcel Minimum Requirements to be met for an
equivalent (flow and pollution characteristics) area within
the same site.

All redevelopment projects in which the total of new plus
replaced impervious surfaces is 5,000 square feet or more,
and whose valuation of proposed improvements - including
interior improvements - exceeds 50% of the assessed value of
the existing site improvements shall comply with all the
Large Parcel Minimum Requirements for the entire site.

Local governments may exempt redevelopment projeas from
compliance with Large Parcel Minimum Requirements #4,
#5, and/or #6 if they have adopted a plan that fulfills tliOse
requirements in regional facilities that wtll discharge to the
same receiving water, AND if they have am implementation
plan and a schedule for const~etion of those facilities.
Redevelopment projects for public roads may be exempted
from meeting Large Parcel Minimum Requirements #4, #5,
and/or #6 for the entire site (i.e., the exemption does not
extend to new surfaces that add impervious area) if there is
an adopted Capital Improvement Program for retrofitting
existing road surfaces.

Application of the Exemptions

Ecology is interested in advice on the application of the exemptions listed above. Should
exemptions be granted for redevelopment projects if the local government has a plan and a
schedule for future construction of regional facilities, or should the exemption only apply if
the regional facilities have been constructed?

Also, who determines the adequacy of plans and schedules for regional facilities or of Capital
Improvement Programs? Currently, there isn’t a review entity identified to ensure the quality
and legal adequacy of those plans, nor if they are properly implemented and on schedule.

Supplemental Local governments can establish criteria for allowing redevelopment
Guidelines: projects to pay a fee in lieu of constructing water quality or flow

control facilities on a redeveloped site. At a minimum, the fee
should be the equivalent of an engineering estimate of the cost of
meeting all applicable stormwater requirements for the project. For
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purposes of cost estimation, the local government may allow the
applicant to presume the site does not have unusual physical
constraints that would escalate storrnwater costs. The local
government must use such funds for the implementation of
stormwater control projects that would have similar benefits to the
same receiving water as if the project had constructed its required
improvements. Expenditure of such funds is subject to other state
statutory requirements.

Underground utility projects that replace the ground surface with
in-kind material or materials with similar runoff characteristics
should not be subject to redevelopment requirements.

Local governments are also encouraged to review all road
projects for changes in elevations or drainage flowpath that could
cause flooding, upland or stream erosion, or changes to
discharges to wetlands.

2.6 Large Parcel Minimum Requirements

2.6.1 Minimum All new development and redevelopment shall comply with
Requirement #1: Construction SWPP Element~ #I through #12 below, and shall
Construction develop and implement a Consttm~on Stormwater Pollution
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Each of the following twelve
Prevention (SWPP) required elements must be included in the Construction SWPPP

unless exemptions are justified in the narrative.

The following Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention
(SWPP) elements shall be met:

Element #1: Mark Clearing Limits
Prior to beginning earth disturbing activities,
including clearing and grading, all clearing limits,
easements, setbacks, sensitive areas and their buffers,
trees, and drainage courses should be clearly marked
to prevent damage and offsite impacts.

Element #2: Establish Construction Access
Construction vehicle access and exit shall be limited to
one route if possible.

~ Access points shall be stabilized with quarry spall or
crushed rock to minimize the tracking of sediment
onto public roads.

~ Wheel wash or tire baths should be located on-site.
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If sediment is transported onto a road surface, the
roads shall be cleaned thoroughly at the end of each
day. Sediment shall be removed from roads by
shoveling or sweeping and be transported to a
controlled sediment disposal area. Street washing will
be allowed only after sediment is removed in this
manner.

Street wash wastewater shall be controlled by
pumping back on-site, or otherwise be prevented from
discharging into systems tributary to state surface
waters without prior and adequate treatment.

Element #3: Detain Flows
Properties and waterways downstream from
development sites shall be protected from erosion due
to increases in the volume, velocity, and peak flow rate
of stormwater runoff from the project site, as
required by local plan approval authority.

~ Downstream analysis is necessary if changes in offsite
flows could impair or alter conveyance systems,
streambanks, bed sediment og aquatic habitat. See
Volume 1, Minimum-Requirement #8, for downstream
analysis requirements.

Stormwater detention facilities shall be constructed as
one of the first steps in grading. Detention facilities
shall be functional before other land disturbing
activities take place.
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Flow Control for Sediment Ponds

We would like to receive comment on whether the flow control achieved (as estimated by the
analysis below) by the flow control release structure specified for sediment ponds in Chapter
4 is adequate for construction sites which are by their nature, temporary. Also, should flow
control release structures be required for sediment traps?

The flow release structure detailed in Volume II, Chapter 4 for sediment ponds and traps will
not achieve the same level of flow control as required by Minimum Requirement # 5 of
Volume I. The flow control specified by Minimum Requirement # 5 is intended to protect
stream channels fi’om accelerated erosion due to increases in the duration and fi’equency of
high stream flows.

Using a continuous runoff simulation model (King County Runoff Time Series) King County
staff did a brief evaluation of the level of control achieved by the release structure specified
in Chapter 4. The analysis assumed a typical sediment retention facility sized using the 2-
year developed flow for a 10-acre urban residential subdivision (4 acres effective impervious
area and 6 acres of grass on till soils). The performance of the facility was evaluated
assuming the construction site was fully disturbed, but with no improvements (modeled as 10
acres of grass on till soils). The analysis concluded that pre-developed peak flows were at
least matched up to a 5-year event. Flow durations were controll~ut to pre-developed rates for
peak flows ranging between 70% of the 2-year and roughly al 5-year event.

Element #4: Install Sediment Controls
Prior to leaving a construction site, stormwater runoff
shall pass through a sediment pond, sediment trap, or
other appropriate sediment removal BMP.

Sediment ponds and traps, vegetated buffer strips,
sediment barriers or filters, dikes, and other BMPs
intended to trap sediment on-site shall be constructed
as one of the first steps in grading. These BMPs shall
be functional before other land disturbing activities
take place.

~ Earthen structures such as dams, dikes, and
diversions shall be seeded and mulched according to
the timing indicated in Element #5.

Element #5: Stabilize Soils
All exposed and unworked soils shall be stabilized by
application of effective BMPs, which protect the soil
from the erosive forces of raindrop impact and
flowing water.
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~ From October I through April 30, no soils shah
remain exposed and unworked for more than 2 days.
From May I to September 30, no soils shah remain
exposed and unworked for more than 7 days. This
condition applies to aH soils on site, whether at f’mal
grade or not.

~ Applicable practices include, but are not Hmited to,
sod and other established vegetative cover, mulching,
plastic covering, and the early application of gravel
base on areas to be paved.

Soil stabilization measures selected should be
appropriate for the time of year, site conditions,
estimated duration of use, and potential water quality
impacts that stabilization agents may have on
downstream waters.

~ Soil stockpiles must be stabilized and proteeted with
sediment trapping measures.

~ Work on linear construction site~ and activities,
including right-of-way and ~sement �learing,
roadway development, p~eliaes, and trenching for
utilities, shall not ex~the c~bility of the
individual contractor for Ms portion of the project to
install the bedding materials, roadbeds, structures,
pipelines, and/or utilities, and to re-stabilize the
disturbed soils, meeting the timing conditions
specified above in Element #5.

Element #6: Protect Slopes
Cut and fill slopes shah be designed and constructed
in a manner that will minimize erosion.

~ Consider soil type and its potential for erosion.

~ Reduce slope runoff velocities by reducing continuous
length of slope with terracing and diversions, reduce
slope steepness, and roughen slope surface.

~ Divert upslope drainage and run-on waters from off-
site with interceptors at top of slope. Off-site
stormwater should be handled separately from
stormwater generated on the site. Diversion of off-site
stormwater around the site may be a viable option.

Contain downslope collected flows in pipes, slope
drains, or protected channels.
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~ Provide drainage to remove ground water intersecting
the slope surface.

~ Excavated material shall be placed on the uphill side
of trenches, consistent with safety and space
considerations.

~ Flow retention barriers shah be placed at regular
intervals within trenches, which are cut down a slope.

~ Stabilize soils on slopes, as specified in Element #5.

Element #7: Protect Drain Inlets
~ All storm drain inlets made operable during

construction shall be protected so that stormwater
runoff shall not enter the conveyance system without
first being filtered or treated to remove sediment.

~ All approach roads shall be kept clean, and aH
sediment and street wash water shah not be allowed to
enter storm drains without prior and adequate
treatment.

Suggested BMPs

BMP 220: Storm Dra~ Inlet Protection

Element #8: Stabilize Channels and Outlets
~ All temporary on-site conveyance channels shall be

designed, constructed and stabilized to prevent
erosion from the expected velocity of flow from a 2
year, 24-hour frequency storm for the developed
condition.

Stabilization, including armoring material, adequate
to prevent erosion of outlets, adjacent streambanks,
slopes and downstream reaches shall be provided at
the outlets of all conveyance systems.

Element #9: Control Pollutants
~ All pollutants, including waste materials and

demolition debris, that occur on-site during
construction shall be handled and disposed of in a
manner that does not cause contamination of
stormwater.

Cover, containment, and protection from vandalism
shah be provided for all chemicals, Hquid products,
petroleum products, and wastes present on the site.
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Maintenance and repair of heavy equipment and
vehicles involving oil changes, hydraulic system drain
down, solvent and de-greasing cleaning operations,
fuel tank drain down and removal, and other
activities which may result in discharge or spillage of
pollutants to the ground or into stormwater runoff
must be conducted under cover and on impervious
surfaces. These surfaces shall be cleaned immediately
following any discharge or spill incident.

Wheel wash, or tire bath wastewater, shall not be
discharged to the storm drain, or the on-site
stormwater treatment system.

Application of agricultural chemicals, including
fertilizers and pesticides, shall be conducted in a
manner and at application rates that will not result in
loss of chemical to stormwater runoff. Manufacturers’
recommendations shall be followed for application
rates and procedures.

Management of pH-mod~ ~ur~s sh~prevent
contamination of runoff andsto~~ collected on
the site. These sources includ~bnt are not limited to,
bulk cement, cement ~ dust, fly ash, new concrete
washing and cu~g waters, waste streams generated
from concrete g~g and sawing, exposed aggregate
processes, and concrete pumping and mixer washout
waters.

Element #10: Control De-Watering
All foundation, vault, and trench de-watering water,
which has similar characteristics to stormwater runoff
at the site, shah be discharged into a controlled
conveyance system, prior to discharge to a sediment
trap or sediment pond. Channels must be stabilized,
as specified in Element #8.

~ Clean, non-turbid de-watering water, such as well-
point ground water, can be discharged to systems
tributary to state surface waters, as specified in
Element #8, provided the de-watering flow is less than
20 percent of the receiving water flow. These clean
waters should not be routed through sediment traps
or sediment ponds with stormwater.

Highly turbid or otherwise contaminated dewatering
water, such as from construction equipment
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operation, clamshell digging, concrete tremie pour, or
work inside a cofferdam, shah be handled separately
from stormwater at the site.

Other disposal options, depending on site constraints,
may include: 1) sanitary sewer discharge with local
sewer district approval, 2) overland infiltration, 3)
transport off-site in vehicle, such as a vacuum flush
truck, for legal disposal in a manner that does not
pollute state waters.

Element #11: Maintain BMPs
~ All temporary and permanent erosion and sediment

control BMPs shall be maintained and repaired as
needed to assure continued performance of their
intended function. All maintenance and repair shall
be conducted in accordance with BMPs.

All temporary erosion and sediment control BMI~
shall be removed within 30 days after f’m~ site
stabilization is achieved or after the temporary BMPs
are no longer needed. Trapped sediment shah be
removed or stabil~on site. Disturbed soil areas
resulting from removal of BMPs or vegetation shah be
permanently stabilized.

Element #12: Manage The Project
Phasing of construction

~ Seasonal work

~ Employee training

~ Pre-construction conference

~ Coordination with utilities and other contractors

~ Sub-contractor oversight

~ Linear site special considerations

~ Monitoring / reporting

~ Keeping Construction SWPPP up to date

Managing the Project

Ecology intends to add more detail to Element #12. We encourage comm~mts concerning the
completeness of the above list of sub-elements, and concerning the appropriate text for each
of the sub-elements.
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Objective: To control erosion and prevent sediment and other pollutants
from leaving the site during the construction phase of a project.

Supplemental If a Construction SWPPP is found to be inadequate (with respect to
Guidelines: erosion and sediment control requirements), then the Plan Approval

Authority1 within the Local Government should require that other
BMPs be implemented, as appropriate.

2.6.2 Minimum Natural drainage patterns shah be maintained, and discharges
Requirement #2: from the site shall occur at the natural location, to the maximum
Preservation of Natural extent practicable. The manner by which runoff is discharged
Drainage Systems from the project site must not cause a significant adverse impact

to downgradient receiving waters.

Objective: To preserve and utilize natural drainage systems to the fullest
extent because of the multiple stormwater benefits these systems
provide

Supplemental Creating new discharge points can create significant st~ea~ channel
Guidelines: erosion problems as the receiving water ~ typically must adjust to

the new flows. Diversions can cause !~t~r impacts than would
otherwise occur by dischargingruaoffat tlae natural location. Where
no conveyance system exim at ~adj~t downstream property
line and the discharge was pre~oufly unconcentrated flow or
significantly lower concentrated flow, then measures must be taken
to prevent downstream impacts. Local governments are encouraged
to broaden this requirement to include protection against adverse
impacts to downgradient properties and drainage systems. Drainage
easoments from downstream property owners may be needed and
should be obtained prior to approval of engineering plans.

2.6.3 Minimum All known, available and reasonable source control BMPs shall
Requirement #3: be applied to all projects. Source control BMPs shall be selected,
Source Control Of designed, and maintained according to this manual.
Pollution

An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum
Requirement #8) or a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL,
also known as a Water Clean-up Plan) may be used to
develop more stringent source control requirements that are
tailored to a specific basin.

tThe Plan Approval Authority is defined as that department within a local government that has been delegated
authority to approve erosion and sediment control plans.
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Objective: The intention of source control BMPs is to prevent stormwater
from coming in contact with pollutants. They are a cost effective
means of reducing pollutants in stormwater, and, therefore,
should be a first consideration in all projects.

Supplemental A list of many source control BMPs is provided in the BMP
Guidelines: selection chapter of this volume. Source Control BMPs include

Operational BMPs and Structural Source Control BMPs. See
Volume IV for design details of these BMPs. For construction sites,
see Volume 1I, Chapter 4.

2.6.4 Minimum Thresholds
Requirement #4: The following require construction of stormwater treatment
Runoff Treatment BMPs that are sized to treat runoff from the water quality

design storm:

Single family or multi-family residential or
subdivision projects in which the total of new plus
replaced pollution-generating imperviou~ surfacel
(PGIS) is 10,000 square feet or more in a threshold
discharge area of the project, or

~ Other development proje~tl in which the total of new
plus replaced PGIS is 5,00Osquare feet or more in a
threshold discharge area of the project, or

Projects in which the total of new plus modified
pollution-generating pervious surfaces (PGPS) is one
acre or more in a threshold discharge area, and from
which there is a surface discharge in a natural or
man-made conveyance system from the site. Modified
PGPS means any existing PGPS that is re-graded or
re-contoured by the proposed project.

Standard Requirement
Treatment BMPs shall be sized to treat runoff from the water
quality design storm, defined as the 24-hour rainfall amount
with a 6-month return frequency. Approved single event
hydrograph methods identified in Volume llI shall be used to
identify runoff volumes and peak flow rates for design
purposes. Alternative methods can be used if they identify
volumes and flow rates that are at least equivalent.

That portion of any development project in which the above
PGIS or PGPS thresholds are not exceeded in a threshold
discharge area shall apply Small Site Requirements for water
quality treatment.

R0073298
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Table 2.1. Treatment Requirements for PGIS by Threshold Discharge Area

SFR or SFR or of develop- Other type
MFR MFR, > ment of develop-
< 10,000 sf 10,000 sf <5,000 sf ment, >
PGIS PGIS PGIS 5,000 sf

Large Site ~ ~
Treatment BMPs

Small Site ~ ~
Treatment BMPs

PGIS = pollution-generating impervious surfaces
SFR = single family residence
MFR = multiple family residence
sf = square feet

Performance Criteria

A discussion on performance criteria will be includedin Vg~ V.
I II

R0073299
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Water Quality Design Storm Event

Ecology encourages discussion of options for establishing a water quality design storm event.
The options currently under consideration include the following. These are discussed in
more detail in Appendix B:

1) An estimation of a 6-month, 24-hour rainfall amount.

2) Selected percentages of the 2-year, 24-hour rainfall amount, as an estimate of the 6-
month, 24-hour rainfall amount.

3) Using 24-hour rainfall data, selection of a precipitation amount for which the cumulative
sum of rainfall amounts of that size and smaller account for a certain percentage (e.g.,
90%) of the total rainfall inches.

4) Using 24-hour rainfall data, establish a rainfall amount for the knee of the curve for a
graph of increasing 24-hour rainfall amounts (y-axis) versus cumulative number of
rainfall events (x-axis).

5) Use a multiple of the mean annual storm.

6) Use of continuous runoff modeling to establish: a) a rtmoffflow rate that is exceeded only
X % of the time using the appropriate time increment for a BMP sized based on a peak
flow rate, and b) a 24-hour runoff amount that is exceeded only X% of the time for
BMP’s based on runoff volume.

A more detailed description of each of these options and the rainfall amounts they represent
for various locations around t~ state axe found in Appendix 2 to this chapter.

Additional Requirements
Direct discharge of untreated stormwater from pollution-
generating impervious surfaces to ground water is
prohibited, except for that achieved by infiltration or
dispersion of runoff as allowed under the Small Site
Requirements. All treatment BMPs shall be selected,
designed, and maintained according to a local government
manual deemed equivalent to this manual.

An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum
Requirement #8), or a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL,
also known as a Water Clean-up Plan) may be used to
develop more stringent runoff treatment requirements that
are tailored to a specific basin.

Treatment BMPs applied consistent with this manual are
presumed to meet the requirement of state law to provide all
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known available and reasonable methods of treatment (RCW
90.52.040, RCW 90.48.010). This technology-based treatment
requirement does not excuse any discharge from the
obligation to apply whatever technology is necessary to
comply with state water quality standards, Chapter 173-
201A WAC, state ground water quality standards, Chapter
173-200 WAC, and state sediment management standards,
Chapter 173-204 WAC. Additional treatment to meet those
standards may be required by federal, state, or local
governments.

Objective: The purpose of runoff treatment is to reduce pollutant loads and
concentrations in stormwater runoff using physical, biological,
and chemical removal mechanisms. When site conditions are
appropriate infiltration can potentially be the most effective BMP
for runoff treatment.

Supplemental See Volume V. The water quality design storm is intended to
Guidelines: capture and effectively treat about 90-93% of the armual rtil~offin

western and eastern Washington, and about 8~% ~the annual
nmoffin Central Washington (an area east of~eCascade crest and
west of the Columbia River).

Infiltration can provide both treaUntmt of stormwater, through the
ability of certain soils to remove pollutants, and volume control
of stormwater, by decre~ ~e amount of water that runs off to
surface water. Infiltration can be very effective at treating
stormwater runoff but soil conditions must be appropriate to
achieve effective treatment while not impacting ground water
resources. Methods currently in use such as direct discharge into
dry wells do not achieve adequate water quality treatment and are
therefore not permitted.

2.6.5 Minimam Applicability
Requirement #5: The requirement below applies only to situations where
Flow Control for stormwater runoff is discharged directly or indirectly to a
Discharges to Streams stream, and must be met in addition to meeting the requirements

in Minimum Requirement #4, Runoff Treatment BMPs.

Thresholds
The following require construction of detention ponds with
discharge orifices that are sized to meet the applicable
standard requirement for western or eastern Washington:

Any projects in which the total of new plus replaced
impervious surfaces is 10,000 square feet or more in a
threshold discharge area of the project, or
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Projects in which the total of land disturbing activity
is one acre or more in a threshold discharge area, and
from which there is a surface discharge in a natural or
man-made conveyance system from the site.

That portion of any development project in which the above
thresholds are not exceeded in a threshold discharge area
shall apply Small Site Requirements for flow control.

Western Washington Standard Requirement:
Applies to the geographic areas designated as regions 3 and 4
in NOAA Atlas #2 (Miller et al, 1973)~9).

Stormwater discharges to streams shall match developed
discharge durations to predeveloped durations for the range
of predeveloped discharge rates from 50% of the 2-year peak
flow up to the full 50-year peak flow. In addition, the
developed peak discharge rates shall not exceed thepre-
developed peak discharge rates for 2- and |0-year return
periods. The applicant shall use best avall~-le information to
determine whether to assume that the pr~veloped condition
was forested or pasture.

Western Washington Aiternativ~Requirement
An alternative requirement may be established through
application of watershed-scale hydrological modeling and
supporting field observations. Possible reasons for an
alternative flow control requirement include:

1) Establishment of a stream -specific threshold of
significant bedload movement other than the
assumed 50% of the 2-year peak flow;

2) Zoning and Land Clearing Ordinance restrictions
that, in combination with an alternative flow control
standard, maintain or reduce the naturally
occurring erosive forces on the stream channel; or

3) A duration control standard is not necessary for
protection, maintenance, or restoration of
designated beneficial uses or Clean Water Act
compliance.

Additional Requirement
As the first priority, flow control BMPs shall utilize
infiltration to the fullest extent practicable if site conditions
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are appropriate and ground water quality is protected. Flow
Control BMPs shall be selected, designed, and maintained
according to a local government manual deemed equivalent
to this manual.

Flow Control Exemption

Ecology is considering an exemption from the flow control requirement for projects that
discharge directly to major receiving waters and that are within a certain flowpath distance of
those receiving waters. We encourage suggestions for a definition for major receiving waters
and of a flowpath distance as well as other conditions for applying such an exemption.

Submerged and Intertidal Bedlands

Ecology has received comments concerning the physical impacts of stormwater discharges to
lakes and marine intertidal and subtidal areas. The comments are primarily in r~ td~e
erosive effects of the discharges. Ecology is interested in hearing sug~sti~ns regarding the
wording of a generic minimum requirement to discharge flows in a mariner that does not
cause significant impacts to submerged and intertidal bedlands.

Objective: To prevent increases in s~ channel erosion rates or stream
channel instability by m~g existing erosion rates. The
standard intends to maintain the total amount of time that a
receiv~mg stream exceeds an erosion-causing threshold. That
threshold is assumed to be 50% of the 2-year peak flow.
Maintaining existing erosion rates within streams is vital to
protect fish habitat and production.

Supplemental Reduction of flows through infiltration decreases stream channel
Guidelines: erosion and helps to maintain base flow throughout the summer

months. However, infiltration should only be used where ground
water quality is not threatened by such discharges

Interim Guideline: Local governments have a choice to make concerning a flow
control standard to use until a flow duration standard is adopted
and a continuous rainfall/runoffmodel is available for use. They
can continue to use the peak flow standard of the 1992 Puget
Sound manual, or use a peak flow standard that approximates the
results that the proposed flow duration standard would achieve.
By adjusting the target peak flow standard, restricting use of
variables in the SBUH hydrologic analysis, and applying a
volume correction factor, you can estimate the orifice sizes and
detention volumes that the proposed flow duration standard
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would indicate. The following example is a result of adjusting
the SBUH approach to obtain similar results as the output from
the King County Runoff Time Series (An application of the
Hydrologic Simulation Program - Fortran) with the proposed
flow duration standard as the target.

Adjusted target peak flow standard:
Limit the peak rate of runoff from individual development sites
to 50 percent of the pre-developed condition 2-year, 24-hour
design storm. Limit the peak rate from the 10-year, 24-hour
design storm to the pre-developed condition peak rate from the 2-
year, 24-hour design storm. Limit the peak rate from the 100-
year, 24-hour design storm to the pre-developed condition peak
rate from the 10-year, 24 hour design storm.

Restricted variable assumptions:
The flow path length assumed for sheet flow runoff in the pre-
developed condition calculations must not be less than 300 feet.

The Manning’s effective roughness coeftici~at for pre-developed
forested conditions should be 0.80. For pasture conditions, the
coefficient should be 0.15.

In the table of curve numbers in Volume lII, Chapter 1 of the
1999 manual, the curve numbers for pre-developed forest and
pasture conditions must be selected from the "fair" category.

Volume correction factor:
In addition to the above, the pond volume correction factor
identified in Volume III, Chapter I should be used where the pre-
developed condition is modeled as pasture.

Eastern Washington Standard Requirement:
Applies to geographic areas designated as regions 1 and 2 in
NOAA Atlas 2 (Miller et al, 1973)(1°).

Stormwater discharges to streams shall control streambank
erosion by limiting the peak rate of runoff from individual
development sites to 50 percent of the pre-developed
condition 2-year, 24-hour design storm while maintaining the
pre-developed condition peak runoff rate for the 10-year, 24-
hour and 100-year, 24-hour design storms. As the first
priority, flow control BMP’s shah utilize inffitration to the
fullest extent practicable, if site condtions are appropriate
and ground water quality is protected. Flow control BMP’s
shah be selected, designed, and maintained according to a
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local government manual that is deemed equivalent to this
manual.

Eastern Washington Alternative Requirement:
An alternative requirement may be established through
application of watershed-scale hydrological modeling and
supporting field observations. Possible reasons for an
alternative flow control requirement include:

1) Establishment of a stream-specific threshold of
significant bedload movement other than the
assumed 50% of the 2-year peak flow;

2) Zoning and Land Clearing Ordinance restrictions
that, in combination with an alternative flow control
standard, maintain or reduce the naturally
occurring erosive forces on the stream chan~; or

3) A duration control standard is necessary for
protection, maintenance, or restoration of
designated beneficial uses or Clean Water Act
compliance.

Objective: To prevent increases in stream channel erosion rates or stream
channel instability by maintaining existing erosion rates. The
standard intends to maintain the total amount of time that a
receiving stream exceeds an erosion-causing threshold. That
threshold is assumed to be 50% of the 2-year peak flow.
Maintaining existing erosion rates within streams is vital to
protect fish habitat and production. Because of the different
precipitation patterns prevalent in eastern Washington, use of a
continuous runoff model to support a flow duration standard may
not be necessary. Ecology has insufficient information to
propose a flow duration standard for most of eastern Washington

Rainfall Regions

Figure 2.3 Rainfall Regions for Washington State from NOAh. Atlas #2 to be added

R0073305
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2.6.6 Minimum The requirements below apply only to situations where
Requirement #6: stormwater discharges directly or indirectly through a
Wetlands Protection conveyance system into a wetland, and must be met in addition

to meeting the requirements in Minimum Standard #4, Runoff
Treatment BMPs.

Thresholds
The thresholds identified in Minimum Requirement #4 -
Runoff Treatment, and Minimum Requirement #5 - Flow
Control for Discharges to Streams shall also be applied for
discharges to wetlands.

Standard Requirement
Discharges to wetlands shah maintain the hydrologic
conditions, hydrophytic vegetation, and substrate
characteristics necessary to support existing and ~ignated
uses.

The publication, "Wetlands and Urbanization, Implications
for the Future", the final report of the Pu~,et Sound Wetland
and Stormwater Management:Research Program, 1997, shah
be used as guidance for discharges ~ natural and
constructed wetlands.

Additional Requirements
The standard requirement does not excuse any discharge
from the obligation to apply whatever technology is
necessary to comply with state water quality standards,
Chapter 173-201A WAC, or state ground water standards,
Chapter 173-200 WAC. Additional treatment requirements
to meet those standards may be required by federal, state, or
local governments.

An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum
Requirement #8), or a Total Maximum Daffy Load (TMDL,
also known as a Water Clean-up Plan) may be used to
develop requirements for wetlands that are tailored to a
specific basin.

Objective: To ensure that wetlands receive the same level of protection as
any other waters of the state. Wetlands are extremely important
natural resources which provide multiple stormwater benefits,
including ground water recharge, flood control, and stream
channel erosion protection. They are easily impacted by
development unless careful planning and management are
conducted. Wetlands can be severely degraded by stormwater
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discharges from urban development due to pollutants in the
runoff and also due to disruption of natural hydrologic
functioning of the wetland system. Changes in water levels and
the frequency and duration of inundations are of particular
concern.

Supplemental See Volume V for a summary of the "Wetlands and Stormwater
Guidelines: Management Guidelines: Managing Wetland Hydroperiod While

Managing Stormwater" (draft, 1999). These management
guidelines are considered the best available science to assist in
meeting the state water quality standards. The guidelines were
developed in part, and include, the findings of the Puget Sound
Wetlands and Stormwater Management Research Program.(1°)

While it is always necessary to pre-treat stormwater prior to
discharge to a wetland, there are limited circumstances where
wetlands may be used for additional treatment and deten__tion of
stormwater. These situations are considered in the guidelines as
well.

2.6.7 Minimum All development projects shah submit an o~’.site analysis report
Requirement #7: that assesses the potential off-site water quality, erosion, and
Off Site Analysis and    drainage impacts associated with the project and that proposes
Mitigation             appropriate mitigation of those impacts. An initial qualitative

analysis shall extend downstream for the entire flow path from
the project site to the receiving water or up to 1 mile, whichever
is less. If a receiving water is within one-quarter mile, the
analysis shall extend within the receiving water to one-quarter
mile from the project site. The analysis shall extend one-quarter
mile beyond any improvements proposed as mitigation. The
analysis must extend upstream to a point where any backwater
effects created by the project cease. Upon review of the
qualitative analysis, the local administrator may require that a
quantitative analysis be performed.

The existing or potential impacts to be evaluated and
mitigated shall include:

~ Upland erosion impacts

~ stream channel erosion

~ loss of stream channel base flow

~ Violations of surface water quality standards as
identified in a Basin Plan or a TMDL (Water Clean-
up Plan); or violations of ground water standards in a
wellhead protection area.
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Local governments are encouraged to expand the offsite analysis
to include an assessment of the existing and potential impacts
due to flooding and conveyance capacity.

Objective: To identify and evaluate offsite water quality, erosion and
drainage impacts that may be caused or aggravated by a proposed
project, and to determine measures for preventing impacts and
for not aggravating existing impacts. Aggravated shall mean
increasing the frequency of occurrence and/or severity of a
problem.

Supplemental
Guidelines:

Guidance for performing an initial qualitative analysis, a subsequent quantitative analysis,
and for developing mitigation options is being developed. Ecology intends to include those
in the next dratt of the manual ....

2.6.8 Minimum Adopted and implemented watershed-~ b~ta plans may
Requirement #8: be used to require equivalent o~ more ~gent minimum
Basin/Watershed requirements for source con~l, treatment, and wetlands
Planning protection, and alternative requ~ements for flow control.

Basin/Watershed plans shall evaluate and include, as
necessary, retrofitting of urban stormwater BMPs for existing
development and/or redevelopment in order to achieve
watershed-wide pollutant reduction and flow control goals that
are consistent with requirements of the federal Clean Water
Act. Standards developed from basin plans shall not modify
any of the above minimum requirements until the basin plan is
formally adopted and implemented by the local governments
within the basin, and approved or concurred with by the
Department of Ecology.

Objective: To promote watershed-based planning as a means to develop and
implement comprehensive water quality protection measures.
Primary objectives of basin planning are to reduce pollutant loads
and hydrologic impacts to surface and ground waters in order to
protect beneficial uses.

Supplemental Guidelines: While Minimum Requirements #3 through #6 establish general
standards for individual sites, they do not evaluate the overall
pollution impacts and protection opportunities which could exist
at the watershed level. In order for a basin plan to serve as a
means of modifying the minimum requirements it must be
formally adopted by all jurisdictions that have responsibilities
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under the basin plan, and ordinances or regulations called for by
the plan must be in effect. This is what is meant by an adopted
and implemented basin plan.

Basin planning provides a mechanism by which the on-site
standards can be evaluated and refined based on an analysis of an
entire watershed. Basin plans are especially well-suited to
develop control strategies to address impacts from future
development and to correct specific problems whose sources are
known or suspected. Basin plans can be effective at addressing
both long-term cumulative impacts of pollutant loads and short-
term acute impacts of pollutant concentrations, as well as
hydrologic impacts to streams, wetlands, and ground water
resources.

Examples of how Basin Planning can alter the minimum
requirements of this manual is given in Appendix A.

2.6.9 Minimum An operation and maintenance schedule that is consistent with
Requirement #9: the local government standards shall be provided for all
Operation and proposed stormwater facilities and BMPs, and the party (or
Maintenance parties) responsible for maintenance and operation shall be

identified.

Objective: To ensure that stormwater control facilities are adequately
maintained and operated properly.

Supplemental Inadequate maintenance is likely the leading cause of failure for
Guidelines: stomawater control facilities. The description of each BMP in

Volumes II, lIl, and V includes a section on maintenance. The
Guidance Manual also includes a section on developing an operation
and maintenance program and a model operation and maintenance
ordinance.

2.7 Optional Guidance #1: Financial Liability
Performance bonding or other appropriate financial guarantees
shall be required for all projects to ensure construction of
drainage facilities in compliance with these standards. In
addition, a project applicant shall post a two year financial
guarantee of the satisfactory performance and maintenance of
any drainage facilities that are scheduled to be assumed by the
local government for operation and maintenance.

Objective: To ensure that development projects have adequate financial
resources to fully implement stormwater management plan
requirements and that liability is not unduly incurred upon local
governments.
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Supplemental The type of financial instrument required is less important than
Guidelines: ensuring that there are adequate funds available in the event that non-

compliance occurs.

2.8 Exceptions

Exceptions to the Small Parcel Requirements and Large
Parcel Minimum Requirements #1 through #9 may be
granted prior to permit approval and construction. An
exception may be granted following a public hearing,

¯provided that a written finding of fact is prepared, that
addresses the following:

~ The exception provides equivalent environmental
protection and is in the overriding public interest; and
that the objectives of safety, function, on--mental
protection and facility maintenance, based upon
sound engineering, are fully me~.~AND

~ There are special physical circ~cesor conditions
affecting the property such thatthe strict application
of these provisions would dept’lve the applicant of all
reasonable use of the parcel of land in question, and
every effort to find creative ways to meet the intent of
the Minimum Requirements has been made; AND

~ That the granting of the exception will not be
detrimental to the public health and welfare, nor
injurious to other properties in the vicinity and/or
downstream, and to the quality of waters of the state;
AND

~ The exception is the least possible exception that could
be granted to comply with the intent of the Minimum
Requirements.

Public Hearing Alternatives

The above exception provision includes a requirement to hold a public hearing on the
proposed exception. Ecology is interested in suggestions of an alternative to a public hearing
which would give local governments more flexibility and less onerous administrative
procedures in granting an exception while still protecting the interests of, and alerting
interested and potentially impacted parties to the exception under consideration.
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Supplemental Ecology encourages the Plan Approval Authority to impose
Guidelines: additional or more stringent criteria as appropriate for their area.

Additionally, criteria which may be inappropriate or too restrictive
for an area may be modified through basin planning (Minimum
Requirement #8). Modification of any of the minimum requirements
which are deemed inappropriate for the site may be done by granting
an exception.

The exception procedure is an important element of the plan
review and enforcement programs. It is intended to maintain a
necessary flexible working relationship between local officials
and applicants. Plan Approval Authorities should consider these
requests judiciously, keeping in mind both the need of the
applicant to maximize cost-effectiveness and the need to protect
off-site properties and resources from damage.
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CHAPTER 3 - Preparation of Stormwater Site Plans

3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide summarized guidelines
on how Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan Plan
(Construction SWPPP) and Permanent Stormwater Quality
Control (PSQC) Plans, the plans that make up a Stormwater Site
Plan (SSP) can be prepared. The thresholds and Minimum
Requirements for these plans are described in detail in Chapter 2

The goal of this chapter is to provide a framework for uniformity
in plan preparation. Such uniformity will promote predictability
throughout the region and help secure prompt governmental
review and approval. Properly drafted engineering plans and
supporting documents will also facilitate the operation and
maintenance of the proposed system long after its review and
approval.

Please note that this chapter describes ~ to prepare a
Stormwater Site Plan - the specific BM~s and design methods
and standards to be used are contained in Volumes II-V.
Construction SWPPPs are covered in detail in Chapter 3 of
Volume II. Guidelines for se~cting BMPs are given in Chapter
3 of this Volume. Note also that all plans, except small parcel
plans, shall be stamped a professional engineer licensed in the
State of Washington. All land boundary surveys used, and any
legal descriptions prepared, except those for small parcels, must
be stamped by a professional land surveyor licensed in the State
of Washington.

Chapter 3 of Volume I

The text for this chapter was not completed in time for this preliminary draft of the manual.
Ecology will discuss its intent for this chapter in public meetings to discuss this preliminary
draft. Public comments and criticisms of this chapter in the existing manual would be
helpful.

After receiving public comment, Ecology will develop this chapter with the assistance of an
advisory committee for Volume 1. A draft will be included in the second draft of the manual
that is schedoled for release early in 2000.

R0073313
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CHAPTER 4 - BMP Selection Process For Permanent
Stormwater Quality Control Plans

Chapter 4 of Volume I

We are considering combining Chapter III and IV of Volume I of the 1992 manual and
moving the details of the BMP selection process to the appropriate volume in the current
manual.

R0073315
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APPENDIX A - Guidance for Altering the Minimum
Requirements Through Basin Planning

Basin Planning Applied to Source Control
(Minimum Requirement #3)

Basin plans can identify potential sources of pollution and
develop strategies to eliminate or control these sources to the
fullest extent possible. A basin plan can include the following
source control strategies:

1. Detection and correction of illicit discharges to storm
sewer systems, including the use of dry weather
sampling and dye-tracing techniques;

2. Identification of existing businesses, industries~ utilities,
and other activities which may store materials
susceptible to spillage or leakage of pollutants into the
storm sewer system;

3. Elimination or control of pollutant sources identified in
(2);

4. Identification and control of future businesses,
industries, utilities, and other activities which may store
materials susceptible to spillage or leakage of pollutants
into the storm sewer system; and

5. Training and public education

Basin Planning Applied to Runoff Treatment
(Minimum Requirement #4)

Basin plans can develop more stringent runoff treatment
requirements and performance standards to reduce pollutant
concentrations or loads based on an evaluation of the beneficial
uses to be protected within or downstream of a watershed.
Consideration must be given to the antidegradation provisions of
the Clean Water Act and implementing state water quality
standards. The evaluation should include an analysis of existing
and future conditions. Additional levels of control beyond
Minimum Requirement #4 may be justified in order to control
the impacts of future development. Requirements/performance
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standards can be developed based on an evaluation of pollutant
loads and modeling of receiving water conditions.

Runoff treatment requirements/performance standards developed
from a basin plan should apply to individual development sites.
Regional treatment BMPs can be considered an acceptable
substitute for on-site treatment BMPs if they can meet the
identified treatment requirements/performance standards. A
limitation to the use of regional treatment systems is that the
conveyances used to transport the stormwater to the BMP must
not include waters of the state that have (or had as of November,
1975) beneficial uses other than drainage.

Basin plans shall evaluate retrofitting opportunities, such as
installation of extended detention outlets for existing stormwater
detention facilities.

Basin Planning Applied to Flow Control
(Minimum Requirement #5)

Basin planning is well-suited to control str~trn channel erosion
for both existing and future conditions. Flow control standards
developed from a basin plan may include a combination of on-
site, regional, and stream protection/rehabilitation measures. On-
site standards shall be the primary mechanism to protect streams
from the impacts of future conditions. Regional flow control
BMPs are to used primarily to correct existing stream erosion
problems, Stream protection/rehabilitation measures may be
applied where stream channel erosion problems currently exist
which will not be corrected by on-site or regional BMPs.
However, caution is urged in the application of such measures. If
the causes of the stream channel erosion problems still exist,
repairs to the physical expression of those problems will be
short-lived.

Basin Planning Applied to Wetlands and other Sensitive Areas
(Minimum Requirement #6)

Basin planning can be used to develop additional protection
standards for wetlands and other sensitive areas, such as
landslide hazard areas, wellhead protection areas, and ground
water quality management areas.. These standards can include
source control, runoff treatment, flow control, and stage levels,
and frequency and duration of inundations.

R0073318
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APPENDIX B - Water Quality Treatment
Design Storm Options

Ecology encourages discussion of options for establishing a
water quality design storm event. The options currently under
consideration include:

1. An estimation of a 6-month, 24-hour rainfall amount.

This is the current water quality design storm in the Stormwater
Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin. It was
originally chosen when developing the Puget Sound manual
based upon a judgement of when the incremental costs of
additional treatment capacity exceed the incremental benefits. In
particular, the cost of providing the increased detention volume
for a wet pond was not seen as cost-effective when compared
with the incremental amount of annual stormwater volume that
would be effectively treated. Rainfall data from Sea-Tac was
used in the original analysis.

There are at least two ways to estimate the rainfall amount of a 6-
month, 24-hour storm. One way is to analyze the 24-hour
rainfall records for each rainfall station. The more extensive
your record, the more confidence you may have in your estimate.
The rainfall amount which has a probability of being equaled or
exceeded twice a year ig the 6-month, 24-hour storm. The 6-
month, 24-hour rainfall amounts shown for 58 stations in Table
B.1 have been estimated by analyzing the daily rain gauge data
obtnined from CD-ROM Hydrodata, USGS Daily and Peak
Values, published by Hydrosphere Data Products, Inc.(11)

The way in which the 6-month, 24-hour estimates in table 2 are
calculated is as follows. A data set containing the annual
maxima series for 24-hour durations for rainfall stations
throughout the state was used.to determine the 2-year, 24-hour
return frequency in the first column of Table B.2. The data set
was collected by Dr. Schaefer of the Washington Dept. of
Ecology and is more fully described in "Regional Analyses of
Precipitation Annual Maxima in Washington State,’’°2) Then an
algorithm was applied to convert the series to a partial duration
series. Dr. Schaefer describes the conversion as follows: "A
return period of 1.16 years (annual exceedance probability of
0.862) in the annual maxima data series is equivalent to a 6-
month return period in the partial duration data series. The 6-
month values were computed using at-site 24-hour station mean
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values, regional coefficients of variation (Cv) and L-skewness
(tau3), and a frequency factor (K) of-0.94 which corresponds to
a return period of 1.16 years. This K value of-0.94 yields 6-
month estimates that are correct within 3% +/- for various Kappa
distribution parameter sets for climates from arid to rainforest in
Washington State." (The reader is referred to references #13 and
#14.) Note that the 2-year storm values in Table B.2 differ
slightly from those in Table B. 1 because they are a different data
set and have undergone additional statistical analysis.

A disadavantage to using a 6-month, 24-hour storm as the design
storm is that we do not have isopluvials identifying 6-month, 24-
hour storms statewide. We would have to produce such a map,
or develop a method to estimate the volume for projects at sites
not listed in a reference table of 6-month, 24-hour storms. One
method to do that is listed as the second option below.

2. 72% of the 2-year, 24-hour rainfall amount forar~asin
western Washington and in Ferry, Stevens, ~e~td ~eiHe,
Spokane, Whitman, Garfield, Walla, Walla, Columbia, and
Asotin Counties of eastern Washington. O*daer areas of
eastern Washington shall use 65% of the 2-year, 24-hour
rainfall amount.

Based upon an analysis of the rainfall record of 58 stations across
the state, the 6-month, and 2-year, 24-hour rainfall amounts were
calculated and compared. Those results are shown in Table B. 1.
Based on those results, there seemed to be a justification for
establishing two different percentages for ease in estimating 6-
month, 24-hour rainfall amounts across the state.

The arithmetic average of the ratio of the 6-month to the 2-year
totals for 35 stations in western Washington (expressed as a
percentage) was 71%. With the exception of a few stations, the
percentages vary within a range of 67% to 76%. Using only four
stations for the mountainous northeastern area and the far eastern
areas of the state, the computed ratios were 71% to 73% with an
average of 72%. A ratio of 72% is suggested for both of these
areas.

Using 16 stations for an area generally described as eastern
Cascades and the Columbia Basin, the ratios varied from 61.6%
to 68.4% with an average of 65%.

An advantage of this approach is that updated statewide
isopluvial maps for the 2-year, 24-hour design storm are expected
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to be available soon. By interpolation, the 2-year rainfall amount
for a project site can be easily identified. Application of the
percentage assigned to that area yields the estimate of the 6-
month, 24-hour rainfall amount. Citing a particular percentage of
the 2-year, 24-hour rainfall amount (or a 6-month, 24-hour event)
means that different areas of the state will be effectively sizing
treatment facilities for the runoff from storms of vastly different
sizes. However, those size differences are based upon actual
differences in rainfall among the sites.

Also, as mentioned above in Option 1, the original basis for 6-
month, 24-hour rainfall amount was a comparison of costs to
benefits based upon how much annual runoff would be
effectively treated. (The assumption in these comparisons is that
storm sizes crudely track relative runoff quantities). The 6-
month, 24-hour storm and smaller storms constituted about 91%
of the total rainfall of record at SEA-TAC. Because the% of the
24-hour rainfall volumes that the 6-month, 24-hour storm and
smaller 24-hour rainfall amounts represent changes ~ss ~e
state (See Table B. 1, column entitled, "6 month, % Rainfall
Volume") the cost analysis isn’t exactly ~ same for other areas.
However, for the 58 stations computed, the ~month storm and
smaller storms represent from 93% to 82% of the total rainfall
volume. Therefore, for most areas of the state, the relative cost
to % of runoff effectively treated is lower than was assumed in
the original analysis.

3) Using 24-hour rainfall data, identification of a precipitation
amount for which the cumulative sum of rainfall amounts of
that s~e and smaller account for a certain percentage of the
total rainfall inches.

For example, we could choose to size a treatment BMP to
effectively treat the runoff from all the 24-hour precipitation
amounts that made up 90% of the total rainfall. To do that, you
order all the recorded 24-hour precipitation amounts by
increasing size, and sum the total precipitation as you move up
the list from smaller to larger 24-hour amounts. The last 24-hour
total that you have to include to bring your cumulative total to
approximately 90% of the total historical rainfall amount is your
water quality design storm. The rainfall amount from this storm
would be used as input to your runoff calculations to estimate
total runoff volume for sizing volume-sensitive BMP’s, and as
input to your hyetograph/hydrograph analysis to determine the
estimated peak flow rates for sizing water quality treatment
BMPs. Note that for BMP’s designed based on nmoffvolumes,
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we can estimate that 24-hour rainfall amounts of lesser amount
will meet the detention time design criteria. However, for
treatment BMP’s whose design is based on volumetric runoff
rates or velocity, i.e., cubic feet per second or feet per second, we
do not know how frequently, nor how much of the actual runoff
occurs at flow rates below the design flow rate. This is because
the design flow rate is based upon an idealized hyetograph.

The relative sizes of water quality design storms defiined in this
manner are shown in Table B.1 for 90% and 95% of the total
rainfall inches for 58 rainfall stations. Note that a different set of
rainfall data was used in this table than in Table B.2. Also the
data was managed differently. However, based upon a close
correlation of computed 2-year, 24-hour return frequency storms,
we would expect insignificant differences in the percentages if
computed for the other data set.

The water quality design storm identified in this a0pro~ would
vary across the state. Assuming a 90% goal, rainfall amounts
vary from 0.54 inches at Moses Lake to 3.18 inch~ at Cushman
Dam. Runoff amounts from these storms will also vary
depending upon natural soil conditions, vegetative cover, and the
% effective imperviousness of a site. Maryland has recently
adopted a statewide standard of capturing and treating 90% of the
annual runoff volume. Rainfall in Maryland does not vary to the
extent it does in Washington.

To implement this approach, Ecology would have to publish the
water quality design storm for as many rainfall stations as
possible. Then we would have to identify an adjustment factor to
use for the project site. The factor could be based on a ratio of 2-
year, 24-hour rain amounts between the nearest or most
appropriate rainfall station and the project site, or upon a ratio of
mean annual precipitation for the same two sites. The 2-year,
24-hour amount or the mean annual precipitation for the project
site would have to be based upon interpolation of isopluvials.
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An example estimation would be as follows: I) calculate the 2-
year, 24-hour or the mean annual precipitation for a site by
interpolating between the two nearest isopluvials. 2) calculate
ratios of the mean annual rainfall amounts or 2-year, 24-hour
amounts for the site to the nearest or most appropriate gauge for
which a 90% value is published; 2) multiply the 90% rainfall
amount for the gauge by the ratio.

4. Using 24-hour rainfall data, establish the knee of the curve
for a graph of increasing 24=hour rainfall amounts (y-axis)
versus cumulative rainfall depth (x-axis).

Please refer to Figures B. 1 and B.2. Figure B. 1 shows examples
of graphing the record of 24-hour rainfall amounts versus the
cumulative percent of rainfall depth for the record. So each point
on the curve shows the percent of rainfall depth that is
represented by the corresponding 24-hour amount and lesser
amounts. Figure B.2 depicts how the knee of the curve was
determined for four rain gauge sites. Note that the graphs in
Figures B. 1 and B.2 have the same unit~ for the x- and y-axes,
but the scales are different. The curves start out fairly straight
with a gentle rise, and then begin to rise sharply for the largest
rainfall amounts. In order to perform the knee of the curve
analysis, two tangent lines, or asymptotes were drawn, one
through the horizontal portion of the curve and the other through
the rising part of the curve. The two tangent lines were then
bisected and the point where the bisect line intersected the curve
was considered to be the knee of the curve. The rainfall depth
and percent of total rainfall represented by the knee of the curve
can then be determined.

The tangent lines were drawn by choosing points that included as
much of the fiat horizontal portion of the curve as possible and as
many points as possible to represent the sharply rising portion of
the curve. Then a best-fit approach on the points was used to
generate the tangent lines. Only a portion of the curves are
shown in Figure B.2.

The intent of this analysis is to relate the size of the storm (and
by direct relationship, treatment cost) to the percent of total
runoff (by assuming runoff tracks approximately with rainfall
amount) that would receive treatment within the design
parameters for the selected BMP (benefit).

The results of using this approach for a number of rainfall
stations are shown in Table B.2. For most stations, the rainfall
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amounts are substantially greater than the amounts identified in
options #1 or #2 above, or the amount identified in option #3
assuming a 90% total rainfall criterion.

5. Use a multiple of the mean annual storm.

The mean annual storm is defined as the total annual average
precipitation amount divided by the average annual number of
precipitation events. Mean annual storm values for various sites
were computed based on data in The National Precipitation
Databook, 1992~15), and are displayed in Table B.2.

Other areas of the country have identified multiples of the mean
annual storm as the basis for sizing water quality treatment
BMPs. King Co. recently adopted a multiplier of 3x the runoff
of the mean annual storm as the design basis for the volum~ of
their "basic wetpond." The factor of three was arrived at as an
estimate of the volume needed to achieve the County’s design
goal of 80% removal of total suspended solids.

For BMPs sized based on volumetric flow rate or velocity, a
characteristic hyetograph would be used in combination with the
selected multiple of the mean annual storm to compute the peak
flow rate for the time increment of interest.

6. Use continuous runoff modeling to establish: a runoff flow
rate that is exceeded only X % of the time using the
appropriate time increment for a BMP sized based on a peak
flow ~ and a runoff amount that is exceeded only X% of
the time for BMP’s based on runoff volume.

Using continuous runoff models allows you to obtain estimates
of the probability of exceedence for flow rates and runoff
volumes for the available rainfall record. This approach has
probably the best statistical basis for deciding upon what your
goal should be for technology-based water quality treatment
volumes and flow rates. In weighing the cost reasonableness of
selecting any particular percentage, we could compare the flow
rates and volumes to those for which we have conducted cost
analyses in the past, i.e., the current standards. The only method
by which we could pursue this approach within the alloted
timefxame for reissuance of this manual is to use results from
King Co.’s application of HSPF, i.e., KCRTS.
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Table B.1. Rainfall Amounts and Comparisons for Selected USGS Stations as
Published by Hydrosphere Data Products, Inc.
6 Month 6 Month 2 Year 6 Month/ 90% 95% Mean
Storm % Rainfall Storm 2 year Rainfall Rainfall Annual

Station Name Inches Volume Inches % Inches Inches Precip.lnches

1 Aberdeen 2.47 92.58% 3.43 72,0% 2.25 2.81 83.12

2 Anacortes 0.93 90.45% 1,37 67.9% 0.91 1.22 25.92

3 Appleton 1.39 89.04% 1.96 70.9% 1.45 1.80 32,71

4 Arlington 1.28 93.42% 1.74 73.6% 1.11 1.40 46.46

5 Bellingham 1.27 90.78% 1.79 70.9% 1.23 1.63 35.82

6 Bremerton 1.87 90.75% 2,61 71.6% 1.83 2.22 49.97

7 Cathlamet 2.13 92,52% 3.47 61.4% 1.89 2.59 78.97

8 Centralia 1.49 91.81% 2.09 71.3% 1.40 1.78 45.94

9 Chelan 0.62 84.50% 0.96 64.6% 0.76 1.00 10.44

10 Chimacum 1,20 89.63% 1,73 69.4% 1.22 1.52 29.45

11 Clearwater 3.46 92.88% 4,75 72.8% 3.04 3.94 125.25

12 CleElum 1.06 86.85% 1.66 63.9% 1.20 1.64 22.17

13 Colfax 0.80 90.52% 1,07 74.8% 0.80 0.99 19.78

14 Colville 0.71 90.46% 0.97 73,2% 0°69 0.86 18.31

15 Cushman Dam 3.31 91.26% 5.29 62.6% 3.18 4.25 100,82

16 Cushman PwrH 3.17 90.81% 4,42 71.7% 3.08 4.00 85,71

17 Darrington 2.90 91.19% 4.01 72.3% 2.73 3.42 82.90

18 Ellensburg 0.50 84.63% 0.79 63.3% 0.62 0.81 8.75

19 Elwha RS 2.14 90.49% 2.80 76.4% 2.11 2.53 55.87

20 Everett 1.10 93.14% 1.46 75.3% 1.00 1.22 36.80

21 Forks 3.47 92.50% 5.07 68.4% 3.13 4.00 117.83

22 Goldendale 0.84 86.92% 1.29 65.1% 0.98 1.25 17.57

23 Hartline 0.61 64.85% 0.96 63.5% 0.77 0.97 10.67

24 Kennewick 0.46 64.10% 0.71 64.8% 0.55 0.72 7.57

25 Lk. Wenatchee 2.20 85.87% 3.16 69.6% 2.58 3.16 42.72

26 Long Beach 2.32 93.09% 3.08 75.3% 2.04 2.55 80.89

27 Longview 1.41 92.02% 1.97 71.6% 1.29 1.67 45.62

28 Mc Millin 1.31 92.24% 1.82 72.0% 1.21 1.49 40.66

29 Monroe 1.38 92.90% 1.86 74.2% 1.26 1.53 48.16

30 Moses Lake 0.47 85.32% 0.70 67.1% 0.54 0.68 7.89

’31 Oakville 1.81 92.86% 2.28 79.4% 1.62 1.98 57.35

32 Odessa 0.52 87.23% 0.76 68.4% 0.56 0.72 10.09

33 Olga 1.02 90.82% 1.52 67.1% 0.99 1.30 28.96

34 Olympia 1.74 91.13% 2,51 69.3% 1.65 2.19 50.68

35 Omak 0.66 85.89% 0.98 67.3% 0.79 0.98 11.97

36 Packwood 2.41 88.70% 3.52 68.5% 2.51 3.20 55.20
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6 Month 6 Month 2 Year 6 Month/ 90% 95% Mean
Storm % Rainfall Storm 2 year Rainfall Rainfall Annual

Station Name Inches Volume Inches % Inches Inches Precip.lnches

37 Pomeroy 0.75 89.29% 1.02 73.5% 0.78 0.98 16.04

38 Port Angeles 1.12 88.39% 1.66 67.5% 1.19 1.56 25.46

39 Port Townsend 0.77 90.56% 1.14 67.5% 0.76 0,95 19.13

40 Prosser 0.48 83.82% 0.74 64.9% 0.61 0.78 7.90

41 Quilcene 2.53 88.81% 3.40 74.4% 2.61 3.15 54.88

42 Quincy 0.53 82.12% 0.81 65.4% 0.68 0.90 8.07

43 Sea-Tac 1.32 91.13% 1.83 72.1% 1.27 1.63 38.10

44 Seattle JP 1.30 92.05% 1.74 74.7% 1.20 1.49 38.60

45 Sedro Woolley 1.50 92.07% 2.01 74.6% 1.41 1.80 46.97

46 Shelton 2.15 91.49% 3.13 68.7% 2.05 2.55 64.63

47 Smyrna 0.52 83.16% 0.76 68.4% 0.63 0.75 7.96

48 Spokane 0.68 89.54% 0.96 70.8% 0.70 0.88 16.04

49 Sunnyside 0.45 82.22% 0.73 61.6% 0,63 0.76 6.80

50 Tacoma 1.21 92.18% 1.81 75.2% 1.12 1.37 36.92

51 Toledo 1.36 92.73% 2.10 64.8% 1.25 1.68 50.18

52 Vancouver 1.35 91.32% 1.93 69.9% 1.28 1.62 38.87

53 Walla Walla 0.90 88.60% 1.23 73.2% 0.94 1.18 19.50

54 Waterville 0.67 84.43% 1.04 64.4% 0.81 1.05 11.47

55 Wauna 1.82 91.37% 2.50 72.8% 1.72 2.18 51.61

56 Wenatchee 0.58 81.97% 0.92 63.0% 0.80 1.04 8.93

57 Winthrop 0.75 85.36% 1.13 66.4% 0.94 1.13 14.28

58 Yakima 0.53 81.44% 0.85 62.4% 0.72 1.03 8.16
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Table B.2. Rainfall Amounts and Statistics
Using Data from References #12 and #15

Mean Mean

Return Freq Knee-of- Annual Annual

curve Storm Precip

Station Name 2-yr. 6omonth 24 hr, (in) (in) (in)

ABERDEEN 3.32 2.53 2.81 83.1

ANACORTES 1.33 0.99 1.20 25.9

APPLETON 1.97 1.47 1.80 32.7

ARLINGTON 1.79 1.35 1.40 46.5

AUBURN 2.00 1.51 0.54 44.9

BATTLE GROUND 2.12 1.60 52.0

BELLINGHAM 3SSW -- F 1.70 1.27 35.0

BELLINGHAM CAA AP 1.56 1.17 1.63 35.8

BENTON CITY 2NW 0.79 0.53 8.0 ¯

BLAINE 1ENE 1.89 1.42 0.46 39.9

BREMERTON 2.31 1.74 2.22 50.0

BUCKLEY 1NE 2.09 1.58 49.0

BURLINGTON 1.75 1.31 0.40 35.0

CARNATION 4NW 1.91 1.44 0.49 47.5

CATHLAMET 6NE 3.84 2.93 2.59 79.0

CENTRALIA lW 2.10 1.59 1.78 0.44 47.6

CHELAN 0.94 0.65 1.00 10.4

COLFAX 1NW 1.18 0.88 0.99 19.8

COLVILLE 1.02 0.74 0.86 18.3

COLVILLE WB AP 1.01 0.73 0.35 17.4

COUPVILLE 1S 1.08 0.79 21.0

CUSHMAN DAM 4.61 3.52 4.25 1.23 99.7

DARRINGTON RS 3.32 2.53 3.42 0.84 79.8

DUVALL 3NE 1.99 1.50 50.0

ELLENSBURG 0.70 0.48 0.80 0.25 9.2

ELLENSBURG WB AP 0.72 0.51 12.0

ELWHA RS 2.74 2.07 2.53 55.9

EVERETT JR. COL. 1.48 1.11 1.22 0.41 34.4

FORKS 1E 4.90 3.76 3.99 117.8

GOLDENDALE 1.12 0.81 1.25 17.6

GOLDENDALE 2E 1.31 0.95 18.0

HARTLINE 0.89 0.62 0.98 10.7

HOQUIAM AP 2.85 2.17 71.0

KENNEWlCK 0.71 0.48 0.71 7.6

KENT 1.87 1.40 36.0
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Mean Mean

Return Freq Knee-of- Annual Annual

curve Storm Precip

Station Name 2-yr. 6-month 24 hr. (in) (in) (in)

LEAVENWORTH 1.64 1.21 26.0

LONG BEACH EXP 2,99 2.28 2,54 80.0

LONGVIEW 2.20 1.66 1.67 0.48 48.1

MAZAMA 2W 1.59 1,17 0.41 22.7

MC MILLIN RESERVOIR 1.81 1.36 1.49 0.46 40.0

MILL CREEK 2.04 1.53 35.0

MONROE 1.91 1.44 1.52 48.2

MONTESANO 3NW 3.30 2.52 0.81 81.5

MOSES LAKE DEVIL FAR 0.74 0.50 0.68 7.9

MOUNT VERNON 3WNW 1.60 1.20 32.0

NEWPORT 1.41 1.05 29.0

OAKVILLE 2.46 1.86 1.99 57.4

ODESSA 0.80 0.55 0.72 10.1

OKANOGAN 0.90 0.63 12.0

OLGA 2SE 1.52 1.13 1.29 29.0

OLYMPIA WB AP 2.62 1.98 2.18 0.62 51.1

OMAK 2NW 0.99 0.70 0.98 12.0

OTHELLO 5E 0.70 0.47 8.0

PACKWOOD 2.92 2.21 3.16 55.2

POMEROY 1.10 0.79 0.97 16.0

PORT ANGELES 1,69 1.26 1.56 0.42 24.2

PORT TOWNSEND 1.11 0.81 0.95 0.35 17.6

PROSSER 0.74 0.49 0.78 7.9

PROSSER 4NE 0.72 0.48 8.0

PULLMAN 2NW 1.17 0.86 0.41 22.3

PUYALLUP 2W EXP STN 1.85 1.40 41.0

QUILCENE 2SW 3.42 2.59 3.14 54.9

QUILCENE DAM 5SW 3.84 2.92 0.77 69.4

QUINCY 1S 0.77 0.52 0.90 8.1

REPUBLIC 1.04 0.76 17.0

SEATTLE JACKSON PARK 1.49 1.12 1.49 38.6

SEATTLE TAC WB AP 1.90 1.42 1.62 0.49 37.4

SEATTLE U. OF W. 1.72 1.29 36.0

SEDRO WOLLEY 1E 2.05 1.55 1.80 47.0

SEQUIM 1.11 0.80 16.0

SHELTON 3.15 2.39 2.54 64.6

ISMYRNA 0.79 0.53 0.75 8.0
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Mean Mean

Return Freq Knee-of- Annual Annual

curve Storm Precip

Station Name 2-yr. 6-month 24 hr, (in) (in) (in)

SPOKANE 1.11 0.80 0.88 16.0

SPOKANE WB AP 0,97 0.70 0,35 17.0

SUNNYSIDE 0.76 0.50 0.76 0.30 7.4

iTACOMA CITY HALL 1 °70 1.28 1.37 36.9

TOLEDO 1.99 1.51 1.68 50.2

VANCOUVER 4NNE 2.01 1.51 1.62 38.9

WALLA WALLA CAA AP 1.19 0.87 1.17 19.5

WATERVlLLE 1.00 0.70 1.05 11.5

WAUNA 2.15 1.63 2.18 51.6

WENATCHEE 0.95 0.65 1.04 8.9

WINTHROP lWSW 1.19 0.85 1.13 14.3

YAKIMA WB AP 0.81 0.54 1.03 0.33 8.2
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Aberdeen Stormwater Quality Design Storm

20 40 60 80 100 120:

c~u~sm5 %of Total Rainfall Depth (1931 to 1993)

Sea-Tac Stormwater Quality Design Storm

% of Total Rainfall Depth (1948 to 1993)

Figures B.1 and B.2: 24-hour Rainfall Amounts vs. Total Rainfall Depth
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Spokane Stormwater Quality Design Storm

1.6

Yakima Stormwater Quality Design Storm

1.8

Figures B.3 and B.4: 24-hour Rainfall Amounts vs. Total Rainfall Depth
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Sea-Tac Stormwater Quality Design Storm
95.10 % 1.62 m.

% of Total Rainfall Depth (1948 to 1993)

Aberdeen Stormwater Quality Design Storm

Figures B.5 and B.6: Knee of Curve Estimates
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Spokane Stormwater Quality Design Storm

9

1"

83.5          86.5          87.5          89.5          91.5          93,5          96.5          97.5          99~5
Clin~ic Recta 1

% of Total Rainfall Depth (18~ to 1~3)

Yakima Stormwater Quality Design Storm

6-

83.5          85.5          87.5          ~.5          ~.5          ~.5          ~.5          ~.5
~ R~2        % ~ Total ~nf~l Depth (19~ to 1~3)

Figures B.7 and B.8: Knee of Curve Estimates
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GLOSSARY AND NOTATIONS
The following terms are provided for reference and use with this
manual. They shall be superseded by any other definitions for
these terms adopted by ordinance unless they are defined in a
Washington State WAC or RCW or are used and defined as part
of the Minimum Requirements for all new development and
redevelopment.

AASI-ITO classification The official classification of soil materials and soil aggregate
mixtures for highway construction, used by the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.

Absorption The penetration of a substance into or through another, such as the
dissolving of a soluble gas in a liquid.

Adjacent steep slope A slope with a gradient of 15 percent or steeper within five hundred
feet of the site.

Adsorption The adhesion of a substance to the surface of a solid or liquid; often
used to extract pollutants by causing them to be attached to such
adsorbents as activated carbon or silica gel. Hydrophobic, or water-
repulsing adsorbents, are used to extract oil from waterways when
oil spills occur. Heavy metals such as zinc and lead often adsorb
onto sediment particles.

Aeration The process of being supplied or impregnated with air. In waste
treatment, the process used to foster biological and chemical
purification. In soils, the process by which air in the soil is
replenished by air from the atmosphere. In a well aerated soil, the
soil air is similar in composition to the atmosphere above the soil.
Poorly aerated soils usually contain a much higher percentage of
carbon dioxide and a correspondingly lower percentage of oxygen.

Aerobic Living or active only in the presence of flee (dissolved or molecular)
oxygen.

Aerobic bacteria Bacteria that require the presence of free oxygen for their metabolic
processes.

Aggressive plant species Opporttmistic species of inferior biological value that tend to
out-compete more desirable forms and become dominant; applied to
native species in this manual.

Algae Primitive plants, many microscopic, containing chlorophyll and
forming the base of the food chain in aquatic environments. Some
species may create a nuisance when environmental conditions are
suitable for prolific growth.
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Algal bloom Proliferation of living algae on the surface of lakes, streams or
ponds; often stimulated by phosphate over-enrichment. Algal
blooms reduce the oxygen available to other aquatic organisms.

American Public WorksThe adopted edition of the Washington State Chapter of the
Association or APWA American Public Works Association.

Anadromous Fishes ascending rivers from the sea for breeding.

Anaerobic Living or active in the absence of oxygen.

Anaerobic bacteria Bacteria that do not require the presence of free or dissolved oxygen
for metabolism.

Annual flood The highest peak discharge on average which can be expected in any
given year.

Antecedent moisture The degree of wetness of a watershed or within the soil at the
conditions beginning of a storm.

Anti-seep collar A device constructed around a pipe or other conduit and placed
through a dam, levee, or dike for the p~e of reducing seepage
losses and piping failures.

Anti-vortex device A facility placed at the entrance to apipe conduit structure such as a
drop inlet spillway or hood inlet spillway to prevent air from
entering the structure when the pipe is flowing full.

Applicant The person who has applied for a development permit or approval.

Approved manual Means a stormwater management manual approved by Ecology.

Appurtenances Machinery, appliances, or auxiliary structures attached to a main
structure, but not considered an integral part thereof, for the purpose
of enabling it to function.

Aquifer A geologic stratum containing ground water that can be withdrawn
and used for human purposes.

As-built drawings Engineering plans which have been revised to reflect all changes to
the plans which occurred during construction.

As-graded The extent of surface conditions on completion of grading.

BSBL See Building set back line.

Background A description of pollutant levels arising from natural sources, and
not because of man’s immediate activities.

Backwater Water upstream from an obstruction which is deeper than it would
normally be without the obstruction.
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Bankfull discharge A flow condition where streamflow completely fills the stream
channel up to the top of the bank. In undisturbed watersheds, the
discharge conditions occurs on average every 1.5 to 2 years and
controls the shape and form of natural channels.

Base flood A flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in
any given year. This is also referred to as the 100-year flood.

Base flood elevation The water surface elevation of the base flood. It shall be referenced
to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD).

Baseline sample A sample collected during dry-weather flow (i.e., it does not consist
of runoff from a specific precipitation event).

Basin plan A plan and all implementing regulations and procedures including
but not limited to land use management adopted by ordinance for
managing surface and stormwater quality and quantity management
facilities and features within individual subbasins.

Bearing capacity The maximum load that a material can support before failing.

Bedrock The more or less solid rock in place either on or beneath the surface
of the earth. It may be soft, medium, or hard and have a smooth or
irregular surface.

Bench A relatively level step excavated into earth material on which fill is
to be placed.

Berm A constructed barrier of compacted earth, rock or gravel.

Best management The schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices, maintenance
practice (BMP) procedures, and structural and!or managerial practices, that when

used singly or in combination, prevent or reduce the release of
pollutants to waters of Washington State.

Biochemical oxygen An indirect measure of the concentration of biologically degradable
demand (BOD) materials present in organic wastes. The amount of free oxygen

utilized by aerobic organisms when allowed to attack the organic
material in an aerobically maintained environment at a specified
temperature (200C) for a specific time period (5 days), and thus
stated as BODs. It is expressed in milligrams of oxygen utilized per
liter of liquid waste volume (mg/1) or in milligrams of oxygen per
kilogram of waste solution (mg/kg = ppm = parts per million parts).
Also called biological oxygen demand.

Biodegradable Capable of being readily broken down by biological means,
especially by bacterial action. Degradation can be rapid or may take
many years depending upon such factors as available oxygen and
moisture.
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Bioengineering Restoration or reinforcement of slopes and stream banks with living
plant materials.

Biofilter A designed, vegetated treatment facility where the more or less
simultaneous processes of filtration, infiltration, adsorption and
biological uptake of pollutants in stormwater takes place when
runoff flows over and through. Vegetation growing in these
facilities acts as both a physical filter which causes gravity settling of
particulates by regulating velocity of flow, and also as a biological
sink when direct uptake of dissolved pollutants occurs. The former
mechanism is probably the most important in western Washington
where the period of major rtmoff coincides with the period of lowest
biological activity.

Biofiltration The process of reducing pollutant concentrations in water by filtering
the polluted water through biological materials.

Biological control A method of controlling pest organisms by mearm of introduced or
naturally occurring predatory organisms, sterilization, the use of
inhibiting hormones, or other means, r~~by mechanical or
chemical means.

Biological magnification The increasing concentration of a substance along succeeding steps
in a food Chain. Also called biomagr, ification.

Bollard A post (may or may not be removable) used to prevent vehicular
access.

Bond A surety bond, cash deposit or escrow account, assignment of
savings, irrevocable letter of credit or other means acceptable to or
required by the manager to guarantee that work is completed in
compliance with the project’s drainage plan and in compliance with
all local government requirements.

Borrow area A source of earth fill material used in the construction of
embankments or other earth fill structures.

Buffer The zone contiguous with a sensitive area that is required for the
continued maintenance, function, and structural stability of the
sensitive area. The critical functions of a riparian buffer (those
associated with an aquatic system) include shading, input of organic
debris and coarse sediments, uptake of nutrients, stabilization of
banks, interception of fine sediments, overflow during high water
events, protection from disturbance by humans and domestic
animals, maintenance of wildlife habitat, and room for variation of
aquatic system boundaries over time due to hydrologic or climatic
effects. The critical functions of terrestrial buffers include protection
of slope stability, attenuation of surface water flows from stormwater
runoff and precipitation, and erosion control.
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Building setback line A line measured parallel to a property, easement, drainage facility or
(BSBL) buffer boundary, that delineates the area (defined by the distance of

separation) where buildings, or other obstructions are prohibited
(including decks, patios, outbuildings, or overhangs beyond
18 inches). Wooden or chain link fences and landscaping are
allowable within a building setback line. In this manual the
minimum building setback line shall be 5 feet.

CIP See Capital Improvement Project.

Capital Improvement A project prioritized and scheduled as a part of an overall
Project or Program construction program or, the actual construction program.
(CIP)

Catchbasin A chamber or well, usually built at the curb line of a street, for the
admission of surface water to a sewer or subdrain, having at its base
a sediment sump designed to retain grit and detritus below the point
of overflow.

Catchline The point where a severe slope intercepts a different, more gentle
slope.

Catchment Surface drainage area.

Channel A feature that conveys surface water and is open to the air.

Channel, constructed Channels or ditches constructed (or reconstructed natural channels)
to convey surface water.

Channel, natural Streams, creeks, or swales that convey surface/ground water and
have existed long enough to establish a stable route and/or biological
community.

Channel stabilization Erosion prevention and stabilization of velocity distribution in a
channel using vegetation, jetties, drops, revetments, and/or other
measures.

Channel storage Water temporarily stored in channels while enroute to an outlet.

Channelization Alteration of a stream channel by widening, deepening,
straightening, cleaning, or paving certain areas to change flow
characteristics.

Check dam Small dam constructed in a gully or other small watercourse to
decrease the streamflow velocity, minimize channel scour, and
promote deposition of sediment.

Chemical oxygen A measure of the amount of oxygen required to oxidize organic and
demand (COD) oxidizable inorganic compounds in water. The COD test, like the

BOD test, is used to determine the degree of pollution in water.
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Civil engineer A professional engineer licensed in the State of Washington in Civil
Engineering who is experienced and knowledgeable in the practice
of soils engineering.

Civil engineering The application of the knowledge of the forces of nature, principles
ofmechartics and the properties of materials to the evaluation,
design and construction of civil works for the beneficial uses of
mankind.

Clay lens A naturally occurring, localized area of clay which acts as an
impermeable layer to runoff infiltration.

Clearing The destruction and removal of vegetation by manual, mechanical,
or chemical methods.

Closed depression An area which is lowlying and either has no, or such a limited,
surface water outlet that during storm events the area acts as a
retention basin.

Cohesion The capacity of a soil to resist shearing stress, exeluaive of
functional resistance.

Coliform bacteria Microorganisms common in the intestinal tracts of man and other
warm-blooded animals; all the aerobic and facultative anaerobic,
gram-negative, nonspore-forming, rod-shaped bacteria which
ferment lactose with gas formation within 48 hours at 350C. Used as
an indicator of bacterial pollution.

Commercial agriculture Those activities conducted on lands defined in RCW 84.34.020(2),
and activities involved in the production of crops or livestock for
wholesale trade. An activity ceases to be considered commercial
agriculture when the area on which it is conducted is proposed for
conversion to a nonagricultural use or has lain idle for more than five
(5) years, unless the idle land is registered in a federal or state soils
conservation program, or unless the activity is maintenance of
irrigation ditches, laterals, canals, or drainage ditches related to an
existing and ongoing agricultural activity.

Compaction Densification of a fill by mechanical means.

Compensatory storage New excavated storage volume equivalent to the flood storage
capacity eliminated by filling or grading within the flood fringe.
Equivalent shall mean that the storage removed shall be replaced by
equal volume between corresponding one foot contour intervals that
are hydraulically connected to the floodway through their entire
depth.

Compost Organic residue or a mixture of organic residues and soil, that has
undergone biological decomposition until it has become relatively
stable humus.
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Composting A controlled process of degrading organic matter by
microorganisms. Present day composting is the aerobic,
thermophilic decomposing of organic waste to relatively stable
humus. Humus with no more than 25 percent dead or living
organisms is stable enough not to reheat or cause odor or fly
problems. It can undergo further, slower decay.

Comprehensive Planning that takes into account all aspects of water, air, and land
planning resources and their uses and limits.

Conservation district A public organization created under state enabling law as a special-
purpose district to develop and carry out a program of soil, water,
and related resource conservation, use, and development within its
boundaries, usually a subdivision of state government with a local
governing body and always with limited authority. Often called a
soil conservation district or a soil and water conservation district.

Constructed wetland Those wetlands intentionally created on sites that are not wetlands
for the primary purpose of wastewater or stormwat~r treatment and
managed as such. Constructed wetlanda ar~ normally considered as
part of the stormwater collection and treatment system.

Contour An imaginary line on the surface of the ea,"di connecting points of
the same elevation.

Conveyance A mechanism for transporting water from one point to another,
including pipes, ditches, and channels.

Conveyance system The drainage facilities, both natural and man-made, which collect,
contain, and provide for the flow of surface and stormwater from the
highest points on the land down to a receiving water. The natural
elements of the conveyance system include swales and small
drainage courses, streams, rivers, lakes, and wetlands. The human-
made elements of the conveyance system include gutters, ditches,
pipes, channels, and most retention/detention facilities.

Cover crop A close-growing crop grown primarily for the purpose of protecting
and improving soil between periods of permanent vegetation.

Created wetland Means those wetlands intentionally created from nonwetland sites to
produce or replace natural wetland habitat (e.g., compensatory
mitigation proj ects).

Critical Areas At a minimum, areas which include wetlands, areas with a critical
recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water, fish and wildlife
habitat conservation areas, frequently flooded areas, geologically
hazardous areas, including unstable slopes, and associated areas and
ecosystems.
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Critical depth The depth which minimizes the specific energy of flow (E).

Critical Drainage Area An area with such severe flooding, drainage and/or
erosion/sedimentation conditions that the area has been formally
adopted as a Critical Drainage Area by rule under the procedures
specified in an ordinance.

Critical flow Flow at the critical depth and velocity.

Critical reach The point in a receiving stream below a discharge point at which the
lowest dissolved oxygen level is reached and stream recovery begins.

Culvert Pipe or concrete box structure which drains open channels, swales or
ditches under a roadway or embankment. Typically with no
catchbasins or manholes along its length.

Cut Portion of land surface or area from which earth has been removed
or will be removed by excavating; the depth below original ground
surface to excavated surface.

Cut-and-fill Process of earth moving by excavating part ofan area and using the
excavated material for adjacent embankments ~ fill areas.

DNS See Determination of nonsignificance.

Dead storage The volume available in a depression in the ground below any
conveyance system, or surface drainage pathway, or outlet invert
elevation that could allow the discharge of surface and stormwater
runoff.

Dedication of land Refers to setting aside a portion of a property for a specific use or
function.

Degradation (Biological or chemical) The breakdown of complex organic or other
chemical compounds into simpler substances, usually less harmful
than the original compound, as with the degradation of a persistent
pesticide. (Geological) Wearing down by erosion. (Water) The
lowering of the water quality of a watercourse by an increase in the
pollutant loading.

Degraded (disturbed) A wetland (community) in which the vegetation, soils, and/or
wetland (community) hydrology have been adversely altered, resulting in lost or reduced

functions and values; generally, implies topographic isolation;
hydrologic alterations such as hydroperiod alteration (increased or
decreased quantity of water), diking, channelization, and/or outlet
modification; soils alterations such as presence of fill, soil removal,
and/or compaction; accumulation of toxicants in the biotic or abiotic
components of the wetland; and/or low plant species richness with
dominance by invasive weedy species.

Denitrification The biochemical reduction of nitrates or nitrites in the soil or organic
deposits to ammonia or free nitrogen.
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Depression storage The amount of precipitation that is trapped in depressions on the
surface of the ground.

Design engineer The professional civil engineer licensed in the State of Washington
who prepares the analysis, design, and engineering plans for an
applicant’s permit or approval submittal.

Design storm A prescribed hyetograph and total precipitation amount (for a
specific duration recurrence frequency) used to estimate runoff for a
hypothetical storm of interest or concern for the purposes of
analyzing existing drainage, designing new drainage facilities or
assessing other impacts of a proposed project on the flow of surface
water. (A hyetograph is a graph of percentages of total precipitation
for a series of time steps representing the total time during which the
precipitation occurs.)

Detention The release of stormwater runoff from the site at a slower rate than it
is collected by the stormwater facility system, the difference being
held in temporary storage.

Detention facility An above or below ground facility, such as apond or tank, that
temporarily stores stormwater runoff and sub~luently releases it at
a slower rate than it is collected by the drainage facility system.
There is little or no infiltration of stored stormwater.

Detention time The theoretical time required to displace the contents of a
stormwater treatment facility at a given rate of discharge (volume
divided by rate of discharge).

Determination of The written decision by the responsible official of the lead agency
Nonsignifieance (DNS) that a proposal is not likely to have a significant adverse

environmental impact, and therefore an EIS is not required.

Development Means new development, redevelopment, or both. See definitions
for each.

Discharge Outflow; the flow of a stream, canal, or aquifer. One may also speak
of the discharge of a canal or stream into a lake, river, or ocean.
(Hydraulics) Rate of flow, specifically fluid flow; a volume of fluid
passing a point per unit of time, commonly expressed as cubic feet
per second, cubic meters per second, gallons per minute, gallons per
day, or millions of gallons per day.

Dispersed discharge Release of surface and stormwater runoff from a drainage facility
system such that the flow spreads over a wide area and is located so
as not to allow flow to concentrate anywhere upstream of a drainage
channel with erodible underlying granular soils.

Ditch A long narrow excavation dug in the earth for drainage with its top
width less than 10 feet at design flow.
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Divide, Drainage The boundary between one drainage basin and another.

Drain A buried pipe or other conduit (closed drain). A ditch (open drain)
for carrying off surplus surface water or ground water.

(To) Drain To provide channels, such as open ditches or closed drains, so that
excess water can be removed by surface flow or by internal flow. To
lose water (from the soil) by percolation.

Drainage Refers to the collection, conveyance, containment, and/or discharge
of surface and stormwater runoff.

Drainage basin A geographic and hydrologic subunit of a watershed.

Drainage channel A drainage pathway with a well-defined bed and banks indicating
frequent conveyance of surface and stormwater runoff.

Drainage course A pathway for watershed drainage characterized by wet soil
vegetation; often intermittent in flow.

Drainage easement A legal encumbrance that is placed against a property’s title to
reserve specified privileges for the users and benoficiaries ofthe
drainage facilities contained within the boundaries of the easement.

Drainage pathway The route that surface and stormwater runoff, leaving any part of the
site, follows downslope.

Drainage review An evaluation by Plan Approving Authority staff of a proposed
project’s compliance with the drainage requirements in this manual
or its technical equivalent.

Drainage, Soil As a natural condition of the soil, soil drainage refers to the
frequency and duration of periods when the soil is free of saturation;
for example, in well-drained soils the water is removed readily but
not rapidly; in poorly drained soils the root zone is waterlogged for
long periods unless artificially drained, and the roots of ordinary
crop plants cannot get enough oxygen; in excessively drained soils
the water is removed so completely that most crop plants suffer from
lack of water. Strictly speaking, excessively drained soils are a
result of excessive runoff due to steep slopes or low available water-
holding capacity due to small amounts of silt and clay in the soil
material. The following classes are used to express soil drainage:
¯ Well drained - Excess water drains away rapidly and no mottling

occurs within 36 inches of the surface.
¯ Moderately well drained - Water is removed from the soil

somewhat slowly, resulting in small but significant periods of
wetness. Mottling occurs between 18 and 36 inches.

Drainage, Soil ¯ Somewhat poorly drained - Water is removed from the soil
(continued) slowly enough to keep it wet for significant periods but not all of

the time. Mottling occurs between 8 and 18 inches.
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* Poorly drained - Water is removed so slowly that the soil is wet
for a large part of the time. Mottling occurs between 0 and 8
inches.

¯ Very poorly drained - Water is removed so slowly that the water
table remains at or near the surface for the greater part of the
time. There may also be periods of surface ponding. The soil
has a black to gray surface layer with mottles up to the surface.

Drawdown Lowering of the water surface (in open channel flow), water table or
piezometric surface (in ground water flow) resulting fi:om a
withdrawal of water.

Drop-inlet spillway Overall structure in which the water drops through a vertical riser
connected to a discharge conduit.

Drop spillway Overall structure in which the water drops over a vertical wall onto
an apron at a lower elevation.

Drop structure A structure for dropping water to a lower level and dissillating its
surplus energy; a fall. A drop may be vertical or inclined.

Dry weather flow The combination of sanitary sewage, and industrial and commercial
wastes normally found in sanitary or storm s~wem dm’ing the dry
weather season of the year. Also that flow~ streams during the dry
season.

EIS See Environmental Impact Statement.

ESC Erosion and Sediment Control (Plan).

Earth material any rock, natural soil or fill and/or any combination thereof.

Easement The legal right to use a parcel of land for a particular purpose. It
do�shOt include fee ownership, but may restrict the owners use of
the land.

Embankment A structure of earth, gravel, or similar material raised to form a pond
bank or foundation for a road.

Emergent plants Aquatic plants that are rooted in the sediment but whose leaves are at
or above the water surface. These wetland plants often have high
habitat value for wildlife and waterfowl, and can aid in pollutant
uptake.

Emergency spillway A vegetated earth channel used to safely convey flood discharges in
excess of the capacity of the principal spillway.
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Energy dissipator Any means by which the total energy of flowing water is reduced. In
stormwater design, they are usually mechanisms that reduce velocity
prior to, or at, discharge from an outfall in order to prevent erosion.
They include rock splash pads, drop manholes, concrete stilling
basins or baffles, and check dams.

Energy gradient The slope of the specific energy line (i.e., the sum of the potential
and velocity heads.)

Engineering geologist A geologist experienced and knowledgeable in engineering geology.

Engineering geology The application of geologic knowledge and principles in the
investigation and evaluation of naturally occurring rock and soil for
use in the design of civil works.

Engineering plan A plan prepared and stamped by a professional civil engineer. An
engineering plan contains a Technical Information Report and Site
Improvement Plans which are described in detail in Claapter I-3.

Enhancement To raise value, desirability, or attractiveness of an eavironment
associated with surface water.

Environmental Impact A document that discusses the likely significant adverse impacts of a
Statement (EIS) proposal, ways to lessen the impacts, and alternatives to the

proposal. They are required by the national and state environmental
policy acts when projects are determined to have significant
environmental impact.

Erodible granular soils Soil materials that are easily eroded and transported by running
water, typically fine or medium grained sand with minor gravel, silt,
or clay content. Such soils are commonly described as Everett or
Indimaola series soil types in the SCS classification. Also included
are any soils showing examples of existing severe stream channel
incision as indicated by unvegetated streambanks standing over two
feet high above the base of the channel.

Erosion The wearing away of the land surface by running water, wind, ice, or
other geological agents, including such processes as gravitational
creep. Also, detachment and movement of soil or rock fragments by
water, wind, ice, or gravity. The following terms are used to
describe different types of water erosion:

Accelerated erosion - Erosion much more rapid than normal or
geologic erosion, primarily as a result of the influence of the
activities of man or, in some cases, of the animals or natural
catastrophes that expose bare surfaces (e.g., fires).

¯ Geological erosion - The normal or natural erosion caused by
geological processes acting over long geologic periods and
resulting in the wearing away of mountains, the building up of
floodplains, coastal plains, etc. Synonymous with natural erosion.
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¯ Gully erosion - The erosion process whereby water accumulatesErosion in narrow channels and, over short periods, removes the soil(continued) from this narrow area to considerable depths, ranging from 1 to 2
feet to as much as 75 to 100 feet.

¯ Natural erosion - Wearing away of the earth’s surface by water,
ice, or other natural agents under natural environmental
conditions of climate, vegetation, etc., undisturbed by man.
Synonymous with geological erosion.

¯ Normal erosion - The gradual erosion of land used by man which
does not greatly exceed natural erosion. See Natural erosion.

¯ Rill erosion - An erosion process in which numerous small
channels only several inches deep are formed; occurs mainly on
recently disturbed and exposed soils. See Rill.

¯ Sheet erosion - The removal of a fairly uniform layer of soil from
the land surface by runoff.

¯ Splash erosion - The spattering of small soil particles caused by
the impact of raindrops on wet soils. The loosened aad spattered
particles may or may not be subsequently removed by surface
runoff.

Erosion classes (soil A grouping of erosion conditions based on ~o dogree of erosion or
survey) on characteristic patterns. Applied to accelerated erosion, not to

normal, natural, or geological erosion. Four erosion classes are
recognized for water erosion and three for wind erosion.

Erosion/sedimentation Any temporary or permanent measures taken to reduce erosion;
control control siltation and sedimentation; and ensure that sediment-laden

water does not leave the site.

Erosion and sediment A ~e of drainage facility designed to hold water for a period of
control facility time to allow sediment contained in the surface and stormwater

runoff directed to the facility to settle out so as to improve the
quality of the runoff.

Escarpment A steep face or a ridge of high land.

Estuarine wetland Generally, an eelgrass bed; salt marsh; or rocky, sandflat, or mudflat
intertidal area where fresh and salt water mix. (Specifically, a tidal
wetland with salinity greater than 0.5 parts per thousand, usually
semi-enclosed by land but with partially obstructed or sporadic
access to the open ocean).

Estuary An area where fresh water meets salt water, or where the tide meets
the river current (e.g., bays, mouths of rivers, salt marshes and
lagoons). Estuaries serve as nurseries and spawning and feeding
grounds for large groups of marine life and provide shelter and food
for birds and wildlife.
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Eutrophication Refers to the process where nutrient over-enrichment of water leads
to excessive growth of aquatic plants, especially algae.

Evapotranspiration The collective term for the processes of evaporation and plant
transpiration by which water is returned to the atmosphere.

Excavation The mechanical removal of earth material.

Exfiltration The downward movement of runoff through the bottom of an
infiltration BMP into the soil layer or the downward movement of
water through soil.

Existing site conditions (a) For developed sites with stormwater facilities that have been
means constructed to meet the standards in the Minimum Requirements

of this manual, existing site conditions shall mean the existing
conditions on the site.

(b) For developed sites that do not have stormwater facilities that
meet the Minimum Requirements, existing site conditions shall
mean the conditions that existed prior to the development of the
project site. If in question, the existing site conditions shall be
documented by aerial photograph records, or other appropriate
means.

(c) (c) For undeveloped sites existing site conditions shall mean the
existing conditions on the site.

Experimental best A BMP that has not been tested and evaluated by the Department of
management practice Ecology in collaboration with local governments and technical
(BMP) experts.

FIRM See Flood Insurance Rate Map.

Fertilizer Any material or mixture used to supply one or more of the essential
plant nutrient elements.

Fill A deposit of earth material placed by artificial means.

Filter fabric A woven or nonwoven, water-permeable material generally made of
synthetic products such as polypropylene and used in stormwater
management and erosion and sediment control applications to trap
sediment or prevent the clogging of aggregates by fine soil particles.

Filter fabric fence A temporary sediment barrier consisting of a filter fabric stretched
across and attached to supporting posts and entrenched. The filter
fence is constructed of stakes and synthetic filter fabric with a rigid
wire fence backing where necessary for support.

Filter strip A strip of vegetation used to retard or collect sediment for the
protection of diversions, drainage basins, or other structures. Often
used in conjunction with a level spreader to keep flow from
becoming channelized in the filter strip.
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Flocculation The process by which suspended colloidal or very fine particles are
assembled into larger masses or floccules which eventually settle out
of suspension. This process occurs naturally but can also be caused
through the use of such chemicals as alum.

Flood An overflow or inundation that comes from a river or any other
source, including (but no limited to) streams, tides, wave action,
storm drains or excess rainfall. Any relatively high stream flow
overtopping the natural or artificial banks in any reach of a stream.

Flood control Methods or facilities for reducing flood flows and the extent of
flooding.

Flood control project A structural system installed to protect land and improvements from
floods by the construction of dikes, river embankments, channels, or
dams.

Flood frequency The frequency with which the flood of interest may be expected to
occur at a site in any average interval of years. Frequency analysis
defines the "n-year flood" as being the flood that will, oveg a long
period of time, be equaled or exceeded on the average once,.every "n"
years.

Flood fringe That portion of the floodplain outside of the floodway which is
covered by floodwaters during the base flood; it is generally
associated with standing water rather than rapidly flowing water.

Flood Hazard Areas Those areas subject to inundation by the base flood. Includes, but is
not limited to streams, lakes, wetlands, and closed depressions.

Flood Insurance Rate The official map on which the Federal Insurance Administration has
Map (FIRM) delineated many areas of flood hazard, floodway, and the risk

premium zones.

Flood Insurance Study The official report provided by the Federal Insurance Administration
that includes flood profiles and the FIRM.

Flood peak The highest value of the stage or discharge attained by a flood; thus,
peak stage or peak discharge.

Floodplain The total area subject to inundation by the base flood including the
flood fringe and floodway.

Flood-proofing Adaptations that ensure a structure is substantially impermeable to
the passage of water below the flood protection elevation that resists
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and effects of buoyancy.

Flood protection The base flood elevation or higher as defined by the local
elevation government.
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Flood protection facilityAny levee, berm, wall, enclosure, raise bank, revetment, constructed
bank stabilization or armoring, that is commonly recognized by the
community as providing significant protection to a property from
inundation by flood waters.

Flood routing An analytical technique used to compute the effects of system
storage dynamics on the shape and movement of flow represented by
a hydrograph.

Flood stage The stage at which overflow of the natural banks of a stream begins.

Floodway The channel of the river or stream and those portions of the
adjoining floodplains which are reasonably required to carry and
discharge the base flood flow. The portions of the adjoining
floodplains which are considered to be "reasonably required" is
defined by flood hazard regulations.

Forebay An easily maintained, extra storage area provided near an inlet of a
BMP to trap incoming sediments before they accumulate in a pond
or wetland BMP.

Forest practice Any activity conducted on or directly pertaining to forest land and
relating to growing, harvesting, or processing timber, including but
not limited to:

a. Road and trail construction.
b. Harvesting, final and intermediate.
c. Precommercial thinning.
d. Reforestation.
e. Fertilization.
f. Prevention and suppression of diseases and insects.
g. Salvage of trees.
h. Brush control.

Forested communities In general terms, communities (wetlands) characterized by woody
(wetlands) vegetation that is greater than or equal to 6 meters in height; in this

manual the term applies to such communities (wetlands) that
represent a significant amount of tree cover consisting of species that
offer wildlife habitat and other values and advance the performance
of wetland functions overall.

Freeboard The vertical distance between the design water surface elevation and

the elevation of the barrier which contains the water.

Frequently flooded the 100-year floodplain designations of the Federal Emergency
areas Management Agency and the National Flood Insurance Program or

as defined by the local government.
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Frost-heave The upward movement of soil surface due to the expansion of water
stored between particles in the first few feet of the soil profile as it
freezes. May cause surface fracturing of asphalt or concrete.

Frequency of storm The anticipated period in years that will elapse, based on average
(design storm probability of storms in the design region, before a storm of a given
frequency) intensity and/or total volume will recur; thus a 10-year storm can be

expected to occur on the average once every 10 years. Sewers
designed to handle flows which occur under such storm conditions
would be expected to be surcharged by any storms of greater amount
or intensity.

Functions The ecological (physical, chemical, and biological) processes or
attributes of a wetland without regard for their importance to society
(see also values). Wetland functions include food chain support,
provision of ecosystem diversity and fish and wildlife habitat,
floodflow alteration, ground water recharge and discharge, water
quality improvement, and soil stabilization.

Gabion A rectangular or cylindrical wire mesh cag~ (a chicken wire basket)
filled with rock and used as a protecting agent, revetment, etc.,
against erosion. Soft gabions, often used in streambank
stabilization, are made of geotextiles filled with dirt, in between
which cuttings are placed.

Gage or gauge Device for registering precipitation, water level, discharge, velocity,
pressure, temperature, etc. Also, a measure of the thickness of
metal; e.g., diameter of wire, wall thickness of steel pipe.

Gaging station A selected section of a stream channel equipped with a gage,
recorder, or other facilities for determining stream discharge.

Geologist A person who has earned a degree in geology from an accredited
college or university or who has equivalent educational training and
has at least five years of experience as a practicing geologist or four
years of experience and at least two years post-graduate study,
research or teaching. The practical experience shall include at least
three years work in applied geology and landslide evaluation, in
close association with qualified practicing geologists or geotechnical
professional/civil engineers.

Geologically hazardous Areas that because of their susceptibility to erosion, sliding,
areas earthquake or other geological events, are not suited to the siting of

commercial, residential or industrial development consistent with
public health or safety concerns.

Geometries The mathematical relationships between points, lines, angles and
surfaces used to measure and identify areas of land.
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Geotechnical A practicing, geotechnical/civil engineer licensed as a professional
professional civil Civil Engineer with the State of Washington who has at least four
engineer years of professional employment as a geotechnical engineer in

responsible charge, including experience with landslide evaluation.

Grade The slope of a road, channel, or natural ground. The finished surface
of a canal bed, roadbed, top of embankment, or bottom of
excavation; any surface prepared for the support of construction such
as paving or the laying of a conduit.

(To) Grade To finish the surface of a canal bed, roadbed, top of embankment or
bottom of excavation.

Gradient terrace An earth embankment or a ridge-and-channel constructed with
suitable spacing and an acceptable grade to reduce erosion damage
by intercepting surface runoff and conducting it to a stable outlet at a
stable nonerosive velocity.

Grassed waterway A natural or constructed waterway, usually broad and shallow,
covered with erosion-resistant grasses, used to conduct surface water
from an area at a reduced flow rate. See also biofilter.

Ground water Water in a saturated zone or stratum beneath the land surface or a
surface water body.

Ground water rechargeInflow to a ground water reservoir.

Ground water table The free surface of the ground water, that surface subject to
atmospheric pressure under the ground, generally rising and falling
with the season, the rate of withdrawal, the rate of restoration, and
other conditions. It is seldom static.

(the) Guidance Manual "The Stormwater Program Guidance Manual for the Puget Sound
Basin," a companion manual to this technical manual which contains
program implementation guidance for local governments. Examples
of the guidance contained are model ordinances, public education
information, and guidance on setting up a stormwater utility.

Gully A channel caused by the concentrated flow of surface and
stormwater runoff over unprotected erodible land.

Habitat The specific area or environment in which a particular type of plant
or animal lives. An organism’s habitat must provide all of the basic
requirements for life and should be protected from harmful
contaminants.

Hardpan A cemented or compacted and often clay-like layer of soil that is
impenetrable by roots.
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Harmful pollutant A substance that has adverse effects to an organism including
immediate death, chronic poisoning, impaired reproduction, cancer
or other effects.

Head (Hydraulics) The height o f water above any plain of reference. The energy, either
kinetic or potential, possessed by each unit weight of a liquid,
expressed as the vertical height through which a unit weight would
have to fall to release the average energy possessed. Used in various
compound terms such as pressure head, velocity head, and head loss.

Head loss Energy loss due to friction, eddies, changes in velocity, or direction
of flow.

Heavy metals Metals of high specific gravity, present in municipal and industrial
wastes, that pose long-term environmental hazards. Such metals
include cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, lead, mercury, nickel,
and zinc.

Humus Organic matter in or on a soil, composed of partly or ~y
decomposed bits of plant tissue or from animal manure.

Hydraulic gradient Slope of the potential head relative to a fixed datum.

Hydrodynamics Means the dynamic energy, force, or motion of fluids as affected by
the physical forces acting upon those fluids.

Hydrograph A graph of runoff rate, inflow rate or discharge rate, past a specific
point over time.

Hydrologic cycle The circuit of water movement from the atmosphere to the earth and
return to the atmosphere through various stages or processes as
precipitation, interception, runoff, infiltration, percolation, storage,
evaporation, and transpiration.

Hydrologic Soil Groups A soil characteristic classification system defined by the U.S. Soil
Conservation Service in which a soil may be categorized into one of
four soil groups (A, B, C, or D) based upon infiltration rate and other
properties.

Hydrology The science of the behavior of water in the atmosphere, on the
surface of the earth, and underground.

Hydroperiod A seasonal occurrence of flooding and/or soil saturation; it
encompasses depth, frequency, duration, and seasonal pattern of
inundation.

Hyetograph A graph of percentages of total precipitation for a series of time steps
representing the total time in which precipitation occurs.
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Illicit discharge All non-stormwater discharges to stormwater drainage systems that
cause or contribute to a violation of state water quality, sediment
quality or ground water quality standards, including but not limited
to sanitary sewer connections, industrial process water, interior floor
drains, car washing and greywater systems.

Impact basin A device used to dissipate the energy of flowing water. Generally
constructed of concrete in the form of a partially depressed or
partially submerged vessel, it may utilize baffles to dissipate
velocities.

Impervious A surface which cannot be easily penetrated. For instance, rain does
not readily penetrate paved surfaces.

Impervious surface A hard surface area which either prevents or retards the entry of
water into the soil mantle as under natural conditions prior to
development. A hard surface area which causes water to run offthe
surface in greater quantities or at an increased rate of flow from the
flow present under natural conditions prior to development.
Common impervious surfaces include, but are not limited to, roof
tops, walkways, patios, driveways, parking lots or storage areas,
concrete or asphalt paving, gravel roads, packed earthen materials,
and oiled, macadam or other surfaces which similarly impede the
natural infiltration of stormwater. Open, uncovered
retention/detention facilities shall not be considered as impervious
surfaces.

Impoundment A natural or man-made containment for surface water.

Improvement Streets (with or without curbs or gutters), sidewalks, crosswalks,
parking lots, water mains, sanitary and storm sewers, drainage
facilities, street trees and other appropriate items.

Industrial activities Material handling, transportation, or storage; manufacturing;
maintenance; treatment; or disposal. Areas with industrial activities
include plant yards, access roads and rail lines used by carriers of
raw materials, manufactured products, waste material, or by-
products; material handling sites; refuse sites; sites used for the
application or disposal of process waste waters; sites used for the
storage and maintenance material handling equipment sites used for
residual treatment, storage, or disposal; shipping and receiving areas;
manufacturing buildings; storage areas for raw materials, and
intermediate and finished products; and areas where industrial
activity has taken place in the past and significant materials remain
and are exposed to stormwater.

Infiltration Means the downward movement of water from the surface to the
subsoil.
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Infiltration facility (or A drainage facility designed to use the hydrologic process of surface
system) and stormwater runoff soaking into the ground, commonly referred

to as a percolation, to dispose of surface and stormwater runoff.

lngress/egress The points of access to and from a property.

Inlet A form of connection between surface of the ground and a drain or
sewer for the admission of surface and stormwater runoff.

Insecticide A substance, usually chemical, that is used to kill insects.

Interception The process by which precipitation is caught and held by foliage,
(Hydraulics) twigs, and branches of trees, shrubs, and other vegetation. Often

used for "interception loss" or the amount of water evaporated fi’om
the precipitation intercepted.

lnterflow That portion of rainfall that infiltrates into the soil and moves
laterally through the upper soil horizons until intercepted by a stream
channel or until it returns to the surface for example, in a wetland,
spring or seep.

Intermittent stream A stream or portion of a stream that flows only in direct response to
precipitation. It receives little or no water from springs and no long-
continued supply from melting snow or other sources. It is dry for a
large part of the year, ordinarily more than three months.

Invasive weedy plant Opportunistic species of inferior biological value that tend to
species out-compete more desirable forms and become dominant; applied to

non-native species in this manual.

Invert The lowest point on the inside of a seweror other conduit.

Invert elevation The vertical elevation of a pipe or orifice in a pond which defines the
water level.

Isopinviai nmp A map with lines representing constant depth of total precipitation
for a given return frequency.

Lag time The interval between the center of mass of the storm precipitation
and the peak flow of the resultant runoff.

Lake An area permanently inundated by water in excess of two meters
deep and greater than 20 acres in size as measured at the ordinary
high water marks.

Land disturbing activity Any activity that results in a change in the existing soil cover (both
vegetative and nonvegetative) and/or the existing soil topography.
Land disturbing activities include, but are not limited to demolition,
construction, clearing, grading, filling and excavation.
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Landslide Episodic downslope movement of a mass of soil or rock that
includes but is not limited to rockfalls, slumps, mudflows, and
earthflows. For the purpose of these rules, snow avalanches are
considered to be a special case of landsliding.

Landslide Hazard Those areas subject to a severe risk of landslide.
Areas

Large Parcel Erosion A plan to implement BMPs to control pollution generated during
and Sediment Control land disturbing activity. Guidance for preparing a Large Parcel ESC
Plan" or "LPESC Plan is contained in Chapter II-4. [Note: Ecology will be adding a
Plan" sample Large Parcel ESC Plan to the Guidance Manual.]

Leachate Liquid that has percolated through soil and contains substances in
solution or suspension.

Leaching Removal of the more soluble materials from the soil by percolating
waters.

Legume A member of the legume or pulse family, Le~o~ae, one of the
most important and widely distributed plant families. The fi’uit is a
"legume" or pod. Includes many valuable food and forage species,
such as peas, beans, clovers, alfalfas, sweet clovers, and vetches.
Practically all legumes are nitrogen-fixing plants.

Level spreader A temporary ESC device used to spread out stormwater runoff
uniformly over the ground surface as sheet flow (i.e., not through
channels). The purpose of level spreaders are to prevent
concentrated, erosive flows from occurring, and to enhance
infiltration.

Local government Any county, city, or town having its own incorporated government
for local affairs.

Low flow channel An incised or paved channel from inlet to outlet in a dry basin which
is designed to carry low runoff flows and/or baseflow, directly to the
outlet without detention.

Lowest floor The lowest enclosed area (including basement) of a structure. An
area used solely for parking of vehicles, building access, or storage,
in an area other than a basement area, is not considered a building’s
lowest floor, provided that the enclosed area meets all of the
structural requirements of the flood hazard standards.

MDNS A Mitigated Determination of Nonsignificance (See DNS and
Mitigation).
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Manning’s equation An equation used to predict the velocity of water flow in an open
(Hydraulics) channel or pipelines:

V= 1.486R2’3Sl/2

n

where:

V is the mean velocity of flow in feet per second

R is the hydraulic radius in feet

S is the slope of the energy gradient or, for assumed uniform
flow, the slope of the channel in feet per foot; and

n is Manning’s roughness coefficient or retardance factor of
the channel lining.

Mass wasting The movement of large volumes of earth material downslope.

Master Drainage Plan A comprehensive drainage control plan intended to prevent
significant adverse impacts to the natural and manmade drainage
system, both on and off-site.

Mean annual water Derived as follows--
level fluctuation (1) Measure the maximum water level (e.g., with a crest

stage gage, Reinelt and Homer 1990) and the existing
water level at the time of the site visit (e.g., with a
staff gage) on at least eight occasions spread through
a year.

(2) Take the difference of the maximum and existing
water level on each occasion and divide by the
number of occasions.

Mean depth Average depth; cross-sectional area of a stream or channel divided
(Hydraulics) by its surface or top width.

Mean velocity The average velocity of a stream flowing in a channel or conduit at a
given cross-section or in a given reach. It is equal to the discharge
divided by the cross-sectional area of the reach.

Measuring weir A shaped notch through which water flows are measured. Common
shapes are rectangular, trapezoidal, and triangular.

Mechanical analysis The analytical procedure by which soil particles are separated to
determine the particle size distribution.

Mechanical practices Soil and water conservation practices that primarily change the
surface of the land or that store, convey, regulate, or dispose of
runoff water without excessive erosion.
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Metals Elements, such as mercury, lead, nickel, zinc and cadmium, that are
of environmental concern because they do not degrade over time.
Although many are necessary nutrients, they are sometimes
magnified in the food chain, and they can be toxic to life in high
enough concentrations. They are also referred to as heavy metals.

Mitigation              Means, in the following order of preference:

(a)    Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain
action or part of an action;

(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or
magnitude of the action and its implementation, by
using appropriate technology, or by taking affirmative
steps to avoid or reduce impacts;

(c) Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating or
restoring the affected environment;

(d) P~educing or eliminating the impact over time by
preservation and mainte~ opgrations during the
life of the action; and

(e) Compensation for the impact by replacing, enhancing,
or providing substitute resources or environments.

Modification, Modified A wetland whose physical, hydrological, or water quality
(wetland) characteristics have been purposefully altered for a management

purpose, such as by dredging, filling, forebay construction, and inlet
or outlet control.

Monitor To systematically and repeatedly measure something in order to
track changes.

Monitoring The collection of data by various methods for the purposes of
understanding natural systems and features, evaluating the impacts
of development proposals on such systems, and assessing the
performance of mitigation measures imposed as conditions of
development.

NGPE See Native Growth Protection Easement.

NGVD National Geodetic Vertical Datum (see Base flood elevation).

NPDES The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System as established
by the Federal Clean Water Act.

National Pollutant The part of the federal Clean Water Act, which requires point source
Discharge Elimination dischargers to obtain permits. These permits are referred to as
System (NPDES) NPDES permits and, in Washington State, are administered by the

Washington State Department of Ecology.
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Native Growth An easement granted for the protection of native vegetation within a
Protection Easement sensitive area or its associated buffer. The NGPE shall be recorded
(NGPE) on the appropriate documents of title and filed with the County

Records Division.

Natural location Means the location of those channels, swales, and other non-
manmade conveyance systems as defined by the first documented
topographic contours existing for the subject property, either from
maps or photographs, or such other means as appropriate.

New development Land disturbing activities, including Class IV -general forest practices
that are conversions from timber land to other uses; structural
development, including construction or installation of a building or
other structure; creation of impervious surfaces; subdivision, short
subdivision and binding site plans, as defined and applied in
Chapter58.17 RCW. All other forest practices and co~ercial

.̄.::::~:~::’:"agriculture are not considered new development ......

Nitrate (NO3) A form of nitrogen which is an essential nutri ..~....~ ~.:l~lan~. It can
cause algal blooms in water if all other ~t~.i~.pres~nt in
sufficient quantities. It is a produc~!~Lb.~!~ation of other
forms of nitrogen, from the a~.t.,.mrsp~rei~i~:::~lectrical storms and

¯ :~::.::i.. :i:i.     :’:’.    !:::! ’i~::.

from fertilizer manufa.�.....~:i~i:~i~i;::ii~:::~i~: ::~:~~:.ii~i~ii~" ......
Nitrification The b~ochemm.~, o~.~f~ pr~ess by which ammoma ~s changed first

to nitriteS. ~i~ ~"~...:"~S by bacterial action, consuming oxygen
in the ~!ii~i::~::i~~::~::~: ":~::::~iii:~: :~:~

Nitrogen, Available .~i::~: ~iallyi::~~ nitrite, and nitrate ions, and certain simple
............ ~iii~: "~::i~::~ a~ailable for plant growth. A small fraction of organic or

:::::~.:~i~iiii:::"::.~.!~i. ~i~ii~: :~:~t~::~trogen in the soil is available at any time.
:̄::.    ::5:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: "!~:. ...:.: :!~;:

Nonpointi~ce::::~i:::.:~i~:~ii: ..:iiiiii :::i::~::~::~:::~ollution that enters a water body from diffuse origins on the
poilution::::ii~.::~:.!iiii~ ::::::ii~....:ii~: :~:~:; .... watershed and does not result from discernible, confined, or discrete

’~::iiii!i~i~: :::" conveyances.

Normal depth The depth of uniform flow. This is a unique depth of flow for any
combination of channel characteristics and flow conditions. Normal
depth is calculated using Manning’s Equation.

Nutrients Essential chemicals needed by plants or animals for growth.
Excessive amounts of nutrients can lead to degradation of water
quality and algal blooms. Some nutrients can be toxic at high
concentrations.

Off-site Any area lying upstream of the site that drains onto the site and any
area lying downstream of the site to which the site drains.
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Off-system storage Facilities for holding or retaining excess flows over and above the
caaa’ying capacity of the stormwater conveyance system, in chambers,
tanks, lagoons, ponds, or other basins that are not a part of the
subsurface sewer system.

On-site The entire property that includes the proposed development.

OperationalBMPs Schedules of activities, prohibition of practices, and other managerial
practices to prevent or reduce pollutants from entering stormwater.
Operational BMPs are a type of Source Control BMP.

Ordinary High Water The term ordinary high water mark means the line on the shore
Mark established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by physical

characteristics such as a clear, natural line impressed on the bank;
shelving; changes in the character of soil destruction on terrestrial
vegetation, or the presence of litter and debris; or other appropriate
means that consider the characteristics of the surrotm..~g area.

The ordinary high water mark will be found by... ~~ the bed and
banks of a stream and ascertaining wher~:::~e ~S~ ~ action of
waters are so common and usual, in
ordinary years, as to mark upoa.~:thdiii~o~!i~ii~tei: distinct from that
of the abutting upland, in.r~s~ to~!~eg~t~o~i In any area where
the ordinary high wM~i~k..’.:i~ot ~::~’ound, the line of mean high
water shall sub...stt.’~ii(:~i~::::~:~ where neither can be found, the
channel bang...:~i~..~~ted. In braided channels and alluvial
fans, th~i~~ ~ ~ater mark or substitute shall be measured so

Orifice ..... ~::i::~::i~ o ~.~: ~g with closed perimeter, usually sharp-edged, and of

Outlet ::::i:~i~. Point of water disposal from a stream, river, lake, tidewater, or
artificial drain.

Outlet channel A waterway constructed or altered primarily to carry water from
man-made structures, such as terraces, tile lines, and diversions.

Overflow A pipeline or conduit device, together with an outlet pipe, that
provides for the discharge of portions of combined sewer flows into
receiving waters or other points of disposal, after a regular device has
allowed the portion of the flow which can be handled by interceptor
sewer lines and pumping and treatment facilities to be carried by and
to such water pollution control structures.

Overflow rate Detention basin release rate divided by the surface area of the basin.
It can be thought of as an average flow rate through the basin.

Overtopping To flow over the limits of a containment or conveyance element.
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Peak discharge The maximum instantaneous rate of flow during a storm, usually in
reference to a specific design storm event.

Peak-shaving Controlling post-development peak discharge rates to pre-
development levels by providing temporary detention in a BMP.

Percolation The movement of water through soil.

Percolation rate         The rate, usually expressed as a velocity, at which water moves
through saturated granular material.

Permanent StormwaterA plan which includes permanent BMPs for the control of pollution
Quality Control (PSQC)from stormwater runoff after construction and/or land disturbing
Plan activity has been completed. For small sites, this requirement is met

by implementing a Small Parcel Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.
Guidance on preparing a PSQC Plan is contained in Chapter I-3 and
Chapter I-4. [Note." Ecology will add a sample Large Parcel ESC
Plan to the Guidance Manual.]

Permeability rate The rate at which water will move through a satura~:~,
Permeability rates are classified as follows:

a. Very slow- Less than
b. Slow- 0.06 to 0.20....~.in~::i~:~. "
c. Moderately sk~i!t: ~26~i~o ~i~..3 i~ches per hour.
d. Modera~.o...!!i::~:~ ~:.:~i:.!~.,.0 i~s per hour.
e. Mo~e~::i~pi~ii~ 2~.:0 to 6.3 inches per hour.
f. ::::i~. ~:6:i!~~i~’20.~ inches per hour.
g~::i~ii~:~i~iii~:::~::~~id~::::~:"~ore than 20.0 inches per hour.

Permeable soils .SO. iti~te~i~ii::~::~: sufficiently rapid infiltration rate so as to greatly
...... ~i::~:. r~e ~ e~ate surface and stormwater runoff. These soils are

¯ :~ ~::i~!~:::::~!:~i::~ :~ii~:i:::: g~ classified as SCS hydrologic soil types A and B.
...... ~::::~: :~::~:i::~:.i ~::::i::~::i~i~:~i:::: :i ::~:...:.::~!: ~

Person
::.il ~ii:~::~i~:~i::~~ ii::~ii~ii::~::::~::~i~i:: :~i~y individual, partnership, corporation, association, organization,

cooperative, public or municipal corporation, agency of the state, or~!i~i:::’
local government unit, however designated.

Perviousness Related to the size and continuity of void spaces in soils; related to a
soil’s infiltration rate.

Pesticide A general term used to describe any substance - usually chemical -
used to destroy or control organisms; includes herbicides,
insecticides, algicides, fungicides, and others. Many of these
substances are manufactured and are not naturally found in the
environment. Others, such as pyrethrum, are natural toxins which are
extracted from plants and animals.
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pH A measure of the alkalinity or acidity of a substance which is
conducted by measuring the concentration of hydrogen ions in the
substance. A pH of 7.0 indicates neutral water. A 6.5 reading is
slightly acid.

Physiographic Characteristics of the natural physical environment (including hills).

Planned unit A special classification authorized in some zoning ordinances, where
development (PUI)) a unit of land under control of a single developer may be used for a

variety of uses and densities, subject to review and approval by the
local governing body. The locations of the zones are usually decided
on a case-by-case basis.

Plat A map or representation of a subdivision showing the division of a
tract or parcel of land into lots, blocks, streets, or other divisions and
dedications.

Plunge pool A device used to dissipate the energy of flowing w~!~i~t may be
constructed or made by the action of flowing. T~ f&~ties may be

Point discharge The release of collected and/or co~i~:~::and stormwater

’~:i:.    :~:i:
..:.:’:’. ’::~::.. ’i:i:’~i:: ’i:i: ::? ..:::i~i:: ¯

Pollution Contamination or othe~fl~i~.~ of:~phystcal, chemical, or
biological prop.e......rti@i:!~i.~i~t~: d~ the state, including change in
temperatur~i*~~ ~0~i:::~bidity, or odor of the waters, or such
dischar..g,~::~#i~ li~Od~’~:.::gLseous, solid, radioactive or other substance
i~:an~!i~:~tl~e state as will or is likely to create a nuisance or

~::~:i.::~nde~ ~h"~ters harmful, detrimental or injurious to the public
:!::~t~ safety or welfare, or to domestic, commercial, industrial,,.... .:...............

Pollution~ne~t|hg Those impervious surfaces considered to be a significant source of
tmpervtous:~::, pollutants in stormwater runoff. Such surfaces include those which
surface(PGIS) are subject to: vehicular use; industrial activities; or storage of

erodible or leachable materials, wastes, or chemicals, and which
receive direct rainfall or the run-on or blow-in of rainfall. Metal
roofs are also considered to be PGIS unless they are treated to
prevent leaching.
A surface, whether paved or not, shall be considered subject to
vehicular use if it is regularly used by motor vehicles. The following
are considered regularly-used surfaces: roads, unvegetated road
shoulders, bike lanes within the traveled lane of a roadway,
driveways, parking lots, unfenced firelanes, diesel equipment storage
yards, and airport runways.
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Pollution-generating The following are not considered regularly-used surfaces: road
impervious shoulders primarily used for emergency parking, paved bicycle
sufface(PGIS) pathways, bicycle lanes adjacent to unpaved or paved road shoulders
(continued) primarily used for emergency parking, fenced firelanes, and

infrequently used maintenance access roads.

Pollution-generating Any non-impervious surface subject to use of pesticides and
pervious surface fertilizers or loss of soil. Modified PGPS means any existing PGPS

that is re-graded or re-contoured by the proposed project.

Prediction For the purposes of this document an expected outcome based on the
results of hydrologic modelling and/or the judgment of a trained
professional civil engineer or geologist.

Pretreatment The removal of material such as gross solids, grit, grease, and scum
from flows prior to physical, biological, or physical treatment
processes to improve treatability. Pretreatment may include..:.:.:.
screening, grit removal, stormwater, and oil

Priority peat systems Unique, irreplaceable fens that can exhibit wateri!~-l?i~..a ~e range
from highly acidic to alkaline, including fe~~:.i~ Sp~guum
species, Ledum groenlandicum (Labr~i!~::~g~ rotundifolia
(sundew), and Vaccinium ox~,. c~s ~...og~::~~); marl fens;
estuarine peat deposits; ~ii~..:h. ~i!~gss~!~t Systems with relatively
diverse, undisturbed ~:~i~ ~ii. Bog is the common name for
peat systems ~:.~:~gta~ association described, but this
term app~~...y’:~y ~0":~stems that receive water income from

Professional civil .~i~.. ~!:~rso~ r~i~:~d with the state of Washington as a professional

Project site :~ii~i::: That portion of a property or properties subject to proposed project
improvements including those required by this manual.

Puget Sound basin Puget Sound south of Admiralty Inlet (including Hood Canal and
Saratoga Passage); the waters north to the Canadian border,
including portions of the Strait of G-eorgia; the Strait of Juan de Fuca
south of the Canadian border; and all the lands draining into these
waters as mapped in Water Resources Inventory Areas numbers 1
through 19, set forth in WAC 173-500-040.

R/D See Retention/detention facility.
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Rare, threatened, or Plant or animal species that are regional relatively uncommon, are
endangered species nearing endangered status, or whose existence is in immediate

jeopardy and is usually restricted to highly specific habitats.
Threatened and endangered species are officially listed by federal and
state authorities, whereas rare species are unofficial species of
concern that fit the above definitions.

Rational method A means of computing storm drainage flow rates (Q) by use of the
formula Q = CIA, where C is a coefficient describing the physical
drainage area, I is the rainfall intensity and A is the area. This
method is no longer used in the technical manual.

Reach A length of channel with uniform characteristics.

Receiving waters Bodies of water or surface water systems receiving water from
upstream manmade (or natural) streams.

Recharge The flow to ground water from the infiltration of ~ and
stormwater runoff.

Redevelopment On an already developed site, the creation~".~. ~o~i~pervious

surfaces, structural development i~~i~b~on, installation
or expansion of a building or:~:gtl~er~ru~ei:~!~d/or replacement of
impervious surface ~:.~:~ii~ o~:~ti"~ine maintenance activity;
and land disturbing::a~::i~iatd:~ with structural or impervious
redevelopment..% ~::::::i. :~::::i:. ~::::~ .......~ ....

.:~i~ii~i .......... ~::::~.. :::i:: ::::~i:. ’~i::~:.::!~ii:.~ ......
Regional An acti.’gff:::~!~ f~r....iii~t~ater management purposes) that involves

~̄:~:. ~ t~ii~6~.:~rete property.
Regional detention. :~::i:::. :~::i~ii~..:st~atei" quantity control structure designed to correct existing
facility ::: :~::i~:(:~:~:~:~ii~. ::::!i~::~: :~ surface water runoff problems of a basin or subbasin. The

... ~!i. ::~::iii(:~::i!i~::!::::~::::;%:~::i~::.::~i~ea downstream has been previously identified as having existing or
:::~.~i.i.~:~:::::::!i.i.::~!i~.::.... "~::~iiii::~::i~i~::::~::iiiii::~ .......predicted significant and regional flooding and/or erosion problems.
:::i~i::i:?i~ ......~::~::::~::~This term is also used when a detention facility is used to detain
~!~ii~:. stormwater runoff from a number of different businesses,

developments or areas within a catchment. The use of regional
detention facilities may be more efficient than on-site stormwater
treatment although the preferred option is to include some on-site
stormwater treatment through the use of grassy swales etc. even
when regional detention facilities are used.

Release rate The computed peak rate of surface and stormwater runoff for a
particular design storm event and drainage area conditions.

Replaced impervious For structures, the removal and replacement of any exterior surfaces or
surface foundation. For other impervious surfaces, the removal down to bare

soil or base course and replacement, excluding impervious surfaces
removed for the sole purpose of installing underground utilities.
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Residential density The number of persons per unit of residential land area. Net density
includes only occupied land. Gross density includes unoccupied
portions of residential areas, such as roads and open space.

Restoration Actions performed to reestablish wetland functional characteristics
and processes that have been lost by alterations, activities, or
catastrophic events in an area that no longer meets the definition of a
wetland.

Retention The process of collecting and holding surface and stormwater runoff
with no surface outflow.

Retention/detention A type of drainage facility designed either to hold water for a
facility (R/D) considerable length of time and then release it by evaporation, plant

transpiration, and/or infiltration into the ground~ or to hold surface
and stormwater runoff for a short period of time and then release it to
the surface and stormwater management system.

Retrofitting The renovation of an existing structure or facility to ~ii~hanged
conditions or to improve performance.

Return interval A statistical term for the average time of e~.t~:~.~.~al i~t an
event of some kind will equal or exc~’.....~::i~p~ (e.g., a
stormwater flow that occurs ev~!i...2 y:~s~i :~ii~::i: ’::~: ....

Rhizome A modified plant sten~.~::~*:~riz~i~lly underground.
’:::: "::::. "::::.....::i:!:!::" "::~:.:i:!

Riffles Fast sections of:.~i~;re~i~e[~ ~ow water races over stones and
gravel. ~ii~~i~:a wider variety of bottom organisms.

Rill ~:.~.~t~ht watercourse with steep sides, usually only a few

========================
.. ~!ili~. ::::ii~....:~::ii~L~ili~: flo~ ~hen soil is cleared of vegetation.

Ripr~p ::.ii!!~:’~::":::i!ii~ ~?!~:,. *:~i::: ========================== ’:~ facing layer or protective mound of stones placed to prevent
:!::~ii::ii?~I::!!~:: :::::::::~:.~:-~~:ii~:! :~ .......erosion or sloughing of a structure or embankment due to flow of

.~:. surface and stormwater runoff

Riparian Pertaining to the banks of streams, wetlands, lakes or tidewater.

Riser A vertical pipe extending from the bottom of a pond BMP that is
used to control the discharge rate from a BMP for a specified design
storm.

Rodenticide A substance used to destroy rodents.

Runoff Water originating from rainfall and other precipitation that is found in
drainage facilities, rivers, streams, springs, seeps, ponds, lakes and
wetlands as well as shallow ground water.

SCS Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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SCS Method A hydrologic analysis based on the Curve Number method (National
Engineering Handbook - Section 4: Hydrology, August 2971).

SEPA See State Environmental Policy Act.

Salmonid A member of the fish family Salmonidae. Chinook, coho, chum,
sockeye and pink salmon; cutthroat, brook, brown, rainbow and
steelhead trout; Dolly Varden, kokanee and char are examples of
salmonid species.

Saturation point In soils, the point at which a soil or an aquifer will no longer absorb
any amount of water without losing an equal amount.

Scour Erosion of channel banks due to excessive velocity of the flow of
surface and stormwater runoff.

Sediment Fragmented material that originates from weathering and erosion of
rocks or unconsolidated deposits, and is transported by, ~ended
in, or deposited by water.

Sedimentation The depositing or formation of sediment.

Sensitive emergent Assemblages of erect, rooted, herbace ..~..: ~i~~:!::::~cluding
vegetation communities mosses and lichens, at least som~..of....iw~se~~s have relatively

narrow ranges of environm~:~ ~0re~S,:~uch as hydroperiod,
nutrition, temperature, ~li~ii!::::i:::!~pi~~ include fen species such
as sundew and, a.s.::~dli!~i~i~JS~ 0t" species of Carex (sedges).

Sensitive life stages Stages du~i~..da~~"have!~limited mobility or alternatives
in se..c...~gig~ii~.....~t[~s of life, especially including reproduction,

,~:. re~g,":and:~i~ilbn periods.
Sensitive scrub-shrub:.::~i~ii;. :~::i~:i..As~es of woody vegetation less than 6 meters in height, at
vegetation commu ki  iiii   i ::::  i i ome of whose members have relatively narrow ranges of

~!ii!~:~::~%~:::::i~::i~!i~: ::::ii~::i.::::~ii::::.:,~i~ii¢~onmental requirements, such as hydropedod, nutrition,
temperature, and light. Examples include fen species such as
Labrador tea, bog laurel, and cranberry.

Setfleable solids Those suspended solids in stormwater that separate by settling when
the stormwater is held in a quiescent condition for a specified time.

Sheet erosion The relatively uniform removal of soil from an area without the
development of conspicuous water channels.

Sheetflow Runoffwhich flows over the ground surface as a thin, even layer, not
concentrated in a channel.
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Shoreline developmentThe proposed project as regulated by the Shoreline Management Act.
Usually the construction over water or within a shoreline zone
(generally 200 feet landward of the water) of structures such as
buildings, piers, bulkheads, and breakwaters, including environmental
alterations such as dredging and filling, or any project which
interferes with public navigational rights on the surface waters.

Short circuiting The passage of runoff through a BMP in less than the design
treatment time.

Siltation The process by which a river, lake, or other water body becomes
clogged with sediment. Silt can clog gravel beds and prevent
successful salmon spawning.

Site A property which is subject to development.

Slope Degree of deviation of a surface from the horizontal; measured as a
numerical ratio, percent, or in degrees. Expressed ~ii~atio, the first
number is the horizontal distance (run) and the s~hd ~. the vertical
distance (rise), as 2:1. A 2:1 slope is a
in degrees, the slope is the angle frg~~~.plane, with a

¯ ¯ "::"" "~:". ":"’::’:i~i:~: ::~90° slope being vertical (m~~ii0~n~::~.~ ’~g "~ 1:1 or
:.:::.. ’i:i:     ’!:i::    ~i:i: "i:i:.     ’

100 percent slope. ..:.::~ili~:.:::i::ii~:: ~iiii!!iii::i:@
Sloughing The sliding of ove~i.~iiiiii:It i~:"the same effect as caving, but

it usually oc...~[!::~i~.,t .~ ...b:.~ or an underlying stratum is saturated

Small Parcel ~e ~i~e~tial and small subdivision projects that add less
~iii::::l~an 10,~0":Pt2 of impervious surface and disturb less than 1 acre.

...... ~:~ ....::::~@iitypes of development projects that add less than 5,000 if2 of
:if:: ":!i~:    ~i~i :ii~: ;:~:k "+:"" ¯maperv~ous surface and disturb less than 1 acre.

...:::::::+. ’:i!~i.    :~!~:: ::~!;~’ :i!ii: :~ii:i:ii~i::’:"

Soil ~i~ii~.::::"’::::~ii:?~i::~. :::iiii: :~::~:~i~:~~::ii~.. ......The unconsofidated mineral and organic material on the immediate:~i!~iiiI ::~:: :~::::::~i::iii::~
surface of the earth that serves as a natural medium for the growth of
land plants.

Soil group, hydrologic A classification of soils by the Soil Conservation Service into four
runoff potential groups. The groups range from A soils, which are
very permeable and produce little or no runoff, to D soils, which are
not very permeable and produce much more nmoff.

Soil horizon A layer of soil, approximately parallel to the surface, that has distinct
characteristics produced by soil-forming factors.

Soil profile A vertical section of the soil from the surface through all horizons,
including C horizons.
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Soil structure The relation of particles or groups of particles which impart to the
whole soil a characteristic manner of breaking; some types are crumb
structure, block structure, platy structure, and columnar structure.

Soil permeability The ease with which gases, liquids, or plant roots penetrate or pass
through a layer of soil.

Soil stabilization The use of measures such as rock lining, vegetation or other
engineering structures to prevent the movement of soil when loads
are applied to the soil.

Sorption The physical or chemical binding of pollutants to sediment or organic
particles.

Source control BMP A BMP that is intended to prevent pollutants from entering
stormwater. A few examples of source control BMPs are erosion
control practices, maintenance of stormwater facilities, qonstructing
roofs over storage and working areas, and directin~:::~h water and
similar discharges to the sanitary sewer or a dead~i~d ~p.

Specific energy The total energy within any system wit~e~f::~:i!~e cli~mnel
bottom, equal to the potential head~::~i:~:~:::~: pressure heads.

.:::.    :~i~::    :!!i:: ~:::!ii. "::i~!::..
Spillway               A passage such as a paved.a~..-9~ or:::::~l t~: surplus water over or

raround a dam or sm~l..’. ~::~b~n..:~ open or closed channel, o
both, used to conv~ii~.~s’:~at& from a reservoir. It may cont~
gates, eithe~::::~.~y~::~i~|o~iiatically controlled, to regulate the
discharg~::o.~i~i~a~/~

State Environmental .~ ~::~W~~iigtate law intended to minimize environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) :~. ~ii::~:~a~e. *:iSEPA requires that state agencies and local governments

:~::~::~!i~:~f:~’~’~iiii.";i~iii:::::. ’~::~er environmental factors when making decisions on activities,
.... ~::!~ :~i~i::::~::~:ii::!i::~::::*:ii::):ii::~.:~:,i~s~ch as development proposals over a certain size and comprehensive

:::~ii~:~:::~::~!ii~:.i~::~: ::::i~!ii:::::.::~:~i~ii~::~iii::~ .....plans. As part of this process, environmental documentsare prepared
:::!~i::(:!~:~ ....~:.::~ii::~’ and opportunities for public comment are provided.

Steep slope~: Slopes of 40 percent gradient or steeper.

Storm drains The enclosed conduits that transport surface and stormwater runoff
toward points of discharge (sometimes called storm sewers).

Storm drain system Refers to the system of gutters, pipes, streams, or ditches used to
carry surface and stormwater from surrounding lands to streams,
lakes, or Puget Sound.

Storm frequency The time interval between major storms of predetermined intensity and
volumes of runoff for which storm sewers and other structures are
designed and constructed to handle hydraulically without surcharging
and bacldloodin~ e.g., a 2-year, 10-year or 100-year storm
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Storm sewer A sewer that carries stormwater and surface water, street wash and
other wash waters or drainage, but excludes sewage and industrial
wastes. Also called a storm drain.

Stormwater That portion of precipitation that does not naturally percolate into the
ground or evaporate, but flows via overland flow, interflow, channels
or pipes into a defined surface water channel, or a comtructed
infiltration facility.

Stormwater drainage constructed and natural features which function together as a system
system to collect, convey, channel, hold, inhibit, retain, detain, infiltrate,

divert, treat or filter stormwater.

Stormwater facility A constructed component of a stormwater drainage system, designed
or constructed to perform a particular function, or multiple functions.
Stormwater facilities include, but are not limited to, pipes, swales,
ditches, culverts, street gutters, detention basins, rete~n basins,
constructed wetlands, infiltration devices, catchb~i::~::~water
separators, sediment basins and modular pave~¢~:~:.i~:.::~.

....::!:i:i:i::.. ::i:~ ’::~::.. ’:!:!.        ":i::~
..:::~:!::"" "::!:i. !~i. "~:ii~. ’:i:"

Stormwater this manual as prepared by Ecology,....::~iS!i:...c. 0..~:~MPs to prevent,
Management Manual control or treat pollution in sto~te~i~i[~:::~!~:..t..~hnlcally equivalent
for the Puget Sound Manual approved by Eco!o~]i,.. ~ii:::~!iiii: ..~.~ili~

::~:::::i:!::::"Basin or "Manual" ~::~::::::~ii:::!?~ii!!:~i:."..:.::~f:~::::::i::::::::i~i.:*:ii~iiiiii:¯ ......

Stormwater Program Either the B~¢ii:::..S..t~t.e..~:.~ogram or the Comprehensive
Storm~ii~..r....9~ ~. ~ropfiate to the context of the reference.
See~.!h~ii:!’S~~at~ Program Guidance Manual for the Puget Sound

..... .B.~:~ha’’ ~:::~::i~lete description of the requirements of each

:̄:3~!~::::’::~i:.:. ::!::"::::: "::~::.......::~:~:

Stormwater Sit~ii:~:~.i~:;~::i .......~::::pi:~ which includes an Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) Plan
.~::~::::::~i::~iii~i~i~:~i:::: ::::~::~::~i~!ii:ii~i..:.:iiiiiiii~ ::::i::i~::~::and/or a Permanent Stormwater Quality Control Plan (PSQC). For

small sites, this plan is the equivalent of a Small Parcel Erosion and
Sediment Control Plan. Guidance on preparing a Stormwater Site
Plan is contained in Chapter I-3.

Stream gaging The quantitative determination of stream flow using gages, current
meters, weirs, or other measuring instruments at selected locations.
See Gaging station.

Streambanks The usual boundaries, not the flood boundaries, of a stream channel.
Right and lett banks are named facing downstream.
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Stream classification The following stream classification which applies to all streams.

1. Type 1 streams are all streams inventoried as Shorelines of
the State under Chapter 90.58 RCW.

2. Type 2 streams are all streams smaller than Type 1 streams
that flow year around during years of normal rainfall, or are
used by salmonids.

3. Type 3 streams are streams that are intermittent or ephemeral
during years of normal rainfall and are not used by salmonids.

Streams Those areas where surface waters flow sufficiently to produce a
defined channel or bed. A defined channel or bed is indicated by
hydraulically sorted sediments or the removal of vegetative litter or
loosely rooted vegetation by the action of moving water. The
channel or bed need not contain water year-round. Thi.~:: definition is
not meant to include irrigation ditches, canals, storn;t~r runoff
devices or other entirely artificial watercourses ~s t~y are used
to convey Type 1 and 2 streams naturally....:.::.O......c~~ri0~ii~to
construction. Those topographic f~~ii~ble streams but
have no defined channels (i.e: sw. al~)"~:~:~n§ldered streams
when hydrologic and hydr~. ~esi~e ~ursuant to a
development propos~-~!~:~i~~:"of a defined channel after

...::::i:i:::: ’~::!::.. ::i~:

Structure A catch..b..~i:~ f~:~i~::~eference to a storm drainage system.

Structural Source P.:..:.h~ic~::ii~~ or mechanical devices that are intended to
~::!!~ ~i~e’~ent ~l[fi~ts from entering stormwater.Control BMPs

..... ~:~::. ,:~,.~i~::ii~ length of pipe provided for future connection to a stormStub-out .....

::~i~:.::ii:.:~::i!~: ’~:::::::. *:::i:: ..:i:::::::: :~ ......
Subbasinii~L:,ili~i:: ~::i~ii~:...:.iiii~ :::::i~i::~:~ ....A drainage area which drains to a water course or waterbody named

and noted on common maps and which is contained within a basin.

Subcatchment A subdivision of a drainage basin (generally determined by
topography and pipe network configuration).

Subcritical flow Flow at depths greater than the critical depth.

Sub-division A retention/detention facility which is both (1) located within or
retention/detention associated with a short or formal plat sub-division containing only
facility single family or duplex residential structures located on individual

lots; and 2) which is required to handle excess runoff generated by
development of an area of which two-thirds or more is designated for
single family or duplex residential structures located on individual
lots.

Subdrain A pervious backfilled trench containing stone or a pipe for
intercepting ground water or seepage.
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Subgrade A layer of stone or soil used as the underlying base for a BMP.

Subsoil The B horizons of soils with distinct profiles. In soils with weak
profile development, the subsoil can be defined as the soil below the
plowed soil (or its equivalent of surface soil), in which roots normally
grow. Although a common term, it cannot be defined accurately. It
has been carried over from early days when "soil" was conceived only
as the plowed soil and that under it as the "subsoil."

Substrate The natural soil base underlying a BMP.

Supercritical flow Flow at depths less than the critical depth.

Surcharge The flow condition occurring in closed conduits when the hydraulic
grade line is above the crown of the sewer.

Surface and stormwaterWater originating from rainfall and other precipitation that is found in
drainage facilities, rivers, streams, springs, seeps, ponds, lakes, and
wetlands as well as shallow ground water.            .

Surface and stormwater Drainage facilities and any other natural features.w~Ia.c~:ect, store,
management system control, treat and/or convey surface and sto...~...w~t,e.ri~i~::ii~:i~i~

Suspended solids Organic or inorganic particles that ar~ii~~di!i~:~l carried by
the water. The term includes sa~ m~, ~ c|~particles (and
associated pollutants) as .w...etliiasi~lids ~..:~b~water.

Swale A shallow drainage c~e~::~$. relatively gentle side slopes,

Terrace An emb~~.i~ c~bi~tion of an embankment and channel
~r~a s~bi::::.t.~ii~trol erosion by diverting or storing surface

~::i:: ~ffi~te:~ ~t permitting it to flow uninterrupted down the slope.

definition is to clarify how the thresholds of this manual are applied
to project sites with multiple discharge points.

I Drawings of three different situations depicting the relationship of project sites, naturalI
discharge locations, and threshold discharge areas.
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Tile, Drain Pipe made of burned clay, concrete, or similar material, in short
lengths, usually laid with open joints to collect and carry excess water
from the soil.

Tile drainage Land drainage by means of a series of tile lines laid at a specified
depth and grade.

Time of concentration The time period necessary for surface runoff to reach the outlet of a
subbasin from the hydraulically most remote point in the tributary
drainage area.

Toe of slope A point or line of slope in an excavation or cut where the lower
surface changes to horizontal or meets the exiting ground slope.

Top of slope A point or line on the upper surface of a slope where it changes to
horizontal or meets the original surface.

Topography General term to include characteristics of the ground::~ace such as
plains, hills, mountains; degree of relief, steepnes~sl~pes, and
other physiographic features.         . .........

....:.:.... ’:~ii:

Total dissolved solids The dissolved salt loading in surfa~:~:~*:~a~:Waters.
iili    ~:!!~:    "::~:. :~:i., ":::::-:"

Total solids The solids in water, sew~, i~:.~~, including the dissolved,
filterable, and nonfi! .l~:~e.:~i: T~:esidue left when the moisture
is evaporated..~ f~ii~d~ i~ dried at a specified temperature,
usually 1.3..0~::

Toxic Poiso~!~i~ino~nic, or otherwise directly harmful to life.

Tract :~::~: ~::~:~i::~:le~l}ii~r~fi~d parcel of property designated for special

~::::~: :~i;~i!i~:~i~:~.ii~i:~::~:~:::::. :~:.~idential and noncommercial uses.
Trash rack::. ~::~:::: ::::~ii~)::~ii~:~:::~:::::~::iiii:::::iii:::~::~:i~ structural device used to prevent debris from entering a spillway or

:i~ii:::.::":~i!i::::~::ii::~.. ~::~i:::.~iii~::~:~:?::~: ’ other hydraulic structure.

Travel tim~ The estimated time for surface water to flow between two points of
interest.

Treatment BMP A BMP that is intended to remove pollutants from stormwater. A
few examples of treatment BMPs are detention ponds, oil/water
separators, biofiltration swales and constructed wetlands.

Turbidity Dispersion or scattering of light in a liquid, caused by suspended
solids and other factors; commonly used as a measure of suspended
solids in a liquid.

Underdrain Plastic pipes with holes drilled through the top, installed on the
bottom of an infiltration BMP which are used to collect and remove
excess runoff.
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Undisturbed buffer A zone where development activity shall not occur, including
logging, and/or the construction of utility trenches, roads, and/or
surface and stormwater facilities.

Undisturbed low Forested land, sufficiently large and flat to infiltrate surface and storm
gradient uplands runoff without allowing the concentration of water on the surface of

the ground.

Unstable slopes Those sloping areas of land which have in the past exhibited, are
currently exhibiting, or will likely in the future exhibit, mass
movement of earth.

Unusual biological Assemblages of interacting organisms that are relatively uncommon
community types regionally.

Urbanized area Areas designated and identified by the U.S. Bureau of Census
according to the following criteria: an incorporated place and
densely settled surrounding area that together have ~um

USEPA The United States Environmental Prote~ti~l!

Values Wetland processes or   " eneficial to
society (also see Function~).. :?~tl~ v~s iiaclude support of
commercial and spoT ~ ~ii~dlif’&::~ecies, protection of life and
property from f!oo~i!:~r~ education, and aesthetic

Vegetation All or~i!~i~ l~iigr~wing on the surface of the earth.

Water body ~iii::~:.~ace~a~::including rivers, streams, lakes, marine waters,

Water quality BMP A BMP specifically designed for pollutant removal.

Water quality design The 6-month 24-hour design storm.
storm

Water quality standardsMinimum requirements of purity of water for various uses; for
example, water for agricultural use in irrigation systems should not
exceed specific levels of sodium bicarbonate, pH, total dissolved
salts, etc. In Washington, the Department of Ecology sets water
quality standards.

Water quality swale An open vegetated drainage channel intended to optimize water
quality treatment of surface and stormwater runoff by following the
specific design criteria described in the manual.
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Watershed A geographic region within which water drains into a particular river,
stream, or body of water as identified and numbered by the State of
Washington Water Resource Inventory Areas (WRIAs) as defined in
Chapter 173-500 WAC.

Water table The upper surface or top of the saturated portion of the soil or
bedrock layer, indicates the uppermost extent of ground water.

Weir Device for measuring or regulating the flow of water.

Weir notch The opening in a weir for the passage of water.

Wetlands Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that
under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas. This
includes wetlands created, restored or enhanced a~:.~:~bf a
mitigation procedure. This does not include �.9~.~te~:weflands or
the following surface waters of the state...~n~’:co~stmcted
from sites that are not wetlands: Irr~gh ~!i~ge ditches,
grass-lined swales, canals, a.~c...-u.l~"ai:~~ facilities, farm
ponds, and landscape an~...e:.~:~iiiii: :~::~iii~...:ii!iiiii ::::i~i:: "

Wetland edge       Delineation of .th.e ~.~~":~ be based on the U.S. Army
Corps of E~s::i~~ ~elineation Manual, Technical
Repor~i¥~:k.ii~!~.~"!::Sli::~ ~ Engineers Waterways Experiment
Sr~fion~ii~ ~g, Miss. (1987)
i:i:: ’:’:     ~:!~:::. "::~iii:: :~::""

Wetponds and ....~::i~:~. :~::i~ii~[ai~g~ii~’acflities for water quality treatment that contain permanent
wetvauits ~. :~::~i~:~.~:::::~:i~i:: :~i~:~i~ ~ii~)fwater that are filled during the initial runoff from a storm

....... ~ii::~. :~::iii~: ::::iii~i:.:.i~i~:~i::i~:~:iiii:..::::~i~ent. They are designed to optimize water quality by providing
:::~ii ~ ii~:::~!i~ii~i!:::::.~ ii::!~:~i~::::::~::i::ii:::: :~::: retention time in order to settle out particles of free sediment to

which pollutants such as heavy metals absorb, and to allow biologic
activity to occur that metabolizes nutrients and organic pollutants.

Zoning ordinance An ordinance based on the police power of government to protect
the public health, safety, and general welfare. It may regulate the
type of use and intensity of development of land and structures to the
extent necessary for a public purpose. Requiremems may vary
among various geographically defined areas called zones.
Regulations generally cover such items as height and bulk of
buildings, density of dwelling units, off-street parking, control of
signs, and use of land for residential, commercial, industrial, or
agricultural purposes. A zoning ordinance is one of the major
methods for implementation of a comprehensive plan.
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Notations

This list of notations is provided only as a guide to some of the notations used in this report.
The exact definition and units are listed when the symbol is used. Since the same symbol can
be used for different design methods, the exact defmition should be obtained directly from the
appropriate section of the report.

A = drainage area (mi2), also full cross-sectionai area of culvert barrel (if2)

.4, = top surface area of basin (if2), also area of pond bottom (it2)

Aa = drainage area

A~ = surface area of porous asphalt pavement (if2)

At = surface area of swale (if2), also average surface area for detention BMP

ACN = change in curve number .................~:~ i)~:¢,I

d = average.p~~ p ......~1 ~p(h of a detention BMP

dp = depth of porous asphalt paving stone subbase (if)

d, = depth of swale check dam (It)

dt = time interval in minutes

dx = a mixture ofriprap sizes where the percent of stone by weight is <x (the
specified diameter)

E = designated fraction of particulates to be removed by a BMP

f = final infiltration rate of soil (in/hr)
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fa = infiltration rate including a safety factor of two

g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 t~sec2

H = stage height (it) or water depth above pond bottom, also H = Hf + Ho + I-I~;
head on orifice

I-L = specific head at critical depth (d~ + V~2/2g) (It)

I-Id = design depth of pond

I-L = entrance head loss (It) = Kc(V2/2g)

I-Lx = exit head loss (It) = V2/2g

Hf = Friction loss (It) = VEn2L/2.22RLas Note: if (I--If + TW - LS) <D, adjust Hf such
that (Hf + TW - LS) = D. This will keep the analysis simple and still
reasonable results (erring on the conservative side)          .

HW = headwater depth above inlet invert (It)

= distance from the hydraulic grade line at the 2~e~ t~i~,"~i~!;l~atflow pipe to
the overflow elevation ...... ~:~#:i::::ii~:: :i~i~i!i::::i~:i:?~iiii.

I = inflow at time 1 and time 2 ......~:.:~::~ ....:~iii~ :~!iii:::::."~i~ii~ii::~:::: ....."~i~i~i~- "

I(t) = instantaneous hydrograp~:~:~l!h:~::~iS~hydrograph method)

i = hydraulic gr~di~ii~fl)~) :::::~:~!~: ’:%:::~
===================== ~:~:.     ":i:i:. "::~::.....

k = ~i~::i:.~iii..o.~:~entration velocity factor (feet/second)

k~ = time of concentration velocity factor; channel flow

k, = time of concentration velocity factor; shallow flow

L = distance of flow across a given segment, also length of culvert (It), also width
of emergency overflow weir

MB~ = mean tributary basin elevation above sea level (It)

M, = potential average snowmelt during storms (in)

m = number of flow segments

=     number of check dams along total length of swale
R0073376
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Manxfing’s "n"

sheet flow; Manning’s effective roughness coefficient

outflow at time 1 and time 2

P = rainfall depth (inches)

PR = the total precipitation at a site for the 24-hour design storm event for the given
return frequency (R)

Q -- flow or discharge (cfs), also runoff depth from overlying area of dry well (fD,
also orifice area

Qa = after development depth of runoff (inches)

Qb = before development depth of runoff (inches)

Qc = depth of runoff from contributing area (ft)

Qd = runoff depth in inches over a given area
:~!i~i:"" "~:~:. ====================== ~!~:    ":"

Qo = average release rate from detention BMP

Q, = depth of runoff controlled by vegetate es

Qt = release rate for orifice ......~:~::.: ::::~:ii~.i~::::"il..:.i:%:::::i~;::~iii:

Qtou~ = total flow at m~~::..:~::~:~i:::~i~i~

Q(t) = the ro      o iig ::  i 0ffhydrograph (SStm method)

Q~0*/. = .:~i::i~::~i~ fl~ii:~t:~!|~*hot exceeded more than 10% of the time during the months of
migration

AQ = ~Change in runoff depth (inches)

Aq = change in peak discharge (cfs)

R = hydraulic radius (fi) in Manning’s equation

R(t) = the total runoff depth at time increment dt, in inches; also known as
precipitation excess

S = storage at time 1 and time 2, also culvert barrel slope (fi/ft)

S(H) = storage (f[3) at stage height (I-I)

Sd = the largest volume from an initial pond sizing R0073~77
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sf = friction slope = n2V2/2.21R~

So = slope of flow path (t:[/t~), also bottom slope

T = width of swale or vegetated filter strip

Tc = time of concentration (hrs)

Tt = travel time of overland flow across separate flow path segments

TI,2,n = the consecutive flow paths of different land cover categories having significant
differences in flow path slope

TW = tailwater depth above invert of culvert outlet (ft) Note: ifTW < (D + d�)/2, set
TW = (D + don.

td = design detention time of a BMP .... ::i:ii::ii:.

At = time interval; time 2 - time 1

V    =    average velocity across the land cover (ft/sec), also b~diii~�~(~), also
mean velocity                  ~:~ :::i~iii:::."’:::::ii~::::~i’:!~i~i:!~%.%~.i:iii~:: ...... "

V¢ = flow velocity at critical depth (fps) ....

Vm~, = maximum allowed velocity

Vpp = permanent pool volume:~i!!i:~:.:.:"i~.iii~i ~i!iiii!~:~ ..........~i~I: "

V~ =
void ratio :~::~. ~!i~iii~~

V,oa = sel;tl~i~.~...~:~:~::deign’ " :: :: :: ’~:’ ’ soil particle
~:i:i:i::’:"’"::!:: ":!:i..    ".:.: .:.:. ..:.:.’

Ws0 = :::::~.tti~ :~e~!::~ione size (riprap)

w = ~ttling velocity of target particle

y = depth of flow

y, = normal flow depth

Z = basin side slope ratio (h:v)

Z~,Z2 = side slope ratio of swale cross section (h:v)

ot = energy coefficient which corrects for the non-uniform distribution of velocity
over the channel cross-section
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.t 41o ~ ~to(a         ~FA ~.~ ~\.il~                                                ~00’2

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

?S Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA S4105-390"1

Refer to:

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please call me at (415) 744.1860, or
Eugene Bromley of the CWA Standards and Permits OIIioe at (415) 744-1906.

Sinc~ely,

Dirzctor, Water Division

Xavier Swamikazmu, Los Angeles Region~l Bom’d
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]~ICLOSUI~ - R~ion g Comma~ on the Petition for Review Concerning tbe Los
Angeles County SUSMP

1) Cempi~nce with Cdiforui~ Water Code Section 13360

"lbe Petitioners have trsued that the SUSMP violates Section 13360 of’the Czlifornis
W~t~r Cod~ which prohibiu the Regional Bom’d fi’om specifying the "design, loc~tion, typ~ of
commsction, or pm~adzr manner" in which compliance with a permit is to be z:hieved. The
P~ition~rs note that tl~ SUSMP q~:ifies 8 "d~ign" storm for which ~re~ment or mitigation
mus~ be provided and comead that this violates Section 13360. EPA dis~gre~ with this
ar~um~. Although the SUSMP specifie~ ¯ partic~tu storm for which treatment or mitigation
must be provided, the ex~ nature oftbe mitigation is not specified in the SUSMP.

The effect of’having the "design" storm in the SUSMP is simply to select for treatment or
mitigation that ~sction of the total storm water discharges which are generated by the first 0.75"
of rainfall. For 8 POTW, mitigation (su~cient to comply with nurr~ric effluent limitations) must
be provid~ for 100% oft.he ws~t~v~t~ which is disc.h~ge, d rathe" tha~ just ~ portion as in th~
case of’the SUSMP. In neither case is the exact nature ofthe treatment or mitigation specified.
Therefore, we believe th~ the SUSMP is �onsistent with Section 13360,

The SUSMP might seem more familitr t~ the Petitioners if numeric effluent limitatioas
were spedfied for the runoffgmerated by the design storm. Even this would b¢ consistent with
Section 13360 lince only the eB!luent limitation would be sl:~::ified ~:1 aot the manner of
compliance,

2) Appropriateae~ of the Numeric Standards in Meeting

Despite the arguments rtited by the Petitioners, we believe thtt the numer�c gtndards for
po~t-congruction controls ia the SUSMP me fully �or~Lstent with the requirement in the Clean
Water Act to reduoe pollutant~ to the maximum extent practicable (MEP). Region 9’s
January 13, 2000 letter to the Regiona~ Board noted that NPDES regulations at 40 CFR
122.26(d)(2)(’rvXAX2) require that MS4 permit’tees include requirements for po~t-oon~uction
storm water controls in their storm water managemem programs. F.PA’s guidance manual for
Part 2 MS4 permit appEr, ation~ (EPA 833-B-92-002) specifioa~ly cncou.rsgcs "de, sign criteria and
perfoms.an~ standards" for post-construction control measures for storm wat~ discharges.
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Design witarit are appropriate to emure tn adequate and enforc, e~le level of control over the
polluttnu in the ditdmSee.

R~ion 9 abo pointed out in its lette~ of January 13, 2000 requ  -m to the
lte~onal Board’s SUSMP already exist in other areas ~ as the S~e of Florida, the Puset
$otmd Irea in Washington, Prin~ Gmrse’s County in Maryland and selected cities such as
Phoenix, AZ. The experiea¢~ in the~ other treas zhow that the SUSMP requirement~ can be
achieved without .- extrusive burden on develop~s. We believe these experienc, e~ ~tow that the
SUSMP i~ consistent with the requirement to reduce pollutants in ~torm water runoffto the MEP
level.

A Petitioner also argued tl~t a recent decision by the Ninth Circuit (’Defenders of W’l)ali¢~.
v. Browner 191F.3d 1159, 1166-67 (9* Cir. 1999)) indicates that numeric ~t, tndards are not
required by the Clean Water Act for MS4 permits. However, this cue involved numeric water
quality-based ~t limitatiom tither than technology-based etBuent limitations. "rbe SUSMP
b a tec, hnology-based eltluent limitation based on the MEP requirements of’the Clean Water A~.
As mr, h, the N’mth Circuit ~ doe~ not ~ppon the Petitioner on this matter. Moreover, the
Court found that the R¢gional Board could include numeric water quafity-btsed effluent
limitations at its discretion.

3) Compliaa¢¢ with the Califemia Administrative Procedure Act, CEQA, and the
Unfunded Mandate Previsions of the California Constitution

The Petitioners have argued t~t since the SUSMP is allegedly not a Federal requirement,
it violates the Ctlifornia Adminird’ative Procedure Act, CEQA, and also the unfunded mandat~
provisions oftbe California Constitution. We disagree fl~at the SUSMP is not a Federal
requirement. The SUSIv~ is simply the Regional Board’s best judgmen~ as to what it is required
to do in order to comply with Federal NPDES regulations st 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2XivXAX2). As
noted above under item #2, EPA’s guidan~ rnam~ for Part 2 MS4 permit applications
specifically encourages design criteria in complying with the regulations.

4) Cmt-Effeetive.e~ of the SUSMP

The Petitioners have objected that the Regional Board has not adequately addressed the
i,~ue ofwheth~ the SUSMP is cost-e~’ective. They note th~ the Los Angeles County MS4
permit inc.Judes oost..effectiveoes~ as one of the f.zctor~ to be considered in developing SUSMP
requiremeats. However, the Regional Board has conducted certain cot~ analyses which are
diu~med in the Regional Board’s Response wthe Petition and which support the SUSMP.
Further, EPA’s final Phase II ~orm water regulatio,~ included t cost/benefit analysis for the
reguI~ons, including the six minimum measures which would be required to be implemented by
the MS4s covered by the regulations. Post-constru~on storm water controls similar to those
which would be requh-ed by the Regional Board’s SUSI~ are one ofthe six minimum memure,
required by the Ph~e n regulations. EPA’s tnalysis shows th~ the six minimum measures are
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We would also point out that the permit requires that individual permittees submit their
owu propum eomistent with the SUSMP no later than July 31, 1999, a deadline which la~
As we lave noted previously, we believe it is important to expedite the SUSMP to realize its
benefits t8 mort 8s potu’ble in ord~ to 8ddress existin8 water quality impairments.

Ground Water Concerns

The Petitioners have arsued that compliance’with the SUSMP may 8dvenely 8Hect
8romxi water meourr, es. However, in response to this issue, we would point out that the SUSMP
includes wtiver provisions in section 11 which address this �onraru.
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Department of

Environmental Protection
Twin Towers O~ce Building

leb Bush 2600 Blair Stone Road ,~-~ David B. StruhsGovernor Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400 ~:.o

May 31,2000           ~-~’"

Ms. Elizabeth M. Jennings, Esquire Mr. Xavier Swamikannu " > --- ~ ?
Office of the Chief Counsel Stormwater Program ~=-__,-,: ? :~: ~-
State Water Resources Board Water Quali~ Control Board ~,~
P.O. Box ~ 00 a20 W. 4~ Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, California 958~ 2-0~ 00 kos Angeles, California 900~ a

~ear Ms. denn~n~s an6 Mr. Swam~kannu:

This letter is sent in response to the email that I received from Mr. Swamikannu on May
19 requesting information about the State of Florida’s stormwater treatment
requirements. Where appropriate I also have included information that may be helpful
about stormwater treatment programs in other states. This information was collected
and published in the books Institutional Aspects of Urban Runoff Programs: A Guide
for Program Development and Implementation and Operation, Maintenance, and
Management of Stormwater Management Systems. I also have enclosed a paper that I
use in teaching stormwater classes that I think will be helpful.

You specifically requested a response to the following questions:

1. Why did your state elect to have requirements on new development and
redevelopment?

Studies conducted in the mid to late 1970s as part of the Section 208 Areawide Water
Quality Management Program demonstrated that stormwater was a significant source
of water pollution, especially from urban development. These studies also
demonstrated that it was much easier and cheaper to prevent stormwater pollution
using BMPs than to restore degrade water bodies and retrofit already developed areas.
Accordingly, given the rapid urban growth Florida was experiencing in the late 1970s
and the project growth in the 1980s, the Department of Environmental Protection
determined that stormwater was a pollution source that needed treating. Consequently,
the Environmental Regulation Commission adopted an interim stormwater rule requiring
treatment in 1979 until further studies could be done on BMP effectiveness. On
February 1, 1982, the final state stormwater rule was adopted requiring all new
development and redevelopment activities to treat their runoff.

Today, six states in the country (Florida, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, South Carolina,
and Massachusetts) have adopted laws or rules that require the treatment of runoff

"Protect, Conserve and Manage Florida’s Environment and Natural Resources"

Printed on rec~c/ed paper.
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from new developments. In addition, there are numerous regional (i.e., Puget Sound)
¯ and local governments that have implemented requirements for stormwater treatment.

2. Does your state have design standards and performance standards for
treatment control BMPs for new development/redevelopment?

Under the Federal Clean Water Act, water pollution control programs can be either
water quality effluent based or technology based. Every stormwater treatment program
in the United States is a technology based program. The key components of a
technology based program are a performance standard (desired level of stormwater
treatment) and design criteria for BMPs that assure they will provide that level of
treatment. To develop design criteria, a number of analyses must be conducted
including rainfall characteristics (annual volume, number of storms, interevent time,
etc), runoff characteristics (i.e., stormwater volume, pollutant Ioadings, drainage area),
whether BMPs are on-line or off-line, and BMP effectiveness.

Like all stormwater treatment programs in the United States, Florida’s performance
standard for stormwater treatment is to reduce the average annual loading of TSS by
80% (note that this is postdevelopment loading, so even with treatment, pollutant loads
almost always increase). We adopted design criteria for various stormwater treatment
BMPs (ie, retention, wet detention, detention with filtration) in our first rule. These
criteria have been revised periodically as we gained additional information to assure
that they meet the desired level of treatment. I have included a copy of Rule 40C-42
from the St. Johns River Water Managemer~t District which is the most current of our
state stormwater rules with respect to design criteria. Also please remember that,
during construction, erosion and sediment control BMPs must be used to retain
sediment on .site.

3. Do you have thresholds for new development and or redevelopment
(impervious area; size etc) for requirements to apply.

The threshold varies depending on the stormwater/environmental resource permitting
rule. Florida’s stormwater program is cooperatively implemented by DEP and our
regional water management districts. Therefore, we have five sets of rules in the state.
The typical threshold is the creation of 4000 square feet of impervious area.

4. What development categories do the requirements apply to [i.e. commercial;
parking lots; residential etc]?

Our rule applies to all urban development (and many agricultural activities as well).

5. How long have such requirements been in place. Are they statewide or region
specific?

As previously stated, the statewide stormwater rule was first adopted in 1979 with a
revised comprehensive rule in place on February 1, 1982. Florida’s stormwater program
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is cooperatively implemented by DEP and our regional water management districts.
Therefore, we have five sets of rules in the state. The WMD rules combine stormwater
quantity, stormwater quality, and wetlands protection into a single permit called an
environmental resource permit.

6. Have the design standards and performance standards unduly burdened cities
and builders with unsupportable costs? Has compliance been difficult? Has
change been for the better or have you seen none. Any noticeable
improvements in water quality?

Complying with Florida’s stormwater rule is a way of life that does not impose unduly
burdens on local governments or the private sector. It also has provided many jobs for
the engineering profession. The only part of compliance that is difficult is assuring long
term operation and maintenance of the stormwater BMPs. They need to be inspected
at least annually. Unfortunately, the public sector will never have enough inspectors
which is why Delaware and Florida have implemented training and certification
programs for inspectors. We have no doubts that the implementation of Florida’s
stormwater treatment program has greatly reduced the effects of growth in Florida on
water quality and is a major reason why the state has so few truly impaired waters. We
also have seen improvements in water quality as a result of retrofitting older stormwater
drainage systems.

7. Typically, what is your estimate of the range in additional cost (in percent of
project cost) that the requirements have imposed on builders.

This question is very site specific since the major cost is the land cost and that varies
with every site. We estimate that complying with our stormwater rules requires about 5-
10 percent of the land area of a development, although much of this is related to flood
protection.

8. How have municipalities ensured that the post construction BMPs O & M has
been provided andlor BMPs are properly maintained.

As part of our permitting process, the developer must identify the responsible
maintenance entity. Typically, this is a homeowner or property owners association for
residential development or the property owner for commercial development. The DEP
and WMDs require recertification that the stormwater system is functioning on a regular
basis (every 1 to 2 years). Additionally, since stormwater systems are part of the local
infrastructure, many local governments conduct inspections annually and several have
implemented stormwater operating permit systems that require annual inspections.
Some of the 100+ local stormwater utilities in the state provide credits for functioning
onsite stormwater systems providing an economic incentive to land owners to maintain
their stormwater systems.
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9. What are the policy goals that the standards are intended to achieve [reverse
impairment; hold the line etc.]

Florida statutes and rules establishes the goals for the state’s stormwater management
program. These include:
¯ Effective stormwater management for existing and new systems to protect, preserve

and restore the functions of natural systems and the beneficial uses of waters;
¯ Preventing stormwater problems from new land use changes and restoring

degraded water bodies by reducing the pollution contributions from older stormwater
systems;

¯ Preserving freshwater resources by encouraging stormwater infiltration and reuse;
¯ Trying to assure that the stormwater peak discharge rate, volume and pollutant

loading are no greater after a site is developed than before; and
¯ Eliminating the discharge of inadequately managed stormwater into waters and to

minimize other adverse impacts on natural systems, property and the health, safety
and welfare caused by improperly managed stormwater.

9. Also discuss standards and requirements in other states that you are familiar
with because Of you special role and expertise.

As previously stated, neady all of the stormwater treatment programs in the United
States are similar. All of the above information for 32 stormwater programs around the
country are summarized in books Institutional Aspects of Urban Runoff Programs: A
Guide for Program Development.

I hope that this information is helpful. It is truly unfortunate that the development
industry is still denying that urban runoff is a major source of degradation of our aquatic
ecosystems. However, don’t be discouraged. When we first adopted our rule, we went
through 29 official rule drafts and over 100 TAC meetings before the final rule was
adopted. Given the knowledge about stormwater pollution and the effects of
urbanization on aquatic ecosystems, it should be much easier to fight any challenges
that arise. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Eric H. Livingston
Chief
Bureau of Watershed Management
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Best Management Practices for Urban
Stormwater Management

Eric H. Livingston
Bureau of Watershed Management

FDEP
Tallahassee, Florida

Introduction

Before discussing stormwater practices, stormwater management program
considerations will be briefly reviewed. Successful stormwater management
requires more than simply the use of runoff control techniques. It also requires a
strong institutional foundation. A key component of this foundation is establishing
effective mechanisms to assure that stormwater systems not only are designed and
constructed correctly, but that they also are inspected, maintained and operated
properly.

2.1 Stormwater Program Components

This section briefly discusses the many components of a successful stormwater
management program. No single framework for a stormwater management program
can be recommended. Flexibility is needed to establish or refine programs, based on
an area’s existing legal authorities and institutional framework.

Experience has shown that no single entity can do everything. Program
implementation typically will be shared by a partnership involving all appropriate
levels of government, together with the public sector and all citizens.
Cooperation and coordination among all of the partners involved in program
-implementation are cornerstones of successful programs. It is especially important
that the roles of each partner involved in program implementation be cleady stated.
This will help to avoid duplication and distribute program activities to the entity most
suited for the role. This is especially true for assuring the long term performance of
stormwater management practices.

Experience also has shown that successful stormwater management programs share
several common building blocks (WMI, 1997)J These involve the program’s institutional
framework, its technical foundations, and the many activities that are undertaken by the
stormwater program.

2.2. Stormwater Program Evolution to Address Existing Development

Stormwater quality management programs typically must be phased in. They usually
must be integrated with existing "drainage" programs to provide coordinated
management of stormwater quantity and quality. Initial program efforts are aimed at
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preventing and mitigating stormwater problems from new development, both
during and a_fter construction. Generally, these programs rely upon on-site planning
and BMP implementation. Once all aspects, including inspections and
operation/maintenance, of this new development program are running smoothly, the
program can be expanded to correct stormwater problems caused by existing
development and land uses (retrofitting). Section 2.3 discusses important components
of programs aimed at stormwater from new development.

Establishing a program to retrofit existing stormwater systems, however,
presents many technical, institutional, and financial
dilemmas. In many instances, the unavailability or high cost of land in urban areas
makes the use of conventional BMPs infeasible. State laws and institutional
arrangements promote piecemeal, crisis-solving approaches aimed at managing
stormwater within political boundaries M yet stormwater follows watershed boundaries.
Finally, retrofitting usually is prohibitively expensive. With many local governments
already short of funds, the need for innovative, dedicated stormwater funding sources,
such as stormwater utility fees, cannot be overemphasized.

Solving existing stormwater problems will require comprehensive, coordinated, creative
approaches and technology. Essential elements of a comprehensive, long-term effort to
reduce pollutant Ioadings from existing land uses and older stormwater systems
include:

A. Watershed Mana.qement

A watershed approach which integrates land use planning with the development of
stormwater infrastructure is essential. After all, it is the intensification of land use
and the increase in impervious surfaces within a watershed that creates the
stormwater and water resources management problems. Consequently, a
"watershed management team" effort is necessary which involves state, regional and
local governments, together with the private sector and all citizens within a watershed:
Section 403.0891, Florida Statutes, and Section 62-40.432, F.A.C. (State Water Policy)
create the legal institutional framework for Florida’s Stormwater Management Program.
This framework includes a watershed approach which relies upon the SWIM Program
and the Local Government Growth Management Program. Implementation involves
FDEP, the WMDs, local governments, and the private sector. To further promote
watershed management in Florida, the DEP recently created a Bureau of Watershed
Management that will be responsible for impl~tnenting the new rotating basin approach
to water management. The bureau consists of five sections that are responsible for
nearly all aspects of watershed management. The sections and their administrators
include: Watershed Monitoring and Data Management (Ellen McCarron), Watershed
Assessment (Jan Mandrup-Poulsen), Watershed Planning & Coordination (Fred
Calder), Nonpoint Source Management and Water Quality Standards (Greg Knecht),
and Ground Water Protection (Jim McNeal). Implementation of the watershed
approach will be especially important given the new focus on Total Maximum Daily
Loads and the implementation of the Florida Watershed Restoration Act of 1999.
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B. Treatment Requirements for Older Systems (Retrofittinq)

Numerous ~roblems inherent to a highly urbanized area make it nearly
impossible to apply the same stormwater design and performance standards that
are applied to new developments. Instead, a "watershed loading" concept
should be considered. This "big picture" approach considers the beneficial uses of
the receiving waters, assesses the Ioadings from all pollution sources, and establishes
the maximum Ioadings of pollutants that can be assimilated by those waters. A key
element is setting a "stormwater pollutant load reduction goal" for existing untreated
stormwater discharges. An ecologically based goal should be established, such as
increasing the area of sea grasses or restoring habitat for desired aquatic species. It is
important that the ecologically-based goal is understood by the public and determined
with broad community participation. Stormwater PLRGs are required by State Water
Policy and they are being established as part of the SWIM plans for the SWIM priority
water bodies. Additionally, TMDLs will be established for the state’s impaired waters
over the next 13 years.

Success in meeting the load reduction goal will depend not only on the treatment
benefits from retrofitting projects, but also by assuring that the on-site systems
serving new development are constructed, operated, and maintained properly.
Even with BMPs, post-development stormwater pollution Ioadings are still greater than
pre-development levels. Minimizing stormwater pollutant Ioadings from new
developments is essential in assuring the success of stormwater retrofitting programs.
Otherwise, the desired watershed pollutant Ioadings will be exceeded and the
community’s desired ecological goals will not be achieved.

(3. Selective Tar.qetin.q

The extremely high cost of retrofitting older urban stormwater systems makes it
essential to carefully evaluate pollutant reduction goals, allocation strategies, and BMP
implementation. States should establish a priority watershed program which leads
to development and implementation of watershed management plans.
Implementation of these long term (15-30 years) plans will be designed to protect or
restore the beneficial uses of priority, targeted water bodies. In Florida, our priority
watersheds are those established by the SWIM Program.

Within priority watersheds, sub-basins can be targeted based on pollution sources,
flooding, and water quality problems. Regior~il and local stormwater master plans are
an essential component of the watershed plan. In these local plans, existing stormwater
systems can be targeted for modification to assure that citizens receive the greatest
benefit (pollutant load reduction, flood protection) for the dollar. The upgrading of older
systems also needs to be coordinated with other planned infrastructure improvements,
such as road widenings, and with park, recreation, and urban redevelopment projects.
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D. Alternativ~ Controls

Nonstructu~al BMPs and source controls need to be used extensively to reduce
stormwater pollution from already developed areas. For example, street sweepers
remove lots of litter, debris, and sediments from paved surfaces even if they can’t
collect the smaller particles (<60 microns) which contain high concentrations of metals
and other pollutants, Prohibiting and eliminating the discharge of wastewaters other
than stormwater into storm sewers and other conveyances can also greatly reduce
pollutant Ioadings, These types of controls are especially appropriate in downtown
business districts, where other BMPs usually are infeasible, and in certain industrial
situations.

Education programs for the public and for stormwater management professionals
also are vital. Citizens, businesses, and practitioners need to understand how their
everyday activities contribute to stormwater pollution. For example, citizens should not
discard leaves, grass clippings, used motor oil or other material into swales or storm
sewers. Yet many people believe that storm "sewers" go to the wastewater
treatment plant and not to the nearest water body. Getting youth and citizen groups
involved in storm sewer stenciling projects (Dump No Wastes, Drains to Lake) is an
excellent way of reducing dumping of potential pollutants into these conveyances.
Equally important are comprehensive training and certification programs for those in the
private and public sectors who design, review, construct, inspect, operate, or maintain
stormwater management systems.

E. Fundinq

Even just to solve existing flooding problems, the national cost of improving stormwater
infrastructure is gigantic. Yet, local governments already are struggling financially.
Traditional revenue sources such as property taxes cannot be relied upon to pay
for stormwater management. Alternative funding sources are needed.

An excellent example is the stormwater utility - a dedicated source of revenue with fees
based on a site’s contribution to the stormwater problem. Section 403.0893, F.S.,
authorizes Florida’s local governments to implement stormwater utilities and over 100
have been established in the state. Additionally, the State Revolving Fund provides
loan interest loans for stormwater treatment projects.

F. Innovative BMPs                    /,’

The infeasibility of using traditional BMPs to reduce stormwater pollutant loads in urban
areas requires creative and innovative BMPs. Regional stormwater systems, which
manage stormwater from several developments or an entire drainage basin,
offer many advantages over the piecemeal approach that relies upon small,
individual on-site systems. Regional systems can use natural processes, such as
extended detention and constructed wetlands, or mechanical processes, such as alum
injection, to reduce stormwater pollutants. They provide economies of scale in
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construction, operation and maintenance. Regional systems are especially useful in
managing sto_rmwater from existing land uses. They need to be a central part of any
retrofitting program. They can also be used to provide stormwater management for
new development, but this requires excellent planning and an expenditure of funds by
the local government or a developer to build the regional system and then get repaid by
those who use it. Regional systems are most successful when a watershed approach
is used that fully integrates land use, stormwater management, wetlands protection,
parks, and recreation/open space.

Innovative practices which are not land intensive are urgently needed. Injecting
chemical coagulating agents into storm sewers to enhance flocculation and
sedimentation of stormwater pollutants is an example. This often may be a better
BMP where land for traditional detention basins is unavailable or expensive. Several
alum injection systems have been installed in urban areas in Florida to help restore
receiving lakes. Concerns over potential aluminum toxicity, however, must still be
addressed before this innovative BMP can be fully endorsed.

2.3. Stormwater BMPs and New Development

This section will briefly discuss some key issues of using BMPs to reduce the
stormwater impacts associated with new development. These issues include the
stormwater program’s goals, the setting of performance standards, and the
establishment of design criteria for specific BMPs.

2.3.1. Program Goals
The goals of a stormwater management program must be clearly established up front.
Until recently, this was a relatively easy task since programs typically were established
only to control stormwater peak discharge rates. This is why stormwater management
frequently is referred to as "drainage" -- the traditional focus is on draining runoff away
from developed property as quickly as possible.

A. Stormwater Quantity Goals

Today, even the goals of stormwater quantity management are changing and
broadening. Control of stormwater volume, not just peak discharge rate, is being
required in closed basins and for discharges to estuaries. Peak discharge rate control
also is evolving - from control of a single frequency storm to multiple frequency storms.
It is becoming common to control the pe~fk discharge from a I or 2-year storm to
minimize the erosion of stream channels, in addition to controlling the peak
discharges for 10-, 25- and/or lO0.year storms for flood control. Some stormwater
management entities such as the Suwannee River Water Management District and the
Florida Department of Transportation are requiring control of the "critical storm". This
storm creates the biggest difference between pre-development and post-development
peak discharge rate and/or volume.
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B. Stormwater Quality Goals

The increasir~g awareness of stormwater quality problems by citizens and elected
officials, along with Federal Clean Water Act requirements, is stimulating state and
local governments to broaden the objectives of their stormwater programs. Today,
stormwater management program goals include consideration of stormwater
quantity, stormwater quality, erosion prevention and sediment control, aesthetic
values, stormwater reuse, and even open space and recreational benefits.

Stormwater quality programs need to be implemented within the framework of the
federal Clean Water Act. It establishes two types of regulatory approaches to control
pollutant discharges. Technology-based effluent limitations reflect the best controls
available, considering their technical and economic achievability. Water quality-based
effluent limitations reflect the water quality standards and allowable pollutant Ioadings
set up by permit (U.S. EPA, 1994).

With respect to stormwater discharges, the latter approach possibly can be developed
and implemented through a comprehensive monitoring approach. This not only
involves traditional water chemistry monitoring, but also needs to includes sediment
chemistry, and an assessment of physical habitat, stream bank erosion, biological
community structure, and possibly even whole-effluent toxicity. These techniques are
more appropriate than water column chemistry in assessing cumulative, intermittent
stormwater impacts.

However, implementing a water quality-based effluent limit permit program for
stormwater discharges is nearly impossible because of staffing and technical
limitations. The many land use changes occurring in this country create tens of
thousands of new stormwater discharges each year. Site-specific analyses to establish
water quality-based effluent limitations for so many new discharges simply can’t be
done. Additionally, there is a sparsity of data on stormwater toxicity and ecological
impacts. Therefore, nearly all stormwater quality permitting programs are
technology-based.

In 1987, the EPA issued guidance on the development of technology-based stormwater
programs and the role of water quality criteria. The guidance recognizes that Best
Management Practices (BMPs) are the primary mechanism for achieving water
quality standards. BMPs are control techniques used for a given set of site
conditions to achieve stormwater quality a~d quantity enhancement at a
minimum cost (Wanielista and ¥ousef, 1986). The guidance also recommends that
state programs should include the following iterative process:

1. Design of BMPs based on site-specific conditions, technical, institutional and
economic feasibility, and the water quality standards of the receiving waters.

2. Monitoring to ensure that practices are correctly designed and applied.
3. Monitoring to determine the effectiveness of BMPs in meeting water quality

standards and the appropriateness of water quality criteria in reasonably assuring
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protection of beneficial uses.
4. Adjustment of BMPs when water quality standards are not being protected to a

designed level, or evaluation and possible adjustment of water quality standards.

The ultimate water quality goal of stormwater management programs is to protect or
restore the beneficial uses of the receiving waters through the proper installation and
operation of program-approved BMPs. If beneficial uses are not maintained or
restored, additional BMPs need to be implemented and/or the design criteria for current
BMPs should be modified to improve their performance.

2.3.2. Program Performance Standards_

Whether for BMPs serving new development or for retrofitting, a performance standard
must be established so that specific BMP design criteria can be developed. The
performance standard establishes a technology-based effluent fimitation for
stormwater treatment systems.

A. Stormwater Manaqement Goals

Ideally, the basic goal for stormwater systems serving new development is to assure
that the post-development peak discharge rate, volume, timing and pollutant load does
not exceed pre-development levels. However, this goal usually is unattainable
because our current BMPs, either alone or in combination, can not achieve this level of
treatment and/or volume control, and because of the limitations imposed by variations
in site conditions. This necessitates the establishment of performance standards that
can be achieved through the implementation of BMPs.

B. Stormwater Treatment Performance Standards

The stormwater treatment programs in Florida, Delaware, and Maryland have
established similar performance standards for stormwater systems serving new
development. They require stormwater systems to achieve at least an 80%
reduction in the annual average post-development pollutant loading of Total
Suspended Solids (TSS) discharged to fishable/swimmable waters. This
performance standard corresponds to secondary treatment levels, thereby helping to
create greater equity between intermittent stormwater discharges and the treatment
requirements for traditional point sources such as domestic and industrial wastewater
discharges. Florida’s program also sets a 95~% removal level for stormwater discharges
to sensitive waters such as potable supply waters, shellfish harvesting waters, and
Outstanding Florida Waters. Florida’s minimum stormwater treatment performance
standards are set forth in State Water Policy, Section 62-40.431(4),F.A.C.

2.3.3. BMP Design Criteria Factors

Once the performance standard is established, design criteria then need to be set for
each of the various BMPs that are going to be used for stormwater management.
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This section will briefly review some of the factors that must be considered when
setting BMP_ design criteria. The primary factors influencing BMP removal efficiency
include rainfall characteristics; the volume of stormwater that is detained, infiltrated, or
reused ("treatment volume"); the time needed to recover the treatment volume; the
processes used to capture, filter, or assimilate stormwater pollutants; whether the
system is on-line or off-line; and site conditions. By analyzing the factors below, an
average annual pollutant removal efficiency can be calculated based on the annual
mass of pollutants introduced and the annual mass removed.

A. Rainfall Characteristics

An analysis of long-term rainfall records needs to be undertaken to determine the
statistical distribution of various rainfall characteristics such as storm intensity and
duration, precipitation volume, number of storms, time between storms, etc. Unlike
flood control, which focuses on large, infrequent storms, effective stormwater
treatment generally relies on capturing and treating runoff from small, frequent
events that carry the majority of pollutants. For example, in Florida, nearly 90% of a
year’s storm events produce one inch of rainfall or less, and 75% of the total annual
volume of rain falls in storms of one inch or less (Wanielista, 1977). Also, the average
time between storms is an important consideration in designing stormwater
management practices (Wanielista et. al., 1991).

B. "First Flush" Phenomenon

"First flush" describes the washing action that runoff may have on accumulated
pollutants in the watershed. In the early stages of runoff, the land surfaces, especially
impervious surfaces like streets and parking areas, are flushed clean by the
stormwater. This can result in higher concentrations of some stormwater pollutants,
especially particulates, during the early part of the storm (Miller, 1985). However, the
occurrence of "first flush" depends on many factors, including the pollutant,
conveyance system, drainage area, percent imperviousness, rainfafl patterns,
and location. For example, in the Pacific northwest, which has frequent, long duration,
low volume storms, first flush is much less pronounced. Where a target pollutant is
associated with the first flush phenomenon, only this early fraction of the total storm
runoff volume must be captured and treated to reach the desired treatment level.

C. Land Use Pollutant Loadin.qs

Stormwater pollutant sources, concentration peaks, and decay functions vary from site
to site. Accordingly, the typical stormwater pollutant loading from any particular
type of land use can vary greatly. Runoff from residential lands have lower
concentrations and Ioadings of most pollutants when compared to stormwater from
commercial land uses or highways. Runoff from streets and parking lots will have
higher concentrations of heavy metals and other petroleum associated pollutants.
Consequently, setting design criteria for stormwater BMPs must include evaluation of
factors such as land use, the pollutants on ~site, and the characteristics of the drainage
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basin, such as the soil type, amount of imperviousness, type of stormwater conveyance
system, and the length and time of travel.

D. On-line vs. off-line BMPs

On-fine BMPs capture all of the runoff from a design storm, temporarily storing it
before discharge. They primarily provide flood control benefits, with water quality
benefits secondary. However, some on-line BMPs, such as wet detention systems, can
do an excellent job of achieving both objectives.

Off-fine BMPs divert the runoff "treatment volume" for treatment and isolate it
from the remaining fraction of runoff, which must still be managed for flood control.
This helps to improve treatment efficiency, reduce BMP maintenance, and make
maintenance easier.

E. BMP Efficiency and Cost Data

During the past 15 years, many investigations of BMP effectiveness have been
performed. Typical information generated often includes the pollutant removal
effectiveness of various BMPs, and the costs of BMP construction and operation. A
review of Florida BMP investigations (Wanielista and Shannon, 1977) revealed that the
cost of treatment increases exponentially beyond "secondary treatment" (i.e.,
removal of 80% of the annual load). Therefore, higher levels of treatment are
required in Florida only for stormwater discharges to the state’s most sensitive water
bodies.

F. Site evaluation

The soil types, slopes, geology, water table and other features of a site will greatly
influence which BMPs will be most effective. Sandy soils imply using infiltration
practices while natural low areas and high water tables offer opportunities for wet
detention ponds or constructed wetlands.

3. STORMWATER POLLUTANTS AND REDUCTION MECHANISMS

The key to properly specifying, designing, and operating treatment practices is an
awareness of the pollutants in stormwater and an understanding of the biological,
chemical, and physical mechanisms that can/be used to prevent them from proceeding
into receiving waters. Table 2-1 lists the principal mechanisms that have potential to
capture, hold, and transform the various classes of pollutants in urban runoff. The most
common stormwater pollutants and amelioration mechanisms are summarized below:

1. Sediment is solid material that originates mostly from disintegrated rocks, eroded
soil, or accumulated organic materials deposited on the land surface. The quantity,
characteristics, and causes of the sediment are influenced by many factors including
slope, slope length, soil characteristics, and land use, and traffic volume. Sediment
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particles vary greatly in size and density. The settleability of a particular sediment
particle depends directly on it’s size and density. Sediment size and density must
be determined to know which BMPs are most appropriate to remove the particles and to
build into the stormwater management system appropriate mechanisms to promote the
settling of these particles. Some soils, because of their silty, colloidal nature, can
almost never be settled once they get into suspension. These soils may require the use
of coagulating agents, such as alum or ferric compounds, to remove them from the
water. Of course, the most effective control method for sedimentation is erosion
control--prevent the production of sediment as much as possible.

2. Oxygen-demanding substances include numerous organic materials that are
decomposed by microorganisms thereby creating a need for oxygen. Consequently, a
stormwater system such as a detention pond must include mechanisms to maintain
high oxygen levels and prevent the formation of anaerobic conditions. Oxygenation
mechanisms can be natural (such as shallow depths, sufficient length and width to
induce wind mixing, and orientation to maximize the opportunities for wind mixing) or
mechanical (such as aerators).

3. Heavy metals in highway runoff originate from the operation of motor vehicles,
atmospheric deposition, and the degradation of highway materials. The most abundant
heavy metals in stormwater are lead, zinc and copper, which together account for about
90 percent of the dissolved heavy metals and 90-98 percent of the total metal
concentrations (Harper, 1985). Except for copper, zinc, and cadmium, the majority
of metals are present in particulate form. Consequently, very good removal
efficiencies (60-95%) can be obtained in properly designed stormwater management
practices.

To maximize heavy metal removal in detention designs, designers should provide
physical configurations which encourage a gradual reduction in flow velocity to promote
particle sedimentation; maximize the flow length from inlets to the discharge point;
prevent short circuiting of flows and hydraulically dead zones; and include suitable
aquatic plants to promote uptake and .removal of dissolved metal species. To keep
metals bound to sediment, it is important that the sediment pH be kept near 7 and
that the sediments be aerobic. A decrease in pH and, to lesser extent, a reduction in
redox potential, will cause metals to become soluble and release from the sediment
(Harper, 1985). For this reason, it is important to monitor the accumulation of sediment
and decaying organic matter within detention ponds since this can result in lowered pH
and possible anaerobic conditions. Failure to"propedy remove sediments could cause
release of accumulated metals into the underlying ground water or into surface waters.

4. Nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, are common constituents of
stormwater. They stimulate the growth of algae and other aquatic plants, and
contribute to oxygen depletion as these plants decompose. Excessive nutrients
accelerate the natural process of eutrophication in lakes and streams. Nutrients in
stormwater may be either dissolved or particulate, with particulate forms slightly
dominating (about 60%). Consequently, a stormwater management system,
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especially a wet detention system, must incorporate provisions for settling to remove
particulate forms of nutrients and include nutrient assimilation for dissolved forms. A
littoral zone I~lanted with suitable aquati~ plants should be concentrated near the
discharge point to provide nutrient assimilation. Biofiltration, swale conveyance,
sediment sumps, or a perimeter swale and berm system can be used to reduce
particulate nutrients.

5. Increased temperature of stormwater occurs because urban lands, especially
impervious surfaces, are heated on warm days. Runoff stored in BMPs, especially
shallow ponds, is also heated by the sun between storms. Proper selection of BMPs is
the best way to minimize adverse thermal impacts from stormwater BMP discharges.
Galli (1991) ranks the potential of BMPs to raise receiving water temperatures, from
least to most serious, as: infiltration basins < extended detention wetlands < extended
dry detention ponds < wet detention ponds. Other methods to lessen thermal impacts
include using trees to help shade BMPs, especially pilot channels and outfall channels
for extended dry detention ponds. The use of exposed riprap or concrete surfaces for
these channels also can be mnimized. BMPs also can be oriented to take advantage
of prevailing winds, promoting water circulation and cooling.

6. Increased stormwater volume associated with the increased imperviousness
which accompanies urbanization is now being recognized as a major cause of water
body degradation. The increased volume of runoff causes channels and streams to
flow at bank full levels more frequently resulting in streambank and bed erosion, and
loss of habitat. Additionally, the discharge of greater volumes of runoff to estuaries has
led to decreases in their salinity and shifts in biological communities. Reducing
stormwater volume is not easy. Nonstructural BMPs to minimize imperviousness and
reduce directly connected impervious area are the most effective. Structural BMPs
which help to reduce stormwater volume include infiltration systems, many biofiltration
systems, and wet detention stormwater reuse systems.

Although not specifically listed in Table 2-1, treatment time is an important factor in
the functioning of all mechanisms. The effectiveness of settling a solid particle is
directly related to the time provided to complete sedimentation at the characteristic
settling velocity of the particle. Time is also a crucial variable in determining the
degree to which chemical and biological mechanisms operate. Chemical reactions and
biologically mediated processes all proceed at characteristic rates, which must be
implicitly recognized to obtain their benefits in treatment. For all of these reasons,
water residence time is the most basic variab~le for applying treatment practice
technology effectively.

An alternative way of looking at the information presented in Table 2-1 is to group
features that promote certain specific pollutant control objectives. The following list
extracts those features for the most common objectives:
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Features That Help Achieve All Objectives

¯ Increasing hydraulic residence time
¯ Low turbulence
¯ Fine, dense herbaceous plants
¯ Medium-fine texture soil

Features That Help Achieve Specific Objectives

¯ Phosphorus control:
¯ High soil exchangeable aluminum and/or iron content
¯ Addition of precipitating agents

¯ Nitrogen control:
¯ Alternating aerobic and anaerobic conditions
¯ Low levels of toxicants
¯ Circumneutral pH (around 7)

¯ Metals control:
¯ High soil organic content
¯ High soil cation exchange capacity
¯ Circumneutral pH
¯ Organics control:
¯ Aerobic conditions
¯ High light
¯ High soil organic content
¯ Low levels of toxicants
¯ Circumneutral pH

The degree of control that the treatment system designer and operator can exert to
influence the operation of these various features differs. Fortunately, at least three of
the four features that promote all favorable mechanisms (possibly excluding the soil)
are under a high degree of control. The additional features that promote the more
specific objectives require more intervention (e.g., developing some desired soil
condition).

4. STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPs)

The stormwater management tool box contains many tools that can help prevent or
correct stormwater problems. The broadening objectives of stormwater management is
leading to the development of new tools and the refinement of some of our existing
tools. The goals of a stormwater program usually will play a major role in deciding
which tools will be selected and used.

Generally, the stormwater tool box can be separated into two main drawers:
nonstructural controls and structural controls. Generally, nonstructural controls are
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those that can help to prevent stormwater problems, while structural controls are used
to mitigate st_ormwater problems. Until recently, most stormwater programs, because
of their focus on flood control, have relied upon structural controls.

Nonstructural controls often are somewhat difficult to implement. Several of them
require consideration and control of changes in property (i.e., growth management,
land use planning, zoning) - often very controversial topics. Nonstructural controls
also include "source controls", which are used to limit the types and amounts
of potential pollutants that get into runoff. Many source controls involve modifying
or controlling certain aspects of human behavior such as the use of fertilizers,
pesticides or household cleaners. Doing so may be very difficult or highly controversial.
However, source controls can be very effective, especially in highly urbanized areas,
and less costly than structural controls. The dilemma for stormwater managers is
the effectiveness of nonstructural controls is not well understood yet.

With respect to structural controls, broadening of stormwater management goals often
requires reconsideration of the usual BMP design, less emphasis and use of certain
practices, changes in preferred alternatives, and greater emphasis on regular
maintenance. For example:

¯ To improve pollutant removal, detention pond design typically must be changed to
increase residence time, maximize length of flow through the pond, and include
shallow littoral zones planted with appropriate native wetland plants to help remove
dissolved nutrients and metals.

¯ Less emphasis is placed on use of dry detention, which is used widely for flood
control. However, dry detention systems provide very low pollutant removal benefits
because of very short detention times, bottom discharge controls, and paved
channels.

¯ In many locations, local codes require the use of street curbs and gutters with stdrm
sewers to eliminate ponding of runoff, even for short periods of time. To promote
infiltration, thereby decreasing runoff volume and improving pollutant removal, many
localities are eliminating this requirement and promoting the use of roadside
vegetated swales, especially in low or medium density residential areas.

¯ There is increasing emphasis on the "BMP treatment train" concept, wherein
several types of stormwater controls a(e used together and integrated into a
comprehensive stormwater management system. This is especially true where
wet detention ponds are the primary control but are being promoted as a visual and
recreational amenity on a project. To help prevent the wet pond from turning into an
algae-covered eyesore, swales can be used for conveyance instead of storm
sewers, and vegetated littoral zones are added to assimilate nutrients. Increasingly,
the use of small, off-line depressional storage areas is being integrated into site
plans, usually as part of the site’s required open space and landscaping. These
can not only reduce pollutants but decrease the overall size and cost of
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downstream stormwater system components.

In Florida, the primary BMPs used for treating stormwater from new developments
include:

Retention (infiltration)
Basins
Trenches
Swales

Detention with filtration
Wet detention
Wetlands treatment

For each of the above BMPs, specific design criteria have been established which are
presumed to assure that the BMP acheives the minimum level of treatment specified in
State Water Policy. FDEP and the WMDs periodically review the latest scientific data
on BMP performance and revise the design criteria as needed to assure that BMPs are
performing optimally.

4.1. BMP Selection

Effective operation and minimum maintenance of a stormwater system begins with
selection of the most appropriate BMP(s) for the site. Factors which need to be
evaluated include:

A. Watershed Area

Infiltration, biofiltration, and filter BMPs generally are more suitable for smaller areas.
Pond BMPs typically require a larger drainage area to assure proper operation.

B. Area Required

Adequate area must be available at the site. Many BMPs are land intensive but some
can be installed underground, although this increases maintenance difficulties and
costs.

C. Stormwater pollutants

Most BMPs are more effective at removing p/articulate related pollutants. Some BMPs,
primarily those with vegetative components, can also reduce dissolved constituents.

D. Hiqh Sediment Loadinq

Many BMPs are highly susceptible to clogging. Pretreatment (BMP Treatment Train)
helps to increase effectiveness, reduce maintenance, and extend the life of BMPs.
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E. Soil type

Soil permeability has a profound influence on BMP effectiveness, especially for
infiltration practices. Also, silty and clayey soils that get into stormwater are much
harder to settle than sandy ones.

F. Slope

Steep slopes can restrict the use of several BMPs, especially when water ponding or
flow velocity may cause instability or erosion.

G. WaterTable Elevation

A crucial factor in the design of all BMPs is water table elevation. Incorrectly estimating
the seasonal high water table so it is too close to the bottom can cause BMP failure,
decrease effectiveness, and increase maintenance. This is especially true for
infiltration or dry detention systems. Wet ponds need high water tables to maintain
their permanent pools.

H. Bedrockor Hardpan

Restrictive soil layers or rock can impede downward infiltration of runoff or make
excavation for ponds impossible or expensive.

I. Karst Geoloqy

Fractured limerock geology provides channels for stormwater pollutants to migrate into
the ground water. Excavation or the hydraulic head of stored runoff may create
sinkholes in the bottom of BMPs creating a direct discharge to ground water.

J. Proximity to Foundations, Septic Tanks, and Wells

BMPs should not be located close to building foundations, septic tanks, or drinking
wells. Seepage problems or ground water pollution can result, especially from
infiltration practices.

K. Receivin.q Water

If the stormwater discharge will be to an estuary or other saline habitat, BMPs which
reduce stormwater volume need to be considerd first. If the discharge is to a water
body which supports a cold water fishery or biological community, the potential thermal
impacts must be considered in the selectionof the most appropriate stormwater BMPs.

L. Water Availability

Water may be needed during the dry season’to keep grass or other vegetation alive
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and continuing to function as a filtering media.

M. Side EffeCts and Ancillary Benefits

Potential for mosquito breeding or ground water contamination need to be considered,
as do opportunities for wildlife use and passive recreation.

N. Public Acceptance

No stormwater system will be maintained if the property owner does not like or approve
.of its design or the types of BMP used.
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CHAPTER 40C-42

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE PERMITS:
.:’REGULATION OF STORMWATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

’

40C-42.011 Scope.
40C-42.021 Definitions.
40C-42.022 Permits Required.
40C-42.0225 Exemptions From Permitting for Stormwater

Management Systems.
40C-42.023 Requirements for Issuance.
40C-42.024 Standard General and Individual Permits.
40C-42.025 Design and Performance Criteria for Stormwater

Management Systems.
40C-42.026 Specific Design and Performance Criteria.
40C-42.0265 Design and Performance Criteria for Wetlands

Stormwater Management Systems.
40C-42.027 Legal Operation and Maintenance Entity Requirements.
40C-42.028 Operation Phase Permits.
40C.-42.029 Monitoring and Operational Maintenance Requirements.
40C-42.031 Exemptions for Stormwater Management Systems.(Repealed) ’ ~~
40C-42.032 Limiting Conditions. ,

. 40C-42.033 Implementation.
i.~ 40C-42.035 Stormwater General Permits. (Repealed)

40C-42.041 Individual Permit Requirements for New Stormwater
Discharge Facilities. (Repealed)

40C-42.061 Relationship to Other Permitting Requirements.
40C-42.071 Permit Processing Fee.
40C-42.081 General Provisions.
40C-42.091 Publications Incorporated by Reference.
40C-42.900 Forms and Instructions.

40C-42.011 Scope.
(1) This chapter governs stormwater management systems which are designed and

constructed or implemented to control discharges necessitated by rainfall events. These systems
may incorporate methods to collect, convey, store, absorb, inhibit, treat, use or reuse water to
prevent or reduce flooding, overdrainage, environmental degradation and pollution, or otherwise
affect the quality and quantity of discharges. Standard general and individual environmental
resource stormwater permits are required under this chapter for construction, operation,-
maintenance, alteration, removal, or abandonment of systems that are not permitted under
provisions of chapters 40C-4, _40C-40, or 40C-400, F.A.C. Permits issued under this chapter
must be consistent with the objectives of the District and not cause harm to the water resource.
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(2) A permit under this chapter will be required only for certain stormwater         -..
management systems as defined herein. This provision shall ~ot affect the District’s authority to
require appropriate corrective action whenever any system causes or contributes to violations of
state water quality standards.

(3) Stormwater discharges to groundwaters shall be regulated under the provisions of
section 62-28.700, F.A.C., and other applicable rules of the Department of Environmental
Protection.                                          :..=
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.416, 403.812,
403.814 FS. History--New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91, 10-3-95.

40C-42.021 Def’mitions.
(1) "Appropriate Registered Professional" or "Registered Professional" means, for

purposes of this role, a professional registered in Florida with the necessary expertise in the fields of
hydrology, drainage, flood control, erosion and sediment control, and stormwater pollution control
to design and certify stormwater management systems. Examples of registered professionals may
include professional engineers licensed under chapter 471, F.S., professional landscape architects
licensed under chapter 481, F.S., and professional geologists licensed under chapter 492, F.S., who
have the referenced skills.

(2)    "As-Built Drawings" means plans certified by an appropriate registered professional
or registered surveyor which accurately represents the constructed condition of a s stem

. . . ,, . . Y    . .. ..(3) Completaon of Constmcuon means the time at which the stormwater mari~gement
system is fast placed into operation, when the project passes final building inspection or wfien the
project receives a certificate of occupancy, whichever occurs fast.

(4) "Construction" means any activity including land cleating, earth moving, or the
erection of structures which will result in the creation of a stormwater management system.              ~ -

(5)    "Control Device" or "Bleed-down Device" means that element of a discharge
structure which allows the gradual release of water under controlled conditions.

(6)    "Control Elevation" means the lowest elevation at which water can be released
through the control device.

(7)    "Detention with Filtration" or "Filtration" means the selective removal of pollutants
from stormwater by the collection and tempo .rao_y storage of stormwater and the subsequent gradual
release of the stormwater into surface waters in the state through at least 2 feet of suitable fine
textured granular media such as porous soil, uniformly graded sand, or other natural or artificial fine
aggregate, which may be used in conjunction with filter fabric and/or perforated pipe.

(8)    "Detention" or "To Detain" means the collection and temporary storage of
stormwater with subsequent gradual release of the stormwater.

(9) "Direct Discharge" means, for purposes of this-chapter, a point or nonpoint -
discharge which enters Class I, Class II, or Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class llr waters which
are approved, conditionally approved, restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting
without an adequate opportunity for mixing and dilution to prevent significant degradation.
Examples of direct discharge include the following:.
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(a)    discharge without entering any other water body or conveyance prior to release to
the Class I, Class IL Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class 1TI waters which are approved,
conditionally approved, restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting;

(b) discharge into an intermittent watercourse which is ~ tributary of a Clas-S-I, Clas~-II,-
Outstanding Florida Water, or Class Ill waters which are approved, conditionally approved,
restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting; and

(c)    discharge into a perennial watercourse which is a tributary of a Class I, Class
Outstanding Florida Water, or Class III waters which are approved, conditionally approved,
restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting when there is not an adequate
opportunity for mixing and dilution to prevent significant degradation.

(10) "Dry detention" means a system designed to collect and temporarily store
stormwater in a normally dry basin with subsequent gradual release of the stormwater.

o (11) "Effective Grain Size" means the diameter of ftlter sand or other aggregate that
corresponds to the 10 percentile finer by dry weight on the grain size distribution curve.

(12) "Intermittent Watercourse" means a stream or waterway that flows only at certain
times of the year, flows in direct response to rainfall, and is normally an influent stream except
when the ground water table rises above the normal wet season level.

(13) "Littoral zone" means, in reference to stormwater management systems, that portion
of a wet detention pond which is designed to contain rooted aquatic plants.

(14) "Off-line" means the storage of a specified portion of the stormwater, in such a
manner so that subsequent runoff in excess of the specified volume of stormwatei" .do~,a, ot flow
into the area storing the initial storrnwater.

(15) "Operational Maintenance" means any activity or. repair required to keep a
stormwater management system functioning as permitted and designed.

(16) "Operate" or "Operation" means to cause or to allow a stormwater management
system to function.

(17) "Perennial Watercourse" means a stream or waterway which is not an intermittent
watercourse.

(18) "Permanent Pool" means that portion of a wet detention pond, which normally holds
water (e.g., between the normal water level and the pond bottom) excluding any water volume
claimed as wet detention treatment volume pursuant to paragraph 40C-42.026(4)(a), F.A.C.

(19) "Pollution" means the presence in waters of the state of any substances,
contaminants, or manmade or man-induced impairment of waters or alteration of the chemical,
physical, biological, or radiological integrity of water in quantities or at levels which are or may be
potentially harmful or injurious to human health or welfare, animal or plant life, or property or
which unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of life or property, including outdoor recreation
unless authorized by applicable law.                         --

(20) . "Registered Surveyor" means a registered professional land surveyor licensed in the
state of Florida under chapter 472, F.S.

(21) "Reconstruction" means rebuilding or construction in an area upon which
construction has previously occurred.

(22) "Retention" means a system designed to prevent the discharge of a given volume of
stormwater runoff into surface waters in the state by complete on-site storage. Examples may
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include excavated or natural depression storage areas, pervious pavement with subgrade, or-~bove        "
ground storage areas.

(23). "Seasonal high ground water table elev.ation" means the highest level of the
saturated zone in the soil in a year with normal rainfall.                  - ..........................

(24) "Semi-impervious" means land surfaces which partially restrict the penetration of
water; included as examples are porous concrete and asphalt pavements, limerock, and certain
compacted soils.

(25) "Sensitive Karst Areas" means those areas of the District delineated in chapters
40C-4 and 40C--41, F.A.C., in which the Floridan aquifer is near the land surface.

(26) "Stormwater" means the flow of water which results from, and which occurs
immediately following, a rainfall event.

(27) "Stormwater Discharge Facility" means a stormwater m~nagement system which
discharges stormwater into surface waters of the State.

(28) "Stormwater Management System" means a system which is designed and
constructed or implemented to control discharges which are necessitated by rainfall events,
incorporating methods to collect, convey, store, absorb, inhibit, treat, use or reuse water to prevent
or reduce flooding, overdrainage, environmental degradation, and water pollution or otherwise
affect the quality and quantity of the discharges.

(29) "Swale" means a manmade trench which:
(a) Has a top width to depth ratio of the cross-section equal to or greater than 6:1, or

side slopes equal to or greater than 3 feet horizontal to 1 foot vertical; and,            ~t~(b) Contains contiguous areas of standing or flowing water only following a ~ainfall
event; and,

(c)    Is planted with or has stabilized vegetation suitable for soil stabilization, stormwater
treatment, and nutrient uptake; and,                                                         " --

(d) Is designed to take into account the soil erodibility, soil percolation, slope, slope
length, and drainage area so as to prevent erosion and reduce pollutant concentration of any
discharge.

(30) "Underdrain" means a drainage system installed beneath a stormwater holding area
to improve the infiltration and percolation characteristics of the natural soil when permeability is
restricted due to periodic high water table conditions or the presence of layers of fine textured soil
below the bottom of the holding area. These systems usually consist of a system of interconnected
below-ground conduits such as perforated pipe, which simultaneously limit the water table
elevation and intercept, collect, and convey stormwater which has percolated through the soil.

(31) "Underground Exfiltration Trench" or "Exfiltration Trench" means a below-ground
system consisting of a conduit such as perforated pipe surrounded by natural or artificial aggregate
which is utilized to percolate stormwater into the ground.

(32) "Uniformity Coefficient" means the number representing the degree of homogeneity
in the distribution of particle sizes of filter sand or other granular material. The coefficient is
calculated by determining the D6°/Dl° ratio where D~° and D~° refer to the particle diameter
corresponding to the 10 and 60 percentile of the material which is tuner by dry weight.

(33) "Waters" are as defuned in subsection 373.019(8), F.S.
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(34) "Wet Detention" means the collection and temporary storage of stormwater in a
permanently wet impoundment in such a manner as to provide for treatment through physical,
chemical, and biological processes with subsequent gradual release of the stormwater.

(35) "Wetlands Stormwater Management System" mea~s a stormwater management
system which incorporates those wetland described in subsection 40C,-42.0265(2), F.A.C., into the
stormwater management system to provide stormwater treatment.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented373.413, 373.416 FS.
History--New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91, 3-21-93, 4-11-94, 10-3-95

40C-42.022 Permits Required.
(1) A permit is required under this chapter for construction (including operation and

maintenance) of a stormwater management system which serves a project that exceeds any of the
following thresholds:

(a)    Construction of 4,000 square feet or more of impervious or semi-impervious surface
area subject to vehicular traffic. This area includes roads, parking lots, driveways, and loading
zones;

0a) Construction of 5000 square feet or more of building area or other impervious area
not subject to vehicular traffic; or

(c)    Construction of 5 acres or more of recreational area. Recreation areas include but
are not limited to golf courses, tennis courts, putting greens, driving ranges, or ball fi~lds. ,.

(2) A permit is required under this chapter for alteration, removal, reconstr~tion, or
abandonment of existing stormwater management systems which serve a project which may be

: ~. expected to result in any of the following:
.. ~ (a) Increase pollutant loadings (including sediment) in stormwater runoff from the

project,
(b) Increase in peak discharge rate,
(c) Decrease in onsite or instream detention storage,
(d) Replacement of roadside swales with curb and gutter,
(e) Construction of 4,000 square feet or more of impervious or semi-impervious surface

area subjectto vehicular traffic. This area includes roads, parking lots, driveways, and loading
zones;

(f)    Construction of 5,000 square feet or more of building area or other impervious area
not subject to vehicular traffic; or

(g)    Construction of 5 acres or more of recreational area. Recreation areas include but
not limited to golf courses, tennis courts, putting greens, driving ranges, or ball fields.

_ (3) These thresholds iaclude all cumulative activity which occurs on or after September
25, 1991.

(4) For purposes of this section, the calculation of the amount of impervious surface
shall not include water bodies.

(5) Applications received by the District for which a permit has not been issued prior to
the rule revisions effective April 11, 1994, and which do not requi~e a permit pursuant to sections
(1) or (2), above, may be withdrawn by the applicant.

5
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(6) Permits issued by the District for systems whi~no longer require a permit pursuant
to sections (1) or (2), above, may either be abandoned or relinquished by the permittee subject to    ’
the following:

(a)    Local governments may have concurrent jurisdiction with the District over a    ’"
stormwater system. The permittee is not relieved by this role of the responsibility to comply with
any other applicable rules or ordinances which may govern such system.

(b) The permittee provides reasonable assurance that there Will not be a violation of    : "
state water quality standards as set forth in chapter 62-302 and 62-550, F.A.C.;

(c)    The permittee provides reasonable assurance that adjacent or nearby properties notowned or controlled by the applicant will not be adversely affected by drainage or flooding; and
(d) The permittee must apply to the District for and receive written authorization from

the District prior to abandonment of the system.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.416 FS. History-
-New 9-15-91. Amended4-11-94, 11-22-94.

40C-42.0225 Exemptions From Permitting for Storrnwater Management Systems.    The
following types of stormwater management systems are exempt from the notice and permit
requirements of this chapter:

(1) Systems designed to accommodate only one single family dwelling unit, duplex,
triplex, or quadruplex, provided the single unit, duplex, triplex or quadruplex is not, par~ of a larger
common plan of development or sale.                                      " ~

(2) Systems which are designed to serve single family residential projects, ~ncluding
duplexes, triplexes and quadruplexes, of less than 10 acres total land area and which have less than
2 acres impervious surface and if the systems:

(a)    Comply with. all regulations or ordinances applicable to stormwater management
adopted by a city or county;

(b) Are not part of a larger common plan of development or sale; and
(c) Discharge into a stormwater management system exempted or permitted by the

District under this chapter which has sufficient capacity and treatment capability as specified in this
chapter and is owned, maintained, or operated by a city, county, special district with drainage
responsibility, or water management district; however, this exemption does not authorize discharge
to a system without the system owner’s prior written consent.

(3) Systems that qualify for a noticed general permit pursuant to chapter 40C-400, F.A.C.
and which comply with the requirements of such noticed general permit.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.413 FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.416,
403.812 FS. History--New 9-25-91. Amended 3-21-93, 10-3-95.

40C-42.023 Requirements for Issuance.
(1) To receive a general or individual permit under this chapter the applicant must

provide reasonable assurance based on plans, test results and other information, that the stormwater
management system:

(a) will not result in discharges from the system to surface and ground water of the statethat cause or contribute to .violations of state water quality standards as set forth in chapters 62-3,
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62-4, 62-302 and 62-550, F.A.C., including any ant~-d~gradation provisions of sections 62-
4.242(1)(a) and (b), 62-4.242(2) and (3), and 62-302.300, F.A.C., and any special standards for
Outstanding Florida Waters and Outstanding National Resource Waters set forth in sections 62-
4.242(2) and (3), F.A.C.;                                            -

(b) will not adversely affect drainage and flood protection on adjacent or nearby
properties not owned or controlled by the applicant;

(c)    will be capable of being effectively operated and maintained pursuant to the
requirements of this chapter; and

(d) meets any applicable basin criteria contained in chapter 40C-41, F.A.C.
(2)(a) A showing by the applicant that the stormwater management system compiles with

the applicable criteria in sections 40C-42.024, 40C-42.025, 40C-42.026, and 40C-42.0265, F.A.C.,
shall create a presumption that the applicant has provided reasonable assurance that the proposed
activity meets the requirements in paragraphs (a), above.

(b) A showing by the applicant that the stormwater management system complies with
the criteria of subsections 40!2-42.025(8) and (9), F.A.C., shall create a presumption that the
applicant has provided reasonable assurance that the proposed activity meets the requirements in
paragraph (b), above.

(c)    A showing by the applicant that the stormwater management system complies with
the applicable criteria of sections 40C-42.027, 4!3(2-42.028, and 40C-42.029, F.A.C., shall create a
presumption that the applicant has provided reasonable assurance that the proposed ac.tivity meets
the requirements in paragraph (c), above.                                  ’
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.~116 FS.
History--New 9-25-91. Amended 3-21-93, 10-3-95.

40C-42.024 Standard General and Individual Permits.
(1) Any person proposing to construct, alter, operate, maintain, remove, or abandon a

stormwater management system, which requires a permit pursuant to sections 40C-42.022,
F.A.C., except those exempted pursuant to section 40C-42.0225, F.A.C., or noted in section 40C-
42.061, F.A.C, shall apply to the District for a standard general or individual environmental
resource stormwater permit, prior to the commencement of construction, alteration, removal,
operation, maintenance, or abandonment of the stormwater management system. No
construction, alteration, removal, operation, maintenance, or abandonment of a stormwater
management system shall be undertaken without a valid standard general or individual
environmental resource stormwater permit as required pursuant to this section.

(2) The following types of stormwater management systems qualify for a standard general
environmental resource stormwater permit and shall be processed according to the administrative
procedures set forth in chapter 40C-40, F.A.C.:

(a)    Systems which discharge into a stormwater management system which is permitted
pursuant to paragraph 40C-42.024(2)(b), (c), or (d), F.A.C., or subsection 40C-42.024(3), F.A.C.,
or which was previously approved pursuant to a noticed exemption under section 17-25.030 where
the appropriate treatment criteria specified in this chapter and applied to the permitted or exempt
system are not exceeded by the discharge; however, this does not authorize discharge to the
permitted or exempt system without the system owner’s prior written consent. - ..........
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-- (b) Systems which meet the applicable design and performance standards of section     " ::
40C-42.025, F.A.C., and which comply with any one or more of the following:

1. Retention systems which meet the criteria of subsection 40C-42.026(1), F.A.C.;
2. Underdraln systems which meet the criteria of subsection 40C-42.026(2), F.A.c.; ......
3.    Underground exfdtration trench systems which meet the criteria of subsection 40C-

42.026(3), F.A.C.;
:.." 4. Wet detention systems which meet the criteria of subsection 40C-42.026(4), F.A.C.;or

5.    Swale systems which meet the criteria in subsections 40C- 42.021(30) and 40C-
42.026(5), F.AIC.

6.    Dry detention systems within project areas less than 5 acres in size, and which Serve
draiage area less than 5 acres in size, and which meet the criteria of subsection 40C-42.026(6),
F.A.C. ¯

(c) Modification or reconstruction by a city, county, state agency, federal agency, or
special district with drainage responsibility, of an existing stormwater management system which is
not intended to increase the original design capacity, and which will not increase pollution loading,
or change points of discharge in a manner that would adversely affect the designated uses of waters
in the state.

(d) Paving of existing public dirt roads by a public entity if all of the following
conditions are met:

1. The road will not serve new development.
2. Additional traffic lanes are not added to the road;

..~..-:..~3. The traffic load is not expected to significantly increase;
4. The drainage system serving the road is not significantly altered;
5. Erosion and sediment controls are utilized to prevent turbidity during construction;
6. The project does not involve dredging or filling in wetlands or other surface

waters, other than in ditches that were excavated through uplands ;
7.    Permanent vegetative cover is established on both sides of the pavement within the

road right of way; and
8.    Swale blocks, or other means, are utilized to retain runoff and promote infiltration in

areas with soil having good infiltration (i.e., SCS hydrologic soil groups "A" and "B").
(3) The following types of stormwater management systems will be processed as an

individual permit according to the administrative procedures set forth in chapter 40C-4, F.A.C.:(a) Wetlands stormwater management systems which are designed pursuant to the
criteria in sections 40C-42.025 and40C-42.0265, F.A.C.;

(b) Systems which propose to satisfy the standards of subsection 40C-42.023(1),
F.A.C., by employing an alternative treatment methodology or device other than those described in-
subsection (2) or paragraph (3)(a), above. An affirmative showing by the applicant that the system
design will provide treatment equivalent to retention systems described in paragraph (2)(19)1.,
above, will create a presumption in favor of satisfying the standards in paragraphs 40C-
42.023(1)(a), F.A.C. In addition, systems which have a direct discharge to Class I, Class IL
Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class lit waters which are approved, conditionally approved,
restricted, or conditionally restricted-for-shellfish harvesting shall prb~,ide aii-additional level of
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treatment (i.e., additional treatment volume and off-line treatment) pursuant to section 40C-42.026,
F.A.C., or an alternative demonstrated by the applicant to be equivalent.

(c) Systems which do not meet the applicable criteria of sections 40C-42.025, 40C-
42.026, or 40C-42.0265, F.A.C. An affkrmafive showing by the applicant based on plans, test
results, calculations, or other information that an altemative design is appropriate for the specific
site conditions will create a presumption in favor of satisfying the. applicable standards in
subsection 40C-42.023(I), F.A.C.

(4) In otherwise determining whether reasonable assurance has been provided for
paragraphs (3)(’b) and (c), above, the District shall, where appropriate, consider:

(a)    Whether best management practices are proposed, such as those described in
"Stormwater Management Manual (October, 198 I)," "The Florida Development Manual: A Guide
to Sound Land and Water Management (June, 1988)," or best management practices described in
manuals adopted by the Environmental Regulation Commission pursuant to section 62-25.050,
F.A.C., or other appropriate best management practices (the manuals listed above by name are
adopted and made a part of this role by reference. Copies of these documents may be inspected at
all District offices);

(b) The public interest served by the system;
(c) The probable efficacy and costs of alternative controls; and
(d) Whether reasonable provisions have been made for the operation and maintenance

of the proposed system.
(5) The standard general or individual environmental resource stormwa~er’permit which

is granted will include a specified period for which the permit will be valid. Such period, dnless the
permit is modified or revoked, is generally:

(a)    five years for permits to construct, alter, or remove a system; and
(b) permanent for permits to operate, maintain, or abandon a system.
(6) Procedures goveming transfers, permit revocation, permit modifications, and

extensions are found in chapters 40C-I and 40C-4, F.A.C., and apply to permits obtained pursuant
to this chapter. Procedures governing converting construction to operation permits and transferring
the system to the operation and maintenance entity are found in section 40C-42.027, F.A.C., below.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, .373.118, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.413,
373.416, 403.813 FS. History--New 9-25-91. Amended3-21-93, 4-11-94, 10-3-95.

40C-42.025 Design and Performance Criteria for Stormwater Management Systems. The
following criteria shall apply to stormwater management systems unless otherwise noted:

(1) Erosion and sediment control best management practices shall be used as necessary
during construction to retain sediment on-site. These management practices shall be designed and
certified by an appropriate registered professional experienced in the fields of soil conservation
sediment control according to specific site conditions and shall be shown or noted on the plans of
the stormwater management system. The registered professional shall furnish the contractor with
information pertaining to the construction, operation and maintenance of the erosion and sediment
control practice. Sediment accumulations in the system from construction activities shall be
removed to prevent loss of storage volume.

9
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(2) Stormwater management systems which either receive stormwater from areas with      .
greater than 50 percent impervious surface or are a potential source of oil and grease contamination
in concentrations that exceed applicable water quality standards shall include a baffle, skimmer,
grease trap or other mec’hanism suitable for preventing oil and grease from leaving thd stormwa~er
management system in concentrations that would cause or contribute to violations of applicable
water quality standards in the receiving waters. For purposes of this subsection, the calculation of
the amount of impervious ~urface shall not include water bodies.

(3) Unless applicable local regulations are more restrictive, for purposes of public safety
the following requirements apply:

(a) "Normally dry basins designed to impound more than two feet of water or
permanently wet basins shall be fenced or otherwise restricted from public access, or shall contain
side slopes that are no steeper than 4:1 (horizontal:vertical) out to depth of two feet below the
control elevation; and,

(b) Control devices that are designed to contain more than a two foot depth of water
within the structure under the design storm and have openings greater than one foot minimum
dimension shall be restricted from public access.

(4) All stormwater basin side slopes shall be stabilized by either vegetation or other
materials to minimize erosion and sedimentation of the basins.

(5) Stormwater management systems must be designed to accommodate maintenance
equipment access and to facilitate regular operational maintenance (such as underdrain replacement,
unclogging filters, sediment removal, mowing and vegetation control). Operational’ matrttenance
and operation easements shall be provided when necessary to facilitate equipment access.

(6) The applicant must obtain sufficient legal authorization as appropriate prior to
permit issuance for stormwater management systems which propose to utilize offsite areas to satisfy
the requirements in subsection 40C-42.023(1), F.A.C.                                          :~~’;"

(7) Stormwater management systems (except retention and exfiltration trench systems)
shall provide gravity or pumped discharge that effectively operates under one of the following
tailwater conditions:

(a) Maximum stage in the receiving water resulting from the mean annual 24-hour
storm. This storm depth is described in "Rainfall Analysis for Northeast Florida;" St. Johns River
Water Management District Technical Publication No. SJ 88-3 (May, 1988). Lower stages may be
utilized if the applicant demonstrates that flow from the project will reach the receiving water prior
to the time of maximum stage in the receiving water;,

(b) Mean annual high tide for tidal areas;
(c) Mean annual seasonal high water elevation. This elevation may be determined by

water lines on vegetation or structures, historical data, adventitious roots or other hydrological or
biological indicators, design of man-made systems, or estimated by a registered professional using
standard hydrological methods based on the site and receiving water characteristics; or

(d) As an alternative, the applicant may propose any applicable criterion established by
a local government, state agency, or stormwater utility with jurisdiction over the project.

(8) Stormwater management systems which require a permit pursuant to subsection
40C-42.022(1), F.A.C., and which serve new construction area with greater than 50 percent

3.0
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impervious surface (excluding water bodies) must demonstrate that the post-development peak rate
of discharge does not exceed the pre-development peak rate of discharge for one of the following:

(a)    The mean annual 24-hour storm event. This storm depth is described in "Rainfall
Analysis for Northeast Florida;" St~:’Johns River Water Management District Technical-Publica~i~ff
No. SJ 88-3 (May, 1988). The criteri.a contained in sections I0.3.5 - I0.3.8 of the Management and
Storage of Surface Waters Applicant’s Handbook, (A.H.), are herein incorporated by reference;

(b)    The mean annual 24-1~our storm event utilizing the modified rational hydrograph
method. This storm depth is described in the publication referenced in paragraph (a), above. This
methodology should only be used for systems meeting the following criteria:

1. The drainage area is less than 40 acres;
2. The pre-development time of concentration for the system is less than 60 minutes;

and,
3.    The post-development time of concentration for the system is less than 30 minutes;

or
(c) As an alternative to paragraphs (a) or (b), above, the applicant may propose a storm

event, duration, and criteria specified by a local government, state agency, or stormwater utility
with jurisdiction over the project.

(9) Stormwater management systems which alter existing conveyance systems must not
adversely affect existing surface water conveyance capabilities. It is presumed that a system meets
this criteria if one of the following are met:

(a) The existing hydraulic conveyance is maintained;
(b) The applicant demonstrates that changes in flood elevations or velocities Will not

adversely impact upstream or downstream off-site property;
(c) The applicant demonstrates that the criteria in 10.5.2(b), Applicant’s Handbook, are

met; or
(d)    As an alternative, the applicant may propose to comply with applicable criteria

established by a local government, state agency, or stormwater utility with jurisdiction over the
project.

(10) The construction plans and supporting calculations must be signed, sealed, and
dated by an appropriate registered professional as required by the relevant statutory provisions when
the design of the stormwater management system requires the services of an appropriate registered
professional.

(11) Stormwater management systems located within Sensitive Karst Areas must meet
the requirements of subsection 40C-41.063(6), F.A.C.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.117, 373.413,
373.416, 403.0877 FS. History--New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91, 3-21-93.

40C-42.026 Specific Design and Performance Criteria.
(1) Retention systems shall:
(a) Provide for one of the following:
1. Off-line retention of the f’u-st one half inch of runoff or 1.25 inches of runoff from

the impervious area~ whichever is greater;
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2.    On-line retention of an additional one half inch of runoff from the drainage area
over that volume specified in subparagraph 1., above;

3.    On-line retention that provides for percolation of the runoff from the three year, one-
hour storm; or                                                 - -

4.    On-line retention of the runoff from one inch of rainfall or 1.25 inches of runoff
from the impervious area, whichever is greater, for systems which serve an area with less than 40
percent impervious surface and that contain only U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservatiofi ’"
Service (SCS) hydrologic group "A" soils.

(b) Provide retention in accordance with one of the following for those systems which
have direct discharge to Class I, Class 11, Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class ll’I waters which are
approved, conditionally approved, ~’estricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting:

1.    At least an additional fifty percent of the applicable treatment volume specified in
subparagraph 1., above. Off-line retention must be provided for at least the fast one half inch of
runoff or 1.25 inches of runoff from the impervious area, whichever is greater, of the total amount
of runoff required to be treated;

2.    On-line retention of an additional fifty percent of the treatment volume specified in
subparagraph 2., above;

3. On-line retention that provides percolation of the runoff from the three-year, one-
hour storm; or

4.    On-line retention that provides at least an additional 50 percent of the runoff volumespecified in subparagraph 40C-42.026(1)(a)4., above, for systems which serve an area witI61ess that
40 percent impervious surface and that contain only U.S. Department of Agricultt~re Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) hydrologic group "A" soils.

(c)    Provide the capacity for the appropriate treatment volume of stormwater specified in
paragraphs (a) or (b) above, within 72 hours following the storm event assuming average
antecedent moisture conditions. The storage volume must be provided by a decrease of stored water
caused only by percolation through soil, evaporation or evapotranspiration.

(d) Be stabilized with pervious material or permanent vegetative cover. Permanent
vegetative cover must be utilized, except for pervious pavement systems, when U.S. Department of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (SCS) hydrologic group "A’: soils underlie the retention
basin.

(2) Underdrain stormwater management systems shall:
(a) Provide for either of the following:
1. Off-line storage of the first one half inch of runoff or 1.25 inches of runoff from the

impervious area, whichever is greater; or
2.    On-line storage of an additional one half inch of runoff from the drainage area over

that volume specified in subparagraph 1., above.
(b) Provide either of the following for those underdrain systems which have direct

discharge to Class I, Class II, Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class l!I waters which are approved,
restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting:

1.    At least an additional fifty percent of the applicable treatment volume specified insubparagraph 1., above. Off-line storage must be provided for at least the fast one half inch of

~.2
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runoff or 1.25 inches of runoff from the impervious area, whichever is greater, of /fie total amount
of runoff required to be treated; or

2.    On-line storage of the runoff from a three-year, one-hour storm or an additional fifty
percent of the treatment volume specified in subparagraph 2., above, whichever is greater.

(c)    Provide the capacity for the appropriate treatment volume of stormwater specified in :
paragraphs (a) or (b), above, within 72 hours following a storm event. The storage volume must be
provided by a decrease of stored water caused only by percolation through soil with subsequent. :
transport through the underdrain pipes, evaporation or evapotranspiration.

(d)    Provide at least two feet of indigenous soil between the bottom of the stormwater
holding area and the underdrain pipe(s).

(e)    Be designed with a safety factor of at least two unless the applicant affirmatively
demonstrates based on plans, test results, calculations or other information that a lower safety factor
is appropriate for the specific site conditions. Examples of how to apply this factor include but are
not limited to reducing the design percolation rate by half or designing for the required drawdown
within 36 hours instead of 72 hours.

(f) Contain areas of standing water only following a rainfall event.
(g) Be stabilized with permanent vegetative cover.
(h) Include, at a minimum, a capped and sealed inspection and cleanout ports which

extend to the surface of the ground at the following locations of each drainage pipe:
1. The terminus; and
2. Every 400 feet or every bend of 45 or more degrees, whichever is less~. ,.~
(i) Utilize filter fabric or other means used to prevent the soil from moving an~:l being

washed out through the underdrain pipe.
(3) Under~ound exfiltration trench systems shall:
(a) Provide for either of the following:
1. Off-line storage of the first one half inch of runoff or 1.25 inches of runoff from the

impervious area, whichever is greater; or
2.    On-line storage of an additional one half inch of runoff from the drainage area over

that volume specified in subparagraph 1., above.
(b)    Provide either of the following for those exfiltration trench systems which have

direct discharge to Class I, Class II, Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class lII waters which are
approved, conditionally approved, restricted, conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting:

1.    At least an additional fifty percent of the applicable treatment volume specified in
subparagraph 1., above. Off-line storage must be provided for at least the ftrst one half inch of
runoff or 1.25 inches of runoff from the impervious area, whichever is greater, of the total amount
of runoff required to be treated; or

2.    On-line storage of the runoff from the three-year, one-hour storm or an additional
fifty percent of the treatment volume specified in subparagraph 2., above, whichever is greater.

(c)    Provide the capacity for the appropriate treatment volume of stormwater specified in
paragraphs (a) or (b), above, within 72 hours following a storm event assuming average antecedent
moisture conditions. The storage volume must be provided by a decrease of stored water caused
only by percolation into the soil.
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(d) Be designed with a safety factor of at least two unless-~e applicant affirmatively .....
:~:-demonstrates based on plans, test results, calculations or other information that a lower safety factor

"is appropriate for the specific site con.ditions. Examples of how to apply this factor include but are
not limited to reducing the design percolation rate by half or designing for the required drawdown
within 36 hours instead of 72 hours.

(e) Be designed with a twelve (12) inch minimum pipe diameter.
’" (f) Be designed with a three (3) foot minimum trench width.

(g) Be designed so that aggregate in the trench is enclosed in filter fabric.
0a) Provide cleanout and inspection structures which extend to the surface of the ground

at the inlet and terminus of each pipe. Inlet structures should include sediment sumps.
(i)    Be designed so that the invert elevation of the trench must be at least two feet above

the seasonal high ground water table elevation unless the applicant demonstrates based on plans,
test results, calculations or other information that a alternative design is appropriate for the specific
site conditions.

(j)    Be designed so that the system must have the capacity to retain the required
treatment volume without considering discharges to ground or surface waters.

(4) Wet detention stormwater management systems shall:
(a) Provide a treatment volume of the greater of the following:
1. First one inch of runoff; or
2. 2.5 inches of runoff from the impervious area.
(’b) Be designed so that the outfall structures shall bleed down one-half ~e ’gblume of

stormwater specified in paragraph (a), above, within 48 to 60 hours following a storm even~, but no
more than one-half of this volume will be discharged within the fast 48 hours.

(c)    Contain a permanent pool of water sized to provide an average residence time of at     : " :
least 14 days during the wet season (June - October).

(d)l. Provide a littoral zone to be designed as follows:
a. The littoral zone shall be gently sloped (6:1 or flatter). At least 30 percent of the wet

detention system surface area shall consist of a littoral zone. The percentage of littoral zone is based
on the ratio of vegetated littoral zone to surface area of the pond at the control elevation.

b.    The treatment volume should not cause the pond level to rise more than 18 inches
above the control elevation unless the applicant affirmatively demonstrates that the littoral zone            "
vegetation can survive at greater depths.

c.    Eighty percent coverage of the littoral zone by suitable aquatic plants is required            -
within the fast twenty-four months of completion of the system or as specified by permit
conditions.

d.    To meet the 80% coverage requirement, planting of the littoral zone is
recommended. As an alternative, portions of the littoral zone may be established by placement of
wetland top soils (at least a four inch depth) containing a seed source of desirable native plants.
When utilizing this alternative, the littoral zone must be stabilized by mulching or other means and
at least the portion of the littOral zone within 25 feet of the inlet and outlet structures must be
planted.

2.    In lieu of the requirements of subparagraph 1., above, the applicant may provide
either of the following:
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a.    At least fifty percent additional perman~h2 pool volume over that specified in
paragraph (c), above; or

b.    Treatmetat of the stormwater pursuant to subparagraphs 40C- 42.024(2)09)2., 3., 4.,
or 6., F.A.C.,."pdor to the stormwater entering the wet detention pond.            "

(e) Be designed so that the mean depth of the permanent pool is between 2 and 8 feet
and the maximum depth does not exceed 12 feet below the invert of the bleed down device, unless
the applicant :affirmatively demonstrates that alternative depths will not inhibit the physical,
chemical, and biological treatment processes or cause the resuspension of pollutants into the water
column due to anaerobic conditions in the water column.

(f) " Be designed so the flow path through the pond has an average length to width ratio
of at least 2:1. The alignment and location of inlets and outlets should be designed to maximize
flow paths in the pond. If short flow paths are unavoidable, the effective flow path should be
increased by adding diversion barriers such as islands, peninsulas, or baffles to the pond. Inlet
structures shall be designed to dissipate the energy of water entering the pond.

(g) Be designed so that bleed down devices incorporating dimensions smaller than three
inches minimum width or less than 20 degrees for "v" notches shall include a device to eliminate
¯ clogging. Examples include baffles, grates, and pipe elbows.

(h) Be designed so that bleed down structure invert elevations are at or above the
estimated post-development normal ground water table elevation. If the structure is proposed to be
set below this elevation, ground water inflow must be considered in the drawdown calculations,
calculation of average residence time, estimated normal water level in the pond~ aJad’~laollution
removal efficiency of the system.

(i)    Provide for permanent maintenance easements or other acceptable legal instruments
to allow for access to and maintenance of the system, including the pond, littoral zone, inlets, and
outlets. The easement or other acceptable instrument must cover the entire littoral zone.

(i)    Be designed so that the average pond side slope measured between the control
elevation and two feet below the control elevation is no steeper than 3:1 (horizontal:vertical).

(k) Wet detention systems which have direct discharge to Class I, Class II Outstanding
Florida Waters, or Class III waters which are approved, conditionally approved, restricted, or
conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting shall provide either of the following in addition to
the requirements in paragraphs (b), (d), and (e) - (j), above:

1.    An additional fifty percent of the applicable treatment volume specified in
paragraph (a), above, and an additional fifty percent of the applicable permanent pool volumes
specified in paragraphs (c) or subparagraph (d)2., above; or

2.    Treatment pursuant to subsections (1), (2), (3) above, or (5) below, prior to
discharging into a wet detention pond designed pursuant to paragraphs (a) - (j), above.

(5) Swale systems shall:
(a) Percolate 80% of the runoff from the three year, one-hour storm.
(b) Percolate the runoff from the three-year, one-hour storm for those swale systems

which have direct discharge to Class I, Class II, Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class lII waters
which are approved, conditionally approved, restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish
harvesting.
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(c) --- Provide the capacity for the given volume of stormwater pursuant to paragraphs (a) .... ¯
or (b), above, and contain no contiguous areas of standing or flowing water within 72 hours
following the storm .event referenced in paragraphs (a) and (b), above, assuming average antecedent
moisture conditions. The storage volume must be provided by a decre~e of st0?ed Watei: Caused- "
only by percolation through soil, evaporation or evapotranspiration.

(d) Meet the criteria in subsection 40C-42.021 (29), F.A.C.
(6) Dry detention systems shall: :. ::
(a) Provide off-line detention of the ftrst one inch of runoff or 2.5 inches of runoff from

the impervious area, "whichever is greater.
(b) Provide at least an additional fifty percent of the applicable treatment volume

specified in subparagraph 1., above, for those systems which have direct discharge to Class I, Class
II, Outstanding Florida Waters, or Class rrr waters which are approved, conditionally approved,
restricted, or conditionally restricted for shellfish harvesting.

(c) Be designed so that the outfall structures shall discharge one-half the appropriate
treatment volume of stormwater specified in paragraphs (a) or (b), above, between 24 to 30 hours
following a storm event.

(d) Be designed so that discharge structures shall include a device to prevent the
discharge of accumulated sediment, minimize exit velocities, and prevent clogging. Examples
include perforated riser enclosed in a gravel jacket and perforated pipes enclosed in sand or gravel.

(e) Contain areas of standing water for no longer than 3 days following a rainfall event.
(f) Be stabilized with permanent vegetative cover.
(g) Be designed so the average flow path through the basin has a len~h to width ratio of

at least 2:1. The alignment and location of inlets and outlets should be designed to maximize flow
paths in the basin. If short flow paths are unavoidable, the effective flow path should be increased
by adding diversion barriers such as baffles to the basin.

(h) Be designed so inlet structures dissipate the energy of water entering the basin.
(i) Be designed to include a maintenance schedule for removal of sediment and debris

on at least a bi-montl-dy basis from the basin and mowing and removal of grass clippings.
(j)    Be designed so the basin floor is level or uniforrrdy sloped toward the outfall

structure.
(k) Be designed so that the basin floor and control elevation is at least one foot above

the seasonal high ground water table elevation. Sumps may be placed up to one foot below the
control elevation.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.118, 373.177, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.413,
373.416, 403.813 FS. History--New 9-25-91. Amended3-21-93, 6-15-93, 4-11-94, 7-20-95.

40C-42.0265 Design and Performance Criteria for Wetlands Stormwater Management
Systems.

(1) The wetlands stormwater management system design and performance criteria and
other provisions relating to such systems are an initial but necessary step by the District in a field in
which there exists limited knowledge. In an effort to further refine the District’s wetlands "
stormwater management system policies, monitoring data and other pertinent information relating
to the performance criteria will be collected and analyzed and periodic reports of the results of this    "       .-
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-- monitoring shall be made available to the public. The District must attempt to ensure that the
wetlands stormwater management system is compatible with the ecological characteristics of the
wetlands utilized for stormwater treatment and to ensure that water quality standards will not be
violated by discharges from wedands stormwater n~magement system. To achieve these goals,
specific performance criteria are set forth in this section.,for systems which incorporate wetlands for
stormwater treatment.

(2) The only wetlands to be used for stormw~iter treatment are those:
(a) Which are isolated wetlands; and
(b) Which would be isolated wetlands, but for a hydrologic connection to other

wetlands or surface waters via another watercourse that was excavated through uplands.
(3) Applications for wetland stormwater management systems shall be processed by the

District as an individual permit application according to the administrative procedures set forth in
chapter 40C-4, F.A.C.

(4) In the review of wetlands stormwater management system permit applications, the
District shall consider the following:

(a) Compliance of the wetlands stormwater management system permit with the
performance criteria specified in subsection 40C-42.0265(5).

(b) If the applicant is unable to show compliance with the performance criteria in
subsection 40C-42.0265(5), the applicant shall qualify .for a wetlands stormwater management
system permit using alternative design and performance criteria if the applican,t .~rmatively
demonstrates that the use of the wetlands is compatible with the ecological characteristiC; of the
wetland and the applicant complies with the standards in section 40C-42.023, F.A.C.     ’

¯ (c) If the applicant proposes to dredge or fill in the wetlands used for stormwater
treatment, the District in its review of the permit application shall evaluate the adverse effects of the
dredging or filling on the treatment capability of the wetland.

(5) A showing by the applicant that the wetlands stormwater management system
design complies with the performance criteria listed below shall create a presumption in favor of
the issuance of the permit:

(a) The system complies with the requirements of section 40C-42.025 and subsection
40C-42.0265(2), F.A.C.

(b) The system is part of a comprehensive stormwater management system that utilizes
wetlands in combination with other best management practices to provide treatment of the runoff
from the greater of the following:

1. First one inch. of runoff; or
2. 2.5 inches times the impervious area.
(c) Those systems which direct discharge to Class I, Class II, or Outstanding Florida

Waters shall provide an additional fifty percent of the applicable treatment volum~-s~ecified in- -
paragraph (b), above.

(d) The wetlands stormwater management system must provide treatment for the
runoff as specified in paragraph 40C-42.0265(5)(b) or (c), F.A.C., within the wetlands. The
design features of the system shall maximize residence time of the stormwater within the
wetland. The outfall structure shall be designed to bleed down one-half the volume specified in
paragraph 40C-42.0265(5)(b) or (c) within the first 60 to 72 hours.                            -
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(e) Stormwater shall be discharged into the wetlands utilized so as to minimize the        "
channelized flow of stormwater by employing methods including, but not limited to, sprinklers,
overland flow or spreader swales.

(f)    The use of wetlands for stormwater must meet the criteria in section 12.0,          "
Environmental Considerations, of the Applicant’s Handbook: Management and Storage of Surface
Waters, adopted by reference in section 40C-4.091, F.A.C.

(6) In order to establish a reliable, scientifically valid data base upon which to evaluate
the performance criteria and the performance of the wetlands stormwater management system, a
monitoring program may be required. Monitoring programs shall provide the District with
comparable data for different types of wetlands and drainage designs. Data to be collected shall
include (unless irrelevant to the permitted system): sedimentation rate, sediment trace metal
concentrations, sediment nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations, changes in the frequency,
abundance and distribution of vegetation, and inflow and outflow water quality for nutrients,
metals, turbidity, oils and greases, bacteria and other parameters related to the specific site
conditions. Inflow and outflow water quality parameters will be monitored on such storm event
occurrences as established by the District based on a site specific basis. The District shall eliminate
the requirement to continue the monitoring program upon its determination that no further data is
necessary to evaluate the performance criteria or ensure compliance with the performance criteria
and applicable water quality standards.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.177, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.416 FS.
History--New 9-25-91, 3-21-93, 10-3-95.                                    ~

40C-42.027 Legal Operation and Maintenance Entity Requirements.                         ::
(1) The District considers the following entities to be acceptable for meeting the     ~-._._~

requirements necessary to ensure that a stormwater management system will be operated and
maintained in compliance with the requirements of this Chapter and other District regulations in
chapters 40C-4 or 40C-40, F.A.C.:

(a) Local governmental units including counties or municipalities, or Municipal Service
Taxing Units established pursuant to section 125.01, F.S.;

(b) Active water control districts created pursuant to chapter 298, F.S., or drainage
districts created by special act, or Community Development Districts created pursuant to chapter
190, F.S., or Special Assessment Districts created pursuant to chapter 170, F.S.;

(c) State or federal agencies; or
(d) Duly constituted stormwater, communication, water, sewer, electrical or other

public utilities.
(2) The property owner or developer is normally not acceptable as a responsible entity

when the property is intended to be subdivided. The property owner or developer shall be-
acceptable in any of the following circumstances:

(a) Written proof is furnished either by letter or resolution, that a govemmental entity or
such other acceptable entity as set forth in paragraphs (a)-(d) above, will accept the operation and
maintenance of the stormwater management system at a time certain in the future;
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(b) Proof of bonding or assurance of a similar nature is fumished in an amount
sufficient to cover the cost of the operation and maintenance of the stormwater management
system;

(c)    The property is wholly owned by the permittee and ownership is intended to be -
retained. This would apply to a farm, corporate office or single industrial facility, for example; or

(d) The ownership of the property is retained by the permittee and is either leased or
rented to third parties such as in shopping centers or mobile home parks.

(3) Profit or non-profit corporations including homeowners associations, property
owners associations, condominium owners associations or master associations shall be acceptable
only under certain conditions that ensure that the corporation has the financial, legal and
administrative capability to provide for the long term operation and maintenance of the stormwater
management system.

(4) Entity Requirements.
(a) If a multimember association such as a Homeowner, Property Owner,

Condominium or Master Association is proposed, the owner or developer must submit Articles of
Incorporation for the Association, and Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions, or such other
organizational and operational documents which affu-matively assign authority and responsibility
for the operation or maintenance of the stormwater management system.

(b) The Association shall have sufficient powers reflected in its organizational or
operational documents to:

1.    Operate and maintain the stormwater management system as permitt’edor’.~;xempted
by the District;                                                        ~

2. Establish rules and regulations;
3. Assess members a fee for the cost of operation and maintenance of the system, and

enforce collection of such assessments;
4.    Contract for services (if the Association contemplates employing a maintenance

company) to provide the services for operation and maintenance;
5.    Exist in perpetuity. The Articles of Incorporation must provide that if the association

is dissolved the stormwater management system shall be transferred to and maintained by an entity
acceptable to the District as defined in this section. Transfer of maintenance responsibility shall be
effectuated prior to dissolution of the association;

6.    Enforce the restrictions relating to the operation and maintenance of the stormwater
management system;

7.    Provide that the portions of the Declarations which relate to the operation and
maintenance may be enforced by the District .in a proceeding at law or in equity; and

8.    Require that amendments to the documents which alter the stormwater management
system beyond maintenance in its original condition must receive District approval prior to taking
effect.

(5) Phased Projects.
(a) If an Operation and Maintenance entity is proposed for a project which will be

constructed in phases, and subsequent phases will utilize the same stormwater management systems
as the initial phase or phases, the. entity shall have the ability to accept responsibility for the
operation and maintenance of stormwater management system for future phases of the project. .....
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09) If the development scheme contemplates independent operation and maintenance
entities for different phases, and the stormwater management system is integrated throughout the
project, the entities either separately or collectively shall have the authority and responsibility to
operate and maintain the:’stormwater management system for the entire project. That authority Shall
include cross easements for stormwater management and the ability to enter and maintain the
various systems, should any sub-entity fail to maintain a portion of the stormwater management
system within the project.:. "

(6) The applicant shall be an acceptable entity from the time construction begins until
the stormwater management system is dedicated to and accepted by a legal entity established
pursuant to this section. The applicant shall ¯provide proof of the existence of an entity pursuant to
this section or of the future acceptance of the system by an entity described in this section prior to
initiating construction.                                   "
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law lmplemented 403.812, 403.814FS. History--
New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91, 3-21-93.

40C-42.028 Operation Phase Permits.
(1) The operation phase of a stormwater management system permit which was

designed by an appropriate registered professional does not become effective until all of the
¯ following criteria in this subsection and subsection (3) have occurred:

(a)    Within 30 days after completion of construction of the stormwater management
system, permittee shall submit a signed and sealed certification by an appropriate r~stered
t~rofessional indicating that the system has been constructed and that the system is ready for
aspection by the District.

(b) The certification prepared by a registered professional (not necessarily the project
design registered professional but one who has been retained by the permittee to provide
professional services during the construction phase of project completion) shall be made on form
number 40C- 1.181 (13), As Built Certification by a Registered Professional.

(c) The registered professional shall certify that:
1. The system has been constructed substantially in accordance with approved plans

and specifications, or;
2.    Any deviations from the approved plans and specifications will not prevent the

system from functioning in compliance with the requirements of this chapter. The registered
professional shall note and explain substantial deviations from the approved plans and
specifications and provide two copies of as-built drawings to the District.

(d) The certification shall be based upon on-site observation of construction (scheduled
and conducted by the professional or by a project representative under his or her direct supervision)
or review of as-built drawings for the purpose of determining if the work was completed in
compliance with approved plans -and specifications.

(e) As-built drawings shall be the permitted drawings revised to reflect any changes
made during construction. Both the original and revised specifications must be clearly shown. The
plans must be clearly labeled as "as-built" or "record" drawings. All surveyed dimensions and
elevations required shall be certified by a registered surveyor. The following information, at a
minimum, shall be verified on the as-built drawings:
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1.    Dimensions and elevations of all discharge structures including all weirs,slots, ga~~s
pumps, pipes, and oil and grease skimmers;

2.    Locations, dimensions, and elevations of all filter, exfiltration, or underdrain
systems including cle~outs, pipes, connections to control structures, and points of discharge to the
receiving waters;

3.    Dimensions, elevations, contours, or cross-sections of all treatment storage areas
sufficient to determine stage-storage relationships of the storage area and the permanent pool depth
and volume below the control elevation for normally wet systems, when appropriate;

4.    Dimensions, elevations, contours, final grades, or cross-sections of the system to
determine flow directions and conveyance of runoff to the treatment system;

5.    Dimensions, elevations, contours, final grades, or cross-sections of all conveyance
systems utilized to convey off-site runoff around the system;

6. Existing water elevation(s) and the date determined; and
7. Elevation and location of benchmark(s) for the survey.
(2) The operation phase of a stormwater management system permit which was not

designed by an appropriate registered professional does not become effective until all of the criteria
in this subsection, and subsection (3) below, have occun’ed. Within 30 days after completion of
construction of the stormwater management system, permittee shall submit a certification, on form
number 40C-1.181 (14), As Built Certification, that the system has been constructed in accordance
with the design approved by the District and shall notify the District that the syste,rn .is. ready for
inspection.                                                               ~.~

(3) The permittee shall submit documentation to the District showing that a~lequate
~rovisions have been made for the operation and maintenance of the system and for meeting any
.,pecial permit conditions. Entities which qualify to operate and maintain systems for purposes of
this rule are listed at section 40C-42.027, supra. Documentation must include an affn.mative
indication that the entity intends to or agrees to take over maintenance responsibility for the system,
unless the transfer is associated with the conversion of the construction permit to its operation phase
and the maintenenac entity exists as approved under the permit.

(4) The permit will be converted from a construction permit to an operation permit once
the project is determined to be in compliance with the permitted plans and an appropriate entity
exists for maintenance of the system. The District will transfer the permit to the maintenance entity
upon request, pursuant to section 40C-4.351, F.A.C., once all conditions for converting the
construction permit to an operation permit have been met.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.416 FS.
History--New 9-25-91, 3-21-93. Amended 7-20-95.

40C-42.029 Monitoring and Operational Maintenance Requirements.
(1) The operation and maintenance entity is required to provide for periodic inspections

of the stormwater management system to insure that the system is functioning as designed and
permitted. The entity shall submit inspection reports to the District, certifying that the stormwater
management system is operating as designed. In addition, the entity will state in the report what
operational maintenance has been performed on the system. The reports shall only be required for
those systems which are subject to operation phase permits pursuant to subsection 40C-42.028(1),
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F.A.C., after the effective date of this rule adoption, unless indicated otherwise in a pe-r~t. The
reports shall be submitted to the District as follows unless otherwise required by a permit condition: ....

(a)    Inspection reports for retention, underdrain, wet detention, swales,, and wetland
stormwater management systems shall be submitted two years after the completion o~ construction
and every two years thereafter on form number 40C- 1.181 (15), Registered Professional ~ Inspection
Report, for systems designed by a registered professional. For systems not designed by a registered
professional, the inspection reports shall be submitted on form number 40C-1.181 (16)"; Statement
of Inspection Report. However, reports for those systems in sensitive karst areas must be submitted
pursuant to paragraph (c) below.

(b) Inspection reports for dry detention, exfiltration, and pumped systems shall be
submitted one year after the completion of construction and every two years thereafter on form
number 40C-1.181 (I 5), Registered Professional’s Inspection Report. A registered professional must
sign and seal the report certifying the dry detention, filtration, exfiltration, or pumped system is
operating as designed. However, reports for those systems in sensitive karst areas must be
submitted pursuant to paragraph (c) below.

(c)    Systems in sensitive karst areas must be inspected monthly for the occurrence of
sinkholes and solution pipes. The inspection reports for these systems must be submitted to the
District annually on form number 40C- 1.181 (15), Registered Professional’s Inspection Report, for
systems designed by a registered professional. For systems not designed by a registered
professional, the inspection reports shall be submitted on form number 40C-1.181(16), Statement
of Inspection Report.

(2) Permittees which operate stormwater management systems that are designe~l and
.~nstructed to accept stormwater from multiple parcels within the drainage area served by the

system shall notify the District annually of the stormwater discharge volumes of all new parcels
which have been allowed to discharge into the system in the previous year and shall certify that the .....
maximum allowable treatment volume of stormwater has not been exceeded.

(3) The following operational maintenance activities shall be performed on all
permitted systems on a regular basis or as needed:

(a) Removal of trash and debris,
(b) Inspection of inlets and outlets,
(c) Removal of sediments when the storage volume or conveyance capacity of the

stormwater management system is below design levels, and
(d) Stabilization and restoration of eroded areas.
(4) Specific operational maintenance activities are required, depending on the type of

permitted system, in addition to the practices listed in subsection (3), above.
(a) Retention, swale and underdrain systems shall include provisions for:
1. Mowing and removal of grass clippings, and
2. Aeration, tilling, or replacement of topsoil as needed to restore the percolation

capability of the system. If tilling or replacement of the topsoil is utilized, vegetation must be
established on the disturbed surfaces.

(b) Exfiltration systems shall include provisions for removal of sediment and debris
from sediment sumps.
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(c)    Wet detention systems shall include provisions for operatirt~al maintenance of the
ittoral zone. Replanting shall be required if the percentage of vegetative cover falls below the
permitted level. It is recommended that .native vegetation be maintained in the littoral zone as p.art
of the system’s operation and maintenance plan. Undesirable species such as cattail and exo’tic
plants should be controlled if they become a nuisance.                                   .,.

(̄d) Dry detention systems shall include provisions for mowing and removal of grass
clippings :....

(e)    Systems in sensitive karst areas shall include provisions for the repair of any
sinkhole or solution pipe that develops in the system.

(5) If the system is not functioning as designed and permitted, operational maintenance
must be performed immediately to restore the system. If operational maintenance measures are
insufficient to enable the system to meet the design and performance standards of this chapter, the
permittee must either replace the system or construct an alternative design. A permit modification
must be obtained from the District prior to constructing such alternative design pursuant to section
40C-4.331, F.A.C.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.416 FS.
History--New 9-25-91. Amended 3-21-93, 4-11-94.

40C-42.031 Exemptions for Stormwater Management Systems.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented403.812, 403.814 FS, History--
New 4-1-86. Amended 8-11-91. Repealed 9-25-91.                                 ~~

:0C-42.032 Limiting Conditions.
(1) The Governing Board shall impose upon any permit granted pursuant to this

Chapter such reasonable conditions as are necessary to assure that construction and operation of the
permitted system will not be inconsistent with the District’s permitting standards set forth in section
40C-42.023, F.A.C., and will not be harmful to the water resources of the District.

(2)(a) In addition to project-specific special conditions, the following standard limiting
conditions shall be attached to all permits issued pursuant to this Chapter unless waived by the
Board upon a determination that the conditions are inapplicable for the work authorized by a given
permit:

1.    This permit for construction will exph’e five years from the date of issuance unless
otherwise specified by a special condition of the permit.

2.    Permittee must obtain a permit from the District prior to beginning construction of
subsequent phases or any other work associated with this project not specifically authorized by this
permit.

3.    Before any offsite discharge from the stormwater management system occurs, the
retention and detention storage must be excavated to rough grade prior to building construction or
placement of impervious surface within the area served by those systems. Adequate measures must
be taken to prevent siltation of these treatment systems and control structures during construction or
siltation must be removed prior to final grading and stabilization.

4.    The permittee must maintain a copy of this permit complete with all conditions,
attachments, exhibits, and permit modifications, in good condition at the construction site. The
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complete permit must be- available for review upon request by District representatives. The
permittee shall require the contractor to review the complete permit prior to commencement of°-the activity authorized by this permit.

5.    All.:activities shall be implemented as set forth in the plans, specifications and
performance criteria~ as approved by this permit. Any deviation from the permitted activity and
the conditions for undertaking that activity shall be considered a violation of this permit.

6.    Distrirt authorized staff, upon proper identification, must be granted permission to
enter, .inspect and observe the system to insure conformity with the plans and specifications
approved by the permit.

7.     Prior to and during construction, the permittee shall implement and maintain all
erosion and sediment control measures (best management practices) required to retain sediment
on-site and to prevent violations of state water quality standards. All practices must be in
accordance with the guidelines and specifications in chapter 6 of the Florida Land Development
Manual: A Guide to Sound Land and Water Management (Florida Department of Environmental
Regulation 1988), which are hereby incroporated by reference, unless a project specific erosion
and sediment control plan is approved as part of the permit, in which case the practices must be
in accordance with the plan. If site specific conditions require additional measures during any
phase of construction or operation to prevent erosion or control sediment, beyond those specified
in the erosion and sediment control plan, the permittee shall implement additional best
management practices as necessary, in accordance with the specifications in chapter 6 of the
Florida Land Development Manual: A Guide to Sound Land and Water Managemetd’~(Flodda
Department of Environmental Regulation 1988). The permittee shall correct any erosion or
shoaling that causes adverse impacts to the water resources.                                    :....~:.~ :.

8.    If the permitted system was designed by a registered professional, within 30 days     !.:~_~.~
after completion of the stormwater system, the permittee must submit to the District the following:
District Form No. 40C-1.181(13) (As Built Certification By a Registered Professional), signed and
sealed by an appropriate professional registered in the State of Florida, and two (2) sets of "As
Built" drawings when a) required by a special condition of this permit, b) the professional uses "As
Built" drawings to support the As Built Certification, or c) when the completed system substantially
differs from permitted plans. This submittal will serve to notify the District staff that the system is
ready for inspection and approval.

9.    If the permitted system was not designed by a registered professional, within 30
days after completion of the stormwater system, the permittee must submit to the District the
following: District Form No. 40C-1.181(14) (As Built Certification), signed by the permit’tee and
two (2) sets of "As Built" drawings when required by a special condition of this permit, or when the
completed system substantially differs from permitted plans. This submittal will serve to notify the
District staff that the system is ready for inspection and approval.

10. Stabilization measures shall be initiated for erosion and sediment control on
disturbed areas as soon as practicable in portions of the site where construction activities have
temporarily or permanently ceased, but in no case more than seven (7) days after the construction
activity in that portion of the site has temporarily or permanently ceased. ’
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11. Should any other regulatory agency require changes to the permitted system, the
permittee shall provide written notification to the District of the changes prior to implementation
so that a determination can be made whether a permit modification is required.

12. With.in thirty (30.) days after sale or conveyance of the permitted stormwater
management system or the real property on which the system is located, the owner in whose
name the permit was granted shall notify the District of such change of ownership. Transfer of
this permit shall be in accordance .With the provisions of section 40C-1.612, Florida
Administrative Code. All terms and conditions of this permit shall be binding upon the
transferee. The permittee transferring the permit shall remain liable for any corrective actions
that may be required as a result of any permit violations prior to such sale, conveyance or other
transfer.

13. The stormwater management system must be completed in accordance with the
permitted plans and permit conditions prior to the initiation of the permitted use of site
infrastructure. The system must be completed in accordance with the permitted plans and permit
conditions prior to transfer of responsibility for operation and maintenance of the stormwater
management system to a local government or other responsible entity.

14. The operation phase of. the permit shall not become effective until the
requirements of condition No. 8 or 9 have been met, the District determines that the system
complies with the permitted plans, and the entity approved by the District in accordance with
section 40C-42.027, F.A.C., accepts responsibility for operation and maintenance 9f .the system.
The permit cannot be transferred to such an approved responsible operation and maa~[’enance
entity until the requirements of section 40C-42.028, F.A.C., are met, and the operation phase of
ae permit becomes effective. Following inspection and approval of the permitted system by the

District in accordance with section 40C-42.028, F.A.C., the permittee shall request transfer of the
permit to the responsible approved operation and maintenance entity, if different from the
permittee. Until the permit is transferred pursuant to subsection 40C-42.028(4), F.A.C., the
permittee shallbe liable for compliance with the terms of the permit.

15. Prior to lot or unit sales, or upon completion of construction of the system,
whichever occurs fu’st, the District must receive the final operation and maintenance document(s)
approved by the District and recorded, if the latter is appropriate. For those systems which are
proposed to be maintained by county or municipal entities, final operation and maintenance
documents must be received by the District when maintenance and operation of the system is
accepted by the local government entity. Failure to submit the appropriate final document will result
in the permittee remaining personally liable for carrying out maintenance and operation of the
permitted system.

16. This permit does not eliminate the necessity to obtain any required federal, state, "
local and special district authorizations prior to the start of any activity approved by this permit.
This permit does not convey to the permittee or create in the permittee any property right, or any
interest in real property, nor does it authorize any entrance upon or activities on property which is
not owned or controlled by the permittee, or convey any rights or privileges other than those
specified in the permit and Chapter 40C-42, F.A.C.
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.... 17. The permittee shall hold and save the District harmless from any and all damages,
claims, or liabilities which may arise by reason of the activities authorized by the permit or any
use of the permitted system.

18. The permittee shall immediately notify the District in writing of any previously     "
submitted information that is later discovered to be inaccurate.                                   :

19. Activities approved by this permit shall be conducted in a manner which do not
cause violations of state water quality standards.                                              :...-

(b) This section shall not be construed as a limitation on the authority of the Board to
impose such other limiting conditions as may be necessary in order to assure that the permitted
system is consistent with the requirements for issuance listed in section 40C-42.023, F.A.C.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented 373.409, 373.413, 373.416,
373.419, 373.423, 373.426 FS. History--New 3-21-93, 10-3-95.

40C-42.033 Implementation.
(1) This chapter shall become effective on September 25, 1991.
(2)(a) Each construction permit issued under chapter 40C-42, F.A.C., prior to the effective

date of this role shall remain valid according to its terms.
(b) Each construction permit application which is filed with the District prior to the

effective date of this rule will be processed and evaluated under the rules implemented on April 1,
1986.

(c) Each construction permit application which is not filed with the Distriet~dor to
September 25, 1991, will be processed and evaluated according to the rule provisions implehaented
on September 25, 1991.

(3) If the validity of any provisions of chapter 40C-42, F.A.C., or the application thereof      ..
to any person or circumstance is challenged pursuant to Chapter 120 or 373, F.S., or pursuant to any
other basis in law, it is the intent of the Governing Board of the St. Johns River Water Management
District that neither a challenge to the validity of a provision or application thereof nor the
invalidation of a provision or application thereof shall affect the validity or application of other
provisions of the rule which can be given effect without the challenged or invalidated provision or
application and to this end the provisions of chapter 40C-42, F.A.C., are declared severable.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.429 FS. Law Implemented 373.416 FS. History--
New 9-25-91.

40C-42.035 Stormwater General Permits.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented 403.812, 403.814 FS. History--
New 4-1-86. Repealed 9-25-91.

40C-~12.041 Individual Permit Requirements for New Stormwater Discharge Facilities.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented403.812, 403.814 FS. History--
New 4-1-86. Repealed 9-25-91.
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---40C-42.061 Relationship to Other Permitting Requirements.
(1) Whenever the construction, alteration, removal, operation, maintenance, or

abandonment of a stormwater management system requires that an environmental resource
permit be secured pursuant to Chapters 40C-4 or 40C-40 , F.A.C., the requirements in this
chapter shall be reviewed as part of those permit applications. A separate permit application
under this chapter shall not be required. However, the applicant must provide the required
technical information as part of those applications to demonstrate compliance with this chapter.
If the applicant requests a separate environmental resource stormwater permit, the applicant must
notify the District of any other District permits, exemptions, or certifications which have or will
be requested f6r the project.

(2) When a permit is required pursuant to this chapter and an individual
environmental resource permit is required pursuant to chapter 40C-4 for the same system, the
time frames of chapter 40C-4 shall apply to issuance of a permit under section 40C-42.024(2),
F.A.C.

(3) This rule does not apply to any stormwater discharge facility listed in (a) and (b)
below, unless such facility is modified pursuant to section 40C-42.024, F.A.C.:

(a) Which was in existence on February 1, 1982; or
(b) Which was permitted, modified, or found to be exempt, under Chapter 62-25,

F.A.C., by the Department of Environmental Regulation (DER) after February 1, 1982, but prior to
April 1, 1986, provided the facility was constructed in accordance with the DER permit or
exemption, and is functioning in accordance with the requirements of chapter 62-25, ~:.A.~.~

(4) The operation phase permit requirements set forth in subsection 40C-42.028(1),
F.A.C., shall not apply to systems permitted and found to be in compliance with all rule
.:equirements prior to the effective date of this rule.

(5) AppIications for conceptual agency review of stormwater management systems, as
requh’ed by section 380.06, F.S., will be reviewed in accordance with the procedure used by the
District to review conceptual approval permit applications pursuant to subsection 40C-4.041(2),
F.A.C.

(6) Systems for agricultural lands will be regulated under chapter 40C-44, F.A.C.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented 373.413, 373.416, 380.06(9)
FS. History--New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91, 3-21-93, 4-11-94, 7-20-95, 8-3-95.

40C-42.071 Permit Processing Fee. There shall be a non-refundable permit processing fee as
specified by section 40C-1.603, F.A.C., payable to the District at the time that an application for a
permit is submitted.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented 373.109, 373.113 FS. History--
New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91.

40C-42.081 General Provisions. Nothing under this chapter shall preclude:
(1)    Stormwater effects from being considered in the evaluation of other types of permits

where such consideration is relevant to a determination of compliance with applicable District
requirements.
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(2) The legal joinder in a permitting proceeding under this chapter of any person who      .-. ’ " ~
owns or controls an unpermitted stormwater management system or systems which comprise a
sigrtificant portion of the stormwater management system.

(3) The District from taking a~propdate legal action including but not limited to the
requiring of a permit to prevent the impairment of a use for which a water of the state has been
designated under chapter 62-3, F.A.C.

(4) The District from entering int~eragency or intedocal agreements to accomplish the
provisions of this chapter.
Specific Authority 373.044, 373.113, 373.171 FS. Law Implemented403.812, 403.814 FS. History.-
New 4-1-86. Amended 9-25-91.

40C-42.091 Publications Incorporated by Reference.
(1) The Governing Board adopts by reference Part I "Policy and Procedures", Part

"Criteria for Evaluation", and Part lII "Operation and Maintenance", of the document entitled
"Applicant’s Handbook: Regulation of Stormwater Management Systems, Chapter 40C-42,
F.A.C.", effective 10-3-95.

(2) This document provides information regarding the stormwater management system
permitting program

(3) A copy of this document may be obtained bycontacting:
Director, Division of Permitting Data Services,
St. Johns River Water Management District,                          ~.~
P.O. Box 1429,
Palatka, Florida 32178-1429

St. Johns River Water Management District,
7775 Baymeadows Way, Suite 102
Jacksonville, Florida 32256

St. Johns River Water Management District,
618 East South Street, Suite 200,
Orlando, Florida 32801

St. Johns River Water Management District,
305 East Drive,
Melbourne, Florida 32904

Specific Authority 120.54(8), 373.044, 373.113, 373.171, 373.418 F.S. Law Implemented 373.413,
373.416, 373.426. History--New 4-11-94. Amended 7-20-95, 10-3-95.

40C-42.900 Forms and Instructions. The following forms and instructions incorporated by
reference have been approved the Governing Board and are available upon request from:
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Department of Resource Management
St. Johns River Water Management District
P.O.Box 1429
Palatka, Florida 32178-1429.    :"

(I) Joint Application For F-nvironmental Resource Permit/Authorization to Use State
Lands~ederal Dredge and Fill Permit, form number 40C-4.900(I) adopted I0-3-95.

(2) As Built Certification by a Registered Professional, form number 40C-i.181(13),
adopted March 2 I, 1993.

(3) As Built Certification, form number 40C-I.181(14), adopted 3-21-93.
(4) "Registered Professional’s Inspection Report, form number 40C-I.181(15), adopted

3-21-93.

(5) Statement of Inspection Report, form number 40C-I.181(16), adopted 3-21-93.
Specific Authority 120.53(1), 373.044, 373.113, 373.118 FS. Law Implemented 120.52(16),
120.53(1), 373.085, 373.116, 373.118, 373.103, 373.106, 373.229, 373.413 FS. History--New 5-30-
90. Amended 9-25-91, 3-21-93, 2-27-94, 10-3-95.
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i PROCEEDINGS

2 ***

3 MS. GOODMAN: This is a public meeting

4 to consider Board action for the following proposed

5 requirements; Item 9.1, City of Redondo Beach

6 (Seaside Lagoon); Item 9.5, EXXON Company, U.S.A.;

7 and Item 10.2, County Sanitation Districts of Los

8 Angeles County (Puente Hills Landfill Corrective

9 Action Program for Main Canyon).

i0 Copies of these requirements were sent

II to the State Water Resources Control Board and other

12 interested agencies, persons, and organizations. The

13 order of presentation of testimony will be the

14 discharger, public agencies, other interested

15 agencies and groups. Anyone so desiring will be

16 heard.

17 If you haven’t filled out one of the

18 blue cards located on the table at the back of the

19 room, please raise your hand and we will get a card

20 for you to fill out.

21 It will be appreciated if al! persons

22 appearing before the Board today will leave written

23 copies of their testimony, if available. The Board

24 will consider all testimony, however, in the interes<

25 of time it is requested that all repetitive and

3
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1 redundant statements be avoided.

2 The setting of time limits for the

3 presentation of evidence is at the discretion of the

4 Board.

5 Mr. Chairman, we now open the meeting.

6 MR. NAHAI: Could I ask everyone who is

7 going to give testimony with respect to Items 9.1,

8
9.5 and 10.2 to rise, please, and repeat after me.

9 (Oath was given.)

i0 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

Ii So the first matter is 9.1. And could

12 we have the staff presentation?

13 MR. DASKER: Good morning, Mr.

14 Chairman. My name is Dennis Dasker. I’m chief of

15 the Watershed Regulatory Section. My business

16 address is 320 West Fourth Street, Suite 200, Los

17 Angeles, 90013. Also present today are Wendy Dusane

18 and Mazhar Ali who worked on the presentation.

19 The City of Redondo Beach has a seaside

20 lagoon, which is located at 200 Portifino Way in

21 Redondo Beach. This is a man-made swimming lagoon

22 which was constructed over 30 years ago. It is open

23 from Memorial Day until Labor Day for public use.

24 And it has a surface area of about 1.2 acres and

25 contains about 1.4 million gallons of water.
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1 The water supplied to it is from an

2 adjacent power plant, it’s the old Southern

3 California Edison power plant, which is now the ADS

4 LLC power plant. They tap off their cooling water

5 discharge line and they supply about 2.3 million

6 gallons per day of water to the Seaside Lagoon. The

7 water is -- they add a disinfection to it, sodium

8 hydrochloride, and a disinfectant prior to being

9 discharged to King Harbor.

i0 The intent requirements that we

ii prepared limit coliforms, BOD, and reduce residual

12 chlorine. We received telephone comments from Heal

13 the Bay, which they commented that since the

14 discharge from the power plant also at times includes

15 low-volume waste, they felt that they should be

16 excluded from being picked off and placed into the

17 swimming lagoon. And actually we do agree with that.

18 They also suggested that intracaucus be

19 used as an indicator organism in the monitoring

20 program and that we place limitations on intracaucus.

21 We have prepared a change sheet which

22 has been presented to you, which has a limitation for

23 intracaucus; it also puts a specification in the

24 permit that they not obtain water from the lagoon

25 when AES is discharging, not including low-volume

5
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1 waste. And we also modified the monitoring program

2 to conform to this.

3 So our recommendation is that zhe Board

4 adopt the permit as modified by the change sheet.

5 MR. NAHAI: I don’t have any cards from

6 anybody else wishing to speak on this.

7 Do we have any questions from the

8 Board?

9 MS. LYON: Were there any comments to

I0 the changes?

Ii MR. DASKER: No, we have not, ma’am.

12 They are agreeable to the changes.

13 MR. NAHAI: May we have a motion to

14 approve?

15 MS. DIAMOND: I move to approve.

16 MS. LYON: Second.

17 MR. NAHAI: All in favor?

18 BOARD MEMBERS: Aye.

19 MR. NAHAI: Let’s move on to Item

20 No. 9.5.

21 MR. DASKER: Mr. Chairman, Board

22 members, Dennis Dasker again. Business address is

23 320 West Fourth Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles,

24 90013. I’m the chief of the Watershed Regulatory

25 Section. We also have Wayne Chiou and Dan Radulescu,

6
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i the engineers that worked on this case.

2 This is EXXON Company, the Rancho

3 Dominguez plant. This is a lubricant oil and grease

4 manufacturing facility that indirectly discharges up

5 to about 32,000 gallons per day of rainfall runoff

6 which goes to Compton Creek.

7 The tentative order contains

8 limitations to detect phenols, along with some other

9 parameters. And the discharger has provided

I0 information to the Boards in comment letter that they

Ii do not have a reasonable potential to have detects in

12 phenols in their effluent; and they also requested

13 that those parameters be eliminated from the

14 requirements; and also they requested that detoxicity

15 be deleted from the effluent limitations.

16 We have looked into it. And we do

17 agree that they do not have a reasonable potential

18 for detect phenols; and we’ve provided you previously

19 with a change sheet to remove those-from the permit.

20 Though we did feel that detoxicity should remain in

21 the permit. And even though those parameters wil! be

22 removed, they will still be monitored for those

23 parameters.

24 The discharger also pointed out that

25 they intermittently have approximately one gallon per

7
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I day of (inaudible) and washdown water, which are also

2 going to the discharge. So we are recommending in

3 the change sheet that the findings be modified to

4 identify the intermittent non-storm flow of one

5 gallon per day of (inaudible) washdown water.

6 With that, the recommended tentative

7 order be adopted as modified by the change sheet.

8 MR. NAHAI: Any questions?

9 I don’t have any cards from any member

i0 of the public wishing to speak on this item.

!i So do we have a motion for approval?

12 MR. COE: I move for approval.

13 MR. NAHAI: Second?

14 MS. LYON: I second.

15 MR. NAHAI: All in favor?

16 BOARD MEMBERS: Aye.

17 MR. NAHAI: Motion carried.

18 Moving now to No. 10.2.

19 May we have the staff presentation?

20 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Good morning,

21 Mr. Chairman and Board members. My name is Blythe

22 Ponek-Bacharowski and I’m an associate engineer

23 geologist in the landfills unit on Board staff.

24 You’ll notice that this item originally

25 was supposed to be going consent as no written

8
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1 comments were received during the 30-day public

2 comment period, with the exception of the current

3 standards with the discharger submitted a letter to

4 us. There was a very extensive mailing list. I just

5 wanted you to be aware of that.

6 Item 10.2 is to modify the existing

7 waste discharge requirements for the landfill to

8 implement the discharger’s proposed Corrective Action

9 Program.

I0 I’m going to give you a brief overview

Ii of the landfill and the state and federal regulations

12 that govern the Corrective Action Program. And then

13 the discharger will follow with a presentation for a

14 Corrective Action Program.

15 The Puente Hills Landfill is a 1,365

16 acre nonhazardous solid waste landfill. It’s the

17 largest operating landfill in the western United

18 States and at this time maybe in the world. And from

19 1957 to 1970 it was operated by the Pellisier Ranch

20 as a small ranch and !ocal dump site.

21 From 1970 to the present it was

22 operated by the County Sanitation Districts of Los

23 Angeles County. The landfill is bordered by the

24 communities of Avocado Heights, Hacienda Heights,

25 City of Industry and Whittier.

9
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! Here is an aerial map photo of the

2 landfill showing the Main Canyon area, which is the

3 subject of this Corrective Action Program. Canyon 9

4 and Eastern Canyons, which you see in green, are

5 composite-lined areas of the landfill -- modern

6 landfill and the Main Canyon is unlined.

7 You’ll see kind of an orangy line to

8 the north of Main Canyon; that orange line to the

9 left is the subsurface barrier No. 3. And the larger

I0 orange line due north is subsurface barrier No. i.

ii These are both the subject of a Corrective Action

12 Program.

13 Regional Board has had oversight on

14 this site since 1957 through waste discharge

15 requirements. The most current waste discharge

16 requirements were adopted in 1990 for the Main Canyon

17 area; 1993 were the waste discharge requirements for

18 the Eastern Canyon expansion.

19 The waste discharge requirements had

20 also been modified in 1993 by this federal Subtitle D

21 requirements, which brought all landfills in line

22 with the federal regulations.

23 The Regional Board staff approves all

24 monitoring systems and all the programs, all the

25 investigation work plans. They approve all
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1 containment structures, composite liners, and gas and

2 groundwater extraction systems. Regional Board staff

3 also approves all surface drainage systems and the

4 closer/postclosure plans.

5 The Corrective Action Program is for

6 the release of volatile organic compounds that have

7 been detected in groundwater monitoring wells located

8 downgradient of that older Main Canyon area, which is

9 unlined, downgradient of the Barriers i and 3.

I0 This is not unusual. We see this type

ii of release of VOCs either from gas or leachate. Most

12 commonly in unlined landfills. And that’s, of

13 course, the reason now that we require composite land

14 systems.

15 The volatile organic concentrations

16 range from below MCLs to about eight times MCLs.

17 MCLs, of course, are drinking water standards.

18 To put this into prospective, the

19 problems of VOC contamination from other industrial

20 sources in the main San Gabriel basin, which of

21 course, is the Superfund area, our whole

22 investigation program works on that.

23 Those VOCs are anywhere from i00 to a

24 1,000 times drinking water standards. The plume

25 extends approximately 200 feet to 350 feet from the
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! subsurface barriers. And we feel that we have

2 stabilized the plume at this point.

3 The tentative Waste Discharge

4 Requirements before you will implement the

5 dischargers proposed cleanup plan for these VOCs.

6 I would like to talk a little bit about

7 the federal and state requirements for monitoring

8 phases.

9 The first phase is Detection Monitoring

i0 Program; second is Evaluation Monitoring Program; and

!i third is what our subject is today, the Corrective

12 Action Program.

13 State and federal landfill regulations

14 require that there be a monitoring system for

15 groundwater, surface water and vadose zone; and that

16 it be capable of detecting the earliest release from

17 the landfill.

18 It also establishes site-specific water

19 quality protection standards based on background

20 water quality. The Waste Discharge Requirements for

21 the landfill. We do have some of these water quality

22 protection standards for EDS and sulfate, which the

23 Board adopted in 1990.

24 We will present to you what we think

25 the water quality protection standard should be for

12
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I this volatile organic compound pollution that is

2 coming from the landfil!.

3 And Detection Monitoring Program also

4 establishes minimum routine monitoring. These have

5 been in place since the approval of both state and

6 federal regulations and the Waste Discharge

7 Requirements.

8 Once there has been a detection, the

9 discharger is put into evaluation monitoring phase or

I0 program to determine the nature and extent of the

ii release. It also has the discharger implement

12 interim corrective action measures, including

13 coordinated landfill gas control.

14 And the information derived from this

15 Evaluation Monitoring Program helps to design a

16 Corrective Action Program by conducting engineering

17 feasibility studies to see what is the most

18 appropriate remedy.

19 The discharger has explored some 20

20 plus of these technologies and have completed all

21 these stages of the Evaluation Monitoring Program.

22 As part of this evaluation monitoring,

23 I mentioned that there is Interim Corrective Action,

24 or should be, in place. There has been Interim

25 Corrective Action for sometime at the landfill by way

13
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1 of continuous groundwater extraction at the barrier

2 system. This is why the barrier system is in place,

3 it acts as an impedance. And once you extract the

4 source water, you should not have any further source.

5 There were four additional extraction

6 wells installed in the fall of 1996 at subsurface

7 Barrier No. i, which significantly improved the

8 groundwater quality. And also, coordinated landfill

9 gas extraction has been implemented.

i0 The Corrective Action Program must be

Ii protective of human health and the environment; and

12 must be capable of achieving compliance with the

13 water quality protection standards that the Board

14 adopts.

15 It also requires public participation.

16 Of course, we have this public meeting today. But

17 the discharger also conducted a public workshop that

18 was held December of last year. It’s interesting to

19 know that there were no oral comments at all during

20 that two-hour workshop, except from the discharger.

21 And the Corrective Action Program

22 continues until the water quality correction standard

23 is achieved. Once the Corrective Action Program has

24 been in place and it has been successful, then once

25 again you return to the detection monitoring to see

14
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1 if there is any further release.

2 The Board adopts the water quality

3 protection standards or the cleanup goals in this

4 matter. Current state and federal landfill

5 regulation specify that the water quality protection

6 standard should not exceed background concentrations,

7 unless it’s shown to be economically infeasible.

8 The background concentrations at this

9 site are non-detect or essentially zero. And so our

I0 goal is to have the discharger clean up these

ii volatile organics to background or non-detect.

12 As far as regulatory compliance, the

13 discharger conducted an appropriate and relevant

14 detection monitoring, which was capable of detecting

15 the release of volatile organic compounds; and

16 through that Evaluation Monitoring Program, the

17 discharger has adequately determined the full lateral

18 and vertical extent of the release of volatile

19 organics.

20 The discharger is proposing a

21 Corrective Action Program that uses regulatory

22 criteria, both state and federal regulations. It is

23 technically feasible, and we believe can achieve the

24 water quality protection standards.

25 Staff’s recommendations are that the

15
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1 Corrective Action Program that’s proposed by the

2 discharger be implemented through the adoption of

3 these Waste Discharge Requirements. And we also

4 recommend that the water quality protection standards

5 be set at essentially non-detect, we cal! it

6 "Laboratory Method Detection Limits."

7 And that concludes my presentation.

8 I’ll be glad to answer any questions you may have.

9 MR. NAHAI: Any questions?

i0 MS. LYON: I have one question.

ii After the water is extracted from that,

12 then what happens to that?

13 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: There is two

14 possible uses for it.

15 One, they have reuse requirements for

16 dust control and irrigation on the landfill if it

17 meets certain limits. Or because they’re really

18 close to the San Jose treatment plant and they own

19 it, they can discharge to the sewer.

20 MS. LYON: Thank you.

21 MS. PONEK-BAC~[AROWSKI: Thank you.

22 MR. NAHAI: I have a question.

23 During your presentation you said the

24 VOC cleaning is now stabilized.

25 And so that would lead me to conclude

16
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1 that the corrective actions taken so far are having

2 some positive effect?

3 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Yes.

4 MR. NAHAI: When is it that -- if we

5 approve the Corrective Action Plan today, how long

6 will it be before the water quality controls are

7 attained?

8 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: It may be a

9 long time. And one of the requirements in the Waste

i0 Discharge Requirements is that the discharger do like

ii a trend analysis to see if really things are going

12 down or that we see an increase of dark compound

13 showing that there is a breakdown of these VOCs over

14 time. So it does take a long time.

15 But they will be doing quarterly

16 monitoring to assess the success of this program. If

17 it doesn’t work or it looks like the trend is going

18 up on the VOCs, then certainly we are going to have

19 to revisit this whole issue may.

20 MR. NAHAI: Okay.

21 MR. COE: I have a question along those

22 lines.

23 This monitoring will include a

24 monitoring off site?

25 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Yes.

17
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1 MR. COE: And that’s how we’re going to

2 get off this experience on this natural tenuation --

3 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Yes.

4 MR. COE: -- which is one-third of the

5 Corrective Action Plan?

6 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Yes.

7 MR. COE: Do we have any experience now

8 on how natural tenuation in that area based on

9 bacteria or so on?

I0 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: We know that

ii there is some natural tenuation because, as I said,

12 we basically have source control at the site right

13 now. But what happens, you know, if you believe the

14 gas laws, basically you get to a point where this low

15 level of VOC, you get to a point where it becomes

16 acentotic; that is, you have !ow levels for a very,

17 very, very long time as this stuff is attenuated.

18 So I think they wil! be able to reach

19 the MCL probably very soon. This zero detection may

20 take longer.

21 MR. COE: I said bacteria and that may

22 be in connection --

23 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Well, bacteria

24 is one of the ways -- there is an absorption and many

25 other factors that go into that.

18
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1 MR. COE: Have you worked with the

2 owner of this well to find out what their feelings

3 are?

4 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: No. Although,

5 I think, from the Waste Discharge Requirement we do

6 have a finding in there that it would take from

7 hundreds to thousands of years given the hydraulic

8 conductivity and the distance for any of these to

9 reach -- if they reached even without a tenuation, it

I0 would be like a thousand years.

Ii MR. COE: Thank you.

12 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Thank you.

13 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

14 I have four cards here. I would like

15 to call first Mr. Thomas LeBrun. Presentation is

16 limited to three minutes.

17 MR. LEBRUN: I will do my best.

18 Is it possible to have a slightly

19 additional time? I believe my presentation may

20 answer some of the questions that were posed to staff

21 members a few minutes ago. I will try and be as

22 brief as I can, but I’m not sure I can do it in three

23 minutes.

24 MR. NA}{AI: I’ll give you some, but

25 then afterwards if there are follow-up questions from

19
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1 the Board, then additional items can be discussed at

2 that time.

3 MR. LEBRUN: Yes, I understand. I

4 will.

5 My name is Thomas LeBrun. I’m a

6 division engineer with the Sanitation Districts of

7 Los Angeles County.

8 We will go quickly then to the first

9 slide.

i0 The work has been completed and has

ii been accepted with this Evaluation Monitoring

12 Program. It’s been ongoing since 1994 and was

13 approved in late ’98. During that time period, we

14 spent over $2 million trying to study the area that

15 is in question.

16 We also completed a proposed Corrective

17 Action Plan, which included enhancing some of our

18 protective features in 1996. We completed an

19 engineering feasibility study. We held a public

20 hearing in which we received no testimony. We had a

21 30-day period for submission of written comments.

22 We did see one or two letters of

23 written comments which we included in our document,

24 along with our responses to those which have also

25 been submitted to every interested party. And we’re

2O
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1 currently under design right now to enhance our

2 landfill gas control. Some of those we will spend

3 over a million dollars on this issue.

4 i think an important thing to note is

5 the landfill is outside of the main San Gabriel

6 Valley groundwater basin. This slide came from the

7 basin plan prepared by the Regional Board. And

8 you’ll see the area in black known as Puente Hills.

9 Our landfill is within the Puente Hills area outside

i0 the main groundwater basin. The natural groundwater

ii quality is very poor, water is limited in quantity,

12 and this has been established as a non-water bearing

13 zone since the early ’60s by the California

14 Department of Water Resources.

15 The next slide shows a little bit more

16 closely the Puente Hills Landfill in relation to the

17 basin. The colors you see are existing contamination

18 of industrial sources. We put this up only for

19 comparison purposes. The landfill has not caused any

20 of this contamination, as we’ll get into.

21 Whatever plumes of VOCs we have are

22 very close to the landfill and are nowhere near in

23 size or as much concentration as you see that exist

24 in the groundwater basin today. And I think Blythe

25 showed you this slide, so I’ll skip passed it. The
21
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1 Main Canyon is the area in question.

2 This is a historic photo to explain how

3 we got to building the corrective actions that we

4 have.

5 The Main Canyon -- this is an aerial

6 photo from 1952. There is four canyons shown in

7 blue, which drain to the north or to the top on the

8 slide. The water would then be collected in the San

9 Jose Creek, which you see in blue. And that would be

i0 the surface water drainage before the landfill was

ii put in.

12 Our studies show that groundwater tends

13 to also accumulate in the canyon bottoms shown by

14 those yellow lines going again northward.

15 The subsurface (inaudible) is one in

16 three that you see which were constructed many, many

17 years ago to cut off this hydraulic pathway from the

18 landfill into the basin.

19 Under the studies that we’ve conducted

20 for evaluation monitoring, this will give you an idea

21 of the hydrogeologic studies and borings that we’ve

22 done. As you can see, there are a huge number of

23 exploratory borings that were done at Barriers 1 and

24 3. We’ve received comments in the past about

25 potential pathways to the north leading to some

22
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1 production wells. And we had a lot of borings that

2 were done there and we did groundwater sampling at

3 many of these locations mapped for testing.

4 These reports were submitted to the

5 Regional Board and were approved, and this

6 documentation is available in public record.

7 The monitoring program we currently

8 have approved and the evaluation monitoring, which

9 will continue, shows these 16 monitoring wells which

I0 are located basically across the same area of

II concern. I don’t know if you can see it, but there

12 is a dashed red line that shows a historic creek bed

13 in relation to the monitoring wells.

14 And the two areas of concern that we

15 did detect are shown in this Area i in blue and Area

16 2 in the green. And I have two monitoring wells that

17 I want to speak to right now.

18 One of the questions you had is: Is

19 natural tenuation effective? At Wel! EMP 5, which is

20 the most downgradient well, which is closest to the

21 drinking water well, the VOC concentration we see

22 range from non-detect to no higher than 0.8 parts per

23 billion.

24 We think that the corrective actions

25 that we’ve taken and natural tenuation have made this

23
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1 one -- it’s the only one we see -- present at less

2 then one part per billion to date. M i0 B, going

3 through the Barrier 1 area, had higher levels of VOC

4 concentrations and did install additional water

5 extraction wells in ’96. And I’ll show you the

6 documents of that.

7 This next presentation will show you

8 the groundwater pathway that was determined from the

9 work that we had done. And basically it’s following

I0 the historic prechannel and going, in this case, to

ii the west.

12 We did a mathematical model as part of

13 the engineering feasibility study. And the model is

14 shown in the box that’s dashed. And the white dot is

15 monitoring well M !0 B, you’ll see it’s right

16 adjacent to the Pomona Freeway. And the zone of

17 contamination that you saw basically exists in this

18 area underneath the Pomona Freeway, if you will.

19 That’s the extent of it laterally and also

20 vertically.

21 So as part of the modeling program, we

22 were able to calculate the decrease in V©C

23 concentrations at this one well, that is the well

24 that has the highest VOC concentrations at the site.

25 And it’s not real clear, but we plotted in the green

24
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1 the actual decrease in VOC concentrations since 1996

2 when we started the extraction. You’ll see it’s

3 coming down rather dramatically. It’s pretty much

4 following the curve that was predicted by the

5 computer model. This curve does not represent what

6 will change, if and when, we construct the enhanced

7 landfill gas control.

8 So we are on a steady decrease. We

9 have seen decreases of the dramatic concentration at

I0 this well since 1996.

Ii MR. NAHAI: Well, how much more time do

12 you need? It’s going on seven or eight minutes now.

13 MR. LEBRUN: Okay. Let me just flip to

14 the last two slides now.

15 Our only objection to the -- is not

16 really an objection. We had not asked that this

17 matter be removed from the consent agenda. We

18 believe that the Regional Board’s proposal

19 establishing laboratory detection limits, which in

20 this case could be five times more restrictive than

21 drinking water standards, is unnecessarily

22 restrictive for groundwater that will never be used

23 for drinking; it’s in a non-water bearing zone; and

24 it’s outside the basin.

25 We think the control systems that we

25
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i have would allow this Board to give us the

2 concentration greater than background. And that

3 would be our recommendation.

4 We think the requirement recommended by

5 the Regional Board staff is a little restrictive. We

6 need something that is five times more restrictive

7 than drinking water standards.

8 I’ll save the rest of my slides. I’m

9 open for questions.

I0 MR. NAHAI: When this matter was going

II to be included on the consent calendar, did you ask

12 for it to be removed?

13 MR. LEBRUN: No, we did not. We asked

14 that it remain on the consent calendar. We indicated

15 that we felt that these standards that were being

16 proposed were overly restrictive. And in our

17 discussions with Staff we said we want the

18 opportunity to come back at a future date when we

19 have actual performance data from the monitoring

20 wells that you saw on the graph.

21 And we think at that point we can make

22 a more compelling case for a different and more

23 reasonable standard of drinking level limits. So we

24 did not request this be removed from the consent

25 agenda. We actually agree with the discharge

26
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1 standards, with the one proviso that I just

2 mentioned.

3 MR. NAHAI: Pending further monitoring

4 so that we can all find out what is happening there?

5 MR. LEBRUN: That is correct.

6 MR. NAHAI: Any questions?

7 Thank you very much.

8 Next card I have is from Mr. Thomas

9 Stetson.

i0 MR. STETSON: Good morning. I’m Thomas

ii Stetson. I’m senior consultant to Stetson Engineers,

12 which is a firm that I founded back in 1997. I’m

i3 also the district engineer for the Upper San Gabriel

14 Valley Municipal Water District, which is the agency

15 which I’m representing here today.

16 MR. NAHAI: Mr. Stetson, would you

17 please limit yourself to three minutes.

18 MR. STETSON: Three minutes? I’ll try,

19 sir.

20 First of all, I would like to know

21 whether our letter of January the 8th has been

22 received by the Board? We wrote a letter dated

23 January 8th to Mr. Robert Berlein, the manager of the

24 Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District,

25 which we understood was submitted to the Board and

27
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1 the Staff.

2 Is that in the package? They’ve seen

3 that letter?

4 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: We do have as

$ part of the file that was received during this County

6 Sanitation District workshop, of which the County

7 Sanitation -- you know, they made comments on those.

8 So we have that, but however, that was not a part of

9 our public comment. But it was taken into

I0 consideration by Staff when they developed this

ii Corrective Action WDRs.

12 MR. STETSON: Well, in that regard, as

13 you know, there is the -- the basin is on the

14 Superfund, has been since 1984. I’m also the

15 engineer for the (inaudible) Watermaster and the San

16 Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District. I’ve been

17 studying this basin since 1959 when the downstream

18 area of central basin sued for water rights.

19 Subsequent to that lawsuit, there was a

20 lawsuit entered in 1972 that adjudicated the water

21 rights in the basin. And that’s under a nine-member

22 Watermaster service.

23 We did not have water quality

24 problems -- at least we didn’t know we had them --

25 until December 1979 when the VOCs were discovered.
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1 Since then, basically, there was the Superfund in

2 1984. And under EPA’s studies, they made lots of

3 studies, but they haven’t treated cleaned up any

4 water yet. The only water that got cleaned up in the

5 basin was done by producers with wel!-head treatmenz.

6 And that’s probably 12 or 15 water treatment plants.

7 Right now we’re trying to put together

8 a plan with the Watermaster of the lead agency and

9 the district and the water quality authority and the

I0 state Department of Health Services and the causers,

ii the responsible parties for the pollution, to develop

12 a large project called the "Baldwin Park ProjecZ,"

13 which would clean up the basin. It will probably

14 cost $i00 million and it’s probably going to take 30

15 or 40 years.

16 In fact, there is a meeting this

17 morning at 10:30 with all of those people discussing

18 that, and trying to get that study started.

19 Now, both Blythe Ponek and Tom LeBrun

20 showed you how bad the water is in the basin. And

2i they said their water is no more than 8 times the

22 MCLs. Any way you look at it, we don’t want more

23 MCLs, more contaminate, in the basin.

24 And our concern is with proper

25 monitoring of the landfill and its activities to see
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1 that that doesn’t happen. We agree that downstream

2 barriers can be effective when disposing of waste in

3 a canyon because you can monitor both sides of the

4 barrier. And if you detect something, you can do

5 something about it. It’s much better than a landfill

6 and a gravel pit in the middle of the basin, which

7 they’ve had in the past.

8 My understanding is that the Staff has

9 adopted what was alternative to a Corrective Action

I0 Report prepared by the Sanitation Districts. We

II objected to that. We did not recommend that as a

12 solution in our letter. In fact, we said we wouldn’t

13 support it.

14 However, if that plan can be modified

15 in one respect by adding more shallow wells to the

16 program, we would be willing to accept that. The

17 program now has mainly deep wells. And we’ve

18 prepared a list of wells, some existing and some that

19 would be new shallow wells, that we would like to

20 recommend be considered as an exhibit that we present

21 as an amendment to the Staff’s recommendation. And I

22 have that copies of that here.

23 We’ve been monitoring the operations of

24 the landfill now for probably six or seven years.

25 Some of the constituents of Upper San Gabriel Valley
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1 Municipal Water District came to the Board and asked

2 them to look into some of the reports being prepared

3 for the District or prepared by the District and have

4 the District engineer review those reports.

5 We’ve been doing that on an ongoing

6 basis since about 1993. And that’s why we reviewed

7 this report by the Sanitation Districts for the

8 Corrective Action Plan. And we write frequently a

9 letter of report to our District and the District

I0 then passes that on to the Regional Board and the

Ii Sanitation Districts.

12 We’ve also recommended in the past that

13 an oversight committee be formed, including water

14 district persons, sanitation district persons,

15 Regional Board persons, so we have some kind of a

16 group that oversees these activities as they occur.

17 New reports come out, review them, comment on them.

18 We’re not trying to be critical, we’re

19 trying to cooperate with the system. And, again, the

20 reasons we suggest and somehow we think could be done

21 to improve their operation.

22 Is my time up?

23 MR. NAHAI: Do you have any other

24 suggested modifications apart from what you have --

25 MR. STETSON: That’s the only one we
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1 have at the present time.

2 MR. NAHAI: Thank you very much.

3 MR. STETSON: Do you need copies of

4 this?

5 MR. NAHAI: Yes. We would like to see

6 copies. If you would please give them to the

7 executive officer.

8 The next card I have is from Mr. Royall

9 Brown.

!0 MR. BROWN: Thank you.

ii My name is Roy Brown. I’m a past

12 director of the Upper San Gabriel Valley Municipal

13 Water District. In that capacity, I worked with the

14 Hacienda Heights Improvement Association on these

15 leakage problems for many years.

16 We have seen the indications of leakage

17 beyond Barrier 1 for more than i0 years. We watched

18 the Sanitation District and Regional Board staff

19 accept many excuses for why this leakage was here.

20 Although the Waste Discharge

21 Requirements said it should not be, we watched them

22 drag their feet on investigations and withhold the

23 results of those investigations during the State

24 Board review.

25 We believe that the history of
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1 uncorrected contamination from this landfill has gone

2 on long enough. Each report that has been prepared

3 over the past seven years has showed a growing plume

4 of contaminated groundwater. In 1992, only one or

5 two wells near Barrier i were effected. Now most of

6 the Barrier i wells are impacted with effects

7 extending off site.

8 In 1993 there was no mention of

9 contamination in Barrier No. 3. A few years after

i0 its construction, contamination because noted in both

ii shower wells and off site and Well EMP 5 and

12 potentially in M 16 A. The reason for installation

13 of monitoring wells is to determine a need for

14 corrective action when leakage is detected. We do

15 not believe natural attenuation of this long-term

16 problem is appropriate any longer.

17 We support a pump-and-treat alternative

18 with new wells installed outside the landfill. We

19 recognize that this program may not now be easy to

20 build given the wide-spread nature of the

21 contamination; that is exactly the reason why the

22 contamination should not have been ignored before it

23 got off site.

24 Gas withdrawal and natural attenuation

25 have not worked so far. The hydraulic connection
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i between the landfill and the aquifer has been ignored

2 long enough. It is time to protect the public with a

3 proactive treatment plan.

4 We do not agree with the deletion of

5 Well M 1680 from the monitoring program. This well

6 has detected some VOCs that are identical to those

7 found in other landfill monitoring wells.

8 It is not acceptable to dismiss these

9 results without understanding how they got there.

i0 The formations underlying the landfill are complex.

Ii Some are quite permeable, while others are less so.

12 All of them extend through the San Gabriel River

13 Basin.

14 North of Whittier Narrows, the river

15 basin is more than a thousand feet deep. The

16 monitoring wells are shallow compared to that.

17 Contaminants migrating through permeable bed rock

18 layers do not follow straight paths. Lines on a map

19 are easy to draw, but they must be carefully

20 considered in light of the fact that they represent

21 conjure rather than rigorous definition.

22 Contaminants could easily bypass a

23 shallow well, like EMP-5, and show up in a deeper

24 well some distance beyond. It does not make sense to

25 put in off site wells to detect far-reaching landfill
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1 effects and then abandon it when those effects show

2 up.

3 If anything, more monitoring should be

4 done; landfill effects at this location would

5 indicate, as we suspect, that the extent of

6 contamination continues to be poorly understood.

7 Before you agree to further reduce

8 public protection, I request that you require a much

9 more scientific analysis of how these contaminants

I0 got here. Lacking that, monitoring Well M 16 A

II should be reinstated in the program. Thank you.

12 Any questions?

13 MR. NAHAI: Any questions of Mr. Brown?

14 Thank you very much.

15 The last card I have is from Mr. Jeff

16 Yann.

17 MR. YANN: Good morning, my name is

18 Jeff Yann. I chair the Environmental Water Quality

19 Committee of the Hacienda Heights Improvement

20 Association.

21 As an engineer, who used to work in a

22 highly regulated industry, it is disappointing to me

23 that concerns HHIA has been raising over the years

24 still have not been answered by this regulatory body.

25 In 1995 in response to our appeal, the
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1 Water Resources Control Board remanded the landfill

2 Waste Discharge Requirements back to the Regional

3 Board for further investigation.

4 Now, it seems we find ourselves back

5 here today with the investigation presumably

6 complete; many new questions raised; few answered;

7 and apparently your Staff anxious to get this matter

8 behind them without having to challenge their

9 permittee.

i0 First, we still do not have agreement

Ii on location-specific background water quality

12 standards. A final Corrective Action Plan cannot be

13 developed before all sources of leakage have been

14 identified.

15 We’ve been told for the past 16 years

16 that Barrier 1 is a nearly impenetrable dike keyed

17 into bed rock. Now we find out this is not true. In

18 fact, the formations underlying the east end of

19 Barrier i are quite permeable. The pumps inside the

20 barrier can now be used to pump contaminated water

21 back into the landfill from outside.

22 The ERR (inaudible) when this barrier

23 was built committed to repair it if water quality

24 downstream ever indicated it had been breached. Now

25 that we know water has been flowing beneath it for
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1 years, that commitment has been forgotten.

2 Not only that, leakage is being

3 detected on a broad front along Barrier 1 and is now

4 being picked up along Barrier 3, with little

5 explanation of the cause and no proposed corrective

6 action.

7 In addition, these same permeable

8 formations penetrate completely under the underlying

9 landfill. Worse yet, they run to the west where

i0 they’re intercepted and drained by the San Gabriel

ii River. This is spelled out in the new

12 investigations.

13 As recently as 1993, we were told

14 permeability of formations underlying the landfill

15 were less than i0 to the minus 6. That’s one

16 millionth centimeter per second. Now we know that

17 recent borings in these formations are showing

18 permeability thousands of times higher.

19 It is inconceivable that knowing this,

20 the Regional Board staff is content to let this

21 situation go uninvestigated and unmonitored

22 These are not trivial concerns. In

23 fact, HHIA has little to gain in coming here to tell

24 you this, except to express our concerns that this

25 threat exists to a major drinking water source.
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1 As a former project engineer, I

2 understand why the Sanitation Districts are not

3 investigating this on their own. What I don’t

4 understand is the appearance that this regulatory

5 body seems to believe it should spend our tax dollars

6 defending its permittees.

7 I urge you before you accept the

8 provisions of this CAP to ask your Staff to do their

9 own review and answer conclusively to the public

i0 satisfactions these questions we have been raising.

II Issues contained in HHIA’s comments to

12 the Sanitation Districts in January have not been

13 properly addressed. We’ve received no response from

14 a letter we sent to the Regional Board at that same

15 time.

16 On behalf of HHIA and water users in

17 this area, I request that you have your Staff prepare

18 a direct and comprehensive response to our concerns.

19 I request that you satisfy yourselves by !ooking at

20 these facts to make sure water users are truly being

21 protected before you make your determination in this

22 case.

23 Taking time to develop a comprehensive

24 solution that assures protection of groundwater

25 supply is far better than a rush to judgment that
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1 ignores the deep-seeded problems presented by this

2 landfill that does not have to be here next to the

3 river.

4 Are there any questions?

5 MR. NAHAI: Any questions of Mr. Yann?

6 I had one question.

7 The monitoring program that is being

8 proposed, when infinitely will that not detect

9 leakages from Barrier I and Barrier 3?

i0 MR. YANN: It will detect leakage from

II Barrier i.

12 What we’re concerned about is the fact

13 that the new results have shown very high

14 permeability for the formations that extend

15 underneath the landfill. They’ve gone deeper into

16 those formations out in front of the landfill, but

17 those same formations extend under the landfill.

18 They also drain following the hydraulic radient

19 toward the San Gabriel River, which is where you

20 would expect them to drain. There is no monitoring

21 on those pathways.

22 The concern we have is no water --

23 there is a lot of water that goes into the landfill,

24 very little comes out in the leachate tracking

25 system. Where is that water going? That is the
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1 pathway that we’re concerned about that is being

2 missed by the shallow monitoring program out in front

3 of Barrier I.

4 MR. NAHAI: So your proposal, then,

5 would be that there should be additional monitoring?

6 MR. YANN: Exactly.

7 We believe if there are contaminants

8 going through those permeable formations, they should

9 be found before they get into the river and corrected

i0 on sight, rather than be shown -- some of them may be

ii showing up in monitoring Well 16 A that Royall Brown

12 talked about. So those are the areas that we’re

13 concerned about.

14 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

15 Are there any questions?

16 MS. DIAMOND: I have a question.

17 Do you have some suggestions that would

18 go towards protection of the public health?

19 MR. YANN: Yes. I think first -- as I

20 mentioned, there is a lot of water that has gone into

21 the landfill. Very little has been drawn out. It

22 may still be in the landfill. I think we need to

23 make an inventory to find out if it’s there or we

24 need to find out if the formations are as permeable

25 underneath the landfill as they appear to be.
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1 Perhaps that water is migrating through

2 these formations. In which case, we would need to

3 analyze those travel pathways towards the river and

4 sink borings down into the sandstone conglomerate

5 parts of the formation to assess whether contaminants

6 are traveling through those formations at some depth,

7 200 feet, 300 feet potentially beneath the landfill.

8 So those are the types of things I

9 would like to see investigated.

I0 MS. DIAMOND: Thank you.

!i MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

12 I think we would like to have some

13 Staff response.

14 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: We will see if

15 I got this all down.

16 We would very much like to see what

17 Mr. Stetson has proposed in the way of shallow

18 groundwater monitoring. The monitoring program that

19 you have attached to the Waste Discharge Requirements

20 is by no means a stagnate program. That’s going to

21 be changing over the years. And it can be done by

22 the Executive Officer’s signature. And the reason

23 being is as conditions change here, we definitely are

24 going to want to see how effective the Corrective

25 Action Program is.
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1 And so if there need to be more wells,

2 there are going to be more wells installed. At this

3 time we feel this is a very conservative starting

4 point on the wells -- on the detection wells and the

5 corrective action detection wells.

6 Mr. Brown is correct in saying that

7 there have been more detections in wells because

8 they’ve been installing wells to chase the plume. So

9 the whole idea behind putting additional wells in is

I0 to put them where you think the plume is going and

Ii then you delineate the boundaries. So that’s why

12 there are more detections.

!3 And as far as MW 16, that well is

14 pretty much centered in the San Gabriel Valley. And

15 it has the same fingerprint VOC as you see in the

16 problem areas in the centra! portion of the valley

17 not caused by landfill. Wells between the landfill

18 and that landfill do not show the same constituents

19 in the same concentration.

20 So we believe that MW 16 are wells that

21 are picking up the main San Gabriel Valley VOCs

22 contamination unrelated to the landfill.

23 It is true that higher permeable strata

24 has been investigated at the eastern edge of Barrier

25 i. And that’s why the additional extraction wells
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1 were put in that area. The idea is, if you extract

2 out the groundwater behind the barrier, then there is

3 no polluted groundwater to go anywhere. And so that

4 was the purpose for the installation of those four

5 wells. And I think I mentioned to you that we see a

6 great deal of improvement in that area since those

7 wells went in in ’96 or ’97.

8 And I want you to know that we’ve

9 reviewed all comments by all parties. And I think

i0 you can see we have kind of extremes in ideas about

ii what is going on at this landfill. And what we’ve

12 tried to do is bring things to the middle and

13 adequately address the comments, but also not be

14 overly burdensome on the discharge, but be

15 reasonable.

16 And, again, this is not a staffed

17 program. If this needs an update or additional

18 extraction or whatever, that’s what is going to

19 occur.

20 MR. COE: I have a question.

21 I believe Mr. Stetson recommended an

22 advisory committee being created, as I understood it.

23 And what is your response to that?

24 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Yes. Actually

25 that came up a few years ago. And at that time it
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! was the Executive Officer’s idea that because we have

2 to abide by a strict set of federal and state

3 landfill regulations, that that’s what dictates the

4 way we look at these problems and the series of

5 events that happen.

6 And although an advisory committee may

7 have some really important things to bring to that, I

8 mean they can bring that to us also in the way of a

9 letter. We certainly look at every single comment

I0 that’s ever been received.

ii And I mean that’s always up again if

12 that pleases the Board, that can be looked into.

13 MR. COE: We’re trying to improve our

14 two-way communications. And rather than meet within

15 the 12 individual meetings or 12 individual

16 letters --

17 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Well, although

18 the Regional Board staff have been kind of removed

19 from this, I believe there is a citizen’s advisory

20 group that meets on a regular basis, concerned

21 parties, with the discharger and they meet on a

22 regular basis also.

23 MR. COE: Thank you.

24 MR. KESTON: I just have one question.

25 Did you comment or could you comment on
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1 the Sanitation Districts comment about levels of

2 detect.

3 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Again, the

4 regulations say that the water quality protection

5 standards shall not exceed background concentrations

6 unless it’s shown to be technically infeasible. And

7 in order to show that basically you need more data

8 showing that, you know, selected remedy is not going

9 past a certain point.

i0 And I think it’s reasonable for them to

i! ask down the line as we get more and more data and

12 more trend analysis, that perhaps we review all the

13 groundwater data to see what is going on here and

14 maybe in the future bring it back to the Board.

15 This is what we’ve done with other

16 landfills if we used the non-detect as the protection

17 standard. As you can see, the water that’s being

18 discharged is not really being discharged in our

19 drinking water aquifer; although, it has potential to

20 reach it sometime down a point if it’s not -- there

21 is no source control. So I would say that we could

22 revisits that in the future.

23 MR. KESTON: Is that a very costly --

24 are they requesting that change because it’s very

25 costly or time consuming or what is the reason?
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1 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: It’s a

2 possibility that they are -- because of the low

3 non-detect that they could be in corrective action

4 forever. And that they may have to enhance the

5 corrective action down the line if they’re not

6 achieving those non-detect limits. So it would cost

7 them money in the long run, yes.

8 MR. KESTON: Thank you.

9 MR. NAHAI: I have a question regarding

i0 the timing issues of this thing.

ii When exactly is it that you think that

12 the data from the monitoring will be sufficient to

13 ground the decision as to whether additional

14 monitoring is required; as to whether additional

15 corrective action is required; whether it be

16 appropriate to go to a feed program rather than

17 barriers? Do you expect that in six months’ time as

18 to what the monitoring reveals? A year’s time?

19 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Well, you know,

20 the regulations have not really caught up to reality

21 because the regulations say that the discharger has

22 to report at least semi-annually about the success of

23 their corrective action. That’s not really reality.

24 Because if you’ve got four quarters of monitoring, I

25 mean you couldn’t even start with statistical
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1 analysis until you have four, six, eight quarters of

2 monitoring. And trend analysis may take even longer

3 than that.

4 So I would say in the next couple of

5 years with eight quarters of monitoring we should

6 certainly see something happening or should be able

7 to tell it statistically.

8 Also, if it continues to follow the

9 modeling, I mean, we can see that right away. If the

i0 levels continue to follow the curve on the modeling

i! Also -- well, I’ll stop there.

12 MR. NAHAI: Would it be feasible to ask

13 Staff to come back to the Board perhaps in six months

14 with a report as to what it is that monitoring -- or

15 eight months or six months as to what monitoring in

16 two quarters. I think we’re seeing some real

17 concerns expressed here.

18 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Sure.

19 MR. NAHAI: And I’m not sure that

20 they’re that extreme. And to let it go for another

21 two years and gather data and then in two years we

22 discover that perhaps our thoughts about how much

23 leakage was happening and where this was

24 hydrologically connected to or in error, that would

25 put us back two years. I don’t think we should have
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1 to wait that long.

2 MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: The time lag

3 will be caused by the installation of additional gas

4 extraction wells, which is going to take some time.

5 And the discharger will be, as part of the WDRs, will

6 be giving us an implementation schedule.

7 So it’s going to take a little while to

8 get these extraction wells or gas extraction wells

9 built and online. So that’s one of the biggest time

i0 delays right there.

ii Also, the idea of putting extraction

12 systems out under the 60 Freeway, I mean we have

13 civil engineers here that can tell you that’s

14 probably not a very good idea since we have

15 substantive subtypes every time that you start

16 extracting large amounts of groundwater under a

17 structure.

18 MR. NAHAI: I’m not talking about the

19 extraction wells. I’m talking about reporting back

20 to the Board as to the results of the monitoring.

21 MS. PONEK-BACH/IROWSKI: We certainly

22 can do that, of course. We receive those reports

23 quarterly.

24 MR. NAHAI: Okay. So that in two

25 quarters we will hear back from you on this issue?
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i MS. PONEK-BACHAROWSKI: Yes, sir.

2 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

3 Any other questions?

4 I think that concludes that item. Our

5 agenda calls for the Board to take a break at 10:15.

6 We can take that break now.

7 MR. LEON: Are you going to vote on the

8 item?

9 MR. NAHAI: Do we need to include

i0 reporting back to the Board on the item?

ii MR. LEON: Part of the motion,

12 direction to Staff.

13 MR. NA}{AI: Okay. Then that will be

14 the approval of the motion as recommended by Staff

15 with the amendment that Staff report back to the

16 Board in six months’ time as to the results of the

17 monitoring obtained between now and six months from

18 now.

19 MR. KESTON: Could the reporting back

20 be reporting by the director executive officer

21 instead of at a public hearing? The truth is normal

22 monthly reporting technique, I think that might be

23 more effective; and then if we see an issue, we can

24 then schedule it rather than having it as a public

25 hearing.
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i MR. NAHAI: That’s fine.

2 MS. DIAMOND: Could I also ask that the

3 reports that we get respond to the comments that were

4 made today, particularly about the modifications that

5 were suggested; and whether, in fact, it makes sense

6 to abandon some deep wells or delete any wells so

7 that we have a response to those comments that were

8 made today which I also think were educational and

9 not terribly, extreme.

i0 MR. KUYKENDALL: Mr. Chairman, members

II of the Board, if we could have that report back after

12 two quarters of reports are submitted and it can be

13 analyzed by Staff; so it won’t be within six months.

14 Technically we receive two quarterly reports and can

15 they be analyzed?

16 MR. NAHAI: And how much time to be

17 analyzed?

18 MR. KUYKENDALL: We’re talking roughly

19 a month for the second report, so we’re talking about

20 a month after the submittal of the second quarterly

21 report.

22 MR. KESTON: If that’s a motion, ~hen

23 I’ll second it.

24 MR. NAHAI: All in favor?

25 BOARD MEMBERS: Aye.
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1 MR. NAHAI: It’s a good thing we have a

2 lawyer as the chairman here to keep all my motions in

3 line and stuff like that. I apologize.

4 MS. LYON: I do think we should take a

5 break because Staff and our audience would appreciate

6 that.

7 MR. NAHAI: You probably think I should

8 take a break.

9 We will see you in about I0 minutes.

i0 (Brief recess.)

ii MR. NAHAI: Can we come to order,

12 please.

13 Okay. We’re going to move to

14 Item No. i!, which is the consideration of a

15 Municipal Storm Water Permit for the City of Long

16 Beach and a consideration of a proposed settlement

17 agreement.

18 I would like the executive assistant to

19 read the statement.

20 MS. HARRIS: This is a public hearing

21 to receive evidence and consider Board action on the

22 following items: Consideration of a Municipal Storm

23 Water Permit for the City of Long Beach; and 11.2,

24 Consideration of a Proposed Settlement Agreement.

25 Copies of these items were sent to the
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1 dischargers, the Environmental Protection Agency, the

2 State Water Resources Control Board, and other

3 interested agencies, persons and organizations.

4 The order of presentation of testimony

5 at this hearing will be Board Staff, the dischargers,

6 public agencies, and other interested agencies and

7 groups. Anyone so desiring, will be heard.

8 If you have not filled out one of the

9 blue cards located on the table at the back of the

I0 room, please raise your hand and we will get a card

ii to you to fill out.

12 It will be appreciated if al! persons

13 appearing before the Board today will leave written

14 copies of testimony if available. The Board will

15 consider all testimony; however, in the interest of

16 time, it is requested that all repetitive and

17 redundant statements be avoided.

18 The setting of time limits for the

19 presentation of evidence is at the discretion of the

20 Board.

21 Mr. Chairman, will you now open the

22 hearing and administer the oath.

23 MR. NAHAI: I shall.

24 Would all those who are going to give

25 testimony with respect to this item rise and repeat
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1 after me.

2 (Oath was given.)

3 MR. NAHAI: May we have the Staff

4 presentation?

5 MR. DICKERSON: Mr. Chairman, Members

6 of the Board, the next item City of Long Beach

7 Municipal NPDES Stormwater Permit, represents the

8 culmination of a long period of discussions between

9 Regional Board staff, the City of Long Beach, the

i0 County of Los Angeles, USEPA, and representatives

Ii from several public interest organizations. What is

12 before you is a proposed permit that addresses the

13 stormwater pollution in the City of Long Beach. As

14 you can see it is a comprehensive permit that

15 addresses an array of issues in what is hopefully a

16 succinct and clear fashion.

17 Its format may very well serve as the

18 foundation for subsequent stormwater permits to be

19 presented for Board consideration. This permit is,

20 of course, a departure from the existing stormwater

21 permit with the County of Los Angeles. It

22 essentially removes the City of Long Beach from

23 coverage under that permit and provides Long Beach

24 with a stand alone permit. How we got to where we

25 are today requires a few words of clarification.
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1 The County stormwater permit was

2 adopted by this Board in July of 1996. While I and

3 some of you do not participate in that permit

4 hearing, by most accounts it could not be described

5 as warm and fuzzy. Unfortunately, the process

6 embraced by Board staff to seek consensus on the

7 permit’s content failed to achieve consensus from all

8 participants, most significantly, the City of Long

9 Beach.

i0 Following the Board’s adoption of the

ii permit, the City of Long Beach exercised its appeal

12 rights to the State Board and to Superior Court.

13 Currently, there is a case pending, City of Long

14 Beach versus Los Angeles Regional Water Quality

I$ Control Board, which challenges many aspects of the

16 Board’s adoption of the County stormwater permit.

17 Shortly after joining the Board as

18 Executive Officer, I recognized that the ill will

19 generated by the adoption of the County permit was

20 shared by others and represented a source of

21 misunderstanding and resentment. In response, I made

22 it one of my key priorities to do everything that I

23 reasonably could to change that perception and to

24 successfully resolve the pending Long Beach

25 litigation in a way that would be fair, equitable,
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! and would result in a step forward in addressing

2 stormwater pollution.

3 That process started with my gaining a

4 clear understanding of the permit itself and reaching

5 out to various local government entities and interest

6 groups to listen firsthand to their concerns. It

7 continued through the adoption of model programs

8 under the County permit and to building a foundation

9 of trust with the City of Long Beach. Over the many

i0 months that have transpired since, I have had the

Ii opportunity to build a strong relationship that I

12 believe is one of friendship and mutua! respect with

13 the City staff who are charged with implemenZation of

14 the stormwater program.

15 The permit before you today is the

16 outcome of an intensive effort that began in earnest

17 late last year. There have been many drafts of

18 permit language, representatives of the major

19 environmental groups were consulted early on and they

20 actively participated or had the opportunity to help

21 draft the language that you have before you.

22 While not every issue is resolved to

23 everyone’s complete satisfaction, the permit does

24 represent a very credible and comprehensive permit

25 that clearly places the City of Long Beach among the
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1 forefront of cities addressing this challenging

2 problem. They’ve reached out to other cities to

3 learn from their experience and they have engaged in

4 an open and honest dialogue on what we’re trying to

5 achieve. It has been one of the most demanding, yet

6 fulfilling experiences in my career.

7 So today we have a permit for your

8 consideration. Assuming it is adopted today, what

9 happens to the pending litigation? We’ve worked with

i0 the City to draft a settlement agreement which I’m

i! requesting your authorization to execute.

12 This elegantly simple agreement has

13 this essential provision: It calls upon the City of

14 Long Beach to immediately move to dismiss the pending

15 litigation once two events occur. First, that the

16 Long Beach Stormwater Management Plan is approved by

17 the Executive Officer pursuant to the existing County

18 Permit. This has been done. Second, that the

19 Regional Board and USEPA adopt the permit. I believe

20 that we have a representative from USEPA here who

21 will offer comments to the effect that USEPA endorses

22 this permit and intends to act on this matter

23 expeditiously.

24 With those two actions, the litigation

25 can be resolved and both we and the City can move
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I forward to implementation. I should note that the

2 City retains their rights of appeal of the draft

3 permit now before you, once it’s approved. However,

4 I fully expect that the outcome of today’s hearing

5 and Board action will render that provision

6 unnecessary and I know that the representatives from

7 the City share that sentiment with me.

8 Xavier Swamikannu will shortly be

9 walking you through the permit and some issues that

I0 have been raised since we issued the tentative draft

ii permit. Xavier’s involvement in this process has

12 been exemplary and essential. Quite frankly, it

13 simply could not have been done without his

14 dedication and efforts and I have the greatest

15 admiration for his knowledge of the County permit and

16 his willingness to get this job done.

17 Thank you very much, Xavier. I

18 appreciate it.

19 In addition, our Counsel Jorge Leon

20 played a critical role in getting to this point as

21 did our Assistant Attorney General Marilyn Levin. My

22 sincere thanks to each of you.

23 From the City, Ray Holland, Director of

24 Public Works and Ed Putz, City Engineer, have been in

25 every respect men of fairness and dignity. They were
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1 open to a bridge to resolution and we’ve shared many

2 hours together to achieve that result. I consider

3 gaining their professional friendship one of the best

4 outcomes of this process.

5 Barbara Munoz had the difficult and

6 overwhelming task of developing a stormwater

7 management plan for the City of Long Beach. That

8 document served as the critical element that allowed

9 this process to move forward. She did the yeoman’s

i0 work and deserves no small amount of recognition for

ii her contribution.

12 Finally, this permit will be

13 implemented principally by Rose Collins and Tom

14 Leary, who greatly helped in the stretch to wrap-up

15 this permit. The final version of this permit that

16 is before you was the product of a marathon meeting

17 -- and a very long meeting indeed -- between Rose and

18 Xavier to take a document with all the essentials and

19 to make it presentable. Thanks must also go to Mark

20 Gold, Steve Fleischli, Jacqueline Lambricts, Terri

21 Grant, and many others who all devoted no smal!

22 amount of time to this project.

23 With all that being said, I can

24 recommend a permit to you for your approval, with a

25 number of technical revisions that are in the change
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1 sheet before you. These changes should resolve many,

2 if not most, of the comments that we received.

3 Dr. Xavier Swamikannu will now brief

4 you on the elements of the permit and he’ll be

5 followed by the City of Long Beach and others who

6 wish to comment.

7 Finally, I would request that the Board

8 waive its normal 3-minute rule to allow additional

9 time to ensure that the comments that we receive

I0 today are well documented for the record.

II Thank you.

12 MR. NAHAI: Mr. Dickerson, could I have

13 an additional copy of that change sheet, please, if

14 you have one.

15 MR. DICKERSON: Yes.

16 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Mr. Chairman, Members

17 of the Board, my name is Xavier Swamikannu. I’m an

18 engineer on Board staff.

19 First, I’m going to describe the permit

20 structure, the things that are in it.

21 The first section is the finding

22 section. The findings basically lays a basis for

23 issuance of the permit. It talks about the history

24 of permitting in the Los Angeles region. And it

25 directs you to the appropriate state and federal laws
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1 that implement the permit.

2 The second section is a section on

3 receiving water limitations. And the receiving water

4 limitations we basically say that some are discharge

5 and must comply with water quality standards. Water

6 quality standards were established to protect

7 beneficial uses.

8 In addition we have a prohibition on

9 some discharge causing nuisance. We also have

I0 statewide language that has been recently adopted by

ii the state Board that lays in a process in case you

12 have exceedance of water quality standards. It

13 basically goes past -- the city goes through a series

14 of process to update the BMPs in order to resolve any

15 exceedance that they find.

16 The next section is a section on

17 discharge prohibitions. Dischargers permitted under

i8 the NPDES. Dischargers that are exclusively

19 authorized in the permit. There is also a process

20 laid out for the executive officer to consider any

21 use for the discharger to be authorized under this

22 permit if they do not cause problems.

23 We have a section stormwater

24 management. And I’l! go through briefly in my next

25 Icon the components of that.
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1 We have special provisions. Special

2 provisions are provisions specific to the City of

3 Long Beach. And these are generally random targets

4 that we’ve agreed on, for example, training or

5 planning in the next six months. Those kinds of

6 provisions.

7 We also have a section standard

8 provisions. Standard provisions are provisions that

9 go into all NPDES permits.

i0 We have appendices. And in the

Ii appendices is the outline of the Long Beach

12 Watermaster program as well as the Long Beach

13 monitoring program. It also includes a few drainage

14 maps that depict drainage in the city.

15 Stormwater management. Basically this

16 component of the permit requires that the city

17 implement best management practices approved by this

18 Board under previous permits since 1990. They’re

19 explicitly called out in the permit.

20 It also requires the city to possess

21 legal authority to prohibit or control pollutants to

22 the storm drain. The city has told us that they have

23 adequate legal authority at this time. It is a

24 separate ordinance. They have also expressed a

25 willingness to consolidate al! those codes into a
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1 single ordinance at a future time after considering

2 the need for such consolidation.

3 The city is required to implement a

4 Stormwater Management Program. And I’ll briefly go

5 over it, but the details I shall leave to the city to

6 discuss.

7 The city is required to implement a

8 monitoring program basically to assess the amount of

9 pollution that is coming out of the stormwater to

I0 study impacts and to study the effectiveness of BMPs

ii that are being implemented.

12 The city is required to conduct

13 reporting on the program to us and evaluate progress

14 on implementation.

15 There was also a subsection on budget

16 specifically allocated to the stormwater program and

17 they’re trying to provide us with an annual update of

18 the budget.

19 Next I shall briefly go over the

20 federal regulations that require us to approve the

21 Stormwater Management Program.

22 Under the regulations the city is

23 required to reduce pollutants from residential and

24 commercia! areas. They must find these elements in

25 development plan, development construction sections,
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i as well as public information participation.

2 The city is also required to control

3 illicit connections and illegal dumping in the

4 discharge permit and that comes out of federal

5 regulations as wel!

6 The city is required to control

7 pollutants from municipal and industrial facilities.

8 You’ll find this comment on the public agency

9 activities, as well as public education where they’re

i0 required to visit Phase i industrial facilities and

ii other facilities.

12 The city is required to control

13 pollutants from construction sites. And you’ll find

14 these requirements under development planning and

15 construction. I should make note that the

16 regulations are 40 CFR 122.26.

17 Now, Long Beach Stormwater Management

18 Program, public agency activities; these are

19 activities associated with the municipality. They’re

20 required to implement BMPs on their facilities in

21 their planning programs and such. The city will

22 provide an elaboration.

23 Development planning, development

24 construction. This section is a primarily private

25 program, primarily construction. And they’re
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1 required to implement -- approve local plans for

2 controlling stormwater pollution on sites i acre or

3 more, but less than 5.

4 The city is also required to eliminate

5 illicit connections and illicit discharges to the

6 storm drain system.

7 The public education and public

8 information component, this is an outreach to the

9 general public, but it also includes city employees

i0 as well as business.

ii Next, briefly I’ll go over each of the

12 sections. I want to highlight certain things that

13 are different from the L.A. permit that we entered

14 into in 1976.

15 Under public agency activities, the

16 city is required to clean up catch-basins that are 40

17 percent or more full between October I and April 30.

18 So during that period, they’re required to clean out

19 catch-basins that reach that capacity.

20 Next the city is required to landscape

21 areas with 25 percent of vegetation. When they are

22 required to do landscaping, they’ll landscape with

23 xeriscape vegetation, which is dry vegetation.

24 Next, street saw-cutting and paving

25 will be prohibited when it rains when the rain fall
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1 is more than a quarter of an inch. You don’t want

2 that activity going on because there is a lot of

3 pollutants associated with asphalt.

4 Under development planning, the city

5 will train its planning department employees under

6 requirements no later than six months and will

7 conduct an annual refresher course thereafter.

8 The city has also required specific

9 BMPs for automotive repair, service stations,

I0 restaurants and hillside projects. This is different

ii from the county-wide program where we require a

12 separate plan because the BMPs have been designated.

13 Since the BMPs have been designated, we have removed

14 the requirement for a local plan. And I think that’s

15 an evolutionary step.

16 Under public education information, the

17 city has stated that it will achieve a certain new

18 number of impressions on the public via multi-media.

19 Again, this is a measure of the outreach message.

20 And the number that they’ve agreed to is 1.5 million.

21 The city will also conduct walk-through

22 of businesses visited to provide consultation on

23 recommended BMPs if invited by the facility operator.

24 The city wil! conduct a separate study

25 to survey private parking lots with i0 or more spaces
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1 to evaluate trash and other pollutants generated and

2 will send recommendations to the Board on any action

3 necessary.

4 The city will implement a monitoring

5 program. This is the first time any city is

6 implementing a monitoring program separate from the

7 county-wide program.

8 The city will determine mass-emissions,

9 the amount of pollutants coming out at Dominguez Gap,

I0 which is to the Los Angeles River, Bouton Creek and

ii Alamitos Bay, these additional two sites are fully

12 within the city, so they’re lead conZributors.

13 In addition they have agreed to monitor

14 Los Cerritos Channel beginning year 02. And the city

i5 is the largest contributor to the watershed. But

16 there are other cities. They will mass-emissions at

17 the out-fall. And when we consider future permits

18 for other cities, we would bring them to allocate

19 their contributions, or at least to understand their

20 contributions.

21 The city has agreed to evaluate

22 stormwater toxicity to see if it has an impact. And

23 if it has an impact, there is a protocol in there to

24 follow-up, identify the cause of toxicity, and then

25 to identify sources as well.
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1 The city will also evaluate

2 effectiveness of dry-weather flow diversion at one of

3 the locations, Alamitos Bay. And they want to

4 demonstrate that that’s a good BMP.

5 We received comments from

6 municipalities, including the City of Azusa,

7 C!aremont, Diamond Bar and the City of L.A.

8 We received comments from environmental

9 groups, The Natural Resources Defense Council; a

!0 letter cosigned with American Oceans Camping; and

ii Friends of the Los Angeles River; and we also

12 received comments from Heal the Bay.

13 We received comments from the Petroleum

14 Association. We had an issue with one of the

15 provision requirements that I’ll discuss on the main

16 issues.

17 First general comment was the period

18 for comment. This comment came from cities as well

19 as the environmental group was insufficient. By law,

20 we’re required to provide 30 days’ notice. Given the

21 fact that we had code deadlines before us, we did the

22 best we could. But in the future, we should consider

23 giving people more time, more time is always better.

24 On the Long Beach Stormwater Management

25 Program, there was comment that it was not
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1 circulated; what we have in the permit is simply the

2 outline of it. In our public notice that was

3 published in the Los Angeles Times on May 28, it

4 mentioned the availability of these documents. These

5 documents are in four volumes and so it’s impractical

6 to circulate them. There was a number provided in

7 the public notice. And the city or the Natural

8 Resources Defense Council could have contacted us to

9 review the documents.

i0 In addition a civil issue was raised

ii before the state Board and petition in 1996 when a

12 stormwater permit was issued to Santa Clara Valley

13 and the state Board simply dismissed -- did not

14 recognize that the circulation was essential; did not

15 comment on it, but the document says under California

16 Code of Regulations that where an issue is not

17 commented on a decision, then the issue is considered

18 dismissed.

19 So in my opinion there was not a

20 substantial issue of law or process that was

21 applicable according to the state Board.

22 The next issue, one city and perhaps a

23 few more will consider what a strict applicability to

24 other cities of the requirements of this permit.

25 This is a format. We have a general format for
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! future stormwater permits.

2 The cities were concerned about the

3 fact that they had no opportunity for discussion or

4 negotiation. What we’re offering today is we’re

5 offering a change in the finding that caused concern.

6 And the finding basically says -- it’s in the change

7 sheet -- and it says the Regional Board will ensure

8 that Stormwater Management Programs within the County

9 of Los Angeles that bring to the City of Long Beach

i0 complement requirements of the offer.

ii So any future permits that are issued

12 we will not issue permits that contradict or make the

13 City of Long Beach violate this order, as opposed to

14 imposing the same requirements on them.

15 That, to me, is a substantial change

16 from the City’s point of view.

17 The next issue, this is an issue that

18 came up very close to the final days of negotiation.

19 And it has to do with the requirement of development

20 planning, new development. And the environment

21 community generally wanted a requirement in there

22 that at least some measure for new development.

23 And they proposed infiltration and/or

24 treatment of runoff from new development projects.

25 These are three of the options at the time. One is
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1 i00 percent treatment of stormwater runoff from the

2 property, from the new development. The second

3 standard is the one that’s being proposed by the

4 county, which hasn’t come to that. It’s in the draft

5 document. It talks about treatment of the first

6 six-tenths of an inch of storm runoff. And treatment

7 means infiltration, buffers in any form. They’re not

8 basically specifying the following treatment. All

9 they’re saying is the first six-tenths of an inch

I0 undergo some type of infiltration or treatment.

ii The County of Los Angeles, under a

12 settlement agreement with the Natural Resources

13 Defense Council for the unincorporated area of Los

14 Angeles County, have agreed to the treatment of the

15 first three-quarters of an inch of storm runoff.

16 The Staff issue on this point is simply

17 that we haven’t had time to look at these numbers.

18 Obviously monitoring them is good. From the

19 technical documents that I’ve seen, anywhere between

20 .04 of an inch to an inch treats first flush, which

21 is the lower pollution that comes off, perhaps 80, 85

22 percent. But we haven’t had the opportunity to

23 analyze the effectiveness or the cost effectiveness

24 associated with these different numbers.

25 And I believe that we will have that
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1 opportunity when the standard mitigation plans come

2 to the executive office of our approval. And I will

3 request that we consider it at that point other than

4 hold up the permit now.

5 The next issue, this is an issue that

6 was brought to us by the Western States Petroleum

7 Association. There is a requirement that on new gas

8 stations and new service stations that the discharge

9 from hazardous maintenance storage areas, repair

i0 maintenance areas be prohibited. The dischargers now

ii may be prohibited. The tentative also includes

12 fueling areas.

13 And it was brought to our attention

14 that that’s probably irrespective. What you have

15 generally VOCs, prohibition may not be necessary. It

16 was also brought to our attention that through a

17 consensus process, the state stormwater task force,

18 which is a coalition of municipalities, had come to

19 some agreements on BMPs for these kinds of

20 activities.

21 And so we have recognized that and our

22 recommendation is the fact that we take fueling areas

23 out of the prohibition and allow BMPs to be applied

24 in accordance with this stormwater task force.

25 The next issue, main issue has to do
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1 with the monitoring program. As I mentioned, this is

2 the first time a city is monitoring for stormwater

3 under a permit. One of the comments submitted

4 expressed concerns that some of the major shared

5 watersheds, like the Los Angeles River or San Gabrie!

6 River, there is going to be no monitoring until the

7 year 03; when the city has expressed an interest in

8 being part of the group effort.

9 Similarly, the comment was also

i0 mentioned that there is no protocol to identify

Ii sources and perform evaluations of BMPs, whether

12 they’re working or not.

13 Something that has come to our

14 attention recently, there is an influx in Southern

15 California from all the municipal county programs to

16 enter into an agreement to ensure consistency as well

17 as regional issues like protocol for testing;

18 protocol for salmonella contaminants and such.

19 And the City of Long Beach has

20 expressed an interest to be part of that. That

21 effort is being put together by a Southern California

22 Coastal Water Resource Project, Regional Board’s

23 executive officer is commissioner on that

24 organization, which is sort of an independent

25 research organization of regulators as well as the
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1 Sanitation Districts.

2 And it’s my opinion that any resources

3 that the city permits will be well commended to do it

4 on a Regiona! basis as opposed to the City of Long

5 Beach.

6 Next we will go to recommendation. We

7 have a change sheet before you. And they’re

8 separated into substantive changes, substantive to

9 the commenters and non-substantive changes. I’l!

i0 just briefly go over the substantive changes. I’ve

ii addressed some of them already and I’ve touch on a

12 couple of non-substantive changes that came to my

13 attention today.

14 The first substantive change we

15 discussed that there is a finding that we say that

16 the Board will ensure that the programs in areas

17 within the County of Los Angeles will complement the

18 requirements of this order.

19 The next change, it was also brought to

20 our attention that there is no default date in the

21 permit. In some cases, we’ve provided that something

22 be done by a certain date. So the changes that

23 are -- we go to an implement date -- a default date

24 of six months from the permit option. And we’ve

25 discussed that with the city and they’ve agreed to
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1 that.

2 The next substantive change is the one

3 to do with the fueling areas at gas stations, and

4 I’ve discussed that.

5 i’II also briefly mention the next one

6 on public information parking spaces, the tentative

7 requirements of minimum of i00,000 per year of the

8 general public. We’ve changed that to 1.5 million.

9 We’ve talked to the city and they’ve agreed, took

i0 that higher number.

ii On the non-substantive changes in the

12 permit, monitoring at one of the channels, Los

13 Cerritos Channels, not the only one. The requirement

14 in the permit was beginning in the year 03. We are

15 now moving that ahead to year 02. And this is

16 something that the city has said that it’s agreeable

17 to.

18 In addition, one more non-substantive

19 change. I have a definition for ecological sensitive

20 areas. And that’s probably the last page under

21 definitions, it’s the last definition.

22 And I had recommended an addition based

23 on comments received that we add any eco!ogical area

24 designated. My understanding, perhaps that’s opening

25 a can of worms, just too broad. And we would rather
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i leave it as is in the tentative.

2 If at some future point there is an

3 appropriate agency that’s identified with the

4 ecological areas, we can just define it through the

5 executive officer’s authority to include that entity.

6 So with that, my recommendation is that

7 the Board adopt the permit with the changes that are

8 proposed in the change sheet as well as what I’ve

9 voiced before you today.

i0 Thank you.

ii Any questions?

12 MR. KESTON: Mr. Chairman, yes, I have

13 two questions if I could.

14 Some of your comments today talked

15 about standard urban stormwater mitigation plans for

16 the L.A. County permit. And I think you mentioned

17 that the county -- whatever you ever call them --

18 something, SUSMPs are not yet approved and will be

19 heard before this Board in a short period of time, so

20 you want to defer whether it’s four-tenths,

21 six-tenths, seven-tenths, or whatever, until they’re

22 heard.

23 Could you just tell us when that will

24 be heard? Do you have any feeling for that?

25 MR. DICKERSON: Mr. Chairman, Xavier
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i and I really haven’t talked specifically about

2 scheduling that, but it’s my understanding it will be

3 coming to our office very shortly. And given the

4 timing of having it before the Board, we want to have

5 it, of course, before the Board here in Los Angeles

6 County, not in Camarillo.

7 Earlier this morning and just thinking

8 about the issue, the thought crossed my mind as to

9 whether or not we should even have a special meeting.

i0 Because I suspect that that particular item may have

ii quite a bit of interest associated with it. And we

12 may even need a good portion of the day on that one

13 item.

14 So I think that’s a possibility. So I

15 would like to discuss that with the Board.

16 MR. KESTON: So you’re talking about 60

17 or 90 days or something in that time period?

18 MR. DICKERSON: Oh, I would expect

19 either late August or early September.

20 MR. KESTON: So that’s 60 days or so?

21 MR. DICKERSON: Right.

22 MR. KESTON: Okay. That was my first

23 question.

24 My second question, as you read the

25 change originally proposed, on the last page of the
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i change sheet pertaining to environmentally sensitive

2 areas, you define them as a special biologica!

3 significance by the state Board Resources Control

4 Board, and certainly that’s an agency that we believe

5 sets special biological areas by the California

6 Research Agency, and certainly we don’t have a

7 problem and the County of Los Angeles. And since

8 we’re dealing in the County of L.A., that’s

9 appropriate too.

i0 And I think your comment was these

ii words, "or any other ecological area designated by

12 any other government body,’, you would like deleted?

13 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Yes. The tentative

14 has it without.

15 MR. KESTON: Without it? Okay.

16 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Yes.

17 MR. KESTON: Because obviously "any

18 other government body," could include a school board,

19 a mosquito abatement board, groups that have no

20 jurisdiction and no interest and no responsibility to

21 that.

22 MR. SWAMIKANNU: There is a possibility

23 that that can be interpreted that way.

24 MR. DICKERSON: And we may have some

25 comments on those items as to the justification,
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I which may offer some clarification. Right now the

2 language as included in the change sheet just seems

3 to be a bit broad, but we’re open to hearing more

4 clarification on that.

5 MR. KESTON: Personally, I think it

6 should identify those agents that have responsibility

7 and are identified; and that if anyone comes up in

8 the future, you can add them, but certainly not to

9 make it so broad that anything becomes an agency. I

i0 think the way it was in the original permit sounds

Ii fine to me.

12 MR. COE: I have a comment or two.

13 I think it’s apparent that a lot of

14 work has gone into this. It’s also apparent that

15 it’s been sort of a rushed effort. The Regional

16 Board members received a four-page change sheet this

17 morning when we arrived here. And I would like to

18 ask Jorge Leon a legal question.

19 As I understand it, the rush is tied in

20 with the litigation and a deadline apparently set by

21 the judge. What is the situation? And could it be

22 changed by some kind of extension by the judge to

23 avoid this appearance being perceived for true here

24 that we really would like a month or two more, and

25 then have it come back in either August or a special
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i meeting to finalize it.

2 Could you tell me about that?

3 MR. LEON: Sure. As you know we have

4 been basically in litigation with the City of Long

5 Beach since the issuance of the permit; they appealed

6 to the state Board; the state Board dismissed; and

7 the City of Long Beach appealed to the court. And

8 there have been various legal maneuvering and

9 wranglings over discovery. And just usual kinds of

i0 litigation activities ongoing between the filing of

Ii the litigation and now.

12 There was at least one request that was

13 granted by the judge to move the previously set

14 hearing date in the litigation. And the current

15 litigation start date is, I believe, it’s July 12.

16 Is it July 12 or the 16th? The judge in his order

17 granting the extension basically said very firmly,

18 very sternly, there will be no further extensions.

19 And we’ve taken that statement very seriously.

20 And so we worked with the judge’s

21 admonition that no further extensions would be

22 granted, to move this permit along. And as Xavier, I

23 think, indicated; sure, it would have been great to

24 get additional time, but it does appear to me that

25 adequate notice was provided to the public.
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1 Certainly minimum legal notice was provided to the

2 public and all documents have been available to the

3 public.

4 We’ve been moved too far a fetched,

5 just an attempt to explain why we’re here today and

6 not two months in the future.

7 MR. COE: If all parties of the

8 litigation come before the judge and both agree to

9 it, there is no advisary --

i0 MR. LEON: Normally that’s what our

ii belief would have been as well, but we were basically

12 in conference with the city’s attorneys -- and you

13 can ask them as well when the City of Long Beach

14 comes up -- but we pretty much agreed that we would

15 not be able to get the concurrence of the judge even

16 if we requested it together.

17 Normally we would have expected that,

18 yes, but we didn’t believe we would get it in this

19 case.

20 MR. COE: Even though the plaintiff

21 withdrew?

22 MR. LEON: Well, a withdrawal is

23 completely different. The petitioner was not in the

24 position to withdraw the litigation. They were only

25 in the position to request an extension.
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1 MR. COE: Okay. Thank you.

2 MR. LEON: Thank you.

3 MR. COE: I would like to ask Xavier,

4 looking over these changes quickly, it doesn’t seem

5 to me -- and I may be incorrect -- you haven’t taken

6 care of the comments -- the two main comments by Heal

7 the Bay on the development planning and the

8 monitoring of permits.

9 Is that true or do you think you’ve

i0 taken care of it?

ii MR. SWAMIKANNU: I’ve taken care of the

12 monitoring issue that Heal the Bay has raised. And

13 probably there are better alternatives in terms of

14 keeping in line the efforts of conducting monitoring

15 sooner than later. They agree that monitoring for

16 monitoring sake is useless.

17 And my opinion is there is a regional

18 effort which has just begun and they probably weren’t

19 aware of it. And Long Beach has agreed to

20 participate in that effort. That will be a better

21 use of their resources.

22 MR. COE: And the monitoring changes in

23 the change sheet --

24 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Oh, the monitoring

25 changes is something that was brought to my attention
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1 here this morning. And so my recommendation is that

2 we move up the monitoring of the Los Angeles channel

3 to year 02.

4 MR. COE: Okay. That’s change sheet

5 No. 2?

6 MS. DIAMOND: Did you say the year 02?

7 MR. DICKERSON: That was actually

8 approached by Heal the Bay and the city this morning.

9 MR. COE: I’m going to ask Heal the Bay

I0 if the changes take care of their problems.

Ii MR. SWAMIKANNU: And I’ll be happy to

12 respond to them.

13 MR. COE: How about the development

14 program?

15 MR. DICKERSON: If I could just comment

16 with regard to the fact that this is an issue that is

17 going to be coming to us shortly, it’s the time frame

18 that we talked about earlier. We did not resolve

19 Heal the Bay’s concern with regard to this permit.

20 However, this permit contains language that in

21 essence says that once that language is adopted for

22 everyone else, the City of Long Beach will conform to

23 those provisions.

24 And so I do expect that when those come

25 to us and before the Board, it will be a very
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! interesting discussion.

2 MR. COE: Dennis, do you feel that this

3 new information that’s coming in on those two things,

4 and others, that the permit permits by reference to

5 submit to the executive officer who will approve this

6 or something like that, that those things can be

7 accommodated and the permit can be more satisfactory

8 to more people?

9 MR. DICKERSON: I’m not quite sure I’m

i0 following you.

ii MR. COE: The new information that’s

12 coming in --

13 MR. DICKERSON: Right.

14 MR. COE: -- you just said that you’re

!5 waiting on this development plan.

16 Does the permit very easily accommodate

17 without coming back before this Board and having

18 hearing changes in the permit that --

19 MR. DICKERSON: Oh, that, bringing that

20 matter to the Board is actually something that’s not

21 going to be specific to Long Beach. It’s more

22 reflective with the county permit. So we’re not

23 going to be reopening the Long Beach permit. And

24 we’re not going to be reopening the county permit.

25 The permit right now -- as Xavier
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1 pointed out -- the county permit, allows the

2 executive officer to approve those what we call

3 SUSMPs, Standard Urban Stormwater Management Plans.

4 And at a meeting -- several meetings ago we made a

5 commitment to actually bring that to the Board in

6 response to some of the questions that were raised.

7 And so that is the genosis of that particular

8 commitment.

9 MR. COE: What is approved in the

i0 county permit will also apply in the Long Beach

ii permit?

12 MR. DICKERSON: Yes.

13 MR. COE: Thank you.

14 MR. NA!~AI: Any questions?

15 I had a couple.

!6 First, with respect to this issue of

17 new development -- I hate to revisit it again, but

18 you kind of just lost me.

19 I understood that with respect to that

20 issue what is going to happen is that hopefully today

21 we would set a deadline for that to come back to us,

22 be it September or whatever is a reasonable time, we

23 would actually try to decide on that today. And that

24 when that happened, it in effect if not reopening

25 this, we would be supplementing it.
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1 Because it seems to me on the one hand

2 you’re saying that Long Beach is not going to be

3 completely taken out of the county permit regime.

4 And yet the new development matters that you were

5 talking about, you were saying would pertain to the

6 countywide permit from which Long Beach is being

7 expressly excluded under this permit. And so it is a

8 legal comment that Jorge can sort out for us.

9 In other words, I think what I’m saying

i0 the issue of new development and the regulation of

ii stormwater runoff is a critical issue. A~_d we need

12 to make a decision today. That’s not going to be

13 before us today. And if we’re going to adopt this

14 permit without those critical aspects, then we need

15 to know exactly when they will brought before us.

16 And we need to know that they will be brought before

17 us in a legal form that will in effect supplement

18 this, so then there won’t be any question as to the

19 effectiveness of those provisions once they find out.

20 MR. LEON: Mr. Dickerson, I think,

21 wants to make a couple comments after finding a point

22 in the permit. But I agree with you that the concern

23 is valid. And I see it as a process that will

24 supplement the petition -- I’m sorry -- permit

25 because otherwise you would have a gap.
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1 MR. COE: That was rea{ly one of my

2 questions.

3 MR. DICKERSON: On page 16 of 33,

4 paragraph 6 (a), the language is that SUSMPs will

5 incorporate the following requirements:

6 Provision associated with SUSMPs adopted by the

7 Regional Board.

8 And so that is the reference by which

9 when future action adopting actual provisions of

i0 SUSMPs, Long Beach is obligated to conform to that.

ii MR. LEON: Did you want to make perhaps

12 a statement -- make a modification that makes that

13 absolutely clear? And from your question I also hear

14 a request for a statement with respect to timing

15 about when that will be brought back.

16 MR. NA/~AI: Yes.

17 MR. LEON: Dennis, do you know when

18 that will be brought back?

19 MR. DICKERSON: Would September 15 at

20 the latest be acceptable?

21 MR. COE: What date is that?

22 MR. DICKERSON: September 15th. So we

23 would bring that to you at some point before that.

24 MR. NAHAI: Okay. That will be

25 hopefully when we get to it and a motion is made,
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1 this will be one of the issues that will be -- you

2 know, I anticipate as we go through this process that

3 there are going to be many other modifications. And

4 someone should be noting them so when we get to our

5 motion --

6 MR. DICKERSON: I’ll so designate

7 myself.

8 MR. NAHAI: I have a couple of other

9 questions.

i0 First, I would like to compliment you,

ii and the Regional Board staff and Heal the Bay and

12 Friends of the Los Angeles River and everyone else

13 that spent so much time; of course, the City of Long

14 Beach in bringing this to this place. I know it was

15 a difficult process and a time-consuming one.

16 MR. SWAMIKAITNU: Happy to have a happy

17 ending.

18 MR. NAHAI: Well, having said that --

19 who talked about a happy ending?

20 Whenever I’m in court and the judge

21 says nice things to me, that’s when I begin to get

22 happy. But here are the couple of questions that I

23 have.

24 First, with respect to the timing

25 issue. I appreciate the fact that a time limit has
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1 been put in here because there just wasn’t one

2 before. On the other hand, the timing that’s been

3 put in now is a general one, six months for

4 implementation where no other time has been

5 specified.

6 But as we go through the permit, there

7 are provisions and requirements which don’t lend

8 themselves to a six-month time frame. And I wanted

9 to ask you about a couple of things if you have this

I0 in front of you, because I see that they’re not

Ii specifically, you know, addressed.

12 For instance, in Part l(c) on page 6 of

13 33, "The permit shall be part of part 1 and 2 in the

14 permit in timely implementation of controlling

15 measures, et cetera," is that supposed to fall under

16 a six-month deadline? And what does is contemplate

17 in there?

18 MR. SWAMIKANNU: The six-month deadline

19 is for implementation of the Stormwater Management

20 Program, which is their program to achieve. But it

21 doesn’t give them a six-month waiver on compliance.

22 MR. NAHAI: But this is my question,

23 Xavier, because if you take a look at the change

24 language, it says "Implementation of the requirements

25 of the permit and the LBS WMD," so that’s where my
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1 confusion arose from.

2 For instance, we’ve got things here

3 like -- I don’t know -- in page ii (b) (i), "The

4 permittee shall participate with the County of Los

5 Angeles, the City of Los Angeles, et cetera.’,

6 Do they have six months to do that or

7 is that something that should become effective

8 immediately?

9 MR. SWAMIKANNU: That should be

i0 effective immediately. Because they’re part of the

ii countywide program, they will continue to

12 participate. And that’s laid out in the Long Beach

13 Stormwater Management Program. I realize that that

14 confusion can arise based on the change that I

15 recommended.

16 MR. NAHAI: Okay. Well, we need --

17 just another example -- and all I can do here is give

18 examples -- and then we can go through it paragraph

19 by paragraph. But on page 18 paragraph 4, "The

20 permittee shall not issue a grading permit for

21 developments that would disturb areas of five acres

22 or greater," that’s not a six-month time frame. That

23 should become effective immediately.

24 So what do we need to do? If we take

25 your six-month deadline and we make that applicable
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1 only to the stormwater plan, then that leaves all of

2 these other provisions without a deadline.

3 I mean, I’m happy to be a pain and go

4 through each paragraph that I’ve marked here if

5 that’s the thing to do.

6 MR. DICKERSON: Perhaps what would be

7 best is -- and it’s clear that we’re going to

8 probably have to break for lunch, then reconvene in

9 order to c!ose out al! the public comment -- over

I0 lunch, Xavier, I’m sure, can go through that and

i! identify any items that need to be clarified in that

12 manner.

13 Will that be okay?

14 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Yeah.

15 MR. KESTON: Is it possible if we don’t

16 break for lunch, we can get through this and be done

17 by 1 o’clock?

18 MR. DICKERSON: I doubt that very much.

19 MR. KESTON: We don’t have to make this

20 until 5 o’clock today; right? I mean, it’s not a

21 requirement that we do that? I would surely like to

22 see if we could really move this along and make

23 things happen here earlier.

24 MR. NAHAI: I would like to do it as

25 quickly as possible, but if you think that we’ve
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1 agreed to give I0 minutes to the discharger on this

2 and five minutes to each of the commenters and we’ve

3 got eleven cards here and not even allowing for

4 questions --

5 MR. KESTON: I mean everybody takes

6 five minutes? I mean usually we have two minutes of

7 speaking.

8 MR. NAHAI: But Mr. Dickerson suggested

9 and requested that given the fact that this permit,

!0 you know, may well be the model permit for other

ii cities, it deserves -- it really deserves all of the

12 areas of scrutiny that we can give it. And we have a

13 responsibility to do that.

14 MR. DICKERSON: We can certainly have a

15 shorter lunch, if that would help.

16 MR. NA/~AI: Well, shall we take lunch

17 now and then come back and hear from the discharger?

18 MR. DICKERSON: That makes sense.

19 MR. NAHAI: Okay. So we break for

20 lunch until 12:30, say? Let s do that then.

21 (Lunch recess.

22 MR. NAHAI: Let’s come to order then.

23 A~d we’re continuing Item No. II.

24 And we’ve heard from Staff and now

25 we’re going to hear from the representative of the
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1 discharger. And we’ve agreed that we will provide i0

2 minutes to the City of Long Beach and thereafter five

3 minutes to each person.

4 MR. HOLLAND: Thank you, Mr. Chair,

5 Members of the Board. I’m Raymond T. Holland. You

6 can call me Ray. I’m the director of Public Works.

7 I’ve been with the city for over IZ years in that

8 capacity. And I’m honored to be here to talk to you

9 today. And I’m here on behalf of the city council.

i0 And I would like to thank the Water Quality Control

II Board for working so diligently with us over the past

12 severa! months in creating the proposed permit

13 presented for adoption today.

14 I especially would like to thank Dennis

15 Dickerson, Xavier Swamikannu and staff, for their

16 dedication and technical expertise in working with

17 the environmental groups, other public agencies and

18 our city staff to produce a document that not only

19 meets, but exceeds the intent, technical aspects and

20 legal requirements of the Clean Water Act.

21 I would like to say -- and it’s not in

22 my written notes here -- that I want to say about

23 Dennis and Xavier that in my over 30 years of

24 experience in public administration, I’ve never

25 worked with more consummate professionals than the
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1 two of them. That’s from the depths of my heart.

2 They’re honorable men of integrity, good will, and

3 it’s been a privilege to work with them. And I count

4 it as a blessing to consider them as friends and I

5 want to continue that friendship.

6 I would also like to thank the

7 environmenta! groups and the scientific research

8 community for their participation during this

9 process.

i0 And on our presentation over here you

!I see the names and so forth, you might want to follow

12 the presentation to my right, your left.

13 Thanks are also extended to the public

14 agencies, such as EPA Region IX and the Los Angeles

15 County Department of Public Works for their

16 assistance in the deve!opment.

17 The content and quality of this

18 proposed permit has been greatly enhanced by the

19 concerned parties, and I would like to say "linking

20 our arms." We’ve linked our arms, the environmental

21 community on one side, your staff on the other side

22 and us in between. We’ve been working together over

23 the past several months to create a document which is

24 designed to protect and preserve our valuable water

25 resources.
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1 It is important to adopt this proposed

2 permit not only for the City of Long Beach, but for

3 the region.

4 The City of Long Beach is committed to

5 protecting and preserving the quality of its waters

6 and beaches. As you may know, Long Beach recently

7 received an A plus rating in the Heal the Bay’s

8 "Beach Report Card." Clean, uncontaminated waters

9 and beaches are vital to the quality of life for our

I0 residents. Safe waters and clean beaches provide

ii many recreational opportunities and are important

12 parts of Long Beach’s appeal to tourists and to our

13 economic prosperity. Adoption of this proposed

14 permit provides for protection and preservation of

15 our valuable water resources.

16 Long Beach has worked cooperatively

17 with al! concerned parties to develop a permit that

18 serves to protect and preserve our waterbodies and

19 beaches. When adopted, it can provide framework for

20 other cities in the region to follow, not only for

21 their particular city, but also for a cooperative

22 cost-efficient watershed approach.

23 Adoption of this proposed permit in

24 1999 instead of 2001 allows a two-year "jump start"

25 towards achieving water quality standards. It
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1 includes items such as implementation of TMDL’s,

2 monitoring for quality water in the City of Long

3 Beach and incorporation of specific elements in

4 planning, development and construction, just to name

5 a few. All of these items are designed to reduce

6 pollutant runoff and improve water quality.

7 Adoption of this proposed permit allows

8 us to fully implement a comprehensive program to

9 expand upon and integrate all components of the

I0 permit concurrently with the approved Long Beach

Ii Stormwater Management Program, into our

12 environmentally based programs in a cost-efficient

13 manner.

14 Let’s take a look at some of our

15 programs.

16 The Long Beach SWMP approved May the

17 27, consists of the following elements:

18 Program management, which outlines the

19 areas of responsibility for each department within

20 the city structure for implementation.

21 Geographic characteristics describes

22 the storm drain system, channels, and waterways.

23 Development planning and construction

24 provides for stormwater quality guidance for

25 developers.
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1 Illicit connections and illicit

2 discharges is designed to eliminate illegal

3 connections and discharges into the storm drain

4 system.

5 Education and public information

6 programs for heightened awareness of stormwater

7 runoff and its potential effects on our waterways.

8 And annual reporting for benchmarking,

9 trend analysis and setting future stormwater quality

i0 goals.

ii This plan is the foundation of our

12 Stormwater Management Programs and provides a method

13 of implementation and integration of the clean water

14 elements with existing programs for maximum

15 efficiency and cost effectiveness.

16 Let’s look at how our Long Beach SWMP

17 integrates with current environmental programs

18 associated with the stormwater management.

19 The city has many proactive stormwater

20 quality related programs that can be expanded and

21 used to integrate the elements of the Long Beach SWMP

22 concurrently with the implementation of the proposed

23 permit.

24 Some examples of these programs are

25 street sweeping; automated trash collection;
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1 Southeast Resource Recovery Facility, that’s our

2 waste energy facility; pump station cleaning, 45

3 percent of the city’s stormwater runoff drains to

4 pump stations allowing us a unique opportunity to

5 remove debris prior to outfall into our waterways.

6 We have programs for catch basin

7 cleaning; catch basin stenciling; litter receptacles

8 on streets, in parks and on beaches; and a beach

9 raking program, takes the debris and rakes it up

I0 before it gets into the water.

Ii Beach clean up after storms. And I

12 would like you to !ook at that picture. I hope you

13 can see it. That’s the kind of stuff that comes down

14 the rivers onto our front door. And I’ve shown many

15 of these kinds of pictures to Dennis and that’s why

16 we’re concerned about clean water. We want this

17 region to do something about what comes down and gets

18 on our beaches.

19 We have recycling programs. Extensive.

20 I think we’re a leader in that field. Oil collection

21 program. Again, we’re a leader in that area. This

22 is a curbside collection of oil for our residents so

23 that they don’t get dumped into the storm drains.

24 We have special refuse collection

25 programs. Again, we’re trying to get the citizens to
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1 not put their trash out in the street or someplace

2 where it will blow into the street. We provide that.

3 We have litter abatement and property maintenance

4 ordinances, and we enforce those. We have household

5 hazardous waste collection programs. I think you

6 know about those.

7 We have what we call our "Traveling

8 Recycling Education Center." This is a very

9 elaboraZe trailer with up-to-date kinds of devices

I0 that we take out to the schools and we educate them

Ii on environmental programs, including stormwater

12 education.

13 We have what is called "Protect Our

14 Watery World" programs for children. This program is

15 a hands-on interactive children’s education class on

16 the negative effects of trash and pollutants on

17 marine life and our oceans.

18 We have the City of Long Beach Nature

19 Center, which conducts various and

20 environmentally-based classes, including education on

21 the protection of our waters and appreciation of

22 aquatic life. We have composting and vermiposting

23 programs; water conservation programs; reclaimed

24 water programs.

25 If you look at the green shaded area,
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1 our areas where we irrigate with reclaimed water. We

2 have Adopt a Beach program; we have Beach Clean Up

3 Days. And we participate in countywide events of all

4 sorts that are environmentally oriented, particularly

5 water quality oriented.

6 Ash can/litter can ordinance. Long

7 Beach has established an ordinance which requires the

8 placement of ash cans and litter cans in appropriate

9 places, such as you see here in front of restaurants,

i0 fast food establishments and markets to prevent

II litter and cigarette butts from ending up in our

12 streets and on our beaches.

13 I hope you all have visited our

14 Aquarium of the Pacific, there is a picture of it

15 there. We have many cooperative programs with the

16 aquarium folks to educate children and adults about

17 water pollution prevention and protection of marine

18 habitats.

19 And this I think is interesting, we

20 have an Environmental Crimes Investigation Unit. The

21 city has a unique Police Department/Fire Department

22 Environmental Crimes Unit, which officers have police

23 authority and hazardous waste materials training

24 combined. This unit works with various agencies to

25 investigate and prosecute environmental crimes,
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1 including stormwater pollution.

2 These are but a few of our

3 environmental programs. Together all programs will

4 serve to protect and preserve our waterways and

5 beaches in a cost-effective manner.

6 Now let’s look at some innovative items

7 in the tentative order.

8 The tentative order provides for TMDLs.

9 These are new permit items that provide for TMDL’s

I0 for trash and other pollutants when adopted by the

ii Regional Board.

12 Monitoring of the City of Long Beach

13 waterbodies. There has been quite a bit said about

14 that already. I won’t go into that unless you want

15 me to later.

16 We’re working to cooperate with other

17 agencies for regional waterbody testing monitoring.

18 And we have 25 percent Xeriscape requirements.

19 Pervious area requirements. New developments must

20 have areas designed to reduce or absorb stormwater

21 runoff. Proposed projects cannot exceed

22 pre-development runoff in those areas where the

23 potential for increased stormwater discharge rates

24 can result in an increase in downstream erosion.

25 Proposed parking lot study. By July
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1 15th, 2000, survey private parking lots with ten or

2 more spaces, exposed to stormwater runoff to

3 determine the amount of pollutants generated by these

4 sources and the measures taken to remove litter by

5 the parking lot operators.

6 Increased parking lot sweeping to a

7 minimum of one time per month for public agencies,

8 for uncovered parking lots with spaces greater than

9 25.

i0 Uncovered parking lot washing program

Ii to be developed by October i, 2000, and implement an

12 uncovered parking lot washing program for public

13 agencies.

14 Increased litter can placement.

15 We’re running out of time. I’ll just

16 keep on going.

17 Provisions for covered trash areas;

18 increased street sweeping; pesticide application on

19 an "as needed" basis, rather than routinely.

20 Provisions for GIS, Geographic Information System,

21 database recordkeeping. Increased education for

22 commercial businesses; developers; the general public

23 where we’ve committed to make 1.5 million impressions

24 per year; school children; city employees.

25 We’re trying to reach out to everyone
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1 we can. These are items that are over and above the

2 current 1996 municipal NPDES permit and will allow a

3 two-year jump start towards improving water quality,

4 especially in the area of water quality monitoring

5 with Long Beach and regionally.

6 At this time, I would like to address

7 Regional Stormwater Monitoring Program agreements as

8 we previously mentioned.

9 The trend is to have more regional

I0 monitoring. Currently, counties and cities are

ii meeting to development cooperative agreements. The

12 Los Angeles Watershed cities have been developing a

13 draft agreement since March of 1999.

14 Also, seven counties have recently

15 conducted two meetings, with Southern California

16 Coastal Water Research Project as the lead, to

17 develop agreements for cooperative monitoring,

18 similar to the Santa Monica Bay project between the

19 city, the county and the scientific research

20 community.

21 The purpose of these agreements are to

22 set the parameters for consistent, meaningful data

23 collection and for shared funding for these regional

24 monitoring projects. The current participants of

25 this project are SCCRWP -- which we’ve already talked
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1 about -- Orange County, Riverside County, San

2 Bernardino County, San Diego County, L.A. Counzy, San

3 Barbara County, Ventura County, UC Davis, Cal State

4 San Diego, Camp Pendelton, EPA, the Regional Board

5 and even Caltrans.

6 This activity serves to validate that

7 agreements between public agencies are currently

8 being proposed to improve water quality, and could be

9 modeled for the City of Long Beach in our proposed

i0 cooperative regional monitoring agreements in permit

ii year three.

12 The City of Long Beach has received the

13 support of many public agencies on our request for

14 our proposed permit.

15 The following are a few examples: The

16 Executive Advisory Committee; the City of Azusa; City

17 of Claremont; City of Covina; Diamond Bar; San Dimas;

18 Irwindale; and we received Lakewood today; South Bay

19 Council of Governments, which is 16 cities; and

20 others.

21 And we would like these to be put in

22 the public record as support from the above-mentioned

23 cities. Many cities support our request for adoption

24 of our proposed permit, as it provides flexibility in

25 implementation of programs and sets the stage for
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1 other cities to apply for their own permits.

2 In summary, the City of Long Beach is

3 very proud of the proposed permit and request its

4 adoption today. Not only will it allow the City of

5 Long Beach to better protect, preserve and improve

6 water quality, but also it can serve as a model for

7 other cities to do the same.

8 We sincerely believe that the adoption

9 of this permit will protect our waterways and provide

i0 a means for regional cooperation in the

ii implementation of the requirements of the Clean Water

12 Act, which can improve water quality for the entire

13 region.

14 Thank you.

15 I would be happy to answer questions or

16 at least attempt to.

17 MR. NAHAI: Do we have questions of

18 Mr. Holland?

19 I would just like to say on behalf of

20 the Board that I understand that you and your staff

21 contributed significantly to the atmosphere and

22 cooperation in order for these negotiations to be

23 brought to us this day. And it is sincerely

24 appreciated by us.

25 And it goes to show that when people
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! from state agencies and local agencies and the

2 environmenta! groups cooperate together that a great

3 deal can be achieved.

4 I had one question to ask you, though.

5 And it goes to page 15 of the permit.

6 And it reads -- it’s Section 2 and it

7 says: "The permittee shall inspect" then (a) says,

8 "those portions of the storm drain system consisting

9 of storm drain pipes 35 inches in diameter or greater

I0 for illicit connection within five years."

Ii That seems an awful !ong time. Why is

12 it five years is necessary for those inspections?

13 MR. DICKERSON: Which paragraph number,

14 please?

15 MR. NAHAI: I’m a page 15.

16 MR. DICKERSON: 2 (a)?

17 MR. NA/-IAI: 2 (a) .

18 MR. HOLLAND: The water department --

19 which we had one of our water Board members here this

20 morning. He had to leave and go to another meeting.

21 He was hoping to be here and hear the deliberations.

22 This water department is headed by the

23 water Board, appointed by the mayor and council, is

24 responsible for maintaining our storm drains. And

25 they have a comprehensive program. And to go through
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1 and to do this, they had asked us to give them a

2 five-year period because we have a tremendous number

3 of these.

4 And I was just told that they are

5 asking that the program would be moved up more than

6 five years. But it was based upon the resources

7 available to go through and do video checking of all

8 the lines and to do that visual inspection analysis

9 and then the determination of what needs to be done.

I0 So it was based upon the resources that they had that

Ii they committed to it to a comprehensive program.

12 MR. NAHAI: What would the inspection

13 program commence?

14 MR. HOLLAND: It’s underway right now.

15 They’ve been doing it as we were developing this.

16 MR. NAHAI: So it’s ongoing?

17 MR. HOLLAND: Yes. And they’re hoping

18 to beat five years. But five years is what they laid

19 out in their work plan is what they felt that they

20 could do it with the resources that they had

21 available and they’re trying to implement it sooner

22 than that, they’ve already started it.

23 MR. NAHAI: Thank you very much.

24 MR. HOLLAND: Thank you very much.

25 MR. NAHAI: Going now to the cards.
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1 The first one I have here is for Mr. Moore.

2 MR. MOORE: Good afternoon. Gary Moore

3 with the City of Los Angeles. I wasn’t laughing at

4 the opportunity to comment. After hearing two hours

5 of wonderful cooperation, it’s hard to be the first

6 person that has a concern. So that’s why I was

7 chuckling as I walked up here.

8 MR. NAHAI: That’s what the public

9 hearing is for.

I0 MR. MOORE: Right. Thank you for that

ii opportunity.

12 We have some concerns regarding

13 provisions of the Long Beach permit, which indicates

14 that the requirements in the separate permit would be

15 applicable to all cities. We appreciate the change

16 that was made, but we don’t think it’s gone far

17 enough. We believe it should be deleted completely.

18 The City is a strong advocate for

19 improving stormwater quality with limited resources

20 and several court mandates, we must be sure that the

21 programs we implement are cost-effective and

22 complement one another to the maximum step possible.

23 With that in mind, several of the provisions of the

24 Long Beach permit would prove inappropriate to the

25 City of Los Angeles.
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1 The permit was publicly noticed as a

2 Long Beach permit and not as a standard condition for

3 all stormwater programs.

4 Furthermore, we’re concerned that the

5 requirements included in the permit are applicable to

6 business and industry, and as we are all aware of

7 this morning or this afternoon now, that only one

8 commenter from industry is here today.

9 We received in the City of Los Angeles

I0 comments and concerns from business as we’ve been

Ii moving forward in implementing our permit. We have

12 several concerns, including cost effectiveness of the

13 proposed BMPs and controls.

14 Three of the examples that I have for

15 you this morning are -- in the permit they called out

16 for street sweeping to be done twice a month. The

17 City did a study and found that street sweeping had

18 limited benefit towards reducing stormwater

19 pollution. With the number of miles in the City of

20 Los Angeles, it would be prohibited to do this in the

21 City of Los Angeles. Our current permit requires us

22 to do it once a month.

23 Secondly, there was a requirement, as

24 we’ve talked about this morning, to do an uncovered

25 parking lot washing program. This may be appropriate
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1 to the City of Long Beach, but it’s contrary to the

2 City’s ordinance that bans such activities as part of

3 our water conservation program.

4 I think also during the general public

5 comments we heard this morning, that to clean one

6 parking space, it would take 2 to 7 gallons of water.

7 If you look at this on a regional basis, you’re

8 talking about a lot of water.

9 Third example that I have for you is

I0 regarding the 25 percent use of the Xeriscape. It’s

ii inconsistent with the City of Los Angeles’s policy,

12 which is to enhance the urban forest for air quality

13 and other beneficial quality of life issues.

14 One other thing I wanted to talk about

15 was that since it was brought to our attention this

16 morning about the SUSMP -- is the acronym we call it,

17 so everyone has their own take on it -- is that we

18 want to go on record that we have very serious

19 concerns by putting in the requirements that we

20 discussed this morning. And we are working with the

21 County of Los Angeles and we’ve submitted comments to

22 them.

23 Just a little bit more here.

24 Several of the proposed requirements

25 may have multi-media impacts. And what I mean by
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1 this is that the City is very concerned about the

2 potential of solving one environmental problem by

3 creating another. We must have the opportunity to

4 review and evaluate control options for environmental

5 impact.

6 Because of the unique needs and

7 requirements of local government, it is important

8 that each city participate in the development of

9 their own individual permit.

i0 Since the City did not participate in

Ii the Long Beach negotiations, and as discussed, the

12 City has several difficulties and concerns with the

13 conditions in the permit, we respectfully request

14 that the requirement that has been modified, note 16,

15 be deleted completely.

16 And I want to thank you for the

17 opportunity to comment.

18 MR. NAHAI: Thank you, Mr. Moore.

19 The next card I have is from Ms. Eileen

20 Ansari.

21 MR. KESTON: Should we hold all

22 comments until -- or if we have a question --

23 MR. NAHAI: We can ask questions of the

24 individuals.

25 MR. KESTON: Maybe this is a question
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1 of Jorge.

2 If the City of Los Angeles has an

3 ordinance that says, "Will sleep ..... ’will sweep" --

4 excuse me.

5 MR. LEON: I’m sorry. Will do what?

6 Will do what?

7 MR. KESTON: If the City of Los Angeles

8 has an ordinance that says, "We will sweep one time

9 per month," and if they have a water conservation

I0 ordinance that says, "We can’t clean the parking

ii stalls with water because it uses up too much water,’,

12 or if they have an ordinance dealing with air quality

13 that is inconsistent with these ordinances, what do

14 we do?

15 I mean, do we prepare an overriding

16 ordinance and then the City must comply and change

17 their ordinance? Or do we go and find out as to each

18 of these instances what the City’s ordinance -- they

19 may have absolute good reason and that reason may not

20 be water quality. But it may be -- from the City’s

21 point of view, it may be an overwhelming reason which

22 might take precedents. How do you deal with that

23 from a legal point of view?

24 MR. LEON: Well, I think what we would

25 do -- I’m going to suggest that what we would do is
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1 negotiate with the City and try to work it out. But

2 clearly your question stems from the comments with

3 Mr. Moore who just said you’re tying us into a whole

4 bunch of predicaments here.

5 And rather than answer your question, I

6 would like to say that Mr. Moore’s comment, while

7 well taken, I think we have a good answer for it.

8 This permit does not bind the City to do anything,

9 the City of L.A. Rather, the finding -- first of

I0 all, it is a finding -- as Xavier pointed out during

ii his presentation, findings don’t bind anybody to do

12 anything. It’s just a factual basis for where we go

13 with the permit, No. i.

14 No. 2, the City will have its

15 opportunity to negotiate with Xavier, with Dennis and

!6 the staff to work out problems like the one that you

17 just pointed out, if it happens to exist, when we get

18 to working out the City of L.A.’s permit; whether it

19 happens to be an individual or group permit.

20 You know, I think that’s the best way

21 to answer your question that we wouldn’t be forcing

22 something on them that would create a legal issue for

23 them. We don’t want to create an issue for them or

24 for us. But the finding is merely a finding. And

25 the City of L.A. and the other cities will get their
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i day to negotiate appropriate permits for those other

2 jurisdictions.

3 MR. KESTON: I guess Mr. Moore ended

4 his comments by saying he would like something

5 deleted and I didn’t pick up exactly what it was.

6 But is that something that you’re going to address

7 from a legal point of view because you want to make

8 sure we don’t wind up in lawsuits with every city

9 across Southern California because of ordinance

I0 problems?

ii MR. LEON: Sure.

12 MR. DICKERSON: To make that particular

13 issue hopefully very concise and resolve, it’s the

14 first item on the change sheet, No. 16. And as Jorge

15 pointed out, it’s really just a factual basis. It

16 has no binding authority. It’s really just kind of

17 nice language to kind of set the stage. And I don’t

18 think it’s mandatory, not required. And unless Jorge

19 has a strong objection, I would just say take it out.

20 MR. LEON: Take out the language?

21 MR. DICKERSON: Yeah, on 16.

22 Okay. I guess I better talk to my

23 attorney.

24 MR. SWAMIKANNU: If I may just add a

25 little bit.
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1 The final objective of this is for

2 water quality. And when this issue comes up for the

3 City of L.A., if we issue one in the future, we would

4 consider that. We would make whatever adjustments

5 are necessary to achieve the water quality objective.

6 For example, if there is a conflict

7 with the water conservation ordinance, then we would

8 suspend the requirement when the water conservation

9 ordinance is in effect. So there are adjustments,

I0 but we cannot deal with that right now because we

ii don’t have the City of L.A. ’s permit with us. We

12 have the City of Long Beach’s permit with us.

13 MR. NAHAI: I think it’s important that

14 that be clear on the record. What is before us today

15 is the permit for the City of Long Beach, not the

16 permit for the county or City of L.A.

17 And the language, as I understand it,

18 before read "That the Regional Board will ensure that

19 Stormwater Management Programs for areas within the

20 county that drains into the City of Long Beach would

21 be consistent with the requirements of this order"

22 and that was changed -- or the proposa! is that that

23 be changed to state that the "Stormwater Management

24 Programs for areas within the county that drains into

25 the City of Long Beach will complement the
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1 requirements of this order."

2 Now, I understood Mr. Moore’s concerns

3 to be truthful. The first concern was that this

4 permit is going to serve as a model. It may serve as

5 a model, but that doesn’t mean that it’s going to be

6 verbatim binding on other jurisdictions.

7 And the second issue is whether the

8 statement that the Regional Board will ensure that

9 Stormwater Management Programs for the County of L.A.

i0 will complement the requirements of this order,

II whether that would obligate us somehow to impose upon

12 the City the requirements that are similar to those

13 here.

14 ! think the word "complement" appears

15 innocuous to me. But we also need to consider from

16 our point of view whether -- because we can’t be put

17 in a position as well for the City of Long Beach,

18 that we’re committing to them that we’re going to

19 impose something else on other jurisdictions. We

20 don’t know if we’re going to impose something else on

21 another jurisdiction.

22 So given that, what is the

23 recommendation? That we delete the language

24 altogether or --

25 MR. KESTON: If it’s an "objective,, as
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1 opposed to "ensure," that’s a different thing.

2 MS. LYON: I would like to make a

3 comment.

4 I’m very concerned, though, that the

5 City of Long Beach is going to be stuck with things

6 coming downstream. I mean, they’re receiving

7 everything that’s coming down from further north. I

8 would think that they would want to keep this

9 language in. I don’t know. I need to hear from

I0 them.

ii MS. MUNOZ: Yes. My name is Barbara

12 Munoz from the City of Long Beach.

13 And I would like to say that we do have

14 storm drain systems within our jurisdictions that are

15 not only City of Long Beach, but also the County of

16 L.A., Caltrans.

17 So, in essence, we would like to keep

18 this language in to make sure that their systems are

19 also maintained on stormwater quality.

20 MR. LEON: Now, that pretty much

21 squarely hits the issue that I think you said, can we

22 commit ourselves to do something in future permits.

23 I would recommend that you do.

24 But on the other hand, it does provide

25 a certain amount of -- the statement as stated in
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1 there currently with the innocuous phrase

2 "complement" versus "consistent with," I think it

3 provides the City of Long Beach a certain amount of

4 assurance that you’re going to consider what action

5 is being taken today in the future permits.

6 On the other hand, if you learn in the

7 negotiations and discussions with future cities that

8 there are some inappropriate provisions in this

9 permit, then it would not be applicable to those

I0 future permits or shouldn’t be. You don’t have to do

Ii it.

12 I think the City understands that a

13 finding isn’t a commitment that binds anybody, but it

14 is a statement of assurance. And maybe that kind of

15 statement here on the record is what all the parties

16 need to hear.

17 From the City of L.A., No I., you’re

18 not going to be bound by what is in this permit.

19 Although, it certainly does look like a model and we

20 planned it that way because we want to do the leg

21 work now to set up the base for the future permits.

22 MR. NAHAI: What if the word "ensure"

23 were to be changed to "will employ reasonable efforts

24 to ensure"? That way it’s not a legal commitment on

25 our part, but it does mean that we will use our
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1 efforts to make sure that it’s all complementary.

2 MR. HOLLAND: Mr. Chairman, may I say

3 something?

4 We’ve been working on this in a

5 goodwill basis. And I have every expectation that

6 that will continue to be the norm, not only with your

7 staff, but with all agencies. I think one picture --

8 and I could have shown you lots of pictures showing

9 what we deal with, what comes down those two rivers.

i0 We want whatever can be done, but it needs to be done

ii in a cooperative fashion.

12 I think our own personal experience,

13 the City of Long Beach, and the way we’ve approached

14 this when we sit down and we talk about the issues

15 and we work in a goodwill basis, a good faith effort.

16 I think out of that, good people will come up with

17 the right solution.

18 So the kind of language you just talked

19 about, Mr. Chair, is fine with me because I trust

20 your staff. I trust the staffs of the other cities

21 and the environmental groups that we all work in a

22 good faith effort to deal with the issue that I

23 showed you on that one slide, all the debris and

24 trash and the sediment and everything that comes down

25 those rivers. We’ve got to work together.
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1 I would hope that we would not get hung

2 up on the language today, per se, that there will be

3 an agreement among us all that that’s an objective we

4 need to be working on in a reasonable way.

5 MR. NAHA!: Thank you.

6 MR. KESTON: Mr. Chairman, I am not a

7 lawyer, but somehow the words "best efforts" is a

8 legal phrase. And I would like to -- if we go and

9 change -- if we decide to change it, I think it would

!0 be better to change it to say it’s our "objective,,

Ii that everything is consistent, as opposed to "we will

12 ensure that we use best efforts."

13 That would concern me from the point of

14 imposing something that we don’t intend to impose and

15 then somebody downstream comes and says, "But you

16 said that’s your best efforts and you haven’t gone

17 out of your way to do that."

18 MR. NAHAI: We can deal with that when

19 we come to the language of the permit.

20 Thank you for your patients.

21 MS. ANSARI: Thank you very much.

22 Mr. Chairman, Members of the Regional Board and

23 honorable guests, I’m Eileen Ansari, council member

24 from the City of Diamond Bar, delegate to the San

25 Gabrie! Valley Council of Governments, and also a
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1 director of Southern California Association of

2 Governments where I serve as the chairman for the

3 NPDES committee.

4 I would like to say that the City of

5 Diamond Bar supports the Long Beach permit for the

6 process by which any jurisdiction and the county can

7 operate its own permit.

8 The City of Diamond Bar, a city of

9 68,000, is not quite the same as the City of Long

I0 Beach with 450,000 people. However, clean water is

ii the objective of all of us.

12 The Long Beach permit addresses several

13 concerns that the San Gabriel Valley Council of

14 Government expressed in a letter to Dennis Dickerson

15 last year. We’re pleased to see that the Long Beach

16 permit contains a reopener clause that allows the

17 permit to be modified any time during the term of the

18 permit; allows potable water to be discharged to the

19 storm drain system; and mode! programs, especially

20 development and construction, have been simplified,

21 made more reasonable and easier to understand.

22 Executive Director Dennis Dickerson,

23 the Regional Board members and the environmental

24 community should applauded for the work on this

25 permit with the City of Long Beach.
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1 Still we ask that the Regional Board

2 correct two problems that the San Gabriel Valley had

3 raised several months ago. And I’m asking it because

4 I think it’s setting a precedent with the City of

5 Long Beach.

6 That it can remove from the legal

7 authority the section prohibiting untreated wash

8 water to the storm drain system. This provision can

9 be interred to mean that it’s permissible to

i0 discharge treated wash water to the storm drain. The

ii problem is that there is no way wash water can be

12 treated before it goes to the storm drain.

13 First, discharging wash water through

14 some type of treatment device, such as an oil/water

15 separator, would violate the discharge prohibitions

16 section of the permit. The discharge of wash water

17 to the municipal storm drain system constitutes an

18 illicit discharge under the permit.

19 I would like to say that we support the

20 City of Long Beach permit. And we realize that this

21 is not a cookie-cutter permit for every city, but we

22 also have to realize that every city is individual.

23 And the main objective is clean water under the Clean

24 Water Act.

25 Thank you.
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1 MR. NAHAI: Any questions?

2 MS. LYON: Do we have a change for that

3 or not?

4 MR. LEON: A change regarding best

5 efforts and goals?

6 MR. NAHAI: The remarks about untreated

7 water.

8 MR. SWAMIKANNU: The section she’s

9 talking about is the section on legal authority. And

i0 what we have defined legal authorities as is the

ii municipality has the legal authority to enforce

12 against the discharge of untreated --

13 MR. NAHAI: Which section are you on?

14 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Page 9 and i0.

15 This section basically says if the city

16 has demonstrated legal authority, these are the kinds

17 of things that it has to be enforcing. The discharge

18 of treated wash water is okay because they’re

19 removing the pollutants. And so the legal authority

20 prohibition should be, again, the discharge of

21 untreated wash water.

22 Now, untreated wash water can be sent

23 to the sanitation system, or they could use some kind

24 of treatment system to remove oil. What we’re asking

25 the City is to have the capability to enforce against
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1 situations where wash water is released to the storm

2 drain without undergoing any process.

3 One thing that would take that out of

4 the process is if it has an NPDES permit. And

5 occasionally we do issue NPDES permits for wash

6 water.

7 So I do not really understand what the

8 concern here is. I think what the City is trying to

9 say is if there is an illicit discharge when you

i0 discharge wash water and so it should not have to

ii demonstrate legal authority to enforce against

12 untreated wash waters released to the storm drain.

13 My recommendation is basically that

14 since it’s only a legal authority requirement and if

15 the wash waters are directed to the sanitation

16 system, you have no problem. If they have some kind

17 of treatment device, you have no problem. You could

18 make a decision at that point whether that needs an

19 NPDES permit or not.

20 Any questions, Mr. Chairman?

21 MR. NAHAI: Thank you, Xavier.

22 Let’s move on. The next card I have is

23 from Ms. Terri Grant.

24 MS. GRANT: Good afternoon. My name is

25 Terri Grant. I’m employed by the Los Angeles County
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1 Department of Public Works, but I’m here today

2 speaking on behalf of Mr. Desi Alvarez, chair of the

3 Executive Advisory Committee, to provide the letter

4 of support that Ray mentioned earlier in his

5 presentation.

6 The Executive Advisory Committee for

7 the Los Angeles County Municipal National Pollution

8 Discharge Elimination System permit wishes to express

9 a support for the City of Long Beach’s application

I0 for their own NPDES permit.

ii We support the concept of local control

12 for stormwater programs as we feel that greater

13 progress will result in the City’s tailored

14 individual requirements for their unique needs and

15 abilities.

16 As such, the EAC understands that the

17 Long Beach permit is city-specific and many parts may

18 not be applicable to other municipalities.

19 Nonetheless, we support the City’s efforts to create

20 its own unique program.

21 MR. NAHAI: Thank you very much.

22 Any questions of Ms. Grant?

23 Next card I have is from Mr. Ron

24 Wilkniss.

25 MR. WILKNISS: Good afternoon,
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I Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board. My name is Ron

2 Wilkniss. I’m with the Western States Petroleum

3 Association with the trade association in the western

4 United States, California and several surrounding

5 states. And it tends to be the majors of the

6 industry that are our member companies.

7 Many of our members own and operate

8 retail gasoline outlets, also known as RGOs, that

9 will be impacted by the requirements in this NPDES

I0 permit.

II I would like to preface what I expect

12 will be brief remarks with an apology to the staffs

13 of both the cities of Long Beach and the Los Angeles

14 Region. Regretfully, I became aware of this issue

15 only fairly recently. And I do hope that my

16 relatively late arrival on Zhe scene has not caused

17 them undue inconvenience.

18 Our own interest is focused on the

19 proposed requirements for retail gasoline outlets.

20 We have submitted a comment letter. And I would like

21 to thank the two staffs for giving our comments

22 favorable consideration.

23 I would like to underscore for you that

24 we did not suggest that there should be not

25 requirements for retail gasoline outlets. Rather, we
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I did suggest that the requirements be made consistent

2 with those from the retail gasoline outlet stormwater

3 best management guide published as a consensus

4 prereviewed document on the California Water Quality

5 Task Force. It’s quite a mouthful, isn’t it?

6 In March of 1997, they participated in

7 that process representatives for the independent

8 marketers, as did EPA; the State Board; the Los

9 Angeles Regional Board; the Santa Aria Board; numerous

I0 other local regulatory agencies.

ii And, again, I would like to emphasize,

12 what we produced back in ’97 was a full peer review

13 consensus document.

14 You have partially addressed our

15 concern for consistency, however -- and it’s only

16 slight "however" -- I do note that there now appears

17 to be an inconsistency -- I guess more accurately a

i8 direct conflict -- with some of the requirements of

19 the source controls that are contained in Table 5-1

20 of Appendix B.

21 And I’m specifically referring to

22 measure SC 2. SC 2 requires, among other things --

23 and SC 2, by the way is not contained in the package.

24 SC 2 is from an earlier California stormwater -- and

25 I may have the incorrect title, but basically it’s a
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1 BMP handbook also produced by the California

2 Stormwater Task Force.

3 There are several requirements within

4 SC 2 that were evaluated and specifically rejected by

5 the task force when they subsequently published --

6 that is to say four years later -- the BMP guide

7 specifically for service stations.

8 I would like to offer one suggestion in

9 this regard. It occurs to me that a few simple words

i0 in what would be a new paragraph 12 to the effect

ii that in the event of a conflict, it is the March ’97

12 task force that will take precedents.

13 And once, again, I would like to

14 emphasize that both BMPs -- that is to say, the BMP

15 handbook from which SC 2 derives, as well as the

16 later retai! gasoline outlet stormwater issues were

17 both published by the California Stormwater Quality

18 Task Force. It is merely that the RGO BMP guide

19 represents more current thinking.

20 Thank you.

21 And once, again, I would like to thank

22 Dennis and Xavier very much for their assistance.

23 And give my apologies for coming in the scene so

24 late.

25 I would be pleased to answer any
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1 questions that you have.

2 MR. NAHAI: Questions for Mr. Wilkniss?

3 MR. KESTON: Do you know what page he’s

4 talking about?

5 MR. SWAMIKANNU: B 1 Appendix.

6 MR. KESTON: 1146.

7 MR. NAHAI: Xavier, I would like to

8 hear your response to Mr. Wilkniss’s indication that

9 there is a conflict between a reference of the BMPs

I0 in the new paragraph 12 and a requirement that are in

ii the appendices.

12 MR. SWAMIKANNU: I think I have a

13 simple solution to the issue that has been raised.

14 What he has raised is the fact that there is a

15 reference to a source control best management

16 practices from an earlier addition or an earlier

17 handbook. And that’s referenced in Table 5.1 in the

18 Appendix B i.

19 And one way to deal with that conflict

20 that he talks about is remove SC 2 and put in the

21 reference to stormwater quality task force handbook

22 from ’96.

23 That would take care of the conflict

24 and we don’t have to make any other adjustments.

25 MR. NAHAI: On the Appendix B Table 5.1
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1 in what is the third line after the words "vehicle

2 and equipment fueling,,, in the column corresponding

3 to that, you would remove SC 2?

4 MR. SWAMIK/~NNU: SC 2 and put in the

5 reference to the handbook, which is actually in your

6 change sheet. On the first page, did you look -- we

7 would put in that reference as opposed to SC 2.

8 MR. NAHAI: Right. The 1990 --

9 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Exactly. That would

i0 make it consistent, there would be no conflict.

ii MR. NAHAI: Does that take care of the

12 issue?

13 MR. WILKNISS: An elegant solution.

!4 Thank you, Xavier.

15 Thank you very much.

16 MS. LYON: Thank you.

17 MR. NAHAI: The next card is from

18 Mr. Ted Morton.

19 MR. MORTON: Thank you very much. My

20 name is Ted Morton. I’m the California Policy

21 director for American Oceans Campaign, which is a

22 non-profit organization based in Santa Monica,

23 California. I just joined the staff here in

24 California in February. And this exercise provided a

25 wonderful opportunity for me to learn about the local
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i stormwater issues here.

2 And I wanted to ex~end my

3 congratulations to the officials of the Board, the

4 County of Los Angeles, and the City of Long Beach and

5 other environmental representatives who participated

6 in the past few weeks of intense negotiations. I

7 just want to particularly point out and thank Steve

8 Fleischli from the Santa Monica Bay Keeper and Mark

9 Gold from Heal the Bay. They provided the leadership

i0 of the general environmental community.

ii That being said, I do have some

12 concerns that I would like to address. And one was

13 mentioned earlier this morning about the need for

14 clear performance standards and requirements for the

15 development section of the proposed permit.

16 And I would strongly recommend that you

17 specify the requirements and the context of the

18 permit and make that decision rather than wait for

19 another process to come down the line when we’re not

20 quite sure what date the elements of that process

21 would be; and you’re making some kind of reference

22 sort of into the future, looking into a crystal ball

23 to sort of see what those types of provisions would

24 be.

25 I think it would be fair and clear if
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I we go ahead and make those decisions today and put

2 that into the language of the permit.

3 And the other issues I have relate to

4 the monitoring section of it. I think that there

5 needs to be a greater emphasis on source,

6 identification, and a greater emphasis on the

7 effectiveness of the BMP. Both of those were listed

8 within the permit. The Appendix C that identifies

9 the monitoring program as before, it is a little

i0 unclear about what kind of commitments the City is

ii making in terms of what they will be doing to

12 identify the sources of pollutions going upstream to

13 try to resolve the problems related to those

14 problems. And also, what they will be doing on

15 examining the effectiveness of best management

16 practices.

17 What I saw in the appendix was they

18 were going to be doing this in some kind of annual

19 report where they would be listing potential sources

20 of impairment.

21 And then also, they would be proposing

22 special studies for BMP implementation. I think

23 those should be strengthened a little bi: in a firm

24 commitment from the City to do more of those two

25 issues.
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1 The other one addresses monitoring

2 sediments for toxicity. And I understand that there

3 is an effort underway -- a regional effort underway

4 ~o do some work on toxic sediment testing. But,

5 again, the other two points I think it should be

6 clear in this permit -- in this program that Long

7 Beach is putting forward that they are going to be

8 committing to working with others to do these

9 sediment toxicity studies rather than just proposing

I0 that that would be one element of a larger regional

ii study to do.

12 Thanks for taking my comments.

13 MR. NAHAI: Do we have any questions of

14 Mr. Morton?

15 Xavier, do you have any responses to

16 Mr. Morton’s comments?

17 MR. SWAMIKANNU: I mentioned this

18 earlier. I think this whole stormwater monitoring is

19 preview science. And a study conducted a couple of

20 years ago by the Southern California Coastal Water

21 Resources Project that looked at stormwater

22 monitoring in Southern California among the different

23 municipal programs, there was no consistency.

24 The methods of measuring the pollutants

25 that were measured, source identification, all those
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1 have not been standardized. Which is why there is a

2 statewide effort now through legislation to bring

3 more consistency so that we’re able to come back.

4 The fact that we find toxicity because

5 of a particular protocol might not mean anything

6 unless you standardize the process. And that is why

7 I think the participation of regional efforts in

8 Southern California will go a long way to identifying

9 the issues that have been raised by the environmental

I0 community.

II Monitoring for monitoring sake is just

12 not good enough. It’s a waste of dollars. And I

13 think a little more patients and a little more

14 direction will go a long way towards answering the

15 kind of questions they want answered.

16 So my recommendation is that we

17 encourage regional participation where those entities

18 exist. And for certain monitoring, like establishing

19 trends. Mass emissions, those are already being

20 required under the monitoring program. It’s the

21 unknowns that we want regional efforts for. And I

22 think that’s the action the Board should favor.

23 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

24 MS. DIAMOND: I have a question. One

25 more question.
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i When you talk about regional

2 monitoring, do you have any time lines in mind? I

3 mean, how long would we have to wait to get some good

4 information?

5 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Let me take one

6 example I think that’s the clearest example and

7 probably the best example of what is beginning to

8 happen.

9 Southern California Coasta! Water

i0 Research Project has performed regional monitoring

ii for the treatment plants, waste water treatment

12 plants for perhaps 30 years.

13 So in the last three or four years they

14 have established a regional protocol for monitoring

15 sanitation waste water treatment plants. The same

16 entity is now bringing together an effort to monitor

17 stormwater. And what they’re in the process of

18 developing is a five-year cooperative agreement to

19 study these issues. First of all, prioritize the

20 questions that need to be answered with regard to

21 stormwater and then begin within six months to answer

22 those questions.

23 And I think that s a concrete example

24 of what is before us that wasn t there in 1990, it

25 wasn’t there in 1996 when we adopted the countywide
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1 program.

2 So time frame is in the next five

3 years. But many of the important questions, like:

4 If I find toxicity, how do I trace the source? Those

5 protocols could be established, I would think, within

6 the next two years.

7 MS. DIAMOND: Thank you.

8 MR. NAHAI: Okay. The next card I have

9 is from Mr. Ray Tahir.

i0 MR. TAHIR: Mr. Chairman, Members of

ii the Board, my name is Ray Tahir and I represent a

12 number of cities on NPDES matters.

13 I have four letters here that offer

14 support for the Long Beach permit. And I would like

15 to read one of them into the record. It’s a very

16 short letter. And it basically echoes what the

17 sentiment is, I believe, from a majority of Los

18 Angeles County.

19 "Dear Mr. Dickerson, the City of Lomita

20 urges the members of the Los Angeles Regional

21 Water Quality Control Board to approve the

22 City of Long Beach’s application for an NPDES

23 permit. The City understands that the new

24 permit is specific to the City of Long Beach,

25 parts of which might not be applicable to the
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1 City of Lomita or other cities.

2 "Nevertheless, the City supports Long

3 Beach’s application for the following reasons;

4 one, it would allow the City of Long Beach to

5 have an NPDES permit, free of the several

6 problems associated with the existing permit.

7 "And beyond that, it would establish a

8 precedent that would allow this City and other

9 cities in Los Angeles County to also opt for a

i0 new, less problematic permit prior to the

ii expiration of the existing permit, which is

12 due to expire in July of 2001, hopefully at

13 least.

14 "As you know, the current permit has

15 been of no small concern to municipalities of

16 Los Angeles County. A corrective NPDES

17 permit, such as the one proposed by the City

18 of Long Beach, as described in the

19 accompanying Stormwater Management Program,

20 would make compliance a less difficult and

21 uncertain experience.

22 "Further, it would facilitate this

23 City’s efforts to improving the quality of

24 runoff of our receiving waters in a more

25 cost-effective manner."
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1 Beyond this, I would like to revisit

2 the issue of the treated runoff from the associated

3 wash water provision, which is on page I0 of 33. And

4 more specifically, is covered under provision F and

5 G.

6 I understand Dr. Swamikannu’s response.

7 The problem with it is that this particular provision

8 has nothing to do with discharging wash water into

9 the sewer system. And let me run through this and

I0 see if it makes sense.

ii Under F, the Department says

12 "Prohibitive discharge of untreated runoff in the

13 washing of toxic materials from paved or unpaved

14 areas (inaudible)."

15 From this it can be inferred that it’s

16 okay to discharge treated runoff associated with the

17 washing of toxins or any other material, for that

18 matter, to the MS 4.

19 MS 4 here, as defined in the existing

20 permit and as defined in federa! regulations,

21 includes streets, gutters, catch basins, storm

22 drains, or any conveyance natural or man-made

23 outreach to convince stormwater to receive water. It

24 does not include the sewer system.

25 There is no way, by the way, that you
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1 can treat wash water before it goes into the

2 stormwater system.

3 As a matter of fact, in order to do

4 that -- and you could do that conceivably by routing

5 the water through a treatment-control device, such as

6 an oil/water separator or a catch basin enter. But

7 that would be in violation of the discharge

8 prohibition section of this permit, which does not

9 exempt wash water as a permissible discharge to the

!0 storm drain system. That needs to be made clear.

ii If you were to leave the language the

12 way it is, it would invite certain dischargers to use

13 those devices or water separators and catch basin

14 inserts as a means of discharging impermissibles in

15 the storm drain system. I think the environmental

16 community would agree that this is something that

17 they don’t want to happen.

18 And lastly, now that I have put this

19 little bur in the permit, I would like to extend my

20 congratulations to the Regional Water Quality Control

21 Board staff, Dennis Dickerson and Xavier Swamikannu,

22 in particular, and to the environmental community who

23 have obviously lent its support to this permit.

24 And I’m more than happy to entertain

25 any questions if you were to have them.
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1 MR. NAHAI: So your suggestion really

2 echoes Ms. Ansari’s suggestion, which is that the

3 word "untreated" be deleted from Subsections F and

5 MR. TAHIR: And Dr. Mark Gold suggested

6 that.

7 MR. NAHAI: Okay. We haven’t heard

8 from Mr. Gold yet.

9 MR. TAHIR: He mentioned that. I don’t

I0 want to put him on the spot.

II MR. NAHAI: But in terms of the

12 amendments to this, you’re proposing that the word

13 "untreated" be deleted from 7 and G?

14 MR. TAHIR: Right.

15 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Mr. Chairman, I have

16 no problem with that.

17 MR. TAHIR: Thank you so much.

18 MS. DIAMOND: So that’s a new change?

19 MR. SWAMIK/INNU: Yes.

20 MR. NAHAI: Okay. The next card that I

21 have here is from Mr. Eugene Bromley.

22 MR. BROMLEY: Good afternoon. I’m

23 Eugene Bromley from EPA Region 9, stormwater

24 coordinator for EPA Region 9.

25 I’m here today to urge the Regional
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1 Board to adopt and propose the stormwater permit for

2 the City of Long Beach. We’ve reviewed the draft

3 permit and we think it’s consistent with the Clean

4 Water Act.

5 And we’re also prepared to send you a

6 letter of endorsement for the permit as was

7 requested.

8 And the changes that we’ve heard about

9 today, I don’t think would effect our endorsement of

i0 the permit.

Ii There are a couple of issues that I

12 wanted to talk about here today in regard to the

13 permit.

14 One of them is the receiving water

15 limitation language. Things I want to clarify. As

16 many of you know, this has been a contentious issue

17 in California for nine years now, ever since the

18 first permits were issued back in 1990.

19 And the draft Long Beach permit uses

20 the language which EPA worked out through discussions

21 with California taxpayers, the State Board and

22 environmental groups. And as was mentioned, the

23 State Board has now adopted that language in the

24 order of June 17th.

25 The order says that you have to have
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1 that language now. That’s the same language that we

2 used for Riverside County and Vallejo in California.

3 So the point I wanted to just make very

4 clear is is that we support the Long Beach permit on

5 this issue.

6 Also, we’ve looked at the Stormwater

7 Management Program that has been talked about, was

8 described by the City of Long Beach. We think it’s

9 thorough and consistent with the regulation and

i0 covers the main components of the regulation and we

II support it.

12 And it’s good to also see that it’s

13 detailed and descriptive in a lot of areas like how

14 many industrial inspections you have to do. And

15 exactly when you have to clean out the catch basins.

16 Exactly how much public education to do.

17 We think that helps with the

18 enforceability of the permit and it also helps define

19 what MEP is. Cities and counties have been

20 clambering for many years about: What is MEP? How

21 much do we have to do? Now they know.

22 Also, we looked at monitoring. And EPA

23 is encouraging less chemical monitoring and more use

24 of alternate monitoring tools, like bioassessment

25 tools; habitat assessment tools; toxicity testing.
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1 Some of the alternate measures of the effects of

2 still water dischargers.

3 And we think that the permit

4 appropriately is moving in that direction. So we

5 would support the permit in that area as well.

6 One last issue that hasn’t been raised

7 yet today, but I have been told by Board staff that

8 this issue has been raised by some commenters. It is

9 a matter of: Should the city have to go through this

I0 part-one, part-two permit application at this time?

Ii And we would say, no. We consider Long

12 Beach -- we consider this to be a reissuance of the

13 permit that was originally issued in 1990. Because

14 Long Beach, was cited in the 1990 Los Angeles County

15 permit, so this is a reissuance for Long Beach. And

16 EPA came out with an interpretive policy in 1996 as

17 to what a reissuance application should consist of.

18 And what you should do is submit an

19 updated Stormwater Management Program and monitoring

20 program, which will reflect your experiences during

21 the previous permit term.

22 We think the City of Long Beach has

23 done that. And so we would support the permit

24 issuance on that issue as well as.

25 So I guess that’s about it.
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1 MR. NAHAI: Any questions of

2 Mr. Bromley?

3 Thank you very much.

4 The next card is from Ms. Jacqueline

5 Lambrichts.

6 MS. LAMBRICHTS: I’m Jacqueline

7 Lambrichts with the Friends of the Los Angeles River.

8 And I would like to just say "ditto."

9 The second largest density of our

i0 members live in the City of Long Beach, many a!ong

ii the Los Angeles River as well as the San Gabriel

12 River.

13 And all want clean air, clean water to

14 drink, clean water to recreate in, greenspace for

15 recreation, aesthetic and quality of life reasons.

16 All these many hopes and desires are not that

17 unreasonable. And the expectations for this

18 municipal stormwater permit were high, especially

19 with the City involved in a lawsuit. And the lack of

20 participation by its members in the process.

21 Unfortunately, this permit does not

22 live not up to the expectations. And especially if

23 it is to be considered as the model for new permits.

24 And I think that’s really one of the big concerns and

25 issues we have.
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1 I may be new to the black box of

2 municipal stormwater permits and monitoring for

3 landuse impacts, but the monitoring design is

4 inadequate to address either upstream contributions

5 or Long Beach contributions and those of individual

6 businesses. The City of Long Beach is an integral

7 piece of the puzzle of the Los Angeles/San Gabriel

8 watersheds, and it’s not setting a precedence to

9 effectively evaluate the upstream and sidestream

i0 sources and to subtract these from those emanating

ii within Long Beach. Once this is in place, it is

12 easier to point the finger upstream.

13 Our members in Long Beach are involved

14 in a review of the Open Space Element of their

15 general plan. Some are involved in the process as

16 part of the Environmental Strategic Task Force. The

17 sustainable cities concept for Long Beach resulting

18 from the work of the Environmental Strategic Task

19 Force is not well represented in the new development

20 and pre-development design and structural Best

21 Management Practices requirements of the permit

22 before you.

23 There appears to be a disconnect

24 between what our members and friends of Long Beach

25 desire in this permit, and what the environmental
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1 community desires in this permit, and what is

2 actually before you.

3 I am aware that the monitoring can be

4 modified by the Executive Officer after the

5 introduction of this permit. And through the

6 Environmental Strategic Task Force we have put

7 language for ordinances to address the means

8 development and pre-development issues.

9 Thank you.

i0 MR. NAHAI: Dr. Mark Gold, please.

ii MR. GOLD: Good afternoon. My name is

12 Mark Gold from Heal the Bay in Santa Monica, 2701

13 Ocean Park, Suite 150.

14 A couple of things I want to say right

15 off the bat, which is that we felt that the

16 negotiations themselves with the City of Long Beach I

17 thought went very, very well for the most part,

18 considering the fact that people seem to forget that

19 the only reason we are here is because Long Beach

20 sued over the fact that they didn’t like this permit

21 to begin with.

22 So facetiously I would like to thank

23 Jim Hankla for taking a new job and also for getting

24 a new City Council there. Because I think that

25 really makes a big difference in negotiating with
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I Long Beach. It seems to have definitely opened their

2 minds for environmental protection purposes. And we

3 think that, by in large, the stormwater permit is a

4 pretty good permit.

5 Now, that being said, we’re still

6 opposed to the permit because we came in day one of

7 negotiations, which was in a very accelerated time

8 line; I think we must have met for 50 hours in a

9 six-week period or so. And we said that new and

i0 redevelopment was the No. i issue to Heal the Bay.

ii And as you can tell within this

12 document, new and redevelopment is basically not

13 adequately addressed. And I think it’s a very

14 dangerous precedent for this Board to defer what the

15 requirements are going to be, quote, on page 16 on

16 No. 6, "The SUSMP will incorporate the following

17 requirements: A, provisions associated with the

18 SUSMPs adopted by the Regional Board."

19 Now earlier you talked about maybe that

20 will be by mid-September, but we have no idea what

21 those requirements are going to be. I can tell you

22 right now, based on how vehement I think some of the

23 cities are going to fight over this, I doubt it’s

24 going to come out what our position was; which is

25 that we were willing, as a compromise, mind you, not
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I from our original position, to accept the NRDC L.A.

2 County Department of Public Works agreed upon on i00

3 percent of the runoff from a 0.75 inch storm must be

4 either treated or infiltrated. That was actually a

5 compromise for us to agree to do that.

6 During negotiations, of course, we were

7 told it was too late in the process; that the City of

8 Long Beach, even though the County was willing to do

9 that, felt that it would still put them at a

i0 competitive disadvantage on attracting new business;

II and that they wanted to really defer to see what the

12 Regional Board had to do with the other 84 cities

13 within the region.

14 We find that absolutely unacceptable

!5 and poor permit writing to defer something as major

16 as this to a later date. You’ve heard Heal the Bay

17 talk here time and time about where we’re really

18 going to make the long-term mark on reducing

19 stormwater pollution is going to be through changing

20 the way we do development and redevelopment in the

21 region where we’re really trying to keep more of the

22 runoff on site and treat more of the runoff on site

23 rather than building basically from property line to

24 property line and having the polluted runoff go on

25 parking lots and go straight into the storm drain
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1 without any treatment whatsoever.

2 So I thought we were very, very clear

3 on that within our comments -- I mean our comment

4 letter. And basically it has not been addressed.

5 And, in fact, it’s just being deferred to a later

6 date because of some artificially imposed judicial

7 deadline that, frankly, Heal the Bay and the rest of

8 the environmental community have nothing to do with.

9 We’re not party to this lawsuit. So it

I0 made the negotiations, as you can imagine, quite

ii difficult when really you’re being told that some

12 judge, who we have nothing to do with, is really who

13 is imposing the time line.

14 Also, if this goes forward, I really

15 feel like the organization, Heal the Bay, will have

16 no choice but to appeal the permit to the State Water

17 Resources Control Board. And as you know, we only

18 have 30 days to appeal this permit. And doing the

19 math, I’m sure you can figure out that we will have

20 to file the appeal long before the Regional Board is

21 going to have the opportunity to review the model

22 program for SUSMPs.

23 And so that’s going to be a pretty

24 unfortunate circumstance as well that really the

25 environmental community, as this permit is written,
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1 will probably have -- at least Heal the Bay anyway;

2 don’t want to speak for the other groups -- will have

3 no choice but to appeal this permit to a statewide

4 Resources Control Board.

5 That being said, on monitoring there is

6 a couple of issues.

7 We’re very grateful for the fact that

8 there was a compromise made this morning on adding

9 Los Cerritos monitoring one year rather than two

i0 years out. I think that’s very, very important.

ii This whole reference which we’ve heard

12 probably about 15 minutes of presentation on for

13 SCCWRP and the regional stormwater efforts, that’s

14 all well and good and I applaud the effort, but I

15 fail to see it anywhere in the stormwater permit. So

16 that’s a nonenforceable commitment. And, of course,

17 we are looking to write permits that are enforceable,

18 not something that we promise to do something in good

19 faith.

20 Where you are going to hear me say that

21 time and time again because the compliance record on

22 stormwater permits from 1990 on for municipalities

23 has not exactly been the best. So good faith isn’t

24 really enough to make sure that our receiving waters

25 are actually being protected.
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1 The other thing in regards to

2 monitoring is referring you to page ii of 33 in the

3 requirements where it says, "Six items that the City

4 of Long Beach monitoring program shall do" and one of

5 the things is Item 6 "Evaluate BMP effectiveness.,,

6 In no way, shape or form does this monitoring program

7 do that.

8 And there is also a number of other

9 items in here that are not adequately done; "evaluate

I0 water quality and toxicity in receiving waters," et

ii cetera, et cetera.

12 So if you look at those requirements,

13 most of where that gets addressed is three years down

14 the line with some monitoring program that will be

15 negotiated with upstream cities within the watershed.

16 We have no idea what the dollar amount is. We have

17 no idea of what "fair share allocation" is going to

18 be.

19 And so we’re basically being asked to

20 buy off on a monitoring program that we have no idea

21 what it’s going to be.

22 And as we’ve seen with the TMDL

23 lawsuits and the settlement requirements and those

24 who developed TMDL, I don’t think I would be very

25 comfortable as a Regional Board knowing that you’re
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1 not going to get any new information that’s going to

2 be of any use whatsoever for the L.A. River and San

3 Gabriel River from this permit for at least the next

4 three years.

5 And that’s pretty troubling in light

6 of, as I recall, some of the L.A. River and San

7 Gabriel River TMDL requirements to kick in in years

8 four and five. So I wonder what data is going to be

9 used to develop those TMDLs.

i0 So with that being said, I know there

ii is obviously severe limits on time, and so if you

12 have any questions, I would be more than willing to

13 address them at this time.

14 MR. NAHAI: Yeah. I would like to try

15 to summarize, if I could, your areas of concern so

16 that we can have them respond.

17 MR. GOLD: Sure.

18 MR. NAHAI: The first area of concern

19 and the most important one, obviously, is with

20 respect to the redevelopment and new development.

21 And I’ll ask for a response on that in a second.

22 But the second area of concern, as I

23 understood it, was with respect to participation in

24 regional monitoring programs, you would like to see a

25 reference added specifically to SCCWRP?
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1 MR. GOLD: Since we’ve been hearing

2 that, that would be one thing that would be an

3 improvement to the permit. But beyond that, I think

4 it’s a dangerous precedent to basically defer permit

5 conditions, especially as part of a settlement, three

6 years down the line.

7 MR. NA}{AI: I understand. I’m going to

8 ask you a specific question about that.

9 The third area of concern was just how

i0 much monitoring this provides and especially the fact

Ii that it defers to allocating in the future sometime

12 monitoring responsibilities and allocation of costs

13 between Long Beach and other cities.

14 MR. GOLD: Correct.

15 MR. NAHAI: Regarding the issue of new

16 developments and redevelopments -- I want to get some

17 more explanation from Staff on that -- but if we’re

18 really in a position that our Staff feels that they

19 just simply do not have adequate information at this

20 point to impose the I00 percent .75 inch requirement

21 that you alluded to, but that by September 15th they

22 wil! be in a position to bring back to us specific

23 proposals and recommendations regarding new

24 developments and redevelopments, wouldn’t it be

25 wiser -- from an environmental point of view -- to
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1 take the permit that we have now, to adopt it, and

2 then supplement it when the additional information is

3 with us?

4 Or if we don’t do that, do we not run

5 the risk that what we have in hand may be lost by the

6 time of all of that information actually becomes

7 available?

8 MR. GOLD: The reason why I disagree is

9 that if you had 20 cities here basically saying that

i0 they don’t want any firm commitment for new and

ii redevelopment from the standpoint of -- whether it’s

12 the .75 inch storm at i00 percent treatment or

13 infiltration, or the .6 inch storm, or the i inch

14 storm, or whatever it might be, it’s going to be a

15 politically dicey position.

16 And it’s not going to be just the City

17 of Long Beach’s permit you’re talking about. You’re

18 going to see 20 other cities lined up basically

19 saying why they can’t do it for their particular site

20 conditions. You know you’re going to hear that.

21 And that to me is troubling. And it

22 seems to me that the precedent has been set with the

23 L.A. County. And it seems that that’s something that

24 was negotiated. We were not party to that

25 negotiation whatsoever. We literally found out about
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1 this a few days before the last negotiation session

2 that we were allowed to, in this artificial deadline

3 period, have with Long Beach and the Regional Board.

4 And it just seems to me that Long

5 Beach’s original concern was they didn’t want to be

6 so far out there on a limb that they were having this

7 competitive disadvantage. Well, if the county is

8 already going to do this, then it seems to me they’re

9 not going to be the only one on that limb. Those are

i0 two pretty big parties that are out on that limb,

ii L.A. County and the City of Long Beach.

12 So it seems to me that clearly that

13 what you need to do is provide the consistency and go

14 forward and finish this permit right now and provide

15 new development requirements.

16 MR. NAHAI: You mean today?

17 MR. GOLD: Today.

18 MR. NAHAI: What are you suggesting

19 that we put in as the development requirements?

20 MR. GOLD: Well, the thing that we

21 would suggest is the .75 inch, what the county,

22 basically, has already set precedent by adopting

23 internally. So it’s there.

24 Believe me, we gave five other

25 different choices. You know how Heal the Bay
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1 negotiates. We don’t just say "We’re opposed.,, We

2 gave five different options from various different

3 regions around the country. We didn’t get responses

4 on any one of those. It was one of those, this is

5 going to be Long Beach’s toughest issue. Let’s save

6 the hardest thing for last. And to be candid, we

7 never got there.

8 MR. NAHAI: So I understand what you’re

9 saying, you’re not saying, let’s defer the entire

i0 permit until we’re ready to deal with the new

II development and redeve!opment issue. You’re saying

12 we’re ready to deal with that issue right now; we

13 have standards that can be implement -- not

14 implemented, but that can be included in the permit

15 today, that’s what you’re saying?

16 MR. GOLD: Absolutely. But the thing

17 that would have to be taken into consideration -- and

18 I know I’m playing Jorge’s role here -- is that that

19 would probably be constituted as a "substantial

20 change." So you better seriously take into

21 consideration that since that was not something that

22 was in there previously.

23 And I know all my environmental

24 community people are stabbing me in the back right

25 now.
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1 But the reality is that, you know, this

2 is something that we proposed throughout negotiations

3 with other alternatives. And it’s not precedent

4 setting because the county has already adopted it.

5 MR. NAHAI: The idea is to do something

6 that’s going to be effective. So I’m sure they’re

7 not stabbing you in the back.

8 Any other questions for Dr. Gold?

9 MR. KESTON: I guess the point, though,

i0 is if you do something like that, you then have to

ii notice -- you have to go out and notice everybody and

12 come back here again and have another hearing.

13 MR. GOLD: But if you adopt this as is,

14 we’re going to appeal. I mean there is no ifs, ands

15 or buts, we will appeal.

16 MS. DIAMOND: Explain again what would

17 happen if we adopt it with this suggestion from Heal

18 the Bay today, if we wanted to do that?

19 MR. KESTON: I think you have to ask

20 Jorge. But the effect is that we have to notice this

21 to everybody and have another hearing so people can

22 comment on new issues that are brought forward.

23 MS. DIAMOND: I understand. So that’s

24 basically the answer?

25 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Mr. Chairman, may I
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1 just comment on what Mark said?

2 MR. NAHAI: Yes, please.

3 MR. SWAMIKANNU: He said that the

4 precedent had been set between the County of Los

5 Angeles and NRDC. And that number was negotiated in

6 a separate agreement.

7 Now, for an agency like this to adopt

8 that number, we have to do independent review. That

9 has not been done. So it’s not a precedent for us.

i0 It’s simply another option that’s out there. That’s

!I how I would see it. That’s how I think Staff sees

12 it.

13 MR. GOLD: But where was the

14 independent review of our other three options? I

15 mean, that never happened either, even though we

16 provided those six weeks ago -- I mean six weeks

17 before the 30-day notice.

18 MR. DICKERSON: Our representative from

19 EPA may have a very salient comment.

20 MR. NAHAI: Let’s hear from Mr.

21 Bromley.

22 MR. BROMLEY: I wanted to say --

23 MR. NAHAI: Mr. Bromley, you’re going

24 to address us on this issue of new development and

25 redevelopment?
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i MR. BROMLEY: New development.

2 I just wanted to say that we have

3 already been through something like this in Arizona

4 where we still issue NPDES permits. And we issued

5 permits for the cities -- the one in Arizona needed a

6 permit just like Los Angeles. And for some of them,

7 new development standards were deferred pending new

8 information.

9 And the way it works, is you issue the

i0 permit, like the Phoenix and Tucson, and then they

ii develop new development standards and submiz them

12 later.

13 But the point is that as long as you

14 preserve everybody’s right to comment on those

15 standards and appeal those standards in accordance

16 with NPDES regulations and whatever the state

17 procedures are, everybody’s rights are preserved by

18 the process that’s laid out by the Regional Board.

19 So I don’t really understand -- I mean,

20 I think that there is a concern here that just isn’t

21 real. I think that the Board has procedures which

22 address the concerns that have been raised here.

23 If somebody doesn’t like the new

24 standards or what is in these SUSMPs, which were

25 developed later, then all of the appeal procedures
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i remain available to them. And as long as that’s the

2 case, nobody’s rights are compromised.

3 So I think that the process that is

4 underway here does preserve everybody’s rights and

5 addresses these concerns. Again -- is that clear?

6 MR. DICKERSON: If I may respond

7 directly.

8 First off, the impression is that we’re

9 ignoring the issue. We are not. The whole

i0 redevelopment issue is built into the permit. The

ii framework is to bring it back to you in the very near

12 future, as we’ve already discussed.

13 Very likely at that time we will have

14 specific provisions in place that are applicable to

15 Long Beach. And quite frankly, I think Heal the

16 Bay’s appeal is going to be moot at that point,

17 because the standards will be in place even before it

18 gets heard by the State Board.

19 The implication is that there is

20 something in the County permit right now that

21 specifies standards that are in effect now. That’s

22 not the case. They’re subject to approval and

23 they’re to be submitted to us very shortly. So the

24 requirements built into the permit years ago in ’96

25 come borne with these proposals basically now. And
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1 we’re at that point. So we really don’t lose a lot

2 in terms of time.

3 We’ve already covered the NRC

4 negotiation issues, how that is built in. So that’s

5 really my comment. I just wanted to emphasize, we’re

6 not ignoring this issue at all.

7 MR. NAHAI: Any questions of Staff?

8 I did want to hear Staff respond to

9 Dr. Gold’s concerns about the monitoring issues.

i0 Could Xavier comment on that?

II MS. DIAMOND: He just stepped out.

12 MR. NAHAI: I can see he didn’t want to

13 talk about that, did he?

14 MR. DICKERSON: We are going to need

15 Xavier to respond to that, but one of the major

16 issues that I was aware of was the Los Cerritos

17 Channel is now incorporated and will be through part

18 of the change that we have, which the City agreed to

19 today. So that was a major hurdle that was still

20 outstanding.

21 MR. NAHAI: But in the interest of

22 getting everything complete, Dr. Gold had additional

23 concerns about monitoring the well.

24 MR. DICKERSON: Perhaps we can come

25 back to that question shortly.
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i MR. NAHAI: In that case, the next one

2 is Mr. Steve Fleischli.

3 MR. FLEISCHLI: Good afternoon, Mr.

4 Chairman, Members of the Board, Steve Fleischli,

5 executive director Santa Monica Bay Keeper, P.O. Box

6 10096, Marina del Rey, 90295.

7 I would thank a lot of people. There

8 are people that need to be thanked. But I want to

9 make sure we don’t lose sight of what this is all

I0 about today.

II Today is about ensuring that a

12 frivolous lawsuit results in a constructive

13 settlement. That’s really what we’re here today to

14 do. We can’t lose sight of the lawsuit. I want to

15 talk a little bit about the new development that Mark

16 Gold raised.

17 Early on in the settlement

18 negotiations, both Mark and I drew lines in the sand

19 on our main issues. My main issue happened to be the

20 water quality limitation language. I’m satisfied

21 with the way that’s played out at this point in time.

22 The new development, though, is a

23 concern in the environmental community. And I want

24 to respond to a couple things that were said. In

25 particular, I want to respond to one issue raised by
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i EPA on this with regards to your ability to simply

2 preserve these other rights as long as everyone has

3 the opportunity to comment, then it will be

4 consistent with the Clean Water Act and move forward

5 in that fashion.

6 Unfortunately, what Mr. Bromley is not

7 aware of -- because their office is in San

8 Francisco -- is what has really transpired over the

9 five years with this.

I0 Essentially, we had a permit in place

ii that took a year and a half to negotiate that was

12 supposedly a consensus process. Unfortunately, that

13 didn’t prove to be the case and Long Beach sued on

14 that.

15 When Long Beach sued, what happened was

16 everything in the municipal stormwater context from

17 the Regional Board staffing prospective stopped; it

18 stopped right there. And every single resource and

19 every Staff member was diverted to defending the Long

20 Beach issue. Members were in depositions; they were

21 preparing responses to motions. Things like that.

22 So to say that we can wait even longer

23 and simply preserve everyone’s right to comment on

24 these issues is somewhat disingenuous because, in

25 fact, this program should have been done a long, long
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I time ago. And one concern is that we continue to

2 delay these things.

3 In the original permit we could say,

4 "You come back to the Regiona! Board in a year, in

5 two years, and we will approve your plans and we will

6 move forward." That seemed to prove very

7 ineffective, at least from my prospective. It’s

8 better to address the issues up front.

9 And so I would encourage the Board to

i0 adopt new standards now or simply push the permit --

ii which I know no one wants to do because of the judge

12 and getting on the bad side of the judge -- but

13 either do it now or push the permit.

!4 And please recognize that when we did

15 negotiate this -- and for several months Mark was

16 very firm on this issue. And I have to back him up

17 on it. We said I00 percent treatment for all runoff

18 from certain types of new developments.

19 At the last moment, we did realize that

20 the position had been negotiated for .75. And out of

21 good faith and because I think the folks of Long

22 Beach have been very cooperative throughout this

23 whole process, we were willing to stick with it at

24 that point in time.

25 But I think after today, at least from
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1 many groups’ prospective, .75 is going to be out the

2 window and we’re going to go back to i00 percent.

3 If we’re going to take and move

4 forward, we need to move forward. .75, you know, it

5 comes up to snuff with the county, but we really have

6 an opportunity -- especially now that we’re two years

7 behind on this particular program in Long Beach -- to

8 move forward even farther.

9 So I would encourage you to consider

I0 that very carefully.

ii A couple of other issues I wanted to

12 respond to.

13 Mr. Wilkniss raised the issue of the

14 parking lot -- or excuse me -- the gas station

15 fueling areas. We’re opposed to that change in the

16 change sheet on that.

17 We think -- and this goes back to an

18 issue that we talked about a couple months ago with

19 regard to BMPs.

20 What we have here is a reference to a

21 management practice guide that Mr. Wilkniss has

22 represented of being a consensus document. And it’s

23 interesting to note in the listing of those folks who

24 participated in the consensus process of building

25 that document, there was not one environmental group
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i named in there because there was not any

2 environmental representation in preparing those

3 documents.

4 So what it is in my mind is simply a

5 list of BMPs. And you might remember on the County,

6 when we adopted that order with regards to the list

7 of BMPs, the Board made a modification to say that

8 they would choose from that list in the maximally

9 effective manner, as opposed to just having a list

i0 and individual facilities could do whatever they

Ii want. They could choose the least restrictive; they

12 can choose the most restrictive.

13 And so what we would encourage is that

14 instead of making reference to this guide, you simply

15 make reference to that they will implement BMPs that

16 will prove maximally effective of preventing polluted

17 runoff from those fueling areas.

18 And if they want to come back and

19 respond, if their handbook, in fact, does provide

20 them the opportunity to reduce pollutants in a

21 maximally effective manner, then that’s fine. And

22 that issue has been preserved for them. And we still

23 have the opportunity to ensure that people aren’t

24 just choosing the easiest thing on the list to move

25 forward there.
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i I agree with the comment that was made

2 earlier on page I0 to take out the word "untreated.,,

3 That makes a lot of sense to me.

4 The last thing I would like to express

5 is I don’t want people to get the impression that

6 this permit and this negotiation is an invitation for

7 85 separate permits throughout this region. I think

8 that would be a tremendous burden on Staff. And I

9 don’t want people to get their hopes up that every

i0 single person is going to have -- or excuse me --

ii every single municipality is going to have their own

12 permits.

13 I do think this is a somewhat unique

14 situation. We did review all sorts of things we

15 should look at on a watershed basis to make it a

16 little bit easier for Staff to manage and for

17 everyone to comment on these things.

18 I would like to close by thanking Ray

19 Holland and Rose Collins, in particular, from the

20 City of Long Beach. I thought they were very

21 cooperative. And I appreciate their professionalism

22 and courtesy. I don’t think we would have seen that

23 two years ago.

24 Thank you.

25 MR. NAHAI: Questions for
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i Mr. Fleischli?

2 I have a question about the .75 percent

3 standard.

4 What happened in this issue in your

5 discussions and negotiations with the City?

6 MR. FLEISCHLI: Well, I’ll tell you,

7 the way it started out was -- and Mark can speak to

8 this as well, this was his biggest issue.

9 It started out with i00 percent of the

i0 runoff needs to be treated or infiltrated in some

ii way, shape or form to address the issue before it

12 becomes a problem. A~d the development stage is

13 really the time to do that.

14 Now about -- oh, I guess it was about

15 three days prior to the close of negotiations, we got

16 word from L.A. County and from Xavier that some

17 language had been negotiated between NRDC and L.A.

18 County that had not, to that point, been available to

19 anyone because it just came out at the last minute

20 that they had agreed to this .75.

21 Amd so we sort of scrambled and

22 said well, okay, we had our !00 percent standard for

23 unlimited runoff and let’s now play off what the

24 County has agreed to. Because Long Beach’s biggest

25 concern with i00 percent was we don’t want to stick
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1 our neck out too far. We don’t want to discourage

2 development in our communities. We don’t want to be

3 there all alone to have people pointing fingers at

4 us.

5 So this actually -- while it made us

6 feel somewhat awkward -- it actually gave us an

7 opportunity to say, okay, well, you’re not going to

8 be out on your own anymore because L.A. County has

9 done it. And hopefully, the Regional Board will

I0 recognize -- as Mark said -- that there are now two

ii large entities out on a limb.

12 And when the time comes for you to

13 adopt this SUSMP, you’ll say, look, these guys are

14 doing .75. And let’s all get on board here. That’s

15 what BMPs are. That’s the best that’s out there, at

16 least in Southern California. So let’s move forward.

17 I think Alex Halperin can talk about it

18 a little bit more. According to their consultants,

19 some cities go as high as one inch and a little

20 higher even.

21 MR. NA}{AI: But in the negotiations,

22 Long Beach was not amenable to the .75 inch standard?

23 MR. FLEISCHLI: No, they were not.

24 They were not for either end. Their concern was

25 still that they would be too far out in front; that
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1 when the other city comes up, they might get a .6

2 standard or something like that and then Long Beach

3 is going to be too far out in front.

4 And I think one of their concerns --

5 I’m not sure that Mr. Holland would represent this --

6 is that the county is a different situation because

7 it’s a county government rather than a city

8 government. And they don’t want to see them being

9 the only city government that’s out in front.

i0 And I would also say for Mark Gold to

II comment on legal issues of substantial change and

12 things like that from this, I think the .75, it’s

13 been out there; Long Beach is clearly aware that that

14 was an issue that was going to be discussed today. I

15 don’t think there is a substantial change that would

16 require 30 days due notification.

17 For Mark to make statements like that

18 is like me commenting on monitoring programs. It’s

19 not within my purview.

20 So Thank you.

21 MR. KESTON: Could I ask you a

22 question, Steve?

23 This stormwater permit or all

24 stormwater permits are very significant. And I know

25 they are to you; and they are to Mark; and they are
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1 to the Staff and everybody else.

2 Could you give us an idea of what -- is

3 there any general percentages of where the major

4 pollution -- is the new planning and development 50

5 percent of it? Is the car washes 40 percent?

6 I mean we’re talking about 30 or 50

7 things across a pretty broad spectrum. And if we

8 take an action here today to deal with one, do we

9 then give up immediately dealing with the 95 others

I0 that are maybe 98 percent of the problem? Is there

Ii any percentage or any concept that you have that you

12 can share with us, Steve?

13 MR. FLEISCHLI: You know, to my

14 knowledge right now on the broad scale issues, there

15 are not. There are some breakdown of what particular

16 industries might contribute. EPA’s general sector

17 for industrial; stormwater (inaudible) breaks down;

18 some of tho~e significant contributories for those

19 things; and things like gas stations and refining

20 operations; and those sorts of things are certainly

21 on that list.

22 In terms of what new development

23 contributes and whether we might be missing other

24 opportunities, I think one thing that has not been

25 expressed today, but should be clear from the lack of
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1 expression on it, is that most of the other sources

2 that we think are contributing to the problems have

3 been addressed in some way, shape our form in this

4 permit in a manner that makes I think most people

5 fairly comfortable that we’re doing what we can on a

6 lot of those, like restaurants and other sorts of

7 things.

8 And so new development, while we don’t

9 have a number, I think some of that stuff will come

i0 out in TMDL development hopefully. But it really is

ii the unique opportunity to deal with the situation

12 beforehand.

13 And unlike most of the other things

14 that we’re trying to regulate through this permit,

15 whether it’s a restaurant or a shopping center or a

16 gas station fueling facility, we don’t really address

17 it before the problem is created in the first

18 instance.

19 If we can design these facilities to

20 accommodate polluted runoff and to treat it in some

21 way, shape or form, then we won’t have to deal with

22 these other types of things like diverting storm

23 drain systems. We’ll have dealt with that type of

24 facility up front.

25 And there are only certain facilities
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1 that are covered within this requirement, the

2 proposed requirement; certain large deve!opment

3 projects, things like that.

4 MR. KESTON: Thank you.

5 MR. NAHAI: Well, then, let’s hear from

6 Mr. Halperin first.

7 And then, Xavier, Dr. Gold’s comments

8 regarding monitoring, would you give us a response on

9 that in a second?

i0 Last, but by no means least, Alex

!i Halperin.

12 MR. HALPERIN: Thank you. Alex

13 Halperin with the Natural Resources Defense Council,

14 6310 San Vicente Boulevard, Suite 250, L.A., 90048.

15 Mr. Chairman, Members of the Board,

16 we’re at a significant turning point in the

17 development of the L.A. municipal stormwater permit

18 for the entire L.A. area.

19 As we all know, this is being

20 considered as a model for future permits. And I

21 think it should be considered very carefully.

22 For the most part, there are a lot of

23 advances in this permit, which I think are

24 commendable. And I think that the process that Long

25 Beach and Heal the Bay, Bay Keeper, and the Board
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1 went through have produced some significant advances.

2 However, there is one big whole and

3 that is the redeve!opment/new development area.

4 The question here is whether we create

5 a permit and leave an issue open and go through who

6 knows what kind of process in the next few months to

7 come to resolution or whether developing this permit

8 now will result in the permit.

9 And the only major remaining issue

i0 seems to be the size of the storm that needs to be

ii captured. That doesn’t need to be revisited here.

12 That issue has been resolved. The county and the

13 principal permittee of the permit has already

14 resolved the issue. I was the one who negotiated it

15 with the County. They wanted larger than .75 inch

16 threshold for storms to be captured.

17 There are many cities across the

18 country that do a one-inch storm. Generally the

19 ratings are decided based on the size of storm in an

20 area; based on the hydraulic in the area. Many

21 cities do it based on the one-year 24 hour storm,

22 which is the largest average storm any area gets in

23 one year over 24 hours.

24 Los Angeles has less rainfal! than a

25 !ot of other things areas. So the one-inch standard
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1 adopted by many of the cities around the country is

2 even a little bit low for the Los Angeles.

3 Nevertheless, we negotiated with the

4 county and were willing to comprise and to go down to

5 .75 inches. There is absolutely no reason that any

6 city in this area should be adopting a standard any

7 lower than that. And to impose a standard lower than

8 that would be to really unjustly put the county out

9 on a limb.

i0 So I think there is every reason to

ii simply wrap this up, adopt the standard that’s been

12 adopted by the County of Long Beach and to have a

13 completed permit.

14 In addition, I would just like to

15 comment on one other point. The proposed change with

16 respect to the gas station fueling stations. I would

17 just like to agree with Steve Fleischli.

18 This is, again, language that was

19 negotiated with the County. We negotiated rather

20 than simply having a list of BMPs, that the language

21 state that the performance standard be to adopt that

22 BMP or combination of BMPs, which will prove

23 maximally effective in having a list. This would

24 actually create a performance standard that would be

25 meaningful for the fueling stations.
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1 I would also agree with the removal of

2 the word "untreated" in the waste water section.

3 One other point. I’m sorry. I’m just

4 collecting these as we went through the day.

5 You mentioned that the five-year period

6 was -- it seemed awfully long for a review of al! the

7 City of Long Beach’s sewer systems, storm drain

8 systems.

9 Again, we have a precedent for that at

I0 County. The County has agreed (inaudible within one

Ii year. And I believe it’s three years for their

12 enclosed systems. I think you’re correct that five

13 years is, again, going backward from what we have

14 already worked out with the County, imposing weaker

15 standards and leaving the County out on a limb.

16 Thank you.

17 I’ll be happy to take any questions.

18 MR. NAHAI: How do you react to

19 Dr. Gold’s view to put into this permit the .75 inch

20 standards at this time will constitute a substantial

21 change and therefore cause the entire permit to be --

22 MR. HALPERIN: Have to be renoticed.

23 Yeah. I don’t think that that’s correct actually.

24 Yes, it was brought up with Long Beach and is already

25 in the county program, which is a public program. 1
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1 don’t think that it would need to be renoticed.

2 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.

3 Any questions?

4 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Mr. Chairman, you

5 wanted me to address monitoring issues that were

6 brought up by Dr. Gold?

7 At first he requested that there be

8 some kind of recognition, the regional monitoring

9 resource project if indeed that’s what Long Beach

I0 intends to do. This came to the attention of

ii Regional Board staff very recently. And I had

12 encouraged Long Beach to investigate that

13 opportunity.

14 And they had told me that they’re

15 willing to be part of that effort. So adding a

16 statement to that effect in the monitoring section is

17 not an issue. I would like to ask Long Beach to

18 raise any objections to that, but I don’t think they

19 have any.

20 MR. HOLLAND: No.

21 MS. DIAMOND: What about the comments

22 from Mark Gold that the regional monitoring is not

23 enforceable because it’s not part of the plan?

24 MR. SWAMIS: That’s the issue that

25 I was addressing. We can make it part of the plan at
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1 today’s meeting. We can add in language that says

2 "Long Beach will participate in that process."

3 And then it becomes -- any results from

4 there apply.

5 The other issue is that the monitoring

6 program is sort of a dynamic program. As you find

7 more, you tend to make modifications.

8 And under the permit presently, the

9 City is required to report to us on the monitoring

I0 program on an annual basis and make modifications to

ii the Stormwater Management Program.

12 Now, when those reports come into the

13 Regional Board, the Executive Officer has the

14 authority to make modifications to what you see

15 before you today.

16 So it’s not cast in stone at this

17 point. At least the monitoring program is not,

18 because the whole process of monitoring is to be able

19 to monitor in the right circumstances and make the

20 appropriate changes.

21 Now, on the second issue of the fact

22 that some of the monitoring is being delayed under

23 three years, hence, for example the Los Angeles River

24 and San Gabriel River. And that comment has to do

25 with the fact that the rest of the county and the
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1 cities have 1996 permit, which expires in two years

2 past.

3 So at that time where the monitoring

4 for those permits would be modified to accommodate

5 different parties and any new information we have.

6 If Long Beach comes out today and monitors the Los

7 Angeles River or San Gabriel River, let me remind you

8 that these rivers are already being monitored by the

9 County under the countywide program. This is an

i0 add-on.

!I So it’s probably not reasonable to

12 expect the City of Long Beach to pick up monitoring

13 for the rest of the permittees, only because it’s the

14 other permit that’s under discussion now.

15 They have accepted reasonable

16 monitoring for what comes off their city. And that’s

17 where the monitoring should lie. I think they’re

18 providing a piece to the larger equation of issues in

19 the region.

20 In addition, the way we constructed the

21 countywide monitoring program is to provide answers,

22 for example, like Mr. Keston asked: How much does

23 new development contribute? The counties are

24 developing a mode! based on what is coming out.

25 In a year’s time we’l! be able to model
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1 and answer some of those questions. Those same land

2 uses in the City of Long Beach, we will be able to

3 make those kinds of estimates based on those models.

4 So those models are applicable in Long

5 Beach as well. So what we should see from Long

6 Beach’s monitoring program is providing additional

7 answers to this countywide effort.

8 Questions?

9 MR. NAHAI: Yes, I had a question on a

i0 different topic.

II So any other questions on monitoring?

12 Regarding the RGOs, how do you respond

13 to the position that the 1997 document was basically

14 a document negotiated between state agencies and the

15 business community; that it did not have input from

16 any of the environmental groups and therefore should

17 not serve as the model that is being inserted into

18 this permit?

19 MR. SWAMIKANNU: The answer to that is

20 the opportunity to comment on the document was there

21 for the environmental community. There was no

22 participation. But the document itself is what is

23 being applied by other municipalities statewide.

24 And there was representation from the

25 Regional Board staff as well as State Board Staff to
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" i make sure that the BMPs that were negotiated in that

2 is something that’s reasonable.

3 Now, we can the elevate the

4 requirements, the level of BMPs that are required for

5 that particular issue. I think a larger concern for

6 the environmental community is that they have not

7 read the document. And so they’re a little

8 uncomfortable agreeing to something they’ve not seen.

9 And so there are two options here,

I0 either they disagree and leave -- let’s not change

II it. Or the other opposition is to go with the fact

12 that -- I was on the task force as well making sure

13 that the requirements were reasonable.

14 So they just have to trust that they

15 are technically sound.

16 MR. NAHAI: Your position is that it’s

17 technically sound and it’s a sensible environmental

18 regulation?

19 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Yes.

20 MR. NAHAI: And it would adequately

21 protect?

22 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Yes. Any elevation

23 will have to have sufficient cause. And this is sort

24 of a base line and we’re just talking.

25 MR. NAHAI: Thank you.
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1 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Thank you.

2 MR. NAHAI: Those are all of our public

3 comments.

4 I did have one question to ask

5 Mr. Holland.

6 Mr. Holland, if the standard of 0.75

7 inches has been accepted by the County, why is it not

8 palatable to the City of Long Beach?

9 MR. HOLLAND: Let me make a brief

I0 statement first.

ii You can see it’s been a difficult

12 negotiation. Even though we’ve done a lot of

13 thanking and we’ve had our arms linked, we’ve had

14 some very intense discussions. But I think it’s a

15 positive thing that we stand here today with this

16 being the main issue that we’re talking about, and

17 al! of the things that we’re talking about. We are

18 advancing the cause for clean water.

19 As to the .75, that was negotiated

20 between the county and NRDC with none of us involved,

21 even Heal the Bay or Santa Monica Bay Keeper, to my

22 knowledge. In fact, they said here that they were

23 not aware, they were not part of that. So we were

24 not part of that, we’re not sure -- I think as your

25 Staff has indicated -- I believe the technical
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I foundation for that, the technical basis for it.

2 And as I understand it, it only applies

3 to the unincorporated areas of the county. It does

4 not apply to any of the other cities. And I’m sort

5 of going to give you a lesson in government here, and

6 probably some of you already know that, but

7 unincorporated areas are not the same as cities.

8 Cities, this issue really hits home at the problem in

9 the state; and that is, how cities are funded.

i0 And what has happened with the way the

II things happened in the state is development is one of

12 the key funding sources for cities to provide the

13 services to their cities. And cities are competing

14 against one another for development.

15 You heard big box deve!opments. You’ve

16 heard of entertainment complexes. And all these

17 kinds of things. Cities were spending money to bring

18 developers in because that generates revenues to pay

19 for the services for the average citizens. Because

20 the citizens taxes in no way pay for the services

21 they receive.

22 And the county in unincorporated areas

23 are funded differently than the cities. If the City

24 of Long Beach is out on the point all by itself, we

25 cannot be compared to the unincorporated areas.
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1 We’re at a competitive disadvantage. And

2 developers -- some of you may know developers, some

3 of you may be developers -- they go to the bottom

4 line.

5 Now that’s what they will look at. And

6 if we have a requirement that costs them to do more

7 development, they’re going to if given a location in

8 another community, go to another community. And that

9 may be just across the street to do their development

i0 and we lose the revenues from that development. It’s

ii critical to the funding of a city.

12 Now, all that said, we, Long Beach, are

13 not opposed in the concept to consider this issue.

14 And we look forward for it to be discussed. And it

15 may be that .75 is the appropriate number.

16 But I think there needs to be some

17 technical analysis of that. We need to hear from

18 your staff. We need to hear from other experts. We

19 need to hear from other cities. And we need to

20 determine if .75 is, in fact, a good number; not just

21 a number that was negotiated over here in secret to

22 try to settle a lawsuit.

23 It needs to be shown that it’s

24 reasonable and practical and can be accomplished and

25 meets the clean water goals.
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1 And we want to be part of that. We’re

2 not going to resist that. We’re going to work and

3 try to see that appropriate standards are in place.

4 But to put that on us right now is a major, major

5 issue. It effects our funding. And I can tell you

6 that the City Council understands this, not just

7 Staff. They understand because this is at the heart

8 of how cities are funded.

9 We understand what they’re trying to

i0 accomplish. We don’t disagree with what they’re

ii trying to accomplish. We think the points that have

12 been made are good points. But we cannot afford to

13 be out there all by ourselves. Okay?

14 MR. NAHAI: Thank you for that

15 explanation.

16 MR. HOLLAND: Any other questions?

17 MS. DIAMOND: Well, I guess just to sum

18 it up for myself, we’re basically saying we’re back

19 where we started, in a sense. Because we could deal

20 with this issue, except that we have this lawsuit,

21 which is this line that we have to deal with. We

22 could take the time and come up with the standard for

23 all the cities, but if we took the time before

24 issuing this permit, we would have a problem with not

25 having this lawsuit settled.
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I MR. HOLLAND: Well, as ! understand, I

2 think your Staff indicated that. And I said, I think

3 it really boils down to basically one issue. I mean,

4 there have been some other questions, but we’re

5 basically willing to work around with those concerns.

6 It seems to me that we’ve heard that

7 there are ways that this can be dealt with. Go ahead

8 and prove this and indicate that we will work along

9 the lines of trying to come to a conclusion on that.

I0 And then what is resolved in that process, a public

ii process, not private settlement negotiations, but

12 public process is brought forward here and it’s aired

13 out in the public way

14 That’s the only piece of our permit

15 that is put off to the future. And that’s just --

16 we’ve heard September the ISth. It’s not that far

17 off. And we’re standing here before you saying we

18 want to work and cooperate in that process.

19 I think I need to let your legal staff

20 and your technical staff tell you how that can be

21 done in the permit process. But I think to run all

22 the risk -- I’ve heard the city attorney; I’ve read

23 the order from the judge. I can’t help that.

24 We wish that we would not be in that

25 situation, but we’re there. And the judge has been
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1 very firm about this. And we think this one issue

2 can be resolved by putting forward to this process

3 and it will be hopefully resolved in the September

4 time frame. Maybe I’ve said too much.

5 MS. LYON: I would like to ask Jorge a

6 question.

7 By waiting until September 15th and

8 publicly noticing this and inviting all the rest of

9 the cities that would like to know about new

i0 development language with regards to these permits,

ii can we at that time incorporate that new language

12 into Long Beach’s permit and make it enforceable?

13 MR. LEON: Yes.

14 MS. LYON: I don’t see any problem with

15 that. To me, in the long run this is going to give

16 us better water quality, better everything.

17 Municipalities don’t like being left out of the

18 process. I sat on a City Council. I know what it’s

19 like to be included. And the problem with the

20 original county permit, the cities felt like they

21 were left out.

22 So I would say that -- my feeling is

23 that I would like to go ahead and approve the permit

24 today and then add the language later in September

25 when we can get this all aired out.
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1 MR. LEON: As drafted, the permit

2 requires that -- it contemplates that as soon as we

3 dea! with that issue, it becomes an enforceable

4 provision in the Long Beach city permit.

5 MR. HOLLAND: And we agree to that. We

6 just think it needs to be a public process where all

7 the issues are laid out there. And we understand

8 from a technica! standpoint; from an environmental

9 water quality standpoint; and from a physical

I0 standpoint. So we just weigh all those issues and we

ii do it all as a group.

12 MR. LEON: And if we do put off

13 adopting any permit today, one of the consequences,

14 of course, is the other many, many permits don’t come

15 into play.

16 With that said, may I do a little bit

17 of record housekeeping?

18 I didn’t hear a response. I assume

19 it’s okay.

20 MR. NAHAI: No.

21 MR. LEON: I would like to move the

22 Staff files for the Long Beach stormwater permit into

23 this record.

24 I want to make clear what the record

25 consists of because that was an issue in the earlier
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1 litigation. And in order to avoid that as an issue

2 on any further appeals in this matter, I want to make

3 sure that those files are part of the record.

4 And in addition, since they’re referred

5 to in the findings of the permit, Volumes 12, 16 and

6 23 of the administrative record for the Los Angeles

7 County permit, I would ask that those files be

8 admitted into the record of this matter. They have

9 to do with water quality references, respectively, MS

i0 4 permits and guidance documents. And they are all

ii relevant to the adoption of this permit.

12 MR. COE: Do you need a motion?

13 MR. NAHAI: Do you need a motion to

14 include them in the record?

15 MR. LEON: If the Chair says, "So be

16 it," that’s all we need before you close the hearing.

17 MR. NAHAI: Well, with that, we will

18 close the public hearing.

19

2O

21 (Whereupon the proceedings were

22 adjourned at 3:20 p.m.)

23

24

25
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1 TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA, JUNE 6, 2000 - 9:00 A.M.

2 *****

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Good morning. This is the

4 time and place for the hearing to review the actions and

5 failures to act by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality

6 Control Board concerning the Standard Urban Stormwater

7 Mitigation Plan, or SUSMP, pursuant to Los Angeles

8 Municipal Stormwater Permit.

9 I’m Art Baggett. I’m Chair of the State Water

I0 Board. On my right is Board Member John Brown.

ii BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Good morning.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: To my left is Mary Jane

13 Forster.

14 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Good morning.

15 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: And Pete Silva.

16 BOARD MEMBER SILVA: Good morning.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’re also assisted today by

18 staff, acting Executive Officer, Ed Anton, somewhere out

19 there; staff counsel, Betsy Jennings; and Bruce Fujimoto

20 and Marianne Jones assisting also.

21 This hearing is being held in accordance with

22 the hearing notice dated May 12th, 2000. The purpose of

23 this hearing is to receive oral testimony and policy

24 statements that will assist the Board in reviewing the

25 actions of the Regional Board. As stated in the hearing

26 notice, the deadline for submitting written evidence has

27 passed, and the Board does not intend to accept any

28 further written evidence today.
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1 This hearing will not be conducted according to

2 technical rules of evidence. The Board will accept any

3 evidence that is reasonably relevant. Hearsay evidence

4 may be used for the purpose of supplementing or

5 explaining other evidence, but over timely objection will

6 not be sufficient in itself to support a finding unless

7 it would be admissible in a civil action.

8 Questions from the Board or the Board counsel to

9 any participant and procedural motions by any designated

i0 party shall be in order at any time.

ii Following today’s hearing, the Board will retire

12 to closed session to deliberate on the evidence the Board

13 has received. The Board’s deliberations will include the

14 evidence in the administrative record from the Regional

15 Board. A draft decision on the petition will be

16 formulated and distributed to the public. Considerations

17 of the draft decision will take place at a future Board

18 meeting which will be noticed.

19 At this time I would like to list the persons

20 who have been granted designated party status. Pursuant

21 to the hearing notice, there are four groups that are

22 designated parties for the purpose of today’s hearing.

23 The entities are all the cities named as petitioners,

24 Building Industry Association of Southern California and

25 Building Industry Legal Defense Foundation. Second is

26 Western States Petroleum Association. Third is Natural

27 Resources Defense Council, Santa Monica BayKeeper and

28 Heal the Bay. And fourth is the Los Angeles Regional

7
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1 Water Quality Control Board.

2 No other persons submitted a request to be a

3 designated party by the deadline provided in the hearing

4 notice. Therefore, all other persons who are in

5 attendance today who would like to provide comments to

6 the Board are considered interested persons.

7 Designated parties and their witnesses who will

8 be providing testimony under oath are subject to

9 cross-examination and may cross-examine other parties.

i0 Interested persons will have an opportunity to provide

ii policy statements. Interested persons will not be under

12 oath and not be subject to cross-examination but may be

13 asked questions or asked to respond to clarify any

14 questions from the Board, staff or others at the

15 discretion of the Board. Interested persons do not have

16 a right to cross-examine the parties.

17 I will address the time limit issue. To ensure

18 that all participants have an opportunity to participate

19 in the hearing, designated parties have been asked to

20 limit their testimony to 60 minutes or less, and

21 interested persons have been asked to limit their

22 statements to three minutes or less.

23 The Board has received copies of all written

24 documents, so all participants are asked to summarize

25 their written comments in their oral presentations.

26 Participants with similar comments are requested to make

27 joint presentations, and participants are asked to avoid

28 redundant comments. I may allow additional time if I

8
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1 believe the speaker cannot reasonably present the

2 pertinent information within that allotted time.

3 If you intend to speak today and have not

4 already done so, please fill out the speaker cards at the

5 front table.

6 I must also note that cross-examination of

7 witnesses will not be counted against the 60 minutes for

8 the parties for your case-in-chief.

9 Assisting the Board today is the staff counsel,

I0 Betsy Jennings. I’ll ask her first to provide a brief

Ii description of the actions of the Regional Board in

12 approving the SUSMP and the issues before the Board. We

13 will then take policy statements from the interested

14 persons. Following the interested persons’ policy

15 statements, each of the designated parties will put on

16 their direct testimony in the following order: The

17 cities named as petitioners along with the Building

18 Industry Association of Southern California and Building

19 Industry Legal Defense Foundation; followed by the

20 Western States Petroleum Association; the Regional Board;

21 and Natural Resources Defense Council, Santa Monica

22 BayKeeper and Heal the Bay.

23 At this point we’ll have cross-examination.

24 After the case-in-chief will be cross-examination of each

25 party in the order they spoke. There are two changes

26 which have been requested and granted in the order. That

27 is first Dr. Horner, NRDC’s witness, and Margaret Clark,

28 City of Rosemead. Both could only be here this morning

9
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1 and will testify first and second respectively.

2 Finally parties will each have three minutes’

3 time for closing statements. That’s it.

4 MS. JENNINGS: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Board

5 Members, and members of the audience. The purpose of

6 this hearing is to consider further evidence and policy

7 statements in the matter of the Los Angeles Regional

8 Water Board’s adoption of the SUSMP, or Standard Urban

9 Stormwater Mitigation Plan. The issue of SUSMPs arose

i0 from the 1996 Municipal Stormwater Permit issued by the

ii Regional Water Board for discharges throughout Los

12 Angeles County.

13 The permit required the permittees to develop a

14 program for regulating run-off from development including

15 best management practices, or BMPs, prioritizing types of

16 development and applying specific BMPs to specific types

17 of development through the SUSMPs. The process for

18 developing this program is laid out in the permit, and

19 you will hear much about that process.

20 The end result was that the permittees proposed

21 SUSMPs and the Regional Board directed its Executive

22 Officer to approve SUSMPs with different provisions than

23 the permittees had proposed. The three major differences

24 are: One, the Regional Board’s version requires

25 mitigation of .75 inch of rainfal!, while the permittees

26 version has a narrative design standard; two, the

27 Regional Board added two categories of development,

28 parking lots and environmentally sensitive areas, to the
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1 original seven categories listed in the permit; and

2~ three, the Regional Board’s version applies to all

3 development in the original seven categories, while the

4 permittees version applies only to discretionary

5 projects. There are other differences also that you

6 will hear about during the testimony.

7 The administrative record is lengthy and it

8 contains numerous comments from interested persons. We

9 also received lengthy submittals prior to this hearing.

I0 You’ve all received copies of those submittals.

ii At the risk of offending parties by omitting

12 some of their arguments, I will tell you that in my view

13 there are two central issues in this hearing.

14 The first issue concerns procedure. This issue

15 can be summarized by asking if the Regional Board acted

16 properly in adopting its version of the SUSMP. In

17 reviewing the permit, and you will have copies of the

18 relevant provisions in your binders, was the Regional

19 Board authorized to revise the SUSMP the permittees had

20 submitted; and if so, did it do so following the correct

21 procedures.

22 The second issue concerns technical aspects of

23 the SUSMP. The most controversial provision of the SUSMP

24 is the requirement to mitigate the first .75 inch of

25 rainfall from storm events. Mitigation may involve

26 treatment or infiltration and there are some exceptions

27 and waivers. The permit requires that BMPs, or best

28 management practices, that reduce pollutants in
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1 stormwater to the maximum extent practicable or MEP.

2 The technical questions can be summarized is

3 whether it is beneficial to water quality and practicable

4 to require mitigation of the first three quarters inch of

5 rainfall from these types of developments. The related

6 issue is whether there may be adverse impacts from such

7 mitigation.

8 There have been several procedural issues

9 raised, most of which I feel that were resolved

I0 amicably during the last few weeks, but I know that we

ii did receive this morning one written comment and perhaps

12 other parties may have other procedural issues. So I

13 would recommend before you proceed that we quickly

14 dispense with the procedural issues, if you would like.

15 And with that, I will end my comments unless

16 there are questions from the Board Members.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. We have received

18 four written objections. Does the petitioner want to

19 make any comments on your objections?

20 MR. MONTEVIDEO: No, Mr. Chair. Thank you. I

21 think they’re stated.

22 MS. JENNINGS: Mr. Montevideo, could you

23 approach the microphone?

24 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Sure.

25 MS. JENNINGS: Give your name for the record,

26 for the court reporter please.

27 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Good morning, Mr. Chair,

28 Members of the Board. My name is Richard Montevideo.
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1 I’m here on behalf of the Bellflower, et al. petitioners,

2 as well as petitioner, the City of Arcadia.

3 The objections that we submitted are four-fold,

4 but primarily they go to timing in terms of receipt of

5 documentary evidence by the Regional Board itself, as

6 well as receipt of a summary of their testimony.

7 There was also an issue of a videotape that was

8 referenced in a letter that we received from the Regional

9 Board on Monday, whether or not that videotape will be a

I0 part of their presentation today. We actually attempted

ii to view that videotape in time for the hearing. We’re

12 told because of copyright reasons they could not give us

13 a copy. We then attempted to make arrangements to

14 actually view it at the Regional Board offices and were

15 told that could happen yesterday, but towards the

16 afternoon we got a call basically saying we don’t have

17 the tape available, if we wanted to review it we could

18 review it sometime this morning.

19 Of course, that doesn’t give us sufficient

20 opportunities to look at potential evidence. So we ask

21 that that videotape as well as the late submitted

22 documentation be excluded.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: This is the overnight package

24 dated June 5th and 6th. I will sustain the objection on

25 that one.

26 MS. JENNINGS: Just to be clear, there was some

27 further exhibits that I received at my office yesterday

28 afternoon, June 6th, and they were dated June 5th, and I
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1 believe Mr. Baggett is saying that as to those records

2 that they would not be admitted.

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We have not seen --

4 MS. JENNINGS: I did not make copies -- I did

5 not see them until 5:00.

6 MR. MONTEVIDEO: We did receive them yesterday.

7 There are some documents that I believe are pertinent to

8 Dr. Horner’s testimony that we may attempt to use in the

9 form of cross-examination to address Dr. Horner’s points

I0 that he raised in his summary of testimony, but beyond

Ii that we would ask they not be admitted for purposes of

12 proving the Regional Board’s case.

13 So there are certain documents that we fee! are

14 appropriate for cross-examination purposes and we’ll

15 bring them up at the appropriate time and submit them to

16 this Board for admission.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: And in terms of your -- my

18 colleagues, we have one copy.

19 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I have extras, if I may.

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: If I could, so they

21 understand.

22 MS. JENNINGS: The tape, the videotape that he

23 was mentioning was referred to in the letter. I’ve never

24 seen it either, so I assume that the Regional Board has

25 changed its mind. They haven’t submitted it.

26 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I have a question.

27 Betsy, I don’t know if I understand what Mr. Montevideo

28 said in the last three sentences. We’re not
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1 accepting --

2 MS. JENNINGS: We’re not accepting.

3 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: -- yesterday, but he

4 wants to cross-examine on something that’s in that?

5 MS. JENNINGS: My advice is that we are not

6 accepting new evidence today, period, but any written

7 evidence I would tend to recommend against. And if

8 somebody wants to offer it, somebody this morning asked

9 if he could offer it as, quote, rebuttal. I said all

i0 evidence is supposed to be in already. So I will

ii certainly recommend against any new documentary evidence

12 coming in today from any party.

13 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If I may be heard on that

14 point. The rules specifically stated that rebuttal

15 testimony need not be identified up front and also for

16 cross-examination purposes or to impeach a witness, and

17 if we’re able to use written documentation to impeach a

18 witness, it should be able to come in for that purpose.

19 The other issue I want to point out with respect

20 to our objections, we learned yesterday that the Board is

21 intending on offering to the Board Members testimony from

22 two of the Board Members as a part of the their

23 case-in-chief or response to our case-in-chief. Our

24 concerns with that is that testimony of Board Members,

25 individual Board Members, is frankly not relevant to

26 these proceedings. Unless they’re going to testify to an

27 event that they saw, which is unlikely, they simply

28 cannot offer relevant testimony with respect to these
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1 proceedings. Only the Board collectively, the actions of

2 the Board collectively, are relevant but not the

3 testimony of individual Board Members in making that

4 decision. And there’s case authority cited to that

5 effect.

6 So those are the objections in short order that

7 we’ve listed.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ll hear from opposing

9 counsel.

I0 MR. LEON: Good morning, Mr. Baggett, Board

ii Members. Jorge Leon for the Regional Board. If I may I

12 just have a couple of comments on the objections posed by

13 Mr. Montevideo.

14 With respect to the video, it was the plan of

15 the Board to consider providing a display of the video if

16 the State Board Members wished to have video background

17 of the subject that we’re discussing, which is

18 stormwater, and we thought it might be useful, but we

19 weren’t able to get copies to the parties, partly because

20 of copyright problems, but it was never an intent to

21 actually -- as part of our presentation. So we’re

22 withdrawing that.

23 With respect to our Board Members speaking, we

24 do still offer Mr. Nahai’s comments as part of our

25 presentation because we do believe that it would be

26 helpful for you to understand the Board Members’

27 consideration of the issues. Despite the fact that

28 Mr. Montevideo says that the issues or the presentation
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1 need not be relevant, I believe that it could be

2 something that you would be interested in hearing.

3 And finally with respect to the summary of

4 respondent’s proposed evidence, we did provide a copy of

5 a two-page memo to Betsy Jennings on Friday that

6 indicates who the speakers for the Board would be, and on

7 that line I provided a copy of that, by the way, to each

8 of the parties in the proceeding this morning because

9 they indicated that at least a couple of them had not

I0 received it. But with respect to Francine Diamond, we

ii would like to withdraw Ms. Diamond, one of our Board

12 Members, as a speaker and replace Francine Diamond with

13 Alexis Strauss from the USEPA. Alexis was one of the

14 folks who submitted comments before the deadline on this

15 proceeding.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If I just may be heard on the

17 last issue. Now we’re hearing the morning of the hearing

18 that there’s another witness from EPA that’s going to

19 testify on behalf of the respondent. Had we known that

20 in advance, we would have spent more time looking at the

21 comments from EPA and preparing for cross-examination.

22 A public participant is not subject to

23 cross-examination. A witness of the Regional Board is

24 subject to cross-examination. It truly is unfair

25 surprise in this case.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I think I’ll rule now. I

27 would sustain the first objection. The information

28 provided the 5th and 6th is not timely, so the Board will
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1 not be able to hear that as evidence.

2 In terms of the relevancy of the Chairman,

3 Mr. David Nahai, I consider that relevant testimony and

4 would overrule the objection.

5 Third, the third objection you had was providing

6 the comments on what testimony the witnesses for the

7 respondent were going to say. I would I guess partially

8 overrule. I think the Regional Board can bring in --

9 have their witnesses testify to evidence in the record

i0 and the evidence which has been submitted to the Board

ii but nothing beyond that, and I think the two-sentence

12 summary, so if they could limit their comments to that

13 information.

14 The fourth objection has already been withdrawn,

15 the videotape, so that was resolved.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, the additional issue

17 that just came up is the replacement witness, adding the

18 EPA witness.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I think I would have to

20 sustain the objection to that. It’s inappropriate, that

21 we should have had prior notice. And I notice there will

22 be opportunity under the public policy statements.

23 Federal EPA does have comments on the policy statements,

24 and I think Ms. Strauss will be allowed to address the

25 Board and the public at that time.

26 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Of course. Thank you.

27 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: With that --

28 MR. LEON: Mr. Baggett, I’m sorry. The
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1 overnight package.

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Right.

3 MR. LEON: With respect to those, just one point

4 I failed to do when I came up the first time. The

5 overnight package was nothing more than supplemental

6 material attachments which were intended to be part of

7 the package that was received by the Board and parties on

8 May 31st. Mostly they were letters and attachments to

9 materials submitted by Western States.

I0 MS. JENNINGS: My understanding is they will not

ii be in the record.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: They will not be in the

13 record. They were received too late in fairness to other

14 parties.

15 With that, if there’s no other objections, at

16 this time will be the direct testimony of Dr. Richard

17 Horner.

18 I think at this point I might as well have all

19 parties who are going to testify today, if all parties

20 can stand and I’ll do all witnesses and parties, not

21 policy statement folks.

22 Do you promise to tell the truth in this

23 proceeding? If so, answer "I do."

24 (Response by all parties and witnesses)

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

26 Dr. Horner.

27 MR. HELPERIN: If I may. Good morning,

28 Mr. Chairman and Members of the Board. Because
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1 Dr. Horner is a witness, I had anticipated

2 interrogating --

3 MS. JENNINGS: Identify yourself.

4 MR. HELPERIN: I’m sorry. Alex Helperin, and

5 I’m with Natural Resources Defense Council representing

6 Santa Monica BayKeeper and Heal the Bay.

7 Because of the status of Dr. Horner as a

8 witness, I had anticipated examining Dr. Horner. He has

9 not prepared a statement and he will simply be responding

i0 to my questions, if that’s all right.

ii Is there a way that I can have access to a

12 microphone so I can ask Dr. Horner the questions and --

13 MS. JENNINGS: Unfortunately I think we only

14 have one microphone, which also is going to be difficult

15 with cross-examination.

16 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Can you take that one?

17 MR. HELPERIN: That’s fine with me.

18

19 RICHARD HORNER,

20 having been previously sworn, was examined and testified

21 as follows:

22

23 DIRECT EXAMINATION

24 BY MR. HELPERIN:

25 Q. Can you please state your name for the record.

26 A. Richard Horner.

27 Q. And can you please describe your educational

28 background.
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1 A.    I have bachelors and masters degrees in

2 mechanical engineering from University of Pennsylvania,

3 Ph.D. in civil engineering from the University of

4 Washington with a specialty in environmental engineering

5 and science.

6 Q.    What is your current occupation?

7 A.    Research Associate Professor, University of

8 Washington, and also a sole proprietor.

9 Q.    How long have you been teaching?

I0 A.    I’ve been teaching altogether 31 years of which

II 19 have been at the University of Washington.

12 Q.    Is there a specific focus of your research and

13 scholarship?

14 A.    My focus has been on urban water resources over

15 the past 23 years which includes urban stormwater and all

16 of its respects, as well as the receiving waters that get

17 those effluents, stormwater effluents in urban areas.

18 Q.    Have you published any reports or articles on

19 these issues?

20 A.    I have something over a hundred total

21 publications of which somewhere around 70 are technical

22 reports and 30-some-odd ones that are refereed

23 journal-type presentations, and some others as well.

24 Q.    Do you also have practical experience with the

25 implementation of structural stormwater controls?

26 A.    Yes. In my sole proprietor work, I work for

27 local and state government agencies, in some cases for

28 EPA as well, and for the consultants that work for those
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1 agencies. Mostly those are -- most of the associations

2 that I’ve had and in that work I do more or less the same

3 kinds of things as I do in my research, and that is the

4 sources of pollutants in urban stormwater, how they’re

5 transported through the system, their impacts within the

6 ecosystem, how they are best monitored, and solutions to

7 those problems, what we generally call BMPs.

8 Q.    So altogether you’ve been researching on these

9 issues, writing on these issues, consulting on these

i0 issues for --

Ii A.    In the case of urban water resources, for 23

12 years. And my total professional experience is back to

13 1966, so that’s 34 years.

14 Q.    Are you familiar with the hydrologic conditions

15 in the Los Angeles area?

16 A.    Yes, I am.

17 Q.    Are you familiar with the extent or degree and

18 nature of development in the Los Angeles area?

19 A.    Yes. I have worked in the area for the past

20 approximately seven years, been here dozens of times.

21 I’ve been in just about all the neighborhoods, most of

22 the miles of freeways, and many of the major streets as

23 well.

24 Q.    Are you working on any projects in the Los

25 Angeles area now?

26 A.    Yes. I am working as the court-appointed

27 monitor on the permanent injunction issued against

28 District 7 of Caltrans, and in that position my role is
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1 to interpret their degree of response and evaluate it. I

2 have a similar role in the District Ii case in San Diego,

3 and in the past have also worked on cases involving

4 several cities and two counties, a couple of court

5 facilities in this area.

6 Q.    Do you believe Los Angeles County has a

7 stormwater problem?

8 A.    Yes. I think the documentation and several

9 reports in the past five years, couple of reports

I0 anyways, bears out there are ecological problems and

ii problems with human exposure to the stormwater.

12 Q.    And do you think -- if this problem is left

13 unmitigated, do you expect it will get better or worse or

14 stay approximately the same?

15 A.    I understand the projections of population

16 growth in this area are for it to continue at a

17 relatively rapid pace, as we have seen for the last 50

18 years with fits and starts, and seen it growing still

19 very rapidly because these pollutants that are used in

20 the landscape that every individual is associated with or

21 responsible for are directly associated with population

22 and particularly with the things that people build and

23 what they drive, that the problems will get worse unless

24 they’re mitigated.

25 Q.    How does development in particular affect the

26 stormwater pollution problem?

27 A.    Well, development puts down hard surface, I

28 suppose it’s its real hallmark, and it’s that hard
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1 surface itself that begets the problem in that as rain

2 falls and it doesn’t have anywhere to go in the natural

3 soil and vegetation system. It runs off rapidly from

4 those hard surfaces and quickly is transported into

5 receiving waters and its ultimate receptacle, in this

6 case the Pacific ocean.

7 And in going through those water courses, just

8 the volume alone, even if it were distilled water because

9 it’s more water, faster than they’re accustomed to, and

i0 the erosion of those stream channels is a problem to the

ii organisms there as well as sediment load and sediment

12 transport.

13 And in addition, what happens on those surfaces

14 in driving applications, even on lawns, pervious

15 surfaces, applications of pesticides, fertilizers, all

16 the myriad of activities virtually and residentially and

17 industrially going on. And so what you have is a greater

18 release of pollutants in terms of -- you know, even given

19 drop of water, given a cup of water, how much is there in

20 that volume, but also there’s more volume. And so the

21 multiple of those two, volume times the concentration of

22 pollutants, means you have more total mass of pollutants

23 going into the receiving water and collecting into that

24 ultimate receptacle, the ocean.

25 Q.    How does a development planning program assist

26 in mitigating that problem?

27 A.    Well, development planning program in my mind is

28 fundamentally a two-pronged approach. The first prong is
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1 what we call variously non-structural source controls,

2 and that is basically to stop the contact between

3 pollutants and rainfall or run-off so that they can’t get

4 into it in the first place.

5 And there are many examples of that particular

6 prong. Just two in industrial areas is keeping the

7 industries’ raw materials, products or waste products out

8 of contact with rainfall and run-off just by covering,

9 for example. In the case of residences, it’s educating

i0 them in how they use products, for example, what they put

II on their lawns.

12 The other prong is often what we call structural

13 treatment, and that is recognizing that we’re not going

14 to occupy this earth and not ever release anything. So

15 there’s a point at which we have to put in further

16 backstops to -- between the point of generation and the

17 receiving water, and that’s what we call structural best

18 management practices.

19 Q.    First you keep the pollutants out of the water,

20 then to the extent they still get in you use treatment

21 control that’s a fundamental part of the program to get

22 them out?

23 A. That’s correct, yes.

24 Q. Are you familiar with the SUSMP that’s at issue

25 here?

26 A. Yes, I am.

27 Q. Does it create the same sort of plan,

28 development planning you just described?
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1 A.    In fact, it does create that exact kind of

~ program.

3 Q.    Are you familiar with the list of approved

4 structural best management practices that are approved

5 for use in conjunction with this SUSMP?

6 A.    Yes.

7 Q.    Are you aware of any doubt on the effectiveness

8 of those BMPs in removing pollutants?

9 A.    It’s one of the major activities that I have

i0 pursued over the past 23 years and so I’m aware of a lot

II of data.

12 Q.    Can you give me a sense -- have there been

13 studies other than yours?

14 A.    Well, it goes back to approximately the time

15 that I was getting started. I was working as a graduate

16 student at that time with people generating some of the

17 first data, and particular in this case in highway

18 run-off.

19 At the same time there were others elsewhere in

20 the nation, and the world in fact, that were beginning

21 the same sorts of studies. At that time, also EPA

22 started its nationwide urban water run-off program. It

23 had as a component the effectiveness of ponds as a best

24 management practice. And since that time that work has

25 continued, myself and many others in this content and

26 elsewhere in the world.

27 Q.    There’s been widespread study of this issue for

28 20 or 30 years?
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1 A.    That approximate time, and there are now

2 databases assembled by civil engineers, for example. EPA

3 has a summary database that came out last year. The

4 Center for Watershed Protection in Maryland has concerned

5 itself also with this question and the overall data.

6 Q.    Do these studies discuss the pollutant removal

7 efficiencies of these BMPs with respect to specifically

8 the pollutants that are of concern in the Los Angeles

9 area?

i0 A.    Yes, they do.

II Q.    Can you give us a sense of just how effective

12 these BMPs can be, these treatment structural BMPs can

13 be, at removing those pollutants of concern?

14 A. I’ll give you a couple of examples quickly.

15 Let’s take solids, the particulate matter, and

16 we need to recognize that in urban run-off, the other

17 pollutants, generally speaking, are mostly associated

18 with the solids in some physical or chemical connection.

19 And so if you do a good job of getting the solids out, we

20 can get those things that are highly associated with the

21 solids. They include particularly the organic chemicals,

22 industrial origin pesticides and so on, and that array of

23 best management practices that you see up there,

24 including ponds, constructed wetlands and vegetative

25 filters and sand filters and other medium filters, can

26 reliably remove 80 percent of the total loading that goes

27 through them and, in fact, this comes from the EPA

28 database.
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1 I would lean toward the higher end of the ranges

2 that they give there as reliable performance assuming

3 that state-of-the-art or maximum extent practicable

4 design and construction and maintenance is undertaken

5 with them. One of the metals --

6 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’m sorry, Mr. Chair. I just

7 want to get some sense as to where this is in the record.

8 MR. HELPERIN: This was Exhibit K to NRDC’s

9 comment letter of January 14th, 2000.

I0 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Thank you.

ii THE WITNESS: One of the three prominent metals

12 in urban run-off is lead, still though we no longer have

13 leaded gas, and it is heavily associated with the solids.

14 These BMPs can reliably get out 75 percent, at least of

15 the lead. Copper and zinc are the two other prominent

16 metals. They are somewhat more soluble, but reliable

17 performance at 50 or 60 percent is possible with these

18 metals.

19 I should point out that infiltration is a

20 special case because to the extent that you can

21 infiltrate the run-off, you can remove those pollutants

22 from contact with surface water so the infiltration can

23 be up to I00 percent effective.

24 Q.    BY MR. HELPERIN: Can you tell me -- we’ve

25 talked about the fact that these BMPs can actually remove

26 the pollutants of concern, but what does that actually

27 mean for the purposes of the beneficial uses of the

28 receiving waters?
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1 A.    Well, the -- I think the receiving water that

2 you focus on more than any other in the Los Angeles area

3 is to the ocean, and I started my involvement down here

4 with cases involving Santa Monica Bay, so that’s what I

5 know the most about. And as I’ve characterized that,

6 that’s a receptacle body of water. It’s a sink. And to

7 the extent the contaminants can be removed somewhere

8 between the point of generation and that ultimate sink,

9 they will not have to -- they will not become a part of

i0 the pollutant burden in that sink.

ii So therefore, it’s sometimes said that a removal

12 efficiency of 50 percent isn’t very impressive, but

13 that’s 50 percent that’s not going to get that into that

14 ultimate sink, and in many of these, as I said, many of

15 these contaminants are removed at a higher level than

16 that.

17 Now, there are other receiving waters of

18 concern. There are the streams and rivers on the way to

19 the ocean, and realize that a lot of these are concreted

20 but they are perhaps subject to restoration some day, but

21 some are still in natural conditions. Their biological

22 integrity remain, Melvin Creek (phonetic) and parts of

23 Santa Clara River, and those water bodies, too, are

24 subject to urban run-off, both the quantity impacts as I

25 pointed out earlier and also the quality impacts,

26 especially as urbanization increases. Up to like the 40

27 percent impervious level water quality begins to become a

28 factor in those fresh water bodies even though it passes
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1 through fairly rapidly into the ocean.

2 Q.    The petitioners are going to be introducing

3 later a report by Scott Taylor and G. Fred Lee (phonetic)

4 which indicates these BMPs are more effective on the

5 dissolved contaminants rather than the particulates and

6 that because of that perhaps they’re not going to help us

7 out.

8 What do you think about that study?

9 A.    I have to correct the way you say the question.

i0 Their reports say it’s more effective on the particulates

ii than the dissolved, and that so far as it goes is true,

12 but there’s several factors we have to recognize.

13 One, as I said earlier, many of these

14 contaminants are highly associated with the particulates,

15 and as they travel with the particulates and get into the

16 receiving water, they can be released solublized into the

17 water in a more mobile form.

18 Secondly, these contaminants, even if they stay

19 in the solid state with regard to directly into the

20 sediments in the fresh or salt water are then toxic

21 subject to impacts delivered to the bottom dwelling

22 organisms and there’s a lot of evidence in the general

23 literature to that effect, too.

24 And thirdly, the BMPs do have some effectiveness

25 on the dissolved contaminants. Copper and zinc are

26 partially in the dissolved state. However, lead is a

27 very minor part in the dissolved state, and there is some

28 removal of the dissolved contaminants as well. 30
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1 percent removal is still important.

2 Q.    Can I ask you to give us a sense from your

3 personal experience as to what land use is considered to

4 be at a particular risk of contributing these pollutants

5 to stormwater run-off?

6 A.    The uses that are listed in the standard plan

7 are certainly appropriate, but just to give a couple of

8 examples of those, parking lots, especially those that

9 cycle vehicles in and out rapidly as they -- when they’re

I0 subject more in the stop-and-go mode of releasing

ii contaminants, and gas stations.

12 Q.    With respect to gas stations, WSPA, the Western

13 States Petroleum Association, will be testifying later

14 that there are significant issues, or problems that is,

15 with the only types of mitigations that gas stations can

16 use allegedly. For example, they’ll state that

17 filtration systems often clog and back up. Is that true

18 of all filtration systems?

19 A.    Well, the types of filtration systems that they

20 might consider are sand filters, other medium filters

21 including compost and some other media, vegetation

22 filters, and catch basin inserts are listed on that

23 particularly chart. And I think that they’re referring

24 to catch basin inserts which have small scale devices

25 and at the scale of about this lectern top here, and they

26 don’t have a large capacity and there is definitely

27 experience with them clogging.

28 However, sand filters in my own personal
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1 experience in one of my own studies clog slowly and the

2 -- the other media filters, such as the compost put on

3 the market five years or more now, also are in that

4 category. It’s a rather slowly developing problem.

5 Q.    And even for the ones that do potentially clog,

6 is that an insurmountable problem?

7 A.    I looked at catch basin inserts as sort of

8 limited in their general application, but gas stations

9 have to be one of the best potential places to use them

i0 because gas stations are attended. They’re out sweeping

II up the cigarette butts, so it’s not really a very -- a

12 great addition to their work load to check every day

13 during the rainy season and after it’s rained and find

14 out if it needs to be cleaned out.

15 Catch basin inserts are greatly improving, or

16 least they seem in the very near future to be putting

17 some very improved ones on the market. Professor

18 Stenstrom at UCLA is testing those in his laboratory and

19 he’s getting some very good results on performance.

20 Q.    Let me switch for a moment to the .75 inch

21 standard that’s been adopted by the Regional Board here.

22 Based on your experience with these programs,

23 and with the Los Angeles area hydrology in particular, do

24 you think that standard is appropriate?

25 A.    That standard is appropriate but it’s minimally

26 acceptable in my view.

27 Q.    Is there evidence in the literature or otherwise

28 to support using the standard of that size would be
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1 effective?

2 A.    Yes. Yes. The performance of a BMP, structural

3 BMP, is directly dependent on its size. It’s the most

4 fundamental characteristic that needs to be built into

5 its design, sufficient size to give the residence time

6 for the water so that we can reach these efficiencies

7 that were up there, which have been proven under design

8 conditions equivalent to that or even greater.

9 Q.    Have programs like this been implemented

i0 elsewhere?

ii A.    There are hundreds of programs that use a design

12 standard around the country.

13 Q.    And is this chart accurately representative of

14 the -- your experience with programs in other places in

15 the country?

16 A.    Yes. That’s a chart that, in fact, I helped to

17 prepare. It comes from a study that I participated in as

18 one of the co-authors. The listed author is Watershed

19 Management Institute. I was one of the four human

20 authors.

21 Q.    So this chart then shows that you’re saying

22 there are literally hundreds of places in the United

23 States that have, if you look at the right-hand column,

24 bolded text, numerical standards that are actually higher

25 than the Los Angeles County standard; is that correct?

26 A.    That’s correct. And this study was of 32

27 particular programs, but some of those programs represent

28 many municipalities, such as state of New Jersey or
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1 northeast Illinois Planning Commission.

2 Q.    When you worked on the L.A. County program, what

3 size minimum standard did you suggest for the Los Angeles

4 area?

5 A.    I recommended one inch based on capturing and

6 treating a larger percentage of the total run-off volume.

7 Q.    Just a couple final questions. The December

8 7th, 1999 draft of the SUSMP that is proposed by the

9 Regional Board included a rooftop exemption. What was

i0 your opinion of that?

ii A.    I don’t subscribe to that because I’ve seen

12 evidence that roofs, in fact, are not innocuous. We need

13 to realize that there is -- there are airborne

14 contaminants that land on any impervious surface,

15 including roofs, and also there are some rooftop

16 materials that are contributors, but I think the airborne

17 is a bigger issue, too.

18 Q.    Have you ever seen a provision for rooftop

19 exemptions in any of the other programs that you’ve

20 studied in the country, either this study here or

21 elsewhere?

22 A.    I don’t recall seeing such provision.

23 Q.    Finally, petitioners will claim later today the

24 Regional Board should have followed a specific process in

25 developing this SUSMP that was laid out in certain

26 exhibits that would have been a process of further study

27 and consensus building prior to implementing any program.

28 Do you think that given what we know today about
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1 Los Angeles, about pollutant removal efficiency, that

2 they should have waited and done those additional

3 studies?

4 A.    No. It’s past due. As I say, there are many

5 municipalities that have gone through this and

6 established their programs, even in the state of

7 California. We know very well what is the maximum extent

8 practicable with respect to the performance of these

9 BMPs. We know from a couple of studies in southern

i0 California coastal water research project and for an

ii earlier epidemiological study that the problems that

12 exist in particularly Santa Monica Bay have both

13 ecological and human impact implications.

14 So there is no justification for going through a

15 lot of studies, a great deal of additional monitoring.

16 The time is very right now.

17 MR. HELPERIN: Thank you, Dr. Horner.

18 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’m going to object to the

19 last question and the answer, Mr. Chairman, on the

20 grounds that he asked for a legal opinion, in effect, on

21 the application and the permit and this witness is not an

22 attorney, not a judge. He’s not frankly qualified to

23 give that opinion.

24 MR. HELPERIN: May I respond to that?

25 My question was not for a legal opinion but

26 rather from a technical standpoint whether Dr. Horner

27 believed there was enough information at this point about

28 the conditions in the Los Angeles area, the effectiveness
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1 of a program like this, that it was warranted that it

2 would be implemented at this time.

3 MR. MONTEVIDEO: With that qualification, I’ll

4 withdraw the objection.

5 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Before we ask for comments or

6 questions of the Board, if you have cell phones or

7 pagers, please put them on silent or turn them off. It

8 would be appreciated.

9 Any questions from the Board Members?

i0 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I have a question.

ii

12 EXAMINATION

13 BY BOARD MEMBER FORSTER:

14 Q.    Dr. Horner, one of the issues raised in some of

15 the testimony was about the impact of infiltration on

16 groundwater. Could you address that?

17 A. Yes.

18 Infiltration is a practice you have to approach

19 carefully for two reasons and that is certainly one of

20 them. If the soils are extremely course and if transport

21 is rapid and the water table position is high, close to

22 the surface, there is a potential for contamination to

23 groundwater.

24 On the other side of it is the other point, and

25 that is that some soils are the opposite. They’re

26 incapable of passing the water effectively through the

27 soil and getting it off the surface, so they fail from

28 that respect. So what it means is you have to be very
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1 careful with fitting it into the right locations, and

2 neither those that are too restrictive to water passage

3 or too loose in terms of transporting contaminants to

4 groundwater.

5 There are soils in the modern texture groups,

6 the soils of the same sorts as garden top soil, that are

7 very appropriate for infiltration. It’s a matter of how

8 many there are and being sure that you locate them in a

9 particular area with effective -- knowing that what those

I0 characteristics are.

ii So infiltration does have its uses, but one

12 needs to be careful from both of those respects.

13 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14

15 EXAMINATION

16 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

17 Q.    Have you done any work, Dr. Horner, working

18 with areas that have more of the regional master plan,

19 regional considerations? For instance, service stations

20 don’t lend themselves very well to BMPs. All those are

21 good ideas but they’re more intensive and I would expect

22 that, as an example, unless they’re really intended to

23 (inaudible), there are other areas that are more than

24 capable of having retention of the .75 inches or greater.

25

26 Have you done work or studies that would address

27 the issue more on a watershed basis as opposed to

28 individual sites and how you may take the same amount of
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1 dollars a service station, as an example, might spend to

2 do a little bit of help and spend those same dollars

3 elsewhere within the community and do a whole lot more

4 help?

5 A.    Well, I’ve certainly been associated with the

6 regional approach (inaudible) counties and many

7 municipalities that is under a management plan, water

8 quality management plan, and so there are standard

9 provisions that apply as minimum requirements to all the

i0 municipalities.

ii I’m certainly aware of efforts in the Chesapeake

12 Bay region which are very much watershed driven. There

13 are -- one particular program in that area, City of

14 Alexandria, Virginia, which is one of the oldest and

15 densest cities in the United States, that has a very

16 far-reaching program in applying BMPs in what they call

17 "ultra urban areas," and these include gas stations, they

18 include commercial developments and all matter of

19 development. Of course, there’s not much in-fill area.

20 It’s mostly redevelopment, but they’re applied the same

21 to redevelopment.

22 I don’t necessarily agree that the gas stations

23 are a hard application. They’re certainly a hard

24 application for something that takes up much space on the

25 surface, but what we talked about here primarily and have

26 highlighted on the slide there go on the pavement. They

27 don’t take up space. They do need maintenance, but again

28 because they’re not out sitting in some remote place,
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1 they’re around all the time, I look at it as a part of

2 the business. It’s a new part of the business, but it’s

3 one that I think, you know, they can -- they get used to

4 and I don’t think it’s that much additional burden on

5 them.

6 And I would add that something else they’ve done

7 in Alexandria that could be adopted in this case is that

8 they have worked with the local suppliers of the concrete

9 vaults that form the boxes for these things, for the sand

I0 filters, and they’ve gotten them to produce what they

ii need in a series of off-the-shelf sizes, so you can walk

12 in and get what you need for a particular size drainage

13 area and it’s approximately half the cost. And I think

14 that it would be a very good project for a trade

15 association like Western States to get involved in that

16 for their members, a program like that.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Questions from the Board

18 Members? Staff?

19

20 EXAMINATION

21 BY MS. JENNINGS:

22 Q.    I had one question which follows up

23 Mr. Brown’s, which is do you have experience on, I guess

24 I would say, more effective to have projects on

25 individual properties, sort of basically where the

26 ultimate responsibility is the property owner versus a

27 city, let’s say, creating a larger pond that then all

28 properties drain to? Do you have experience comparing
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1 those types of projects?

2 A.    Well, I have experience with observation in this

3 area, and this argument has gone back and forth probably

4 ten years or more of regional versus localized. And

5 there are arguments both ways.

6 The arguments attempt to make the most sense for

7 the use of some regional construction, especially in new

8 developments when it can be done as part of the overall

9 plan and then it gets -- it’s a prominent facility and

I0 it’s more likely to get the maintenance attention and

II there’s one authority that would be responsible for it.

12 But there are arguments on the other side as

13 well and they concern in some cases that the fiscal

14 fluctuations of the local government agencies over the

15 years and whether they will, in fact, be able to fulfill

16 those responsibilities.

17 So I can’t say that I’m firmly convinced one way

18 or the other. I think it needs to be a case-by-case

19 basis. I think redevelopment only rarely would you get

20 regional to work out very well because redevelopment

21 tends to occur a parcel at a time, and I think that

22 people most likely would choose localized. So I think

23 some of the new developments, especially the residential

24 and commercial projects, would do very well to consider

25 it.

26 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: I’ll help with

27 Ms. Jennings’ question.

28
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1 FURTHER EXAMINATION

2 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

3 Q.    Have you been in the city of Fresno and seen

4 what they’ve done?

5 A.    I’ve not been in that city. I’ve passed through

6 it. i do know what they’ve done. Of course they’ve used

7 infiltration to a large extent.

8 Q.    They have infiltration basins all over that

9 city and the flood control district maintains those. And

i0 I’m sure they’re very effective in accomplishing what our

Ii goals would be here.

12 A.    They are. I think they do have a different

13 geology.

14 Q.    The thing is you have one entity that maintains

15 those, and my suspect is the dollars to maintain those

16 types of infiltration basins are not only effective but

17 cost a whole lot less money than individual.

18 A.    There are instances in which you can’t go wrong

19 with infiltration, if they’re set up right, and they seem

20 to be fortunately in such a pocket. I would say the Los

21 Angeles basin overall is not. There are some places in

22 which it would have that misfortunate circumstances, but

23 I can’t offer it as a general hope for the whole area as

24 it is in Fresno.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions from

26 petitioners? Any cross-examination?

27 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes, Mr. Chair. On behalf of

28 Arcadia and Bellflower, I’ll be asking questions.
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1 MS. JENNINGS: I think you’ll have to stand up

2 here, Mr. Montevideo.

3 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Do I need a microphone?

4 MS. JENNINGS: It helps us to take it down and

5 make sure we’ve got everything.

6

7 CROSS-EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. MONTEVIDEO:

9 Q. Good morning, Mr. Horner.

I0 A. Good morning.

ii Q. My name is Richard Montevideo. I’m representing

12 the Bellflower, et al. petitioners, as well as the City

13 of Arcadia today.

14 I have some questions for you in terms of your

15 testimony and other issues that arose after looking at

16 the exhibits that have been submitted on behalf of NRDC

17 and related to environmental organizations.

18 It seems from the -- your testimony in the

19 slides that you put up there that you had worked

20 extensively at least in looking at studies conducted in

21 various municipalities across the country. Would that be

22 an accurate statement?

23 A.    We conducted a survey, questionnaire survey of

24 32 programs.

25 Q.    Did you work with the various cities in the

26 various jurisdictions across the country?

27 A.    I’ve worked with some of those cities, but some

28 were cities and counties and states. They were all
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1 represented, as well as regional entities. I’ve worked

2 with some of them, but they were throughout the country

3 so I have not had personal work experience with most of

4 the them.

5 Q.    In your opinion, is it beneficial to work with

6 the cities in developing a program of this nature?

7 A.    Yes. I think working together is a good

8 strategy for anybody.

9 Q.    It’s important to not only work with cities but

i0 the entire affected community; is that correct?

Ii A.    Yes.

12 Q.    With respect to the Los Angeles SUSMP program

13 that’s been proposed by the Regional Board, have you had

14 any contact with, for example, the City of Rancho Palos

15 Verdes?

16 A.    No.

17 Q.    Have you had any contact with the City of

18 Bellflower?

19 A. No.

20 Q. Arcadia?

21 A. No.

22 Q. Any of the 33 cities that are identified as

23 petitioners?

24 A.    I couldn’t name those cities. I could tell you

25 which cities I have had contact with.

26 Q.    You could, but my question is are you aware of

27 any contacts with many of these cities or any of these

28 cities that are identified as petitioners?
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1 A. Well, I’ve had contact with three cities.

2 Q. Why don’t you tell me what those cities are.

3 A. E1 Segundo, Hermosa Beach and Beverly Hills.

4 Q. None of whom are petitioners in this proceeding.

5 But you do agree that it’s useful to work with the cities

6 in the entire community to put together a program that

7 basically fits the particulars of, in this case, the

8 County of Los Angeles?

9 A.    Yes.

i0 Q.    You made a comment in response to the last

ii question that was asked of you on direct examination

12 about the process that was followed under the permit and

13 some contention -- you made a claim that you were

14 concerned that there had been too much delay already and

15 the process was sufficient. Do you recall that

16 testimony?

17 A.    Yes.

18 Q.    Have you seen a copy of the permit for Los

19 Angeles County?

20 A. I’ve seen one.

21 Q. You’ve seen it. Have you read it?

22 A. I did at one time. It’s been some time.

23 Q. In your opinion, is it important to understand

24 the requirements in the permit in developing a SUSMP

25 program, particularly if that permit spells out what is

26 to be done for purposes of developing the program?

27 A.    Understanding would be essential, yes.

28 Q.    Andis it important before you can make a
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1 statement about whether the SUSMP program that’s been

2 proposed for Los Angeles County is a minimal requirement,

3 is it important to understand what the permit says about

4 that requirement?

5 A.    Well, I think we have to back up here a little

6 bit and put myself in my own correct context, and that is

7 I’m a scientific and technical person and I think that

8 all the scientific and technical evidence backs up my

9 statement that I made in response to that direct

I0 question.

ii I -- I am not an institutional consultant in

12 terms of program interpersonal relations, so I’m

13 commenting on the area has allowed its water resources to

14 become degraded and I think the scientific and technical

15 evidence supports that and that the means are available

16 to forestall it.

17 Q.    So when you made the contention about the permit

18 and the delays and the need to move quickly and this is a

19 minimalist effort, you then weren’t referring to a

20 minimalist effort?

21 MR. FLEISCHLI: Can I object to the issue of --

22 you said move quickly and move forward, and I believe --

23 I don’t know if we can have things read back, but I

24 believe that Dr. Horner said --

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Wait. I want to know what

26 the question is.

27 MR. FLEISCHLI: I want to object on the grounds

28 that he’s misstating what the witness has said in the
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1 past on very minor issues, but I think -- I understand

2 where he’s heading. And when he says that Dr. Horner

3 said we needed to move forward with something in a

4 timely -- quickly, all of this, I think what Dr. Horner

5 said he just repeated it there. Dr. Horner said there’s

6 sufficient evidence to move forward now.

7 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Frankly, this is a witness with

8 a lot of experience.

9 MR. FLEISCHLI: I understand that but I don’t

i0 want you to be --

ii MS. JENNINGS: Gentlemen, this certainly is not

12 appropriate to be arguing back and forth. There is an

13 objection.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Mr. Brown.

15 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: I’m concerned with the

16 procedure here, Mr. Chairman. When a Board Member

17 speaks, I would appreciate it if nobody else talks. Do

18 you understand? I want to know what the question is

19 before the -- I am interested in the objection. Finish

20 your question and then we’ll listen to the objection.

21 When the Chairman talks, let’s listen to the Chairman and

22 ask for permission to speak from the Chair.

23 Finish the question, then I’m interested in your

24 objection. No more arguing. Finish your question.

25 MR. MONTEVIDEO:    Yes.

26 Q. Let me ask it this way, Dr. Horner.

27 Would you agree at a minimum the permit should

28 be a starting point before preparing any SUSMP?
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1 MR. FLEISCHLI: I have no objection to the way

2 he’s phrased that question.

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, it’s an appropriate starting

4 point.

5 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Now, do you know whether or

6 not in accordance with the permit that we have before us

7 today whether that permit provides for the application of

8 the SUSMP program to discretionary versus

9 non-discretionary projects?

i0 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. I believe

II Mr. Montevideo is asking for a legal opinion with respect

12 to the contents of the permit. Dr. Horner is not here as

13 an expert on the permit or on the law. He’s here as an

14 expert on the technical and scientific issues.

15 MR. MONTEVIDEO: He has testified about the

16 importance of the SUSMP program. He has testified about

17 how it’s overdue, in so many words. And correct me if

18 I’m not entirely accurate in using your words,

19 Dr. Horner, but he’s just testified that the permit is

20 the starting point for the SUSMP program. And I’m asking

21 him then if it’s a starting point whether, in fact, he

22 knows whether the terms that are in this SUSMP program

23 are actually terms that are allowed under the permit.

24 That’s where I’m going with this.

25 If it’s a starting point, then I presume that

26 any scientist is going to pick it up and look at it and

27 base the terms of the SUSMP program with the terms of the

28 permit.
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1 MS. JENNINGS: If I can make a comment,

2 Mr. Baggett. I do think that this witness has clearly

3 been put forth as a technical expert. All of the

4 requirements for expertise are shown and there was no

5 objection. And certainly not a lawyer and certainly not

6 even I gather a citizen of California is entitled to

7 interpret the permit provisions, and it seems like that

8 your statements, your questions, don’t go to that and

9 they would be appropriately done in your direct

i0 testimony, arguing that. I presume your argument is

ii well, gee, I think it goes further than the permit and

12 that I believe that the testimony was simply that from a

13 technical standpoint.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I’ll sustain the objection.

15 Move on.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes.

17 Q.    You have testified with respect to the SUSMP

18 program being a minimalist effort or something to that

19 effect; is that correct, Dr. Horner?

20 A.    I said that the design standard was the minimum

21 that I would consider to be acceptable as a design basis.

22 Q.    Okay. So you weren’t talking about the other

23 provisions of the permit dealing with the categories of

24 development, so to speak, that are to be impacted by the

25 SUSMP?

26 A.    That statement pertained potential to the .75

27 inch of rainfall.

28 Q.    So should we assume that your entire testimony
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1 when you talked about the SUSMP program was primarily

2 focused on the .75 standard?

3 A.    I don’t believe that we could read back my

4 testimony and conclude that. It was one element.

5 Q.    In terms of the SUSMP program itself, for

6 example, were you offering an opinion on the

7 appropriateness of applying the SUSMP program to

8 redevelopment as defined in the program?

9 A. I wasn’t asked that.

i0 Q. And do you have an opinion on that?

ii A. My opinion is that it definitely should be

12 applied to redevelopment.

13 Q.    Okay. Do you have an opinion on whether or not

14 it should be applied to discretionary, or I should say,

15 non-discretionary projects?

16 A.    I’m afraid I’m just not up enough on the legal

17 and regulatory definitions of those terms to answer that.

18 Q. So the answer is you don’t have an opinion;

19 right?

20 A.    No.

21 Q.    Do you have an opinion on whether the SUSMP

22 program should be applied to environmentally sensitive

23 areas?

24 MR. HELPERIN: I’m going to have to object. I’m

25 sorry. I believe Mr. Montevideo has mischaracterized

26 Dr. Horner’s testimony. Mr. Montevideo is asking if

27 Dr. Horner believes that the SUSMP should be applied to

28 discretionary as well as non-discretionary projects.
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1 Dr. Horner said that he didn’t understand the legal

2 distinction. Mr. Montevideo has mischaracterized his

3 testimony that he does not have an opinion on that. It’s

4 not the case that Dr. Horner does not have an opinion.

5 He simply does not understand the distinction and could

6 not very well have an opinion.

7 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’m not sure I understand the

8 objection.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustained.

i0 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Environmentally sensitive

Ii areas, do you have an opinion on whether or not the SUSMP

12 program should be applied to environmentally sensitive

13 areas as defined in the SUSMP?

14 A.    Yes, I think it should be applied.

15 Q.    How is environmentally sensitive areas defined

16 in the SUSMP?

17 A.    I do not know that.

18 Q.    But your opinion is that it should be applied

19 irrespective of how it’s defined?

20 A. I can’t quote you the definition.

21 Q. Do you want to tell me generally?

22 A. I -- no, I don’t believe that I can. I have not

23 made an effort to get the words precisely right, but I

24 have an understanding of what environmentally sensitive

25 -- where environmentally sensitive areas lie in the

26 County of Los Angeles.

27 Q.    Do you have an opinion as to whether or not

28 other environmental mandates should be complied with,
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1 specifically the California Environmental Quality Act, or

2 whether they have been complied with?

3 MR. HELPERIN: Objection.

4 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’m asking whether you have

5 an opinion on it.

6 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. Whether it should

7 be -- can you repeat the question? I’m sorry. I think

8 it calls for a legal conclusion.

9 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I asked him if he had an

I0 opinion on whether other environmental mandates should be

Ii considered in developing the SUSMP program.

12 MR. HELPERIN: Other legal environmental

13 mandates and whether or not they apply or should apply is

14 a question of law.

15 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustain the objection, unless

16 you can rephrase it.

17 MR. LEON: I would also like to enter an

18 objection, Mr. Baggett.

19 Mr. Montevideo is obviously on a pattern to

20 continue asking questions that have to do with legal

21 issues and I think it would serve all our purposes much

22 today if he could be instructed to remain -- to stick to

23 the program directly and not get on the legal issues.

24 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Frankly, in terms of the rules,

25 I am permitted under 11513 to go beyond the scope of

26 direct.

27 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: But if you could focus your

28 comments.
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1 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Can we --

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ll be here two full days

3 at this rate.

4 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Dr. Horner, do you recognize

5 this? This is actually Exhibit L. I think you had put

6 this up earlier.

7 A.    Yes.

8 Q.    These standards in other states, do you know if

9 the standards, the numerical standards that are applied

i0 in other states, are applied to all redevelopment as well

ii as development?

12 A.    I could not say that it’s applied uniformly to

13 redevelopment. It is applied to new development, but I

14 know certainly of instances, particularly in that area,

15 where it applies to redevelopment.

16 Q.    But you can’t say that for every one of these

17 programs that each these programs apply the exact same

18 numerical standard to redevelopment as they do to

19 development?

20 A.    I can’t say that.

21 Q.    And in fact, you have some studies up there from

22 the state of Florida. Isn’t it true that the state of

23 Florida recognizes a need to apply different standards to

24 development versus redevelopment?

25 A.    I don’t know that for a fact.

26 Q.    Have you looked at the studies in the state of

27 Florida?

28 A.    Well, this was done several years ago and
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1 certainly we looked at them, but I can’t answer that

2 specific question at this point.

3 Q.    Let me show you a document which is -- has a

4 cover letter date of May 31st, 2000, but behind it are a

5 series of responses to questions by the Florida Bureau --

6 effectively the Department of the Environmental

7 Protection Agency in Florida. There’s a series of

8 questions, but attached to is an article entitled best

9 management practices for urban stormwater management.

i0 Do you see the attachment?

Ii A.    Yes, I do.

12 Q.    This is a document that was actually submitted

13 by the Regional Board, belatedly, but it has in here --

14 if you turn to the third page of that report beginning

15 with treatment requirements of older systems.

16 Do you have that in front of you?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. If we can have the next slide please.

19 MR. FLEISCHLI: Can I object here since there’s

20 a pause? We’re going to make the same argument that

21 Mr. Montevideo made this morning with regard to his

22 inability to review these documents. Dr. Horner

23 obviously has not had the opportunity to review these

24 documents. This is the first time he’s seen them. It’s

25 going to be very, very hard for him to make any sort of

26 determination standing up here in discussions with an

27 attorney as to what these documents say, especially what

28 his professional opinions of them are.
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1 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, frankly that’s what

2 cross-examination is all about.

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Under the rules you can

4 present these documents for cross-examination purposes

5 and also under the rules we take evidence and the weight

6 is given as a Board.

7 MS. JENNINGS: Just to be clear, Mr. Montevideo,

8 this was one of the documents submitted by the Regional

9 Board; is that correct?

10 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Correct.

ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Continue.

12 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes. On page 36 of that

13 report, if we could have the next slide please.

14 Q.    We were just briefly talking about development

15 versus redevelopment in the application of different

16 standards. Can you take a look at the first sentence of

17 this report?

18 A. The highlighted one?

19 Q. Yes. Correct.

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Talking about numerous problems inherent to a

22 highly urbanized area make it nearly impossible to apply

23 the same stormwater design and performance standards that

24 are applied to new developments. Do you agree with that

25 statement?

26 A.    We actually have three situations, and I think

27 we’re in the third one. We haven’t talked about that.

28 We have new development, we have redevelopment and we
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1 have retrofitting of existing development that is not

2 going to be development. I believe this is talking about

3 the third one.

4 Q.    So I guess first, do you agree with the

5 statement? Do you believe that’s an accurate statement?

6 A.    With respect to a development that’s existing,

7 standing static, it’s not going to change and not

8 reconstructed, yes, I agree with that.

9 Q.    What about --

I0 A.    But not with respect to redevelopment as I

ii define redevelopment.

12 Q.    In terms of a static development, why do you

13 believe this only applies to static development?

14 A.    Because a redevelopment is, according to the

15 definitions that are adopted for that, and they vary, but

16 under your framework and other frameworks there is a

17 substantive change to the layout which permits much more

18 flexibility in what’s constructed.

19 Q.    Okay. But in terms of the application of that

20 statement to redevelopment versus retrofitting, why do

21 you believe that that statement is only intended to apply

22 to retrofitting versus redevelopment?

23 A.    It says so.

24 Q.    Okay. You want to point me to the language

25 please, sir?

26 A. Last word in the first line, B.

27 Q. You want to give me the word please?

28 A. Retrofitting.
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1 Q.    Why don’t you help me out here. I’m looking at

2 the first sentence.

3 A.    I’m looking at the heading.

4 Q.    Okay. So your position is that the application

5 of the design standard to new developments versus

6 redevelopment, that there should in effect not be any

7 distinction between the application of the SUSMP program

8 to development versus redevelopment?

9 A.    No, not as redevelopment is defined.

I0 Q.    Even if the redevelopment -- were you finished?

ii I’m sorry.

12 A.    Yes.

13 Q.    Even if the redevelopment is occurring in highly

14 urbanized areas, do you believe the same standard should

15 be applied?

16 A.    Generally speaking I do, yes. There’s room for

17 flexibility in all designs, in new development too. But

18 generally speaking I think the standards should apply.

19 Q.    Well, when you said there’s need or there’s room

20 for flexibility, should there be flexibility in a SUSMP

21 program, different standards for redevelopment as opposed

22 to development?

23 A. No.

24 Q. So where do you get the room for flexibility?

25 A. Flexibility comes in in one way just in the best

26 management practices selected. Not every practice is

27 appropriate for every site. That’s true in new

28 development and redevelopment.
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1 Q.    Do you believe there should be room for

2 flexibility when you’re applying it to redevelopment

3 versus development?

4 A.    No, I don’t.

5 Q.    And this statement that you believe should only

6 be interpreted as applying to retrofitting as opposed to

7 redevelopment in general.

8 A.    I not only believe that it should apply to that,

9 I believe that the author of this -- and I know that

i0 author very well. He was one of the co-authors of this

ii study we talked about a while ago -- meant it to apply to

12 that because I know how he defines retrofitting, the same

13 as I do.

14 Q. You think this report is a well-written report?

15 A. This report?

16 Q. Yes. You know the author.

17 A. You only directed me to one sentence.

18 Q. You were just talking about the author. I was

19 trying to understand whether if you believe the author,

20 in your opinion, had written a good report.

21 MR. FLEISCHLI: He obviously has not had an

22 opportunity to read the entire report.

23 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I will withdraw the question.

24 MR. HELPERIN: Just a point of order as well,

25 Mr. Chair. I believe Mr. Montevideo’s cross-examination

26 has now taken up more time than the direct examination.

27 We have made arrangements for Dr. Horner to catch a

28 flight at 12:30 and it is now 11:30. I would like to
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1 suggest that the Board may want to structure the

2 cross-examination in a way that’s going to make it

3 possible for Dr. Horner to make the flight.

4 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I will move as quickly as

5 possible.

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Realize you’re going to be

7 cutting into your time for the other petitioners.

8 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Horner, you talked

9 about a program -- and can we have Exhibit L back up

i0 please -- in the state of Maryland and you have some

ii experience with the program in the state of Maryland?

12 A.    It was one of those that we surveyed.

13 Q.    How long has Maryland had some type of SUSMP

14 program in place?

15 A.    Well, how long it’s had a stormwater program in

16 place goes back to the early ’80s at least.

17 Q. 1982 sound about right?

18 A. That’s about right.

19 Q. Have you heard of the 2000 Maryland stormwater

20 design manual?

21 A.    If it’s the same one that you’re referring to, I

22 know their new manual, yes.

23 Q.    Is it true that manual has been in the works for

24 five years now?

25 A.    I couldn’t confirm that, whether or not that’s

26 the case.

27 Qo    Okay. How long has the Regional Board SUSMP

28 program been in the works, as far as you know? The Los
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1 Angeles Regional Board SUSMP program.

2 A. I don’t know that.

3 Q. Do you know if it’s even under a year or over a

4 year?

5 A. I couldn’t answer that.

6 Q. Do you know if the Maryland program defines very

7 redevelopment as broadly as the Los Angeles program?

8 A.    I don’t know that. I would have to compare them

9 statement by statement.

i0 Q.    Are you familiar with the results of the

II Maryland program? That is, does the state of Maryland

12 believe that their program has been effective?

13 A.    There are elements that they believe have been

14 effective and elements they have changed.

15 Q.    Would you agree with the statement they’ve only

16 had modest water quality improvements?

17 A.    Well, I don’t know that I can agree or disagree

18 with that statement, but there are many factors concerned

19 with the Chesapeake Bay outside the state of Maryland.

20 Q.    Okay. Are you familiar with the program in

21 Washington, the state of Washington?

22 A.    Yes.

23 Q.    You talked briefly about a rooftop exemption and

24 your belief that the rooftop exemption was appropriately

25 deleted or that rooftop water should be included in the

26 SUSMP program; is that correct?

27 A.    Yes.

28 Q.    Is it true the Washington SUSMP program provides
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1 for some exemption for rooftop water?

2 A. I’m not aware that it does.

3 Q. Let me show you a copy of their program.

4 MR. MONTEVIDEO: This again, Mr. Chair, is a

5 document that came in just yesterday from the Regional

6 Board. It is a series of responses to questions --

7 questions from the state of Washington, specifically the

8 Washington State Department of Ecology.

9 Q.    If you could turn to page 2 of enclosure one to

I0 the letter.

ii A. Okay.

12 Q. Do you have that page in front you?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Do you see the item B, the draft 1999 stormwater

15 manual?

16 A.    Yes.

17 Q.    Do you see the second sentence there, the draft

18 manual includes definitions for pollution-generating

19 impervious surfaces and pollution-generating pervious

20 surfaces. Non-pollution generating surfaces would

21 include residential roofs, commercial roofs that do not

22 accumulate pollutants in events of fugitive (phonetic)

23 emissions, isolated bicycle lanes, other ground surfaces

2’4 that are not subject to vehicle use.

25 A.    Yes, I see it.

26 Q.    Do you understand that the state of Washington

27 makes a distinction between certain commercial and

28 residential roofs and provides different standards, if
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1 any standards, to those types of -- to run-off from those

2 types of facilities?

3 A.    They’ve proposed as a draft provision in the new

4 manual to do so. The old manual did not.

5 Q. Now, do you understand that --

6 A. But I disagree with it.

7 Q. But nonetheless, they are proposing it; correct?

8 And nonetheless, it does not exist anywhere in the

9 Regional Board’s SUSMP program; correct?

i0 A.    I’m sorry?

II Q.    There is no rooftop exemption presently in the

12 Regional Board’s SUSMP program?

13 A. No. I understand it was deleted.

14 Q. Very good.

15 MR. HELPERIN: If I may, Mr. Chair, we have

16 five minutes. Dr. Horner will have to leave.

17 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I am almost there.

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Okay.

19 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’m going to talk briefly,

20 Dr. Horner, about the application of the SUSMP program in

21 Los Angeles. I want to get your opinion on whether you

22 believe -- how you believe this SUSMP program will apply

23 to actually individual homeowners within the County of

24 Los Angeles for a moment.

25 Let me give you a hypothetical. Under the Los

26 Angeles SUSMP program as proposed and adopted by the

27 Regional Board, if I owned a 25-year-old home in what is

28 called an environmentally sensitive area and needed a
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1 permit for a new roof, would I have to comply with the

2 numerical mitigation requirement of .75 inches of

3 rainfall, captured and retrieved?

4 A. I can’t answer --

5 MR. FLEISCHLI: Can I object as well?

6 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I have very little time.

7 MR. FLEISCHLI: I understand that, but this is

8 again layer upon layer of definitions. Obviously

9 Dr. Horner is here to talk about the technical expertise,

i0 not the definitions in the SUSMP of -- I’m not so worried

ii about environmentally sensitive areas, but redevelopment

12 or rooftop, is that 50 percent of a change of a project

13 that would constitute --

14 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If it’s a hypothetical that he

15 doesn’t understand, I’d be more than glad to fill in any

16 details.

17 Q.    Dr. Horner, again I have a 25-year-old home. I

18 live in Los Angeles County. This is a hypothetical. I

19 want to put in a new roof. I live in an area that’s

20 classified as an environmentally sensitive area and I

21 need to get a permit to put on my new roof.

22 Do I have to comply with the .75 numerical

23 design standard?

24 A.    I have to take your word, first of all, that you

25 would be subject to a control. I don’t know that. I

26 told you I don’t know that.

27 Q.    So in terms of the breadth of the application of

28 the Los Angeles SUSMP program, you don’t technically have
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1 an opinion in general or you don’t have an opinion with

2 respect to this particular hypo?

3 A.    Technically do I have an opinion or do -- I

4 say -- I’m just unwilling to answer a hypothetical

5 question that I’m not sure is based on a provision you

6 actually have to comply with. It may be. It may not be.

7 Q.    I’m asking you that question. You don’t know

8 one way or another.

9 A.    I don’t know one way or the other.

I0 Q.    Very good. Let me give you another

ii hypothetical.

12 MR. FLEISCHLI: Obviously it’s a legal

13 determination.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustained. Continue.

15 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: If I remodel the interior of

16 my home, let’s assume for the sake of discussion that I

17 have a 2,000 square foot home on a 5,000 square foot lot.

18 I’m remodeling the interior of my home, and let’s assume

19 for the sake of discussion, for the purposes of my

20 hypothetical, that that constitutes redevelopment if I

21 affect a thousand square feet or more of the interior of

22 my home.

23 Now, the question is I have a 5,000 square foot

24 lot. I have a 2,000 square foot home. Most of it is

25 frankly hardscape and flows to the street. How would one

26 go about trying to comply with the numerical design

27 standard of .75 inches of rain?

28 MR. FLEISCHLI: From a technical standpoint --
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1 if I might object, is that a technical question or a

2 legal question?

3 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I asked him how would one go

4 about complying with the .75 standard.

5 THE WITNESS: I’ll refer you to --

6 MR. HELPERIN: I’ll have to object on relevance

7 grounds. The case that a home meeting the

8 characteristics Mr. Montevideo has just described would

9 not indeed constitute redevelopment. The changes he’s

I0 talking about would not constitute redevelopment under

ii the SUSMP. How one would go about determining how the

12 SUSMP would apply is completely irrelevant and creates a

13 situation in which we’re trying to define how we comply

14 with --

15 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, I asked him to

16 assume all that. I’m just trying to find out --

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I’m asking if you’re asking

18 his technical opinion or his legal opinion.

19 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Technical opinion.

20 Q.    How would one comply with the SUSMP?

21 A.    I’ll refer you to three people -- it’s one of

22 your local groups. They outfitted a house in south

23 central L.A. with a very similar situation as you

24 describe. Relatively small house, relatively small yard.

25 Q.    Is this the article you were talking about?

26 A.    I saw it in a conference presentation. I didn’t

27 see the article. It does look like the house.

28 Q.    Please proceed.
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1 A.    I said I would refer you to the creative

2 techniques that they used in that particular situation

3 which includes cisterns, a roof redesign, yard storage of

4 run-off, reduction of impervious area, quite a

5 comprehensive small scale application, very impressive.

6 Q.    But a set of creative techniques nonetheless;

7 correct?

8 A.    Well, nothing that’s beyond technical realm.

9 People have used cisterns for thousands of years.

i0 Q. Let’s talk about cisterns.

II A. We’ve just forgotten how to talk about them.

12 Q. This article shows us --

13 MR. LEON: Mr. Chairman, sort of a point of

14 order. In all fairness, I have some questions that I

15 would like to ask Dr. Horner. I see that the hour is

16 getting late. I don’t know how far Mr. Montevideo is

17 going to go.

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: One more minute. One more

19 minute and let the other parties.

20 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes.

21 Q.    Cisterns have been in place for a long time.

22 This article talks about the cost of that cistern. If we

23 can just move it down to the bottom of the page a little

24 more, cost if it were being mass produced by a

25 manufacturer, the cost of that cistern being $I0,000 for

26 this home. Is that 3,600 gallons about right?

27 A.    I have no idea.

28 Q.    Do you have any idea --
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1 A. It sounds awfully high but --

2 Q. Pardon me?

3 A. It sounds awfully high.

4 Q. This is a study that was done in Los Angeles by

5 the Tree People, in quotes, and this is again in the

6 administrative record. It quotes the cost of that

7 cistern being $I0,000 assuming it were mass produced. So

8 you don’t have an opinion --

9 A.    I don’t have an opinion. I can read it where it

I0 says that, but I don’t have an opinion on that.

Ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You have 25 seconds.

12 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Dr. Horner, have you looked

13 at the impacts of the L.A. SUSMP program on affordable

14 housing at all?

15 A. No.

16 Q. You’re familiar with San Gabriel Valley?

17 A. Oh, driving through the freeway.

18 Q. Have you looked at the impacts of this program

19 on the water quality throughout the San Gabriel Valley?

20 A. No.

21 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Very good. Thank you.

22 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. You’ve got just a

23 couple minutes.

24 The petitioner first and then have the

25 respondent. The other petitioner first and then the

26 respondent. You can keep your questions brief and we’ll

27 forego redirect.

28
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1 CROSS-EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. WELCH:

3 Q.    Dr. Horner, I’m Lyman Welch on behalf of the

4 Western States Petroleum Association. I’ll keep my

5 questions brief and direct you to the testimony you gave

6 about the gas stations and potential treatment

7 mechanisms.

8 You mentioned sand filters and compost

9 filters --

i0 A.    Yes.

Ii Q.    -- as a potential treatment mechanism that could

12 be used for gas stations.

13 A.    Yes.

14 Q.    That would require the construction of a fairly

15 large underground vault; is that correct?

16 A.    It would require an underground vault. Fairly

17 large is a relative term. Its size is dependent on the

18 drainage area that discharges to it.

19 Q.    The use of both a sand filter and compost filter

20 would require an underground vault?

21 A.    That’s correct.

22 Q.    And if gasoline or other petroleum products

23 happened to be spilled at a gas station and you had a

24 sand filter or compost filter in place, that would result

25 in the product flowing into this underground vault and

26 contaminating the sand or compost material?

27 A.    But both of these filters have a

28 presedimentation chamber in which there would be
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1 considerable ability to catch a spill, and it may or may

2 not depending on the medium, depending on whether it does

3 so by being pushed along by a high flow, run-off,

4 stormwater run-off flow at the same time.

5 Q0    You would agree, though, that the product would

6 enter the underground vault?

7 A.    Yes. I think that would be one of the eminent

8 uses. It would be a line of defense against an

9 accidental spill.

i0 Q.    Wouldn’t you also agree it would be a risk of

ii explosive gases building up in the underground vault?

12 A.    I think that’s always a risk at a gas station.

13 Q.    This would be an additional risk in the

14 underground vault?

15 A.    One presumes that it would not be allowed to

16 remain there any time, that it would be gotten out. We

17 presume maintenance. People are not going to ignore

18 these occurrences.

19 Q.    You mentioned Mr. Stenstrom’s work on insert

20 filters --

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. -- at UCLA.

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. And these are testing of insert filters that

25 Mr. Stenstrom is doing in the laboratory at UCLA?

26 A.    Yes.

27 Q.    He hasn’t done any testing of the practicability

28 of using one of these insert filters at a gas station,
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1 has he?

2 A.    I don’t think he’s out on the street, so to

3 speak, yet. These are relatively recent inventions and

4 getting their first tests. In fact, their first tests

5 were last year and I don’t know what his plans are, but

6 like with any other product development it’s in an early

7 stage but moving along. Certainly he would go there.

8 Q.    So it’s fair to say that the usability of these

9 insert filters is still in the testing stage.

i0 A.    These particular ones. There have been insert

ii filters around for a number of years and there are proved

12 versions, and I characterize them as soon to come along

13 on the market with improved performance capability.

14 Q.    It would be fair to say the older version of the

15 insert filters didn’t work well because of the clogging

16 problems?

17 A.    There are certainly instances of that and those

18 instances could be cut way down with regular maintenance

19 attention such as could come at a place with a regular

20 attendant. A lot of the applications were not in those

21 places.

22 Q.    Are you familiar with the November 1999 study

23 that the City of Sacramento did on insert filters?

24 A. No, I haven’t seen that one.

25 MR. WELCH: Thank you.

26 I have nothing further at this time.

27

28
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1 FURTHER EXAMINATION

2 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

3 Q.    On your BMPs that you’re suggesting here,

4 knowing that engineers like to do economic analysis, have

5 you had economic analysis on alternatives to address this

6 issue either on a regional basis or individual or both?

7 A. I have not done economic studies myself. I’m

8 aware of the economic analyses that have been put

9 together, watershed protections work, that I’m on their

i0 editorial board, but I have not done economic studies

ii myself.

12 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’re running very tight on

14 time.

15 MR. LEON: Thank you, Chairman Baggett.

16

17 CROSS-EXAMINATION

18 BY MR. LEON:

19 Q.    Mr. Horner, thank you for your patience. My

20 name is Jorge Leon. I’m the Regional Board’s attorney.

21 Just a couple of questions.

22 Were you involved in the development of the

23 SUSMP program with the Regional Board?

24 A.    I was not directly involved with it. I was

25 involved with the settlement with Los Angeles County.

26 Q. That was the county program?

27 A. Yes.

28 Q. Thank you. Are you familiar with the Florida
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1 stormwater control program?

2 A.    To some degree.

3 Q.    Do you have an opinion as to whether their

4 program is effective, working or not?

5 A.    Florida has a reputation of being one of the top

6 programs in the country, certainly probably in the top

7 three without much argument.

8 Q.    There was an article on the slide a few moments

9 ago, if we could have that up real quickly. We don’t

i0 need it.

ii You recal! the slide that was up there about the

12 article and the program that was developed?

13 A.    Yes.

14 Q.    Sort of an innovative program. Do you know what

15 kind of a storm that was set for, the number of years?

16 Was it 133 years?

17 A. I’m sorry. I couldn’t confirm that. I wish I

18 could.

19 MR. LEON: Thank you. That’s all the questions

20 I have. Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I understand there’s a time

22 issue here, so we will forego the redirect or recross

23 unless you want to stay longer.

24 THE WITNESS: No, I’m afraid I can’t. Thank you

25 very much.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: With that, we have one other

27 witness, Margaret Clark.

28
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1 MARGARET CLARK,

2 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

3

4 STATEMENT OF MARGARET CLARK

5 MS. CLARK: My name is Margaret Clark and I’m

6 the Mayor of Rosemead. I appreciate your taking my

7 testimony. I have a memorial service this afternoon.

8 I am also on, and have been for eight years, the

9 San Gabriel Basin Water Quality Authority which is

I0 overseeing the groundwater cleanup of (inaudible) in the

ii San Gabriel basin, and as such I’m very concerned about

12 this issue. I’m also a board member of the Los Angeles

13 San Gabriel River Water Shed Council, and as such I do

14 share the goals of the SUSMP program in the sense of

15 reducing contaminants to the surface waters. I’m

16 interested in conserving the water for the San Gabriel

17 basin for which 80 percent of the needs are provided from

18 local sources and I’m also interested in possibly

19 reducing the size of future storm drain needs, but I do

20 have some very serious concerns about this program from

21 an environmental standpoint.

22 I am testifying today on behalf of the

23 petitioners to address the problems created by the

24 Regional Board’s failure to comply with either the letter

25 or the spirit of the California Environmental Quality

26 Act.

27 Our lawyers will provide you with the legal

28 arguments as to why the Regional Board should have
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1 complied with CEQA, but I want to give you factual

2 reasons why the Regional Board and all the environmental

3 groups here should respect potential significant adverse

4 impacts on the environment that may be created by the

5 Regional Board’s SUSMP.

6 In addition to the requirements of CEQA, the

7 permit itself gives the discretion to the permittees to

8 consider other environmental mandates. As you see the

9 first paragraph, consideration shall be given to the type

I0 of development and the potential for stormwater pollution

Ii when determining the applicability of BMPs.

12 Cost-effectiveness, ease of maintenance and consistency

13 with other environmental mandates may also be considered.

14 These permittees must be permitted to exercise

15 that discretion and to consider other environmental

16 mandates and specifically to consider the full potential

17 of adverse impacts from what the Regional Board is trying

18 to mandate.

19 In addition, consistent with CEQA, other

20 available alternatives to address these issues must be

21 considered at the beginning of the process other than the

22 option that has been forced on everyone by the Regional

23 Board. Other alternatives must be considered before we

24 create another environmental disaster such as what

25 occurred with the use of MTBE to preserve our air at the

26 expense of our water quality. Please let us learn from

27 this and other failed environmental policies.

28 First, the evidence that is in the record before
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1 you shows that the Regional Board has not considered the

2 potential of vector control problems, including

3 specifically mosquito and rat problems and other

4 infestation problems that may arise from having standing

5 water with sludge and sediment existing for extended

6 periods of time. We have a letter from the greater Los

7 Angeles vector control district that has already

8 expressed reservations about the path that the Regional

9 Board is requesting that we embark on.

i0 This is in regard to the study they’re doing

ii with Caltrans on the pilot project for the best

12 management practices.

13 This letter says, "We are finding that most of

14 the studies reinforced man-made water retention BMP

15 devices produce mosquitoes. Left unmanaged, we believe

16 the natural ’infiltration devices’ will also contribute

17 to mosquito problems. Unquestionably there is a

18 potentially serious mosquito nuisance and public health

19 consequence associated with broad establishment and

20 implementation of these devices, and that deeply concerns

21 the mosquito abatement district. Therefore, the

22 abatement district is willing to participate and support

23 any manner or action that seeks to prevent local and

24 regional development and installation of such devices

25 that contribute to the production of mosquitoes and/or

26 other public health vectors."

27 We need to look at the environmental impact

28 before we move forward with this or any other similar
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1 project. We also need to consider the groundwater

2 impacts from the accumulation of pesticides in the

3 concentrated area.

4 Next we need to consider what we’re doing to our

5 communities, particularly to our economically

6 disadvantaged communities and how this program may

7 disparitly impact smaller, higher density developments.

8 You will hear how we will lose affordable housing if this

9 program is implemented and the Regional Board’s failure

I0 to consider this impact.

Ii What we haven’t heard and the Regional Board

12 hasn’t analyzed is the potential adverse health effects

13 to these communities from creating large retention basins

14 in the midst of a multi-unit project. Where is the

15 environmental justice in all this? We need to look at

16 our communities who are bearing the brunt. Aren’t we

17 asking these lower income communities to bear the larger

18 brunt of the solution in comparison to others? Please

19 let’s consider this impact before we move forward.

20 And the other aspect of this problem, of the

21 development, is what are we doing to our ability to

22 redevelop the areas in our inner cities? Many of our

23 cities represented here today are built-out, and yet we

24 are being asked to provide affordable housing within our

25 inner cities. Doesn’t this really lead to urban sprawl?

26 If we cannot afford to develop in the inner cities, it

27 will lead to development in the green areas, and that is

28 exactly what we as environmentally concerned citizens are
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1 trying to prevent. And it would certainly inhibit the

2 new wave of smart growth. So we need to look at that

3 issue.

4 Third is the issue of our groundwater quality.

5 I know that there are certain exemptions or waivers in

6 what the Regional Board is proposing, but how closely has

7 the Regional Board analyzed this problem and particularly

8 how long will it take before there is such a

9 concentration of pollutants in a particular infiltration

i0 basin before these pollutants reach our groundwater? In

Ii effect, are we making the same mistakes we made with

12 MTBE where we traded off water quality for air quality?

13 Are we trading our groundwater quality for surface water

14 quality?

15 I was very involved in the MTBE issue about four

16 years ago when we were on the various city and

17 environmental committees that I was on, and I remember

18 asking the Air Resources Board coming to our committee

19 and providing testimony that this was -- we had to clean

20 up the air and it would not get into the groundwater

21 because all they had to do was make sure that all the

22 underground storage tanks were double lined and all the

23 pipelines. I asked the question at the time, even if

24 could you ensure that, which is very unlikely, I said

25 what about a natural disaster such as an earthquake? And

26 of course, they didn’t listen and now we have a very,

27 very serious ground water contamination problem. As you

28 know, all the wells in Santa Monica City were shut down
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1 because of MTBE and that’s extremely expensive to clean

2 it up once it gets in there.

3 So I’m very passionate about this issue being on

4 the San Gabriel Basin Water Quality Authority. Millions

5 of dollars go to the cleanup, and let’s look at it before

6 it happens. I don’t want to come here four years from

7 now and say "I told you so." That doesn’t help. Let’s

8 look at it before it happens, please.

9 Finally, has there been any consideration of

I0 available alternatives such as a regional approach to

Ii addressing these issues rather than addressing these

12 issues on a site-by-site or project-by-project basis?

13 And as Mr. Brown pointed out, he asked the question, a

14 very good question. Are there more effective ways to do

15 it on a regional basis?

16 We as cities are not opposed to spending the

17 money to solve this problem. We acknowledge there’s a

18 problem, but if there’s a better way to do it on a

19 regional basis, more efficient, please let’s spend the

20 money that way.

21 As we have over time with our other

22 environmental policies and statutes such as CEQA and the

23 endangered species or even simply our own experience with

24 sewage systems versus our septic tanks, in many cases it

25 makes sense to solve these problems on a regional basis

26 rather than on a site-by-site or project-by-project

27 basis. This is one of those occasions.

28 We ask the State Board to consider all
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1 appropriate alternatives to avoid the potential

2 significant adverse impacts that have not been fully

3 considered by the Regional Board before we embark upon a

4 potentially disastrous environmental path. If we are

5 truly concerned about our environment, we won’t and we

6 can’t just do something; rather we must do something that

7 is right for our environment.

8 Thank you very much.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Petitioner, do you have any

I0 questions for your witness?

ii MR. MONTEVIDEO: No, not at this time.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Is there any

13 cross-examination?

14

15 EXAMINATION

16 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

17 Q.    Ms. Clark, has there been efforts with the water

18 control districts in counties to address this problem on

19 a local basis that you have been satisfied with, at least

20 pointed in the right direction or should be?

21 A.    I really don’t know. I do know that at our SCAG

22 environment committee we’ve had testimony from the Orange

23 County District that is implementing a regional --

24 diverting the stormwater into the sewer treatment system.

25 And if that’s feasible, in my opinion that’s much more

26 cost-effective to know that the water is going to be

27 treated before it’s discharged.

28 Q.    It might be worth your while, I’m sure you’re
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1 familiar with it or others are, with what Fresno is doing

2 in this issue.

3 A.    That sounded very interesting, what you said. I

4 was very interested in that.

5 Q.    I forget the director’s name. Doug Harrison.

6 He has done just an outstanding job addressing this issue

7 on a regional basis and it might be worth your time and

8 others to visit.

9 A.    I would love to study that. Maybe the SCAG

i0 people here could get that information for us.

ii Appreciate that.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions from Board

13 Members or staff?

14

15 CROSS-EXAMINATION

16 BY MR. HELPERIN:

17 Q.    Good morning, Ms. Clark. You testified a lot

18 today about the risks posed by the incorporation of these

19 best management practices into various types of

20 development.

21 Do you have a background in engineering?

22 A.    No, I don’t. My husband is an engineer and I

23 have two daughters. You see, this is --

24 Q.    One of my best friends is an engineer.

25 A.    Can I make this point, though, that that’s the

26 very reason when the MTBE issue came up. All the

27 engineers had it all right. We’re going to put this

28 oxygenate in and methyl tertiary butyl ether won’t hurt
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1 anything and this is going to be wonderful. They didn’t

2 listen to the practical questions from people like me in

3 the public. What’s it going to do to the groundwater?

4 Q.    You’ve also testified about the biological

5 concerns with respect to mosquito breeding. Do you have

6 a degree in biology?

7 A.    No, I don’t.

8 Q.    Are you aware there have been studies done all

9 over the country on mosquito breeding best management

I0 practices?

ii A. I would assume there were.

12 Q. Are you aware of the results of those studies?

13 A. And I hope the vector control district, I would

14 assume they know these studies and they’re not going to

15 go off on a limb.

16 Q. Are you aware that there has been no problem

17 with adult biting mosquitoes in any place in the country

18 where these types of best management practices have been

19 adopted?

20 A.    I’m not aware of that but I know encephalitis is

21 a very serious disease and I have a lot of grandchildren

22 I’m concerned about.

23 Q.    I would not argue that point. Are you aware

24 that despite all the studies that have shown some

25 breeding within the BMPs in the Los Angeles area there

26 has been no evidence of adult biting mosquitoes in the

27 areas of the BMPs?

28 A.    I am not. Was it done in the summertime?
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1 Q. Yes, it was.

2 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If I could please. May I raise

3 an objection? Her last question raises a good point. We

4 need some foundation for these questions. You’re making

5 statements where there’s no foundation anywhere in the

6 record. If you say we have records or documentation to

7 show her that supports what you’re saying, but beyond

8 that there’s no foundation for the questions.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I’ll sustain the objection.

i0 Lay some foundation.

ii MR. HELPERIN: I have been and will be

12 testifying as a fact witness throughout this testimony.

13 I have been working on BMP-related matters for the last

14 two years, and I don’t have with me today the studies on

15 mosquito breeding, but I am personally aware of some of

16 those studies and am personally aware of the results of

17 some of those studies. But I will limit my questions to

18 only those things of which I am personally aware.

19 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, again, I think the

20 issue here is whether there’s a foundation in the record.

21 It’s not a question of his personal knowledge.

22 MR. HELPERIN: Personal testimony is an

23 admissible form of evidence, Mr. Chair.

24 MR. MONTEVIDEO: But I thought this was

25 Ms. Clark’s testimony.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: He is a witness. Counsel,

27 the challenge we have here is we’ve taken two witnesses

28 out of order. In retrospect, it was not the best thing
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1 to do. We’ve done it to accommodate both parties in this

2 case, and it is very challenging considering there have

3 been no statements, none of the rest of the

4 case-in-chief. We’re throwing on both sides and it’s a

5 challenge.

6 If you could, I think it’s things we’re going to

7 get to later when you get to the full case-in-chief. You

8 don’t have to make that --

9 MR. HELPERIN: Certainly. I wanted to address

I0 the mosquito issue because Ms. Clark focused on it and I

ii wanted to at least bring up some of the --

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’ll have that opportunity

13 later.

14 MR. HELPERIN: Just one final question on that

15 issue, and if it’s not acceptable, that’s fine.

16 Q.    Are you aware of mosquito-eating fish? Do you

17 know there is such a thing?

18 A.    Oh, yes.

19 Q.    Do you know those are regularly put into

20 retention ponds that have standing water in order to

21 prevent the breeding of mosquitoes?

22 A.    I would assume so, but I don’t know if you can

23 do that who’s going to be monitoring that on each

24 retention pond.

25 Q.    You are aware that’s a regular component of the

26 program to prevent mosquito breeding.

27 A.    Yes. Sure.

28 Q.    Another question. You had testified earlier
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1 with respect to the permit and the language of the permit

2 and that it makes provision for review of other

3 environmental issues; is that correct? This is a direct

4 copy of a section of the permit, and I believe the

5 section you quoted is the second underlined section where

6 it says the cost-effectiveness, ease of maintenance and

7 consistency with other environmental mandates may also be

8 considered; is that correct? Do you see that’s under

9 Section B?

I0 A.    Yes.

II Q.    Which is the list of recommended BMPs which is

12 separate from Section C, which is the one that contains

13 the text about the SUSMP?

14 A.    Say that again.

15 Q.    The permit mandates a lot of programs, and

16 within the development planning program the permit

17 mandates multiple programs be developed by the permittees

18 of the Regional Board. One of the programs that the

19 permittees and the Regional Board have to develop is the

20 development planning program. Subsequently to that they

21 have to develop a list of BMPs, recommended BMPs, which

22 the Regional Board then approves. Subsequently to that

23 they adopt a SUSMP.

24 The text that you quoted is in the second

25 program. It’s relevant to the development of the list of

26 BMPs and it should have been and was taken into

27 consideration at that time. It’s not relevant to the --

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: What is the question?
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1 MR. HELPERIN: I just wanted to know if she was

2 aware of this distinction in the permit.

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Okay.

4 MR. HELPERIN: Thank you.

5 Q. You’re from the City of Rosemead; is that right?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Has the City of Rosemead implemented continuous

8 deflection systems? It’s a BMP for the control of

9 stormwater pollution.

I0 A.    I don’t know.

ii Q.    Do you know if the City of Rosemead has

12 implemented any retention basins?

13 A.    We are considering it on one of our projects

14 that is coming in.

15 Q.    Has the City of Rosemead implemented any of the

16 structural BMPs that are at issue here today on a regular

17 basis throughout the city?

18 A.    We are doing the porous pavement on our senior

19 housing project at my request.

20 Q.    So you actually have no personal experience with

21 the implementation of any of the BMPs.

22 A.    Well, they haven’t been required and we have

23 done some, but not the ones that we want to make sure

24 they’re helpful to the environment.

25 Q.    So your concerns here are speculative,

26 essentially.

27 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Objection. Misstates her prior

28 testimony. Misstates her answers.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustained. Rephrase.

2 Q.    BY MR. HELPERIN: So you have no personal

3 experience with any of the problematic, potentially

4 problematic issues that you’ve raised here today.

5 A.    Oh, yes. Let me tell you about a treatment

6 plant that the San Gabriel Basin Water Quality Authority

7 is implementing in the La Puente County Valley project.

8 Q.    What kind of treatment plant?

9 A.    It’s (inaudible) chlorite. It’s the first in

10 the nation.

Ii Q.    Is this a structural stormwater control?

12 A.    It is not structura! stormwater control. What

13 I’m going to tell you is what the Department of Health

14 Services is requiring of the water producers.

15 Q.    I appreciate that, Ms. Clark. We’re actually

16 here to talk about structural stormwater controls.

17 A.    And that’s exactly what they did with MTBE, sir.

18 They were concerned with air quality and they weren’t

19 with groundwater.

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Please continue.

21 THE WITNESS: On my example? They’re requiring

22 the water producer to identify all potential chemical

23 compounds that might be found in the groundwater that

24 might contaminate -- that might reach the wells in the

25 future. And what we are asking is why isn’t the Regional

26 Board not even identifying the fate of reasonably

27 expected pollutants? That should be required to be

28 performed before you implement these things, and I’m very
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1 concerned about this.

2 Even the table, if I might, I didn’t understand

3 all of it from your other witness, had 80 percent, 70

4 percent, 60 percent. What about the 20 percent? What

5 about the 40 percent?

6 Q.    BY MR. HELPERIN: Those percentages would

7 potentially get into the water as the hundred percent.

8 A.    That concerns me. If you accumulate that,

9 you’ve got a problem.

i0 Qo Right now it’s at I00 percent.

ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Could we --

12 THE WITNESS: It’s going to the surface waters.

13 It’s not going to the groundwater.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any more questions?

15 MR. HELPERIN: A couple more questions. I

16 apologize.

17 Q.    The Orange County program that you mentioned,

18 are you aware that that program deals only with dry

19 weather run-off?

20 A.    Yes. Bob Jorrell gave us a --

21 Q.    And just one last question. Has there been any

22 administrative civil liability issued against the City of

23 Rosemead by the Regional Water Board?

24 A. No.

25 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I object. I’m not sure she

26 understands the question, Counsel. She doesn’t have a

27 law degree.

28 Q.    BY MR. HELPERIN: Do you know if there have been
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1 any fines issued or draft fines issued against the City

2 of Rosemead by the Regional Water Quality Board?

3 A. Not to my knowledge.

4 MR. HELPERIN: Thank you.

5 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any other parties wish

6 cross-examination?

7 If not, then I’ll ask my colleagues if we want

8 to take a break now. So we will break one hour for

9 lunch, come back at I:00 and begin the policy statements.

i0 We will be in recess.

ii (Lunch recess taken)

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Let’s go back into session.

13 When we recessed was the public policy comments.

14 Again under public policy there’s no cross-examination of

15 public policy commentaries. They are not sworn

16 witnesses.

17 We have a number of blue cards. We will limit

18 to three minutes unless there’s questions from the Board

19 Members themselves. With that, we’ll just go down in the

20 order.

21 We have Gilbert Canizales. When you come up, if

22 you could please state your name for the record and if

23 you have a business card you want to give the court

24 reporter.

25 MR. CANIZALES: I actually had some information

26 I wanted, letters, copies.

27 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: That’s fine.

28 MR. CANIZALES: My name is Gilbert Canizales,
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1 and I’m here on behalf of the State Senator, Betty

2 Karnette. In the interest of time, I’ll just read a

3 portion of the letter to convey the Senator’s view.

4 "Dear Chairman, I am writing to respectfully

5 urge the State Water Resource Control Board to grant the

6 petition appealing the Los Angeles County Standard Urban

7 Stormwater Mitigation Plan at your meeting today and to

8 order that the Regional Water Control Board develop a

9 comprehensive plan in cooperation with the affected

i0 cities, businesses and builders. I make this request on

ii behalf of 33 cities in Los Angeles County and the

12 affected businesses and industries that are appealing the

13 Regional Board plan.

14 "Let me say up front that I am not opposed to

15 stormwater run-off treatment solutions that are targeted,

16 cost-effective and have some demonstrated assurance of

17 results. Unfortunately, the current SUSMP proposal does

18 not meet those requirements," and as was mentioned

19 earlier by, I believe, the Mayor of Rosemead and others

20 who have testified here today, there’s a list here on

21 page 1 and 2 of the number of ways that this proposal can

22 be improved.

23 And finally again, on behalf of Senator

24 Karnette, I strongly urge the State Water Resources

25 Control Board to remand the SUSMP to the Regional Board

26 and to order hearings and workshops on the development of

27 equitable, scientifically based plans to control

28 stormwater run-off.
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1 Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Any questions?

3 Thank you for your comments. Thank you.

4 Next we have Alexis Strauss, United States

5 Environmental Protection Agency. Is she back? I know

6 she was here. We can go to Mark Pisano and Colin

7 Lennard.

8 MR. PISANO: My name is Mark Pisano. I’m the

9 Executive Director of the Southern California Association

I0 of Governments, and I have with me general counsel who

ii would be available for questions should there be any. I

12 also have copies of my testimony for the Board Members.

13 SCAG recognizes that water is a fundamental

14 element of this region’s future prosperity. As such,

15 water quality is a key focus of SCAG’s current planning

16 efforts. We are working with the non-profit organization

17 Tree People to incorporate stormwater best management

18 practices into our livable community’s program guidance.

19 We’re also participating with Caltrans statewide, but

20 also within our regional effort to identify

21 cost-effective solutions that policy members can support.

22 We’re supporting the Malibu Creek Watershed

23 effort and augmenting our regional database and stand

24 ready to lend expertise to watershed planning efforts.

25 And finally, we’re committed to reviving our areawide

26 best management policy, 208. The Clean Water Act

27 provides for 208 as the areawide stormwater planning

28 process, and a recent law article pointed out that 208
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1 was intended as the main tool to deal with non-point

2 source problems and also with stormwater, and as such it

3 would address many of the key issues now being addressed

4 in this hearing and in the debate on TMDLs.

5 SCAG is the agency designated to run this

6 process in southern California. In 1979, we produced an

7 areawide waste water treatment plan with the

8 participation of numerous elected officials and advisory

9 panels, and even though this plan is now out-of-date, a

I0 new plan is in the process of being developed. We’re in

Ii the stages of working with other -- with many of the

12 agencies within our region to update our plan.

13 Furthermore, Section 208 can provide more

14 enforcement certainty to the Regional Board since there’s

15 a requirement in federal statute that all permits issued

16 in our region must be consistent with this plan.

17 Please understand that SCAG’s member

18 jurisdictions recognize the value of clean water to the

19 region, its economic benefits and environmental benefits,

20 and we stand ready to achieve those goals and to protect

21 those resources, but the means of achieving it are

22 fraught with uncertainty and the Regional Board’s

23 approach asks jurisdictions with limited funds to take

24 financial and political risks.

25 The problem as far-reaching and serious as water

26 quality should not be addressed in a veritable vacuum of

27 knowledge or (inaudible) effectiveness of solutions. The

28 best management practices called for in the stormwater --
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1 in the Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan are of unknown

2 effectiveness for many pollutants. The Regional Board’s

3 proposal is fraught by a lack of knowledge and resources

4 and even the nature of pollutants in our region’s

5 non-point source run-off.

6 The Section 208 process will provide the

7 scientific data among participants that will allow them

8 to identify those BMPs that are effective in controlling

9 pollutants. As a key participant, the Regiona! Board can

i0 share much needed analysis of waste loads and targets

ii that need to be achieved in order to improve water

12 quality.

13 I’m not going to go through all the issues on

14 cost because I see my time is coming to a close, but I

15 want to note that we’re not going to solve this problem

16 unless we look at it inter-jurisdictionally and unless we

17 look at it within watersheds, unless we look at it among

18 governmental institutions and pull together a coordinated

19 and cost-effectiveness program.

20 There’s too many issues unknown, there’s too

21 many debates and just too much differences in order for

22 us to be successful. I’m free to address any questions

23 in my testimony.

24 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Do you have any ideas of

25 how enforcement occurred in the working with SCAG 208?

26 MR. PISANO: Yes. Board Member Brown, there’s a

27 provision in the statute that says that permits be

28 consistent with 208. 208 is designed -- and let me note
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1 that I was in EPA, worked on the legislation and

2 administered that program nationally before I came to my

3 position. It was designed to provide the kind of input,

4 the kinds of analysis and to resolve the differences so

5 that permit conditions can, in fact, be explicitly

6 written and so that enforcement can pursue and there’s

7 both permit enforcement and Porter-Cologne enforcement.

8 If we follow the provisions that are laid out in

9 statute, we can put together, I am convinced, a

i0 cost-effective and enforceable program, and one in fact

II we can get achieved consensus and make all the various

12 trade-offs that we have to make.

13 MR. LENNARD: If I may just add to that as well.

14 Under the 208, obviously you’ve got a bottoms-up

15 approach. What we’re dealing with here is top-down, and

16 if you look at the very reasons for the 208, it was

17 designed being a bottoms-up approach to water quality.

18 In addition, 208 is very specific with respect to

19 economics and environmental consequences.

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: State your name.

21 MR. LENNARD: My name is Colin Lennard. I’m

22 General Counsel.

23 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I’m curious. When L.A.

24 had their hearing on their permit in January, there was a

25 proposed permit on the street and then the permit was

26 modified during the hearing. Were you supportive of the

27 original proposal before it was modified at the January

28 meeting?
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1 MR. PISANO: We did not take a formal position

2 in favor of or opposed to the permit. What we testified

3 at that hearing was the approach that was being taken,

4 it did not have the necessary consultation nor did it

5 follow the kinds of processes that would lead to

6 enforceable permit actions.

7 We’re neither opposed to nor are we supportive

8 of across-the-board numerical limitations. In some areas

9 they may work. In other areas they may not. What we

I0 want and what we testified at that hearing to the effect

Ii of is let’s carry out what was intended under federal

12 statute. Let’s carry out a mutually coordinated program

13 so that we can be effective and our elected officials can

14 go back to their community and say they achieved

15 necessary environmental goals but at the same time

16 attained the community objective.

17 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: What are you now proposing

18 the State Board do?

19 MR. PISANO: What we did in our initial hearing

20 and what we’re doing today is that -- is that the State

21 Board be a co-participant with us in revision to the 208

22 plan revision. We are working with the POTWs and working

23 with our members and working with Caltrans to develop an

24 intergovernmental funding program and implementation

25 program. And I outlined the rudimentary elements in my

26 testimony today.

27 Specifically I am proposing that this Board

28 direct as policy for this state that its Regional
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1 Boards within our region -- we have five Regional Boards

2 within our region -- that those Boards work with us in a

3 coordinated effort to develop a 208 plan. We can live

4 with the schedules that you’re laying out in your permit

5 processes, but what we’re asking for is that the intended

6 intergovernmental decision making framework that is in

7 statute be able to follow in our region.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Next we have

9 Manuel Acamazon, Irwindale, followed by Councilmember

I0 Bruce Barnes from the City of Cerritos.

Ii MR. ACAMAZON: Good afternoon. My name is

12 Manuel Acamazon. I’m the Mayor Pro Tem for the City of

13 Irwindale. Thank you for the opportunity.

14 We do have some concerns. As a representative

15 of many people, I’m not the only councilperson that will

16 speak to you this afternoon. I normally don’t like to

17 read what I like to say, but for purposes of accuracy I

18 would like to read my statement. Irwindale opposes the

19 SUSMP by saying that it is an unreasonable cost, costly

20 and its benefits of improving water quality is

21 questionable. The City of Irwindale is a developing

22 community and like other cities it is very, very

23 interested in commercial development and housing

24 development. The City is planning to reclaim its defunct

25 mines for commercial use and build low to moderate income

26 housing for its growing population.

27 The SUSMP proposed by the Regional Board

28 frustrates these plans. The City of Irwindale is not
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1 like other cities like Santa Monica. As a city they

2 don’t have problems to get businesses. Nevertheless,

3 Irwindale has to work hard to attract builders to develop

4 in the city by offering incentives.

5 The SUSMPs offered by the Regional Board would

6 be a de-incentive. Of course City of Irwindale is also

7 concerned about environmental issues, and I think nobody

8 argues that. We do have environmental concerns.

9 Nevertheless, our residents like going to the beach. We

i0 enjoy fishing and the surf. Our citizens also like to

ii fish in clean waters. We certainly don’t want to aid in

12 any practice over which we cannot control -- that we

13 can’t control the threats to those beneficial things.

14 What bothers us, however, is the Regional

15 Board’s reason for requiring certain developers to put

16 infiltration devices in every parking lot with 25 or more

17 spaces. We understand these devices basically reduce

18 oils, grease and metals from parking lots, but the

19 Regional Board has not explained to us how oil, grease

20 and metal from run-off sources (inaudible). We would

21 like the Board to explain this to us in writing, and

22 instead of generalization we would like specifics.

23 We know some things about urban run-off. We

24 know that bacteria is mostly from sewage released and

25 causes beach closures and causes illness to swimmers. We

26 also know that decaying vegetation can contribute to high

27 levels of bacteria, but this is something we in Irwindale

28 can help fix.
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1 For example, we are expanding (inaudible) of our

2 catch basins. During dry periods the flat gates stay

3 closed keeping out trash, pet droppings, leaves and grass

4 clippings and other sources of bacteria and viruses.

5 When it rains, the gates open up to a lot of run-off to

6 enter the storm drains so it doesn’t flood. We have

7 already installed four of these devices in our city. We

8 believe that these devices are more effective than the

9 controls proposed by the Regional Board for new

i0 developments. Our devices reduce bacteria and viruses

Ii throughout the river and also keeping out other sources,

12 but we have a hard time seeing what benefits would result

13 from controls that reduce oil, grease and metals.

14 Also we understand that if these expensive

15 devices are not properly used, they won’t work. If

16 Irwindale has spent its resources to follow the state and

17 federal mandate, we at least deserve to know in specific

18 terms, not generalizations, what we are getting ourself

19 into.

20 That concludes my statement I would like to go

21 on public record, but one other thing. Many of our

22 cities, we’re looking for funding in different areas. We

23 have a project we want to work for some funding. This is

24 going to put a damper on not only the people we’re trying

25 to help, we need more details from you, better results of

26 what you’re trying to accomplish so we as a people

27 directly, the residents of our country, of our state, can

28 make better decisions not based on one thing that you’ve
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1 come up with.

2 I know that a lot of things have become

3 controversial. Nevertheless, we’re not fighting

4 environmental rights, which is good, but we also need to

5 be balanced in the things we do and I think you need to

6 consider that.

7 I thank you for your time and I hope that you

8 come to a good conclusion that’s best for the people.

9 Thank you.

I0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Councilmember

ii Barra followed by Councilmember Shaw. Bruce Barra. If

12 he’s not here, you’re next.

13 MS. SHAW: Good afternoon. I’m Marlene Shaw,

14 Councilperson for the City of Compton, California, and

15 the reason I was a little concerned some of the people

16 just coming in, but basically you’ve heard all the

17 technology, the details, the issues. You had expert

18 witnesses this morning, Dr. Horner, his position and

19 research.

20 I have to tell you that first I have not done

21 that type of research, so I can only deal with what I

22 know as a fact that affects my city and other cities

23 across this nation, especially the State of California

24 and Los Angeles County.

25 The City of Compton background is 112 years old,

26 chartered in 1888. The population consists of about 51

27 percent black, 47 percent Latinos and I would say the 3

28 percent of others. Basically we are i0 square miles and
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1 we have over I00,000 people, so that would give us about

2 I0,000 people per square mile. Being a city made up of

3 black we are, naturally we have financial constraints.

4 We do everything we can to try to make the lives of our

5 citizens livable.

6 We are one of the highest taxed cities in Los

7 Angeles County, if not the state of California. I often

8 listen to my constituents who say that we pay more taxes

9 than Beverly Hills. Given all this, to say the mandates

i0 you are requiring of us, we really cannot afford to pay

Ii for that as a city. We cannot raise our taxes. We

12 cannot depend on the actual developers to do it because

13 if it costs them too much to develop, they will not come

14 into our city, and we do have a problem trying to bring

15 developers to come into the city.

16 The plans that we have, like the performing arts

17 center, we have plans that this will affect all of the

18 development and businesses that we’re planning for our

19 city. Also, although we have over I0,000 people per

20 square mile, our arena assessment requires us to have

21 over 721 more housing. We have areas that we’re trying

22 to develop. We have brown fields we need to work with.

23 They all need a corridor going right through our city at

24 this particular time forcing a lot of different

25 construction to look different places while we’re going

26 through these changes.

27 So I’m saying from the City of Compton, and I do

28 not know if anyone has researched a city like the City of
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1 Compton where you have the overcrowdedness, where if a

2 person has an older house and has to put a roof on, if

3 they’re to meet the requirements that you have, then they

4 won’t be able to put the roof on because they won’t be

5 able to afford the catch basin or drain, whatever you’re

6 going to require in order for them to do that. They

7 can’t afford to paint the house because if they paint the

8 house and the water goes into the storm drain, then we

9 have to prepare to do different things.

i0 Your gas stations, we have a lot of gas

ii stations, a lot of fast foods in our city. We have a lot

12 of those types of businesses that really and truly as a

13 city, if we are to try to meet all your requirements, we

14 cannot do that. If we don’t do that you can fine us up

15 to $25,000 a day. If you do that, then you can have the

16 city because we can’t afford that.

17 (Laughter)

18 MS. SHAW: It’s almost time, so basically what

19 I’m trying to talk about with the catch basins, somebody

20 mentioned the fact well, do you understand that if you

21 have a pool and the water is in there you can put this in

22 and put that in, I don’t know what they put in. Mosquito

23 abatement, I understand that. A mosquito bit me last

24 night.

25 (Laughter)

26 MS. SHAW: But basically what I’m asking for is

27 an understanding. If you would just for a minute put

28 yourselves as a policy person in the city like the City
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1 of Compton, facing those types of restrictions, trying to

2 figure out how you’re going to be able to even survive as

3 a city, not being able to tax your people anymore, not

4 having the revenues because there are no monies to go

5 along with these mandates, not wanting to run our

6 development out by the high cost.

7 I’m asking for consideration, even that the

8 cities would have some type of control understanding and

9 being able to make the determinations as to where we can

I0 do these different things and also an understanding as to

II what cities like the City of Compton where you have more

12 cities like the City of Compton in this state will be

13 able to work with you and try to meet your requirements.

14 I thank you very much for listening to me and

15 actually for your understanding and consideration.

16 Thank you very much.

17 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Has your council addressed

18 the issue of how your city might in itself be concerned

19 with the problems that we’re facing here and how you

20 control the run-off?

21 MS. SHAW: First thing, we’ve always wanted to

22 make sure our storm drains are clean because when it

23 rains and water comes up, we don’t want it flooded, but

24 also I was an environmentalist. I believe in clean air.

25 I believe in drinking clean water. I’m a official

26 person. I believe in OSHA. I believe in all these

27 things.

28 I have with me today my person from -- our
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1 public director, Mr. Dante, and Mr. Ferrington, another

2 Councilperson, is on the way, but because -- this morning

3 I stayed because it’s so important to us for this, our

4 council. Some other things either Mr. Dante could

5 answer. As a councilperson I say yes, we need this. I

6 do know that things need to be put in place. I can’t say

7 oh, we’ve got the filters for every storm drain. I’m not

8 going to tell you that because I really don’t know, but I

9 do know that we have approved projects that try to meet

i0 the mandates, but we also have to ask that you have some

II understanding and see that cities like the City of

12 Compton to be able to work with you to try to meet the

13 mandates and still be able to thrive as a city.

14 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I want you to know I

15 taught school in Compton in 1965.

16 MS. SHAW: Oh, you did? Which school?

17 (Laughter)

18 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I can’t remember.

19 (Laughter)

20 MS. SHAW: I’m very glad because we are very

21 proud of our city, our school district and our college.

22 Compton College used to be at the Compton High School

23 (inaudible) facility. My mom moved into Compton in 1951

24 and we’re still in the same place. It needs a new roof,

25 too.

26 (Laughter)

27 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ve got Charles Sihler,

28 City of Pomona, then Alexis Strauss.
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1 MR. SIHLER: Good afternoon, Members of the

2 Board. My name is Charles Sihler. I’m an engineer

3 associated with the City of Pomona. I’m a former member

4 of the L.A. County Executive Advisory Committee. I spent

5 over 30 years in the water industry.

6 The SUSMP as issued would create an enormous

7 financial burden for the City of Pomona. The City of

8 Pomona, while one of the five largest communities in the

9 Los Angeles County area, has less than half the general

I0 fund tax base of the other communities of its size. Over

II 60 percent of the population is minority and we have over

12 half of our area that’s been designated for low-moderate

13 income.

14 While we subsequently have been built out, the

15 development requirements would stifle homeowner,

16 developer and redevelopment efforts within the city to

17 try and build it up and bring it back to the (inaudible)

18 of the past. While some may say that the communities are

19 all being treated the same, in the eastern part of L.A.

20 County we are the easternmost city. The adjacent

21 communities of Chino, Chino Hills, Ontario and Montclair

22 have no such restrictions as the SUSMP. This renders us

23 as far as local development dollars way behind the power

24 curve if we have to enforce it as posted.

25 While studies in other areas may have shown

26 severe detriment to receiving waters from run-off, a

27 seven-year study of the Los Angeles Long Beach Harbor

28 area with regard to a non-NTBS issue showed the only
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1 contaminant noted to be fecal coliform. That was

2 coming -- that level was the same as was coming out of

3 the mountains, which meant animal waste.

4 We have over 800 catch basins within the city.

5 If we were to make the modifications to meet the goals

6 that are stated, you would subsequently kill all of the

7 social-related programs, the senior, the youth, library

8 services and park maintenance. The City and the citizens

9 have done an outstanding part to clean the environment

i0 through common sense BMPs, enforcing and working with

Ii them. The SUSMP, as issued, reflects an extreme example

12 of a government mandate, unfunded government mandate, on

13 our community.

14 Based upon the data and testimony that I have

15 heard and seen, over 60 percent of the county that does

16 not drain into the Santa Monica Bay, the L.A. and San

17 Gabriel River basin areas, is being colored by

18 Santa Monica Bay data. I would ask you to review this

19 and overturn the SUSMP as issued in favor of a

20 consensus-based, CEQA-compliant plan.

21 Thank you for your consideration.

22 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

23 Alexis Strauss followed by Jack Hazelrigg,

24 Greater Los Angeles County UCD. Apologize.

25 MS. STRAUSS: Thank you. Thank you, Board

26 Members. I’m Alexis Strauss, Environmental Protection

27 Agency.

28 We believe the Board has a strong legal and
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1 factual basis as well as a compelling responsibility to

2 adopt these requirements to control stormwater pollution

3 which should come as no surprise. The petitioners, as

4 well as the other municipalities subject to the permit,

5 have been engaged with the Regional Board, EPA and others

6 since 1990 regarding the L.A. County MSW permit. Ten

7 years later I feel we have yet to realize the intent of

8 the implementation of this very permit.

9 At issue here is but one of several reasonable

I0 and necessary implementation measures that the Regional

Ii Board believes, and we at EPA agree, is needed to reduce

12 pollution from stormwater. We know the impacts of

13 stormwater pollution in southern California have been

14 very well documented, both public health impact and the

15 economic impact of beaches polluted due to stormwater

16 flows.

17 This hearing and the actions that we have been

18 forging together is about toxics in toxic amounts, not

19 about mosquitoes. This is about fish that are too

20 contaminated to eat and beaches that are closed because

21 they are too polluted for swimming, and the challenges

22 for us all professionally regardless of the comments at

23 the hearing is what we can best do to fix these problems.

24 These problems will continue to plague us unless

25 the Regional Board can fulfill its appropriate regulatory

26 and leadership role. The Standard Urban Stormwater

27 Mitigation Plans provide a consistent and common-sense

28 approach for the development of planning at the point in
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1 the process when pollution prevention requirements can

2 most efficiently and cost-effectively be incorporated

3 into a project. If this Regional Board requirement,

4 which you have seen is already operational in several

5 other states and municipalities, is not upheld, I believe

6 it will cause worsening conditions, costly retrofits, and

7 worst of all the piecemeal approach to stormwater

8 (inaudible) of our municipalities.

9 The overall scheme for controlling stormwater

I0 pollution is best achieved through matching

ii municipalities’ land use authorities with the Regional

12 Board’s regulatory authorities so the cities will take

13 increased responsibility to work with and not against the

14 Regional Board in controlling the key sources of

15 stormwater pollution.

16 We have a very long way to go to achieve our

17 mutually held clean and safe water goals and the MS-4

18 permit is a vital tool. We are seeing high levels of

19 non-compliance with the state’s general construction

20 stormwater permit, and we can ill afford to postpone the

21 full implementation of this permit.

22 The Regional Board sponsored an exceptional

23 level of outreach through workshops, meetings and

24 solicitations of comments, and throughout the past year

25 the staff and the Board Members have revised in response

26 to those very comments. The Regiona! Board has

27 emphasized that we must achieve efficient BMPs and giving

28 flexibility in meeting the design standard.
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1 Let’s give this permit our full support and hope

2 that we can realize its promise, less we have to turn

3 instead to more restrictive and less flexible approaches.

4 I think you may realize that we have to reissue this

5 permit in a year and a half. (Inaudible) implementing

6 the permit. This is no time to digress into alternative

7 planning processes of 20 years past and no longer useful

8 in our current implementation of the Clean Water Act. We

9 have made hundreds of voluntary watersheds succeed in

i0 southern California, but we cannot succeed in our overall

ii efforts if we cannot make major gains in stormwater

12 pollution.

13 We’ve done what we need to do with the point

14 sources. We have to make major gains with the non-point

15 sources. So I would urge you that we have to (inaudible)

16 to achieve compliance. I ask to you support our efforts

17 at last to implement this vitally important plan.

18 Thank you.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions? I have a

20 couple of you. You have a nationwide perspective, I

21 assume, of what Maryland and Florida and other states

22 have done. Is this out-of-step or more restrictive?

23 MS. STRAUSS: It doesn’t appear to be more

24 restrictive. It’s a unique situation where we have 86

25 participating municipalities, and I think what we’re

26 missing in the discussion thus far is -- the majority of

27 what we need to do is agreed upon and there are a few

28 things that are points of tension. One of them is the
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1 .75 precipitation. (Inaudible) trigger that, go further

2 than that, and the Regional Board have been actually

3 comparing that.

4 I think the overall package is a difficult one

5 to compare elsewhere with other land use authorities. We

6 have a highly urbanized area here that’s highly

7 built-out. There probably are places that Fresno -- the

8 optimal situation that Fresno has devised. We don’t

9 necessarily have the same flexibility in land use in the

I0 urbanized land use basin. I think the mechanics here is

Ii typical of what we’re seeing in other cities, and I

12 personally, through the efforts of the California

13 Stormwater Task Force, believe that the collective

14 intention of the municipalities, the state agencies, and

15 the other participants here to a level comparable to

16 anywhere in the country. We just haven’t gone as far as

17 we need to to do it. We just haven’t gotten that

18 consistent commitment and partly because we have not

19 implemented this permit yet and we’re ten years down that

20 road and about to reissue.

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: In your written comments you

22 talked about cost-effectiveness studies and analysis and

23 cost analysis you’ve done on the MS-4. Is there

24 anything -- have any of these proposed BMPs been

25 analyzed?

26 MS. STRAUSS: I think that the Regional Board

27 has gone through all of that in developing the last

28 year’s worth of submittals in the meetings that we
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1 participated in. I think where EPA took that a step

2 further into something not relevant to today’s

3 discussion, which is the phase 2 stormwater program which

4 is upon us as well and is referenced, we have a long way

5 to go with phase 2. We have got to get phase 1 under our

6 belt and running. I’m worried that we’re not doing that.

7 (Inaudible) Clean Water Act requirements under 403 in

8 this situation and I would like us to succeed. I think

9 we have most of the stuff and there’s a little bit with

i0 some of the cities that we need to work past.

ii BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Ms. Strauss, you’re right.

12 The City of Fresno in that area did lend itself quite

13 well to that overall broad-based solution. Of course we

14 could always be hopeful that other areas would have some

15 similar opportunities; maybe not the same, but

16 opportunities for a regional approach as opposed to an

17 individual approach.

18 My question is, you see that there might be

19 opportunity for some compromise -- not compromise but

20 maybe like a variance in the .75 as areas differ here.

21 The importance for BMPs of types that are suitable,

22 economically feasible and suitable, vary also with the

23 problem in the areas you just mentioned with Fresno. The

24 .75 seemed to be a contention with some of the cities in

25 that’s a lot of water to contain. I recognize some of

26 the other cities across the country are .25 and greater.

27 Is there some way in your mind that we can leave

28 some of that discretion for variances with the locals as
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1 opposed to state mandate?

2 MS. STRAUSS: I think that the documents I have

3 read in preparation for the last year’s worth of work on

4 this permit, there was room that the Regional Board was

5 offering in how those could be met. I don’t have the

6 expertise of the first speaker in knowing the proper

7 design standard. I have no engineering expertise

8 whatsoever, and I dare say given the enormity of the task

9 before us and given that the cities had proposed .6, that

i0 we’re rather close in where we’re headed and perhaps

Ii whether it’s .6 or .75 or 1.0 or .8, that this is what

12 we’re trying to define is the bare minimum of what we’re

13 doing to turn the corner on stormwater.

14 So in terms of a regional solution, the

15 difficulty is not necessarily whether it’s .75 or

16 something else. The basic threshold of our governments

17 is that land use planning authority that exists at the

18 city level. It does not exist on a regional leve!,

19 although maybe a hundred years from now it might. The

20 basic authority for when I want to develop a multi-unit

21 dwelling exists at the city level. They do not exist at

22 the regional level and we have to match up what the

23 cities do in their land use authority, regardless of

24 where you choose to actually set that number or return it

25 for comment.

26 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: The .6, since the cities

27 did seem not to object to that as strenuously as the .75,

28 what if the State Board set a .6 to say .75 and have some
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1 discretion to the local communities as to what that

2 should be? I guess that’s the question, if you think

3 there’s room for that consideration.

4 MS. STRAUSS: I think legally (inaudible) answer

5 to the flexibility, but I think practically it would be

6 fascinating to turn that question into an answer. If you

7 have heavy rainfall here, here, a dry rainfall here, here

8 and calculated what the differences including water

9 traveling through storm drains to the beach, I don’t know

I0 what that would mean in terms of mass loadings and terms

ii of likelihood for pathogen and other impacts to beaches.

12 If we were sitting in the middle of what was

13 happening in Huntington Beach, some of the cities

14 wouldn’t be making this argument. There was a phenomenal

15 impact from that to a very small source. Once you know

16 the answer to that, the volumes of the loadings

17 themselves turn the corner on solving the problem. And

18 even though individual cities can comment on them, their

19 own development needs, we all share the desire, I even

20 share it now that I live up north, a desire to be here in

21 winter because it’s so much warmer.

22 The beaches are the identity of southern

23 California, and regardless of where we live in this

24 basin, a lot of people go to the beach. More people go

25 to the southern California beaches than the rest of the

26 country combined. And if they’re closed, we have a

27 completely different set of problems and we know what it

28 is to have those closed, and those restrictions are going
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1 to be with us for a long time.

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you very much.

3 MR. HAZELRIGG: Yes. My name is Jack Hazelrigg.

4 I’m the General Manager with the Greater Los Angeles

5 Vector Control District. I have with me one of my

6 colleagues, staff members, (inaudible). He’s our

7 scientific technical services director to answer any

8 questions that you may have.

9 You’ve already seen presented to you earlier

i0 today testimony and evidence, a letter especially written

Ii by Mayor Clark that addressed some of our concerns

12 regarding the SUSMP. Basically what we are requesting is

13 that the Board simply consider the negative impact on

14 public health as a consequence of SUSMP.

15 And what do I mean specifically? We’re really

16 concerned about the mosquitoes that could occur from an

17 extensive application of the devices that are proposed in

18 SUSMP. For example, we know that if these devices are

19 indeed implemented, they will produce mosquitoes and

20 produce quite a bit of mosquitoes. We know that because

21 we’re involved in the Caltrans pilot project right now in

22 District 7 that has similar devices installed along the

23 freeways. There’s 14 of these devices now installed and

24 several are being constructed, and each one of these

25 devices except for one there is notable and abundant

26 mosquito breeding occurring in each of these devices.

27 So what we’re asking here is indeed on one hand

28 you may be providing the benefit, but you also have to
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1 understand that there may be a detriment or consequence

2 to the benefit and that will indeed be implementing

3 throughout the County of Los Angeles a tremendous

4 production of mosquitoes, possibly other vectors that we

5 have not really involved studying at this point in time.

6 My district represents 34 cities and a partial

7 area of the County of Los Angeles. Many of these cities

8 are parties today at this hearing, some are not, but our

9 perspective is one of public health.

I0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Questions?

Ii BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: The devices that you’re

12 using for Caltrans, are they the -- what are they?

13 MR. HAZELRIGG: Every one of the devices that

14 the expert witness was here and had on the overhead are

15 being implemented in the Caltrans pilot project study

16 right now.

17 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: All?

18 MR. HAZELRIGG: Each and every one of those

19 devices, yes.

20 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Are some less apt to be a

21 mosquito breeding place than others?

22 MR. HAZELRIGG: The infiltration device is the

23 one that has not proven to produce any mosquitoes at this

24 point in time, but we did not have a lot of rainfall in

25 the season to be able to assess some of the consequences

26 of the filtration devices because normally what happens

27 in those devices is the water will percolate and the

28 water won’t be present after three to five days. We need
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1 water standing for three to five days before we have any

2 mosquito breeding.

3 It’s not actually the devices. The devices in

4 themselves are probably technically poorly designed in

5 producing mosquitoes, but it’s a consequence of not

6 managing the devices that we’re concerned with.

7 My experience in 25 years in mosquito control,

8 environmental groups, we’ve dealt with a lot of

9 environmental projects. On paper, they look fine.

i0 Unfortunately, there isn’t generally money that’s

ii provided afterwards to support and manage the program in

12 these projects and that’s when we’re faced with the

13 really horrendous mosquito problems.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Andrea

15 Harrington, City of Claremont, followed by Leanne

16 Hamilton, City of Arcadia.

17 MS. HARRINGTON: My name is Andrea Harrington

18 with the City of Claremont. We just wanted to show our

19 support of the original system. We think the money would

20 be better spent.

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Leanne Hamilton. Charles

22 Redden from City of Covina.

23 MS. HAMILTON: I’m Leanne Hamilton with the City

24 of Arcadia. While the City didn’t prepare a separate

25 statement, we support the efforts of the presenters for

26 the petitioners in the cities that you’re going to be

27 hearing from and yourselves to find more reasonable

28 solution to this problem.
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1 I’d like to thank you, distinguished Board

2 Members, for holding this hearing in such a timely

3 fashion and coming to listen to our concerns about this

4 problem and hopefully find a more workable solution.

5 Thank you.

6 MR. REDDEN: My name is Charles Redden. I’m

7 with the City of Covina. On March 7th, 2000, the City

8 Council of the City of Covina passed a resolution

9 publicly supporting the petition to the State Water Board

I0 in contesting the action taken by the Regional Water

ii Board regarding the reduction of the Standard Urban

12 Stormwater Mitigation Plan.

13 There were two areas of concern that sparked

14 this resolution. One, that there was no scientific proof

15 that the retention treatment program works to reduce

16 pollutants which impact streams, rivers and oceans.

17 These new unverified standards will affect new and

18 existing development with substantial initial and ongoing

19 costs to the cities. Number two, that the established

20 agreed-upon method to create the SUSMP was unilaterally

21 done by the Regional Board in violation of the terms of

22 the current NPDS permit.

23 These procedures were established for fair,

24 effective ways to prevent stormwater pollution. The

25 procedures were turned on their ear in a closed session

26 of the Regional Board. The new SUSMP requirements should

27 be reversed. It is not effective and it was not created

28 properly.
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1 Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Ray Tahir, City of

3 Montebello, followed by Heather Hoecherl.

4 MR. TAHIR: Good afternoon, ladies and

5 gentlemen. My name is Ray Tahir and I represent cities

6 of Montebello, Commerce and the City of Whittier. I’d

7 like to kick things off by responding to Alexis Strauss’s

8 comments relative to the pathogen material.

9 I should point out these controls have done

I0 absolutely nothing to reduce the amount of bacteria or

II viruses that go into the storm drain system. (Inaudible)

12 parking lots, more specifically to capture oil, grease

13 and some unspecified metals. The problem is that no

14 studies have been done. Local studies have been done

15 documenting that oil, grease and certain metals have an

16 impairing effect on (inaudible).

17 The other issue I would like to address is that

18 of the .75 design standard. Cities don’t have a problem

19 with that, whether it’s .75 or one inch or a half inch.

20 The SUSMP adopted by the Regional Board compelled

21 mandatory BMPs that infiltrate or treat run-off. That is

22 the issue. More specifically, it’s for any new

23 deve!opment designed to have 25 or more parking spaces.

24 With that in mind, I would like to read the statement

25 prepared by -- actually, that I prepared on behalf of the

26 cities that I represent. The cities see the SUSMP as

27 (inaudible) economic development. The cities, however,

28 do not understand how our rivers will benefit by
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1 requiring developers to put in these expensive devices.

2 In other words, what is the justification? Is it because

3 they have parking lots? Okay. Please tell us how

4 parking lots are polluting rivers and oceans in Los

5 Angeles County.

6 Also, tell us which metals are polluting these.

7 Zinc? Lead? Copper? Particulate form of solid? Please

8 tell us. Don’t tell us about how these problems exist

9 elsewhere in the United States. Tell us why they are a

i0 problem here in Los Angeles County, why are they a

Ii problem in the basin (inaudible) water, and please

12 explain to us how much an increase will be reduced by

13 these devices on thousands of miles of roads and highways

14 that also receive oil, grease and metals from vehicles.

15 Are the cities going to have to put these

16 expensive devices in storm drains too? If so, who is

17 going to pay for these devices? Also, what about parking

18 lots in existing developments? Are cities going to be

19 required to implement these expensive devices as well?

20 The cities want to do their part in minimizing

21 the amount of chemicals that go into the storm drains,

22 but it cannot spend a lot of money to do so. Cities are

23 not in the business of cleaning up the environment. For

24 example, the South Coast Air Quality Management District,

25 (inaudible) in Los Angeles County, not cities. We are

26 not in that business.

27 As a local government, cities take care of local

28 issues. We provide fire and police protection. Cities
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1 also provide seniors with various services including

2 affordable housing. What cities want right now

3 (inaudible) is affordable housing and job opportunities.

4 That’s the business cities are in.

5 If the state and federal government wants to

6 help cities enforce mandates regarding environmental

7 regulations, then it should provide the necessary

8 financial wherewithal to do so. With that in mind,

9 (inaudible) SUSMPs adopted in January and revert back to

i0 the SUSMPs the cities submitted back in July of 1999.

ii Thank you very much.

12 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Is it Mr. Tahir? What do

13 you do with the City of Montebello? Are you a

14 Councilperson?

15 MR. TAHIR: I’m a consultant.

16 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: You’re a consultant.

17 MR. TAHIR: They could not be in attendance

18 today, so they authorized me to make this statement to

19 you.

20 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Do you recognize that the

21 L.A. area has a lot of impaired water bodies? You didn’t

22 seem to think that there were any.

23 MR. TAHIR: Yes, indeed, I’m aware of that. I

24 should also tell you that the (inaudible) restoration

25 project plan states with respect to oil and grease, it

26 says that oil and grease mostly dissipates rapidly and

27 are not considered problematic in Santa Monica Bay. I

28 also took a look at the Los Angeles County 1998-99
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1 stormwater report, and I couldn’t see anything in this

2 report that said that grease from new developments were

3 problematic or had an impairing effect on receiving

4 waters.

5 I also looked at the 303-D list for the Los

6 Angeles basin. I couldn’t see if grease was specified as

7 being problematic. In some places, you’re absolutely

8 right, ma’am. What we need to do, though, is we need to

9 do a receiving water study that identifies exactly what

i0 the pollution problems are for every reach of every

ii receiving water of the basin. Once you do that, we’ll be

12 able to target these pollutants and then allocate or

13 assign appropriate BMPs, structural or not structural,

14 and deal with it. We’ve got to have a baseline first.

15 We can’t rely on studies elsewhere.

16 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: You just answered my

17 question. The question is, what do you think should be

18 done.

19 MR. TAHIR: The first thing that ought to be

20 done is to assess the problem. How can you prescribe a

21 solution without knowing exactly what the problem is?

22 You can’t, once again, rely on problems based on study

23 data elsewhere. Florida, you have some very aggressive

24 stormwater management program requirements relative to

25 new developments. I believe there is an 80 percent

26 solids reduction requirement. They need to do that

27 because they’re protecting a specific impaired

28 (inaudible) beneficial uses, (inaudible) blue crabs. For
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1 Florida, it’s the Everglades. But those studies have to

2 be done.

3 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: I got that from your

4 statement. That’s fine. I just want to make sure that I

5 understood you that you feel the cities don’t have any

6 responsibility in water cleanup.

7 MR. TAHIR: Oh, no. Quite to the contrary, but

8 cities -- and all of you know this. Cities have limited

9 resources. The Councilman from the City of Irwindale

i0 mentioned earlier that Irwindale is putting in

Ii (inaudible) catch basins to catch trash and fecal matter.

12 Well, fecal matter definitely is a source of pathogenic

13 material; right? Pathogens responsible for beach

14 closure. That’s what cities want. That’s something they

15 can see, they can understand. They can’t understand

16 these problems that have not been defined yet, or grease

17 has not been defined. And you can’t talk about

18 mitigating certain metals without specifying copper in

19 particulate form or copper in solid form. That has to be

20 done first. That’s real critical.

21 If you don’t do that, what this becomes really

22 is a lot of cities have the impression this is really a

23 political scene.

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Heather Hoecherl followed by

25 Lynn Jacobs.

26 MS. HOECHERL: Good afternoon. My name is

27 Heather Hoecherl and I would just like to read a prepared

28 statement for Ellen Mackey who was unable to attend due
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1 to unexpected conflict.

2 I am a senior in college with the Ecological

3 Society of America. Today I am strongly requesting

4 consideration for rejection of the SUSMP standards

5 adopted by the Regional Board. It has become the

6 tendency to marginalize the opinion of scientists who

7 supply the technical information and becomes (inaudible)

8 people who would twist information or the lack thereof

9 for their own agenda.

I0 The technical information presented to the

Ii Regional and State Boards assisted them in holding the

12 line against backroom politicking that (inaudible and

13 endangers the future quality of the L.A. River.

14 Technica! information must drive the decision making

15 process, not political considerations.

16 The last most egregious time in L.A. we saw

17 political considerations take priority over technical

18 information and recommendations, the L.A. taxpayers lost

19 $273 million to the Belmont High School project.

20 Technical information from scientists and engineers

21 described the potential variables involved in selecting

22 the Belmont site, but the information recommendations

23 were inconvenient, therefore, overridden.

24 It has been said that the implementation of

25 these SUSMPs will increase housing costs substantially.

26 Housing cost increases are not enough to make a

27 substantial difference in homeowners (inaudible) in

28 exchange for helping to ensure lush, clean riparian zones
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1 and high water quality for their children and

2 grandchildren.

3 Southern California is usually the trendsetter for

4 the rest of the nation, including Texas. Now is the time

5 for everyone within the sound of my voice, the respective

6 boards and development community, to step forward and to

7 do the right thing, finally.

8 Thank you.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Lynn Jacobs and then Sarina

i0 Morales-Choate from the City of Santa Fe Springs.

ii MS. JACOBS: Good afternoon, Chair and Members

12 of the Board. My name is Lynn Jacobs. I’m President of

13 a company called Ventura Affordable Homes that endeavors

14 to build affordable housing in southern California.

15 While the previous speaker’s letter was very

16 concerned about technical data, I don’t acknowledge the

17 previous speaker as an expert on affordable housing and

18 saying that this will not affect housing costs

19 substantially.

20 The concerns that I have as someone trying to

21 provide affordable housing, and also as a Planning

22 Commissioner of the City of Ventura, we’re looking

23 statewide at a policy which started, I think, both from

24 the ground up and also from the national level called

25 smart growth, and smart growth may be interpreted as

26 sustainability, livability. It’s a very popular concept

27 which, among other things, embraces choice and smart

28 environmental decisions.
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1 To be able to do this, we have to both provide

2 housing for people and provide a safe environment and

3 control effective use of limited resources, and one of

4 our most limited resources in southern California in

5 general is land. The cost of land and the cost of

6 development has increased dramatically, almost as

7 dramatically as our population increase and our lack of

8 housing production.

9 We need to use some real creative thinking in

I0 developing appropriate standards here. I’m not speaking

Ii as a scientist, I’m not speaking as a technician, but

12 there are two areas that concern me as someone trying to

13 provide housing for people in California.

14 One is the requirement that post-development

15 run-off shall not exceed the predevelopment run-off on

16 property, and the other is the requirement on housing of

17 ten units or more, whether they’re multi-family or not.

18 This makes it very difficult to do in-fill housing, which

19 is what’s mandated by most of our comprehensive plans and

20 smart growth concepts to reuse brown fields to provide

21 in-fill housing and to increase density within cities.

22 It makes it very difficult to take a one-acre parcel

23 that’s in a downtown area and put ten units on it. It’s

24 almost impossible to reach that prerun-off stage from a

25 technical point of view as a builder.

26 I would be happy to answer any questions you

27 might have, and thank you for allowing us the opportunity

28 to speak. I do want to make one more personal comment as
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1 a Planning Commissioner. We had a hearing in Ventura

2 last night until 11:30, applause and boos, and I want to

3 compliment both the Board and the audience for such a

4 certain behavior today.

5 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I have a quick question.

6 You’re from Ventura. Doesn’t the County of Ventura have

7 a stormwater permit in effect that you all agreed to

8 that’s similar to this?

9 MS. JACOBS: I knew you would ask me this

i0 question. The Ventura permit is currently under

II consideration by the Regional Water Quality Control Board

12 and they deferred the hearing on that, continued it

13 pending the outcome of this because they were trying to

14 make it comply with the new L.A. permit, and in Ventura

15 we had a lot of concerns about that as well. I know

16 that’s not the subject of this particular hearing.

17 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I’m sorry, L.A. Regional

18 Board. I just wanted to share something with you. One

19 of my biggest concerns is your issue, not impacting

20 affordable housing. So we’re going to look at that very

21 seriously, but there are simple techniques, and probably

22 you haven’t even gotten that far to look at them yet, but

23 simple techniques to use in depressing playgrounds or

24 there’s books out there with ideas that I don’t think

25 they’re insurmountable, that you could do double duty.

26 You would use your green spaces to be more

27 capable of holding some water before it goes off on the

28 street. So you have to be creative and we’re going to
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1 try to be creative because we do not want to hurt

2 affordable housing.

3 MS. JACOBS: I appreciate that tremendously. I

4 think the difficulty that I’m having and my fellow

5 affordable housing builders are having is that I can only

6 speak with knowledge from Ventura County. The

7 requirements that we see, given our limited land with our

8 new save our agricultural resources initiatives, which

9 has put a lot of the developable land that was previously

I0 zoned for development into permanent open space, is that

ii we don’t have the number of acres available to provide

12 our housing needs, even if we take our SCAG regional

13 numbers and the units that are available and built them

14 out at maximum density.

15 We’re trying to combine higher density with

16 appropriate green space. Ventura County has some unique

17 challenges in that our drinking water is in aquifers that

18 are very close to the surface, and this retention basin

19 approach, from the examples I have from my engineers and

20 landscape architects that work on my projects, is not

21 functional. I believe that there are some additional --

22 let me state it differently. If we have environmental

23 regulations, it should be accompanied by more solutions

24 and ways to implement than I’m seeing at this stage.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sarina Morales-Choate

26 followed by Bill Pope.

27 MS. MORALES-CHOATE: My name is Sarina

28 Morales-Choate and I represent City of Santa Fe Springs
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1 and I just wanted to read a letter from Assemblyman

2 Calderon basically urging you to consider the appeal,

3 that he states a couple of the flaws in the SUSMP as

4 approved and some potential adverse impacts.

5 And then just one brief thing I’m going to read

6 from it, he’s not opposed to solutions that are targeted,

7 cost-effective and have some demonstrated assurance of

8 results. Unfortunately, the current SUSMP proposal does

9 not achieve these tests and we just wanted you to

I0 consider his remarks.

Ii Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Bill Pope

13 followed by Heather Kuiper.

14 MR. POPE: Thank you. I am Bill Pope and I’m

15 here to praise Caesar, not to bury him today.

16 I applaud what you’re doing. I have a very

17 personal interest in this. I recently said in my car

18 that I was here to represent my son. It’s probably too

19 late to save my son but maybe to save his kids. My son

20 is a 26-year-old musician and song writer. He released

21 his first album last year called Orange, which is love

22 songs here about his experiences growing up in and around

23 Santa Monica Bay. He produced a second album this year,

24 Spinning Top, dealing with the frustration of many

25 things, one of which is losing his hearing at the age of

26 26 from repeated ear infections as a teenager. Both his

27 doctors, Dr. Adair in Santa Monica and (inaudible) in

28 Beverly Hills, believe that his ear infections, repeated
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1 ear infections were the result of him spending too much

2 time in Santa Monica Bay in the area around the Pico and

3 Ashland storm drains. The infections he got they think

4 they have traced in that area, at least there’s a direct

5 correlation between that.

6 After several thousands of dollars and two

7 operations, he is still losing his hearing, which may

8 jeopardize his career. So I applaud what you’re doing

9 for his kids and those to come in the future.

i0 A lot of the arguments that I’ve heard here

ii today to me seem terribly insignificant compared to what

12 you’re trying to do. I’ve read the proposal, and to me

13 it’s just basic common sense. It’s the thing anybody

14 should do that is going to take benefit from using

15 something like the land. They should then become

16 responsible for doing what the land itself should have

17 done and could do on its own.

18 Whenever we take something from somebody, we are

19 responsible for making up for their loss. Anybody who

20 gets hurt in an accident has the right to sue and the

21 person responsible then thus make amends and support that

22 person in some way to make up for the loss of their

23 ability to do something themselves.

24 And this proposal seems to do just that. It

25 doesn’t need a lot of scientific evidence around it.

26 Scientific evidence could be seen easily to anyone who

27 had stuck their head under the water and been scuba

28 diving in Santa Monica Bay back in the ’40s and ’50s.
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1 Compared to what it looks like today, it’s obvious we

2 have done irreparable damage. Maybe not irreparable,

3 maybe nature can heal itself if we stop. So I applaud

4 what you’re doing.

5 Thank you.

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Heather Kuiper

7 followed by Joan Greenwood.

8 MS. KUIPER: Good afternoon. I’m Heather

9 Kuiper. I’m trained as a public health epidemiologist,

I0 and so usually when I speak in public I’m talking about

ii data and statistics, but today I’m hear as a community

12 member. Bill and I may be some of the few people who are

13 not here as part of our jobs. (Inaudible) unfortunately,

14 but they say that when a letter is received by a public

15 official it often represents maybe even a thousand

16 people’s opinions. So if it takes 15 minutes to write a

17 letter, we’ve been here several hours. It’s possible

18 that I represent several thousand people and without

19 diluting myself with images of grandeur, I want to

20 represent the idea that Bill and I are trying to

21 represent a large group of people who care about the

22 environment and the people in Los Angeles.

23 So what I would like to do is tell but a few of

24 the ways that I have personally felt the impact of Los

25 Angeles’s urban run-off problem. First, when I worked

26 for the County Health Department, some coworkers and I

27 formed an ocean swimming club. We would meet at my house

28 before work, get on our wetsuits, run down the beach,
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1 jump in the ocean and swim the mile back up the coast.

2 We then car pooled to work and would feel great, and I

3 just thought that L.A. was great. I loved the ability to

4 do that.

5 But then I started to feel chronically sick and

6 realized that in order to feel healthy and be healthy, I

7 would have to give up regular swimming in the ocean. I

8 felt angry and scared that I was so vulnerable to public

9 policy, especially when it led to the end of a wonderful

I0 activity that should be a part of the fabric of a healthy

Ii community.

12 Second, I’m dismayed at the amount of trash on

13 the beach, especially after storms. On several occasions

14 I’ve gone to pick up trash on the beach and been

15 overwhelmed. Additionally, I take all of my out-of-town

16 guests to the beach and to (inaudible) lagoon. I want

17 these activities to be a source of pride and to be able

18 to show to them that Los Angeles is not as bad as

19 everyone thinks it is. When I reach the beach and see an

20 overflow of trash, I do not feel pride and my guests’

21 opinions of Los Angeles go unchanged.

22 Finally, my intention of speaking today is to

23 bring home that these standards under consideration and

24 protecting the beaches and broader environment also

25 protect people and so build the foundations of an

26 integrated society.

27 I’m here trying to represent the people of Los

28 Angeles who make up that society. I cannot do an
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1 adequate job because my face is only one color, I come

2 from only one country, and in my home I speak only one

3 language. But if you go to the beaches, you will see

4 they are a magnet for all the different races and

5 cultures of Los Angeles. The beaches are a beautiful and

6 peaceful point of convergence for the people. We need

7 this place to be healthy and safe and to be a place that

8 people can feel proud of.

9 A safe beach and ocean is a vivid reminder that

i0 our public officials are watching out for us. So in your

ii deliberations, please keep in mind these broader

12 implications. Los Angeles’s problems are grave and I

13 urge you to uphold SUSMP’s rigorous mitigation of the

14 urban stormwater without loopholes and mitigations. The

15 community awaits your decision.

16 Thank you very much.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Joan Greenwood followed by

18 Arturo Cervantes.

19 MS. GREENWOOD: Hello, Members of the Board. I

20 first would like to express my concern over -- despite

21 the fact that I had participated in the public hearings

22 on the SUSMPs, I was not sent a notice about this meeting

23 and I feel that I was denied my opportunity to present

24 formal testimony and to be cross-examined by the

25 petitioners’ attorneys. So I hope you will bear with me

26 because I did not learn of this meeting until yesterday.

27 I’m here today to speak on behalf of the Wrigley

28 Association, which is a neighborhood association
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1 ¯ representing 20,000 residents in the City of Long Beach.

2 We support the actions taken by the Los Angeles Regional

3 Water Quality Control Board with respect to the issuance

4 of the municipal stormwater urban run-off discharge

5 within Los Angeles County.

6 In the city of Long Beach, I also sat on the

7 environmental task force, and the environmental task

8 force began meeting in September of ’98 as part of the

9 city’s strategic planning process. We met twice a month

I0 until June of ’99, in which case we made our

ii recommendations which essentially would support the

12 SUSMPs and the best management practices under the

13 umbrella policy of sustainability and green architectural

14 principals.

15 There were two public citywide meetings. At the

16 conclusion of the second meeting, the chair of the

17 environmental task force then persuaded the chairs of the

18 other four task forces that our environmental roles and

19 the sustainability and green architectural principles are

20 viable for our city.

21 We have looked at the cost-effectiveness. We

22 have looked at the issue of affordable housing. In fact,

23 the mayor appointed to the environmental task force a

24 person with the Olsen Company who is charged specifically

25 with looking into affordable housing in the city of Long

26 Beach. The gentleman did not object to any of the

27 recommendations made by the environmental task force.

28 The city council has held several workshops.
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1 The recommendations have gone to the various city

2 departments, and the environmental task force has the

3 distinction of being the only task force whose none of

4 their recommendations were thrown out. So this now will

5 go through one more workshop and we expect next now the

6 city council will adopt the goals that have been set

7 forth by this environmental task force, which leads me to

8 believe that the people who live in Long Beach want these

9 SUSMPs.

i0 We believe they are reasonable, they are

ii well-grounded in science and technology, they are

12 cost-effective, especially when you look at flood control

13 and flood management practices and the cost of

14 infrastructure if we don’t do it on affordable housing.

15 We do have a recent development in the Wrigley District

16 where the developer put 18 homes on two acres. He ended

17 up getting a premium from those homes because people

18 liked them and he complied voluntarily essentially with

19 the SUSMPs.

20 If we compare this to another single-family

21 affordable housing project where the homes were much

22 cheaper but highly subsidized by the Cities of Signal

23 Hill and Long Beach, we see it as the cost of the land,

24 not the cost of complying with the SUSMPs. And as a

25 society, we would be far better off subsidizing SUSMP

26 BMPs than the cost of the land.

27 In closing, I would like to urge you to deny the

28 petitioners’ request and carry out your responsibility to
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1 the people of Long Beach as mandated by the public trust

2 doctrine. By the laws of nature, these things are common

3 to all mankind: The air, running water, the sea, and

4 consequently the shores of the sea. This is according to

5 the Institutes of Justinian (phonetic) that goes back to

6 533 AD. This doctrine also applies to the creatures that

7 inhabit the oceans, estuaries and rivers and shores.

8 The people of Long Beach are relying on you as

9 the public trustees of this standard to defend our right

i0 to enjoy the benefits of clean, healthy rivers and

Ii beaches. I am an analytical chemist. I am the former

12 director of an environmental lab. I have studied

13 extensively the data on San Pedro Bay, the beaches and

14 rivers of Long Beach, and I do not agree with the fact

15 that we have not gotten good baseline data. We have it.

16 We have the indicators. We know what the right thing is

17 to do.

18 Thank you.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

20 MS. JENNINGS: I have to apologize for that one

21 person’s name, hopefully, out of the 350 or so on the

22 list. That was the only one that got left off. I don’t

23 know if it was the Regional Board or us. I apologize.

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Bruce Barnes, City of

25 Cerritos.

26 MR. CERVANTES: Good afternoon, Members of the

27 Board. My name is Arturo Cervantes. I’m a civil

28 engineer with the City of Vernon. I manage the sewer and
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1 stormwater programs there. I would like to basically

2 just explain a practical problem that we would be having

3 with the numerical design standard here at the city. We

4 are exclusively industrial, so let me read a little bit

5 of what I have in some of my notes.

6 Incorporating a numerical design standard into

7 the SUSMPs will create a problem for the City of Vernon.

8 The City of Vernon is five square miles. The city’s

9 zoning plan identifies (inaudible) to the SUSMPs.

i0 Industrial, heavy industrial and commercial, 95 percent

ii of the city is composed of either industrial or heavy

12 industrial, of heavy industrial land use, and we’re fully

13 built-out. Because of the typical land area that

14 industrial facilities require, 90 percent of the new

15 developments and redevelopments will be required to

16 comply with the parking lot requirements in the SUSMP.

17 These facilities will be required to build structural

18 BMPs.

19 However, page 15, number 12 of the SUSMP

20 recommends against filtration BMPs for these types of

21 facilities and industrial land use. For industrial areas

22 that leaves only the option of constructing BMPs which

23 are directly connected to storm drain lines. Storm drain

24 lines, however, haven’t been built in about 30 percent of

25 our city streets. To meet the numerical design standard,

26 the city would then have to build a 1000-foot main to

27 comply with or develop these BMPs.

28 Basically the version of the SUSMPs proposed by
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1 the Regional Board would encourage developers out of the

2 city. Additionally, this numerical design standard may

3 discourage current facilities from retrofitting or

4 structurally buildings that don’t meet code in the city

5 of Vernon.

6 The City of Vernon acknowledges there is a

7 problem with pollution statewide. However, the numerical

8 design standard has not, through appropriate studies,

9 been determined to be a solution. I would like to

I0 compare this to another project that I’m taking care of

Ii for the City of Vernon.

12 Gateway Cities performed a study on the truck

13 traffic impacted intersections in southern California and

14 determined that one of the intersections in our city,

15 (inaudible) determined that intersection to be the worst

16 impacted intersection in southern California. That

17 interchange ties directly to that. We decided to fund 35

18 percent of construction related to that project, but we

19 were also seeking state money to do so, the remaining 65,

20 but before we can seek state money for a project, the

21 state requires one to perform a project study report.

22 Once we do that, we go through the application process of

23 MTA to prove that that, in fact, is a problem and that we

24 need state money to solve that problem.

25 Second, before we get to money one more time, we

26 have to prepare a project report. Again, we’ve got to

27 prove we have a problem and this is, in fact, a solution.

28 There is a problem because it’s already been proposed.
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1 Before we spend state money, we’re required to perform

2 studies, then a design and then construct it.

3 We’re asking that the state do the same for us,

4 prepare studies. Just one study will be sufficient and

5 the City will foot the money.

6 Thank you.

7 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. City of Cerritos,

8 anyone? We have one final card, if anybody else wants to

9 speak. Bruce Reznik.

i0 MR. REZNIK: Good afternoon and thank you for

Ii letting me speak today. I’m Bruce Reznik from San Diego

12 BayKeeper. We’ve heard a lot today, and frankly to touch

13 off as far as stormwater goes, essentially we’ve been

14 doing nothing and it’s not enough and that’s clear, but

15 I’m here, like I said, on behalf of San Diego BayKeeper,

16 but also on behalf of the entire environmental community

17 in San Diego, most of whom could not join us because the

18 City of San Diego Natural Resource Committee is having a

19 hearing on SUSMPs down there as we speak now because of

20 our municipal stormwater problem coming up.

21 So I think it’s very clear to say that everyone

22 in San Diego, I think everybody in California, is looking

23 to leadership from this Board. We are looking for you to

24 step forward and approve the SUSMP requirements or SUSMP

25 standards as adopted by the Regional Board.

26 In a lot of what we’ve heard today, it’s very

27 easy to lose sight of what we’re talking about. Getting

28 lost in the host of acronyms and legalese and frankly red
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1 herrings that range all over the board from MTBE to

2 issues -- I don’t want to get into mosquitoes. We lose

3 sight of the issue that’s here and that’s clean water and

4 how essential that is, how essential it is to our

5 environment, how essential it is to public health, how

6 essential it is to our economy that’s so tourist

7 dependent. I can’t tell you how essential it is to

8 issues like environmental justice.

9 You heard on one side housing and you don’t hear

i0 on the other side of commercial fisherman who lose their

II jobs, lose their livelihoods, and possibly even water.

12 Communities of color and disadvantaged communities that

13 fish in San Diego and fish in Santa Monica, they lose

14 that fishing and lose that opportunity because of our

15 polluted bays. There are unattendant consequences of

16 inaction as well as action and we need to consider that.

17 We know our waters are woefully polluted. There

18 are 500 water bodies that basically don’t meet Clean

19 Water Act standards, 1700 total impairments which need

20 TMDLs. TMDLs are a very expensive last measure when you

21 don’t do preventive maintenance. We know that

22 (inaudible) should be ratcheted up and refocused on that.

23 Our non-point source pollution is a growing source of our

24 problems, and you hear figures from 40 to 70 percent of

25 our pollution problems are non-point. We know the

26 greatest indicator of non-point, what causes that, is

27 loss of pervious open spaces in favor of impervious

28 surfaces.
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1 As soon as we develop, as soon as we lose our

2 open spaces, as soon as that’s replaced with concrete,

3 more of our pollutants flow. It’s the single greatest

4 indicator. As we develop, we continue to degrade our

5 already polluted waters.

6 What else do we know? We know that we failed.

7 Everybody in this room has failed. We have failed the

8 people of California. We have failed to protect our

9 precious natural resources in California and we cannot

i0 continue to fail. SUSMPs are a necessary first step and

ii it is a first step that is not sufficient. We know that.

12 As our municipal stormwater permit is coming up in San

13 Diego, we’re going to be demanding a lot more SUSMPs.

14 We’re going to be demanding numeric effluents on

15 impervious cover, and while it’s appropriate, building

16 moratoriums or pesticide controls, whatever is needed to

17 restore our waters. But in the battle of clean water,

18 every single battle, every step we take is imperative,

19 and SUSMPs are one of those imperative steps to address

20 the impacts of future growth, to add specificity to a

21 permit and make it enforceable and to shift the burden of

22 stewardship to those entities that profit. They profit

23 and they need to clean up after themselves.

24 The last thing -- I see the red light -- I think

25 it’s so imperative to remember is to remind every here

26 that those most impacted by the decision here today, most

27 impacted, are not yet born. Every day we delay, every

28 development that goes in without these kinds of
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1 requirements is a lost opportunity to protect our

2 resources. And we have a decision to make today, whether

3 we are going to take a proactive stance in preventing

4 future harm or whether we’re just continuing to shift the

5 burden to our children and our children’s children to

6 clean up the mess we continue to make.

7 Thank you very much. Questions? Thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Councilman Joe

9 Cvetko, City of Bellflower.

i0 MR. CVETKO: Good afternoon, everybody. My name

Ii is Councilman Joe Cvetko with the City of Bellflower. My

12 city also opposes the SUSMP adopted by the Regional Board

13 in January. Bellflower sees the SUSMP adopted by the

14 Regional Board as a proposition that holds little promise

15 in improving water quality and would cost the city much

16 in terms of deterring development.

17 Bellflower needs and wants development. We need

18 to expand our retail commercial sector to widen our tax

19 base. As you must know, Bellflower and other cities are

20 largely dependent on sales tax revenues to support

21 critical municipal services. We have focused a great

22 deal of effort on trying to revitalize our commercial

23 sector, but we have a long way to go.

24 Our city continues to grow in population and

25 along with growth comes an increase in demand for city

26 services. Costly new requirements would be devastating

27 to our community development efforts while we perceive

28 limited return in water quality improvement. An increase
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1 in development costs could place affordable housing out

2 of reach for our senior citizen community, plus even

3 first-time home buyers, a community in which a few years

4 is going to be the largest population bubble group in

5 society because of baby boomers.

6 Housing for low and moderate income families is

7 also likely to slow down because of increased development

8 costs resulting from costly SUSMPs. Developers are

9 likely -- not likely to develop in areas that have very

i0 costly development requirements. Our fear is that

II developers will go to neighboring counties where the

12 SUSMPs are not as stringent as they are in L.A. County.

13 Please overturn the Regional Board SUSMP and

14 allow the cities to implement the version they submitted

15 last summer. I would like these statements to be entered

16 into the public record. I would like to thank you. And

17 my personal opinion, it seems to me the environmentalists

18 are trying to over-regulate mother nature, and you know

19 what they said about regulating mother nature. You don’t

20 want to fool around with mother nature, i.e. floods,

21 hurricanes and stuff like that.

22 Thank you.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. We have two other

24 ones, Larry Forester and Jayme Laber.

25 MR. FORESTER: Larry Forester, Mayor Pro Tem,

26 City of Signal Hill. I apologize for the confusion to

27 the Board and the Council because Margaret Clark did have

28 a funeral to go to. I hadn’t filled out a card. So I
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1 apologize.

2 I’m here as Mayor Pro Tem of a very small,

3 two-and-a-half-square-mile city representing about

4 160,000 residents. I also have an M.S. in ocean

5 engineering, so I’m extremely environmentally conscious.

6 I look at the SUSMP as currently structured and say to

7 myself is there accountability? Is there accessibility?

8 Is it in the public’s best interest? My answer to that

9 is one size does not fit all.

I0 I look at my affordable housing program in the

II City of Signal Hill where we have 144 homes going in.

12 We’re creative. We’ve done it with redevelopment money

13 in conjunction with a shopping center. I look at my own

14 condo association where we just put a new 8,000 square

15 foot roof on our building.

16 We are land-locked on a hill. There is nowhere

17 we could put a collection basin. Absolutely none. I

18 think that’s what a lot of this program does not deal

19 with. I do not think it’s an effective program.

20 Let me add one step further. I had done some

21 research that I know a bunch of public work engineers

22 with various cities have worked with the Regional Board.

23 I have been told, and maybe somebody correct me if I’m

24 wrong, the Regional Board basically threw out all of that

25 information and did a shotgun on their own.

26 I would like to conclude with a statement that I

27 had made to the press, and I’ll read it exact, and that

28 is, "The potential environmental benefits of this rule
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1 are speculative at best. Worst yet, economic impacts

2 these rules place on the taxpayers and consumers have not

3 been considered." And again, I have to say that I’m in

4 very mixed emotion because being an ocean engineer I am

5 very environmentally sensitive, but I want a more

6 effective, better enforceable type system that cities can

7 live with. I’ll answer any questions you have.

8 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: What do you think should be

9 done?

I0 MR. FORESTER: I think they should go back to

ii what the public works directors presented to them, go

12 through that report and reevaluate it. My knowledge,

13 which is information or hearsay, is that it was thrown

14 out cart blanche. I don’t agree with that.

15 I look at what we do in Signal Hill right now.

16 I look at the best management programs used. I look at a

17 program where we literally covered an entire hill with

18 plastic where we’re building a water reservoir and shut

19 down a project for almost three months to prevent water

20 run-off. So I think we are doing things, and I do think

21 the Regional Board can work better with the local

22 communities and cities.

23 I thank you for your time.

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Now, last call

25 here. Public comment?

26 MR. LABER: Jayme Laber with Ventura County

27 Flood Control District. I’m an engineer with them. My

28 comments are not so much on the appropriateness of the
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1 L.A. County document and the design standards but how it

2 has a direct impact and bears on the Ventura County

3 permit that is going to be including a similar SUSMP

4 document that L.A. is having.

5 Our concern in Ventura County is that the SUSMP

6 document will be perceived as an end-all document for all

7 jurisdictions in the state and will lead to no

8 flexibility to al!ow for consideration of other local

9 hydrology such as we have in Ventura County. The Ventura

i0 County Stormwater Quality Management Program has been

ii very proactive in using land development guidelines to

12 get criteria. The L.A. County SUSMP is contrary to the

13 treatment of .75 inches of rainfall. In Ventura County

14 we’re using two different values. 70 percent annual

15 capture rate is what we’re using for volume-based BMPs,

16 and flow-based I0 percent, and we feel that these have

17 worked in Ventura County.

18 In Ventura County you can see detention basins,

19 grassy swales, constructed wetlands and numerous other

20 BMPs in Ventura County. With the ability to keep the

21 flexibility currently built into the current program by

22 being able to apply conditions based on engineering

23 judgment and taking into account like the type of

24 project, the location of the project, pollutants of

25 concern and connection to channels, we feel that the 70

26 percent annual capture rate that we’re using in Ventura

27 County is very appropriate. It was developed based on

28 unit basin storage volume developed for Ventura County
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1 using Ventura County hydrology and we -- an increase of

2 going from 70 percent annual capture rate to an 80

3 percent capture rate is a i0 percent increase and

4 increases a detention basin requirement 20 to 40 percent

5 larger than what it would be for 70 percent. By

6 increasing that I0 percent, that 20 to 40 percent larger

7 basin only will be removing an additional 26 percent of

8 total sediment, so we feel that’s flexibility for Ventura

9 County and we don’t feel we should be locked in with L.A.

i0 County based on their hydrology and there’s -- we would

Ii like to see some flexibility built into that.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Questions?

13 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Are you going to give

14 your comments to the staff? Some people have handed out

15 comments.

16 MR. LABER: I don’t have them typed up in a

17 format.

18 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: They can be written.

19 MR. LABER: I can give them. I’ll hand them in.

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you very much for all

21 of you who have taken the time to come and give your

22 thoughts to the Board from the policy standpoint. We do

23 appreciate very much that you take time out from other

24 lives to do that. We feel it’s important.

25 With that, before we take a break, we have

26 theoretically, if the four cases-in-chief, if you will,

27 can keep to the times remaining we could be out in time,

28 as I understand, to return to an annual event, a cultural
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1 event in Los Angeles.

2 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: The Laker game.

3 (Laughter)

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: At least I understand that.

5 And then we’ll do the cross-examination and closing

6 statements tomorrow morning. I just don’t think --

7 unless people want to stay. We can see how it goes, but

8 I think we’ll be pushing it myself. I would like to get

9 at least the four cases-in-chief done today.

i0 So let’s take a ten-minute recess. When we come

Ii back, the testimony of the cities will be up and they

12 have 53 minutes remaining. And NRDC, you have 39 minutes

13 of your allotted time.

14 (Recess taken)

15 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’re back.

16 After much discussion, I think we’ll continue

17 with the four cases-in-chief. There are four witnesses

18 from three parties that cannot make it tomorrow morning,

19 so we will try to do those recrosses after we’re done

20 with the three different parties, David Nahai, Ray Pearl

21 Ms. Zinke and Dr. Gold. Those are the four that have a

22 challenge tomorrow morning, so we’ll try to get through

23 those today also.

24 Continue.

25

26 RICHARD MONTEVIDEO,

27 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

28
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1 STATEMENT OF RICHARD MONTEVIDEO

2 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes. Good afternoon, I guess

3 it is, Members of the Board and Mr. Chair. Thank you for

4 the opportunity today. My name is Richard Montevideo. I

5 am counsel for Bellflower, et al. petitioners as well as

6 the City of Arcadia today.

7 We are here challenging the appropriateness and

8 properness of the action taken by the Regional Board on

9 January 26th, 2000, as well as the action taken by their

i0 Executive Officer as a follow-up to that action.

ii We’ve heard a lot today about water quality and

12 we’ve heard a lot today about the need to improve our

13 water quality, and frankly that is an important issue for

14 us but it’s not an issue for us today. Mr. Pope’s son

15 had a problem, has a problem he’s dealing with. We’ve

16 heard other testimony today dealing with trash on the

17 beach. There is a problem in Los Angeles with water

18 quality and water quality in Los Angeles needs to be

19 improved.

20 The discussion today kind of reminds me of a

21 talk that I gave at the Constitutional Rights Foundation

22 on behalf of the Constitutional Rights Foundation a

23 couple of years ago to a group of high school students,

24 the Surf Rider Foundation, on the environment and

25 cleaning up the environment. I asked the question, "Who

26 here is in favor of a clean environment," and of course

27 all the hands went up. The next question I asked, "Who

28 here is a polluter," and you look around and no one put
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1 their hand up. By the end of the discussion almost

2 everyone had their hand up.

3 The point here is that if I ask a question today

4 who here is in favor of water quality, I’m sure all hands

5 would go up, including all hands on behalf of the

6 petitioners. The issue that we’re dealing with today is

7 not a question of whether or not we have a water quality

8 problem, whether the water needs to be improved, the

9 quality needs to be improved.

I0 The issue really is the best approach given what

Ii we know today about water quality, consistent with the

12 process laid down by Congress in our state legislature.

13 That’s what we’re striving to do today, what’s the best

14 approach consistent with the process that’s been laid

15 down by Congress in our state legislature.

16 Now, I am here representing some 33 cities, and

17 on top of that we have other cities who have submitted

18 letters of support. In total we have 40 cities out of 85

19 cities in the county, along with representatives of the

20 BIA, who have expressed great reservations and concerns

21 about the action taken by the Regional Board. We also

22 have additional entities, public entities who are

23 concerned with the action taken by the Regional Board.

24 Let me first say that in spite of the Regiona!

25 Board’s and NRDC’s comment that this is a small subset,

26 obviously it’s a very significant number of cities that

27 are in the county that have concerns with what the

28 Regional Board did. Why do so many cities and the BIA
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1 and even WSPA have concerns with what the Regional Board

2 did? There are several issues that need to be addressed.

3 First is the flagrant violations of the permit

4 that we believe the Regional Board in the action they

5 took and the potential disastrous environmental

6 consequences that could result if we go down that path

7 without fully looking at where we’re going and striving

8 the best approach to look at water quality.

9 Second is the significant financial impact on

i0 virtually every sector of our community that will result

ii if we go down a path that isn’t well thought through.

12 Third is frankly the failure of the Regional

13 Board to follow the deliberations -- the deliberate and

14 collaborative process required by law, and a process that

15 if we accept their approach is in effect, from our

16 perspective, an arbitrary process and takes us down a

17 path of not knowing where we’re going, a directionalist

18 path. At the same time we lose the time and we lose the

19 financial resources to really put into addressing the

20 problems that we have and putting together a plan that

21 will hopefully work the particulars of Los Angeles

22 County.

23 This in sum and substance is why we are here

24 today. The question then arises, the Regional Board is

25 an agency charged with the responsibility of addressing

26 water quality. Why, Mr. Montevideo, would you contend

27 that they haven’t acted appropriately to address water

28 quality? The answer lies in the record that’s before you
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1 and in the testimony that’s been provided and in the

2 staff reports that have been provided by the Regional

3 Board. The answer they have for not following the

4 process they should have followed is frankly they are

5 number one, under staffed; number two, admittedly

6 under-funded; number three, admittedly they no longer

7 have the time to deal with the issue because they have

8 delayed in their review of other programs; and frankly

9 number four, they are faced with lawsuits from the

i0 environmental organizations.

ii This particular document is a January 19th, 2000

12 memo from Mr. Dickerson. He states at the bottom of page

13 i, and this is in volume 2 of the administrative record,

14 "Additionally, the inadequate staff available to this

15 program results in our inability to move more quickly.

16 For example, I’ve had to expend a great deal of my time

17 on technical staff related to the municipal permit to

18 close the gap between what we must do with the limited

19 staffing we have. Only one staff person is assigned to

20 this project, and total funding from the permit is

21 $i0,000 annually."

22 You add that to the concerns that they have

23 expressed because of potential suits from other

24 organizations. If you look at paragraph 3, the full

25 paragraph 3, third paragraph on the page, I quote, "The

26 unfortunate effect of adopting EAC’s argument," which is

27 a procedural argument, basically here’s what you’re

28 supposed to do under the permit. "The unfortunate effect
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1 of adopting the EAC’s argument to adhere at this time to

2 the scheme laid out in Order 96-054 would be to further

3 seriously delay implementation of the SUSMP without

4 providing any rea! additional procedural protections to

5 the co-permittees." One, obviously we don’t agree with

6 the statement, but secondly it only address procedural.

7 How about substantive issues? He goes on to

8 state in the staff report, this is dated January 18,

9 2000, "It would also expose the Regional Board to court

I0 action for failure to timely move toward program

II implementation." So the result is we have a program

12 that’s affecting 8, 9 million people that’s in effect

13 been developed by a single staff person with the funding

14 of $I0,000 who frankly admittedly was out of time, and

15 was in effect provided a number by the NRDC and the other

16 environmental organizations to use that they pulled out

17 of the settlement agreement between the county and the

18 NRDC.

19 He didn’t have time to do his own research and

20 do his own work and didn’t have the funding. He’s one

21 person, yet at the same time he’s attempting to develop a

22 program that applies across the board throughout the

23 county that ultimately would be applied, as we heard

24 today, to Ventura County and potentially even San Diego

25 County.

26 Now, in his testimony before the Regional Board,

27 Dennis Dickerson states, "The staff issue -- I hope you

28 recognize that everything we’ve done is on the basis of
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1 one individual working full-time, already overburdened,

2 already spending -- diverting resources away from the

3 things that we should be doing, just to focus on this

4 issue." So in effect he’s saying that the person has

5 other things to do on top of what he’s doing here and the

6 other issues are presumably just as important.

7 "We truly need more staff. I’m looking for yes,

8 more staff, more money in order to get this job done."

9 This was a plea by Mr. Dickerson to his Board to say "I

I0 need help." The consequences of him not having the help

II and not having sufficient funding was that we ended up

12 with a program where 40-some cities plus a number of

13 entities throughout the county have expressed strong

14 reservations with and objection to. The consequences is

15 that we’re going to be spending tens of millions of

16 dollars, if not more, to implement a program that frankly

17 has not been thought through.

18 Now, one of the concerns that we have is that

19 this program that’s before you today was not adopted in

20 accordance with the terms of the permit, and I want to

21 take a step back and talk about the permit for a second.

22 Why is the permit so important? Why do we keep

23 talking about the permit? Well, as you heard from the

24 representative from the United States Environmental

25 Protection Agency, they want to move forward on the

26 permit. That’s what their concern is. This permit was

27 initially issued back in 1990 and reissued in 1996. It

28 is this permit that provides the basis and the authority
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1 to proceed with the SUSMP program. It is this permit,

2 frankly, that includes or that fully encompasses the

3 authority and the jurisdiction of the Regional Board.

4 Without this permit, the Regional Board has no authority

5 to regulate. With the issuance of this permit, they have

6 authority, presumably, if it’s been provided by the State

7 Board, but their authority is limited then to this

8 permit.

9 This permit was issued under the Clean Water Act

i0 and it was issued under the Porter-Cologne Act. Once the

ii Regional Board issued the permit, it fully exercised its

12 discretion. Just as the permittees have to live with the

13 terms of the permit, frankly so does the Regional Board.

14 Now, the NRDC and Regiona! Board has made

15 comments and made arguments in their briefs as to why our

16 position is not well-founded. One of the things,

17 however, that you won’t see in their briefs and in their

18 arguments is the position that the Regional Board can

19 move forward and adopt a SUSMP program that is in direct

20 violation of the terms of their permit.

21 They argue the Regional Board otherwise has

22 authority under the Porter-Cologne Act or Clean Water Act

23 to take these types of actions. That may or may not have

24 been true if we didn’t have a permit that was in place.

25 The County of Ventura and San Diego County are in the

26 process of looking at a revised permit. They’re in a

27 completely different situation than these permittees

28 before you here today.
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1 Today we have a permit in place. That permit

2 provides for specific terms that have to be followed in

3 developing a SUSMP program. Let’s talk about that.

4 There’s two basic areas of the permit that we

5 believe the Regional Board effectively violated. One

6 area deals with the preparation of the SUSMP program and

7 what needs to go into the SUSMP program and the purposes

8 of it. The second area deals with the procedural review

9 and approval of the SUSMP program.

i0 Looking at page 33 of the permit -- by the way,

ii I do want to comment that when I went back to look for

12 the permit in the administrative record, I didn’t find

13 the entire permit. I actually had to submit it as

14 Exhibit 1 to our submittal. It’s indicative of the fact

15 that the Regional Board doesn’t consider they’re bound by

16 the permit. If they don’t have the permit in place, they

17 don’t have any authority to govern these cities with

18 respect to the SUSMP we’re talking about. But we do have

19 as Exhibit 1 the permit that’s before this Board as a

20 part of the administrative record.

21 When you look at page 33 of the permit, these

22 are the operative provisions, pages 33 and 34 that deal

23 with the preparation and development of the SUSMP

24 program. The first point I want to make and the first

25 issue that jumps out at you is who is the principal

26 permittee, which is the county? In effect, who are the

27 parties that are to develop the SUSMP program? It tells

28 us right in the language of the permit. The principal
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1 permittee in consultation with the permittees shall

2 develop a development planning guide as materials for use

3 during planning and permitting of all development

4 projects requiring discretionary approval.

5 Now, there are three things that are supposed to

6 be developed by the principal permittees along with the

7 other permittees. One is a model documented system.

8 Second is a list of BMPs. That’s A is the model

9 documented system, B is the list of BMPs, and then C is

i0 the Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan which is to

ii incorporate the BMPs that were developed as part of

12 subsection B.

13 Nowhere in the permit does it say that the

14 Regional Board is to prepare the SUSMP program. Nowhere

15 in the permit does that say if the permittees don’t do it

16 by X date, the Regional Board will take over that process

17 and submit it. Nowhere in the permit does it give the

18 discretion to the Regional Board in any way to simply

19 mandate their own devised SUSMP program on the

20 permittees.

21 The language of the permit itself, which this

22 SUSMP program is developed under, says it’s the

23 permittees that are to develop the SUSMP program. So the

24 Regional Board’s action, unilateral action is outside the

25 terms of the permit and is in express violation of the

26 terms of the permit.

27 The next violation is the question of whether

28 they can apply the SUSMP program to non-discretionary
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1 projects. When you look at the terms of the permit

2 itself, it says in very clear terms permitting of all

3 development projects requiring what? Discretionary

4 approval. There’s nothing in here about

5 non-discretionary projects. To continue, Item A-l,

6 priority projects are development and redevelopment

7 projects requiring what? Discretionary approval.

8 Moving down to page 34 -- page 35. I’m sorry.

9 So there’s two instances where we see the word

i0 discretionary projects and projects requiring

ii discretionary approval. Item 3 says in order to

12 integrate stormwater -- I’m sorry. Item 4, next page.

13 Item 4, developer information program.

14 The principal permittee, in consultation with

15 the permittees, shall develop a model program not later

16 than January 30, 1998, to inform developers seeking

17 discretionary approvals. Thereafter, at the bottom of

18 page 35, in order to integrate stormwater management

19 considerations into discretionary development projects,

20 you see the word discretionary throughout this permit.

21 You don’t see the word non-discretionary throughout the

22 permit.

23 The Regional Board’s in effect last-minute

24 inclusion of non-discretionary projects is in direct

25 violation of the expressed terms of the permit.

26 What’s the next violation of the expressed terms

27 of the permit? Well, if you look at page 34 of the

28 permit, it talks about SUSMP programs in particular and
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1 says Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plans and

2 guidelines preparation not later than six months after

3 the Regional Board’s approval of the BMPs. That time

4 frame was met.

5 It then goes on to say the SUSMPs shall

6 incorporate the appropriate elements of the recommended

7 BMP list, so you have to look at the BMPs that have been

8 incorporated into the SUSMP itself. And finally at the

9 minimum, SUSMPs and guidelines shall be prepared for the

i0 following development categories. The categories that

II are supposed to be affected by the SUSMP program are

12 development categories, not locations.

13 What the Regional Board has done is include a

14 new category outside of development categories called

15 environmentally sensitive areas. Unfortunately, the

16 permit doesn’t allow for the expansion of the SUSMP

17 program to anything other than development categories.

18 At the time the permit was adopted, the Regional Board

19 actually thought about environmentally sensitive areas,

20 and in their course of their consideration of

21 environmentally sensitive areas, they actually address

22 the issue of environmentally sensitive areas.

23 But they didn’t do it under item C, the SUSMP

24 program. They did it under a model documented system.

25 They said the documented system shall consider location

26 of the project with respect to designated environmentally

27 sensitive areas and the slope and erosion potential of

28 the site and surrounding areas. So yes, they thought
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1 about environmentally sensitive areas. Yes, it was an

2 issue, but it was an issue to be addressed as part of the

3 documented system, not as a part of the SUSMP program

4 itself.

5 The SUSMP program was supposed to apply to

6 development categories, not areas or locations of the

7 county. The inclusion of environmentally sensitive areas

8 into the permit, into the SUSMP program, is outside the

9 terms of the permit and is a violation of the permit.

I0 What are the other violations of the permit?

ii The substantive violations committed by the Regional

12 Board in adopting the SUSMP program are actually

13 evidenced at the top of page 34, again of the permit.

14 Consideration shall be given to the type of development

15 and the potential for stormwater pollution when

16 determining the applicability of BMPs.

17 The issue there is consideration shall be given

18 to the type of development and the potential for

19 stormwater pollution. Did they consider the type of

20 development and the potential for stormwater pollution?

21 First, keep in mind this consideration is supposed to be

22 given to the -- it’s at the discretion of the permittees

23 for developing -- who are developing the SUSMP program.

24 Secondly, they are supposed to at least give

25 some consideration to type of development. We have here

26 a one-size-fits-all standard. That’s one of our primary

27 concerns with it. We talked earlier about programs that

28 are existing throughout the country. Dr. Horner wasn’t
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1 able to say what aspects of those programs applied in

2 terms of redevelopment projects.

3 Here we have a program that, in effect, applies

4 to new development of I00 or more homes, but at the same

5 time it applies to somebody who is in need of a

6 discretionary permit if they are in an environmentally

7 sensitive area or if they simply have a hillside home; if

8 they have to change their roof, which doesn’t increase

9 any impervious surface. Just merely changing the roof

i0 would require that they comply with requirements of the

ii SUSMP program. There are a whole slough of other

12 examples that would arise.

13 The issue here is did they consider the type of

14 development for potential of stormwater pollution. The

15 answer is no, they developed a one-size-fits-all program

16 that doesn’t al!ow the flexibility to address the nuances

17 of the individual developments.

18 The next sentence says cost-effectiveness, ease

19 of maintenance and consistency with other environmental

20 mandates may also be considered. Cost-effectiveness is

21 something permittees are saying has to be considered.

22 How can the Regional Board possibly take a position that

23 they should not consider cost-effectiveness, yet they

24 are. Their position is we’ve looked at cost but we don’t

25 have to consider cost-effectiveness of the program,

26 simply whether or not it’s economically feasible. That’s

27 different than cost-effectiveness of the program.

28 Also, other environmental mandates. One of our
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1 primary concerns is that the Regional Board does not

2 provide an opportunity for these permittees to look at

3 other alternatives such as a regional approach. A

4 regional approach only makes sense. It needs to be

5 reviewed. Maybe it’s not the best approach, but it

6 should be considered and the Regional Board hasn’t given

7 us the opportunity.

8 Finally is the issue of post-development

9 run-off. The permit says that post-development run-off

I0 can increase over predevelopment run-off at levels, but

ii they’re supposed to maintain the predevelopment levels to

12 the maximum extent feasible. So post-development

13 run-off, there’s a specific standard that’s included in

14 the permit, levels to the maximum extent feasible. What

15 did the Regional Board do with their SUSMP program? If

16 you look at the Regional Board’s SUSMP program, they

17 don’t have the standard of maximum extent feasible. They

18 simply prohibit increased levels of run-off in

19 post-development.

20 So in short, we have a series of violations of

21 the expressed terms of the permit by the Regional Board.

22 One, they have unilaterally adopted the SUSMP program

23 even though the permit says the permittees are supposed

24 to develop the program. Two, they’ve applied it to all

25 non-discretionary projects. Three, they’ve applied it to

26 something other than development categories by applying

27 it to environmentally sensitive areas. Four, they failed

28 to consider the type of development and the potential for
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1 stormwater pollution from these developments. They’ve

2 developed a one-size-fits-all program. Five, they failed

3 to consider the cost-effectiveness of their program, not

4 whether it’s feasible economically but the effectiveness,

5 the cost-effectiveness of the program. Six, they failed

6 to consider consistency with other environmental mandates

7 and CEQA. Seven, they’ve included an outright

8 prohibition on post-development run-off in violation of

9 the standards set forth in the permit itself to the

I0 maximum extent practicable.

Ii Now, those are the substantive violations of the

12 permit. Let me very briefly cover with you the

13 procedural violations of the permit because there is a

14 separate section that deals with submittals to the

15 Regional Board and how the Regional Board is supposed to

16 address those submittals.

17 If you turn to page 21 of the permit, there is

18 an expressed provision called the environmental review

19 process that is supposed to be followed by the Regional

20 Board in considering submittals from the various

21 permittees. It states -- this is under subsection G.

22 "In addition, it provides a method to resolve any

23 differences in compliance expectations between the

24 Regional Board and permittees prior to initiating

25 enforcement action," any differences in compliance

26 expectations.

27 So the way this process is to work is the

28 permittees submit their program, which they in fact did
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1 in July and then resubmitted in August of 1999. At that

2 point, you move to Section I-A of Subsection G, and the

3 Executive Officer then has 120 days to review and approve

4 or disapprove the program. Did that occur? No. They

5 simply ignored it and proceeded with their own program.

6 After that point in time, the Executive Officer,

7 if he’s notified that the permittees simply want to

8 implement their own program, which just happened here --

9 I’ll get to it in a minute -- he then has i0 days to

I0 respond and provide his comments. That process was

ii followed by the permittees but was not followed by the

12 Executive Officer. If the Executive Officer believes

13 there was a problem with the SUSMP program as has been

14 submitted by the permittees, he is supposed to provide

15 the permittees an opportunity to correct the concerns

16 that he has raised. He specifically, under Subsection

17 G-2, is supposed to provide the permittees a notice of

18 intent to meet and confer; in effect, to get the parties

19 together at a table to address the issues, to see if they

20 can address the issues that the Regional Board has with

21 the permittees’ SUSMP program, not a program developed by

22 somebody else. Did that process occur? No. No meet and

23 confer was sent out by the Executive Officer, no action

24 was taken by the Regional Board on the permittees’ SUSMP

25 program.

26 After that point in time, if after the meet and

27 confer the parties can’t work things out, the Executive

28 Officer will send out a notice of program deficiency. If
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1 they can’t work things out, he then suggests an amendment

2 to be sent out by the permittees. The permittees then

3 have an opportunity to send out the amendment, and after

4 an additional 120 days, the Executive Officer has to

5 review the amendment to look at the issues and whether or

6 not the amendment is acceptable.

7 The permit actually gives the Executive Officer

8 120 days. If they were concerned about the timing with

9 the submittal, they could have responded in a matter of

i0 days. Unfortunately they didn’t respond at all to the

ii permittees’ program. They simply proceeded to implement

12 and approve and seek to implement their own SUSMP program

13 in direct violation of each of these provisions in the

14 administrative review process.

15 What are the consequences if this review process

16 is not followed? The consequences are that the Executive

17 Officer shall not take enforcement action against the

18 permittee until the Executive Officer has notified the

19 permittees in writing that the administrative review

20 process has been exhausted and that the Executive Officer

21 has determined that a violation exists warranting

22 enforcement.

23 The Regional Board’s position is well, we only

24 have to comply with this if we want to take enforcement

25 action. If we don’t want to take enforcement action, we

26 don’t think we necessarily have to comply with this. I’m

27 not sure how that would work. If they want to pursue to

28 enforce their own SUSMP program, they still have to come
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1 back to this administrative review process. When they do

2 that and come back to this process, they come back and

3 sit down at the table and presumably bring all the

4 parties that are affected by the program and figure out a

5 way to make this thing work in Los Angeles County.

6 The reason the Executive Officer did not proceed

7 and take the time to comply with the administrative

8 review process is what he tells you right here. "It

9 would also expose the Regional Board to court action for

I0 failure to timely move forward toward program

Ii implementation."

12 So why in short did the Regional Board simply

13 short-circuit the process? Number one, it’s a threat of

14 litigation, frankly, and who does that threat come from?

15 Undoubtedly it comes from the environmental

16 organizations. Just this last week even the State Board

17 was served, from what I understand, with a lawsuit from

18 the environmental organizations. The NRDC has sued the

19 county. The number that we’re talking about today came

20 out of the county settlement. NRDC has sued the City of

21 L.A. The NRDC has sued a number of cities within Los

22 Angeles County.

23 We heard some cross-examination of Mayor Clark

24 today about whether they were complying with the SUSMP

25 program, and in effect it’s environmental McCarthyism.

26 There is a fear that if you stand up to follow the

27 process, if you poke your head up and take a chance of

28 saying well should we, they’re going to one, point out
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1 your inadequacies, and two, they’re going to sue you.

2 You combine that with understaffing, underfunding, and

3 the Regional Board was already behind the eight ball.

4 The result is we have a program that’s been

5 taken out of the county settlement with the NRDC and

6 effectively jammed down the throats of the permittees in

7 this case. Frankly, that’s not a way to be conducting

8 public policy. What we need to do is to work through the

9 process under the permit. Look at the terms of the

I0 permit and adopt a program that works for Los Angeles

ii County considering the types of developments and the

12 particulars in Los Angeles County, not simply look at

13 programs across the nation. Sure, consider the data, but

14 look at the particulars. Don’t apply the same standards

15 to somebody putting on a new roof that you would to a

16 gasoline service station.

17 What do we ask this Board do today or tomorrow?

18 We ask that you look at the evidence before you and not

19 to decide, frankly, whether Party A or Party B is in

20 favor of water quality or whether we have a water quality

21 problem. We know we’re all in favor of water quality and

22 we know we have a water quality problem. What we ask

23 that you do today is follow the path laid down by

24 Congress and laid down by our state legislature.

25 Second, we ask the Board consider all the

26 evidence and determine whether or not the Regional Board

27 complied with the substantive and procedural terms of the

28 permit.
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1 Finally, we would ask that the Regional Board

2 consider bringing all of the parties that are involved in

3 this issue to the table, not just the environmental

4 organizations. Let’s have the plaintiffs sit down at the

5 table with the Regional Board. Let’s have

6 councilmembers. Let’s have developers. Let’s have the

7 builders. Let’s have the restaurant association. Lets

8 have WSPA. Let’s look at the issues and pool our

9 collective thoughts and mind set together and come up

i0 with a program that works for Los Angeles County, not

ii simply a program that Dennis Dickerson, in effect, had to

12 adopt because he just had to do something. Let’s adopt

13 the program that works for our particular problems and

14 addresses our particular concerns.

15 The evidence that’s going to be presented to you

16 and has been presented to you shows that the Regional

17 Board did not act appropriately or properly when it

18 ignored the expressed terms of the permit. We ask this

19 Board issue an order in accordance with the terms of the

20 permit, in accordance with the finding that the Regional

21 Board did not act appropriately, and that this State

22 Board take action beyond just doing something, that this

23 Board take action doing something that’s right for Los

24 Angeles County.

25 At this point I would like to have Richard

26 Watson come forward and provide information for you on

27 technica! issues.

28 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: I have a question for you,
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1 Richard.

2 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes.

3

4 EXAMINATION

5 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

6 Q.    What do you mean when you say follow the path

7 laid down by federal and state?

8 A.    The Clean Water Act sets forth a procedure to

9 be followed in terms of adopting the permit to reduce the

i0 discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent

ii practicable. The regulations that have been adopted to

12 carry out that provision talk about what goes into

13 adopting a permit.

14 The Regional Board presumably followed those

15 regulations to adopt a permit. After they’ve adopted the

16 permit, the permit then sets forth what is supposed to be

17 included in the SUSMP program. In effect, they’re saying

18 within the authority given to you by Congress. Don’t

19 attempt to act outside of your authority and outside of

20 the permit.

21 Q.    Working together to develop a program, do you

22 have any idea or suggestion with all of these cities who

23 would be on point with the go-ahead and end up as the

24 responsible party that could provide some assurance that

25 these things are going to happen that we would include?

26 A.    There’s a number of things we can do. This

27 State Board has the authority to actually, if it wants,

28 to impose a mediation or arbitration, but mediation
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1 approach solution before it makes its final decision. It

2 has the authority to bring the parties that are involved

3 in the issues to the table. If you’re asking who those

4 parties are, the County already has the Executive

5 Advisory Committee who has worked very closely with the

6 Regional Board and the environmental organizations

7 throughout the course of the various other programs on

8 the permit. I would continue to use that agency or that

9 entity, so to speak.

I0 I also would bring in the Southern California

II Association of Governments, who I do think has authority

12 here and who I do think could add a lot to this process

13 to look at a more regional approach. I think

14 representatives of the building industry should be

15 involved, potentially the restaurant association, at

16 least extending opportunities to the affected parties to

17 get involved.

18 Let’s roll up our sleeves and see if we can work

19 out a process that makes sense for L.A. County, but a

20 process that requires individual homeowners -- if you

21 look at the example from the Tree People, to spend

22 $I0,000 if they have a hillside lot to put on a new roof

23 doesn’t make any sense. I’m not saying it doesn’t make

24 sense for certain types of developments or maybe certain

25 new developments, but the standard needs to be addressed

26 and we need to take a look at the types of pollutants and

27 recognize we have a problem. We clearly have a problem,

28 but let’s figure out what the problem is and where it’s
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1 coming from and put together a team.

2 Q.    Has there been discussion with the

3 organizations about doing something like this before

4 today?

5 A.    Mr. Watson can probably address the issue

6 better than I can. The Regional Board has been in a very

7 difficult position, frankly. This is hearsay because I’m

8 giving it to you third-hand, but I’m understanding they

9 were told the environmental organizations did not want to

I0 sit down at the same table with us at the same time and

ii discuss. They wanted to talk directly to the Regional

12 Board and the Regional Board was basically conducting

13 shuttle diplomacy.

14 The offer was made before. We’re willing to do

15 it now. In fact, we think it makes sense, but let’s get

16 everybody, not just the environmental organizations.

17 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Thank you.

18 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: In your opinion what’s

19 the difference between the discretionary and

20 non-discretionary?

21 MR. MONTEVIDEO: It’s a significant issue

22 because it effectively will probably double or more than

23 double the application of this program. If somebody is

24 trying to put up -- if it’s a hillside residence, for

25 example, they want to put up a retaining wall that’s

26 greater than six feet, in most cities they’re going to

27 need a non-discretionary permit. If it’s a hillside, all

28 of a sudden they have to comply with SUSMP requirements.
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1 So if you’re in Rancho Palos Verdes, the entire

2 city basically is in an environmentally sensitive area or

3 drains into an environmentally sensitive area. So any

4 non-discretionary permit that applies, all of a sudden

5 they have to take their existing layout of their home and

6 try to figure out a way to collect three quarters of an

7 inch of water and address or treat three quarters of an

8 inch of water.

9 The hypothetical in the article that the Tree

i0 People -- that was on the Tree People’s example actually

ii is a real concern to us. The hypothetical that I posed

12 to Dr. Horner, we didn’t necessarily get through it all,

13 but it’s a realtime situation. You’re talking about a

14 2,000 square foot home on a 5,000 square foot lot. It’s

15 very common in Los Angeles County. If that lot is

16 already landscaped and it’s done, existing homes are

17 going to fall into that, and if it’s in an

18 environmentally sensitive area or if it’s like

19 Mr. Forester’s apartment or condominium that’s on a

20 hillside, any discretionary approval that you need, if

21 you go in and need some plumbing permits and need

22 electrical permits, in certain situations all of a sudden

23 you have to go back and real~y landscape the whole house.

24 How do you accommodate three quarters of an inch of rain?

25 In many cases they don’t have enough room, putting aside

26 the dollars.

27 MS. JENNINGS: I have one question.

28
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1 EXAMINATION

2 BY MS. JENNINGS:

3 Q.    When the gentleman from Ventura County spoke, he

4 seemed to be talking about what the number was that they

5 could accept. From reading the transcripts, it appeared

6 that at some point the counties and cities were proposing

7 a number of .6 and then .75 was adopted, but it appeared

8 to me that that number was actually never officially

9 proposed by the cities and the county.

I0 Is there a number which the cities and the

ii county would accept or are they only willing to

12 essentially say it has to be totally within the

13 discretion of each city what that would be?

14 A.    The short answer is yes, I think there is a

15 number they would accept but it’s not just a number. I

16 can’t emphasize enough that this program applies across

17 the board.

18 Q.    I’m not talking about exceptions, but if there’s

19 a number, what number is that?

20 A.    I think that number has to be -- first you have

21 to look at the development. The number may change from

22 development to development or to redevelopment projects.

23 Q.    I think I’m asking because the Board Members

24 would like to know. Is there a number that the cities

25 and the county would support like they supposedly at some

26 point were looking at .6, or are they basically saying

27 there’s so much flexibility that’s necessary that there

28 should be no number?
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1 A.    I don’t believe they’re saying the latter. The

2 reason I’m struggling, Ms. Jennings, is I can’t tell you

3 the number and apply it across the board. I think yes.

4 Are they willing to live with a number? Of course they

5 are, but the number has to be taken in context in terms

6 of where the project is and whether it’s the in-fill

7 project versus out in open space, and it also has to take

8 into consideration the differences in pollutants, the

9 run-off.

I0 I think there is a number and I think that

ii number is going to be a number for one project and

12 potentially a different number for another project. Is

13 the .6 acceptable? I think in some cases it would be but

14 undoubtedly not in all cases.

15 Q.    I suggest, if I might, I think you might have a

16 better answer. I think the difficulty for the Board is

17 everybody is saying we don’t like what the Regional Board

18 did and we’re going to do a good job ourselves, and the

19 Board Members may want to know what’s the bottom line.

20 And you don’t have to answer that now, but you may --

21 A.    I would like to make a comment on that. You’ve

22 put your finger on the problem. The reason I can’t give

23 you a specific number is because it hasn’t gone through

24 the process of development. The reason we haven’t gone

25 through the process of development of numbers is because

26 the Regional Board took the number out of the county

27 settlement --

28 Q.    I don’t want to get into an argument with you,
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1 but you did have the process and the County made two

2 proposals and I’m asking is there a number that they

3 would live with.

4 A.    I think the answer is yes, but I can’t tell you

5 what the number is.

6 MR. SMITH: If I could just respond to that. My

7 name is David Smith. I’m the general counsel for the

8 BIA. We are making a presentation collaboratively with

9 the cities.

i0 I think the BIA position, to address your point

II again without belaboring it, we would stress

12 substantially that particularly when you’re talking

13 affordable housing components and in-fill projects, an

14 across-the-board number, a one-size-fits-all approach is

15 potentially problematic for a lot of reasons. And while

16 a standard, the general standard may be appropriate,

17 looking at it from the builders’ side -- you heard from

18 Ms. Jacobs today -- particularly those builders who are

19 focused on accomplishing the affordable housing need and

20 increasing mandates for affordable housing, the

21 constraints are very different when you’re talking about

22 pushing into the suburbs and open space and you have a

23 little more flexibility or whether you’re just talking

24 about how much green space are you going to have, can you

25 use it for filtration or not.

26 When you’re talking about these parcels, any

27 across-the-board number for that presents potential

28 problems and we would ask that some level of
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1 flexibility -- and this is where the consultation

2 process -- we want it to come back to the consultation

3 process to address these individual concerns.

4 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chairman, may I ask how

5 much time we have remaining?

6 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Question.

7

8 FURTHER EXAMINATION

9 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

I0 Q.    If my math is right, I suspect you’ve already

ii figured this out, but three quarters of an inch

12 containment on a quarter acre lot is 4500 gallons.

13 A.    I’ve seen calculations of over an acre at

14 27,000 gallons, so that’s probably a little low.

15 Q.    An acre I have at 18,000 gallons.

16 A.    I’ve seen notes from the Regional Board and

17 other numbers have been in the 20,000 gallon range. So I

18 think --

19 Q.    Basically 20,000 gallons, so a quarter acre lot

20 would be in the neighborhood of 4,000 to 5,000 gallons.

21 A. Sounds about right.

22 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: That’s pretty hard.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: 22 minutes remaining and the

24 light will go off at five.

25

26 RICHARD WATSON,

27 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

28
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1 STATEMENT OF RICHARD WATSON

2 MR. WATSON: Richard Watson. I will give you a

3 little bit of my resume in preparation. I have attended

4 Stanford University. I have degrees, bachelors and

5 masters, from UCLA, completed all the requirements for a

6 Ph.D. except for the dissertation from the University of

7 Alberta. I’m a planning consultant. I spent 15 years

8 with a Mission Viejo company and an engineering company

9 that was purchased by it. I’ve been working in

I0 stormwater since the fall of 1990. I’m currently a

Ii member of the Executive Committee of California

12 Stormwater Quality Task Force. I chair the TMDL

13 Watershed (inaudible) Committee and I’m part of a

14 consulting team working with Caltrans. In fact, I sited

15 the various structural BMPs that Dr. Horner discussed

16 earlier.

17 What I would like to do is graphically

18 demonstrate something we’ve said already, and that is

19 that we don’t deny there is a problem. And really going

20 back to (inaudible) and the ultimate BMP is us. By that

21 I don’t mean just builders and the cities, I mean all of

22 us.

23 I would like to take that in saying we’re not

24 opposed to the SUSMPs as they were presented by the

25 municipalities, but we do have problems with the numbers.

26 We’re not really here to argue the numbers today. We

27 want the opportunity to work together to determine

28 appropriate numbers in response to the question from
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1 Betsy earlier.

2 There are differences of opinion, and if you

3 apply some formulas that are from the water quality

4 capture, applying numbers from the Denver drainage menu

5 which was just revised in September, you get amounts that

6 are considerably lower than here, and I did a little few

7 calculations and come up with a number. If you use .5

8 imperviousness and use a 24-hour drain time, you might

9 have something like a quarter of an inch. If you take .9

i0 imperviousness in a 40-hour drain time, then you have

ii something like -- and I forgot to write it down. I think

12 it’s .47. So you get a range of numbers depending on

13 what you use.

14 What is our position? Our interests in the

15 building industry are a little different than those of

16 the cities because we’re the ultimate target. The

17 industry has supported the municipal BMP because we share

18 an interest in a workable program. We support the joint

19 deve!opment of numerical design criteria. Our engineers,

20 just like the engineers in the cities, like to design to

21 numbers but we want to be part of the game. And so we

22 want to work with the various players so we have numbers

23 that work in the two permits.

24 We’re concerned also that the Clean Water Act is

25 being refashioned into a tool to stop building and

26 development. We’re concerned that our builder members

27 may spend time investing in structural BMPs right now and

28 then as soon as the TMDLs are adopted, it’s going to be
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1 determined those particular BMPs don’t meet TMDLs so

2 they’re going to have to do something all over again.

3 We’re also concerned about the impacts on

4 housing costs and availability, and you’ll hear much more

5 about that later, but one thing that we do know is that

6 affordable housing will become much more difficult to

7 supply. One thing we haven’t discussed so far is that

8 homeowners associations may be burdened with some very

9 long-term operation and maintenance costs.

i0 The Regional Board is admittedly handicapped by

ii staff and budget limitations. We talked about that a

12 little bit already, but they should be providing good

13 leadership based on sound science, and the fact that

14 they’re limited doesn’t mean that they have an excuse for

15 outgrading their own permit as was discussed earlier.

16 The attempt was laudable, the process was not. From a

17 planner’s point of view, good intent does not equal good

18 regulations. Doing something to do something to placate

19 others might placate some critics but it doesn’t generate

20 respect for the regulations or the regulators. I think

21 for the regulations to be successful, the regulated

22 community should respect the regulators and the

23 regulations.

24 We want our representatives of the major

25 parties -- and this is a little repetitious. We want to

26 sit down together. The regulated, the regulators, the

27 environmental interests, sit down together and work

28 through some numerical design criteria. One example,
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1 Florida had about 29 drafts or something and i00 TAC

2 meetings before they adopted some regulations and they

3 worked together to do it.

4 Another example is Denver. This one I find

5 interesting was left off of Dr. Horner’s list but was in

6 the original presentations that we saw at the Regional

7 Board. I’m not quite sure why it was left off the list.

8 They’ve come out with a new manual and it could be the

9 numbers I mentioned before that didn’t match exactly, but

i0 this revision -- and it’s a revision, not a new document.

ii It took over a year with an advisory committee, had lots

12 of input, and it’s basically a design manual with

13 policies set by each jurisdiction.

14 A term that someone used already, one size does

15 not fit all. There are a lot of problems in an urban

16 area and trying to make one particular size fit. This

17 says -- this particular quote talks about watershed

18 loading. We have that coming. They’re called TMDLs. So

19 this whole idea of one size fitting all is a real problem

20 and we actually talked about watershed configurations.

21 The permit talks about that too, but we didn’t get into

22 that in this process.

23 One of our concerns is that the Regional

24 Board -- neither the Regional Board nor the Executive

25 Committee focused on the nexus between water quality

26 standards, in other words beneficial uses, and water

27 quality objectives and these criteria.

28 We requested several times that the Executive
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1 Officer or staff convene meetings with interested parties

2 at the same table, and it appears that because the

3 environmental group said they didn’t want to meet with

4 us -- I can only talk about from a personal

5 perspective -- because I was told directly by one of the

6 attorneys present in the room that they didn’t feel they

7 had a need to meet about it.

8 One of the things that we’re concerned about

9 with this process is we think it’s doomed if you don’t

I0 bring the knowledgeable participants together. That

ii means engineers -- and I’m not one, I’m a planner so I

12 don’t fit into that category -- the developers and the

13 builders. If they’re left out, it’s just plain not going

14 to work.

15 We’re also concerned that the Executive

16 Officer -- neither the Executive Officer nor the Board

17 itself paid any attention to our basic premise that it

18 was really appropriate to take this process, follow the

19 process that was in the permit and work together to put

20 numbers in the next permit cycle, which I think was what

21 Alexis said is only 18 months away, and the report of

22 waste discharge is next February. So it wouldn’t delay

23 us very much in the process that the Regional Board, or

24 the Executive Officer, has said may take us a century

25 because we’re dealing at the margins and in redevelopment

26 and new development. So there is time. You’re not

27 losing much to do the process right.

28 Another concern of ours is that when the
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1 Southern California Association of Governments offered to

2 use its good graces to pull the people together, it

3 didn’t work. The municipalities came. One of the staff

4 members for the Regional Board came at least once. The

5 building industry was there. WSPA was there. Other

6 industries were there, people who were invited. The

7 environmental community chose not to participate. So the

8 SCAG folks were trying to explore could they help us in

9 some way with this regional question that Mr. Brown has

i0 asked about earlier.

II We were sitting down to try to figure out how to

12 do something, to have a mix of regional and on-site

13 perhaps. Basically the Regional Board had an ad hoc

14 process instead of following the process laid down in the

15 permit. I must say that Dennis Dickerson was very

16 gracious, made himself available, but he did not

17 establish that process to bring us all together, and that

18 was quite frustrating. And I think he understands how

19 frustrated we were about that.

20 One of our other process concerns, and this is

21 from a planning process, is that during that January 26th

22 meeting it became readily apparent that the staff and

23 Board Members had a different document than we had in the

24 audience. That was really disconcerting. There had been

25 a revision the night before that the audience members did

26 not have and that was a problem.

27 There was also a bit of incomplete staff work

28 and that’s because of the time limitations. I think in
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1 the written document I included several examples and I’d

2 just like to mention one. That’s that environmentally

3 sensitive issue. Early in the process various of us drew

4 attention to it. It was a three-prong definition. At

5 first we didn’t have the maps, we didn’t have the lists,

6 and what we were envisioning is this sort of vice

7 business of coming from this side and this side and some

8 other direction, and conceptually everything could be

9 incorporated. It turns out it’s not quite that bad.

I0 We didn’t see what came out when Dennis approved

ii it. That was not before us before the January 6th

12 hearing where he was asking the Regional Board to direct

13 him to approve the SUSMPs that he had done, not the ones

14 the cities had done.

15 Also we were really concerned about what

16 constituents of concern he was really addressing or they

17 wanted to address because different BMPs address

18 different pollutants of concern and we’re sitting here

19 waiting, just watching the TMDLs come down at us.

20 So we were proposing that maybe we look together

21 to put together a program in this SUSMP framework that

22 would get us towards addressing the 303-D list because we

23 have some 700 segment pollutant combinations here in 90

24 group TMDLs in 13 years. So we know we’re going to be

25 doing more. The problem is could we use this process to

26 work towards that one. They didn’t want to.

27 One of the things that also bothered us was

28 numeric design criteria that were developed thoughtfully
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1 in other parts of the country were taken, brought out

2 here. We didn’t do piloting, we didn’t peer review them

3 and they were put in by the staff in the SUSMPs. In

4 those other areas there was testimony that’s in the

5 record by Bob Collacott who personally called the various

6 entities and it was from two to six years spent

7 developing those programs involving the regulated

8 community, and that was the problem.

9 Also one of the things that was surprising to us

i0 is that as we were going through this process and we

ii reached that critical date on January 26th, the County

12 has not yet determined how to implement its settlement

13 with the NRDC. They now have. I understand there’s a

14 manual. There’s a workshop day after tomorrow, so we’ll

15 get to see the manual. So they have an idea how to

16 implement it, but it was very complicated on how to

17 figure out how to do the types of projects and it will be

18 interesting to find out what they determined they can do,

19 but it had not been done and the Regional Board was

20 giving its directive to the Executive Officer to adopt

21 the SUSMPs.

22 The Regional Board and the Executive Officer

23 really appear to be more interested in doing something

24 rather than in following an orderly, technical,

25 scientifically sound process, and that from a planning

26 point of view was really disheartening because there had

27 been other things like the urban development TAC of about

28 four years ago that Mr. Gold and I were both on. I think
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1 we spent about a year working through that. This

2 wouldn’t necessarily take a year, but the process was not

3 followed.

4 One of the things that came up earlier in some

5 discussion was the state general permits, and I have

6 perceived that the State Board-issued general

7 construction permit is being confused with the Regional

8 Board-issued municipal permits in part because as you

9 know, your own permit, the general construction permit in

i0 section ten has BMPs in it and those do have to be --

Ii it’s strengthened with the latest revision and the

12 Regional Board has responsibility to enforce those

13 permits and it seems like it’s being used to shift

14 responsibility from the Regional Board to the cities,

15 that is the SUSMP.

16 What would constitute regulation based on sound

17 science? One of the things that we think needs to be

18 done is look at the beneficial uses in the receiving

19 waters. That was mentioned earlier by Ray Tahir, and

20 even if you only want to go that far, at least look at

21 the identified water quality impairments and get at

22 those.

23 One very practical thing that could be done --

24 it was a question I think Mr. Brown has asked earlier.

25 What would you do -- one of the things I would like to

26 see you do is advise the Regional Board or involve

27 yourself to convene an advisory committee similar to the

28 public advisory committee that you have for AB 982. That
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1 one is a little contentious but it has 24 members,

2 environmental communities, and I know there have been

3 some problems but it does get people to the table. And

4 that could be set up differently, but we need that sort

5 of mutual working together.

6 I think we need to review what’s been done

7 elsewhere in the country and review it together, not just

8 have Rich Horner’s survey and documents I have and other

9 people have, but to really sit down and go through them

I0 maybe one at a time and say what’s applicable here,

ii what’s not applicable here. I think we could view the

12 staff proposal, that is the numeric part, as sort of an

13 interim guideline and conduct pilot projects. I don’t

14 mean adopt it and say you’re going to come back and

15 change it. Adopt the SUSMPs as they were submitted by

16 the municipalities and there could be this guideline that

17 says you think it should perhaps be .75. I gave you

18 numbers earlier that said it could be less than that. Do

19 some pilot projects and you’ve got six watersheds in this

20 permit and do it by watershed.

21 Require the L.A. co-permittees to follow a

22 process similar to the one that’s in the current permit.

23 In other words, have them implement what they were not

24 allowed to do, and that is in the report of waste

25 discharge they tell what you performance standards are

26 needed. In the next permit cycle they work those out.

27 That’s what the current permit says.

28 Basically permit cycles should come first. This
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1 quote from the Florida plan or from the document

2 conveying it, you do performance standards before you

3 establish design criteria. We haven’t followed that and

4 we’re doing it kind of backwards.

5 Design criteria obviously include many factors

6 that have to be considered. Cost and effectiveness are

7 important and we don’t have the answers. I’ll give you a

8 couple numbers in a minute, but we’ve had various cost

9 estimates. We really haven’t sat down at the table and

I0 worked them through together. It’s almost like apples

ii and oranges sometimes.

12 There was one particular one that was almost a

13 joke, and I think the staff may have got it from the

14 city. I’m not sure, but $33 to maintain retention

15 basins. Most maintenance crews can’t even get out to a

16 basin for $33, so there was some slight problems we had

17 with those numbers.

18 Numbers from elsewhere, Texas is estimating at

19 about 3 to 5 percent of the basin construction cost in

20 constructing BMPs are needed for maintenance, and Florida

21 has estimated it takes about 5 or i0 percent of the land

22 area to comply with their rules. Granted, that’s

23 partially flood control, but if you get into the control

24 of the peak discharge, that’s about the same thing.

25 Some generalized numbers, these came from a

26 newsletter that was, I think, referenced earlier. What

27 the costs will be, we don’t know exactly because we don’t

28 know what BMP would be in there, but if you take
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1 something like a media filter, which is turning out to be

2 very costly to construct in California because of our

3 earthquake standards, something like $27,000 an acre

4 served. So you can figure that out for whatever size

5 project and whatever density. Infiltration basins, about

6 $20,000. Filter strips, in other words grassy strips

7 where you have to worry about level grade so the water

8 can flow in evenly, about $17,000. Swales are cheaper,

9 about $i0,000 per acre served. Detention basin, about

I0 $i0,000, and then you get down to the inlets or inserts

ii that were mentioned earlier.

12 What do we recommend? We recommend that the

13 Regional Board convene that Technical Advisory Committee

14 I mentioned, have equal numbers of environmental,

15 regulated, industry folks to advise the Regional Board

16 and the Los Angeles co-permittees on performance

17 standards, et cetera.

18 We further recommend this TAC should include

19 representatives of SCAG and perhaps the State Board

20 because as mentioned earlier, this could be a precedent.

21 It’s obviously going to be because San Diego is

22 considering it and the L.A. Board is considering it for

23 Ventura. And grant the petition. Order the L.A.

24 Regional Board to order the July or August one and then

25 proceed working towards the next permit.

26 Any questions?

27 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chairman, I’m curious that

28 the questions that occurred in the last were -- do we
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1 have any leeway on the two and a half minutes?

2 BOARD MEMBER SILVA: Just a real quick question.

3 Relatively how long would it take to form this committee

4 and come up with a recommendation?

5 MR. WATSON: I don’t think it would take very

6 long to form the committee. You just have to say who you

7 want to have on it and delegate some names of

8 representatives.

9 BOARD MEMBER SILVA: Given the (inaudible).

I0 MR. WATSON: You have the Executive Advisory

Ii Committee and they could name -- you come up with a

12 number, they could name people, industry representatives

13 could name some people, and we would want to be there.

14 The question is how long would it take to come

15 up with an agreement and that if you’ve got a whole bunch

16 of standards to review, if you review them properly, it

17 will take a little bit of time, but the framework for the

18 process is there.

19 The existing permit says that the permittees

20 should assess what performance standards are needed,

21 include that with the report of waste discharge in

22 February, and then in the next permit cycle work through

23 all the details. So you have a process, it just wasn’t

24 followed.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Two minutes and

26 46 seconds.

27

28
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1 DEE ZINKE,

2 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

3

4 STATEMENT OF DEE ZINKE

5 MS. ZINKE: Hi. My name is Dee Zinke and I’ll

6 endeavor to be as brief as I can.

7 MR. HELPERIN: I’m going to have to object. We

8 were not informed of this witness. The only witnesses

9 that Mr. Montevideo designated were himself, Ms. Clark,

i0 and Mr. Watson.

ii MR. MONTEVIDEO: Actually, Mr. Chair, I didn’t

12 even designate myself but if I could be heard on the

13 issue. The notice that went out by the State Board did

14 not require that the individual witnesses be identified.

15 The regulations allow for that but do not require it.

16 Because the notice did not ask that we provide

17 the names of all the witnesses, we did not do so for fear

18 that nobody else, everybody else would do the same thing

19 and not provide the names of the witnesses. According to

20 the notice that was sent out by the Board itself --

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I’ll overrule the objection

22 but you are limited to what testimony was submitted as

23 evidence. The witnesses cannot speak beyond what was

24 submitted. You are down to two minutes and 46 seconds.

25 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If we -- Mr. Chair, if we

26 have -- unless -- if we can get some stipulation on

27 additional time, I would be more than willing to grant

28 additional time.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: If the other petitioner wants

2 to use its time, do you plan --

3 MR. WELCH: We would be happy to yield some

4 time.

5 MR. MONTEVIDEO: 20 minutes?

6 MR. WELCH: We’ll give you 20 minutes of time.

7 MR. LEON: One point. We had asked at the

8 beginning of the proceeding to have Alexis Strauss named

9 as one of our witnesses and that was not allowed.

i0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: That was not allowed because

Ii her testimony, there was no evidence or testimony

12 submitted in your brief and submitted to the Board. I

13 think petitioner has produced significant information,

14 evidence which I assume the witnesses are speaking to

15 information.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Correct.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: On the record, and I think

18 that’s the difference.

19 MR. HELPERIN: Mr. Chairman, if I may. For the

20 record I do find this objectionable and on the basis of

21 basic equity, on the basis of unclean hands, on the basis

22 of waiver, on the basis of estoppel. Mr. Montevideo was

23 able to preclude a representative from the Environmental

24 Protection Agency from speaking to this Board on

25 information which there was no reason to believe was

26 outside the scope of the submitted testimony that was

27 submitted by the Regional Board, solely because she was

28 not named.
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1 These witnesses were not named. Mr. Montevideo

2 in fact stated that part of the reason why Ms. Strauss

3 should not be allowed to testify was because he was not

4 aware she would be testifying and, therefore, he could

5 not appropriately prepare for cross-examination, to

6 examine her with respect to her credentials or her

7 experience. That is certainly true with respect to these

8 witnesses --

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’ll be allowed an

I0 opportunity to cross-examine. I’ll still overrule the

ii objection.

12 MR. HELPERIN: For the record, I would also like

13 to object to the transfer of time from the Western States

14 Petroleum Association to the cities. I don’t believe

15 that it’s appropriate for one party to be able to speak

16 longer simply because another party has less time.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: If you would like 20 minutes,

18 we can talk about it.

19 MS. ZINKE: Thank you. I hope it does help that

20 you do have my outline identifying my name and my

21 position for the Association.

22 I’m Dee Zinke. I’m the Executive Officer for

23 the Building Industry Association for the greater Los

24 Angeles and Ventura Counties, and I come before you today

25 to talk about the issue of affordability in housing and

26 to clearly identify the unintended consequences for this

27 (inaudible).

28 Less than one half of the Los Angeles families
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1 earning a medium income can afford a medium priced home

2 today. This is 20 percent below national levels. For

3 every $i,000 added to the price of a home, 25 families

4 are priced out of home ownership in the state of

5 California. At any given night here in the southland,

6 I00,000 people do not have a place to sleep at night that

7 they call home. 50 percent of those are children and 50

8 percent of those are children under the age of five.

9 As population increases, this housing crisis

i0 continues to worsen. Last year Los Angeles again posted

ii the highest population gain of any county. Housing this

12 population is a very real challenge. The regulations

13 that were proposed and adopted by the L.A. Board do not

14 take into account any variation in housing type. Ten

15 units of single-family detached housing are treated the

16 same as ten units of multi-family condominiums. This is

17 a one-size-fits-all eat-it which shows no sensitivity to

18 affordable and (inaudible) housing.

19 43 percent of all California families rent

20 rather than own their own homes and renters face the

21 greatest affordability challenge right now. In Los

22 Angeles and Long Beach area, 51 percent of renters are

23 paying over 30 percent of their income for housing which

24 is the standard that we look to. In addition to that,

25 our renters -- and when you look at who we’re talking

26 about, 59 percent of African-Americans are renters;

27 Latino population, it’s about 57 percent, and this is

28 significantly different than the Caucasian population
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1 that is an issue of significance to the minority

2 communities.

3 Worse, the proposed regulation hits in-fill

4 hardest where land is scarce and expensive. Most in-fill

5 projects are site-constrained. Site-specific volumetric

6 controls could become a major expense for these projects.

7 According to the Department of Housing and

8 Redevelopment’s recently issued report, Raising the Roof,

9 most of the state has enough land capacity to accommodate

i0 housing needs, except Los Angeles. Let me repeat that.

ii Except Los Angeles County.

12 We hear a lot lately about environmental justice

13 that was said earlier this morning and assuring that our

14 poor and minority communities are getting a

15 disproportionate share of pollution. In this case it’s

16 the redevelopment projects, the areas which are most in

17 need of urban renewal that are disproportionately

18 penalized by the cost of imposing this proposed rule.

19 Once more, the inventory of in-fill land contains many

20 contaminated sites and there is absolutely no recognition

21 of the environmental benefit of cleaning up of these

22 sites for the health of the watershed.

23 We’ll all be interested in encouraging job

24 centers, i.e., smart growth. This rule makes it easier

25 for land-rich to comply but extremely difficult for

26 urbanized areas. The result is low income or moving out,

27 causing other environmental problems. According to the

28 California budget project report, "Locked Out:
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1 California’s Affordable Housing Crisis," families seeking

2 affordable housing are being forced to move out of

3 metropolitan core areas creating longer commute times,

4 greater air pollution and loss of open space; or the

5 alternative is that they’re moving in together, burdening

6 our already overstressed infrastructure.

7 New York Times in February reported in an

8 article about the San Gabriel Valley that low incomes and

9 high housing costs have led to widespread overcrowding

i0 and used an example of ten people paying $i00 each to

Ii live in a single trailer. In another recent article

12 about the crisis in housing Councilman Mike Oferra

13 (phonetic) was interviewed. He stated that hundreds of

14 thousands, maybe as many as a million people, in our city

15 live in substandard housing conditions. Most of these

16 people are kids. One in seven people lives in

17 overcrowded housing conditions.

18 Studies indicate that children who live in

19 overcrowded or substandard housing are more likely than

20 adequately housed children to suffer a variety of health

21 problems, and that was in the "Locked Out" report as

22 well.

23 There isn’t a builder in this room that

24 advocates we should be exempt from water quality

25 standards where at a minimum affect (inaudible) long-term

26 best management practices, which I think it continues to

27 be i~nored in the testimony. We’re interested in

28 practices to improve the quality of water run-off in
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1 addition to our construction management practices.

2 What is absent in this permit is flexibility to

3 address the broad variation in development from rural to

4 highly urban dense areas, from high and luxury housing to

5 affordable low income housing, to allow regional

6 solutions versus site-specific solutions.

7 You have several options before you today. We

8 would urge you to work within the appropriate permit

9 process and move forward with a program that encourages

i0 the most effective BMPs that actually serve to clean the

Ii water. If you wish to pursue, or in this case support,

12 the Regional Board’s numerical standard, what we would

13 like to do is again reiterate using the next 15 months or

14 year to actually develop the evidence and accepted

15 engineering standards that demonstrate and improve water

16 quality.

17 Right now we are engaged in and support water

18 management efforts and as a result have an affinity for

19 regional solutions to protect the health of the

20 watersheds including habitats and estuaries and bays.

21 California is now in its eighth year of

22 providing less than half of the homes needed to shelter

23 its population. That is 125,000 units a year we’re short

24 or up to a million up to this point for the existing

25 population. Los Angeles population is expected to grow

26 from 9.8 million to 11.2 million by the year 2010. It is

27 a fallacy to assume that we will address the impact of

28 this population through constraints on new housing.
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1 If we increase the cost of housing and price

2 people out of the market, there will be greater

3 environmental degradation as our sewage, water, waste

4 treatment infrastucture is overtaxed beyond its intended

5 capacity. We believe this is a very real unintended

6 consequence, adding cost to the housing in the urban and

7 affordable housing markets.

8 The job of the Regional Board is obviously to

9 improve and protect water quality yet fail to fully

I0 understand the impact on housing in that process. As

Ii stated in the last hearing, shelter is considered one of

12 the most important basic needs, but clean water is no

13 less precious. If more children are priced out of a home

14 because we are guaranteeing them clean water to drink, I

15 will sleep better at night. Right now I don’t believe

16 that those merits stand to achieve that goal.

17 We still maintain that the clean water

18 initiative, which is a program that was proposed as a

19 coalition at the last Regiona! Board hearing where all

20 stakeholders work together, goes much further to

21 addressing our water quality needs as a more appropriate

22 process to address appropriate changes to standards

23 readopted in July of 2001.

24 Thank you.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

26 MR. HELPERIN: Mr. Chair, I would like to lodge

27 the same objection with respect to any witnesses the

28 Cities of Bellflower, et al. proffer.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Overruled also.

2

3 ILENE ANSARI,

4 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

5

6 STATEMENT OF ILENE ANSARI

7 MS. ANSARI: First of all, I’m Ilene Ansari,

8 Mayor Pro Tem for the City of Diamond Bar. I have six

9 pages of testimony, but on the basis of making it short,

i0 I’ll try to explain the issues that are of concern to

ii cities.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We have your testimony in the

13 record already?

14 MS. ANSARI: You have my testimony in the

15 record. I am Mayor Pro Tem for the City of Diamond Bar.

16 I am also on the biodiversity council because this is of

17 importance to me. I’m vice chairman of the Energy

18 Environment (inaudible) for SCAG and I was the chairman

19 of the NPDS committee. Before I ever became an elected

20 official, I was an environmental activist and I’m also by

21 profession a registered nurse and a former associate

22 professor of nursing. So let me get those on the record.

23 The concerns that we have as elected officials

24 is first, the unfunded mandate. And the concerns that we

25 have as elected officials, my City of Diamond Bar has

26 58,350 people. We are a contracted city. We are a very

27 mean, lean city and this is concerns that we have.

28 We’re concerned about the Clean Water Act and
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1 we’re concerned about the comments that were raised at

2 the meeting that was held on January 26th. When the

3 staff of the Regional Board recognized the significant

4 expenditure of the MS-4 program and mentioned the fact

5 that the financing of the program offers a considerable

6 challenge for municipalities, a proven successful

7 mechanism is the establishment of stormwater utility fees

8 which are assessed on the property owner based on

9 stormwater run-off generated from the site. And I will

i0 not go into detail on this.

II The problem that we have is we are extremely

12 limited by law with Proposition 13, Proposition 62 and

13 Proposition 218. We would have to run a utility user tax

14 in order for us to reach the mandate of this requirement

15 of the NPDS. Right now, as it stands now in the state of

16 California, 60 percent of the cities have been able to

17 pass utility user fees. But in L.A. County, only 40

18 percent have been able to pass those utility fees. So

19 that is very difficult for us to be able to do in our

20 city.

21 We as cities do not have the discretionary funds

22 or monies for this. My city of 58,000 has a budget of

23 $10.2 million. As it was stated at one of the meetings,

24 and when I questioned them two years ago at a seminar

25 that was held at USC, I was told the fee would be

26 anywhere from $4 per person to $ii per person. If you go

27 by the amount of people that we have in my city, that’s

28 over $650,000 a year on a budget of about $i0 million.
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1 So we are concerned about how we are going to reach the

2 stormwater run-off.

3 The other issue that we have is the lack of

4 scientific basis for this, and we have concerns with

5 this. This is going to be environmentally sensitive for

6 our city or is going to have other problems similar to

7 what MTBE had, and we’ll find out afterwards.

8 What we want to do is work with the entities so

9 we can come up with a permit that deals with all of us.

i0 So what I’m asking you to do is please mandate -- if you

II mandate the SUSMP, I wish that you use verifiable

12 scientific data and that such a plan be funded by the

13 state of California as required by the California

14 Constitution. Under the Porter-Cologne Act, you’re

15 required to do a cost analysis of how much it’s going to

16 cost the cities. We in the cities want to work together

17 for clean water. That’s what we want for our children.

18 I as a nurse want that. I don’t want health issues, so

19 let’s work together.

20 Thank you.

21 MR. MONTEVIDEO: For the record here’s a copy of

22 her testimony.

23 MS. JENNINGS: Now I have a problem. I know the

24 Chairman said we had a copy, but I couldn’t find that.

25 Are you saying you’re trying to submit testimony today

26 right here? You know that was not allowed. She can make

27 the remarks she made, but my recommendation is testimony

28 clearly can’t be admitted right now.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I assume from representation

2 of counsel --

3 MS. JENNINGS: We did not have that?

4 MR. MONTEVIDEO: You did not have that. I was

5 curious because she shortened her comments.

6 MS. JENNINGS: He just assumed that you had --

7 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: That was the representation

8 of counsel earlier. If that’s not the case --

9 MR. MONTEVIDEO: You had it at some time, but

i0 that’s --

Ii

12 RAY PEARL,

13 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

14

15 STATEMENT OF RAY PEARL

16 MR. PEARL: Good afternoon, Members of the

17 Board. My name is Ray Pearl, Deputy Director of

18 Government Affairs for the Greater Los Angeles Building

19 Industry Association. I’m going to cut my comments down

20 significantly but start off by saying we in the building

21 industry continue to be frustrated and dumfounded by the

22 Regional Board staff, that they took us down the

23 numerical standard path. They have put the cart before

24 the horse by saying let’s solve some unnamed problem with

25 some kind of solution and we’ll figure the rest out

26 later. That doesn’t make sense. That’s not only bad

27 science, it’s also bad policy.

28 How about defining the problem? Which
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1 pollutants do you seek to reduce? What are the non-point

2 Sources that generate these pollutants? Why not develop

3 policies that will actually reduce pollution from these

4 identified sources? No one, including Regional Board

5 staff, has yet to cite a single study that shows how this

6 proposal will be effected in Los Angeles County.

7 From the very beginning we have had one simple,

8 basic question. How will we measure if we abide by this

9 new requirement if we have successfully achieved water

i0 quality? We asked Dennis Dickerson that very question.

ii His answer was there was absolutely no way to know. In a

12 meeting we held with him, his exact words, and you’ve

13 heard them alluded to before, these were Dennis’s words,

14 were that we, quote, "Just have to do something." That

15 statement from a public official is unbelievable and sad.

16 That is absolutely no way to conduct sound policy. It

17 does, however, illustrate one of our main concerns.

18 This policy is a shot in the dark and has no

19 chance of achieving water quality. This policy attacks

20 the home building industry. And if you are to believe

21 Heal the Bay and others, that alone will solve our water

22 quality problem. The Regional Board sought to address

23 one minuscule, microscopic portion of the stormwater

24 run-off issue. What good is it to clean water only from

25 new development if nothing has been done to address the

26 millions of people already living here?

27 I want to stress we’ve been here before and

28 where we were with the Air Quality Management District.
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1 In the early 1990s, they pinpointed development as a

2 major source for dust contributing to air pollution in

3 the southern California area and they sought to heavily

4 regulate our industry. After extensive studies, however,

5 the determination was made that development’s impact on

6 air quality was much less than originally assumed. The

7 original assumption was that development was two-thirds

8 of the problem. After conducting extensive local

9 studies, it was determined that new development was

I0 roughly 9 to ii percent of the problem. Quite a

Ii difference.

12 The AQMD therefore focused its efforts elsewhere

13 because of real world evidence in the southern California

14 area. That is all we’re asking for in this situation.

15 Why are we afraid to be more thorough?

16 You are also under a serious misconception if

17 you believe the environmental rhetoric that this proposal

18 will keep beaches open and drinking water safe. It will

19 not clean the bay, it will not keep beaches open and make

20 water safer for aquatic life. As long as I’ve lived in

21 southern California, I’ve only heard of beaches being

22 closed because of oil spills, sewage and medical waste.

23 Beaches are not closed because new homes are built.

24 My final question is this: Based on sound

25 science, what specific contaminants does the Regional

26 Board attribute to new housing? Unfortunately the answer

27 is still unknown and not addressed in the proposal.

28 Lastly in my presentation, I have asked a number
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1 of serious and basic questions. You may believe them to

2 be rhetorical, but they are not. We met with Dennis

3 Dickerson and Xavier Swamikannu on three different

4 occasions. On October 25th, 1999, we met with Dennis and

5 Xavier. On November 12th, 1999, we met with Dennis by

6 himself, and again with Dennis on January 24th, 2000.

7 I want to stress once again that every single

8 one of the questions I’ve asked in this presentation were

9 asked of Regional Board staff. They have never to this

I0 day been able to provide us an answer to a single one of

ii those questions. I hope you will ask them why. Maybe

12 they will answer your questions.

13 Thank you.

14 MR. MONTEVIDEO: We have Mr. Desi Alvarez to

15 provide some testimony.

16

17 DESI ALVAREZ,

18 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

19

20 STATEMENT OF DESI ALVAREZ

21 MR. ALVAREZ: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and

22 Members of the Board. I’m Desi Alvarez, Director of the

23 Public Works for the City of Downey, also Chair of the

24 L.A. County Stormwater Permit (inaudible) Executive

25 Advisory Committee.

26 The permit has various provisions and

27 requirements aimed at improving overall run-off of water

28 (inaudible) process (inaudible) which requires the
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1 preparation of SUSMP. The permittees submitted a SUSMP

2 to the Regional Board that met all the requirements of

3 the permit and it was a result of much effort and

4 anticipation of many constituents. This SUSMP was, in

5 fact, an economical approach to reducing the amount of

6 pollution generated from urban areas.

7 However, the SUSMP was not considered by the

8 Regional Board and no formal action was taken on it.

9 Instead, it was replaced by one which was and does not

i0 have broad support, and most importantly is neither

ii practical nor economical and unfortunately did not result

12 in improvements in water quality.

13 The SUSMP adopted by the Regional Board fails to

14 take into consideration the diversity of land uses and

15 development activities in Los Angeles County. It is a

16 treatment driven approach with little scientific basis.

17 Any plan that will require the application of (inaudible)

18 technology should be based on adequate study to

19 demonstrate effective removal of pollutants that are

20 typical, that is local conditions. The technology should

21 be based on clearly defined parameters representative of

22 that found in local run-off and sets amounts of pollutant

23 removals that is expected. This was clearly not done.

24 None of the testimony that was presented to date,

25 presented here, will provide this information.

26 The SUSMPs adopted by the Regional Board require

27 the use of (inaudible) technology. They’re not specific

28 about what technology to use. In effect, we do not know
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1 if any of the technologies that will be used will do

2 anything to remove any significant amount of pollutants.

3 One thing is certain. They will place a financial burden

4 on every sector of our communities and lead to a whole

5 series of unintended consequences that we have yet begun

6 to figure out.

7 The SUSMP submitted by the permittees not only

8 met all of the L.A. County municipal stormwater

9 requirements, but actually took advantage of a proven

i0 approach to reduce the amount of pollutants in

Ii stormwater. The Plan would implement the use of best

12 management practices that could be tailored to specific

13 needs of individual communities and would result in

14 reducing pollutants (inaudible) consistent with the

15 requirements of the Clean Water Act.

16 It is a plan that makes sense and a plan of

17 which we are supportive. We are asking that you

18 basically request the Regional Board to implement the

19 SUSMP as was submitted by the cities and would be happy

20 to work with them on additional modification with the

21 support of a broad-based community, not just a smal!

22 group of organizations.

23 Thank you.

24

25 EXAMINATION

26 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

27 Q.    Has L.A. County performed any studies,

28 investigations to determine why the beaches were closed?
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1 A.    Why the beaches were closed? Generally the

2 beaches were closed because of high pathogen counts.

3 Q.    Have they done any study to try to determine

4 the cause?

5 A.    It’s generally sewage spills, or one of the

6 things that you do see in stormwater is high bacteria

7 count and that comes from many sources. A lot of those

8 sources --

9 Q.    My question is have you done any technical

i0 studies to determine what the problem is or what’s

Ii causing it. My understanding of what you’re estimating,

12 your estimation probably is true. I don’t know. Have

13 you done any scientific analysis or study?

14 A.    I’m not familiar with any specific studies.

15 Q.    The next question is would the County do such a

16 study now that the problem has been brought to light.

17 More specifically would the County, in your opinion, be a

18 good, responsible party to try to determine why your

19 beaches were being closed?

20 A.    The County may be a good party to do that. I

21 would agree. They would be one party. There are other

22 organizations that may assist in that effort.

23 Q.    I understand, but somebody’s got to go on point

24 here if this state doesn’t. It would seem like the

25 County would be an alternative for consideration to go on

26 point and be a responsible party to try to determine what

27 the cause is and to prevent it.

28 A.    I would hope that they would, but not being
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1 part of the county organization, I can’t speak for them.

2 Q. Has it been discussed?

3 A. To answer your question directly --

4 Q. That’s fair, but has it been discussed within

5 your group, within your own --

6 A.    I think that the County has taken a leadership

7 role in this permit. They have funded a lot of the

8 monitoring requirements and I think they would probably

9 be available to assist in the study. That’s the best I

i0 can do for an answer.

II Q. Can you get an answer, do you think?

12 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Maybe by tomorrow.

13 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Thanks.

14 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Barbara Ferraro.

15

16 BARBARA FERRARO,

17 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

18

19 STATEMENT OF BARBARA FERRARO

20 MS. FERRARO: Hello. I’m Barbara Ferraro. I’m

21 a Councilmember in the City of Rancho Palos Verdes and

22 I’m here to express some of our concerns about the SUSMPs

23 that the Regional Board adopted in January. I’m going to

24 make this very brief.

25 One of the aspects of the new regulations that

26 will have a great impact on our city is how they have

27 designated areas as environmentally sensitive. This is

28 important to the City of Rancho Palos Verdes because
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1 nearly the entire City of Rancho Palos Verdes is within

2 an area designated as environmentally sensitive. That’s

3 right, the entire city.

4 Our staff has read and reread these regulations

5 and asked the Regional Board whether virtually the entire

6 city is within this environmentally sensitive area and

7 have been told that it is. The problems come when we

8 have a person -- we have mostly in-fill left. How can a

9 person simply installing a new roof have to include a

I0 detention basin as part of their project? We feel like

ii this is quite unreasonable. My colleague John McTackert

12 (phonetic), who is also a Councilman in our city, and our

13 Public Works Director are also here. And if you have any

14 questions, they would be happy to come up and answer

15 them.

16 I want to point out that we believe it is to

17 everyone’s benefit to improve the quality of water. No

18 one is more conscious than we are, having seven miles of

19 coastline. We understand very well the importance of

20 these regulations. However, the way they’ve been

21 proposed they’re not really workable. They’re too far

22 reaching for our residents.

23 I urge you to request your staff to work more

24 closely with members of our staff, with the cities, to

25 prepare regulations that can be reasonable and

26 attainable.

27 Thank you.

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.
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1 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, that concludes my

2 presentation. Thank you and thank you to counsel for

3 WSPA.

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Let’s take five.

5 (Recess taken)

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Let’s reconvene.

7 I have a question for counsel here. Since we

8 just finished the first case-in-chief, maybe this will

9 help simplify it a little bit for some of the witnesses.

i0 Which witnesses do the other parties intend to

ii cross-examine? If there aren’t any you’re planning on

12 cross-examining, we can dismiss them now and they can go

13 on their way. Maybe you can contemplate that.

14 Do you have any of the petitioners’ witnesses

15 you will cross-examine? There’s seven of them. We’ve

16 already done Mayor Clark.

17 MR. WELCH: I don’t think we have any

18 cross-examination of the co-petitioners’ witnesses.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Think about it. I’m sorry.

20 I’m trying to help move the process along here. I’m not

21 proposing we do this cross-examination now.

22 We’ll go back in recess.

23 (Recess taken)

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ll reconvene.

25 MR. FLEISCHLI: I was just going to point out

26 that we have discussed this and have no cross-examination

27 questions for Ms. Ansari, Mayor of Diamond Bar, but we

28 would like to have an opportunity to cross-examine all
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1 the other witnesses.

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Okay. So I guess you’re

3 excused. With that, let’s reconvene and get on with the

4 next case.

5

6 LYMAN WELCH,

7 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

8

9 STATEMENT OF LYMAN WELCH

i0 MR. WELCH: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and

ii Board Members. My name is Lyman Welch appearing on

12 behalf of the Western States Petroleum Association. We

13 are here for a specific reason that’s different than much

14 of what you’ve heard this morning and this afternoon.

15 The Western States Petroleum Association, or

16 WSPA, is here because the SUSMP requirements implemented

17 by the Los Angeles Regional Board will have a

18 considerable impact on new and redeveloped retail

19 gasoline outlets in the Los Angeles region and

20 potentially in other regions of California as this

21 program is implemented elsewhere.

22 Retail gasoline stations have a special

23 circumstance that’s different from any of the other

24 developments that are covered by the SUSMP regulations.

25 Gasoline stations are typically found in urbanized areas.

26 They are located on small parcels of land, and the nature

27 of their operations requires that they have gasoline and

28 motor oil present to dispense to cars and vehicles that
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1 come through.

2 When running a gasoline station, it’s important

3 to prevent any contamination of the subsoil or

4 groundwater from spilled gasoline or motor oil that

5 happens, and gasoline stations take extensive precautions

6 to try and prevent any groundwater contamination. For

7 example, gasoline stations typically have an impervious

8 surface, concrete, throughout the area of the gasoline

9 station just to prevent infiltration of gasoline or

i0 spilled product into the subsurface or groundwater. This

ii is just one of the steps that gasoline stations take to

12 prevent groundwater and the soil from being impacted.

13 Now, the SUSMP, one of the -- in fact, the major

14 concern that WSPA and gasoline stations have with the

15 proposal is that the proposal requires gasoline stations

16 to either infiltrate their run-off or to treat their

17 stormwater run-off. And as I’ve noted, infiltration of

18 run-off simply is not practicable for the retail gasoline

19 stations.

20 To prevent groundwater contamination, they need

21 to have solid concrete surface and there’s no potential

22 for infiltration of stormwater into the ground as a

23 potential remedy for any stormwater pollution.

24 Keep in mind that the Clean Water Act under

25 which the SUSMP was implemented requires that the BMPs

26 are developed -- were to the maximum extent practicable.

27 When you’re looking at that requirement, that doesn’t

28 mean that you have to put on every single kind of
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1 possible treatment device that is known to man. You have

2 to look at the cost-effectiveness of particular BMPs and

3 you need to look at whether they’re effective at all, and

4 you need to look at health and safety concerns that are

5 relevant to different types of management practices.

6 The Western States Petroleum Association has

7 taken a very proactive approach to stormwater

8 contamination in gasoline stations. Back in 1995, you’ll

9 hear that WSPA ordered a study to specifically look at

i0 all of the different types of best management practices

II that could be used by retail gasoline stations to prevent

12 or reduce stormwater run-off containing pollutants.

13 The different types of best management

14 practices -- and you’ve heard some of this today. They

15 are -- management practices or operational procedures are

16 one type of BMP that can be applied. And those types of

17 operational procedures have to do with things like

18 sweeping the ground, posting signs at your gas station,

19 tell people not to top off their tanks when they’re

20 filling gasoline, and other types of management

21 procedures that can be implemented day-to-day by people

22 who are working at the gasoline station to prevent spills

23 which could run off in the storm event. Now, those types

24 of source controls can be very effective at preventing

25 stormwater run-off pollution.

26 You’ll also hear there’s a second type of

27 control, a structural control that you can implement

28 where you design your site so that the stormwater runs
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1 off in a particular way to prevent pollution, and in

2 particular gasoline stations you’ll hear one method of

3 structural control is to design your fueling station so

4 that any spills won’t easily run off of the fueling area

5 and that stormwater can be directed away from the fueling

6 island area so that stormwater which comes onto the site

7 from nearby locations won’t interfere with any or won’t

8 pick up any contaminants from the fueling island.

9 There’s a third type of best management practice

i0 which I’ll call treatment controls. Those are using

ii devices such as you’ve heard, sand filters or inlet

12 filters, which actually instead of reducing the pollution

13 at the outset try and treat it if you have a spill and

14 something gets into the stormwater.

15 Now, WSPA looked at all of these types of best

16 management practices or BMPs, and as a result of the

17 study in 1995 and 1996, you’ll hear they found there were

18 a number of operational procedures and source controls

19 that were effective at controlling stormwater pollution.

20 You’ll hear there are a number of structural controls

21 that can be implemented such as using Portland impervious

22 cement to prevent stormwater pollution. They found that

23 those can be very effective in preventing pollution from

24 gasoline stations. In fact, in studies that were

25 conducted, the data show that when a retail gasoline

26 station uses those types of operational procedures and

27 structural controls that virtually all of the

28 contaminants found in stormwater are below levels that
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1 would be of concern. So by using those two types of

2 controls you effectively eliminate the pollutants from

3 going into the stormwater levels that are of concern.

4 Now, the third type of treatment system was also

5 looked at by WSPA, and you’ll hear that the different

6 types of treatment systems that are available that can

7 practically be used in a small area of a retail gasoline

8 station where you have these requirements for an

9 impervious surface, those types of treatment systems, the

i0 data show -- there’s really no data to show that these

ii treatment systems actually work.

12 After WSPA concluded its study, later it became

13 involved with the California Stormwater Quality Task

14 Force. As you know, the California Stormwater Quality

15 Task Force is a regional group of regulators and other

16 interested parties that got together and took an

17 independent look at the requirements that can be used at

18 retail gasoline stations to prevent stormwater pollution.

19 In 1996, a working group got together -- and

20 you’ll hear more about this from some of the people that

21 were involved in this working group -- and together with

22 representatives from the Regional Board staff and from

23 the State Board staff they came up with what’s Exhibit A

24 to our attachments, a best management practice guide for

25 retail gasoline outlets.

26 This best management practice guide was designed

27 to offer guidance throughout the state, not just

28 particularly limited to one area like the Los Angeles
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1 region but throughout the state, to all retail gasoline

2 stations, and not only new gasoline stations or modified

3 gas stations, but even existing facilities. This best

4 management practice guide contains recommendations for

5 procedures that can be applied across the board.

6 You’ll see that the best management practice

7 guide incorporates the operational procedures as well as

8 the structural controls that I mentioned earlier, and

9 that you’ll also find the stormwater task force that

i0 looked at treatment devices found that there wasn’t

Ii enough data and they weren’t justified by peer review to

12 support using treatment devices in retail gasoline

13 stations since the operational procedures and the

14 structural controls, if applied properly, would prevent

15 any significant stormwater run-off problem.

16 So we have this guidance that was developed by

17 an independent party that took an objective look at the

18 requirements that should be used as BMPs for retail

19 gasoline stations. In the process when the Los Angeles

20 region was developing the SUSMP proposal, representatives

21 from WSPA appeared before the Regional Board and

22 submitted writing in August of 1999 that referred to the

23 work they had done, including the best management

24 practice guide, and also appeared at the hearings in

25 September and January before the Board and again

26 expressed WSPA’s support for application of the best

27 management practices the stormwater quality task force

28 had developed.
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1 WSPA supports the best management practices in

2 the stormwater practice guide, both the operational

3 procedures and the structural controls, and urged that

4 the Regional Board consider that. Well, surprisingly,

5 although just a year ago when SUSMPs were considered, the

6 Regional Board in that proceeding referenced the best

7 management practice guide from the stormwater quality

8 task force. In this case just recently, a few months

9 ago, you’ll find that when the final SUSMP proposal was

i0 proposed by the Los Angeles Board, you’ll see in Section

II 14, Table I, pages 16, 17 and 18, the Los Angeles Board

12 has a list of a number of resources and references that

13 people can look at for best management practices. And

14 although the SUSMPs apply to retail gasoline stations,

15 you can look all day through these suggested resources

16 and you won’t see the stormwater quality task force best

17 management practice guide.

18 Why is that, especially when WSPA was present at

19 the meetings and suggested inclusion of these best

20 management practices? It’s unclear why they weren’t

21 included when they were developed just to address this

22 problem. They should have been included, and it’s true

23 that the SUSMPs proposal does include a few of the

24 operational procedures that are in the best management

25 practices guide but certainly not all.

26 The main concern that WSPA has with the SUSMPs

27 proposal is that the SUSMPs proposal requires treatment

28 mechanisms to be included for retail gasoline outlets,
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1 but the data just isn’t there to show that they are

2 effective. There’s no data to show they’re effective in

3 controlling stormwater pollution from gasoline stations.

4 There’s no evidence to show that they’re necessary

5 because the stormwater quality task force best management

6 practices when applied properly are sufficient to control

7 pollution in stormwater run-off.

8 The other concern that WSPA has is there was

9 really not significant study to demonstrate the

i0 cost-effectiveness of the treatment BMPs that were

Ii proposed by the SUSMPs, and we know that basically what

12 the Los Angeles region did is apply this one requirement

13 that applies across the board. Whether you’re a parking

14 lot, a gasoline station, or a single-family home, you

15 have to comply with the same requirement, but it doesn’t

16 look at the special circumstances that are faced by a

17 retail gas station.

18 You’ve heard today and you’ll hear from our

19 witnesses that sand filters and compost filters require

20 construction of an underground vault that presents risk

21 of explosive gases and concerns of the workers that have

22 to go in there. If you have a leak of product that goes

23 into an underground vault, there is potential for

24 contamination of media and a potential safety hazard. If

25 you had a leak that gets in there and a car drives up,

26 you could have an explosion.

27 By implementing the SUSMPs in the Los Angeles

28 region and mandate that these underground vaults be
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1 installed at gasoline stations, from WSPA’s perspective

2 it’s simply not a very well thought out idea to be

3 putting underground structures in at a gas station which

4 could promote gas and oil getting into the subsurface.

5 We have had a lot of problems with underground storage

6 tanks leaking and contaminating problems. Do we really

7 want to have more underground structures that can lead to

8 similar problems? We don’t think that’s the best idea.

9 It is not a sound scientific approach, either. So that’s

i0 what you’ll be hearing from our witnesses here today,

Ii about the special circumstances that apply to gasoline

12 stations.

13 Now, you may be also wondering what is it that

14 we’re asking you to do. You’ve heard today that there

15 have been a number of procedural concerns and we

16 certainly echo the concerns that the permit was not

17 followed here. I think there’s really no disagreement

18 that the provisions of the permit were not followed, and

19 we’ve also identified a number of other procedures that

20 weren’t properly followed that could have corrected some

21 of these deficiencies. For example, the provisions of

22 CEQA were not applied properly, the Administrative

23 Procedures Act requirements were not followed, and the

24 unfunded mandate procedures. If this is a discretionary

25 act, there’s no funding here for the cities to implement

26 any of these provisions. There are a number of

27 deficiencies that we’ve identified in our pleadings that

28 are before you. I won’t belabor them now.
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1 So bottom line, what are we asking the Board to

2 do? You have before you the California Stormwater Task

3 Force guide containing best management practices for

4 retail gasoline outlets. What we would ask you to do is

5 to remand this matter to the Regional Board with

6 directions that as for retail gasoline outlets, that they

7 apply the procedures here in the best management practice

8 guide as the BMPs that should be applied for the retail

9 gasoline outlets in the Los Angeles region.

i0 And as you’ve heard today, these same best

ii management practices were developed by a statewide

12 committee and can be applied throughout the state, so the

13 direction that the Board gives today can be used in

14 Ventura County, in San Diego and throughout the state of

15 California. WSPA will fully support the application of

16 these best management practices that have been developed

17 for that purpose.

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

19 MR. WELCH: Thank you.

20 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Question.

21

22 EXAMINATION

23 BY BOARD MEMBER BROWN:

24 Q.    You made two assumptions, Mr. Welch. First

25 assumption is that if procedures are properly implemented

26 that you had in place, there should be no spills of

27 gasoline.

28 A.    That’s not exactly true. I think it’s
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1 inevitable that at a gasoline station you’re going to

2 have some spills in the normal course of operation. What

3 we are saying is that if the best management practices

4 that are implemented in this guide which require a quick,

5 prompt response to any spills that occur so that

6 absorbent material is put down and then swept up and

7 spills are managed when they occur, by implementing those

8 types of procedures as well as having the structural

9 controls that are included in here, those in combination

I0 prevent any significant quantities of pollutants from

ii entering the stormwater from gasoline stations.

12 Q.    The second assumption is that if there is a

13 spill and it does go into a containment area of some

14 sort, the concern is the explosion that could occur or

15 other harmful reactions. Assuming that there is gasoline

16 or product available to enter those containment

17 facilities and that’s not a good idea, what would you

18 suggest be done for the product?

19 A.    As I mentioned before, one of the procedures in

20 the best management practice guide would be to put

21 absorbent material down to absorb the gasoline. Keep in

22 mind that this is taking place on an impervious Portland

23 cement surface which would prevent the spill from getting

24 in the ground.

25 Q.    I understand and I concur with that. The

26 assumption you made was that there was gasoline in the

27 vessel and that’s dangerous. So if you make an

28 assumption that there’s gasoline in the vessel and that’s
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1 not a good idea and it got there somehow, some way, what

2 Would you recommend that would be done with that

3 containment and how would you handle it?

4 A.    Okay. Well, my assumption is that if the SUSMP

5 treatment requirements are imposed and a particular

6 system is designed which requires an underground vault

7 such as a sand filter or compost filter we discussed

8 earlier, you would have this underground structure. It’s

9 designed so that gasoline product would run into it. So

i0 as a result of the design of that system, you will

ii inevitably end up with contaminated material.

12 If you -- if that were to occur, then you would

13 have a number of concerns. First, with an underground

14 structure there are particular health and safety

15 requirements that would apply.

16 Q.    That’s not the question. The question is, if

17 that’s not a good alternative because of those reasons

18 that you’re mentioning -- and I’m not disagreeing with

19 that at all. If that’s not a good alternative and there

20 is product that becomes available, what would you do with

21 it? How would you handle it? What’s your suggestion?

22 A.    Perhaps I’m not in the thrust of your question.

23 Our response would be to have a quick response to absorb

24 the spill, contain it and clean it up on-site and not --

25 and by not requiring a treatment device that has an

26 underground structure, you don’t have this problem.

27 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Thank you.

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’ve got two witnesses
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1 still? Let me throw out the Chair’s ongoing attempt to

2 keep a harmonious atmosphere while deliberating. The

3 last two respondents, you might want to consider doing

4 your opening statements and your one witness each that

5 cannot come back tomorrow and finish your case-in-chief

6 tomorrow morning, if that’s possible.

7 If the two counsel want to think about that, it

8 might be one way to solve Dr. Gold’s problem and not keep

9 us here to where we aren’t functioning as alertly as we

i0 should be. With that --

ii MR. WELCH: If there are no further questions.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’re still on pause. Does

13 that make sense?

14 MS. JENNINGS: Can I ask one question?

15 MR. MONTEVIDEO: We would not have any

16 objection.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: There’s no objection, but

18 does that make sense? I know Dr. Gold can’t come back

19 and we can’t stay until 8:00.

20 MS. JENNINGS: Maybe I could ask a quick

21 question of Mr. Welch while they’re conferring?

22 I wanted to clarify. In the BMP manual that you

23 provided, you are aware of the disclaimer stating that

24 none of the Regional Boards or State Board endorse that

25 manual?

26 MR. WELCH: Yes. I am aware of the disclaimer,

27 but it is and was designed as a statewide guidance.

28 MS. JENNINGS: By the industry, those -- you
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1 referred to them as regulators. It’s by the industry and

2 the cities like the permittees before us.

3 MR. WELCH: There were a number of people

4 involved in the development of the stormwater quality

5 task force guide. In fact, they’re listed. At least the

6 members of the working group are listed on page I. I

7 won’t read them all.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Staff for the respondents?

9 MR. LEON: Your proposal is fine by the Regional

i0 Board. In fact, what we would propose is Mr. Nahai is

ii willing to come back tomorrow. He’s the person we wanted

12 to take out of turn. He is willing to come back tomorrow

13 morning.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: So you prefer to do your

15 whole case-in-chief tomorrow instead of tonight? Okay.

16 If there’s no objections, that’s one.

17 MR. HELPERIN: Would that mean that we would be

18 going before the Regional Board and changing the order

19 then?

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It sounds like they’re

21 willing to wait. Does that present a problem to you?

22 MR. HELPERIN: Dr. Gold is not here at the

23 moment.

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: He’s here.

25 So the Regional Board, that will be continued to

26 tomorrow, so we’re slowly -- so we have from the

27 petitioners, we have two witnesses that will not be able

28 to return tomorrow, I understand. You have two witnesses
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1 that you want to cross tonight.

2 MR. MONTEVIDEO: The two witnesses that are

3 going to be leaving are Dr. Gold and who was the other

4 one?

5 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It’s just Dr. Gold.

6 MR. NAHAI: I’m willing to come back tomorrow

7 morning, but my question would be how long are you

8 proposing to go this evening.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ve got to be out of here

I0 by 7:00. I would like to go to Dr. Gold. Finish up WSPA

Ii and do Dr. Gold.

12 MR. SMITH: How long does WSPA have to go?

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: 20 minutes.

14 MR. HELPERIN: It’s fine with us, especially

15 that it would allow our other witness to leave now but

16 obviously we would have to with the understanding he

17 would not be able to testify tonight if things change.

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We will only finish WSPA’s

19 case-in-chief and continue with Dr. Gold, cross-examine

20 Dr. Gold and the two witnesses, if you desire.

21 MR. HELPERIN: That’s fine.

22 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Very good.

23 Let’s continue.

24 MR. WELCH: WSPA will call Ron Wilkness.

25

26 RON WILKNESS,

27 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

28
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1 STATEMENT OF RON WILKNESS

2 MR. WILKNESS: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and

3 Members of the Board. My name is Ron Wilkness. I’m with

4 the Western States Petroleum Association.

5 As you may know, Western States Petroleum

6 Association is a trade association. Our territory is the

7 western United States, and it is the majors (inaudible).

8 Many of our member companies will be building or

9 remodeling retail gasoline outlets and will of course be

I0 impacted by the requirements of the SUSMP adopted by the

Ii Regional Board.

12 I would like to preface my remarks by stating

13 that the RGOs are truly unique among the nine categories

14 of planning projects to actually (inaudible) SUSMPs, and

15 I will be telling you why this is so. My comments will

16 be specific to retail gasoline outlets and I would also

17 like to apologize for my informality. I’m recovering

18 from surgery and I haven’t yet learned to tie a tie with

19 one hand.

20 I joined WSPA in 1993. I’ve been involved with

21 matters pertaining to stormwater run-off at service

22 stations since 1994. I presented testimony to the

23 Regional Board both on the June 1999 Long Beach municipal

24 permit and the Los Angeles County SUSMP. So I have had

25 some considerable personal involvement with these issues.

26 I would like to start my testimony by telling

27 you that WSPA takes pride in our efforts to reduce any

28 adverse impacts that stormwater may have. For example,
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1 we recognized the impact of used motor oil, so several

2 years ago we partnered with the City of Los Angeles to

3 co-sponsor a used oil recycling program. And my little

4 plastic funnel here has at the bottom -- in fine print it

5 says, "recycle used oil." Here’s a toll free number to

6 call for information. This is a public service of the

7 Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and Western

8 States Petroleum Association.

9 I have several other examples of our involvement

I0 with stormwater quality issues. We have participated in

ii several studies on the quality of stormwater run-off from

12 RGOs. We (inaudible) a study to evaluate stormwater BMPs

13 and the study was run by Geomatrix. Mr. Timothy Simpson

14 of Geomatrix is the witness that will be following me and

15 he will be telling you more about that study. In any

16 event, all of this work led up to our participation for

17 retail gasoline outlets. This guide as you have heard

18 was published as the work product of the California

19 Stormwater Quality Task Force. The task force created a

20 working group. We were a part of that working group, I

21 was personally, Mr. Simpson was, a couple representatives

22 from our companies were.

23 We met over the period of approximately one year

24 to develop this guide, and I think that you have a copy

25 of the guide included as one of the exhibits.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: The Board has a copy.

27 MR. WILKNESS: Thank you. I would like, if I

28 may, to read two sentences from the letter of transmittal
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1 from Robert Hale, the chairman of the task force,

2 identifying -- describing the purpose for the guide.

3 I quote, this guide was produced and published

4 by the California Stormwater Quality Task Force, an

5 advisory body of municipal agencies complying with

6 stormwater regulations. The purpose of this guide is to

7 assist municipal agencies and retail gasoline outlets --

8 I’m sorry -- subject to stormwater regulations in

9 attaining compliance with such regulations. The Clean

I0 Water Act identifies BMPs as a means by which the

II discharge of pollutants is reduced to the maximum extent

12 practicable. MEP means that you must take into

13 consideration the gravity of the problem, physical

14 feasibility, public health, and social benefits.

15 WSPA agrees with the need for stormwater BMPs.

16 We value the benefits that come from the implementation

17 of appropriate BMPs and we continue -- as counsel has

18 already told you, we continue to support the task force

19 BMP guide as the definitive set of stormwater BMPs for

20 retail gasoline outlets.

21 The guide is also recognized as the most

22 appropriate set of BMPs for RGOs by numerous stormwater

23 regulatory agencies. For example, up in the Bay Area, it

24 is simply referred to as the standards that must be

25 complied with. The Los Angeles Regional Board

26 specifically included the BMP guide by reference in their

27 June 1999 order for the City of Long Beach, although

28 curiously there is no longer any mention of the BMP guide
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1 in the L.A. County SUSMPs or in their more recent

2 proposed order for the County of Ventura. The guide is

3 not even -- as you heard, the guide is not even listed as

4 one of the references.

5 With that by way of background, I would like to

6 speak briefly to the issue at hand. Please remember that

7 our concerns are solely with stormwater requirements

8 applicable to retail gasoline outlets. I would like to

9 briefly address the nature and extent of any problem

I0 caused by run-off from RGOs, then I would like to talk

Ii about the mitigation requirements of the SUSMP.

12 First, is there a problem? We truly believe

13 that run off-from a well-maintained RGO does not cause

14 any significant adverse water quality impact. The

15 Regional Board in its attempt to justify the need for the

16 SUSMP, and in particular mitigation requirements and

17 numerical standard, has not produced any data to the

18 contrary and neither has anyone else, at least certainly

19 not that we have ever seen.

20 I have mentioned that RGOs need to be well

21 maintained. What do I mean by well maintained? We would

22 suggest that the criteria for a site to be deemed well

23 maintained should be implementation from the provisions

24 of the task force BMP guide. I would like to emphasize

25 that the BMP guide also applies to existing stations.

26 There are separate requirements that we devised when we

27 developed the guide for new or remodeled sites and

28 separate requirements for existing sites.
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i Uniform implementation of the requirements of

2 the BMP guide would ensure that stormwater run-off from

3 RGOs does not cause adverse impacts. We do not believe

4 that any additional requirements are either necessary or

5 appropriate.

6 I would like to talk now about mitigation

7 techniques. We were pleased to see that the Regional

8 Board included some of the provisions in the BMP guide in

9 the L.A. County SUSMP. However, the additional

i0 requirements in the SUSMP are not appropriate for retail

Ii gasoline outlets. These additional mitigation

12 requirements are either to treat the run-off or to

13 promote its infiltration into the soil, and there are

14 significant problems associated with both of these two

15 proposed mitigation measures when applied to an RGO.

16 First with respect to treatment. The Regional

17 Board has not provided any information supporting the

18 efficacy of any form of treatment for run-off from RGOs

19 and certainly no data regarding performance in the field.

20 There are two types, two primary types of treatment for

21 infiltration and gravity separation.

22 With respect to filtration, experience tells us

23 filters and what has been fairly commonly required is a

24 catch basin or catch basin inserts. These plug rapidly

25 and become simply totally ineffective. I’ve heard they

26 cause ponding. I’ve also heard that newer designs have

27 some sort of overflow provision so when the filtration

28 units themselves flood, it allows water to flow through,
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1 untreated.

2 Dr. Horner has alluded in his testimony this

3 morning, alluded to new catch basin inserts that are

4 being studied at UCLA in the laboratory. Perhaps these

5 will be interesting, but again laboratory data is an

6 awful lot different from data in the field and again,

7 there is definitely the question about heavy installed or

8 implemented task force BMPs. There are residual gravity

9 separation devices that at least two conditions be

i0 satisfied, controlled flow rate and relatively high inlet

II pollutant concentration. Neither of these two conditions

12 can be satisfied at a retail gasoline outlet.

13 very troublesome to us is the optional or

14 alternative for infiltration. The task force BMP guide

15 clearly states the requirement for using impervious

16 pavement at RGOs and it does so for a very good reason,

17 protection of the subsurface environment. If there is an

18 accidental spill of gasoline and such spills are an

19 unknown occurrence, I don’t believe that we want to

20 provide direct conduit for product, gasoline in this

21 case, to run into the ground, and that would be exactly

22 the case with any form of infiltration that I can think

23 of.

24 As your Board is aware, the State Board’s

25 Division of Clean Water programs is currently proposing

26 amendments to the USC regulations to protection of the

27 subsurface environment. The concept of providing for

28 infiltration of RGOs runs completely counter to the goal
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1 of the USC program. And again, I’m not talking about

2 infiltration of stormwater but I’m talking primarily

3 about our concern about infiltration of gasoline product.

4 I would like to conclude by emphasizing the

5 following points.

6 Number one, California Stormwater Task Force BMP

7 guide is the definitive set of BMPs and they’re

8 applicable to both new and existing RGOs. These

9 effectively reduce potential pollutants and run-off from

i0 well-maintained RGOs to the maximum extent practicable.

II The group of regulators -- we were there as participants

12 I guess, but they were the ones that published the guide.

13 Additional mitigation measures, that is measures

14 beyond those in the BMP guide such as those required by

15 the SUSMP, weren’t justified. These additional measures

16 have still not been justified and were not justified

17 (inaudible) SUSMP.

18 As far as mitigation options are concerned, once

19 again, we don’t believe there is data that filtration

20 works. Therefore, WSPA would respectfully request that

21 SUSMP wil! not be required of RGOs.

22 I thank you for your attention. I would be

23 happy to answer any questions.

24 MR. WELCH: WSPA will call Timothy Simpson.

25

26 TIMOTHY SIMPSON,

27 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

28
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1 STATEMENT OF TIMOTHY SIMPSON

2 MR. SIMPSON: Good afternoon, Board Members.

3 Could I ask how much time we have left?

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’ve got about ten minutes.

5 MR. SIMPSON: My name is Timothy Simpson. I’m a

6 principal at Geomatrix Consultants, a California-based

7 consulting firm. I’m here today on behalf of Western

8 States Petroleum Association to discuss the SUSMP

9 requirements for retail gasoline outlets.

i0 My brief background, I hold bachelor and masters

Ii degrees in civil engineering and I’ve been involved in

12 stormwater management and compliance issues for the past

13 ten years. I’m a licensed civil and geotechnical

14 engineer in the state of California.

15 Over the past ten years I’ve established nine

16 statewide stormwater compliance groups under California

17 general industrial standard stormwater permit, and these

18 groups involved nearly 500 facilities located throughout

19 California. I currently manage eight monitoring groups,

20 and I’m also serving as a consultant on water quality

21 issues for a wide variety of dischargers, including

22 landfills, scrap yards, auto dismantling facilities and

23 one of California’s major airports.

24 The majority of the work I’ve done over the last

25 ten years involves collecting and interpreting stormwater

26 quality data and consulting on the efficacy of various

27 stormwater management practices. A lot of my practice is

28 helping clients spend money to improve water quality,
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1 helping them decide how to spend that money effectively

2 so there’s a beneficial impact on water quality.

3 It’s already been mentioned the report that was

4 done by -- I was a principal author and you’ve been

5 provided Exhibit B in the materials that were provided

6 from WSPA and it’s our report entitled Stormwater Best

7 Management Practices for Retail Gasoline Outlets. I

8 would like to briefly describe the purpose and the

9 results of that study.

I0 The report that you have is the final work

ii product from the two-part study that we did. The first

12 part was performed in 1994 and included a

13 characterization of water quality from a number of gas

14 stations that were -- that we called normally operated

15 and maintained. We all know there are outlyers out

16 there. There are dirty gas stations out there. There’s

17 also clean stations. There’s definitely a difference

18 when people manage stations.

19 We selected those stations that were mainly the

20 member companies of WSPA that were well managed and

21 didn’t cherry pick trying to find the clean ones. We

22 tried to find a diverse cross-section of stations based

23 on the number of vehicles that were fueled.

24 When I say normally operated and maintained,

25 those are stations that implement regular management

26 practices. There’s a reason they look clean. It’s

27 because they sweep the stations, they perform regular

28 site inspections and they implement standardized spill
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1 prevention and mitigation procedures. It’s very

2 important.

3 We did this characterization to provide a basis

4 for various structural and non-structural management

5 practices and to compare the results to other sites, to

6 compare gas stations to other dischargers. The findings

7 of the study, which also included extensive data search

8 of all the data that was available at that time regarding

9 gas stations, suggested that the normally operated and

i0 maintained retail gasoline outlets are not the, quote,

ii hydrocarbon hot spots, that they had been characterized

12 by regulators in the past. Also, the concentrations of

13 metals, hydrocarbons and solids were no higher than a lot

14 of other sites such as roads and parking lots which

15 indicated to us that they don’t warrant to be singled out

16 for special regulation.

17 Additionally from our study we went back

18 recently, and using the multi-sector, the federal

19 multi-sector permit which has established benchmark

20 concentrations which weren’t available at the time of our

21 study, we looked at those benchmarks and compared them to

22 what we found in our study, the mean concentration from

23 our study.

24 We found that suspended solids, which include

25 hydrocarbons and most metals, were significantly below

26 the benchmark concentrations. Those aren’t effluent

27 limitations, those are identified by EPA and they’re

28 termed monitoring triggers by EPA, but EPA has also said
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1 if you fall below the multi-sector benchmarks, your

2 discharge will pose little concern on water quality

3 impairment. That shows that implementing normal

4 management practices has a real positive impact on water

5 quality from gas stations.

6 The second part of our study was to use the

7 characterization data that we had collected and to

8 evaluate the various pollution prevention measures and

9 treatment BMPs that could be used for RGOs in the

i0 ultra-urban environment with very limited space. The

ii outcome of our study was the recommendation that the BMP

12 focus, the money that should be spent on BMPs should be

13 spent mainly on pollution prevention practices which are

14 those practices that are relatively simple and they’re

15 generally simple facility modifications that result in

16 clean, well-run service stations that are not a problem

17 for the water quality perspective. Just some brief

18 examples of what we identified, use of overfill

19 prevention equipment, posting signs against topping off

20 tanks, using canopies and Portland cement on fuel

21 islands, a very important one, avoiding run-off across

22 fueling areas, eliminating the hosing down of service

23 stations, regular sweeping of exposed areas, having

24 standardized and implementing those standardized spill

25 prevention plans, and very important, employee training.

26 In contrast we found there are significant

27 problems associated with trying to treat run-off from gas

28 stations. First, our characterization study indicated
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1 that the best way to characterize stormwater is that it’s

2 episodic, and when it does rain you get a lot of rain,

3 and it’s got relatively low concentrations of

4 contaminants. That’s a very difficult engineering

5 challenge to solve how to deal with that.

6 For example, we looked at oil water separators

7 which are often installed at gas stations in response to

8 regulatory requirements. Under ideal conditions, an oil

9 water separator will be treating down to about i0 to 15

i0 parts per million for petroleum hydrocarbons. What we

ii found in our study was that the high end of our

12 concentrations for oil and grease and petroleum

13 hydrocarbons was about five parts per million. So what

14 we’re putting into these boxes is much lower than what we

15 hoped to achieve out the other end. So the efficiency in

16 these oil water separators just isn’t there for these low

17 effluent concentrations.

18 Other problems we found with treatment BMPs

19 being effective for gas stations is that they can be

20 expensive and difficult to maintain, and as a result they

21 don’t get maintained. A study performed in Maryland that

22 was cited in our document found that none of the hundred

23 oil water separators that were installed in the metro

24 D.C. area had ever been maintained, and as a result they

25 became sumps that collected contaminants and basically

26 discharged those contaminants during storm events. They

27 became more of a problem than they were solving.

28 We also found other issues associated with
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1 installing any sort of vault to collect run-off at gas

2 stations. From a practical perspective, any device

3 that’s going to collect run-off is also going to collect

4 any spilled product, which can create a significant

5 explosion hazard and make it much more difficult to clean

6 up spills when they do occur. If the spills are

7 difficult to clean up, then they’re not going to get

8 cleaned up through this box. You’re not going to know

9 it’s there. It’s going to be buried. The attendant is

i0 not going to know it’s there. It creates an explosion

II hazard and -- a potential explosion hazard, and it’s

12 going to go unnoticed and the first storm event it’s

13 going to be discharged. It’s much easier not to have the

14 box in place. The spill will occur, the attendant sees

15 it and follows the spill prevention plan and mitigates

16 that spill.

17 It’s already been mentioned that right after our

18 study was completed we worked with the water quality task

19 force to discuss appropriate best management practices

20 for retail fueling operations. Jeff Bruso (phonetic) of

21 the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies was the chair

22 of the group. I was a participant along with

23 representatives from the State and some Regional Boards.

24 Bruce Fujimoto was part of that group as well as Xavier

25 Swamikannu, and I do recognize that the state did not

26 endorse the plan, and I remember the discussion of that.

27 The state, they were participants in the process. The

28 State and the Regional Board said that they couldn’t
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1 endorse the plan because it would constitute a regulation

2 but they were active participants in the process that

3 occurred over a year period.

4 The goal of the work group was to utilize the

5 experience and judgment of the 14 work group members to

6 evaluate the structural and non-structural BMPs

7 potentially applicable for retail fueling operations and

8 develop a set of technically valid BMPs. The outcome of

9 the work group’s effort was the best management practice

i0 guide which has been provided. Many of the BMPs

ii described in the task force BMP guide are contained

12 within the SUSMP. However, the one significant

13 difference between the task force BMP guide and the SUSMP

14 is that the SUSMP requires the mitigation through

15 infiltration or treatment of the first three quarters of

16 an inch of run-off.

17 I would like to discuss real quickly what that

18 requirement means for gas stations. The one method that

19 a lot of dischargers will probably try to use is the

20 infiltration, and a lot of our practice is to mitigate

21 soil and groundwater issues. And believe me, we don’t

22 want to infiltrate stormwater at gas stations. Although

23 it’s job security for a hydrogeologist, it’s not good for

24 the soil and groundwater of California to infiltrate at

25 gas stations.

26 The other method is to treat the first three

27 quarters of an inch, and I’ve already discussed the

28 problems associated with that. The task force also
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1 looked --

2 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Close.

3 MR. SIMPSON: The task force also looked at

4 those BMPs and said that the effectiveness and efficiency

5 of these BMPs and other BMPs not listed was

6 insufficiently peer reviewed and, therefore, they cannot

7 be recommended for use statewide. And there’s no new

8 information that has shown that these BMPs were

9 effective. There’s a recent study done by County of

i0 Sacramento that’s evaluated all of the various

ii ultra-urban stormwater BMPs and it shows that 13 of the

12 14 are not acceptable for use in the ultra-urban

13 environment.

14 In summary, I urge the Regional Board to simply

15 adopt the BMPs that this task force came up with, and the

16 real benefit those could be adopted at all gas stations,

17 not just the ones slated for redevelopment. And that’s

18 going to have ultimately a much more positive impact on

19 the water quality.

20 Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

22 We now have -- let’s continue with Dr. Gold. I

23 think he is the last.

24 We’ll continue. Last is Dr. Gold.

25 DR. GOLD: Heal the Bay.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Heal the Bay. NRDC’s

27 witness.

28
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1 MARK GOLD,

2 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

3

4 STATEMENT OF MARK GOLD

5 DR. GOLD: Good evening. I’m Dr. Mark Gold.

6 I’m the Executive Director of the environmental group

7 Heal the Bay. I’m an expert here for today. My

8 background is I have a bachelor’s and masters in biology

9 from UCLA. I have a doctorate in environmental science

I0 also from UCLA, and I’m a member of EPA’s Federal

ii Advisory Committee for urban wet weather. I’m a member

12 of the faculty at UCLA in the school of public health and

13 water quality, and also I’ve conducted research on local

14 water quality for about the last 15 years.

15 Just some background. Unfortunately with the

16 order, some of this really should have been heard earlier

17 but that’s the way it goes. The economic benefits of

18 coastal waters, this is based on the State Department of

19 Resources numbers, the study done under Governor Wilson a

20 few years ago, that ocean-dependent activities generate

21 about $9 billion annually for southern California. It’s

22 actually -- and then $I0 billion statewide coastal

23 tourism. Of that, approximately $1.5 to $2 billion is

24 generated annually in L.A. County coastal tourism, and

25 Santa Monica Bay alone, 50 to 60 million people visit the

26 Santa Monica Bay annually.

27 Characterizing the urban run-off problem in L.A.

28 County, it’s pretty much widely agreed upon that
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1 stormwater run-off is the largest source of impairments

2 to Santa Monica Bay. Southern California has one of the

3 worst run-off problems in the country.

4 I can go into each one of these categories in

5 detail, but I don’t have much time. We have beaches with

6 very poor water quality. Many of them have poor water

7 quality during dry weather, and about 75 percent of the

8 beaches have poor water quality during wet weather.

9 There’s been numerous cases, numerous studies where

I0 aquatic toxicity has been found in both run-off and

Ii sediments in front of storm drains, contaminated sediment

12 problems, trash and debris problems and increased erosion

13 sedimentation and habitat degradation caused by pollutant

14 run-off and peak run-off flows.

15 To give you a background on what you, as the

16 state of California, have done in putting together -- the

17 Regional Board has put together the 303-D list of

18 impaired water bodies in 1998. That’s the one that I’m

19 referring to. As you know, this list was approved first

20 by the Regional Board then by you, the State Water Board,

21 and finally by EPA.

22 In Region four alone, we’re unfortunately

23 blessed with 156 impaired water bodies and water body

24 segments. 734 specific impairments caused and then 19

25 major pollutants of concern. Common contaminants of

26 concern, many are associated with polluted run-off of

27 heavy metals such as copper, lead and zinc, oil and

28 grease, PAHs, trash and debris, TSS, pathogens, nutrients
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1 and pesticides.

2 A little further into the contaminants of

3 concern in urban run-off in and around the L.A. region is

4 that numerous studies have found that concentrations of

5 contaminants of concern in the region’s storm drains

6 exceed federal and state water quality criteria. There

7 was in 1993 a UCLA study done for the American Oceans

8 Campaign that demonstrated that just recently the 1988

9 and 1999 L.A. County monitoring points, data points,

i0 actually exceeded those standards, and then if you look

II at beach water quality, the routine monitoring program

12 from the L.A. County Department of Health Services, the

13 City of Los Angeles and the LoA. County Sanitation

14 Districts shows you time and time again that

15 bacteriological standards and health department standards

16 are exceeded.

17 And then SCCWRP, Southern California Coastal

18 Waters Research Project, has done numerous studies over

19 the last 20 years that demonstrates that water quality

20 exceeds a number of existing water quality standards.

21 On the beach contamination issue, which has been

22 studied at length, that’s actually been a lot of my

23 research, has demonstrated that storm drain water has

24 high concentrations of indicator bacteria. Even

25 antiviruses get in there, and you also see at the beach

26 very high concentrations of bacteria where people swim.

27 In 1996 the epidemiological study, completed

28 under the auspices of the Santa Monica Bay Restoration
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1 Project, demonstrated that those people who swam right in

2 front of storm drains were far more likely to come down

3 with upper respiratory infection as well as acute

4 gastroenteritis. There’s a demonstrated adverse health

5 effect related to stormwater that occurs. This is during

6 dry weather. During wet weather, as I reiterated before,

7 over 75 percent of the beaches have poor water quality

8 and exceeded at least one health standard.

9 On toxicity, there has been studies that have

i0 shown toxicity of stormwater flows within the region at

ii Ballona Creek as well as Malibu Creek, Bisete (phonetic)

12 Bay, as well as others. SCCWRP in 1996, this was using

13 the sea urchin fertilization test, as well as the

14 abnormal environmental development test -- the sea urchin

15 fertilization test is far more sensitive, and if I recall

16 correctly, roughly a dillution of around six to one or so

17 still caused significant toxicity in run-off from Ballona

18 Creek.

19 SCCWRP also did another extensive study on

20 Ballona Creek working with USC and they demonstrated that

21 within Ballona Creek a well-developed toxic plume

22 extended into Santa Monica Bay up to two miles offshore.

23 So they found toxicity in samples collected during a

24 storm again in sea urchin fertilization tests. Usually

25 the toxicity is caused by -- in fact, in Ballona caused

26 by zinc -- as well as copper and zinc as we all know is

27 heavily associated with automotive and run-off sources.

28 Also, the L.A. County of Department of Public
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1 Works 98-99 annual report demonstrated that those

2 toxicities in Ballona Creek run-off in sea urchin

3 fertilization tests.

4 On trash and debris, again SCCWRP’s southern

5 California bight study they had been doing on and off for

6 the last five, six years, what they found just in doing

7 their Bendix (phonetic) surveys and sediment collection

8 is that 25 percent of the bottom of Santa Monica Bay

9 contained man-made materials. That is trash from run-off

I0 is basically getting in there. I won’t get into too much

II detail other than the fact financially, the annual cost

12 to clean up all the trash on the beach, not to mention

13 the receiving waters, literally costs millions of dollars

14 every year.

15 Contaminated sediments, we often have

16 contaminated sediment on hot spot problems at the mouths

17 of our storm drains, on our toxic hot spots. There’s 14

18 sites of concern, that is hot spots, that have been

19 identified in the L.A. region. This is from the bay

20 protection toxic cleanup program.

21 In Marina del Rey and Ballona Creek, for

22 example, where it’s widely agreed upon that the source of

23 contaminated sediments at the marina entrance channel and

24 at the mouth of Ballona Creek is indeed Ballona Creek,

25 it’s been estimated 725,000 cubic yards is identified as

26 contaminated with pesticides as well as heavy metals and

27 PAHs. And the good news on that front is that a vast

28 majority of that has been just recently dredged up and
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1 disposed of at the Port of Long Beach slip fill project,

2 but normally that costs approximately a hundred bucks per

3 cubic yard for disposal. I think that’s important to

4 note as well.

5 We see this sort of accumulation of sediment

6 frequently at Ballona Creek, as well as the L.A. River.

7 We actually have seen circumstances where the marina

8 channel, entrance channel, has been shut down where

9 boats can’t get in and out because of sediments coming

I0 from run-off, as well as we’ve seen the Catalina Shuttle

ii shut down for some period of time because of shoaling at

12 the mouth of the L.A. River.

13 The high flow rates caused by urban run-off can

14 cause ecological impairments. We’ve seen that in a

15 number of different regions, Malibu Creek Watershed.

16 We’ve seen sedimentation erosion (inaudible). Malibu

17 Surfrider Beach is the most polluted beach along

18 Santa Monica Bay. That would be because of Malibu Creek

19 and the watershed around it. A great deal of habitat

20 degradation, stream bank erosion, slope instability,

21 those sorts of things caused by high peak loads of

22 run-off causing problems within that watershed.

23 On water quality impacts of increased

24 population, imperviousness, a lot of this work has been

25 done by the Center for Water Protection, Tom Scheuler

26 (phonetic). I think you got quite a bit of the material

27 submitted from the January hearing. You see things like

28 increase in peak discharges, increase of volume run-off
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1 from storms, increase in run-off velocities, the increase

2 in the frequency and severity of floods, reduced stream

3 flow during dry weather due to reduced infiltration, and

4 then reduced infiltration and groundwater recharge.

5 On ecological impairment, you can see biological

6 integrity gets reduced and the (inaudible) assemblage is

7 reduced diversity as well as loss of sense of species,

8 and that’s directly related to increased impermeable area

9 within a given watershed. Similar research has been done

i0 within the state of Ohio as wel! as the state of

Ii Washington.

12 Then the final slide, the role of new and

13 redevelopment in creating the problem. When you have

14 increased stormwater pollution, you have high volumes,

15 high velocity of surface run-offs and high concentrations

16 of pollutants within the run-off. By creating these

17 impervious surfaces, obviously developments with a

18 dramatic effect of increasing quantity and quality of

19 stormwater run-off. In fact, in a lot of work that Tom

20 Scheuler and others have done, you really start seeing

21 permanent adverse effects ecologically on that i0 percent

22 impervious surface within a watershed or subwatershed.

23 That’s the extent of the comments that I have.

24 There’s a couple of things I sort of want to clear up

25 from earlier testimony. One is as an aside.

26 The San Gabriel Valley has been drinking

27 infiltrated stormwater for over three decades, the

28 Whittier Narrows and Montebello Forebay Project. That’s
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1 something that I would just like you to know. That’s

2 specifically stormwater and reclaimed water that’s used

3 for groundwater recharge there.

4 On catch basin filters, there’s been a lot of

5 discussion as well. Michael Stenstrom, professor from

6 UCLA, could not make it for today. A lot of people

7 expected him. In the study that has been completed, I

8 might add, contrary to popular belief, roughly 80 to 85

9 percent pollutant removal efficiency for oil and grease

i0 and PAHs for absorbent filters. This was done in a lab.

Ii There’s also been about a year’s worth of work in the

12 field where they’ve taken absorbent and run the tests in

13 the lab again after the material has been out in the

14 field for sometime.

15 Lastly, on the Tree People’s infamous Tree

16 People slide that keeps popping up, and I can’t believe

17 this one got in this, the Tree People house was

18 designed -- are you guys ready for this -- for a 133-year

19 flood. This is not like your typica! storm. The fact

20 that everyone is talking about cost of cisterns and those

21 sorts of things, obviously you’re missing the point of

22 the whole Tree People exercise. This was a 133-year

23 storm.

24 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: That was for a 133-year

25 storm. How is that different from the three quarter

26 inch?

27 THE WITNESS: Three-quarter-inch storm, if I’m

28 not mistaken, is less than the one-year mean event storm,
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1 the average storm for a year.

2 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: You put information on

3 economics and that was appreciated, particularly the

4 broad scale. That helps us. I would suggest that you’ve

5 also put up some good slides showing the concerns and the

6 shape of Malibu Creek and such.

7 One thing that we’ve worked hard on is trying to

8 do watershed master planning as opposed to addressing

9 specific issues. We get a lot of mandates ourselves and

i0 try to address TMDLs and streams programs that we get

II that are individually submitted to the state that we have

12 to respond to individually as opposed to trying to do

13 watershed master planning, which is the thing that you

14 mentioned, water, soil conservation, grasses and that

15 range on down to control of what the homeowner may or may

16 not do.

17 So with that in mind and with the information

18 that you have submitted that the problem is evidently

19 very real -- and I don’t think anyone is doubting that --

20 the question that I have and has been presented here

21 several times is, how best can we fix it. And I didn’t

22 hear anything on that from you and I’d like you to, if

23 you have something on it that relates to watershed master

24 planning, as an example, or the limited dollars that we

25 have as a community in order to address these issues.

26 And when you go ahead and piecemeal things like

27 we have had to do on this state level because of mandated

28 programs, we really question if we are spending our
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1 dollars that we have in the most efficient manner

2 possible, where if we had the opportunity to do master

3 planning of watersheds, we would have a higher level.

4 So the question begs, with your knowledge and

5 background on this information, is what we’re asking

6 these people to do, is that the best expenditure of all

7 of our efforts and money or is there a better way of

8 addressing the issue and earning more for our

9 investments?

i0 THE WITNESS: In answering the question, my

ii organization -- I’ve been involved in numerous watershed

12 planning efforts, as Mary Jane can attest to. I’ve

13 chaired the steering committee for the Santa Monica Bay

14 Restoration Project as well as I’ve been involved in that

15 since its inception. I’ve been part of the Malibu Creek

16 Watershed planning forever, and our founder, Dorothy

17 Green, is the chair of the L.A. San Gabriel River

18 Watershed Council.

19 Our point on stormwater is that there is no one

20 magic bullet in solving this problem and one of the

21 focuses here is not on all the other factors that are

22 within the stormwater permit. We are literally focusing

23 on new and redevelopment here today. In that regard, I

24 honestly believe based on my background in this field

25 that putting new and redevelopment standards in place

26 where it’s a heck of a lot easier to do it at the new and

27 redevelopment stage to implement BMPs that are effective

28 there rather than going back to retrofitting and
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1 built-out facilities and buildings is a very, very smart

2 way to go in reducing pollution coming off of urban

3 areas.

4 So we strongly believe that and our organization

5 has been involved in finding out more about this

6 tomorrow. I co-wrote Santa Monica’s ordinance with Craig

7 Perkins and their city attorney’s office back in 1992,

8 and we’ve learned a lot more about the real world

9 experience (inaudible). Santa Monica was a success

I0 there.

ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions from Board

12 Members, staff?

13 Cross-examination.

14 THE WITNESS: This will be nothing compared to

15 the deposition I just had on the DDT shelf.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I hope that’s the case,

17 Dr. Gold.

18

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. MONTEVIDEO:

21 Q.    Good evening, I guess it is by now. My name is

22 Richard Montevideo and I’m with the petitioners.

23 A few questions. First, there was some

24 discussion about that Tree People article and that is a

25 study that was done by the Tree People. Do you recall --

26 MS. JENNINGS: If you want to stand up, could

27 you hold the mike please?

28 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’ll just sit down.
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1 Q. Do you recall the size of the cistern used in

2 that experiment?

3 A.    Not off the top of my head.

4 Q.    Would it surprise you -- would the number 3600

5 gallons surprise you?

6 A.    I’ve seen it and it’s pretty substantial. I

7 wouldn’t be shocked by that. And again, it’s for the

8 133-year storm. It’s not for a three-quarter-inch storm.

9 Q.    So you think that 3600 gallons is a substantial

I0 cistern?

ii A.    For water storage on a single-family home, yeah,

12 probably.

13 Q.    How much -- there was some discussion earlier

14 today about the amount of run-off from a quarter acre.

15 Do you have any estimates as to the amount of run-off

16 from a three-quarter-inch storm over 24 hours?

17 A.    It’s a little late in the day. I don’t think

18 I’m going to be doing math answers right now.

19 Q.    So you can’t answer the question?

20 A.    No, I could, I just would have to go back and

21 calculate it out.

22 Qo Can you give me a ballpark?

23 A. Three-quarter-inch storm, so --

24 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. The question calls

25 for speculation. If you would like Dr. Gold to do the

26 calculation, he can do the calculation, but I don’t think

27 it makes sense for him to make a guess right now.

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I would sustain the objection
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1 unless you’ve got it off the top of your head.

2 THE WITNESS: I don’t have it off the top of my

3 head.

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustained.

5 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: The cost of the Tree People

6 study, I believe that cistern was $i0,000 for the product

7 itself and the installation. Do you recall that being

8 the case?

9 A.    I’ve talked to Andy Lipkis, and obviously Andy

i0 is the President of Tree People, if you don’t know. That

II was designed especially for that particular site, and so

12 it was literally put together as a one-time manufactured

13 unit. If there was a mass-produced unit, I know I’ve

14 heard him say that would come down to about two or three

15 thousand bucks.

16 Q. Let’s take a look at the article.

17 If you look down at the bottom of the article it

18 says, "Lipkis said the cost of installing similar

19 recycling systems could be reduced to about $i0,000 per

20 home if a manufacturer can be found to mass produce the

21 cisterns."

22 Does that refresh your recollection?

23 A.    No. I’ve talked to him subsequent to that and

24 he thought it would come down dramatically even more, but

25 he’s not here to verify.

26 Q.    So you don’t agree with the number that’s in

27 this newspaper article.

28 A.    It’s not what Andy has told me.
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1 Q. Okay.

2 A.    I would like to reiterate that the design of

3 this was not just for stormwater purposes. It was also

4 water conservation purposes and that was really one of

5 the major points of the system was to reduce water --

6 Q.    You understand that the cost is being attributed

7 direct to what Mr. Lipkis said; correct? The $I0,000 is

8 being attributed to what Mr. Lipkis said.

9 A.    Right, two years ago.

I0 Q.    Is it true that the three quarters of an inch

Ii standard was developed by the NRDC and the County of Los

12 Angeles?

13 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. Calls for

14 speculation. Lack of foundation. Dr. Gold has no basis

15 for knowing that.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If you don’t know, just tell

17 me, Dr. Gold.

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Can you answer the question?

19 THE WITNESS: I don’t know. I’m not sure if

20 that’s exactly where it was determined.

21 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Let me see if I can refresh

22 your recollection. This is an article that showed up.

23 It’s a part of the administrative record. I believe it

24 was also submitted. In addition to being part of the

25 administrative record, I believe it was also submitted as

26 part of the NRDC’s documentation. It has your name at

27 the end as the co-author?

28 A. Right.
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1 Q. Did you co-author the article?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Do you recall when you wrote this article?

4 A. I don’t recall the exact date. I’m sure it’s on

5 there somewhere.

6 Q. I just don’t see it, so I’m asking.

7 A. Sometime in January.

8 Q. Of this year?

9 A. Yeah.

I0 Q. Okay. Do you see the reference to the proposal

ii before the Board is based on one developed by the Natural

12 Resources Defense Council and Los Angeles County to

13 address the pavement equals pollution reality? Do you

14 see that?

15 A.    Which paragraph? I’m sorry. Yeah, I see it.

16 Q.    Does that refresh your recollection on who

17 developed the three-quarter-inch standard?

18 A.    No. That refreshes my memory on what’s in the

19 article. That might be an overly simplistic assessment.

20 I’m not really sure where it was exactly developed since

21 I’m not a party to the lawsuit.

22 Q.    So you didn’t necessarily draft that particular

23 part of the article?

24 A.    No, actually I didn’t.

25 Q.    Okay. I don’t know unless I ask the question,

26 Dr. Gold. You drafted other parts but not that part?

27 A. I -- yes. Just yes. Yes, I did not write that

28 part.
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1 Q.    "Yes" is good. Is it true that the

2 three-quarter-inch standard was the standard that in your

3 discussions with Mr. Dickerson -- let’s back up.

4 You did have discussions with Dennis Dickerson,

5 the Executive Officer of the Regional Board, about the

6 three-quarter-inch standard; correct?

7 A.    Among many other things in relation to

8 stormwater issues, yes.

9 Q.    Is it true in your discussions that you informed

i0 Mr. Dickerson that you would not go below three quarters

ii of an inch of rain?

12 A. Yes, that’s true.

13 Q. Is it --

14 A. And the rationale was because the environmental

15 community unanimously agreed that a three-quarter-inch

16 storm was already a compromise and all of us wanted at

17 least a one-inch standard.

18 Q.    So because of that, you refused to go below

19 three quarters of an inch of rainfal!.

20 A.    Because the precedent had been set with the L.A.

21 County already agreeing to the standard.

22 Q.    Is it true that this standard came out with

23 settlement discussions with the county as far as you

24 know?

25 MR. HELPERIN: Objection.

26 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Again, I’m just asking for his

27 knowledge, Mr. Chair. If he doesn’t know, he can tell

28 me.
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1 THE WITNESS: I really don’t know.

2 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Do you recall attending a

3 meeting with Mr. Dickerson -- by the way, for the record,

4 what I have on the screen right now is a series of one

5 page of notes dated 10-1-99. It says with NRDC SUSMPs.

6 These notes came directly out of the administrative

7 record. They are identified as tab 5 or something in

8 that range of Volume 2 of the administrative record.

9 Do you recall having a meeting with

I0 Mr. Dickerson sometime in October where you were

ii discussing the SUSMP that was in issue?

12 A.    I don’t recall. I’m seeing names like Rich

13 Horner, et cetera. I don’t know who was at the meeting.

14 I meet with Dennis and can attest to I’m at the Regional

15 Board pretty much twice a week. I’m not sure. I

16 probably did or didn’t.

17 Q.    You should work there, I guess. You see the

18 reference to the three-quarter-inch standard -- three

19 quarters of an inch was reached after settlement

20 discussions closed. Do you see that right here?

21 A.    I see that on the screen.

22 Q.    Do you recall any discussions of that nature in

23 your meetings with Mr. Dickerson?

24 A.    I don’t recall.

25 Q.    Okay. Is it your opinion that the same standard

26 that applies to regular development should be the

27 standard that should be applied to all redevelopment

28 within the subcategories, that is you think there
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1 shouldn’t be any distinction between the standards used

2 for new development versus redevelopment?

3 A.    Using the definition of redevelopment that

4 exists within the SUSMP, yes. Not all of it. There was

5 a lot of discussion about redevelopment and if someone

6 added just a little porch or something, that that

7 obviously wouldn’t constitute redevelopment. There was a

8 great deal of discussion on what actually redevelopment

9 was.

I0 Q.    Well, if somebody added a porch on a hillside

Ii home, would that constitute new development?

12 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. Vague and ambiguous.

13 Is Mr. Montevideo asking if that would constitute new or

14 redevelopment under the permit, which would call for a

15 legal conclusion, or is he asking if that is the

16 definition that Dr. Gold was using when he made his prior

17 statement?

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustained. Would you

19 rephrase.

20 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: When you made your prior

21 statement that putting in a porch was not redevelopment,

22 what is that based on?

23 A.    What I was stating was, just to refresh your

24 memory, was that there was a great deal of discussion of

25 what redevelopment was. And in fact, if I’m not

26 mistaken, there might have been a change the day of the

27 hearing or a couple days before the hearing on what

28 redevelopment was.
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1 So the point was that your general initial

2 question, which was do you think it should apply to all

3 development and redevelopment, I was just trying to get a

4 clarification on redevelopment.

5 Q.    Understood. But then you made the comment about

6 the porch. Was that based on your understanding of the

7 SUSMP definition of redevelopment?

8 A.    It was in the discussion 50 percent of -- I

9 can’t remember exact off the top of my head, but

i0 something like 50 percent of the whole developed area or

Ii something like that being impermeable.

12 Q.    It’s your opinion the standard should be the

13 same regardless of whether it’s new development or

14 redevelopment?

15 A.    Right. New development, significant

16 redevelopment, correct.

17 Q.    Is it your opinion that that’s consistent with

18 what’s happening across the rest of the country?

19 A.    I would not be able to answer that question. I

20 don’t know.

21 Q. Again, Mr. Gold, if you don’t know, just tell

22 me.

23 A. That’s what I did.

24 Q. Okay. But your counsel keeps jumping up and

25 down.

26 MR. HELPERIN: That’s fine. There is a

27 principal about laying a foundation before you ask a

28 question. If Dr. Gold has no reason to believe it, I’m
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1 going to object on foundation. He can also say that he

2 doesn’t know.

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’ll have an opportunity to

4 address the legal questions to the legal witnesses

5 tomorrow, so if you could.

6 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Do you -- is it your

7 opinion, Dr. Gold, that -- there’s been a lot of

8 discussion today about some hypotheticals and some actual

9 realtime examples, but I want to get your technical

i0 opinion on whether somebody living, for example, in the

ii city of Rancho Palos Verdes puts on a new roof should

12 have to comply to the same standard as a new gasoline

13 station going in around the corner from that home. Is

14 that your opinion?

15 A.    I think -- are you asking a regulatory opinion?

16 What are you asking?

17 Q.    Technically do you believe that somebody putting

18 in a new roof in an environmentally sensitive area should

19 have to comply with the same technical standard that a

20 new gas station going in around the corner should?

21 A.    But you’re asking me to make the presumption

22 that somebody putting on a new roof and lives on a

23 hillside that’s going to be applicable to, and that’s

24 hard for me to believe.

25 Q.    Assume that the SUSMP is applicable to that

26 scenario.

27 A.    I can’t make that assumption. That’s not how I

28 read it.
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1 Q.    I’m asking your technical opinion on whether or

2 not you think, in fact -- do you have the same concerns

3 with pollutants from a hillside residence who’s putting

4 in a new roof versus a gasoline station going around the

5 corner?

6 A.    They would be different pollutants but the

7 concerns I would have for a hillside development would

8 depend on where, if it’s in an ESA, depending on the

9 slope of that particular house and the pad in which it

i0 is, it could cause significant erosion and sedimentation

ii problems in downstream habitat. It could be sensitive

12 habitat. So that would be a concern there.

13 At gasoline stations, I would be much more

14 concerned about contaminants that are gasoline or

15 automotive repair related which are more things like PAHs

16 and metals and those sorts of things.

17 Q.    So you have greater concerns with the gasoline

18 service station?

19 A.    No. I have different concerns, not greater.

20 Q.    Would you apply -- do you think the same

21 standard should be applied?

22 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. Vague. When you say

23 "the same standard," there are lots of different types of

24 standards. Are you talking about the numerical standard?

25 Are you talking about what types of BMPs should be

26 applied?

27 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Numerical.

28 MR. HELPERIN: Numerical. Numerical sizing
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1 standard? Numerical for effluent limits? What kind of

2 numerical standards?

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Sustained as vague. Clarify.

4 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: In your opinion, you believe

5 the same .75 numerical design standard as referred to in

6 the L.Ao SUSMP should be applied?

7 A.    Yes, I do. But the beauty of the standard is

8 that it doesn’t say thou shalt only infiltrate, thou

9 shalt only treat. It gives you an option there, not to

I0 mention it gives you a list of literally a couple of

Ii dozen, if not more, BMPs that are designed to basically

12 remove different sorts of pollutants and that’s really

13 the flexibility that one would use in deciding what to

14 put on that particular development.

15 Q.    So I own a home. It’s 2,000 square feet. It’s

16 on a 5,000 square foot lot. It’s primarily all

17 hardscape. How do I comply with the SUSMP program?

18 A. The beauty is I don’t think you have to.

19 MR. HELPERIN: Objection. How would you comply

20 with the SUSMP calls for a legal conclusion.

21 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

22 hear the testimony of Dr. Gold.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I would sustain that. I wish

24 you would get an opportunity to the legal witnesses

25 tomorrow. You’re dealing with a biologist who is an

26 expert and stated his expertise.

27 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I believe this is a technical

28 issue. I’m really trying to figure out --
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It’s an engineering issue.

2 MR. MONTEVIDEO: If Dr. Gold can’t answer it --

3 Q.    If you can’t answer it, then just say so.

4 A.    I’m a water quality expert. I actually did in

5 my sort of flippant manner. You basically gave me a

6 single-home scenario that just doesn’t -- I don’t see in

7 the permit.

8 Q. I’m the homeowner. I’ve been told it has to

9 apply. How do I comply with the standard? Just help me

i0 out.

ii MR. HELPERIN: Objection.

12 THE WITNESS: It’s the same thing again.

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It’s the same.

14 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, with all due

15 respect, it is really a technical issue. If he doesn’t

16 know how to comply --

17 THE WITNESS: I’m saying it’s not applicable.

18 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: He’s answering the question.

19 I don’t know what else you want.

20 MR. MONTEVIDEO: It is a hypothetical. I’ve

21 asked him to effectively assume that it will apply, and

22 I’m asking him how he will apply the standard. So for

23 purposes of a hypothetical --

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I’ll sustain the objection.

25 Let’s move on.

26 Q. BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: You’re a UCLA graduate?

27 A. Three times over.

28 Q. Three times over. Did Mr. Swamikannu also go to
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1 UCLA?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. Did you happen to be schoolmates?

4 A. Yes, we were.

5 Q. And you mentioned Dr. Stenstrom.

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. Was Dr. Stenstrom your professor at the time?

8 A. He was a professor.

9 Q. One of your professors?

i0 A. One of my professors, one of many.

II Q. Was he also one of Mr. Swamikannu’s professors?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. How long ago -- how far back do the three of you

14 go?

15 A. About a dozen years or more. 12, 14 years.

16 Q. Is your relationship with Mr. Swamikannu pretty

17 strong?

18 MR. HELPERIN: Objection.

19 THE WITNESS: I’m married with three kids. I

20 don’t know.

21 MS. JENNINGS: I don’t think there’s any

22 probative value. I’m sure 27,000 other people went to

23 UCLA, too.

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: What is the objection?

25 MR. HELPERIN: Relevance.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I would concur.

27 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Let me ask you this,

28 Dr. Gold. I presume you have a very good working
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1 relationship with Mr. Swamikannu that goes back to your

2 school days; is that correct?

3 A. It’s pretty good.

4 Q. And it goes back a ways?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. Does he often rely upon your work in his work?

7 A. No, as a matter of fact. That’s something I’ve

8 talked to him about.

9 Q. You’ve got to get that straightened out, don’t

I0 you. Do you know if he relied upon your work in

ii connection with this three-quarter-inch standard?

12 A.    I can say unequivocally he did not.

13 Q.    He just happened to come up with the same

14 standard on his own?

15 A. You’re going to have to ask him.

16 MR. MONTEVIDEO: That’s all I have.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

18 Mr. Welch.

19 MR. WELCH: A couple of questions.

2O

21 CROSS-EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. WELCH:

23 Q. Mr. Gold, are you aware of any studies that have

24 compared the cost-effectiveness of implementing the

25 source control and structural control BMPs such as in the

26 task force BMP guide for gasoline stations to the

27 treatment BMPs that the SUSMP would require?

28 A.    Not laid out like that. The most recent study
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1 that I’m aware of was the USEPA funded ASEE work that was

2 done basically looking at a wide variety of BMPs in a

3 wide variety of different sources, looking at basically

4 pollutant removal and efficiency. The cost data on that

5 was just pretty poor.

6 Q.    And you also mentioned a study by Dr. Stenstrom

7 relating to filters?

8 A. Yes.

9 Q. You didn’t participate in that study; did you?

I0 A. No.

ii Q. You don’t have a copy of that study here today;

12 do you?

13 A. No, I do not.

14 Q. Are you familiar with it?

15 A. It was done under the auspices I think partially

16 under the Santa Monica Bay Restoration Project, if I’m

17 not mistaken, but I know most recently the County

18 Department of Public Works has been using it a lot to

19 make determinations on which BMPs would make the most

20 sense for new development and redevelopment.

21 Q.    Are you familiar with the November 1999 study

22 that was done for the Sacramento Stormwater Management

23 Program relating to filters?

24 A. No, I’m not.

25 MR. WELCH: Mr. Chairman, at this time in

26 rebuttal I would offer the Sacramento Stormwater

27 Management Program November 1999 report in rebuttal to

28 the testimony of Mr. Gold’s UCLA study. And I have
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1 copies here. I’ve made copies for the Board.

2 MS. JENNINGS: Is that by Larry Walker?

3 MR. WELCH: Yes. It is Larry Walker Associates.

4 MS. JENNINGS: Just to let the Board Members

5 know -- we should hear from the other people. That is

6 something that we certainly have and I don’t know the

7 value, but I think it is probably something we already

8 have and wouldn’t have a problem with it.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Is it in the records

I0 someplace?

ii MS. JENNINGS: I don’t think it’s in the record,

12 but it’s sort of widely known. Anyway --

13 MR. HELPERIN: I’ll object to the extent that’s

14 not already in the record, the introduction of exhibits

15 that were not in the record.

16 MR. LEON: I would object on the matter that he

17 hasn’t clarified at exactly what point or points Mr. Gold

18 has spoken to that this would rebut. Is it just in

19 general throw it into the package or what?

20 MR. WELCH: Certainly I can clarify that

21 Mr. Gold testified and referred to a study by

22 Dr. Stenstrom at UCLA on the effectiveness of filter

23 inserts in controlling stormwater run-off pollution. I

24 believe he testified that they had 80 to 85 percent

25 effectiveness. The November 1990 study that I referred

26 to, it was done for the Sacramento Stormwater Management

27 program, evaluated the effectiveness and data that

28 existed for a number of different types of these filters
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1 and found that the data that is in existence did not

2 support the claims that were made by the manufacturers of

3 the filters and for the efficiency of removal and found

4 that none of the filters that were available to test on

5 the market were considered acceptable.

6 THE WITNESS: I haven’t reviewed that study, so

7 I can’t really say anything about it.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I’ll allow its admission into

9 evidence.

i0 THE WITNESS: I was going to say one thing. The

II field has changed dramatically on that particular BMP in

12 the last few years. So that’s something you should be

13 apprised of.

14 MR. WELCH: I’ll distribute copies of the study.

15 It’s a November 1997 study.

16 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you, Mr. Welch.

17 Mr. Leon.

18 MR. LEON: Thank you.

19

20 CROSS-EXAMINATION

21 BY MR. LEON:

22 Q.    Mr. Gold, I’m Jorge Leon, the Regional Board’s

23 counsel.

24 A. Greetings.

25 Q. How are you?

26 A. Fine.

27 Q. We’ve heard some testimony earlier that oil and

28 grease in stormwater is not an environmental concern. Do
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1 you have any comments on that?

2 A.    Oil and grease is often used during monitoring

3 really as a surrogate for PAHs poly (inaudible)

4 hydrocarbons, which are a major concern in stormwater.

5 They have very, very high toxicity. They’re carcinogens.

6 Many of the PAHs and some of the hot spots and some of

7 the impaired waters are listed near storm drains because

8 of PAHs. So I think they are indeed a very significant

9 concern.

i0 Q.    Thank you. We also heard that the numerical

ii mitigation measure will address the issue of beach

12 closures which result from pathogens in dry weather flow.

13 Do you have any comments on that?

14 A.    I think to some extent they will and not

15 necessarily -- not the closures -- if you’re familiar

16 with L.A. County and their closure policy and with AB 411

17 and the State Health Department standards, there’s really

18 only a mandatory closure in the event of a sewage spill,

19 but what you have in essence is permanent postings

20 because of high bacteria counts in the surf zone. And

21 with obviously more development, there’s a lot more pets

22 that people aren’t cleaning after, a lot more restaurants

23 where you have restaurants mats that are being hosed down

24 and all the high bacteria counts that are associated with

25 that.

26 So increased urbanized areas usually lead to

27 much, much higher bacteria counts. As a matter of fact,

28 if you look at the monitoring of L.A. County beaches over
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1 the last i0 years, invariably the most polluted beaches

2 are adjacent to storm drains.

3 MR. LEON: Thank you. No further questions.

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you, Dr. Gold.

5 I would prefer -- I think I would propose to

6 counsel that we go to redirect and recross and allow i0

7 minutes for closing statements tomorrow. Is there

8 objection to that? That will be the ruling.

9 Second issue tomorrow, the way I see we’ve got

i0 an hour and 30 minutes of cases-in-chief, we’ve got 40

Ii minutes in closing statements. That’s a little over two

12 hours. We still have two other cross-examinations

13 potentially. What we could do is we could try to get

14 started at 8:00 if you want to guarantee that we will be

15 out by lunch. Is there a preference to the parties to

16 accommodate?

17 MR. LEON: We would prefer 9:00.

18 MR. HELPERIN: We would prefer later.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Also I would prefer -- we

20 need to have a closed session tomorrow.

21 MR. MONTEVIDEO: My only concern with starting

22 at 9:00, if the Board is planning on finishing at noon

23 regardless of what happens, then I --

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ve come all the way down

25 here. That’s why we’re going late. We’re trying to

26 accommodate. We will have enough time. 9:00, 9:30 is

27 that easier for traffic? 9:00?

28 MR. LEON: Everyone is saying on this side of
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1 the table 9:30 would be a little better because we’re

2 going to have to deal with setting up the tables again.

3 MS. JENNINGS: I think we can leave the tables.

4 MR. MONTEVIDEO: It would be nice to finish up

5 as soon as possible, I guess.

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We will go with 9:00 because

7 it’s noticed. We have one last witness who will not be

8 here tomorrow?

9 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Dee Zinke will not be here

i0 tomorrow.

ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Do any of the parties have

12 questions or anything else?

13 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Also, Mr. Chair, I should point

14 out I did not catch Ms. Ferraro. She was our last

15 witness. She was here for a minute ten seconds roughly.

16 I’m going to have to attempt to make calls.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Is that a problem?

18 MR. HELPERIN: Who was the witness?

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Mrs. Ferraro.

20 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Do you have any

21 cross-examination?

22 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Does she need to return

23 tomorrow?

24 MR. FLEISCHLI: We do have just a few questions.

25 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I didn’t catch her before she

26 left and I don’t know if I can get her back tomorrow or

27 not.

28 MR. HELPERIN: It’s not critical.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: With that, let’s continue so

2 we can get -- I would like to leave in 15 minutes myself.

3

4 DEE ZINKE,

5 recalled for cross-examination, was examined and

6 testified further as follows:

7

8 CROSS-EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. FLEISCHLI:

i0 Q. Steve Fleischli, Santa Monica BayKeeper.

ii A. Pleased to meet you.

12 Q. Pleased to meet you. I wanted to ask you a

13 couple of simple questions and they will not be nearly as

14 arduous as DDT.

15 A. Good, since I’m not a Ph.D. in anything.

16 Q. Fair enough. You’re here representing the

17 Building Industry Association?

18 A. Yes, sir.

19 Q. Excuse me?

20 A. Yes, I am.

21 Q. Can you tell me, is the Building Industry

22 Association a trade group?

23 A.    Yes. It is a non-profit trade association for

24 the construction industry.

25 Q.    Can you tell me how many members of BIA you

26 represent or how many construction companies or builders

27 BIA represents?

28 A.    I represent one chapter of the BIA Southern
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1 California and that chapter has about 400 company members

2 which equates to about 12,000 active volunteers.

3 Q.    And do you know in terms of those 400 company

4 members what the gross revenues are for those

5 organizations?

6 A.    No, I don’t. In fact, it is an extremely wide

7 variety. About i0 percent of our members are in the

8 development end of the process. We go all the way down

9 to individual interior design shops, banking, plumbers,

I0 subcontract roofers. It’s a very huge disparity in our

Ii membership.

12 Q.    In terms of the overall total that you

13 represent, not each particular one of the 400, is there

14 any --

15 A.    I don’t have a number off the top of my head,

16 no.

17 Q.    So you would not have a number of the net

18 profits of those organizations?

19 A. No, I would not.

20 MR. FLEISCHLI: Fair enough. I’m done.

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any other?

22 MR. LEON: No.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Mr. Welch.

24 MR. WELCH: No.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any other? If not, we are

26 recessed until tomorrow morning at 9:00 where the

27 Regional Board will be up.

28 * * *
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1 TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA, JUNE 8, 2000 - 9:00 A.M.

2 *****

3 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’re back in session.

4 Where we left off was the Regional Board’s case-in-chief.

5 MR. LEON: Good morning, Chairman Baggett and

6 Board Members.

7 We will go ahead and start off today with

8 testimony from Dennis Dickerson and then I will follow

9 with some legal comments, coverage of some of the legal

I0 issues that have been discussed in the petition.

ii We’ll start off with testimony from Dennis

12 Dickerson, the Executive Officer, and he will talk about

13 the development of the SUSMP and many other issues

14 related to the issuance of the document. I will cover

15 legal issues and Dr. Xavier Swamikannu will follow me

16 discussing the technical basis of the SUSMP. Following

17 him will be our Chairman, Mr. David Nahai, with the Board

18 Member perspective.

19 With that, we’ll start off with Dennis

20 Dickerson.

21

22 DENNIS DICKERSON,

23 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

24

25 STATEMENT OF DENNIS DICKERSON

26 MR. DICKERSON: Thank you and good morning,

27 Mr. Chairman, Members of the State Board.

28 For the record, I am Dennis Dickerson, Executive
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1 Officer of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control

2 Board.

3 Last January the Regional Board adopted a

4 proposal for controlling the pollutants contained in

5 stormwater run-off. Aspects of the plan are now being

6 challenged, and today’s hearing will consider the basis

7 on which our Regional Board took action.

8 As we go through this hearing, please keep in

9 mind this appeal does not represent all the cities who

I0 are permittees. Indeed, it does not represent the

Ii principal permittee, the County of Los Angeles, nor the

12 largest municipality, the City of Los Angeles, and I

13 should note that I personally appeared before the City of

14 Los Angeles, before the Council, to argue the need for

15 the SUSMP and they wholeheartedly agreed with that

16 proposal. Nor does it consider the next largest, the

17 City of Long Beach. With the City of Long Beach we

18 entered into a long series of negotiations with respect

19 to the resolution to litigation. They had appealed the

20 first permit, the ’96 permit, and as a result of some

21 very difficult negotiations, we ended up with the City of

22 Long Beach adopting even the more stringent permit than

23 you are considering through the SUSMP here today.

24 Of 86 permittee cities, only 33 representing

25 about 18 percent of the Los Angeles County population

26 chose to challenge the plan. The remainder are pursuing

27 the necessary steps to implement the plan by October 8th,

28 2000, and in particular I would like to point out
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1 tomorrow there’s going to be a workshop sponsored by the

2 County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works to

3 specifically discuss the implementation of the SUSMP that

4 you’re considering today. It’s my understanding that

5 there are some 400 people who are scheduled to

6 participate in that workshop to talk about the technical

7 aspects of the SUSMP proposal. I’m going to skip that

8 slide.

9 When you view the Los Angeles basin from above,

I0 you see a vast expanse of developed lands. The

II buildings, roads, parking lots and sidewalks all serve to

12 convey stormwater to the ocean as quickly as possible,

13 altering the natural system that once allowed for

14 infiltration and the wetlands that acted to delay the

15 passage of fresh water to the ocean. The I0 million

16 people who now live and work in the L.A. basin today

17 knowingly or unknowingly contribute to the detritus of

18 urban life which contaminates our stormwater. This

19 contamination is a serious problem that threatens the

20 public health and the environment.

21 To begin, we would not be here were it not for

22 the serious problem southern California faces regarding

23 stormwater pollution. We know from monitoring data that

24 urban land uses generate large loadings of pollutants

25 including toxic metals which in turn form toxic hot spots

26 and sediments. Litter is ever present and at times is

27 discharged in volumes in huge floating rafts of litter

28 that repeatedly soil our beaches.
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1 Oil drippings from cars, fine copper dust from

2 the wearing away of auto brake pads, wastes in every

3 description, unless intercepted, all find their way to

4 the storm drain system, our rivers, and ultimately our

5 beaches and the ocean. This fact we cannot escape.

6 The urbanization of land is inherently

7 polluting. More development, absent the mitigation

8 measures before you, will inevitably result in greater

9 pollutant loading.

I0 Monitoring data from Los Angeles County clearly

Ii identifies the problem of incredible magnitude. Here we

12 see that average seasonal loadings of critical pollutants

13 from the City of Los Angeles are measured not in pounds

14 but in tons. The City of Los Angeles represents 29

15 percent of the pollutant load. The remaining

16 jurisdictions contribute an additional 71 percent of the

17 total, dramatically increasing the loading of these

18 critical pollutants.

19 A recent report by the Southern California

20 Coastal Water Research Project documents impacts of

21 stormwater run-off on the receiving waters of

22 Santa Monica Bay, and this particular report was

23 introduced to you yesterday briefly.

24 The study reviewed data from 1996 through 1998

25 with a focus on Ballona and Malibu Creeks. Key results

26 from the study show that stormwater plumes persist up to

27 three days, show product toxicity in nearly every sample

28 collected, and is toxic up to two miles offshore and that
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1 zinc and copper are the contaminants most responsible for

2 that toxicity.

3 In addition to the immediate effects that

4 contaminated water cause, offshore sediments are also

5 contaminated with various pollutants and this is

6 documented more than one mile offshore. And here on the

7 next slide you see a cloud of surface layer toxicity

8 extending outward from Ballona Creek nearly two

9 kilometers following a storm event that occurred on or

I0 shortly before December 10th, 1996. The area shown in

ii red portrays the areas most affected by chronic toxicity.

12 The study also shows that the results of

13 stormwater pollution can be seen for months and years

14 following discharge as contaminants become trapped in

15 offshore sediments. The SCCWRP study documented sediment

16 contamination more than one mile offshore.

17 Litter is also a significant pollutant and is so

18 prevalent that this region has invoked enforcement of the

19 notice to meet and confer provision over the Los Angeles

20 County municipal stormwater permit finding that the

21 existing stormwater management plans are inadequate to

22 resolve this problem. We are using the notice to meet

23 and confer provision of the permit as intended, to

24 address violations of receiving water standards and to

25 address a serious condition of nuisance.

26 Not surprisingly, many of our waters are listed

27 on the federal 303-D list of impaired waters. There are

28 hundreds of individual listed impairments. Coliform,
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1 litter and heavy metals and various organic compounds

2 have found their way onto this list. Here you see a few

3 of the specific impairments that apply to the L.A. River,

4 Ballona Creek, the Long Beach Harbor and Santa Monica

5 Bay.

6 Southern California’s beaches are world class.

7 They are part of our state and national cultural

8 heritage. Millions visit our beaches each year and our

9 coastal economy is valued at over $2 billion each year.

I0 Sadly, the value of beaches is best understood when they

ii are no longer available for use. Last year’s crisis with

12 the polluted Huntington Beach highlights the serious

13 impacts that stormwater and urban run-off can have on the

14 local economy. People do get ill when they swim in

15 contaminated waters.

16 Recently the southern California beach crisis

17 has reached such a level of concern that it has reached

18 the editorial page of the newspapers and editorial

19 cartoons.

20 So do we need to do something to address this

21 problem? Clearly the answer is yes, and I find it

22 lamental that the penalty for being engaged in a

23 dialogue, trying to work with people and trying to find a

24 solution and being open and responsive is thrown back,

25 taken out of context, and used as a rally device to

26 suggest that our proposal has no credibility.

27 As you know, the mechanism for addressing the

28 stormwater problem is the Los Angeles County Municipal
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1 Stormwater and Urban Run-off Permit. This permit is

2 found (inaudible) contained in the Clean Water Act

3 amendments of 1987 and recognize the need to address

4 stormwater by creating a current process in which each

5 municipality would be obligated to control stormwater

6 pollutants to the maximum extent practicable.

7 The obligation to address new development is

8 clear and it’s a clear requirement of federal law and

9 regulation. We must have a plan in the permit that

i0 addresses this topic. The current permit was adopted in

ii 1996 and built on an earlier permit adopted in 1990.

12 It is now ten years after the first permit was

13 adopted, and the time has clearly arrived for the

14 development community to share in contributing to the

15 solution of stormwater pollution as envisioned by the

16 1987 Clean Water Act.

17 Within the findings of Board Order 96-054 is a

18 clear statement of purpose that BMPs be required to be

19 used that reduce pollutants so that the discharge of

20 stormwater will not cause violations of water quality

21 objectives nor create conditions of nuisance. We know

22 that run-off of existing developed areas do not meet this

23 criteria.

24 Our expectation is that new development will

25 apply mitigation measures to limit the contribution of

26 additional pollutant loadings to the maximum extent

27 practicable. The SUSMP’s content is prescribed by the

28 permit which sets clear expectations for what a SUSMP
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1 will cover. Significantly it clearly states that it be

2 designed to reduce run-off volume and that developed land

3 retain, where practicable, permeable surfaces.

4 Additionally, stormwater controls are to be

5 identified. Stormwater filtration and storage are to be

6 maximized using a variety of techniques, and parking lot

7 pollution is expressly required to be minimized in that

8 definition.

9 Development controls to address stormwater

I0 pollution are necessary and essential to minimize the

II additional pollution that would be inevitable if new

12 practices and designs are not adopted. Development

13 controls reduce the need for costly downstream solutions,

14 are consistent with our requirement to allocate our loads

15 to non-point sources through the TMDL program, and are

16 consistent with the State Board’s recently adopted

17 non-point source pollution control plan.

18 Page 117 states in part before development

19 occurs, a number of pollution prevention and treatment

20 options such as setbacks, buffers or open space

21 requirements can provide treatment of the inevitable

22 run-off and associated pollutants.

23 The SUSMP is one of the means by which the

24 non-point source plan is to be implemented in the Los

25 Angeles region. As approved, the SUSMP contains specific

26 requirements for various categories of development shown

27 here on this slide. The SUSMP affects new and

28 substantial redevelopment, the latter being triggered by
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1 a 5,000 square foot threshold. It establishes a

2 fundamental principle that run-off on newly disturbed

3 land shall not result in an increase in run-off that

4 would increase erosion and natural drainages.

5 This was an item that was contested yesterday,

6 but I would like to note that that is the language that

7 was submitted by the permittees themselves. We have not

8 altered that in the final document. The SUSMP applies to

9 the maximum extent practicable federal standard for

i0 reducing pollutants of concern.

Ii As approved, the SUSMP contains provisions for

12 parking lots and environmentally sensitive areas. As I

13 noted, parking lots were expressly included in the SUSMP

14 definition. Their absence in the original proposal

15 submitted by the permittees required their inclusion in

16 the December draft the Regional Board staff issued.

17 Environmentally sensitive areas are also added

18 as a category. Please note the permit does not preclude

19 additional development categories from being listed in

20 the SUSMP, and it is clear that discharges from

21 developments into these areas pose special obligations

22 and concerns.

23 The SUSMP also contains design criteria for BMPs

24 which requires those best management practices to

25 mitigate pollutants from the specified volume of water.

26 While several options are provided to calculate this

27 volume of run-off, for developed areas this translates to

28 three quarters of inch of run-off in a 24-hour period.
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1 It is important to note that the run-off volume is

2 dependent upon the amount of land developed versus that

3 which is left in a natural state.

4 The intent is to ensure that run-off from

5 impervious areas is adequately managed to remove

6 pollutants. If more land is left permeable, the lesser

7 volume of run-off is required to be managed. The lesson

8 is clear. The more the land is altered, the greater the

9 responsibility of the developer to ensure the project is

I0 inherently controlling the pollutants.

ii It is important to note that the Regional Board

12 has not ordered the use of any specific BMP. What the

13 Board has done is to say that the most polluted

14 stormwater run-off must be subjected to some form of

15 mitigation to reduce its pollutant loading. The Board

16 separately adopted a list of BMPs that can be used to

17 fulfill this requirement. What was lacking at that time

18 was a design criteria; that is, to say how much water

19 must the BMP be able to mitigate to be effective.

20 If you know what your most polluted run-off will

21 be, or rather if you know that your most polluted run-off

22 will be the first flush, which we generally agree to be

23 the case, it is only common sense to make a BMP large

24 enough to address that portion of run-off which is most

25 polluted. Higher volumes will contribute more

26 pollutants, that’s sure, especially litter and sediments,

27 yet these higher volumes are expressly allowed by the

28 SUSMP to pass through.
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1 A limit of three-quarter-inch volume criteria is

2 well within the maximum extent practicable criteria that

3 we must apply. Further, as you have already heard, even

4 more stringent criteria are in use in other

5 jurisdictions.

6 Much has been made about the retention capture

7 consequences of the SUSMP. Let’s remember that capture

8 is only one option. Filtration is also an option that

9 obviates the need to hold large amounts of water and the

I0 costs associated with that approach.

ii The Board carefully considered and included

12 provisions that allowed design criteria to be waived

13 under certain conditions which would make their

14 application impracticable. These include limitations of

15 adequate space, unfavorable or unstable soils, risk of

16 groundwater contamination, or any other reason upon

17 approval of the Executive Officer. I would like to

18 really emphasize that point because it provides a great

19 deal of flexibility to the SUSMP.

20 The waiver provision provides that appropriate

21 flexibility and recognizes the existence of conditions

22 where the design criteria structural or treatment BMPs

23 are not appropriate. Additionally, the SUSMP allows

24 permittees to accept a registered P.E. or licensed

25 architect certification that the development plan design

26 meets SUSMP criteria. This substantially reduces the

27 cost of implementation and allows for in essence a system

28 that is transparent in implementing permittees.
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1 There is no unfunded mandate imposed on cities

2 by this program. Because of its long-term vision, the

3 payoff from investing in the SUSMP approach would be

4 realized mostly in the future as the relative percentage

5 of affected property increases over time. I’ve called

6 the SUSMP to be designed for the future because pollution

7 control benefits will mostly be realized as new and

8 redeveloped property reduces, but certainly not

9 eliminates, stormwater loadings. The SUSMP provisions

i0 will mean that our future communities will be inherently

ii less polluted as compared to today.

12 Perhaps most telling of the petitioners’ mind

13 set is the offer made in good faith to include a rooftop

14 exemption. My hope in proposing the idea was to offer a

15 compromise. The rooftop exemption would have, in effect,

16 dramatically reduced the effect and size of the

17 three-quarter-inch design criteria. By excluding a

18 substantial portion of run-off volume from a given area,

19 run-off that should arguably contain fewer pollutants,

20 the BMPs could be smaller and so less costly.

21 Even so, even this concept was not embraced by

22 the petitioners, and absent my strong endorsement --

23 absent rather any strong endorsement at the public

24 hearing, was not carried into the final SUSMP as

25 approved. So I asked if even this approach was

26 unacceptable to the petitioners, would any design

27 criteria be acceptable to them? I think you heard their

28 answer yesterday.
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1 So in the final analysis, what is a BMP? It is

2 a fiction or a reality? To be the latter for a BMP to be

3 effective, it must meet some objective design standard.

4 The Regional Board and its staff have invested a

5 large amount of time for consideration in this matter.

6 In addition to the formal process outlined here, we held

7 numerous meetings with petitioner cities, the BIA, in

8 formal and semi-formal settings to explore the issues

9 associated with the SUSMP. These meetings were augmented

I0 with many phone calls and formal conversations. Any

ii suggestion that adequate public notice was not offered is

12 without merit.

13 While it is suggested that the design criteria

14 were the result of last-minute changes, they were fully

15 discussed at the September 16th Regional Board hearing,

16 discussed in meetings with permittee and BIA

17 representatives, and noticed in the December SUSMP draft

18 proposal. It should also be noted that an early draft

19 prepared by the permittees themselves contained numerical

20 design criteria for BMPs.

21 The Regional Board SUSMP adoption process was

22 offered. The permit expressly allows for the Regional

23 Board to approve elements of the permit at a public

24 hearing affording public review and comment. This

25 provision supersedes the authority for approval of a

26 SUSMP by the Executive Officer and clearly establishes

27 the finalcy of the Regional Board over the modification

28 of plans which become an enforceable element of the
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1 permit.

2 As early as April 1999, the Regional Board

3 asserted its interest in and intention to be engaged in

4 the SUSMP provisions. Here I would just like to diverge

5 for a moment and clarify one point that was made

6 yesterday having to do with the submission of a SUSMP

7 proposal to the Regional Board at the last minute as was

8 argued.

9 There was a change sheet that was provided to

i0 the Board the day of the hearing and that was in response

Ii to many comments that we received, and often we received

12 comments at the very last minute and up against the gun,

13 trying to get those changes in place. In that particular

14 instance there was so many changes, mostly minor in

15 context, but we wanted to make sure the Board had a

16 document, a strike-out version that showed what those

17 changes were rather than having to flip back and forth

18 and figure that out. So that particular document was

19 provided to the Board. It was not provided to everyone

20 else in the audience. We simply didn’t have time to pull

21 that together. So that explains what that document was.

22 One thing I really do want to note is that it

23 appears to me, at least, the petitioners accepted the

24 primacy of the Regional Board’s action by appealing the

25 Regional Board’s decision within the statutory 30-day

26 window allowed for such appeals, and our legal counsel

27 will be addressing that and other issues shortly.

28 The Regional Board did modify the SUSMP from
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1 that submitted by the permittees. Rather than being

2 inappropriate, that is exactly the authority that is

3 invested in the Board for them to exercise. In contrast,

4 the permittees believe it is necessary to reach consensus

5 and what should be required of them is permanent. The

6 petitioners assert that they, not the Regional Board,

7 determined what criteria meet the maximum extent

8 practicable language and consequently what the permit

9 requires. That result is demonstratively wrong.

I0 Now Dr. Xavier Swamikannu will follow me and

II provide technical information with respect to the

12 program.

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We have a couple of

14 questions.

15 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: When I ask questions, it

16 doesn’t count. Well, I agree with you, Dennis, about why

17 you probably had to redo a document so the people could

18 understand. We all are also subject to people giving us

19 things at the last minute, and trying to incorporate them

20 into big decisions is nearly impossible. You have my

21 sympathy.

22 A couple of things, Dennis. I remember at your

23 hearing, since I sat in the audience, that you had some

24 exemptions that were proposed and they weren’t well

25 received by some of the interested parties, but I don’t

26 remember what those exemptions were.

27 MR. DICKERSON: I think the principal exemption

28 was the rooftop exemption, and the effect of the rooftop
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1 exemption really would have been to reduce the three

2 quarters standard significantly because what you would

3 have done is you have taken that portion of surface area

4 from the rooftop, and provided you had a situation, and

5 this is written in the proposal, that you were able to

6 take that run-off from the roof and run it directly into

7 a storm drain, which would not have affected any erosion

8 issues such as we have in L.A., you can run it right to a

9 storm drain and released any increased volume into the

i0 channels. It wouldn’t flow over a parking lot, it

Ii wouldn’t pick up additional contaminants.

12 That was the idea and that would have

13 dramatically reduced the need to design bigger BMPs. I

14 should note, though, that since actually that hearing, I

15 did attend a meeting where some results of a deposition

16 study were discussed and that that study we talked about

17 or it was relayed to us the aerial deposition perhaps is

18 having a much more significant effect. So I think in

19 hindsight it’s something that might not have been pursued

20 so aggressively on my part.

21 Another provision that is in there with the

22 waivers, those waivers allow for quite a bit of

23 flexibility on the part of the permittees and it

24 especially addresses groundwater that has come up in

25 discussions here. The whole purpose is to avoid that

26 exact issue.

27 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Did the cities -- in the

28 original proposal, did the cities have the power of a
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1 waiver and then the Board requested it review instead of

2 the cities?

3 MR. DICKERSON: The waiver has -- the waiver has

4 two provisions in it, and I probably need to go back

5 exactly, but I think there was some waiver provisions

6 plugged in automatically which the cities can adopt now.

7 And there are provisions, additional provisions, which

8 they can come to the executive board’s, or rather the

9 Executive Officer, and say here’s a good case for an

I0 additional waiver and give us the authority to do it and

ii that’s provided.

12 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: My only concern with that

13 is that it would be easier for the public to be able to

14 get a waiver directly from the city when they’re doing a

15 plan than to have to just stand in line and wait until

16 you could get to them.

17 I have a little sympathy for -- I was a Planning

18 Commissioner for people who go get a loan, want to build

19 something and have to wait for all the permits and are

20 paying on the loan. I’m just looking for what is the

21 most efficient way to help a member of the public get a

22 waiver if they’re entitled to a waiver. This is not to

23 dilute the purpose of what you’re doing, it’s just to

24 make things more efficient.

25 MR. DICKERSON: We really did build in quite a

26 bit of flexibility for the local community to address

27 that.

28 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: The last question I have
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1 is did you -- did you -- how did you go about

2 redevelopment, in-fill low income housing? Did you labor

3 over that like how would you trade off the unintended

4 consequence of trying to redevelop in areas where it’s

5 very low socioeconomic and you’re trying to keep the cost

6 of houses down and trying not to add any additional

7 expenses?

8 MR. DICKERSON: With regard to redevelopment,

9 there’s a provision in the permit, or rather the SUSMP,

I0 that talks about 5,000 foot threshold. So really what

ii you’re talking about there are properties that are really

12 quite significant in terms of how much redevelopment is

13 going on. And I think that particular notion would

14 really exclude a large portion of that affect on lower

15 population or lower income areas.

16 It was of great concern to the Board. The Board

17 transcript, which I reviewed again this morning, the

18 Board talked about affordable housing, how they affect

19 that area, and they were very concerned and wanted to

20 address that.

21 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Thank you.

22 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Dennis, the concern I have

23 is that we don’t trade one problem for another. I

24 understand that containment facilities, really cisterns

25 or otherwise, to help knock the peak off storm falls and

26 reduce velocities through channels, downstream erosion in

27 downstream locations, but obviously single-family homes

28 and individual homes it is a very expensive way of doing
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1 that and it’s probably not the main purpose of why we’re

2 doing this, I would suggest. Maybe I ask.

3 Assuming that the main concern that we have is

4 water quality and not the responsibility of water

5 quantity peak flows, if the concern is water quality,

6 that can be divided up into two major concerns, suspended

7 solids and dissolved solids. The suspended solids can

8 obviously go without being taken care of and that’s one

9 concern, but the more major concern that I have is the

I0 copper, the zinc and the benzene and MTBE and the

ii materials that are dissolved in which filtration, as you

12 know, will not have any affect at all, and if we are

13 constructing containment zones or infiltration zones or

14 percolate this as some of the BMPs, then the concern I

15 have is that we’re trading a surface quality problem for

16 an eventual groundwater quality problem.

17 I’m trying to visualize in my mind what BMPs at

18 a service station, as an example, other than the

19 prevention of bad things happening, what BMPs can we go

20 ahead and request or require that they do that would not

21 swap the surface water problem for an eventual problem.

22 That’s one question. Let me ask a couple more. Go ahead

23 and respond to that.

24 MR. DICKERSON: Thank you. I think the most

25 critical facet of the whole system program is

26 flexibility. We are not prescribing what BMP is used

27 under any specific situation; neither is the Regional

28 Board prescribing what the effectiveness of the BMP
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1 should be.

2 The assumption is that there is -- by allowing

3 developers really to review common practices, by going to

4 workshops like tomorrow, they are going to be able to

5 identify what are the best BMPs to apply in a given

6 situation. We don’t get into that. We allow them to

7 make those judgments and decisions based on best

8 engineering practices and we don’t even presume to get

9 into that.

i0 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: My background is in civil

ii engineering. I worked for over 30 years. I’m just

12 having trouble from that experience and trying to

13 visualize something that we could force upon the

14 proprietor that would not, as I say, swap one problem for

15 another other than retention and reduction of the peak

16 flows. You can do that and that’s a concern, but that’s

17 a minor concern compared to the dissolved chemicals,

18 benzenes and MTBE and such that we are faced with.

19 Granted, something needs to be done.

20 I just want to make sure that what we’re asking

21 people to do is the right thing to do. It’s a lot of

22 money. I don’t have the comfort feeling that we’re there

23 yet and what we’re requesting or how we’re requesting it

24 could be accomplished. Something needs to be done, yes,

25 but is your comfort level to the point that where we

26 really know what needs to be done and we can start

27 forcing the public to regulation to make these kinds of

28 expenditures?
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1 MR. DICKERSON: We know that, for example,

2 sediments carry along with them a large portion of metals

3 that we’re concerned about, and so filtration really is

4 going to address the large particle problem.

5 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Granted the suspended

6 solids, yes, and that’s of a concern, but of a magnitude

7 greater is dissolved.

8 MR. DICKERSON: I don’t think there’s any

9 question about that, but we do not mandate through the

i0 SUSMP that that dissolved portion necessarily be the BMP

ii or BMP be selected to address that problem. Any BMP that

12 helps to deal with the problem overall is acceptable.

13 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Well, no. No, it isn’t.

14 BMP, as an example, one of them is the containment or the

15 filtration percolation. That’s a BMP. And as an

16 example, to me filtration and percolation would not be

17 acceptable on a service station site. Period.

18 MR. DICKERSON: If it’s not appropriate to be

19 used, that’s at the discretion of the developer.

20 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: That’s different.

21 MR. DICKERSON: To say that’s not appropriate

22 for that spot.

23 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: I agree, but that’s

24 different than your statement previously was that any BMP

25 would be beneficial. So my point is that we need to know

26 which ones are appropriate and which ones are not.

27 That’s part of the issue. Single-family homes for

28 retrofit and rehab, how do you feel about exempting those
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1 as a start? You can always add them later and see how

2 the program addresses that, but there was some pretty

3 good testimony. And regardless of whether you’re low

4 income or medium income or, I guess, high income, what’s

5 your feeling as far as exempting single-family homes?

6 MR. DICKERSON: Any exemption of any particular

7 category is always an option and that was something that

8 was before the Board for consideration. The real

9 magnitude of some of the issues that we’re looking at

i0 clearly do call for BMPs and I think that’s a judgment

ii call that really has to be made.

12 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: Thank you.

13 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: One more question. I

14 don’t understand the discretionary, non-discretionary. I

15 don’t know if you’re the one to answer that or Jorge or

16 Xavier. So I guess what I don’t understand is was

17 discretionary and non-discretionary there from the

18 beginning of your SUSMP that you modified and proposed to

19 the Board? Was it added that day? I don’t know what it

20 means. I know what discretionary means, but I don’t know

21 what non-discretionary means.

22 MR. DICKERSON: I was looking at the transcript

23 this morning and the non-discretionary, discretionary

24 issue was addressed by the Board at the hearing, so it

25 was part of the proposal. In essence we’re talking about

26 this morning, and it appears that really we don’t have

27 any substantial effect because of the categories we’re

28 talking about. The categories are such a magnitude
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1 really that they’re almost all discretionary. I’m not

2 sure it’s a distinction with a great difference, an

3 initial reaction.

4 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Well, I think the thing I

5 heard yesterday was -- it was the porch example. If

6 somebody wanted to add a porch they had to do something,

7 and it was my opinion that is not what our goal is.

8 MR. DICKERSON: Right. And I think we were

9 shaking our heads saying, "What’s going on with that?

i0 That doesn’t sound right."

ii BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Okay. So maybe we have

12 to look at that non-discretionary and define it better

13 that we don’t mean porches. That’s all I have for right

14 now. Betsy will help me. Maybe somebody else can bring

15 that into their discussion.

16 MS. JENNINGS: I’m not sure if my questions are

17 really for you, Dennis, or I can certainly defer them,

18 but I think along the same lines when you got into

19 discussions of things like porches, and I know you all

20 were shaking your heads and saying no, we didn’t mean

21 that. I’m a little confused by two areas of definitions

22 and I would like to have that addressed as to at least

23 what you meant and whether it says what you meant.

24 The first is redevelopment. You just a few

25 minutes ago indicated about 5,000 square feet. I have to

26 say when I read this it seems to say creation of 5,000

27 square feet or 50 percent impervious surface, I guess

28 regardless .of the size, or making improvements to 50
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1 percent of the existing structure. I don’t know if that

2 means increasing the land or just doing something to 50

3 percent, it could be all indoors. I think it’s important

4 for this Board to know at least what you intended and

5 then maybe deal with what it actually says.

6 I guess the other aspect of that was for the

7 environmentally sensitive areas, and I think this is also

8 where we got into the porch idea. What type of project

9 in an environmentally sensitive area do you mean to talk

i0 about because it’s location, which the petitioners’

II attorney brought up, rather than type. I don’t think

12 it’s totally clear, at least to me at this point. Is

13 there a threshold that you’re talking about occurring in

14 an environmentally sensitive area and did the Board have

15 an intent on that and does the language used actually

16 express that intent?

17 MR. DICKERSON: I’ll defer both of those to

18 Xavier and Jorge. I agree we’re looking at that as well.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I have three questions, and

20 you can defer these if you feel it’s appropriate.

21 Does the Long Beach -- how did the Long Beach

22 plan deal with large areas of retail gas outlets?

23 MR. DICKERSON: The SUSMPs were incorporated

24 into -- the SUSMPs that were adopted by the Board in

25 January were incorporated into the Long Beach permit by

26 reference. It was part of the settlement that we made

27 with them. When the SUSMPs were adopted by the Board,

28 they became effective for the City of Long Beach as well.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: So they accepted the December

2 draft or were they aware of your final adopted SUSMP?

3 MR. DICKERSON: They were there.

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: When they cut the deal.

5 MR. DICKERSON: They were aware of the final

6 SUSMP at the time.

7 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Which was --

8 MR. DICKERSON: It was some months before, and

9 we considered -- that was June 30th of ’99 we actually

i0 had that permit before the Board so that the final SUSMP

Ii wasn’t even -- even the draft hadn’t been submitted.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: So Long Beach didn’t really

13 adopt the rooftop issue or RGO issue or they didn’t

14 really discuss the details of some of these issues.

15 MR. DICKERSON: It was the final, but Long Beach

16 did participate in the final discussions that went on

17 before the Board at the time the Board adopted the SUSMP

18 in January.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I think you just talked about

20 the 5,000 square foot threshold. I had questions on

21 those. And I guess the remodel standard you just talked

22 about. What triggers the standard for the SUSMP’s

23 application in a remodel situation?

24 MR. DICKERSON: I think that’s the same point

25 Betsy raised.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: The same. Any other

27 questions? 38 minutes. Next.

28
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1 XAVIER SWAMIKANNU,

2 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

3

4 STATEMENT OF XAVIER SWAMIKANNU

5 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Chairman Baggett, Members of

6 the State Board, my name is Xavier Swamikannu. I’m the

7 acting Chief of the L.A. Region Stormwater Program. I

8 was also one of the original state team members who

9 developed the statewide strategy to implement the

i0 stormwater program pursuant to the 1987 amendments of the

ii Clean Water Act.

12 In the matter before you I worked directly with

13 our Executive Officer to provide management and oversight

14 of the Board’s Municipal Stormwater Permit program. I

15 provided the technical expertise to support the Standard

16 Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan that is at issue here.

17 The SUSMP contains a numerical design standard

18 for the sizing of BMPs. This sizing criteria was

19 developed on stormwater run-off data for the Los Angeles

20 area and utilizes methods recommended by the American

21 Society of Civil Engineers and the Water Environment

22 Federation in their manual of engineering practice. The

23 criteria is not at all arbitrary or unscientific as

24 claimed by petitioners.

25 The three-quarter-inch design criteria is based

26 not only on good science and engineering principles but

27 also on the experience of other states and jurisdictions

28 that have adopted even more stringent criteria. In
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1 developing the three-quarter-inch criteria, we started

2 with an empirical equation.

3 Here we see that the relationship between

4 efficient treatment volume for a desired treatment

5 percent, say 85 percent, is given by percent treatment

6 coefficient multiplied by the area run-off coefficient

7 multiplied by the mean precipitation volume. For

8 southern California that result can range between 0.12 to

9 0.86 inch of run-off. In highly paved areas such as

i0 L.A., the value is at the higher end. For less urbanized

Ii areas, the value will be lower.

12 The American Society of Civil Engineers water

13 and volume federation method utilizes the idea that there

14 is a certain volume of water that can be captured or

15 treated based on the nature of precipitation. Small

16 rainfall events are common, while extreme flow events are

17 relatively rare. To ensure maximum flexibility, four

18 equivalent design standards or mitigation criteria for

19 new development and redevelopment projects were included

20 in the SUSMP. The ASCE method is the primary method and

21 directly determines the volume of run-off that can be

22 cost-effectively treated for water quality purposes.

23 The second method is similar and is described in

24 the California BMP handbook. It uses the annual run-off

25 volume capture method to calculate the volume of run-off

26 that is to be treated.

27 The third and fourth methods are essentially the

28 same. The three-quarter-inch rainfall criteria is a more
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1 specific statement of the 85th percentile rainfall value

2 and uses the principle of diminishing returns.

3 On this graph the vertical axis represents

4 cumulative rainfall run-off volume in inches. The

5 horizontal axis denotes 24-hour rainfall events in

6 inches. The graph shows that the largest volume of

7 rainfall run-off is produced by rainfall events of less

8 than one inch. The data for the plot comes from 50 years

9 of precipitation records for the LAX area.

i0 This graph shows the three-quarter-inch

II numerical design standard derivation for the Los Angeles

12 region. On the vertical axis you have the cumulative

13 probability of rainfall. The horizontal axis denotes the

14 24-hour rainfall totals in inches. The probability of~a

15 rainfall event equal to or less than three quarter of an

16 inch is about 85 percent. The 85th percentile is the

17 midpoint of the mean of the curve. The top of the mean

18 of the curve would be indicative of the point at which

19 returns start to diminish. The bottom of the mean of the

20 curve would be about .6 inch and would represent a

21 minimal effort.

22 Data for this plot was obtained from hundred

23 year rainfall records for the downtown Los Angeles Civic

24 Center station. This station is a representative station

25 for Los Angeles County. Rainfall total in the Los

26 Angeles area varies with geography. The closer one is to

27 the mountains, the greater is the rainfall. In this

28 graph, you see that the 85th percentile value would be
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1 higher for coastal areas in Los Angeles. In this case it

2 is 1.2 inches for west Los Angeles, thus the value of a

3 three-quarter-inch for the Los Angeles region represents

4 an average value. Cities in the watershed can elect a

5 different value so long as they use one of the methods.

6 It is not one-size-fits-all.

7 Several other states have adopted design

8 criteria for BMPs. Here you see the criteria for new

9 development and redevelopment thresholds for three of

I0 these states -- Washington, Florida and Maryland. These

ii states have years of experience behind them. In addition

12 to several states, many more municipalities including

13 Denver, Portland, Austin, Santa Monica, Calabasas and

14 unincorporated Los Angeles County have implemented BMP

15 design criteria for new development.

16 In general, the water quality design criteria

17 and other thresholds for the L.A. SUSMP are less

18 stringent than the other states. Our rainfall criteria

19 of .75 inch compared to 1.3 inches for Washington. Our

20 rainfall criteria is the 85th percentile rather than the

21 90th percentile or better for these states.

22 The redevelopment threshold for L.A. is

23 comparable. Our requirements apply to only nine

24 categories of development rather than for all categories

25 of development as in these states. It is also important

26 to note that the SUSMP does not impose any particular

27 treatment control BMP.

28 Here we note the BMPs that one might choose to
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1 satisfy stormwater treatment requirements of the SUSMP --

2 a swale along the parkway, a detention basin integrated

3 into the development as a scenic lake, catch basin and

4 storm drain inlets to capture trash, among others.

5 In practice, a developer would select the

6 project’s source control and structural BMPs. The

7 project plan will also identify treatment control BMPs

8 capable of mitigating stormwater run-off from .75 inch of

9 precipitation from the development after construction is

I0 complete. By mitigation I mean infiltration, capture or

ii treatment. The selection of BMPs is left to the

12 developer’s discretion and the municipalities.

13 I will next address the cost analysis that staff

14 conducted. The implementation of a federal regulation by

15 a Regional Board does not require that a separate cost

16 analysis be done. Nevertheless, staff worked with the

17 City of Los Angeles staff to determine the cost of

18 compliance for the design standards for a typical

19 project, a five-acre $6.5 million dollar commercial

20 development in downtown Los Angeles. The mitigation

21 costs of the detention basin based on the numerical

22 design standard worked out to less than one percent of

23 the project cost. Details on the cost estimation are

24 found in the administrative record.

25 Petitioners’s testimony yesterday questioned the

26 $33 cost figure for maintenance and cleanup. This is

27 what it costs the City of L.A. Even if we increase the

28 cost by a hundred times, it would still be less than one
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1 percent of the project cost.

2 In the second example for the same project, we

3 evaluated costs for non-capture BMPs such as infiltration

4 and vegetative swales. Again, cost including the design

5 construction and maintenance amounted to less than one

6 percent of the project cost. It is generally understood

7 that water quality mitigation costs may reach about five

8 percent of the project cost.

9 Our estimates were validated by testimony

I0 presented at the January 26th hearing by representatives

ii of the environmental groups and the documentation that we

12 included in the administrative record.

13 Designing for the future and for the environment

14 can be cost-effective. Here we see a chart that

15 identifies these cost savings. The vertical axis on the

16 chart represents the percent change for conventional

17 designs of a residential home subdivision. On the

18 horizontal axis is the parameter of interest. As shown,

19 the open space design reduces run-off by 25 percent and

20 nutrient export by 40 to 50 percent. Development cost

21 savings are from less piping, less concrete pavement,

22 less street paving, less grading and similar

23 infrastructure and development outlay savings.

24 Of special note, the Center for Water Protection

25 in Maryland has prepared open space designs for

26 residential development to reduce development cost by

27 about 12 percent as opposed to the conventional design,

28 and those references are included in the administrative
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1 record.

2 Similarly, the cost for development of a

3 commercial shopping center using an innovative design as

4 compared to a conventional design can lower the

5 development costs as well. The innovative design

6 achieves substantial reduction in impervious cover,

7 surface run-off, and pollutant export. These designs are

8 referenced in the administrative record and summary

9 papers have been included in the Regional Board’s exhibit

i0 supplement.

ii The Director for the Center for Watershed

12 Protection previously submitted a comment letter to the

13 Regional Board which is part of the administrative record

14 on the subject of numerical design standards. The

15 comment letter he writes that the design standards for

16 L.A. are a fair, equitable and achievable threshold.

17 With respect to the experience of other states,

18 we posed a series of questions to the stormwater program

19 managers for the states of Florida, Maryland and

20 Washington. One question was do water quality design

21 standards impose undue burden and unsupportable costs.

22 The Florida Department of Environmental Protection, which

23 has the longest history of implementation, says it has

24 not. The Maryland Department of the Environment adds the

25 burden was primarily start-up costs that were to be

26 expected. The Washington Department of Ecology comments

27 that the cost of compliance was only incremental to

28 development costs.
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1 Another question we posed was have there been

~ noticeable improvements to water quality as a result of

3 implementation of standards and controls for new

4 development.

5 The Florida Department of Environmental

6 Protection responds that Florida’s rule was substantially

7 responsible for the reduced water quality impact on

8 growth on receiving water quality in that state.

9 Maryland answered that modest improvements in water

i0 quality were observed and expects more improvements once

II definite requirements are imposed with the new standards

12 now. The state of Washington, the newest of the three,

13 has of this time anecdotal evidence of improvements to

14 water quality.

15 In summary, water quality BMP design standards

16 and other SUSMP requirements for new development are

17 founded on well established engineering principles and

18 sound science. The region SUSMP requirements are

19 not arbitrary and capricious as plaintiffs claim.

20 Several other states have clearly led the way,

21 as has the County of Los Angeles and several L.A.

22 municipalities. These municipalities, such as

23 Santa Monica, have been implementing design criteria for

24 new development BMPs for sometime. We should remember

25 that the MS-4 program is a permit program with a clear

26 statutory standard for compliance to reduce pollutants to

27 the maximum extent practicable.

28 A consensus plan it is not, nor is it a
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1 voluntary one. The burden of proof of compliance is on

2 the petition, not the Regional Board. State Board

3 Counsel Jennings’ own memo on MEP discusses the

4 comparative effectiveness burden of proof that

5 petitioners must make, yet petitioners reject treatment

6 control BMPs outright and attempt to shift the burden of

7 proof to the Regional Board. Hone of petitioners have

°~e~cientific design8 come up with a better document for~

9 standard for water quality other than challenging as

i0 unscientific that adopted by the Regional Board.

Ii I am completed.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Questions? Pete.

13 BOARD MEMBER SILVA: This is a question in

14 follow-up to what Mary Jane asked earlier. I’m also

15 concerned about the fact that lots of different cities

16 try to implement the BMPs and getting back to design

17 criteria but also some concepts like you have here. I

18 notice your quotes about a manual and whether you had

19 thought about perhaps having a manual put together by the

20 different cities and then delegated authority for

21 approval to them so we wouldn’t get into this burden that

22 we talked about earlier about the EO having to sign off

23 on all these different exemptions. I was wondering if

24 you had thought about that, was that included.

25 MR. SWAMIKANNU: There are a couple issues that

26 you have raised. The first one is the idea of a manua!

27 developed by the Regional Board. What I do expect is

28 probably similar to what has gone on inother
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1 municipalities like Denver where the design criteria, say

2 90th percentile or one inch, is developed and then the

3 BMPs that ought to be considered are sized for that

4 design standard. They are all put together in a manual.

5 In Los Angeles, as Dennis indicated, there’s a

6 workshop tomorrow and the intent is exactly that. We

7 have not (inaudible) but engineers come there and explain

8 how they would comply, what kind of BMPs, ~ow they would

9 be sized to meet this criteria. We have thought through

i0 that process.

ii I think what we are doing is basically A

12 committing the Regional Board to develop the manual. My

13 understanding is that the County of Los Angeles, being

14 the principal permittee, being committed to the three

15 quarter of an inch will develop that manual and

16 tomorrow’s workshop begins that process.

17 The second question which you asked about these

18 waivers request coming to Dennis and whether we really

19 would be a bottleneck in the process, the permit itself

20 has three or four specific situations like limited space,

21 risk of groundwater contamination, and a couple of others

22 where the waiver authority is already given to the

23 cities, so long as that’s the explanation and all BMPs

24 are considered. The city then can issue the waiver right

25 there. It doesn’t have to come to the Board.

26 The situation where it comes to the Board is a

27 situation where it’s a condition that nobody has

28 anticipated. So there was a request that that be a
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1 public process. One party might think it deserves a

2 waiver, another might not. So in that situation that

3 request is to come before the Regional Board. The

4 Regional Board then can make a decision as to whether

5 there’s a sufficient condition for waiver and then

6 release that authority to the Executive Officer and

7 further transfer that authority back to the city so the

8 next time around in the similar situation it will not

9 come to the Regional Board.

i0 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: I’ll ask you the same

ii question I asked Dennis with the concerns of the

12 dissolved chemicals, zinc, copper, benzene, MTBE, the

13 concern being that we don’t swap one problem for another.

14 Give me a couple of examples of BMPs that would raise the

15 comfort level that we’re not swapping a surface water

16 problem for an eventual groundwater quality problem.

17 MR. SWAMIKANNU: I’ll try and address it in

18 three different ways. The first is the risk of

19 groundwater contamination has been evaluated by the EPA

20 and there’s a document which says when is the risk high,

21 when you should not infiltrate. We referenced a document

22 ~our report t~ say that’s first we have to look at and

23 ~clearly infiltration is not the solution.

24 The second aspect is for years the petroleum

25 industry and consultants have argued that ~you

26 infiltrate in an area where the soil is favorable to

27 microorganisms degrading petroleum hydrocarbon products,

28 that’s in use in some circumstances we’re concerned with
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1 hydrocarbons. In some situations natural attenuation has

2 been proven, so that’s an option.

3 The third one is there are systems for

4 dissolved, one example comes to mind is called storm

5 r~, and because t~e quantity of water we’re talking

6 about is not floodi~7, it’s the more common event that

7 systems like that might -- that storm -- the simplest

8 explanation is wetlands in a box. It’s something used to

9 remove dissolved. So if you design it for this criteria,

i0 it might affect dissolved components.

ii Remember, we aren’t making the choices here.

12 We’re just saying when you have to clean up stormwater,

13 what portion of stormwater, how much stormwater should

14 you cost-effectively design a BMP ~o~ and I think that’s

15 the design criteria for

16 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Do you want to talk at

17 all about the discretionary, non-discretionary?

18 MR. SWAMIKANNU: I was thinking whether I or

19 Jorge should address it, but Jorge said he would.

20 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: Do you want to talk about

21 the threshold in the environmentally sensitive areas?

22 MR. SWAMIKANNU: The environmentally sensitive

23 areas is the recognition that these areas are not

24 designated by the Regional Board but by the State Board,

25 the California Resources Agency or~th~C~unty Planning

26 Department. So the lSSU~ then is ~ it ~ocation driven.

27 The answer is yes. Is ~a threshold? There’s nothing

28 in the permit, but what I would submit, I have had some
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1 discussions with 2Qn~ city that they can define, it gives

2 them the opportunity to define which projects in an

3 environmentally sensitive area need to meet SUSMP

4 requirements. That’s not defined now but it’s basically

5 a location issue. Is it every project? No. Is it these

6 nine categories? Definitely. Is it more than that?

7 Yes.

8 I think that’s where there’s some room for

9 defining what other projects in an environmentally fl

I0 sensitive area might need to have some kind of a~

ii to ensure that the sensitiveness of the environment is

12 protected.

13 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: So am I to understand

14 that you’re leaving that up to the cities to define?

15 MR. SWAMIKANNU: Yes. Not define

16 environmentally sensitive areas but what projects beyond

17 these nine categories need to be addressed because we did

18 not discuss what additional projects. We think it has to

19 be -- it is more than these nine categories, but specific

20 projects are open to discussion. I’m not a planner, so I

21 do not know what they would be.

22 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Questions from the staff.

23 MS. JENNINGS: I’m not sure -- are you saying

24 that that’s an idea you have now or do you think that the

25 statement you just made with the cities can decide which

26 projects in an ESA have to meet the SUSMPs, do you feel

27 that’s expressed right now in the SUSMP or something

28 you’re thinking about changing?
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1 MR. SWAMIKANNU: I’m not saying that I’m

2 changing. I think what’s expressed in the SUSMP is -- if

3 it’s an environmentally sensitive area and you go before

4 the Planning Commission, they have certain codes for

5 stormwater. Now, the question is that every project that

6 comes before planning? The answer is no. It’s not

7 called out in the permit. It’s not -- I have not

8 evaluated all the projects.

9 I think you have to think about how this process

i0 is going to work. Once the SUSMP is approved, the

II municipalities change their codes to make this happen.

12 During that code change process, they can define what

13 additional projects in environmentally sensitive areas

14 would be subject to the requirements. So I’m leaving it

15 up to the cities at this point because I don’t have the

16 expertise.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. You have 24

18 minutes remaining.

19

20 JORGE LEON,

21 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

22

23 STATEMENT OF JORGE LEON

24 MR. LEON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was going

25 to go ahead and talk a little bit about the

26 environmentally sensitive areas, and the only thing I

27 really want to add to what Xavier said is that the Board

28 found itself sort of between a rock and a hard place
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1 because while the environmentally sensitive area was not

2 in the permit as one of the originally listed categories,

3 we thought about it and realized that the locations where

4 these things were, these areas, where these categories

5 are, that’s what makes them receptive to special

6 attention.

7 We had to apply the more stringent standards

8 because they are environmentally sensitive areas. So the

9 categories that are listed in the permit are by project

i0 type but this, of course, is a category created and

ii characterized by the fact that it’s an area that requires

12 stringent attention.

13 The permit itself does not limit the categories.

14 It says at a minimum the categories that are listed in

15 the permit. You know, every once in a while the speakers

16 bounce back and forth between the terminology in the

17 SUSMP, and I hope you’re keeping up with the fact that

18 sometimes we’ve been using those words interchangeably.

19 The permit is the stormwater permit which

20 created the requirement for the development of the SUSMP.

21 I guess it’s a little late to try to set terminology, but

22 I hope it’s been clear for you.

23 With respect to waivers, I’ll try to respond to

24 some of the questions that came up. I did want to tie

25 the questions that Mr. Silva asked along with the

26 questions that Mr. Brown asked and the answers to those

27 questions because the waiver provision that’s in the

28 SUSMP does specifically name possibility of groundwater
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1 contamination as one of the grounds for the applicability

2 of the waiver. So the SUSMP does give the cities the

3 discretion to create a SUSMP waiver. When we run into

4 the situation Mr. Brown has talked about, there is

5 concern about transferring one problem to another

6 problem.

7 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Does that apply to RGOs, gas

8 stations, or can it?

9 MR. LEON: It can. It’s up to the --

i0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Their engineer design by the

II permittees?

12 MR. LEON: Yes.

13 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: On the more conservative

14 side, what if all the -- there’s a lot of groundwater

15 basins in the L.A. area. How do we -- how do we monitor

16 that the cities don’t just decide that oh, that will

17 contaminate? Are we going to have a criteria or

18 something that protects a rampant amount of waivers where

19 they’re not justified?

20 MR. LEON: That’s a very good point. The waiver

21 provision does talk about a means of expanding the waiver

22 capability, but it doesn’t talk about sort of drawing

23 back the authority once it’s been issued, and what -- I’m

24 glad you raised it because it’s something that we need to

25 think about.

26 Maybe we need to make clear that the proposed

27 ordinances are reviewed by the Regional Board before they

28 are issued and adopted so that there’s some type of means
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1 of protecting against rampant waiver issuance in cases

2 where it’s not justified.

3 Another couple of questions that came up had to

4 do with redevelopment clarification of the language

5 regarding the development. I don’t believe it was the

6 intent of the Regional Board on the development in

7 developing the SUSMP to require in that example, sort of

8 a far-fetched example, but it’s a legitimate question

9 about if you just reroof your house and not adding

I0 anything on, does that create the responsibilities.

ii At the table this morning we talked about it and

12 we do believe it will probably have to make some kind of

13 a clarification on that issue because currently it could

14 be read a couple of different ways.

15 Finally on the note of the issue of

16 discretionary versus non-discretionary, discretionary is

17 the term, as Mr. Montevideo pointed out in one of the

18 overheads from the permit, that’s used in the permit.

19 The permit does talk specifically about discretionary

20 projects but the permit itself didn’t define

21 discretionary projects. There’s no clause that includes

22 a description of discretionary projects, and the Board

23 inherently in its authority has the authority to change

24 the terms of the permit.

25 When the Board reviewed the SUSMP proposal, the

26 Board determined that if we used discretionary projects

27 only as the category that is made a part of the SUSMP

28 impacts, then what we’re doing is perhaps leaving a
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1 gaping loophole out there because perhaps more projects

2 that people work on out there in developments and

3 redevelopments are non-discretionary. So the Board was

4 concerned about leaving that big loophole where

5 activities and construction projects are occurring that

6 need be administerial non-discretionary, and if that’s

7 the case where we’re still having the same water quality

8 impacts of the stormwater discharge from those

9 properties, and so the Board took it upon itself to make

I0 the modification and expansion from the list of impacted

II sites as listed in the permit and added in the SUSMP

12 non-discretionary projects.

13 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I want to ask another

14 question. For me it’s better to ask as you go instead of

15 trying to pull it all together at the end. I think that

16 there’s an interesting point to consider here. I want to

17 see if it’s your opinion.

18 I still don’t understand what non-discretionary

19 projects are versus discretionary. I don’t understand

20 what discretionary means, CEQA and all of that, and what

21 non-discretionary means and the homeowner who comes in to

22 add a room on for the new baby. I don’t understand the

23 difference and I’m wondering if there’s compromise -- as

24 you’re looking through your stuff, I’m wondering if

25 there’s a compromise the permit says discretionary, the

26 permit is renewed in 18 months, if that’s where you add

27 non-discretionary.

28 I just need a better understanding of that
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1 myself. I’m just not satisfied that I understand it.

2 MR. LEON: Right. I guess it’s sort of -- to

3 paraphrase the question, your concern is whether perhaps

4 this was the better way to go at this time or wait until

5 we get to the permit reissuance phase to take care of

6 several issues.

7 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: No. My question is

8 there’s the big picture that we’re trying to do here in

9 stormwater control, new development and just, you know,

I0 the next category of the Clean Water Act. The big

ii picture, the goal, the target. Then there’s this

12 micropicture and I’m wondering if the micropicture is the

13 non-discretionary, that the unintended consequences of

14 going into a fully developed city where somebody is

15 coming in to do something to improve their home and all

16 of a sudden they’re under this permit. And I know about

17 the 5,000 square foot threshold, but in some of the older

18 communities they were lucky enough in the old days to

19 have a decent sized lot. They’re not all arm length

20 apart.

21 So I’m just trying to justify in my mind what

22 are you getting at with non-discretionary. If you’re

23 getting at that little homeowner, I’m not sure that’s

24 equitable. If it’s something bigger that I don’t

25 understand, then maybe it’s equitable.

26 MR. LEON: I’ll take a stab at it, but I would

27 also invite my colleagues at the table to take a stab at

28 it too because I do understand that you’re looking at
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1 what is the impact on that smaller homeowner.

2 My perspective of it is that the Board was

3 trying to accomplish two things at the same time --

4 accomplish capturing those projects that legitimately

5 create water quality concerns for the stormwater and,

6 therefore, ought to be all-inclusive and brought in the

7 non-discretionary projects, but at the same time didn’t

8 want to create the inequity that you’re talking about and

9 has left that issue to a great degree to the permittees

i0 to decide upon the waiver provision.

ii In fact, if studies bear out that there are

12 impacts on, for example, low income housing, on smaller

13 projects where somebody is trying to regroup or build a

14 smal! porch, the cities can come to the Board, if they

15 haven’t already adopted it themselves, and ask for the

16 acknowledgement and approval of such a waiver.

17 My outlook is that the Board has done what it

18 can based on the information that it has to address the

19 water quality issues in a more conservative way but has

20 built in some mechanicism to try to avoid --

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Maybe this will clarify. I’m

22 under the assumption you’re talking about a discretionary

23 permit or non-discretionary permit by the jurisdiction

24 that’s issuing that permit.

25 MR. LEON: Right.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Non-discretionary permit

27 would be non-discretionary permits the jurisdiction

28 gives, they don’t vote yes or no they’re within the
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1 setback limits. You have a building permit. You want to

2 build a house. It’s within the prescribed setbacks,

3 prescribed design for that area. They have to issue a

4 permit. It’s non-discretionary on the agency, I assume.

5 MR. LEON: That’s correct.

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: A discretionary permit would

7 be say you go in and apply. Say it’s a ten-foot setback.

8 You apply for a five-foot set back. The Planning

9 Commission has discretion under certain rules in certain

I0 jurisdictions, depending on what the code is for that

Ii city, to allow under their discretion to issue that

12 permit.

13 That’s what’s triggering these requirements in

14 the SUSMP. It’s the permit is required by that

15 jurisdiction. There’s may be some jurisdictions I assume

16 without uniform building and planning requirements. This

17 is an administrative -- no matter what happens, this is

18 not a simple thing because you’ve got all these different

19 jurisdictions, different planning codes and building

20 codes. And that’s what triggers discretionary or

21 non-discretionary, not the EOs.

22 MR. LEON: That’s correct.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I think that’s where the

24 confusion is coming from. It’s like the term "permit"

25 versus the term "SUSMP."

26 MR. LEON: Permit or local permit or the --

27 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Are you talking about EPA’s

28 permit for MS-4, are we talking about -- we’re throwing
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1 around terms here that can be very confusing. But that’s

2 where the discretion is. The discretion is at the local

3 level, not what triggered this depending on --

4 MR. LEON: I apologize for the lack of clarity.

5 We at the Regional Board have been involved in this for

6 so long, we have a pretty clear idea of what we mean by

7 discretionary, non-discretionary.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It’s planning talk.

9 MR. LEON: We use planning talk.

i0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It’s not law and engineering,

Ii it’s planning.

12 MR. LEON: What I would like to do now is cover

13 the major legal issues that have arisen, the petition as

14 in our discussion yesterday and today, and in a nut

15 shell, of course we have two sort of major categories.

16 We have the category procedural issues. The Regional

17 Board, it has adopted the SUSMP process and the

18 petitioners have alleged that we’ve adopted using the

19 wrong process and that we haven’t stuck by the procedural

20 rules that are applicable. And the other major category

21 has to do with substance and I’ll try to cover both of

22 those or at least highlight the major ones. Some of

23 these I’ll skip through quickly and some I’ll cover a

24 little bit more fully.

25 One of the arguments that I would like to cover

26 in some depth has to do with the administrative review

27 process that’s set forth in the permit. The

28 administrative review process is at Section two, Roman
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1 3-A or .A, and it is a process that’s set forth in the

2 permit.

3 The permit was created by the Regional Board.

4 The Regional Board has authority to make modifications to

5 its permits and to make changes in the requirements of

6 permits. It created it. It can change it. The

7 administrative review process doesn’t take away that

8 authority that the Board enjoys. And in fact, in this

9 case, as this slide points out, the Board did take over,

I0 so to speak, the development of the SUSMP process by

ii several actions that occurred.

12 First, in April of ’99 -- it’s not shown up

13 there on that slide, but in April you heard that the

14 Board approved the list of BMPs that are applicable to

15 this area. Then in July the deadline for implementation

16 of BMPs and the development of this SUSMP passed. Again,

17 in September the Board had another hearing where the

18 Board entertained that SUSMP proposal. At that time the

19 Board made very clear to the Executive Director that the

20 Board wanted to create the SUSMP proposal itself.

21 There’s a big distinction in the administrative

22 review process between development of the review process

23 and enforcement of the SUSMP. Mr. Montevideo has made

24 extensive argumentation about the Board’s process and

25 indicated that it’s the permittees’ view that the

26 Regional Board was somehow locked into a process that’s

27 set forth in the administrative review process.

28 It’s our view that the Board really wasn’t
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1 locked into that process once those certain things that I

2 talked about on the previous slide occurred -- the

3 passage of the deadline, the fact that the Board

4 indicated to the Executive Officer that it wanted to

5 review the SUSMP material and act on it, and also the

6 fact that the actual conduct of the parties was such that

7 it became fairly clear that we were going to miss the

8 deadlines on getting implementation to occur. It also

9 was very clear that we were, in fact, running into the

i0 deadline for reissuance of the permit itself which was

II adopted in 1996.

12 The target that the compliance component of what

13 we’re talking about would still be subject to the

14 administrative review process. In other words, if we

15 decided to take some kind of action, we would then be

16 required to invoke the notice to meet and confer process

17 and move forward because that’s explicitly what the

18 process says. The Board made no mention ever of changing

19 that part of the administrative review process, but it

20 did take over the process in terms of adoption of the

21 limits of the SUSMP. And in fact, as you’ve already

22 seen, the Board decided to make several modifications to

23 the proposal that was brought before by the Executive

24 Officer.

25 Now, even if the petitioners were to succeed in

26 their argument that the administrative process applies in

27 a strict fashion, it’s argued that the administrative

28 review process was satisfied because the elements that
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1 are discussed in the administrative review process were

2 all met. The parties got the protection that they were

3 looking for in terms of due process. They got

4 notification that the Board was not satisfied with the

5 proposals that they put forward in July and August of

6 1999. They had opportunity to respond to the Board’s

7 proposal in July and August of 1999. In fact, they did.

8 The July proposal was rejected, the August proposal was

9 rejected, and it was replaced with a proposal from the

i0 Executive Officer and the Regional Board.

ii Now, the petitioners characterize that as having

12 basically something shoved down their throat, but that’s

13 not at all what happened if you look at the actual

14 process that’s described in the record of this

15 proceeding. Was there a meet and confer? There were

16 many discussions. There was a workshop in August of ’99

17 with this staff. It wasn’t a Board workshop. The staff

18 did participate along with the parties in a lengthy

19 workshop where the details of the specifics of the

20 cities’ proposals were discussed. So the first three

21 elements were covered. There was submittal of proposal

22 and there was public review.

23 Was there Executive Officer response? There

24 was. I don’t know how the petitioners can stand up here

25 before you and tell you that those proposals were

26 ignored. Those were the very words used. They were not

27 ignored. They were acted upon. They were reviewed,

28 considered very seriously. They were amended and given
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1 back as a proposal for a Regional Board proposal.

2 Was there Executive Officer acceptance and

3 rejection? Yes, there was. We just discussed that. The

4 only thing that is missing perhaps is a 120-day

5 notification of enforcement. We haven’t got into that

6 stage yet. It’s premature to worry about that particular

7 aspect of it.

8 Now, if we were to accept the petitioners’

9 argument that we need to stick to the process, what are

I0 we doing? We’re making sure that there’s delayed

II implementation, buying into the petitioners’ arguments

12 that basically they need to have the last say in how the

13 SUSMP is prepared and we’re not moving along with the

14 timing that’s set forth in the petition for

15 implementation of SUSMP protections.

16 More than that, in terms of the process, we’re

17 giving them an opportunity to give us an unending

18 proposal, rejection, proposal, rejection, proposal

19 rejection. That’s not what we intended, that’s not what

20 the Environmental Protection Agency intended. And in

21 fact, they provided several comments to us, particularly

22 in the MPDS program review to say this is not acceptable.

23 You can’t keep going on this way. We do have to put a

24 limit on this back and forth and move forward with the

25 adoption of a SUSMP.

26 Ms. Forester, did you have a question?

27 The question has been raised whether the

28 Regional Board exercised proper authority under the
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1 federal law and state law in adopting the SUSMPs and yes,

2 it did. There is ample authority that’s briefed in our

3 response to the petition and also briefed by the

4 environmental organizations that appear today as

5 co-respondents, and we rely on the provisions that are

6 set forth on the slide above and also upon (inaudible)

7 versus USEPA, ’92, and the Defenders of Wildlife versus

8 Browner, a ’99 decision which gives the Regional Board

9 and the State Board, all the states that have delegated

i0 programs, substantial authority, substantial leeway in

ii determining what it is that needs to be done in these

12 programs.

13 The next several slides will discuss and point

14 out what the changes are that were made at the January

15 26th, 2000 board meeting. As a board yourself, you

16 appreciate that every once in a while you get a matter

17 before you that can’t be adopted exactly as it is but

18 could be perhaps considered with some changes.

19 Some of the changes that were made were a little

20 bit more significant than the others, and in my years of

21 experience with the Regional Board, we have many

22 instances -- I throw out a number something like maybe 50

23 percent of the actions that the Board actually considers

24 in a hearing where we have to make some kind of change on

25 the fly, so to speak, at the hearing itself.

26 Now, many changes that are made by a board at

27 the hearing can be subject to an objection that there has

28 not been adequate public notification. We’re generally
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1 concerned but we have to make a call which of those are

2 subject to more notice and which ones are not. It’s my

3 view that each of the changes that was made was the

4 logical outgrowth of those draft SUSMPs that had been

5 prepared earlier and distributed to the parties for their

6 comments. That is the standard that’s applied by the

7 Regional Board to the State Board and administrative

8 agencies in two contexts, in rulemaking and in

9 adjudicative proceedings on permits.

i0 The basis for using the logical output test is

ii you don’t want to have to go back and delay

12 implementation for regulation or a permit merely because

13 there was not enough notice to the public of a change

14 that is seen to be insignificant. Of the changes that

15 were made to this permit were items that were al!

16 noticed. For example -- let’s see if I can find one

17 here -- the applicability of the SUSMP is one of the

18 first ones we have on the board, and here we raise that

19 question about discretionary versus non-discretionary

20 categories.

21 This gives me an opportunity to make a

22 clarification with respect to the applicability of the

23 discretionary and non-discretionary projects, again using

24 those terms as defined at the local planning level. The

25 SUSMP applies to non-discretionary permits if those

26 non-discretionary permits are an enumerated item as this

27 change makes clear. There was a final version of the

28 SUSMP, with changes that were made, issued by the
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1 Executive Officer in March of this year. That includes

2 this very text and the text that will be shown in the

3 next several slides.

4 There was a little bit of discussion about the

5 applicability of the categories to the City of Long

6 Beach. As you recall, City of Long Beach had to be

7 treated separately and made a couple of changes at the

8 hearing that made clear the appropriate applicability of

9 the categories and the language to the City of Long

i0 Beach.

ii Here’s a slide talking about the definition of

12 the environmentally sensitive areas and elimination of

13 the rooftop exemption. Some of these benefit the

14 petitioners. Some of these, I guess, are seen as a

15 little bit more arduous in terms of what the contents of

16 the final SUSMP are.

17 I would like to digress to make a point here

18 that I wanted to discuss. As was mentioned by Dennis

19 Dickerson during his presentation, there was a change

20 sheet that was distributed to the parties and -- I’m

21 sorry. It was distributed to the Board Members at the

22 January 26th meeting. Some of the arguments that are

23 made by the petitioners have to do with somehow a

24 non-fair process of a distribution of the changes.

25 Sometimes that’s just the best we can do, and that being

26 the adjudicative hearing.

27 When changes are proposed at the last minute,

28 the Regional Board is responding to comments that are
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1 being submitted by the parties, and while the parties did

2 not receive a copy of the change sheet that the Board

3 Members had in their hand throughout the proceeding, if

4 you take a look at the transcript it was made clear to

5 the parties through sort of an interpreter, Dennis

6 Dickerson and myself tried to keep the audience up as to

7 which changes were being made when the changes were

8 occurring.

9 Here’s a couple of the other changes having to

I0 do with limited exclusion for small restaurants and the

ii waiver provision, a statement with respect to the

12 effective date of the SUSMPs and there had been

13 discussion about that. There had been discussion of the

14 next one, the commercial development. So these were all

15 subjects of logical outgrowth of what had been noticed

16 before.

17 This is another topic now that we’re moving on

18 to. The petitioners argue that the SUSMP somehow needs

19 to be subject to the Administrative Procedures Act with

20 respect to issuance of regulations. As it turns out,

21 there is a specific code provision and that’s Government

22 Code Section 11352 which says the following: The

23 issuance, denial or revocation of waste discharge

24 requirements or permits pursuant to Section 13263 and

25 13267 of the Water Code and waiver is issued pursuant to

26 Section 13269 of the Water Code are excluded from the EPA

27 provisions.

28 It’s an APA process which culminates in a
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1 lengthy process that includes notice to the public,

2 comment period, responses, and finally approval by the

3 Office of Administrative Law. That process was never

4 meant to apply to permits and is specifically excluded.

5 The SUSMP is a creature of the permit and so it is exempt

6 from the APA provisions.

7 This is the unfunded mandate argument. There

8 are provisions that specifically say that if you have a

9 federal law that’s being implemented, it’s not an

I0 unfunded mandate that you have to deal with.

Ii Did the Board have authority to implement and

12 adopt the SUSMP? It did. And I’ll move on since that’s

13 briefed in our submittal.

14 This just sort of summarizes the process that

15 occurred and the adoption process and it was the

16 applicable procedural process. Real quickly touching on

17 CEQA, there’s an argument that CEQA applies. Well, I

18 would suggest that it does not simply because again,

19 there’s an exemption since this is a part of the permit,

20 13389 says it doesn’t have to be applied. Also I would

21 note that I believe the cities probably didn’t go through

22 a CEQA process when they provided their proposal to us.

23 There’s an argument that the process was

24 unscientific and arbitrary, and I think that

25 Mr. Swamikannu’s statements and Mr. Dickerson’s

26 presentation has made clear that certainly it was not

27 unscientific or unarbitrated.

28 13360 says that we can’t tell them how to
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1 conform to the requirements. We didn’t do that. We gave

2 them choices. The permittees had choices, so we don’t

3 run afoul of 13360.

4 In conclusion, the Board properly adopted the

5 SUSMP both procedurally and substantively.

6 Thank you. Any questions?

7 Thank you.

8

9 DAVID NAHAI,

i0 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

Ii

12 STATEMENT OF DAVID NAHAI

13 MR. NAHAI: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members

14 of the Board. I’m David Nahai. I serve as the Chair of

15 the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Contro! Board. I

16 want to thank you for this opportunity to make my

17 presentation to you. My presentation as you know is in

18 the nature of a summation. It isn’t strictly testimony.

19 I recognize that, but I’ve been grateful for the weight

20 that you think my comments will merit. I’m going to

21 thank you also for focusing attention again on really a

22 problem in our region that is absolutely undeniable.

23 I’m not going to go back into the issue of

24 run-off problem that you’ve heard a great deal about, and

25 the petitioners don’t deny it, don’t attempt to deny it.

26 Instead Mr. Montevideo is clearly saying that everybody

27 recognizes that we have an urgent urban run-off need in

28 this region that must be addressed and the reasons for
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1 the pollution are fairly clear. The chief factor

2 urbanization, or one of the chief factors in any event.

3 And what has happened with this region as urbanization

4 has progressed, we have developed such vast areas of

5 impervious surfaces that they act as a conduit for

6 stormwater to end up at the ocean. It’s estimated that

7 50 percent of our rainfall runs off into the ocean. In

8 an area so heavily dependent on water, that is really a

9 giant waste. But not only is it wasted, it provides a

i0 rapid delivery system for carrying the whole array of

Ii toxic contaminants to the ocean.

12 Now, the need to deal with run-off, with urban

13 run-off, has been recognized for many years. This is

14 nothing new. It was statutorily mandated in the Clean

15 Water Act. The first municipal permit was issued ten

16 years ago and in 1996 the permit was reissued. So I’d

17 like to step back for a second and just take a look at

18 the statutory framework that we have. It’s all in place

19 already.

20 The 1996 permit mandates the adoption of SUSMPs

21 in the seven categories. To try to talk now about

22 regional solutions or what may have been done on a

23 regional basis in another jurisdiction is, I would

24 submit, a luxury that we don’t have. The 1996 permit as

25 we have it mandates the adoption of SUSMPs for at least

26 seven categories and that’s where we have to start.

27 The issue before you is whether the Regional

28 Board acted properly on January 26th, not on whether
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1 we’re going to revisit the issue of at least a minimum

2 seven categories that we have to address here. On that

3 basis, just a couple of other things I would like to

4 mention just to give you my perspective.

5 The petitioners themselves submitted SUSMPs.

6 They complied with that process. To now come before you

7 and throw out really what are red herrings such as CEQA

8 or the APA or the unfunded mandate argument, if all of

9 these were legitimate arguments they should have been

I0 addressed with the 1996 permit, not now when we’re

ii talking about implementation of a subset of permits. If

12 these arguments really have any merit, why was it these

13 were not raised when the petitioners submitted their own

14 SUSMPs.

15 Their SUSMPs didn’t have a rooftop exemption,

16 didn’t talk about vector control, didn’t talk about the

17 parade of horribles that have been marched before you

18 today such as affects possibly on affordable housing and

19 so forth. It’s telling that just because the Regional

20 Board added two categories and imposed a numeric standard

21 that now all of a sudden CEQA is to be discussed and the

22 APA, and all of these really don’t have applicability

23 here and I think we need to be careful about the red

24 herrings that have been thrown out.

25 The small homeowner, let me please address my

26 understanding of it. We have nine categories. One

27 category affects the homeowner who’s building a house.

28 That is if that person is building a house on a hillside
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1 or possibly if they are located within an environmentally

2 sensitive area. We don’t have a situation where every

3 homeowner who wants to build a house on a lot is going to

4 have to go out and comply with the list of BMPs, and the

5 example about what if I want to replace my sink in my

6 shed, where am I going to put my SUSMP, let’s try to

7 really deal with reality here and not speculate in wild

8 hypotheticals that don’t have any application.

9 Mr. Leon talked about the whole issue of all of

I0 the discussions that were held and dealt with the various

ii procedural challenges which the petitioners have

12 advanced, but as a Board Member I really find it hard to

13 believe how we could have had more scrutiny of this

14 matter. We had two full hearings, board hearings, a

15 full-day workshop. There were a whole bunch of meetings

16 and telephone calls and formal and informal meetings with

17 the petitioners and their representatives, and there’s a

18 record that I understand is so voluminous as something to

19 fill an entire box.

20 The petitioners may disagree with the results,

21 but they can’t claim they weren’t heard. I sat here

22 yesterday and listened to everybody’s presentation and it

23 was deja vu, as they say, all over again because there

24 really wasn’t anything new that was offered.

25 After all of that consideration and all of the

26 deliberations, we adopted a set of regulations. Some

27 have described those regulations as being called little

28 steps with little feet. In other words, there are many,
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1 many people who consider what we have done is relatively

2 modest given the problem we have to deal with. But apart

3 from that, the truth is what we’ve known is not

4 revolutionary and not radical and not new.

5 We’ve heard testimony of all the jurisdictions

6 way ahead of us by years who have adopted regulations,

7 seven states, not to mention all the municipalities,

8 three within our jurisdiction. Florida’s regulations go

9 back to 1982. Santa Monica’s regulations back to 1992.

i0 Now, what we haven’t heard in the last day or so

ii has been any record or any evidence from any of these

12 jurisdictions that the dire consequences which the

13 petitioners predict have come true. No mass

14 bankruptcies, no flight of capital, no explosion in

15 property prices, no giant mosquitoes taking George Bush

16 hostage.

17 So you know, I mean -- so when you look at the

18 experience that a state like Florida has had over 20

19 years, I would really submit to you that we must let

20 experience override speculation. We have examples to

21 follow. We’re not inventing the wheel all over again in

22 connection with these regulations.

23 The petitioners try to portray the SUSMPs as

24 being somehow anti-growth. I would submit that the

25 intent is exactly the opposite. This is an attempt to

26 facilitate growth, to accommodate it. If we don’t take

27 these as has been described little steps with little

28 feet, at this time we may even have to resort to much
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1 more drastic measures in the future, drastic measures

2 which will have a true detrimental impact on our

3 residents, on affordable housing and what’s more on

4 future generations of builders.

5 I would suggest that the SUSMPs really embody

6 the principle that the future need of the many should

7 outweigh the present interests of the few.

8 Just a couple more comments. I think it’s worth

9 emphasizing that roughly two thirds of the permittees did

I0 not join in this petition. The two thirds that didn’t

ii join in this petition represent 82 percent of the

12 population of this region. What you have before you is

13 really in comparison a handful of cities representing

14 just 18 percent of the population in this region. I

15 think that majority, and you can call them the side of

16 majority if you like, by not joining in this petition

17 have really given a vote of confidence to what the

18 Regional Board has done.

19 They’re really telling us they’re willing to go

20 along with this, that they understand how important it

21 is, that they’re willing to invest in the future of this

22 area. They think that a $2 billion coastal economy is

23 worth protecting.

24 Finally -- and I have to say this. The very

25 fact that we have these cities and this building trade

26 association allied here in this way represented by one

27 lawyer advocating an identical position before you really

28 convinces me that the numeric standard that we imposed is
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1 not only appropriate, it’s absolutely essential.

2 And the final thing that I would like to do is

3 to just read from one sentence, actually two sentences

4 that came in from the letter of the state of California.

5 It says, "Complying with Florida’s stormwater rule is a

6 way of life that does not impose undue burdens on local

7 governments or the private sector." The second sentence

8 reads, "We have no doubts that the implementation of

9 Florida’s stormwater treatment program has greatly

i0 reduced the effects of growth in Florida on water quality

II and is a major reason why this state has so few truly

12 impaired waters." I wish we could claim the same.

13 Thank you very much.

14 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions.

15 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I have one, not of your

16 commentary. Yesterday, David, the representative of --

17 one of the representatives from the building industry

18 asked if the Regional Board would consider an advisory in

19 looking at some of these issues and it would be a group,

20 a committee, made up of the different interested parties.

21 And since time goes quickly and your permit will be up

22 again, I’m wondering if you’re open to that. I think it

23 would be what we -- what our acting Chair has done up at

24 the State Board. We have a committee on TMDLs that was

25 recommended through the new Chaney bill, where we might

26 have a committee on water transfers.

27 We’re going back to when I was on the Regional

28 Board we did this to Region 9. We had a committee on
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1 dairies and one of the Board Members tried to sit in on

2 that. When you have these emerging or issues that have

3 been around but just haven’t gotten as ripe as they’re

4 supposed to and you brainstorm and bring together people

5 that want to come to some -- not a consensus. You can’t

6 get consensus per se, but some technical collaboration on

7 best things to do.

8 You know, it’s my opinion that that’s beneficial

9 and you know it would be up to the Chair to decide or the

i0 Board Members that they think that’s valuable, as our

ii Chair has decided.

12 MR. NAHAI: I’m not sure whether it’s up to the

13 Chair to decide. Let me offer this as an example.

14 There comes some point in connection with any

15 kind of public policy setting where one has to take a

16 look at the amount of discussion that’s already occurred

17 and the arguments which have already been submitted and

18 just what extent it’s been examined.

19 When we take a look at the state of affairs that

20 we have here, we have to remember, for instance, that the

21 seven categories that were already mandated in the 1996

22 permit. For someone to try to open that up again under

23 some kind of guise I think would be really inadvisible.

24 That’s already part of the law. To talk about whether we

25 have a run-off problem in Los Angeles is, you know --

26 those things are clear to everybody.

27 If somebody wants to have a discussion about

28 whether the redevelopment clause is clear enough, I think
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1 yes, that can be discussed, of course. If somebody wants

2 to talk about when we talk about projects within the ESA

3 exactly what projects are we talking about, I think that

4 can be discussed. But as I say, after all of the

5 hearings, and this will be almost two days of hearings

6 before you, and given the fact that we have such

7 extensive experience on the part of other jurisdictions,

8 to allow the problem now to just get worse while we

9 continue to talk about it I think may be a mistake that

I0 we’ll regret.

ii There is no argument about a i00,000 square foot

12 commercial development having to comply. Why -- nobody

13 here has appeared to say that that kind of project should

14 be exempt. Why delay moving forward on that front while

15 we discuss whether Mr. Montevideo’s sink replacement in

16 his shed is something that’s subject to these

17 regulations?

18 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I didn’t want to

19 interrupt you because you’re so eloquent. That’s not

20 what I meant. I didn’t mean --

21 MR. NAHAI: I wish you had interrupted me.

22 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: I just don’t know how

23 many opportunities we’ll get to talk again. I’m just

24 bringing it up as something you might consider as you

25 prepare for the -- not this. The Board will go

26 through -- we’ll have a process and we’ll come out with a

27 response to this petition. I’m talking about life after

28 this particular issue. I’m talking about preparing for
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1 the reauthorization of the permit. I just think that was

2 a good -- I’m sure you had them before and just because I

3 don’t know about it, I’m sure you had them. I’m just

4 suggesting you might want to --

5 MR. NAHAI: I thoroughly agree with you. As a

6 matter of fact, one of the priorities that this Board has

7 set year after year is the outreach priority and to try

8 as much as possible to get consensus, but there comes a

9 time where you have to make a decision. We’ve got a

i0 responsibility to make a decision.

ii BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: We agree.

12 BOARD MEMBER BROWN: David, your summary was

13 very powerful. There’s a time that you personally have

14 spent on this and the Board and has not gone unnoticed or

15 unappreciated and thanks.

16 MR. NAHAI: Thank you very much.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions? If not, let’s

18 take a ten-minute break and come back with NRDC and spend

19 28 minutes and see where we go from there.

20 (Recess taken)

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Back in session. Let’s begin

22 to do cross-examinations before NRDC et al. finishes

23 their cases.

24 Mr. Nahai.

25 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

26

27 CROSS-EXAMINATION

28 BY MR. MONTEVIDEO:
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1 Q. Good morning, Mr. Nahai.

2 A. Good morning.

3 Q. First I also want to express my appreciation

4 for your time; not only today and yesterday but the time

5 that you’ve put into this. I generally believe that you

6 are very sincere in your beliefs in what you’re trying to

7 do, and the only thing I would ask is that you give us

8 some credence for what our beliefs and our concerns are.

9 You had raised some issues with respect to the

i0 issues that we’re raising now were not raised before and

ii that these are, in fact, red herrings or some language to

12 that effect is what you used, and that we’re really

13 trying to cloud the issues at this point.

14 Do you agree there are significant differences

15 between the SUSMP program as submitted by the permittees

16 versus the SUSMP program your Board actually approved?

17 A.    There are differences, of course.

18 Q.    The one primary difference we’ve talked about

19 the last two days is the .75 standard. Isn’t that true

20 that wasn’t in the permittees submittal?

21 A.    That’s true.

22 Q.    Secondly, there’s been a lot of discussion about

23 discretionary versus non-discretionary. Again, the SUSMP

24 program that was submitted by the permittees did not

25 apply to non-discretionary projects; correct?

26 A.    I don’t know that that’s correct. I think the

27 issue here is that the 1996 permit didn’t have a

28 definition of what’s discretionary. So you would have to
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1 resort to CEQA or other statutes in order to draw that

2 line.

3 Since it didn’t have -- and I’m just talking for

4 myself as one Board Member now. Since the issue of

5 discretionary versus non-discretionary as far as the 1996

6 permit was concerned, was something that wasn’t quite

7 clear, I think the Board’s thought was that there’s

8 really no difference in terms of water quality impact

9 between a discretionary project and a non-discretionary

i0 project, and we shouldn’t have a loophole in which

ii projects could be labeled non-discretionary for SUSMP

12 purposes particularly.

13 Q.    And maybe, Mr. Chair, it’s a question of having

14 an understanding or as to what it means to have a

15 discretionary project versus a non-discretionary project.

16 Ao    If your question is is it true that the word

17 "discretionary" appeared in the permit and that the

18 Board’s decision applies the SUSMP in the nine categories

19 to all projects that fit within the nine categories, I

20 think the answer to that is yes.

21 Q.    And similarly, it was your intent and the

22 Board’s intent to apply their SUSMP program to all

23 projects including non-discretionary projects.

24 MR. LEON: Excuse me. I’m going to object. You

25 asked whether it was the Board’s intent as well as the

26 Chairman’s intent. We either need to limit that or I’m

27 going to interpose an objection having to do with the

28 limited process questions.
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1 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, that was my

2 objection yesterday morning. His testimony -- the

3 deliberative process objection goes to the relevancy of

4 my question, but that was my whole objection yesterday,

5 the Board’s testimony is irrelevant. Because he has been

6 permitted to testify, hopefully I’m allowed to

7 cross-examine him on the issues he’s testified to.

8 THE WITNESS: Can I just -- you --

9 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Let me ask it this way. I’ll

I0 withdraw the question.

ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You’re going to retract the

12 question.

13 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes.

14 Q.    Mr. Nahai, do you agree that the program that

15 was adopted by the Board applies to non-discretionary

16 projects?

17 A. Within the nine categories only.

18 Q. Yes. Understood. Within the nine categories.

19 Now, doesn’t the SUSMP that you actually adopted

20 include a definition for discretionary projects?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. Okay. You’re looking at the definition right

23 now; correct?

24 A.    Yes.

25 Q.    "A project which requires the exercise of

26 judgment or deliberation when the public agency or body

27 decides to approve or disapprove a particular activity as

28 distinguished in situations where the public agency or
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1 body merely has to determine whether there has been

2 conformity with applicable statutes, ordinances or

3 regulations."

4 Would you agree the latter part of that

5 definition is non-discretionary projects?

6 A. Are you asking me for a legal opinion?

7 Q. You’re a lawyer; are you not?

8 A. I’m not here in my capacity as a lawyer.

9 Q. Well, I’m just trying --

I0 A. Why don’t you tell me what your interpretation

ii is.

12 Q. That’s my interpretation.

13 A. I accept your answer for the record.

14 Q. Your point was -- I thought your point that you

15 just made was well, it’s not defined in the permit so we

16 really don’t --

17 A.    Again, you see, this is where the confusion

18 comes up. It’s not defined in the permit. This is the

19 SUSMP.

20 Q.    Correct.

21 A.    So when I say it’s not defined in the permit,

22 I’m referring to the 1996 stormwater permit.

23 Q.    Understood, but the fact that you have a

24 definition for discretionary but at the same time you

25 have the SUSMP applying to all projects, either

26 discretionary or non-discretionary, doesn’t that tell us

27 at least what discretionary means here? Doesn’t that

28 than also tell us that non-discretionary is everything
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1 other than discretionary projects?

2 A.    Let me answer your question this way. The SUSMP

3 was presented at the hearing. There were a number of

4 changes that were made. The fact that a discretionary

5 project may have remained in the final draft, the fact

6 that this definition is there, it’s there; but if your

7 question is does the SUSMP apply to all projects within

8 the nine categories, I keep wanting to emphasize that so

9 that we don’t go back into the sink in your shed or

I0 whatever your example was. If you want to point out the

ii fact that this definition is there, I’ll acknowledge it’s

12 there.

13 Q.    And doesn’t the definition, the fact that it’s

14 there, indicate that somebody knew within the Regional

15 Board staff what discretionary was?

16 A.    I think --

17 Q.    You made the comment. I’m sorry. You made the

18 comment that it’s in the permit but there’s no

19 definition, so I presume you meant nobody really knew

20 what it meant, but you have a definition here; right?

21 A. Is that the point you were trying to make?

22 Q. One of them. We have more.

23 A. You have more? Maybe I should wait until you

24 make your various points. I’m just trying to point out

25 that at the end of the hearing on January 26th, the Board

26 made the decision that within the nine categories there

27 shouldn’t be a distinction and that there wasn’t really a

28 meaningful water quality distinction between what someone
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1 might call discretionary and someone else might call

2 non-discretionary.

3 Q. I understand that now, but let’s talk about

4 that.

5 MR. LEON: Mr. Montevideo, just to maybe move

6 past this, I will offer on behalf of respondents that

7 this definition has no meaning for the permit. It was a

8 carryover from previous drafts.

9 MR. MONTEVIDEO: The fact that it’s in the SUSMP

i0 program still has no meaning.

ii MR. LEON: The definition.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Continue with the

13 cross-examination.

14 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Thank you.

15 Q.    You’re talking about loopholes and avoiding

16 loophopes. Do you believe that somebody coming to the

17 city, going to the counter at city hall, asking for a

18 permit, an electrical permit, do you believe that that

19 would be a discretionary permit or non-discretionary

20 permit?

21 MR. LEON: That’s irrelevant.

22 THE WITNESS: How do I know whether under a

23 particular city’s regulations asking for an electrical

24 permit is discretionary or not? Mr. Montevideo, please.

25 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Nahai, in all fairness,

26 the cities then have to apply what you don’t know to

27 their citizens. So if the city says it’s a

28 non-discretionary project for somebody to come into city
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1 hall and ask for a permit, for an electrical permit or

2 for some plumbing work that’s being done, we have a

3 non-discretionary project; correct?

4 A.    What we’re talking about are nine categories of

5 development. We’re not talking about electrical permits

6 or sinks in sheds or anything like that. I understand

7 that it’s part of your purpose to cloud the issues and

8 sow confusion, but I’ve got to go back to the fact that

9 what the SUSMPs cover are nine categories of development.

I0 There is no way that applying for an electrical

II permit would add impervious surface or result in the

12 SUSMP provisions becoming applicable. So if you’d like

13 to give me a realistic example, I’ll try to respond to

14 you as much as I can.

15 Q. Okay.

16 A.    But I also don’t want to go down the road of

17 speculation and hypotheticals and stuff like that with

18 you.

19 Q.    I’m talking about real issues in real terms that

20 the cities have to deal with. This is not speculation.

21 These are issues that the cities are going to have to

22 deal with every day because of this edict that your Board

23 adopted. So that’s what we’re concerned about here.

24 Let’s talk about your real concern for real situations.

25 You have a definition of redevelopment?

26 A.    Yes. We’ve talked about that today.

27 Q.    We have and do you think that this definition is

28 limited to the addition of impervious surface?
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1 A.    I believe that, first of all, the definition is

2 limited to the nine categories. And to the extent that

3 there may be questions about this particular clause, I

4 think that that can be discussed.

5 Q.    But shouldn’t the time to have discussed that

6 been prior to the Board’s adoption of the SUSMP program?

7 A.    Maybe, or maybe there are issues that come up

8 with statutes and laws and decrees all the time that are

9 then gone back, reexamined in the light of events and

I0 looked at again. So I think the other thing is that we

II do have in terms of cities implementing regulations

12 similar to this. We have cities within our own

13 jurisdiction that have done it, apparently quite

14 painlessly. We have states that have done it, again

15 apparently quite painlessly. I don’t think this is

16 inventing the wheel over again.

17 Q.    First, do you agree the definition of

18 redevelopment could use some work?

19 A.    No. I don’t know what that means, could use

20 some work. If you want to suggest specific language that

21 you think would clarify it, I would be willing to tell

22 you whether I think it’s good language or not, but I

23" don’t know what you mean "do you think it could use some

24 work."

25 Q.    Do you agree that the definition of

26 redevelopment applies whether or not impervious surfaces

27 have been added?

28 A.    No because it also talks about making
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1 improvements to 50 percent or more of an existing

2 structure.

3 Q.    Redevelopment means an already developed site,

4 the creation or addition of at least 5,000 square feet of

5 impervious surfaces, or the creation or addition of 50

6 percent or more of impervious surfaces or the making of

7 improvements to 50 percent or more of the existing

8 structure.

9 Redevelopment includes but is not limited to:

I0 The expansion of a building footprint or addition or

ii replacement of a structure, structural development

12 including an increase in gross floor area and/or exterior

13 construction, or remodeling. There are a number of "ors"

14 in there.

15 When you look at all those "ors" and put them

16 together, somebody goes in and remodels their house and

17 affects 50 percent or more of the interior of their house

18 and they live in an environmentally sensitive area, do

19 you agree this SUSMP would apply to them?

20 A.    As I said, first it would have to be within the

21 nine categories.

22 Q.    It’s an environmentally sensitive area.

23 A.    With respect to this whole environmentally

24 sensitive area, which is something you’ve made a great

25 deal of throughout these hearings, let’s not forget that

26 there is a waiver provision in the permit which even

27 allows the Board to delegate to the EO the right to waive

28 entire categories of development.
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1 So the necessary flexibility is there with

2 respect to environmentally sensitive areas, to examine

3 matters and take suggestions from cities as to whether

4 there should be waivers, in addition to the particular

5 waivers that are already within the city’s jurisdiction

6 such as a danger to groundwater or unstable soil

7 conditions or size limitations and so on.

8 I would argue that the necessary flexibility is

9 there as far as environmentally sensitive areas is

I0 concerned.

II Q.    But in answer to my question, do they have to

12 comply with the SUSMP program?

13 A.    What I don’t want to get into testimony here as

14 to whether in a particular circumstance a particular

15 homeowner, or a particular commercial developer for that

16 matter, may have to comply or not. I don’t think that’s

17 a fair question to put to me.

18 Q.    Five minutes ago you told me you wanted a real

19 situation so I gave you the real situation.

20 A.    I take it back. I hereby retract that

21 suggestion. I should have known with you not to do it.

22 Q.    May I at least have an answer to the question?

23 There’s been a lot of discussion about how broad this

24 thing is and we say one thing and they refuse to answer

25 questions --

26 MS. JENNINGS: Could I make a comment? I feel

27 that you’ve asked the question. You’ve gotten answers

28 you’re going to get. You’re basically getting into
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1 argument, which I this think is appropriate in your

2 closing statements. I think it’s also clear that the

3 Regional Board has indicated they see the need for some

4 revision of that. To continue just arguing with the

5 witness I don’t think forwards our process.

6 MR. MONTEVIDEO: This is the third person I’ve

7 asked a question about the application of this thing, and

8 every time I ask the question I’m told, "I can’t answer

9 it and I don’t agree with the hypothetical,,, and

I0 objections come in.

ii THE WITNESS: The question is inappropriate,

12 Mr. Montevideo. It’s not an appropriate question.

13 MS. JENNINGS: My point is I feel like you’ve

14 gotten -- it’s been asked and answered and it’s become

15 argumentative and that the record is complete at this

16 point.

17 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Fair enough. Fair enough.

18 Q.    Mr. Nahai, do you agree that the definition of

19 redevelopment that is in the Regional Board’s SUSMP

20 program was not in the permittees’ SUSMP program?

21 A.    I don’t know that. I don’t recall that.

22 Q.    But you agree that the location of or the

23 description of environmentally sensitive areas in that

24 new location or area was not in the permittees’ SUSMP

25 program.

26 A.    That new category was added by the Regional

27 Board, yes.

28 Q.    And as far as you know, the issue of applying it
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1 to non-discretionary approvals was added by the Regional

2 Board?

3 A.    Didn’t you ask that question already? Are you

4 going to go down that road?

5 Q. I’m not sure I got an answer.

6 A. There’s no point in me answering the question.

7 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It’s already been answered.

8 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Can somebody tell me what the

9 answer was because I frankly --

i0 THE WITNESS: I’m sure you can have the

ii transcript played back.

12 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: I’m sure I can, too. Do you

13 remember your answer?

14 A. No, I don’t.

15 Q. Do you remember if you gave me an answer?

16 A. I believe I did.

17 Q. And what was it?

18 MR. LEON: Excuse me.

19 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: This has been a long day.

20 MR. MONTEVIDEO: You’re right. I’m just a

21 little frustrated. It’s been a long morning.

22 Chairman, I did have a few more questions for

23 Chairman Nahai.

24 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Try to get to the point.

25 Q. BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Chairman Nahai, you’ve

26 talked about the fact there was only a handful of

27 petitioners here and you’ve made some comments about the

28 fact that the County of Los Angeles isn’t part of this
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1 group and apparently is accepting the SUSMP program. You

2 made a similar comment about the City of Long Beach.

3 The County of Los Angeles has a settlement

4 agreement that effectively requires that they implement a

5 program similar to this; correct?

6 A.    I don’t know. I wasn’t -- I know of it but I

7 can’t testify as to it.

8 Q. Okay. You’ve mentioned --

9 A. It’s my understanding there is a settlement.

I0 Q. Yes. And you mentioned something about a Long

Ii Beach settlement agreement?

12 A.    I didn’t.

13 Q.    Maybe it was Mr. Dickerson. You indicated that

14 Long Beach had gone along with this; did you not?

15 A.    I don’t know whether I said that or

16 Mr. Dickerson said that.

17 MR. LEON: It was Mr. Dickerson and I also

18 mentioned it.

19 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Okay.

20 Q.    Well, rather than go back, let me talk about the

21 other programs that you’ve mentioned throughout the

22 state. You talked about the Florida SUSMP program;

23 right? You said Florida has been doing this, it works,

24 and you even read a statement from their program.

25 A.    What I said was that Florida has had stormwater

26 regulations, I understand, since 1982 and I read two

27 sentences from their letter.

28 Q.    Do you know how many drafts of those regulations
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1 Florida had put together before they ended up with their

2 final?

3 A.    No, I don’t.

4 Q.    Do you know how many years the F!orida

5 regulation was in the making?

6 A.    No.

7 Q.    Do you know how many meetings of their Technical

8 Advisory Committee they’ve gone through to arrive at

9 their regulations?

i0 A.    No, I don’t.

ii Q.    Do you agree that your Board is understaffed and

12 underfunded?

13 A.    That’s been a point that you’ve made and I think

14 many governmental entities are pushed for resources. Our

15 Board may be.

16 Q.    Do you agree that it takes a lot of resources to

17 put together a program of this nature?

18 MR. LEON: Objection. Vague.

19 THE WITNESS: That’s not a question I can

20 answer.

21 Q.    BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: Okay. Do you remember

22 Mr. Dickerson’s plea to you at the time of the hearing

23 the staff issue, I do hope you’ll recognize that

24 everything we’ve done is on the basis of one individua!

25 working full-time, already overburdened, already

26 spending, diverting resources away from things that we

27 should be doing just to focus on this issue -o

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I think he can read.
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1 THE WITNESS: Is this cross-examination to be

2 used --

3 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Well, the issue --

4 THE WITNESS: Excuse me. Used as a device for

5 him to make his final argument here? Is this just

6 rehashing of the opening statement that you made?

7 MS. JENNINGS: I thought there was an agreement,

8 too, among the counsel and our Chair about limiting the

9 amount of time for cross-examination of witnesses and you

i0 had an agreement. In fact, Ms. Forster just mentioned

Ii that this comment was actually directed to herself as a

12 State Board Member, not to the Regional Board.

13 I’m just failing to see the relevance. If you

14 want to say the fact that they can only collect $I0,000

15 from all of the cities because the legislature limits

16 them to $i0,000, yes, correct. It just seems we’re

17 trying to move this hearing ahead, and to be

18 argumentative with the Chair of the Regional Board, it’s

19 your choice how you use up your hour, but it’s not

20 getting very far.

21 MR. MONTEVIDEO: This is my last question,

22 Mr. Chair.

23 Q.    The only point here was Florida and the other

24 states have spent a lot of time, Chairman Nahai, and a

25 lot of money and have a lot of staff to do this, and I

26 guess the question is don’t you feel you can use more

27 resources and more time to get the job done?

28 A.    I just answered that.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: He just answered that

2 question.

3 THE WITNESS: I would like you to tell me how

4 much time and how much money Florida spent.

5 MR. MONTEVIDEO: I can tell you they spent more

6 than $I0,000.

7 MS. JENNINGS: $i0,000, just for the help of the

8 Board Members here, is unfortunately what the legislature

9 limits in fees and I think we estimate --

i0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’re aware of that. Can we

ii move on? The witness is excused. Thank you.

12 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We have one other witness who

14 was also requested, Mr. Wilkness.

15 Mr. Helperin, .you had questions?

16 MR. HELPERIN: I will limit it.

17

18 RON WILKNESS,

19 having been previously sworn, was recalled for

20 examination and testified as follows:

21

22 CROSS-EXAMINATION

23 BY MR. HELPERIN:

24 Q. Good morning, Mr. Wilkness.

25 A. Good morning.

26 Q. My understanding is your testimony is that you

27 categorically rejected the idea of infiltration at retail

28 gasoline outlets as an appropriate stormwater BMP; is
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1 that correct?

2 A.    That’s not entirely correct. My objection to

3 infiltration is that at a gasoline station there is the

4 real risk of a gasoline spill, and I don’t have a comment

5 on the wisdom of infiltrating water, but I do think that

6 if you have infiltration it cannot distinguish between

7 stormwater or liquid gasoline and it does seem highly

8 inadvisable to allow liquid gasoline to penetrate

9 directly into the soil.

i0 Q.    So you are concerned that if there were

ii infiltration at a gasoline station there would be the

12 potential risk that gasoline would infiltrate?

13 A.    Yes.

14 Q.    So you admit that run-off from retail gasoline

15 stations does contain contaminants that are of concern?

16 A.    No. What I’m saying is that the spillage of

17 gasoline at a gasoline station is not unknown, an unknown

18 occurrence, and there are a variety of reasons that could

19 result in spillage. If the spillage is retained on an

20 impervious surface it can be cleaned up.

21 Q.    So if the -- if it were cleaned up and it was

22 only the run-off from the station after the cleanup that

23 was infiltrated, there wouldn’t be a problem with

24 infiltration; is that correct?

25 A.    I think that if we were talking about only

26 water, I’m not so sure there would be a problem, no.

27 Q.    So infiltration is a possibility if you have

28 good enough source control because as you’ve suggested,
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1 your BMP guide provides to ensure that there’s no

2 polluted run-off from the site, then the clean run-off

3 could be infiltrated.

4 A0    The BMP guide produced by the California

5 Stormwater Task Force was undertaken basically at our

6 initiative in consideration of the potential that a gas

7 station poses to contaminated stormwater run-off. The

8 BMP guide itself doesn’t really preclude spillage.

9 Spillage can be the result of a variety of occurrences --

i0 Q. I see.

ii A. -- that are unrelated.

12 Q. So even if the source control recommended by the

13 BMP guide were implemented, you agree that there would

14 still be spills, that those source controls would not

15 necessarily be effective enough or reliable enough to

16 ensure that the run-off from the gasoline station

17 wouldn’t still contain contaminants.

18 A.    No. That’s not entirely correct either because

19 within the task force BMPs there are statements that

20 spills are to be cleaned up immediately using dry

21 absorbents. There’s also a discussion about stations

22 operating -- excuse me, maintaining spill control plans

23 and training their employees on the development of those

24 plans.

25 Q.    Then we’re back where we started. If you can

26 control it that well and you could infiltrate the

27 remaining -- the actual run-off after a spill had been

28 controlled and prevent it from mixing with the inflow.
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1 A.    The problem, sir, is that if there is a gasoline

2 spill, it could run in any direction.

3 Q.    I see. So it could escape?

4 A.    Well, it could certainly reach -- in my view,

5 there are certainly circumstances where a spill of

6 gasoline could reach the site where permeable soil or

7 permeable pavement has been installed.

8 Q.    So then wouldn’t treatment control devices at

9 gas stations be a good idea to -- as a backstop for that

I0 gasoline that might escape and run in any direction and

ii get off the site?

12 A.    No because there’s a problem with treatment

13 controls. May I ask if you have a particular treatment

14 control in mind?

15 Q.    I’m trying to establish either your source

16 controls are effective enough that there’s no danger of

17 contaminants leaving the site or they’re not. If they

18 are, you shouldn’t have a problem with infiltration. If

19 they’re not, you should be willing to have a treatment

20 control backup device; isn’t that right?

21 A.    I think the issue -- no. The issue I think is

22 really this. What we’re saying is that there is a risk

23 of pollution at service stations caused by, among other

24 things, the spillage of gasoline.

25 What we’re saying is that this task force BMP

26 guide that was produced by the group consisting primarily

27 of representatives from regulatory agencies is viewed as

28 a slate of best management practices that reduces the
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1 discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent

2 practicable.

3 Q.    Is it foolproof?

4 A.    I’m not aware of anything that’s foolproof, but

5 it does, in our view, result in run-off that poses no

6 significant adverse risk. And what I have said all along

7 is that we have not seen any data to suggest that if

8 these BMPs are utilized at a station that there is a

9 residual problem that we have to deal with, either

i0 through treatment or infiltration.

Ii Q.    Okay. Thank you. Here’s a copy of your Exhibit

12 B from your testimony. If you could please read me -- if

13 you could turn to page IV, Roman numeral 4, and read me

14 the sentence in the second paragraph.

15 A. Based on the results.

16 Q. That’s right.

17 A. "Based on the results of several stormwater

18 studies, it does not appear that the water quality of

19 stormwater run-off from properly operated and maintained

20 RGOs is appreciably different than water quality from a

21 number of other sources, including parking lots and

22 roads."

23 Qo    Including parking lots and roads. So your own

24 exhibit in your own testimony is that even a

25 well-maintained RGO, even the kinds that implements all

26 of the source control BMPs that you’re recommending, the

27 water quality from that well-maintained RGO is

28 nevertheless similar to that of parking lots, which were
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1 specifically called out by the Regional Board as a type

2 of land use that needed special attention because of the

3 potential for pollutant run-off, and that was

4 specifically mentioned by Dr. Horner as a particularly

5 problematic land use. You’re saying that run-off from

6 well-maintained RGOs is similar to parking lots and

7 roads.

8 A.    There’s one very important fact that I’d like to

9 call to your attention. The date of this study is

I0 January 12th, 1996. The date of publication of the task

ii force RGO BMPs is April 23rd, 1997, more than a year

12 later. Although we stand behind the statement, I think

13 it has to be taken within the context of time.

14 What I’ve been suggesting is that the criteria

15 for deeming a station well-maintained really should now

16 be -- or as of 1997, should be whether or not the site

17 has implemented the task force BMPs.

18 Q.    So it’s your testimony your exhibit is no longer

19 applicable.

20 A.    This study was actually performed by Geomatrix

21 and by Tim Simpson, and I think that he’s probably more

22 familiar with this study than I am.

23 Q. I’ll pose the question to him. Thank you.

24 A. Perhaps he could address it.

25 Q. Let me ask you another question about your

26 source controls. You said earlier that you think your

27 source controls control pollutant run-off to the extent

28 they are no danger to -- I’m sorry I don’t remember your
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1 exact words, but you said it was sufficient to -- so that

2 the run-off would not be of any concern. Would -- would

3 WSPA be willing to accept numerical effluent limits on

4 its run-off assuming these BMPs were implemented then?

5 A.    I think there’s significant problems in dealing

6 with the numerical limit for service stations. Number

7 one, service stations for very good reasons are

8 extensively paved with impervious surface. I’m an

9 engineer but not a civil engineer. I don’t know by what

I0 means you would avoid the difference in run-off from an

II unimproved site to a site that has service station on it.

12 So I don’t think a numerical limit would be applicable,

13 but I don’t think it’s necessary either.

14 Q.    I’m sorry. I didn’t quite understand your

15 answer. The difference between an improved and

16 unimproved site is what? How is that relevant?

17 A.    I think what we’re talking about is that the

18 BMPs -- excuse me. The SUSMP applies to new or remodeled

19 sites.

20 Q.    I’m not talking about the SUSMP. I’m sorry if I

21 was unclear. If we could apply all of the BMPs in your

22 BMP guide, the BMP guide that was developed by the task

23 force --

24 A.    Yes.

25 Q.    -- you seemed earlier to be confident the

26 run-off would then not be of concern. Would WSPA be

27 willing to accept the application of that BMP guide and

28 the simultaneous application of numerical effluent
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1 limits?

2 A.    Application of the BMP guide, not application of

3 a numerical effluent limit. Excuse me. Let me make sure

4 that I clearly understand your question.

5 Q.    Please.

6 A.    When you talk about a numerical effluent limit,

7 are we talking about the numerical design standard or are

8 we talking about a mass effluent limit?

9 Q.    I’m talking about a mass concentration effluent

I0 limit on the run-off or the discharge from the RGO.

ii A.    It seems that we might ultimately have that

12 anyway with the TMDL process.

13 Q.    We may indeed, but I was asking if you were

14 confident in the source controls in your BMP guide that

15 you would be willing to accept those effluent limits if

16 the BMP guide were implemented as well.

17 A.    I’m not sure I fully appreciate the implications

18 of your question, so I don’t know that I can

19 intelligently answer.

20 Q.    Okay. Let me ask you this: There’s been a lot

21 of concern about contamination of groundwater. Do you

22 think if you were to -- if an RGO were to channel the

23 run-off to a catch basin with an insert and then from

24 there out into the storm drain system, do you think that

25 would pose a threat to groundwater?

26 A.    No.

27 Q.    And do you think that if an RGO were to channel

28 its run-off into a storm ceptor and from there to the
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1 storm drain, would that present a threat to groundwater?

2 A.    Not a threat to groundwater.

3 Q.    If were you to channel the run-off from an RGO

4 to a sand filter, would that be a threat to groundwater?

5 A.    Once again, not a threat to groundwater.

6 Q.    So there are many BMPs that are authorized by

7 the SUSMP that have no threat to groundwater; is that

8 right?

9 A.    That’s correct, but there are many other risks

i0 imposed by some of the BMPs that are contained as

ii optional remedies within the SUSMP.

12 Q.    Let’s turn to your BMP guide for a moment. Who

13 did you say developed that?

14 A.    I’m sorry. I was distracted. Would you mind

15 repeating the question?

16 Q. The BMP guide for RGOs, who deve!oped that?

17 A. California Stormwater Quality Task Force.

18 Q. And who are they?

19 A. California Stormwater Quality Task Force,

20 actually it might be convenient for me if I can find the

21 applicable paragraph here in the document itself. Two

22 sentences that, as I recall, I read in my testimony

23 yesterday. I have in my hand a copy of the stormwater

24 BMP guide produced by the California Stormwater Quality

25 Task Force, and in a cover letter from the Chairman at

26 the time, Robert Hale, I think this is responsive to your

27 question. The guide was produced and published by the

28 California Stormwater Quality Task Force, an advisory
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1 body of municipal agencies complying with stormwater

2 regulations.

3 Q.    Great. Thanks. Here’s Exhibit A to your

4 testimony. If you could turn to page 1 of Exhibit A.

5 Looking at the disclaimer, if you could please read the

6 first sentence of the disclaimer.

7 A.    "The statements and conclusions of this guide

8 are those of the California Stormwater Quality Task Force

9 (task force) and not necessarily those of the state of

i0 California."

Ii Q.    Thank you. If you could also read me the first

12 two sentences of the second paragraph.

13 A.    "The guide was produced and published by the

14 California Stormwater" -- even though it’s not

15 highlighted?

16 Q.    That’s fine.

17 A.    Let me start over. "The guide was produced and

18 published by the California Stormwater Quality Task

19 Force, an advisory body of municipal agencies regulated

20 by the stormwater program."

21 Q.    And the next sentence.

22 A.    "This guide is not a publication of the State

23 Water Resources Control Board or any Regional Water

24 Quality Control Board, and none of these Boards has

25 specifically endorsed the contents thereof."

26 Q.    Thank you. So this guidance that you’re saying

27 the Regional Board should have adopted is really just the

28 recommendation of a group of municipalities and not
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1 endorsed by any of the regulatory agencies of the state

2 of California.

3 A.    What I said is that the Los Angeles Regional

4 Board actually did adopt these requirements in the permit

5 that was issued to the City of Long Beach in June of

6 1999. This whole comment was incorporated by reference

7 as I recall.

8 Q.    Could you also read the last sentence in the

9 disclaimer?

i0 A.    "Implementation of these best management

Ii practices cannot be construed as compliance with all

12 other applicable regulations, including local

13 requirements."

14 Q.    So there are other requirements in addition to

15 these that were anticipated even in this document?

16 A.    Yes.

17 Q.    You said there were two types of treatment that

18 were available to gas stations, filtration and gravity

19 separation; is that right?

20 A.    Yes.

21 Q.    But as we’ve heard -- I don’t think we have it.

22 That’s okay -- from Dr. Horner, there are many different

23 types of filtration and many types of gravity separation;

24 isn’t that right?

25 A.    I believe that’s correct.

26 Q.    And just sticking to the two that you mentioned,

27 I think, which was catch basin inserts and oil water

28 separators, you said the filters plug rapidly and have
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1 other problems. Is that true of vegetative filters?

2 A.    I don’t know that a vegetative filter has ever

3 been applied to a service station.

4 Q.    How about a sand filter?

5 A.    Once again, I’m not aware of the applicability

6 of sand filters to a service station. There is one

7 categorical sort of problem with devices that involve an

8 underground structure and that is the problem of gasoline

9 and gasoline vapors in a confined space, and if you have

i0 some sort of a conveyance that would lead a spill into

ii one of these underground structures, that same sort of

12 conveyance will send vapors back up to a spot where they

13 could conceivably be ignited.

14 Q.    All I’m trying to establish is that the two

15 types of BMPs that you discussed as being problematic,

16 those problems don’t necessarily apply to many of the

17 other types of BMPs that are available to an RGO; is that

18 right?

19 A.    Those particular problems, yes.

20 Q.    Thank you. And with respect to gravity

21 separation, I think in your testimony you said that

22 requires constant flow; is that correct?

23 A.    Controlled flow, yes.

24 Q.    Isn’t it true that though higher rates of flow

25 can produce problems such as washing out the materials in

26 a gravity separating device, that lower flows would not

27 present a problem?

28 A.    Yes.
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1 Q.    So couldn’t you just have a bypass system so

2 that higher flows would bypass the system and the lower

3 flows would be fine and the flows it was designed for

4 would be fine, and the higher flows would bypass?

5 A.    Could, but I can’t understand why you would want

6 to introduce a bypass if you’re trying to control

7 pollution.

8 Q. Because there’s a size limit.

9 Just one other thing I would like to ask you to

i0 read. That’s the slide that we had up just a moment ago.

II You note that the BMP guide emphasizes use of

12 infiltration but the BMP guide emphasizes the use of

13 impervious surface.

14 Infiltration -- can you ust please read me

15 the -- I didn’t highlight it here. I apologize.

16 Actually, never mind. Let’s take this one down. It’s

17 not the slide I wanted. That’s fine.

18 MR. HELPERIN: I have nothing else.

19 Thank you.

20 MR. LEON: May I ask a couple of questions of

21 Mr. Wilkness?

22 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I asked earlier and you

23 didn’t, but you do now?

24 MR. LEON: Something came up that he mentioned

25 during cross-examination that I have to get clear.

26 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You can do it quick.

27 MR. LEON: Very quickly.

28
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1

2 CROSS-EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. LEON:

4 Q.    Mr. Wilkness, good noon. Jorge Leon with the

5 Los Angeles Regional Board.

6 A.    Yes, sir. Good afternoon.

7 Q.    You mentioned that the BMP guide produced by the

8 California Stormwater Task Force had been adopted by the

9 Los Angeles Regional Board. Do you recall stating that?

I0 A.    I’m not sure exactly what words I used.

II Q.    Those were the words I heard. I need to get it

12 clarified. Let me ask you a question to lead you on the

13 correct path, I think.

14 It’s my understanding that it was listed as an

15 included reference. Is that your recollection?

16 A. No.

17 Q. What is your recollection?

18 A. My recollection is that again, to set the

19 chronology straight, in June of 1999 the L.A. Regional

20 Board adopted -- again I want to make -- my understanding

21 is, and I don’t want to use inappropriate terminology,

22 but the essence was that the L.A. Regional Board adopted

23 an order that was imposed upon the City of Long Beach and

24 was a municipal MPDS permit. Am I right so far,

25 Mr. Leon?

26 Q.    They adopted a permit for stormwater --

27 A.    Among the requirements in that permit for

28 service stations, and this requirement was basically
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1 added at my suggestion and at my request, was

2 incorporation by reference of the entire California

3 Stormwater Task Force BMP guide. That was -- it was

4 included in the order as the -- maybe that’s a bad choice

5 of words, but compliance was to be determined on the

6 basis of adopting a site using these task force BMPs.

7 Q. Thank you very much.

8 A. I’m sorry. I didn’t say that very well.

9 Q. I won’t ask any more questions, but I will offer

i0 in the record to indicate --

ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You can address that in your

12 summation.

13 MR. LEON: Thank you. Thank you, sir.

14 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

15 MR. WELCH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for

16 accommodating Mr. Wilkness.

17 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Let’s do the last 20 minutes

18 and decide where we have to go from there.

19 MR. HELPERIN: Mr. Perkins does have to --

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’ll finish your

21 case-in-chief and we’ll allow the cross-examination,

22 assuming there are questions of the witnesses.

23 You have 28 minutes remaining.

24 MR. HELPERIN: 28 minutes? All right.

25

26 ALEX HELPERIN,

27 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

28
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1 STATEMENT OF ALEX HELPERIN

2 MR. HELPERIN: You’ve seen two pieces of our

3 presentation already, unfortunately, but we had Dr. Gold

4 yesterday afternoon who described the severity of the

5 stormwater problem in southern California and you heard

6 the testimony of Dr. Horner yesterday morning regarding

7 how effective programs like this can be, in combatting

8 the problem how common these problems are all across the

9 country. The remainder of our program was to be in four

i0 discreet segments, and I think I’m going to cut back as

ii the Regional Board has already addressed some of those

12 issues.

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Appreciate it.

14 MR. HELPERIN: I was going to briefly expand on

15 the legal underpinnings of the SUSMP, but I think that’s

16 pretty clear in both state and federal law. So I’ll jump

17 right to talking about the practical aspects of the SUSMP

18 itself, how effective it will be, how much it will cost,

19 how easy it will be to implement. Some of that I’ll

20 refer back to the testimony of Dr. Horner, and we also

21 have to speak to you today Craig Perkins of Santa Monica

22 who is uniquely qualified on these issues with his

23 real-world experience in implementing the Santa Monica

24 development program. And third, I’m going to need to

25 take a few moments just to clarify some of the myriad of

26 misrepresentations that were before this Board yesterday

27 because there have been several statements about the

28 implications and the application of the SUSMP that are
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1 simply false and have perhaps led this Board down the

2 wrong path in understanding what the implications of the

3 denial of this petition would mean. Finally, time

4 permitting, I’ll review some of the petitioners’ legal

5 arguments, God willing.

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You will have a summary also

7 later.

8 MR. HELPERIN: Let me jump, if I may, very

9 quickly to the wealth of data that there really is to

i0 support this kind of a program. You’ve seen already

ii reports of BMP effectiveness in the record from industry,

12 from the American Society of Civil Engineers, from

13 academia, from Dr. Horner and others from government and

14 other areas. There really is an enormous amount of data

15 on these going back over 30 years.

16 As Dr. Horner testified, this EPA summary sheet

17 is indicative of the types of results that he has seen in

18 many studies with efficient pollution removal ratings

19 well into the 50 to 80 percent cases in many of the BMPs

20 that we’re talking about here.

21 As EPA has noted, there are two separate groups

22 that have developed complete databases on the issue of

23 BMP effectiveness. Watershed Protection has a database

24 with over 123 structural BMPs, American Society of Civil

25 Engineers has a developed what EPA refers to as a

26 comprehensive database on BMP performance. The

27 allegation that these are not effective or that we don’t

28 know if they will do any good is simply not true. The
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1 evidence is overwhelming from all sectors of society

2 about the effectiveness of these BMPs.

3 It’s also true as you saw from Dr. Horner’s

4 testimony and many people have stated, but this is being

5 done all over the country in much more aggressive

6 programs than what we’re talking about implementing here

7 in Los Angeles.

8 The cost issues come up a lot. EPA and others

9 have also done studies on that, and you can see here is a

I0 summary of what EPA considers to be the base costs for

Ii typical applications of stormwater BMPs. The numbers in

12 the second column there are in terms of dollars per cubic

13 foot of water treated, and if you run the numbers on

14 these you’ll see, for example, for a one-half acre site,

15 assuming I00 percent impervious surface, we’re only

16 running from about $675 to $8,000 given these numbers,

17 these ranges. Even on a ten-acre site, the numbers could

18 be as low at $13,000, very high end about $150,000 to

19 $160,000 for a very large 10-acre development.

20 Because of economies of scale those numbers are

21 even smaller, so EPA did a study studying the actual

22 capital construction costs for completed BMPs. These two

23 slides are backwards. This is what we should have been

24 looking at before. These are the dollars per cubic foot

25 of water treated. This shows the total amounts. I

26 apologize.

27 Just with that background, I wanted to then

28 introduce Craig Perkins to talk about again the
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1 real-world application of this sort of program in

2 Santa Monica.

3 CRAIG PERKINS,

4 having been previously sworn, testified as follows:

5

6 STATEMENT OF CRAIG PERKINS

7 MR. PERKINS: Good afternoon, or late morning,

8 whatever it is. My name is Craig Perkins. I’m the

9 Director of Environmental and Public Works Management for

i0 the City of Santa Monica. I’ve held that position for

ii the last seven years. I’ve worked for Santa Monica for a

12 total of 17 years. Prior to my current position I was

13 Environmental Programs Manager and held various other

14 positions with the city including Budget Director at one

15 point in time.

16 I’m here today to talk about my city’s program

17 for stormwater mitigation, as well as our views on the

18 SUSMP which is the basis of the discussion over the last

19 couple of days. During the testimony yesterday that I

20 heard I was not sure whether I was in a stormwater

21 hearing or a bad novel at times. Could it be possible

22 the proposed stormwater mitigations will be

23 single-handedly responsible for the destruction of

24 affordable housing in the region, the bankrupting of

25 local governments and the pollution of precious drinking

26 water aquifers, as well as the mosquito population.

27 Last night I had a fitful sleep as nightmarish

28 visions passed before me, visions of displaced low income
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1 citizens chasing me down the storm drain channel as the

2 main person responsible for compelling them out of their

3 affordable housing because of stormwater mitigations.

4 Joining the pursuit were the noble groundwater protectors

5 from the Western States Petroleum Association astride

6 their brave, red flying horses. Meanwhile, swarms of

7 BMP-bred mosquitoes swooped down from the sky to block my

8 retreat. Mercifully, I finally awoke in a cold sweat and

9 realized it had all just been one bizarre hallucination.

i0 So in the bright light of the new morning, how

ii do we separate the real from the unreal as it pertains to

12 the SUSMP? First of all, you should know that the

13 stormwater mitigation requirements that Santa Monica has

14 had for the last seven years are very similar to the

15 SUSMP requirements. During those seven years,

16 approximately 400 projects have complied with our

17 municipal requirements. These projects have included

18 single-family, multi-family, commercial, institutional

19 and city projects.

20 Has one single project not been built in

21 Santa Monica because of the severity of these

22 restrictions? No. In fact, many developers have wanted

23 to do more than the minimum requirements. Has the city

24 granted any full or partial waivers to the requirements

25 due to technical or economic infeasibility? Yes, we

26 have, but less than a dozen in seven years.

27 Do we know about how much it costs to comply

28 with the city’s requirement? Yes, about one percent of
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1 the total construction cost on average, often times much

2 less than that, but to our knowledge never greater than

3 three percent of total construction cost. For example,

4 our new $43 million health and safety facility, which is

5 complying with our requirements is, in fact, going beyond

6 our requirements. The stormwater compliance cost for

7 that facility are about $200,000 or about one half of one

8 percent of the construction costs.

9 Have these stormwater requirements caused a

i0 fiscal burden on city staff for administration,

ii inspection and enforcement? No. I have one dedicated

12 stormwater management position who is responsible for

13 many more tasks than just oversight of our municipal

14 ordinance. All of the tasks have been incorporated into

15 the ongoing work load of existing permitting and planning

16 staff, no different than any other city within this

17 region does for every other building code requirement

18 which may be new from time to time, year to year.

19 Has our board been responsible for a decrease in

20 affordable housing construction in Santa Monica?

21 Absolutely not. Santa Monica has the strongest

22 commitment to affordable housing of any city in this

23 region. Increased property costs and a lack of political

24 will are the enemies of affordable housing, not

25 stormwater pollution control regulations.

26 Are we concerned about groundwater pollution in

27 gasoline stations? We are very concerned about soil and

28 groundwater contamination at gasoline stations. What
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1 causes groundwater contamination at gasoline stations is

2 leaking underground storage tanks and pipes, not BMPs.

3 The City of Santa Monica has a little bit of experience

4 with this as it pertains to the gasoline additive MTBE.

5 Let’s face the facts. The risk of contaminated

6 stormwater infiltration to cause groundwater problems at

7 gasoline stations compared to the risks from leaks in

8 gasoline tanks and pipelines is so minuscule that it

9 doesn’t even merit a debate. Isn’t it interesting that

I0 the Western States Petroleum Association is so concerned

ii about stormwater BMPs contaminating gasoline station

12 sites when they were adamantly in favor of the proposed

13 Lawrence Livermore study recommendations in 1995 that

14 directed the state’s Regional Boards to stop worrying

15 about cleaning up gasoline contaminated soil because it

16 posed no risk to groundwater. Maybe WSPA has now had an

17 epiphany, maybe not.

18 Finally has Santa Monica been plagued with

19 ravenous mosquitoes in the last seven years? No. I can

20 roll up my sleeves and show you there are no red bumps

21 due to those mosquito bites.

22 So, what is this appeal all about? It is about

23 some people do not want to accept that we have to change

24 the way we deal with stormwater run-off. The SUSMP is

25 more than good common sense policy. We do not live in a

26 perfect world and the SUSMP is not a perfect document,

27 but the only way at this point that we can move forward

28 in my opinion is to start the implementation process
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1 because it’s during the implementation process the

2 creativity of the design and development community will

3 come to the fore, and that’s what we’ve seen time and

4 time again in Santa Monica.

5 Certainly we will need to improve the SUSMP down

6 the line, but let’s get started. By the year 2020, a

7 population increase equal to an additional L.A. County

8 will need to be absorbed into the state. We can either

9 deny, deflect, delay or defer the stormwater measures

I0 that have to be adopted to cope with this future or we

Ii can have the courage and vision to do what we know is

12 right.

13 I thank you very much for your time today, and I

14 brought copies of our brochure which explains the

15 specifics of our stormwater ordinance if you have more

16 details that you need on that.

17 MR. HELPERIN: Thank you. I’d like to take just

18 a moment now to clarify some of the misrepresentations,

19 unfortunately. As I was saying earlier, there was a

20 great deal of misinformation yesterday which was at best

21 out of ignorance.

22 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, I’m sorry. On that

23 submittal, it is untimely. We would object on that

24 basis.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Unless it’s in the record

26 someplace.

27 MS. JENNINGS: I don’t think it’s evidence. I

28 think it’s just a brochure.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I sustain the objection. I’m

2 sure it will be -- it’s a public document and we’ll see

3 it later.

4

5 FURTHER STATEMENT OF ALEX HELPERIN

6 MR. HELPERIN: So as I was saying, I’m going to

7 go through some of the claims that were made yesterday

8 with the possible exception that I’m Joe McCarthy and try

9 to respond to each of them in turn.

I0 First of all, what does this SUSMP not apply to?

Ii It does not apply to replacing roofs. Replacing roofs is

12 not redevelopment under the definition in the SUSMP. It

13 does not apply to retaining wall additions. Additions of

14 retaining walls are not redevelopment under the SUSMP.

15 Rewiring and replumbing and repainting a house are not

16 redevelopment under the SUSMP.

17 The standard for redevelopment, if we have it,

18 as you’ve seen is the creation or addition of at least

19 5,000 square feet of impervious surfaces, 50 percent or

20 more of the impervious surface or improvements to 50

21 percent or more of the existing structure. I can’t even

22 imagine what an existing structure would look like if a

23 retaining wall were to add 50 percent of the impervious

24 surface or be 5,000 square feet or the addition a roof.

25 Similarly, single-family homes are not for the

26 most part a subject of this SUSMP. Single-family homes

27 may be the subject of it if they are on a hillside

28 development or they’re part of a i0 or more home
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1 subdivision, but you don’t see a lot of poor homes being

2 built on the hillside areas around Los Angeles and you

3 don’t have the cost of ten-plus home family subdivisions

4 imposed on individual homeowners.

5 Those are collective costs. So the parade of

6 the horrors that the petitioners have raised to these

7 sorts of redevelopment or these sorts of initial

8 developments are simply red herrings and you should put

9 them out of your minds when you consider the efficacy of

i0 this SUSMP.

II The next thing I wanted to discuss was the

12 flexibility issue. Petitioners talked about the fact

13 that the SUSMP requires them to contain or to infiltrate

14 three quarters of an inch of run-off. That is again

15 simply not true. The SUSMP requires few minor specific

16 BMPs with respect to specific types of development,

17 things like with respect to gas stations putting canopies

18 over fueling stations. Beyond that, the BMPs are, as

19 you’ve heard, completely at the discretion of the

20 developers and the city planning approvers to decide

21 what’s the most effective and the most appropriate BMP.

22 So they don’t necessarily have to infiltrate anything at

23 all.

24 In fact, there’s the specific waiver provision

25 in the SUSMP that you’ve seen that alleviates that

26 requirement if there’s any threat to groundwater, nor do

27 they have to contain anything at all because all the

28 water can be sent through a flow-through BMPo So the
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1 idea that you have to worry about how are they going to

2 contain three quarters of an inch of rain or how are they

3 going to infiltrate is another red herring that should be

4 stricken from your minds when you consider whether this

5 SUSMP is appropriate.

6 Third, you’ve heard people say that this won’t

7 clean up the beaches and keep the beaches open. That’s

8 true. No one claims this is going to clean up the

9 beaches. There’s a fundamental distinction here and a

i0 legal distinction that’s being missed by the parties and

ii that is the distinction between technology-based

12 standards in order to control pollution to the maximum

13 extent practicable on the one hand and water

14 quality-based effluent limits on the other. We have to

15 keep that distinction clearly in our minds.

16 The SUSMP is not a water quality-based effluent

17 limitation. It’s not designed to (inaudible) our water

18 quality standards and it likely won’t. It’s a first

19 step. It’s a step that’s required by the

20 technology-based aspects of the Clean Water Act that say

21 you have to implement the controls that are

22 technologically available to control pollution to the

23 maximum extent practicable, and the fact that this is

24 being done by hundreds of municipalities all over the

25 country should in and of itself be enough evidence that

26 this is within the bounds of practicability, and whether

27 it will get us to our water quality standards or not and

28 whether it will keep beaches open is again a red herring
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1 and not relevant to the validity of this SUSMP.

2 Fourth, predevelopment run-off. There’s been

3 statements that the SUSMP will require that

4 predevelopment run-off be kept below -- that

5 post-development run-off will be kept below the

6 predevelopment run-off. Again, that’s false. The SUSMP

7 does not say that. What it says is that the peak flows

8 off of developed land can’t exceed the peak flows from

9 the predeveloped land, and that’s to protect downstream

i0 areas from erosion and other areas of habitat

ii degradation. That does not mean that the flow that comes

12 off a post-development site is necessarily going to be

13 lower than the predevelopment site. It only applies to

14 those highest volume flows.

15 I’ve skipped through some of my slides here

16 because I’m trying to hurry and I don’t have a lot of

17 time. I’m going to jump to some of the petitioners’

18 claims with respect to the permit.

19 Mr. Montevideo’s testimony yesterday focused

20 almost exclusively on the argument that the Regional

21 Board had violated its own permit. First of all, I would

22 like to just point out that argument is entirely based on

23 the assumption that the Regional Board can violate its

24 own permit, and as we’ve pointed out in our briefs the

25 Board can’t -- well, it’s based on the assumption that if

26 the Board were to deviate at all from its permit that

27 would be a violation.

28 As we’ve pointed out in our brief by the
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1 citations of the Smith V. Santa Barbara case and the

2 Morrison case, it’s not true the Regional Board can limit

3 itself that way because an agency cannot limit itself in

4 its ability to comply with the federal mandate to control

5 pollution to the maximum extent practicable. So if this

6 input requires the Regional Board, this SUSMP, if this is

7 the way to get to MEP, then regardless of what the permit

8 said that would not be a violation of it. That’s an

9 aside and I’m not going to dwell on that.

i0 The fact is the Board did not deviate from this

ii permit. The first provision of the permit that

12 Mr. Montevideo claims was violated was the requirement

13 that was -- the first claim that Mr. Montevideo has with

14 respect to the permit violation was that the Board

15 violated it by imposing requirements beyond that which

16 the petitioners in their submittal had offered.

17 Clearly the Board has the authority to implement

18 changes other than what the petitioners submitted. If it

19 didn’t have that authority, the entire review process

20 would be meaningless. There would be no purpose for the

21 Regional Board’s review if they couldn’t make changes.

22 Now, perhaps what Mr. Montevideo is saying there

23 is that the Regional Board shouldn’t have made the change

24 itself. It should have simply sent the permit back to

25 petitioners to have the petitioners make the changes.

26 That kind of argument is the ultimate elevation of form

27 over substance. It simply makes no sense. If

28 Mr. Montevideo is saying that the Regional Board had to
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1 continually send the permit back over and over again,

2 saying this is still not good enough, make these changes,

3 this is still not good enough, make these changes, rather

4 than making the changes itself and moving on with the

5 program, then to honor that sort of procedural argument

6 would be to completely cripple this program and make it

7 impossible for the program to ever move forward.

8 Mr. Montevideo also claimed the Executive

9 Officer should have followed the administrative review

i0 procedure. The administrative review procedure set up in

Ii the permit clearly has two separate sections -- first, a

12 procedure for reviewing separate reports (phonetic) of

13 documents; and separately, in addition, a method to

14 resolve differences prior to initiating enforcement

15 action. Those are two separate requirements. The first

16 one is outlined here in section one, and the second one

17 in section two.

18 The notice to meet and confer that

19 Mr. Montevideo points to is only with respect to

20 enforcement actions. There have been no enforcement

21 actions begun here. This permit procedure is not

22 applicable to the SUSMP. What is applicable is that the

23 permittees have to submit the document to the Executive

24 Officer. As you’ve seen, not only did they submit it but

25 they submitted several versions. The Board was more than

26 patient in accepting version after version that were not

27 compliant with their demands before they eventually

28 stepped in to make the corrections that needed to be
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1 made.

2 The Executive Officer notified the permittees of

3 the results of that review, either approval of

4 disapproval, which I think the fact that the Regional

5 Board on September 16th said this isn’t going to work,

6 we’re going to take this back and see what needs to be

7 fixed, it was pretty clear they disapproved the permit.

8 If that’s not an explicit disapproval, then certainly a

9 constructive disapproval.

i0 The final claim related to this procedural issue

ii is kind of a general due process claim the permittees

12 didn’t have sufficient opportunity to engage with the

13 Regional Board and to discuss the various proposals.

14 As you can see, there were multiple -- you’ve

15 seen this on other slides -- opportunities. There was a

16 workshop, there were two separate hearings, there was

17 public comment before the Board. It’s my information

18 that Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Swamikannu had approximately

19 50 informal meetings with various members of the

20 permittees prior to the December release of the renewed

21 version of the SUSMP.

22 We can see that there were at least seven

23 different drafts of this SUSMP that were circulated

24 before we came to the final one. There were early drafts

25 circulated in early 1999. In May, the Los Angeles County

26 SUSMP came out and what they called the final draft of

27 their model SUSMP under the permit. In July they

28 submitted their official proposed model SUSMP. It was
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1 again revised in August and then was submitted to the

2 Board with changes recommended by staff on August 16th.

3 Finally, the other issue that Mr. Montevideo

4 raised with respect to permit compliance was whether the

5 SUSMP substantively met the requirements of the permit.

6 Here is the language of the permit.

7 The two things they point to as being violative

8 are the fact that cost-effectiveness, ease of maintenance

9 and consistency with other environmental mandates were

i0 not explicitly considered allegedly. As I pointed out

ii earlier, that requirement is within section B of the

12 permit. It applies to the list of recommended

13 development and the list of recommended BMPs. That

14 process took place earlier and was completed in April of

15 1999. The SUSMP process down here is a separate process

16 which is not limited by that requirement.

17 And the second claim they make is that the

18 as-final SUSMP was not allowed to include two additional

19 categories of environmentally sensitive areas and parking

20 lots, but as you can see the language within the section

21 C on SUSMPs says "at the minimum SUSMPs and guidelines

22 shall be prepared for the following development

23 categories." The permit explicitly made provision for an

24 SUSMP that was broader than these seven categories.

25 Nowhere in the permit does it say "at the minimum the

26 SUSMP will include these categories and if it goes beyond

27 that those must also be developmental categories." It

28 doesn’t say that. It doesn’t say anything about going
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1 beyond this.

2 This is simply a minimum set of types of

3 development to which it must apply. Beyond that, the "at

4 a minimum" leaves it open to the Board in their

5 discretion to determine what other types of categories

6 are applicable or it should be applicable to.

7 I’m sure I’m almost out of time here, but I did

8 want to address some of the legal arguments that

9 petitioners made with respect to CEQA, unfunded mandates,

I0 Water Code, 13360, and just about anything else you can

ii think of. I think I’ll just pass on that because I’m out

12 of time. How much time do I have?

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Three minutes.

14 MR. HELPERIN: Three minutes? Let’s just go

15 through very quickly, then.

16 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: You don’t have to use them.

17 (Laughter)

18 MR. HELPERIN: With respect to 13360, this again

19 gets into the issue of the difference between a water

20 quality-based effluent limit and technology-based

21 standard. What the SUSMP is is a statutorily mandated

22 compilation of required practices and minimum performance

23 levels. It is very similar to the type of run-off limits

24 that were approved in the Tahoe-Sierra case. In the

25 Tahoe-Sierra case it construed Section 13360 in saying

26 what it prevents is a regulation that prescribes the

27 manner in which compliance may be achieved.

28 The SUSMP does not prescribe the manner in which
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1 compliance may be achieved and does not prescribe the

2 manner to comply with the discharge standard because it’s

3 not a discharge standard. It’s not a water quality-based

4 effluent limit. It is again a technology-based standard,

5 so there’s no discharge standard per se in the SUSMP at

6 all. There’s no limit on what you can discharge and so

7 13360 isn’t applicable.

8 Furthermore, even if that were to be interpreted

9 as applying, the Clean Water Act, as you’ve seen from the

I0 other presentations, explicitly requires the use of

ii SUSMPs in the statute and in the federal regulations, and

12 the Water Code provides for overriding of 13360 if the

13 federal act requires it. It says notwithstanding any

14 other provision of Porter-Cologne, the Regional Board

15 shall issue waste discharge requirements compliant with

16 the Clean Water Act. So the Water Code explicitly says

17 that even if 13360 were otherwise to be interpreted to

18 being relevant, it’s overruled.

19 Here’s just an example of one of the places in

20 the Clean Water Act where BMPs are specifically required

21 and defined to include maintenance procedures, treatment

22 requirements and operating procedures. So if there be

23 any confusion about the existence of the mandate required

24 by the Clean Water Act, this is required by the Act.

25 With respect to CEQA, as you’ve already heard

26 there’s an exemption under 13389 that this doesn’t

27 require the waste discharge requirement. That exemption

28 doesn’t apply.
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1 There is an argument made by WSPA that this is

2 not required based on the Defenders of Wildlife case.

3 This is once again a confusion between the distinction of

4 water quality-based effluent limits and technology-based

5 standards. What Defenders of Wildlife said was that for

6 municipal stormwater permits you don’t necessarily need

7 to have numerical effluent limits. That did not apply to

8 technology-based best management practices. In fact, at

9 the end of the case it explicitly approved the use of

i0 best management practices.

ii Finally, the unfunded mandates claim and APA

12 claim. With respect to unfunded mandates, the

13 requirement to reimburse local agencies for the state

14 mandated costs does not apply to NPDES permits issued by

15 the Regional Board. That’s a quote from this State

16 Board’s opinion in 1990. Furthermore, Government Code

17 sections explicitly exclude orders issued by the Regional

18 Board pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Act for the

19 requirement of reimbursement.

20 And finally, with respect to underground

21 regulations, first of all the SUSMP is not a regulation

22 as defined by the APA. Secondly, even if it were, there

23 is again explicit exclusion for the issuance of waste

24 discharge requirements and permits pursuant to 13363.

25 Again, since the SUSMPs are part of a waste discharge

26 requirement, this isn’t applicable.

27 BOARD MEMBER FORSTER: You had five seconds.

28 MR. HELPERIN: I’m done.
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1 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I would like to take a couple

2 minute recess to meet with the parties up here, if I

3 could, so we can discuss how we’re going to proceed.

4 Ten-minute recess.

5 (Recess taken)

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: We’re back in session

7 briefly. We will go into closed session for about ten

8 minutes, try to define the issues and then come back, and

9 we want to do cross-examination and closing statements

i0 and work straight through until we’re done.

ii We’re recessed into closed session.

12 (Closed session held)

13 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Let’s begin. It’s i:00.

14 Just for the record, the parties have agreed

15 we’ve limited the cross-examination to two specific

16 issues that the Board is particularly interested in

17 hearing more about. That is the definition and the issue

18 of redevelopment in the SUSMP permit and what language is

19 pertinent in the modification proposed; the second area

20 is of redevelopment and the three-quarter-inch design

21 factor, whether that’s applicable basinwide, should it be

22 a different number, is that number correct, on what basis

23 is it correct, the discussion of three quarter inches.

24 Then we will go to 15 minutes per party to

25 cross-examine on whatever they want and do closing

26 statements, however you want to spend that five minutes

27 or thereabouts, and make a summation and close. That can

28 be on anything the parties feel is relevant and that the
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1 Board should consider.

2 It should be pointed out the testimony is quite

3 voluminous and the record is quite broad. The Board is

4 familiar with it and will become much more familiar with

5 it in the coming month and a half as we have many

6 executive sessions to deliberate the evidence and work

7 among ourselves to craft a solution or make a decision on

8 how we’ll find.

9 With that, let’s begin with NRDC, any

i0 witnesses -- NRDC et al., any witnesses you wish to

II cross-examine. If the witnesses could also sit up at the

12 table, we think that makes more sense and have the

13 attorneys approach and use the lectern.

14 MR. HELPERIN: Desi Alvarez.

15 MS. JENNINGS: Tell me all the people and they

16 could be ready.

17 MR. HELPERIN: I’m going to just be calling

18 three witnesses, Desi Alvarez, Dennis Dickerson and

19 Xavier Swamikannu.

2O

21 DESI ALVAREZ,

22 having been previously sworn, was recalled for

23 cross-examination and testified as follows:

24

25 CROSS-EXAMINATION

26 BY MR. HELPERIN:

27 Q.    Just two questions for you, Mr. Alvarez. To

28 begin, the definition of redevelopment, you’re familiar
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1 with it?

2 A. I am.

3 Q. And do you know how it was developed?

4 A. There was a lot of discussion about the

5 definition of redevelopment. This last definition of

6 redevelopment I think was a surprise to us when we

7 actually saw it in writing, the final final version, and

8 that it would be all-inclusive because it tends to

9 capture a lot more projects than I think anybody intended

i0 to capture.

ii Q.    The first sentence of the definition has a

12 three-part disjunctive which it says redevelopment means

13 creation or addition of at least 5,000 square feet of

14 impervious surface, creation or addition of 50 percent or

15 more of impervious surface, and thirdly, making

16 improvements to 50 percent or more of the existing

17 structure.

18 The third part of that disjunctive, making

19 improvements to 50 percent or more of the existing

20 structure, is that particular phrase familiar to you?

21 A. Yes, it is.

22 Q. Do you know where that language came from?

23 A. Not specifically, but generically that was

24 language that was discussed amongst all of us.

25 MR. HELPERIN: Thank you.

26 Dennis Dickerson, please.

27

28
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1 DENNIS DICKERSON,

2 having been previously sworn, was recalled for

3 cross-examination and testified as follows:

4

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION

6 BY MR. HELPERIN:

7 Q.    How do you interpret this definition of

8 redevelopment? Do you interpret it to apply to the

9 addition -- or reroofing of a single-family home?

i0 A.    No.

ii Q.    Do you interpret it to apply to the addition of

12 a retaining wall?

13 A.    No.

14 Q.    Do you interpret it to apply to rewiring,

15 replumbing or painting of a house?

16 A.    No.

17 Q.    And with respect to the third disjunctive that I

18 was asking Mr. Alvarez about, can you tell us how that

19 language got into this definition?

20 A.    Yes. At the board meeting on January 26th, the

21 Board entered into, at the end of the process of the day,

22 a series of discussions about the nature of the changes

23 that would be appropriate for -- to be in the final

24 approved draft or fina! approved document.

25 On page 304 of the transcript, if the Board

26 later wants to look at it, there is a discussion by our

27 Chair where he’s outlining a scenario that he wanted to

28 make sure he captured within the context of the
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1 definition, and it really was applying to a fairly major

2 kind of redevelopment. And so this is something that in

3 terms of the final writing perhaps is not as perfect in

4 its definition as it should be.

5 Now, along that line, we’re more than willing

6 and indeed I think had -- had we not gone through this

7 entire process, a change of this sort would have been

8 made much earlier as a result of normal discussions that

9 go on, but unfortunately we’ve been deflected from that.

i0 I think it would be an easy matter to make a modification

Ii to provide that clarification to this particular

12 definition.

13 Q.    You agree that third disjunctive has some

14 ambiguity in it?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And you’re willing to clarify that?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And the rest of the definition, do you think it

19 is clear?

20 A. Yes.

21 MR. HELPERIN: I have nothing more for

22 Mr. Dickerson.

23 Mr. Swamikannu please.

24

25 XAVIER SWAMIKANNU,

26 having been previously sworn, was recalled for

27 cross-examination and testified as follows:

28
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1 CROSS-EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. HELPERIN:

3 Q.    Is it true that you were -- that you developed

4 the .75 inch numerical design standard that’s in the

5 current SUSMP?

6 A.    I developed several options to treat basically

7 the cost-effective volume of stormwater to remove

8 pollutants. The three quarters of an inch standard is

9 something that I looked at because L.A. County had

I0 considered that. But at the same time when I looked at

II what the basis was and the basis is based on the

12 precipitation patterns in Los Angeles, using the concept

13 of diminishing returns, when you plot the values you find

14 a range where the mean starts to break and .75 for a

15 representative station is in the middle of that break.

16 As I indicated in my testimony before, for

17 coastal areas, even within Los Angeles, that pattern

18 might be different, meaning the midpoint of the mean

19 might be higher than .75.

20 Q.    It seems a little odd perhaps that .75 is the

21 exact same number that the County of Los Angeles has in

22 its program. Isn’t it true that during the Long Beach

23 hearing there was suggestion that .75 inch design

24 standard be inserted into the Long Beach permit -- that

25 was back I think in July of 1999 -- in part based on the

26 fact that the County already had a .75 inch standard?

27 A.    When you consider the Long Beach permit, we

28 looked at the share of new development and appropriate
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1 controls for new development, and one of the important

2 things that came out was the necessity for some kind of

3 design standard to limit the size of BMPs so that it’s

4 not costly. And I remember Dr. Gold asking the Board to

5 impose a .75 standard at that time, to which I responded

6 that we had not had the time to independently make our

7 judgment on what an appropriate standard was, and so the

8 Board at that time deferred the decision for a design

9 standard to consideration when the SUSMP for L.A. County

I0 came up for review.

ii Q.    So you had the option of adopting the .75 inch

12 standard and deferred it so that you could independently

13 review it and determine if it was the appropriate number?

14 A.    That’s correct.

15 Q.    What was the model or the approach or the manner

16 in which you determined it was the appropriate number?

17 A.    The problem you’re trying to address really is

18 actually run-off. What’s contaminated is not rainfall

19 but more so run-off. And the presumption is that if it’s

20 totally impervious, all the precipitation ends up in

21 run-off, but that’s not generally the case.

22 So when I looked at the national models, they

23 had different methods of calculating run-off and when I

24 looked at the WUFAFC manual, there was a process that was

25 laid out to calculate the run-off that needs to be

26 treated based on this efficient model.

27 For Los Angeles, given the fact that much of the

28 area is impervious, that value then is closer to .75
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1 rather than somewhere lower like .3. Let me add that for

2 a region like San Diego, the 85th percentile would be .6

3 and not .75, but the principle is the same.

4 Q.    So you actually used these nationally accepted

5 models and figures that represent local hydrologic

6 characteristics in calculating the number?

7 A.    That’s correct. That’s the independent judgment

8 that I sought to bring to the process.

9 Q.    And is there any variability or is it truly just

i0 .75?

Ii A.    It was variable because it depends on the

12 rainfall pattern for each location.

13 Q.    In the SUSMP there are other ways to calculate

14 it?

15 A.    I’m sorry. In the SUSMP there are four

16 different approaches and when I looked at the four

17 different approaches, the .75 is the easiest for anybody

18 to understand because it’s a fixed value to the rainfall

19 precipitation. All the others involved some form of

20 computation.

21 When I actually did the analysis of the four

22 methods, and that is calculations in the administrative

23 record, the values that come out of the four different

24 methods are within ten percent of each other which means

25 the .75 value is basically -- even though it might have

26 been discussed with NRDC, it is a scientific approach to

27 trying to address the design standard that is appropriate

28 for BMPs.
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1 Q.    Just one last question. What about the fact

2 that there are many different sources of stormwater

3 pollution and different types of land uses and different

4 types of contaminants that are of concern? Might it not

5 be the case that you would want a different standard

6 based on land use?

7 A.    What we are talking about here is a design

8 standard to address the most efficient volume of

9 precipitation. We are not looking at pollutants. So I

I0 think if you’re trying to address the difference in land

II uses within a particular area, you will be looking at the

12 types of BMPs, not really the design standard because the

13 design standard is based on the precipitation pattern,

14 not the objective to remove any particular pollutant.

15 Q.    One final question. What’s wrong with .6?

16 A.    .6 really, as I indicated, it’s an average, .75

17 is an average for L.A. County. .6 was proposed initially

18 in the draft by the permittees. The problem with .6 is

19 that it’s the low end of the mean, and perhaps we believe

20 in averages and the average in this case is .75. For

21 example, .75 would not be enough or would not be

22 sufficient effort for west L.A.

23 Q.    So .6 being the low end of the mean meaning that

24 you still have an area on the curve where you could

25 increase a little bit in terms of size and get a lot of

26 bang for your buck.

27 A.    The optimum really is the point at which the

28 mean starts to level off. That’s where the cutoff should
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1 be, and the cutoff usually is 90th percentile, which is

2 what you see in other jurisdictions.

3 Q. 90th percentile?

4 A. 90th.

5 Q. What percentile are you using?

6 A. We are using 85th percentile.

7 MR. HELPERIN: I have nothing further.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any questions of the Board or

9 any other parties?

i0 MR. LEON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ii CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Do you have other witnesses

12 or these are the witnesses?

13 MR. LEON: These are the ones.

14 (Laughter)

15 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: This is the cast of

16 characters.

17 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Mr. Chair, he shouldn’t be

18 able to cross his own witnesses again. That’s really

19 direct testimony.

20 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: I would concur.

21 MR. LEON: The difficulty I have is that there

22 was a misstatement I tried to correct through one of the

23 other witnesses and has to do with the adoption of the

24 BMP guide.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: In your summation you can

26 summarize.

27 MR. LEON: All right.

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Do you have any witnesses you
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1 wish to call on cross-examination?

2 MR. LEON: No. I would have to call one of

3 these guys. Thank you.

4 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Mr. Welch, do you have any

5 witnesses you would like to call? I think this party is

6 dismissed.

7 MR. WELCH: I may have just a couple of

8 questions of these witnesses.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Do you have any additional

i0 witnesses?

II MR. WELCH: Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Xavier.

12 First, Mr. Dickerson.

13

14 CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. WELCH:

16 Q.    You mentioned -- you testified about the waiver

17 provisions that are contained in the SUSMP?

18 A.    Yes.

19 Q.    And you said they would be appropriate in cases

20 where there’s limited space or potential for groundwater

21 contamination?

22 A.    I think I need to see a copy, if I may, so I

23 make sure I’m accurate.

24 Q. Of the final SUSMP?

25 A. Yes.

26 Q. I’m handing you a copy.

27 A. Thank yoh. Okay. Right there are three

28 specifics, extreme limitations of space for treatment,
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1 unfavorable or unstable soil conditions and site

2 potential infiltration, groundwater contamination, risk

3 of groundwater contamination because of unconfined land

4 surface or an existing potential of ground -- do you want

5 me to read them?

6 Q. Where in the record are you referring to?

7 A. On page 14 of 25 of the SUSMP document.

8 Q. And is that the section that outlines the

9 appropriate circumstances for a waiver?

i0 A.    Yes.

ii Q.    Would it be appropriate for one of the city

12 permittees to grant a blanket waiver to retail gasoline

13 outlets from compliance with the .75 design treatment

14 standard recognizing the concerns of groundwater impact

15 and limited space that apply for retail gasoline

16 stations?

17 A.    It would have to be based upon the fact that

18 it’s been considered and rejected as infeasible. That’s

19 the criteria. That’s the initial criteria.

20 Q.    And if a city permittee considered that and did

21 reject the application of the .75 criteria as being

22 infeasible for retail gasoline stations, would that be

23 compliant with the SUSMP?

24 A.    I think it would have to be based upon the

25 specific -- the site-specific conditions as opposed to a

26 category exemption. That’s really what the waiver is

27 about.

28 Q.    So are you saying --
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1 A.    There’s still the option for a permittee to come

2 to us and submit an additional justification for

3 impracticability. That’s still something that’s out

4 there and that could be considered. I think that was

5 where we were talking earlier about the categorical

6 approach.

7 I would like to note that also on page 15 of 25,

8 on the next page there’s a limitation on the use of

9 infiltration BMPs which deals with potential to

i0 contaminate groundwater. So that’s also a consideration

ii that should be taken into account.

12 Q.    So for a gas station to comply with the SUSMP,

13 you’re saying that to obtain an exemption each individual

14 city permittee would need to come forward and ask for a

15 categorical exemption?

16 MR. LEON: Excuse me. I apologize. I’m going

17 to object because this line of questioning appears to be

18 seeking a concession on the applicability of the permit

19 and it’s beyond the scope of the two issues that we all

20 agreed would be covered in the cross-examination.

21 MR. WELCH: Just in response, this is relevant

22 to his testimony on direct and does --

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Proceed. Overruled.

24 Proceed. Try to narrow to the two areas. It would be

25 appreciated by the Board.

26 Q.    BY MR. WELCH: Mr. Dickerson, again focusing on

27 the .75 design standard, how would a city permittee be

28 able to grant an exemption to retail gasoline stations?
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1 A.    The only thing I take question with is your

2 using it in the plural, and here we’re really talking

3 about situations which are enumerated items here are very

4 clear to site specific conditions. Now, if there was

5 something of impracticability that was associated to a

6 category, then you anticipate a permittee would need to

7 submit that with justification. We certainly haven’t

8 seen any justification for that at the present time.

9 It would be very presumptive of me to make any

i0 judgment calls on that at this time. It’s conceivable it

ii could be done.

12 Q.    If one of the city permittees came to that

13 conclusion that it was infeasible for a retail gasoline

14 station to comply with the .75 design treatment

15 requirement, would it then be able to grant a blanket

16 waiver to retail gasoline stations?

17 A.    It would have to come to the Regional Board for

18 review and we would have to evaluate that. It’s what are

19 the other justifications of impracticability, but there

20 is a procedure that is allowed by the SUSMP for that to

21 occur. Whether it would occur, I couldn’t begin to

22 judge.

23 MR. WELCH: Thank you.

24

25 CROSS-EXAMINATION

26 BY MR. WELCH:

27 Q.    Mr. Swamikannu, are you a licensed engineer?

28 A.    No.
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1 Q.    You testified earlier that there were some

2 different ways that a gas station could comply with the

3 .75 treatment requirements. Do you recall that

4 testimony? You mentioned infiltration and storm ceptor

5 and kind of a wetland in the box.

6 A.    I provided some examples of situations.

7 Q.    And those are examples of a way that a gas

8 station might comply with the .75 standard?

9 A.    The question was how do you dissolve

I0 contaminants as opposed to suspended, and I provided a

II couple of BMPs that address dissolved pollutants.

12 Q.    And those different types of BMPs could be used

13 to comply with the .75 design standard; right?

14 A.    Yes. They could be used at gas stations, at

15 municipal vehicle maintenance facilities, a whole series

16 of establishments where there’s vehicular activity.

17 Q.    And you mentioned infiltration as a potential;

18 is that right?

19 A.    Infiltration is one option.

20 Q.    And wouldn’t infiltration raise a concern of

21 potentia! groundwater contamination from a gas station?

22 A.    In the SUSMP document that Dennis Dickerson

23 referred to, there is a limitation on infiltration.

24 There’s also reference to an EPA document which clearly

25 defines the conditions under which infiltration are not

26 recommended and that document is referenced in the SUSMP.

27 So that would be a basis to decide when is infiltration

28 proper and when not.
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1 Q.    Can you say it’s a blanket overall statement

2 whether infiltration is appropriate for use in complying

3 with the .75 standard for retail gasoline stations?

4 A.    Please repeat that question.

5 Q.    Can you say as a blanket statement whether

6 infiltration can ever be appropriate for retail gasoline

7 stations to comply with the .75 design standard?

8 A.    The focus really should be on what is being

9 infiltrated. Clearly if it’s petroleum hydrocarbons, if

i0 you’re talking about the area where spillage occurs, that

ii particular area should be segregated. That should not be

12 infiltrated.

13 Infiltration removes pollutants associated with

14 heavy traffic that goes on at gas stations. Those can be

15 retained in the first few inches of soil, and so perhaps

16 by even modifying landscaping on a gasoline station you

17 might be able to address that component. So I see a

18 mixture of BMPs, not necessarily one that is the master

19 solver of the problem.

20 Q.    But if I understand what you were saying about

21 gas stations, you would have a separation between the

22 fuel area where there’s a potential for spill and then a

23 different grading for areas where the cars would drive

24 onto the station; is that right?

25 A.    That’s right.

26 Q.    And isn’t that the type of structural control

27 that’s contained in the California Stormwater Quality

28 Task Force BMP guide?
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1 A.    The structural control that’s contained is a

2 canopy over the area that you have fue! pumps. I’m not

3 sure whether the document addresses run-off from the

4 access roads to the gas station where you find heavy

5 metals and others associated with automobiles.

6 Q.    Let me point you to page 7 of the BMP guide.

7 Doesn’t that contain a discussion of grading similar to

8 what you were talking about earlier as a structura!

9 control to prevent stormwater contamination from the gas

i0 station?

II A.    Are you talking about under the paragraph "fuel

12 dispensing areas"?

13 Q.    Yes.

14 A.    That’s correct. There’s a discussion on

15 grading. There’s a description of preferred slopes and

16 grading to keep run-on away from the fueling areas.

17 Q.    Okay. And you participated in the working group

18 that developed the California Stormwater Task Force BMP

19 guide for the retail gas stations; correct?

20 A.    That’s correct.

21 Q.    And that task force guide does not contain the

22 .75 design standard that’s contained in the SUSMP?

23 A. That’s correct.

24 MR. WELCH: Thank you. I have nothing further.

25 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Any other witnesses you want

26 to cross-examine?

27 MR. WELCH: No.

28 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.
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1 The witnesses are excused unless you’re going to

2 call them.

3 MR. MONTEVIDEO: No, these gentlemen need to

4 stay up here.

5 (Laughter)

6 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Is there anyone else you

7 would like to hear from?

8 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Possibly Mr. Leon, but if I can

9 wait and see. Thank you, Mr. Chair and Members of the

i0 Board.

Ii

12 CROSS-EXAMINATION

13 BY MR. MONTEVIDEO:

14 Q.    Mr. Swamikannu, just a few questions for you,

15 particulary on the .75 standard.

16 Based on your most recent testimony, it’s my

17 understanding that you started with the .75 standard

18 because it was a standard that was utilized by the

19 County; correct?

20 A. That’s correct.

21 Q. Then --

22 A. But that is not the only standard.

23 Q. I understand. I understand. You have different

24 ways to come up with a number and they’re all within i0

25 percent?

26 A. Right.

27 Q.    Okay. But you started with that approach

28 because in effect it was in the settlement agreement with
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1 the County.

2 A.    There are two other jurisdictions within L.A.

3 County that already had numbers as well, so the three

4 numbers I looked at. Three numbers I looked at. One is

5 L.A. County and the other is Calabasas and the third was

6 Santa Monica.

7 Q.    Your starting point was the .75 as you

8 calculated it?

9 A.    Yes.

i0 Q.    And then you proceeded to do additional work to

ii see if that was supportive?

12 A.    I -- basically I wanted to understand the basis

13 of .75 and so I investigated what the approach is for

14 design criteria around the nation.

15 Q.    Okay. I received some submittals earlier this

16 week and there’s been some discussions about those

17 submittals. We received some documentation from your

18 office on the state -- on the program in the state of

19 Maryland, the state of Florida, and I think the state of

20 Washington.

21 Those documents that were just recently

22 submitted to us, is it accurate to say that you only just

23 received those documents as well?

24 A.    No.

25 Q.    So you had copies or maybe it was a

26 questionnaire that you received responses to?

27 A.    Yes. The questionnaire was responded to in

28 response to questions that I had to my counterparts in
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1 these states.

2 Q.    Would it have been helpful to you to have had

3 those questions responded to back in January prior to the

4 time that the Board had looked at the issue?

5 A.    Before we went for the board hearing, I was in

6 contact with my counterparts in these states. If you

7 look at the administrative record, the documents that are

8 referenced are in the administrative record. For

9 example, Washington’s draft document, Maryland’s draft

I0 document, the revised document.

Ii Similarly, I downloaded information from the

12 Florida program and reviewed these before I made the

13 recommendation to the Regional Board.

14 Q.    So it was the questionnaire -- it was actually

15 getting written responses that you received recently that

16 you didn’t have before?

17 A.    That’s correct.

18 Q.    When you look at those other states, what they

19 have done in other states, is it correct to say that

20 other states have applied different standards depending

21 on the type of development, at least in some cases?

22 A. Yes and no.

23 Q. Please explain.

24 A. The criteria is applied to all development

25 categories, 5,000 or more in two of those three states.

26 In Florida it’s 4,000 or more. The different criteria

27 that Florida applies in some situations is simply because

28 there is a threat to a sensitive environmental body where
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1 the threshold then is raised to 95 percent instead of the

2 90th percentile.

3 Q.    Doesn’t Florida recognize that there are

4 different types of pollution, pollutants in different

5 loads that come from different developments?

6 A.    As I mentioned before, I talked to Eric

7 Livingston from Florida and the issue raised is they have

8 design criteria which BMPs are sized for, but they also

9 have performance standards. And I think you’re talking

i0 about performance standards as both criteria.

Ii Q.    When you combine those two, does it result in an

12 overall different set of BMPs that may be available to

13 one type of land use versus another type of land use?

14 A.    The BMPs itself are specific to the kind of

15 pollutants you’re trying to address so your statement is

16 correct. There are different kinds of BMPs for different

17 places.

18 Q.    Would you agree the other, particularly Florida,

19 is more flexible in terms of the standards to be applied

20 depending on the particular use?

21 A.    No, because Florida has a minimum threshold and

22 minimum is 80 percent removal of TSS, period. That’s a

23 performance standard. Anything else is simply more

24 regional determination of how much more do we need to do

25 as opposed to having total flexibility in terms of what

26 needs to be done.

27 Q.    So your testimony is that they have no more

28 flexibility than you have?
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1 A.    They have a higher minimum threshold than we

2 have.

3 Q.    Okay. Florida has some -- has a different

4 definition for redevelopment, do they not, than the

5 Regional Board has adopted?

6 A.    From my understanding -- I’d have to look at the

7 document because I don’t have my focus on that aspect.

8 Q.    Okay. There are others as well. I think

9 Washington, and if it’s not Florida it may be Maryland,

I0 but my understanding of at least two of those programs is

II that they have a definition for redevelopment that is

12 limited to the increase of 5,000 square feet of

13 additional impervious surface.

14 Would you agree with that?

15 A.    It appears correct.

16 Q.    Okay. The definition of redevelopment that we

17 have here is far broader than that. Would you agree?

18 A.    I just have a suggestion. I think Dennis

19 responded to that issue, so I would like him to respond

20 to that issue.

21 Q.    I appreciate that. You have more knowledge of

22 the technical requirements and some of the other

23 programs. That’s why I’m directing it to you. I’m not

24 sure Dennis has that much information about the other

25 states. So in comparing what the other states have done

26 versus what we have done, visa vis the definition of

27 redevelopment, it appears to me that our definition is

28 much broader than what other states have done.
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1 A.    I can understand how one might interpret that to

2 mean it’s much broader.

3 Q.    I’m just trying to understand whether or not you

4 agree with that or not.

5 A.    Part of the problem with writing definitions is

6 that you get with what’s suggested to you. In my

7 understanding of the three-pronged definition here, the

8 second and third prong was provided by the permittees to

9 us. And so I think that’s what the confusion is and I

I0 think what Dennis indicated is we might able to clarify

II so that our definition of redevelopment is consistent

12 with that from other states.

13 Q.    Then how would you clarify it? Would you give

14 me a suggestion? Really I’d like to -- if you don’t

15 know, that’s fine.

16 A.    Basically this is -- I’m not committing my Board

17 to anything. I’m not committing my Executive Officer to

18 anything. I’m providing my opinion. In my opinion the

19 definition could be addition of 5,000 square feet of

20 impervious area.

21 Q. Period. End of sentence.

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. Okay.

24

25 CROSS-EXAMINATION

26 BY MR. MONTEVIDEO:

27 Q. Dennis, I didn’t want to you think I forgot

28 about you.
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1 A.    I was hoping.

2 Q.    The definition of redevelopment, does the

3 redevelopment threshold apply whether or not the

4 particular project is discretionary or non-discretionary?

5 A.    I think you would have to go back to the

6 discussion that we had earlier on that. The Board, when

7 it directed me to finalize the document, wanted us to

8 include non-discretionary. So I would assume that it

9 applies to non-discretionary and discretionary at this

i0 point.

ii Q.    Okay. And obviously it depends whether or not

12 you are in an environmentally sensitive area or a

13 hillside development or one of those nine categories;

14 correct?

15 A.    It applies to those categories only.

16 Q.    Okay. Now, help me out here. I’m trying to

17 understand because there’s been a lot of discussion about

18 whether it applies to a single-family residence or not, a

19 condominium project or not, or just some work that’s

20 being done.

21 Let me pick the example of Mayor Pro Tem Larry

22 Forester in Signal Hill. He has a condo. It’s on a

23 hillside. He was remodeling. The example he gave was he

24 was remodeling the inside of his home. If I remodel the

25 inside of my home and I have to get electrical permits or

26 plumbing permits or what have you and it’s more than 50

27 percent of the interior of his home, as I read it, it

28 seems like it applies to that situation along with a
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1 number of other situations. Do you read it in that same

2 fashion or am I missing something when I’m reading these

3 definitions?

4 A.    I think I made it clear earlier in response to

5 some questions that that particular definition probably

6 does need to be looked at with respect to item number

7 three or the third element of the definition. And as I

8 made clear, the Board transcript -- what we were trying

9 to do is take the concept from the Board transcript that

i0 our Chair wanted us to address, and it appears to be

ii imperfect so we would have to go back and correct that.

12 Q.    Isn’t that problem compounded when you combine

13 it with the application to non-discretionary projects?

14 A.    I don’t know for sure, but I’m going to have a

15 guess here or at least a reasonable judgment call.

16 Non-discretionary, as it applies to the categories, in my

17 opinion probably is going to be a very unlikely event in

18 the sense that we’re looking at very specific thresholds

19 or involvement here, especially with redevelopment, and I

20 don’t think you’re going to have situations very often

21 where that’s even going to matter.

22 I think what the Board was trying to do was to

23 close some kind of perceived loophole that could exist

24 that they couldn’t anticipate by including that in. They

25 just wanted to make sure they weren’t missing some big

26 project that otherwise wouldn’t have been addressed.

27 Q.    Maybe it’s just a fundamental disagreement or

28 difference of opinion on what non-discretionary project
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1 means in cities. That’s a very definitive term and it

2 basically applies to all projects that need permits if

3 you don’t have to go to a planning commission or city

4 council. Let me stop there and move on to the .75

5 standard for a minute.

6 The permit talks about different types of

7 developments in developing -- using different BMPs

8 depending on the type of developments. Consideration

9 should be given to the type of development and the

I0 potential for stormwater pollution. I’m reading from the

Ii top of page 34. Do you see that?

12 A.    I see the page. I can read it.

13 Q.    Is it true that the .75 standard, and I know it

14 can be calculated in different ways, is going to be the

15 standard that’s the standard that’s the standard

16 irrespective of which development you’re talking about in

17 these nine categories? That is, the same .75 standard is

18 going to apply to a hundred-plus homes, i00,000 square

19 feet of commercial development or a single-family

20 residence on a hillside?

21 A.    It applies to the categories I can see on page

22 34 of the permit as well as the other categories that the

23 Board added to it, two other categories.

24 Qo    Do you agree that the permit clearly allows the

25 application of different standards? It almost implies it

26 by Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plans. Am I

27 missing something? It doesn’t allow for the application

28 of different standards?
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1 A.    It certainly could be an option.

2 Q.    Should we look at a different standard if you’re

3 talking about a single-family home or an in-fill project

4 versus i00,000 square feet of commercial development?

5 Wouldn’t it make sense to give consideration to the fact

6 there might not be sufficient space to address that

7 standard?

8 A.    If you’re suggesting that the petitioners could

9 have come to us at any time in this process and offered

I0 specific numerical standards for us to consider for each

Ii of those categories, we would be happy to do so. I don’t

12 believe they did.

13 Q.    Part of the problem is getting beyond the battle

14 over whether a standard, a specific standard, should

15 apply, but in terms of moving forward on coming up with a

16 number, does it make sense to try to bring the parties

17 together to the table to try to look at whether a

18 different standard or standards may apply to the various

19 categories?

20 A.    We tried very -- let me just say that we had an

21 awful lot of discussions with not only the petitioners

22 you represent but others as well who have not joined in

23 this, and really I don’t recall very much conversation in

24 any substantive fashion through all those discussions

25 about different kinds of standards for different areas.

26 Q.    But putting aside where we’ve been, I guess

27 where we’re going to go, do you agree that would make

28 sense to bring all the parties collectively together to
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1 see if they can come up with a set of standards or a

2 standard that would work for Los Angeles County?

3 A.    From my position right now, we already have a

4 standard in place.

5 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Are you about --

6 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Yes.

7 Q. Let me show you one other slide.

8 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Last slide then.

9 Q. BY MR. MONTEVIDEO: The state of Florida had

I0 recognized that the issues in terms of trying to address

II stormwater run-off were issues that involve a lot of

12 different parties, and they actually did their best to

13 attempt to build a consensus among the parties. Not that

14 you can accomplish a consensus, but doesn’t it make sense

15 here to at least attempt to do that, to not have 40

16 different cities saying there’s a problem here with other

17 entities, saying let’s see if we can work out something

18 that makes sense for the different developments?

19 A.    I think we did that very much in the process

20 that we entered into in developing the current SUSMP, and

21 I would also comment that we really, I think, have

22 benefited greatly by the experiences of these other

23 states and all the hours that they spent in coming up

24 with standards that we then could refer to. So I think

25 that’s all been very helpful.

26 Q.    Outside the public workshops, you had everybody

27 at the same table? Did you have the environmental

28 organizations with the cities and the planners and the
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1 developers at one table?

2 A.    I think it’s been referred to earlier as a

3 certain amount of shuttle diplomacy that went on.

4 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Very good. Thank you.

5 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. With that we will

6 have the five-minute summations and closing statements.

7 We’ll begin with respondents. NRDC.

8 We’ll have a brief recess.

9 (Recess taken)

i0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Let’s go back in session.

Ii The paper is changed. With that, we’ll begin with NRDC

12 and then the Regional Board, WSPA, and then the cities,

13 et al.

14 MR. FLEISCHLI: Good afternoon. Steve Fleischli

15 with the Santa Monica BayKeeper. My close will be brief.

16 I think one Board Member pointed out that the

17 issues here were ripe for decision within the state of

18 California. I would suggest they’re not only ripe but

19 they’re rotten at this point because we are so far behind

20 in terms of where we are in the state of California. I

21 think that’s been very, very clear with all the evidence

22 in the record, in terms of the massive amounts of

23 numbers, in terms of the numbers of other states that are

24 moving forward with this. Let’s move forward.

25 We’ve been working on this, at least in terms at

26 the level of the Regional Board, for over a year now.

27 It’s almost exactly a year now. Every single time we’ve

28 heard presentations from the municipalities at issue here
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1 that have petitioned, it’s the same issues. It’s the

2 same discussion. There is no factual or scientific or

3 legal or economic basis for what they’re saying. They

4 never come up here, they never come up and put up

5 substantive information that will overturn what the

6 Regional Board has done here, that will counter-weigh the

7 massive amount of information that has already been

8 provided in the record to support not only the .75 inch

9 standard but the entire SUSMP proposal itself.

i0 There may be some confusion about a few of the

Ii sections, the redevelopment section in particular. That

12 does not seem like an insurmountable problem. If it

13 wasn’t always such extreme responses from some of these

14 municipalities about the problems with the SUSMP, maybe

15 we could have talked through some of these issues,

16 especially the very minor ones that seem to be causing

17 some confusion for people as to whether this applies to

18 single-family housing with sinks and other issues like

19 that and roofs. It doesn’t really seem like that should

20 be the focus of what the Board is !ooking at.

21 It comes down to the .75 standard. The .75

22 standard is uncontroverted. Experts from around the

23 country have said that that is justified. Our own

24 expert, Dr. Richard Horner, said that in his opinion, his

25 technical expert opinion of working on these issues for

26 several decades, that for Los Angeles at least one inch

27 would be justified in this instance. It’s preposterous

28 to think we should go any lower than .75.
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1 Lastly, I -- just to wrap up and maybe express

2 the sentiments of David Nahai on this issue, and you

3 might recall the Board itself did struggle with this long

4 and hard. We had a meeting in September. They

5 considered this issue. They didn’t feel at that point in

6 time that they could render a decision and they wanted to

7 give the cities more opportunity to provide information,

8 additional opportunity above and beyond what Dennis

9 Dickerson had already provided to them. So they didn’t

i0 make a decision until January of this year, nearly a

ii year after this process had started and was already due

12 in terms of a resolution by the terms of the permit.

13 So I would conclude by saying let’s move forward

14 to protect water quality in Los Angeles. The impairments

15 are uncontroverted, whether it’s heavy metals, whether

16 it’s fecal contamination, whether it’s trash. It’s all

17 from new development projects. This is not the panacea

18 to solve all our problems but it will help prevent it

19 from getting worse.

20 Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you. Regional Board.

22 MR. LEON: Thank you very much.

23 We just want to close by thanking the Board

24 Members for coming down to southern California to conduct

25 this hearing. We very much appreciate your time and

26 attention. Even having said that, I look forward to

27 heading home to Sacramento right along with you.

28 There is one very minor housekeeping item that I
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1 would like to cover and that is the statement made by Ron

2 Wilkness, a person who testified on behalf of WSPA. He

3 made the statement that the California Stormwater Task

4 Force had created a BMP guide that had been adopted by

5 the Regional Board. In fact, it had not. If you think

6 it’s important, we would like leave to submit a copy of

7 the Long Beach permit just to put that into the record.

8 MR. WELCH: We would have no objection to that.

9 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Would the other parties have

I0 an objection?

ii MR. MONTEVIDEO: No objection.

12 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: It will be submitted for the

13 record. Thank you.

14 MR. LEON: Thank you very much.

15 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Mr. Welch.

16 MR. WELCH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members

17 of the Board. I also thank you for your time and effort

18 here yesterday and today. This is a very important issue

19 for WSPA.

20 The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 declares

21 it’s a national policy of the United States to prevent

22 pollution at the source where possible and that treatment

23 should be used only as a last resort. Here with the

24 adoption of SUSMPs we find that the gun is being jumped

25 and treatment is being required without even looking at

26 whether it’s necessary or appropriate.

27 As you’ve heard, we have put our scientific

28 evidence into the record that shows that well-maintained
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1 retail gasoline stations do not cause significant

2 stormwater problems or pollution when they’re

3 well-maintained. That’s supported by our 1996 study.

4 Further, the California Stormwater Quality Task

5 Force best management practice guide for retail gasoline

6 stations, which we’ve also provided, sets out a number of

7 source control and structural best management practices

8 that can be implemented for retail gasoline stations.

9 It’s our belief that if the California

I0 Stormwater Task Force BMPs are implemented, they will

II result in a far more effective contro! of stormwater

12 pollution from retail gasoline stations because they

13 wouldn’t only apply to new and modified developments, but

14 they apply to all of the existing retail gasoline

15 stations.

16 The main difference between what the Stormwater

17 Quality Task Force put together as best management

18 practices and what’s being required here in the SUSMP is

19 the requirement for treatment, and that requirement is

20 being applied to the retail gasoline stations even though

21 the scientific evidence shows that from infiltration

22 there’s a risk of groundwater contamination, which I

23 think is well-recognized, and for the other types of

24 treatment devices we’ve shown the evidence just isn’t

25 there to show they’re effective in treating the types of

26 pollution that occur in the real world gasoline station.

27 We’ve also heard today that although there’s

28 this waiver provision in the rule, that the
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1 practicability of using that waiver option to work with

2 the gasoline stations, it’s just not practicable or

3 feasible. If this SUSMP regulation goes forward, you’ll

4 have a number of different cities applying different

5 requirements to gasoline stations. Some may try and

6 apply waivers, some may not. All of this, any kind of

7 waiver would have to go before the Regional Board and

8 create numerous work.

9 What we’ve been trying to do at WSPA is prepare

I0 a statewide approach that will result in the most

II effective control of stormwater pollution from gasoline

12 stations, and we believe that the work that was done by

13 WSPA and then later by the members of the California

14 Stormwater Quality Task Force, the work group which

15 included representatives from the Regional Board and also

16 from the State Board, we believe that that BMP guide has

17 developed what will result in the most effective control

18 of pollution.

19 We would submit to you that as part of your

20 decision here with respect to requirements for retail

21 gasoline stations that you direct the Regional Board to

22 apply the best management practice guide to the retail

23 gasoline stations. It makes sense to have one rule that

24 applies across the board to all gasoline stations. It

25 will result in the most effective control of stormwater

26 pollution from gasoline stations.

27 I thank you for your time.

28 MR. MONTEVIDEO: Good afternoon again, Mr. Chair
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1 and Members of the Board. I also want to thank you for

2 your patience throughout these last two days. It has

3 been a long and arduous hearing and you have your work

4 cut out for you. So I don’t envy you, but I do

5 appreciate your time and your efforts and your future

6 efforts.

7 I want to end this where I began by saying this

8 is not a question of who’s in favor of water quality and

9 or whether or not we have a water quality problem.

I0 Clearly we do. The issue frankly is how to best go about

Ii addressing the water quality problem that we have.

12 There’s been a lot of discussion about well, we have a

13 process and the cities keep saying that the process

14 hasn’t been followed. We kind of followed it.

15 Congress has looked at this issue. They adopted

16 and amended the Clean Water Act in 1987. They gave us

17 guidelines to follow when they did that. They had

18 reasons for doing that. Our state legislature followed

19 by saying we’re going to have you apply these same

20 standards that Congress has laid down because we think

21 this process needs to be followed because it’s going to

22 result in something that hopefully will work.

23 The process is an important part of what we’re

24 talking about today, and it’s not just about the .75

25 standard. I wish I could say it was. The problem is

26 that it’s not only that standard that was not included in

27 the permittees’ SUSMP, there are some other issues, other

28 items that maybe will make the application of the .75 so
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1 global that it will economically impractically burden the

2 residents of the County of Los Angeles, particularly when

3 you throw in and combine the .75 standard along with the

4 definition of redevelopment, and you combine that with

5 their last-minute addition of non-discretionary, and you

6 combine that with their addition of environmentally

7 sensitive areas. Those three combinations make for

8 disastrous results.

9 When you ask the Regional Board about what this

i0 means, they’re not really sure. That turns into our

ii problem, not their problem because at the end of the day

12 it’s the cities that are going to have to deal with the

13 lawsuits that will undoubtedly follow because we didn’t

14 apply it correctly or interpret it correctly.

15 We need to have provisions that are clear so

16 that we first can implement them appropriately and second

17 so that we can tell our citizenry what they really have

18 to do, and finally so we can know that the actions that

19 we’re taking are in compliance with the Clean Water Act.

20 We’ve asked for clarification of these standards

21 and of these particular provisions and we really haven’t

22 been able to obtain it today. And the reason I think we

23 haven’t been able to obtain it is because they thought

24 they were doing one thing and thought they were doing

25 another thing and they didn’t look at the cumulative

26 impact of what they really did and they didn’t fully

27 understand each step of what they really did.

28 Now, we need to have standards. We need to know
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1 what we’re going to be doing and be able to apply that to

2 our residents. The argument is well, we followed a

3 process. Well, frankly, the process that was laid down

4 in the permit would have resulted in a different result

5 and a different SUSMP. The argument is well, you were

6 not prejudiced because that process was not followed.

7 Then they go on to explain that by saying you

8 weren’t prejudiced because you simply would have

9 submitted, resubmitted and resubmitted. We would have

I0 rejected, you would have submitted, we would have

ii rejected, you would have resubmitted. By definition,

12 that’s prejudging what we would have submitted. They’re

13 telling you that regardless of what we submitted, they

14 were going to reject it. That’s the definition of

15 prejudicial, prejudging.

16 We had a specific process in the permit. The

17 process would have provided for us to meet and confer

18 approaches to come up with the solution that would make

19 sense for Los Angeles County and specifically to come up

20 with the SUSMP program that would work. Had that process

21 been followed, we would not have ended up with a SUSMP

22 program with all these ambiguities and the problems with

23 the application to in-fill projects and single-family

24 homes. I feel confident we would have come up with a

25 program that would have worked for the county if you put

26 in -- if you brought to the table planners with builders

27 with councilmembers with the environmental organizations.

28 We could have come up with a program that would have
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1 worked. Unfortunately, we didn’t.

2 We would ask the process be followed. You have

3 40 cities that are effectively taking issue with the

4 action that was taken by the Regional Board, along with

5 the building industry and even WSPA. Under your

6 authority in the 13320, you have the ability to do

7 several things or a combination of those several things.

8 One, you can direct that appropriate action be taken.

9 Obviously we think that makes sense. Two, you can take

i0 the appropriate action yourself. Three, you can refer

Ii the matter to another state agency. Four, you can do a

12 combination of things.

13 In this case, we would suggest the following:

14 We have a SUSMP program that technically under the permit

15 because we were not provided the appropriate due process,

16 our SUSMP program is in place or should be in place by

17 law. This permit is only valid for another year. Let’s

18 have that program apply for the next year.

19 In the meantime, have this Board exercise its

20 discretion to put together a panel, a committee, a task

21 force, whatever you believe the appropriate name should

22 be and the appropriate participants that should attend

23 should be. We would suggest that committee be made up of

24 not only representatives of Los Angeles County because

25 other counties are waiting in the wings. We’ve heard

26 testimony that San Diego put off their hearing. We heard

27 testimony that Ventura has put off their determination

28 pending what happens before this State Board in
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1 connection with the L.A. permit.

2 We would suggest, as was suggested in the state

3 of Florida, that program implementation be shared by

4 partnership involving all appropriate levels of

5 government together with the public sector and all

6 citizens. Cooperation and coordination among all of the

7 partners involved in program implementation are

8 cornerstones of a successful program.

9 Thank you.

I0 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: Thank you.

ii With that, does the Board have any comments?

12 I’ll just conclude before we close the hearing. I think

13 it truly is a very important issue and I think the fact

14 that our Board and staff came out here shows our

15 dedication and interest to the issue, not just the State

16 Board but for the people of the state of California.

17 A couple housekeeping issues. We will allow for

18 closing briefs without new evidence. We will mail

19 questions out by Monday, June 12th to the parties,

20 specific questions that are of interest to the Board.

21 There will be a ten-page limit. The list of specific

22 issues of interest which will undoubtedly include the

23 three-quarter-inch issue of the numeric standard and

24 redevelopment language and possibly a couple other

25 issues. The parties are not limited to commenting on

26 those issues, but you are limited to ten pages.

27 The deadline for those written briefs will be

28 July 7th, 5:00 p.m. due in the State Board’s office in
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1 Sacramento by that deadline if they’re to be considered.

2 The Board will adjourn to a closed session at some point

3 after the briefs have been received in July to consider

4 the material presented here today and the evidence in the

5 record as well as the arguments made in the closing

6 briefs.

7 We have options that range from uphold, deny,

8 upholding the petition, denying the petition, remanding

9 it back or modifying. So we have quite a range and we

i0 will be discussing that in executive session.

ii As Chair, I certainly appreciate the parties’

12 patience and flexibility in this hearing. This is a new

13 venture for this Board. I also appreciate Bruce,

14 Marianne and Betsy’s efforts in the journey they’ve made

15 to come down and work with us. I also would like to

16 thank my colleagues for their indulgence in embarking on

17 this and willingness to travel to Torrance to conduct

18 this hearing as a group.

19 With that, if there’s no further business.

20 MS. JENNINGS: One last thing. I wanted to

21 thank the Regional Board staff who did all of the set-up

22 here and made it possible for us to all travel down here.

23 CHAIRMAN BAGGETT: With that, this hearing is a

24 adjourned.

25 * * *

26

27

28
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A,griculturai Chemical Industry                  .              Sector Notebook Pro,iect

This report is one in a series of volumes published by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated
with specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation (McLean, VA), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). A listing of available Sector Notebooks is included on the
following page.

Obtaining copies:

Electronic versions of all sector notebooks are available via Intemet on the Enviro$en$e World
Wide Web at www.epa.gov/oeca/sector. Enviro$en$e is a free, public, environmental exchange
system operated by EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and Office of Research
and Development. The Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and
the general public to share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies;
environmental enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and
policies; points of contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network
welcomes receipt of environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private
person or organization. Direct technical questions to the "Feedback" button on the bottom of the
web page.

Purchase printed bound copies from the Government Printing Office (GPO) by consulting the
order form at the back of this document or order via the Internet by visiting the on-line GPO Sales
Product Catalog at https://orders.access.gpo.gov/su docs/sale/prf/prf.html. Search using the exact
title of the document "Profile of the XXXX Industry’7or simply "Sector Notebook." When ordering,
use the GPO document number found in the order form at the back of this document.

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, including public and
academic libraries; federal, state, tribal, and local governments; and the media from EPA’s National
Service Center for Environmental Publications at (800) 490-9198. When ordering, use the EPA
publication number found on the following page.

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Direct general questions
about the Sector Notebook Project to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to
the contact names listed on the following page.
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_Agricultural Chemical Indust~" Sector Notebook Project

SECTOR NOTEBOOK CONTACTS

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents should be directed to the specialists listed
below. See the Notebook web page at: www.epa.gov/oeca/sector for the most recent titles and staff
contacts.

EPA Publication
Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/3 I0-R-95-001. Profile of the Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPAi310-R-95-002. Profile of the Electronics and Computer Industry.* Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Profile of the Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Profile of the Inorganic Chemical Industry* Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Profile of the Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Profile of the Lumber and Wood Products IndustrySeth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Profile of the Fabricated Metal Products lndustu,* Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Profile of the Metal Mining Industry Maria Malave 564-5027
EPA/310-R-95-009. Profile of the Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry. Anthony Raia 564-6045
EPA/310-R-95-010. Profile of the Nonferrous Metals Industry Debbie Thomas 564-5041
EPA/310-R-95-011. Profile of the Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining IndustryRob Lischinsky 564-2628
EPA/310-R-95-012. Profile of the Organic Chemical Industry * Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Profile of the Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/3 I0-R-95-014. Profile of the Printing Industry. Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Profile of the Pulp and Paper Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-016. Profile of the Rubber and Plastic Industry 564-231~0
EPA/310-R-95-017. Profile of the Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Ind.Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Profile of the Transportation Equip. Cleaning Ind. Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-001. Profile of the Air Transportation Industry. Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Profile of the Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/3 I0-R-97-003. Profile of the Water Transportation Industry, Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Profile of the Metal Casting Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/3 I0-R-97-005. Profile of the Pharmaceuticals Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Profile of the Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. Profile of the Fossil Fuel Electric Power GenerationRafael Sanchez 564-7028

Industry
EPA/310-R-97-008. Profile of the Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045
EPA/310-R-97-009. Profile of the Textile Industry 564-23 ! 0
EPA/310-R-98-001. Profile of the Aerospace Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045
EPA/310-R-97-010. Sector Notebook Data Refresh- 1997 ** Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-99-006. Profile oft he Oil and Gas Extraction Industry Dan Chadwick 564-7054
EPA/310-R-00-003. Profile of the Agricultural Chemical, Pesticide, andMichelle Yaras 564-4153

Fertilizer Industry
EPA/310-R-O0-001 Profile of the Agricultural Crop Production IndustryGinah Mortensen 913-551-5211
EPA/310-R-00-002 Profile of the Agricultural Livestock Production Ginah Mortensen 913-551-5211
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Integrated environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water and land pollution are a logical supplement to traditional single-media
approaches t° environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies
are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility.
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach,
research, and regulatory, development issues. The central concepts driving
the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, water and land) affect each other, and that environmental
strategies must actively identify and address these inter-relationships by
designing policies for the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole
facili~’ focus is to design environmental policies tbr similar industrial
facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to the
manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a comprehensive
manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial "sector-based"
approach within the EPA Office of Compliance led to the creation of this
document.

The Sector Notebook Project was originally initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assur~nce
(OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary, information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the
regulated community, environmental groups, and the public became
interested in this project, the scope of the original project was expanded to
its current form. The ability to design comprehensive, common sense
environmental protection measures for specific industries is dependent on
knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the purposes of this project,
the key elements chosen for inclusion are: general industry information
(economic and geographic); a description of industrial processes; pollution
outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; federal statutory and regulatory
framework; compliance history; and a description of partnerships that have
been formed between regulatory agencies, the regulated community and the
public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document,
this project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references
where more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a
wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the
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information included, each notebook went thxough an external review
process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that
participated in this process who enabled us to develop more complete.
accurate and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who reviewed this
notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be sources of
additional in~:brmation. The individuals and groups on this list do not
necessarily concur with all statements ~vithin this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing r~otebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project
(2223-A), 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW, Washington. DC 20460.
Comments can also be uploaded to the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web for
general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in Appendix
A for accessing this system. Once you have logged in, procedures for
uploading text are available from the on-line EnviroSenSe Help Syste~n.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates
the national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may have
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The
Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental agencies and
other groups to supplement or repackage the information included in this
notebook to include more specific industrial and regulator).’ information that
may be available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement
the"Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with
state and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers
may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail.
Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this
notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further
development of the information or policies addressed within this volume.
If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks for
sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the Office of
Compliance at 202-564-2310.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

This section provides background intbrrnation on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
fertilizer, pesticide, and agricultural chemical industry. Facilities described
within this document are described in terms of their Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes whenever possible.

II.A. Introduction, tlaekground, and Scope of the Notebook

The scope of this Sector Notebook covers the manufacturing and production
of fertilizers, the formulation of pesticide chemicals (both agricultural and
non-agricultural) manufactured at separate facilities, and the production of
other miscellaneous agricultural chemicals. It does not include the use, sale,
distribution, or storage of such chemicals.

The Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry is classified by
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) under Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC). Industry Group Number 287. This classification
corresponds to SIC codes which were established by the OMB to track the
flow of goods and services within the economy. Industry Group Number 287
includes SIC codes:

2873-- Nitrogenous Fertilizers
2874-- Phosphatic Fertilizers
2875-- Fertilizers, Mixing Only
2879-- Pesticides and Agricultural Chemicals, Not Elsewhere
Classified (n.e.c)

This notebook covers both fertilizer manufacturing and formulating
operations including ammonia synthesis, nitric and phosphoric acid
production, and the mixing, preparing, and packaging of nitrogenous and
phosphatic fertilizers. Establishments engaged in manufacturing fertilizer
materials or mixing fertilizers produced at the same establishment are
classified under SIC codes 2873 and 2874. Mixing of fertilizer materials,
such as compost, potting soil, and fertilizers made in plants not
manufacturing fertilizer materials, is classified under SIC code 2875. This
notebook does not include the mining or grinding of phosphate rock, which
is classified under SIC code 1475, and it also does not include the use or
application of fertilizers.

SIC code 2879, pesticides and agricultural chemicals not elsewhere classified
(n.e.c.), hereafter referred to as pesticides and miscellaneous agricultural
chemicals, covers only the formulating, preparing, and packaging of ready-to-
use agricultural and household pest control chemicals. This industry code
also includes establishments primarily engaged in the manufacturing or
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formulating of agricultural chemicals, not elsewhere classified, such as minor
or trace elements and soil conditioners. This notebook does not discuss the
use or application of pesticide products. Establishments primarily engaged
in the manufacturing of basic or technical agricultural pesticides are classified
in Industry Group 281 if the chemicals produced are inorganic or Industry
Group 286 if the chemicals produced are organic. This notebook also does
not cover.the agricultural supply sector, SIC 5191, which is engaged in the
wholesale and distribution of various agricultural supplies including
fertilizers and pesticides. Also, there is little discussion of the potassium
fertilizer industry as potash is classified under SIC 2819, Inorganic
Chemicals n.e.c.

Federal government agencies, including United States EPA, are beginning to
implement an industrial classification system developed by OMB to replace
the SIC code system. The new system, which is based on similar production
processes, is called ’he North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS). In the NAIC system, the manufacturing of nitrogenous fertilizers
(SIC 2873) is classified as NAIC 32531 I, phosphatic fertilizers (SIC 2874)
as NAIC 325312, and fertilizer mixing only (SIC 2875) as NAIC 325314.
Pesticide formulating and agricultural chemicals n.e.c. (SIC 2879) is
classified under NAIC 32532. Because EPA databases, and other databases
used in this document, are still using the SIC system, the industry sectors
described in this Sector Notebook are described in terms of their SIC codes.

ll.B. Characterization of the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry

As the world population increases, crop lands are unable to meet the growing
demand for food without employing some method of crop enhancement.
There are five common practices used to meet the growing demand:

¯ increasing tilled acreage
¯ improving plant strains
¯ introducing or expanding irrigation
¯ controlling pest by chemical or biological methods
¯ initiating or increasing fertilizer usage

Increased utilization of the last two methods has created a large agrichemical
industry which produces a wide variety of products designed to increase crop
production and protect crops from disease and pests (Kent, 1992). Together,
the production of fertilizers and the formulation of pesticides was a $18.8
billion industry in 1992, employing over 40,000 people (USDOC, 1995).

Plants require 18 elements to grow, the most important being oxygen, carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium. Oxygen, carbon, and
hydrogen are obtained from the atmosphere and water, while nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potassium are naturally obtained from soil. However,
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under current high yield production methods, soils are stripped of the
essential nutrients, requiring the addition of fertilizers (primarily consisting
of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium) to resupply the land. The
additional 12 essential nutrients are generally maintained in soil at sufficient
levels for plant growth, but they may be added to some fertilizers (Kent,
1992).

Even before the addition of nutrients to farm lands, farmers were forced to
protect their crops against pests with chemicals. References to pesticide
usage date back to 1000 B.C. Pests are continuously adapting to pesticide
chemicals requiring new pesticides and the usage of multiple chemical
agents. The industry is rapidly changing due to biological adaptation of pests,
laboratory discoveries, and government regulation (Kent, 1992). The
pesticide industry is faced with the need for new formulations and the
abundance of possible combinations, but restricted by cost factors and a
sometimes lengthy registration process.

Pesticides are applied on about three-quarters of United States farms and
households. Farmers’ expenditures on pesticides were equal to 4.6 percent
of total farm production expenditures in 1995, up from 3.9 percent in 1993.
About one billion pounds of active ingredient of conventional pesticides are
used annually in the United States; this usage involves about 21,000 pesticide
products (including non-agricultural products) and 875 active ingredients
registered under the Federal Pesticide Law, according to the 1994 and 1995
.~Iarket Estimates for Pesticides Industry Sales and Usage (Aspelin, 1997).

II.B.1. Product Characterization

This notebook covers all aspects of fertilizer production and pesticide
formulating and packaging. However, because the industrial processes,
pollutant outputs, economics, size, and geographic distribution of the two
industries are different, they are dealt with separately throughout the
notebook.

Figure 1 compares the number of manufacturing facilities and value of
shipments for each of the major sectors within the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and
Agricultural Chemical Industry, as reported by the United States Bureau of
Census. The figure shows that the fertilizer mixing industry has the largest
number of facilities but the smallest value of shipments. This reflects that,
compared to other sub-sectors within the Fertilizer, Pesticide and Agricultural
Chemical Industry, these facilities produce a relatively small volume of
product and sell a relatively low value product. Phosphatic fertilizer
producers, on the other hand, comprise the smallest number of facilities but
have a relatively large share of the industry’s value of shipments, reflecting
that individual facilities produce a relatively large volume of product.
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Figure 1: Number of Facilities and Value of Shipments of the Fertilizer,
Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Manufacturing Industry

(number of manufacturing facilities) (millions of dollars)
75 $4,049.4

~ ; 152 $3,588.4

263
$8,234,8

~ Nitrogenous Fertilizers

¯ Phosphatic Fertilizers

~ Fertilizers, Mixing only
~ Pesticides and Ag. Chem. N.E.C. *

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series: Agricuhural Chemicals, United States
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, May 1995.
~ UnitedStates EPA has identified over 8, 000 establishments that could fall within this SIC code
as it is defined by the OMB. See discussion in text below.

The Census of Manufacturers reports 263 establishments that can be defined
as producing pesticides and miscellaneous agricultural chemicals. These
establishments reportedly account for almost half of the value of shipments
for the sector. There are over 8,000 establishments identified by the United
States EPA that manufacture, formulate and package pesticides and other
agricultural chemicals and that could fall within OMB’s SIC code definition
for this sector. Many of these are small establishments and establishments
that have a primary line of business other than producing pesticides and other
miscellaneous agricultural chemicals. The Census only counts those facilities
which report an SIC code as their primary line of business, thus the number
of facilities shown above is not inclusive of all facilities involved in
agricultural chemical production. Under the "Pesticides and Miscellaneous
Agricultural Chemicals" heading later in this section, other pesticide
producing establishment counts are presented based on EPA estimates and
reporting under section 7 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act.
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Nitrogenous Fertilizers

The nitrogenous fertilizer industry includes the production of synthetic
ammonia, nitric acid, ammonium nitrate, and urea. Synthetic ammonia and
nitric acid, however, are used primarily as intermediates in the production of
ammonium nitrate and urea fertilizers. Table 1 lists specific products
classified as nitrogenous fertilizers by OMB.

Table 1: Nitrogenous Fertilizer Products
(SIC 2873)

Ammonia liquor
Ammonium nitrate
Ammonium sulfate
Anhydrous ammonia
Aqua ammonia
Fertilizers, mixed, produced in nitrogenous fertilizer plants
Fertilizers, natural
Nitric acid
Nitrogen fertilizer solutions
Plant foods, mixed in nitrogenous fertilizer plants
Urea

Source: Standard Industrial Classification Manual, OJfice of                         ,.
Management and Budget, 1987.

Synthetic Ammonia
Synthetic ammonia refers to ammonia that has been synthesized from natural
gas. In this process, natural _gas molecules are reduced to carbon and
hydrogen. The hydrogen is then purified and reacted with nitrogen to
produce ammonia. Approximately 75 percent of the synthetic ammonia
produced in the United States is used as fertilizer, either directly as ammonia
or indirectly after fertilizer synthesis into urea, ammonium nitrate, and
monoammonium or diammonium phosphates. One-third of the fertilizer
nitrogen is applied directly to the land as anhydrous ammonia. The remaining
25 percent of ammonia produced in the United States is used as raw material
in the manufacture of polymeric resins, explosives, nitric acid, and other
products (USEPA, 1993a).

Nitric Acid
Nitric acid is formed by concentration, absorption, and oxidation of
anhydrous ammonia. About 70 percent of the nitric acid produced is
consumed as an intermediate in the manufacture of ammonium nitrate
(NH4NO3), which is primarily used in fertilizers. Another 5 to I0 percent of
the nitric acid produced is used in adipic acid manufacturing, an intermediate
in nylon production. Explosive manufacturing utilizes nitric acid for organic
nitrations to produce nitrobenzene, dinitrotoluenes, and other chemical
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intermediates. Other end uses of nitric acid are gold and silver separation,
military, munitions, steel and brass pickling, photoengraving, and acidulation
of phosphate rock (USEPA, 1993a).

Ammonium Nitrate
Ammonium nitrate is produced by neutralizing nitric acid with ammonia.
Approximately 15 to 20 percent of ammonium nitrate is used for explosives
and the balance for fertilizer. Ammonium nitrate is marketed in several
forms, depending upon its use. Liquid ammonium nitrate may be sold as a
fertilizer, generally in combination with urea. Liquid ammonium nitrate may
also be concentrated to form an ammonium nitrate "melt" for use in solids
formation processes. Solid ammonium nitrate may be produced in the form
of prills, grains, granules or crystals. Prills, round or needle-shaped
aggregates, can be produced in either high or low density form, depending on
the concentration-of the melt. High density prills, granules and crystals are
used as fertilizer, grains are used solely in explosives, and low density prills
can be used as either fertilizer or explosives (USEPA, 1993a).

Ure~a
Urea, also known as carbamide or carbonyl diamide, is produced by reacting
ammonia with carbon dioxide. Eighty-five percent of urea solution produced
is used in fertilizer mixtures, with three percent going to animal feed
supplements and 12 percent is used for plastics and other uses. Urea is
marketed as a solution or in solid form. Most solids are produced as prills or
granules for use as fertilizer or protein supplement in animal feed, and in
plastics manufacturing (USEPA, 1993a).

Ammonium sulfate
It is not economically feasible to produce ammonium sulfate for use as a
fertilizer. However, ammonium sulfate is formed as a by-product of other
process such as acid scrubbing of coke oven gas, synthetic fiber production,
and the ammoniation of process sulfuric acid (Hoffmeister, 1993). Therefore,
the production of ammonium sulfate is not described in this notebook.
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Figure 2: Product Distribution for SIC 2873, Nitrogenous Fertilizers

1996 Production
(in thousands of tons)

16,814

2,605

3,060
5,551

Ammonia ~ Ammonium nitrate
Urea ¯ Ammonium sulfate

Source: Fertilizer Institute data as reported in Chemical and Engineering News, June 23, 1998. Figures
are based on Fertilizer Institute surveys and may not represent the entire industry.

Phosphatic Fertilizers

The phosphatic fertilizer industry can be divided into three major segments:
phosphoric acid, granular ammonium phosphate, and normal and triple
superphosphate. Table 2 lists these, and a few additional, less common
products classified as phosphatic fertilizers by OMB.

Table 2: Phosphatic Fertilizer
Products (SIC 2874)

Ammonium phosphates
Calcium recta-phosphates
Defluorinated phosphates
Diammonium phosphates
Fertilizers, mixed, produced in phosphatic fertilizer
plants
Phosphoric acid
Plant foods, mixed in phosphatic fertilizer plants
Superphosphates, ammoniated and not ammoniated

Source: Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of
Management and Bud[et, 1987.
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Phosphoric Acid
Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) can be manufactured using either a wet or a thermal
process to react phosphate rock with sulfuric acid. Approximately 96 percent
of the phosphoric acid produced in the United States is produced using the
wet process. Wet process phosphoric acid has a phosphorous concentration
typically ranging from 26-30% as phosphorous pentoxide (P205) and is used
in the production of ammonium phosphates and triple superphosphates.
Thermal process phosphoric acid is commonly used in the manufacture of
high grade chemicals requiring a much higher purity.

Ammonium Phosphates
Ammonium phosphate (NH4H:PO4) is produced by reacting phosphoric acid
with anhydrous ammonia. Both solid and liquid ammonium phosphatic
fertilizers are produced in the United States The most common ammonium
phosphatic fertilizer grades are monoammonium phosphate (MAP) and
diammonium phosphate (DAP). DAP has become one of the most commoniy
used fertilizers because it provides a large quantity of plant food, is
compatible with most mix fertilizer ingredients, and is nonexplosive. It may
be directly applied or used in irrigation systems as it is completely soluble in
water. DAP is also preferred over MAP because it is capable of fixing twice
as much ammonia per phosphorous pentoxide in solid form (Nielson, 1987.)
MAP contains a higher concentration of phosphorous pentoxide than DAP.
It is favored for use with alkaline soils and may be apptied either directly or
in a dry blend.

Normal Superphosphates
Like phosphoric acid, normal, or "ordinary," superphosphate fertilizers are
produced by reacting phosphate rock with sulfuric acid. However, normal
superphosphate (NSP) retains calcium sulfate which forms by the reaction
between phosphate rock and sulfuric acid. For this reason NSP retains its
importance wherever sulphur deficiency limits crop yields (UNEP, 1996).
NSP refers to fertilizer material containing 15 to 21 percent phosphorous as
phosphorous pentoxide (P205). As defined by the Census Bureau, NSP
contains not more than 22 percent of available P20~ (USEPA, 1993a).
Production of NSP has given way to the higher-yielding triple
superphosphates and ammonium phosphates. In 1990, production of NSP
accounted for only one percent by weight of the phosphorous fertilizer
industry. Because of its low P20~ concentration, shipping can be
prohibitively expensive due to the large volumes required. NSP is favored
in low cost Nitrogen-Phosphorous-Potassium (NPK) mixes because it is a
less expensive form of phosphorous, however, it is unacceptable for higher-
grade mixes (Kent, 1992).

Triple Superphosphates
Triple superphosphates (TSP) are produced by reacting ground phosphate
rock with phosphoric acid. Triple superphosphate is also known as double,
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treble, or concentrated superphosphate. The phosphorus content of triple
superphosphates is over 40 percent, measured as phosphorus pentoxide
(P20~). which is its main advantage over other phosphatic fertilizers (USEPA,
1993a). TSP began to be produced in large quantities when wet process
phosphoric acid production became available commercially. It is commonly
produced along with phosphoric acid near phosphate rock supplies. TSP may
be applied directly or as a bulk blend (Kent, 1992).

Figure 3: Product Distribution for SIC 2874, Phosphorous Fertilizers

1996 Production
(in thousands of tons)

12,511
o

1,701

3,332

15,575

Phosphoric acid ~]~ Concentrated superphosphate
Diamrnonium phosphate ¯ Monoammonium phosphate

Source: Chemical and Engineering News, June 23, 1998. Figures are based on Fertilizer
Institute surveys and may not represent the entire industry.

Fertilizers, Mixing Only

A significant part of the fertilizer industry only purchases fertilizer materials
in bulk from fertilizer manufacturing facilities and mixes them to sell as a
fertilizer formulation.

Phosphorous is the single nutrient most likely to be applied in a fertilizer
mixture, as seen in Table 3.
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Table 3:1990 Direct vs Mixed Application of
i Primary Fertilizer Nutrients

Method, % applied

Nutrient Direct Mixtures

Nitrogen 80 20

Phosphorous 8 92

Potassium 65 35

TOTAL 61 39

Source." Hoffraeister, G., "Fertilizers, " Kirk-Othmer
Enq’clopedia of Cheraical Technology, K 10, 1993.

Although the Bureau of the Census only counts 401 facilities reporting the
SIC code for fertilizer mixing (2875) in 1992, other sources estimated the
true number of fertilizer mixing facilities to be closer to five or six thousand
in 1984 (Adrilenas and Vroomen, 1990). About half of applied fertilizers are
bulk blends. Fertilizer mixing facilities generally serve a small area such as
farms within a ten to fifty mile radius. The processes involved are simple and
relatively little value is added to the raw materials purchased by mixing
facilities. Nevertheless, there are many of these facilities and volume of
production results in a $1.8 billion industry (value of annual shipments). The
industrial process is simple and resembles that of the pesticide formulating
sector. A brief discussion of fertilizer mixing processes is included in this
notebook.

Pesticides and Miscellaneous Agricultural Chemicals

The pesticides and agricultural chemicals n.e.c. (referred to here as pesticides
and miscellaneous agricultural chemicals) industry group (SIC 2879)
formulates and prepares ready to use agricultural and household pesticides
and other agricultural chemicals. The manufacture of pesticide active
ingredients is classified under either Industry Group 281 for inorganic
chemicals or 286 for organics which are not covered by this notebook. (See
Profile of the Inorganic Chemicals lndustry and Profile of the Organic
Chemicals Industry Sector Notebooks.) In the United States, over 850
different pesticide formulations and preparations are produced. In 1995, 31
new active ingredients were registered in the United States (Aspelin, 1997).
Most of these pesticides can be classified as either insecticides, herbicides,
or fungicides, although many other minor classifications exist. Also included
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in this category are blends of fertilizers and pesticides produced at pesticide
formulating and mixing facilities. Table 4 lists the pesticides and other
products included in SIC 2879.

Table 4: SIC 2879 Pesticides and Miscellaneous Agricultural
Chemicals, List of Products

Agricultural disinfectants Insecticides, agricultural and Poison. household
Agricultural pesticides household Pyrethrin
Arsenates and arsenites Lime-sulfur, dry and solution Rodenticides
Bordeaux mixture Lindane, formulated Rotenone
Cattle dips and sheep dips Moth repellants Soil conditioners
DDT Nicotine and salts Sulfur dust
Defoliants Paris green Thioeyaaates
Fly sprays Pesticides, household Trace elements
Fungicides Phytoactin (agrichemical)
Growth regulants Plant hormones Xanthone
Herbicides

Source: Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget, 198Z

In 1995, 77 percent (by volume) of all pesticides were used for agriculture,
12 percent for industrial, commercial, or governmental lands or facilities, and
11 percent for homes and gardens (Aspelin, 1997). Non-agricultural
pesticides and miscellaneous agricultural chemicals are included in the data
presented for sales, production, waste management, and enforcement and
compliance. However, since they represent a relatively small part of the
industu° and cover a wide range of chemicals and production processes, these
products are not covered in the Industrial Processes and Pollutant Outputs
sections of this document.

Herbicides
Herbicides (in both value and quantity) are the largest class of pesticides used
in the United States, as well as in the world. This class of pesticides, which
accounts for approximately fifty percent of the value of aggregate world
pesticide usage, is used to destroy or control a wide variety of weeds and
other unwanted plants. Because of its demonstrated farm labor savings,
nearly all the agricultural land in the United States is currently being treated
with some type of herbicide. In recent years, approximately fifty percent of
total United States pesticide consumption (by value) was herbicides (USITC,
1994).

Insecticides
Insecticides are the second largest pesticide category (by value) used in the
United States and in the world. In the early 1990s, insecticides accounted for
approximately twenty-nine percent of the total value of United States
pesticide consumption. Historically, the category of synthetic organic
insecticides has been divided into one of four major chemical groups:
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¯ organochlorines (e.g., DDT and chlordane)
¯ organophosphates (e.g., parathion and diazinon)
¯ carbamates (e.g., carbaryl)
¯ pyrethroids (e.g., natural and synthetic)

Several compounds, discovered during the 1950s, found widespread use in
agriculture because of their high toxicity to a variety of insects. However, the
qualities that made these chemicals so desirable also led to their eventual
removal from the market, as these products also proved harmful to humans
and to the environment. Spurred in part by increased environmental concem,
researchers developed a new series of less toxic synthetic compounds called
pyrethroids. These compounds are based on the natural pyrethroids, which
are found in such plants as the chrysanthemum (USITC, 1994).

Funo, icides
In recent years, fungicides accounted for approximately ten percent of the
value of total United States pesticide consumption. Fungicides are used
today primarily to protect agricultural crops and seeds from various fungi;
farmers previously used inorganic products, such as elemental sulfur and
copper sulfate. Initially, synthetic products were commercially unsuccessful,
because of their high manufacturing costs. By the 1940s, however, newer,
less expensive products became commercially successful. Today, fungicides
are manufactured from a variety of chemical classes. Commercially, the most
important fungicides are halogenated compounds, the carbamates and
dithiocarbamates, and organophosphates (USITC, 1994).

Other Pesticides
Although small in total quantity consumed, a number of other classes of
pesticide products are on the market. Some of these pesticides are not
covered by this Notebook.

¯ Biological pesticides, also known as biopesticides, include true
biological agents, living or reproduced biological entities such as viruses
or bacteria, and naturally occurring biochemicals such as plant growth
regulators, hormones, and insect sexual attractants (pheromones) that
function by modes of action other than innate toxicity. At the end of
1998, there were approximately 175 registered biopesticide active
ingredients and 700 products. Generally, biological pesticides pose little
or no risk to human health or the environment. Accordingly EPA
generally requires much less data to register a biopesticide than to register
a conventional pesticide (USEPA, 1999). To further facilitate the
r̄egistration ofbiopesticides, in 1994, EPA established the Biopesticides
and Pollution Prevention Division in the Office of Pesticide Programs.

¯ Plant growth regulators have been developed by many companies to
improve crop production. Plant growth regulators are produced for a
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variety of purposes, including loosening ripened fruits for faster harvest;
controlling the size and firmness of fruits; and regulating the size of a
plant to increase branching. These products account for a small portion
of world and United States usage. Future development will probably be
directed toward selected crops for which the application of these specialty.
products is found to be the most cost effective (USITC, 1994).

¯ Sex attractants may be used to attract insects to traps or to confuse
specific male insects, making it difficult to locate females for mating.
Commercially available sexual attractants are synthetically produced
compounds. Insect growth regulators, such as juvenile growth hormones,
are synthetic compounds similar to the natural chemicals that regulate
insect growth.

¯ Genetically modified plants are plants developed through the use of
biotechnology. There are three types of plants that are relevant to pest
control: herbicide-tolerant plants (which can tolerate certain types of
herbicides), insect-resistant plants (which can withstand attacks by certain
insects), and virus- and other pest-resistant plants (which are immune to
some types of plant viruses and other plant pests). As of September
1994, several genetically modified plants had been commercialized and
had elicited optimism that genetically modified plants would become an
important new approach to controlling pests (USDA, 1995).

The environmental benefits of reduced use of chemical pesticides are also
significant. Environmental side effects of traditional pesticides include the
cost of providing alternative sources of drinking water, increased treatment
costs for public and private water systems, lost boating and swimming
opportunities, worker safety concerns, exposure to nearby residents, increased
exposures for farm children, possible loss of biodiversity, pressure on
threatened and endangered species, and damage to recreational and fishery
resources (USDA, 1995).

Pesticide Formulations
Pesticide formulations may exist in any of the three following physical states:
liquid, dry, and pressurized gas. The liquid formulation may be applied
directly in liquid form or propelled as an aerosol. Some common dry-based
formulations are dusts, wettable powders, granules, treated seed, bait pellets,
encapsulated, and cubes. Pressurized gas formulations are used primarily for
soil fumigation (USEPA, 1996). Gaseous pesticides can be subjected to high
pressures which often convert the formulation to a liquid which can be stored,
transported and applied from gas cylinders.

Repackaging of pesticide formulations is common when materials are to be
transferred from bulk storage to a smaller scale of packaging for use by a
consumer. Products are typically repackaged in smaller containers and
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consumer-specific labeling is added (USEPA, 1996).

In 1995, roughly 79 percent of all pesticides were used on agricultural
cropland. The remainder were used in private homes and gardens and on
commercial and industrial property (Aspelin, 1997). Therefore, although non-
agricultural pesticides are included in SIC code 2879 and thus the notebook.
the specific packaging or formulating requirements of those products are not
included. However, the sales, production, pollutant releases, and
enforcement and compliance data reflect non-agricultural pesticides as well
as agricultural pesticides.

The majority of pesticides were used on only a few major crops: cotton, corn,
soybeans, and apples. The major pesticide chemicals used in United States
agricultural crop production are atrazine, metolachlor, metam sodium, methyl
bromide~, and dichloropropene (Aspelin, 1997).

Figure 4: Product Distribution for SIC 2879, Pesticides and Miscellaneous
Agricultural Chemicals

1996 Production
(in millions of pounds)

568 . ~

Herbicides Insecticides
Fungicides Plant Growth Regulators

Source: American Crop Protection Association, as reported in Chemical and Engineering News, June 23, 1998.

I Production and importation of methyl bromide is currently being phased out. It will be reduced from 1991 levels

and will be completely phased out in 2005.
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Establishment Reporting Under FIFRA Section 7

Information reported under section 7 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide.
and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) is another source of facility, level data for the
pesticides industry. All establishments that produce pesticides in the United
States or that import pesticides into the United States are required to register
and report their production volume to the EPA. These data differ from the
Census of Manufacturers data presented above for the agricultural chemical
industry, as a whole. The Census of Manufacturers data only covers facilities
that are manufacturing these products, while the FIFRA data system more
broadly includes establishments that "produce" these products. The term.
"produce" has been defined under FIFRA and 40 CFR Part 167 to mean "to
manufacture, prepare, propagate, compound, or process any pesticide.
including any pesticide produced pursuant to section 5 of FIFRA, any active
ingredient, or device, or to package, repackage, label, relabel, or otherwise
change the container of any pesticide or device." Repackaging or otherwise
changing the container of any pesticide or device in bulk amounts constitutes
pesticide production. Under FIFRA section 7, products are reported under
one of four product types:

1) Technical material or active ingredient
2) End-use blend, formulation, or concentrate
3) Repackaged or relabeled product
4) Device

The total number of establishments, domestic and foreign, that reported to
EPA under FIFRA section 7 are presented in Table 5. Although there are
approximately twelve to. thirteen thousand Active Registered
Pesticide-Producing Establishments, table 5 below only lists establishments
that reported actual production for the calender year 1996. The
establishments that reported either zero production or who were non-reporters
for calender year 1996 are not included in the establishment number totals in
the table. The significant difference between the pesticide producing
establishment counts as reported under section 7 (8,612) and the pesticide and
agricultural chemical manufacturers n.e.c, reported by the Census (263) can
be attributed to the section 7 broad inclusion of producers vs. the relatively
narrow, Census inclusion of manufacturers. In addition, the Census of
Manufacturers uses SIC code definitions which lump many pesticide active
ingredient manufacturers into SIC codes that represent organic or inorganic
chemicals. Establishments classified under the first product type, as well as
some of the second, may include facilities classified under the chemical
manufacturing SIC codes 286 or 281. Also, the Census only counts a facility
in an SIC code if they report a product in that SIC code as their primary line
of business. Therefore, facilities producing a variety of products might not
be classified under all applicable SIC codes. For example, a facility which
produces many different types of fertilizers as well as some pesticides might
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only be counted under the fertilizer SIC codes by the Census Bureau to avoid
double counting of facilities.

Table 5: Establishment Counts Based on Product
Type*

Type Product Total Domestic Foreign

I Technical Material, 555 410 145
Active Ingredient

2 End-Use Blend, 2,590 2,454 136
Formulation,
Concentrate

3 Repackaged or 5,267 5,243 24
Relabeled Goods

4 Devices 200 166 34

Total 8,612 8,273 339

Source: U.S.EPA, Enforcement, Planning, Targeting & Data
Division,, FIFRA, section 7Data System, Umted States EPA. 1996.
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II.B.2. lndustr~ Size and Geographic Distribution

Table 6 lists the facility, size distribution within the nitrogenous fertilizer,
phosphatic fertilizer, fertilizer mixing, and pesticide and agrichemical
formulating industries. For each industry code, the majority of facilities
employ less than 50 people.

Table 6: Facility Size Distribution for the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical
Manufacturing Industry

FERTILIZERS PESTICIDES

Nitrogenous Phosphatic Fertilizers, Mixing Pesticides and
Fertilizers Fertilizers (SIC only other
(SIC 2873) 2874) (SIC 2875) Agrichemicals

(SIC 2879)*
Employees
per Facility Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentage

of of of of of of of of
Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities

1-9 60 39% 27 36% 205 51% 108 4I%

10-49 47 31% 22 29% 166 41% 95 36%

50-249 43 28% 15 20% 30 8% 45 17%

250-499 1 1% 6 8% 0 0% 7 3%

500-2499 1 1% 5 7% - 0 0% 8 3%

Total 152 100% 75 100% 401 100% 263* 100%

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series: Agricultural Chemicals, US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
May 1995.
Note: 1992 Census of Manufacturers data are the most recent available. Changes in the number of facilities, location, and employment
figures since 1992 are not reflected in these data.
* United States EPA has identified over 8, 600 registeredpesticide producing establishments. The SIC code as it is defined by the
OMB only includes 263 of those establishments.
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Figure 5 shows the United States distribution of fertilizer manufacturing and
mixing facilities. The geographic distribution of nitrogenous and phosphatic
fertilizer manufacturers is determined by natural resources and demand.
Seventy percent of synthetic ammonia plants in the United States are
concentrated in Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Iowa, and Nebraska due to
abundant natural gas supplies. The majority of nitric acid plants are located
in agricultural regions such as the Midwest, South Central. and Gulf States
in order to accommodate the high volume of fertilizer usage. Florida has the
largest phosphate rock supply in the United States, thus phosphoric acid
manufacturing is concentrated primarily in Florida and spreads into the
Southeast.

Figure 5: Geographic Distribution of the Fertilizer Industry (SIC 2873, 2874, 2875)

Source." 1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series. Agricultural Chemicals, United States
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, May 1995.
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Table 7 further divides the geographic distribution of fertilizer manufacturing
and mixing facilities. The top states in which the nitrogenous fertilizer,
phosphatic fertilizer, and fertilizer mixing industries are concentrated are
given along with their respective number of establishments. Florida’s supply
of phosphate rock causes a concentration of phosphatic and mixed fertilizer
facilities, while nitrogenous fertilizer plants are often located near sources of
raw materials.

Table 7: States with the Largest Number of Fertilizer Manufacturing Facilities

Nitrogenous Phosphatic Fertilizers,
Fertilizers Fertilizers Mixing only
(SIC 2873) - (SIC 2874) (SIC 2875)

Top Establish- Top Establish- Top Establish-
States merits States ments States ments

States in which
industry, is California 17 Florida 15 Florida 42
concentrated, based Texas 12 North 9 Ohio 31
on number of Louisiana Carolina Texas
establishments 8 26

of total [ 24% 32% 25%%

Source." 1992 Census of .\lanufacturers, [ndust~. Series: Agricultural Cherngcals, US Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, May 1995.
Note: 1992 Census of Manufacturers data are the most recent available. Changes in the number of facilities, location,
and employment figures since 1992 are not reflected in these data.
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Figure 6 shows the United States distribution of pesticide tbrmulating and
miscellaneous agrichemical formulating facilities. The distribution follows
the general distribution of the petrochemical industry (coasts and Great
Lakes) which the industry relies on for its raw materials, and the distribution
of agricultural production in the United States (Midwest and Great Plains
states).

Figure 6: Geographic Distribution of the Pesticide Formulating and Miscellaneous
Agrichemicai Formulating Facilities (SIC 2879)*

25-36

~ 10- 24

!
~o

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series: Agricultural Chemicals, United States Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, May 1995.
* United States EPA has identified over 8, 000 establishments that could fall within this SIC code as it is
defined by the OMB.
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Table 8: Top United States Agricultural Chemical Companies

1997 Sales
Rank Company (millions of SIC Code(s) Reported

dollars)

1 IMC Global - Northbrook, IL 2,981 2874, 2875, 2819, 1474, 1475

2 Zeneca Inc. - Wilmington, DE 2,822 2879, 2834,2899

3 Agrium United States Inc. - Spokane, 1,814 2873
WA

4 CF Industries, Inc. - Lake Zurich, IL 1,383 2873, 2874

5 PCS Nitrogen Inc. - Memphis, TN 1,310 2873, 2874

6 Dowelanco (now named Dow 1,288 2879
AgriSciences) - Indianapolis, IN

7 The Scotts Company - Marysville, OH 752 2873, 2874, 2879, 0139, 2499,
3524

8 Cargill Fertilizer - Riverview, FL 600 2874

9 ChemFirst Inc. - Jackson, MS 595 2873, 2865, 3567, 3312

10 La Roche Industries Inc. - Atlanta, GA 449 2873, 5191, 2812, 2869, 3291,
3569

Source: Dun & Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, 1997

Note: Not all sales can be attributed to the companies a~ricultural chemical operations.

Dun & Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, compiles financial data on
United States companies including those operating within the Fertilizer,
Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry. Dun & Bradstreet ranks
United States companies, whether they are a parent company, subsidiary or
division, by sales volume within their assigned 4-digit SIC code. Readers
should note that: (1) companies are assigned a 4-digit SIC code that
resembles their principal industry most closely; and (2) sales figures include
total company sales, including subsidiaries and operations (possibly not
related to agricultural chemicals). Additional sources of company specific
financial information include Standard & Poor’s Stock Report Service,
Ward’s Business Directory of United States Public and Private Companies,
Moody’s Manuals, and annual reports.

The Bureau of the Census publishes concentration ratios, which measure the
degree of competition in a market. They compute the value of shipments
percentage controlled by the top 4, 8, 20, and 50 companies in a given
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industry. Within the agricultural chemical industry, the phosphatic fertilizer
industry had the highest concentration ratio tbr the top tour companies in
1992, 62 percent. The pesticide and other agricultural chemicals, nitrogenous
fertilizers, and fertilizer mixing industries’ concentration ratios were 53, 48,
and 19 percent respectively.

II.B.3. Economic Trends

The United States is a major producer and exporter of agricultural chemicals.
It is the largest producer of phosphatic fertilizers and pesticides and the
second largest producer of nitrogenous fertilizers in the world (USDOC,
1998).

Domestic Market Trends

The majority of important crops, such as corn and soybeans, are grown using
fertilizers and pesticides. As a result, year-to-year changes in the domestic
demand for agrichemicals reflect the level of planted acreage, which in turn
is affected by grain prices and weather conditions. Increases in planted
acreage of corn, feedgrains and other crops in recent years have resulted in
increased demand and production of agrichemicals in the United States.
Industry, shipments of agricultural chemicals should show modest annual
growth through the end of the decade (USDOC, 1998).

The Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform Act of 1996 could have
a major long-term impact on the agricultural chemical industry. This law
gives farmers greater flexibility in making planting decisions and allows them
to rely more on the marketplace as a guide for crop plantings. The bill
eliminates the annual acreage set-aside program, thus potentially boosting the
levels of crop acreage (USDOC, 1998).

Agricultural chemical production showed little change between 1995 and
1996. Total production was approximately 103 million pounds each year.
However, experts claim that due to lower dosage requirements for pesticides,
agrichemical demand is actually higher than it would appear. Pesticides saw
a six percent rise in production from 1995 to 1996. Nitrogenous fertilizer
production was up approximately seven percent, and phosphate production
increased slightly except for its major product, diammonium phosphate.
Prices for agricultural chemicals rose three percent from 1995 to 1996, while
the number of production workers fell two percent (USDOC, 1998).

International Market Trends

The United States accounts for more than 50 percent of world trade in
phosphatic fertilizers, with a two-thirds share of total trade in DAP
(diammonium phosphate), the principal phosphatic fertilizer product.
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Exports generally account for about half of total shipments for the United
States phosphatic fertilizer industry., with about half of all exports going to
China.

International markets, especially less developed nations in Asia and Latin
America. hold greater market potential for the agrichemicals industry as
population levels grow, income levels rise, and demands for better standards
of living and diets increase the need for grain production. From the current
level of about 5.8 billion, the world population is expected to increase by
about 80 million each year between 1996 and 2000. Developing nations are
becoming more sophisticated in agricultural practices, thus increasing their
usage of fertilizers and pesticides to improve production (USDOC, 1998).

The United States has been a net exporter of pesticide chemicals, and this is
expected to continue through the turn of the century. Exports of pesticides
accounted for about 25 percent of United States pesticide production in 1994,
according to The American Crop Protection Association. United States
pesticide producers benefit from a highly developed chemical sector and
strong demand from developing regions of the world. Nevertheless, export
opportunities are being restrained by industry-wide globalization as producers
are choosing to site facilities closer to end-use markets. In addition,
regulatory reforms in Western Europe, such as the competitive access
provider plan, are expected to limit prospects in that region, currently the
largest destination for United States produced pesticides (USDOC, 1998).

International competition for the United States phosphatic fertilizer industry
generally comes from countries with phosphate rock reserves and capacity to
convert rock into phosphate chemicals. Diammonium phosphate imports are
expected to account for most of the growth in world trade, thus giving the
United States a promising outlook for this product. Morocco possesses at
least 50 percent of the world’s rock reserves and is the largest phosphate rock
exporter. China and Russia are also major phosphate rock and fertilizer
producers, with Russia also a leading exporter of phosphate chemicals. In the
xvorld pesticide markets, maj or competitors are companies based in Germany,
France, and Switzerland.

The United States is a net importer of nitrogenous fertilizers. Trinidad and
Tobago and Canada are the leading United States suppliers of nitrogen due
to their low-cost supplies of natural gas.

Agricultural biotechnology is beginning to play a major role in agricultural
pest control, spurred on by government pesticide restrictions, increased insect
resistance to pesticides, and farmers’ demand for productivity gains.
Genetically engineered plants will be higher yielding, more resistant to
disease and insects, and tolerant to herbicides. A number of companies have
received approvals for the use of genetically engineered seeds, including corn
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and cotton, that are resistant to insects and herbicide tolerant. Commercial
usage should increase rapidly over the next few years (USDOC, 1998).
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lII. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the Fertilizer,
Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industu, including the materials and
equipment used, and the processes employed. The section is designed for
those interested in gaining a general understanding of the industry, and for
those interested in the inter-relationship between the industrial process and
the topics described in subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant
outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and federal regulations. This
section does not attempt to replicate published engineering information that
is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of resource
materials and contacts that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the by-products produced or
released, and the materials either recycled or transferred off-site. This
discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the identified processes,
provide a concise description of where wastes may be produced in the
process. This section also describes the potential fate (via air, water, and
soil pathways) of these waste products.

The three most important nutrients for plant growth are nitrogen,
phosphorous, and potassium. However, the production of the major
potassium fertilizer salts, or potash as they are commonly known, is typically
considered an inorganic chemical process (SIC 2819). Therefore, the
discussion of fertilizer production in this notebook is restricted to nitrogenous
and phosphatic mixtures. The fertilizer, pesticide, and agricult’aral chemical
industry can be divided into Nitrogenous Fertilizers, Phosphatic Fertilizers,
Fertilizers (Mixing-only), and the formulating and preparing of pesticides and
other agricultural chemicals. A detailed description of the production
processes for nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers is presented here, along
with brief descriptions of the fertilizer mixing and pesticide formulating and
preparing industry.

III.A. Nitrogenous Fertilizers

The major nitrogenous fertilizers include synthetic ammonia, ammonium
nitrate, and urea. The various industrial processes used to manufacture these
products are described, as well as the production process for nitric acid, an
important intermediate in nitrogenous fertilizer production.

III.A.1. Synthetic Ammonia

Synthetic ammonia (’NH3) is produced by reacting hydrogen with nitrogen at
a molar ratio of three to one. Nitrogen is obtained from the air, which is
primarily comprised of nitrogen (78 percent) and oxygen (21 percent) (Lewis,
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1993). Hydrogen is obtained from either the catalytic steam reforming of
natural gas (methane) or naptha, or as the byproduct from the electrolysis of
brine at chlorine plants. In the United States, about 98 percent of the
hydrogen used to synthesize ammonia is produced by catalytic steam
reforming of natural gas, and only 2 percent is obtained from chlorine plants
(USEPA, 1993a).

Six process steps are required to produce synthetic ammonia using the
catalytic steam reforming method:

1) natural gas desulfurization
2) catalytic steam reforming
3) carbon monoxide shift
4) carbon dioxide removal
5) methanation
6) ammonia synthesis.

The first, third, fourth, and fifth steps remove impurities such as sulfur, CO,
CO2 and water from the feedstock, hydrogen and synthesis gas streams. In the
second step, hydrogen is manufactured and mixed with air (nitrogen). The
sixth step produces anhydrous ammonia from the synthetic gas. An
anhydrous compound is inorganic and does not contain water either adsorbed
on its surface or combined as water of c~stallization. While almost all
ammonia plants use these basic process steps, details such as operating
pressures, temperatures, and quantities of feedstock vary from plant to plant.
Figure 7 shows a simplified process flow diagram of a typical ammonia plant
(USEPA, 1993a).

Natural gas desulfurization
In the natural gas desulfurization step, the sulfur content (primarily as H2S)
in natural gas feedstock is reduced to below 280 micrograms per cubic meter
to prevent poisoning of the catalyst used in the catalytic steam reforming step.
Desulfurization can be accomplished by passing the natural gas through a bed
of either activated carbon or zinc oxide. In both systems, the hydrogen sulfide
in the gas adsorbs to the surface of the activated carbon or zinc oxide medium
and the desulfurized natural gas passes through.

Over 95 percent of the ammonia plants in the United States use activated
carbon fortified with metallic oxide additives for feedstock desulfurization.
After a certain amount of impurities adsorb to the activated carbon, its
effectiveness is reduced and it must be regenerated by passing superheated
steam through the carbon bed. The superheated steam strips out the sulfur
impurities, is condensed, and sent to the wastewater treatment plant. One
disadvantage of the activated carbon system is that some of the heavy.
hydrocarbons in the natural gas adsorb to the carbon, decreasing its
effectiveness and lowering the heating value of the desulfurized gas.
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The remaining five percent of plants use zinc oxide for desulfurization. The
zinc oxide system is capable of absorbing up to 20 percent sulfur by weight

Figure 7: Typical Process of Ammonia Synthesis
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(Hodge, 1994). Zinc oxide is replaced rather than regenerated, which lowers
energy consumption and minimizes impact to the atmosphere. The higher
molecular weight hydrocarbons are not removed; therefore, the heating value
of the natural ~as is not reduced. However, it is impractical and
uneconomical to replace the zinc oxide beds so few plants use it (USEPA,
1993a).

Catalytic steam reforming
Next, the desulfurized natural gas is preheated by mixing with superheated
steam. The mixture of steam and gas enters the primary reformer tubes
which are filled with a nickel-based reforming catalyst, and the tubes are
heated by natural gas or oil-fired burners. Approximately 70 percent of the
methane (CH4) is converted to hydrogen (H~_) and carbon dioxide (CO _.),
according to the following reaction:

0.88CH4 + 1.26air + 1.24 H~_O - 0.88 CO~_ +N,. + 3H2

The remainder o~the CH4 is converted to H2 and CO. This process gas is then
sent to the secondary reformer, where it is mixed with compressed hot air at
540°C (1004°F). Sufficient air is added to produce a final synthesis gas
having a hydrogen-to-nitrogen mole ratio of three to one. The gas leaving the
secondary reformer (primarily hydrogen, nitrogen, CO, CO2, and H_,0) ks then
cooled to 360°C (680°F) in a waste heat boiler before being sent to the
carbon monoxide shift (USEPA, 1993a).

Carbon monoxide shift
After cooling, the secondary reformer effluent gas enters a high temperature
(350-400°C) CO shift converter which converts the CO to CO2, followed by
a low temperature (200-250°C) shift converter which continues to convert
CO to CO2 (Kroschwitz and Howe-Grant, 1992). The high temperature CO
shift converter is filled with chromium oxide initiator and iron oxide catalyst.
The following reaction takes place (USEPA, 1993a):

CO + H20 - CO2 + H2

The exit gas is then cooled in a heat exchanger before being sent to a low
temperature shift converter for ammonia, amines, and methanol where CO
continues to be converted to CO2 by a copper oxide/zinc oxide catalyst (Kent,
1992). In some plants, the gas is first passed through a bed of zinc oxide to
remove any residual sulfur contaminants that would poison the low
temperature shift catalyst. In other plants, excess low temperature shift
catalyst is added to ensure that the unit will operate as expected. Final shift
gas from this converter is cooled from 210 to 110°C (410 to 230°F) and
unreacted steam is condensed and separated from the gas in a knockout drum.
The final shift gas then enters the bottom of the carbon dioxide absorption
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system. The condensed steam (process condensate) contains ammonium
carbonate ([(NH~)~. CO3 ¯ H20]) from the high temperature shift converter,
methanol (CH3OH) from the low temperature shift converter, and small
amounts of sodium, iron, copper, zinc, aluminum and calcium. Process
condensate is sent to the stripper to remove volatile gases such as ammonia,
methanol, and carbon dioxide. Trace metals remaining in the process
condensate are typically removed in an ion exchange unit (USEPA, 1993a).

Carbon dioxide removal
In this step, CO~_ in the final shift gas is removed. CO~_ removal can be done
by using one of two methods: monoethanolamine (C~.H4NH,_OH) scrubbing
or hot potassium scrubbing. Approximately 80 percent of the ammonia plants
use monoethanolamine (MEA) for removing CO2. In this process, the CO_~
gas is passed upward through an adsorption tower countercurrent to a 15
percent to 30 percent solution of MEA in water fortified with corrosion
irLhibitors. After absorbing the CO~_, the amine-CO2 solution is preheated and
regenerated in a reactivating tower. The reacting tower removes CO2 by
steam stripping and then by heating. The CO~. gas (98.5 percent COO is either
vented to the atmosphere or used for chemical feedstock in other parts of the
plant complex. The regenerated MEA is pumped back to the absorber tower
after being cooled in a heat exchanger and solution cooler (USEPA, 1993a).

Methanation
Carbon dioxide absorption is not 100 percent effective in removing CO~. from
the gas stream, and CO2 can poison the synthesis converter. Therefore,
residual CO_, in the synthesis gas must be removed by catalytic methanation.
In a reactor containing a nickel catalyst and at temperatures of 400 to 600°C
(752 to 1112°F) and pressures up to 3,000 kPa (435 psia) methanation
follows the following reaction steps:

CO2+H2 -CO+H20

CO + 3H~ - CH4 + H,.O

CH4 + 2H~ O - CO2 + 4H2

Exit gas from the methanator is almost a pure three to one mole ratio of
hydrogen to nitrogen (USEPA, 1993a).

Ammonia Synthesis
In the synthesis step, the hydrogen and nitrogen synthesis gas from the
methanator is converted to ammonia.

N: +3H: - 2NH3

First, the gas is compressed to pressures ranging from 13,800 to 34,500 kPa
(2000 to 5000 psia), mixed with recycled synthesis gas, and cooled to 0°C
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(32°F). This results in a portion of the gas being converted to ammonia
which is condensed and separated from the unconverted synthesis gas in a
liquid-vapor separator and sent to a let-down separator. The unconverted
synthesis gas i~ further compressed and heated to 180°C (356°F) before
entering a synthesis converter containing an iron oxide catalyst. Ammonia
gas exiting the synthesis converter is condensed and separated, then sent to
the let-down separator. A small portion of the overhead gas is purged to
prevent the buildup of inert gases such as argon in the circulating gas system.
Ammonia in the let-down separator is flashed to atmospheric pressure (100
kPa (14.5 psia)) at -33 ° C (-27 ° F) to remove impurities from the make-up gas.
The flash vapor is condensed in a let-down chiller where anhydrous ammonia
is drawn off and stored at low temperature (USEPA, 1993a).

Storage and Transport
Ammonia is typically stored at ambient pressure and -33 °C (-28 °F) in large
20,000 ton tanks. Some tanks are built with a double wall to minimize
leakage and insulate. If heat leaks into the tank and ammonia is vaporized, the
vapors are typically captured, condensed, and returned to the tank. Ammonia
is mostly transported by barge to key agricultural areas, but there is also a
small system of interstate ammonia pipelines (Kent, 1992).

III.A.2. Nitric Acid                                                 .

Nitric acid (HNO3) is produced by two methods. The first method utilizes
oxidation, condensation, and absorption of ammonia to produce a "weak"
nitric acid. Weak nitric acid has a concentration ranging from 30 to 70
percent nitric acid. The second method combines dehydrating, bleaching,
condensing, and absorption to produce "high strength" nitric acid from weak
nitric acid. High strength nitric acid generally contains more than 90 percent
nitric acid (USEPA, 1993a). The following text discusses each of these
processes.

Weak Nitric Acid Production

Nearly all the weak nitric acid produced in the United States is manufactured
by the high temperature catalytic oxidation of ammonia as shown
schematically in Figure 8. This process typically consists of three steps:

1) ammonia oxidation
2) nitric oxide oxidation
3) absorption.

Each step corresponds to a distinct chemical reaction.

Ammonia Oxidation
During ammonia oxidation, a one to nine ammonia to air mixture is oxidized
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at a temperature of 750 to 800°C (1380 to 1470°F) as it passes through a
catalytic converter, according to the following reaction:

4NH3 + 502 - 4NO + 6H20

The most commonly used catalyst is made of gauze squares of fine wire
constructed of 90 percent platinum and 10 percent rhodium. Under these
conditions the oxidation of ammonia to nitric oxide (NO) proceeds in an
exothermic reaction with 93 to 98 percent yield. Higher catalyst temperatures
increase reaction selectivity toward nitric oxide (NO) production. Lower
catalyst temperatures tend to be more selective toward nitrogen (N_,) and
nitrous oxide (N 20) (USEPA, 1993a). The nitric oxide then passes through
a waste heat boiler and a platinum filter in order to recover the precious metal
platinum (Kent, 1992).

Nitric Oxide Oxidation
The nitric oxide formed during the ammonia oxidation is further oxidized in
another process step. The nitric oxide process stream is passed through a
cooler/condenser and cooled to 38°C (100°F) or less at pressures up to 800
kPa (116 psia). The nitric oxide reacts noncatalytically with residual oxygen
to form nitrogen dioxide and its liquid dimer, dinitrogen tetroxide:

2NO + 02 - 2NO2 - N204

(A dimer is a small polymer whose molecule is composed of two molecules
of the same composition (Lewis, 1993).) This slow, homogeneous reaction
is temperature and pressure dependent. Operating at low temperatures and
high pressures promotes maximum production of NO2 within a minimum
reaction time (USEPA, 1993a).

Nitrogen dioxide absorption
The final step introduces the gaseous nitrogen dioxide/dimer mixture into an
absorption process after being cooled. The mixture is pumped into the
bottom of an absorption tower with trays, while liquid dinltrogen tetroxide
(N204) is added at a higher point. Deionized water enters the top of the
column. Both liquids flow countercurrent to the dioxide/dimer gas mixture.
The exothermic reaction occurs as follows (USEPA, 1993a):

3NO2 + HzO - 2HNO3 + NO

A secondary air stream is introduced into the column to re-oxidize the NO
that is formed. This secondary air also removes NO2 from the product acid.
Oxidation of NO to NO2 takes place in the free space between the trays, while
absorption of NO2 into the water occurs on the trays. An aqueous solution of
55 to 65 percent (typically) nitric acid is withdrawn from the bottom of the
tower. The acid concentration can vary from 30 to 70 percent nitric acid
depending upon the temperature, pressure, number of absorption stages, and
concentration of nitrogen oxides entering the absorber (USEPA, 1993a).
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There are two variations of the process described above to produce weak
nitric acid: single-stage pressure process and dual-stage pressure process. In
the past, nitric acid plants have been operated at a single pressure, ranging
from atmospheric pressure to 1400 kPa (14.7 to 203 psia). However, since
the oxidation of ammonia is favored by low pressures and the oxidation of
nitric oxide and the absorption of nitrogen dioxide are favored by higher
pressures, newer plants tend to operate a dual-stage pressure system,
incorporating a compressor between the ammonia oxidizer and the condenser.
The oxidation reaction is carried out at pressures from slightly negative to
about 400 kPa (58 psia), and the absorption reactions are carried out at 800
to 1,400 kPa (116 to 203 psia) (USEPA, 1993a).

In the dual-stage pressure system, the nitric acid formed in the absorber
(bottoms) is usually sent to an external bleacher where air is used to remove
(bleach) any dissolved oxides of nitrogen (NO, NO:, etc.). The bleacher
gases are then compressed and again passed through the absorber. The
absorber tail gas (distillate) is sent to an entrainment separator for acid mist
removal. Next, the tail gas is reheated in the ammonia oxidation heat
exchanger to approximately 200 ° C (392 ° F). The gas is then passed through
catalytic reduction units for NO.~ emissions control. The final step expands
the gas in the power-recovery turbine. The thermal energy produced in this
turbine can be used to drive the compressor.
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Figure 8: Typical Process of Dual-Stage, Weak Nitric Acid Production
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High Strength Nitric Acid

High strength nitric acid (98 to 99 percent concentration) can be obtained by
concentrating weak nitric acid (30 to 70 percent concentration) using
extractive distillation. Extractive distillation is distillation carried out in the
presence of a dehydrating agent. Concentrated sulfuric acid (typically 60
percent sulfuric acid) is most commonly used for this purpose. The weak
nitric acid cannot be concentrated by simple fractional distillation, in which
acid is concentrated by removing water vapor in a column with trays or
plates.
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The nitric acid concentration process consists of feeding strong sulfuric acid
and 55 to 65 percent nitric acid into the top of a packed dehydrating column
at approximately atmospheric pressure. The acid mixture flows downward
and concentrated nitric acid leaves the top of the column as 99 percent vapor.
containing a small amount of NO: and O~_ resulting from dissociation of nitric
acid. The concentrated acid vapor then goes to a bleacher and a
countercurrent condenser system to condense strong nitric acid and the
separate out the oxygen and nitrogen oxide by-products. The bleacher uses
air to stxip nitrogen oxides out of the nitric acid and the countercurrent
condenser system cools the vapor by flowing air through the vapor causing
droplets to separate out.

These nitrogen oxide by-products then flow to an absorption column where
the nitric oxide mixes with auxiliary air to form NO~_, which is recovered as
weak nitric acid..Inert and unreacted gases are vented to the atmosphere from
the top of the absorption column. Emissions from this process are relatively
small compared to weak acid production (USEPA, 1993a).Figure 9
illustrates a typical high strength nitric acid production process.

Figure 9: Typical Process Diagram of High Strength Nitric Acid Production
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III.A.3. Ammonium Nitrate and Urea

The manufacture steps for ammonium nitrate (NH4NO2) and urea (CO(NH2).~)
are similar. In both cases, several major unit operations are involved,
including:

1) solution formation
2) concentration
3) solids formation
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4) finishing
5) screening
6) coating
7) product bagging and/or bulk shipping.

These operations are shown schematically in Figure 10. Not all steps are
always necessary depending on the end product desired. For example, plants
producing ammonium nitrate or urea liquid solutions alone use only the
solution formation, solution blending and bulk shipping operations. Plants
producing a solid product may employ all of the operations.

Solution synthesis
Ammonium nitrate.
Ammonium nitrate plants produce an aqueous ammonium nitrate solution
through the reaction of ammonia and nitric acid in a neutralizer where water
is evaporated by the heat of the reaction as follows:

NH3 + HNO3 - NH4NO~ + 26 kcal/g tool

The temperature, pressure, and final concentration of the ammonium nitrate
are interdependent. Higher temperatures and pressures can be used to
produce a higher concentration of ammonium nitrate (Hodge, 1994);
however, the temperature of the operation should be below 120 °C (250 °F)
in order to prevent explosions. Up to 99.5 percent of the ammonia and nitric
acid is typically converted to ammonium nitrate (Kent, 1992). Ammonium
nitrate solution can then be used as an ingredient for nitrogen solution
fertilizers or concentrated to a solid form.

Urea.

In the urea solution synthesis operation, ammonia (NH3) and carbon dioxide
(CO2) are reacted to form ammonium carbamate (NH 2CO 2NH 4) as follows:

2NH3 + CO2 - NH2CO2NH4

Typical operating conditions include temperatures from 180 to 200°C (356
to 392°F), pressures from 14,000 to 25,000 kPa (140 to 250 psia), molar
ratios ofNH3 to CO2 from 3:1 to 4:1, and a retention time of twenty to thirty
minutes. The ammonium carbamate is then dehydrated to yield 70 to 77
percent aqueous urea solution. This reaction follows: (USEPA, 1993a)

NH2CO2NH4 - NH2CONH2 + I-I~O

Urea solution can be used as an ingredient of nitrogen solution fertilizers, or
it can be concentrated further to produce solid urea.
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Solids Concentration
Ammonium nitrate.
To produce a solid product, the aqueous ammonium nitrate solution is
concentrated in an evaporator or concentrator. The resulting liquid "melt"
contains about 95 to 99.8 percent ammonium nitrate at approximately 149°C
(300°F). This melt is then used to make solid ammonium nitrate products
(USEPA, 1993a).

Urea.
The three methods of concentrating the urea solution are vacuum
concentration, crystallization, and atmospheric evaporation. The method
chosen depends upon the level of biuret (NHzCONHCONH2) impurity
allowable in the end product. Biuret can cause mottling in urea solutions,
reducing the fertilizers effectiveness in foliar applications (Kent, 1992).
Aqueous urea Solution decomposes with heat to biuret and ammonia.
Therefore, if only a low level ofbiuret impurity is allowed in the end product,
the method with the least heat requirement will be chosen, such as
crystallization and vacuum concentration (Kent, 1992). However, the
simplest and most common method of solution concentration is atmospheric
evaporation.

Solids Formation                                            ~
Prilling and granulation are the most common processes used to produce
solid ammonium nitrate and urea. Prills are round or needle-shaped
artificially prepared aggregates of a material. To produce prills, concentrated
melt is sprayed into the top of a prill tower. In the tower, melt droplets fall
countercurrent to a rising air stream that cools and solidifies the falling
droplets into prills. Prill density can be varied by using different
concentrations of ammonium nitrate melt. Low density prills, in the range of
1.29 specific gravity, are formed from a 95 to 97.5 percent ammonium nitrate
melt, and high density prills, in the range of 1.65 specific gravity, are formed
from a 99.5 to 99.8 percent melt. Low density ammonium nitrate prills are
used for making blasting agents because they are more porous than high
density prills and will absorb oil. Most high density prills are used as
fertilizers (USEPA, 1993a).

Granulated ammonium nitrate and urea are produced by spraying a
concentrated melt (99.0 to 99.8 percent) onto small seed particles of
ammonium nitrate or urea in a long rotating cylindrical drum. As the seed
particles rotate in the drum, successive layers of the nitrogenous chemical are
added to the particles, forming granules. Pan granulators operate on the same
principle as drum granulators, except the solids are formed in a large, rotating
circular pan. Pan granulators produce a solid product with physical
characteristics similar to those of drum granules (USEPA, 1993a).
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Although not widely used. additives such as magnesium nitrate or magnesium
oxide may be injected directly into the melt stream. Additives can serve three
purposes: to raise the crystalline transition temperature of the final solid
product in order to retain its strength and density; to act as a desiccant,
drawing water into the final product to reduce caking; and to allow
solidification to occur at a low temperature by reducing the freezing point of
molten ammonium nitrate. (Kent, 1992)

Solids Cooling
The temperature of the nitrogenous product exiting the solids formation
process is approximately 66 to 124°C (150 to 255°F). To prevent
deterioration and agglomeration, the product must be cooled before storage
and shipping. Typically, rotary drums or fluidized beds are used to cool
granules and prills leaving the solids formation process. Because low density
prills have a high moisture content, they require drying in rotary drums or
fluidized beds before cooling (USEPA, 1993a).

Solids Screening
Since the solids are produced in a wide variety of sizes, they must be
screened for consistently sized prills or granules. After cooling, offsize prills
are dissolved and recycled back to the solution concentration process.
Granules are screened before cooling. Undersize particles are returned
directly to the granulator and oversize granules may be either crushed and
returned to the granulator or sent to the solution concentration process
(USEPA, 1993a).

Solids Coating
Following screening, products can be coated in a rotary drum to prevent
agglomeration during storage and shipment. The most common coating
materials are clays and diatomaceous earth. However, the use of additives in
the melt before solidification may preclude the use of coatings.

The solid product is stored and shipped in either bulk or bags. The majority
of solid product is bulk shipped in trucks, enclosed railroad cars, or barges,
and approximately ten percent of solid ammonium niirate and urea produced
in the United States is bagged (USEPA, 1993a).
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Figure 10: Typical Process for Ammonium Nitrate and Urea Manufacturing
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III.B. Phosphatic Fertilizers

The primary products of the phosphatic fertilizers industry are phosphoric
acid, ammonium phosphate, normal superphosphate, and triple
superphosphate. Phosphoric acid is sold as is or is used as an intermediate in
producing other phosphatic fertilizers. Monoammonium phosphate is
favored for its high phosphorous content, while diammonium phosphate is
favored for its high nitrogen content. Normal superphosphate has a relatively
low concentration of phosphorous, however it is used in mixtures because of
its low cost. Triple superphosphate provides a high concentration of
phosphorous, more than 40% phosphorous pentoxide. The industrial
processes for each of these products are described below.

III.B.1. Phosphoric Acid (Wet Process)

In a wet process phosphoric acid facility (shown schematically in Figure 1 I),
phosphoric acid is produced by reacting sulfuric acid (H2SO4) with naturally
occurring phosphate rock. The phosphate rock is mined, dried, crushed until
60 to 70 percent of the rock is less than 150 gm in diameter, and then
continuously fed into the reactor along with sulfuric acid (UNEP, 1996). The
reaction also combines calcium from the phosphate rock with sulfate,
forming calcium sulfate (CaS04), commonly referred to as gypsum. Gypsum
is separated from the reaction solution by filtration.
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Facilities in the United States generally use a dihydrate process that produces
gypsum in the form of calcium sulfate with two molecules of water (CaSO~
¯ 2H .O or calcium sulfate dihydrate). Japanese phosphoric acid facilities use
a hemihydrate process which produces calcium sulfate with a half molecule
of water (CaSO4 ° ½ H 20). This one-step hemihydrate process has the
advantage of producing wet process phosphoric acid with a higher phosphate
pentoxide (P20~) concentration and less impurities than the dihydrate process.            -
Due to these advantages, some United States companies have recently
converted to the hemihydrate process. However, since most wet process
phosphoric acid is still produced by the dihydrate process, the hemihydrate
process will not be discussed in detail here.

A simplified reaction for the dihydrate process is as follows:

C~(PO4)2 + 3I~I2SO4 + 6H20 -2H3PO4 + 3[CaSO4 ¯ 2H20]1

To make the strongest phosphoric acid possible and to decrease evaporation
costs, a highly concentrated 93 percent sulfuric acid is normally used.
Because the proper ratio of acid to rock in the reactor is critical, precise
automatic process control equipment is employed in the regulation of these
two feed streams (USEPA, 1993a).

During the reaction, gypsum crystals are precipitated and separated from the
acid by filtration. The separated crystals must be washed thoroughly to yield
at least a 99 percent recovery of the filtered phosphoric acid. After washing,
the slurried gypsum is pumped into a gypsum settling pond for storage. Water
is siphoned offand recycled through a surge cooling pond to the phosphoric
acid process. Depending on a variety of factors, such as average ambient
temperature and annual rainfall, settling and cooling ponds may require
between 0.25 and 1.0 acre for each ton of daily P205 capacity (TFI, 1999).

Considerable heat is generated in the reactor when the sulfuric acid and
phosphate rock react. In older plants, this heat was removed by blowing air
over the hot slurry surface. Modem plants vacuum flash cool a portion of the
slurry, and then recycle it back into the reactor.

Wet process phosphoric acid normally contains 26 to 30 percent P205. In
most cases, the acid must be further concentrated to meet phosphate feed
material specifications for fertilizer production. Depending on the types of
fertilizer to be produced, phosphoric acid is usually concentrated to 40 to 55
percent P20~ by using two or three vacuum evaporators (USEPA, 1993a).
These evaporators operate with a forced circulation and generate a vacuum
through vacuum pumps, steam ejectors, or an entraining condenser
downstream of the evaporator. Figure 12 illustrates a vacuum evaporator.
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Figure 11: Typical Process of a Wet Process Dihydrate Phosphoric Acid Plant
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III.B.2. Ammonium Phosphate

Diammonium phosphate (DAP) and monoammonium phosphate are the
maj or types of ammonium phosphatic fertilizer. Ammonium phosphates are
produced by reacting phosphoric acid with ammonia. The ammonium
phosphate liquid slurry produced is then converted to solid granules.
Approximately 95 percent of ammoniation-granulation plants in the United
States use a rotary drum mixer developed and patented by the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA).

In the TVA DAP process, phosphoric acid is mixed in an acid surge tank with
93 percent sulfuric acid (H,.SO4) and recycled acid from wet scrubbers. The
mixed acids are then partially neutralized with liquid or gaseous anhydrous
ammonia in a brick-lined acid reactor. All of the phosphoric acid and
approximately 70 percent of the ammonia needed to complete the reaction are
introduced into this vessel. A slurry of ammonium phosphate and 22 percent
water are produced and sent through steam-traced lines to the ammoniator-
granulator.

Slurry from the reactor is distributed in the rotary drum granulator, and the
remaining ammonia (approximately 30 percent) is sparged under the slm-ry.
The basic rotary drum granulator consists of an open-ended, slightly inclined
rotary cylinder, with retaining rings at each end and a scraper or cutter
mounted inside the drum shell. A rolling bed of dry material is maintained
in the unit while the slurry is introduced through distributor pipes set
lengthwise in the drum. Gravity forces the slurry to travel through the turning
granulator to the lower end. Moist DAP granules are then discharged into a
rotary dryer, where excess water is evaporated and the chemical reaction is
accelerated to completion by the dryer heat. Dried granules are cooled and
then sized on vibrating screens. The product ranges in granule diameter from
one to four millimeters (ram). The oversized granules are crushed, mixed
with the undersized, and recycled back to the ammoniator-granulator.
Product-size DAP granules are allowed to cool, screened, bagged, and
shipped. Before being exhausted to the atmosphere, particulate and ammonia
rich off-gases from the granulator, cooler, and screening operations pass
through cyclones and wet scrubbers (USEPA, 1993a).

TVA developed two minor modifications in their DAP process to produce
Monoammonium Phosphate (MAP). In one, the phosphoric acid is
ammoniated to an ammonia to phosphoric acid ratio of only 0.6 in the
preneutralizer and then 1.0 in the granulator. This compares to a ratio of
about 1.4 for DAP. With the second modification, the ammonium to
phosphoric acid ratio is brought to 1.4 in the preneutralizer, then additional
phosphoric acid is added in the granulator to bring the ratio back to 1.0. The
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second method is preferred by industry because higher temperatures may be
used to dry the MAP, increasing production rates (Kent, 1992).

A schematic diagram of the ammonium phosphate process flow diagram is
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Simplified Process Flow Diagram of Diammnonium Phosphate Production
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III.B.3. Normal Superphosphate

Normal superphosphates (NSP) are prepared by reacting ground phosphate
rock with 65 to 75 percent sulfuric acid to produce a solid fertilizer material.
NSP is most often used as a high-phosphate additive in the production of
granular fertilizers. It can also be granulated for sale as granulated
superphosphate or granular mixed fertilizer.

There are two primary types of sulfuric acid used in superphosphate
manufacture: virgin and spent acid. Virgin acid is produced from elemental
sulfur, pyrites, and industrial gases and is relatively pure. Spent acid is a
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recycled waste product from various industries that use large quantities of
sulfuric acid. Problems encountered with using spent acid include unusual
color, unfamiliar odor, and toxicity. An important factor in the production
of normal superphosphates is the amount of iron and aluminum in the
phosphate rock. Aluminum (as AL_O3) and iron (as Fe,_O3) above five percent
imparts an extreme stickiness to the superphosphate and makes it difficult to
handle (USEPA, 1993a).

A generalized process diagram of normal superphosphate production is
shown in Figure 14. Ground phosphate rock is weighed and mixed with
sulfuric acid (H:SO4) and held in an enclosed area for about 30 minutes until
the reaction is partially completed. The mixing may be done in a cone mixer,
which relies on an inputted swirling motion of the acid to mix the rock and
acid, a pug mill, which operates with one or two mixing shafts, or a pan
mixer, which agitates the solution. The reaction is (AWMA, 1992):

Cal0(PO4)rF2CaCO3 + 11H~.SO4 - 6H3PO4 + 11CaSO4*nH~.O +
2HF + CO2 + H~_O

The mixture is then transferred, using an enclosed conveyer known as the
den, through the cutter which breaks up clumps, and finally to a storage pile
for curing. Off-gases from the reactor are typically treated in a wet scrubtper.
Particulates throughout the process are controlled with cyclones and
baghouses (USEPA, 1993a).

To produce granulated normal superphosphate, cured superphosphate is fed
through a clod breaker and sent to a rotary drum granulator where steam,
water, and acid may be added.to aid in granulation. Material is processed
through a rotary drum granulator, a rotary dryer, and a rotary cooler, and is
then screened to specification similar to the process used for ammonium
nitrate and urea. Finally, it is stored in bagged or bulk form prior to being
sold (USEPA, 1993a).
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Figure 14: Typical Process for Normal Superphosphate Manufacturing
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]III.B.4. Triple Superphosphate

Triple superphosphate provides a high concentration of phosphorous. Two
processes have been used to produce triple superphosphate: run-of-the-pile
(ROP-TSP) and granular (GTSP). GTSP yields larger, more uniform
particles with improved storage and handling properties than ROP-TSP. At
this time, no facilities in the United States are producing ROP-TSP, so only
the GTSP process is described here.

Most GTSP material is made with the Dorr-Oliver slurry granulation process,
illustrated in Figure 15. This process is similar to that for normal
superphosphates with the maj or exception being that phosphoric acid is used
instead of sulfuric acid. In this process, ground phosphate rock or limestone
is reacted with phosphoric acid in one or two reactors in series (USEPA,
!993a). The reaction is:

CasF(PO4)3+ 7H3PO4 + 5H~.O - 5Ca(H2PO4)2oH~.O +HF

(Hodge, 1994) The phosphoric acid used in this process has a relatively low
concentration (40 percent P20~). The lower strength acid maintains the slurry
in a fluid state during a mixing period of one to two hours. A small
sidestream of slu~, is continuously removed and distributed onto dried,
recycled fines in a granulator, where it coats the granule surfaces and builds
up its size.

Granules are then dried in a rotary dryer, elevated and passed through screens
to eliminate oversize and undersize granules. Oversize granules are crushed
and sent back to the first screen, while undersize ones are sent into the
emission control systems. The granules within the size range of the product
are then cooled and stored in a curing pile where the reaction is completed.
Particulates from the rock handling, drying, screening, cooling, and storing
processes are typically controlled with cyclones and bag houses and off-gases
from the reactor, granulator, and cyclones and baghouses are typically treated
with wet scrubbers (USEPA, 1993a).
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III.C. Fertilizer Mixing

A significant part of the fertilizer industry only purchases fertilizer materials
in bulk from fertilizer manufacturing facilities and mixes them to sell as a
fertilizer formulation. Fertilizer mixing facilities use many different
materials in their blends. The most common granular fertilizer materials are
listed in Table 9.

Table 9: Fertilizer Materials Used in Bulk Blends

Typical Grade Percent of
N-P_~Os-K_~O fertilizer plants

using this
material

Ammonium nitrate 31-0-0 41%

Urea 46-0-0 66%

Ammonium sulfate 21-0-0 22%

Diammonium phosphate (DAP) 18-46-0 95%

Monoarnmonium phosphate (MAP)11-52-0 11%

Triple Superphosphate 0-46-0 78%

Normal superphosphate 0-20-0 4%

Potassium chloride 0-0-60 94%

Source: "Retail Marketing of Fertilizers in the United States, ’" by Hargett, Norman
and Ralph Pay, 1980.

DAP is favored for fertilizer mixing because of its ease in storage and
handling, convenient low nitrogen and high phosphorous content, and
compatibility with almost any other material. Granular triple superphosphate
is also very popular, but is incompatible with urea, a common nitrogen
source. Therefore, TSP is commonly used in no-nitrogen blends necessary
for legumes. Ammonium sulfate has the lowest nitrogen content of the major
nitrogen sources, however its production cost is quite low. Potassium
chloride is the only major potassium source used in fertilizer blending.
Additional materials may also be added to the blends, such as micronutrients
and pesticides (Nielson, 1987).
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Inert ingredients may also be added to fertilizer mixtures to improve the
consistency or ease of application. Inert ingredients include sands, clays, and
water.

Fertilizer mixing plants consist of five primary phases:

1. mixing and storing _
2. moving materials to mixers
3. proportioning of materials
4. mixing, and
5. moving the finished blend to holding bins or transport containers

Fertilizer materials may be mixed as bulk blends or formed into granulations
by a variety of processes. Bulk blending is a dry process, where different
fertilizers are combined. Materials are typically received by rail cars and
transferred through elevators to storage areas. Front-end loaders then carry.
the materials to weighing hoppers which feed into the mixers. There are two
types of mixers most commonly used: the horizontal axis rotary drum mixer
and the inclined axis rotary drum mixer. The inclined axis mixer is similar
to a cement mixer in design and appearance. Ribbon-type bulk-blend mixers
are also used in some plants. A ribbon-type mixer has an axial shaft with
mixing spokes radiating out of the shaft in a configuration which forces the
blend to flow in a ribbon-like pattern through the mixture (Nielson, 1987).

After preparation and initial bulk blending of materials, granulation may be
employed in order to form larger fertilizer particles with multi-nutrient
compositions. Granulation of mixed fertilizers may be accomplished by
steam granulation, slurry granulation, melt, or compaction granulation.

Steam granulation is primarily used in Europe and Australia. The process
results in little chemical reaction in order to maintain the P20~ content of the
fertilizer. Plasticity and agglomeration of the fertilizer materials is promoted
by the injection of steam into rotating pans, rotary drums, or pug mills. The
particles are then dried with heated air in a rotary drum dryer and cooled in
a rotary drum cooler. In some cases, particles may be coated with chalk or
clay to prevent caking (Hoffmeister, 1993).

Slurry granulation is more commonly used in the United States The process
involves a chemical reaction of the feed ingredients. In slurry granulation,
one of the feed ingredients is prepared as a slurry and reacted with the others
in a preneutralizer. The slurry is then fed to a granulator such as the
ammoniator-granulator developed by the TVA. Fertilizer producers in the
United States found that higher concentrations of acid could be fed to this
preneutralizer-granulator process than to a granulator alone, thus increasing
the grades of fertilizers and making the TVA process popular in the United
States (Hoffmeister, 1993).
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Another granulation process similar to slurry granulation is melt granulation.
The slurry, feed is replaced by a hot, concentrated, almost anhydrous melt of
feed fertilizer, typically ammonium phosphate, prepared in a pipe reactor.
The hot melt provides the plasticity necessary for granulation. The granules
cool first in the granulator and then in the cooler, eliminating the need for a
dryer.

Compaction granulation is based on the fact that most materials are
semiplastic and when subjected to high pressures, the materials will compact,
deform, and it is possible to roll them out into flat, stable sheets. These
sheets are then cracked, forming granule-size chips which are most stable and
less prone to caking than other granulations. This process has been
successful for many fertilizer mixtures, particularly those including potassium
chloride and ammonium phosphates and superphosphates. Ammonium
sulfate, however,-has limited crystal plasticity, making it unsuitable for
compaction granulation (Hoffmeister, 1993).

The mixtures are then typically bagged in woven polypropylene bags for
strength and resistance, with liner bags to prevent leaks. The bags are either
clamped, tied, heat sealed, or sewn, sewing being the cheapest and most
common method (Nielson, 1987).

III.D. Pesticide Formulating Processes

Pesticide formulation involves the process of mixing, blending, or diluting
one or more pesticide active ingredients (AIs) and inert ingredients to obtain
a product used for additional processing or an end-use (retail) product.
Formulation does not involve.an intended chemical reaction (i.e., chemical
synthesis). AIs are produced at separate facilities not included in this
notebook. Pesticide formulations take many forms: water-based liquid;
organic solvent-based liquid; dry products in granular, powder, and solid
forms; pressurized gases; and aerosols. The formulations can be in a
concentrated form requiring dilution before application, or they can be ready
to apply. The packaging of the formulated pesticide product depends on the
type of formulation. Liquids generally are packaged into jugs, cans, or
drums; dry formulations generally are packaged into bags, boxes, drums, or
jugs; pressurized gases are packaged into cylinders; and aerosols are
packaged into aerosol cans.

Formulating, packaging, and repackaging is performed in a variety of ways,
ranging from very sophisticated and automated formulating and packaging
lines to completely manual lines. Descriptions of liquid formulating and
packaging, dry formulating and packaging, aerosol packaging, pressurized
gas formulating and packaging, and repackaging operations are provided
below.
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III.D.I. Liquid Formulating and Packaging

Liquid formulations contain mixtures of several raw materials, including AIs,
inert ingredients such as base solvents, emulsifiers, or surfactants. The
solvent must be able to dissolve the AIs and other ingredients. It may be
water or an organic chemical, such as isopropyl alcohol or petroleum
distillate. In some cases, the formulation is an emulsion and contains both
water and an organic solvent. Solid materials, such as powders or granules.
may also be used as part of a liquid formulation by dissolving or emulsifying
the dry materials to form a liquid or suspension. The formulated product may
be in a concentrated form requiring dilution before application, or may be
ready to apply.

Typical liquid formulating lines consist of storage tanks or containers to hold
active and inert raw materials and a mixing tank for formulating the pesticide
product. A storage tank may also be used on the formulating line to hold the
formulated pesticide product, prior to a packaging step. Facilities may
receive their raw materials in bulk and store them in bulk storage tanks, or
they may receive the raw materials in smaller quantities, such as 55-gallon
drums, 50-pound bags, or 250-gallon minibulk refillable containers or
"totes." These raw materials are either piped to the formulation vessel from
bulk storage tanks or added directly to the vessel from drums, bags, or
minibulks. Typically, water or the base solvent is added to the formulation
vessel in bulk quantities (USEPA, 1996). A typical liquid formulating line
is shown in Figure 16.

The formulating line may also include piping and pumps for moving the raw
material from the storage tanks to the mixing tank, and for moving
formulated pesticide product to the packaging line. Other items that may be
part of the line are premixing tanks, stirrers, heaters, bottle washers, and air
pollution control equipment. Some lines may also have refrigeration units for
formulation and storage equipment, scales, and other equipment.

Many liquid formulations are packaged by simply transferring the final
product into containers. Small quantities of product are often manually
packaged by gravity feeding the product directly from the formulation tank
into the product container. For larger quantities, the process is often
automated. Formulated product is transferred to the packaging line through
pipes or hoses, or is received from a separate formulating facility and placed
in a filler tank. A conveyor belt is used to carry product containers, such as
jugs, bottles, cans, or drams, through the filling unit, where nozzles dispense
the appropriate volume of product. The belt then carries the containers to a
tapper, which may be automated or manual, and to a labeling unit. Finally,
the containers are packed into shipping cases (USEPA, 1996).
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Figure 16: Typical Process for Liquid Formulating
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III.D.2. Dry Formulating and Packaging

Dry formulations also contain active and inert ingredients. The f’mal product
may be in many different forms, such as powders, dusts, granules, blocks,
solid objects impregnated with pesticide (e.g., flea collars), pesticides formed
into a solid shape (e.g., pressed tablets), microencapsulated dusts or granules
(AI coated with a polymeric membrane to prevent premature degradation), or
encapsulated water soluble packaging. They are formulated in various ways,
including:

¯ mixing powdered or granular AIs with dry inert carriers;
¯ spraying or mixing a liquid active ingredient onto a dry carrier;
¯ soaking or using pressure and heat to force active ingredients into a solid

matrix;
¯ mixing active ingredients with a monomer and allowing the mixture to

polymerize into a solid; and
¯ drying or hardening an active ingredient solution into a solid form.

These dry pesticide products may be designed to be applied in solid form or
dissolved or emulsified in water or solvent prior to application (USEPA,
1996).

Because there are many types of dry pesticide products, dry pesticide
formulating lines can vary considerably. In general, though, dry formulating
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lines have tanks or containers to hold the active ingredients and inert raw
materials, and may include mixing tanks, ribbon blenders, extruding
equipment, high pressure and temperature tanks for impregnating solids with
active ingredient, vacuums or other types of drying equipment, tanks or bins
for storage of the formulated pesticide product, pelletizers, presses, milling
equipment, sieves, and sifters (USEPA, 1996).

Raw materials for dry pesticide products may be liquid or solid. Liquid raw
materials may be stored in rail tank cars, tank trucks, minibulks, drums, or
bottles. Dry raw materials may be stored in silos, rail cars, tank trucks,
minibulks, metal drums, fiber drums, bags, or boxes. Liquid raw materials
may be pumped, poured or sprayed into formulation vessels, while dry raw
materials are frequently transferred to formulation equipment by screw
conveyors (consisting of a helix mounted on a shaft and turning in a trough),
elevators, or by pouring.

Dry formulating lines may also include piping and pumps to move raw
materials from storage tanks to the formulation equipment, and to move
formulated pesticide product to the packaging equipment. Other items that
may be included in the dry pesticide product line are premixing tanks, tanks
for storing formulated product prior to packaging, stirrers, heaters,
refrigeration units on formulation and storage equipment, scales, and air
pollution control equipment (e.g., cyclones, filters, or baghouses) (USEPA,
1996).

Dry pesticide products may be packaged into rail tank cars, tank trucks, totes,
and minibulks, but are typically packaged into bags, boxes, and drums. As
with many liquid formulations, dry formulations are packaged by simply
transferring the final product into boxes, drums, jugs, or bags. Small
quantities or bags are typically packaged manually using a gravity feed from
the formulating unit into the containers or bags. Larger quantities may be
packaged on an automated line, similar to liquid packaging lines.

Figure 17 illustrates a dry pesticide formulation line.
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Figure 17: Typical Process for Dry Formulating
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III.D.3. Aerosol Packaging

Some pesticide products (typically water-based or solvent-based liquids) are
packaged as aerosols, which can be applied to surfaces or dispersed in the air.
The product is placed in spray cans that are put under pressure and a
propellant is added, which forces the product out of the can in an aerosol
spray. An aerosol packaging line typically includes a filler, a capper, a
propellant injector, and a United States Department of Transportation (DOT)
test bath. In the filler, formulated pesticide product is dispensed into empty
aerosol cans, in much the same way as the liquid packaging lines fill
containers. The cans are then sent to the capper, where a cap with a nozzle is
placed on the can. The can enters a separate room, where the propellent is
injected into the can, a vacuum is pulled, and the cap is crimped to make the
can airtight. In order to comply with DOT regulations on the transport of
pressurized containers, each can must then be tested for leaks and rupturing
in a DOT test bath. Test baths indicate leaks by the appearance of bubbles
at the point of leakage on the cylinder. The aerosol packaging line may also
include a can washer to remove residue from can exteriors prior to entering
the test bath (to reduce contaminant buildup in the bath), a dryer to dry can
exteriors, and machinery to package aerosol cans into boxes for shipment
(USEPA, 1996).
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III.D.4. Pressurized Gas Formulating and Packaging

Some pesticide products are formulated and packaged as pressurized gases,
primarily for the purpose of soil fumigation. Soil fumigation is used where
the nematodic and fungal populations in soil prohibit successful seed
planting. Volatile general toxicants, such as low molecular weight
halogenated compounds, are typically injected into the soil before planting,
but are also occasionally used once plants have reached maturity (Kent.
1992).

The active and inert ingredients are received as liquid, pressurized liquids, or
gases, and are stored in tanks, tank trucks, rail cars, or minibulk storage
containers. Liquid ingredients are placed in a holding tank prior to
formulation. Formulating and packaging operations for these products usually
occurs in one step in a closed-loop system. The ingredients are metered by
weight through pressurized transfer lines into DOT-approved steel
application cylinders. Other equipment that may be included in a pressurized
gas line include pump and piping, and heating and refrigerating units to
maintain gas pressures and temperatures in storage (USEPA, 1996).

The cylinders may be refilled at a later date, after they have been tested to
ensure that they are still capable of containing pressurized fluids. DOT
requires hydrostatic pressure testing, as well as visual examination of the
cylinder (USEPA, 1996).

III.D.5. Repackaging

Repackaging operations are similar to packaging operations, except the "raw
material" is an already formulated product that has been packaged for sale.
Repackagers often purchase formulated pesticide products, transfer the
product to new containers with customer-specific labeling, and sell them to
distributors (USEPA, 1996).

A separate type of repackaging, called refilling, is usually performed by
agrichemical facilities that transfer pesticide products from bulk storage tanks
into minibulks. These refillable containers are typically constructed of plastic
and typically have capacities ranging from 100 to 500 gallons. Minibulks may
be owned by the refilling establishment, the pesticide registrant, or by the end
user. Production lines usually consist of a bulk storage tank, a minibulk tank
into which the product is repackaged, and any interconnecting hoses or
piping. The bulk storage tanks may be dedicated by product and clustered
together in a diked area. The products are dispensed to the minibulks by the
use of manual system or a computer-regulated system of pumps and meters
(USEPA, 1996).
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III.E. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

Raw material inputs and pollution outputs of fertilizer products and pesticide
products differ considerably, and, therefore, are discussed separately below.
The pollution outputs are discussed both specifically by product as well as
generally by process since there are some similarities in the fertilizer and
pesticide production processes and pollutant outputs.

III.E.1. Fertilizers

The primary raw materials for fertilizer manufacturing are phosphate rock,
natural gas, sulfuric acid, and carbon dioxide. These materials are combined
by several methods and in different proportions to produce a variety of
fertilizer products, as described in section III.

Figure 18 summarizes the fertilizer material inputs for the principal fertilizer
products.

Figure 18: Raw Material Flowchart for Principal Fertilizer Materials
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Source: Adapted from Manual on Fertilizer Statistics, Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, Rome 1991.

Because the basic fertilizer nutrients are found in many natural and manmade
materials, raw materials for fertilizers can also be derived from sources other
than the virgin materials described above. Common sources of fertilizer
ingredients are sewerage treatment sludges and certain industrial wastes.
Although these waste-derived fertilizers may contain essentially the same
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nutrients as fertilizers derived from virgin materials, they also may contain
additional constituents that were present in the waste material and which may
not be beneficial, or are potentially harmful to crops, human health, or the
environment. Such constituents may enter the food chain or groundwater and
could become concentrated in the soil after repeated use. Lead, cadmium and
arsenic are some of the more common fertilizer ingredients that could be
harmful if sufficient quantities are present. It should be noted, however, that
fertilizers derived from virgin materials also have the potential to contain
harmful levels of these constituents if significant quantities are naturally
present in the raw materials.

One waste material input which has received some attention recently is
cement kiln dust (CKD). Although there has been a considerable amount of
research conducted on CKD use as a fertilizer, existing applications of CKD
for this purpose have been mostly anecdotal, and there is only limited
evidence that commercial CKD use as a fertilizer is growing significantly
(USEPA, 1993b).

Like agricultural lime, CKD is alkaline and contains a number of essential
plant nutrients. Because of these parallel characteristics, CKD has been used
as an agricultural soil amendment. CKD possesses significant fertilizer
potential, particularly because of its high potassium content. Soil sciehtists
have also suggested that other key plant nutrients contained in CKD, such as
calcium, phosphorous, and zinc, might be beneficial in some fertilizer
applications. However, some concern has been raised over hazardous wastes
in CKD (USEPA, 1993b).

Coal combustion by-producfs are also receiving attention for their potential
agricultural benefits., including alleviating soil trace elemental deficiencies,
modi~ing soil pH, and increasing levels of Ca and S, infiltration rates, depth
of rooting, and drought tolerance. Flue gas desulfurization residues, which
contain gypsum, have the potential to improve water use efficiency, product
quality, and productivity of soil-crop systems. The short term benefits of coal
combustion by-products usage has been demonstrated, however, long term
effects have not been documented. Future hazards and benefits are yet to be
determined (Korcak, 1995). Electric-arc furnace dust is also used as a
fertilizer ingredient since it contains a number of trace elements required by
plants, including zinc.

Pollution outputs are summarized in terms of air emission, wastewater, and
residual wastes.

Air Emissions

Synthetic Ammonia
Air pollutants from the manufacture of synthetic anhydrous ammonia are
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emitted primarily from four process steps:

¯ regeneration of the desulfurization bed,
¯ heating of the catalytic steam,
¯ regeneration of carbon dioxide scrubbing solution,
¯ steam stripping of process condensate.

More than 95 percent of the ammonia plants in the United States use
activated carbon fortified with metallic oxide additives for feedstock
desulfurization. Vented regeneration steam contains sulfur oxides (SO,,) and
hydrogen sulfide (H2S), depending on the amount of oxygen in the steam.
Regeneration may also emit hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide (CO). The
reformer, heated with natural gas or fuel oil, may emit combustion products
such as NOx, CO, SOx, hydrocarbons, and particulates (USEPA, 1993a).

Carbon dioxide (CO.,) is removed from the synthesis gas by scrubbing with
monoethanolamine (C.,H,NH,-OH) or hot potassium carbonate solution.
Regeneration of this COz scrubbing solution with steam produces emissions
of water, NH3, CO, CO,_ and monoethanolamine (USEPA, 1993a).

Cooling the synthesis gas after low temperature shift conversion forms a
condensate containing NH3, CO2, methanol (CH~OH), and trace metals.
Condensate steam strippers are used to remove NH~ and methanol from the
water, and steam from this may be vented to the atmosphere, emitting NH3,
CO,., and methanol (USEPA, 1993a).

Nitric Acid
Emissions from nitric acid manufacturing consist primarily of NO and NO2
(which account for visible emissions), and trace amounts of HNO~ mist and
.NH3. The major source of nitrogen oxides is the tail gas from the acid
absorption tower. In general, the quantity of nitrogen oxides (NO~) emissions
is directly related to the kinetics of the nitric acid formation reaction and
absorption tower design. NO, emissions can increase when there is:

¯ insufficient air supply to the oxidizer and absorber,
¯ low pressure, especially in the absorber,
¯ high temperatures in the cooler/condenser and absorber,
¯ production of an excessively high-strength product acid,
¯ operation at high throughput rates,
¯ faulty equipment such as compressors or pumps which lead to

lower pressures, leaks, and reduced plant efficiency (USEPA,
1993a).

Comparatively small amounts of nitrogen oxides are also lost from acid
concentrating plants. These losses (mostly NO2) are from the condenser
system, but the emissions are small enough to be controlled easily by
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absorbers.

Acid mist emissions do not occur from the tail gas of a properly operated
plant. The small amounts that may be present in the absorber exit gas streams
are typically removed by a separator or collector prior to entering the catalytic
reduction unit or expander.

The acid production system and storage tanks can be a significant source of
visible NOx emissions at nitric acid plants. Emissions from acid storage tanks
are most likely to occur during tank filling (USEPA, 1993a).

Ammonium Nitrate
The primary air emissions from ammonium nitrate production plants are
particulate matter (ammonium nitrate and coating materials), ammonia and
nitric acid. Ammonia and nitric acid are emitted primarily from solution
formation and granulators. Particulate matter (largely as ammonium nitrate)
can be emitted from most of the process operations (USEPA, 1993a).

The emission sources in solution formation and concentration processes are
neutralizers and evaporators, emitting nitric acid and ammonia. The vapor
stream offthe top of the neutralization reactor is primarily steam with some
ammonia and NH4NO3 particulates present. Specific plant operating
characteristics, however, make these emissions vary depending upon use of
excess ammonia or acid in the neutralizer. Particulate emissions from these
operations tend to be smaller in size than those from solids production and
handling processes and generally are recycled back to the process (USEPA,
1993 a).

Emissions from solids formation processes are ammonium nitrate particulate
matter and ammonia. The sources of primary importance are prill towers (for
high density and low density prills) and granulators (rotary drum and pan).
Emissions from prill towers result from carryover of fine particles and fume
by the prill cooling air flowing through the tower. These fine particles are
from microprill formation, attrition of prills colliding with the tower or one
another, and rapid transition of the ammonia nitrate between crystal states
(USEPA, 1993a).

Microprill formation resulting from partially plugged orifices of melt spray
devices can increase fine dust loading and emissions. Certain designs
(spinning buckets) and practices (vibration of spray plates) help reduce
plugged orifices and thus microprill formation. High ambient air temperatures
can cause increased emissions because of entrainment as a result of higher air
flow required to cool prills and because of increased fume formation at the
higher temperatures (USEPA, 1993a).

Emissions from screening operations are generated by the attrition of the
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ammonium nitrate solids against the screens and against one another. Almost
all screening operations used in the ammonium nitrate manufacturing
industry, are enclosed or have a cover over the uppermost screen. Emissions
are ducted from the process for recovery, or reuse (USEPA, 1993a).

Bagging and bulk loading operations are also a source of particulate
emissions. Dust is emitted from each type of bagging process during final
filling when dust laden air is displaced from the bag by the ammonium
nitrate. The potential for emissions during bagging is greater for coated than
for uncoated material. It is expected that emissions from bagging operations
are primarily the kaolin, talc or diatomaceous earth coating matter. About 90
percent of solid ammonium nitrate produced domestically is bulk loaded.
\Vhile particulate emissions from bulk loading are not generally controlled,
visible emissions are within typical state regulatory requirements (below 20
percent opacity) (USEPA, 1993a).

Urea
Emissions from urea manufacture are mainly ammonia and particulate matter.
Formaldehyde and methanol, hazardous air pollutants, may be emitted if
additives are used. FormalinTM, used as a formaldehyde additive, may contain
up to 15 percent methanol. Ammonia is emitted during the solution synthesis
and solids production processes. Particulate matter is emitted during all ~ea
processes (USEPA, 1993a).

In the synthesis process, some emission control is inherent in the recycle
process where carbamate gases and/or liquids are recovered and recycled.
Typical emission sources from the solution synthesis process are
noncondensable vent streams from ammonium carbamate decomposers and
separators. Emissions from synthesis processes are generally combined with
emissions from the solution concentration process and are vented through a
common stack. Combined particulate emissions from urea synthesis and
concentration operations are small compared to particulate emissions from
a typical solids-producing urea plant. The synthesis and concentration
operations are usually uncontrolled except for recycle provisions to recover
ammonia (USEPA, 1993a).

Uncontrolled emission rates from prill towers may be affected by the
following factors:

¯ product grade being produced
¯ air flow rate through the tower
¯ type of tower bed
¯ ambient temperature and humidity (USEPA, 1993a)

The total of mass emissions per unit is usually lower for feed grade prill
production than for agricultural grade prills, due to lower airflows.
Uncontrolled particulate emission rates for fluidized bed prill towers are
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higher than those for nonfluidized bed prill towers making agricultural grade
prills, and are approximately equal to those for nonfluidized bed feed grade
prills (USEPA, 1993a).

Ambient air conditions can affect prill tower emissions. Available data
indicate that colder temperatures promote the formation of smaller particles
in the prill tower ex_haust. Since smaller particles are more difficult to
remove, the efficiency of prill tower control devices tends to decrease with
ambient temperatures. This can lead to higher emission levels for prill towers
operated during cold weather. Ambient humidity can also affect prill tower
emissions. Air flow rates must be increased with high humidity, and higher
air flow rates usually cause higher emissions (USEPA, 1993a).

In the solids screening process, dust is generated by abrasion of urea particles
and the vibration of the screening mechanisms. Therefore, almost all
screening operations used in the urea manufacturing industry are enclosed or
are covered over the uppermost screen. Emissions attributable to coating
include entrained clay dust from loading, inplant transfer, and leaks from the
seals of the coater (USEPA, 1993a).

Phosphoric Acid
Gaseous fluorides such as silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4) and hydrogen fluoride
(HF) can be major emissions from wet process acid production. Phosphate
rock contains 3.5 to 4.0 percent fluorine. Part of the fluorine from the rock is
precipitated with the gypsum, another part is leached out with the phosphoric
acid product, and the remaining portion is vaporized in the reactor or
evaporator. The relative quantities of fluorides in the filter acid and gypsum
depend on the type of rock and the operating conditions. Final disposition of
the volatilized fluoride depends on the design and operation of the plant
(USEPA, 1993a).

The reactor in which phosphate rock is reacted with sulfuric acid is the main
source of emissions. Fluoride emissions accompany the air used to cool the
reactor slurry. Vacuum flash cooling has replaced the air cooling method to
a large extent, since emissions are minimized in the closed system.

Acid concentration by evaporation is another source of fluoride emissions.
Approximately 20 to 40 percent of the fluorine originally present in the rock
vaporizes in this operation. Particulate matter containing fluorides can be
emitted directly from process equipment. About three to six percent of the
particulates can be fluorides, as measured at one facility (USEPA, 1993a).

Ammonium Phosphates
The major sources of air emissions from the production of ammonium
phosphatic fertilizers include the reactor, the ammoniator-granulator, the
dryer and cooler, product sizing and material transfer, and the gypsum pond.
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The reactor and ammoniator-granulator.produce emissions of gaseous
ammonia, gaseous fluorides such as hydrogen fluoride (HF) and silicon
tetrafluoride (SiF4), and particulate ammonium phosphates. These two
exhaust streams are generally combined and passed through primary and
secondary scrubbers (USEPA, 1993a).

Exhaust gases from the dryer and cooler also contain ammonia, fluorides and
particulates, and these streams are commonly combined and passed through
cyclones and primary and secondary scrubbers. Particulate emissions and low
levels of ammonia and fluorides from product sizing and material transfer
operations are controlled the same way (USEPA, 1993a).

Normal Superphosphates
Sources of emissions at a normal superphosphate plant include rock
unloading and feeding, mixing operations (in the reactor), storage (in the
curing building), and fertilizer handling operations. Rock unloading, handling
and feeding generate particulate emissions of phosphate rock dust. The mixer,
den and curing building emit gases in the form of silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4),
hydrogen fluoride (HF) and particulates composed of fluoride and phosphate
material (USEPA, 1993a).

Triple Superphosphates
Emissions of fluorine compounds and dust particles occur during ~he
production of granulated triple superphosphate. Silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4)
and hydrogen fluoride (HF) are released by the acidulation reaction and they
evolve from the reactors, den, granulator, and dryer. Evolution of fluoride is
essentially finished in the dryer and there is little fluoride evolved from the
storage pile in the curing building (USEPA, 1993a).

Sources of particulate emissions include the reactor, granulator, dryer,
screens, cooler, mills, and transfer conveyors. Additional emissions of
particulate result from the unloading, grinding, storage, and transfer of
ground phosphate rock. Facilities may also use limestone, which is received
in granulated tbrm and does not require additional milling (USEPA, 1993a).

Wastewater

Wastewater from the fertilizer industry can be classified into four groups:

¯ process effluents resulting from contact with gas, liquids, or
solids

¯ dedicated effluents which may be separated for use in one
process or for recycling at a controlled rate

¯ effluents from general services such as cleaning or pretreatment
¯ occasional effluents such as leaks or spills
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A number of process wastewater streams from the nitrogenous fertilizer
industry, have been identified. Frequently these wastewaters contain high
levels of nitrogenous compounds such as ammonia, nitrates, and organic
nitrogen. In ammonia production, wastewater is generated from process
condensate stripping. Ammonium nitrate manufacturing produces process
wastewater in the neutralization process, the evaporation unit, and air cooling
equipment. The vacuum condenser in urea plants is a source of wastewater.
Most scrubbing operations are also a source of wastewater. Nitric acid
production generates relatively little wastewater since there is no process
wastewater source. Steam generated in nitrogenous fertilizer processing may
contain dissolved and suspended solids, alkalinity, and hardness (USEPA,
1974).

The most common methods for removing nitrogenous compounds include:

¯ Biological nitrification/denitrification
¯ Air or steam stripping
¯ Ion exchange
¯ Breakpoint chlorination (Water Environment Federation,

1994).

The major source ofwastewater from any phosphatic fertilizer manufacawing
process is referred to as "pond water." Phosphoric acid production creates
large quantities of pond water for cooling of the process, concentration of the
product and for processing and storage of the gypsum byproduct. Gypsum
slurry water is decanted from the top of the gypsum stacks and sent to the
cooling pond through collection ditches (USEPA, 1993a). Through
evaporation and recycling, contaminant concentrations in pond water can
reach several grams per liter of phosphates and fluoride. Additional
elemental contaminants in pond water which originate in phosphate rock are
arsenic, cadmium, uranium, vanadium, and radium (USEPA, 1974).

The most common industry treatment for removing phosphorous is lime
neutralization and settling.

Occasional wastewater is generated in any fertilizer production facility by
leaks, spills, cleaning, maintenance, and laboratory tests. Cleaning of cooling
and pollution control systems also produces process wastewater. Cooling
water may contain ammonia, sulfate, chloride, phosphate, chromate, and
dissolved solids which become concentrated through evaporation (USEPA,
1974). The laundry of workers’ clothing is another source of wastewater
originating outside the actual process.

Solid/Hazardous/Residual Wastes
One of the largest solid wastes in the fertilizer industry is phosphogypsum
which is produced during phosphoric acid production. Approximately 1.5
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tons of phosphogypsum is produced per ton of phosphate rock fed, or 5 tons
per ton of phosphoric acid produced (expressed as P_~Os). Gypsum (calcium
sulphate dihydrate) is a mineral which also occurs in nature. Phosphogypsum
is produced by the reaction of phosphate rock with sulphuric acid during the
process of producing phosphoric acid. The term "phosphogypsum" is used
to speci~ the particular gypsum arising from the acidulation of phosphate
rock, because it contains trace amounts of many of the mineral impurities that
accompany phosphate rock. One of these impurities is radium, the parent of
radon. Other trace impurities found in phosphogypsum include arsenic,
nickel, cadmium, lead, aluminum, fluoride, and phosphoric acid. Mainly
because of the radium content, the EPA restricts use ofphosphogypsum and
stipulates that no phosphogypsum with radium over ten pCi/g can be
removed from the stacks adjacent to the agricultural chemical plants (UNEP,
1996).

The use of waste phosphogypsum for other purposes has been widely
encouraged, but economic and/or quality problems and/or the demand for the
resulting products frequently inhibit or prevent this. These problems relate
not only to the impurities in the gypsum, but also to its relatively high
moisture content. Plasterboard, plaster, and cement are the main possibilities.
It is also possible to recycle phosphogypsum in sulphuric acid production.
The ready availability of natural gypsum and the high cost of gypsum-b~ed
sulphuric acid, as well as the presence of trace contaminants, are the main
obstacles to its use (Miller, 1995). However, in countries where gypsum and
other sulphurous raw materials are scarce, phosphogypsum has been
successfully used for these purposes (UNEP, 1996).

Dumping gypsum on land is not possible everywhere because the material
settles and dries slowly and requires an adequate land area and certain
climatic and soil conditions where the stack is situated. Gypsum stacks are
being increasingly regulated in terms of lining and cap systems to prevent
contaminated leaching or runoff (UNEP, 1996).

All phosphate ores contain traces of radioactive elements and a number of
metals. During processing, these are partitioned between beneficiation
process wastes, the waste from the further processing into intermediate and
finished fertilizer production, and some end up in the final product (UNEP,
1996).

Cadmium is a heavy metal which accumulates in living systems and can
become toxic above certain limits. The quantity of cadmium contained in a
phosphatic fertilizer depends on the source of the rock or waste material from
which it was made. The cadmium content of phosphate rocks varies from
almost zero to over 300 mg/kg P205. The acidulation of phosphate rock
partitions the cadmium between the fertilizer product and the by-products,
mainly the phosphogypsum arising from phosphoric acid production (UNEP,
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1996).

The fertilizer industu has for some decades tried to develop cadmium
separation processes. ?rocesses studied so far have shown serious limitations
and problems, with regard to safety, cost, energy consumption or
environmental concerns. Currently available processes are expensive and are
not economically viable except for phosphates destined for human or animal
consumption, which have a greater added value. A process developed for
removing cadmium from phosphoric acid, which is used in the production of
many phosphatic fertilizers (except normal superphosphate), has shown
promise on a laboratory, scale, but needs further testing before being used on
an industrial scale (UNEP, 1996).

Off-specification product, spills, and dusts collected in emission control
systems are potential sources of residual wastes. Products are occasionally
suspended or canceled, leaving stockpiles of residual product. Other possible
sources of solid wastes are spent catalysts, spent containers, wastewater
treatment sludges, and spent filters. Many of these wastes are transported off-
site tbr disposal. However, with good housekeeping techniques and
dedicated systems, some of these wastes may be recycled back into the
process instead of being wasted.

Catalysts used in the steam reforming process need to be replaced every two
to six years. Spent catalysts contain oxides of hexavalent chromium, zinc,
iron, and nickel. They are typically returned to the manufacturer or other
metal recovery companies for recycling and reclamation of valuable materials
(UNEP, 1996).

III.E.2. Pesticide Formulating, Packaging, and Repackaging

As listed below, input raw materials include the pesticide concentrates from
pesticide manufacturing plants as well as diluents and other chemical
additives used in the formulating process:

¯ Active Ingredients
Organic/inorganic pesticides: insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, and
others. (See Table 10.)

¯ Formulation and preparation materials
Dry formulations:

organic flours, sulfur, silicon oxide, lime, gypsum, talc,
pyrophyllite, bentonites, kaolins, attapulgite, and volcanic ash.

Liquidformulations:
Solvents: xylenes, kerosenes, methyl isobutyl ketone, amyl
acetate, and chlorinated solvents.
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Propellants: carbon dioxide and nitrogen.
Others: wetting and dispersing agents, masking agents,
deodorants, and emulsifiers (USEPA, 1990).

In addition to pesticide materials, some facilities listed under SIC code 2879
produce fertilizer/pesticide blends. A variety of nitrogenous, phosphatic, and
mixed fertilizers may be inputted into bulk blending tanks to produce these
combinations.

Table 10: Approximate Quantities of Most Commonly Used Conventional
Pesticides in United States Agricultural Crop Production

Chemical 1995 Consumption Chemical 1995 Consumption
(Million pounds (Million pounds
active ingredient) active ingredient)

Atrazine 68-73 Chlorpyrifos 9-13

Metolachlor 59-64 Chlorothalonil 8-12

Metam Sodium 449-54 Copper Hydroxide 7-11

Methyl Bromide 39-46 Propanil 6-10

Dichloropropene38-43 Dicamba 6-10

2,4-D 31-36 Terbufos 6-9

Glyphosate 25 -30 Mancozeb 6-9

Cyanazine 24-29 Fluometuron 5-9

Pendimethalin 23-28 MSMA 4-8

Trifluralin 23 -28 Bentazone 4-8

Acetochlor 22-27 Parathion 4-7

Alachlor 19-24 Sodium Chlorate 4-6

EPTC 9-13

Source: Pesticide Industry Sales and Usage, 1994 and 1995 Market Estimates, EPA, August 1997.

Air Emissions

Air emissions can be generated throughout the pesticide formulating and
packaging processes, mostly when f’me particulates of pesticide dust become
suspended in air while the materials are being moved, processed, or stored.
Most dust or granule blending mills are equipped with vacuum systems,
cyclones, and wet scrubbers to collect fugitive dust. Some vacuum systems
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are dedicated to certain processes to facilitate reuse of the dust. Other systems
are used to collect dust from a number of areas (USEPA, 1990). Dust
generated by pesticide formulation processes contain AIs which may be toxic
to humans and the environment. Thus, they are important to contain.

Volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions such as xylene may also arise
when solvent-based liquid formulations are produced. VOC emissions may
also be generated during equipment cleaning with solvents.

Wastewater

Process wastewater is defined in 40 CFR 122.2 as "any water which, during
manufacturing or processing, comes into direct contact with or results from
the production or use of any raw material, byproduct, intermediate product,
finished product, or waste product." Wastewater from the pesticide
formulating industry is typically due to cleaning of equipment and related
process areas and not the actual formulating processes (USEPA, 1996).

Cleaning and decontaminating blending and liquid pesticide mixing and
storage equipment generates pesticide-contaminated wastewater or solvent,
depending upon whether the equipment is used to formulate water or solvent-
based pesticides. Decontamination is performed between batches of different
types of formulations to prevent cross contamination of the subsequent batch.
Decontamination is also performed prior to taking the equipment out of
service for maintenance. The decontamination is commonly performed using
high pressure water hoses equipped with spray nozzles, portable steam
generators, or by running a batch of solvent through the formulating
equipment (USEPA, 1990). ~

Active ingredient containers, such as 55-gallon drums, are often
decontaminated by triple rinsing. The decontamination is usually performed
using a high pressure water hose equipped with a spray nozzle or a portable
steam jenny. The containers can then be sold or given to commercial
recycling firms, depending on label directions (USEPA, 1990).

Floor, wall, and equipment exterior washing is typically performed using
water hoses equipped with spray nozzles. It may also involve the use of mops
and squeegees. Wastewater is also generated by clean-up of spills and leaks.

Wastewater from these operations typically contains AIs, solvents, and
wetting agents (USEPA, 1990). Other sources of wastewater include:

¯ Pollution control scrubber water
¯ Department of Transportation leak test water
¯ Safety equipment wash water
¯ Laboratory equipment wash water
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¯ Shower water
¯ Laundry water
¯ Fire protection test water
¯ Contaminated precipitation runoff(USEPA. 1996)

Solid/Hazardous/Residual Wastes

Residual wastes include containers and container liners potentially
contaminated with pesticides, as well as off-spec product, dust collected from
emission control equipment, and product spills. Contaminated laboratory,
equipment and protective workers clothing are other potential solid waste
sources (USEPA, 1990).

Decontamination of the solid-based pesticide blending mills may generate
solid diluent contaminated with pesticides. The diluent ~°pically consists of
clay for dust mills and sand for granule mills (USEPA, 1990).

In case of pesticide products which have been suspended or canceled, there
may be existing stocks of these products remaining. EPA may allow the use
of existing stocks or prohibit such use. State environmental agencies
occasionally collect unusable pesticides.

Procedures for pesticide management have been proposed by EPA, as
authorized under section 19 of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). For more details, refer to section VI.C on pending
and proposed regulatory requirements.
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Table 11: Summary. of Potential Pollution Outputs for the Agricultural
Chemical Industry.

Process Air Emissions Process Wastewater Residual Waste

Nitric Acid NO, NO.., HNO3 in NA Spent tower
Absorption Tower tailgas materials, trays

Solution NH~, HNO3 Condensed steam with NA
Formulation and particulates NH,NO3 and NH3
Granulation

Solids Formation Particulates, NO~, NA Dusts
SiF4, HF

Regeneration of Hydrocarbons, CO, Condensed steam, NH~, Spent bed material
Desulfurization NH3, CO: CO2
and Filter Beds

Screening Dust NA Mixed undersized
captured dusts, used
screens

Wet Process SiF., HF Pond water Gypsum
Phosphoric Acid
Production

Unloading of Dust/particulates NA Leftover raw material
materials into released in transfer containers
blending tanks

Open processing VOC’s NA NA
and storage
equipment

Equipment and NA Washwater, waste Waste sands and
facility cleaning solvent clays, used mops/

squeegees/etc.

Laboratory VOC’s and dusts Washwater, lab testing Off-spec product used
~rocedures released water for testing/analysis

Spills and runoff Dust/particulates Contaminated Contaminated solid
released by spill rainfall/runoff product

Pollution control NA Contaminated scrubber Spent filter material
systems water

Source: Guide to Pollution Prevention, The Pesticide Formulating Industry, Center for
Environmental Research Information, United States EPA, Washington D. C., 1990.
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III.F. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of Toxic Release Inventory (TILl)
chemicals in waste and efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities.
These data have been collected annually in section 8 of the TRI reporting
Form R beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data summarized below
cover the years 1995-1998 and are meant to provide a basic understanding of
the quantities of waste handled by the industry, the methods typically used to
manage this waste, and recent trends in these methods. TRI waste
management data can be used to assess trends in source reduction within
individual industries and facilities, and for specific TILl chemicals. This
information could then be used as a tool in identifying opportunities for
pollution prevention or compliance assistance activities.

While the quantities reported for 1995 and 1996 are estimates of quantities
already managed, the quantities listed by facilities for 1997 and 1998 are
projections only. The PPA requires these projections to encourage facilities
to consider future source reduction, not to establish any mandatory limits.
Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities reporting under TRI
are required to meet.

Fertilizers

Table 12 shows that the TILl reporting fertilizer manufacturing and mixing
facilities managed about 566 million pounds of production related wastes
(total quantity of TRI chemicals in the waste from routine production
operations in column B) in 1996. From the yearly data presented in column
B, the total quantity of production related TRI wastes decreased between
1995 and 1996. Production related wastes are projected to increase in 1997
and 1998. Note that the affects of production increases and decreases on the
quantities of wastes generated are not evaluated here.

In 1996, about 84 percent of the industry’, s TRI wastes were managed on-site
through recycling, energy recovery, or treatment as shown in columns C, D,
and E, respectively. Most of these on-site managed wastes were recycled on-
site. There is a negligible amount (<1%) of wastes being transferred off-site
for recycling, energy recovery, or treatment. The remaining portion of the
production related wastes (12 percent in 1995 and 16 percent in 1996), shown
in column I, is either released to the environment through direct discharges
to air, land, water, and underground injection, or is transferred off-site for
disposal.
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Table 12: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity. for the Fertilizer Industry as
Reported within TRI

On-Site Off-Site
Quantity of
Production- C [ D

Related % Released and
Waste I~ 1% Energy % % Energy [ Disposed’ Off-

Year (l& Ibs.P Recvcled[ Recovery, %TreatedRecycled Recovery,[ %Treated site

1995 719 76% 8% 4% 0% 0% 0% 12%
1996 566 77% 1% 6% 0% 0% 0% 16%
1997 606 77% 1% 7% 0% 0% 0% 15%
1998 617 78% I% 7% 0% 0% 0% 14%
Source: 1996 Toxics Release Inventor.Database.
a Within this industry, sector, non-production related waste < 1% of production related wastes for 1996.

b Total TRI transfers and releases as reported in section 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production related

wastes.
e Percentage of production related waste released to the environment and transferred off-site for disposal.

Pesticides and Miscellaneous Agricultural Chemicals

Table 13 shows that the TR,[ reporting pesticide and miscellaneous
agricultural chemicals facilities managed about 252 million pounds of
production related wastes (total quantity of TRI chemicals in the waste from
routine production operations in column B) in 1996. From the yearly data
presented in column B, the total quantity of production related TRI wastes
increased between 1995 and 1996. Production related wastes were projected
to continue to increase in 1997 and 1998. Note that the affects of production
increases and decreases on the quantities of wastes generated are not
evaluated here.

In 1996, about 95 percent of the industry’s TRI wastes were managed on-site
through recycling, energy recovery, or treatment as shown in columns C, D,
and E, respectively. Most of these on-site managed wastes were recycled on-
site. A small portion of the remaining wastes (4% in 1996) are transferred
off-site for recycling, energy recovery, or treatment. The remaining one
percent of the production related wastes, shown in column I, is either released
to the environment through direct discharges to air, land, water, and
underground injection, or is transferred off-site for disposal.
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Table 13: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for the Pesticide and
Miscellaneous Agricultural Chemicals Industry as Reported within TRI
A B I

On-Site Off-Site

Quantity of (~ [ D [ E F ] G [ H
Production-

Related % Released and
Waste % % Energy % % Energy Disposed" Off-

Year (106 Ibs.P Recycled Recovery Treated % Recycled Recovery %Treated site

1995 245 85% 0% 10% 2% 1% 1% 2%

1996 252 84% 0% 11% 2% 1% 1% 1%

1997 266 84% 0% 1 l% I% 1% 2% 1%

1998 279 85% 0% ! I% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Source: 1996 Toxics Release Inventory Database.
a Within this industry, sector, non-production related waste < 1% of production related wastes for 1996.

b Total TRI transfers and releases as reported in section 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production related

wastes.
c Percenta[ of production related waste released to the environment and transferred off-site for disposal.
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutant
releases that are reported by this industry in correlation with other industries.
The best source of comparative pollutant release information is the Toxic
Release Inventory (TRI). Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes self-reported facility release
and transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals. Facilities within SIC Codes
20 through 39 (manufacturing industries) that have more than 10 employees,
and that are above weight-based reporting thresholds are required to report
TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers. The information presented within
the sector notebooks is derived from the most recently available (1996) TRI
reporting year (which includes over 600 chemicals), and focuses primarily on
the on-site releases reported by each sector. Because TRI requires consistent
reporting regardless of sector, it is an excellent tool for drawing comparisons
across industries. TRI data provide the type, amount and media receptor of
each chemical released or transferred.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general, toxic
chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the 1996 Toxic
Release Inventory Public Data Release, reported onsite releases of toxic
chemicals to the environment decreased by 5 percent (111.6 million pounds)
between 1995 and 1996 (not including chemicals added and removed from
the TRI chemical list during this period). Reported releases dropped by 48
percent between 1988 and 1996. Reported transfers of TRI chemicals to off-
site locations increased by 5 percent (14.3 million pounds) between 1995 and
1996. More detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available through the
EPCRA Hotline at 800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic Release
Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the primary
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TRI data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been obtained,
these data have been included to augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

Certain limitations exist regarding TRI data. Within some sectors, (e.g. dry
cleaning, printing and transportation equipment cleaning) the majority of
facilities are not subject to TRI reporting because they are not considered
manufacturing industries, or because they are below TRI reporting thresholds.
For these sectors, release information from other sources has been included.
In addition, many facilities report TRI more under than one SIC code
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reflecting the multiple operations carried out onsite whether or not the
operation is the facilities primary area of business as reported to the U.S.
Census Bureau. Reported chemicals are limited to the approximately 600
TILl chemicals. A portion of the emissions from agricultural chemical
facilities, therefore, are not captured by TRI. Also, reported releases and
transfers may or may not all be associated with the industrial operations
described in this notebook.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each indust~.
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity, of each chemical that is released. The Agency is in the process of
developing an approach to assign toxicological weightings to each chemical
released so that one can differentiate between pollutants with significant
differences in toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental
impact of the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook
briefly summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five chemicals (by
weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- is the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code, a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based federal economic
statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between facility and industry
data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-time
employees and are above established chemical throughput thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must submit estimates for all
chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.

RELEASES -- are on-site discharges of a toxic chemical to the environment.
This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies of water, releases at
the facility to land, as well as contained disposal into underground injection
wells.
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Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- include all air
emissions from industry, activity. Point emissions occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, vents, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include
equipment leaks, evaporative losses from surface impoundments and spills,
and releases from building ventilation systems.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water.
Releases due to runoff, including storm water runoff, are also reportable to
TRI.

Releases to Land -- occur within the boundaries of the reporting facility.
Releases to land include disposal of toxic chemicals in landfills, land
treatment/application farming, surface impoundments, and other disposal on
land (such as spills, leaks, or waste piles).

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal. Wastes containing TRI chemicals are
injected into either Class I wells or Class V wells. Class I wells are used to
inject liquid hazardous wastes or dispose of industrial and municipal
wastewaters beneath the lowermost underground source of drinking water.
Class V wells are generally used to inject non-hazardous fluid into or abgve
an underground source of drinking water. TRI reporting does not currently
distinguish between these two types of wells, although there are important
differences in environmental impact between these two methods of injection.

TRANSFERS -- are transfers of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that
is geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under TRI.
Chemicals reported to TRI as transferred are sent to off-site facilities for the
purpose of recycling, energy recovery, treatment, or disposal. The quantities
reported represent a movement of the chemical away from the reporting
facility. Except for off-site transfers for disposal, the reported quantities do
not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewater transferred through pipes or sewers
to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment or removal of a
chemical from the wastewater depends on the nature of the chemical, as well
as the treatment methods present at the POTW. Not all TRI chemicals can
be treated or removed by a POTW. Some chemicals, such as metals, may be
removed but not destroyed and may be disposed of in landfills or discharged
to receiving waters.

Transfers to Recycling -- are wastes sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovery by a variety of recycling methods, including solvent
recovery, metals recovery, and acid regeneration. Once these chemicals have
been recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold
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commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site to be treated through
a variety of methods, including neutralization, incineration, biological
destruction, or physical separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not
destroyed but prepared for further waste management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for disposal,
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical
Industry

This section summarizes the TRI data of fertilizer manufacturing and mixing
facilities reporting SIC codes 2873, 2874, or 2875 as their primary SIC code
and of pesticide and miscellaneous agricultural chemicals formulating
facilities reporting SIC code 2879 as their primary SIC code.

According to the 1995 Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) data, 190 fertilizer and
pesticide facilities reporting SIC 2873, 2874, 2875, or 2879 released (to the
air, water, or land) and transferred (shipped off-site or discharged to sewers)
a tota! of 106 million pounds~ of toxic chemicals during calendar year 1996.
This represents approximately 2 percent of the 5.6 billion pounds of releases
and transfers from all manufacturers (SICs 20-39) reporting to TRI that year.
The top two chemicals released by weight are ammonia and phosphoric acid
(both from fertilizer manufacturing). These two account for about 89 percent
(82 million pounds) of the industry’s total releases. Xylene, methanol, and
ethylbenzene are the three top chemicals transferred by weight (all from
pesticide formulating). These three account for about 71 percent (9 million
pounds) of the total TRI chemicals transferred by the industries. The
variability in facilities’ TILI chemical profiles may be attributed to the variety
of processes and products in the industries. Eighty-seven percent of the 243
different chemicals reported were reported by fewer than 10 facilities.

Fertilizers (SIC 2873, 2874, 2875)

According to 1996 TRI data, fertilizer manufacturing and mixing facilities
released and transferred approximately 93 million pounds of pollutants
during calendar year 1996. One hundred and ninety facilities reported
emissions for 46 chemicals. Only 13 of the 46 chemicals (28 percent) were
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reported (as releases and/or transfers) by ten or more facilities, evidence of
the diversity of the industry. Fertilizer facilities released an average of
481,000 pounds per facility and transferred an average of 8.000 pounds per
facility.. The high release per facility values are, in a large part, a result of
significant releases for ammonia and phosphoric acid from seventy or more
facilities.

Releases

Table 14 presents the number and weights of chemicals released by fertilizer
manufacturing and mixing facilities reporting SIC 2873, 2874, and 2875 in
1996. The total quantity of releases was 91.3 million pounds or 98 percent
of the total weight of chemicals reported to TRI by the fertilizer industry (i.e.,
releases and transfers). The top chemical released by this industry is
ammonia, accounting for 54 percent of the total releases. Phosphoric acid is
the next largest release at 35 percent of the total. Fifty-eight percent of all
TRI releases in the fertilizer industry were air emissions, 53 percent as point
source and 5 percent as fugitive. Ammonia accounts for 91 percent of air
releases. The majority of the other releases were land disposed (32 percent)
with phosphoric acid accounting for 99 percent of land disposals. The
remaining nine percent was released as water discharges or underground
injections.                                                  ~

Transfers

Table 15 presents the number and weights of chemicals transferred off-site
by fertilizer manufacturing and mixing facilities reporting SIC 2873, 2874,
or 2875 in 1996. The total amount of transfers was about 1.5 million pounds
or only two percent of the totaJ amount of chemicals reported to TRI by the
fertilizer industry (i.e., releases and transfers). Transfers to recycling
facilities accounted for the largest amount, 51 percent of the total transfers.
The next greatest percentage went for disposal and the rest to treatment
facilities. No energy recovery transfers were reported for this industry.
Copper compounds, phosphoric acid, and zinc compounds represented the
largest transfers (primarily to recycling), as 60 percent of the total transfers.
Ammonia only accounted for 4 percent of the transfers compared to 54
percent of releases.

Pesticides and Miscellaneous Agricultural Chemicals (SIC 2879)

According to 1996 TRI data, pesticide formulating facilities released and
transferred approximately 13 million pounds of pollutants during calendar
year 1996. One hundred and ninety-three facilities reported TRI emissions
for 197 chemicals in 1996. Only 18 (9 percent) of these chemicals were
reported by ten or more facilities, evidence of the particularly diverse nature
of the industry. Pesticide formulating facilities released an average of 10,000
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pounds of pollutants per facility, and transferred an average of 59.000 pounds
per facility.. The high average transfer per facility is due mostly to high
average xylene, ethylbenzene, and methanol transfers.

Releases

Table 16 presents the number and weights of chemicals released by pesticide
and miscellaneous agricultural chemicals formulating facilities reporting SIC
2879 in 1996. The total amount of releases was 2.0 million pounds or 15
percent of the total quantity of TRI chemicals reported by the pesticide and
miscellaneous agricultural chemicals industry (i.e., releases and transfers~.
This is substantially less than the 98 percent of reported chemicals released
by the fertilizer industry. The top two chemicals released by this industry, are
methanol (23 percent of releases) and dichloromethane (13 percent of
releases).

About 69 percent (1.4 million pounds) of all the chemicals released by the
pesticide industry were released to air in the form of point source emissions
(50 percent) and fugitive air releases (19 percent). Air releases were
primarily comprised of dichloromethane, carbon disulfide, and methyl
isobutyt ketone. Approximately 29 percent of the releases were by
underground injection, and the remaining releases were to water (2 pe.rcent)
and land disposal (1 percent). The relatively large number of chemicals
reported to TRI under SIC 2879 compared to the fertilizer industry illustrates
the variety of chemical formulations produced by the pesticide industry..

Transfers

Table 17 presents the number and weights of chemical transfers by the
pesticide and miscellaneous agricultural chemicals formulating facilities
reporting SIC 2879 in 1996. The total amount of transfers off-site was 11.3
million pounds or 85 percent of the total amount of chemicals reported to TRI
by the pesticide industry (i.e., releases and transfers). Xylene, methanol, and
ethylbenzene accounted for 58, 12, and 10 percent, respectively, of the
chemical TRI transfers. Transfers to recycling facilities accounted for the
largest quantity (51 percent) although only eight facilities reported recycling
transfers. Xylene accounted for 84 percent of all recycling transfers. Ener~’
recovery and treatment accounted for 23 and 31 percent respectively. The
remainder of transfers consisted of off-site disposals.
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Table 14:1996 TRI Releases for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SICs 2873,2874,2875)
b,v Number of Facilities Reporting (Releases reported in pounds/,vear)

Avg.
# Reporting Fugitive Point Water Underground Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Air Dischar~,¢s Injection Disposal Releases Per Facility
Ammonia 106 4,590,371 43,967.432 427.065 539.900 78,814 49,603,582 -,t67.958
Phosphoric Acid 72 1,452 8.631 2,939.394 0 29,071,310 32,020,787 444.733
Zinc Compounds 56 3.946 2,969 7,817 65 4,023 18,820 336
Manganese Compounds 43 5,292 1,696 1,500 0 500 8,988 209
Nitrate Compounds 42 1,529 261.250 3,108,211 971,850 125,960 4,468.800 106.400
Copper Compounds 37 !,477 525 1,443 60 528 4,033 109
Sulfuric Acid (1994 and alter "Acid 32 3,237 t,435,613 5 15,000 25,587 1,479,442 46.233
Aerosols" Only)
Nitric Acid 30 22,388 17,418 10 0 7,655 47,471 1.582
Chlorine 30 5,345 25,787 7,818 0 0 38,950 1.298
Methanol 20 38,447 3,068,775 63,362 20 185 3,170,789 158.539
Formaldehyde 13 730 20,874 10 220 5 21.839 1,680
Chromium Compounds 11 251 0 536 90 1,430 2,307 210
Nickel Compounds l 0 255 250 795 270 565 2,135 214
Copper 8 5 10 0 0 0 15 2
Zinc (Fume or Dust) 8 5 8 0 0 0 13 2
Lead Compounds 7 17 270 510 0 0 797 114
Hydrogen Fluoride 7 15,325 13,820 15 0 3,309 32,469 4,638
Diethanolamine 6 5 7,907 31,470 0 0 39,382 6.564
2,4-D 5 21 251 0 0 0 272 54
Manganese 5 5 10 0 0 0 15 3
Diazinon 4 0 " 2 0 0 0 2 1
Benfluralin 4 445 258 0 0 0 703 176
Atrazine 3 140 0 0 0 0 140 47
Tritluralin 2 239 0 0 0 0 239 120
Chromium 2 400 0 0 0 0 400 200
Cadmium Compounds
Cobalt Compounds
Diisocyanates 10 7(~ 0 0 0 80 80
Certain Glycol Ethers 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Carbaryl 5 5 0 0 0 10 10
N-butyl Alcohol 5 0 0 0 0 5 5
Quintozene 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mecoprop 10 250 0 0 0 260 2
Methoxone 5 250 0 0 0 255 255
Ethylene Glycol 750 0 13,000 0 250 14,000 14,000
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 73,325 16,241 0 0 0 89,566 89,566
Dicofol 250 0 0 0 250 250
2,4-DP 7 250 (J 0 0 257 257
Asbestos (Friable) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dicamba 12 250 0 0 0 262 262
Nickel 400 0 0 0 0 400 400
Vanadium (Fume or Dust)
Hydrochloric Acid (1995 and after (~ (~ 0 260,000 0 260,000 260,000
"Acid Aerosols" Only)
Thiophanate-mcthyl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pendimethalin 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oxyfluorfen 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

190"*    4~766~111 48~851,072    616031991     1~787~475 29~320~121 91~3271740     ~80.672
** Total number of facilities (not chemical reports) reporting to TRI in this industry sector.
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Table 15:1996 TRI Transfers for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SICs 2873,2874,2875)
b,v Number and Facilities Reporting (Transfers reported in pounds/~tear)

# Energy Transt~:1
Chem,cal Name Reporting Potw Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery Total Pel

Chemical Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Facilit~
,~mmonta 106 51600 11477 63077 595
Phosphoric .Acid 72 0 289528 418 289946 4.027
~inc Compounds 56 5 1060 179327 45834 226226 4.04C
~,langanese Compounds 43 0 1000 3834 4834 I 12
Nitrate Compounds 42 95000 . 14657 750 110407 _.6~5

:Copper Compounds 37 0 11861 384419 11000 407280 l 1.008
Sulfuric Acid (1994 and al~er "Acid 32 0 O 0i
Aerosols" Only)
Nitric Acid 30 0 250 250 8
Chlorme 30 25 25 I
Methanol 20 1542 1542 77
Formaldehyde 13 250 250 19
Chromium Compounds l I 0 14207 63230 77437 7.040
Nickel Compounds 10 0 81600 20000 101600 10.160
Copper 8 0 14657 14657 1.832
Zinc ~Fume or Dust) 8 0 505 14657 ~ 15167 1,896
Lead Compounds 7 0 10 10 I
Hydrogen Fluoride 7 0 0 0
Diethanolamine 6 19940 20000 39940 6,657
2.4-D 5 0 4613 4613 923
Manganese 5 0 0 0
Diazinon 4 0 4608 4608 l. 152
[3enlluralin 4 0 1250 1250 313
Atrazine 3 0 107880 107880 35.960
l’rifluralin 2 0 0 0

hromium 2 0 14657 14657 7.329
admium Compounds ¯
obalt Compounds

Diisocyanates 0 0 0
Certain Glycol Ethers 0 0 0
2arbaryl 0 591 591 591
N-butyl Alcohol 0 0 0
~uintozene 0 4358 4358 4,358
Mecoprop 0 250 250 250
Methoxone 0 250 250 250
E~hylene Glycol 0 185 185 185
Methyl lsobutyl Ketone 0 0 0
Dicofol 0 250 250 250
2,4-DP 0 25(~ 250 250
Asbestos (Friable) 0 1930d 19300 19,300
Dicamba 0 251J 250 250
Nickel 0 1465") 14657 14,657
Vanadium (Fume or Dust)
Hydrochloric Acid (1995 and aider "Acid ~ 0 0
Aerosols" Only)
Thiophanate-methyl 1 0 4358 4358 4,358
Pendimelhalin 1 0 4358 4358 4,358
Oxyfluorfen 1 0 4358 4358 4,358

190"* 168,362 337~971 782~046 250,692 0 1,539,071 8,100
¯ * Total number of facilities (not chemical reports) reporting to TRI in thisindustry sector.
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Table 16:1996 TRI Releases for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SIC 2879) by Number of Faci!ities
Reporting (Releases reported in pounds/year)

Avg~
# Reporting Fugitive Point Water Underground Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Air Discharges In, iectlon Disposal Releases Per Facility
1.2.4-trimethylbenzene 24 5310 3185 0 0 0 8495 354
Xylen¢ tMixed Isomers) 24 24494 16327 0 17760 0 58581 2,441
Ethylene Glycol 22 7856 819 2521 2290 7922 21408 973
Naphthalene 21 4536 3402 17 0 20 7975 380
Malathion 17 571 280 10 0 0 861 51
Diazinon 17 21 227 I 0 0 0 258 15
Ammonia 14 20529 36889 4908 2300 360 64986 4.642
2,4-D 13 1926 1535 5 0 255 3721 286Carbary. I 12 1005 9005 10 0 2500 12520 l. 043
Methanol 12 12434 35850 8217 400300 51 456852 38,071
N-butyl Alcohol 12 1498 1668 0 0 0 3166 264
Captan 12 519 12106 5 5 0 12635 1,053
Qumtozene i I 1050 561 0 0 0 1611 146
Trifluralin 11 1304 2578 87 0 0 3969 361
Chlorothalonil 11 622 1005 0 0 1670 3297 300
2,4-d 2-¢thylhexyl Ester 11 2160 1065 5 0 0 3230 294
Ethylbenzene 10 1065 421 0 0 0 1486 149
Atrazine 10 4000 2430 5 1 0 6436 644
Copper Compounds 9 547 188 11 0 5 751 83
Zinc Compounds 9 2299 2307 0 0 0 4606 512
Dimcthylamine 9 3547 7560 0 250 0 11357 1,262
Arsenic Compounds 8 267 1089 14 0 0 1370 171
Certain Glycol Ethers 8 10501 250 0 0 0 10751 1,344
Lindane 8 255 255 5 0 250 765 96
Bromomethane 8 9398 63421 0 0 0 72819 9,102
Chloropicrin 8 2240 " 5835 0 0 0 8075 1,009
Cumene 8 108 78 0 0 0 186 23
Permethrin 8 976 509 0 0 0 1485 186
Dicamba 7 348 324 132 59200 0 60004 8,572
Piperonyl Butoxide 6 35 6 0 0 0 41’ 7
Dimcthoat¢ 6 225 260 ! 0 0 0 49~ 83
Mecoprop 6 510 920 0 0 255 1685 281
Toluene 6 I 1676 27350 39 536 71 39672 6,612
Thiram 6 510 1000 0 0 0 1510 252
Methyl Parathion 6 716 312 0 0 0 1028 171
Diuron 6 261 1250 8 0 0 1519 253
Prometp!n 6 250 268 0 0 0 518 86
Chlorine 6 6020 2455 0 5 0 8480 1.413
Manganese Compounds 5 6657 75 0 0 0 6732 1,346
Nitrate Compounds 5 5 6 22000 0 0 22011 4,402
l,l,l-trichloroethan¢ 5 1729 7400- 0 0 0 9129 1,826
Carbon Disulfide 5 6817 112994 0 5 0 119816 23,963
Mcthoxone 5 265 510 250 0 250 1275 255
Metham Sodium 5 1266 258 1 0 2 1527 305
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 5 310 I 0 5 750 5 1080 216
Ca~bofuran 5 22 274 1 0 0 297 59
Bromoxynil Octanoate 5 270 251 0 0 0 521 104
Maneb 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cyanazine 5 285 1625 0 0 0 1910 382
Formaldehyde 4 3020 8018 1083 0 5 12126 3,032
Chloromethane 4 7434 82165 0 0 9 89608 22,402
Dichloromethane 4 12585 256135 100 0 23 268843 67,211
O-xylene 4 5602 35250 5 0 5 40862 10,216
Methyl lsobutyl Ketone 4 105310 58755 5 0 5 164075 41,019
Simazine 4 1005 1005 5 0 0 2015 504
Hydrochloric Acid (1995 and al~r 4 3698 48257 0 0 56 52011 13,003
"Acid Aerosols" Only)
Phosphoric Acid 4 438 0 0 0 0 438 110
Sulfuric Acid (1994 and a_Rer "Acid 4 1009 1 0 0 15 1025 256
Aerosols" Only)
Metribuzin 4 2 1010 5 0 0 1017 254
Acephate 4 255 1250 0 0 0 1505 376
Chromium Compounds 3 250 gg 3 0 0 341 114
Chlorodifluoromethane 3 11406 2441 0 0 0 13847 4,616
Maleic Anhydride 3 1079 2385 5 0 0 3469 1,156
M-xylen¢ 3 508 250 0 0 0 758 253
Dice fol 3 210 0 0 0 0 210 70
Aldicarb 3 21 1205 0 0 5 1231 410
Linuron 3 5 5 5 0 0 15 5Ethyl Dipropylthiocarbamat¢ 3 6706 619 2 29 0 7356 2,452Paraqilat Diehlnride "~ ~,0~ ~1 0 ~ 0 1000 "~3~
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Table 16:1996 TRI Releases for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SIC 2879) by Number of Facilities
Reporting (Releases reported in pounds/~,ear)

Avg
# Reporting Fugitive Point Water Underground Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Air Discharges Injection Disoosal Releases Per Facility,
Propachlor 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fluometuron 3 260 512 0 0 0 772 257
Dimethylamine Dicamba 3 580 5 0 0 5 590 t 97
Carboxm 3 8 0 0 0 0 8 3
Copper 3 - 0 5 0 0 0 5 2
Ethoprop 3 250 615 0 0 0 865 288
Thiophanat¢-methyl 3 70 9 0 0 0 79 26
Pendimethalin 3 970 260 22 0 140 1392 464
Hexazinon¢ 3 17 283 0 0 0 300 100
Ethylenebisdithiocarbamic Acid, Salts 2 1057 57 0 0 0 1114 557
and Esters
Trichlorfon 2 .
Parathion 2
Dichlorvos 2 0 0 6 6 0 6 0
S.s.s-tributy. Itrithiophosphate 2 ! 325 473 2 0 8 1808 904
2.4-db 2 470 250 0 0 0 720 360
1.4-dichlorobenzen¢ 2 340 1371 0 0 0 1711 856
1.2-dichloroethane 2 6300 57000 33 0 250 63583 31,792
Chlorobenzene 2 320 0 0 0 0 320 160
Phenol 2 533 0 1 0 0 534 267
Diethanolamine 2 255 255 0 0 0 510 255
2.4-dp 2 250 5 0 0 5 260 130
Naled 2 0 50 0 0 0 50 25
Hydrazioe 2 201 12 0 0 0 213 107
1.3-dichloropropylene 2 2301 120 0 0 0 2421 1,211
Propanil 2 250 2627 0 0 0 2877 1,439
Ametryn 2 255 298 5 0 0 558 279
Cycloate 2 0 49 1 2 0 52 26
Bromoxynil 2 5 10 0 0 0 15 8
2,4-d Butoxyethyl Ester 2 262 401 0 0 0 663 332
Sodium Dicamba 2 5 750 0 0 0 7~5 378
Dipotassium Endothall 2 39 4 0 0 0 43 22
Molinate 2 315 271 I 0 0 587 294
Chlorpyrifos Methyl 2 5 5 0 0 0 10 5
Zinc (Fume or Dust) 2 250 0 0 0 250 125
Nitric Acid 2 4000 398 5 0 280 4683 2,342
Resmethrin 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Desmedipham 2 15 0 0 0 0 15 8
Thiophanate Ethyl 2
Thiobencaxb 2 530 28 i 0 6 0 g l i 406
Thiodicatb 2 250 1000 0 0 250 1500 750
Propiconazole 2 5 5 0 0 0 10 5
Cyfluthrin 2 3 13 0 0 350 366 183
Fomesafen 2 255 250 0 0 0 505 253
Quizalo fop.-ethyl 2 1 0 0 0 1

~1Lactofen 2 847 29 0 0 0 876 43
Bifcnthrin 2 6 1 0 0 0 7 4
My¢lobutanil 2
Antimony Compounds 1 6 :~ 6 6 6 2 2
Chlorophenols 1 250 250 0 73400 0 73900 73,900
Cyanide Compounds 1 15 41 5 0 5 66 66
Diisocyanates 1
Lead Compounds 1 136 139 6 6 6 26~ 269’
Carbon Tetrachloride 1 66 41000 0 5 0 41071 41,071
Formic Acid 1 810 700 29 0 0 1539 1,539
Isopropyl Alcohol (Manuflctmfing, 1 0 l 5 0 0 0 15 15
Strong-acid Process Only, No Supplies)
N,n-dimethylformamide 1 38 0 0 0 39 39
Methoxychlor 5 5 0 0 0 10 10
Vinyl Chloride 552 644 0 0 0 I 196 I, 196
Tert-butyl Alcohol 20 121 0 0 0 141 141
2-methyllactonitrile 0 180 0 0 0 180 180
Triphenyltin Hydroxide
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene ~ ~ 6 250 0 260 260
Dicyclop~ntadiene 141 562 0 0 0 703 703
Dimethyl Sulfate
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 3~ 246 6 6 6 272 272
DichloranP- y ene 0 0 0 16 l0
1,3-butadiene 77 1200 0 0 0 1277 1,277
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Table 16:1996 TRI Releases for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SIC 2879) by Number of Facilities
Reporting (Releases reported in pounds/year)

Avg
# Reporting Fugitive Point Water Underground Land Total Re eases

;hermcal Name Chemical Air Air Discharges In~ection Disposal Releases Per Facilitw
N-hexane 2910 5560 0 0 0 8470 8,470
Pvndine 4836 5617 0 0 0 10453 10,453
P~’opoxur
Di(2-ethylhexyl) Phthalate 10 25 6 6 0 3~ 35
Hexachlorobenzene 5 0 0 0 0 5 5
1,2.4-trichlorobenzene 8000 750 0 750 0 9500 9,500
2,4-dichlorophenol 2630 250 0 15390 0 t 8270 18.270
Triethylamine 3298 101 0 0 0 3399 3,399
Hydroqumone 250 5 0 0 0 255 255
Folpet 0 5 0 0 0 5 5
Meshes 200 0 0 0 0 200 200
Oxydemeton Methyl
Bromac,~ ~ 0 0 0 0 6 6
Methyl Isothiocyanat¢ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Perchloromethyl Mercaptan 0 510 0 0 0 510 510
Methyl lsocyanate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pebulate 250 250 0 0 500 500
Benfluralin
Nitrapyrm
Triallate 256 256 6 0 0 500 500
Dodine 5 5 0 0 0 10 10
Dimethyl Chlorothiophosphate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Temephos
Terbacil
Hydrogen Fluoride
Bromine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mevinphos 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Phosphin¢ 0 1076 0 0 0 1076 1,076
Creosote 15 25 0 0 0 40 40
Zineb
Fenbutatin Oxide
Alachlor                                 2106 6 6 0 0 2100 2,100
Benomyl
Oryzalin
Oxydiazon ~ 256 6 6 6 255 255
Aluminum Phosphide
Bendiocatb
Pronamide 5 250 0 0 6 255 255

ToluenePropetamphosDiisocyanate (Mixed Isomers) ~ :~2 6 6 250 260 260
Amitraz
Tebuthiuron 0
Diflubenzuron
Sulprofos
Dinocap
Fenpropathrin
Profenofos
Oxyfluorfen
Triadimefon
Vinclozolin
Fenvalerate 0 0
Dimethipin
Triclopyr Triethylammonium Salt
Fenarimol
Acifluorfen, Sodium Salt
Chlorsulfuron 0 I 0 0 1 1
Fluvalinate
Chlorimuron Ethyl 6 i 0 0 i l
Tribenuron Methyl 0 1 0 0 1 1

!93"*     369,954     995,519      39,600      573,228       15~287    1,993,588       10.329
** Total number of facilities (not chemical reports) reporting to TRI in this industry sector.
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Table 17:1996 TRI Transfers for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SIC 2879)
b,v Number and Facilities Reportin~ (Transfers reported in pounds/year)

Av~
# Energy Transfe~

Chemical Name Reporting Potw Disposal Recycling Treatment Rccovery Total Pe~
Chemical Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Facili,

1.2 4-tnmethvlbenzene 24 5 475 43314 43794 1,8251
Xylene (Mixed Isomers~ 24 9 2599 4851510 731777 102041,~ 6606309 275,263i
Ethylene Glycol 22 463 3600 16070 11478 31611 1,437
Naphthalene 21 ¯ 0 823 6962 45 7830 373
Malathion l 7 0 1207 1207 71
Diazmon 17 0 3370 3370 198l
Ammoma 14 25397 47248 72645 5,189[
2.4-d 13 263 601~ 8700 14980 1,152]
Carbaryl 12 5 2750 61666 64421 5,368!
Methanol t2 4367 5 126038 1 I8699i 1317401 !.09,7831
N-butyl Alcohol 12 5 584 4150 4739 3951
Captan 12 0 2191 208 l 4272 356
Qumtozene 11 4 392714 22141~ 614128 55,830
Trifluralin l I 5 2278 9772 12055 1,096
Chlorothalonil 11 255 2005 1518 3778 343
2.4-d 2..ethylhexyl Ester 11 5 2077 23721 25803 2,346
Ethylbenzene I0 0 231 807182 150224 214836 1172473 117,247
Atrazine 10 73 5673 28161 33907 3,391
Copper Compounds 9 0 9267 754 1500 11521 1,280
Zinc Compounds 9 5 260 2730 2995 333
Dimethylamine 9 5 52~ 525 58
Arsenic Compounds 8 10 100651 231855 332520 41,565
Certain Glycol Ethers 8 57107 1132 58239 7,280
Lindane 8 0 276 1388 1664 208
Bromomethane 8 0 0 0
Chloropicrin 8 0 0 0
Cumene 8 0 5 145~ 1458 182
Permethrin 8 0 1250 1617 2867 358
Dicamba 7 5 125 131) 19
Piperonyl Butoxide 6 0 2082 2082 347
Dimethoate 6 0 3091 3091 515
Meeoprop 6 5 3896 2497 6398 1,066
Toluene 6 0 2171 2171 362
Thiram 6 2 53~ 38081 38616 6,436,
Methyl Parathion 6 0 360 2120 2480 413~
Diuron 6 250 380 630 I05[
Prometryn 6 12 25~ 6580 6842 1,140i
Chlorine 6 6319 6319 1,053i
Manganese Compounds 5 5 i 21 6309 6340 1,268i
Nitrate Compounds 5 5 - 5 10

4,42.21,1, l-txichloroethane 5 0 2214") 22147
Carbon Disulfide 5 0 0
Methoxone 5 5 4778 94 i 5724 1,145
Metham Sodium 5 1 15862 4603 557 21023 4,205
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 5 0 1770 8041 9811 1,962
Carbofuran 5 0 17525 17525 3,505
Bromoxynil Octanoate 5 0 1660i 1448 18053 3,611
Maneb 5 0 250 1108 1358 272
Cyanazine 5 62 755 13905 14722 2,944
Formaldehyde 4 0 1200 29000 30200 7,5513
Chloromethane 4 0 26 26
Dichloromethane 4 0 19277 355~ 22832 5,708
O-xylene 4 0 1310 1310 328
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 4 940 1630 2570 643
Simazine 4 5 125~ 250 1510 378
Hydrochloric Acid (1995 and after "Acid 4 0 0
Aerosols" Only)
Phosphoric Acid 4 0 25549 25549 6,387
Sulfuric Acid (1994 and after "Acid 4 0 0 13
Aerosols" Only)
Metribuzin 4 0 13213 13213 3,303
Acephate 4 250 15800 16050 4,013
Chromium Compounds 3 1 1125 ") 155 11413 3.804
Chlorodifluoromethane 3 0 0 13
Maleic Anhydride 3 0 0
M-xylene 3 0 41~ 410 137
Dicofol 3 0 250 250 83
Aldicarb 3 0 32289 32289 10,763
Linuron 3 0 0
Fthyl Dipropylthioearhamate ~ 5 590 9fit~ 10705
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Table 17:1996 TRI Transfers for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SIC 2879)
by Number and Facilities Reporting (Transfers reported in pounds/year)

Av o
# Energy Transfer

.~hem~cal Name Reporting Potw Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery Total Per
Chemical Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Facility

Paraquat Dichloride 3 32 5 250 287 96
Propachlor 3 15 6490 6505 2.168
Fluometuron 3 235 1505 13785 15525 5.175
Dimethylamine Dicamba 3 0 255 255 85
~arboxm 3 2 384 390 776 259
~opper 3 0 0

20

E~oprop 3 0 250 1105 1355 45
l’hiophanate-methyl 3 0 1167 1167 389
Pendimethalin 3 0 0

I~Hexazinone 3 250 256 250 750 25
Ethylenebisdithiocarbamic Acid. Salts and 2 0 12830 12830 6.415
Esters
Trichloffon 2 0 0
Parathion 2
Dichlorvos 2 6 145 10,i 24~ 12
S.s,s-trtbutyltrithiophosphate 2 0 116 116 58
2.4-db 2 0 792 792 396
1,4-dichlorobenzene 2 0 1365 1365 683
1,2-dichloroethane 2 0 0

~.’hlorobenzene 2 0 1706 1700 85
)henol 2 0 0
)iethanolamine 2 5 51 5 61 311
!,4-dp 2 0 39 3 42 21

2 5 3176 3181 1,591Naled
Hydrazine 2 0 0 0
1,3 -dichloropropylene 2 0 51325 51325 25,663
Propanil 2 0 1744 1744 872
Ametryn 2 0 9700 9700 4,850
Cycloate 2 0 2~i 1006 1034 517
Bromoxynil 2 0 1388 8 1396 698
2,4-d Butoxyethyl Ester 2 0 3256 3256 1,628
Sodium Dicamba 2 750 750 375
Dipotassium Endothall 2 0 250 250 125
Molinate 2 0 4405 1256 21 5682 2.841
Chlorpyrifos Methyl 2 0 500 500 250
Zinc (Fume or Dust) 2 0 0 0
Nitric Acid 2 0 0 0
Resmethrin 2 0 600 600 300
Desmedipham 2 0 492 492 246
l’hiophanate Ethyl 2 .~ ~
l’hiobencarb 2 6 4930 4930 ..46.
l’hiodicarb 2 5 250 1841 i 18666 9,333
Propiconazole 2 0 1332 1332 666
Zyfluthrin 2 0 101~ 1019 510
Fomesafen 2 0 250i 5 2506 t,253
Quizalofop..cthyl 2 0 0 0
Lactofen 2 0 256 3069 3319 1,660
Bifenthrin 2 0 48 48 24
Myclobutanil 2
Antimony Compounds 6 13~ 13~ 13~
Chlorophenols 0 2290 1198 670 4158 4,158
Cyanide Compounds 0 4 4 4
Diisocyanates
Lead Compounds 6 65000 65000 65,000
Carbon Tetrachloride 0 0 0
Formic Acid 0 830 2806 3630 3,630
lsopropyl Alcohol (Manufacturing, 0 529 529 529

Strong-acid Process Only, No Supplies)
N,n-dimethyl formamide 250 54765 4055 2331 61401 61,401
Methoxyehlor 500 500 500
Vinyl Chloride 6 0

41 ~Tert-butyl Alcohol 0 41 ~ 416
2-methyllactonitrile 0 0 0
Triphenyltin Hydroxide
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 6 3735 800 4535 4,535
Dicyclop~ntadiene 0 0

~Dimethyl Sulfal¢ 0 0
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 0 8 l,i 814 814
Dichloran
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Table 17:1996 TRI Transfers for Agricultural Chemicals Facilities (SIC 2879)
by Number and Facilities Reporting (Transfers reported in pounds/year)

Avg
~ Energy TransferChemical Name Reporting Potw Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery Total Per

Chemical Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Transfers Facitirv
1,3-butadiene 0 0 0C.vclohexanol 0 35289 35289 35,289N-hexane 0 20740 56 20796 20.796Pyridine 8506 8506 8,506Propoxur
Di(2-.ethylhexyl) Phthalate ~ 103i 1035 t,03~Hexachlorobenzene 0 3849 221 ~ 6064 6,0641.2.4-trichlorobenzene 0 7920 890 8810 8,8102.4-dichlorophenol 0 0 0l’riethylamine 0 6166g 2568 64236 64,236Hydroqulnone 250 250 250Folpet 0 0 0
Merohos 0 0Oxydemeton Methyl
Bromacil " 6 868 868 868Methyl Isothiocyanate 0 0 0Perchloromethyl Mercaptan 0 0Methyl Isocyanate 0 0

00Pebulate 0 500 250 750 75Benfluralin
Nitrapyrin
Vriallate                                       0 50~ 67~ 118~ l, 185Dodine 0 500 500 500~eimethyl Chlorothiophosphate 0 0 0mcphos
Terbacil
Hydrogen Fluoride 6 (J 0Bromine 750 750 750
Mevinphos 0 0 0Phosphine 0 ’0 0Creosote � 602 607 607Zineb
Fenbutatin Oxide "
Alachlor 6 8606 8606 8.600Benomyl
Oryzalin "
Oxydiazon 6 250 256 250iAluminum Phosphide
Bendiocarb "
Pron~mide 6 506 506 506Toluene Diisocyanate (Mixed Isomers)
Propetamphos 6 1000 !000 1,000Amitraz
Yebuthiuron 6 93"~ 93"~ 937Diflubenzuron
Su~profos 6 0 0Dinocap
Fenpropathrin
Profenofos
Oxyfluoffen
Triadimefon 6 6 6
Vinelozolin
Fenvalerate 6 3994 399~ 3,994Diroethipin
Triclopyr Triethylammonium Salt 6 8~ 8~ 82Fenarimol
Acifluoffen, Sodium Salt 0
~hlorsulfuron 0 980~ 9807Fluvalinate
3hlorimuron Ethyl 0 3661M 3660’~    36,60~l’ribenuron Methyl 0 17387 17387 17,387

193""      106,917
** Total number of facilities (not chemical reports) reporting to TRI in this industry sector.
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Top 10 TRI Releasing Agricultural Chemical Companies

The T1L[ database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for the agricultural
chemical industries are listed below in Tables 18,19, 20, and 21. Facilities
that have reported the primary SIC codes covered under this notebook appear
on Table 18 for fertilizers and Table 20 for pesticides and miscellaneous
agricultural chemicals. Tables 19 and 21 contain additional facilities that
have reported the SIC codes covered within this report, and one or more SIC
codes that are not within the scope of this notebook. Therefore, the second
list includes facilities that conduct multiple operations -- some that are under
the scope of this notebook, and some that are not. Currently, the facility-level
data do not allow pollutant releases to be broken apart by industrial process.
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Table 18: Top 10 TRI Releasing Fertilizer Manufacturing and Mixing Facilities
(SIC 2873, 2874: 2875)"

Rank [ Facilit),, Total TRI Releases in Pounds
1 PCS Phosphate Co., Inc. - Aurora, NC 13,202,617
2 CF Ind. Inc. - Donaldsonville, LA 5,823,740
3 Unocal Agricultural Products - Kenai, AK 4,715,420
4 Terra Nitrogen - Catoosa, OK 4,147,000
5 PCS Nitrogen Fertilizer LP - Millington, ~ 3,957,624
6 IMC Nitrogen Co. - East Dubuque, IL 3,954,025
7 IMC-Agrico - Uncle Sam, LA 3,570,548
8 Triad Chemical - Donaldsonville, LA 3,478,835
9 IMC-Agrico - Mulberry,, FL 3,161,160
I0 Farmland Ind. Inc. - Enid, OK 2,804,790

Total 45,615,759
Source: US Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1996.
"Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental
laws.

Table 19: Top 10 TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting Fertilizer Manufacturing an~i

Mixing SIC Codes "

Total TRI
Rank Facility SIC Codes Reported in TRI Releases in

Pounds
l PCS Phosphate Co. Inc. - Geismar, LA 2873, 2874, 2819 23,192,580
2 PCS Phosphate Co. Inc. - Aurora, NC 2874 13,202,617
3 IMC Agrico Co. - St. James, LA 2873, 2874, 2819 12,794,917
4 Du Pont - Beaumont, TX 2822, 2865, 2869, 2873 I0,880,836
5 Rubicon Inc. - Geismar, LA 2865, 2869, 2873 8,327,597
6 Monsanto Co. - Luling, LA 2879, 2834, 2873, 2869, 2819 7,742,540
7 Coastal Chemical Co. - Cheyenne, WY 2813, 2819, 2869, 2873, 2899 7,674,410
8 PCS Phosphate - White Springs, FL 2874, 2819 6,961,770
9 Vicksburg Chemical Co. - Vicksburg, MS 2819, 2873, 2812 6,139,460
l0 CF Ind. Inc. - Donaldsonville, LA 2873 5,823,740

Total 102,740,467
Source: US Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1996.
Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental

laws.
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Table 20: Top 10 TRI Releasing Pesticide and Miscellaneous Agricultural Chemicals
Facilities (SIC 2879~"

Rank [ Facility [ Total TRI Releases in Pounds

I BASF Corp. - Beaumont, TX 649,472

2 Rhone-Poulenc Ag. Co. - Woodbine, GA 242,293

3 American Cyanamid Co. - Palmyra, MO 227,942 :

4 Zeneca Inc. - Perry,, OH 178,291

5 Farmland Ind. Inc. - Saint Joseph, MO 162,037

6 Zeneca Inc. - Pasadena, TX 149,968

7 Bayer Corp. - Kansas City, MO 45,881

8 Trical Inc. - Hollister, CA 32,447

9 FMC Corp. - Institute, WV 22,195

l0 McLaughlin Gormley King Co. - Chaska, MN 21,611

Total 1,732,137

Source: US Toxics Release Inventor. Database, 1996.
Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental

laws.

Table 21: Top 10 TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting Pesticide and Miscellaneous
Agricultural Chemicals SIC Codes "

Total TRI
Releases in

Rank Facility SIC Codes Reported in TRI Pounds

1 Monsanto Co. - Luling, LA                [ 2879, 2834, 2873, 2869, 2819 7,742,540

2 Monsanto - Alvin, TX 2869, 2819, 2841, 2879 7,718,029

3 Uniroyal Chemical Co. - Geismar, LA 2822, 2869, 2879 2,936,127

4 Du Pont - La Porte, TX 2819, 2869, 2879 2,633,242

5 Dow Chemical USA - Midland, MI 2800, 2819, 2821, 2834, 2869, 28791,523,414

6 Novartis Crop Protection Inc. - St. Gabriel, LA2819, 2865, 2869, 2879 1,488,589

7 Tippecanoe Laboratories - Shadeland, IN 2834, 2879 1,206,435

8 Clinton Laboratories - Clinton, IN 2833, 2879 1,158,105

9 Ciba Specialty Chemicals Corp. - Mclntosh, 2879, 2821, 2865, 3069 1,067,347
AL

10 Du Pont - Belle, WV 2821, 2869, 2879 795,378

Total 28,269,206

Source: US Toxics Release Inventory Datable, I996.
Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental

laws.
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IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate information
for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this sector self-reported
as released to the environment based upon 1995 TRI data. Because this
section is based upon self-reported release data, it does not attempt to provide
information on management practices employed by the sector to reduce the
release of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release reduction
over time may be available from EPA’s "fRi and 33/50 programs, or directly
from the industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult these sources
for a more detailed description of both the chemicals described in this
section, and the chemicals that appear on the full list of TRI chemicals
appearing in Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided belo~v were taken from the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB) and the Integrated Risk Information System
(IRIS), both accessed via TOXNET.2 The discussions of toxicity describe the
range of possible adverse health effects that have been found to be associated
with exposure to these chemicals. These adverse effects may or may not
occur at the levels released to the environment. Individuals interested in a
more detailed picture of the chemical concentrations associated with .these
adverse effects should consult a toxicologist or the toxicity literature for the
chemical to obtain more information. The effects listed below must be taken
in context of these exposure assumptions that are explained more fully within
the full chemical profiles in HSDB. For more information on TOXNET,
contact the TOXNET help line at 1-800-231-3766.

2 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of toxicological

databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health. For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at 800-231-3766. Databases included in
TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Information System), DART (Developmental and
Reproductive Toxicity Database), DBIR (Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK
(Environmental Mutagen Information Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous
Substances Data Bank), IRIS (Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical
Substances), and TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory). HSDB contains chemical-specific information on
manufacturing and usage, chemical and physical properties, safety and handling, toxicity and biomedical effects,
pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure potential, exposure standards and regulations, monitoring and
anal3,sis methods, and additional references.
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Ammonia~ (CAS: 7664-41-7)

Sources. Ammonia is the primary nitrogen source for all nitrogenous
fertilizers and ammonium phosphatic fertilizers.

Toxici~. Anhydrous ammonia is irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, throat, and
upper respiratory system.

Ecologically, ammonia is a source of nitrogen (an essential element for
aquatic plant growth), and may therefore contribute to eutrophication of
standing or slow-moving surface water, particularly in nitrogen-limited
waters such as the Chesapeake Bay. In addition, aqueous ammonia is
moderately toxic to aquatic organisms.

Carcinogenicity..There is currently no evidence to suggest that ammonia is
carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Ammonia combines with sulfate ions in the
atmosphere and is washed out by rainfall, resulting in rapid return of
ammonia to the soil and surface waters.

Ammonia is a central compound in the environmental cycling of nitrogen.
Ammonia in lakes, rivers, and streams is converted to nitrate.

Physical Properties. Ammonia is a colorless gas at atmospheric pressure,
but is shipped as a liquefied compressed gas. It is soluble to about 34 percent
in water and has a boiling point of-28 degrees F. Ammonia is corrosive and
has a pungent odor.

Phosphoric Acid (CAS: 7664-38-2)

Sources. Phosphoric acid is the primary phosphorous source used for
phosphatic fertilizers.

Toxicity. Phosphoric acid is toxic by ingestion and inhalation, and is an
irritant to skin and eyes. The toxicity of phosphoric acid is related to its
corrosivity as an acid, with ulceration of membranes and tissues with which
it comes in contact. Because it is a source of phosphorous, an essential
element for aquatic plant growth, phosphoric acid may contribute to
eutrophication of standing or slow-moving surface water, particularly in
phosphorous-limited waters such as the Great Lakes.

3 The reporting standards for ammonia were changed in 1995. Ammonium sulfate is deleted from the list and

threshold and release determinations for aqueous ammonia are limited to 10 percent of the total ammonia present in
solution. This change will reduce the amount of ammonia reported to TRI. Complete details of the revisions can be
found’in 40 CFR Part 372.
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Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that phosphoric
acid is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The acidity of phosphoric acid may be reduced readily
by natural water hardness minerals. The phosphate will persist until used by
plants as a nutrient.

Physical Properties. Phosphoric acid is a thick, colorless, and odorless
crystalline solid, often used in an aqueous solution. Its boiling point is 415 °
F and it is soluble in water.

Nitrate comvounds

Sources. Many different nitrate compounds are formed during nitrogenous
fertilizer production.

Toxicity. Nitrate compounds that are soluble in water release nitrate ions
which can cause both human health and environmental effects. Human
infants exposed to aqueous solutions of nitrate ion can develop a condition
in which the blood’s ability to carry oxygen is reduced. This reduced supply
of oxygen can lead to damaged organs and death. Because it is a source of
nitrogen, an essential element for aquatic plant growth, nitrate ion; may
contribute to eutrophication of standing or slow-moving surface water.
particularly in nitrogen-limited waters, such as the Chesapeake Bay.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that nitrate
compounds are carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Nitrogen in nitrate is the form of nitrogen most
available to plants. In the environment, nitrate ion is taken up by plants and
becomes part of the natural nitrogen cycle. Excess nitrate can stimulate
primary production in plants and can produce changes in the dominant
species of plants, leading to cultural eutrophication and ultimately to
deterioration of water quality.

Methanol (CAS: 67-56-1)

Sources. Methanol is generated in ammonia production. It is also used as a
solvent and for equipment cleaning in pesticide formulations.

Toxicity. Methanol is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and the
respiratory tract and is toxic to humans in moderate to high doses. In the
body, methanol is converted into formaldehyde and formic acid. Methanol
is excreted as formic acid. Observed toxic effects at high dose levels
generally include central nervous system damage and blindness. Long-term
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exposure to high levels of methanol via inhalation cause liver and blood
damage in animals.

Ecologically, methanol is expected to have low toxicity to aquatic organisms.
Concentrations lethal to half the organisms of a test population are expected
to exceed one mg methanol per liter water. Methanol is not likely to persist
in water or to bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms.

Carcinogenieity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that methanol is
carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Methanol is highly volatile and flammable. Liquid
methanol is likely to evaporate when left exposed. Methanol reacts in air to
produce formaldehyde which contributes to the formation of air pollutants.
In the atmosphere it can react with other atmospheric chemicals or be washed
out by rain. Methanol is readily degraded by microorganisms in soils and
surface waters.

Physical Properties. Methanol is a colorless liquid with a characteristic
pungent odor. It is miscible with water, and its boiling point is 147°F.

Sulfuric Acid (CAS: 7664-93-9)

Sources. Sulfuric acid is a raw material of most fertilizer products.

ToxiciU. Concentrated sulfuric acid is corrosive. In its aerosol form,
sulfuric acid has been implicated in causing and exacerbating a variety of
respiratory ailments.

Ecologically, accidental releases of solution forms of sulfuric acid may
adversely affect aquatic life by inducing a transient lowering of the pH (i.e.,
increasing the acidity) of surface waters. In addition, sulfuric acid in its
aerosol form is also a component of acid rain. Acid rain can cause serious
damage to crops and forests.

Careinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that sulfuric acid
is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of sulfuric acid to surface waters and soils
will be neutralized to an extent due to the buffering capacities of both
systems. The extent of these reactions will depend on the characteristics of
the specific environment.

Physical Properties. Sulfuric acid is an oily, odorless liquid which can be
colorless to dark-brown. It is miscible, and its boiling point is 554°F.
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Sulfuric acid reacts violently with water with evolution of heat and is
corrosive to metals. Pure sulfuric acid is a solid below 51 °F.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The toxic chemical release data obtained from TRI captures only about 236
of the facilities in the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical
Industry. However, it allows for a comparison across years and industry,
sectors. Reported chemicals are limited to the approximately 600 TRI
chemicals. A portion of the emissions from agricultural chemical facilities,
therefore, are not captured by TRI. The EPA Office of Air Quality Planning
and Standards has compiled air pollutant emission factors for determining the
total air emissions of priority pollutants (e.g., total hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx.
CO, particulates, etc.) from many chemical manufacturing and formulating
sources.

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide range
of information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emissions of a number of air polltitants which may be of concern within a
particular industry. With the exception of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI chemicals reported above. Table
22 summarizes annual releases (from the industries for which a ~ector
Notebook Profile was prepared) of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide
(NO~.), particulate matter of I 0 microns or less (PM 10), sulfur dioxide (SO2),
and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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Table 22: Air Pollutant Releases by Industry Sector (tons/year)
lndust~ Sector              CO NOr PM10    PT SO, VOC
Metal Mining 4,951 49,252    21,732 9,478 1,202 I 19,761
Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining 31,008 21,660 44.305 i t6,433 9,183 138,684
Textiles 8,164 33,053 i 1.819 38,505 26,326 7,113
Lumber and Wood Products 139,175 45,533 30,818 18,461 95,228’ 74,028
Wood Furniture and Fixtures 3,659 3,267 2,950 3,042 84,0361 5,895
Pulp and Paper 584,817 365,901 37,869 535,712 177,937 107,676
Printing 8,847 3,629 539 1,772 88,788 1,291
Inorganic Chemicals 242.834 93,763 6,984 150,971 52,973 ] 34.885
Plastic Resins and Man-made Fibers 15,022 36,424 2,027 65,875 71,416 7,580
Pharmaceuticals 6,389 17,09l 1,623 24,506 31,645 4,733
Organic Chemicals 112,999; 177,094 13,245 129,144 162,488 17,765
Agricultural Chemicals 12,906 38,102 4,733 14,426 62,848 8,312
Petroleum Refining 299,546 334,795 25,271 592,117 292,167 36,421
Rubber and Plastic 2,463 10,977 3,391 24,366 110,739 6,3021
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 92,463 335,290 58,398 290,017 21,092 198,40~
Iron and Steel 982,410 158,020 36,973 241,436 67,682 85,608!
Metal Castings 115,269 10,435 14,667 4,881 17,301 21,55~
Nonferrous Metals 311,733 31,121 12,545 303,599 7,882 23,811[
Fabricated Metal Products 7.135 11,729 2,811 17,535 108,228 5,,O42
Electronics and Computers 27,702 7,223 1,230 8,568 46,444 3,~,64
Motor Vehicle Assembly 19,700 31,127 3.900 29,766, 125,755 6,212
Aerospace 4,261 5,705 890 757 3,705 10.804
Shipbuilding and Repair 109 866 762 2,862 4,345 707
Ground Transportation 153,631 594,672 2,338 9,555 101,775 5,542
Water Transportation 179 476 676 712 3,514 3,775
Air Transportation 1,244 960 133 147 1,815 144
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 399,585 5,661,468 221,787 13,477,367 42,726 719,64,1
Dry Cleaning 145 781 10 725 7,920 413
Source: United States EPA Office of Air and Radiation_/~IRS l~ataha~, 1997,
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of TRI releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figure and table do
not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI.
Similar information is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release
Book.

Figure 19 is a graphical representation of a summary of the TRI data for the
Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry and the other sectors
profiled in separate notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI releases
and total transfers on the vertical axis. Industry sectors are presented in the
order of increasing SIC code. The graph is based on the data shown in Table
23 and is meant to facilitate comparisons between the relative amounts of
releases and transfers both within and between these sectors. Table 23 also
presents the average releases per facility in each industry. The reader should
note that differences in the proportion of facilities captured by TRI exist
between industry sectors. This can be a factor of poor SIC matching and
relative differences in the number of facilities reporting to TRI from the
various sectors. In the case of the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural
Chemical Industry, the 1995 TRI data presented here covers 236 facilities.
These facilities listed SIC 2873, 2874, 2875, or 2879 as a primary SIC code.
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Figure 19: Summary. of 1995 TRI Releases and Transfers by Industry
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Source. US EPA 1995 Toxics Release Inventor. Database.

SIC Range Industry Sector SIC Range Industry Sector SIC Industry Sector
Range

22 Textiles 2833, 2834 Pharmaceuticals 332, 336 Metal Casting
24 Lumber and Wood 2861-2869 Organic Chem. lVlfg. 333,334 Nonferrous Metals

Products

25 Furniture and Fixtures 287 Agricultural Chemicals 34 Fabricated Metals
2611-2631 Pulp and Paper 2911 Petroleum Refining 36 Electronic Equip. and

Comp.
2711-2789 Printing 30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics 371 Motor Vehicles, Bodies,

Parts. and Accessories
2812-2819 Inorganic Chemical 32 Stone, Clay, and Concrete 3731 Shipbuilding

Manufacturing

2821, Resins and Plastics 331 Iron and Steel
2823, 2824
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Table 23:1995 Toxics Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries
Till Rele:tses              Till Tr:losfcrs

Industry Sector SIC # TRI Total Ave. Total Ave. Trans. Total Releases Average Releases +
Range Facilities Releases Releases per Transfers per Facility +Transfers Transfers per Facility

(million Facility (milliou Ihs.) (i)ounds) (milliou Ibs.) (pounds)
Ihs.) (pounds)

Textiles 22 339 17.8 53,000 7.0 21,00~) 74.()00

Lumber and Wood Products 24 397 30.0 76,000 4.1 10,000 34. I 86,000

Furniture and Fixtures 25 336 37 6 112,OOO 9.9 29,000 .17 5 I.I

Pulp and Paper 2611-2631 305 232.6 763,000 56.5 185,OOO 289 1 948,000

Printing 2711-2789 262 33.9 129,000 10.4 40,000 44.3 169,000

Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 413 60.7 468,000 21.7 191,000 438.5 659,000

Resins and Plastics 2821,2823, 410 64.1 156,000 192.4 469,000 256.5 625,000
2824

Pharmaceuticals 2833, 2834 200 29.9 150,000 147.2 736,000 177. I 886,000

Organic Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 402 148.3 598,000 208.6 631,000 946.8 1,229,0(10

Agricultural Chemicals 287 236 77. I 326,788 ! 1.4 48,461 88.5 375,000

Petroleum Refining 291 Ii 180 73.8 410,000 29.2 162,000 103.0 572,000

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,947 143. I 73,000 102.6 53,000 245.7 126,000

Slonc, Clay, and Coucrcte 32 623 43.9 70,000 31.8 51,000 75.7 121,00(i

Iron and Steel 33 i 423 90.7 214,000 513.9 1,215,000 604.6 1,429,000

Metal Casting 332, 336 654 36.0 55,000 73.9 I 13,000 109.9 168,000

Nonferrous Metals 333, 334 282 201.7 715,000 164 582,O00i 365.7 1,297,000

Fabricated Metals 34 2,676 83.5 31,000 350.5 131,000 434.0 162,000

Electronic Equip. and 36 407 4.3 I 1,000 68.8 169,000 73. I 180,000
Comp.

Motor Vehicles, [},odies, 371 754 79.3 IO5,Ot)t) 194 257,000 273.3 362,O00
Parts, and Accessories

Shipbuilding 3731 43 2.4 56~0110 4. I 95~000 6.5 151.000

Source." US EPA Toxics Release Inventor), Database, 1995.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and substituting toxic chemicals with those tess toxic.
Some smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds
just by reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention
policies.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as
national policy a hierarchy of waste management options for situations in
which source reduction cannot be feasiblely implemented. In the waste
management hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible the next alternative
is recycling of wastes, followed by energy recovery, and waste treatment as
a last alternative.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general.and
company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances ’that
have been implemented within the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural
Chemical Industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does provide core
information that can be used as the starting point for facilities interested in
beginning their own pollution prevention projects. This section provides
summary information from activities that may be, or are being implemented
by this sector. When possible~ information is provided that gives the context
in which the technique can be used effectively. Please note that the activities
described in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall
within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered
when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the
change must examine how each option affects air, land and water pollutant
releases.

The Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry uses many
pollution prevention (P2), recycle and reuse, and water conservation
practices. Wastewaters are primarily generated not by the production or
formulating processes themselves but by cleaning operations of the process
areas and associated equipment. Because the wastewaters are mostly
cleaning rinsates and not waters of reaction, the pollution prevention
practices are not process-specific. There are many P2, recycle and reuse, and
water conservation practices that are widely accepted and practiced by the
Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry today.
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These pollution prevention, recycle and reuse, and water conservation
practices fall into three groups: production practices, housekeeping practices.
and practices that use equipment that. by design, promote pollution
prevention. Some of these practices and equipment conserve water, others
reduce the amount of fertilizer or pesticide product in the wastewater, and
still others may prevent the generation of a wastewater altogether (USEPA,
1996). A number of common P2 practices are listed below.

Production practices include:

¯ triple-rinsing raw material shipping containers directly into the
formulation

¯ scheduling production to minimize cleanouts

¯ segregating processing/formulating/packaging equipment by:
- individual product
- solvent-based versus water-based formulations
- products that contain similar active ingredients in
different concentrations

¯ storing interior equipment rinse waters for use in formulating the
same product

¯ packaging products directly from formulation vessels

¯ using raw material drums for packaging final products

¯ dedicating equipment (possibly only mix tank or agitator) for
"hard-to-clean" formulations

Housekeeping practices include:

¯ performing preventive maintenance on all valves, fittings, and
pumps

¯ placing drip pans under leaky valves and fittings or under any
valves or fittings where hoses or lines are routinely connected and
disconnected

¯ cleaning up spills or leaks in outdoor bulk containment areas to
prevent contamination of storm water
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Equipment that promotes pollution prevention by reducing or eliminating
wastewater generation includes:

¯ low-volume/high-pressure hoses

¯ spray nozzle attachments for hoses

¯ squeegees and mops

¯ low-volume/recirculating floor scrubbing machines

¯ portable steam cleaners

¯ drum triple rinsing stations

¯ roofs over outdoor tank farms (USEPA, 1996)
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Table 24: Waste Minimization Methods for the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and
Agricultural Chemical Industry

Waste Stream                    ][ Waste Minimization Methods

Equipment Cleaning Wastes Maximize production runs.
Store and reuse cleaning wastes.
Use of wiper blades and squeegees.
Use of low-volume, high-efficiency
cleaning.
Use of plastic or foam "pigs."

Spills and Area Washdowns Use of dedicated vacuum system.
Use of dry cleaning methods.
Use of recycled water for initial cleanup.
Actively involved supervision.

Off-Specification Products Strict quality control and automation.
Reformulating off-spec batches.

Containers Return containers to supplier and or reuse
as directed.
Triple rinse containers.
Drums with liners versus plastic drums or
bags.
Segregating solid waste.

Air Emissions Control bulk storage air emissions.
Dedicate dust collection systems.
Use automatic enclosed cut-in hoppers.
Eliminate emissions of ammonia from
reaction of anhydrous ammonia and
phosphoric acid.

Miscellaneous Wastewater Streams Pave high spillage areas.

Source: Guides to Pollution Prevention, The Pesticide Formulating Industry, Center for
Environmental Research Information, United States EPA, CincinnatL Ohio. 1990.
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V.A. Equipment Cleaning

Shipping Container/Drum Cleaning Operations

Fertilizer and pesticide facilities frequently receive raw materials in
containers such as 55-gallon plastic or steel drums or 30-gallon fiber drums.
In some cases, the empty drums are returned to the supplier, but usually the
facilitw is responsible for disposal of the drums. The simplest, most cost-
effective, and best approach to prevent pollution associated with cleaning
drums and shipping containers is to rinse empty drums prior to disposal to
capture the raw material residue for direct reuse in future formulations of the
same product. In this way, the facility not only eliminates a potential highly
contaminated wastewater source, but is also able to recover the product value
of the raw material and avoids costs associated with storage of the wastewater
(USEPA. 1996). However, pesticide chemicals formulating and packaging
facilities and pesticide repackaging and refilling facilities should consult the
List of Pollution Prevention Alternative Practices and ensure compliance with
the effluent guidelines and standards found in 40 CFR 455 Subparts C and E
before implementing pollution prevention techniques listed in this section.

Rinsing procedures for pesticide drums are provided in 40 CFR Part 165.
The most common method of drum rinsing in the agrichemical industr)f is
triple rinsing. After a drum containing AIs or pesticide products is emptied,
it should be triple rinsed with the solvent that will be used in the formulation.
This method prevents the creation of a rinsate that cannot be added directly
to the formulation (e.g., a facility will not create a water-based rinsate when
producing a solvent-based product). Note in some cases the label may
specify how to rinse.

Some facilities use a high-pressure, low-volume wash system equipped with
a hose and a spray nozzle to triple rinse drums; volumes of five to fifteen
gallons of water per drum have been reported. EPA has identified many
facilities that reuse these rinsates directly in product formulations. Other
facilities treat drum rinsate and reuse the effluent for further drum or
equipment rinsing. If the rinsate cannot be reused directly in product
formulations, another effective method to reduce wastewater generation
during shipping container/drum cleaning processes is the use of drum rinsing
stations (USEPA, 1996).

One facility uses a three-cell station for triple-rinsing drums. The water in
the first cell is used for the first rinse, the water in the second cell is used for
the second rinse, and the water in the third cell is used for the final rinse. The
rinse water in the first cell is reused until it is visually too contaminated to
effectively clean the drums. At that time, it is removed from the cell (for
treatment) and the rinse water from the second cell is transferred into the first
cell. The rinse water from the third cell is transferred into the second cell,
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and the third cell is refilled with treated effluent t¥om their treatment system.
Each cell contains approximately 100 gallons of water: approximately 70
drums can be rinsed before the first cell requires water changing (USEPA,
1996).

Another site uses a unique, closed-loop set-up for emptying and triple rinsing
raw material drums. The system was designed by the facility for several
purposes: to aid it in emptying and cleaning drums and performing the triple
rinse, to eliminate the need for storage of the water (or solvent) for reuse, and
to prevent mathematical errors by the operators during the weighing out of
raw materials and water (or solvent). The system consists of two 55-gallon
drums, a formulation tank, and connecting hoses. One of the drums is
permanently fixed on top of the formulation tank. The formulation tank and
drum are situated on a load cell (used for weighing). The second drum,
which is full of raw material, is placed on the ground next to the formulation
tank. One hose is used to vacuum out the raw material and transfer it to the
drum on the formulations tank/load cell. The other hose is equipped with a
doughnut-shaped nozzle that provides the triple rinse by spraying the interior
of the now empty raw material drum. The rinsate that is created by the triple
rinse procedure is automatically removed by the vacuum line and is
transferred to the drum on the formulation tank/load cell.

The load cell can be used to weigh the amount of raw material and/or rinsate
that is added to the formulation by zeroing out the weight of the tank and
drum. This allows the volume of both raw material and rinse water (or
solvent) to be factored into the total volume of water (or solvent) required in
the formulation. The drum on top of the formulation tank is equipped with
a spring-loaded valve that enables the operator to take weight measurements
prior to emptying the contents of the drum into the mix tank. This set-up has
almost completely eliminated operator math errors and related formulation
specification problems.

Bulk Tank and Equipment Cleaning

Pesticide formulating and fertilizer mixing facilities sometimes produce large
quantities of formulated pesticide and fertilizer products and receive large
quantities of raw materials used to produce those products. Those products
and raw materials are stored on site in bulk tanks. The tanks are typically
rinsed only when it becomes necessary to use the tank to store a different
material. Each time the facility switches the product stored in a bulk tank, the
tank is rinsed. Bulk tanks are sometimes also rinsed at the end of a season as
a part of general maintenance (USEPA, 1996). Pesticide formulating and
fertilizer mixing facilities should consult the List of Pollution Prevention
Alternative Practices and ensure compliance with the effluent guidelines and
standards found in 40 CFR Part 455 Subparts C and E before implementing
pollution prevention techniques involving bulk tank and other equipment
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cleaning.

Product changeover cleanings can be eliminated or greatly reduced by
dedicating equipment to specific products or groups of products. Although
entire lines are not generally dedicated, there are many facilities that dedicate
tanks to formulation mixing only, thereby eliminating one of the most highly
contaminated wastewater streams generated at pesticide formulating and
packaging facilities. Facilities also dedicate lines to the production of a
specific product type, such as water-based versus solvent-based products,
thereby reducing the number ofcleanings required, and allowing greater reuse
of the cleaning water or solvent.

Another effective pollution prevention technique is to schedule production
to reduce the number of product changeovers, which reduces the number of
equipment interior-cleanings required. Facilities may also reduce the number
of changeover cleanings required or the quantity of water or solvent used for
cleaning by scheduling products in groups. Products may lend themselves to
a particular production sequence if they have common active ingredients,
assuming the products also have the same solvent base (including water).
Where other raw material cross-contamination problems are not a concern,
no cleaning would be required between changeover. Facilities that have
implemented this technique have conducted testing to ensure that prodiact
quality is not adversely affected (USEPA, 1996).

Scheduling production according to packaging type can reduce changeover
cleanings of packaging equipment. Packaging lines are often able to handle
containers of different sizes; a slight adjustment to one packaging line, such
as adding a short length of hose, may prevent the use of an entirely different
set of packaging equipment that would also require cleaning. Packaging can
also be performed directly out of the formulation vessels to avoid using and
subsequently cleaning interim storage tanks and transfer hoses.

Another effective pollution prevention and water conservation technique to
minimize the quantity of rinse water generated by equipment interior cleaning
is the use of water hoses equipped with hand-control devices (for example,
spray-gun nozzles such as those used on garden hoses). This practice
prevents the free flow of water from unattended hoses. Another technique to
conserve water is the use of high-pressure, low-volume washers instead of
ordinary hoses. One of the facilities visited indicated that, by using high-
pressure washers, they reduced typical equipment interior rinse volumes from
twenty gallons per rinse to ten gallons per rinse (USEPA, 1996).

Steam cleaning can also be a particularly effective method to clean viscous
products that otherwise require considerable volumes of water and/or the
addition of a detergent to remove. Many facilities have access to steam from
boilers on site; however, if there is no existing source of steam, steam
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cleaning equipment can be purchased. Although steam generation can
increase energy consumption and add NOt and SOx pollutants to the
atmosphere, there are benefits to be gained. Facilities may end up creating
a much smaller volume of wastewater and may potentially avoid the need to
use detergents or other cleaning agents that could prevent product recovery,.
However, steam would be a poor choice for cleaning applications where
volatile organic solvents or inerts are par~ of the product, as the steam would
accelerate the volatilization of the organic compounds.

Facilities also clean equipment interiors by using squeegees to remove the
product from the formulation vessel and by using absorbent "pigs" to clean
products out of the transfer lines before equipment rinsing. These techniques
minimize the quantity of cleaning water required, although they generate a
solid waste stream requiring disposal. Regardless of whether or not residual
product is removed from equipment interiors before rinsing, if certain
conditions are met, equipment interior rinsate can typically be reused as
make-up water the next time that a water-based product is being formulated
with the same chemical (USEPA, 1996). Pesticide chemicals formulating
and packaging facilities and pesticide repackaging and refilling facilities
should consult the List of Pollution Prevention Alternative Practices and
ensure compliance with the effluent guidelines and standards found in 40
CFR Part 455 Subparts C and E before implementing pollution prevention
techniques involving bulk tank and other equipment cleaning.

One facility uses a unique method of cleaning to reduce the volume of water
needed to clean equipment interiors. At this facility, the production lines are
hooked to dedicated product storage tanks. Prior to rinsing these production
lines, the facility uses air to ~"blow" the residual product in the line back to
product storage. Not only will these lines require less water to clean, but the
residual product that is blown back to storage is not diluted and should not
affect the product specifications in any way.

Another facility drastically reduced dichloromethane usage at several plants
by switching to soap and water for cleaning. This change enabled the facility
to cut its target chemicals by two-thirds. The facility also reduced the release
of carbon tetrachloride, and installed a closed-loop recycling system, to
reduce water usage (CMA, 1993).

Aerosol Container Leak Testing

No method of eliminating wastewater from test baths has been identified.
However, the volume of water used may be minimized by using a contained
(or batch) water bath as opposed to a continuous overflow water bath. A
contained water bath is completely emptied and refilled with water when
required, based upon visual inspection by the operator. Therefore, the
quantity of wastewater generated depends on the frequency of refilling and
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the volume of the bath (200 gallons is a typical volume of the contained water
baths). One facility uses a contained water bath and heats the bath with steam
to ensure that the temperature of the cans reaches 130°F. This facility
indicated that steam condensation causes some overflow that exits the bath
via a standpipe. A continuous overflow bath would probably generate more
wastewater per production unit than a batch water bath (USEPA, 1996).

One facility has installed a diatomaceous earth filter on one DOT test bath.
The facility recirculates the bath water through the filter to remove
contaminants such as oil and grease and suspended solids. The filtered water
is then reused in the bath, thereby extending the usefulness of the bath water.
The facility anticipates they will dispose of the filter as nor~azardous waste.

Another facility uses a can-washing step prior to the DOT test bath,
presenting an additional source of wastewater. This can washing is
performed at the operator’s discretion to reduce the quantity, of contaminants
entering the bath water. The effectiveness of this step has not been
quantitatively determined (USEPA, 1996).

Laboratory Equipment Cleaning

Many pesticide formulating and packaging facilities operate on-,site
laboratories for conducting quality control tests of raw materials and
formulated products. Wastewater is generated from these tests and from
cleaning glassware used in the tests. One effective pollution prevention/reuse
technique during laboratory, equipment cleaning operations is to dedicate
laboratory sinks to certain products, and collect any wastewater generated
from the testing of those products either for reuse in the same product or for
transfer back to the AI manufacturer or product registrant. In the cases where
the facility uses solvents in conjunction with the quality control tests
performed in the laboratory, the solvent-contaminated water may not be able
to be reused in the process (USEPA, 1996).

V.B. Process Changes

Storage Tanks

One method to reduce the amount of wastewater from ammonium nitrate
production is to incorporate a wastewater evaporator system which reduces
the amount of contaminated cooling water discharge. The wastewater passes
through a series of evaporation steps whereby the vapors are used as wash
water in the calcium carbonate filters and the concentrated solution is
pumped to the neutralizers where it is mixed with the acidic nitrogen-
phosphate solution and used to regulate the nitrogen-phosphate nutrient ratio
of the fertilizer. Through this modified technology, steam and electric energy
consumption increases somewhat, but such increases are balanced by the
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more effective utilization of nitrogen and the reduction ofwastewater. More
information on this method can be found in "Waste Water Evaporation
Process for Fertilizer Production Technology," Compendium on Low and
Non-waste Technology, United Nations Economic and Social Counsel.
(http://es.inel.gov/studies/cs244.html)

Manv methods are available for reducing the amount of emissions resulting
from fixed roof storage tanks. Some of these methods include use of
conservation vents, conversion to floating roof tanks, use of nitrogen
blanketing to suppress emissions and reduce material oxidation, use of
refrigerated condensers, use of lean-oil or carbon absorbers, or use of vapor
equilibration lines. When dealing with volatile materials, employment of one
or more of these methods can result in cost savings to the facility by reducing
raw material losses and improving compliance with local air qualiu
requirements (USEPA, 1996).

Air Emission Control Systems

Agricultural chemical facilities often produce large quantities of dust which
are collected from numerous sources. The chemical composition of the
various dust sources can vary widely. Opportunities often exist to reduce
waste generation through segregation of these waste dusts and particlalates.

At Daly-Herring Co., in Kingston, NC, dust streams from several different
production areas were handled by a single baghouse. Since all of the streams
were mixed, none of the waste could be recycled to the process that generated
them. By installing separate dedicated baghouses for each production line,
all of the collected pesticide, dust could be recycled. The initial investment
for the equipment was $9,600. The payback period was only ten months.
Daly-Herring saved over $9,000 per year in disposal costs and $2,000 per
year in raw material costs (Hunt, 1989).

At FMC Corp. in Fresno, CA, common dust collectors were used by multiple
production systems. Due to the cross contamination of materials, recycling
was impossible. To promote recycling, the company compartmentalized the
dust collectors with each compartment serving a single source. All collected
materials are analyzed for cross contamination and if none exists, they are
reused in the succeeding product batch. Other work involved the installation
of self-contained dust collectors at each inlet hopper dump station so that
captured dust can be returned to the system (USEPA, 1996).

Facilities may also use wet scrubbers to control air emissions. Some facilities
may only need a wet scrubber on one particular process (i.e., a dedicated
scrubber). These facilities have been able to reuse the scrubber blowdown or
changed-out scrubber water as make-up water in the formulation of that
particular product. Some facilities with nondedicated scrubbers have been
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able to use the scrubber blowdown or changed-out scrubber water for floor
or equipment exterior cleaning (USEPA. 1996).

Microprill Formation

Microprill formation resulting from partially plugged orifices of melt spray
devices carl increase fine dust loading and emissions. Certain designs
(spinning buckets) and practices (vibration of spray plates) help reduce
microprill formation. Reducing the ambient air temperature reduces
emissions because the air flow required to cool prills and the formation of
fumes are decreased at lower temperatures.

V.C. Good Housekeeping

Floor/Wall/Equipment Exterior Cleaning

During processing, formulating, and packaging operations, the exteriors of
equipment may become soiled from drips, spills, and dust (especially
equipment located near dry lines). The floors in the area become dirty in the
same manner and also from normal traffic. Facility workers clean the
equipment exteriors and floors for general housekeeping purposes, and to
keep sources of product contamination to a minimum. When water is used,
these cleaning procedures become a source of wastewater.

Wastewater can again be minimized through the use of high-pressure, low-
volume washers rather than ordinary water hoses. Additionally, some
facilities practice steam cleaning rather than water cleaning of equipment
exteriors to reduce the amount of wastewater generated (USEPA, 1996).

Instead of hosing down the exterior of a piece of equipment, some facilities
wipe equipment exteriors with rags or use a solvent cleaner, such as a
commercially available stainless steel cleaner. This practice avoids
generating a wastewater stream, but does create a solid waste that, depending
on the solvent used, could be considered a hazardous waste. Squeegees are
also used to clean equipment exteriors and floors, and are not disposed of
after single uses. It may be possible to dedicate squeegees to a certain line or
piece of equipment, but using squeegees may still require using some water
(USEPA, 1996).

Some facilities use automated floor scrubbers, which replace the practice of
hosing down floors. Floor scrubbers are mechanical devices that continually
recirculate cleaning water to clean fiat, smooth surfaces with circulating
brushes. During operation, the scrubber collects the cleaning water in a small
tank that is easily emptied after the cleaning process, or at a later date. Using
a floor scrubbing machine can require as little as five to fifteen gallons of
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cleaning solution (typically water) per use. A mop and a single bucket of
water can also be used in place of a hose. Floor mopping can generate as
lit-tie as ten gallons of water per cleaning depending on the size of the surface
to be cleaned (USEPA. 1996).

A number of facilities reuse their floor wash water with and without filtering.
One facility has set up its production equipment on a steel-grated platform
directly above a collection sump. Following production, the equipment and
the floor of the platform, on which the operator stands when formulating
product, are rinsed and the water is allowed to flow into the sump. A pump
and a filter have been installed in the sump area to enable the operator to
transfer this rinsate back into the formulation tank for the next formulation.
This sump is also connected to floor trenches in the packaging area for the
same product. When the exterior of the packaging equipment and the floors
in this area are rinsed, this water is directed to the trenches and eventually
ends up in the collection sump for reuse (USEPA, 1996).

Leaks and Spills Clean-Up

Dry, products that have leaked or spilled can be vacuumed or swept without
generating any wastewater. Liquid leaks and spills can be collected into a
trench or sump (for reuse, discharge, or disposal) with a squeegee, leaving
only a residue to be mopped up or hosed down if further water cleanup is
required. Liquid leaks and spills can also be cleaned up using absorbent
material, such as absorbent pads or soda ash. For an acidic product, soda ash
or a similar base material will also serve to neutralize the spill. If a residue
remains, some water may be used for mopping up or hosing the area down,
but methods to reduce floor wash should be implemented whenever possible.
Many facilities clean up leaks and spills from water-based products with
water and then solvent-based products with absorbent materials. Using an
absorbent material may be the best practice for cleaning up small scale
solvent-based leaks and spills; however, EPA does recognize that this
material then needs to be disposed of(cross-media transfer). Therefore, good
housekeeping practices may be even more important in the case of organic
solvent-based product spills and leaks because, if not prevented, these spills
and leaks may have to be cleaned up with absorbent material and disposed of
(USEPA, 1996).

Direct reuse of products which have leaked or spilled is another possible
pollution prevention technique. If drip pans or other containers are used to
catch leaks and spills, the material (either water-based or solvent-based) can
be immediately reused in the product being processed, formulated, or
packaged, or stored for use in the next product batch. Collection hoppers or
rubs can be installed beneath packaging fillers to capture spills and
immediately direct the spills back to the fillers. Leaks or spills around bulk
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storage tanks can be contained by dikes, which, in fact, are often required by
state regulations (USEPA, 1996).

Precipitation Runoff

Precipitation runoff includes all precipitation that falls on facility surfaces
that are believed to be contaminated. Contaminated precipitation runoff can
be prevented by bringing all operations indoors, as many facilities have done,
or by covering outdoor storage tanks and dikes with roofs, which has also
been done at many facilities. The roofs would ideally extend low enough to
prevent crosswinds from blowing rain into spill-containment dikes. To
prevent rainwater contamination, the drain spouts and gutters should conduct
roof runoffto areas away from process operations, and the roofs should be
kept in good repair (USEPA, 1996).

If operations remain outdoors, a transfer, or containment pad should be
installed with a sump or other means of collecting rinse water. The pad
should be constructed of asphalt or concrete and maintained with crack sealer
and a top coat sealer to control infiltration. The pad should also be large
enough to contain wind-blown particulates from dry materials. If pads are
cleaned before a rainfall, then uncontaminated precipitation runoff may be
directly discharged to surface drains (CFA, 1996). Facilities can also monitor
the water in a containment system by periodically testing for a variety of
contaminants.

It may be difficult for facilities that do not require large volumes of water to
reuse all the precipitation collected in the containment system. These
facilities could keep the containment system free of any spilled pesticides
through good housekeeping practices so that precipitation falling into the
containment system does not become contaminated. Some facilities house
their pesticide bulk storage area inside a building or under a covered area to
eliminate precipitation from collecting in the containment system, as well as
to protect the area from vandalism and severe weather (USEPA, 1996).

Containment Pad in the Loading/Unloading Area

Agrichemical dealers sometimes install loading/containment pads in the
operation area to contain and collect any product spills that may occur during
pesticide loading operations. The pad is usually installed contiguous to the
bulk storage tanks and the repackaging of products into smaller containers.
Facilities may also conduct all their portable cleaning operations, such as
rinsing minibulk containers, directly on the pad in order to contain and collect
the rinsates.

The pad is normally constructed of concrete and is sloped to a snmp area.
Some facilities divide the sump area into individual collection basins so that
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the facilities can segregate wastewaters contaminated by different products
and reuse these wastewaters for applications. For instance, facilities in the
Midwest frequently have two collection basins; one basin collects
wastewaters contaminated with corn herbicides and the other collects
wastewaters contaminated with soybean herbicides. As part of this collection
system, some facilities install one or more tanks to store wastewater until it
can be applied to land, while other facilities use portable minibulk tanks to
store the wastewater. When facilities collect wastewaters that must be
segregated by different ~’pes of products, multiple storage tanks are used to
avoid contamination (USEPA, 1996).

V. D. Energy Efficiency

Installation of a Feed-Gas Saturator

A mixture of steam and natural gas with a volumetric ratio of steam to carbon
of about 3.5:1 is reacted in the primary reformer of reforming ammonia
plants. Most of the steam is generated from heat sources within the plant, but
the balance of the steam has to be produced in auxiliary boilers. This retrofit
permits the use of low-level heat from the flue gases, which would otherwise
be lost, to be used in saturating the feed natural gas with water. This
generates extra steam which replaces some of the steam generated in the
boiler (UNEP, 1996).

Modification of Convection Coils

As a result of other modifications, the temperature profile of the flue gases
may change considerably in-the cold-leg section of the primary reformer.
This change can be compensated for by replacing the low steam superheat
coil with a new one with additional rows of tubes and heavier fins on all
tubes (UNEP, 1996).

Low-heat Removal of Carbon Dioxide

The traditional systems used for removal of carbon dioxide from the process
steam uses hot potassium carbonate which requires heat for regeneration.
This heat comes from process heat but needs to be supplemented with
external steam. A new low-heat removal system is now available, which uses
flashing for part of the regeneration process, and requires less external heat
(UNEP, 1996).

Ammonia Synthesis Modifications

Ammonia Converter Retrofit
The vertical quench-type converters are changed from axial flow to radial
flow, greatly decreasing the pressure drop across the converter which in turn
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allows the use of smaller size catalyst with a larger surface area. This
improved catalyst yields a higher conversion per pass, generating a lower
recycle volume. The lower recycle volume and the lower pressure drop result
in reduced energy requirements. This modification yields an increase
effective capacity of the ammonia converter of about 35 percent (UNEP,
1996).

Addition of" Process Computer
A dedicated process computer can be installed along with other on-line
analysis and control systems to monitor and control key variables. With this
system, continuous set point changes are possible to optimize the operation
of several plant areas such as hydrogen/nitrogen ratio, steam/carbon ratio,
synthesis loop purge, methane leakage, converter control, and refrigeration
purge (UNEP, 1996).

Hvdro.~en Recovery from the Purge Gas
Inert gases must be pumped from the plant to avoid their buildup in the
system. This purge is carried out by removing a side stream of synthesis gas
after recovering the ammonia. By installing the proper recovery system, the
hydrogen in this gas mixture can be recovered decreasing the energy
requirements of the process by about five percent or permitting an increase
of about five percent in production capacity (UNEP, 1996).
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VI. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section VI.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section VI.C contains a general discussion on State regulation of

pesticides
¯ Section VI.D contains a list of pending and proposed regulatory.

requirements

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are
also provided for each major statute.]

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was first
passed in 1947, and amended numerous times, most recently by the Food
Quality Protection Act (FQPA) of 1996. FIFRA provides EPA with the
authority to oversee, among other things, the registration, distribution, sale
and use of pesticides. The Act applies to all types of pesticides, including
.insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides, and antimicrobials. FIFRA
covers both intrastate and interstate commerce.

Establishment Registration
Section 7 of FIFRA requires that establishments producing pesticides, or
active ingredients used in producing a pesticide subject to FIFRA, register
with EPA. Registered establishments must report the types and amounts of
pesticides and active ingredients they produce. The Act also provides EPA
inspection authority and enforcement authority for facilities/persons that are
not in compliance with FIFRA.

Product Registration
Under section 3 of FIFRA, all pesticides (with few exceptions) sold or
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distributed in the United States must be registered by EPA. Pesticide
registration is very specific and generally allows use of the product only as
specified on the label. Each registration specifies the use site, i.e., where the
product may be used, and amount that may be applied. The person who seeks
to register the pesticide must file an application for registration. The
application process often requires either the citation or submission of
extensive environmental, health, and safety data.

To register a pesticide, the EPA Administrator must make a number of
findings, one of which is that the pesticide, when used in accordance with
widespread and commonly recognized practice, will not generally cause
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment.

FIFRA defines "unreasonable adverse effects on the environment" as "(1 ) any
unreasonable risk to man or the environment, taking into account the
economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of the use of the
pesticide, or (2) a human dietary risk from residues that result from a use of
a pesticide in or on any food inconsistent with the standard under section 408
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 346a)."

Under FIFRA section 6(a)(2), after a pesticide is registered, the registrant
must also notify EPA of any additional facts and information concerning
unreasonable adverse environmental effects of the pesticide. Also, if EPA
determines that additional data are needed to support a registered pesticide,
registrants may be required to provide additional data. If EPA determines
that the registrant(s) did not comply with their request for more information.
the registration can be suspended under FIFRA section 3(c)(2)(B) and section
4.

Use Restrictions
As a part of the pesticide registration, EPA must classify the product for
general use, restricted use, or general for some uses and restricted for others
(Miller, 1993). For pesticides that may cause unreasonable adverse effects
on the environment, including injttry to the applicator, EPA may require that
the pesticide be applied either by or under the direct supervision of a certified
applicator.

Rere~istration
Due to concerns that much of the safety data underlying pesticide
registrations becomes outdated and inadequate, in addition to providing that
registrations be reviewed every 15 years, FIFRA requires EPA to reregister
all pesticides that were registered prior to 1984 (section 4). After reviewing
existing data, EPA may approve the reregistration, request additional data to
support the registration, cancel, or suspend the pesticide.
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Tolerances and Exemptions
A tolerance is the maximum amount of pesticide residue that can be on a raw
product and still be considered safe. Before EPA can register a pesticide that
is used on raw agricultural products, it must grant a tolerance or exemption
from a tolerance (40 CFR sections 163.10 through 163.12). Under the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), a raw agricultural product is
deemed unsafe if it contains a pesticide residue, unless the residue is within
the limits of a tolerance established by EPA or is exempt from the
requirement.

Cancellation and Suspension
EPA can cancel a registration if it is determined that the pesticide or its
labeling does not comply with the requirements of FIFRA or causes
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment (Haugrud, 1993).

In cases where EPA believes that an "imminent hazard" would exist if a
pesticide were to continue to be used through the cancellation proceedings,
EPA may suspend the pesticide registration through an order and thereby halt
the sale, distribution, and usage of the pesticide. An "imminent hazard" is
defined as an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment or an
unreasonable hazard to the survival of a threatened or endangered species that
would be the likely result of allowing continued use of a pesticide during a
cancellation process.

When EPA believes an emergency exists that does not permit a hearing to be
held prior to suspending, EPA can issue an emergency order which makes the
suspension immediately effective.

Imports and Exports
Under FIFRA section 17(a), pesticides not registered in the United States and
intended solely for export are not required to be registered provided that the
exporter obtains and submits to EPA, prior to export, a statement from the
foreign purchaser acknowledging that the purchaser is aware that the product
is not registered in the United States and cannot be sold for use there. EPA
sends these statements to the government of the importing country. FIFRA
sets forth additional requirements that must be met by pesticides intended
solely for export. The enforcement policy for exports is codified in sections
40 CFR sections 168.65, 168.75, and 168.85.

Under FIFRA section 17(c), imported pesticides and devices must comply
with United States pesticide law. Except where exempted by regulation or
statute, imported pesticides must be registered. FIFRA section 17(c) requires
that EPA be notified of the arrival of imported pesticides and devices. This
is accomplished through the Notice of Arrival (NOA) (EPA Form 3540-1),
which is filled out by the importer prior to importation and submitted to the
EPA regional office applicable to the intended port of entry. United States
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Customs regulations prohibit the importation of pesticides without a
completed NOA. The EPA-reviewed and signed form is returned to the
importer for presentation to United States Customs when the shipment arrives
in the United States N0A forms can be obtained from contacts in the EPA
Regional Offices or www.epa.gov/oppfead 1/internati0nal/noalist.htm.

Additional information on FIFRA and the regulation of pesticides can be
obtained ~om a variety of sources, including EPA’s Office of Pesticide
Programs’ homepage at www.epa.govipesticides, EPA’s Office of
Compliance, Agriculture and Ecosystem Division at
http.’!/es.epa.gov/oeca/agecodiv.htm, or The National Agriculture
Compliance Assistance Center toll-free at 888-663-2155 or
http.//es.epa.gov/oeca/ag. Other sources include the National Pesticide
Telecommunications Network toll-~ee at 800-858-7378 and the National
Antimicrobial Information Network toll-~ee at 800-447-6349.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA are classified as either "tokic"
pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH;
or "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and "indirect" dischargers (those who
discharge to publicly owned treatment works). The National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program (CWA section
402) controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers.
NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized state (EPA has
authorized 43 states and 1 territory to administer the NPDES program),
contain industry-specific, technology-based and water quality-based limits
and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that
proposes to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to
initiating a discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical
data identifying the types of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The
permit will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which
a facility may make a discharge.

Water quality-based discharge limits are based on federal or state water
quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated uses of
surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These standards,
unlike the technology-based standards, generally do not take into account
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technological feasibiliD" or costs. Water qualiw criteria and standards vary,
from state to state, and site to site, depending on the use classification of the
receiving body of water. Most states follow EPA guidelines which propose
aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges
In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated NPDES
permitting regulations for storm water discharges. These regulations require
that facilities with the following types of storm water discharges, among
others, apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial
activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm sewer
system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the state determines to contribute to
a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity
defined at 40 CFR section 122.26. Six of the categories are def’med by SIC
codes while the other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the
regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of
those identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water
permit application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one
of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas
where the activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements.

Those facilities/activities thatare subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should
be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; SIC 31 l-leather
tanning and finishing; SIC 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass, and concrete;
SIC 33-primary metals; SIC 3441-fabricated structural metal; and SIC 373-
ship and boat building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.
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Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive
or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products;
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program
Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to a
publicly owned treatment works (POTW). The national pretreatment program
(CWA section 307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under section 307(b) must
meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program
is to protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may
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occur when hazardous, toxic, or other ~vastes are discharged into a server
system and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "’Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, ’°local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a state is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than federal standards.

Wetlands
Wetlands, commonly called swamps, marshes, fens, bogs, vernal pools.
playas, and prairie potholes, are a subset of"waters of the United States," as
defined in section 404 of the CWA. The placement of dredge and fill material
into wetlands and other water bodies (i.e., waters of the United States) is
regulated by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) under 33
CFR Part 328. The Corps regulates wetlands by administering the CWA
section 404 permit program for activities that impact wetlands. EPA’s
authority under section 404 includes veto power of Corps permits, authority
to interpret statutory exemptions and jurisdiction, enforcement actions, and
delegating the section 404 program to the states.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5 700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains" a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water Resource Center at
(202) 260-7786.

Oil Pollution Prevention Regulation
Section 31 l(b) of the CWA prohibits the discharge of oil, in such quantities
as may be harmful, into the navigable waters of the United States and
adjoining shorelines. The EPA Discharge of Oil regulation, 40 CFR Part
110, provides information regarding these discharges. The Oil Pollution
Prevention regulation, 40 CFR Part 112, under the authority of section 311 (j)
of the CWA, requires regulated facilities to prepare and implement Spill
Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans. The intent ofa SPCC
plan is to prevent the discharge Of oil from onshore and offshore non-
transportation-related facilities. In 1990, Congress passed the Oil Pollution
Act which amended section 31 l(j) of the CWA to require facilities that
because of their location could reasonably be expected to cause "substantial
harm" to the environment by a discharge of oil to develop and implement
Facility Response Plans (FRP). The intent ofa FRP is to provide for planned
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responses to discharges of oil.

A facility is SPCC-regulated if the facility, due to its location, could
reasonably be expected to discharge oil into or upon the navigable waters of
the United States or adjoining shorelines, and the facility meets one of the
following criteria regarding oil storage: (1) the capacity of any aboveground
storage tank exceeds 660 gallons, or (2) the total aboveground storage
capacity exceeds 1,320 gallons, or (3) the underground storage capacity
exceeds 42,000 gallons. The 40 CFR section 112.7 contains the format and
content requirements for a SPCC plan. In New Jersey, SPCC plans can be
combined with DPCC plans required by the state provided there is an
appropriate cross-reference index to the requirements of both regulations at
the front of the plan.

According to the FRP regulation, a facility can cause "substantial harm" if it
meets one of the following criteria: (1) the facility has a total oil storage
capacity greater than or equal to 42,000 gallons and transfers oil over water
to or from vessels; or (2) the facility has a total oil storage capacity greater
than or equal to 1 million gallons and meets any one of the following
conditions: (i) does not have adequate secondary containment, (ii) a discharge
could cause "injury" to fish and wildlife and sensitive environments, (iii) shut
down a public drinking water intake, or (iv) has had a reportable oir spill
greater than or equal to 10,000 gallons in the past 5 years. Appendix F of 40
CFR Part 112 contains the format and content requirements for a FRY’. The
FRPs that meet EPA’s requirements can be combined with United States
Coast Guard FRPs or other contingency plans, provided there is an
zppropriate cross-reference index to the requirements of all applicable
regulations at the front of the plan.

For additional information regarding SPCC plans, contact EPA’s RCRA,
Superfund, and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346. Additional documents
and resources can be obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The hotline operates weekdays from 9:00
a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint federal-state system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of fluid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under
its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized states enforce the primary drinking
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water standards that are contaminant-specific concentration limits that apply
to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water standards
consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set generally as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. The UIC permits include
design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to
inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action
standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable
RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is often
state/tribe-enforced, since EPA has authorized many states/tribes to
administer the program. Currently, EPA shares the UIC permit program
responsibility in seven states and runs the program in 10 states and on all
tribal lands.

The SDWA also provides for a federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits federal funds from being expended on projects ~hat
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a state-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

The SDWA Amendments of 1996 require states to develop and implement
source water assessment programs (SWAPs) to analyze existing and potential
threats to the quality of the public drinking water throughout the state. Every
state is required to submit a program to EPA and to complete all assessments
within 3 V2 years of EPA approval of the program. SWAPs include: (1)
delineating the source water protection area; (2) conducting a contaminant
source inventory; (3) determining the susceptibility of the public water supply
to contamination from the inventories sources; and (4) releasing the results
of the assessments to the public.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30p. m., EST, excluding federal holidays.
Visit the website at http://www, epa.gov/ogwdw for additional material.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, addresses solid and
hazardous waste management activities. The Act is commonly referred to as
RCRA. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984
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strengthened RCRA’s waste management provisions and added Subtitle I.
which governs underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (discarded commercial chemical
products, designated with the code "P" or "U’; hazardous wastes from
specific industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous
wastes from non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials
which exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosiviw,
reactivity, or toxicity and designated with the code "D").

Entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste accumulation,
manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. A hazardous waste facility may
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the
amount generated per month) without a permit or interim status. Generators
may also treat hazardous waste in accumulation tanks or containers (in
accordance ~vith the requirements of 40 CFR section 262.34) without a permit
or interim status.

Facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste are generally
required to obtain a RCRA permit. Subtitle C permits for treatment, storage,
or disposal facilities contain general facility standards such as contingency
plans, emergency procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements,
financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also
contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subparts I and S) for conducting
corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous waste
or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA treatment,
storage, or disposal facilities.

Although RCRA is a federal statute, many states implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 states and two United States territories.
Delegation has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here
are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and
Practices (40 CFR Part 257) establishes the criteria for determining which
solid waste disposal facilities and practices pose a reasonable probability of
adverse effects on health or the environment. The criteria were adopted to
ensure non-municipal, non-hazardous waste disposal units that receive
conditionally exempt small quantity generator waste do not present risks to
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human health and environment.

¯ Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (40 CFR Part 258)
establishes minimum national criteria for all municipal solid waste landfill
units, including those that are used to dispose of sewage sludge.

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
establishes the standard to determine whether the material in question is
considered a solid waste and, if so, whether it is a hazardous waste or is
exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation units, and
recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Generators can accumulate
hazardous waste on-site for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the
amount of waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are regulations
prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment.
Under the LDRs program, materials must meet treatment standards priof to
placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste
pile, or surface impoundment). Generators of waste subject to the LDRs
must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility to ensure
proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Stand~trds (40 CFR Part 279) impose management
requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning, processing, and
re-refining of the used oil. For parties that merely generate used oil,
regulations establish storage standards. For a party considered a used oil
processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner), additional tracking
and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers Standards (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store, treat, or dispose of
hazardous waste. Tanks and containers used to store hazardous waste with a
high volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCRA. Regulations require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions standards,
and to inspect and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all
facilities who store such waste, including large quantity generators
accumulating waste prior to shipment offsite.
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¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and hazardous
substances are regulated under Subtitle l of RCRA. Subtitle I regulations (40
CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release detection requirements, as
well as financial responsibility and corrective action standards for USTs. The
UST program also includes upgrade requirements for existing tanks that were
to be met by December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel containing
hazardous waste must comply with design and operating standards. BIF
regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit design, provide
performance standards, require emissions monitoring, and, in some cases,
restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund, and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
Additional documents and resources can be obtained from the hotline’s
homepage at http://~wwv.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The RCRA Hotline
operates weekdays from 9.00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., EST, excluding federal
holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. The CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response or remediation costs
incurred by EPA. The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA) of 1986 revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing
authority for the Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III,
also known as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which equals or exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are
listed in 40 CFR section 302.4. A release report may trigger a response by
EPA or by one or more federal or state emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for cleanups.
The National Priorities List (NPL) currently includes approximately 1,300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides
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responsible parties the opportunity to conduct cleanups and encourages
community involvement throughout the Superfund response process.

EP,4 ’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program.
Documents and resources can be obtained from the hotline ’s hornepage at
http.//~vww.epa.gov/epaoswerihotline. The Superfund Hotline operates
weekdays from 9.00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by state and local
governments. Under EPCRA, states establish State Emergency Response
Commissions (SER.Cs), responsible for coordinating certain emergency
response activities and for appointing Local Emergency Planning Committees
(LEPCs). EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372)
establish four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or
manage specified chemicals:

¯ EPCRA section 302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC
of the presence of any extremely hazardous substance at the facility
in an amount in excess of the established threshold planning quantity.
The list of extremely hazardous substances and their threshold
planning quantities is found at 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and
B.

¯ EPCRA section 303 requires that each LEPC develop an emergency
plan. The plan must contain (but is not limited to) the identification
of facilities within the planning district, likely routes for transporting
extremely hazardous substances, a description of the methods and
procedures to be followed by facility owners and operators, and the
designation of community and facility emergency response
coordinators.

¯ EPCRA section 304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the
LEPC in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance (defined at 40 CFR Part 302) or an
EPCRA extremely hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA sections 311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
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SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA section 313 requires certain covered facilities, including SIC
codes 20 through 39 and others, which have ten or more employees.
and which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic
chemical release report. This report, commonly known as the Form
R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities
and environmental media. EPA maintains the data reported in a
publically accessible database known as the Toxics Release Inventory
(TRI).

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund, and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. Documents and resources c~n be
obtained from the hotline ’s homepage at
http.//www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST, excludingfederal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) a~d its amendments are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and
welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists
of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national
standards for ambient air quality and for EPA and the states to implement,
maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of mechanisms.
Under the CAA, many facilities are required to obtain operating permits that
consolidate their air emission requirements. State and local governments
oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the CAA. CAA
regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur
dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant are
designated as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are
designated as non-attainment areas. Under section 110 and other provisions
of the CAA, each state must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are required
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to meet federal air quality, standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and
ozone were finalized in 1997. However, these revised NAAQSs are currently
being challenged before the U.S. Supreme Court.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new and
modified stationary sources falling within particular industrial categories.
The NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology available to that
category of industrial source (see 40 CFR Part 60).

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
toward controlling specific hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Section 112(c)
of the CAA further directs EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
188 HAPs and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To date
EPA has listed 185 source categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards are being
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CA.A pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices,
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV-A establishes a sulYur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions
program designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur
dioxide releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances that are set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide
releases.

Title V of the CAA establishes an operating permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose
of the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States have developed the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
state program is approved by EPA, permits are issued and monitored by that
state.

Title VI of the CAA is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their usage and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chiorofluorocarbons (CFCs), were phased out (except for essential uses) in
1996. Methyl bromide, a common pesticide, has been identified as a
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significant stratospheric ozone depleting chemical. The production and
importation of methyl bromide, therefore, is currently being phased out in the
United States and internationally. As specified in the Federal Register of June
1, 1999 (Volume 64, Number 104) and in 40 CFR Part 82, methyl bromide
production and importation will be reduced from 1991 levels by 25% in
1999, by 50% in 2001, by 70% in 2003, and completely phased out by 2005.
Some uses of methyl bromide, such the production, importation, and
consumption of methyl bromide to fumigate commodities entering or leaving
the United States or any state (or political subdivision thereof) for purposes
of compliance with Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service requirements
or with any international, federal, state, or local sanitation or food protection
standard, will be exempt from this rule. After 2005, exceptions may also be
made for critical agricultural uses. The United States EPA and the United
Nations Environment Programme have identified alternatives to using methyl
bromide in agriculture. Information on the methyl bromide phase-out,
including alternatives, can be found at the EPA Methyl Bromide Phase-Out
Web Site: (http://www.epa.gov/docs/ozone/mbr/mbrqa.html).

EPA’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800 and at the Center’s
homepage at http:i/www.epa.gov/ttn/catc, provides general assistance and
information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone Information
Hotline, at (800) 296-1996 and at http://www.epa.gov/ozone, pro’gides
general information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the
CAA; EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202 and at
http:~/www.epa.goviepaoswerihotline, answers questions about accidental
release prevention under CAA section 112(0; and information on air toxics
can be accessed through the Unified Air Toxics website at
http.i/www, epa. gov/ttn/uatw. In addition, the Clean Air Technology Center’s
website includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates
of EPA activities.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate,
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture,
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk. It is important to note that
pesticides as defined in FIFRA are not included in the definition of a
"chemical substance" when manufactured, processed, or distributed in
commerce for use as a pesticide.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA section 5, EPA established an inventory of chemical substances. Ifa
chemical substance is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded
by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior
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to manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.

Under TSCA section 6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates
under section 6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), lead, and
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

Under TSCA section 8(e), EPA requires the producers and importers (and
others) of chemicals to report information on a chemical’s production, use,
exposure, and risks. Companies producing and importing chemicals can be
required to report unpublished health and safety studies on listed chemicals
and to collect and record any allegations of adverse reactions or any
information indicating that a substance may pose a substantial risk to humans
or the environment.

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at 202 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8.30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., EST.
excluding federal holidays.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) encourages states/tribes to
preserve, protect, develop, and where possible, restore or enhance valuable
natural coastal resources such as wetlands, floodplains, estuaries, beaches,
dunes, barrier islands, and coral reefs, as well as the fish and wildlife using
those habitats. It includes areas bordering the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic
Oceans, Gulf of Mexico, Long Island Sound, and Great Lakes. A unique
feature of this law is that participation by states/tribes is voluntary.

In the Coastal Zone Management Act Reauthorization Amendments
(CZAR.A) of 1990, Congress identified nonpoint source pollution as a major
factor in the continuing degradation of coastal waters. Congress also
recognized that effective solutions to nonpoint source pollution could be
implemented at the state/tribe and local levels. In CZARA, Congress added
section 6217 (16 U.S.C. section 1455b), which calls upon states/tribes with
federally-approved coastal zone management programs to develop and
implement coastal nonpoint pollution control programs. The section 6217
program is administered at the federal level jointly by EPA and the National
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Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA).

Section 6217(g) called for EPA, in consultation with other agencies, to
develop guidance on"management measures" for sources ofnonpoint source
pollution in coastal waters. Under section 6217, EPA is responsible for
developing technical guidance to assist states/tribes in designing coastal
nonpoint pollution control programs. On January 19, 1993, EPA issued its
Guidance Specifying Management Measures For Sources of Nonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters, which addresses five major source categories of
nonpoint pollution: (1) urban runoff, (2) agriculture runoff, (3) forestry
runoff, (4) marinas and recreational boating, and (5) hydromodification.

Additional information on coastal zone management may be obtained from
EPA ’s Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds at
http.//www.epa.gov/owow or from the Watershed Information Network at
http://www.epa.gov/win. The NOAA website at
http./Avww, nos. noaa. gov/ocrm/czra/ also contains additional information on
coastal zone management.
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VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

The agricultural chemical industry, is affected by several major federal
environmental statutes. In addition, the industry is subject to numerous laws
and regulations from state and local governments designed to protect health.
safety., and the environment. A summary of the major federal regulations
affecting the agricultural chemical industry follows.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

Every regulation promulgated under FIFRA affects the agricultural chemical
industry in some way. The FIFRA regulations are found in 40 CFR Pans 152
through 186. Each part and its title are listed below.

Part 152 - Pesticide Registration and Classification Procedures
Part 153 - Registration Policies and Interpretations
Part 154 - Special Review Procedures
Part 155 - Registration Standards
Part 156 - Labeling Requirements for Pesticides and Devices
Pan 157 - Packaging Requirements for Pesticides and Devices
Part 158 - Data Requirements for Registration
Part 160 - Good Laboratory Practice Standards
Part 162 - State Registration of Pesticide Products
Pan 163 - Certification of Usefulness of Pesticide Chemicals
Part 164 - Rules of Practice Governing Hearings, Under FIFRA,

Arising from Refusals to Register, Cancellations of
Registrations, Changes of Classifications, Suspensions of
Registrations and Other Hearings Called Pursuant to
section 6 of the Act

Pan 166 - Exemption of Federal and State Agencies for Use of
Pesticides Under Emergency Conditions

Part 167 - Registration of Pesticide and Active Ingredient Producing
Establishments, Submission of Pesticide Reports

Part 168 - Statements of Enforcement Policies and Interpretations
Part 169 - Books and Records of Pesticide Production and

Distribution
Part 170 - Worker Protection Standards
Part 171 - Certification of Pesticide Applicators
Part 172 - Experimental Use Permits
Part 173 - Procedures Governing the Rescission of State Primary

Enforcement Responsibility for Pesticide Use Violations
Part 177 - Issuance of Food Additive Regulations
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Part 178 - Objections and Requests for Hearings
Part 179 - Formal Evidentiary Public Hearing

Part t80 - Tolerances and Exemptions from Tolerances for Pesticide
Chemicals in or on Raw Agricultural Commodities

Part 185 - Tolerances for Pesticides in Food
Part 186 - Pesticides in Animal Feed

Please refer to the general discussion of FIFRA in Section VI.A for additional
requirements not discussed below.

Product Registration Data Requirements
EPA requires the citation or submission of extensive environmental, health,
and/or safety data during the registration application process. The categories
of data required include the product’s chemistry.; environmental fate; residue
chemistry, hazards to humans, domestic animals, and nontarget organisms;
spray drift characteristics; reentry protection requirements; and performance
(40 CFR Part 158). Under the "product chemistry" category, applicants must
supply technical information describing the product’s active and inert
ingredients, manufacturing or formulating processes and physical and
chemical characteristics. Data from "environmental fate" studies are used to
assess the effects of pesticide residues on the environment, includirig its
toxicity to people through consumption or exposure to applied areas and its
effect on nontarget organisms and their habitat. Residue chemistry
information includes the expected frequency, amounts, and time of
application, and test results of residue remaining on treated food or feed.
Information under "hazards to humans, domestic animals, and non-target
organisms" includes specific test data assessing acute, subchronic, and
chronic toxicity. All studies required to be submitted must satisfy Good
Laboratory Practice (GLP) regulations (40 CFR Part 160). Guidelines for
studies of product chemistry, residue chemistry, environmental chemistry,
hazard evaluation and occupational and residential exposure can be found in
40 CFR Part 158.

Registration of Establishments
Any person producing a pesticide or device, except a custom blender,4 is
subject to section 7 and 40 CFR. Part 167; and is required to register his

4 A custom blender means any establishment which provides the service of mixing pesticides to a customer’s

specifications, usually a pesticide(s)-fertilizer(s), pesticide-pesticide, or a pesticide animal feed mixture, when: (1)
The blend is prepared to the order of the customer and is not held in inventory by the blender; (2) the blend is to be
used on the customer’s property (including leased or rented property); (3) the pesticide(s) used in the blend bears
end-use labeling directions which do not prohibit use of the product in such a blend; (4) the blend is prepared from
registered pesticides; (b) the blend is delivered to the end-user along with a copy of the end-use labeling of each
pesticide used in the blend and a statement specifying the composition of mixture; and (6) no other pesticide
production activity is performed at the establishment.
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establishment with EPA prior to beginning production. Foreign
establishments also must register with EPA if they produce a pesticidal
product for import to the United States. Establishments must be registered
with EPA if they intend that a substance produced will be used as an active
ingredient of a pesticide or if they have actual or constructive notice that the
substance will be used as an active ingredient. If a pesticide is produced for
export, whether registered or unregistered, or is produced under an _
experimental use permit, the producing establishment must be registered.

In order to register an establishment with EPA, contact the EPA Regional
office where the establishment is located, or for a foreign establishment, the
Washington, DC EPA office. The following information must be submitted
on EPA Form 3540-1 when registering an establishment: (1) the name and
address of the company; (2) the type of ownership; and (3) the name and
address of each producing establishment for which registration is sought.
Any changes to the information provided must be submitted to EPA within
thirty, days after such changes occur. Upon receiving a complete application,
EPA will assign a registration number for each listed establishment. This
number must appear on the label.

Establishment Reporting Requirements
Under section 7(c)and 40 CFR. section 167.85, each registered pesticide
producing establishment must submit an annual production report to EPA by
March 1 of each year. Domestic establishments submit their report to the
EPA regional office where the company headquarters is located. Foreign
establishment production reports are submitted to the Washington, DC EPA
office. Custom blenders are exempt from this requirement.

The report must cover any pesticide, active ingredient, or device produced.
The report, to be submitted on specific EPA forms, includes the following
information: (1) the name and address of the establishment; (2) the amount
of each pesticide produced, repackaged, or relabeled in the past year; (3) the
amount of each pesticide sold, distributed, or exported in the past year; and
(4) the amount of the pesticide estimated to be produced, repackaged, or
relabeled in the current year. Foreign establishments only are required to
submit a report on pesticides imported into the United States.

Maintenance of Records
All producers of pesticides, devices, or active ingredients used in producing
any pesticide must maintain records concerning the production and shipment
of each pesticide under 40 CFR Part 169. These records are independent of
other required records, including in-plant maintenance, extermination, or
sanitation programs. Each establishment must maintain these records for two
years. In addition, records on disposal methods must be maintained for 20
years, as well as authorized human trials. Records containing research data
must be maintained as long as the registration is valid and the producer is in
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business. All required records must be available if requested by an inspector.

Prior Informed Consent
As part of its participation in a voluntary international program known as the
Prior Informed Consent procedure, EPA prepares the following lists of
pesticides that are suspended, canceled or severely restricted. These lists
were last updated by EPA in August of 1997.

A "Suspended or Canceled" pesticide is defined as a pesticide for which all
registered uses have been prohibited by final government action, or for which
all requests for registration or equivalent action for all uses have, for health
or environmental reasons, not been granted.

¯ Suspended or Canceled

I. aldrin
2. benzene hexachloride [BHC] (voluntary cancellation)
3.2,3,4,5-Bis(2-butylene)tetrahydro-2-furaldehyde [Repellent- 11 ]
4. bromoxynil butyrate (voluntary cancellation)
5. cadmium compounds (voluntary cancellation)
6. calcium arsenate (voluntary cancellation)
7. captafol (voluntary cancellation)
8. carbon tetrachloride
9. chloranil (voluntary cancellation)

10. chlordane
11. chlordimeform (voluntary cancellation)
12. chlorinated camphene [Toxa0hene] (voluntary cancellation)
13. chlorobenzilate (voluntary cancellation)
14. chloromethoxypropylmercuric acetate [CPMA]
15. copper arsenate (voluntary cancellation)
16. cyhexatin (voluntary cancellation)
17. DBCP
18. decachlorooctahydro- 1,3,4-metheno-2H-cyclobuta(cd) pentalen-2-

one[chlordecone]
19. DDT
20. dieldrin
21. dinoseb and salts
22. Di(phenylmercury)dodecenylsuccinate [PMDS] (voluntary

cancellation)
23. EDB
24. endrin (voluntary cancellation)
25. EPN (voluntary cancellation)
26. ethyl hexyleneglycol [6-12] (voluntary cancellation)
27. hexachlorobenzene [HCB] (voluntary cancellation)
28. lead arsenate (voluntary cancellation)
29. leptophos (Never received initial registration)
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30. mercurous chloride
31. mercuric chloride
32. mevinphos
33. mirex (voluntary cancellation)
34. monocrotophos (voluntary cancellation)
35. nitrofen (TOK) (voluntary cancellation)
36. OMPA (octamethylpyrophosphoramide)
37. phenylmercury acetate [PMA]
38. phenylmercuric oleate [PMO] (voluntary cancellation)
39. potassium 2,4,5-trichlorophenate [2,4,5-TCP]
40. pyriminil [Vacor] (voluntary cancellation)
41. safrole (voluntary cancellation)
42. silvex
43. sodium arsenite
44. TDE (voluntary cancellation)
45. Terpene polychlorinates [Strobane] (voluntary cancellation)
46. thallium sulfate
47.2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxyacetic acid [2,4,5-T]
48. vinyl chloride

A "Severely Restricted" pesticide means a pesticide for which virtually all
registered uses have been prohibited by final government regulatory action,
but for which certain specific registered use or uses remain authorized.

¯ Severely Restricted

1. arsenic trioxide
2. azinphos methyl
3. carbofuran (voluntary cancellation)
4. daminozide (voluntary cancellation)
5. heptachlor
6. methyl parathion
7. sodium arsenate
8. tributyltin compounds

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act

Under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act (FFDCA), EPA sets
tolerances for pesticide residues in food. This authority originally belonged
to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), but was transferred when EPA
was formed in 1970. FDA still has responsibility for enforcing compliance
with the tolerances. An agricultural product is deemed unsafe under the
FFDCA if it contains pesticide residues above the tolerance level established
by EPA or if there is no tolerance, unless it is exempt from the requirement
for tolerances.
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The FFDCA also contains the Delaney Clause that bars the establishment of
food additive regulations covering substances that induce cancer in humans
or animals. Prior to the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996, this provision
applied to certain pesticide residues in processed food. With the 1996
amendments, pesticide residues are now governed by a single safety clause
set forth in section 408.

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

TSCA gives EPA comprehensive authority to regulate any chemical
substance whose manufacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use, or
disposal may present an unreasonable risk of injury to health or the
environment. EPA keeps an inventory of existing chemicals regulated under
TSCA (TSCA section 8(b)). Certain chemicals are specifically excluded
from the TSCA inventory, such as pesticides, as defined when manufactured.
processed, or distributed in commerce for use as a pesticide under FIFRA (40
CFR section 710.2(h)(2)). However, if a chemical has multiple uses, those
uses not subject to FIFRA are regulated by TSCA. In addition, certain
mixtures of chemicals are exempt from TSCA (40 CFR section 710.2(h)(1 ))
(Landfair, 1993).                                            .

Four sections are of primary importance to the remainder of the agricultural
chemical industry. Section 5 mandates that chemical companies submit to
EPA pre-manufacture notices that provide information on health and
environmental effects for each new product and test existing products for
these effects (40 CFR Part 720). Over 20,000 premanufactu:e notices have
been filed. Section 4 authorizes EPA to require testing of certain substances
(40 CFR Part 790). Section 6 gives EPA the authority to prohibit, limit, or
ban the manufacture, process, and usage of chemicals (40 CFR Part 750).
Among the chemicals EPA regulates under section 6 are asbestos,
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). For
certain chemicals, TSCA section 8 also imposes record-keeping and reporting
requirements including substantial risk notification; record-keeping for data
relative to adverse reactions; and periodic updates to the TSCA Inventory.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was enacted in 1976
to address problems related to hazardous and solid waste management.
RCRA gives EPA the authority to establish a list of solid and hazardous
wastes and to establish standards and regulations for the treatment, storage,
and disposal of these wastes. Regulations in Subtitle C of RCRA address the
identification, generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of
hazardous wastes. These regulations are found in 40 CFR Part 124 and CFR
Parts 260-279. Under RCRA, persons who generate waste must determine
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whether the waste is defined as solid waste or hazardous waste. Solid wastes
are considered hazardous wastes if they are listed by EPA as hazardous or if
they exhibit characteristics of a hazardous waste: toxicity, ignitability,
corrosivity, or reactivity.

Products, intermediates, and off-specification products potentially generated
at agricultural chemical facilities that are considered hazardous wastes are
listed in 40 CFR Part 261. Some of the handling and treatment requirements
for RCRA hazardous waste generators are covered under 40 CFR Part 262
and include the following: determining what constitutes a RCRA hazardous
waste (Subpart A); manifesting (Subpart B); packaging, labeling, and
accumulation time limits (Subpart C); and record keeping and reporting
(Subpart D).

Many agricultural chemical facilities store some hazardous wastes at the
facility beyond the accumulation time limits available to generators (e.g., 90
or 180 days). Such facilities are required to have a RCRA treatment, storage,
and disposal facility (TSDF) permit (40 CFR Part 262.34). Some agricultural
chemical facilities are considered TSDF facilities and are subject to a number
of regulations, including but not limited to those covered under 40 CFR Part
264: contingency plans and emergency procedures (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart
D); manifesting, record keeping, and reporting (40 CFR Part 264 Subpari E);
use and management of containers (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart I); tank systems
(40 CFR Part 264 Subpart J); surface impoundments (40 CFR Part 264
Subpart K); land treatment (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart M); corrective action
of hazardous waste releases (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S); air emissions
standards for process vents of processes that process or generate hazardous
wastes (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart AA); emissions standards for leaks in
hazardous waste handling equipment (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart BB); and
emissions standards for containers, tanks, and surface impoundments that
contain hazardous wastes (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC).

Many agricultural chemical facilities are also subject to the underground
storage tank (UST) program (40 CFR Part 280). The UST regulations apply
to facilities that store either petroleum products or hazardous substances
(except hazardous waste) identified under the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act. UST regulations address design
standards, leak detection, operating practices, response to releases, financial
responsibility for releases, and closure standards.

A number of RCRA wastes have been prohibited from land disposal unless
treated to meet specific standards under the RCRA Land Disposal Restriction
(LDR) program. The wastes covered by the RCRA LDRs are listed in 40
CFR Part 268 Subpart C and include a number of wastes that could
potentially be generated at agricultural chemical facilities. Standards .for the
treatment and storage of restricted wastes are described in Subparts D and E,
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respectively.

The LDRs also apply to the use of fertilizers containing hazardous wastes.
Therefore, fertilizers containing hazardous wastes that do not meet the
applicable land disposal treatment standards cannot be spread on the land,
with some exceptions. Specific exemptions to the use of certain recycled
materials and hazardous wastes in fertilizers have been provided in 40 CFR
Part 266, Subpart C - Recycled Materials Used in a Manner Constituting
Disposal. Subpart C states that products containing recyclable materials are
not subject to regulation under RCRA if the recyclables are physically
inseparable from the product or if they meet the standards of 40 CFR Part
268, Subpart D "for each recyclable material (i.e., hazardous waste) that they
contain." These standards include limits on heavy metals. Subpart C also
states that zinc-containing fertilizers using hazardous waste K061 (emission
control dust/sludge from the primary production of steel in electric furnaces)
which is listed as hazardous due tO its hexavalent chromium, lead, and
cadmium content, are not subject to the land disposal requirements.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability,
Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthori~ation
Act of 1986 (SARA) provide the basic legal framework for the federal
"Superfund" program to clean up abandoned hazardous waste sites (40 CFR
Part 300 et seq.). The 1986 SARA legislation extended CERCLA taxes for
five years and adopted a new broad-based corporate environmental tax,
applicable to the allied chemicals (SIC 28) industry, which includes the
agricultural chemical indtistry. In 1990, Congress passed a simple
reauthorization that did not substantially change the law but extended the
program authority until 1994 and the taxing authority until the end of 1995.
A comprehensive reauthorization was considered in 1994, but not passed.
Since the expiration of the taxing authority on December 31, 1995, taxes for
Superfund have been temporarily suspended. The taxes can only be
reinstated by reauthorization of Superfund or an omnibus reconciliation act
which could specifically reauthorize taxing authority. The allied chemical
industry paid about $300 million a year in Superfund chemical feedstock
taxes. Joint and several liability generally requires Potentially Responsible
Parties (PRPs) to perform or pay for their fair share of cleanup costs.

Title III of the 1986 SARA amendments (also known as Emergency Response
and Community Right-to-Know Act, EPCRA) requires all manufacturing
facilities, including agricultural chemical facilities, to report annual
information about stored toxic substances, as well as release of these
substances into the environment, to local and state governments and to the
public. This is known as the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). EPCRA also
establishes requirements for federal, state, and local governments regarding
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emergency planning. In 1994, over 300 more chemicals were added to the
list of chemicals for which reporting is required.

Clean Air Act (CAA)

The original CAA authorized EPA to set limits on agricultural chemical
facility emissions. The new source performance standards (NSPS) for
fertilizer manufacturers can be found in40 CFR Part 60:

Subpart G - Standards of Performance for Nitric Acid Plants
(40 CFR section 60.70 - 60.74)

Subpart T - Standards of Performance for the Phosphate Fertilizer
Industry: Wet Process Phosphoric Acid Plants
(40 CFR section 60.200 - 60.204)

Subpart U - Standards of Performance for the Phosphate Fertilizer
Industry: Superphosphoric Acid Plants
(40 CFR section 60.210 - 60.214)

Subpart V - Standards of Performance for the Phosphate Fertilizer
Industry: Diammonium Phosphate Plants
(40 CFR section 60.220 - 60.224)

Subpart W - Standards of Performance for the Phosphate Fertilizer
Industry: Triple Superphosphate Plants
(40 CFR section 60.230 - 60.234)

Subpart X - Standards of Performance for the Phosphate Fertilizer
Industry: Granular Triple Superphosphate Storage
Facilities (40 CFR section 60.240 - 60.244)

These standards primarily consist of emission and monitoring standards for
nitrogen oxides (Nitric Acid Plants) and fluorides (Phosphatic Fertilizer
Industry).

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 set National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) from industrial sources for 41
hazardous air pollutants to be met by 1995 and for 148 other hazardous air
pollutants to be reached by 2003. National emission standards for new and
existing major sources in phosphoric acid manufacturing, phosphate
fertilizers production and pesticide active ingredient production are listed in
40 CFR Parts 9 and 63. 40 CFR Parts 61 and 63 contains several provisions
dealing with emissions sources potentially found at an agricultural chemical
facility (e.g. equipment leaks, tanks, surface impoundments, separators, and
waste treatment operations) may affect the agricultural chemical industry. A
number of the chemicals used and produced at agricultural chemical
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manufacturing and formulating facilities are hazardous air pollutants under
CAA.

Under section 112(r) of CA.A, owners and operators of stationary sources
who produce, process, handle, or store substances listed under CAA section
112(r)(3) or any other extremely hazardous substance have a "general duty"
to initiate specific activities to prevent and mitigate accidental releases. Since
the general duty requirements apply to stationary sources regardless of the
quantity, of substances managed at the facility, many agricultural chemical
manufacturing and formulating facilities are subject. Activities such as
identifying hazards which may result from accidental releases using
appropriate hazard assessment techniques; designing, maintaining and
operating a safe facility.; and minimizing the consequences of accidental
releases if they occur are considered essential activities to satisfy the general
duty requirements. These statutory requirements have been in affect since the
passage of the Clean Air Act in 1990. Although there is no list of"extremely
hazardous substances," EPA’s Chemical Emergency Preparedness and
Prevention Office provides some guidance at its website:
http:i/www.epa.gov/swercepp.html.

Also under section 112(r), EPA was required to develop a list of at least 100
substances that, in the event of an accidental release, could cause death,
injury, or serious adverse effects to human health or the environment. The
list promulgated by EPA is contained in 40 CFR section 68.130 and includes
acutely toxic chemicals, flammable gases and volatile flammable liquids.
Under section I 12(r)(7), facilities handling more than a threshold quantity
(ranging from 500 to 20,000 pounds) of these substances are subject to
chemical accident preventii~n provisions including the development and
implementation of a risk management program (40 CFR sections 68.150-
68.220). The requirements in 40 CFR Part 68 begin to go into effect in June
1999. Many of the chemicals on the 112(r) list are commonly handled by
agricultural chemical manufacturers and formulators in quantities greater than
the threshold values. Ammonia held by farmers for use as an agricultural
nutrient is exempt from the chemical accident prevention provisions.

Standards in 40 CFR Part 61 Subpart R - National Emission Standards for
Radon Emissions from Phosphogypsum Stacks (40 CFR sections 61.200 -
61.210) deal specifically with the phosphatic fertilizer industry. The
standards require monitoring and reporting of radon-222 emissions from the
stacks and sets limits on the amounts of radon-222 that can be emitted into
the air. EPA has also set standards for the maximum concentration of
radium-226 allowed in phosphogypsum removed from stacks for use in
agriculture.

Clean Water Act (CWA)
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The Clean Water Act, first passed in 1972 and amended in 1977 and 1987,
gives EPA the authority, to regulate effluents from sewage treatment works.
chemical plants, and other industrial sources into waters. The act sets
standards for treatment of wastes for both direct and indirect (to a Publicly
Owned Treatment Works (POTW)) discharges. EPA has set effluent
guidelines for both the fertilizer manufacturing and formulating, and pesticide
formulating,, packaging and repackaging point source categories. The
implementation of the guidelines is left primarily to the states who issue
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for each
facility (EPA has authorized 43 states to operate the NPDES program).

Effluent guidelines specific to the fertilizer manufacturing and formulating
point source category are contained in 40 CFR Part 418 and are divided into
product specific effluent guidelines as follows:

Subpart A - Phosphates (40 CFR section 418.10 - 418.17)

Subpart B - Ammonia (40 CFR section 418.20 - 418.27)

Subpart C - Urea (40 CFR section 418.30 - 418.36)

Subpart D - Ammonium Nitrate (40 CFR section 418.40 - 418.46)

Subpart E - Nitric Acid (40 CFR section 418.50 - 418.56)

Subpart F - Ammonium Sulfate (40 CFR section 418.60 - 418.67)

Subpart G - Mixed and Blend Fertilizer Production
(40 CFR section 4.18.70 - 418.77)

In 1997, revised effluent guidelines were finalized for the Pesticide
Formulating, Packaging and Repackaging Subcategory. These regulations
replace the effluent guidelines established in 1978 for the Pesticide
Formulating and Packaging Subcategory. The revised guidelines are
contained in 40 CFR Part 455 and are divided into the following
subcategories:

Subpart C - Pesticide Chemicals Formulating and Packaging
Subcategory

Subpart E - Repackaging of Agricultural Pesticides Performed at
Refilling Establishments

Each Subpart consists of effluent standards representing the amount of
effluent reduction possible by using either best practicable control
technologies (BPT), best conventional pollution technologies (BCT), or best
available technologies (BAT). The states and EPA give effect to these
standards through NPDES permits that they issue to direct dischargers. BCT
standards limit the discharge of conventional pollutants, while BPT and BAT
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standards represent successive levels of control of priority pollutants and
non-conventional pollutants.

For Subcategory C, EPA established effluent limitations and pretreatment
standards which allow each facility a choice of meeting a zero discharge
limitation or to comply with a pollution prevention alternative that authorizes
the discharge of some pesticide active ingredients (AIs) and priority
pollutants after various pollution prevention practices are followed and
treatment is conducted as needed. For Subcategory E, EPA has established
a zero discharge limitation and pretreatment standard.

The Storm Water Rule (40 CFR section 122.26) requires fertilizer
manufacturing and formulating and pesticide formulating facilities
discharging storm water associated with industrial activities (40 CFR section
122.26 (b)(14)(ii)) to apply for NPDES permits for those discharges.

Under 40 CFR 503 Subpart B - Land Application, EPA regulates the land
application of sewerage treatment sludge, which includes fertilizers derived
from sewerage treatment sludge. Subpart B regulations include specific
limitations on heavy metal content, as well as general operational and
management standards.

VI.C. State Regulation of Pesticides

All states have their own pesticide laws and many states have their own
pesticide registration requirements. States have primary use enforcement
authority ifEPA has determined that the state has adequate pesticide use laws
and has adopted adequate procedures to enforce those laws. The EPA may
enter into a cooperative agreement with a state to carry out enforcement of
state laws and train and certify applicators. The FIFRA allows states to
administer their own EPA-approved applicator certifications program. Also,
each state is allowed to regulate the sale and use of pesticides as long as the
regulations are at least as stringent as EPA’s and the regulations do not
conflict or differ from EPA’s labeling and packaging restrictions.

States typically require that fertilizer products be registered with the state and
that claims made on fertilizer labels can be substantiated. States also regulate
the efficacy of fertilizers through labeling requirements. State fertilizer
labeling requirements typically require that the label indicate the product
name, the brand and grade, the percentage of each nutrient (nitrogen,
available phosphate, potassium, etc.), and the name and address of the
registrant. Some states also require that the label indicate materials from
which the nutrients are derived.

Additional information on specific state requirements can be obtained from
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the Association of American Pesticide Control Officials, Inc. (AAPCO) at."
http://aapco.ceris.purdue.edu/index.html. This website contains a list of
state pesticide control officials that includes contact information.
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VI.D. Pending and Proposed Regulatory. Requirements

FIFRA

Registration
¯     In order to reduce the potential for groundwater contamination from

certain pesticides, EPA proposed the Ground Water Pesticide
Management Plan Rule in June of 1996 (61 FR 33259). EPA is
proposing to restrict the use of certain pesticides by providing states
and tribes with the flexibility to protect the ground water in the most
appropriate way for local conditions, through the development and
use of Pesticide Management Plans (PMPs). When finalized, the
regulations will likely give states and tribes the authority to develop
management plans that specify risk reduction measures for the
following four pesticides: atrazine, alachlor, simazine, and
metolachlor. Without EPA-approved plans, use of these chemicals
would be prohibited. A final rule is expected to be published in late
2000. (Contact: ,~ty Williams, United States EPA Office of
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, 703-305-5239)

¯ In response to the Food Quality Protection Act of 1996, EPA is
planning to propose revisions to antimicrobial registration and
classification procedures (40 CFR Part 152) that will reduce to the
extent possible the review time for antimicrobial pesticides.
Revisions to labeling requirements (40 CFR Part 156) and data
requirements for antimicrobial registration (40 CFR Part 158) are
also being proposed.-The revisions are expected to be released in
early 2001. This regulation would also implement some general
provisions of FIFRA that pertain to all pesticides, including labeling
requirements and notification procedures. (Contact: Jean Franc,
United States EPA Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic
Substances, 703-305-5944 and Paul Parsons, United States EPA
Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, 703-308-
9073)

¯ In order to evaluate the registrability of pesticide products, EPA is
expected to propose revisions to the data requirements for FIFRA
registration (40 CFR Part 158). These revisions would clarify all data
requirements to reflect current practice and are expected to be
published in 2001. (Contact: Jean Franc, United States EPA Office of
Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, 703-305-5944)

Use Restrictions
¯ In May of 199 I, EPA proposed amendments to the existing Restricted

Use Classification (RUC) regulations (40 CFR Part 152, Subpart I)
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to add criteria pertaining to the groundwater contamination potential
of pesticides (56 FR 22076). The criteria would be used to determine
which pesticides should be considered for restricted use
classifications to protect groundwater. A policy statement is expected
to be issued in late 2000. (Contact: Joseph Hogue, United States EPA
Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, 703-308-
9072)

Tolerances and Exemptions
¯     EPA expects to reassess pesticide tolerances and exemptions for raw

and processed foods established prior to August 3, 1996 (40 CFR Part
180, 40 CFR Part 185, 40 CFR Part 186), to determine whether they
meet the standard of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
(FFDCA)I FFDCA section 408 (q), as amended by the Food Quality.
Protection Act, requires that EPA conduct this reassessment on a
phased 10-year schedule. For the current phased schedule, EPA is
required to complete reassessments as follows: 33% by August 3.
1999, 66% by August 3, 2002, and 100% by August 3, 2006. Based
on its reassessment, EPA will likely propose a series of regulatory.
actions to modify or revoke tolerances. (Contacts: Robert McNally,
United States EPA, Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic
Substances, 703-308-8085 and Joseph Nevola, United States EPA
Office of Prevention Pesticides and Toxic Substances, 703-308-8037)

¯ Regulations specifying policies and procedures under which the EPA
can establish food toIerances associated with the use of pesticides
under emergency exemptions (40 CFR Part 176) are expected to be
finalized in late 2000. The EPA issues emergency exemptions for
temporary use of pesticides where emergency conditions exist. Under
FFDCA, as amended by the Food Quality Protection Act, EPA must
establish time-limited tolerances for such pesticides if the use is likely
to result in residues in food. (Contact: Joseph Hogue, United States
EPA Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, 703-
308-9072)

¯ EPA proposed a rule to adjust and update the fee structure and fee
amounts for tolerance actions, which are required under FFDCA (40
CFR section 180.33). The rule is expected to finalized in late 2000.
(Contact: Carol Peterson, United States EPA, Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, 703-305-6598)

¯ Revisions to regulations on emergency exemptions under section 18
of FIFRA, are expected to be issued in late 2001 (40 CFR Part 166).
EPA is considering revisions in four areas: 1) Options for increased
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authority for states to administer certain aspects of the exemption
process, andJor increased use by the EPA of multi-year exemptions;
2) the use of emergency exemptions to address pesticide resistance;
3) the possibility of granting exemptions based upon reduced risk
considerations; and 4) definitions of emergency situation and
significant economic loss, which would affect whether or not an
exemption may be granted. (Contact: Joseph Hogue, United States
EPA Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances, 703-
308-9072)

Pesticide Storage and Disposal
¯     In 1994, EPA proposed a rule, authorized under section 19 of FIFRA,

to establish standards for pesticide containers and secondary
containment relating to the distribution and sale of pesticides (59 FR
6712). Standards are expected to be developed for the removal of
pesticides from containers, rinsing containers, container design,
container labeling, container refilling, the containment of stationary
bulk containers and for the containment of pesticide dispensing areas
(40 CFR Part 165, 40 CFR Part 156). A final rule is expected to be
published in late 2000. (Contact: Nancy Fitz, United States EPA,
Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, 703-’305-
7385)

¯ The Rotterdam Agreement, signed in 1998, requires that certain
banned or severely restricted hazardous chemicals are subject to
intensive information exchange procedures, and if an importing
country decides against import, exporting countries are obligated to
prohibit export to that country. Twenty-four pesticides are currently
covered by the treaty. As a result of the United States signing of this
treaty, EPA has drafted legislation that allows it in the future to
propose revisions to its pesticide export policy. (Contact: Cathleen
Barnes, United States EPA Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic
Substances, 703-305-7101)

Worker Protection
¯     EPA has proposed a change to the Worker Protection Standards

(WPS) of FIFRA (40 CFR Part 170). Specifically, the glove
requirements may be modified to allow glove liners to be worn inside
chemically resistant gloves. The proposed rule will be finalized in
2001. (Contact: Kevin Keaney, United States EPA Office of
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, 703-305-5557)
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliancewith specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenficide Act, the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, the Clean Water Act, and other environmental statutes. Within the last
several years, the Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance
indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of compliance. In
doing so, EPA is in a better position to track compliance with all statutes at
the facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement
Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s
single-media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste,
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TRI reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
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businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However, the
group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent
with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, state, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (April 1, 1992 to March 31, 1997) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (April 1, 1996 to March 31, 1997). The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or
EPA-Ied. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does
give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within
each media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
regions for certain sectors,s This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems. "

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- assigns a common facility number to
EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification number allows
EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance, enforcement, and
pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office

s EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); 1I (N J, NY, PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD,

PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI); VI (AR, LA, NM, OK,
TX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA, HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X
(AK; ID, OR, WA).
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databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data
records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "’master list" of
records for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA
are: AFS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and
Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS
(Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid
Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental
and Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside sources
such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook sections
IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search-- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements (metal mining, nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power
generation, ground transportation, water transportation, and dry cleaning’), or
industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TRI (e.g.,
printing), the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries.
The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each notebook’s
selected SIC code coverage described in section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year
period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of Violation
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(NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted once
in this column, e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1 facility’.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g..
a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3.

State Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of usage by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
recorded as state enforcement activity,. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use
their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agenc:;.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections. Also,
this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from non-
inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water
discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and
RCRAo

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -o indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance,
Significant Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant
Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and
Unresolved High Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this
column reflect the extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame,
but do not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation
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status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily
indicate that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections o- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.

VII.A. Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry Compliance History

¯ ¯ Table 25 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry over
five years from April 1992 to April 1997. These data are also broken out by
EPA Regions thereby permitting geographical comparisons. A few points
evident from the data are listed below.

¯ About 75 percent of agricultural chemical facility inspections and
73 percent of enforcement actions occurred in EPA Regions IV,
V, VI, and VII.

¯ Region IX had the highest ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections (0.13) and the longest average time between
inspections (21 months). This indicates that fewer inspections
were conducted in relation to the number of facilities in the
Region, but that these inspections were more likely to result in an
enforcement action than inspections conducted in other Regions.

¯ With the exception of Region I, in which no inspections or
enforcement actions were carried out in between 1992 and 1997,
Region VIII had the lowest enforcement to inspection rate (0.03).
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Table 25: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and
Agricultural Chemical Industry

A B C D E F G H I J
Region Facilities Facilities Number of Average Facilities with Total Percent Percent Enforcement

in Inspected Inspections Months I or More Enforcement State Federal to Inspection
Search Between Enforcement Actions Lead Lead Rate

Inspections Actions Actions Actions

I 3 0 0 -- 0 0 0% 0% --

II 11 8 50 13 3 4 75% 25% 0.08

III 18 16 123 9 2 10 80% 20% 0.08

IV 77 44 449 10 15 41 83% 17% 0.09

V 35 23 128 16 4 7 57% 43% 0.05

V! 34 21 167 12 5 9 56% 44% 0.05

VII 43 31 225 11 8 17 71% 29% 0.08

VIII 9 5 33 16 1 1 100% 0% 0.03

IX 25 I0 72 21 5 9 78% 22% 0.13

X 8 6 46 10 4 4 25% 75% 0.09

] 263 164 1.293 12 47 102 74%I 26% ITOTAL O.08
Source: Data obtained from EPA ’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (1DEA) system in 1997.
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Tables 26 and 27 allow the compliance history of the agricultural chemical
sector to be compared to the other industries covered by the industry sector
notebooks. Comparisons between Tables 26 and 27 permit the identification
of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the various industries by
comparing data covering five years (April 1992 to April 1997) to that of the
last year for which data were available (April 1996 to April 1997). Some
points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The agricultural chemical sector was inspected more frequently
than most of the sectors shown (12 months on average between
inspections).

¯ Between 1992 and 1997, the industry had a higher enforcement
to inspection rate than most sectors (0.08); however, in 1997 the
ratio decreased to 0.05 which is lower than most sectors.

¯ The agricultural chemical sector had one of the highest
percentages of facilities inspected with one or more violations (97
percent) in 1997, but one of the lowest percentages of facilities
with one or more enforcement actions (5 percent).

Tables 28 and 29 provide a more in-depth comparison between the Fertilizer,
Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry and other sectors by breaking
out the compliance and enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the
previous Tables (Tables 26 and 27), the data cover the years 1992 to 1997
(Table 28) and 1997 (Table 29) to facilitate the identification of recent trends.
A few points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The percent of inspections carried out under each environmental
statute has changed only slightly between the average of the years
1992 to 1997 and that of the past year. The Clean Air Act
accounted for the most inspections (43 percent) during this
period. This increased to almost half of all agricultural chemical
facility inspections (49 percent) in 1997.

¯ The percent of enforcement actions taken under each
environmental statute changed significantly from the 1992 to
1997 period to the past year. Enforcement actions taken under the
Clean Air Act increased from 39 percent to 55 percent and
enforcement actions taken under RCRA increased from 30
percent to 36 percent. At the same time, the enforcement actions
taken under the Clean Water Act went from 20 percent in 1992 to
1995 to no actions in 1997.
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Table 26: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G !1 I J
~ Industry Sector Facilities Facilities Number of Average Facilities with Total Percent Percent I’:nforccment
~ in Inspected Inspections Mooths I or More Enforccnicnl Slate Federal to
~" Search Between Enforcement Aclioos Lead l.cad Inspeclion
~_ Inspections Actions Actions Actions Rate

"O Metal Mining 1.232 378 1,600 46 63 I 1 I 53% 47% 0 07

,..~. Coal Mining 3,256 741 3,748 52 88 132 89% I 1%. 0.04

~ Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 79% 21% 0 05
Non-lVl~tallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% 0 05

Textiles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 90% 10% 0 06

Lumber and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 30% 0 10

Furniture 499 386 2.379 13 65 91 81% 19% 0 04

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 20% 0 10

Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 88% 12% 0.06

Inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3,087 9 89 235 74% 26% 0 08

Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 93 219 76% 24% 0 09
Pharmaceulieals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80% 20% 0 10

Oo Organic Chemicals 425 355 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% 0 I I

Agricultural Chemicals 263 164 1,293 12 47 102 74% 26% 0.08

Petroleum Refining 156 i 48 3,081 3 124 763 68% 32% 0.25

Rubber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 178 276 82% 18% 0 06

Stone, Clay, Glass and 615 388 3,474 I 1 97 277 75% 25% 008
Concrete

Iron and Steel 349 275 4,476 5 121 305 71% 29% 0.07

Metal Castings 669 424 2,535 16 113 191 7 I% 29% 008

Nonferrous Metals 203 161 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% 0 1 I

Fabricated Metal Products 2,906 1,858 7,914 22 365 600 75% 25% 0.08

Electronics !,250 863 4,500 17 150 251 80% 20% 006

Automobile Assembly 1,260 927 5,912 13 253 413 82% 18% 0 07
O’~ Shipbuilding and Repair 44 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% 0.13

’~ Ground Transportation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 0.06

-,4 [~ Water Transportation 514 192 816 38 36 70 61% 39% 0.09

I~ Air Transportation 444 231 973 27 48 97 88% 12% 0.10

~ Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2,166 14,210 -14 403 789 76°,/o 24% 0 06

~ Dn, Clca " 6,063 2,360 3,~ ! 3 9~ ;5~5 66 95% 5% 0 02
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Table 29: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries
Clean Air Act         Clean Water Act            RCItA             I;II,’RA/I’SCA/

Total EPCRA/OIher
Facilities     Total Enforcement % of Total % of % of Total % of % of Total % of % of°Fotal % ofIndustry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions luspeclions Total Inspections Total Iospectious Total Inspections Total

Actions Actious Actions Actions

Metal Mining 142 211 10 52% 0% 40% 40% 8% 30% 0% 30%

Coal Mining 362 765 22 56% 82% 40% 14% 4%

Oil and Gas Extraction 874 1,173 34 82% 68% 10% 9% 9% 24%          0%      0%

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 1,48 i 2,451 91 87% 89% 10% 9% 3% 2% 0% 0%
Textiles 172 295 12 66% 75% 17% 17% 17% 8%
Lumber and Wood 279 507 52 51% 30% 6% 5% 44% 25% 0% 40%
Furniture 254 459 ! l 66% 45% 2% 0% 32% 45% 0% 9%
Pulp and Paper 317 788 74 54% 73% 32% 19% 14% 7% 0% I%
Printing 892 1,363 53 63% 77% 4% 0% 33% 23% 0% 0%
Inorganic Chemicals 200 548 31 35% 59% 26% 9% 39% 25% 0% 6%
Resins and Manmadc Fibers 173 419 36 38% 51% 24% 38% 38% 5% 0%
Pharmaceuticals 80 209 14 43% 71% 1 I% 14% 45% 14% 0% 0%

Organic Chemicals 259 837 56 40% 54% 13% 13% 47% 34% 0% 0%

Agricultural Chemicals 105 206 11 48% 55% 22% 0% 30% 36% 0% 9%

Petroleum Refining 132 565 132 49% 67% 17% 8% 34% 15% 0% 10%

Rubber and Plastic 466 791 41 55% 64% 10% 13% 35% 23% 0% 0%
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 255 678 27 62% 63% 10% 7% 28% 30% 0% 0%
Iron and Steel 197 866 34 52% 47% 23% 29% 26% 24% 0% 0%

Metal Castings 234 433 26 60% 58% 10% 8% 30% 35% 0% ! 0%

Honferrous Metals 108 310 28 44% 43% 15% 20% 41% 30% 0% 7%

Fabricaled Metal 849 1,377 83 46% 4 I% 1 I% 2% 43% 57% 0% 0%
Electronics 420 780 43 44% 37% 14% 5% 43% 53% 0% 5%

Automobile Assembly 507 i,058 47 53% 47% 7% 6% 41% 47% 0% 0%

Shipbuilding and Repair 22 51 4 54% 0% 11% 50% 35% 50% 0% 0%

Ground Transportation 1,585 2,499 103 64% 46% 1 I% 10% 26% 44% 0% 1%

Water Transportation 84 141 I I 38% 9% 24% 36% 38% 45% 0% 9%

Air Transportation 96 151 12 28% 33% i 5% 42% 57% 25% 0% 0%
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 1,318 2,430 135 59% 73% 32% 21% 9% 5% 0% 0%

IA36! 16 69% 56% !% 6% 30% 38% 0% 0%D/v Cleanin~ I 234
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs).

VlI.C.1. Review of Major Cases

As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY1995 and
FY1996 publications, about 17 significant enforcement actions were resolved
between 1995 and 1996 for the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural
Chemical Industry.

American Cyanamid Company On June 28, 1995, Region II issued an
administrative complaint against American Cyanamid Company for
violations at its Lederle Laboratories facility located in Pearl River, New
York. The complaint proposed assessment of a $272,424 fine for the
company’s failure to submit timely TRI Form I~ for 1,1,1-trichloroethane,
naphthalene, phosphoric acid, toluene, manganese compounds and zinc
compounds for the reporting years 1990, 1991, 1992, and 1993.

Precision Generators, Inc. The Regional Administrator signed a consent
order in the Precision Generators, Inc., a FIFRA case, in which the
respondent agreed to pay the proposed penalty of $4,000. The administrative
complaint cited the respondent’s sale and misbranding of its um’egistered
pesticide product ethylene fluid used to accelerate the ripening of fruits and
vegetables. Such a product isa "plant regulator" falling within the definition
of"pesticide" in FIFRA.

E.C. Geiger, Inc. On August 18, 1995, the Regional Administrator signed
a consent agreement and consent order finalizing settlement of the
administrative proceeding against E.C. Geiger, Inc. of Harleysville,
Pennsylvania, for violations of sections 12(a)(1)(A) and (B) of FIF17~, 7
U.S.C. section 136j(a)(1)(A) and (B). The complaint alleged that during
1992, Geiger sold or distributed an unregistered and misbranded pesticide
product, a rooting hormone called "Indole-3-butyric Acid-Horticultural
Grade." For these violations the complaint sought a $14,000 penalty. Geiger
has agreed to pay a penalty of $8,900.

Rhone-Poulenc, Inc. Region III reached a settlement with Rhone-Poulenc,
Inc., in a Part II administrative action brought for violations of RCRA boiler
and industrial furnace (BIF) regulations at Rahone-Poulenc’s Institute, West
Virginia plant. The settlement calls for Rhone-Poulenc to pay a penalty of
over $244,000 and to undertake numerous compliance tasks.
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IMC-Agrico Company On November 8, 1994, the Regional Administrator
ratified a consent decree between the United States and IMC-Agrico
Company concerning IMC’s violations of section 301(a) of the CWA. IMC
owns and operates phosphate rock mines and associated processing facilities
in Florida and Louisiana. Eight of its mineral extraction operations located
throughout Florida and its Port Sutton Phosphate Terminal located in Tampa,
Florida, were the subject of this referral. The action arose out of IMC’s
violation of its permit effluent limits for a variety of parameters including
dissolved oxygen, suspended solids, ammonia, and phosphorous, as well as
non-reporting and stormwater violations at the various facilities-over 1,500
permit violations total. The case was initiated following review of the facility
discharge monitoring reports and EPA and state inspections of the sites. The
consent decree settlement involved an up-front payment of $835,000 and a
$265,000 Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP). The pollution
prevention SEP involved converting IMC’s scrubber discharge and intake
water systems into a closed loop system, greatly reducing pollution loading
at the Port Sutton facility, by April 1995.

J.T. Eaton & Company, Inc. J.T. Eaton & Company, Inc. distributed and
sold at least 13 unregistered pesticides (mostly rodenticides). These
unregistered pesticides resulted from varying the form of the rodent bait and
the packaging of several of Eaton’s registered products (e.g., registered as a
bulk product) but sold in ready-to-use place packs. The company also
distributed and sold a misbranded pesticide product and made inaccurate
claims in advertising for another product. A stop sale, use, or removal order
and an administrative complaint were issued simultaneously on March 23,
1995. The penalty assessed in the complaint was $67,500. The complaint
was settled on August 25, 1995, for $40,000.

Citizens Elevator Co., Inc. Citizens Elevator Co. repackaged and
distributed and sold the pesticide "Preview" in five gallon buckets, many
bearing pie filling labels, to at least 24 customers, constituting the distribution
and sale of an unregistered pesticide. The complaint, issued June 30, 1994,
assessed a penalty of $108,000. In supplemental environmental projects for
the prevention of spills of pesticides and fertilizers and the safer, more
efficient storage and application of pesticides and fertilizer. The respondent
spent $184,771. A consent agreement signed June 30, 1995, settled the case
for $8,400.

Nitrogen Products, Inc. On September 25, 1995, a joint stipulation and
order of dismissal was filed in the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Arkansas. Nitrogen Products, Inc. (NPI), agreed to pay a civil
penalty of $243,600 to the United States for violations of the Clean Air Act,
and Subparts A and R of 40 CFR Part 61. The foreign parent corporation,
Internationale Nederlanden Bank, N.V., acquired the facility through
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foreclosure and expended over $2 million to cover the phosphogypsum stack
and regrade.

Micro Chemical, Inc. The illegal transportation of hazardous waste by a
Louisiana pesticide tbrmulation company, Micro Chemical, Inc., to an
unpermitted disposal facility, in violation of RCRA resulted in a $500,000
fine. five years of probation, and compliance with corrective action measures
contained in a corrective action administrative order on consent. In March
1990. Micro Chemical transported 100 cubic yards of hazardous waste from
its facility to a field in Baskin, Louisiana-a location that did not have a RCtL~.
permit. After its discovery, it was removed under the Louisiana Department
of Agriculture’s guidance. Micro Chemical has taken measures to stabilize
and prevent the spread of pesticide contamination from the Micro Chemical
facility site, as required by a RCRA 3008(h) corrective action administrative
order on consent. The order will result in the removal of all contaminated
soil at the site, and the remediation of all off-site contamination that has
migrated into a drainage basin located adjacent to the site.

Chempace Corporation On September 26, 1996, Region V PTES filed a
civil administrative complaint against Chempace corporation of Toledo, Ohio
alleging 99 counts for the distribution or sale of unregistered and misbranded
pesticides, and pesticide production in unregistered establishments. The total
proposed penalty in the complaint is $200,000. The case is significant in that
Chempace had, previous to the complaint, canceled all of the company’s
pesticide product registrations pursuant to section 4 of FIFRA, as well as their
establishment registration pursuant to section 7. However, the company
continued to produce and sell those canceled pesticides in a facility that was
not registered.

Northrup King Co. On September 30, 1996, as a result of a FIFRA
inspection conducted by Region V on March 27-28, 1996, Region V issued
a FIFRA civil complaint to Northrup King Co. of Golden Valley, Minnesota.
The pesticide involved in the case is a genetically engineered corn seed that
protects against the corn borer. Because this case is the first FIFRA
complaint involving a genetically engineered pesticide, the case is nationally
significant. The complaint alleged 21 counts of sale and distribution of an
unregistered pesticide, 21 counts for failure to file a Notice of Arrival for
pesticide imports, and 8 counts of pesticide production in unregistered
establishments, for a total proposed penalty of $206,500. A consent
agreement and consent order was filed simultaneously with, and in resolution
of the complaint. The respondent agreed to pay $165,200, which is the
largest penalty collected by Region V under FIFRA.

Micro Chemical. Micro Chemical is a pesticide formulating, mixing, and
packaging facility 3,000 feet up gradient of the Winnsboro’s groundwater
well complex. In March 1990, a release from the facility was reported by a
citizen. Investigations revealed that the company had attempted to dump 100
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cubic yards of pesticide contaminated soil offsite. People living near the
dump site became ill from the fumes and the state ordered the soil to be
returned to Micro Chemical. Ultimately a criminal case was initiated for the
midnight dumping. Other storage violations detected were the subject of an
administrative complaint issued in September 1992. A RCRA 3008(h) order
on consent was entered into on September 1994 to remediate the site. In
resolving the September 1992 complaint, a final order was issued on March
28. 1996. Micro Chemical agreed to pay a penalU of $25,000 and agreed to
fund a SEP valued at $25,000. The SEP established collection events for
household waste and waste pesticides in the Franklin Parish area. During
FY96, the SEP enabled about 100 tons of waste to be collected and properly
disposed.

Terra Industries, Inc. At the request of the Chemical Emergency
Prevention and Preparedness Office (CEPPO), and in accordance with section
112(r) of the CAA, EPA released the results of its investigation into the cause
of an explosion of the ammonium nitrate plant at this nitrogen fertilizer
manufacturing facility. The report released in January, 1996 identifies
numerous unsafe operating procedures at the plant as contributing factors to
the explosion, and recommends certain standard operating procedures which
would help prevent similar occurrences at ammonium nitrate production
facilities.

¯ 1,~The Terra explosion occurred on December a, 1994, killing four individuals
and injuring 18 others. It also resulted in the release of approximately 5,700
tons of anhydrous ammonia to the air and approximately 25,000 gallons of
nitric acid to the ground and required evacuation over a two-state area of over
2,500 persons from their homes.

In a subsequent action, an administrative civil complaint alleging violations
of EPCRA sections 213 and 313, and section 8(a) of TSCA, was filed citing
that Terra International failed to submit Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
information to EPA in a timely manner, and data submitted to EPA by Terra
failed to include releases of more than 17 million pounds of toxic chemicals
to the environment on-site.

Pfizer/AgrEvo Reporting of unreasonable adverse effects information is
required under FIFRA section 6(a)(2), and failure to submit such reports has
resulted in a $192,000 settlement involving AgrEvo Environmental Health,
Inc. and Pfizer, Inc. The case arose in early 1994 after an individual reported
disabling neurological symptoms and chemical sensitivity after using RID
products to kill lice. The ensuing EPA investigation revealed numerous
additional unreported incidents involving RID which is manufactured by
AgrEvo and distributed by Pfizer. EPA amended the complaint charging 24
counts against each company. FIFRA 6(a)(2) requires pesticide registrants
to submit to EPA any additional information (beyond that submitted in the
pesticide registration process) that they have regarding unreasonable adverse
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effects of their pesticides on human health or the environment. The
information is used by the Agency in the determination of risks associated
with pesticides.

Rohm and Haas Company This complaint cited Rohm and Haas for 66
violations under FIFRA section 12(a)(1)(c), for the distribution or sale of a
registered pesticide the composition of which differed from the composition
as described in its registration under FIFRA section 3. EPA registers
pesticides based upon the accurate assessment of components used in the
manufacture of the product. Use of an unapproved formula can lead to
production of a pesticide for which no assessment of risk has been
determined or result in unknown synergistic effects. Following settlement
negotiations, and in accordance with the FIFRA Enforcement Response
Policy, the original penalty of $330,000 was reduced to $118,800, based on
a 20% reduction to the gravity level, a 40% reduction for immediate self-
disclosure, mitigation, and corrective actions, and a 15% reduction for good
attitude, cooperation, and efforts to comply with FIFRA.

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s non-compliance
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. Information on SEP cases
can be accessed via the Intemet at http://es.epa.gov/oeca/sep.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those initiated independently by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

National Agricultural Compliance Assistance Center (Ag Center)

EPA’s Office of Compliance, with the support from the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), developed EPA’s National Agriculture
Compliance Assistance Center (Ag Center). The Ag Center offers
comprehensive, easy-to-understand information about approaches to
compliance that are both environmentally protective and agriculturally sound.

The Ag Center focuses on providing information about EPA’s own
requirements. In doing so, the center relies heavily on existing sources of
agricultural information and established distribution channels. Educational
and technical information on agricultural production is provided by the
USDA and other agencies, but assistance in complying with environmental
requirements has not traditionally been as readily available. The Ag Center
is currently working with USDA and other federal and state agencies to
provide the agricultural community, including regional and state regulatory,
agencies, with a definitive source for federal environmental compliance
information. The Ag Center offers information on a variety of topics,
including the following:

¯ Pesticides
¯ Animal waste management
¯ Emergency planning and response
¯ Groundwater and surface water
¯ Tanks / containment
¯ Solid / hazardous waste

Through a toll-free telephone number and a website that is regularly updated
and expanded, the Ag Center offers a variety of resources including:

¯ current news, compliance policies and guidelines, pollution
prevention information, sources of additional information and
expertise, and summaries of regulatory initiatives and
requirements

¯ user-friendly materials that consolidate information about
compliance requirements, pollution prevention, and technical
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assistance resources for use by regional and state assistance and
educational programs, trade associations, businesses, citizens, and
local governments

¯ agriculture-related information on reducing pollution and using
the latest pollution prevention methods and technologies

¯ information on ways to r-educe the costs of meeting environmental
requirements, including identification of barriers to compliance

The Ag Center’s toll-free number is 1-888-663-2155 and the website address
is: http://es.epa.gov/oeca/ag/

National Pesticide Information Retrieval System OVPIRS)

Purdue University has developed a collection of databases through their
Center for Environmental and Regulatory Information Systems. one of which
is the National Pesticide Information Retrieval System. NPIRS is a collection
of six databases related to pesticides, including product registration document
information, data submitter information, residue tolerances, fact sheets,
material safety data sheets, and the daily federal register. Full search access
to the NPIRS databases is by annual subscription.

Association of American Plant Food Control Officials (AAPFCO) Label Recommendations

The AAPFCO is considering a set of recommendations issued by a task force
of fertilizer producers and state officials. These recommendations call for
labeling and standards for non-nutrient constituents in fertilizer and directions
that will allow users to apply fertilizers at a rate that will not exceed these
standards. One proposed addition to labels is to list all raw materials,
including recycled wastes; however, the concentration of these materials will
not be required (ARA, 1997).

Agricultural Research Institute

ARI was founded in 1951 as a part of the National Academy of Sciences,
then incorporated separately in 1973. ARI analyzes agricultural problems and
promotes research by its members to solve them. ARI publishes annual
meeting minutes, a directory, books, pamphlets, and newsletters.

National Association of State Departments of Agriculture (’NASDA)

NASDA was founded in 1916 by directors of state and territorial departments
of agriculture to coordinate policies, procedures, laws, and activities between
the.states and federal agencies and Congress. NASDA conducts research,
holds a trade show, and distributes several bulletins, newsletters, and
directories.
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ChemAlliance

EPA’s Office of Compliance developed ChemAlliance, a new Compliance
Assistance Center for the chemical industry. Among its features is an exciting
"’expert help," which offers an interactive guide to finding compliance
resources specific to a user’s needs. Take a "virtual plant tour" to find out
which regulations apply to your company’s operations by clicking on a
detailed chemical plant illustration. ChemAlliance can be reached at
1-800-672-6048; its web site is located at. http://www, chemalliance.org,

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program (PESP)

The Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program (PESP) is a broad effort
by EPA, USDA, and the FDA to reduce pesticide use and risk in both
agriculture and nonagricultural settings. In September 1993, the three
agencies announced a federal commitment to two major goals: 1) developing
specific use/risk reduction strategies that include reliance on biological
pesticides and other approaches to pest control that are thought to be safer
than traditional chemical methods, and 2) by the year 2000, having 75 percent
of United States agricultural acreage adopt integrated pest management
programs.                                                    :

A key part of the PESP is the public/private partnership which began when
EPA, USDA, and FDA announced the partnership and more than 20 private
organizations signed on as charter members. All organizations with a
commitment to pesticide use/risk reduction are eligible to join the PESP,
either as Partners or Supporters. The PESP program has 35 partners.
Together, these partners represent at least 45,000 pesticide users. The
program has a goal of adding 35 new partners per year.

33/50 Program

The 33/50 Program is a ground breaking program that has focused on reducing
pollution from seventeen high-priority chemicals through voluntary partnerships with
industry. The program’s name stems from its goals: a 33% reduction in toxic
releases by 1992, and a 50% reduction by 1995, against a baseline of 1.5 billion
pounds of releases and transfers in 1988. The results have been impressive: 1,300
companies have joined the 33/50 Program (representing over 6,000 facilities) and
have reached the national targets a year ahead of schedule. The 33% goal was
reached in 1991, and the 50% goal -- a reduction of 745 million pounds of toxic
wastes -- was reached in 1994. The 33/50 Program can provide case studies on many
of the corporate accomplishments in reducing waste (Contact 33/50 Program Director
David Sarokin -- 202-260-6396).

Table 30 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that reported the
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SIC codes 2873, 2874, 2875, and 2879 to TRI. Some of the companies shown also
listed facilities that are not producing agricultural chemicals. The number or"
facilities within each company that are participating in the 33/50 program and that
report SIC codes 2873, 2874, 2875, and 2879 is shown. Where available and
quantifiable against 1988 releases and transfers, each company’s 33/50 goals tbr
1995 and the actual total releases and transfers and percent reduction between 1988
and 1995 are presented. Eleven of the seventeen target chemicals were reported to
TRI by agricultural chemical facilities in 1995.

Table 30 shows that 24 companies comprised of 78 facilities reporting SIC 287
participated in the 33/50 program. For those companies shown with more than one
agricultural chemical facility, all facilities may not have participated in 33/50. The
33/50 goals shown for companies with multiple facilities, however, were company-
wide, potentially aggregating more than one facility and facilities not carrying out
agricultural chemical operations. In addition to company-wide goals, individual
facilities within a company may have had their own 33/50 goals or may have been
specifically listed as not participating in the 33/50 program. Since the actual percent
reductions shown in the last column apply to only the companies’ agricultural
chemical facilities, direct comparisons to those company goals incorporating non-
agricultural chemical facilities or excluding certain facilities may not be possible.
For information on specific facilities participating in 33/50, contact David Sarokin
(202-260-6907) at the 33/50 Program Office.
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Table 30: Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry Participation in the 33/50
Program

Parent Company Company-Owned Company- Wide 1988 TRI Releases 1995 TR[ Releases % of Change

~Headquarters Location) Facilities Reposing % Reduction and Transti:rs of and Transfers of per Facility.

33/50 Chemicals GoaP 33/50 Chemicals 33/50 Chemicals (1988-1995~
(1988 to 1995) (pounds): (pounds):

AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORP 2 49 47,950 73,876 -54

MADISON, NJ

A RCADIAN CORP. 6 0 4,340 10,127 - 133

MEMPHIS. TN

BAY ZINC CO. INC. 1 50 77,250 252 100

MOXEE CITY, WA
CHEM-TECH LTD. 1 90 800 0 100

DES MOINES. IA
CHEVRON CORP. 3 50 8,746 0 100

SAN FRANCISCO. CA
CONAGRA INC. 6 8 17,086 5,238 69

OMAHA. NE
E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO 2 50 144,412 440,370 -205

WILMINGTON. DE

ELF AQUITAINE INC. 1 49 3,068 0 100

NEW YORK, NY

FIRST MISSISSIPPI CORP. 7 0 701,144 214,334 69

JACKSON, MS

FMC CORPORATION 5 50 6,190 2,339 62

CHICAGO. IL
GLAXO WELLCOME INC. 1 37 1,125 0 100

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK. NC
GOWAN COMPANY I 0 0 2,207 --

YUMA, AZ
IMC FERTILIZER GROUP INC. 7 0 56,350 51,548 9

NORTHBROOK. IL

ISK AMER!CAS INC. 2 50 884,412 726,713 18

ATLANTA, GA

LAROCHE HOLDINGS INC. 1 0 17,590 0 100

ATLANTA, GA
MALLINCKRODT GROUP INC. 1 44 0 0 -o

SAINT LOUIS, MO
MILES INC. 1 38 39,822 6,650 83

PITTSBURGH, PA
MONSANTO COMPANY 1 23 0 1,260 --

SAINT LOUIS, MO "
RHONE-POULENC INC. 21 50 3,128,263 1,392,117 55

MONMOUTH JUNCTION, NJ
SC JOHNSON & SON INC. 1 50 19,086 20,096 -5

RACINE, WI
SANDOZ CORPORATION 3 50 207,086 87,000 58

NEW YORK, NY
TALLEY INDUSTRIE~ I 0 8,243 2,289 72

PHOENIX, AZ

UNIVERSAL COOPERATIVES INC. 1 70 17,750 1,265 93

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

UNOCAL CORPORATION 2 50 0 9 --

LOS ANGELES, CA

Total 78 -- 5.390.713 3.037.690 44

Source: Umted States EPA 33/50 Program Office, 1997.
~ Company-Wide Reduction Goals aggregate all company-owned facilities which may include facilities not producing agricultural chemicals.
~ Releases and Transfers are from facilities only. 1995 33150 TRI data were not available at time of publication.
* = Reduction goal not quantifiable a~dainst 1988 TRI data ** = Use reduction [oal onl,v. *** ~ No numeric reduction [oal.
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Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s Reinventing
Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to achieve cost effective
environmental benefits by providing participants regulatory flexibility on the
condition that they produce greater environmental benefits. EPA and program
participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific
environmental objectives that the regulated entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide
regulatory flexibility as an incentive for the participants’ superior environmental
performance. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local
governments, businesses, and environmental groups.

There have been at least two Project XL proposals relating to fertilizer
production, however both of these have been either rejected or withdrawn.
PC S Nitrogen (formerly Arcadian Fertilizer) had proposed to reuse stockpiled
phosphogypsum as an ingredient in a soil enhancer. Another proposal by
Dow Chemical Company in Louisiana was to trade off equipment leak
reductions for relief from some emissions control, monitoring, reporting and
record-keeping requirements.

EPA hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories, including
industrial facilities, communities, and government facilities regulated by
EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis. For additional
information regarding XL projects, including application procedures and
criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Fax-on-
Demand Hotline 202-260-8590, Web: http://www.epa.gov/ProjectXL, or
Christopher Knopes at EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation 202-
260-9298)

Climate Wise Program

EPA’s ENERGY STAR Buildings Program is a voluntary, profit-based program
designed to improve the energy-efficiency in commercial and industrial buildings.
Expanding the successful Green Lights Program, ENERGY STAR Buildings was
launched in 1995. This program relies on a 5-stage strategy designed to maximize
energy savings thereby lowering energy bills, improving occupant comfort, and
preventing pollution -- all at the same time. If implemented in every commercial and
industrial building in the United States, ENERGY STAR Buildings could cut the
nation’s energy bill by up to $25 billion and prevent up to 35% of carbon dioxide
emissions. (This is equivalent to taking 60 million cars of the road). ENERGY STAR
Buildings participants include corporations; small and medium sized businesses;
local, federal and state governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities; and
health care facilities. EPA provides technical and non-technical support including
software, workshops, manuals, communication tools, and an information hotline.
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EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation manages the operation of the ENERGY STAR
Buildings Program. (Contact: Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 1-888-STAR-YES
or Maria TikoffVargas, EPA Program Director at 202-233-9178 or visit the ENERGY
STAR Buildings Program website at http://ww~v.epa.gov/appdstar/buildings/)

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of preventing
pollution by encouraging United States institutions to use energy-efficient lighting
technologies. I’he program saves money for businesses and organizations and creates
a cleaner environment by reducing pollutants released into the atmosphere. The
program has over 2,345 participants which include major corporations, small and
medium sized businesses, federal, state and local governments, non-profit groups,
schools, universities, and health care facilities. Each participant is required to survey
their facilities and upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. As of March 1997,
participants had lowered their electric bills by $289 million annually. EPA provides
technical assistance to the participants through a decision support software package,
workshops and manuals, and an information hotline. EPA’s Office of Air and
Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Green
Light/Energy Star Hotline at 1-888-STARYES or Maria TikoffVargar, EPA Program
Director, at 202-233-9178)

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWiSe Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid wastes by
promoting waste prevention, recycling collection and the manufacturing and purchase
of recycled products. As of 1997, the program had about 500 companies as
members, one third of whom are Fortune 1000 corporations. Members agree to
identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes setting waste reduction
goals and providing EPA with yearly progress reports. To member companies, EPA,
in ram, provides technical assistance, publications, networking opportunities, and
national and regional recognition. (Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at 1-800-372-9473
or Joanne Oxley, EPA Program Manager, 703-308-0199)

NICE~

The United States Department of Energy is administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics
(NICE3). By providing grants of up to 45 percent of the total project cost, the
program encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its source and become
more energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste minimization efforts.
Grants are used by industry to design, test, and demonstrate new processes and/or
equipment with the potential to reduce pollution and increase energy efficiency. The
program is open to all industries; however, priority is given to proposals from
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participants in the forest products, chemicals, petroleum refining, steel, aluminum,
metal casting and glass manufacturing sectors. (Contact:
http//www.oit.doe.gov/access/nice3, Chris Sifri, DOE, 303-275-4723 or Eric Hass,
DOE, 303-275-4728)

Design for the Environmont (DfE)

DfE is working with several industries to identify cost-effective pollution prevention
strategies that reduce risks to workers and the environment. DfE helps businesses
compare and evaluate the performance, cost, pollution prevention benefits, and
human health and environmental risks associated with existing and alternative
technologies. The goal of these projects is to encourage businesses to consider and
use cleaner products, processes, and technologies. For more information about the
DfE Program, call (202)-260-1678. To obtain copies of DfE materials or for general
information about DfE, contact EPA’s Pollution Prevention Information
Clearinghouse at (202) 260-1023 or visit the DfE Website at http://es.inel.gov/dfe.

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. State Advisory Groups                                         ~

Association of American Pesticide Control Officials (AAPCO)
P.O. Box 1249 Members: 55
Hardwick, VT 05843 Staff: 1
Phone: 802-472-6956
Fax: 802-472-6957 -
E-mail: aapco@plainfield.bypass.com

Formed in 1947, the Association of American Pesticide Control Officials
(AAPCO) consists of state and federal pesticide regulatory officials. All
federal and provincial Canadian officials, officials of all North American
countries involved with the regulation of pesticides may be members of
AAPCO as well. AAPCO holds meetings twice a year and publishes an
annual handbook that contains uniform policies and model pesticide
legislation that the association has adopted.

AAPCO aims to promote uniform and effective state legislation and pesticide
regulatory programs. Its other objectives are to develop inspection
procedures, to promote labeling and safe use of pesticides, to provide
opportunities for members to exchange information, and to work with
industry to promote the usefulness and effectiveness of pesticide products.

R0074239
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State FIFRA Issues Research and Evaluation Group (SFIREG)
P.O. Box 1249 Members:
Hardwick, VT 05843 10 state representatives
Phone: 802-472-6956
Fax: 802-472-6957
E-mail: aapco@plainfield.bypass.com

The State FIFRA Issues Research and Evaluation Group evolved in 1978 out
of a cooperative agreement between the EPA’s Office of Pesticide Programs
(OPP) and the Association of American Pesticide Control Officials
(AAPCO). SFIREG is an independent but related body of AAPCO that
provides state comments to the Office of Pesticide Programs on issues
relating to the manufacture, use and disposal of pesticides. Its membership
is comprised often state representatives, who represent and are selected by
the states in each of the ten EPA Regions.

R0074240
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VIII.C.2. Trade Associations

Association of American Plant Food Control Officials (,~PFCO)
University of Kentucky Members: 200
Division of Regulatory. Services
103 Regional Services Building
Lexington, KY 40546-0275
Phone: 606-257-2668

606-257-2970
Fax: 606-257-7351

The AAPFCO is an organization of state fertilizer control officials from the
United States and Canada who are involved in the administration of fertilizer
regulations and laws. The AAPFCO’s purpose is to achieve uniformity
throughout their membership with regards to promoting effective legislation.
adequate sampling, accurate labeling, and safe use of fertilizers, as well as to
study and discuss relevant issues.

Agricultural Retailers Association (ARA)
11701 Borman Dr., Ste. I10 Members: 1,100
St. Louis, MO 63146 Staff: 17
Phone: 800-844-4900
Fax: 314-567-6808

The Agricultural Retailers Association was founded in 1954 and is made up
of dealers, manufacturers, and suppliers of fluid fertilizers and agrichemicals,
as well as equipment manufacturers, retail affiliations, and state association
affiliates. ARA was formerly known as the National Nitrogen Solutions
Association. Their publications include Agricultural Retailers Association-
Membership Directory and Buyer’s Guide (annual), Connections, a
bimonthly newsletter, and the Fluid Fertilizer Manual.

Fertilizer Industry Round Table (FIRT)
5234 Glen Arm Rd. Nonmembership
Glen Arm, MD 21057
Phone: 410-592-6271
Fax: 410-592-5796

The Fertilizer Industry Round Table was founded in 195 I. Participants
include production, technical, and research personnel in the fertilizer
industry. FIRT acts as a forum for discussion of technical and production
problems. They hold an annual meeting and publish the proceedings.
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The Fertilizer Institute (TFI)
501 2nd St., NE Members: 300
Washington, DC 20002 Staff: 22
Phone: 202-675-8250
Fax: 202-544-8123

The Fertilizer Institute was founded in 1970 and now has 48 affiliated groups.
Members include producers, manufacturers, retailers, trading firms, and
equipment manufacturers. TFI represents members in various legislative.
educational, and technical areas, and provides information and public
relations programs. Publications include: Directory of Fertilizer References.
annual; Fertilizer Facts and Figures, annual; Fertilizer Institute--Action
Letter, monthly; Fertilizer Record, periodic.

Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA)
1300 Wilson Blvd. Members: 185
Arlington, VA 22209 Staff: 280
Phone: 703-741-5000
Fax: 703-741-6000

The Chemical Manufacturers Association was founded in 1872 and now has
a budget of $36 million. CMA conducts advocacy and administers research
areas of broad import to chemical manufacturing, such as pollution
prevention and other special research programs. CMA also conducts
committee studies, operates the Chemical Emergency Center (CHEMTREC)
for guidance to emergency service on handling emergencies involving
chemicals and the Chemical Reference Center which offers health and safety
information about chemicals to the public. Publications include semi-
monthly newsletters, ChemEcology and CMA News, and the CMA Directory
and User’s Guide.

Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association (CSMA)
1913 Eye St., NW Members: 425
Washington, DC 20006 Staff: 31
Phone: 202-872-8110
Fax: 202-872-8114

The Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association was founded in 1914
and is made up of manufacturers, marketers, formulators, and suppliers of
household, industrial, and personal care chemical specialty products such as
pesticides, cleaning products, disinfectants, sanitizers, and polishes. CSMA
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serves as a liaison to federal and state agencies and public representatives.
provides intbrmation and sponsors seminars on governmental activities and
scientific developments.

American Crop Protection Association (ACPA)
1156 15th St., NW, Ste. 400 Members: 82
Washington, DC 20005 Staff: 29
Phone: 202-296-1585
Fax: 202-463-0474

The American Crop Protection Association was founded in 1933 and now has
a budget of $7 million. Members include companies involved in producing
or formulating agricultural chemical products including agricultural
fumigants, agricultural scalicides, chemical plant sprays and dusts, defoliants,
soil disinfectants, weed killers, and others. It is comprised of legislative,
regulatory and science departments and publishes a periodic bulletin,
manuals, Growing Possibilities, quarterly, and This Week and Next, weekly.

Western Crop Protection Association (WCPA)
3835 N. Freeway Blvd. Ste. 140 Members: 170
Sacramento, CA 95834 Staff: 6
Phone: 916-568-3660
Fax: 916-565-0113

The WCPA is a regional organization of manufacturers, formulators,
distributors, and dealers of basic pesticide chemicals and suppliers of
solvents, diluents, emulsifiers, and containers. They are affiliated with the
American Crop Protection Association. They publish several bulletins and
periodicals.

National Pest Control Association (NPCA)
8100 Oak St. Members: 2,300
Durra Loring, VA 22027 Staff: 21
Phone: 703-573-8330
Fax: 703-573-4116

The National Pest Control Association was founded in 1933 and now has a
budget of $2.8 million. Members include companies engaged in control of
insects, rodents, birds, and other pests. NPCA provides advisory services on

control procedures, new products, and safety and business administration
practices. NPCA sponsors research at several universities, furnishes,
technical information and advice to standards and code writing groups, and
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maintains an extensive library on pests. NPCA publishes many titles
including manuals, newsletters, membership guides, technical releases, and
reports.

International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC)
PO Box 2040 Nonmembership
Muscle Shoals, AL 35662 Staff: 180
Phone: 205-381-6600
Fax: 205-381-7408

The International Fertilizer Development Center was founded in 1974 and
includes participants such as scientists, engineers, economists and specialists
in market research and development and communications. IFDC uses a $13.5
million budget to try to alleviate world hunger by increasing agricultural
production in the tropics and subtropics through development of improved
fertilizers. IFDC sponsors and conducts studies in fertilizer efficiencies and
offers courses on fertilizer production, environmental issues, and crop
sustainability. They maintain greenhouses and laboratories, and publish
several periodicals and manuals.

United Products Formulators and Distributors Association(UPFDA)
1 Executive Concourse No. 103    Members: 102
Duluth, GA 30136 Staff: 1
Phone: 404-623-8721
Fax: 404-623-1714

The United Products Formulators and Distributors Association was founded
in 1968 and is made up of companies engaged in formulatingand distributing
pesticide products. The UPFDA works to solve problems of member
companies and promote sound and beneficial legislation and to cooperate
with allied industries.

North American Horticultural Supply Association (NAHSA)
1790 Arch St. Members: 135
Philadelphia, PA 19103 Staff: 3
Phone: 215-564-3484
Fax: 215-564-2175

The North American Horticultural Supply Association was founded in 1988
and represents horticultural supplies such as greenhouse building materials
and supplies, pesticides, and fertilizers. The NAHSA works to strengthen
and enhance the relationship between manufacturers and distributors and
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promotes distribution in the market. They publish a quarterly newsletter,
NAHSA News, and an annual Industry Calendar.

American Agricultural Economics Association (AAEA)
11 I0 Buckeye Ave. Members: 4,500
Ames, IA 50010-8063 Staff: 6
Phone: 515-233-3202
Fax: 515-233-3101

The American Agricultural Economics Association, founded in 1910, is a
professional society of state, federal, and industrial agricultural economists,
teachers, and extension workers. The AAEA works to further knowledge of
agricultural economics through scientific research, instruction, publications,
meetings, and other activities. They publish a bimonthly newsletter, a semi-
bimonthly American Journal of Agricultural Economics, a quarterly
magazine Choices, and a biennial Handbook Directory.

Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP)
1313 5th St., SE, No. 303
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Phone: 612-379-5980
Fax: 612-379-5982

The IATP was founded in 1986 and has an annual budget of $1.15 million.
They maintain a speakers bureau and conduct research programs on trade
agriculture, global institutions, North-South relations, and the Third World.
They publish several periodical bulletins.

California Fertilizers Association (CFA)
1700 1 St., Ste. 130
Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: 916-441-1584
Fax: 916-441-2569

The CFA represents fertilizer manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, and
retail dealers that sell products within California. They maintain a legislative
hotline and publish studies and handbooks on issues pertaining to fertilizers.
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American Society of Agronomy (ASA)
677 S. Segoe Rd. Members: 12,500
Madison, WI 53711 Staff: 30
Phone: 608-273-8080
Fax: (608) 273-2021

The ASA was founded in 1907 and presently operates on a budget of 2.5
million dollars per year. ASA is a professional society of plant breeders, soil
scientists, chemists, educators, technicians, and other concerned with crop
production and soil management. ASA sponsors fellowship programs and
provides placement service. ASA publishes annual, bimonthly, and monthly
periodicals as well as special publications.

Potash and Phosphate Institute (PPI)
655 Engineering Drive No. 110 Members: 14
Norcross, GA 30092 Staff: 30
Phone: 770-447-0335
Fax: 770-448-0439 ¯

PPI supports scientific research in the areas of soil fertility, soil testing, plant
analysis, and tissue testing. PPI participates in farmers meetings, workshops,
and training courses and publish a quarterly magazine, Better Crops with
Plant Food.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS
For further information on selected topics within the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical
Industry, a list of contacts and publications are provided below.
Contacts6

Name Organization Telephone Subject

Michelle C. Yaras EPA, Office of Enforcement and 202 564-4153 Notebook Contact
Compliance Assurance (OECA),
Agriculture and Ecosystems Division,
Agriculture Branch

Arty Williams EPA, Office of Prevention, Pesticides 703 305-5239 Ground Water Pesticide
and Toxic Substances (OPPT) Management Plan Rule

Jean Franc EPA, OPPT 703 305-5944 Food Quality. Protection Act

Paul Parsons EPA, OPPT 703 308-9073 FIFRA Data Requirements

David Stangel EPA, OECA 202 564-4162 Stored or Suspended
Pesticides; Good Laboratory
Practice Standards; Pesticide
Management and Disposal

Joseph Hogue EPA, OPPT 703 308-9072 FIFRA
Restricted Use
Classifications

Robert McNally EPA, OPPT 703 308-8085 FIFRA Pesticide Tolerances

Joseph Nevola EPA, OPPT 703 308-8037 FIFRA Pesticide Tolerances

Ellen Kramer EPA, OPPT 703 305-6475 FIFRA Pesticide Tolerances

Carol Peterson EPA, OPPT 703 305-6598 FIFRA Tolerance Fee
Structure

Robert A. Forrest EPA, OPPT 703 308-9376 FIFRA Exemptions

Nancy Fitz EPA, OPPT 703 305-7385 FIFRA Pesticide
Management and Disposal

Cathleen Barnes EPA, OPPT 703 305-7101 FIFRA Prior Informed
Consent

John MacDonald EPA, OPPT 703 305-7370    Certification and Training

Kevin Keaney EPA, OPPT 703 305-5557 FIFRA Worker Protection
Standards

The following people received a draft copy of this Sector Notebook and may have provided

6 Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable information and comments during the development of

this d.ocument. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily
endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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comments.

Name Organization Telephone

Paul Bangser EPA, Office of General Counsel. Water Division 202 260-7630

Philip J. Ross EPA. Office of General Counsel, Pesticides and Toxic 202 260-0779
Substances Division

Don Olson, Chief EPA, Industrial Branch, OECA, Office of Regulatory 202 564-5558
Enforcement, Water Enforcement Division

Jon Jacobs EPA, OECA, Office of Regulatory Enforcement, Case 202 564-4037
Development, Policy and Enforcement Branch -Eastern
Regions, Yoxics and Pesticides Enforcement Division

Jerry Stubbs EPA, Case Development, Policy and Enforcement Branch-202 564-4178
Western Regions, Toxics and Pesticides Enforcement
Division, Office of Regulatory. Enforcement

Anne E. Lindsay, EPA, Field and External Affairs Division 703 305-5265
Director Office of Pesticide Programs

Marcia E. Mulkey, EPA, Office of Pesticide Programs 703 305-7090
Director

Artie Williams, EPA, Environmental Field Branch, Field and External 703 305-5239
Chief Affairs Division, Office of Pesticide Programs

Seth Heminway EPA, OC Sector Notebook Coordinator 202 564-7017

Sam Silverman EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 617 565-3443
Region 1

Laura Livingston EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 212 637-4059
Region 2

Samantha Fairchild EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 215 814-5710
Region 3

Sherri Fields EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 404 562-9684
Region 4

Tinka Hyde EPA, EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 312 886-9296
Region 5

Robert Lawrence EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 214 665-6580
Region 6

Diane Callier EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 913 551-7459
Region 7

Mike Gaydosh EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 303 312-6773
Region 8

Jo-Ann Semones EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 415 744-1547
Region 9

Ron Kreizenbeck EPA, Enforcement Coordinator 206 553-1265
Region 10

Edward M. White Assistant Pesticide Administrator, Indiana State Chemist765 494-1587
Office, Purdue University
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Dale Dubberly, Chief Bureau of Compliance Monitoring 850 488-8731
Florida Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services

Robin Rosenbaum Pesticide Registration Manager, Pesticide & Plant Pest 517 335-6542
Management Division, Michigan Department of
Agriculture

Buzz Vance Nebraska Department of Agriculture 402 471-6853

Donnie Dippel Assistant Commissioner, Pesticide Programs, Texas 512 463-7476
Department of Agriculture

Paul Kindinger Agricultural Retailers Association (ARA) 314 567-6655

Joel Padmore Association of American Plant Food Control Officials 919 733-7366

(AAPFCO), Food & Drug Protection Division
North Carolina Department of Agriculture

Renee Pinel California Fertilizers Association 916 441-1584

Mark Muller Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy 612 870-3420

Rick Kirchhoff National Association of State Departments of Agriculture 202 296-9680

(NASDA)

Robert Rosenberg National Pest Control Association 703 573-8330

Robert E. Roberts Executive Director 202 624-3660

Environmental Council of States (ECOS)

Diane Bateman The Fertilizer Institute (TFI) 202 675-8250

Jay Vroom American Crop Protection Association 202 296-1585
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Section II: Introduction to the Fertilizer, Pesticide, and Agricultural Chemical Industry

1992 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series." Agricultural Chemicals, United States Department
of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Economics and Statistics Administration, Washington, DC, May
1995.

1987 Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget, 1987.

Aspelin, Arnold, Pesticide Industry Sales and Usage, 1994 and 1995 Market Estimates, Office of
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances, USEPA, August 1997.

"Facts and Figures for the Chemical Industry," Chemical and Engineering News, June 23, 1998.

Hodge, Charles A. and Popovici, Neculai N., ed., Pollution Control in Fertilizer Production, Marcel
Dekker, Inc., 1994.

Hoffmeister, George. "Fertilizers", Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 4’hed New
York: John Wiley & Sons. 1993.

Kent, James A., ed., Riegel’s Handbook of Industrial Chemistry, Ninth edition, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, New York, 1992.

Ollinger, Michael, and Fernandez-Comejo, Jorge. Regulation, Innovation, and Market Structure in
the United States Pesticide Industry, Economic Research Service, USDA, June 1995.

Andrilenas, Paul, and Vroomen, Harry. United States Department of Agriculture, Seven Farm Input
Industries, Fertilizer, Economic Research Service, U.S.D.A., September 1990.

Dun & Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, 1997.

United Nations Environment Programme and United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
Mineral Fertilizer Production and the Environment, UNEP, Paris, 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Enforcement, Planning, Targeting & Data
Division,, FIFRA, section 7 Data System, United States EPA. 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Development Document for Best Available
Technology, Pretreatment Technology, and New Source Performance Technology for the Pesticide
Formulating, Packaging, and Repackaging Industry- Final, EPA, Office of Water, Washington, DC,
September 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Biopesticides Web Site, Office of Pesticide
Programs, <http://www.epa.gov/oppbppdl/biopesticides/>, August 1999.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors
(AP-42), Fifth edition, EPA, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park,
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NC, July 1993.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Guides to Pollution Prevention, The Pesticide
Formulating Industry, EPA, Center for Environmental Research Information, Cincinnati, February
1990.

United States Industry & Trade Outlook ’98, United States Department of Commerce, International
Trade Administration, Washington, DC, 1998.

United States International Trade Commission, Industry & Trade Summary, Pesticide Products and
Formulations, USITC Publication 2750, Office of Indus~xies, March 1994.

Section III: Industrial Process Description

Air and Waste Management Association, Buonicore, Anthony J. and Davis, Wayne T., ed., Air
Pollution Engineering Manual, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1992.

Cremlyn, R., Pesticides, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1978.

Hargett, Norman and Pay, Ralph, "Retail Marketing of Fertilizers in the United States" Presented
at the Fertilizer Industry Round Table, Atlanta, Georgia, 1980.

Hoffmeister, George. "Fertilizers", Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 4’h od
Volume 10, New York: John Wiley & Sons. i993.

Kroschwitz, Jacqueline, and Howe-Grant, Mary (eds.). "Ammonia", Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of
Chemical Technology, 4’hed Volume 2, New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1992.

Hodge, Charles A. and Popovici, Neculai N., ed., Pollution Control in Fertilizer Production, Marcel
Dekker, Inc., 1994.

Kent, James A., ed., Riegel’s Handbook of Industrial Chemistry, Ninth edition, Van Nostrand
Reinhold, New York, 1992.

Korcak, R.F. "Utilization of Coal Combustion By-Products in Agriculture and Horticulture,"
Agricultural Utilization of Urban and Industrial By-Products, American Society of Agronomy,
Madison, WI, 1995.

Lewis, Richard J., Sr., ed., Hawley’s Condensed Chemical Dictionary, Twelfth edition, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1993.

Manual on Fertilizer Statistics, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome,
1991.

Miller, W.P. "Environmental Considerations in Land Application of By-Product Gypsum,"
Agricultural Utilization of Urban and Industrial By-Products, American Society of Agronomy,
Madfson, WI, 1995.
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Nielson. Francis Y., Manual of Fertilizer Processing, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York, 1987.

The Fertilizer Institute (TFI), comments submitted by Jim Skillen on a draft of this Sector Notebook.
September 1999.

United Nations Environment Programme, Mineral Fertilizer Production and the Environment,
Technical Report N.26, United Nations Industrial Development Organization, 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Compilation o fAir Pollutant Emission Factors
(AP-42), Fifth edition, EPA, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park,
NC, July 1993a.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Development Document for Best Available
Technology, Pretreatment Technology, and New Source Performance Technology for the Pesticide
Formulating, Packaging, and Repackaging Industry- Final, EPA, Office of Water, Washington, DC.
September 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Development Document for Effluent Limitations
Guidelines and New Source Performance Standards for the Basic Fertilizer Chemicals Segment of
the Fertilizer Manufacturing Point Source Category, EPA, Office of Air and Water Programs,
Washington, DC, March 1974.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Guides to Pollution Prevention, The Pesticide
Formulating Industry, Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory and Center for Environmental
Research Information, Office of Research and Development, February 1990.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Pesticide Industry Sales and Usage, 1994 and 1995
Market Estimates, Office of Prevention, Pesticidesand Toxic Substances, August 1997.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Report to Congress for Cement Kiln Dust. Volume
II: Methods and Findings. Springfield, VA: United States Department of Commerce, December
1993b.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1996 Toxics Release Inventory Database.

Water Environment Federation, Pretreatment of Industrial Wastes, Manual of Practice FD-3,
Alexandria, VA, 1994.

Section IV: Chemical Release and Transfer Profile

United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1996 Toxics Release Inventory Database.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1995 Toxics Release Inventory Database.

United States EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, 1997.
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United States Environmental Protection Agency, 1995 Toxics Release Inventoq Public Data
Release, United States EPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics, April 1997. (EPA 745-R-97-
005)

Section V: Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Calitbmia Fertilizer Association, Dry and Liquid Fertilizer Handling Guidelines for Retail Fertilizer
Facilities. CFA, http://www.calfertilizer.org/fertguide.html, November 1996.

Hunt, Gary,, et. al., eds. Case Summaries of Waste Reduction by Industries in the Southeast. Waste
Reduction Resource Center tbr the Southeast, North Carolina department of Natural Resources and
Community Development, Raleigh, NC, July 1989.

Preventing Pollution in the Chemical Industry, Five Years of Progress, Chemical Manufacturers
Association. 1993.

United Nations Environment Programme, Mineral Fertilizer Production and the Environment,
Technical Report N.26, United Nations Industrial Development Organization, 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Development Document for Best Available
Technology, Pretreatment Technology, and New Source Performance Technology for the Pesticide
Formulating, Packaging, and Repackaging lndustry- Final, EPA, Office of Water, Washington, DC,
September 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Guides to Pollution Prevention, The Pesticide
Formulating Industry, EPA, Center for Environmental Research Information, Cincinnati, February
1990.

Section VI: Summary. of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations

Haugrud, K. Jack. "Agriculture," Chapter 8 in Sustainable Environmental Law, Integrating Natural
Resource and Pollution Abatement Law from Resources to Recovery, Environmental Law Institute,
St. Paul, 1993.

Landfair, Stanley W. "Toxic Substances Control Act," Chapter 11 in Environmental Law Handbook,
12th ed., Government Institutes, Inc., Rockville, MD, 1993.

Miller, Marshall E. "Federal Regulation of Pesticides," Chapter 13 in Environmental Law
Handbook, 12th ed., Government Institutes, Inc., Rockville, MD, 1993.

Section VII: Compliance and Enforcement History

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Data obtained from EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (1DEA) system in 1997.
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Section VIII: Compliance Activities and Initiatives

Agricultural Retailers Association, Retailer Facts by FAX, ARA Weekly, November 7, 1997.

Center for Environmental and Regulatory Information Services. <http://www.ceris.purdue.edu>

Jaszczak, Sandra, ed. Gale Encyclopedia of Associations. 31st ed., International Thomson
Publishing Co., 1996.

United States Environmental Protection Agency, 33/50 Program Office, 1997.
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Aancultural Crop Production Industry, General Information

GENERAL INFORMATION

l-his report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by GeoLogics Corporation
(Alexandria, VA), Abt Associates (Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation
(McLean, VA), and Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). A listing of available Sector
Notebooks is included on the tbllowing page.

Obtaining copies:

Electronic versions of all sector notebooks are available via Internet on the EnviroSenSe World
Wide Web at www.epa.gov/oecaJsector. EnviroSenSe is a free, public, environmental exchange
system operated by EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and Office of Research
and Development. The Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and
the general public to share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies;
environmental enl~brcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and
policies; points of contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network
welcomes receipt of environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private
person or organization. Direct technical questions to the "Feedback" button on the bottom of the
web page.

Purchase printed bound copies from the Government Printing Office (GPO) by consulting the
order form at the back of this document or order via the Internet by visiting the on-line GPO Sales
Product Catalog at http://orders.access.gpo.gov/su docs/sale/prf/prf.htmi. Search using the exact
title of the document "Profile of the XXXX Industry-7’ or simply "Sector Notebook." When ordering,
use the GPO document number found on the order form at the back of this document.

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, including public and
academic libraries; federal, state, tribal, and local governments; and the media from EPA’s National
Service Center for Environmental Publications at (800) 490-9198. When ordering, use the EPA
publication number found on the following page.

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Direct general questions
about the Sector Notebook Project to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564=7017

For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to
the Contact names listed on the following page.
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SECTOR NOTEBOOK CONTACTS

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents should be directed to the specialists
listed below. See the Notebook web page at: www.epa.gov/oeca/sector for the most recent titles
and staff contacts.

EPA Publication
Number Industry Contact PhoneEPA/310-R-95-001.Profile of the Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 202-564-7073EPA/310-R-95-002.Profile of the Electronics and Computer Industry* Steve Hoover 202-564-7007EPA/310-R-95-003.Profile of the Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 202-564-7021EPA/310-R-95-004.Profile of the Inorganic Chemical Industry* Walter DeRieux 202-564-7067EPA/310-R-95-005.Profile of the Iron and Steel Industry Mafia Malave 202-564-7027EPA/310-R-95-006.Profile of the Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Hemmway 202-564-7017EPA/310-R-95-007.Profile of the Fabricated Metal Products Industry* Scott Throwe 202-564-7013EPA/310-R-95-008.Profile of the Metal Mining Industry Maria Malave 202-564-5027EPA/310-R-95-009.Profile of the Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Anthony Raia 202-564-6045EPA/310-R-95-010.Profile of the Nonferrous Metals Industry Debbie Thomas 202-564-5041EPAJ310-R-95-01 I.Profile of the Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining IndustryRob Lischinsky 202-564-2628EPA/310-R-95-012.Profile of the Organic Chemical Industry * Walter DeRieux202-564-7067EPA/310-R-95-013.Profile of the Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 202-564-7003EPA/310-R-95-014.Profile of the Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 202-564-7072EPA/310-R-95-015.Profile of the Pulp and Paper Industry Seth Heminway 202-564-7017EPA/310-R-95-016.Profile of the Rubber and Plastic Industry

202-564-2310EPA/310-R-95-017.Profile of the Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Ind.Scott Throwe 202-564-7~) 13EPA/310-R-95-018.Profile of the Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057EPA/3 I0-R-97-001. Profile of the Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop202-564-7057EPA/310-R-97-002.Profile of the Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057EPA~310-R-97-003.Profile of the Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057EPA/310-R-97-004.Profile of the Metal Casting Industry Steve Hoover 202-564-7007EPA/310-R-97-005.Profile of the Pharmaceuticals Industry Emily Chow 202-564-7071EPA/310-R-97-006.Profile of the Plastic Resin and Mari-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 202-564-7074EPA/3 I0-R-97-007. Profile of the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation
Industry Rafael Sanchez 202-564-7028EPA~3 I0-R-97-008.Profile of the Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Anthony Raia 202-564-6045EPA/310-R-97-009.Profile of the Textile Industry

202-564-2310EPA~310-R:97-010.Sector Notebook Data Refresh- 1997 ** Seth Heminway 202-564-7017EPA/310-R-98-001.Profile of the Aerospace Indns~a3, Anthony Raia 202-564-6045EPA/310-R-99-006.Profile of the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry Dan Chadwick 202-564-7054EPA/310-R-00-001.Profile of the Agricultural Crop Production IndustryGinah Mortensen 913-551-5211EPA~310-R-00-002.Profile of the Agricultural Livestock Production
Indusla’y Ginah Mortensen 913-551-5211EPA/310-R-00-O03. Profile of the Agricultural Chemical, Pesticide and
Fertilizer Industry Michelle Yaras 202-564-4153

Government Series
EPA/310-R-99-001. Profile of Local Government Operations                            202-564-2310

¯ Spanish translations available.
¯ * This document revises compliance, enforcement, and toxic release inventory data for all profiles published in 1995.
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LIST OF .ACRONYMS

ACM Asbestos-Containing Materials
AFO Animal Feeding Operations
AFPA American Forest Paper Association
AFS AIRS Facility Subsystem (CAA database)
ANSI American National Standards Institute
BI2" Boiler and Industrial Furnace
BLM Bureau of Land Management
BMP Best Management Practices
BOD Biochemical Oxygen Demand
Bt Bacillus thuringiensis
CAA Clean Air Act
CAAA Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
CCAP Climate Change Action Plan
CDA Controlled Droplet Application
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
CERCLIS CERCLA Information System (CERCLA database)
CESQG Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator
CFC Chlorofluorocarbon
CFO Conservation Farm Option
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CNMP Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan
CPA Conservation Priority Area
CREP Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
CRP Conservation Reserve Program
CWA Clean Water Act
CWAP Clean Water Action Plan
CZARA Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
DOT United States Department of Transportation
DOJ United States Department of Justice
DUN Dun and Bradstreet
EMS Environmental Management Systems
EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
EQIP Environmental Quality Incentives Program
ESPP Endangered Species Protection Program
FDA United States Food and Drug Administration
FFDCA Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
FINDS Facility Indexing System
FQPA Food Quality Protection Act
FR Federal Register
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LIST OV ACRONYMS

FS Forest Service
FSA Farm Service Agency
FWS Fish and Wildlife Service
FY Fiscal Year
GPS Global Positioning System
HAP Hazardous Air Pollutant (CAA)
HSWA Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
HUD United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
IDEA Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
[PM Integrated Pest Management
ISO International Organization for Standardization
LDR Land Disposal Restrictions (RCRA)
LEPC Local Emergency Planning Committee
LQG Large Quantity Generator
MACT Maximum Achievable Control Technology (CAA)
MCL Maximum Contaminant Level
MCLG Maximum Contaminant Level Goal
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet
NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CA_A)
NAICS North American Industrial Classification System
NASS National Agricultural Statistics Service
NCDB National Compliance Database, Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic

Substances
NCP National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NICE3 National Industrial Competitiveness Through Energy, Environment, and

Economics
NOA Notice of Arrival
NPS Nonpoint Source Management Program
NESHAP National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NFS National Forest System
NOAA. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
NPL National Priorities List
NRC National Response Center
NRCS Natural Resources Conservation Service
NSPS New Source Performance Standards (CAA)
OECA Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance

¯ OMB Office of Management and Budget
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
PCB Polychlorinated Biphenyl
PCS Permit Compliance System
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONTINUWD)

PESP Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program
PMN Premanufacture Notice
POTW Publicly Owned Treatment Works
PWS Public Water Systems
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RCRIS RCRA Information System (RCRA database)
RMP Risk Management Plan
RQ Reportable Quantities
RUP Restricted Use Pesticides
SARA Superfund ~Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SDWA Safe Drinking Water Act
SEP Supplemental Environmental Project
SERC State Emergency Response Commission
SIC Standard Industrial Classification
SIP State Implementation Plan
SPCC Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure
SQG Small Quantity Generator
TMDL Total Maximum Daily Load
TRI Toxic Release Inventory
TRIS Toxics Release Inventory System
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act
TSS Total Suspended Solids
UIC Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
UST Underground Storage Tank (RCRA)
WHIP Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
WPS Worker Protection Standard Requirements for Users
WRP Wetlands Reserve Program
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary. of the Sector Notebook Project

Envirorunental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution (such as economic sector, and community-based approaches)
are becoming an important supplement to traditional single-media approaches
to environmental protection. ]snvironmental regulatory agencies are beginning
to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility permitting,
compliance assurance, education/outreach, research, and regulatory
development issues. The central concepts driving the new policy direction are
that pollutant releases to each environmental medium (air, water and land)
affect each other, and that environmental strategies must actively identify and
address these interrelationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility.
One way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental policies
addressing all media for similar industrial facilities. By doing so,
environmental concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar
products can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the
need to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach by the ]SPA Office of
Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance witl~in
the Office of ]snforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to provide its
staff and managers with summary information for eighteen specific industrial
sectors. As other ]SPA offices, states, the regulated community, environmental
groups, and the public became interested in this project, the scope of the
original project was expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common
sense environmental protection measures for specific industries is dependent
on knowledge of several interrelated topics. For the purposes of this project,
the key elements chosen for inclusion are: general industry information
(economic and geographic); a description of industrial processes; pollution
outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; federal statutory and regulatory
framework; compliance history; and a description of partnerships that have
been formed between regulatory agencies, the regulated community and the
public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above alone could be the subject of a
lengthy volume. However, to produce a manageable document, this project
focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This format
provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references where more
in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was researched
from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be explored further based upon the references
listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the information included, each
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notebook ~vent through an external document review process. The Office of
Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated in this process
and enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-date summaries.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project,
401 M St., SW (2223~.A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
sent via the web page.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates the
relative national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may have.
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. For this
reason, the Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental
agencies and other groups to supplement or repackage the information
included in this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory
information that may be available. Additionally, interested states may want to
supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations"
section with state and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers also may want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more
detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of
this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further
development oft.he information or policies addressed within this volume. If
you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks, please
contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2310.

R0074268
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES:
CROPS, GREENHOUSES/NURSERIES, AND FORESTRY

This section provides background information on three types of agricultural
production industries:

¯ Establishments that produce crops, including oilseed and
grains, vegetables and melons, fruit and tree nuts, and other
crops

* Greenhouses and nurseries

* Establishments engaged in forestry and logging.

This section defines these industries in
The Office of Management andterms of their North American IndustrialBudget (OMB) has replaced the

Classification System (’NAICS) codes. Standard Industrial Classification
According to NAICS, establishments that(SIC) system, which was used to
produce crops and greenhouses/nurseriestrack the flow of goods and
are classified in NAICS code 111 (Cropservices within the economy, with
Production). Because the NAICS. The NAICS, which is,
greenhouses/nurseries comprise a largebased on similar production
number of the entities in NAICS 111 andprocesses to the SIC system, is
are somewhat different in actual being implemented by OMB.
practices, this notebook presents data and
information on them separately from
crop production. Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production is
classified as NAlCS code 1114. Establishments engaged in forestry are
classified in NAICS code 113 (Forestry and Logging). The forestry
production industry has practices that differ significantly from those used for
crops and greenhouses/nurseries.

Establishments primarily engaged in crop production and forestry are
classified in subgroup(s), up to six digits long, based on the total value of sales
of agricultural products. An establishment would be placed in the group that
represents 50 percent or more of its total sales. For example, if 51 percent of
the total sales of an establishment is wheat, then it would be classified under
NAICS codes 1111 (Oilseed and Grain Farming) and 11114 (Wheat Farming).

Data for the notebook, specifically in this chapter, were obtained from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the 1997 Agriculture Census (Ag
Census). All data are the most recent publicly available data for the source
cited.
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II.A. General Overview of Agricultural Establishments

This section presents a general overview of agricultural establishments to
provide background information regarding the number of such establishments
and production data. The USDA’s National Agricultural Statistics Service
(NASS) defines an agricultural establishment (i.e., farm) based on production.
It defines a farm as a place which produced or sold, or normally would have
produced or sold, $1,000 or more of agricultural products during the year.
Agricultural products include all products grown by establishrnents described
in this profile, which are classified under NAICS codes 111, 113, and 1114, as
well as those in NAICS code 112 - Animal Production, which are covered in
the Profile of the Agricultural Livestock Production Indust~. .

According to the 1997 Ag Census, there were more than 1.9 million farms
(i.e., agricultural establishments) in the United States. Of these,
approximately 47 percent (902,372 farms) were classified as NAICS code 111
- Crop Production. The other 53 percent (1,009,487 farms) were classified as
NAICS code 112 - Animal Production. These 1.9 million agricultural
establishments represent
nearly 932 million acres Exhibit 1. Agricultural Land Use
of land, with the average in the U.S. (1997 Ag Census)
agricultural
establishment consisting 46%
of 487 acres. (Note: 1
acre is approximately the
size of a football field.)
Both of these numbers--
932 million acres and
487 acres--are smaller
than those for 1992,
which were 946 million
acres and 491 acres,

43%
respectively.

As shown in Exhibit 1,
~ Cropland

of the 932 million acres
~]~ Pastureland/Rangelandof agricultural land, the

~ Woodlandoverwhelming majority
(89%) consists of 1 Other

cropland and
pastureland/rangeland.
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As presented in Exhibit 2, Exhibit 2. Types of Cropland
the 1997 Ag Census (1997 Ag Census)
describes cropland as:

¯ Harvested cropland --
Includes all acreage r2O/o
from which crops are
harvested, such as: (1)
corn, wheat, barley,

soybeans, cotton, and
tobacco; (2) wild or
tame harvested hay,
silage, and green chop;
and (3) vegetables. "
It also includes land in 2~ Cropland Pastured

Other Cropland (cover, crops failed, and summer fallow)orchards and vineyards;
~ Cropland Idle

all acres in
greenhouses, nurseries,
Christmas trees, and
sod; and any other acreage from which a crop is harvested even if the crop
is considered a partial failure and the yield is very low.

¯ Cropland used only for pasture or grazing -- Includes land pastured or
grazed which could be used for crops without any additional improvement,
and land in planted crops that is pastured or grazed before reaching
maturity.

¯ Cropland used for cover crops -- Includes land used only to grow cover
crops for controlling erosion or to be plowed under for improving the soil.

¯ Cropland on which all crops failed -- Includes: (1) all land from which a
crop failed (except fruit or nuts in an orchard, grove, or vineyard being
maintained for production) and no other crop is harvested and which is not
pastured or grazed, and (2) acreage not harvested due to low prices or
labor shortages.

¯ Cultivated summer fallow -- Includes cropland leR unseeded for harvest,
and cultivated or treated with herbicides to control weeds and conserve
moisture.

¯ Idle cropland -- Includes any other acreage which could be used for crops
without any additional improvement and which is not included in one of
the above categories of cropland.
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The 1997 Ag Census describes pastureland and rangeland as land, other than
cropland or woodland pasture, that is normally used for pasture or gazing.
This land, sometimes called "meadow" or "prairie," may be composed of
bunchgrass, shortgrass, buffalo grass, bluestem, bluegrass, switchgrass, desert
shrubs, sagebrush, mesquite, greasewood, mountain browse, salt brush, cactus,
juniper, and pinion. It also can be predominantly covered with brush or
browse.

Exhibit 3. Acreage of Agricultural Establishments
As shown in Exhibit in the U.S. (1997 Ag Census)
3, approximately 82
percent of agricultural
establishments in 1997 9’/, 30,/,
consisted of fewer
than 500 acres; only 4
percent consisted of
2,000 or more acres.

According to the 1997
Ag Census, all
agricultural 50/,
establishments
combined to produce fill 1 - 49 acres [] 500 - 999 acres
approximately $197

[~
50- 179 acres

~l

1000. 19999 acres

billion worth of 160 - 499 acres 2000 acres or more
agricultural products.

Exhibit 4. Agricultural Establishments
by Value of Sales (1997 Ag Census)

8% The market value of the
26% agricultural products sold

was split almost evenly
between crop production,
including nursery and
greenhouse crops (49.6%)
and livestock production
(50.4%).

15%             23o/,                As shown in Exhibit 4,

approximately 73 percent
of all agricultural~] < $2,500 [~ $50,000 - $99,999 establishments produced

~-~ $2,500 - $9,999 P-~ $100,000 - $499,999 less than $50,000 worth[] $10,000-$49,999 l $500,000 ormore of agricultural products.
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In addition to tracking the number of agricultural establishments and the value
of products sold, the Ag Census tracks and identifies other characteristics of
agricultural establishments, such as ownership and organization. Exhibit 5
presents a breakdown of the ownership status of agricultural establishments in
the U.S. The Ag Census basically identifies the ownership status of
agricultural establishments by one of three categories:

¯ Full ownership, in Exhibit 5. Ownership Status of Agricultural
which full owners Establishments in the U.S.
operate only the land (1997 Ag Census)
they own.

6o*/,
¯ Partial ownership, in

which partial owners
operate land they
own and also land
they rent from 10"/,
others.

¯ Tenant/rental 30%

arrangement, in
which tenants [~ Full Ownership

operate only land ~-~ Partial Ownership

they rent from others 1 Tenant
or work on shares
for others.

The Census further classifies agn-cultural establishment ownership by the
person or entity who owns the establishment. There are four distinct types of
organization: (1) individual or family (sole proprietorship); (2) partnership,
including family partnership; (3) corporation, including family corporation,
and (4) other, including cooperatives, estate or trust, and institutional.
Approximately 86 percent of all establishments are owned and operated by
individuals or families. Partnerships account for another 9 percent of the
establishments and corporations own just more than 4 percent of the
establishments. Fewer than 1 percent of all farms are owned by other
organizations. (1997 Ag Census).
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ll.B. Characterization of the Crop Production Industry

This section provides data and information on the crop production industry.
For the purposes of this profile, crop production includes the four categories
of commodities presented in Exhibit 6. This notebook follows the structure
provided by the 1997 Ag Census, which classifies all of these commodity
production operations within NAICS code 111. Because the notebook is
addressing greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture products separately in the
next section, they are not included within this discussion.

Exhibit 6. 1997 NAICS Descriptions for Crop Production (NAICS 111)

Type of NAICS
Establishment Code SIC Code            Description

Oilseed and Grain 1111 0116, 0119 Establishments primarily engaged
in: 1) growing oilseed and/or grain
crops and/or 2) producing oilseed
and grain seeds. These crops have
an annual growth cycle and are
typically grown in open fields.

Vegetables and 1112 0134, 0139, Establishments primarily engaged
Melons 0161 in growing root and tuber crops

(except sugar beets and peanuts)
or edible plants and/or producing
root and tuber or edible plant
seeds. The crops included in this
group have an annual growth
cycle and are grown in open
fields.

Fruits and Tree 1113 0171, 0172, Establishments primarily engaged
Nuts 0173, 0174, in growing fruit and/or tree nut

0175, 0179 crops. The crops included in this
industry group are generally not
grown from seeds and have a
perennial life cycle.

Other Crops l 119 0131, 0132, Establishments primarily engaged
0133, 0139, in: l) growing crops (other than
0191, 0831, those listed previously), such as

2099 tobacco, cotton, sugarcane, hay,
sugar beets, peanuts, agave, herbs
and spices, and hay and grass
seeds, or 2) growing a
combination of these crops.
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In 1997, there were Exhibit 7. Number of Farms
845,180 (1997 Ag Census)
establishments
producing the four SS°l°
categories of
commodities
referenced above.
All these
establishments
combined covered 4O/o
nearly 400 million
acres, of which more 32%

than half (236 million
acres) was harvested

~ Oilseed and Grain Farming (NAICS 1111)cropland. The
1 Vegetable and Melon Farming (NAICS 1112)average crop

producing ~ Fruit and Tree Nut Farming (NAICS 1113)

establishment in 1997 ~-~ Other (NAICS 1119)

was approximately
473 acres in size and averaged approximately 279 acres of harvested cropland.
Of the 845,180 crop producing establishments, more than 50 percent
(462,877) were classified as oilseed and grain farming (see Exhibit 7). Also,
as shown in Exhibit 8, oilseed and grain farming accounted for the majority of
the land in acres as well as harvested cropland.

Exhibit 8. Land in Acres vs. Acres of Harvested Cropland (in millions of acres)
(1997 Agriculture Census)

300

200

150

100

5O

0
Oilseed and Grain    Vegetable and Melon Fruit and Tree Nut Other

1 Land in Acres [] Acres of Harvested Cropland
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The four types of crop-producing
Exhibit 9. Percent of Sales by Type of establishments defined above accounted

Establishment (1997 Ag Census) for approximately $87 billion worth of
products sold in 1997. Exhibit 9 presents
the distribution of those sales among the
four types of establishments.

51%

II.B.I. Oilseed and Grain

Oilseed and grain accounted for the
majority of agricultural sales in the U.S.
in 1997. For the purposes of the 1997 Ag

13% Census, oilseed includes primarily
22% soybeans, but also dry peas and beans,

canola, flaxseeds, mustard seeds, oilseeds,
rapeseeds, safflower, sesame seeds, and
sunflowers. Grain includes wheat, corn,[--l Oilseed and Grain
rice, and other grains such as barley,

¯ Vegetable and Melon broomcom, buckwheat, milo, oats, rye,
~-~ Fruit and Tree Nuts sorghum, and wild rice. These grains are

[] Other Crops considered both food and feed grains,
meaning they may be used either in food ;
production or as feed for livestock.

Exhibit 10. Types of Grain Farms
(1997 Ag Census)

In 1997, there were 462,877
oilseed and grain establishments 36%
in the U.S.; 94,481 were oilseed
establishments and 368,396 were 14./,
grain establishments. As shown
in Exhibit 10, corn-producing
establishments comprise the
majority of the grain
establishments in the U.S. On
average, each grain-producing

48%establishment is approximately
671 acres. Of those,
approximately 407 acres are ~] Wheat Farms
harvested cropland. ~ Corn Farms

Rice Farms
~r~ Other Grain Farms
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II.B.2. Vegetables and Melons

Vegetable and melon farming accounts for 31,030 establishments, or just less
than 4 percent of the total crop-producing establishments in the U.S. An
average vegetable and melon establishment consists of approximately 330
acres, of which approximately 170 acres are harvested cropland. Potato
farming is the largest subgroup within vegetable and melon farming. It
comprises nearly 12 percent of all vegetable and melon farms. The average
potato-producing establishment has approximately 981 acres; approximately
730 of these acres are harvested cropland.

II.B.3. Fruit and Tree Nuts

Fruit and tree nut farming comprised the third largest group of crop-producing
establishments combining for 81,956 establishments. This category is
basically broken into two categories: 1) citrus fruits, and 2) noncitrus fruits
and tree nuts. Citrus-producing establishments (i.e., groves) accounted for
12,275 establishments, or approximately 15 percent of all fruit and tree nut
establishments. Noncitrus fruits and tree nuts, which include apples, grapes,
strawberries, other berries, tree nuts, and other noncitrus fruits, comprised the
remainder of the establishments (69,681) in 1997. (Tree nuts include
almonds, hazelnuts, walnuts, macadamia nuts, pecans, and pistachios.) The.
percentages ofnoncitrus fruit and tree nut establishments are presented in
Exhibit 11.

In 1997, the average fruit Exhibit 11. Noncitrus Fruit
and tree nut establishment and Tree Nut Farms
was 127 acres, with (1997 Ag Census)
approximately half of
those acres being
harvested. Orange groves rg*/,
accounted for more than
75 percent of all citrus
fruit establishments.
Florida dominates citrus
fruit production, except for
lemons. Noncitrus fruits 19~
are grown across the
country. Tree nuts are
grown primarily in
California and Hawaii. [] Noncitrus Fruit Farms

~ Tree Nut Farms
l Combination
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II.B.4. Other Crops

The category of Other Crops comprised the second largest group of crop-
producing establishments in the U.S. in 1997. A total of 269,317 farms were
classified as NAICS code 1119 - Other Crops Farming. These other crops
include tobacco, cotton, sugarcane, and hay, as well as other specialty crops
such as honey and sugarbeets. Of the 269,317 other crop farms, 52 percent
were classified as hay farms. Tobacco farms accounted for 24 percent of these
establishments and cotton-producing establishments represented 7 percent.
Sugarcane farms accounted for less than 1 percent of all establishments in this
category. The remaining 17 percent were classified in the All Other Crops
category.

These establishments combined for a total land area of approximately 94
million acres, or approximately 349 acres per establishment. The average
number of acres harvested was 164 acres. Exhibit 12 provides a comparison
of total acres to acres harvested for other crops.

Exhibit 12. Total Acres vs. Acres Harvested of Other Crops
(in thousands of acres) (1997 Ag Census)

40000

35000

30000

25000

20000

15000

10000

5000

Tobacco CoRon Sugarcane Hay All Other Crops

Total ~ Acres HarvestedAcres
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II.C. Characterization of the Greenhouse, Nursery, and Floriculture
Production Industry

Although the greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture industry is classified under
NAICS code 11 I, this profile separates it into its own section because its
practices and environmental impacts are different from those associated with
the crops discussed in Section II.B.

In 1997, according to the Ag Census, there were 57,192 farms classified as
NAICS code 1114, which is Greenhouse, Nursery, and Floriculture
Production. This industry group consists of establishments that primarily
grow crops of any kind under cover ancL/or grow nursery stock and flowers.
"Under cover" is generally defined as in greenhouses, cold frames, cloth
houses, and lath houses. The crops grown are removed at various stages of
maturity and have annual and perennial life cycles. The nursery stock includes
short rotation woody crops that have growth cycles of 10 years or less.

Of the 57,192 establishments classified as NAICS 1114, 97 percent were
nursery and floriculture production (NAICS code I 1142). The remaining 3
percent were classified as NMCS code 11141 - food crops grown under cover.
Within the nursery and floriculture classification, there are two distinct
categories:

¯ Nursery and treeproduction, which consists of establishments
primarily engaged in growing nursery products, nursery stock,
shrubbery, bulbs, fruit stock, and sod, and those engaged in growing
short rotation woody trees with a growth and harvest cycle of 10 years
or less for pulp or tree stock, such as Christmas trees, under cover or in
open fields.

¯ Floriculture production, which consists of establishments primarily
engaged in growing and/or producing floriculture products, such as cut
flowers, cut cultivated greens (e.g., leatherleaf ferns, chamaedorea,
etc.), potted flowering and foliage plants, and flower seeds, under
cover or in open fields.

In 1997, there were 33,935 nursery and tree production establishments and
21,824 floriculture establishments. These establishments combined for total
sales of nearly $10 billion, or approximately 10 percent of the total value of all
crops sold in 1997. The average size of nursery and tree production
establishments is nearly 92 acres, with an average of approximately 35 acres
being harvested cropland. Floriculture production establishments average 35
acres in size with approximately one-third of that acreage being harvested
cropland. Califomia and Florida account for the majority of the
establishments, as well as sales, in the floriculture industry.
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Exhibits 13 and !4 Exhibit 13. Value of Greenhouse, Nursery, and
show the value of Floriculture Production Compared to Total Crop
greenhouse, Production (1997 Ag Census)
nursery, and
floriculture
production
compared to total
crop production, ~ 1% ($10.9 billion)

and the value of
greenhouse,
nursery, and
floriculture ag~,o ($aa.a b~,~on)

production sales,
respectively.

1 Greenhouse, Nursery, and Floriculture Production
[] Remainder of Crop Production

Exhibit 14. Values of Greenhouse, Nursery, and
Floriculture Production Sales

(1997 Ag Census)

45%

10%

45%

[] Nursery and Tree Production

[] Floriculture Production

Food Crops Grown Under Cover (Greenhouse)
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ll.D. Characterization of the Forestry Production Industry

This section pertains to the forestry industry as classified within NAICS code
113 - Forestry and Logging. As defined by NAICS, industries in this sector
grow and harvest timber on a long production cycle (i.e., 10 years or more).
Long production cycles use different production processes than short
production cycles, which require more horticultural interventions prior to
harvest, resulting in processes more similar to those found in the previous
sections of this profile. The three subsectors included within NAICS code 113
are:

¯ Timber tract operations (NAICS code 1131), which consist of
establishments engaged in operating timber tracts for the purpose of
selling standing timber.

¯ Forest nurseries and gathering offorestproducts (NAICS code
1132), which primarily engage in growing trees for reforestation and
gather forest products, such as gums, barks, balsam needles, rhizomes,
fibers, Spanish moss, ginseng, and truffles.

¯ Logging (NAICS code 1133), which consists of establishments
primarily engaged in cutting timber, cutting and transporting timber,
and producing wood chips in the field.

Industries usually specialize in different stages of the production cycle, as
indicated by the three NAICS codes. Reforestation requires production of
seedlings in specialized nurseries..Timber production requires natural forest
or suitable areas of land that are available for a long duration. The harvesting
of timber (except when done on an extremely small scale) requires specialized
machinery unique to the industry. Establishments gathering forest products,
such as gums, barks, balsam needles, rhizomes, fibers, Spanish moss, and
ginseng and truffles, are also included in this industry.

II.D.1. Definition of Forest Land

The U.S. Forest Service defines a forested area as "forest land" if it is at least
one acre in size and at least 10 percent occupied by forest trees of any size or
formerly having had such tree cover and not currently developed for non-
forest use. (Examples of non-forest uses include areas for crops, improved
pasture, residential areas, and other similar areas.) Forest land includes
transition zones, such as areas between heavily forested and nonforested lands
that are at least 10 percent stocked with forest trees and forest areas adjacent
to urban and built-up lands (36 CFR 219).
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In the United States, there are approximately 736.7 million acres of forest
land. The distribution of this forest land among geographic regions is
presented in Exhibit 15.

Exhibi’ 15. Distribution of U.S. Forested Land Area

Geographic Total Land Area Forested Acres Percent
Region (in thousands of acres) (in thousands) Forested

Northeast 126,816 85,380 67

North Central 286,764 83,108 29

Pacific Northwest 469,093 177,611 38

Pacific Southwest 103,934 39,011 38

Great Plains 194,299 4,232 2

Southeast 147,419 88,078 60

South Central 387,104 123,760 32

Rocky Mountains 547,918 135,499 25

Total 2,263,347 736,679

Source: American Forest and Paper Association (AFPA), 1995

Federal Versus Nonfederal Exhibit 16. Federal vs. Nonfederal
Forest Lands Forest Lands (AFPA 1995)
Of the 736.7 million acres,
approximately 249.1 million
acres (or 33.8 percent) are 33.8,/,
owned by the federal
government. The remaining
487.6 million acres are
owned by nonfederal
entities, such as state or local
governments, private
citizens, or companies (see
Exhibit 16).

66.2%

[] Federal Forest Land

¯ Nonfederal Forest Land
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Approximately 57 percent of all productive forest land in the U.S. is owned by
9.3 million non-industrial private landowners. These 353 million acres of land
produce more than half of the nation’s wood supply (AFPA, 1995).

The majority of federal forest land is managed as the national forest system
(NFS). The NFS includes:

¯ National forest lands reserved from the U.S. public domain.

¯ National forest lands acquired through purchase, exchange,
donation, or other means.

¯ National grasslands.

¯ Other lands, waters, or interests administered by the U.S.
Forest Service (FS) or designated for administration through
the FS as part of the system.

The NFS contains 191 million acres, or 77 percent, of federal forest lands.
(The remaining federal forest lands are managed by the Bureau of Land
Management, the National Park Service, and other federal agencies.) The
NFS is contained in 43 states and creates about 500,000 private sector jobs.
Of the remaining nonfederal forests, privately held commercial forest lands
make up the largest portion accounting for 347 million acres (71 percent).

Timberlands. Two-thirds of U.S. forest lands, or almost 490 million acres,
are classified as timberlands. Timberlands are defined as forest lands used for
the production of

Exhibit 17. Timberland Ownershipcommercial wood products.
(AFPA 1995)Commercial timberland can

be used for repeated
growing and harvesting of 29°/°
trees. Seventy percent of
timberlands are located in / \,,
the East (AFPA, 1995).
Exhibit 17 presents
additional information about
timberland ownership. Of 7O/o
the 490 million acres of

20%
timberland, federal, state,
and local governments own ~ Private Non-Industrial Entities
131 million acres (27

¯ Other Public Entities
percent) and non-industrial

[] National Forests
private entities own 288

~ Forest Industry
million acres (59 percent).
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Private timberlands are mostly on small tracts of forest land. Only 600,000
landowners have holdings larger than 100 acres (AFPA, 1995). The forest
products industry owns about 70 million acres (14 percent) of commercial
timberland. One-third of the nation’s annual timber harvest is from these
forests (AFPA, 1995).

II.D.2. Consumption and Regeneration of Forest Products

The United States is the world’s leading producer and consumer of forest
products (e.g., paper products) and accounts for approximately one-fourth of
the world’s production and consumption (AFPA, 1995). The United States is
also the world’s largest producer of softwood and hardwood lumber.
Specifically for timber, in 1996, total annual sales for commercial (i.e.,
nonfederal) timber and nontimber forest products were approximately $3.8
billion. Timber alone accounted for approximately 69 percent of those sales.

In fiscal year 1998, the NFS sold approximately174 million cubic feet (or 870
million board feet) of timber valued at approximately $80 million. NFS
timber sales from the past 6 years are presented in Exhibit 18. Also in fiscal
year 1998, BLM sold 43.7 million cubic feet (or 261 million board feet) of
timber. (A value was not provided for the BLM timber sales.)

Exhibit 18. NFS Timber Sales, FY 1993-1998
(from U.S. Forest Service)

Approx. Volume
Fiscal Year (million cubic feet) Value

1993 250 $192,942,739

1994 177 $125,340,385

1995 240 $140,460,250

1996 212 $125,226,853

1997 195 $123,681,846

1998 174 $80,195,720
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Exhibit 19. Acres Seeded and Acres
of Tree Planting (FY 1996)

5%
1%

87%

National Forest System
Other Federal Land

[] Non-federal Public Land

[~ Private Land

Exhibit 19 provides a breakout of where regeneration efforts occurred. To
replenish the forests, more than 2.4 million acres in the U.S. were either
seeded or planted with trees in government fiscal year 1996 (October 1995 -
September 1996). The overwhelming majority of the regeneration efforts
occurred on private lands where nearly 2.1 million acres were seeded or
planted.

II.E. Geographic Distribution and Economic T~’ends

According to the 1997 National Resource Inventory (NRI), some changes have
occurred in land use. Since 1982, federal land increased by 4.6 million acres,
nonfederal rural land decreased by 36.7 million acres, and developed land
increased by nearly 30 million acres. Cropland acreage, classified as irrigated,
non-irrigated, cultivated, or non-cultivated acreage, nationally decreased by
45.9 million acres between 1982 and 1997. Rangeland decreased by 12.4
million acres and pastureland decreased by almost 14 million acres.
Generally, a shift has occurred in irrigated agriculture from west to east across
the country.

The distribution of prime farmland by land cover/use has also changed in the
past 15 years. There were 330.6 million acres of prime farmland in 1997,
which was down 11.7 million acres from 1982. Most (64 percent) of the
prime farmland is in cropland, but large amounts are in pastureland (35.5
million acres) and forest land (47.7 million acres).
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For more information from the 1997 NRI, please visit the website
http://www.nhq.rtrcs.usda.gov/NRI/1997. Additional information on the
geographic distribution of the crop production industries and their economic
trends is very extensive and available through many sources. National and
state-specific information can be accessed through the Internet from the 1997
Agriculture Census at http:i/www.nass.usda.gov/census/and the National
Agriculture Statistics Service at http://www.usda.gov/nass/.
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Ill. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS, IMPACTS, AND POLLUTION PREVENTION
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION INDUSTRIES:

CROPS, GREENHOUSES]NURSERIES, AND FORESTRY

This section provides an overview of commonly employed operations and
maintenance activities in the agricultural production industries of crops,
greenhouses/nurseries, and forestry. This discussion is not exhaustive; the
operations and maintenance activities discussed are intended to represent the
material inputs, major pollution outputs, and associated environmental
impacts from these agricultural production practices. General pollution
prevention and waste minimization opportunities are also discussed in the
context of each of the operations and maintenance activities.

The choice of practices or operations influences the material used and the
resulting pollution outputs and environmental impacts. Keep in mind that
environmental impacts are relative, as some kinds of pollution outputs have
far greater impacts than others.

Impact of Agriculture on the Environment

According to the EPA/USDA Unified
National Strategy for Animal Feeding The Clean Water Act Plan of
Operations (March 9, 1999), despite 1998 called for the development
progress in improving water quality, 40of the EPA/USDA Unified
percent of the Nation’s waterways National Strategy for AFOs to
assessed by States do not meet goals forminimize the water quality and

fishing, swimming, or both. While public health impacts of AFOs.

pollution from factories and sewage
treatment plants has been dramatically
reduced, the runoff from city streets, agricultural activities, including AFOs,
and other sources continues to degrade the environment and puts
environmental resources (i.e., surface water, drinking water) at risk.
According to EPA’s 1996 305(b) water quality report, the top two pollutants
from agriculture were identified as sediment and nutrients, respectively.
Additional agricultural pollutants, such as animal wastes, salts, and pesticides,
were identified by EPA~. The following presents a brief discussion of the
environmental impacts or effects of agricultural pollutants.

(1) Nutrients. Excess nutrients in water (i.e., phosphorus and nitrogen)
can result in or contribute to low levels of dissolved oxygen (anoxia),

~ Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal
Waters, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, January 1993.
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eutrophication, and toxic algal blooms. These conditions may be
harmful to human health and ecosystems; may adversely affect the
suitability of the water for other uses; and, in combination with other
circumstances, have been associated with outbreaks of microbes such
as Pfiesteria piscicida.

Phosphorus. Phosphorus determines the amount of algae
growth and aging that occurs in freshwater bodies. Runoff and
erosion can carry some of the applied phosphorus to nearby
water bodies.

Nitrogen. In addition to eutrophication, excessive nitrogen
causes other water quality problems. Dissolved ammonia at
concentrations above 0.2 mg~/L may be toxic to fish.
Biologically important inorganic forms of nitrogen are
ammonium, nitrate, and nitrite. Ammonium becomes adsorbed
to the soil and is lost primarily with eroding sediment. Even if
nitrogen is not in a readily available form as it leaves the field,
it can be converted to an available form either during transport
or after delivery to water bodies. Nitrogen in the form of
nitrate, can contaminate drinking water supplies drawn from
groundwater. Nitrates above 10 ppm in drinking water are
potentially dangerous, especially to newborn infants.

(2) Sediment. Sediment affects the use of water in many ways. Suspended
solids reduce the amount of sunlight available to aquatic plants, cover
fish spawning areas and fodd supplies, clog the filtering capacity of
filter feeders, and clog and harm the gills of fish. Turbidity interferes
with the feeding habits of fish. These effects combine to reduce fish
and plant populations and decrease the overall productivity of waters.
In addition, recreation is limited because of the decreased fish
population and the water’s unappealing, turbid appearance. Turbidity
also reduces visibility, making swimming less safe.

(3) Animal Wastes. Animal waste includes the fecal and urinary wastes of
livestock and poultry; process water (such as from a milking parlor);
and the feed, bedding, litter, and soil with which fecal and urinary
matter and process water become intermixed. Manure and wastewater
from animal feeding operations have the potential to contribute
pollutants such as nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus), organic
matter, sediments, pathogens, heavy metals, hormones, antibiotics, and
ammonia to the environment. Decomposing organic matter (i.e.,
animal waste) can reduce oxygen levels and cause fish kills. Solids
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deposited in water bodies can accelerate eutrophication through the
release of nutrients over extended periods of time.

Contamination of groundwater can be a problem if runoff results from
the misapplication or over application of manure to land or if storage
structures are not built to minimize seepage. Because animal feed
sometimes contains heavy metals (e.g., arsenic, copper, zinc), the
possibility for harmful accumulations of metals on land where manure
is improperly or over applied is possible.

(4) Salts. Salts are a product of the natural weathering process of soil and
geologic material. In soils that have poor subsurface drainage, high salt
concentrations are created within the root zone where most water
extraction occurs. The accumulation of soluble and exchangeable salts
(i.e., metal compounds in the soil that can chemically change) leads to
soil dispersion (i.e., movement of soil in air and water), structure
breakdown, decreased infiltration, and possible toxicity; thus, salts
often become a serious problem on irrigated land, both for continued
agricultural production and for water quality considerations. High salt
concentrations in streams can harm freshwater aquatic plants just as
excess soil salinity damages agricultural crops.

(5) Pesticides. The primary pollutants from pesticides are the active and
inert ingredients, diluents, and any persistent degradation products.
Pesticides and their degradation products may enter groundwater and
surface water in solution, in.emulsion, or bound to soils. Pesticides
may, in some instances, cause impairments to the uses of surface
waters and groundwater. Both the degradation and sorption
characteristics of pesticides are highly variable. Some types of
pesticides are resistant to degradation and may persist and/or
accumulate in aquatic ecosystems. Pesticides may harm the
environment by eliminating or reducing populations of desirable
organisms, including endangered species.

At a crop production establishment, pesticides may be applied directly
to crops or to structures (e.g., barns, housing units) to control pests,
including parasites, vectors (i.e., an organism, such as a mosquito or
tick, that carries disease-causing microorganisms from one host to
another), and predators. Potential contamination from pesticides is
generally greatest when rainfall is intense and occurs shortly after
pesticide application, a condition during which water runoff and soil
losses are also greatest. Pesticides can be transported to receiving
waters either in dissolved form or attached to soil. Dissolved
pesticides may be leached into groundwater supplies.
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People, wildlife, and the environment can a/so be exposed to pesticide
residues in the form of spray drift. Spray drift is the physical
movement of a pesticide through air at the time of application or SOon
thereafter, to any site other than that intended for application. A
number of factors influence spray drift including weather conditions,
topography, the crop or area being sprayed, and application equipment
and methods.

Pesticides are both suspected and known for causing immediate and
delayed-onset health hazards for humans. If exposed to pesticides,
humans may experience adverse effects, such as nausea, respiratory
distress, or more severe symptoms up to and including death. Animals
and. birds impacted by pesticides can experience similar illnesses or
develop other types of physical distress.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities in Crop Production,

Greenhouses~urseries, and Forestry

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Industries
have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that improve
operations and increase profits while minimizing environmental impacts. This
can be done in many ways such as reducing material inputs, reusing
byproducts, improving management practices, and employing substitute toxic
chemicals.

"fo encourage these approaches, this section provides genera/descriptions of
some pollution prevention advances that have been implemented within the
agricultural production industries for crops, greenhouses/nurseries, and
forestry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does provide core information that
can be used as the starting point for establishments interested in beginning
their own pollution prevention projects. This section provides information
from real activities that may be or are being implemented by this sector.
When possible, information is provided that gives the context in which the
technique can be effectively used. Please note that the activities described in
this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this sector.
Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when pollution
prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the change must
examine how each option affects air, land, and water pollutant releases.

The use of pollution prevention technologies and environmental controls can
substantially reduce the volume and concentration of the contaminants
re/eased/discharged into the surrounding environment. In some cases, these
pollution prevention approaches may be economically beneficial to the
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agricultural production industries because they decrease the amount of
chemicals needed, and therefore the cost of maintaining operations.

Waste minimization generally encompasses any source reduction or recycling
that results in either the reduction of total volume or the toxicity of hazardous
waste. Source reduction is a reduction of waste generation at the source,
usually within a process. Source reduction can include process modifications,
feedstock (raw material) substitution, housekeeping and management
processes, and increases in efficiency of machinery and equipment. Source
reduction includes any activity that reduces the amount of waste that exits a
process. Recycling refers to the use or reuse of a waste as an effective
substitute for a comme.rcial product or as an ingredient or feedstock in an
industrial process.

It should be noted that as individual practices, these pollution prevention and
waste minimization practices can significantly reduce the environmental
impacts of agricultural operations. However, to get the full effect of the
practices and maximize pollution prevention potential, an agricultural
operation must consider its individual practices in the context of a system.
The practices, ranging from preparing the soil for planting to harvest and post-
harvest activities, combine to form an integrated system in which each
practice interacts with the others and is affected by the others. That is, outputs
from one practice may be inputs into one of the other practices, in effect
creating a closed-loop system that both maximizes profits and minimizes
environmental impacts. By considering their establishments as systems,
operators will be better able to evaluate and implement pollution prevention or
waste minimization opportunities.

III.A. Crop Production: Operations, Impacts, and Pollution Prevention Opportunities

The production of crops generally includes the following activities:

¯ Preparing the site/soil for crops
¯ Planting/tending crops
¯ Applying and storing nutrients
¯ Pest control
¯ Imgating crops
¯ Harvesting crops and post-harvesting activities
¯ Crop field residue destruction
¯ Maintaining equipment and vehicles
¯ Fuel use and fueling activities
¯ Maintaining the site

R0074291
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The additional activities of planning and management are required for all of
the above processes to occur. Exhibit 20 presents the raw material inputs and
pollution outputs from each of these processes.

Exhibit 20. Crop Production Activities, Raw Material Inputs,
and Potential Pollution Outputs

Activity. Raw Material Input Potential Pollution Output
Preparing the site/soil, - Mulch, seeds, and water - Air emissions (e.g., smoke and
including tilling, drainage - Alkaline material dust)
and erosion control - Water - Sediment, nutrient and pesticide
structures, and adjusting soil runoff from soil erosionpH - Spilled material or excessively

applied material
Planting/tending - Seed, seedlings - Air emissions (e.g., dust,

emissions from planting
equipment)
Sediment, nutrient, pesticide
runoff from soil erosion
Plants, branches, leaves, etc.

Applying and storing - Organic nutrients - Runoffand leaching of unused
nutrients (e.g., fertilizers, - Chemicals or rmsapplied nutrients
manure, biosolids) - Water - Chemical air errassions

Odor
Applying pesticides and pest - Pesticides (including insecticides,- Runoffand leaching of unusedcontrol rodenticides, fungicides, and or misapplied pesticides

herbicides) - Chemical air en’ussions
Irrigating (not including - Water - Air emissions
nutrient application) - Chemicals - Potential runoffand leaching of

materials (e.g., manure,
chemicals, pesticides) from
saturated areas

Harvesting/post-harvesting - Water - Unusable or spilled products
activities, including - Corrugated cardboard - Worker exposure to pesticides
harvesting; washing, - Paper - Organic- and pesticide-
processing, packaging, - Plastic and fabric packaging contaminated wastewaterloading, and transporting materials - Discarded packaging materialsproducts; and destroying
crop residue
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Exhibit 20. Crop Production Activities, Raw Material Inputs,
and Potential Pollution Outputs

Activity Raw Material Input Potential Pollution Output

Maintaining and repairing - Oil - Used oil
agricultural machinery and - Lubricating fluid - Spent fluids
vehicles - Fuel - Spent batteries

- Coolants - Metal machining wastes
- Solvents - Spent organic solvents
- Tires - Tires
- Batteries - Air, surface water, and soil
- Equipment parts pollution resulting from spills

and/or releases of fluids
Groundwater pollution resulting
from spills or releases of fluids
and discharges to Class V wells

Fuel use and fueling - Fuel - Air emissions from machinery
activities - Air, water, soil, and

groundwater pollution resulting
from spills

Maintaining the site:

(1) Providing water. - Water - Contarrunated water supply
including drinking water and
water used for personal
hygiene

(2) Managing PCBs (i.e., - PCB-containing oils and - Spills or releases of PCBs
PCBs in generators and equipment
equipment)

- Asbestos - Airborne asbestos fibers
(3) Renovation/demolition - Lead - Lead-based paint, dust, and

chips
Soil contamination

III.A.1. Preparing the Site/Soil for Crops

Prior to planting crops, the site/soil must be prepared. Site/soil preparation
can involve tilling the soil or chemical cultivation, building drainage and
erosion control structures, and adjusting soil pH.

Preparing the Soil by Tilling or Chemical Cultivation

Tilling aerates the soil, allows seeds/seedlings to be placed in the soil, and
helps roots take hold of the soil. It also improves drainage and allows for
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better assimilation of nutrients and pesticides into the soil. Tillage methods
generally consist of intensive/conventional, reduced tillage, and conservation
tillage. The difference in the tillage methods is the amount of soil disturbed
and the amount of crop residue allowed to remain during the current planting.

¯ Intensive!conventional tillage is sometimes conducted in two phases -
primary tillage with a moldboard plow followed by secondary tillage
with a power tiller or disc harrow. Intensive!conventional tillage can
range from complete tillage of the entire field to tillage that allows 15
percent of the crop residue to remain.

¯ Reduced tillage consists of disturbing from 15 to 30 percent of the soil
and crop residue.

¯ Conservation tillage methods are designed to reduce the loss of soil
erosion caused by wind and water. Conservation tillage methods allow
30 percent or more of the soil and crop residue to remain undisturbed
and thus reduce soil erosion by water and!or maintain at least 1,000
pounds per acre of flat, small grain residue to reduce soil erosion by
wind. Common conservation tillage methods are no-till, strip-till,
ridge-till, and mulch till.

No-till has minimal soil disturbance since the seed is planted
with essentially no tillage of the soil and no disturbance of the
crop residue.

Strip-till involves tillage of a narrow strip of soil and planting
of the seed or seedling in that tilled area.

Ridge-till methods disturb a narrow strip of soil that was
created during previous cultivation. The crop is planted on the
ridge and the crop residue remains between each ridge.

Mulch-till involves disturbing the entire soil surface and then
applying a crop protection product and/or cultivation2.

In addition to tilling, soil may be prepared for planting by chemical
cultivation. Chemical cultivation includes the application of a systematic
herbicide to kill weeds and grasses.

2 1998 Crop Residual Management Survey Executive Summary, Top 10 Conservation

Tillage Benefits, Conservation Tillage Information Center.
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The primary pollution output from preparing soil for planting is soil
erosion. Erosion can reduce the productivity of the soil and increase
the need for additional fertilizer and other inputs. Sediments and other
pollutants (e.g., nutrients, pesticides) that are transported offsite may
eventually enter surface waters, settle out, and cause degradation of the
water quality. When it settles, the sediments fill interstitial spaces in
lake bottoms or streambeds. They can eliminate essential habitat,
cover food sources and spawning sites, smother bottom-dwelling
organisms, and be detrimental to many species of fish. Sediment
deposition also reduces the capacity of stream channels to carry water
and of reservoirs.to hold water. This decreased flow and storage
capacity can lead to increased flooding and decreased water supplies.

Sediments can also be suspended in surface waters, which causes
increased water turbidity. Water turbidity limits the depth to which
light can penetrate and adversely affecting aquatic vegetation
photosynthesis. Suspended sediments can also damage the gills of
some fish species, causing them to suffocate. Turbid waters tend to
have higher temperatures and lower dissolved oxygen concentrations.
Decreased dissolved oxygen levels can kill aquatic vegetation, fish,
and benthic invertebrates.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention opportunities arise from the use of
reduced or conservation tillage methods, which reduce soil erosion and
maintain the existing soil structure (the way the soil particles clump
together into larger, almost crystalline, units). Advantages of
conservation tillage include:

Greater water retention/reduced water usage and energy used
for pumping (by increasing the water retention capacity of
irrigated soils, there may be opportunities to lengthen periods
between irrigation events, thereby saving energy that would
otherwise have been used for pumping irrigation water).

Reduced erosion of sediment and runoff of nutrients.

Reduced fuel use due to reduced equipment use.

Reduced wind erosion resulting in less dust.
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Shading which reduces weed growth and subsequent herbicide
use. The effectiveness of shading is dependent on the type of
crop and distance between plants.

Prevention of the growth of some molds that have a much
lower overwinter survival if not incorporated into the soil.

Crop residues left undisturbed provide habitats for many
beneficial insects and spiders that help control crop predators
(e.g., cereal leaf beetle), thereby reducing the need for
insecticides. In addition, crop residues help speed the
decomposition process and aid plant nutrient cycling.

One possible disadvantage of conservation tillage methods is the
carryover of pests (e.g., weeds, diseases, and some insects) in the crop
residue. This may result in a subsequent increased use of pesticides
and increased level of pesticides in runoff.

Building Drainage and Erosion Control Structures

Erosion control practices are necessary for agricultural operations to control
runoff and reduce the amount of soil erosion caused by that runoff. In areas
with good drainage, crops are better able to use nutrients and chemicals and
will benefit from these optimum growing conditions. When building erosion
control structures, newly-graded soil surfaces may be stabilized with mulch
prior to the establishment of a vegetative cover.

To establish good drainage, one or a combination of drainage and erosion
control structures can be built and used depending on the site characteristics
(e.g., slope, crop type, or climate). These structures include:

Diversions. Diversions are vegetated channels across the slope that
intercept surface runoff and redirect it along a gradient to a controlled
outlet. Diversions can reduce the amount of soil/sediment and related
pollutants delivered to surface waters.

¯ Grassed waterways. Grassed waterways, which are shaped or graded
to specified dimensions, are used for the stable conveyance of runoff.
Grassed waterways can reduce soil erosion in areas, such as gullies or
ephemeral gullies, with concentrated flows.

¯ Water and sediment control basins. Water and sediment control basins
are constructed to collect and store debris or sediment. They detain
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runoff, allowing the sediment to settle out in the basin before the water
is discharged to a waterway.

¯ Filter strips. Filter strips are vegetated areas that are used to trap
sediment, organic matter, and other pollutants that are carried in
runoff. While filter strips require frequent maintenance and have
relatively short service lives, they are generally effective in removing
pollutants when a shallow sheet flow is passed through the vegetated
areas.

¯ Riparian buffers. Herbaceous or forest riparian buffers are areas of
grasses, shrubs, or trees placed upgrade from waterways and water
bodies. These btiffers prevent or minimize damage to surface waters
by containing eroded sediment, chemicals, nutrients, and organics. In
addition, buffers reduce the amount of these pollutants that leach into
shallow groundwater.

¯ Terracing and contouring. Terracing and contouring are practices that
both use sloped surfaces to reduce or control soil erosion. Terracing
involves shaping an area so that it is sloped, and contouring involves
moving soil in an area so that it is sloped.

¯ Drainage tiles. Surface and subsurface drainage tiles are often used to
remove standing water from fields and direct them to more structured
erosion control measures.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
As described above for tilling, soil erosion and its impact to surface
waters is a significant environmental concern and the primary pollution
from building drainage structures. Wetlands, the interface between
terrestrial and aquatic systems, are particularly susceptible to impacts
from runoff and soil erosion. Such impacts include damage to
watershed hydrology and water quality, and the habitat for many
animal and plant species.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention opportunities of drainage and erosion
control structures are the minimization of soil erosion and the
reduction of runoffwhich transports nutrients, sediments, and
pesticides to the environment.

R0074297
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Drainage and erosion controls
can reduce the amount of Preventing or controlling erosion is

based on two main concepts: (I)sediment that is transported
disturb the smallest area of land

offsite in runoff. Any of the possible for the shortest period of
drainage and erosion control time, and (2) stabilize the disturbed
structures described above cansoils to prevent erosion from
be used to reduce soil erosion occurring.
and transport. Additional
examples of erosion control
structures or activities include: field borders; grade stabilization
structures; sediment retention ponds; reestablished wetlands;
immediate seeding, mulch/mats, and sodding to stabilize exposed soil
surfaces; wind erosion controls; and scheduled grading and shaping
(e.g., construction of diversions) during dry weather.

Adjusting the Soil pI-I

Adjusting the soil pH helps ensure the soil contains the proper characteristics
to maximize crop production. Many crop producers add materials to soil to
achieve a soil pH that maximizes crop production. Typically, alkaline
materials, such as lime, lime sulfur, caustic soda, caustic potash, soda ash,
magnesia, and dolomitic lime, are added to increase the pH in acidic soils.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The adjustment of soil pH typically results in little to no pollution
outputs and generally has little to no environmental impacts.
However, impacts to surface waters could occur if spilled or
misapplied alkaline materials are carried in runoff.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention opportunities for this activity include
properly storing the materials used to adjust pH to minimize spills, and
applying these materials in a manner that minimizes runoff.

III.A.2. Planting/Tending Crops

Planting involves the placement of seeds or seedlings into the soil. This
activity can be conducted either by hand (in small operations) or mechanically.
Tending the product involves any post-planting activities designed to
maximize crop production at harvest. Tending may involve hand labor (e.g.,
hoeing or pruning) or machine labor.
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Pollution outputs from planting crops include air emissions,
particularly dust, and wastes such as seed bags. The planting process
is often combined with other operations, such as tilling or
fertilizer/pesticide application, which can pollute surface waters and
groundwater from runoff and leaching, respectively. Tending activities
that disturb the soil may result in soil erosion, the impacts of which are
similar to those previously discussed under tilling. Tending may also
produce wastes (e.g., plant branches or other parts).

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Air emissions from planting activities can be minimized by properly
maintaining farm machinery. Sections III.A.7 details how to operate
and maintain farm vehicles and machinery in an environmentally
responsible manner.

By buying seeds in greater bulk, farms can reduce the volume of seed
bags that must be disposed of. Also, certain innovative methods of
collecting and dispersing seeds are now available that eliminate the
need for bags.

III.A.3. Applying Nutrients to Crops

During various phases of crop production, nutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, and other nutrients are applied to crops to enhance
crop growth. Nutrient use has beenencouraged by the adoption of high-
yielding seeds that are more responsive to nutrient application. Therefore,
nearly all acres planted with crops are treated with one or more sources of
nutrients, such as fertilizers, manure, and/or biosolids.

Nutrients are applied directly to plants or the soil surface, incorporated or
injected into the soil, or applied with irrigation water. Nutrient application
methods are mechanically intensive, requiring coverage of vast areas.
Fertilizers may be solids, liquids, or gasses and, depending on the state of the
product, may be applied using specialized trucks, tractors pulling sprayer
equipment, or pressurized tanks to apply anhydrous ammonia. Techniques
used to apply fertilizer include:

¯ Band placement is used to locate the fertilizer in an optimum position
relative to the seed. This increases the potential for full utilization of
the fertilizer by the crop and minimizes salt injury to the developing
roots.

R0074299
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¯ Broadcast application refers to the practice of distributing the product
uniformly over the soil surface. This method is preferred for lawns
and forage and pasture crops and is the most common method used for
crops. Tractors, airplanes, and helicopters are all used to broadcast
fertilizers.

¯ Manure injection refers to the application of anhydrous ammonia. At
normal pressure, anhydrous ammonia (NH3) is a gas. For application
as a fertilizer, it is pressurized to form a liquid. Because it is a volatile
liquid, it is incorporated into the soil as a liquid under pressure to a
depth of 15 to 25 cm. In the soil, NH3 is converted to NH4÷, which is
stable. Gaseous ammonia is lost if soil pH increases much above 7, or
as moisture flUctuates from field capacity. Liquid manure may be
subsurface injected.

¯ Addition offertilizer to irrigation water (i.e., fertigation) is a common
practice in some areas and is usually part of a drip irrigation system
that can apply water and fertilizer to a precise predetermined location.

¯ Manure and biosolids may be applied to the soil surface as a solid
from a tractor-pulled box-type manure spreader as it makes passes
across the field. Slurry manure and biosolids are generally applied to
the soil surface by tractor-pulled or truck flail spreaders or to the
subsurface by tractor or truck injection equipment. Liquid manure
may be surface irrigated or subsurface injected. Manure and biosolid
solids and slurries may be mechanically incorporated into the soil
following application.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
There are several potential pollution outputs and environmental
impacts from nutrient application and spills including runoffand
leaching of nutrients which can contaminate surface water and
groundwater; air emissions; and increases in the amount of soluble
salts in soils. Runoff and leaching of nutrients typically occur when
nutrients are applied excessively or improperly. Excessive amounts of
soluble salts in the soil can prevent or delay seed germination, kill or
seriously retard plant growth, and possibly render soils and
groundwater unusable.

The degree of environmental impacts can depend on the application
method. The surface application of fertilizer, manure, or biosolids is
more likely to result in runoff than injection. Non-composted surface-
applied manure will volatilize and release ammonia to the air. Spills
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of nutrients may also negatively impact the environment since they
will be concentrated in one specific area.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are several pollution prevention techniques that can be used to
reduce pollution and impacts from nutrient application. These include:

Application methods that prevent runoff (e.g., application by
injection).

,/’ Restricting application in close proximity to surface waters.

Applying nutrients at agronomic (scientifically determined)
rates to crops/cropland.

,/ Managing the site to eliminate erosion or reduce the runoff
potential.

,/ Developing and implementing nutrient management plans.
The primary purpose of nutrient management is to achieve the
level of nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus) required to
grow the planned crop by balancing the nutrients that are
already in the soi! with those from other sources (e.g., manure,
biosolids, commercial fertilizers) that will be applied. At a
minimum, nutrient management can help prevent the
application of nutrients at rates that will exceed the capacity of
the soil and the planned crops to assimilate nutrients and
prevent pollution.

A site-specific nutrient management plan should be developed
prior to planting, reviewed annually, and updated as needed.
The plan, which will direct the application of one or more
nutrients to the cropland, may include:

¯ Soil and field maps that show setbacks and buffers, as
well as wetland and groundwater maps.

¯ Crops and rotations.
¯ Soil tests.
¯ The calculated nutrient loading for each field.

Additional plan components may consist of manure and
biosolid test results; projected manure production, storage, and
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treatment; commercial fertilizer needs; application rates; and
the method and timing of application.

Soils, manure, and wastewater should be tested to determine
nutrient content. Retesting should be completed following
each significant change in the manure/biosolids source or
manure waste management system.

,/ Precision farming. One of the more advanced technologies
for improving nutrient application efficiency is known as
precision farming. Typically used by larger operations,
precision farming allows farmers to know their location in the
field via a Global Positioning System (GPS) so that
applications can be made according to a predetermined rate for
that specific location. Precision farming may result in more
precise applications of nutrients so there is little or no excess
leached to groundwater or washed to surface waters.

III.A.4. Applying Pesticides and Pest Control

Pesticides (e.g., insecticides, herbicides, fungicides) may be applied during all
phases of crop production, including during harvesting and post-harvesting
activities. For crop production, pesticides prevent insects and other pests,
including weeds and other unwanted plants, from harming crops. Pesticide
use has been encouraged by continuous cropping, which has created favorable
pest habitats in certain crops.

Pesticide application methods for crops are mechanically intensive, requiring
coverage of vast areas. Pesticides are applied directly to the plant or soil
surface, incorporated into the soil, or injected as a gas through fumigation.
One of the most common methods of applying pesticides to crops is liquid
spraying. Liquid spraying may be conducted by aircrat~, tractor spray rigs, or
blasters.

¯ Aerial methods are the
most common application Citrus groves may be aerially treated 10
type with about two-thirds to 20 times per season with insecticides,
of all insecticides and fungicides, and protectant oils.
fungicides applied in this
manner.

Helicopters are often used because the turbulence from the
main rotor tends to push the pesticides down toward the crop.
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Fixed-wing aircraft are more commonly used in crops such as
wheat and cotton.

¯ Tractor spray rigs are often used to apply herbicides in row crops
because planting, fertilizing, and spraying can be accomplished in one
pass through the field.

¯ Blasters are used for applying insecticides and fungicides to tree crops.

Other than the Agency’s ultra-low volume exemption, concentrated pesticides
must be applied according to label directions including any requirement to
mix with a diluent or water. The mixing and subsequent loading into the
application vehicle must be conducted in a contained area.

Biopesticides. Biopesticides (also known as biological pesticides) are certain
types of pesticides derived from such natural materials as animals, plants,
bacteria, and certain minerals. At the end of 1998, there were approximately
175 registered biopesticide active ingredients and 700 products. Biopesticides
fall into three major classes:

¯ Microbialpesticides contain a microorganism (e.g., a bacterium,
fungus, virus, or protozoan) as the active ingredient. These pesticides
can kill many different kinds of pests. For example, there are fungi
that control weeds, other fungi that control cockroaches, and bacteria
that control plant diseases. The most widely used microbial pesticides
include various types of the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis, or Bt. Bt
acts by producing a protein that kills the larvae of specific insect pests.
One kind of Bt can control specific insects in cabbage, potatoes, and
other crops, while another type of Bt kills mosquitoes. Based on
available information, the bacterium appears to have no adverse effects
on humans or the environment. However, additional data are needed
to ensure that products containing this bacterium are safe for honey
bees, wasps, fish, and aquatic invertebrates.

¯ Plant pesticides are pesticidal substances that plants produce from
genetic material that has been added to the plants. For example,
scientists can introduce the gene for the Bt pesticidal protein into a
plant’s genetic material. The plant will then manufacture the
substance that destroys the pest. Both the Bt protein and its genetic
material are regulated by EPA; the plant itself is not regulated.
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¯ Biochemicalpesticides are naturally occurring substances that control
pests by nontoxic mechanisms. In contrast, conventional pesticides are
synthetic materials that usually kill or inactivate the pest. Biochemical
pesticides include substances, such as pheromones, that interfere with
the growth or mating of a pest. Because it is sometimes difficult to
determine whether a natural pesticide controls the pest by a nontoxic
mode of action, EPA has established a committee to determine
whether a pesticide meets the criteria of a biochemical pesticide.

Some of the advantages of using biopesticides are:

¯ They are inherently less harmful than conventional pesticides.

¯ They generally affect only the target pest and closely related
organisms.

¯ They are often effective in very small quantities and often decompose
quickly, thereby resulting in lower exposures and largely avoiding the
pollution problems caused by conventional pesticides.

To use biopesticides effectively, users should have a solid understanding of
how to manage pests. When used as a component of integrated pest
management (~M) programs, biopesticides can greatly decrease the use of
conventional pesticides, while still allowing crop yields to remain high.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Environmental impacts most likely result from pesticide applications
that are not conducted according to label directions. Potential
pollution outputs and environmental impacts from pesticide
application may include:

¯ Runoffor leaching of pesticides to surface water or
groundwater. Pesticides incorporated into soil may leach into
the groundwater. Soil fumigants will include releases to
groundwater through leaching. Pesticides applied through
chemigation, in which the pesticide is combined and applied
with irrigation water, may be released to surface water through
runoff or to groundwater through leaching.

¯ Air emissions. The application of pesticides using spray
systems is more likely to involve releases to air. Soil fumigants
will include releases to air through volatilization.
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¯ Spills to soil and surface waters. The impacts of spills may be
more significant since the spilled materials will be concentrated
in one specific area.

¯ Potential human exposure and residue levels that exceed
tolerance on animals and products. Pesticides are both
suspected and known for causing immediate and delayed-onset
health hazards for humans. If exposed to pesticides, humans
may experience adverse effects, such as nausea, respiratory
distress, or more severe symptoms up to and including death.
To help reduce this potential exposure, tolerance levels have
been established for residues on agricultural products. Animals
and birds impacted by pesticides can experience similar
illnesses or develop other types of physical distress. Following
label directions for application, protective gear, and disposal
will help ensure such environmental impacts do not occur.

¯ Pesticides that are applied to water-saturated soils or highly
alkaline soils may not degrade as quickly as those applied
properly or with the appropriate pH additive. When pesticides
do not degrade, or do not bond with the plant or soil surface,
they are more likely to be released to the environment through
runoff.

¯ If not protected with backflow prevention devices, pesticides
applied through spray systems that are connected to water
supplies can siphon back to the water source and potentially
contaminate drinking water systems. Also, improperly cleaned
and disposed pesticide containers may cause releases to the soil
and/or surface waters.

¯ Outputs from pesticide applications can inhibit crop production
through the resurgence of pests after treatment, occurrence of
secondary pest outbreaks, and development of pesticide
resistance in target pests. In addition, the control of insects by
broad-spectrum insecticides also destroys beneficial insect
populations. Populations of many previously innocuous
species may then increase rapidly and cause major economic
damage.

¯ Crop losses have occurred when pesticides were applied
improperly or drifted from a treated crop to nearby susceptible
crops; when excess residues prevent crops from being planted
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in rotation or inhibit the growth of susceptible crops; and when
excessive residues of pesticides accumulate on crops, causing
the harvested products to be unmarketable.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Environmental impacts from pesticides are minimized by following
label directions for application, and preventing or minimizing their use
wherever possible. Pesticide use accounts for a substantial portion of
farm production costs. By reducing their use, agricultural
establishments cannot only reduce production costs, but also reduce
environmental impacts of their operations.

Pestic~ide use and impact can also be minimized by using integrated
pest management approaches, new technologies, efficient application
methods, controls, and basic preventive measures. Examples of these
are presented below.

Integrated pest management (IPM). IPM is an effective and
environmentally sensitive approach to pest management that
relies on a combination of common sense practices. IPM
programs use current, comprehensive information on the life
cycles of pests and their interaction with the environment. This
information, in combination with available pest control
methods, is used to manage pest damage by the most
economical means, and with the least possible hazard to
people, property, and the environment.

Crop management is a vital part of I~M because it may reduce
the concentration of pests. Crop rotation can help prevent
disease buildup. Rotation is particularly important when
conservation tillage methods are used. For grain crops, other
methods include planting of hybrid plants that are resistant to
leaf blights and stalk rot, plowing under chopped corn stalks
and leaves (which can kill some overwintering disease fungi,
but also may promote the growth of others that live below the
surface), and maintaining good drainage. An IPM plan should
indicate that when a pesticide is needed, and its selection is
based on persistence, toxicity, and leaching and runoffpotential
such that the most environmentally friendly pesticide is used.

Precision farming. One of the more advanced technologies
for improving nutrient and pesticide application efficiency is
known as precision farming. Typically used by larger
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operations, precision farming allows farmers to know their
location in the field via a Global Positioning System (GPS) so
that applications can be made according to a predetermined rate
for that specific location. Precision farming may result in more
precise applications of nutrients and pesticides so there is little
or no excess leached to groundwater or washed to surface
waters.

Controlled droplet application (CDA). CDA produces spray
droplets that are relatively uniform in size and allows the
applicator to control droplet size. In contrast, conventional
spray nozzles produce droplets that vary widely from small
droplets that may drift or evaporate before reaching the target,
to large dror~lets that concentrate too much of the pesticide in
one spot. CDA improves the efficiency of pesticide
application, thus reducing overall pesticide use and cost. In
addition, CDA may require less than one gallon of water per
acre, compared with 20-30 gallons per acre with most
conventional herbicide sprayers. CDA also provides time and
fuel savings as well as less soil compaction. (Comell
University, Dr. Russel R. Hahn, Controlled Droplet
Application)

Chemigation. Another method of more efficient pesticide
application is chemigation. Chemigation systems are irrigation
systems that are designed for chemical application by injection
with the irrigation water. The systems provide reduced water
pollution by allowing prescription chemical applications to be
made. If chemicals are applied frequently and only in amounts
required by the irrigated crop, the presence of excessive
amounts are avoided, thus preventing leaching from occurring.
(University of Florida Cooperative Extension Service, 1993)

Erosion control devices. To control pesticide losses to surface
water, a farm should control erosion and reduce the volume of
runoff water that leaves the field or farm. Practices such as
conservation tillage, terraces, strip-cropping, and contouring
reduce runoff and control erosion. Sediment basins, farm
ponds, and wetlands contain or trap sediments. Keeping the
chemicals in the field or trapping them in biologically active
areas (e.g., ponds or wetlands) provides the opportunity for
microorganisms to degrade the pesticides, eventually rendering
them harmless.
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Basic preventive measures. Waste minimization strategies
for pesticides include:

Buy only the amount needed for a year or a growing
season.

Minimize the amount of product kept in storage.

Calculate how much diluted pesticide will be needed
for a job and mix only that amount.

- Apply pesticides with properly-calibrated equipment.

- Use all pesticides in accordance with label instructions.

Purchase pesticide products packaged in such a way as
to minimize disposal problems.

Work with the state to locate a pesticide handler who
can use the excess pesticide.

Return unused product to the dealer, formulator, or
manufacturer.

Implement setbacks from wellheads for application and
storage.

Use contact pesticides that do not have to be
incorporated into the soil.

Use row banding application techniques, where
appropriate, to limit the amount of pesticide applied.

If possible, choose nonleachable pesticides labeled for
the crop and pest. Nonleachable pesticides are
considered those that are less likely to migrate from
their target crop.
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III.A.5. Irrigating Crops

Irrigation has always been a component of cropIrrigation transports water
production and provides many benefits. Over to crops primarily for
the past 150 years, the practice of irrigation hasgrowth, but also to ease the

increased dramatically, increasing the numbershock following transplant
and to keep the crops coolof farmable acres, producing consistent and

. in arid or excessive heatoften higher yields, and making agriculture . conditions.
possible in areas previously unsuitable for ~

intensive crop production.

In addition to these recognized benefits of irrigation, other factors have
contributed to the increase in its use. Investment in equipment to transport
water for agricultural use has been stimulated by federal policies. Such
policies have included high commodity support prices, tax incentives that
include investment credits, and accelerated depreciation for equipment, water
depletion allowances, and low interest rates.

In the western United States, irrigation has been encouraged by federal law,
which has provided subsidized irrigation water to western growers for nearly a
century. As this and other subsidy programs have declined, the number of
irrigated acres has decreased. However, in the eastern states that have not
received direct water subsidies in the past, the number of irrigated acres is
expected to increase.

There are many different irrigation systems, all of which are designed to move
water from its source to where it can be used for crop production. Imgation
water is typically obtained from pumping groundwater or surface waters from
onsite sources or from offsite sources such as rivers, pipelines, canals and
aqueducts that are operated by irrigation districts and private water companies.
Imgation methods may consist of flood, stationary, and traveling systems.

¯ Flood systems allow the water to gravity sheet flow across the
cropland.

¯ Stationary systems include subsurface drip or trickle systems and
aboveground systems, which are permanently piped and may or may
not have spray heads.

¯ Traveling systems may be center pivot, linear-move, hard-hose, or
cable-tow. Imgation systems such as the center pivot and linear-move
usually have multiple spray heads (guns). Hard-hose and cable-tow
systems usually have a single spray head.
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential pollution outputs from irrigation include runoff and
leachate contaminated with pollutants (e.g., nutrients and pesticides)
and salinization. Water depletion is one of the significant
environmental impacts of irrigation. Irrigation can deplete surface
water supplies, not only from the removal of water from these sources
to use for irrigation, but also from the reduced volume of water
returning to surface water due to evaporation losses. Irrigation can
also deplete groundwater supplies. Water tables have fallen,
particularly in drier western states, because of large volumes of
groundwater being used for irrigation. Not only has this resulted in
less water for agriculture and other uses, it has also resulted in an
increase in the cost of water for all users. Land subsidence of up to 10
feet has resulted in some areas because of groundwater withdrawals
occurring at rates that exceeded groundwater recharge.

Irrigation contributes to the movement of nutrients and pesticides into
surface waters and groundwater, particularly in sandy soils. The
impacts of pollutants (e.g., nutrients, pesticides, and sediments) from
irrigation-induced runoff are similar to those discussed in Section
III.A. 1.

Mineralization and salinization of soils are additional impacts of
irrigation. Irrigation water, whether from groundwater or surface water
sources, has a natural base load of dissolved mineral salts. As the
water is consumed by plants or lost to the atmosphere by evaporation,
the salts remain and become concentrated in the soil. This is referred
to as the "concentrating effect." The total salt load carried by irrigation
return flow is the sum of the salt remaining in the applied water plus
any salt picked up from the irrigated land. Irrigation return flows
provide the means for conveying the salts to the surface water or
groundwater supplies. If the amount of salt in the retum flow is low in
comparison to the total stream flow, water quality may not be degraded
to the extent that use is impaired. However, if the process of water
diversion for irrigation and the return of salinated water is repeated
many times along a surface water, water quality will be progressively
degraded for downstream irrigation use as well as for other uses. In
the western states, major aquifers have been depleted or destroyed
through salinization, or when withdrawals exceeded recharge rates.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are several pollution prevention opportunities for irrigating
crops. First, minimizing the use of irrigation will reduce erosion,
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runoff, groundwater depletion, and salinization. It can also save
money by reducing the costs associated with irrigation. Other
pollution prevention techniques include:

Using well-designed irrigation systems. A common cause of
environmental impacts from irrigation is poor system design.
Poorly designed systems may apply water nonuniformly,
allowing some areas to become oversaturated while others do
not receive adequate water. Areas not adequately irrigated may
suffer yield or quality reductions, while overirrigated areas may
suffer from the leaching of chemicals.

Using efficient irrigation systems. There are several types of
efficient irrigation systems, including surge irrigation systems
and drip irrigation systems.

With surge irrigation, water is sent through the furrows
between each row of crops. Rather than sending all the
water at once, small amounts are sent in bursts. In this
manner, erosion is reduced, more water reaches the
plant, and less runoff of irrigated water occurs.

In drip irrigation, plants are watered directly from the
irrigation source. While drip irrigation conserves water,
by watering only the plants’ fruits and the soil
immediately around them, drip irrigation can also lead
to soil erosion. If drip irrigation is the sole method
used, the soil between rows of crops remains dry, thus
making it more susceptible to wind erosion.

The Texas Agricultural Extension Service has found irrigation
efficiency for surge irrigation up to 90 percent and drip irrigation to be
up to 98 percent. These systems significantly reduce the amount of
irrigation water that can runoff to surface waters, thus reducing
pollution. Conventional systems have a much lower efficiency rate.
The efficiency of all methods can be improved by varying application
volumes as water tables rise and fall.
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Calculating Fuel Use Efficiency for Irrigation Pumps
The Texas Agricultural Extension Service has developed a program to
determine the efficiency of various irrigation methods. The program
calculates a pumping plant’s fuel use efficiency performance and compares it
to a given standard. The program also calculates the fuel cost per acre-inch
pumped and fuel cost savings if a pumping system is brought up to the
performartce standard. The program can be used to evaluate the pumping
performance and fuel cost for the following fuels: (1) electricity, (2) natural
gas. (3) diesel, (4) gasoline, (5) propane, and (6) butane.

In addition to well-designed and efficient irrigation systems, there are
many inexpensive best management practices that can be used to
reduce runoff and erosion, and lower irrigation costs. These methods
include the following:

Assure all irrigation systems are in good repair, with no leaks,
and that the sprinklers are adjusted to minimize misdirected
spray.

Use low-volume spray heads and stop watering if puddling and
runoff is observed.

,/ Irrigate early in the morning or in the evening when it is
generally less windy and cooler.

Utilize efficient i~gation methods such as drip irrigation.
Many existing spray systems can be changed to function as drip
systems.

Install check valves to prevent downhill sprinkler heads from
draining after the system has been shut off. This keeps water in
the pipes for the next sprinkling. Follow manufacturer’s
instructions.

Install "rainguards" that measure rainfall and stop operation of
the irrigation controller during rainfall.

,/ If nutrients are irrigated, calculate the discharge rate of the
system and irrigate only at desired loading.

Replace worn irrigation nozzles (increased orifice size) that
may result in over application.
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III.A.6. Harvesting Crops and Post-Harvesting Activities

Harvesting crops involves digging, cutting, picking, or other methods of
removing the crops from the ground, stalks, vines, or trees. Small fruits and
other food crops (e.g., strawberries, melons) are typically harvested by hand,
though may be harvested by machine. Field crops (e.g., corn, barley, oats) are
typically harvested by machine. For specific crops, such as sugar cane, pre-
harvest burning may be conducted to improve access to the crop.

Post-harvesting activities include washing and processes products; packaging,
loading, and transporting products; and destroying crop residue (if
appropriate).

¯ Washing, processing, andpackagingproducts. Crops may be washed
at the agricultural establishment or at the processing plant. Fresh
agricultural crops may be washed at the agricultural establishment and
then shipped directly to distribution centers or sales outlets.
Agricultural crops destined for use as processed foods (e.g., canned
fruits and vegetables or snack foods), are likely to undergo extensive
washing and processing at the processing plant. Unusable crops can
either be picked up manually or separated out from the usable stock
aider the washing process.

Following processing, crops are packaged and prepared for delivery to
the appropriate customer. Crops such as tobacco require drying during
the onsite curing processing. Crops may be packaged using various
materials, including corrugated cardboard, paper, and plastic/fabric
packaging materials.

¯ Loading and transporting products. While the loading operation will
vary between establishments, individually packaged crops (e.g.,
berries), are commonly loaded by forklift or by hand, while bulk
packaged crops (e.g., potatoes and apples) may be loaded by conveyor.
Crops are then transported typically by truck or rail to their final
destination.

¯ Destroying crop residue. Post-harvest crop residue destruction is a
practice used for specific crops, particularly in certain areas of the
United States. For example, rice and wheat stubble are often burned in
the southeast and northwest respectively after harvest is complete.

R0074313
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential pollution outputs of harvesting and post-harvesting
activities include air emissions from harvesting equipment and crop
residue burning; unusable or spilled crop; wastewater potentially
contaminated with organic wastes and pesticides from crop washing;
wastewater and waste product from processing; and damaged or
unusable packaging materials. If discharged to surface waters,
wastewater from crop washing can potentially cause BOD
contamination. Damaged or unusable packaging and unusable/spilled
crop may be managed as solid waste. Hydraulic lifts or conveyors used
in the loading process may leak oil, resulting in soil contamination.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are several pollution prevention and waste minimization
opportunities for harvesting and post-harvesting activities. These
include:

Maintaining harvesting machine~, and vehicles. Section
III.A.7. Maintaining and Repairing Agricultural Machine~,
and Vehicles discusses various methods of keeping an
environmentally responsible farm vehicle.

Using unusable product as nutrients. Unusable products can be
washed to remove pesticides and then composted for future use
as nutrients. This can prevent the disposal of these products as
solid wastes and r6duce the amount of commercial fertilizers
used.

Minimizing water use for product washing. Minimizing the
amount of water used for product washing can reduce potential
BOD contamination and reduce water costs. There are several
types of equipment that can be used to minimize water use
including control faucets and sprayers. These faucets and
sprayers control the flow of water, using significantly less
water than the faucets that supply a continuous flow of water.
Other simple techniques to minimize water use include the
following:

Installing a time sequence sprayer that can minimize the
amount of water being used.

Using a high-pressure, low-flow nozzle during cleaning
to significantly reduce water use.
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Installing sideboards or splash guards to prevent
spillage.

Shutting the water off during breaks.

,/" Prevent contamination from oil leaks. Place catch pans
underneath hydraulic lifts or conveyors to collect oil leaks and
prevent soil contamination. This oil can then be recycled.

,/ Prevent product spills. The use of sideboards on conveyors or
other equipment designed to transport products from the
ground into the vehicle can be used to prevent product spills.
Additionally, catch pans or containers underneath loading areas
can be used to collect any unusable products left on the ground.
These products can then be composted, if appropriate.

III.A.7. Maintaining and Repairing Agricultural Machinery and Vehicles

Day-to-day maintenance and repair activities keep agricultural machinery and
vehicles safe and reliable. Maintenance activities include oil and filter
changes, battery replacement, and repairs, including metal machining.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The wastes from maintenance and repair activities can include used
oil, spent fluids, spent batteries, metal machining wastes, spent organic
solvents, and tires. These wastes have the potential to be released to
the environment if not handled properly, stored in secure areas with
secondary containment,
protected from exposure
to weather, and properly Proper Disposal of Oil-Based Fluids.
disposed of. If released Spent petroleum-based fluids and solids
to the environment, the should be sent to a recycling center
impact of these releases whenever possible. Solvents that are
can be contamination ofhazardous waste must not be mixed with
surface waters, used oil or, under RCRA regulations, the
groundwater, and soils, entire mixture may be considered

as well as toxic releases hazardous waste. Non-listed hazardous
wastes can be mixed with waste oil, andto the atmosphere.
as long as the resulting mixture is not

Groundwater pollution hazardous, can be handled as waste oil.
can also result from All used drip pans and containers should
discharges of wastes to be properly labeled.
Class V wells.
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Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Preventive maintenance programs can minimize waste generation,
increase equipment life, and minimize the probability of significant
impacts and accidents. Where the wastes cannot be eliminated, safe
handling and recycling can minimize environmental impacts. The
following presents pollution prevention/waste minimization
opportunities for each type of waste.

Used Oil. The impact of oil changes can be minimized by preventing
releases of used oil to the environment, and recycling or reusing used
oil whenever possible. Spills can be prevented by using containment
around used oil containers, keeping floor drains closed when oil is
being drained, and by training employees on spill prevention
techniques. Oil that is contained rather than released can be recycled,
thus saving the farm money, and protecting the environment.

Recycling used oil requires equipment like a drip table with a used oil
collection bucket to collect oil dripping from parts. Drip pans can be
placed under machinery and vehicles awaiting repairs to capture any
leaking fluids. By using catch pans or buckets, rather than absorbent
materials to contain leaks or spills of used oil, the used oil can be more
easily recycled. To encourage recycling, the publication "How To Set
Up A Local Program To Recycle Used Oil" is available at no cost from
the RCRA/Superfund Hotline at 1-800-424-9346 or 1-703-412-9810.

Spent Fluids. Farm machinery and vehicles require regular changing
of fluids, including oil, coolant, and others. To minimize releases to
the environment, these fluids should be drained and replaced in areas
where there are no connections to storm drains or municipal sewers.
Minor spills should be cleaned up prior to reaching drains. Used fluid
should be collected and stored in separate containers. Fluids can often
be recycled. For example, brake fluid, transmission fluid, and gear oil
are recyclable. Some liquids are able to be legally mixed with used
motor oil which, in turn, can be reclaimed.

During the process of engine maintenance, spills of fluids are likely to
occur. The "dry shop" principle encourages spills to be cleaned
immediately so that spilled fluid will not evaporate to air, be
transported to soil, or be discharged to waterways or sewers. The
following techniques help prevent and minimize the impact of spills:
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,/ Collect leaking or dripping fluids in designated drip pans or
containers. Keep all fluids separated so they may be properly
recycled.

Keep a designated drip pan under the vehicle while unclipping
hoses, unscrewing filters, or removing other parts. The drip
pan prevents splattering of fluids and keeps chemicals from
penetrating the shop floor or outside area where the
maintenance is occurring.

Immediately transfer used fluids to proper containers. Never
leave drip pans or other open containers unattended.

Radiator fluids are often acceptable to antifreeze recyclers. This
includes fluids used to flush out radiators during cleaning. Reusing the
flushing fluid minimizes waste discharges. Ifa licensed recycler does
not accept the spent flushing fluids, consider changing to another
brand of fluid that can be recycled.

Batteries. Farm operators have three options for managing used
batteries: recycling through a supplier, recycling directly though a
battery reclamation facility, or direct disposal. Most suppliers now
accept spent batteries at the time of new battery purchase. While some
waste batteries must be handled as hazardous waste, lead acid batteries
are not considered hazardous waste as long as they are recycled. In
general, recycling batteries may reduce the amount of hazardous waste
stored at a farm, and thus reduce the farm’s responsibilities under
RCRA.

The following best management practices are recommended to prevent
used batteries from impacting the environment prior to disposal:

Place on pallets and label by battery type (e.g., lead-acid,
nickel, and cadmium).

Protect them from the weather with a tarp, roof, or other means.

Store them on an open rack or in a watertight secondary
containment unit to prevent leaks.

Inspect them for cracks and leaks as they come to the farm. Ifa
battery is dropped, treat it as if it is cracked. Acid residue from
cracked or leaking batteries is likely to be hazardous waste
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under RCRA because it is likelv to demonstrate the
characteristic ofcorrosivity, anal may contain lead and other
metals.

Neutralize acid spills and dispose of the resulting waste as
hazardous if it still exhibits a characteristic of a hazardous
waste.

Avoid skin contact with leaking or damaged batteries.

Machine Shop Wastes. The major hazardous wastes from metal
machining are. waste cutting oils, spent machine coolant, and
degreasing solvents. Scrap metal can also be a component of
hazardous waste produced at a machine shop. Material substitution
and recycling are the two best means to reduce the volume of these
wastes.

The preferred method of reducing the amount of waste cutting oils and
degreasing solvents is to substitute with water-soluble cutting oils. If
non-water-soluble oils must be used, recycling waste cutting oil
reduces the potential environmental impact. Machine coolant can be
recycled, either by an outside recycler, or through a number of in-
house systems. Coolant recycling is most easily implemented when a
standardized type of coolant is used throughout the shop. Reuse and
recycling of solvents also is easily achieved, although it is generally
done by a permitted recycler. Most shops collect scrap metals from
machining operations and sell these to metal recyclers. Metal chips
which have been removed from the coolant by filtration can be
included in the scrap metal collection. Wastes should be carefully
segregated to facilitate reuse and recycling.

III.A.8. Fuel Use and Fueling Activities

Fuel is used to operate agricultural machinery, equipment, and vehicles that
are used throughout almost every step of crop production, including preparing
the site/soil, planting and tending the crops, applying nutrients and pesticides,
irrigating and harvesting the crops, and post-harvesting activities. Agricultural
machinery and vehicles are typically fueled using an aboveground fueling
dispenser that is connected to an aboveground or undergound fuel tank.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Agricultural machinery and vehicles that use fuel most likely emit
pollutants to the atmosphere. The activity of fueling itself can emit air
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pollutants, and spills of fuel can cause water, soil and groundwater
contamination. Underground fueling systems that are not monitored or
maintained properly can leak into the surrounding soils and eventually
contaminate groundwater.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Properly maintaining fuel tanks, lines, and fueling systems can
substantially reduce the probability of accidental fuel spills or leaks.
All leaking pipe joints, nozzle connections, and any damage to the
fueling hose (e.g., kinks, crushing, breaks in the carcass, bulges,
blistering, soft spots at the coupling, deep cracks or cuts, spots wet
with fuel, or excessive wear) should be fixed immediately to reduce
the amount of pollution to the environment. Spill and overflow
protection devices can be installed to prevent fuel spills and secondary
containment can be used to contain spills or leaks. Additional pollution
prevention techniques for fueling include the following:

at Inspect fueling equipment daily to ensure that all components
are in satisfactory condition. While refueling, check for leaks.

at If refueling occurs at night, make sure it is carried out in a well-
lighted area.

Never refuel during maintenance as it might provide a source
of ignition to fuel va~pors.

Do not leave a fuel nozzle unattended during fueling or wedge
or tie the nozzle trigger in the open position.

Discourage topping off of fuel tanks.

III.A.9. Maintaining the Facility

Providing Drinking Water
As part of maintaining the physical site,
an owner often is responsible for A public water system is a system

that receives water from a well,providing and maintaining a safe source
river, reservoir, or other sources,of drinking water for those individualsand serves piped water to at least

who live or work at the site. Water 15 service connections or regularly
provided from a surface water supply orserves an average of 25 people
groundwater supply may be consideredeach day for at least 60 days.
a public water system and, as such, is
subject to federal regulations. To be
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subject to the Safe Drinking Water Act, the system must meet set criteria such
that it is classified as one of the following water systems: community, non-
transient non-community, or transient non-community. To ensure the drinking
water source, whether surface or groundwater, is not contaminated, the
regulations require the owner of the public water system to conduct periodic
monitoring and analyses.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Surface water supplies may become contaminated through runoff.
Groundwater supplies may become contaminated through a variety of
sources, including runoff and leaching, improperly grouted wellheads,
improperly constructed or sited wellheads, or faulty onsite septic
systems. Potential environmental impacts from contaminated drinking
water include a wide variety of health effects for those who ingest it.
Depending on the contaminant, the water may cause short-term
illnesses and may also lead to long-term health effects.

Pollution Prevention/Waste l~linimization Opportunities
The primary concern with drinking water is to ensure it does not
become contaminated. The previous sections of this chapter discussed
the pollution prevention methods associated with crop production that
can help ensure that surface water or groundwater does not become
contaminated, and thus result in contaminated drinking water.

Managing Equipment Containing PCBs
Facility maintenance includes mafiaging equipment that may contain PCBs,
such as generators, electrical transformers and their bushings, capacitors,
reclosers, regulators, electric light ballasts, and oil switches. Facilities must
ensure through activities related to the management of PCBs (e.g., inspections,
proper storage) that human food or animal feed are not exposed to PCBs.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential pollution outputs are spills or leaks of PCB-containing
oil from this equipment and hazardous air emissions in the event of an
electrical fire. These releases can result in air, water, and soil
contamination. While the regulations do not establish a specific
distance limit, any item containing PCBs is considered to pose an
unacceptable exposure risk to food or feed ifPCBs released in any
form have the potential to reach/contaminate food or feed.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are several techniques that can be used to prevent releases of
PCBs to the environment and contamination of food or feed. These
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include replacing the PCB-containing equipment; replacing the PCB-
containing oil with oil that does not contain PCBs; providing
secondary containment of the equipment so that spills cannot
contaminate the soil or ~oundwater; and relocating the equipment to a
location that does not present an exposure risk to food or feed. PCB-
containing equipment should be inspected regularly for leaks and any
deterioration that may cause an electrical fire.

Renovating and Demolishing Structures
Asbestos and lead-based paint may be present in structures that are being
renovated or demolished. While EPA banned the use of many asbestos-
containing materials in the 1970s, buildings built before this are likely to have
asbestos-containing materials. Used as insulation and a fire retardant, asbestos
and asbestos-containing materials can be found in a variety of building
construction materials, including pipe and furnace insulation materials,
asbestos shingles, millboard, textured paint and other coating materials, and
floor tiles. It is also found in vehicle brake linings. Lead-based paint can
typically be found on the interiors and exteriors of buildings constructed prior
to 1978. This is because EPA banned the manufacture and use of lead-based
paint and lead-based paint products in 1978.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The renovation and demolition of structures can impact the
environment as materials that may have previously been trapped within
or on buildings become exposed to the environment. When
encapsulated, asbestos fibers do not impact human health or the
environment. However, during renovation or demolition, asbestos
fibers may be released. If inhaled or ingested, asbestos fibers can
cause respiratory damage.

Lead is a known carcinogen through any exposure pathway and may
result in significant health effects. As with asbestos, lead-based paint
that remains intact and is not chipping or otherwise deteriorating, does
not present health problems. However, when it does become damaged,
it should be properly removed, contained, and disposed of to prevent
exposure. The activity of paint removal has the potential to impact
human health and the environment as lead-containing fibers, dust, and
paint chips are released. Paint chips and dust can cause indoor air
contamination during renovation, and soil contamination from
demolition or improper disposal. In addition, lead-based paint chips
and dust, if ingested, can create severe, long-term health effects,
especially for children.
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Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The potential impact can be mitigated by assuring any asbestos is
encapsulated within the building structure while the building is being
used, and properly contained during construction and demolition.

III.B. Greenhouses and Nurseries: Operations, Impacts, and Pollution Prevention
Opportunities

This section provides an overview of commonly employed operations and
maintenance activities at greenhouses and nurseries. This discussion is not
exhaustive; the operations and maintenance activities discussed are intended
to represent the major sources pollution outputs and environmental impacts
from producing greenhouse and nursery products. General pollution
prevention and waste minimization opportunities are also discussed in the
context of each operation.

Facilities that are engaged in greenhouse and nursery operations (e.g.,
horticulture), are responsible for growing and selling greenhouse and nursery
products. Many of the activities related to horticulture production are quite
similar to those necessary for production of crops. As a result, the material
inputs, pollution outputs, and potential environmental impacts are very similar
to those discussed throughout Section III.A.

While this section focuses on those activities for operations that fall under
NAICS code 0114 (SIC code 018), many of these activities also take place
under other parts of NAICS code 011 - Crop Production (SIC code 01). In
contrast to food crops, horticultural production may include maintenance of
plants and trees for two or more growing seasons. While food crops are
harvested to be consumed, horticulture products are often sold live.
Furthermore, horticulture production includes activities that take place both
indoors and in the open air.

This section describes the following horticultural production activities:

¯ Preparing soil/growing media for horticulture crops
¯ Planting horticulture crops
¯ Applying nutrients to horticulture crops
¯ Applying pesticides and pest control for horticulture crops
¯ Irrigating horticulture crops
¯ Tending and harvesting horticulture crops
¯ Constructing and maintaining greenhouses
¯ Transporting products
¯ Maintaining and repairing equipment
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¯ Fuel use and fueling equipment

Exhibit 21 presents material inputs and pollution outputs from each of these
processes.

Exhibit 21. Greenhouse and Nursery Production Activities,
Raw Material Inputs, and Pollution Outputs

Activity Raw Material Input Pollution Output

Preparing soil/growing media - Soil, peat, or other synthetic - Air emissions (e.g., dust)
growing media - Sediment, nutrient, and

- Lime pesticides runoff from soil
erosion

Planting - Seeds, seedlings - Air emissions (e.g., dust)
- Sediment, nutrient, and

pesticide nmoff from soil
erosion

- Plants, branches, leaves, etc.

Applying nutrients - Organic nutrients - Runoff and leaching of
- Commercial nutrients unused or misapplied
- Water nutrients

- Chemical air emissions

Applying pesticides and pest - Pesticides (including - Runoffand leaching of
control insecticides, rodenticides, unused or rmsapplied

fungicides, and herbicides) nutrients
- Chemical air emissions

Irrigating (not including nutrient - Water - Runoffcontammated with
application) - Chermcals sediments, salts, pesticides,

and nutrients

Tending and harvesting - Plant and tree clippings

Constructing and maintaining - Construction materials - Construction wastes
greenhouses - Fuel for heating and cooling - Air emissions

- Boiler chemicals - Storm water runoff from
increased impervious area
Spills of boiler chemicals

Packaging, loading, and - Plastic, burlap or paper - Dead plants
transporting horticulture crops packaging materials - Waste packaging materials
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Exhibit 21. Greenhouse and Nursery Production Activities,
Raw Material Inputs, and Pollution Outputs

Activity. Raw Material Input Pollution Output
Maintaining and repairing - Oil - Used oil
equipment - Lubricating fluids - Spent fluids

- Fuel - Spent batteries
- Coolants - Metal machining wastes
- Solvents - Spent organic solvents
- Tires - Tires
- Batteries - Air, water, soil, and
- Equipment parts groundwater pollution

resulting from spilled and/or
spent fluids

Fuel use and fueling activities - Fuel - Air emissions from machinery
- Air. water, soil, and

groundwater pollution
resulting from spills

III.B.1. Preparing Soil/Growing Media for Horticulture Crops

Prior to planting, the soil or growing media3 must be prepared for growing
horticulture crops. For horticulture crops grown outdoors, soil preparation
generally involves tilling and the application of nutrients, primarily
commercial fertilizer. Tilling aerates the soil, allows seedlings to be placed in
the soil, and helps roots take hold of the soil. It also improves drainage and
allows for better assimilation of nutrients (i.e., fertilizers) and pesticides into
the soil. For greenhouse cropsl proper soil or media preparation is key for
fostering plant growth. Due to the relatively shallow depth and limited
volume of greenhouse containers, soil must be amended to provide the
physical and chemical properties necessary for plant growth.~ Materials are
added to the soil that promote improved aeration, drainage, and water holding
capacity. These materials can include peat and peat-like materials, wood
residues, rice hulls, sand, vermiculite, calcined clays, expanded polystyrene,
urea formaldehydes, and bagasse (a waste byproduct of the sugar industry that
is often composted to promote aeration). In addition, soil pH is often

3 Note that many indoor growing operations use non-soil media consisting of peat moss,
compost, lime, and other material, rather than soil in order to provide a more porous growth
environment in a relatively small volume container.

4Texas Greenhouse Management Handbook, Dr. Don Wilkerson, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/greenhouseiguides/green/green.html.
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adjusted by adding ground limestone, hydrated lime, or dolomitic lime to suit
the plants being grown.5

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The major environmental impacts of soil/growing media preparation in
horticulture operations is runoff that carries pollutants (e.g.,
soils/growing media, nutrients, pH adjusting agents, pesticides) to
groundwater or surface waters.

For outdoor operations, the primary pollution output is runoff
contaminated with pollutants (e.g., sediments, nutrients, and
pesticides) caused by soil erosion. Soil erosion causes damage both
onsite and offsiteat horticulture operations. Onsite erosion can reduce
the productivity of the operation and increase the need for fertilizer and
other inputs. Pollutants (e.g., sediments, nutrients, and pesticides) that
are transported offsite by runoffmay be deposited in surface waters,
leading to reduced oxygen content, increased algae growth, and overall
degradation of water quality.

Indoor operations can also be sources of water pollution. Runoff that
comes in contact with spills of soil/soil media, improperly managed
outdoor bulk soil/media piles, or discharges of floor washdown water
can transport sediments and other pollutants to surface waters. Spilled
or excessively applied lime also has the potential to contaminate
groundwater or surface waters.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
When preparing soil for outdoor operations, runoff can be reduced by
planting and maintaining buffer strips of grass and sod. These strips
can slow runoff and trap sediment, reducing soil loss and potentially
preventing water contamination. Horticulture operations that maintain
grass strips between rows of plants or trees have been shown to
maintain 30 percent to 50 percent more soil than those that maintain
only bare soil.6

5Effect of pH on Pesticide Stability and Efficacy, Winand K. Hock, Penn State University,
http://pmep.cce.comell .edu/facts-slides-sel f/facts/gen-peapp-ph.html.

6 Best Management Practices for Field Production of Nursery Stock, North Carolina State
University Biological and Agricultural Engineering Extension Service, http://www.bae.ncsu.edu/
programs/extension!ag-env/nursery/.
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Unnecessary application of materials that could potentially leach into
and pollute nearby water sources can be prevented through frequent
soil testing prior to application. Spills can be prevented by assuring
the integrity of the containers in which the materials are kept.
Containers should be routinely repaired and replaced if perforated.

III.B.2. Planting Horticulture Crops

Horticulture crops are planted a~er the soil/soil media is prepared. Planting
involves the placement of seeds or seedlings into the soil/soil media. Planting
is typically done by hand for greenhouse operations, while planting may be
done either by hand or mechanically for nursery operations.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The major inputs in planting horticulture crops are the seeds and
energy used to plant them. The pollutant outputs include air emissions
from any planting equipment.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Pollution prevention opportunities during the planting process for
horticulture operations are similar to those discussed in Section III.A.2.

III.B.3. Applying Nutrients to Horticulture Crops

During all phases of the crop production process, nutrients (e.g., fertilizer,
manure, biosolids) can be applied to horticulture crops. Nutrients enhance
crop growth by providing essential nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and
micro-nutrients. Nutrients can be applied directly to the plant or soil surface,
incorporated into the soil, or applied with irrigation water through
chemigation.

Most greenhouse operations use liquid fertilizers, supplemented by granular or
slow release fertilizers which are added to the growing medium. While the
frequency of fertilizer application may vary, many operations continuously
fertilize through irrigation systems. For outdoor operations, nutrient
application is often more mechanically intensive, requiring coverage of large
areas. Nearly all acres planted are treated with one or more types of nutrients
(e.g., fertilizers, manure, or biosolids). Depending on the timing of the seed
planting, the application may occur simultaneously.

For outdoor operations, fertilizers may be applied in solid, liquid, or gas form.
Depending on the state of the product, nutrients may be applied using
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specialized trucks to apply dry product, tractors to pull sprayer equipment for
liquids, and pressurized tanks to apply anhydrous ammonia. Techniques used
to apply fertilizer include the following:

¯ Band placement is used to locate the fertilizer in an optimum position
relative to the seed. This minimizes salt injury to the developing roots.

¯ Broadcast application refers to the practice of distributing the product
uniformly over the soil surface. Tractors, airplanes and helicopters are
used to broadcast fertilizers.

¯ Injection refers to the application of anhydrous ammonia. At normal
pressure, anhydrous ammonia (NH3) is a gas. For application as a
fertilizer, it is pressurized to form a liquid. Because it isa volatile
liquid, it is incorporated into the soil as a liquid under pressure to a
depth of 15 to 25 cm. In the soil, NH3 is converted to NH4~, which is
stable. Gaseous ammonia is lost if soil pH increases much above 7, or
as moisture fluctuates from field capacity.

¯ Addition offertilizer to irrigation water (known as fertigation), is
usually part of a drip irrigation system that can apply water and
fertilizer to a precise predetermined location.

¯ Manure and biosolids may be applied to the soil surface as a solid
from a tractor-pulled box-type manure spreader as it makes passes
across the field. Slurry manure and biosolids are generally applied to
the soil surface by tractor-pulled or truck flail spreaders or subsurface
by tractor or truck injection equipment. Liquid manure may be surface
irrigated or subsurface injected. Manure and biosolid solids and
slurries may be mechanically incorporated into the soil following
application.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
There are several potential pollution outputs and environmental
impacts from nutrient application and spills including runoff and
leaching of improperly or excessively applied nutrients which can
contaminate surface water and groundwater; air emissions; and
increases in the amount of soluble salts in soils. Excessive amounts of
soluble salts in the soil can prevent or delay seed germination, kill or
seriously retard plant growth, and possibly render soils and
groundwater unusable.
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The degree of environmental impacts depends on the application
method. The surface application of fertilizer, manure, or biosolids is
more likely to result in runoff than injection. Non-composted surface-
applied manure will volatilize and release ammonia to the air. Spills
of nutrients may also negatively impact the environment since they
will be concentrated in one specific area.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are several pollution prevention techniques that can be used to
reduce pollution and impacts from nutrient application. These include:

,/ Application methods that prevent runoff (e.g., application by
¯ injection).

Restricting application in close proximity to surface waters.

Applying nutrients at agronomic rates to crops/cropland.

Managing the site to eliminate erosion or reduce the runoff
potential.

Developing and implementing nutrient management plans.
The primary purpose of nutrient management is to achieve the
level of nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus) required to
grow the planned crop by balancing the nutrients that are
already in the soil with those from other sources (e.g., manure,
biosolids, commercial fertilizers) that will be applied. At a
minimum, nutrient management can help prevent the
application of nutrients at rates that will exceed the capacity of
the soil and the planned crops to assimilate nutrients and
prevent pollution. More information on nutrient management
plans is presented in Section III.A.3.

III.B.4. ¯Applying Pesticides and Pest Control for Horticulture Crops

The pesticides commonly used in horticulture operations include insecticides,
fungicides, and herbicides. For large nursery operations, pesticides are often
applied through liquid spraying. As described in Section III.A.4., liquid
spraying may be conducted by aircraft, tractor spray rigs, or blasters.

¯ Aerial methods are the most common spray applications, with about
two-thirds of all insecticides and fungicides applied in this manner.
Trees and shrubs may be aerially treated several times per season with
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insecticides, fungicides, and protectant oils. Helicopters are often used
because the turbulence from the main rotor tends to push the pesticides
down toward the plant.

¯ Tractor spray rigs provide an advantage where horticulture crops are
grown in rows because planting, fertilizing and spraying can be
accomplished in one pass through the field.

¯ Blasters can be used for applying insecticides and fungicides to trees.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential environmental impacts from pesticide application are
runoff or leaching to surface water or groundwater, spills to surface
waters, potential human exposure, and soil contamination that could
leave land unproductive. These environmental impacts may all occur
if pesticides are not applied according to the label directions. Impacts
from pesticide application to horticulture crops are similar to those
discussed in Section III.A.4.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
As discussed previously in Section III.A.4, the best way to prevent
environmental impacts from pesticide use is follow label directions for
application and prevent or minimize their use wherever possible.
Pesticide use accounts for a significant portion of horticulture
production costs. By reducing their use, horticulture operations cannot
only reduce production costs, but also reduce environmental impacts
from their operations. Pesticide use can be minimized by using
integrated pest management approaches, new technologies, efficient
application methods, controls, and basic preventive measures.
Pollution prevention opportunities for reducing or minimizing impacts
from application of pesticides are discussed in Section III.A.4.

III.B.5. Irrigating Horticulture Crops

Imgation transports water to horticulture crops to nourish the crops, ease the
shock to the plants following transplant, and keep the crops cool in arid or
excessive heat conditions. There are many different irrigation systems, all of
which are designed to move water from its source to where it can be used for
crop production. Irrigation water is obtained from onsite groundwater and
surface water sources, as well as offsite sources such as rivers, pipelines,
canals and aqueducts that are operated by irrigation districts and private water
companies.
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All greenhouse crops are irrigated on a regular basis (since they are enclosed
and do not receive water from rainfall events). Water is generally applied to
the upper surface of the soil/growing media by using overhead sprinklers, drip
or trickle irrigation systems, hand-held hoses, or a combination of methods.
The advantage of drip or trickle systems is that they minimize water use,
leaching of nutrients in the growth media, and reduce the probability of root
rot in excessively moist soil. Overhead sprinklers and hand water irrigation
methods are often less expensive to implement, but use more water per plant,r

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
For indoor operations, the primary pollution outputs are wastewater
and runoff that contains nutrients and pesticides. For outdoor
horticulture operations, the pollution outputs from irrigation include
runoff and leaching of nutrients and pesticides, salinization, and
groundwater depletion. The impacts of pollutants (e.g., nutrients,
pesticides, and sediments) from irrigation-induced runoff are similar to
those discussed in Section III.A.5.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention opportunity for irrigation is the use
of irrigation methods which efficiently apply water, thereby reducing
water use and the potential for runoff. One efficient application
method is drip irrigation. Drip irrigation gradually applies water
directly to the soil surface over extended periods of time (i.e., 1, 2, or 5
gallons per hour), resulting in less water loss due to evaporation or
runoff. If nutrients are applied using drip irrigation, the amount of
fertilizer used can also be reduced if the nutrients are applied at the
utilization rate of the plant. In addition to the environmental benefits,
drip irrigation tends to cause roots to concentrate within the limited
wetted soil area, thus creating a more concentrated root ball. More
concentrated root balls make the plants easier to ship and increase their
ability to survive through the sale and planting process? Section
III.A.5 describes other potential pollution prevention opportunities
associated with irrigation.

rTexas Greenhouse Management Handbook, Dr. Don Wilkerson, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, htrp://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edtv’greenhouse/guides/green/green.html.

8 Best Management Practices for Field Production of Nursery Stock, North Carolina State

University Biological and Agricultural Engineering Extension Service, http://www.bae.ncsu.edu/
programs/extensiorv’ag-env/nursery/.
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III.B.6. Tending and Harvesting Horticulture Crops

Horticulture crops must be maintained from planting through the point of sale.
Each plant may be tended for one or several growing seasons. Tending
horticulture crops involves applying water, nutrients, and pesticides;
transplanting crops from small to larger pots or from pots to outside areas; and
pruning trees and shrubs to enhance plant health and make them more
aesthetically pleasing.

Harvesting of horticulture crops involves digging, cutting, or other methods of
safely removing product from the ground, stalks, vines, or trees. Harvesting
must be done with care to protect the plant and assure that it remains alive
through the point of sale. For flowers, small plants, and greenhouse-grown
vegetables, harvesting is generally done manually. For larger trees and shrubs,
harvesting may be done by hand or by machine.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The primary pollution outputs from tending and harvesting horticulture
crops are plant clippings (e.g., branches, leaves, and flowers) that have
been removed during the tending/pruning activities.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are several pollution prevention and waste minimization
opportunities for tending and harvesting activities. These include:

¯ Maintaining harvesting machinery and vehicles. Section
III.A.7. Maintaining and Repairing Agricultural Machinery
and Vehicles discusses various methods of keeping an
environmentally responsible farm vehicle.

¯ Compostingplant clippings. Plant clippings can be composted,
while tree clippings can be used as drying material to compost
the plant clippings. Tree clippings can also be ground as mulch
and reused in the fields or greenhouse. By placing wood waste
under covered structures or tarps, operators can also reduce the
decomposition and leaching from wood waste piles.9

9 Environmental Guidelines for Greenhouse Growers - Site Planning, British Columbia

Ministry of Agriculture and Food, 1998, http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/resmgmt/fppa!pubs/environ!
greenhse/grnhse.htm.
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III.B.7. Constructing and Maintaining Greenhouses

Greenhouse construction and design can influence how effectively horticulture
crops grow. as well as the operation’s ability to minimize environmental
impacts. Greenhouse construction includes building the structure and
ensuring that it meets the operational requirements of the horticulture
operation.

Greenhouse maintenance involves maintaining the structural integrity as well
as the appropriate climate conditions. Activities may include operating and
maintaining boilers that provide heat during cold weather; operating fans to
keep crops and workers cool during warm weather; and general maintenance
of the greenhouse itself.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential pollutant outputs from greenhouse construction include
increased potential for storm water runoff during construction; air
emissions from construction equipment; and construction wastes
primarily consisting of packaging materials, steel or aluminum parts,
and waste concrete. Boilers used for heating greenhouse can produce
air emissions and potential spills of boiler chemicals can impact the
environment.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Many pollution prevention opportunities begin at the design and
construction stage. Pollution prevention opportunities in greenhouse
design include:

�" Locating storage facilities for fuel, wood waste, fertilizer, or
pesticides far away and contained from any watercourse.

Locating well water sites on the highest elevation on the
property and as far as possible from areas where fertilizer,
pesticides, and petroleum products are stored or handled.

Designing the greenhouse so that it can accommodate efficient
drip irrigation systems.

,/" Planning facilities that can separate and disinfect irrigation or
wash water so that the water can be reused.

Installing closed systems that minimize or prevent leaching
from irrigation systems.
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Constructing foundations and floors that permit recovery of
leachate, such as lined soil zones and concrete floors.

,/"    Selecting efficient watering systems.

For outdoor areas, using well-drained gravel keeping
impervious pavement to a minimum.~°

Implementing these activities in the design and construction ~tage
helps facilitate their implementation throughout the production
process.

III.B.8. Packaging, Loading, and Transporting Products

Horticulture crops must be packaged, loaded, and transported by truck or rail
to their destinations. Packaging materials may include plastic, burlap, or
paper.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The primary pollution outputs include damaged or dead plants and
discarded packaging materials, all of which may be managed as solid
waste. Hydraulic lifts or conveyors used in the loading process may
leak oil, resulting in soil contamination.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Pollution prevention opportunities for packaging include reducing the
volume of packaging used and recycling any waste packaging
materials when possible. Pollution prevention ideas for reducing
emissions from transport vehicles are similar to those discussed in
Section III.A.7.

III.B.9. Maintaining and Repairing Machinery and Vehicles at Greenhouses/Nurseries

Horticulture operations operate and maintain heavy equipment that is used for
preparing soil, maintaining the crops, and transporting products for sale. Day-
to-day maintenance and repair activities keep machinery and vehicles safe and
reliable. Maintenance activities include oil and filter changes, battery
replacement, and repairs including metal machining.

~°Environmental Guidelines for Greenhouse Growers - Site Planning, British Columbia
Ministry of Agriculture and Food, 1998, http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/resmgmt/fppa/pubs/envirord
gr~enhse/grnhse.htm.
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The wastes from maintenance and repair activities can include used
oil, spent fluids, spent batteries, metal machining wastes, spent organic
solvents, and tires. These wastes have the potential to be released to
the environment if not handled properly, stored in secure areas with
secondary containment, protected from exposure to weather, and
properly disposed of. If released to the environment, the impact of
these releases can be contamination of surface waters, groundwater,
and soils, as well as toxic releases to the atmosphere. Groundwater
pollution can also result from discharges of wastes to Class V wells.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Preventive maintenance programs can minimize waste generation,
increase equipment life, and minimize the probability of significant
impacts and accidents. Where the wastes cannot be eliminated, safe
handling and recycling can minimize environmental impacts.
Pollution prevention/waste minimization opportunities for these wastes
are similar to those discussed previously in Section III.A.7.

III.B.10. Fuel Use and Fueling Activities at Greenhouses/Nurseries

Fuel is used to operate agricultural machinery, equipment, and vehicles that
are used for horticulture crop production, including preparing the site/soil,
planting crops, applying nutrients and pesticides, irrigating, and post-
harvesting activities. Agricultural_machinery and vehicles are typically fueled
using an aboveground fueling dispenser that is connected to an aboveground
or underground fuel tank.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Agricultural machinery and vehicles that use fuel most likely emit
pollutants to the atmosphere. The activity of fueling itself can emit air
pollutants, and spills of fuel can cause water, soil and groundwater
contamination. Underground fueling systems that are not monitored or
maintained properly can leak into the surrounding soils and eventually
contaminate groundwater.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Properly maintaining fuel tanks, lines, and fueling systems can
substantially reduce the probability of accidental fuel spills or leaks.
All leaking pipe joints, nozzle connections, and any damage to the
fueling hose (e.g., kinks, crushing, breaks in the carcass, bulges,
blistering, soft spots at the coupling, deep cracks or cuts, spots wet
with fuel, or excessive wear) should be fixed immediately to reduce
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the amount of pollution to the environment. Spill and overflow
protection devices can be installed to prevent fuel spills and secondary
containment can be used to contain spills or leaks. Additional pollution
prevention techniques to prevent fuel spills and methods to more
efficiently refuel are discussed in Section III.A.8.

III.C. Forestry Production Industry: Operations, Impacts, and Pollution Prevention
Opportunities

Nearly 500 million acres of forest land are managed for the production of
timber in the United States. This section provides an overview of commonly
employed operations and maintenance activities in the forestry industry. This
discussion is not exhaustive; the operations and maintenance activities
discussed are intended to represent the major sources of environmental
impacts from forestry. It also presents an overview of pollution prevention
and waste minimization opportunities within the industry.

Summary of General Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts for
the Forestry Production Industry

EPA’s National Summary of Water Quality Conditions (1998) lists
silviculture nonpoint source pollution as contributing to 7 percent of impaired
river miles, 7 percent of impaired acres of lakes, and 3 percent of impaired
square miles of estuaries. Forestry activities can contribute to nonpoint source
pollution and water quality degradation through erosion, removal of
streamside vegetation, destruction of habitat, and the use of pesticides and
nutrients, primarily commercial fertilizers. Habitat destruction can impact
various animals, including endangered species such as the spotted owl.
Eroded forest soils potentially are carried to surface waters where
sedimentation occurs and stream life is negatively impacted. The removal of
streamside vegetation increases the potential for erosion and also eliminates
shading of the waterbody. Turbidity from erosion and reduced shade result in
higher water temperatures and lower dissolved oxygen concentration.
Pesticides and fertilizers can be carried in runoff to waterbodies affecting
water quality.

Summary of General Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities for
the Forestry Production Industry

Best management practices applied to forestry operations can be classified as
1) prevention measures as part of planning, policy and management; and 2)
reduction measures applied to the land as an integral part of the silvicultural
activity. Prevention through management decision involves the incorporation
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of environmental protection into organizational policy and in the planning,
design and scheduling of forestry activities. At this stage, location and design
of logging access roads, intermediate activities, harvesting methods, and
reforestation decisions should be made to prevent or minimize the aggravation
of inherent pollution hazards.

The reduction measures to control erosion and sediment runoff generally
utilize some physical, biological, or chemical method or technique. Reduction
measures modify and reduce the unavoidable disturbances caused by an
activity, for example, revegetation of cleared areas, mulching ofroadcuts and
fills, and removal of debris from watercourses. Reduction measures also
include the construction ofberms, rip-rapping, baffles, drop structures, catch
basins, cross-drains, and slope stabilization on road sites. Because of the
widespread nature of sediment runoff, erosion control measures must be a
principal thrust of the water quality management program on each forestry
management unit.

In areas where nutrients, pesticides, and other chemicals cause particular
problems on surface waters or groundwater, further control measures may be
necessary. These measures could relate to the application (timing methods
and amount), utilization, and management of fertilizers, pesticides, and fire
retardant chemicals. Particular attention should be taken to keep chemicals
away from streams. Care must be exercised to ensure that thermal problems
are not created in streams by excessive removal of shade canopy. Attention to
proper forest management, engineering, and harvesting principles can
substantially reduce pollution attributed to forestry.

The following considerations should be part of the pre-harvest planning stage:
threatened and endangered species and sensitive habitats, wetland areas,
streamside management area/width, cumulative effects analysis, timing of
operation (i.e., to avoid moisture), and identification of landslide potential and
other high risk areas.

Operations of the Forestry Production Industry

This section describes the following forestry production activities:

¯ Road construction and use
¯ Timber harvesting
¯ Forest Regeneration
¯ Site preparation
¯ Prescribed burning
¯ Application of chemicals
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Exhibit 22 presents raw material inputs and pollution outputs from each of
these forestry production activities.

Exhibit 22. Forestry Production Activities, Raw Material Inputs,
and Pollution Outputs

Activity Raw Material Input Pollution Output

Road construction and use - Fuel and oil used in - Sediment in runoff
construction equipment from soil erosion

- Air emissions

Timber harvesting - Fuel and oil used in - Sediment and organic
harvesting, chipping, debris in runoff from
loading, and hauling soil erosion
equipment - Thermal pollution

- On-site leaks (i.e.,
hydraulic fluid)
Air emissions

Forest regeneration - Fuel used in planting - Sediment in runoff
equipment from soil erosion

- Commercial fertilizers - Nutrient in runofffrom
fertilizer application
Air emissions

Site preparation - Fuel and oil used in - Sediment in runoff
mechanical equipment from soil erosion

- Chemical herbicides - Chemicals in runoff
from herbicide
application
Air emissions

Prescribed burmng - Fuel to start fire - Sediment in nmoff
from soil erosion
Air emissions (smoke)

Application of chemicals - Fertilizers - Chemical air emissions
- Pesticides - Runoff contaminated
- Water with chemicals
- Fuel used in application

equipment

III.C.1. Road Construction and Use

Building the road system to allow for harvesting involves clearing the roadway
of trees, grading soil, placing culverts for stream crossings, construction, and
surfacing. Following road construction, the forest becomes accessible for the
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logger to fall the trees and transport them to a landing where they will then be
loaded and transported to the mill.

There are several types of roads used in timber harvesting. The cheapest and
easiest road is the skid trail which is usually nothing more than a dirt path
used by the skidders to get the trees to the landing area. Skid trails must be
located outside of the Streamside Management Zone (SMZ) and must use a
bridge or culvert of acceptable design to cross perennial or intermittent
streams. The road from the landing to the main road is usually better than a
skid trail because it must support the trucks that haul the wood to the mill.
Some wood product companies build roads designed to last for many years.
However, these type of roads are too expensive for most landowners to
construct.

Rolling dips, water bars, cross-drains, water turnouts, and culverts are used to
control runoff and erosion, and allow vehicles to cross intermittent or
perennial streams.

Abandonment of roads, watercourse crossings, and landings must be planned
and conducted in a manner that provides for permanent maintenance-free
drainage to soil resources; minimizes concentration of runoff, soil erosion, and
slope instability; prevents unnecessary damage to soil resources: promotes
regeneration and protects the quality and beneficial uses ofwa’~er.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The primary pollution outputs during road construction and use may
include air emissions from road construction equipment and machinery
used for harvesting and soil erosion. Roads are considered to be the
major source of erosion from forested lands, contributing up to 90
percent of the total sediment production from forestry operations.
Erosion potential from roads is accelerated by increasing slope
gradients on cut-and-fill slopes, intercepting subsurface water flow,
and concentrating overland flow on the road surface and in channels.
Roads with steep gradients, deep cut-and-fill sections, poor drainage,
erodible soils, and road-stream crossings contribute to most of this
sediment load, with road-stream crossings being the most frequent
sources of erosion and sediment. Soil loss tends to be greatest during
and immediately after road construction because of the unstabilized
road bed and disturbance by passage of heavy trucks and equipment.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention methods in road construction and use
are designed to reduce erosion of soil and minimize delivery of
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sediment to surface waters. Proper road design and construction can
prevent road fill and road backslope failure, which can result in mass
movements and severe sedimentation. Proper road drainage prevents
concentration of water on road surfaces, thereby preventing road
saturation that can lead to rutting, road slumping, and channel
washout. Proper road drainage during logging operations is especially
important because that is the time when erosion is greatly accelerated
by continuous road use.

Surface protection of the roadbed and cut-and-fill slopes can:

,/ Minimize soil losses during storms.

Reduce frost heave erosion production.

Restrain downslope movement of soil slumps.

Minimize erosion from softened roadbeds.

Although there are many commonly practiced techniques to minimize
erosion during the construction process, the most meaningful are
related to how well the work is planned, scheduled, and controlled by
the road builder and those responsible for determining that work
satisfies design requirements and land management resource
objectives. Most erosion from road construction occurs within a few
years of disturbance. Therefore, erosion control practices that provide
immediate results (such as mulching or hay bales) should be applied as
soon as possible to minimize potential erosion.

Drainage of the road prism, road fills in stream channels, and road fills
on steep slopes are the elements of greatest concern in road
management. Roads used for active timber hauling usually require the
most maintenance, and mainline roads typically require more
maintenance than spur roads. Use of roads during wet or thaw periods
can result in a badly rutted surface, impaired drainage, and excessive
sediment leading to waterbodies. Inactive roads, not being used for
timber hauling, are often overlooked and receive little maintenance.

The following pollution prevention practices can be used for road
construction and use:
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Follow the design developed during preharvest planning to
minimize erosion by properly timing and limiting ground
disturbance operations.

Design skid trail grades to be 15 percent or less. Do not locate
and construct roads with fills on slopes greater than 60 percent.

Avoid construction during fish egg incubation periods on
streams with important spawning areas.

Compact the road base at the proper moisture content,
surfacing, and grading to give the designed road surface
drainage shaping. Compact the fill to minimize erosion and
ensure road stability.

Use straw bales, straw mulch, grass-seeding, hydromulch, and
other erosion control and revegetation techniques to complete
the construction project. These methods are used to protect
freshly disturbed.soils until vegetation can be established.

Use turnouts, wing ditches, and dips to disperse runoff and
reduce road surface drainage from flowing directly into
watercourses.

,/ Install surface drainage controls to remove storm water from
the roadbed before the flow gains enough volume and velocity
to erode the surface. Route discharge from drainage structures
onto the forest floor so that water will disperse and infiltrate.

,/ Install appropriate sediment control structures to trap
suspended sediment transported by runoff and prevent its
discharge into the aquatic environment.

,/ Revegetate or stabilize disturbed areas, especially at stream
crossings.

Protect access points to the site that lead from a paved public
right-of-way with stone, wood chips, corduroy logs, wooden
mats, or other material to prevent soil or mud from being
tracked onto the paved road.

,/" Construct bridges and install culverts during periods when
streamflow is low. Excavation for a bridge or a large culvert
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should not be performed in flowing water. The water should be
diverted around the work site during construction with a
cofferdam or stream diversion.

When soil moisture conditions are excessive, promptly suspend
earthwork operations and take measures to weatherproof the
partially completed work.

Locate bum bays away from water and drainage courses.

Maintain road surfaces by mowing, patching, or resurfacing as
necessary.. Clear road inlet and outlet ditches, catch basins, and
culverts of obstructions. Blade and reshape the road surface to
conserve existing surface material to allow normal surface
runoff.

III.C.2. Timber Harvesting

Timber harvesting includes felling trees, preparing them by limbing, cutting
them into desired lengths, and moving them to a central, accessible location
for transport out of the forested area. The timber is removed (skidded or
yarded) to a temporary storage site or landing by one of three basic methods:
tractor/skidder (on skid trails), groundlead or highlead cable, or various
skyline cable methods. Balloons and helicopters are also used to a limited
extent in some areas.

The most common methods of harvesting in the United States are clearcutting,
shelterwood, selection, and partial cutting.

¯ Clearcutting is the harvesting of all trees in an area in one cut to create
a new even-aged stand. The area harvested is large enough to create an
open condition. Economically, clearcutting is most efficient for the
logger because all trees are removed, and the feller and skidder
operator are not continually confronted with avoiding trees spared
from harvest. However, because of the large volumes of material per
unit area removed during clearcutting, more trips are required by the
skidder, causing the greatest disturbance to the forest litter and
underlying forest soil of all harvesting systems.

¯ In shelterwood harvesting, a mature stand is removed in a series of
cuts. Regeneration of a new stand occurs under the cover of a partial
forest canopy. The final harvest cut removes the sheltering canopy and
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permits the new existing stand to develop in the open as an even-aged
stand.

¯ Selection harvesting involves the removal of mature or immature trees
either alone or in groups at somewhat regular time intervals from a
forest stand. The objective of this harvesting system is the
development and maintenance of an uneven-aged stand with trees of
different ages or sizes intermingled singly or in groups. Individual
(single) tree selection involves the removal of individual trees, while
group selection may remove several adjacent trees covering a small
fraction of an acre or larger numbers of trees covering areas as large as
one or two acres. Group selection is distinguished from clearcutting in
that the intent of group selection is ultimately to create a balance of age
or size classes in a mosaic of small contiguous groups throughout the
forest stand.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The most detrimental effects of harvesting, which include soil
disturbance, soil compaction, and direct disturbance of stream
channels, are related to the movement of vehicles and machinery in the
forest area, and the skidding and loading of trees or logs. These effects
can be enhanced or minimized depending on logging operation
planning, soil and cover type, slope, and the construction and use of
haul roads, skid trails, and landings for access to and movement of
logs. Thus, harvesting method used directly affects the amount of
erosion, including the amount of sediment and organic debris that are
transported into streams from the forest floor.

Harvesting can also increase stream water temperatures (i.e., thermal
pollution) due to the removal of the canopy over streams, with the
greatest potential impacts occurring in small streams. Temperature is a
significant aspect of water quality. In some cases, it may strongly
influence dissolved oxygen concentrations and bacterial populations in
streams.

As with all harvesting methods, clearcutting can cause irreversible
adverse impacts to the environment and can destroy an area’s
ecological integrity. These impacts include:

¯ The removal of forest canopy, which destroys the habitat for
many rainforest-dependent insects and bacteria.
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¯ The elimination of fish and wildlife species due to soil erosion
and habitat loss.

¯ The destruction of buffer zones which reduce the severity of
flooding by absorbing and holding water.

¯ The removal of forest carbon sinks, leading to global warming
through the increased human-induced and natural carbon
dioxide build-up in the atmosphere.

¯ The destruction of aesthetic values and recreational
opportunities.

¯ Increased streamflow from removal of vegetation (resulting in
reduction in transpiration and evaporation functions), fish
passage bamers (i.e., improperly placed culverts), and
cumulative effects within the watershed.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention methods in timber harvesting are
designed to minimize sedimentation resulting from the siting and
operation of timber harvesting, and to manage petroleum products
properly. Logging practices that protect water quality and soil
productivity can reduce total mileage of roads and skid trails, lower
equipment maintenance costs, and provide better road protection and
lower road maintenance. Careful logging can disturb soil surfaces as
little as 8 percent, while careless logging practices can disturb soils as
much as 40 percent. Higher bulk densities and lower porosity of skid
road soils due to compaction by rubber-tired skidders result in reduced
soil infiltration capacity and corresponding increases in runoff and
erosion.

Locating landings for both groundskidding and cable yarding
harvesting systems according to preharvest planning minimizes erosion
and sediment delivery to surface waters. However, final siting of
landings may need to be adjusted in the field based on site
characteristics.

Landings and loading decks can become very compacted and puddled
and are therefore a source of runoff and erosion. Practices that prevent
or disperse runoff from these areas before the runoff reaches
watercourses will minimize sediment delivery to surface waters. Also,
any chemicals or petroleum products spilled in harvest areas can be
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highly mobile, adversely affecting the water quality of nearby surface
waters. Appropriate spill prevention and containment procedures are
therefore necessary to prevent petroleum products from entering
surface waters. Designation of appropriate areas for petroleum storage
will also minimize water quality impacts due to spills or leakage.

The following pollution prevention practices can be used during timber
harvesting operations.

Harvesting Practices

Harvest trees so that they fall away from watercourses,
whenever possible, keeping logging debris from the channel,
except where debris placement is specifically prescribed for
fish or wildlife habitat.

Any tree accidentally dropped in a waterway should be
immediately removed.

Practices for Landings

,/ Landings should be no larger than necessary to safely and
efficiently store logs and load trucks.

The slope of landing fills should not exceed 40 percent, and
woody or organic debris should not be incorporated into fills.

,/ If landings are to be used during wet periods, protect the
surface with a suitable material such as wooden matting or
gravel surfacing.

Install drainage structures for the landings such as water bars,
culverts, and ditches to avoid sedimentation. Disperse landing
drainage over sideslopes. Provide filtration or settling if water
is concentrated in a ditch.

Upon completion of harvest, clean up landing, regade, and
revegetate.

Locate landings for cable yarding where slope profiles provide
favorable deflection conditions so that the yarding equipment
used does not cause yarding corridor gouge or soil plowing,
which concentrates drainage or causes slope instability.
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Groundskidding Practices

,/ Skid uphill to log landings whenever possible. Skid with ends
of logs raised to reduce rutting and gouging.

,/ Skid perpendicular to the slope (along the contour), and avoid
skidding on slopes greater than 40 percent.

Avoid skid trail layouts that concentrate runoff into draws,
ephemeral drainages, or watercourses.

Suspend groundskidding during wet periods, when excessive
rutting and churning of the soil begins, or when runoff from
skid trails is turbid and no longer infiltrates within a short
distance from the skid trail. Further limitation of
groundskidding of logs, or use of cable yarding, may be needed
on slopes where there are sensitive soils and/or during wet
periods.

Retire skid trails by installing water bars or other erosion
control and drainage devices, removing culverts, and
revegetating.

Cable Yarding Practices

Use cabling systems or other systems when groundskidding
would expose excess mineral soil and induce erosion and
sedimentation.

Avoid cable yarding in or across watercourses.

Yard logs uphill rather than downhill.

Petroleum Management Practices

Service equipment where spilled fuel and oil cannot reach
watercourses, and drain all petroleum products and radiator
water into containers. Dispose of wastes and containers in
accordance with proper waste disposal procedures. Waste oil,
filters, grease cartridges, and other petroleum-contaminated
materials should not be le~ as refuse in the forest.
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Take precautions to prevent leakage and spills. Fuel trucks and
pickup-mounted fuel tanks must not have leaks.

Develop a spill contingency plan that provides for immediate
spill containment and cleanup, and notification of proper
authorities.

III.C.3. Site Preparation

Site preparation is a management activity designed to increase productivity of
a tract by controlling competing vegetation and debris that could slow seedling
growth. It includes removal or deadening of unwanted vegetation prior to
planting trees. Site preparation is accomplished by conducting prescribed
burning, using herbicides, or disking (or otherwise altering) the soil.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The pollution outputs may include air emissions from the machinery.
used, soil erosion during and after site preparation, and chemicals in
runoff. Mechanical site preparation by large tractors that shear, disk,
drum-chop, or root-rake a site may result in considerable soil
disturbance over large areas and has a high potential to degrade water
quality. Site preparation techniques that result in the removal of
vegetation and litter cover, soil compaction, exposure or disturbance of
the mineral soil, and increased storm flows due to decreased
infiltration and percolation, can contribute to increases in stream
sediment loads. However, erosion rates decrease over time as
vegetative cover grows back. Prescribed burning and herbicides are
other methods used to prepare sites that may also have potential
negative effects on water quality.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention methods in site preparation are
designed to minimize sediment runoff caused by soil-disturbing
machinery and chemicals in runoff from herbicide applications.

Leaving the forest floor litter layer intact during site preparation
operations for regeneration minimizes mineral soil disturbance and
detachment, thereby minimizing erosion and sedimentation.
Maintenance of an unbroken litter layer prevents raindrop detachment,
maintains infiltration, and slows runoff. Mechanical site preparation
can potentially impact water quality in areas that have steep slopes and
erodible soils, and where the prepared site is located near a waterbody.
Use of mechanical site preparation treatments that expose mineral soils
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on steep slopes can greatly increase erosion and landslide potential.
Alternative methods, such as drum chopping, herbicide application, or
prescribed burning, disturb the soil surface less than mechanical
practices.

The pollution prevention practices that can be used during site
preparation operations include:

Mechanical site preparation should not be applied on slopes
greater than 30 percent.

�" Mechanical site preparation should not be conducted in
streamside management areas. Also avoid mechanical site
preparation operations during periods of saturated soil
conditions that may cause rutting or accelerate soil erosion.

Avoid working downhill or uphill. Always work along the
contour. Site preparation often involves soil disturbance and
can cause extensive erosion if done in a way that increases
runoff potential. Leave strips of undisturbed soil to help catch
any runoff on steep slopes.

When moving slash and debris into rows, avoid pulling up
topsoil with the debris. Many sites are degraded by the
removal of topsoil. Make sure that the dozer operator monitors
the operation closely and modifies his/her approach if soil
begins to build up in the rows.

Use haystack piling where possible instead of windrows.

,/ Locate windrows and piles away from drainages to prevent
movement of materials during high-runoff conditions.

/̄ Do not place slash in natural drainages, and remove any slash
that accidentally enters drainages.

Provide filter strips of sufficient width to protect drainages that
do not have streamside management areas from sedimentation
by the 10-year storm event.
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III.C.4. Forest Regeneration

Forest regeneration refers to the re-establishment of a forest cover on areas
from which trees have been removed by some past occurrence, such as
wildfire, timber harvesting, or temporary conversion to some other use than
the growing of trees. When trees have been absent from a site for a number of
years, regeneration must generally be achieved throu~ seeding and planting.
Regeneration of a harvested area includes both the natural regenerative
process and man’s activities in preparing the site and subsequent planting or
seeding. The method of regeneration is determined largely by the silvical
characteristics of the tree species involved, site limitations, economic
considerations, and the land manager’s desire for forest composition. In some
plant communities, natural regeneration under any of the harvesting systems
may also occur by regrowth from roots or stumps.

Preparation, as well as protection of an area, is sometimes needed for regrowth
of a stand. Where site preparation for regrowth is needed, major activities
may include (1) debris removal to reduce fire hazard and allow use of
equipment for subsequent operations, (2) reduction or removal of brush or
shrub cover and undesirable tree species, and (3) cultivation of the soils.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The pollution outputs may include air emissions from machinery used
for regeneration, sediment runoff caused by soil-disturbing machinery,
and nutrient runoff from fertilizer applications.

When used indiscriminately for site preparation, fire, chemicals, and
soil-disturbing machinery increase the potential for erosion and
sedimentation and other pollution to occur. The impacts from
sediment pollution as well as pollution from nutrients in runoff would
be similar to those discussed in Sections III.A.1 and III.A.3,
respectively. The time required before such pollution occurs is
variable depending upon climatic factors, soil productivity and its
influence on the rate of plant growth, the species planted or seeded,
and the operational schedule. In some areas, the time span may be a
single growing season, while in others, it may cover several years.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention methods in forest regeneration are
designed to minimize sediment runoff caused by soil-disturbing
machinery and nutrient runoff from fertilizer applications.
Regeneration of harvested forest lands not only is important in terms
of restocking a valuable resource, but also is important to provide
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water quality protection from disturbed soils. Tree roots stabilize
disturbed soils by holding the soil in place and aiding soil aggregation,
decreasing slope failure potential. The presence of vegetation on
disturbed soils also slows storm runoff, which in turn decreases
erosion.

Mechanical planting using machines that scrape or plow the soil
surface can produce erosion rills, increasing surface runoff and
erosion. Natural regeneration, hand planting, and direct seeding
minimize soil disturbance, especially on steep slopes with erodible
soils. Fertilizers are occasionally introduced into forests to promote
growth. Impac$s of fertilizer application in forested areas could be
significantly reduced by avoiding application techniques that could
result in direct deposition into waterbodies and by maintaining a buffer
area along the streambank.

The pollution prevention practices that can be used for forest
regeneration operations include the following:

,/ Distribute seedlings evenly across the site.

�" Order seedlings well in advance of planting time to ensure their
availability.

Hand plant highly erodible sites, steep slopes, and lands
adjacent to stream ~hannels.

Operate planting machines along the contour to avoid ditch
formation.

,/ Apply fertilizers during maximum plant uptake periods to
minimize leaching. Base fertilizer type and application rate on
soil and/or foliar analysis.

For aerial spray applications of chemicals, maintain and mark a
buffer area of at least 50 feet (or as specified on the label)
around all watercourses and waterbodies to avoid drift or
accidental application of chemicals directly to surface water.

III.C.5. Prescribed Burning

Prescribed burning is used to prepare sites for regeneration, reduce
uncontrolled fire hazard due to accumulation of litter and undergrowth,
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control low value hardwoods and unwanted shrub species, improve wildlife
habitat, provide disease control, and improve accessibility. Fire is used
deliberately under conditions where the area to be burned is predetermined
and the intensity of fire is controlled.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The pollution outputs may include air emissions (smoke) from the fire
and soil erosion after the prescribed burning. Prescribed burning of
slash can increase erosion by eliminating protective cover and altering
soil properties. The degree of erosion following a prescribed burn
depends on soil erodibility, slope, precipitation timing, precipitation
volume and intensity, fire severity, cover remaining on the soil, and
speed of revegetation. Burning may also increase storm runoff in areas
where all vegetation is killed. Such increases are partially attributable
to decreased evapotranspiration rates and reduced canopy interception
of precipitation. Erosion resulting from prescribed burning is
generally less than that resulting from roads and skid trails and from
site preparation that causes intense soil disturbance. However,
significant erosion can occur during prescribed burning if the slash
being burned is collected or piled, causing soil to be moved and
incorporated into the slash. The impacts of erosion and sediment
runoff would be similar to those discussed in Section III.A. 1.

Air emissions (smoke) from prescribed burning can have adverse
effects on smoke sensitive areas such as airports, resorts or recreation
areas, schools, hospitals, s~ock barns and holding pens, etc. Smoke
can cause reduced visibility or smoke irritation to livestock and
humans which may cause material loss and adverse health effects.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention methods in prescribed burning are
designed to minimize sediment runoff caused by removal of surface
cover and smoke from fire. Prescribed burning is usually the least
expensive method of obtaining several specific goals in forest
management. However, it should be planned well in advance to assure
success. Aerial photographs can be very helpful. Areas that will
benefit most from a prescribed burn should be selected and priorities
should be set. High priority will probably be protection of
unmerchantable size stands. Burning stands can facilitate regeneration
and reduce site preparation costs.

If recommended burning techniques and weather conditions are
followed, most prescribed burning will not create smoke problems.
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First, land managers should determine if any smoke sensitive areas are
near the bum. These are places where reduced visibility or smoke
irritation to livestock and humans could cause material loss and
adverse health effects. Examples of smoke sensitive areas are:
airports, heavily traveled highways, communities, resorts or recreation
areas, schools, hospitals, factories, stock barns and holding pens.

Prescribed burning should not be implemented if any sensitive area is
within three fourths of a mile downwind of the bum. Different wind
direction should be sought in these type of situations. Also, burning
should not be conducted if the area already has air pollution or a
visibility problem. Burning should be carried out only when the
vertical dispersion is good (from fire weather forecast).

The pollution prevention practices that can be used during prescribed
burning operations include the following:

Carefully plan burning to adhere to weather, time of year, and
fuel conditions that will help achieve the desired results and
minimize impacts on water quality.

,/ Intense prescribed fire for site preparation should not be
conducted in the streamside management areas.

Piling and burning for slash removal purposes should not be
conducted in the streamside management areas.

Avoid construction or" firelines in the streamside management
areas.

,/ In prescriptions for bums, avoid conditions requiring extensive
blading of firelines by heavy equipment.

Use natural or in-place barriers (e.g., roads, streams, lakes,
wetlands) as an acceptable way to minimize the need for
fireline construction in situations where artificial construction
of firelines will result in excessive erosion and sedimentation.

Construct firelines in a manner that minimizes erosion and
sedimentation and prevents runoff from directly entering
watercourses.

Revegetate firelines with adapted herbaceous species.
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Execute the burn with a trained crew and avoid intense
burning.

Avoid burning on steep slopes with high erosion hazard areas
or highly erodible soils.

III.C.6. Application of Chemicals

Chemicals are becoming more and more a part of forestry. Commercial
fertilizers are applied to sizeable areas of forests as a means of stimulating
growth of new plantations or established stands of trees. Herbicides are used
widely for site preparation and stand improvement. Insecticides are used less
extensively, but still comprise the major defense against damaging insects in
forests.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential outputs from application of forest chemicals may include
runoff contaminated with chemicals associated with fertilizer and
pesticide application, and chemical air emissions. Fertilizer loss may
occur when fertilizers are improperly applied during the course of a
silvicultural operation. Soluble forms of fertilizers may reach surface
or groundwater through runoff, seepage, and/or percolation. Insoluble
forms may be adsorbed on soil particles and reach surface water
through erosion processes. Nutrients may also reach surface water by
direct washoff of slash, debris, and recently applied fertilizer.
Excessive nutrients can lead to imbalance in the natural life cycles of
water bodies.

Pesticides, when applied during forest management operations, may be
insoluble or soluble. Pesticides when applied aerially and in a
broadcast manner may directly enter the surface waters. These
chemicals then follow approximately the same pattern as nutrients.
Pesticides, applied by the above methods, in a manner inconsistent
with the label, may result in acute toxicity problems in water bodies.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
The primary pollution prevention methods in operations associated
with the application of chemicals are designed to minimize runoff
contaminated with chemicals from fertilizer and pesticide application,
and chemical air emissions. Nutrient pollution from fertilization on
forest lands is controlled by using techniques which avoid direct
application to surface waters. Also involved are the elimination of
excessive applications, the selection of the proper fertilizer
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formulation, and the proper timing and method of application. The
key factors in the selection of the type of fertilizer and the method of
application which are most appropriate for pollution control are local
soil nutrient deficiencies, the physical condition of the soil, the plant
species requirements, cost factors, weather conditions, access, and
topo~aphy.

The most common mechanism of pesticide pollution is direct transport
by runoff. However, the mechanisms of leaching or subsurface flows
may be important in areas of highly porous geologic materials,
permeable soils, or high water tables. Practices that control erosion
and runoff also reduce loss of applied pesticides. In addition to these
practices, a number of other frequently used options exist. These
options involve manipulation of the pesticide itself such as form,
timing of application, etc. These can be used alone or in conjunction
with the erosion and runoff control measures.

The pollution prevention practices that can be used during the
application of forest chemicals include the following:

For aerial spray applications, maintain and mark a buffer area
of at least 50 feet around all watercourses and waterbodies to
avoid drift or accidental application of chemicals directly to
surface water. Also use nozzles and spray equipment that will
reduce pesticide drift. With broadcast applications, use
thickening agents, lbwer pressures, and larger nozzle sizes to
keep the pesticide spray where it is applied.

Apply pesticides and fertilizers during favorable weather
conditions.

Always use pesticides in accordance with label instructions,
and adhere to all federal and state policies and regulations
governing pesticide use. The pesticide label may specify:
whether users must be trained and certified in the proper use of
the pesticide; allowable use rates; safe handling, storage, and
disposal requirements; and whether the pesticide can only be
used under the provision of an approved Pesticide State
Management Plan. Management measures and practices for
pesticides should be consistent with and/or complement those
in the approved Pesticide State Management Plans.
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Locate mixing and loading areas, and clean all mixing and
loading equipment thoroughly after each use, in a location
where pesticide residues will not enter streams or other
waterbodies.

Dispose of pesticide wastes and containers according to state
and federal laws.

Take precautions to prevent leaks and/or spills.

,/ Develop a spill contingency plan that provides for immediate
spill containment and cleanup, and notification of proper
authorities.

Apply slow-release fertilizers, when possible.

Apply fertilizers during maximum plant uptake periods to
minimize leaching.

,/ Base fertilizer type and application rate on soil and/or foliar
analysis.

Consider the use of pesticides as part of an overall program to
control pest problems.

Base selection ofp~sticide on site factors and pesticide
characteristics.

Check all application equipment carefully, particularly for
leaking hoses and connections and plugged or worn nozzles.
Calibrate spray equipment periodically to achieve uniform
pesticide distribution and rate.
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IV. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section IV.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section W.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section W.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulatory

requirements.

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are
also provided for each major statute. For specific agricultural information,
contact The National Agricultural Compliance Assistance Center at
(888) 663-2155 or visit the website at http://www.epa.gov/agriculture.

IV.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA are classified as either "toxic" pollutants;
"conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total
suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; or "non-
conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as either
conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and "indirect" dischargers (those who
discharge to publicly owned treatment works). The National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized state (EPA has authorized 43
states and 1 territory to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-
specific, technology-based and water quality-based limits and establish
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pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that proposes to
discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating a
discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data
identifying the types of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit
will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility
may make a discharge.

Water quality-based discharge limits are based on federal or state water quality
criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated uses of surface
waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These standards, unlike
the technology-based standards, generally do not take into account
technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards vary
from state to state, and site to site, depending on the use classification of the
receiving body of water. Most states follow EPA guidelines which propose
aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges
In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated NPDES
permitting regulations for storm water discharges. These regulations require
that facilities with the following types of storm water discharges, among
oth.er.s, apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial
actlv~ty; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm sewer
system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the state determines to contribute to a
violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a
storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR §122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes while the
other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should be
consulted.
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Category. i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category. ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; SIC 31 I-leather tanning
and finishing; SIC 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass, and concrete; SIC 33-
primary metals; SIC 3441-fabricated structural metal; and SIC 373-ship and
boat building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category. iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or
have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41-
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 3 I-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products;
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SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program
Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to a
publicly owned treatment works (POTW). The national pretreatment program
(CWA § 307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to POTWs by
"industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet certain
pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to protect
municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur when
hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to
protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on a
nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a state is authorized to implement either the NPDES or
the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than federal standards.

Wetlands
Wetlands, commonly called swamps, marshes, fens, bogs, vernal pools,
playas, and prairie potholes, are a subset of"waters of the United States," as
defined in Section 404 of the CWA. The placement of dredge and fill material
into wetlands and other water bodies (i.e., waters of the United States) is
regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) under 33 CFR Part
328. The Corps regulates wetlands by administering the CWA Section 404
permit program for activities that impact wetlands. EPA’s authority under
Section 404 includes veto power of Corps permits, authority to interpret
statutory exemptions and jurisdiction, enforcement actions, and delegating the
Section 404 program to the states.

EPA "s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maottains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be accessed
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through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at (202) 260-
7786.

Oil Pollution Prevention Regulation
Section 31 l(b) of the CWA prohibits the discharge ofoil, in such quantities as
may be harmful, into the navigable waters of the United States and adjoining
shorelines. The EPA Discharge of Oil regulation, 40 CFR Part 110, provides
information regarding these discharges. The Oil Pollution Prevention
regulation, 40 CFR Part 112, under the authority of Section 31 l(j) of the
CWA, requires regulated facilities to prepare and implement Spill Prevention
Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans. The intent of a SPCC plan is to
prevent the discharge of oil from onshore and offshore non-transportation-
related facilities. In 1990 Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act which
amended Section 311 (j) of the CWA to require facilities that because of their
location could reasonably be expected to cause "substantial harm" to the
environment by a discharge ofoil to develop and implement Facility Response
Plans (FRP). The intent ofa FRP is to provide for planned responses to
discharges ofoil.

A facility is SPCC-regulated if the facility, due to its location, could
reasonably be expected to discharge oil into or upon the navigable waters of
the United States or adjoining shorelines, and the facility meets one of the
following criteria regarding oil storage: (1) the capacity of any aboveground
storage tank exceeds 660 gallons, or (2) the total aboveground storage capacity
exceeds 1,320 gallons, or (3) the underground storage capacity exceeds 42,000
gallons. 40 CFR § 112.7 contains the format and content requirements for a
SPCC plan. In New Jersey, SPCC plans can be combined with DPCC plans,
required by the state, provided there is an appropriate cross-reference index to
the requirements of both regulations at the front of the plan.

According to the FRP regulation, a facility can cause "substantial harm" if it
meets one of the following criteria: (1) the facility has a total oil storage
capacity greater than or equal to 42,000 gallons and transfers oil over water to
or from vessels; or (2) the facility has a total oil storage capacity greater than
or equal to 1 million gallons and meets any one of the following conditions: (i)
does not have adequate secondary containment, (ii) a discharge could cause
"injury" to fish and wildlife and sensitive environments, (iii) shut down a
public drinking water intake, or (iv) has had a reportable oil spill greater than
or equal to 10,000 gallons in the past 5 years. Appendix F of 40 CFR Part 112
contains the format and content requirements for a FRP. FRPs that meet
EPA’s requirements can be combined with U.S. Coast Guard FRPs or other
contingency plans, provided there is an appropriate cross-reference index to
the requirements of all applicable regulations at the front of the plan.
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For additional information regarding SPCC plans, contact EPA "s RCRA.
Superfund, and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346. Additional documents and
resources can be obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The hotline operates weekda.vs from 9:00
a.m. to 6.’OO p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) encourages states/tribes to
preserve, protect, develop, and where possible, restore or enhance valuable
natural coastal resources such as wetlands, floodplains, estuaries, beaches,
dunes, barrier islands, and coral reefs, as well as the fish and wildlife using
those habitats. It includes areas bordering the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic
Oceans, Gulf of Mexico, Long Island Sound, and Great Lakes. A unique
feature of this law is that participation by states/tribes is voluntary.

In the Coastal Zone Management Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA)
of 1990, Congress identified nonpoint source pollution as a major factor in the
continuing degradation of coastal waters. Congress also recognized that
effective solutions to nonpoint source pollution could be implemented at the
state/tribe and local levels. In CZAR_A, Congress added Section 6217 (16
U.S.C. § 1455b), which calls upon states/tribes with federally-approved
coastal zone management programs to develop and implement coastal
nonpoint pollution control programs. The Section 6217 program is
administered at the federal level jointly by EPA and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).

Section 6217(g) called for EPA, in consultation with other agencies, to
develop guidance on "management measures" for sources ofnonpoint source
pollution in coastal waters. Under Section 6217, EPA is responsible for
developing technical guidance to assist states/tribes in designing coastal
nonpoint pollution control programs. On January 19, 1993, EPA issued its
Guidance Specifying Management Measures For Sources of Nonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters, which addresses five major source categories of
nonpoint pollution: (1) urban runoff, (2) agriculture runoff, (3) forestry runoff,
(4) marinas and recreational boating, and (5) hydromodification.

Additional information on coastal zone management ma.v be obtained from
EPA ’s Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds at
http://www.epa.gov/owow or from the Watershed Information Network at
http://www.epa.gov/win. The NOAA website at
http://www.nos.noaa.gov/ocrm/czm/ also contains additional information on
coastal zone management.
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Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water. The
law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to create
a joint federal-state system to ensure compliance with these standards. The
SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking water
through the control of underground injection of fluid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under its
SDWA authority. EPA and authorized states enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration limits that
apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set generally as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits include design,
operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to inject
hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action standards in
order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land
disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is often state/tribe-
enforced, since EPA has authorizedmany states/tribes to administer the
program. Currently, EPA shares the UIC permit program responsibility in
seven states and completely runs the program in 10 states and on all tribal
lands.

The SDWA also provides for a federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a state-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

The SDWA Amendments of 1996 require states to develop and implement
source water assessment programs (SWAPs) to analyze existing and potential
threats to the quality of the public drinking water throughout the state. Every
state is required to submit a program to EPA and to complete all assessments
within 3 ½ years of EPA approval of the program. SWAPs include: (1)
delineating the source water protection area, (2) conducting a contaminant
source inventory, (3) determining the susceptibility of the public water supply
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to contamination from the inventories sources, and (4) releasing the results of
the assessments to the public.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9.’00 a.m. through 5.’30p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.
Visit the website at http.//ww~v, epa.gov/ogwdw for additional material.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, addresses solid and
hazardous waste management activities. The Act is commonly referred to as
RCRA. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984
strengthened RCRA’s waste management provisions and added Subtitle I,
which governs underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (discarded commercial chemical
products, designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which exhibit
a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity
and designated with the code "D").

Entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste accumulation,
manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. A hazardous waste facility may
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the
amount generated per month) without a permit or interim status. Generators
may also treat hazardous waste in accumulation tanks or containers (in
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 262.34) without a permit or
interim status.

Facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste are generally required
to obtain a RCRA permit. Subtitle C permits for treatment, storage, or
disposal facilities contain general facility standards such as contingency plans,
emergency procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial
assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Subparts I and S) for conducting corrective actions which
govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid
waste management units at RCRA treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.
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Although RCRA is a federal statute, many states implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 states and two U.S. territories. Delegation
has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here
are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and
Practices (40 CFR Part 257) establishes the criteria for determining
which solid waste disposal facilities and practices pose a reasonable
probability of adverse effects on health or the environment. The
criteria were adopted to ensure non-municipal, non-hazardous waste
disposal units that receive conditionally exempt small quantity
generator waste do not present risks to human health and environment.

¯ Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (40 CFR Part 258)
establishes minimum national criteria for all municipal solid waste
landfill units, including those that are used to dispose of sewage
sludge.

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
establishes the standard to determine whether the material in question
is considered a solid waste and, if so, whether it is a hazardous waste
or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation
units, and recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Generators can
accumulate hazardous waste on-site for up to 90 days (or 180 days
depending on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a
permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are
regulations prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land
without prior treatment. Under the LDRs program, materials must
meet treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal
unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment).
Generators of waste subject to the LDRs must provide notification of
such to the designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to
disposal.
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¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that
merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For a
party considered a used oil processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer
(one who generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a
used oil burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store, treat,
or dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and Containers.
Tanks and containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require
generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of the
waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions standards, and to inspect
and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all facilities
who store such waste, including large quantity generators
accumulating waste prior to shipment offsite.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle
I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release
detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also includes
upgrade requirements for existing tanks that were to be met by
December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with design and operating
standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit
design, provide performance standards, require emissions monitoring,
and, in some cases, restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund, and EPC&4 Hotline. at (800) 424-9346,
responds to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA
regulations. Additional documents and resources can be obtained
from the hotline’s homepage at www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9.’00 a.m. to 6.’OO p.m., EST,
excluding federal holidays.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 laxv commonly known as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response or remediation costs
incurred by EPA. The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA) of 1986 revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing
authority for the Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title 1TI,
also known as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR Part
302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National Response
Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance which
equals or exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are listed in 40
CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or
more federal or state emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for cleanups.
The National Priorities List (NPL) currently includes approximately 1,300
sites. Both EPA and states can act a.t other sites; however, EPA provides
responsible parties the opportunity to conduct cleanups and encourages
community involvement throughout the Superfund response process.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program.
Documents and resources can be obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
http://www, epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The Superfund Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by state and local
governments. Under EPCRA, states establish State Emergency Response
Commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain emergency
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response activities and for appointing Local Emergency Planning Committees
(LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA § 302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance at the facility in an
amount in excess of the established threshold planning quantity. The
list of extremely hazardous substances and their threshold planning
quantities is found at 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B.

¯ EPCRA § 303 requires that each LEPC develop an emergency plan.
The plan must contain (but is not limited to) the identification of
facilities within the planning district, likely routes for transporting
extremely hazardous substances, a description of the methods and
procedures to be followed by facility owners and operators, and the
designation of community and facility emergency response
coordinators.

¯ EPCRA § 304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance (defined at 40 CFR 302) or an EPCRA
extremely hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA § 311 and § 312 requires a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier ! and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA § 313 requires certain covered facilities, including SIC codes
20 through 39 and others, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts
greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical
release report. This report, commonly known as the Form R, covers
releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and
environmental media. EPA maintains the data reported in a publically
accessible database known as the Toxics Release Inventory (TILl).
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All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. Documents and resources can be
obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
http ://www. epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and
welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The C.~a~ consists of
six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards
for ambient air quality and for EPA and the states to implement, maintain, and
enforce these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAA,
many facilities are required to obtain operating permits that consolidate their
air emission requirements. State and local governments oversee, manage, and
enforce many of the requirements of the CAA. CAA regulations appear at 40
CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CA.A, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of"criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur
dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NA.AQSs for a given pollutant are
designated as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are
designated as non-attainment areas. Under § 110 and other provisions of the
CAA, each state must develop a State Implementation Plan (S~) to identify
sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are required to meet
federal air quality standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and ozone
were proposed in 1996 and will become effective in 2001.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new and
modified stationary sources falling within particular industrial categories.
NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology available to that category
of industrial source (see 40 CFR Part 60).

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
toward controlling specific hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Section 112(c)
of the CAA further directs EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
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188 HAPs. and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To
date, EPA has listed 185 source categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards are being
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses, and
planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices, and
vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA uses
to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV-A establishes a sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions program
designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of suifur dioxide
releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances that are set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAA establishes an operating permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of
the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States have developed the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
state program is approved by EPA, permits are issued and monitored by that
state.

Title VI of the CAA is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restricting their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), were phased out (except for essential uses) in
1996. Methyl bromide, a common pesticide, has been identified as a
significant stratospheric ozone depleting chemical. The production and
importation of methyl bromide, therefore, is currently being phased out in the
United States and internationally. As specified in the Federal Register of June
1, 1999 (Volume 64, Number 104) and in 40 CFR Part 82, methyl bromide
production and importation will be reduced from 1991 levels by 25% in 1999,
by 50% in 2001, by 70% in 2003, and completely phased out by 2005. Some
uses of methyl bromide, such as the production, importation, and consumption
of methyl bromide to fumigate commodities entering or leaving the United
States or any state (or political subdivision thereof) for purposes of
compliance with Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service requirements or
with any international, federal, state, or local sanitation or food protection
standard, will be exempt from this rule. After 2005, exceptions may also be
made for critical agricultural uses. The United States EPA and the United
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Nations Environmental Programme have identified alternatives to using
methyl bromide in agriculture. Information on methyl bromide phase-out,
including alternatives can be found at the EPA Methyl Bromide Phase-Out
Web Site: (http://www.epa.gov/docs/ozone/mbr/mbrqa.html).

EPA’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800 and at the Center’s
homepage at www. epa.gov/ttn/catc, provides general assistance and
information opt CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone Information
Hotline, at (800) 296-1996 and at http://www.epa.gov/ozone, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA; EPA’s
EPCRA Hotlme, at (800) 535-0202 and at
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline, answers questions about accidental
release prevention under CAM ~?’112(r); and information on air toxics can be
accessed through the Unified Air Toxics website at
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/uatw. In addition, the Clean Air Technology Center’s
website includes recent CAM rides, EPA guidance documents, and updates of
EPA activities.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was first
passed in 1947, and amended numerous times, most recently by the Food
Quality Protection Act (FQPA) of 1996. FIFRA provides EPA with the
authority to oversee, among other things, the registration, distribution, sale and
use of pesticides. The Act applies to all types of pesticides, including
insecticides, herbicides, fungicides., rodenticides and antimicrobials. FIFRA
covers both intrastate and interstate commerce.

Establishment Registration
Section 7 of FIFRA requires that establishments producing pesticides, or
active ingredients used in producing a pesticide subject to FIFRA, register
with EPA. Registered establishments must report the types and amounts of
pesticides and active ingredients they produce. The Act also provides EPA
inspection authority and enforcement authority for facilities/persons that are
not in compliance with FIFRA.

Product Registration
Under §3 of FIFRA, all pesticides (with few exceptions) sold or distributed in
the United States must be registered by EPA. Pesticide registration is very.
specific and generally allows use of the product only as specified on the label.
Each registration specifies the use site, i.e., where the product may be used,
and the amount that may be applied. The person who seeks to register the
pesticide must file an application for registration. The application process
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often requires either the citation or submission of extensive environmental,
health and safety data.

To register a pesticide, the EPA Administrator must make a number of
findings, one of which is that the pesticide, when used in accordance with
widespread and commonly recognized practice, will not generally cause
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment.

FI[FRA defines "unreasonable adverse effects on the environment" as "(1) any
unreasonable risk to man or the environment, taking into account the
economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of the use of the
pesticide, or (2) a human dietary risk from residues that result from a use of a
pesticide in or on any-food inconsistent with the standard under §408 of the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 346a)."

Under FIFRA § 6(a)(2), after a pesticide is registered, the registrant must also
notify EPA of any additional facts and information concerning unreasonable
adverse environmental effects of the pesticide. Also, if EPA determines that
additional data are needed to support a registered pesticide, registrants may be
requested to provide additional data. If EPA determines that the registrant(s)
did not comply with their request for more information, the registration can be
suspended under FIFRA § 3(c)(2)(B) and § 4.

Use Restrictions
As a part of the pesticide registration, EPA must classify the product for
general use, restricted use, or general for some uses and restricted for others
(Miller, 1993). For pesticides that may cause unreasonable adverse effects on
the environment, including injury to the applicator, EPA may require that the
pesticide be applied either by or under the direct supervision of a certified
applicator.

Reregistration
Due to concerns that much of the safety data underlying pesticide registrations
becomes outdated and inadequate, in addition to providing that registrations
be reviewed every 15 years, FIFRA requires EPA to reregister all pesticides
that were registered prior to 1984 (§ 4). After reviewing existing data, EPA
may approve the reregistration, request additional data to support the
registration, cancel, or suspend the pesticide.

Tolerances and Exemptions
A tolerance is the maximum amount of pesticide residue that can be on a raw
product and still be considered safe. Before EPA can register a pesticide that
is used on raw agricultural products, it must grant a tolerance or exemption
from a tolerance (40 CFR. 163.10 through 163.12). Under the Federal Food,
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Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), a raw agricultural product is deemed
unsafe if it contains a pesticide residue, unless the residue is within the limits
of a tolerance established by EPA or is exempt from the requirement.

Cancellation and Suspension
EPA can cancel a registration if it is determined that the pesticide or its
labeling does not comply with the requirements of FIFRA or causes
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment (Haugrud, 1993).

In cases where EPA believes that an "imminent hazard" would exist ira
pesticide were to continue to be used through the cancellation proceedings,
EPA may suspend the pesticide registration through an order and thereby halt
the sale, distribution, and usage of the pesticide. An "imminent hazard" is
defined as an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment or an
unreasonable hazard to the survival of a threatened or endangered species that
would be the likely result of allowing continued use of a pesticide during a
cancellation process.

When EPA believes an emergency exists that does not permit a hearing to be
held prior to suspending, EPA can issue an emergency order that makes the
suspension immediately effective.

Imports and Exports
Under FIFRA § 17(a), pesticides not registered in the United States and
intended solely for export are not required to be registered provided that the
exporter obtains and submits to EPA, prior to export, a statement from the
foreign purchaser acknowledging that the purchaser is aware that the product
is not registered in the United States and cannot be sold for use there. EPA
sends these statements to the government of the importing country. FIFRA
sets forth additional requirements that must be met by pesticides intended
solely for export. The enforcement policy for exports is codified in 40 CFR §
168.65, 168.75, and 168.85.

Under FIFRA § 17(c), imported pesticides and devices must comply with
United States pesticide law. Except where exempted by regulation or statute,
imported pesticides must be registered. FIFRA § 17(c) requires that EPA be
notified of the arrival of imported pesticides and devices. This is
accomplished through the Notice of Arrival (NOA) (EPA Form 3540-1),
which is filled out by the importer prior to importation and submitted to the
EPA regional office applicable to the intended port of entry. United States
Customs regulations prohibit the importation of pesticides without a
completed NOA. The EPA-reviewed and signed form is returned to the
importer for presentation to United States Customs when the shipment arrives
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in the United States. NOA forms can be obtained from contacts in the EPA
Regional Offices or www.epa.gov/oppfeadl/international/noalist.htm.

Additional information on FIFRA and the regulation of pesticides can be
obtained from a variety of sources, including EPA ’s Office of Pesticide
Programs" homepage at www.epa.gov/pesticides, EPA ’s Office of
Compliance, Agriculture Division at
http : //es. epa. gov/oeca/main/offices/division/a g. htm l, or The National
Agriculture Compliance Assistance Center toll-free at (888) 663-2155 or
http://www, epa.gov/agriculture. Other sources include the National Pesticide
Telecommunications Network toll-free at (800) 858-7378 and the National
Antimicrobial Information Network toll-free at (800) 447-6349.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create a
regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate, assess,
mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture,
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk. It is important to note that
pesticides as defined in FIFRA are not included in the definition of a
"chemical substance" when manufactured, processed, or distributed in
commerce for use as a pesticide.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances. Ira
chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by TSCA,
a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals
based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA § 6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce,
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under § 6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), lead, and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

Under TSCA § 8(e), EPA requires the producers and importers (and others) of
chemicals to report information on a chemicals’ production, use, exposure,
and risks. Companies producing and importing chemicals can be required to
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report unpublished health and safety studies on listed chemicals and to collect
and record any allegations of adverse reactions or any information indicating
that a substance may pose a substantial risk to humans or the environment.

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control Act       ~
standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., EST,
excluding federal holidays.

IV.B. Industry-Specific Requirements for Agricultural Production Industries: Crops,
Greenhouses/Nurseries, and Forestry

The agricultural production industries discussed in this notebook are regulated
by several different federal, state, and local agencies. EPA has traditionally
relied on delegation to states to meet environmental standards, in many cases
without regard to the methods used to achieve certain performance standards.
This has resulted in some states with more stringent air, water, and hazardous
waste requirements than the federal minimum requirements. This document
does not attempt to discuss state standards, but rather highlights relevant
federal laws and proposals that affect the agricultural production industries of
crops, greenhouses/nurseries, and forestry.

Clean Water Act

Under the CWA, there are five program areas that potentially affect
agricultural establishments and businesses. These include: point source
discharges, storm water discharges, nonpoint source pollution, wetland
regulation, and sludge management. Key provisions addressing each of these
areas are summarized below:

¯ Point Source Discharges: The CWA establishes a permitting program
known as the NPDES program for "point sources" of pollution. The
term "point source" includes facilities from which pollutants are or
may be discharged to waters of the United States and is further defined
at 40 CFR Part 122. If granted, the permit will place limits and
conditions on the proposed discharges based on the performance of
available control technologies and on any applicable (more stringent)
water quality considerations. Usually the permit also will require
specific compliance measures, establish schedules, and specify
monitoring and reporting requirements.

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs): The
CWA defines CAFOs as point sources. Therefore, CAFOs are
subject to the NPDES permitting program. See 40 CFR Part
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122.23 and 40 CFR 122 Appendix B. A CAFO is prohibited
from discharging pollutants to waters of the U.S. unless it has
obtained an NPDES permit for the discharge.

, Definition of an AFO - An AFO is defined in EPA
regulations as a lot or facility where (1) animals
have been, are, or will be stabled or confined and
fed or maintained for a total of 45 days or more in
any 12-month period, and (2) crops, vegetation,
forage growth, or post-harvest residues are not
sustained in the normal growing season over any
portion of the lot or facility.

Definition of a CAFO - CAFOs are a subset of all
AFOs. Whether an AFO is a CAFO under the
regulations depends on the number of animals
confined at the facility. A CAFO is defined as
follows:

(1) More than 1,000 AUs are confined at the facility [40
CFR 122, Appendix B (a)]; OR

(2) From 301 to 1,000 AUs are confined at the facility
and:

Pollutants are discharged into waters of the U.S.
through a man-made ditch, flushing, system, or
other similar man-made device; or

¯ Pollutants are discharged directly into waters of
the U.S. that originate outside of and pass over,
across, or through the facility or come into
direct contact with the confined animals. [40
CFR 122, Appendix B (b)] OR

(3) The facility has been designated as a CAFO by the
permitting authority on a case-by-case basis [40 CFR
122.23(c)], based on the permitting authority’s
determination that the operation is a "significant
contributor of pollution." In making this determination,
the permitting authority considers the following factors:

¯ Size of the operation;
¯ Amount of wastereaching waters of the

United States;
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¯ Location of the operation relative to
waters of the U.S.;

¯ The means of conveyance of animal
wastes and process wastewater into
waters of the United States;

¯ The slope, vegetation, rainfall, and other
factors affecting the likelihood or
frequency of discharge of animal wastes
and process wastewater into waters of
the U.S.; and

¯ Other relevant factors (e.g.,waste
handling and storage, land application
timing, methods, rates and areas, etc.).

A permit application shall not be required from a
concentrated animal feeding designated under the case-
by-case authority until after the Director has conducted
an on-site inspection and determined that the operation
should and could be regulated under the NPDES permit
program.

No animal feeding operation with less than the number
of animals set forth in 40 CFR 122, Appendix B shall
be designated as a concentrated animal feeding
operation unless either (1) pollutants are discharged into
waters of the U.S. through a manmade ditch, flushing
system, or other similar means, or (2) pollutants are
discharged directly into waters of the U.S. which
originate outside of the facility and pass over, across, or
through the facility, or otherwise come into direct
contact with the animals confined in the operation.

The NPDES A 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event
permit means the maximum precipitation
regulations event with a probable occurrence of
[40 CFR 122, once in 25 years, as defined by the
Appendix B] National Weather Service in
contain an Technical Paper Number 40,
exemption "Rainfall Frequency Atlas of the
for any AFO United States," May 1961, and

from being subsequent amendments, or
equivalent regional or state rainfalldefined as a

CAFO if it
probability information developed
therefrom [40 CFR Part 412.1 l(e)]

discharges
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only in the event of a 25 year, 24-hour, or larger, storm
event. To be eligible for an exemption, the facility must
demonstrate to the permitting authority that it has not
had a discharge. It must also demonstrate that the entire
facility is designed, constructed, and operated to contain
a storm event of this magnitude in addition to process
wastewater. An operation that qualifies for this
exemption from being defined as a CAFO may still be
designated as a CAFO by the permitting authority on a
case-by-case basis.

¯ Storm Water Discharges: Under 40 CFR {}122.2, the definition of
"point source" excludes agricultural storm water runoff. Thus, such
r̄unoff is not subject to the storm water permit application regulations
at 40 CFR § 122.26. Non-agricultural storm water discharges,
however, are regulated if the discharge results from construction over 5
acres or certain other types of industrial activity such as landfills,
automobile junk yards, vehicle maintenance facilities, etc.

Concentrated Aquatic Animal Production Facilities: Under
40 CFR Part 122.24, a concentrated aquatic animalproduction
facility is defined and designated as a point source subject to
the NPDES permit program.

Definition of concentrated aquatic animal
production facility (40 CFR Pan 122 Appendix C) -
- A concentrated aquatic animalproductionfacility
is a hatchery, fish farm, or other facility that meets
one of the following criteria:

(1) A facility that contains, grows, or holds cold water
fish species or other cold water aquatic animals in
ponds, raceways, or similar structures which discharge
at least 30 days per year. The term does not include (a)
facilities which produce less than 9,090 harvest weight
kilograms (approximately 20,000 pounds) of aquatic
animals per year, and (b) facilities which feed less than
2,272 kilograms (approximately 5,000 pounds) of food
during the calendar month of maximum feeding. Cold
water aquatic animals include, but are not limited to, the
salmonidae family (e.g., trout and salmon).

(2) A facility that contains, grows, or holds warm water
fish species or other warm water aquatic animals in
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ponds, raceways, or similar structures which discharge
at least 30 days per year. The term does not include (a)
facilities which produce 45,454 harvest weight
kilograms (approximately 100,000 pounds) of aquatic
animals per year or (b) closed ponds which discharge
only during periods of excess runoff. Warm water
aquatic animals include, but are not limited to, the
Ameiuridae, Centrarchidae, and Cyprinidae families of
fish (e.g., respectively catfish, sunfish, and minnows).

Designated facility -- A facility that does not otherwise
meet the criteria in 40 CFR Part 122 Appendix C
(described above) may be designated as a concentrated
aquatic animal production facility if EPA or an
authorized state determines the production facility is a
significant contributor of pollution to waters of the U.S.
No permit is required for such a designated facility until
the EPA or state officials have conducted an onsite
inspection and determined that the facility should be
regulated under the NPDES permit program.

Aquaculture Projects: Under 40 CFR Part 122.25(b),
aquaculture means a defined, managed water area that uses
discharges of pollutants to maintain or produce harvestable
freshwater, estuarine, or marine plants or animals. Discharges
into approved aquaculture projects are not required to meet
effluent limitations that might otherwise apply. The entire
aquaculture project (discharges into and out of the project) is
addressed in an NPDES permit.

Exemption for Irrigation Return Flows: Under 40 CFR Part
122.3(0, return flows from irrigated agriculture do not require
NPDES permits.

Wastewater Guidelines for Point Source Silviculture
Activities: Under 40 CFR § 122.27, silvicultural point sources
are subject to the NPDES permit program. Such silviculture
point sources include discrete conveyances related to rock
crushing, gravel washing, log sorting or log storage facilities
operated in connection with silvicultural activities and from
which pollutants are discharged into waters of the U.S. The
term does not include nonpoint source silviculture activities
such as nursery operations, site preparation, reforestation,
thinning, prescribed burning, pest and fire control, harvesting
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operations, surface drainage, or road construction and
maintenance from which there is natural runoff.

¯ Nonpoint Source Pollution: Under the CWA §319 Nonpoint Source
(NPS) Management Program and 40 CFR §130.6, states (tribes, and
territories) establish programs to manage NPS pollution, including
runoff and leaching of fertilizers and pesticides, and irrigation return
flows. These NPS management programs must identify: (a) best
management practices (BMPs) to be used in reducing NPS pollution
loadings; (b) programs to be used to assure implementation of BMPs;
(c) a schedule for program implementation with specific milestones;
and (d) sources of federal or other funding that will be used each year
for the support of the state’s N-PS pollution management program.
Congress provides grant funds to the states annually for the
administration of these management programs.

¯ Discharges to Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs): Under
40 CFR Part 403, facilities, including agricultural establishments, may
discharge certain substances to a POTW if the facility has received
prior written permission from the POTW and has completed any
required pretreatment. Facilities must check with their POTWs for
information about permitted discharges and for conditions and
limitations.

¯ Discharges of Designated Hazardous Substances. Under 40 CFR
Parts 116-117, facilities, including agricultural establishments, must
immediately notify the National Response Center (1-800-424-8802)
and their state agency of any unauthorized discharge of a designated
hazardous substance into (1) navigable waters, (2) the shorelines of
navigable waters, or (3) contiguous zones, IF the quantity discharged
in any 24-hour period equals or exceeds the reportable quantity. A
designated hazardous substance is any chemical listed in Section 311
of the Clean Water Act. The reportable quantity is the amount of the
hazardous substance that EPA has determined might cause harm. The
list of hazardous substances along with each chemical’s reportable
quantity is found in 40 CFR Parts 116 and 117. Ammonia and several
pesticides are on the list.

¯ Discharges of Oil. Under 40 CFR Part 110, facilities must
immediately notify EPA’s National Response Center (1-800-424-
8802) of any unauthorized discharge of a harmful quantity ofoil
(including petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, or oil mixed with
other wastes) into (1) navigable waters, (2) the shorelines of navigable
waters, or (3) contiguous zones and beyond. A discharge of oil is
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considered harmful if it violates applicable water quality standards,
causes a sludge or emulsion to be deposited under the surface of the
water or on adjoining shorelines, or causes a film or sheen on, or
discoloration of, the water or adjoining shorelines. In practice, any
quantity of oil or a petroleum product is a harmful quantity, since even
small amounts will cause a film or sheen on surface water.

Oil Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
Program: Under 40 CFR Part 112, facilities, including
agricultural establishments, must comply with EPA’s SPCC
program when they store oil at their facility. SPCC
requirements apply to non-transportation related onshore and
offshore-facilities of specified size engaged in storing,
processing, refining, transferring or consuming oil products,
which due to their location, could potentially discharge oil into
waters of the U.S. or adjoining shorelines.

Facilities must comply with the SPCC program: (1) if they
have a single aboveground container with an oil storage
capacity of more than 660 gallons, multiple aboveground
containers with a combined oil storage capacity of more than
1,320 gallons, or a total underground oil storage capacity of
more than 42,000 gallons and (2) if there is a reasonable
expectation that a discharge (spill, leak, or overfill) from the
tank will release harmful quantities of oil into navigable waters
or adjoining shorelines. The requirements are triggered by tank
capacity, regardless of whether tanks are completely filled.

Facilities subject to the SPCC requirements must prepare an
SPCC plan. This plan must include: (1) prevention measures
that keep oil releases from occurring, (2) control measures
installed to prevent oil releases from reaching navigable waters,
and (3) countermeasures to contain, clean up, and mitigate the
effects of any oil release that reaches navigable waters. Each
plan must be unique to the facility and must be signed by a
registered professional engineer.

¯ Wetlands on Agricultural Lands: Swamps, marshes, fens, bogs,
vernal pools, playas, and prairie potholes are common names for
wetlands. Wetlands provide a habitat for threatened and endangered
species as well as a diversity of other plant, wildlife, and fish species.
In addition to providing habitat, wetlands serve other functions,
including stabilizing shorelines; storing flood waters; filtering
sediments, nutrients, and toxic chemicals from water; and providing an
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area for the recharge and discharge of groundwater. It is important to
note that not all wetlands will be obvious to the untrained observer.
For example, an area can appear dry during much of the year and still
be classified as a wetland. Your local Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) office can help to identify and delineate
wetlands on your property.

N-RCS, formerly the Soil Conservation Service, is the lead agency for
identifying wetlands on agricultural lands. According to NRCS,
agricultural lands means those lands intensively used and managed for
the production of food or fiber to the extent that the natural vegetation
has been removed and therefore does not provide reliable indicators of
wetland vegetation. Areas that meet this definition may include
intensively used and managed cropland, hayland, pastureland,
orchards, vineyards, and areas that support wetland crops (e.g.,
cranberries, taro, watercress, rice). Lands not included in the
definition of agricultural lands include rangelands, forest lands,
woodlots, and tree farms.

Exemption to Section 404 Permit Requirements. The
placement of dredge and fill material into wetlands and other
water bodies (i.e., waters of the United States) is regulated by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) under 33 CFR Part
328. The Corps regulates wetlands by administering the CWA
Section 404 permit program for activities that impact wetlands.
The 404 permit program requires a permit for point source
discharges of dredged and fill material into waters of the
United States. However, many normal established farming
activities (e.g., plowing, cultivating, minor drainage, and
harvesting), silviculture, and ranching activities that involve
discharges of dredged or fill materials into U.S. waters are
exempt from Section 404 permits and do NOT require a
permit (33 CFR §323.4). In order to be exempt, the activity
must be part of an ongoing operation and cannot be associated
with bringing a wetland into agricultural production or
converting an agricultural wetland to a non-wetland area.

If not covered by the above exemption, a permit is required
before discharging dredged or fill material into U.S. waters,
including most wetlands (33 CFR Part 323). The Army Corps
of Engineers (Corps) reviews Section 404 permit applications
to determine if a project is the least environmentally damaging
and practicable alternative.
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¯ POTW Sludge Management - Land Application of Biosolids. Land
application is the application ofbiosolids to land to either condition
the soil or fertilize crops or other vegetation grown in the soil.
Biosolids are a primarily organic solid product produced by
wastewater treatment processes that can be beneficially recycled.

EPA regulates the land application ofbiosolids under 40 CFR Part
503. As described in A Plain English Guide to the EPA Part 503
Biosolids Rule (EPA/832/R-93-003, September 1994), the Part 503
rule includes general provisions, and requirements for land application,
surface disposal, pathogen and vector attraction reduction, and
incineration. For each regulated use or disposal practice, a Part 503
standard includes general requirements, pollutant limits, management
practices, operational standards, and requirements for the frequency of
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting. For the most part, the
requirements of the Part 503 rule are self-implementing and must be
followed even without the issuance of a permit covering biosolids use
or disposal requirements.

¯ Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) program. There are still
waters in the nation that do not meet the CWA national goal of
"fishable, swimmable" despite the fact that nationally required levels
of pollution control technology have been implemented by many
pollution sources. The TMDL program, established under Section
303(d) of the Clean Water Act, focuses on identifying and allocating
pollutant loads to these waterbodies. The goal of a TMDL is the
attainment of water quality standards.

A TMDL identifies the amount a pollutant needs to be reduced to meet
water quality standards, allocates pollutant load reductions among
pollutant sources in a watershed, and provides the basis for taking
actions needed to restore a waterbody. It can identify the need for point
source and nonpoint source controls.

Under this provision, States are required to (1) identify and list
waterbodies where State water quality standards are not being met
following the application of technology-based point source pollution
controls; and (2) establish TMDLs for these waters. EPA must review
and approve (or disapprove) State lists and TMDLs. If state actions are
not adequate, EPA must prepare lists and TMDLs. TMDLs are to be
implemented using existing federal, state, and local authorities and
voluntary programs.
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TMDLs should address all significant pollutants which cause or
threaten to cause waterbody use impairment, including:

- Point sources (e.g., sewage treatment plant discharges)
- Nonpoint sources (e.g., runoff from fields, streets, range, or

forest land)
Naturally occurring sources (e.g., runoff from undisturbed
lands)

A TMDL is the sum of the individual wasteload allocations for point
sources, load allocations for nonpoint sources and natural background
pollutants, and an appropriate margin of safety. TMDLs may address
individual pollutants or groups of pollutants, as long as they clearly
identify the links between: (1) the waterbody use impairment or threat
of concern, (2) the causes of the impairment or threat, and (3) the load
reductions or actions needed to remedy or prevent the impairment.

TMDLs may be based on readily available information and studies. In
some cases, complex studies or models are needed to understand how
pollutants are causing waterbody impairment. In many cases, simple
analytical efforts provide an adequate basis for pollutant assessment
and implementation planning.

Where inadequate information is available to draw precise links
between these factors, TMDLs may be developed through a phased
approach. The phased approach enables states to use available
information to establish interim targets, begin to implement needed
controls and restoration actions, monitor waterbody response to these
actions, and plan for TMDL review and revision in the future. Phased
approach TMDLs are particularly appropriate to address nonpoint
source issues.

Numerous TMDLs are under development in many states and TMDLs
are likely to impact agricultural activities by prompting states and
stakeholders to mitigate water pollution caused by agricultural sources
(assuming agriculture-related industries are identified as significant
contributors to water quality impairment).

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990

The Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program, which is implemented
under the authority of Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments (CZAR.A) of 1990, is administered at the federal level jointly by
EPA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
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The Section 6217 program requires the 29 states and territories with NOAA-
approved coastal zone management programs to develop and implement
coastal nonpoint pollution control programs. These programs are intended to
serve as an update and expansion of existing state programs focused on
nonpoint source pollution affecting coastal areas. These submitted programs
must include: (1) management measures that are in conformity with applicable
federal guidance and (2) state-developed management measures as necessary
to achieve and maintain applicable water quality standards.

On January 19, 1993, EPA issued its Guidance Specifying Management
Measures For Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters. The federal
guidance specifies management measures for the following agricultural
sources: (1) erosion from cropland, (2) confined animal facilities, (3) the
application of nutrients to croplands, (4) the application of pesticides to
cropland, (5) grazing management, and (6) irrigation of cropland.

Once approved, the programs are implemented through state nonpoint source
programs (under CWA §319) and state coastal zone management programs
(authorized under §306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act). Agricultural
establishments located in coastal states should determine whether their land is
included in the state’s coastal management area. If so, they must comply with
their state’s applicable coastal nonpoint programs. Currently, all state coastal
nonpoint management programs have been conditionally approved and have
begun to be implemented.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The 1996 amendments to the Coastal Zone Management Act that may affect
agriculture-related industries include those that relate to aquaculture in the
coastal zone. Eligible states may now receive grants for developing a
coordinated process among state agencies to regulate and issue permits for
aquaculture facilities in the coastal zone. States may also receive grants for
adopting procedures and policies to evaluate facilities in the coastal zone that
will enable the states to formulate, administer, and implement strategic plans
for marine aquaculture. Each state that receives such grants will make its own
determination as part of its coastal management plan on how to specifically
use the funds. Therefore, persons engaged in aquaculture productivity in the
coastal zone may be eligible for technical or financial assistance under their
state’s plan.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The SDWA, which has been amended twice since 1974, protects the water
supply through water quality regulations and source protection, such as
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underground injection control (UIC) regulations. SDWA requirements apply
to all public water systems (PWSs). Currently, 54 of 56 states and territories
have been delegated primacy to run the drinking water program.

¯ Public Water Systems. Under 40 CFR Parts 141-143, facilities that
operate a PWS or receive water from a PWS and provide treatment to
it are subject to SDWA regulations. Prior to 1996, SDWA defined a
PWS as "a system for the provision to the public of piped water for
human consumption if such system has at least 15 service connections
or regularly serves at least 25 individuals." The 1996 Amendments
expanded the means of delivering water to include not only pipes, but
also other constructed conveyances such as ditches and waterways.

While there are three categories of PWSs, an agricultural establishment
will most likely operate a non-transient, non-community system. This
type of system serves at least 25 people for over 6 months of the year,
but the people generally do not live at the facility. All PWSs must
comply with the national primary drinking water regulations (40 CFR
141). Under 40 CFR Part 141 Subpart G, EPA has established
drinking water standards for numerous pesticides.

Establishments that operate a non-transient, non-community system, in
general, will need to: (1) monitor for the contaminants the state has
established for that type of system, (2) keep records of the monitoring
results, (3) report results from all tests and analyses to the state/tribe on
a set schedule, (4) take immediate action to correct any violations in
the allowable contaminant levels, (5) make a public announcement of
any violations to warn people about potential adverse effects and to
describe the steps taken to remedy the problem, and (6) keep records of
actions taken to correct violations.

¯ Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program. Under
the SDWA § 1429, states/tribes are allowed to establish a
Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program to protect
underground sources of drinking water. Under this program, a state/
tribe can require facilities, including agricultural establishments, to use
designated best management practices (BMPs) to help prevent
contamination of groundwater by nitrates, phosphates, pesticides,
microorganisms, or petroleum products. These requirements generally
apply only to facilities that are subject to the public water system
supervision program. Persons applying pesticides or fertilizers must
know the location of all the public water supply source areas in the
vicinity that are protected by state/tribal (and sometimes local)
requirements.
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¯ Source Water Protection Program. Under the SDWA. states are
required to develop comprehensive Source Water Assessment
Programs (SWAP). The statutorily defined goals for SWAPs are to
provide for the protection and benefit of public water systems and for
the support of monitoring flexibility. These programs plan to identify
the areas that supply public tap water, inventory contaminants and
assess water system susceptibility to contamination, and inform the
public of the result.

¯ Wellhead Protection Program. Under the SDWA §1428, ifa
faciliD’, has an onsite water source (e.g., well) that qualifies as a PWS,
it must take the steps required by the state/tribe to protect the wellhead
from contaminants. A wellhead protection area is the surface and
subsurface area surrounding a water well or well field supplying a PWS
throu2__h which contaminants are reasonably likely to move toward and
reach such water well or well field.

Since drinking water standards (40 CFR Part 141 Subpart G) exist for
numerous pesticides, which may be used in various aga-iculture-related
activities, some state/tribe and local wellhead and source water
protection programs restrict the use of agricultural chemicals in
designated wellhead protection areas. In addition, persons applying
pesticides or fertilizers must know the location of all the public water
supply source areas in the vicinity that are protected by state/tribal (and
sometimes local) requirements, and the requirements for mixing,
loading, and applying agricultural chemicals within any designated
wellhead or source water protection areas.

¯ Sole Source Aquifer Protection Program. Under the SDWA §1424
and 40 CFR Part 149 Subpart B, EPA can establish requirements for
protecting sole source aquifers. EPA designates an aquifer as a sole
source aquifer if it supplies at least 50 percent of the drinking water
consumed in the area overlying the aquifer and no alternative drinking
water sources are feasible. The Sole Source Aquifer program prohibits
federal financial assistance (any grant, contract, loan guarantee, or
otherwise) for any project, including agricultural projects, that may
result in contamination to the aquifer and create a hazard to public
heath. Currently, only a few aquifers have been designated as
protected sole source aquifers.

¯ Underground Injection Control (UIC) Program. The UIC program
(40 CFR Parts 144 and 146-148) is a permit program that protects
underground sources of drinking water by regulating five classes of
injection wells (I - V). Underground injection means depositing fluids
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beneath the surface of the ground by injecting them into a hole (any
hole that is deeper than it is wide). Fluids means any material or
substance which flows or moves whether in a semisolid, liquid, sludge,
gas, or any other form or state.

If a facility disposes of (or formerly disposed of) waste fluids onsite in
an injection well, it triggers the UIC requirements. In general, a
facility may not inject contaminants into any well if the contaminant
could cause a violation of any primary drinking water regulation or
endanger an underground source of water if the activity would
adversely affect the public health. Most deep well underground
injections are prohibited without a UIC permit. No Class I, II, or III
injection well may be constructed or opened before a permit has been
issued. UIC permits include design, operating, inspection, and
monitoring requirements. In many states/tribes, EPA has authorized
the state/tribal agency to administer the program.

Class V Wells. Owners/operators of Class V wells (shallow wells that
inject fluids above an underground source of water) must not
construct, operate, maintain, convert, plug, abandon, or conduct any
other injection activity in a manner that allows the movement of fluid
containing any contaminant into underground sources of drinking
water, if the presence of that contaminant may cause a violation of any
primary drinking water regulation (40 CFR Part 142) or may otherwise
adversely affect the health of persons. Examples of Class V wells
potentially applicable to agricultural establishments include, but are
not limited to:

° Drainage wells, such as agricultural drainage wells, primarily
used for storm runoff.

° Cesspools with open bottoms (and sometimes perforated sides)
and septic system wells used to inject waste or effluent from
multiple dwellings or businesses (the UIC requirements do not
apply to single family residential septic system or cesspool
wells or to non-residential septic system or cesspool wells that
are used solely for the disposal of sanitary wastes and have the
capacity to serve fewer than 20 persons per day).

° Dry wells used for waste injection.

¯ Recharge wells used to replenish aquifers.
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¯ Injection wells associated with the recovery of geothermal
energy for heating, aquaculture, and production of electric
power.

¯ Floor drains in maintenance shops/work areas.

Agricultural drainage wells typically drain water from low-lying farm
land, but some serve to recharge aquifers from which irrigation water is
withdrawn. These wells are usually constructed in areas with poor soil
drainage, but where underlying geologic formations allow rapid infiltration
of water. Sometimes abandoned water supply wells are adapted for use in
agricultural drainage. Agricultural drainage wells typically receive field
drainage from saturated topsoil and subsoil, and from precipitation,
snowmelt, floodwaters, irrigation return flow, and animal feedlots. The
types of pollutants injected into these wells include (1) pesticide runoff,
(2) nitrate, nitrite, and salts, such as those of calcium, magnesium, sodium,
potassium, chloride, sulfate, and carbonate from fertilizer runoff, (3) salts
and metals (i.e., iron, lead, cadmium, and mercury) from biosolid sludges
and compost, (4) microbes (i.e., bacteria and viruses) from animal waste
runoff, and (5) petroleum contaminants, such as fuel and oil, from runoff
from roads or equipment maintenance areas.

If a facility has a Class V well, it must furnish inventory information
about the well to the appropriate state/tribal agency. If at any time
EPA or the state/tribal agency learns that a Class V well may cause a
violation of primary drinking water regulations (40 CFR Part 142) or
may be otherwise adversely affecting the health of persons, it may
require the injector to obtain an individual UIC permit, or order the
injector to take such actions (including, where required, closure of the
injection well) as may be necessary to prevent the violation.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was enacted to
address problems related to hazardous and solid waste management. RCRA
gives EPA the authority to establish a list of solid and hazardous wastes and to
establish standards and regulations for the treatment, storage, and disposal of
these wastes. Regulations in Subtitle C of RCRA address the identification,
generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous
wastes. These regulations are found in 40 CFR Part 124 and 40 CFR Parts
260-279: Under RCRA, persons who generate waste must determine whether
the waste is defined as solid waste or hazardous waste. Solid wastes are
considered hazardous wastes if they are listed by EPA as hazardous or if they
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exhibit characteristics of a hazardous waste: toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity,
or reactivity.

Most agriculture-related activities do not generate si~maificant amounts of
hazardous waste. Generally, the activities potentially subject to RCRA
involve the use of pesticides and fertilizers, and the use and maintenance of
different types of machinery.

Hazardous Waste Generator Categories. Facilities that generate hazardous
waste can be classified into one of three hazardous waste generator categories
as defined in 40 CFR Part 262:

¯ Conditionally exempt small quantity generator (CESQG). A facility
is classified as a CESQG if it generates no more than 220 Ibs (100 kg)
of hazardous waste in a calendar month. There is no time limit for
accumulating <2,200 Ibs of hazardous waste onsite. However,
CESQGs cannot store more than 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous
waste onsite at any time. In addition, CESQGs cannot accumulate
onsite more than 2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous waste or more
than 220 lbs spill residue from acutely hazardous waste for any period
of time.

¯ Small quantity generator (SQG). A facility is classified as a SQG if it
generates >220 lbs (100 kg) and <2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous
waste in a calendar month. SQGs can accumulate onsite no more than
13,200 lbs (6,000 kg) ofh.azardous waste. SQGs can store hazardous
waste onsite for up to 180 days (or up to 270 days if the waste
treatment/disposal facility is more than 200 miles away).

¯ Large quantity generator (LQG). A facility is classified as a LQG if it
generates > 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous waste in a calendar
month. While there is no limit on the amount of hazardous waste that
LQGs can accumulate onsite, they can only store it onsite for up to 90
days.

Ira facility is a CESQG and generates <2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous
waste; or _<220 lbs (! 00 kg) of acutely hazardous waste spill residues in a
calendar month, and never stores more than that amount for any period of
time, it may manage the acutely hazardous waste according to CESQG
requirements. If it generates more than 2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous
waste or >220 lbs (100 kg) of acutely hazardous waste spill residues in a
calendar month, the facility must manage it according to LQG requirements.
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The hazardous wastes that must be measured are those: (1) accumulated at the
facility for any period of time before disposal or recycling, (2) packaged and
transported away from the facility, (3) placed directly into a treatment or
disposal unit at the facility, or (4) generated as still bottoms or sludges and
removed from product storage tanks.

Requirements for CESQGs. Based on the quantity of hazardous waste
generated per month, most agricultural establishments will qualify as
CESQGs. As CESQGs, facilities must comply with three basic waste
management requirements:

(1) Identify all hazardous waste generated.

(2) Do not generate per month more than 220 Ibs (100 kg) of hazardous
waste; more than 2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous waste; or more
than 220 lbs (100 kg) of acutely hazardous waste spill residues; and
never store onsite more than 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous waste;
2.2 lbs of acutely hazardous waste; or 220 lbs of acutely hazardous
waste spill residues for any period of time.

(3) Ensure proper treatment and disposal of the waste. This means
ensuring that the disposal facility is one of the following:

A state or federally regulated hazardous waste management
treatment, storage, or disposal facility.
A facility permitted, licensed, or registered by a state to manage
municipal or industrial solid waste.
A facility that uses, reuses, or legitimately recycles the waste
(or treats the waste before use, reuse, or recycling).
A universal waste handler or destination facility subject to the
requirements for universal wastes.

CESQGs are allowed to transport their own wastes to the treatment or storage
facility., unlike SQGs and LQGs who are required to use a licensed, certified
transporter. While there are no specific RCRA requirements for CESQGs
who transport their own wastes, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
requires all transporters of hazardous waste to comply with all applicable DOT
regulations. Specifically, DOT regulations require all transporters, including
CESQGs, transporting hazardous waste that qualifies as a DOT hazardous
material to comply with EPA hazardous waste transporter requirements found
in 40 CFR Part 263. CESQGs are not required by federal hazardous waste
laws to train their employees on waste handling or emergency preparedness.
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Requirements for SQGs and LQGs. Facilities determined to be SQGs or
LQGs must meet many requirements under the RCRA regulations. These
requirements, found in 40 CFR 260-279, include identifying hazardous waste;
obtaining an EPA identification numbers; meeting requirements for waste
accumulation and storage limits; container management; conducting personnel
training; preparing a manifest; ensuring proper hazardous waste packaging,
labeling, and placarding; reporting and recordkeeping; and contingency
planning, emergency procedures, and accident prevention.

Notes: Facilities that fall into different generator categories during different
months may choose to simplify compliance by satisfying the more stringent
requirements all the time.

Specific Provisions. RCRA regulations include several specific provisions
addressing agriculture-related materials and activities. Key provisions are
briefly summarized below:

¯ Exemption for Certain Solid Wastes Used as Fertilizers. Under 40
CFR §261.4(b), solid wastes generated by (1) growing and harvesting
of agricultural crops, or (2) raising animals (including animal manure),
and that are returned to the soils as fertilizers are excluded from
regulation as hazardous waste.

¯ Exemption for Certain Hazardous Waste Pesticides. Under 40 CFR
§262.70, farmers who generate any amount of hazardous waste
pesticides from their own. use are excluded from the generator,
treatment/storage!disposal facility, land disposal, and permit
requirements under RCRA Subtitle C, provided that the farmer: (1)
disposes of the waste pesticide in a manner consistent with the label on
the pesticide container; (2) triple rinses each empty container in
accordance with requirements at 40 CFR §261.7(b)(3); and (3)
disposes of the rinsate on his own farm in accordance with the
instructions on the label. If the label does not include disposal
instruction, or no instructions are available from the pesticide
manufacturer, the waste pesticide and rinsate must be disposed of in
accordance with Subtitle C hazardous waste requirements. (Also see
40 CFR Part 165 - FIFRA).

¯ Exemption for Commercial Fertilizers. Under 40 CFR §266.20,
commercial fertilizers produced for general public (including
agricultural) use that contain recyclable materials are not presently
subject to regulation provided they meet the applicable land disposal
restriction (LDR) standards for each recyclable material they contain.
For example, zinc-containing fertilizers containing K061 (emission
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control dust from the primary production of steel in electric furnaces)
are not subject to regulation.

¯ Fertilizers Made from Hazardous Wastes. Under 40 CFR Parts 266
and 268, EPA regulates fertilizers containing hazardous wastes as
ingredients. Hazardous wastes may be used as ingredients in fertilizers
under certain conditions, since such wastes can be a beneficial
component of legitimate fertilizers. EPA has established standards
that specify limits on the levels of heavy metals and other contents
used as fertilizer ingredients. These standards are based on treatment,
by the best technology currently available, to reduce the toxicity and
mobility of all the contents of the hazardous waste components. These
standards are based on waste management considerations and do not
include consideration of the potential agronomic or dietary risk.

° Food Chain Crops Grown on Hazardous Waste Land Treatment
Units. Under 40 CFR Part 264.276, food chain crops (including feed
for animals consumed by humans) may be grown in or on hazardous
waste land treatment units under certain conditions and only with a
permit. The permit for a facility will list the specific food-chain crops
that may be grown. To obtain a permit, the owner/operator of the
facility wishing to grow the food-chain crops must demonstrate -- prior
to the planting of such crops -- that there is no substantial risk to
human health caused by the growth of such crops in or on the
treatment zone.

¯ Solid Waste Disposal Criteria. Under RCRA Subtitle D, 40 CFR
257.3 establishes solid waste disposal criteria addressing floodplains,
endangered species, groundwater protection, application to land used
for food chain crops, disease vectors, air pollution, and safety. These
criteria are largely guidelines used by states in developing solid waste
regulations, which control the disposal of waste on a farmer’s property.

° Land Application of Fertilizers Derived from Drinking Water
Sludge. Under 40 CFR Part 257, EPA regulates the land application
of solid wastes, including drinking water sludge applied as fertilizer.
These requirements include: (1) cadmium limits on land used for the
production of food-chain crops (tobacco, human food, and animal
feed) or alternative less stringent cadmium limits on land used solely
for production of animal feed; (2) polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
limits on land used for producing animal feed, including pasture crops
for animals raised for milk; and (3) minimization of disease vectors,
such as rodents, flies, and mosquitoes, at the site of application
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through incorporation of the fertilizer into soil so as to impede the
vectors’ access to the sludge.

¯ Pesticides That Are Universal Wastes. Under 40 CFR Part 273, EPA
has established a separate set of requirements for three types of wastes
called universal wastes. Universal wastes include certain batteries,
certain pesticides, and mercury thermostats. Pesticides designated as
universal wastes include (1) recalled pesticides that are stocks of a
suspended or canceled pesticide and part of a voluntary or mandatory
recall under FI:FRA § 19(b); (2) recalled pesticides that are stocks of a
suspended or canceled pesticide, or a pesticide that is not in
compliance with F~RA, that are part of a voluntary recall [see FI:FRA
§ 19(b)(2)] by-the registrant; and (3) stocks of other unused pesticide
products that are collected and managed as part of a waste pesticide
collection program.

The Universal Waste rule is optional for states/tribe to adopt. In those
states/tribes that have not adopted the Universal Waste rule, these
wastes must be disposed of in accordance with the hazardous (or
acutely hazardous) waste requirements (see 40 CFR Part 262).

¯ Exemption for Small Quantities of Used Oil. Under 40 CFR §279.20,
agricultural establishments that generate an average of 25 gallons or
less of used oil per month over a calendar year from vehicles or
machinery used on the establishment are not subject to the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 279.

¯ Exemption for "Farm Tanks"and Tanks ofllO Gallons orLess.
Under the underground storage tank (UST) regulations (RCRA
Subtitle I, 40 CFR §280.12), "farm tanks" of 1,100 gallons or less
capacity used for storing motor fuel for non-commercial purposes are
not regulated as underground storage tanks. "Farm tanks" include
tanks located on a tract of land devoted to the production of crops or
raising animals (including fish) and associated residences and
improvements. Also under 40 CFR §280.10, the UST program does
not apply to UST systems of 110 gallons or less capacity, or that
contain a de minimis concentration of a regulated substance.

Even with the above exemptions, keep in mind that many agricultural
establishments may be subject to the UST program (40 CFR Part 280).
The UST regulations apply to facilities that store either petroleum
products or hazardous substances (except hazardous wastes) identified
under CERCLA. UST regulations address design standards, leak
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detection, operating practices, response to releases, financial
responsibility for releases, and closure standards.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

Under CI~RCLA, there are a limited number of statutory and regulatory
requirements that potentially affect agricultural businesses. The key provisions
are summarized below:

¯ Emergency Release Notification Requirements. Under CERCLA
§103(a), facilities are required to notify the National Response Center
about any release of a CERCLA hazardous substance in quantities
equal to or greater than its reportable quantity (RQ). Releases include
discharges into the air, soil, surface water, or groundwater. Any
release at or above the RQ must be reported regardless of whether
there is a potential for offsite exposure.

Hazardous Substances. The term "hazardous substance" is
defined in CERCLA § 101 (14) and these substances (more than
700) are listed at 40 CFR Part 302, Table 302.4. Several
agricultural chemicals are on the CERCLA hazardous
substance list, including many pesticides, anhydrous ammonia,
and ethylene glycol.

Reportable Quantities. For each hazardous substance, EPA has
designated a RQ of 1, 10, 100, 1,000, or 5,000 pounds. RQs
are listed in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B and 40
CFR Part 302, Table 302.4.

When No Notification is Required. There are several types of
releases that are excluded from the requirements of CERCLA
release notification. Two of these releases, excluded under
CERCLA 99101 (22) and 103(e), include the normal
application of fertilizer and the application of pesticide
products registered under FIFRA. Keep in mind that spills,
leaks, or other accidental or unintended releases of fertilizers
and pesticides are subject to the reporting requirements.

¯ Facility Notification and Recordkeeping Requirements -
Exemption for Agricultural Producers. Under CERCLA 99103(c)
and (d), certain facilities must notify EPA of their existence and the
owners/operators must keep records. However, CERCLA 9103(e)
exempts agricultural producers who store and handle F[FRA-registered
pesticides from the facility notification and recordkeeping
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requirements. CERCLA does not define the term agricultural
producer.

¯ Liability. for Damages. Under CERCLA § 107(a), an owner/operator
of a facility that has CERCLA hazardous substances onsite may be
liable for cleanup costs, response costs, and natural resource damages
associated with a release or threatened release of hazardous substances.
Agricultural establishments are potentially liable under this section,
and that liability extends to past practices.

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

A summau of the potential applicability of specific sections of EPCRA on the
agricultural sector follows below.

¯ Emergency Planning and Notification. Under EPCRA §302, owners
or operators of any facility, including agricultural establishments, that
have extremely hazardous substances (40 CFR Part 355 Appendices A
and B) present in excess of the threshold planning quanti.ty must notify
in writing their state emergency response commission (SERC) and
their local emergency planning committee (LEPC) that they are subject
to EPCRA planning requirements. Under EPCRA §303, they must
also notify the LEPC of the name of a person at their facility whom the
LEPC may contact in regard to planning issues related to these
extremely hazardous substances. They must also inform the LEPC
promptly of any relevant changes, and when requested, must provide
information to the LEPC necessary for emergency planning.

Ammonia, several agricultural pesticides, and certain fuels are
included on the list of extremely hazardous substances found in 40
CFR Part 355 Appendices A and B. Ira listed substance is a solid, two
different planning quantities are listed (e.g., 500 lbs/10,000 lbs). The
smaller amount (e.g., 500 lbs.) applies if the substance is in powder
form, such as a soluble or wettable powder, or if’it is in solution or
molten form. The larger quantity (10,000 lbs.) applies for most other
forms of the substance. If the extremely hazardous substance is part of
a mixture or solution, then the amount is calculated by multiplying its
percent by weight times the total weight of the mixture or solution. If
the percent by weight is less than one percent, the calculation is not
required (40 CFR Part 355.30).

Ammonia -- The quantity of anhydrous ammonia that triggers
the planning requirement is 500 pounds.
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Pesticides -- Examples of pesticides on the list with the
quantity in pounds that triggers the planning requirement
include: ethion (1,000), nicotine (100), dichlorvos (1,000),
parathion (100), chlordane (1,000), methyl bromide (1,000),
ethylene oxide (1,000), fenitrothion (500), phorate (10), zinc
phosphide (500), aluminum phosphide (500), terbufos (100),
phosphamidon (100), demeton (500), ethoprop (1,000), and
disulfoton (500).

Solid Pesticides -- Examples of pesticides with dual quantities
that trigger the planning requirements include: coumaphos
(100/10,000), strychnine (100/10,000), dimethoate
(500/10,000), warfarin (500/10,000), azinphos-methyl
(10/10,000), methyl parathion (100/10,000), phosmet
(10/10,000), methidathion (500/10,000), carbofuran
(10/10,000), paraquat (10/10,000), methiocarb (500/10,000),
methamidophos (100/10,000), methomyl (500/10,000),
fenamiphos (10/10,000), and oxamyl (100/10,000).

¯ §304 Emergency Release Notification. Under 40 CFR 355, facilities
must immediately notify the SERC and LEPC of releases of EPCRA
extremely hazardous substances and CERCLA hazardous substances
when the release equals or exceeds the reportable quantity within a 24-
hour period and has the potential for offsite exposure. There are two
notifications required: the initial notification and the written followup
notification.

Exemption for Substances Used in Agricultural Operations. Only
facilities that produce, use or store hazardous chemicals are subject to
EPCRA release reporting. EPCRA §31 l(e) excludes from the
definition of hazardous chemicals those substances used in routine
agricultural operations. The exemption covers fertilizers and
pesticides used in routine agricultural operations and fuels for
operating farm equipment (including to transport crops to market). If
all the hazardous chemicals present at the facility do not fall within this
exemption, the facility must report all releases of any EPCRA
extremely hazardous substance or CERCLA hazardous substance.
Additionally, spills, leaks, or other accidental or unintended releases of
fertilizers and pesticides are subject to the EPCRA release reporting
requirements.

¯ §311 and §312 Hazardous Chemical Inventory and Reporting.
Under EPCRA §311 and §312, facilities must inventory the hazardous
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chemicals present onsite in amounts equal to or in excess of the
threshold planning quantities, and meet two reporting requirements:

A one-time notification of the presence of hazardous chemicals
onsite in excess of threshold levels (EPCRA §311) to the
SERC, LEPC, and the local fire department; and

An annual notification (Tier I or Tier II report) to the SERC,
LEPC, and the local fire department detailing the locations and
hazards associated with the hazardous chemicals found on
facility grounds (EPCRA §312).

Exemption for Substances Used in Agricultural Operations. As
mentioned above, the term "hazardous chemical," as defined in
EPCRA §311 (e), excludes substances used in routine a_m’icultural
operations.

Clean Air Act

Agriculture-related industries generally do not include those industry sectors
considered to be major sources of air pollution. Nevertheless, some
agriculture-related activities are potentially subject to regulation under the
CAA. The provisions identified below summarize the CAA requirements
applicable to certain agriculture-related activities:

¯ Risk Management Program. Under §112(r) of the Clean Air Act,
EPA has promulgated the Risk Management Program Rule. The rule’s
main goals are to prevent accidental releases of regulated substances
and to reduce the severity of those releases that do occur by requiring
facilities to develop risk management programs. A facility’s risk
management program must incorporate three elements: a hazard
assessment, a prevention program, and an emergency response
program. These programs are to be summarized in a risk management
plan (RMP) that will be made available to state and local government
agencies and the public.

Under 40 CFR Part 68, facilities that have more than the threshold
quantity of any of the listed regulated substances in a single process are
required to comply with the regulation. Process means any regulated
activity involving a regulated substance, including manufacturing,
storing, distributing, or handling a regulated substance or using it in
any other way. Any group of interconnected vessels (including
piping), or separate vessels located close enough together to be
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involved in a single accident, are considered a single process.
Transportation is not included.

Listed regulated substances are acutely toxic substances, flammable
gases, volatile liquids, and highly explosive substances listed by EPA
in the Risk Management Program rule. The threshold quantity is the
amount of a regulated substance that triggers the development of a
RMP. The list of regulated substances and their corresponding
threshold quantities are found at 40 CFR Part 68. Examples of
threshold quantities of listed regulated substances include:
formaldehyde -- 15,000 pounds; ethylene oxide -- 10,000 pounds;
methyl isocyanate -- 10,000 pounds; anhydrous ammonia -- 10,000
pounds; and mixtures containing ammonia in a concentration of 20
percent or greater -- 20,000 pounds.

Exception: Ammonia that farmers are holding for use as fertilizer is
not a regulated substance under the risk management program.
Farmers are not responsible for preparing a risk management plan if
ammonia held for use as a fertilizer is the only listed regTdated
substance that they have in more than threshold quantities. However,
ammonia that is on a farm for an.v other use, such as for distribution
or as a coolant/refrigerant, is not exempt.

Three program levels. "I he risk management planning regulation (40
CFR Part 68) defines the activities facilities must undertake to address
the risks posed by regulated .substances in covered processes. To
ensure that individual processes are subject to appropriate
requirements that match their size and the risks they may pose, EPA
has classified them into 3 categories ("programs"):

Program 1 requirements apply to processes for which a worst-
case release, as evaluated in the hazard assessment, would not
affect the public. These are processes that have not had an
accidental release that caused serious offsite consequences.

Program 2 requirements apply to less complex operations that
do not involve chemical processing.

Program 3 requirements apply to higher risk, complex
chemical processing operations and to processes already
subject to the OSHA Process Safety Management Standard
(29 CFR 1910.119).
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Risk Management Planning. Facilities with more than a threshold
quantity of any of the 140 regulated substances in a single process are
required to develop a risk management program and to summarize
their program in a risk management plan (RMP). A facility subject to
the requirements were required to submit a registration and RMP by
June 2 l, 1999, or whenever it first exceeds the threshold for a listed
regulated substance after that date.

All facilities with processes in Program 1 must carry out the following
elements of risk management planning:

An offsite consequence analysis that evaluates specific
potential release scenarios, including worst-case and alternative
scenarios.
A five-year history of certain accidental releases of regulated
substances from covered processes.
A risk management plan, revised at least once every five years,
that describes and documents these activities for all covered
processes.

Facilities with processes in Programs 2 and 3 must also address each of
the following elements:

An integrated prevention program to manage risk. The
prevention program will include identification of hazards,
written operating procedures, training, maintenance, and
accident investigation.

- An emergency response program.
- An overall management system to put these program elements

into effect.

¯ National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)/SIPS. Under
the CAA § 10, each state must develop a State Implementation Plan
(SIP) to identify sources of air pollution and to determine what
reductions are required to meet federal air quality standards. If the
applicable SIP imposes requirements on an agricultural establishment,
that facility must comply with the SIP. The most likely pollutant of
concern with respect to agriculture-related businesses is particulate
matter.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

For agricultural producers, FIFRA is the environmental statute that most
significantly impacts day-to-day operations of pesticide use. It also imposes
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administrative requirements on pesticide users, including agricultural
producers. A summary of major provisions applicable to agricultural
producers is provided below.

¯ Use restrictions: The pesticide product label is information printed on
or attached to the pesticide container. Users are legally required to
follow the label. Labeling is the pesticide product label and other
accompanying materials which contain directions that pesticide users
are legally required to follow. Under FIFRA § 12, each pesticide must
be used only in a way that is consistent with its labeling.

As a part of the pesticide registration, EPA must classify the
product for general use, restricted use, or general for some uses
and restricted for others (Miller, 1993). For pesticides that may
cause unreasonable adverse effects on the environment,
including injury to the applicator, EPA may require that the
pesticide be applied either by or under the direct supervision of
a certified applicator.

It is against the law (Endangered Species Act) to harm an
endangered species. Harm includes not only acts that directly
injure or kill the protected species, but also significant habitat
modification or degradation that disrupts breeding, feeding, or
sheltering. Pesticide users must comply with any pesticide
labeling restrictions or requirements that concern the protection
of endangered species or their habitats.

¯ Tolerances and Exemptions A tolerance is the maximum amount of
pesticide residue that can be on a raw product and still be considered
safe. Before EPA can register a pesticide that is used on raw
agricultural products, it must grant a tolerance or exemption from a
tolerance (40 CFR. 163.10 through 163.12). Under the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), a raw agricultural product is
deemed unsafe if it contains a pesticide residue, unless the residue is
within the limits of a tolerance established by EPA or is exempt from
the requirement.

To avoid being responsible for products being over tolerance, users
must be particularly careful to comply with the label instructions
concerning application rate and minimum days between pesticide
application and harvest (i.e., preharvest interval), slaughter, freshening,
or grazing.
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¯ Worker Protection Standard (WPS) Requirements for Users. The
WPS for Agricultural Pesticides (40 CFR Parts 156 and 170) covers
pesticides that are used in the commercial production of agricultural
plants on farms, forests, nurseries, and ~eenhouses. The WPS
requires pesticide users to take steps to reduce the risk of pesticide-
related illness and injury if they or their employees may be exposed to
pesticides used in the commercial production of agricultural plants.

¯ Cancellation and Suspension EPA can cancel a registration if it is
determined that the pesticide or its labeling does not comply with the
requirements of FIFRA or causes unreasonable adverse effects on the
environment (Haugrud, 1993).

In cases where EPA believes that an "imminent hazard" would exist if
a pesticide were to continue to be used through the cancellation
proceedings, EPA may suspend the pesticide registration through an
order and thereby halt the sale, distribution, and usage of the pesticide.
An "imminent hazard" is defined as an unreasonable adverse effect on
the environment or an unreasonable hazard to the survival of a
threatened or endangered species that would be the likely result of
allowing continued use of a pesticide during a cancellation process.

When EPA believes and emergency exists that does not permit a
hearing to be held prior to suspending, EPA can issue an emergency
order that makes the suspension immediately effective.

Toxic Substances Control Act

TSCA has a limited impact on the agricultural sector. TSCA §3, Definitions,
specifies that the term chemical substance means any organic or inorganic
substance of a particular molecular identity. The definition also states, as
declared at subsection (2)(B)(ii), that such term does not include any pesticide
(as defined in FIFRA) when manufactured, processed, or distributed in
commerce for use as a pesticide. Since the majority of potentially hazardous
substances used by agricultural producers are pesticides, they are regulated
under FIFRA. Regulation of hazardous substances under other authorities is
part of TSCA’s overall scheme which allows EPA to decline to regulate a
chemical under TSCA if other federal regulatory authorities (e.g., FIFRA) are
sufficiently addressing the risks posed from those substances.

¯ Asbestos and Asbestos-Containing Material. Under TSCA §6 and
40 CFR Part 61, Subpart M, EPA regulates the renovation/demolition
activities, notification, work practices and removal, and disposal of
asbestos-containing material (ACM). ACM should be carefully
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monitored; however, the mere presence of asbestos in a building is not
considered hazardous. ACM that becomes damaged, however, may
pose a health risk since it may release asbestos fibers over time. If a
material is suspected of containing asbestos and it is more than slightly
damaged, or if changes need to be made to a building that might
disturb it, repair or removal of the ACM by a professional is needed.

¯ Asbestos Brake Pads. Facilities that repair their own brakes should
be aware of asbestos requirements. Asbestos brake pads must be
removed using appropriate control measures so that no visible
emissions of asbestos will be discharged to the outside air. These
measures can include one of the following: (1) wetting that is generally
done through the use of a brake washing solvent bath, such as those
provided by a service; (2) vacuuming that is usually performed with a
commercial brake vacuum specifically designed for use during brake
pad changing or pad re-lining operations; or (3) combination of
wetting and vacuuming.

Asbestos brake pads and wastes must be managed by: (1) labeling
equipment, (2) properly disposing of spent solvent, (3) properly
disposing of used vacuum filters, and (4) sealing used brake pads. The
containers or wrapped packages must be labeled using warning labels
as specified by OSHA [29 CFR 1910.001 (j) (2) or 1926.58 (k)(2)(iii)].

Asbestos waste must be disposed of as soon as practical at an EPA-
approved disposal site. The asbestos containers must be labeled with
the name and location of the waste generator. Vehicles used to
transport the asbestos must be clearly labeled during loading and
unloading. The waste shipment records must be maintained (40 CFR
61.150) so that the asbestos shipment can be tracked and substantiated.

¯ Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs). PCBs were widely used in
electrical equipment manufactured from 1932 to 1978. Types of
equipment potentially containing PCBs include.transformers and their
bushings, capacitors, reclosers, regulators, electric light ballasts, and
oil switches. Any equipment containing PCBs in their dielectric fluid
at concentrations of greater than 50 ppm are subject to the PCB
requirements.

Under TSCA §6 and 40 CFR Part 761, facilities must ensure through
activities related to the management of PCBs (e.g., inspections for
leaks, proper storage) that human food or animal feed are not exposed
to PCBs. While the regulations do not establish a specific distance
limit, any item containing PCBs is considered to pose an unacceptable
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exposure risk to food or feed ifPCBs released in any form have the
potential to reach/contaminate food or feed.

¯ Lead. Approximately 1.7 million children have blood-lead levels high
enough to raise health concerns. Studies suggest that lead exposure
from deteriorated residential lead-based paint, contaminated soil, and
lead in dust are among the major existing sources of lead exposure
among children in the U.S.

Section 1 O18 of the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction
Act of 1992 directs EPA and the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) to jointly issue regulations requiring disclosure
of known lead-based paint and/or lead-based paint hazards by persons
selling or leasing housing constructed before the phaseout of
residential lead-based paint use in 1978. Under that authority, EPA
and HUD jointly issued on March 6, 1996, regulations titled Lead;
Requirements for Disclosure of Known Lead-Based Paint and/or
Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing (40 CFR Part 35 and 40 CFR
Part 745). In these regulations, EPA and HUD established
requirements for sellers/lessors of residential housing built before
1978.

Pre-Renovation Lead Information Rule. If conducted improperly,
renovations in housing with lead-based paint can create serious health
hazards to workers and occupants by releasing large amounts of lead
dust and debris. Under TSCA §406 and through a rule published on
June 1, 1998 entitled Lead," Requirements for Hazard Education
Before Renovation of Target Housing (40 CFR Part 745), EPA
required the distribution of lead hazard information (i.e., EPA-
developed pamphlet) prior to professional renovations on residential
housing built before 1978.

IV.C. Proposed and Pending Regulations

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990

Implementation of Management Measures. Under Section 6217,
states/tribes must fully implement the management measures in their Coastal
Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs by January 2004. States/tribes are
required to perform effectiveness monitoring between 2004 and 2006 and
implement other measures between 2006 and 2009.
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Safe Drinking Water Act

Management of Class V Wells. EPA plans to propose additional
requirements addressing the environmental risks posed by the highest risk
Class V wells. This rulemaking potentially affects agricultural operations that
use industrial and commercial disposal wells and large capacity cesspools.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

Pesticide Management and Disposal: Proposed Rule - issued on May 5,
1993 (FR26857). The regulations for this rule will be found in the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) at 40 CFR Part 165 - Regulations for the
Acceptance of Certain Pesticides and Recommended Procedures for the
Disposal and Storage of Pesticides and Pesticides Containers. This final rule
will:

¯ Describe procedures for voluntary and mandatory recall actions.
¯ Establish criteria for acceptable storage and disposal plans which

registrants may submit to EPA to become eligible for reimbursement of
storage costs.

¯ Establish procedures for the indemnification of owners of suspended and
canceled pesticides.

¯ Amend the Agency’s responsibility for accepting for disposal suspended
and canceled pesticides.
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V. COMPLIANCE M~ID ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

V.A. Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun to
supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific,
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for industrial
sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
(IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s single-
media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match air, water, waste,
toxics/pesticides, EPCRA, Toxics Release Inventory (TRI), and enforcement
docket records for a given facility and generate a list of historical permit,
inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze
data by geographic area and corporate holder. As the capacity to generate
multimedia compliance data improves, EPA will make available more in-
depth compliance and enforcement information. Additionally, EPA is
developing sector-specific measures of success for compliance assistance
efforts.

V.B. Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

This section uses inspection, violation,Note." Man.v of the previously
and enforcement data from the IDEA published sector notebooks
system to provide information about thecontained a chapter titled
historical compliance and enforcement"Chemical Release and Transfer
activity of this sector. While other Profile. " The information and
sector notebooks have used Standard data for that chapter were taken
Industrial Classification (SIC) data fromprimarily from EPA’s Toxic
the Toxics Release Inventory System Release Inventory (TM). Because
(TRIS) to define their data sampling the industries discussed in this

universes, none of the SIC codes notebook do not, in general,

associated with the crop production directly report to TRI, that chapter
has not been included in thissectors identifies facilities that report tosector notebook.

the TRI program. As such, sector-
defining data have been provided from
EPA data systems linked to EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS), which
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tracks facilities in all media databases. This section does not attempt to define
the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector. Instead, the section
portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the sector that are well
defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census. With sectors dominated by small businesses, such as metal
finishers and printers, the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be
small in comparison to Census data. However, the group selected for
inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s
general make-up.

Before presenting thedata, the next section defines general terms and the
column heads used in the data tables. The data represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions and solely reflect EPA, state,
and local compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA
databases. To identify trends, EPA ran two data queries, one for five calendar
years (March 7, 1992 to March 6, 1997) and the other for a twelve-month
period (March 7, 1996 to March 6, 1997). The five-year analysis gives an
average level of activity for that period for comparison to the more recent
activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are tat:en from single media databases. These
databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or EPA-
led. However, the table breakingdown the universe of violations does give
the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and state’s efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
regions for certain sectors.1 This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variation, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

EPA Regions are as follows: I (CT, MA, ME, R.I, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI); III (DC,
DE, MD, PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI); VI
(AR, LA, NM, OK. TX); VII (l.A, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA, HI,
NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) o assigns a common facility number to
EPA single-media permit records, establishing a linkage capability to the
permit data. The FINDS identification number allows EPA to compile and
review all permit, compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any
given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) - is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data
records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, this creating a "master list" of records
for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA are AFS
(Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation),
PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource
Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste),
NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and Liability
Information System, Superfund), and TRIS. IDEA also contains information
from outside sources, such as Dun and Bradstreet (DUN) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries
displayed in this section were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions "

Facilities in Search - based on the universe of TRI reporters within the listed
SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting requirements,
or industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TRI, the
notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries. The SIC code
range selected for each search is defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code
coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected - indicates the level of EPA and state agency inspections
for the facilities in this data search. These values show what percentage of the
facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year period.

Number of Inspections - measures the total number of inspections conducted
in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is entered into a
single media database.
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Average Time Between Inspections - provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities With One or 3/lore Enforcement Actions - expresses the number of
facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
state actions. A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted
once in this column, e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1
facility.

Total Enforcement Actions - describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified foran industrial sector across all environmental statutes. A
facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times (i.e., a
facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3).

State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement actions
are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels of use by
states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions accorded state
enforcement activity. Some states extensively report enforcement activities
into EPA data systems, while other states may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from state
agencies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint federal/state
efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate - is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. The ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Inspections and actions from the
TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most
of the actions taken under these programs are not the result of facility
inspections. Also, this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising
from non-inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported
water discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CA.A, CWA
and RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified - expresses the percentage
of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the following data
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categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable
Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance
(CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA. rSCA, and
EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority Violation
(RCtL~.). The values presented for this column reflect the extent of
noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not distinguish
between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that an
enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections - four columns
identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions within
EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRAiEPCRA databases. Each column
is a percentage of either .the "Total Inspections," or the "Total Actions"
colurrm.

V.C. Compliance History for the Agricultural Production Industries: Crops.
Greenhouses/Nurseries, and Forestry

Exhibit 23 provides an overview of theNote: It should be noted that the
reported compliance and enforcementdata presented in this section
data for the agricultural production represent federal enforcement
industries over the past 5 years (Marchactivity only. Enforcement activity
1992 to March 1997). These data are conducted at the state level is not
also broken out by EPA regions therebyincluded in this analysis.
permitting geo~aphical comparisons.

A few points evident from the data are listed below. It should also be noted
that a,m-iculture crop production (SIC code 01) and forestry (SIC code 08) are
presented separately in the exhibits.

¯ As shown, of the 6,688 facilities identified through IDEA with crop
production NAICS codes, nearly half (3,046) were inspected over the
5-year period. The total number of inspections over the same 5 years
was 10,453, which means that, on average, each facility was subjected
to nearly 3.5 inspections over the 5 years.

¯ Region 7 has the most crop production facilities with 2,391 and has
conducted the most inspections (3,180). Similarly, Region 5 has the
second most facilities and has conducted the second most inspections.
Inspections in these regions comprise more than half (57%) of all
inspections conducted.

¯ The 10,453 inspections conducted nationwide have resulted in 262
enforcement actions, which results in an enforcement-to-inspection
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rate of 0.03. This means that for every 100 inspections conducted,
there are approximately 3 resulting enforcement actions.

¯ The average enforcement-to-inspection rate across the regions ranged
from 0.01 in Region 5 to 0.08 in Regions 1 and 2.

Exhibit 24 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for forestry SIC codes over the 5-year period by EPA region.

¯ Of the 97 facilities identified, approximately 25 percent (24 facilities)
were inspected in the 5-year period.

¯ The 68 inspections conducted nationwide have resulted in 10
enforcement actions, which results in an enforcement-to-inspection
rate of 0.15.
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Exhibit 23. Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for tile Agricultnral Crop Production Industry

A B C D E F G 11 !            J

Average Facilities with Total Percent Percent    Enforcement
Facilities Facilities Number of Months 1 or More State FederalRegion in Search Inspected Inspections Between Enforcement Enforcement to Inspection

Inspections Actions
Actions

Actions        LeadActions       LeadRate

1 156 41 148 63 8 12 67% 33% 0.08
II ! 19 47 958 7 19 80 91% 9% 0.08
II I 343 167 8 i 2 25 I 0 20 95% 5% 0.02
IV 809 283 1,212 40 18 28 86% 14% 0.02

V 1,491 930 2,816 32 14 18 67% 33% 0.01
VI 524 128 405 78 18 30 63% 37% 0.07
VI! 2,391 1,113 3,180 45 37 54 41% 59% 0.02
V IIl 142 53 129 66 3 3 0% 100% 0.02
IX 298 164 587 30 8 11 82% 18% 0.02
X 415 120 206 121 6 6 67% 33% 0.03

TOTAl. ] 6,688I    3,046I    10,453 I 381 141 [ 262 ] 73%I    27% I 0.03



Exhibit 24: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Forestry Production Industry

A B C D E F G H I J

Region Facilities Facilities Number of Average Facilities Total Percent I’ercent Enforcement
in Inspected Inspections Months with I or Enforcement State Federal to h|spcctioo

Search Between More Actions Lead Lead Rate
Inspections Enforcement Actions Actions

Actions

1 3 I ! 180 I I 100% 0% i .00

11 1 1 1 60 0 0 ......

I11 3 2 12 15 0 0 ......

IV 13 4 4 195 I I 0% 100% 0.25

V 4 2 22 11 I 3 100% 0% 0.14

VI 8 3 I 0 48 I 3 0% ! 00% 0.30

Vll 1 1 3 20 0 0 ......

VIll 2 0 0 -- 0 0 ......
IX 6 1 2 180 0 0 ......

X 56 9 13 258 1 2 100% 0% O. 15

TOTAL [ 97 [ 24 ] 68 ] 86 ] 5 ] 10 ] 60% 40%I 0.15
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Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 25 and 26 provide both the 5-year and 1-year enforcement and
compliance data for most of the industries covered by the sector notebooks.
These data allow the reader to compare the enforcement and compliance
history of the sectors and identify trends across sectors and over the 5-year
period.

¯ Of the industries presented, the crop production sector has the second
most identified facilities with 6,688; it also has the second highest
number of facilities inspected (3,046) over the 5-year period. The
enforcement-to-inspection rate of 0.03 was the second lowest among
all sectors.

° Forestry. has the second fewest number of facilities (97) among all
sectors and the fewest number of facilities inspected (24). Its
enforcement-to-inspection rate of 0.15 is the second highest, next to
petroleum refining (0.25).

h: Exhibit 26, when compared to all sectors over the last year, the crop
production sector had the fifth most facilities inspected (1,012) and the fourth
most inspections conducted (1,459). The enforcement-to-inspection rate of
0.02 for the crop production sector was among the lowest rates across all
sectors. From March 1996 - March 1997, forestry had the fewest number of
facilities inspected and the lowest number of inspections conducted...

Exhibits 27 and 28 provide a more in-depth comparison between the crop
production and forestry sectors and others by organizing inspection and
enforcement data by environmental statute. Exhibit 27 provides inspection
and enforcement data over the 5-year period, while Exhibit 28 provides data
for the March 1996 - March 1997 only.

As shown in Exhibit 27, over the 5-year period, nearly three-quarters of all
inspections conducted at crop production facilities were under the Clean Air
Act. However, the CAA accounts for only 35 percent of all enforcement
actions. The enforcement actions are spread out across the CAA (35%), CWA
(23%), and RCRA (25%) with FIFRAiTSCA/EPCRA/Other having the lowest
percentage of enforcement actions (17%). For forestry, more than half of all
inspections and exactly half of all enforcement actions have come under
RCRA.

For March 1996 - March 1997 (see Exhibit 28), again CAA inspections
account for nearly three-quarters of all inspections for the crop production
sectors. And, similarly to the 5-year history, enforcement actions are fairly
evenly disbursed among the CAA (31%), CWA (34%), and RCRA (28%). It
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should be noted that 7 percent of all enforcement actions were taken under the
F~RA/TSCA/EPCRA/Other category although no inspections were
conducted within that category,. This number is possible because in many
EPA regions, media inspectors are being trained to examine the facility from a
multimedia viewpoint. As a result, these actions may originate from the
media inspections. Regarding the forestry industry, 83 percent of all
inspections were conducted under the RCRA program. However, no
enforcement actions were taken based on those inspections. Two-thirds of all
enforcement actions were taken under the FIFRA/TSCAfEPCRAJOther
category, although no inspections were conducted under those programs (see
above note).
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Exhibit 25. Five-Year Enforcement and ,(’ompliancc Summary for Selected Industries

A                 B          C           D            E             F             G            tl            I            J
~ Facilities with Enforcement

Avg. Months Total Percent Percent to~ Facilities Facilities Number of I or More
Industry Sector in Between Enforcement EnforccnlenlActions StaleActionsl.ead I.eadECdcralActions’~ Search Inspected Inspections Inspections

Actions Rate
Inspection

~ I.ivestock 1,001 205 600 I O0 20 31 84% 16% 0.05
~T
O
O Crop Production 6,688 3,046 10,453 38 141 262 73% 27% 0.03

~.~ Forest ry 97 24 68 86 5 I 0 60% 40% O. 15
,-I

~.o. Metal Mining 1,232 378 1,6(X) 46 03 III 53% 47% 0.07

~ Coal Mining 3,256 741 3,748 52 88 132 89% I I% 0.04

Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 79% 21% 0.05

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% 0.05

Texliles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 90% IO% O.~X~

Lumber and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 30% O. II)

Furniture 499 386 2,379 13 65 91 8 I% 19% 004

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 20% O. IO

Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 88% 12% O.O6

Inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3,087 9 89 235 74% 26% 0.08

Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 <)3 219 76% 24% O.(t~)

4...x Pharnra¢culicals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80% 20% O. I (t

Organic Chemicals 425 355 4,:~94 6 153 468 65% 35% O. I I

Agricultural Chemicals 263 164 1,293 12 47 102 74% 26% 0.08

Petroleum Refining 156 148 3,081 3 124 763 ~8% 32% 025

Rubber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 178 276 82% 18% 0.06

Stone, Clay, Glass & Concrete 615 388 3,474 I I 97 277 75% 25% 0.08

Iron and Steel 349 275 4,476 5 121 305 71% 29% 0.07

Metal Castings 669 424 2,535 I O I 13 191 71% 29% 0.08

Non furious Mclals 203 I 61 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% O. I I

I:abricatcd Metal Products 2,906 1,858 7,914 22 365 600 75% 25% 008

I’:lectromcs 1,250 863 4,500 17 150 251 80°/* 20% 0.06

Auton’K~bile Assembly 1,260 927 5,912 13 253 413 82"/, 18% O.O7

~ Aerospace 237 184 1,2Ob 12 07 127 75% 25% O. t)

"~ 9 20 32 84% 16% O. 13Shipbuildingand Repair 44 37 243

~CT Ground Transportation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 006

~ Water Transportation 514 192 816 38 36 70 61% 39% 0.09

~ Air Transportation 444 231 973 27 48 97 88% 12% O. IO
O
O Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2,166 14,211) 14 403 789 76% 24% 0.06

Dry ("lc;lniuR 6,t)()3 2,.I�~1t 3,81.1 q5 55 Id’~ t)5’¼, 5% (I ()2



Exhibit 26. One-Year Enforcement and Compliauce Summary for Selected Industries
A B C D E F G II

~/3
Facilities with I or More Facilities with I or nmre~ Facilities Facilities Numl)er of Total EnforcementViolations Eufnrccmcnt Actions~ Industry Sector in Search Inspected Iospections Enforcement io Inspection
Number Percent* Nuolber Percent* Actions Rate

~ Livestock 1,001 107 i 146 22 2 1% 2 2% 2 0 0 I
~ Crop Production 6,688 1,012 1,459 866 86% 23 2% 29 0.02O
O Forestry 97 8 12 7 88% 2 25% 3 0.25
~ Metal Mining 1,232 142 211 102 72% q l 6% I0 0 05,-.t
~.0. (’oal Mining 3,256 362 765 90 25% 20 (~’;~, 22 003

~
Oil aml ( ;as lixtraclion 4,676 874 I, 173 127 15% 26 3% 34 O.t)]
Non-Metallic M moral Mining 5,256 1,481 2,451 384 20% 73 5% 91 0.04
Textiles 355 172 295 06 51)% I 0 6% 12 004
I.umber and Wood 712 279 507 102 09% 44 10% 52 0.10
Furniture 499 i 254 459 136 54% 9 4% I I 0.02
Pulp and Paper 484 317 788 248 78% 43 14% 74 0.09
Printing 5,862 892 1,363 577 65% 28 3% 53 I).04
Inorganic Chemicals 441 200 548 155 78% 19 10% 31 0.06
Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 173 4 9 152 88% 26 15% 36 0.09
Pharmaceuticals 164 80 209 84 105% 8 10% 14 0.07

~ Organic (’lncmicals 425 259 837 243 94% 42 16% 56 007L~
~ Agricultural Chemicals 263 105 , 200 102 97% 5 5% I I 005

Pclroleum Refining 156 132 565 129 98"/,, 58 44% 132 (I.23
I,t ubbcr and Plastic 1,818 466 791 389 83°,/o 33 7% 41 005
Stonc, (’lay, Glass and 615 255 678 I 51 59% 19 7% 27 004(’oncrete
Iron and Slccl 349 197 8[)6 174 88% 22 I I% 34 0.04
Metal (’aslmgs 609 234 433 240 103% 24 10°A 26 0 06
Ntm ferrous Melals 203 108 310 98 91% 17 10% 28 0.09
Fabricated Metal 2,906 849 1,377 796 94% 63 7% 83 0.06
lilcctronic~ 1,250 421) 780 41)2 96% 27 6% 43 0.06
Aulomobilc Assembly 1,260 507 1,058 431 85%, 35 7% : 47 004
Aerospace 237 I 19 210 105 88’~, g 7% I I 0 115

~ Shil’d)nihling and Itcpai, 44 22 51 I ’) 8{)’~, 3 14% 4 0.O8
~:1~ ( ilOnllltl I rallSl)OulaLion 7,78() 1,585 2,409 681 43% 85 5%, 103 0.04

~
Watcr "",an Sl,,,r’atit,n 514 84 141 53 (’)3% l0 12% I I 0.08

cr" Air 1 ransporialion 444 96 151 69 72% 8 8% 12 008~ Fossil Fuel I!lcclric Power 3,270 1,318 2,430 804 61% 100 8% 135 0 06
o [ )ry (’leanin~*l~ 6~063 I i234 I =43t) 314 25% 12 1% 16 0 0 I

*l’elc(’~ltagt’$ in (’°hmm-¥.J;’nml l~at~’l~ased on the numb(’r offitciltie~ it ~l~’ct~’d ((’oh#nn (’). I’~’rct’nlages tan ctct’(’d IO0% b(’~’au~(, viohttion.~
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VI. REVIEW OF ,~N4AJOR LEGAL ACTIONS

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs).

Review of Major Cases

The following cases are examples of EPA’s enforcement against the
agricultural production industries of crops, greenhouses/nurseries, and
forestry.

Cumberland Farms, lnc. In September 1996, a District Court entered a
consent decree between the U.S. and Cumberland Farms, Inc., which resolves
a long standing wetlands enforcement action against Cumberland Farms, Inc.,
for its unpermitted filling of 180 acres of wetlands in violation of the Clean
Water Act ber~veen 1977 and 1990 in Halifax and Hanson, Massachusetts.
Under the consent decree, Cumberland is required to deed two undeveloped
tracts of land, totaling 225 acres, to the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries
and Wildlife for permanent conservation, ha addition, the company will
establish a 30-acre wildlife and wetlands corridor on the most seriously
damaged site and pay a civil $50,000 penalty. This settlement, along with
others, will preserve a total of 490 acres of undeveloped habitat in the same
watershed as the violations. This represents the largest permanent
preservation of habitat arising from a federal enforcement in New England.

U.S.v. Tropical Fruit. Tropical Fruit, S.E., in Guayanilla, Puerto Rico,
operates a plantation where it grows mangoes, bananas, and other fruits. On
December 20, 1996, Region 2 issued an administrative order under CERCLA
106(a) to Tropical Fruit, S.E., and its three individual partners of that company
(Avshalom Lubin, Cesar Otero Acevedo, and Pedro Toledo Gonzalez) for
application of pesticides using a high pressure applicator that produced a
cloud which sometimes would drift into the adjacent residential community,
which is composed of minority and low income residents. The CERCLA
order requires that the respondents immediately cease and desist from spraying
pesticides, fungicides, and any other materials that contain hazardous
substances in such a manner that these substances might drift or otherwise
migrate beyond the boundaries of the farm.

Region 2 also issued an administrative complaint for violations of the Worker
Protection Standard for agricultural workers under FISI=ILA. The complaint
cited Tropical Fruit’s failure to post warning signs during and after
application, as well as its failure to maintain a decontamination area and a
central bulletin board with pesticide safety information.
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On March 26, 1997, DOJ (acting on EPA’s behalf) filed a complaint against
Tropical Fruit seeking an injunction requiring the firm and its partners to
comply with EPA’s CERCLA order and all applicable FIFRA requirements.
Three of the pesticides routinely used by Tropical Fruits on its mango trees are
not registered for use on mangoes; their use in this manner is in violation of
FIFRA. The judicial complaint also sought penalties for violations of the
CERCLA order since its issuance. Also on March 26, 1997, the court signed
an interim consent order requiring Tropical Fruit to modify its pesticide
application procedures to prevent these substances from drifting into the
adjacent residential community. The order also requires Tropical Fruit to
better protect its workers by providing extensive training, protective clothing,
respirators, and decontamination equipment. Subsequently on May 21, 1997,
EPA documented further violations of the CERCLA administrative order and
the judicial interim consent order. On August 22, 1997, Tropical Fruit paid
$10,000 in stipulated penalties for those violations.

Region 2 also has documented additional FIFRA violations by Tropical Fruit,
which included the illegal importation of Cultar, an unregistered pesticide
from the Middle East. In addition, the region has documented violations of
RCRA UST regulations, as well as violations of CWA §404 and the
associated regulations regarding discharge of dredged or fill materials into
wetlands. EPA anticipates that all of these violations will be subject to further
enforcement action.

Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements.that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in
return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the reduction.
Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can significantly
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. Information on SEPs can be
accessed via the intemet at http://www.epa.gov/oecaJsep.

There was one SEP at an agricultural crop producing facility. This SEP was
negotiated with Franklin Mushroom Farms, Incorporated (Franklin Farms) of
Southington, CT. The complaint alleged that Franklin Farms illegally
discharged pollutants to a nearby river in violation of their NPDES Permit. As
part of a settlement, Franklin Farms agreed to a SEP in which they would
institute water recycling/conservation methods to reduce overall pollutant
loading to the river. The cost of instituting these methods was $89,900 at the
time of the settlement. Franklin Farms also was required to pay a penalty of
$75,000. Details on this SEP can be found by accessing
http://es.epa.gov/oeca/sep/searchsep.html, selecting ’01 Agriculture - Crop
Production’ in the Industrial Sector of Violation field, and choosing the
Submit Search button.
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VII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

There are several federal programs available to the agricultural community to
assist agricultural producers in complying with environmental regulations and
reducing pollution. The following examples represent some industry
initiatives that promote compliance or assess methods to reduce environmental
contamination.

National Agriculture Compliance Assistance Center

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with the support of the
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has developed a national Agriculture
Compliance Assistance Center (Ag Center) to provide a base for "first-stop
shopping" for the agricultural community -- one place for the development of
comprehensive, easy-to-understand information about approaches to
compliance that are both environmentally protective and agriculturally sound.
The Ag Center, a program offered by EPA’s Office of Compliance, seeks to
increase compliance by helping the agricultural community identify flexible,
common sense ways to comply with the many environmental requirements
that affect their business. Initial efforts will focus on providing information
about EPA’s requirements. The Ag Center will rely heavily on existing
sources of agricultural information and established distribution mechanisms.
The Ag Center is designed so growers, livestock producers, other
agribusinesses, and agricultural information/education providers can access its
resources easily -- through telephone, fax, mail, and Intemet. The Ag Center
website can be accessed at http://www.epa.gov/agriculture.

Unified National Strategy for Animal Feeding Operations

As part of President Clinton’s Clean Water Action Plan (CWAP), a USDA-
EPA unified national strategy has been developed to minimize the water
quality and public health impacts (e.g., nutrient loading, fish kills, odors) of
animal feeding operations (AFOs). USDA and EPA’s goal is for AFO owners
and operators to take actions to minimize water pollution from confinement
facilities and land application of manure. To accomplish this goal, this
Strategy is based on a national performance expectation that all AFOs should
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develop and implement technically sound, economically feasible, and
site-specific Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plans (C.N,’MPs) to
minimize impacts on water quality and public health.

CNMPs identify actions or priorities that will be followed to meet clearly
defined nutrient management goals at an agricultural operation. They should
address, as necessary, feed management, manure handling and storage, land
application of manure, land management, recordkeeping, and other utilization
options. While nutrients are often the major pollutants of concern, the plan
should address risks from other pollutants, such as pathogens, to minimize
water quality and public health impacts from AFOs. CNMPs should be site-
specific and be developed and implemented to address the goals and needs of
the individual owner/operator, as well as the conditions on the farm. USDA
and EPA issued the final draft of this Strategy in March 1999. For more
information, the complete unified national strategy can be accessed at
http://www.epa.gov/owm/finafost.htm.

VII.B. EPA Programs and Activities

Section 319 Nonpoint Source Management Program
In 1987, Congress amended the Clean Water Act (CWA) to establish the §319
Nonpoint Source Management Program in recognition of the need for greater
federal leadership to help focus state and local nonpoint source efforts. Under
§319, states, territories, and Indian tribes receive grant money to support a
wide variety of activities, including technical assistance, financial assistance,
education, training, technology transfer, demonstration projects, and
monitoring to assess the success of specific nonpoint source implementation
projects. For more information about the Clean Water Act §319 Program,
refer to EPA’s Office of Water website at
http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/sec319.html.

Clean Lakes Program
EPA’s Clean Lakes Program supports a variety of lake management activities
including classification, assessment, study, and restoration of lakes. The
program, authorized in §314 of the Clean Water Act, was established to
provide technical and financial assistance to states/tribes for restoring the
quality of publicly owned lakes. The Clean Lakes Program has funded
approximately $145 million for grant activities since 1976 to address lake
problems, but there have been no appropriations for the program since 1994.
EPA has not requested funds for the Clean Lakes Program in recent years, but
has encouraged states to use §319 funds to fund "eligible activities that might
have been funded in previous years under Section 314." Information on the
Clean Lakes Program is available at the following Internet site:
http://www.epa.gov/owow/lakes/cllkspgrn.html.
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National Estuary Program
EPA’s National Estuary Program is a national demonstration program,
authorized in §320 of the Clean Water Act, that uses a comprehensive
watershed management approach to address water quality and habitat
problems in 17 estuaries. Nonpoint source pollution is a major contributor of
contaminants in the estuary and coastal waters around the country. In this
program, EPA and states/tribes develop conservation and management plans
that recommend priority corrective actions to restore estuarine water quality,
fish populations, and other designated uses of the waters. Information on the
National Estuary Program is available at the following Internet site:
http://www.epa.gov/owowwtrl/estuariesinep.html or by contacting the
National Estuary Program Office at (202) 260-1952.

Chesapeake Bay Program and The Great Lakes National Program
EPA’s Chesapeake Bay Program and the Great Lakes National Program focus
substantial resources on understanding the extent ofnonpoint source pollution
problems in their respective watersheds and supporting State implementation
of nonpoint source pollution controls. Since 1984, the Chesapeake Bay
Program, in particular, has supported the implementation of a substantial
amount of animal waste management practices through State cost share
programs funded jointly by the Bay States and EPA. Information on the
Chesapeake Bay Program is available at
http://www.epa.gov/owowwtrl/ecoplaces/partl/site2.html. Information on
The Great Lakes National Program is available at http://www.epa.gov/glnpoi.

AgSTAR Program
The AgSTAR program is a voluntary program that promotes the use of
profitable manure management systems that reduce pollution. The program, a
component of President Clinton’s Climate Action Plan, is based on a
computer model that shows the economic value of capturing the methane
naturally produced by manure.

AgSTAR, a joint program of EPA, USDA, and the Department of Energy,
helps agricultural producers determine which methane recovery and use
technologies will work best for them, and develops financing sources to help
with start-up costs. By investing in these technologies, AgSTAR participants
realize substantial returns through reduced electrical, gas, and oil bills,
revenues from high quality manure by-products, and savings on manure
management operational costs. Partners also reduce pollution associated with
water resources, odors, and global warming. Information on AgSTAR is
available at the following Internet site:
http://yosemite.epa.gov/methane/home.ns f/pages/agstar.
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Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program
EPA’s Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program (PESP) is a voluntary
program dedicated to protecting human health and preserving the environment
by reducing the risks associated with pesticide use. The partnership is a key
element of the program, which is sponsored by EPA, USDA, and FDA.
Current partners include agricultural producers as well as non-agricultural
interests. Partners in PESP volunteer to develop and implement a well
designed pesticide management plan that will produce the safest and most
effective way to use pesticides. In turn, EPA provides a liaison to assist the
partner in developing comprehensive, achievable goals. Liaisons act as
"customer service representatives" for EPA, providing the partner with access
to information mad personnel. EPA also promises to integrate the partners’
stewardship plans into its agricultural policies and programs.

So far, agricultural producers have committed to a number of projects,
including conducting more research into IPM techniques, developing
computer prediction models for more precise pesticide applications, educating
their members and the public regarding pesticide use, and working with
equipment manufacturers to refine application techniques. Information on
PESP is available at the following Internet site: http://www.pesp.org, or
contact the PESP hotline at (800) 972-7717.

Endangered Species Protection Program
The Endangered Species Protection Program (ESPP) began in 1988. This
program is largely voluntary at the present time and relies on cooperation
between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), EPA Regions, States, and
pesticide users. EPA’s Endangered Species Protection Program is designed to
protect Federally-listed endangered and threatened species from exposure to
pesticides. The program is intended to provide information concerning and
regulation for the use of pesticides that may adversely affect the survival,
reproduction and/or food supply of listed species. Due to labeling
requirements, potential users will be informed prior to making a purchase that
there may be local limitations on product use due to endangered species
concerns. Information on the Endangered Species Protection Program is
available at the following Internet site:
http://www.epa.gov/oppfead 1/endanger/index.htm.

Energy Star~ Buildings and Green Lights® Partnership
In 1991, EPA introduced Green Lights®, a program designed for businesses
and organizations to proactively combat pollution by installing energy-
efficient lighting technologies in their commercial and industrial buildings. In
April 1995, Green Lights® expanded into Energy Star~ Buildings-- a
strategy that optimizes whole-building energy-efficiency opportunities. The
energy needed to run commercial and industrial buildings in the United States
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produces 19 percent of U.S. carbon dioxide emissions, 12 percent of nitrogen
oxides, and 25 percent of sulfur dioxide, at a cost of$110 billion a year. If
implemented in every U.S. commercial and industrial building, the Energy
Star~ Buildings upgrade approach could prevent up to 35 percent of the
emissions associated with these buildings and cut the nation’s energy bill by
up to $25 billion annually.

The more than 2,900 participants include corporations, small businesses,
universities, health care facilities, nonprofit organizations, school districts, and
federal and local governments. As of March 31, 1999, Energy Star, Buildings
and Green Lights® Program participants are saving $775 million in energy
bills with an annual savings of 31.75 kilowatt per square foot and annual cost
savings of $0.47 per square foot. By joining, participants agree to upgrade 90
percent of their owned facilities with energy-efficient lighting and 50 percent
of their owned facilities with whole-building upgrades, where profitable, over
a seven-year period. Energy Star~ participants first reduce their energy loads
with the Green Lights® approach to building tune-ups, then focus on "right
sizing" their heating and cooling equipment to match their new energy needs.
EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is responsible for operating the Energy
Star~ Buildings and Green Lights® Program. (Contact: Energy Star Hotline,
1-888-STAR-YES (1-888-782-7937) or Maria TikoffVargas, Co-Director at
(202) 564-9178 or visit the website at http://www.epa.gov/buildings.)

WasteWi$e Program
The WasteWiSe Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid
wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection, and the
manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1998, the program
had about 700 business, government, and institutional partners. Partners agree
to identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes by setting waste
reduction goals and providing EPA with yearly progress reports for a three-
year period. EPA, in turn, provides partners with technical assistance,
publications, networking opportunities, and national and regional recognition.
(Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at (800) 372-9473 or Joanne Oxley, EPA
Program Manager, (703) 308-0199.)

Climate Wise Program
In October 1993, President Clinton unveiled the Climate Change Action Plan
(CCAP) in honor of the United States’ commitment to reducing its greenhouse
gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000. Climate Wise, a project jointly
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and EPA, is one of the projects
initiated under CCAP.
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Climate Wise is a partnership between government and industry that offers
companies a nonregulatory approach to reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Climate Wise state and local government "allies" work with U.S. industries to
develop flexible, comprehensive strategies for achieving energy efficiency and
pollution prevention. They help local business identify and implement projects
that often require little capital investment, but promise a high rate of return.
Companies that become Climate Wise partners receive technical assistance
and financing information to help them develop and implement cost-effective
changes. (Contact: Climate Wise Clearinghouse at (301) 230-4736 or visit the
Climate Wise website at http://www.epa.gov/climatewise/allies.htm or
http:i/www.epa.gov/climatewise/index.htm.)

VII.C. USDA Programs and Activities

Environmental Quality Incentives Program
The Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQ~) is a USDA funded
program (led by Natural Resources Conservation Service) that was established
in the 1996 Farm Bill to provide a voluntary conservation program for farmers
and ranchers who face serious threats to soil, water, and related natural
resources. EQIP embodies four of USDA’s former conservation programs,
including the Agricultural Conservation Program, the Water Quality
Incentives Program, the Great Plains Conservation Program, and the Colorado
River Basin Salinity Control Program.

EQIP offers 5 to 10 year contracts that provide incentive payments and cost-
sharing for conservation practices called for in a site-specific conservation
plan that is required for all EQIP activities. Cost-sharing may include up to
75 percent of the costs of certain conservation practices, such as grassed
waterways, filter strips, manure management facilities, capping abandoned
wells, and other practices. Incentive payments may be made to encourage land
management practices such as nutrient management, manure management,
integrated pest management, irrigation water management, and wildlife habitat
management. These payments may be provided for up to three years to
encourage producers to carry out management practices they may not
otherwise use without the program incentive.

EQIP has an authorized budget of $1.3 billion through the year 2002. It was
funded for $174 million in 1999. Total cost-share and incentive payments are
limited to $10,000 per person per year and $50,000 for the length of the
contract. Eligibility is limited to persons who are engaged in livestock or
agricultural production. Fifty percent of the funds must be spent on livestock
production. The 1996 Farm Bill prohibits owners of large confined livestock
operations from being eligible for cost-share assistance for animal waste
storage or treatment facilities. However, technical, educational, and financial
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assistance may be provided for other conservation practices on such
operations. Further information relating to EQIP may be found on NRCS’s
website located at
http://www.nhq.nrcs.usda.gov/OPA/FB96OPA/eqipfact.html.

Conservation Reserve Program
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRY’) is a highly successful conservation
program administered by USDA. Since 1986, CRP has provided financial
incentives to farmers and ranchers to take land out of agricultural production
and plant trees, grass and other types of vegetation. The result has been
reduced soil erosion, improved air and water quality, and establishment of
millions of acres of wildlife habitat.

With the New Conservation Reserve Program, launched with the final rule
published in the Federal Register on February 19, 1997, the Farm Service
Agency (FSA) begins a renewed effort to achieve the full potential of
government-farmer conservation parmerships. Only the most
environmentally-sensitive land, yielding the greatest environmental benefits,
will be accepted into the program.

The 36.4-million-acre congressionally mandated cap on enrollments is carried
over from the previous program, meaning that the new CRP has authority to
enroll only about 15 percent of the eligible cropland. To make the most of the
program’s potential, a new Environmental Benefits Index (EBI) was
developed. The new EBI will be used to select areas and acreages offering the
greatest environmental benefits.

Conservation priority areas (CPAs) are regions targeted for CRP enrollment.
The four national CPAs are the Long Island Sound region, the Chesapeake
Bay and surrounding areas, an area adjacent to the Great Lakes, and the Prairie
Pothole region. FSA State Committees may also designate up to 10 percent of
a State’s remaining cropland as a State Conservation Priority Area. The
NRCS is responsible for determining the relative environmental benefits of
each acre offered for participation.

Continuous Sign-Up. For certain high-priority conservation practices yielding
highly desirable environmental benefits, producers may sign up at any time,
without waiting for an announced sign-up period. Continuous sign-up allows
farmers and ranchers management flexibility in implementing certain
conservation practices on their cropland. These practices are specially
designed to achieve significant environmental benefits, giving participants a
chance to help protect and enhance wildlife habitat, improve air quality, and
improve the condition of America’s waterways. Unlike the general CRP
program, sign-up for these special practices is open continuously. Provided
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certain eligibility requirements are met, acreage is automatically accepted into
the program at a per-acre rental rate not to exceed the Commodity Credit
Corporation’s maximum pa~xnent amount, based on site-specific soil
productivity and local prevailing cash-equivalent rental rates. For more
information on the CLIP, see USDA’s website at
http ://www. fsa.usda.gov/dafpicepd/crpinfo.htm.

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
The Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP), a refinement of the
CR.P, is a state-federal conservation partnership program targeted to address
specific state and nationally significant water quality, soil erosion and wildlife
habitat issues related to agricultural use. The program uses financial incentives
to encourage farmers and ranchers to voluntarily enroll in contracts of 10 to 15
years in duration to remove lands from agricultural production. This
community-based conservation program provides a flexible design of
conservation practices and financial incentives to address environmental
issues. For more information about CREP, refer to USDA’s website at
http://www, fsa.usda.gov/dafp/cepd/crep/crephome.htm.

Wetlands Reserve Program
Congress authorized the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP) under the Food
Security Act of 1985, as amended by the 1990 and 1996 Farm Bills. USDA’s
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) administers the program in
consultation with the Farm Service Agency and other Federal agencies. WRP
is a voluntary program to restore wetlands. Landowners who choose to
participate in WRP may sell a conservation easement or enter into a cost-share
restoration agreement with USDA to restore and protect wetlands. The
landowner voluntarily limits future use of the land, yet retains private
ownership.

WRP offers landowners three options: permanent easements, 30-year
easements, and restoration cost-share agreements of a minimum 10-year
duration. In exchange for establishing a permanent easement, the landowner
receives payment up to the agricultural value of the land and 100 percent of
the restoration costs for restoring the wetland. In exchange for the 30-year
easement, the landowner receives a payment of 75 percent of what would be
provided for a permanent easement on the same site and 75 percent of the
restoration cost. The restoration cost-share agreement is an agreement
(generally for a minimum of 10 years) to re-establish degraded or lost wetland
habitat, in which USDA pays the landowner 75 percent of the cost of the
restoration activity. Restoration cost-share agreements establish wetland
protection and restoration as the primary land use for the duration of the
agreement. In all instances, landowners continue to control access to their
land. For more information about WRP, see NRCS’s website at:
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http:i."wl.fb-net.org/.

Conservation Farm Option
The Conser~’ation Farm Option (CFO) is a voluntary pilot program for
producers of wheat, feed grains, cotton, and rice. The program purposes
include conservation of soil, water, and related resources, water quality
protection and improvement, wetland restoration, protection and creation,
wildlife habitat development and protection, or other similar conservation
activities. Eligibility is limited to owners and producers who have contract
acreage enrolled in the Agricultural Market Transition program. Participants
are required to develop and implement a conservation farm plan. The plan
becomes part of the CFO contract which covers a ten year period. CFO is not
restricted as to what measures may be included in the conservation plan, so
long as they provide environmental benefits. During the contract period the
owner or producer (1) receives annual payments for implementing the CFO
contract, and (2) agrees to forgo payments under the Conservation Reserve
Program, the Wetlands Reserve Program, and the Environmental Quality
Incentives Program in exchange for one consolidated program.

Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
The Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP) is a voluntary program
(administered by NRCS) for people who want to develop and improve wildlife
habitat primarily on private lands. It provides both technical assistance and
cost-share payments to help establish and improve fish and wildlife habitat.

Under this program, NRCS helps participants prepare a wildlife habitat
development plan in consultation with the local conservation district. The
plan describes the landowner’s goals for improving wildlife habitat, includes a
list of practices and a schedule for installing them, and details the steps
necessary to maintain the habitat for the life of the agreement. This plan may
or may not be part of a larger conservation plan that addresses other resource
needs such as water quality and soil erosion.

USDA and the participant enter into a cost-share agreement that generally
lasts between 5 to 10 years from the date the agreement is signed. Under the
agreement: the landowner agrees to install and maintain WHIP practices and
allow NRCS or its agent access to monitor the effectiveness of the practices;
and USDA agrees to provide technical assistance and pay up to 75 percent of
the cost of installing the wildlife habitat practices.

WHIP is currently budgeted for $50 million total through the year 2002.
WHIP funds are distributed to States based on State wildlife habitat priorities,
which may include wildlife habitat areas, targeted species and their habitats
and specific practices. WHIP may be implemented in cooperation with other
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Federal, State, or local agencies; conservation districts; or private conservation
groups. For more information, see NRCS’s website at
http ://wwxv.nrcs.usda.gov.

Conservation of Private Grazing Land Initiative
The Conservation of Private Grazing Land initiative will ensure that technical,
educational, and related assistance is provided to those who own private
grazing lands. It is not a cost share program. This technical assistance will
offer opportunities for better grazing and land management; protecting soil
from erosive wind and water; using more energy-efficient ways to produce
food and fiber; conserving water; providing habitat for wildlife; sustaining
forage and grazing plants; using plants to sequester greenhouse gases and
increase soil organic matter; and using grazing lands as a source ofbiomass
energy and raw materials for industrial products.

The Wetland Conservation Provision (Swampbuster)
This provision, part of the 1985, 1990, and 1996 farm bills, requires all
a~m-iculture producers to protect wetlands on the farms they own or operate if
they want to be eligible for USDA farm program benefits. The Swampbuster
program generally allows the continuation of most ongoing farming practices
as long as wetlands are not converted or wetland drainage increased. The
program discourages farmers from altering wetlands by withholding Federal
farm program benefits from any person who does the following:

Plants an agricultural commodity on a converted wetland that was
converted by drainage, dredging, leveling or any other means after
December 23, 1985.
Converts a wetland for the purpose of or to make agricultural
commodity production after November 28, 1990.

In order to ensure farm program benefits under the Swampbuster provisions,
the local NRCS office should be contacted before clearing, draining, or
manipulating any wet areas on any farmland.

VII.D. Other Voluntary Initiatives

NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy sponsors a grant program called National
Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics
(NICE3). The NICE3 program provides funding to state and industry
partnerships (large and small businesses) for projects demonstrating advances
in energy efficiency and clean production technologies. The goal of the NICE3
program is to demonstrate the performance and economics of innovative
technologies in the U.S., leading to the commercialization of improved
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industrial manufacturing processes. These processes should conserve energy,
reduce waste, and improve industrial cost-competitiveness. Industry applicants
must submit project proposals through a state energy, pollution prevention, or
business development office. Awardees receive a one-time, three-year grant of
up to $400,000, representing up to 50 percent of a project’s total cost. In
addition, up to $25,000 is available to support the state applicant’s cost share.
(Contact: View the website at http//www.oit.doe.gov/Access/nice3; Steve
Blazek, DOE, (303) 275-4723; or Eric Hass, DOE, (303) 275-4728.)

ISO 14O00
ISO 14000 is a series of internationally-accepted standards for environmental
management. The series includes standards for environmental management
systems (EMS), guidelines on conducting EMS audits, standards for auditor
qualifications, and standards and guidance for conducting product lifecycle
analysis. Standards for auditing and EMS were adopted in September 1996,
while other elements of the ISO 14000 series are currently in draft form.
While regulations and levels of environmental control vary from country to
country, ISO 14000 attempts to provide a common standard for environmental
management. The governing body for ISO 14000 is the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), a worldwide federation of over 110
country members based in Geneva, Switzerland. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) is the United States representative to ISO.
Information on ISO is available at the following Internet site:
http :!/www.iso.cbJwelcome.html.

American Forest and Paper Association Sustainable Forest Initiative
(SFI)
The Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) program is a comprehensive system
of principles, objectives and performance measures that integrates the
perpetual growing and harvesting of trees with the protection of wildlife,
plants, soil and water quality. AFPA members are committed to following the
substance and spirit of best management practices (BMPs) on their own land
and in operations they are involved in with other landowners and loggers.

VII.E. Summary of Trade Associations

There are more than 200 trade associations that deal with agricultural issues.
Many of these are at the national level, while others deal specifically with
regions of the country or individual states. The following identify some of the
major associations addressing agricultural production.
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Agricultural Retailers Association American Crop Protection
(AIL4.) Association
11701 Borman Drive, Suite 110 1156 15~h Street, NW, Suite 400
St. Louis, MO 63146 Washington, DC 20005
314-567-6655 202-296-1595

American Farm Bureau Federation American Forest & Paper
Headquarters Office Association (AF&PA)
225 Touhy Ave. 1111 19’h St., NW, Suite 800
Park Ridge, IL 60068 Washington, DC 20036
847-685-8600 202-463-2700

E-mail: INFO@afandpa.org
American Farm Bureau Federation
Washington DC Office American Nursery & Landscape
Suite 800 Association
600 Maryland Ave. S.W. 1250 1 Street, NW
Washington, DC 20024 Suite 500
202-484-3600 Washington, DC 20005

202-789-2933
American Feed Industry Association
1501 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1100 American Pulpwood Association,
Arlington, VA 22209 Inc.
703-524-0810 600 Jefferson Plaza, Suite 350

Rockville, Maryland 20852
American Oat Association 301-838-9385
415 Shelard Parkway, Suite 101
Minneapolis, MN 55426 American Soybean Association
612-542-9817 540 Maryville Centre Drive

P.O. Box 419200
American Society of Agronomy St. Louis, MO 63141
677 S. Segoe Rd. 314-576-1770
Madison, WI 53711
608-273-8080 ext.3030 Association of American Pesticide

Control Officials
American Sugarbeet Growers P.O. Box 1249
Association Hardwick, VT 05843
156 15~’ Street, NW, Suite 1101 802-472-6956
Washington, DC 20005
202-833-2398
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Association of.amaerican Plant FoodBurley Tobacco Growers
Control Officials (AAPFCO) Cooperative Association
Food & Drug Protection Division PO Box 860
North Carolina Department of Lexington, KY 40587
Agriculture 606-252-3561
4000 Reedy Creek Rd.
Raleigh, NC 27607 California Fertilizers Association
919-733-7366 1700 1 St., Suite 130

Sacramento, CA 95814
Clean Water Network 916-441 - 1584
1200 New York Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20005 Conservation Technology
202-287-2395 Information Center (CTIC)

1220 Potter Drive, Room 170
Eastern Dark-fired Tobacco GrowersWest Lafayette, IN 47906-1383
Association 765-494-9555
1109 S. Main Street
PO Box 5 ! 7 Environmental Working Group
Springfield, TN 37172 1101 Wilson Blvd.
615-384-4543 Arlington, VA 22209

703-243-3002
Farmworker Justice Fund
1111 19th Street, NW Suite 1000 Forest Landowners Association
Washington, DC 20036 P.O. Box 95385
202-776-1757 Atlanta, Georgia 30347

800-325-2954
Garden Centers of America
1250 1 Street, NW, Suite 500 Institute for Agriculture and Trade
Washington, DC 20005 Policy
202-789-2900 2105 1St Avenue South

Minneapolis, MN 55404
National Association of State 612-870-0453
Departments of Agriculture
(NASDA) National Association of Wheat
1156 15th St., NW, Suite 1020 Growers
Washington, DC 20005 415 2°d Street, NE, Suite 300
202-296-9680 Washington, DC 20002

202-547-7800
National Coalition Against the
Misuse of Pesticides National Corn Growers Association
701 E Street, SE, Suite 200 1000 Executive Parkway, Suite 105
Washington, DC 20003 St. Louis, MO 63141
202-543-5450 314-275-9915
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National Cotton Council National Council of Agricultural
1521 New Hampshire Avenue, NW Employers
Washington, DC 20036 1112 6’h Street, NW, Suite 920
202-745-7805 Washington, DC 20036

202-728-0300
National Council of Farmer Coops.
(NCFC) National Grain and Feed Association
50 F Street, NW, Suite 900 1201 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001 Suite 830

Washington, DC 20005
National Hay Association 202-289-0873
102 Treasure Island Causeway
Suite 201 National Pest Control Association
St. Petersburg, FL 33706 8100 Oak Street (NPCA)
813-367-9702 Dunn Loring, VA 22027

703-573-8330
National Sunflower Association
4023 State Street Potato Association of America
Bismark, ND 58501 University of Idaho
701-328-5100 1776 Science Center Drive

Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Society of American Foresters 208-529-8376
5400 Grosvenor Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814 The Fertilizer Institute (TFI)
301-897-8720 501 Second Street, NE
E-mail: safweb@safnet.org Washington, DC 20002

United Farm Workers of America USA Rice Council
1188 Franklin Street, Suite 203 P.O. Box 740123
San Francisco, CA 94109 Houston, TX 77274
415-674-1884 713-270-6699

USDA’s Forest Service
Auditors Building
201 14th Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20024
202-205-1661
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VIII. CONTACTSfRESOURCE MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

For further information on selected topics within the agricultural crop production industries, a
list of contacts and publications are provided below.

Contacts-’

Name                  Organization Telephone Subject [

Ginah Mortensen EPA, Office of Enforcement and 913-551-5211 Notebook Contact
Compliance Assurance (OECA),
Agriculture Division, Agriculture
Branch

Arty Williams EPA, Office of Prevention, Pesticides 703-305-5239 Ground Water

and Toxic Substances (OPPT) Pesticide Management
Plan Rule

Jean Frane EPA, OPPT 703-305-5944 Food Qualiw
Protection Act

David Stangel EPA. OECA 202-564-4162 Stored or Suspended
Pesticides: Good
Laboratory. Practice
Standards; Pesticide
Management and
Disposal

Joseph Hogue EPA, OPPT 703-308-9072 FIFRA
Restricted Use
Classifications

Robert McNally EPA, OPPT 703-308-8085 FIFRA Pesticide
Tolerances

Joseph Nevola EPA, OPPT 703-308-8037 FIFRA Pesticide
Tolerances

Ellen Kramer EPA, OPPT 703-305-6475 FIFRA Pesticide
Tolerances

Robert A. Forrest EPA, OPPT 703-308-9376    FIFRA Exemptions

I Nancy Fitz EPA, OPPT 703-305-7385 FIFRAPesticide
Management and
Disposal

John MacDonald EPA, OPPT 703-305-7370 Certification and
Training

2 Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable information and comments during the development

of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily
endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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Kevin Keaney EPA, OPPT 703-305-5557 FIFR_-k Worker
Protection Standards

AI Havinga EPA, OECA 202-564-4147 Livestock Issues

Carol Galloway EPA, OECA 913-551-5008 Livestock Issues

Sharon Buck EPA, OWOW 202-260-0306 Nonpoint Source Issues

Greg Beatry EPA, OWM 202-260-6929 NPDES Perrrmiting
Issues

Roberta Parry EPA, OPEl 202-260-2876 Livestock and Crop
Issues

Robin Dunkins EPA. OAQPS 919-541-5335 Air Issues

Kurt Roos EPA, OAR 202-564-9041 Atmospheric Programs

Howard Beard EPA, OGWDW 202-260-8796 Drinking water Issues

Tracy Back EPA, CCSMD 202-564-7076 Compliance Assistance

t Centers

General Profile

1997 National Resources Inventory - Summary Report, National Resources Conservation
Service, United States Department of Agriculture. December 1999.

Occupational Outlook Handbook Home Page, Bureau of Labor Statistics Home Page.
December 1996.

SIC Code Profile 01 and 07, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics, Draft, September 30, 1994.

Newsletter: Small and Part Time Farms, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Fall 1996.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001 ), April 1993.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Accomplishments Report, FY 1994, U.S. EPA,
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (EPA/300-R94-003), April 1995.
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Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Accomplishments Report, FY 1995, U.S. EPA,
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (EPA/300-R9~,-003), April 1996.

Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Accomplishments Report, FY 1996, U.S. EPA,
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (EPA/300-R-97-003), 1997.

Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Accomplishments Report, FY 1997, U.S. EPA,
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (EPA/300-R-98-003), July 1998.

Occupational Outlook Handbook Home Page, Bureau of Labor Statistics Home Page.
December 1996.

North American Industrial Classification System, Office of Management and Budget.

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget, 1987.

U.S. Agriculture Census, 1992 and 1997.

Operations and Pollution Prevention

Best Management Practices for Field Production of Nursery Stock, North Carolina State
University Biological and Agricultural Engineering Extension Service
(http ://www.bae.ncsu.edu/programs/extension/ag-env/nursery/).

B̄iocontrol of Plant Diseases Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, 1997 Intemet
search.

1998 Crop Residual Management Survey Executive Summary, Top 10 Conservation Tillage
Benefits, Conservation Tillage Information Center.

Effect of pH on Pesticide Stability and Efficacy, Winand K. Hock, Penn State University
(http://pmep.cce.comell.edu/facts-slides-self/facts/gen-peapP-ph.html).

Environmental Guidelines for Greenhouse Growers - Site Planning, British Columbia
Ministry (http ://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/resmgrnt/fppa/pubs/environ/greenhse/grnhse.htm).

Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal
Waters, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (http ://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/MMGI/)
January 1993.

Nonpoint Source Pollution: The Nation’s Largest Water Quality Problem Pointer No. 1, US
EPA 1996.

NRCS Conservation Practice Standards, http://www.ncg.usda.gov/practice_stds.html.
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Principles of Irrigation Management:. Water Management Guidelines for Nursery/Floral
Producers, 1997, http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/greenhouse/environ/wmprinc.html).

Texas Greenhouse Management Handbook, Dr. Don Wilkerson, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service (http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/greenhouse/guides/green/green.html)
(no date).

Treating and Recycling Irrigation Runoff" Water Management Guidelines for Nursery/Floral
Producers, 1997, http://aggie-horticulture.tamu.edu/greerthouse/environ/wmrecyc.html).

Water Quality and Waste Management, North Carolina Cooperative Extension,
http://www2.ncsu.edu/bae/programs/extension/publicat/wqwm/index.html.

Miller, W.P., "Environmental Considerations in Land Application of By-Product Gypsum,"
Agricultural Utilization of Urban and Industrial By-Products, American Society of
Agronomy, Madison, WI, 1995.

Regulatory, Profile

Ag Environmental Programs, http://es.epa.gov/oeca/ag/aglawsi.

Enforceable State Mechanisms for the Control of Nonpoint Source Water Pollution,
Environmental Law Institute, 1997.

1996 Farm Bill Conservation Provisions,
http://www.nhq.nrcs.usda.gov/OPA/FB96OPA/FBillLnk.html.

1996 Farm Bill Summary, http :i/www.usda.govifarmbill/title0. htm.

Major Existing EPA Laws and Programs That Could Affect Producers of Agricultural
Commodities, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Agriculture and Ecosystems Division,
August 8, 1996.

Overview of the Storm Water Program, Office of Water, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, June 1996. EPA 833-R-96-008.

U.S. EPA Permit Writers’Manual, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water
(EPA-833-B-96-003) December 1996.

Haugrud, K. Jack. "Agriculture," Chapter 8 in Sustainable Environmental Law. Integrating
Natural Resource and Pollution Abatement Law from Resources to Recovery, Environmental
Law Institute, St. Paul, 1993.

Landfair, Stanley W. "Toxic Substances Control Act," Chapter 11 in Environmental Law
Handbook, 12th ed., Government Institutes, Inc., Rockville, MD, 1993.
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Miller, Marshall E. "Federal Regulation of Pesticides," Chapter 13 in Environmental Law
Handbook, 12~h ed., Government Institutes, Inc., Rockville, MD, 1993.

Other Resources

AgNIC, http ://www.agnic.org/.

Farm *A * Syst, http://www.wisc.edu/farmasyst/index.html.

The Quality of Our Nation’s Water, http://www.epa.gov/305b.

Manure Master Decision Support Tool, http://www.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/ManureMaster/.

State Partners of the Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service,
http ://www.reeusda.gov/statepartners/usa.htm.
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A~ricultural Livestock Production Industry General Information

GENERAL INFORMATION

This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by GeoLogics Corporation
(Alexandria, VA), Abt Associates (Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation
(McLean, VA), and Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). A listing of available Sector
Notebooks is included on the following page.

Obtaining copies:

Electronic versions of all sector notebooks are available via Internet on the EnviroSenSe World
Wide Web at www.epa.gov/oeca/sector. EnviroSenSe is a free, public, environmental exchange
system operated by EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and Office of Research
and Development. The Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and
the general public to share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies;
environmental enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and
policies; points of contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network
welcomes receipt of environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private
person or organization. Direct technical questions to the "Feedback" button on the bottom of the
web page.

Purchase printed bound copies from the Government Printing Office (GPO) by consulting the
order form at the back of this document or order via the Internet by visiting the on-line GPO Sales
Product Catalog at http://orders.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/sale/prf/prf.html. Search using the exact
title of the document "Profile of the XXXX Industry" or simply "Sector Notebook." When ordering,
use the GPO document number found on the order form at the back of this document.

~Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, including public and
academic libraries; federal, state, tribal, and local goveroments; and the media from EPA’s National
Service Center for Environmental Publications at (800) 490-9198. When ordering, use the EPA
publication number found on the following page.

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Direct general questions
about the Sector Notebook Project to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
Ariel Rios Building
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to
the contact names listed on the following page.
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SECTOR NOTEBOOK CONTACTS

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents should be directed to the specialists
listed below. See the Notebook web page at: www.epa.gov/oeca/sector for the most recent titles
and staff contacts.

EPA Publication
Number Industry Contact Phone

EPA/310-R-95-001.Profile of the Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 202-564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002.Profile of the Electronics and Computer Industry* Steve Hoover 202-564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003.Profile of the Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 202°564-7021
EPA~310-R-95-004.Profile of the Inorganic Chermcal Industry* Walter DeRieux202-564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005.Profile of the Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 202-564-7027
EPA/3 I0-R-95-006. Profile of the Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway202-564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007.Profile of the Fabricated Metal Products Industry* Scott Throwe 202-564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008.Profile of the Metal Mining Industry Maria Malave 202-564-5027
EPA/310-R-95-009.Profile of the Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Anthony Raia 202-564-6045
EPA/310-R-95-010.Profile of the Nonferrous Metals Industry Debbie Thomas 202-564-5041
EPAi310-R-95-011.Profile of the Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining IndustryRob Lischinsky 202-564-2628
EPA/310-R-95-012.Profile of the Organic Chemical Industry * Walter DeRieux 202-564-7067
EPA~310-R-95-013.Profile of the Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 202-564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014.Profile of the Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 202-564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015.Profile of the Pulp and Paper Industry Seth Heminway 202-564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-016.Profile of the Rubber and Plastic Industry 202-564-2310
EPA,/310-R-95-017.Profile of the Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Ind.Scott Throwe 202-564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018.Profile of the Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-001.Profile of the Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002.Profile of the Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003.Profile of the Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 202-564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004.Profile of the Metal Casting Industry Steve Hoover 202-564-7007
EPA/310-R-97-005.Profile of the Pharmaceuticals Industry Emily Chow 202-564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006.Profile of the Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnen 202-564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007.Profile of the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation

Industry Rafael Sanchez 202-564-7028
EPA/3 I0-R-97-008. Profile of the Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Anthony Raia 202-564-6045
EPA/310-R-97-009.Profile of the Textile Industry 202-564-2310
EPA/310-R-97-010.Sector Notebook Data Refresh- 1997 ** Seth Heminway 202-564-7017
EPA/310-R-98-001.Profile of the Aerospace Industry Anthony Rain 202-564-6045
EPA/310-R-99-006.Profile of the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry Dan Chadwick202-564-7054
EPA/310-R-00-001.Profile of the Agricultural Crop Production IndustryGinah Mortensen 913-551-5211
EPA/310-R-00-002.Profile of the Agricultural Livestock Production

Industry Ginah Mortensen 913-551-5211
EPA/310-R-00-003. Profile of the Agricultural Chemical, Pesticide and

Fertilizer Industry Michelle Yarns 202-564-4153

Government Series
EPA/310-R-99-001. Profile of Local Government Operations 202-564-2310

¯ Spanish translations available.
¯ * This document revises compliance, enforcement, and toxic release inventory data for all profiles published in 1995.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

ACM Asbestos-Containing Material
AFS AIRS Facility Subsystem (CAA database)
AFO Animal Feeding Operation
ANSI American National Standards Institute
APO Administrative Penalty Order
AU Animal Unit
BIF Boiler and Industrial Furnace
BMP Best Management Practice
BOD Biochemical Oxygen Demand
CAA Clean Air Act
CA.AA Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
CAFO Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation
CCAP Climate Change Action Plan
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, andLiability Act
CERCLIS CERCLA Information System (CERCLA database)
CESQG Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator
CFC Chlorofluorocarbon
CFO Conservation Farm Option
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CNMP Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plans
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand
CPA Conservation Priority Areas
CREP Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
CRP Conservation Reserve Program
CWA Clean Water Act
CWAP Clean Water Action Plan
CZARA Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
DOT United States Department of Transportation
DUN Dun and Bradstreet
EBI Environmental Benefits Index
EMS Environmental Management Standards
EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
EQ~ Environmental Quality Incentives Program
ESPP Endangered Species Protection Program
FDA United States Food and Drug Administration
FFDCA Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
FIFRA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
FINDS Facility Indexing System
FQPA Food Quality Protection Act
FSA Farm Services Agency
FWS Fish and Wildlife Service
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONTINUED)

FY Fiscal Year
HAP Hazardous Air Pollutant (CAA)
HSWA Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments
HUD United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
IDEA Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
IPM Integrated Pest Management
ISO International Organization for Standardization
LDR Land Disposal Restrictions (RCRA)
LEPC Local Emergency Planning Committee
LQG Large Quantity Generator
MACT Maximum Achievable Control Technology (CAA)
MCL Maximum Contaminant Level
MCLG Maximum ContaminantLevel Goal
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet
NA.AQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAA)
NAICS North American Industrial Classification System
NASS National Agricultural Statistics Service
NCDB National Compliance Database, Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic

Substances
NCP National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NESHAP National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NICE National Industrial Competitiveness Through Energy, Environment and

Economics
. NOA Notice of Arrival
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
N-PDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
NPL National Priorities List
NPS Nonpoint Source Management Program
NRC National Response Center
NRCS Natural Resources Conservation Service
NSPS New Source Performance Standards (CAA)
OECA Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
OMB Office of Management and Budget
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
PCB Polychlorinated Biphenyl
PCS Permit Compliance System
PESP Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program
PMN Premanufacture Notice
POTW Publicly Owned Treatment Works
PWS Public Water System
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RCRIS RCRA Information System (RCRA database)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONTINUED)

RLEP Ruminant Livestock Efficiency Program
RMP Risk Management Plan
RQ Reportable Quantity
RUP Restricted Use Pesticides
SARA Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SDWA Safe Drinking Water Act
SEP Supplemental Environmental Project
SERC State Emergency Response Commission
SIC Standard Industrial Classification
SIP State Implementation Plan
SPCC Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure
SQG Small Quantity Generator
TMDL Total Maximum Daily Load
TRI Toxic Release Inventory
TRIS Toxic Release Inventory System
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act
TSD Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
TSS Total Suspended Solids
UIC Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
UST Underground Storage Tank (RCRA)
WHIP Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
WPS Worker Protection Standards
WRP Wetlands Reserve Program
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary. of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution (such as economic sector, and community-based approaches)
are becoming an important supplement to traditional single-media approaches
to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies are beginning
to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility permitting,
compliance assurance, education/outreach, research, and regulatory
development issues. The central concepts driving the new policy direction are
that pollutant releases to each environmental medium (air, water and land)
affect each other, and that environmental strategies must actively identify and
address these interrelationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility.
One way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental policies
addressing all media for similar industrial facilities. By doing so,
environmental concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar
products can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition by the
EPA Office of Compliance of the need to develop the industrial "sector-
based" approach led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance within
the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to provide its
staff and managers with summary, information for eighteen specific industrial
sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated community, envirortmental
groups, and the public became interested in this project, the scope of the
original project was expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common
sense environmental protection measures for specific industries is dependent
on knowledge of several interrelated topics. For the purposes of this project,
the key elements chosen for inclusion are: general industry information
(economic and geographic); a description of industrial processes; pollution
outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; federal statutory and regulatory
framework; compliance history; and a description of partnerships that have
been formed between regulatory agencies, the regulated community and the
public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above alone could be the subject of a
lengthy volume. However, to produce a manageable document, this project
focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This format
provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references where more
in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was researched
from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be explored further based upon the references
listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the information included, each
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notebook went through an external document review process. The Office of
Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated in this process
and enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-date summaries.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project,
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
sent via the web page.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates the
relative national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may have
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. For this
reason, the Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental
agencies and other groups to supplement or re-package the information
included in this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory
information that may be available. Additionally, interested states may want to
supplement the "Summary of Appl.icable Federal Statutes and Regulations"
section with state and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers also may want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more
detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of
this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further
development of the information or policies addressed within this volume. If
you are interested in assisting the development of new notebooks, please
contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2310.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE AGRICULTURAL LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the agricultural livestock
production industry. It presents the types of facilities described within this
document and defines them in terms of their North American Industrial
Classification System (NAICS) codes.

Establishments that produce livestock
The Office of Management andare classified in NAICS code 112
Budget (OMB) has replaced the

(Animal Production). Data for the Standard Industrial Classification
notebook, specifically in this chapter, (SIC) system, which was used to
were obtained from the U.S. Departmenttrack the flow of goods and
of Agriculture (USDA) and the 1997 services within the economy, with
Agriculture Census (Ag Census). All the NAICS. The NA/CS, which is
data are the most recent publicly based on similar production
available data for the source cited, processes to the SIC system, is

being implemented by OMB.
It should be noted that the data on the
number of livestock establishments
presented in the following sections do not represent the number of animal
feeding operations (AFOs) or concentrated animal feeding operations
(CAFOs) in the U.S. The data simply represent numbers of livestock
establishments only. Additional information on AFOs and CAFOs is
presented in Section I!.C.

Establishments primarily engaged in livestock production are classified in
subgroups up to six digits in length, based on the total value of sales of
agricultural products. An establishment would be placed in the group that
represents 50 percent or more of its total sales. For example, if 51 percent of
the total sales of an establishment are from sales of beef cattle, that
establishment would first be classified under NAICS code 1121 (Cattle
Ranching and Farming), then 11211 (Beef cattle ranching and farming,
including feedlots), and finally under 112111 (Beef cattle ranching and
farming).

II.A. General Overview of Agricultural Establishments

This section presents a general overview of all agricultural establishments to
provide the reader with background information regarding the number and
organization of such establishments and production data. The USDA’s
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) defines an agricultural
establishment (farm) based on production. It defines an agricultural
establishment as a place which produced or sold, or normally would have
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produced or sold, $1,000 or more of agricultural products during the year.
Agricultural products include all products grown by establishments under
NAICS codes 111 - Crop Production and 112 - Animal Production.

According to the 1997 Ag Census, there were more than 1.9 million farms
(i.e., agricultural establishments) in the United States. Of these,
approximately 53 percent (1,009,487 farms) were classified as NAICS code
112 - Animal Production. The other 47 percent (902,372 farms) were
classified as NAICS code 111 - Crop Production. These 1.9 million
agricultural
establishments represent Exhibit 1. Agricultural L~ad Use
nearly 932 million acres in the U.S. (1997 Ag Ceasus)
of land, with the average
agricultural

~*/,
establishment consisting
of 487 acres. (Note: 1
acre is approximately the
size of a football field.)
Both of these numbers--
932 million acres and
487 acres--are smaller
than those for 1992,
which were 946 million
acres and 491 acres,
respectively.

Cropland

As shown in Exhibit 1, ~ Pastureland/Rangeland

of the 932 million acres ~ Woodland

of agricultural land, the ¯ Other
overwhelming majority
(89%) consists of
cropland and pastureland/rangeland.
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As presented in Exhibit 2. Types of Cropland
Exhibit 2, the (1997 Ag Census)
1997 Ag Census
describes ~2O/o
cropland as:

* Harvested
cropland --

~~.

Includes all
acreage from
which crops
are

harvested, ~-~ Cropland Harvested
such as: (1) ~ Cropland Pastured

corn, wheat, [] Other Cropland (cover, crops failed, and summer fallow)

barley, oats, ¯ Cropland Idle

sorghum,
soybeans, cotton, and tobacco;
(2) wild or tame harvested hay, silage, and green chop; and (3) vegetables.
It also includes land in orchards and vineyards; all acres in greenhouses,
nurseries, Christmas trees, and sod; and any other acreage from which a
crop is harvested even if the crop is considered a partial failure and the
yield is very low.

¯ Cropland used onlyforpasture or grazing -- Includes land pastured or
grazed which could be used for crops without any additional improvement,
and land in planted crops that is pastured or grazed before reaching
maturity.

¯ Cropland used for cover crops -- Includes land used only to grow cover
crops for controlling erosion or to be plowed under for improving the soil.

¯ Cropland on which all crops failed -- Includes: (1) all land from which a
crop failed (except fruit or nuts in an orchard, grove, or vineyard being
maintained for production) and no other crop is harvested and which is not
pastured or grazed, and (2) acreage not harvested due to low prices or
labor shortages.

¯ Cultivated summer fallow -- Includes cropland left unseeded for harvest,
and cultivated or treated with herbicides to control weeds and conserve
moisture.

¯ Idle cropland -- Includes any other acreage which could be used for crops
without any additional improvement and which is not included in one of
the above categories of cropland.
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The 1997 Ag Census describes pastureland and rangeland as land, other than
cropland or woodland pasture, that is normally used for pasture or grazing.
This land, sometimes called "meadow" or "prairie," may be composed of
bunchgrass, shortgrass, buffalo grass, bluestem, bluegrass, switchgrass, desert
shrubs, sagebrush, mesquite, greasewood, mountain browse, salt brush, cactus,
juniper, and pinion. It also can be predominantly covered with brush or
browse.

Exhibit 3. Acreage of Agricultural
As presented in Exhibit Establishments
3, approximately 82 in the U.S. (1997 Ag Census)
percent of agricultural
establishments in 1997 0o/. ~o~
consisted of fewer than
500 acres; only 4
percent consisted of-
2,000 or more acres.

According to the 1997
Ag Census, all 21O/o
agricultural ~°/°
establishments [] 1 - 49 acres --~ 500- 999 acres
combined to produce ~ 50- 179 acres ~. 1000- 1999 acres

approximately $197 ~ 180-499acres ¯
2000 acres or more

billion worth of
agricultural products.

Exhibit 4. Agricultural Establishments
The market value of the

by Value of Sales (1997 Ag Census)          agricultural products sold was
split almost evenly between

8"/o crop production, including
nursery and greenhouse crops
(49.6%) and livestock

249                                     production (50.4%).

As shown in Exhibit 4,
approximately 73 percent of all
agricultural establishments

15"/. 23o/, produced less than $50,000
worth of agricultural products.

[] < $2,500 [] $50,000- $99,999
[] $2,500- $9,999 [] $100,000- $499,999

[] $10,000- $49,999 ¯ $500,000 or more
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In addition to tracking the number of agricultural establishments and the value
of products sold, the Ag Census tracks and identifies other characteristics of
agricultural establishments, such as ownership and organization. Exhibit 5
presents a breakdown of the ownership status of agricultural establishments in
the U.S. The Ag Census basically identifies the ownership status of
agricultural establishments by one of three categories:

¯ Full ownership, in Exhibit 5. Ownership Status of Agricultural
which full owners Establishments in the U.S.
operate only the land (1997 Ag Census)
they own.

60%
¯ Partial ownership, in

which partial owners
operate land they
own and also land
they rent from 10%
others.

¯ Tenant!rental 3o*/,

arrangement, in
which tenants ~ Full Ownership

operate only land ,~ Partial Ownership

they rent from others ¯ Tenant
or work on shares
for others.

The Census further classifies agricultural establishment ownership by the
person or entity who owns the establishment. There are four distinct types of
organization: (1) individual or family (sole proprietorship), (2) partnership,
including family partnership, (3) corporation, including family corporation,
and (4) other, including cooperatives, estate or trust, and institutional.
Approximately 86 percent of all establishments are owned and operated by
individuals or families. Partnerships account for another 9 percent of the
establishments and corporations own just more than 4 percent of the
establishments. Fewer than 1 percent of all farms are owned by other
organizations (1997 Ag Census).

ll.B. Characterization of the Livestock Production Industry

This section provides data and information on the livestock production
industry. For the purposes of this profile, livestock production includes the
six categories of livestock presented in Exhibit 6. It should be noted that this
profile does not include the processing of agricultural livestock products (e.g.,
meat processing plants, milk processing, etc.), and only discusses livestock
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production to the point of sending the livestock to the processing point (e.g.,
beyond the feedlot). This notebook follows the structure provided by the 1997
Ag Census, which classifies all of these livestock production operations within
NAICS code 112.

Exhibit 6. 1997 NAICS Descriptions for Animal Production (NAICS
112)

Establlshmenl Code :~ Code-.:

Cat’tle ranching 1121 0211, Establishments primarily engaged in raising
and farming, 0212, cattle, milking dairy cattle, or feeding cattle for
dairy farming 0241 fattening.

Hog and pig 1122 0213 Establishments primarily engaged in raising
farming hogs and pigs. These establishments may

include farming activities, such as breeding,
farrowing, and the raising of weaning pigs,
feeder pigs, or market size hogs.

Poultry and egg 1123 0251, Establishments primarily engaged in breeding,
production 0252, hatching, and raising poultry for meat or egg

0253, production.
0254,
0259

Sheep and goat 1124 0214 Establishments primarily engaged in raising
farming sheep, lambs, and goats, or feeding lambs for

fattening.

Animal 1125 0273, Establishments primarily engaged in the farm
aquaculture 0279, raising of f’m.fish, shellfish, or any other kind of

0919, animal aquaculture. These establishments use
0921 some form of intervention in the rearing process

to enhance production, such as holding in
captivity, regular stocking, feeding, and
protecting from predators.

Other animal 1129 0271, Establishments primarily engaged in raising
production 0272, animals and insects for sale or product

0279 production (except those listed above),
including bees, horses and other equines, rabbits
and other fur-beanng animals and associated
products (e.g., honey). Also includes those
establishments for which no one animal or
animal family represents one-half of production.
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According to the 1997 Ag Exhibit 7. Number of Livestock-Producing
Census, there were Establishments by NAICS Code
1,009,487 establishments (1997 Ag Census)
producing the six
categories of livestock
referenced above (see
Exhibit 7). Of the
1,009,487 livestock 7so/,~
producing establishments, / \
approximately 78 percent
were classified as cattle
ranching and farming.

All livestock producing. ~-’---4%

establishments combined
covered nearly 530 ~ Cattle Ranching and Farming
million acres of land. [] Hog and Pig Farming
Based on the number of [] Poultry and Egg Production

establishments and total ¯ Sheep and Goat Farming
acreage for each NAICS [] Animal Aquaculture
code, Exhibit 8 presents r~ Other Animal Production

the average size of each
type of establishment.

Exhibit 8. A~erage Establishment Size (1997 Ag Census)

7OO
600
50O
400
300
200
100                         ~

0 ~

Average Establishment Size (in acres)

[] Cattle Ranching and Farming
[] Hog and Pig Farming
[] Poultry and Egg Production

¯ Sheep and Goat Farming
[] Animal Aquaculture

¯ Other Animal Production
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The six types of livestock producing establishments defined above accounted
for approximately $99 billion worth of products sold in 1997. Exhibit 9
presents the distribution of total sales among the six types of establishments
compared to the total number of establishments. EPA’s Preliminary Data
Summary Feedlots Point Source Category Study released in January 1999
contains additional detailed information for beef cattle, dairy, pork, sheep, and
poultry operations.

Exhibit 9. Percentage of Establishments & Sales by Type
(1997 Ag Census)

Cattle Ranching and Farming 78 60

Hog and Pig Farming 4 14

Poultry and Egg Production 4 23

Sheep and Goat Farming 3 <1

Animal Aquaculture <1 <1

Other Animal Production 11 2

II.B.1. Cattle Ranching and Farming

Cattle ranching and farming establishments (NAICS code 1121) comprise the
overwhelming majority of all establishments categorized under NAICS code
112 by accounting for 77.9 percent of all livestock establishments. In the U.S.
in 1997, there were 785,672 cattle ranching and farming establishments. Of
these, approximately 89 percent (699,650 establishments) were categorized as
beef cattle establishments, including feedlots. The remaining 11 percent
(86,022 establishments) were categorized as dairy cattle and milk production
facilities. In 1997, the average beef cattle establishment was nearly 635 acres
in size. Establishments raising dairy cattle and producing milk averaged
approximately 356 acres.

Cattle ranching and farming establishments accounted for approximately $60
billion of sales in 1997. Of that $60 billion, beef cattle establishments had
sales of approximately $38 billion (approximately 65 percent of sales), while
dairy cattle and milk production accounted for the remaining $21 billion.
Exhibit 10 compares the percentage sales of each subcategory to the
percentage of establishments.
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Exhibit 10. Percentage of Establishments & Sales
in the Cattle Ranching and Farming Industry (1997 Ag Census)

Type of Establishment Percent of Percent of
Establishments Sales

Beef cattle ranch and farming, 89 65
including feedlots

Dairy cattle and milk production 11 35

II.B.2. Hog and Pig Farming

Hog and pig farming (NAICS code 1122) comprised approximately 4.6
percent (46,353 establishments) of all the livestock producing establishments
in the U.S. in 1997. These establishments accounted for nearly $14 billion in
total sales, or approximately 14 percent of total livestock producing
establishment sales in 1997.

II.B.3. Poultry and Egg Production

Poultry and egg production is classified in NAICS code 1123. In 1997, this
category included 36,944 establishments, or approximately 4 percent of all
livestock producing establishments in the U.S. Poultry and egg production is
divided into 5 subclassifications:

¯ Chicken egg production (NAICS code 11231)
¯ Broilers and other meat-type chicken production (NAICS code 11232)
¯ Turkey production (NAICS code 11233)
¯ Poultry hatcheries (NAICS code 11234)
¯ Other poultry production, including ducks, emus, geese, ostrich,

pheasant, quail, and ratite (NAICS code 11239)

Exhibit 11 provides a breakdown of the 5 subclassifications by number of
establishments. Each of these establishments averages approximately 150
acres in size.
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Exhibit 11. Percent of Poultry and Egg Production Establishments
by Type (1997 Ag Census)

[~ " Chicken Egg ProductJon

¯ Broilers and Other Meat-type Chicken Production
[] Turkey Production

¯ Poulty Hatcheries

[] Other Poultry Production

In 1997, the poultry and egg production industry combined for nearly $23
billion in sales, which accounted for 23 percent of total livestock sales in the
U.S. Sales of broilers and other meat-type chicken accounted for 54 percent
of those sales (approximately $12.4 billion). Exhibit 12 presents the total
sales of each of the subclassifications of the poultry and egg production
industry.

Exhibit 12. Total Sales of Poultry and Egg Production Establishments
by Type (1997 Ag Census)

$0 $2    $4    $6    $8 $10 $12 $14

($ in Billions)
Other Poultry Production

Poulty Hatcheries

[] Turkey Production

¯ Broilers and Other Meat-type Chicken Production

[] Chicken Egg Production
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The poultry industry has increased its use of contractual agreements because
of the high number of producers relative to the number of available buyers
willing to handle raw farm products. The use of contracts has been noted to
affect the organizational structure of the poultry industry raising questions
about ownership responsibility as well as environmental concerns. This is
particularly true when animals are produced under contracts where the
contractor (processor or integrator) dictates the terms of the contract and
controls the amount produced and the production practices used, but the
contractee (grower) retains responsibility for increased animal waste
management and disease control often without adequate compensation to meet
these additional costs. In a 1993 study, USDA showed that almost 90 percent
of the value of all poultry production is produced under contract, which has
played a key role in the influence of integrators on the poultry sector.

II.B.4. Sheep and Goat Farming

Sheep and goat farming (NAICS code 1124) comprised 3 percent of all
livestock establishments in the U.S. in 1997 and accounted for nearly 4
percent of the total acreage of livestock establishments. Of the 29,938 sheep
and goat establishments, 21,084 (approximately 70 percent) are sheep farms;
the remaining 8,854 are goat farms. The average sheep farm is approximately
830 acres in size. Goat farms average approximately 320 acres.

In 1997, sheep and goat farms combined for $625 million in total sales, which
is less than 1 percent of total livestock producing establishment sales and the
least amount of the six primary NAICS codes. Sheep accounted for $568
million in sales (approximately 91 percent) and goat sales accounted for the
remaining $57 million.

II.B.5. Animal Aquaculture

Animal aquaculture (NAICS code 1125) is the smallest of the livestock
producing establishments in terms of number of establishments, with only
3,079 active establishments in 1997. This accounted for fewer than 1 percent
of all livestock producing establishments in the U.S. It also accounted for less
than 1 percent ($800 million) of the 1997 total sales of livestock producing
establishments. NAICS subdivides animal aquaculture establishments as
follows:

¯ Finfish farming and fish hatcheries (NAICS code 112511), which is
raising finfish (e.g., catfish, trout, goldfish, tropical fish, salmon, and
minnows) and/or hatching fish of any kind.

¯ Shellfish farming (NAICS code 112512), which is raising crayfish,
shrimp, oysters, clams, and/or mollusks.
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¯ Other animal aquaculture (NAICS code 112519), which is raising
animals other than finfish and shellfish, including alligators, frogs,
and/or turtles.

While data for each of the specific NAICS subclassifications were not
available through the 1997 Ag Census, USDA’s NASS has identified at least
955 catfish producing operations. These operations are located primarily in
four states--Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Similarly, the
USDA has identified 451 trout operations located in 16 states, but primarily in
North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Michigan. These trout operations had total
sales in 1998 of $78.9 million. Both the number of operations and the value
of total sales are down from the 1997 totals of 465 and $79.8 million,
respectively.

II.B.6. Other Animal Production

Production of other animals (’NAICS code 1129) occurred at 107,051
establishments in 1997, which is approximately 11 percent of all livestock
producing establishments in the U.S. These establishments produce a variety
of other animals including:

¯ Apiculture [bee farming (i.e., raising bees)] (NAICS code 11291 )

¯ Horse and other equine production, including burros, donkeys, mules,
and ponies (NAICS code 11292)

¯ Fur-bearing animal and rabbit production, including chinchillas, foxes,
and mink (NAICS code 11293)

¯ All other animal production, including aviaries, bison/buffalo,
cats/dogs, llamas, snakes, and worms (NAICS code 11299)

These four subclassifications accounted for just more than 2 percent of the
total sales of livestock producing establishments in 1997. Exhibit 13 provides
a breakdown of the 4 subclassifications by percent of establishments, as well
as by percent of sales.
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Exhibit 13. Percent of Establishments & Sales for the
Other Animal Production Industry. (1997 Ag Census)

/~ Establishmeat~Type ~.. Percent of ~ Percent of Sales
’ ~ : ~ Establishments ~ ~ := ~

Apiculture 4 5.9

Horse and Other Equine 86 42.9
Production

Fur-bearing Animal and Rabbit 1 4.7
Production

All Other Animal Production 9 46.5

II.C. Animal Feeding Operations

Many livestock establishments within NAICS code 112 are defined by EPA as
either animal feeding operations (AFOs) or concentrated animal feeding
operations (CAFOs). The primary factor classifying a livestock operation as
an AFO or CAFO is the confinement of animals in a relatively small area
devoid of sustaining vegetation. According to the USDA/EPA Unified
National Strategy for AFOs, "AFOs congregate animals, feed, manure and
urine, dead animals, and production operations on a small area of land." This
factor separates AFOs (and CAFOs) from the pasture and range operations.
The number of animals, among other factors, separates the AFOs from the
CAFOs.

EPA is currently collecting and analyzing data on livestock production
facilities to determine the number of facilities which meet the definition of
AFO or CAFO. This will allow the Agency to better understand the universe
of the regulated community, assist compliance, and as necessary, take
enforcement action. EPA is currently developing AFO guidance documents
and revised regulations that address permitting, performance standards, and
other issues. The following sections provide information on the regulatory
definitions of both AFOs and CAFOs.

Animal Feeding Operations

What is an AFO?
The term animal feeding operation or AFO is defined in EPA regulations [40
CFR 122.23(b)(1)] as:
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¯ A lot or facility where animals have been, are, or will be stabled or
confined and fed or maintained for a total of 45 days or more in any
12-month period; AND

¯ Where crops, vegetation, forage growth, or post-harvest residues are
not sustained over any portion of the lot or facility in the normal
growing season.

According to EPA1, the first part of this regulatory definition of an AFO states
that animals must be kept on the lot or facility for a minimum of 45 days. If
an animal is at a facility for any portion of a day, it is considered to be at the
facility for a full day. However, this does not mean that the same animals
must remain on the lot for 45 days; only that some animals are fed or
maintained on the lot or facility 45 days out of any 12-month period. The 45
days do not have to be consecutive, and the 12-month period does not have to
correspond to the calendar year. For example, June 1 to the following May 31
would constitute a 12-month period.

The second part of the regulatory definition of an AFO is meant to distinguish
facilities that have feedlots (concentrated confinement areas) from those which
have pasture and grazing land, which are generally not AFOs. Facilities that
have feedlots with constructed floors, such as solid concrete or metal slots,
satisfy this part of the definition. Ira facility maintains animals in an area
without vegetation, including dirt lots, the facility meets this part of the
definition. Dirt lots with nominal vegetative growth along the edges while
animals are present or during months when animals are kept elsewhere are
also considered by EPA to meet the second part of the definition.

The NPDES permit regulations [40 CFR Part 122.23(b)(1)] give the
permitting authority (EPA or NPDES-authorized States) considerable
discretion in applying the AFO definition. EPA defines the AFO to include the
confinement area and the storage and handling areas necessary to support the
operation (e.g., waste storage areas). Grazing and winter feeding of animals in
a confined area on pasture or range land are not normally considered to meet
the AFO definition.

As indicated in the USDA/EPA Unified National Strategy for AFOs,
discharges from areas where manure and wastewater are applied to the land
can have a significant impact on water quality. These land application areas
are outside the area of confined animals but can be implicated by their direct
relationship to AFO waste. Discharges of CAFO wastes from land application

~ Guidance Manual and Example NPDES Permit for Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations
(Draft), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, August 6, 1999.
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areas can qualify as point source discharges in certain circumstances.
Accordingly, NPDES permits for CAFOs should address land application of
wastes from CAFOs.

How Do You Determine the Size of an AFO?
Once the facility meets the AFO definition, its size, based upon the total
numbers of animals confined, is a fundamental factor in determining whether
it is a CAFO. The animal livestock industry is diverse and includes a number
of different types of animals that are kept and raised in confined situations. In
order to define these various livestock sectors in relative terms, the concept of
an "animal unit’’2 was established in the EPA regulations [40 CFR Part 122
Appendix B]. An animal unit (AU) varies according to animal type; one
animal is not necessarily equal to one AU. Each livestock type, except
poultry, is assigned a multiplication factor to facilitate determining the total
number of AUs at a given facility. Multiplication factors are defined in
Exhibit 14.

Exhibit 14. Multiplication Factors to Calculate Animal Units

Animal Type Multiplication Factor

Beef Cattle (slaughter and feeder) 1.0

Mature Dai~ Cattle 1.4

Swine (weighing more than 55 lbs.) 0.4

Sheep 0.1

Horses 2.0

Poultry There are currently no animal unit
conversions for poultry operations.
However the regulations [40 CFR 122,
Appendix B] define the total number of
animals (subject to waste handling
technology restrictions) for specific poultry
types that make these operations subject to
the regulation.

These factors also are used when determining the total number of animal units
at a facility with multiple animal types. Multiplication factors are applied to
the total for each type of animal to determine the AU for that animal type. The
AUs for each are then totaled for the facility total. A hypothetical AFO with

2 EPA and USDA both use the concept of "animal unit," however it is important to recognize that

with.respect to swine and poultry, there are Agency differences in the application of this concept.
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multiple animal types and the calculation to determine the total number of
animals confined at the facility is presented below (see box).

Example: Animal Unit Determination for an AFO with Multiple Animal
Types

Situation: An AFO is being evaluated to determine if it meets the animal unit
criteria for being defined as a CAFO and subject to NPDES permitting. The
facility confines 200 horses, 300 sheep, and 500 beef cattle.

Animal Unit Calculation: 200 Horses x 2.0 = 400 AUs
300 Sheep x 0.1=       30 AUs
500 Beef Cattle x 1.0 = 500 AUs

Total 930 AUs

Under the regulations, two or more AFOs under common ownership are
considered one operation if they adjoin each other or use a common waste
disposal system [40 CFR 122.23(b)(2)]. For example, facilities have a
common waste disposal system if the wastes are commingled (e.g., stored in
the same pond or lagoon or land applied on commonly owned fields) prior to
use or disposal. The collective number of animal units of the adjoining
facilities is used in determining the size of the AFO. Many poultry feeding
operations adjoin each other and often meet the definition of one facility.

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations

AFOs are CAFOs if they
meet the regulatory AFOs are Defined as CAFOs if:
definition [40 CFR 122,
Appendix B] or have been ¯ More than 1,000 AUs are confined at the
designated on a case-by-case facility [40 CFR 122, Appendix B (a)]; or
basis [40 CFR 122.23 (c)]
by the NPDES-authorized ¯ From 301 to 1,000 AUs are confined at the

permitting authority, facility and:

Pollutants are discharged into waters of the
AFOs ~ned as CAFOs U.S. through a man-made ditch, flushing
According to the NPDES system, or other similar man-made device;
regulations, a specific or
definition must be used
when determining whether - Pollutants are discharged directly into
an AFO is a CAFO. The waters of the U.S. that originate outside of

definition is broken down and pass over, across, or through the
facility or come into direct contact with the

according to the number of confined animals.
animals confined at the
facility (see box). AFOs
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with more than 1,000 AUs are CAFOs. AFOs with 301 to 1,000 AUs are
defined as CAFOs only if, in addition to the number of animals confined, they
also meet one of the specific criteria addressing the method of
discharge (see text box).

AFOs with fewer than 300 AUs are not defined as CAFOs under the
current regulations but may be designated as a CAFO.

¯ AFOs With More Than 1,000 AUs are CAFOs. Under existing
regulations, virtually all AFOs with more than 1,000 AUs are CAFOs
and should apply for an NPDES permit. For individual animal types,
the regulations state the number of animals required for the facility to
be defined as a CAFO. These numbers are presented in Exhibit 15. If
the number of AUs for any one animal type at a facility exceeds the
corresponding number, or if the cumulative number of animal types
exceeds 1,000 AUs, the facility is defined as a CAFO.

Exhibit 15. Threshold Number of Animals (by Animal Type) to Meet
the Definition of a CAFO with More Than 1,000 AUs

Animal Type Number of Animals Units

Beef cattle 1.000 slaughter or feeder cattle

Dairy cattle 700 mature dairy cattle (whether milked or dry)

Swine 2,500 swine (over 25 kilos - approximately 55 lbs.)

Sheep 10,000 ~heep or lambs

Horses 500 horses

Chickens 100,000 laying hens or broilers (if continuous flow
watering system); 30,000 laying hens or broilers (if
liquid manure system)

Turkeys 55,000 turkeys

Ducks 5,000 ducks

Source: 40 CFR Part 122, Appendix B (a)

¯ AFOs With 301 to 1,000 AUs May Be CAFOs. AFOs with 301 to
1,000 AUs are defined as CAFOs only if, in addition to the number of
animals confined, they also meet one of the specific criteria governing
"method of discharge." If the number of AUs for any one animal type
exceeds the specified number [40 CFR Part 122, Appendix B(b)], or if
the cumulative number of animal types exceeds 300 AUs, and only
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one of the "method of discharge" criteria are met, the facility is defined
as a CAFO.

¯ AFOs with up to 300 AUs. An AFO with up to 300 AUs may be
considered a CAFO only if designated as such by the permitting
authority and if it meets the discharge criteria (see below).

AFOs Des~nated as CAFOs
According to the NPDES permit regulations [40 CFR 122.23 (c)], the
NPDES-authorized permitting authority can, on a case-by-case basis,
desi_~aate any AFO as a CAFO after determining that it is a significant
contributor of pollution to waters of the United States. No AFO with fewer
than 300 AUs shall be designated a CAIRO unless it also meets the discharge
criteria outlined in 40 CFR 122.23(c).

An AFO cannot be designated a CAFO on a case-by-case basis until the
inspector has conducted an on-site inspection of the facility and determined
that the facility is a significant contributor of pollution. The designation is
based on the factors listed in 40 CFR 122.23 (c) and shown below. This
determination may be based on visual observations as well as water quality
monitoring. Exhibit 16 shows example case-by-case designation factors and
the inspection focus related to each factor.
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Exhibit 16. Example Factors for Case-by-Case CAFO Designation

Designation Factor Inspection Focus

Size of the operation and amount ¯ Number of animals
of waste reaching waters of the ¯ Type of feedlot surface
United States ¯ Feedlot design capacity.

¯ Waste handling/storage system design
capacity

Location of the operation relative ¯ Location of water bodies
to waters of the United States ¯ Location of flood plain

¯ Proximity to surface waters
¯ Depth to groundwater, direct hydrologic

connection to surface water

Means of conveyance of animal ¯ Identify existing or potential man-made
waste and process waste waters (includes natural and artificial materials)
into waters of the United States structures that may convey waste

¯ Direct contact between animals and
surface water

Slope, vegetation, rainfall and ¯ Slope of feedlot and surrounding land
other factors affecting the ¯ Type of feedlot (concrete, soil, etc.)
likelihood or frequency of ¯ Climate (e.g., arid or wet)
discharge ¯ Type and condition of soils

¯ Depth to groundwater
¯ Drainage controls
¯ Storage structures
¯ Amount of rainfall
¯ Volume and quantity of runoff
¯ Buffers

Other Relevant Factors ¯ Waste handling and storage
¯ Land application timing, methods, rates

and areas

Following the on-site inspection, the NPDES permitting authority will prepare
a brief report that: (1) identifies findings and any follow-up actions; (2)
determines whether or not the facility should be designated as a CAFO; and
(3) documents the reasons for that determination. Regardless of the outcome,
a letter would be prepared and sent to the facility. The letter should inform the
facility that it has been either: (1) designated a CAFO and required to apply
for an NPDES permit; or (2) has not been designated as a CAFO at this time.
In those cases where a facility has not been designated as a CAFO but the
NPDES authority has identified areas of concern, these would be noted in the
letter.
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ll.D. Geographic Distribution and Economic Trends

As described in the executive summary of the Preliminary Data Summary:
Feedlots Point Source Category Study (December 1998), livestock production
operations in the U.S. vary widely in both the mode and scale of production,
with individual farms spanning small scale production facilities with few
animals to larg~, intensive production facilities. The following are summaries
of the principal producing States in 1992 by animal commodity for beef cattle,
swine, dairy cattle, and poultry.

¯ Ranked by the number of cattle and calves sold, the top ten producing
states controlled 65 percent o f U.S. beef production in 1992. Texas
was the largest beef producing state accounting for 16 percent of 1992
sales. Other major states included Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Colorado, Iowa, California, South Dakota, Missouri, Wisconsin, and
Montana.

¯ The hog farming sector is concentrated among the top five producing
states that together supply about 60 percent of U.S. pork production.
Iowa accounted for 24 percent of 1992 hog sales. Other major hog
producing states included North Carolina, Illinois, Minnesota, Indiana,
and Nebraska.

¯ The top five dairy cattle states controlled more than 50 percent of all
U.S. milk production in 1992. Wisconsin was the largest dairy
producing state with 16 percent of volume milk sales. Other major
milk producing states included California, New York, Pennsylvania,
and Minnesota.

¯ Broiler and chicken meat production is controlled by 10 producing
states, which supply about 80 percent of all broilers sold. Arkansas
was the largest broiler producer in 1992, with 16 percent of sales.
Other major states included Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina,
Mississippi, Texas, Maryland, California, Delaware, and Virginia.

¯ The top ten producing states accounted for about 80 percent of turkey
production. North Carolina was the largest turkey producing state in
1992, with about 20 percent of sales. Other top producing states
included Minnesota, California, Arkansas, Virginia, Missouri, Indiana,
Texas, Iowa, and Pennsylvania.

¯ Egg production is dominated by 10 producing states that supply almost
two-thirds of the eggs sold. California was the largest egg producing
state in 1992 with about 12 percent of all eggs sales. Other major
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producers included Indiana, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Ohio, Arkansas,
Texas, North Carolina, and Alabama.

Recent trends in the U.S. livestock sector are marked by a decline in the
number of farms attributable to ongoing consolidation in the livestock
industry. Farms are closing - especially small farming operations - due to
competitive pressures from highly specialized - often lower cost - large scale
producers. This trend toward fewer and larger livestock operations represents
a significant shift in the industry. Both 1992 and 1997 Agriculture Census data
highlight the ongoing shift from many small, diversified farms toward fewer
large-scale, year-round, intensive breeding and feeding operations.

Another industry trend has been a steady increase in animal production and
sales in the U.S. This trend has occurred at the same time there has been a
decrease in the number Of animals on site. This trend signals continued gains
in production efficiency on U.S. farms in the form of higher per-animal yields
and quicker turnover of animals prior to marketing.

A detailed industry economic profile is presented in the Feedlots Point Source
Catego~ Stud.v and covers major commodity sectors, industry trends in the
U.S. livestock and poultry farm sectors, recent market trends, farm revenue,
farm-gate prices, financial operating conditions, industry marketing chain, and
industry employment generated.

Additional geographic and economic information can be found by accessing
the 1997 Agriculture Census at http://www.nass.usda.gov/census/and the
National Agriculture Statistics Service at http://www.usda.gov/nass/.
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III. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS, IMPACTS, AND POLLUTION PREVENTION
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE AGRICULTURAL LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
INDUSTRY

This section provides an overview of commonly employed operations and
maintenance activities in the agricultural livestock production industry. This
discussion is not exhaustive; the operations and maintenance activities
discussed are intended to represent the material inputs, major pollution
outputs, and associated environmental impacts from agricultural livestock
production practices. General pollution prevention and waste minimization
opportunities are also discussed in the context of each of the operations and
maintenance activities.

The choice of practices or operations influences the material used and the
resulting pollution outputs and environmental impacts. Keep in mind that
environmental impacts are relative, as some kinds of pollution outputs have
far greater impacts than others.

Impact of Agriculture on the Environment

According to the EPA/USDA Unified The Clean Water Act Plan
National Strategy for Animal Feeding of 1998 called for the
Operations (March 9, 1999), despite development of the
progress in improving water quality, 40 EPA/USDA Unified National
percent of the Nation’s waterways assessedStrategy for Animal Feeding
by States do not meet goals for fishing, Operations (AFOs) to
swimming, or both. While pollution fromminimize the water
factories and sewage treatment plants hasquality and public health

been dramatically reduced, the runoff fromimpacts of AFOs.

city streets, agricultural activities,
including AFOs, and other sources continues to degrade the environment and
puts environmental resources (i.e., surface water, drinking water) at risk.
According to EPA’s 1996 305(b) water quality report, the top two pollutants
from agriculture were identified as sediment and nutrients, respectively.
Additional agricultural pollutants, such as animal wastes, salts, and pesticides,
were identified by EPA1. The following presents a brief discussion of the
environmental impacts or effects of agricultural pollutants.

(1) Nutrients. Excess nutrients in water (i.e., phosphorus and nitrogen)
can result in or contribute to low levels of dissolved oxygen (anoxia),

Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, January 1993.
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eutrophication, and toxic algal blooms. These conditions may be
harmful to human health; may adversely affect the suitability of the
water for other uses; and, in combination with other circumstances,
have been associated with outbreaks of microbes such as Pfiesteria
piscicida.

Phosphorus. Phosphorus determines the amount of algae
growth and aging that occurs in freshwater bodies. Runoff and
erosion can carry some of the applied phosphorus to nearby
water bodies.

Nitrogen. In addition to eutrophication, excessive nitrogen
causes other water quality problems. Dissolved ammonia at
concentrations above 0.2 mg!L may be toxic to fish.
Biologically important inorganic forms of nitrogen are
ammonium, nitrate, and nitrite. Ammonium becomes adsorbed
to the soil and is lost primarily with eroding sediment. Even if
nitrogen is not in a readily available form as it leaves the field,
it can be converted to an available form either during transport
or aider delivery to waterbodies. Nitrogen in the form of
nitrate, can contaminate drinking water supplies drawn from
groundwater. Nitrates above 10 ppm in drinking water are
potentially dangerous, especially to newborn infants.

(2) Sediment. Sediment affects the use of water in many ways. Suspended
solids reduce the amount of sunlight available to aquatic plants, cover
fish spawning areas and food supplies, clog the filtering capacity of
filter feeders, and clog and harm the gills of fish. Turbidity interferes
with the feeding habits of fish. These effects combine to reduce fish
and plant populations and decrease the overall productivity of waters.
In addition, recreation is limited because of the decreased fish
population and the water’s unappealing, turbid appearance. Turbidity
also reduces visibility, making swimming less safe.

(3) Animal Wastes. Animal waste includes the fecal and urinary wastes of
livestock and poultry; process water (such as from a milking parlor);
and the feed, bedding, litter, and soil with which fecal and urinary
matter and process water become intermixed. Manure and wastewater
from AFOs have the potential to contribute pollutants such as nutrients
(e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus), organic matter, sediments, pathogens,
heavy metals, hormones, antibiotics, and ammonia to the environment.
Decomposing organic matter (i.e., animal waste) can reduce oxygen
levels and cause fish kills. Solids deposited in waterbodies can
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accelerate eutrophication through the release of nutrients over
extended periods of time.

Contamination of groundwater can be a problem if runoff results from
the misapplication or over application of manure to land or if storage
structures are not built to minimize seepage. Because animal feed
sometimes contains heavy metals (e.g., arsenic, copper, zinc), the
possibility for harmful accumulations of metals on land where manure
is improperly or over applied is possible.

Pathogens in manure. Pathogens in manure can cause diseases in
humans if people come in contact with the manure. Pathogens in manure
also create a food safety concern if manure is applied directly to crops at
inappropriate times or if manure contaminates a product (e.g., food, milk).
In addition, pathogens are responsible for some shellfish bed closures.
Runoff from fields receiving manure may contain extremely high numbers
of bacteria (though all of these bacteria may not be harmful) if the manure
has not been properly incorporated. Pathogens, such as C~.ptosporidium,
have been linked to impairments in drinking water supplies and threats to
human health.

Air pollution is also a concern in relation to animal wastes. Farms on
which animals are raised often concentrate odors associated with the
microbial degradation of manure and other by-products of the
production of meat, milk and eggs. Odors can be a nuisance to
neighbors of animal operations, and there is increasing concern about
the potential health effects from emissions of odorous compounds.

(4) Salts. Salts are a product of the natural weathering process of soil and
geologic material. In soils that have poor subsurface drainage, high salt
concentrations are created within the root zone where most water
extraction occurs. The accumulation of soluble and exchangeable salts
leads to soil dispersion, structure breakdown, decreased infiltration,
and possible toxicity; thus, salts otten become a serious problem on
irrigated land, both for continued agricultural production and for water
quality considerations. High salt concentrations in streams can harm
freshwater aquatic plants just as excess soil salinity damages
agricultural crops.

(5) Pesticides. The primary pollutants from pesticides are the active and
inert ingredients, diluents, and any persistent degradation products.
Pesticides and their degradation products may enter groundwater and
surface water in solution, in emulsion, or bound to soils. Pesticides
may, in some instances, cause impairments to the uses of surface
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waters and groundwater. Both the degradation and sorption
characteristics of pesticides are highly variable. Some types of
pesticides are resistant to degradation and may persist and/or
accumulate in aquatic ecosystems. Pesticides may harm the
environment by eliminating or reducing populations of desirable
organisms, including endangered species.

Within a livestock production establishment, pesticides may be applied
directly to livestock or to structures (e.g., barns, housing units) to
control pests, including parasites, vectors, and predators.

Pesticides are both suspected and known for causing immediate and
delayed-onset health hazards for humans. If exposed to pesticides,
humans may experience adverse effects, such as nausea, respiratory
distress, or more severe symptoms up to and including death. Animals
and birds impacted by pesticides can experience similar illnesses or
develop other types of physical distress.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities in the Agricultural
Livestock Production Industry

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Industries
have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that improve
operations and increase profits while minimizing environmental impacts. This
can be done in many ways such as reducing material inputs, reusing
byproducts, improving management practices, and employing substitute toxic
chemicals.

To encourage these approaches, this section provides general descriptions of
some pollution prevention advances that have been implemented within the
agricultural livestock production industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it
does provide core information that can be used as the starting point for
establishments interested in beginning their own pollution prevention projects.
This section provides information from real activities that may be or are being
implemented by this sector. When possible, information is provided that gives
the context in which the technique can be effectively used. Please note that
the activities described in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities
that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully
considered when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full
impacts of the change must examine how each option affects air, land, and
water pollutant releases.

The use of pollution prevention technologies and environmental controls can
substantially reduce the volume and concentration of the contaminants
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releasecFdischarged into the smrounding environment. In some cases, these
pollution prevention approaches may be economically beneficial to the
agricultural production industries because they decrease the amount of
chemicals needed, and therefore the cost of maintaining operations.

Waste minimization generally encompasses any source reduction or recycling
that results in either the reduction of total volume or the toxicity of hazardous
waste. Source reduction is a reduction of waste generation at the source,
usually within a process. Source reduction can include process modifications,
feedstock (raw material) substitution, housekeeping and management
processes, and increases in efficiency of machinery and equipment. Source
reduction includes any activity that reduces the amount of waste that exits a
process. Recycling refers to the use or reuse of a waste as an effective
substitute for a commercial product or as an ingredient or feedstock in an
industrial process.

It should be noted that as individual practices, these pollution prevention and
waste minimization practices can significantly reduce the environmental
impacts of agricultural operations. However, to get the full effect cfthe
practices and maximize pollution prevention potential, an agricultural
operation must consider its individual practices in the context of a system.
The practices combine to form an integrated system in which each practice
interacts with the others and is affected by the others. That is, outputs from
one practice may be inputs into one of the other practices, in effect creating a
closed-loop system that both maximizes profits and minimizes environmental
impacts. By considering their establi.shments as systems, operators will be
better able to evaluate and implement pollution prevention or waste
minimization opportunities.

Operations of Livestock Production

Livestock production generally includes the following activities:

¯ Feed storage, loading, and unloading
¯ Housing
° Feeding and watering
¯ Managing animal waste
¯ Applying pesticides and pest control
¯ Maintaining and repairing agricultural machinery and vehicles
¯ Fuel use and fueling activities
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The additional activities of planning and management are required for all of
the above processes to occur. Exhibit 17 presents the material inputs and
pollution outputs fi’om each of these processes.

Exhibit 17. Livestock Production Activities and Potential Pollution Outputs

Feed storage, loading, and -Dust emissions
unloading -4 -Unusable or spilled feed

-Leachate from silage
- Nutrient-contaminated runoff

Housing - Animal waste
-4 - Waste bedding

-Air emissions (e.g., odors, m~thane, ammonia)
-Washwater from flushing and washdown ofhonsing areas

Feeding - Animal waste
-4 -Air emissions (e.g., dust, methane)

-Moldy feed discard
- Spilled feed
-Nutrient-contaminated runoff

Wate~ng -4 -Animal waste
-Water contaminated with animal waste
- Destruction of stream bank, riparian zone (from animals in

streams)

Typically, most of the above activities include the generation of animal waste. Animal waste must be
managed appropriately because of its potential environmental impacts.

Managing animal waste, -Discharges and leaching ofwastewater
includes collecting and -Manure and urine

transporting; storing and -4 -Bedding
treating; and utilizing animal -Air emissions (e.g., ammonia, methane, other gases, odor,

waste dust)
-Hair and/or feathers
- Carcasses
- Pathogens
- Heavy metals
-Wasted products (e.g., milk, eggs)
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Exhibit 17. Livestock Production Activities and Potential Pollution Outputs

Potential Pollution Outputs

Additional activities that occur at agricultural establishments and
their potential pollution outputs include:

Pest con~ol

I ’~ I    --ChemicalDischargeSairandemissionsleaching of pesticides

Maintaining and repairing -Used oil
agricultural machinery and - Spent fluids and organic solvents
vehicles -Used tires

- Spent batteries
-Metal machining wastes

JFuel use fueling activities "~ I -Fuel spills or leaks
!

and

III.A. Feed Storage, Loading, and Unloading

Feed storage, loading, unloading, and transport are major activities in
livestock production. Livestock feed may include hay, grain (sometimes
supplemented with protein, vitamins, mineral supplements and antibiotics),
and silage -- with grain and hay being the most common feeds. Livestock
operations may produce all, a portion, or none of the animal feed. Purchased
feed is transported to the livestock operation by truck or, at very large animal
operations, by rail. Stored feed must be loaded, transported to the animals’
normal feed location, and unloaded.

Hay that has been cut and partially dried is collected from fields and
compacted into small rectangular bales or rolled into large round bales.
Hay may be stored in covered and enclosed buildings, in fields, and in
outside storage areas where it may or may not be covered. Small
rectangular hay bales may be placed in a barn by conveyor.

Feed hay is often transported on tractor-drawn wagons to feed bunkers,
feed rings, and mangers. Small rectangular hay bales may be
mechanically or manually placed in bunkers and mangers. Front-end
loaders are used to unload round bales and place them in the feed
rings.
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Harvested grain is sometimes milled (ground) on site or more
commonly sent offsite to a milling facility for grinding prior to being
returned to the facility for use. Depending on the livestock species,
protein, vitamins, mineral supplements, and antibiotics are often added
at the time of milling or mixing. Grain is typically stored in aerated
grain bins and handled with augers. High moisture corn is stored in
silos. Grain, which is typically placed in feed bunkers, troughs, or
feeder units, can be transported using a front-end loader, tractor front
bucket, grain wagon, or manually for smaller volumes.

Silage is usually produced onsite and may consist of chopped green
corn or hay. Silage is allowed to ferment in vertical or horizontal silos
or storage bunkers prior to use as feed. Silage is removed from silos
and then distributed along the feed bunks.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The primary pollution outputs include unusable feed; dust emissions
from loading, unloading, and grinding activities; air emissions from
transportation to and from sites; and leachate from silage. A minor
pollution output is contamination of storm water from spilled feed.
Dust emissions pollute the air that agricultural workers and animals
breathe and can cause respiratory problems in instances of prolonged
exposure. Research indicates that silage materials stored at 65 percent
moisture content or higher can produce leachate.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
One potential pollution prevention practice focuses on minimizing
unusable feed and consequently maximizing the amount of feed that is
consumed by the animal. One way to maximize animal consumption
is by grinding the feed in either a grinder-mixer or a tub grinder.
Grinding increases the ability of the animal to digest the feed. Where
possible, grinders should be used with a dust collector to reduce dust
emissions. Silage leachate can be reduced by allowing the material to
wilt in the field for 24 hours, varying cutting and harvesting times,
cutting or crimping the material, or adding moisture-absorbent material
to the silage as it is stored2.

2 Farm-A-Syst. Fact Sheet #9. Reducing the Risk of Groundwater Contamination by Improving

Silage Storage, University of Wisconsin, Extension/Cooperative Extension, College of Agricultural
and Live Sciences.
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III.B. Housing

Livestock housing may consist of feed lots, barns, stables or stalls, corrals,
covered loafing areas, pens, poultry houses, and other similar structures that
confine the animals in an area and manner best suited to the overall livestock
production process. There are three general ways to house livestock:

(1) Enclosed housing (i.e., a roofed and walled structure)
(2) Partially enclosed (i.e., usually roofed with walls on some structure

sides)
(3) Open or no structures

The type of housing used for a particular animal type/livestock production is
related to animal size, feeding, animal health and biosecurity, climate, and the
goal of achieving the optimum weight gain or commodity produced at the
lowest cost.

¯ Dairy cattle. Most dairy operations provide separate housing for
different animal groups based on age or milking status (lactating
versus dry). Calves may be housed in barns, individual pens within a
barn, open fields, and hutches. Heifers may be housed in freestall
barns and bedded pack housing. Bedded pack housing is often used
with an open feeding area. Dry cows (<3 months to calving) are
usually housed on pasture or in freestall barns. Lactating cows are
housed in freestall and other types of barns such as stanchion, corrals,
structures, and open lots that.provide shade3.

¯ Beef cattle. Beef cattle are mainly housed in pastures and open
feedlots. Calving facilities may consist of an open pasture, a shed with
stalls, or an open, wind-protected pen. Bulls are either penned
separately or in groups of up to 10. They may be contained in a barn
or in an open pen with shade. Cattle feedlots are usually open areas
that may have windbreaks and shade. Very few beef cattle are housed
in freestall barns with slotted floors for manure collection.

¯ Sheep. Sheep are maintained primarily on open grazing land, but some
are kept in open lots with shelters, facilities with slotted floors for
manure collection, and in bedded pens.

3 Preliminary Data Summary: Feedlots Point Source Category Study, U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, Office of Water, Washington, DC, December 1998.
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¯ Horses. Most horses maintained in concentrated numbers are housed in
stalls within an enclosed barn. Approximately 70 percent of the horse
operations that use stalls have one animal per stall. Horses may also
be housed in partially enclosed housing or on pasture.

¯ Poultry. Poultry including turkeys and ducks are maintained in an
enclosed house. Chicken broilers, roasters, and pullets, which may be
caged, are usually maintained in houses on a solid floor with bedding.
Breeders are usually maintained in houses with a slatted floor generally
covering one-third of each side of the house along the length of the
side-wall of the house. Most layers are maintained in houses inside of
cages with mesh floors, and a few in houses with a litter or slat/litter
floor. Turkey poults are reared in enclosed brooder houses, then
generally are moved to grower houses and sometimes to range.
Turkeys are normally raised on a dirt or clay floor with a bedding
cover. Duck housing is normally an enclosed house that has a wire-
mesh floor, a solid floor, or a combination of the two.

¯ Goats. Goats are housed in loose housing common areas that may
contain bedded and exercise areas, individual stalls, pens, and corrals.
Pregnant does are usually housed in bedded pens.

¯ Swine. While some swine are raised outdoors with a shelter (e.g.,
hoop housing), most are housed in an enclosed barn or house. Breed
sows may be kept in small group pens and then during farrowing, a
sow is usually placed in an individual pen. Young pigs are placed
together in larger nursery pens. Finishing operations keep several pigs
in the same pen.

The floors of some livestock housing for cattle, swine, and sheep, may be of
slotted construction. The floors for some poultry housing may be of wire-
mesh or slat construction. The slotted, wire-mesh, and slatted housing floor
systems allow the manure to drop into a long-term or temporary
storage/collection/transfer area.

Bedding is mostly used in the housing of dairy cattle, poultry, and horses but
may be used for the housing of any of the livestock types presented above.
Manure and bedding needs to be removed at regular intervals. Methods of
removal vary depending on the type of housing. Manure is primarily removed
from housing by scraping, scooping, and flushing (see Section III.D.
Managing Animal Wastes).
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The primary pollution outputs include animal wastes, bedding,
wastewater from flushing and washdown of housing areas, and air
emissions (e.g., methane, amm6nia, and odors). The main impacts of
these outputs are soil and water contamination stemming from waste
spills, improper storage, and runoff.

From an environmental standpoint, each type of livestock housing
(enclosed, partially enclosed or open) has advantages and
disadvantages. The move from outdoor housing to confinement
housing has removed the weather factor and nmoff, which is a
substantial problem for outdoor housing, and provided producers the
opportunity to manage manure as a resource and not a waste.
However, concentrated amounts of manure can be viewed as a
disadvantage. While concentrating the animals (and therefore the
animal manure) may lead to easier manure management, concentrated
amounts of manure have a greater potential to significantly impact the
environment in the event of a spill, release, or improper management.

Wastes, including manure and fouled bedding, that are not properly
transported from housing could spill and potentially contaminate storm
water runoff. Open housing such as feedlots, corrals, and pens, if not
scraped as necessary, may also contaminate storm water runoff.
Wastes carried in storm water runoff may be discharged to surface
waters causing pollution, or may be deposited in low areas and
potentially leach to the groundwater.

Animals contained in pasture areas (technically not housing but used
for livestock containment) can wear away soil from feeding sites,
destroy streambanks at natural watering sites, and, if allowed access,
defecate and urinate in surface waters. This results in increased runoff,
soil erosion as well as sediments, manure, and urine in the water.

With enclosed or partially enclosed housing areas, odors and other
gases (e.g., methane, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide gases) from
animal waste can be concentrated, potentially harming the health of the
animals and workers. When the gases are released outside, the odor
can affect the surrounding areas and create nuisance problems for
neighbors.
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Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
While the majority of the wastes discussed above for housing cannot
be prevented, both the wastes and their impacts can be reduced by
implementing best management practices.

¯ Minimize water use during cleaning. By cleaning livestock
(except poultry) housing on a regular and frequent basis and
using minimal amounts of water during cleaning, operations
may reduce the volume of wastes to be handled and used.
Keeping the waste dry also facilitates its management, reduces
runoff potential, and minimizes odors from decomposition.

¯ Minimize runoff by cleaning open areas. Cleaning open areas
reduces the potential for the runoff of wastes to surface waters.

¯ Reduce odor b.vpreventing ammonia generation. Ammonia is
created by the rapid conversion of urinary nitrogen (urea) to
ammonia by microorganisms. By applying various chemicals
(e.g., urease inhibitors) on a weekly basis, the conversion of
nitrogen to ammonia can be reduced, thus minimizing
ammonia emissions and odors, and conserving valuable
fertilizer4.

¯ Use tools to minimize odor impacts on the surrounding
community. When considering the installation of a new
livestock operation or the expansion of an existing operation,
facilities should .consider maximizing the distance to
neighboring dwellings, the existence of "reverse" setback rules,
the potential for new neighbors, and the potential impact
neighbors may have on limiting the expansion of the animal
housing. Additional methods for reducing odors in other
aspects of livestock operations are discussed below.

III.C. Animal Nutrition and Health

There are many activities and considerations when managing animal nutrition
and health, including feeding, watering, and biosecurity issues. Animal
nutrition is an important consideration for livestock operators for various
reasons, including the health of the animals, as well as the nutrient

4 Use ofUrease Inhibitors to Control Nitrogen Loss From Livestock Waste. U.S. Department of

Agriculture, 1997.
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composition of the manure. The nutrient composition of manure (nitrogen
and phosphorus) is directly related to the composition of the animal feed, feed
supplements, and ability of the animal to digest the feed.

Feeding
Com, soybean, grasses, hay, silage, and other grains are some of the common
food sources for livestock. Most livestock operations adjust the composition
of the animals’ feed to meet the animals’ current protein needs. As an
example, dry cows are typically fed a lower protein diet when compared to
cattle being milked or nursing calves. Likewise, swine operations often use
phase feeding and separation of sexes to best meet the animals’ protein needs,
lower feed costs, and reduce nutrient levels of the manure. Generally, swine
operations feed varying protein diets in relationship to the growth phase and/or
need of the animal. As an example, operations provide higher protein feed to
farrowing sows, less protein to gilts, and even less to barrows (made possible
through separate confinement of sexes). Some livestock operations place
swine in confinements recently used for cattle. The swine will receive a
portion of its nutrient requirement by feeding on the cattle manure. This
provides an overall reduction in the nutrients excreted at the livestock
operation.

Feed supplements may include amino acids and enzymes. The supplement of
synthetic lysine in swine feed assists in lowering the nitrogen level in the
manure. The addition of this amino acid allows feeding of a lower protein
diet. Normally, the phosphate in the phytic acid passes through the digestive
tract of swine and poultry and is excreted. The addition ofphytase, an
enzyme, to swine and poultry feed, will allow the animal to digest phytic acid
from cereal grains and soybean meal and convert it t6 phosphate for use by the
animal. This reduces the need for supplemental phosphorus in the diet of
swine and poultry. Currently, the use ofphytase is not feasible due to
economic and production concerns.

The ability of the animal to digest the feed can be increased by fine grinding
and pelletizing feed. Fine grinding increases the surface area of the feed and
thereby increases the portion digested.

Feeding can take place in the housing facility, at a separate feeding facility or
feeder unit(s), and from pastureland. Other than grazing, where the animal
(e.g., sheep, horses, cattle) goes to the feed, the feed is brought to the animals
and placed in a feeding device. The feeding process begins with the feed
being transported, by various means, from the storage areas to feeding area or
unit. The method of feeding is usually related to the type of animal and the
housing structure.
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¯ Most dairy operations feed the animals between milking events and
may feed the animals from feed bunks that may be covered or
uncovered. Small dairy cattle operations may feed the animals during
milking and place them on pasture for grazing between milkings.

¯ Beef (feeder) cattle operations generally feed the animals from feed
bunks that may be covered or uncovered. These operations may also
use feed rings for large bales of hay.

¯ Horses, if maintained inside, are fed from a manger and/or other feed
device.

¯ Housed poultry and swine are generally fed continuously from feeding
devices. The two major types of feeding devices for poultry and swine
are self feeders, which provide the animal with a constant supply of
food, and mechanical feeders, which distribute the feed to the animals
at predetermined intervals.

Watering
Watering involves the operation and maintenance of animal drinking systems
or access to naturally-occurring surface waters or man-made watering
structures (e.g., ponds, reservoirs). It is essential that a constant or on-demand
supply of water be provided for livestock.

For those housed or in other types of confined areas, there are many different
types of man-made watering devices, each of which can be modified
depending on the animal using the system. Some of the most commonly used
systems include the following:

¯ Animal-operatedpumps or drinkers. Large livestock kept in enclosed
and partially enclosed housing can use animal-operated pumps or
valves (nose pumps/valves). Livestock-operated on-demand watering
devices allow the animal to use its nose to actuate a valve or push a
pendulum unit that dispenses water. Small livestock kept in enclosed
housing generally have on-demand drinkers that are actuated by the
mouth or beak of the livestock.

¯ Trough systems. Large livestock kept in enclosed and partially
enclosed housing can also use trough systems. In trough systems,
animals drink directly from troughs or tanks. The discharge of water
to the trough/tank may be float-controlled or continuous.
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Many partially enclosed, open, and pasture/grazing livestock operations
perform water hauling or provide access to watering sources to meet livestock
watering needs.

¯ Water hauling. Water may also be provided to animals in open
pastures and grazing operations through water hauling. By using a
truck with a main storage tank and an easily-moved stock tank, the
watering point can be relocated as necessary throughout the operation.

¯ Access to privately-ownedponds or reservoirs using restricted access
ramps. For grazed cattle and pastured dairies, natural streams and
other surface waters provide a source of drinking water. Many
partially enclosed, open, and pasture/grazing livestock operations
allow animals access to watering sources, such as privately-owned
ponds or reservoirs, via restricted access ramps. Access ramps allow
the animals to use the water source while minimizing erosion of the
banks. While some reservoirs are supplied by natural precipitation,
many use water pumping systems. Powered by gas, solar energy, and
wind, these systems transport water from the water source to the
reservoir or pond.

Biosecurity
Biosecurity consists of the procedures used to prevent the spread of animal
diseases from one facility to another. Animal diseases can enter a facility with
new animals, on equipment, and on people. Animals, equipment, and people
that have recently been at another facility may pose the greatest biosecurity
risk. Biosecurity procedures include such general categories as use of
protective clothing, waiting periods for new animals and visitors, and
cleaning.

Biosecurity is important to livestock owners because some diseases can
weaken or kill large numbers of animals at an infected facility. In some cases,
the only remedy available to an operation is to sacrifice an entire group of
animals in order to prevent the spread of the disease to other parts of the
facility or to other facilities. In other words, a failure to conduct biosecurity
procedures can cause serious financial and productivity losses for a livestock
operation.

The types ofbiosecurity procedures necessary will depend on the type of
animal at a facility, the way the diseases of concern spread to and infect
animals, and vulnerability of the animals to each specific disease. For
example, ifa group of swine has little immunity to a serious virus, and that
virus can enter the facility on the skin or clothing of visitors, a facility may
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need to require visitors to observe a waiting period, take a shower, and change
into clean clothing provided by the facility before entering. A different group
of swine may have better immunity to the virus, and such biosecurity
measures would be unnecessary.

Some of the general types of biosecurity procedures include:

¯ Controls on the introduction of new animals to a group or facility (such
as quarantine periods).

¯ Controls on equipment entering the farm (such as washing and
disinfecting crates).

¯ Controls on personnel entering the farm (such as requiting service
personnel to stay out of animal buildings, or providing protective
clothing and footwear).

¯ Controls on wild or domestic animal access (such as closing holes in
buildings to keep undesirable animals out).

¯ Sanitation in animal housing areas (such as cleaning pens).

¯ Identification and segregation of sick animals (including adequate
removal and disposal of dead animals).

The key to developing adequate biosecurity procedures is to find accurate
information about animal diseases and how to prevent them. Potential sources
for specific biosecurity information and recommendations include extension
services and other agricultural education organizations; veterinarians and
veterinary organizations; producer and industry groups; and published
information in books, magazines, and World Wide Web sources.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts

Feeding. When feeding, the potential pollution outputs are soil
erosion due to overgrazing, animal wastes (which are partially
composed of unabsorbed feed components), spilled feed during feed
unloading to feed equipment and by livestock as they feed, mechanical
failures with feed equipment (e.g., inoperative cutoff switch), and dust
emissions during feed transport. The pollution outputs and potential
environmental impacts vary based on the type and location of feed
equipment and number of animals.
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¯ Overgrazing can contribute to soil losses due to severe erosion,
and impoverishment can change the vegetation composition
and associated organisms in rangelands.

¯ Surface water and groundwater contamination from
concentrated wastes. Totally enclosed feed locations (e.g.,
barns, poultry houses), when compared to the same livestock
types in a partially sheltered or open area, may generate a larger
quantity of animal waste per acre of land due to a higher
concentration of livestock in a smaller area. Totally enclosed
structures are protected from rainfall and should not experience
the runoff of livestock wastes and wasted feed that may occur
in partially sheltered and open feed locations.

¯ Surface water and groundwater contamination from runoff
Partially sheltered feed locations (e.g., dairy operation free-stall
barns and covered loafing areas) and open feed locations (e.g.,
feeder cattle maintained in an area that has no roofed or walled
structures) have a greater pollution potential due to runoff.
Areas with no vegetation may experience runoff of livestock
waste and spilled feed during rainfall events.

¯ Air emissions (e.g., dust). Areas with no vegetation that are dry
may produce dust pollution during the transportation of feed.

Watering. The primary pollution output from watering is excess
water, which most likely becomes wastewater that is contaminated
with livestock wastes (e.g., manure, urine) and feed. Surface waters
and groundwater can become contaminated from wastewater runoff,
and surface waters can be directly contaminated with wastes (e.g.,
manure, urine) from livestock that are allowed access to the water
(e.g., during watering).

Properly operated man-made watering systems significantly reduce the
environmental impact of livestock. However, continuous watering
systems that overflow and cause runoff often cause significant
environmental damage. Additionally, livestock with access to creeks,
rivers and other natural water sources cause environmental damage by
contaminating the water with animal waste, destroying riparian habitat,
and eroding the stream banks.
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Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Techniques
There are many pollution prevention opportunities to reduce or
minimize the pollution outputs and impacts from livestock feeding and
watering activities. Generation of these wastes can be prevented
through management practices, preventive maintenance, appropriate
feedlot location, and use of waste minimization technologies.

Feeding. Wastes generated during feeding (e.g., feed spills, unused
feed) can be prevented by using troughs or mechanical feeding systems
that reduce feed loss and prevent contact with watering areas, weather,
and the ground.

¯ Use portable and/or covered feeders. Feeders can be
constructed to be portable, eliminating the problem of manure
buildup that occurs around stationary feeders. For outdoor or
partially enclosed feeding operations, use of covered or
protected feeders prevents the feed from being exposed to rain
or wind. Examples of such feeders include mineral feeding
boxes, and weathervane mineral feeders.

A mineral feeding box is simply a trough that is raised
off the ground, enclosed on three sides, and covered by
a roof.

A weathervane mineral feeder consists of a 55-gallon
drum with a cut out opening of sufficient size for the
animal to reach the feed. The drum pivots on a concrete
base that is heavy enough to prevent overturning by
cattle or wind. A weathervane is attached to the top of
the drum so the feed opening is pushed away from the
wind direction, and rain is prevented from reaching the
opening.

¯ Use specially designed feeders. For hay feeding operations,
using feeders that are specifically designed to accept bales
minimizes hay loss and prevents potential nutrient runoff.

¯ Use feeders thatprevent spills and contact with the ground.
Feeding racks store hay between steel bars, thus minimizing the
amount of hay that an animal can pull from the rack and spill
on the ground. Totally enclosed racks where the hay is located
inside a rectangular or circular enclosure may have diagonally
shaped bars containing the hay inside. These bars require the
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animal to tum its head in order to reach through and remove its
head from the hay, thus significantly reducing the amount of
hay the animal can pull from the feeder and spill.

Watering. Pollution prevention techniques to prevent environmental
impacts from watering include the following:

¯ Prevent access to surface waters. Livestock operations can use
physical barriers (e.g., fencing) to prevent animals access to
surface waters (e.g., creeks, streams, rivers). This will
minimize contamination of these waters caused by animal
defecating directly in the water, and runoff carrying waste
reaching the water.

¯ Reduce excess water use and spills of water. Preventing
overflows of watering devices and excess water use during
watering can prevent water becoming mixed with wastes and
potential runoff.

¯ Use self-watering devices. The on-demand, self-watering
systems that are used in many types of animal operations are an
effective method of reducing waste as long as they are well
maintained and checked frequently.

III.D. Managing Animal Wastes

Animal wastes are produced at all stages of the livestock production process,
including housing, feeding, and watering. For the purposes of this document,
the term animal waste refers to animal manure, urine, and other materials
that come in contact with and/or are managed with manure and urine in a
typical livestock operation. These materials may include, but are not limited
to, bedding, wastewater from flushing and washdown of housing areas, lot
runoff, disinfectants and cleaners, and spilled feed.

Animal manure has been recognized for centuries as an excellent source of
plant nutrients and as a soil "builder" in terms of its positive benefits to soil
quality. Animal manure is an excellent source of nutrients for plants because it
contains most of the elements required for plant growth. Livestock operators
~oday are managing and using manure as an important and valuable resource.
If managed and used properly, manure can provide benefits for the livestock
operation, such as reduced commercial fertilizer use and increased soil quality.
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Overall, the amount of animal wastes to be managed can be extensive. The
challenges of animal waste management have been compounded in recent
years due to the growth of animal feeding operations. These types of
operations have resulted in the concentration of manure production on an ever
smaller land area. The consistency and volume of animal waste to be managed
at a livestock operation depends on the types of animals at the facility.
Generally, dairy cattle, beef cattle, swine, and sheep produce a comparatively
wet waste and broiler poultry litter is dry (22-29 percent water). Laying and
breeding operations are omen considered to have wet manure because of how
the waste is handled. Exhibit 18 provides a comparison of the manure
production for various animals.

Exhibit 18. Manure Production by Animal Type

Animal Type Weight of Manure Percent
0bs/day/1000 lbs of animal Water

live weight) Weight

Dairy Cow, Lactating 80.0 75-90

Beef Cow 63.0 20-80

Swine, Grower (40 - 220 lb) 63.4 70-85

Poultry, Broiler 80.0 22-29

Sheep 40.0 70

Horse 50.0 70

Source: Preliminary Data Summary: Feedlots Point Source Category Study, Table 11.2,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water, Washington, DC, December
1998.
Composting Manure and Other Organic Residues, Table III, Cooperative Extension,
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, March
1997.

Types of Animal Waste
Management Systems. Animal wasteAdditional management activities at
management systems involve the livestock operations include

collection, transport, storage, controlling or collecting runoff from

treatment, and utilization (rather thanoutdoor lots and waste storage;
directing clean water away from lots

disposal) of waste, preferably in a and storage areas; and disposing of
manner that is economically and livestock mortalities.
environmentally sound. The type of
system that each operation uses
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depends on the type of animal(s), manure moisture content, size of the
operation, acreage and site, available manure utilization methods, and
operator’s personal preference. Additional information on animal waste
management systems, including collection, storage, treatment, transfer, and
utilization, can be found in Chapter 9: Agricultural Waste Management
Systems of the Agricultural Waste Management Field Handbook (USDA,
1992) which can be accessed at http://www.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/awmfh.html.

Using Best Management Practices. Livestock operators can implement
structural and nonstructural best management practices (BMPs) to reduce the
volume of animal wastes that must be managed.

¯ Structural BMPs.for an animal waste management system may include
roof gutters on buildings to collect and divert clean water; vegetated
filter strips and riparian buffers to trap sediment; and surface water
diversions to move clean water around the areas containing waste.

¯ Non-structural (management) BMPs for an animal waste management
system may include reduced frequency and volume of washdown;
implementation of a comprehensive nutrient management plan;
relocation of manure stacks; and other site-specific land uses that do
not involve construction or land movement.

HI.D.1. Collecting & Transporting Animal Wastes

The most significant quantities of animal waste are generated at feeding,
watering, and housing locations. Waste collection methods vary based on the
type of housing and feeding operations, as well as manpower, available
equipment, operator training, pen size, and manure moisture content. Some
types of manure collection systems used in livestock productions are:

¯ Slotted floor systems. The slotted floor system allows the manure to
drop through the slots to a storage tank or area located beneath the
floor.

¯ Scraping. Scraping is the primary method of manure collection for
open housing and a common method for partially enclosed housing
and enclosed housing. Common scraping equipment includes small
tractor operated scrapers, tractor-pulled pan scrapers, and automated
alley scraper blades on a cable. The manure may be scraped into
storage facilities, to treatment, or to utilization equipment.
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¯ Flushing. Flushing is often used in enclosed and partially enclosed
housing. Manual or automated hydraulic flush equipment uses water
to flush the manure to collection/storage pits or lagoons.

The following.describes the animal waste collection and transport systems
used for different types of animals.

¯ Dairy cattle. Dairy cattle manure is usually collected and transported
from sheds and freestall barn alleys by a manual or automated
hydraulic flush in warmer climates and alley scrapers in colder
climates. Manure dropped in milking parlors is commonly collected
by a manual hydraulic flush. Freestall barns and alleys may also have
the manure collected by scraping. Manure in open areas such as
corrals is primarily collected by scraping; manure in grazed areas is not
collected.

¯ Beef cattle. Manure is usually collected from beef cattle feedlots by
scraping. The feedlot area may be unpaved, partially paved around
feed and watering areas, or totally paved. Though rare, if beef cattle
are kept in enclosed and partially enclosed housing, manure collection
is accomplished by a slotted floor system. The manure drops through
the slots to a below-floor tank that provides either short-term or long-
term storage. In grazed areas, the manure is not collected.

¯ Sheep. Sheep are primarily maintained on pasture and the manure is
not collected. Manure, from sheep kept in enclosed housing, is usually
collected by a slotted floor system.

¯ Horses. Manure from horses housed in enclosed barn stalls, is most
often collected by shoveling. The manure and bedding from stalls is
often removed daily and placed in stacks.

¯ Poultry. Poultry manure collection is generally related to the type of
operation. Poultry manure is generally dry (22-29 percent water).
Broiler, roaster, pullet, turkey, and some duck houses usually raise the
birds on the house floor or in cages on beds of shavings, sawdust, rice
hulls, or peanut hulls. The manure is allowed to accumulate on the
floor where it is mixed with the bedding.

Many of the poultry broiler houses are only cleaned out completely
once a year. Often, they only remove the top two inches or so between
flocks (approximately 5-6 flocks per year in broilers houses). The
litter is removed with a cruster machine or a small tractor with a front
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bucket. In layer and duck operations, the operator commonly collects
the manure by allowing it to drop through the wire-mesh cage, house
floor or slotted floor to a collection area where it is usually removed by
a hydraulic flush or belt scraper to a lagoon. Manure is sometimes
composted, but can also be stored in stacking sheds, roofed storage
areas, outside and covered or uncovered, or occasionally in ponds until
it is ready for transport to a disposal or land application area.

¯ Goats. Goat manure is collected by manual shoveling from small pens
or stalls or scraped from larger containment enclosed, partially
enclosed, and open areas.

¯ Swine. Manure from swine in enclosed housing is often collected by
allowing it to drop through a slotted floor to a storage area, or it may
be collected by a manual or automated flush system. Manure from
swine maintained in partially enclosed or open housing is usually
collected by scraping.

In housing where animals are confined, frequent manure collection and
transport are critical to livestock health. Frequent removal of wastes reduces
the naturally occurring volatilization of nitrogen as ammonia and the
anaerobic digestion and the subsequent release of gases in the production
buildings. This reduction of pit gases, which can be fatal, and odor improves
the in-house environment and employee working conditions.

Collection and transport of wastes by flushing is facilitated by slightly sloped,
paved floors, alleys, or gutters. Waste collected through slotted floors and
wire-mesh cages is usually transported from the below-floor/below-cage
collection area by a hydraulic (water) flush or may be scraped. The flushed
manure and/or litter may be transported to a storage area or treatment lagoon.
Two advantages of the flush system for collecting and transporting manure are
that it is non-labor intensive and it provides a safe means to remove manure
from confined spaces. The flush, which can be initiated’manually or cycled by
timer, dosing system, tip tank, or other means, transports the manure from the
collection area. Pumping is used to transport liquid and slurry wastes from
collection pits to storage or treatment lagoons. High solid wastes are often
collected and transported from the housing or feeding areas using tractors with
scraper blades and/or bucket loaders. Manure collected in gutters is often
transported by automatic scrapers. Some disadvantages of the flush system
include a huge increase in the amount of manure, manure cannot be
transported very far because of the high cost versus low value, large use of
water, problems with overloading when land-applied, and lagoons increasing
the volatilization of nitrogen.
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Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
For manure collection and transport, the pollution outputs can include
manure, urine, litter, bedding, and water. Additional outputs include
ammonia emissions from the waste, odors, hair and/or feathers,
pathogens, and heavy metals.

Wastewater that may leak from storage areas or transport processes
could result in surface water and groundwater contamination. While
waste flushing systems aid in removing manure from underground
storage basins, flush systems also generate additional manure
wastewater that must be managed. Adding water also increases the
risk of a manure spill or runoff reaching groundwater or surface water.
Frequent collection and transport of manure and collection of surface
runoff assists in reducing the nutrient losses and thereby provides
greater nutrient availability during utilization. Between 40 to 60
percent of manure’s nitrogen content may be lost through volatilization
of ammonia NI-I3 while the solid manure remains on an open lot5.
Other nonvolatile nutrients (e.g., organic nitrogen, phosphorus) may be
lost through leaching and surface runoff.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are many techniques available to reduce pollution caused by
animal waste collectiop, and transport activities.

¯ Reduce water used influshing systems. Alternative
technologies, such as low-flow waste flushing systems or
no-flow waste scraping systems, use less water than traditional
systems, and decrease the amount of liquid that is sent to be
treated in the lagoon.

° Recycle water for flushing. To minimize the amount of
wastewater generated, some means of recycling clarified
wastewater for flushing may be desirable. Separation of solids
from flush water can be used to reduce the solids in the
recycled flush water.

5 Generally Accepted Agricultural and Management Practices for Manure Management and

Utilization, Table 5, Nitrogen Losses During Handling and Storage. Adopted by Michigan
Agriculture Commission, Lansing, Michigan, June 1997.
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III.D.2. Storing & Treating Animal Wastes

Waste Storage
Storage is the temporary containment of manure and wastes. Following
collection, animal .waste not immediately used may be stored in dry or wet
form by various means and structures. Broiler and beef wastes are stored in
dry forms while dairy and swine wastes are stored in wet forms.

¯ Manure stacks, bunkers, and stacking sheds are commonly used for dry
wastes.

¯ Pits, tanks, ponds, and lagoons for liquid or slurry wastes.

Dry manure or litter is often placed in a covered or roofed area so. that it does
not come into contact with storm water. Storage may be short-term, usually a
few days to a few weeks, or long-term, which is usually less than one year.
The purpose of short-term storage is typically the retention of manure at the
point of collection until transport to long-term storage or treatment. The
purpose of long-term storage is retention of the waste until utilization is
possible and/or appropriate as determined by the field condition, crop,
weather, and other factors. Storage containment must be designed to hold the
total volume of manure generated during the maximum length of time
between applications. Additionally, federally regulated CAFO liquid storage
units that accept storm water runoff must be sized to contain normal
precipitation and runoff (less evaporation) for the storage period plus a 25-
year, 24-hour storm event flow and still provide adequate freeboard. Waste
storage is not treatment and any treatment that occurs is incidental.

Waste Treatment
Following collection and/or storage, livestock production facilities may treat
animal wastes. Treatment may include (1) solids separation by gravity,
mechanical, or vegetative methods, and (2) stabilization of the waste by
anaerobic lagoons, aerobic lagoons, or composting.

¯ Solids Separation. Solids separation is a physical treatment process
whereby a portion of the larger solids and fibers are removed from the
manure and can be reused. Solids separation is often used preceding a
storage or a treatment lagoon to slow the rate of solids accumulation in
the basin. Solids separation may be accomplished by settling basins,
mechanical separation, and vegetative filter strips.
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Settling basin. Solids separation, in a settling basin, is achieved
by discharging the wastestream to a basin where the rate of
flow is low enough to cause gravity settling of the solids.

Mechanical solids separator. A mechanical solids separator unit
may be a static screen, vibrating screen, mechanical fiat belt
(press), or roller press. In solids separation by static or
vibrating screen, the flow is generally passed across the screen
where the solids are captured and the liquid drops through. The
liquid portion from the settling basin and/or mechanical
separator is normally sent to storage or ~eatment or used to
irrigate cropland. The collected solids may be used for
bedding, feed, soil amendment, or compost.

¯ Lagoons (Anaerobic or Aerobic). Lagoons can be anaerobic or aerobic
(non-mechanical and mechanical), although aerobic lagoons are used
less frequently. In contrast to solids separation, lagoons are biological
treatment processes used to satisfy the oxygen demand (e.g., BOD,
COD) and volatilize nitrogen. Lagoons can convert ammonia nitrogen
to nitrate, though this is extremely rare in animal treatment systems.

Lagoons vary in shape and size, but when properly constructed should
have sufficient volume to hold the waste during the treatment period
and contain normal precipitation and runoff (less evaporation) for the
storage period plus a 25-year, 24-hour storm event flow and still have
adequate freeboard. Lagoons should be lined either with clay,
naturally occurring high clay content soils, concrete, or a synthetic
liner.

Anaerobic lagoons are commonly used to treat animal waste --
particularly swine, but also cattle and layers. Because
anaerobic lagoons do not require free oxygen for treatment,
they are usually six to ten feet deep. Anaerobic systems are
sometimes operated with two lagoons in series allowing the
first lagoon to overflow via pipe or spillway to the second
lagoon.

Non-mechanical aerobic lagoons are shallow, usually two to
five feet deep and have a large surface area. This allows more
sunlight to reach the algae, which in turn produce oxygen
needed for treatment to occur. Non-mechanical aerobic
lagoons are rarely used in livestock applications because they
require large amounts of land.
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Mechanical aerobic lagoons have higher construction costs due
to the aeration equipment. The aeration process is expensive to
operate; however, digestion occurs at a faster rate and fewer
odors are produced. Due to the additional construction and
operating costs, mechanical aerobic lagoons are uncommon.
Mechanically aerated lagoons are sometimes used to control
odors in odor-sensitive areas. Aerobic lagoons will produce
more sludge than anaerobic lagoons and thus require additional
solids handling.

¯ Composting. Composting is an aerobic biological process that converts
organic waste into a stable organic product that can be used onsite or
transported offsite for use. Composting reduces the volume of waste
and kills pathogens while preserving more of the nutrients for use by
crops. The composted material improves soil fertility, tilth (tilled
earth), and water holding capacity. Composting is optimized by proper
ratios of carbon to nitrogen and carbon to phosphorus; moisture
content; temperature; pH; and time.

In the composting process, a bulking agent (e.g., wood chips, peanut
husks, animal bedding, or other materials) is mixed with the manure to
provide the proper carbon ratios. Because of its high nutrient to
volume ratio, composted animal waste, or compost, is a beneficial
agricultural product. Compost can be spread on paddocks, cropland,
and nursery stock, or used for landscaping and home gardens. Note:
Many poultry and some swine operations also use composting for
carcasses.

There are four general composting methods -- static pile, aerated static,
windrow, and in-vessel.

Static pile method is the simplest composting operation and
requires the least labor, but takes the longest time to complete
the process. The static pile operation is not mixed or aerated.

Aerated static pile method is not mixed but usually has piping
to allow air to reach the interior of the pile.

Windrow method involves a long narrow pile that is regularly
mixed and aerated.
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In-vessel method is an enclosed operation that allows accurate
control of moisture and other parameters, while containing the
odors.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
During waste storage, livestock production operations may produce
stack seepage and storm water runoffwhich should be directed to the
liquid storage ponds and lagoons.

During waste treatment, the pollution outputs and impacts include
releases of ammonia and other gases to the air, contaminated runoff to
surface waters, leaching resulting in groundwater contamination, and
odors. For lagoons, the major pollution output is wastewater that is
leached to groundwater through improperly lined lagoons; discharges
to surface waters due to overfilling and breakthroughs; or improper
transfer of wastes between facilities resulting in surface water
contamination.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
There are pollution prevention techniques that can be used during
animal waste storage and treatment activities. These include:

¯ Proper location. The location of manure storage systems
should consider proximity to water bodies, floodplains, and
other environmentally sensitive areas.

¯ Cover wastes. During storage, place dry manure or litter in a
covered or roofed area so that it does not come into contact
with storm water. When composting, impacts can be
significantly reduced by maintaining the compost operation
under a roof or in an enclosed area.

¯ Prevent spills by regular inspections and maintenance. Spills
and overflows can be prevented by regular inspections and
preventive maintenance of lagoons; never filling lagoons
beyond treatment capacity; and removing sludge as needed.

¯ Use vegetative filters. Vegetative filters are often used to
prevent runoff from lagoon or settling basin liquid overflow
from reaching a waterbody. As the water flows across the
vegetative strip, the solids drop out of the water, thus reducing
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the amount of solids that can impact the environment.
Vegetative filters are effective when located near the lagoon.

¯ Build a reserve lagoon. While the installation of a reserve
lagoon may not be economically viable in all situations, the
potential release of lagoon contents to the environment can be
reduced by maintaining a spillway to a reserve lagoon.
Spillways provide for limited release of overflow, which
reduces the tendency for stress-related structural failure. A
reserve lagoon is an integral component of a spillway system
that prevents contamination of surface water and groundwater.

¯ Prevent overtopping. In preparation of rain events or to
prevent exceeding lagoon capacity, livestock operations may
hire a contractor to remove liquids from lagoons that are in
danger of overtopping.

III.D.3. Utilizing Animal Wastes

Animal wastes (e.g., manure and urine)
Benefits of Land Application ofcan be used as sources of plant , Animal Wastes. The benefits of

nutrients. Land application is the mostproper application include
common, and usually most desirable,improvement of the physical,
method of utilizing manure and chemical, and biological properties
wastewater because of the value of theof the soil, as well as significant
nutrients and organic matter. Land economic returns from the use of
application should be planned to ensuremanure as a plant nutrient.
that the proper amount of nutrients are
applied in a mariner that does not
adversely impact the environment or endanger public health.

Considerations for appropriate land application should include:
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Nutrient Management Plans6. The primary purpose of nutrient management is
to achieve the level of nutrients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorus) required to
grow the planned crop by balancing the nutrients that are already in the soil
with those from other sources (e.g., manure, biosolids, commercial fertilizers)
that will be applied. At a minimum, nutrient management can help prevent
the application of nutrients at rates that will exceed the capacity of the soil and
the planned crops to assimilate nutrients and prevent pollution.

Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plans (CNMPs). As
discussed in the USDA-EPA Unified National Strategy for
Animal Feeding Operations, all animal feeding operations
should develop and implement technically sound, economically
feasible, and site-specific CNMPs to minimize impacts to
water quality and public health. In general, a CNMP identifies
actions or priorities that will be followed to meet clearly
defined nutrient management goals at an agricultural operation.
CNMPs should address, as necessary, manure and wastewater
handling and storage, land application of manure and other
nutrient sources, site management, record keeping, and feed
management. CNMPs should also address other utilization
options for manure where the potential for environmentally
sound land application of manure is limited at the point where
it is generated.

¯ Timing and Methods of Application: The timing and methods of
application should minimize the loss of nutrients to groundwater or
surface water and the loss of nitrogen to the atmosphere. Manure and
wastewater application equipment should be calibrated to ensure that
the quantity of material being applied is what is planned. Care must be
taken when land-applying manure and wastewater to prevent it from

6 On May 24, 1999, USDA-NRCS released the Policy for Nutrient Management and the

revision to the conservation practice standard for Nutrient Management (Code 590).
NRCS’ directive and supporting technical guide establishes policy for nutrient
management, sets forth guidance to NRCS personnel who provide nutrient management
technical assistance, and for the revision of the NRCS nutrient management conservation
practice standard. These two documents will provide the framework for all nutrient
management plans developed by NRCS for the agricultural community, which will be
tailored by State Conservationists within a two-year period. Of particular importance is
the new policy as it relates to producers that may not have sufficient land available to
spread manure at rates that utilize nitrogen and phosphorus and will, as a result, need to
pursue off-farm utilization options.
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entering streams, other water bodies, or environmentally sensitive

Manure can be land applied as solids, slurries, and liquids. The type of
application equipment used depends on the manure moisture content. Box
spreaders are typically used for dry manure, flail spreaders and injection for
slurries, and irrigation and injection for liquids. Manure application may be
by the livestock operation personnel or a custom applicator.

¯ Surface application. Box and flail spreaders apply the manure to the
soil surface as the spreader is pulled or driven across the field. If
surface applied, the manure may then be incorporated into the soil.
Incorporation within 24 hours greatly reduces ammonia volatilization
thus retaining nitrogen.

¯ Injection. Injected manure is incorporated into the soil as the
equipment is driven or pulled across the field.

¯ Irrigation. Many livestock operations with storage ponds or treatment
lagoons use irrigation systems, portable irrigation equipment, or hire
custom irrigators. Those establishments with field crops or silviculture
often use portable irrigation systems such as traveling guns or center
pivots. Operations with several different fields or large acreage on
which to apply the waste typically use travelers. Small acreage
establishments often use small-nozzle, moderate-pressure, permanent
irrigation systems, because th~ey provide low labor costs and more
uniform distribution of lagoon liquids.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
While properly applied animal wastes provide nutrients and have little
negative environmental consequence, improper management and use
of animal wastes, such as overapplication, excessive spraying, or
application during rain events or on frozen ground, may result in
serious impacts to the environment.

The potential pollution outputs of land application include nutrient
runoff and leaching, which may cause surface water and groundwater
contamination, respectively. Pollutants of concern include (1) nitrates
and nitrites that originate from oxidation of nitrogen contributed by the
manure, and (2) phosphorus. Groundwater contamination is caused by
the nitrates leaching from the crop root zone into the groundwater
aquifer. The amount of contaminated runoff depends on factors such
as what type of manure is used, how it is handled, type of crop being
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grown, stage of growth, weather conditions, method of application,
and the amount of existing nutrients in the soil.

Overapplication or improper application ofVectors are
animal waste can also lead to aesthetic defined as
problems, including odors and vectors. Itorganisms that
can also result in polluted runoff resultingcarry pathogens
in contamination of surface waters. Thefrom one host to
presence of ammonia, phosphates and another, such as
organic matter in surface waters can resultinsects or
in increased biochemical oxygen demandrats/mice.

and low levels of oxygen. This can cause
the death of fish and other aquatic life forms. (Ohio State University,
Ohio Livestock Manure and Wastewater Guide)

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
In addition to land application, other manure use practices include:

Processing and recycling through ruminant feeding programs.

Biogas production as an energy source using anaerobic digester
technologies.

�" Pyrolysis processes to produce electricity, chars (materials
! scorched, burned, or reduced to charcoal), and industrial

petrochemicals.

,/ Microbial and algae production as an animal feed source.

~’ Aerobic degradation to produce composted products.

III.E. Other Management Issues

Odor Control

Odors are typically generated throughout the livestock production process.
The odor from manure can vary depending on the type and consistency of the
manure, how it is stored, and how and where it is applied.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
With enclosed or partially enclosed housing areas, odors and other
gases (e.g., methane, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide gases) from
animal waste can be concentrated, potentially harming the health of the
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animals and workers. When the gases are released outside, the odor
can affect the surrounding areas and create nuisance problems for
neighbors.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Techniques
There are several ways livestock facilities can reduce odors resulting
from their operations and waste management practices. These include:

Reduce methane emissions. One method of reducing methane
emissions from livestock is to supplement the mairnal’s diet.
Scientists have found that supplementing a cow’s diet with
substances such as urea increases the animal’s ability to digest
food. With improved digestion, less fermentation takes place
during digestion, and methane emissions per unit of forage
have been reduced 25-75 percent. In addition, as digestion
improves, productivity also improves, as dairy cows produce
more milk and beef cattle fatten faster (Information Unit on
Climate Change, 1993).

Follow BMPs for land application. Odors from land
application of manure can be minimized by following BMPs
that are designed to maximize the nutrients available to the soil
and crops. Many of these BMPs may be required by state or
local ordinance. These practices include the following:

Spreading manure within agronomic rates.

When possible incorporating surface-applied manure
within 24 hours.

Spreading early in the day as the air is warming and
rising; this allows the applied waste to dry which
reduces odor.

Avoiding spreading manure on windy days (i.e.,
blowing towards the neighbor).

Avoiding spreading manure during holidays and
weekends.

Avoiding spreading waste near heavily traveled roads.
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Managing Animal Carcasses

Dead animals should be disposed of in a way that does not adversely affect
ground or surface water or create public health concerns. Composting,
rendering, and other practices are common methods used to dispose of dead
animals.

As with rendering plants, dead animals may be processed for use as pet food,
composted, buried, or incinerated. USDA and FDA regulations prohibit the
use of mortalities as feed for animals that are to be consumed by humans.
Note: State law or self-imposed industry standards may limit some of these
options. Because rendering must generally occur within 24 hours of an
animal’s death, it is helpful for the livestock production facility to establish
rendering contacts in advance. Where this may not be possible, freezer
storage could be used until such time as the rendering facility can collect the
animals for processing. Some centrally located rendering facilities may
provide pickup services to local livestock operations.

Animal carcass composting is another common method of handling poultry
and small animal mortalities. Carcass composting typically takes more time
than manure or yard waste composting, but has been shown to be an effective
waste management approach. Many poultry and some swine operations use
composting for carcasses. Livestock operations may use poultry compost
sheds to dispose of their dead birds by mixing the dead birds with bedding and
other materials.

As with manure composting, the compost process requires a carbon source to
provide the proper carbon/nitrogen ratio for the necessary bacterial processes.
Sawdust and straw are typically used as a carbon source due to their small
particle size, ease of handling, absorbency, and high carbon content. Sawdust
in excess of that required for the ideal carbon/nitrogen ratio is used in the
initial stages of composting to provide adequate coverage of the carcasses.
Sawdust also helps reduce odors from the composting process.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Animal carcasses must be properly and quickly managed because they
are a source of disease and can attract many vectors. Environmental
impacts of carcasses depend on the management method used.

¯ Burial and/or pit disposal of carcasses in coarse textured soils
and in areas of a high water table may contribute nutrients to
groundwater.
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¯ Animal carcasses that are disposed of above ground or
insufficiently covered can cause aesthetic and potential human
health impacts including odor generation and vector attraction,
such as flies and mice.

¯ Specifically, poultry compost houses can be a potential source
of pollution if not managed properly (e.g., kept at the fight
temperature, moisture content, etc.) because a leachate can
form and leak from the compost house.

¯ The rendering process generates wastewater that must be
managed according to the rendering facility’s NPDES permit or
pretreatment permit.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Utilization Techniques
There are several techniques that can be used to minimize wastes
resulting from animal mortalities. As described above, rendering or
composting are considered disposal methods that prevent pollution. If
these are not available, bu ,rying carcasses can be another option. The
impact of burying carcasses can be minimized by burying them deep
below the surface of the ground, well away and downgrade from any
source of drinking water, and covered with a generous supply of
quicklime to reduce soil pH before fill dirt is added. If the carcasses
must be disposed ofonsite, it is preferable to have:

¯ A burial area at least ol 00 meters away from houses and
watercourses

¯ The pit base at least 38 inches above the level of the watertable
¯ Heavy soil of low permeability and good stability
¯ Good access to the site for earthmoving machinery and stock

transport unless the stock are to be walked in for slaughter

It is important to avoid sites sloping
The burial of dead

toward watercourses and areas thatanimals is being phased
are likely to drain to surface water, out. In fact, some states
Many states may have more strict prohibit the practice,
statutes regulating the burial of deadexcept under the most
animals. For example, Oregon extreme circumstances.
requires that the animal carcasses be
buried to such a depth that no part of
them are nearer than four feet to the natural surface of the ground and
they are covered with quicklime and at least four feet of soil.
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III.F. Pest Controi

Within a livestock production establishment, pesticides may be used for a
variety of purposes. They may be applied directly to livestock or to structures,
such as barns and housing units, to control pests (e.g., parasites, vectors).
Pesticides can also be used to control predators. Vectors are defined as
organisms that carry pathogens from one host to another, such as insects or
rats/mice.

Livestock. Commonly, pesticides are applied directly to livestock using high-
pressure and low-pressure sprayers, mist application equipment (i.e.,
fumigation and foggers), and dipping vats. In addition, pesticides may be
added to ear tags andto gates through which animals commonly pass (i.e.,
gate wipes/brushes). Spraying or fogging animals, especially high-pressure
spraying, allows penetration into fur and wool to control lice, mange, wool
maggots, and other parasites and vectors. Portable dipping vats are used for
treating external parasites, especially of sheep and swine.

Structures. Pesticides may also be applied directly to or used in and around
structures, such as barns or other types of housing units. Sprayers and loggers
are the most commonly used methods to apply insecticides, rodenticides, and
disinfectants, although other methods may be used, such as injected termite
treatments, rat/mouse traps, or other types of insect traps. Such applications
are used to control flies, beetles, and manure larvicides, among others.

Predators. Some livestock operations, especially sheep and goat operations,
experience problems with predators. Historically, these problems have been
addressed by operators through various methods to scare away potential
predators. Such methods included scarecrows or bells. Recently, another
method, livestock protection collars, have been developed to help combat
predators. Livestock protection collars are placed around the necks of the
livestock and contain a rubber bladder filled with a pesticide. When predators,
primarily coyotes, attack livestock they go for the throat, puncture the bladder
on the collar, and ingest the pesticide. The livestock are unhurt, but the
coyotes ultimately die from the ingested pesticide.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The potential environmental impacts from pesticide application are
runoff or leaching to surface water or groundwater, spills to surface
waters, potential human and animal exposure, overtolerance levels on
animals and products, and soil contamination that could leave land
unproductive. These environmental impacts may all occur if pesticides
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are not applied in accordance with the label directions. The degree of
environmental impact depends on the application method.

¯ The application of pesticides using spray or fogger systems is
more likely to involve releases to air, which may result in
human and excessive animal exposure.

¯ If not disposed of properly, liquids from dipping vats may
contaminate both surface water and groundwater.

° If not protected with backflow prevention devices, pesticides
applied through spray systems that are connected to water
supplies can siphon back to the water source and potentially
contaminate drinking water systems.

¯ In addition to runoff and leaching, spills of pesticides may also
negatively impact the environment. The impacts are the same
as for runoff and leaching, but may be more significant since
the spilled materials will be concentrated in one specific area.
Also, improperly cleaned and disposed pesticide containers
may cause releases to the soil andJor surface waters.

Pesticides are both suspected and known for causing immediate and
delayed-onset health hazards for humans. If exposed to pesticides,
humans may experience adverse effects, such as nausea, respiratory
distress, or more severe symptoms up to and including death. To help
reduce this potential exposure, tolerance levels have been established
for residues on agricultural products. Animals and birds impacted by
pesticides can experience similar illnesses or develop other types of
physical distress. Following label directions for application, protective
gear, and disposal will help ensure such environmental impacts do not
occur.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Environmental impacts from pesticides can be minimized by following
the label directions and preventing or minimizing their use wherever
possible. Pesticide use accounts for a substantial portion of farm
production costs. By reducing their use, agricultural establishments
can not only reduce production costs, but also reduce environmental
impacts of their operations. Pesticide use and impact can be
minimized by using general good housekeeping practices, integrated
pest management, and good management practices. Examples of
these are presented below.
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Integrated Pest Management. Integrated pest management
(IPM) is an effective and environmentally sensitive approach to
pest management that relies on a combination of common-
sense practices. IPM programs use current, comprehensive
information on the life cycles of pests and their interaction with
the environment. This information, in combination with
available pest control methods, is used to manage pest damage
by the most economical means, and with the least possible
hazard to people, property, and the environment. Examples of
IPM in the livestock production industry could include
maintaining structures (e.g., plug holes, place stripping around
doors and windows), good housekeeping in barns and other
structures, rodent and insect traps, and use of predators (e.g.,
certain insects, snakes). ~M can involve the use of pesticides.
In such cases, the ~M plan should indicate when a pesticide is
needed, and its selection is based on persistence, toxicity, and
leaching and runoff potential such that the most
environmentally friendly pesticide is used.

Good Management Practices. In addition to use consistent
with the label, there are other general management practices
associated with pesticides that can help reduce their
environmental impact. Such practices include:

Buy only the amount needed for a year or a growing
season.

Minimize the amount of product kept in storage.

Calculate how much diluted pesticide will be needed
for a job and mix only that amount.

Apply pesticides with properly-calibrated equipment.

Purchase pesticide products packaged in such a way as
to minimize disposal problems.

Work with the state to locate a pesticide handler who
can use the excess pesticide.

Return unused product to the dealer, formulator, or
manufacturer.
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Implement setbacks from wellheads for application and
storage.

If possible, choose nonleachable pesticides labeled for
the pest.

III.G. Maintaining and Repairing Agricultural Machinery and Vehicles

Day-to-day maintenance and repair activities keep agricultural machinery and
vehicles safe and reliable. Maintenance activities include oil and filter
changes, battery replacement, and repairs, including metal machining.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
The wastes from maintenance and repair activities can include used
oil, spent fluids, spent batteries, metal machining wastes, spent organic
solvents, and tires. These wastes have the potential to be released to
the environment if not handled properly, stored in secure areas with
secondary containment, protected from exposure to weather, and
properly disposed of. If released to the environment, the impact of
these releases can be contamination of surface waters, groundwater,
and soils, as well as toxic releases to the atmosphere. Groundwater
pollution can also result from discharges of wastes to Class V wells.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Preventive maintenance programs can minimize waste generation,
increase equipment life, and minimize the probability of significant
impacts and accidents. Whe~’e the wastes cannot be eliminated, safe
handling and recycling can minimize environmental impacts. The
following presents pollution prevention/waste minimization
opportunities for each type of waste.

Used Oil. The impact ofoil changes can be minimized by preventing
releases of used oil to the environment, and recycling or reusing used
oil whenever possible. Spills can be prevented by using containment
around used oil containers, keeping floor drains closed when oil is
being drained, and by training employees on spill prevention
techniques. Oil that is contained rather than released can be recycled,
thus saving money, and protecting the environment.

Recycling used oil requires equipment like a drip table with a used oil
collection bucket to collect oil dripping from parts. Drip pans can be
placed under machinery and vehicles awaiting repairs to capture any
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leaking fluids. By using
Proper Disposal of Oil-Based Fluids.

catch pans or buckets, Spent petroleum-based fluids and solids
rather than absorbent should be sent to a recycling center
materials to contain leaks whenever possible. Solvents that are
or spills of used oil, the hazardous waste must not be mixed with

used oil can be more easily used oil or, under RCRA regulations, the
entire mixture may be consideredrecycled. To encourage
hazardous waste. Non-listed hazardous

recycling, the publication
wastes can be mixed with waste oil, and as

"How To Set Up A Local long as the resulting mixture is not
Program To Recycle Used hazardous, can be handled as waste oil.
Oil" is available at no cost All used drip pans and containers should
from the RCRA/Superfund be properly labeled.

Hotline at 1-800-424-9346
or 1-703-412-9810.

Spent Fluids. Farm machinery and vehicles require regular changing
of fluids, including oil, coolant, and others. To minimize releases to
the environment, these fluids should be drained and replaced in areas
where there are no connections to storm drains or municipal sewers.
Minor spills should be cleaned up prior to reaching drains. Used fluid
should be collected and stored in separate containers. Fluids can often
be recycled. For example, brake fluid, transmission fluid, and gear oil
are recyclable. Some liquids are able to be legally mixed with used
motor oil which, in turn, can be reclaimed.

During the process of engine maintenance, spills of fluids are likely to
occur. The "dry shop".p~inciple encourages spills to be cleaned
immediately so that spilled fluid will not evaporate to air, be
transported to soil, or be discharged to waterways or sewers. The
following techniques help prevent and minimize the impact of spills:

Collect leaking or dripping fluids in designated drip pans or
containers. Keep all fluids separated so they may be properly
recycled.

,/ Keep a designated drip pan under the vehicle while unclipping
hoses, unscrewing filters, or removing other parts. The drip
pan prevents splattering of fluids and keeps chemicals from
penetrating the shop floor or outside area where the
maintenance is occurring.

Immediately transfer used fluids to proper containers. Never
leave drip pans or other open containers unattended.
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Radiator fluids are often acceptable to antifreeze recyclers. This
includes fluids used to flush out radiators during cleaning. Reusing the
flushing fluid minimizes waste discharges. If a licensed recycler does
not accept the spent flushing fluids, consider changing to another
brand of fluid that can be recycled.

Batteries. Farm operators have three options for managing used
batteries: recycling through a supplier, recycling directly though a
battery reclamation facility, or direct disposal. Most suppliers now
accept spent batteries at the time of new battery purchase. While some
waste batteries must be handled as hazardous waste, lead acid batteries
are not considered hazardous waste as long as they are recycled. In
general, recycling batteries may reduce the amount of hazardous waste
stored at a farm, and thus reduce the farm’s responsibilities under
RCRAo

The following best management practices are recommended to prevent
used batteries from impacting the environment prior to disposal:

Place on pallets and label by battery type (e.g., lead-acid,
nickel, and cadmium).

Protect them from the weather with a tarp, roof, or other means.

Store them on an open rack or in a watertight secondary
containment unit to prevent leaks.

,/" Inspect them for cracks and leaks as they come to the farm. If a
battery is dropped, treat it as if it is cracked. Acid residue from
cracked or leaking batteries is likely to be hazardous waste
under RCRA because it is likely to demonstrate the
characteristic of corrosivity, and may contain lead and other
metals.

Neutralize acid spills and dispose of the resulting waste as
hazardous if it still exhibits a characteristic of a hazardous
waste.

Avoid skin contact with leaking or damaged batteries.

Machine Shop Wastes. The major hazardous wastes from metal
machining are waste cutting oils, spent machine coolant, and
degreasing solvents. Scrap metal can also be a component of
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hazardous waste produced at a machine shop. Material substitution
and recycling are the two best means to reduce the volume of these
wastes.

The preferred method of reducing the amount of waste cutting oils and
degreasing solvents is to substitute with water-soluble cutting oils. If
non-water-soluble oils must be used, recycling waste cutting oil
reduces the potential environmental impact. Machine coolant can be
recycled, either by an outside recycler, or through a number of in-
house systems. Coolant recycling is most easily implemented when a
standardized type of coolant is used throughout the shop. Reuse and
recycling of solvents also is easily achieved, although it is generally
done by a permitted recycler. Most shops collect scrap metals from
machining operations and sell these to metal recyclers. Metal chips
which have been removed from the coolant by filtration can be
included in the scrap metal collection. Wastes should be carefully
segregated to facilitate reuse and recycling.

III.H. Fuel Use and Fueling Activities

Fuel is used to operate agricultural machinery, equipment, and vehicles that
are used throughout the livestock operation. Agricultural machinery and
vehicles are typically fueled using an above ground fueling dispenser that is
connected to an above ground or underground fuel tank.

Potential Pollution Outputs and Environmental Impacts
Agricultural machinery and vehicles that use fuel most likely emit
pollutants to the atmosphere. The activity of fueling itself can emit air
pollutants, and spills of fuel can cause water, soil and groundwater
contamination. Underground fueling systems that are not monitored or
maintained properly can leak into the surrounding soils and eventually
contaminate groundwater.

Pollution Prevention/Waste Minimization Opportunities
Properly maintaining fuel tanks, lines, and fueling systems can
substantially reduce the probability of accidental fuel spills or leaks.
All leaking pipe joints, nozzle connections, and any damage to the
fueling hose (e.g., kinks, crushing, breaks in the carcass, bulges,
blistering, sof~ spots at the coupling, deep cracks or cuts, spots wet
with fuel, or excessive wear) should be fixed immediately to reduce
the’ amount of pollution to the environment. Spill and overflow
protection devices can be installed to prevent fuel spills and secondary
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containment can be used to contain spills or leaks. Additional pollution
prevention techniques for fueling include the following:

Inspect fueling equipment daily to ensure that all components
are in satisfactory condition. While refueling, check for leaks.

If refueling occurs at night, make sure it is carried out in a well-
lighted area.

Never refuel during maintenance as it might provide a source
of ignition to fuel vapors.

Do not leave a fuel nozzle unattended during fueling or wedge
or tie the nozzle trigger in the open position.

,/ Discourage topping off of fuel tanks.
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IV. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section IV.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section IV.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulatory

requirements.

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute. For specific agricultural information, contact
The National Agricultural Compliance Assistance Center at (888) 663-2155 or
visit the website at http://www.epa.gov/agriculture.

IV.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972, commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA),
is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of
the nation’s surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA are classified
as either "toxic" pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; or "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not
identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and "indirect" dischargers (those who
discharge to publicly owned treatment works). The National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized state (EPA has authorized 43
states and 1 territory to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-
specific, technology-based water quality limits and establish pollutant
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monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that proposes to discharge
into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating a discharge. A
permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data identifying the types
of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth
the conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may make a
discharge.

Water quality-based discharge limits are based on federal or state water quality
criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated uses of surface
waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These standards, unlike
the technology-based standards, generally do not take into account
technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards vary
from state to state, and site to site, depending on the use classification of the
receiving body of water. Most states follow EPA guidelines which propose
aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges
In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated NPDES
permitting regulations for storm water discharges. These regulations require
that facilities with the following types of storm water discharges, among
others, apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial
activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm sewer
system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the state determines to contribute to a
violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a
storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR {}122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes while the
other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should be
consulted.
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Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; SIC 31 I-leather tanning
and finishing; SIC 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass, and concrete; SIC 33-
primary, metals; SIC 3441-fabricated structural metal; and SIC 373-ship and
boat building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or
have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41-
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 3 I-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products;
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SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program
Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to a
publicly owned treatment works (POTW). The national pretreatment program
(CWA § 307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to POTWs by
"industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet certain
pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to protect
municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur when
hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to
protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on a
nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

,
Regardless of whether a state is authorized to implement either the NPDES or
the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than federal standards.

Wetlands
Wetlands, commonly called swamps, marshes, fens, bogs, vernal pools,
playas, and prairie potholes, are a subset of"waters of the United States," as
defined in Section 404 of the CWA. The placement of dredge and fill material
into wetlands and other water bodies (i.e., waters of the United States) is
regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) under 33 CFR Part
328. The Corps regulates wetlands by administering the CWA Section 404
permit program for activities that impact wetlands. EPA’s authority under
Section 404 includes veto power of Corps permits, authority to interpret
statutory exemptions and jurisdiction, enforcement actions, and delegating the
Section 404 program to the states.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be accessed
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through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at (202) 260-
7786.

Oil Pollution Prevention Regulation
Section 31 l(b) of the CWA prohibits the discharge ofoil, in such quantities as
may be harmful, into the navigable waters of the United States and adjoining
shorelines. The EPA Discharge of Oil regulation, 40 CFR Part 110, provides
information regarding these discharges. The Oil Pollution Prevention
regulation, 40 CFR Part 112, under the authority of Section 311 (j) of the
CWA, requires regulated facilities to prepare and implement Spill Prevention
Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans. The intent of a SPCC plan is to
prevent the discharge of oil from onshore and offshore non-transportation.
related facilities. In 1990 Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act which
amended Section 311 (j) of the CWA to require facilities that because of their
location could reasonably be expected to cause "substantial harm" to the
environment by a discharge of oil to develop and implement Facility Response
Plans (FRP). The intent of a FRP is to provide for planned responses to
discharges of oil.

A facility is SPCC-regulated if the facility, due to its location, could
reasonably be expected to discharge oil into or upon the navigable waters of
the United States or adjoining shorelines, and the facility meets one of the
following criteria regarding oil storage: (1) the capacity of any aboveground
storage tank exceeds 660 gallons, or (2) the total aboveground storage capacity
exceeds 1,320 gallons, or (3) the underground storage capacity exceeds 42,000
gallons. 40 CFR § 112.7 contains the format and content requirements for a
SPCC plan. In New Jersey, SPCC plans can be combined with DPCC plans,
required by the state, provided there is an appropriate cross-reference index to
the requirements of both regulations at the front of the plan.

According to the FRP regulation, a facility can cause "substantial harm" if it
meets one of the following criteria: (1) the facility has a total oil storage
capacity greater than or equal to 42,000 gallons and transfers oil over water to
or from vessels; or (2) the facility has a total oil storage capacity greater than
or equal to 1 million gallons and meets any one of the following conditions: (i)
does not have adequate secondary containment, (ii) a discharge could cause
"injury" to fish and wildlife and sensitive environments, (iii) shut down a
public drinking water intake, or (iv) has had a reportable oil spill greater than
or equal to 10,000 gallons in the past 5 years. Appendix F of 40 CFR Part 112
contains the format and content requirements for a FRP. FRPs that meet
EPA’s requirements can be combined with U.S. Coast Guard FRPs or other
contingency plans, provided there is an appropriate cross-reference index to
the requirements of all applicable regulations at the front of the plan.
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For additional information regarding SPCC plans, contact EPA ’s RCRA,
Superfund, and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346. Additional documents and
resources can be obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The hotline operates weekdays from 9:00
a.m. to 6:O0 p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) encourages states/tribes to
preserve, protect, develop, and where possible, restore or enhance valuable
natural coastal resources such as wetlands, floodplains, estuaries, beaches,
dunes, barrier islands, and coral reefs, as well as the fish and wildlife using
those habitats. It includes areas bordering the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic
Oceans, Gulf of Mexico, Long Island Sound, and Great Lakes. A unique
feature of this law is that participation by states/tribes is voluntary.

In the Coastal Zone Management Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA)
of 1990, Congress identified nonpoint source pollution as a major factor in the
continuing degradation of coastal waters. Congress also recognized that
effective solutions to nonpoint source pollution could be implemented at the
state/tribe and local levels. In CZARA, Congress added Section 6217 (16
U.S.C. § 1455b), which calls upon states/tribes with federally-approved
coastal zone management programs to develop and implement coastal
nonpoint pollution control programs. The Section 6217 program is
administered at the federal level jointly by EPA and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency (NOAA).

Section 6217(g) called for EPA, in consultation with other agencies, to
develop guidance on "management measures" for sources of nonpoint source
pollution in coastal waters. Under Section 6217, EPA is responsible for
developing technical guidance to assist states/tribes in designing coastal
nonpoint pollution control programs. On January 19, 1993, EPA issued its
Guidance Specifying Management Measures For Sources of Nonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters, which addresses five major source categories of
nonpoint pollution: (1) urban runoff, (2) agriculture runoff, (3) forestry runoff,
(4) marinas and recreational boating, and (5) hydromodification.

Additional information on coastal zone management ma.v be obtained from
EPA ’s Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds at
http ://www.epa.gov/owow or from the Watershed Information Network at
http://www.epa.gov/win. The NOAA website at
http://www.nos.noaa.gov/ocrm/czm/ also contains additional information on
coastal zone management.
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Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water. The
law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to create
a joint federal-state system to ensure compliance with these standards. The
SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking water
through the control of underground injection of fluid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under its
SDWA authority. EPA and authorized states enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration limits that

¯ apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set generally as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits include design,
operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to inject
hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action standards in
order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land
disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is often state/tribe-
enforced, since EPA has authorized many states/tribes to administer the
program. Currently, EPA shares the~UIC permit program responsibility in
seven states and completely runs the program in 10 states and on all tribal
lands.

The SDWA also provides for a federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a state-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

The SDWA Amendments of 1996 require states to develop and implement
source water assessment programs (SWAPs) to analyze existing and potential
threats to the quality of the public drinking water throughout the state. Every
state is required to submit a program to EPA and to complete all assessments
within 3 % years of EPA approval of the program. SWAPs include: (1)
delineating the source water protection area, (2) conducting a contaminant
source inventory, (3) determining the susceptibility of the public water supply
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to contamination from the inventories sources, and (4) releasing the results of
the assessments to the public.

EPA’s Safe Drinla’ng Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30p.m.. EST, excluding federal holidays.
Visit the website at www.epa.gov/ogwdw for additional material.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, addresses solid and
hazardous waste management activities. The Act is commonly referred to as
R.CRA. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984
strengthened RCRA’s waste management provisions and added Subtitle I,
which governs underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (discarded commercial chemical
products, designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which exhibit
a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity
and designated with the code "D").

Entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste accumulation,
manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. A hazardous waste facility may
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the
amount generated per month) without a permit or interim status. Generators
may also treat hazardous waste in accumulation tanks or containers (in
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 262.34) without a permit or
interim status.

Facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste are generally required
to obtain a RCRA permit. Subtitle C permits for treatment, storage, or
disposal facilities contain general facility standards such as contingency plans,
emergency procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial
assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Subparts I and S) for conducting corrective actions which
govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid
waste management units at RCRA treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.
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Although RCRA is a federal statute, many states implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 states and two U.S. territories. Delegation
has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here
are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and
Practices (40 CFR Part 257) establishes the criteria for determining
which solid waste disposal facilities and practices pose a reasonable
probability of adverse effects on health or the environment. The
criteria were adopted to ensure non-municipal, non-hazardous waste
disposal units that receive conditionally exempt small quantity
generator waste do not present risks to human health and environment.

¯ Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (40 CFR Part 258)
establishes minimum national criteria for all municipal solid waste
landfill units, including those that are used to dispose of sewage
sludge.

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
establishes the standard to determine whether the material in question
is considered a solid waste and, if so, whether it is a hazardous waste
or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation
units, and recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Generators can
accumulate hazardous waste on-site for up to 90 days (or 180 days
depending on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a
permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are
regulations prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land
without prior treatment. Under the LDRs program, materials must
meet treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal
unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment).
Generators of waste subject to the LDRs must provide notification of
such to the designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to
disposal.
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¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that
merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For a
party considered a used oil processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer
(one who generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a
used oil burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store, treat,
or dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and Containers.
Tanks and containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require
generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of the
waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions standards, and to inspect
and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all facilities
who store such waste, including large quantity generators
accumulating waste prior to shipment offsite.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle
I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release
detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also includes
upgrade requirements for existing tanks that were to be met by
December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with design and operating
standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit
design, provide performance standards, require emissions monitoring,
and, in some cases, restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund, and EPCRA Hotlineo at (800) 424-9346,
responds to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA
regulations. Additional documents and resources can be obtained
from the hotline’s homepage at www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST,
excluding federal holidays.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response or remediation costs
incurred by EPA. The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA) of 1986 revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing
authority for the Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title II/,
also known as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR Part
302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National Response
Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance which
equals or exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are listed in 40
CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or
more federal or state emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for cleanups.
The National Priorities List (NPL) currently includes approximately 1,300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides
responsible parties the opportunity to conduct cleanups and encourages
community involvement throughout the Superfund response process.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program.
Documents and resources can be obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline. The Superfund Hotline operates weekdays
from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST, excluding federal holida.vs.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by state and local
governments. Under EPCRA, states establish State Emergency Response
Commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain emergency
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response activities and for appointing Local Emergency Planning Committees
(LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA § 302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance at the facility in an
amount in excess of the established threshold planning quantity. The
list of extremely hazardous substances and their threshold planning
quantities is found at 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B.

¯ EPCRA § 303 requires that each LEPC develop an emergency plan.
The plan must contain (but is not limited to) the identification of
facilities within the planning district, likely routes for transporting
extremely hazardous substances, a description of the methods and
procedures to be followed by facility owners and operators, and the
designation of community and facility emergency response
coordinators.

¯ EPCRA § 304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance (defined at 40 CFR 302) or an EPCRA
extremely hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA § 311 and § 312 requires a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA § 313 requires certain covered facilities, including SIC codes
20 through 39 and others, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts
greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical
release report. This report, commonly known as the Form R, covers
releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and
environmental media. EPA maintains the data reported in a publically
accessible database known as the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI).
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All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergen~ planning and
community right-to-know regulations. Documents and resources can be
obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
http : //www.epa. gov/epaoswer/hotline. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and
welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of
six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards
for ambient air quality and for EPA and the states to implement, maintain, and
enforce these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAA,
many facilities are required to obtain operating permits that consolidate their
air emission requirements. State and local governments oversee, manage, and
enforce many of the requirements of the CA.A. CAA regulations appear at 40
CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of"criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone and sulfur
dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NA.AQSs for a given pollutant are
designated as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are
designated as non-attainment areas. Under § 110 and other provisions of the
CAA, each state must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify
sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are required to meet
federal air quality standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and ozone
were proposed in 1996 and will become effective in 2001.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new and
modified stationary sources falling within particular industrial categories. The
NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology available to that category
of industrial source (see 40 CFR Part 60).

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
toward controlling specific hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Section 112(c)
of the CAA further directs EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
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188 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To date
EPA has listed 185 source categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards are being
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses, and
planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices, and
vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA uses
to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV-A establishes a sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions program
designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide
releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances that are set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAA establishes an operating permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of
the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States have developed the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
state program is approved by EPA, permits are issued and monitored by that
state.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restricting their use and
distribution. Production of (2lass I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), were phased out (except for essential uses) in
1996. Methyl bromide, a common pesticide, has been identified as a
significant stratospheric ozone depleting chemical. The production and
importation of methyl bromide, therefore, is currently being phased out in the
United States and internationally. As specified in the Federal Register of June
1, 1999 (Volume 64, Number 104) and in 40 CFR Part 82, methyl bromide
production and importation will be reduced from 1991 levels by 25 percent in
1999, by 50 percent in 2001, by 70 percent in 2003, and completely phased
out by 2005. Some uses of methyl bromide such as the production,
importation, and consumption of methyl bromide to fumigate commodities
entering or leaving the United States or any state (or political subdivision
thereof) for purposes of compliance with Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service requirements or with any international, federal, state, or local
sanitation or food protection standard, will be exempt from this rule. After
2005, exceptions may also be made for critical agricultural uses. The United
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States EPA and the United Nations Environment Programme have identified
alternatives to using methyl bromide in agriculture. Information on the methyl
bromide phase-out, including alternatives, can be found at the EPA Methyl
Bromide Phase-Out Website:
(http :/ /www.epa.go v / docs/ozone/mbr/mbrqa.html).

EPA’s Clean Air Technology. Center, at (919) 541-0800 and at the Center’s
homepage at http ://www.epa.gov/ttn/catc, provides general assistance and
information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone Information
Hotline, at (800) 296-1996 and at http://www.epa.gov/ozone, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA; EPA ’s
EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202 and at
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hotline, answers questions about accidental
release prevention underCAA ~’112(r); and information on air toxics can be
accessed through the Unified Air Toxics website at
http ://www. epa.gov/ttn/uatw. In addition, the Clean Air Technology Center "s
website includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates of
EPA activities.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was first
passed in 1947, and amended numerous times, most recently by the Food
Quality Protection Act (FQPA) of 1996. FIFRA provides EPA with the
authority to oversee, among other things, the registration, distribution, sale and
use of pesticides. The Act applies to all types of pesticides, including
insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides and antimicrobials. FIFRA
covers both intrastate and interstate commerce.

Establishment Registration
Section 7 of F~RA requires that establishments producing pesticides, or
active ingredients used in producing a pesticide subject to FIFRA, register
with EPA. Registered establishments must report the types and amounts of
pesticides and active ingredients they produce. The Act also provides EPA
inspection authority and enforcement authority for facilities/persons that are
not in compliance with FIFRA.

Product Registration
Under §3 of FIFRA, all pesticides (with few exceptions) sold or distributed in
the United States must be registered by EPA. Pesticide registration is very
specific and generally allows use of the product only as specified on the label.
Each registration specifies the use site, i.e., where the product may be used,
and the amount that may be applied. The person who seeks to register the
pesticide must file an application for registration. The application process
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often requires either the citation or submission of extensive environmental,
health or safety data.

To register a pesticide, the EPA Administrator must make a number of
findings, one of which is that the pesticide, when used in accordance with
widespread and commonly recognized practice, will not generally cause
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment.

F~RA defines "unreasonable adverse effects on the environment" as "(1) any
unreasonable risk to man or the environment, taking into account the
economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of the use of the
pesticide, or (2) a human dietary risk from residues that result from a use of a
pesticide in or on any food inconsistent with the standard under §408 of the
Federal Food, Drug,-and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 346a)."

Under FIFRA § 6(a)(2), after a pesticide is registered, the registrant must also
notify EPA of any additional facts and information concerning unreasonable
adverse environmental effects of the pesticide. Also, if EPA determines that
additional data are needed to support a registered pesticide, registrants may be
requested to provide additional data. If EPA determines that the registrant(s)
did not comply with their request for more information, the registration can be
suspended under FIFRA § 3(c)(2)(B) and § 4.

Use Restrictions
As a part of the pesticide registration, EPA must classify the product for
general use, restricted use, or general for some uses and restricted for others
(Miller, 1993). For pesticides that may cause unreasonable adverse effects on
the environment, including injury to the applicator, EPA may require that the
pesticide be applied either by or under the direct supervision of a certified
applicator.

Reregistration
Due to concerns that much of the safety data underlying pesticide registrations
becomes outdated and inadequate, in addition to providing that registrations
be reviewed every 15 years, F~RA requires EPA to reregister all pesticides
that were registered prior to 1984 (§ 4). After reviewing existing data, EPA
may approve the reregistration, request additional data to support the
registration, cancel, or suspend the pesticide.

Tolerances and Exemptions
A tolerance is the maximum amount of pesticide residue that can be on a raw
product and still be considered safe. Before EPA can register a pesticide that
is used on raw agricultural products, it must vant a tolerance or exemption
from a tolerance (40 CFR. 163.10 through 163.12). Under the Federal Food,
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Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), a raw agricultural product is deemed
unsafe if it contains a pesticide residue, unless the residue is within the limits
of a tolerance established by EPA or is exempt from the requirement.

Cancellation and Suspension
EPA can cancel a registration if it is determined that the pesticide or its
labeling does not comply with the requirements of F~RA or causes
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment (Haugrud, 1993).

In cases where EPA believes that an "imminent hazard" would exist if a
pesticide were to continue to be used through the cancellation proceedings,
EPA may suspend the pesticide registration through an order and thereby halt
the sale, distribution, and usage of the pesticide. An "imminent hazard" is
defined as an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment or an
unreasonable hazard to the survival of a threatened or endangered species that
would be the likely result of allowing continued use of a pesticide during a
cancellation process.

When EPA believes an emergency exists that does not permit a hearing to be
held prior to suspending, EPA can issue an emergency order that makes the
suspension immediately effective.

Imports and Exports
Under FIFRA § 17(a), pesticides not registered in the United States and
intended solely for export are not required to be registered provided that the
exporter obtains and submits to EPA, prior to export, a statement from the
foreign purchaser acknowledging that the purchaser is aware that the product
is not registered in the United States and cannot be sold for use there. EPA
sends these statements to the government of the importing country. FIFRA
sets forth additional requirements that must be met by pesticides intended
solely for export. The enforcement policy for exports is codified at 40 CFR
168.65, 168.75, and 168.85.

Under FIFRA § 17(c), imported pesticides and devices must comply with
United States pesticide law. Except where exempted by regulation or statute,
imported pesticides must be registered. FIFRA § 17(c) requires that EPA be
notified of the arrival of imported pesticides and devices. This is
accomplished through the Notice of Arrival (NOA) (EPA Form 3540-1),
which is filled out by the importer prior to importation and submitted to the
EPA regional office applicable to the intended port of entry. United States
Customs regulations prohibit the importation of pesticides without a
completed NOA. The EPA-reviewed and signed form is returned to the
importer for presentation to United States Customs when the shipment arrives
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in the United States. NOA forms can be obtained from contacts in the EPA
Regional Offices or www.epa.govioppfeadl/international/noalist.htm.

Additional information on FIFRA and the regulation of pesticides can be
obtained from a variety of sources, including EPA ’s Office of Pesticide
Programs homepage at www.epa.gov/pesticides, EPA ’s Office of Compliance,
Agriculture Division at http://es.epa.gov/oeca/main/offices/division/ag.html or
The National Agriculture Compliance Assistance Center toll-free at 888-663-
2155 or http://www.epa.gov/agrieulture. Other sources include the National
Pesticide Telecommunications Network toll-free at 800-858-7378 and the
National Antimicrobial Information Network toll-free at 800-447-6349.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create a
regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate, assess,
mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture,
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk. It is important to note that
pesticides as defined in F~FRA are not included in the definition of a
"chemical substance" when manufactured, processed, or distributed in
commerce for use as a pesticide.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances. If a
chemical substance is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded
by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals
based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA § 6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce,
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under § 6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), lead, and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

Under TSCA § 8(e), EPA requires the producers and importers (and others) of
chemicals to report information on a chemicals’ production, use, exposure,
and risks. Companies producing and importing chemicals can be required to
report unpublished health and safety studies on listed chemicals and to collect
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and record any allegations of adverse reactions or any information indicating
that a substance may pose a substantial risk to humans or the environment.

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control Act
standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., EST,
excluding federal holidays.

IV.B. Industry-Specific Requirements for Agricultural Livestock Production Industry

The agricultural livestock production industry discussed in this notebook is
regulated by several different federal, state, and local agencies. EPA has
traditionally relied on delegation to states to meet environmental standards, in
many cases without regard to the methods used to achieve certain performance
standards. This has resulted in states with more stringent air, water, and
hazardous waste requirements than the federal minimum requirements. This
document does not attempt to discuss state standards, but rather highlights
relevant federal laws and proposals that affect the agricultural livestock
production industry.

Clean Water Act

Under the CWA, there are five program areas that potentially affect
agricultural establishments and businesses. These include: point source
discharges, storm water discharges, nonpoint source pollution, wetland
regulation, and sludge management. Key provisions addressing each of these
areas are summarized below:

° Point Source Discharges: The CWA establishes a permitting program
known as the NPDES program for "point sources" of pollution. The
term "point source" includes facilities from which pollutants are or
may be discharged to waters of the United States and is further defined
at 40 CFR Part 122. If granted, the permit will place limits and
conditions on the proposed discharges based on the performance of
available control technologies and on any applicable (more stringent)
water quality considerations. Usually the permit also will require
specific compliance measures, establish schedules, and specify
monitoring and reporting requirements.

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs): The
CWA defines CAFOs as point sources. Therefore, CAFOs are
subject to the NPDES permitting program. See 40 CFR Part
122.23 and 40 CFR 122 Appendix B. A CAFO is prohibited
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from discharging pollutants to waters of the U.S. unless it has
obtained an NPDES permit for the discharge.

Definition of an AFO - An AFO is defined in EPA
regulations as a lot or facility where (1) animals have
been, are, or will be stabled or confined and fed or
maintained for a total of 45 days or more in any 12-
month period, and (2) crops, vegetation, forage growth,
or post-harvest residues are not sustained in the normal
growing season over any portion of the lot or facility.

Definition of a CAFO - CAFOs are a subset of all
AFOs. Whether an AFO is a CAFO under the
r̄egulations depends on the number of animals confined
at the facility. A CAFO is defined as follows:

(1) More than 1,000 AUs are confined at the facility [40
CFR 122, Appendix B (a)]; OR

(2) From 301 to 1,000 A Us are confined at the facility
and:

Pollutants are discharged into waters of the U.S.
through a man-made ditch, flushing system, or
other similar man-made device; or

Pollutants are discharged directly into waters of
the U.S. that originate outside of and pass over,
across, or through the facility or come into
direct contact with the confined animals. [40
CFR 122, Appendix B (b)] OR

(3) The facility has been designated as a CAFO by the
permitting authority on a case-by-case basis [40 CFR
122.23(c)], based on the permitting authority’s
determination that the operation is a "significant
contributor of pollution." In making this determination,
the permitting authority considers the following factors:

¯ Size of the operation;
¯ Amount of waste reaching waters of the

United States;
¯ Location of the operation relative to

waters of the U.S.;
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¯ The means of conveyance of animal
wastes and process wastewater into
waters of the United States;

¯ The slope, vegetation, rainfall, and other
factors affecting the likelihood or
frequency of discharge of animal wastes
and process wastewater into waters of
the U.S.; and

¯ Other relevant factors (e.g.,waste
handling and storage, land application
timing, methods, rates and areas, etc.).

A permit application shall not be required from a
concentrated animal feeding designated under the case-
by-case authority until after the Director has conducted
an on-site inspection and determined that the operation
should and could be regulated under the NPDES permit
program.

No animal feeding operation with less than the number
of animals set forth in 40 CFR 122, Appendix B shall
be designated as a concentrated animal feeding
operation unless either (1) pollutants are discharged into
waters of the U.S. through a manmade ditch, flushing
system, or other similar means, or (2) pollutants are
discharged directly into waters of the U.S. which
originate outside of the facility and pass over, across, or
through the facility, or otherwise come into direct
contact with the animals confined in the operation.

The NPDES permit regulations [40 CFR 122, Appendix
B] contain an exemption for any AFO from being
defined as a CAFO if it discharges only in the event of a
25 year, 24-hour, or larger, storm event. To be eligible
for an exemption, the facility must demonstrate to the
permitting authority that it has not had a discharge. It
must also demonstrate that the entire facility is
designed, constructed, and operated to contain a storm
event of this magnitude in addition to process
wastewater. An operation that qualifies for this
exemption from being defined as a CAFO may still be
designated as a CAFO by the permitting authority on a
case-by-case basis.
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A 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event means the maximum
precipitation event with a probable occurrence of once
in 25 years, as defined by the National Weather Service
in Technical Paper Number 40, "Rainfall Frequency
Atlas of the United States," May 1961, and subsequent
amendments, or equivalent regional or state rainfall
probability information developed therefrom [40 CFR
Part 412.11 (e)].

¯ Storm Water Discharges: Under 40 CFR § 122.2, the definition of
"point source" excludes agricultural storm water runoff. Thus, such
runoff is not subject to the storm water permit application regulations
at 40 CFR § 122.26. Non-agricultural storm water discharges,
however, are regulated if the discharge results from construction over 5
acres or certain other types of industrial activity such as landfills,
automobile junk yards, vehicle maintenance facilities, etc.

Concentrated Aquatic Animal Production Facilities. Under
40 CFR Part 122.24, a concentrated aquatic animalproduction
facility is defined and designated as a point source subject to
the N-PDES permit program.

¯ Definition of concentrated aquatic animal production
facility (40 CFR Part 122 Appendix C) -- A
concentrated aquatic animal production facility is a
hatchery, fish farm, or other facility that meets one of
the following criteria:

(1) A facility that contains, grows, or holds cold water
fish species or other cold water aquatic animals in
ponds, raceways, or similar structures which discharge
at least 30 days per year. The term does not include (a)
facilities which produce less than 9,090 harvest weight
kilograms (approximately 20,000 pounds) of aquatic
animals per year, and (b) facilities which feed less than
2,272 kilograms (approximately 5,000 pounds) of food
during the calendar month of maximum feeding. Cold
water aquatic animals include, but are not limited to, the
salmonidae family (e.g., trout and salmon).

(2) A facility that contains, grows, or holds warm water
fish species or other warm water aquatic animals in
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ponds, raceways, or similar structures which discharge
at least 30 days per year. The term does not include (a)
facilities which produce less than 45,454 harvest weight
kilograms (approximately 100,000 pounds) of aquatic
animals per year or (b) closed ponds which discharge
only during periods of excess runoff. Warm water
aquatic animals include, but are not limited to, the
Ameiuridae, Centrarchidae, and Cyprinidae families of
fish (e.g., respectively catfish, sunfish, and minnows).

Designated facility -- A facility that does not otherwise
meet the criteria in 40 CFR Part 122 Appendix C
(described above) may be designated as a concentrated
aquatic animal production facility if EPA or an
authorized state determines the production facility is a
significant contributor of pollution to waters of the U.S.
No permit is required for such a designated facility until
the EPA or state officials have conducted an onsite
inspection and determined that the facility should be
regulated under the NPDES permit program.

Aquaculture Projects. Under 40 CFR Part 122.25(b),
aquaculture means a defined, managed water area that uses
discharges of pollutants to maintain or produce harvestable
freshwater, estuarine, or marine plants or animals. Discharges
into approved aquaculture projects are not required to meet
effluent limitations that might otherwise apply. The entire
aquaculture project (discharges into and out of the project) is
addressed in an NPDES permit.

Wastewater Effluent Guidelines for Dairy Product
Processing Establishments. Under 40 CFR Part 405,
discharges from twelve categories of dairy products processing
are subject to the NPDES permit program. Effluent limitations
are established for BOD, TSS, and pH. The effluent guidelines
establish technology-based pretreatment standards and effluent
limitations for each category.

Wastewater Effluent Guidelines for Feedlots (CAFOs).
Under 40 CFR Part 412, feedlot (beef cattle, dairy cattle, swine,
sheep, etc.) point sources are subject to the NPDES permit
program. The effluent guidelines establish technology-based
pretreatment standards and effluent limitations for this
category. In general, the current guidelines for feedlots prohibit
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any discharge of process wastewater to navigable waters,
except in the case of a 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event. CAFOs
over 1,000 animal units with NPDES permits may discharge
pollutants when chronic or catastrophic rainfall events cause an
overflow from a facility designed, constructed, and operated to
contain all process wastewater plus the runoff from a 25-year,
24-hour storm for the location of the point source.

¯ Nonpoint Source Pollution. Under the CWA §319 Nonpoint Source
(NPS) Management Program and 40 CFR § 130.6, states (tribes, and
territories) establish programs to manage NPS pollution, including
runoff and leaching of fertilizers and pesticides, and irrigation return
flows. These NPS management programs must identify: (a) best
management practices (BMPs) to be used in reducing NPS pollution
loadings; (b) programs to be used to assure implementation of BMPs;
(c) a schedule for program implementation with specific milestones;
and (d) sources of federal or other funding that will be used each year
for the support of the state’s NPS pollution management program.
Congress provides grant funds to the states annually for the
administration of these management programs.

¯ Discharges to Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTWs). Under
40 CFR Part 403, facilities, including agricultural establishments, may
discharge certain substances to a POTW if the facility has received
prior written permission from the POTW and has completed any
required pretreatment. Facilities must check with their POTWs for
information about permitted discharges and for conditions and
limitations.

¯ Discharges of Designated Hazardous Substances. Under 40 CFR
Parts 116-117, facilities, including agricultural establishments, must
immediately notify the National Response Center (1-800-424-8802)
and their state agency of any unauthorized discharge of a designated
hazardous substance into (1) navigable waters, (2) the shorelines of
navigable waters, or (3) contiguous zones, if the quantity discharged in
any 24-hour period equals or exceeds the reportable quantity. A
designated hazardous substance is any chemical listed in Section 311
of the Clean Water Act. The reportable quantity is the amount of the
hazardous substance that EPA has determined might cause harm. The
list of hazardous substances along with each chemical’s reportable
quantity is found in 40 CFR Parts 116 and 117. Ammonia and several
pesticides are on the list.
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¯ Discharges of Oil. Under 40 CFR Part 110, facilities must
immediately notify EPA’s National Response Center (1-800-424-
8802) of any unauthorized discharge of a harmful quanti~., ofoil
(including petroleum, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, or oil mixed with
other wastes) into (1) navigable waters, (2) the shorelines of navigable
waters, or (3) contiguous zones and beyond. A discharge ofoil is
considered harmful if it violates applicable water quality standards,
causes a sludge or emulsion to be deposited under the surface of the
water or on adjoining shorelines, or causes a film or sheen on, or
discoloration of, the water or adjoining shorelines. In practice, any
quantity ofoil or a petroleum product is a harmful quantity, since even
small amounts will cause a film or sheen on surface water.

Oil Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
Program. Under 40 CFR Part 112, facilities, including
agricultural establishments, must comply with EPA’s SPCC
program when they store oil at their facility. SPCC
requirements apply to non-transportation related onshore and
offshore facilities of specified size engaged in storing,
processing, refining, transferring or consuming oil products,
which due to their location, could potentially discharge oil into
waters of the U.S. or adjoining shorelines.

Facilities must comply with the SPCC program: (1) if they
have a single aboveground container with an oil storage
capacity of more than 660 gallons, multiple aboveground
containers with a combined oil storage capacity of more than
1,320 gallons, or a total underground oil storage capacity of
more than 42,000 gallons and (2) if there is a reasonable
expectation that a discharge (spill, leak, or overfill) from the
tank will release harmful quantities ofoil into navigable waters
or adjoining shorelines. The requirements are triggered by tank
capacity, regardless of whether tanks are completely filled.

Facilities subject to the SPCC requirements must prepare an
SPCC plan. This plan must include: (1) prevention measures
that keep oil releases from occurring, (2) control measures
installed to prevent oil releases from reaching navigable waters,
and (3) countermeasures to contain, clean up, and mitigate the
effects of any oil release that reaches navigable waters. Each
plan must be unique to the facility and must be signed by a
registered professional engineer.
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¯ Wetlands on Agricultural Lands. Swamps, marshes, fens, bogs,
vernal pools, playas, and prairie potholes are common names for
wetlands. Wetlands provide a habitat for threatened and endangered
species as well as a diversity of other plant, wildlife, and fish species.
In addition to providing habitat, wetlands serve other functions,
including stabilizing shorelines; storing flood waters; filtering
sediments, nutrients, and toxic chemicals from water; and providing an
area for the recharge and discharge of groundwater. It is important to
note that not all wetlands will be obvious to the untrained observer.
For example, an area can appear dry during much of the year and still
be classified as a wetland. Your local Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) office can help to identify and delineate wetlands on
your property.

NRCS, formerly the Soil Conservation Service, is the lead agency for
identifying wetlands on agricultural lands. According to NRCS,
agricultural lands means those lands intensively used and managed for
the production of food or fiber to the extent that the natural vegetation
has been removed and therefore does not provide reliable indicators of
wetland vegetation. Areas that meet this definition may include
intensively used and managed cropland, hayland, pastureland,
orchards, vineyards, and areas that support wetland crops (e.g.,
cranberries, taro, watercress, rice). Lands not included in the
definition of agricultural lands include rangelands, forest lands,
woodlots, and tree farms.

Exemption to Section 404 Permit Requirements. The
placement of dredge and fill material into wetlands and other
water bodies (i.e., waters of the United States) is regulated by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) under 33 CFR Part
328. The Corps regulates wetlands by administering the CWA
Section 404 permit program for activities that impact wetlands.
The 404 permit program requires a permit for point source
discharges of dredged and fill material into waters of the
United States. However, many normal established fanning
activities (e.g., plowing, cultivating, minor drainage, and
harvesting), silviculture, and ranching activities that involve
discharges of dredged or fill materials into U.S. waters are
exempt from Section 404 permits and do NOT require a
permit (33 CFR §323.4). In order to be exempt, the activity
must be part of an ongoing operation and cannot be associated
with bringing a wetland into agricultural production or
converting an agricultural wetland to a non-wetland area.
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If not covered by the above exemption, a permit is required
before discharging dredged or fill material into U.S. waters,
including most wetlands (33 CFR Part 323). The Army Corps
of Engineers (Corps) reviews Section 404 permit applications
to determine if a project is the least environmentally damaging
and practicable altemative.

¯ POTW Sludge Management - Land Application of Biosolids. Land
application is the application ofbiosolids to land to either condition
the soil or fertilize crops or other vegetation grown in the soil.
Biosolids are a primarily organic solid product produced by
wastewater treatment processes that can be beneficially recycled.

EPA regulates the land application ofbiosolids under 40 CFR Part
503. As described in A Plain English Guide to the EPA Part .503
Biosolids Rule (EPA/832/R-93-003, September 1994), the Part 503
rule includes general provisions, and requirements for land application,
surface disposal, pathogen and vector attraction reduction, and
incineration. For each regulated use or disposal practice, a Part 503
standard includes general requirements, pollutant limits, management
practices, operational standards, and requirements for the frequency of
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting. For the most part, the
requirements of the Part 503 rule are self-implementing and must be
followed even without the issuance of a permit covering biosolids use
or disposal requirements.

¯ Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Program. There are still
waters in the nation that do not meet the CWA national goal of
"fishable, swimmable" despite the fact that nationally required levels
of pollution control technology have been implemented by many
pollution sources. The TMDL program, established under Section
303(d) of the Clean Water Act, focuses on identifying and allocating
pollutant loads to these waterbodies. The goal ofa TMDL is the
attainment of water quality standards.

A TMDL identifies the amount a pollutant needs to be reduced to meet
water quality standards, allocates pollutant load reductions among
pollutant sources in a watershed, and provides the basis for taking
actions needed to restore a waterbody. It can identify the need for point
source and nonpoint source controls.

Under this provision, States are required to (1) identify and list
waterbodies where State water quality standards are not being met
following the application of technology-based point source pollution
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controls; and (2) establish TMDLs for these waters. EPA must review
and approve (or disapprove) State lists and TMDLs. If State actions are
not adequate, EPA must prepare lists and TMDLs. TMDLs are to be
implemented using existing federal, state, and local authorities and
voluntary programs.

TMDLs should address all significant pollutants which cause or
threaten to cause waterbody use impairment, including:

- Point sources (e.g., sewage treatment plant discharges)
- Nonpoint sources (e.g., runoff from fields, streets, range, or

forest land)
Naturally occurring sources (e.g., nmoff from undisturbed
lands)

A TMDL is the sum of the individual wasteload allocations for point
sources, load allocations for nonpoint sources and natural background
pollutants, and an appropriate margin of safety. TMDLs may address
individual pollutants or groups of pollutants, as long as they clearly
identify the links between: (1) the waterbody use impairment or threat
of concern, (2) the causes of the impairment or threat, and (3) the load
reductions or actions needed to remedy or prevent the impairment.

TMDLs may be based on readily available information and studies. In
some cases, complex studies or models are needed to understand how
pollutants are causing waterbody impairment. In many cases, simple
analytical efforts provide an adequate basis for pollutant assessment
and implementation plarming.

Where inadequate information is available to draw precise links
between these factors, TMDLs may be developed through a phased
approach. The phased approach enables states to use available
information to establish interim targets, begin to implement needed
controls and restoration actions, monitor waterbody response to these
actions, and plan for TMDL review and revision in the future. Phased
approach TMDLs are particularly appropriate to address nonpoint
source issues.

Numerous TMDLs are under development in many states and TMDLs
are likely to impact agricultural activities by prompting states and
stakeholders to mitigate water pollution caused by agricultural sources
(assuming agriculture-related industries are identified as significant
contributors to water quality impairment).
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Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990

The Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program, which is implemented
under the authority of Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments (CZAR.A) of 1990, is administered at the federal level jointly by
EPA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOA.A).
The Section 6217 program requires the 29 states and territories with NOAA-
approved coastal zone management programs to develop and implement
coastal nonpoint pollution control programs. These submitted programs must
include: (1) management measures that are in conformity with applicable
federal guidance and (2) state-developed management measures as necessary
to achieve and maintain applicable water quality standards.

On January 19, 1993, EPA issued its Guidance Specifying Management
Measures For Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters. The federal
guidance specifies management measures for the following agricultural
sources: (1) erosion from cropland, (2) confined animal facilities, (3) the
application of nutrients to croplands, (4) the application of pesticides to
cropland, (5) grazing management, and (6) irrigation of cropland.

Once approved, the programs are implemented through state nonpoint source
programs (under CWA §319) and state coastal zone management programs
(authorized under §306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act). Agricultural
establishments located in coastal states should determine whether their land is
included in the state’s coastal management area. If so, they must comply with
their state’s applicable coastal nonpqint programs. Currently, all state coastal
nonpoint management programs have been conditionally approved and have
begun to be implemented.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The 1996 amendments to the Coastal Zone Management Act that may affect
agriculture-related industries include those that relate to aquaculture in the
coastal zone. Eligible states may now receive grants for developing a
coordinated process among state agencies to regulate and issue permits for
aquaculture facilities in the coastal zone. States may also receive grants for
adopting procedures and policies to evaluate facilities in the coastal zone that
will enable the states to formulate, administer, and implement strategic plans
for marine aquaculture. Each state that receives such grants will make its own
determination as part of its coastal management plan on how to specifically
use the funds. Therefore, persons engaged in aquaculture productivity in the
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coastal zone may be eligible for technical or financial assistance under their
state’s plan.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The SDWA, which has been amended twice since 1974, protects the water
supply through water quality regulations and source protection, such as
underground injection control (UIC) regulations. SDWA requirements apply
to all public water systems (PWSs). Currently, 54 of 56 states and territories
have been delegated primacy to run the drinking water program.

¯ Public Water Systems. Under 40 CFR Parts 141-143, facilities that
operate a PWS or receive water from a PWS and provide treatment to
it are subject to SDWA regulations. Prior to 1996, SDWA defined a
PWS as "a system for the provision to the public of piped water for
human consumption if such system has at least 15 service connections
or regularly serves at least 25 individuals." The 1996 Amendments
expanded the means of delivering water to include not only pipes, but
also other constructed conveyances such as ditches and waterways.

While there are three categories of PWSs, an agricultural establishment
will most likely operate a non-transient, non-community system. This
type of system serves at least 25 people for over 6 months of the year,
but the people generally do not live at the facility. All PWSs must
comply with the national primary drinking water regulations (40 CFR
141). Under 40 CFR Part 141 Subpart G, EPA has established
drinking water standards for numerous pesticides.

Establishments that operate a non-transient, non-community system, in
general, will need to: (1) monitor for the contaminants the state has
established for that type of system, (2) keep records of the monitoring
results, (3) report results from all tests and analyses to the state/tribe on
a set schedule, (4) take immediate action to correct any violations in
the allowable contaminant levels, (5) make a public announcement of
any violations to warn people about potential adverse effects and to
describe the steps taken to remedy the problem, and (6) keep records of
actions taken to correct violations.

¯ Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program. Under
the SDWA § 1429, states/tribes are allowed to establish a
Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program to protect
underground sources of drinking water. Under this program, a state/
tribe can require facilities, including agricultural establishments, to use
designated best management practices (BMPs) to help prevent
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contamination of groundwater by nitrates, phosphates, pesticides,
microorganisms, or petroleum products. These requirements generally
apply only to facilities that are subject to the public water system
supervision program. Persons applying pesticides or fertilizers must
know the location of all the public water supply source areas in the
vicinity that are protected by state/tribal (and sometimes local)
requirements.

¯ Source Water and Protection Program. Under the SDWA, states
are required to develop comprehensive Source Water Assessment
Programs (SWAP). The statutorily defined goals for SWAPs are to
provide for the protection and benefit of public water systems and for
the support of monitoring flexibility. These programs plan to identify
the areas that supply public tap water, inventory contaminants and
assess water system susceptibility to contamination, and inform the
public of the result.

¯ Wellhead Protection Program. Under the SDWA § 1428, if a
facility, has an onsite water source (e.g., well) that qualifies as a PWS,
it must take the steps required by the state/tribe to protect the wellhead
from contaminants. A wellhead protection area is the surface and
subsurface area surrounding a water well or well field supplying a PWS
through which contaminants are reasonably likely to move toward and
reach such water well or wellfleld.

Since drinking water standards (40 CFR Part 141 Subpart G) exist for
numerous pesticides, which may be used in various agriculture-related
activities, some state/tribe and local wellhead and source water
protection programs restrict the use of agricultural chemicals in
designated wellhead protection areas. In addition, persons applying
pesticides or fertilizers must know the location of all the public water
supply source areas in the vicinity that are protected by state/tribal (and
sometimes local) requirements, and the requirements for mixing,
loading, and applying agricultural chemicals within any designated
wellhead or source water protection areas.

¯ Sole Source Aquifer Protection Program. Under the SDWA §1424
and 40 CFR Part 149 Subpart B, EPA can establish requirements for
protecting sole source aquifers. EPA designates an aquifer as a sole
source aquifer if it supplies at least 50 percent of the drinking water
consumed in the area overlying the aquifer and no alternative drinking
water sources are feasible. The Sole Source Aquifer program prohibits
federal financial assistance (any grant, contract, loan guarantee, or
otherwise) for any project, including agricultural projects, that may
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result in contamination to the aquifer and create a hazard to public
heath. Currently, only a few aquifers have been designated as protected
sole source aquifers.

¯ Underground Injection Control (UIC) Program. The UIC program
(40 CFR Parts 144 and 146-148) is a permit program that protects
underground sources of drinking water by regulating five classes of
injection wells (I - V). Underground injection means depositing fluids
beneath the surface of the ground by injecting them into a hole (any
hole that is deeper than it is wide). Fluids means any material or
substance which flows or moves whether in a semisolid, liquid, sludge,
gas, or any other form or state.

If a facility disposes of (or formerly disposed of) waste fluids onsite in
an injection well, it triggers the UIC requirements. In general, a
facility may not inject contaminants into any well if the contaminant
could cause a violation of any primary drinking water regulation or
endanger an underground source of water if the activity would
adversely affect the public health. Most deep well underground
injections are prohibited without a UIC permit. No Class I, II, or III
injection well may be constructed or opened before a permit has been
issued. UIC permits include design, operating, inspection, and
monitoring requirements. In many states/tribes, EPA has authorized
the state/tribal agency to administer the program.

Class V Wells. Owners/operators of Class V wells (shallow wells that
inject fluids above an underground source of water) must not
construct, operate, maintain, convert, plug, abandon, or conduct any
other injection activity in a manner that allows the movement of fluid
containing any contaminant into underground sources of drinking
water, if the presence of that contaminant may cause a violation of any
primary drinking water regulation (40 CFR Part 142) or may otherwise
adversely affect the health of persons. Examples of Class V wells
potentially applicable to agricultural establishments include, but are
not limited to:

(1) Drainage wells, such as agricultural drainage wells, primarily
used for storm runoff.

(2) Cesspools with open bottoms (and sometimes perforated sides)
and septic system wells used to inject waste or effluent from
multiple dwellings or businesses (the UIC requirements do not
apply to single family residential septic system or cesspool
wells or to non-residential septic system or cesspool wells that
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are used solely for the disposal of sanitary wastes and have the
capacity to serve fewer than 20 persons per day).

(3) Dry wells used for waste injection.

(4) Recharge wells used to replenish aquifers.

(5) Injection wells associated with the recovery of geothermal
energy for heating, aquaculture, and production of electric
power.

(6) Floor drains in maintenance shops/work areas.

Agricultural drainage wells typically drain water from low-lying farm land,
but some serve to recharge aquifers from which irrigation water is withdrawn.
These wells are usually constructed in areas with poor soil drainage, but
where underlying geologic formations allow rapid infiltration of water.
Sometimes abandoned water supply wells are adapted for use in agricultural
drainage. Agricultural drainage wells typically receive field drainage from
saturated topsoil and subsoil, and from precipitation, snowmelt, floodwaters,
irrigation return flow, and animal feedlots. The types of pollutants injected
into these wells include (1) pesticide runoff, (2) nitrate, nitrite, and salts, such
as those of calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, chloride, sulfate, and
carbonate from fertilizer runoff, (3) salts and metals (i.e., iron, lead,
cadmium, and mercury) from biosolid sludges and compost, (4) microbes
(i.e., bacteria and viruses) from animal waste runoff, and (5) petroleum
contaminants, such as fuel and oil., from runoff from roads or equipment
maintenance areas.

If afacility has a Class V well, it must furnish inventory information
about the well to the appropriate state/tribal agency. If at any time
EPA or the state/tribal agency learns that a Class V well may cause a
violation of primary drinking water regulations (40 CFR Part 142) or
may be otherwise adversely affecting the health of persons, it may
require the injector to obtain an individual UIC permit, or order the
injector to take such actions (including, where required, closure of the
injection well) as may be necessary to prevent the violation.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was enacted to
address problems related to hazardous and solid waste management. RCRA
gives EPA the authority to establish a list of solid and hazardous wastes and to
establish ~tandards and regulations for the treatment, storage, and disposal of
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these wastes. Regulations in Subtitle C of RCRA address the identification,
generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous
wastes. These regulations are found in 40 CFR Part 124 and 40 CFR Parts
260-279. Under RCRA, persons who generate waste must determine whether
the waste is defmed as solid waste or hazardous waste. Solid wastes are
considered hazardous wastes if they are listed by EPA as hazardous or if they
exhibit characteristics of a hazardous waste: toxicity, ignitability, corrosivity,
or reactivity.

Most agriculture-related activities do not generate significant amounts of
hazardous waste. Generally, the activities potentially subject to RCRA
involve the use of pesticides and fertilizers, and the use and maintenance of
different types of machinery.

Hazardous Waste Generator Categories. Facilities that generate hazardous
waste can be classified into one of three hazardous waste generator categories
as defined in 40 CFR Part 262:

¯ Conditionally exempt small quantity generator (CESQG). A facility
is classified as a CESQG if it generates no more than 220 lbs (100 kg)
of hazardous waste in a calendar month. There is no time limit for
accumulating <_2,200 lbs of hazardous waste onsite. However,
CESQGs cannot store more than 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous
waste onsite at any time. In addition, CESQGs cannot accumulate
onsite more than 2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous waste or more
than 220 Ibs spill residue from acutely hazardous waste for any period
of time.

¯ Small quantity generator (SQG). A facility is classified as a SQG if it
generates >220 Ibs (100 kg) and <2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous
waste in a calendar month. SQGs can accumulate onsite no more than
13,200 lbs (6,000 kg) of hazardous waste. SQGs can store hazardous
waste onsite for up to 180 days (or up to 270 days if the waste
treatment/disposal facility is more than 200 miles away).

¯ Large quantity generator (LQG). A facility is classified as a LQG if it
generates > 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous waste in a calendar
month. While there is no limit on the amount of hazardous waste that
LQGs can accumulate onsite, they can only store it onsite for up to 90
days.

Ifa facility is a CESQG and generates ~2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous
~vaste; or _< 220 lbs (100 kg) of acutely hazardous waste spill residues in a
calendar month, and never stores more than that amount for any period of
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time, it may manage the acutely hazardous waste according to CESQG
requirements. If it generates more than 2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous
waste or >220 lbs (100 kg) of acutely hazardous waste spill residues in a
calendar month, the facility must manage it according to LQG requirements.
The hazardous wastes that must be measured are those: (1) accumulated at the
facility for any period of time before disposal or recycling, (2) packaged and
transported axvay from the facility, (3) placed directly into a treatment or
disposal unit at the facility, or (4) generated as still bottoms or sludges and
removed from product storage tanks.

Requirements for CESQGs. Based on the quantity of hazardous waste
generated per month, most agricultural establishments will qualify as
CESQGs. As CESQGs,.facilities must comply with three basic waste
management requirements:

(1) Identify all hazardous waste generated.

(2) Do not generate per month more than 220 lbs (100 kg) of hazardous
waste; more than 2.2 lbs (1 kg) of acutely hazardous waste; or more
than 220 lbs (100 kg) of.acutely hazardous waste spill residues; and
never store onsite more than 2,200 lbs (1,000 kg) of hazardous waste;
2.2 lbs of acutely hazardous waste; or more than 220 lbs of acutely
hazardous waste spill residues for any period of time.

(3) Ensure proper treatment and disposal of the waste. This means
ensuring that the disposal fac.ility is one of the following:

A state or federally regulated hazardous waste management
treatment, storage, or disposal facility.
A facility permitted, licensed, or registered by a state to manage
municipal or industrial solid waste.
A facility that uses, reuses, or legitimately recycles the waste
(or treats the waste before use, reuse, or recycling).
A universal waste handler or destination facility subject to the
requirements for universal wastes.

CESQGs are allowed to transport their own wastes to the treatment or storage
facility, unlike SQGs and LQGs who are required to use a licensed, certified
transporter. While there are no specific RCRA requirements for CESQGs
who transport their own wastes, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)
requires all transporters of hazardous waste to comply with all applicable DOT
regulations. Specifically, DOT regulations require all transporters, including
CESQGs, transporting hazardous waste that qualifies as a DOT hazardous
material to comply with EPA hazardous waste transporter requirements found
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in 40 CFR Part 263. CESQGs are not required by federal hazardous waste
laws to train their employees on waste handling or emergency preparedness.

Requirements for SQGs and LQGs. Facilities determined to be SQGs or
LQGs must meet many requirements under the RCRA regulations. These
requirements, found in 40 CFR 260-279, include identifying hazardous waste;
obtaining EPA identification numbers; meeting requirements for waste
accumulation and storage limits; container management; conducting personnel
training; preparing a manifest; ensuring proper hazardous waste packaging,
labeling, and placarding; reporting and recordkeeping; and contingency
planning, emergency procedures, and accident prevention.

Notes: Facilities that fall into different generator categories during different
months may choose to simplify compliance by satisfying the more stringent
requirements all the time.

Specific Provisions. RCRA regulations include several specific provisions
addressing agriculture-related materials and activities. Key provisions are
briefly summarized below:

¯ Exemption for Certain Solid Wastes Used as Fertilizers. Under 40
CFR §261.4(b), solid wastes generated by (1) growing and harvesting
of agricultural crops, or (2) raising animals (including animal manure),
and that are returned to the soils as fertilizers are excluded from
regulation as hazardous waste.

¯ Exemption for Certain Hazardous Waste Pesticides. Under 40 CFR
§262.70, farmers who generate any amount of hazardous waste
pesticides from their own use are excluded from the generator,
treatment/storage/disposal facility, land disposal, and permit
requirements under RCRA Subtitle C, provided that the farmer: (1)
disposes of the waste pesticide in a manner consistent with the label on
the pesticide container; (2) triple rinses each empty container in
accordance with requirements at 40 CFR §261.7(b)(3); and (3)
disposes of the rinsate on his own farm in accordance with the
instructions on the label. If the label does not include disposal
instruction, or no instructions are available from the pesticide
manufacturer, the waste pesticide and rinsate must be disposed of in
accordance with Subtitle C hazardous waste requirements. (Also see
40 CFR Part 165 - FIFtLA)

¯ Exemption for Commercial Fertilizers. Under 40 CFR §266.20,
commercial fertilizers produced for general public (including
agricultural) use that contain recyclable materials are not presently
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subject to regulation provided they meet the applicable land disposal
restriction (LDR) standards for each recyclable material they contain.
For example, zinc-containing fertilizers containing K061 (emission
control dust from the primary production of steel in electric furnaces)
are not subject to regulation.

¯ Fertilizers Made from Hazardous Wastes. Under 40 CFR Parts 266
and 268, EPA regulates fertilizers containing hazardous wastes as
ingredients. Hazardous wastes may be used as ingredients in fertilizers
under certain conditions, since such wastes can be a beneficial
component of legitimate fertilizers. EPA has established standards
that specify limits on the levels of heavy metals and other contents
used as fertilizer ingredients. These standards are based on treatment,
by the best technology currently available, to reduce the toxicity and
mobility of all the contents of the hazardous waste components. These
standards are based on waste management considerations and do not
include consideration of the potential agronomic or dietary risk.

¯ Food Chain Crops Grown on Hazardous Waste Land Treatment
Units. Under 40 CFR Par~ 264.276, food chain crops (including feed
for animals consumed by humans) may be grown in or on hazardous
waste land treatment units under certain conditions and only with a
permit. The permit for a facility will list the specific food-chain crops
that may be grown. To obtain a permit, the owner/operator of the
facility wishing to grow the food-chain crops must demonstrate -- prior
to the planting of such crops .-- that there is no substantial risk to
human health caused by the growth of such crops in or on the
treatment zone.

¯ Solid Waste Disposal Criteria. Under RCRA Subtitle D, 40 CFR
257.3 establishes solid waste disposal criteria addressing floodplains,
endangered species, groundwater protection, application to land used
for food chain crops, disease vectors, air pollution, and safety. These
criteria are largely guidelines used by states in developing solid waste
regulations, which control the disposal of waste on a farmer’s property.

¯ Land Application of Fertilizers Derived from Drinking Water
Sludge. Under 40 CFR Part 257, EPA regulates the land application of
solid wastes, including drinking water sludge applied as fertilizer.
These requirements include: (1) cadmium limits on land used for the
production of food-chain crops (tobacco, human food, and animal
feed) or alternative less stringent cadmium limits on land used solely
for production of animal feed; (2) polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
limits on land used for producing animal feed, including pasture crops
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for animals raised for milk; and (3) minimization of disease vectors,
such as rodents, flies, and mosquitoes, at the site of application
through incorporation of the fertilizer into soil so as to impede the
vectors’ access to the sludge.

¯ Pesticides That Are Universal Wastes. Under 40 CFR Part 273, EPA
has established a separate set of requirements for three types of wastes
called universal wastes. Universal wastes include certain batteries,
certain pesticides, and mercury thermostats. Pesticides designated as
universal wastes include (1) recalled pesticides that are stocks of a
suspended or canceled pesticide and part of a voluntary or mandatory
recall under FIFRA §19(b); (2) recalled pesticides that are stocks of a
suspended or canceled pesticide, or a pesticide that is not in
compliance with FIFRA, that are part of a voluntary recall [see FIFRA
§ 19(b)(2)] by the registrant; and (3) stocks of other unused pesticide
products that are collected and managed as part of a waste pesticide
collection program.

The Universal Waste rule is optional for states/tribe to adopt. In those
states/tribes that have not adopted the Universal Waste rule, these
wastes must be disposed of in accordance with the hazardous (or
acutely hazardous) waste requirements (see 40 CFR Part 262).

¯ Exemption for Small Quantities of Used Oil. Under 40 CFP~ §279.20,
agricultural establishments that generate an average of 25 gallons or
less of used oil per month-per calendar year from vehicles or
machinery used on the establishment are not subject to the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 279.

¯ Exemption for "Farm Tanks" and Tanks of 110 Gallons or Less.
Under the underground storage tank (UST) regulations (RCRA
Subtitle I, 40 CFR §280.12), "farm tanks" of 1,100 gallons or less
capacity used for storing motor fuel for non-commercial purposes are
not regulated as underground storage tanks. "Farm tanks" include
tanks located on a tract of land devoted to the production of crops or
raising animals (including fish) and associated residences and
improvements. Also under 40 CFR §280.10, the UST program does
not apply to UST systems of 110 gallons or less capacity, or that
contain a de minimis concentration of a regulated substance.

Even with the above exemptions, keep in mind that many agricultural
establishments may be subject to the UST program (40 CFR Part 280).
The UST regulations apply to facilities that store either petroleum
products or hazardous substances (except hazardous wastes) identified
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under CERCLA. UST regulations address design standards, leak
detection, operating practices, response to releases, financial
responsibility for releases, and closure standards.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

Under CERCLA, there are a limited number of statutory and regulatory
requirements that potentially affect agricultural businesses. The key provisions
are summarized below:

¯ Emergency Release Notification Requirements. Under CERCLA
§ 103(a), facilities are required to notify the National Response Center
about any release of a CERCLA hazardous substance in quantities
equal to or greater than its reportable quantity (RQ). Releases include
discharges into the air, soil, surface water, or groundwater. Any
release at or above the RQ must be reported regardless of whether
there is a potential for offsite exposure.

Hazardous Substances. The term "hazardous substance" is
defined in CERCLA § 101(14) and these substances (more than
700) are listed at 40 CFR Part 302, Table 302.4. Several
agricultural chemicals are on the CERCLA hazardous
substance list, including many pesticides, anhydrous ammonia,
and ethylene glycol.

Reportable Quantities. For each hazardous substance, EPA has
designated a RQ of I~ 10, 100, 1,000, or 5,000 pounds. RQs
are listed in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B and 40
CFR Part 302, Table 302.4.

When No Notification is Required. There are several types of
releases that are excluded from the requirements of CERCLA
release notification. Two of these releases, excluded under
CERCLA § § 101 (22) and 103(e), include the normal
application of fertilizer and the application of pesticide
products registered under FIFRA. Keep in mind that spills,
leaks, or other accidental or unintended releases of fertilizers
and pesticides are subject to the reporting requirements.

¯ Facility Notification and Recordkeeping Requirements -
Exemption for Agricultural Producers. Under CERCLA §§ 103(c)
and (d), certain facilities must notify EPA of their existence and the
owners/operators must keep records. However, CERCLA §103(e)
exempts agricultural producers who store and handle FIFRA-registered
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pesticides from the facility notification and recordkeeping
requirements. CERCLA does not define the term agricultural
producer.

¯ Liability for Damages. Under CERCLA §107(a), an owner/operator
of a facility that has CERCLA hazardous substances onsite may be
liable for cleanup costs, response costs, and natural resource damages
associated with a release or threatened release of hazardous substances.
Agricultural establishments are potentially liable under this section,
and that liability extends to past practices.

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know A ct

A summary of the potential applicability of specific sections of EPCRA on the
agricultural sector follows below.

¯ Emergency Planning and Notification. Under EPCRA §302, owners
or operators of any facility, including agricultural establishments, that
have extremely hazardous substances (40 CFR Part 355 Appendices A
and B) present in excess of the threshold planning quantity must notify
in writing their state emergency response commission (SERC) and
their local emergency planning committee (LEPC) that they are subject
to EPCRA planning requirements. Under EPCRA §303, they must
also notify the LEPC of the name of a person at their facility whom the
LEPC may contact in regard to planning issues related to these
extremely hazardous substances. They must also inform the LEPC
promptly of any relevant ~hanges, and when requested, must provide
information to the LEPC necessary for emergency planning.

Ammonia, several agricultural pesticides, and certain fuels are
included on the list of extremely hazardous substances found in 40
CFR Part 355 Appendices A and B. Ifa listed substance is a solid, two
different planning quantities are listed (e.g., 500 lbs/10,000 lbs). The
smaller amount (e.g., 500 lbs.) applies if the substance is in powder
form, such as a soluble or wettable powder, or if it is in solution or
molten form. The larger quantity (10,000 lbs.) applies for most other
forms of the substance. If the extremely hazardous substance is part of
a mixture or solution, then the amount is calculated by multiplying its
percent by weight times the total weight of the mixture or solution. If
the percent by weight is less than one percent, the calculation is not
required (40 CFR Part 355.30).

Ammonia -- The quantity of anhydrous ammonia that triggers
the planning requirement is 500 pounds.
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Pesticides -- Examples of pesticides on the list with the
quantity in pounds that triggers the planning requirement
include: ethion (1,000), nicotine (100), dichlorvos (1,000),
parathion (100), chlordane (1,000), methyl bromide (1,000),
ethylene oxide (1,000), fenitrothion (500), phorate (10), zinc
phosphide (500), aluminum phosphide (500), terbufos (100),
phosphamidon (100), demeton (500), ethoprop (1,000), and
disulfoton (500).

Solid Pesticides -- Examples of pesticides with dual quantities
that trigger the planning requirements include: coumaphos
(100/10,000), strychnine (100/10,000), dimethoate
(500/10,000), warfarin (500/10,000), azinphos-methyl
(10/10,000), methyl parathion (100/10,000), phosmet
(10/10,000), methidathion (500/10,000), carbofuran
(10/10,000), paraquat (10/10,000), methiocarb (500/10,000),
methamidophos (100/10,000), methomyl (500/10,000),
fenamiphos (10/10,000), and oxamyl (100/10,000).

¯ §304 Emergency Release Notification. Under 40 CFR 355, facilities
must immediately notify the SERC and LEPC of releases of EPCRA
extremely hazardous substances and CERCLA hazardous substances
when the release equals or exceeds the reportable quantity within a 24-
hour period and has the potential for offsite exposure. There are two
notifications required: the initial notification and the written followup
notification.

Exemption for Substances Used in Agricultural Operations. Only
facilities that produce, use or store hazardous chemicals are subject to
EPCRA release reporting. EPCRA §311 (e) excludes from the
definition of hazardous chemicals those substances used in routine
agricultural operations. The exemption covers fertilizers and
pesticides used in routine agricultural operations and fuels for
operating farm equipment (including to transport crops to market). If
all the hazardous chemicals present at the facility do not fall within this
exemption, the facility must report all releases of any EPCRA
extremely hazardous substance or CERCLA hazardous substance.
Additionally, spills, leaks, or other accidental or unintended releases of
fertilizers and pesticides are subject to the EPCRA release reporting
requirements.

¯ §311 and §312 Hazardous Chemical Inventory and Reporting.
Under EPCRA §311 and §312, facilities must inventory the hazardous
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chemicals present onsite in amounts equal to or in excess of the
threshold planning quantities, and meet two reporting requirements:

A one-time notification of the presence of hazardous chemicals
onsite in excess of threshold levels (EPCRA §311) to the
SERC, LEPC, and the local fire department; and

An annual notification (Tier I or Tier II report) to the SERC,
LEPC, and the local fire department detailing the locations and
hazards associated with the hazardous chemicals found on
facility grounds (EPCRA §312).

Exemption for Substances Used in Agricultural Operations. As
mentioned above, the term "hazardous chemical," as defined in
EPCRA §311 (e), excludes substances used in routine agricultural
operations.

Clean Air Act

Agriculture-related industries generally do not include those industry sectors
considered to be major sources of air pollution. Nevertheless, some
agriculture-related activities are potentially subject to regulation under the
CAA. The provisions identified below summarize the CAA requirements
applicable to certain agriculture-related activities:

¯ Risk Management Program. Under § 112(r) of the Clean Air Act,
EPA has promulgated the Risk Management Program Rule. The rule’s
main goals are to prevent accidental releases of regulated substances
and to reduce the severity of those releases that do occur by requiring
facilities to develop risk management programs. A facility’s risk
management program must incorporate three elements: a hazard
assessment, a prevention program, and an emergency response
program. These programs are to be summarized in a risk management
plan (RMP) that will be made available to state and local government
agencies and the public.

Under 40 CFR Part 68, facilities that have more than the threshold
quantity of any of the listed regulated-substances in a single process are
required to comply with the regulation. Process means any regulated
activity involving a regulated substance, including manufacturing,
storing, distributing, or handling a regulated substance or using it in
any other way. Any group of interconnected vessels (including
piping), or separate vessels located close enough together to be
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involved in a single accident, are considered a single process.
Transportation is not included.

Listed regulated substances are acutely toxic substances, flammable
gases, volatile liquids, and highly explosive substances listed by EPA
in the Risk Management Program rule. The threshold quantity is the
amount of a regulated substance that triggers the development of a
RMP. The list of regulated substances and their corresponding
threshold quantities are found at 40 CFR Part 68. Examples of
threshold quantities of listed regulated substances include:
formaldehyde -- 15,000 pounds; ethylene oxide -- 10,000 pounds;
methyl isocyanate-- 10,000 pounds; anydrous ammonia-- 10,000
pounds; and mixtures containing ammonia in a concentration of 20
percent or greater -- 20,000 pounds.

Exception: Ammonia that farmers are holding for use as fertilizer is
not a regulated substance under the risk management program.
Farmers are not responsible for preparing a risk management plan if
ammonm held for use as a fertilizer is the only listed regulated
substance that they have in more than threshold quantities. However,
ammonia that is on a farm for any other use, such as for distribution
or as a coolant/refrigerant, is not exempt.

Three program levels. The risk management planning regulation (40
CFR Part 68) defines the activities facilities must undertake to address
the risks posed by regulated substances in covered processes. To
ensure that individual processes are subject to appropriate
requirements that match their size and the risks they may pose, EPA
has classified them into 3 categories ("programs"):

Program 1 requirements apply to processes for which a worst-
case release, as evaluated in the hazard assessment, would not
affect the public. These are processes that have not had an
accidental release that caused serious offsite consequences.

Program 2 requirements apply to less complex operations that
do not involve chemical processing.

Program 3 requirements apply to higher risk, complex
chemical processing operations and to processes already
subject to the OSHA Process Safety Management Standard
(29 CFR 1910.119).
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Risk Management Planning. Facilities with more than a threshold
quantity of any of the 140 regulated substances in a single process are
required to develop a risk management program and to summarize
their program in a risk management plan (RMP). A facility subject to
the requirements was required to have submitted a registration and
RMP by June 21, 1999, or whenever it first exceeds the threshold for a
listed regulated substance after that date.

All facilities with processes in Program 1 must carry out the following
elements of risk management planning:

An offsite consequence analysis that evaluates specific
potential release scenarios, including worst-case and alternative
scenarios.

A five-year history of certain accidental releases of regulated
substances from covered processes.

A risk management plan, revised at least once every five years,
that describes and documents these activities for all covered
processes.

Facilities with processes in Programs 2 and 3 must also address each of
the following elements:

An integrated pre.vention program to manage risk. The
prevention program will include identification of hazards,
written operating procedures, training, maintenance, and
accident investigation.

An emergency response program.

An overall management system to put these program elements
into effect.

¯ National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)/SIPS. Under
the CAA § 10, each state must develop a State Implementation Plan
(SIP) to identify sources of air pollution and to determine what
reductions are required to meet federal air quality standards. If the
applicable SIP imposes requirements on an agricultural establishment,
that facility must comply with the SIP. The most likely pollutant of
concern with respect to agriculture-related businesses is particulate
matter.
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Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

For agricultural producers, FIFRA is the environmental statute that most
significantly impacts day-to-day operations of pesticide use. It also imposes
administrative requirements on pesticide users, including agricultural
producers. A summary of major provisions applicable to agricultural
producers is provided below.

¯ Use Restrictions. The pesticide product labe_l_[ is information printed
on or attached to the pesticide container. Users are legally required to
follow the label. Labeling is the pesticide product label and other
accompanying materials which contain directions that pesticide users
are legally required to follow. Under FI~’RA § 12, each pesticide must
be used only in a way that is consistent with its labeling.

As a part of the pesticide registration, EPA must classify the
product for general use, restricted use, or general for some uses
and restricted for others (Miller, 1993). For pesticides that may
cause unreasonable adverse effects on the environment,
including injury to the applicator, EPA may require that the
pesticide be applied either by or under the direct supervision of
a certified applicator.

It is against the law (Endangered Species Act) to harm an
endangered species. Harm includes not only acts that directly
injure or kill the protected species, but also significant habitat
modification or degradation that disrupts breeding, feeding, or
sheltering. Pesticide users must comply with any pesticide
labeling restrictions or requirements that concern the protection
of endangered species or their habitats.

¯ Tolerances and Exemptions. A tolerance is the maximum amount of
pesticide residue that can be on a raw product and still be considered
safe. Before EPA can register a pesticide that is used on raw
agricultural products, it must grant a tolerance or exemption from a
tolerance (40 CFR.163.10 through 163.12). Under the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), a raw agricultural product is
deemed unsafe if it contains a pesticide residue, unless the residue is
within the limits of a tolerance established by EPA or is exempt from
the requirement.

To avoid being responsible for products being over tolerance, users
must be particularly careful to comply with the label instructions
concerning application rate and minimum days between pesticide
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application and harvest (i.e., preharvest interval), slaughter, freshening,
or grazing.

¯ Worker Protection Standard (WPS) Requirements for Users. The
WPS for Agricultural Pesticides (40 CFR Parts 156 and 170) covers
pesticides that are used in the commercial production of agricultural
plants on farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses. The WPS
requires pesticide users to take steps to reduce the risk of pesticide-
related illness and injury if they or their employees may be exposed to
pesticides used in the commercial production of agricultural plants.

¯ Cancellation and Suspension. EPA can cancel a registration if it is
determined that the pesticide or its labeling does not comply with the
requirements of FIFRA or causes unreasonable adverse effects on the
environment (Haugrud, 1993).

In cases where EPA believes that an "imminent hazard" would exist if
a pesticide were to continue to be used through the cancellation
proceedings, EPA may suspend the pesticide registration through an
order and thereby halt the sale, distribution, and usage of the pesticide.
An "imminent hazard" is defined as an unreasonable adverse effect on
the environment or an unreasonable hazard to the survival of a
threatened or endangered species that would be.the likely result of
allowing continued use of a pesticide during a cancellation process.

When EPA believes and.emergency exists that does not permit a
hearing to be held prior to suspending, EPA can issue an emergency
order that makes the suspension immediately effective.

Toxic Substances Control Act

TSCA has a limited impact on the agricultural sector. TSCA §3, Definitions,
specifies that the term chemical substance means any organic or inorganic
substance of a particular molecular identity. The definition also states, as
declared at subsection (2)(B)(ii), that such term does not include any pesticide
(as defined in FIFRA) when manufactured, processed, or distributed in
commerce for use as a pesticide. Since the majority of potentially hazardous
substances used by agricultural producers are pesticides, they are regulated
under FIFRA. Regulation of hazardous substances under other authorities is
part of TSCA’s overall scheme which allows EPA to decline to regulate a
chemical under TSCA if other federal regulatory authorities (e.g., F[FRA) are
sufficiently addressing the risks posed from those substances.
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¯ Asbestos and Asbestos-Containing Material. Under TSCA §6 and
40 CFR Part 61, Subpart M, EPA regulates the renovation/demolition
activities, notification, work practices and removal, and disposal of
asbestos-containing material (ACM). ACM should be carefully
monitored; however, the mere presence of asbestos in a building is not
considered hazardous. ACM that becomes damaged, however, may
pose a health risk since it may release asbestos fibers over time. If a
material is suspected of containing asbestos and it is more than slightly
damaged, or if changes need to be made to a building that might
disturb it, repair or removal of the ACM by a professional is needed.

¯ Asbestos Brake Pads. Facilities that repair their own brakes should
be aware of asbestos requirements. Asbestos brake pads must be
removed using appropriate control measures so that no visible
emissions of asbestos will be discharged to the outside aib. These
measures can include one of the following: (1) wetting that is generally
done through the use of a brake washing solvent bath, such as those
provided by a service; (2) vacuuming that is usually performed with a
commercial brake vacuum specifically designed for use during brake
pad changing or pad re-lining operations; or (3) combination of
wetting and vacuuming.

Asbestos brake pads and wastes must be managed by: (1) labeling
equipment, (2) properly disposing of spent solvent, (3) properly             :
disposing of used vacuum filters, and (4) sealing used brake pads. The
containers or wrapped packages must be labeled using warning labels
as specified by OSHA [29 CFR 1910.001 (j) (2) or 1926.58 (k)(2)(iii)].

Asbestos waste must be disposed of as soon as practical at an EPA-
approved disposal site. The asbestos containers must be labeled with
the name and location of the waste generator. Vehicles used to
transport the asbestos must be clearly labeled during loading and
unloading. The waste shipment records must be maintained (40 CFR
61.150) so that the asbestos shipment can be tracked and substantiated.

¯ Polychlorinated Biphenyis (PCBs). PCBs were widely used in
electrical equipment manufactured from 1932 to 1978. Types of
equipment potentially containing PCBs include transformers and their
bushings, capacitors, reclosers, regulators, electric light ballasts, and
oil switches. Any equipment containing PCBs in their dielectric fluid
at concentrations of greater than 50 ppm are subject to the PCB
requirements.
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Under TSCA §6 and 40 CFR Part 761, facilities must ensure through
activities related to the management of PCBs (e.g., inspections for
leaks, proper storage) that human food or animal feed are not exposed
to PCBs. While the regulations do not establish a specific distance
limit, any item containing PCBs is considered to pose an unacceptable
exposure risk to food or feed ifPCBs released in any form have the
potential to reach/contaminate food or feed.

¯ Lead. Approximately 1.7 million children have blood-lead levels high
enough to raise health concerns. Studies suggest that lead exposure
from deteriorated residential lead-based paint, contaminated soil, and
lead in dust are among the major existing sources of lead exposure
among children in the U.S.

Section 1018 of the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction
Act of 1992 directs EPA and the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) to jointly issue regulations requiring disclosure
of known lead-based paint and/or lead-based paint hazards by persons
selling or leasing housing constructed before the phaseout of
residential lead-based paint use in 1978. Under that authority, EPA
and HUD jointly issued on March 6, 1996, regulations titled Lea&
Requirernents for Disclosure of Known Lead-Based Paint and/or
Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing (40 CFR Part 35 and 40 CFR
Part 745). In these regulations, EPA and HUD established
requirements for sellers/lessors of residential housing built before
1978.

Pre-Renovation Lead Information Rule. If conducted improperly,
renovations in housing with lead-based paint can create serious health
hazards to workers and occupants by releasing large amounts of lead
dust and debris. Under TSCA §406 and through a rule published on
June 1, 1998 entitled Lead," Requirements for Hazard Education
Before Renovation of Target Housing (40 CFR Part 745), EPA
required the distribution of lead hazard information (i.e., EPA-
developed pamphlet) prior to professional renovations on residential
housing built before 1978.

IV.C. Proposed and Pending Regulations

Clean Water Act

Feedlots Effluent Limitation Guidelines. EPA is in the process of
reviewing and revising the effluent limitation guidelines for feedlots. EPA is
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under a court-ordered schedule to revise the guidelines for poultry and swine
by December 2001 and for beef and dairy cattle by December 2002.

NPDES Implementing Regulations. EPA intends to revise the existing
NPDES permitting regulations to clarify expectations and requirements for
CAFOs as well as to reflect the changes in the industry. NRCS and other
USDA agencies will participate on the regulatory workgroup to advise EPA
on the technical and implementation aspects related to any proposed revisions.
Revision of the permitting regulations is expected to be closely coordinated
with the revision of the Feedlots Effluent Limitation Guidelines (40 CFR Part
412) because of the commonality of issues and the administrative efflciencies
for EPA, States and all interested groups. Permits in effect on the date of new
regulations will remain in effect until subsequently changed to incorporate the
new requirements.

Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990

Implementation of Management Measures. Under Section 6217,
states/tribes must fully implement the management measures in their Coastal
Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs by January 2004. States/tribes are
required to perform effectiveness monitoring between 2004 and 2006 and
implement other measures between 2006 and 2009.

Safe Drinking Water Act

Management of Class V Wells. EPA plans to propose additional
requirements addressing the environmental risks posed by the highest risk
Class V wells. This rulemaking potentially affects agricultural operations that
use industrial and commercial disposal wells and large capacity cesspools.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

Pesticide Management and Disposal: Proposed Rule - issued on May 5, 1993
(FR26857). The regulations for this rule will be found in the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) at 40 CFR Part 165 - Regulations for the Acceptance of
Certain Pesticides and Recommended Procedures for the Disposal and Storage
of Pesticides and Pesticides Containers. This final rule will:

- Describe procedures for voluntary and mandatory recall actions.
- Establish criteria for acceptable storage and disposal plans which

registrants may submit to EPA to become eligible for reimbursement of
storage costs.
Establish procedures for the indemnification of owners of suspended and
canceled pesticides.
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Amend the Agency’s responsibility for accepting for disposal suspended
and canceled pesticides.
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V. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

V.A. Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun to
supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific,
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for industrial
sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
(IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s single-
media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match air, water, waste,
toxics/pesticides, EPCRA, Toxics Release Inventory (TRI), and enforcement
docket records for a given facility and generate a list of historical permit,
inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze
data by geographic area and corporate holder. As the capacity to generate
multimedia compliance data improves, EPA will make available more in-
depth compliance and enforcement information. Additionally, EPA is
developing sector-specific measures of success for compliance assistance
efforts.

V.B. Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

This section uses inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system to provide information about the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector.
While other sector notebooks have

Note: Many of the previously publishedused Standard Industrial sector notebooks contained a chapter
Classification (SIC) data from the titled "’Chemical Release and Transfer
Toxics Release Inventory System Profile. ’" The information and data for
(TRIS) to define their data sampling that chapter were taken primarily from
universes, none of the SIC codes EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory (TRI).
associated with the livestock Because the industries discussed in this

production sector identifies facilities notebook do not, in general, directly

that report to the TRI program. As report to TRI, that chapter has not been
included in this sector notebook.

such, sector-defining data have been
provided from EPA data systems
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linked to EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS), which tracks facilities in
all media databases. This section does not attempt to define the actual number
of facilities that fall within each sector. Instead, the section portrays the
records of a subset of facilities within the sector that are well defined within
EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census. With sectors dominated by small businesses, such as metal
finishers and printers, the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be
small in comparison to Census data. However, the group selected for
inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s
general make-up.

Before presenting the data, the next section defines general terms and the
column heads used in the data tables. The data represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions and solely reflect EPA, state,
and local compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA
databases. To identify trends, EPA ran two data queries, one for five calendar
years (March 7, 1992 to March 6, 1997) and the other for a twelve-month
period (March 7, 1996 to March 6, 1997). The five-year analysis gives an
average level of activity for that period for comparison to the more recent
activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases. These
databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or EPA-
led. However, the table breaking clown the universe of violations does give
the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and state’s efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
regions for certain sectors~. This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variation, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

IEPA Regions are as follows: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, N-H, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD,
PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN. MI, MN, OH, WI); VI (AR, LA,
NM, OK, TX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY): IX (AZ, CA, HI, NV,
Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) - assigns a common facility number to
EPA single-media permit records, establishing a linkage capability to the
permit data. The FINDS identification number allows EPA to compile and
review all permit, compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any
given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) - is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data
records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for an); given facility, thus creating a "master list" of records
for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA are AFS
(Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation),
PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource
Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste),
NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and Liability
Information System, Superfund), and TRIS. IDEA also contains information
from outside sources, such as Dun and Bradstreet (DUN) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries
displayed in this section were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search - based on the universe of TRI reporters within the listed
SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting requirements,
or industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TILl, the
notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries. The SIC code
range selected for each search is defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code
coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected - indicates the level of EPA and state agency inspections
for the facilities in this data search. These values show what percentage of the
facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year period.

Number of Inspections - measures the total number of inspections conducted
in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is entered into a
single media database.
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Average Time Between Inspections - provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities With One or More Enforcement Actions - expresses the number of
facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
state actions. A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted
once in this column, e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1
facility.

Total Enforcement Actions - describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes. A
facility with multipleenforcement actions is counted multiple times (i.e., a
facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3).

State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement actions
are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels of use by
states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions accorded state
enforcement activity. Some states extensively report enforcement activities
into EPA data systems, while other states may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from state
agencies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint federal/state
efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate - is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. The ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Inspections and actions from the
TSCA/FIFRAfEPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most
of the actions taken under these programs are not the result of facility
inspections. Also, this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising
from non-inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported
water discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA
and RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified- expresses the percentage
of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the following data
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categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status (CA.A); Reportable
Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance
(CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and
EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority Violation
(RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the extent of
noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not distinguish
between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that an
enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement A ctions and Inspections - four columns
identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions within
EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each column
is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total Actions"
column.

V.C. Livestock Production Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 19 provides an overview of the
Note: It should be noted that the datareported compliance and enforcement
presented in this section represent

data for the livestock sector over a 5- federal enforcement activity only.
year period (March 1992 to March Enforcement activity conducted at
1997). These data are also broken outthe state level is not included in this
by EPA regions thereby permitting analysis.
geographical comparisons. A few
points evident from the data are listed
below.

¯ Of the 1,001 facilities identified through IDEA with livestock SIC
codes, approximately 20 percent (205) were inspected in the last 5
years.

¯ Region 4 had more inspections (163) than other regions and the most
enforcement actions (9), accounting for 29 percent of the total
enforcement actions.

¯ Region 10 had only 3 percent of the total inspections, but had 16
percent of the total enforcement actions yielding the highest
enforcement!inspection ratio of 0.29.

¯ The total inspections (600) conducted nationwide have resulted in 31
enforcement actions, which results in an enforcement-to-inspection
rate of 0.05. This means that for every 100 inspections conducted,
there are approximately 5 resulting enforcement actions.
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¯ Enforcement actions were primarily state-led (84%). Regions 7 and 9
had no enforcement actions.

¯ Several regions (1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10) had an average time between
inspections of greater than 100 months.
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Exhibit ! 9. Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Livestock Indnslry

A       B        C        D           E             F            G         II          I           J

R !--eg’on
inFaCilitieSsearch

Facilities Number of AverageBetweenMOnths
Facilities with I or Percen!

I -nspected Inspections
More Total Perceot

to                   Enforcement
Inspections Enforcement Enforcement Slate Lead

Federall.ead
Actions Actions Actions

Inspection

Actions Rate

I 16 3 5 192 I i 100% 0% 0.20
il 20 12 33 36 3 6 100% 0% O. ! 8
!I1 49 24 161 18 3 5 100% 0% 0.03
1V 304 67 163 I ! 2 7 9 56% 44% 0.06
V 69 ! 8 42 99 2 3 100% 0% 0.07
VI 96 6 14 41 ! 1 1 100% 0% 0.07
VII 217 1 i 20 651 0 0 ......
Vlll 122 23 67 109 I 1 100% 0% 0.0 I
IX 40 35 78 31 0 0 ....
X 68 6 17 240 1 5 80% 20% 0.29
TOTAL 1,001 205 600 100 19 311 84% 16% 0.05
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Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 20 and 21 allow the compliance history of the livestock production
sector to be compared to other industries covered by the sector notebooks.
Comparisons between these exhibits permit the identification of trends in
compliance and enforcement records of the various industries by comparing
data covering a 5-year period (March 1992 to March 1997) to that of a 1-year
period (March 1996 to March 1997). Some points evident from the data are
listed below.

¯ The one-year enforcement-to-inspection ratio (0.01) is one-fifth of the
five-year ratio (0.05).

¯ In the 5-year comparison, the average months between inspections
(100) was more than any other sector.

¯ In Exhibit 20, the livestock production industry data approximate the
averages of the industries shown for percent state-lead versus federal-
led actions.

¯ In Exhibit 21, when compared to all sectors over the period March
1996 - March 1997, the livestock sector had the third fewest number of
inspections conducted (146) and fewest enforcement actions (2).

Exhibits 22 and 23 provide a more in-depth comparison between the livestock
production sector and other sectors by breaking out compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the previous exhibits
(Exhibits 20 and 21), the data cover a 5-year period (Exhibit 22) and a 1-year
period (Exhibit 23) to facilitate the identification of recent trends. Points
evident from the data are listed below.

¯ As shown in Exhibit 22, over the past 5 years, more than half (57%) of
all inspections conducted at livestock facilities and nearly two-thirds
(65%) of all enforcement actions have been under the Clean Water
Act. It should be noted that 3 percent of all enforcement actions were
taken under the FIFRA/TSCA/EPCRA/Other category although no
inspections were conducted within that category. This number is
possible because in many EPA regions, media inspectors are being
trained to examine the facility from a multimedia viewpoint.

¯ As shown in Exhibits 22 and 23, Clean Water Act inspections account
for more than half (57% and 51%, respectively) of all inspections, with
the Clean Air Act representing nearly all of the remaining inspections
(38% and 48%, respectively). However, from March 1996 - March
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1997, every single enforcement action taken was under the Clean
Water Act.
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Exhibit 20. Five-Year Enforcen~nt and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries
A’ B C D E F G II I J

Average Facilities with Total Percent Percent Enforcement

Industry Sector Facilities Facilities Number of Months I or More
Enforcement State Federal to

in Search Inspected Inspections Between Enforcement Actions I.ead I.ead Inspection
Inspections Actious Actions Actions Rate

IAvestock 1,001 205 600 100 20 31 84% 16% 0.05
Crop Production 6,688 3,046 10,453 38 141 262 73% 27% 0.03
Metal Mining 1,232 378 1,600 46 63 I I I 53% 47% 0.07

(’oal Mining 3,256 741 3,748 52 88 I 32 89% I I% 004
Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 79% 21% 0.05
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% O 05
Textiles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 90% 10% 0.06

l.umber and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 30% O. I O

Eumiture 499 386 2,379 13 65 91 81% 19% 0.04

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 20% 0. I O¯
Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 88% 12% 0.06

Inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3,087 9 89 235 74% 26% 008

Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 93 219 76% 24% 0.09

Pharmaceuticals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80% 20% 0. I 0

Organic Chemicals 425 355 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% O. I I

Agricultural Chemicals 263 164 1,293 12 47 102 74% 26% 008

Petroleum Refining 156 148 3,081 3 124 763 68% 32% O. 25
Rubber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 178 276 82% 18% 0.06

Stone, (’lay, Glass and Concrcle 615 388 3,474 I I 97 277 75% 25% 0.08

Iron and Steel 349 275 4,476 5 121 305 71% 29% 0.07

Metal Castings 669 424 2,535 16 I 13 191 7 I% 29% 0.08

Nonferrous Metals 203 161 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% O. II

Fabricalcd Metal Products 2,906 1,858 7,914 22 365 600 75% 25% 0.08

l-~lectronics 1,250 863 4,500 17 150 251 80% 20% 0.06

Automobile Assembly 1,260 927 5,912 13 253 413 82% 18% 0 07

237 184 1,206 12 67 127 75% 25% O. IOAerospace

Shipbuilding and Repair 44 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% O. 13

(;round Transportation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 0.06

Water Transportation 514 192 816 38 36 70 61% 39% 009

Air Transportation 444 231 973 27 48 97 88% 12% 0.10

Fossil Fucl Electric Powcr 3,270 2,166 14,210 14 403 789 76% 24% 0 06



Exhibit 21. One-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries
A                   B          C          D                  E                         F                    G              II

Facilities with I or More Facilities with I or more Total EnforcemenlIndustry Sector Facilities Facilities Number of Violations Enforcement Actionsin Search Inspected Inspections Enforcement to Iospectioo
Number      Percent* Number Percent* Actions Rate

Livestock 1,001 107 146 22 21% 2 2% 2 0.01
Crop Production                     6,688       1,012         1459         866          86%          23           2%             29            0.02
Metal Mining                       1,232         142         211          102          72%           9           6%             10

0.05
Coal Mining                        3,256 362 765 90 25% 20 6% 22 0.03
Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 874 I ,I 73 127 15% 26 3% 34 0.03
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 1,481 2,451 384 26% 73 5% 91 0.04
Texlilcs 355 172 295 96 56% IO 6% 12 (}04
I.umbcr and W~d 712 279 5(}7 192 6~)% 44 16% 52 O IO
Fun’filure 499 254 459 136 54% 9 4% I I 002
Pulp and Paper 484 317 788 248 78~, 43 14% 74 0.09
Printing 5,862 892 1,363 577 65o/, 28 3% 53 0.04
Inorganic Chemicals 441 200 548 155 78% 19 10% 31 0.06
Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 173 419 152 88% 26 15% 36 0.09
Pharmaceuticals ’ 164 80 209 84 105% 8 10% 14 0.07
Organic Chemicals 425 259 837 243 94% 42 16% 56 0 07
Agricultural Chemicals 263 105 206 102 97% 5 5% I I 0.05
Petroleum Refining 156 132 ’ 565 129 98% 58 44% 132 0.23
Rubber and Plastic 1,818 466 791 389 83% 33 7% 41 0.05
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 615 255 678 151 59% 19 7% 27 0.04
Iron and Steel 349 197 866 174 88% 22 11% 34 004
Metal Castings 669 234 433 240 ’ I (}3% 24 10% 26 0.06
Non li:rrous Metals 203 108 310 98 [ 91% 17 16% 28 0.09
Fabricated Metal 2,906 849 1,377 796 94% 63 7% 83 0.06
Electronics 1,250 420 780 402 96% 27 6% 43 0.06
Automobile Assembly 1,260 507 1,058 431 85% 35 7% 47 0.04
Aerospace 237 I 19 216 105 88% 8 7% I I 0.05
Shipbuilding and Repair 44 22 51 19 86% 3 14% 4 0.08
Groond Transportation 7,786 1,585 2,499 681 43% 85 5% 1113 O.O4
Water Trausportation 514 84 141 53 63% I O 12% I I 0.O8
Air Transportation 444 96 151 69 72% 8 8% 12 0.08
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 1,318 2,430 804 61% I00 8"/o 135 0.06
Dry Cleaning 6~063 1~234 1~436 314 25% 121 i% 16 0.01

*Percentages in Columns E attd F are based on the number of facilities inspected (Column C). Percentages can exceed 100% because violations and
actions can occur without a facdily inspection.
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VI. REVIEW OF MAJOR LEGAL ACTIONS AND COMPLIANCE/ENFORCEMENT
STRATEGIES

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected the livestock production industry, as well as regional highlights of
CAFO compliance/enforcement strategies.

Usually, this section also contains information on any supplemental
environmental projects (SEPs) that were negotiated. SEPs are compliance
agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in return for an
environmental project that exceeds the value of the reduction. However, no
information on SEPs in this sector was discovered during the research process.
Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can significantly
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. To learn more about SEPs,
go to http://www.epa.gov/oeca,/sep.

Review of Major Cases

A review of EPA’s FY92 and FY93 Enforcement Accomplishments Report
and the FY94 through FY98 Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Accomplishments Report identified several cases involving the livestock
production industry. These cases are discussed below.

¯ In February 1999, EPA cited David Jaindl, president of Jaindl Land
Company, for filling in federally protected wetlands at a turkey farm.
EPA has alleged that Mr. Jaindl violated the Clean Water Act by
filling three acres of wetlands at the farm in September and October
1998 without a required permit from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. EPA is seeking a $44,000 penalty for this violation.

¯ In October 1996, an Administrative Penalty Order (APO) with a
$25,000 penalty was administered against Del Oro Dais’ of New
Mexico for failing to provide a Pollution Prevention Plan as required
by the NPDES General Permit for Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operations. This violation occurred from 1994 thru 1996. In March
1997, another Administrative Penalty Order and $5,500 fine was
issued for failure to complete and implement a Pollution Prevention
Plan. These enforcement actions are intended to prevent the pollution
of the groundwater by requiring the facility to apply good management
practices.

¯ United States v. Harry James Saul and Ronnie Snead Harry Saul, part
owner and operator of Harry Saul Minnow Farm, Inc., Prairie County,
Arkansas, and a company employee, Ronnie Snead, were sentenced on
June 19, 1996 by Federal Magistrate Henry Jones for a misdemeanor
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violation of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA). The defendants had mixed furadan, a restricted use
pesticide, with minnows and spread the treated minnows on a levee on
the minnow farm to control nuisance birds. Saul was ordered to pay a
$5,000 fine and Snead a $1,000 fine for use inconsistent with the label.
The defendants are appealing the Court’s judgement.

¯ During fiscal year 1996, Esplin Dairy allegedly discharged
approximately 900,000 pounds per year of animal waste to a slough
discharging to Nehalem Bay, Oregon. In response to an EPA order,
the dairy set up a system to keep manure from contaminating clean
water and installed a 10,000 gallon tank to collect wastewater before
pumping it to larger containment facilities. The wastewater is high in
fecal coliform bacteria, BOD, TSS, and nutrients.

¯ The Four Brothers Dairy paid a penalty of $7,350 in fiscal year 1996
for the alleged unpermitted discharge of an estimated 561,000 gallons
of wastewater from its Shoshone, Idaho dairy to a canal draining to the
Snake River. EPA measured fecal coliform levels as high as 180,000
colonies/100ml in the wastewater in the canal.

¯ Gienger Farms, Inc. allegedly discharged approximately 1.3 million
gallons of manure-laden wastewater to drainage ditches flowing into
the Tillamook Bay, Oregon, without a permit. In fiscal year 1996, in
response to an EPA achninistrative complaint, the farm paid a $20,000
penalty and modified its operations to separate clean water from
contaminated material, thereby extending the holding capacity of its
wastewater storage lagoori from two to 57 days. In addition, the
facility began monitoring and managing its land application practices,
thus preventing the discharge of wastewater containing about 6,435
pounds of BOD and TSS to waters of the U.S.

¯ In fiscal year 1996, Misty Meadow Dairy agreed to pay a $6,000 fine
for the alleged unpermitted discharge of about 685,000 pounds of
manure per year to navigable waters flowing into Tillamook Bay,
Oregon. The dairy is expected to sell half of its herd in order to allow
m~re flexibility in managing waste accumulations.

¯ In fiscal year 1996, Veeman Dairy paid a $1,000 penalty for allegedly
discharging 52 to 78 million gallons ofwastewater to navigable waters
flowing into the Willamette River, Oregon. In response to a separate
compliance order, the dairy will repair and maintain its wastewater
storage ponds to eliminate future discharges.
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¯ In March 1998, a significant criminal enforcement case was taken by
the California Resource Board. The U.S. District Court assessed the
operator of the 3H Dairy Farm in Oakdale, CA a $100,000 fine;
$101,000 in farm improvements; 90 days in jail; 90 days of home
confinement; and 4 years of probation for repeatedly violating state
water pollution laws.

Regional Initiatives

According to the FY 1997 and FY 1998 Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance Accomplishments Reports, several regions targeted their
enforcement efforts on agricultural practices during these fiscal years. It
should be noted that while CAFOs were the primary focus within the
agriculture sector, there were other agriculture activities as well. Some of the
Regional initiatives included the following:

¯ During FY 96, Region 6 conducted CAFO inspections in the states of
Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico. These resulted in the EPA
issuing five Orders for non-compliance and two Administrative
Penalty Orders. The State of Texas also issued penalty actions to three
dairies for violation of the State permit. Region 6’s emphasis on
CAFOs was on the NPDES general permit and its implementation.
Six EPA and 24 state CAFO inspections were conducted in F¥97 to
determine whether facilities were compliant with the CAFO general
permit. The region contir, ues to improve its knowledge of the numbers
of facilities by the improvement of the database in all states.

¯ In FY 1997, Region 7 statestook 26 enforcement actions against
feedlots for water quality-related violations. In FY 1998, Iowa settled
13 CAFO cases with penalties of $21,238; Kansas settled 4 CAFO
cases with $77,520 in penalties; Missouri settled 12 CAFO cases with
$20,256 in penalties; and Nebraska settled 2 CAFO cases with $1,700
in penalties.

¯ In February 1997, Region 9 initiated a Regional Agriculture Team to
complement the Agriculture Initiative team by developing a Regional
Agriculture Strategy and incorporating agriculture pollution prevention
principles into core agency programs.

¯ Through the Region 10 CAFO Whatcom County Initiative, the Region
conducted NPDES inspections at 67 targeted facilities; six were issued
penalties, three were designated as significant contributors of
pollutants, six were issued certificates of merit, and 52 were issued
warning letters.
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CAFO Compliance/Enforcement Strategies

EPA concluded a total of 93 enforcement cases against this sector in
fiscal years 1997, 1998, and 1999 with a total of $163,000 in penalties.
In FY 98, Regions conducted 339 compliance inspections. Each
Region is working with its NPDES States to develop and implement
individual state specific CAFO strategies. Regional highlights include:

¯ Region 3 served as the EPA lead on the recently concluded
national Poultry Dialog which included recommendations for
actions by the poultry industry. Recently, in a key action
growing out of the dialog, Perdue Farms Inc. agreed to help
farmers dispose of chicken waste in the Delmarva peninsula
region.

¯ Region 6 held 5 outreach meetings in 4 states in 1998. The
Region conducted 95 inspections resulting in 20 administrative
orders and 2 administrative penalties.

¯ Region 7 initiated a compliance tracking system to collect
accurate and readily available information about state CAFO
enforcement actions and penalty amounts. The Region also
developed maps of CAFO locations in Iowa and Kansas by
using state databases.

Region 9’s approach combines compliance assistance and
inspections/enforcement. The Region is one of 20+ partners of
the California Dafry Initiative which seeks to combine
education, outreach, nutrient management plans with third
party certification. In addition, the Region has developed an
inspection targeting approach based on herd size and proximity
to surface water. In 1998, the region conducted 133
inspections in 3 counties. The region issued 3 compliance
orders and 2 penalty orders against dairy operators.

¯ Region 10 expanded its compliance enforcement focus to
include an additional 4 other counties in Western Washington
State. The Region conducted 58 inspections resulting in 11
compliance orders/penalties; 3 compliance orders only; and 33
warning letters. Facilities found in compliance were issued
courtesy letters. EPA’s efforts have succeeded in raising public
awareness as indicated by real-estate appraisers asking if EPA
has any concerns about the facilities they are appraising.
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VII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

There are several federal programs available to the agricultural community to
assist agricultural producers in complying with environmental regulations and
reducing pollution. The following examples represent some industry
initiatives that promote compliance or assess methods to reduce environmental
contamination.

National Agriculture Compliance Assistance Center

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with the support of the
Department of Agriculture (USDA), has developed a national Agriculture
Compliance Assistance Center (Ag Center) to provide a base for "first-stop
shopping" for the agricultural community -- one place for the development of
comprehensive, easy-to-understand information about approaches to
compliance that are both environmentally protective and agriculturally sound.
The Ag Center, a program offered by EPA’s Office of Compliance, seeks to
increase compliance by helping the agricultural community identify flexible,
common sense ways to comply with the many environmental requirements
that affect their business. Initial efforts will focus on providing information
about EPA’s requirements. The Ag Center will rely heavily on existing
sources of agricultural information and established distribution mechanisms.
The Ag Center is designed so growers, livestock producers, other
agribusinesses, and agricultural information!education providers can access its
resources easily -- through telephone, fax, mail, and Intemet. The Ag Center
website can be accessed at http://www.epa.gov/agriculture.

Unified National Strategy for Animal Feeding Operations

As part of President Clinton’s Clean Water Action Plan (CWAP), a USDA-
EPA unified national strategy has been developed to minimize the water
quality and public health impacts of animal feeding operations (AF0s). AFOs
are agricultural enterprises where animals are kept and raised in confined
situations and have been shown to contribute to significant problems in
surface waters. Such problems have included nutrient loading, fish kills, and
odors. AF0s are agricultural livestock facilities that confine feeding
activities, concentrating livestock and their manure. There are approximately
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450,000 AFOs in the U.S. Of these, 6,600 were concentrated AFOs, or
CAFOs. CAFOs pose a greater environmental threat, since they confine larger
numbers of animals. Less than a quarter of CAFOs have Clean Water Act
permits to control the amount of wastes that run off into waterways.

The Unified National Strategy for Animal Feeding Operations presents USDA
and EPA’s plan for addressing the water quality and public health impacts
associated with AFOs. USDA and EPA issued the final Strategy in March
1999. The USDA-EPA Unified National Strategy for Animal Feeding
Operations reflects several guiding principles:

¯ Minimize water quality and public health impacts from AFOs.
¯ Focus on AFOs that represent the greatest risks to the environment and

public health.
¯ Ensure that measures to protect the environment and public health

complement the long-term sustainability of livestock production in the
United States.

¯ Establish a national goal and environmental performance expectations
for all AFOs.

¯ Promote, support, and provide incentives for the use of sustainable
agricultural practices and systems.

¯ Build on the strengths ofUSDA, EPA, State and Tribal agencies, and
other partners and make appropriate use of incentive-base approaches.

¯ Foster public confidence that AFOs are meeting their performance
expectations and that USDA, EPA, local governments, States, and
Tribes are ensuring the protection of water quality and public health.

¯ Coordinate activities among the USDA, EPA, and related State and
Tribal agencies and other brganizations that influence the management
and operation of AFOs.

¯ Focus technical and financial assistance to support AFOs in meeting
the national goal and performance expectation established in this
Strategy.

USDA and EPA’s goal is for AFO owners and operators to take actions to
minimize water pollution from confinement facilities and land application of
manure. To accomplish this goal, this Strategy is based on a national
performance expectation that all AFOs should develop and implement
technically sound, economically feasible, and site-specific Comprehensive
Nutrient Management Plans (CNMPs) to minimize impacts on water quality
and public health.

This Strategy describes short- and long- term activities to implement and
improve the existing regulatory program using a two-phased approach to
permitting CAFOs. During Round I, beginning in about 2000, EPA and States
will issue permits to CAFOs under the existing National Pollutant Discharge
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Elimination System (NPDES) regulations. During Round II, beginning in
about 2005, EPA and States will reissue NPDES permits to CAFOs based on
revised effluent guidelines for feedlots, as well as revised regulations for
NPDES permitting and any other new information. During Round I and
Round II, State NPDES permitting authorities will have flexibility to define
specific permitting approaches within their existing programs. For more
information, the complete unified national strategy can be accessed at
http://www.epa.gov/owrn/finafost.htm.

Compliance Assurance Implementation Plan For Concentrated Animal
Feeding Operations

The Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) is making
implementation of the existing concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO)
regulations a priority. The purpose of the implementation plan is to protect
and enhance water quality by ensuring compliance with the Clean Water Act
and its implementing requirements. The Plan’s major elements are: 1) strong
state and regional compliance/enforcement partnerships; 2) effective state
specific compliance/enforcement strategies; 3) productive, coordinated
compliance assistance activities; 4) strong compliance monitoring programs;
5) effective enforcement; 6) better data/information on CAFOs for targeting
compliance assistance and inspections; and 7) plans for developing a feedback
mechanism to EPA, states, and other federal agencies. This plan was finalized
in March 1998. For more information, refer to
http://es.epa.gov/oeca/strategy.html.

;VII.B. EPA Programs and Activities

Section 319 Nonpoint Source Management Program
In 1987, Congress amended the Clean Water Act (CWA) to establish the §319
Nonpoint Source Management Program in recognition of the need for greater
federal leadership to help focus state and local nonpoint source efforts. Under
§319, states, territories, and Indian tribes receive grant money to support a
wide variety of activities, including technical assistance, financial assistance,
education, training, technology transfer, demonstration projects, and
monitoring to assess the success of specific nonpoint source implementation
projects. For more information about the Clean Water Act §319 Program
refer to EPA’s Office of Water website at
http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/NPS/sec319.html.

Clean Lakes Program
EPA’s Clean Lakes Program supports a variety of lake management activities
including classification, assessment, study, and restoration of lakes. The
program, authorized in §314 of the Clean Water Act, was established to
provide technical and financial assistance to states/tribes for restoring the
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quality of publicly owned lakes. The Clean Lakes Program has funded
approximately $145 million for grant activities since 1976 to address lake
problems, but there have been no appropriations for the program since 1994.
EPA has not requested funds for the Clean Lakes Program in recent years, but
has encouraged states to use §319 funds to fund "eligible activities that might
have been funded in previous years under Section 314." Information on the
Clean Lakes Program is available at the following Internet site:
http ://www.epa.gov/owow/lakes/cllkspgm.html.

National Estuary Program
EPA’s National Estuary Program is a national demonstration program,
authorized in §320 of the Clean Water Act, that uses a comprehensive

¯. watershed management approach to address water quality and habitat
problems in 17 estuaries. Nonpoint source pollution is a major contributor of
contaminants in the estuary and coastal waters around the country. In this
program, EPA and states/tribes develop conservation and management plans
that recommend priority corrective actions to restore estuarine water quality,
fish populations, and other designated uses of the waters. Information on the
National Estuary Program is available at the following Internet site:
http://www.epa.gov/owowwtrl/estuaries/nep.html or by contacting the
National Estuary Program Office at (202) 260-1952.

Chesapeake Bay Program and The Great Lakes National Program
EPA’s Chesapeake Bay Program and the Great Lakes National Program focus
substantial resources on understanding the extent of nonpoint source pollution
problems in their respective watersheds and supporting State implementation
of non-point source pollution controls. Since 1984, the Chesapeake Bay
Program, in particular, has supported the implementation of a substantial
amount of animal waste management practices through State cost share
programs funded jointly by the Bay States and EPA. Information on the
Chesapeake Bay Program is available at
http://www.epa.gov/owowwtrl/ecoplaces/partl/site2.html. Information on
The Great Lakes National Program is available at http://www.epa.gov/glnpo/.

AgSTAR Program
The AgSTAR program is a voluntary program that promotes the use of
profitable manure management systems that reduce pollution. The program, a
component of President Clinton’s Climate Action Plan, is based on a
computer model that shows the economic value of capturing the methane
naturally produced by manure.

AgSTAR, a joint program ofEPA, USDA, and the Department of Energy,
helps agricultural producers determine which methane recovery and use
technologies will work best for them, and develops financing sources to help
with start-up costs. By investing in these technologies, AgSTAR participants
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realize substantial returns through reduced electrical, gas, and oil bills,
revenues from high quality manure by-products, and savings on manure
management operational costs. Partners also reduce pollution associated with
water resources, odors, and global warming. Information on AgSTAR is
available at the following Interact site:
http ://yosemite.epa.gov/methane/home.nsf/pages/agstar.

Ruminant Livestock Efficiency Program (RLEP)
Ruminant livestock such as cattle and sheep are the largest source of methane
emissions resulting from human activity. Methane, produced as part of the
animals’ normal digestive process, is a potent greenhouse gas that contributes
to global climate change. By improving livestock production efficiency,
producers can both increase profits and reduce methane emissions.

The RLEP is a joint EPA-USDA program helping livestock producers
improve their operations’ efficiency, preserve the nation’s natural resources
and reduce methane emissions. The program focuses on reducing livestock
methane emissions and producing economic benefits by offering technical
assistance to producers around the country. For more information, review the
Program Overview at http://yosemite.epa.gov/methane/home.nsffpages/rlep to
learn how RLEP is helping improve the environment and livestock producers’
profits.

Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program
EPA’s Pesticide Environmental Stewardship Program (PESP) is a voluntary
program dedicated to protecting human health and preserving the environment
by reducing the risks associated with pesticide use. The partnership is a key
element of the program, which is sponsored by EPA, USDA, and FDA.
Current partners include agricultural producers as well as non-agricultural
interests. Partners in PESP volunteer to develop and implement a well
designed pesticide management plan that will produce the safest and most
effective way to use pesticides. In turn, EPA provides a liaison to assist the
partner in developing comprehensive, achievable goals. Liaisons act as
"customer service representatives" for EPA, providing the parmer with access
to information and personnel. EPA also promises to integrate the partners’
stewardship plans into its agricultural policies and programs.

So far, agricultural producers have Focus on Pesticides
committed to a number of projects, EPA’s Endangered Species
including conducting more research intoProtection Program is designed
IPM techniques, developing computer to protect Federally-listed
prediction models for more precise endangered and threatened
pesticide applications, educating their species from exposure to
members and the public regarding pesticides.

pesticide use, and working with
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equipment manufacturers to refine application techniques. Information on
PESP is available at the following Internet site: http://www.pesp.org, or
contact the PESP hotline at (800) 972-7717.

Endangered Species Protection Program
The Endangered Species Protection Program (ESPP) began in 1988. This
program is largely voluntary at the present time and relies on cooperation
between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), EPA Regions, States, and
pesticide users. ESPP is intended to provide information concerning and
regulation for the use of pesticides that may adversely affect the survival,
reproduction and/or food supply of listed species. Due to labeling
requirements, potential users will be informed prior to making a purchase that
there may be local limitations on product use due to endangered species
concerns. Information on the Endangered Species Protection Program is
available at the following Internet site:
http://www.epa.gov/oppfead 1/endanger/index.htm.

Energy Star~ Buildings and Green Lights® Partnership
In 1991, EPA introduced Green Lights@, a program designed for businesses
and organizations to proactively combat pollution by installing energy-
efficient lighting technologies in their commercial and industrial buildings. In
April 1995, Green Lights® expanded into Energy Star~ Buildings-- a
strategy that optimizes whole-building energy-efficiency opportunities. The
energy needed to run commercial and industrial buildings in the United States
produces 19 percent of U.S. carbon dioxide emissions, 12 percent of nitrogen
oxides, and 25 percent of sulfur dioxide, at a cost of $110 billion a year. If
implemented in every U.S. commercial and industrial building, the Energy
Star~ Buildings upgrade approach could prevent up to 35 percent of the
emissions associated with these buildings and cut the nation’s energy bill by
up to $25 billion annually.

The more than 2,900 participants include corporations, small businesses,
universities, health care facilities, nonprofit organizations, school districts, and
federal and local governments. As of March 31, 1999, Energy Star~ Buildings
and Green Lights® Program participants are saving $775 million in energy
bills with an annual savings of 31.75 kilowatt per square foot and annual cost
savings of $0.47 per square foot. By joining, participants agree to upgrade 90
percent of their owned facilities with energy-efficient lighting and 50 percent
of their owned facilities with whole-building upgrades, where profitable, over
a seven-year period. Energy Star~ participants first reduce their energy loads
with the Green Lights® approach to building tune-ups, then focus on "right
sizing" their heating and cooling equipment to match their new energy needs.
EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is responsible for operating the Energy
Star~ Buildings and Green Lights® Program. (Contact: Energy Star Hotline,
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1-888-STAR-YES (1-888-782-7937) or Maria Tikoff Vargas, Co-Director at
(202) 564-9178 or visit the website at http://www.epa.gov/buildings.

WasteWiSe Program
The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid
wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection, and the
manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1998, the program
had about 700 business, government, and institutional partners. Partners agree
to identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes by setting waste
reduction goals and providing EPA with yearly progress reports for a three-
year period. EPA, in turn, provides partners with technical assistance,
publications, networking opportunities, and national and regional recognition.
(Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at (800) 372-9473 or Joanne Oxley, EPA
Program Manager, (703) 308-0199.)

Climate Wise Program
In October 1993, President Clinton unveiled the Climate Change Action Plan
(CCAP) in honor of the United States’ commitment to reducing its greenhouse
gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000. Climate Wise, a project jointly
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and EPA, is one of the projects
initiated under CCAP.

Climate Wise is a partnership between government and industry that offers
companies a nonregulatory approach to reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Climate Wise state and local government "allies" work with U.S. industries to
develop flexible, comprehensive strategies for achieving energy efficiency and
pollution prevention. They help local business identify and implement projects
that often require little capital investment, but promise a high rate of return.
Companies that become Climate Wise partners receive technical assistance
and financing information to help them develop and implement cost-effective
changes. (Contact: Climate Wise Clearinghouse at (301) 230-4736 or visit the
Climate Wise website at http://www.epa.gov/climatewise/allies.htm or
http ://www.epa.gov/climatewise/index.htm.)

VII.C. USDA Programs and Activities

Environmental Quality Incentives Program
The Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) is a USDA funded
program (led by Natural Resources Conservation Service) that was established
in the 1996 Farm Bill to provide a voluntary conservation program for farmers
and ranchers who face serious threats to soil, water, and related natural
resources. EQIP embodies four of USDA’s former conservation programs,
including the Agricultural Conservation Program, the Water Quality
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Incentives Program, the Great Plains Conservation Program, and the Colorado
River Basin Salinity Control Program.

EQIP offers 5 to 10 year contracts that provide incentive pa.vments and cost-
sharing for conservation practices called for in a site-specific conservation
plan that is required for all EQIP activities. Cost-sharing may include up to
75 percent of the costs of certain conservation practices, such as grassed
waterways, filter strips, manure management facilities, capping abandoned
wells, and other practices. Incentive payments may be made to encourage land
management practices such as nutrient management, manure management,
integrated pest management, irrigation water management, and wildlife habitat
management. These payments may be provided for up to three years to
encourage producers to carry out management practices they may not
otherwise use without the program incentive.

EQIP has an authorized budget of $1.3 billion through the year 2002. It was
funded for $174 million in 1999. Total cost-share and incentive payments are
limited to $10,000 per person per year and $50,000 for the length of the
contract. Eligibility is limited to persons who are engaged in livestock or
agricultural production. Fifty percent of the funds must be spent on livestock
production. The 1996 Farm Bill prohibits owners of large confined livestock
operations from being eligible for cost-share assistance for animal waste
storage or treatment facilities. However, technical, educational, and financial
assistance may be provided for other conservation practices on such
operations. Further information relating to EQIP may be found on NRCS’s
website located at
http ://www.nhq.nrcs.usda.gov/OPA/FB96OPA/eqip fact.html.

Conservation Reserve Program
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is a highly successful conservation
program administered by USDA. Since 1986, CRP has provided financial
incentives to farmers and ranchers to take land out of agricultural production
and plant trees, grass and other types of vegetation. The result has been
reduced soil erosion, improved air and water quality and establishment of
millions of acres of wildlife habitat.

With the New Conservation Reserve Program, launched with the final rule
published in the Federal Register on February 19, 1997, the Farm Service
Agency (FSA) begins a renewed effort to achieve the full potential of
government-farmer conservation partnerships. Only the most
environmentally-sensitive land, yielding the greatest environmental benefits,
will be accepted into the program.

The 36.4-million-acre congressionally mandated cap on enrollments is carded
over from the previous program, meaning that the new CRP has authority to
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enroll only about 15 percent of the eligible cropland. To make the most of the
program’s potential, a new Environmental Benefits Index (EBI) was
developed. The new EBI will be used to select areas and acreages offering the
greatest environmental benefits.

Conservation priority areas (CPAs) are regions targeted for CRP enrollment.
The four national CPAs are the Long Island Sound region, the Chesapeake
Bay and surrounding areas, an area adjacent to the Great Lakes, and the Prairie
Pothole region. FSA State Committees may also designate up to 10 percent of
a State’s remaining cropland as a State Conservation Priority Area. The
NRCS is responsible for determining the relative environmental benefits of
each acre offered for participation.

Continuous Sign-Up. For certain high-priority conservation practices yielding
highly desirable environmental benefits, producers may sign up at any time,
without waiting for an announced sign-up period. Continuous sign-up allows
farmers and ranchers management flexibility in implementing certain
conservation practices on their cropland. These practices are specially
designed to achieve significant environmental benefits, giving participants a
chance to help protect and enhance wildlife habitat, improve air quality, and
improve the condition of America’s waterways. Unlike the general CRP
program, sign-up for these special practices is open continuously. Provided
certain eligibility requirements are met, acreage is automatic �ly accepted into
the program at a per-acre rental rate not to exceed the Commodity Credit
Corporation’s maximum payment amount, based on site-specific soil
productivity and local prevailing cash-equivalent rental rates. For more
information on the CRP, see USDA’s website at
http://www.fsa.usda.gov/dafp/cepd/crpinfo.htm.

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
The Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP), a refinement of the
CRP, is a state-federal conservation partnership program targeted to address
specific state and nationally significant water quality, soil erosion and wildlife
habitat issues related to agricultural use. The program uses financial incentives
to encourage farmers and ranchers to voluntarily enroll in contracts of 10 to 15
years in duration to remove lands from agricultural production. This
community-based conservation program provides a flexible design of
conservation practices and financial incentives to address environmental
issues. For more information about CREP, refer to USDA’s website at
http ://www. fsa.usda.gov/dafp/cepd/crep/crephome.htm.

Wetlands Reserve Program
Congress authorized the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP) under the Food
Security Act of 1985, as amended by the 1990 and 1996 Farm Bills. USDA’s
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) administers the program in
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consultation with the Farm Service Agency and other Federal agencies. WRP
is a voluntary program to restore wetlands. Landowners who choose to
participate in WRP may sell a conservation easement or enter into a cost-share
restoration agreement with USDA to restore and protect wetlands. The
landowner voluntarily limits future use of the land, yet retains private
ownership.

WRP offers landowners three options: permanent easements, 30-year
easements, and restoration cost-share agreements of a minimum 10-year
duration. In exchange for establishing a permanent easement, the landowner
receives payment up to the agricultural value of the land and 100 percent of
the restoration costs for restoring the wetland. In exchange for the 30-year
easement, the landowner receives a payment of 75 percent of what would be
provided for a permanent easement on the same site and 75 percent of the
restoration cost. The restoration cost-share agreement is an agreement
(generally for a minimum of 10 years) to re-establish degraded or lost wetland
habitat, in which USDA pays the landowner 75 percent of the cost of the
restoration activity. Restoration cost-share agreements establish wetland
protection and restoration as the primary land use for the duration of the
agreement. In all instances, landowners continue to control access to their
land. For more information about WRP, see NRCS’s website at:
http://wl.fb-net.org.

Conservation Farm Option
The Conservation Farm Option (CFO) is a voluntary pilot program for
producers of wheat, feed grains, cotton, and rice. The program purposes
include conservation of soil, water, and related resources, water quality
protection and improvement, wetland restoration, protection and creation,
wildlife habitat development and protection, or other similar conservation
purposes. Eligibility is limited to owners and producers who have contract
acreage enrolled in the Agricultural Market Transition program. Participants
are required to develop and implement a conservation farm plan. The plan
becomes part of the CFO contract which covers a ten year period. CFO is not
restricted as to what measures may be included in the conservation plan, so
long as they provide environmental benefits. During the contract period the
owner or producer (1) receives annual payments for implementing the CFO
contract, and (2) agrees to forgo payments under the Conservation Reserve
Program, the Wetlands Reserve Program, and the Environmental Quality
Incentives Program in exchange for one consolidated program.

Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program
The Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP) is a voluntary program
(administered by NRCS) for people who want to develop and improve wildlife
habitat primarily on private lands. It provides both technical assistance and
cost-share payments to help establish and improve fish and wildlife habitat.
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Under this program, NRCS helps participants prepare a wildlife habitat
development plan in consultation with the local conservation district. The
plan describes the landowner’s goals for improving wildlife habitat, includes a
list of practices and a schedule for installing them, and details the steps
necessary to maintain the habitat for the life of the agreement. This plan may
or may not be part of a larger conservation plan that addresses other resource
needs such as water quality and soil erosion.

USDA and the participant enter into a cost-share agreement that generally
lasts between 5 to 10 years from the date the agreement is signed. Under the
agreement: the landowner agrees to install and maintain WHIP practices and
allow NRCS or its agent access to monitor the effectiveness of the practices;
and USDA agrees to provide technical assistance and pay up to 75 percent of
the cost of installing the wildlife habitat practices.

WHIP is currently budgeted for $50 million total through the year 2002.
WHIP funds are distributed to States based on State wildlife habitat priorities,
which may include wildlife habitat areas, targeted species and their habitats,
and specific practices. WHIP may be implemented in cooperation with other
Federal, State, or local agencies; conservation districts; or private conservation
groups. For more information, see NRCS’s website at
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov.

Conservation of Private Grazing Land Initiative
The Conservation of Private Grazing Land initiative will ensure that technical,
educational, and related assistance is provided to those who own private
grazing lands. It is not a cost share program. This technical assistance will
offer opportunities for better grazing and land management; protecting soil
from erosive wind and water; using more energy-efficient ways to produce
food and fiber; conserving water; providing habitat for wildlife; sustaining
forage and grazing plants; using plants to sequester greenhouse gases and
increase soil organic matter; and using grazing lands as a source ofbiomass
energy and raw materials for industrial products.

The Wetland Conservation Provision (Swampbuster)
This provision, part of the 1985, 1990, and 1996 farm bills, requires all
agriculture producers to protect wetlands on the farms they own or operate if
they want to be eligible for USDA farm program benefits. The Swampbuster
program generally allows the continuation of most ongoing farming practices
as long as wetlands are not converted or wetland drainage increased. The
program discourages farmers from altering wetlands by withholding Federal
farm program benefits from any person who does the following:
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Plants an agricultural commodity on a converted wetland that was
converted by drainage, dredging, leveling or any other means after
December 23, 1985.
Converts a wetland for the purpose of or to make agricultural
commodity production after November 28, 1990.

In order to ensure farm program benefits under the Swampbuster provisions,
the local NRCS office should be contacted before clearing, draining, or
manipulating any wet areas on any farmland.

VII.D. Other Voluntary. Initiatives

NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy sponsors a grant program called National
Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics
(NICE3). The NICE3 program provides funding to state and industry
partnerships (large and small businesses) for projects demonstrating advances
in energy efficiency and clean production technologies. The goal of the NICE3
program is to demonstrate the performance and economics of innovative
technologies in the U.S., leading to the commercialization of improved
industrial manufacturing processes. These processes should conserve energy,
reduce waste, and improve industrial cost-competitiveness. Industry applicants
must submit project proposals through a state energy, pollution prevention, or
business development office. Awardees receive a one-time, three-year grant of
up to $400,000, representing up to 50 percent of a project’s total cost. In
addition, up to $25,000 is available to support the state applicant’s cost share.
(Contact: View the website at http//www.oit.doe.gov/Access/nice3; Steve
Blazek, DOE, (303) 275-4723; or Eric Hass, DOE, (303) 275-4728.)

ISO 14000
ISO 14000 is a series of internationally-accepted standards for environmental
management. The series includes standards for environmental management
systems (EMS), guidelines on conducting EMS audits, standards for auditor
qualifications, and standards and guidance for conducting product lifecycle
analysis. Standards for auditing and EMS were adopted in September 1996,
while other elements of the ISO 14000 series are currently in draft form.
While regulations and levels of environmental control vary from country to
country, ISO 14000 attempts to provide a common standard for environmental
management. The governing body for ISO 14000 is the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), a worldwide federation of over 110
country members based in Geneva, Switzerland. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) is the United States representative to ISO.
Information on ISO is available at the following Internet site:
http://www.iso.ch/welcome.html.
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VII.E. Summary. of Trade Associations

There are more than 200 trade associations that deal with agricultural issues.
Many of these are at the national level, while others deal specifically with
regions of the country or individual states. The following identify some of the
major associations addressing agricultural production.

American Dairy Goat Association American Equine Association
Ronald E. Gelvin, Secretary Carol Winterburger, Executive
Treasurer Director
P.O. Box 865 Box 658
209 W. Main Street Newfoundland, NJ 07435
Spindale, NC 28160 Telephone: 973-697-9668
Telephone: 704-286-3801 Fax: 973-697-1538
Fax: 704-287-0476

American Farm Bureau Federation
American Dairy Association Headquarters Office
10255 W. Higgins 225 Touhy Avenue
Rosemont, IL 60018 Park Ridge, IL 60068
Telephone: 847-803-2000 Telephone: 847-685-8600
Fax: 847-803-2077 Fax: 847-685-8896

American Farm Bureau Federation National Broilers Council
Washington DC Office George B. Watts
600 Maryland Avenue, SW 1015 15th Street, NW, Suite 950
Suite 800 Washington, DC 20005
Washington, DC 20024 Telephone: 202-408-1339
Telephone: 202-484-3600
Fax: 202-484-3604 National Cattlemen’s Beef Assoc.

Charles Schroeder, CEO
American Hereford Association 1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
Craig Huffhines, Suite 300
Executive Vice President Washington, DC 20004-1701
P.O. Box 014059 Telephone: 202-347-0228
Kansas City, MO 64101 Fax: 202-638-0607
Telephone: 816-842-3757
Fax: 816-842-6931 National Farmers Organization

2505 Elwood Drive
American Horse Council Ames, IA 50010-2000
James J. Hickey, Jr., President Telephone: 515-292-2000
1700 K Street, NW, # 300 Fax: 515-292-7106
Washington, DC 20006
Telephone: 202-296-4031
Fax: 202-296-1970
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American National Cattle Women National Farmers Union
4278 Highway 196 Leland Swenson, President
Lamar, CO 81052 11900 E. Comell Avenue
Telephone: 303-829-4475 Aurora, CO 80014-3194
Fax: 303-694-2390 Telephone: 303-337-5500

Fax: 303-368-1390
American Poultry Association
Loma Rhodes, Secretary Treasurer National Fisheries Institute
133 Millville Street Dick Gutting,
Mendon, MA 01756 Executive Vice President
Telephone and Fax: 508-473-8769 1901 N. Fort Myer Drive, Suite 700

Arlington, VA 22209
American Sheep Industry Telephone: 703-524-8880
Association Fax: 703-524-4619
Peter Orwick, Executive Director
6911 South Yosemite St. National Live Stock Producers
Englewood, CO 80112-1414 Association
Telephone: 303-771-3500 R. Scott Stuart, CEO
Fax: 303-771-8200 660 Southpointe Court, Suite 314

Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Association of American Pesticide Telephone: 719-538-8843
Control Officials Fax: 719-538-8847
P.O. Box 1249
Hardwick, VT 05843 National Turkey Federation
Telephone: 802-472-6956 1225 New York Avenue, NW
Fax: 802-472-6957 Washington, DC 20005

Telephone: 202-898-0100
National Pork Producers Council Fax: 202-898-0203
Jerry King, President
P.O. Box 10383
Des Moines, IA 50306
Telephone: 515-223-2600
Fax: 515-223-2646
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VIII. CONTACTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

For further information on selected topics within the agricultural livestock production
industry, a list of contacts and publications are provided below:

Contacts2

Name                  Organization Telephone Subject

Ginah Mortensen EPA, Office of Enforcement and 913-551-5211 Notebook Contact
Compliance Assurance (OECA),
Agriculture Division, Agriculture
Branch

Arty Williams EPA, Office of Preventiort, Pesticides 703-305-5239 Ground Water Pesticide
and Toxic Substances (OPPT) Management Plan Rule

I Jean Franc EPA, OPPT 703-305-5944 Food Quality Protection Act

David Stangel EPA, OECA 202-564-4162 Stored or Suspended
Pesticides; Good Laboratory
Practice Standards; Pesticide
Management and Disposal

Joseph Hogue EPA, OPPT 703-308-9072 FIFRA
Resmcted Use
Classifications

Robert McNally EPA, OPPT 703-308-8085 FIFRA Pesticide Tolerances

Joseph Nevola EPA, OPPT 703-308-8037 FIFRA Pesticide Tolerances

Ellen Kramer EPA, OPPT 703-305-6475 FIFRA Pesticide Tolerances

Robert A. Forrest EPA, OPPT 703-308-9376 FIFRA Exemptions

Nancy Fitz EPA, OPPT 703-305-7385 FIFRA Pesticide
Management and Disposal

John MacDonald EPA, OPPT 703-305-7370 Certification and Training

Kevm Keaney EPA, OPPT 703-305-5557 FIFRA Worker Protection
Standards

A1 Havinga EPA, OECA 202-564-4147    Livestock Issues

Carol Galloway EPA, OECA 913-551-5008    Livestock Issues

2 Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable information and comments during the development

of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily
endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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Sharon Buck EPA, OWOW 202-260-0306 Nonpoint Source Issues

Greg Beamy EPA, OWM 202-260-6929 NPDES Permitting Issues

Roberta Parry EPA, OPEI. 202-260-2876 Livestock and Crop Issues

I Robin Dunkins EPA, OAQPS 919-541-5335 Air Issues

Kurt Roos EPA, OAR 202-564-9041 Atmospheric Programs

Howard Beard EPA, OGWDW Drinking Water Issues

Tracy Back EPA, CCSMD 202-564-7076 Compliance Assistance
Centers

General Profile

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001), April 1993.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Enforcement and Compliance Assurance Accomplishments Report, FY 1994, U.S. EPA,
Office of Enforcement (EPA/300-R-95-O04), May 1995.
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THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Since EPA’s founding over 25 years ago, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting
public health and our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as
iron and steel plants and those as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with FPA to
find ways to operate cleaner, cheaper and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
around the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes thatto continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

The Environmental Protection Agency has undertaken its Sector Notebook Project to compile,
for major industries, information about environmental problems and solutions, case studies and
tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders, state regulators, and EPA
staffwith many years of experience in these industries and with their unique environmental issues.
Together with an extensive series covering other industries, the notebook you hold in your hand is
the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to understand better their regulatory requirements,
and learn more about how others in their industry haveachieved regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that we together achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry aRer industry, community aRer community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity

#~~~~’ ~Carol M. Browne?~,

Recy¢led/Ree¥clllNe ¯ PrmteO with Vegel&ble Otl B~e~ InN on 100% Recycle<:l P&oer (40% Poslconsumen
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questions about the Sector Notebook Project to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents should be directed to the specialists
listed below. See the Notebook web page at: www.epa.gov/oeca/sector for the most recent
titles and staff contacts.
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TCRIS - Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System
TSCA - Toxic Substances Control Act
TSS - Total Suspended Solids
UIC - Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
UST - Underground Storage Tanks (RCRA)
VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution (such as economic sector, and community-based approaches)
are becoming an important supplement to traditional single-media approaches
to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies are
beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, compliance assurance, education/outreach, research, and
regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the new policy
direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental medium (air, water
and land) affect each other, and that environmental strategies must actively
identify and address these interrelationships by designing policies for the
"whole" facility. Dne way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design
environmental policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so,
environmental concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar
products can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the
need to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA Office
of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to
provide its staff and managers with summary information for eighteen
specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project, the scope of the original project was expanded. The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection measures for
specific industries is dependent on knowledge of several interrelated topics.
For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description of
industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities;
Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history; and a
description of partnerships that have been formed between regulatory
agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document,
this project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references
where more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a
wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
references listed at the end of this.profile. As a check on the information
included, each notebook went through an external document review process.
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The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated
in tiffs process and enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-
date summaries. Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as
contacts in Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The
individuals and groups on this list do not necessarily concur with all
statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project
(2223-A), 401 M St., SW, Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
sent via the web page or to notebook@epamail.epa.gov.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates the
national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many instances,
industries within specific geographic regions or states may have unique
characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The Office of
Compliance encourages state and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook
to include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may be
available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement the
"Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with state
and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail.
Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this
notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further development .
of the information or policies addressed within this volume. If you are
interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks, please contact
the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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lI. INTRODUCTION TO THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
aerospace industry. Facilities described within this document are described
in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This industry sector profile provides an overview of the aerospace industry
as listed under SIC industry groups 372 and 376. Establishments listed under
these codes primarily manufacture and assemble aircraft, space vehicles,
guided missiles, and all the associated parts.

Within the industry-groups 372, Aircraft and Pans, and 376, Guided Missiles
and Space Vehicles and Parts, are the following SIC codes:

¯3721- Aircraft
¯ 3724- Aircrai~ Engines and Engine Parts
3̄728- Aircraft Parts and Auxiliary Equipment, Not Elsewhere

Classified
¯ 3761- Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles
3̄764- Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Propulsion Units and

Propulsion Unit Parts
3̄769- Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Parts and Auxiliary

Equipment, Not Elsewhere Classified

While this notebook covers all of the SIC codes listed above, the large
number and variability of the products will not allow a detailed description
of each. Instead, commonalities in the industrial processes, pollutant outputs,
and pollution prevention opportunities will be identified and described in
more general terms. An overview of general manufacturing processes within
the industry will be presented, along with descriptions of the actual products
and information on the state of the industry. Although certain products
covered under these SIC codes may not be specifically mentioned, the
economic, pollutant output, and enforcement and compliance data in this
notebook covers all establishments producing aerospace products.

SIC codes were established by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
to track the flow of goods and services within the economy. 0MB is in the
process of changing the SIC code system to a system based on similar
production processes called the North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS). In the NAICS, the SIC codes for the aerospace industry
correspond to the following NAICS codes:

R0074622
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SIC Indfistry Sector NAICS

3721 Aircmft 336411

3724 Aircraft Engines 336412

3728 Aircraft Parts 336413

3761 Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles336414

3764 Space Vehicle Propulsion Units 336415

3769 Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Parts336419

II.B. Characterization of the Aerospace Industry

There are many different aerospace products classified under the six
aerospace SIC codes. The products produced, geographical distribution, and
economic trends of the aerospace industry are discussed below. Figure 1
represents the general structure of the aerospace industry. The aerospace
industry operations are often classified as either military or commercial and
as either original equipment manufacturers (OEM) or rework. Most
aerospace facilities specialize in either military or commercial and either
rework or OEM. OEM facilities might do both military and commercial
work, and likewise for rework facilities. Some facilities might even work in
all areas of the industry, as indicated by the dotted circle in Figure 1.

R0074623
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Figure 1: Structure of the Aerospace Industry

!Aerospace Industry

Military I Commercial

I Rework "~- - ~    Rework ’

Source: NF_~HAP BID, USEPA/OAQPS, May 1994.

II.B.1. Product Characterization

The aerospace industry consists of manufacturers of aircraft, aircraft engines.
aircraft parts, guided missiles and space vehicles, and guided missile and
space vehicle propulsion units and parts. Table 1 lists the products included
in aircra~ aircraft engines, and space vehicle and missile categories. One
source of manufacturer and model information is The Aerospace Sourcebook,
published by Aviation Week & Space Technology.

R0074624
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I_Table 1: Products Included in the Aerospace Industry
[ Category [ Products
Military Fixed-Wing Aircraft Attack

Bombers
Cargo/Transport/Refueling
Early Warning
Electronic Warfare
Fighters
Observation
Patrol ASW
Reconnaissance
Research/Test Bed
Training
Utility

Commercial Fixed-Wing Aircraft Nan’ow Body Turbofans
Wide Body Turbofans
Turboprops

Rotary-Wing Aircraft Naval
Scout/Attack
Tiltmtor
Training
Transport
Utility

Business & General Aviation Aircraft Turbofan
Turboprop
Reciprocating Engine-Powered

Gas Turbine Engines

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Drones

Space/Launch Vehicles Manned Systems
Unmanned Systems

Missiles A ir-to-Air
Air-to-Surface
Anti-Armor
Anti-Ballistic
Anti-Ship
Anti-Submarine
Surface-to-Air
Surface-to-Surface

Source: Aerospace Source 8o~]q Aviation ~Veek & Space Technolo~. l / 12/98.

These manufacturing facilities are classified under SIC codes 372 and 376 as
listed above. In order to discuss the production of these parts in a sequential
manner, Sections II and III of this profile are divided into four categories:
aircraft parts, alrcrait assembly, aircraft rework and repair, and space vehicles
and guided missiles.

The diverse nature of parts needed to produce these products requires the
support of many other major U.S. industries. Many of the parts utilized by
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aerospace manufacturers are made by other industry sectors such as the
plastics and rubber industry, the fabricated metal industry, the metal casting
industry, the glass industry, the textile industry, and the electronic
components industry. Manufacturing and assembling of complete units in the
aerospace industry typically involves prime contractors and several tiers of
subcontractors, as follows:

P̄rime Contractors- Design (develop) and assemble or
manufacture complete units.

F̄irst Tier Subcontractors- Do major assembly and/or manufacture
of sectiom of ah’/space craft without
designing or assembling complete units.

¯ Second Tier SubconWactors- Make various subassemblies and
sections.

.Third Tier Subcontractors- Produce machined components and sub-
assemblies.

F̄ourth Tier Subcontractors-Specialize inthe proaaction of particular
components and in specific processes.

Typically, those facilities designated as "prime contractors" are included in
SIC codes 3721, 3724, 3761 and 3764. Both first and second tier
subcontractors correspond to SIC codes 3728 and 3769. Third and fourth tier
subcontractors may be included in a variety of industry SIC codes
(EPA/OAQPS, 1994).

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of manufacturing facilities and value of
shipments within the aerospace industry. These figures show that while the
aircraR parts sector of the aerospace industry is by far the largest in terms of
number of establishments, the finished aircraR sector has the largest value of
shipments.

The aircraR-related portion of the aerospace industry is much larger than the
space vehicle and missile portion. The aircraR portion comprises 93 percent
of the establishments and 79 percent of the value of shipments. However,
considering the small percentage of facilities engaged in guided missile and
space vehicle manufacturing (2 percent), the value of shipments is relatively
high (15 percent). In general, facilities which are responsible for assembling
the final aerospace products are few and their production rates are low, but
the value of each of their products greatly surpasses that of the supporting
industries.
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Figure 2: Number of Establishments and Value of Shipments for the
Aerospace Industry

(number of establishments) (millions of dollars)
442 $62.98

~ ~’ 182

~ 60 ~ $2.07
42 $21.9r ~ !i.iii~o

1121      "~______~/
~--_    _ . $19.68

$19,83

_-- Aircraft _~" Aircraft Engines and Engine Parts
Aircraft Parts -, ~ Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles

~ Space Propulsion Units and Parts ¯ Space Vehicle Equipment

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, USDOC, 1995.

Aircraft Engines and Engine Parts and Aircraft Parts and Equipment

The aircraft engines, engine parts, and aircraft parts industry is classified
under SIC 3724 and 3728. Facilities producing these parts employ processes
similar to many other metal casting, fabricating, and finishing facilities, as
well as processes from a wide range of other industries. Typical products
manufactured by these facilities include: engines, exhaust systems, motors,
brakes, landing gear, wing assemblies, propellers, and many other related
products. The primary customers for these industries are the establishments
involved in the assembly of aircraft, classified under SIC 3721.

A ircraf! Assembly

The aircraft industry is made up of establishments primarily engaged in
manufacturing or assembling complete aircraft and is classified under SIC
3721. This industry also includes establishments owned by aircraft
manufacturers and primarily engaged in research and development on
aircraft, whether from enterprise funds or on a contract or fee basis (Census,
1995). There are many different types of aircraft included in this industry,
from airplanes and helicopters to blimps and balloons. However, this profile
focuses primarily on the production of airplanes since they represent the
largest portion of the industry. Typical products include fixed wing aircraft,
helicopters, gliders, balloons, and research and development on aircraft.

The major customers of the aircraft industry, are commercial airlines and
transport companies and the military. Figure 3 shows the distribution within
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the industry o.f value of shipments and number of establishments. Civilian
aircraft represents the largest percentages in value of shipments and number
of establishments. Approximately one-third of the establishments in this
industry are involved in the repair and rework of aircraft. These facilities will
be discussed in Section III.

Figure 3: Value of Shipments and Number of
Establishments for the Aircraft Industry

(millions of dollars) (number of establishments)

¯ Military Aircraft
Civilian Aircraft

~ Modification, Conversion, and Overhaul

¯ Other Aeronautical Services

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, USDOC, 1995.

Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles and Associated Parts

The guided missiles and space vehicles industry includes establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing and research and development on guided
missiles and space vehicles, propulsion units, and parts. Typical products.
covered under SIC 3761, 3764, and 3769 include guided and ballistic
missiles, space and military rockets, space vehicles, propulsion units and
engines for missiles and space vehicles, airframe assemblies, and research
and development on these products. The primary, customer for this industry
is the military, however space vehicles are also used by commercial entities
for releasing communications satellites.

Figure 4 illustrates the specialization within the guided missile and space
vehicle industry. The Census of Manufacturers identifies only 31 facilities
in this sector. Value of shipment data is not available for facilities providing
R&D and other services to protect individual facility confidentiality. Only
six facilities, or less than a quarter of the thcilities in this industry, are
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producing complete space vehicles. The value of shipments for these
facilities, however, comprised more than three-quarters of the total value of
shipments for the industry.

Figure 4: Value of Shipments and Number of Establishments
for the Space Vehicles and Guided Missiles Industry

(millions of dollars) (number of establishrnerl~)

[] co~p~m s~:e ve~:m
[]]] R~)-M~

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturem, USDOC, 1995.
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II.B.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

Figure 5 shows the U.S. distribution of aerospace facilities. Generally, the
geographic distribution of aerospace facilities is determined by the location
of industrialized areas of the country. As with many manufacturing
industries, the ease of transportation of materials, products, and skilled
workers influence facility location.

Figure 5: Geographic Distribution of Aerospace Manufacturing Facilities

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, USDOC, 1995.

Table 2 lists the facility size distribution within the aerospace sectors. As
previously mentioned, the aircraft and aircraft parts industry (1,745 facilities)
is more than ten times larger than the space vehicles, guided missiles, and
parts industry (140 facilities). Aircraft and aircraft part manufacturing
generally employs less people per facility than space vehicle and guided
missile manufacturing. However, the number of employees in the aircraf[
industries still overshadows that of the missile and space vehicle industries,
645.9 thousand and 149.6 thousand respectively.
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Table 2: Facilit), Size Distribution for the Aerospace Industry

Aircraft and Aircraft Aircraft (SIC 3721) Aircraft Engines and Aircraft Parts andEngines and Parts Engine Parts (SIC 3724)Equipment (SIC 3728)
(SIC 372)

Employees i Number of Percentage of Number of PercentageNumber of Percentage of Number ofPercentage ofper Facility Facilities Facilities Facilities of Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities
1-9 652 37% 60 33% 112 26% 480 43%
10-49 543 31% 42 23% 130 29% 371 33%
50-249 340 19% 29 16% 129 29% 182 16%
250-2499 173 10% ,32 18% 63 14% 78 7%
2500 + 37 2% 19 10% 8 2% I0 1%
Total 1,745 100% 182    " [ 100% ]442 100% 1,121 100%

Space Vehicles, Guided Space Vehicles and Space Propulsion Units Space Vehicle and Guided
Missiles, and Parts Guided Missiles and Parts Missiles Parts (SIC 3769)
(SIC 376) (SIC 3761) (SIC 3764)

Employees Number of Percentage of Number of PercentageNumber of Percentage of Number ofPercentage ofper Facility Facilities Facilities Facilities of Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities
1-9 26 19% 4 10% 6 14% 16 27%

10-49 27 19% 5 13% 8 19% 14 23%

50-249 31 22% 5 13% 8 19% 18 30%

250-2499 37 26% 12 32% 15 36% 0 17%

2500 + 19 14% 12 32% 5 12% 2 3%

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series: Aerospace Equipment. Including Parts, US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, 1995.
Note: 1992 Census of Manufacturers data are the most recent available. Changes in the number of facilities, location, and employment figures
since 1992 are not reflected in these data.
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Table 3 further divides the geographic distribution of aerospace facilities.
The top states in which the aerospace industries are concentrated are given
along with their respective number of establishments.

Table 3: States with the Largest Number of Aerospace Manufacturing Facilities

Aircraft and Aircraft Parts Space Vehicles. Guided Missiles
(SIC 372) and Associated Parts

(SIC 376)

California 393 California 49
States in which industry is Texas 140 i Arizona 9
concentrated, based on number of Washington 136 Texas 8
establishments Connecticut 126 Alabama 7

Percent of Total 45% [[ 52%

Source: 1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series." Aerospace Equipment, Including Parts, US
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1995.

Dun & Bradstreet’ s Million Dollar Directory, compiles financial data on U.S.
companies including those operating within the aerospace industry. Dun &
Bradstreet ranks U.S. companies, whether they are a parent company,
subsidiary or division, by sales volume within their assigned 4-digit SIC
code. Table 4 lists the top 10 aerospace companies by sales.

Table 4: Top U.S. Aerospace Companies

Rank Company [997 Sales SIC Code(s) Reported
(millions of

dollars)

1 General Elecn-ic Co.- Fairfield, CT              79,1793724, 3511, 3612. 3641, 3632, 4833
2 Lockheed Martin Co.- Bethesda, MD 26,875 3721, 3761, 3663.3764. 3812. 3728
3 United Technologies Corp.- Hartford, CT 23,273 3724, 3585, 3534. 3721. 3842, 3714
4 The Boeing Co.- Seattle, WA 22,681 3721, 3663, 3761, 3764, 3812, 3728
5 Hughes Electronics Corp.- Los Angeles, CA 14,772 3761, 3812, 3714. 3651, 3663, 3699
6 Allied Signal Inc.- Morristown, NJ 13,971 3724, 3812, 3728, 3761, 3714, 2824,

2821
7 McDonnell Douglas Corp*-Saint Louis, MO 13,834 3721, 3761, 3764. 3812, 6159
8 Textron Inc.- Providence, RI 9,274 3721, 3714, 3452, 3711, 6141, 6159
9 Northrop Grumman Corp.- Los Angeles, CA 8,071 3721, 3761. 3728. 3812, 3825.4581
I0 The BF Goodrich Co.- Richfield, OH 2,238 3728, 3724, 7699. 2821, 2843

Source: Dunn & Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, 1997.
Note: Not all sales can be attributed to the companies’ aerospace operations.
*McDonnell Douglas Corp. is now part of The Boeing Co.
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Readers should note that: (1) companies are assigned a 4-digit SIC code that
resembles their principal industry most closely; and (2) sales figures include
total company sales, including subsidiaries and operations (possibly not
related to aerospace). Additional sources of company specific financial
information include Standard & Poor’s Stock Report Service, Ward’s
Business Directory of U.S. Public and Private Companies, Moody’s
Manuals, and company annual reports.

The Bureau of the Census publishes concentration ratios, which measure the
degree of competition in a market. They compute the percentage of the value
of products shipped by establishments classified within an industry of the
total value of these products shipped from any establishment. Within the
aerospace industry, the aircraft industry and the space vehicle and guided
missile industry had the greatest coverage ratios in 1992:97 percent each.
The aircraft engine, aircraft parts, propulsion units, and auxiliary space
vehicle equipment coverage ratios were 95, 74, 86, and 40 percent
respectively.

II.B.3. Economic Trends

Growth in the U.S. aerospace industry will be influenced by several key
factors, including constrained defense spending by the U.S. and foreign
governments, increased productivity and technological innovation, foreign
competition, continuing expansion of the global economy, investment in
research and development, offsets and outsourcing, and support by foreign
governments for their industries.

Domestic Trends

In recent years there has been considerable consolidation of aerospace
companies, especially those supplying the military. This has resulted in some
reductions in labor force and closing of some aerospace facilities in the U.S.
However, in constant 1992 dollars, the value of U.S. shipments in 1996 of
complete aircraft (all types, civil and military) rose by about six percent over -
the value of shipments in 1995. The value of those shipments was expected
to rise further by about thirty percent in 1997 and about five percent in 1998.

Milit~
In September 1996, Congress passed a DOD budget for FY 1997 that, for the
fn’st time in more than a decade, did not reduce spending from the previous
year. In addition, the legislation provided more funding for procurement of
aircraft and missiles than DOD had requested. Also, DOD reduced funding
for R&D, which means that private companies will have to increase their
share of the total amount spent on R&D if the overall level of technology
investment and advancement is to be maintained.
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In the missiles-sector, air-to-surface weapons should experience the most
growth relative to other types of missiles. Strong focus will be placed on
improving guidance capabilities, mainly through the use of the U.S. Global
Positioning System (GPS) (USDOC, 1998).

Commercial
Of all the aerospace sectors, the large civil transport aircra~ sector is
expected to experience the fastest rate of growth from 1997 through 2001.
With the significant increase in production rates undertaken by Boeing in
1996, the value of shipments in 1997 of large civil transports could be as
much as sixty percent higher than that of 1996, with another increase of about
ten percent expected in 1998 (USDOC, 1998).

Even as U.S. aerospace workers are being laid offbecause of consolidation
in some companios, workers are being hired by other firms because of
increasing orders. Sales of large transport aircraft are expected to come from
the retirement and replacement of aircraft plus additional aircraft to allow for
air traffic growth (USDOC, 1998).

The aircraft engines and parts sectors also should see production and
shipments increase as suppliers respond to increased production rates by the
manufacturers of commercial transports. The market for commercial
transport engines alone is expected to total from $150 billion to $175 billion
between 1996 and 2005 (USDOC, 1998).

International Trenda

The internationalization of aerospace programs is increasing, and the U.S.
aerospace industxy is dependent on exports for a third of its market. The U.S.
aerospace industry is affected significantly by the economies of foreign
countries. The average annual increase in world GDP is expected to be three
percent from 1996 through 2005. The main barriers facing U.S.
manufacturers arc foreign government support for their aerospace industries
through direct and indirect subsidies, tariffs, and difficult and expensive
licensing procedures. Additional access could be guaranteed if efforts
succeed to expand membership and broaden the disciplines of several
aircraf[-related trade agreements (USDOC, 1998).

Military
The situation for firms in the defense industry is mixed. While some
governments, such as those of North America and Europe (with the largest
defense budgets), continue to seek ways to reduce their military expenditures,
governments in South America (with relatively small defense budgets) are
maintaining or increasing their defense spending. However, current
economic crises in Asia may reduce exports to some countries. The pace of
consolidation in Europe of aerospace and defense companies, which began
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later than in’the U.S., is escalating just as the merger rate in the U.S. appears
to be slowing (USDOC, 1998).

Commercial
Overall improvement in the global economy has buoyed the fortunes of the
world’s airlines. World air passenger traffic rose each year from 1994 to
1996, and increased traffic by airlines all over the world produced a
significant turnaround in the large transport aircraft market, the largest part
of the aircraft industry. The civil aircraft sector exports 60 percent of its total
production and represents about 20 percent of the overall U.S. aerospace
industry (USDOC, 1998).

Asian economic problems have not had serious widespread impacts on the
aerospace industry to date. Companies such as Lockheed Martin and Boeing
estimate that about five percent of their contracts for the next five years are
tied to that region. It is possible that, considering the strength of the industry
and the economy outside of Asia, other customers may step in and eliminate
lower production rates (Smith, 1998).

Commercial space launch providers also are benefiting from the improved
economic situation. Consumer demand for direct-to-home television, voice
and data transmission, and other satellite services is increasing the demand
for satellites and therefore for space launch vehicles to place them in orbit
(USDOC, 1998).
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IlL INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the aerospace
industry, including the materials and equipment used, and the processes
employed. The section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship
between the industrial process and the topics described in subsequent sections
of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and
Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate published
engineering information that is available for this industry. Refer to Section
IX for a list of resource materials and contacts that are available.

It is important to note that the FAA places very strict "airworthiness"
guidelines on manufacturing and rework facilities for safety, and quality
control purposes, thus new pollution prevention alternatives may require a
full evaluation and permitting process before they may be used.

This section contains a description of commonly used production processes,
associated raw materials, by-products produced or released, and materials
either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled with
schematic drawings of the identified processes, provide a concise description
of where wastes may be produced in the process. This section also describes
the potential fate (via air, water, and soil pathways) of these waste products.
Figure 6 shows a general aerospace manufacturing process diagram.

Figure 6: The Aerospace Manufacturing Process

Raw Materials
Aluminum and alloys
Ferrous alloys
Copper and alloys
Titanium and alloys

Metal WorkingI i Surface Finishing    ~ Component     Final Assembly Maintenance::
Machining -~- Degreasing -~- Assembly :---~ Cleaning -1~ Stripping

Shaping i i Descaling Cleaning Painting CleaningHeat Treating De-oxidizing
~ Painting Rework

Etching ! Bonding ~’ and Repair
Anodizing Sealing

Plating : Touch-up Product
~’ Passivating Aircr~ y

Missile
Rocket --~" Field Operations
Engine

Source." Aerospace Industries Association Newsletter, October 1994.
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III.A. Aircraft Engines and Parts Industry

Manufacturing processes for aircraft engines and parts may consist of the
following basic operations: materials receiving, metal fabricating, machining
and mechanical processing, coating application, chemical milling, heat
treating, cleaning, metal processing and finishing, coating removal
(depainting), composite processing, and testing. Many facilities employ all
of these processes in their operations, however, a facility may also employ
only a subset of these operations, as with a facility that produces a single
component or a facility that provides a service such as painting
(EPA/OAQPS, 1997).

In addition, there are a number of operations that may be used at aircraR
engine and parts facilities but are not typical and are performed in
conjunction with a variety of industries, such as foundry operations and
manufacturing of electronic components. For more information on foundry
operations, see the Profile of the Metal Casting Industry, EPA, 1997. For
more information on electronics and computers, see the Profile of the
Electronics and Computer Industry, EPA, 1995.

III.A.1. Materials

There are many different materials involved in the production of engines and
parts. The most common materials are alloys of aluminum, which are used
primarily for aircraft structural components and exterior skin sections. Other
materials are titanium, stainless steel, magnesium, and non-metalLics such as
plastics, fabrics, and composite materials. Typical forms of materials are
honeycomb, wire mesh, plate, sheet stock, bar cast, and forged materials.

Metallic Alloys

Aluminum is used as a primary structural material in the aerospace industry.
because of its light weight, and because its alloys can equal the strength of
steel. The ability to resist atmospheric corrosion also favors the use ol~
aluminum. The type of alloy metal used depends on the desired
characteristics of the finished product such as strength, corrosion resistance,
machinability, ductility, or weldabiLity (Home, 1986).

High strength alloys typically contain copper, magnesium, silicon, and zinc
as their alloying elements. Other alloying gents that may be used are:
lithium for lightness; nickel for strength and ductility; chromium for tensile
strength and elastic limit; molybdenum for strength and toughness; vanadium
for tensile strength, ductility, and elastic limit; silicon as a deoxidizer; and
powder metallurgy alloys for strength, toughness, and corrosion resistance
(Home, 1986).
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The development of the gas turbine and the evolution of engines required
materials with great resistance to temperature, stress, and oxidation. Nickel-
based alloys have a high resistance to oxidation and are used for compressor
blades and guide vanes, discs, turbine blades, shafts, casings, combustion
chambers, and exhaust systems. Titanium alloys have excellent toughness,
fatigue strength, corrosion resistance, temperature resistance, and a lower
density than steel. Titanium alloys are frequently used to make hot-end
turbine components and turbine rotor blades (Home, 1986).

Non-Metallic Materials

Plastics, carbon and glass fibers, and synthetic resins and polymers are all
used in aerospace manufacturing. There are two types of plastics used,
thermoplastics and thermosetting materials. Thermoplastic materials are
softened by heating and will harden on cooling and can be extruded (material
is pressure forced through a shaped hole), injection molded (soft material is
forced into a mold through a screw injector and pressure), or thermoformed
(material is cast in a mold with heat and pressure). Thermosetting plastics are
hardened by heating and form rigid three dimensional structures through
chemical reactions. They are typically compression molded (Home, 1986).
For more information on non-metallic materials, refer to the Profile of the
Rubber and Plastic Industry, EPA, 1995.

Carbon and glass fibre strands are used to reinforce plastics for strength and
stiffness while remaining lightweight. Synthetic resins and polymers are used
as adhesives which produce smooth bonds and a stiff structure which
propagates cracks more slowly than in a riveted structure (Home, 1986).

HI.A.2. Metal Shaping

Another major process in the manufacturing of aircraft and other aerospace
equipment is metal shaping. Shaping operations take raw materials and alter
their form to make the intermediate and final product shapes. There are two
phases of shaping operations: primary and secondary. Primary shaping .
consists of forming the metal from its raw form into a sheet, bar, plate, or
some other preliminary form. Secondary shaping consists of taking the
preliminary form and further altering its shape to an intermediate or final
version of the product. Examples of primary and secondary shaping are listed
in Table 5 below. Brief descriptions of the most common operations follow
the table.
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Table 5: Primary and Secondary Shaping Operations

Primary Shaping Operations Secondary Shaping Operations

Abrasive Jet Machining Stamping
Casting Turning
Drawing Drilling
Electrochemical Machining Cutting and Shaping
Electron Beam Machining Milling
Extruding Reaming
Forging Threading
Impact Deformation Broaching
LASER Beam Machining Grinding
Plasma Arc Machining Polishing
Pressure Deformation Planing
Sand Blasting Deburring
Ultrasonic Machinin~

Source: Pollution Prevention Options m Metal Fabricated Produc:s. USEPA,
Janua~, 1992.

Primary Shaping Operations

The most common primary shaping operations include casting, forging,
extruding, rolling, cutting, coining, sheafing, drawing, and spinning. Each of
these operations is briefly described below.

Metal casting involves the introduction of molten metal into a mold or die
having the external shape of the desired cast part. The mold or die is
removed when the metal has cooled and solidified. Metal casting operations
can be classified as either foundries or diecasters. The primary difference is
that foundries pour molten metal relying on gravity to fill the mold and die
easters use machines to inject molten metal under pressure into the mold.
Foundry molds are typically used only once for each part. They are often"
made of sand grains bound together with chemicals or clay. Die casting
molds are often reused thousands of times and are part of a larger diecasting
machine that can achieve very high production rates. Foundries typically
produce larger airplane parts such as engine blocks, turbine and compressor
parts, and other mechanical parts from both ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Die casters typically produce smaller intricate parts from non-ferrous metals
(EPA/OECA, 1995). For a more detailed discussion of metal casting
operations see the Profile of the Metal Casting Industry, USEPA, 1997.

Once the molten metal is formed into a workable shape, shearing and forming
operations are usually performed. Shearing operations cut materials into a
desired shape and size, while forming operations bend or form materials into
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specified shapes. Sheafing operations include punching, piercing, blanking,
cutoff, parting, and trimming. These operations produce holes, openings,
blanks, or parts. Forming operations shape parts by forcing them into a
specific configuration, and include bending, extruding, drawing, spinning,
coining, and forging. Bending is the simplest forming operation; the part is
simply bent to a specific angle or shape and normally produce flat-shapes
(EPA/OECA, 1995).

Extruding is the process of forming a specific shape from a solid blank by
forcing the blank through a die of the desired shape. Complicated and
intricate cross-sectional shapes can be produced by extruding. Rolling is a
type of extruding that passes the material through a set or s~ies of rollers that
bend and form the part into the desired shape. Coining, another type of
extruding, alters the form of the part by changing its thickness, producing a
three-dimensional relief on one or both sides of the part, as found on coins
(EPA/OECA, 1995).

Drawing and spinning form sheet stock into three-dimensional shapes.
Drawing uses a punch to force the sheet stock into a die, where the desired
part shape is formed in the space between the punch and die. In spinning,
pressure is applied to the sheet while it spins on a rotating form so that the
sheet acquires the shape of the form (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Forging operations produce a specific part shape, much like casting. The
forging process is used in the aerospace industry when manufacturing parts
such as pistons, connecting rods, and the aluminum and steel portion of
wheels. However, rather than using molten materials, forging uses externally
applied pressure that either strikes or squeezes a heated blank into a die of the
required shape. Forging operations use machines that apply repeated hammer
blows to a red-hot blank to force the material to conform to the shape of the
die opening. Squeezing acts in much the same way, except it uses pressure
to squeeze rather than strike the blank. Forging typically uses a series of die
cavities to change the shape of the blank in increments. Depending on the
shape, a forging die can have from one to over a dozen individual cavities
(EPA/OECA, 1995).

Secondary Shaping Operations

Shearing (or cutting) operations include punching, piercing, blanking, cutoff,
parting, shearing, and trimming. Basically, these are operations that produce
holes or openings, or that produce blanks or parts. The most common hole-
making operation is punching. Piercing is similar to punching, but produces
a raised-edge hole rather than a cut hole. Cutoff, parting, and sheafing are
similar operations with different applications: parting produces both a part
and scrap pieces; cutoff and sheafing produce parts with no scrap; shearing
is used where the cut edge is straight; and cutoff produces an edge shape
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rather than a straight edge. Trimming is performed to shape or remove
excess material from the edges of parts (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Turning, drilling, and reaming processes typically use a lathe, which holds
and spins the workpiece against the edge of a cutting tool. Drilling machines
are designed for making holes and for reaming, or enlarging or finishing
existing holes. Milling machines use multiple edge cutters to cut unusual or
irregular shapes into the workpiece (EPA/ORD, 1990).

Broaching is a process whereby internal surfaces such as holes of circular,
square or irregular shapes, or external surfaces like keyways are finished. A
many-toothed cutting tool called a broach is used in this process. The
broach’s teeth are graded in size in such a way that each one cuts a small chip
from the workpiece as the tool is pushed or pulled either past the workpiece
surface, or through a leader hole. Broaching of round holes often gives
greater accuracy and better finish than reaming (EPA/ORD, 1990).

Deburring involves removing metal shavings and burrs clinging to the cut
edges of parts after machining has been completed. Deburring is typically
done by one of two processes. Small parts can be deburred in a tumbler
where the bun’s are smoothed off the part by the constant friction with the
tumbling media. This process, however, is not appropriate for long parts.
Instead, long parts are scrubbed with an abrasive pad by hand or buffed with
a power tool. The buffing operation can be performed either by hand or in an
automatic operation (EPA/OAQPS, 1994).

Parts may also be honed and buffed to smooth their surfaces; spray-washed
with an alkaline cleaner; and-blown dry using compressed air. A protective
coating of oil may be applied to parts that are stored on-site or shipped off-
site to a hem-treating facility (EPA/NRMRL, 1995).

The metal working process creates much heat and friction. If the heat and
friction are not reduced, the tools used in the process are quickly damaged
and/or destroyed. Also, the quality of the products made is diminished-
because of inefficient tools and damage to the product while it is being
manufactured. Coolants reduce friction at the tool/substrate interface and
transfer heat away from the tools and the material being processed, reducing
the time to process the metal, increasing the quality of the workmanship, and
increasing tool life. The ability to transfer the heat awav from the metal
working process is why metal working fluids are often call~d coolants (Ohio
EPA, 1993).

Oils are natural lubricants and provide this quality to coolants that are
petroleum-based. Other coolants’ ability to reduce friction comes from
lubricating additives. During the metal working process, heat diffuses into
the coolant. The heated coolant flows off the work area into a collection
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container or sump, where it cools offand then enters the cycle again. Water
has excellent cooling characteristics and many coolants contain water or are
primarily water. Soluble oils and semi-synthetic oils have both water and oil
components. Coolants containing both oil and water require surfactants to
form and maintain emulsions, a mixture of the oil and water, so that both
properties can work together (Ohio EPA, 1993).

Heat Treating,

Heat treating is the modification of the material’s or part’s metallurgical
properties through the application of controlled heating and cooling cycles.
For example, aluminum outer skin panels undergo a low temperature oven
bake after forming to provide greater stress tolerance. Heat treating can be
performed either before or after machining and includes carburizing
(impregnating the surface with carbon), annealing (softening), stress relief,
tempering, air furnace treating, and salt pot treating. Chemicals, such as
methanol, are often used in heat treating ovens to maintain a chemically
reducing atmosphere in order to obtain the proper metallurgical properties on
the surface of the part being treated. After heat treating, the parts can either
be cooled in ambient air or placed in a liquid quenching bath. The quench
bath is typically a glycol solution, a chromate solution, or an oil
(EPA/OAQPS, 1994).

Heat-treated parts can also be machined, honed, and deburred after they are
returned to the plant. After machining, the parts are typically sprayed with
a protective oil coating that controls corrosion until they are further processed
(EPA/NRMRL, 1995).

III.A.3. Metal Finishing

Metal finishing and electroplating activities are performed on a number of
metals and serve a variety of purposes; the primary purpose being protection
against corrosion. Without metal finishing, products made from metals
would last only a fraction of their unfinished life-span. Metal finishing alters .
the surface of metal products to enhance properties such as corrosion
resistance, wear resistance, electrical conductivity, electrical resistance,
reflectivity, appearance, torque tolerance, solderability, tarnish resistance,
chemical resistance, ability to bond to rubber (vulcanizing), and a number of
other special properties (e.g. electropolishing sterilizes stainless steel)
(EPA/ORD, 1994).

These plating processes involve immersing the article to be coated or plated
into a series of baths comisting of acids, bases, salts, etc. A wide variety of
materials, processes, and products are used to clean, etch, and plate metallic
and non-metallic surfaces. Typically, metal parts or work pieces undergo one
or more physical, chemical, and electrochemical processes. Physical
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processes include buffing, grinding, polishing, and blasting. Chemical
processes include degreasing, cleaning, pickling, milling, etching, polishing,
and electroless plating. Electrochemical processes include plating,
electropolishing, and anodizing (EPA/ORD, 1994).

Cleaning/Preparing

Cleaning
Aerospace components are cleaned frequently during manufacturing to
remove contaminants such as dirt, grease, and oil, and to prepare the
components for the next operation. Cleaning is important in order to ensure
the successful application of later surface treatments. There are three main
types of cleaning: aqueous, organic solvent, and abrasive. Aqueous cleaning
covers a wide variety of cleaning methods such as deter~ents, acids, and
alkaline compounds to displace soil rather than dissolvin_~ it as in organic
solvent cleaning. Aqueous cleaners are either sprayed or’used in cleaning
baths, ultrasonic baths, and in steam cleaning. Three ~pes of aqueous
cleaning favored by the aerospace industry are:

¯ emulsification cleaning- emulsification cleaning uses water-
immiscible solvents, surfactants, and emulsifiers.
¯ acid cleaning- sulfuric acid or hydrochloric acid is used to remove
scale from metal; acid cleaning is sometimes known as pickling
baths.
¯ alkaline cleaning- alkaline cleaning solutions (usually hot) contain
builders (sodium salts of phosphate, carbonate, and hydroxide) and
surfactants (detergents and soap) (CARB, 1997).

Abrasive cleaning is mechanical cleaning using abrasives such as rough
fabric scrubbing pads, sandpaper, tumbling barrels, buffing wheels, and
blasting equipment. Abrasives may be added to acid or alkaline cleaning
solutions to improve cleaning action (CARB, 1997).

Maskjag
Maskants are coatings that are applied to a part to protect ~e surface from
chemical milling and surface treatment processes such as anodizing, plating,
and bonding. Maskants are typically rubber- or polymeric-based substances
applied to an entire part or subassembly by brushing, dipping, spraying, or
flow coating. Two major types of maskants are used: solvent-based and
waterborne. After an adequate thickness ofmaskant has been applied to the
part, the maskant is cured in a bake oven. The maskant is then cut following
a specific pattern and manually stripped away from selected areas of the part
where metal is to be removed. The maskant remaining on the part protects
those areas from the etching solution.

Chemical Millin~
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Chemical milling is used to reduce the thickness of selected areas of metal
parts in order to reduce weight. The process is typically used when the size
or shape of parts precludes mechanical milling or when chemical milling is
advantageous due to shorter processing time or its batch capability. Chemical
milling is accomplished by submerging the component in an appropriate
etchant. Commonly used etchants are sodium hydroxide for aluminum, nitric
acid and hydrofluoric acid for titanium, dilute sulfuric acid for magnesium,
and aqua regia (a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids) for stainless steel.
The depth of the cut is closely controlled by the length of time the

component is in the etchant and the concentration of the etchant. When the
milling has been completed, the part is removed from the etehant and rinsed
with water. Some metals may develop a smutty discoloration during the
chemical milling process. A brightening solution, such as dilute nitric acid,
is typically used as a final step in the process to remove the discoloration.
After desmutting,.the part either goes back to chemical milling for further
metal removal or to the stripping area to have the maskant removed. The
maskant may be softened in a solvent solution and then stripped off by hand
(EPAJOAQPS, 1994).

Anodizing
Anodizing uses the piece to be coated, generally with an aluminum surface,
as an anode in an electrolytic cell. Anodizing provides aluminum parts with
a hard abrasion- and corrosion-resistant film. This coating is porous,
allowing it to be dyed or to absorb lubricants. This method is used both in
decorative application and in engineering applications such as aircraft landing
gear struts. Anodizing is usually performed using either sulfuric, boric-
sulfuric, or chromic acid often followed by a hot water bath, though nickel
acetate or sodium potassium dichromate seal may also be used (EPA/OECA,
1995).

Passivation
Passivation is a chemical process in which parts are immersed in a solution
containing a strong oxidizing agent. This forms a thin oxide layer on the part
surface, providing corrosion protection and increasing adhesion of subsequent.
coatings. It is often used before maskant application in the chemical milling
process (EPA/OAQPS, 1994).

Pickling
Pickling is a process of chemical abrasion/etching which prepares surfaces
for good paint adhesion. The pickling process is used mainly for preparing
pipe systems and small parts for paint. However, the process and qualities
will vary by facility. The process involves a system of dip tanks. In pickling
steel parts, The first tank is used to remove any oil, grease, flux, and other
contaminants on the surface being pickled. The part is then immersed into
a 5-8% caustic soda and water mixture (pH 8-13) maintained at temperatures
of between 180 °-200 °F. Next, the steel is dipped into a 6-10% acid/water
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mixture maintained between 140 o. 160 °F (EPA/OECA, 1997). Most carbon
steel is pickled with sulfuric or hydrochloric acid, while stainless steel is
pickled with hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric acids (EPA/OECA, 1995).
The fourth tank contains an acid rinse tank that is maintained at a pH of 5-7.
Finally, the steel part is immersed in a rust preventative 5% phosphoric
mixture. The part is then allowed to fully dry prior to paint application
(EPA/OECA, 1997).

Polishing is used at some facilities to clean and finish the outer skin of the
aireraa~. The polish is a lightly abrasive metal cleaner that is buffed on the
metal surface, then wiped off. The polish gives a mirror-like surface finish
and is usually applied instead of paint. Polishing can also be used on other
metal parts as a cleaning step.

Conversion Coatings
Conversion coating is the process of changing a metal’s surface
characteristics by applying a reactive chemical to the metal’s surface or bv
reacting the metal in a chemical bath. The desired result is improved coatin~
adhesion, increased corrosion resistance, or both (EPA/OAQPS, 1994).

Aluminum surfaces are treated with various conversion coatings depending
upon the anticipated enviromental conditions or performance requirements
such as corrosion, electrochemical insulation, and abrasion. Conversion
coatings are also used to enhance bond and paint adhesion. Typical
treatments include chromate phosphates, chromate oxides, anodizing, and
non-chromate formulatiom (CARB, 1997).

Cadmium surfaces require either a phosphate or a chromate conversion
coating prior to painting. The phosphate conversion is designed to be
painted; the chromate conversion is designed to add corrosion resistance to
the cadmium and it may also be painted (CARB, 1997).

Magnesium must be treated with a conversion coating or anodized before -
painting to prevent corrosion and to prevent environmental damage by
abrasion. Magnesium coatings utilize sodium dichromate solutions (CARB,
1997).

Titanium must be treated with a conversion coating or anodized to protect it
from corrosion and to improve adhesion bonding strength. Emersion baths
for applying a conversion coating to titanium typically contain sodium
phosphate, potassium fluoride, and hydrofluoric acid (CAR_B, 1997).

Coating/Painting

A coating is a material that is applied to the surface of a part to form a
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decorative or functional solid film. Coatings are used for corrosion
resistance, aircraft identification and improved visibility, and friction
reduction. The most common coatings are nonspecialized primers and
topcoats, however there are also many specialized primers that provide
characteristics such as fire resistance, flexibility, substrate compatibility,
antireflection, sealing, adhesion, and enhanced corrosion protection
(EPA/OAQPS, 1997).

Coatings are applied by spraying, brushing, rolling, flow coating, and dipping
using a variety of application equipment including conventional air spray,
high volume low pressure (HVLP) spray, and electrostatic spray. Many of
the conventional methods such as rolling, flow coating, dip coating, and
brushing are limited to the size and configuration of the part being painted
(CARB, 1997).

Painting involves the application of predominantly organic coatings to a work
piece for protective and/or decorative purposes. It is applied in various
forms, including dry powder, solvent-diluted formulations, and water-borne
formulations. Various methods of application are used, the most common
being spray painting and electrodeposition. Electrodeposition is the process
of coating a work piece by either making it anodic or cathodic in a bath that
is generally an aqueous emulsion of the coating material. When applying the
paint as a dry powder, some form of heating or baking is necessary to ensure
that the powder adheres to the metal. These processes may result in solvent
waste (and associated still bottom wastes generated during solvent
distillation), paint sludge wastes, paint-bearing wastewaters, and paint solvent
emissions (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Spray painting is a process bywhich paint is placed into a pressurized cup or
pot and is atomized into a spray pattern when it is released from the vessel
and forced through an orifice. Differences in spray-painting equipment are
based on how the equipment atomizes paint. The more highly atomized the
paint, the more likely transfer efficiency is to decrease. Transfer efficiency
is the amount of paint applied to the object being painted, divided by the
amount of paint used. Highly atomized paint spray can more readily drift
away from the painting surface due to forces such as air currents and gravity
(Ohio EPA, 1994). Cleaning solvent can only be sprayed through a gun for
nonatomized and atomized cleaning using specific equipment as specified in
the NESHAP.

The viscosity of paint may need adjustment before it can be sprayed. This is
accomplished by reduction with organic solvents, or with water for certain
water-based coatings. Using solvents for reduction requires the purchase of
additional materials and increases air emissions. An alternative method of
reducing the viscosity is to use heat. Benefits from the purchase of paint
heaters include lower solvent usage, lower solvent emissions, more consistent
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viscosities, and faster caring rates (Ohio EPA, 1994).

The following types of spray application equipment may be used in the
aerospace industry:

C̄onventional Spray
¯ High-Volume/Low-Pressure (HVLP)
.Airless
.Air-Assisted
.Electrostatics
R̄otary Atomization
S̄pray Booths

Electroplating

The metals used in electroplating operations (both common and precious
metal plating) include cadmium, lead, chromium, copper, nickel, zinc, gold,
and silver. Cyanides are also used extensively in eleetmplating solutions and
in some stripping and cleaning solutions (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Electroless plating is the chemical deposition of a metal coating onto a metal
object, by immersion of the object in an appropriate plating solution. In
electroless nickel plating, the source of nickel is a salt, and a reducer is used
to hold the metal ion in the solution. Immersion plating produces a metal
deposit by chemical displacement. Immersion plating baths are usually
formulations of metal salts, alkalies, and complexing agents (typically
cyanide or ammonia) (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Occasionally, touch-up plating is done on an in-house plating line that
consists of six separate tanks for cleaning, rinsing, and plating. Following
touch-up plating, the parts are typically cleaned in a cold solvent-cleaning
tank (EPA/NRMRL, 1995).

Equipment/Line Cleaning

Spray guns and coating lines used to apply the various coatings used at
aerospace facilities must be cleaned when switching from one coating to
another and when they are not going to be immediately reused. Spray guns
can be cleaned either manually or with enclosed spray gun cleaners. Manual
cleaning involves disassembling the gun and placing the parts in a vat
containing an appropriate cleaning solvent. The residual paint is brushed or
wiped offthe parts. After reassembling, the cleaning solvent may be sprayed
through the gun for a final cleaning. Paint hoses/coating lines are cleaned by
passing the cleaning solvent through the lines until all coating residue is
removed. Enclosed spray gun cleaners are self-contained units that pump the
cleaning solvent through the gun within a closed chamber. After the cleaning
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cycle is complete, the guns are removed from the chamber and typically
undergo some manual cleaning to remove coating residue from areas not
exposed to the cleaning solvent, such as the seals under the atomizing cap
(EPA/OAQPS, 1997).

III.A.4. Composites Processing

The aerospace industry is increasingly substituting composites for metals in
aircraft and space vehicles due to the superior strength-to-weight ratio,
corrosion resistance, and fatigue life of composites. Composites are
comprised of a resin matrix that bonds together layers of reinforcing material.
The resultant structure has mechanical properties superior to each individual
component. The resin matrix is usually a polymeric material such as epoxy,
polyester, nylon, or phenolic. The reinforcing material or fiber is usually
carbon (graphite), fiberglass, or Kevlar. The fibers are oriented at specific
angles within the matrix to achieve desired strength characteristics. Methods
of forming composites include: injection molding, compression molding, and
hand lay-up (or wet lay-up). Hand lay-up can involve applying resin on pre-
woven fibers or can involve stacking thin sheets ofpre-impregnated (prepreg)
fiber material. Steps in hand lay-up are typically: lay-up, debulking, curing,
and tear-down (break-out).

Injection molding is the process of shaping a material by applying heat and
utilizing the pressure created by injecting a resin into a closed mold.
Compression molding is the process of filling a mold with molding
compound, closing the mold, and applying heat and pressure until the
material has cured. Lay-up is the process of assembling composite parts by
positioning reinforcing materi.al in a mold and impregnating the material with
resin. With hand lay-up, reinforcing material with resin or prepreg can be
added to an open mold until the design thickness and contours are achieved.
Debulking is the simultaneous application of low-level heat and pressure to
composite materials to force out excess resin, trapped air, vapor, and volatiles
from between the layers of the composite, thus removing voids within the
composite.

Curing is the process of changing the resin into a solid material so that the
composite part holds its shape. This is accomplished by heating the lay-up
assembly in order to initiate a polymerization reaction within the resin. Once
the reaction is complete, the resin solidifies and bonds the layers of
composite materials together. The curing process is typically performed in
an autoclave (a pressurized oven), with the composite lay-up enclosed in a
bag so that a vacuum can be applied. The vacuum removes air and
volatilized components of the resin from within the composite structure
which may otherwise be trapped and create voids. Key parameters for curing
are time, pressure, vacuum, temperature, and heating and cooling rates.
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Break-out is the removal of the composite materials from the molds or curing
fixtures (includes the application of release agents prior to filling the mold).

III.B. Aircraft Assembly

Aircrai~ assembly requires the coordination of thousands of parts coming
together to form one large final product. The total assembly process of a
complete aircraft can be close to two years. The relatively small number of
finished products does not allow for a great deal of automation in the
assembly process. Considerable coordination is needed between materials
delivery and the production schedule in order to achieve efficient assembly.

Assembly Equipment

Typical materials handling equipment includes conveyors, cranes, industrial
vehicles (e.g., forklifts, flatbeds, carts, special lift vehicles, etc.), and
containers (EPA/OECA, 1997). Assembly facilities may also use jigs to aid
in lining up or joining pieces.

Assembly jigs are essential for the successful assembly or large aerospace
products. Their main function is to identify the precise location of fittings for
attachment of one component to another. Assembly jigs should be
constructed in a manner which allows them to be removed upon completion
of the work without breaking down the entire jig structure. They require
materials which will not bend or distort over a period of time or during
assembly operations. They must also provide easy access to locations where
manual joining operations are needed (Home, 1986).

Pin jigs are used to assemble the curved sheets that form the outside of the
fuselage’s curved surface. The pin jig is simply a series of vertical screw
jacks that support curved pieces during construction. A pin jig is set up
specifically for the curved piece under construction. The jig heights are.
determined from the engineering drawings and plans (EPA/OECA, 1997).

Specially designed locating jigs are required for skins to which stiffeners are
to be riveted, such as airplane wings. Stiffeners are first placed in the jigs and
then locked in the required position on the completed wings. Wing skins are
then placed on the jig and held to a contoured shape with metal bands in
order to make contact with the stringers. Holes are drilled through the skin
and stringers by using templates to locate hole positions. When all of the
holes have been drilled, they are filled with clamping bolts and the metal
bands are released. The skin is taken out of the jig and the clamping bolts
hold the skin in the desired shape until it is riveted together (Home, 1986).
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Fuselage assembly operations may follow these steps:

b̄ond stringers to fuselage skin
f̄it formers to assembly jig
āssemble skin, drill flanges, and fit riveting clamps
r̄eplace clamps with rivets and remove panel from the jig

¯ assemble panels and formers on fuselage assembly jig (Home,
1986).

Welding/Riveting

Fusion Welding
Fusion welding is performed with a metal arc in the presence of an inert gas
which prevents the oxidation of the metals to be welded. An alternating or
direct current, depending on the type and thickness of the metal, is typically
applied through an electrode. The ideal current and pulse duration is selected
according to the wire composition, shielding gas, welding position, and wire
size (Home, 1986).

Resistance Welding
Resistance welding requires: a primary electrical circuit from a transformer;
a secondary circuit and electrodes to conduct the current to the desired spot;
a mechanical system to hold the components and apply force; and control
equipment to measure duration and magnitude of the electrical current.
Press-type machines have a moveable welding head and force is applied by
air through hydraulic cylinders. Seam welding is performed by power-driven
roller electrodes instead of the pointed electrodes used for spot welding.
Leak-proof and pressure-tight welds are formed by the seam welding process,
where each weld overlaps the previous one (Home, 1986).

Pre-pressure jig welding uses a jig to clamp the components together to
relieve the electrodes from clamping stress. This ensures that the desired
electrode pressure is available (Home, 1986).

Electron Beam Welding
Electron beam welding is achieved by concentrating a beam of high velocity
electrons onto the surfaces to be joined. The electrons are produced and
accelerated by an electron beam gun which consists of a filament emitter, a
bias electrode, and a positively charged anode. The electrons are generated
by thermionic emission from a filament. Their attraction to an anode gives
them speed and direction, and a bias electrode cup surrounding the emitter
electrostatically shapes ejected electrons into a beam. An electromagnetic
lens system reconverges the beam once its left the anode and focusses it on
the work piece (Home, 1986).

Riveting
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Riveted joints are usually in sheet metal parts where the rivets take a shearing
load. Riveted joints may be in single, double, triple, or quadruple rows and
either chain or zigzag (Home, 1986).

Sealing/Bonding

Sealants, predominantly composed ofpolysulfide, are applied throughout the
aerospace vehicle structure primarily to seal out moisture and contaminants.
This helps prevent corrosion, particularly on faying (i.e., closely or tightly
fitting) surfaces, inside holes and slots, and around installed fasteners.
Sealants are also used to seal fuel tanks and pressurized components. They
are applied using tubes, spatulas, brushes, rollers, or spray guns. Sealants are
often stored frozen and thawed before use, and many are two-component
mixtures that cure after mixing. Typically, a sealant is applied before
assembly or fastener installation, and the excess is squeezed out or extruded
from between the parts as the assembly is completed. This ensures a
moisture-tight seal between the parts (EPA/OAQPS, 1997).

Adhesive bonding involves joi~fing together two or more metal or nonmetal
components. This process is typically performed when the joints being
formed are essential to the structural integrity of the aerospace vehicle or
component. Bonding surfaces are typically roughened mechanically or
etched chemically to provide increased surface area for bonding and then
treated chemically to provide a stable corrosion-resistant oxide layer. The
surfaces are then thinly coated with an adhesive bonding primer to promote
adhesion and protect from subsequent corrosion. Structural adhesives are
applied as either a thin film or as a paste. The parts are joined together and
cured either at ambient temperature, in an oven, or in an autoclave to cure the
adhesive and provide a permanent bond between the components
(EPA/OAQPS, 1997).

Nonstructural adhesives are used to bond materials that are not critical to the.
structural integrity of the aerospace vehicle or component, such as gaskets
around windows and carpeting or to nonstructurally joined components.
These adhesives are applied using tubes, brushes, and spray guns
(EPA/OAQPS, 1997).

Testing

A wide variety of tests are performed by the aerospace industry to verify that
parts meet manufacturing specifications. Leak tests are performed on
assemblies such as wing fuel tanks. These parts are filled with an aqueous
solution or a gas to check seams and seals. Dye penetrant is used following
chemical milling and other operations to check for cracks, flaws, and
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fractures. Many different kinds of penetrants, fluids, dyes, and etchants can
be applied to the surface of metal parts to aid in the detection of defects.
Hydraulic and fuel system checks are other typical testing operations. Weight
checks are performed to verify the balance of certain structures, such as
propeller blades and vertical tail rudders. Some critical areas on the
assembled components are checked for flaws, imperfections, and proper
alignment of parts by X-ray (EPA/OAQPS, 1994).

III.C. Repair/Rework Operations

Repair operations generally include all conversions, overhauls, maintenance
programs, major damage repairs, and minor equipment repairs. Although
specific repair methods vary from job to job, many of the operations are
identical to new construction operations. Repair operations, however, are
typically on a smaller scale and are performed at a faster pace. Jobs can last
anywhere from one day to over a year. Repair jobs often have severe time
constraints requiring work to be completed as quickly as possible in order to
get the aircraft, missile, or space vehicle back in service. In many cases,
piping, ventilation, electrical, and other machinery are prefabricated prior to
the major product’s arrival. Typical maintenance and repair operations
include:

¯ Cleaning and repainting the aircraft’s surfaces, superstructure, and
interior areas
¯ Major rebuilding and installation of equipment such as turbines,
generators, etc.
S̄ystems overhauls, maintenance, and installation

¯ System replacement and new installation of systems such as
navigational systems, combat systems, communication systems, etc.
¯ Propeller and rudder repairs, modification, and alignment
(EPA/OECA, 1997)

The depainting operation involves the removal of coatings from the outer
surface of the aircraft. The two basic types are chemical depainting and blast
depainting. Methylene chloride is the most common chemical stripper
solvent; however, the particular solvent used is highly dependent on the type
of coating to be removed. Chemical depainting agents are applied to the
aircraft, allowed to degrade the coating, and then scraped or washed offwith
the coating residue. Blast depainting methods utilize a media such as plastic,
wheat starch, carbon dioxide (dry ice), or high pressure water to remove
coatings by physically abrading the coatings from the surface of the aircraft.
Grit blasting and sand/glass blasting are also included in this category. High
intensity ultraviolet light stripping has been developed for use in conjunction
with carbon dioxide methods and is under development at several facilities
(EPAJOAQPS, 1994). However, FAA has strict guidelines for safety and
quality control purposes which dictate the types of solvents and materials that
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may be used in aerospace operations. Thus, any alternative must go through
a comprehensive study before it is approved for use. (See Section V- Pollution
Prevention Opportunities)

In addition, some larger facilities are capable of large repair and conversion
projects that could include: converting passenger planes to cargo planes,
replacing segments of an aircraft that has been damaged, structural
reconfiguration and outfitting of combat systems, major remodeling of
interiors or exteriors (EPA/OECA, 1997).

III.D. Space Vehicles and Guided Missiles

Many of the industrial processes involved in the production of space vehicles
and guided missiles are similar to those discussed above in the production of
aircraft parts and assembly. Because the number of establishments involved
in the production of space vehicles, guided missiles, and their associated parts
is less than 10 percent of the total industry, no additional information on
industrial processes will be presented here. Also, due to the confidential
nature of some of these products, there is little information available on
production technologies.

IH.E. Raw Materials Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The Aerospace Industries Association estimates that there are 15,000 to
30,000 different materials used in manufacturing, many of which may be
potentially toxic, highly volatile, flammable, contain chioroflourocarbons, or
contribute to global warming (AIA, 1994). Material inputs for aerospace
manufacturing include metals, solvents, paints and coatings, and plastics,
rubbers, and fabrics. Metals used in manufacturing include steel, aluminum,
titanium, and many specialty alloys. There is also a wide variety of paints,
solvents, and coatings available to the aerospace industry. Many of these
materials are specifically required by FAA guidelines.

Pollutants from metal fabricating processes are dependant on the metal and
machining techniques being used. Larger pieces of scrap metal are usually
recovered and reintroduced to the process, while smaller shavings may be
sent off-site for disposal or recovery.

Surface preparation operations generate wastes contaminated with solvents
and!or metals depending on the type of cleaning operation. Degreasing
operations may result in solvent-bearing wastewaters, air emissions, and
materials in solid form. Chemical surface treatment operations can result in
wastes containing metals. Alkaline, acid, mechanical, and abrasive cleaning
methods can generate waste streams such as spent cleaning media,
wastewaters, and rinse waters. Such wastes consist primarily of the metal
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complexes or particles, the cleaning compound, contaminants from the metal
surface, and water. In many cases, chemical treatment operations are used in
conjunction with organic solvent cleaning systems. As such, many of these
wastes may be cross-contaminated with solvents (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Surface finishing and related washing operations account for a large volume
of wastes associated with aerospace metal finishing. Metal plating and
related waste account for the largest volumes of metal (e.g., cadmium,
chromium, copper, lead, mercury, and nickel) and cyanide bearing wastes
(EPA/OECA, 1995).

Xir Emissions

Air emissions, primarily volatile organic compounds (VOCs), result mainly
from the sealing,, painting, depainting, bonding, finishing application
processes including material storage, mixing, applications, drying, and
cleaning. These emissions are composed mainly of organic solvents which
are used as carriers for the paint or sealant and as chemical coating removers.
Most aerospace coatings are solvent-based, which contain a mixture of
organic solvents, many of which are VOC’s. The most common VOC
solvents used in coatings are trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, toluene,
xylene, methyl ethyl ketone, and methyl isobutyl ketone. The most common
VOC solvent used for coating removal is methylene chloride. The VOC
content ranges differ for the various coating categories. Air emissions from
cleaning and degreasing operations may result through volatilization during
storage, fugitive losses during use, and direct ventilation of fumes. Releases
to the air fxom metal shaping processes contain products of combustion (such
as fly ash, carbon, metallic dus~ ) and metals and abrasives (such as sand and
metallic particulates).

Wastewater

Wastewater is produced by almost every stage of the manufacturing process.
Metalworking fluids, used in machining and shaping metal parts, are a
common source of wastewater contamination. Metalworking fluids can be
petroleum-based, oil-water emulsions, or synthetic emulsions that are applied
to either the tool or the metal being tooled to facilitate the shaping operation.
Waste cooling waters can be contaminated with metalworking fluids
(EPA/OECA, 1995).

Surface preparation, cleaning, and coating removal often involves the use of
solvents which can also contribute to wastewater pollution. The nature of the
waste will depend upon the specific cleaning application and manufacturing
operation. Solvents may be rinsed into wash waters and/or spilled into floor
drains (EPA/OECA, 1995).
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Wastewater may also be generated in operations such as quenching and
deburring. Such wastewater can be high in oil and suspended solids.
Wastewater from metal casting and shaping mainly consists of cooling water
and wet scrubber effluent. The scrubber water is typically highly alkaline
(EPA/OECA, 1997).

Wastewater contaminated with paints and solvents may be generated during
equipment cleaning operations; however, water is typically only used in
cleaning water-based paints. Wastewater is also generated when water
curtains (water wash spray booths) are used during painting. Wastewater
from painting water curtains commonly contains organic pollutants as well
as certain metals (EPA/OECA, 1997).

Electroplating operations can result in solid and liquid waste streams that
contain toxic constituents. Aqueous wastes result from work piece rinses and
process cleanup waters. In addition to these wastes, spent process solutions
and quench baths are discarded periodically when the concentrations of
contaminants inhibit proper function of the solution or bath. When discarded,
process baths usually consist of solid-phase and liquid-phase wastes that may
contain high concentrations of toxic constituents, especially cyanide. Rinse
water from the electroplating process may contain zinc, lead, cadmium, or
chromium (EPA/OECA, 1995).

Solid/Hazardous/Residual Waste

Solid, hazardous, and residual wastes generated during aerospace
manufacturing include contaminated metalworking fluids, scrap metal, waste
containers, and spent equipment or materials. Scrap metal is produced by
metal shaping operations and may consist of metal removed from the original
piece (e.g., steel or aluminum). Scrap may be reintroduced into the process
as a feedstock or recycled off-site.

Various solid and liquid wastes, including waste solvents, blast media, paint
chips, and spent equipment may be generated throughout painting and.
depainting operations. These solid and liquid wastes are usually the result of
the following operations:

¯ Paint applications- paint overspray caught by emissions control
devices (e.g., paint booth collection systems, ventilation filters, etc.)
oDepalnting- spent blast media, chips, and paint and solvent sludges
¯ Cleanup operations- cleaning of equipment and paint booth area
°Disposal- discarding of leftover and unused paint as well as
containers used to hold paints, paint materials, and overspray

Solvents are also used during cleanup processes to clean spray equipment
between color changes, and to clean portions of the spray booth. The solvent
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utilized during cleaning is generally referred as "purge solvent" and is often
composed of a mixture of dimethyl-benzene, 2-propanone (acetone), 4-
methyl-2-pentanone, butyl ester acetic acid, light aromatic solvent naphtha,
ethyl benzene, hydrotreated heavy naphtha, 2-butanone, toluene, and l-
butanol (EPAJOECA, 1995).

Metalworking fluids typically become contaminated and spent with extended
use and reuse. When disposed, these oils may contain toxics, including
metals (cadmium, chromium, and lead), and therefore must be tested to
determine if they are considered a RCRA hazardous waste. Many fluids may
contain chemical additives such as chlorine, sulfur, phosphorous compounds,
phenols, cresols, and alkalines. In the past, such oils have commonly been
mixed with used cleaning fluids and solvents (including chlorinated solvents)
(EPAJOECA, 199~).

÷

If metal coating operations use large quantities of molding sand, spent sand
may be generated. The largest waste by volume from metal casting
operations is waste sand. Other residual wastes may include dust from dust
collection systems, slag, and off-spec products. Dust collected in baghouses
may include zinc, lead, nickel, cadmium, and chromium. Slag is a glassy
mass composed of metal oxides from the melting process, melted refractories,
sand, and other materials (EPA/OECA, 1997).

Centralized wastewater treatment systems are common and can result in
solid-phase wastewater treatment sludges. Any solid wastes (e.g., wastewater
treatment sludges, still bottoms, cleaning tank residues, machining fluid
residues, etc.) generated by the manufacturing process may also be
contaminated with solvents (EPAJOECA, 1995).

Table 6 summarizes the material inputs and pollutant outputs from the
various aerospace manufacturing operations.
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Table 6: Material Input and Pollutant Outputs
Pro~ess Material Input Air Emissions Wastewater Solid/Hazardous/

Residual Wastes
Metal Cutting oils, Solvent wastes Acid/alkaline wastes Scrap metal, waste
Shaping degr~asing and (e.g., l, l, l- (e.g., hydrochloric, solvents

cleaning trichioroethane, sulfuric, and nitric acids),
solvents, acids, acetone, xylene,waste coolant water with
metals toluene, etc.) oils, grease, and metals

Grinding/ Metals, abrasive Metal shavings/Wastewaters with oil, Abrasive waste
Polishing materials, particulates, grease, and metal from (e.g., aluminum

machining oils dust from machining oxide, silica,
abrasive metal), metal
materials shavings, dust

Plating Acid/alkaline Volatized Waste rinse water Metal wastes,
solutions, metal solvents and containing solvent wastes,
bearing and cleaners acids/alkalines cyanides, filter sludges
cyanide bearing and solvents (silica, carbides)
solutions wasted plating

material (copper,
chromium, and
cadmium)

Painting Solvent based Paint overspray, Cleaning water Waste paint, empty.
or water based solvents containing paint and containers, spent
paints stripping solutions paint application

equipment
Cleaning, Acid/alkaline Solvent wastes, Wastewater containing Spent solvents,
depainting, cleaners and acid aerosols, acids/alkalines, spent paint/solvent
and vapor solvents paint chips and solvents sludges, equipment
degreasing particulates and abrasive

materials, paint
chips

Source: Pollution Pr~ention Assessment for a Manufacturer of Aircraft Landing Gea~o EPA, August 1995 and
Guides to Pollution Preventio~ The Fabricated Metal Products Indgstr~, EPA, July 1990.
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HI.F. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) requires facilities to report
irfformation about the management of Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
chemicals in waste and efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities.
These data have been collected annually in Section 8 of the TRI reporting
Form P~ beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data summarized below
cover the years 1994-1997 and are meant to provide a basic understanding of
the quantities of waste handled by the industry, the methods typically used to
manage this waste, and recent trends in these methods. TRI waste
management data can be used to assess trends in source reduction within
individual industries and facilities, and for specific TRI chemicals. This
information could then be used as a tool in identifying opportunities for
pollution prevention and compliance assistance activities.

While the quantities reported for 1995 and 1996 are estimates of quantities
already managed, the quantities listed by facilities for 1997 and 1998 are
projections only. The PPA requires these projections to encourage facilities
to consider future source reduction, not to establish any mandatory limits.
Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities reporting under TRI
are required to meet

Table 7 shows that the TRI reporting aerospace facilities managed about 37
million pounds of production related wastes (total quantity of TRI chemicals
in the waste from routine production operations in column B) in 1996.
Production related wastes were projected to continue to decrease slightly in
1997 and 1998. Note that the effects of production increases and decreases
on the quantities of wastes generated are not evaluated here, but production
has generally been increasing in recent years.

In 1995, about 34 percent of the industry’s TRI wastes were managed on-site
through recycling, energy recovery, or treatment as shown in columns C, D,
and E, respectively. This decreased to 25 percent in 1996 and was expected
to slightly increase to over 30 percent in 1998. The majority of these on-site
managed wastes were recycled on-site in 1995. About 39 percent of the
industry’s TRI wastes were transferred off-site for recycling, energy recovery,
or treatment as shown in columns F, G, and H. This increased to 50 percent
in 1996. Most of the off-site managed wastes were recycled as well. The
remaining portion of the production related wastes, shown in column I, (31
percent in 1995 and 27 percent in 1996) is either released to the environment
through direct discharges to air, land, water, and underground injection, or is
transferred off-site for disposal.
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Table 7: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for Aerospace Manufacturers
Facilities (SICs 372 or 376) as Reported within TRI

I A [ B                                       I
On-Site                Off-Site

Quantity of

Related and
Waste % [% Energy i [ % [ % Energy [ Disposed.’

Year (106 Ibs.)’ Recycled[ Recovery % Treated [Recycled [ Recovery % T~atedOff-site
1995 40.6 22% 0% 12% 26% 3% 10% 31%
1996 36.5 14% 0% 11% 36% 4% 10% 27%
1997 35.2 14% 0% 12% 36% 4% 10% 24%
1998 33.3 19% 0% 12% 33% 3% 10% 21%

l
Source: 1996 Toxi~ Release Inventory D~ztabase.
W~thln this industry sector, non-productmn related waste < 1 ’~ of productlon related wastes for 1995
Total TRI transfers and releases as reported m Secuon 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production

related wastes.
ercentage of productmn related waste released to the enwronment and transferred off-sire for

disposal.
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutant
releases that are reported by this industry. For industries that are required to
report, the best source of comparative pollutant release information is the
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). A component of the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes self-reported facility
release and transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals. Facilities within SIC
Codes 20 through 39 (manufacturing industries) that have more than I0
employees, and that are above weight-based reporting thresholds are required
to report TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers. The information
presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the most recently
available (I 996) TRI reporting year (which includes over 600 chemicals), and
focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported by each sector. Because
TRI requires consistent reporting regardless of sector, it is an excellent tool
for drawing coml~adsons across industries. TRI data provide the type, amount
and media receptor of each chemical released or transferred.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general, toxic
chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the 1996 Toxic
Release Inventory Public Data Release, reported onsite releases of toxic
chemicals to the environment decreased by 5 percent (I I 1.6 million pounds)
between 1995 and 1996 (not including chemicals added and removed from
the TRI chemical list during this period). Reported releases dropped by 48
percent between 1988 and 1996. Reported transfers of TRI chemicals to off-
site locations increased by 5 percent (l 4.3 million pounds) between 1995 and
1996. More detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics
Release Inventory Public Daia Release book (which is available through the
EPCRA Hotline at 800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic Release
Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-153 I).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the primary,
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TRI data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or"
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been obtained,
these data have been included to augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

Certain limitations exist regarding TRI data. Within some sectors, (e.g. dry
cleaning, printing and transportation equipment cleaning) the majority of
facilities are not subject to TRI reporting because they are not considered
manufacturing industries, or because they are below TRI reporting thresholds.
For these sectors, release information from other sources has been included.
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Reported chemicals are limited to the approximately 600 TRI chemicals. A
portion of the emissions from aerospace facilities, therefore, are not captured
by TRI.

In addition, many facilities report more than one SIC code reflecting the
multiple operations carried out on-site. Therefore, reported releases and
transfers may or may not all be associated with the industrial operations
described in this notebook.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each industry.
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity of each chemical that is released or the potential exposure to
surrounding populations. The Agency is in the process of developing an
approach to assign, toxicological weightings to each chemical released so that
one can differentiate between pollutants with significant differences in
toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact of the
industry’s most commordy released chemicals, the notebook briefly
summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five chemicals (by weight)
reported by the industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- is the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code, a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment=based Federal economic
statistics. The SIC codes facil!tate comparisons between facility and industry

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more fu!l-time
employees and are above established chemical throughput thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must submit estimates for all .
chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Defmitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.
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Releases -- are on-site discharges of a toxic chemical to the environment.
This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies of water, releases at
the facility to land, as well as contained disposal into underground injection
wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, vents, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include
equipment leaks, evaporative losses from surface impoundments and spills,
and releases from building ventilation systems.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water.
Releases due to runoff, including storm water runoff, are also reportable to
TRI.

Releases to Land -- occur within the boundaries of the reporting facility.
Releases to land include disposal of toxic chemicals in landfills, land
treatment/application fanning, surface impoundments, and other disposal on
land (such as spills, leaks, or waste piles).

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal. Wastes containing TRI chemicals are
injected into either Class I wells or Class V wells. Class I wells are used to
inject liquid hazardous wastes or dispose of industrial and municipal
wastewaters beneath the lowermost underground source of drinking water.
Class V wells are generally used to inject non-hazardous fluid into or above
an underground source of drinking water. TRI reporting does not currently
distinguish between these two types of wells, although there are important
differences in environmental impact between these two methods of injection.

Transfers -- are transfers of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that is
geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under TRI.
Chemicals reported to TRI as transferred are sent to off-site facilities for the
purpose of recycling, energy recovery, treatment, or disposal. The quantities"
reported represent a movement of the chemical away from the reporting
facility. Except for off-site transfers for disposal, the reported quantities do
not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewater transferred through pipes or sewers
to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment or removal of a
chemical from the wastewater depends on the nature of the chemical, as well
as the treatment methods present at the POTW. Not all TRI chemicals can
be treated or removed by a POTW. Some chemicals, such as metals, may be
removed but not destroyed and may be disposed of in landfills or discharged
to receiving waters.
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Transfers to Recycling -- are wastes sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovery by a variety of recycling methods, including solvent
recovery, metals recovery, and acid regeneration. Once these chemicals have
been recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold
commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site to be treated through
a variety of methods, including neutralization, incineration, biological
destruction, or physical separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not
destroyed but prepared for further waste management.

Transfers to Disposal - are wastes taken to another facility for disposal,
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Aerospace Industry

This section summarizes TRI data of aerospace facilities reporting SIC codes
within 372 and 376 as the primary SIC code for the facility.

According to the 1996 Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) data, 199 aerospace
facilities released (to the air, water, or land) and transferred (shipped off-site
or discharged to sewers) a total of approximately 27 million pounds of 65
different toxic chemicals during calendar year 1996. This represents
approximately one half of one percent of the 5.6 billion pounds of releases
and transfers from all manufacturers (SICs 20-39) reporting to TRI that year.
Facilities released an average of 43,862 pounds per facility and transferred
and average of 93,503 pounds per facility. The top four chemicals released
by weight are solvents-- methyl ethyl ketone, 1,1,1-trichioroethane,
trichloroethylene, and toluene. These four account for about 66 percent (5.8
million pounds) of the industry’s total releases. Nickel, chromium, sulfuric
acid, and methyl ethyl ketone were the four top chemicals transferred by"
weight. These four account for 55 percent (10.2 million pounds) of the total
TRI chemicals transferred by the aerospace industry. Only 22 percent of the
65 chemicals reported to TRI as releases or transfers were reported by more
than 10 facilities, evidence of the many different materials used by the
industry and the variance between facilities on choice of these materials.

Releases

Table 8 presents the number and weights of chemicals released by aerospace
facilities reporting SIC 372 and 376. The total quantity of releases was 8.7
million pounds or 32 percent of the total weight of chemicals released and
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transferred. The vast majority of air releases were solvents. Air emissions
account for 98 percent of total releases, 44 percent as fugitive air emissions
and 54 percent as point air releases. Methyl ethyl ketone was the top
chemical released by the aerospace industry, accounting for 25 percent of
total releases. Releases of I, l,l-trichloroethane were the second greatest,
representing 20 percent of the total. Twenty-four percent of fugitive air
emissions were of l,l,l-trichloroethane, and 32 percent of the point air
releases were methyl ethyl ketone. Nitrate compounds accounted for 74
percent of water discharges.

Transfers

Table 9 presents the number and weights of chemicals transferred off-site by
aerospace facilities reporting SIC 372 or 376 in 1996. The total amount of
transfers was 18.6 million pounds or 68 percent of the total releases and
transfers reported to the 1996 TR.I by aerospace facilities. Transfers to
recycling facilities accounted for the largest percentage, 70 percent, of
transfers. The next greatest percentage was 17 percent to treatment facilities.
The majority of transfers consisted of metals, spent acids, and solvents.
Sixty-six percent (12.3 million pounds) of the total transfers were metals.
Nickel represented the largest quantity of transfers, 5.3 million pounds or 29
percent of the total. Chromium composed the second largest quantity of
transfers with 12 percent of the total. The chemical with the largest quantity
of releases, methyl ethyl ketone, accounted for about 6 percent of the total
transfers.
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Table 8:1996 TRI Releases for Aerospace Chemicals Facilities (SICs 372 or 376),
By Number of Facilities Reporting (Releases Reported in Pounds/year)

# P~,,v=,~     Fugitive      Po~       Wa~r Undergn~xl       Land         Total Avg. R~le.a~.~
Z’bemi~ Ntme C"hemi~! Air Air Di~!~rges Injection D!_~?m__~ -~_-~!~_----~ Per Fa~ilit~Methyl Ethyl Kmane 67 704,499 1,484,499 505 0 0 2,189,$03 32,679Sitr~ Acid 58 7,530 57,219 165 0 0 64,914 1,1Nkkel 48 15,778 8,421 972 o 20,557 45,728 953~romium 39 12,829 2,813 1,322 0 3,343 20,307 521[. 1.1 -tric~ioroelhane 36 938,383 769,346 5 0 11,280 1.719,014 47,750l’richlomelhylene 29 671,880 268,358 11 0 2,640 942.889 32,513~"lm~mium Cmnpounds 25 1,685 9,815 422 0 15,866 27,788 1,I 12Toluene 23 129,305 776,295 260 0 4,128 909,988 39,565TetracAfloroelhylene 21 237.547 388,663 34 0 0 626,244 29,821Dic.lflorometha~ 20 591,048 99,403 18 0 0 690,469 34.523Cobalt 18 740 1,9~ 476 0 2,774 5,895 328Hydrogen Fluoride 16 2,841 14,889 0 0 0 17,730 1,108Ammonia 14 3,166 20~,300 21,646 0 0 230.112 16,437Copper 12 311 255 26 0 0 592 49Nitrate ~ompounds 10 145 499 77,000 0 0 77,644 7.764Xylene ~ Isomers) 10 15,356 211.057 55 0 0 226,468 22,647Nickel Compounds 9 265 616 58 0 0 939 104Phosphori~ Acid 9 923 1,301 0 0 0 2,224 247~leflumol 8 13,247 32,566 0 0 0 45,813 5,727Ahlmimm (Fume or Dust) 8 282 112 0 0 0 394 491~ Acid (1994 and m~r "Acid 8 16 331 0 0 0 347 4":Aerosols" Only)
~tydrochlori~ Acid (1995 and after "Acid 7 190,257 54,062 0 0 0 244,319 34,90.~,Aerosols" Only)

’Diisocymmtes 6 390 230 0 0 0 620 102Certain Glycol Ethers 6 I 1,170 10,785 0 0 0 21,955 3,65~Fr~on 113 6 114,487 34,78~ 0 0 0 149,269 24,87~Methyl lsobutyl Ketone 6 26,191 78.205 0 0 0 104,396 17,39~Phenol 6 118 2,997 0 0 0 3,115 51GLead 6 0 200 4 0 0 204 34Manganese 5 15 11 250 0 0 276 5~~aer Compounds 4 0 281 543 0 0 824 20~obalt Compounds 3 0 250 0 0 0 250 83ytnlde Compounds 3 0 0 0 0 0 0,cad Compounds 3 65 96 0 0 0 161leazene 3 16.997 119,768 0 0 0 136,765 45,588Naphthalene 3 65,993 250 O 0 0 66,243 22,081Almainum,Oxide (Fibrous Forras) 3 290 784 0 0 45.000 46,074 15,358~ 3 0 0 98 0 0 98 33~laa~an~e Compounds 2 15 45 0 0 0 60 30~ Compounds 2 0 250 o 0 0 0 250 125~de~hyl Methaclyla~ 2 2.951 1,400 0 0 0 4,351 2,176St3~ne 2 11,488 16,500 0 0 0 27,988 13,994Ammony 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
40~ (Fume or Dust) 2 5 5 18 0 0 28 1Ammmy Compounds 1 5 4 0 0 0 9
~9Barium Compounds 1 0 1 0 0 0 1Pnlyc~lox~.nmad ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0Folmiddehyde 1 0 0 0 0 0 0[sopmp?i Alcohol (Mmmfacmring, 1 90 2.172 0 0 0 2,262 2,262Su~ng-~id Process Only, No Supplies)

N.n-dimethylfommmide 250 250 0 0 0 500 500N4mtyl Alcohol 0 15,233 0 0 0 15,233 15.233i8romotgifluommedmne 1,641 0 0 0 0 1,641 1,641~rri~oroemommeemne 3,500 430 0 0 0 3.930 3.930Se~4mtyl Alcohol 14,000 8,800 O 0 0 22,800 22,800Picric A~id 0 0 0 0 0 08iphenyl 0 0 0 0 0 01,2-diehlorobenz~ne 0 1,4430 0 0 0 1,400 1,40(~ayibenzene 0 0 0 0 0 0~lylene Glycol 0 0 0 0 0 0."yclohexane 0 904 0 0 0 904 90~Methyl Tert-butyi Ether 1.200 0 0 0 0 1,200 1,20~1, l-dkhloro- l-fluoroethane 22,000 0 0 0 0 22.000 22,00~Vlenatry 0 0 0 0 0 0~ilver 0 0 0 0 0 0Sodium Nitrite 250 4,200 0 0 0 4,450 4,45~Alumumm Phosphide 0 0 0 0 0 0
199"*    3g~l 1.~4 4 6~7 9~8      !0~ 8g~            !)     ]0~ ~88      ,~ 7~-~ ~7~ ¯     4386~

¯ *Total number of facilities (not chemical report~) reporting to TRI in this industry sector.
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Table 9:1996 TRI Transfers for Aerospace Chemicals Facilities (SICs 372 or 376),
By Number of Facilities Reportins (Transfers Reported in Pounds/year)

Chemical Name # Repomng     Potw Disposal R~ycling Treaunen~ Energy Total Avg Transfers
.t~.mle.al Traa~r~ Tra~ffers Transfers Tran.ffers Recovery Transfers Per Facilit

Methyl Elhyi Ketene 67 10.350 2.368 85.457 98.407 905.400 1.101.982 16.447
Ni~ Acid 58 50.018 13.963 122.824 741.790 0 928.595 16.010
Nickel 48 1.201 59.938 5.220.398 66.968 0 5.348.505 111.427
�21mm~m 39 906 23.073 2.130.107 46.840 423 2.201.349 56.445
1.1.1 -tridfloroelhane 36 13 19.879 188.170 45.743 39.549 293.354 8.149
Tric.hloromhylene 29 10 215 154.717 55.071 5.542 215.555 7.433
C’hmmima Compounds 25 3.140 50.811 540.602 1~.5.257 6.560 746.370 29.855
Tohteag 23 25 5.244 13.660 18.302 153.115 190.346 8.276
Tetntr.hiomethylene 21 16 88 224.131 4.397 14.438 243.070 11.575
Die.hlormne~me 20 30 3.684 4.932 50.424 90.028 149.098 7.455
Cobalt 18 564 11.683 716.388 4.103 0 732.738 40.708
Hydm~n Fluoride 16 534 0 41.234 89.974 0 131.742 8.234
Ammonia 14 5 0 7.475 1.355 0 8.835 631
~.~per 12 406 39.121 770.166 332 0 810.025 67.502
Ninme Compounds 10 357.214 106.700 112 92.382 0 556.408 55.641
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 10 0 160 7.420 27.1 48 26.723 61.451 6.145
Nickel Compounds 9 325 30.566 481.291 5.703 0 525.531 58.392
Phosl~oric Acid 9 2.291 20.725 20.304 1.100 0 44.420 4.936
Medmnol 8 0 2 24 295 25.192 25.513 3.189
Alnmi~,m (Fume or Dust) 8 0 o 10.401 80.089 8.950 0 99.440 12.43~
Sulfuric Acid (1994 and after "Acid 8 250 55.261 0 1.490.000 0 1.545.511 193.189
Aermols" Only)
HydroeAflori~ Acid (1995 and after 7 250 7"/ 0 250 0 577 82
"Acid Aerosols" Only)
Dilsocyanates 6 0 0 51.000 15.050 0 66.050 11.008
~.emin Glycol Ethers 6 23.200 505 2.505 925 15.113 42.248 7.041
Freon 113 6 0 0 2.224 5.900 690 8.814 1.469
Meal hohotyl Ketone 6 6 561 56 11.709 25.774 38.106 6.35
Phenol 6 15 939 0 16.859 16.487 34.300 5.71"~
Lead 6 250 2.543 942.255 3.550 5 948.603 158.101
Manganese 5 10 255 107.855 0 0 108.120 21.624
Copper Compounds 4 98 13.642 290.391 122 0 304.253 76.06-~

Cobtlt Compounds 3 268 0 86.360 5 0 86.633 28.878i
Cyanide ~ompounds 3 12 4.603 0 6.380 0 10.995 3.6651
Lead ~.ompounds 3 42 941 252.145 50.094 0 303.222 101.074~
ik.m.ene 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Naphflmlene 3 0 0 5 0 250 255 85
Alnmi~m Oxide (Fibrous Forms) 3 0 127.153 0 O 0 127.153 42.384
Chlorine 3 0 27 0 0 146 173 58
Mangane~ (2ompounds 2 0 3.600 170.481 6.550 0 180.631 90.316
Zine P.ompeunds 2 250 0 34.000 0 0 24.250 12.125
Methyl Me~hacrylate 2 0 0 o 16.000 0 0 16.000 8.000
.Styrene 2 0 0 0 0 1.553 1.553 777
Antimony 2 0 5 135.000 1.958 0 136.963 68.482
~ (Fume or Dust) 2 251 90 14.000 0 0 14.341 7.171
Amimony (2ompom’~s 1 0 6.700 35.000 2 0 41.702 41.702
Barium Compounds 1 0 0 550 O 0 550 550
Polyc.hlorinated Alkanes 1 0 0 0 23.495 15.079 38.574 38.574
Formaldehyde 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

00hopropyl Alcohol (Manufacturing. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Strong-acid Process Only. No Supplies)
N.n-dimefl~ylformamide 1 0 820 250 0 0 1.070 "1.070
N-lintel Alcohol 1 0 209 0 460 5.025 5.694 5.694
Bromotrifluorommhane 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Trichlorofluommmhane 1 0 0 8.300 0 0 8.300 8.300
See-butyl Alcohol 1 0 0 0 0 0
Picric Acid 1 O 0 0 0 0 0
Biphenyl 1 0 0 0 0 0 0            0
1.2-dichlorobenzene 1 0 O 0 9.200 0 9.200 9.200
Ethylbenzene 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ethylene Glycol 1 30.613 0 0 0 0 30.613 30.613
(2y¢lohexane 1 0 0 0 0 40.268 40.268 40.268
MedW! Ten-butyl Ether 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

46~1.1-dic~oro- l-fluoroethane 1 0 0 0 460 O 460
Mercury 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Silver 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sodium Nilrite 1 0 17.600 0 0 0 17.6~0 17.6~
Aluminum Phosphide 1 0 0 O 0 0 0

199,* 4821563      6341152 121947~878     3~147~510     I~387~360      18.607.109         93~503
**Total number of faciliues (not chemical reports) reporting to TRI in this lndusu’y sector.
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The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases only and not transfers. The top reporting facilities
for the aerospace industry are listed below in Tables I 0 and I i. Facilities that
have reported the primary SIC codes covered under this notebook appear on
the first list. Table I l contains additional facilities that have reported the SIC
codes covered within this report, and one or more SIC codes that are not
within the scope of this notebook. Therefore, the second list includes
facilities that conduct multiple operations - some that are under the scope of
this notebook, and some that are not. However, only one additional facility
appears on the second list, implying that the processes directly relating to the
production of aerospace equipment is responsible for releases and transfers
reported by aerospace facilities. Currently, the facility-level data do not allow
pollutant releases to be broken apart by industrial process.

Table 10: Largest Quantity TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting Only 372 or
376 SIC Codes to TRP

Total TRI
SIC Codes Reported in Releases

Rank Facility TRI in Pounds
I Boeing Commercial Airplane, Everett, WA3721 784,581

2 Chem-fab Corp., Hot Springs, AR 3728 433,630

3 Raytheon Aircraft Co., Wichita, KS 3721 393,324

4 Douglas Aircraft Co.*, Long Beach, CA 3721 347,420

5 Pem¢o Aeroplex Inc., Birmingham, AL 3721 330,130

6 Thiokol Propulsion Group, Promontory, 3764 330,000

7 U.S. Air Force Plant 06 GA, Marietta, GA3721 305,149

8 Cessna Aircraft, Wichita, KS 3721 266,709

9 Aerostructures Corp., Nashville, TN 3728, 3769 252,299

l0 Menas¢o, Euless, TX 3728 240,000

TOTAL 3,683,242

Source: US EPA Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1996.
*Douglas Aircraft Co. is now part of The Boeing Company.

I Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental

laws.
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Table 11: Largest Quantity TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting Aerospace
SIC Codes to TRI:

Total TRI
SIC Codes Reported in Releases

Rank Facility TRI in Pounds
1 Boeing Wichita, Wichita, KS 3728,3679,3721,3724 1,254,080
2 Boeing Commercial Airplane, Everett, WA 3721 784,581

3 Chem-fab Corp., Hot Springs, AR 3728 433,630

4 Raytheon Aircratt Co., Wichita, KS 3721 393,324

5 Douglas Aircratt Co., Long Beach, CA 3721 347,420

6 Pemco Aeroplex Inc., Birmingham, AL 3721 330,130

7 Thiokoi Propulsion Group, Promontory, 3764 330,000

8 U.S. Air Force Plant 06 GA, Marietta, GA 3721 305,149

9 Cessna Aircraft, Wichita, KS 3721 266,709

10 Aeros~uctures Corp., Nashville, TN 3728, 3769 252,299

TOTAL 4,697,322
Source: US EPA Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1996.
*Douglas Aircraft Co. is now part of The Boeing Company.

2 Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental

laws.
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IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate information
for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this sector self-reported
as released to the environment based upon 1995 TRI data. Because this
section is based upon self-reported release data, it does not attempt to provide
information on management practices employed by the sector to reduce the
release of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release reduction
over time may be available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly
from the industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult these sources
for a more detailed description of both the chemicals described in this
section, and the chemicals that appear on the full list of TRI chemicals
appearing in Section IV.A.

o

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB) and the Integrated Risk Information System
(IRIS). The discussions of toxicity describe the range of possible adverse
health effects that have been found to be associated with exposure to these
chemicals. These adverse effects may or may not occur at the levels released
to the environment. Individuals interested in a more detailed picture of the
chemical concentrations associated with these adverse effects should consult
a toxicologist or the toxicity literature for the chemical to obtain more
information. The effects listed below must be taken in context of these
exposure assumptions that are explained more fully within the full chemical
profiles in HSDB. For more information on TOXNET3 , contact the
TOXNET help line at 1-800-231-3766.

I,l,I-Trichloroethane (CAS: 71-55-6)

Sources. 1,1,1-Trichloroethane is used as an equipment and parts cleaning
and degreasing solvent in aerospace manufacturing and is also used as a paint
solvent.

3 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of toxicological
databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health. For mor~ information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at 800-231-3766. Databases included in
TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Information System), DART (Developmental and
Reproductive Toxicity Databa~), DBIR (Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK
(Environmental Mutagen Information Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous
Substances Data Bank), IRIS (Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical
Substances), and TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory). HSDB contains chemical-specific information on
manufacturing and use, chemical and physical properties, safety and handling, toxicity and biomedical effects,
pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure potential, exposure standards and regulations, monitoring and
analysis methods, and additional references.
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Toxicity. Repeated contact of 1,1, l-Trichloroethane (TCA) with skin may
cause serious skin cracking and infection. Vapors cause a slight smarting of
the eyes or respiratory system if present in high concentrations.

Exposure to high concentrations of TCA causes reversible mild liver and
kidney dysfunction, central nervous system depression, gait disturbances,
stupor, coma, respiratory depression, and even death. Exposure to lower
concentrations of TCA leads to light-headedness, throat irritation, headache,
disequilibrium, impaired coordination, drowsiness, convulsion and mild
changes in perception.

Carcinogenieity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of TCA to surface water or land will almost
entirely volatilize. Releases of TCA to air may be transported long distances
and may partially return to earth in rain. In the lower atmosphere, TCA
degrades very slowly by photo oxidation and slowly diffuses to the upper
atmosphere where photodegradation is rapid.

Any TCA that does not evaporate from soils leaches to groundwater.
Degradation in soils and water is slow. TCA does not hydrolyze in water, nor
does it significantly bioconcentrate in aquatic organisms.

Physical Properties. TCA is a clear, colorless liquid with a mild,
chloroform-like odor and slight solubility.

Methyl Ethyl Ketone (CAS: 7g-93-3)

Sources. Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) is used as an equipment and parts
cleaning and degreasing solvent and as a paint solvent.

Toxicity. Breathing moderate amounts of methyl ethyl ketone for short
periods of time can cause adverse effects on the nervous system ranging from
headaches, dizziness, nausea, and numbness in the f’mgers and toes to
unconsciousness. Its vapors are irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, and throat
and can damage the eyes. Repeated exposure to moderate to high amounts
may cause liver and kidney effects.

Carcinogenicity. EPA does not consider methyl ethyl ketone to be a
carcinogen.

Environmental Fate. Most of the MEK released to the environment will
end up in the atmosphere. MEK can contribute to the formation of air
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pollutants in the lower atmosphere. It can be degraded by microorganisms
living in water and soil.

Physical Properties. Methyl ethyl ketone is a clear, colorless, flammable
liquid which decomposes explosively at 230 °F. It has a fragrant mint-like
odor detectable at 2 to 85 parts per million.

TrichloroethFlene (CAS: 79-01-6)

Sources. Tdchloroethylene is used extensively as an equipment and parts
cleaning and degreasing solvent and as a paint solvent.

Toxicity. Trichloroethylene was once used as an anesthetic, though its use
caused several fatalities due to liver failure. Short term inhalation exposure
to high levels of trichioroethylene may cause rapid coma followed by
eventual death from liver, kidney, or heart failure. Short-term exposure to
lower concentrations of trichioroethylene causes eye, skin, and respiratory
tract irritation. Ingestion causes a burning sensation in the mouth, nausea,.
vomiting and abdominal pain. Delayed effects from short-tern
trichiorethylene poisoning include liver and kidney lesions, reversible nerve
degeneration, and psychic disturbances. Long-term exposure can produce
headache, dizziness, weight loss, nerve damage, heart damage, nausea,
fatigue, insonmia, visual impairment, mood perturbation, sexual problems,
dermatitis, and rarely jaundice. Degradation products of trichloroethylene
(,particularly phosgene) may cause rapid death due to respiratory collapse.

Carciaogenicity. Tdchloroe, thylene is considered by EPA to be a probable
human carcinogen via both oral and inhalation exposure, based on limited
human evidence and sufficient animal evidence.

Environmental Fate. Tdchioroethylene breaks down slowly in water in the
presence of sunlight and bioconcentrates moderately in aquatic organisms.
The main removal of tdchloroethylene from water is via rapid evaporation..
Tdchloroethylene does not photodegrade in the atmosphere, though it breaks
down quickly under smog conditions, forming other pollutants such as
phosgene, dichloroacetyl chloride, and formy[ chloride. In addition,
tdchioroethylene vapors may be decomposed to toxic levels of phosgene in
the presence of an intense heat source such as an open arc welder. When
spilled on land, trichloroethylene rapidly volatilizes from surface soils. Some
of the remaining chemical may leach through the soil to groundwater.

Physical Properties. Trichloroethylene is a colorless liquid with a
chloroform-like odor. It is a combustible liquid, but bums with difficulty,,
and it has a very low solubility.
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Toluene (CAS: 108-88-3)

Sources. Toluene is used as an equipment and parts cleaning and degreasing
solvent and as a paint solvent.

Toxicity. Inhalation or ingestion of toluene can cause headaches, confusion,
weakness, and memory loss. Toluene may also effect the way the kidneys
and liver function.

Reactions of toluene (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere contribute
to the formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere. Ozone can affect the
respiratory system, especially in sensitive individuals such as asthma or
allergy sufferers.

Some studies have shown that unborn animals were harmed when high levels
of toluene were infialed by their mothers, although the same effects were not
seen when the mothers were fed large quantities of toluene. Note that these
results may reflect similar difficulties in humans.

Car¢iaogeniciO,. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases of toluene to land and water
will evaporate. Toluene may also be degraded by microorganisms. Once
volatized, toluene in the lower atmosphere will react with other atmospheric
components contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other air
pollutants.

Physical Properties. Toluene, a volatile organic chemical (VOC), is a
colorless liquid with a sweet, benzene-like odor. It is a Class IB flammable
liquid.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The toxic chemical release data obtained from TRI captures only about 237
of the facilities in the aerospace industry. However, it allows for a
comparison across years and industry sectors. Reported chemicals are limited
to the approximately 600 TRI chemicals. A significant portion of the
emissions from aerospace facilities, therefore, are not captured by TRI. The
EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards has compiled air pollutant
emission factors for determining the total air emissions of priority pollutants
(e.g., total hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx, CO, particulates, etc.) from many
manufacturing sources.
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The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide range
of information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of concern within a
particular industry. With the exception of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI chemicals reported above. Table
12 summarizes annual releases (from the industries for which a Sector
Notebook Profile was prepared) of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide
(NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10), total particulates
(PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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Table 12: Air Pollutant Releases by Industry Sector (tons/year)

Industry Sector CO ] NO~ PM10 PT [ SO~. [ VOC
Metal Mining 4,951 49,252! 21,732 9,478 1,202 119,761

Oil and Gas Exlraction 132,747 389,686 i 4,576 3,441 238,872 114,601

Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining 31,008 21,6601 44,305 16,433 9,183 138,684

Textiles 8,164 33,053 [ 1,819 38,505 26,326 7,113

Lumber and Wood Products 139,175 45,533 [ 30,818 18,461 95,228 74,028

Wood Furniture and Fixtures 3,659 3,2671 2,950 3,042 84,036 5,895

Pulp and Paper 584,817 365,901 37,869 535,712 177,937 107,676

Printing 8,847 3,629 539 1,772 88,788 i 1,291

Inorganic Chemicals 242,834 93,763 6,984 150,971 52,9731 34,885

Plastic Resins and Man-made Fibers 15,022 36,424 2,027 65,875 71,416~ 7,58~

Pharmaceuticals 6,389 17,091 1,623 24,506 31,645 4,73~

Organic Chemicals 112,999 177,0941 13,245 129,144 162,488 17,76~

Agricultural Chemicals 12,906 38,102[ 4,733 14,426 62,848 8,312

Petroleum Refining 299,546 334,7951 25,271 592,117 292,167 36,421

Rubber and Plastic 2,463 10,977 3,391 24,366 110,739 6,30~

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 92,463. 335,2901 58,398 290,017 21,092 198,404

Iron and Steel 982,410 158,020 36,973 241,436 67,682 85,609

Metal Castings 115,269! 10,435 14,667 4,881 17,301 21,554

Nonferrous Metals 311,733 ~ 31,121 12,545 303,599 7,882 23,81

Fabricated Metal Produ~s 7,135 11,729 2,811 17,535 108,228 5,04~

Elec~onics and Compoten 27,702 i 7,223 1,230 8,568 46,444 3,46~

Motor Vehicle Assembly 19,7001 31,127 3,900 29,766 125,755 6,21~

Aerospace 4,261 5,705 890 757 3,705 10,804

Shipbuilding and Repair 109 866 762 2,862 4,345 707

Ground Transportation 153,631 594,672 2,338 9,555 101,775 5,542

Water Transportation 179 "476 676 712 3,514 3,77.~

Air Transportation 1,244 960 133 147 1,815 14~

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 399,585 5,661,468 221,787 13,477,367 42,726 719,64~

Dry Cleaning 145 781 10 725 7,920 4(

Source: IJ.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiatinn_ AIRS DatabAse 1997.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of TRI releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figures and tables
do not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI.
Similar information is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release
Book.

Figure 7 is a graphical representation of a summary of the TRI data for the
aerospace industry and the other sectors profiled in separate notebooks. The
bar graph presen~ the total TRI releases and total transfers on the vertical
axis. Industry sectors are presented in the order of increasing SIC code. The
graph is based on the data shown in Table 13 and is meant to facilitate
comparisons between the relative amounts of releases and transfers both
within and between these sectors. Table 13 also presents the average releases
per facility in each industry. The reader should note that differences in the
proportion of facilities captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This
can be a factor of poor SIC matching and relative differences in the number
of facilities reporting to TRI from the various sectors. In the case of the
aerospace industry, the 1995 TRI data presented here covers 237 facilities.
These facilities listed SIC 3721,3724, 3728, 3761, 3764, or 3769 (aerospace
industry) as a primary SIC code(s).
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Figure 7: Summary of TRI Releases and Transfers by Industry
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Source: US EPA 1995 Toxics Release Inventory Database.

Key to Standard Industrial Classification Codes
SIC llan[e lndustr~ Sector SIC ]ian]e lndustr]~ Sector SIC Range industr~t Sector

22 Textiles 2833, 2834 Pharmaceuticals 333, 334 Nonferrous Metals

24 Lumber and Wood 2861-2869 Organic Chem, Mfg. 34 Fabricated Metals
Products

25 Furniture and Fixtures 2911 Petroleum Refining 36 Electronic Equip. and
Comp.

2611-2631 Pulp and Paper 30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics 371 Motor Vehicles, Bodies,
Parts, and Accessories

2711-2789 Pnnting 32 Stone, Clay, and Concrete 372, 376 Aerospace

2812-2819 Inorganic Chemical 331 Iron and Steel 3731 Shipbuilding and Repair
Manufacmnng

2821, 2823, Resins and Plastics 332, 336 Metal Casting
2824
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Table 13:1995 Toxics Release Inventor Data for Selected Industries
TRI Releases TRI Transfers

Average Average Releases
Total Average Total Transfers Total + Transfers per

Releases Releases Transfers per Releases + Facility
SIC     # TRI (million per Facility (million Facility Transfers (Ibs.)Industry Sector        Range Facilities Ibs.) (Ibs.) Ibs.) (Ibs.) (million Ibs.)

Tcxtiles 22 339 17.8 53,000 7.0 2 i,000 24.8 74,000
Lumber and Wood Products 24 397 30.0 76,000 4. ! 10,000 34. I 86,000
Furniture and Fixtures 25 336 37.6 i 12,000 9.9 29,000 47.5 141,000
Pulp and Paper 261 i-2631 305 232.6 763,00~ 56.5 185,000 289. I 948,00~
Printing 2711-2789 262 33.9 129,000 10.4 40,000 44.3 169,000
Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-28H; 413 60.7 468,000 21.7 191,000 438.5 659,000
Resins and Plastics 2821,2823 410 64. I 156,000 192.4 469,000 256.5 625,00~2824

Pharmaceuticals 2833, 2834 200 29.9 150,000 147.2 736,000 177. I 886,000
Organic Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 402 148.3 598,000 208.6 631,000 946.8 1,229,000
Agricultural Chemicals 287 236 ’ 77. I 327,000 I 1.4 48,000 88.5 375,000
Petroleum Refining 291 ! 180 73.8 410,000 29.2 162,000 103.0 572,000
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,947 143.1 73,000 102.6 53,000 245.7 126,000
Stone, Clay, and Concrete 32 623 43.9 70,000 31.8 51,000 75.7 121,000
Iron and Steel 331 423 90.7 214,000 513.9 !,215,000 604.6 1,429,000
Metal Casting 332, 336 654 36.0 55,000 73.9[ 113,000 109.9 168,000
Nonferrous Metals 333, 334 282 201.7 715,000 164 582,000 365.7 1,297,000
Fabricated Metals 34 2,676 83.5 31,000 350.5 13 i,000 434.0 162,000
Electronic Equip. and 36 407 4.3 I 1,000 68.8 169,000 73.1 180,000Comp.

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, 371 754 79.3 105,00N 194 257,000 273.3 362,000Parts, and Accessories

Aerospace 372, 376 237 12.5 53,000 17.1 72,000 29.6 125,000
Shipbuilding 3731 43 2.4 56,000 4. I 95.000 6.5 I
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V. POLLUTION PI~V~NTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as
national policy a .hierarchy of waste management options for situations in
which source reduction cannot be implemented feasibly. In the waste
management hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible the next alternative
is recycling of wastes, followed by energy recovery, and waste treatment as
a last alternative.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both genera[ and
company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the aerospace industry. While the list is not
exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the starting
point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. This section provides summary information from activities that may
be, or are being implemented by this sector. When possible, information is
provided that gives the context in which the technique can be used
effectively. Please note that-the activities described in this section do not
necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this sector. Facility-specific
conditions must be carefully considered when pollution prevention options
are evaluated, and the full impacts of the change must examine how each
option affects air, land and water pollutant releases.

Pollution Prevention Techniques

This section lists many pollution prevention techniques geared toward the
aerospace industry and its related processes. Some techniques may be
applicable to a number of different processes such as materials substitution
of low-solvent and less hazardous materials exist, while others are specific
to a single phase of aerospace manufacturing. Many of the techniques
discussed below were obtained from the Profile of the Shipbuilding and
Repair Industry, EPA, 1997. It is important to note that the FAA places very
strict "airworthiness" guidelines on manufacturing and rework facilities for
safety and quality control purposes, thus new pollution prevention
alternatives may require a full evaluation and permitting process before they
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may be used. Because milita~ facilities are not subject to FAA guidelines,
they have a greater opportunity to implement P2 alternatives. As a result,
studies have been conducted at various Air Force, Coast Guard, and Naval
facilities which are referenced in Section IX. Excellent information on
military facility P2 activities can be found at web sites of the Air Force
Center for Environmental Excellence (http://www.afcee.brooks.af.mil), and
at the Navy’s P2 Library web site (http://enviro.nfesc.navy.mil/p21ibrary).

V.A. Machining and Metalworking

Coolant, or metalworking, fluids account for the largest waste stream
generated by machining operations. Waste metalworking fluids are created
when the fluids are no longer usable due to contamination by oils or chemical
additives. If the contamination rate of the metalworking fluids is reduced, the
need to replace .them will be less frequent. This will reduce the waste
generated.

Preventing Fluid Contamination

Fluid can become hazardous waste if it is contaminated. Although it is not
possible to eliminate contamination, it is possible to reduce the rate of
contamination and thereby prolong its use.

The primary contaminant in these waste fluids is tramp oil. One way to
postpone contamination is to promote better maintenance of the wipers and
seals. A preventative maintenance program should be installed and enforced
in the machine shop. Scheduled sump and machine cleaning as well as
periodic inspections of the wipers and oil seals should be carded out. The
responsibility for this should be assigned to some person or group in a
position of authority to ensure its success.

Synthetic Fluids

Synthetic fluids have many advantages over their non-synthetic counterparts..
Usually the synthetic varieties do not lubricate as effectively, but they are less
susceptible to contamination and highly resistant to biological breakdown.
Most synthetic fluids have superior longevity and can operate over a large
temperature range without adverse side effects. Straight oils should be
replaced with synthetic ones when possible.

Recycling Fluids

Once all of the source reduction options have been considered, it is time to
explore the possibilities of reuse. It should be noted that in many cases, after
the majority of the contaminants have been removed, further treatment with
chemicals or concentrated fluid is necessary before the fluids can be
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recirculated through the machines.

Filtration Filtration is a common way to remove particles from the fluid as
well as tramp oils or other contaminants. Many different types of filters can
be used depending on the medium to be filtered and the amount of filtration
desired. Contaminated cutting fluids can be passed through a bag, disc, or
cartridge filter or separated in a centrifuge.

Skimming and Flotation Although it is a slow process, skimming of
contaminants is inexpensive and can be very effective. The principle is to let
the fluid sit motionless in a sump or a tank, and after a predetermined amount
of time, the unwanted oils are skimmed off the surface and the heavier
particulate matter is collected offthe bottom. A similar technique, flotation,_
injects high press.me air into contaminated cutting fluid. As the air comes out
of solution and bubbles to the surface, it attaches itself to suspended
contaminants and carries them up to the surface. The resulting sludge is
skimmed offthe surface and the clean fluid is reused.

Centrifu~ati0n Centrifugation uses the same settling principles as flotation,
but the effects of gravity are multiplied thousands of times due to the
spinning action of the centrifuge. This will increase the volume of fluids
which can be cleaned in a given amount of time.

Pasteurization Pasteurization uses heat treatment to kill microorganisms in
the fluid and reduce the rate at which rancidity (biological breakdown) will
occur. Unfortunately, heat can alter the properties of the fluid and render it
less effective. Properties lost in this way are usually impossible to recover.

Down_m’ading Sometimes it is possible to use high quality hydraulic oils as
cutting fluids. After the oils have reached their normal usable life, they no
longer meet the high standards necessary for hydraulic components. At this
time they are still good enough to be used for the less demanding jobs. It may
be necessary to treat the fluid before it can be reused, but changing fluid’s
functions in this manner has proven successful in the past.

V.B. Surface Preparation

The majority of wastes generated during surface preparation are spent
abrasives and solvents mixed with paint chips. One way the volume of waste
generated can be reduced is by using blast media that is relatively easy to
I~USe.

Improving Recyclability of Abrasive Blasting Media

Often. air powered cleaning equipment is used to screen abrasive to separate.
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it from large paint particles. These systems may also remove lighter dust
from the heavy abrasive. This media separation can be especially important
when the paint being removed contains heavy metals. An alternative to on-
site reclamation is to send it for processing off-site. It is very. important that
waste sa’eams, especially hazardous waste, are not mixed with used blasting
media. Outside debris and other waste could render the media unfit for reuse.

Plastic Media Blasting

As a substitute for other blast media, the military has experimented
extensively with plastic media stripping. This process is particularly good for
stripping coatings from parts with fragile substrates often found in the
aerospace industry such as zinc, aluminum, and fiberglass. It can be a
lengthy process because it strips paint layer by layer. The same types and
quantities of waste are generated as with grit blasting, but the plastic medium
is more recyelable with the use of pneumatic media classifiers that are part
of the stripping equipment. The only waste requiring disposal is the paint
waste itself. However, the use of plastic media is fairly limited. Plastic
blasting media do not work well on epoxy paints. In addition, the blasting
equipment is expensive and requires trained operators.

IVater Jet Stripping (Hydroblasting)

Hydroblasting is a eavitating high pressure water jet stripping system that can
remove most paints. These system may use pressures as high as 50,000 psig.
Hydroblasting is an excellent method for removing even hard coatings from
metal substrates. Some systems automatically remove the paint chips or
stripped material from the water and reuse the water for further blasting. By
reeireulating the water in this manner, the amount of waste is greatly reduced.
Wastewater from this process is usually suitable for sewer disposal after the
paint particles are removed. Although this process produces very little waste,
it is not always as efficient as other blasting methods, has relatively high
capital and maintenance costs, and may not be adequate for fragile substrates.

V.C. Solvent Cleaning and Degreasing

Aerospace manufacturers often use large quantities of solvents in a variety of
cleaning and degreasing operations including parts cleaning, process
equipment cleaning, and surface preparation for coating applications. The
final cost of solvent used for various cleanup operations is nearly twice the
original purchase price of the virgin solvent. The additional cost is primarily
due to the fact that for each drum purchased, extra disposal cost, hazardous
materials transportation cost, and manifesting time and expense are incurred.
With the rising cost of solvents and waste disposal services, combined with
continuously developing regulation, reducing the quantities of solvents used
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and solvent wastes generated can be extremely cost effective.

Eliminating the Use of Solvents

Eliminating the use of solvents avoids any waste generation associated with
spent solvent. Elimination can be achieved by utilization of non-solvent
cleaning agents or eliminating the need for cleaning altogether. Solvent
elimination applications include the use of water-soluble cutting fluids,
protective peel coatings, aqueous cleaners, and mechanical cleaning systems
(USEPA/OECA, 1997).

Water-soluble Cutting, Fluids Water-soluble cutting fluids can often be used
in place ofoil-base, d fluids. The cutting oils usually consist of an oil-in-water
emulsion used to reduce fi’iction and dissipate heat. If these fluids need to be
removed after the machining process is complete, solvents, may be needed.

In efforts to eliminate solvent degreasing and its subsequent waste, special
water=soluble cutting fluids have been developed. Systems are available that
can clean the cutting fluid and recycle the material back to the cutting
operation. Obstacles to implementing this method are: cost (water=soluble
fluids are generally more expensive), procurement (there are only a few
suppliers available), and the inability to quickly switch between fluid types
without thoroughly cleaning the equipment (USEPA/OECA, 1997).

Aqueous Cleaners Aqueous cleaners, such as alkali, citric, and caustic base,
are often useful substitutes for solvents. There are many formulations that axe
suited for a variety of cleaning requirements. Many aqueous cleaners have
been found to be as effective as the halogenated solvents that are commonly
employed.

Aqueous su’ipping agents, such as caustic soda (NaOH), are often employed
in place of methylene chloride based strippers. Caustic solutions have the
advantage of eliminating solvent vapor emissions. A typical caustic bath
consists of about 40 percent caustic solution heated to about 200 degrees
Fahrenheit. Caustic sU’ipping is generally effective on alkyl resins and oil
paints (EPA, March 1997).

The Douglas Aircraft Division of McDonnell Douglas used a chromic acid
solution to clean aiurninurn parts. However, the solution began to corrode the
steel cleaning equipment parts. A scientist at McDonnell Douglas developed
a sodium hydroxide=based process which cleaned parts sufficiently to detect
cracks in the aluminum parts during testing. The new process saves an
estimated $28,000 per year in chemical costs (Boeing, 1998).
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In 1990, the Martin Marietta Astronautics Group (now Lockheed Martin)
eliminated the use of 1. I, 1-trichloroethane (TCA) and methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK) for vapor degreasing. Six alternative aqueous cleaners were subjected
to a screening process that evaluated health hazards, treatability of
wastewater, corrosion potential, degreasing performance, and salt fog
corrosion resistance. From this study, Lockheed Martin selected a nontoxic
aqueous terpene cleaner. The substitution of this cleaner saves hundreds of
thousands of dollars every, year in material cost savings and ozone depletion
taxes (Dykema, 1993).

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems in Fort Worth, Texas, has
substituted low vapor pressure solvent and aqueous cleaning for CFC-113
in all aspects of aircraft manufacturing. The low vapor pressure solvent is a
blend ofpropylene glycol methyl ether acetate, isoparaffins, and butyl acetate.
The solvent is effective on a variety of organic soils and is used for wiping
the surfaces of aircraft components and assemblies. The substitution of this
cleaner completely eliminated CFC emissions and reduced solvent use,
solvent cost, VOC emissions, and total air emissions (Evanoff, 1993).

The advantages of substituting aqueous cleaners include minimizing worker’s
exposure to solvent vapors, reducing liability and disposal problems
associated with solvent use, and cost. Aqueous cleaners do not volatilize as
quickly as other solvents, thereby reducing losses due to evaporation. Since
most aqueous cleaners are biodegradable, disposal is not a problem once the
organic or inorganic contaminants are removed (USEPA, March 1997).

The use of aqueous cleaners can also result in cost savings. Although some
aqueous cleaners may cost less than an equivalent amount of solvent, the
purchase price of each is about the same. The cost of disposal, loss due to
evaporation, and associated liabilities, however, favor aqueous cleaners.

The disadvantages of aqueous cleaners in place of solvents may include:
possible incompatibilities with FAA guidelines, possible inability of the
aqueous cleaners to provide the degree of cleaning required, incompatibility.
between the parts being cleaned and the cleaning solution, need to modify or
replace existing equipment, longer required cleaning time, and problems
associated with moisture left on parts being cleaned. Oils removed from the
parts during cleaning may float on the surface of the cleaning solution and
may interfere with subsequent cleaning. Oil skimming is usually required
(USEPA/OECA. 1997).

Mechanical Cleaning Systems Utilizing mechanical cleaning systems can
also replace solvents in degreasing and cleaning operations. In many cases,
a high pressure steam gun or high pressure parts washer can clean parts and
surfaces quicker and to the same degree of cleanliness as that of the solvents
they replace. Light detergents can be added to the water supply for improved
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cleaning. The waste produced by these systems is usually oily wastewater.
This wastewater can be sent through an oil/water separator, the removed
water discharged to the sewer, and the oil residue sent to a petroleum
recycler. Some hot water wash and steam systems can be supplemented by
emulsifying solutions to speed the process. Although these additives speed
the cleaning process, they can make separation of the oil from the water very
difficult and create problems with disposal of the waste.

Cryogenic stripping utilizes liquid nitrogen and non-abrasive plastic beads as
blasting shot. This method relies on the freezing effect of the liquid nitrogen
and the impact of the plastic shot. Subjecting the surface to extremely low
temperatures creates stress between the coating and the substrate causing the
coating to become brittle. When the plastic shot hits the brittle coating,
debonding occurs. The process is non-abrasive, and will not damage the
substrate, but effects of the metal shrinkage, due to extremely low
temperatures, shotJid be monitored. The process does not produce liquid
wastes, and nitrogen, chemically inert, is already present in the atmosphere
(USEPA/OECA, 1997).

Thermal stripping methods can be useful for objects that cannot be immersed.
In this process, superheated air is directed against the surface of the object.
The high temperatures cause some paints to flake off. The removal results
from the drying effects of the air and the uneven expansion of the paint and
the substmte. Some paints will melt at high temperatures, allowing the paint
to be scraped off manually or with abrasives. Hand-held units are available
that produce a jet of hot air. Electric units and open flame or torch units are
also used. While this system is easy to implement, it is limited to items that
are not heat sensitive and to coatings that are affected by the heat
(USEPA/OECA, 1997).

McDonnell Douglas has developed two thermal stripping techniques. The
first one, known as FLASHJETTM, uses a high-intensity xenon lamp to heat
the surface paint and disintegrate it. A stream of dry ice pellets follows to
can’y away the paint chips. FLASH JETTM was developed for use and tested
on helicopters at the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems plant in Mesa,
Arizona. FLASH JETTM reduced the manual work required by 10 to 15
percent (Boeing, 1998).

The second technique was adapted from a technique to remove hydrocarbons
from engines. The Hot Gaseous Nitrogen (GN2) Purge heats the critical
engine surfaces, driving off the volatile hydrocarbons, which then leave the
engine through the flow of nitrogen. This method eliminates the use of 1,1,1-
trichloroethane for this type of engine cleaning (Boeing, 1998).

Hughes Aircraft Company developed a supercritical carbon dioxide (SCCO,_)
cleaning system to be used in many cleaning applications in the aerospace
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industry. At temperatures and pressures close to or above its critical point
(88°F and 1,073 psia), CO2 acts as an ideal solvent. It is also inexpensive
and inert, non=combustible, naturally occurring, and does not contribute to
smog. Efficient removal of oils, greases, fingerprints, solder flux residues
have been achieved by the SUPERSCRUBTM unit at Hughes (Chao).

Reducing the Use of Solvent

By eliminating the use or need for solvent cleaning, the problems associated
with disposal of spent solvent are also eliminated. In eases where the
elimination of solvent use is not possible or practical, utilization of various
solvent waste reduction techniques can lead to a substantial savings in solvent
waste.

Methods of reducing solvent usage can be divided into three categories:
source control of air emissions, efficient use of solvent and equipment, and
maintaining solvent quality. Source control of air emissions addresses ways
in which more of the solvent can be kept inside a container or cleaning tank
by reducing the chances for evaporation loss. Efficient use of solvent and
equipment through better operating procedures can reduce the amount of
solvent required for cleaning. Maintaining fiae quality of solvent will extend
the life cycle effectiveness of the solvent.

Source Control of Air Emissions Source conla’ol of air emissions can be
achieved through equipment modification and proper operation of equipment.
Some simple control measures include installation and use of lids, an increase
of freeboard height of cleaning tanks, installation of freeboard chillers, and
taking steps to reduce solvent drag-out.

All cleaning units, including cold cleaning tanks and dip tanks, should have
some type of lid installed. When viewed from the standpoint of reducing air
emissions, the roll-type cover is preferable to the hinge type. Lids that swing
down can cause a piston effect and force the escape of solvent vapor. In
operations such as vapor degreasing, use of lids can reduce solvent loss from.
24 percent to 50 percent. For tanks that are continuously in use, covers have
been designed that allow the work pieces to enter and leave the tank while the
lid remains closed.

In an open top vapor degreaser, freeboard is defined as the distance from the
top of the vapor zone to the top of the tank. Increasing the freeboard will
substantially reduce the amount of solvent loss. A freeboard chiller may also
be installed above the primary condenser coil. This refrigerated coil, much
like the cooling jacket, chills the air above the vapor zone and creates a
secondary barrier to vapor loss. Reduction in solvent usage, by use of
freeboard chillers, can be as high as 60 percent. The major drawback with a
freeboard chiller is that it can introduce water (due to condensation from air~
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into the tank.

In addition to measures that reduce air emissions through equipment
modification, it is also possible to reduce emissions through proper
equipment layout, operation, and maintenance. Cleaning tanks should be
located in areas where air turbulence and temperature do not promote vapor
loss.

Maximize the Dedication of the Process Equipment In addition to reduction
in vapor loss, reducing the amount of solvent used can be achieved through
better operating practices that increase the efficiency of solvent cleaning
operations. Maximizing the dedication of the process equipment reduces the
need for frequent cleaning. By using a mix tank consistently for the same
formulation, the need to clean equipment between batches is eliminated.

Avoid Unnecessar~ Cleaning Avoiding unnecessary cleaning also offers
potential for waste reduction. For example, paint mixing tanks for two-part
paints are often cleaned between batches of the same product. The effect of
cross-contamination between batches should be examined from a product
quality control viewpoim to see if the cleaning step is always necessary.

Proper Production Scheduling Proper production scheduling can reduce
cleaning frequency by eliminating the need for cleaning between the
conclusion of one task and the start of the next. A simple example of this
procedure is to have a small overlap between shifts that perform the same
operation with the same equipment. This allows the equipment that would
normally be cleaned and put away at the end of each shift, such as painting
equipment, to be taken over direcdy by the relief.

Clean Eaui~ment Immediately Cleaning equipmem immediately a~er use
prevents deposits from hardening and avoids the need for consuming extra
solvent. Letting dirty equipment accumulate and be cleaned later can also
increase the time required for cleaning.

Better Operating Procedures Better operating procedures can minimize
equipment clean-up waste. Some of the methods already discussed are
examples of better operating procedures. Better operator training, education,
closer supervision, improved equipment maintenance, and increasing the use
of automation are very effective in waste minimization.

Reuse Solvent Waste Reuse of solvent waste can reduce or eliminate waste
and result in a cost savings associated with a decrease in raw material
consumption. The solvent from cleaning operations can be reused in other
cleaning processes in which the degree of cleanliness required is much less.
This will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
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Solvent Recycling

Although not as preferable as source reduction, solvent recycling may be a
viable altemative for some facilities. The goal of recycling is to recover from
the waste solvent, a solvent of a similar purity to that of the virgin solvent for
eventual reuse in the same operation, or of a sufficient purity to be used in
another application. Recycling can also include the direct use of solvent
waste from one waste stream in another operation. There are a number of
techniques that facilities can use onsite to separate solvents from
contaminants including distillation, evaporation, sedimentation, decanting,
centrifugation, filtering, and membrane separation.

V.D. Metal Plating and Surface Finishing

Pollution preverttion opportunities in metal plating and surface finishing
operations are discussed in the Profile of the Fabricated Metal Products
Industry Sector Notebook. Readers are encouraged to consult this document
for pollution prevention information relating to metal plating and surface
finishing. An additional resource for pollution prevention information
regarding metal finishing can be found at the National Metal Finishing
Resource Center (http:/!www.nmfrc.org).

V.E. Painting and Coating

Painting and coating operations are typically the largest single source of VOC
emissions from aerospace manufacturing and rework facilities. In addition,
paint waste can account for more than half of the total hazardous waste
generated. Paint waste may ,include leftover paint in containers, overspray,
paint that is no longer usable (Non-spec paint), and rags and other materials
contaminated with paint. In many cases, the amount of palm waste generated
can be reduced through the use of improved equipment, altemative coatings,
and good operating practices. An additional resource for pollution prevemion
information regarding painting and coating can be found at the Paint and
Coatings Resource Center (http://www.paintcenter.or_�).

Application Equipment

In order to effectively reduce paint waste and produce a quality coating,
proper application techniques should be supplemented with efficient
application equipment. Through the use of equipment with high transfer
efficiencies, the amount of paint lost to overspray is minimized.

High Volume Low Pressure (HVLP) Spray Guns The HVLP spray gun is
basically a conventional air spray gun with modifications and special nozzles
that atomize the paint at very low air pressures. The atomizing pressure of
HVLP systems is often below 10 psi. The design of this gun allows better
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transfer efficiency and reduced overspray than that of conventional air guns.
The low application pressure decreases excessive bounceback and allows
better adhesion of the coating to the substrate.

Although improvements are consistently being made to overcome its
limitations, most HVLP systems have some definite drawbacks, including
difficulty atomizing viscous coatings, sensitivity to variations in incoming
pressure, sensitivity to wind, and slow application rates.

Airless Spray Guns Instead of air passing through the spray gun, an airless
system applies static pressure to the liquid paint. As the paint passes through
the nozzle, the sudden drop in pressure atomizes the paint and it is carried to
the substrate by its own momentum. Pressure is applied to the paint by a
pump located at a remote supply. These systems have become favorable over
conventional air-spray systems for three main reasons:

1) reduced overspray and rebound,
2) high application rates and transfer efficiency,
3) permits the use of high-build coatings with the result that fewer
coats are required to achieve specific film thickness.

One major disadvantage of some airless spray systems is the difficulty
applying very thin coats. If coatings with less than a millimeter in thickness
are required, such as primers applied to objects that require weldability, it
may be difficult to use an airless system.

Electrostatic Spray Electrostatic spray systems utilize paint droplets that are
given a negative charge in the vicinity of a positively charged substrate. The
droplets are attracted to the substrate and a uniform coating is formed. This
system works well on cylindrical and rounded objects due to its "wrap-
around" effect that nearly allows the object to be coated from one side. Very
little paint is lost to overspray, and it has been noted to have a transfer
efficiency of over 95%.

In order for an electrostatic system to operate properly, the correct solvent
balance is needed. The evaporation rate must be slow enough for the charged
droplets to reach the substrate in a fluid condition to flow out into a smooth
film, but fast enough to avoid sagging. The resistivity of the paint must also
be low enough to enable the paint droplets to acquire the maximum charge.

Although the operating costs of electrostatic spray systems are relatively low,
the initial capital investment can be high. This system has been found to
work extremely well in small parts painting applications. Sometimes the
installation of an electrostatic powder coating system can replace a water
curtain spray paint booth.
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~ When paint is heated, its viscosity is reduced allowing it to be
applied with a higher solids content, thus requiting less solvent. When the
paint is heated in a special container and supplied to the gun at 140° to
160 °F, coatings of 2 to 4 millimeters dry-fill thickness can be applied in one
operation, resulting in considerable savings in labor cost. In addition, much
of the associated solvent emissions are eliminated.

Heating the coating prior to application can be used with both conventional
and airless spray applications. An in-line heater is used to heat the coating
before it reaches the gun. As the coating is propelled through the air, it cools
rapidly and increases viscosity after it hits the surface, allowing for better
adhesion to the substrate.

Plural Component System~ A common problem that facilities face when
working with two-part coatings is overmixing. Once the component parts of
a catalyst coating are mixed, the coating must be applied. Otherwise, the
excess unused coating will cure and require disposal. Additionally, the
coating equipment must be cleaned immediately after use.

One large advantage of plural component technology is the elimination of
paint waste generated by mixing an excess amount of a two part coating.
This is achieved through the use of a special mixing chamber that mixes the
pigment and catalyst seconds before the coating is applied. Each component
is pumped through a device that controls the mixing ratio and then is
combined in a mixing chamber. From the mixing chamber, the mixed
coating travels directly to the spray guns. The only cleaning that is required
is the mixing chamber, gun, and the length of supply hose connecting them.

Wet Booth Generally, smallgvolume painting operations will find the lower
purchase cost of a dry filter booth will meet their requirements. One
disadvantage in the use of a dry-filter booth is in the disposal of the waste.
Typically the majority of this waste is the filter media itself which has been
contaminated by a relatively small amount of paint. Reusable filters may
decrease waste volume and reduce disposal cost. In some applications,.
overspray can be collected for reuse.

If overall painting volume can justify the investment, a wet booth eliminates
disposal of filter media and allows waste to be reduced in weight and volume.
This is achieved by separating the paint fi’om the water through settling,
drying, or using a centrifuge or cyclone (Ohio EPA, 1994).

Recycle Paint Booth Water Various methods and equipment are used to
reduce or eliminate the discharge of the water used in water-wash booths
(water curtain). These methods and equipment prevent the continuous
discharge of booth waters by conditioning (i.e., adding detacifiers and paint-
dispersing polymers) and removing paint solids. The most basic form of
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water maintenance is the removal of paint solids by manual skimming and/or
raking. This can be performed without water conditioning since some portion
of solvent-based paints usually float and/or sink. With the use ofdetacifiers
and paint-dispersing polymer treatments, more advanced methods of solids
removal can be implemented. Some common methods are discussed below.

Wet-Vacuum Filtration Wet-vacuum filtration units consist of an industrial
wet-vacuum head on a steel drum containing a filter bag. The unit is used to
vacuum paint sludge from the booth. The solids are filtered by the bag and
the water is returned to the booth. Large vacuum units are also commercially
available that can be moved from booth to booth by forklift or permanently
installed near a large booth.

Tank-Side Weir A weir can be attached to the side of a side-draft booth tank,
allowing floating haaterial to overflow from the booth and be pumped to a
filtering tank for dewatering.

Consolidator A consolidator is a separate tank into which booth water is
pumped. The water is then conditioned by the introduction of chemicals.
Detacified paint floats to the surface of the tank, where it is skimmed by a
continuously moving blade. The clean water is recycled to the booth.

Filtration Various types of filtration units are used to remove paint solids
from booth water. This is accomplished by pumping the booth water to the
unit where the solids are separated and returning the water to the booth. The
simplest filtration unit consists of a gravity filter bed utilizing paper or cloth
media. Vacuum filters are also employed, some of which require precoating
with diatomaceous earth.

Centrifuge Methods Two common types of centrifugal separators are the
hydrocyelone and the centrifuge. The hydrocyelone is used to concentrate
solids. The paint booth water enters a cone-shaped unit under pressure and
spins around the inside surface. The spinning imparts an increased force of
gravity, which causes most of the solid particles to be pulled outward to the "
walls of the cone. Treated water exits the top of the unit and the solids exit
from the bottom. Some systems have secondary filtration devices to further
process the solids. The centrifuge works in a similar manner, except that the
booth water enters a spinning drum, which imparts the centrifugal force
needed for separating the water and solids. Efficient centrifugation requires
close control of the booth water chemistry to ensure a uniform feed. Also,
auxiliary equipment such as booth water agitation equipment may be needed
(EPA, 1995).

Alternative Coatings
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The use of solvent-based coatings can lead to high costs to meet air and water
quality regulations. In efforts to reduce the quantity and toxicity of waste
paint disposal, alternative coatings have been developed that do not require
the use of solvents and thinners. FAA guidelines may prohibit use of such
coatings.

Powder Coatings Metal substrates can be coated with certain resins by
applying the powdered resin to the surface, followed by application of heat.
The heat melts the resin, causing it to flow and form a uniform coating. The
three main methods in use for applying the powder coating are fluidized bed,
electrostatic spray, and flame spraying.

In flame spraying, the resin powder is blown through the gun by compressed
air. The particles are melted in a high temperature flame and propelled
against the substiate. This process is used widely with epoxy powders for
aluminum surfaces.

The electrostatic application method uses the same principles as the
electrostatic spray. The resin powder is applied to the surface
electrostatically. Heat is applied to the covered surface and the powder melts
to form the coating. The transfer efficiency and recyclability of this method
is very. high.

The elimination of environmental problems associated with many liquid
based systems is one of the major advantages of powder coatings. The use
of powder coatings eliminates the need for solvents and thereby emits
negligible volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Powder coatings also reduce
the waste associated with unused two-part coatings that have already been
mixed. Since powder overspray can be recycled, material utilization is high
and solid waste generation is low. Recent case studies demonstrate that
powder coating systems can be cleaner, more efficient, and more
environmentally acceptable, while producing a higher quality f’mish than
many other coating systems.

Water-Based paints Water-based coatings are paints containing a substantial
amount of water instead of volatile solvents. Alkyd, polyester, acrylic, and
epoxy polymers can be dissolved and dispersed by water. In addition to
reduction in environmental hazards due to substantially lower air emissions,
a decrease in the amount of hazardous paint sludge generated can reduce
disposal cost.

UV / EB Coatines Powder coatings require high temperatures for their cure
and hence are not applicable to temperature sensitive substrates, such as
paper, wood or plastics. For such materials, the use of coatings systems
curable by ultra violate light or electron beams (UV/EB) have been
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developed. The resins used in these coatings are basically the same as those
used in conventional high performance coatings which have been modified
to make them polymerizable by UV or EB energy. Thus they are liquids that
can be applied by conventional techniques such as spraying, roller coating,
curtain coating, etc. (in contrast to powder coating which requires specialized
application techniques). When exposed to the low level radiant energy, they
are instantly and completely cured with no heat application. Because of the
diversity of raw materials that can be adapted to this technology, a
tremendous range of performance characteristics can be achieved. In addition,
because no solvents are used in the coating formulations, there are virtually
no volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted, making them ecologically
preferred. Other advantages include the elimination of curing ovens and
incinerators which further aid the cleansing of the air as well as substantial
savings of space and fuel costs. The rapid curing cycle without the need of
a cool-down cycle allows for higher production rates and therefore lower
costs. UV/EB coatings can be used on metals, and are especially useful when
coating complex metal products that might contain paper, plastic or wood
parts, because of the low temperature curing required by UV/EB. In addition,
these, and other advantages which UV/EB provides, have led to rapid
increase in their use in the manufacture of electronic components.

Good Operating Practices

In many cases, simply altering a painting process can reduce wastes through
better management.

A good manual coating application technique is very important in reducing
waste. If not properly executed, spraying techniques have a high potential for
creating waste; therefore, proper application techniques are very important.

Reducin~ Overst)rav One of the most common means of producing paint
waste at facilities is overspray. Overspray not only wastes some of the
coating, it also presents environmental and health hazards. It is important
that facilities try to reduce the amount of overspray as much as possible..
Techniques for reducing overspray include:

1) triggering the paint gun at the end of each pass instead of carrying
the gun past the edge of the surface before reversing directions,
2) avoiding excessive air pressure,
3) keeping the gun perpendicular to the surface being coated.

Uniform Finish Application of a good uniform finish provides the surface
with quality coating with a higher performance than an uneven finish. An
uneven coating does not dry evenly and commonly results in using excess
paint.
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vc.Qy.g.r.!~ An overlap of 50 percent can reduce the amount of waste by
increasing the production rate and overall application efficiency. Overlap of
50 percent means that for every pass that the operator makes with the spray
gun, 50 percent of the area covered by the previous pass is also sprayed. If
less than a 50 percent overlap is used, the coated surface may appear
st~aked. Ifmorc than a 50 percent overlap is used, the coating is wasted and
more passes are required to coat the surface.

Paint Proportioning Mixing batches of paint on an as-needed basis, whether
through the use of a paint proportioning machine or otherwise, can rcduce the
amount of paint wasted. Recordkeeping requirements to track the amount of
paint and thinner used can also help conserve materials and prevent waste.

General Housekeeping Small quantities of paint and solvents are frequently
lost due to poor housekeeping techniques. There are a variety of ways that
can be implemented to control and minimize spills and leaks. Specific
approaches to product transfer methods and container handling can
effectively reduce product loss.

The potential for accidents and spills is at the highest point when thinners and
paints are being transferred from bulk drum storage to the process equipment.
Spigots, pumps, and funnels should be used whenever possible.

Evaporation can be controlled by using tight fitting lids, spigots, and other
equipment. The reduction in evaporation will increase the amount of
available material and result in lower solvent purchase cost.

Paint Containers A significant portion of paint waste is the paint that remains
inside a container after the container is emptied, and paint that is placed in
storage, not used, and becomes outdated or non-spec. By consolidating paint
use and purchasing paint in bulk, large bulk containers have less surface area
than an equivalent volume of small cans, and the amount of drag-on paint
waste is reduced. Large bulk containers can sometimes be returned to the -
paint supplier to be cleaned for reuse.

If the purchase of paint in bulk containers is not practical, the paint should be
purchased in the smallest amount required to minimize outdated or non-spec
paint waste. Workers should not have to open a gallon can when only a quart
is required. Usually, any paint that is left in the can will require disposal as
hazardous waste.
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VI. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

S̄ection VI.A. contains a general overview of major statutes
S̄ection VI.B. contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
S̄ection VI.C. contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical products,
designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which
exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity,
or toxicity and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities mus~
obtain a permit either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has
authorized to implement the permitting program if they store hazardous
wastes for more than 90 days before treatment or disposal. Facilities may-
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treat hazardous wastes stored in less=than-ninety=day tanks or containers
without a permit. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards such
as contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and reporting
requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264. I 0) for
conducting corrective actions which govem the cleanup of releases of
hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management units at
RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 States and two U.S. territories.
Delegation has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here
are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

*Identification of Sofid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 26 I) lays out
the procedure every generator must follow to determine whether the material
in question is considered a hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from
regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation units, and
recordkeeping and reporting, requirements. Generators can accumulate
hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of
waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are regulations
prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment.
Under the LDRs program, materials must meet LDR treatment standards .
prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit,
waste pile, or surface impoundment). Generators of waste subject to the
LDRs must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility to
ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose management
requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning, processing, and
re-refuting of the used oil. For parties that merely generate used oil,
regulations establish storage standards. For a party considered a used oil
processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner), additional tracking
and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.
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¯ RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store, treat, or
dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and Containers. Tanks and
containers used to store hazardous waste with a high volatile organic
concentration must meet emission standards under RCRA. Regulations (40
CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require generators to test the waste to
determine the concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units. These
regulations apply to all facilities that store such waste, including large
quantity generators accumulating waste prior to shipment off-site.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and hazardous
substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle I regulations (40
CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release detection requirements, as
well as financial responsibility and corrective action standards for USTs. The
UST program also includes upgrade requirements for existing tanks that must
be met by December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel containing
hazardous waste must comply with design and operating standards. BIF
regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit design, provide
performance standards, require emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of
waste that may be burned.

EPA ’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law known commonly as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA.
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III, also known as
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which equals or exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are
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listed in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or
by one or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
removals. EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the National
Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites.
Both EPA and states can act at sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superftmd response
process.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions andreferences guidancepertaining to the Superfundprogram. The
CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance (the list of such substances
is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such substance in excess
of the substance’s threshold planning quantity, and directs the facility to
appoint an emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC in the
event of a release equaling or exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely hazardous substance.

ĒPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous chemical,
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as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is present in an amount
exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the SERC, LEPC and local fire
department material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and
hazardous chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms).
This information helps the local government respond in the event of a spill
or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes 20
through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which manufacture,
process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater than threshold
quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release report. This report,
known commonly as the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic
chemicals to various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant
not identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §502)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized 42
States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-specific,
technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish pollutant
monitoring requirements. A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s
waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit
applicant must provide quantitative analytical data identifying the types of
pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set the
conditions and effluent limitations on the facility discharges.
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A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and
standards vary from State to State, and site to site, depending on the use
classification of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA
guidelines which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. These regulations require that
facilities with the following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES
permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity.; (2) a discharge
from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge
which EPA or the State determines to contribute to a violation of a water
quality standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the
United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity,
defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes
while the other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the
regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of
those identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water
permit application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one
of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas
where the activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements.
Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a .
particular facility falls within one of these categories, consult the regulation.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 291 -petroleum refining; and SIC 311 -leather
tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
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mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive
or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 4 l-
local passenger .tr’4nsportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtm’es; SIC 265-paperbo.ard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products;
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC
35-industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls’the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
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certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater U’eatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless ofwh.ether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure Plans

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act requires that facilities that could reasonably be
expected to discharge oil in harmful quantities prepare and implement more
rigorous Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan required
under the CWA (40 CFR § 112.7). There are also criminal and civil penalties
for deliberate or negligent spills ofoil. Regulations covering response to oil
discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and Facility Response
Plans to oil discharges (40 CFR §112.20) and for PCB transformers and
PCB-~ontaining items were revised and finalized in 1995.

EPA ’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-.5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at
(202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under
its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary.-
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drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration
limits that apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking
water standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs),
which are non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant
levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of
drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits
include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells
used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective
action standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet
applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit
program is primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few
States to administ6r the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hodine, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:O0 a.m. through 5:30 p. m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate,
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture,
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances.
If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by
TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.
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Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce,
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under {]6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resotirces so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections,
known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of"criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, VOCs, ozone,
and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given
pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs
are classified as non-attainment areas. Under section 110 of the CAA, each
State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of
air pollution and to determine what reductions are required to meet Federal
air quality standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and ozone were
proposed in 1996 and will become effective in 2001.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary.
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on
the pollution control technology available to that category of industrial source
(see 40 CFR 60).

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title I,
section 112(c) of the CAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources
that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories-
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of sources. To date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule
for the establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of
the HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices,
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV of the CAA establishes a sulfur dioxide nitrous oxide emissions
program designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur
dioxide releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous
levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Tide V of the CAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major sources"
(and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of the
operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI of the CAA is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and chloroform, were phased out (except for
essential uses) in 1996.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the Technology Transfer
Network Bulletin Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes
recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates of EPA activities.
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VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

The aerospace industry is affected by several major federal environmental
statutes. A summary of the major federal regulations affecting the aerospace
industry follows. Other resources which are useful in understanding industry
specific requirements are:

I. The Paint and Coatings Resource Center web page
(http://www._~aintcenter.org)
2. The Self Audit & Inspection Guide; For Facilities Conducting
Cleanine. Preparation, and Organic Coating of Metal Parts, published
by the EPA (call NCEPI at 800-490-9198, EPA Doc. #305-B-95-
oo2).
3. California EPA Air Resources Board Web Pages;

Compliance Handbooks and Pamphlets
¯ hits_ ://www.arb.ca.gov/cd/cap/handbks.htm
Compliance Training Courses
¯ htt~://www.arb.ca, gov/cd/tralning.htm
¯ http://www.arb.ca.gov/html/atl.htm

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was enacted in 1976
to address problems related to hazardous and solid waste management.
RCRA gives EPA the authority to establish a list of solid and hazardous
wastes and to establish standards and regulations for the treatment, storage,
and disposal of these wastes. Regulations in Subtitle C of RCRA address the
identification, generation, trahsportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of
hazardous wastes. These regulations are found in 40 CFR Part 124 and 40
CFR Parts 260-279. Under RCRA, persons who generate waste must
determine whether the waste is defined as solid waste or hazardous waste.
Solid wastes are considered hazardous wastes if they are listed by EPA as
hazardous or if they exhibit characteristics of a hazardous waste: toxicity,.
ignitability, corrosivity, or reactivity.

Some wastes potentially generated at aerospace facilities that are considered
hazardous wastes are listed in 40 CFR Part 261. Some of the handling and
treatment requirements for RCRA hazardous waste generators are covered
under 40 CFR Part 262 and include the following: determining what
constitutes a RCRA hazardous waste (Subpart A); manifesting (Subpart B);
packaging, labeling, and accumulation time limits (Subpart C); and record
keeping and reporting (Subpart D).

Several common aerospace manufacturing operations have the potential to
generate RCRA hazardous wastes. Some of these wastes are identified
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below by process.

Machininil ~d Other Metalworking
¯ Metalworking fluids contaminated with oils, phenols, creosol, alkalies,
phosphorus compounds, and chlorine

Cleanin~ and De~reasin~
¯Solvents (F001, F002, F003, F004, F005)
Ālkaline and Acid Cleaning Solutions (D002)
C̄leaning filter sludges with toxic metal concentrations

Metal Plating and Surface Finishing and Preparation
oWastewater treatment sludges from electroplating operations (FO06)
¯Spent cyanide plating bath solutions (FO07)
°Plating bath residues from the bottom of cyanide plating baths (FO08)
¯ Spent stripping ahd cleaning bath solutions from cyanide plating operations
(FO09)

Surface Preparation, Painting and Coating
¯ Paint and paint containers containing paint sludges with solvents or toxic
metals concentrations
°Solvents (F002, F003)
P̄aint chips with toxic metal concentrations
B̄lasting media contaminated with paint chips

Aerospace manufacturing and rework facilities may also generate used
lubricating oils which are regulated under RCRA but may or may not be
connsidered a hazardous waste (40 CFR 266).

Many aerospace facilities store some hazardous wastes at the facility for
more than 90 days, and are therefore, a storage facility under RCRA. Storage
facilities are required to have a RCRA treatment, storage, and disposal
facility (TSDF) permit (40 CFR Part 262.34). Some aerospace facilities are
connsidered TSDF facilities and therefore may be subject to the following
regulations covered under 40 CFR Part 264: contingency plans and"
emergency procedures (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart D); manifesting, record
keeping, and reporting (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart E); use and management
of containers (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart I); tank systems (40 CFR Part 264
Subpart J); surface impoundments (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart K); land
treatment (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart M); corrective action of hazardous waste
releases (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S); air emissions standards for process
vents of processes that process or generate hazardous wastes (40 CFR Part
264 Subpart AA); emissions standards for leaks in [mT_~rdous waste handling
equipment (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart BB); and emissions standards for
containers, tanks, and surface impoundments that contain hazardous wastes
(40 CFR Part 264 Subpart CC).
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Many aerospace manufacturing and rework facilities are also subject to the
underground storage tank (UST) program (40 CFR Part 280). The UST
regulations apply to facilities that store either petroleum products or
hazardous substances (except hazardous waste) identified under the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act.
UST regulations address design standards, leak detection, operating practices.
response to releases, financial responsibility for releases, and closure
standards.

A number of RCRA wastes have been prohibited from land disposal unless
treated to meet specific standards under the RCRA Land Disposal Restriction
(LDR) program. The wastes covered by the RCRA LDRs are listed in 40
CFR Part 268 Subpart C and include a number of wastes that could
potentially be generated at aerospace manufacturing facilities. Standards for
the treatment and storage of restricted wastes are described in Subparts D and
E, respectively.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of
1986 (SARA) provide the basic legal framework for the federal "Superfund"
program to clean up abandoned hazardous waste sites (40 CFR Part 305).
Metals and metal compounds often found in the aerospace industry’s air
emissions, water discharges, or waste shipments for off-site disposal include
chromium, manganese, aluminum, nickel, copper, zinc, and lead. Metals are
frequently found at CERCLA’s problem sites. When Congress ordered EPA
and the Public Health Service’s Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR) to list the tiazardous substances most commonly found at
problem sites and that pose the greatest threat to human health, lead, nickel,
and aluminum were all included.

Title III of the 1986 SARA amendments (also known as Emergency
Response and Community Right-to-Know Act, EPCRA) requires all
manufacturing facilities, including aerospace facilities, to report annual
information to the public about over 600 toxic substances as well as release
of these substances into the environment (42 U.S.C. 9601). This is known
as the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). EPCRA also establishes requirements
for Federal, State, and local governments regarding emergency planning.

Clean Air Act (CAA)

Under Title III of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA), EPA is
required to develop national emission standards for 189 hazardous air
pollutants (NESHAP). EPA is developing maximum achievable control
technology (MACT) standards for all new and existing sources. The National
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Emission Standards for Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework Facilities (40
CFR Part 63 Subpart GG) were finalized in 1996 and apply to major source
aerospace manufacturing and rework facilities. Facilities that emit ten or
more tons of any one HAP or 25 or more tons of two or more HAPs
combined are major sources, and therefore are subject to the MACT
(NESHAP) requirements. The MACT requirements apply to solvent
cleaning operations, primer and topcoat application operations, depainting                 -
operations, chemical milling maskant application operations, and handling
and storage of waste. The standards set VOC emissions and content limits
for different types of solvents, chemical strippers and coatings. In addition,
performance standards are set to reduce spills, leaks, and fugitive emissions.
Aerospace facilities may also be subj ect to National Emissions Standards for:
Chromium Emissions From Hard and Decorative Chromium Electroplating
and Chromium Anodizing Tanks (40 CFR Part 63 Subpart N) if they perform
chromium electroplating or anodizing; and Halogenated Solvent Cleaning if
they operate a solvent cleaning machine using a halogenated HAP solvent.
These NESHAPs require emission limits, work practice standards, record
keeping, and reporting.

Under Title V of the CAAA 1990 (40 CFR Parts 70-72) all of the applicable
requirements of the Amendments are integrated into one federal renewable
operating permit. Facilities defined as "major sources" under the Act must
apply for permits within one year from when EPA approves the state permit
programs. Since most state programs were not approved until after
November 1994, Title V permit applications, for the most part, began to be
due in late 1995. Due dates for filing complete applications vary
significantly from state to state, based on the status of review and approval
of the state’s Title V program_ by EPA.

A facility is designated as a major source for Title V if it releases a certain
amount of any one of the CAAA regulated pollutants (SOx, NOx, CO, VOC,
PMlo, hazardous air pollutants, extremely hazardous substances, ozone
depleting substances, and pollutants covered by NSPSs) depending on the
region’s air quality category. Title V permits may set limits on the amounts
of pollutant emissions; require emissions monitoring, and record keeping and
reporting. Facilities are required to pay an annual fee based on the magnitude
of the facility’s potential emissions. It is estimated that as many as 2,869
aerospace facilities will be designated as major sources and therefore must
apply for a Title V permit.

Under section 112(r) of CAA, owners and operators of stationary sources
who produce, process, handle, or store substances listed under CAA section
112(r)(3) or any other extremely hazardous substance have a "general duty"
to initiate specific activities to prevent and mitigate accidental releases.
Since the general duty requirements apply to stationary sources regardless of
the quantity of substances managed at the facility, many aerospace
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manufacturing and reworking facilities are subject. Activities such as
identifying hazards which may result from accidental releases using
appropriate hazard assessment techniques; designing, maintaining and
operating a safe facility; and minimizing the consequences of accidental
releases if they occur are considered essential activities to satisfy the general
duty requirements. These statutory requirements have been in affect since the
passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments in 1990. Although there is no list
of "extremely hazardous substances," EPA’s Chemical Emergency
Preparedness and Prevention Office provides some guidance at its website:
http://www.epa.gov/swercepp.htrnl.

Also under section 112(r), EPA was required to develop a list of at least 100
substances that, in the event of an accidental release, could cause death,
injury, or serious adverse effects to human health or the environment. The
list promulgated by EPA is contained in 40 CFR 68.130 and includes acutely
toxic chemicals, flammable gases and volatile flammable liquids, and
Division 1.1 high explosive substances as listed by DOT in 49 CFR 172.101.
Under section 112(r)(7), facilities handling more than a threshold quantity
(ranging from 500 to 20,000 pounds) of these substances are subject to
chemical accident prevention provisions including the development and
implementation of a risk management program (40 CFR 68.150-68.220).
The requirements in 40 CFR Part 68 begin to go into effect in June 1999.
Some of the chemicals on the 112(r) list could be handled by aerospace
manufacturers and reworkers in quantities greater than the threshold values.

Clean Water Act

Aerospace manufacturing and_rework facility wastewater released to surface
waters is regulated under the CWA. National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permits must be obtained to discharge
wastewater into navigable waters (40 Part 122). Facilities that disch~.rge to
a POTW may be required to meet National Pretreatment Standards for some
contaminants. General pretreatment standards applying to most industries
discharging to a POTW are described in 40 CFR Part 403. In addition,
effluent limitation guidelines, new source performance standards,
pretreatment standards for new sources, and pretreatment standards for
existing sources may apply to some aerospace manufacturing and rework
facilities that carry out electroplating or metal finishing operations.
Requirements for the ElecU’oplating Point Source Category and the Metal
Finishing Point Source Category are listed under 40 CFR Part 413 and 40
CFR Part 433, respectively.

Storm water rules require certain facilities with storm water discharge from
any one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined in 40 CFR 122.26 be
subject to the storm water permit application requirements (see Section
VI.A). Many aerospace facilities fall within these categories. To determine
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whether a particular facility falls within one of these categories, the
regulation should be consulted.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Clean Water Act

Effluent limitation guidelines for wastewater discharges from metal products
and machinery (MP&M) industries are being developed. MP&M industries
have been divided into two groups that originally were to be covered under
two separate phases of the rulemaking. Effluent guidelines for Phase I
industries and Phase II industries (which includes the aerospace industry) will
now be covered under a single regulation to be proposed in October 2000 and
finalized in December 2002. (Steven Geil, U.S. EPA, Office of Water,
Engineering and Analysis Division,(202)260-9817, email:
geil.steve@epamail.epa.gov)

Clean Air Act

In December 1997, EPA published Control Technique Guidelines (CTG) for
the control of VOC emissions from coating operations at aerospace
manufacturing and rework operations. The CTG was issued to assist states
in analyzing and determining reasonably available control technology
(PACT) standards for major sources of VOCs in the aerospace
manufacturing and rework operations located within ozone NAAQS
nonattainment areas. EPA estimates that there are approximately 2,869
facilities that could fall within this category. Within one year of the
publication of the CTG, states must adopt a RACT regulation at least as
stringent as the limits recommended in the CTG. Under Section 183(b)(3) of
the Clean Air Act, EPA is required to issue the CTG for aerospace coating
and solvent application operations based on "best available control measures"
(BACM) for emissions of VOCs. (Barbara Driscoll, U.S. EPA, Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards, (919) 541-0164)

Several National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAPs) relating to the aerospace industry are being developed for
promulgation by November of 2000. They include: Rocket Engine Test
Firing, Engine Test Facilities, Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products, and
Plastic Parts and Products. (Contact: In the U.S. EPA Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards, George Smith for information pertaining to the
former two, (919)541-1549; and Bruce Moore for the latter two, (919)541-
5460)
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VII, COMPLIANCE A~VD EI~IFORCEME~’~I’ HISTORY

Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun
to supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific,
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in. building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement
Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s
single-media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records
to individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste,
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TRI reporting tmiverse. With this decision.
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
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the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However,
the group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be
consistent with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (April 1, 1992 to March 31, 1997) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (April 1, 1996 to March 31, 1997). The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or
EPA-Ied. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does
give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within
each media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
Regions for certain sectors.4 This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Def’mitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- assigns a common facility number to
EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification number allows
EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance, enforcement and
pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data
records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "master list" of

4 EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (’N J, NY, PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD,

PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI); VI (AlL LA, NM, OK.
"IX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA, HI. NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X
(AK, ID, OIL WA).
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records for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA
are: AFS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and
Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS
(Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid
Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive
Environmental and Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS
(Toxic Release Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from
outside sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook
sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements (metal mining, nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power
generation, ground transportation, water transportation, and dry cleaning), or
industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TRI (e.g.,
printing), the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries.
The SIC code range selected for each search is defmed by each notebook’s
selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year
period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the .
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and
criminal enforcement actions. A facility with multiple enforcement actions
is only counted once in this column, e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement
actions counts as 1 facility.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
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A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g.,
a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3.

State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
recorded as state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use
their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes oniy. This ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCKA). Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections. Also,
this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from non-
inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water
discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and
gCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance,
Significant Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant
Noncompliance (FIFILA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and
Unresolved High Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this
colunm reflect the extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame,
but do not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation
status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily
indicate that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
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Actions" column.

VII.A. Aerospace Industry Compliance History

Table 14 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the aerospace industry over the past five years {April 1992 to April
1997). These data are also broken out by EPA Regions thereby permitting
geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are listed
below.

¯ Region IX and Region I had the most enforcement actions (43 and 36
respectively), accounting for 62 percent of the total enforcement actions and
only 29 percent of the total inspections. Thus, these two Regions had the
highest enforcement/inspection ratios (0.26 and 0.19).

¯ Region IV had significantly more inspections (325) than the other Regions,
27 percent of the total, but only I 3 percent of" enforcement actions.

¯ Enforcement actions were primarily state-lead (75 percem), especially in
Regions with the greatest number of enforcement actions.

¯ Region V had the highest average time between inspections (23 months),
which means that fewer inspections, in relation to the number of facilities,
were done in Region V than in other Regions.
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Table 14: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Aerospace Industry

A B C D E F G H I J
Region Facilities Facilities Number of Average Facilities Total Percent Percent Enforcement

in Search Inspected Inspections Months with i or Enforcement State Federal to Inspection
Between More Actions Lead Lead Rate

Inspections Enforcement Actions Actions
Actions

I 34 28 185 i I 16 36 50°,4 50% 0.19

II 7 6 29 14 3 , 3 67% 33% 0.10

11I 12 9 117 6 4 6 83% 17% 0.05

IV 38 34 325 7 12 16 94% 6% 0.05

V 37 27 97 23 2 3 67% 33% 0.03

VI 37 27 i~4 17 7 14 79% 21% 0.10

VIi 8 7 54 9 2 2 50% 50% 0.04

VIII 7 4 29 14 2 2 100% 0% 0.03

IX 47 33 163 17 17 43 93% 7% 0.26

X 10 9 73 8 2 2 0% 100% 0.03

TOTAL I 237 184 I 1206 12 67I 127 I 75% 25% I 0.10



Aerospace Industry Compliance and Enforcement History

VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Tables 15 and 16 allow the compliance history of the aerospace sector to be
compared to the other industries covered by the industry sector notebooks.
Comparisons between Tables 15 and 16 permit the identification of trends in
compliance and enforcement records of the various industries by comparing
data covering the last five years (April 1992 to April 1997) to that of the past
year (April 1996 to April 1997). Some points evident from the data are listed
below.

¯ The one-year enforcement/inspection ratio (0.05) is only half of the five-
year ratio (0. l 0).

¯ The aerospace industry data approximate the averages of the industries
shown for enforcement/inspection ratios, state-lead versus federal-lead
actions, and facilities with one or more violations and enforcement actions.

Tables 17 and 18 provide a more in-depth comparison between the aerospace
industry and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and enforcement
data by environmental statute. As in the previous Tables (Tables 15 and 16),
the data cover the last five years (Table 17) and the last one year (Table 18)
to facilitate the identification of recent trends. A few points evident from the
data are listed below.

¯ The aerospace industry has the highest percentage of RCRA inspections (54
percent of total) of any industry.

¯ The one-year versus five-year breakdowns in terms of percent of total
inspections do not differ significantly. However, the percent of total actions
pertaining to RCRA increased from 42 percent to 55 percent in the past year.
CWA actions decreased from 11 percent to zero percent in the last year.
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Table 15: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries
A         B     C      D      E       F       G      H      I      J

Industry Sector Facilities Faciliti~ Number of Average Facilities with Total Percent Percent Enforcement
in Inspected Inspections Months I or More Enforcement State Federal to

Search Between Enforcement Actions Lead Lead Inspection
Inspe�tions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Metal Mining 1,232 378 1,600 46 63 ! ! I 53% 47% 0.07
Coal Mining 3,256 74 i 3,748 52 88 132 89% I I% 0.04

Dil and Gas Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,07 ! 46 149 309 79% 21% 0.05

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% 0.05

Textiles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 90./0 10% 0.06

I .umber and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 30% 0. I 0

Furniture 499 386 2,379 13 65 9 ! 81% ! 9% 0.04

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80°/0 20°/0 0. I 0

Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 88% 12% 0.06

Inorganic Chemicals 44 i 286 3,057 9 89 ,235 74% 26"/o 0.0g

Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 93 219 76% 24% 0.09
Phasmac~uticals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80% 20./0 0. I 0
Ch-ganic Cbemicals 425 355 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% 0. I I

Agricultural Chemicals 263 164 !,293 12 47 102 74% 26"/0 0.08

Petroleum Refining 156 148 ’ 3,081 3 124 763 68% 32% 0.25

Rubber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 i 78 276 82% 18% 0.06

Stone, Clay, Glass and 615 388 3,474 I i 97 277 75% 25% 0.08
Concrete

Iron and Steel 349 275 4,476 5 121 305 7 I% 29"/o 0.07

Metal Castings 669 424 2,535 16 I 13 191 71% 29% 0.08

Non ferrous Metals 203 16 i 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% 0. I 1

Fabricated Metal Products 2,906 1,858 7,914 22 365 600 75% 25% 0.08

Electronics 1,250 863 4,500 17 150 251 80"/0 20°/0 006

Automobile Assembly 1,260 927 5,912 13 253 413 82% 18% 0.07

Aerospace 237 184 1,206 12 67 127 75% 25% 0.10

and 44 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% 0.13Shipbuilding Repair

~round Transportation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 0.06

Water Transportation 514 192 816 38 36 70 6 ! % 39"/0 0.09

Air Transpormion 444 231 973 27 48 97 88% 12% 0.10

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2,166 14,210 14 403 789 76% 24% 0.06

Dry Cleanine 6.063 2.360 3.813 95 55 66 95% 5% 0.02



Table 16: One-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries
A B C D E F G H

Facilities with I or More Facilities with I or more
Violations Enforcement Actions Total

Facilities Facilities Numher of Enforcement Enforcement
Industry Sector in Search Inspected Inspections Numher Percent* Numher Percent* Actions to Inspection

Metal Mining 1,232 142 211 102 72% 9 6% I 0 0.05
Coal Mining 3,256 362 765 90 25% 20 6% 22 0.03
Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 874 1,173 127 15% 26 3% 34 0.03
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 1,481 2,451 384 26% 73 5% 91 0.04
Textiles 355 172 295 96 56% I 0 6% 12 0.04
Lumber and Wood 712 279 507 192 69% 44 i 6% 52 0. I 0
Furniture 499 254 459 i 36 54% i 9 4% i I 0.02
Pulp and Paper 484 3 ! 7 788 248 78% 43 14% 74 0.09
Prinling 5,862 892 1,363 577 65% 28 3% 53 004
Inorganic Chemicals 441 200 548 155 78% 1"9 i 0% 31 0.06
Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 173 419 152 88% 26 15% 36 0.09
Pharmaceuticals 164 80 209 84 105% 8 10% 14 0.07
Organic Chemicals 425 259 837 243 94% 42 16% 56 0.07
Agricultural Chemicals 263 105 ~ 206 102 97% 5 5% I I 0.05
Petroleum Refining 156 132 565 129 98% 58 44% 132 0.23
Rubber and Plastic 1,818 466 791 389 83% 33 7% 41 005
Stone, Clay, Glass and 615 255 678 151 59°/0 19 7% 27 0.04
Concrete

Iron and Steel 349 197 866 i74 88% 22 I 1% 34 004
Metal Castings 669 234 433 240 103% 24 10% 26 0.06
Nonferrous Metals 203 108 310 98 91% 17 ! 6% 28 0 09
Fabricated Metal 2,906 849 1,377 796 94% 63 7% 83 0.06
Electronics 1,250 420 780 402 96% 27 6% 43 0.06
Automobile Assembly 1,260 507 1,058 431 85% 35 7% 47 0.04
Aerospace 237 I 19 2 ! 6 105 88"/0 8 7% ! I 0.05
Shipbuilding and Repair 44 22 51 19 86% 3 14% 4 0 08
Ground Transportation 7,786 1,585 2,499 681 43% 85 5% 103 0.04

Water Transportation 514 84 141 53 63% I0 12% I I 0.08
Air Transportation 444 96 151 69 72% 8 8% 12 0.08

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 1,318 2,430 804 61% 100 8% 135 0.06

Dry Cleaning 6,063 1,234 1,436 314 25% 12 I% 16 0.01
* Percentages in Columns E and F are based on the number of facilities inspected (Column C). Percentages can exceed l OO% because violations and actions
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Table 18: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statpte for Selected Industries
Clean Air Act Clean Water Act RCRA FIFRA/T$CAI

Facilities     Total Enforcement
Total EPCRAJOther

Industry Sector
Inspected Inspections Actions

% of Total    % of % of Total % of % of Total % of
Inspections Total Inspections Total Inspections Total Inspections Total

Actions Actions Actions Actions
Metal Mining 142 211 10 52% IP/0 40% 40% 8% 3(P/0 0% 3(P/0
Coal Mining 362 765 22 56% 82% 40% 14% 4% 5% 0% 0°/0
Oil and Gas Extraction 874 I,! 73 34 82% 68% 10% 9/o 9"/o 24% 0% 0%
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 1,481 2,451 91 87% 89% 10% 9"/o 3% 2% 0% 0o/0
Textiles 172 295 12 66% 75% 17% 17% 17% 8% 0%
Lumber and Wood 279 507 52 51% 30% 6% 5% 44% 25% 0% 40%
Furniture 254 459 I I 66% 45% 2% 0% 32% 45% 0% 9"/0
Pulp and Paper 317 788 74 54% 73% 32% 19"/o 14% 7% 0% I%
Printing 892 1,363 53 63% 77% 4% 0% 33% 23% 0% 0%
Inorganic Cbemicals 200 548 31 35% 59% 26% 9% 39"/0 25% 0% 6%
Resins and Manmade Fibers 173 419 36 38% 51% 24% 38% 38% 5% 0% 5%
Pharmaceuticals 80 209 14 43% 71% 1 I% 14% 45% 14% 0% 0%
Organic Chemicals 259 837 56 40% 54% 13% 13% 47% 34% 0% 0%
Agricultt,ral Chemicals 105 206 ’11 48% 55% 22% 0% 30% i 36% 0% 9"/o
Petroleum Refining 132 565 132 49% 67% 17% 8% 34% 15% 0% 10%
Rubber and Plastic 466 791 41 55% 64% 10% 13% 35% 23% 0% 0%
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrcte 255 678 27 62% 63% IO% 7% 28% 30% 0% 0%
Iron and Steel 197 866 34 52% 47% 23% 29"/o 26% 24% 0% 0%
Metal Castings 234 433 26 60% 58% 10% 8% 30% 35% 0% 0%
Nonferrous Metals 108 310 28 44% 43% 15% 20% 41% 30% 0% 7%
Fabricated Metal 849 1,377 83 46% 4 I% I I% 2% 43% 57% 0% 0%
Electronics 420 780 43 44% 37% 14% 5% 43% 53% 0% 5%
Automobile Assembly 507 1,058 47 53% 47% 7% 6% 41% 47% 0% 0%
Aerospace 119 216 II 37% 36% 7% 0% 54% 55% I% 9%
Shipbuilding and Repair 22 51 4 54% 0% I I% 50% 35% 50% 0% 0%
(;round Transportation 1,585 2,499 103 64% 46% ! 1 I% 10% 26% 44% 0% I%
Waler Transportatton 84 141 I I 38% 9% 24% 36% 38% 45% 0%
Air Transportation 96 15 ! 12 28% 33% 15% 42% 57% 25% 0%     0%
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 1,318 2,430 135 59% 73% 32% 21% 9% 5% 0% 0%
[’)rv Cleanine 1.234 i.436 16 69"/, 56% ! 1% 6% 30°1. 3S% ~P/~



Aerospace Industry. Compliance and Enforcement History.

VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs).

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY1995 and
FY1996 publications, one significant enforcement action was resolved
between 1995 and 1996 for the aerospace industry.

U.S.v. General Electric Company General Electric (GE) operates a facility
in Lynn. MA at which the company tests and manufactures aircraft. The
enforcement issues arose from GE’s failure to obtain prevention of
significant deterioration (PSD) permits for one boiler and tbr four test cells
used for the testing of jet engines. The boiler and the test cells emit NOx in
quantities that trigger the PSD new source review requirements of the Clean
Air Act. GE installed/constructed two new test cells in the early 1980s and
modified two test cells in the late 1980s, without obtaining required permits.
GE installed/constructed the boiler without obtaining an adequate permit.
The boiler also emitted NOx in excess of the levels permissible in EPA’s
New Source Performance Standards (NSPS).

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a faciliu’s non-compliance
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. Information on SEP cases
can be accessed via the intemet at the SEP National Database.
http://es.epa.gov/oeca~sep/sepdb.

Aerospace Techniques, Inc., in Cromwell, Connecticut, performed a SEP in
return for failing to submit a Toxic Release Inventory Form R for 1,1,1-
trichloroethane. Aerospace Techniques achieved a 4,500 pound reduction in
1,1,1-trichloroethane releases by replacing the larger of its two vapor
degreasers with jet washing machines using heated aqueous cleaning
solution. They also plan to scale back degreasing operations to final rinses
and replace six interim part-rinsing stations that utilize aqueous cleaner. The
cost of this project was $9.766.
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Aerospace Industr~ Activities and Initiatives

VIH. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those initiated independently by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VILLA. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

VIII.A.1. Federal Activities

Propulsion Environmental Working Group

The Propulsion Environmental Working Group (PEWG) was formally
chartered in 1994°by the Joint Propulsion Coordinating Committee (JPCC),
a consortium of industry and Departmem of Defense participants. PEWG is
composed of members from the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and of
companies such as Allied Signal, GE Aircraft Engines, Allison Engine,
Williams Intl., P&W UTC, Teledyne, Continental, and Sundstrand.

PEWG’s chartered objectives include:
¯ providing an open forum for information exchange on possible
technologies to eliminate HAZMATs,
¯ assisting team members with decisions regarding HAZMATs,
identifying HAZMATs, and assisting in prevention and control of
HAZMATs,
¯ assisting engine manufacturers and reworkers with compliance of
state and federal reguiations,
¯ ensuring and assisting in the completion of required environmental
documentation such as EAs or EIAs,
¯ establishing committees to address topics of interest for the team
members.

Propulsion Product Group

The Air Force Propulsion Product Group (PPG) works to incorporate
environmental, safety, and occupational health concerns into multiple
weapon systems. The PPG is a participant in the Propulsion Environmental
Working Group discussed above. Some of the accomplishment of the PPG
are:

¯ eliminating the use of Class I Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS)
¯ reducing the use of EPA-17 materials
¯ facilitating the annual reduction of EPA-17 materials and Class I
ODS’s used by OEM’s.
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Airworthiness Assurance Center of Excellence

The FAA created the Airworthiness Assurance Center of Excellence (AACE)
in September 1997 in an effort to "make a significant contribution to the
reduction of accident rates over the next five years." AACE is based at Iowa
State University and Ohio State University. The five principal areas of                 -
research are maintenance, inspection and repair, propulsion and fuel systems
safety, crashworthiness, advanced materials, and landing gear systems
performance and safety. A focus of the work is to develop crack detection
methods for particularly small cracks which may be under several layers of
skin. Major airlines are also pushing for inspection techniques which do not
require disassembly, thus preserving sealants and coatings (AW&ST,
3/30/98).

Joint EPA/NASA/USAF lnteragehcy Depainting Study

NASA is conducting a technical assessment of alternative technologies for
aerospace depalnting operations on behalf of the EPA and the US Air Force.
Such technologies are to be used as paint stripping processes which do not
adversely affect the environment and which specifically do not involve the
use of methylene chloride. The nine techniques subdivided into five removal
method categories (abrasive, impact, cyrogenic, thermal, and molecular
bonding disassociation).

Thai Airways/Government of Thailand/USEPA Solvent Elimination Project

The Goverrtmem of Thailand, Thai Airways, and the USEPA Solvent
Elimination Project studied methods of eliminating CFC-I 13 and methyl
chloroform use. This project was undertaken as part of the World Bank
Global Solvents Project under the Multilateral Fund of the Montreal
Protocol. The manual developed under this project describes a step-by-step
approach for characterizing the use of ozone-depleting solvents and
identifying and evaluating alternatives. For case studies on this topic, see
Eliminating CFC-113 and Methyl CMoroform in Aircraft Maintenance
Procedures, published by the Office of Air and Radiation of the USEPA in
October 1993.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The 33/50 Program is a groundbreaking program that has focused on
reducing pollution from sevemeen high-priority chemicals through voluntary
partnerships with industry. The program’s name stems from its goals: a 33%
reduction in toxic releases by 1992, and a 50% reduction by 1995, against a
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baseline of 1.5 billion pounds of releases and transfers in 1988. The results
have been impressive: 1,300 companies joined the 33/50 Program
(representing over 6,000 facilities) and reached the national targets a year
ahead of schedule. The 33% goal was reached in 1991, and the 50% goal --
a reduction of 745 million pounds of toxic wastes -- was reached in 1994.
The 33/50 Program can provide case studies on many of the corporate
accomplishments in reducing waste (Contact 33/50 Program Director David
Sarokin -- 202-260-6396).

Table 19 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported four-digit SIC codes within 372 and 376 to TRI. Some of the
companies shown also listed facilities that are not producing aerospace
products. The number of facilities within each company that are participating
in the 33/50 program and that report aerospace SIC codes is shown. Where
available and quantfiable against 1988 releases and transfers, each company’ s
33/50 goals for 1995 and the actual total releases and transfers and percent
reduction between 1988 and 1995 are presented. Thirteen-of the seventeen
33/50 target chemicals were reported to TRI by aerospace facilities in 1995.
These 13 chemicals accounted for 77 percent of the total releases and 65
percent of the total transfers reported to the 1995 TRI by aerospace facilities.

Table 19 shows that 47 companies comprised of 506 facilities reporting SIC
372 and 376 participated in the 33/50 program. For those companies shown
with more than one aerospace facility, all facilities may not have participated
in 33/50. The 33/50 goals shown for companies with multiple aerospace
facilities, however, are company-wide, potentially aggregating more than one
facility and facilities not carrying out aerospace operations. In addition to
company-wide goals, individual facilities within a company may have had
their own 33/50 goals or may be specifically listed as not participating in the
33/50 program. Since the actual percent reductions shown in the last column
apply to all of the companies’ aerospace facilities and only aerospace
facilities, direct comparisons to those company goals incorporating non-
aerospace facilities or excluding certain facilities may not be possible. For
information on specific facilities participating in 33/50, contact David
Sarokin (202-260-6907) at the 33/50 Program Office.

With the completion of the 33/50 program, several lessons were learned.
Industry and the environment benefitted by this program for several reasons.
Companies were willing to participate because cost savings and risk
reduction were measurable and no additional record keeping and reporting
was required. The goals of the program were clear and simple and EPA
allowed industry to achieve the goals in whatever manner they could.
Therefore, when companies can see the benefits of environmental programs
and be an active part of the decision-making process, they are more likely to
participate.
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Table 19: Aerospace Industry. Participation in the 33/50 Program

Parent Company Company- Company- 1988 TRI 1995 TRI Actual %
(Headquarters Location) Owned Wide % Releases Releases Reduction

Aerospace Reduction and and for
Facilities GoaP Transfers of Transfers of Aerospace
Reporting (1988- 33/50 33/50 Facilities _

33/50 1995) Chemicals Chemicals (1988-1995)
Chemicals (pounds)2 (pounds)2

Aeroforce Corp.- Muncie, IN 1 0 1,500 8,601 -473% i
Aerothrust Corp.- Miami, FL 1 100 72,500 9,995 86%
Allied-Si[nal Inc.- Morristown. NJ 91 50 6,018,249 1,535,148 74%
Aluminum Co. of America- Pittsbur[h, PA i 51 220 733 83,830 62%
Arkwin Industries- Westbu~ NY 1 50 134,100 0 100%
Arrowhead Holdin[~s Corp.- Bala C]:nw~d, PA 1 0 39,855 24,800 38%
BF Goodrich Co.- Akron. OH 30 49 2,251,997 1,109,800 51%

Boein[[ Commercial Airplane- Seattle, WA 24 50 13,471,898 2.251,461 83%

Chemical Millin[[ Intl. Corp.- Rosamond. CA 2 0 234,356 0 100%
Chrysler Corp.- Auburn Hills MI 2 80 43,155 154,561 -258%

Ciba-/3ei~, Corp.- Tarrytown, NY 1 50 81,555 17,650 78%

Dassault Falcon Jet Corp.- Paramus NJ 2 40 355,070 34,005 90%
D~namic Metal Prods. Co.- Manchester, CT 1 0 0 0 ---

Eaton Corp.- Cleveland OH 1 50 22.199 0 ! 00%

FR Holdin[~s Inc.- Aurora CO 2 32 124,250 0 100%

Gencorp Inc.- Akron, OH 14 33 7,639,190 3,412,754 55%

General D~namics Corp.- Falls Church VA 3 81 291,110 24,755 91%

General Electric Corp.- Fairfield CT 130 50 19,129,041 4.557,753 76%

General Motors Corp.- Detroit, MI 3 0 483,255 0 100%

Globe En[~ineerin[[ Co.- Wichita KS 1 0 0 15,740 ---
Howmet Corp.- Greenwich. CT 5 0 56,240 15,905 72%
Interlake Corp.- Lisle, IL 1 37 224.486 5,116 98%
JT Slocomb Co.- South Glastonbur~,, CT 2 50 41,001 0 100%

K Systems Inc.- Foster Ci~, CA 2 0 0 0 ---

Kimberl},-Ciark Corp.- Irvin[~, TX 1 50 0 0 ---

Large Strucwals Business Ops.- Portland OR 5 26 89,890 68,538 24%

Lockheed Martin Corp.- Bethesda MD 41 42 6,121,565 520,120 92%

Lucas Industries- Tro~,, MI 7 14 229,051 47,555 79%

McDonnell Douglas Cor~.- St. Louis MO 14 50 4,619,458 903,626 80%

Meco Inc. Paris, IL 1 0 36.162 78,792 118%
NMB USA Inc.- Chatsworth, CA I 0 0 0 ---

Northrop Grumman Corp.- Los Angeles. CA 11 35 2,339.803 731,032 69%

Pall Rai Inc.- Hauppau~e, NY 2 31 43.900 46.763 -7%

Parker Hannifin Corp.- Cleveland. OH 6 50 143.380 0 100%

Raytheon Co.- Lexin[ton, MA 3 50 1.036,083 355,298 66%
Rockwell Intl. Corp.- Seal Beach, CA 2 50 150.513 0 t 00%
Rohr Industries Inc.- Chula Vista, CA 7 25 1,849,382 436.056 76%
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Parent Company Company- Company- 1988 T1U 1995 TRI Actual %
(Headquar~rs Location) Owned Wide % Releases Releases Reduction

Aerospace Reduction and and for
Facilities Goal~ Transfers of Transfers of Aerospace
Reporting (1988- 33/50 33/50 Facilities

33/50 1995) Chemicals Chemicals (1988-1995)
Chemicals (pounds)2 (pounds)2 -

SEGL Inc.- Los Anseles, CA I 13 75,000 23,005 69%

SKF USA Inc.= Kin~ of Prussia, PA I 0 0 0 -=

SkylIne Products- Harrisbur~ OR 1 0 0 0

Sundstrand Corp.- Rockford IL 3 0 494,750 4,293 85%

Tallt~ Industries Inc.- Phoenix AZ 9 0 133,323 177,213 -33%

Thiokoi Corp.- O~den, UT 14 40 2,687,295 788,979 71%

Trinova Corp.- Maumee OH 1 50 0 14,400 --

United Technologies Corp.- Hartford. CT 60 50 8,496,888 952,497 89%

US Air Force- Washington, DC 4 0 1,643,050 460,159 72%

Total 517 , ~ 81,125,233 18.940200 77%

Source: U.S. EPA 33/50 Program Office, 1996.
~    Company-Wide Reduction Goals aggregate all company-owned facilities which may include facilities not producing

aerospace produ~s.
: Releases and Transfers are from aerospace facilities

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by providing participants
regulatory flexibility on the condition that they produce greater
environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will negotiate and
sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific environmental objectives
that the regulated entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide regulatory flexibility
as an incentive for the participants’ superior environmental performance.
Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local
governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes to
implement fifty pilot projects in four categories, including industrial
facilities, commtmities, and government facilities regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis. For additional information
regarding XL projects, including application procedures and criteria, see the
May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Fax-on-Demand Hotline
202 -260- 8590, Web: http ://www. epa. gov/Proj ectXL, or Christopher Knopes
in EPA’s Office of Reinvention 202-260-9298)
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Energy Star@ Buildings and Green Lights® Parmership

In 1991, EPA introduced Green Lights®, a program designed for businesses
and organizations to proactively combat pollution by installing energy-
efficient lighting technologies in their commercial and industrial buildings.
In April 1995, Green Lights® expanded into Energy Star@ Buildings-- a
strategy that optimizes whole-building energy-efficiency opportunities.

The energy needed to run commercial and industrial buildings in the United
States produces 19 percent of U.S. carbon dioxide emissions, 12 percent of
nitrogen oxides, and 25 percent of sulfur dioxide, at a cost of 110 billion
dollars a year. If implemented in every U.S. commercial and indusWial
building, Energy Star~ Buildings’ upgrade approach could prevent up to 35
percent of the emissions associated with these buildings and cut the nation’s
energy bill by up .to 25 billion dollars annually.

The over 2,500 participants include corporations, small businesses,
universities, health care facilities, nonprofit organizations, school districts,
and federal and local governments. As of January 1, 1998, Energy
Star@Buildings and Green Lights@ Program participants have reduced their
annual energy use by 7 billion kilowatt hours and annually save more than
517 million dollars. By joining, participants agree to upgrade 90 percent of
their owned facilities with energy-efficient lighting and 50 percent of their
owned facilities with whole-building upgrades, where profitable, over a
seven-year period. Energy Star participants first reduce their energy loads
with the Green Lights approach to building tune-ups, then focus on "right
sizing" their heating and cooling equipment to march their new energy needs.
EPA predicts this strategy will prevent more than 5.5 MMTCE of carbon
dioxide by the year 2000. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is responsible
for operating the Energy Star Buildings and Green Lights Program. (Contact
the Energy Star Hotline number, I-8gg-STAR-YES 0-888-872-7937) or
Mafia Tikoff Vargas, Co-Director at (202) 564-917g or visit the website at
http://www.epa.gov/buildings.)

WasteWi$e Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection
and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1998, the
program had about 700 business, government, and institutional partners.
Partners agree to identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes
setting waste reduction goals and providing EPA with yearly progress reports
for a three year period. EPA, in ram, provides partners with technical
assistance, publications, networking opportunities, and national and regional
recognition. (Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at 1-800-372-9473 or Joanne
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Oxley, EPA Program Manager, 703-308-0199)

NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy sponsors a grant program called National
Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics
(’N-ICE3). The NICE3 program provides funding to state and industry              -
partnerships (large and small business) for projects demonstrating advances
in energy efficiency and clean production technologies. The goal of the
NICE3 program is to demonstrate the performance and economies of
innovative technologies in the U.S., leading to the commercialization of
improved industrial manufacturing processes. These processes should
conserve energy, reduce waste, and improve industrial cost-competitiveness.
Industry applicants must submit project proposals through a state energy,
pollution preven~on, or business development otiiee. The following focus
industries, which represent the dominant energy users and waste generators
in the U.S. manufacturing sector, are of particular interest to the program:
Aluminum, Chemicals, Forest Products, Glass, Metal-casting, and Steel.
Awardees receive a one-time, three-year grant of up to $400,000,
representing up to 50 percent of a project’s total cost. In addition, up to
$25,000 is available to support the state applicant’s cost share. (Contact:
http//www.oit.doe.gov/Aceess/nice3, Steve Blazek, DOE, 303-275-4723 or
Erie Hass, DOE, 303-275-4728)

Design for the Environment (DfE).

DIE is working with several industries to identify cost-effective pollution
prevention strategies that redt~ce risks to workers and the environment. DIE
helps businesses compare and evaluate the performance, cost, pollution
prevention benefits, and human health and environmental risks associated
with existing and alternative technologies. The goal of these projects is to
encourage businesses to consider and use cleaner products, processes, and
technologies. For more information about the DIE Program, call (202) 260- .
1678. To obtain copies of DIE materials or for general information about
DIE, contact EPA’s Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse at (202)
260-1023 or visit the DIE Website at http://www.epa.gov/dfe.

Several DIE projects have been completed pertaining to the aerospace
industry. Briefdeseriptions follow.

The National Science Foundation (NSF), the State of Massachusetts, the
Biodegradable Polymer Research Center, the Toxies Use Reduction Institute,
and the Center for Environmentally Advanced Materials were partners in a
DIE project on aerospace metal degreasing.
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EPA established an interagency agreement with the Department of Energy,
in partnership with the Joint Association for the Advancement of
Supercritical Technology, to determine the suitability of supercritical carbon
dioxide as an alternative method for cleaning and degreasing parts. The
degree of contaminant removal of the cleaners as well as human health and
environmental effects were evaluated under this project. In another
agreement with the Department of Energy, EPA obtained the services of the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to perform research and prepare toxicity
summaries in support of EPA risk assessment activities conducted on all
segments of the aerospace DfE project.

The Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) was awarded by the EPA for
a demonstration project in small aircraft paint stripping. This project, begun
as a DfE project jointly run by OPPT and the Coast Guard, explored
alternatives to methylene chloride and other hazardous solvent paint
strippers. In the sumner of 1997, the EAA completely stripped and repainted
a small plane using products that contained no chemicals on the EPA’s
Hazardous Air Pollutant list and that met the definition of low volatile
organic chemical (VOC) releases (P2 Newsletter, 1997).

Small Business Compliance Assistance Centers

The Otiiee of Compliance, in partnership with industry, academic
institutions, environmental groups, and other federal and state agencies, has
established national Compliance Assistance Centers for four specific industry
sectors heavily populated with small businesses that face substantial federal
regulation. These sectors are printing, metal finishing, automotive services
and repair, agriculture, painted coatings, small chemical manufacturers,
municipalities, and wansportation.

The purpose of the Centers is to improve compliance of the customers they
serve by increasing their awareness of the pertinent federal regulatory
requirements and by providing the information that will enable them to
achieve compliance. The Centers accomplish this by offering the following:

¯ "First-Stop Shopping" - serve as the first place that small businesses and
technical assistance providers go to get comprehensive, easy to understand
compliance information targeted specifically to industry sectors.

¯ "Improved Information Transfer" - via the Internet and other means, create
linkages between the small business community and providers of technical
and regulatory assistance and among the providers themselves to share tools
and knowledge and prevent duplication of efforts.

"̄Compliance Assistance Tools" - develop and disseminate plain-English
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guides, consolidated checklists, fact sheets, and other tools where needed by
small businesses and their information providers.

*"Links Between Pollution Prevention and Compliance Goals" - provide easy
access to information and technical assistance on technologies to help
minimize waste generation and maximize environmental performance.                   _

*"Information on Ways to Reduce the Costs of Compliance" - identify
technologies and best management practices that reduce pollution while
saving money.

For general information regarding EPA’s compliance assistance centers,
contact Lynn Vendinello at (202)564-7066, or go to http://www.epa.gov/
oeca/mfcac.html.
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VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Industry Research Programs

NASA Langley Research Center and the Tidewater lnteragency P2 Program

NASA’s Langley Research Center (LaRC) is devoted to aeronautics and                 -
space research and has initiated a broad-based pollution prevention program
guided by a Pollution Prevention Program Plan and implemented through
specific projects. The Program Plan contains an environmental baseline,
opportunities for P2, and establishes a framework to plan, implement, and
monitor specific pdoritized P2 projects. LaRC is one of the participants in
the Tidewater Interagency Pollution Prevention Program (TIPPP). TIPPP
was developed under an interagency agreement and designed to integrate P2
concepts and pract!ces at Federal installations in the Tidewater, Virginia area.

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence

The Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence (AFCEE) is working
toward environmental leadership and pollution prevention. The
Environmental Quality. Directorate of the AFCEE has developed a Base
Pollution Prevention Management Action Plan (PPMAP). Each base
environmental manager must submit a PPMAP for his/her shop. Many Air
Force Bases have also completed Pollution Prevention Opportunity
Assessment Reports (OARs) which outline alternative approaches that a Base
can use for P2 in Base-specific operations, including rework of aircraft.

Lean Aircraft Initiative Program

The Lean Aircraft Initiative (L/L[) is a three-year program which strives to
define and foster dynamic, fundamental change in both the U.S. defense
aircraft industry and government operations over the next decade. LAI is a
cooperative venture of private industry, the U.S. Air Force, and the EPA,
supported by the analytical and research expertise of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. By building on and extending the "lean" paradigm "
through an organized process of research, the program seeks to develop the
knowledge base that will lead to greater affordability of systems, higher
quality, and increased efficiency including efficient use of materials.

Chemical Strategies Partnership

The Chemical Strategies Partnership (CSP), funded by the Pew Charitable
Trusts, began a pilot project with Hughes Missile Systems Company and
Nortel. The CSP project aims to reduce their use and release of toxic
chemicals in manufacturing while improving production efficiency and
competitiveness.
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Joint Depot Environmental Panel (JDEP)

The Joint Policy Coordinating Group on Depot Maintenance in the
Department of Defense chartered the Joint Depot Environmental Panel
(JDEP) in 1988 to facilitate information exchange on environmental issues,
technologies, and processes with potential application in the depot _
maintenance community. The JDEP’s functions are to review the depot’s
current environmental program, compile information on techniques and
processes with potential application, coordinate the development and
implementation of environmental initiatives, and establish liaisons with
federal agencies. The JDEP has hosted over 37 meetings and distributed over
500 technical briefings. Total dismantling of JDEP will occur in October
1998. (see dASPPA below.)

Joint Group on Acquisition Pollution Prevention (JGAPP)

The Department of Defense has developed the Joint Group on Acquisition
Pollution Prevention (JGAPP) as a military/industry initiative to reduce the
use of hazardous material in manufacturing processes. The initiative
involves seven major corporations and their related services. The JGAPP is
working with manufacturers at their facilities to reduce the use of specific
hazardous materials in all of the programs at the facility.

Joint Acquisition & Sustainment Pollution Prevention Activity (dASPPA)

The Joint Logistics Commanders of the Department of Defense tasked the
JGAPP and JDEP to explore the possibility of a single pollution prevention
activity. Since then the JDEP and the Joint Pollution Prevention Advisory
Board (JPPAB, which JGAPP is part of) have been working and meeting
together to develop various avenues of consideration for that tasking. As a
result, the JDEP and JPPAB have decided to merge to form a single
integrated group called the Joint Acquisition & Sustainment Pollution
Prevention Activity (JASPPA). The JASPPA will function as a single
integrating activity for all pollution prevention efforts for both the acquisition
and sumainment communities. (For more information, contact Carl Adams
in the Joint Depot Maintenance Activities Group, (937)656-2771 .)

Aerospace Environmental Roundtable

The Aerospace Environmental Roundtable is an informal monthly meeting
coordinated by the Aerospace Industries Association(AIA). Attendees
include other trade associations, contractors, and anyone else interested in
discussing environmental issues, increasing awareness, and sharing
information pertaining to the aerospace industry. (For more information,
contact Glyrm Rountree, (202)371-8401 .)
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VIII.C.2. Trade Associations

Aerospace Industries Association of America (AIA)
1250 Eye St. NW, Suitel200 (202)371-8400
Washington, DC 20005 (202)371-8401 FAX
John Douglass, Pres.

AIA was founded in 1919 as a trade association which represents the nation’ s
manufacturers of commercial, military and business alrcra~ helicopters,
aircrai~ engines, missiles, space craft, and related components and equipment.
AIA maintains the AIA Aerospace Research Center to compile statistics on
the industry. AIA’s annual budget is roughly seven million dollars. They
publishAerospace Facts andFigures annually which contains statistical and
analytical information on aircraft production, missile programs, space
programs, and air.. transportation, as well as an annual report and an AIA
newsletter.

Aircraft Electronics Association (AEA)
PO Box 1963 (816)373-6565
Independence, MO 64055-0963 (816)478-3100 FAX
Monte Mitchell, Pres.

AEA was founded in 1958 by companies engaged in the sales, engineering,
installation, and service of electronic aviation equipment and systems. AEA
works to advance the science of aircraft electronics, promote uniform and
stable regulations and standards of performance, gather and disseminate
technical data, and educate the aircraft electronics community and the public.
They publish Avionics News, a monthly trade magazine. The annual budget
is one million dollars.

American Helicopter Society (AHS)
217 N. Washington St. (703)684-6777
Alexandria, VA 22314 (703)739-9279 FAX
Morris E. Flatter, Exec. Dir.

AHS was founded in 1943 and is composed of aircraft designers, engineers,
government personnel, operators, and industry executives in over forty
countries interested in V/STOL aircraft. AHS conducts research and
educational and technical meetings concerning professional training and
updated information. They publish an annual composite of technical papers
presented at the AHS forum, a quarterly journal, Journal of the American
Helicopter Society, A bimonthly magazine, VertFlite, and other technical
papers. They operate on a one million dollar budget.
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Aviation Distributors and Manufacturers Association (ADMA)
1900 Arch St. (215)564-3484
Philadelphia, PA 19103-1498 (215)564-2175 FAX
Patricia A. Lilly, Exec. Dir.

ADMA was founded in 1943 as an association of wholesalers and
manufacturers of general aviation aircraft parts, supplies, and equipment.
They publish ADMA News bimonthly, Aviation Education News Bulleting
bimonthly, and an annual directory.

Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations (CODSIA)
2111 Wilson Blvd., Suite 400 (703)247-9490
Arlington, VA 22201-3061
Peter Scrivner, Exec. See.

CODSIA was founded in 1964 and is comprised of the Aerospace Industries
Association of America, Contract Services Association of America,
Electronic Industries Association, National Security Industrial Association,
Shipbuilders Council of America, American Electronics Association,
Professional Services Council, and Manufacturers’ Alliance for Productivity
and Innovation. CODSIA holds three meetings per year in order to simplify,
expedite, and improve industry-wide communications regarding policies,
regulations, and problems.

Flight Safety Foundation (FSF)
2200 Wilson Blvd. Ste. 500 (703)522-8300
Arlington, VA 22201 (703)525-6047 FAX
Stuart Matthews, Pres.

FSF was founded in 1945 to represent aerospace manufacturers, domestic
and foreign airlines, insurance companies, fuel and oil companies, schools,
and miscellaneous organizations having an interest in the promotion of safety
in flight. They have an annual budget of 2.5 million dollars and publish
several bimonthly newsletters, studies, and an annual membership directory.

General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA)
1400 K St. NW, Ste. 801 (202)393-1500
Washington, DC 20005 (202)842-4063 FAX
Edward W. Simpson, Pres.

GAMA was founded in 1970 as an association of manufacturers of aviation
airframes, engines, avionics, and components. They strive to create a better
climate for the growth of general aviation. GAMA publishes quarterly and
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annual reports as well as films and printed material on the aviation industry,

Helicopter Safety Advisory Conference (HSAC)
PO Box 60220 (713)960-7654
Houston, TX 77205 (713)960-7660 FAX
Dick Landrum, Chm. -

HSAC is comprised of helicopter operators, manufacturers, and others
involved in the transport of workers by helicopter. HSAC promotes safety
and seeks to improve operations through establishment of standards of
practice. HSAC was founded in 1979.

International Society of Transport Aircraft Trading (ISTAT)
5517 Talon Ct. (703)978-8156
Fairfax, VA 22032-1737 (703)503-5964 FAX
Dawn O’Day Foster, Exec. Dir.

ISTAT was founded in 1983 as a society of professionals engaged in the
purchase, sale, financing, manufacturing, appraising, and leasing of new and
used commercial aircrm°t. ISTAT publishes a quarterly newsletter, JeTrader,
and an annual membership directory.

Light Aircraft Manufacturers Association (LAMA)
22 Deer Oaks Ct. (510)426-0771
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Lawrence P. Burke, Pres.

LAMA was founded in 1984 as an association of manufacturers of
experimental and ultralight aircralL suppliers to the homebuilt aircraft
community, media and other professionals involved with the light aircraft
industry. LAMA works to assure that the interests of the industry are
properly represented to the FAA and to Congress and provides uniform
standards of manufacnndmg quality and airworthiness. Lama publishes
newsletters, standards, and a membership directory.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS
For further information on selected topics within the aerospace industry a list of contacts and
publications are provided below.

Contacts~

Name Organization Telephone Subject

Anthony Raia USEPA, OECA (202)564-6045 General notebook contact

Linda Nunn California Air Resources Board (916)323-1070 Risk Reduction

Glynn Rountree Aerospace Industries Association (202)371-8401 Industry Activities

Steven Geil USEPA, OW (202)260-9817 Clean Water Act

Barbara Driscoll USEPA, OAQPS (919)541-01 64 Clean Air Act

George Smith USEPA, OAQPS (919)541-1549 Rocket Engine Test
Firing/Engine Test
Facilities NESHAPs

Bruce Moore USEPA, OAQPS (919)54 ! -5460 Micellaneous Metal
Parts/Plastic Parts
NESHAPs

Ric Peri National Air Transport (703)845-9000 Industry Activities
Association

Mary Dominiak USEPA (202)260-7768 Design for the
Environment

Lieutenant Commander US Coast Guard (860)441-2859 Aircraft Rework P2
Michelle Fitzpatrick ,

~ Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable information and comments during the development of
this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily
endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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Section II: Introduction to the Aerospace Industry

Aerospace Source Book, Aviation Week & Space Technology, January 12, 1998.

Smith, Bruce A., "Industry Outlook Is Mix of Growth, Stabilization," Aviation Week & Space
Technology, March 23, 1998.                                                                        -

USDOC, 1992 Census of Manufactures Industry Series, Aerospace Equipment, Including Parts,
Bureau of the Census, Economics and Statistics Administration, US Department of Commerce,
1995.

USDOC, U.S. lndustry& Trade Outlook ’98, International Trade Commission, US Department of
Commerce, McGraw-Hill, 1998.

USEPA/O AQPS, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories:
Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework-- Background Information for Proposed Standards, Office
of Air Quality Planning and Standards, USEPA, Research Triangle Park, NC, May 1994.

Section Ill: Industrial Process Description

California Air Resources Board, Guidelines for the Aerospace Industry Facilities, Emissions
Assessment Branch, California Environmental Protection Agency, November 1997.

Home, D.F. Aircraft Production Technology, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1986.

Ohio EPA, Extending the Life of Metal Working Fluids, Fact Sheet Number 11, Office of Pollution
Prevention, March 1993.

Ohio EPA, Pollution Prevention in Painting and Coating Operations, Fact Sheet Number 23, Office
of Pollution Prevention, September 1994.

USEPA, Guide to Cleaner Technologies, Alternative Metal Finishes, Office of Research and
Development, USEPA, September 1994.

USEPA/NRMRL, Environmental Research Brief, Pollution Prevention Assessment for a
Manufacturer of Aircraft Landing Gear, National Risk Management Research Library, USEPA,
Cincinnati, OH, August 1995.

USEPA/OAQPS, Control of Volatile Organic Compound Emissions from Coating Operations at
Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework Operations, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards,
USEPA, Research Triangle Park, NC, December 1997.

USEPA/OAQPS, National Emission Standards fo~: Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories:
Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework-- Background Information for Proposed Standards, Office
of Air Quality Planning and Standards, USEPA, Research Triangle Park, NC, May 1994.
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USEPA/OPPT, Pollution Prevention Options in Metal Fabricated Products Industries, Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics, USEPA, January 1992.

USEPA/ORD, Guides to Pollution Prevention, The Fabricated Metal Products Industry, Office of
Research and Development, USEPA, Washington, DC, July 1990.

USEPA/OW, Development Document for the Proposed Effluent Limitations Guidelines and
Standards for the Metal Products and Machinery Phase I Point Source Category, Office of Water,
USEPA, April 1995.

USEPA/OECA, Profile of the Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry, Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance, USEPA, September 1995.

Section IV: Chemical Release and Transfer Profile

1995 Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release, USEPA Office of Pollution Prevention and
Toxics, April 1997. (EPA 745-R-97-005)

NlOSHPocket Guide to Chemical Hazards, US Department of Health and Human Services, Center
for Disease Control and Prevention, June 1994.

ChemFinder Database, <eherrd]nder.camsoft.com>

Section V: Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence, Environmental Quality Directorate, Pollution
Prevention Model Shop Report, Flightline Maintenance Shops, Brooks Air Force Base, November
30, 1994, modified June 30, 1995.

Boeing Company Web Site, <www.boeing.com/company/offices/aboutus/environment>.
California Department of Health Services, Waste Reduction for the Aerospace Industry, Toxic
Substances Control Program, Alternative Technology Division, April 1990.

Chao, S.C. and McHardy, J., Progress in Supercritical C02 Cleaning, Electro-Optical and Data
Systems Group, Hughes Aircraft Company.

Dykema, Kevin J., and Larsen, George R., "The Greening of Corporate Culture: Shifting the
Environmental Paradigm at Martin Marietta Astronautics Group," Pollution Prevention Review,
Spring 1993.

Evanoff, Stephen P., "Environmental Resources Management, Case Study #4: Substitution of Low
Vapor Pressure Organic Solvents and Aqueous Cleaners for CFC-113 Based Cleaning Solvents,"
EPA/ICOLP Eliminating CFC-113 and Methyl Chloroform in Aircraft Maintenance Procedures,
October 1993.

Ohio EPA, Extending the Life of Metal Working Fluids, Fact Sheet Number 11, Office of Pollution
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Prevention, March 1993.

Ohio EPA, Source Reduction and Metal Recovery Techniques for Metal Finishers, Fact Sheet
Number 24, Office of Pollution Prevention, September 1994.

State of Michigan, Fact Sheet, Waste Reduction Checklist, Office of Waste Reduction Services, _
Departments of Commerce and Natural Resources, December 1989.

USEPA, Guide to Cleaner Technologies, Alternative Metal Finishes, Office of Research and
Development, USEPA, September 1994.

USEPA/NRMRL, Environmental Research Brief, Pollution Prevention Assessment for a
Manufacturer of Aircraft Landing Gear, National Risk Management Research Library, USEPA,
Cincinnati, OH, August 1995.

USEPA/OAQPS, Control of Volatile Organic Compound Emissions from Coating Operations at
Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework Operations, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards,
USEPA, Research Triangle Park, NC, December 1997.

USEPA/OAIL Eliminating CFC-113 and Methyl Chloroform in Aircraft Maintenance Procedures,
Office of Air and Radiation, USEPA, October 1993.

USEPA/OECA, Profile of the Shipbuilding and Repair Industry, Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance, USEPA, September 1997.

¯ - USEPA/OPPT, Pollution Prevention Options in Metal Fabricated Products Industries, Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics, USEPA, January 1992.

USEPA/ORD, Guides to Pollution Prevention, The ~abricated Metal Products Industry, Office of
Research and Development, USEPA, Washington, DC, July 1990.

Section VIII: Compfiance Activities and Initiatives

Air Force Center for Environmental Excellence, Pollution Prevention Model Shop Report, Fl i ghtl ine
Maintenance Shops, Environmental Quality Directorate, AFCEE, Brooks AFB, June 30, 1995.

Dominiak, Mary, "EPA Award Presented to the Experimental Aircraft Association," P2 Newsletter,
December 1997.

Jaszezak, Sandm, ed. Gale Encyclopedia of Associations. 31st ed., International Thomson
Publishing Co., 1996.

NASA, Joint EPA/NASA/USAF lnteragency Depainting Study, FitCh Progress Report, November
1997.
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"Project May Offer New Model for Supplier Relationships," Business and the Environment, August
1997.

USEPA/OA1L Eliminating CFC-113 and Methyl Chloroform in Aircraft Maintenance Procedures,
Office of,Mr and Radiation, October 1993.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. ~

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Since EPA’s founding over 25 years ago, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting
public health and our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as
iron and steel plants and those as small as the dry cleaner on the corner have worked with EPA to
find ways to operate cleaner, cheaper and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
around the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
fi~ture. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

The Environmental Protection Agency has undertaken its Sector Notebook Project to compile,
for major industries, information about environmental problems and solutions, case studies and
tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders, state regulators, and EPA
staffwith many years of experience in these industries and with their unique environmental issues.
Together with an extensive series coveting other industries, the notebook you hold in your hand is
the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to understand better their regulatory requirements,
and learn more about how others in their industry have achieved regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA wewili use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that we together achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in enmring that - in industry after industry, community after community -
environmental protection and economic prosperity go     "
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EPA/310-R-97-001

EPA Office of Compliance Sector Notebook Project

Air Transportation Industry

February 1998

Office of Compliance
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M St., SW (MC 2221-A)

Washington, DC 20460
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Air Transportation InduStry. Sector Notebook Project

This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation (McLean, VA), and Booz-
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of available Sector
Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250 o

8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as public and
academic libraries, Federal, State, and local governments, and the media from EPA’s National
Center for Environmental Publications and Information at (800) 490-9198. For further
information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to the
contact names and numbers provided within this volume.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Questions relating
to the Sector Notebook Project can be directed to:

Seth Heminway. Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate
specialists listed below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry, Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 564-7021EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry. Walter DeRieux 564-7067EPA/3 I0-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027EPA/3 I0-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017:EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Robert Lischinsky 564-2628EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry, Tom Ripp 564-7003EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013EPA~310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning IndustryVirginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA~310-R-97-001. Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057EPA/310-R-97-003. Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceuticals Industry Emily Chow 564-7071EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Manmade Fiber Industry Sally Sasnett 564-7074EPA/310-R-97-007. Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation IndustryRafael Sanchez 564-7028EPA/310-R-97-008. Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach 564-7022EPA/310-R-97-010. Sector Notebook Data Refresh, 1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017
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AIR TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY
(SIC 45)

I. INTRODUCTION TO TI-IE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Integrated environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air.
water, and land pollution are a logical supplement to traditional single-media
approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies
are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach,
research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving
the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, vcater, and land) affect each other, and that environmental
strategies must actively identify and address these inter-relationships by
designing policies for the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole
facility focus is to design environmental policies for similar industrial
facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to the
manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a comprehensive
manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial "sector-based"
approach within the EPA Office of Compliance led to the creation 0f this
document.

The Sector Notebook Project was originally initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
(OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary information on
major industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project, the scope of the original project was expanded to its current form.
The ability to design comprehensive, common sense environmental
protection measures for specific industries is dependent on knowledge of
several inter-related topics. For the purposes of this project, the key elements
chosen for inclusion are: general industry information (economic and
geographic); a description of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution
prevention opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework;
compliance history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed
between regulatory agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document,
this project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references
where more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a
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wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the
information included, each notebook went through an external review
process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that
participated in this process who enabled us to develop more complete,
accurate and up-to-date summaries.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provfde additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project,
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington, DC 20460.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates the
national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many instances.
industries within specific geographic regions or states may have unique
characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The Office of
Compliance encourages state and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook
to include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may be
available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement the
"Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with state
and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail.
Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this
notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further development
of the information or policies addressed within this volume. If you are
interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks for sectors not
covered in the original eighteen, please contact the Office of Compliance at
(202) 564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE AIR TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
air transportation industry. Facilities described within this document are
described in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This notebook pertains to the transportation industry as classified within SIC
code 45 (Transportation by Air). (Please note that this section provides both
the SIC code and the new North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS) code, which went into effect January 1, 1997. While the NAICS
code is identified in this section, the remainder of the document will refer to
the SIC codes for specific air transportation activities.)

The transportation industry includes other modes of transport, such as
trucking, railroad, pipeline, and water, which make up an important portion
of overall transportation activity in the United States. These modes are
addressed in two sector notebooks. Tracking, railroad, and pipeline
transportation are addressed in Ground Transportation Industry [EPA/310-R-
97-002], and water transportation is addressed in Water Transportation
Industry [EPA/310-R-97-003].

The air transportation industry (SIC 45) includes establishments engaged in
furnishing domestic and foreign transportation by air and also operating
airports and flying fields and furnishing terminal services. Specifically, this
notebook includes the following groups:

SIC 4512 - Air Transportation, Scheduled (NAICS 481111 and 481112).
This sector includes establishments primarily engaged in furnishing air
transportation over regular routes and on regular schedules. This industry
includes Alaskan carriers operating over regular or irregular routes.

SIC 4513 - Air Courier Services (NAICS 49211). This sector includ6s
establishments primarily engaged in furnishing air delivery of individually
addressed letters, parcels, and packages (generally under 100 pounds), except
by the U.S. Postal Service. Separate establishments of air courier companies
which provide pick-up and delivery only, "drop-off points," or distribution
centers are all classified in this industry.

SIC 4522. Air Transportation, Nonscheduled (NAICS 481211, 481212,
48799, 62191). This sector includes establishments engaged in furnishing
nonscheduled air transportation. Also included in this industry are
establishments primarily engaged in furnishing airplane sightseeing services,
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air taxi services, and helicopter passenger transportation services to, from, or
between local airports, whether scheduled or not scheduled.

SIC 4581 - Airports, Flying Fields, and Airport Terminal Services (NAICS
488111, 488119, 56172, 48819). This sector includes establishments
primarily engaged in operating and maintaining airports and flying fields; in
servicing, repairing (except on a factory basis), maintaining, and storing
aircraft: and in furnishing coordinated handling services for airfreight or
passengers at airports. This industry also include private establishments
primarily engaged in air traffic control operations (except government).

II.B. Characterization of the Air Transportation Industry

II.B.1. Industry Characterization

The transportation industry affects nearly every American. Either through the
necessity of traveling from one place to another, shipping goods and services
around the country, or working in a transportation-related job,
transportation’s share, of the national economy is significant. According to
the Eno Transportation Foundation, for all transportation-related industries,
total transportation expenditures in the U.S. accounted for 16.1 percent of the
~oss national product in 1993.

The airline industry in particular provides transportation of passengers, cargo,
mail and perishable goods. American citizens have come to rely on domestic
and international air transportation more and more every year. Airline travel
in the United States has been getting safer over the years and is the safest in
the world. The National SafetyCouncil’s latest fatality totals for 1995 show
175 deaths caused by United States airline accidents. By contrast, five times
as many people died in boating accidents and accidents involving bicycles
and tricycles.

II.B.I.1. Types of Aircrafts and Airports

Generally, the air transportation sector can be broken down into two
categories: (1) facilities providing scheduled, non-scheduled, and air courier
services using aircraft, and (2) airports and airport operations. It is these two
major topics (i.e., aircraft facilities and airports) and the activities and
operations that occur within each of these areas that are the primary focus of
this notebook.

Categories of Aircraft

There are five types of aircraft that compose the aviation industry:
commercial, air taxi operations, commuter, general, and military.
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Cammercial aircraft encompass air careers and air taxi flights. Air carriers
are airlines holding a certificate issued of public convenience and necessity
under Section 401 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 authorizing them to
perform passenger and cargo services. Air carriers operate aircraft designed
to have a maximum seating capacity of more than 60 seats, to have a
maximum payload capacity of more than 18,000 pounds, or to conduct
international operations. The four different types of air carriers (and their
annual operating revenues) are:

¯ Majors (greater than $1 billion)
¯ Nationals ($I00 million to $1 billion)
¯ Large regionals ($20 million to $100 million)
¯ Medium regionals (Up to $20 million).

Air taxi operations are those in which departure time, departure location, and
arrival locati6n are specifically negotiated with the customer or by the
customer’s representative and are conducted with airplanes or rotorcraft
having a seating configuration of 30 or fewer seats.

Commuter aircraft are noncertified small regionals who perform scheduled
service to smaller cities and serve as feeders to the major hub airports. They
generally carry 60 or fewer passengers.

General aviation is all aviation that is not commercial or military. General
aviation is the segment of civil aviation that encompasses all facets of
aviation except air carriers and commuters. General aviation includes
corporate-executive transportation, instruction, rental, aerial application,
aerial observation, business, pleasure, and other special uses.

Military refers to the operators of all military (e.g., Air Force, Army, Navy,
U.S. Coast Guard, Air National Guard, and military reserve organizations)
aircraft using civil airports.

Classification of Airports

The system of airports in the U.S. is the largest and most complex in the
world. As of 1990, there were 17,451 civil landing areas (e.g., airports,
heliports, seaplane bases, etc.) in the U.S. The activity and services at
individual airports vary greatly. Regardless of size, many activities occur at
airports including fueling, aircraft maintenance, aircraft washing, and deicing.
In addition, two primary activities at most airports are enplaning passengers
and enplaning air cargo. Enplaning passengers is defined as the total number
of passengers departing on aircraft at the airport. Enplaning air cargo
includes the total tonnage of priority, nonpriority, and foreign mail, express,
and freight (property other than baggage accompanying passengers) departing
on aircraft at an airport.
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Airport Ownership. Public airports in the U.S. are owned and operated under
a variety of organizational and jurisdictional arrangements. Commercial
airports rmght be owned and operated by a city, county, or State; or by more
than one jurisdiction. Additionally, some airports may be operated by a
separate public body, such as an airport authority. Regardless of ownership,
legal responsibility for day-to-day operations can be vested in any of five
kinds of governmental or public entities:

¯ Municipal or county government. Municipally operated airports are
city owned and run as a department of the city.

¯ A multipurpose port authority. Port authorities are legally chartered
institutions with the status of public corporations.

¯ An airport authority.
¯ State government.

Classification of airports with scheduled services. Airports with scheduled
passenger service have several classifications:

¯ Commercial service airports are those airports receiving passenger
service and having 2,500 or more annual enplanements.

¯ Primary airports are commercial service airports having 10,000 or
more enplanements.

¯ Hub airports are airports that serve as a transfer point for passengers
changing flights. Commercial service airports are classified as large,
medium, or small hub airports or non-hub airports, depending on the
percentage of total national enplanements for which they account.

¯ General aviation airports encompass the bulk of civil aircraft
operations. The general aviation system includes 98% of all
registered civil aircraft and 95% of all airports.

¯ Reliever airports are a special category of general aviation airports.
Located in the vicinity of major air carrier airports and classified by
the Federal Aviation Administration as a reliever, these airports are
designed to provide relief to congested major airports.

Terminal Facilities. The terminal and associated landside facilities such as
the parking areas and access roads provide the transition zone for passengers
between surface and air transportation. Landside facilities are long-term
installations and are largely independent of activities that occur airside.
Concession and food service operations provide food and materials goods for
passengers.
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II.B.1.2. Requirements Pertaining to the Aviation Industry

The Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) major responsibilities
include overseeing aircraft safety and the competency of pilots and
mechanics. The FAA does this by providing mandatory safety rules,
conducting safety inspections, and setting high standards for civil aviation.

Noise Abatement. In addition to safety, the FAA also addresses issues such
as noise abatement. As a result of complaints against aircraft noise, which
increased dramatically with the introduction of jet aircraft, the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 was amended to include noise abatement regulations
designed to establish noise levels which aircraft manufacturers cannot exceed
in the development of new aircraft. In !979, the Aviation Safety and Noise
Abatement Act authorized the FAA to help airport operators develop noise
mitigation abatement programs.

The Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 authorized DOT/FAA to reduce
aircraft engine noise by requiring an aircraft fleet replacement program. The
estimated effect of the phase out of larger, noisier aircraft is estimated to
reduce the number of people exposed to significant noise levels of aircraft
noise in the U.S. from 2.7 million in 1990 to 400,000 by the year 2000, when
the phaseout is complete. The law also limited airport operators’ abilities to
place noise or access restrictions on airports in the interest of avoiding an
overly burdensome patchwork of individual operating limitations across the
United States.

Standards for Aircraft Design. The FAA works closely with aircraft
manufacturers while examining designs for new planes. The FAA sets very
high standards for aircraft designs. Once the design has been thoroughly
examined and the first model has completed a grueling series of flight tests
and evaluations, the model is certificated for production by the FAA
(http://www.faa.gov/publicinfo.htm).

Monitoring and Maintenance of Existing Aircraft. Once the aircraft has"
been certified and put into service, the FAA continues to monitor its
performance. When necessary, the FAA will issue repair notices known as
"Airworthiness Directives" to the manufacturers and airlines when problems
are spotted. The FAA issues several hundred notices a year. In addition,
manufacturers often issue Service Bulletins to advise aircraft carriers of
safety improvements or procedures that will enhance safety.

FAA airworthiness requirements specify materials to be used during
maintenance or other technical specifications and standards (e.g., cleaning,
deicing) that limit the airlines’ ability to change materials, procedures, or
processes.
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Flight Personnel The FAA sets standards for training, health, experience,
number of hours worked, and qualifications for pilots and other flight
personnel. Because pilots play such a vital role in maintaining aircraft
operations safety, they are especially heavily regulated by the FAA. Pilots
must have their health examined every six months. They must pass special
examinations and flight tests, and those serving as captains are required to
possess hundreds of hours of additional flying time. FAA tests their flying
skills on a regular basis. DOT and FAA safety policies and rules expressly
place the ultimate legal authority for aircraft operation fully and solely on the
pilot in command of the aircraft (14 CFR §91.3(a)).

Air Traffic Control Operations. FAA is responsible for developing,
maintaining, and operating the nation’s Air Traffic Control System, which is
in charge of ensuring the safe separation of aircraft during flight and
sequencing aircraft for taxiing, takeoff, and landing.

Maintenance Personnel Airline mechanics and technicians must be
certified by the FAA. In addition, repair stations must obtain an FAA
operating certificate and are subject to regular inspection by the agency.

For more information about FAA airworthiness requirements, see the FAA
website at http://www.faa.gov/publicinfo.htm.

II.B.1.3. International Aviation

After 1945, commercial air transportation began to transcend domestic
markets into the international arena, therefore, the standardization of
operational practices for international services, such as navigational aids and
weather reporting systems, became essential. There were also many political
and technical problems that needed to be solved. For example, there was the
issue of commercial rights: what arrangements were needed for the airlines
of one country to fly into and through territories of another? For more
information relating to International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and
other international milestones, refer to Memorandum on ICAO, January 1994.
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II.B.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

Industry Size

According to Dun & Bradstreet, there were an estimated 16,282 air
transportation establishments in the U.S. as of April i997. Exhibit l provides
information on each of the SIC codes in the air transportation industry,
including total number of establishments and employees, and total annual
sales.

Exhibit 1. Market Size Analysis of Air Transportation Industry

SIC Code No. of No. of Annual Sales
Establishments Employees (millions)

4512 3,638 320,837 147,858.6

4513 2,252 75,493 l 5,172.9

4522 3,321 39,253 7,019.0

4581 7,071 220,986 15,616.8

Total 16,282 656,569 185,667.3

Source: Dun & Bradstreet Marketplace (www.dnb.imarketinc.coml, December 1997

Exhibit 2 displays the percentages of establishments per air transportation
sector discussed above.

I Exhibit 2: Distribution if Establishments by Sector I

Air Transportation Sectors

~ Air Transpon- Scheduled

~__ Air Transport- Nonscheduled

¯ Air Courier Services

¯ Airport Terminals

Source: Dun & Bradstreet Marketplace. December 1997 (www.dnb.imarketinc.com)
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Exhibit 3 lists the busiest airports in terms of the total passengers and cargo.
Keep in mind that 99% of the nation’s airports are much smaller than these
airports, but conduct the same activities to a lessor extent or volume.

Exhibit 3. Activity at the 10 Busiest Airports (1996)

Leading Airports in Passengers Leading Airport in Cargo Tons
Arriving & Departing (Millions) Enplaned & Deplaned (Tho~sa_nds)

Chicago O’Hare 69.2 Memphis 1934
Atlanta 63.3 Los Angeles 1719

Dallas/Ft. Worth 58 Miami 1710
Los Angeles 57.9 New York Kennedy 1636

San Francisco 39.3 Louisville 1369
Miami 33.5 Anchorage 1269
Denver 32.3 Chicago O’Hare 1259

New York Kennedv 31.2 Newark 958
Detroit 30.6 Atlanta 800

Las Vegas 30.5 Dallas/Ft. Worth 774
Source: 1997 Air Transport Association Annual Report

The activity and services of the aviation industry vary greatly. Exhibit 4
presents the top 10 airlines of scheduled service in the U.S.

Exhibit 4. Top 10 Airlines of Scheduled Service (1996)

Airline Passengers (millions)

Delta 97.2
United 81.9
American 79.3
US Airways 56.6
Southwest 55.3

Northwest 52.7
C°ntinental 35.7
Trans Wodd 23.3
America West 18.1
Alaska I 1.8
Source: 1997 Air Transport Association Annual Report
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Company size varies greatly among air transportation facilities. Exhibit 5
presents an analysis of the number of businesses compared to the number of
employees per air transportation sector. The distribution of establishments
with a specific employee size varies from one SIC code to another.

Exhibit 5. Number of Businesses by Company Size

No. of Number of Businesses
Employees

Scheduled     Nonscheduled Air courier    Airports

I 147 381 104 854
2 to 4 436 1533 985 1699
5 to 9 415 572 265 1092
10 to 24 484 450 244 837
25 to 49 286 172 148 386
50 to 99 219 64 151 217
100 to 249 252 41 208 189
250 to 499 75 6 7 79
500 to 999 31 2 5 27
1 r000 to 9r999 43 3 2 25
>--10~000 6 1 3
Unknown 1244 97 131 1674
Totals 3638 3321 2252 7071
Source: Dun & Bradstreet Marketplace, December 1997 (www.dnb.imarketinc.com)

Geographic Distribution

The air transportation industry is widely dispersed. Of the total of 16,.282
U.S. establishments in the air transportation industry, most are located in
California, Texas, Florida, Illinois, and New York. Exhibits 6 and 7 identify
the five states with the most establishments and employees by air
transportation SIC code.
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Exhibit 6. Top Five States with Air Transportation Establishments

SIC Code States
(Number of Establishments)

Air transportation, CA FL NY TX IL
scheduled (SIC 4512) (426) (369) (321) (258) (200)

Air transportation, CA FL TX NY AK
nonscheduled (SIC 4522) (348) (314) (236) (151) (146)

Air courier services CA NY FL TX 1I,
(SIC 4513) (328) (308) (208) (194) (91)

Airports, flying fields, & CA TX FL ~ IL
setwices (SIC 4581) (747) (641) (551) (304) (264)
Source: Dun & Bra~tstreet Marketplace, December 1997 (www.dnb.imarketinc.com)

Exhibit 7. Top Five States with Air Transportation Industry Employees

SIC Code States~
(Number of Employees) ~

Air transportation, TX CA MN GA NY
scheduled (37,691) (31,396) (31,363) (30,484) (18,111)
(SIC 4512)

Air transportation, FL CA MN ~ MI
nonscheduled (3,662) " (3,580) (2,546) (2,437) (2,428)
(SIC 4522)

Air courier TN CA OH NY TX
services (20,374) (6,299) (6,299) (5,762) (5,143)
(SIC 4513)

Airports, flying FL CA TX NY IL
fields, & services (36,414) (35,225) (15,755) (15,702) (15,762)
(SIC 4581)

Source: Dun & Bradstreet Marketplace, December 1997 (www.dnb.imarketinc.com)

Exhibit 8 presents the top five states for each SIC code with the highest total
sales in millions of dollars. California, Florida, New York, and Texas are
consistently among the top five for these sectors.
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Exhibit 8. Top Five States with Highest Air Transportation Sales

SIC Code States
(Total sales in millions)

Air transportation, TX IL MN VA GA
scheduled (SIC 4512)(41,080.5) (36,807) (27,512) (13,859) (13,t09.7)

Air transportation, IN OR FL CA NY
nonscheduled (1,019.9) (776.7) (516.2) (534.70) (506.1)
(SIC 4522)

Air courier services TX CA WA OH NY
(SIC 4513) (8,867.3) (2,793.6) (1,976) (602.1) (353.9)

Airports, flying FL NY TX VA CA
fields, & services (3,426.5) (2,544.7) (1,762.8) (1,639) (596.4)
(SiC 4581)

Source: Dun & Bradstreet Marketplace, December 1997 (www.dnb.imarketinc.com)

II.B.3. Economic Trends

Aviation Trends and Forecasts

The aviation industry has been growing steadily and is expected to coritinue.
U.S. commercial air carrier passenger enplanements, which had averaged less
than 1.0 percent growth between 1990 and 1993, grew at an annual rate of 6.2
percent over the last 3 years. In 1996, the large U.S. air carriers increased
their system capacity by only 2.9 percent, while passenger demand increased
by 6.1 percent. Exhibit 9 presents the trends for U.S. scheduled airlines in
passengers enplaned and domestic cargo from 1960 to 1996.

I Exhibit Summary of Domestic Passenger Traffic I9:

’60 65 ’70 ’75 ’80 ’85 ’90    ’96

Source: ATA Airline Traffic Stats 1960-1996
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The FAA predicts that domestic departures for commercial carriers will
increase from 7.1 in 1997 to 9.2 million by 2008. Exhibit 10 presents
additional FAA forecasts for the aviation industry.

Exhibit 10. Forecast for U.S. Commercial Carriers and
Regionals/Commuters FY1998 - 2009

Revenue Aircraft
Passengers Passenger Miles Jet Operations

Year (Millions) l (Billions) l Aircraftz (Millions)3

! 998 656.1 635.3 5,092 24.7
1999 676.3 660.7 5,224 25.1
2000 699.1 688.5 5.444 25.5
200 ! 724.7 720.3 5,698 26.2
2002 753.2 755.2 5r913 26.9
2003 782.9 791.7 6,119 27.5
2004 813.7 829.7 6,361 28.1
2005 845.6 869.7 6,574 28.7
2006 878.8 911.6 6,778 29.4
2007 913.4 955.6 6,983 30.0
2008 949.4 1,001.9 7.203 30,7
2009 986.7 1,050.2 7.419 31.4

Source: Federal Aviation Administration.
1      U.S. commercial air carriers and regionals/commuters, domestic plus

international.
2 Commercial air carriers.-
3 Landings and takeoffs of air carriers and air taxi/commuters at FAA and

contract tower airports.

Impacts of Deregulation

Before 1978, the United States airline economy was tightly regulated by the
federal government. However, due to complaints of high airfares and
growing concerns that government regulation was inhibiting the growth of
the airline industry, the Deregulation Act of 1978 was passed. Since then,
several important trends have characterized the airline industry.

Rapid expansion of overnight delivery of mail. Air cargo was deregulated
a year before the passenger airlines. Deregulation was responsible for
dramatic results for all aspects of the cargo business, but particularly for
express package delivery for high value and time sensitive packages.
Deregulation gave express carriers operating freedom, and the direct result
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was outstanding growth for that part of the aviation industry over the next
decade.

Increase of Total Revenue Sales. Total sales revenues for the industry as a
whole (in adjusted dollars) have increased each consecutive year except for
a brief decline from 1989 through 1991. This brief decline can be explained
largely by two factors: (1) Northwest Air Lines was private during those same
years, so its revenues were not included in the industry data. and (2) Eastern
Air Lines experienced a major labor strike that began in March 1989. As
indicated by its financial data from 1989 to 1991, Eastern was able to
continue operation, in spite of the labor strike, by charging fares below its
costs. Eastern’s unusually low fares may have caused other airlines to reduce
fares in a similar fashion, and this reduced the total revenue earned by the
industry as a whole. Current projections are that industry revenues will
continue to rise due to the strengthened economy and a predicted 5% increase
in airline traffic.

Increased number of airlines. Following deregulation in 1978, the number
of companies increased dramatically from about 36 carriers in 1978 to a total
of 123 such carriers in 1984. This initial increase resulted from the market
becoming more accessible to new companies that sought to operate below the
costs of older, established airlines with higher cost structures. However. a
clear decline in the number of air carriers in the late 1980s followed this
initial increase due to weaker airlines being forced out of business or being
taken over by the stronger companies. Then by 1993, the numbers increased
again as numerous small airlines emerged, offering direct, low cost, no-frills
service. To compete with these lower cost airlines, many of the larger
airlines are initiating their 6wn low cost divisions. The Brookings 1986
Report estimated that the traveling public was saving $5.7 billion a year
(measured in 1977 dollars) as a result of deregulation (www.air-
transport.or~handbk/chaptr02.htm).

Expanded market. A major development since deregulation was the creation
of hub and spoke networks. The hubs are strategically located airports used
as transfer points for passengers traveling from one location to another. The
hub and spoke systems were developed in order to enable airlines to serve far
more markets, with the same size fleet, than the traditional direct, point-to-
point service.

Deregulation also sparked marketing innovations used by most major airlines
and many smaller airlines that equate to fare discounts, such as the frequent
flyer program that is designed to reward repeat customers with free tickets
and other benefits.

The appearance of new airlines, combined with the rapid expansion into new
markets by many of the established airlines, resulted in unprecedented
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popularity and competition in the airline industry. In 1977, the last full year
of government regulation of the airline industry, the US airlines carried 24-0
million passengers. By 1993 they were carrying nearly 490 million. A study
by the Department of Transportation a decade after deregulation found that
well over 90% of airline passengers had a choice of carriers compared to only
two-thirds in 1978 (www.air-transport.or,~Jhandbk/chaptr02.htm)

III. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS

This section describes the major operations and maintenance activities within
the air transportation industry. The section is designed for those interested
in gaining a general understanding of the industry, and for those interested in
the relationship between the industrial process associated with air
transportation, and the associated environmental aspects and potential
impacts of the processes. This section is not exhaustive; the operations and
maintenance activities discussed are intended to represent the air
transportation practices and activities with potentially significant
environmental impacts. These activities are presented in two categories:

(1) Aircraft operations, including maintenance, cleaning, fueling, and
deicing; and

(2) Airport operations, including terminal activities, loading and off
loading.

This section does not attempt to replicate published engineering information
that is available for this industry. Refer to Section VIII for a list of resource
materials that are available.

III.A. Aircraft Operations and Associated Environmental Aspects

III.A.1. Aircraft and Aviation-Support Vehicle Maintenance

Aircraft maintenance activities include scheduled preventive maintenance,
repairs required as a result of inspections, and aircraft refurbishing. When an
aircraft is built, the manufacturer creates a maintenance program for the
operator of the plane. Representatives from the manufacturer, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), subcontractors, and the airline that purchases
the aircraft form a review board that develops minimum requirements of a
maintenance pro~am. This maintenance program is then documented and
followed throughout the aircraft’s life.

Together, scheduled maintenance and day-to-day preventive activities are
necessary to keep the aircraft sate and reliable. In general, aircraft
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maintenance is the function of three factors: (1) hours of flight time, (2)
number of landing and take off cycles, and (3) calendar length of time from
prior maintenance. Aircraft preventive maintenance starts with daily
inspections of items such as tires, brakes, and fluid levels. The aircraft then
continues to receive many levels of maintenance that include fluid and filter
changes, detailed testing, inspections for cracks and corrosion, and after many
hours of flying (usually over 100,000), complete refurbishing of the aircraft
to return the plane to its original condition.

Aviation-support vehicles undergo a similar, yet less rigorous schedule of
inspections, testing, and maintenance that includes oil and fluid changes,
battery replacement, and repairs including metal machining.

Environmental Aspects and Potential Impacts of Aircraft Maintenance

Environmental aspects of aircraft maintenance include the use and disposal
of aircraft and vehicle fluids such as:

¯ Wastewater from parts cleaning, metal finishing, or coating
applications

¯ Generation of hazardous wastes consisting of flammable and metals-
contaminated solvents, used hand-wipes, and sludges collected dtaring
all maintenance operations

¯ Hazardous air pollutant (HAP) emissions from solvent-based cleaners
and coatings used in all activities.

Wastes generated as a result of aircraft and aviation-support vehicle
maintenance and repair activities can include used oil, spent fluids, batteries,
metal machining wastes, organic solvents, and tires. Some of these wastes
can be toxic or otherwise hazardous, and uncontrolled releases can
contaminate surface water, groundwater, and soils. Typical materials used
in each operation and the potential impacts of use and disposal of these
materials are identified in Exhibit 1 I. A description of these operations and
associated environmental impacts appear below.

Lubrication and Fluid Changes. Lubrication and fluid changes are part of
the aircraft standard maintenance program. These activities occur at regular
intervals, and as inspections indicate the3/ are necessary. In conducting
aircraft lubrication and fluid changes, these operations may generate waste
oil and greases. These materials have the potential to contaminate water
supplies and soil if not properly stored. By storing these materials in secure
containers or tanks with secondary containment, the potential for releases to
impact the environment is significantly reduced.
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Exhibit 11. Maintenance and Refurbishing Operations: Activities and
Potential Environmental Impacts

Operation Activities Environmental Aspects and
Potential Impacts

Lubrication and Storage, transfer, and Potential to contaminate soil,
Fluid Changes disposal of petroleum goundwater, and surface waters, if

products spilled or allowed to enter storm drains

Battery repair and Storage of batteries Potential to contaminate soil,
replacement containing sulfuric groundwater, and surface waters with

acid hazardous material, if not contained
and covered from weather

Chemical Milling Use and disposal of Air pollution from organic HAP
Maskant maskants containing emissions, waste maskant
Application and either toluene/xylene
Chemical Milling mixture or

perchloroethylene

Parts Cleaning Aqueous. semi-       Water pollution from wastewater
aqueous, and solvent- containing cleaners, waste solvents;
based cleaner use andmetals, oil, and grease
disposal

Air pollution from organic HAP
emissions

Metal Finishing Use and disposal of Air pollution from HAP emissions;
processing solutions, contaminated wastewater including
cyanide, heavy metal cyanide solutions, corrosive acid and
baths alkali solutions; heavy metal sludges

Coating Primer and topcoats Air pollution from organic HAP
Application application and emissions; waste paint; waste solvent

disposal thinner

Depainting Chemical or blast Contaminated sludge (stripper solution
depainting agents use and paint residue); air contamination
and disposal from VOC emissions from paints; solid

waste containing paint chips and spent
blasting media.

Painting Paint use, storage, Soil or water contamination from
and disposal disposal of waste paint, thinners,

solvents, resins; air contamination by
VOC emissions.

Battery repair and replacement. Battery repair and replacement involve
removing, repairing, and recharging aircraft and vehicle batteries. These
operations have the potential to impact the environment if sulfuric acid in the
batteries is released. Acid has the potential to contaminate soil and
~oundwater supplies, and to cause personnel injury, if used batteries are not
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properly handled. Bv using proper safety equipment during handling, and
storing batteries in a contained and covered area that is not exposed to rain
water, batteries are less likely to cause a significant impact.

Che~nical Milling Maskant Applican’on and Chemical Milling. This
operation uses etchant solutions to reduce the thickness of selected areas of
metal parts in order to reduce weight. Chemical milling maskants are
typically rubber- or polymeric-based coatings applied to an entire part or
subassembly by brushing, dipping, spraying, or flow coating. After the
chemical milling maskant is cured, it is removed from selected areas of the
part where metal is to be removed during the chemical milling process.

Chemical milling maskants typically contain either a toluene/xylene mixture
or perchloroethylene as solvent constituents. These chemical solvents
vaporize when exposed to air, and if not stored in tightly sealed containers,
become a source of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). These organic HAP
emissions also occur as the solvent evaporates as the chemical milling
maskant is applied and cured.

Parts Cleaning. Aircraft cornponents are cleaned frequently to remove
contaminants such as dirt, grease, and oil. Cleaning is performed using a
wide variety of cleaning materials, including aqueous, semi-aqueous, or, in
some cases, solvent-based cleaners. Recently, many aircraft maintenance
facilities have substituted solvent-based cleaners with water-based cleaning
materials. Many components are cleaned with soap and water.

Parts cleaning operations can include immersion, flush, spray gun cleaning,
or hand wiping of aircraft components. For most parts, cleaning is t,vpically
performed by a hand wiping process. However, parts that are either too large
or too intricate to hand wipe are cleaned by immersion in large solvent baths
or parts cleaning machines. Assemblies and parts with concealed or
inaccessible areas may be cleaned by pouring the cleaning material over or
into the part. The cleaning material is then drained from the part and the
procedure is repeated as many times as necessary to ensure the required
cleanliness.

The potential environmental impact of parts cleaning operations is dependent
on the type of cleaning solution used. Halogenated, solvent-based cleaning
materials potentially have the most significant impact. These solvents can
generate organic HAP emissions from the evaporation of solvents during the
cleaning process, including: (1) evaporation of solvent from open containers
and solvent-soaked cloth and paper, and (2) emissions from storage tanks
used to store cleaning solvents. In addition, solvent spills have the potential
to contaminate soil, groundwater, or surface water. Contamination can be
caused by hazardous constituents found in solvents themselves, as well as in
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metals, oils, and other potential contaminants found in the parts being
cleaned. Spent hazardous solvents must be managed as hazardous wastes.
Typically. they are reclaimed by a RCRA permitted hazardous waste recycler.

Facilities that use aqueous or semi-aqueous cleaning materials have a much
less significant potential environmental impact because the,,,’ do not generate
hazardous air emissions. They do, however, generate metals, oil, and grease
in the aqueous system that have the potential to contaminate water supplies.
Wastewater from these cleaning processes is required to be treated onsite in
accordance with the facility’s wastewater discharge permit (known as a
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System or NPDES permit) or
according to standards set by any local pretreatment programs.

34etal Finishing. Metal finishing processes are used to prepare the surface
of a part for better: adhesion, improved surface hardness, and improved
corrosion resistance. Typical metal finishing operations include chemical
conversion coating, anodizing, electroplating, and any operation that
chemically affects the surface layer of a part. Each of these metal finishing
operations has the potential to significantly impact the environment by
discharging metals, cyanides, phosphates, acids, and other contaminants to
waterways, soil, or groundwater.

HAP emissions and contaminated wastewater are the most significant
environmental aspects of metal finishing operations. As the organic
chemicals in the processing solutions evaporate, they generate hazardous
vapors and emissions. Evaporation of solution also occurs from refurbished
parts as they are removed from the processing tanks. Wastewa~er from these
operations includes cyanide solutions, corrosive acid, and alkali solutions.
This water is typically treated prior to discharge, in accordance with a
facility’s NPDES permit or applicable pretreatment requirements. For more
details on metal finishing processes and the associated environmental aspects,
see EPA’s Sector notebook titled Profile Of The Fabricated Metal Products
Industo, (EPA 310-R-95-007).

Coating Application. A coating is a material that is applied to the surface of
a part to form a decorative or functional solid film. The most common
coatings are primers and topcoats. Coatings are applied to aircraft
components using several methods of application. The methods most
commonly used are spraying, brushing, rolling, flow coating, and dipping.
Nearly all coatings contain a mixture of organic solvents. Spray guns and
other components of coating units must be cleaned when switching from one
coating to another. The cleaning of spray guns involves disassembling the
gun and placing the parts in a vat containing an appropriate solvent. The
residual coating is brushed or wiped off the parts.
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Organic HAP emissions from coating application are generated from
evaporation of solvents during mixing, application, and from overspray,
which is exhausted from spray booths or hangars. Coatin~ operations also
produce waste paint and waste solvent thinner that are typic~lly drummed and
shipped offsite as RCRA hazardous waste.

Depainting. Depainting involves the removal of coatin2s from the outer
surface of aircraft. Two methods are chemical stripping an~ blast depainting.
During chemical stripping, stripping agents are applied to the aircraft,
allowed to degrade the coating, and then scraped or washed off with the
coating residue. Blast depainting methods use a media such as plastic, wheat
starch, carbon dioxide, or high pressure water to remove coatings by.
physically abrading the coatings from the surface of the aircraft. Depainting
operations can produce either a liquid or solid waste stream, depending on the
type of process used.

Air pollution and soil or water contamination are potential impacts from
depainting. Chemical depainting generates organic HAPs from evaporation
of the solvents in the stripping solution, while particulate emissions occur
from the blasting media. Depainting operations can produce either a liquid
or solid waste stream, depending on the type of process. Chemical depainting
processes produce a liquid sludge that consists of the stripper solution and
paint residue. Blast depainting processes produce a solid waste stream that
consists of paint chips and spent blasting media. These wastes are required
to be characterized as hazardous or nonhazardous and disposed of
appropriately.

Painting. Aircraft painting generally occurs in an enclosed area to minimize
potential environmental and human health impacts. High pressure, low
volume, and electrostatic painting systems can reduce the amount of paint
needed for a job.

Aspects of painting with potential environmental impacts include
management of unused paints, spray paint booth air filters, and spent paint
thinner, and emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from thinners
and solvents. Spent paint filters often must be handled as hazardous waste
because of the presence of wet paint or paint containing lead or chromium.
Through proper training of employees and the use of high efficiency
equipment, painting operations have been able to reduce paint waste,
minimize air emissions, and protect the health of employees.
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III.A.2. Fueling

An essential part of any airport operation is the fueling of aircraft. Fueling
is conducted either by tank trucks or a central underground fueling system.
In both operations, fueling involves the transfer of a potentially hazardous
liquid to the aircraft. Aviation fuels are broken down into two classes. The
reciprocating engines use various grades of aviation gasoline, while the jet
class, which includes gas turbines, utilizes jet fuels. There are grades of
aviation gasoline that are readily identified by the color-coded dyes added to
them. The color-coded system aids maintenance personnel in finding fuel
leaks when they occur and prevents fueling mixups.

For jet fuel, there are two basic grades of jet fuel, Jet-A and Jet-B. Jet-A fuel,
a narrow cut kerosene product, is the standard commercial and general
aviation grade available in the United States. It usually contains no additives
but may be additized with an anti-icing chemical. Jet-A1 is identical to Jet-A
except that it has a lower freeze point. It is used outside the United States
and is the fuel of choice for long haul flights where the fuel temperature may
fall to near the freeze point. It often contains a static dissipator additive.
Jet-B fuel is a wide cut kerosene with lighter gasoline-type naphtha
components. It is not used by the commercial air transportation sector,
however, it is used by the military.

Fuel tanks are generally located in the wings of light aircraft. However,
depending on the make and model of the aircraft, it is also common to find
fuel tanks in the main fuselage. Fuel lines range in diameter from 1/8 of an
inch to as large as 4 inches on very large aircraft. Fuel lines of aircraft using
wing tanks are located back from the leading edge of the wing. With fuselage
tank model twin-engine aircraft, the fuel lines run from the fuselage tanks out
through the wing structure along the wing spar into the engine compartment.
On single-engine aircraft, the fuel lines are routed from the fuel tank to the
firewall, and then to the engine.

Environmental Aspects and Potential Impacts of Fueling

The major environmental aspect of fueling operations is managing the fuel
so that it is not released to the environment, either to the air, water, or soil.
Leaking pipes or improper connections between fueling lines and the aircraft
can allow fuel vapors to be released to the air, causing air contamination.
Leaks, improper connections, and improperly monitored storage tanks also
can lead to fuel spills. As a contingency measure, many airports and airlines
employ vacuum sweeper trucks as well as hand operated sweeper units for
spill response. Vacuum sweepers allow the spilled material to be removed
quickly from the site while minimizing the spill’s potential to impact the
environment, ff spills are not contained or diverted to an established
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treatment system, they may end up being discharged to soil and groundwater
either directly through storm drains, or as sheet runoff during rain events.

Underground fueling systems that are not maintained properly can leak into
the surrounding soils and eventually contaminate groundwater. EPA
regulations for underground storage tanks require tanks to be upgraded and
monitored to reduce the probability of leaks to groundwater.

By conducting activities to prevent releases such as maintaining fuel tanks,
lines, and fueling systems, and by assuring proper training of employees, the
possibility of leaking tanks, equipment leaks, or accidental spillage is reduced
substantially.

III.A.3. Aircraft Cleaning

Exterior cleaning of aircraft typically consists of washing with detergent
solutions and a water rinse. Small aircraft cleaning is carried out using hand
held spray nozzles, hoses and brushes. For larger aircraft, wet cleaning
usually is limited to wheel wells and landing gear and is conducted to
facilitate inspections. In addition, wet cleaning sometimes is performed on
wing structure and flap-sequencing carriage areas for overhaul and inspection
processes and on the lower aircraft fuselage for removal of accumulations of
oil and grease.

Because it can be more economical (e.g., lower water costs) to dry polish
aircraft fuselages rather than wash them with water and cleaning solutions,
aircraft are cleaned using dry methods whenever possible.

Environmental Aspects and Potential Impacts of Cleaning

The primary environmental aspect of aircraft cleaning is the generation and
disposal of wastewater from cleaning aircraft exteriors. If high pressure
steam cleaners are used, water use may range from 10-20 gallons for washing
small aircraft, and between 100 and 200 gallons for large aircraft.-’
Wastewater from cleaning activities may contain diluted cleaning chemicals;
low concentrations of metals, oil and grease, solvents, dirt and grit, or other
materials that are used as detergents, or are found in the aircraft itself. If not
treated, the washwater has the potential to pollute the soil, groundwater, and
surface waters.

2 A Boeing 727 is an example of a narrow-body aircraft, while MD-II’s, Boeing 747’s and 767’s are examples of

wide-body aircraft.
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To prevent such contamination, wastewater from cleaning operations usually
drains to catch basins where it is mixed with other airport wastewater and
discharged at an onsite treatment facility prior to discharge in accordance
~vith the facility’s NPDES permit. Prior to discharge, the wastewater may
also pass through a holding tank where metals, dirt. and grit settle to the
bottom, oil and grease are skimmed off the water surface, and the remaining
water is discharged. If the washwater is not treated onsite, it may be
discharged to a publicly owned treatment works (POTW), where it is treated
prior to discharge. Washwater discharged to the POTW may be subject to
pretreatment requirements established by EPA and the POTW.

III.A.4. Aircraft Deicing and Anti-Icing

As noted earlier, FAA regulations govern every, aspect of airline and airport
operations, including procedures and standards for aircraft maintenance and
airworthiness, including aircraft deicing. Aircraft deicing and anti-icing are
key components in assuring cold weather aircraft safety. Deicing and anti-
icing remove from and inhibit for a period of time the formation of ice and
snow on wings, fuselages, and other parts of the airplane that provide lift
during takeoff. Common practice is to deice (remove accumulation) then
anti-ice (protect from further accumulation) aircraft before takeoff. These
processes use glycol-based materials, including ethylene glycol, diethylene
glycol, or propylene glycol.

Aircraft deicing is carried out either at the departure gate area or at a central
or remote facility in the vicinity of the runway to minimize the amount of
time between treatment and takeoff. Central and remote deicing areas
facilitate collection of deicing fluids for recycling and treatment.

Deicing is almost performed exclusively using hand held nozzles and hoses.
Automatic deicer spray machines, called "deicing gantries", have been
developed in recent years. However, there are some limitations on the
practicality of such equipment and the associated capital investment.

Environmental Aspects and Potential Impacts of Deicing

Deicing operations generate spent deicer fluids. These fluids drain from the
aircraft surfaces or from the runway surfaces to drains that direct the fluids
to onsite water treatment facilities, to storm drains, or simply to paved
surfaces where they may be discharged to local waterways or groundwater as
sheet runoff. In some cases, deicing fluids may be released directly to the
environment through runoff to surface waters or infiltration to groundwater.
Glycol-based fluids deplete oxygen from the waters in which they are
disposed and have toxic effects on life forms in those waters (Aviation Week
and Space Technology, January 1995).
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In general, each airport has its own distinct characteristics and drainage
systems and collecting deicing fluid for reuse or recycling may not be
practical. However, some airports have constructed deicing fluid collection
systems that prevent discharge to storm water sewers and segregate spent
deicer from other wastewater for reclamation, recycling, onsite treatment, or
disposal offsite. FAA allows the reuse of deicing fluids that are reformulated
and re-certified to meet appropriate aircraft deicing fluid specifications.
However, at this time, the aviation industry has not recycled glycols for reuse
on aircraft or runways due to cost. Some reclaimed deicing fluids may be
sold in secondary markets (e.g., windshield deicers for automobiles). In
compliance with Clean Water Act requirements, spent deicing fluids are
treated either in the facility wastewater treatment system, discharged to
publicly owned wastewater treatment plants, or discharged directly to surface
waters in accordance with permit conditions.

III.A.5. General Aircraft Operational Activities

As discussed earlier, the FAA has jurisdiction over all aircraft operations and
prohibits states and local governments from regulating in the areas of aircraft
operations and airspace management. In addition, the exclusive jurisdiction
also extends to environmental statutes as they relate to the aviation industry,.
For example, Section 233 of the Clean Air Act specifically prohibits states
from regulating air pollution from aircraft engines.

Aircraft Operation. The mode of operation of the aircraft can be broken
down into five stages: idling at gate and runway; engine power up: taxiing;
takeoff and climb out; and approach and landing. Depending on the type of
engine and aircraft, these activities can consume varying amounts of
resources and produce various pollutants. Because fuel is the airline
industry’s second largest expense, increasing fuel efficiency of aircraft
engines has been a top priority of U.S. airlines. Over the past two decades.
U.S. airlines have increased fuel efficiency nearly 50% by lowering cruising
speeds, using computers to determine optimum fuel loads and to select
altitudes and routes that minimize fuel bum; and keeping aircraft exteriors
trimmed (i.e., stowed) to minimize aerodynamic drag?

The environmental aspects of aircraft operation are related to the use and
burning of fuel. Fuel has the potential to cause varying environmental
impacts depending on the type of fuel, the efficiency of burning, and the
manner in which excess fuel is discarded. During aircraft operations, engines
emit hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides (NOx).
Hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions result from incomplete
combustion at the lower power settings for descent, or when idling or taxiing

The Airline Handbook, Chapter 9: Airlines and the Environment from the Air Transport Association, 1997.
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on the ground. NOx, the result of combustion products mixing with nitrogen
in the air, is produced when engines are at their hottest, such as during
takeoffs and, to a lesser extent, during cruise when jet engines also produce
carbon dioxide and water vapor.

Airerafit loading and offloading. Aircraft loading and off loading includes
all activities associated with the movement of materials, items, and people in
and out of airplanes. Regardless of the type of airport, aircraft loading and
off loading occur an infinite number of times daily throughout the U.S.
Aircraft cargo loads consist of several different items, including but not
limited to passengers, baggage, mail, live animals, dangerous goods
(including hazardous materials), and wet cargo (e.g., fresh fish, seafood,
meat, casings, etc.).

The primary loading and off loading activity with a potentially significant
impact on human health and the environmental is the loading and off loading
of hazardous materials. Though a rare occurrence, these loading activities
have the potential to contaminate soil, groundwater, or surface water in the
event of a spill or release. Facilities minimize and control these impacts
through development and implementation of spill prevention control and
countermeasures plans, storm water pollution prevention plants, and other
emergency response programs.

If hazardous materials are transported by aircraft, the materials are subject to
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) requirements that regulate aircraft
inspections, placement of materials, packaging, and shipping papers (e.g.,
waybills, manifests). If hazardous materials are loaded onto an airplane.
containers should be inspected for proper labelinffplacarding, any signs of
leakage, and compatibility with other hazardous materials. If damage or
spillage of a package containing hazardous materials is observed on board an
aircraft or during loading/off loading, immediate action must be taken in
accordance with company or airport procedures.

Transportation of Dangerous Goods. Once hazardous materials are loaded ¯
onto aircraft, they are transported to their destination. In preparation for
transport, they are stored, segregated and secured to assure safety during the
transportation process. If improperly stored and secured, dangerous goods
have the potential to not only impact the health of workers and passengers,
but also to impact the safety of the aircraft itself.

To assure that these goods are transported in a sate manner, regulations have
been established by DOT and the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) Dangerous Goods Panel. These standards regulate the types of
materials that can be transported, and the types of aircraft in which they can
be transported. The ICAO Dangerous Goods regulations include a detailed
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list of individual articles and substances specifying the United Nations
classification of each m’ticle or substance, their acceptability for air transport,
and the conditions for their transport.

According to the regulations, dangerous goods may be transported in one of
the following ways: they may not be carried on any aircraft under any
circumstances; they are forbidden under normal circumstances, but may be
carried with specific approvals from the States concerned; they may be
carried only on cargo aircraft; or they may be safely carried on passenger
aircraft, provided certain requirements are met. It should be noted that most
dangerous goods fall into the latter transport category.

The ICAO Dangerous Goods regulations also provide packing instructions
for all dangerous goods acceptable for air transport with a wide range of
options for inn.er, outer, and single packaging. In addition, all individuals
involved in the preparation or transport of dangerous goods must be properly
trained to carry out their responsibilities. Information on the goods must be
conveyed by the pilot to air traffic services to aid in the response to any
aircraft incident or accident. Finally, dangerous goods accidents or incidents
must be reported, so that an investigation by the relevant authorities can
establish the cause and take corrective action.

Aircraft Noise. Another type of pollution generated from the operation of
aircraft is noise pollution. Noise from airports is a significant negative
impact for many people in the airport vicinity. Federal noise regulations
require all large aircraft to meet noise standards. FAR Part 150 regulations
address the issue of aircraft noise and provide a comprehensive scheme for
planning and mitigation measures funded by aviation trust funds intended to
reduce noise impacts on the public (US EPA Office of Federal Activities,
Pollution Prevention/Environmental Impact Reduction Checklist for
Airports).

Air Pollutants from Transportation

The EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards has compiled air
pollutant emission factors for determining the total air emissions of priority
pollutants (e.g., total hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx, CO, particulates, etc.) from
many transportation sources. The Aerometric Information Retrieval System
(AIRS) contains a wide range of information related to stationary sources of
air pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which may
be of concern within a particular industry. Exhibit 12 summarizes annual
releases (from the industries for which a Sector Notebook Profile was
prepared) of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO,.), particulate
matter of 10 microns or less (PMm), total particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide
(SO2), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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Exhibit 12. Annual Air Pollutant Releases by Industry Sector (tons/year)

Industry Sector CO NO,. [PMI0 [ PT [ SO,. VOC [[ TOTALS

Power Generation 366,208 5.986,757 140.760 : 464.54213,827.511 57.384 20.843,162

Petroleum Refininff 734,630 355.852 27,49736,141 619,775 313.982 2,087,877

Iron and Steel 1.386,461 153,607 83,938 87,939 232,347 83,882 2,028,174

Pulp and Paper 566,883 358,675 35,030 111,210 493,313 127.809 1,692,920

Stone, Clay, and Concrete 105,059 340,639 192,962 662,233 308,534 34.337 1,643,764

Transportation* 128.625 550,551 2,569 5,489 8,417 104.824 800,475

Or[anic Chemicals 112,410 187,400 14,596 16,053 176,115 180,350 686,924

Inorganic Chemicals 153.294 106,522 6,703 34,664 194,153 65,427 560,763

Nonferrous Metals 214.243 31.,136 10,403 24,654 253,538 11.058 545,0.32

Lumber and Wood 122,061 38,042 20,456 64,650 9,401 55,983 310,593
Production

Metal Minin[ 4,670 39,849 63.541 173,566 17,690 915 300.231

Nonmetal Minin[ 25,922 22.881 40,199 128,661 18,000 4.002 239,665

Plastic Resins and Synthetic 16,388 41,771 2,218 7,546 67,546 74,138 209,607
Fibers

Metal Castin[ 116,538 11,911 I0,995 20,973 6,513 19.031 185,961

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 2,200 9,955 2,618 5,182 21,720 132.945 174,620

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, Parts 15,109 27.355 1,048 3,699 20,378 96,338 163,927
and Accessories

Textiles 8,177 34,523 2,028 9,479 43.050 27.768 125,025

Prindn~ 8,755 3,542 405 1,198 1,684 103,018 118,602

Fabricated Metals 4,925 11,104 1,019 2,790 3,169 86,472 109,479

Pharmaceuticals 6.586 19.088 1,576 4,425 21,311 37,214 90.200

Furniture and Fixtures 2,754 1,872 2,502 4,827 1,538 67.604 81,097

Ship Buildin$ and Repair 105 862 638 943 3,051 3,967 9,566

Electronics and Computers 356 1,501 224 385 741 4,866 8.073

Dry Cleaning 102 184 3 27 155 7,441 7,912

* "Transportation" includes air, water, railroad, trucking, and pipeline categories and SIC codes, and as such,
represents a very broad range of industries. This represents stationary source air emissions only, not mobile
sources.

Source: U.S. EPA O~ce of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, 1997.
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III.B. Airport Operations

Airport operations include all activities related to operating and maintaining
the airport. These activities include operation and maintenance of runways,
control towers, maintenance facilities, aircraft gates, baggage handling
facilities, and general airport operations. This section focuses on two of these
activities: runway deicing and general operations.

III.B.1. Runway Deicing

Airport runways, taxiways, and gate areas are sprayed with deicer and anti-
icer to remove and prevent the buildup of ice and snow that would inhibit
taxing, takeoff, and landing. Pavement deicing/anti-icing breaks the bond
holding ice and compacted snow to the surfaces of runways and taxiways,
facilitating mechanical ice and snow removal, and allowing aircraft to
maintain adequate friction between aircraft tires and the runway. Runway
and ramp deicing is usually done with one or more substances (e.g., glycol,
urea, sodium formate, and/or potassium acetate). Sand is usually reserved to
prevent slippage at the gate area, but not on taxiways and runways due to
potential engine ingestion hazards.

Environmental Aspects and Potential Impacts of Runway Deicing

Deicing mixtures have the potential to contaminate groundwater and surface
water supplies as they flow from airport runways to storm drains or to
waterways as sheet runoff. Sand has the potential to clog storm water drains
and contaminate water bodies through increased erosion and sediment
buildup. Deicing chemicals that mix with storm water discharges must be
managed according to the facility’s NPDES storm water permit. In an effort
to control water contamination, many facilities direct storm water to an onsite
treatment facility prior to discharge.

III.B.2. General Airport Operations

General airport operations encompass many activities including passenger"
and vehicle traffic, ticketing, baggage handling, passenger security, and
concessions and food services. Airports, like other administrative offices,
can generate large quantities of waste paper and consume large amounts of
energy from lighting, heating and cooling systems, and computers.
Concession shops and food service operations can generate significant
quantities of solid waste, such as corrugated cardboard, paperboard, office
paper, newspapers, magazines, wooden pallets, aluminum, plastic, and glass
containers, as well as leftover food. Groundskeeping and landscaping
activities can generate waste pesticides and herbicides. Airport traffic
congestion can generate significant air emissions.
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Environmental Ast~ects and Potential Imt~acts of General Otlerations

The operation of airports can have a variety of impacts on the environment.
These impacts include erosion, sedimentation, soil compaction, noise
pollution, chemical pollution resulting from aircraft maintenance and deicing,
aircraft emissions, contaminated runway and grounds runoff, generation of
waste construction materials, and litter and other debris from administrative
and food service operations.

In regards to wildlife, there is typically no significant destruction of wildlife
habitat. FAA is, however, aware of the problem that certain species (e.g.,
large waterfowl, birds that flock, deer) cause aviation. As a result, FAA
encourages, and in some cases requires, airport sponsors to work with
wildlife agencies to manage the habitat attracting these species. Such
measures are needed to reduce the number of collisions between these species
and aircraft to protect human and wildlife populations.
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IV. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. Airlines and airports are reducing material inputs, re-
engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving management practices,
and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some operations are able to
actually get below regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant releases
through aggressive pollution prevention policies. While implementing
pollution prevention techniques, it is important that the facility assure that
the techniques are conducted in accordance with FAA safety regulations
and airworthiness requirements. FAA’s Advisory Circular entitled,
"Management of Airport Industrial Waste"(A C#150/5320-15), provides
guidance on managing industrial wastes that airport operations generate.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as
national policy a hierarchy of waste management options for situations in
which source reduction cannot be implemented feasibly. In the waste
management hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible, the next alternative
is recycling of wastes, followed by energy recovery, and as a last alternative,
waste treatment.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general and
company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the air transportation industry.. While the list
is not exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the
starting point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution
prevention projects. This section provides summary information from
activities that may be or are being implemented by this sector. When
possible, information is provided that gives the context in which the
technique can be used effectively.

Please note that the activities described in this section do not necessarily
apply to all facilities that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions
must be considered carefully when pollution prevention options are
evaluated, and the full impacts of each option must be evaluated for its effects
on air, land, and water pollutant releases.

Waste minimization generally encompasses any source reduction or recycling
that results in either the reduction of total volume or the toxicity of hazardous
waste. Source reduction is a reduction of waste generation at the source,
usually within a process. Source reduction can include process
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modifications, feedstock (raw material) substitution, housekeeping and
management processes, and increases in efficiency of machinery and
equipment. Source reduction includes any activity that reduces the amount
of waste that exits a process. Recycling refers to the use or reuse of a waste
as an effective substitute tbr a commercial product or as an ingredient or
feedstock in an industrial process.

IV.A. Air Transportation Operations

Pollution prevention/waste minimization opportunities in the air
transportation industry are available for many operations including aircraft
and vehicle maintenance and repair, washing and cleaning, deicing, fueling,
aircraft modification, and airport layout and operations. These areas are
addressed in the following sections.

IV.A.1. Maintenance and Refurbishing Operations

Aircraft maintenance activities generate wastes that are of great
environmental concern to the air transportation indust~’. The major
wastestreams from aircraft maintenance and refurbishing are lubricants,
batteries, scrap metal, parts cleaning wastes (e.g., solvents), depainting wastes
(e.g., chemical paint stripping wastes, abrasive blast and surface preparation
wastes), and painting/painting equipment cleaning wastes. Source reduction
is the best pollution prevention approach for reducing the amount of wastes
produced. Source reduction can be achieved through material substitution,
process or equipment modification, recycling, or better operating practices.
Note: Such modifications must be made in accordance with FAA
requirements, as well as the extraordinarily specific maintenance practices
recommended by airframe and engine manufacturers. The following
material presents pollution prevention/waste minimization opportunities for
each type of waste.

Used Oil and Lubricants. Most airline maintenance facilities recycle used
oil. Recycling used oil requires equipment like a drip table with a used oil
collection bucket to collect oil dripping off parts. Drip pans can be placed
under aviation-support vehicles awaiting repairs in case they are leaking
fluids. Some facilities use absorbent materials (e.g., "pigs" or "quick dry")
to catch drips or spills during activities where oil drips may occur. While
absorbents prevent oil from impacting the environment, they actually create
more solid and potentiaily hazardous waste in the form of contaminated
absorbent materials. Preventing small spills in the first place, using drip
pans, or cleaning spills with rags, soap and water can prevent the generation
of additional waste. Recycling used oil by sending it to a commercial
recycling facility saves money and protects the environment.
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To encourage recycling, the publication How To Set Up ,4 Local Program To
Recycle Used Oil is available at no cost from the RCRA/Superfund Hotline
at 1-800-424-9346 or (703) 412-9810.

Spent petroleum-based fluids and solids should be sent to a recycling center
whenever possible. Solvents that are hazardous waste must not be mixed
with used oil. If they are mixed, the entire mixture may be considered
hazardous waste, and thus subject to more stringent regulation. Non-listed
hazardous wastes will be mixed with waste oil, and as long as the resulting
mixture is not hazardous, can be handled as waste oil. All used drip pans and
containers should be labeled properly.

Fluids. Aircraft and aviation-support vehicles require regular changing of
fluids, including oil, coolant, and others. To minimize releases to the
environment, these fluids should be drained and replaced in areas where there
are no connections to storm drains or municipal sewers. Minor spills should
be cleaned prior to reaching drains. Used fluid should be collected and stored
in separate containers. Fluids can often be recycled. For example, brake
fluid, transmission gear. and gear oil are recyclable. Some liquids are able to
be legally mixed with used motor oil which, in turn, can be reclaimed.

During the process of engine maintenance, spills of fluids are likely to occur.
The "dry, shop" principle encourages spills to be cleaned immediately,
without waiting for the spilled fluids to evaporate into the air, to transmit to
land, or to contaminate other surfaces. The following techniques help
prevent spills:

Collect leaking or-dripping fluids in designated drip pans or
containers. Keep all fluids separated so they may be properly
recycled.

Keep a designated drip pan under the vehicle while unclipping hoses,
unscrewing filters, or removing other parts. The drip pan prevents
splattering of fluids and keeps chemicals from penetrating the shop
floor or outside area where the maintenance is occurring.

Immediately transfer used fluids to proper containers. Never leave
drip pans or other open containers unattended.

Radiator fluids from aviation-support vehicles are often acceptable to
antifreeze recyclers. This includes fluids used to flush out radiators during
cleaning. Reusing the flushing fluid minimizes waste discharges. If a
licensed recycler does not accept the spent flushing fluids, consider changing
to another brand of fluid that can be recycled. Many maintenance facilities
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have purchased antifreeze recycling systems that connect directly to a vehicle
so that the antifreeze is taken from the vehicle, cleaned, and then put back
into the same vehicle.

If the maintenance facility services air conditioners in aviation-support
vehicles, special equipment must be used to collect the freon or other
refrigerant because it is not permissible to vent the refrigerant to the
atmosphere. Air conditioner maintenance activities require employee
training, specifically for handling refrigerants. Reusing refrigerants onsite is
less costly than the only other legal alternative, sending the refrigerant to an
offsite recycler.

Batteries. Facilities have many battery disposal options: recycling onsite,
recycling through a supplier, or direct disposal. Facilities should explore all
options to find one t[aat is right for the facility. Many waste batteries must be
handled as hazardous waste. Lead acid batteries are not considered
hazardous waste as long as they are recycled. In general, recycling batteries
may reduce the amount of hazardous waste stored at a facility’, and thus the
facility’s responsibilities under RCRA. The following best management
practices are recommended when sorting used batteries:

,/ Place on pallets in a contained area, and label by battery type (e.g.,
lead-acid, nickel, and cadmium).

Protect them from the weather with a tarp, roof, or other means.

Store them on an open rack or in a watertight, secondary containment
unit to prevent leaks.

Inspect them for cracks and leaks as they are removed from the
vehicle or aircraft. If a battery is dropped, treat it as if it is cracked.
Acid residue from cracked or leaking batteries is likely to be
hazardous xvaste under RCRA because it is likely to exhibit the
characteristic of corrosivity, and may contain lead and other metals.

Avoid skin contact with leaking or damaged batteries.

�’ Neutralize acid spills and dispose of the resulting waste as hazardous
if it still exhibits a characteristic of a hazardous waste.

Machine Shop Wastes. The major hazardous wastes from metal machining
are waste cutting oils, spent machine coolant, and degreasing solvents.
However. scrap metal also can be a component of hazardous waste produced
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at a machine shop. Material substitution and recycling are the two best
means to reduce the volume of these wastes.

The preferred method of reducing the amount of waste cutting oils and
degreasing solvents is to substitute them with water-soluble cutting oils.
Recycling of waste cutting oils also is possible if nonwater-soluble oils must
be used. Machine coolant can be recycled, and a number of proprietary,
systems are available to recycle the coolant. Coolant recycling is
implemented most easily when a standardized type of coolant is used
throughout the shop. Reuse and recycling of solvents also are achieved
easily, as mentioned above. Most shops collect scrap metals from machining
operations and sell these to metal recyclers. Metal chips which have been
removed from the coolant by filtration should be drained and included in the
scrap metal collection. Wastes should be segregated carefully to facilitate
reuse and recycling.

Stnall Parts Cleaning. Solvents are commonly used for small parts cleaning.
Spent solvents are often toxic and/or hazardous and should be disposed of in
an environmentally safe manner. Spent solvent, if hazardous, must be treated
and disposed of as hazardous waste, unless recycled properly. There are
several options for reducing the amount and/or toxicity of spent solvents:

¯ Switch to non-hazardous substances. Switch from hazardous,
organic-based to non-hazardous, aqueous-based solvents. In addition,
certain aqueous parts washers can use detergents instead of solvents.
While water-based parts washers may be more expensive than
solvent-based parts washers (costs range from $1,000 to $3,000 for
water-based washers c~pable of washing small parts), the cost of the
parts washer can be quickly recovered as the cost of disposing or
recycling of hazardous solvent as well as the cost of any required
training for workers handling the solvent are eliminated. This will
reduce the amount of hazardous waste generated from cleaning
operations.

¯ Keep lids closed when not in use. For solvents that contain volatile
organic compounds, keeping containers closed except when parts
actually are being cleaned reduces solvent emissions to the
atmosphere, improves worker safety, and allows the solvent to be
used longer, rather than simply to evaporate.

¯ Reuse. Solvents can be reused if quality requirements are met and
until their effectiveness is compromised, and then they can be
recovered and recycled.
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¯ Recycle. Solvent. recycling also can decrease hazardous waste
production from small parts cleaning. Spent solvents can be cleaned
and recycled with a solvent still. Processes for recycling solvents are
well established and widely used in many industrial sectors. Solvents
should not be poured down sewer drains, mixed with used oil, or
stored in open containers to allow them to evaporate. Solvent stills
(e.g., distillation units) may only be installed in appropriately fire
rated areas.

¯ Use good housekeeping practices. To minimize solvent waste
generation, facilities should use good housekeeping practices
including labeling of all chemicals and wastes to avoid misuse and
potential injury or contamination; keeping containers of hazardous
solvents closed to prevent air emissions; providing storage area leak
control andcontainment; and making improvements in drum location,
product transfer leak collection, and drum transport procedures. If
solvents are used, care should be taken to wear protective safety gear
and follow good housekeeping practices.

Depainting

Chemical Stripping Wastes. Chemical stripping operations must’ be
conducted according to the appropriate and relevant requirements associated
with the original equipment manufacturers’ specifications. Chemical
stripping wastes consist primarily of stripping agent and paint sludges.
Methylene chloride is the most commonly used paint stripping agent,
although the industry increasingly is using less toxic agents such as dibasic
esters, semi-aqueous, terpene-based products, aqueous solutions of caustic
soda, and detergent-based strippers that currently are available on the market.
In order to reduce compliance costs, many facilities are replacing methylene
chloride with nonhalogenated strippers.

The Aerospace National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) (effective September 1998) places stringent limitations on the use
of chemical strippers containing hazardous air pollutants. (See discussion in
Section V.C Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements.)

Storing and reusing or recycling used strippers also are effective waste
minimization techniques. Solvent strippers, particularly stripping baths,
generally can be reused several times before their effectiveness is diminished.
Both spent caustic and organic stripping solutions can be treated to remove
contaminants. Segregating the spent stripping wastes from other waste
streams will help facilitate cost-efficient reuse and recycling of contaminated
strippers.
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Abrasive Blasting and Surface Preparation Wastes. Abrasive blasting is
being used as an alternative for chemical paint stripping. Although blasting
does not require disposal of chemical strippers, it does create a large amount
of water runoff and air pollution, and the presence of paint chips containing
hazardous metals and organometallic biocides can make abrasive blasting
wastes potentially hazardous. Research and testing are underway on a
number of innovative alternative paint removal and surface preparation
techniques including: plastic media blasting, steel shot slingers, water jet
stripping, thermal stripping, dry ice pellets, laser paint stripping, and
cryogenic stripping. However, an alternative as economically viable and easy
as chemical paint stripping has not been found.

¯ Plastic media blasting has had mixed results. The same types and
quantities, of solid wastes are generated as with grit blasting, but the
plastic media tend to be more easily recyclable through the use of
pneumatic media classifiers that are part of the stripping equipment.
The abrasion eventually turns the plastic media to dust, making the
waste paint the main waste to be disposed. However, it will not work
on epoxy or urethane paints. In addition, the blasting equipment is
more expensive and requires more highly trained operators.

¯ Cavitating water jet stripping systems remove most paints, sep’arate
the paint chips from the water, and treat the water to eliminate
dissolved toxic materials. Although relatively little hazardous waste
is generated by this process, it is not as efficient as grit blasting, and
the equipment has higher capital and operating costs.

¯ The thermal stripping process softens the paint so it can be peeled
relatively easily. Although it generates only one waste stream (waste
paint), it is more labor-intensive than other stripping methods and can
only be used on non-heat-sensitive surfaces.

¯ Carbon dioxide pellets can be used as a blast medium leaving only
paint chips that can be swept up and placed in containers for disposal
(the dry ice evaporates). However, the cost of the dry ice, storage,
and handling equipment can be substantial.

¯ A pulsed carbon dioxide laser controlled by an industrial robot to
remove paint produces no residue. However, the method is complex,
capital intensive, and requires highly skilled operators.

¯ Cryogenic stripping using liquid nitrogen baths followed by gentle
abrasion or plastic shot blasting is useful for small parts or objects.
but requires special equipment for handling the liquid nitrogen.
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Blasting cannot be used as a paint stripping method on certain substrate
because the abrasive media will cause damage, especially to composite
materials.

Painting and Painting Equipment Cleanup Wastes. Methods for
minimizing paint and painting equipment cleanup wastes include tight
inventory control, material substitution, and minimization of fugitive
oversprays. Tight inventory control techniques such as monitoring employee
operations or limiting access to raw materials storage areas force employees
to stretch the use of the raw materials. Use of less toxic types of paints can
reduce the amount of hazardous paint waste as well as painting equipment
cleanup waste (i.e., solvent wastes). Also, the use of powder coatings based
on finely pulverized plastics that are baked on at 400°F has been tried as a
substitute for pain.t for some industrial applications.

Minimizing overspray has benefits in terms of both inventory control and
elimination of surface water runoff. For inventory control, overspray can be
minimized by using air-assisted, airless, high volume, low pressure turbine,
air-atomized electrostatic, and airless electrostatic application techniques. In
addition, overspray can be minimized by maintaining a fixed distance from
the surface while triggering the paint gun, and releasing the trigger when the
gun is not aimed at the target. Overspray control for minimizing runoff can
be achieved by using plastic sheeting under and around the aircraft being
painted, or using a paint booth for smaller parts.

To reduce the amount of wastes created by painting operations, all paint
should be used until containers are completely empty. Containers that are
considered empty under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) may be disposed of as solid waste (40 CFR 265’~. However, they
may face requirements under DOT regulations depending on the amount of
hazardous waste remaining in the container. Used containers of paint may
need to be disposed of as hazardous wastes if they are not completely empty.
Also, paint may be purchased in recyclable and/or returnable containers to
reduce disposal costs.

IV.A.2. Fueling

Pollution prevention opportunities for aircraft and vehicle refueling
operations primarily focus on the prevention of fuel spillage and the
associated air, water, and hazardous waste pollution. Fuel tank monitoring
and automatic shutoff devices are key spill prevention measures. Although
not permitted for jet fuel, using color-coded dyes to identify fuel grades of
aviation fuel is commonly used to prevent mixtures of fuel and to find fuel
leaks. One technique to prevent fuel spills is to install catchment basins,
including containment at hydrant pits. All leaking pipe joints, nozzle
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connections, and any damage to the fueling hose (e.g., kinks, crashing, breaks
in the carcass, bulges, blistering, soft spots at the coupling, deep cracks or
cuts, spots wet with fuel, or excessive wear) should be reported immediately
to reduce their potential impact on the environment. Using dry cleanup
methods for the fuel area reduces water runoff and associated contamination
of groundwater and surface water supplies.

Pollution prevention techniques for aircraft fueling include:

/̄’ Inspect fueling equipment daily to ensure that all components are in
satisfactory condition.

,/ Employ proper grounding and bonding techniques for a safe fueling
operation.

/̄ If fueling of an airplane occurs at night, assure it is carried out it in
well lit areas.

,/ Where possible, avoid fueling an aircraft during aircraft maintenance
activities that might provide a source of ignition to fuel vapors.
Similarly, assure that all radio and radar equipment is off duri .rig the
refueling process.

While fueling, check for leaks and assuring that the fueling operator
has a clear view of control panel.

Never leave the nozzle unattended during overwing fueling, or wedge
or tie the nozzle trigger in the open position.

,/ Discourage topping off of fuel tanks, except when required for
compliance with FAA safety regulations.

�"    Sump of hydrant pits.

Vehicle fueling. Self-locking fueling nozzles minimize the risk of both fuel
spillage and air pollution by ensuring a secure seal between the fuel source
and tank.

Fuel in vehicle operations. Use of battery-operated or alternative fuel
vehicles provides two ways to reduce emissions from aviation-support
vehicles. Natural gas vehicles, for example, are a viable alternative to
gasoline- and diesel-powered transportation. Almost any gasoline-powered
vehicle can be converted to run on natural gas by installing a natural gas fuel
system and storage tanks without removing any existing equipment. Diesel
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conversions are somewhat more complicated because they also involve
reducing compression and adding a sparked-ignition system. Other fuels
suitable for vehicles include methanol, ethanol, and propane.

In 1997. there were alternative fuel vehicle programs at virtually every major
airport in the United States. The alternative vehicle usage at airports runs the
gamut from taxis, shuttle buses, passenger busses, transport busses, minivans.
trucks, cars, tugs, tractors, belt loaders, and ground power units, to catering
vehicles. The use of natural gas vehicles is being driven by both cost
effectiveness and regulation. Many states require companies with fleets of
twenty or more vehicles to phase in alternative fuel vehicles. The 1990 Clean
Air Act also contains incentives to encourage the use of alternative fuels.
Federal (and in some areas, State) tax deductions for "alternative fuel
vehicles" and related refueling equipment are available. The maximum tax
deductions range from $2,000 to $50,000 for each alternative fuel vehicle and
up to $100,000 on refueling stations.

IV.A.3. Aircraft and Vehicle Exterior Cleaning

Pollution prevention opportunities for aircraft and aviation-support vehicle
cleaning focus on the reduction of wastewater discharges.            ~

¯ Aircraft Cleaning. For washing aircraft,
it is best to utilize a designated cleaningNote: Air worthiness
area, recycle washwater (if possible), andrequirements may
use phosphate-free detergents, dictate the quantity of

water used in certainWashwater should be contained and an
oil/water separator should be used.

cleaning operations.

Washwater can be captured, filtered, and
reused in aircraft washing and other activities. If the washwater is
reused for washing aircraft, it must meet the manufacturer’s
specifications for washwater. Washwaters containing contaminants
can result in corrosion of potentially critical aircraft parts.
Another water reduction tool, a flow restrictor, can be used to control
the amount of water being used to wash aircraft. A reduction in water
usage will translate into a reduction in the volume of generated
wastewaters. (Note that technologies for water reduction are only
suggestions and should be evaluated individually to address the
circumstances appropriate to each site.)

¯ Vehicle Washing. Vehicle washing has become a major
environmental compliance issue for most companies that operate a
fleet of vehicles. While pollutants from vehicle washing are generally
controlled by routing the water through an oil and water separator.
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many techniques are available that prevent the water from being
generated at all. The following pollution prevention activities will
help ensure that a facility is addressing potential sources of pollution:

Wastewater discharge can be prevented bv dry washing
vehicles using a chemical cleaning and waxing agent, rather
than detergent and water. The dry washing chemical is
sprayed on and wiped off with rags. No wastewater is
generated. Dry washing is labor intensive and creates solid
waste that must be disposed of properly.

�" Wastewater can be contained by washing at a low point of the
facility, blocking drains from the facility using a containment
dike. or blanket, or washing on a built-in or portable
containment pad.

�’ Wastewater can be disposed of by evaporation from a
containment area, or by discharging the wastewater to a
sanitary sewer system. Permission must be obtained from the
POTW before washwater can be drained, pumped, or
vacuumed to a sanitary sewer connection.

IV.A.4. Aircraft Deicing

As noted earlier, FAA regulations and advisory circulars govern in detail
virtually every aspect of airline, and airport operations, particularly with
respect to procedures and standards for aircraft maintenance and
airworthiness, including aircraft deicing. Potential pollution prevention
opportunities for aircraft deicing operations include (1) providing the
appropriate training on the use of glycol products to ensure they are
efficiently applied to reduce polluting airport runoff and (2) collecting deicing
fluid to prevent direct discharges to surrounding surface water and
groundwater along with facility storm water. Appropriate liquid aircraft
deicers include ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, and di-ethylene glycol.

Recycling deicing fluid. In general, the reuse of deicier fluid on aircraft is
problematic and usually prohibited due to quality control and the cost issues
associated with storage and treatment. However, recycling deicing fluid is
a method employed by some airports and airlines as recycled deicing fluid
can be used for nonaircraft applications. There are two main processes used
to recycle deicing fluid. The first process involves filtering collected fluid,
demineralizing it, removing salts, and then evaporating the water to leave a
higher glycol concentration.
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The second process uses reverse osmosis membrane technology to recover
glycol by preconcentrating dilute runoff prior to distillation. In order to make
recycling practical and economically feasible, it is necessary to collect
concentrations that contain more than 10% glycol. Traditionally to allow
recycling, only one type of chemical glycol (ethylene or propylene) could be
used at an airport. However, newer methods are available to handle mixtures.
The benefits of recycling fluids include recovery of the cost of glycol.
recovery of the utility cost for water, and reduced disposal cost for spent
glycol.

The most widespread collection method involves the collection of deicer
through separate drainage areas around aircraft deicing operations, which
minimizes the mixing of storm water and deicing fluid. The collection
systems can be located either at the gate area or at a remote deicing area.
Deicer fluid at gate area surfaces can be collected using vacuum sweeping
machines, sponge rollers, and pumps.

Alternative deicing methods. Additional technology-based, alternative
deicing methods currently are being developed by industry,. While some of
these have yet to be proven cost effective, they do present viable alternatives
as technology is improved.

¯ FAA has approved site-specific procedures for infra-red equipment
designed to de-ice aircraft.

¯ Deicing truck with a cab. This type of enclosure for the operator
reduces overspray since the operator can get closer to the job.
However, minimum safe distances must be maintained to avoid
accidents and damage to aircraft or personnel. Customers of such a
system have reported up to 30% reductions in consumption of glycol-
based and other anti-deicing fluids.

¯ More advanced computerized ice detection protection systems. For
example, a system that takes electronic measurements from a wing-
mounted sensor disc to identify the type and thickness of ice
contamination has been developed. The system also can tell when the
deicing fluid is in a transition stage and about to fail as a protective
coat. Such a mechanism would be useful in determining when and
where the aircraft needs to be deiced.

Segregation of Wastestreams. Wastewater segregation can be an effective
technique that often does not require significant process or equipment
modifications. In some cases, wastewater streams can be treated more
effectively and economically if they are segregated from other streams which
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do not require the same degree of treatment. Highly contaminated
wastewater streams, oily wastewater streams, and wastewater streams
containing contaminants requiring a specific treatment method (e.g., metals
removal) can be segregated to reduce the volume of wastewater receiving
certain treatment steps. Wastewater treatment can also be improved by
adding stages to existing wastewater treatment systems. Additional stages,
such as biological treatment, chemical precipitation, filtration, ion exchange,
and sludge dewatering, improve system effectiveness and treatment costs
through reduced sludge generation, recovery of metals for resale, and
replacement of more costly treatment stages. By segregating wastestreams,
facilities can provide the appropriate treatment to each wastewater stream.
(Note: Wastestream segregation should be considered as a preferred
alternative at a new or existing facility when it can be accomplished at a
reasonable cost.).

IV.A.5. General Aircraft Operations

Modifications. Pollution prevention opportunities for aircraft modification
primarily focus on improving the efficiency of the engine. Engine
manufacturers are being encouraged or required to research and develop
cleaner, quieter, and more fuel-efficient aircraft. Air pollution is a function
of both the type of aircraft engine and the mode of operation of the aircraft,

o which can be broken down into the following stages: idling at gate and
runway; engine power up; taxiing; takeoff and climb out; and approach and
landing. With respect to the type of engine, one mechanism that can improve
air quality in and around airports is for airlines and associated personnel to
encourage and support aviation research that would reduce aircraft emissions.
In the meantime, airlines have the option of buying and leasing aircraft that
meet or exceed the strictest requirements while retiring, replacing, or
retrofitting older equipment as rapidly as possible to reduce both the amount
of air and noise pollution.

Operations. Pollution prevention opportunities for aircraft operations at the -
airport include the following:

Utilize more efficient aircraft. By operating more efficient aircraft,
airlines have been able to reduce fuel consumption and decrease the
cost of operations. Since 1976, the introduction of more fuel efficient
aircraft has reduced fuel consumption per passenger mile by
approximately 50%)

Airline Fuel Consumption, The Boeing Company, 1997.
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Retrofit gate facilities to centralized ground power in order to reduce
aircraft engine running and prevent extraneous air emissions
associated with engine and auxiliary power unit usage.

Reduce holdover time from deicing to takeoff to eliminate the need
for a plane to require deicing more than once.

Checking cargo prior to loading for leaking or otherwise damaged
shipments will prevent the leakage of wastes. This is of particular
importance for loading dangerous goods, wet cargo, live animals, or
other cargo prone to leakage. After unloading, it is useful to check
the cargo compartments to ensure that all of the load for a given
station has been removed. Inspecting any traces of leakage at once
will enable the operator to establish the source of such leakage.

IV.B. Airport Operations

IV.B.1. Runway Deicing

In addition to collection and recycling of deicing fluids, pollution prevention
opportunities include the use of alternative, less polluting deicers such as
magnesium acetate and potassium acetate. These fluids have been approved
by FAA on both safety and environmental grounds, and have no significant
impact on water quality. It should be noted that although they have received
FAA approval, magnesium acetate and potassium acetate have caused safety
problems by damaging aircraft lighting systems. As in all cases where
alternative technologies are used to minimize environmental impacts, aircraft
safety is a major concern and must be addressed.

IV.B.2. General Airport Operations

Pollution prevention opportunities for airports focus primarily on alleviating
air and noise pollution by implementing layout modifications and changes in
airport operations. These improved practices can reduce the amount of air
and noise pollution generated by aircraft and associated airport activities.

¯ For existing airports, engage in comprehensive noise mitigation
planning and implement feasible measures to reduce noise impacts on
densely populated regions. For new airports, if possible, choose an
optimal site for the airport that is away from large communities.

¯ Use proper land use planning, which is a local government
responsibility, for the areas affected by airport noise. For examples.
airports may choose to purchase land surrounding the airport for
airport use or acquire land as aviation easements. Airports may also
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work with local zoning boards and encourage them to zone land near
airports for airport compatible uses. In particular. FAA is concerned
about sanitary landfill locations near airports because landfills attract
certain bird species that are hazards to aviation due to their size
and/or flocking behavior.

Additional Airport Activities Impacting Air Quality. Air pollution resulting
from airport operations is dependent on both mobile sources of pollution such
as airplanes, ground-service vehicles, and automobiles accessing the airport
as well as point sources of pollution such as power plants, fueling systems,
fuel storage facilities, aircraft maintenance facilities, and deicing facilities.

Airport Traffic. Air quality in and around the airport vicinity is related not
only to aircraft using the airport but to travelers and employees accessing the
airport and maintenance vehicles that service the airport. Automobiles and
busses used by motorists that enter and leave airports create a large source of
air pollution through automobile exhaust. To reduce emissions from private
vehicles, airports can link or improve public transport access, provide express
bus services, and institute bus/high occupancy vehicle lanes on access roads.

Employee Programs. Initiating employee programs can reduce air pollution
in and around the airport. For instance, modifying airport emp!oyee work
weeks to a revised schedule that limits trips made by employees will decrease
air emission (e.g., an airport may implement a 9 day/80 hour two-week
schedule). Other options are voluntary employee Rideshare Programs or day
care services to prevent employees from having to travel unnecessary miles,
which in turn reduces the quantity of auto emissions associated with airport
operations.

Recycling solid waste. Recycling all paper, cardboard, plastics, metal, and
airport-specific items such as wood and film plastic will prevent pollution.
In addition, distributing recycling literature and educational materials to
employees and travelers will encourage more recycling of these materials.

Pest Management. Food waste from the large number of concessionaires at
major airports create pest management problems at airports. Various
pesticides, fumigants, and other pest management techniques are used at
airports to control pests.

Landscaping. Airport erosion control projects should use environmentally
and economically beneficial landscaping methods. Any plantings near
runways should avoid attracting hazardous wildlife (e.g., geese, gulls, large
mammals, or prey species that attract large mammals). However. careful
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planting can reduce the use of pesticides, herbicides insecticides, and
rodenticides; control erosion; reduce water usage; reduce energy usage;
reduce runoff and air emissions from mowers; and associated exposure to
workers and the public.
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V. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section V.A. contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section V.B. contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section V.C. contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section V are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or.clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

V.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical products,
designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which
exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity,
or toxicity, and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. Facilities must
generally obtain a permit either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA
has authorized to implement the permitting program if they store hazardous
wastes for more than 90 days (or 180 or 270 days depending on the amount
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of waste generated and the distance the waste will be transported) before
treatment or disposal. Facilities may treat hazardous wastes stored in less-
than-ninety-day tanks or containers without a permit. Subtitle C permits
contain general facility standards such as contingency plans, emergency
procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial assurance
mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains provisions (40
CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.101) for conducting corrective actions
which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous waste or constituents from
solid waste management units at RCRA treatment, storage, and disposal
facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 States and two U.S. territories.
Delegation has norbeen given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here
are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261
and 262) provides definitions and lays out the procedure every
generator must follow to determine whether the material in question
is considered a hazardous waste or solid waste, or is exempted from
regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establish the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation
units, and recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Providing they
meet additional requirements described in 40 CFR 262.34, generators
may accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 or 270
days depending on the amount of waste generated and the distance the
waste will be transported) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are
regulations prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land
without prior treatment. Under the LDRs program, materials must
meet LDR treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land
disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface
impoundment). Virtually all hazardous wastes are subject to LDR
requirements. Generators of waste subject to the LDRs must provide
notification of such to the designated treatment, storage, and disposal
facility to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.
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¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that
merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For
a party considered a used oil processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer
(one who generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a
used oil burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements
must be satisfied.

¯ RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store,
treat, or dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and
Containers. Tanks and containers used to store hazardous waste
with a high volatile organic concentration must meet emission-
standards under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart
CC) require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions
standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units. These
regulations apply to all facilities that store such waste, including large
quantity generators accumulating waste prior to shipment off-site.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
includes upgrade requirements for existing tanks that must be met by
December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or bum fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with design and operating
standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit
design, provide performance standards, require emissions monitoring,
and restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA ’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-424-9346 responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law known commonly as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
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may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs (including
remediation costs) incurred by EPA. The Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised various sections of CERCLA,
extended the taxing authority for the Superfund, and created a free-standing
law, SARA Title 1TI, also known as the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which equals or exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are
listed in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or
by one or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
removals. EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the National
Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites.
Both EPA and states can act at sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund response
process.

EPA ’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-424-9346 answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program. The
CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title Ill), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).
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EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such
substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity,
and directs the facility to appoint an emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release equal to or exceeding the reportable quantity
of a CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCR~ §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and rl forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA. §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes
20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which
manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater
than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release
report. This report, known commonly as the Form R, covers releases
and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and
environmental media, and allows EPA to compile the national Toxic
Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA ’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-424-9346 answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
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Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants: "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant
not identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA }502)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized 42
States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-specific,
technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish pollutant
monitoring requirements. A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s
waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit
applicant must pro~’ide quantitative analytical data identi~’ing the types of
pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set the
conditions and effluent limitations on the facility discharges.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take irito
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and
standards vary from State to State, and site to site, depending on the use
classification of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA
guidelines which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm WaterDischarges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. These regulations require that
facilities with the following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES
permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity; (2) a discharge
from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system; or 1,3) a discharge
which EPA or the State determines to contribute to a violation of a water
quality standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the
United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of l 1 categories of industrial activity
defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes
while the other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the
regulated industrial activity. If the primary. SIC code of the facility is one of
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those identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water
permit application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one
of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas
where the activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, consult the regulation.

Category I: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 291-petroleum refining: SIC 31 l-leather
tanning and finishing; SIC 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass and concrete;
SIC 33-primary metals; SIC 3441-fabricated structural metal; and SIC 373-
ship and boat building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills. land application sites, and open dumps that receive
or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation: SIC 4 l-
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.
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Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
2 l-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products: SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drags: SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-robber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC
34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries: and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality, of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order
to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if the State develops its own program, it may
enforce requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act requires that facilities that could reasonably be
expected to discharge oil in harmful quantities prepare and implement more
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rigorous Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan required
under the CWA (40 CFR § 112.7). There are also criminal and civil penalties
for deliberate or negligent spills of oil. Regulations covering response to oil
discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and Facility Response
Plans to oil discharges (40 CFR § 112.20) and for polychlorinated biphenyl
(PCB) transformers and PCB-containing items were revised and finalized in
1995.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water pubhcations which can be
accessed through the Groundwater and Drinking Water Resource Center, at
(202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinkdng Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under
its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary
drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration
limits that apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking
water standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs),
which are non-enforceable, health-based goals, and maximum contaminant
levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of
drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits
include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells
used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective
action standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet
applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit
program is primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few
States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
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area. and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at 1-800-426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. dtrough 5:30p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate.
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture.
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances.
If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by
TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health’ and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce.
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and PCBs.

EPA’s TSCa assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections,
known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms.
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Under the CAAA. many facilities will be required to obtain permits for the
first time. State and local governments oversee, manage, and enforce many
of the requirements of the CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts
50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, sulfur
dioxide, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Geographic areas that
meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those
that do not meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under
Section 110 of the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation
Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air pollution and to determine what
reductions are required to meet Federal air quality standards. Revised
NAAQSs for ~articulates and ozone were proposed in 1996 and may go into
effect as early as late 1997.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on
the pollution control technology available to that category of industrial
source.

Under Title m, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards
oriented towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs).
Title I, section 112(c) of the CAA further directed EPA to develop a list of
sources that emit any of189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these
categories of sources. To date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed
a schedule for the establishment of emission standards. The emission
standards will be developed for both new and existing sources based on
"maximum achievable control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined
as the control technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the
emission of the HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title 1I of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices,
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV of the CAA establishes a sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide
emissions program designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction
of sulfur dioxide releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources
limited emissions allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below
previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.
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Title V of the CAA of 1990 created a perrmt program for all "major sources"
(and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of the
operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI of the CAA is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and chloroform, were phased out (except for
essential uses) in 1996.

EPA’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and inforrnation on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
b~fotvnation Hotline. at 1-800-296-1996. provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA
Hotline, at 1-800-535-0202. answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the Clean Air Technology
Center’ s website includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and
updates of EPA activities (www.epa.gov/ttn then select Directory and then
CATC).

V.B. Industry Specific Requirements

As noted earlier, several government entities regulate specific transportation
sectors. The air transportation industry is regulated by several different
Federal, State, and local agencies. The air transportation industry is regulated
by DOT’s largest agency--the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The
DOT has traditionally established national standards that are not affected by
local or State laws.

EPA has traditionally relied on delegation to States to meet environmental
standards, in many cases without regard to the methods used to achieve
certain performance standards. This has resulted in States with more
stringent air, water, and hazardous waste requirements than the Federal
minimum requirements. This document does not attempt to discuss State
standards, but rather highlights relevant Federal laws and proposals that
affect the air transportation industry.
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Clean ~Vater Act

NPDES Requirements. Wastewater from air transportation facilities
discharging to surface waters is regulated under the Federai Water Pollution
Control Act (FWPCA). National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permits must be obtained to discharge wastewater into navigable
waters. The airport is usually considered the "discharger" for regulatoU
control and permitting purposes, and the individual tenants may not hold
specific discharge permits. However, in some cases, the airport is the
permittee and the tenants are the co-permittees. In the event of a discharge
problem, a tenant who is a co-permittee contributing wastewater to an
airport’s discharge may be subject to action on the part of the airport or
regulators (EEA, 1996).

As mandated by Section 304(m) of CWA, EPA is developing effluent
limitation guidelines for certain industrial wastewater discharges from
operations. At this time, there are no effluent limitation guidelines
established specifically for aviation operations, however, other wastewater
discharge restrictions may apply. For example, existing categorical
guidelines for metal finishing currently apply to certain discharges from this
industry sector. In addition, EPA is in the process of establishing effluent
limitation guidelines for the transportation equipment cleaning, which will
include operations such as exterior cleaning. These guidelines are scheduled
to be promulgated in 2000. (Contact: Gina Matthews or Jan Goodwin, Office
of Water, (202) 260-6036 and (202) 260-7152, respectively).

Storm Water Requirements. As discussed under the general description of
the Clean Water Act, EPA published storm water regulations on November
16, 1990, which require certain dischargers of storm water to waters of the
U.S. to apply for NPDES permits. According to the final rule, facilities with
a "storm water discharge associated with industrial activities" are required to
apply for a storm water permit. The rule states that transportation facilities
classified in SIC 40 through 45, and 5171 which have vehicle maintenance
shops, equipment cleaning operations, or airport deicing operations are
considered to have a storm water discharge associated with industrial"
activity. However, ordy those portions of the facility that are either involved
in vehicle maintenance (including vehicle refurbishing, mechanical repairs,
painting, fueling, and lubrication), equipment cleaning operations, airport
deicing operations, or which are otherwise identified under paragraphs
(b)(14)(I)-(xi) of Section 122.26 are considered to be associated with
industrial activity. It is also important to that co-permittee permitting is
available if appropriate to a specific tenant/airport relationship for covering
storm water run off.

Facilities covered by this rule must submit one of the following permit
applications:
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¯ Individual permit application.
¯ Group permit application. A group permit application can be filed by

facilities with like operations and discharges. In 1991, a group storm
water permit application that covered airports was filed by the
American Association of Airport Executives and the Airport
Research and Development Foundation. On the application, airports
were identified as the permittee and all tenants as co-permittees
(EEA, 1996).

¯ Notice of Intent for general permit coverage.

SPCC. The CWA requires facilities to develop Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) plans for petroleum products, such as oil or any
substance, that cause a sheen on water, if they are stored in large quantities
at a particular site. The SPCC program requires reporting spills to navigable
waters and the dev.elopment of contingency plans that must be kept onsite.
SPCC plans document the location of storage vessels, types of containment,
dangers associated with a major release of material from the tanks, types of
emergency equipment available at each site, and procedures for notifying the
appropriate regulatory and emergency agencies. No SPCC plan is considered
complete until it has been reviewed and certified by a registered Professional
Engineer.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

Air transportation facilities generate a variety of RCRA-regulated wastes in
the course of normal operations and utilize underground storage tanks for
fuel storage. However, underground airport hydrant fuel systems have been
deferred from the bulk of federal UST requirements pursuant to an exclusion
set forth in 40 CFR §280.10. Aircraft refurbishing and maintenance
operations generate hazardous wastes such as certain spent solvents and
caustics, and paints and paint sludges. Additional common materials from
aviation maintenance facilities that may be hazardous include:

¯ Rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries and lead-acid motor vehicle
batteries

¯ Vehicle maintenance fluids
¯ Fluorescent light bulbs
¯ Scraps of metals (cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium, and

silver) and materials containing these metals (e.g., high-grade
stainless steel or paint waste) (exempt if recycled)

¯ Waste solvents
¯ Near-empty paint cans and spray cans
¯ Paint stripping residue.

Note that petroleum products and petroleum-containing wastes (e.g., waste
oil, contaminated fuel, or fuel spill clean-up wastes) are specifically
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exempted from RCRA regulations, unless they exhibit any of the hazardous
waste characteristics ~EEA, 1996). Many air transpor*ation facilities qualify
as hazardous waste generators under RCRA law. Under RCRA, it is the
facility’s responsibility to determine whether a waste is hazardous. A list of
EPA hazardous wastes can be found in 40 CFR §§261.31-261.33. Wastes
are also hazardous if they exhibit a characteristic described in 40 CFR
§§261.21-261.24. RCRA wastes are subject to the hazardous waste
regulations of 40 CFR Parts 124, 261-266,270-273, and 302. Used oil and
USTs are subject to different rules.

Oil Pollution Act

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act (OPA) establishes strict, joint and several
liability against facilities that discharge oil or which pose a substantial threat
of discharging.oil to navigable waterways. OPA imposes contingency
planning and readiness requirements on certain facilities that may include
vehicle maintenance shops. These requirements mav affect some air
transportation maintenance establishments. Regulations covering response
to oil discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and facility
response plans to oil discharges (40 CFR Part 112) were revised and finalized
in !994.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

A number of wastes generated from the air transportation refurbishing and
maintenance processes contain CERCLA hazardous substances. Therefore,
past spills and on-site releases of such substances may require remedial
clean-up actions under Superfund.

Emergency Planning and Commut,ity Right-to-Know Act

CERCLA/EPCRA Emergency Release Notification. Any person in charge
of a facility is required to immediately notify the LEPCs and SERCs likely
to be affected if there is a release into the environment f a hazardous
substance that exceeds the reportable quantity for that substance. Substances
subject to this requirement include those on the list of "extremely hazardous
substances" (40 CFR Part 355) as well as more than 700 hazardous
substances subject to the emergency notification requirements under
CERCLA Section 103(a) (40 CFR Section 302.4).

Many materials commonly used in the aviation industry fall into this category
of CERCLA hazardous substances, including many solvents, ethylene glycol,
methanol, methylene chloride, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane. With regard to the
obligation to report releases of ethylene glycol being used for aircraft deicing
at airports, the "facility" may include the track applying the deicer, the
aircraft to which the deicer is applied, or the entire airport. The person in
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charge of the "facility" must report a release into the environment of 5,000
pounds or more of ethylene glycol in any 24ohour period (EPA, 1996).

Federally Permitted Release Exemption. CERCLA Section t03(a) exempts
those persons in charge of facilities from reporting releases that are federally
permitted. On February 4, 1992, EPA issued OSWER Directive 9360.4-12
regarding CERCLA Reporting Requirements for Releases of Ethylene Glycol
From Airplane Deicing Operations. This Interpretative Memorandum and
OSWER Directive allows the airline industry to classify releases of the
ethylene glycol as nonreportable (or exempt) discharges if a facility (1) has
an NPDES permit covering ethylene glycol, (2) has applied for an NPDES
permit, or (3) discharges to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTW)
meeting the applicable pretreatment standards. Since most if not all fluid
discharges resulting from aircraft deicing operations usually fit into one of
the permitted release exemptions found in CERCLA Section 101 (10), most
water discharges o~ ethylene glycol-based deicing fluids will not result in a
reporting requirement. (EPA, 1992)

Emergency Planning. Under EPCRA, a facility must notify authorities if it
has onsite at any time a listed hazardous substance in an amount over the
substance’s threshold planning quantity. Extremely hazardous substances
that may be present in aviation-related facilities include nitric acid, sulfuric
acid, phenol and ammonia (EEA, 1996).

Clean Air Act

Sections 231-234 of the Clean Air Act gives exclusive jurisdiction to the
federal government and preempts any state or local regulation with respect
to emissions of any air pollutant from any aircraft or engine.

Air Quality Standards. Ozone Non-Attainment Areas. The most important
pollutant affected by air quality standards is ozone. In attainment areas, a
major source emits or has the potential to emit more than 100 tons per year
of any criteria pollutant or 10 tons per year of any hazardous air pollutant or
25 tons per year of any combination of hazardous air pollutants (emission
thresholds differ for various categories of nonattainment areas). Large
aircraft maintenance facilities performing aircraft painting or using large
amounts of solvents may exceed these limits. Emission rates are dependent
on the types of chemicals and methods used and the types of air emission
control equipment used. Some regulations apply to substances (e.g., solvent
degreasers) regardless of the size of the source. These regulations are
designed to reduce emissions from solvent evaporation (EEA, 1996).

To assist State and local agencies in establishing regulations that reduce VOC
emissions from the air transportation industry, EPA developed a control
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technique guideline. This guideline offers an incentive of reduced
recordkeeping requirements for facilities that use only approved cleaning
agents, and requires vapor pressure limits for non-listed cleaning agents.
Additionally, the guideline requires unused cleaning agent and solvent-laden
rags to be stored in containers to prevent evaporation. (EEA. 1996) Airports
located in ozone non-attainment areas may be subject to restrictions
applicable to motor vehicles. These restrictions may affect the type and use
of both airside and landside vehicles.

NESHAPs/MACT Standard. National emission standards for hazardous air
pollutants (NESHAP) attempt t° control several hundred compounds, the
most notable for airports being asbestos. Airports must comply with the
NESHAP requirements for asbestos when demolishing, or significantly
remodeling, a building containing asbestos. Asbestos is commonly found in
ceiling tile, floor tile, boiler room insulation, and sprayed-on insulation
installed more than 20 years ago.

As stated earlier, MACT is the control technology achieving the maximum
reduction in the emission of the hazardous air pollutants, taking into account
cost and other factors. A MACT standard for coating operations conducted
by aerospace manufacturing and reworking facilities was finalized by EPA
in 1996. The emission limit from primers is 2.9 pounds per gallon and the
topcoat emission limit is 3.5 pounds per gallon. Generally, HAP emissions
are not permitted during paint removal operations (except during spot
stripping and decal removal) (EEA, 1996). However, a number of exceptions
may apply which permit such emissions under circumstances addiessed in the
NESHAP. According to the aerospace NESHAP, the provisions restricting
HAP emissions during paint removal do not apply to the removal of paint
from parts or units normally removed from the plane.

New Source Performance Standards (NSPS). Some facilities subject to
NSPS may be found at airports, including industrial and utility boilers.
vehicle maintenance facilities, and fuel storage and delivery facilities.

State Implementation Plans (SIPs). SIPs regulate stationary sources, such
as buildings and other permanent installations, and mobile sources, such as
automobiles. Typical airport facilities and activities which may be subject
to stationary source regulations include heating and refrigeration plants;
fueling systems; fuel storage facilities; aircraft maintenance facilities;
deicing; roadways, garages, and parking lots; landside development; building
demolition; and building construction. SIPs may also control mobile sources
such as fleet vehicles and other vehicles using the airport. Airports are large
parking areas for automobiles, trucks, and aircraft. SIPs may have to limit
motor vehicle emissions through "transportation control measures." These
measures are designed to reduce congestion and the number of vehicle miles
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traveled in a region. Measures which affect airports include improved public
transit, measures to encourage uses of buses and other high occupancy
vehicles, mandatory trip reduction, and traffic flow improvements.

Where applicable, SIPs must address the requirements of general air
conformity (40 CFR Part 93). In addition, FAA is required to ensure
compliance with general air conformity requirements for federal airport
actions planned for nonattainment or maintenance areas.

Ozone-Depleting Substances. The amended CAA is phasing out the
production and restricting the use and distribution of ozone-depleting
chemicals. One ozone-depleting chemical widely used in the air
transportation industry for fire suppression is halon. Halon production has
ceased and future purchases must be from recycled stock. For consistency
with these regulatio.ns, FAA has revised its policy and no longer requires
halon use during firefighting drills conducted under FAR 121.417 and FAR
135.331 (EEA, 1996).

Additionally, EPA has established requirements for servicing and disposal
of air conditioning and refrigeration equipment containing regulated ozone-
depleting refrigerants. Certified, self-contained recovery equipment must be
available during refrigeration equipment servicing. Additional recordkeeping
and reporting requirements apply for appliance owners/operators and
technicians. Facilities with refrigeration equipment containing ozone-
depleting chemicals must comply with 40 CFR Part 82 (EEA, 1996).

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

FWRA regulations are applicable to air transportation facilities and
operations where herbicides are used to control weeds and brash, or when
pesticides and rodenticides are used for pest control in buildings. Air
transportation operations should only apply herbicides, both general and
restricted use, according to label instructions. Certification is required for
use of restricted use herbicides.

V.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Clean Water Act

Presently, there are no effluent limitations guidelines specific to the air
transportation industry. Effluent guidelines are currently being developed for
tank interior cleaning, including aircraft cleaning, by the Office of Water.
These guidelines are to be proposed in January 1998 and issued in final by
February 2000 (Contact: Gina Matthews or Jan Goodwin, Office of Water.
(202) 260-6036 and (202) 260-7152, respectively).
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On January 31, 1997, EPA proposed a package of negotiated amendments,
including deadline extensions, to the effluent guidelines plan set forth in a
1992 Consent Decree. For metal products and machinery industry
guidelines, which are applicable to certain maintenance and refurbishing
activities, the proposed modifications would allow EPA to combine the
current two-phase guideline development process into one streamlined
effluent guideline procedure. The new combined rule is scheduled to be
finalized by December 2002.

The modified consent decree also targets airport deicing operations. The
consent decree allowed EPA to remove deicing discharges from the scope of
the categorical rulemaking, and instead initiate a study of water pollution
problems associated with airport deicing operations and storm water runoff.
Recently issued FAA guidelines on aircraft deicing and the recent EPA storm
water rules are likely to have a significant effect on airport deicing
operations.

In addition, the EPA Office of Water will also work with the Department of
Defense to study deicing operations at military installations. Depending on
the results of this study, guidelines specific to deicing at military installations
may be developed.

EPA’s five-year-old baseline general permit for industrial storm d, ater
dischargers expired on September 30, 1997. EPA suggests that industries
covered by the baseline permit should explore their permit options. Most
State five-year industrial permits expired along with the EPA Baseline
General Permit on September 30, 1997. Most permits contain a provision
stating that the expired permit remains effective and enforceable until
replaced. However, the permits also contain a provision requiring permittees
to submit a new Notice of Intent (NOI) prior to permit expiration to remain
covered. Once an airport is without a permit, it generally cannot reapply for
coverage under the expired permit.

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

Under EPCRA 313, Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) reporting is required by
manufacturing and certain other facilities. Air transportation facilities are
currently not subject to TILl reporting requirements. EPA recently expanded
the TRI program and did not include airports (62 FR 23834), however, they
may be added in the future.

Clean Air Act

EPA has completed its final amendments to the Aerospace NESHAP under
the CAA which will be implemented September 1, 1998. The Aerospace
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NESHAP establishes work practice, equipment, and pollution control
standards for maintenance procedures.

EPA will issue its final Control Techniques Guidelines document for the
aerospace industry addressing reasonably available control technology
(RACT) for volatile organic compounds (VOC) emissions, which will
address the maintenance issues discussed in the document.

EPA’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. In addition, the Clean Air
Technology Center’ s website includes recent CAA rules and EPA guidance
documents (www.epa.gov/ttn then select Directory and then CATC).
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¥I. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun
to supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific,
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement
Analysis (I~DEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s
single-media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records
to individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste.
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Entbrcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. With this decision, the selection criteria
are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the sectors that do
not normally report to the TRI program, data have been provided from EPA’s
Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks facilities in all medi~
databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not attempt to define the
actual number of facilities that fall within each sector. Instead, the section
portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the sector that are well
defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (see Section II). With sectors dominated by small
businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However.
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the group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be
consistent with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary, of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (April 1, 1992 to March 31, 1997) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (April 1, 1996 to March 3 i. 1997). The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in.this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or
EPA-led. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does
give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and States’ efforts within
each media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
Regions for certain sectors.-~ This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry, variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used i~
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facility
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance,
enforcement and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identificatibn number to link separate data
records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "master list" of

5 EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (NL NY, PR, VI); III (DC. DE, MD,

PA, VA, WV); !V (AL, ~_. GA, KY. MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI): VI (AR, LA. NM. OK. TX);
VII (IA, KS. MO. NE); VIII (CO, MT. ND, SD, LIT. WY): IX (AZ, CA, HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories}; X (AK,
ID. OR, WA).
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records for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA
are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System. Office of Air and
Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS
(Resource Conservation and Recovery. Information System, Office of Solid
Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention.
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive
Environmental and Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS
(Toxic Release Inventory. System). IDEA also contains information from
outside sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook
sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Searc.h -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements (metal mining, nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power
generation, ground transportation, water transportation, and dry cleaning), or
industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TRI (e.g.,
printing), the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries.
The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each notebook’s
selected SIC code coverage described in Section 11.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year
period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time.
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and
criminal enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of
Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only
counted once in this column, e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement actions
counts as 1 facility.
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Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g..
a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3.

State Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Var~,ing levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
recorded as state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use
their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. !t
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections. Also.
this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from non-
inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water
discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status"
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance,
Significant Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant
Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); and Unresolved Violation and
Unresolved High Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this
column reflect the extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame,
but do not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance.
Violation status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not
necessarily indicate that an enforcement action will occur.
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Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water. Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections" or the "Total
Actions" column.

VI.A. Air Transportation Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 13 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the air transportation industry over the past five years (April 1992 to
April 1997). These data are also broken out by EPA Regions thereby
permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are
listed below.

As shown, there were 444 facilities identified through IDEA with air
transportation SIC codes. Of these, 52 percent (231) were inspected in the
last 5 years.

¯ Over the 5 years, 973 inspections were conducted at those 231
facilities. On average, each facility was inspected between 4 and 5
times, or about once a year.

¯ The 973 inspections resulted in 48 facilities having enforcement
actions taken against them. At those 48 facilities, there were a total
of 97 enforcement actions, meaning each facility averaged
approximately 2 enforcement actions over the past 5 years.

¯ The average enforcement to inspection rate is 0.10. This average rate
means that for every 10 inspections conducted, there is 1 resulting
enforcement action taken. Across the regions, this rate ranged from
0.03 to 0.30.
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Exhibit 13~ Five,Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Air Transportation Industry

~o.
A B C D E F G H I J

~" Average Facilities with Total Percent Percent EnforcementFacilities Facilities Number of Months 1 or More State Federal
r~:txel~ton in Search Inspected Inspections Between Enforcement Enforcement Lead Lead to Inspection

Actions RateInspections Actions Actions Actions

I 23 4 18 77 3 4 50% 50% 0.22

II 19 13 56 20 5 17 88% 12% 0.30

III 46 25 137 20 3 4 100% 0% 0.03

1V 132 95 402 20 ! 6 37 100% 0% 0.09
~ V 23 15 89 16 4 8 50% 50% 0.09

VI 37 17 53 42 5 6 100% 0% 0. I 1

VII 31 | 3 58 ~2 i 2 0% 100% 0.03

VIII 21 9 14 90 2 4 100% 0% 0.29

IX 27 14 82 20 5 8 i 00% 0% 0. I 0

X 85 26 64 80 4 7 71% 29% 0. I I

TOTAL 444 231 973 27 48 97 88% 12% 0. ! 0
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VI.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 14 and 15 allow the compliance history of the air transportation
sector to be compared to the other industries covered by the industry sector
notebooks. Comparisons between Exhibits 14 and 15 permit the
identification of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the various
industries by comparing data covering the last five years (April 1992 to April
1997) to that of the past year (April 1996 to April 1997). Some points
evident from the data are listed below.

¯ Overall, the air transportation sector enforcement numbers are mostly
consistent, on a percentage basis, with the other sectors.

¯ As shown in Exhibit 14, the air transportation enforcement-to-
inspection rate is 0.10 over the past 5 years. Over the last year, as
shown in Exhibit 15, the air transportation enforcement-to-inspection
rate is 0.08.

Exhibits 16 and 17 provide a more in-depth comparison between the air
transportation industry and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the previous exhibits, the
data cover the last five years (Exhibit 16) and the last year (Exhibit 17) to
facilitate the identification of recent trends. A few points evident from the
data are listed below.

¯ As shown, over the past 5 years, nearly half of all inspections
conducted and resulting in enforcement actions at air transportation
facilities have been under RCRA.

¯ Over the past year, while RCRA accounted for more than half of all
inspections, only 25 percent of the enforcement actions were under
RCRA.
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Exhibit 14: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Sumnmry for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G il I J
Average Facilities with Percent Percent Euforccmcnt

Industry Sector Facilities Facilities Number of blonths 1 or more Total State Federal to
in Search Inspected h|spections Between Enforcement Enforcement

Lead Lead luspcction
Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Matal Mining 1,232 378 1.600 46 63 I I I 53% 47% 0 07
~oal Mining 3.256 741 3,748 52 88 132 89% I 1% 0 04
Dil and Gas Extraction 4.676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 79% 21% 0.05

IN°n’Metallic Mineral Mining
5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% 11115

ITextiles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 90% 1 I1% II. 06
Lumber and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 311% O. 10
Ftnmilure 499 386 2.379 13 65 91 81% 19% O O4

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 20% 0 I0
Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 88% 12% 0.116

’inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3.087 9 89 235 74% 26% 0 I18
Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 93 , 219 76% 24% 0.119
Pharmaceuticals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80% 211% 0 I0
Organic Chemicals 425 355 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% 0 11

Agricuhnral Chemicals 263 164 1,293 12 47 11)2 74% 26% 008
Peuoleum Refining 156 148 3.081 3 124 763 68% 32% 0 25
Rubber and Plastic 1.8 i 8 981 4,383 25 178 276 82% 18% 006

Stone, Clay, Glass and
615 388 3,474 I 1 97 277 75% 25% 0.08Concrete

hun and Sled 349 275 4.476 5 121 305 71% 29% 0 07

Metal Castings 669 424 2.535 16 I 13 191 71% 29% 0 08

Nonferrous Metals 203 161 1.640 7 68 174 78% 22% 0 II

Fabricatod Metal Products 2,906 1,858 7.914 22 365 600 75% 25% 0.08

Electronics 1,250 863 4,500 17 150 251 811% 20% 0

Automobile Assembly 1,260 927 5.912 13 253 413 82% 18% 0 07

Shipbuilding and Repair 44 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% O. 13

Ground Transpo~lation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 0 06

Water Transportatiou 514 192 816 38 36 70 61% 39% 0.09

Air Transportation 444 231 973 27 48 97 88% 12% 0 I0

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2.166 14,210 14 403 789 76% 24% 0 06

Do/Cleaninl~ 6~063 2~360 3,813 95- 55 66 95% 5% 0.02
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Exhibit 17: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Sununa,ry by Statute for Selected Industries

Clean Air Act           Clean Water Act              RCRA
Facilities     Total        Total                                                                            EI’CRA/OthcrIndnstry Sector Enforcement % of % of % of % of % of % of % of % ofInspected inspeclions Actions Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total

Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions hLspections Actions

M,qal Mining 142 21 ! 10 52% 0% 40% 40% 8% 30%

~’oal Mining 362 765 22 56% 82% 40 °/,, 14% 4% 5% (1% 0%

Dil and Gas Extraction 874 1,173 34 82% 68% 10% 9% 9% 24’/o 0% 0%

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 1,481 2,451 91 87% 89% 10% 9% 3% 2% 0% 0%

gextiles 172 295 i 2 66% 75% 17% 17% 17 % 8%

Lmnber and Wood 279 507 52 51% 30% 6% 5% 44% 25% 0% 40%

Furniture 254 459 I I 66% 45% 2% 0% 32% 45% 0% 9%

Pnlp and Paper 317 788 74 54% 73% 32% 19% 14% 7% 0% 1%

Printing 892 i,363 53 63% 77% 4% 0% 33% 23% 0% 0%

Inorganic Chemicals 200 548 31 35% 59% 26% 9% 39% 25% 0% 6%

Resins and Manmade Fibers 173 419 36 38% 51% 24% 38% 38% 5% 0%

Pharmaceuticals 80 209 14 43% 71% 11% 14% 45% 14% 0% 0%

Drganic Chemicals 259 837 56 40% 54% 13% 13% 47% 34% 0% 0%

Agricultural Chemicals 105 206 I l 48% 55% 22% 0% 30% 36% 0% 9%

Petroleum Refining 132 565 132 49% 67% 17% 8% 34% 15% 0% 10%

Rubber and Plastic 466 791 41 55% 64% I0% 13% 35% 23% 0% 0%

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 255 678 27 62% 63% 10% 7% 28% 30% 0% 0%

Iron and Steel 197 866 34 52% 47% 23% 29% 26% 24% 0% 0%

Metal Castings 234 433 26 60% 58% 10% 8% 30% 35% 0% 0%

Nonferrous Metals 108 310 28 44% 43% 15% 20% 41% 30% 0% 7%

Fabricaled Metal 849 1,377 83 46% 41% I 1% 2% 43% 57% 0% 0%

Electronics 420 780 43 44% 37% 14%! 5% 43% 53% 0%

Automobile Assembly 507 1,058 47 53% 47% 7% 6% 41% 47% 0% 0%

Shipbuilding and Repair 22 51 4 54% 0% 11% 50% 35% 50% 0% 0%

2,499 103 64% 46% 1 1% 10% 26% 44 % 0% I~round Transpollation

Water Transponation 84 141 I 1 38% 9% 24% 36% 38% 45% 0% 9%

Air Transportation 96 151 12 28% 33% 15% 42% 57% 25% 0% 0%

Fossil Fuel Ek:ctdc Power 1,318 2,430 135 59% - . 73% 32% 21% 9% 5% 0% 0%

Dry Cleaning 1.234 1,436 16 69% 56% I% 6% 30% 38% 0%
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VI.C. Review of Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs).

VI.C.1. Review of Major Cases

As shown in the previous tables, there have been only 97 enforcement actions
taken against air transportation industries over the past 5 years. Stemming
from those 97 actions are at least 34 cases, some of which are discussed in
more detail below. The 34 cases can be categorized as follows:

¯ 1 Clean Air Act case (new source performance standards)
¯ 2 Clean Wate.r Act cases (pretreatment and NPDES permit violations)
¯ 21 RCRA (USTs, unpermitted storage units, etc.)
¯ 5 CERCLA
¯ 4 TSCA (PCBs)
¯ 1 EPCRA (release reporting).

Of these 34 cases, 16 were against federal facilities and 2 were criminal
cases. Supplemental environmental projects were negotiated in 3 of tile
cases. (These are discussed in more detail in the following section.) The
following cases are examples of EPA’s enforcement against air transportation
industries.

¯ Pacific Southwest Airmotive, Inc. (PSA) owned and operated a jet
engine overhaul facility in San Diego, California. EPA brought an
enforcement action against PSA (and ultimately its new owner U.S.
Air) under the Clean Water Act for violations of the pretreatment
standard for metal finishing operations. During operations, PSA
discharged an average of 73,000 gallons per day of regulated
industrial wastewater through the sewers to San Diego’s Point Loma
wastewater treatment plant. The court entered a civil consent decree
in which U.S. Air agreed to pay $335,000 in civil penalties.

¯ Grumman St. Augustine Corporation strips, paints, and refurbishes
aircraft at its St. Augustine, Florida, facility. EPA brought an
enforcement action against Grumman in 1991 as part of the RCRA
Land Disposal Restrictions Initiative. A consent decree in 1993
settled the enforcement action. The decree calls for a civil penalty of
$2.5 million, of which Grumman will initially pay $1.5 million in
cash. The penalty would be reduced by $1 million if Grumman
completed several innovative pollution prevention projects.
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The pollution prevention provisions would substantially reduce or eliminate
several highly toxic waste streams, including a paint stripper, methylene
chloride, and ozone-depleting chemicals (e.g., CFCs). EPA estimated that
up to 240,000 pounds of hazardous emissions per year will be eliminated and
toxic sludge will be reduced if Gmmman complied with RCRA.
Furthermore, if compliance with RCRA is achieved, approximately 2.4
million gallons of potable water will be conserved.

¯ As a result of an imminent and substantial endangerment situation.
EPA issued Reese Air Force Base in Lubbock, Texas, an
administrative order under RCRA Section 7003. In March 1993,
EPA learned that Reese had detected trichloroethylene above safe
drinking water standards in some privately-owned drinking water
wells near the base. After confirming the data, EPA issued the
administrative order. The order requires the base to conduct the
followit~g activities:

(i) Collect samples from wells in a 36-square-mile area (within
a 2-mile perimeter of the base) to determine the extent of the
contamination

(2) Notify the owners of any contamination
(3) Supply an alternate source of drinking water to the residents

with contaminated wells
(4)    Monitor the ground water in and adjacent to the plume.

Reese has completed the initial sampling of about 950 wells,
provided carbon filters for all the impacted water wells, and
connected some of the users to the City of Lubbock’s water system.
The city is in the process of connecting its water lines to the residents
that live within the city limits. The residents living outside the city
limits may use the water from the wells after it has been carbon
filtered.

¯ Region 1I conducted a major consolidated multimedia inspection of
Kennedy International Airport in New York City, which is operated
by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. A number of
violations were documented, both at facilities operated by the Port
Authority itself, as well as at some facilities operated by airline or
service companies. In 1993 a complaint was issued to the Port
Authority citing it for TSCA violations and proposing a penalty of
$289,000. On June 28, 1994, Region 11 issued three additional
administrative complaints to Ogden Aviation Services, Inc., citing
that company for violations of the federal underground storage tank
regulations, and proposing penalties totaling $109,125.
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VI.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s non-compliance
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. Information on SEP cases
can be accessed via the Internet at EPA’s EnviroSenSe website:
http:lles.inel.gov/sep.

The following are examples of three SEPs negotiated with air transportation
facilities.

¯ In response to violations of EPCRA Section 304 and CERCLA
Section 103 at the Memphis/Shelby County Airport (Tennessee), the
County Airport Authority agreed to implement a $475,000 pollution
prevention-SEP. The SEP involves the purchase of equipment that
will assist in the deicing of runways. The use of this equipment will
reduce the amount of deicing fluid required, which results in a
substantial reduction in the use of ethylene glycol. In addition, the
Authority agreed to pay a $9,000 penalty to resolve its past violations.

¯ EPA achieved a comprehensive settlement of a TSCA administrative
complaint against the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey,
which is a joint State agency that operates Kennedy and LaGuardia
Airports in New York City. The Region had cited the Authority for
multiple violations of PCB regulations at the airports. The
settlement provides that the port authority will pay a civil penalty of
$19,500 and conduct two SEPs. One SEP consists of a 3-year
fluorescent bulb recycling program for all Port Authority facilities in
the New York metropolitan area. The total cost to implement the
SEP is $130,000. The second SEP is a storm water management
training program that will be conducted at the airports over a 2-year
period. This SEP will cost $90,000.

¯ American Airlines, Inc. was charged with violations of the RCRA
land disposal restrictions for discharging degreasing solvents, which
are hazardous waste, into their onsite injection wells. A consent
order was filed against American Airlines, in which it agreed to pay
a cash penalty of $20,000, take affirmative actions to prevent further
injection of restricted wastes, and conduct a SEP in the amount of
$385,235. The SEP reduces chrome wastes by subjecting them to a
chrome waste recovery system. The system reduces the waste by 98
percent or, in this case, 6,969 pounds per year. In addition, this
system results in the elimination of 26 million gallons of wastewater
annually into injection wells.
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VII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry, sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those initiated independently by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

VII.A.1. EPA Voluntary Programs

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
developed byEPA that focuses on improving environmental performance,
encouraging voluntary compliance, and building working relationships with
stakeholders. EPA initiated a one year pilot program in 1995 by selecting
12 projects at industrial facilities and federal installations that demonstrate
the principles of the ELP program. These principles include: environmental
management systems, multimedia compliance assurance, third-party
verification of compliance, public measures of accountability, pollution
prevention, community involvement, and mentor programs. In return for
participating, pilot participants received public recognition and were given
a period of time to correct any violations discovered during these
experimental projects.

EPA is making plans to launch its full-scale Environmental Leadership
Program in 1998. The full-scale program will be facility-based with a 6-year
participation cycle. Facilities that meet certain requirements will be eligible
to participate, such as having a community outreach/employee involvement
programs and an environmental management system IEMS) in place for 2
years. (Contact: http:lles.inel.gov/elp or Debby Thomas, ELP Deputy
Director, at (202) 564-5041)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by providing participants
regulatory flexibility on the condition that they produce greater
environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will negotiate and
sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific environmental objectives
that the regulated entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide regulatory flexibility
as an incentive for the participants’ superior environmental performance.
Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local
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governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes to
implement fifty pilot projects in tour categories, including industrial
facilities, communities, and government facilities regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis. For additional information
regarding XL projects, including application procedures and criteria, see the
April 23, 1997 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Fax-on-Demand Hotline
(202) 260-8590, Web: http://www.epa.gov/ProjectXL, or Christopher
Knopes at EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation at (202) 260-
9298.)

Climate Wise Program

EPA’s ENERGY STAR Buildings Program is a voluntary, profit-based program
designed to improve the energy-efficiency in commercial and industrial
buildings. Expanding the successful Green Lights Program, ENERGY STAR
Buildings was launched in 1995. This program relies on a 5-stage strategy
designed to maximize energy savings thereby lowering energy bills,
improving occupant comfort, and preventing pollution--all at the same time.
If implemented in every commercial and industrial building in the United
States, ENERGY STAR Buildings could cut the nation’s energy bill by up to
$25 billion and prevent up to 35% of carbon dioxide emissions. (This is
equivalent to taking 60 million cars of the road). ENERGY STAR Buildings
participants include corporations; small and medium sized businesses; local,
federal and state governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities; and
health care facilities. EPA provides technical and non-technical support
including software, workshops, manuals, communication tools, and an
information hotline. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation manages the
operation of the ENERGY STAR Buildings Program. (Contact: Green
Light/Ener~m! Star Hotline at 1-888-STAR-YES or Maria Tikoff Vargas, EPA
Program Director at (202) 233-9178 or visit the ENERGY STAR Buildings
Program website at http:llwww.epa.govlappdstarlbuildingsl)

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
lighting technologies. The program saves money for businesses and
organizations and creates a cleaner environment by reducing pollutants
released into the atmosphere. The program has over 2,345 participants which
include major corporations, small and medium sized businesses, federal, state
and local governments, non-profit groups, schools, universities, and health
care facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and
upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. As of March 1997, participants
had lowered their electric bills by $289 million annually. EPA provides
technical assistance to the participants through a decision support software
package, workshops and manuals, and an information hotline. EPA’s Office
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of Air and Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights Program.
(Contact: Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 1-888-STAR-YES or Maria
Tikoff Vargar, EPA Program Director, at (202) 233-9178.)

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWiSe Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection
and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1997, the
program had about 500 companies as members, one third of whom are
Fortune 1000 corporations. Members agree to identify and implement
actions to reduce their solid wastes setting waste reduction goals and
providing EPA with yearly progress reports. To member companies, EPA.
in turn, provides technical assistance, publications, networking opportunities,
and national and regional recognition. (Contact: WasteWiSe Hotline at 1-
800-372-9473 or Joanne Oxley, EPA Program Manager, (703) 308-0199.)

NICEJ

The U.S. Department of Energy is administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, .and
Economics (NICE’~). By providing grants of up to 45 percent of the total
project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its
source and become more energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste
minimization efforts. Grants are used by industry to design, test, and
demonstrate new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries; however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the
forest products, chemicals, petroleum refining, steel, aluminum, metal casting
and glass manufacturing sectors. (Contact: Chris Sifri, DOE at
(303) 275-4723 or Eric Hass, DOE at (303) 275-4728 or
httpl/www.oit.doe.govtaccesslnice3. )

Design for the Environment (DfE)

DfE is working with several industries to identify cost-effective pollution
prevention strategies that reduce risks to workers and the environment. DfE
helps businesses compare and evaluate the performance, cost, pollution
prevention benefits, and human health and environmental risks associated
with existing and "alternative technologies. The goal of these projects is to
encourage businesses to consider and use cleaner products, processes, and
technologies. For more intbrmation about the DfE Program, call (202) 260-
1678. To obtain copies of DfE materials or for general information about
DfE, contact EPA’s Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse at (202~
260-t023 or visit the DtE Website at http://es.inel.gov/dfe.
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VII.A.2. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

Industry Working Group on Deicing

A deicing working goup was formed by the American Association of Airport
Executives and the Airports Council International - North America to (1)
study the use of deicing chemicals on aircraft; (2) study the feasibility of
locating deicing facilities away from airport gates; and (3) provide
information to both industry members and the federal government on ways
in which deicing operations can be improved upon. As part of their
investigation, the working group sent out surveys to the major airports to
determine which deicing procedures and chemicals are being used by the
industry. Some of the survey questions relate to environmental effects of
deicing and recovery, reuse, and recycling of waste deicer. The results of the
survey indicated that a number of air carriers are using alternative chemicals,
and have constructed remote deicing facilities with deicer recovery systems.
(Contact: Carter Morris, American Association of Airport Executives, (703)
824-0500.)

ISO 14000

ISO 14000 is a series of internationally-accepted standards tbr environmental
management. The series includes standards for environmental management
systems (EMS), guidelines on conducting EMS audits, standards for auditor
qualifications, and standards and guidance for conducting product lifecycle
analysis. Standards for auditing and EMS were adopted in September 1996,
while other elements of the ISO 14000 series are currently in draft form.
While regulations and levels of environmental control vary from country to
country, ISO 14000 attempts to provide a common standard for
environmental management. The governing body for ISO 14000 is the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), a worldwide federation
of 110+ country members based in Geneva, Switzerland. The American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the United States representative to
ISO.

VII.B. Summary of Trade Associations

American Association of Airport Executives
4212 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22302
Phone: (703) 824-0500
Fax: (703) 820-1395

The American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) is comprised of
airport management personnel and representatives of companies serving the
civil airport industry. The AAAE sponsors educational seminars, conducts
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examinations, and maintains a speakers’ bureau. AAAE has an
Environmental Service/Environmental Affairs Committee that provides
assistance on complying with environmental regulations (e.g., regulation
interpretations, training seminars, and manuals). Environmental compliance
assistance is focused on the storm water rules. Publications are the bimonthly
Airport Executive Magazine and the Airport Report Newsletter. Separate
yearly conferences are held on topics such as national airports, legislative
issues (semiannual), international facilities, and general annual issues.

Airports Association Council International
1220 19th Street NW, Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 293-8500
Fax: (202) 331-1362

The Airports Association Council International (AACB is comprised of
operators of public airport facilities. The group also includes government
bodies that own and operate major airports. The association provides
compliance assistance to members through seminars, meetings, conterences,
regulation interpretations, and manuals. One day conferences are frequently
held on environmental management and auditing techniques. Committees
include planning and environmental, safety and security, and U.S.
government affairs. Publications are the weekly Airport Highligttts, the
annual Worldwide Airport Traffic Report, and the Airport Environmental
Management Handbook. The AACI holds an annual meeting in September
or October.

National Air Transportation Association
4226 King Street
Alexandria, VA 22302
Phone: (703) 845-9000
Fax: (703) 845-8176

The National Air Transportation Association (NATA) represents the interests
of aviation services companies such as fixed-based operators and on-demand
air taxis. NATA provides compliance assistance to members in the form of
guidelines, explanations of regulations, and seminars. Most of NATA’s work
relates to Federal Aviation Administration regulations; however,
environmental services are also provided. Environmental aspects of deicing
and aircraft cleaning are not a major focus, because the membership does not
include the carrier companies, however, some fixed-based operators carry out
deicing operations. Publications include an annual membership directory, an
annual report, and the monthly ATAnews.
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Airports Council International. North America
!775 K Street, NW Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 293-8500
Fax: (202) 331-1362

Airports Council International - North America (ACI-NA) is the "voice of
airports" representing local, regional, state, and national governing bodies
that own and operate commercial airports in the U.S. ACI-NA member
airports enplane more the 90 percent of the domestic and virtually all of
the international airliner passenger and cargo traffic in North America.

Aerospace Industries Association
1250 Eye Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20.005
Phone: (202) 371-8400

Member companies of Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) represent
the primary manufacturers of military and large commercial aircraft,
engines, accessories, rockets, spacecraft, and related items.

General Aviation Manufacturers Association
1400 K Street, NW Suite 801
Washington, D.C. 20005
Phone: (202) 393-1500

The General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) is a national
trade association, headquartered in Washington, D.C., representing 53
manufacturers of fixed-wing aircraft, engines, avionics, and components.
In addition to building nearly all U.S. general aviation aircraft, GAMA
member companies also operate aircraft fleets, airport fixed-based
operations, pilot schools, and training facilities.

Air Transport Association of America
1709 New York Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 626-4000
Fax: (202) 626-4181

The Air Transport Association of America (ATA) represents 22 major
scheduled airlines in the U.S. engaged in transporting persons, goods, or
mail by aircraft. ATA serves its membership by providing aviation safety,
advocating industry positions, conducting designated industry-wide
programs and monitoring public understanding. ATA publishes annually
Air Transport as well as fact sheets, press releases, studies, speeches, and
references pertaining to air transport. The ATA holds quarterly meetings.
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Air Line Pilots Association
535 Herndon Parkway
P.O. Box 1169
Herndon, VA 20170
Phone: (703) 689-2270
Fax: (703) 689-4370

The Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA) is a union representing 46,000
airline pilots at 45 U.S. airlines. ALPA provides lobbying of airline pilot
views to Congress and government agencies, and devotes approximately
20 percent of its dues income to support aviation safety.

Regional Airline Association
1200 19th Street, N.W. Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 857-1170
Fax: (202) 429-5113

The Regional Airline Association (RAA) represents regional air carriers
and suppliers of products and services that support the industry before the
Congress, Federal Aviation Administration, Department of Transportation
and other federal and state agencies. RAA member airlines transport
between 90-95 percent of all regional airline passengers. RAA developed
an Environmental Compliance Handbook addressing compliance issues.

Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
421 Aviation Way
Frederick, MD 21701
Phone: (301) 695-2000

With over 270,000 members, the Aircraft Owners & Pilots Association
(AOPA) represents the interests of general aviation pilots. It provides
insurance plans, flight planning, and other services, and sponsors large fly-
in meetings.

Helicopter Association International
1619 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (703) 683-4646
Fax: (703) 683-4745

The members of Helicopter Association International (HAD represent
rotocraft operators and manufacturers.
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National Association of State Aviation Officials
8401 Colesville Road, Suite 505
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: (301) 588-0587
Fax: (301) 585-1803

The National Association of State Aviation Officials (NASAO) represents
departments of transportation and state aviation departments and
commissions from 49 states, Puerto Rico, and Guam.

National Business Aircraft Association
1200 18th Street, NW, Room 200
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 783-9000

The National Busfness Aircraft Association (NBAA) represents 36 [
companies that own and operate aircraft flown for corporate purposes.
NBAA is affiliated with the International Business Aircraft Council.

Flight Safety Foundation
2200 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22201
Phone: (703) 739-6700
Fax: (703) 739-6708

The Flight Safety Foundation (FSF) promotes air transport safety. Its
members include airport and airline executives and consultants.

Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
Oshkosh, WI 54903
Phone: (414) 426-4800

The Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA), with over 700 local
chapters, promotes the interests of home-built and sport aircraft owners.

Aviation Distributors & Manufacturers Association
1900 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Phone: (215) 564-3484
Fax: (215) 564-3484

The Aviation Distributors & Manufacturers Association (ADMA)
represents the interests of a wide variety of aviation firms including FBOs
and component parts manufacturers.
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International Air Transport Association
2000 Peel Street
Montreal, PQ, Canada H3A2R4
Phone: (514) 844-63 l 1
Fax: (514) 844-5286

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is an association of
105 international air carriers whose main functions include coordination of
fares and operations.

Cargo Airline Association
1220 19th Street, N.W. Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 293-1030
Fax: (202) 293-4377

The Cargo Airline Association (CAA) is a nationwide trade organization
with members made up of all segments of the air cargo community. The
Association is responsible for promoting the use of air freight services;
monitoring regulatory activity; representing the industrv before Congress,
various agencies, and courts; providing educational programs: and keeping
members up-to-date on all issues affecting air cargo.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The EnviroSenSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance: laws. executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment: an.d other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$EN$E WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the EnviroSen$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide Web
Browser to the following address:

http://es.epa.gov/sectodindex.html

or use

www.epa.gowoeca - then select the button labeled Industry and Gov’t
Sectors and then select EPA Sector Notebooks. The
Notebooks will be listed.

Direct technical questions to the Feedback function at the bottom of the web page or call Shhonn
Taylor at (202) 564-2502
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recycled/Recy¢lable ¯ Printed with Vegetable Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postconsumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates Inc.
(Cambridge, MA), and Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be
purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., ET, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as public and academic
libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the media. For further information, and
for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to the contact names and
numbers provided within this volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board
and via the Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web. Downloading procedures are described
in Appendix A of this document.
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The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 564-7021EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027EPPd310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124EPAi310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress 564-70 l 8
EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA!310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/3 I0-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-502
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind. Sallv Sasnett 564-7074EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind.Raf~el Sanchez 564-7028EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress 564-7018EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry. Belinda Breidenbach564-7022EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh,1997 Seth Heminwav 564-7017

EPA!310-13-96-003 Federal Facilities Jim Edwards¯ _64-_461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997
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NAAQS - National Ambient Air Quality. Standards (CAA)
NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
NCDB - National Compliance Database (for TSCA, F~RA, EPCRA)
NCP - National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NEIC - National Enforcement Investigation Center
NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NO,. - Nitrogen Dioxide
NOV - Notice of Violation
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NOx - Nitrogen Oxides
NPDES - National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
NPL - National Priorities List
NRC - National Response Center
NSPS - New Source Performance Standards (CAA)
OAR - Office of.air and Radiation
OECA - Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
OPA - Oil Pollution Act
OPPTS - Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances
OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration
OSW - Office of Solid Waste
OSWER - Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response
OW - Office of Water
P2 - Pollution Prevention
PCS - Permit Compliance System (CWA Database)
POTW - Publicly OwnEd Treatments Works
RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act
RCKIS - RCRA Information System
SARA - Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SDWA - Safe Drinking Water Act
SEPs - Supplementary Environmental Projects
SERCs - State Emergency Response Commissions
SIC - Standard Industrial Classification
SO: - Sulfur Dioxide
SOx - Sulfur Oxides
TOC - Total Organic Carbon
TKI - Toxic Release Inventory
TRIS - Toxic Release Inventory System
TCRIS - Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System
TSCA - Toxic Substances Control Act
TSS - Total Suspended Solids
UIC - Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
UST - Underground Storage Tanks (RCRA)
VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to traditional single-
media approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory
agencies are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to
facility permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/
outreach, research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts
driving the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each
environmental medium (air, water and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these inter-
relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One way to
achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental policies for similar
industrial facilities, By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to
the manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a comprehensive
manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial "sector-based"
approach within the EPA Office of Compliance led to the creation of this
document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance within
the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to provide its
staffand managers with summary information for eighteen specific industrial
sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated community,
environmental groups, and the public became interested in this project, the
scope of the original project was expanded. The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection measures for specific
industries is dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are: general
industry information (economic and geographic); a description of industrial
processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; Federal
statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history; and a description of
partnerships that have been formed between regulatory agencies, the regulated
community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document, this
project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references where
more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the citations
and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the information
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included, each notebook went t~ou~ an external review process. The Office
of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated in this
process and enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-date
summaries. Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts
in Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The individuals
and ~oups on this list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this
notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would Like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project,
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
uploaded to the Enviro$enSe Bulletin Board or the Enviro$enSe World Wide
Web for general access to all users of the system Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data system~. Once you have !ogged in,
procedures for uploading text are available fi-om the on-line EnviroSenSe Help
System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the relative
national occurrence of facility types that occur within each sector. In manv
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may hav~
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. For this
reason, the Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental
agencies and other groups to supplement or re-package the information
included in this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory
information that may be available. Additionally, interested states mav want
to supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Reau’l~tions"
section with state and local requirements. Compliance or technical ~ssistance
providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more
detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist Listed on the opening page of
this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further
development of the information or policies addressed within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks for
sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the Office of
Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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lI. INTRODUCTION TO THE DRY CLEANING INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
dry cleaning industry.. The type of facilities described within the document are
also described in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.
Additionally, this section contains a list of the largest companies in terms of
sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This notebook covers the entire dry cleaning industry which includes three
distinct types of operations: commercial, industrial and coin-operated. The
dry cleaning industry is covered by three Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes, the codes the Department of Commerce uses to track the flow
of goods and services. The commercial sector is included in SIC 7216 (dry
cleaning plants except rug cleaning). Commercial plants typically receive
small quantities of clothes from individuals and usually do not clean furs or
leathers although they offer non-dry cleaning services, such as refreshing
garments. The industrial dry cleaning sector is included in SIC code 7218
(industrial launderers). According to the 1987 Census of Service Industries,
there are 1,379 industrial laundry facilities. Of these, the Agency estimates
that 325 have dry cleaning capacity (USEPA, 1993a) while the remainder are
exclusively wet laundries. Industrial dry cleaners primarily clean uniforms and
may also rent uniforms and other industrial clothing such as gloves. Coin-
operated dry cleaning is included in SIC 7215 (coin-operated laundries and
dry cleaning). The Census of Service Industries indicates that there are
27,180 coin-operated laundries (with and without payroll) in 1987. Of these,
the Agency estimated that about 3,000 offer dry cleaning services of some
kind (USEPA, 1993a) although some estimate that there are fewer than 100
of such cleaners in operation. Coin-operated dry cleaners may be self-service
units located in laundromats or may be run by an attendant but located in a
self-service laundromat.

II.B. Characterization of the Dry Cleaning Industry

The dry cleaning industry, provides garment cleaning services and in most
cases will provide related services such as clothes pressing and finishing. The
dry cleaning process is physically very similar to the home laundry process,
except that clothes are washed in dry cleaning solvent instead of water.
Fabric or garment cleaning consists oft~ee basic functions: cleaning, drying
and finishing. Garments are pre-treated for stains, and then machine washed
in a solution of a solvent, soaps and detergents. The solvent is extracted bv
first draining, and then spinning the clothes. Finally, the garments are driest
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through a combination of aeration, heat and tumbling, and then they are
pressed.

These functions are the core of any fabric cleaning process, although the
details vary and steps may be minimized or even omitted. All three functions
are readily recognizable in the full-service dry cleaning process. Dry cleaners
will also "refi-esh" a garment, concentrating mainly on finishing.

[I.B. 1. Industry size and geographic distribution

The number and size of dry cleaning firms varies within the three basic
categories of dry cleaning operations. The commercial facilities are by far the
most prevalent and include full service, retail operations located in shopping
centers and near densely populated areas. The industrial dry cleaners operate
the largest facilities which are often part of a business that rents uniforms,
towels or other garments. The coin-operated sector of the market is typically
associated with a laundromat that may provide either full-service retail dry
cleaning similar to the commercial sector, or customer operated dry, cleanin~
equipment. All sectors, however, provide a single basic service, clothes
cleaning.

Commercial dry cleaning accounts for the majority of the firms with 30,494
facilities, as well as the majority of dry cleaning volume, 630,520 tons of
clothes per year as shown in the exhibit below. The average commercial
facility cleans approximately 19.7 tons of clothes per year. Industrial facilities
while fewer in number, 325, have a larger average cleaning output of 578 tons
of clothes per facility per year. Total dry cleaning volume of the industry
sector is 187,991 tons per year. The coin-operated sector accounts for the
smallest portion of the industry with 3,044 facilities processing 4,914 tons of
clothes per year for an average 1.6 tons per facility.
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Exhibit 1: Commercial Dry Cleaners Dominate Industry

Commercial      Industrial [ Coin- Operated      Total

# °fFacilities~ 30,494 325 3,044b 33,863
Volume of Clothes 630,520 187,991 4,914 825,425Cleaned’
(Tons/Year)

Mean Output per
Facilitya

19.7 578 1.6 not applicable(Tons/year)

Sales= $4.8 billion $385 million $29 million $5.2 billion
"USEPA, 1991 b
b The number of coin-operated dr5., cleaning l~acilities estimated in USEPA, 1991b is high compared to a more

recent estimate of < 100 (’rorp, 1994).
� Estimated values based on USEPA, 1991 a and USEPA, 1991 b.
d Volume/Number of facilities.

’ USEPA, 1991b, some values were rounded (1993 dollars). Values indexed from 1989 dollars using the CPI for
Apparel and Upkeep.

The size of dry cleaners varies by industrial sector. Most commercial dry
cleaners are single facility "room and pop" operations, although there is
considerable variation in the size of these businesses. Classic family-owned-
and-operated commercial cleaners typically have two or three full-time
employees (including the owner) and perhaps some additional part-time
employees. A typical firm might consist of a single small store front
operation, with customer pickup and delivery in the front, and cleaning and
finishing in the back. The store usually has one or two dry cleaning units
(either a separate washer and dryer, or a combined "dry-to-dry" machine), and
perhaps a water-based laundry machine for shirts and other washables.

Commercial dry cleaning is not a high profit business, and many dry cleaners
are barely able to stay in business. Typical start-up costs in 1993 were
$113,000, and over 60 percent of dry cleaners had annual revenues below
$113,000; however, there is wide variation in the receipts. Official Census
figures indicate one-quarter of the firms had annual revenues which were less
than $28,000, and six percent had receipts over $564,000 in 1993 dollars
(USEPA, 1991). The exhibit below shows the revenue distribution for
commercial dry cleaners. The receipts must cover labor costs (by far the
largest cost category), rent, capital depreciation, solvent and other supplies.
Wages are typically low: the industry average operator wage is less than $7.00
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per hour. Many dry cleaners have difficulty paying competitive wages andearning any profit.

I Exhibit 2: Very Small and Very Large Establishments

~al_.__Dry Cleaning (1993 dollars)

eipts
Number ,~�                  tal Annual

/~/- ~7
]

ReceiptsEstabl r~ts Percent ($1,000/year) Percent
¯

160,474 53%
229,61 !                  5%17%

10%
13,        i’       10%

327,530       7~o/o
1          37%

3,857,651         80%

4~ - -’ - ’ ,809,217 100%

Coin-operated dry cleaners are gradua/ly being phased out of the dry cleaning
market. New coin-operated equipment is reported to be no longer available
on the market (SRRP, 1990). The coin-operated segment of the dry cleaning
industry resides in laundromats. There are two basic types of operations,
including: commercial dry cleaners operating a laundromat and self-service
dry cleaning operations. Commercial dry cleaners operating at a laundromat
are classified as coin-operated because the dominant business at the location
is the coin-operated laundromat. The dry cleaning side of the business can be
fully staffed and provide the full services of a commercial dry cleaner.
Alternatively, it can provide more limited service, with an operator receiving,
cleaning, and returning batches of clothes to the customer, but not providing
pressing, spotting or other services. The second type of coin-operated.dry
cleaning facility is the self-serve dry cleaning machine. These are trulv coin-
operated, with the customer operating the dry cleaning equipment~ The
exhibit below shows the total dry cleaning output and the average output per
establishment as categorized by the coin-operated sector income. Comparing
the total coin-operated dry cleaning sales from the first exhibit to total coin-
operated sales below, shows that dry cleaning makes up only about 10 percent
of the receipts in this sector, a much smaller fraction than for commercial or
industrial laundries (USEPA, 1993a).
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Exhibit 3: Medium-Sized Establishments Dominate
Coin-operated Dry Cleaning and Laundries

(1993 dollars)"

Annual Receipts Total Annual
(S/year) per Number of Receipts
Establishment Establishmentsb Percent ($1,000/yr) Percent
0-28,000 523 17% 10,425 4%
28,000-56,000 1,451 48% 66,180 23%
56,000-85,000 475 16% 35,888 12%
85,000-113,000 169 5% 17,664 6%
>113,000 426 14% 158,468 55%
Total 3,044 100% 288,627 100%
a Based on pa.vroll converted to 1993 dollars using the CPI for Apparel and Upkeep.
b The distribution of establishrnents is based on the distribution of all coin-~perated laundries

with payroll (including those without dry cleaning capacity) reported in the 1987 Census of
Service Industries.                                 "
Source: U.S. EnvirormaenUal Protection Agencv. 1993a. Economic Analvsis of Regulatory
Controls in the Dry_ Cleaning Industry.. Final. ~PA 450/3-91-02 lb. September.

Industrial dry cleaners tend to be larger than commercial establishments. They
service institutional, professional and industrial customers by providing
cleaning services for uniforms, restaurant linens, wiping towels, floor mats and
work gloves. In many cases industrial dry cleaning firms offer rental as well
as cleaning services. According to Census data, 1,379 industrial laundrv
facilities were operating in 1987 of which 325 were estimated to have dr~
cleaning operations. While sales for all operations at these facilities totaled
$1.1 billion, only about 35 percent ($385 million) of the receipts were related
to dry cleaning. The balance of receipts were from water washing or other
activities (USEPA, 1993a).

Dry cleaners are spread throughout the United States although their location
depends on both the type of operation and the solvent used. Commercial dry
cleaners are distributed in a six to one ratio of urban to rural as a result ofth~
greater demand for dry cleaning in urban settings. Their distribution roughly
follows the population as shown in the exhibit below. Industrial laundries,
however, tend to be located in medium to small cities to take advantage &the
lower capital and labor costs. Industrial laundries are also less reliant upon
being in their customer’s immediate neighborhood. Coin-operated laundries
tend to be in rural areas where commercial dry cleaning is not available. The
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type of solvent used for dry cleaning also varies by geographic region.
Petroleum dry cleaners are concentrated in the Gulf states, particularly Texas
and Louisiana, partly due to the availability of petroleum in these locations
and partly because local fire regulations prohibit petroleum cleaners in many
other regions.

Exhibit 4: Dry Cleaning Facilities (SIC 7216)

Number of D~�le~ning
Establishments

~
O. to 100

100 to 300

~ 300 to 600 Miles
600 to 1,000
>1,000 ~ 100 200 300 400

Source: 1992 Census of Service Industries, Geographic Area Series
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Exhibit 5: Geographic Distribution of Dry Cleaning Facilities
Corresponds to Population in U.S.

Percent of Receipts Facilities Population 1990 Pop.State                Facilitiesa
($1,000) Rank Rank (1,000)b

California 11.8 629,747 1 1 29,760
New York 8.9 346,412 2 2 17,990
Texas 7.9 448,292 3 3 16,987
Florida 5.8 273,109 4 4 12,938
Illinois 4.5 231,475 5 6 11,431
New Jersey 4.1 186,588 6 9 7,730
Ohio 3.9 208,832 7 7 10,847
Pennsylvania 3.8 196,682 8 5 11,881
Georgia 3.5 161,054 9 11 6,478
Michigan 3.2 161,270 10 8 9,295
Virginia 3.0 165,446 11 12 6,187
North Carolina 2.9 172,653 12 10 6,628
Massachusetts 2.6 136,666 13 13 6,016
Maryland 2.1 107,265 14 19 4,781
Missouri 2.0 98,485 15 15 5,117
Indiana 2.0 102,078 16 14 5,544
Washington 1.9 79,471 17 18 4,867
Tennessee 1.9 110,116 18 17 4,877
Alabama 1.8 93,949 19 22 4,041
Colorado 1.8 77,212 20 26 3,294
Louisiana 1.6 80,484 21 21 4,345
Connecticut 1.5 90,111 22 27 3,287
South Carolina 1.5 78,297 23 25 3,487
Kentucky 1.3 61,293 24 23 3,685
Minnesota 1.3 72,772 25 20 4, 375 -
Arizona 1.2 73,290 26 24 3,665
Oklahoma 1.2 70,665 27 28 3,146
Wisconsin 1.2 63,964 28 16 4,891
Arkansas 1.0 45,053 29 33 2,351
vlississippi 1.0 46,756 30 31 2,573
Oregon 0.9 40,728 31 29 2 842
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!State Percent of Receipts Facilities Population 1990 Pop.
Facilities’ ($1,000) Rank Rank (1,000)b

Kansas 0.9 41,941 32 32 2,478
Iowa 0.8 36,487 33 30 2,777
Utah 0.6 26,191 34 35 1,723
Nevada 0.5 34,118 35 39 1,202
New Mexico 0.5 22,225 36 37 1,515
Nebraska 0.4 22,339 37 36 1,578
West Virginia 0.4 19,301 38 34 1,793
Rhode Island 0.3 17,081 39 43 1,003
D.C. 0.3 13,898 40 48 607
New Hampshire O. 3 17, 519 41 40 1,109
Idaho 0.3 12,558 42 42 1,007
Delaware 0.2 13,530 43 46 666
Montana 0.2 6,576 44 44 799
Maine 0.2 9,623 45 38 1,228
Hawaii 0.2 21,141 46 41 1,108
Vermont 0.2 7,680 47 49 563
South Dakota 0.2 4,481 48 45 696
North Dakota 0.2 8,280 49 47 639
Wyoming 0.1 4,168 50 51 454
Alaska 0.1 17,679 51 52 550

’~ Number of facilities comes from the 1992 Census of Service Industries. Drvcleaumg plants, except rug cleaning (,SIC
7216).                                        "

b Populations are fi-om 1990 Census, Summary, Population and Housing Characteristics, Table I: US Summary. Total
may vary. due to rounding.

Ward’s Business Directory of U.S. Private and Public Companies, produced
by Gale Research Inc., compiles financial data on U.S. companies including
those operating within the dry cleaning industry. Ward’s ranks U.S.
companies, whether they are a parent company, subsidiary or division, by sales
volume within the 4-digit SIC codes that they have been assigned as their
primary activity. Readers should note that: 1) companies are assigned a 4-
digit SIC that most closely resembles their principal industry; and 2) sales
figures include total company sales, including subsidiaries and operations not
related to dry. cleaning. Additional sources of company specific financial
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information include Standard & Poor’s Stock Report Services, Dun &
Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, Moody’s Manuals, and annual reports.

Exhibi 6: Top U.S. Companies with Dry Cleaning Operation:

1993 Sales
Ran k’ Companyb

(millions of dollars)
1 Initial USA, Inc. - Atlanta, GA 170
2 Concord Custom Cleaners - Richmond, KY 25
3 Dryclean USA, Inc. - Miami, FL 25
4 Pride Cleaners, Inc. - Leawood, KS 16
5 Fashion Car~, Inc. - Atlanta, GA 10
6 Spic and Span, Inc. - Milwaukee, WI 10
7 A1 Phillips the Cleaner, Inc. - Las Vegas, NV 8
8 Admiral, Inc. - Annapolis, MD 7
9 Walker, Inc. - Omaha, NE 3
10 WH Christian and Sons, Inc. - Brooklyn, NY 3
Note: "When Ward’s Business Directory lists both a parent and subsidiary’ in the top ten, only

the parent company is presented above to avoid double cotm.ting N?ot all sales can be
attributed to the companies dry cleamng operations.
b Companies shown listed SI~ 7216 as prtma~ activity.

Source: Ward’s Business Directory. of U.S. Private and Public Companies - 1993.

II.B.2. Product characterization

The dw cleaner’s product is the service of cleaning clothes convenientlv. The
products may also include services such as pressing and finishing. The ~narket
is divided into two parts, those customers who shop for price and will accept
adequate quality and those who are buying quality cleaning with price being
less of a concern. The latter are more steady dry cleaning customers while the
former will forego dry cleaning during financial downturns.
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H.B.3. Economic trends

In 1992, the total dry cleaning market generated $5.2 billion in revenues, with
$4.8 billion generated by the commercial sector and $385 million and $29
million generated by the industrial and coin-operated sectors respectively.
Current industry estimates indicate a zero growth rate for the commercial
sector through 1996 while both the industrial and coin-operated sectors are
anticipated to continue their decline during this period. More clothes are
being made oflaunderable fabrics which reduces the demand for commercial
dry cleaning. Self-service coin-operated dry cleaning machines are no longer
manufactured and those currently in use are being phased out as they age.
The trend toward launderable fabrics will inevitably reduce the need for
industrial dry cleaning as well.

Convenience is the driving force in commercial dry cleaning. Location near
the consumer and fast turnaround on their clothes as well as the cleanliness of
the item are important to dry cleaning success. Consumers care little about
what solvent is used to clean their clothes as long as the cleaning service is
convenient, fast and effective. While the switch to launderable fabrics reduces
the need for dry cleaning, the other services such as laundering, pressing and
finishing may still be in demand.
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RI. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the dry cleaning
industry, including the materials and equipment used, and the processes
employed. The section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship
between the industrial process and the topics described in subsequent sections
of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and
Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate published
engineering information that is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX
for a list of reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used production
processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts produced or released, and
the materials either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled
with schematic drawings of the identified processes, provide a concise
description of where wastes may be produced in the process. This section
also describes the potential fate (via air, water, and soil pathways) of these
waste products.

[H.A. Industrial Processes in the Dry Cleaning Industry

Dry cleaning processes garments in a way that avoids saturating fabrics with
water. If thoroughly saturated with water, agitated and heated, certain fabrics
(especially wool, silk and rayon) may shrink or the dye may run. Other
garments that are constructed from several materials can be damaged if the
various layers react differently to the cleaning process. Because dry cleaning
solvents do not saturate the fibers of the fabric, the swelling and shrinking
from water saturation is avoided, allowing nearly all types of fabrics and
garments to be safely dry cleaned.

Four solvents dominate the dry cleaning market: perchloroethylene (PCE),
petroleum solvents, chlorofluorocarbons (CFC- 113) and trichloroethane
(TCA). The manufacture of the latter two will be banned in 1995 under the
Clean Air Act Amendments. The exhibit below shows that PCE dominates ~
the commercial sector while petroleum solvent is used in the majority of
industrial machines.

One important characteristic of the dry cleaning industry is that the machine~
used with these solvents has evolved over time. The development
encompasses four "generations" of machines, all of which are still in use. The
first generation of equipment has separate washers and dryers, thus the
operator must transfer the clothes between the two. The second generation
machine design eliminates the stand-alone dryer and combines both washing
and drying into a single machine. The third generation of equipment includes
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added control technology to reduce the vapor emissions. The fourth
generation of machine design modifies the third generation by recycling the
air in the machine to further reduce emissions. Each generation is described
further below.

Exhibit 7: Number of Dry Cleaning Facilities
by Process and Industrial Sector¯

Industrial Sector

Process Solvent Commercial      Industrial Coin-operated Total
PCE 24,947 130 3,044 28, l 21

Petroleum 4,548 b 195 0 4,743
CFC- 113 949b 0 0 949

Yrichloroethane 50~ 0 0 50

Total 30,494 325 3,044 33,863
¯ USEPA, 1991b. unless otherwise indicated.
~ Estimate based on USEPA, 1991a.
~ Wolf, 1992.

First Generation Machines

The first generation of dry cleaning machines had separate washers and
dryers. These transfer machines (so-called because the wet clothes were
transferred from the washer to the dryer) were the predominant type of
machine used until the late-1960s, when dry-to-dry machines were developed
that reduced solvent loss and improved dry cleaning economics. In a typical
transfer process, the clothes are loaded into the washer, where the solvent is
combined with a water and detergent charge, and the clothes and solvent are
agitated by rotation of the washeds drum. After washing, the drum is rotated
at high speeds to extract the residual solvent. The clothes are then manuallv
transferred to a dryer where recirculating warm air causes most of th~
remaining solvent to vaporize. To reduce wrinkling, the drying cycle is
followed by a brief cool-down cycle during which unheated air is circulated
through the clothes (USEPA, 1991). A flow diagram for a typical PCE
transfer machine is shown below. The advantages of using transfer equipment
are: (a) more production since a new load is being washed while the previous
one is being dried; (b) less complicated construction with less automation and
thus greater ease of repair; and (c) reduction of fabric damage since the
cylinder remains cool after the prior load is removed. The disadvantages are:
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(a) the additional labor required to handle the heavy volume~ (b) the solvent
vapors that escape to the atmosphere during transfer; (c) exposure of the
worker to the solvent; and (d) the garments that can fall on the floor during
transfer. Currently, about 34 percent of dry cleaning machines in the U.S. ar~
transfer units (Brown, 1993). However, the National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for PCE dry cleaning facilities will not
allow new transfer machines that use PCE (USEPA, !993b). Transfer
machines cannot be converted to dry-to-dry machines, but they can be
retrofitted with vapor control devices and with impermeable enclosures to
capture fugitive emissions. Two technologies that can capture the solvent that
escapes during clothing transfer are hamper enclosure and room enclosures.

Hamper enclosures consist of a hood or canopy usually made of polyethylene
-- impervious plastic that encloses the clothing hamper and the open door of
the washer when clothing is removed from the washer of a transfer machine
and placed in the dryer. The same canopy is used when transferring the
clothes from the hamper to the dryer (Environmental Reporter, 1992).

Room enclosures usually consist of a metal frame covered with clear
impervious plastic that encloses both the washer and dryer of a transfer
machine. During clothing transfer, a fan is turned on to draw air from outside
the room enclosure through louvered door openings in the enclosure and then
to a vapor emission control device.
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Exhibit 8: Process Flow Diagram for Perchioroethylene Solvent
Transfer Dry Cleaning Machines

Heated Air ]

Clothes & PCE

P-G~~ Air

PCE

WaterLiquid PCE
ethylene

PCE

Source: Adapted from USEPA, 1991 b

Second Generation Machines

Transfer units were used exclusively until the late 1960s, when a second
generation of equipment was introduced to reduce the amount of space the
machines occupied and to decrease solvent consumption. Called "dry-to-dry"
machines, these units integrate the washing and drying into the same unit.
This saves space, requires less labor (because the operator does not have to
transfer garments), reduces the amount of solvent vapor that escapes, lowers
worker exposure to solvent vapor, and generates a higher solvent mileage (the
quantity of solvent needed to clean a quantity of clothes). The disadvantages
are lower production and less flexibility, since each machine is committed to
a single load during its entire wash-dry cycle. Dry-to-dry machines currently
comprise 66 percent of the units used in the U.S. (Brown, 1993). Of these,
32 percent are the vented units (2rid generation machines) that are designed
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to send residual vapors to the atmosphere or an external control device
(Brown, 1993). The remainder are third or fourth generation machines as
described below. Second generation machines can be retrofitted with control
devices such as carbon adsorbers (not allowed under current regulations) and
refrigerated condensers.

Carbon adsorbers recover solvent by sending contaminated air through a bed
of activated carbon that then adsorbs’ the solvent vapors as shown below.
The adsorbed solvent is recovered by passing low-pressure steam (new
designs use hot air) through the carbon bed. The mixed steam and solvent
vapors are then passed through a water-cooled condenser and are collected
in a phase separator,b The carbon is dried and reused while the recovered
solvent is returned to the dry cleaning system (SRRP, 1990). Carbon
adsorbers can be retrofitted to both dry-to-dry and transfer machines. In tests
of carbon adsorbers, the removal etSciencies were above 95 percent (USEPA,
1991). However,.subsequent data from the California Air Resources Board
led the Agency to believe that in actual practice the removal efficiencies are
much lower. As a result, the NESHAP does not allow them as an option for
primary control except in certain large facilities where carbon adsorbers were
installed prior to the promulgation of the regulation, September 22, 1993.

~ The system will hold molecules on its surface (adsorb) and then release them (desorb) when steam is passed throuzh
the bed.                                                                                       ~

t~ PCE and water are reasonably insoluble in the liquid phase. The cooled PCE/water max’ture will enter the phase

separator where two layers will form. The PCE will then be drawn off for recycling
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S~vent Vapor-laden
Air "IN"

Solvent to
S~orage

Air
’OUT’                                         Water

Separator

I
Pneumatic Oampers

ADSORPTION CYCLE DESORPTION CYCLE

Source: USEPA 1991 a

Exhibit 9: Flow Diagram of a Carbon Adsorber

Refrigerated condensers have both an advantage and a disadvantage when
compared to carbon adsorbers. They require less maintenance because the
refrigerant only needs to be replaced yearly while carbon adsorbers must be
desorbed daily,c The disadvantage of refrigerated condensers compared to
carbon adsorbers is that they cannot be used to control low concentration
emission streams (USEPA, 1991 a).

The desorpt~on of solvent is accomplished by passing steam (or hot air) through the carbon bed.
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Refrigerated condensers remove vapors from the exhaust stream by cooling
them to below their dew points. Most new machines have built-in refrigerated
condensers, but the condensers can be retrofitted to both transfer and dry-to-
dry machines (USEPA, 1991a). Refrigerated condensers achieve about 95
percent control of HAPs when compared to uncontrolled machines (Smith,
1995). The figure below shows a typical refrigerated condenser that can
accommodate two HAP (hazardous air pollutant such as PCE)-laden streams.
In transfer machines, a stream (Stream A) fi’om the exhaust fan used when the
washer door is opened will feed through the condenser and be vented (Stream
B) and a stream from the dryer (Stream C) passes through the condenser, and
atter separation and recovery of the solvent returns the air stream to the dryer
(Stream D). Dry-to-dry machines only have the second stream. In transfer
machines, the exhaust vapors from the washer are vented (in one pass)
through the condenser to the atmosphere, and thus the system can achieve
only about 85 percent control of HAPs compared to an uncontrolled machine
(USEPA, 1991 a):
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Exhibit 10: Flow Diagram of a Refrigerated Condenser
Solvent-Laden Vapors

from Washer

Solvent-Laden A
Vapors from

Dryer C

D

Refrigerated
Condensing

Coils

;tream A = Solvent-laden vapors
from washer open door cycle.

Stream B = Open door cycle
emissions vented after one
3ass through condenser.

Stream C = Solvent-laden vapors
from dryer.

Stream D = Air stream returned
to dryer after solvent separation
and recovery.

A refrigerated condenser as applied to a
transfer dry cleaning machine.

Source: USEPA 1991a
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7fhir~ Generation Machines

The third generation of machines that were designed in the late 1970s and
early 1980s are dry-to-dry with built-in refrigerated condensers. These are
closed loop machines. A closed-loop machine does not vent air to the
atmosphere but recycles it continuously throughout the dry cleaning cycle.
The only air exchange with the atmosphere occurs during loading and
unloading. Thirty-four percent of the machines currently in use in the U.S.
are of this design (Brown, 1993). The advantage is a single unit that will
release smaller amounts of vapor. The disadvantage is the greater
complexity of machine design which could lead to higher maintenance costs
and more frequent breakdowns. The principles of operation are the same
as for the second generation machines that use refrigerated condensers.

Fourth Generation A/lachmes

The fourth generation machine is a non-vented, closed loop process with an
additional internal vapor recovery device. The control technologies used
in these machines are refrigerated condensers and carbon adsorbers. In
non-vented, closed loop machines, refrigerated condensers can match
carbon adsorber’s 95 percent control efficiency (USEPA, 199 l a).

Technologtcal Trends

The recent technological trends have been to increase mileage and to reduce
emissions. The increased mileage decreases solvent costs for the facility while
the reduced emissions are driven by both environmental and worker
protection laws. In September, 1993 the Agency promulgated a National
Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for
Perch]oroethylene Dry Cleaners. These regulations require both existing and
new facilities that meet certain size requirements to use designated vapor
control technologies and undertake leak detection and equipment repair to
prevent fugitive emissions. Occupational Safety and Health Act regulations
have imposed limits on worker exposure to perchloroethylene which has led
to machine designs that reduce emissions from opening the door after
operation. For petroleum solvents the trend has been towards development
of solvents with higher flash points to reduce the explosion potential and to
solvents with lower volatile organic compound content to reduce VOC
emissions.

One of the most important current developments in the industry is the
commercialization of aqueous alternatives for a portion of the clothes
currently dry cleaned. Multi-process wet cleaning is a method of hand
cleaning clothes using a controlled application of water. It is called "multi-
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process" because a number of different steps can be included in the process
depending upon the fabric type and the soil and stains on the garment. A
cleaning technician inspects incoming garments for the degree of soiling and
based on that and the fiber type a cleaning process is chosen. The process
could be spotting, localized steaming, hand washing or machine washing. A
flow diagram of multi-process wet cleaning is shown below. The second
aqueous alternative is machine wet cleaning. This process uses a specially
designed washing machine that reduces the agitation the clothes are subject
to in a traditional laundering process and adds proprietary chemicals (that
satisl~ the German environmental regulations) to reduce fibe~ swelling. These
machines have been used profitably in Europe (primarily Germany) and are
now being introduced into the U.S. market by several manufacturers. The
process is diagramed below. The critical test for market acceptance will be
the percent of the current U.S. dry cleaning clothes stream that these
processes can clean effectively without damaging the garments. Two firms
in New York City currently are using a combination of the two aqueous
processes and report eighty percent repeat business.
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Exhibit 11: Process Flow Diagram of Muitiprocess Wet Cleaning

Degreasor

Spot & Stain
Remover

Spot & Stain Cleaner & Conventional Solvents (e.g. amyler Remover
Degreasor acetate, oxalic acid, peroxide,

sodium perborate, ammonia)

Source: Developed for USEPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics" Design for the Environment Program.
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Exhibit 12: Process Flow Diagram of Machine Wet Cleaning

Water

Source: Developed for the USEPA Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics’ Design Ibr the Environment Progam.

[ll.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The primary dry cleaning releases are to air (through both fugitive emissions
and direct release at the end of the cycle), water (from water that was
contained in the clothes and from regenerating carbon adsorbers) and solid
waste (such as the muck from stills used to evaporate solvent-contaminated
water, the residue remaining after contaminated solvent is filtered, and the
carbon from an adsorber). There is an active recycling market for solvent
recovered from dry cleaning facilities, although the overall percentage of
solvent recovered is not known.
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Exhibit 13: Pollution Releases from Dry Cleaning Operations
Release Medium Emissions

Air Solvent spills
Fugitive leaks from piping
Vapor released with transferring or removing clothes
from machines
Vapor release from clothes dryers
Residual vapor release from clothes after they are
removed from the dryer

Water Water from separator

Hazardous/Solid Waste Residue from solvent still
Filters
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutant
releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of comparative
pollutant release information is the Toxic Release Inventory System (TRI).
Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act,
TRI includes self-reported facility release and transfer data for over 600 toxic
chemicals. Facilities within SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that
have more than 10 employees, and that are above wei~t-based reporting
thresholds are required to report TRI on-site releases a~d off-site transfers.
The information presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the
most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year (which then included 316
chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported by each
sector. Because TRI requires consistent reporting regardless of sector, it is
an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general, toxic
chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the 1993 Toxic
Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by 42.7 percent
between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have decreased, the total
amount of reported toxic waste has not declined because the amount of toxic
chemicals transferred off-site has increased. Transfers have increased from
3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to 4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better management
practices have led to increases in off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for
recycling. More detailed irfformation can be obtained from EPA’s annual
Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotline at 800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic
Release Inventory System database. (For user support call 202-260-1531)

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the primary
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TRI data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been obtained.
these data have been included to augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding TR/data.
Within some sectors, the majority of facilities are not subject to TRI reporting
because they are not considered manufacturing industries, or because they are
below TKI reporting thresholds. Examples are the mining, dry cleaning,
printing, and transportation equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors.
release information from other sources has been included.
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The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each industry.
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity of each chemical that is released. The Agency is in the process of
developing an approach to assign toxicological weights to each chemical
released so that one can differentiate between pollutants with significant
differences in toxicity. As a preliminary indicator &the environmental impact
of the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook briefly
summarizes the toxicolo~cal properties of the top five chemicals (by weight)
reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- is the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal economic
statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between facility and industry
data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have l0 or more full-time
employees and are above established chemical throughput thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary codes 20 through 39. Facilities must submit estimates
for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies of
water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained disposal into
underground injection wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emission occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include losses
from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses from impoundments, spills, or
leaks.
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Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water. Any
estimates for storm water runoff and non-point losses must also be included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of toxic chemicals in waste to on-site
landfills, land treated or incorporation into soil, surface impoundments, spills,
leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the facility’s
boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that is
geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under TILl.
The quantities reported represent a movement of the chemical away from the
reporting facility., Except for off-site transfers for disposal, these quantities
do not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred through pipes or sewers
to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment and chemical
removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment methods used.
Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the POTW are generally released to
surface waters or landfilled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of regenerating
or recovering still valuable materials. Once these chemicals have been
recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either neutralization,
incineration, biological destruction, or physical separation. In some cases, the
chemicals are not destroyed but prepared for further waste management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Dry Cleaning Industry

The Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) covers only manufacturers categorized
in two-digit SIC codes 20 through 39. Therefore dry cleaning facilities which
are categorized as service industry establishments (SIC 72) are not required
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to report to TRI. However, solvent releases from dry cleaners were estimated
by the Agency for two regulatory actions, the 1993 NESHAP for HAPs
(excluding petroleum solvents) and the 1984 Petroleum Dry Cleaners New
Source Performance Standard. The information is explained below.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for this sector are listed
below. Facilities that have reported ~ the SIC codes covered under this
notebook appear on the first list. The second list contains additional facilities
that have reported the SIC code covered within this report, and one or more
SIC codes that are not within the scope of this notebook. Therefore, the
second list includes facilities that conduct multiple operations -- some that are
under the scope of this notebook, and some that are not. Currently, the
facility-level data do not allow pollutant releases to be broken apart bv
industrial process.

IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate information
for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this sector self-reported
as released to the environment based upon 1993 TRI data. Because this
section is based upon self-reported release data, it does not attempt to provide
information on management practices employed by the sector to reduce the
release of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release reductions
over time are available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly from
the industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this document.
Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult the sources referenced
below for a more detailed description of both the chemicals described in this
section and the chemicals that appear on the flail list of TR! chemicals
appearing in Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Tox~cs
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), and the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), accessed via TOXNET. TOXNET is a
computer system run by the National Library of Medicine. It includes a ¯
number of toxicological databases managed bv EPA, National Cancer
Institute, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.a
HSDB contains chemical-specific information on manufacturing and use.

a Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Inlbrmation Svstem). DART

(Developmental and Reproductive Toxiciw Database), DBIR /Directory of Biotechnology Inlbrmat£)n Resources l.
EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Irtform~tion Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicolo~’~. HSDB/Hazardous
Substances Data Bank), ItLIS (Integrated P~sk Inlbrmation System). RTECS (Registr3. of Toxic Effects oi" Chemical
Substances), and TILl (Toxic Release Inventor3_.)
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chemical and physical properties, safety and handling, toxicity and biomedical
effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure potential, exposure
standards and regulations, monitoring and analysis methods, and additional
references. The information contained below is based upon exposure
assumptions that have been conducted using standard scientific procedures.
The effects listed below must be taken in context of these exposure
assumptions that are more fully explained within the full chemical profiles in
HSDB. For more information on TO)~qET, contact the TOXNET help line
at 800-231-3766

Perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethy lene) (CAS: 127-18-4)

Toxicity. Chronic exposure to perchloroethylene (’PCE) has been linked
to damage to the central nervous system and to a lesser extent, the lungs,
liver, and kidneys. Exposure to PCE is irritating to the eyes, skin, and
respiratory system.

Ecologically, experimental application of PCE to a freshwater pond led to
the local extinction of several phytoplankton and zooplankton species.

Carcinogenicity. PCE is a possible human carcinogen via oral exposure.

Environmental Fate. PCE released to surface water or the soil rapidly
evaporates. PCE is not expected to significantly biodegrade, bioconcentrate
in aquatic organisms, hydrolyze, or significantly adsorb to sediments or soil
particles. PCE released to the atmosphere degrades rapidly in the presence
of sunlight. It may be subject to washout in rain.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The primary releases from the dry, cleaning industry are associated with the
many solvents used. As mentioned in Section III.A., four solvents dominate:
perchloroethylene, petroleum solvents, chlorofluorocarbons and trichloro-
ethane. Estimates of national releases of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)
(excludes petroleum solvents) from the baseline estimate prior to the 1993
NESHAP are 90,200 tons/year from the commercial sector, 4,800 tons/year
from the industrial sector and 990 tons/year from the coin-operated sector for
a total of 95,900 tons/year. The total quantity of HAPs disposed of off-site
is 47,500 tons per year and is primarily from filtration residue. The recent
NESHAP will reduce the air emissions by prohibiting the sale of new transfer
equipment, requiring control devices on existing equipment, and requiring
new equipmem to be fitted with controls. The most recent petroleum solvent
emission data available for the dry cleaning industry are from 1982 in support
of the 1984 New Source Performance Standards. Applying the release factor
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of 23 pounds of solvent per 100 pounds of clothes cleaned to the total
petroleum-based facility throughput yields total petroleum solvent releases of
51,000 tons per year. These releases are distributed approximately equally
between commercial and industrial plants (there are no coin-operated
petroleum plants). Over 75 percent of the releases are from dryers with the
remainder from a combination of evaporation from filters, still releases and
fugitive emissions. These values may slightly overestimate current releases
because vapor control technologies such as carbon adsorbers or condensers
may have been added to existing machines.

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide range
of information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of concern within a
particular industry. Exhibit 14 summarizes annual releases of carbon
monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of l0 microns or
less (PM ,0), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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Exhibit 14: Pollutant Releases (short tons/year)
Industry Sector CO NO 2 PM 1o PT SO 2 VOC
Metal Mining 5,391 28,583 39,359 140,052 84,222 1,283
Nonmetal Mining 4,525 28,804 59,305, 167,948 24.129 1,736
Lumber and Wood Production 123,756 42,658 14.135 63,761 9.419 41.423
Furniture and Fixtures 2,069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59.426
Pulp and Paper 624,291 394,448 35,579 113,571 541,002 96,875
Printing 8,463 4.915 399 1,031 1.728 101.537
Inorganic Chemicals 166,147 103,575 4,107 39,062 182,189 52,091

Organic Chermcals 146,947 236,826 26,493 44,860 132.459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419.311 380,641 18,787 36,877 648.155 369.058
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 2.090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29.364 140.741

Stone. Clay and Concrete 58.043 338,482 74,623 171.853 339.216 30,262
Iron and Steel 1.518.642 138.985 42,368 83.017 238.268 82,292
Nonferrous Metals 448.758 55,658 20.074 22.490 373,007 27.375

Fabricated Metals 3.851 16.424 1.185 3,136 4.019 102.186

Computer and Office Equipment 24 0 0 0 0 0
Electronics and Other Electrical 367, 1,129 207 293 453 4,854Equipment and Components

Motor Vehicles. Bodies, Parts and 35.303 23,725 2,406 12.853 25,462 101,275Accessories

Dry. Cleaning                         101       179         3        28       152     7.310

Source: U.S. EPA Office of,adr and Radiation. .MRS D~tJb*~e. May 1995.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figure and table do
not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI. In
addition, the dry cleaning industry sector is not subject to TRI reporting and
therefore is not presented in Exhibits 14 and 15. Similar information is
available within the annual TRI Public Data Release Book.

Exhibit 15 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TRI data for
the dry. cleaning industry and the other sectors profiled in these notebooks.
The bar graph presents the total TRI releases and total transfers on the left
axis and the trian~e points show the average releases per facility on the right
axis. Industry sectors are presented in the order of increasing total TKI
releases. The graph is based on the data shown in Exhibit 16 and is meant to
facilitate comparisons between the relative amounts of releases, transfers, and
releases per facility, both within and between these sectors. The reader should
note. however, that differences in the proportion of facilities captured by TRI
exist between industry sectors.
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Exhibit 16: Toxics Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

~ 1993 TRI Releases 1993 TR! Transfers

~"~ Average Average
Total      Releases per      Total      Transfers Total Releases +     Average Releases +

SIC       # TR!      Releases       Facility      Transfers per Facility      Transfers      Transfers per Facility
"Industry Sector Range Facilities (million Ibs.) (pounds) (milliou Ibs.) (pounds)

SIolIC, Clay, and Conc,ele 32 634 26.6 42,000 2.2 4,000 28.8 46.000
I umber and Wtn~d P, odu~;ts 24 491 8.4 17,000 ’ 3.5 i 7,000 I 1.9 24,000
lq,miture and Fixlures 25, 313 42.2 135,000 4.2 13,000 46.4 148,000
Printing 2711-2789 318 36.5 115,000 10.2 32,000 46.7 147,000
Electronic Equip. and 36 406 6.7 17,000 47. I ’116,000 53.7 133,000Components

P, ubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,57(, 118.4 75,000 45 29,000 1634 104,000
Motor Vehicles, Bodies, Parts 371 60(, 79.3 130,000 145.5 239,000 224.8 369,000and Accessories

Pulp and Paper 2611-263 30~. 169.7 549,000 48.4 157,000 218. 706,000
Inorganic Chem. Mt~. 2812-2819 55.~ 179.6 324,000 70 126,000 249.7 450,000
I’clrolcum Relining 291 15( 64.3 412,000 4175 2,676,000 481.9 3,088,O00
Fabricated Metals 34 2,36.] 72 30,000 195.7 83,000 267.7 123,000
Iron and Steel 33i 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3~ 1,825,000
Nonferrous Metals 333, 334’ 208 182.5 877,000 98.2 472,000 280.7 1,349,000
( )rganic Chemical Mfg 2861-2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 438,~ 1,052,O00
Metal Miimlg I0 hlduslry scclor not subjecl to "I’RI reporting.
Nonn|clal Mmi,g 14 IndustlT sector nol subject to "I’RI reporting.
I)ry Cleaning 7216 Industry sector uot subject to TRI reporting.

Somcc. I I S EPA. loxics Rclcasc Invcnlor~ I)alahase 199.L
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

]’he best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general
and company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the dry cleaning industry. While the list is not
exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the starting
point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. When possible, this section provides information from real activities
that can, or are being implemented by this sector -- including a discussion of
associated costs, time frames, and expected rates of return. This section
provides summary information from activities that may be, or are being
implemented by this sector. When possible, information is provided that gives
the context in which the technique can be effectively used. Please note that
the activities described in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities
that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be careflallv
considered when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the flail
impacts of the change must examine how each option affects air, land and
water pollutant releases.

V.A. Pollution Prevention Opportunities for the Dry Cleaning Industry

A number of major changes within the dry cleaning industry are pushing dry
cleaners toward pollution prevention. Projects such as the Design for the
Environment, the import of European technologies, and increased attention
on the part of state and federal regulators to dry cleaning have caused trade
associations, technical assistance offices, and individual establishments to -
investigate possible techniques for reducing the environmental releases
associated with dry cleaning. Pollution prevention approaches over the short
term for existing facilities and equipment include: improved operating
practices or "good housekeeping" and process and equipment retrofits. Over
the long-term, there are several new fabric cleaning processes under
development, some of which are commercially available while others are still
in the research stage. Market forces might take longer than command and
control regulations to influence cleaning technologies, as new technologies
will only be adopted as existing equipment is retired and replaced.
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As pointed out in Section IV.C, air releases of perchloroethylene and
petroleum solvents used to clean the fabric are the primary environmental
release from dry cleaning. Spills, inadequate storage and drain disposal of
solvents have led to groundwater contamination. In addition, (improper)
disposal of solvent laden material, such as filters, as nonhazardous solid waste
is of concern.

Because chemicals constitute a large cost for dry cleaners, particularly if
drying exhaust is vented directly to the atmosphere, there are significant
opportunities to reduce chemical use and possibly reduce operating costs.
Reduced chemical use can, in turn, reduce the waste management costs
associated with regulatory requirements as well as reduce potential financial
liability. Some pollution prevention strategies may reduce risk but involve a
higher energy consumption.

Several operating practices can reduce potential solvent exposure if they are
used regularly. The practices of importance will vary based on the type of
machine. For example, the major release in a transfer machine occurs when
clothes are transferred. Because dry-to-dry machines wash and dry in a single
container there are no such releases. Listed below are several specific
practices that may reduce releases.

lmproved Operating, Practices- Specific to Transfer Machines

Conduct transfer of solvent saturated clothes from washer to dryer as quickly
as possible.

Close dryer door immediately upon completion of transfer.

lmproved Operating Practices - All Machines

Clean the filters that precede the carbon filters weekly.

Clean lint screens to avoid clogging fans and condensers.

Open button traps and lint baskets only long enough to clean.

Check baffle assembly in cleaning machine bi-weekly.

Use closed containers for collection and storage of recovered or new solvent.

Equipment Maintenance

Clean drying sensors weekly.
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Replace seals regularly on dryer deodorizer and aeration valves.

Replace door gasket on button trap.

Replace gaskets around cleaning machine door or tighten enclosure.

Repair holes in air and exhaust duct.

Secure hose connection and couplings.

Clean lint buildup on cooling condenser coils weekly.

Equipment Modification

Use a hamper enclosure or a room enclosure of impermeable construction to
reduce solvent release during transfer. The enclosure should be a complete
vapor barrier, especially if the dry cleaner is located in a mixed use residential
setting.

Use local exhaust ventilation through washer and dryer doors or exhaust
hoods between washer and dryer. The exhaust velocity should be 100 feet per
minute. In addition, a supplemental door fan local exhau~’;t system should be
included on third generation equipment. This should vent through a small
carbon adsorber designed to control PCE emission levels between 5-20 ppmv.

Install general ventilation that changes the air every five minutes.

Place dry cleaning equipment in separate room at negative pressure and
operate a separate exhaust system to control the vapors.

Place washer and dryer close together to minimize solvent losses during
transfer.

Replace the cartridge filters with spin disk filters that can be cleaned without
opening. This would produce fewer fugitive emissions and less hazardous
waste.

Install distillation equipment where the still bottoms can be removed without
opening the still. This reduces fugitive emissions.

Use carbon adsorber that is regenerated with hot air stripping rather than
steam stripping. This reduces the waste stream.
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Use double carbon waste water treatment devices to clean up PCE
contaminated waste waters. Recycle the treated waste water to the process
boiler.

Chemical Substitutions

Alternative petroleum solvents are being developed with higher flash points
to reduce the fire hazard.

Altemative petroleum solvents are being developed with lower VOC content
(the drawback, however, is the longer drying time).

Use wet cleaning processes.

Major Equipment Upgrades

Add a refrigerated condenser to the machine for primary, control, followed
perhaps by a carbon adsorber for secondary control.

Replace a transfer machine with a dry-to-dry machine.

Upgrade a dry-to-dry machine with additional control equipment such as a
spill container that will catch and recycle solvent spills from the machine.

Replace current machine with a dry-to-dry closed-loop-non-vented machine
that contains an integral refrigerated condenser and a,t integral carbon
adsorber.

Technological Innovation

The majority of the hazardous solid waste is generated by the carbon
adsorbers. Several technologies are being developed that use a polymer
surface for adsorbing the solvent vapor. The surface can be regenerated by
heating and, unlike carbon, does not need to be replaced, thus reducing the
hazardous waste.

New aqueous processes that do not use organic solvents as the primary.
solvent were mentioned in Section III.B. Multiprocess wet cleaning and
machine wet cleaning have both been introduced in several sites in the U.S.

New processes that use other cleaning methods are also under development.
Both ultrasonic cleaning and a clothes cleaning method that uses liquid carbon
dioxide are under development.
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Both pollution prevention and end-of-pipe controls have the potential to
substantially reduce the risk from toxic chemical release. The primary
difference is the size of the initial investment. For example, to retrofit a dry-
to-dry perchloroethylene machine with a refrigerated condenser costs about
$7,500 while replacing the existing unit with a fourth generation machine that
is closed-loop with a built-in refrigerated condenser and secondary controls
is about $47,000 (35 pound machine). However, the total cost per pound of
clothes cleaned over a fifteen year lifetime is nearly identical ($0.48 to $0.50)
when the solvent savings are considered. The fourth generation machine also
produces lower solvent releases to air and water and creates less hazardous
waste. However, with 25 percent of commercial dry cleaners taking in annual
receipts of less than $28,000, the initial investment required for a new machine
may be prohibitive. (Information developed for OPPT’s Design for the
Environment Program.)

The aqueous processes have recently been introduced to the U.S. market.
They reduce poLlution considerably by not introducing toxic chemicals as the
primary solvent. The multiprocess wet cleaning method is cost competitive
with conventional dry cleaning although in preliminary short term testing it is
more labor intensive. The performance of these cleaning methods has yet to
be determined on a broad scale although the Agency’s Design for the
Environment (DfE) test site should provide this data within two years.

Liquid carbon dioxide and the ultrasonic cleaning are currently in the
development stage. While neither of these technologies uses toxic chemicals,
the technical and economic feasibility must be demonstrated before they are
true market options.

Most commercial dry cleaners, are small shops. Over twenty-five percent of
dry cleaners have owners of Korean descent. Commercial dry cleaners may
not be in compliance with current regulations because of lack of familiarity
with the law or communication barriers. Dry cleaners get much of their
technical information from their trade associations and their equipment
suppliers who may only have information on their products. This could limit
the dissemination of information on innovative alternatives such as machine
wet cleaning which tends to be manufactured by washing machine makers
rather than dry cleaning machine makers.

The Agency’s Design for the Environment program has already participated
in a number of outreach activities. These include attending trade shows to
discuss alternatives, conducting a demonstration of multiprocess wet cleaning
and arranging for a demonstration of several alternative technologies over the
next two years. A full description of the program is provided in Section
VIII.A.
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Showing the commercial viability of alternatives is likely to produce the
largest leverage for pollution prevention since dry cleaners are skeptical that
new technologies will clean as well as the current process. However, current
fashion trends, the introduction of new washable fabrics and the increased use
of casual (washable) clothes in the work place have created opportunities for
new processes and the increased use of traditional laundry.

Pollution prevention will reduce the releases of solvents to air and water and
reduce the quantity of solid waste produced. Controlling releases will reduce
worker exposure, customer exposure and the exposure of residents in multi
use buildings that contain dry cleaners. Some pollution prevention efforts may
a/so be cost effective for the dry cleaner if the solvent savings are significant.
Finally, the fact that a dry cleaner is environmentally sound could be used in
marketing. If customers prefer such "green cleaning," the fact that a cleaner
is practicing pollution prevention could increase sales.
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VI. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight, and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included.

¯ Section VI.A. contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B. contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section VI.C. contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical products.
designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which exhibit
a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicitv
and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting and record keeping standards. Facilities that treat,
store, or dispose &hazardous waste must obtain a permit, either from EPA
or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to implement the permitting
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program. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards such as
contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and reporting
requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCKA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for
conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of
hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management units at
RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here are some
important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFP, Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to determine
whether the material created is considered a hazardous waste, solid
waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation
units, and record keeping and reporting requirements. Generators can
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending
on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting the
disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment. Under
the LDRs (40 CFR. 268), materials must meet land disposal restriction
(LDI~) treatment standards prior to placement in a I~CKA land
disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile. or surface
impoundment). Wastes subject to the LDRs include solvents.~

electroplating wastes, heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste
subject to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the
designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil storage and disposal regulations (40 CFR. Part 279) do not
define Used Oil Management Standards impose management
requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning,
processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that merely
generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For a party
considered a used oil marketer (one who generates and sells
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off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner), additional
tracking and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require
generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of the
waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions standards, and to
inspect and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all
facilities who store such waste, including generators operating under
the 90-day accumulation rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle
I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release
detection.requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (Bl]=s) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H)
address unit design, provide performance standards, require emissions
monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRAiSuperfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekd~s from 8:30 c~m. to 7:30 p.m., ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liabifity Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund, authorizes EPA .
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA.
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III, also known as the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).
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The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are defined and
listed in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or
by one or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
"removals." EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the
National Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides
responsible parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions
and encourages community involvement throughout the Super’fund response
process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers questions
and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program. The CERCLA
Hotline operates weekda?,s from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendmer, ts and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community P-right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such
substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity, and
directs the facilitw to appoint an emergency response coordinator.
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¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely hazardous
substance.

¯ EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes
20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which
manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater
than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release
report. This report, commonly known as the Form R. covers releases
and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and environmental
media, and allows EPA to compile the national Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and distributes
guidance regarding the emergency planning and community right-to-know
regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not
identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers, NPDES
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permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has presently
authorized forty States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-
specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish
pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that intends to
discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its
discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data
ident" ,flying the types of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit
will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility
may make a discharge.
A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards
vary from State to State, and site to site, depending on the use classification
of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA guidelines which
propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority
pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the N-PDES
storm water permit application regulations. Storm water discharge associated
with industrial activity means the discharge from any conveyance which is
used for collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related to
manufacturing processing, or raw material storage areas at an industrial plant
(40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)). These regulations require that facilities with the
following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge
associated with industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium
municipal storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is a
significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a
storm water discharge fi’om one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes while the
other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.
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Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should be
consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products (except
wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except paperboard
containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products (except drugs
and paints); SIC 291-petroleum refining; and SIC 31 I-leather tanning and
finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal mining;
SIC 13-oii and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or
have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; andSIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products: SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products: SIC 30-rubber and plastics: SIC 31-leather and leather
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products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products:
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to a
publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutantv to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilitie, regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5 700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at
(202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these standards.
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The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under its
SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration limits that
apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary: drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible,
considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. LrlC permits include
design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to
inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action
standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable
RCKA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is
primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few States to
administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water l:totline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate.
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture,
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances. If a
chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by TSCA.
a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
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available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals
based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce.
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls 0aCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections,
known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quali~ standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur
dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant are
classified as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are classified
as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of the CAA, each State must develop
a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air pollution and to
determine what reductions are required to meet Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on the
pollution control technology available to that category of industrial source but
allow the affected industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of
reducing emissions.
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Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of
the CAAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To
date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices, and
vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA uses
to regulate mobil.e air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to reduce the
formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases will be obtained
by granting to certain sources limited emissions allowances, which, beginning
in 1995, will be set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose
of the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year 2000,
while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(0. In addition, the Technology Transfer
Network Bulletin Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes
recent CAA rules. EPA gTtidance documents, and updates of EPA activities.
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VI.B. Industry Specific Regulatory Requirements

The dry cleaning industry is becoming increasingly regulated at the Federal,
State and local levels. Some of the regulations are directed specifically at dry.
cleaners such as the new National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) for Perchloroethylene Dry Cleaning. Other regulations
are more general but are also likely to affect a significant part of the industry.
such as standards on underground tank storage. The major Federal laws that
affect dry cleaners are identified below, as well as a few state regulations that
may be indicators of national trends.

Occupational Safe(y and Health Act

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration proposed a 25 part per
million permissible exposure level (PEL) for perchloroethylene that was to
take effect on January 19, 1989. Before December 31, 1993, the PEL could
be met by using personal protective equipment; however, after that date the
PEL needed to be met by controls. Development of new dry cleaning
machines (fourth generation) with recycling air and additional controls was
underway to meet the requirement when the proposed limit was remanded in
March 23, 1993, because of legal and administrative technicalities. The PEL
reverted to 100 ppm; however, some states have already included the 25 ppm
level in their regulations.

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990

A number of provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990
affect the dry cleaning industry. The most recent is the September 1993
promulgation of the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP) for the Perchloroethylene Dry Cleaning Industry
covering the 80 percent of the industry that usesperchloroethylene solvent.
These standards prohibit the sale of new transfer machines (although existing,
those machines installed prior to December 1993, transfer machines are
allowed), require retrofitting of existing (defined as installed prior to
December 1993) dry cleaning eqUipment with control devices (if they fall ¯
under the large area and major source classifications) and require new
machines to be sold with such technology (40 CFR §63.320). Title VI of the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 calls for a ban on chlorofluorocarbons in
the year 2000 and on trichloroethane in 2002 because of their ozone depleting
potential. In February of 1992, President Bush announced that the ban on
CFCs and TCA would be effective in the United States on December 31,
1995. The Agency also issued New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
for petroleum-based dry cleaners in 1984 (petroleum-based dry cleaners
represent less than 15 percent of the market) (49 FR 37328). These are
applicable in CAA non-attainment areas and may also have been adopted bv
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individual states. They set limits on solvent toss from drying, set standards on
the use of filters, and require leaks to be repaired in a timely fashion. Dry
cleaners must add control devices to reduce solvent loss from the washer and
dryer as well as the filters. In addition, they must monitor their machines
more closely for leaks.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (1980) and Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (1986)

Dry cleaners or their landlords may be held joint and severally liable for
perchloroethylene contamination of the site under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (Superfund) (40
CFR §305). The contamination may occur by having PCE containing waste
water leak through sewer pipes or by leaks of PCE during normal operation.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) dry cleaners
who generate 100 kilograms (220 pounds) or more of perchloroethylene solid
wastes (hazardous waste code D039) such as still bottoms, cartridge filters
and filter muck each month are regulated under RCRA and must dispose of
their wastes at a licensed hazardous waste facility (40 CFR. §260-270). Small
quantity generators are defined as those who generate less than 100 kilograms
and are exempt from this regulation (40 CFR §261.5). The slightly
contaminated waste water generated by dry cleaners from various sources is
considered hazardous waste under RCRA because it was derived from an
F002 waste. The toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TC) cutoff for
perchloroethylene is 0.7 ppm. Typical separator water contains about 150
ppm and is therefore considered hazardous because it exceeds the TC level.

Underground Storage Tanks

Dry cleaning facilities that store either petroleum or perchloroethylene in an
underground storage tank are subject to the Agency’s underground storage
tank regulations which require that the tank must be protected from
corrosion, be equipped with devices that prevent spills and overfills and must
have a leak detection method that provides monitoring for leaks at least every
30 days (40 CFR §265.190-196).

Clean Water Act

Discharges to a POTW - Facilities discharging wastewater to a sewer are
often subject to restrictions required under the Clean Water Act (CWA).
These restrictions are established by the local sewerage authority to prevent
significant interference with the treatment facility or pass-through of
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pollutants not removed by treatment (40 CFR §125). The specific
requirements include: notifying the POTW of discharges that could cause
problems at the POTW, monitoring and record keeping as established by the
POTW and a one-time notice of the discharge of hazardous waste, specifically
if more than 33 pounds/month.

State Regulations

Several states have developed additional dry. cleaning regulations. New York
and California serve as examples.

New York

A negotiating committee of organizations representing dry cleaners,
equipment manufacturers, consumer interests and regulatory agencies reached
conceptual agreement in March 1994 on revised regulations to control
emissions from dry cleaning facilities in New York State. The regulations
include requirements for operator training and certification, equipment
certification, inspection and monitoring, and stringent new equipment
standards which include the retrofitting of existing equipment. A finalized
draft will be released before the end of the year for public comment.

The agreement calls for the phased replacement of older dry cleaning
equipment with state-of-the-art closed-loop machines that use a refrigerated
condenser and an integrated carbon adsorber. The regulations call for the
complete phase out of older transfer machines by 1996, the addition of vapor
barriers or room enclosures by late 1995 for dry cleaners using older
machines, and room ventilation systems providing a complete air exchange
every five minutes.

The agreement specifies that manufacturers and/or vendors of new dry
cleaning equipment must have their equipment tested and certified that it
meets certain standards before it can be installed. The committee is
developing new standards covering the operation and maintenance of dry
cleaning facilities that will go into effect in 1996. (Contacts: Lenore Kuwii<
518-457-2224 and Michael Barylski 607-753-3095 at the NY State
Department of Environmental Conservation)

California

The California regulations are contained in the Airborne Toxic Control
Measure (CATCM) for Emissions of Perchloroethylene from Dry Cleaning
Operations (17 and 25 CCR §93109). The requirements for existing and new
facilities regarding dry cleaning equipment include initial notification of
installation, annual reporting to the state, maintenance of good operating
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practices to reduce emissions, and fugitive emissions control when applying
water repellent using PCE as the solvent. Existing facilities must use either
a converted closed-loop machine with a primary control system or a closed-
loop machine with a primary control system. New facilities are required to
use a closed-loop machine with both primary and secondary control systems
once their district’s have approved the ATCM

Districts within California are allowed to supersede the ATCM if district
regulations are more stringent than State regulations. At this time, only the
Bay Area and the South Coast Air Quality Management Districts have
proposals to supersede the ATCM; other districts are assumed to be following
the ATCM (Contact: Todd Wong, California Air Resources Board, 916
322-8285)

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) has
proposed stricter controls than the ATCM including secondary controls and
vapor barrier rooms in residential facilities and ventilation systems in non-
residential facilities. They also allow evaporators to be used with certain
minor criteria attached. (Contact: Scott Lutz, Bay Area Air Quality
Management District, 415-749-4676)

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SQAQMD) Proposai
1421 includes the control requirements in California’s ATCM while keepin~
the NESHAP requirements for record keeping, inspection, and repai~
Reporting requirements are derived from a combination of both the NESHAP
and the ATCM. Specifically, Proposal 1421 requires that relocating facilities
obtain a permit as if they were new facilities, waste water elimination systems
be used, and facilities keep records of their solvent use for five years.

The SCAQMD is also creating the requirements for establishing a list of
approved equipment. The basic structure is that the manufacturers/
distributors will demonstrate the 1421 compliance of their equipment. Once
the equipment has been approved, it will be added to the list of equipment
considered in compliance with the regulations. The SCAQMD hopes this will
facilitate dry cleaner adherence to the regulations. (Contact: Pierre Sycip,
South Coast Air Quality Management District, 909-396-3095)

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Petroleum solvents are currently regulated under the new source performance
standards for VOCs and will be listed as a source category for toxic
substances in the year 2000. (Contact: Steve Shedd, U.S. EPA, 919-541-
5397)
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring compliance
with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the Agency to
track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other environmental statutes. Within
the last several years, the Agency has begun to supplement single-media
compliance indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of
compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track compliance with
all statutes at the facility, level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for industrial
sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
(IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s single-
media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste,
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation andenforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to-mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TRI reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TKI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
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the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However, the
group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent
with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (August 10, 1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other
for the most recent twelve-month period (August 10, 1994 to August 9,
1995). The five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period
for comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases. These
databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or EPA-
led. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does give
the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across regions for
certain sectors.’ This variation may be attributable to state/local .data entry,
variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity, to population
centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank regional
performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the most
compliance problems.

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects
(SEPs). SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Ot’ten, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility,.

The final part of this section provides highlights from interviews with several
knowledgeable EPA inspectors. These interviews provide the inspector’s
viewpoint on where compliance problems occur, why they occur, and possible
solutions to eliminate these problems. The reader should not reach anv
definitive conclusions about an industry, sectors ability or willingness to

~ EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, N’H, VT); II (N J, NY, PR, Vl); III (DC. DE, MD, PA, VA,
WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI. MN, OH, WI); VI (A.R, LA, NM, OK, TX’): VII (IA, KS,
MO. NE): VIII (CO. MT. N-D, SD, UT, WY’): IX (AZ, CA, HI, NV. Pacific Trust Territories); X IAK. ID, OR, WA)
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comply based on these interviews. These interviews provide only anecdotal
information about the interactions occurring between inspectors and the
facilities they inspect.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility, Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facili~
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance,
enforcement and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can .retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue together"
separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to create a "master
list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the data systems
accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facifity Indexing and Retrieval
System. Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System,
Oflfice of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation and Recovery Information
System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base,
Office of Prevention. Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS
(Comprehensive Environmental and Liability Information System, Superfund),
and TRIS (Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook sections
IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column [leading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data
queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each
notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and state agency facility
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60 month period.
This column does not count non-inspectional compliance discharge reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.
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Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a facility within
the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of Violation
(NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted once
in this column (facility with three enforcement actions counts as one). All
percentages that appear are referenced to the number of facilities inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes. A
facility, with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times (a facility
with three enforcement actions counts as three).

State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volurae of actions
accorded state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use their
own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals fi’om state agencies. Many of these actions result
from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement actions
result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This measure
is a rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement.
This measure simply indicates historically how many enforcement actions can
be attributed to inspection activity. Reported inspections and enforcement
actions under the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are not
factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under these
programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does not account
for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection compliance monitoring
activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges) that can result in enforcement
action within the CA_A. CWA and TSCA.
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Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the number
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant
Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance
(FIFP,,A, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High
Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages within
this column may exceed 100 percent because facilities can be in violation
status without being inspected. Violation status may be a precursor to an
enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that an enforcement
action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA ,air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.

VH.A. Dry Cleaning Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 17 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the dry cleaning industry over the past five years (August 1990 to
August 1995). These data are also broken out by EPA Region thereby
permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are
listed below.

¯ Within the limited universe of dry cleaning facilities retrieved from the
database search, the number of dry cleaning facilities inspected was
only 26 percent of those identified. In the past five years, the facilities
identified were inspected on average every seven to eight years.

¯ A significantly larger proportion of facilities identified in the database
search had been inspected than had enforcement actions brought
against them.

¯ State lead enforcement actions accounted for almost all of the
enforcement actions brought against dry cleaning facilities over the
five year period.
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A     B      C      D      E       F       G      !t      I       .!
,~.

Average Facilities with 1 Percent Percent
Months or More Total State Federal EnforcementFacilities in Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement Lead Lead to Inspection

Region Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

I 146 8 14 625 0 0 ......

II 12 3 4 180 0 0 ......

III              22        17        36         37             I           I     100%         0%        0.03

IV            485       170       460        63            24         95     100%        0%        0.21

V              45        22        7~        38             2          4     100%        0%        0.06

Vi 188 9 11 1,025 I 1 100% 0% 0.09

VIi 8 6 20 24 0 0 ......

VIII 14 6 8 105 0 0 ......

IX 2 I 5 24 1 2 44% 56% 0.45

X II 3 3 220 0 0 ......

TOTAL 933 245 633 [ 88 29 103 99% I% 0.16
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 18 and 19 allow the compliance history of the dry cleaning industry
to be compared to the other industries covered by the industry sector
notebooks. Comparisons between Exhibits 18 and 19 permit the identification
of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the industry by comparing
data covering the last five years to that of the past year. Some points evident
from the data are listed below.

¯ Of those sectors listed, the dry cleaning industry has been the least
frequently inspected industry over the past five years. The average
time between inspections for the facilities identified is 88 months.

¯ The industry has a relatively small percentage of facilities with
violations and enforcement actions, in comparison to the other
sectors.

¯ The rate of enforcement actions per inspection over the past five years
is relatively high for the industry, but has decreased over the past year.

Exhibits 20 and 21 provide a more in-depth comparison between the dry,
cleaning industry and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the previous Exhibits
(Exhibits 18 and 19), the data cover the last five years (Exhibit 20) and the
last one year (Exhibit 21) to facilitate the identification of recent trends. A
few points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The number of inspections carried out under each environmental
statute as a percent of the total number of inspections has changed
only slightly between the average of the past five years and that of the
past year.

¯ The number of enforcement actions taken under RCRA dominate both
the percentage of inspections as well as the percentage of enforcement
actions.

¯ In the past year there has been a significant drop in the proportions of
enforcement actions taken under RCRA from the average of the past
five years, primarily resulting from an increase in enforcement actions
taken under CWA.
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Exhibit 18: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries           a

A B C D E F G H ! J

~Average Facilities with Percent Enforcement
Months I or More Total Percent Federal to ~

Facilities Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead Lead Inspection ~"
Industl’y Sector in Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate ~

Pulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 115 502 78% 22% 0.13 ~"

I’t rating 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% 0 I !

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I 99 402 76% 24% 0.13

( )rganic Chemicals 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0.19

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 110 797 66% 34% 0.25

Iron and Sled 374 275 3,555 6 115 499 72% 28% 0.14

~:~ Dry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99"/o 1% 0.16

Metal Mining 873 339 ’ 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% 0.10

Non-Metallic Mineral 1,143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06
Mining

l,umbcr and Wood 464 301 1,89 ! 15 78 232 79% 2 ! % 0.12

Furniture 293 213 1,534 11 34 91 91% 9% 0.06

Rubber and Plastic 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78"/’, 22% 0.12

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 11 73 301 70% 30% 0.12

I"abricalcd Metal 2,346 1,340 5,5(19 26 280 840 80% 20% 0.15

Nonferrous Metal 844 474 3,097 16 145 470 76% 24% 0.15

I’:leclronics 405 222 777 31 68 212 79% 21% 0.27

Aul,~mohiles 598 390 2,216 16 81 240 80% 20% 0.11



Exhibit 19: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H

Facilities with I or
Facilities with I or more Enforcement Total Enforcement

Facilities in Facilities Number of Mort Violations Actions Enforcement to lngpection
Industry Sector Search Inspected Inspections

Numher Percentt Numher Percenti Actions Rate

Pulp and Paper 306 189 576 i 62 86% 28 15% 88 0.15

Printing 4,106 397 676 25 i 63% 25 6% 72 0.11
Inorganic Chemicals 548 158 427 167 106% ! 9 i 2% 49 0.12

Organic Chemicals 412 195 545 197 101% 39 20% 118 0.22

Petroleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36"/,, 114 0.26

Iron and Steel 374 i 67 488 165 99"/o 20 12% 46 0.09

Dry Cleaning 933 80 111 21 26./o 5 6~/o I! 0.10
Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72~ 16 i 4% 24 0.13

Non-metallic Mineral Mining 1,143 253 425 75 30% 28 1 ! % 54 0.13

l.umber and Wood 464 142 268 109 77% 18 i 3% 42 0.15

t"umilure 293 160 113 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubber and Plastic 1,665 271 435 289 107% i 9 7% 59 0.14

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20

N~,nlk:tr~us Mel,ls 8.14 202 402 282 14t;"/,, 22 I I% 72 0 18

l:~bricated Metal 2,346 477 746 525 i 10% 46 10% 114 0.15

I’ilcclr~nics 4(15 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

Automobiles 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 0.10

* |’cr,.:cnlages in Columm E and F are based on the nttmber of facilities inspected (Coltmm C). Percentages can exceed I IlO~,~ I~callse violaliom and action~ can occur without ~ facility inspection.



Exhibit 20: Five-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Resource
Conservation and FIFRA/TSC.A/

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total % of % of % of % of
Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2% 3%

Printing ! ,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6°,/o 3% 43% 62% 2°,/0 40,’0,

Inorganic Chemicals 298 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 390’/o 53% 3°,/0 4%

( )rgauic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30°,/0 16% 21°,/o 46% 44%

Petroleum Refining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19°,/o 12% 35°/o 52% 2% 50,/,

Iron and Steel 275 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2% 5°,/’

Dr)’ Cleaning 245 633 103 15% 1% 3% 4% 83% 93°/o 0% I°A

Mclal Mining 339 i,519 155 350’/0 17% 57°,/o 60% 6% 14% !% 90,4

Nonqnetallic 631 3,422 192 65*,% 46% 31% 24% 3% 27% 0%
I~lmcral Mining

I umber and Wood 301 1,891 232 31% 21 o,/0 80’/0 7% 59% 67% 2% 5%

Funfiture 213 1,534 91 52% 27°,/0 I% !% 45% 64% I

P.ut)ber and Plastic 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 130’/0 7% 44% 68% 3% 10%

Stone, Clav and 268 2,475 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 51% 2%
(;lass

N~nlcrrous Melals 474 3,097 470 36% 22% 22% 130’/0 38% 54% 4% 10%

I:al, i~atcd Metal 1,3,10 5,509 840 25% I I% 15% 6% 56% 76% 4% 7~      ’~

Elects.nits 222 777 212 16% 2~ 14% 3% 66% 90% 3% 5%

Automobiles 390 2,216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2%I 6% ¯
,



Exhibit 21: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries
Resource

Conservation and FIFRA~’rSCA/
Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total % of % of % of % of ~"
Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions 5..

Pulp and Paper 189 576 ! 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 10% 7% 0% 3%

Pritlting 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% 0% 4%

Inorganic Chemicals 158 427 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% 0% 6%

~)rganic Chemicals 195 545 ! 18 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% I% I%

Petroleum Refining 109 437 114 50% 3 I% 19% 16% 30% 47% 1% 6%

hon and Steel 167 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36%

Dry Cleaning 80 III 11 21% 4% 1% 22% 78% 67% 0% 7%

Metal Mining 114 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6% 0% 19%

Non-metallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% 16% 0% 11%
Minmg

I~umbcr and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% 0% 6%

I"umiture 113 160 5 58% 67% i% 10% 41% 10% 0% i 3%

Rubber and Plastic 271 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% 71% I% 11%

Stone, Clay, and (ilass 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% 0% 3%

Non ferrous Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% I% 4% _~1

;10 I:abricated Metal 477 746 114 25% 14% 14% 8% ; 61% 77% 0% 2%

-q ¢’3 Electronics 60 87 21 17% 2’;/o 14% 7% 69% 87% 0% 4%

t,~l~ ~:~ Automobiles 169 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% !% 6% ~
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VI1.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects
(SEPs). SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.

VII.C.1. Review of major cases

Historically, OECA’s Office of Regulatory Enforcement does not regularly
compile information related to major cases and pending litigation within an
industry sector. The staff are willing to pass along such information-to
Agency staff as requests are made. In addition, summaries of completed
enforcement actions are published each fiscal year in the Enforcement
Accomplishments Report. To date, these summaries are not organized by
industry sector. (Contact: Office of Enforcement Capacity and Outreach,
202-260-4140)

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

Each Region’s summary of Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs)
undertaken in federal fiscal years 1993 and 1994 were re’~Sewed. None was
identified as being applied to a dry cleaning operation or establishment. Many
process changes have been demonstrated which may be suitable for use as
SEPs (see Pollution Prevention Opportunities - Section V.). However,
because federal enforcement actions within the dry cleaning industry are few
(one during the period from 1989-1994), the chances that SEPs are
recommended or adopted for dry cleaners is reduced.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

Design for the Environment

The Environmental Protection Agency’s Design for the Environment (DfE)
program uses a non-regulatory, voluntary, and pro-active approach in
working with industry and environmental and human health groups to reduce
risk. The Design.for the Environment (DIE) program was created by the
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency in !992 to promote the incorporation of pollution
prevention principles in the design of products and processes through
voluntary partnerships with industry, professional organizations, state and
local governments, other federal agencies, and the public. The DIE provides
businesses with the information needed to design for the environment and to
help businesses use this information to make environmentally informed
choices. The DIE program also works to make sure that the information
reaches the people who make the choices - from buyers to industrial design
engineers.

The Dry Cleaning (DIE) program has identified control technologies and
alternative solvents and processes that might be used to reduce solvent
releases from the industry~ The Agency is evaluating the risks, costs and
benefits of each alternative (including setting up an alternative process
demonstration) and will publicize the results so that individual dry cleaners
can understand the pros and cons of each alternative. Examples of the DIE’s
work in the dry cleaning industry include the following:

The DIE convened the International Roundtable of Pol|ution Prevention and
Control in the Dry Cleaning Industry. Researchers, indust~ representatives,
and government officials met to exchange information on issues related to the
dry cleaning industry, including exposure reduction, regulation, and
information dissemination.

The DIE program is producing a Cleaner Technologies Substitute Assessment
(CTSA) for the dry. cleaning industry to examine both existing and emerging
technologies. The Agency expects to release a draft CTSA on existing
technologies and another on emerging technologies sometime in 1995. The
first phase of the CTSA will examine traditional, solvent-based technologies.
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The new or alternative technologies, such as multiprocess wet cleaning,
machine wet cleaning, liquid carbon dioxide technology, and microwave
drying will be addressed in the second phase of the CTSA.

In November and December of 1992, the DIE program, in collaboration with
the dry, cleaning industry, conducted a short term, high volume demonstration
to compare the costs and performance of an aqueous alternative process
(multiprocess wet cleaning) to the traditional dry cleaning method that uses
perchloroethylene.

As part of the Agency’s outreach program, the DIE partnership produced a
wet cleaning brochure entitled Summary of a Report on Multiprocess Wet
Cleaning, to assist dry cleaners and consumers in learning more about hoxv
their choices and actions can affect the environment. The Agency also has
distributed brochures and fact sheets on alternative cleaning processes,
compiled case studies and success stories, and produced exhibits at trade
shows to keep the public and the dry cleaning industry informed of the DIE
project’s activities.

To further test the viability of the wet cleaning process, the Agency has
launched a two-year demonstration project in three demonstration sites
around the United States that will establish the performance of wet cleanin_~
methods under "real world" conditions. Two demonstration sites will test th~
full range of garments typically handled by professional clothes cleaners using
only various wet cleaning technologies/techniques; while the one site will offer
both wet and dry cleaning services. Technologies to be tested include:
multiproc~ss wet cleaning; machine-based wet cleaning; and microwave
drying to be used in combination with both cleaning methods.

The DfE project is developing a certification program centered around solvent
use reduction, worker safety, and consumer awareness.

The Agency currently is working with the Federal Trade Commission on the
labeling of "Dry Clean Only" garments. Public comments are being reviewed
regarding proposed changes that attempt to allow for other forms of cleaning
without increasing the liability of’the dry cleaner. Currently, ifa "Dry Clean
Only" garment is damaged when cleaned using an alternative method, the dry
cleaner is held liable. If the same garment is damaged during the dry cleanin~
process, the manufacturer is held liable. Proposed changes will make the
garment label less restrictive and allow other forms of cleaning to be used
without penalty. (Contact: Pollution Prevention Clearinghouse, PPIC, 202-
260-1023)
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VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33, ’50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic chemical
releases of eighteen chemicals from manufacturing facilities. Participating
companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical releases by 33 percent as of
1992 and by 50 percent as of 1995. Certificates of Appreciation have been
given out to participants meeting their 1992 goals. The list of chemicals
includes seventeen high-use chemicals reported (including perchloroethylene)
in the Toxics Release Inventory and dioxin. Because dry cleaning is a service,
dry cleaners are not eligible for the 33/50 program even though
perchloroethylene is covered by the program. (Contact: Mike Burns 202-26~-
6394 or 33/50 Program 202-260-6907)

Environmental Leadershtp Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative piloted
by EPA and state agencies in which facilities have volunteered to demonstrate
innovative approaches to environmental management and compliance. EPA
has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial facilities and federal installations
which will demonstrate the principles of the ELP program. These principles
include: environmental management systems, multimedia compliance
assurance, third-party verification of compliance, public measures of
accountability, community involvement, and mentor programs. In return for
participating, pilot participants receive public recognition and are given a
period of time to correct any violations discovered during these experimental
projects. At this time, no dry cleaning operations are ELP participants.
(Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP Director, 202-564-5081 or Robert Fentress.
U.S. EPA, 202-564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing participants to
replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on the condition that they
produce greater environmental benefits. EPA and program participants wiil
negotiate and sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific objectives that
the regulated entity shall satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant
a certain degree of regulatory flexibility and may seek changes in underlying
regulations or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder
support from local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA
hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including facilities,
sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will ~nove ~o
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implementation within six months of their selection. For additional
information regarding XL Projects, including application procedures and
criteria, see the May 23, 1995, Federal Register Notice, or contact Jon
Kessler at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis 202-260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
fighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants which include
major corporations; small and medium sized businesses: federal, State and
local governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities; and health care
facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and upgrade
lighting wherever it is profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the
participants through a decision support software package, workshops and
manuals, and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Maria Tikoff
at 202-233-9178 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 202-775-6650)

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid
wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling collection and the
manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1994, the program
had about 300 companies as members, including a number of major
corporations. Members agree to identify and implement actions to reduce
their solid wastes and must provide EPA with their waste reduction goals
along with yearly progress ~reports. EPA, in turn, provides technical
assistance to member companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo
for promotional purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn 202-260-0700 or the
WasteWiSe Hotline at 800-372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the
Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of the
Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition Program is a
partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the Department of Energy. The
program is designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging
reductions across all sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the
full range of Climate Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation.
Participants in the program are required to identify and comrrut to actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives organizations
catty recognition for their reduction commitments, provides technical
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assistance through consulting services, workshops, and guides; and provides
access to the program’s centralized information system. At EPA, the program
is operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policy
Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman 202-260-4407)

Office of Enforcement Compliance Assurance

The Office of Compliance is compiling a list of resource mate,dais on pollution
prevention and contacts in the dry cleaning industry. This is the first of
several projects planned to help reduce risk from dry cleaners. (Contact:
Joyce Chandler 202-564-7073)

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

V[[I.C.I. Environmental programs

Several trade associations including the Neighborhood Cleaner’s Association,
the International Fabricare Institute (I17I) and the state and regional affiliates
of l:FI have instituted environmental programs. Theses include: introducing
an environmental certificate program that provides members information on
good environmental practices and then tests them on this knowledge, training
sessions in alternative technologies, and information pamphlets on
environmental laws and compliance.The additional trade association
activities are listed below.

VIII.C.2. Summary of trade associations

Neighborhood Cleaners Association (NCA)
252 West 29th Street
New York, NY 10001-5201
Tel: (212) 967-3002 Contact: Bill Seitz

The NCA is a worldwide trade organization with over 4,000 members. NCA
provides outreach to its members through monthly bulletins, through the
NCA’s Consumer Education Program, and educational courses on dry.
cleaning issues. NCA also offers representation for its members at all levels
of government including the Federal Trade Commission.
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Federation of Korean Drycleaners Association (FKDA)
25606 Alicia Pkwy
Lagona Hills, CA 92653
Tel: (714) 770-8613              Contact: Hank Kim

The FKDA was founded in 1986 and is an umbrella organization representing
30 regional Korean dry cleaning associations throughout the U.S. It
represents approximately 12,000 members, and educates its members by
providing FKDA newsletters as well as organizing educational seminars on
subjects such as pollution prevention and other critical issues.

International Fabricare Institute (~I)
12251 Tech Road
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904
Tel: (301) 622-1900 Contact: Joe Meijer

The association is a worldwide organization of dry cleaners and launderers as
well as organizations and individuals concerned with prot’essional garment
cleaning, care and serviceability. There are currently over 12,000 members.
The association provides publications to aid members technically and in
business, represents cleaners’ interest in legislative activities, as well as
provides testing services for products and training for employees.

State Fabricate Institutes

Many states or regions have trade associations that are affiliated with the
International Fabricare Institute. For more information call the IFI.

Textile Care Allied Trade Association, Inc. (TCATA)
200 Broadacres Drive
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
Tel: (201) 338-7700                   Contact: David Cotter

TCATA has existed since 1920 and represents manufacturers and distributors
of commercial laundry and dry cleaning equipment and supplies. There are
currently 275 members. Its primary concern is addressing issues that affect
the industry’s allied trades exclusively. The association provides newsletters
to its members: coordinates an annual convention: co-sponsors a biennial
trade show: and provides information on machinery requirements and certain
market information.
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Fabricare Legislative And Regulatory Education (FLARE)
P.O. Box 5157
Naperville, IL 60567-5157
Tel: (708) 416-6221                    Contact: Manfred Wentz

FLARE is a volunteer organization led by members of International Fabricare
Institute, Neighborhood Cleaners Association, R.R. Streets and Co.( a dry
cleaning supply company), and the Textile Care Allied Trade Association.
FLARE is committed to ensuring favorable treatment by local media and
providing representation at all levels of government. The majority of their
attention currently is given to environmental legislation and regulation
affecting the fabric care industry; however, the FLARE organization is
desi_~med to address a much broader spectrum of legislation and regulation as
well as public relations issues affecting the industry.

Center for Emission Control (CEC)
2001 L Street, N.W.
Suite 506A
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202)785-4374 Contact: Steve Risotto

The CEC is an independent not-for-profit organization established in October
1990 to act as a clearinghouse for information about, and to encourage the
development and use of, safe and effective work practices, process
modifications, control tectmologies, and other methods to reduce emissions
of chlorinated solvent. The CEC has developed a control option document
on solvent applications in the dry cleaning industry. The organizations also
may undertake and support research and development projects for the
creation or application of new technologies or products that will reduce
emissions of chlorinated solvents.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

For further information on selected topics within the Dry Cleaning Industry
a list of publications and contacts are provided below:

Contactsf

Name Organization Telephone Subject
Jovce Chandler EPA/OECA (202)564-7073 Regulator3." requirements and

compliance assistance

Ohad Jehassi EPA/OPPT (202)260-6911 Design for the Environment

George Smith EPA/OAQPS (919)541 - 1549 RegulatoR’ requirements (air)

OECA: Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
OAQPS: Office of Air QualiU Planning and Standards
OPPT: Office of Pollution Prevention and To.,dcs

General Profile

Brown, Richard R. 1993. TVS Emission Reduction Technology for DU cleaning. Presented at the
Air and Waste Management Association, 86~’ Annual Meeting and Exhibition, Denver Colorado.
1993.

Proceedings of the International Roundtable on Pollution Prevention and Control in the Dry Cleaning
Industry, United States Environmental Protection Agency, EPA/774/R-92/002.

Environmental Reporter, 1992. EPA solicitation of comment, notice of information availability on
unregulated perchloroethylene emissions from dry cleaning industry. Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.,
Washington, D.C. October 9.

International Fabricare Institute. 1988. (IFI, 1988). Fundamentals of Dry cleaning.

International Fabricate Institute. 1989. (IFI, 1989). Equipment and Plant Operations Survey. Focus
on Dry cleaning. Vol 13(1). March.

Meijer. 1995. Personal communication between Jon Meijer, IFI and Alice Tome, Abt Associates.
April.

SRRP. 1990. Source Reduction and Recycling of Halogenated Solvents in the Dry Cleaning
Industry-Technical Support Document.

r Man3’ of the contacts listed above have provided valuable back.m-ound lnlbrmation and comments dunng the dex elopment

of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessaniv endorse
statements made within this notebook.
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Smith. 1995. Memorandum from George Smith, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards,
USEPA to Joyce Chandler, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, USEPA, May 30.

Torp, Richard. 1994. Personal communication between Richard Torp of the Coin Laundry
Association and Alice Tome of Abt Associates, Inc. February.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1982. (USEPA, 1982). Petroleum Dry Cleaners
Background Information for Proposed Standards. Draft EIS. EPA 450/3-82-012a. Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards, USEPA, November.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1990. (USEPA, 1990). Drycleaning and Laundry Plants,
RCRA information sheet, EPAJ530-SW-90-027b.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1991a. (USEPA, 1991a). Dry Cleaning Facilities -
Background Information for Proposed Facilities. Draft EIS. EPA-450/3-91-020a. Office of Air
Quality, Planning and Standards, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. November.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1991b. (USEPA, 1991b). Economic impact analysis
of regulatory controls in the dry cleaning industry. Final. EPA-450/3-91-021. Office of Air
Quality, Planning and Standards, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1993a. Economic Analysis of Regulatory Controls in the
Dry Cleaning Industry. Final. EPA 450/3-91-021 b. September.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1993b. (USEPA, 1993b). National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories - PCE Dry Cleaning Facilities, Final Rule (58 FR
49354).

Trade Journals.

American Drycleaner published monthly by American Trade Magazines, .Chicago, Illinois.

The National Clothesline published monthly by BPS Communications, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Drycleaners News published by Zackin Publications, Inc. Waterbury, Connecticut.

Process Descriptions and Chemical Use Profiles.

Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. 1984. Drycleaning and Laundering.

Regulatory Profile

Department of Environmental Conservation New York State. (Undated) Draft Part 232 Dry
Cleaning Inspection Report. Form listing the information required for a complete facility audit.
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US. Environmental Protection Agency. 1993c. (USEPA, 1993c). Multiprocess Wet Cleaning~ Cost
Performance Comparison of Conventional Dry Cleaning and an Alternative Process, Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics, EPA 744-R-93-004, September.

Wolf, Katy, 1992. Case Stu@ Pollution Prevention in the Dry Cleaning Industry: A Small Business
Challenge for the 1990s. Pollution Prevention Review, Summer.

Health Effects

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health. 1976. Criteria for a recommended standard. Occupation Exposure to Tetrachloroethylene
(Perchloroethylene). HEW Publication No. (NIOSH)76-185.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1992. Proceedings of the International Roundtable on
Pollution Prevention and Control in the Drycleaning Industry. Fact sheet: Air Contamination Above
Dry Cleaners. EPA/774/R-92/002.

Pollution Prevention

U.S, Environmental Protection Agency. USEPA 1989. Solvent Waste Reduction Alternatives.
EPA/625/4-89/021.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. USEPA 199 lc. Preventing Pollution in the Dry Cleaning
Business. USEPA Region I Groundwater Management Section and USEPA Headquarters, Office
of Groundwater and Drinking Water. (Contains list of contacts for Region I)

Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation et al. (Undated.) Clearing the Air on Clean
Air: Strategies for Perc Dry Cleaners Compliance, Risk Reduction and Pollution Prevention.
(Contains a state by state listing of contacts for help on air regulation compliance.)

[Note that several publications by OPPT’s Design for the Environment Program on alternative dr3,,
cleaning technologies are expected in 1995. Contact: Ohad Jehassi, 202-260-6911, for publication
dates.]
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a tree, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Entbrcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance: laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact tbr services and equipment: and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$ENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set 5’our World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http ://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.epa.gov/oeca, then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E.~_$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June t90"7) Appendix A
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I. Introduction to the Sector Notebook Project

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement
to traditional single-media approaches to environmental
protection. Environmental regulatory agencies are beginr~ing to
embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance,
education/outreach, research, and regulatory development issues.
The central concepts driving the new policy direction are that
pollutant releases to each environmental medium (air, water, and
land) affect each other, and that environmental strategies must
actively identi~ and address these inter-relationships by designing
policies for the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole facility
focus is to design environmental policies for similar industrial
facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to
the manufacturing of similar products car~ be addressed in a
comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need to develop the
industrial "sector-based" approach withir~ the EPA Office of
Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance (OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary
information for eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA
offices, States, the regulated community, environmental groups,
and the public became interested in this project, the scope of the
original project was expanded.    The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protectior~
measures for specific industries is dependent on knowledge of
several inter-related topics. For the purposes of this project, the key
elements chosen for inclusion are: general industry information
(economic and geographic); a description of industrial processes;
pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; Federal
statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history; and a
description of partnerships that have been formed between
regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.
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For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the
subject of a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a
manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched
from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows
for a wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based
upon the citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As
a check on the information included, each notebook went through
an external review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates
the efforts of all those that participated in this process and enabled
us to develop more complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries.
Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in
Section IX and maybe sources of additional information. The
individuals and groups on this list do not necessarily concur with
all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and
update the notebooks and will make these updates available both in
hard copy and electronically. If you have any comments on the
existing notebook, or if you would like to provide additional
information, please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA
Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-
A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
Enviro$enSe Bulletin Board or the EnviroSen$e World Wide Web
for general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged
in, procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
Enviro$enSe Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic
regions or States may have-unique characteristics that are not fully
captured in these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance
encourages State and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or re-package the information included in
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this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory
information that may be available. Additionally, interested States
may want to supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal
Statutes and Regulations" section with State and local
requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers mav
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more
detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening
page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the
further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new
notebooks for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please
contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTRONICS/COMPUTER INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size,
geographic distribution, employment, production, sales, and
economic condition of the Electronics/Computer industry. The
type of facilities described within the document are also described in
terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.
Additionally, this section contains a list of the largest companies in
terms of sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The electronics/computer industry is classified by the U.S. Bureau
of Census as SIC cod6 36. SIC 36 includes manufacturers of electrical
distribution equipment, household appliances, communication
equipment, electrical industrial apparatus, radio and television
receiving equipment, electronic components and accessories,
electrical wiring and lighting equipment, and other electrical
equipment and supplies. The electronics/computer industry is
comprised of five major sectors: telecommunications, computers,
industrial electronics, consumer electronics, and semiconductors.
Many segments of the electronics/computer industry are
interdependent and share common manufacturing processes.

The Department of Commerce provides the following three-digit
breakout for industries in SIC 36:

SIC 361 Transformers
SIC 362 Motors/Generators
SIC 363 Household Appliances
SIC 364 - Electrical Wiring and Lighting Equipment
SIC 365 - Household Audio and Video Equipment and

Audio Recordings
SIC 366 - Communication Equipment
SIC 367 - Printed Wiring Boards (also commonly called

Printed Circuit Boards), Semiconductors,
Integrated Circuits, and Cathode Ray Tubes

SIC 369 - Storage Batteries, Primary Batteries (wet and
dry).

In 1988, the U.S. Bureau of Census reclassified some of the
manufacturing of computer parts, such as semiconductors, printed
wiring boards, and integrated microcircuits, and included them
with the component industries in SIC code 36. For the purpose of
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this profile, computer equipment (SIC 35) and the
electronics/computer industry (SIC 36) have been combined because
of the overlapping industry segments. Currently there is no SIC
code for electronic assemblies manufactured by the electronic
manufacturing services industry (EMSI), otherwise known as
contract assemblies. Electronic assemblies are sometimes classified
under SIC 3679 as indicated by the Institute for Interconnecting and
Packaging Electronic Circuits (IPC).

Due to the vast size of the electronics and computer industries, this
profile will focus on the distinct equipment and products that raise
environmental concerns.

II.B. Characterization of the El.ectronics/Computer Industry

The electronics/computer industry produces a variety of products
such as batteries, televisions, computer chips/components, and
household appliances. During the manufacture of many of these
products, chemicals are released into the environment. This profile
will focus on three products:

SIC 3674 - Semiconductors and Related Devices
SIC 3672 - Printed Wiring Boards (PWBs)
SIC 3671 - Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs).

The profile focuses on semiconductors and not integrated circuits
because integrated circuits are used to produce semiconductors and
most electronic devices manufactured today are multiple
devices/circuit chips. Semiconductors, although accounting for
only a small portion of total industry sales, are crucial to all
electronic products and to the U.So economy and pose numerous
environmental concerns.    PWBs and CRTs also raise
environmental concerns from their manufacturing processes.

The following sections describe the size and geographic distribution,
product characterization, and economic trends of the
electronics/computer industry and specifically semiconductors,
PWBs, and CRTs. The information provided in the following
sections was compiled from a variety of sources including the
Bureau of Census, documents developed by The World Bank, U.S.
International Trade Commission, and the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
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II.B.1. Industry. Size and Geographic Distribution

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definitional differences. This
document does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather
reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

Size Distribution

The U.S. has the largest electronics (including computer) workforce
in the world, although Japan, the Republic of Korea, and other
Asian nations are experiencing rapid growth in their electronics
workforces. The size of the U.S. domestic electronics workforce for
SIC 36 was estimated to be 2.39 million in 1991, while the number of
worldwide employees was estimated to be four million. In
addition, the electronics/computer industry is estimated to provide
four million additional jobs to people who support and service U.S.
electronics firms. The electronics/computer industry provides
more jobs than any other manufacturing sector in the U.S., three
times as many jobs as automotive manufacturing, and nine times
more than the steel industry. The electronics/computer industrv
has not, however, experienced growth in domestic employment for
the past two and one-half years. In fact, since 1989, the industry has
lost 210,000 jobs.

IPC states that this stagnation in job growth is caused primarily by
two factors: increased productivity and increased competition by
foreign manufacturers that may have fewer government
regulations. IPC also notes that the U.S. electronic manufacturing
services industry or contract assembly industry is one of the fastest
growing industries in the country, employing over 150,000 people.

The following exhibit lists the segments of the industrv highlighted
in this profile, as well as the number of facilities with fewer than
and greater than 20 employees. Just under 50 percent of
semiconductor and PWB manufacturing facilities have greater than
20 employees.
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Exhibit 1
Facility Size Distribution of Electronics/Computer Industry

SIC Code           Number of        Number of       Percentage of
Facilities with Facilities with Facilities with
<20 Employees > 20 Employees > 20 Employees

3674 484 439 48°,/o
Semiconductors and
Related Devices

3672 734 591 45%
Printed Wirin8 Boards

3671 120 69 37O/o
Cathode Ray Tubes

Source: Based on 1992 Bureau of the Census ~ ata. Preliminaru Revolt Industru Series.

Exhibit 2 lists the top ten electronics/computer industry companies
worldwide according to a 1992 addition of Electronic News. The
companies are listed in descending order of electronic sales during
the latest available four quarters in 1992. Many of these top ten
companies are not from the United States. However, a
representative from the Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
noted that many of these international companies have
manufacturing facilities in the United States. Corporations that are
among the top 25 in terms of electronic sales include AT&T,
General Motors, Xerox, Apple Computer, Hewlett Packard,
Motorola, and General Electric.

Exhibit 2
Top 10 Worldwide Electronics/Corn ~uter Industry Corn ~anies

Company Name 1992 Electronic
Sales in Millions of

Dollars
IBM $53,600
Matsushita Electric $48,668
Toshiba $29,232
NEC $28,375
Fujitsu $25,879
Philips $25,747
Hitachi $25,107
Siemens $24,550
Sonv $22,959
Alc~tel Alsthom $20,892

Source: Based on 1992 Electronic News.
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Geographic Distribution

Exhibit 3 displays the number of electronics/computer industry
facilities in each State for SIC 3671, 3672, and 3674. As seen in
Exhibit 4, approximately 38 percent (3,689) of the facilities in the
electronics/computer industry are located in EPA Region IX1.
Region V has approximately 13 percent of the electronics/computer
industry facilities. Across the U.S., approximately 60 percent of the
facilities in the electronics/computer industry are located in six
States: California (34 percent), Texas (6.5 percent), Massachusetts (6.4
percent), New York (4.5 percent), Illinois (4.4 percent), and
Pennsylvania (4 percent).

The U.S. semiconductor industry is concentrated in California, New
York, and Texas, specifically to be near primary users, transportation
routes, utility and telecommunication infrastructures, and
engineering experts. Texas, Oregon, and Colorado also received a
large portion of capital investments by semiconductors producers
during 1986-1992. Manufacturers have selected these States because
of low tax rates, land values, and energy prices.

California has the largest concentration of industrv workers,
accounting for almost one-third of the semiconducto~ industry’s
employment. Texas, Arizona, New York, and Massachusetts also
have high employment in the semiconductor industry. The
majority of PWB manufacturers are located in Texas, California,
Illinois, New York, Minnesota, and Massachusetts. According to
Dun & Bradstreet, approximately 51 manufacturers produce cathode
ray tubes (CRTs) in the U.S.; most of them are located in Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and California (1994).

1EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR. VI); III
(DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV); IV (AL. FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI. MN, OH. WI):
VI (AR, LA, NM. OK. TX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO. MT, ND, SD, UT. WY); IX (AZ. CA.
HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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Exhibit 3
Geographic Distribution of and Number of Companies in the

Electronics/Computer Industry (SIC 3671, 3672, and 3674)

2O6

3 I 14

14

0
7 74

34

3O8
80                           219

192 21

801

Source: Based on 1992 Bureau o.f the Census d~t,a

Exhibit 4
Percentage of Companies in the Electronics/Computer Industry

(SIC 3671, 3672, r Region

Region I: 10.8% Region VI: 7.2%

Region II: 8.0% Region VII: 1.4%

Region llI: 6.0% Region VIII: 3.4%

Region IV: 7.6% Resion IX: 37.6%

Region V: 13.1% Region X: 4.8%

II.B.2. Product Characterization

Semiconductors

Although semiconductors account for only a small portion of
electronics!computer industry sales, this product is crucial to all
electronic products and to the U.S. economy. Semiconductors can
serve one of two purposes: they act as a conductor, by guiding or
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moving an electrical current; or as an insulator, by preventing the
passage of heat or electricity. Semiconductors are used in
computers, consumer electronic products, telecommunication
equipment, industrial machinery, transportation equipment, and
military hardware. Typical functions of semiconductors in these
products include information processing, display purposes, power
handling, data storage, signal conditioning, and conversion between
light and electrical energy, sources. According to EPA’s Design for
the Environment (DfE) initiative, computers are the principal end
use of semiconductors, constituting 40 percent of the market in
1992.

Printed Wiring Boards

Computers are also. the major U.S. market for PWBs, with
communications being the second largest application market. The
Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits (IPC)
indicates that nearly 39 percent of printed wiring boards produced in
1993 were used by the computer market, while 22 percent were used
by the communication industry. PWBs and assemblies are used in
many electronic products such as electronic toys, radios, television
sets, electrical wiring in cars, guided-missile and airborne electronic
equipment, computers, biotechnology, medical devices, digital
imaging technology, and industrial control equipment.

Cathode Ray Tubes

According to EPA’s Common Sense Initiative (CSI) subcommittee,
the CRT industry produces tube glass, color picture tubes and single
phosphor tubes, television sets, and computer displays. Currently,
nearly all projection television tube and computer display
manufacturers and the majority of CRT glass manufacturers are
located outside the United States. Therefore, this CRT industry
profile focuses on the production of color picture tubes, single
phosphor tubes, and rebuilt tubes (collectively called CRTs and
categorized under SIC 3671). These products are the video display
component of televisions, computer displays, military and
commercial radar, and other display devices.

II.B.3. Economic Tr~nd~

For the past two decades, worldwide production of electronics
(including computers) has grown faster than any other industrial
sector. The American Electronics Association (AEA) estimates that
domestic sales of U.S. electronics companies increased from $127
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billion to $306 billion during the period from 1980 to 1990.
According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, the value of
shipments (sale of computer products and services) in the computer
industry declined during the 1990-1991 recession, but has
experienced growth since then. The value of shipments increased
two percent in 1993 to $8.3 billion and is expected to increase
another two percent in 1994, to $8.48 billion. U.S. exports of the
electronics/computer industry have increased at an average rate of
18 percent since 1977.

EIA indicates that the U.S. electronics/computer industry has
experienced a 13 percent growth in production in 1994. Japan now
holds the largest share of global consumer electronics production; 49
percent in 1990. Although the U.S. produced a little over 10 percent
of global consumer electronics equipment, it is one of the two
largest consumers of such products, with purchases totaling $33
billion in 1990.

Semiconductors

The U.S. semiconductor industry has experienced growth since
1992. The U.S. global market share of semiconductors,
semiconductor processing equipment, and computer systems fell
between 1980 to 1991. Japanese firms gained most of the market
share lost by U.S. firms. Although the U.S. continues to be the
world’s largest consumer of electronics products, as a result of
Japan’s growth in consumer electronics production, Japan is now
the world’s largest consumer of semiconductors. The U.S. is the
second largest market in the world for semiconductors, with
consumption at $17.4 billion in 1990. The five largest U.S.
producers are Motorola, Intel, Texas Instruments, National
Semiconductor, and Advanced Micro Devices. According to the
Department of Commerce, the value of shipments of U.S.
semiconductors is estimated to be $37.6 billion in 1993 and is
expected to grow 12 percent in 1994 to over $42.1 billion.

Printed Wiring Boards/Electronic Assemblies

Japan and the U.S. now have equal market shares, 27 percent each.
IPC notes that the U.S. was the largest PWB market in the world
with a value of approximately $5.5 billion in 1993. According to the
Department of Commerce, the value of printed wiring board
shipments produced in the U.S. was $6.75 billion in 1993 and is
expected to grow by three percent, to $6.95 billion, in 1994.
According to IPC, the U.S. electronic manufacturing services
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industry or contract assemblies industry generates over $9 billion in
revenue.

Cathode Ray Tubes

According to 1994 U.S. Industrial Outlook data, the total value of
CRT shipments was $3 billion in 1993 and is expected to increase six
percent to $3.2 billion in 1994. The total value of CRT shipments is
expected to increase more than 3.5 percent per year due to a
projected rising demand for television sets and computer displays.
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the
electronics/computer industry, including the materials and
equipment used, and the processes employed. The section is
designed for those interested in gaining a general understanding of
the industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship
between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution
prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section
does not attempt to replicate published engineering information
that is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of
reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or
transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic
drawings of the identified processes, provide a concise description of
where wastes may be produced in the processes. This section also
describes the potential fate (air, water, land) of these waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Electronics/Computer Industry

The products discussed in this section, semiconductors, printed
wiring boards (PWBs), and cathode ray tubes (CRTs), pose
significant environmental concerns during the manufacturing
processes and/or comprise a large portion of the
electronics/computer industry. This section will describe and
distinguish these products as well as the steps followed to
manufacture them. This discussion also includes an explanation of
the wastes generated during the manufacturing processes.

III.A.1. Semiconductor ManufacturinE

Semiconductors are made of a solid crystalline material, usually
silicone, formed into a simple diode or many integrated circuits. A
simple diode is an individual circuit that performs a single function
affecting the flow of electrical current. Integrated circuits combine
two or more diodes. Up to several thousand integrated circuits can
be formed on the wafer, although 200-300 integrated circuits are
usually formed. The area on the wafer occupied by integrated
circuits is called a chip or die.
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Information in this section is from a variety of sources including
the following: U.S. EPA’s DfE initiative, U.S. EPA Common Sense
Initiative (CSI), California Department of Toxic Substances Control,
McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, Integrated
Circuits, Making the Miracle Chip, Microchip Fabrication: A
Practical Guide to Semiconductor Processing, and Microelectronics
and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC). The semiconductor
manufacturing process is complex and may require that several of
the steps be repeated to complete the process. To simplify this
discussion, the process has been broken down into five steps:

¯ Design
¯ Crystal processing
¯ Wafer fabrication
¯ Final layering and cleaning
¯ Assembly.

The primary reason that semiconductors fail is contamination,
particularly the presence of any microscopic residue (including
chemicals or dust) on the surface of the base material or circuit path.
Therefore, a clean environment is essential to the manufacture of
semiconductors. Cleaning operations precede and follow many of
the manufacturing process steps. Wet processing, during which
semiconductor devices are repeatedly dipped, immersed, or sprayed
with solutions, is commonly used to minimize the risk of
contamination.

Step One: Design

As with any manufacturing process, the need for a particular type of
product must be identified and process specifications must be
developed to address that need. In the case of semiconductors, the
circuit is designed using computer modeling techniques. Computer
simulation is used to develop and test layouts of the circuit path.
Then, patterning "masks," which are like stencils, are fabricated,
manufacturing equipment is selected, and operating conditions are
set. All of these steps occur prior to actually producing a
semiconductor.

Step Two: Crystal Processing

Wafers, which consist of thin sheets of crystalline material, are the
starting point of semiconductor production. Silicon, in the form of
ingots, is the primary crystalline material used in the production of
99 percent of all semiconductors. Silicon crystals are actually
"grown" using controlled techniques to ensure a uniform
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crystalline structure. Because crystals of pure silicon are poor
electrical conductors, controlled amounts of chemical impurities or
dopants are added during the development of silicon ingots to
enhance their semiconducting properties. Dopants are typically
applied using diffusion or ion implantation processes (See Exhibit
5). Dopants eventually form the circuits that carry the flow of
current.

¯ Diffusion is a chemical process which exposes the regions of
the silicon surface to vapors of the metal additive (dopant)
while maintaining high temperatures. The process ends
when the additives (represented by the arrow in Exhibit 5)
migrate to the proper depth and reach the appropriate
concentration in the silicon wafer.

¯ Ion implantation is a process that allows for greater control of
the location and concentration of dopants added to the wafer.
Metal dopants are ionized and accelerated to a high speed. As
shown in Exhibit 5, the ions penetrate the silicon surface and
leave a distribution of the dopant.

Exhibit 5
Doping Processes

Ion Source.~~ ~"       ~

Thermal Diffusion

Ion Implantation
Source: Based on 1990 Microchi.~ Fabrication: A Practical Guide to Semiconductor Processi~E.

Either doping process can be used in semiconductor manufacturing.
Antimony, arsenic, phosphorus, and boron compounds are the
dopant materials most commonly used for silicon-based
semiconductors. Other dopants include aluminum, gallium, gold,
beryllium, germanium, magnesium, silicon, tin, and tellurium.
Wastes including antimony, arsenic, phosphorus, and boron may be
generated in the wastewater as a result of ion implantation or
diffusion. Excess dopant gases, contaminated carrier gases, and out-
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gassed dopant gases from semiconductor materials may also be
generated.

Most semiconductor manufacturers obtain single crystal silicon
ingots from other firms. Ingots are sliced into round wafers
approximately 0.76 mm (0.03 inches) thick and then rinsed. The
wafers are further prepared by mechanical or chemical means. A
wafer’s surface may be mechanically ground, smoothed, and
polished, as well as chemically etched so that the surface is smooth
and free of oxides and contaminants. Chemical etching removes
organic contaminants using cleaning solvents and removes
damaged surfaces using acid solutions. Chemical etching is usually
followed by a deionized water rinse and drying with compressed air
or nitrogen. In some cases, bare silicon wafers are cleaned using
ultrasound techniqu.es, which involve potassium chromate or
other mildly alkaline solutions.

Etching is a method of cutting into, or imprinting on, the surface of
a material. Several etching processes can be used on
semiconductors, as well as integrated circuits and printed wiring
boards. Wet etching uses acid solutions to cut patterns into the
metal. Dry etching involves reactive gases and is rapidly becoming
the method of choice for high resolution. Dry etching processes use
various halogenated or nonhalogenated gaseous compounds.

In the semiconductor industIy, dry plasma etching, reactive ion
etching, and ion milling processes are being developed to overcome
the limitations of wet chemical etching. Dry plasma etching, the
most advanced technique, allows for etching of fine lines and
features without the loss of definition. This process forms a plasma
above the surface to be etched by combining large amounts of
energy with low pressure gases. The gases usually contain halogens.

Materials used during the wet etching process may include acids
(sulfuric, phosphoric, hydrogen peroxide, nitric, hydrofluoric, and
hydrochloric), ethylene glycol, hydroxide solutions, and solutions of
ammonium, ferric, or potassium compounds. Materials used
during the dry etching process may include chlorine, hydrogen
bromide, carbon tetrafluoride, sulfur hexafluoride,
trifluoromethane, fluorine, fluorocarbons, carbon tetrachloride,
boron trichloride, hydrogen, oxygen, helium, and argon. Typical
solvents and cleaning agents include acetone, deionized water,
xylene, glycol ethers, and isopropyl alcohol. The most commonly
used cleaning solution in semiconductor manufacturing includes a
combination of hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid.
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Acid fumes and organic solvent vapors may be released during
cleaning, etching, resist drying, developing, and resist stripping
operations. Hydrogen chloride vapors may also be released during
the etching process.

Step Three: Wafer Fabrication

Wafers are usually fabricated in batches of 25 to 40. Wafer
preparation begins with an oxidation step.

OxidatiQn is a process in which a film of silicon dioxide is
formed on the exterior surface of the silicon wafer. Thermal
oxidation takes place in a tube furnace with controlled, high
temperatures and a controlled atmosphere. Oxidation is a
reaction between the silicon wafer surface and an oxidant gas
such as oxygen or steam. This process may be needed as a
preliminary step before diffusion or ion implantation
(doping). This layer protects the wafer during further
processing. Following oxidation, the wafer surface is
thoroughly cleaned and dried.

Materials used during oxidation, include silicon dioxide, acids
(hydrofluoric), and solvents. Materials such as oxygen, hydrogen
chloride, nitrogen, trichloroethane, and trichloroethvlene may also
be used. Wastes that may be generated from this process include:
organic solvent vapors from cleaning gases; rinsewaters with
organic solvents from cleaning operations; spent solvents
(including F003); and spent acids and solvents in the wastewater.

Next, patterns are imprinted onto the substrate using
photolithography (also referred to as lithography) and etching
processes. Photolithography is the most crucial step in
semiconductor manufacturing because it sets a device’s dimensions;
incorrect patterns affect the electrical functions of the
semiconductor.

¯ Photolithography is a process similar to photoprocessing
techniques and other etching processes in that a pattern is
imprinted. The silicon wafer is coated uniformly with a thin
film of resist. A glass plate or mask is created with the circuit
pattern, and the pattern is imprinted in one of several ways.
One type of optical photolithography is the projection of’x-
ravs through a special mask close to the silicon slice. Another
type of optical photolithography, one that does not need a
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mask, is electron-beam direct patterning, which uses a
controllable electron beam and an electron sensitive resist.
Once the pattern is developed, some areas of the wafer are
clear and the rest are covered with resist (See Exhibit 6).

Exhibit 6
Photolithography Process

Process Step Purpose Cross Section

1. Alignment andPrecise alignment of mask to wafer
exposure and exposure to U.V. light. Negative

Iresist is polymerized. ,

2. Development Removal of unpolymerized resist. [
I

~-~

3. Etch Selective removal of top surface layer.

4. Photoresist Cleaning of photoresist from the
Removal wafer’s surface.

5. Final Inspection of wafer for correctness of
Inspection image transfer from photoresist to top

layer.

Two types of photoresists can be used during semiconductor
production:

¯ Positive photoresists are chemicals that are made more
soluble, with regard to a solvent (i.e., developer), after
exposure to radiation. During development, the developer
removes the resist that was exposed to radiation.

¯ Negativ~ photoresists are chemicals that polymerize and
stabilize upon exposure to radiation. During development,
the developer removes the resist that was protected from
radiation.

After photolithography, chemical developers are used to remove
unnecessary coatings or resist material that remains on the
substrate. Development can be conducted by liquid methods (dip,
manual immersion, or spray coating) or drv methods (plasma). The
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wafer is then etched in an acid solution to remove selected portions
of the oxide layer to create depressions or patterns. The patterns are
areas in which dopants will be applied. The wafer is rinsed,
typically by immersing in a stripping solution to remove unwanted
photoresist, and then dried. See Exhibit 7 for a list of materials used
during the photolithography process.

Exhibit 7
Chemicals Used in Photolithography for Semiconductors

Solvents and
Photoresists Developer C]~ni~ Agents

Positive: Positive: Deionized water
Ortho-diazoketone Sodium hydroxide Detergent
Polymethacrylate Potassium hydroxide Isopropyl alcohol
Polyfluoroalkylmethacrylate Silicates Acetone
Polyalkylaldehyde Ethylene glycol Ethanol
Polycyanoethylacrylate Ethanolamine Hydrofluoric acid
Polymethylmethacrylate Isopropyl alcohol Sulfuric acid
Poly (hexafluorobutylmeth- Phosphates Hydrogen peroxide

acrylate) Tetramethyl-ammonium Hydrochloric acid
hydroxide Nitric acid

Negative: Alkyl amine Chromic acid
Isoprene Ethyl acetate Ammonium hydroxide
Ethyl acrylate Methyl isobutyl ketone Hexamethyldisilazane
Glycidylmetharcylate Xylene
Copolymer-ethylacrylate Negative: Cellosolve acetate

Xylene n-Butyl acetate
Aliphatic Hydrocarbons Ethylbenzene
N-Butyl acetate Chlorofluorocarbons
Cellosolve acetate Chlorotoluene
Isopropyl alcohol Glycol ethers
Stoddard solvent
Glycol ethers

~ on EPA D~tile and Descrivtion ~
Semiconductor Industry.: Preliminary_ Dr~fl

During the next step, dopants are applied to the patterned wafer
surface typically using diffusion or ion implantation. See Step two
for a list of materials used and wastes generated during the doping
process.

Additional layers of silicon may also be applied to the wafer using
deposition techniques, typically epitaxial growth or chemical vapor
deposition.

¯ Epitaxyl allows the growth of another layer of silicon on top
of the wafer. A silicon layer is grown using high
temperatures and dopant compounds. This top laver of
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silicon is where the final device will be formed. Not all
semiconductors need this layer.

Chemical vapor deposition deposits a thin coating on
materials by a chemical process. Vapor deposition is a low
pressure process that combines appropriate gases in a reactant
chamber at elevated temperatures to produce a uniform film
thickness.

Materials that may be used during deposition include silane, silicon
tetrachloride, ammonia, nitrous oxide, tungsten hexafluoride,
arsine, phosphine, diborane, nitrogen, and hydrogen.

Wastes that may be generated from these processes include: acid
fumes from etching operations; organic solvent vapors from
cleaning resist drying, developing, and resist stripping; hydrogen
chloride vapors from etching; rinsewaters containing acids and
organic solvents from cleaning, developing, etching, and resist
stripping processes; rinsewaters from aqueous developing systems;
spent etchant solutions; spent solvents (including F003) and spent
acid baths.

Many products require that steps two through three be repeated
several times in order to create the specified structure.

Step Four: Final Layering and Cleaning

Once the wafer is patterned, the wafer surface is coated with thin
layers of metal by a process called metallization. These metal layers
perform circuit functions within the finished semiconductor.
External connections to the silicon wafer are provided by
evaporation of thin metal films onto areas of the semiconductor
chip surface in a vacuum. Almost every metal can be used to make
this electrical connection to the silicon; aluminum, platinum,
titanium, nickel/chromium, silver, copper, tungsten, gold,
germanium, and tantalum are most common. Argon gas is also
used in some operations. Sputtering and high vacuum evaporation
are two types of metallization.

¯ Sputtering (also called partial vacuum evaporation) is a
physical, rather than chemical process. This process occurs in
a vacuum chamber which contains a target (solid slab of the
film material) and the wafers. Argon gas is introduced in the
chamber and ionized to a positive charge. The positively
charged argon atoms accelerate toward and strike the target,
dislodging the target atoms. The dislodged atoms are
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deposited onto the wafer surface. A uniform thickness of the
coating is produced over the silicon slice.

¯ High vacuum evaporatiQn is a process that uses an electron
beam, a ceramic bar heated by thermal resistance, or a wire
heated by electrical resistance." This method coats the surface
of the wafer with metal.

Photolithography and etching are also used to remove anv
unnecessary metal using chlorinated solvents or acid solutionS.
Wastes generated include: acid fumes and organic solvent vapors
from cleaning, etching, resist drying, developing, and resist
stripping; liquid organic waste; aqueous metals; and wastewaters
contaminated with spent cleaning solutions.

In the next step, passivation is used to apply a final layer of oxide
over the wafer surface to provide a protective seal over the circuit.
This coating protects the semiconductor from exterior influences
and may range in thickness from a single layer of silicon dioxide to
a relatively thick deposit of special glass. It also insulates the chip
from unwanted contact with other external metal contacts.
Materials used to form the passivation layer are silicon dioxide or
silicon nitride.

After all layers have been applied to the wafer, the wafer is typically
rinsed in deionized water. The back of the wafer is then
mechanically ground (also called lapping or backgrinding)to
remove unnecessary material. A film of gold may be applied to the
back of the wafer by an evaporation process to aid the connection of
leads to the bonding pads during a later process step.

Testing with alcohol compounds is conducted to ensure that each
chip is performing the operation for which it was designed. Chips
that do not meet specifications are marked with an ink droplet for
discard during assembly operations. The wafer is cleaned again after
testing, using solvents such as deionized water, isopropyl alcohol,
acetone, and methanol.

Wastes generated from these processes include: spent solvents and
acids in the wastewater and rinsewater from cleaning, developing,
etching, resist stripping, and rinsing processes; acid fumes and
organic solvent vapors from cleaning, rinsing, resist drying,
developing, and resist stripping; spent silicon dioxide or nitride;
hydrogen chloride vapors from etching; rinsewaters from aqueous
developing systems; spent etchant solutions; spent acid baths; and
spent solvents.
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Step Five: Assembly

Semiconductors are assembled by mounting chips onto a metal
frame, connecting the chips to metal strips (leads), and enclosing the
device to protect against mechanical shock and the external
environment. There are many types of packaging; such as plastic or
ceramic. Plastic packages comprised more than 90 percent of the
market in 1990.

Each package contains five parts: the die (e.g., chip), the lead frame
of the package, the die-attach pad, the wire bond, and the molded
encapsulant (i.e., plastic housing) (See Exhibit 8). This section
describes how plastic packages are assembled. All semiconductor
packages whether plastic or ceramic share the same basic parts and
are assembled using the same general processes.

Exhibit 8
Plastic Package Components

Molded encapsulant

Wire bond

Lead frame~

Die attach pad

Source: Based on 1993 Environmental Consciousness: A Strateyic Comvetitiveness issue
.for the Electronics Indust~.

The lead frame consists of a rectangular-shaped metal frame
connected to metal strips or leads. The leads connect the chip to the
electronic product. Plastic package lead frames are fabricated from
sheets of metal, either copper or alloy 42, that is either punched or
etched. The lead frame and leads provide the connections for the
electronic components.

The punching process consists of an arrav of small
mechanical punches that remove sections of the metal sheet
until the lead frame is complete. The leads are cleaned with
water-based cleaning systems. In the past, manufacturers
used chlorinated fluorocarbons (CFCs) or other solvents to
remove cutting fluids. The lead frame is coated with a laver
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of photoresist, exposed, and developed. The manufacturer
etches the lead frame, removes the photoresist, and cleans
the lead frame again with water based cleaning systems.

If the lead frames are etched, the process is similar to that
used during PWB manufacturing. Acids or metal chlorides
are usually used during etching. Sometimes ammonia is
used to stabilize the metal chloride. The photoresist contains
solvents (such as trichloroethylene or TCE) that are baked out
and generate VOC emissions. Developers that are typically
used include either an amine or metal hydroxide. Once the
photoresist is removed, it is cleaned with solvents such as a
mild hydrochloric acid (HCL) solution or with a brightener
that contains sulfuric acid.

Wastes generated during punching or etching may include: spent
organic vapors generated from cleaning, resist drying, developing,
and resist stripping; spent cleaning solutions; rinsewaters
contaminated with organic solvents; and spent aqueous developing
solutions. Scrap copper or alloy 42 may be recycled during the
punching process.

The chip is then attached to an "attach pad," with a substance such
as an epoxy material (thermoset plastic). Once mounted, the chips
are inspected. The chip parts are bonded to the leads of the package
with tiny gold or aluminum wires. A package may have between 2
and 48 wire bonds. The assembly is cleaned and inspected again.
The combined components are then placed into a molding press,
which encases the chip, wire bonds, and portions of the leads in
plastic. The plastic-molding compound used in the press contains
primarily fused silica. After the molding compound cures and cools
around the package, the package is heated again to ensure that the
plastic is completely cured. Excess material is removed using a
chemical or mechanical deflash process. Mopyrol is one organic
solvent used during the deflash process. The final steps in package
fabrication include trimming and forming the leads.

Waste generated during these steps includes excess
epoxy/thermoset plastic; antimony trioxide (from the molding
process); and spent organic solvents. Excess gold or aluminum
from trimming processes can be reclaimed and reused.

Fina! computer tests are conducted to evaluate whether the product
meets specifications. Even though the chips are produced using the
same process, some may work better (e.g., faster) than others. As a
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result, packages are separated into low- and high-quality circuits.
Often, low-quality circuits can still be sold. Final process steps
include marking the circuits with a product brand. The finished
product is then packaged, labeled, and shipped according to
customer specifications.

III.A.2. Printed Wiring Board Manufacturin~

Printed wiring boards (PWBs) are the physical structures on which
electronic components such as semiconductors and capacitors are
mounted. The combination of PWBs and electronic components is
an electronic assembly or printed wiring assembly (PWA).
According to Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corporation’s (MCC.) Environmental Consciousness: A Strategic
Competitiveness Issue for the Electronics and Computer Industry,
PWB manufacturing is the most chemical intensive process in the
building of a computer workstation.

PWBs are subdivided into single-sided, double-sided, multilayer,
and flexible boards. Multilayer boards are manufactured similarly
to single and double-sided boards, except that conducting circuits are
etched on both the external and internal layers. Multilayer boards
allow for increased complexity and density. PWBs are produced
using three methods: additive, subtractive, or semi-additive
technology. The subtractive process accounts for a significant
majority, perhaps 80 percent, of PWB manufacturing.

The conventional subtractiv~ manufacturing process begins with a
board, consisting of epoxy resin and fiberglass, onto which patterns
are imaged. In most operations, conducting material, usuallv
copper, is bonded onto the substrate surface to form copper-claPt
laminate. After drilling holes through the laminate and making
those holes conductive, unwanted copper is etched off, leaving
copper patterns. The patterns on the board form the electric circuits
that conduct electricity. Multilayer boards typically use metals such
as platinum, palladium, and copper to form electric circuits.
Specialized PWBs may use nickel, silver, or gold.

Additive technology is used less often than substractive technology
because it is a more difficult and costly production process. This
capital-intensive technology is used primarily for small
interconnection components used in multi-chip devices. The
production process begins with a base plate upon which a dielectric
material is deposited. An interconnecting layer of copper is plated
onto the dielectric layer which connects the layers of dielectric
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material and copper. Copper posts are plated-up and another layer
of dielectric material is deposited exposing the posts. The next
interconnect layer is plated and makes contact with the posts.
Layers of dielectric material, copper, and copper posts are added to
complete the interconnect. A lithographic process, similar to the
one used in semiconductor manufacturing, diminishes the spaces
and widths of the PWB.

This section provides a simplified discussion of the steps commonly
performed during conventional subtractive manufacturing. The
actual steps and materials used by a PWB manufacturer vary
depending on customer requirements and the product being
manufactured. The information provided in this section comes
from various sources, including documents developed by MCC, IPC,
EPA’s Center for Environmental Research Information, EPA’s DfE
Program, California Department of Toxic Substances, EPA’s CSI, and
EPA’s Office of Research and Development. PWB manufacturing
can be grouped into five steps:

¯ Board preparation
¯ Application of conductive coatings (plating)
¯ Soldering
¯ Fabrication
¯ Assembly.

Step One: Board Preparation

Board preparation begins with a lamination process. Two-side
etched copper dielectric boards (consisting usually of fiberglass and
epoxy resin) are separated by an insulating layer and laminated or
bonded together, usually by heat and pressure. Photographic tools
are used to transfer the circuit pattern to the PWB, and computer
control programs are used to control the drilling, routing, and
testing equipment. Preparing the copper-clad board involves
drilling holes to establish an electrical path between the layers and
to mount components. The boards are then mechanically cleaned
to remove drilling wastes (i.e., fine particulate contaminants, such
as copper). Vapor degreasing, abrasive cleaning, chemical cleaning
with alkaline solutions, acid dips, and water rinses are techniques
used to clean the boards and prepare them for the next process,
electroless plating. See Exhibit 9 for a list of materials used during
lamination, drilling, and cleaning processes.
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Exhibit 9
Chemicals Used in Lamination, Drilling, and Cleanin~

Lamination Drillin~ Cleanin~
Epoxies Sulfuric Acid Acetone

Potassium Permanganate1,1,1-Trichloroethane
Ammonium bifluoride Silica (and other abrasives)
Oxygen Sulfuric acid
Fluorocarbon gas Ammonium hydroxide

Hydrochloric acid
Source: Based on EPA D.tE 1993: Industry. Profile and Eescriptton qf Chemical Useofar the

Printed Wirin~ Board Industry: Preliminary. Draft.

Wastes generated include: airborne particulates, acid fumes, and
organic vapors from. cleaning, surface preparation, and drilling;
spent acid and alkaline solutions; spent developing solutions, spent
etchants, and waste rinsewaters in the wastewater; and scrap board
materials and sludges from wastewater treatment. Drilling and
routing dust (copper, aluminum, and gold) are collected and
recycled.

Step Two: Electroless Plating

The first process in this step is to prepare the surfaces of the drilled
holes. The holes are prepared by an etchback process to remove
smeared epoxy resin and other contaminants using one of the
following: sulfuric or hydrochloric acid; potassium permanganate;
or carbon tetrafluoride, oxygen and nitrogen. The holes are then
coated with a material such a~ copper or graphite carbon, by a
chemical process called electroless plating.

Electroless plating coats a uniform conducting layer of copper or
other material on the entire surface including the barrels of the
holes of the prepared board without outside power sources.
According to Printed Circuit Board Basics, this coating of copper is
not thick enough to carry an electrical current, but provides a base
upon which additional copper can be deposited electrolytically.
According to DfE, copper is the industry standard, but many are
switching to direct metallization processes. Chemical deposition is
the technique used to coat the board. After the electroless plating,
the boards are dried to prevent the board from oxidation (e.g.,
rusting). The board may also be cleaned to prepare for a following
electroplating processing. See Exhibit 12 for a list of materials used.
Waste generated include: spent electroless copper baths; spent
catalyst solutions; spent acid solutions; waste rinsewaters; and
sludges from wastewater treatment.
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Step Three: Imaging

During imaging, circuit patterns are transferred onto the boards
through photolithography or a stencil printing process. Photoresist
(i.e., a light sensitive chemical) is applied to the board in areas
where the circuit pattern will not be set. The board is exposed to a
radiation source and developed to remove the unwanted areas of
the resist layer. Stencil printing uses a printing process, such as silk
screening, to apply a protective film that forms the circuit pattern.

After photolithography, the boards are subjected to a light etching
process, typically using ammoniacal etchants, to remove rust
inhibitor (applied by the company that produced the material from
which the board is made) or other metals (usually copper). After
the stencil printing process, the protective film is dried, and the
exposed copper is etched away. Sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide
are common etchants used during imaging. After plating or
etching, the photoresist is removed with an photoresist stripper.

See Exhibits 10 and 11 for a list of materials used during
photolithography and etching processes. Wastes generated during
the cleaning and etching processes include: RCRA listed F001, F002,
F003, F004, and F005 depending on the concentration of the spent
solvents and the mixture of spent halogenated and non-
halogenated solvents; spent resist material; and wastewater
containing metals (copper). Other wastes generated include organic
vapors and acid fumes, spent developing solutions, spent resist
material, spent etchant, spend acid solutions, and sludges from
waste water treatment.

Exhibit 10
Chemicals Used in Photolithography for Printed Wiring Boards

Photopolymer               Photopol.vmer
Resists Developers Strippers

Mylar Isopropyl alcohol Sodium hydroxide
Vinyl Potassium bicarbonate Potassium hydroxide
Photoresists Sodium bicarbonate Methylene chloride

1,1,1-Trichloroethane
Amines
Glycol ethers

Source: Based on EP                 try. Prqfile and Descmptwn qf Chemical Use fQr
Printed Wiriny Board Industry.: Preliminary_ Draft.
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Exhibit 11
Materials Used During Etching

Ammonia Cupric chloride Nickel Permanganates
Ammonium chloride Hydrochloric acid Nickel chloride Sodium citrate
Ammonium hydroxideHydrofluoric acid Nickel sulfamate Sodium hydroxide
Ammonium persulfateHydrogen peroxide Nitrate Stannous chloride
Ammonium sulfate Lead Nitric acid Sulfuric acid
Boric acid Nitrogen T~
Carbon tetrafluoride Orthophosphate
Chlorine Oxygen

Peptone
Source: Based on E~A DfE 1993: Indust~ Pr~ ile and Descmvtion of Che ~ical Use for the

Printed Wirin~ Board Industry: Preliminary. Draft.

Step Four: Electroplating

Electroplating is aprocess in which a metal is deposited on a
substrate through electrochemical reactions. Electroplating is
required to build up the thickness and strength of the conducting
layers to provide reliable electrical conductivity between inner
layers or from one side of the PWB to the other. Electroplating can
also protect against corrosion, wear, or erosion. This process
involves immersing the article to be coated/plated into a bath
conta~ing acids, bases, or salts. The industry standard for this
process is copper, although many are switching to direct
metallization techniques according to DfE.

The electroplating process for PWBs usually begins with the copper
laminate which is coated with a plating resist (photolithography), by
stenciling, leaving the area exposed to form the circuit pattern. The
resist prevents the conductive material from adhering to other
areas of the board and forms the circuit pattern.

The PWB plating process .typically uses as copper and tin-lead as
plating materials, although silver, nickel, or gold can be used.
Copper in a plating bath solution is deposited to a sufficient
thickness, and a solvent or aqueous solution is applied to remove
the plating resist. The copper coating forms interconnections
between the layers and provides electrical contact for electronic parts
mounted or assembled on the PWB surface. PWB manufacturers
then typically electroplate a tin or tin-lead solder on the board to
protect the circuit pattern during the following etching or stripping
processes. An acid etch solution (ammoniacal, peroxide solutions,
sodium persulfate, cupric chloride, or ferric chloride) removes the
exposed copper foil, leaving the thicker copper plating to form the
circuit pattern. Ammoniacal and cupric chloride are the primary
etchants used by I~WB manufacturers. Fluoroboric acid is used in
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the tin-lead plating process to keep the metals dissolved in the
solution and to ensure a consistent deposition of the tin-lead alloy
onto the circuit board.

After the plating bath, the board is rinsed with water, scrubbed, and
then dried to remove the copper, spray etch solutions, and other
materials. Rinsing ends the chemical reactions during plating and
prevents contamination or dragout from being released in the next
bath or rinse water (dragout is the plating solution that sticks to
parts after taken out of the plating bath). Dragout can occur in any
bath step, not just in one plating bath. The tin-lead layer is
generally removed and the panel is electrically tested for
discontinuities in the electrical pathway and shorts. See Exhibit 12
for a list of materials used during the electroplating process.

Exhibit 12
Materials Used in Copper and Tin-Lead Electro- and

Electroless Plating Processes
Electroplating                 Electroless

Type of Plating Chemicals Chemicals
Copper Copper pyrophosphate Hydrochloric acid

Orthophosphate Palladium chloride
Pyrophosphate Stannous chloride
Nitrates Metallic tin pellets
Ammonia Sodium hydroxide
Acid copper Copper sulfate
Copper sulfate Formaldehyde
Sulfuric acid

Tin-Lead Tin-Lead Tin chloride
Fluoroboric acid Sodium hypophosphite
Boric acid Sodium citrate
!Peptone

Source: Based on EPA D ~ 1993: Industry. Profile and Descrwtion qf Chemical Use _for th¢
Printed Wiring~ Board Industry_: Prelimina~ Drgfl.

The primary RCRA hazardous wastes generated during plating
include: photoresist skins, F006 sludge from plating wastewater
treatment, D008, F007, and F008 from plating and etching; spent
acid solutions, waste rinsewaters, spent developing solutions, spent
etchant, and spent plating baths in the wastewater; organic vapors
from spent developing solution and spent resist removal solution;
and acid and ammonia fumes. According to IPC, photoresist skins
or the stripped resist material are exempt from categorical F006
classification if the skins stripping is separate from electroplating
and if the boards are rinsed and dried.
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Step Five: Soldering Coating

Solder coating is used to add solder to PWB copper component
before component assembly. Fabricators use several methods of
solder coating, but all of them involve dipping the panel into
molten solder. The solder, an alloy consisting of 60 percent tin and
40 percent lead, coats the pads and holes not covered by solder mask.
The excess solder is removed with a blast of hot oil or hot air.
However, the hot oil or hot air does not remove the solder that has
formed a chemical (intermetallic) bond with the copper. The
removal of the excess solder is called "solder leveling." The most
common process is hot-air leveling. According to Printed Circuit
Board Basics: Quick and Easy Guide, final solder coating thicknesses
of 50 to 1,200 microinches can be achieved with most solder-
leveling processes. Solder is only applied to desired areas so there is
no metal or "objectionable fluid" discharged to the wastestream,
according to MCC. MCC considers it to be the most environmental
friendly solder application method.

Step Six: Electrical and Mechanical Testing

A cross section is cut from a sample panel from each lot using a
grinding process called routing, and the plated holes are examined
with a photomicrograph. Individual circuit boards are cut out of
panels that pass quality control. Routing generates dust which may
contain copper, lead, or other metals plated to the panel, but the
dust is recycled. Electrical tests, dimensional and visual inspections,
and quality audits are performed to ensure compliance with
customer requirements. Finally, the finished PWBs are packaged,
labeled, and shipped to the customer which in most cases is the
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or contract electronic
assembly company.

Step Seven: Printed Wiring Board Assembly and Soldering

After the PWBs are manufactured, the electrical components are
attached during assembly. Adhesives are applied to the boards, and
then the components are attached and soldered to the boards.
Components are attached to the PWB by a process called soldering.
There are several different kinds of soldering processes, including
wave, dip, and drag. In wave soldering, the PWA is passed over the
crest of a wave of molten solder, thereby permanently attaching the
components to the board. A type of chemical known as "flux" is
used before soldering to facilitate the production of the solder
connection. Not only does flux clean the surface and remove
oxidized material, it prevents oxidation from occurring during the
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solder process. After the solder has been applied, flux residue may
be removed from the board. According to a leading PWB
manufacturer, deionized water instead of CFCs (such as Freon 113)
and trichloroethane (TCA), are now used to remove flux. Although
the residue may not affect the PWB’s performance, it may lower the
board’s cosmetic quality. After soldering, the board may be cleaned
and dried. Many assemblies, however, are looking at no-clean
soldering operations.

The wastes generated during assembly include: solder dross, post-
solder scrap boards, filters, gloves, rags, and spent gaseous or semi-
gaseous solvents from cleaning processes. The wastes that may be
generated during soldering, flux application, and cleaning include:
organic vapors and CFCs (although CFC usage will be eliminated by
1996); copper, lead, spent solvents, and spent deionized water into
the wastewater; solder dross; and wastewater treatment sludge.
Solder dross is primarily oxidized solder skin that forms on any
molten solder exposed to oxygen and can be recycled off-site.

III.A.3. Cathode Ray Tube Manufacturin~

Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) have four major components: the glass
panel (faceplate), shadow mask (aperture), electron gun (mount),
and glass funnel. The glass funnel protects the electron gun and
forms the back end of the CRT. In response to electrical signals, the
electron gun emits electrons that excite the screen. The shadow
mask forms a pattern on the screen. The shadow mask itself is a
steel panel with a mask pattern applied through one of several
kinds of photolithography.

This section summarizes the manufacturing process for color CRTs.
Information used to describe CRT manufacturing comes from a
variety of sources such as MCC, EPA’s Common Sense Initiative
(CSI), Corporate Environmental Engineering, and EPA’s Effluent
Guideline Division. For this discussion, the process is grouped into
six steps:

¯ Preparation of the glass panel and shadow mask
¯ Application of the coating to the glass panel interior
¯ Installation of the electron shield
¯ Preparation of the funnel and joining to the glass

panel/shadow mask assembly
¯ Installation of the electron gun
¯ Finishing.
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Color CRTs

Exhibit 13 presents the steps for manufacturing a color CRT. The
names of the operations may vary by manufacturer, but the basic
processing sequence is identical in all color CRT manufacturing
facilities. Lead in CRT display components and end-of-life concerns
have been the most significant environmental issues in CRT
manufacturing.
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Exhibit 13
Color CRT Manufacturing Process

Aperture Masks Glass Panels

I6.
Photoresist
Exposure and ~ 5. Photoresist L~ 4. Panel Wash
Development Application

7" Carb°n Black ~.~I8’ Stripping Agent ~.~ 9. Phosphor~Application Applicati.on and ApplicationC~rh~n RP.v~r~

L~10’Ph°sph°r
~ H ~.-Exposure and 11. Lacquer Coat 12. Aluminize

Development

Electron Shields

15. Shield Attachment                               13. Panel Clean

I~"
16. Funnel Wash

20. Panel-Funnel

~
Fusion 19’ Frit Applicati°n 1"~18. Seal Surface Clean~ 17. Internal Coat

~ Electron Guns

22. Attach, Mount,
~ 21. Mount, Assemble, Iand Assembly

. Clean, and Age

123. Exhaust and Sea, ~ 24. Age and Test ~25. ExtemaI Coat and ~
Implosion Band 26. Test and Ship

Source: Based on 1995 EPA Common Sense Initiative (CSI) documents.
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Step One: Preparation of the Panel and Shadow Mask

The shadow mask is constructed from a thin layer of aluminum
steel (referred to as a flat mask) which is etched with many small
slits or holes, and a metal frame that supports the flat mask. The
shadow mask serves as a template for preparing a pattern on the
glass panel surface. Shadow masks are commonly manufactured
overseas and shipped to CRT manufacturers in the United States.
The shadow mask is then molded to match the contour of the glass
panel’s interior surface and "blackened" in an oven to provide
corrosion resistance. Finally, the shadow mask is welded to a
blackened metal frame, usually steel, that provides support.
Degreasing solvents and caustics are frequently used for cleaning
the shadow mask assembly and production equipment. Oils are
used for lubricating the press and other production equipment.

The front end glass panel is purchased from a glass manufacturer
and shipped to the CRT manufacturer. Metal "pins," provided as
part of the glass panel, are attached to the inside of the glass to serve
as connection points for the shadow mask.

The shadow mask is carefully positioned inside the glass panel.
Steel springs are then placed over the pins in the glass panel and
attached to "hook-plates" or "clips" located on the mask assembly
frame. With the glass panel and shadow mask assembly positions
fixed in relation to each other, the springs are welded to the hook-
plates. The glass panel and mask must remain as a matched pair
through the remaining processes. The glass panel and shadow
mask preparation operation frequently uses organic solvents or
caustic cleaners for degreasing, oil for equipment maintenance, and
oxidizers, such as hydrogen peroxide, for cleaning reclaimed masks.

Wastes generated during this step include spent solvents in the
wastewater, vapors from solvent degreasing tanks, and waste glass
from breakage.

Step Two: Application of Coating to Panel Interior

For the panel-mask to create images, a special coating is applied to
the interior surface through a process called screening. Screening,
the most complex part of the manufacturing process, is comparable
to a photographic development process.

The screening operation begins with a panel wash. The mask is
removed and the glass panel is washed to remove dust, oil, grease,
and other contamination. The glass panel wash commonly uses
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acids and caustics followed by deionized water rinses for cleaning
the glass.

The glass panel undergoes the carbon stripe process, which uses
organic photoresist, chromate, deionized water, dilute acids and
oxidizers, carbon slurry with binding agents, and surfactants to
produce the black and clear striped pattern called the "black matrix."
The clear areas will eventually be filled with color-producing
phosphors. The glass panels are coated with a photoresist, which
contains chromate (a toxic heavy metal compound) as a catalyzer.
The panel is spun to even out the photoresist and then dried.

The shadow mask is re-inserted in the glass panel and a series of
exposures are made on the panel surface using ultraviolet (UV)
light in a photolithography process. The light passes through the
mask openings to imprint the mask pattern on the photoresist. The
mask also shadows the areas of the photoresist that will not be
exposed. When UV light contacts the photoresist, polymerization
occurs, and the exposed areas become less soluble in water than the
non-exposed areas.

After the exposure, the shadow mask is removed and the glass
panel is sprayed with water to remove the non-polymerized
material. The imprinted pattern of exposed photoresist remains on
the glass panel. The glass panel is then coated and developed again.
The resulting image is essentially a "negative image" of the original
photoresist exposure pattern.

During the phosphor stripe process, three phosphor colors (green,
blue, and red) are used to make a color CRT and are applied using
the same steps as the carbon stripe process. The phosphor stripe
process uses various chemicals, including phosphor slurries
containing metals (such as zinc compounds) and organic
photoresists, chromate, deionized water, dilute oxidizers, and
surfactants. The phosphor materials that are spun off the panels
and removed in the developers are recovered and reclaimed either
onsite or by a phosphor vendor. The reclaiming process involves
the use of acids and caustics, chelating agents, and surfactants.

Two coatings are then added to the glass panel, which now has the
black matrix and the three phosphor colors on it: lacquer (a wax-
like layer) to smooth and seal the inside surface of the screen, and
aluminum to enhance brightness. The panel is then ready to be
joined to the back end of the CRT, known as the funr~el. In
preparation for joining, the panel edges must be cleaned to remove
all traces of contaminants. A clean edge is critical to ensuring a
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good panel-to-seal connection in the finished CRT. The shadow
mask and glass panel are reattached. Chemicals used in these
processes include organic solvents and alcohol, caustics, silica-based
coatings, aluminum, acids, ammonia, and deionized water. The
material removed in the cleaning process is sent to a smelter to
recover metals and sulfites.

Wastes generated during this step include: vapors from the lacquer
area; wastewater containing deionized water, acids, oxidizers, carbon
slurry, surfactants, chromate, phosphor solutions, chelating agents,
caustics, organic solvents, alcohol, silica-based coatings, ammonia,
zinc, and aluminum; process cooling waters, liquid wastes from
precipitation, washing, filtration, and scrubber blowdown; lacquer
wastes from spun off and over-sprayed lacquer; and lacquer
remaining in lacquer-containers.

Step Three: Installation of the Electron Shield

Most CRT manufacturers employ an internal electron shield to
prevent stray electrons from reaching outside the screen area.
Computer monitor CRTs often use external shielding, which is
installed on the outside of the CRT’s glass bulb. Before installation,
the shields are cleaned with degreasing solvents or caustic cleaners.
The internal-type electron shield is made of thin aluminum and is
typically welded to the shadow mask assembly before the panel and
shadow mask are connected with the funnel. Metal (steel) springs
are also welded to the mask frame at this time. The springs provide
an electrical connection between the mask and the funnel interior
surface. Wastes generated from these processes include electron
shield degrease wastewaters and metals from the welding.

Step Four: Preparation of the Funnel and Joining to Panel-Mask Assembly

The back end of the CRT (funnel) is purchased from a glass vendor
and washed prior to use. The funnel is made of high lead content
glass and the resulting wash water contains elevated lead levels.
After the funnel is washed, the interior surface is coated with a
black graphite coating which is a good electrical conductor and a
non-reflective coating. The seal edge of the funnel is cleaned to
facilitate bonding with the panel, and frit or solder glass is applied
in a bead along the entire surface of the seal edge. The frit,
approximately 70 percent lead, has the consistencv of toothpaste or
caulking. The viscosity of the frit is controlled by the addition of
organic solvents. The frit serves as an adhesive to join the panel-
mask assembly to the funnel.
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After the frit is applied, the panel-mask assembly is connected to the
funnel, and the whole glass package is placed in a positioning clamp
to hold the two parts in place. The connected panel-mask and
funnel assembly is then exposed to high temperatures in an oven to
fuse the frit joint between the panel and funnel at the seal edges.
The frit forms a strong bond between the two pieces of glass. During
the frit-seal fusion process, the organic chemicals from the
screening operation and in the frit are "burned out" of the CRT.
The organic materials must "burn" cleanly to minimize any
remaining residue. Wastes generated include wastewaters
contaminated with spent black graphic, lead, and chemicals
associated with the funnel wash, frit application, and seal surface
cleaning. Wastes generated include frit contaminated clothing,
instruments and utensil used to prepare the frit, unusable frit glass,
and waste glass from breakage.

Step Five: Installation of the Electron Gun

Each CRT contains three guns: one dedicated to each of the
phosphor colors used in the screen (red, green, and blue). To
produce an electron gun, several metal components are assembled
and loaded onto spindles to align the various elements. Glass parts
are placed into fixture blocks and heated. When the glass reaches
the proper temperature, the metal parts are embedded in the glass.
The combination of metal parts and glass make up the gun. The
guns are cleaned with organic solvents or caustic cleaners before
they are mounted in the neck of the CRT funnel. Materials
commonly found in the gun. assemblies include metals, high lead
glass stem (for electrical connection feed-through and exhaust
purposes), ribbon connectors, and other manufacturer-specific parts.

The gun assembly is then inserted in the neck of the CRT funnel.
The gun is aligned and the CRT funnel neck is fused to the gun by
rotating the parts in front of open flame burners. An additional
component is welded to the gun assembly to allow for removal of
gases from the electron gun in subsequent steps. Wastes generated
from this step include waste glass from breakage and wastewaters
contaminated with spent organic solvents and caustic cleaners from
mount cleaning.

Step Six: Finishing

The CRT "bulb" is still open to the atmosphere after the gun mount
is sealed in the neck of the funnel. To complete the tube, the gases
are removed by applying a vacuum to the bulb. Organic solvents
are used to clean and maintain the vacuum pumps.
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The bulb is "aged" by an electronic treatment applied to the gun or
mount. The CRT is then coated with an external carbon black paint,
and a metal band is placed around the outside of the panel with
adhesives for implosion protection and safety. The band also
provides mounting brackets for installing the CRT. The finished
tube is tested in a high voltage testing station, and the CRT tested
thoroughly to ensure that it meets all specifications before
shipment. Each tube is packaged prior to shipment to the customer.
Wastes generated from finishing processes include spent solvents
and VOC emissions.

In some cases where the bulb face needs a special application, such
as reference lines for an oscilloscope, a separate panel and funnel
are used. A photoresist and mask are used to apply the reference
lines on the panel. The single phosphor is applied in the same way
as for a one-piece bulb, using a settling solution that contains
potassium silicate and, usually, an electrolyte.

Tube Salvage

Cathode ray tubes may or may not be salvaged. Picture tube salvage
operations reclaim spent or rejected picture tubes and return them
to production. Salvage operation processes include a panel-funnel
acid defrit, acid cleaning of panels and funnels (i.e., nitric acid), and
cleaning of the shadow mask. These reclaimed components are
returned to the process for reuse or are returned to the glass
manufacturer for recycling. A product with knocks, scratches, chips,
etc., is repaired. New necks are spliced onto funnels. Electron guns
are usually discarded. Glass that cannot be used because of serious
defects is recycled back to a glass plant directly or is sent off-site for
cleaning and segregation before going to a glass plant.

CRT technology is a mature and efficient process; however, the use
of a new technology called Flat Panel Displays (FPD) is becoming
more common. FPDs offer certain environmental advantages over
CRTs because of the tenfold reduction in glass used and substantial
power savings. Existing performance deficiencies, such as poorer
screen brightness and substantially higher prices, are limiting the
widespread incorporation of FPDs into electronics products.

III.B. Raw Materials Inputs and Pollution Outputs

Outputs from the electronics and computer industry manufacturing
processes affect the land, air, and water. Exhibits 14-16 describe the
wastes generated during each manufacturing process.
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Exhibit 14
Semiconductor Pollution Outputs

Process Air Emissions Process Wastes Other Wastes
(Li~[uids/Waste Waters) (Solids/RCRA) i

I Crystal Acid fumes,    Spent deionized water, spent solvents, spent Silicon,
Preparation VOCs, dopant alkaline cleaning solutions, spent acids, spent

gases resist material
Wafer VOCs and Spent solvents, spent acids, aqueous metals, spentF003
Fabrication dopant gases etchant solution, and spent aqueous developing

solutions.
Final Acid fumes Spent deionized water, spent solvents, spent Spent solvents
Layering and VOCs acids, spent etchants, spent aqueous developing
and solutions, spent cleaning solutions, aqueous
Cleaning metals, .and DO07 (chromium).
Assembly VOCs Spent cleaning solutions, spent solvents, aqueousSpent epoxy

developing solutions, and P & U wastes, material and
spent solvents

Exhibit 15
Printed Wiring Board Pollution Outputs

Process Air Emissions Process Wastes (Liquids/Waste Waters) Other Wastes
(Solids/RCRA)

Board Particulates, Spent acids and spent alkaline solutions Sludge and scrap
Preparation acid fumes, board material

and VOCs
Electroless Spent electroless copper baths, spent Waste rinse water
Plating catalyst solutions, spent acid solutions and sludges from

waste water
treatment

Imaging Organic Spent developing solutions, spent resist F001-5, depending on
vapors and material, spent etchants, spent acid concentration and
acid fumes solutions, and aqueous metals mixture of solvents.

Sludges from waste
water treatment

i Electroplating Acid fumes, D008 (lead), DO02, DO03, spent etchants,F006, FO07, and FO08
ammonia spent acid solutions, spent developing
fumes, and solutions, spent plating baths
VOCs
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Exhibit 15 (cont’d)
Printed Wiring Board Pollution Outputs

Process Air Emissions Process Wastes Other Wastes
(Liquids/Waste Water) (Solids/RCRA)

Solder Coatin~ VOCs and CFCs
PWB VOCs and CFCs Metals (nickel, silver, and copper), D008 Solder dross,
Assembly And (lead), flux residue, spent deionized water,scrap boards,
Soldering spent solvents filters, gloves,

rags, waste
water
treatment
sludge

Exhibit 16
Cathode Ray Tubes Pollution Outputs

Pr~ce~ Air Emissions Proce~ Wastes Other Wastes
(Liquid/Waste Waters) (Solids/RCRA)

Preparation Solvent vapors Spent solvents Glass (lead) from
of the Panel breakage
and Shadow
Mask
Application ’Vapors from lacquerSpent photoresists, deionized water, Lacquer wastes
of Coating to area acids, oxidizers, carbon slurry,
Panel Interior surfactants, chromate, phosphor

solutions, chelating agents, caustics,
solvents, alcohol, coatings, ammonia,
aluminum, and pr6cess cooling waters

Installation Electron shield degrease and metals
of Electron
Shield

Preparation Funnel wash, seal surface cleaning, andFrit contaminated
of Funnel and frit application wastewaters clothing,
Joining to instruments,
Panel-Mask uterLsi~s0 unusable’
Assembly frit glass (lead},

glass (lead) from
break-age

Installation Spent solvents and caustic cleaners Glass from
of Electron breakage

Finishing VOCs Spent solvents
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III.C. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (EPA) requires facilities to
report information about the management of TRI chemicals in
waste and efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities.
These data have been collected annually in Section 8 of the TRI
reporting Form R beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data
summarized below cover the years 1992-1995 and are meant to
provide a basic understanding of the quantities of waste handled by
the industry, the methods typically used to manage this waste, and
recent trends in these methods. TRI waste management data can be
used to assess trends in source reduction within individual
industries and facilities, and for specific TRI chemicals. This
information could then be used as a tool in identifying
opportunities for-pollution prevention compliance assistance
activities.

While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are estimates of
quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and
1995 are projections onlv. The EPA requires these projections to
encourage facilities to consider future waste generation and source
reduction of those quantities as well as movement up the waste
management hierarchy.    Future-year estimates are not
commitments that facilities reporting under TRI are required to
meet.

Exhibit 17 shows that the electronics/computer industry managed
about 122 million pounds .of production-related waste (total
quantity of TRI chemicals .in the waste from routine production
operations) in 1993 (column B). Column C reveals that of this
production-related waste, 44 percent was either transferred off-site
or released to the environment. Column C is calculated by dividing
the total TRI transfers and releases by the total quantity of
production-related waste. In other words, about 81 percent of the
industry’s TRI wastes were managed on-site through recycling,
energy recovery, or treatment as shown in columns D, E and F,
respectively. The majority of waste that is released or transferred
off-site can be divided into portions that are recvcled off-site,
recovered for energy off-site, or treated off-site as sho~vn in columns
G, H, and I, respectively. The remaining portion of the production-
related wastes (6.7 percent), shown in column J, is either released to
the environment through direct discharges to air, land, water, and
underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.
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Exhibit 17
Source Reduc                  Activity for SIC 36

A B i C D I E i F G i HProductioni J I j

Related % Reported RemainingWaste as Released On-Site Off-Site ReleasesVolume and % % Energy % % % Energy % andYear (106 lbs.) Transferred Recycled Recovery Treated Recycled Recovery. Treated Disposal
1992 121 i 49% 8.27% 0.41% 70.75% I 3.21% 3.96% 4.83% 8.52%1993 122 i 44% 9.38% 0.20% 72.t2% 3.41% 3.77% 4.41% 6.70%
1994 121 I -- 7.63% ! 0"13% 74.99% 4.33°/o 3.88% 3.58% 5,44%
1995 129 I u 8.87% I 0.59% 74.45% 4.61%o 3.65% 3.04% [ 4.78%
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the
pollutant releases that are reported by this industry. The best source
of comparative pollutant release information is the Toxic Release
Inventory, System (TRI). Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), TRI includes self-
reported facility release and transfer data for over 600 toxic
chemicals. Facilities within SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing
industries) that have more than 10 employees, and that are above
weight-based reporting thresholds are required to report TRI on-site
releases and off-site transfers. The information presented within
the sector notebooks is derived from the most recently available
(1993) TRI reporting year (which then included 316 chemicals), and
focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported bv each sector.
Because TRI requires consistent reporting regardless ~)f sector, it is
an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical
information regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note
that in general, toxic chemical releases have been declining. In fact,
according to the 1993 Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported
releases dropped by 42.7 percent between 1988 and 1993. Although
on-site releases have decreased, the total amount of reported toxic
waste has not declined because the amount of toxic chemicals
transferred off-site has increased. Transfers have increased from 3.7
billion pounds in 1991 to 4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better
management practices have led to increases in off-site transfers of
toxic chemicals for recycling. More detailed information can be
obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics Release Inventory Public Data
Release book (which is available through the EPCRA Hotline at 1-
800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic Release Inventory System
database (for user support call 202-260-1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the
primary indicator of chemical release within each industrial
category. TRI data provide the type, amount, and media receptor of
each chemical released or transferred. When other sources of
pollutant release data have been obtained, these data have been
included to augment the TRI information.
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TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations
regarding TRI data. Within some sectors, the majoritv of facilities
are not subject to TRI reporting because they are nc;t considered
manufacturing industries, or because they are below TRI reporting
thresholds. Examples are the mining, dry cleaning, printing, and
transportation equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors, release
information from other sources has been included.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data
presented within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk"
ranking for each industry. Weighting each pound of release equally
does not factor in the relative toxicity of each chemical that is
released. The Agency is in the process o’f developing an approach to
assign toxicological weightings to each chemical released so that one
can differentiate between pollutants with significant differences in
toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact of
the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook
briefly summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five
chemicals (by weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions
,

SIC Code -- the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used f~or all establishment-based Federal
economic statistics. The SIC. codes facilitate comparisons between
facility and industry data.

TRI Facilities -o are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more
full-time employees and are above established chemical throughput
thresholds. Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in
Standard Industrial Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities
must submit estimates for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s
defined list and are above throughput thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions
developed by EPA’s Toxic Release Inventorv Program. The
categories below represent the possible pollutar~t destinations that
can be reported.
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RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to
bodies of water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained
disposal into underground injection wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through
confined air streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive
emissions include losses from equipment leaks, or evaporative
losses from impoundments, spills, or leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) - encompass any
releases going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other
bodies of water. Any estimates for stormwater runoff and non-
point losses must also be included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of waste to on-site landfills,
waste that is land treated or incorporated into soil, surface
impoundments, spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must
occur within the facility’s boundaries for inclusion in this category,.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a
subsurface well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility
that is geographically or physically separate from the facility
reporting under TRI. The quantities reported represent a
movement of the chemical away from the reporting facility. Except
for off-site transfers for disposal, these quantities do not necessarily
represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred through pipes or
sewers to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment
and chemical removal depend on the chemical’s nature and
treatment methods used. Chemicals not treated or destroyed bv the
POTW are generally released to surface waters or landfilled ~ithin
the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovering still valuable materials. Once these
chemicals have been recycled, they may be returned to the
originating facility or sold commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in
industrial furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical bv
incineration is not considered to be energy recovery.
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Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical
separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not destroyed but
prepared for further waste management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for
disposal generally as a release to land or as an injection
underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Electronics/Computer Industry

The follow section provides TRI data for the semiconductor, printed
wiring board (PWB) and cathode ray tube (CRT) industries. The
manufacture of these products results in the release of similar
substances, including solvents, acids, and heavy metals. The
commonly released solvents include acetone, xylene, and
methanol. Commonly released acids include sulfuric, hvdrochloric,
and nitric. A significant amount of ammonia is also released by the
electronics/computer industry.

IV.A.1. TRI Data for Semiconductor Industry

The following exhibits present TRI data pertaining to
semiconductor manufacturing. Exhibit 18 presents the top ten
facilities in terms of TRI releases, Many of these companies are also
among the top companies in terms of sales. Exhibit 19 presents the
top TRI releasing facilities for all of electronics and other electric
facilities. Exhibit 20 displays the number of TRI-reporting
semiconductor manufacturing facilities per State. As expected,
California and Texas contain the largest number of semiconductor
manufacturing facilities.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported,
facility-specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for
this sector are listed below. Facilities that have reported 9_rk~ the
SIC codes covered under this notebook appear on the first list. The
second list contains additional facilities that have reported the SIC
code covered within this report, and one or more SIC codes that are
not within the scope of this notebook. Therefore, the second list
includes facilities that conduct multiple operations u some that are
under the scope of this notebook, and some that are not. Currently,
the facilitvolevel data do not allow pollutant releases to be broken
apart bv industrial process.
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Exhibit 18
Top 10 TRI Releasing Semiconductor Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3674)

Total TRI
Releases in

Rank Pounds Facility Name City State
1 225,840 Micron Semiconductor Inc. Boise
2 203,120 Motorola Inc. Mesa AZ
3 159,465 Intel Corp. Hillsboro OR
4 142,256 Texas Instruments Inc. Dalla~ TX
5 138,950 AT&T Microelectronics R~,ad;n~ PA
6 134,208 Intel Corp. l~dO Rancho
7 112,250 Advanced Micro Devices Inc. Austin TX
8 82,854 IBM Corp. E. Fishkill Facility Hopewell Junction NY
9 81,719 Dallas Semiconductor Corp. Dallas TX
10 80.545 i Sgs-Thomson Microelectronics Inc. Carrollton TX

Source: US EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Data ,ase, 1993. ’

Exhibit 19
Top 10 TRI Releasing Electronics/Computer Industry Facilities

SIC Codes    Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in

Pounds
3671 861,508 Zenith Electronics Corp. Melrose Park IL

Rauland Div.
3671 378,105 Philips Display Components Ottawa OH

Co.

3469, 3674, 297,150 Delco Electronics Corp. Kokomo IN
3089, 3694 Bypass

3672, 3471 274,950 Photocircuits Corp. Glen Cove NY

3671 257,954 Toshiba Display Devices Horseheads NY
Inc.

3672 255,395 IBM Corp. Endicott NY

3674 225,840 Micron Semiconductor Inc. Boise ID

3674 203,120 Motorola Inc. Mesa
i

AZ

3672 193,720 Hadco Corp. Owego Div. Owego NY

3674 159,465 Intel Corp. Hillsboro
! OR

Source: US EPA, Toxics Release Invent’ory Database, 1993.

Note: Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-
compliance with environmental laws.
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Exhibit 20
TRI Reporting Semiconductor Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3674) bv State

Number of Number of
State Facilities State Facilities

AZ 9 OR 7
CA 56 PA 7
CO 4 PR l

FL 2 RI 1
113 3 SC 1
MA 9 TX 20
MD 2 UT 3
ME 1 v’r !
MN 4 WA 1
MO 1 WI 1
NC 2
NH 2
NM 2
NY 6
OH 4

Source: US EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibits 21 and 22 show the chemical releases and transfers for the
semiconductor industry. Sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid, two of
the most commonly-released chemicals, are used during etching
and cleaning processes. Solvents such as acetone, glycol ethers,
xylene, and Freon 113 are used during photolithography and
cleaning processes. 1,1,1-trichloroethane is used during oxidation
and ammonia is used during photolithographv and cleaning. A
significant amount of methyl ethyl ketone is }eleased during the
degreasing and cleaning processes. Most of these solvents are
released into the air. Facilities with zero releases of certain
chemicals are reported here because transfers of the chemical may
have been reported.
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Exhibit 21
Releases for Semiconductor Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3674) in TRI,

by Number of Facilities (Releases Reported in Pounds/Year)
~ F~illlies

[ Under- Averagei Reporting Fugitive Point Air Water ground Land Total Releases
Chemical Name ’~ Chemical Air I Discharges Injection Disposal Releases per

Facility
Sulfunc Acid I 125 13644 [ 88209 17 i 250 139 102259 I 818
Hydrochloric Acid ~ 78 8262 69429 3 i 0 I0 77704 i 996
Hydrogen Fluoride i 71 4940 55479 9902 i 0 5 70326 t 99 l
Phosphoric Acid ! 69 4039 25674 0 [ 0 5 29718 ! 431
Nitric Acid 57 5403 47628 23 0 5 53059 93 !
Acetone 53 121794 890290 1460 I 659 5 1014208 19136
Ammonia

42i 42770

I

101717 42082, 17805 8600 212974

i

5071
Glycol Ethers [ 27 41317 212900 500 ! 0 82000 [ 336717 12471
Xylene(Mixedlsomers)! 25 9952 ¯ 252661 0 [, 139 t 0 i, 262752 I 10510
Ethylene Glycol : 16 1688 9316 1600 ! 0 I 0 i 12604 I 788
Methanol 16 31049 135566 I 0 ! 129 1 0 I 166744 i 10422
Freonll3 I 10 41211 73335 0 i 0 i 0 114546 i 11455
l.l,l-Trichloroethaae 8 1691 82366 t 0 1 [ 0 84058 ! 10507
Methyl EthylKetone ~ 6 1332 128250 t 0 ! 0 i 5 i 129587 ! 21598

Tetrachloroethylene : 4 514 $5034 I 1 ! 0 I 0 i 55549 13887
Ammonium Nitrate 3 0 0 0 i 0 ! 0 i 0 i 0

A.u.oniumSulfate 3 250 0 0 i 0 0 250
i

83(Solution)

Lead 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 ’ 0
Phenol 3 50 2745 0 0 0 2795 932
Toluene 3 25170 33580 0 0 0 58750 19583
Trichloroethylene ! 3 14009 21896 0 i 0 I 0 35905 I 11968,Cop~r i 2 0 0[ ~2 i 0 i o i 12 t 6
Ethylbenzene ! 2 175 1300I 0 i 0 0 1475 i 738
Methyl lsobutylKetone i 2 750 9325I 0 I 0 I 0 [ 10075 [ 5038
1.2-Dichlorohenzene i 2 200 49234[ 0 i 0 I 0t 49434 ! 24717
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene i 2 0 6519 I 0 0I 0 6519 i 3260
AntimonyComDounds i t 18 5 ! I 0 i 0 i 24 24
Chlorine Dioxide I 1 5 5I 0 i 0 [ 0 [ I0 I I0
Cobalt Compounds i I 5 2[ 0 1 0 [ 0 7 1 7

(Manufacturing) , ,
!Lead Compounds 1 0 0 0 i, 0 ! 0 tl 0 ] 0
N-ButylAlcohol i 1 21 84 ] 0 * 0 0 i 105 ’, 105
Nickel Compounds 1 0 0 [ 0 0 I 0 I 0 i 0
NitrilotriaceticAcid i 1 5 5 0 I 0 0

!
10 [ 10

P-Xylene 1 0 430 ! 0
i,

0 i 0 [ 430
i

430
Totals ’ - ...... 370,264    2.352,984 !55,601 i 18,983 i 90.774 12.888.606 I .......

Source: I.IS EPA, Toxzcs Reiease Invento~ DataOase, 1993.
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Exhibit 22
Transfers for Semiconductor Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3674) in TRI, by

Number of Facilities iTransfers Reported in Pounds/Year)
#    ~ POTW Energy TotalChemical Name Reporting i Discharges, Recovery Transfers Transfer

Chemical i

Disposal Recycling Treatment ]
Averageper

FacilitySulfuric Acid t 125 147449 500380 1039071 169372 0 1856272 14850
Hydrochloric Acid i 78 ~ 236415 29599 21664 8~745 5 372428 4775

, Hydmgen Fluoride I 71 i 11733 198630 525 151929 0 362817 5110
Phos~,~c Acid t 69 i 1103 269124 200000 33594 0 503821 7302
Nitric Acid 57 i 56177 99817 20910 62904 0 239808 4207
Acetone 53 ! 104090 ~ 1582 136987 116610 1075656 1~42137 27210
A~-uuouia 42

f 944298 52771 650 10806 0 1008525 24013
Glycol Ethers 27 I 30889 3345 139100 56330 1049440 1279104 47374
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 25 3891 824 31304 127501 728688 892208 35688
Ethylene Glycol 16 ’~ 458412 2027 15194 623 102016 578272 36142
M~t~L~OI t 16 14474 0 27715 64502 716413 823104
Freon 113 I 10 25 592 36937 2435 5660 456d9     4565
I. 1.1-Trichloroethane I 8 263 5 75267 18264 8000 101799 12725
~ethyl Ethyl Ketone i 6 ! 869 750 0 2105 276109 279833 i 46639
Tetrachloroethylene I 4 0 0 10215 59628 53000 122843 ~ 30711
Ammonium Niuat¢ i 3 ’ 224302 0 0 0 0 224302

[
74767(Solution) !

Anu~-roniumSulfate
i 3 ’ 1488462 0 122000 0 0 1610462 536821(Solution) .

Lead i 3 ~ 0 1500 59125 13961 0 74586 24862
Phenol i 3 2331 0 I 0 27 94679 97037 32346
Toluene 3 i 0 0 I 0 17000 5970 22970 7657
Trichloroethylene 3

[

0 0 I 59736 0 0 59736 19912
’ Copper 2 0 18 0 166 0 184 92
’ Ethylbenzene 2

I 0 146 0 190 16800 17136 8568
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 2 i 0 0 0 9300 12190 21490 10745
1,2-Dichlorob~a~ne 2 i l0 0 0 2157 93600 95767 47884
1,2,4-Trichlorohenzene 2 1413 0 0 32273 0 33686 i 16843
Antimony Compounds I i 0 18100 0 0 0 18100 18100
Chlo~a¢ Dioxide l i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cobalt Computuads 1 ! 0 3780 0 0 0 3780 3780
lsoO~opyl Alcohol I i 5 0 10165 0 0 10170 10170(Manufacturing) i
Lead Compounds t 1 i 0 6630 0 0 0 6630 6630
N-ButylAlcohol 1 i 10430 0 0 0 1433 I I1863 1 11863
Nickel Compounds 1 i 381 0 3574 0 0 I 3955 t 3955o o o o ot o! oNitrilotriacetiCp_Xylene Acid

!t 1 ! 0 0 0 10380 0
I

10380 10380
1 , 0 ~6 ~Zinc Co.poun i ! I" 7300 o        0      0    _ 7300 I267300

Totals ] ....... ! 3,737.422I 1,456,920 2,010,139 1,046.802 4.239,659t 12,498.154t .......

Source: US EP,~ ’Tox~cs Release Inventory Database, 1993.

IV.A.2. TRI Data for Printed Wiring Board Industry

The following exhibits present TRI data pertaining toPWB
manufacturing. Exhibit 23 presents the top ten TRI-reportingPWB
manufacturing facilities in terms of TRI releases. IBM is one of
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these companies which is also among the top ten electronics sales
generating companies. Exhibit 24 displays the number of TRI-
reporting facilities per State. California has the largest number of
PWB manufacturing facilities.

Exhibit 23
Top 10 TRI Releasin~ Printed Wirin8 Board Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3672

Total TRI
Releases in

Rank Pounds Facility Name City State
1 255,395 IBM Corp. Endicott N Y
2 193,720 Hadco Corp. Oswego Div. Oswego NY
3 127,283 Continental Circuits Corp. Phoenix AZ
4 120,864 Thomson Consumer Electronics Durtmom PA

Inc.
5 96,191 Hadco Corp. Derry NH
6 79,250 QLP Laminates Inc. Anaheim CA
7 74,653 Synthane-Taylor La Veme CA
8 68,456 Circuit-Wise Inc. North Haven I CT
9 67,050 American Matsushita Troy

I              OHElectronics Corp.
10 ! 65,088 Pec Viktron Orlando FL

Source: ’US EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 24
TRI Reporting Printed Wiring Board Manufacturing

Facilities (SIC 3672) by State
Number of II           Number of

State Facilities State Facilities
AZ 9 NJ 3
CA 82 NY 8
CO 3 OH 7
CT 7 ’OK 1
FL 11 OR 6
GA 2 PA 5
IA 2 PR 4
]L 18 SC 2
IN 3 SD 1
KS 1 ’IX 8
MA 9 UT 4
MD 1 VA 3
MI ! VT !
~ 14 WA 6
MO

t 4 WI 4
NC 1 [
NH 9 [

Source: US EPA, Tox~cs Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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As seen in Exhibits 25 and 26, the top releases of acids from PWB
facilities include sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, and nitric acid, all
of which are used during cleaning, electroless plating and
electroplating operations. Hydrochloric acid is also used during
etching. The acids are primarily released to the air or recycled.
Glycol ethers are released during image application and cleaning;
most of the releases are emitted into the air. Freon 113 is used
primarily for flux removal and is released into the air. Nearly all
Freon 113 transfers are recycled. Acetone, a solvent used to clean
the board before imaging, is released primarily into the air.
Ammonium sulfate solution is used during electroplating,
imaging, and etching processes and is released to the water or
transferred to POTWs. Metals such as lead and copper are
commonly used during electroplating, etching, and soldering (i.e.,
lead) processes. These metals and their compounds are primarily
recycled.

Exhibit 25
Releases for Printed Wiring Board Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3672) in TRI, by

Number of Facilities (Releases Reported in Pounds/Year)
# Faciliti~ I Under- AverageReporting Fugitive Point Air Water ground Land Total ReleaseChemical Name Chemical Air Discharges Injection Disposal Releases per

F.qei!it¥
Sulfuric Acid 208 25640 i 98477 0 0 250 124367 598
Ammonia 117 80332 i 480081 28029 0 0 588442 5029

i Copper 89 1345 1860 27 0 8500 11732 132
.Copper Compounds 73 6830 7532 1831 0 9739 25932 355
’Hydrochloric Acid 70 13268 40342 32189 0 27 85826 1226
Nitric Acid 59 7572 12750 0 0 0 20322 344
Glycol Ethers 25 82099 132118 23057 0! 0 237274 9491
Formaldehyde 22 3225 14912! 255 0 0 18392 836
Chlorine 16 1545 5992 50 0 0 7587 474
Lead 12 250 750 5 0 3500 4505 375
Acetone 10 117974 70711 0 ! 0 0 188685 188691
Freon 113 9 83258 37550 01 0 0 120808 13423
Lead Compounds 7 760 1260 252 0 0 2272 325
Ammonium Sulfate 6 0 0 100000 0 0 100000 16667
(Solution)
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 6 13770 25023 0 0 0 38793 6466
Phosphoric Acid 6 510 505 0 0 0 1015i 169
Methanol 5 62978 7394 0 0 0 70372 t 14074
Dichloromethane 4 51269 , 125288 5 0 0~ 176562 44141
l.l,l-Trichloroethane 3 24930 I 8310 0 0 0i 33240 11080
2-Methoxyethanot 3 5000 I 40960 0 0 0i 45960 15320
Hydrogen Fluoride 2 0 250 0 0 0 250 ! 25
Nickel 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Toluene I 2 29425 14125 0 0 0 43550 21775
Zinc Compounds I 2 750 ! 0 0 O I 0 750 375
Ammonium Nitrate l I 0 ] 0 0 o I 0 0 0

I (Solution) I I - I
Barium Compounds 1 250 i 0 0 0 ] 0 250i 250
Ethylbenzene ! 1 ] 250 i 26001 I) i 0! 0 28501 2S50
Ethylene Glycol ~ ! ! 600 1200 i !) i ~) I 0 t 1800 I i S()l~
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Exhibit 25 (cont’d)
Releases for Printed Wiring Board Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3672) in TRI, by

Number of Facilities (Releases Reported in Pounds/Year)
# Facilities Under- I i AverageReporting Fugitive PointAir Water ground

I ~’~L~"~°’I Total Releases
Chemical Name           Chemical Air                 Discharges Injection            Releases    per

Facili~
Isopropyl Alcohol              1 0 0 0 0 0 0i 0(Manufacturing)
Methylenebis 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(Phenylisocyanate)
Phenol 1 750 750 250        0 0 1750 1750Silver 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tetrachloroethylene l 12900 22300 0 1 0 0 35200 35200
Trichloroethylene 1 14920 26000 0 0 0 40920 40920
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 1 1000 16560 0 0 0 17560 17560
1,2-Dichlorobenzene 1 1800 2130 0 0 0 3930 3930
T o ta I s ....... 645,200 1,197.730 185,950 0 22,016 i 2,050,896 .......

Source: US EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1S 93.

Exhibit 26
Transfers for Printed Wiring Board Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3672) in TRI,

by Number of Facilities (Transfers Reported in Pounds/Year)
# POTW i I i Energy Total AverageChemical Nam,

ReportingchemicaiDischarges Disposal RecyclingI Treatment Recovery Transfers, perTransfersF~e!!!~,

Sulfuric Acid 208 34596 i 15558 i 85488 ] 456242 28400 620284 I 2982Ammonia 117 412348 2513 6102550 212950 0 6730361 57524Copper 89 18527 77880 5159806 104791 0 5361004 60236Copper 73 31441 101998 7949551 263240 0 8346230 114332Compounds
Hydrochloric 70 1317 750 1056064 1453601 3100 2514832 35926Acid
Nitric Acid 59 265 8500 169722 202665 0 381152 6460
Glycol Ethers 25 475285 1350 6974 240182 21792 745583 29823Formaldehyde 22 64501 0 0 2500 0 67001 3046Chlorine 16 655 0 94152 111000 0 205807 12863Lead 12 1025 / 13297 268496 4231 40 287089 23924Acetone t 0 2100

1
45 3000 1600 188153 194898 19490Frown 113 9 250 0 77460 1700 5 79415 8824Lead Compounds 7 1559 14,154 92233 5125 0 113371 16196Ammonium 6 338933 0 0 0 0 338933 56489Sulfate (Solution)

Methyl Ethyl 6 0 250 0 750 397048 398048 6634 IKetone
Phosphoric Acid 6 250 0 0 ! 460 0 710 118Methanol 5 41902 170 0 10746 0 52818 10564Dichloromethane 4 253 0 71940 2526 38970 113689 284221,1,1- 3 0 0 I 115750 1410 8180 125340 41780Trichloroethane
2- 3 0 0 0 0 12250 12250 4083Methoxyethanol
Hydrogen 2 0 0 0 5600 0 5600 2800Fluoride
Nickel 2 251 0 381 0 0 632 316Toluene 2 8905 i 0 0 I 0 i 121600 130505 65253
Zinc Compounds 2 4334 t 10876 0

[

1087 I 0 16297 8149Ammonium 1 73000 0 0 0t 0 73000 i 73000Nitrate (Solution)
Barium 1i

0 500! 0 ! 0i 0 5001 500Compounds

Source: US EPA, Toxzcs Release Inventory Datat~ase, 1993.
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Exhibit 26 (cont’d)
Transfers for Printed Wiring Board Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3672) in TRI,

by Number of Facilities (Transfers Reported in pounds/year)
# POTTY Energy Total Average

Chemical Name Reporting Discharges Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery Transfers i Transfer per
Chemical t Fadllt~’

Eth~’lb~’ene 1 0 5 0 500 117430 117935 ’ 117935
F_,th~,leneGlvcol I 9300 230 0 0 i 0 9530 i 9530

lsopropyl Alcohol I 0 3900 0 5460
i

0 9360 i 9360
(Manufacturing)
Methylenebis 1 0 0 0 16800 0 16800 i 16800
(Phenylisocyanate)
Phenol 1 0 0 0 10340 22870 33210 i 33210
Silver 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 ! 3
Tetrachloroethylene 1 0 0 0 1091590 49020 1140610 1140610

Trichloro~thylene 1 0 0 0 61600 0 61600 61600
Xylen¢ (Mixed            1 0 250 0 2360 559310 561920 561920
Isomers)
1,2- 1 0 0 0 0 109810 109810 109810
Dichlorohenzene
Totals ....... 1,$24.043 252526 21~.~3,570 4,271,056 I 1,677,97828,976.127 ~ .......

Source: US EPA, Toxics Retease Inventory Database, 1993.

IV.A.3. TRI Data for Cathode Ray Tube Industry.

Exhibits 27 present the top ten TRI-reporting CRT manufacturers in
terms of releases, and Exhibit 28 presents the number of TRI
reporting CRT manufacturing facilities by State. It is not surprising
that few facilities are reported in TRI because most manufacturing
occurs outside the United States. Exhibits 29 and 30 show TRI
releases and transfers per chemical. As expected, a significant
amount of lead (used during the frit sealing process) is released,
much of which is transferred off-site for disposal and recycling.
Zinc compounds are used during the phosphor stripe process and
are transferred for recycling. Nitric acid, which is used during tube
salvaging, is released into the air. Freon 113 is used as a cleaning
agent during panel shadow mask preparation and is also released
into the air. Solvents (i.e., acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, toluene,
and methanol) are used for cleaning and degreasing and are
released primarily into the air or transferred for recycling.
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Exhibit 27
Top 10 TRI Releasing Cathode Ray Tube Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3671)

Total TRI
Releases in I

Rank Pounds i Facilit~ Name Cit}, State

1 861,508 ] Zenith Electronics Corp., Rauland Div. Melrose Park IL
2 378,105 i Philips Display Components Co. Ottawa OH
3 257,954 I Toshiba Display Devices Inc. Horseheads NY
4 78,756 i Varian X-Ray Tube Prods. Salt Lake City UT
5 47,000 I Richardson Electronics Ltd. Lafox IL
6 43,055 I Thomson Consumer Electronics Marion I N
7 42,323 Varian Assoc. Inc. Power Grid Tube San Carlos CA

Prods.
8 24,901 I Clinton Electronics Corp. Loves Park IL
9 21,613 I Hitachi Electronic Devices USA Inc. Greenville SC
10 6,250 ~. I’IT Corp., ITI" Electron Technolo~;y Div. Easton PA

Source: US EI~A, Toxfcs Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 28
TRI Reporting Cathode Ra’ ~ Tube Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3671) by State

Number of
State Facilities

CA 1
IL 4
IN 2
KY 1
MA 1
NY 1
OH 1
PA 2
RI 1
SC 1
UT 1

Source: US EPA, Tox~cs Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibit 29
Releases for Cathode Ray Tube Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3671) in TRI, by

Number of Facilities (Releases Reported in Pounds/Year)
~ Faci|iUe~

Fugitive Air
Under. Average

Reporting Water ground Land Total Releases per
ChemicxJ Nlune Chemical Point Air Discharges Injection Disposal Relesses Facility

Hydmchlonc Acid 9 359 i 589 [ 0 0
!

0 i    948 l 105
Acetone 8 I [21559 102405 I 0 0 0 i 22396~ i 27996
Nitnc Acid 8

27~
77073 j 0 0 0 d 79840 I 9980

Lead Compounds 7 I 2637 435 0 0 3171 453
Sulfuric Acid 7 I 1580 152 0 0 0 1732 ; 247
Methanol 6 41906 35307 I 1550 0 0 78763 i 13127
Tnchloroethylene 6 151543 393048 } 0 0 0 5,~591 90765
Barium Compounds 5 6 5 i 476 0 0 487 97
Hydml~mnFluoride 5 1760 4175 I 0 0 0 5935 t 1187
Toluene 5 38856 480286 [ 1681 0 0 520823 I 104165

5386 1347Zinc Compounds 4 205 5017 [ 164 0 0
330Copper 3 10 255 65 0 0 i 110

Ammonia 2 1069 8411 3103 0 0 ! 12583 6292
Arsenic Compounds 2 0 0 I 2 0 0 I 2 1
Freonll3 2 34718 5227 i 0 0 ] 0 I 39945 19973
Methyl EthylKetone 2 72778 54045 I 0 0 ! 0 [ 126823 63412
1.1. l-Trichloroethane 2

148~
35983 I 5 0 ] 0 I 37472 18736

Chromium Compounds 1 0 ’t 146 0 [ 0 [ D.t6 146
Copper Compounds 1 I0 200 5 0 I 0 i 215 215
Methyl Isobutwl Ketone 1

13~
13777 0 0 I 01 i 13916 13916

Methylenebis 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Phenylisocyanate)
Nickel I

1 05
5 t 0 0 0 ~ 10 10

Nickel Compounds 1 0 i 50 0 0 i 50 50
Tetrachloroethvlene l t 0 0 i 0 0 I 0 i 0 0

Isomers)Xylene (Mixed
1

I
70 70418 0 0 i 0

i
70488 70488

Totals ....... I 470,923 1,289,0151
7,682 0i 1 i 1,767,6201 .......

Source: US EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 30
Transfers for Cathode Ray Tube Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3671) in TRI, by

Number of Facilities (Transfers Reported in Pounds/Year)
¯FacaaU~ POTW                                        Energy     Total        Average

Chemical Name Reporting Discharge Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery Transfers Transfers
Chemical s per

, Facilit~

Hydrochloric Acid 9 250 0 ! 0 250 0 5001 56

Acetone 8 173 0 21712 60 38674 60619 I 7577

NitricAcid 8 0 0 0 333274 0 333274 I 41659

Lead Compounds 7 1175 1924617 ! 487010 137506 0 2550308 i 364330

Sulfuric Acid 7 0 0 i 250 20639 0 20889 i 2984

Methanol 6 202029 0 : 64240 5000 5820 277089 46182

Trichloroethytene 6 250 0 ! 151155 150000 0 301405 i 50234

Barium 5 255 295228
i

138785 1850 0 436118 i 87224

Compounds ’
Hydrogen Fluoride 5 39347 0 i 0 21553(~ 0    254883 I 50977

Toluene 5 81 0 ! 626179 277 106983 I 733520 146704

Zinc Compounds 4 1397 56654 ; 212504 59710 0 [ 330265 82566

3 I 61 I 279 i 80492 0 0 ! 80832 26944Copper
~ ~ 0 I 0 0 0 i 0 ’, 0 0i Ammonia "

Arsenic ~
I

0 7388 i 7579 0 i 0 i 14967 7184

Compounds
[

~ ,
Freon 113 I 2 0 0 7170 !) : 0 7170 ’    3585

.~ource: US EPA, Tox~cs Reiease ~zventoru Datavase, i993.
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Exhibit 30 (cont’d)
Transfers for Cathode Ray Tube Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 3671) in TRI, by

Number of Facilities (Transfers Reported in Pounds/Year)
#    ! POTW            I                          Energ~       Total    i Average

Chemical Name Facilitle~ ~ Discharges Dgspe~l Recycling Treatment Recovery Transfers TransfersReporting [ per FacilityChemical

Methyl Ethyl i 2 i 0 0 i 0 0 15549 15549 7775
Ketone i ~, I.

1,1,1- 2 7 0i 10845 0 0 10852 t 5426
Trichloroethane
Chromium 1 0 162 2 0 0 164 164
Compounds
Copper Compounds 1 45 0 68700 0 0 68745 68745
Methyl Isobutyl 1 0 0 0 0 1722 1722 1722
Ketone
Methylenebis 1 0 4192 0 0 0 4192 I 4192
(Phenylisocyanate) ~
Nickel I l 63 0 ~ 24146 0 0 24209 i 24209
Nickel Compounds ’, 1 0 36 i 40260 0 0 40296 I 40296
Tetrachloroethylene! 1 0 i     0 ! 0 20600 0 20600 i 20600
Xylene (Mixed I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
Isomers)
Totals i ....... 245,133 2,288,556~ 1,941,029    944,702[ 168,748[~.588,1681

Source: US EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate
information for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within
this sector self-reported as released to the environment based upon
1993 TRI data. Because this section is based upon self-reported
release data, it does not attempt to provide information on
management practices employed by the sector to reduce the release
of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release
reductions over time may be available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50
programs, or directly from the industrial trade associations that are
listed in Section IX of this document. Since these descriptions are
cursory, please consult the sources referenced below for a more
detailed description of both the chemicals described in this section,
and the chemicals that appear on the full list of TRI chemicals
appearing in Section W.A.
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The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993
Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), the
Hazardous Substances Data Bank (HSDB), and the Integrated Risk
Information System (IRIS), both accessed via TOXNET2. The
information contained below is based upon exposure assumptions
that have been conducted using standard scientific procedures. The
effects listed below must be taken in context of these exposure
assumptions that are more fully explained within the full chemical
profiles in HSDB.

The following chemicals are those released in the greatest quantity
by the electronics/computer manufacturing industry:

Acetone
Ammonia
Dichloromethane
Freon 113
Glycol Ethers
Methanol
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Sulfuric Acid
Toluene
Trichloroethylene
Xylene

2 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of

toxicological databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for
Occupational Safety, and Health. For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line
at 1-800-231-3766. Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research
Information System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity Database), DBIR
(Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen
Information Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances
Data Bank), IRIS (Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of
Chemical Substances), and TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory). HSDB contains chemical-
specific information on manufacturing and use, chemical and physical properties, safety and
handling, toxicity and biomedical effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure
potential, exposure standarcts and regulations, monitoring and analysis methods, and additional
references.
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Acetone

Toxicity. Acetone is irritating to the eyes, nose, and throat.
Symptoms of exposure to large quantities of acetone may include
headache, unsteadiness, confusion, lassitude, drowsiness, vomiting,
and respiratory depression.

Reactions of acetone (see environmental fate) in the lower
atmosphere contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone.
Ozone (a major component of urban smog) can affect the respiratory
system, especially in sensitive individuals such as asthmatics or
allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. If released into water, acetone will be
degraded by microorganisms or will evaporate into the atmosphere.
Degradation by microorganisms will be the primary removal
mechanism.

Acetone is highly volatile, and once it reaches the troposphere
(lower atmosphere), it will react with other gases, contributing to
the formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants. EPA
is reevaluating acetone’s reactivity in the lower atmosphere to
determine whether this contribution is significant.

Physical Properties. Acetone_ is a volatile and flammable organic
chemical.

Note: Acetone was removed from the list of TRI chemicals on June
16, 1995 (60 FR 31643) and will not be reported for 1994 or
subsequent years.

Freon 113 (Trichlorotrifluoroethane)

Toxicity. No adverse human health effects are expected from
ambient exposure to Freon 113. Inhalation of high concentrations
of Freon 113 causes some deterioration of psychomotor
performance (loss of ability, to concentrate and a mild lethargy), and
an irregular heartbeat. Chronic exposure to Freon 113 caused
reversible weakness, pain, and tingling in the legs of one
occupationally-exposed woman. There is some evidence of a higher
incidence of coronary heart disease among hospital personnel and
refrigerant mechanics exposed to fluorocarbons. Exposure to high
concentrations of Freon 113 may cause eye and throat irritation.
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Fluorocarbons are, however, considerably less toxic than the process
materials used in their manufacture (e.g., chlorine). In addition,
under certain conditions, fluorocarbon vapors may decompose on
contact with flames or hot surfaces, creating the potential hazard of
inhalation of toxic decomposition products.

Populations at increased risk from exposure to Freon 113 include
people with existing skin disorders, and people with a history of
cardiac arrhythmias.

The most significant toxic effect associated with Freon 113 is its role
as a potent ozone-depleter. Stratospheric ozone depletion causes an
increase in the levels of ultraviolet solar radiation reaching the
earth’s surface, which in turn is linked to increased incidence of
skin cancers, immune system suppression, cataracts, and
disruptions in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. In addition,
increased UV-B radiation is expected to increase photochemical
smog, aggravating related health problems in urban and
industrialized areas.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. All of the Freon 113 produced is eventually
lost as air emissions and builds up in the atmosphere. If released on
land, Freon 113 will leach into the ground and volatilize from the
soil surface. No degradative processes are known to occur in the
soil. Freon 113 is not very water soluble and is removed rapidly
from water via volatilization.    Chemical hydrolysis,
bioaccumulation and adsorption to sediments are not significant
fate processes in water.

Freon 113 is extremely stable in the lower atmosphere and will
disperse over the globe and diffuse slowly into the stratosphere
where it will be lost by photolysis. In this process, chlorine atoms
are released that attack ozone.

Glycol Ethers

Due to data limitations, data on diethylene glycol (glycol ether) are
used to represent all glycol ethers.

Toxicity. Diethvlene glycol is only a hazard to human health if
concentrated vapors are generated through heating or vigorous
agitation or if appreciable skin contact or ingestion occurs over an
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extended period of time. Under normal occupational and ambient
exposures, diethylene glycol is low in oral toxicity, is not irritating to
the eyes or skin, is not readily absorbed through the skin, and has a
low vapor pressure so that toxic concentrations of the vapor can not
occur in the air at room temperatures.

At high levels of exposure, diethylene glycol causes central nervous
depression and liver and kidney damage. Symptoms of moderate 0
diethylene glycol poisoning include nausea, vomiting, headache,
diarrhea, abdominal pain, and damage to the pulmonary and
cardiovascular systems. Sulfanilamide in diethylene glycol was
once used therapeutically against bacterial infection; it was
withdrawn from the market after causing over 100 deaths from
acute kidney failure.

Carcinogeni¢ity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmer~tal Fate. Diethylene glycol is a water-soluble, volatile
organic chemical. It mav enter the environment in liquid form via
petrochemical plant effluents or as an unburned gas from
combustion sources. Diethylene glycol typically does not occur in
sufficient concentrations to pose a hazard to human health.

Methanol

Toxicity. Methanol is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal
tract and the respiratory tract, and is toxic to humans in moderate to
high doses. In the body, methanol is converted into formaldehyde
and formic acid. Methanol is excreted as formic acid. Observed
toxic effects at high dose levels generally include central nervous
system damage and blindness. Long-term exposure to high levels of
methanol via inhalation cause liver and blood damage in animals.

Ecologically, methanol is expected to have low toxicity to aquatic
organisms. Concentrations lethal to half the organisms of a test
population are expected to exceed 1 mg methanol per liter water.
Methanol is not likely to persist in water or to bioaccumulate in
aquatic organisms.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Liquid methanol is likely to evaporate when
left exposed. Methanol reacts in air to produce formaldehyde which
contributes to the formation of air pollutants. In the atmosphere it
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can react with other atmospheric chemicals or be washed out by
rain. Methanol is readily degraded by microorganisms in soils and
surface waters.

Physical Properties. Methanol is highly flammable.

Methylene Chloride (Dichloromethane)

T0xi¢ity. Short-term exposure to dichloromethane (DCM) is
associated with central nervous system effects, including headache,
giddiness, stupor, irritability, and numbness and tingling in the
limbs. More severe neurological effects are reported from longer-
term exposure, apparently due to increased carbon monoxide in the
blood from the break down of DCM. Contact with DCM causes
irritation of the eyes, skin, and respiratory tract.

Occupational exposure to DCM has also been linked to increased
incidence of spontaneous abortions in women. Acute damage to
the eyes and upper respiratory tract, unconsciousness, and death
were reported in workers exposed to high concentrations of DCM.
Phosgene (a degradation product of DCM) poisoning has been
reported to occur in several cases where DCM was used in the
presence of an open fire.

Populations at special risk from exposure to DCM include obese
people (due to accumulation of DCM in fat), and people with
impaired cardiovascular systems.

~ar¢inogenicity. DCM is a probable human carcinogen via both oral
and inhalation exposure, based on inadequate human data and
sufficient evidence in animals.

Environmental Fate. When spilled on land, DCM is rapidly lost
from the soil surface through volatilization. The remainder leaches
through the subsoil into the groundwater.

Biodegradation is possible in natural waters but will probably be
very slow compared with evaporation. Little is known about
bioconcentration in aquatic organisms or adsorption to sediments
but these are not likely to be significant processes. Hydrolysis is not
an important process under normal environmental conditions.

DCM released into the atmosphere degrades via contact with other
gases with a half-life of several months. A small fraction of the
chemical diffuses to the stratosphere where it rapidly degrades
through exposure to ultraviolet radiation and contact with chlorine
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ions. Being a moderately soluble chemical, DCM is expected to
partially return to earth in rain.

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

T0xi¢ity. Breathing moderate amounts of methv! ethyl ketone
(MEK) for short periods of time can cause adverse effects on the
nervous system ranging from headaches, dizziness, nausea, and
numbness in the fingers and toes to unconsciousness. Its vapors are
irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, and throat and can damage the
eyes. Repeated exposure to moderate to high amounts may cause
liver and kidney effects.

~arcinogenicity. No agreement exists over the carcinogenicity of
MEK. One source believes MEK is a possible carcinogen in humans
based on limited ahimal evidence. Other sources believe that there
is insufficient evidence to make any statements about possible
carcinogenicity.

Environmental Fate. Most of the MEK released to the environment
will end up in the atmosphere. MEK can contribute to the
formation of air pollutants in the lower atmosphere. It can be
degraded by microorganisms living in water and soil.

Physical Properties. Methyl ethyl ketone is a flammable liquid.

Sulfuric Acid

Toxicity. Concentrated sulfuric acid is corrosive. In its aerosol
form, sulfuric acid has been implicated in causing and exacerbating
a variety of respiratory ailments.

Ecologically, accidental releases of solution forms of sulfuric acid
may adversely affect aquatic life by inducing a transient lowering of
the pH (i.e., increasing the acidity) of surface waters. In addition,
sulfuric acid in its aerosol form is also a component of acid rain.
Acid rain can cause serious damage to crops and forests.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of sulfuric acid to surface waters and
soils will be neutralized to an extent due to the buffering capacities
of both systems. The extent of these reactions will depend on the
characteristics of the specific environment.
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In the atmosphere, aerosol forms of sulfuric acid contribute to acid
rain. These aerosol forms can travel large distances from the point
of release before the acid is deposited on land and surface waters in
the form of rain.

Toluene

Toxicity. Inhalation or ingestion of toluene can cause headaches,
confusion, weakness, and memory loss. Toluene may also affect the
way the kidneys and liver function.

Reactions of toluene (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere.
Ozone can affect the respiratory system, especially in sensitive
individuals such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

Some studies have shown that unborn animals were harmed when
high levels of toluene were inhaled by their mothers, although the
same effects were not seen when the mothers were fed large
quantities of toluene. Note that these results may reflect similar
difficulties in humans.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases of toluene to land
and water will evaporate. Toluene may also be degraded by
microorganisms. Once volatilized, toluene in the lower
atmosphere will react with~ other atmospheric components
contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other air
pollutants.

Physical Properties. Toluene is a volatile organic chemical.

Trichloroethylene

Toxicity. Trichloroethylene was once used as an anesthetic, though
its use caused several fatalities due to liver failure. Short term
inhalation exposure to high levels of trichloroethylene may cause
rapid coma followed by eventual death from liver, kidney, or heart
failure. Short-term exposure to lower concentrations of
trichloroethylene causes eye, skin, and respiratory tract irritation.
Ingestion causes a burning sensation in the mouth, nausea,
vomiting and abdominal pain. Delayed effects from short-term
trichloroethylene poisoning include liver and kidnev lesions,
reversible nerve degeneration, and psychic disturbances. ~_ong-term
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exposure can produce headache, dizziness, weight loss, nerve
damage, heart damage, nausea, fatigue, insomnia, visual
impairment, mood perturbation, sexual problems, dermatitis, and
rarely jaundice. Degradation products of trichloroethylene
(particularly phosgene) may cause rapid death due to respiratory
collapse.

Carcinogenicity. Trichloroethylene is a probable human carcinogen
via both oral and inhalation exposure, based on limited human
evidence and sufficient animal evidence.

Environmental Fate. Trichloroethylene breaks down slowly in
water in the presence of sunlight and bioconcentrates moderately in
aquatic organisms. The main removal of trichloroethylene from
water is via rapid evaporation.

Trichloroethylene does not photodegrade in the atmosphere,
though it breaks down quickly under smog conditions, forming
other pollutants such as phosgene, dichloroacetyl chloride, and
formyl chloride. In addition, trichloroethylene vapors may be
decomposed to toxic levels of phosgene in the presence of an
intense heat source such as an open arc welder.

When spilled on the land, trichloroethylene rapidly volatilizes
from surface soils. The remaining chemical leaches through the
soil to groundwater.

Xylene (Mixed Isomers)

Toxicity.. Xylenes are rapidly absorbed into the body after inhalation,
ingestion, or skin contact. Short-term exposure of humans to high
levels of xylenes can cause irritation of the skin, eyes, nose, and
throat, difficulty in breathing, impaired lung function, impaired
memory, and possible changes in the liver and kidneys. Both short-
and long-term exposure to high concentrations can cause effects
such as headaches, dizziness, confusion, and lack of muscle
coordination. Reactions of xylenes (see environmental fate) in the
atmosphere contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower
atmosphere. Ozone can affect the respiratory system, especially in
sensitive individuals such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

CarcinQgenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.
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Environmental Fate. The majority of releases to land and water
will quickly evaporate, although some degradation by
microorganisms will occur.

Xylenes are moderately mobile in soils and may leach into
groundwater, where they may persist for several years.

Xylenes are volatile organic chemicals. As such, xylenes in the
lower atmosphere will react with other atmospheric components,
contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other air
pollutants.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a
wide range of information related to stationary sources of air
pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants
which may be of concern within a particular industry. With the
exception of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), there is little
overlap with the TRI chemicals reported above. Exhibit 31
summarizes annual releases of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10), total
particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs).
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Exhibit 31
Pollutant Releases (Short Tons/Years)

Industry CO NO2 PM10 PT SO2    I VOC
U.S. Total 97,208,000 23,402.000 45,489.000 7.836.00021.888,000 t 23.312.000

’Metal Mining 5.391 28.583 39,359 140,052 84.222 1.283
Nonmetal Mining 4.525 28,804 59 305 167,948 24.129 1.736
Lurnber and Wood 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9,149 41,423
Products

Wood Furniture and 2,069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59.426
Fixtures
Pulp and Paper 624,291 394,448 35,579 113,571 341,002 96.875
Printing 8,463 4.915 399 1,031 1,728 101.537
Inorganic Chemicals 166,147 I 108.575 4,107 39,082 182 189 52.091
Organic Chemicals 146,947 !- 236.826 26,493 44,860 132,459 201.888

Petroleum Refining 419,311 ! 380.641 18,787 36,877 648,153 309.058
Rubber and Misc. Plastic 2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29,364 140.741
Products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and 58,043 338,482 74,623 17t,853 339,216 30.262
Concrete
Iron and Steel 1,518.642 138.985 42,368 83,017 238.268 82.292
Nonferrous Metals 448.758 55,658 20,074t 22.490 373.007 27.375

Fabricated Metals 3,851 16.424 1,185 t 3.136 4.019 102.186
Electronics/ 367 1,129 207 293 453 4,854
Computer

i Motor Vehicles, Bodies, 35,303 23,725 2,406 12,853 25,462 101,275
Parts, and Accessories

Dry Cleanin~z, 101 179 3 28 152 7.3 I0
Source: U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, May 1995.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of
pollutant release and transfer data across industrial categories. It is
provided to give a general sense as to the relative scale of releases
and transfers within each sector profiled under this project. Please
note that the following table does not contain releases and transfers
for industrial categories that are not included in this project, and
thus cannot be used to draw conclusions regarding the total release
and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI. Similar information
is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release book.

Exhibit 32 is a graphical representation of a summary, of the 1993
TRI data for the elect.ronics/computer industry and the other sectors
profiled in separate notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI
releases and total transfers on the left axis and the triangle points
show the average releases per facility on the right axis. Industry
sectors are presented in the order of increasing total TRI releases.
The graph is based on the data shown in Exhibit 33 and is meant to
facilitate comparisons between the relative ~mounts of releases,
transfers, and releases per facility both within and between these
sectors. The reader should note, however, that differences in the
proportion of facilities captured by TRI exist between industry
sectors. This can be a factor of poor SIC matching and relative
differences in the number of facilities reporting to TRI from the
various sectors. In the case of electronics/computer industry, the
1993 TRI data presented here covers 406 facilities. These facilities
listed SIC 36 Electronics/Computer Industry as a primaD" SIC code.
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Exhibit 33
Toxic Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

Releases Transfers Total
Industry Sector SIC Range # TRI Total ] Average Average Releases + Average Release+

Facilities Releases Releases per 1993 Total (106 Transfers per Transfers Transfers per

(106 pounds)[ Facility pounds) Facility (106 pounds) Facility (pounds)
(poonds) (pounds)

St~lay, and Concrete 32 634 26.6 41,895 2.2 3,500 28.2 46~_000
l.umber and Wood Products 24 491 8.4 17,036 3.5 7,228 I 1.9 24~000
Furniture and Fixtures 25 313 42.2 134,883 4.2 13,455 46.4 148,000

Printing 27 i 1-2789 318 36.5 I 15,000 10.2 732,000 46.7 147~000
Electronics/Computers 36 406 6.7 16~520 47. I I I 5~917 53.7 133~000
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 I ~579 I 18.4 74,9_86 45.0 28,537 163.4 1041000
Motor Vehicle, Bodies, Parts 371 609 79.3 130,158 145.5 238,938 224.8 369.000
and Accessories

_P~l~ an_d_ ELoer _ _ __ 2611-2631 309 .... 169.7 549,000 48.4 157,080 218. I 706,O00

Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 555 179.6 324,000 70.0 126,000 249.7 450,000
Petroleum Refining 2911 156 64.3 412,000 417.5 2,676,000 481.9 3,088,000
Fabricated Metals 34 2,363 72.0 30,476 195.7 82,802 267.7 123,000
Iron and S~eel 3312-33 i 3 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 ! ,825,000

3321-3325
Nonferrous Metals 333~ 334 208 182.5 877,269 98.2 472~335 280.7 __    1,349,000
Organic Chemical Mfg. 286 i -2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 438.4 ! ,052,000
Metal Mining 10 Industry sector not subject to TRI reporting

Nomnetal Minin~ 14 Industry sector not subject to TRI reportin~
Dry Cleaning 7215, 7216, Industry sector not subject to TRI reporting

7218
Source." U.S. El’A, Toxics Release Invcntmy l)atabasc, 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNrrIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution
prevention techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits
while at the same time minimizing environmental impacts. This
can be done in many ways such as reducing material inputs, re-
engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic
chemicals. Some smaller facilities are able to actually get below
regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant releases through
aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and company-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances that have been implemented within the
electronics/computer industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it
does provide core information that can be used as the starting point
for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. When possible, this section provides information from
real activities that can, or are being implemented by this sector --
including a discussion of associated costs, time frames, and expected
rates of return. This section provides summary information from
activities that may be, or are being implemented by this sector.
When possible, information is provided that gives the context in
which the techniques can be effectively used. Please note that the
activities described in this section do not necessarily apply to all
facilities that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions
must be carefully considered when pollution prevention options
are evaluated, and the full impacts of the change must examine
how each option affects, air, land, and water pollutant releases.

Pollution prevention (sometimes referred to as source reduction) is
the use of materials, processes, or practices that reduce or eliminate
the creation of pollutants or wastes at the source. Pollution
prevention includes practices that reduce the use of hazardous
materials, energy, water or other resources, and practices that protect
natural resources through conservation or more efficient use.

EPA is promoting pollution prevention because it is often the most
cost-effective option to reduce pollution and the environmental
and health risks associated with pollution. Pollution prevention is
often cost effective because it may reduce raw material losses; reduce
reliance on expensive "end-of-pipe" treatment technologies and
disposal practices; conserve energy, water, chemicals, and other
inputs; and reduce the potential liability associated with waste
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generation. Pollution prevention is environmentally desirable for
these very same reasons: pollution itself is reduced at the source
while resources are conserved.

V.A. Identification of Pollution Prevention Activities in Use

The electronics and computer industries have participated in many
pollution prevention projects and have been the focus of many case
studies. Pollution prevention techniques and processes used by
these industries can be grouped into four general categories:

¯ Process or equipment modification
¯ Raw material substitution or elimination
¯ Waste segregation/separation/preparation
¯ Recycling.

Each of these categories is briefly discussed below. Refer to Section
V.B. for a list of specific pollution prevention techniques and
associated costs, savings, and other information.

Process or equipment modification is used to reduce the amount of
waste generated. For example, manufacturers can change
equipment or processes to: enhance water conservation by
installation of countercurrent rinsing systems; reduce alkaline and
acid concentration in tanks by installing a pH controller; and reduce
drag-out by decreasing the withdrawal rate of parts from plating
tanks.

Raw material substitution or -elimination is the replacement of
existing raw materials with other materials that produce less waste,
or a non-toxic waste. Examples include substituting non-cyanide
solution for a sodium cyanide solution in copper plating baths and
replacing hexavalent chromium with trivalent chrome plating
system.

Waste segregation/separation/preparation involves avoiding the
mixture of different types of wastes and avoiding the mixture of
hazardous wastes with non-hazardous wastes. This makes the
recovery of hazardous wastes easier by minimizing the number of
different hazardous constituents in a given waste stream. Also, it
prevents the contamination of non-hazardous wastes. A specific
example is segregation of wastewater sludge by metal contaminants.

Recycling is the use or reuse of a waste as an ingredient or feedstock
in the production process on-site. Examples of recycling include:
recovering copper during the etching processes, recovering lead and
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tin from printed wiring boards, and installing a closed-loop
recycling system to reuse freon (which is being phased-out) and
reduce/reuse water consumption.

V.B. Pollution Prevention Techniques for the Electronics/Computer Industry

This section provides examples of pollution prevention techniques
used in the electronics/computer industry. Much of the
information provided in this section is from the following EPA
offices/programs: the Common Sense Initiative (CSI), EPA’s DfE
Program, the Pollution Prevention Information Center, the Office
of Environmental Engineering and Technology Demonstration, the
Office of Pollution Prevention, and Office of Research and
Development. Other sources include the Oregon Department of
Environmental Qu.ality and the California Department of Toxic
Substances and Control. Where available, cost information is
provided. However, source documents did not alwavs provide cost
information.

V.B.1. Examples of Source Reduction and Recycling Options for
Electroplating Operations

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1 - Modify. rinsing methods to control drag-out by:
¯ Increasing bath temperature
¯ Decreasing withdrawal rate of parts from plating bath
¯ Increasing drip time over solution tanks; racking parts to avoid cupping solution within

part cavities
¯ Shaking, vibrating, or passing the parts through an air knife, angling drain boards

between tanks
¯ Using wetting agents to decrease surface tension in tank.
Contact: Braun Intertec Environmental, Inc., and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 2 - Utilize water conservation methods including:
¯ Flow restrictors on flowing rinses
¯ Counter current rinsing systems
¯ Fog or spray rinsing
¯ Reactive rinsing
¯ Purified or softened water
¯ Dead rinses
¯ Conductivity controllers
¯ Agitation to assure adequate rinsing and homogeneity in rinse tank
¯ Flow control valves.
Contact: Braun Intertec Environmental, Inc., and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 3 - Implement counter flow rinsing and cascade rinsing systems to conserve
consumption of water. Costs and Savings: Costs: $75,000 to upgrade existing equipment and
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purchasing new and used equipment. Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce water use and
wastewater treatment costs. Contact: Eastside Plating and OR Department of
Environmental Quality (800) 452-4011.

Option 4 - Use drip bars to reduce drag-out. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment:
$100/tank. Savings: $600/year. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources &
Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 5 - Use drain boards between tanks to reduce generations of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $25/tank. Savings: $450/year. Contact: NC Department
of Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 6 - Install racking to reduce generations of drag-out. Costs and Savings: Capital
Investment: zero dollars. Operating Costs: minimal. Savings: $600/year. Contact: NC
Department of Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 7 - Employ drag out recovery tanks to reduce generations of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $500/tank. Savings: $4,700/year. Contact: NC Department
of Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary, Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 8 - Install counter-current rinsing operation to reduce water consumption. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $1,800-2,300. No direct costs. Savings: $1,350iyear. Waste
Savings/Reductions: reduce water use by 90-99%. Contact: NC Department of Natural
Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 9 - Redesign rinse tank to reduce water conservation. Costs and Savings: Capital
Investment: $100. No direct costs. Savings: $750/year. Contact: NC Department of
Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 10 - Increase parts drainage time to reduce drag-out. Contact: City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 11 - Regenerate plating bath by activated carbon filtration to remove built up
organic contaminants. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $9,192. Costs: $7,973/year.
Savings: $122,420/year. Waste Savings/Reduction: 10,800 gallons/year. Reduce volume of
plating baths disposed and requirements for virgin chemicals. Contact: EPA Hazardous
Waste Engineering Research Laboratory,, Cincinnati, OH, Harry Freeman.

Option 12 - Install pH controller to reduce the alkaline and acid concentrations in tanks.
Contact:. Securus, Inc., DBA Hubbard Enterprises.

Option 13 - Install atmospheric evaporator to reduce metal concentrations. Contact:
Securus, Inc., DBA Hubbard Enterprises.

Option 14 - Install process (e.g., CALFRAN) to reduce pressure to vaporize water at cooler
temperatures and recycle water by condensing the vapors in another container, thus
concentrating and precipitating solutes out. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction:
reduce volume and quantity of aqueous waste solutions by recovering pure water. Contact:
CALFRAN International, Inc., (413) 525-4957.

Option 15- Use reactive rinsing and multiple drag-out baths. Costs and Savings: Savings:
Reduce cost of treating spent process baths and rinsewaters. Waste Savings/Reduction:
increase lifetime of process baths and reduce the quantiW or rinsewater requiring treatment.
Contact: SAIC, Edward R. Saltzberg.
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Option 16 - Improve control of water level in rinse tanks, improve sludge separation, and
enhance recycling of supernatant to the process by aerating the sludge. Costs and Savings:
Savings: $2,000/year. Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce sludge generation by 32%.
Contact: NJ Hazardous Waste Facilities Siting Commission, Hazardous Waste Source
Reduction and Recycling Task Force.

Option 17 - Install system (e.g., Low Solids Fluxer) that applies flux to printed wiring
boards, leaving little residue and eliminates the need for cleaning CFCs. Costs and
Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce CFC emissions over 50%. Contact: AT&T Bell
Laboratories, Princeton, NJ.

Option 18 - Install ion exchange system to reduce generation of drag-out. Co~ts and Savings:
Savings: $1,900/year. Capital Investment: $78,000. Operating Costs: $3,200/year.
Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources & Community Development; Pollution
Prevention Pays Program Gary, Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 19 - Employ reverse osmosis system to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Savings: $40,000/year. Capital Investment: $62,000. Contact: NC Department
of Natural Resources & Community Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary
Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 20 - Use electrolytic metal recovery to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $1,000. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources &
Community Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 21- Utilize electrodialysis to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $50,000. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources & Community
Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 22 - Implement evaporative recovery to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $2,500. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources &
Community Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 23- Implement the electrodialysis reversal process for metal salts in wastewater.
Costs and Savings: Savings: $40,100/year in operating costs. Contact: Ionics, Inc.,
Separations Technology Division.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Substitute cyanide plating solutions with alkaline zinc, acid zinc, acid sulfate
copper, pyrophosphate copper, alkaline copper, copper fluoborate, electroless nickel,
ammonium silver, halide silver, methanesulfonate-potassium iodide silver, amino or thio
complex silver, no free cyanide silver, cadmium chloride, cadmium sulfate, cadmium
fluoborate, cadmium perchlorate, gold sulfite, and cobalt harden gold. Contact: Braun
Intertec Environmental, Inc. and MN Office of Waste Management (612) 649-5750.

Option 2 - Substitute sodium bisulfite and sulfuric acid for ferrous sulfate in order to oxidize
chromic acid wastes, and substitute gaseous chlorine for liquid chlorine in order to reduce
cyanide reduction. Costs and Savings: Savings: $300,000/year. Waste Savings/Reduction:
reduces feedstock by 50%. Contact: Eastside Plating and OR Department of Environmental
Quality (800) 452-4011.
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Option 3 - Replace hexavalent chromium with trivalent chromium plating systems.
Contact: City, of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of Public Works
(213) 237-1209.

Option 4 - Replace cyanide with non-cyanide baths. Contact: City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 5 - Replace conventional chelating agents such as tartarates, phosphates, EDTA,
and ammonia with sodium sulfides and iron sulfates in removing metal from rinse water
which reduces the amount of waste generated from precipitation of metals from aqueous
wastestreams. Costs and Savings: Costs: $178,830/year. Savings: $382,995 i year. Waste
Savings/Reduction: 496 tons of sludge/year. Contact: Tyndall Air Force Base, FL, Charles
Carpenter (904) 283-2942; EG & G, Dan Sucia, Penny Wilcoff, & John Belier (208) 526-1149.

Option 6 - Replace methylene chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, and perchloroethylene
(solvent-based photochemical coatings) with aqueous base coating of 1% sodium carbonate.
Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce solvent use by 60 tons/year. Contact:
American Etching and Manufacturing, Pacoima, CA.

Option 7 - Replace methanol with nonflammable alkaline cleaners. Costs and Savings:
Waste Savings/Reduction: eliminate 32 tons/year of flammable methyl alcohol. Contact:
American Etching and Manufacturing, Pacoima, CA.

Option 8 - Substitute a non-cyanide for a sodium cyanide solution used in copper plating
baths. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce 7,630 pounds/year. Contact:
Highland Plating Company, Los Angeles, CA.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Send drag-out waste to another company for waste exchange. Contact: NC
Department of Natural Resources & Community Development; Pollution Prevention Pays
Program Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 2 - Reuse rinse water. Costs and Savings: Savings: $1,500/year. Capital
Investment: $340/tank. No direct costs. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources &
Community Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary, Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 3- Reuse drag-out waste back into process tank. Contact: NC Department of Natural
Resources & Community Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary Hunt
(919) 733-7015.

Option 4- Recover process chemicals with fog rinsing parts over plating bath. Contact:
City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of Public Works (213) 237-
1209.

Option 5 - Evaporate and concentrate rinse baths for recycling. Contact: City. of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 6 - Use ion exchange and electrowinning, reverse osmosis, and thermal bonding when
possible. Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of
Public Works (213) 237-1209.
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Option 7 - Use sludge slagging techniques to extract arid recycle metals. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $80,000 for 80 tons/year and $400,000 for 1,000 tons/year. Operating
Costs: $18,000 per year for an 80 ton facility. Waste Savings/Reduction: reduces volume of
waste by 94%. Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board
of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 8 - Use hydrometallurgical processes to extract metals from sludge. Contact: City of
Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project; Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 9- Convert sludge to smelter feed. Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic
Material Project; Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 10 - Remove and recover lead and tin from boards by electrolysis or chemical
precipitation. Contact: Control Data Corporation and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 11 - Install a closed loop batch treatment system for rinsewater to reduce water use
and waste volume. Costs and Savings: Savings: $58,460/year. Capital Investment:
$210,000. Waste Savings/Reduction: 40,000 gallons/year (40%). Contact: Pioneer Metal
Finishing, Inc., Harry Desoi (609) 694-0400.

Option 12 - Install an electrolytic celt which recovers 92 percent of dissolved copper in
drag-out rinses and atmospheric evaporator to recover 95 percent of chromatic acid drag-
out, and recycle it into chromic acid etch line. Contact: Digital Equipment Corporation and
Lancy International Consulting Firm, Wil!iam McLay (412) 452-9360.

Option 13- Oxidize cyanide and remove metalhc copper to reduce metal concentrations.
Contact: Securus, Inc., DBA Hubbard Enterprises.

V.B.2. Examples of Source Reduction and Recycling C)ptions for Etching
Operations

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option I - Substitute sodium persulfate etchant (acid etch solution) with hydrogen
peroxide/sulfuric acid. Contact: ADC Products and MnTAP (612) 625-4949.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Recover copper by electrolytic processes. Contact: ADC Products and MnTAP
(612) 625-4949.

V.B.3. Examples of Source Reduction and Recycling Options for
Semiconductor Manufacturing

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1 - Install a system (e.g., the CALFRAN process) to reduce pressure to vaporize
water at cooler temperatures, recycle water by condensing the vapors in another container,
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and concentrate and precipitate solutes. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction:
reduce volume and quantity of aqueous waste solutions by recovering pure water. Contact:
CALFRAN International, Inc. Springfield, MA 01101, Val Partyka (413) 525-4957.

Option 2 - Reduce chrome waste generation by :
¯ Installing a ram cover over on outdoor tanks to reduce chrome waste
¯ Treating on-site with caustics and sodium bisulfite to reduce chrome VI liquid to chrome _

HI sludge
¯ Repairing water leaks in process rinse tank to reduce chrome waste.
Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $30,000 for the ram cover, pipe repairs, and on-
site treatment system. Waste Savings/Reduction: Savings: $15,000/year in disposal costs,
and reduce 95% of chrome wastes from 6,000 gallons to two or three drums generated per
quarter. Contact: Wacker Siltronic Corporation and University of MN (612) 625-4949.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Replace chlorinated solvent baths with a non-hazardous product to reduce, and
later, eliminate use of chlorinated dolvents. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction:
reduce chlorinated solvent use by 93%, and then completely eliminate the use of the
chemical. Contact: Wacker Siltronic Corporation and University of MN (612~ 625-4949.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Convert an open-top still into a closed loop system to recycle Freon !13. Costs and
Savings: Costs: $20,000. Waste Savings/Reduction: $57,000/year in disposal and
feedstock costs, and reduce waste volume by 85%. Contact: Wacker Siltronic Corporation
and University of MN (612) 625-4949.

Option 2 - Use Athens system to reprocess sulfuric acid generated during wafer fabrication
operations. The acid is heated to boil off water and other impurities, purified through
distillation, and pumped back into wet stations to continue wafer processing. Costs and
savings: Annual savings/Reductions: $2.9 million from not purchasing sulfi.tric acid and
28% reduction in sulfuric acid generated in 1993~ ContacV. Intel or Alameda Instruments, Inc.
and Athens Corporation (manufacturers of this type of equipment).

V.B.4. Examples of Source Reduction and Recycling Options for Printed
Wiring Board Manufacturing

V.B.4.a. General Operations

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option I - Modify sludge pretreatment processes by:
¯ Adding flow control valves
¯ Installing metal recovery equipment
¯ Adding of deionization system
Costs and Savings: Costs: lower chemical treatment costs. Waste Savings!Reduction:
$90,000 in disposal costs. Contact: Unisys Corporation and MnTAP (612) 625-4949.
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Option 2 - Redesign board during board assembly. Contact: Capsule Environmental
Engineering Inc. and MN Office of Waste Management (612) 649-5750.

Option 3 - Install a system (e.g., CALFRAN process) to reduce pressure to vaporize water at
cooler temperatures, recycle water by condensing the vapors in another container,
concentrate and precipitate solutes. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce
volume and quantity of aqueous waste solutions by recovering pure water. Contact:
CALFR~N International, Inc. Springfield, MA 01101, Val Partyka (413) 525-4957.

Option 4 - Alternatives to wet chemical processes include:
¯ Mechanical cleaning as an alternative to chemical methods;
¯ Process efficiency improvements for applying photopolymers, printing, and developing;
¯ Alternative processes for connecting the PWB layers together; and
¯ Alternatives to lead-based soldering involving the use of lasers, reactive gases, or

ultrasonics.
Contact: EPA CSI.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Substitute semiaqueous or aqueous photoresist for TCA and methylene chloride
during board manufacturing. Contact: Capsule Environmental Engineering Inc. and MN
Office of Waste Management (612) 649-5750.

Option 2 - Substitute no-clean fluxes for CFC 113 and TCA during board assembly. Contact:
Capsule EnvLronmental Engineering Inc. and IV[N Office of Waste Management (612) 649-
5750.

Option 3 - Substitute aqueous clean fluxes for CFC 113 and TCA during board assembly.
Contact:. Capsule Environmental Engineering Inc. and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 4 - Substitute semi-aqueous cleaning materials for CFC 113 and TC.~ during board
assembly. Contact: Capsule Environmental.Engineering Inc. and MN Office of Waste
Management (612) 649-5750.

Option 5 - Substitute other solvents for CFC 113 and TCA during board assembly. Contact:
Capsule Environmental Engineering Inc. and MN Office of Waste Management (612) 649-
5750.

Technique    Waste Segregation/Separation/Preparation

Option 1 - Segregate wastewater sludge to prepare for metal recovery. Contact: Unisys
Corporation and MnTAP (612) 625-4949.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Remove and recover lead and tin from boards by electrolysis-chemical
precipitation. Contact: Control Data Corporation and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.
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V.B.4.b. Cleaning Operations

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option I - Install a system (e.g., Low Solids Fluxer {LSF}) which applies flux to printed
wiring boards, leaves little residue, and eliminates the need for cleaning with CFCs. Costs
and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce CFC emissions over 50%. Contact: AT&T
Bell Laboratories, Princeton, NJ.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Substitute for CFC 113 used in defluxing with:
¯ Fully aqueous system using water soluble fluxes
¯ Aqueous system using saponifiers to remove rosin based fluxes
¯ Semi-aqueous system using terpenes as a solvent
¯ Hydrogenated CFCs with chlorinated solvents
Contact: Medtronic Inc. and MN Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP) (612) 627-4848
Maria Scheller.

Option 2 - Substitute CFC 113 used in hand cleaning boards with:
¯ Blend of HCFC and methanol dispensed from a trigger-grip device that limits the

amount of solvent lost to the atmosphere
Contact: Medtronic Inc. and MN Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP) (6121 627-4848
Maria Scheller.

V.B.4.c. Electroplating Operations

~echnique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - During tin-lead electroplating process, substitute fluoboric acid with:
¯ Organic sulfonic acid (OSA) plating
¯ Acid tin sulfate plating which eliminates lead use
¯ Hot air leveling
¯ Conductive, solderable polymer solutions
Contact: Capsule Environmental Engineering Inc. and MI,,I Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

V.B.5. Examples of Source Reduction and Recycling Options for Cathode
Ray Tube Manufacturing

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1- Reduce building of contamination in bath solutions by increasing process efficiency
(e.g., implement ion exchange technology). Contact: EPA CSI.
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Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Replace lacquer in panel preparation with a wax-like material similar to floor
wax. It provides the necessary coating without a high VOC content. One potential
drawback, however, is the use of ammonia. Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 2 - Replace Freon as a cleaning agent for removing particulate contaminants from
panel mask frames with air blow cleaning and an aqueous wash (nearly all CRT
manufacturers have implemented this change). Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 3 - Identify less hazardous cleaning chemicals, such as isopropyl alcohol, as
alternatives to acetone or chlorinated solvents in maintenance and cleanup processes.
Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 4 - Find substitutes for chromium-based photoresists. Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 5 - Identify alternatives to the lead-based frit used in sealing the funnel with the
panel mask. Contact: EPA CSI."

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Regenerate acids for glass cleaning and frit removal in waste glass recovery.
operations using existing technologies and equipment. Contact:. EPA CSI.

Option 2 - Reclaim and reuse photoresists from one of the panel preparation processes.
Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 3 - Recover soluble lead generated during the waste glass recovery operation by ion
exchange resins. Reuse in lead smelting operations. Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 4 - Improve phosphor solution recovery and recycling efficiencies to further reduce
discharge of metals to the environment. Contact: EPA CSI.

Option 5- Reduce or recover the following:
¯ Chrome wastes
¯ Cleaning materials (hydrofluoric acids)
¯ EP effluent
¯ Furnaces slag
¯ Culler dust
¯ Fugitive dust
¯ Refractory brick wastes
¯ Alcohols
Contact: EPA CSI.

V.C. Pollution Prevention Case Studies

The electronics/computer industry is actively involved in pollution
prevention activities, especially for products such as
semiconductors and printed wiring boards. Pollution prevention
techniques are available and have been implemented successfullv
for processes such as cleaning, etching, electroplating, and
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wastewater treatment.    California’s Assessment of the
Semiconductor Industry Source Reduction Planning Efforts
provides additional information and case studies on pollution
prevention techniques. Eastside Plating, Unisys Corporation, and
Wacker Siltronic Corporation are examples of companies with
successful pollution prevention programs. The pollution
prevention activities employed in these three case studies provided                  -
each company with significant savings.

Eastside Plating, Portland, Oregon’s oldest and largest electroplating
facility, demonstrated that complying with environmental laws and
implementing pollution prevention activities is cost effective.
Eastside used three major pollution prevention techniques: water
conservation, material substitution, and machinery automation
and upgrade.

The first activity addressed the challenge of diminishing the use of
water. Ninety percent of water required for electroplating is used
during the rinsing process (to clean the wafer, end chemical
reactions, and prevent contaminants from being released into the
next bath). Eastside modified the rinsing process by installing two
systems that conserve water: counter flow and cascade rinsing
systems. Counter flow rinsing recycles and reuses water throughout
a multiple tank system, reducing significantly the volume of water
required. Fresh water is only introduced in the last tank of the
system. Cascade rinsing also reduces the volume of water required.
This system uses one tank with a center divider which allows the
water to spill into the other side. During cascade rinsing, the tank is
filled and drained slowly and continuously in order to reduce water
consumption. Overflow from one tank can be used as the water
supply for another compatible rinsing system.

Eastside also reduced chromium and cyanide wastes through
material substitution. The reducing agent for chromic acid wastes
was changed from ferrous sulfate to bisulfite and sulfuric acid,
which reduced the volume of sludge produced. Cyanide wastes are
reduced more efficiently with gaseous instead of liquid chlorine.

Finally, three major waste treatment components were upgraded or
automated: the cyanide oxidation tank, chromium reduction tank,
and the acid/alkali neutralization tank. The goal of automating and
upgrading this equipment was to increase efficiency, separate tank
flow, and eliminate contamination of acid/alkali neutralization
tank. Automated metering equipment was installed and reduced
the expensive caustic chemicals required to treat acid wastes by 50
percent. The cyanide and chromic acid oxidation tanks were
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redesigned as gravity flow systems to equalize flow rate and to
eliminate the risks associated with plumbing failure. To prevent
cross contamination of the tanks, the plumbing was se~egated.

Other important steps taken by Eastside Plating to enhance
pollution prevention included collaborating with suppliers on
modifications to reaction and neutralization tanks, working with
regulators to solve problems, and providing employee education.

The new rinsing systems, materials substitution, and upgrade/
automation of equipment cost Eastside $75,000. Overall, Eastside
implemented changes to the operation which has saved the
company more than $300,000 annually. In addition, pollution
prevention and waste minimization has resulted in a cleaner
facility, increased productivity, and a better product.

Unisys is a manufacturer of both large and small computers. In
1986, Unisys implemented pollution prevention/waste
minimization techniques associated with the automated copper
plating process in its printed circuit board manufacturing plant in
Roseville, Minnesota. Unisys worked with Minnesota Technical
Assistance Program (MnTAP) to reduce the two to three drums of
wastewater treatment sludge produced each day.

MnTAP recommended several changes in the pretreatment process
such as: segregation of the wastestreams; addition of flow control
valves; installation of metal recovery equipment; and addition of a
deionization system. Wastestream segregation involved changing
the plumbing to separate the wastestreams containing metal
contaminants. Another modification reduced overall water usage
through the installation of flow control valves. Metal recovery
techniques, such as ion exchange and electrolytic metal recovery,
reclaim copper from metal-bearing wastestreams. The deionization
systems allow the pretreatment process to operate more efficiently.
Ion exchange and electrolytic recovery is enhanced by deionization
by removing hard water ions in the process and rinse tanks. The
modifications ensure environmental compliance, lower treatment
chemical costs, and reduce sludge disposal costs by an estimated
$90,000 per year. In addition, the pollution prevention and waste
minimization changes have allowed Unisys to expand its plating
line.

Wacker Siltronic Corporation, a semiconductor manufacturer,
successfully implemented pollution prevention and waste
minimization techniques similar to those employed by Unisys and
Eastsideo In order to maintain cleanliness in silicon wafer
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production, Wacker made extensive use of chloride solvent baths.
Once the disposal of chlorinated solvent wastes at a Oregon
hazardous waste facility was prohibited by Federal regulations,
Wacker sought to recycle the solvents. However, the potential
liability associated with transporting thousands of gallons of
solvents to a recycling facility led Wacker to seek other alternatives.
A six month pilot project was first implemented to decrease                  -
chlorinated solvent use which resulted in the elimination of 93
percent of Wacker’s chlorinated solvent waste. Ultimately, Wacker
eliminated completely the use of chlorinated solvents through
replacement with non-hazardous cleaning products.

Wacker used to generate 2000 gallons of chrome VI waste each
month, which needed to be sent off-site for disposal. Reduction of
chrome waste to two to three drums each quarter involved three
techniques: installation of a rain cover over the outdoor tanks; on-
site treatment of chrome VI waste using caustics and sodium
bisulfite; and repairing water leaks in the process rinse tank. The
rain cover cost $7,000, but reduced the volume of waste shipments
by 25 percent. The new treatment of the chrome VI liquid reduced
it to a less hazardous chrome III sludge which can be dried and sent
off-site for disposal. Repair of small leaks in the rinse tanks resulted
in a 50 percent reduction of wastes. The cover, pipe repairs, and on-
site treatment system cost $30,000 and led to a 95 percent reduction
of chrome waste as well as annual savings of $15,000. The initial
costs were recovered within three years.

A final pollution prevention waste minimization technique
involved recycling Freon 113. An open-top still was converted into
a closed-loop system at a cost of $20,000. The conversion reduced
the volume of Freon waste by 85 percent and saves the company
$57,000 each year. Overall, Wacker states that pollution prevention
and waste minimization has resulted in annual savings of $300,000.
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VI.        SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that mav
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following
sections are included.

¯ Section IV.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this

industry
¯ Section IV.C contains a list of pending and proposed

regulations

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depehding upon the nature or scope of the activities
at a particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarilv
describe all applicable environmental requirements. Moreover,
they do not constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the
statutes and regulations. For further information, readers should
consult the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and other State or
local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also provided
for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA)of 1976
which amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid
(Subtitle D) and hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management
activities. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA)
of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste management provisions and
added Subtitle I, which governs underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR
Parts 260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing
hazardous waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA
hazardous wastes include the specific materials listed in the
regulations (commercial chemical products, designated with the
code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources,
designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-
specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which
exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitibility, corrosivity,
reactivity,, or toxicitv and designated with the code "D").
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Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to
waste accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards.
Facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain
a permit, either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has
authorized to implement the permitting program. Subtitle C
permits contain general facility standards such as contingency plans,
emergency procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements,
financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and
§264.10) for conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup
of releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste
management units at RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous
waste. Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part
261) lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part
262) establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste
generators including obtaining an ID number, preparing a
manifest, ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting
standards for waste accumulation units, and recordkeeping
and reporting requirements. Generators can accumulate
hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on
the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must
meet land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards
prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill,
land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment).
Wastes subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating
wastes, heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject
to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the
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designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to
disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR 279)impose
management requirements affecting the storage,
transportation, burning, processing, and re-refining of the
used oil. For parties that merely generate used oil,
regulations establish storage standards. For a party
considered a used oil marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner),
additional tracking and paperwork requirements must be
satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a
high volatile organic concentration must meet emission
standards under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265,
Subpart CC) require generators to test the waste to determine
the concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated
units. These regulations apply to all facilities who store such
waste, including generators operating under the 90-day
accumulation rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum
and hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of
RCRA. Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank
design and release detection requirements, as well as
financial responsibility and corrective action standards for
USTs. The UST program also establishes increasingly
stringent standards, rincluding upgrade requirements for
existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design
and operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266,
Subpart H) address unit design, provide performance
standards, require emissions monitoring, and restrict the type
of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA
regulations. The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or
the environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties
responsible for environmental contamination to clean it up or to
reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority
for the Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III,
also known as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity.
Reportable quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR 302.4. A
release report may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more
Federal or State emergency, response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." EPA
generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the National
Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300
sites. Both EPA and States can act at other sites; however, EPA
provides responsible parties the opportunity to conduct removal
and remedial actions and encourages community involvement
throughout the Superfund response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of
1986 created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act (EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute
designed to improve community access to information about
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chemical hazards and to facilitate the development of chemical
emergency response plans by State and local governments. EPCRA
required the establishment of State emergency response
commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency
planning committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or
manage specified chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list
of such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and 13/
if it has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the
LEPC in the event of a release exceeding the reportable
quantity of a CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA
extremely hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety. and Health
Act, is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold
to submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department
material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and
hazardous chemical irtventory forms (also known as Tier I
and II forms). This information helps the local government
respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an
annual toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly
known as the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic
chemicals to various facilities and environmental media, and
allows EPA to compile the national Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is
publicly accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.
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EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations.    The EPCRA Hotline
operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore
and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the
nation’s surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA
include "priority" pollutants, including various toxic pollutants;
"conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease,
and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any
pollutant not identified as either conventional or priori~’.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
program (CWA §402) controls direct discharges into navigable
waters. Direct discharges or "point source" discharges are from
sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES permits, issued by either
EPA or an authorized State (EPA has presently authorized forty
States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-specific,
technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish
pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that
intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit
prior to initiating its discharg6. A permit applicant must provide
quantitative analytical data identifying the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may
make a discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal
or State water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to
protect designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic
life or recreation. These standards, unlike the technological
standards, generally do not take into account technological
feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards vary from
State to State, and site to site, depending on the use classification of
the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA guidelines
which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.
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Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a
program to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA
promulgated the NPDES storm water permit application
regulations. Storm water discharge associated with industrial
activity means the discharge from any conveyance which is used for
collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related
to manufacturing, processing or raw materials storage areas at an
industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)). These regulations require
that facilities with the following storm water discharges apply for a
NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity; (2)
a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system;
or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State determines to contribute to
a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor
of pollutants to wat6rs of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity"
means a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of
industrial activity defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are
defined by SIC codes while the other five are identified through
narrative descriptions of the regulated industrial activity. If the
primary SIC code of the facility is one of those identified in the
regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by
one of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from
those areas where the activities occur are subject to storm water
discharge permit application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To
determine whether a particular facility falls within one of these
categories, the regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products
(except paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and
allied products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining;
and SIC 311-leather tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metai mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic
mineral mining.
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Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal
facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle
parts; and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling
facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation;
SIC 41-local passe.nger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and
warehousing (except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S.
Postal Service; SIC 44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by
air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in
the disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23oapparel
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing;
SIC 25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and
boxes; SIC 267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-
printing, publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-
paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-
rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except
leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-
fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment;
SIC 36-electronic and other electrical equipment and components;
SIC 37-transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and
repairing); SIC 38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling
instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and
SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that
goes to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge
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of pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated
under §307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal
of the pretreatment program is to protect municipal wastewater
treatment plants from damage that may occur when hazardous,
toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to
protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the                 -
State or EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users
of POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources
within each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards
applicable to an industry on a nationwide basis are developed by
EPA. In addition, another kind of pretreatment standard, "local
limits," are developed by the POTW in order to assist the POTW in
achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own
program, it may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal
standards.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking
Water resource center, at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in
drinking water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national
drinking water standards and to create a joint Federal-State system
to ensure compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs
EPA to protect underground sources of drinking water through the
control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water
standards under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States
enforce the primary drinking water standards, which are,
contaminant-specific concentration limits that apply to certain
public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water standards
consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant
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levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground
sources of drinking water by regulating five classes of injection
wells. UIC permits include design, operating, inspection, and
monitoring requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes
must also comply with RCRA corrective action standards in order
to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land
disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is
primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few
States to administer the program.

The SDWA also prov!des for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being
expended on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal
source of drinking water for a given area, and for a State-
implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to protect
drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards.
The Hotline operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order
to evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which mav be posed
by their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety
of control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable
risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life
cycle. Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of
chemical substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory,
and has not been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice
(PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import.
The PMN must identify the chemical and provide available
information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health
and environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new
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uses of chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume
and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions
on chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals
EPA regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons                -
(CFCs), and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404,
answers questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic
Substances Control Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30
a.m. through 4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean
Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public
health and welfare and the productive capacity of the population."
The CAA consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA
to establish national standards for ambient air quality and for EPA
and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce these standards
through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State
and local governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the
requirements of the CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR
Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) to limit levels of "criteria
pollutants," including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide,
particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that
meet NAAQS for a given pollutant are classified as attainment
areas; those that do not meet NAAQS are classified as non-
attainment areas. Under §110 of the CAA, each State must develop
a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air
pollution and to determine what reductions are required to meet
Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS), which are nationally uniform emission
standards for new stationary sources falling within particular
industrial categories. NSPS are based on the pollution control
technology available to that category of industrial source but allow
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the affected industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means
of reducing emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of the CAAA further
directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs,
and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To date,
EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will
be developed for both new and existing sources based on
"maximum achievable control technology" (MACT). The MACT is
defined as the control technology achieving the maximum degree
of reduction in the emission of the HAPs.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few
of the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate mobile air emission
sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide
releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below
previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 cre~ted a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One
purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single document
all air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility. States
are developing the permit programs in accordance with guidance
and regulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved by
EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use
and distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15
kinds of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by
the year 2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will
be phased out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides
general assistance and information on CAA standards. The
Stratospheric Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-I996~
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provides general information about regulations promulgated under
Title VI of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202,
answers questions about accidental release prevention under CAA
§112(r). In addition, the Technology Transfer Network Bulletin
Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA
rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

Clean Air Act (CAA)

Under the CAA, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) have been established for six pollutants. The only one
that significantly impacts the electronics/computer industry is the
standard for ozone. While the electronics/computer industry is not
a major source of ozone, it is a major source of volatile organic
compounds (VOC). A source defined as "major" in ozone
nonattainment areas must install Reasonable Available Control
Technology (RACT) as prescribed in the applicable State
Implementation Plan (SIP). A major source is both defined by the
size of the source’s emissions and the category of the
nonattainment area. A determination of the necessary RACT
requirements is made on the basis of a case by case review of each
facility. In an attempt to issue uniform guidelines, EPA has begun
to issue Control Technology Guidance (CTG) for each industrial
category. The following CTGs may apply to the semiconductor
industry:

¯ Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products
¯ Plastic Parts
¯ Alternative Control Technology (ATG) for Solvent Cleaning.

Clean Water Act (CWA)

The National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permit program regulates the discharge of pollutants to the waters
of the United States. A permit is required if a source discharges
directly to surface waters. Facilities must provide the results of
biological toxicity tests and any information on its "effluent
characteristics." The electronics/computer industry must test for all
126 priority pollutants listed in 40 CFR 122, Appendix D. Facilities
must provide quantifiable data only for discharges of priority
pollutants which the applicant knows or has reason to believe will
be greater than trace amounts. Priority pollutants likely to be
discharged bv facilities in the electronics/computer industry include
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copper, lead, lead compounds, silver, chromium, and
trichloroethylene.

Quantitative testing is required for non-conventional pollutants if
they are expected to be present in discharges. Examples of
hazardous substances and non-conventional pollutants likely to be                  _
discharged by the electronics/computer industry include butyl
acetate, xylene, formaldehyde, tin-total, nitrate/nitrites, titanium-
total, and chlorine-total residual.

The electronics/computer industry must satisfy the following
technology-based effluent limitation guidelines:

¯ 40 CFR Part 469 applies to discharges from all processes
associated with semiconductor manufacturing except
sputtering, vapor deposition, and electroplating.

¯ 40 CFR Part 433 applies to semiconductor manufacturing
plants that perform any of six metal finishing operations -
electroplating, electroless plating, anodizing, coating,
chemical etching, milling, and printed wired board
manufacturing.

¯ 40 CFR Part 433 applies to discharges associated with the
manufacture of printed wiring boards (PWB), except indirect
discharging job shops and independent PWB manufacturers
who discharge to POTWs, which are covered by Part 413.

¯ 40 CFR Part 469, Subpart, C applies to discharges from display
manufacturing.

¯ 40 CFR Part 469, Subpart D applies to discharges from the
manufacturing of luminescent materials which are used in
coatings in fluorescent lamps and cathode ray tubes.
Luminescent materials include, but are not limited to,
calcium halophosphate, zinc sulfide, and zinc-cadmium.

¯ 40 CFR Part 413 applies to electroplating of common metals,
chemical etching and milling, and electroless plating.
Subpart A refers to discharges of pollutants from processes
that involve ferrous or nonferrous material electroplated
with (or any combination of) copper, nickel, chromium, zinc,
tin, lead, cadmium, iron, or aluminum. Subpart F applies to
process wastewaters from chemical milling or etching of
ferrous or nonferrous materials. Subpart G applies to process
wastewaters from the electroless plating of a metallic layer on
a metallic or nonmetallic substrate.
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Facilities that discharge to POTWs must comply with categorical
and general pretreatment requirements:

¯ 40 CFR Part 413, Subpart B applies to electroplating of
precious metals or to discharges from a process in which a
ferrous or nonferrous material is plated with, or a
combination of, gold, silver, iridium, palladium, platinum, -
rhodium, or ruthenium.

Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act (R(~RA)

Many wastes generated by the electronics/computer industry are
considered RCRA toxicity characteristic (TC) hazardous wastes due
to constituents such as silver, trichloroethylene, and lead. The
greatest quantities of RCRA listed waste and characteristic
hazardous waste present in the electronics/computer industry are
identified in Exhibit 30. For more information on RC1La. hazardous
waste, refer to 40 CFR Part 261.
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Exhibit 34
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Electronics/Computer Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

D006 (cadmium) Wastes which are hazardous due to the characteristic of toxicity for each of the
D007 (chromium) constituents.
D008 (lead)
D011 (silver)
F001 Halogenated solvents used in degreasmg: tetrachloroethylene, methylene

chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, and chlorinated
fluorocarbons; all spent solvent mixtures/blends used in degreasing containing,
before use, a total of 10 percent or more (by volume) of one or more of the above
halogenated solvents or those solvents listed in F002, F004, and F005; and still
bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F002 Spent halogenated solvents; tetrachloroethylene, methylene chloride,
trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane chlorobenzene, 1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-
trifluoroethane, ortho’-dichlorobenzene, trichlorofluoromethane, and 1,1,2-
trichloroethane; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, one or
more of the above halogenated solvents or those listed in F001, F004, F005; and
still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures..

FOO3 Spent non-halogenated solvents: xylene, acetone, ethyl acetate, ethyl benzene,
ethyl ether, methyl isobutyl ketone, n-butyl alcohol, cyclohexanone, and
methanol; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, only the above
spent non-halogenated solvents; and all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing,
before use, one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents, and, a total of 10%
or more (by volume) of one of those solvents listed in FOOl, PO02, FO04, FO05; and
still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F004 Spent non-halogenated solvents: cresols and cresylic acid, and nitrobenzene; all
spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10% or more (by
volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those solvents
listed in F001, F002, and F005; and still bottoms from the recovery, of these spent
solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F005 Spent non-halogenated solvents: toluene, methyl ethyl ketone, carbon disulfide,
isobutanol, pyridine, benzene, 2-ethoxyethanol, and 2-nitropropane; all spent
solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10% or more (by volume)
of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those solvents listed in
FOOl, F002, or F004; and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and
spent solvents mixtures.

F006 Wastewater treatment sludges from electroplating operations except from the
following processes: (1) sulfuric acid anodizing of aluminum; (2) tin plating on
carbon steel; (3) zinc plating (segregated basis) on carbon steel; (4) aluminum or
zinc-aluminum plating on carbon steel; (5) cleaning/stripping associated with tin,
zinc, and aluminum plating on carbon steel; and (6) chemical etching and milling of

F007 Spent cyanide platm~ bath solutions from electroplatm~ operations.
F008 Plating bath residues from the bottom of plating baths from electroplating

operations where cyanides are used in the process.
F009 Spent stripping and cleaning bath solutions from electroplating operations where

, cyanides are used in the process.
Source: Based on 1994 SustamaOl¢ ~dustr’y: Promotln~ Strategic :_~:v~ronraental protection zn the

lndp~trial ~ector, Phase 1 Re~ort.
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VI.B.1. Notable State Regulations

California’s Hazardous Waste Source Reduction and Management
Review Act of 1988, commonly referred to as SB14, requires
generators that produce over 12,000 kilograms of hazardous waste
or 12 kilograms of extremely hazardous waste to produce two
documents every four years. The documents include a Source
Reduction Plan and a Management Performance Report. The Act
intends to promote hazardous waste reduction at the source and
recycling. For more information on the compilation of these
reports by the semiconductor industry, see the October 1994
Assessment of the Semiconductor Industry Source Reduction
Planning Efforts, by the California Department of Toxic Substances
Control.

According to Daryl Burn of the California Air Resources Board, the
Board has promulgated Rule 830, Semiconductor Manufacturing
Operations, which regulates VOC emissions from semiconductor
manufacturing facilities. VOCs are released during wafer
preparation, photolithography, and cleaning operations. Rule 830
was developed in 1988 for the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (San Francisco area) because a large concentration of
semiconductor manufacturing facilities are located in South Bav
and San Francisco. The Board does not provide assistance to
facilities to help achieve compliance.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

SDWA/Underground Injection Control Wells (UIC)

New regulations are being developed for UIC which will amend 40
CFR 144 and 146. The regulations will establish minimum Federal
requirements for the permitting, operating, monitoring, and closure
of several types of shallow injection wells. Restrictions will be
imposed on the operation of certain types of shallow disposal wells,
especially those that inject industrial wastes. Computer
manufacturing facilities located in areas without sewer systems that
rely on shallow waste injection wells to dispose of industrial and
non-sanitary wastes will be impacted by these regulations.

Re~ourc~ Conservation and Recovery, Act (RCRA)

RCRA prohibits the land disposal of most hazardous wastes until
they meet a waste specific treatment standard. While most
hazardous wastes have already been assigned treatment standards,
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EPA must still promulgate additional rule makings to address
newly listed wastes and to make changes to the land disposal
restrictions (LDR) program. Rules are required every time EPA lists
a waste.

The Phase III LDR rulemaking proposes to establish treatment
standards for some newly listed wastes and RCRA equivalent
treatment standards for certain formerly characteristic hazardous
wastes that are injected into UIC wells under the Safe Drinking
Water Act (SDWA) or managed in Subtitle D surface
impoundments prior to discharge pursuant to the Clean Water Act
(CWA). By consent decree, EPA must promulgate the final rule for
Phase lII by January 1996.

Phase IV will similarly consider restrictions on other newly listed or
identified wastes from land disposal and evaluate what, if any,
treatment standards may be needed to mitigate the impact of
sludges, leaks, and air emissions from surface impoundments that
manage decharacterized wastes. In addition to considering
restrictions on the land disposal of the previously exempt Bevill
wastes and wastes from wood preserving, Phase IV will also
consider adjustments to the treatment standards applicable to
wastes that exhibit the toxicity characteristic for a metal constituent.
Subject to the same consent decree, Phase IV has been assigned a
judicial deadline of June 1996 for promulgation of a final rule.

Clean Air Act (CAA}

Lead NAAQS may impact the electronics/computer industry in the
future. It is believed that emissions from the use of lead in
soldering and other processes are not significant enough to subject
facilities to air pollution control requirements. However, EPA has
not yet studied the electronics/computer industry as a source of lead
emissions.

Glean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA}

EPA promulgated a final NESHAP for chromium emissions from
new and existing electroplating operations on January 25, 1995. The
1990 CAA Amendments (CAAA) list chromium compounds as a
criteria air pollutant under §112. The purpose of the rule is to limit
chromium emissions to the level of Maximum Achievable Control
Technology (MACT) (60 FR 4948).
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A NESHAP for halogenated solvent cleaning was issued December
2, 1994. The regulation applies to organic halogenated solvent
cleaners (degreasers) using specified halogenated HAP solvents.

Several hazardous air pollutants (HAP) which are used in printed
wired board manufacturing as well as semiconductor
manufacturing and assembly are scheduled for MACT standards.                 -
According to IPC and EPA, these HAPs include: ethylene glycol;
hydrochloric acid; hydrofluoric acid; lead compounds; and nickel
compounds.

EPA is in the process of identifying industries that emit any
substantial quantities of the 189 HAPs. Regulations that apply
specifically to the semiconductor industry are expected in 1997.

Clean Water Act (CWA}

EPA is scheduled to propose effluent limitation guidelines and
standards for metal products and machinery. These guidelines and
standards will address facilities that generate wastewater while
processing metal parts, products, and machinery. The proposal will
also include facilities that generate wastewater during the following
processes: manufacturing, assembly, repairing, rebuilding, and
maintenance. Phase I of these guidelines and standards covers
seven industries. The industries relevant to SIC code 36 and 35 are
stationary industrial equipment (electrical equipment) and
electronic equipment (including communication equipment). A
notice of proposed rule making is expected to be published by
November 1994, and final action on this proposed regulation is
scheduled for May 1996.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach _
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance
indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of
compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track
compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data
for industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to
"read into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance
records, and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA
system can match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA,
TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and
generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic
area and corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia
compliance data improves, EPA will make available more in-depth
compliance and enforcement information. Additionally, sector-
specific measures of success for compliance assistance efforts are
under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to
mirror the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile,
the data reported within this section consists of records only from
the TRI reporting universe. With this decision, the selection
criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the
sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which
tracks facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section,
EPA does not attempt to define the actual number of facilities that
fall within each sector. Instead, the section portrays the records of a
subset of facilities within the sector that are well defined within
EPA databases.
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As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the
sector according to the Bureau of Census (See Section II). With
sectors dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and
printers, the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be
small in comparison to Census data. However, the group selected                -
for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent with
this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a
retrospective summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and
solely reflect EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities
that have been entered into EPA databases. To identify any changes
in trends, the EP~ ran two data queries, one for the past five
calendar years (August 10, 1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (August 10, 1994 to August 9,
1995). The five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for
that period for comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the
data queries presented in this section are taken from single media
databases. These databases do not provide data on whether
inspections are State/local or EPA-led. However, the table breaking
down the universe of violations does give the reader a crude
measurement of the EPA’s and States’ efforts within each media
program. The presented data illustrate the variations across regions
for certain sectors.3 This vaffation may be attributable to State/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximi~
to population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals
used in production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the
exhibited data do not rank regional performance or necessarily
reflect which regions may have the most compliance problems.

3 EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT. MA, ME. RI, NH. VT); II (NJ, NY, PR. VI);
III (DC, DE. MD, PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN. MI, MN. OH.
WI); VI (AR, LA, N’M. OK. TX); VII (IA. KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, LIT, WY); IX (AZ,
CA, HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS
identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,
compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data
integration system that can retrieve information from the major
EPA program office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification
number to "glue together" separate data records from EPA’s
databases. This is done to create a "master list" of data records for
any given facility. Some of the data systems accessible through
IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office
of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of
Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation and Recovery Information
System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data
Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances),
CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and Liability
Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters
within the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under
TRI reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe
for executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each
search is defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage
described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and State agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show
what percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60
month period. This column does not count non-inspectional
compliance activities such as the review of facility-reported
discharge reports.
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Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time
it is entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement
action within the defined time period. This category is broken
down further into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for
administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions.
Administrative actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs). A
facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted once in
this column (facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All
percentages that appear are referenced to the number of facilities
inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across all
environmental statutes. A facility with multiple enforcement
actions is counted multiple times (a facility with 3 enforcement
actions counts as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total
enforcement actions are taken by State and local environmental
agencies. Varying levels of use by States of EPA data systems may
limit the volume of actions accorded State enforcement activity.
Some States extensively report enforcement activities into EPA data
systems, while other States may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total
enforcement actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes
referrals from State agencies. Many of these actions result from
coordinated or joint State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes
only. This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activity. Related inspections and enforcement actions
under the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in
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this ratio. Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFILa,/EPCRA
database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections.
This ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from
non-inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported
water discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the
CAA, CWA and RCRA.                                                          -

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIF1La,, TSCA,
and EPCRA); Unres.olved Violation and Unresolved High Priority
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do
not distinguish between the severitv of the noncompliance.
Percentages within this column can exceed 100 percent because
facilities can be in violation status without being inspected.
Violation status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but
does not necessarily indicate that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and
enforcement actions with’~n EPA Air, Water, Waste, and
TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each column is a percentage of
either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

VII.A. Electronics/Computer Industry Compliance History

The exhibit below contains a Regional breakdown of the inspection
and enforcement action over the last five years in the
electronics/computer industry. As expected, the largest number of
electronics/computer industry facilities is located in Region IX.
However, other Regions (i.e., Regions I and II) inspected a greater
number of electronics facilities than Region IX. Also, Regions IX
and X have significantly higher enforcement to inspection ratios
than the other Regions. In addition, 100 percent of Region VI and
VII enforcement actions are led by the Federal government and 100
percent of Region VIII were enforcement actions were State-lead.
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Exhibit 35
Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Electronics/Computer Industry

A B C D E F G H I J
Facilities w/one

Electronics/Computer Average Number of or more Total Fcdcml Enforcement
Industry Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead I.~:ad to Inspection
SIC 36 Search _~_ _/nspccti_ons Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Region I 47 39 147 20 13 40 72% 27% 0.27
Region II 27 20 135 13 9 6 83% 17% 0.04
Region Ill 24 19 114 13 2 IO ~% IO% O(F)
Region IV 24 17 116 13 13 43 98% 2% 0.37
Region V 68 34 118 36 i 4 25 88% 12% 0.21
Region VI 36 23 55 41 4 6 0% 100% 0. I I
Region VII 8 7 34 15 2 4 0% I00% 0.12
Region ViII 17 I0 50 21 4 18 100% 0% 0.36
Region IX 165 62 112 93 23 59 57% 43% 0.53
Region X 23 16 39 37 6 16 94% 6% 0.41

Total/Average 439 247 920 30 90 227 77% 23% 0.25
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 36 and 37 below present five and one year enforcement and
compliance summaries for selected industries. The exhibits show
that the number of inspections for the electronics/computer
industry is low in comparison to other industries, and the average                   _
time between inspections is longer than other industries.

Exhibit 38 and 39 present five and one year inspection and
enforcement summaries by statute. As expected, a significant
percentage of inspections and enforcement actions involving
electronics facilities are RCRA-related. This is in part due to the
large amount of solvents used and sludges generated during
various stages of the manufacturing process. The exhibit also shows
a significantly lower percentage of Clean Air Act and Clean Water
Act inspections and actions. This is somewhat surprising in light of
the VOC emissions and the wastewaters and rinsewaters
contaminated with spent solvents and acids generated by this
industry.
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Exhibit 36
Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G !I I J

Facilities w/One
Average Number of or More To~al Federal Enforcem~t

Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead Lead to lnspectioa

Indngtr~ Sector Search Inspected lnsr_-’~__’,3ns Inspections Actions A " Actions Actions Rate

Metal Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% 0. I 0

Non-metallic Mineral I, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06

Mining

Lumbex and Wood 464 301 1,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0.12

Fumilur~ 293 213 1,534 I I 34 91 91% 9% 0.06

Rubbe~ and P!~¢ 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0.12

Stone, Clay, and ~la,~ 468 268 2~475 11 73 301 70% 30% 0.12

Non fe~-ous Metals 844 474 3,097 i 6 145 470 76% 24% 0.15

Fab~¢~,’,! Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0.15 ....

E’ _~__.~._,ters 405 222 777 31 68 212 79% 21% 0.27

Automobiles 598 390 2,216 16 81 240 80% 20% O. I

Pulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 I 15 502 78% 22% 0.13

Printing 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% 0. I I

Inorg,mi,~ Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I 99 402 76% 24% 0.13

Organic Che~m!¢~ls 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0. ! 9

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 I I0 797 66% 34% 0.25

Iron mid Steel 374 275 3,555 6 I 15 499 72% 28% O. 14

0.16
Dry C|e~ning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% I%



Exhibit 37
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B     C     D E F G !1

Tot~
Facilities in Facilitie~ Number of Facilities w/One o~ M~e Facilities w/One c~ Mt~e Enl~cemen! Enf(~cement Io

Induslry Seclor Search Inspecled Inspectioa~ Violalioas Enfo[cent~ent Actions Actions Inspection Rale

Number Percent* Number Percent*

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72% 16 14% 24 0.13

Noe-melallic Mineral 1,143 253 425 75 30% 28 I 1% 54 0.13
Mining

Lumber" and Wood 464 142 268 109 T/% 18 13% 42 0.15

~/~ Funtituxe 293 160 113 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubber and Plastic i ,665 2"/I 435 289 10/% 19 7% 59 O. 14

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20

Nonfeffous Melals 844 202 4~)2 282 140% 22 11% 72 0.18

Fabricaled Metal 2,346 477 746 525 110% 46 10% 114 0.15

Elec~ronies 405 60 87 80 ! 33% 8 13% 21 0.24

Automobiles 598 169 284 162 9~% 14 8% 28 O. 10

Pulp and Paper 306 189 576 162 86% 28 15% 88 O. 15

Printing 4,106 39"/ 676 251 63% 25 6% 72 0.1 i

Inorganic Chemicals 548 158 427 167 106% 19 12% 49 0+!2

Ot’ganic Chemicals 412 ! 95 545 197 101% 39 20% I 18 0.22

Pelroleum Refining 156 109 43"/ 109 !(]0% 39 36% 114 0.26

Iron and Steel 374 167 488 165 99% 20 12% 46 0.09 Z
~) l~y Cleaning 933 80 I I I 21 26% 5 6% I I O. IO

~U ~
*Percentages in Columns E and F are based on the number of facilities inspected (Colunm C). Percentages can exceed 100% because violalio~ and actions can occur

~)

!

without a facility inspection.



Exhibit 38
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Facilities Tctal Eafe~cement Re~ou~ce Conservation aad FIFRMTSCA/

Industry Secto~ Inspected lnspectior~s Action~ Cleaa Air Act Cleaa Waler Act Re.cove~ Act EPCRA/O~her*

% of Total % of To~al % of Tctal % of To~’.d % of T0~al % of Total % of Tctal % of Total

Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions lnspectioes Actions

Metal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 57% 60% @~, 14% I% 9%

Non -melallic 631 3,422 192 65% 46% 3 ! % 24% 3% 27% <

Mineral Mining

Lumbeg and Wood 301 1,891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59% 67% 2% 5%

Furaiture 213 1,534 91 52% 27% 1% 1% 45% 64% I%

Rubber and Mastic 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% ,      44% 68% 3% 10%

Stone, Clay and 268 2,4"]5 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 51% 2% 5%

Glass

Nonl-enous Metals 474 3,097 470 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4% 10%

Fabricaled Melal 1,340 5,509 840 25% I 1% 15% 6% 56% 76%

Electronics 222 "/77 212 16% 2% 14% 3% 66% 90% 3% 5%

Automobiles 390 2,216 240 35% i 5% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2% 6%

Pulp and Paper 265 3366 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2% 3%

Printing 1,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2% 4%

Inorganic Chemicals 302 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3% 4%

Organic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44% 5% 5%

Petroleum Refining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2% 5%

iron and Steel 275 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2% 5%

lky Cleaning 245 633 103 15% I% 3% 4% 83% 93% < 1% I%

*Actions ta~n to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, andthe Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmenlal laws.



Exhibit 39
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Number of
Facilities Total ~nfoccement Resomce Consetwalion and FIFRA/rscM

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Clean Ah" Act Clean Watex Act Recoveq¢ Act EPCRA/O~ex*

% of Total % or" Total % of Total % o[ Total % of Total % oi Total % of Total
Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

42% 43% 34% 10% 6% <1% 19%
Metal Mining 114 194 24 47%

Non-metallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% 16% < 1% 1 I

Mining

l.umbex and Wood i 42 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% < 1% 6%

Fmnilure 113 160 5 58% 67% 1% 10% 41% 10% < 1% 13%

Rubber and Plastic 271 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% 71% I% I

Slone, Clay, ,and Glass 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% <1% 3%

Honfeffou~ Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% I% 4%

Fabt’icated Metal 477 746 1 i 4 25% 14% 14% 8% 61% 77% < 1% 2%

Electronics 60 87 21 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% < ! % 4%

Automobil~ 169 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% 1%

Pulp and Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 10% 7% <1% 3%

Printing 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% < 1% 4%

Ino(ganic Chemicals 158 427 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% <1% 6%

Organic Chemicals 195 545 118 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% I% 1%

Petroleum Refining 109 439 I 14 50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% I% 6%

If on and Steel 167 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36% 50% < 1% 6%

Dry Cleaning 80 i I I i I 21% 4% I% 22% 78% 67% <1%

*Actions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
and Comtnunity Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

This section provides a listing of major legal cases and
supplemental enforcement projects that pertain to the
Electronics/Computer Industry. Information in this section is
provided by EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991,
FY 1992, FY 1993 and the Office of Enforcement.

VII.CA. Review of Major Cases

This section provides summary information about major cases that
have affected this sector. As indicated in the EPA’s Enforcement
Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, FY 1992, FY 1993 publications, 16
significant enforcement actions involving the electronics/computer
industry were resolved between 1991 and 1993. CERCLA violations
comprised nine of these cases, the most of any statute. Following
CERCLA violations were five cases involving CWA violations,
three involving RCRA violations, and one involving a TSCA
violation. Two of the sites were Superfund sites. Several of the
settlements required reimbursement of Superfund response costs or
payment of the remedial costs. The companies against which the
cases were brought are primarily manufacturers of electrical
components such as printed wiring boards. The other companies
performed electroplating operations and manufactured electrical
equipment.

Four of the sixteen actions resulted in the assessment of a penalty.
Penalties ranged from $25,000 to $300,000. The average penalty was
approximately $178,125. In a case involving General Electric, the
company was subject to a penalty and agreed to pay for removal and
disposal of PWB electrical equipment over a period of three years at
an estimated cost of one million dollars. In the case of U.S.v.
Electrochemical Co., Inc., the court stated it would suspend $225,000
of a $250,000 fine if the company would clean up the contaminated
area.

Although many cases involved civil penalties, four of the cases
involved criminal convictions, resulting in penalties and/or jail
sentences for the owners and operators of the facilities. All of these
cases involved electroplating facilities and CWA violations. In one
case, U.S.v. Robert H. Schmidt and Lawrence B. $chmidt, the owner
was sentenced to 30 months in prison, followed by two years of
probation. His son, the plant supervisor, was sentenced to 24
months of jail and two years of probation. Father and son were
subject to penalties of $50,000 and $25,000 respectively.
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VII.C.2. Supplemental Environmental Projects

Below is a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs).
SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the
value of the reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution
prevention activities that can significantly reduce the future
pollutant loadings of a facility.

In December, 1993, the Regions were asked by EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to provide information on
the number and type of SEPs entered into by the Regions. Exhibit 40
contains a represe.ntative sample of the Regional responses
addressing the electronics and computer industries. The
information contained in the chart is not comprehensive and
provides only a sample of the types of SEPs developed for the
electronics and computer industries.
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Exhibit 40
Supplemental Environmental Projects
Electronics/Computer Industry (SIC 36)

~ Case Name EPA Statute/ of SEP Estimated Environmental Benefits Final Final PenallyType Expected
Region Type of Cost to Assessed After

Action Company Penalty Mitil~ation
Lane Electronic 10 TSCA Pollution $ 9,775 Early disposal of PCBs or PCB $ 9,775 $ 4,888
Cooperative Reduction contaminated electrical
Eugene, OR equipment.
Cirtech, Inc. 9 RCRA Pollution $ 9,900 Purcahse and install a device to $11,400 $ 7,630

Prevention eliminate copper from the waste
stream and to reduce the
hazardous waste stream. Will
allow corrosive etch water to be
reused.

Universal Circuits 9 EPCRA Pollution hnplement a waste water recycling
~ Prevention project which permanently reduces",,.I

the consumption of water. Sponsor
and conduct an outreach prosram

Trojan Battery 9 EPCRA Eliminate wastewater discharges.
Operate a battery recyclin~ center.

G & W Electric 5 EPCRA Pollution $ 97,000 Implement process modifications $ 68,000 $ 7,825
Company Prevention designed to eliminate the use of
Blue Island, IL 72,000 lbs/yr of

1,1,1,-trichloroethane.
Manu-Tronics 5 EPCRA Pollution $ 81,700 Modify the industrial processes $ 34,000 $ 3,400
Kenosha, WI Prevention eliminate the use and release of

25,000 lbs/yr of Freon 113.
Anchor Electric Co. 1 EPCRA Pollution $40,000 Purchase, install, and operate an $51,000$13,650
Manchester, NI t l’revention aqueous washer system in place of

current vapor degreaser. Change
will result in virtual elimination
of the use of
1,1,1,-trichloroethane.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSUIL~NCE ACTIVrrIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry
sector and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s
environmental performance. These activities include those
independently initiated by industrial trade associations. In this
section, the notebook also contains a listing and description of
national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

VIII.A.1. Federal Activities

Common Sense Initiative (CSI)

The Common Sense Initiative (CSI), a partnership between EPA
and private industry, aims to create environmental protection
strategies that are cleaner for the environment and cheaper for
industry and taxpayers. As part of CSI, representatives from
Federal, State, and local governments; industry; community-based
and national environmental organizations; environmental justice
groups; and labor organizations, come together to examine the full
range of environmental requirements affecting the following six
selected industries: automobile manufacturing; computers and
electronics, iron and steel, metal finishing, petroleum refining; and
printing.

CSI participants are looking for solutions that:

¯ Focus on the industry as a whole rather than one pollutant

¯ Seek consensus-based solutions

¯ Focus on pollution prevention rather than end-of-pipe
controls

¯ Are industry-specific.

The Common Sense Initiative Council (CSIC), chaired by EPA
Administrator Browner, consists of a parent council and six
subcommittees (one per industry sector).    Each of the
subcommittees have met and identified issues and project areas for
emphasis, and workgroups have been established to analyze and
make recommendations on these issues.
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Design for the Environment (DfE)

DfE is an EPA program operated by the Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics. DfE is a voluntary program which promotes
the use of safer chemicals, processes, and technologies in the earliest
product design stages. The DfE program assists industry in making
informed, environmentally responsible design choices by providing
standardized analytical tools for industry application and providing
information on the comparative environmental and human health
risk, cost, and performance of chemicals, processes, and
technologies. DfE also helps small businesses by analyzing
pollution prevention alternatives and disseminating the
information to industry and the public. By helping to translate
pollution prevention into meaningful terms, DfE contributes to
building the institutional structure in corporations to support
pollution preventi6n. DfE activities fall into two broad categories:
(1) the industry-specific projects which encourage businesses to
incorporate pollution prevention into their designs; and (2) long-
term projects that translate pollution prevention into terms that
make sense to professions such as chemistry, chemical engineering,
marketing, accounting, and insurance.

DfE currently is working with the PWB industry because it is a
critical component of the electronics, automotive, and defense
industries. Also, MCC’s lifecycle assessment of a computer work
station study recognized that chemical processes such as those used
in PWB fabrication are a significant source of hazardous waste and
consume large amounts of water and energy. The potential for
improvement in those areasled EPA’s DfE Program to sponsor a
project to assist the PWB industry in evaluating substitute materials
and processes for making PWB holes conductive. DfE also plans to
help the PWB industry identify multi-media environmental issues
and the trade-offs of competing environmental objectives.

Industry/Governmen t Partnerships

In 1993, the initial results of a six month lifecycle assessment of a
computer workstation was released in a report called
Environmental Consciousness: A Strategic Competitiveness Issue
for the Electronics and Computer Industry; Comprehensive Report:
Analyses and Synthesis, Task Force Reports, and Appendices. The
study was conducted by Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corp. (MCC), SEMATECH (sponsored by the Semiconductor
Industry Association), EPA, and the Department of Energy (DOE).
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As a result of the assessment, the Department of Defense funded an
industry led effort, the first phase of which involved development
of the Electronics Industry Environmental Roadmap, which
prioritizes the electronics and computer industries’ environmental
needs over the next ten years. The goal of the Roadmap is to assist
U.S. companies to compete with foreign competitors who have
established partnerships with their governments. MCC produced
the Electronics Industry Environmental Roadmap in November
1993. MCC has received funding from the Department of Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and EPA to continue
to working with industry task groups to compile information, learn
the needs of industry, and to suggest possible solutions to
environmental/economic problems.

VIII.A.2. Sta~ Activities

Several States are actively involved in promoting pollution
prevention by initiating partnerships with industry to develop and
implement pollution prevention and waste minimization practices.
Following is a description of some State pollution prevention
initiatives related to the electronics/computer industry.

The Minnesota Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP)is
supported by a grant to the University of Minnesota’s School of
Public Health. MnTAP staff and interns assists Minnesota
businesses in the electronics and computer industries by identifying
effective waste reduction opportunities. MnTAP researches
treatment options, make~ on-site visits to discuss
recommendations, and coordinates documentation. MnTAP
developed a checklist for businesses to evaluate their waste streams
and identify waste reduction opportunities. MnTAP gathered
vendor and technical information that may assist facilities in the
industry in their evaluations in addition to a list of recycling
vendors if the options on the checklists are not feasible to
implement. Pollution prevention techniques for the electronics
and computer industries that were recommended by MnTAP
include material substitution, process modification, and recycling.

The State of Minnesota’s Office of Waste Management (OWM) also
has a Pollution Prevention Research Award Program.    The
program is part of Minnesota’s efforts to promote pollution
prevention. OWM contracts with private industry to investigate
available pollution prevention alternatives in the electronics and
computer industries. The process involves literature searches,
telephone surveys, case studv development, and working with trade
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associations and MnTAP. In July 1992, four cases studies were
written as part of a report on alternatives to cyanide solutions in
electroplating. OWM encourages implementation of pollution
prevention techniques such as material substitution, recycling,
process modification, wastewater treatment, electroplating, and the
recycling of spent printed wiring boards.

The North Carolina Department of Natural Resources and
Community Development has a Pollution Prevention Pays
Program. The program provides technical, cost (operating and
capital), economic benefit, and environmental benefit information
to the public and facilities in the electronics and computer
industries. The program recommends equipment modification,
recycling, and process modification/pollution prevention
techniques for the treatment of wastewater generated by
electroplating processes.

The City of Los Angeles’ Board of Public Works has a Hazardous
and Toxic Materials Project (HTMP). HTMP provides fact sheets to
the public and facilities in the electronics and computer industry
describing different strategies to reduce the cost and quantity of
waste generated. Pollution prevention techniques include material
substitution, process modification, and recycling. HTMP also
provides information on vendors who provide alternative waste
management services.

The City of Santa Monica’s Department of General Services
provides fact sheets and information on pollution prevention to
businesses. The City outlines pollution prevention techniques for
printed circuit board manufacturing in fact sheets. The fact sheets
rate waste reduction practices in terms of easiest, more difficult, and
most difficult to implement. The fact sheets also provide contacts
from the Department of Health Services, small business assistance
loan programs, and California agencies with waste reduction
programs.

Other pollution prevention initiatives that have targeted the
electronics and computer industries include: the Hazardous Waste
Reduction Program of the Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ); the New Jersey Hazardous Waste Facilities Siting
Commission of the Hazardous Waste Source Reduction and
Recycling Taskforce; and the San Diego County Department of
Health Services.
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VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic
chemical releases and transfers of 17 chemicals from manufacturing
facilities. Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic
chemical releases and transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50
percent as of 1995 from the 1988 baseline year. Certificates of
Appreciation have been given to participants who met their 1992
goals. The list of chemicals includes 17 high-use chemicals reported
in the Toxics Release Inventory.

Thirty-four companies and 72 facilities listed under SIC 36 (the
electronics/computer industry) are currently participating in the
33/50 program. They account for approximately 17 percent of the
406 companies under SIC 36, which is slightly higher than the
average for all industries of 14 percent participation. (Contact: Mike
Bums 202-260-6394 or the 33/50 Program 202-260-6907)

Exhibit 41 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program
that reported under SIC code 36 to TRI. Many of the participating
companies listed multiple SIC codes (in no particular order), and are
therefore likely to conduct operations in addition to
electronics/computer industry. The table shows the number of
facilities within each company that are participating in the 33/50
program; each company’s total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50
chemicals; and the percent reduction in these chemicals since 1988.
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Exhibit 41
Electronics/Computer Industry Facilities (SIC 36)

Participating in the 33/50 Program
’arent Facility name       Parent City IST SIC Codesi # of 1993 %

Participating Releases and Reduction
Facilities Transfers 1988 to

(lbs.) 1993
Muminum Company Of America Pittsburgh PA 3674 l 2,403,0171 51

~,merican Telephone & Telg Co New York NY 3672. 3661 3 512.6181 50
S, mp-Akzo Corporation Chadds Ford PA 3672i 3 5 I. 1961 1
tenton International Inc North Haven CI" 36721 1 2(~ 2
3oeing Company Seattle WA 3728. 3769,1 I 4,789,875 50

3672

3uckbee-Greig Holding Corp Minneapolis MN 3672 I 50(~ **
3urle Industries Inc Lancaster PA 3671. 3663. 1 12,20C *

3699

Eaton Corporation Cleveland (38 3674 1 450.211 50

General Motors Corporation Detroit MI 365 I. 3694. 3 16.75 l. 198
3679. 3672.

3471

Gti Corporation San Diego CA 36741 1 13,961

Hadco Corporation Salem NH 36721 2 63.4691 91

Harris Corporation Melbourne FL 3674 3 1 I0.355 **
Hewlett-Packard Company Palo Alto CA 3674 2 7.40G 50
IBM Armonk NY 3674 6 1.411.304 1

Intel Corporation Santa Clara CA 3674 3 18.105 50

Itt Corporation NewYork NY 3670. 3674 2 735.332 7

Litton Industries Inc Beverly Hills CA 3672 1 332.264 **

Lucerne Products Inc Hudson OH 3699. 3674 l 2,505 **

Martin Marietta Corporation Bethesda MD 3672. 3761. 1 223.286 73
3812

Motorola Inc Schaumburg IL 36741 4 226.357 50

National Semiconductor Corp. Santa Clara CA 3674 3 23.173 6

North American Philips Corp New York NY 3674 2 1.281.928 50

Photocircuits Corporation Glen Cove NY 3672, 3471! 2 292.178 92

Raytheon Company Lexington MA 36741 2 706.045 50

Rockwell International Corp Seal Beach CA 3669. 36721 l 1.007.043 50
Seh America Inc. Vancouver WA 3674. 33391 l 53.140 100

Sony USA lnc New York NY 367,~i 2 869.577 5 l

Talley Industries Inc Phoenix AZ 3672. 3822.I l 3.804 ***
3548I

Tektronix Inc Beaverton ¯ OR 36721 I 12.393

Texas Instruments Incorporated Dallas TX 3674! 5 344.225 25

Thomson Consumer ElectronicsIndianapolis IN 36711 4 2.110.314 ,~ 3

Varian Associates Inc Palo Alto CA 3671! 3 67.417 50

Westinghouse Electric Corp Pittsburgh PA 3672. 38121~ 3 1.137.198 28

Zenith Electronics Corporation Glenview 1L J 3671t l 917.894t 25
¯: not quantifiable against 1988 data.
¯ * : use reduction goal only.
*̄* : no numerical ~oai.
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Energy Star Computer Program

The Energy Star Computer program is a voluntary partnership
between the EPA and computer companies that manufacture
energy-efficient computer equipment such as desktop computers,
printers, and monitors. The companies that participate in this
program comprise 70 percent of all U.S. sales of desktop computers
and 90 percent of laser printers. In order for a computer to quali~
and display the EPA Energy Star logo, it must operate on low power
when inactive and can "sleep" or "power-down," and then awaken
by touching the mouse or keyboard. The program requires that the
central processing unit, printer, and monitor of the computer must
enter a standby mode when not in use and use no more than 30
watts. Energy-efficient computers were available to the public and
businesses as of June .1993.

Computer equipment is the fastest growing user of electricity in the
commercial sector. Currently, computers account for five percent of
commercial electricity consumption, and this is expected to grow to
10 percent by the year 2000. The Energy Star sleep feature can
reduce elec~icity consumption by 50 to 75 percent. In addition, the
efficient systems generate less heat while the computer sleeps,
which reduces electricity needed to cool a building by five to ten
percent. These computers are predicted to diminish electricity
consumption by 25 billion kilowatts hours per year by the year 2000.
The reduction of electricity use would eliminate the need for 10
coal-fired plants and reduce carbon-dioxide emissions by up to 20
million tons. An Executive Order, which was issued in April 1993
and took effect in October 1993, directed the U.S. government to
purchase only Energy Star computer equipment where available
and if performance needs are met. Implementation of the
Executive Order is expected to save $40 million annually. (Contact:
Maria Tikoff (202) 233-9178)

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national
initiative piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have
volunteered to demonstrate innovative approaches to
environmental management and compliance. EPA has selected 12
pilot projects at industrial facilities and Federal installations which
will demonstrate the principles of the ELP program. These
principles include:    environmental management systems,
multimedia compliance assurance, third-party verification of
compliance, public measures of accountability, community
involvement, and mentoring programs. In return for participating,
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pilot participants receive public recognition and are given a period
of time to correct any violations discovered during these
experimental projects. (Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP Director
(202) 564-5081 or Robert Fentress (202) 564-7023)

Motorola ELP Project

Motorola is participating in a pilot phase of the Environmental
Leadership Program with EPA and the State of Texas. Their Oak
Hill facility located in Austin, Texas, will encompass two key
projects, both in the pursuit of better environmental compliance.
They are mentoring another facility and applying an
environmental management system that aims to go beyond
compliance status. (Contact: Steve Hoover (202) 564-7007)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President
Clinton’s Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The
projects seek to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by
allowing participants to replace or modify existing regulatory
requirements on the condition that they produce greater
environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will
negotiate and sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific
objectives that the regulated entity shall satisfy. In exchange, EPA
will allow the participant a certain degree of regulatory flexibility
and may seek changes in underlying regulations or statutes.
Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local
governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes
to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including
facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated
by EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects
will move to implementation within six months of their selection.
For additional information regarding XL Projects, including
application procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal
Register Notice. (Contact: Jon Kessler at (202) 260-4034)

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal
of preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use
energy-efficient lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500
participants which include major corporations; small and medium
sized businesses; Federal, State and !ocal governments; non-profit
groups; schools; universities; and health care facilities. Each
participant is required to survey their facilities and upgrade lighting
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wherever it is profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the
participants through a decision support software package,
workshops and manuals, and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of
Air and Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights
Program. (Contact: Susan Bullard at (202) 233-9065 or the Green
Light/Energy Star Hotline at (202) 775-6650)

WasteWi$e Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of
Solid Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at
reducing municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization,
recycling collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of
recycled products. As of 1994, the program had about 300 companies
as members, including a number of major corporations. Members
agree to identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes
and must provide EPA with their waste reduction goals along with
yearly progress reports. EPA in turn provides technical assistance to
member companies and allows the use of the WasteWiSe logo for
promotional purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wyrm (202) 260-0700 or the
WasteWi$e Hotline at (800) 372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the
U.S. commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
accordance with the Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth
Summit. As part of the Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate
Wise Recognition Program is a partnership initiative run jointly by
EPA and the Department of Energy. The program is designed to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging reductions across
all sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the full
range of Climate Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering
innovation. Participants in the program are required to identify
and commit to actions that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
program, in turn, gives organizations early recognition for their
reduction commitments; provides technical assistance through
consulting services, workshops, and guides; and provides access to
the program’s centralized information system. At EPA, the
program is operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within
the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela
Herman (202) 260-4407)
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NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention are jointly administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy,
Environment, and Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up
to 50 percent of the total project cost, the program encourages
industry to reduce industrial waste at its source and become more
energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste minimization
efforts. Grants are used by industry to design, test, demonstrate, and
assess the feasibility of new processes and/or equipment with the
potential to reduce pollution and increase energy efficiency. The
program is open to all industries; however, priority is given to
proposals from participants in the pulp and paper, chemicals,
primary metals, and petroleum and coal products sectors. (Contact:
DOE’s Golden Field Office (303) 275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Association Activity

Many trade associations have been involved in researching ways to
reduce pollution associated with the manufacturing of
semiconductors, printed wiring boards, and cathode ray tubes.
Following is description of the trade association environmental
programs or partnerships. A list of some of the major trade
associations and contacts is also provided.

¯

VIII.C.1. Environmental Programs

The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), in association with
EPA and DOE, released a report in March 1993 called
Environmental Consciousness: A Strategic Competitiveness Issue
for the Electronics and Computer Industry. This report contains the
initial results of a six month, lifecycle assessment of a computer
workstation. The report indicates that the industry should pursue
the development of pollution prevention and waste minimization
techniques in the printed wired board (PWB) manufacturing
industry. As a result of this study, EPA provided funding to the
Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits (IPC)
and Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC)
to redesign PWB manufacturing processes in order to reduce the
amount of chemicals used during production.
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According to IPC, environmental research is also being conducted
by the Interconnection Technology Research Institute (ITRI) and by
many independent companies.

According to SIA, the Department of Defense has awarded
SEMATECH $10 million to perform research into pollution
prevention and environmentally friendly microchip
manufacturing processes. As part of a separate initiative, SIA
produced a report, The National Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors. The Roadmap acts as a guide for R&D
investment decisions.

SIA’s Roadmap calls for reducing the use of approximately 60
hazardous chemicals in various stages of the manufacturing process
(e.g., mask making, photolithography, cleaning, leadframe plating,
deflashing, and soldering). The chemicals include solvents, acids,
toxics, alcohols, and other organic and inorganic substances. The
goal of the Roadmap is to phase out ozone depleting substances and
targeted ethylene glycol ethers during the next 15 years. The
Roadmap identifies 46 projects for implementation in 1994 that
involved process modifications. The majority of the process
modifications center around alternatives to wet chemical processes
and continued progress in development of alternative technologies
for applying layers of silicon to the wafer. The development of
water-based (or gas process) cleaners and resists is also a priority.

VIII.C.2. Trade Associations

Electronic Industries Association (EIA) Members: 1200
2500 Wilson Boulevard Staff: 150
Arlington, VA 22201 Budget: $25,000,000
Phone: (703) 907-7500 Contact: Peter McCloskey
Fax: (703) 907-7501

EIA was founded in 1924, and represents manufacturers of
electronic components, parts, systems, and equipment for
communications, industrial, government, and consumer use. EIA
publishes a free, semiannual EIA Publications Index that contains
price, content, and ordering information for their publications. EIA
works to develop sound environmental practices by promoting
research, workshops, and tool development through a variety of
industry committees.
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American Electronics Association (AEA) Members: 3500
5201 Great American Parkway, Suite 520 Staff: 140
Santa Clara, CA 95054 Budget: NA
Phone: (408) 987-4200 Contact: J. Richard Iverson i

Fax: (408) 970-8565

AEA was founded in 1943, and is a trade association that represents
the U.S. electronics/computer industry. Formerlv known as the
West Coast Electronic Manufacturer Association iWEMA), AEA’s
programs and services include: public affairs, educational meetings
conferences, and executive summits. AEA publishes an annual
directory; a monthly association and trade news publication,
American Electronics Association, which includes legislative briefs,
industry statistics, and a calendar of events; a periodic California
Legislative Bulletin; and handbooks, manuals, and surveys.In
addition, AEA sponsors an annual Systems/USA trade show.

National Electronic Manufacturing Members: 600
Association (NEMA) Staff: 100
2101 L Street, NW, Suite 300 Budget: $10,000,000
Washington, DC 20037 Contact: Malcolm O’Hagan
Phone: (202) 457-8400
Fax: (202) 457-8411

NEMA was established in 1926. NEMA represents companies that
manufacture equipment used for the generation, transmission,
distribution, control, and utilization of electric power. NEMA was
formed by the merger of Associated Manufacturers of Electrical and
Supplies and the Electronic Power Club. NEMA’s areas of interest
include: electrical machinery; motors; and industrial automation,
construction, utility, medial diagnostic imaging, transportation,
communication, and lighting equipment. NEMA’s objectives are to
maintain and enhance the quality and reliability of products, ensure
safety standards in the manufacturing and use of products, and to
organize and act upon members’ interest in areas such as energy
conservation, efficiency and foreign competition. NEMA conducts
regulatory and legislative aflalysis on issues of concern to electronic
manufacturers, and compiles periodic summaries of statistical data
on sales and production. In addition, NEMA publishes a periodic
directory; a free, semiannual catalog of its publications and
materials; Tech Alert bimonthly; and manuals, guidebooks, and
other material on wiring, equipment installation, lighting, and
standards.
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Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Members: 1750
International (SEMI) Staff: NA
805 E. Middlefield Road Budget: NA
Mountain View, CA 94043 Contact: WiLLiam H. Reeds
Phone: (415) 964-5111
Fax: (415) 967-5375 t

SEMI was founded in 1970, and represents firms, corporations, and
individuals who participate in supplying fabrication equipment,
materials, or services to the semiconductor industry. SEMI operates
an industry data collection program, conducts SEMI Technical
Education Programs, and provides an annual Information Services
Seminar (ISS) forecast. SEMI is the former Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute. SEMI publishes an annual Book
of SEMI Standards, the annual Business Outlook for the
Semiconductor Equilament and Materials Industry; a bimonthly
newsletter providing general industry news; a quarterly newsletter,
SEMI Outlook, that provides information on industrv trends,
analyses, and opinions; and the SEMICON Technical Proceedings
which contains the proceedings and paper topics from the
Institute’s technical symposia.

Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Members: 1900
Electronic Circuits (IPC) Staff: 42
2215 Sanders Road, Suite 200 South Budget: NA
Northbrook, IL 60062 Contact: Thomas Dammrich
Phone: (708) 677-2850
Fax: (708) 677-9570

Founded in 1957, IPC represents companies that produce and use
electronic interconnections for electronic equipment. IPC’s primary
members are independent PWB manufacturers and contract
assembly companies that mount components onto bare PWBs to
produce printed wiring assemblies (PWAs) or electronic assemblies.
IPC also represents original equipment manufacturers (OEMs),
suppliers, academia, and technical members of the industrv. IPC
has over 100 committees, that cover all aspects of the industry
including: technical standards; specifications and guidelines;
aducation and training; technology research and development;
market research and publications; management practices;
environmental and safety programs; and government regulations.
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Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) Members: 40
4300 Stevens Creek Boulevard Staff: 14
Suite 271 Budget: $2,000,000
San Jose, CA 95129 Contact: Andrew Procassini
Phone: (408) 246-2711
Fax: (408) 246-2830

SIA represents companies that produce semiconductor products
including discrete components, integrated circuits, and
microprocessors. This association compiles industry trade statistics
and maintains a private library and sponsors the Semiconductor
Research Corporation and SEMATECH. SLA’s publications include
the following: Circuit, a free, quarterly newsletter; Semiconductor
Yearbook and Directory, which contains a review of programs
sponsored by the association, key industry statistics, analyses by
industry experts, public policy discussions, and sales volume; and
essays, research reports, and proceedings.

Computer and Communications Industry Members: 60
Association (CCIA) Staff: 10
666 11th Street, NW Budget: $1,000,000
Washington, DC 20001 Contact: A.G.W. Biddle
Phone: (202) 783-0070
Fax: (202) 783-0534

Comprised of computer manufacturers, CCIA provides information
processing and telecommunication-related products and services.
CCIA represents the interests of its members before Congress,
Federal agencies, and the courts in the areas of domestic and foreign
trade, tax policy, Federal procurement policy, and
telecommunication policy. It hosts policy briefings on legislative
and regulatory matters to keep members aware of policy, political,
technological, and market and economic developments and trends.
CCIA publishes CEO Report semimonthly and Federal Procurement
Policy Report, International Trade Report, and Telecommunication
Report on a monthly basis.
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IX.         BIBLIOGRAPHY/OTHER MATERIALS AVAILABLE

For further information on selected topics within the electronic and computer
industries, a list of publications are provided below:

General Profile

1992 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series: Preliminary Report, Bureau of
the Census, November 1994. (MC92-1 - 36 E(P)).

1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 36A: Electronic Transmission and
Distribution Equipment, Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-36A).

1987 Census of Manufacturers Ind.ustry Series 36B: Household Appliances,
Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-36B).

1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 36C: Electric Lighting and Wiring
Equipment, Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-36C).

1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 36D: Communication Equipment,
Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-36D).

1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 36E: Electronic Components,
Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-36E).

~1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 36F: Miscellaneous Electrical
Equipment and Supplies, Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-36F).

1992 Globalisation of Industrial Activities: Four Case Studies: Auto Parts,
Chemicals, Construction and Semiconductors. Organization for Economic Co-
Operation and Development, Paris, 1992.

American Electronics Association (AEA), Personal communication with Roger
Stabeele, February 8, 1994.

Annual 1993 Current Industrial Reports MA36Q--Semiconductors, Printed
Circuit Boards, and Other Electronic Components, Bureau of the Census Bulletin
Board Service, Washington, D.C., 1994.

Annual 1992 Current Industrial Reports MA36Q(92)-I--Semiconductors, Printed
Circuit Boards, and Other Electronic Components, Bureau of the Census Bulletin
Board Service, Washington, D.C.

Burris, G.R., Manager of Corporate Environmental Engineering, Indianapolis,
IN. Background information on cathode ray tubes, 1995.
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Developing The Electronics Industry, Bj6rn Wellenius, The World Bank, 1993.
Dun & Bradstreet, Dun’s Market Identzfiers, DIALOG Information Services, 1994.

Electronic Industry Environmental Roadmap, Microelectronics and Computer
Technology Corporation (MCC), Austin, TX, 1994.

Electronic Industries Association (EIA), Arlington, VA, News release dated
January 2, 1995.

Electronic Market Data Book, EIA, Arlington, VA, ,1994.

Encyclopedia of Associations, 27th ed., Deborah M. Burek, ed., Gale Research Inc.,
Detroit, Michigan, 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments R~port, FY 1991, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R92-008), April 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001), April 1993.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Federal Environmental Regulations Potentially Affecting The Computer
Industry, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics (EPA 744-B-93-002),
April 1994.

Getting A Charge Out Of The Waste Stream; David Hurd, New York State
Department of Economic Development, February 1992.

Industry and Trade Summary:Semiconductors, U.S. International Trade
Commission, December 1993.

Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronic Circuits (IPC),
Washington, DC. Background information on printed wiring boards, 1995.

Options Proposed for Managing Discarded Fluorescent and Other Lights that
Contain Mercury, Environmental Fact Sheet, U.S. EPA, Solid Waste and
Emergency Response (EPA 530-F-94-022), July 1994.

Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PWB) Information Package, TSCA Information
Service, April 1993.

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget,
1987.
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U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994, Department of Commerce 1994.

Process Descriptions, Release Profiles, and Pollution Prevention

1992 Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) Public Data Release, U.S. EPA, Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics, April 1994. (EPA/745-R94-001)

Circuit Board Packet, U.S. EPA, Pollution Prevention Information Center.

Case Studies from the Minnesota Technical Assistance Program and the Oregon
Hazardous Waste Reduction Program: Metal Finishing, U.S. EPA, Office of
Environmental Engineering and Technology Demonstration and the Office of
Pollution Prevention, November 1989.

Case Studies from the Pollution Prevention Information Center (PPIC):
Electroplating, U.S. EPA, Office of Environmental Engineering and Technology
Demonstration and the Office of Pollution Prevention, November 1989.

Electroplating Packet, U.S. EPA, Pollution Prevention Information Center.
Facility Pollution Prevention Guide, U.S. EPA, Office of Research and
Development (EPA/600/R-92/088), May 1992.

"Etching Away with Ion Beams", The Washington Post, Elizabeth Corcoran,
April 18, 1995, p. D1.

Guidelines for Waste Reduction and Recycling: Metal Finishing, Electroplating,
and Printed Circuit Board Manufacturing, oregon Department of
Environmental Quality, Hazardous Waste Reduction Program, July 1989.

Green Lights: Third Annual Report, U.S. EPA, Office Air and Radiation (EPA
430-R-94-005), March 1994.

Hazard Assessment and Control Technology in Semiconductor Manufacturing
//, American Conference of Government Industrial Hygienists, 1993.

Industry Profile and Description of chemical for the Semiconductor Industry,
March 1993.

Industry Profile for the Metal Finishing Industry: Preliminary Draft, U.S. EPA,
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics, Design for the Environment, June 24,
1994.
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Industry Profile and Description of Chemical Use for the Printed Wiring Board
Industry: Preliminary Draft, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics,
Design for the Environment, March 1993.

Industry Profile and Description of Chemical Use for the Semiconductor
Industry: Preliminary Draft, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics,
Design for the Environment, March 1993.

Light Brief." Green Lights Program, U.S. EPA, Office Air and Radiation (EPA 430-
F-92-009), August 1992.

Lighting Waste Disposal, U.S. EPA Office Air and Radiation, January 1994.

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, vols. 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16,
17,18, 19 McGraw-Hill Book ComPany, New York, New York, 1987, 1992.

Metals Handbook: Cieaning and Finishing Stainless Steel, 9th ed., American
Society for Metals, 1982.

Metals Handbook: Fabrication of Wrought Stainless Steel, 9th ed., American
Society for Metals, 1982.

Microchip Fabrication: A Practical Guide to Semiconductor Processing, 2nd ed.,
Peter Van Zant, McGraw Hill, Inc. 1990.

Metal Industries - Metal Finishing Manufacturing Packet, U.S. EPA, Pollution
Prevention Information Center.

Pollution Prevention 1991 Progress on Reducing Industrial Pollutants, U.S. EPA,
Office of Pollution Prevention (EPA 21 P-3003), October 1991.

Pollution Prevention in Metal Manufacturing: Saving Money Through
Pollution Prevention, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics
(EPA/530-SW-89/056), October 1989.

Pollution Prevention Research Project: Evaluation of Alternatives to
Halogenated Solvents for Cleaning and Drying Printed Circuit Boards-Final
Report, Minnesota Office of Waste Management and Capsule Environmental
Engineering Inc., July 30, 1992.

Printed Circuit Board Basics: Quick and Easy Guide, 2nd Ed., Michael Flatt, 1992.

Semiconductor Business: The Economics of Rapid Growth and Decline, Franco
Malerba, University of Wisconsin, 1985.
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Semiconductor Technology for the Non-Technologist, 2nd ed., Robert I. Scace,
U.S. Department of Commerce, September 1990.

Sustainable Industry: Promoting Strategic ~Environmental Protection in the
Industrial Sector, Phase 1 Report, U.S. EPA, Office of Emergency and Remedial
Response, June 1994.

Title II Section 313 Release Reporting Guidance: Estimating Chemical Releases
from Semiconductor Manufacturing, U.S. EPA, Office of Pesticides and Toxic
Substances (EPA 560/4-88-004e), January 1998.

Contacts* Organization Telephone

John Kim EPA Region IX Inspector 415-744-1263
Greg Arthur EPA Region IX Inspector 415-744-1900
Bill Hurley AEA 408-987-4200
Debbie Boger EPA Design for the Environment 202-260-0880
Steven Pederson MCC 512-250-2758
Karen Phillips EPA Region IX Inspector 415-749-4979
Dave Dellarco EPA Region X, Office of Policy, 206-553-4978

Planning, and Pollution Prevention
Daryl Burns CA Air Resource Board 916-445-0960
Jack Bean EPA Region IX, Air Quality Manager415-749-4748
Michael Avery West Coast Circuits, Inc. 408-728-4271
Christopher Rhodes IPC 708-677-2850
Melissa Coggeshall Carey EIA 703-907-7501
George Burris Thompkins Consumer Electronics 317-587-4335
Bill Rowe Zenith 708-450-4122

* Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background iniormation and
comments during the development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and
acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily endorse all statements made
within this notebook.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies: environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws. executive orders, regulations, and policies; points
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the EnviroSenSe World Wide Web, set your Wcrld Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "’EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

/www.el a.gov/oeca - then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E.~_$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA ESWWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Since EPA’s founding over 25 years ago, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting
public health and our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as
iron and steel plants and those as small as the dry cleaner on the corner have worked with EPA to-
find ways to operate cleaner, cheaper and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
around the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes t~t to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

The Environmental Protection Agency has undertaken its Sector Notebook Project to compile,
for major industries, information about environmental problems and solutions, case studies and
tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders, state regulators, and EPA
staffwith many years of experience in these industries and with their unique environmental issues.
Together with an extensive series covering other industries, the notebook you hold in your hand is
the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to understand better their regulatory requirements,
and learn more about how others in their industry lmve achieved regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that we together achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that - in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go    in hand.

Printed w~h Veg~ab~ OI ~ ~ o~ 100%
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Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Sector Notebook Proiect

This re~rt is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation (McLean, VA), and Booz-
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of available Sector
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FOSSIL FUEL ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION INDUSTRY
(SIC 4911, 493)

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Integrated environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are a logical supplement to traditional single-media
approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies
are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach,
research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving
the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (i.e., air~ water, and land) affect each other and that environmental
strategies must actively identify and address these inter-relationships by
designing policies for the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole
facility focus is to design environmental policies for similar industrial
facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to the
manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a comprehensive
manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial "sector-based"
approach within the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Office of
Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was originally initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
(OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary information for 18
specific industrial sectors. J~s other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project, the scope of the original project was expanded to its current form.
The ability to design comprehensive, common sense environmental
protection measures for specific industries depends on knowledge of several
interrelated topics. For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen
for inclusion are general industry information (economic and geographic); a
description of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed between
regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document,
however, this project focuses on providing summary information for each
topic. This format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue and
references where more in-depth information is available. Text within each
profile was researched from a variety of sources and was usually condensed
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from more detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach
allows for a wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based
upon the citations and references listed at the end of this profile. To check
the information included, each notebook went through an external review
process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those who
participated in this process who enabled the development of more complete,
accurate, and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who reviewed this
notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be sources of additional
information. The individuals and groups on this list do not necessarily
concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

The OECA Office ~fCompliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project
(2223-A), 401 M Sta-eet, SW, Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also
be uploaded to the EnviroSenSe World Wide Web for general access to all
users of the system. Follow instructions in Appendix A for accessing this
system. Once you have logged in, procedures for uploading text are available
from the on-line EnviroSenSe Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry seeto~ described in this notebook approximates the
national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many instances,
industries within specific geographic regions or states may have unique
characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The Office of
Compliance encourages state and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or repackage the information included in this notebook
to include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may be
available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement the
"Smmnaty of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with state
and local requirements. Compliance or teehrtieal assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail.
Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this
notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in further development of
the information or policies addressed within this volume. If you are
interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks for sectors not
covered in the original 18, please contact the Office of Compliance at (202)
564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE FOSSIL FUEL ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
INDUSTRY

This Sector Notebook addresses the fossil fuel electric power generation
industry, which comprises the majority of the total electric power generation
industry. This subset of the industry, includes only facilities that use either
coal, petroleum, or gas as the energy source to generate electricity and does
not include facilities that use nuclear or renewable (e.g., wood, solar) energy
sources exclusively. However, this subset would include power generation
activities at facilities that use both fossil fuels and unother.energy source. In
addition, the scope of this profile is further limited to address only those
facilities that generate electricity either as a primary activity or as an ancillary
activity. The profile does not include facilities and activities associated with
the transmission and distribution of electricity.

II.A Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

Fossil fuel electric power generation facilities are classified under Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) code 49, which includes establishments
engaged in electric, gas, and sanitary services. These facilities can be further
classified under the following three- and four-digit SIC codes from the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual of the Office of
Management and Budget.

¯ SIC 4911 - Electric Services: Establishments that are engaged in the
generation, transmission, and/or distribution of electric energy for sale.

¯ SIC 493 - Combination Electric and Gas, and Other Utility Services:
Establishments providing electric or gas services in combination with
other services. Establishments are classified here only if one service does
not constitute at least 95 percent of revenues.

It should be noted that these SIC codes do not make the necessary
distinctions between fuels used and generation versus transmission and ¯
distribution activities. Data available to characterize the fossil fuel electric
power generation industry that use these SIC codes also may not distinguish
between these categories of facilities. Where these categories of facilities
and/or activities cannot be distinguished in the available data, it will be so
noted within the profile.

Fossil fuel electric power generation facilities are also classified under a new
system called the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS),
which replaced the existing SIC codes in January 1997. The NAICS
classification code for fossil fuel electric power generation is 221112.
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Power generation facilities and activities exist in association with both
traditional utilities or nonutility power producers. Traditional utilities are the
regulated industry that produces and provides electricity for public use. Prior
to 1980, nonutilities consisted of industrial manufacturers that produced
electricity for their own use. Currently, nonutilities not only consist of
industrial manufacturers, but also other industrial groups that provide
electricity and other services for their own use and/or for sale to others.
These categories are discussed further below.

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, electricity production, sales, and economic condition of the
fossil fuel electric power generation industry. The type of facilities described
within the document are also described in terms of their SIC codes.
Additionally, this section lists the largest companies in terms of sales.

II.B Characterization of the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Industry.

The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Energy Information Administration
(EIA) collects, evaluates, and disseminates information on the fossil fuel
electric power generation industry. This information is published annually.
In addition, industry trade associations collect information.

Available statistics on the fossil fuel electric power generation industry.
typically characterize the industry in terms of capacity, generating capability,
net generation, and revenues. These terms are defined as follows:

¯ Capacity is the amount of electric power delivered or required for which
a generator, turbine, or system has been rated by the manufacturer.

¯ Capabifity is the maximum load that a generating unit can be expected
to carry under specified conditions for a given period of time without
exceeding approved limits of temperature or stress. The net capability of
a generating unit is always less than the rated capacity.

¯ Net generation is the total amount of electricity generated minus the
electricity used by the facility itself.

¯ Revenue is the total amount of money received by a firm from sales of
its products and/or services, gains from the sales or exchange assets,
interest and dividends earned on investments, and other increases in the
owner’s equity except those arising from capital adjustments.

The following sections briefly summarize information available to
characterize the industry.
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II.B.1    Product Characterization

The product in fossil fuel electric power generation is electricity. Ancillary
activities associated with the generation of electricity may generate other
products, however. For example, cogeneradon systems produce electricity,
as well as another form of usable energy (i.e., steam or heat). In addition,
utilities with SIC code 493 may produce other products, such as gas. These
other products are beyond the scope of this profile.

II.B.2 Industry Size and Geographic Distribution of the Fossil Fuel Electric
Power Generation Industry

In general, the power generation industry comprises both traditional and
nontraditional electric-producing companies. They are called "utility" and
"nonutility" power producers, respectively. A key difference between
utilities and nonutilities is that utilities own generation, transmission, and
distribution functions. Thus, utilities are "vertically" oriented. Nonutilities,
on the other hand, generally own only generation capabilities. Often, the
nonutilities must rely on utilities to sell the electricity they produce.

A utility power producer is generally defined as any person, corporation,
municipality, State political subdivision or agency, irrigation project, Federal
power administration, or other legal entity that is primarily engaged in the
retail or wholesale sale, exchange, and/or transmission of electric energy. In
1995, there were 3,199 utilities in the United States; however, only 700 of
these utilities generated elecU’ic power. The remainder were electric utilities
that purchased wholesale power from others for the purpose of distribution
over their lines to the ultimate consumer. The 700 utilities that generated
power had a total of 3,094 power plants or stations.I

A nonutility power producer is defined as any person, corporation,
municipality, State political subdivision or agency, Federal agency, or other
legal entity that either (1) produces electric energy at a qualifying facility
(QF)= as defined under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) ¯
or (2) produces electric energy but is primarily engaged in business activities
other than the sale of electricity. In 1995, there were 4,190 nonutility power-
generating facilities. Generation by nonutility power producers accounted for
approximately 12 percent of the total U.S. electric generation. Fifty-six
percent of the electricity generated by nonutilities was sold to electric
utilities.2

a To receive status as a QF under PURPA, a facility must meet certain ownership, thermal output size, and

efficiency criteria established by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). QFs are guaranteed that
electric utilities will purchase their output at a reasonable price.
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Table 1 provides electric power generation statistics for the year 1995 that
allows comparison between electric power generation by both utilities and
nonutilities based on the fuels used.

Table 1: Comparison of Utility and Nonutility Electric Power Generation (1995)

Energy Utility Generation Nonutility Generation Total U.S. Generation
Source (thousand megawatthours) (thousand megawatthours)"* (thousand megawatthours)*’*

Fossil 2,021,064 287,696 2,308,760

Nuclear 673,402 ~(t) 673,402

Hydroelectric" 293,653 14,515 308,168

Renewable 6,409 98,295 104,704
and other"

Total 2,994,528 400,505 3.395,0331

Includes hydroelecu’ic, conventional, and pumped storage.
"" Includes geothermal, solar, waste, wind, photovoltaic, and biomass; projects for which there were ~vo primary energy
sources; and projects that did not identify the primary energy source. Nonutility data includes nuclear.
"’" Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
* Nonutility facilities using nuclear are including under "Renewable and other."

Sources: (a) Electric Power Annual, 1995, Volume L U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration,
Washington, DC. July 1996. DOE/EIA-0348(95/I); a~’A (b)/995 Capacity and Generation of Non-Utility Sources of
Energy. Prepared by the Edison Electric Institute, Washington, DC. November 1996.

Based on these numbers and as shown in Figure 1, fossil fuel electric power
generation represented 68 percent of the total U.S. electric power generation
industry’s total production of electricity in that year (both utility and
nonutility combined). Nucle~ energy represented 20 percent, renewable
energy sources represented about 12 percent, and other energy sources
represented less than 1 percent of the electricity production.
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Figure 1: Total Utility and Nonutility Electric Power Net
Generation Based on Fuels (1995)
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In general, statistics on utility and nonutility electric power production are
not aggregated. The following sections provide a more in-depth discussion
of the information available to characterize the utility and nonutility electric
power generators.

II.B.3 Industry Size and Geographic Distribution of Traditional Utilities

Ownership Categories and Revenues

Electric utilities are divided into four ownership categories: investor-owned,
publicly owned, cooperative-owned, and Federally owned. These categories
are described as follows:

¯ Investor-owned utilities produce a return for investors. They either
distribute profits to stockholders as dividends or reinvest the profits.
Investor-owned utilities are regulated entities that are granted a service
monopoly in certain geographic areas and are obliged to serve all
consumers and charge reasonable prices.

¯ Publicly-owned utilities are non-profit local government agencies (e.g.,
municipalities, counties, States, and public utility districts) that serve
communities and nearby consumers at cost, returning excess funds to the
consumer in the form of community contributions, economic and
efficient facilities, and lower rates.

¯ Cooperative utilities are owned by their members and are established to
provide electricity to those members. Cooperatives typically provide
electric service to small rural communities of 1,500 or less.

¯ Federal electrical utilities do not generate power for profit. The Federal
government is primarily a producer and wholesaler of electricity, and
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preference in the purchase of the electricity is given to publicly owned
and cooperative electric utilities.

In 1995, there were 244 investor-owned, 2,014 publicly owned, I 0 Federal,
and 931 cooperative utilities. Figure 2 shows the percentage of 1995 U.S.
electricity sales to ultimate consumers based on ownership type. Total sales
were 1,013 billion kilowatthours. Only a portion of these utilities own and/or
operate fossil fuel electric power generation capacity.

Figure 2: Total Utility Electricity Sales to Ultimate Consumers ~

Publicly
Cooperative Federal Owned

8% 2% 15%

Investor-
Owned
75%

Among the ownership classes, investor-owned utilities account for more than
75 percent of all retail sales and revenues. In 1995, revenues from major
utility generators totaled 208 billion dollars. Table 2 provides the revenues
from major utility, generators based on ownership category,. Tables 3 and 4
list the 1995 top ten investor-owned and publicly owned utilities based on
revenues from sales and megawatts sales to ultimate consumers, respectively.
It should be noted that these data are for all electric utility activities, not just
those that generate electricity.
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Table 2: Revenues From Major Utility Generators (1995)

Ownership Category Revenue (billion $)

Investor-Owned 164

Publicly Owned 26

Cooperative 17

Federal I

Total 208

Source: Electric Power Annual 1995, Volume 11. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration,
Washington. DC. July 1996. DOE/EIA-0384(95)/2.

Table 3: Top Ten Investor-Owned Utilities Ranked by Revenue From Sales
to Ultimate Consumers (1995)

Utility Name Revenue (thousand dollars) % of Total

Southern California Edison Co. 7,575,448 4.64

Pacific Gas and Electric Co. 7,569,507 4.63

Commonwealth Edison Co. 6,634,832 4.06

Texas Utilities Electric Co. 5,450,444 3.34

Florida Power & Light Co. 5,325,258 3.26

Consolidated Edison Co. - NY, Inc. 5,005,860 3.07

Virginia Electric & Power Co. 3,979,071 2.44

Georgia Power Co. 3,972,189 2.43

Public Service Electric & Gas 3,886,566 2.38

Duke Power Co. 3.843,227 2.35

Subtotal [ 53,242,403 32.61

Source: Financial Statistics of Major U.S. Investor-Owned Electric Utilities - 1995. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy
Information Administration, Washington, DC. December 1996. DOE/EIA-0437/(95)/I.
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Table 4: Top Ten Publicly Owned Generator Utilities Ranked by Megawatt Sales
to Ultimate Consumers (1994)

Utility. Name Megawatt Sales % of Total

City of Los Angeles (CA) 20,430,075 8.6 I

! Salt River Project (AZ) 16,058,298 6.77

i Power Authority of State of NY 13,212,615 5.57

San Antonio Public Service Board (’IX) 13,027,064 5.49

City of Seattle (WA) 8,874,039 3.74

Jacksonville Electric Authority (FL) 8,817,618 3.72

Sacramento Municipal Utility District (CA) 8,458,156 3.57

South Carolina Public Service Authority 7,423.460 3.13

City of Austin (TX) 7,308,134 3.08

Omaha Public Power District (’NE) 7,066,940 2.98

Subtotal [ 110,676,399 I 46.65

Source: Financial Statisticx of Major U.S. Publicly-Owned Electric Utilities - 1994. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy
Information Administration, Washington, DC. December 1995. DOE/EIA-0437/(94V2.

Geographic Distribution of Utilities

Fossil fuel electric power generation by utilities occurs across the United
States. Figure 3 provides the total eleca-ic power net generation for each
State. Higher values for net generation from utilities generally mirror higher
population densities and industrial centers. The States with the highest utility
net generation included were California, Texas, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Florida. The amount and geographical distribution of capacity by energy
source are a function of availability and price of fuels and/or regulations.
Energy sources used by utilities generally show a geographical pattern, such
as significant coal and petroleum-fired capacity in the East and gas-fired
capacity in the Coastal South?
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Figure 3: Geographic Distribution of U.S. Utility Electric Power Net Generation

Existing Utility Capacity and Electricity Generation

In general, electric power generation utilities use several technologies to
generate electric power. These technologies, known as prime movers, are
steam turbines, gas turbines, internal combustion engines, combined-cycle,
hydraulic turbines, and others (e.g., geothermal, solar, and wind). Combined-
cycle facilities use a technology in which electricity is produced from
otherwise lost heat exiting from one or more gas (combustion) turbines. The
exiting heat is routed to a conventional boiler or to a heat recovery steam
generator for utilization by a steam turbine in the production of electricity.
This process increases the efficiency of the generating unit. Table 5 shows
the 1995 existing capacity that employs these technologies and the percent
of total U.S. utility capacity. Steam turbines are associated with 77 percent
of the total U.S. utility capacity.
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Table 5: Existing Capacity of All U.S. Utilities by Prime Mover
(fossil fuels, renewable fuels, and other fuels) (1995)

Prime Mover Generating Capacity Percent of Total U.S.
(megawatts)’" Capacity

Steam Turbines" 579,647 77

Gas Turbines 58,329 7

Internal Combustion 4,985 > 1

Combined-Cycle (gas and steam) 14,578 2

Hydraulic Turbines (hydroelectric) 9 I, 114 12

Others 1,888 > 1

Total 750,542 100

¯ Includes nuclear generators.
"" Total may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.

Source: Inventory of Power Plants in the United States, as of January 1, 1996. U.S. Department of Energy,
Energy Information Administration, Washington, DC. December 1996. DOE/EIA-0095(95).

Not all of the existing capacity uses fossil fuels. Only a subsection of steam
turbine, gas turbine, internal combustion, and combined-cycle capacity
(657,539 megawatts) uses fossil fuels. More than 75 percent of the total
existing capacity is fossil-fueled. Table 6 presents the 1995 capacity that
used fossil fuels for each prime mover. In 1995, approximately 86 percent
of the fossil-fueled electric power generation capacity was from steam turbine
systems.

Table 6: Fossil-Fueled Utility Capacity by Prime Mover (1995)’

Prime Mover Generating Capacity % of Fossil-Fueled Capacity
(megawatts)

Steam Turbine 475,860 86

Gas Turbine/Internal Combustion 73,166 14

Total 549,026 100

¯ Includes combined-cycle capacity.

Source: Inventory of Power Plants in the United States, As of ,lanuary I. 1996. U.S. Department of Energy,
Energy Information Administration. Washington. DC. December 1996. DOE/EIA-0095(95).

Fossil fuel-fired steam electric utilities had the capability to produce 445,627
megawatts of electricity, or more than 50 percent of the net generating
capability, at U.S. electric utilities. Gas turbine and internal combustion
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facilities combined had the capability to produce 61,424 megawatts of
electricity, or I 1.5 percent of generating capability at U.S. electric utilities in
1995.

In 1995, coal was used as the energy source to generate the most electricity
in the utility industry, accounting for net generation of 1,652,914 thousand               -
megawatthours of electricity, consuming 829,007 thousand short tons of coal.
Gas-fired generators generated 307,306 thousand megawatthours, consuming
3,196,507 million cubic feet of gas, and petroleum-fired generators generated
60,844 thousand megawatthours of electricity, co~g 102,150 thousand
barrels of petroleum (not including petroleum coke). Many utility generators
have the flexibility to switch fuel sources in response to market conditions.
Table 7 provides the 1995 U.S. utility generating capacity and net generation
for each fossil fuel energy source.

Table 7: Utility Generating Capability and Net Generation by Energy Source (1995)

Energy Source Generating Capability Net Generation
(megawatts) (thousand megawatthours)

Coal 301,484 1,652,914

Gas 135,749 307,306

Petroleum 70,043 60,84~

Total 507, 276 2,020,822

Source: £lectric Power Annual, 1995, Volume 1. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information
Administration, Washington, DC. July 1996. DOE/EIA-0348(95/I).

II.B.4 Industry Size and Geographic Distribution of Nonutilities

Nonutility Classifications

There are three categories of nonutilities:

¯ Cogeneration is the major technology used among nonutility power
producers. This technology, which is discussed in greater detail in
Section III, is the combined production of electric power and another
form of useful energy (e.g., heat or steam). To receive QF status under
PURPA, a cogeneration facility must meet certain operating criteria to
"produce electrical energy and another form of useful thermal energy
through the sequential use of energy." Depending upon the technology
used, a facility may also be required to meet specific efficiency criteria.
QFs are guaranteed that electric utilities will purchase their output at the
incremental cost that an electric utility would incur to produce or
purchase an amount of power equivalent to that purchased from QFs.
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QFs are also guaranteed that electric utilities will provide backup service
at prevailing (non-discriminatory) rates.

Fossil-fueled steam turbine systems are used in most industrial
applications of cogenerating processes, while gas turbine systems are
used in most other processes (e.g., commercial). Diesel engine systems
are limited in their application to cogeneration because they provide less
useable process heat per unit of electric power input.

¯ Small Power Producers are designated under PURPA regulations based
on fuel consumption of a renewable energy source greater than 75
percent. This means that most nonutility fossil fuel electric power
generators are not likely to carry this designation. In limited cases
however, a facility may use fossil fuel in conjunction with a renewable
energy source.-

Other Nonutility Generators are facilities not classified in the previous
categories that produce electric power for their own use and for sale to
electric utilities. These facilities include:

- Independent power producers (IPPs)
- Nonqualifying cogenerators
- Exempt wholesale generators (EWGs)
- Other commercial and industrial establishments.

FERC defines IPPs as producers of electric power other than QFs that are
unaffiliated with franchised utilities in the IPP:s market area and that for
other reasons lack significant- market power. The IPPs may lack market
power due to siting or access to transmission. The EWGs are engaged
exclusively in the business of wholesale electric generation and are exempt
from corporate organizational restrictions under the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935.

In 1995, the makeup of the nonutility industry, based on capacity, included
76.2 percent cogenerators, 15.8 percent small power producers, and 8 percent
other nonutility producers. Figure 4 illustrates the percent capacity of the
different classes of nonutility power producers.5
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Figure 4: Nonutility Capacity by Type of Producer
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Qualified facilities comprised 78 percent of the total nonutility capacity, in
1995. Non-qualified facilities were 12.9 percent of the Capacity.

Nonutility power generation facilities and activities may be found in
association with commercial and industrial facilities. Table 8 lists SIC codes
and industries where power generation facilities and activities may be found.

In 1995, nonutility generation capacity, within the chemical industry (SIC
Code 28) accounted for 21 percent of the nonutility capacity and 23 percent
of the total nonutility generation. The paper industry (SIC Code 26)
accounted for 17 percent of the nonutility capacity and 18 percent of the
generation. The coal, oil, and gas mining and refining industries (SIC Codes
12, 13, and 29) accounted for 12 percent of the total nonutility capacity and
13 percent of the generation.6
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Table 8: Major SIC Codes and Industrial Categories Where Nonutility
Power Generation Activities Are Found

Major SIC Code lndwtrial Category

0 I, 02 Agricultural Production -Crops, Livestock, and Animals
07 Agricultural Services
10 Metal Mining
12 Coal Mining
13 Oil and Gas Extraction
20 Food and Kind~l Products
2 ! Tobacco Products
22 Textile Mill Products
23 Aplm~l & Other Finished Fabric Products
24 Lumber and Wood Products (Except Furniture)
25 Furniture and Fixtures
26 Pq~r and Allied Products
27 Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industries
28 Chemicals and Allied Products
29 Petroleum Refining and Related Industries
30 "Rubber and Misceilaneom Plastics Products
31 Leather and Leather Products
32 Stone, Clay, Gim. and Coucttte Products
33 Primary Metal Industries
34 Fabricated Metal Products (Except Machinery)
35 lndmtrial and Comme~iai Machinery/Computer Equipment
36 Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment
37 T~rtation Equipment
38 Measuring, Analyzing. and Controlling Instruments
39 Jewelry. Silverware, and Plated Silver
42, 45, 47, 48, 49 Transportation, Communications, Electric. Gas. and Sanitary Setwices
53, 54, 55.58 Retail Trade
60, 65 Finance, Insurance. and Real Estate
70, 72, 80, 82. 83, 84.86. 87 Services
91, 92, 97 Public Administration

Source: Directory of U.$. Cogeraration, Small Power, and lndu~triai Power Plant~. June 1995.. Giles, Ellen and Fred Yost. TwelP, h
Edition. Utility Data Institul~, A Division of McGraw- Hill Company. UDI-2018-95.

Geographic Distribution of Nonutilities

Fossil fuel electric power generation by nonutilities occurs all across the
United States. Figure 5 provides the total nonutility electric power net
generation for each State. As with the utilities, higher values for net
generation for nonutilities generally mirror higher population densities and
industrial centers. The States with the highest nonutility net generation
included were California, Texas, Virginia, New York, Florida, and New
Jersey.
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Figure 5: Geographic Distribution of U.S. Nonutility Electric Power Net Generation
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Source: Electric Power Annual Volume I and 11. July 1995. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy
Information Administration, Washington, DC. DOE/EIA-0348(95)/l&2.

Existing Nonutility Capacity and Electricity Generation

As in the traditional utilities, nonutilities use steam turbines, gas turbines,
internal combustion engines, hydraulic turbines, and combined-cycle systems
to generate electricity. Steam turbines accounted for 42 percent of all the
capacity and combined-cycle generating systems accounted for 27 percent.
Table 9 provides existing 1995 nonutility generating capacity by prime
mover technology.

The majority (more than 68 percent) of existing 1995 nonutility capacity is
attributed to fossil-fueled electricity production.7 Many facilities are able to
switch from one fossil fuel to another if the fuel supply is interrupted or the
economics warrant it. Some facilities are even able to switch from fossil
fuels to renewable energy sources, while still others can use combustors that
can bum two or more different fuels simultaneously, in varying
combinations, to generate a desired heat output. Thus, the nonutility industry
can be very. adaptable, depending upon the type of equipment at a facility and
based on economic conditions. Table 10 provides the 1995 nonutility
capacity associated with each fossil fuel energy source.
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Table 9 : Existing Capacity of Nonutilitie~ by Prime Mover (1995)

Prime Mover Generating Capacity Percent of Total U.S.
(megawatts) Capacity

Steam Turbines 28,192 42

Combined-Cycle 17,417 27

Gas Turbines 12,081 18

Internal Combustion 2,018 3

Hydraulic Turbines 3,410 5

Others’ 3,297 5

Total 66,415 100

[ " Includes nuclear generators.

Source: 1995 Capacity and Generation of Nonutility Sources of Energy. Edison Electric Institute, Washington,
DC. November 1996.

Table 10: Nonutility Capacity by Fossil Fuel Energy Source (1995)

Fossil Fuel Generating Capacity Percent of Total Fossil Fuel
(megawatts) Nonutility Capacity

Gas 33,221 73

Coal ! 0,324 23

Petroleum 1,657 4

Total 45,202 100

Source: 1995 Capacity and Generation of Nonutility Sources of Energy. Edison Electric Institute, Washington,
DC. November 1996.

The majority of the nonutility power producers use fossil fuels to generate
electricity. Fossil fuels accounted for more than 287 million megawatthours,
which was 72 percent of the total electricity produced by nonutilities in
19957

Gas was the fossil fuel used to generate the most electricity in the nonutility
industry, providing a total of 213 million megawatthours of electricity in
1995. Coal was used to produce 70 million megawatthours of electricity,
and petroleum was used to produce 4 million megawatthours of electricity.
Table 11 provides 1995 nonutility generation by power producer class and
energy source.
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Table 11:1995 Nonutility Net Generation by Primary Fossil Fuel Energy Source and Type
of Producer (thousand megawatthours)

Energy Source Cogenerators Small Power Other Nonutility Total U.S.
Producers Power Producers Nonutility

Generation

Gas 200,080 0 13,357 213,437

Coal 63,440 0 6,740 70,180

Petroleum 3,957 0 121 4,079

Total 267,477 .0 20,218 287,696

Source: 1995 Capacity and Generation of Nonutility Sources of Energy. Edison Electric Institute, Washington,
[DC. November 1996.

II.B.5 Economic Trends

Change in Structure of the Utility Electric Power lndustry

Utility. electric power generation is one of the largest induswies that remains
regulated in the United States. Change is rapidly occurring in this industry
due to the issuance by the FERC of Orders 888 and 889 (dated April 24,
1996), which encourage wholesale competition. Order 888 deals with issues
of open access to transmission networks and stranded costs; Order 889
requires utilities to establish systems to share information on the availability
of transmission capacity. To date, many States have initiated activities
related to retail competition, and legislative proposals have been introduced
into the U.S. Congress on restructuring the electric power industry.

With a competitive industry structure eminent, investor-owned utilities have
been downsizing staff and reorganizing their company structures to lower
costs. They have lowered costs by taking advantage of lower fuel prices and
modifying fuel acquisition procedures. This has resulted in lower operation
and maintenance costs. Some large investor-owned utilities have begun to
expand their business investments into such areas as energy service
companies; oil and gas exploration, development, and production; foreign
ventures; and telecommunications. Numerous utilities are planning to
improve their position in a competitive market through mergers and
acquisitions. In 1995, 13 investor-owned utilities merged or had mergers
pending.9

Publicly owned and cooperative utilities are expected to be affected by the
posturing of the investor-owned companies. Although they can sell
electricity at a competitive price, increased competition from investor-owned
utilities and electricity, marketing companies may require them to lower costs.
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Many have already begum to reduce staff and engage in other cost-cutting
measures. Mergers are also expected to occur among public utilities,
however, not at the same rate as the investor=owned.

Stranded costs are a major concern for this industry as they move to a
competitive market. Stranded costs are costs that have been incurred by the                -
utilities to serve their consumers but cannot be recovered if the consumers
choose other electricity suppliers. Estimates of stranded costs have been
from $I0 to $500 billion. Currently, utilities are looking for ways to
mitigate stranded costs, and regulators are looking at alternatives for
recovering these costs.1°

The structure of the electric power industry is undergoing other changes. In
the past, the electric power industry has been dominated by utilities,
especially regulated investor-owned utilities. It is expected that utility
generators will continue to dominate capacity in the United States, increasing
from 703 gigawatts in 1995 to 724.4 gigawatts in 2015. In addition,
nonutilities will continue to increase their role in the industry. Recent
legislation has had an effect. For example, PURPA in 1978 has allowed QF
status, and the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) has removed constraints
on utility ownership of significant shares of nonutility producers, in I 0 years
(1985-1995), the nonutility role in U.S. electric power industry has grown
from 4 percent to I I percent of the total generation.t1

With the advent of a more competitive market, a new type of firm called
"power marketers" has arisen in the electric power generation industry.
Power marketers buy electric energy and transmission and other services
from utilities, or other suppliers, and resell the products for profit. This
practice started in the late 1980s, and growth in this market has increased
competition in the wholesale market. Nine wholesale marketers existed in
1992; 180 existed by the end of 1995. The growth and success of power
marketers signal a potential for fundamental change in the wholesale
electricity business.

Projected Growth in the Power Generation Industry

Demands for electricity have slowed in recent years due to several factors.
These factors include market saturation of electric appliances, improvements
in equipment efficiency, utility investments in demand-side management
programs, and legislation establishing more stringent equipment efficiency
standards. In the 1960s, electricity demand grew by more than 7 percent a
year. By the 1980s, this growth had slowed to only 1 percent per year. A
further decline in growth is expected into the next century. ~2
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Despite the slower demand growth, 319 gigawatts of new generating capacity
are expected to be needed by 2015. This need is both a result of the demand
and because of the amount of capacity that is expected to be retired. In
particular, approximately 38 percent of the existing nuclear capacity is
expected to be retired, in addition to 16 percent of the existing fossil-fueled
steam turbine capacity. Of the new capacity needed, 81 percent is projected _
to be combined-cycle or combustion turbine technology expected to be fueled
with natural gas or both oil and gas. Both of these technologies supply peak
and intermediate capacity, but combined-cycle units can also be used to meet
baseload requirements.

Before building new capacity, many utilities are exploring other alternatives
to meet the growth demand. Some of these alternatives are life extension and
repowering, power imports, demand-side management programs, and
purchase from cogenerators. Even with these alternatives, a projected 1,063
new plants (assuming approximately 300 megawatts capacity per plant) will
be needed by 2015 to meet the growing demand and to offset the
retirements. ~ 3
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IlL INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the fossil fuel
electric power generation industry, including the materials and equipment
used and the processes employed. The section is designed for those
interested in gaining a general understanding of the industry and for those
interested in the interrelationship between the industrial process and the
topics described in subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs,
pollution prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section
does not attempt to replicate published engineering information that is
available for this industry.. Section IX lists available resource materials and
contacts.

This section describes commonly used production processes, associated raw
materials, the by-products produced or released, and the materials either
recycled or transferred offsite. This discussion, coupled with schematic
drav~gs of the identified processes, provide a concise description of where
wastes may be produced in the process. This section also describes the
potential fate (via air, water, and soil pathways) of these waste products.

III.A Industrial Processes in the Fossil Fuel Electric Generation Industry

The majority of the electricity generated in the United States today is
produced by facilities that employ steam turbine systems.14 Other fossil fuel
prime movers commonly used include gas turbines and internal combustion
engines. Still other power generation systems employ a combination of the
above, such as combined-cycle and cogeneration systems. The numbers of
these systems being built are ~creasing as a result of the demands placed on
the industry to provide economic and efficient systems.

The type of system employed at a facility is chosen based on the loads, the
availability of fuels, and the energy requirements of the electric power
generation facility. At facilities employing these systems, other ancillary.
processes must be performed to support the generation of electricity. These ~
ancillary processes may include such supporting operations as coal
processing and pollution control, for example. The following subsections
describe each system and then discuss ancillary processes at the facility.

III.A.1 Steam Turbine Generation

The process of generating electricity from steam comprises four parts: a
heating subsystem (fuel to produce the steam), a steam subsystem (boiler and
steam delivery system), a steam turbine, and a condenser (for condensation
of used steam). Heat for the system is usually provided by the combustion
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of coal, natural gas, or oil. The fuel is pumped into the boiler’s furnace. The
boilers generate steam in the pressurized vessel in small boilers or in the
water-wall tube system in modem utility and industrial boilers. Additional
elements within or associated with the boiler, such as the superheater,
reheater, economizer and air heaters, improve the boiler’s efficiency.

Wastes from the combustion process include exhaust gases and, when coal
or oil is used as the boiler fuel, ash. These wastes are typically controlled to
reduce the levels of pollutants exiting the exhaust stack. Bottom ash, another
byproduct of combustion, also is discharged from the furnace.

High temperature, high pressure steam is generated in the boiler and then
enters the steam turbine. At the other end of the steam turbine is the
condenser, which is maintained at a low temperature and pressure. Steam
rushing ~om the high pressure boiler to the low pressure condenser drives the
turbine blades, which powers the electric generator. Steam expands as it
works; hence, the turbine is wider at the exit end of the steam. The
theoretical thermal efficiency of the unit is dependent on the high pressure
and temperature in the boiler and the low temperature and pressure in
condenser. Steam turbines typically have a thermal efficiency of about 35
percent, meaning that 35 percent of the heat of combustion is transformed
into elecu’icity. The remaining 65 percent of the heat either goes up the stack
(typically 10 percent) or is discharged with the condenser cooling water
(typically 55 percent).

Low pressure steam exiting the turbine enters the condenser shell and is
condensed on the condenser tubes. The condenser tubes are maintained at a
low temperature by the flow of cooling water. The condenser is necessary for
efficient operation by providing a low pressure sink for the exhausted steam.
As the steam is cooled to condensate, the condensate is transported by the
boiler feedwater system back to the boiler, where it is used again. Being a
low-volume incompressible liquid, the condensate water can be efficiently
pumped back into the high pressure boiler.

A constant flow of low-temperature cooling water in the condenser tubes is
required to keep the condenser shell (steam side) at proper pressure and to
ensure efficient electricity generation. Through the condensing process, the
cooling water is warmed. If the cooling system is an open or a once-through
system, this warm water is released back to the source water body. In a
closed system, the warm water is cooled by recirculation through cooling
towers, lakes, or ponds, where the heat is released into the air through
evaporation and/or sensible heat transfer. If a recirculating cooling system
is used, only a small amount of make-up water is required to offset the
cooling tower blowdown which must be discharged periodically to control
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the build-up of solids. Compared to a once-through system, a recirculated
system uses about one twentieth the water.’~ Figure 6 presents a typical
steam generation process.

There are several types of coal-fired steam generators. A description of each
follows. The classification of these generators is based on the characteristics
of the coal fed to the burners and the mode of burning the coal. Coal-f~’ed
steam generation systems are designed to use pulverized coal or crushed coal.
Before the coal is inuroduced to the burners, it must be processed, as
discussed in Section III.A.6.

Figure 6: Steam Turbine Generation

Stoker-Fired Furnace

Stoker-fu’ed furnaces are designed to feed coal to the combustion zone on a
traveling grate. Stokers can be divided into three general groups, depending
on how the coal reaches the grate of the stoker for burning. The three general
types of stokers are (1) underfeed, (2) overfeed, and (3) spreader
configurations. Table 12 presents the general characteristics of these three
general types of stokers. Figure 7 presents a schematic of a stoker coal
feeder.
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Table 12: Characteristics of Various Types of Stokers

Stoker Type and Subclass Burning Rate * Characteristics
(BTU/h r/ft ~)

Spreader

Stationary 450,000 Capable of burning a wide range of coals, best
in handling fluctuating loads, high fly ash
carry over, low load smoke.

Traveling grate 750,000

Vibrating grate 400,000

Overfeed

Chain grate and 600,000 Low maintenance but difficult in burning
traveling grate caking coals.

Vibrating grate 400,000 Low maintenance but difficult in burning
weakly caking coals, smokeless operation.

Underfeed

Single or double 400,000 Capable of burning caking coals and a wide
retort range of coals, high maintenance, low fly ash

carry over, suitable for continuous load
Multiple retort operation.

* Maximum amount of British thermal units per hour per square foot of grate in the stoker.

Source: CoalHandbook, Robert Meyers (Ed.). Marcel Dekker, Inc. New York, NY, 1981 as referenced in
Wastes from the Combustion of Coal by Electric Utility Power Plants. Repor~ to Congress. US. Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Solid Waste. Washington, DC. February 1988. EPA/530-SW-88-002.
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Figure 7: Stoker Coal Feeder

Source: Standard Handbook of power Plant Engineering. Elliot, Thomas C. ed.
McGraw-Hill, Inc. New York NY. 1989. Reproduced with permission of the
McGraw-Hill Companies.

In a cyclone-ftred furnace, fuel is fired under intense heat and air is injected .
tangentially to create a swirling motion as shown in Figure 8. The resulting
hot gases exit through the cyclone bore into the cyclone in the furnace. Ash
becomes a molten slag that is collected below the furnace. Coal is the
primary cyclone fuel, but oil and gas are used as startup, auxiliary, and main
fuels.
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Figure 8: Typical Cyclone Coal Burners
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Source: Steam. Its Generation and Use; 40th Edition. Stultz and Kitto, eds. Babcock
and Wilcox, Barbeton, OH. 1992. Reproduced with permission from the Babcock and
Wilcox Co.
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Tangential-Fired Furnace

In atangential-fired furnace, both air and fuel are projected from the comers
of the furnace along lines tangent to a vertical cylinder at the center. A
rotating motion is created, allowing a high degree of mixing. This system
provides great flexibility for multiple fuel firing (see Figure 9)?6                         -

Figure 9: Tangential Firing Pattern

Main Fuel
Nozzle Ignttor

Secondary-
Air
Dai’npers

Source: Standard Handbook of Power Plant
Engineering. Elliot, Thomas C. ed. McGraw-Hill, Inc.
New York, NY. 1989. Reproduced with permission of
the McGraw-Hill Companies.

Horizontal or Wall-Fired Furnace

In horizontal or wall-fired ~ystems, pulverized coal and primary air are
introduced tangentially to the coal nozzle. The degree of air swirl and the
contour of the burner throat establish a recirculation pattern extending several
throat diameters into the furnace. The hot products of combustion are
directed back toward the nozzle to provide the ignition energy necessary for
stable combustion. In this system, burners are located in rows on the front
wall (see Figure 10) or both front and rear walls.~7
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Figure 10: Flow Pattern of Horizontal Firing

Burner B~
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Air

Burner

Burner

Source: Standard Handbook of Power Plant Engineering. Elliot,
Thomas C. ed. McGraw-Hill, Inc. New York, NY. 1989.
Reproduced with permission of the McGraw-Hill Companies.

Arch-Fired Systems

Vertical-fired systems are used to ftre solid fuels that are difficult to ignite,
such as coals with moisture and ash-free volatile matter of less than 13
percent. In this system, the pulverized coal is discharged through a nozzle
surrounded by heated combustion air. High-pressure jets are used to prevent
fuel-air streams from short circuiting. The firing system produces a looping
flame with hot gases discharging at the center (see Figure I 1).Is
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Figure 11: Flow Pattern of Arch Firing
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Source: Standard Handbook of Power Plant Engineering. Elliot,
Thomas C. ed. McGraw-Hill, Inc. New York, NY. 1989.
Reproduced with permission of the McGraw-Hill Companies.

Fluidized-Bed Combustors

In fluidized-bed combustors, fuel materials are forced by gas into a state of
buoyancy. The gas cushion between the solids allows the particles to move
freely, thus flowing like a liquid. By using this technology, SO2 and NOx
emissions are reduced because an SO2 sorbent, such as limestone, can be used
efficiently. Also, because the operating temperature is low, the amount of
NOx gases formed is lower than those produced using conventional~
technology.

Fluidized-bed combustors are divided into two categories: circulating
fluidized-beds and bubbling fluidized-beds (see Figure 12). Fluidized-bed
combustors can operate at atmospheric pressure or in a pressurized chamber.
In the pressurized chamber, operating pressures can be 10 to 20 times the
atmospheric pressure. Pressurized fluidized-bed furnaces provide significant
gain in overall thermal efficiency over atmospheric fluidized-bed fumances. ~9
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Figure 12: Typical Bubbling Fluidized-Bed Boiler
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Source: Adapted from Steam, lts Generation and Use; 40th Edition.
Stultz and Kitto, eds. Babebek and Wilcox, Barbeton, OH. 1992.
Reproduced with permission from the Babcock and Will Cox. Co.

Fluidized-bed combustion allows for the use of high sulfur coals, high
fouling and slagging fuels, and low British Thermal Unit (BTL0 fuels. High
ash coals burned in fluidized-beds require less preparation than in pulverized
coal eombustors. Additionally, fluidized-bed combustors require less
maintenance than pulverized coal combustors.

IH.A.2 Internal Combustion Generation

Internal combustion generating units, also known as diesel engines, have one
or more cylinders in which fuel combustion occurs. Internal combustion
generating units convert the chemical energy of fuels into mechanical energy
in a design similar to an automobile engine. Attached to the sha_~ of the
generator, the engine provides the mechanical energy to drive the generator
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to produce electricity. Internal combustion generating units for power plants
are typically designed to operate on either four- or two-stroke cycles.

Internal combustion generators are small and range in capacity from 2 to 6
megawatts. They are more efficient than gas turbines,s° In addition, capital
costs are low, they are easily transported, and they can generate electricity
almost immediately upon starmp. For this reason, intemal combustion
generators are often used for small loads and for emergency power.21

III.A.3 Gas Turbine Generation

Gas turbIne systems operate in a manner similar to steam turbine systems
except that combustion gases are used to turn the turbine blades instead of
steam. In addition to the electric generator, the turbine also drives a rotating
compressor to pressurize the air, which is then mixed with either gas or liquid
fuel in a combustion chamber. The greater the compression, the higher the
temperature and the efficiency that can be achieved in a gas turbine. Exhaust
gases are emitted to the atmosphere from the turbine. Unlike a steam turbine
system, gas turbine systems do not have boilers or a steam supply,
condensers, or a waste heat disposal system. Therefore, capital costs are
much lower for a gas turbine system than for a steam system.

In electrical power applications, gas turbines are typically used for peaking
duty, where rapid startup and short runs are needed. Most installed simple
gas turbines with no controls have only a 20- to 30-percent efficiency. Figure
13 presents a schematic of a simple gas turbine system.,

Figure 13:~ Simple Gas Turbine Cycle

Source: Standard Handbook of Power Plant Engineering. Elliot,
Thomas C. ed. McGraw-Hill, Inc. New York, N.Y. 1989.
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III.A.4 Combined-Cycle Generation

Combined-cycle generation is a configuration using both gas turbines and
steam generators. In a combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT), the hot exhaust
gases of a gas turbine are used to provide all, or a portion of, the heat source
for the boiler, which produces steam for the steam generator turbine. This
combination increases the thermal efficiency over a coal- or oil- fueled steam
generator. The system has an efficiency of about 54 percent, and the fuel
consumption is approximately 25 percent lower. Combined-cycle systems
may have multiple gas turbines driving one steam turbine (see Figure 14).22

Figure 14: Combined Cycle with Heat Reeovery

There are four major classifications of combined-cycle facilities:

¯ Gas Turbine Plus Unfired Steam Generator: A steam generator is
installed at the discharge of a gas turbine to recover the heat in the gas
turbine exhaust so as to create steam in the steam generator. The fuel is
fired only in the gas turbine.
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¯ Gas Turbine Plus Supplementary-Fired Steam Generator: A portion
of the oxygen in the gas turbine exhaust is used to support further
combustion in a supplementary firing system in the connecting duct
between the gas turbine and the steam generator.

¯ Gas Turbine Plus Furnace-Fired Steam Generator: This generator is
the same as the gas turbine plus supplementary-fired steam generator,
except that essentially all of the oxygen from the gas turbine exhaust is
used to support fur~er combustion.

¯ Supercharged Furnace-Fired Steam Generator Plus Gas Turbine:
A steam generator is placed between the air compressor and the gas
turbine. The air compressor is used to pressurize the boiler where the fuel
is fired. The products of combustion that have been cooled within the
boiler are then discharged through a gas turbine.

In addition, integrated coal gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) units are
combined systems that are in the demonstration stage, but are expected be in
commercial operation by the year 2000. In an IGCC system, coal gas is
manufactured and cleaned in a "gasifier" under pressure, thereby reducing
emissions and particulates. The coal gas then is combusted in a CCGT
generation system.

III.A.5 Cogeneration

Cogeneration is the merging of a system designed to produce electric power
and a system used for producing industrial heat and steam. Cogeneration
accounted for 75 percent of a~l nonutility power generation in 1995.23 This
system is a more efficient way of using energy inputs and allows the recovery
of otherwise wasted thermal energy for use in an industrial process.
Cogeneration technologies are classified as "topping cycle" and "bottoming
cycle" systems, depending on whether electrical (topping cycle) or thermal
(bottoming cycle) energy is derived fn’st.

Most cogeneration systems use a topping cycle. This is shown as a steam
turbine topping system in Figure 15. The process steam shown in Figure 15
is condensed as it delivers heat to an industrial process, and the resulting
return condensate is returned back to the boiler as shown.

Facilities that cogenerate may be eligible for QF status under PURPA. To
qualify, the facility must produce electric energy and "another form of useful
thermal energy through sequential use of energy," and meet certain
ownership, operating, and efficiency criteria established by FERC (See 18
CFR Part 292). In a topping cycle system, the fuel is used to generate power
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with a steam boiler or gas turbine cycle combustor. The waste heat from the
power generation process is then used in an industrial process.24

Figure 15: Cogeneration Plant Schematic

Source: Standard Handbook of Power Plant Engineering. Elliot, Thomas C. ed.
McGraw-Hill, Inc. New York, NY. 1989. Reproduced with permission of the
McGraw-Hill Companies.

III.A.6 Supporting Operations

Many operations associated-with fossil fuel electric power generation
facilities are not directly involved in the production of electricity but serve
in a supporting role. This section discusses some of the major supporting
processes.

Coal Processing

Fifty-seven percent of coal used in power plants is transported from mines by
rail.25 Coal is also transported by truck and barge. Once coal arrives at the
plant, it is unloaded to live storage, dead storage, or directly to the stoker or
hopper. Live storage is an enclosed silo or bunker next to conveyors leading
to the pulverizer. Dead storage is exposed outdoors and is the backup supply.
Coal unloading devices depend on the size and type of plant. Coal arriving
by rail may be unloaded directly into the storage area or to conveyors leading
directly to generation units. Coal arriving by barge is unloaded by buckets,
which are part of coal towers or unloading bridges.26 Coal shipped by truck
generally needs little equipment for unloading.
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Precautions must be taken in the transportation and storage of coal. In
transporting coal during warmer months and in dry climates, dust suppression
may be necessary. Dust suppression is typically accomplished through the
use of water, oil, or calcium chloride (CaC12). In winter months, antifreeze
chemicals are applied to the coal. Because coal oxidizes easily in open air,
it should be stored in layered piles to minimize air flow. Hot areas should be
removed from the pile to prevent fire; water should not be added to reduce
the heat, since the water increases the air flow and, therefore, would increase
the oxidation of the coal.

Coal may be cleaned and prepared before being either crushed or pulverized.
Impurities in coal, such as ash, metals, silica, and sulfur, can cause boiler
fouling and slagging. Coal cleaning can be used to reduce sulfur in the coal
to meet sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions regulations. Cleaning the coal is a
costly process that increases its fuel efficiency, yet reduces the size of the
particles. Coal cleaning is typically performed at the mine by using gravity.
concentration, flotation, or dewatering methods. Some smaller stoker plants
purchase pre-cleaned, pre-crushed coal?7

Coal is transported from the coal bunker or silo to be crushed, ground, and
dried fu_nher before it is fired in the burner or combustion system. Many
mechanisms can be used to grind the coal and prepare it for firing.
Pulverizers, cyclones, and stokers are all used to grind and dry the coal.
Increasing the coal’s particle surface area and decreasing its moisture content
greatly increases its heating capacity. Once prepared, the coal is transported
within the system to the combustion system, or boiler. Devices at the bottom
of the boilers catch ash and/or slag.

Air Pollution Control Processes

Air pollution control devices found in fossil fuel-fired systems (.particularly
steam electric power facilities) include particulate removal equipment, sulfur
oxide (SOQ removal equipment, and nitrogen oxide (NOx) removal
equipment. Particulate removal equipment includes electrostatic precipitators,
fabric filters, or mechanical particulate collectors, such as cyclones. SOx
removal equipment includes sorbent injection technologies and wet and dry
scrubbers. Both types of scrubbers result in the formation of calcium sulfate
and sulfite as waste products. NOx emission control systems include low
NOx burners and selective catalytic or non-catalytic reduction technologies.
The selective catalytic and non-catalytic reduction technologies convert
oxides of nitrogen into nitrogen gas and water.
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Other Processes to Mitigate Environmental Impacts

Control technologies are used at many utility electric power generation
facilities to mitigate the environmental impacts of cooling water intake
structures. These technologies may include intake screening systems, passive
intake system (physical exclusion devices), or fish diversion and avoidance                 -
systems. Technologies used to mitigate thermal pollution include cooling
towers, cooling ponds or lakes, and sprinklers. Other control technologies
may include recycling and reuse equipment for metals recovery; evaporators;
and physical, chemical, and biological wastewater treatment.

III.B Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The primary raw material used in fossil fuel electric power generation is the
fossil fuel needed as the energy source to drive the prime mover (i.e.,
turbine). Fossil fuels employed in the United States predominantly include
coal, petroleum, and gas. Other inputs include water (for cooling and steam
generation) and chemicals used for equipment cleaning and maintenance.
Pollution outputs include solid waste pollution, wastewater pollution, air
pollution, and thermal pollution. The following subsection discusses the
major sources of raw materials and the sources of emissions associated with
the power generation industry.

III.B.1 Fossil Fuels and Other Raw Material Inputs

The major types of fossil fuels used for electricity generation in the United
States are coal, petroleum, gas. Other fossil fuels used include petroleum
coke, refinery gas, coke oven gas, blast f-umace gas, and liquefied petroleum
gas. These latter fuels are used much less frequently and, therefore, will not
be discussed in this notebook.

Coal is the most abundant fossil fuel in the United States and the most
frequently used energy source for U.S. electricity generation. More than one-
half of all electricity generated by utilities comes from coal-fired facilities.-~8
Although the use of coal has decreased since the 1970s, some areas of the
country use coal almost exclusively.

Coals used for electric power generation are very heterogeneous and vary in
content, depending on the location of the mine. The major chemical makeup,
which includes carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, also contains impurities, such
as minerals and sulfur. These impurities are a major concern because they
contribute to the pollutants produced during combustion of the coal.
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Of all the fossil fuel used for electricity generation, coal requires the most
extensive processing, handling, storage, and loading and unloading facilities.
Coal firing requires the use of crushers, pulverizers, ash handling equipment,
dust control, emissions control equipment, and soot blowers.

Petroleum                                                                               -

Petroleum, or crude oil, is the source of various fuel oils used as the energy
source for power generation. As an energy source, petroleum accounts for
less than five percent of all electricity receipts in the United States. However,
numerous utilities in the New. England States, New York, Florida, and
Hawaii still rely on petroleum as an energy source.29

Most petroleum used for power generation is refined prior to use. Typical
fuel oils include aCuel oil numbers 4, 5, and 6 (heavy oil) and constitute the
majority of all petroleum receipts at electric utilities. Smaller amounts of fuel
oil number 2 (light oil) are used typically for startup and t’lame stabilization
of the boilers.3° Other less frequently used sources include topped crude,
kerosene, and jet fuel.

Fuel oils used for electricity generation require special handling, storage, and
loading and unloading facilities. Oil requires ash handling equipment, dust
control, emissions control equipment, soot blowers, and, ~ some instances,
warming and heating facilities.

Gas

Gas is used less than coal as a primary fuel source at power generation
utilities. Gas is widely used for industrial electric power generation,
however. Gas is used in those areas of the United States where it is readily
accessible or in States in which environmental laws for air emissions are
stringent (e.g., California). Many of the facilities that use gas also use
petroleum in dual-fired generating units. The use of one fuel over the other
is based on economics.

Natural gas must be treated to produce commercial fuel. Natural gas
comprises primarily methane and ethane. Natural gas suitable for use as a
fuel in power generation facilities must be at least 70-percent methane,
60-percent propane, or 25-percent hydrogen. The fuel may’ come in either a
gaseous or liquid form.3~

Gas has one advantage over other fuels in that it is a cleaner burning fuel.
Therefore, some electric utilities use gas in order so comply with
environmental regulations. Gas used for generating electricity requires
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relatively little special handling (piping) and may or may not require storage
facilities.

Other Inputs

In addition to fossil fuels, electric power generation requires other material
inputs. These inputs include (1) water for steam condensation and equipment
cooling, (2) lime or limestone, as a sorbent for pollution control equipment,
(3) chlorine and/or biocides to prevent biofouling of steam condensers and
cooling towers, (4) chemical solvents, oils, and lubricants for equipment
cleaning and maintenance.

III.B.2 Pollutant Outputs

Pollutants are generated as byproducts from the burning of fossil fuels to
generate electricity. The combustion process releases _highly regulated
pollutants, such as NOx, carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM),
SO2, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), organic hydrocarbons, and trace
metals, into the air. Combustion waste, the majority of which is ash waste,
is created during combustion processes using coal or oil for fuel. Non-
combustion wastes, such as cooling, process, and storm waters, that are
discharged from fossil fuel electric power generation facilities have the
potential to release pollutants (e.g., chlorine, heavy metals, and thermal
pollution) into surface waters. The following discussion highlights each of
the waste streams created during the generation of fossil fuel electric power.

Air Emissions

Air emissions from the stack gases from coal- and oil-fired boilers include
four of six criteria pollutants regulated through the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) under the Clean Air Act (CAA) as amended:
NOx, CO, SO2, and PM. Amounts of SO2 emitted depend largely on the
amount of sulfur present in the coal or oil and the method used to generate
steam.

Other emissions regulated by the CAA commonly contained in emission
gases are total organic carbon (TOC) as methane, non-methane hydrocarbons
(NMHC), and VOCs. Traces of lead, another criteria pollutant, and other
metals and minerals are also found. These metals are present in the coal and
oil. Sulfur is also found in these fuels (more in coal than in oil), and fly ash
is the product of sulfur and other mineral materials that do not combust.

Fugitive dust from coal piles and fuel handling equipment is another source
of particulates. In addition, fugitive emissions of VOCs can arise from coal
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piles during low temperature devolatilization. Thermal rise plumes are also
discharged from cooling towers. These plumes contain such pollutants as heat
and some trace materials in the water vapor.

Compared to a fossil-fueled steam turbine generating system with no air
pollution controls, a gas-fired power generation system with no controls _
emits less tonnage of NOx and SO2 and trace amounts of TOC, particulate
matter, and CO.

Combined-cycle gas turbines have virtually no SO2 emissious because of the
purity of natural gas. Because oil and coal are not used, solid waste is
eliminated, and CO2, NOx, and thermal pollution are cut by 60 percent.

Cogeneration is considered a pollution prevention technology. Other benefits
of cogenerationoare reduced fuel consumption and lower air emissions.
Because of their smaller size, however, cogeneration systems in the United
States tend to have lower stack heights. Therefore, air emissions to the
immediate atmosphere contribute to increased local pollution.

Combustion Wastes

Two principal wastes are associated with the combustion of fossil fuels: ash
waste and flue gas desulfurization (FGD) wastes. The quantities of these
wastes generated depend upon the fossil fuel burned.

Ash waste -Two types of ash are generated during combustion of fossil fuels:
bottom ash and fly ash. Ash that collects at the bottom of the boiler is called
bottom ash and/or slag. Fly-ash is a finer ash material that is borne by the
flue gas from the furnace to the end of the boiler. Bottom ashes are collected
and discharged from the boiler, economizer, air heaters, electrostatic
precipitator, and fabric filters. Fly ash is collected in the economizer and air
heaters or is collected by the particulate control equipment. Coal-fired
facilities generate the largest quantity of ash; gas facilities generate so little
that separate ash management facilities are not necessary. Fly and bottom-
ash may be managed separately or together in landfills or in wet surface
impoundments.

Ashes differ in characteristics depending upon the content of the fuel burned.
For coal, the chemical composition of ash is a function of the type of coal
that is burned, the extent to which the coal is prepared before it is burned, and
the operating conditions oftbe boiler. These factors are very plant- and coal-
specific. Generally, however, more than 95 percent of ash is made up of
silicon, aluminum, iron, and calcium in their oxide forms, with magnesium,
potassium, sodium, and titanium representing the remaining major
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constituents. Ash may also contain a wide range of trace constituents in
highly variable concentrations. Potential trace constituents include antimony,
arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium, strontium,
zinc. and other metals.

Flue gas desuifurization waste - If coal or oil is the fuel source, the FGD
control technologies result in the generation of solid wastes. Wet
lime/limestone scrubbers produce a slurry of ash, unreacted lime, calcium
sulfate, and calcium sulfite. Dry scrubber systems produce a mixture of
unreacted sorbent (e.g., lime, limestone, sodium carbonates, calcium
carbonates), sulfur salts, and fly ash. Sludges are typically stabilized with fly
ash. Sludges produced in a wet scrubber may be disposed of in
impoundments or below-grade landfills, or they may be stabilized and
disposed of in landfills. Dry scrubber sludges may be managed dry or wet.

Non-Combustion Wastes

Non-combustion wastes can be categorized into contact and noncontact
wastes. Contact wastes come in contact with combustion wastes and,
therefore, contain the same constituents as the combustion wastes. In many
cases, these contact wastes are managed with the combustion wastes. Nob-
contact wastes do not come in contact with ashes or FGD wastes and may be
managed separately. Table 13 summarizes the typical waste streams,
potential pollutants, and ways of managing these pollutants. Figure 16 shows
where the waste streams are generated at a typical steam electric power plant.
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Table 13: Summary of Typical Waste Streams and Pollutants Generated at Fossil Fuel Electric
Power Generation Facilities Based on Fuel Type

Coal Process wastes Flue gas and heat - Bottom ash, fly ash. and Contactt: ash transport, gas-side boiler _
thermal rise plume. FGD wastes cleaning,* FGD blowdown, coal pile

desulfurization, and fly runoff, pyrite waste, floor drains.
ash.

Noncontact: once-through cooling
water,* cooling system biowdown,*
boiler blowdown,* water-side boiler
cleaning,* dcminer~lizer regenerent.*

Pollutants SO,, NOx, CO2, CO Heavy metals, ferrous Chlorine, organic chemicals, metals,
(more from small sulfate, sulfuric acid, pH, TSS, TDSS. ferrous sulfate,
boilers), VOCs, TOC, sulfate, CaS03, and CaO.sulfuric acid, metals, pyrite.
PM, metals, sulfur.

Oil Process wastes Flue gas and heat - Bottom ash and fly ash. Contactt: ash transport, gas-side boiler
thermal rise plume, cleaning,* FGD blowdown, floor

drains.

Noncontact: once-through cooling
water,* cooling sys,’em blowdown,*
boiler blowdown.* water-side boiler
cleaning,* demineralizer regenerent.*

Pollutants Low S02, NOx (as NOxVOCs and heavy metals.Chlorine, organic chemicals, metals,
particulate), CO~, pH, TSS, TDSS, ferrous sulfate,
sulfur, and PM sulfuric acid, metals.
compared to coal.
Metals and TOC.

Gas Process wastes Flue gas. None. Contact~: infrequent gas-side boiler
cleaning,* floor drains.

Noncontact: once-through cooling
water,* cooling system blowdown.*
boiler blowdown,* water-side boiler
cleaning,* demineralizer regenerent.*

Pollutants Low Nox, and SO2 None. Chlorine, organic chemicals, metals,
compared to oil and pH, TSS, TDSS, metals.
coal. Thermal pollution
is 60% less than coal.

I*Waste facilities with mrbine~ 4" In contact with combustion wutes.streams steam
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Figure 16: Waste Streams Generated at a Typical Fossil Fuel Electric
Power Generation Plant

Source: Adapted from Steam, Its Generation and Use, 40th Edition. Stultz and K.itto, eds.
Babcock and Wilcox, Baxbeton, OH. 1992. Reproduced with permission from the Babcock and
Wilcox Co.

Contact. Non-Combustion Wastes

Metal and boiler cleaning waste (gas-side) - Gas-side metal and boiler
cleaning wastes axe produced during maintenance of the gas-side of the
boiler, including the air preheater, economizer, superheater, stack, and
ancillary equipment. Residues from coal combustion (soot and fly ash) build
up on the surfaces of the equipment and must be removed periodically. This
buildup is typically removed with plain, pressurized water containing no
chemical additives. Wastewaters axe sometimes neutralized and metals
precipitated. At coal plants, the wastewater is most often put into the ash
ponds without treatment.

Ash transport wastewater - Ash produced from the combustion of coal or
oil is typically collected in a sluice water that is then sent to settling ponds for
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disposal. The ash settling pond discharge may contain dissolved and
suspended solids, heavy metals (nickel, iron, vanadium), organometalic
compounds, and magnesium compounds when magnesium oxides are used
for corrosion control.

Flue gas desuifurization biowdown - Blowdown from FGD systems is
discharged when the recycled liquor begins to build up chlorine. The
discharge contains calcium sulfate, calcium chloride, and sodium chloride.
Depending upon fly ash carryover, the wastewater may contain metal ions.

Coal pile runoff- Open storage of coal allows contact with rain and/or other
precipitation. These storm waters react with the minerals in the coal to
produce a leachate contaminated with ferrous sulfate and sulfuric acid. The
low pH of the leachate reacts with the coal, thereby accelerating dissolution
of metals in the coal.

Pyrite waste - Coal mills or pulverizers reduce the size of the feed coal going
into the boiler. During this process, various impurities, such as hard coal,
rocks, and pyrites (an iron-based mineral), are mechanically separated from
the feed stream. This solid waste is typically collected and fed into the
bottom ash transport system and eventually co-disposed with the ash in either
a landfill or an impoundment.

Floor drains - Floor and yard drains collect rainfall, seepage, leakage
wastewaters from small equipment cleaning operations, process spills, and
leaks. As a result, the pollutants found in the wastewaters are variable. The
waste streams may contain coal dust, oil, and detergents.

Noncontact. Non-combustion Wastes

Once-through cooling water - When a steam turbine is used to drive the
electric generator the process is called "steam elec~c." Steam electric units
require large amounts of cooling water for steam condensation and efficient
thermal operation. The cooling water flow rate through the condenser is by
far the largest process water flow, normally equating to about 98 percent of
the total process water flow for the entire unit. In a once-through cooling
water system, water is usually taken into the plant from surface waters, but
sometimes ground waters or municipal supplies are used. The water is
passed through the condenser where it absorbs heat and is then discharged to
a receiving water. Chlorine, which is added intermittently to the cooling
water to control biofouling, is a pollutant of concern in cooling water
discharge. Heat is also a concern.
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Cooling tower biowdown - Cooling water is recirouiated when the water
supply is inadequate to sustain a once-through system or when thermal
discharges are regulated or undesirable. In a system that recirculates cooling
water, heat from the water is transferred to the atmosphere via cooling
towers, cooling ponds, or spray facilities. The recirculated water eventually
builds up dissolved solids and suspended matter. Cooling tower blowdown _
(a percentage of the recircuiated water) is discharged regularly and additional
fresh makeup water is treated and added into the recirculating system to
relieve this buildup of solids. Pollutants of concern in cooling tower
blowdown discharges include chlorine, organic chemicals, and trace metals
from biofouling and corrosion control.

Boiler blowdown - Water to make steam may be recirculated and eventually
build up impurities in the boiler. This water is periodically purged from the
system. Boiler blowdown is typically alkaline, is low in total dissolved
solids, and contains chemical additives used to control scale and corrosion.
Blowdown also contains trace amounts of copper, iron, and nickel.

Metal and boiler cleaning waste (water-side) - Metal cleaning wastes are
produced during cleaning of the boiler tubes, superheater, and condenser
located on the water-side or steam-side of the boiler. Scale and corrosion
products build up in the boiler and must be removed with chemical cleaning
using an acid or alkaline solution. The composition of the waste solvents
depends on the construction material of the feedwater system, but largely
consists of iron with lesser amounts of copper, nickel, zinc, chromium,
calcium, and magnesium. Spent solvents may be treated in numerous ways:
(1) neutralization and then discharge, (2) evaporation in other operating
boilers onsite, (3) dedicated holding ponds, (4) mixing with rinsate and
sending to ash impoundments, or (5) disposal offsite.

Demineralizer Regenerant - Boiler systems may require treatment of boiler
makeup water prior to use. Ion exchange resins used in the treatment of the
water accumulate cations and anions removed from the raw water. These
resins are regenerated using a strong acid, such as sulfuric acid, or a strong
base, such as sodium hydroxide. Regenerant wastes contain dissolved ions
removed from the raw wastewater and excess acid or base. Often, the waste
is directed into the ash impoundment for disposal or to a settling pond with
other liquid wastes prior to discharge.
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IV. WASTE RELEASE PROFILE

This section provides estimates and reported quantities of wastes released
from the fossil fuel electric power generation industry. Currently, this
information is not available from the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) under
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA). _
However, regulations promulgated on May 1, 1997, would require facilities
that combust coal and/or oil for the purpose of generating power for
distribution in commerce to begin reporting in 1999 (for the period from
January 1 to December 3 l, 1998). Because TRI reporting is not currently
required, other sources of waste release data have been identified for this
profile.

This section comprises three subsections. The first section provides available
data on releases of solid wastes from fossil fuel electric power generation
facilities. The second section provides available data on releases to surface
waters. A third section provides available data on releases of criteria
pollutants and hazardous pollutants to the air.

IV.A Available Solid Waste Release Data for the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation
Industry,

As described previously, the primary solid waste releases fi’om coal- and oil-
fired steam electric facilities are fly ash and bottom ash produced during the
combustion process. An increasing number of facilities must condition flue
gases to remove sulfur compounds, which results in the generation of another
solid waste typically referred to as FGD sludge. The following tables present
aggregated ash and FGD sludge generation estimates for utility and nonutility
steam electric facilities.

Table 14 presents the estimated quantity of fly and bottom ash (combined)
for utility boilers in 1994. Coal ash figures have been derived from 1994
DOE, EIA Form EIA-767 utility survey responses. These responses are
compiled by the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) in their Power Statistics "
Database.32 The oil ash figures were developed by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) based on utility-provided estimates, as well as
extrapolations based on oil consumption and particulate collection
efficiencies for individual plants. Gas-fired facilities are not presented in the
table because gas combustion does not generate measurable quantities of
particulate ash. In general, coal-fired utilities produce ash at approximately
l0 percent of the fuel consumption rate. This high rate of production
confirms ~.at ash management can represent an important operational
consideration at coal plants. In contrast, oil-fired utilities produce much less
than 0.1 percent of the total ash produced by the coal-fired facilities. This
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figure reflects the low ash content of oil compared with coal, the typically
lower requirements for particulate collection devices at coal-fired facilities,
the small average particle size of oil ash, and the small contribution that oil
currently makes to total U.S. electricity generation.

Table 14: Generation and Disposition of Utility Fly and Bottom Ash, 1994 (thousand short tons)

Fuel Type Number Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Total
of Sold Removed by Landfllled Ponded Used Onsite, Quantity

Plants Contractor Given Away, Collected
or Disposed for the
of in Other Record

Ways Year (1994)

Coal" 404 12,122 8,762 24,849 ! 9,929 4,014 69,676

Coal/Gas 32 830 546 636 133 83 2,228

Coal/Nuclear 2 279 0 0 26 29 334

Coal/Oil 26 368 401 303 470 180 1,722

Coal/Oil/Gas 2 l 41 45 0 0 87

Coal/Wood 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subtotal Coal 467 13,600 9,750 25,833 20.~58 4,306 74,047

Oil’" 73 n/a n/a n/a n/a nia 23

TotalS
I

540 13,600 9,7~0 25,833 20~$8 4,306I    74.070

¯ Coal ash values provided in EEl Power Statistics Database (1994 Data). Prepared by Utility Data Institute, McGraw-Hill,
Washington, De. 1995. Plants include only those reporting coal as primary or secondary fuel. Includes 88 facilities
~-porting zero waste generation: 26 facilities reported zero fuel consumption and 62 facilities did not exceed the capacity.
and/or ash generation reporting thresholds for the DOE EtA 767 Su.rvey.

"" Oil ash values are for 1995. Source: Oil Combustion By-Products - Chemical Character~tics and Management
Practices: Draft Report. Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California. March 1997.

Table 14 also indicates the range of management options employed by
utilities in managing coal ash. While the figure varies considerable between
operators and sites, roughly one-third of all U.S. utility coal ash finds its way
to some type of beneficial use project. Of the material remaining in
traditional disposal environments, the majority is managed in onsite
impoundments or landfills. These units vary in size. design, and
environmental controls, depending on the age, the State, and the operator.

Table 15 presents similar findings for utility FGD sludge generation and
management. Again, the data reflect utility responses to the Form EIA-767,
as compiled by EEI in the Power Statistics Database. Note that there are no
oil-fired utility boilers equipped with FGD scrubbers. The quantity of FGD
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sludge generated at a given plant is a function of the sulfur content of the coal
consumed, the total quantity of coal consumed, the type of scrubber

Table 15: Generation and Disposition of Utility FGD Sludge, 1994 (thousand short tuns)

Fuel Type Number Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Total _
of Sold R~mov~l by Landfill~l Ponded used onsite, Quantity

Plants Contractor given away, Collated
or disposed for the
of in other record year

ways (1994)

Coal 71 I 18 759 8,286 4,082 708 13,953

Coal/Gas 4 106 6 479 0 5 596

Coal/Nuclear 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Coal/Oil 2 18 5 55 0 0 78

Coal/Oil/Gas I 0 0 33 0 0 33

Coal/Wood 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Totals
I 781

242 770
! 8,853I    4,082I 713 14,660

Source: EEl Power Statistics Database (1994 Data). Prepared by Utility Data Institute, McGraw-Hill. Washington, DC.
1995.

employed, the efficiency of reaction of the scrubber, and other factors. The
majority of FGD sludge is managed in onsite landfills or impoundments.

Table 16 presents an estimate of the 1990 coal ash generation by nonutility
fossil fuel combnstors, broken out by major industrial category. Based on
EPA Office of Air and Radiation’s 1990 Particulate Inventory Database
(Version 3), the ash figures are derived from the estimated 1990 coal
consumption and coal ash content for the boiler population. The table
includes all coal combustors permitted as major sources of criteria pollutants
under the CAA and, therefore, includes many combustors that do not produce
electricity. The electric generators, however, may be expected to represent the
largest of the nonutility combustors and the greatest portion of the fuel usage
by that population, such that the estimates shown provide at least a fair
picture of the ability of the population to generate ash.

Compared with the utility coal ash estimates presented above, the nonutility
universe represents only roughly 5 percent of the total U.S. ash generation.
This fact reflects the generally small boiler size and the small aggregate coal
consumption represented by nonutility combustors. Two industry categories,
paper and chemicals manufacturing, represent 50 percent of all nonutility
coal consumption, with only five industry categories accounting for more
than 80 percent of all nonutility coal consumption.
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Table 16: Estimated Nonutility Generation of Coal Ash, 1990

Number of Number Total Estimated
Standard Industrial Classification Facilities of Boilers Capacity Ash

(MMBTLD Generation
(1,000 tons)

2600-2699, Paper and Allied Products 139 243 61,348 1,189

2800-2899, Chemicals and Allied Products 1 ! 6 276 54,031 1,025

3300-3399, Primary Metals Industries 45 85 20.344 500

2000-2099, Food and Kindred Products 94 151 21,391 402

4900-4999, Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 29 83 30,234 392

3700-3799, Transportation Equipment 57 162 14,581 125

2200-2299, Textile Mill Products 58 101 7,272 107

1400- i 499, Mining and Quarrying of Non-Metallic 7 15 6.620 76
Minerals, Except Fuels

3800-3899, Measuring, Analyzing, and Controlling l 3 1,976 66
Instruments

3000-3099, Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Produc~s 20 37 3.779 63 !

TOTALS (Top Ten Ash Producing SIC Categories) 566 1,156 221.576 3,9451

Percentage of Total Universe 76 79 89 93

TOTALS (Complete Nonutility universe) 749 1,467 249,437 4,263,

Source: Nonutility Fossil Fuel Combustion: Sources and Volumes- Revised Drafi Report. Prepared for U.S.EPA, Office of
Solid Waste by Science Applications International Corporation, McLean, VA. December 1996.

As discussed previously, steam electric facilities may generate a variety of
other solid wastes. These may include boiler and cooling water treatment
wastes, coal mill rejects, boiler cleaning wastes, and a variety of smaller
waste streams incidental to power generation of ancillary activities. At coal
plants, these waste streams typically are small compared with ash and sludge
generation. At oil- and gas-fired plants, they may represent the largest solid
wastes present at the site. Unfortunately, available data sources do not
provide credible estimates of the total quantity of these materials generated
at utility and nonutility steam electric sites.
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IV.B Available Water Release Information for the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation
Industry.

The EPA Office of Water, Office of Science and Technology, Engineering
and Analysis Division, has collected water release data in evaluating the need
for revisions to the 1982 Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for
the Steam Electric Point Source Category. The EPA has identified 53
chemicals (29 priority and 24 nonconventional) as pollutants of interest in
wastewaters discharged from steam electric power generation facilities.
These pollutants were identified in the EPA Permit Compliance System
(PCS) database. The PCS is a computerized information management system
maintained by the EPA Office of Enforcement. The PCS contains data on
permit conditions, monitoring, compliance, and enforcement data for
facilities regulated by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Program. The information contained in the database is generally
limited to only those facilities that have been classified as "major" by EPA
based on factors such as effluent design flow and physical, chemical, and
locational characteristics of the discharge. Information on facilities
designated as "minor" is not required to be entered into the PCS database.

The data collected included 1992 records of pollutant releases from facilities
with primary SIC codes 4911 and 4931. Approximately 512 facilities were
identified in PCS as "major" steam electric facilities. Please note that
facilities that use nuclear energy to drive steam turbines are also covered in
the universe evaluated under this study. An option in the PCS system called
Effluent Data Statistics (EDS) was used to generate the annual loading
values. For the purposes of the effluent guideline study, the EDS-derived
data were subjected to numerous refinements in an attempt to overcome
limitations in the database. These refinements included review of the data by
monitored facilities, as arranged by the Utility Water Act Group (UWAG)
and the EEI. The industry still contends, however, that the loadings of
pollutants in these data are over estimated.33 Therefore actual loadings
cannot be provided in this Sector Notebook.

Table 17 provides a list of the pollutants found in the 1992 PCS data for
steam electric effluents.
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Table 17: List of Pollutants Reported in 1992 PCS Data from Steam Electric Facilities"

Priority Pollutant Priority Pollutant
Pollutant Pollutant

Iron X Trichlommethane

Chlorine X Beryllium -

Aluminum Ethylene glycol

Boron Nitrosomorpholine, N-

Fluorid~ X Mercury

Boric Acid X Pentachlorophenol

X Zinc X Silver

Barium X Thallium

Magnesium X Antimony

X Copper Molybdenum

Ammonia Benzonitrile

Iron Sulfate Titanium

Manganese Polychlorinated biphenyls, NOS

X Chromium, trivalent X Dichloromethane

X Nickel X Tetrachloroethane

X Lead Dibenzofuran

X Arsenic X Toluene

X Chromium Xylene

X Selenium Lithium

Bromine X Benzene

Hydrogen Sulfide X Ethylbenzene

X Chromium, hexavalent X Phenanthrone

X Cadmium X Pyrene

Vanadium X PCB- 1254

X Cyanide X PCB-1260

X Phenol X Chlorophenol, 2-

Hydrazine

¯ Based on estimated data sup#led by members (representing 80 facilities} of the elec$ric utility indusu3,..

Source: Preliminary Data Summary for th~ Steam Electr~c Point Source Category. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of
Water, W~hington, D.C. July 1996. (EPA-921-Ro96-010L
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IV.C Available Air Emissions Data for the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation
Industry

Three existing sources of data for estimating the releases to the air from the
fossil fuel electric power generation industry were identified. The following
sections discuss the available data and associated limitations.                           -

IV.C.1 Annual Emissions Estimated by the Department of Energy, Energy
Information Administration

Emissions data for traditional utility steam electric facilities that generate 10
or more megawatts electricity using fossil fuels are derived or obtained
directly from information collected in an annual survey by the DOE EIA.
This survey (Form EIA-767) is a restricted-universe census used to collect
boiler-specific data from almost 900 electric utility power plants. The
emissions are calculated based on fuel consumption data and using emission
factors from the EPA report AP-42, Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission
Factors and reduction factors for control equipment, where applicable. The
CO: emissions are estimated using additional information about fuel qualiw.
Table 18 provides the estimated 1995 emissions for utiliw fossil fue! steam
electric generating units that generate 10 or more megawatts electricity.

Table 18: Estimated 1995 Emissions From Fossil Fuel Steam Electric Generating Units at
Electric Utilities by Fuel Type (thousand short tons)

Fuel Net Generation SO2 NOx CO2
(thousand megawatts)

Coal 1,652,914 11,248 6,508 1,752,527

Gas 307,306 1            533 161,969

Petroleum 60,844 321 92 50,878

Source: Electric Power Annual 1995, Volume 2. Energy Information Administration, Department of
Energy, Washington, DC. DOE/EIA-0348(95)/2. December 1996.

As indicated in the table, the majority of the emissions from utility fossil fuel
steam electric generating units come from coal-burning facilities. This is due
in part because there is more coal-fired capacity than other fossil-fueled
capacity in use. SO: emissions are higher in coal-burning facilities due to the
higher sulfur content in coals than in other fuels. The average sulfur content
in coals ranges from 0.3 percent in the West to approximately 2.5 percent in
the East. Petroleum burned at utility power plants ranges from almost no
sulfur to about 3.5 percent. The amount of sulfur contained in natural gas is
relatively small.
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The Form EIA-767 does not collect data for facilities employing internal
combustion engines, gas turbines, or combined-cycle systems or steam
electric plants generating less than I0 megawatts electricity. The EIA
conducted a study in 1991 to estimate air emissions from these generating
units, using a methodology similar to that used on the larger steam electric
facilities. The study indicated that emissions of SO2, NOx., and CO2 are less                -
than 0. I, 1.2, and I. I percent, respectively, of total utility air emissions.34

The EIA collects similar fuel consumption and quality information for
nonutility power producers. However, EIA provides only aggregate statistics
on estimated emissions for all fuels (fossil and renewable energy sources) and
does not separate out emissions for fossil-fueled facilities. These statistics
are not provided in this document since the capacity of nonutility generation
using nonrenewable energy sources is large.

IV.C.2 AIRS Database Annual Estimated Releases for the Electric Power
Generation Industry

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) is an air pollution data
delivery system managed by the Technical Support Division in EFA’s Office
of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQFS), located in Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina. The AIRS is a national repository of data
related to air pollution monitoring and control It contains a wide range of
information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emission of a number of air pollutants that may be of concern within a
particular industry. States are the primary suppliers of data to AIRS. Data
are used to support monitoring, planning, tracking, and enforcement related
to imple.mentation by EFA staff, the scientific community., other countries,
and the general public. The following criteria pollutant emissions and
estimated TRI pollutant release data for the fossil fuel electric power
generation industry were extracted from this database.

AIRS Estimated Criteria Pollutant Emissions

The AIRS database contains data on criteria pollutants: CO, NOx, particulate
matter (PM) of 10 microns or less (PM 10), total particulate emissions (PT),
SO2, and VOCs. Criteria pollutant releases for the fossil fuel electric power
generation industry were accessed using SIC codes 4911 and 4931. It should
be noted that accessing the data using SIC codes does not allow the
segregation of emissions for facilities that use fossil fuels from facilities that
use nuclear, renewable, or a combination of fuels. Therefore, the annual
emissions taken from the AIRS database Will overestimate the emissions
from the fossil fuel subsector of the power generation industu. Table 19
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presents the criteria pollutant data available for this industry. Pollutant
releases for other industries are also included in the table.

Table 19: Annual Air Pollutant Releases (tons/year)

Industry Sector CO NO 2 PM ~0 PT SO z VOC _

Metal Mining 4,670 39.849 63,541 173,566 17,690 ! 915

Nonmetal Minin 8 25,922 22,881 40,199 128,661 18,000 !

Lumbe~ and Wood Production 122,061 38,042 20,456 64,650 9,401      55,9831

Furnitore and Fixtures 2,754 1,872 2,502 4,827 1,538 67,604

Pulp and Paper 566,883 358,675 35.030 11 i,210 493.313 ~ 127,809

Printing 8,755 3,542 405 1,198 1,684 103,018

Inorganic Chemicah 1.53,294 106,522 6,703 34.664 194,153 65,427

Organic Chemicals 112,410 187.400 14.596 16,053 176,115 180.350

Pet~olanm gefming 734,630 355,852 27,497 36,141 619,775 313,982

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 2,200 9,955 2,618 5,182 21,720 132,945

Stone, Clay and Concrete 105.059 340,639 192,962 662.233 308,534 34.337

Iron and Steel 1,386.461 153.607 83,938 87,939 232.347 83,882

Nonferrous Metals 214,243 31.136 10,403 24,654 253.538 11,058

Fabricated Metals 4,925 11,104 1.019 2,790 3,169 86,472

Electronics and Computers 356 1,501 224 385 741 4.866

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, Parts and Accessories 15,109 27,355 1,048 3,699 20,378 96,338

D~y Cleaning 102 184 3 27 155 7,4~ I

Transportation 128,625 550,551 2,569 5,489 8.417 104.824

Metal Casting ! 16.538 11,911 10.995 20,973 6,513 19,031

Pharmaceuticals 6.5~6 19,088 1,576 4.425 21,31 ! 37.214

Plastic Resins and Synthetic Fibe~ 16,388 41,77 ! 2,218 7.546 67.546 74.138

Textiles 8,177 34.523 2,028 9.479 43.050 27.768

Fossil Fuel ElecmcPower Generation 366,208 5.986.757 140.760 ! 464.542 13.827.511 57,384

Ship Building and Repair 105 862 638 1 943 3.05 ! 3,967

Source: U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation. AIRS Database. 1997.

AIRS Estimated TRI Pollutant Emissions

Data were collected from the AIRS database by the EPA Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics, Environmental Assistance Division, Toxics Release
Inventory Branch in support of the TRI expansion project discussed
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previously. The data set that was downloaded included the most recent data
available for each facility up to and including 1995 data. The data presented
in Table 20 are estimates of TRI releases based on air releases reported in the
AIRS Facility Subsystem (AFS) from facilities within SIC codes 4911 and
4931. The data contain quantities of directly reported TRI chemicals, as well
as quantities of additional TRI chemicals extrapolated from reported releases                -
of PM and VOCs. The PM and VOC releases were matched with chemical
profiles contained in the SPECIATE database (Version 1.5). The SPECIATE
is a computerized format of the EPA Air Emissions Species Manual and is
available for download from the Clearing House of Inw-ntory and Emissions
Factors (CHIEFs). The data presented are based only on apportionment of
"original" species profiles in the SPECIATE database - those species
profiles that were developed specifically for the source of the release where
it has been applied. Despite the use of only the highest quality profiles in the
SPECIATE database, these data should only be used as a preliminary,
indication of potential releases and not as actual air releases. These data have
been provided for illustrative purposes only and should not be used in
comparisons with other release data.

IV.C.3 Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions Estimates for Fossil Fuel Electric
Utility Steam Generating Units

Estimates of hazardous air pollutant (HAP) emissions from fossil fuel
electric utility steam generating units have been developed by OAQPS and
are reported in a report entitled, Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions
from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units - Interim Final Report
(Volumes 1-3).3~ These estimates are based on emissions test data from 52
units obtained from extensive emission tests by the EPRI, DOE, the Northern
States Power Company, and EPA. The testing program covered a wide range
of facility types with a variety of control scenarios. Therefore, the data are
considered to be generally representative of fossil fuel utility steam electric
generating units as a whole. This study estimated the average annual
emissions for each of 684 power plants. A total of 67 HAPs were identified
in the emission testing program as potentially being emitted from these
facilities.

It should be noted that the report states that because of the small sample sizes
for specific boiler types and control scenarios, there are uncertainties in the
data. Therefore, the data for individual plants may either underestimate or
overestimate the actual emissions. According to the report, the average
annual emissions estimates will be roughly within a factor of plus or minus
three of the actual annual emissions. However, it is recognized that the
analysis had numerous limitations, such as not including data on potential
upsets or unusual operating conditions, and it is possible that the range of
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uncertainty is greater. Tables 21, 22, and 23 present data on estimated
inorganic HAPs from coal-fired, oil-fired, and gas-fired utility steam elecu-ic
facilities. Tables 24, 25, and 26 present data on estimated organic HAPs
from coal-fired, oil-fired, and gas-fired utility steam electric facilities.
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Table 20: Estimated Releases of TRI Chemicals "
CAS Chemical Name Total Releases
NO. (pounds per year)

71556 1.1.1 .Trichloroethane (Methyl chloroform) 52,923,638

79005 1. 1,2.Trichloroethane 422,954

95636 1.2,4-Trimcthylbenzene 264,682 -

106934 1,2-Dibromoethan¢ (Ethylene dibromide) 1,820,797

95501 1,2-Dichloroben~ene 22.292

107062 1,2-Dichloroethm~e (Ethylene dichloride) 35.222,942

106990 1,3-Butadiene 7,443.883

541731 1,3-Dichlorobenzene 672

106467 1,4-Dichlorobenzene 378.018

112345 2-(2-Butoxycthoxy)ethanol 103,100

124174 2-(2-Butoxyethoxy)ethanol acetate 0

111900 2-(2-Ethoxyethoxy)~th~mol 885.978

I I 1773 2-(2-Methoxyethoxy)ethanol 0

I 11762 2-Butoxyethanol 21.929,19 !

I 10805 2-Ethoxyethanol 998,125

I 11159 2-Ethoxyethyl acetate I I 1,202

109864 2.Methoxyethanol 60

90437 2-Phcnylphenol 8,507

101779 4,4’.M©thylenedianiline 43

75070 AcetaJd©hyde 2,010,699

107028 Acrolein 1,528,324

79107 Acrylic acid 3,657

107131 Acryloni~’ile 783,041

7429905 Aluminum (fume or dust) 75.792,629

7664417 Ammonia 43.518,590

62533 Aniline 311,982

120 t 27 Anthracene 139.265

7440360 Antimony [ ,789,097

7440382 Arsenic 9,329,119

1332214 Asbestus (f~able) 8,123

7440393 Barium 1,435.995

56553 Benz(a)anthracene 1,839

71432 Benzene 149,967,605

2 ! 8019 Benzo(a)phenanthrene 1,609

50328 Benzo(a)pyrene 1,381

100447 Benzyl chloride 0

7440417 Beryllium 10.997

92524 Biphenyl 85,493

7726956 Bromine 949.230

141322 Butyl acry. taxe 11,240

123728 Butylaldehyde I I 0.921

7440439 Cadmium 13.733.816
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Table 20 (continued): Estimated Releases of TRI Chemicals"
] ]

CAS
Chemical Name

Total Releases
NO. (Pounds per Year)
75 i 50 Carbon disulfide 27,330,674

56235 Carbon tetra~hloride 81,376

7782505 Chlorine 71,501,754

108907 Chlorobenzene ! 71,894

75456 Chlorodifluororoethane (HCFC-22) 162,070

75003 Chlomethane (Ethyl chloride) 31,182.710

67663 Chloroform 13,340

74873 Chloromethane (Methyl chloride) 178,484

126998 Chloroprene 57,294

75729 Chlorotrifl uororoethane (CFC-13) 9,053

7440473 Chmroiuro 2,632.999

7440484 Cobalt 211,262

7440508 Copper 3.058,579

8001589 Creosote 0

1319773 Cresol (roixed isoroers) 239,994

98828 Curoene 721,684

I 10827 Cy¢lohexane 96,418,56 i

108930 Cy¢lohex~nol 6.03 I

84742 Dibutyl phthalate 1.248,555

75718 Dichiorodifl uororoethane (CFC- 12 ) 97.4 i 4

75092 Dichlororoethan¢ (Methylene chloride) 1,414,455.336

76142 Dichlorotetrafluoroethane (CFC- I 14) 5,847

131113 Diroethyl phthalate 669,536

106898 Epichlorohydrin 66,000

140885 Ethyl a~rylate 117,509

100414 Ethylbenzene 68,347,539

74851 Ethylene 53,298,159

107211 Ethylene glycol 76.627

75218 Ethylene oxide 541,571

7782414 Fluorine 6.068,173

50000 Formaldehyde 61,211.875

64186 Formic a~id 467.279

76131 Freon 113 [Ethane, l,l,2-triehloro-l,2,2.-~fluoro-] 7,587,241

7647010 Hydrochloric a~id 5,809,93 I

78842 Isobutyraldehyde 109,758

67630 lsopmpyl alcohol (rofg-strong a~id process) 32,059.970

7439921 Lead 72,091,837

108383 ro-Xylene 32.874.142

108316 Maleic anhydride 324,17 I

7439965 Manganese 2.969,118

7439976 Mercury 394,924

6756 i Methanol -~,4.028.966
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Table 20 (continued): Estimated Releases of TRl Chemicals"

CAS Chemical Name Total Releases
NO, (Pounds per Year)
96333 Methyl acrylate 0

78933 Methyl ethyl ketone 91,926,327

108101 Methyl isobutyl ketone 20,020,683

80626 Methyl methacrylal~ 16,208

74953 Methylene bromide 52,24 I

101688 Methylenebis(phenylisocyanate ) (MB[) 130

101688 Meffiyienebis(pbenyiisoeyanal¢) (MDI) i 30

76 i 53 Mono~hiompentafluoroethane (CFC- I 15 ) 6,199

68122 N,N-Dimethylformamide 2,700,310

71363 n-Butyl alcohol 12,653.277

110543 n-Hexane 107,548,18 I

91203 Naphthalene 434,275

7440020 Nickel 7,884,920

7697372 Nitric acid 214,564

98953 Nilrobenzene 0

95476 o-Xylene 4 I. 115,640

106423 pXylene 2,327,391

85018 Phenanthrene 84,032

108952 Phenol 15,017,545

7723140 Phosphorus (yellow or white) 7,980.941

85449 Phthali¢ anhydride 2,491,887

123386 Propionaldehyde 49,400

115071 Propylene (Propene) 45,955,707

75569 Prowlene oxide ! 83,593

78922 see-Butyl alcohol 990,420

7782492 Selenium 173,886

7440224 Silver 289,686

100425 Styrene 28,155,503

7664939 Sulfuric acid 1,320.503

75650 Ten-Butyl alcohol 4,660

127184 Tetra~hloroethylene ( Perchioroethyiene ) 14,623,885

7440280 Thallium < I

108883 Toluene 421,985,085

79016 Trichloroethyiene 27.838,379

75694 Trichloro flnoromethane (CFC- 11) 1,315,878

7440622 Vanadium (fume or dust) 7,256,367

108054 Vinyl aceta~ 1,011,166

750 ! 4 Vinyl chloride 10,200,715

1330207 Xylane (mixed isomers) 191,013,108

7440666 Zinc (fume or dust) 20.353.738

* Data in this table should not be used for comparison with other environmental data from other sources. It is only provided for
illustrative purposes. Please note the limitations oftbe dam explained in the text,
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Table 21: Median Emission Factors Determined From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and
2010 HAP Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Inorganic HAPs

From Coal-Fired Units’

Coal-Fired Units: Number of Median Number of Median Stack Estimate Estima~-d
Inorganic HAPs Stack Stack Stack Factor: PM d Total Total 2010

Factors: Factor: PM Fnctors: and SOa 1990 Emissions
PM Control PM and Control Emission (tons) -

Control "" (Ib/trillion SOa (Ib/trillion s (tons)
Btu)"" Control" Btu)’"

Antimony 7 1.4 4 0.13 11 14

Arsenic 21 2.9 8 0.9 54 62

Beryllium 12 0.45 5 0.14 6.6 7.6

Hydrogen Chloride 15 21,000 9 1,290 137,000 150,000

Hydrogen Cyanide All HCN Number of Median 240 320

(H~TN) + factors were Factors: 5 Factor: 28
combined Ib/~illion Btu

Hydrogen Fluoride 14 4,200 6 106 19,500 25,600

Cadmium 18 0.72 9 1 1.9 2.3

Chromium 22 8.4 l 0 4 70 83

Cobalt 10 2.7 6 1 21 27

Lead 21 4.8 9 5.8 72 83

Manganese 21 15 9 15 180 232

Mercury 20 3.9 10 3.4 51 65

Nickel 21 8.3 l 0 5.2 48 57

All P Factors
were Number of Median Factor 31 Ib/tdllion Btu 270 350Phosphorous (P)"      Combined Factors: 10

Selenium 19 62 9 8 190 230

¯ Compounds are listed in the following sequence: inorganic, organic, and dioxin/furan/polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). Median emission factors were determined from organic HAP concentrations at the stack,
control device outlet, or boiler outlet when at least one of typically three measured flue gas concentrations was
detected.
"" S~ack factors for inorganic HAPs were taken from test reports when at least one of typically three measured
flue gas concentrations was detected. These factors were not used to develop the estimated emissions.
"’" Since the inorganic emissions were not directly estimated from stack factors, total emissions of inorganic
HAPs projected with the computer program and from median stack factors will vary.
* Nationwide hydrogen cyanide emissions were detected from stack emission factors and not from emission
median factors.
*’ Nationwide phosphorous emissions were detected from stack emission factors and not from emission median
factors.

Source: Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emission from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units-Interim Final
Report, Volumes 1-3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality. Planning and Standards.
Research Triangle Park, NC. EPA-453/R-96-013b. October 1996.
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Table 22: Median Emi~ion Faetor~ Determined From Te~t Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010 HAP
Emi~ions, Projected With the Emisaion Factor Program for lnorganie ~ From Oil-Fired Units"

Oil-Fired Unit~: Number of Median Number of Median E~timatod Estimated
Inorganic HAPs Stack Stack Stack Factor~: Stack Total 1990 Total 2010

Fa~tor~: PM Factor: PM No PM Factor: No Emissions Emissions
Control "" Control Control "" PM Control (tons) (tons)

(Ib/trillion (Ib/trillion -
Bta)"" Btu) "’"

Arsenic 2 0.32 8 5.3 5 2.5

Beryllium 2 0.33 4 0.21 0.45 0.23

Cadmium I 0.32 9 1.6 ! :7 0.87

Chromium 4 3.7 8 5.7 4.7 2.4

Cobalt 2 6.1 3 27 20.3 10.3

Hydrogen Chloride 4 2900 2 2300 2870 1456

Hydrogen Fluoride 3 230 2 140 144 73

Lead 3 2.6 8 9 10.6 5.3

Manganese 3 15 9 16 9.5 4.8

Mercury 3 0.24 3 0.48 0.25 0.13

Nickel 4 180 9 410 389 197

All P
Phosphorous (p)t    Factors wereNumber of Median Factor I I0 lb/trillion 68 34

Combined Factors: 3 Btu

Selenium               l           1.4           8      !       3.8         1.7       0.84

" Compounds are listed in the following sequence: inorganic, organic, and dioxin/furan/polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). Median emission factors were determined from organic HAP concentrations at the
stack, cona’ol device outlet, or boiler outlet when at least one of typically three measured flue gas
concentrations was detected.

"" Stack factors for inorganic HAPs were taken from test reports when at least one of typically three measured
flue gas concenlrations was detected. These factors were hot used to develop the estimated emissions.

"’" Since the inorganic emissions were not directly estimated from stack factors, total emissions of inorganic l-lAPs
projected with the computer program and from median stack factors will vary.

t Nationwide phosphorous emissions were detected from stack emission factors and not from emission median

factors.

Source: Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emission from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units-Interim Final
Report Volumes 1-3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standaxds.
Research Triangle Park, NC. EPA-453/R-96-013b. October 1996.
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Table 2~: Median Emission Factors Determined From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010
HAP Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Inorganic HAPs From Gas-Fired Units"
Gas-Fired Units: Inorganic Number of Stack Median Stack Estimated Total Estimato~ Total
HAPs Factors: No PM Factor: No PM 1990 Emissions 2010 Emissions

Control Control (tons) (tons)
(Ib/trillion Btu)

Anenic 2 0.14 0.16 0.25

Cadmium 1 0.044 0.054 0.086

Chromium 2 0.96 1.2 1.9

Cobalt l 0.12 0.14 0.23

Lead 2 0.37 0.44 0.68

Manganese 2 0.3 0.37 0.59

Mercury 2 <0.38 0.0016 0.0024

Nickel 2 2.3 2.3 3.5

Phosphorous 1 2.2 1.3 2

" Compounds are listed in the following sequence: inorganic, organic, and dioxin/furan/polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). Median emission factors were determined fi’om organic HAP concentrations at the
stack, control device outlet, or boiler outlet when at least one of typically three measured flue gas
�oncenwations was detected.

Source: Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emission from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units-Interim Final
Report Volumes 1-3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards.

. Research Triangle Park. NC. EPA-453/R-96-013b. October 1996.
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Table 24: Median Emimon Factor~ From Te~t Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010 HAP Emissions,
Projected With the Emi~ion Factor Program for Organic HAPs From Coal-Fired Units

Coal-Fired Units: Organic HAP Number Median Computer Computer
of Emission Program: Program:

Emission Factor 1990 Total 2010 Total
Factors (Ib/trillion Tons Tons

Btu)
I, 1,2.Trichloroethane I 4,7 40 53

2..chloroacetophenone 3 0.29 2.4 3.2

2,4 -Dinitro toluene 3 0.015 0.13 0.17

Acetaldehyde ! 2 6.8 5$ 76

Acetophenone 7 0.68 5.g 7.7

Acrolein 6 3.3 2g 37

Benzene 20 2.5 21 28

Benzyl chloride l 0.0056 0.048 0.063

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 9 4. l 35 46

Bromoform I 6.6 57 75

Carbon disulfide 8 4.3 37 48

Carbon te~rachloride 2 3.3 28 37

Chlorobenzene 2 3.2 27 36

Chloroform 2 3.2 28 36

Cumene I 0.29 2.5 3.2

Dibutyl phthalat~ 5 2.8 24 32

Ethylbenzene 5 0.40 3.5 4.6

Ethylchloride 1 2.4 20 27

Methylchloroform 4 3.4 29 38

Ethylenedichloride 3 3.1 27 35

Formaldehyde ! 5 4.0 35 45

Hexane 2 0.82 6.9 9.1

Hexac.hlorobenzene I 0.079 0.68 0.89

lsophorone 2 24 200 270

Methylbromide 6 0.88 7.7 I 0

Methylchloride 3 5.9 51 67

Methylethylketone 6 8.0 69 90

Methyliodide 1 0.40 3.4 4.5

Methylisobutyl ketone 3 4.9 42 53

Methylmethacrylate I 1.1 9.3 12

Methyltertbutylether 1 1.4 12 16

Methylenechioride 5 13 I I 0 150
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Table 24 (continued) : Median Emission Factors From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010 HAP
Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Organic HAPs From Coal-Fired Units

Coal-Fired Units: Organic HAP Number Median Computer Computer

of Emission Program: Program:
Emission Factor 1990 Total 2010 Total

Factors (lb/trillion Tons Tons
Btu)

n-nitrosodimethylamine l 0.68 5.9 7.7

Naphthalene 11 0.77 6.6 8.7

n,p-cresol 2 0.68 5.8 7.6

o-cresol 3 1.7 14 19

p-cresol 1 0.95 8~ 1 i

perylene 1 0.075 0.65 0.85

Pentachlorophenol I 0.0082 0.070 0.093

Phenol I 0 6. l 52 69

Phthalicanhydride 1 4.9 42 56

Propionaldehyde 4 l 0 89 120

Quinoline ! 0.053 0.46 0.61

Styrene 7 3.1 27 35

Teuachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene) 5 3.1 27 35

Toluene 17 3.6 31 41

Trans 1,3-dichloropropene I 4.7 40 53

Trichloroethylene 1 3.1 ~7 35

Vinyl acetate 1 0.42 3.5 4.6

Vinylidnechloride 2 9.7 84 110

Xylene 2 4.7 40 53

o-xylene 5 0.82 6.9 9. I

m,p-xylene 8 1.5 13 17

Total TEQ" for 2,3,7,8-tetra-ehlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.5 x 10" 2.0 x 10"~

2,3,7,8-telrachloride-benzo-p*dioxin 4 1.6 x l0~ ].4 x l0"~ 1.9 x l 0"s

1,2,3,7,8-pentar, hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 3 4.3 x I 0"~ 3.7 x 10"~ 4.8 x 10"s

1.2,3,4,7,8.hexachlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 4 9.7 x 10"~ 8.3 x 10"~ 1.1 x 104

1,2,3,6,7,8-hexac, hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 4 5.8 x I 0"~ 5.0 x 10"~ 6.6 x 10"~

1,2,3,7,8,9-hexa~hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 4 7.3 x 10"s 6.3 x 10"s 8.3 x 10"~

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-heptachlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 9 5.7 x 104 4.9 x l0"~ 6.5 x 10"s

Hcpr~chiorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 6 1.1 x 104 9.2 x 104 1.2 x 10"~

Hexachlorodi.benzo-p-dioxin 8 2.4 x 10"~ 2.1 x 104 2.7 x 10~

Octachlorodi-benzo-p*dioxin 6 5.8 x 10"s 5.0 x 104 6.6 x 10~

Pentaehlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 6 9.8 x 104 8.5 x 10"~ 1.1 x 104
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Table 24 (continued) : Median Emission Factors From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010 HAP
Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Organic HAPs From Coal-Fired Units

Coal-Fired Units: Organic HAP Number Median Computer Computer
of Emission Program: Program:

Emission Factor 1990 Total 2010 Total
Factors (Ib/trillion Tons Tons -

Btu)

Tea’~hloride-benzo-p-dioxin 9 7.1 x l0"6 6.1 x I0"~ 8.0 x I0"~

2,3,7,8-te~hlofide-benzofumn 8 3.9 x I0"~ 3.4 x I0"s 4.5 x I0"s

1,2,3,7,8-pent~hlorodi-benzofiu’an 5 2.4 x I0"~ 2.1 x I0"s 2.8 x I0"s

2,3,4,7,8-penlachlorodi-benzofuran 5 1.0 x I0s 9.0 x 10s 1.2 x I0"

1,2,3,4,7,8-hexachlorodi-benzofuran 6 1.3 x I0"s 1.I x I0"~ 1.5 x I0"

1,2,3,6,7,8-hexachlorodi-benzofuran 5 4.0 x I0"~ 3.4 x I0"~ 4.5 x I0s

1,2,3,7,8,9-hexachlorodi-benzofuran 4 8.5 x I0~ 7.3 x 10"s 9.6 x I0"s

2,3,4,6.7,8-hexachlorodi-benzol~ran 5 1.6 x 10"s 1.4 x I0" 1.8 x 10-4

1,2,3,4,6,7.8-heptachlorodi-benzofuran 8 2.0 x I 0"s 1.7 x I0" 2.2 x I 0"

1,2,3,4,7,8,9-hepmchlorodi-benzofuran 4 1.7 x I0" 1.5 x I0"~ 2.0 x 10"~

Hq~mchlorodl-benzofimm 8 2.4 x I0"s 2.1 x I0" 2.7 x

Hexa~hlorodi.b~nzofia’~n 8 1.9 x I0"s 1.6 x I0" 2.1 x I0-4

O,~mhlorodi-b~nzofunm I0 1.7 x l0"s 1.4 x 10-4 1.9 x I0"

Pen~,,,-hlorodi-benzofumn 9 1.8 x 10"s 1.6 x 10" 2.1 x 10-4

Telnmhloride-benzofunm 10 1.2 x I0"s 1.0 x I0" 1.3 x I0

I -methylnaphthalene 2 0.0085 0.076 0. !

2-chloronaphlhalene 2 0.04 0.35 0.46

2-melhyln~ohthalene 6 0.024 0.2 0.26

A~-nspth~ne 6 0.008 0.07 0.09

Ae~n~thylene 5 0.0042 0.036 0.047

Anflu’a~n¢ 4 0.0042 0.036 0.047

Benz(a)anthrac, ene 4 0.0021 0.018 0.002

Benzo{a)pyrene 6 0.001 0.0088 0,012

Benzo{e)pyrene I 0.0012 0.01 0.014

Benzo(b)fluoranthene I 0.0081 0.07 0.092

Benzo(b+k)fluoranthene ! 0.00 i 6 0.014 0.018

Benzo(k)fluoranthene 1 0.0036 0.031 0.04

Benzo(g,h,i)~rylene 2 0.0032 0.028 0.036

Biphenyl I 0.34 3.1 4

Chrysene 4 0.0026 0.022 0.03

Dibenzo(a,h )anthac, ene I 0.0003 0.003 ! 0.004

0.007 0.06 I 0.082Fluoranthen© 6
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Table 24 (continued) : Median £mission Factors From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010 HAP
Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Organic HAPs From Coal-Fired Units

Coal-Fired Units: Organic HAP              Number     Median     Computer    Computer
of Emission Program: Program:

Emission Factor 1990 Total 2010 Total
Factors (Ib/trilIion tons tons

Btu)
Fluorene 5 0.013 0. I I 0.15

Indeno(1,2,3-c,d)pyrene 2 0.0064 0.054 0.072

Phenen~-ene 7 0.032 0.031 0.36

~
4 0.009 0.0g ! 0. !03

¯ Toxic equivalent emissions.
Source: Study of Hazardou~ Air Pollutant Emission.from Elecn’ic Utilily Steam Generating Unit~-lnterim Final Report, Yolume$1-3. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. Research Triangle Park, NC. October 1996. EPA-453/R-
96-013b.
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Table 25: Median Emission Factors From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010 HAP
Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Organic HAPs From

Oil-Fired Units

Oil-Fired Units: Organic HAPs Number of Median Computer Computer
Emission Emission Program: Program:
Factors Factor 1990 Total 2010 Total

(Ib/triilion Tons Tons
Btu)

Acetaldehyde 1 8.2 5 2.6

Benzene 6 1.4 0.U 0.45

Ethylbenzene 2 0.49 0.29 0.15

Formaldehyde 9 30 19 9.5

Methylehloroform 3 7.6 4.6 2.4

Methyleneehloride 2 32 20 I 0

Naphthalene 4 0.33 0.2-I 0. I

Phenol 2 24 15 7

Tetrachloroethvlene I’Perchloroethylene) 1 0.55 0.34 O. 17

Toluene 6 8 4.9 2.5

Vinyl acetate 2 5.2 3.2 1.6

o-Xylene 1 0.84 0.51 0.26

m,p-Xylene 2 1.4 0.82 0.42

Total TEQ" for 2,3,7,8-tetra-chlorodibenze-p-dioxin - - 1. l x 10"~ 5.4 x 10"~

2,3,7,8-tetrachloride-benzo-p-dioxin I 6.5 x 10-6 4.5 x 10-6 2.0 x 10-6

1,2’3,7,8-pentachlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 5.8 x 10-6 3.5 x I0"~ 1.8 x

1,2,3,4,7,8.hexa~hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin I 1.2 x 10"~ 7.6 x 10-6 3.9 x

1,2,3,6,7,8-hexachlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 5.4 x l 0"~ 3.3 x I 0"~ 1.7 x I 0"~

1,2’3,7,8,9-hexa~hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 8.3 x 10-6 5. I x 10-6 2.6 x 10-6

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-heptaehlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 2.0 x I0"s 1.2 x I0"s 6.2 x

Hepta~hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 2.0 x I0"~ 1.2 x I0"~ 6.2 x I0"~

Hexa~hlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 8.1 x I0-6 5.0 x 10-6 2.5 x I0"~

Octachlorodi-benzo-p-dioxin I 2.3 x I0"s 1.4 x I0"s 7.3 x

Penta~hlomdi-benzo-p-dioxin 2 5.8 x I0-6 3.5 x I0-6 1.8 x I0"~

Tetrm:hloride-benzo-p-dioxin 2 5.7 x I0"~ 3.4 x 10-6 1.8 x I0"~

2’3,7,8-teu’achloride-benzofuran 2 4.6 x I0-6 2.9 x I0"~ 1.4 x I0"~

1,2’3,7,8-penta~hlorodi-benzofuran 2 4.3 x 10* 2.6 x I0"~ 1.3 x

2,3,4,7,8-pentachlorodi-benzofuran 2 4.8 x I 0"~ 3.0 x I 0"~ I. 5 x 10-6

1,2’3,4,7,8-hexaehlorodi-benzofuran 2 6. I x I0"~ 3.7 x I0"~ 1.9 x 10-6

1,2,3,6,7,8-hexachlorodi-benzofunm 2 3.8 x l 0"~ 2.3 x 10-6 1.2 x I 0
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Table 25 (continued): Median Emission Factors From Test Report Data, and Total 1990 and 2010
HAP Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Organic HAPs From

Oil-Fired Units

"’Oil-Fired Units: Organic l-lAPs Number of Median Computer Computer
Emission Emission Program: Program: 2010
Factors Factor 1990 Total Total Tons

(Ib/triilion Tons
Btu)

1,2,3,7,8,9.hexachlorodi-benzofunm 2 5.8 x 10~ 3.5 x 10" 1.8 x l0~

2,3,4,6,7,8.bexachlorodi-benzofuran 1 4.8 x 10~ 3.0 x 10"~ 1.4 x 10"~

1,2,3,4,6,7,8.heptachlorodi-benzofuran 1 9.4 x I0~ 5.7 x 10~ 3.0 x 10*

1,2,3,4,7,g,9-heptachlorodi-benzofuran 1 1.0 x l0s 6.2 x 10"~ 3.2 x 10~

Hepta~hlorodi.benzofuran 1 1.5 x 10~ 8.8 x 10"~ 4,4 x 10"

Hexachiorodi.benzofuran 2 9.6 x 10"~ 5,8 x 10"~ 3,0 x 10~

Octachlorodi-benzofunm I 1.0 x 10"s 6.2 x 10"* 3,2 x 10*

Pente¢hlorodi-benzof~ran 2 7.3 x I0" 4.4 x 10~ 2.2 x l0~

Tetrachloride-benzofuran 2 5.0 x I0’~ 3.1 x 10’~ 1.5 x I0~

2-methylnaphthalene 4 0.017 0.0I 0.0052

Accnaphtbene 2 0.38 0.22 0.1 ]

A~enaphthylene I 0.017 0.01 0.0052

Anthracene 2 0.015 0.0093 0.0047

Benz(a)amhracene 3 0.03 0.018 0.0092

Benzo(b÷k)fluoranthenc 2 0.033 0.02 0.01

Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 2 0.021 0.013 0.0065

Chrysene 3 0.021 0.013 0.0066

Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene 2 0.0081 0.005 0.0025

Fluoranthene 6 0.016 0.0097 0.0049

Fluorene 5 0.021 0.013 0.0065

Indeno{ 1,2,3-c,d)pyrene 2 0.024 0.014 0.0073

Nitrobenzofl uoranthene 1 0,0 i 5 0.0092 0.0047

Nitmchrysene/benzantluacene 1 0.016 0.0098 0.005

Phenanthrene 9 0.025 0.015 0.0077

Pymne 6 0,037 0.022 0.011

¯ Toxic equivalent emissions

Source: Smay o.f Hazardou8 Air Pollutant Emission from Electric Utd~ly Steam Generating Umta-lnter~m F~nal Report. Volumes 1-3. U.S.
Environm©ntal Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. Research Triangle Park, NC. October 1996. EPA-453/R-96-
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Table 26: Median Emission Factors From Test Report Data, and Total 1990
and 2010 HAP Emissions, Projected With the Emission Factor Program for Organic HAPs From

Gas-Fired Units

Gas-Fired Units: Organic HAPs Number of Median Computer Computer
Emission Emission Program: Program: 2010
Factors Factor 1990 Total Total Tons

(Ib/trillion Tons
Btu)

Benzene I 1.4 1.8 2.7

Formaldehyde 8 35.5 55 83

Naphthalene 2 0.7 0.66

Toluene 2 I 0 13 19

2-methylnaphthalene 2 0.026 0.025 0.038

Fluoranthene I 0.0028 0.0034 0.0055

Fluorene l 0.0026 0.0034 0.0051

l-phenanthrene 2 0.013 0.016 0.024

Pyrene 1 0.0049 0.0061 0.0094

Sours: Study of Hazardoas Air Pollutant Emission from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units-Interim Final Report,
Volumes 1-3. U.S. Environmental Pro~ion Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. Research Triangle Park,
NC. October 1996. EPA-453/R-96-013b.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways, such as reducing               -
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse byproducts, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as
national policy a. hierarchy of waste management options for situations in
which source reduction cannot be implemented feasibly. In the waste
management hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible the next altemative
is recycling of wastes, followed by energy recovery, and waste treatment as
a last alternative.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general and
company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the fossil fuel electric power generation
industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does provide core information
that can be used as the starting point for facilities interested in beginning their
own pollution prevention projects. This section provides summary
information from activities that may be, or are being implemented by this
sector. When possible, information is provided that gives the context in
which the technique can be used effectively. Please note that the activities
described in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall
within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered
when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the
change must examine how each option affects air, land and water pollutant
releases.

Coal is considered the primary energy source for power generation now and
in the future. Coal is relatively abundant and inexpensive. However,
environmental impacts associated with coal combustion, most notably, acid
rain, represent a cost to the environment and human health. This section
emphasizes technologies for coal-fired electric power generation plants, but
includes pollution prevention practices that apply to other fossil fuel electric
plants as well. Many of the technologies and practices may be employed in
existing plants, in the repowering of existing plants, and in the design and
construction of new plants.
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V.A Pollution Prevention Technologies in the DOE Clean Coal Technology
Demonstration Program

The DOE is charged with protecting the Nation’s energy interests. In
recognition of the vital role of coal as a sustainable energy source, DOE
vigorously researches and promotes ways to reduce the environmental
impacts associated with coal combustion under the Clean Coal Technology
Demonstration (CCT) Program. Specific goals of the CCT Program include
(1) increasing the efficiency of electricity production and (2) enhancing the
efficient and cost effective use of U.S. coat reserves, while ensuring
achievement of national and environmental goals.

One way in which the CCT Program progresses towards these goals is by
building a portfolio of advanced, coal-based technology demonstration
projects. Included in the portfolio are technologies that result in improved
efficiency with fewer environmental consequences. The technologies
demonstrated under the CCT Program include commercially viable
processes, as well as projects whose commercial viability is still being
explored. These technologies may be categorized as (1) power systems, (2)
environmental control devices, and (3) clean coal processing. Pollution
prevention technologies being demonstrated under the CCT Program are
included under the categories labeled "power systems" and "clean coal
processing." Technologies categorized as "environmental control devices"
may not be considered pollution prevention technologies; however, they may
enable the recovery of pollutants for subsequent reuse/resale in products.

A brief discussion of emerging power systems and coal processing
technologies being demonstrated under the CCT Program is provided below.
DOE’s Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program, Program Update
1995 (April 1996) provides a more detailed discussion.

V.A.1 Emerging Technologies

Pollution prevention opportunities in advanced coal-fired power systems are
realized by the increase in overall efficiency of the combustion (electricity
produced per amount of fuel) resulting in the reduction of environmental
pollutants released. Efficiency of a technology is determined by the portion
of energy in fuel that is converted into electricity. Thus, the process of
combustion and heat transfers are critical variables. In considering advanced
technologies, one must consider the environmental transfer of wastes from
one media to another. Unless the transfer represents a more manageable form
of the waste, there may be little or no environmental gain.
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A brief description of power system technologies is provided below. While
none of the technologies described are currently commercially viable, they
may be in the f~ture. Table 27 summarizes demonstration projects for power
system technologies funded by DOE and participating companies.

Table 27: Summaries of Clean Coal Technologies Under DOE’s Clean Coal Technology
Demonstration Program

Demonstration: Pressurized Fluidlzed-Bed Combustion Combined-cycle. Tidd Project-The Ohio Power

Status: Completed on the 70 MW scale, future testing on 340 ~ scale planned
Size: 55 MW steam turbine, 15 MW gas turbine
Efficiency: Combustion efficiency of 99. 6%. Heat rate efficiency of 33.2 percent
Environmental Benefits: SO: removal of up to 95 %. Resulting NOx emissions of O. 15-0. 331b,’million Btu.

Demonstration: lnteerated Gasification Combined-cycle Repowerinv Proiect

Status: Currently still in design stage.
Size: 65 MW
Projected Efficiency: Heat efficiency of approximately 43%.
Environmental Benefits: E~cpected C02 reduction, improved efficiency over coal-fired plant with flue gas
desulfurization.

Demonstration: Indirect Fired Cycle-Re_Dowering. Pennsylvania Electric Co. Warren Station. Unit No. 2

Status: Currently still in design stage.
Size: 62.4 MW
Projected Heat Rate: 9, 650 BTU/KWh 0 1.3% improvement over existing).
Environmental Benefits: Eliminates the need for hot gas cleanup systems.

Demonstration: Coal Diesel Combined-Cycle Proiect, Arthur D. Little. Inc.

Status: Currently in design stage.
Size: 14 MW
Projected Efficiency: Heat efficiency of approximately 48%.
Environmental Benefits: Emissions reductions to levels of 50%-70% below NSPS.

Demonstrmtan: Slaeeing Combustor. Heaw Clean Coal Project. Alaska Industrial DevelmTment and Exoort
Authority. Golden Valley Electric Association

Status: Currently in construction stage.
Size: 50 MW
Projected Efficiency: Projected SO: removal of 90%, NOx emissions/million BTU emisswns of less than O. 0
lb/million BTU, particulates of 0.0015 lb/million BTU.
Environmental Benefits: SO:, NO.r, particulates emissions reductions.
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Fluidized-Bed Combustion

Fluidized bed combustion (FBC) technology includes three designs:
atmospheric, pressurized, and two-stage bubbling bed. Although FBC
technology is not yet widespread in the industry, it allows any kind of fuel to
be burned while controlling the emission of SO: without the use of a flue gas
scrubbing device. In the FBC process, a sorbent, such as crushed limestone,
is introduced with pulverized coal in the combustion chamber. Air forced
into the combustion chamber suspends the coal-limestone mixture. Sulfur,
released from the coal, combines with the sorbent to form a solid waste that
is relatively easy to handle and dispose of. The advantage of FBC
technology is that it creates a turbulent environment conducive to a high rate
of combustion and a high rate of sulfur capture and allows for lower
operating temperatures than conventional boilers. Because operating
temperatures are below the threshold of thermally induced NOx formation,
NOx emissions are reduced. In addition, the operating temperature tends to
be below the ash fusion range for coal, resulting in less wastes present in
fireside wash waters and less frequent cleaning requirements.

Integrated Gasification Combined-cycle

In the IGCC, coal is converted into a gaseous fuel, purified, and combusted
in a gas turbine generator to produce electricity. The constituents react to
produce a fuel gas. Heat from the exhaust gas is recovered and used to
generate steam, which produces additional electricity. Gasification is a
process in which coal is introduced to a reducing atmosphere with oxygen or
air and steam. In some systems, a limestone sorbent is added to the gasifier
for sulfur removal. The environmental advantages of IGCC include:

¯ High efficiency
¯ Removal of nitrogen, sulfur, and particulates prior to the addition of

combustion air, thereby lowering the volume of gas requiring treatment
¯ Sulfur in the gas is in the form of hydrogen sulfide, which is removable

to a greater extent than SO:
¯ NOx removal of more than 90 percent
¯ Reduced CO,_ emissions compared to traditional coal-fired boilers.

Currently, gas cleanup in IGCC requires the gas to be cooled; however, hot
gas cleanup systems are being developed that will remove 99.9 percent of the
sulfur and result in a saleable sulfur product. The IGCC system is well suited
for repowering because it can use the existing steam turbine, electrical
generator, and coal-handling facilities in most cases.
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Indirect-Fired Cycle

An indirect-fired cycle operates such that coal or biomass combustion
products do not come in direct contact with gas turbine components. Instead,
heated gases pass on the shell side of an air heater. On the tube side of the
air heater, compressed gas is heated and passes through a gas turbine. The
environmental advantage is that this eliminates the need for hot gas cleanup
since the corrosive and abrasive fuel products do not come into direct contact
with the turbines. Heat is recovered from air heater exhaust and is used to
produce steam, which powers a steam turbine. In addition, corrosive gas
products do not come into direct contact with the turbine, thereby eliminating
the need for hot gas cleanup. Although the technology is still in the design
stage, the efficiency is expected to be 20 percent greater than that of a
pulverized coal plant. Furthermore, SO2 reductions of 90 percent, as well as
reduced NOx and particulate emissions, are expected.

Integrated Gasification Fuel Cell

An integrated gasification fuel cell system consists of a coal gasifier with a
gas cleanup system, a fuel cell, an inverter, and a heat recovery system. Coal
gas, made through the reaction of steam, oxygen, and limestone, is introduced
to a fuel cell composed of an anode and a cathode and separated by an
electrolytic layer. The fuel cell converts the chemical energy of the gas to
direct current electrical energy and generates heat, and an inverter converts
direct current to alternating current. A heat recovery system delivers heat to
a bottoming steam cycle for further generation of electricity. Pollution
prevention is realized by improved emissions reduction associated with the
gas cleanup system and solid-waste reduction.

Coal-Fired Diesel

Diesel generators are modified to accept a coal/water slurry as a fuel source.
Environmental control systems are typically installed to remove NOx, SO2,
and particulates. The advantage of a coal-fired diesel system is that it is well
suited to small generators (below 50 megawatts). In addition, it is estimated
to result in emissions reduction of 50 percent below New Source
Performance Standards. Similarly, coal-oil mixture technology can replace
up to 50 percent of fuel oil with pulverized coal for burning in conventional
oil or gas burners.

Slagging Combustor

In a slagging combustor, coal is burned at very high combustion temperatures
outside the furnace cavity, and combustion gasses pass into the boiler, where
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heat exchange takes place. In a conventional boiler, the ash enters the boiler
and collects on boiler tubes, thus decreasing the efficiency of heat exchange.
Altematively, the high temperature of the slagging combustor causes ash to
form slag, which is collected in cyclones. The advantage of the slagging
combustor is that it prevents a loss in heat exchange efficiency that would
occur from ash accumulation on boiler tubes.

V.A.2 Coal Processing for Clean Fuels

Pollution prevention entails removal of the pollutants from coal in the
precombustion stage. This is accomplished through coal cleaning, whereby
pollutants are removed without altering the solid state of the coal, or by
conversions (gasification or liquefaction), which represent transformations
in the state of the coal.

Coal Cleaning

Most coal cleaning occurs at the mouth of the mine. The cleaning method
depends on the size of the coal pieces. Typically, coal is cleaned by pulsing
currents of water through a bed of coal in a jig to separate the impurities from
the coal. Coal cleaning can be achieved through physical, biological, or
chemical means. Physical cleaning is the most common method and involves
the separation of coals to obtain coals with lower ash content. A lower ash
content helps in meeting particulate emissions standards and results in lower
operating and maintenance costs associated with ash handling. Coal cleaning
can also reduce the trace metal content, thus reducing trace metal content in
ashes. Furthermore, cleaning is effective in removing sulfur from coal. This
is sulfur that may otherwise end up as SOs emissions. There is a tradeoff
between sulfur reduction and energy recovery.36 It should be noted, however,
that a reduction in energy recovery is associated with sulfur removal.

A study cited in a report written by the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality compared two FBC conceptual plant designs using
mine-run coal versus washed coal. The washed coal facility reduced SO,
emissions by more than 50 percent on the basis of equivalent heat input and
sulfur removal. The NOx emissions from the washed coal are about one-third
lower in comparison to mine-run coal based on equivalent heat input. In
addition, the washed coal facility was physically smaller, had lower
installation costs, required less storage area for limestone and ash, used less
water, and generated less high-volume wastes.
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Coal Gasification

Gasification is the process of converting coal to a gaseous fue!--coal gasm
followed by chemical cleaning. Coal gas has the benefit of burning as
cleanly as natural gas. The process entails coal gas reacted with steam and
an oxidant in a reducing atmosphere. If air is the oxidant, a Iow-BTU gas
results; if oxygen is the oxidant, a medium-BTU gas results.

Mild Gasification

In mild gasification, coal is heated in a oxygen-free reactor, which produces
gaseous, solid, and liquid products. The environment in the reactor drives off
the condensed, volatile hydrocarbons and leaves behind carbon. The benefit
of mild gasification is that it produces multiple fuels and feedstocks using
medium temperature treatment of coal.

Coal Liquefaction

Hydrogen added to coal increases the fuel’s ratio of hydrogen to carbon to a
level similar to that of petroleum-based fuels. Coprocessing is a liquefaction
process, whereby heavy petroleum residue combined with coal produces a
liquid fuel. The liquids can be cleaned of sulfur and ash prior to use as a fuel
and have higher thermal efficiencies (60-70 percent range), high product
yield, and potentially marketable byproducts, such as gasoline.

V.B Other Pollution Prevention Technologies

Cogeneration

Cogeneration is the production of electricity and heat from a single power
plant unit. Because of the heat recovery aspect, cogeneration itself is a
pollution prevention strategy. In cogeneration, heat that would otherwise be
released from a steam turbine, gas turbine, or diesel engine is recaptured and
used to heat buildings or other industrial processes or to generate additional"
electricity. In fact, whereas the typical efficiency at a fossil fuel electric plant
is around 33 to 38 percent, cogenerators can obtain up to 80-percent
efficiency because of the heat recaptured. The heat recovered comes mainly
from the flue gases.37

Cogeneration plants were originally industrial applications. They are still
used primarily to provide power for industries, hotels, universities, etc., yet
they are increasingly being designed for larger capacities and are competing
with utilities for power production. Cogeneration plants may be owned by
an industrial company, supplying its own power, or they may be owned by
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small entrepreneurial companies. Besides size requirements, factors such as
type of fuel to burn, methods of recapturing heat, and control of emissions,
should be considered when evaluating cogeneration as a power source.

DOE’s Office of Industrial Technology (OIT) has several projects underway
to promote cogeneration, which is a commercially available technology. For                -
example, OIT teamed up with Riegel Textile Corporation to design and test
an innovative 4.3 MW high-back-pressure steam cogeneration system using
a modified coal-fired boiler. The turbine exhaust (225 psig at 570 degrees
Fahrenheit) is hot enough to be used for process heating and can also be used
to drive an existing low-pressure turbine to generate additional electricity.
In 1994, 17 such systems were in operation,as

Repowering

Repowedng is a way in which power generation facilities can improve and
increase both the production and efficiency of standard thermal generating
facilities. Repowering options include expanding a unit’s size or changing
the type or quality of the fuel used. In most eases, it involves partial or
complete replacement of the steam supply system and usually a more or less
complete retention, refurbishment, and reuse of the turbine/generator. Many
of the technologies listed above are appropriate for repowering.

Fuel Cells

Natural gas fuel cell (NGFC) energy systems improve gas utilization and
efficiency. Like batteries, fuel cells are based on the principles of
electrochemistry, except that they consume fuel to maintain the chemical
reaction. The most common electroebemieal reaction in a fuel cell is that of
hydrogen with oxygen. The oxygen is usually derived from the air, and the
hydrogen is usually obtained by steam-reforming fossil fuel. Natural gas is
the most common fuel; however, other fuels can be used: peaked-shaved gas,
air-stabilized gas from local production such as landfills, propane, or other
fuels with high methane content. Fuel Ceils, being electrochemical, are more
efficient than combustion systems. In addition, emissions are reduced from
typical gas systems because there is no combustion of fossil fuel. Although
many fuel cells are being researched, developed, and demonstrated around
the word, only one system is commercially available at this time. It is a 200
kW phosphoric acid fuel cell system.39

Because emissions are reduced, State and local air quality, regulating agencies
have begun to grant and/or consider exemptions from air quality permitting
requirements. For example, after extensive emissions testing, the South
Coast Air Quality. Management District has granted NGFC’s exemption in
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the Los Angeles area. Exemptions have also been granted by the Santa
Barbara Air Quality Management District, the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District, and the State of Massachusetts. These exemptions may
create economic incentives to install NGFC systems to avoid permitting fees
and violation fines, or to take advantage of emissions credits. A Federal
incentive program is being managed by the DOE Morgantown Energy               -
Technology Center to reduce the cost of the fuel cell by $1,000 per kW.~°

Additional information on this technology may be obtained from the North
American Fuel Cell Owner Group (NAFCOG), an independent users group
comprised of owners and operators of NGFCs.

V.C Other Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization Opportunities

In addition to the-technologies discussed previously, several other pollution
prevention methods can be employed. Some of the methods are common
solutions applicable to a wide range of facilities; others are more tailored to
site-specific situations. Some of the methods are relatively simple, whereas
others require more teclmological modifications. This section includes not
only physical tasks, but management and training steps that foster pollution
prevention.

V.C.1    Process or Equipment Modification Options

Fuel Sources

As discussed under the CCT Program, the initial fuel source may be
examined as a potential pollution prevention opportunity. Clean coal
technologies remove the pollutants prior to the major processes of electrical
generation. But on a case-by-ease basis, one can also consider the option of
using fuels that are naturally lower in pollutants. Low-sulfur coals produce
less SO2 emissions, and there is less pollution associated with coal pile
runoff. However, a tradeoffexists in that most low-sulfur coal in the United
States is "low rank" (i.e., it has a higher ash and moisture content). Several
operational difficulties stem from switching from high-rank to low-rank coal.
Nonetheless, processing techniques to improve the BTU and remove sulfur
from low-rank coals are being developed. For example, SynCoal (Western
Energy Company) is a technology that produces a fuel with a 0.5 percent
sulfur content, a moisture content of greater than 5 percent, a heating value
of 11,800 Btu per pound, and ash content of approximately 9 percent.

Another related technology that has been researched extensively is co-firing
using refuse derived fuel (RDF) pellets and coal in power plants. In 1992,
DOE’s OIT, in cooperation with several organizations, operated a power
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plant with a mixture of coal and up to 25 percent RDF pellets. The project
found that the mixture resulted in reduced acid gas emissions. The CAA
amendments of 1990 allow the combustion of up to 30 percent municipal
solid waste in coal plants. The results of this project are facilitating
commercialization of the co-combustion technology.

Cooling Water

Cooling water is used in steam turbine electric power plants and is circulated
through the condenser to condense the steam leil ailer the generation of
electricity. The resulting condensate can then be pumped back into the high-
pressure boiler. Cooling systems may be once=through, where cooling water
is discharged into a receiving water body after use, or recirculating, which
involves the use of cooling towers, lakes, or ponds. Scaling of heat exchange
equipment and piping occurs 1~om cooling water contact and reduces the
efficiency of the equipment. To prevent scaling, chemical additives, such as
polyphosphates, polyester, phosphates, and polyacrylates, are added to
cooling water. In the past, cooling tower treatment chemicals contained
hexavalent chromium. Recent regulations have restricted the use of chrome-
based treatment to reduce the associated public health and environmental
impacts. As a result, industry has switched to non-chrome treatment
chemicals.

Corrosion, fostered through aeration of cooling water in cooling towers, is
another problem. A number of different chemicals such as zinc, molybdate,
silicate, polyphosphate, aromatic azole, carboxylate, and sometimes chromate
are added to cooling water for corrosion control. Fouling and biological
growth are commonly controlled through the addition of polyester,
phosphates, polyacrylates,, non-oxidizing biocides, chlorine, and bromine.

Pollution prevention opportunities for cooling water address minimizing
chemical additives and conserving water. Table 28 presents a few general
pollution prevention recommendations for reducing cooling tower emissions.

First and foremost, a facility can determine the optimum chemicals for the
prevention of biologic growth and corrosion. In general, chiodnated biocides
are less toxic than hrominated biocides, and polyphosphate and organo-
phosphate inhibitors are less toxic than chromate corrosion inhibitors.
Another possible means to reduce the need for chemical additives for control
of scaling is magnetic water conditioning.

Widespread attention has focused on ozone treatment in lieu of common
biocide use. Ozone acts to rupture bacterial cells through oxidation.
Reductions in scaling, biofouling, and overall toxics may be realized from
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ozone. It has been successful mainly in once-through cooling water systems
for power plants. Drawbacks in the use of ozone treatment include (I) the
potential for corrosion in cooling towers, unless careful dosing is practiced
to maintain the oxidation-reduction potential rate and (2) ozone treatments
have been shown to exhibit rapid fouling on high temperature surfaces such
as would be found in recirculating systems. In addition, health and safety.
issues associated with worker exposure to ozone must be considered.

Table 28: Pollution Prevention Opportunities for Reducing Cooling Tower Emissions

Pretreat makeup water: Pretreating the makeup water to cooling towers reduces the chemical treatment
requirements for scale and corrosion control and can increase the number of times cooling water may be recycled
before blowdown.

Use inert construction materials: Polyethylene, titanium, and stainless steel are relatively nonreactive
compared to carbon steel and require lesser quantities of scale and corrosion inhibitors.

Install automatic bleed/feed controllers and bypass feeders: By installing this equipment on the cooling
towers, facilities have reduced volumes of cooling tower chemicals, as well as energy costs, labor, and water.

Recirculate the cooling water: When possible, cooling tower water should be recirculated instead of cycling
once-through the system.

Use chlorinated biocide~: Facilities can use chlorinated biocides instead of brominated biocides to reduce the
toxicity of biocides.

Sources: Fact Sheet: Eliminating Hexavalent Chromium from Cooling Towers. City of Los Angeles Board of
Public Works, Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office. Undated; Fact Sheet: Water and Chemicals Reduction for
Cooling Towers. North Carolina Department of Environmental Health and Natural Resources, Pollution
Prevention Program. May 1987; Pollution Prevention/Environmental Impact Reduction Checklist for Coal-Fired
Power Plants. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, OffiCe of Federal Activities. Undated.

Fireside Washes

In the combustion of fossil fuels, products of incomplete combustion will rise
with gas and collect on boiler tubes and heat transfer units. Fireside wastes
consist primarily of bottom ash and damaged refractory brick, which may be
contaminated with heavy metals from the ash. As the buildup increases, the
heat exchange efficiency decreases. Periodically, the buildup is removed by
applying a large volume of water to the boiler surfaces. The wash water
contains trace metals (nickel, chromium, iron, vanadium, and zinc), calcium,
sodium, chlorides, nitrates, sulfates, and organics contained in suspended
soot. The resulting waste is a wet ash sludge. This sludge may be co-
managed for disposal with large volume combustion waste (fly ash, bottom
ash, FGD sludge) or managed separately with other low-volume wastes and
treated through physical or chemical precipitation, as well as pond
evaporation.
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Soot blowers use steam, air, or water to clean fireside fouled heat transfer
surfaces. The removed soot and ash deposits are either reintroduced into the
combustion process, redeposited for easier removal, or captured by
particulate control equipment. Sonic horns generate sound waves that cause
the heat transfer surface to vibrate and dislodge soot and ash. Manual
cleaning includes brushing, sweeping, and vacuuming.

Abrasive cleaning methods remove contaminants by blasting a compound at
the substrate. Typical blasting compounds are sand, walnut shells, or carbon
dioxide pellets. The abrasive cleaning technology field is changing rapidly.
New materials that may remove soot and ash without damaging the boiler
tubes and refractory include plastic beads, sodium bicarbonate, and,
potentially, liquid CO2.

Table 29 provides.some examples of pollution prevention opportunities for
fireside washes.

Table 29: Pollution Prevention Options for Fireside Washes

Options Comments

Use cleaner fuels Natural gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel, but availability limits
widespread use. Cleaner burning fuel oils and coals are available but
may be cost-prohibitive.

Use alternative cleaning methods Soot blowers and sonic horns may be used to reduce the need for
washing. Dry ash has higher potential for reuse. Abrasives may be
used but add to waste created.

Recycle or reuse fireside wastes Lime sludge from treatment may be sold to copper smelters.
Vanadium recovery from fuel oil ash may be feasible. Coal ash can
be used as a substitute for cement in concrete or as structural fill

[Source: ]ndustria~ Pollution Prevention Handbook. Freeman, Harry M., ed. McGraw Hill. Inc. 1995.

Boiler Chemical Cleaning Wastes

The purpose of boiler cleaning is to remove scale from the inside (water side)
of boiler tubes. The waste generated contains spent cleaning solution and the
scaling components: copper, iron, zinc, nickel, magnesium, and chromium.
Certain cleaning agents target certain types of boilers and deposits. Boiler
cleaning wastewaters may be difficult to treat and, in some cases, fall under
the jurisdiction of the Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act (RCRA) as
a hazardous waste.

One way to minimize the volume of boiler cleaning wastes is to optimize the
cleaning frequency. Specific practices that help to optimize cleaning
frequency include:
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¯ Maintaining records of operations
¯ Conducting biweekly chemical analysis to define normal cycle chemistry
¯ Sampling tubes annually
¯ Determining the location and/or type of deposits through ultrasonic

imaging, thermocouples, removable test strips, and fiberscopic
inspections.

Controlling the chemistry of the boiler feed water is a significant way to
control the rate of scaling. Generally, boiler water is treated through fine
filtration, chemical treatment, reverse osmosis, and/or ion exchange to
remove minerals. Other constituents in the boiler water targeted for removal
may include oxygen and carbon dioxide.

While most utilities use hydrazine and morpholine in the chemical treatment
of boiler feed water, an elevated oxygen treatment process has been
demonstrated that results in the accumulation of a f’mer-grained, more
unified, magnetite layer that necessitates less frequent cleaning. To create
this condition, oxygen or hydrogen peroxide is added to condensate at a pH
of 7 to 7.5, oxygen and ammonia are added at a pH of 8 to 8.5, and ammonia
is added at a pH of 9 or greater, until ammonia concentrations of 250 parts
per billion are reached.

The boiler cleaning frequency may be decreased by reducing the amount of
oxygen entering the boiler due to leaks in the system. Leaks can be corrected
through inspection and replacement of seals on steam cycle components.
Maintenance schedules and monitoring techniques are effective practices in
preventing leaks. Furthermore, maintaining high quality performance of the
oxygen deaerators will also help to prevent oxygen ingress.

Another effective pollution prevention technique is determining the optimum
frequency of boiler cleanouts. Utilities should clean the boilers based on the
actual deposit thickness instead of according to a predetermined schedule.
According to a survey performed by EPRI, one California utility monitors
both scale thickness and composition by means of small, retrievable test "
strips placed inside the boiler. Base unit boilers are now cleaned about once
every 72 months, and cycling units are cleaned once every 48 months. Other
California utilities report cleaning schedules as oi~en as once every 24
months.4~

On-line cleaning involves boiler cleaning while the boiler remains in
operation. This can be done by injection of a sodium poly-acrylate additive
into the boiler feedwater to a concentration of 400 mg/L. The most critical
outer layer of magnetite is removed, but an inner layer remains. This method
requires less cleaning time than traditional boiler cleaning, uses less
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hazardous chemicals, and results in a more easily handled waste. The
drawbacks of on-line cleaning include the risk of contaminating the steam
turbine, less deposits removed, and potentially poor copper removal. Cost
savings associated with the use of this technology at a 300-MW unit have
been estimated to be $25,000 to $30,000 per year.42

Sodium bicarbonate-based blast media can be used in association with
specifically designed delivery systems to meet a wide range of cleaning
needs, including general facility maintenance (e.g., floor cleaning, paint
stripping and boiler tube cleaning). Sodium bicarbonate blasting is becoming
increasingly common in the electric utility industry.43

In areas where water costs are high, utilities may choose to reuse their boiler
chemical cleaning wastewater as makeup for cooling towers, fly ash
scrubbers, or fluc gas desulfurization systems." Also, depending on the
composition of the chemical cleaning sludge, it may be economically feasible
to recycle the sludge for its metal content. Arizona Electric Power
Cooperative (AEPCO), Incorporated, for example, uses this cleaning
material, rather than face potentially expensive disposal costs. The EPA, the
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality, the California Department of
Toxic Substances Control, and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration approved the use of by products from chemical cleaning from
AEPCO’s boilers. AEPCO sells the by-product to Pacific Gas & Electric
Company for hydrogen sulfide gas abatement at its Geysers Power Plant, a
geothermal power generation facility.’~

Table 30 lists pollution prevention opportunities for boiler cleaning wastes.

Fly Ash

Fly ash is typically collected in the flue of the combustion unit and
transported to a centralized containment area for treatment and storage. Both
wet ash transport and dry collection are commonly practiced. Some facilities
use wet ash, creating a slurry as the mechanism for transport. The
disadvantage of wet ash transport is that it increases the volume of the ash
waste and it must eventually be separated out and treated. In contrast, a dry
process control electrostatic precipitator avoids the added volume due to
water and allows the collection of a dry product for recycling and!or
beneficial reuse.

Chemical Substitutions

Several process modifications described previously have required material
substitution (e.g., switching fuels). However, material substitutions are not
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Table 30: Pollution Prevention Options for Boiler Cleaning Wastes

Options Comments

Improve boiler water supply Regenerate ion exchange resins promptly. Install reverse osmosis
equipment ahead of ion exchange systems to reduce mineral loading
and reduce regeneration frequency.

Control boiler water chemistry Use hydrazine to control dissolved oxygen and morpholine to
control carbon dioxide.

Reduce contaminant ingress Improve equipment seals to prevent air and cooling water leaks into
the boiler.

Base cleaning on fouling Use coupons to measure scale buildup and schedule cleaning
accordingly.

Use on-line cleaning Sodium polyacrylate injection may be used to remove deposits
v~ithout having to shut down boiler. Further research required.

Reuse wastewater Wastewater may be used for cooling tower makeup or as feedwater
to ash scrubbers and flue gas desulfurization units. Some
pretreatment and/or segregation may be required.

Reuse lime sludge Sludges from lime treatment of chemical cleaning wastes may be
sold to copper smelters for reuse.

Control H~.S Ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid (EDTA)-based cleaning processes
can produce Fe-EDTA, which is an effective chelating agent for H2S
control.

Source: Adapted from Industrial Pollution Prevention Handbook. Freeman, Harry M., ed. McGraw Hill, Inc. ! 995.

limited to major processes. Sometimes, toxic chemicals are used
unnecessarily on a wide-sdale basis for a variety of operations and
maintenance activities (e.g., clearfing, lubrication). By substituting less toxic
chemicals, a facility can avoid unnecessary risks associated with worker
exposure and the potential for release into the environment. The first step in
determining the viability of material substitutions is to inventory the
chemicals used at the site. The chemical can be evaluated as to its hazard
potential, its necessity, and possible altematives. For example, San Diego
Gas and Electric Company determined several different solvents onsite could
be replaced by just a few different solvents. By eliminating the wide array
of solvents, the company is now able to install a solvent recovery unit, which
will reduce the amount of solvent waste.

V.C.2 Inventory Management and Preventative Maintenance for Waste
Minimization

Fossil fuel electric power generation facilities, like many industrial facilities.
use solvents and other chemicals for everyday operations. Every. day
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operations include parts washing, lubricating, general cleaning, and
degreasing application during plant and equipment maintenance activities.
Ot~en, chemical wastes generated by these operations are made up of out-of-
date, necessary, off-specification, and spilled or damaged chemical products.
Actual costs for materials used include not only the cost of the original
product, but also the costs of disposal. Inventory management and
preventative maintenance are ways these facilities can decrease the amounts
of chemical wastes generated in a cost-effective manner.

There are two categories of inventory management including inventory
control and material control. Inventory control includes techniques to reduce
inventory size, reduce toxic and/or hazardous chemical use, and increase
current inventory turnover. Material control includes the proper storage and
safer transfer of materials. Froper material control will ensure that materials
are used efficient|y to reduce waste and preserve the ability, to recycle the
wastes.

Corrective and preventative maintenance can reduce waste generation. A
well run preventative maintenance program will serve to identify the potential
for releases and correct problems before material is lost and/or considered a
waste. New or updated equipment can use process materials more efficiently,
producing less waste. Table 31 provides examples of inventory management
and preventative maintenance waste minimization techniques that can be
used at fossil fuel electric power generation facilities.

V.C.3 Potential Waste Segregation and Separation Options

Fossil fuel electric power generation facilities can reduce their waste disposal
costs by carefully segregating their waste streams. In particular, facilities
should segregate RCRA nonhazardous wastes from hazardous wastes to
reduce the quantity of waste that must be disposed of as a hazardous waste.
For example, facilities should segregate used oil from degreasing solvents
because uncontaminated used oil can be recycled or fed into the boiler as a
supplemental fiael. Oil contaminated with polychlorinated bipbenyls (PCBs)
should be segregated from other used oils. Absorbent material that is not
fully saturated with oils, etc., should be stored separately from saturated
material so that it can be reused. Recycling companies .typically offer a
higher price for segregated recyclables (e.g., clean office paper, scrap metal)
than mixed waste streams.
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Table 31: Inventory Management and Preventative Maintenance Waste Minimization
Opportunitie~

Inventory Management

Inventory �om~ol                                                                                                              -

Purchase only the quantity of material needed for the job or a set period of time
¯ Evaluate set expiration date on materials, especially for stable compounds, to deten~ine if they could be extended.
¯ Search the inventory at other company sites for available stock before ordering additional material
¯ Porchasematerial in the proper quantit~" and the pmper contalner size. lflarge quantities are needed, porchasein bulk. lfthe

material has a short shelf-life or small quantifies are needed, purchase in small containers
¯ If surplus inventories exist, use excess material before new mmerial am ordered
¯ Contact supplier to determine if surplus materials can be returned. If not, identify other potential users or markets
¯ Evaluate whether alternative, non-hazardous substitutes prior to purchase and checked for acceptance at the facility.

Material Control

¯ Reduce material loss through improved process operation, increased maintenance and employee training to identify sources of loss
¯ Handle and manaSe wastes to allow recycling.

Maintenance Programs

Operational and Mainte~mce Procedures

¯ Reduce raw material and product loss due to leaks, spills, and off-specification products
¯ Develop employee u~ining procedures on waste reduction
¯ Evaluation the need for operational steps and eliminate practices that are unnecessary
¯ Collect spilled or leaked material for re-use whenever possible
¯ Consolidate like chemicals and segregate wastes to reduce the number of different waste streams and increase recoverability.

Pre~ent~e Maituenance Programs

* Perform malntenanee cost tr~king
¯ Perform scheduled preventive maintenance and monitoring
¯ Monitor closely "Problem" equipment or procosses that are known to generate hazardous waste (e.g., past spills).

Souree: Adapted from "CornEd Operation and Maintenance Manual" and "Pollution Prevention Sucx, ess" Fact Sheets. Received From
Edison Electric Institute. July 1997.

V.C.4    Recycling Options

With the exception of cooling water and used oil, fly ash represents the
greatest waste component at fossil fuel plants. For this reason, recycling
options for fly ash presem a significant opportunity for pollution prevention.
Typical uses include incorporating fly ash imo construction materials, such
as asphalt or cement. However, new uses are being found every day. Table
32 lists existing and potential marketable uses for fly ash. More information
about the production and use of fly ash and other coal combustion materials
can be obtained from the American Coal Ash Association.~
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Table 32: Current and Potential Uses for Fly Ash

Current Uses for F!y Ash

Flowable fill
Soil stabilization
Lightweight aggregate building material _
Roofing materials
Roofing granules
Plastics, paint
Filter cloth precoat for sludge dewatering
Pipe bedding
Structural fills
Concrete and block Portland cement
Mine reclamation
Agricultural enhancement
Road paving: as a sub-base or fill material under a paved road

Potential Uses for Fly Ash

Ingredient of golf ball coverings
Flue gas reactants
An additive to sewage sludge for use as a soil conditioner
An alkali reactivity minimizer in concrete aggregate
The footprint of a structure, a paved parking lot, sidewalk, walkway, or similar structure

The Carolina Power and Light (CP&L) is successful in selling 80 to I00
percent of the fly ash generated at three coal-fn’ed power plants. The CP&L
estimates capital costs to be $I to $2/ton of fly ash and operation and
maintenance costs to be $3 to $4/ton of fly ash. The ash sales revenues have
resulted in reduced disposal costs. Duke Power has experienced similar
success. Duke Power has soldmore than 230,000 tons of fly ash and 65,400
tons of bottom ash for use in concrete production. Other markets for the fly
ash included plastic manufacturing and asphalt production. In addition, Duke
Power donated 30,000 tons of bottom ash to the State of North Carolina to
use as a base in road construction.

It should be noted that uses for fly ash vary greatly according to market
conditions and transportation costs. In addition, for most uses, the ash must
have a low carbon content. However, available commercial technologies can
separate the ash into carbon-rich and carbon-poor fractions.

Pollution prevention associated with boiler blowdown was discussed
previously; however, boiler blowdown water may potentially be recycled
and used as makeup to cooling tower waters and flashing blowdown to
generate additional steam. This is accomplished through the regeneration of
demineralizer waters.
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Sulfur is produced through the cleaning of fuels and ores and the use of clean
scrubbers. Recycling options include the following:

¯ Substituting sulfur for Portland cement and water to act as a binding
agent to produce a durable, acid-resistant concrete

¯ Using sulfur in protective coatings to improve the resistance of _
conventional building materials to chemical and other stresses; fabric can
be impregnated with sulfur and additive materials to produce flexible or
rigid lining materials

¯ Using sulfur as an asphalt extender or as an asphalt replacement to totally
eliminate the need for asphalt.

The FGD units can produce sulfur, sulfuric acid, gypsum, or some non-
saleable sludge material. Select FGD units can produce saleable materials,
as indicated in the following examples:

¯ G,vpsum can be processed into a quality gypsum grade for resale to wall
board producers or sold for use in cement manufacturing.

¯ Sodium sulfate and sulfuric acid can be produced for resale.
¯ An electron beam scrubbing system can be used to produce ammonium

sulfate and ammonium nitrate for sale as a fertilizer supplement.
¯ A pozzolanic stabilization reaction process can be implemented where

lime-based reagent is added to scrubber sludge and fly ash to create a
mineral product suitable for roadway base course. (Pozzolans are
siliceous or siliceous/aluminous materials that, when mixed with lime and
water, form cementitious compounds.)

V.C.5 Facility Maintenance Wastes

In addition to the wastes associated with the power production operations,
fossil fuel electric power generation facilities also generate wastes from
support operations, such as facility and equipment maintenance, storage
areas, transportation, and offices. Pollution prevention techniques can greatly
reduce many of these waste streams for relatively little cost.

Table 33 highlights several basic pollution prevention options for equipment
and facility maintenance. All of the options involve the use of commercially
available equipment that is already in widespread use. In addition to the
options described in Table 33, common pollution prevention options include:

¯ Establishing preventive maintenance programs for equipment
¯ Testing fluids prior to changing them
¯ Purchasing equipment to enable recycling of antifreeze, solvents, and

oil/water mixtures
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¯ Purchasing longer lasting/reusable absorbent materials and rags
¯ Laundering rags offsite instead of disposing of them
¯ Using steam cleaning equipment or sodium bicarbonate blast systems for

general facility cleaning
¯ Purchasing electric-powered vehicles for onsite use
¯ Upgrading bulk storage equipment and spill prevention practices _
¯ Improving spill containment equipment and equipment for transferring

fluids
¯ Using low- or no-VOC paints for facility maintenance and restricting

color choices
¯ Recycling office paper, cardboard, plastics, scrap metals, wood products,

etc.
¯ Purchasing products with recycled content
¯ Finding alternatives to replace ozone depleting substances (e.g.,

refrigerants, fire suppression, degreasers)
¯ Practicing integrated pest management to reduce the use of pesticides in

grounds maintenance operations
¯ Using less toxic products for custodial operations.
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Table 33: Pollution Prevention Opportunities For Facility Maintenance Wastes

Options Comments

Rotating Equipment Maintenance

Use high quality fluids While costing more initially, high quality fluids may last twice as
long in service.

Routinely monitor fluid condition Waste fluid generation can be reduced by switching to a
replacement schedule based on fluid condition. Low-cost testing
services can provide detailed information.

Use nonleak equipment Use dry disconnect hose couplings, self sealing lock nuts, and
elastomeric flange gaskets to reduce oil leakage. Canned or
magnetically driven pumps, bellow valves, and bellow flanges are
also effective.

Clean and recycle dirty fluids Dirty fluids may be cleaned for extended use by small filtration
devices. More complex systems may use centrifugation or vacuum
distillation.

Use waste oils as boiler fuel This depends on boiler size, PCB content, and halogen content of
the waste oil. Would not apply to synthetic hydraulic fluids.

Facility Maintenance

Eliminate use of hazardous materials Major accomplishments have been made in this area, including
eliminating the use of PCBs, asbestos insulation, chromium-based
cooling water treatment chemicals, and leaded paints.

Replace tricarboxylic acid (TCA) and Petroleum distillate and D-limonene blends are effective cleaners for
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) with non- electrical equipment. Detergents are good for general purpose
ODS cleaners cleaning but must be kept out of yard drains and oil water

separators.

Use high transfer efficiency painting Brushes, rollers, and hand mitts are very efficient but labor-
equipment intensive. Airless spray is common for field use since a source of

clean, dry air is not required.

Use an enclosed cleaning station Several air districts mandate the use of enclosed gun cleaners and
prohibit the spraying of cleanup solvent into the air.

Avoid the removal of leaded paint Removal of lead-based paint should only be performed when the
paint fails to provide adequate protection. Use wet blasting or
vacuum collective devices to prevent the generation of leaded paint
dust.

Soure¢: Industrial Pollution Prevenlion Handboo~c. Freeman, Hazy M., ed. McGraw-Hill. Inc. 1995.
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V.C.6 Storm Water Management Practices

An important pollution prevention consideration at fossil fuel electric power
generation plants is the management of runoff. Coal pile runoff is perhaps
the most significant. Coal pile runoff results from precipitation coming into
contact with coal storage piles. The most effective way to eliminate coal pile
runoff is to store coal indoors. In many instances, this is not feasible, at
which point, pollution prevention turns to managing runoff. A facility’s
storm water pollution prevention plan should address storm water conU’ols
(e.g., dikes, levies) and the potential for reuse of storm water. Coal-handling
areas also represent potential for coal pollutants to contaminate storm water.
Table 34 lists practices that can prevent pollutants in coal from contaminating
storm water.

Table 34: Common Pollutimi Prevention Practices for Managing Runoff at
Coal Storage and Handling Areas 47

¯ Consider rail transport of coal over barge transport, because the potential impacts to water are
lessened.

¯ Cover coal off-loading areas, crushers, screens, and conveyors to reduce dust emissions.
¯ Cover coal storage piles or store in silos to prevent contact with precipitation and to minimize dust.
¯ Spray coal piles with anionic detergents. This will reduce the acidic content of the pile by reducing

bacterial oxidation of sulfide minerals.
¯ Configure a storm water collection system based on slopes, collection ditches, diversions and storage,

and treatment ponds.
¯ If settling ponds exist, consider recycling the dredgings.

Some of the practices listed in the table are applicable to fly ash storage and
handling areas, as well as coal pile runoff. For example, if d~ ash transport
is employed, covers will prevent dust and contact with precipitation. Other
areas of concern with respect to storm water pollution prevention include fuel
and chemical handling and storage areas where there is potential for spills.
Table 35 provides some recommended practices that apply to these areas.
Ideally, these practices should be addressed in a facility’s storm water
pollution prevention plan.
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Table 35: Storm Water Pollution Prevention Opportunities at
Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Facilities

Areas of Concern Storm Water Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Fuel Oil Unloading Areas ¯ Use containment curbs to contain spills
¯ Station personnel familiar with spill prevention and response

procedures at areas during deliveries to ensure quick response for
leaks or spills

¯ Use spill and overflow protection technologies

Chemical Unloading/Loading Areas ¯ Use containment curbs to contain spills
¯ Cover area
¯ Station personnel familiar with spill prevention and response

procedures at areas during deliveries to ensure quick response for
leaks or spills

Miscellaneous Loading/Unloading Areas ¯ Use grading, berming, and curbing to minimize runon
¯ Locate equipment and vehicles so leaks can be controlled in

existing containment and flow diversion system
¯ Cover area

Liquid Storage Tanks ¯ Use dry cleanup methods
¯ Use containment curbs to contain spills
¯ Use spill and overflow protection technologies

Large Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks ¯ Use containment curbs to contain spills

Oil-Bearing Equipment Storage Areas ¯ Use level grades and gravel surfaces to retard flow and limit
spread of spills

¯ Collect storm water in perimeter ditches

,. Ash-Loading Areas * Establish procedures to reduce or control tracking of ash or
residue from ash loading areas

¯ Clear ash from building floor and immediately adjacent roadways
of spillage, debris, and excess water before each loaded vehicle
departs

Areas Adjacent to Disposal Ponds ¯ Reduce ash residue, which can be tracked onto access roads
traveled by residue trucks or residue handling vehicles

¯ Reduce ash residue on exit roads leading into and out of residue-
handling areas

Material Storage Areas ¯ Use level grades
¯ Collect runoffin graded swales or ditches
¯ Implement erosion protection measures at steep ouffall sites
¯ Provide cover for material

Source: Preamble to NPDES Storm Water Multi-Sector General Permit for Industrial Activities (60 FR 50974 Friday,
September 29, 1995).
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V.C.7    Training and Supervision Options

While the major pollution prevention gains are achieved through process
controls and reuse/recycling, many day-to-day common sense practices are
relatively easy and inexpensive to incorporate. Through training, these
practices can become effective means of pollution prevention. Examples of
proactive employee behavior includes training for careful use and disposal of
cleaners and detergents to prevent them from entering floor and yard drains.
If these substances do enter the drains, they may interfere with oil/water
separators. Good housekeeping will ensure optimum performance of these
treatment units.

V.C.8 Demand-Side Management Programs

In the past, electric utilities have implemented demand-side management
(DSM) programs to achieve two basic objectives: energy e~ciency and load
management. Through these demand-side programs, the utilities have
successfully reduced toxic air emissions and achieved cost effectiveness for
both the utility and the consumer, mainly by deferring the need to build new
power plants.4s The energy efficiency goal has been achieved primarily by
reducing the overall consumption of electricity from specific end-use devices
and systems by promoting high-efficiency equipment and building design.

With the advent of deregulation and restructuring in the utility power
generation industry, DSM programs appear to be diminishing. The industry
is reducing DSM spending and experiencing a reduction in the rate of growth
on energy savings. Among other factors, the potential for restructuring could
affect the utilities interest in energy savings or may create new types of DSM
activities.
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VI. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe, the applicable
Federal requirements, as well as to provide citations for more detailed
information. This sections includes:

¯ Section VI.A, a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B, a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section VI.C, a list of pending and proposed regulations.

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summa.des may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. This section also provides EPA
hotline contacts for each major statute.

VI.A General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act of 1976, which amended the
Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and hazardous
(Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste management
provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground storage tanks
(USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-:299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the-
specific materials listed in the regulations (listed wastes). Listed wastes are
designated with a specific code. Hazardous wastes designated with the code
"P" or "U" are commercial chemical products including technical grades,
pure forms, off-specification products, sole-active-ingredient products, or
spill or container residues of these products. "P" wastes are considered
acutely hazardous and are subject to more stringent requirements. Hazardous
wastes from specific industries/sources are designated with the code "K" and
hazardous wastes from non-specific sources are designated with the code "F."
Materials that exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (i.e., ignitability,
corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity) are designated with the code "D."
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Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities generally
must obtain a permit either from EPA or from a State agency that EPA has
authorized to implement the permitting program if they store hazardous
wastes for more than 90 days before treatment or disposal. Facilities may
treat hazardous wastes stored in less-than-ninety-day tanks or containers                 -
without a permit. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards, such
as contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and reporting
requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.101)
for conducting corrective actions that govern the cleanup of releases of
hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 States and two U.S. territories.
Delegation has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. The
following list highlights important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of solid and hazardous wastes (40 CFR Part 261) lays
out the procedure every generator must follow to determine whether the
material in question is considered a hazardous waste or a solid waste or
is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for generators of hazardous waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation units,
and fulfilling record keeping and reporting requirements. Providing they
meet additional requirements described in 40 CFR Part 262.34,
generators may accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 or
270 days depending on the mount of waste generated and the distance
the waste will be transported) without obtaining a Subtitle C permit.

¯ Land disposal restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are regulations
prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs program, materials must meet LDR treatment
standards prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land
treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment). Generators of waste
subject to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the designated
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treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) facility to ensure proper treatment
prior to disposal.

¯ Used oil management standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning,
processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that merely
generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For a party
considered a used oil processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer (i.e., one
who generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a used oil
burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must be
satisfied.

¯ RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store, treat, or
dispose of hazardous waste, including tanks and containers. Tanks and
containers used to store hazardous waste with a high volatile organic
concentration must meet emission standards under RCRA. Regulations
(40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require generators to test the waste
to determine the concentration of the waste, to satisfy, tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units. These
regulations apply to all facilities that store such waste, including large
quantity generators accumulating waste prior to shipment off-site.

¯ Underground storage tanks containing petroleum and hazardous
substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle I regulations
(40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release detection
requirements, as well as financial responsibility and corrective action
standards for USTs. The UST program also includes upgrade
requirements for existing.tanks that must be met by December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and industrial furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel containing
hazardous waste must comply with design and operating standards. The
BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit design,
provide performance standards, require emissions monitoring, and restrict
the type of waste that may be burned.

The EPA RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m. ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabili~. Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law known commonly as Superfund. authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
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may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. In addition,
CERCLA enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental
contamination to clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs
(including remediation cos~) incurred by EPA. The Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised various sections of
CERCLA, extended the taxing authority, for the Superfund, and created a
free-standing law, SARA Title Ill, also known as the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act.

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
that equals or exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are listed
in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA or by one
or more Federal or. State emergency response authorities.

The EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
removals. The EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the
National Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1,300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at sites; however, EPA provides
responsible parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions
and encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund response
process.

,

The EPA RCRA, Superfund and. EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund Program.
The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m. ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 created
EPCRA, a statute designed to improve community access to information
about chemical hazards and to facilitate the development of chemical
emergency response plans by State and local governments. The EPCRA
required the establishment of State emergency response commissions
(SERCs), which are responsible for coordinating certain emergency response
activities and for appointing local emergency planning committees (LEPCs).

The EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities that store or manage specified
chemicals:
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¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such
substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity and
directs the facility to appoint an emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and LEPC in the
event of a release equaling or exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely hazardous
substance.

¯ EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous chemical,
as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is present in an
amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the SERC, LEPC,
and local fire department material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of
MSDS’s and hazardous chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I
and II forms). This information helps the local government respond in
the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 applies to facilities covered in SIC major groups l0
(except 1011, !081, and 1094), 12 (except 1241), or 20 through 39; SIC
codes 491 l, 1193, and 4939 (limited to facilities that combust coal and/or
oil for the purposes of generating power for distribution in commerce);
or 4935 (limited to facilities regulated under RCRA, Subtitle C), or 5169,
or 5171, and 7389 (limited to facilities primarily engaged in solvent
recovery services on a contract or fee basis). These facilities must also
have l0 or more employees and manufacture, process, or use specified
chemicals in amounts greater than threshold quantities. Facilities that
meet these criteria must submit an annual toxic chemical release report.
This report, commonly known as the Form tL covers releases and
transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and environmental media
and allows EPA to compile the national TRI database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

The EPA RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the EPCRA regulations. The
EPCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean 7�’ater Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
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chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "nonconventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not
identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The NPDES
Program (CWA §502) controls direct discharges into waters of the U.S.
Direct discharges or "point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes
and sewers. NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State
(EPA has authorized 42 States to administer the NPDES Program), contain
industry-specific, technology-based limits and may also include additional
water quality-based limits, and establish pollutant monitoring requirements.
A facility that intends to discharge into the Nation’s waters must obtain a
permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must provide
quantitative analytical data identifying the types of pollmants present in the
facility’s effluent. The permit will then set the conditions and effluent
limitations on the facility discharges.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standm’ds, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and
standards vary from State to State and site to site, depending on the use
classification of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA
guidelines, which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharees

In 1987, the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. These regulations require
facilities with the following storm water discharges to apply for a NPDES
permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity, (2) a discharge
from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system, or (3) a discharge that
EPA or the State determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality
standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United
States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" is a
storm water discharge from 1 of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes, while the
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other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. It’my activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified in the following llst:

¯ Category I: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluem standards.

¯ Category ii: .Facilities classified as SIC 24=lumber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC code 26-paper and allied products
(except paperboard containers and products); SIC code 28=chemicals and
allied products (except drugs and paints); SIC code 291-petroleum
refining; and SIC code 311=leather tanning and finishing; SIC code 32
(except 323)=stone, clay, glass, and concrete, 33-primary metals, 3441-
fabricated structural metal, and 373-ship and boat building and repairing.

¯ Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC code 10-metal mining; SIC
code 12-coal mining; SIC code 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC code
14-nonmetallic mineral mining.

¯ Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

¯ Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

¯ Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC code 5015-used motor vehicle
parts; and SIC code 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling
facilities.

¯ Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

¯ Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC code 40-railroad
transportation; SIC code 41-local passenger transportation; SIC code 42-
trucking and warehousing (except public warehousing and storage); SIC
code 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC code 44-water transportation; SIC code
45-transportation by air; and SIC code 5171-petroleum bulk storage
stations and terminals.

¯ Category ix: Sewage treatment works.
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¯ Cat~gory x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

¯ Cat~gory xi: Facilities classified as SIC code 20-food and kindred
products; SIC code 21-tobacco products; SIC code 22-textile mill -
products; SIC code 23-apparel related products; SIC code 2434-wood
kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC code 25-furniture and fixtures; SIC
code 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC code 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC code 27-printing, publishing, and
allied industries; SIC code 283-drugs; SIC code 285-paints, varnishes,
lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC code 30-rubber and plastics;
SIC code 3 I-leather and leather products (except leather and tanning and
finishing); SIC code 323-glass products; SIC code 34-fabricated metal
products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC code 35-indusu’ial and
commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC code 36-electronic
and other electrical equipment and components: SIC code 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing);
SIC code 38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instnanents; SIC code
39-miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and SIC code 4221-4225-
public warehousing and storage.

To determine whether a particular facility falls within one of these categories.
consult the regulation.

Pretreatment Pro_re’am

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

The EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs, Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis ar~ developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.
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Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

Spill Prevention. Control and Countermeasure Plans

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act requires that facilities that could reasonably be
expected to discharge oil in harmfial quantities prepare and implement more
rigorous Spill Prevention Control and Coanttwraeasure (SPCC) Plan required
under the CWA (40 CFR §112.7). There are also criminal and civil penalties
for deliberate or negligent spills.of oil. Regulations eov~’ing response to oil
discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and Facility Response
Plans to oil discharges (40 CFR §112.20) and for PCB transformers and
PCB-containing items were revised and f’malized in 1995.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers that questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EP;4 also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water Resource Center,
at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water by controlling underground injection of liquid wastes.

The EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards
under its SDWA authority. The EPA and authorized States enforce the
primary drinking water standards, which are contaminant-specific
concentration limits that apply to certain public drinking water supplies..
Primary drinking water standards consist of maximum contaminant level
goals (MCLGs), which are non-enforceable, health-based goals, and
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as
close to MCLGs as possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) Program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program that protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. The UIC permits include
design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to
inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action
standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit and must meet applicable
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RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is
primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few States to
administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented sole source aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented wellhead protection program which is
designed to protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

The EPA Safe Drinking Water Hodine, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDFr’A standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m. ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate,
assess, mitigate, and control risks that may be posed by their manufacture,
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing um’easormble risk.

The TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances.
If a chemical is not already on the inventory and has not been excluded by
TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. The EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce
of, limit the use of, require labeling for, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates
under §6 authority are asbestos, CFCs, and PCBs.

The EPA TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to TSCA standards. The
Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30 p.m. ET, excluding Federal
holidays.
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Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections, _
known as titles, that direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. The CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Paris 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established NAAQS to limit levels
of criteria pollutants, including carbon monoxide (CO), lead (Pb), NO2, PM,
ozone, SOs, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Geographic areas that
meet NAAQS for a given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those
that do not meet NAAQS are classified as non-attainment areas. Under
section 110 of the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation
Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air pollution and to determine what
reductionf are required to meet Federal air quality standards. Revised
NAAQS for particulates and ozone were proposed in 1996 and may go into
effect as early as late 1997.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish new source performance standards
(NSPS), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPS are based on the
pollution control technology.available to that category of industrial source.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces national emission standards for
hazardous air pollutants (NESHAPs), which are nationally uniform standards
oriented towards controlling particular HAPs. Title I, section 112(c) of the
CAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of 188
HAPs and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To date,.
EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the establishment
of emission standards. The emission standards will be developed for both
new and existing sources based on maximum achievable control technology
(MACT). The MACT is defined as the control technology achieving the
maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the HAPs.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices,
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.
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Title IV of the CAA establishes a SO2 and NO2 emissions control program
designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide
releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels of
SO2 sulfur dioxide releases. Reduction of nitrogen will be obtained by
required reduction of nitrogen oxides from power plants and new cars.                    -

Tide V of the CAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major sources"
(and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of the
operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given.facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once EPA
approves a State program that state will issue and monitor permits.

Tide VI of the CA.A is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of CFCs
and chloroform, were phased out (except for essential uses) in 1996.

The EPA Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA, and the EPA EPCRA
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the Clean Air Technology
Center’s website includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and
updates of EPA activities (http://www.epa.gov/ttn then select Directory and
then CA TC).

VI.B Industry Specific Requirements

Since the 1960s, there has been an increased public awareness that industrial
growth, as well as its inherent need for energy produced using fossil fuels, is
accompanied by the release of potentially harmful pollutants into the
environment. Hence, the fossil fuel electric power generation industry has
become one of the most highly regulated industries. In addressing
environmental issues, the industry has moved from providing not only the
lowest cost energy, to providing the lowest cost energy with an acceptable
impact on the environment. Air pollution control has been of most concern,
with a significant percentage of the cost of a power plant going towards the
purchase of air pollution control equipment. However, control of hazardous
effluent discharges and proper management and disposal of solid wastes have
also been key concerns. This section summarizes the current major Federal
regulations affecting the fossil fuel electric power generation industry.
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National Environmental Policy Act

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) applies to all
Federal agencies and to Federal actions that may significantly impact the
environment. The NEPA requires that all Federal agencies prepare detailed
statements assessing the environmental impact of, and alternatives to, major               -
Federal actions that may significantly affect the quality of the human
environment. Implementing regulations are issued by the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) at 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508. NEPA
implementing regulations that are most applicable to the fossil fuel electric
power generation industry can be found at 40 CFR Part 6 (EPA) and 10 CFR
Part 1021 (DOE). Each government agency has issued its own implementing
regulations under NEPA. The types of Federal activities associated with
fossil fuel electric power generating facilities that may be subject to NEPA
requirements include siting, construction, and operations of federally owned
facilities, federally issued NPDES, RCRA, and air permits, and federally
issued operation licenses.

Each Federal activity subject to NEPA must follow certain environmental
review procedures. If there is enough information to determine at the outset
that the Federal action will cause a significant effect on the environment, then
an environmental impact statement (EIS) must be prepared. If there is
insufficient information available, an environmental assessment (EA) must
be prepared to assist the agency in determining if the impacts are significant
enough to require an EIS. If the assessment shows the impacts not to be
significant, the agency must prepare a fmding of no significant impact
(FONSI). Further stages of the Federal activity may then be excluded from
the NEPA requirements.

Clean Air Act

Numerous existing standards and programs under the Clean Air Act may
affect the fossil fuel electric power generation industry. These regulations
and programs include Title I New Source Performance Standards, Title III
National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants, Title IV Acid
Rain Program, and Title V Operating Permits Program. The NAAQS under
Title I may affect the industry indirectly through permits.

National Ambient/k~r Quality_ Standards

Regulations for NAAQS do not directly affect the fossil fuel electric power
generation industry because they are not applied to sources. Rather, these
standards are applied to the ambient air in a particular area. Fossil fuel
electric power generators may be indirectly affected by these standards if
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they are located in or near an area with nonattainment status. In meeting
NAAQS, States develop and implement SIPs that prescribe use of reasonably
available control technologies (RACTs) for major sources. In addition, as
fossil fuel electric power generation facilities are typically one of the largest
emitters of criteria pollutants, they may be targeted for more stringent
controls implemented through operating permits.                                    -

The NAAQS currently exist for the following criteria pollutants (40 CFR
Part 50): PMI0, SO2, CO, Pb, ozone, and NOx.

On July 16, 1997, new and/or revised standards for particulate matter and
ozone were promulgated. The regulations revise the current primary standard
by adding a new annual PM2.5 (or PM "f’me") standard set at 15 micrograms
per cubic meter (l~g/m3) and a new 24-hour PM2.5 standard set at 65 p.g/m3.

These regulations revise the current 1 =hour primary standard for ground level
ozone by adding an 8-hour standard set at 0.08 ppm (the 1-hour standard will
eventually be phased OUt).

Among the tools proposed for implementing these new ambient standards is
a trading plan for emissions from utilities. The new standards will require
local controls in 2004 for ozone and 2005 for particulate matter, with
compliance by 2007 and 2008, respectively.

A group called the Ozone Transport Assessment Group (OTAG) was formed
between EPA, the Environmental Council of States, and various industry and
environmental groups. The primary objective of OTAG is the collective
assessment of the ozone transport problem and the development of a strategy
for reducing ozone pollution on a regional scale.

Ngw Source Review and New Source Performance Standards

New source review (NSR) requirements in 40 CFR §52.21(b)(1)(I)(a)-(b)
apply to all new facilities and may apply to expansions of existing facilities
or process modifications. The NSRs are typically conducted by State
agencies in accordance with their SIP. SIPs are the primary tool for meeting
NAAQS and are administered through State and local agencies.

Prevention of significant deterioration {PSD) reviews are performed for areas
meeting NAAQS. Nonattainment reviews are performed for areas violating
the NAAQS. In nonattainment areas, permits may be issued to require new
sources to meet lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) standards.
Operators of the new sources must procure reductions in emission of the
same pollutants from other sources in the nonartainment area in equal or
greater amounts to the emissions from the new source. These "emission
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off.sets" may be banked and traded through the State agencies. In PSD areas,
permits require the best available control technology (BACT), and the
operator must conduct continuous air monitoring for one year prior to the
startup of the new source to determine the effects that the new emissions may
have on air quality.

Under NSPS, given at 40 CFR Part 60, EPA sets standards for LAER and
BACT for the following subcategories of the fossil fuel electric power
generation industry:

¯ Subpart D: Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Steam
Generators for Which Construction Is Commenced After
August 17, 1971

¯ Subpart Da: - Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Steam
Generators for Which Construction Is Commenced After
September 18, 1978

¯ Subpart Db: Standards of Performance for Industrial-Commercial-
Institutional Steam Generating Units

¯ Subpart Dc: Standards of Performance for Small Industrial-
Commercial-lnstitutional Steam Generating Units

¯ Subpart GG: Standards of Performance for Stationary Gas Turbines.

The standards in each subcategory apply to units of a specified size and
age. Table 36 provides the NSPS.

Table 36: New Source Performance Standards

Emission Standards

SO2 General standard for various levels ofng/J (lb/mm Btu) heat input and %
reduction, depending on fuel type and sulfur content (see 40 CFR Subparts D, Da,
Db, and Dc).

For gas turbines, no gases in excess of 0.015% by volume (at 15% O~. by volume)
or with sulfur contents in excess of 0.8% by weight shall be burned.

NOx Between 0.2 and 0.8 lb/mm BTU, depending on category of combustion. For gas
turbines, NOx standards specified in equation in 60.332(a)(1 ) or (2) as directed in
60.332(b), (c), and (d).

PM Between 0.05 and 0.20 Ib/mm BTU, unless a low nitrogen fuel is used, in which
case compliance is based on results of performance tests.

Opacity 20%.
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National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

Current regulations at 40 CFR Part 61 provide standards for eight substances
identified as air toxics: vinyl chloride, mercury, beryllium, radon,
radionuclides, benzene, asbestos, and arsenic. Under Title III of the CAA,
EPA is required to identify source categories of 188 HAPs or toxic air                -
pollutants and then issue (at 40 CFR Part 63) MACT standards for each
source category according to a prescribed schedule. The standards are to be
based on best demonstrated control technologies or practices within the
regulated industry. Eight years after a MACT is installed on a source, EPA
is required to evaluate the risk levels remaining at the facilities and determine
whether additional controls are needed to reduce the risk to acceptable levels.

The EPA has issued art initial list of categories of major and area sources that
will be subject to regulation under Section 112 (57 FR 31576). The list
contains numerous sources from the fossil fuel electric power generation
industry, and standards are currently being developed under the Industrial
Combustion Coordinated Rulemaking (see Section VI.C.).

Acid Rain Proem-am

The 1990 amendments to the CAA added a new provision (Title IV) to
control acid deposition. Title IV of the CAAA sets primary goals to reduce
annual emissions of both SO2 and NO2.

Upwards of 20 million tons of SO2 are emitted annually in the United States.
Most of this amount is from the burning of fossil fuels by electric utilities.
Because acid rain is a problem, Title IV requires EPA to reduce SO,
emissions to 10 million tons below the 1980 level. Reduction in SO2 will be
attained in two phases by a marketable emission allowance program (40 CFR
Part 73). Phase I, which became effective in January 1995, required 110
power plants to reduce their emissions to a level equivalent to the product of
an emissions rate of 2.5 pounds (lbs) of SO2/mmBtu times an average of their
1985-1987 fuel use. Plants that use certain control technologies to meet the "
Phase I reduction requirements received a 2-year extension of compliance
until 1997. The new law also allows for special allocation of 200,000 annual
allowances per year, in each of the 5 years of Phase I, to power plants in
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.

Under the new requirements, utilities may trade allowances within their
systems and/or buy or sell allowances to and from other affected sources.
Phase I facilities were allocated allowances based on historic fuel
consumption and a specific emission rate. One allowance equals the right to
emit one ton of SO2. Affected facilities are required to turn into the EPA one
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allowance for each ton emitted in a calendar year. Unused allowances may
be sold, Waded, or banked by the facilities. Power plants that do not have
sufficient allowances to cover annual emissions are subject to fees and
requirements to offset the excess emissions the following year.

Power plants that emit less than 1.2 Ibs of SO2/mmBttl are allowed to
increase emissions by 20 percent until the year 2000.

Phase II of the CAAA SO2 reduction requirement becomes effective January
I, 2000, and affects all utilities generating at least 25 MW of electricity.
These requirements require approximately 2,128 electric power utilities to
reduce emissions to a level equivalent to the product of an emissions rate of
1.2 Ibs of SO2/mmBtu times the average of their 1985-1987 fuel use. SO,.
emissions from electric utilities will be capped at 8.95 million tons per year.

Title IV of the CAAA requires a 2 million ton reduction in NOx emissions
from 1980 levels. The EPA has developed regulations to help reduce NOx
emissions that may affect the fossil fuel electric power generation industry.
As in the SO2 reduction program, the NOx Emission Reduction Program is
being implemented in two phases for two categories of coal-fired electric
utility boilers. The NOx program differs from the SO~. program in that it
neither "caps" the NOx emissions, nor utilizes an allowance wading system.

Phase I of the program for "Group I" boilers was effective on January l,
1996, and affected dry-bottom wall fired boilers and tangentially fired boilers
that are required to meet NOx performance standards (40 CFR Part 76).
Regulations for Phase II of the NOx reduction program were promulgated in
December 1996. These rules become effective in the year 2000. These
regulations set lower emission limits for Group l boilers. In addition, the
regulation establishes initial NOx emission limitations for Group 2 boilers.
Group 2 boilers include boilers applying cell burner technology, cyclone
boilers, wet bottom boilers, and other types of coal-fired boilers.

Facilities covered by the Acid Rain Program must apply for an Acid Rain
Permit. Most utilities must apply for permits in either Phase I or Phase II of
the program. Two categories of utility units may be eligible for exemption:
small new units burning clean fuels and retired units. Some cogeneration
units are not covered under the program.

To support the mandated reductions in SO2 and NOx, the 1990 CAAA also
required EPA to issue regulations requiring facilities to install continuous
emissions monitoring systems (40 CFR Part 75). Fossil fuel electric power
generation units over 25 megawatts and new units under 25 megawatts that
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use fuel with a sulfur content greater than .05 percent by weight are required
to measure and report emissions under the Acid Rain Program.

Federal/State Operati,g Permits Programs

Title V of the CAAA requires the development of a comprehensive
permitting program to control air emissions from major stationary sources.
Major sources include those that emit 100 tons/year or more of VOCs or
criteria pollutants, 10 tons/year or more of any single toxic air pollutant, or
25 tons/year or more of a combination of toxic air pollutants. This program
is modeled after the NPDES program under the CWA and serves to bring
together all of the requirements conceming air emissions that apply to
affected sources. Like the NPDES program, administration of the operating
permit program is also delegated to States with approved programs.

This program requires all significant sources of air emissions to obtain
permits. In general, utility fossil fuel steam electric power plants are all
considered major sources, so they will most likely be required to obtain
permits. Other types of fossil fuel electric power generation facilities, such
as those employing small gas turbines, may not be considered a major source
and may not be required to apply for a permit. Any operational change that
increases emissions above specified limits will most likely necessitate permit
modifications. Permit terms are determined by State regulations for
delegated programs but may not exceed 5 years.

Clean Water Act

Wastewater discharges from fossil fuel electric power generation facilities
released to waters of the United States are covered under the CWA. Any
point source discharge is required to apply for, and obtain, an NPDES permit
(40 CFR Part 122). Permits may be issued by EPA or a State, depending
upon whether the State has a delegated program. The NPDES permits serve
to regulate point source discharges by establishing pollutant limitations and
other special conditions. Facilities discharging to a POTW may be required
to obtain a permit from a POTW that has an approved pretreatment program.

Current technology-based effluent limitations guidelines and pretreatment
standards for discharges from the steam electric generating point source
category were promulgated in 1982 (40 CFR Part 423). The waste streams
covered and parameters limited are summarized in Table 37 below.
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Table 37: Waste Streams and Pollutants Regulated Under National Effluent Limitation
Guidelines for the Steam Electric Generating Point Source Category

Type of Waste Stream BAT Effluent Limitations Guidelines

All discharges pH, PCBs

Bottom ash transpon waters and low volume waste TSS, oil and grease
sources

Chemical boiler metal cleaning wastes TSS, oil and grease, iron, and copper

Non-chemical metal cleaning wastes Reserved (low volume wastewater limits apply)

Fly ash transport water (including economizer ash)No discharge allowed (based on the availability of dry
disposal .methods and the potential for reuse of fly ash
transport water)

Once-through cooling water Total residual chlorine (TRC) or free available chlorine
(FAC), depending on facility’s generating capacity

Cooling tower blowdown FAC, chromium, zinc, other 126 priority, pollutants where
they are found in chemicals used for cooling tower
maintenance

Coal pile runoff TSS I

In general, steam electric facilities built after 1982 are considered new
sources and must comply with the 1982 effluent limitations. Less stringem
guidelines may apply for facilities constructed between 1974 and 1982 (see
1974 guidelines and standards). Steam electric generating facilities that have
been repowered are considered new sources.

Steam electric facilities that discharge to a POTW may be required to meet
pretreatment standards for existing sources (PSES) or for new sources
(PSNS). General pretreatment standards applying to most industries
discharging to a POTWare described in 40 CFR Part 403. Pretreatment
standards applying specifically to the steam electric generating point source
category are listed in 40 CFR §§423.16 and 17.

Beyond the applicable technology-based effluent limitations described above,
permits may also establish technology-based limits for other pollutants based
on the application of best professional judgement (BPJ). Permit limits and
special conditions may also be established based on water quality.
considerations. Thermal limitations are oRen placed in permits for steam
electric power plants based on Section 316(a) of the CWA and water quality.
considerations. Additionally, permits may require the performance of a
demonstration study and implementation of control technologies to minimize
adverse environmental impacts from cooling water intake structures.

Storm water discharges associated with any industrial activity onsite at a
fossil fuel electric power generation facility are covered under the National
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Storm Water Program. Steam electric power generating activities are listed
as one of the categories of industrial activities subject to the storm water
permit application requirements (category vii). The regulations at 40 CFR
Part 122.26 require facilities discharging storm water from I of the I I
categories of industrial activities to apply for a storm water permit if the
storm water discharges to waters of the United States. In most permits,                 -
facilities are required to develop and implemem a storm water pollution
prevemion plan. However, limitations and other special conditions may be
included on a case-by-case basis. Some permits may include the numeric
effluent limitation guideline for coal pile runoff. Storm water discharges
associated with other industrial activities at fossil fuel electric power
generation facilities are typically not subject to numeric limits, however.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The 1980 Solid Waste Disposal Act Amendments conditionally exempted
from regulation under Subtitle C large volume wastes, including fly ash
waste, bottom ash waste, boiler slag waste, and flue gas emission control
waste generated primarily from the combustion of coal or other fossil fuels
(RCRA §3001). Section 8002(n) of RCRA directed EPA to study these

In 1993, EPA issued a regulatory determination addressing large volume
wastes (fly ash, bottom ash, boiler ash, boiler slag, and flue gas emission
control wastes) generated by coal-fired utility power plants, including
independent power producers not engaged in any other industrial activity.
The regulatory determination stated that these wastes should not be regulated
as Subtitle C wastes when they are managed separately from other wastes.
A similar determination for other large volume fossil fuel combustion wastes
and co-managed wastes was deferred pending additional studies.

Wastes exempt from hazardous waste regulation (currently all wastes from
fossil fuel combustion) are addressed by Subtitle D of RCRA (for
nonhazardous solid wastes). There are currently no Federal nonhazardous
waste regulations. As a result, fossil fuel electric power generation waste
management is addressed solely by the States, either through their general
industrial solid waste programs or through specific programs for fossil fuel
combustion wastes. These State programs vary considerably.

Subtitle I of RCRA has stringent requirements for underground petroleum
and hazardous substances storage tank (UST) systems with 110-gallon or
greater capacity. Any storage of fuels in USTs onsite at a fossil fuel electric
power generation facility would be covered under these regulations at 40
CFR Part 280.
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Subtitle C of RCRA provides for a comprehensive cradle to grave system of
management for hazardous waste and includes rules governing waste
disposal on land; recycling and generators; and treatment, storage, or disposal
facilities (TSDFs). Low volume fossil fuel combustion wastes not co-
managed with ash, slag, or flue gas desulfurization wastes and other wastes
that are not directly associated with the combustion process are not exempted                -
from hazardous waste regulation. As such, they are hazardous wastes if they
are listed as hazardous wastes from non-specific sources (e.g., spent solvents)
or if they exhibit one or more of the RCRA hazardous waste characteristics
of toxicity, corrosivity, reactivity, and ignitability. The identification of
specific listed wastes and the definitions of the hazardous waste
characteristics are listed in 40 CFR Part 261.

Fossil fuel electric power generating plants do not typically generate large
quantities of hazardous waste. Furthermore, the requirements and costs of
operating an onsite hazardous waste TSDF are extensive. Therefore, most
electric power generating facilities send any generated hazardous waste to
offsite RCRA-permitted commercial TSDFs for permanent disposal.

Some steam electric power generating plants co-fire their boilers with
hazardous wastes (e.g., spent solvents), along with their primary fossil fuel
source. Such facilities are subject to RCRA regulation under the BIF Rule
(40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H). The BIF Rule includes operating condition
requirements, as well as testing requirements, for air emissions and residuals
to ensure adequate destruction of toxic constituents.

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act

In a recent rulemaking (62 FR 23834, May 1, 1997), EPA expanded the list
of industry groups subject to reporting requirements under Section 313 of
EPCRA (61 FR 33587). The expanded list of industry groups includes
electric utilities classified in the following SIC codes: 4911 Electric Services,
4931 Electric and Other Services Combined, and 4939 Combination Utilities,
Not Elsewhere Classified. EPCRA Section 313 now requires electric
generating facilities that combust coal and/or oil for the purpose of
generating electricity for distribution in commerce to evaluate their chemical
use and management activities to determine potential reporting
responsibilities. Section 313 establishes annual requirements for amounts
released and otherwise managed of"section 313 chemicals" (a list of more
than 650 chemicals and chemical categories).

For each Section 313 chemical or chemical category, covered facilities must
report total routine and accidental amounts entering each environmental
media, as well as onsite waste management via, and offsite transfers for.
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disposal, waste treatment, energy recovery and recycling, and onsite source
reduction activities. This information is submitted on the TRI reporting form
called Form R if the facility has met or exceeded certain thresholds. The first
period of reporting for this industry will be on or before July I, 1999, for the
period from January 1 to December 31, 1998. Reporting will be required
annually thereafter. For additional information on these new TRI reporting                -
requirements, contact the Emergency Planning and Right-to-Know Hotline
at (800) 535-0202 (in Virginia and Alaska (703) 412-9877; TDD (800) 553-
7672).

VI.C Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990

Hazardous Air Pollutants

In response to requirements under Section 112 of the CAA as well as Section
129, EPA is developing a unified set of Federal air emission regulations for
industrial combustion sources. This mlemaking effort is being called the
Industrial Combustion Coordinated Rulemaking (ICCR).

The ICCR will cover sources from industrial/institutional/commercial boiler,
process heaters, industriaJ/eommereial and other solid waste (not including
hazardous, medical, or large municipal) incinerators, stationary gas turbines,
and stationary internal combustion engines. These sources are not limited to
use of fossil fuels and have the potential to emit both HAPs and criteria
pollutants. This rulemaking effort will produce approximately seven separate
regulations, six of which are-expected to be f’malized by November 2000.
For additional information on the ICC1L contact Fred Porter, U.S. EPA
Office of Air and Radiation, at (919) 541-5251.

Section 112(n) requires that EPA perform studies to evaluate the health risks
associated with emissions of toxic air pollutants from electric utility steam
generating units. Electric utility steam generating units are defined as any
fossil fuel-fired combustion unit of more than 25 MW electric that serves a
generator that produces electricity for sale. Cogenerators that supply more
than one-third of their potential electric output capacity and more than 25
MW output to any utility power distribution system for sale will also be
covered. A preliminary study has been completed and was issued as an
interim final in October 1996. Additional studies will be performed, as well
as an in-depth study of potential public health concerns due to mercury
emissions from utilities. These f’mdings will be published in a report to
Congress at a later date and will include costs and technologies available to
control these emissions and recommendations as to whether regulations are
needed for air toxics emissions from this industry. For additional
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information on this study, contact Bill Maxwell, U.S. EPA Office of Air and
Radiation, at (919) 541-5430.

Clean Water Act

Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards and PretreanT~ent Standards                -
for the Steam Electric Point Source Category_

The existing 1982 effluent limitations guidelines and standards and
pret~atment standards for wastewater discharges from the Steam Electric
Point Source Category arc currently being reviewed by the Office of Water.
A preliminary study has been completed by the Office of Water to evaluate
the guidelines and standards based on current technical feasibility,,
environmental factors, economic impacts, and utility to permit writers. The
study was performed because the steam electric power generating industrial
category is considered as a candidate for possible regulatoD" revisions in the
future. For additional information, contact Joe Daly, U.S. EPA Office of
Water, at (202) 260-7186.

~ooling Water Intake Structure Regulations

Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act requires that "...any standard
established pursuant to Section 301 or 306... and applicable to a point source
shall require that the location, design construction, and capacity of cooling
water intake structures reflect the best technology available for minimizing
adverse environmental impact." Since fossil fuel electric power generators
with steam turbines withdraw by far the greatest quantity of cooling water of
any single industrial sector, it is expected that this industry, will be the most
affected by this requirement. Although some EPA regions and States have
developed programs to minimize impacts from cooling water structures, no
uniform national standards or implementing regulations are currently in
force. As set forth in a consent decree (Cronin v. Browner), EPA has
initiated the information collection activities needed to develop proposed
regulations to address impacts from the intake of cooling water by 1999.
Final EPA action is scheduled for the year 2001. For additional information
on the Section 316(b) rulemaking effort, contact Deborah Nagle, U.S. EPA
Office of Water, at (202) 260-2656.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

A regulatory determination on whether large volume wastes at utility, oil-
fired, nonutility coal- and oil-fired, and fluidized bed combustion power
plants and co-managed large volume wastes at all utility and nonutility coal-
and oil-fired electric generation facilities should be considered hazardous
wastes under Subtitle C is expected to be finalized in 1998, pending
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additional data collection. For additional information, contact Dennis Ruddy,
U.S. EPA Office of Solid Waste, at (703) 308-8430.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
EPA to track compliance with CAA, RCRA, CWA, and other environmental
statutes. Within the last several years, the EPA has begun to supplement _
single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific, multimedia
indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track
compliance with all statutes at the facility level and within specific industrial
sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s IDEA system. The IDEA has the
capacity to "read into" EPA’s single-media databases, extract compliance
records, and matqh the records to individual facilities. The IDEA system can
match air, water, waste, toxics/pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and enforcement
docket records for a given facility and generate a list of historical permit,
inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze
data by geographic area and corporate holder. As the capacity to generate
multimedia compliance data improves, EPA will make available more in-
depth compliance and enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific
measures of success for compliance assistance efforts are being developed.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemickl Profile, the data reported within this section
connsist of records only from the TR! reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census. For the fossil fuel electric power generation industry,
statistics about the industry are collected by the DOE EIA (see Section II).
With sectors dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and
printers, the reporting universe within EPA databases may be small in
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comparison to Census dam. However, the group selected for inclusion in this
dam analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, State, and local                -
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EFA ran two data queries: one for the
past five calendar years (April I, 1992, to March 3 I, 1997) and the other for
the most recent 12=month period (April I, 1996, to March 31, 1997). The
S=year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on singie=media requirements, the data
queries presented.in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or
led by EFA. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations
does give a crude measurement of EPA’s and States’ efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
regions for certain sectors.’ This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

Facility Indexing System - This system assigns a common facility number
to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification number
allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance, enforcement, and
pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysb - This data integration system
can retrieve information from the major EPA program office databases.
IDEA uses the FI2,4-DS identification number to link separate data records
from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across media
or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "master list" of records for
that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA are: AIRS
(Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource

¯ EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY. PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD.
PA, VA, WV); IV (AL. FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI); VI (AR, LA, NM. OK, TX);
VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT. ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA. HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK.
ID, OR. WA).
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Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste),
NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides,
and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and
Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside sources
such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in Sections IV and VII
of this notebook were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements (metal mining, nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power
generation, groun~ d transportation, water wansportation, and dry cleaning), or
industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TRI (e.g.,
printing), the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries.
The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each notebook’s
selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected indicates the level of EPA and state agency inspections
for the facilities in this data search. These values show what percentage of
the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year period.

Number of Inspections measures the total number of inspections conducted
in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is entered into a
single media database.

Average Time Between In~spections provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
def’med universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and
criminal enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of
Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only
counted once in this column, e.g., a facility with three enforcement actions
counts as one facility.

Total Enforcement Actions describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g.,
a facility with three enforcement actions counts as three.
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State Lead Actions shows what percentage of the total enforcement actions
are taken by state and local environmental agencies. V .arying levels of use
by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions recorded as
state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report enforcement
activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use their own data
systems.                                                                  -

Federal Lead Actions shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This ratio is a
rough indicator of.the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcemem actions reported under the CWA, CAA, and
RCRA. Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database
are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under these
programs are not the result of facility inspections. Also. this ratio does not
account for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection compliance
monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges) that can result in
enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified indicates the percentage
of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the following
data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status (CAA);
Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant
Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance
(FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High
Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation status may
be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that
an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA air, water, waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.
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VII.A Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Industry Compliance History

This section examines the historical enforcement and compliance data on the
fossil fuel electric power generation sector. As noted earlier: these data were
obtained from EPA’s IDEA system. The five exhibits within this section
provide both a 5-year and a l-year review of the data from the sector and also                -
provide data from other sectors for comparison purposes. It should be noted
that the data are accessed in the IDEA database system through SIC codes.
Therefore, only those facilities whose primary SIC codes indicate the
potential for power generation activities can be accessed (see Section II).
This means that the data retrieved from IDEA may be more inclusive (e.g.,
include transmission and distribution facilities). Other industry facilities that
have associated power generation activities cannot be identified because their
primary SIC codes do not indicate power generation.

Table 38 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the fossil fuel electric power generations sector over the past 5 years
(April 1992 to April 1997). These data are also broken out by EPA Regions
thereby permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the
data are listed below. As shown, 3,270 facilities were identified through
IDEA with SIC codes that indicate power generation may be occurring (see
discussion above). Of those, approximately 66 percent (2,166) were
inspected in the last 5 years. Other points of interest include:

¯ 14,210 inspections were conducted over the last 5 years. Of the 3,166
facilities inspected, on average, each received over 6 inspections in the
past 5-year period.

¯ The 14,210 inspections resulted in 403 facilities having enforcement
actions taken against them. At those 403 facilities, there were a total of
789 enforcement actions; therefore, each facility averaged nearly 2
enforcement actions over the S-year period.

¯ The average enforcement to inspection rate is 0.06, with the rate across
the regions ranging from 0.02 to 0.13. There appears to be no correlation
between State versus Federal lead on the inspections and the enforcement
to inspection rate.
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VII.B Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Tables 39 and 40 allow the compliance history of the fossil fuel electric
power generation sector to be compared to the other indusa’ies covered by the
industry sector notebooks. Comparisons between Tables 39 and 40 permit
the identification of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the                -
various industries by comparing data covering the last 5 years (April 1992 to
April 1997) to that of the past year (April 1996 to April 1997). As shown in
the data, the 3,270 fossil fuel electric power generation facilities is the sixth
largest number of facilities identified through IDEA, with ground
transportation having the most facilities with 7,786. However, while
approximately 66 percent of the fossil fuel electric power generation facilities
have been inspected in the past 5 years, only 41 percent of the ground
transportation facilities have been inspected. Other points of interest from
the 5-year summary include:

¯ The number of inspections over the past 5 years for fossil fuel electric
power generation facilities (14,210) is more than 3 times the amount
conducted in most other sectors.

¯ The enforcement to inspection rate of 0.06 over the past 5 years is one o~"
the lower rates of the listed sectors.

Points of interest from the 1-year summary include:

¯ The 1,3 lg fossil fuel electric power generation facilities inspected in the
past year places this sector among the top four sectors for number of
facilities inspected.

¯ The total number of inspections in this sector is 2,430 which compares
with the number of inspections performed in the ground transportation
and non-metallic mining sectors, but is 1.5 to 17 times more than the
other sectors which range from 1,436 down to 141.

¯ The enforcement to inspection rate of 0.06 is about average among all the
sectors, with the lowest being 0.01 (dry cleaning) and the highest being
0.23 (petroleum refining). This is relatively constant with the 5-year
average for the fossil fuel electric power generation sector.

Tables 41 and 42 provide a more in-depth comparison between the fossil fuel
electric power generation sector and others by organizing inspection and
enforcement data by environmentai statute. As in the previous Tables
(Tables 39 and 40), the data cover the last 5 years (Table 41 ) and the last
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Table 39: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H I J
Average Facilities with i Total Perceut Percent Enforcement

Facilities Fucililies Number o~ Months or More Federal toIndustry Sector Enforcement State Leadin Search Inspected Inspections Between Enforcement Actions Actions I.ead Inspection
Inspections Actions Actions Rate

Mclal Mining 1,232 378 1,600 46 63 I I I 53% 47% 007

Coal Mining 3,256 741 3,748 52 88 132 89% 1 I% 004
Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 79% 2 !% 0.05
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% 0 05
Textiles 355 267 1,4

[.umber and Wood 7 i 2 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 30% O. 10

Fumilure 499 386 2,379 13 65 9

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 20°/, O. I 0

Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428

Inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3,087 9 89 235 74% 26% 0.08

Resins and Manmadc Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 93 219 76% 24% 0 09

Pharmaceuticals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80"/o 20"/0 0. I 0

Organic Chemicals 425 355 , 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% O. I I

,Agricultural Chemicals 263 164 1,29~

Petroleum Refining 156 148 3,081 3 124 763 68% 32% 0.25

Rubber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 178 276

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 615 388 3,474 ! I 97 277 75% 25% 0.08

Iron and Sleel 349 275 4,476

Metal Castings 669 424 2,535 16 113 191

Nonferrous Metals 203 161 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% O.

I:abricated Mctal Prodncls 2,~ 1,858 7,914 22 365 600

I!lectronics 1,250 863 4,500 17 150 25 I

A utomobde Assembly 1,200 927 5.912 13 253 413 82% 18% 0.07

~hipbuilding and Repair 44 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% O. I 3

Ground Transportation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 0.06

Water Transportation 514 192 816 38 36 70 6 l

Air Transportation 444 231 973 27 48 97 88%       12%          0 IO

[:ossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2,166 14,210 14 403 789 76% 24% 006

I)~/Clcanml~ 6,1X~ 2 360 3~813 95
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Table 41: Five-Year Inspection and Enforcement Snmm~rv{ by Statute for Selected Industries

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act RCILA FIFR.A/TSCA/

Industry Sector Facilities      Total Total EPCRA/O|bcr
Enforcement % of % of % of % ofInspected Inspections % of Total % of Total % of Total % of TotalActions Total Total Total TotalInspections Inspections InspectionsInspections Actions

Actions Actions Actions
Metal Mining 378 1,600 I I I 39% 19% 52% 52% 8% 12% I% 17%
Coal Mining 741 3,748 132 57% 64% 38% 28% 4% 8% I% I%
~Oil a,Jd Gas Extraction 1,902 6,071 309 7:5% 65% 16% 14% 8% 18% (P/0 3%
~,lon-Mctallic Mineral Mining 2,803 12,826 622 83% 81% 14% 13% 3% 4% 0% 3%
l’extiles 267 1,465 83 58% 54% 22% 25% 18% 14% 2% 6%
i.umher and Wood 473 2,767 26:5 49% 47% 6% 6% 44% 3 I~ I% 16%
Furniture 386 2,379 91 62% 42% 3% 0% 34% 43% I% 14%

?ulp and Paper 430 4,630 478 51% 59°/0 32% 28% 15% 10% 2% 4%
Printing 2,092 ?,691 428 60% 64% 5% 3% 35% 29% I% 4%
Inorganic Chemicals 286 3,087 235 38% 44% 27% ;2 I% 34% 30% I%
Resins and Mnnmack Fibers 263 2,430 219 35% 43% 23% 28% 38% 23% 4% 6%
Pharmaceuticals 129 !,201 122 35% 49% 15% 25% 45% 20°/0 5%
Organic Chemicals 355 4,294 468 37% 42% 16% 25% 44% 28% 4% 6%
.Agricultural Chemicals 164 1,293 102 43% 39°/0 24% 20% 28% 30°/0 5% 1 I%
Petroleum Refining 148 3,O81 763 42% 59°/0 20°/0 13% 36% 21% 2% 7%
Rubber and Plastic 981 4,383 276 51% 44% 12% 1 I% 35% 34% 2% 1 I%
~tone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 388 3,474 277 56% 57% 13% 9% 3 I% 30% I% 4%
Iron and Steel 275 4,476 305 45% 35% 26% 26% 28% 31% I% 8%
Metal Castings 424 2,535 191 55% 44% 11% 10°/0 32% 31% 2% 14%
Nonferrous Metals 161 i ,640 174 48% 43% 18% 17% 33% 31% I% 10%
Fabricated Mclal 1,858 7,914 600 40°/0 33% 12% 1 I% 45% 43% 2% 13%

Electronics, 863 4,500 251 38% 32% 13% I1% 4’7% 50% 2% 7%
Automobile Assembly 927 :5,912 413 47% 39% 8% 9% 43% 43% 2% 9%
Shipbuilding and Repair 37 243 32 39°/0 25% 14%1 25% 42% 47%
(;round Transportation 3,263 12,904 774 59% 41% 12%i 1 I% 29% 45% I% 3%
Water Transpo~lstion 192 816 70 39°/0 29°/0 23% 34% 37% 33% I% 4%
Air Transportation 231 973 97 25% 32% 27% ! 20% 48% 48% 0% 0%
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 2,166 14,210 789 57% 59°/0 32% 26% 1 I% 10% I%
I ~.r,i CleaninE 2~360 3~813 66 56% 23% 3% 6% 41% 71%
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Fossil Fuel Electri� Power Generation Section VII. Compliance and Enforcement History.

one year (Table 42) to facilitate the identification of recent trends. Points of
interest from the 5-year summary include:

¯ Compared to other sectors, the fossil fuel electric power generation sector
has one of the higher percentages of CAA inspections (57%) and one of
the lower percentages of RCRA inspections (11%), when measured
against the total number of inspections conducted. As a result, it has one
of the higher percentages of CAA enforcement actions (59%) and one
of the lowest percentages of RCRA enforcement actions (10%), when
measured against total enforcement actions.

The 1-year inspection and enforcement summary reflects similar numbers to
those from the past 5 years. No notable exceptions are apparent.

VII.C Review of Major Legal Actions

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs).

VII.C.1 Review of Major Cases

As shown in the previous tables, the number of enforcement actions taken
over the past 5 years, when compared to the number of inspections
conducted, is minimal. Even though there have been 871 total enforcement
actions, major cases involving fossil fuel electric power generation facilities
are rare. Since 1992, however, there have been at least 13 actions against
such facilities.

The 13 cases were broken out as follows:

¯ 6 cases under the CAA (asbestos NESHAPs, NOx monitoring violations,
and SO: violations)

¯ 2 eases under the CWA (NPDES permit violation, wetlands)
¯ 2 cases under TSCA (PCBs)
¯ 2 cases under EPCRA (release in excess of reportable quantities)
¯ 1 multimedia case (CWA, EPCRA, and TSCA).

The average penalty associated with these cases was just more than $150,000.
In addition, two SEPs were associated with the 13 cases. Those are discussed
in more detail in the following section.
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The two most significant cases against fossil fuel electric power generation
facilities included CWA violations by Potomac Electric Power Company
(PEPCO) and CAA violations by Public Service Electric & Gas (PSE&G).
In the FEPCO case, the violations occurred from 1988 to 1993, during which
time a site supervisor either pumped or oversaw the pumping of polluted
water from holding ponds into an adjacent swamp. PEPCO discovered the                -
illegal discharge and informed EPA. The consent decree provides for a
penalty of $975,000. Because the violation was self-disclosed, no criminal
charges were brought against the company or its officers.

In United States v. Public Service Electric & Gas, PSE&G was charged with
violating the CAA, specifically the asbestos NESHAP. While commuting
home from work, an off-duty EPA inspector noticed a pile of old pipes laying
in a yard. A subsequent inspection of the old gas-cracking operation revealed
the NESHAP violations. The PSE&G was required to pay a civil penalty of
$230,000 and complete an extensive worker training and notification
program.

VII.C.2 Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s non-compliance
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Ot~en, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. Information on SEP cases
can be accessed via the interact at EPA’s Enviro$en$e website:
http://es.inel.gov/sep.

As mentioned above, there were two SEPs at fossil fuel electric power
generation facilities. The SEPs were negotiated with IES Utilities,
Iucorporated, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and Consumers Power Company of
West Olive, Michigan.

The case against IES Utilities, Incorporated, was the first acid rain
administrative penalty action in the country. The complaint alleged IES ¯
failed to complete timely certification testing of the acid rain continuous
emission monitors required for SO2, NOx, CO,., and volumetric flow at
several of its generating stations. As part of the settlement, IES agreed to a
SEP involving the purchase and permanent surrender by the utility to EPA
of 589 SO_, allowances. Each allowance constitutes an authorization to emit
during or after a specified calendar year one ton of SO2. The value of the
allowances permanently removed from the market was $76,570 at the time
of the settlement. IES was also required to pay a penalty of $25,630 to settle
the claims.
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In the Consumers Power Company case, the company agreed to carry out
three SEPs at a total estimated cost of $247,742. The projects include (I)
converting heat exchangers from ethylene glycol to propylene glycol, which
is 300 times less toxic, (2) sending information on EPCRA requirements to
an estimated 3,000 facilities in Michigan, and (3) conducting an outreach
program on the EPCRA Section 302 notification requirement to rural                -
communities. The company must also certify its compliance with EPCRA.
In its complaint, EPA alleged that the company failed to notify authorities
about an accidental release of 1,400 pounds of sodium hypochlodte.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those initiated independently by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

Clean Air Power Initiative

The goal of the Clean Air Power Initiative (CAPI) is to improve air pollution
control efforts within the electric power generating industry by developing
an integrated regql, atory strategy for three major pollutants emitted by electric
power generators: SO,., NOx, and air toxics (specifically, mercury). The
project was initiated in 1995 by EPA’s Assistant Administrator for Air and
Radiation. Through the Initiative, EPA hopes to provide the electric power
industry with greater regulatory flexibility and cost savings while achieving
environmental goals for ozone, fine particles, regional haze, and toxics. The
Initiative will use existing CAA authority, where possible, although ultimatei.v
new congressional authority may be required. The EPA believes focusing on
regional reductions of the pollutants and implementing a "cap and trade"
approach for some pollutants, such as NOx, SO2, and mercury, would be most
effective. The EPA is meeting with representatives of the power industry,
State and local officials, environmental groups, and pollution control vendors
to obtain their views and input for the regulatory framework for the Initiative.
(Contact: Linda Reidt Cdtcldield, at (202) 233-9087.Website:
http://www.epa.gov/capi).

EPA Regional Compliance And Enforcement Activities

The EPA Region VIII has focused on enforcement and compliance activities
for coal-fired power plants. This industrial sector was targeted by Region
VIII because they have 38 significant operating plants (i.e., generate greater
than 25 MW electricity). The region has experienced ongoing compliance
issues related to the new Acid Rain Program, impacts from plants in PSD
Class I areas, and impacts in nonattainment areas. The goal of this EPA
regional compliance and enforcement initiative is to comprehensively
evaluate the compliance status of the facilities. The region is also evaluating
any environmental justice issues due to the location of the facilities. States
in Region VIII are participating in the sector initiative by performing annual
air program and NPDES permit inspections on a yearly basis. South Dakota
has conducted multimedia inspections at two coal-fired power plants.
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Department of Energy Environmental Research Programs

The DOE maintains numerous laboratories and field facilities that perform
research and development type activities. The following facilities are of
interest to the fossil fuel electric power generation industry and
environmental compliance: _

¯ Argonne National Laboratory: The Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) conducts applied research and engineering development in energy
and environmental technologies, high performance computing, and
scientific research in physical and life sciences. The Energy Systems
Division of ANL focuses its expertise on conlrolling environmental
impacts of industrial energy use. The division is committed to a
revitalized competitiveness in the national economy. (Website:
http:\\www.ard.gov).

¯ Oak Ridge National Laboratory: The Oak Ridge National Laboratory
performs research on a broad range of energy-related problems and
provides technical information and assistance on energy research for
State and local governments and the private sector. Areas of research
include waste management, fossil, fuel power generation technology,
nuclear power generation technologies, fusion technology, conservation,
and environment. (Website: http:\\www.ornl.gov).

¯ Federal Energy Technology Center: The Federal Energy Technology
Center (FETC), one of the government’s principal fossil fuel energy
research centers, is responsible for research and development programs
in the technical and administration management of fossil energy. The
FETC is part of the Bruceton Research Center, which is the Nation’s
largest govemmentai lab devoted to coal research and development. The
center’s program responsibilities include dean coal technology, coal
preparation, combustion technology, alternative fuels utilization, flue gas
cleanup, coal liquefaction, advanced research and technology
development in direct utilization and liquefaction, and solids transport.
(Website: http:\\www.fete.doe.gov).

VIII.B EPA Voluntary Programs

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
developed by EPA that focuses on improving environmental per~’ormance,
encouraging voluntary compliance, and building working relationships with
stakeholders. EPA initiated a one year pilot program in 1995 by selecting 12
projects at industrial facilities and federal installations that demonstrate the
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principles of the ELP program. These principles include: environmental
management systems, multimedia compliance assurance, third-party
verification of compliance, public measures of accountability, pollution
prevention, community involvement, and mentor programs. In return for
participating, pilot participants received public recognition and were given
a period of time to correct any violations discovered during these
experimental projects. Four fossil fuel electric power generation facilities
proposals were accepted and are listed in Table 43. Progress reports and fact
sheets from these pilot programs are now available from EPA or offthe web.

Table 43: List of Power Plants That Participated in the Environmental Leadership
Program For 1995 and 1996

I. Arizona Public Service, Deer Valley Facility (Phoenix, AZ)

2. Duke Power Riverbend Steam Station (Mt. Holly, NC)

3. Ocean State Power (Burrillville, RI)

4. Salt River Project (Phoenix, AZ)

EPA is making plans to launch its full-scale Environmental Leadership
Program in 1997. The full-scale program will be facility-based with a 6-year
participation cycle. Facilities that meet certain requirements will be eligible
to participate, such as having a community outreach/employee involvement
programs and an environme.ntal management system (EMS) in place for 2
years. (Contact: Debby Thomas, ELP Deputy Director, (202)564-5041.
Website: http://es.inel.gov/elp).

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s.
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by providing participants
regulatory flexibility on the condition that they produce greater environmental
benefits. EPA and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final
Project Agreement, detailing specific environmental objectives that the
regulated entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide regulatory flexibility as an
incentive for the participants’ superior environmental performance.
Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local
governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes to
implement fifty pilot projects in four categories, including industrial
facilities, communities, and government facilities regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis. For additional information
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regarding XL projects, including application procedures and criteria, see the
May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Fax-on=Demand Hotline
202-260-8590, or Christopher Knopes at EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning
and Evaluation (202)260-9298. Website: Web: http://www.epa.gov/
ProjectXL)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the
Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of the
Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition Program is a
partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and DOE. The program is designed
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging reductions across all
sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the full range of Climate
Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation. Program
participants are required to identify and commit to actions that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in rum, gives organizations early
recognition for their reduction commitments; provides technical assistance
through consulting services, workshops, and guides; and provides access to
the program’s centralized information system. At EPA, the program is
operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policy
Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman, (202)260-4407.
Website: http://www.oit.doe.gov/Access/climate).

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
lighting technologies. The program saves money for businesses and
organizations and creates a cleaner environment by reducing pollutants
released into the atmosphere. The program has over 2,345 participants which
include major corporations, small and medium sized businesses, federal, state
and local governments, non-profit groups, schools, universities, and health
care facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and
upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. As of March 1997, participants
had lowered their electric bills by $289 million annually. EPA provides
technical assistance to the participants through a decision support software
package, workshops and manuals, and an information hotline. EPA’s Office
of Air and Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights Program.
(Contact: Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 1-888-STARYES or Maria
Tikoff Vargar, EPA Program Director, at (202)233-9178. Website:
http://www.epa.gnv/greenlights.html).
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Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection
and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1997, the
program had about 500 companies as members, one third of whom are
Fortune 1000 corporations. Members agree to identify and implement actions
to reduce their solid wastes setting waste reduction goals and providing EPA
with yearly progress reports. To member companies, EPA, in turn, provides
technical assistance, publications, networking opportunities, and national and
regional recognition. (Contact: WasteWiSe Hofline at 1-800-372-9473 or
Joanne Oxley, EPA Program Manager, (703)308-0199.Website:
http://www.epa.gov/epanswer/non-hw/reduce/wstewise/
index.hunl)

NICE

The U.S. Department of Energy is administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and
Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up to 45 percent of the total
project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its
source and become more energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste
minimization efforts. Grants are used by industry to design, test, and
demonstrate new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries; however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the
forest products, chemicals, petroleum refining, steel, aluminum, metal casting
and glass manufacturing sectors. (Contact: Chris Sift’i, DOE, (303)275-4723
or Eric Hass, DOE, (303)275-4728. Website: http//www.oit.doe.gov/accessi
nice3).

VIII.C Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

Trade associations, in conjunction with their industry members, sponsor
activities that serve to further regulatory compliance initiatives. This section
describes a major environmental compliance assistance program being
sponsored by the utilities in the fossil fuel electric power generation industry,
as well as some of the major trade associations serving the fossil fuel electric
power generation industry.
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VIII.C.1 Environmental Programs

Climate Challenge Program

The Climate Challenge Program is a joint initiative of DOE and the electric
utility industry to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Electric utilities
voluntarily commit to undertake actions to reduce, avoid, or sequester more
than 47 million metric tons of carbon equivalent by the year 2000. These
commitments are formalized in individual utility participation accords for
large utilities, and letters of participation for utilities with less than 50,000
customers. Utilities report greenhouse gas emissions data and submit annual
reports, which describe their achievements, to DOE. The Climate Challenge
Options Workbook describe more than 50 options for utilities to implement
to meet their participation commitments. The workbook was jointly
developed by the electric power industry and DOE. (Contact: Larry Mansueti,
Program Director, Office of Utility Technologies, EE-10, U.S. DOE, I000
Independence Avenue SW, Washington, DC 20585. Website: http:/Poejing.
dis.ani.gov/ee-egi-bin/ccap.pl)

The utility industry has also developed a set of initiatives to help utilities
meet their commitments. These include:

¯ EnviroTech Investment Fund, which fund invests in companies
focusing on regenerating energy technologies that are more energy
efficient than those currently in use.

¯ International Utility Efficiency Projects that support energy
development in a way that is environmentally beneficial.

¯ Utility Forest Carbon Management Program, which comprises
domestic and international forestry projects to manage CO,. emissions.

VIII.C.2 Summary of Trade Associations

Trade associations and professional organizations that serve the fossil fuel
electric power generation industry are numerous and varied in their focus.
They range from serving a relatively small portion of the industry (e.g.,
independent power producers) to serving the industry as a whole. This
section briefly describes some major trade and professional organizations for
this industry.
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American Coal Ash Association (ACAA)Members: 110
2760 Eisenhower Avenue, Suite 304 Staff: 5
Alexandria, VA 22314 Contact: Samuel S. Tyson
Phone: (703) 317-2400
Fax: (703) 317-2409
Website: http://www.acaa-usa.org -

Founded in 1968, ACAA’s mission is to advance the management and use of
Coal Combustion Products (CCPs) in ways that are technically sound,
commercially competitive, and environmentally safe.

American Public Power Association Members: 2,000
(APPA) Staff: 60
2301 M Street, NW Contact: Alan H. Richards
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 467-2900
Fax: (202) 467-2910
Website: http://www.appa.org/

Founded in 1940, APPA’s members include public utility, systems, State- and
county-owned electric systems, and rural cooperatives. The APPA maintains
a library on the electric power industry and publishes a bimonthly magazine.
The APPA also conducts research programs, compiles statistics, and offers
utility education courses in electric power. The association holds an annual
conference and workshops.

Association of Energy Engineers (AEE)Members: 8,500
4025 Pleasantville Road., Suite 420 Staff: 9
Atlanta, GA 30340 Contact: Ruth M. Bennett
Phone: (770) 447-5083
Fax: (770) 446-3969
Website: http://www.aeecenter.org/

Founded in 1977, the members of the AEE are engineers, architects, and
other professionals interested in energy management and cogenemtion. The
AEE promotes advancement of the profession and contributes to the
professional development of its membership. The AEE provides scholarships
for students in energy engineering, supports the National Energy Policy
Council, and sponsors the Cogenemtion and Competitive Power Institute, a
research organization. The AEE publishes journals and newsletters and
sponsors several technical and managerial congresses each year.
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Edison Electric Institute (EEl) Members: 202
701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Staff: 262
Washington, DC 20004-2696 Contact: Thomas Kuhn,
Phone: (202) 508-5000 President
Fax: (202) 508-5360
Website: http://www.eei.org/

Founded in 1933, EEI members are investor=owned electric utility companies
operating in the United States. Some affiliated members are from Canada,
Mexico, and Central and South America. The EEl acts as a representative for
the shareholder=owned electric power industry on subjects of public interest
and provides a medium for the exchange of ideas and information within the
electric power industry. The institute maintains a library and database and
compiles statistics. The EEI provides educational programs and publishes
surveys, which prbvide statistical and factual information about operation,
rates, regulation, and environmental practices.

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRDMembers: 700
3412 Hillview Road Staff: 500
Palo Alto, CA 94303 Contact: Kurt Yeager, Exec.
Phone: (415) 855-2000 Officer
Fax: (415) 855-2041
Website: http://www.epri.con~

The EPRI was founded in 1972 and serves all sectors of the electric utility
industry. The EPRI mission is to conduct a broad economically and
environmentally acceptable program of research and development in
technologies for electric power production, distribution, transmission, and
utilization. The EPRI primary research areas are advanced power systems,
coal combustion systems, electrical systems, energy analysis, and
environment and energy management and utilization. The institute maintains
a library and a database of current and completed research in the electric
power industry. The institute also publishes a guide and a journal.

Electric Power Supply Association Members: 90
(EPSA) Staff: 12
1401 H Street NW, Suite 760
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 789-7200
Fax: (202) 789-7201

The EPSA was formed by a merger of two former trade associations: the
Electric Generating Association and the National Independent Energy
Producers (NIEP). (The Electric Generation Association was formed by the
merger of the Independent Power Producers Working Group and the
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Cogeneration and Independent Power Coalition of America.) The EPSA
mission is to advance the interests of its members: competitive generators,
power marketers, and other suppliers. The EPSA advocates domestic and
international policies that will result in a fully competitive electric power
supply marketplace. The EPSA supports the development of a market in
which existing commitments, such as independent power contracts, are               -
honored and in which all customers have a choice of electric suppliers by a
certain date.

National Rural Electric Cooperative Members: 1000
Association (NRECA) Staff: 600
4301 Wilson Boulevard Contact: Glenn English
Arlington, VA 22203
Phone: (703) 907-5500
Fax: (703) 907-5521
Website: http ://www.m-eca.org/

The NRECA, founded in 1942, represents rural electric cooperatives, public
power districts, and public utility districts in 46 States. The NRECA is an
advocate for energy and operational issues, as well as rural electric
development. The association maintains a library of 20,000 volumes, holds
professional conferences, and publishes a magazine and newsletter. Other
activities include legislative representation; energy, regulatory, and legal
expertise; industry public relations; management institutes; training and
energy research and development consulting services; insurance and safety
programs; wage and salary surveys; and an international program.

North American Electric Reliability Members: 9 Regional
Council (NERC) Councils
Princeton Forrestal Village Contact: Michehl R. Gent
116-390 Village Boulevard
Princeton, NJ 08540-5731
Phone: (609) 452-9550
Fax:(609) 452-7669
Website: http://www.nerc.com/

The NERC is a nonprofit company owned by nine regional councils. The
members of the regional councils and one affiliate are individual utilities
representing all ownership categories of the electric utility industry, including
investor-owned, municipal, rural electric cooperatives, Federal, independent
power producers, power marketers, and power brokers. The principal
purpose of NERC is to coordinate, promote, and communicate the reliability.
of North American electric utilities. The organization annually reviews the
reliability and adequacy of the bulk electricity systems in North America and
maimains several databases. In addition, the organization facilitates
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development of reliability-related planning and operating criteria and
standards, and publishes reports and reference documents.

Utility Air Regulatory Group Members: 74
(UARG)
c\o Hunton & Williams
1900 K Street NW
Washington, DC 20460
Phone: (202) 955-1500
Fax: (202) 778-2201

The UARG is a voluntary, nonprofit, unincorporated, ad hoc group of 74
electric utilities, the EEl, the NRECA, and the AFPA. The UARG’s purpose
is to participate on behaifofits members collectively in Federal air pollution
control regulatoryactivities and in related litigation.

Utility Solid Waste Activities Members: 83
Group (USWAG) Contact: Jim Roewer
c\o EEl
701 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20004
Phone: (202) 508-5645
Fax: (202) 508-5150

The USWAG is an informal consortium of the EEl, the APPA, the NRECA
and approximately 80 electric utility companies. Together, USWAG
members represent more than 85 percent of the total electric generating
capacity of the United States and service more than 95 percent of the Nation’s
consumers of electricity. The mission of USWAG is to help member
companies manage all utility wastes and byproducts in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environmem and is of reasonable cost.

Utility Water Act Group Members: 78
(UWAG) Contact: John (Jack) F. Mackenzie,
c\o Hunton & Williams Chair
1900 K Street NW Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
Washington, DC 20460 Phone: (415) 973-6901
Phone: (202) 955-1500 Fax: (415) 973-9201
Fax: (202) 778-2201

The UWAG is an association of 75 individual utilities and three national
trade associations of electric utilities-the EEI, the NRECA, and the APPA.
The UWAG purpose is to participate on behalf of its members in EPA’s
rulemakings under the CWA and in litigation arising from those ruiemakings.
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CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS

For further information on selected topics within the fossil fuel electric power generation industry
a list of contacts and publications are provided below.

Contacts                                                                                    -

Name I Organization Telephone [Subject
Rafael Sanchez EPA/OECA/METD (202) 564-7028 Compliance assistance

Chris Oh EPA/OECA/METD (202) 564-7004 Compliance assistance

Joe Daly EPA/OST/EAD (202) 260-7186 Steam Electric Effluent Guidelines

Acknowledgments

The contacts listed below have provided valuable background information and comments during the
development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals
listed do not necessarily endorse all statements made within this sector notebook.

Joseph Daly - EPA/Office of Water (EPA/OW)
Rafael Sanchez - EPA/Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (EPA/OECA)
Bill Maxwell - EPA/Office of Air Quality Standards and Planning (EPA/OAQSP)
Samuel S. Tyson - American Coal Ash Association (ACAA)
Bill Wemhoff- American Public Power Association (APPA)
Kara M. Downey - Arizona Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.(AEPC)
Ruth M. Bennett - Association of Energy Engineers (AEE)
Alice Meyer - Edison Electric Institute (EEI)
Richard W. Steinberg - National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA)
Anthony Riai - EPA/Office of Enforcement and. Compliance Assurance (EPA/OECA)
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Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions from Electric Utility Steam Generating Units - Interim
Final Report, Volume 1. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning &
Standards, Research Triangle Park, N.C. 1996. EPA-453/R-96-013a.

Wastes from the Combustion of Coal by Electric Utility Power Plants. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Remediation, Washington, D.C. 1988.
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Regulatory Profile

Development Document For Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards and Pretreatment
Standards for the Steam Electric Point Source Category. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Office of Water, Washington, D.C. November, 1982.

EIA Guidelines for New Source Fossil Fueled Steam Electric Generating Stations.    U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Federal Activities by SAIC, Falls Church, VA, 1994.

Electricity Generation and Environmental Externalities: Case Studies. U.S. Department of Energy,
Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy, Washington, D.C.. September 1995. DOE/FE-0598

Standard Handbook of Power Plant Engineering. Elliot, Thomas C., ed. McGraw-Hill, Inc., New
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Pollution Prevention

Case Summaries of Waste Reduction by Industries in the Southeast. Gary Hunt, et al., eds. North
Carolina Department of Natural Resources and Community Development. July 1989.

Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program, Program Update 1995. U.S. Department of
Energy, Assistant Secretary for Fossil Energy, Washington, D.C. April 1996. DOE/FE-0346.

Coal Combustion Product Production and Use: 1966-1994, Report for Coal Burning Electric
Utilities in the United States. American Coal Ash Association, Inc. Alexandria, VA. May 1996.

Enviro$ense, Fact Sheet: Pollution Prevention: Strategies for Fossil Fuel Electric Power
Generation. Center for Hazardous Material Research (CHMR). Pittsburg, PA. Online, Available:
http://es.inel.gov.com. Last updated January 9, 1996.

Enviro$ense, Cogeneration of Steam and Electric Power: Pollution Prevention Opportunities and
Options, Report 49-1, September 1994, Prepared by: Commonwealth of Virginia Department of
Environmental, Quality Office of Pollution Prevention. Richmond, VA. Online. Available:
http://es.inel.gov.com, Last updated January 29, 1996.
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Enviro$en$e, Pollution Prevention Opportunities in Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation. October
1990. Online, Available: http://es.inel.gov.techinfo/facts/epw’fosilful.html.

Fact Sheet: Eliminating Hexavalent Chromium from Cooling Towers. City of Los Angeles, Board
of Public Works, Hazardous and Toxic Materials Office. Undated.

Fact Sheet: Water and Chemicals Reduction for Cooling Towers. North Carolina Department of
Environmental Health and Natural Resources, Pollution Prevention Program. May 1987.

Industrial Pollution Prevention Handbook. Harry M. Freeman, ed. McGraw-Hill Inc. 1995.
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Preamble to NPDES Storm Water Multi-sector General Permit for Industrial Activities (60 FR
50974, Friday, September 29, 1995).

Summary of Results from Programs Conducted by the Office Of Industrial Technologies. U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, Office of Industrial
Technologies, Washington, D.C. October 1995.

U.S. Electric Utility Demand-Side Managemem 1994. Energy Information Administration. Office
of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels. U.S. Department of Energy. Washington, D.C.
December 1995. DOE/EIA-0589(94).
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (3VWW)

This Notebook is available on the hatemet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$en$e
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency~supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSEN$E WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.epa.gov/comply/sector/index.html

or use

/www.epa.gov/oeca - then select the button labeled Industryand Gov’t
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the
menu. The Notebook will be listed.

Direct technical questions to the Feedback function at the bottom of the web page or to
Shhonn Taylor at (202) 564-2502

Appendix A
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THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Since EPA’s founding over 25 years ago, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting
public health and our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as
iron and steel plants and those as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to
find ways to operate cleaner, cheaper and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
around the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

The Environmental Protection A~ency has undertaken its Sector Notebook Project to compile,
for major industries, information about environmental problems and solutions, case studies and
tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders, state regulators, and EPA
staffwith many years of experience in these industries and with their unique environmental issues.
Together with an extensive series covering other industries, the notebook you hold in your hand is
the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to understand better their regulatory requirements,
and learn more about how others in their industry have achieved regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that we together achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that - in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity g ~~ ~.~,~ ~ (~
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hazardous waste. Nevertheless, RCRA issues at trucking facilities include
several non-transportation activities.

Some fluids used in truck maintenance are considered hazardous waste,
requiring specific storage treatment, and disposal. Waste accumulated or
generated during trucking maintenance may cause facilities to be considered
small or large quantity generators depending on the volume waste. The
primary RCRA issues for maintenance facilities are used oil, lead-acid motor
vehicle batteries, vehicle maintenance fluids, and scrap tire disposal.

EPCRA

Most trucking companies do not store listed chemicals for use in their
facilities. The only exception is diesel fuel or easoline, which when stored at

* .facilities in quantities slightly over 10,000 pomP., rexlmres reporting to Local
Emergency Response Commissions (LERCs) and State Emergency Response
Commissions (SERCs). Chemicals in transition are exempt from inventory
reporting under EPCRA. This includes all hazardous materials shipments in
packages or bulk quantities.

* The previous version incorrectly stated the quantity in gallons.

Of’A

OPA imposes contingency planning and readiness requirements.on certain
facilities defined to include rolling stock and motor vehicles.These
requirements may affect some trucking establishments.

VII.B.3. Pipelines

Almost all of the petroleum feed stock and products used in the U.S. are, at
some point, transported through a Federally-regulated pipeline. The Office
of Pipeline Safety (OPS), pan of the DOT’s Research and Special Programs
Administration, regulate essentially all of the approximately 155,000 miles of
hazardous liquid pipelines in the U.S., as well as the approximately 255,000
miles of gas transmission lines.

RCR~

Natural gas pipelines do not generate significant quantities of listed hazardous
waste. Typical pipeline wastes include condensate, cleaning solvents, and
used oil. Each gas pipeline compressor station typically produces an average
of 20,000 gallons of used oil each year. This figure depends on the amount
of maintenance performed on engines, how otten the engines are runmng, and
how much oil is drained from the engines. Under RCRA, used oil is not
necessarily a hazardous waste and most gas pipeline companies sell it to
refiners.
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Ground Transportation lndust_uy__                             Sector Notebook Pro’e_~

This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation (McLean, VA), and Booz-
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of available Sector
Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as public and
academic libraries, Federal, State, and local governments, and the media from EPA’s National
Center for Environmental Publications and Information at (800) 490-9198. For further
iriformation, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to the
contact names and numbers provided within this volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World
Wide Web. Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph bv Steve Delaney, EPA.
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Sector Notebooks Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA Office of Compliance. Questions relating to the
Sector Notebook Project can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate
specialists listed below.

Document Number ~ C.xalgagI P_hlLqg_f2~dEPA/310-R-95-001. Dry, Cleaning Industrv Joyce Chandler 564-7073EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 564-7021EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industrv Maria Malave 564-7027EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry, Seth Heminway 564-7017EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry. Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Robert Lischinsk3. 564-2628EP~A/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry, Walter DeRieux 564-7067EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry. Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustrvScott Throwe 564-7013EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind."Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
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TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY
(SIC 40, 42, 46, AND 49)

I. tNTRODUCTmN TO Trig. SrCTOR NOTrBOOK P~OJVCT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Inte~ated environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air.
water and land pollution are a logical supplement to traditional single-media
approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies
are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/ outreach,
research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental medium
(air, water and land) affect each other, and that environmental strategies must
actively identify and address these inter-relationships by designing p~licies for
the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design
environmental policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so.
environmental concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar
products can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the
need to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA Office
of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was originally initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
(OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project, the scope of the original project was expanded to its current form.
The ability to design comprehensive, common sense environmental protection
measures for specific industries is dependent on knowledge of several inter-
related topics. For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for
inclusion are: general industry information (economic and geographic); a
description of industrial processes: pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities: Federal statutory and regulatory framework: compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed between
regulatory agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document, this
project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references where
more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
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coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the citations
and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the information
included, each notebook went through an external review process. The Office
of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated in this
process who enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-date
summaries. Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts
in Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The individuals
and groups on this list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this
notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of. Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project
(2223-A), 401 M St., SW, Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
uploaded to the EnviroSenSe World Wide Web for general access to all users
of the system. Follow instructions in Appendix A for accessing this system.
Once you have logged in, procedures for uploading text are available from the
on-line Enviro$en$e Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industu sector described in this notebook approximates the
national occurrence of facilitytypes within the sector. In many instances,
industries within specific geographic regions or states may have unique
characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The Office of
Compliance encourages state and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook
to include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may be
available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement" the
"Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with state
and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail. Please
contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this notebook
if your office is interested in assisting us in the further development of the
information or policies addressed within this volume. If you are interested in
assisting in the development of new notebooks for sectors not already
covered, please contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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[I. INTRODUCTION TO THE GROUND TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
ground transportation industry. Facilities described within this document are
described in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This notebook pertains to the transportation industry as classified by the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) under Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes 40 (Rail Transportation); 42 (Trucking); and 46,
4922-4924 (Pipelines). Where possible, data are specific to sub-divisions of"
these SIC codes. In many cases, information about the industries (i.e., rail.
trucking, and pipe.line) does not directly correlate to SIC distinctions. This is
due to various factors, including different reporting requirements and
classifications within each industry that are not consistent with SIC
delineations. This limitation is discussed throughout the notebook, as
appropriate. OMB is in the process of changing the SIC code system to a
system based on similar production processes called the North American
Industrial Classification System (NAICS). In the NAICS system, Rail
Transportation is classified as NAIC 482, Trucking is NAIC 484 and 492, and
Pipelines are NAIC 486.

The transportation industry includes other modes of transport such as water
and air. Although these are not addressed in this document, they make up an
important portion of overall transportation activity in the United States.

The transportation industry, affects nearly every American. Either through the
necessity of traveling fi’om one place to another, shipping goods and services
around the country, or working in a transportation-related job.
transportation’s share of the national economy is significant. According to the
Eno Transportation Foundation, for all transportation-related industries, total
transportation expenditures in the U.S. accounted for 16.1 percent of the
gross national product in 1993.

ll.B. Industry Sectors Analyzed

ll.B. 1. Rail Transportation

The rail transportation industry, includes establishments furnishina
transportation by line-haul railroad, and switchina and terminal establishments.
These terms refer to the distance the particular railroad operation covers --
line-haul operations cover longer distances, often connecting two cities, while
switching and terminal railroads generally travel through a single city. For the
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purpose of this notebook, rai] transportation does not include passenger
railways serving a single municipality, contiguous municipalities, or a
municipality and its suburban areas; these economic units are classified in SIC
41. Other services related to railroad transportation are classified in SIC 47;
lessors of railroad property are classified in SIC 6517. The rail SIC sectors
covered in this notebook are shown in the following table.

SIC 40 - RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
4011 Railroads, Line-Haul Operations
4013 Railroad Switching and Terminal Establishments

II.B.2. Trucking

The trucking industry includes establishments engaged in motor freight
transportation and warehousing. This includes local and long-distance
trucking or transfer services, and establishments engaged in the storage of
farm products, furniture, and other household goods, or commercial goods of
any kind. For the purpose of this notebook, the trucking industry also
includes the operation of terminal facilities for handlin~ freight, both those
with and without maintenance facilities. The trucking SI~ sectors covered in
this notebook are shown in the following table.

SIC 42 - MOTOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION & WAREHOUSING
4212 Local Trucking Without Storage
4213 Truckin$, Except Local
4214 Local Trucking With Storage
4215 Courier Services, Except by Air
4221 Farm Product Warehousing & Storage
4222 Refrigerated Warehousing & Storage
4225 General Warehousing & Storage
4226 Special Warehousing & Storage, NEC*
4231 Terminal & Joint Terminal Maintenance Facilities for Motor

Freight Transportation
* NEC = Not Elsewhere Classified
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I1.B.3. Pipelines

The pipeline industry includes establishments primarily engaged in the pipeline
transportation of petroleum and other commodities. Pipelines are classified
within two SIC categories, Major Group 46 (Pipelines, except Natural Gas)
and Major Group 49 (Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services). This notebook
will integrate the relevant operations from the two groups whenever possible.
Occasionally, due to surveys that focus only on one of the ~roupings, data is
segregated. The pipeline SIC sectors covered in this notebook are shown in
the following table.

SIC 46 - PIPELINES, EXCEPT NATURAL GAS
4612 Crude Petroleum Pipelines
4613 Refined P-etroleum Pipelines
4619 Pipelines, NEC*

SIC 49 - ELECIRIC, GAS, AND SANITARY SERVICES

4922 Natural Gas Transmission
4923 Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution
4924 Natural Gas Distribution
4925 Mixed, Manufactured, or Liquefied Petroleum Gas Production

and/or Distribution
* NEC = Not Elsewhere Classified
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II1. RAIL TRANSPORTATION

III.A. Characterization of the Rail Transportation Industry

III.A.l.Industry Characterization

On February 28, 1827, the State of Maryland chartered the Baltimore & Ohio
(B&O) Railroad, inaugurating America’s first common-carrier railroad. The
B&O marked the beginning of the nation’s rail system. By 1850, rail trackage
extended over 9,000 miles, mostly in the Northeast. Mirroring the movement
of people to the American West, the first transcontinental rail link opened in
1869. By 1916, railroad tracks stretched across 254,000 miles. During the
mid-twentieth century, railroads suffered from strict regulation and increased
competition from trucks, buses, barges, and planes. Bv the late 1970s, nearly
a quarter of the nation’s rail mileage was operated in bankruptcy.

Railroads began to recover economicallv in 1980 with the passage of the
Staggers Rail Act. This legislation partially deregulated the shipment rates
charged by railroads, but continued to allow the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC) to protect shippers from market abuse. The economic
balance struck by the Staggers Act ~-enewed the rail industry: by 1990. the
rates charged to ship goods by rail had fallen 28.8 percent (adjusted tbr
inflation). Ton-mites of freight moved bv rail (reflecting the number of tons
hauled and the miles traveled) per employee more than doubled from 1980
levels.

By 1993, the biggest railroads moved a record 1.1 trillion ton-miles of freight
with 57 percent fewer employees, 30 percent fewer miles of track. 36 percent
fewer locomotives, and 48 percent fewer freight cars than in 1980
(Association of American Railroads b~forrnation Handbook, 1994).

From an environmental standpoint, it is important to recognize that other
industries have grown up around the rail industry.. For example, railroads do
not generally clean rail tank cars. This is usually performed bv service
companies on a fee-for-service basis. In addition, rail cars and tank cars are
o~en owned and loaded by the shipper at its facility. Some of the operations
described in this section are performed bv these types of entities.
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III.A.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

Industry Size

Variations in facility counts occur across data sources due to many factors.
including reporting and definition differences. This document does not
attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather reports the data as they are
maintained by each source.

The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) was the Federal agency that
regulated many economic aspects of the rail industry. The ICC was abolished
by an act of Congress in December 1995, with remaining essential functions
transferred to a newly created Surface Transportation Board (STB) within the
Department of Transportation. ICC statistics reported prior to the ICC’s
abolishment are referenced in this document. The ICC classified railroads
based on their level of operating revenue. The levels are adjusted annually to
reflect inflation. For 1994, the revenue threshold for Class I railroads was
$255.9 million or more; Class II railroads had revenues of between $20.5
million and $255.8 million; and Class III railroads had revenues of less than
$20.5 million. Since 1979, the ICC required reporting on financial and
operating information fi’om Class I railroads only. Class I railroad systems
make up approximately two percent of the number of American railroads, but
account for 73 percent of the mileage operated, 89 percent of the employees.
and 90 percent of freight revenue in the industry. To fill the gap in
information let~ by the ICC’s decreased reporting requirements, the
Association of American Railroads (AAR) annually surveys non-Class I
railroads.

The AAR defines non-Class I railroads as being either regional or local (in
contrast to the ICC definitions, which were based strictly on revenue). In
1994, regional railroads were defined as line-haul railroads operating at least
350 miles of road and/or earning revenue between $40 million and $255.9
million. Local railroads included those line-haul operations not meeting the
regional criteria, plus switching and terminal railroads. Exhibit 1 summarizes
the operating information for Class I, regional, and local railroads. Exhibit 2
depicts the relationship between line-haul railroads and switching and terminal
railroads.
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Exhibit 1
Facility Size Distribution of Rail Industry

Railroad Number Miles Operated Year-End Freight
Employees Revenue

Class I 12 123335 189,240 $29,930,893
Regional 32 19842 10,701 $1,744,893

Local 487 25599 13,070 $1,422,285
Total 531 168776 213,011 $33,098,071

Source: Compiled from Railroad Fac~s (Association of American Railroads. 1995).

Exhibit 2
Line-Haul and Switching and Terminal Railroads

Switching and Terminal
Railroads

Line-haul
Railroads

Geographic Distribution

Reflecting the national importance of railroad transportation, the rail industrx’
is widely dispersed, and the rail system passes through every State in th~
count~. Due to the nature of its operations, however, the rail industry is not
characterized on a State-by-State basis, but rather bv dividing the country into
two halves, separated by the Mississippi River. Freight train-miles mdasure
the movement of a train the distance of one mile, and are based on the
distance between terminals and/or stations. Of the 440,896,000 total freight-
train miles in the U.S. in 1994, 281,347,000 (64 percent) are West of the
Mississippi and 159.549,000 (36 percent) are East of the Mississippi. Exhibit
3 illustrates the miles of track associated with major rail routes in the United
States.
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Exhibit 3
Geographic Distribution of Railroads in the United States:

Mileage of Class I Railroads*

III.A.3. Economic Trenc~

The rail industry, began to recover from a period of nearly 25 years of steady
economic decline in 1980, with the passage of the Staggers Act. This
legislation allowed railroad managers to restructure internal operations and
meet competitive pressures. The Staggers Act authorized railroads to offer
contract rate volume discounts for guaranteed shipments. The railroad is
assured minimum volumes, which assists in capital budgeting and operations
planning.

The railroad industry rebounded from the effects of widespread flooding in
1993 to post improved financial and operational results in 1994. Class I
railroad traffic in 1994 increased 8.2 percent from 1993 to 1.201 trillion
revenue ton-miles, reflecting increases in tons originated and longer average
hauls. American railroads accounted for 39.2 percent of total inter-city
revenue freight ton-miles.

Operating revenue rose 6.9 percent in 1994 to $30.8 billion, while operating
expenses rose at a less rapid rate of 4. I percent to $25.5 billion. Net railway
operating income (defined as operating revenue minus the sum of operating
expenses, current and deferred taxes, and rents for equipment and .ioint
facilities) \vas 53.4 billion, an increase of 34.7 percent over 1993 figures.
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Traditionally, the largest segment of railroad freight has been coal. In 1994,
coal accounted for 39.1 percent of total tonnage and 21.7 percent of freight
revenue. Other major rail commodities in 1994 included chemicals and allied
products, motor vehicles and equipment, food and kindred products, and farm
products. Exhibit 4 summarizes the tons originated and revenue associated
with the shipment of commodities by Class I railroads in 1994.

Exhibit 4
Tons Originated and Revenue by Commodity- 1994"

TONS ORIGINATED           REVENUE

Commodib’ Group           Tons Percent of Total$(millions) Percent of
(thousands) Total

Coal 574.213 39.1 7,021 21.7
Chemicals & Allied Products 142.931° 9.7 4,559 14.1
Farm Products 130,992 8.9 2.407 7.4
Non-metallic Minerals 106.404 7.2 862 2.7
Food & Kindred Products 87.710 6 2.427 7.5
Lumber & Wood Products 54,192 3.7 1.421 4.4
Primar?’ Metal Products 47,799 3.3 1.165 3.6
Stone, Clay & Glass Products42,257 2.9 1,009 3.1
Petroleum & Coke 41,564 2.8 928 2.9
Metallic Ores 40,367 2.7 378 1.2
Pulp, Paper & Allied Products36,583 2.5 1,510 4.7
Waste & Scrap Materials 36,527 2.5 655 2
Motor Vehicles & Equipment27,792 1.9 3,174 9.8
All Other Commodities 100.666 6.8 4.909 15.1
TOTAL 1.469.997 100 32,424 100

*!~ t’orrnation is for Class I railroads only.
Source: Railroad Facts (Association of Aracrican Railroads 1995).

The 1990’s saw an increase in the efficiency of railroads, the transport of
different materials such as waste and scrap materials, and a shift from boxcar
to the faster intermodal container transport. Intermodal is a term used to
describe containerization of freight for easy transloading to different modes
of transportation. For example, the same container may be transferred from
a truck to a train, with both modes of transportation equipped with locks or
other mechanisms to hold the container in place. In rail transport, there is a
growing use of truck containers and trailers.
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III.B. Operations in the Rail Transportation Industry

This section provides an overview of commonly employed operations in the
railroad industry. This discussion is not exhaustive; the operations discussed
are intended to represent the major sources of environmental hazards from
railroad transportation practices. These operations are grouped into three
categories: rail car refurbishing and maintenance; locomotive maintenance:
and transportation operations. Rail car refurbishing and maintenance
operations consist of cleaning the interiors and exteriors of the rail cars,
striping and painting the rail cars, and maintaining/repairing rail car parts.
Locomotive maintenance operations include the cleaning, repair, and
maintenance of the engine and locomotive car. Transportation operations
include all activities associated with the movement of locomotives and cars
over a section of track, including the loading and unloading of freight.

o

III.B.l. Rail Car Refurbishing and Maintenance

Rail car refurbishing and maintenance consists of cleaning the interiors and
exteriors of rail cars, refurbishing operations (i.e., striping and painting rail
cars), a~d other maintenance operations (i.e., brake and wheel set repair).

The initial cleaning of rail cars involves two steps: a mechanical cleaning and
a water wash. Mechanical cleaning is the physical shaking and vibrating of the
r~ cars to loosen dirt and other debris. Typically, dirt and debris fall through
a steel grate in the floor of the maintenance facility and are intermittently
collected for disposal. The wash step usually consists of a high pressure water
cleaning, collection of wastewater, and wastewater treatment at an on-site
treatment facility.

Refurbishing operations are not employed at all rail facilities. Many railroad
establishments contract out refurbishing work. Refurbishing operations usually
start with paint removal using a steel grit blast system or other method. Paint
chips and grit are collected through a steel grate in the floor and the mixture
is conveyed to a cyclone and filter system for separation of reusable grit and
paint. Once the original paint has been removed from the rail cars, new paint
is applied to the clean rail car surface.

Rail cars have brakes and wheel sets that must be maintained and sometimes
repaired or replaced. Brake and wheel set maintenance and repair operations
consist of disassembly, cleaning, and repair: or disassembly and replacement
of damaged parts. When wheel sets and air brakes are to be replaced or
rebuilt, the cars must first be disassembled. Axles that can be reused are
washed in a caustic solution to remove grease and dirt. External debris is
removed from the air brakes or wheels using a grit or bead blast system or
other method. Parts cleaning may also include the removal of t~aint and
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cleaning with solvents or caustics. Repaired brakes or wheel set may require
repainting with spray guns.

III.B.2. Locomotive Maintenance

Locomotive maintenance includes, but is not limited to, the following
operations: brake repair: large scale equipment cleaning operations (e.g..
locomotive car); small sca/e cleaning operations (e.g., engine pans); hydraulic
system repair, locomotive coolant disposal, metal machining, oil filter
replacement and used oil management, painting and metal finishing, paint
stripping, and spent battery management.

Locomotive maintenance operations usually take place at facility that is
owned and maintained by the railroad. Most used oil is recycled or reused in
energy recovery.. Most locomotive batteries are recycled.

III.B.3. Transportation

Transportation operations include all activities associated with the movement
of locomotives and cars over a section of track. These activities include
fueling and hazardous material transport.

III.C. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

III.C.I. Rail Car Refurbishing and Maintenance

Pollutant outputs from rail car refurbishing and maintenance are generally in
the form of wastewater from preliminary cleaning of interiors and exteriors.
and hazardous wastes generated from painting, paint removal, and the
cleaning of pans. Exhibit 5 shows typical hazardous wastes generated
including: spent solvents and solvent sludges; spent caustics and caustic
sludges; paint chips; and paint sludges. Volatile organic compound (VOC) air
emissions are also generated during the use of solvents and paints.
Wastewater from preliminary cleaning of the rail cars and spent caustic
solution is often treated in an on-site wastewater treatment system and then
discharged to a publicly owned treatment works (POTW). Hazardous wastes
are typically drummed and shipped off site as RCRA hazardous waste. Spent
solvents, however, can be sent off site for reclamation. Brake and wheel set
repair is not a significant environmental hazard, but discarded brake shoes
may be regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) in some States.
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Exhibit 5
Rail Car Refurbishing and Maintenance Process Material Input/Pollutant Output

Process [ Material Input Waste
Oil and Grease Degreasers, engine cleaners, ignitable wastes, spent solvents.
Removal aeroso!, solvents, acids/alkalies combustible solids, waste acid/alkaline

solutions, used oil
Car and Eqmpment Degreasers, solvents, Ignitable wastes, spent solvents,
Cleaning acids/alkalies, cleaning fluids combustible solids, waste acid!alkaline

solutions, ra~s
Rust Removal Stron~ acids, stron.~ alkalies Waste acids, waste alkalies
Paint Preparation Paint tbanners, enamel reducers, Spent solvents, igmtable wastes, igmtable

white spirits paint wastes, paint wastes with heavy
metals, ra~s

Painting Enamels, lacquers, epoxies, Ignitable paint wastes, spent solvents, paint
alk3ds, acrylics, primers wastes with hea~’ metals, ignitable wastes,

ra~s
Spray Booth, Spray Paint thinners, enamel reducers, Ignitable paint wastes, heavv metal paint
Guus. and Brush solvents, white spirits wastes, spent solvents
Cleaning
Paint Removal Soh’ents, paint thumers, enamel Ignitable paint wastes, hea\.’y metal paint

reducers, white spirits wastes, spent solvents, rats
Source: (,’.X EPA Office qfSolid Waste. 1993.

II1.C.2. Locomotive Maintenance

Each of the locomotive maintenance operations listed above is a potential
source of pollution outputs. Following are brief discussions of the wastes that
can be generated by these locomotive maintenance operations.

Brake Repair

Brake repair does not pose a significant environmental hazard, but discarded
brake shoes may be regulated under RCRA in some States. Some older brake
shoes contain asbestos and may require special disposal.

Cleaning Operations

Sludges created as a result of cleaning operations may be characterized as
hazardous. If so, hazardous waste regulations must be complied with prior
to disposal. Waste waters from locomotive cleaning can contain elevated
levels of oil, grease, suspended solids (a measure of particulate matter in
water) and pH (acidity or alkalinity of water). These substances are regulated
water pollutants, so wash waters must be processed in a way that is consistent
with Clean Water Act (CWA) requirements. In most cases, the State has
authority for enforcement of CWA provisions and permit administration.
Treatment of wash waters may be required before release to a local sewer
system or an outfall regulated bv a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
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System (NPDES) permit. The type of cleaning solution used may also pose
an environmental concern. If mineral sprits or other chemicals are used to
clean equipment, a variety of environmental compliance issues may result.
Mineral sprits are hazardous substances that have environmental compliance
requirements for storage, handling, and disposal.

Hydraulic 3~stem Repair

Used hydraulic fluids are listed as used oils under RCRA. The major
compliance issues associated with hydraulic system repair involve handling
and disposing of the hydraulic fluid, spill containment, and storage.
Environmental damage can occur from waste oil seepage into the soil, waste
oil run-off.into water bodies during storms, and other contamination methods.

(’oolant Disposal

Locomotive cooling systems do not contain automotive type ethylene glycol-
based antifreeze. Because of this, locomotive cooling systems may need to
be drained when engines are shut down during road operation in coldweather.
Failure to do so can result in serious engine damage due to freezing of the
coolant. To protect the cooling system from corrosion, locomotive coolants
contain a dilute additive package, which is basically a mixture of sodium
borate and sodium nitrate. The additive package usually contains a dye, to
help identify leaks and ensure the cooling system is protected. The
compounds are diluted in the cooling system to approximately one to three
percent. The concentrations of the individual corrosion inhibitors is a fraction
of one percent. Used coolant must be disposed of properly.

Metal Machining

Metal machining and punching can generate regulated wastes that may
contaminate the environment from direct release into water or fror~
stormwater runoff. Pollutant-carrying stormwater runoff mav violate the
CWA. Coolants from metal multi-punch operations may be regulated
substances under RCRA or local waste regulations and may require special
handling.

Oil Filter Replacement and Used Oil Disposal

A variety of environmental issues need to be considered when performing any
oil handling activities such as oil changes or oil filter replacement t~
locomotives. Oil can drip or spill during maintenance and repair operations.
particularly during oi! filter replacement operations. Oil releases to the
environment from oil drippage can also occur during locomotive tie-up. Oil
filter and used oil replacement are generally conducted indoors at locomotive
maintenance facilities and locomotive idling is conducted, to the extent
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practical, over track pans, absorbent materials, or other collection devices.
This makes it possible for most facilities to collect used oil and oil filters
before they leak or spill oil into the environment. Some facilities have routed
track pan drains to oil-water separation systems. Used oils are not typically
categorized as hazardous wastes under RCKA, but used oils have strict
disposal requirements in some States.

Painting

Painting operations can be significant sources of environmental harm. Air
pollution from the evaporation of chemicals contained in the paint (e.g.,
solvents) can contribute to smog and worker health and safety problems.
Solid and hazardous wastes from the painting process (e.g., paint-covered
cloths) may contaminate water and soil if not disposed of properly. Whether
hazardous wastes are generated during painting depends upon the type of
paint applied. Typi~:ally, latex paints and related paint wastes are classified as
non-hazardous. Ignitable or solvent-based paint or paint thinner wastes are
classified as hazardous. Air pollution issues are typical concerns only for
large-scale painting operations involving paint booths and associated air
ducting.

[’]ariely Storage and Disposal

Used battery storage and disposal can be a significant environmental liability
for railroads since many spent signal batteries are classified as hazardous
wastes under RCRA. Most locomotive batteries are lead acid and recycled
as non-hazardous solid waste.

II1.C.3. Transportation Operations

The three main transportation operations that pose potential environmental
problems are fueling, hazardous material transport, and oil and coolant
releases during transport.

Fueling Operations

Air pollution and fuel spillage are the major environmental concerns
associated with fueling operations. While air emissions are a problem for
volatile petroleum products such as gasoline, the railroad industry uses ve~
little gasoline on site. Their largest fuel product is diesel fuel, which is less
volatile. If gasoline is dispensed on site, it could contribute to local air quality
problems, and may require permitting and control. Spilled fuel mav
contaminate soil, ground water, or water bodies. Some super tanker fueling
systems deliver fuel at approximately four gallons per second, so even a small
connection malfunction can result in a large spill event. Filling and
maintenance of fuel storage may require air quality permitting in some States
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Hazardous Materials

The spilling/leaking of hazardous materials is a significant environmental
concern for the rail industry. According to DOT statistics, approximately 16
percent of all hazardous material releases to the environment in 1988 were
from rail transport. In addition to being harmful to the environment.
hazardous material spills and releases are subject to a variety of environmental
regulations and may result in costly cleanups or fines.

Valve leakage or safety valve releases can be sources of material spills on
pressurized and general service tank cars or other hazardous material
containers such as covered hoppers, intermodal trailers/containers, or portable
tanks. These leaks can manifest themselves as odors or vapors clouds from
tanker top valves;, spraying or splashing from the tanker top valves: wetness
on the side of the car; or drippage from the bottom outlet valve. In
intermodal cars, spills/leaks can result from improper packing and resultant
load shifting during transport. Intermodal container doors and other openings
can be spill/release sources. Unloading and transfer facilities are high
potential spill and release areas. It should be noted that it is the responsibility
of the shipper to properly secure the transportation vehicles to prevent thes~
types of occurrences. In the latest effort to identify the source of these leaks,
in 1995 the Association of American Railroads (AAR) introduced the non-
accident release (NAR) program. The purpose was to identify and report
these releases so that corrective measures could be taken to reduce them.

If hazardous materials are transported, DOT requirements regulate car
inspections, car placement, switching, and shipping papers (e.g., waybills.
manifests). If hazardous materials pass through a facility, rail containers
should be inspected for proper labeling, valve cover placement, any signs of
leakage, proper car stenciling, and fulfillment of other DOT requirements.
Placarding and/or labeling is required for all containers carrying hazardous
materials.

Oil and Coolant Releases

Oil and coolant releases from the locomotive engine to the environment can
occur during transport operations. Oils can contaminate surface water,
ground water, and soil, and expose the rail facility to punitive fines from
violations of a variety of environmental statutes. Coolants may be regulated
substances under RCRA or local waste regulations.
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IV. TRUCYdNG

IV.A. Characterization of the Trucking Industry

IV.A.I. Industry Characterization

Construction of the nation’s first transcontinental highway, the Lincoln
Highway (U.S. 30), started in 1912. It took 20 years to complete the 3385-
mile road between New York City and San Francisco. In 1956, the Federal
Aid Highway Act was signed into law, authorizing the 41,000-mile National
System of interstate and defense highways to be completed by 1972 at a cost
of $42 billion. In 1982, landmark legislation boosted Federal spending for
highway construction and repair work. By 1986, more than 97 percent of the
42,500-mile interstate highway system was open to traffic as the program
entered its 30th .year. The system represented a total Federal and State
investment of more than $120 billion. Currently, there are 44,700 miles of
interstate highways with 132,000 miles of other arteries in the United States.

The types of trucks that travel these roads are diverse, ranging from small
pickup trucks to large tractor trailer combination units. Methods of
quantifying these vehicles vary as well. This section presents information
from a variety of sources, including the Census Bureau and trucking
associations. Different groups use various benchmarks to quantify the
trucking industry. This document does not attempt to reconcile these
differences, but rather reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

According to the American Trucking Associations (ATA), the total number
of commercial trucks in 1993 _was 16.2 million, with approximately 3.9 million
commercial trailers registered in the same period. The ATA reports 322,739
interstate motor carriers on file with the U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT) as of January 5, 1995. Eighty-two percent of those operate fewer than
six trucks, and 96 percent operate 28 or fewer trucks. 59,310 for-hire carriers
were authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), to haul
goods.

Types of trucks and trucking establishments are defined by various
classifications. Exhibit 6 shows the shape and size of different truck types.
This diagram does not include smaller trucks such as pickups, panels, vans.
and utility trucks which are usually not counted in industry statistics because
they are often used for personnel purposes.

In general, trucking establishments falls into two broad categories: private and
for-hire. Private carriers are shippers, manufacturers, merchants, and others
who use their own vehicles or leased trucks under their direct control for
moving their own goods. For-hire carriers are compensated for providing
transportation of freight belonging to another entity.
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Exhibit 6
Truck Types

Smaight Truck Truck/Trailer Track-tractor Truck-tractor
2-Axle 3 -Axle

* -- 18’-35’ ~ ~ o 26’-30’ o I i -- 26’-28’ --

3-Axle Tractor Semitrailer 4-Axle Tractor Semimailer 5-Axle Tractor Semitrailer

~ -- 25’-40’ -- i 38’-53’ -- I I ~ 40’-5Y --

Twin Trailer or "Doubles"
Converter dolly

used to convert a semitrailer I-- 28’ -- I -- 28’ --
for operation as a t~ll trailer

Typical Longer Combination Vehicles (LCV’S).
Operated only in certain States

Truck/double trailers                                    Triple Trailer

--26’-28’-- l l-- 28’ --II-- 28’ - I     [-- 28’ 28’ 28’ --

Rocky Mountain Doubles Turr~ike Doubles

-- 40’-48’ ;] 28’ - [ i -- 33’-48’ 33’-48’ --
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There are three types of interstate for -hire carriers: common, contract, and
exempt carriers. Common carriers transport fi’eight for the general public at
published rates. Contract carriers are those in stipulated types of operations,
such as trucks used only to carry newspapers, or vehicles used incidentally to
support air transport. (Motor Truclang Engineering Handbook, James W.
Fitch, Society of Automotive Engineers, 1994).

For-hire carriers regulated by the ICC were classified by size of operating
revenue. The ICC was abolished by an act of Congress in December 1995,
with remaining essential functions transferred to a newly created Surface
Transportation Board (STB) within the Department of Transportation. ICC
statistics reported prior to the ICC’s abolishment are referenced in this
document. As of January 1, 1994, the ICC defined Class I carriers as those
establishments with annual revenues greater than $10 million, Class II carriers
with annual revenues between $3 and $10 million, and Class III carriers with
annual revenues of less than $3 million.

IV.A.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

As discussed in Section IV.A. 1 above, variation in facility counts occur across
data sources due to many factors, including reporting and definition
differences. This document does not attempt to reconcile these differences.

Industry Size

Trucking companies are diverse, ranging from large employers to private
transporters who work for themselves and have no additional employees. A
concise discussion of the trucking industry is complicated by the different
methods used by the Census Bureau, the ICC, and trucking associations to
estimate the size of the trucking industry. In some cases, as with most census
data, only those companies with payrolls - those that pay drivers who were
not also owners - are tracked. In addition, only those trucking companies
formerly regulated by the ICC were required to report data.

The trucking industry consists of approximately 111,000 establishments with
payrolls, employing nearly 1.6 million people. This does not include small,
independent truckers who have no employees other than themselves. The
total number of truck drivers holding commercial drivers licenses as of June
1995 exceeded 6.5 million. In 1993, these drivers drove 656.6 billion miles
(American Trucking Trends, 1995). According to the American Truckin~
Associations (ATA), 7.8 million people were employed throughout th~
economy in jobs that relate to trucking activity and 2.8 million heaw-dutv
truck drivers (including linehaul, local, courier, government, etc.) were
employed in 1994. In 1993, $226.9 billion was paid in wages relating to
trucking activity.
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Over 88 percent of trucking companies are small businesses, as defined by the
Small Business Administration. According to the ATA, of the 359,787
interstate motor carriers on file with the Office of Motor Carriers, 82 percent
operate six or few trucks, while 96 percent operate 28 or fewer trucks (as of
February 1996).

Exhibit 7 illustrates the facility size distribution for those motor freight
transportation and warehousing facilities with payrolls, based on the latest
complete Census Bureau data (1992).

Exhibit 7
Facility Size Distribution of Trucking Industry*

Industry SIC Total Employees Total Number Employees per
Code of Facilities Facility

L~cal Trucking Without 4212 354,742 49,870 7.11
Storage

Trucking, Except Local 4213 758,435 40,821 18.6

Local Trucking with Storage 4214 64,417 4,512 14.3

Courier ,~er~,ices, Except bv 4215 307,061 5,966 51.5
Air

Fam~ Product Warehousing 4221 6,497 584 11.1
and Storage

Refrigerated Warehousing 4222 18,963 929 20.4
and Storage

General Warehousing and 4225 49,091 6,753 7.3
Storage

Special Warehousing and 4226 20,594 1,452 14.2
Storage, NEC*

Terminal and Joint Terminal 4231 295 21 14.1
Maintenance Facilities for
Motor Freight Transportation

Total 1,580,095 I 10,908 14.2

Source: Compiled.f!’om official 1992 statistics of the L’.S. Bureau of the Census.
*Facilities with p~. rolls only.

As demonstrated in Exhibit 7, the majority of establishments and employees
in the trucking industry which maintain payrolls are classified in SIC Code
4212, Local Trucking Without Storage. This category includes dump
trucking, general freight, and garbage and trash collection. Trucking, except
local (SIC 4313), accounts for most of the other establishments and persons
employed in the trucking industry. General freight trucking accounts t’or most
trucking industry facilities.
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Geographic Distribution

Reflecting the national importance of highway transit, the trucking industry
is widely dispersed, with every State reporting the existence of at least 400
industry establishments (U.S. Bureau of the Census). The numbers in Exhibit
8 include both businesses with and without payrolls. All businesses covered
by the economic censuses are included, except direct sales retail and tax
exempt service businesses.

Exhibit 8
Geographic Distribution of Trucking Industry Facilities

Source: Compiled from official 1992 statistics of the L~S. Bureau of the Census.

Although the trucking industry is highly represented throughout the count~,,
motor freight facilities are most heavily concentrated around the Great Lakes
States (Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio).
Reflecting the important trade routes between these States and the Northeast,
this concentrated area extends through Pennsylvania and New York. The five
largest States in terms of number of trucking establishments with payrolls are
California, Texas, Ohio, Florida, and New York.
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Exhibit 8 illustrates the number of trucking establishments as recorded by the
Bureau of the Census. These numbers do not correlate to those presented in
Exhibit 9, also from the Bureau of the Census, due to the different scope of
the census data.

Exhibit 9
Share of Freight Revenues by Mode of Transportation

78.6

70

60

50
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20

10               7.9
4.0

2.1

0

T tuck Rail W ater Air Pipeline Other

Source: American Trucking Trends, 1995

IV.A.3. Economic Trends

In terms of revenue, trucking accounts for the vast majority, of total U.S.
freight services. Exhibit 8 illustrates the trucking industry’s enormous share
of total freight revenue. This reflects trucking’s higher revenues-per-ton and
per-ton mile (a ton-mile equals the movement of one ton of weight over a one
mile distance), compared to the rail and barge sectors, which generally carry
lower-valued bulk commodities. Thus, the trucking industry’s share of tons
shipped (43 percent) and ton-miles (27 percent) is much lower than its share
of revenues (U. S. Industrial Outlook 1994 - Transportation).

The growing use of rail transport and rail transport of truck containers and
trailers has offered economic competition to motor freight companies
According to the ATA, by the year 2003, trucking will lose 1.9 percent of its
share of total 1993 revenue - primarily to air and rail intermodal - but trucks
will still account for 76.7 percent of freight transportation revenue
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Reportedly, the estimated profit margin of the companies and independent
truckers averages one to two percent.

The following economic information is from the Census Bureau’s 1993 Motor
Freight TransportaDon a~d Warehousing Survey Report. As with the census
data conveyed in Exhibit 7, this survey excludes private motor carriers that
operate as auxiliary establishments to non-transportation companies, as well
as independent owner-operators with no paid employees. As a result, the
dollar volume estimates and estimates of year-to-year percentage change
presented in this report should not be interpreted as representing
measurements of total trucking industry activity.

Revenue in 1993 for the for-hire trucking and courier services industry’
(excluding air courier services) was estimated at $135.9 billion, up six percent
from 1992. Long-distance trucking, which accounted for approximately 75
percent of all motor carrier revenue, was up 5.6 percent over 1992. Local
trucking revenue rose 9.6 percent from 1992 to approximately $31.6 billion
in 1993. Truckload shipments accounted for approximately 61 percent of
motor carrier revenue in 1993 and increased 6.8 percent from 1992.

Nearly 48 percent of motor carrier revenue comes from transporting
manufactured products, such as furniture, hardware, glass products, textiles
and apparel, and the delivery of small packages. Revenue in 1993 from the
transport of metal products rose 8.8 percent from 1992. Expenses totaled
$127.9 billion in 1993, up 5.8 percent from 1992. Revenue for the courier
services industry, excluding air courier services (SIC 4215), rose 7.7 percent
in 1992 to approximately $20.2 billion in 1993. The Truck Inventory and Use
Summary (TIUS), part of the Census Bureau’s Census of Transportation,
provides data on the physical and operational characteristics of the U.S. truck
population. According to TIUS, an increasing proportion of trucks are being
used mainly for "personal transportation," i.e., commuting to work, outdoor
recreation, etc. In 1992, almost 70 percent of all trucks were identified as
being for personal use; in 1987 the proportion was 66 percent, and in 1982
only 57 percent.

Annual payroll accounted for approximately 33 percent of all trucking
expenses, totaling $41.5 million for 1993. Purchased transportation rose 7.6
percent from 1992, while the cost of fuels and maintenance and repair
expenses rose 6.7 percent and 7.0 percent, respectively.

Public Warehouse Services

Total operating revenue for public warehousing services increased 8.6 percent
from 1992 to $8. t billion. Total operating expenses rose 8.4 percent from
1992 to $6.8 billion. Employer contributions to employee benefit plans were
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up to 7.2 percent and represented almost eight percent of the warehousing
industry’s total operating expenses.

Over 50 percent of all revenue was from general warehousing and storage
(SIC 4225). Revenue from refrigerated warehousing and storage (SIC 4222)
increased 3.3 percent to $1.7 billion, and accounted for 21 percent of the
warehousing industry’s total operating revenue in 1993.

Revenue in 1993 for farm product warehousing and storage (SIC 4221),
which represents approximately eight percent of the warehousing industry’s
total operating revenue, increased 9.2 percent to $686 million from 1992.
while expenses for the industry were up 7.8 percent to $593 million over the
same period.

IV.B. Operations in the Trucking Industry

This section provides an overview of commonly-employed processes within
the trucking industry, broken down by operations. This discussion is not
exhaustive; the operations discussed here are intended to represent the major
sources of environmental hazards from trucking operations. The operations
discussed include materials transport, truck maintenance, truck washing, tank
truck cleaning, and transport operations.

IV.B.I. Truck Terminals and Maintenance Facilities

Many segments of the trucking industry operate their own truck terminals and
maintenance facilities. Truck terminals are places where trucks come to
consolidate and transfer loads of shipped goods. Terminals typically have
large parking and staging areas for tractors and trailers, and a loading dock,
from which freight is moved between trailers. Truck maintenance facilities.
which may be located on the same property as the maintenance facilities,
which may be located on the same property as the terminals, perform routine
vehicle maintenance activities which are similar to those performed in the
automotive service industry. These activities include replacement of fluids
(e.g., motor oil, radiator coolant, transmission fluid, brake fluid), replacement
of non-repairable equipment (e.g., brake shoes/pads, shocks, batteries, belts,
mu~ers, electrical components, water pumps),and repair of fixable equipment
(e.g., brake calipers/rotors/drums, alternators, fuel pumps, carburetors).
Some maintenance terminals also have fueling facilities, repair vehicle bodies,
wash trucks, and perform painting operations.

Truck maintenance involves the regular changing of a number of fluids.
Automotive fluids used to maintain trucks include brake fluid, transmission
fluid, gear oil, radiator fluid, and motor oil. Truck parts removed for repair
often require cleaning to allow for better visual inspection of the parts and to
remove contaminated lubricants/greases that would lead to eartv failure of the
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repaired part. Rags are often used to clean up a fluid spill or to wipe grease
from a part being repaired. If necessary, clean lubricants/greases are applied
to the parts during reassembly.

Parts cleaning often involves the use of a parts washer. Washers used in the
trucking industry include solvent parts washers, hot tanks, and jet spray
washers. A solvent parts washer recirculates solvent continuously from the
solvent drum to the solvent wash tray where the parts are cleaned. Old
solvent is typically replaced with fresh solvent on a monthly basis. The
solvents used for parts cleaning contain petroleum-based ingredients or
mineral spirits. Carburetor cleaner contains methylene chloride. Electrically
heated tanks are also used to clean parts. Parts are placed in a tank of hot
aqueous detergent or caustic solution to achieve cleaning and air or
mechanical agitation is employed to increase cleaning efficiency. Jet spray
washers also use .hot aqueous solutions for cleaning, but in this application.
rotating jets spray the parts with cleaner. Both hot tanks and jet sprays are
usually serviced monthly by removing the spent cleaner and sludge and
recharging the washer with fresh detergent. Sludge that accumulates in the
waste sump of the pressure spray cleaning bays and in area wash-down
clarifiers is often taken off" site to a local municipal landfill.

Truck maintenance facilities may also perform fueling operations. Fueling
facilities typically dispense diesel fuel. Exhibit 10 shows the layout of a
typical truck maintenance facility.
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Exhibit 10
Typical Trucking Maintenance Facility

Source." .S’torrnwater Pollution Prevention Mant~al for the Tt~¢kinli~ lndusttT ,47".-t. 1993
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IV.B.2. Truck Washing

Trucks can be washed manually or by using a fixed wash bay system. D~’
washing, by using dry rags and a spray bottle, can be an option for manual
truck washing. Manual washing includes hand-held wash systems, hand-held
wand systems, and hand brushing with soap. Fixed bay washing operations
involve fixed equipment, such as drive-through wash racks or gantry wash
systems. Typically, wash bay systems include chemical storage facilities.
chemical and water application arches, water reclamation systems, and waste
water treatment systems.

IV.B.3. Tank Truck Cleaning

Tank trucks typically haul a wide range of liquid and dry bulk commodities.
including food-grade products such as milk and corn syrup, and industrial
process chemicals. Many aspects of transportation and labeling, as well as
spills and releases of these materials, are regulated by theResearch Special
Programs Administration (RSPA) of the DOT. Because the material being
transported is loaded directly into a tank truck without anv sort of container.
these trucks require special cleaning to remove residual cargo. Washing.
rinsing, and drying methods vary depending on the facility’s equipment, the
last cargo carried, and the next cargo to be carried. Some cargoes may require
only a water rinse, while others may need a series of wash and rinse cycles
using different wash solutions.

Prior to tank cleaning, residual cargo, or heel, is removed. Heel volume from
tank trucks is typically five to ten gallons (EPA Office of Water and
Preliminary Data Summary for the Transportation Equipment Cleaning
Industry, U.S. EPA, 1989, and EPA Office of Water, Engineering Analysis
Division, 1995). Heel can be sent to an off-site Treatment Storage and
Disposal Facility (TSDF) or can be treated on site if it is an aqueous solution.
If organic, it may be put into containers for later treatment as a hazardous
waste.

Tank truck washing is performed either manually with hand-held sprayers, or
automatically with high pressure spinner nozzles or "butterworths." With
automatic washing, high pressure spinner nozzles are inserted through the
main tank hatch, and wash solution and rinse water is automatically sprayed
onto the tank surface at 100-600 p.s.i, while rotating around vertical and
horizontal axes.

Washing solution may consist of detergent solution, caustic solution, organic
solvents, or steam. Any wash solution can be used with either the manual or
automatic washing method, although worker safety is a concern when
manually spra.ving solvent and caustic wash solutions. Some facilities have the
capability to recycle washing solutions within a closed system, and
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periodically change to fresh water solutions. Tanks can be rinsed with hot or
cold water, and dried with passive or forced air.

IV.B.4. Transport Operations

Transport operations refer to all operations performed bv a truck while on the
road. These operations include loading and unloading cargo, running the truck
engine, and fuel consumption. Commercial trucking transportation operations
consumed approximately 36 billion gallons of oil in 1993, or about 63 percent
of total U.S. consumption. This figure, according to the ATA, includes 23
billion gallons of diesel fuel and 13 billion gallons of gasoline.

IV.C. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

IV.C.I. Truck Terminals and Maintenance

Materials Spills attd Releases

In truck terminals, spills and releases of hazardous materiai shipments are the
main environmental issue of concern. Hazardous waste transportation is a
highly regulated and specialized segment of the trucking industry, covered bv
extensive EPA (40 CFR) and DOT (49 CFR) regulations while the waste is
in transit. Due to the additional insurance and safety requirements, the
majority of general freight trucking companies do not have the authority nor
desire to transport hazardous waste.

Truck Maintenance

Maintenance facilities handle vehicle fluids that are used during normal
trucking operations, including oil, transmission fluid, brake fluid, and
antifreeze. The quantities of waste materials vary depending on the size of the
facility and the types of maintenance activities that are performed.

Oil, transmission fluid, and other liquids that are replaced, must be collected
and stored for later disposal. The storage, disposal, and transportation of
used oil is regulated by EPA and is a primary environmental concern in the
trucking industry. Generators of used oil must meet on-site management
standards for storage prior to shipment off-site or burning on-site for-energy
recovery. Storage containers must be in good condition without leaks and
clearly labeled with the words "USED OIL." If a release occurs (spill or
leak), the generator must stop and contain the release, clean up and properly
manage the released used oil, and repair or replace any leaking containers.

Fluids such as antifreeze must be evaluated for hazardous waste
characteristics and dealt with accordingly if spilled or released..Antifreeze
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consists of water and ethylene glycol. Neither of these ingredients
demonstrates hazardous waste characteristics, however, as a result of use, the
antifreeze may become hazardous based on metals or benzene content.

Sludge that accumulates in the maintenance facility floor drains can contain
oil, grease, solvents, and dirt from routine operations. The hazardous/non-
hazardous nature of the sludge will determine the applicable disposal
regulations.

Truck Repair

Repair activities typically produce several types of waste materials in addition
to the parts themselves (i.e., batteries, brake parts, etc.), including oil,
coolants, and solvents. Oil rags can be considered a "used oil" waste. Shop
rags which are used to wipe up a hazardous waste (i.e., paint thinner) may be
a hazardous waste.

Spent lead-acid batteries are exempt from regulation as a hazardous waste
provided they are recycled. Generators of spent lead-acid batteries may store
and/or transport those batteries without waste activity notifications or permits
as long as the batteries are ultimately reclaimed. In some States, a ne~v
battery, cannot be purchased without the return of a used battery.

Used tires are a significant waste produced at truck maintenance facilities.
Old tires are not acceptable for landfill disposal unless they have been
shredded or quartered. Tires can be returned to a central location for
processing or recycling. Used truck tires are usually retreaded or recycled.
Used tires otherwise ready to be scrapped might be categorized as hazardous
waste.

Parts Washing

Parts washing solvents and residual liquids such as petroleum distillates,
mineral spirits, and naphtha are all considered hazardous wastes due to
ignitability. Filters removed from parts whose units may also be hazardous
due to toxicity (presence of metals and/or benzene) and ignitability. Even
filters which are not hazardous may still not be acceptable for landfill disposal
due to hydrocarbon content.

Air emissions occur when the solvent is sprayed onto parts and when parts are
improperly drained of solvent. Many air quality control districts speci~ that
equipment cannot be designed so as to provide a fine spray mist (which leads
to high evaporation rates) and that parts must be properly drained before
removal from the washer. For washers in which the solvent bath is alwavs
exposed to the atmosphere (i.e., wash tanks), the lid must be kept closed
whenever the tank is not in use.
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Fu¢lin~ Operations

Fueling operations may result in fuel spills or releases. Waste diesel fuel may
be a hazardous waste because its flash point ranges from 120°F to 160°F and
because it may contain concentrations of heavy metals and benzene in excess
of regulatory limits. Diesel fue! spills and releases - both underground and
above ground - are a significant concern in the trucking industry in terms of
stormwater run-off and land contamination.

IV.C.2. Truck Washing

The waste streams generated by vehicle washing operations are variable. If
vehicles are washed often, they enter the washing operation relatively clean,
and the waste wash water generated is cleaner thana waste stream generated
from washing vehicles that are washed only occasionally. The technology
used to wash the vehicle will also affect the waste stream. For example, if a
two-step acid-detergent wash is used, acid or salts will be found in the waste
stream that would not be present if the vehicle was steam cleaned. Season
and location can a/so affect the waste stream generated, for example, vehicles
in the northeast often bring in heavy mud and road salt in the winter months.

Vehicle washing is a regulated maintenance activity under the NPDES
program. Wastewater from vehicle washing and floor drain discharge is
considered industrial waste. The hazardous or nonhazardous nature of the
wastewater determines the applicable disposal regulations.

IV.C.3. Tank Cleaning

The primary pollutant output from tank cleaning operations is wastewater
contaminated with tank residues and cleaning solutions. Specific outputs
include: spent cleaning fluids, fugitive volatile organic compound (VOC)
emissions, water treatment system sludges, and tank residues. The quantities
of these outputs vary widely from facility to faciliW depending on the type of
cargo and cleaning methods. For example, an independent owner/operator
tank truck cleaning facility serving a large number of different users will
generate wastewater containing many ore contaminants than a shipper
operated facility serving trucks all carrying the same cargo.

Tank heels from a shipment of hazardous waste greater than 0.3 percent of
weight of the tank capacity continue to be regulated by RCRA after the
discharge of the waste at a TSDF. Under current regulation, the use of
solvents to further rinse out tanks is not considered treatment: however,
certain State RCRA programs regulate these processes more stringently and
should be contacted to determine ira treatment permit is required.
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IV.C.4. Transport Operations

Transport operations have the potential to generate three types of waste: the
release or spill of a hazardous waste during loading and unloading operations:
the spill or release of vehicle fluids such as oil or antifreeze during travek and.
most significant, the emissions generated during fuel combustion. As
discussed above, engines, especially those of heavy duty trucks, generate
several forms of air pollution. Among common substances released to the air
from truck engines are hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen.
sulfur compounds, and particulate matter. A description of each of these
pollutants follows, while more information about EPA regulations governing
emissions is provided in Section VII.

Hydrocarbons: Although hydrocarbon emissions are not problematic when
they leave the vehicle, some hydrocarbons react in the atmosphere to promote
the formation ofpfiotochemical smog. Ozone concentration is generally used
to measure the extent of this photochemical reaction. Hydrocarbon emission
standards have been set to meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standard
(NAAQS) for ozone.

Exhibit 11
Hydrocarbons Emission Sources

Hydrocarbons Emissions Source Percentage of Total
Emissions

Stationary Fuel Combustion 3.1%

Industrial Processes 13.3°,/o
Passenger Cars - Gasoline Engine 17.8%

Light-Duty Trucks - Gasoline Engine 6.4%

Heavy-Duty Vehicles - Gasoline Engine 0.8%

Diesel Engine Vehicles 1 8%

Other 56.8%
,~burce: A TA

Carbon Monoxide: Carbon monoxide (CO) is a byproduct of incomplete fuel
combustion. The chemical is a colorless, tasteless, odorless gas that displaces
oxygen in the body. At high concentration in confined areas, CO can be
injurious to health. EPA has set a NAAQS and a vehicle emission standard
for CO.
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Exhibit 12
Carbon Monoxide Emission Sources

Carbon Monoxide Emissions Source Percentage of Total
Emissions

Stationary Fuel Combustion 7. I%

Industrial Processes 5.7%

Passenger Cars - Gasoline En.gine 44.0%

Li!ght-Duty Trucks - Gasoline Engine 14.5%

Heavy-Duty Vehicles - Gasoline Engine 2.9%

Diesel Engine Vehicles 1.9%

Other 23.8%
Source. .q 72.4

Nitrogen Oxides: Emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) are a significant
contributor to the creation of nitrogen dioxide, and are ingredients in the
formation of smog, although they play an ambiguous role in the process; at
times No~ appear to promote smog, while at other times they seem to inhibit
smog in urban areas.

Exhibit 13
Nitrogen Oxides Emission Sources

Nitrogen Oxides Emissions Source Percentage of Total
Emissions

Stationary Fuel Combustion 50.6%

Industrial Processes 3.8%

Passenger Cars - Gasoline Engine 152%

Li,~ht-Duty Trucks - Gasoline En.gine 4.9%

Heaw-Dutv Vehicles - Gasoline En,gine 0.8%

Diesel Engine Vehicles 11.4%

Other 13.2°,/o
Source." .4

Sulfur Compounds: Sulfur compounds are oxides that aggravate the
respiratory system and may cause respiratory disease. Verv dense smog is
generally attributed to the buildup of SO and particulates during periods of
little air movement. Motor vehicles of all types, including passenger cars,
contribute only 4.2 percent of ambient sulfur compounds.
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Particulates: Particulates are particles of solid material that are products of
incomplete combustion, such as soot and fly ash. Small particles may remain
suspended in the air for long periods of time, while larger particles return to
the ground as dust. Suspended particles cause reduced visibility and increased
health hazards from other contaminants by providing a surface to carry
chemicals into human lungs.

Exhibit 14 summarizes the pollution outputs from those operations in the
trucking industry discussed in this document.

Exhibit 14
Process Material Input/Pollutant Output from Trucking Operations

Activity [ Material Input Air Emissions Process Wastes
Truck Terminals and Motor oil, brake fluid, Possible CFC and VOC Used oil, used
Maintenance Facilities transmission fluid, emissions automotive fluids.

coolants, solvents, parts solvents, coolants.
cleaning solutions, used rags, used
lubricants, truck cargo cleaning solutions.

spilled or released
truck cargo

Vehicle Exterior Detergent, caustic VOC emissions Oil and grease.
Washing solution, organic solvents, suspended solids,

steam detergents, pH,
metals

Tank Cleaning Residuals from shipments, VOC emissions Spent cleaning fluids.
cleaning fluids - water treatment
detergent, caustic system sludges, tank
solution, organic solvents, residues
steam

]Transport Operations Gas and diesel fuels, Hydrocarbons, carbon Used oil. used
alternative fuels, motor monoxide, oxides of automotive fluids.
oil, brake fluid, nitrogen, sulfur spilled or released
transmission fluid, compounds, truck cargo
coolant, truck car~o~ particulates
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V. PIPELINES

V.A. Characterization of Pipelines

V.A.I. Industry Characterization

The histo~ of oil and gas pipelines as they are used today begins with the first
commercial oil well, drilled in 1859. The first oil pipeline - 109 miles long.
with a diameter of six inches - was laid from Bradford to Allentown,
Pennsylvania, in 1879. Since the late 1920s, virtually all oil and gas pipelines
have been welded steel, a departure from the early versions made from
wrought iron. Although the first cross-country pipeline was laid in 1930.
connecting Chicago, Minneapolis, and other cities, it was not until World War
II, with frequent disruptions in coastal tanker traffic, that large-scale pipelines
were laid connect.ing different regions of the country. In the 1960s, larger-
diameter pipelines proved their economic advantage when a line consisting of
32, 34, and 36 inch diameters was built from Houston to New York, and a 40-
inch pipeline was constructed connecting Louisiana to Illinois. Discovery of
oil on Alaska’s North Slope precipitated the construction of the countrys
largest pipeline, the 48-inch diameter Trans-Alaskan Pipeline, or Alyeska (Oil
and Gas Pipeline Fundamentals, Kennedy, 1994).

By 1994, U.S. interstate pipeline mileage totaled nearly 410,000 miles, of
which over 250,000 miles transported gas and over 158,000 shipped liquid oil
and petroleum. Natural gas is delivered to U.S. consumers through a network
of 1.2 million miles of buried pipe and 429 underground storage reservoirs
that are linked to more than 1,200 local gas distribution companies.

Throughout this section, distinctions are made between gas and oil pipelines.
Although the fundamental design and purpose of these two systems are
similar, there are differences in their conveyance systems. Distinctions are
also made for product pipelines and breakout tanks which are defined below

Oil Pipelines

Crude oil must undergo refining before it can be used as product. Once oil is
pumped from the ground, it travels through pipes to a tank battery. One or
more tank batteries may be installed in a single field, each serving a number
of individual wells. A typical tank battery contains a separator to separate oil.
gas, and water; a fired heater to break water/oil emulsions to promote removal
of water from the oil; and tanks for storing the oil until it is shipped as crude
oil by truck or, more commonly, by a gathering line connected to storage
tanks. From these tanks, the oil is moved through large diameter, long-
distance trunk lines to refineries or to other storage terminals.
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Trunk lines rely on pumps to initiate and maintain pipeline pressure at the
level required to overcome friction, changes in elevation, or other pressure-
decreasing factors. Pumps are required at the beginning of the line and are
spaced along the pipeline to adequately propel the oil along.

(;as Pipelines

The purpose of gas-gathering and gas transmission pipelines is similar to that
of crude-gathering and crude trunk lines, but operating conditions and
equipment are quite different. Gas pipelines operate at higher pressures than
do crude lines, and use compressors instead of pumps to force the gas along.
Unlike oil, gas does not undergo refining, and transmission lines connect
directly to utility companies that distribute the gas to consumers via small.
metered pipelines. Gas is often treated in scrubbers or filters to ensure it is
"dry" prior to distribution.

Gas-well flowlines connect individual gas wells to field gas-treating and
processing facilities or to branches of a larger gathering system. The gas is
processed at the treating facility to remove water, sulfur, acid gases, hydrogen
sulfide, or carbon dioxide. Most field gas processing plants also remove
hydrocarbon liquids from the produced as stream. From field processing
facilities, the dried, cleaned natural gas enters the gas transmission pipeline
system, analogous to the oil trunk line system.

Products Pipelines

Once oil is refined, product pipelines transport it to storage and distribution
terminals. Refined oil produc, ts include automotive gasoline, diesel, home
heating oils, ammonia, and other liquids. Other products pipelines transport
liquefied petroleum gases (LPG) and natural gas liquids (NGL) from
processing plants, where oil and gas are produced, to refineries and
petrochemical plants.

Breakout Tanks

Breakout tanks are above ground tanks used to relieve surges in a hazardous
liquid pipeline systems or to receive and store hazardous liquid transported by
a pipeline for reinjection and continued transportation bv the pipeline.

V.A.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many factors.
including reporting and definition differences. This document does not
attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather reports the data as they are
maintained bv each source. The Bureau of the Census segregates economic
data depending on whether an establishment maintains a payroll, in the
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transportation industry, many owners/operators are independent businesses
with no employees, while others, including companies involved with pipelines,
hire contracted employees who are reported under other entities’ payrolls.
The following data is available only for establishments with payrolls.

Industry Size

According to the Census Bureau. the pipeline industry consists of
approximately 4,900 establishments and employs nearly 170,000 people.
Exhibit 15 illustrates the facility size distribution for the industry based on
1992 U.S. Census Bureau data.

Exhibit 15
Facility Size Distribution of Pipeline Industry*

Industry. SIC Total Employees Total Number of Employees per
Code Facilities Facility

Crude Petroleum Pipelines 4612 10,355 405 25.6

Refined Petroleum 4613 5,578 358 15.6
Pipelines

Pipelines, NEC** 4619 846 81 10.4

Natural Gas Transmission 4922 12.928 515 25.1

Natural Gas Transmission 4923 69,311 1,648 42.1
and Distribution

Natural Gas Distribution 4924 65,239 1,734 37 6

Mixed, Manufactured, or 4925 445 - 71 6.3
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Production and/or
Distribution

Gas and Other Services 4932 4,459 124 360
Combined

Total 169,161 4936 34.3

Source: Compiled from official 1992 statistics of the U.X Bureau of the Census.
*Facilities with Payrolls only
**Not Elsewhere Classified
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Geographic [~istribution

State data is available only for those facilities with payrolls, as discussed
above. Because the Census Bureau does not segregate data for the natural
gas sectors covered by this profile, State-by-State information is available only
for oil pipelines. The oil pipeline industu is anchored in the Southwest, with
Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma accounting for over one-third of all
reported establishments. California, with 55 pipeline facilities, and Illinois,
with 41, have the next highest numbers of oil lines.

Exhibit 16 illustrates the number of oil pipeline establishments per State as
recorded by the U.S. Census for 1992.

Exhibit 16
Geographic Distribution of Oil Pipelines*

Source: Compiled from official I987 statistics of the g :,S: Bureau of the Census.
*Establishments with payroll only.

V.A.3. Economic Trends

Most gathering and long-distance pipelines in the U.S. are owned by pipeline
companies whose sole function is to operate a pipeline system. Historically,
natural gas in the U.S. was purchased by the pipeline company from the
producer, transported to market, then resold to a local distribution company.
.Now. most gas is sold directly to the local distribution company the producer.
and pipeline companies provide only a transportation service. Oil, on the
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other hand, has traditionally been transpo:-ted in the U.S. via pipeline by a
shipper/owner, who is generally a refiner as well (Kennedy).

Annual reports filed for 1994 with the Federal Energy Regulator~’
Commission (FERC) show that both natural-gas and petroleum liquid’s
pipeline companies increased their net incomes in 1994 despite declining
operating figures. The ongoing shift of natural gas pipelines to primarily
transportation providers was reflected by an increase in volumes of gas moved
for ottaers while volumes sold declined. Liquids pipelines moved nearly the
same number of barrels in 1994 as in 1993, but showed an increase in barrel-
miles, a measure of heightened efficiencies (Oil and Gas Journal, November
1995).

The nearly 410,000 miles of pipeline in the U.S. in 1994 represents a 2.2
percent, 9,000 rn~,’le, decline from the previous year. All pipeline mileage
operated to move natural gas in interstate service declined nearly 4,000 miles,
while mileage used in deliveries of petroleum liquids fell more than 5,00(3
miles. Transmission pipeline mileage showed tittle change from 1993 to 1994.
Transmission mileage accounted for 77.5 percent of all natural gas mileage
reported to FERC. The more than 128,000 miles of crude oil and product
trunk lines represented more than 80 percent of all liquids mileage operated.

Natural gas companies have completed the shift from being marketers to being
transporters that began when the FERC began implementing a series of
regulatory orders that increased efficiency and heightened competition by
establishing open-access transportation. This allowed traditional pipeline
customers to buy gas from other sellers and have the pipelines provide
transportation only. A final pie,ce of regulatory restructuring occurred in 1992
with the release of FERC Order 636, requiring pipelines to offer gas sales.
transportation, and storage services separately. In 1994, gas pipeline
companies moved nearly 20 times as much gas for other companies as they
sold from their own systems. Exhibit 17 demonstrates the relationship
between pipelines, marketers, producers, and users of natural gas.
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Exhibit 17
Natural Gas Delivery Infrastructure
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U.S. crude oil and product oil trunk line traffic also increased in 1994. Crude
oil traffic increased by 33 percent, while product traffic saw a modest rise of
nearly three percent.

A solid measure of the profitability of oil and natural gas pipeline companies
is the portion of operating income that is net income. For liquid pipeline
companies in 1994, income as a portion of operating revenues was 29.5
percent, up from 25.4 percent in 1993. Income as a portion of revenues for
natural gas companies was 14.3 percent, a marked increase from the 9.1
percent level reported in 1993.

Available information concerning future construction for the gas pipeline
industry indicates a slow growth rate. Based on filings during the 12 months
ending June 30, 1995, 725 new miles of land pipeline were proposed, and
nearly 78,000 hors.epower of new or additional compression were applied for.

The world oil price (the average cots of imported crude oil for U.S. refiners)
is not expected to move significantly in 1996 from its current level of
approximately $16 per barrel. Despite the continued rise in world oil demand
over the forecast period, expected to exceed one million barrels per day per
year, world oil produc, fion capacity increases should accommodate the
demand growth in a balanced manner, keeping average prices relatively fiat.

V.B. Operations in the Pipeline Industry

Gas and oil pipelines are essentially similar, with the greatest operational
difference resulting from the varying needs of transporting gas versus liquid.
Oil pipelines require pumps to propel their liquid contents, while gas lines rely
on compression to force the resource through the pipe. In both pump and
compressor stations, corrosion of piping and vessels must be monitored
constantly to prevent failure.

Most pipelines fall into three groups: gathering, trunk/transmission, or
distribution. One type of gathering pipeline is flowlines. Flowlines are small-
diameter pipelines that are owned by the producer and connect individual oil
or gas wells to central treatment, storage, or processing facilities in the field.
Another gathering system made up of larger-diameter lines, normally owned
by a pipeline company rather than an oil or gas producer, connects these field
facilities to the large-diameter, long-distance trunk or transmission line. In
some cases, individual wells are connected directly to the pipeline company’s
gathering system. Crude trunk lines move oil from producing areas to
refineries for processing. Gas transmission lines carry natural gas from
producing areas and treatment/processing facilities to city utility companies
and other customers. Through distribution networks of small pipelines and
metering facilities, utilities distribute natural gas to commercial, residential.
and industrial users.
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Refined liquids and products, such as gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil, and jet fue!
are transported thousands of miles throughout the U.S. in product pipelines.
Efficient long distance transport by pipeline requires high operating pressures.
typically 500-1200 psi. Liquefied petroleum gases such as propane, butane.
and their mixtures, are usually liquids under normal line operating pressures.
so the pipelines transporting them are classified as liquid lines. Pump stations
are needed on liquid lines at line friction, and elevation changes. Storage
structures, such as tank farms for liquids and, increasingly, underground salt
caverns for propane, are also used as buffers in transmission network
operations and to distribution points of contact. Common pipeline operations
are discussed below.

V.B.I. Pigging

Pipeline pigs are used for multiple purposes in both liquid and natural gas
pipelines. A mechanical pig consists of a steel body with rubber or plastic
cups attached to seal against the inside of the pipeline and to allow pressure
to move the pig through the line. Brushes and scrapers are attached to the pig
to facilitate cleaning or other functions. Pigs and spheres are forced through
the pipeline by the pressure of the flowing fluid.

Mechanical pigs have traditionally been used to clean or segregate fluids
within liquid pipelines. Mechanical pigs are most otten used in gas pipelines
to clean the line and maintain maximum efficiency. Downstream of
compressor stations, lubricating oil from the compressors needs to be
removed from the gas lines. On the intake side of both compressor and pump
stations, cleaning pigs are used to prevent unwanted materials from
contaminating the pumps or compressors. Recently, the use of pigs has
increased as sophisticated instruments are used to monitor pipeline conditions
and detect potential problems.

Large amounts of debris can be removed by a pig run over a long distance.
For example, assume a pig is run in a 24-inch diameter pipeline that is 100
miles long and removes 0.016 inches of wax material from the wall of the
pipeline. After 100 miles, the pig would be pushing a plug of wax about
1,450 feet long (Kennedy). Several sweeps by the pig may be required to
effectively clean the line. Both brush and scraper pigs contain holes that allow
fluid to bypass the pig, preventing buildups in front of the machine that could
cause plugging.

V.B.2. Pipeline Leaks

Pipeline leaks are considered either small, medium, or large. Small leaks are
below the limits of current computational pipeline monitoring leak detection
capabilities. They can be detected with chemical sensing cables or by finding
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small pools of leaking product or dead vegetation on the pipeline right of way.
They result from small, stable fractures or small corrosion holes that result in
leak rates usually less than one percent of flow. Many vendor- and company-
developed systems can detect leaks as small as 0.1 percent flow in field tests.
but pipeline operators are not counting on this capability and are continuing
with visual inspections (US DOT/RSPA/Volpe Center 1995). Small leaks can
stay small and go unnoticed for weeks.

Medium leaks are detectable with some inferential leak detection methods, but
are not large enough to cause a loss of working line pressure. Spill rates as
high as 100 bbls per hour have gone undetected for up to a day on large lines
without the use of sophisticated detection systems. Medium leaks are caused
by fractures that remain narrow and by worn gaskets and valve stem packings.

Large leaks result in a rapid loss of working line pressure, which will generate
an alarm to the dispatcher, even without a leak detection system (LDS). They
are caused by third party damage and by unstable fractures that can grow
many feet in length. Many high carbon steels used before 1" 970 are prone to
unstable fracture. Hydrogen gas, generated by cathodic protection systems
with excessively high voltage, and hydrogen sulfide, found in sour crude oil.
can make steel brittle and more prone to such fractures.

Improvements in materials, construction technologies, and inspection and
monitoring techniques have reduced the incidence of damage to pipelines. In
Western Europe, for example, gas leaks have dropped by 30 percent in the
past 20 years, despite an aging pipeline system.

V.B.3. Pipeline Inspections

More than half of the gas transmission pipeline capacity in the U.S. will be
over 40 years old by the year 2000. It is becoming increasingly important to
guarantee the structural integrity of these pipelines through structural
monitoring and periodic inspections. In addition, pipelines in unstable terrain
must be monitored using geotechnical instruments such as inclinometers and
pezometers, as well as by direct measurement of pipeline deformations, using
strain gauges. Over the past 50 years, methods for pertbrming these tasks
have steadily improved.

Leak detection methods may be divided into two categories, direct and
inferential. Direct methods detect leaking commodity outside the pipeline.
Inferential methods deduce a leak by measuring and comparing the amount of
product moving through various points on a line.

Traditionally, pipelines have been inspected visually by walking along this line
or patrolling the pipeline route from the air. Today, leak detection ha become
more thorough, in pan to meet environmental and safety regulations. A
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thorough inspection program requires both systematic periodic controls (e.g..
patrolling the line or cathodic protection measurements) and specific
occasional controls (e.g., in-line inspection or hydrostatic retesting).
Inspection programs must address the needs of the pipeline, requiring a
detailed knowledge of construction characteristics, past and present service
conditions, the local environment, and maintenance history. Factors
influencing the rate of detection include the type of fluid, the accuracy of
measuring systems, line size, pipe thickness, length of the line, analytical
equipment, and the experience of the personnel involved.

One successful inspection technology is the instrument internal inspection
device, commonly referred to as the smart pig. Growing out of earlier
technology (mechanical pigs used for cleaning), smart pigs carry detection and
logging tools that store data on the state of the pipeline including data on
metal loss, pits, go.uges, and dents while moving through the pipeline system.
The smart pig is launched from a pig launcher (a spur off the mainline), run
through the pipeline segment, trapped, and removed from the pipeline. The
data is then downloaded from the start pig data storage unit and analyzed.

The smart pig technology is based on the use of a single "sensor," called
ma~etic flux leakage, or MFL. MFL pigs can detect metal loss, usually the
result of corrosion. Based on limited data, smart pigs are able to detect
approximately 60 percent of pipe defects. They cannot detect stress corrosion
cracking, longitudinal cracks, small defects, or gouges and dents caused by
excavation damage. An emerging technology called ultrasonic sensor
technology can detect smaller cracks and defects. However, sensors currently
require liquid to serve as a contact between the sensor and the material being
inspected. Research is underway to develop ultrasonic sensors that can
function in a dry natural gas pipeline. One of the most difficult inspection
hurdles is the many miles of pipes that cannot be inspected using pigs. Design
constraints such as intrusive valves, varying pipe diameters, and sharp turns
make internal pipe inspection difficult.

Another inspection practice is to measure the amount of pressure and volume
in a pipeline. This is done through metering. Metering measures the amount
of flow in and out of a pipeline segment. This approach is effective using both
simple and complex leak detection systems. The detection of small leaks can
be enhanced by sophisticated instrumentation and the use of computer models.

Natural gas pipelines can be inspected for leaks with surface-sampling
instruments by the flame-ionization principle. These units are made up of a
sampling probe with a pump to draw an atmospheric sample to a detection
cell. In the cell, the sample envelops a small hydrogen flame and carbon ions
flow to a collector plate, causing an imbalance in the circuit that deflects the
indicating meter. Because natural gas weighs less than air, it rises to the
ground surface as it progresses through the atmosphere. Leaks in liquid
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natural gas pipelines are not as easily detected, and the soil around the line
must be tested for constituents like propane and butane. Exhibit 18 shows
some ofthe practices used to monitor pipelines and the types of damage they
can reveal.
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Exhibit 18
Methods of Monitoring Pipelines

R-O-W CORROSION IN-LINE BELLHOLES TESTS
PATROL CONTROL INSPECTION

PRACTICES ~ ~ ~

OUTSIDE FORCES

3rd party, damage X X X X X

Earth movements X X X X

METAL LOSS

External corrosion X X X X X X

Internal corrosion X X X X

Gouges X X X X

GAS LEAKAGE X X X

COATING X X X

CRACKS

Seam weld X X X

Girth weld X X X

Stress corrosion X X

Fatigue X

Selective corrosion X X X

GEOMETRY

Ovality, buckles X X X

Obstructions, dents X X X

Ovality, wrinkles X X X

Bend radius X X

Pipeline movement X

METALLURGICAL

Inclusions X X X

Hard spots X X X

Laminations X

Source. Vatura/ (~as T~’ch.ologie.~. ] 993
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V.B.4. Glycol Dehydration Units

Glycol dehydration units are commonly used to remove water vapor from
natural gas. Glycol dehydration of natural gas streams helps prevent
corrosion and the formation of hydrates in pipelines. Up to 40,000 glycol
dehydration units may be operating in the U.S. Approximately 17 to 18
trillion cubic feet per year of natural gas is currently dehydrated in North
America, with a large fraction of that amount being treated in the United
States.

During the water removal process, the glycol picks up other compounds from
the natural gas that can become part of waste streams. The most significant
issue is air emissions from the reboiler still vent. Increasing regulator?’
pressure has made emissions of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, the xylene
isomers (BTEX), and volatile organic compounds (VOC) from the reboiler
still vent of glycol dehydration units a major concern of the natural gas
industry.

Varying amounts of water accompany the production of natural gas.
depending on the temperature and pressure of the gas and the age of the field.
In addition to the produced water, most natural gas is saturated with water
vapor at the production temperature and pressure. The water vapor content
of saturated natural gas can be estimated given the temperature and pressure
of the gas. For example, at 800 psig and 80°F, natural gas may contain as
much as 38 pounds of water per million standard cubic feet (MMSCF). In
addition, sour natural gas (i.e., gas containing significant concentrations of
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide) will have a higher water content than
sweet gas.

As the pressure and temperature vary in the gas pipeline, water can combine
with the natural gas molecules (e.g., methane, ethane, and propane) to form
solid hydrates that can block or plug a pipeline. Hydrates are crystalline
structures composed primarily of water and hydrocarbons: methane can form
hydrate cells with up to 136 molecules of water. Hydrates mav also
incorporate other gases such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, carbon dioxide.
acetylene, and bromine into their structure.

Initially, small hydrate crystals will form in the flowing gas when tree liquid
water is present at the proper temperature and pressure. These small crvstats
become condensation nuclei, and, as they collide and stick together, larger
crystals are formed. They will also accumulate on obstructions such as valves.
orifice meters, or sharp objects where pressure and flow rate changes occur
Eventually, these crystals can grow to become a solid block of hydrates that
can completely close off a pipeline or other equipment at high pressure.
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Water also increases the corrosivity of the acid gases in the natural gas. Upon
cooling, water may condense in the pipeline and cause slug flow, resulting in
increased pipeline corrosion, erosion, and pressure drop.

To prevent the formation of hydrates at pipeline pressures and to limit
corrosion, natural gas must be dehydrated before it is sent to the pipeline. In
the US., the typical pipeline specification for the water content of the gas is
7 Ib/MMSCF of natural gas.

V.C. Pollution Outputs and Causes of Pipeline Leaks

Unlike the other pollution output sections in the document, this section
reflects the importance of determining the causes of pipeline ruptures, rather
than focusing on the material released. By definition, most pollution outputs
associated with pipelines are the oil and gas resources and products that the
pipelines convey.

The Federally-regulated pipeline system has consistently improved its safety
record over the last 25 years. However, there are still about 20 large ( 1,000
barrels or more) spills on the DOT’s Office of Pipeline Safew (OPS) regulated
liquids lines each year (US DOT/RSPA/Volpe Center 1995). Between 1988
and 1994, the OPS received 1,401 reports of hazardous-liquid spills on U.S.
pipelines in which operators claimed a total of 1.2 million barrels of lost
product and $220 million in property damage, as well as a number of injuries
and fatalities.

¯ Large crude and other viscous product spills are difficult and expensive to
clean up. Lighter products, such as gasoline and highly volatile liquids pose
less of a cleanup problem, but the risk of fire and explosion is significant.
Much of the improvement in the pipeline safety record over the last 25 years
has resulted from technical developments such as those in pipeline
components, construction, inspection, and corrosion control.

V.C.I. Pipeline Failures

According to the DOT, for gas pipelines, 40 percent of leak/spill incidents are
due to outside force or third-party damage; 21 percent are due to corrosion:
16 percent to material construction defects, and 23 to operational causes. For
oil pipelines, only 18 percent of incidents are due to outside force or third-
party damage; 20 percent due to corrosion, 16 percent due to material
construction defect, and 45 percent to operational incidents (US DOT
National Pipeline Safety Summit 1994, Data prepared by the NJ Institute of
Technology). Exhibits 19 and 20 provide more specific breakdowns of the
causes of pipeline leaks for hazardous liquid pipelines and natural gas pipelines
as well as a breakdown of the resulting damage.
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Exhibit 19
Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Incident Summary by Cause - 1994

Cause Number of Percent of Property Percent of Deaths Injuries
Incidents Total Damage Total

Incidents Damages

Internal 9 3.69 $282,000 0.50 0 0
(£OrrOSiOll

External 38 15.57 $1.833,043 3.25 0 0
Corrosion

Detective 21 8.61 $4,320,680 7.65 0
Weld

Incorrect 8 3.28 $15,600 0.03 0 0
( )peration

DeI~ctive 1 I 4.51 $2.154,000 3.82 0 0
Pipe

( )utside 57 23.36 $35593,513 63.05 0 1.853
Damage

Mall’.. of 22 9.02 $1. t 59,517 2.05 0 1
] Equipment

()ther 78 31.97 $11,095,251 19.65 I 4

Total 244 100 $56,453,604 100 i 1.858

Source: DOT Office o.f Pipeline Safe.ty, 1995.

Exhibit 20
Natural Gas Pipeline Incident Summary by Cause - 1994

Cause Number Percent of Property Percent of Deaths Injuries
of Total Damage Total

Incidents Incidents Damages

Internal 20 25.0 $2,632,812 583
Corrosion

External 13 16.25 $2,028,835 4.49 0 1
Corrosion

Damage ti’om 23 28.75 $32,127,680 71.13 ()
Outside Forces

Construction/ 9 11.25 $342,647 0.76 0 2
Material Detect

Other 15 18.75 $8,038.319 17.8 0

Total 80 100 $45.170.293 100 0 19
Source: DOT Office of Pipeline Safe.ty, 1995.
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V.C.2. Glycol Dehydration - Inlet Separator

The inlet separator removes liquid water, heavy hydrocarbons, brine solution,
and particulate matter such as sand, pipeline scale, and rust, or iron sulfide
from the incoming natural gas. The vessel is typically sized on the basis of
operating pressure and gas throughput to ensure that adequate separation
occurs and carryover is prevented. The liquid level must be regulated or
checked regularly so that plugs or upsets do not result in carryover; one way
to do this is to install a high-liquid-level shutdown. The liquid drain line
should be protected from freezing: if this line is frozen or plugged, the
separator will not remove any liquids. A mist eliminator in the top of the
separator is usually sufficient to reduce or prevent the carryover of liquid
droplets and particulate matter, although a filter may be required if aerosols
or compressor oils are present in the gas stream.

The inlet separator is considered by many to be the most important part of a
glycol unit, because a properly designed inlet separator can eliminate many
downstream problems. If the inlet separator is undersized or poorly designed,
contaminants may be carried over into the absorber, resulting in the following
problems in downstream equipment:

¯ Free liquid water may enter the absorber and overload the glycol in
the absorber, which may prevent the gas from being dried to pipeline
specifications.

¯ Hydrocarbon contamination of the glycol may cause foaming.

¯ Heavy hydrocarbons may foul the heat exchange surfaces in the
reboiler, resulting in poor heat transfer, localized thermal degradation
of the glycol, inadequate glycol regeneration, and eventual fire tube
failures.

¯ Sodium chloride and calcium chloride may enter the system. Sodium
chloride often precipitates in the reboiler, calcium chloride precipitates
in the coldest portions of the system such as the absorber. Salt
contamination may ultimately necessitate replacement of the glycol.

V.C.3. Breakout Tank Leakage

Leaking above ground storage tanks pose several environmental problems.
First, leaking above ground tanks can seriously contaminate groundwater,
often making it impossible to ever return the groundwater to drinking water
standards. Groundwater is a source of drinking water for over half the
country: in rural areas, nearly all residents drink water from groundwater
wells. Pipeline-related facilities are frequently located in populated areas that
may rely on groundwater for drinking. Leaking tanks can a/so pose health and
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fire hazards to nearby buildings or infrastructures such as sewers, since
gaseous components can migrate into these enclosed areas and concentrate
to toxic or combustible levels.
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VI. POLLUTION PREVENTION/WASTE MINIMIZATION

VI.A. Introduction

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways, such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste .through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as national
policy a hierarchy of waste management options for situations in which source
reduction cannot be implemented feasibly. In the waste management
hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible the next alternative is recvclin~
of wastes, followed by energy recovery,, and waste treatment as a last
alternative.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general
and company-specific descriptions of pollution prevention activities that have
been implemented within the pharmaceutical industry,. While the list is not
exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the starting
point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. When possible, this section provides information from real activities
that can be, or are being, implemented by this sector -- including a discussion
of associated costs, time frames, and expected rates of return. This section
provides summary information from activities that may be, or are bein~
implemented by this sector. Please note that the activities described in this
section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this sector.
Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when pollution
prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the change must be
examined to determine how each option affects air, land and water pollutant
releases.

VI.B. Rail Transportation

VI.B.I. Water Discharge

At locomotive maintenance facilities, eliminating water from the clean up
processes may enable a facilitv to seal off the floor drains and attain zero
discharge. Spent solvents and cleaning solutions are often toxic and/or
hazardous and should be disposed of in an environmentally safe manner rather
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than by pouring them into the storm drain or waste water line. If hazardous
cleaning agents (e.g., solvents) are used, care should be taken to wear
protective safety gear and follow good housekeeping practices (e.g., clear
labeling of all chemicals and wastes to avoid misuse and potential injury or
contamination).

If a discharge is going to a wastewater treatment facility, it should be
pretreated. Pretreatment means reducing the amount of pollutants in a
discharge before it proceeds to a municipal wastewater treatment plant. If
waste water is discharged directly or indirectly (i.e., via percolation or
injection wells) into a stream, a facility must obtain and comply with the terms
of an NPDES or State permit.

When disposing of wastewater, the following activities will foster pollution
prevention:

¯ Ira municipal treatment plant is not available, or it will not accept the
waste, route the waste to a tank or container for proper accumulation,
treatment, and disposal.

¯ Keep wastewater from service bays out of storm drains bv
constructing berms around hazardous material storage areas to keep
spills from leaving the storage area.

¯ Do not discharge industrial wastes to septic systems, drain fields, dry
wells, cesspools, pits, or separate storm drains or sewers. Facilities
that use these types of disposal systems may be in violation of Federal,
State, or local requirements.

¯ If there is a floor drain in the facility, it should be plumbed to an
oil/water separator or appropriate wastewater treatment facility.

¯ Alternatives to water cleaning include recycled solvents in self
contained solvent sinks. Dry cleaning can include cleaning by wire
brush or bake oven.

Waste minimization in equipment cleaning may be achieved by reducing the
amount of water used to clean large equipment. A reduction in water usage
will translate into a reduction in the volumes of generated waste waters.

Axle protective coatings can be removed with 140 solvent or a similar non-
hazardous or aqueous solvent to avoid hazardous waste generation. The use
of hazardous cleaning compounds in outdoor large equipment cleaning can
also be avoided by using a detergent/water mixture or steam. In these
processes, waste waters must be channeled properly for treatment or disposal
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For small cleaning operations, it is possible to switch from hazardous organic-
based to non-hazardous aqueous-based solvents. This will reduce the amount
of hazardous waste generated from cleaning operations. Solvent recycling can
also decrease hazardous waste production from small parts cleaning.

Spent solvents can be cleaned and recycled with a solvent still. Spent solvent,
if hazardous, must be treated and disposed of as hazardous waste, unless
recycled properly. Solvents should not be poured down sewer drains, mixed
with used oil, or stored in open containers that allow them to evaporate.
Certain aqueous parts washers can use detergents instead of solvents.

VI.B.2. Oil

Most facilities in the rail industry recycle used oil. Recycling used oil requires
equipment like a drip table with a used oil collection bucket to collect oil
dripping off parts. Drip pans can be placed under locomotive or rail cars
awaiting repairs in case they are leaking fluids. Some facilities use absorbent
materials (e.g., pigmat) to catch drips or spills during activities where oil drips
might occur. One facility has established a reuse system for its waste oil:
waste oil is transported to another facility where it is used for fuel. This
method decreased disposal and heating costs while reducing landfill waste
loads. Used oil burning of this nature has permitting implications that a
facility needs to follow. Used oil burning can also occur in on-site space
heaters under certain circumstances. Recycling used oil by sending it to a
commercial recycling facility saves money and protects the environment. To
encourage recycling, the publication "How To Set Up A Local Program To
Recycle Used Oil" is available at no cost from the RCKA/Superfund Hotline
at 1-800-424-9346 or 1-703-412-9810.

Another pollution prevention alternative some railroads have initiated is the
use of retention tanks on locomotives. Locomotive retention tanks catch
leaking oil from the engine compartment. The tanks are subsequently drained
to an appropriate waste treatment facility during routine maintenance and
servicing.

Spent petroleum-based fluids and solids should be sent to a recycling center
wherever possible. Solvents that are hazardous waste must not be mixed with
used oil, or, under RCRA regulations, the entire mixture may be considered
hazardous waste. Non-listed hazardous wastes can be mixed with waste oil,
and as long as the resulting mixture is not hazardous, can be handled as waste
oil. All used drip pans and containers should be properly labeled

A Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) logbook should be kept in a central
location and be easily accessible during an emergency. Along with MSDS’s,
an emergency response plan should posted at all times and each employee
should know where it is and what procedures are included in i~. .Ml
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employees should be aware of and understand the properties and potential
adverse effects of the materials they handle.

Facilities should conduct audits of the spill possibilities at their facilities.
Spills can be avoided by determining those locations and situations where spill
events are likely to take place and making employees aware of them. Some
facilities have posted signs at likely spill locations or conducted training with
their employees on spill awareness and preparedness. In addition, MSDS
sheets can be centralized for easy access in case of a spill event. A folder or
binder can be used for this purpose and should be maintained by a designated
MSDS collection person.

VI.B.3. Waste from Maintenance and Repair Operations

Batteries may be recycled through suppliers. Batteries should be stored in an
open rack or in a water tight, secondary containment area like a concrete bin
with sealer on the floor and walls. Batteries should be inspected for leaks
and/or cracks as they are received at the facility. Acid residue from cracked
or leaking batteries is likely to be hazardous waste under RCRA because it is
likely to demonstrate the characteristic of corrosivity, and may contain lead
and other metals. Many waste batteries must therefore be handled as
hazardous waste. Lead acid batteries are not considered a hazardous waste
as long as they are recycled. Facilities have many battery’ disposal options:
recycling on site, recycling through a local rail facility, recycling through a
supplier, or direct disposal. Facilities should explore all options to find one
that is right for the facility. In general, recycling batteries may reduce the
amount of hazardous waste stored at a facility, and thus the facility’s
responsibilities under RCRA. The following best management practices are
recommended when sorting used batteries:

¯ Palletize and label them by battery, type (e.g., lead acid, nickel, and
cadmium)

¯ Protect them from the weather with a tarp, roof, or other means

¯ Store them in an open rack or in a water tight secondary containment
unit to prevent leaks

¯ Inspect and document them for cracks and leaks as they come in to
your storage program. If a battery is dropped, treat it as if it is
cracked

¯ Avoid skin contact with leaking or damaged batteries

¯ Neutralize acid spills and dispose of the resulting waste as hazardous
if it still exhibits a characteristic of a hazardous waste.
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Coolants for locomotives are not glycol based, but are a nitrate-based
corrosion inhibitor in water. These type of waste coolants can be disposed to
most POTWs. Though much of the activities associated with vehicles takes
place at off-site service centers, some maintenance is performed on this type
of equipment, where coolants from maintenance vehicles and fleet vehicles
should be collected and recycled and not mixed with locomotive coolant.
Solvents containing chlorinated hydrocarbons should be stored in separate
containers and disposed of properly. When possible, coolant should be
discharged when the locomotive has stopped and is at a location where the
coolant can be collected and managed. Locomotive operators should be
familiar with the spill reporting requirements of the States in which they
operate, and act accordingly when a coolant discharge takes place.

Metal scrap from old machine parts that is likely to be contaminated with oil
(e.g., wheel truing scrap), should be stored under a roof or covered with
tarpaulin to protect it from the elements. This scrap metal should also be
protected from rain water to eliminate the potential of contaminated runoff
Metal scrap can be recycled if sorted and properly stored. Labeled recycling
containers can be placed around the shop for easy access and later sorting.

Liquid drum containers, if stored outdoors, should be in a berm and on a
paved impermeable surface or in a secondary containment unit to prevent
spills from running into water bodies.

Metal filings from parts machining should be collected and recycled if
possible. In no case should the filings be allowed to fall into a storm drain.

VI.B.4. Paint

To reduce the amount of wastes created by painting operations, all paint
should be used until containers are completely empty. "Empty" containers of
latex paint may be disposed of as solid waste. Used containers of hazardous
substances may need to be disposed of as hazardous wastes, if they are not
completely empty. To prevent environmental problems, it is possible to
switch from hazardous organic-based to non-hazardous aqueous-based paints.
Also, paint may be purchased in recyclable and/or returnable containers to
reduce disposal costs.

VI.B.5. Fueling

Self-locking fueling nozzles minimize the risk of both fuel spillage and air
pollution by ensuring a secure seal between the fuel source and tank. During
locomotive fueling, personnel should look for fue! drippage and spillage.
Catchment pans on either side of and between the rails will collect fuel spills
and prevent soil contamination. These pans should be drained to an oil-water
separator or retention tank. These pans can be cleaned periodically bv
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railroad personnel to remove fuel debris and accumulated wastes for proper
disposal. In case of a spill, facilities should keep the following on hand:
absorbent booms, pads, or blankets to help contain spills and soak up pooling
liquid: rubber gloves and boots~ and a shovel.

VI.C. Trucking

VI.C. 1. Truck Terminal and Maintenance Facilities

Trucks require regular changing of fluids, including oil, coolant, and others.
To minimize releases to the environment, these fluids should be drained and
replaced in areas where there are no connections to storm drains or municipal
sewers. Minor spills should be cleaned prior to reaching drains. Used fluids
should be collected and stored in separate containers. Automotive fluids can
often be recycled.. For example, brake fluid, transmission gear, and gear oil
are recyclable. Some liquids are able to be legally mixed with used motor oil
which, in turn, can be reclaimed.

During the process of engine and parts cleaning, spills of fluids are likely to
occur. The "dry shop" principle encourages spills to be cleaned immediately.
without waiting for the spilled fluids to evaporate into the air, be transmitted
to land, or to contaminate other surfaces. The following techniques help
prevent spills from happening:

¯ Collect leaking or dripping fluids in designated drip pans or
containers. Keep all fluids separated so that they may be properly
recycled.

¯ Keep a designated drip pan under the truck while unclipping hoses,
unscrewing filters, or removing other parts. The drip pan prevents
splattering of fluids and keeps chemicals from penetrating the shop
floor or outside area where the maintenance is taking place.

¯ Immediately transfer used fluids to proper containers. Never leave
drip pans or other open containers unattended.

Radiator fluids are often acceptable to antifreeze recyclers. This includes
fluids used to flush out radiators during cleaning. Reusing the flushing fluid
minimizes waste discharges. Ifa licensed recycler does not accept the spent
flushing fluids, consider changing to another brand of fluid that can be
recycled.

If the maintenance facility services air conditioners, special equipment must
be used to collect the Freon or other refrigerant because it is not permissible
to vent the refrigerant to the atmosphere. Reusing the refrigerant on site is
less costlv than sending the refrigerant to an off site recvcler.
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VI.C.2. Vehicle Washing

Vehicle washing has become a major environmental compliance issue for most
companies that operate a fleet of vehicles. The following pollution prevention
activities will help ensure that a facility is addressing potential sources of
pollution:

¯ Waste water discharge can be prevented by dry washing vehicles using
a chemical cleaning and waxing agent, rather than detergent and
water. The dry washing chemical is sprayed on and wiped off with
rags. No waste water is generated. Dry washing is labor intensive
and creates solid waste that must be disposed of properly.

¯ Waste water can be contained by washing at a low point of the
facility, blgcking drains from the facility using a containment dike or
blanket, or washing on a built-in or a portable containment pad.

¯ Waste water can be disposed of by evaporation from the containment
area, or by discharging the waste water to a sanitary sewer system.
(Pretreatment of waste wash water generated from manual washing,
before disposal to the sanitary sewer is not usually required for vehicl~
exterior (no undercarriages or engines) washing. Permission must be
obtained from the sewer district before waste wash water can be
drained, pumped, or vacuumed to a sanitary sewer connection.

VI.C.3. Stormwater Pollution Prevention

Under the Clean Water Act NPDES requirements, discussed in more detail
below, truck maintenance facilities must maintain a stormwater pollution
prevention plan. The following information is taken from Storrm~,ater
Pollution Prevention Plan for the Trucking Industry, .american Trucking
Associations, 1993.

An effective pollution prevention plan for trucking facilities strives to prevent
pollution at the source, before it enters the environment. This is best done by
properly addressing the following potential sources of pollution:

¯ Underground and above ground storage tanks of petroleum fuel

¯ Drips, spills, and releases from fueling operations

¯ Routine maintenance, including tire, battery, fluids, and oil changes

¯ Containers of antifreeze, solvents, used oil, and other liquid wastes
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¯ Management of shop drains (sometimes connected to an oil-water
separator) which may accumulate oil, grease, and other shop wastes

¯ Vehicle washing operations

¯ Storage of scrap tires and batteries.

The American Trucking Associations has developed a flowchart, duplicated
as Exhibit 21, that directs the attention of facility managers to the sources of
environmental contamination, and alerts them to the practices that best ensure

Exhibit 21
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Flowchart

EXHIBIT 21
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Flowchart

PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION
¯ Form Pollution Prevention Team
¯ Review other plans

ASSESSMENT PHASE
¯ Develop a site map
¯ Inventory. and describe exposed

materials
¯ List significant spills and leaks
¯ Test for non-storm water discharges

e ¯ Evaluate monitoring data
¯ Summarize pollutant sources and risks

BMP IDENTIFICATION PHASE
¯ Baseline Best Management Practices
¯ Select activity - and site-specific

BIV[Ps

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
Implement Blv~s

¯ Train employees

EVALUATION MONITORING
¯ Perform annual site inspection/Blvl~

evaluation
¯ Pertbrm reeordkeeping and reporting

Review and revise plan

Source. Stormwater Pollution Prevention .\/anual !or the 7-ruckin,~ /ndustry, .~ TA. ! 993.
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VI.C.4. Alternatively-Fueled Vehicles

One way to reduce vehicle emissions from the trucking industry is to switch
to alternative fuels. Natural gas vehicles, for example, are a viable alternative
to gasoline-and diesel-powered transportation. Almost any gasoline- or
diesel-powered vehicle can be converted to run on natural gas including, light-
duty trucks and vans, medium-duty trucks, and even heavy-duty trucks such
as semi-tractors. Convening a gasoline-powered vehicle to run on natural gas
involves installing a natural gas fuel system and storage tanks without
removing any existing equipment. Diesel conversions are somewhat more
complicated because they also involve reducing compression and adding a
sparked-ignition system. Other fuels suitable for trucks can include methanol.
ethanol, and propane.

Some of the momentum to switch to alternative fuels such as natural gas is
coming from legislation. Over the past few years, Congress has passed even
stricter clean-air laws, as well as incentives to encourage the use of alternative
fuels. Federal (and in some areas State) tax deductions for .Mternative Fuel
Vehicles (AFVs) and related refueling equipment are available. The maximum
tax deductions range from $2,000 to $50,000 for each AFV and up to
$100,000 on refueling stations. Deductions on vehicles, including original
equipment manufactured vehicles or after-market conversions, apply to the
incremental cost of an AFV over the cost of its gasoline or diesel counterpart
The deduction for AFVs can be taken by either an individual or a business, but
the deduction on refueling equipment applies only to businesses.

VI.D. Pipelines

VI.D.I. Direct Leak Detection Enhancements

Direct leak detection is typically performed by line patrols who inspect the
pipeline right-of-way for pools of leaking product and dead vegetation.
Section 195.412 of the Federal pipeline safety regulation requires that
hazardous liquid pipelines be patrolled 26 times each year. A new technolo~
for direct leak detection is chemical sensing cable buried along the pipeli~
right of way. Some cable systems can detect the presence and location of
hydrocarbon vapors. Other cables locate leaks by absorbing liquids, which
results in a loss in the cables’ electrical conductivity at an identifiable location.
Sensing cables can offer superior detection times, sensitivity, and location
accuracy, especially in gathering lines, where the flows can be too irregular for
other methods. These cables must be buried close to the pipeline to work
well, and some liquid sensing cables must be dug up and replaced after everx
detection. New burying methods are being developed for these cables to
lower their operating cost.
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VI.D.2. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Systems

The traditional inferential method of leak detection is called line balance.
where one measures the volume of product sent into the pipeline and
compares it with the volume that comes out the other end. Enhancement of
this method and others are used by SCADA and LDS systems to provide the
dispatcher with information that suggests a possible leak. SCADA systems
give pipeline dispatchers the ability to effectively monitor pipeline conditions
and control a pipeline’s operation from a central location. SCADA systems
include pipeline sensing devices, a communications network, a centralized or
distributed data processing system, and a user interface for the dispatcher.

SCADA systems continuously monitor, transmit, and process pipeline
information for the control room dispatcher. Monitoring is conducted using
Remote Terminal. Units (RTUs), which are placed at intervals along the
pipeline and at associated facilities, such as pump stations and delivery
terminals. RTUs periodically collect data from field instruments, which
measure pressure, temperature, flow, and product density. RTUs can also
receive information from vapor detectors and tank level gauges in pipeline
system routing and storage areas. RTUs process this information to varying
degrees and transmit it for analysis to a central computer through a
communications network. Information from RTUs may be transmitted by
company-owned lines, by a commercial telephone service, or by using ground-
or satellite-based microwave or radio communication.

The leak detection capabilities of most SCADA systems can be enhanced with
additional leak detection software and user interfaces. Field instruments
specifically designed for leak detection are also available for SCADA systems.
such as acoustic sensors and hydrocarbon cables.

VI.D.3. Hydrostatic Testing

Pipeline and utility companies test the pipes that comprise their system both
before they are buried and when they suspect that a section of pipe may need
maintenance. Hydrostatic testing is the process of filling a section of pipe
with water and pressurizing it to a level above normal operating levels. This
verifies the integrity of the pipeline.

Depending on the location of the pipeline, the water used in a hydrostatic test
is drawn from a local river, stream, or lake: taken from municipal supplies, or
trucked to the site. After air is bled from the pipeline, a pump raises the
pressure inside the pipe to the pre-determined testing level, where it is
maintained and monitored during the test period. Precision measurement
instruments are used to monitor pressures, and a record is maintained to chart
the results,
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VI.D.4. Cathodic Protection

Corrosion in pipelines is a common phenomenon, and must be controlled to
effectively prevent pipeline leaks or structural problems. Although modern
pipes are constructed ofhi~ quality steel, this will nevertheless corrode over
time. Corrosion results from an electrical current that naturally flows from a
pipe into the surrounding soil. As this occurs, metal loss, or corrosion, results.

One way to impede this process is to insulate the metal from the soil. This
occurs in the manufacturing process, when the pipe is coated. The coating is
rechecked at the construction site using a detector that looks for imperfections
or gouges that could occur during transportation. New coating is then applied
at the welded joints between pipe sections, first by sandblasting the weld, and
then applying the new coat.

To further proteci the pipeline from corrosion, anodes or "ground beds" are
constructed at strategic points along the pipeline. These groundbeds provide
cathodic protection by inducing a very small electrical charge into the soil.
impeding the flow of electrons to the pipe.

The rectifier that induces the current into the ground bed is regularly checked
by pipeline personnel, who ensure that the system is applying sufficient current
to maintain cathodic protection to the pipeline. A single 200 foot ground bed
can protect as much as 50 miles of pipeline, but the low voltages used does
not harm animals or plants in the vicinity.

VI.D.5. Smart Pigs

Surveying a working pipeline for damage or corrosion can be disruptive to
consumers if sections of the pipeline must be taken out of service. One
nondestructive method of evaluation is a device called a smart pig. Smart pigs
are designed for use inside larger operating pipelines (as opposed to smaller
distribution lines) to identify possible corrosion defects or abnormalities.
Smart pigs are self-contained units consisting of three to five sections held
together by universal joints, allowing them to negotiate bends in the line. A
typical pig will have a recorder section for storing survey data, a magnetic
section that creates the magnetic field used to measure pipeline flaws, and a
drive section holding the battery power for the unit. Around the perimeter of
the pig are the transducers that measure the fluctuations in the magnetic field
indicating possible wall abnormalities.

The smart pig is placed into the pipeline at a pig launcher, which is a spur off
the mainline. Once the pig has been loaded, the launcher is pressurized so that
the pig enters the mainline. The pig will travel between five to ten miles per
hour while collecting data about the pipeline. To enable the pig to record its
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location while gathering data, devices called above ground markers (AGMs)
are placed at regular intervals along the surveyed pipeline.

The pig is removed from service at a pig trap or receiver. Crews prepare the
receiving site with a catch pan to collect pipeline liquids pushed ahead of the
pig. After removing the pig and placing it back into a holding trough, survey
personnel remove the tape recorder and download its records. The tape is
placed onto a special playback machine that feeds the data into instruments
that analyze the information and print out a log revealing information like the
location of potential corrosion sites or other anomalies not recognizable by
above-ground inspection methods.

VI.D.6. Breakout Tanks

To prevent spills, and leaks, above ground tanks should have secondary,
containment underneath tank bases and piping (or move piping above ground
for dally visual inspection) to capture any releases before soil or groundwater
is contaminated. Corrosion protection should be added to tank bottoms.
Regular groundwater water monitoring should be employed and baseline
measurements should be taken at the time of installation.

VI.D.7. Proper Training

In a DOT study of remote control spill reduction technology, most pipeline
operators interviewed felt that the critical link in reducing the number of
incidents and the volume of pipeline spills lies with dispatcher training. They
frequently indicated that there was no substitute for a well-trained dispatcher.
especially not a sot~ware unit designed to automatically shut down the
pipeline. The dispatcher is often the final decision-maker in the process of
leak detection and pipeline shutdown. If dispatchers fail to recognize a
problematic situation and fail to intervene, unchecked spills are likely to be
large.
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VII. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may apply to
this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and briefly describe the
applicable Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed
information. The three following sections are included.

¯ Section VII.A contains a general overview of major statutes

¯ Section VII.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry

¯ Section VII.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations.

The descriptions within Section VII are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility~ these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarification of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other State or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI1.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCIL~) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) wast~ management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical products.
designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which exhibit
a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity
and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities must
obtain a permit either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has
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authorized to implement the permitting program if they store hazardous
wastes for more than 90 days before treatment or disposal. Facilities may
treat hazardous wastes stored in less-than-ninety-day tanks or containers
without a permit. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards such
as contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and reporting
requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for
conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of
hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management units at
RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 States and two U.S. territories.
Delegation has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261) lays out the
procedure every generator must follow to determine whether the material in
question is considered a hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from
regulation.

Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation units, and
recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Generators can accumulate
hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of
waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are regulations
prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment.
Under the LDRs program, materials must meet LDR treatment standards prior
to placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste
pile, or surface impoundment). Generators of waste subject to the LDRs must
provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility to ensure proper
treatment prior to disposal.

Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose management
requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning, processing, and
re-refining of the used oil. For parties that merely generate used oil.
regulations establish storage standards. For a party considered a used oil
processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer (one who generates and sells
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off-specification used oil), additional tracking and paperwork requirements
must be satisfied.

RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store, treat, or
dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and Containers. Tanks and
containers used to store hazardous waste with a high volatile organic
concentration must meet emission standards under RCRA. Regulations (40
CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require generators to test the waste to
determine the concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units. These
regulations apply to all facilities that store such waste, including large quantity
generators accumulating waste prior to shipment off-site.

Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and hazardous
substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle I regulations (40
CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release detection requirements, as well
as financial responsibility and corrective action standards for USTs. The UST
program also includes upgrade requirements for existing tanks that must be
met by December 22, 1998.

Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel containing
hazardous waste must comply with design and operating standards. BIF
regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit design, provide
performance standards, require emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of
waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

(;omprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation. and Liabifi~, Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law known commonly as Superfund. authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred bv EPA.
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority tbr the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title lIl, also known as the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Pan 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
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Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which equals or exceeds a reportable quantity.. Reportable quantities are listed
in 40 CFR §3024. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or by one
or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
removals. EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the National
Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites.
Both EPA and states can act at sites: however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund response
process.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfimd and EPCRA Hotlme, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfimd program.
The CERCLA HOt#he operates weekdays from 9.’00 a.m. to 6.’00 p.m., ET.
excluding Federal ho#da.vs.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance (the list of such substances is
in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such substance in excess
of the substance’s threshold planning quantity, and directs the facility to
appoint an emergency response coordinator.

EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC in the
event of a release equaling or exceeding the reportable quantity of a CERCLA
hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremelv hazardous substance.
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EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous chemical, as
defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is present in an amount
exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the SERC, LEPC and local fire
department material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and
hazardous chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms). This
information helps the local government respond in the event of a spill or
release of the chemical.

EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes 20
through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which manufacture,
process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater than threshold
quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release report. This report.
known commonly as the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic
chemicals to various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TILl) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, ,~)tperfimd and EPCRA Hot#ne, at (800) 424-9346,
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergenc.v planning and
community right-to-know regTdations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., ET, excluding Federal hoHdayx.

(?lean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not
identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §502)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued bv either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized 42
States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-specific.
technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish pollutant
monitoring requirements. A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s
waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit
applicant must provide quantitative analytical data identi~ing the types
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pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set the
conditions and effluent limitations on the facility discharges.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards
vary from State to State. and site to site, depending on the use classification
of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA guidelines which
propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority
pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the N-PDES
storm water permit application regulations. These regulations require that
facilities with the following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES
permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity: (2) a discharge
from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system: or (3) a discharge
which EPA or the State determines to contribute to a violation of a water
quality standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the
United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a
storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the .categories are defined by SIC codes while the
other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, consult the regulation.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category. ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets): SIC 26-paper and allied products ~except
paperboard containers and products): SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
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(except drugs and paints)~ SIC 291-petroleum refining; and SIC 31 l-leather
tanning and finishing, 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass, and concrete, 33-
primary metals, 3441-fabricated structural metal, and 373-ship and boat
building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC l O-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral                -
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or
have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products~
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC
35-industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instrumems; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries: and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.
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Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category.. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry, on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the N-PDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure Plans

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act requires that facilities that could reasonably be
expected to discharge oil in harmful quantities prepare and implement more
rigorous Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan required
under the CWA (40 CFR § 112.7). There are also criminal and civil penalties
for deliberate or negligent spills of oil. Regulations covering response to oil
discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and Facility Response
Plans to oil discharges (40 CFR §112.20) and for PCB transformers and PCB-
containing items were revised and finalized in 1995.

EPA’s ()ffice of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the (’WA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at
(202) 260-7786.

Sqfe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
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create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under its
SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration limits that
apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary, drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible,
considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits include
design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to
inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action
standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable
RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is
primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few States to
administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA ’s Safe Drinking Water t-lotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate.
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed bv their manufacture.
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
¯TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances. If a
chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded bv TSCA.
a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PM-N must identifi,, the chemical and provide
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available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals
based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce.                 -
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, annoyers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8.’30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., ET.
excluding Federal holidays.

("lean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including :he Clean Air Act
.amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections.
known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage,, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet
NAAQSs for a given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do
not meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under section 110
of the CA& each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are required
to meet Federal air quality standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and
ozone were proposed in 1996 and may go into effect as early as late 1997.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary’
sources falling xvithin particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on the
pollution control technology available to that category of industrial source
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Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants 0VESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title I,
section 112(c) of the CAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources
that emit any of 189 I-LAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of
sources. To date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for
the establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be               -
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices, and
vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA uses
to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV of the CAA establishes a sulfur dioxide nitrous oxide emissions
program designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur
dioxide releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous
levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major sources"
(and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of the
operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with,guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI of the CAA is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and chloroform, were phased out (except for
essential uses) in 1996.

EPA ’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title I~7 of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(0. In addition, the Clean Air Technology
Center’s website includes recent CAA rules. EPA guidance documents, and
updates of EPA activities (www. epa.gov ttn then select Directom’ and then
~ "A TC).
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VII.B. Industry Sector Specific Regulations

The transportation industry is regulated by several different Federal, State,
and local agencies. As noted earlier, several government entities regulate
specific transportation sectors.    For example, the Department of
Transportation’s (DOT’s) Research and Special Program Administration is
designed to ensure the safe, reliable and environmentally sound operation of                -
the nation’s pipeline transportation system. The DOT has traditionally
established national standards that are not affected by local or State laws.

EPA has traditionally relied on delegation to States to meet environmental
standards, in many cases without regard to the methods used to achieve
certain performance standards. This has resulted in States with more stringent
air, water, and hazardous waste requirements than the Federal minimums.
This document does not attempt to discuss State standards, but rather
highlights relevant Federal laws and proposals that affect the rail, trucking,
and pipeline industries.

VII.B.I. Rail Transportation

Railroad facilities produce a variety of RCRA regulated wastes in the course
of normal operations and utilize underground storage tanks for product and
fuel storage. Many railroad facilities qualify as hazardous waste generators
under RCRA law. Under RCRA, it is the facility’s responsibility to determine
whether or not a waste is hazardous. See 40 CFR 261.31 - 261.33 for a full
list of EPA hazardous wastes.
Some examples of hazardouswastes produced during railroad operations
include solvent residues from parts cleaning and spent nickel cadmium
batteries. Used oil is currently not listed as a hazardous waste under RCRA:
however, if used oil meets one of the hazardous waste characteristics (e.g.,
ignitable) or is mixed with a listed hazardous waste, it must be stored and
disposed of as a hazardous waste. Most waste oil generated by a railroad
(e.g., spilled diesel fuel, motor oil) is not a hazardous waste, but cutting oil.
hydraulic oils, and any oil containing heavy metals may require hazardous
xvaste handling.
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Potential RCRA hazardous wastes generated during railroad operations
include:

¯ Absorbent materials contaminated with hazardous substances

¯ Aerosol cans, still pressurized

¯ Cutting oils, hydraulic oils, and oil with heavy metals contamination

¯ Grit blast wastes

¯ Ignitable paint thinners

¯ Lead-based or ignitable paint and related wastes

¯ Lead acidbatteries, non-recycled

¯ Nickel cadmium, nickel iron, and carbonaire batteries

¯ Oil filters constructed with "teme"metal (a lead-tin alloy)

¯ Solvents and solvent sludge.

(’lean Water Act

The CWA is set up to regulate two types of water pollution: one from a point
source (e.g., an outflow pipe from a parts-washing basin), the other from a
non-point source (e.g., non-drained ground where oil has dripped). The
CWA applies to a variety of railroad operations. Any railroad operation that
produces a wastewater (e.g., locomotive, rail car, and small parts washing)
or deposits substances on the ground that may be carried away bv stormwater
(e.g., fuel and oil spills), will trigger CWA requirements.

The CWA requires the following from railroads:

¯ NPDES or POTW permits

¯ Stormwater discharge permits

¯ Spill prevention control and countermeasure (SPCC) plans and spill
reporting.
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Exhibit 22
Clean Water Act Requiretnents Applicable to Railroads

N’PDES Permits Stormwater Discharge Permits SPCC Plans and Sl~iIl Reporting
¯ nets limits on volume and naturē For certain industrial facilities, ¯ Triggered bv oil or petroleum

~t" discharge required if stormwater drains to product storage in excess of 660
¯ nets limits on quantity of certain a municipal separate storm gallons in a single tank or 1,320

pt,llutants sewer system or directlv to gallons in aggregate at faciliw
¯ L’t)ntams monitoring and receiving water ¯ Local environmental

repo)’ting requirement ¯ Required tbr facilities involved representatives to be contacted
¯ .Vote:facilities discharging to in vehicle maintenance or in case of discharge

[’OTIVs do not require NPDES equipment cleaning ¯ Documentation of storage
pe~Tntts. * Site maps, drainage and vessels, ~es of containment,

discharge structures, and other emergency’ equipment available,
information required by permit etc.
applications

The CWA also r~quires facilities to develop SPCC plans for petroleum
products, such as oil, if they are stored in large quantities at a particular
railroad. SPCC plans document the location of storage vessels, types of
containment, dangers associated with a major release of material from the
tanks, types of emergency equipment available at each site. and procedures
for noti .lying the appropriate regulatory and emergency agencies. No SPC¢
plan is considered complete until it has been reviewed and certified by a
Registered Professional Engineer.

( "lean Air Act

The CAA establishes two major categories for air pollution regulation: mobile
sources (e.g., automobiles, locomotives) and stationary sources (e.g., power
boilers, solvent-based cleaning stations). Possible air pollution sources for the
railroad industry include boilers, incinerators, forges, foundries, painting or
refinishing operations, shop blasting and dust collection control systems.
degreasers, and the filling and maintaining of fuel storage tanks.

The CAA regulations on chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and asbestos-containing
materials also affect railroad operations. Equipment containing CFCs, such
as refrigeration units or air conditioning systems, are common. In addition,
many old railroad facilities have asbestos-containing materials in floor tiles.
ceiling tiles, siding, or thermal system insulation.

Title II of the 1990 CAA Amendments deals with "mobile sources" and seeks
to phase in a new set of limits on emissions between 1994 and 1998. If
necessary, the EPA has discretion to implement an additional round of mobile
source emission limits in 2003.

Section 213(a)(5) of the CAA requires EPA to regulate emissions from
locomotives. EPA is expecting to propose locomotive emission regulations
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in the latter part of 1996 and issue final regulations in the latter part of 1997.
The final regulations are expected to impose emission limits on
remanufactured and new locomotives.

TS( ",4

Railroad operations may be affected bv TSCA with respect to electrical                -
equipment, such as transformers, containing PCBs. TSCA regulations require
proper use, inspection, labeling and marking, recordkeeping, storage.
reporting, transportation, management, and disposal of all equipment
containing PCBs.

(’ER( ~LA

Under CERCLA, incidents must be immediately reported when any spill or
release exceeds ihe Reportable Quantity (RQ). Such a release must be
reported if it:

¯ Occurs on a railroad’s property.

¯ Occurs during transport

¯ Occurs at a mechanical fixed facility like repair shops or engineering
operations.

EP( TRA

EPCRA requires companies to identify their facilities to enforcement agencies
and provide certain data about the chemicals used at those facilities. EPCRA
does not require the reporting of spills that are confined to the boundaries of
a facility. All railroads with fixed facilities should maintain Material Safety
Data Sheets (MSDSs) for the materials used or stored at the facility. Hard
copies should be kept at the facility’s site or be available by computer or fax.
The transportation of hazardous materials and storage incident to such
transportation is exempted from EPCRA requirements.

FIFRA

FIFRA regulations are applicable to railroad operations where herbicides are
used to control weeds and brush, or when pesticides and rodenticides are used
for pest control in company buildings. FIFRA can also apply to the field
application of creosote when bridge timbers or switch ties are installed.

Railroad operations should only apply herbicides, both general and restricted
use, according to label instructions. Certification is required for use of
restricted use herbicides. Railroads often use outside contractors to apply
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these products. The National Railroad Contractors A, ssociation, an
organization comprised of railroad weed control contractors, provides
training for restricted use herbicide applicators.

Oil Pollution Act of 1990

See page 84.

VII.B.2. Trucking

( ~lean Water Act - NPDES Requirements

As discussed above under the general description of the Clean Water Act,
EPA published storm water regulations on November 16, 1990, which require
certain dischargers of storm water to waters of the U.S. to apply for NPDES
permits. According to the final rule, facilities with a "storm water discharge
associated with industrial activities" are required to apply for a storm water
permit." The rule states that transportation facilities classified as SIC 40, 41,
42 (except 4221-4225), 43, 44, and 5171 which have vehicle maintenance
shops, equipment cleaning operations, or airpost deicing operations are
considered to have a storm water discharge associated with industrial activity.
However, only those portions of the facility that are either involved in vehicle
maintenance (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting,
fueling, and lubrication), equipment cleaning operations, airpost deicing
operations, or which are otherwise identified under paragraphs (b)(14)(I)-(xi)
of section 122.26 are considered to be associated with industrial activity.

Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity that reach waters
of the U.S. through municipal si~parate storm sewer systems (MS4s) are also
required to obtain NPDES storm water permit coverage. Discharges of storm
water to a combined sewer system or to a POTW are excluded.

The storm water regulation presents two options for storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity. The first option is to submit an individual
application consisting of NPDES Forms 1 and 2F. The second option is to
file a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered under a general permit.
Regardless of which permit option a facility selects, the resulting storm water
discharge permit will most likely contain a requirement to develop and
implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan. Trucking companies
which store petroleum products in quantities over 1320 gallons in above
ground tanks are also required to develop a Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasures plan (SPCC).
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(’lean Air Act - Emissions Standards

The most significant CAA regulations under the CAA that affect the trucking
industry address mobile source air emissions from truck engines. EPA has set
limits on exhaust emissions from new heavy-duty engines. EPA considers
heavy-duty truck engines to be those in vehicles weighing at least 8500
pounds gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR). In 1994, the regulations
required all heavy-duty truck engines to reduce the emission of nitrogen
oxides (NOx) from 5.0g/bhp-hr to 4.0 g/bhp-hr by 1998. Emissions standards
are also set for hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulates
(PM). Exhibit 23 displays the past, current, and future emission standards for
heavy-duty truck engines.

Exhibit 23
Heavy-Duty Truck Engine Emission Standards

(,~!bh] ~-hr measured durin~ EPA heaw!-dutv engine test)
Model Year NOx HC CO PM

1991 6 1.3 15.5 0.6
199.~ 5 1.3 15.5 0.25
1998 4 1.3 15.5 0. I

Source: Motor Truclang Engineering Handbook. 1994.

CAA regulations mandate the use of alternate fuels for fleets of vehicles in the
8500-26,000 pound class that operate in 22 of the county’s most polluted
areas. These fleets will be required to purchase 50 percent of their new or
replacement vehicles as clean fuel vehicles in any one of the covered areas.
Alternative fuels are defined by their ability to reduce NOx and non-methane
hydrocarbon emissions by a combined 50 percent from diesel baseline levels.
although a 30 percent reduction is permitted if 50 percent is unattainable.

In large part due to the 1993 introduction of congressionally mandated low-
sulfur, limited aromatic diesel fuel, manufacturers of diesel engines have been
able to closely approach the 1994 emission limits and to focus their efforts on
controlling particulates. New engine designs have been used to achieve more
efficient and cleaner combustion (Motor Trucking Engineering Handbook.
James W. Fitch, 1994).

Truck maintenance facilities may face CAA issues for vapor recovery systems
on underground fuel tanks, waste oil to energy shop heaters, vehicle painting
operations, or CFC recycling and recovery, systems.

R(

Hazardous waste transportation is a highly regulated and specialized segment
of the trucking industry, covered by extensive EPA and DOT regulations,
The majority of general freight trucking companies do not transport
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hazardous waste. Nevertheless, RCRA issues at trucking facilities include
several non-transportation activities.

Some fluids used in truck maintenance are considered hazardous waste,
requiring specific storage treatment, and disposal. Waste accumulated or
generated during trucking maintenance may cause facilities to be considered
small or large quantity generators depending on the volume waste. The
primary, RCRA issues for maintenance facilities are used oil, lead-acid motor
vehicle batteries, vehicle maintenance fluids, and scrap tire disposal.

EP( "RA

Most trucking companies do not store listed chemicals for use in their
facilities. The only exception is diesel fuel or gasoline, which when stored at
facilities in quantitie.s slightly over 10,000 gallons, requires reporting to Local
Emergency Response Commissions (LERCs) and State Emergency Response
Commissions (SERCs). Chemicals in transition are exempt from inventorx
reporting under EPCRA This includes all hazardous materials shipments in
packages or bulk quantities.

Ot’A

OPA imposes contingency planning and readiness requirements on certain
facilities defined to include rolling stock and motor vehicles.These
requirements may affect some trucking establishments.

VII.B.3. Pipelines

Almost all of the petroleum feed stock and products used in the U.S. are, at
some point, transported through a Federally-regulated pipeline. The Office
of Pipeline Safety (OPS), part of the DOT’s Research and Special Programs
Administration, regulate essentially all of the approximately 155,000 miles of
hazardous liquid pipelines in the U.S., as well as the approximately 255,000
miles of gas transmission lines.

Natural gas pipelines do not generate si,maificant quantities of listed hazardous
waste. Typical pipeline wastes include condensate, cleaning solvents, and
used oil. Each gas pipeline compressor station typically produces an average
of 20,000 gallons of used oil each year. This figure depends on the amount
of maintenance performed on engines, how often the engines are running, and
how much oil is drained from the engines. Under RCRA, used oil is not
necessarily a hazardous waste and most gas pipeline companies sell it to
refiners.
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Water contaminated with constituents of crude oil and petroleum can be
regulated under RCRA. Oil pipelines generate hazardous waste when
hydrocarbons are mixed with water through pressure testing during
installation or through settling in tank bottoms. Oil pipelines can also
generate hazardous sludge that results from pigging operations. At pig
receipt sites, scraper and cleaning pigs deposit waste materials that o~en
contain hazardous levels of benzene and/or metals.

With regard to storage tanks, RCRA covers hazardous wastes (rather than
products) stored in tanks, and such tanks must have secondary containment.
EPA has the authority to issue administrative orders requiring cleanup or
product releases causing "imminent and substantial endangerment to health
or the environment."

Under the Oil Pollution Act (OPA), the owner or operator of an oil pipeline
is liable for removal costs and damages caused by the discharge of oil onto a
U.S. shoreline or into navigable waters. The OPA also imposes requirements
on affected facilities concerning contingency planning and readiness. Under
previous EPA regulations, facilities with the potential to discharge oil were
required to have spill prevention, control, and countermeasure (SPCC) plans.
Under new requirements, facilities that could be reasonably expected to cause
"substantial harm" to the environment by a discharge of oil into navigable
waters may be required to adopt such plans.

The DOT’s Office of Pipeline ,Safety (OPS) is responsible for implementing
OPA requirements as they apply to onshore oil pipelines that could reasonablv
be expected to cause significant and substantial harm to the environment by
discharging oil into the navigable waters of the U.S. and adjoining shorelines.
The OPA applies to all oil pipelines, whether or not they are currently exempt
from existing Federal regulations or statutes.

Storage tank facilities that could cause significant and substantial harm to the
environment by discharging to navigable water must develop facility response
plans and submit them to the Federal government for approval. The act
includes extensive liability provisions for spills to navigable waters.

Pipeline Safe~. ’ Act

Congress passed the Pipeline Safety Act in 1992. The most far-reaching
effect of the Act is the expansion of OPS’ traditional safety mission to include
environmental protection. Major provisions in the Act relate to excess flow
valves, cast iron pipelines, gathering lines, customer-owned service lines.
underwater inspection and burial, underwater abandoned pipeline facilities.
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low internal stress pipelines, and emergency flow restricting devices, and
contain increased inspection requirements including use of "smart pigs," and
operator qualification testing. The Act also provides a statutory basis for the
DOT’s Research and Special Programs Administration (RSPA), which had
been initially established by the Secretary of Transportation in 1977. The
RSPA Administrator is to be appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate.

Natural (;as Pipefne Safety Act and the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act

The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act (NGPSA) of 1968 provides for Federal
safety regulation of pipeline facilities used in the transportation of natural
gases. The Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act (HLPSA) of 1979 provides
for safety regulation of pipeline facilities used in the transportation of
hazardous liquids.. Both provide a framework for promoting pipeline safety
through exclusive Federal regulation of interstate pipeline facilities, and
Federal delegation to the States for all or part of the responsibility for
intrastate pipeline facilities. To provide expertise during development of
pipeline safety regulations, NGPSA and I-ILPSA established two pipeline
safety advisory committees, the Technical Pipeline Safety Standards
Committee and the Technical Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Standards
Committee, respectively. The Committees review proposed regulations for
technical feasibility, reasonableness, and practicability. The Committees also
provide advice to the DOT on pipeline safety and environmental issues.

TS( ~A

Some natural gas pipelines used PCBs in their system through the 1980s.
PCBs were widely used in transformers, as heat transfer fluids, and in some
types of compressor lubricants. In 1989, the Gas Research Institute began a
program to deal with the management of PCB residue. The first step involved
measuring and analyzing statistical data on PCB contamination of gas
transmission pipelines and reviewing remediation programs involving
condensate, soil, pipelines, and surface facilities. The Gas Research Institute
developed information on physical properties and analytical methods for PCB
condensate mixtures, the soil-water partitioning behavior of these mixtures.
and an evaluation of the risks associated with typical pipeline operations and
PCB abandonment.

The Clean Air Act affects pipeline system design, operation, and maintenance.
Materials such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and mercaptan sulfur are
often present in the field gathering systems that move natural gas from wells
to processing plants. Pipeline operators must track emissions from
compressor and pump stations. Fugitive emissions of benzene from seals on
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pumps, compressors, valves, meters, and storage tanks must also be evaluated
and controlled.

In areas that meet Federal clean air standards, new or modified "major
sources" (e.g., tank farms) must install "Best Available Control Technology"
(BACT). In areas that do not meet Federal clean air standards, new or
modified major sources must utilize "Lowest Achievable Emission Rate"
technology, which must be at least as stringent as BACT: existing major
sources must utilize designated "Reasonably Available Control Technology."
which may be less stringent than BACT. For major sources that emit
"Hazardous Air Pollutants," EPA is developing "Maximum Achievable
Control Technology" regulations.

The Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) program covers
petroleum above ground tank facilities that may affect "navigable waters."
The SPCC program requires reporting of spills to navigable waters and
development of contingency plans that must be kept on-site. EPA has the
authority to issue administrative orders requiring cleanup.

Regulations promulgated under the Safe Drinking Water Act classiS
underground injection wells according to the type of operation or substance
involved. 40 CFR §144.6(b) describes Class II injection wells as those which
inject fluids:

¯ Which are brought t~ the surface in connection with natural gas
storage operations, or conventional oil or natural gas production and
may be commingled with waste waters from gas plants which are an
integral part of production operations, unless those waters are
classified as a hazardous waste at the time of injection.

¯ For enhanced recovery of oil or natural gas: and

¯ For storage of hydrocarbons which are liquid at standard temperature
and pressure.

Many wells associated with the oil and gas industry, including salt water
injection wells, enhanced recovery wells, and wells injecting liquid
hydrocarbons for storage, are likely to be regulated under the Underground
Injection Control (UIC) program.

Under the UIC, wells are required to obtain and adhere to the requirements
of operating permits. The permit application must prove to the permitting
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authority (usually the State) that operation of the underground injection well
will not endanger drinking water sources. Class II permits are issued for the
life of the well, but can be reviewed every, five years.

VII.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Regulations are currently under development for the transportation equipment
cleaning industry. These regulations, when effective, will impact railroads
that clean the interior of tank cars, hopper cars, and box cars, and produce
wastewater. If a tank car has carried hazardous materials, its car cleaning
waste waters may require proper handling under RCKA in addition to that for
normal waste waters due to contamination from let~over tank contents or
"heel."

In addition there may soon be an effluent guideline on Metal Products and
Machinery, which will apply to the rail industry especially for metal machining
shops.
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VHI. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

VIII.A. Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun
to supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific,
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in bu!lding the capacity to compile multimedia data for industrial
sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
(IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s single-
media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste,
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

VHI.B. Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only fi’om the TRI reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated bv small
businesses, such as metal t~nishers and printers, the reporting universe within
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the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However, the
group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent
with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (April 1, 1992 to March 31, 1997) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (April 1, 1996 to March 3 I, 1997). The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken fi’om single media databases. These
databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or EPA-
led. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does give
the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
Regions for certain sec;ors. 1 This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

( ;etteral Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facility
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance,
enforcement and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data
records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "master list" of

: EPA Regions include the Ibllowing states: I (CT, MA, M]E, RI, NH. VT)~ II (NJ, NY, PR, VI): III (DC, DE. MD. PA,
VA. WV): IV (AL, FL. (;A. KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V/Ik. IN. MI. M-N, OH. WI); VI IAR, LA. NM. OK. TX): VII
~I,,\. KS, M(). NE): VIII tC(). MT, ND. SD. lIT, WY): IX ~AZ. CA, HI. NV. Pacilic Trust Temtones~: X
WA)
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records for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA
are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and
Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCKIS
(Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid
Waste), NCDB (’National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental
and Liability Information System, Superfund), and TKIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside sources
such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook sections
IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table (’olumn Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRJ reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements (metal mining, nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power
generation, ground transportation, water transportation, and dry cleaning), or
industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TKI (e.g.,
printing), the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries.
The SIC code range selected for each search is defined bv each notebook’s
selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year
period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of Violation
(NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted once
in this colurnn~ e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1 facility
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Ground Transportation lndustr), Compliance and Enforcement History,

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes. A
facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g., a
facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3.

State Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
recorded as state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use their
own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes.referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions result
from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections. Also,
this ratio does not account .for enforcement actions arising from non-
inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water
discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant
Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance
(FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High
Profity Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation status may
be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that
an enforcement action will occur.
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Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identi~ the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections." or the "Total
Actions" column.

VII1.C. Industry Sector Compliance History

Exhibits 24-31 illustrate recent enforcement activity within the transportation
industry. Of the 12,904 inspections conducted at rail, trucking, and oil and
gas pipeline facilities over a five year period, 774, or 6 percent, resulted in
enforcement actions. Of the three transportation industries addressed by this
profile, the pipeline industry has received greater scrutiny from Federal and
State inspectors, although certain portions of the trucking industry have also
been subject to environmental compliance inspections. While the greatest
number of inspections of rail facilities addressed the CWA, the trucking
industry had more RCRA inspections while the pipeline industry was subject
to the most inspections under the CAA.
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Exhibit 24
Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summa~ for Transportation Sector~

A B C D E      F G H I J
SIC Facilities Facilities Number Av~’age Facilities To~al State Federal Enforcement

Code in Search Inspected of Number of w/One or Enforcement Lead L~ad to Inspection
Inspections Months More Actions Actions Actions Rate

Between Enforcement
Ins~ctions Actions

4013 136 62 32g 25 9 13 85% 15% 0.04

True:king 4212 991 236 997 60 52 147

4213 475 205 737 39 34 69 gg% 12% 0.09

4214 195 87 539 22 22 43 gl% 19% o.og

4215 103 31 60 103 0 0

4221 219 119 337 39 lO 15 73% 27% 0.04

4222 63 16 52 73 3 6 33% 67% O.l 2

4225 427 151 599 43 25 54 94% 6% 0.09

4226 479 264 l.g2g 16 75 182 g7% 13%

4231 492 180 747 40 2g 68 85% 15°:0 0.09

Oil 4612 377 189 780 29 16 85 82% 18% 0.11

Pipelines 4613 362 193 991 22 16 71 86% 14% 0.07

4619 4-~ 21 57 47 3 5 100% 0% 0.09

Natural 4922 2,942 1,380 4.566 39 gg 122 93% 7°’0 0.03

Gas 4923 190 84 342 33 2 3 10071o 0% 0.01

Pipelines 4924 l l 8 53 210 34 3 7 100% 0% 0.03

4925 192 112 620 19 12 31 87% 13% 0.05

4932 30 17 90 20 4 4 100% 0% 0.04

Totals [ I 7,786 I 3.263 I 12.904 ! 36 I 37S I 7"/4 I s4"/o [ 16°/0 I 0.06
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Exhibit 25
One-Year Enforcement and Com )liance Summary for Tran )ortation Sectors

SIC Facilities Facilities Number of Facilities w/One or More Facilities w/One or Total Efforcemem
Code in Search Inspected Inspections Violations More Enforcement Erttbrcement to Inspection

Actions Actions Rate

Number ] Percent* Yumber I Percent*

4013 136 28 60 23 82% 1 4% l 0.02
Trucking 4212 991 82 167 87 106% I l 13% 16 0.10

4213 475 70 126 59 84*"0 10 14% 16 0.13
4214 195 43 106 46 I07% 9 21% lO 0.09

4215 103 8 8 5 63% 0 0% 0
4221 219 58 7! 24 41% 1 2% l O.O1
4222 63 4 6 2 50% 0 0% 0

4225 427 58 95" 70 121o’o 2 3% 2 0.02

4226 479 152 317 85 56*’:’0 17 11% 24 O.Og

4231 492 65 137 45 69% 8 12% 10 0.07
Oil 4612 377 114 185 20 18% 2 2% i     4 0.02
Pipelines 4613 362 ~’~ 321 .~ 186 26% 3 2% 5 0.03

4619 45 10 45 6 60% 0 0%
Natural 4922 2.942 708 963 159 22% 23 3% i 23 o.02
Gas 4923 190 41 66 13 32% 1 2% 2 0.03
Pipelines 4924 I 18 29 50 9 31% 2 7.’/o 3 0.06

4925 192 58 107 16 28% 3 5% 9 0.08

13 5 [ 63°/o 1 13% 1 0084932 30

IT°tah I     I v,’t~ I lsss ]    2499I 6s~ ! 27% t sS I 3% I    ~03 ! 0.04
*Percemages in (’o/umns E and F are based on the number of facilities inspected /Cotumn (’). Percentages can exceed 100% because
violations attd actions can occur withoul a facility inspection.
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Exhibit 26
Five-Year Enforcement and Com diance bv Statute for Sectors

SIC Number of Tolal EnforCement Clean Air Ac~ Clean Water Act Rmource FIFRA/TSCA,
Code Facilities [nspectiom Actions Conservation and EPCRA/Other

Inspected Recovery Act

%ofTol~,J [ %of %of Torsi %o~" %ofTotal %of %ofTotal
[ %ofLnspecuons Tot~l Impecuons To’~] In.spectrum Tot~l Impections Total

IActmns Acuor~s A~iom [                 A ,ctmns
Rail 4011

t

165

I

717 51

18%]6% 52%1’6% 3O°/o13O%4013 62 328 13 30% g% .%% 54% 13% 31% 1%

Trucking 4212 236 987 147 14% 33% 14°o 4°./o 71% 59% I% 3°’0

4213 205 737 69 13% 17°:/o 11 °’0 4% 74°/o 7g% 1% 0

4214 87 539 43 23% 16% 600 7% 70% 72% 1% 5 °’0

4215 31 60 0 5% 0% 0° o 0% 95°./* 0% 0% 00 o

422 ] 119 337 15 88% 87% 100 0% 9% ~’Th..o, 1% 700

422" 16 f2 6 12% 17% 56% 50% 33% 33% 0% 0°0

4225 151 599 54 31% 9% 160 o 6% 52% g3% 2% 2°0

4226 264 1.828 182 46% 53% 15°0 14% 38% 32%

423l lg0 747 68 17% 7°:/o 11% 13% 71% 78°’0,       1% 1°o

()d 4612 189 780 85 79% 71% go° 5% 13% 25% 0%

Pipelines 4613 193 991 7] 64% 73% 20% 30"0 16% 23%

4619 21 57 5 54% 20% 23 ° o 200’0 21% 60%      2%      0° °

Natural 4922 1.380 4.566 122 92°’0 86% 3°0 3°0 5% 6°0, 0% 5°o

G,x,; 4923 84 342 3 89% 67% 8% 33°’0 3% 0%

Pipelines 4924 53 210 7 80% 71% ]3°o 29°’0 8% 0%

4925 112 620 31 71% 72% 12°:o 13°0, 17% 90’0       0%

4932 17 90 4 39% 50% 42% 25% 17% 25%     2% 0%

Tot~s [ 3~63 ] 12,904 ] 774 59°/o 14~0/0 ~2% I Xl*/oli 290/0]4so/o
Actions taken to enforce ~e Federal lnsecticide. Fun~cide, and RodenHcide Act; the Toxic Substances and ConwolAct, and

the Emergency Planning and (’ommunt~ Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.
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Exhibit 27
One-Year Enforcement and Com ~iiance for Tram Sectors

SIC Numbe¢ of Total Entbrcemem Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Resource FIFR:L TSC:V
Code Facilities Inspections Actions Conservation and       EPCRA,’( )ther

Inspected Recove~� Act

i~s~ecuons Total Lnspectmns To~l lnspect~om Totat inspections Total

~4013 28 60 1 30°o 0% 50% 100% 20% 0%

Tr~ckmg ;212 82 167 16 17°o 31% 14°/o 0% 69°:0 69% 0% 0%

;213 70 126 16 12°o 19% 10% 0% 7~ 81% 0%

;214 43 ! 06 l 0 120 o 20% 10% 0% 77% 80% 0° o O°

;215 8 8 0 25°0 0% 0% 0% 75% 0% 0% 0%

1221 58 71 I 82°0 0% 0% 0% 18% 1000:o 0% 0%

4... 4 6 0 1 -~o o 0% 330/o 0% 50% 0% 00 o 0%

4225 58 95 2 37°0 50% 14% 0% 49% 50% 0%

4226 152 317 24 48°0 42% 12% 17% 39°:0 38%

4231 65 137 10 !9% 0% 13% 0% 68°’0 100% 0% 0%

~hl 4612 114 185 4 87% 75% 4% 0% 9% 2~O’O 0%

Pipehnes 4613 122 186 5 720 o 60% 22% 0% 60’0 40% 0°o [ 0%

4619 l 0 45 0 30% 0% 8% 0% 42% 0% 0° o

Natural 4922 708 963 23 94°’0 96% 30/o 0% 4% 40/o 0°~o O°’o

~;~.s 4923 41 66 2 83% 100% 11% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0%

Ptpehnes 4924 29 50 3 92°0 33% 2% 67°,/o 6% 0% 0% ¢)%

4925 58 107 9 79°0 100% g% 0% 12% 0% 0%

4932 8 13 1 46% 100% 38% 0% t5% 0% 0%      0%

Tot~l~ I    1,585] 2,499 [ 10.3 64°/o [46°/o 11% [ 10% 26"/o I 44°/o 0% [ 1%
*,4 ctions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substances and Control Act,

and the Emergent. Planmng and Communi~. Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.
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VIII.D. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

The following exhibits present inspection and enforcement information across
numerous manufacturing sector industries including the ground, water, and
air transportation industries.
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Exhibit 28: Five-Year Enforc~Jnent and Compliance Summa~’ for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G tl I J
Ind|tsll’y Sector Facilities Facilities Number of A,* eragc I:acilities with I Told Percent Percent F.nforcement

inn Inspected Inspections Months or More Enforcement State I,ead Federal to
Search Bet~’een Enforcement Actions Actions I,ead Insp~ction

Inspections Actions Actions Rate
Metal Mining 1,232 378 1,600 46 63 I I I 5300 47°0 0.07
Coal Mining 3,256 741 3,748 ~2 88 132 89°0 110o
Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 790 O 210 o 0.05
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 7700 2300 0.05
Te~iles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 9000 100 O 0.06
I.umber and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 3000 0.10
Furniture 499 386 2,379 13 65 91 81 ¯ ~ ! 900 0.04
Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 2000 0.10
Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 8800 12% 0.06
Inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3,087 9 89 235 74% 26% 0.08
Resins and Ma~m)ad¢ Fihers 329 263 2,430 8 93 219 76°0 24°.0 0.09
Phanltaceulicals 164 129 1,201 8 35 122 80°0 20% O. IO
Organic Chemicals 425 355 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% 0. I I
Agricnltural Chemicals 263 164 ’ 1,293 12 47 102 7400 26% 0.08
Petroleum Refining 156 148 3,081 3 124 763 68% 32~ b 0.25
Rnbber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 178 276 820 ~ 18% 0.06
Slone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 615 388 3,474 I I 97 277 75% 25% 0.08
Iron and Steel 349 275 4,476 5 121 305 71 ~ ~ 29°. ~ 0.07
[~ letal Cast ings 669 424 2,535 16 I 13 191 71 o. O 29°,0 0.08
Nonferrons klelals 203 161 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% 0. I I
Fabricated Metal Products 2.906 1,858 7,914 22 365 600 75% 25°,0 0.08
Electronics 1,250 863 4,500 17 150 251 80% 200. ~ 0.06
Automobile Assembly 1,260 927 5,912 13 253 413 82% 180. b 0.07
ghipbuilding aod Repair 44 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% 0.13
(-’rouutd Transportation 7,786 3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16% 0.06
~’ater Transpo~ation 514 192 816 38 36 70 61% 390.0 0.09
\ir Transportation 444 231 973 27 48 97 8800 ] 200 0.10
Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2,166 14,210 14 403 789 76%, 240.0 0.06
Dry Cleanin~ 6.063 2~360 3~813 95 ~% 66 95°0 50.0 0.02



Exhibit 29: One-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summan~° for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H
Facilities with I on" More Fmcilitle~ ~4th I or more

Violations Enforcement Actions Total
Facilities in FacUlties Number of Enforcement Enforcement to

Industry Sector Search inspe~ed Ins[~ections Number Percent" Number       Percent" Actions Inspection Rate
Metal Mining 1,232 142 211 102 72°,0 9 6¢. I 0 0.05

Coal Mining 3,256 362 765 90 250,o 20 6% 22 0.03
Oil and Gas Extraction 4,676 874 I, 173 127 15% 26 30.* 34 0.03

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 1,481 2,451 384 267~, 73 5% 91 0.04

Textiles 355 172 295 96 56% |0 6% 12 0.04

Lumber and Wood 712 279 507 192 69°,.0 44 16% 52 0. l0

Furniture 499 254 459 136 54°,0 9 4% 11 0.02

Pulp and Paper 484 317 788 248 78% 43 140. 74 0.09

Printing 5,862 892 1,363 577 65% 2g" 30,0 53 0.04

Inorganic Chemicals 441 200 548 155 78% 19 100, 0 31 0.06

Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 173 4 ! 9 ! 52 88°,. 26 15% 36 0.09

Pharmaceuticals 164 80 209 84 105% 8 10% 14 0.07

Organic Chemicals 425 259 837 243 94% 42 16% 56 0.07

Agricultural Chemicals 263 105 206 102 97% 5 ~% I I 0.05

Petroleum Refining 156 132 565 129 98% 5g 44% 132 0.23

R ublv.:r and Plastic I ,g I g 466 791 3 g9 g3% 33 7% 41 0.05

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 615 255 678 151 59% 19 7% 27 0.04

Iron and Steel 349 197 866 174 88% 22 ! 1 I% 34 0.04

Metal Castings 669 234 433 240 103"/. 24 10% 26 0.06

Nonferrous I~ letals 203 108 310 98 91% 17 16% 28 0.09

Fabricated Metal 2,906 849 1,377 796 94% 63 7% 83 0.06

Electronics 1,250 420 780 402 96% 27 6% 43 0.06

Automobile ~sembly 1,260 507 1,058 431 85% 35 7*,0 47 0.04

Shipbuilding and Repair 4,1 22 51 19 g6°,.- 3 14% 4 0.08

(;round Trmispon~alion 7,786 1,58S 2,499 6~1 43"/. US Se,~ I(IJ (I.04

Water Translvotlation 514 84 141 53 63% I 0 12% I ! 0.08

Air Transpo~ation 444 ! 96 151 69 72% 8 8% 12 0.08

Fo~il Fuel Electric Power 3,270 ; 1,318 2,430 804 6 ] % 100 80,. i 35 0.06

I )v," Cleaning 6~063 I ~234 1,436 314 25% 12 1% 16 0.0 I

*Percentages in Columns E a.d F are based on the number of fitcilities inspected ((’ohmm (~). I’ercentages can exceed 100% because violations and actions can occur
without a.~wiltty itlSl~t~clion





Exhibit 31 : One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Sununa~’ by Statute for Selected Industries

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act R(~R.A FIFRA/TS(~.A/
Total EPCRA/Other

Industr~~ Sector Facilities Total Enforcement    ’o/, of Total % of °4 nf Total o/, of % of Total % of¯
Inspected Inspccllons Actions

Inspections Tolal Inspcct|ons Total Inspertions TolaJ Inspections    Total
Actions Actions Actions

Metal Mining 142 211 10 5200 0% 4000 4000 80030.0
(’~.al Mbfing }62 765 22 56% 82% 40% 1.1"0 .1% 5%
( )il and (;as Ex’Iractlon 874 I, 173 34 82°0 68% 10% 9% 9% 24%
Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 1,481 2,451 91 87°,0 89% 10% 9% 300 200 0% 000,
]’exliles 172 295 12 6600, 7500 17% 17% 17% 8%
l,um~r and Wo~ 279 507 52 51% 30%, 6% 5% 44% 25%           0% 40%
Furniture 254 459 I I 66% 45% 2% 0% 32% 45% 0%
blip and Paper ~17 788 74 54% 7~q0 32% 19% 14% 7%
Printing 892 1,363 53 63% 77% 4% 0% 3~%i 23%           0%      0%
Inorganic Chemicals 200 548 31 35% 59% 26% 9% 39% 25% 0% 6%
Resins and Ma~ade Fi~s 173 419 36 38% 51% 24% 38% 38% 500
Pham~accnticals 80 209 14 43% 71% I I% 140o 45% 14%
~)rganic Chemicals 259 837 56 40% 54% 13% 13% 47% 34%
A~icullural Chemicals 105 206 I I 48% 55% 22% 0% 30% 3600           0%      9%
Petroleum Refining 132 565 132 49% 67% 17% 8% 34% 15% 0% 10%
Rnb~ and Pl~tic 466 791 41 55% 64% 10% 13% 35% 23%
Stone, Clay, (;lass and Concrete 255 678 27 62% 63% 10% 7% 28% 30%
Iron ~d Steel 197 866 34 52% 47% 23% 29% 26% 24%
Meal Castin~ 234 433 26 60% 58% 10% 8% 30% 35% 0%      0%
Nonfcffous Metals 108 310 28 44% 43% 15% ! 20% 41% 30% 0% 700
Fabricated Metal 849 1,377 83 46% 41% I I% 2% 43% 57% 0%
Electronics 420 780 43 44% 37% 14% 5% 43% 53%
,~utomol~ilc Assciiibly 507 1.058 47 5P% .17% 7% 6% 41’0 ,17’,0

Shildniildillg and Rcl’air 22 51 4 5,1% {1’% 1 I% 50% 35% 5(J%
(;rou~d X~ns~flilion I,~5 2,4~ 103 64% 46% I1"/. I00/0 26% 44%
Wat~ "J’f~spoJlal~on 84 J41 II 38% 9% 24% 36% 38% 45%

I:~sil I"ucl Electric Power 1,318 2,430 135 59% 7300 32% 21% 9°o 50o 0%
I)~x’. Cleaning 1,234 1~436 16 69% 56°0 I% 600 30% 38°0



Ground Transportation lndustr~ Review of Major Legal Actions

IX. REVIEW OF MAJOR LEGAL ACTIONS

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector. As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments
Reports from t992-1994, several significant enforcement actions were
resolved between 1992-1994 involving the rail, trucking, and pipeline
industries. Characterizations of the types of enforcement actions taken are
provided for each of the cited cases.

IX.A. Review of Major Cases

IX.A. 1. Rail

U.S.v. Consolidated Rail Corporation, CAA, 1992

U.S. District Court entered a second amendment to consent order resolving
EPA’s CAA contempt action against Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail)
The amendment requires Conrail to pay $165,000 in penalties for past
violations. In addition, it allows the company to apply encrusting agents in
lieu of water to control fugitive dust. The amendment is based on a consent
order EPA and Conrail negotiated in 1986 to resolve violations of Ohio’s
State Implementation Plan (SIP).

U.S.v. CSX Transportation, CWA, 1993

CSX Transportation signed a consent decree to pay $3.00,000 in civil
penalties and perform four S.upplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs)
valued at $4,000.000 for alleged violations of CWA for exceeding N-PDES
limits.

Burlington Northern, Multi-media, 1994

EPA Region V sought $279,078 to recover costs incurred consistent with the
NCP under CERCLA and OPA, natural resource damages totaling $250,000.
and CWA penalties totaling $2,500,000 for three incidents of railroad
derailment.

In the matter of Burlington Northern Railroad, EPCRA, 1994

A RCRA consent order was issued for the contamination of groundwater, and
a 1993 unilateral administrative order, based on a multimedia inspection.
required the defendant to cease discharge of oil and chlorinated waters.
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Ground Transportation Industry Review of Major Legal Actions

Southern Pacific Transportation Corporation, 1994

A train derailment caused the release of a herbicide into the Sacramento River
killing all plant life for 42 miles. The settlement provided for recovery of $36
million in response costs. The decree also required payment of a $500,000
civil penalty (the statutory maximum for the violation). Defendants must also
establish a $14 million fund for natural resource damages.

U.S.v. Norfolk & Western Railway Company, 1994

Criminal plea agreement and settlement resulted in the U.S. receiving
$500,000 fine and $500,000 restitution. Missouri received $700,000 fine and
$1.7 million in restitution, $1 million for creation of a park, and establishment
of a $2.2 million environmental awareness program.

IX.A.2. Trucking

U.S.v. The Carborundum Company, et ai., CERCLA, 1994

On March 30, 1994, a consent decree was lodged in the District Court of
New Jersey which partially settles Region II’s cost recovery claims relating to
the Caldwell Trucking Company Superfund site in Fairchild Township, New
Jersey. From 1950 through the mid 1970s, Caldwell Trucking hauled septage
and other wastes from residential, commercial, and industrial customers and
disposed of these wastes in unlined lagoons at the site. The nine settling
defendants agreed to pay $2A6 million for EPA’s past and future costs and
agreed to perform all scheduled remedial and natural resource restoration
work at the site, valued at an additional $32 million. New Jersey will also
receive its first natural resource damage payment under CERCLA, in the
amount of $984,000, and the U.S. Department of the Interior will receive
$40,000 for its assessment and monitoring costs.

U.S.v. Gomer’s Diesel and Electric Company, RCRA, 1994

Gomer’s Diesel and Electric Co., with automotive and truck maintenance
facilities located in Belgrade, Great Falls, and Missoula, Montana, was
sentenced on March 24, 1994, following a plea of guilty to one-count of
unlawful transportation of a hazardous waste in violation of RCI~A The
company was placed on supervised probation for two years and fined
$100,000, $50,000 of which was suspended in recognition of remediation
conducted at its Belgrade facility.

Hamner, Inc., Corpus Christi, CWA, 1994

,An administrative Class I complaint was issued against Hamner. Inc. Corpus
Christi. Texas, on May 24. 1994. with a proposed penalty of $9.108 tbr
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violations of the CWA. The corporation’s tanker truck overturned,
discharging approximately 24 barrels of petroleum naphtha. The petroleum
naphtha entered navigable waters of the U. S, in quantities determined to be
harmful. The oil did not enter a major waterway, no drinking water supply
was affected, and there were no signs of damage to wildlife or aquatic life.
Settlement negotiations are underway

IX.A.3. Pipelines

U.S.v. Shell Oil Pipeline Corporation, Criminal Enforcement, 1992

Pipeline rupture caused an 860,000 gallon oil spill into the Mississippi,
Gasconade, and Missouri rivers. Shell pleaded guilty to violation of the
Refuse Act and agreed to pay $8,400,000 in fines, restitution, and settlements.

U.S.v. Texaco, CERCI~A, 1993

Texaco entered a consent decree for performance of a remedial design and
remedial action at the Pacific Cost Pipeline Superfund site in California. The
RA is valued at $4,000,000. Texaco also agreed to reimburse California for
response costs, the U.S. for future response costs, and EPA for past RI/FS
COSTS.

U.S.v. Transwestern Pipeline Company, TSCA, 1993

A consent decree was terminated when the defendant met all terms and
conditions of settlement (including payment of a penalty of $375,000 and
groundwater monitoring). Under the decree, 144,991 tons of PCB
contaminated soil and debris Were removed and disposed in TSCA landfill.

U.S.v. Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co., CWA, 1993

Court entered final order for dismissal after parties agreed to a penalty of
$725,000 for unauthorized discharges of PCBs from a pumping station.

U.S.v.U.S. Oil and U.S.v. Texaco, OPA, 1993

U.S. Oil agreed to pay civil penalties of $425,000 and Texaco agreed to pay
$480,000 in penalties. Both were made to acquire and install state-of-the-art
spill detection and prevention equipment valued at $800,000 for each
company. Both were also required to reimburse for Federal spill response
costs of $60,000 and $125,000 respectively The actions represent the first
judicial penalties assessed under OPA
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IX.B. Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs)

Below is a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs). SEPs are
compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in return for
an environmental project that exceeds the value of the reduction. Often, these
projects fund pollution prevention activities that can significantly reduce the
future pollutant Ioadings of a facility.

Exhibit 32 contains a sample of SEPs from the transportation industry. The
information contained in the chart is not comprehensive and provides only a
sample of the types of SEPs developed for the transportation industry.

Exhibit 32
Supplemental Environment, al Projects in the Transportation Industry

Case Name           Statute       Estimated         Environmentally Beneficial Activities
Cost to

Compan,v
General Chemical CAA $90.000, Facili .ty was to purchase and install an Airless Paint

Company Spray Umt and Fanu Robotics Spray l Jnit in order to
reduce total VOC releases to the atmosphere by 10
percent.

Thatcher Chemical EPCRA §304 Not Known SEP included the construction of a building with
Company scrubbing equipment tbr enctosmg loading products

to prevent future releases into the environment to be
completed b,v Januar?’ 24, 1994.

CSX Transportation       CAA      $ 4,000,000 Company was required to:
¯ Perform NPDES compliance audits at 21 active

CSX railroad vards
¯ Conduct multi-media risk assessment audit at 61

inactive facilities
¯ Provide environmental awareness training

program tbr managers
¯ Develop best management practices manual and

a seminar on storm water runoff at railroad
vards.
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X. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. This section of the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

X.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

Environmental compliance assurance activities have been conducted by the
major trade associations for each of the transportation sectors covered in this
report. The following examples represent some of the industry initiatives that
promote compliance, or assess methods to reduce environmental
contamination.

X.A. 1. Rail

Waste Minimization Assessment for a Manufacturer of Rebuilt Railway (’ars and
( "omponents

U.S. EPA funded a pilot project to assist small- and medium-size
manufacturers wishing to minimize their generation of hazardous waste, but
lacking the expertise to do so. The Agency established Waste Minimization
Assessment Centers (WMACs) at selected universities, adapting procedures
from EPA’s Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment Manual. The
WMAC team at the University of Tennessee inspected a plant that rebuilds
approximately 2,000 railway cars each year and that refurbishes wheel
assemblies and air brake systems. The team issued a report and made a
number of recommendations for minimizing hazardous waste outputs.

X.A.2. Trucking

( ;onsolidated Compliance Reviews

The trucking industry has worked with the Department of Transportation.
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), to develop streamlined processes
for conducting compliance reviews. As a result, the FHWA now conducts all
record reviews and inspection activities in a "one stop" process.

The original process involved several different inspections. The first type of
inspection focused on compliance with ICC rules and operating authority
licenses. The second type of inspection focused on safety compliance issues
Additional inspections were conducted to ensure compliance with hazardous
materials transportation regulations were added in the 1980’s. More recently.
driver drug testing was added to the inspection requirements.
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DOT-FHWA’s compliance review is now conducted with the inspector using
a lap-top computer with built in prompters, programs to generate checklists.
work sheets, tabulations, and regulations and interpretations. These tools
allow the inspector to cover all the components of the inspection in "one
stop." The compliance review often occurs at corporate headquarters. The
system was developed in 1986: currently, about 200 DOT-FHWA inspectors
use the system.

Inspectors receive six weeks of training when they come into the DOT-
FHWA. including training on case development, regulations, compliance
reviews, and sensitivity. Inspectors do not need permission before entering
a facility but usually call in advance so the appropriate staff and records can
be available. Unannounced inspections may occur if criminal activity is
suspected.

DOT-FHWA inspectors are providing more and more technical assistance to
the regulated community. They have education packages on specific issues.
such as hazardous materials, and "On Guard" announcements of new safety
problems or rules affecting the industry.

("ooperative Hazardous Materials Enforcement Development

The Cooperative Hazardous Materials Enforcement Development
(COHMED) program is an outreach activity of the U.S. DOT’s Research and
Special Programs Administration (RSPA). COI-IMED works to promote
coordination, cooperation, education, and communication for Federal, State,
local agencies, and industry having enforcement, response, and management
responsibilities for the safe transportation of hazardous materials. Through
education and training, COI-IMED participants are able to improve current
programs, and develop new programs to enhance hazardous materials safety.

COHMED conducts semi-annual conferences and hazardous materials
seminars. COI-IMED also publishes a quarterly newsletter, "The Reporter."
and the "Bullet" when expedient dissemination of information is required.
COHMED participation is open to Federal, State, local agencies, and industry,
involved in enforcement, emergency response or planning and preparedness.
For more information call (202) 366-4900.

( "HEMTRE("

CHEMTREC is a pubic service organization established bv the Chemical
Manufacture’s Association and its members in 1971 to provide first
responders, the transportation industry, medical professionals, and others
access to response information and technical assistance from chemical industry
experts for incidents involving hazardous materials. The Center is staffed by
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trained communicators who can contact thousands of chemical manufacturers.
shippers, distributors, and carriers. Through these contacts, CHEMTREC can
teleconference responders at the scene of an incident with technical experts
to provide immediate advice and assistance. CHEMTREC can also
immediately provide and transmit, via fax, product Material Safety Data
Sheets or other specific product information. The CHEMTREC Center can
be reached 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 1-800-424-9300.

TRANS(’AER

TR, ANSCAER is an outreach program that focuses on assisting communities
that do not host a major chemical facility but have major transportation routes
within their jurisdiction. TRANSCAER is sponsored by the chemical
manufacturing, distribution and transportation industries. TRANSCAER’s
objectives are to ensure that communities are prepared to handle hazardous
materials transportation emergencies and that an ongoing dialogue exists with
the public about chemical transportation. The program provides assistance for
communities to develop and evaluate their emergency response plan for
hazardous material transportation incidents. For more information contact the
TRANSCAER Task Group at c/o CMA, 1300 Wilson Blvd., .4a’lington, VA.
22209.

(’MA ’s Lending Library

Since 1985, the CMA’s Lending Library has provided free access to videotape
training programs on hazardous materials and handling hazardous materials
incidents. Contact the CMA Publication Fulfillment department at (202) 887-
1253 for ordering information.

X.A.3. Pipelines

The giant Alaska company Alyeska has undertaken the most expensive
corrosion repair program in the industry’s history with a campaign to inspect
pipelines for corrosion, repair damaged sections, and replace pipe sections as
needed. The estimated costs of this effort from 1991-1996 are $600-800
million. External and internal corrosion at some of the 800-mile line’s pump
stations was discovered with the help of a corrosion detection pig that
exceeded Federal standards for corrosion detection and mitigation (US.
Petroleum Strategies, Bob Williams, 1991).
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X.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
developed by EPA that focuses on improving environmental performance,
encouraging voluntary, compliance, and building working relationships with
stakeholders. EPA initiated a one year pilot program in 1995 by selecting 12
projects at industrial facilities and federal installations that demonstrate the
principles of the ELP program. These principles include: environmental
management systems, multimedia compliance assurance, third-party
verification of compliance, public measures of accountability, pollution
prevention, community involvement, and mentor programs. In return for
participating, pilot participants received public recognition and were given a
period of time to correct any violations discovered during these experimental
projects.

EPA is making plans to launch its full-scale Environmental Leadership
Program in 1997. The full-scale program will be facility-based with a 6-year
participation cycle. Facilities that meet certain requirements will be eligible
to participate, such as having a community outreach/employee involvement
programs and an environmental management system (EMS) in place for 2
years. (Contact: http://es.inel.gov/elp or Debby Thomas, ELP Deputy
Director, at 202-564-5041)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by providing participants
regulatory flexibility on the condition that they produce greater environmental
benefits. EPA and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
Agreement, detailing specific environmental objectives that the regulated
entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide regulatory flexibility as an incentive for
the participants’ superior environmental performance. Participants are
encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local governments, businesses.
and environmental groups. EPA hopes to implement fi~v pilot projects in
four categories, including industrial facilities, communities, and government
facilities regulated by EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis.
For additional information regarding XL projects, including application
procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice.
(Contact:    Fax-on-Demand    Hotline    202-260-8590.    Web:
http:/!www.epa.gov/’Project,’~, or Christopher Knopes at EPA’s Office of
Policy, Planning and Evaluation 202-260-9298)
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(’#mate Wise Program

EPA’s ENERGY STAR Buildings Program is a voluntary, profit-based program
designed to improve the energy-efficiency in commercial and industrial
buildings. Expanding the successful Green Lights Program, ENER(;Y STAR
Buildings was launched in 1995. This program relies on a 5-stage strategy
designed to maximize energy savings thereby lowering energy bills, improving
occupant comfort, and preventing pollution -- all at the same time. If
implemented in every commercial and industrial building in the United States.
ENERc;Y STAR Buildings could cut the nation’s energy bill by up to $25 billion
and prevent up to 35% of carbon dioxide emissions. (This is equivalent to
taking 60 million cars of the road). ENERGY STAR Buildings participants
include corporations; small and medium sized businesses; local, federal and
state governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities: and health care
facilities. EPA p, rovides technical and non-technical support including
software, workshops, manuals, communication tools, and an information
hotline. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation manages the operation of the
ENERGY STAR Buildings Program. (Contact: Green Light/Energy Star Hotline
at 1-888-STAR-YES or Maria TikoffVargas, EPA Program Director at 202-
233-9178 or visit the ENERGY STAR Buildings Program website at
http ://www. epa. gov/appdstar/buildings/)

(;reen Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
lighting technologies. The program saves money for businesses and
organizations and creates a cleaner environment by reducing pollutants
released into the atmosphere. ~he program has over 2,345 participants ~vhich
include major corporations, small and medium sized businesses, federal, state
and local governments, non-profit groups, schools, universities, and health
care facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and
upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. As of March 1997, participants had
lowered their electric bills by $289 million annually. EPA provides technical
assistance to the participants through a decision support software package.
workshops and manuals, and an information hotline. EPA’s Office of.Mr and
Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact:
Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 1-888-STARYES or Mafia Tikoff Vargar,
EPA Program Director, at 202-233-9178 the )

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid
wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection and the
manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1997. the program
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had about 500 companies as members, one third of whom are Fortune 1000
corporations. Members agree to identify and implement actions to reduce
their solid wastes setting waste reduction goals and providing EPA with
yearly progress reports. To member companies, EPA, in turn, provides
technical assistance, publications, networking opportunities, and national and
regional recognition. (Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at 1-800-372-9473 or
Joanne Oxley, EPA Program Manager, 703-308-0199)

NI(’E3

The U.S. Department of Energy is administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and
Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up to 45 percent of the total
project cost, the pro~am encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its
source and become, more energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste
minimization efforts. Grants are used by industry to design, test, and
demonstrate new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries~ however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the
forest products, chemicals, petroleum refining, steel, aluminum, metal casting
and glass manufacturing sectors. (Contact: httpi!www.oit.doe.gov;access;
nice3. Chris Sifri, DOE, 303-275-4723 or Eric Hass, DOE, 303-275-4728)

Destgn for the Environment (DfE)

DfE is working with several industries to identify cost-effective pollution
prevention strategies that reduce risks to workers and the environment. DfE
helps businesses compare and evaluate the performance, cost, pollution
prevention benefits, and human health and environmental risks associated with
existing and alternative technologies. The goal of these projects is to
encourage businesses to consider and use cleaner products, processes, and
technologies. For more information about the DfE Program, call (202) 260-
1678. To obtain copies of DfE materials or for general information about
DIE, contact EPA’s Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse at (202)
260-1023 or visit the DfE Website at http://es.inel.gov/dfe.
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X.C. Trade Association/Industry-Sponsored Activity.

The trade associations that represent the transportation industry are a valuable
source of economic and environmental compliance data. The following
subsections list major transportation trade organizations and highlight
environmental initiatives sponsored by some of these groups.

X.C.I. Railroad Tank Car Safety Research and Test Project

Since 1970 the Railway Progress Institute (RPI) and Association of American
Railroads (AAR) have cosponsored the RPI-AAR Railroad Tank Car Safety
Research and Test Project. The purpose of the project, initiated following
several fatal tank car crashes in the late 1960s, is to identify and understand
the causes of tank car punctures and ruptures in accidents and to develop
engineering solutions. Results of this continuing project have led to the
development andintroduction of several devices to improve tank car crash
worthiness, including double-shelf couplers and head and thermal protection
systems. In addition, the program has produced a database of more than
35,000 records of tank cars damaged over the past 30 years (Ensuring
Railroad Tank Car Safe~, Transportation Research Board, National Research
Council, 1994).

The research conducted on tank car safety has resulted in the implementation
of regulation to increase the safety of certain hazardous material cars. DOT
HM-175 which was finalized in September 1995, covers a wide range of tank
car safety related issues, including new tank car specifications for halogenated
organic compounds. This effort has resulted in significantly safer tank cars for
these materials.

In addition, there have been several improvements in an industry agreement
between the AAR, the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA), and RPI,
including:

¯ Thicker tank cars made of stronger steel;

¯ Elimination of bottom outlets, a common source of releases in
accidents; and

¯ A full height head shield to protect the end of the tank from punctures
in accidents.

X.C.2. The North American Non-Accident Release Reduction Program

The North American Non-Accident Release Reduction Program was initiated
in June 1995 bv the rail industry. A "Non-Accident Release" (’NAR) is any
unintended release of a hazardous commodity from a railroad car not caused
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by a train accident. Most NAR’s involve small quantity releases, but some
have been very costly and all have the potential for serious injury. The North
American NAP Program is an awareness campaign designed to alert shippers
and carriers to repeated instances of NARs of hazardous commodities from
rail tank cars and encourage positive action to prevent recurrence.

General oversight of the NAR Program rests with AAR’s Hazardous Materials
Working Committee and the NAR General Committee, made up of
representatives from shippers, carriers, car owners, and industry associations.
The NAR Program has two sub-committees, a Technical Subcommittee and
a Communications/Regulatory Subcommittee. The Technical group reviews
NAR data and attempts to develop technical solutions to identified problems.
The Communications/Regulatory group works on program publicity and
government (regulatory) relations.

NAR data is collected by carriers and reported to AAR, who enters it into an
NAR database, keeping all business data confidential. When a threshold
number of releases has been recorded for any given company, AAR prepares
an "action package" outlining the details of each release and forwards the
information to a designated individual at that company. Recipients of action
packages are encouraged to take whatever actions are appropriate to address
the causes of the releases, advising AAR of their response. The NAR General
Committee has set a goal to reduce the number of NARs from hazardous
materials tank cars in North America by 25 percent over a two year period.
The North American NAR Program is an expansion of a successful program
started in Canada in 1992. NAR’s in Canada were reduced 32% over a two
year period after implementation of the program.

X.C.3. Environmental Compliance Handbook for Short Line Railroads

As part of its mandate to clari~ and communicate environmental regulatory
responsibilities to the freight and rail industry, EPA’s Freight, Economy, and
the Environmental Work Group has worked with the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) to prepare a handbook on EPA regulations applicable
to short line railroads. The handbook is a "plain English" guide to short line
railroad environmental responsibilities and the laws that created them. The
handbook also provides State and Federal agency contacts and Hotlines.

X.C.4. Environmental Training Publications and Videotapes

The American Trucking Associations (ATA) has developed numerous
documents and videotapes to help those in the trucking industry to better
understand applicable environmental regulations and to assist them in
compliance. Following is a list of some the materials offered bv the ATA
For a more complete catalogue listing these and other products, contact the
ATA document center at (800) ATA-LINE.
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¯ Stormwater Best Management Practices." Guidance for Vehicle
Maintenance Facilities (video) - Identifies practical and effective best
management practices that can be used in vehicle washing, fueling,
and loading areas.

¯ Used Oil: A Guidebook to Best Management Practices - Helps the
user determine the company’s responsibilities and develop procedures
that are productive, cost-efficient, and in compliance with Federal and
State guidelines.

¯ Hazardous Waste Regulations for the Trucking lndustry - Outlines
and explains hazardous waste regulations as they relate to the trucking
industry.

¯ Stormwat~r: Pollution Prevention for the Trucking lndustry -
Explains how to write a pollution prevention plan and covers the five
general phases of a plan in detail.

¯ Vehicle Washing Compliance Manual - Provides a State-by-State
review of applicable regulations affecting vehicle washing and a
survey of vehicle washing technology.

X.C.5. Pipeline Integrity Programs - Natural Gas and Hazardous Liquid One-Call
Systems

More than 60 percent of pipeline accidents are the result of third-party
damage. One-call systems were developed to reduce the number of incidents
involving accidental pipeline ruptures.

Contractors and homeowners who work in the vicinity of natural gas and
hazardous liquid lines can learn of their location via a single telephone
number. This number is supplied in 48 of the 50 States and in Canada bv
various one-call systems, and is usually posted on pipeline markers along the
pipe route.

Each one-call system is an organization funded by member underground
utilities. The system acts as a computerized link between people digging
around pipelines and the operators of these conveyance systems. When a
contractor or homeowner calls the toll-free number, the one-call operator
takes information regarding the time and location of planned work and
immediately notifies all members with underground facilities in the excavation
area.

When a member receives notification of planned excavation in its area, its
operators are responsible t’or determining the potential hazards to the line. If
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the work does have the potential to affect the pipeline, the company will
dispatch crews within 24 to 72 business hours to locate and mark the
pipeline’s route. After determining the direction and width of the pipe,
personnel use a series of flags or spray paint to mark the exact location of the
system. I.fthe work will cross the pipeline, crews also test for exact pipeline
depth.

X.C.6. Summary of Trade Associations

The trade and professional organizations serving the transportation industry
are presented below, classified by industry sector.

Rail

Association of American Railroads Members: 64
50 F Street, NW Staff: 607
Washington, D.C. 20001 Budget: $48,800,000
Phone: (202) 639-2839
Fax: (202) 639-2465

The Association of American Railroads (AAR) is the coordinating and
research agency of the American railway industry. Membership is comprised
of the larger, Class I, railroads. Focus areas include: railroad operation and
maintenance, statistics, medical problems, cooperative advertising and public
relations, rates, communication, safety, and testing of railroad equipment.
The AAR was founded in 1934 and maintains a library of current and
historical volumes and periodicals. The AAR also operates an on-line
database of all raiicars, trailers, and containers used in North America called
Universal Machine Lan~age Equipment Register. Publications include the
quarterly Official Railway Equipment Register, the biweekly Rail News
Update, and the annual Railroad Facts. The AAR also publishes studies,
statistical reports, and general information publications.

National Railway Labor Cont~rence Members: 150
1901 L Street, NW, Suite 500 Staff: 25
Washington, D.C. 20036 Budget: $4,100,000
Phone: ~202) 862-7200
Fax: (202) 862-7230

The National Railway Labor Conference (NRLC), founded in 1963, serves as
a management collective bargaining agency for the railroad industry. NRLC
represents railroads as well as switching and terminal companies and compiles
statistics on the industry.
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Trucking

American Trucking Associations Members: 4,100
22O0 Mill Road Staff: 300
Alexandria, VA 22314 Budget: $45,000,000
Phone: ~ ~03) 838-1844 "
Fax: (7C)33 838-1992

The American Trucking Associations (ATA), founded in 1933, represents
motor carriers, suppliers. State trucking associations, and national conferences
of trucking companies. The ATA works to influence the decisions of Federal,
State, and local governmental bodies to promote increased efficiency,
productivity, and competitiveness in the trucking industries. ATA promotes
highway and driver safety, supports highway research projects, and studies
technical and regaalatory problems of the trucking industry,. ATA and its
affiliated conferences provide extensive educational opportunities and
products to assist trucking companies with safety, OSHA, and environmental
regulation. In addition, the association provides members with a guide to
Federal and State regulations and offers a comprehensive accounting service
for carriers of all sizes. An information center containing numerous ATA and
other publications is available to members and the public.

Association of Waste Hazardous Materials Transporters Members: 75
2200 Mill Road Stall’: 2
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (703) 838-1703
Fax; (703) 519-1866

The Association of Waste Hazardous Materials Transporters represents
carriers that transport PCBs, used oil, and hazardous and radioactive waste
by truck and rail.

National Tank Truck Canners Members: 260
2200 Mill Road Staff’. 7
Alexandria. VA 22314 Budget: $1.000.000
Phone: ~703) 838-1960
Fax: ~703) 864-5753

The National Tank Truck Carriers (NTTC) was founded in 1945 and
represents common or contract tank truck carriers transporting liquid and dry
bulk commodities, chemicals, food processing commodities, petroleum, and
related products. NTTC promotes Federal standards of construction, design.
operation, and use of tank trucks and equipment. NTTC sponsors schools,
conducts research, and produces periodicals, including the annual (’argo Tank
Hazardous Materials Regulations and Hazardous (’ommodit~es lt]~ttldhr)ok
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Regional and Distribution Careers Coherence Members: 375
2200 .Mill Road. Suite 540 Staff: 5
Alexandria. VA 22314
Phone: !703) 838-1990
Fax: ~703) 836-6~70

The Regional and Distribution Carriers Conference (RDCC) consists of
companies participating in trucking for hire, including local cartage and short
haul. RDCC was founded in 1943 and represents motor haul carriers
rendering distribution services beyond commercial zones. RDCC is affiliated
with ATA and conducts an executive management seminar and exhibit.
RDCC produces a monthly newsletter and several informational phamplets.

Interstate Truck ¢damers Conference Members: 800
2200 Mill Road, 3rd Floor Staff’." 7
Alexandria, VA 22314 Budget: $800,000
Phone: !’~03) 838-t950

Fax: ~’703) 836-6610

The Interstate Truck Carriers Conference (ITCC) consists of contract carriers.
irregular route common carriers, shippers, and others related to the motor
carrier industry. ITCC was founded in 1983 and serves as an industu
spokesperson for this part of the trucking industry. ITCC represents their
members’ interests before Congress, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and the courts. ITCC is affiliated with ATA and has a refrigerated carrier
division as well as a political action committee. ITCC conducts a
management development seminar at Notre Dame University and produces
bulletins and newsletters.

Pipelines

Interstate Natural Gas Association of America Members: 35
555 13th Street, NW. Suite 300 West Staff: 30
Waslungton, DC 20004
Phone: (202) 626-3200
Fax: ~202) 626-3249

The Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA) represents
transporters of natural gas. INGAA has established committees on issues
regarding regulatory and government affairs, policy analysis, and the
environment. INGAA produces hlterstate Natural Gas Association Q/
.-t~nertcan - Washm,~ton Report, a weekly newsletter that covers legislative
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and regulatory developments affecting the industry which is available to both
members and non-members.

American Petroleum Institute Members: 300
1220 L Street. NW Staff: 500
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 682-8000
Fax: (202) 682-8030

The American Petroleum Institute (API) works to ensure cooperation
between industry and government on all matters of mutual concern. API
conducts research, sets standards, provides information services, and
maintains a large library. API was founded in 1919 and represents
corporations in the petroleum and allied industries, including producers.
refiners, marketers,- and transporters of crude oil, lubricating oil, gasoline, and
natural gas. API has committees on industry technical issues, health.
environment and safety, and government affairs and produces many standards.
periodicals, books, and manuals.

Association of Oil Pipe Lines Members: 80
I 101 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite 604 Staff: 3
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 408-7970
Fax: (202) 408-7983

The Association of Oil Pipe Lines (AOPL), founded in 1947. consists of oil
pipeline companies which are generally regulated carriers. AOPL compiles
and presents statistical and other data related to the pipeline industry to
Congress, government departments, agencies and commissions, trade
associations, and the public. AOPL is affiliated with .~I and produces
several publications, including Oil Pipelines of the United State.s’: Progre.s.s
and Outlook
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Interact through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a flee, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies: environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, an~ p01icies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$ENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http ://es. epa.gov/comply/sector/index.html

or use

www.epa.gov/oeca, then select the button labeled Industry and Gov’t
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the
menu. The Notebook will be listed.

Direct technical questions to the Feedback function at the bottom of the web page or to
Shhonn Taylor at (202) 564-2502

Appendix A
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the corner have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recyded/Recy©lable ¯ Printed with Vegotablo Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postconsumer)
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to traditional single-
media approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory,
agencies are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to
facili~-permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, educatiorv
outreach, research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts
driving the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each
environmental medium (air, water and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these inter-
relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One way to
achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental policies for similar
industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common
to the manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a
comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial
"’sector-based" approach within the EPA Office of Compliance led to the
creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to
provide its staff and managers with summary information for eighteen
specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project, the scope &the original project was expanded. The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection measures for
specific industries is dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics.
For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen tbr inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description of
industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities:
Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history: and a
description of partnerships that have been formed between r~gulatou,
agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document.
this project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references
where more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a
wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the
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information included, each notebook went through an external revie\v
process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that
participated in this process and enabled us to develop more complete.
accurate and up-to-date summaries.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project.
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington. DC 20460. Comments can also be
uploaded to the EnviroSenSe Bulletin Board or the EnviroSenSe World Wide
Web for general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in.
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line Enviro$enSe
Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the relative
national occurrence of facility types that occur within each sector. In many
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may have
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. For this
reason, the Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental
agencies and other groups to supplement or re-package the information
included in this notebook to ihclude more specific industrial and regulatory
information that may be available. Additionally, interested states may want
to supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and
Regulations" section with state and local requirements. Compliance or
technical assistance providers may also want to develop the "Pollution
Prevention" section in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist
listed on the opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in
assisting us in the further development of the information or policies
addressed within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks tbr
sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the Office of
Compliance at 202-564-2395.

, SIC 281September 1995 -
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE INORGANIC CHEMICALS INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, emplo.vment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
inorganic chemicals industry. The type of facilities described within the
document are also described in terms of their Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes. Additionally, this section contains a list of the
largest companies in terms of sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The inorganic chemical industry manufactures over 300 different chemicals
accounting for about 10 percent of the total value of chemical shipments in
the U.S.! This industry categorization corresponds to Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) code 281 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals established bv
the Bureau of Census to track the flow of goods and services within th~
economy. The 281 category includes alkalies and chlorine (SIC 2812).
industrial gases (SIC 2813) (e.g., hydrogen, helium, oxygen, nitrogen, etc.i.
inorganic pigments (SIC 2816), and industrial inorganic chemicals, not
elsewhere classified (SIC 2819). Approximately two-thirds of the value of
shipments for the inorganic chemical industry, including over 200 different
chemicals, are classified under industrial inorganic chemicals, not elsewhere
classified (SIC 2819). The industry does not include those establishments
primarily manufacturing organic chemicals, agricultural pesticides, drugs.
soaps, or cosmetics. However, the 281 industry group does include a
significant number of integrated firms that are engaged in the manufacture
of other types of chemicals at the same site. Conversely, many
manufacturing facilities not categorized under SIC 281. especially organic
chemicals facilities (SIC 286), fertilizer plants (SIC 287), pulp and paper
mills (SIC 26), and iron and steel mills (SIC 331), produce and use inorganic
chemicals in their processes at the same facility.-’ For example, a significant
number of inorganic chemical manufacturing processes are part of very large
chemical manufacturing or pulp manufacturing facilities, makin~
characterization strictly by SIC code difficult.                       ~

Whenever possible, this notebook describes the entire inorganic chemical
industry. In many cases, however, specific details relatin~ to some of the
topics covered by the notebook (facility size, economic trends, geographic
distribution, pollutant releases, pollution prevention issues, and applicable
regulations) vary depending on the type of inorganic chemical manufacturing
process. The large number of different industrial processes used in the
inorganics industry could not all be covered in this notebook. As a result.
most sections of this notebook describe the entire inorganic chemical
industry as a whole. These sections are usually augmented with information
specific to the largest single industrial process within the industry: chlorine
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and caustic soda production (SIC 2812). Section III, Industrial Process
Description, rather than attempting to describe every inorganic chemical
manufacturing process, deals solely with the production of chlorine and
caustic soda.

ll.B. Characterization of the Inorganic Chemical Industry

II.B.1. Product Characterization

Inorganic Chemicals Industry

The inorganic chemical industry manufactures chemicals which are often of
a mineral origin, but not of a basic carbon molecular. Inorganic chemicals
are used at some stage in the manufacture of a great variety, of other products.
The industry’s products are used as basic chemicals for industrial processes
(i.e., acids, alkalies, salts, oxidizing agents, industrial gases, and halogens):
chemical products to be used in manufacturing products (i.e., pigments, dry
colors, and alkali metals): and finished products for ultimate consumption
(i.e.. mineral fertilizers, glass, and construction materials). The largest use
of inorganic chemicals is as processing aids in the manufacture of chemical
and nonchemical products. Consequently, inorganic chemicals often do not
appear in the final products.3

Chlor-alkali Sector

The chlor-alkali industry produces mainly chlorine, caustic soda (sodium
hydroxide), soda ash (sodium carbonate), sodium bicarbonate, potassium
hydroxide, and potassium carbonate. In 1992, chlorine and caustic soda
production accounted for about 80 percent of the chlor-alkali industry’s value
of shipments and. in terms of weight, were the eighth and ninth largest
chemicals produced in the U.S., respectively. Chlorine and caustic soda are
co-products produced in about equal amounts primarily through the
electrolysis of salt (brine)?

The majority of domestic chlorine production (70 percent) is used in the
manufacturing of organic chemicals including: vinyl chloride monomer.
ethylene dichloride, glycerine, glycols, chlorinated solvents, and chlorinated
methanes. Vinyl chloride, which is used in the production of polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) and many other organic chemicals, accounts for about 38
percent of the total domestic chlorine production. The pulp and paper
industry consumes approximately 15 percent of U.S. chlorine production, and
about eight percent is used in the manufacturing of other inorganic
chemicals. Other major uses are disinfection treatment of water, and the
production of hypochlorites. More than two-thirds of all chlorine is
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consumed in the same manufacturing plant in the production of chemical
intermediates?

The largest users of caustic soda are the organic chemicals industry. (30
percent) and the inorganic chemicals industry (20 percent). The primary uses
of caustic soda are in industrial processes, neutralization, and off-gas
scrubbing; as a catalyst; and in the production of alumina, propylene oxide.
polycarbonate resin, epoxies, synthetic fibers, soaps, detergents, rayon, and
cellophane. The pulp and paper industry uses about 20 percent of total
domestic caustic soda production for pulping wood chips, and other
processes. Caustic soda is also used in the production of soaps and cleaning
products, and in the petroleum and natural gas extraction industry as a
drilling fluid.6

II.B.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

Inorganic Chemical lndustry

The inorganic chemical industry is characterized by a relatively large number
of small facilities. The Bureau of the Census identified 665 companies
operating 1,429 facilities within SIC 281 in 1992? Most of these facilities
were classified under SIC 2819 -- industrial inorganic chemicals, not
elsewhere classified -- which are typically smaller facilities producing
specialty inorganic chemicals. The Bureau of Census emplo.vment data for
1992 (Exhibit 1) indicated that about 63 percent of inorganic chemical
facilities employed fewer than 20 people. A significant portion of inorganic
chemicals are produced and used within the same plant in the manufacturing
of organic chemicals. The number of these facilities and the number of
people employed in the inqrganic chemical production portion of the
industrial processes is not included in this data.

’ Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many factors including, reporting and definition
differences. This notebook does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather reports the data as they are
maintained by each source.
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Exhibit 1: Inorganic Chemicals Industry Dominated
by a Large Number of Small Facilities

Inorganic Chemicals Chior-alkali

Employees Number Percentage Number of Percentage
per Facility. of Facilities of Facilities Facilities of Facilities

1-9 682 48% 12 24%

10-19 212 15% 6 12%

20-49 253 18% 3 6%

50-249 221 15% 23 44%

250-999 51 3% 6 12%

1,000->2,500 ° 10 1% 1 I 2%

Total ! .429 100% 51 " 100%

Source: Bureau of the Census. 1992 Census of Manufacturers.

Inorganic chemical facilities are typically located near consumers and to a
lesser extent raw materials. The largest use of inorganic chemicals is in
industrial processes for the manufacture of chemicals and nonchemical
products; therefore, facilities are concentrated in the heavy industrial regions
along the Gulf Coast, both east and west coasts, and the Great Lakes region.
Since a large portion of inorganic chemicals produced are used by the
organic chemicals manufacturing industry, the geographical distribution of
inorganic facilities is very similar to that of organic chemicals facilities
(Exhibit 2).
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Exhibit 2: Inorganic Chemicals Facilities Distribution

MIIII

0

(Source: U.S. EPA Toxic Release Inventory Database, 1993)

Chlor-alkali Sector

The alkali and chlorine industry, however, consists of a relatively small
number of medium to large facilities. The Bureau of the Census identified 34
companies operating 51 facilities within the SIC 2812 in 1992. According to
The Chlorine Institute (an industry trade group), there were 25 companies
operating 52 chlorine production plants in 1989. The Bureau of Census
employment data for 1992 indicated that about 60 percent of those employed
in the chlor-alkali industry worked at facilities with over 50 employees
(Exhibit 1).7,8

The distribution of the chlor-alkali sector differs from that of the inorganic
chemicals industry as a whole. Since chlorine and caustic soda are co-
products produced in almost equal amounts, the distribution of the caustic
soda manufacturing industry is essentially the same as the chlorine
manufacturing industry. Chlorine is difficult to store and transport
economically; therefore, chlorine and caustic soda are produced near the
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chlorine consumers which are primarily chemical manufacturers and pulping
operations. Consequently, chlor-alkali facilities are concentrated near the
chemical industries along the Gulf Coast, followed by the Great Lakes region
as shown in the table below. Other important areas are in the vicinity of the
pulp mills of the Southeast and Northwest (Exhibit 3). In 1989, almost half
of the chlorine plants in the U.S. (72 percent of domestic chlorine production)
were located along the Gulf Coast. Two states, Louisiana and Texas,
accounted for two-thirds of the domestic chlorine production.9

Exhibit 3: Chlorine Capacity Located Primarily Along Gulf Coast,
Southeast, Northwest, and Great Lakes Re~ion

Percent of
Annual Capacity Total U.S.

Number of (thousand tons Operating
State Chlorine Plants per year) Capacity

Louisiana 9 4,068 37%

Texas 5 3,314 30%

New York 4 652 6%

Alabama 5 592 5%

Washington 4 503 5%

West Virginia 2 392 3%

Georgia 3 246 2%

Tennessee 1 230 2%

Other States (14) 19 1,139 10%

U.S. Total 52 11,136 100%

Source: Kirk-Othraer En~, clopedia of Cheraical Technology/, 4th ed. Vol. 1. 1993.
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Ward’s Business Directory of U.S. Private Companies. produced by Gale
Research Inc., compiles financial data on U.S. companies including those
operating within the inorganic chemicals manufacturing industry. Ward’s
ranks U.S. companies, whether they are a parent company, subsidiary, or
division, by sales volume within the 4-digit SIC codes that they have been
assigned as their primary, activity.. Exhibit 4 lists the top ten inorganic
chemical manufacturing companies in the U.S. Readers should note that: 1 )
Companies are assigned a 4-digit SIC that most closely resembles their
principal industry; and 2) Sales figures include total company sales.
including sales derived from subsidiaries and operations not related to the
manufacture of inorganic chemicals. Additional sources of company specific
financial information include Standard & Poor’s Stock Report Services, Dunn
& Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, Moody’s Manuals. and annual
reports.

Exhibit 4: Top U.S. Companies with
Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing Operations

1993 Sales
Rank’ Companyb (millions of dollars)

! Dow Chemical Co. - Midland, MI 18.800

2 Hanson Industries, Inc. - Iselin, NJ 6.092

3 WR Grace and Co. - Boca Raton, FL 6,049

4     Occidental Chemical Corp. - Dallas, TX                   4,600
¯

5 BOC Group, Inc. - Murray Hill, NJ 4,500

6 FMC Corp. - Chicago. IL 3,899

7 Eastman Kadak Co. - Kingsport, TN 3,740

8 Air Products and Chemicals. Inc. - Allentown, PA 2.931

9 ARCO Chemical Co. - Newtown Square, PA 2.83 7

10 Ethyl Corp. - Richmond, VA 2.575

Note: ’ When Ward’s Business Directory listed both a parent and subsidiary, in the top ten.
only the parent company is presented above to avoid double counting sales volumes.
Not all sales can be attributed to the companies’ inorganic chemical manufacturing
operations.
b Companies shown listed SICs 2812, 2813, 2816 and 2819 as primary, activities.

’ Source: Ward’s Business Director, o,f U.S. Private and Public Companies - 1993.
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II.B.3. Economic Trends

Inorganic Chemicals lndustry

The Bureau of the Census estimated that there were 1,429 facilities in the
inorganic chemical industry, in 1992. The industry employed 103,000 people
and had a total value of shipments of $27.4 billion. The total value of
shipments for the inorganic chemicals industry increased about one percent
per year between 1992 and 1994. These values do not include inorganic
chemicals manufactured for captive use within a facility, nor the value of
other non-industrial inorganic chemical products manufactured by the same
facility. It does, however, include intra-company transfers which are
significant in this industry. The inorganic chemical industry’s growth rate is
expected to continue to increase with the growth of the economy. The U.S.
is a net exporter of inorganic chemicals with most exports shipped to the
European Community, (EC) followed by Canada and Mexico. This positive
trade balance increased significantly in 1993 to $1.7 billion and is expected
to continue as the European economy improves. By comparison, the 1992
Census of Manufactures for Industrial Organic Chemicals reports a 1992
value of shipments for organic chemicals of $64.5 billion and a total
emplo,vment of 125,100 people. The 1992 value of shipments for the entire
chemical industry. (SIC 28) totaled $292.3 billion with an employment of
850,000 people. ~0

Because inorganic chemicals are used in the manufacturing of many
products, the industry tends to grow at the same rate as overall industrial
production. In the late 1980s, the industry experienced high growth rates
and, in the early 1990s, the indust~, saw little real growth in output, as a
reflection of the U.S. economy’s recession. The industry, has historically had
low profit margins which, in recent years, have decreased further with
increasing pollution abatement costs. I~

Chlor-alkali Sector

The Bureau of the Census data for 1992 shows that there were 51 thcilities
within the inorganic chemicals industry, that manufactured alkalies and
chlorine. These chlor-alkali facilities employed 8,000 people and had a total
value of shipments of $2.8 billion. This was an increase of 1.7 percent from
1991. The chlor-alkali industry as a whole is expected to grow at its past rate
of 1.5 times gross domestic product (GDP) growth through the 1990s.
Because chlorine and caustic soda are electrolysis co-products, the
production of one product can depend on the demand of the other product.
The market pull has switched several times between caustic soda and
chlorine in the past few decades. Presently. chlorine demand is controlling
production: consequently, there is a current excess availabili~’ of caustic
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soda in the U.S. This excess material is typically exported to fill a significant
demand outside the U.S. The consumption of caustic soda is growing faster
than the consumption of chlorine, however, and domestic caustic soda
demand is expected to control production in the coming years.~2

After reaching record high levels in the late 1970s. chlorine production
declined in the early 1980s due in part to the economic recession between
! 980 and 1982. Chlorine production increased slowly through the 1980s and.
as of 1992, had not reached the record high levels and growth rates of the
1970s. This is due in part to the relative maturity of the chlorine usage
industries and more recent environmental pressures aimed at curtailing
chlorine use. Regulatory, restrictions on the production or disposal of some
products which require large amounts of chlorine to manufacture (i.e..
chlorofluorocarbons, PVC, and chlorinated solvents) have adversely affected
the market. Chlorine’s commercial appeal has been further reduced by
initiatives such as.the Imemational Joint Commission of Great Lakes Water
Qualiw (a Canada-U.S. environmental oversight group) and a number of
environmental groups which call for a gradual phaseout or an immediate ban
of chlorine and chlorinated compounds as industrial feedstocks.~3

The production of caustic soda is very, dependent on the short term and long
term chlorine demand and production because chlorine cannot be stored
economically. Increased demand for chlorine must be met immediately by
increased chlorine production via electrolysis of brine and. consequently.
caustic soda production. Domestic and export demand for caustic soda was
very strong in the 1980s with the pick up of the world economy and an
increase in pulp and paper production. In the late 1980s, there was a
worldwide shortage of caustic soda due to increased demand and lower U.S.
chlorine production. The demand for caustic soda is expected to continue to
grow in the coming years; however, there are a number of uncertainties that
may limit the growth rate. Some industries have begun switching from
caustic soda to soda ash where possible to avoid caustic soda shortages.
Soda ash, which is extremely plentiful in the U.S., is obtained almost entirely
from natural sources of trona ore. Demand for caustic soda may also
decrease as pulp mills increase their reclamation of caustic soda from spent
pulping liquor.~4
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IlL INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the inorganic
chemical industry,, including the materials and equipment used, and the
processes employed. The section is designed for those interested in gaining
a general understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention
opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to
replicate published engineering information that is available for this industry..
Refer to Section IX for a list of reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used production
processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts produced or released, and
the materials either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled
with schematic drawings of the identified processes, provide a concise
description of where wastes may be produced in the process. This section
also describes the potential fate (via air. water, and soil pathways) of these
waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Inorganic Chemical Industry.

Chlorine and caustic soda are co-products of electrolysis of saturated aqueous
solutions of sodium chloride, NaC1 (salt water or brine). In addition,
relatively small amounts (by weight) of hydrogen gas are produced in the
process. The overall chemical reaction is as follows:

2 NaC1 + 2 H,O ---. 2 NaOH + CI_, + H.,

Energy, in the form of direct ctirrent (d-c) electricity, is supplied to drive the
reaction. The amount of electrical energy required depends on the design of
the electrolytic cell. the voltage used, and the concentration of brine used.
For each ton of chlorine produced, 1.1 tons of sodium hydroxide and 28
kilogratns of hydrogen are produced.

Three types of electrolysis processes are used for the manufacture of
chlorine, caustic soda, and hydrogen from brine:

¯ Mercury Cell Process
¯ Diaphragm Cell Process
¯ Membrane Cell Process

Virtually all chlorine produced in the U.S. is manufactured by one of these
three electrolysis processes. Each electrolytic cell consists of an anode and
cathode in contact with the brine solution. Exhibit 5 shows the basic
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elements, inputs and outputs of each ty, pe of electrol.x-tic cell. The
distinguishing feature of each cell type is the method employed to separate
and prevent the mixing of the chlorine gas and sodium hydroxide.
Consequently, each process produces a different purity of chlorine gas and
a different concentration of caustic soda. Exhibit 6 is a summary, of the
major differences between each cell type. In 1988, diaphragm cells
accounted for 76 percent of all domestic chlorine production, followed by
mercury, cells with 17 percent, and membrane cells with five percent. The
industry, is moving awav from mercury, and diaphragm cells and is moving
towards the use of membrane cells. Membrane cells are a relatively recent
development which have fewer adverse effects on the environment and
produce a higher quality product at a lower cost than the other methods, t:~6
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Exhibit 5: Chlorine Electrolysis Cells

ChlonneL_
bdne m m

n __ ~ -- Mercury
~ons (Na ÷) Cell

Depleted~ ll! Cathode(-)
brine Na-Hg amalgam

Mercunjin J " L Amalgam
to decomposer

Chlorine
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~" ---. ----"----- SoOium
bnne ~- ~--.=.__ ions (Na~÷)’ --
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~.. ions (OH ")~
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(÷) ~ (.)

I

I’ Dilute caustic soda
Diaphragm and sodium chloride

Chlodne Hydrogen

Saturated                                Water
SoOium

brine

Membrane
Cell

Depleted

bnne

ConcentratedIon-exchange membrane caustic soda

(Source: Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 4th Edition, 199,1.)
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Exhibit 6: Main Characteristics of the Different Electrolysis Processes

Component Mercury Cell Diaphragm Cell Membrane Cell

Cathode IVlercury flowing Steel or steel coatedStee! or nickel with a
over steel with activated nickelnickel based

catal.,,tic coating -

Diaphragm/ None Asbestos or polymer Ion-exchange
Membrane modified asbestos membrane

Anode Titanium with RuO2Titanium with RuO:Titanium with RuO_.
or TiO2 coating or TiO~_ coating or TiO: coating
(DSA anode) (DSA anode) (DSA anode)

Cathode Sodium amalgam 10-12% NaOH with 30-33% NaOH and
Product 15-17% NaC1 and H,

H,

Decomposer/ 50% NaOH and H,_ 50% NaOH with 1% 50% NaOH with
Evaporator from decomposer NaC1 and solid salt very little salt
Product from evaporator

Electricity 3.300 kWh per ton 2,750 kWh per ton 2.100-2.450 kwh per
Consumption CI., CI,_ ton NaOH

Source: Kirk-Othmcr Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, 4th Edition. 1994.

III.A.1. Mercury Cell

The mercury cell process consists of slightly inclined steel troughs through
which a thin layer of mercury (about three mm) flows over the bottom
(Exhibit 7). The cells are operated at 75 to 85 °C and atmospheric pressure.
The mercury, layer serves as the cathode for the process and the saturated
brine solution (25.5 percent NaCl by weight) flows through the troughs
above the mercury.. The anodes are usually incorporated into the cell covers
and are suspended horizontally in the brine solution. The height of the
anodes within the brine is adjusted to the optimal height either manually or
through an automatic computer controlled system.~7

Electrolytic cell anodes were made of graphite until the late 1960s when
anodes of titanium coated with ruthenium oxide (RuO2) and titanium oxide
(TiO2) were developed. The RuO., and TiO2 anodes, termed DSA
(dimensionally stable) anodes, are more stable than the graphite anodes (i.e..
they do not need to be replaced as frequently) and are more energy
efficient. ~s
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Exhibit 7: Mercury. Electrolysis Cell and Flow Diagram

012

(~) Na-amalgam ~ .~- 50/o NaOH

graphite contact

(Source: Industrial Inorganic Chemistry, B0chner. et al., 1989.)

The chlorine gas is produced at the anodes where it moves upward through
gas extraction slits in the cell covers. Sodium ions are absorbed by the
mercury, layer and the resulting sodium and mercury mixture, called the
amalgam, is processed in "decomposer" cells to generate sodium hydroxide
and reusable mercury. The ~’nalgam entering the decomposer cell has a
sodium concentration of approximately 0.2 to 0.5 percent by weight. The
decomposer consists of a short-circuited electrical cell where graphite serves
as the anode and the amalgam serves as the cathode. The amalgam and water
flowing through the cell come into direct contact with the graphite. The
hydrolysis of the water on the graphite in the presence of the amalgam results
in a strong exothermic reaction generating mercury, to be reused in the
electrolytic cell. a 50 percent caustic soda solution, and hydrogen gas.
Mercury. cells are operated to maintain a 21 to 22 percent by weight NaCI
concentration in the depleted brine leaving the cell. The dissolved chlorine
is removed from the depleted brine solution, which is then resaturated with
solid salt and purified for further use. Some facilities purge small amounts
of brine solution and use new brine as make-up in order to prevent the build
up of sulfate impurities in the brine. ~9..,0
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The mercury process has the advantage over diaphragm and membrane cells
in that it produces a pure chlorine gas with no oxygen, and a pure 50 percent
caustic soda solution without having to further concentrate a more dilute
solution. However, mercury, cells operate at a higher voltage than diaphragm
and membrane cells and. therefore, use more energy. The process also
requires a very. pure brine solution with little or no metal contaminants.
Furthermore, elaborate precautions must be taken to avoid releases of
mercury to the environment.

III.A.2. Diaphragm Cell

In the diaphragm cell process, multiple cells consisting of DSA anode plates
and cathodes are mounted vertically and parallel to each other (Exhibit 8).
Each cell consists of one anode and cathode pair. The cathodes are typically
fiat hollow steel mesh or perforated steel structures covered with asbestos
fibers, which serve as the diaphragm. The asbestos fiber structure of the
diaphragm prevents the mixing of hydrogen and chlorine by allowing liquid
to pass through to the cathode, but not fine bubbles of chlorine gas formed
at the anodes. The diaphragm also hinders the back-diffusion to the anode
of hydroxide (OH) ions formed at the cathode. The cells are operated at O0
to 95 °C and atmospheric pressure. Brine flows continuously into the anode
chamber and. subsequently, through the diaphragm to the cathode. As in the
mercury, cell process, chlorine gas is formed at the anodes: however, in the
diaphragm process, caustic soda solution and hydrogen gas are formed
directly at the cathode. The chlorine gas is drawn off from above the anodes
for further processing. The hydrogen gas is drawn off separately from the
cathode chambers.~" 1"2’

Two basic types of diaphragm cells are in use today. The first, monopolar
cells, have an electrode arrangement in which the anodes and cathodes are
arranged in parallel. As a result of this configuration, all cells have the same
voltage of about three to four volts: up to 200 cells can be constructed in one
circuit. The second basic type of diaphragm cell is the bipolar cell, in which
the anode of one cell is directly connected to the cathode of the next cell unit.
This ty. pe of arrangement minimizes voltage loss between cells: however.
since the total voltage across the entire set of cells is the sum of the
individual cell voltages, the number of cells per unit is limited. To
compensate for the reduced anode and cathode surface area in the bipolar
configuration, bipolar units tend to be much larger than monopolar units.
Production of chlorine and caustic soda by the diaphragm process is split
approximately equally between monopolar and bipolar systems,z~
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Exhibit 8: Typical Diaphragm Electrolysis Cell and Flow Diagram

NaCI pure brine
CHLORINE

NaCI H=O conaensate (~ C 2
pure CI2

solution I I ,
v I , , ~

pr~ipi~tion slu~g~ ~
r~over~ ~It

(Source: Industrial Inorganic Chemistry,, Btichner, et al.. 1989)

Diaphragm cells are operated such that about 50 percent of the input NaCI is
decomposed resulting in an effluent mixture of brine and caustic soda
solution containing eight to 12 percent NaOH and 12 to 18 percent NaC1 bv
weight. This solution is evaporated to 50 percent NaOH by weight at which
point all of the salt. except a residual 1.0 to 1.5 percent by weight.
precipitates out. The salt generated is very, pure and is typically used to make
more brine. Because the brine and caustic soda solution are mixed in a single
effluent, a fresh brine solution (no recycled brine) is constantly entering the
system. The diaphragm cell process does not, therefore, require a brine purge
to prevent sulfate build up, or treatment to remove entrained chlorine gas. as
in the mercury cell process.-’4

Diaphragms are constructed of asbestos because of its chemical and physical
stability and because it is a relatively inexpensive and abundant material.
Beginning in the early 1970s. asbestos diaphragms began to be replaced by
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diaphragms containing 75 percent asbestos and 25 percent fibrous
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). These diaphragms, trade named Modified
Diaphragms, are more stable and operate more efficiently than the fully
asbestos diaphragms. Modified Diaphragms are the most common
diaphragms currently in use.-’~

Diaphragm cells have the advantage of operating at a lo\ver voltage than
mercury, cells and, therefore, use less electricity. In addition, the brine
entering a diaphragm cell can be less pure than that required by mercury, and
membrane cells. The chlorine gas produced by the diaphragm process.
however, is not pure and must be processed to remove oxygen, water, salt.
and sodium hydroxide. Another disadvantage of the process is that the
caustic soda produced contains chlorides and requires evaporation to bring
it to a usable concentration.26

III.A.3. Membrane Cell

In the membrane cell process, the anode and cathode are separated by a
water-impermeable ion-conducting membrane (Exhibit 9). Brine solution
flows through the anode compartment where chlorine gas is generated. The
sodium ions migrate through the membrane to the cathode compartment
which contains flowing caustic soda solution. Water is hydrolyzed at the
cathode, releasing hydrogen gas and hydroxide (OH) ions. The sodium and
hydroxide ions combine to produce caustic soda which is typically brought
to a concentration of 32 to 35 percent by recirculating the solution before it
is discharged from the cell. The membrane prevents the migration of
chloride ions from the anode compartment to the cathode compartment;
therefore, the caustic soda solution produced does not contain salt as in the
diaphragm cell process. D,epleted brine is discharged from the anode
compartment and resaturated with salt.-’7

The cathode material used in membrane ceils is either stainless steel or
nickel. The cathodes are often coated with a catalyst that is more stable than
the substrate and that increases surface area and electrical conductivity.
Coating materials include Ni-S, Ni-AI, and Ni-NiO mixtures, as well as
mixtures of nickel and platinum group metals. Anodes are b’pically of the
DSA type.28

The most critical components of the membrane ceils are the membranes
themselves. The membranes must remain stable while being exposed to
chlorine on one side and a strong caustic solution on the other. Furthermore.
the membranes must have low electrical resistance, and allow the transport
of sodium ions and not chloride ions and reinforcing fabric, and a
perfluorocarboxlate polymer all bonded together.
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Exhibit 9: Typical Membrane Electrolysis Cell

Pure brine

(Source: Industrial Inorganic Chemistry, Btlchner, et al., 1989.)

Membrane cells can be configured either as monopolar or bipolar. As in the
case of the diaphragm cell process, the bipolar cells have less voltage loss
between the cells than the monopolar cells; however, the number of cells
connected together in the sam~ circuit is limited.-’9

Membrane cells have the advantages of producing a very. pure caustic soda
solution and of using less electricity than the mercury, and diaphragm
processes. In addition, the membrane process does not use highly toxic
materials such as mercury and asbestos. Disadvantages of the membrane
process are that the chlorine gas produced must be processed to remove
oxygen and water vapor, and the caustic soda produced must be evaporated
to increase the concentration. Furthermore, the brine entering a membrane
cell must be of a very high purity, which often requires costly additional
purification steps prior to electrolysis.3°
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III.A.4. Auxiliary. Processes

Brine Purification

Approximately 70 percent of the salt used in chlorine gas production is
extracted from natural salt deposits: the remainder is evaporated from
seawater. Salt from natural deposits is either mined in solid form or is
leached from the subsurface. Leaching involves the injection of freshwater                -
into subterranean salt deposits and pumping out brine solution. Brine
production from seawater .typically occurs by solar evaporation in a series of
ponds to concentrate the seawater, precipitate out impurities, and precipitate
out solid sodium chloride. Regardless of the method used to obtain the salt,
it will contain impurities that must be removed before being used in the
electrolysis process. Impurities primarily consist of calcium, magnesium.
barium, iron, aluminum, sulfates, and trace metals. Impurities can
significantly reduce the efficiency of the electrolytic cells, by precipitating
out and subsequently blocking a diaphragm or damaging a membrane
depending on the process used. Certain trace metals, such as vanadium.
reduce the efficiency of mercury cells and cause the production of potentially
dangerous amounts of hydrogen gas. Removal of impurities accounts for a
significant portion of the overall costs of chlor-alkali production, especially

31in the membrane process.

In addition to the dissolved natural impurities, chlorine must be removed
from the recycled brine solutions used in mercury and membrane processes.
Dissolved chlorine gas entering the anode chamber in the brine solution will
react with hydroxide ions formed at the cathode to form chlorate which
reduces product yields. In addition, chlorine gas in the brine solution will
cause corrosion of pipes, pumps, and containers during further processing of
the brine. In a typical chlorine plant. HC1 is added to the brine solution
leaving the cells to liberate the chlorine gas. A vacuum is applied to the
solution to collect the chlorine gas for further treatment. To further reduce
the chlorine levels, sodium sulfite or another reducing agent is added to
remove the final traces of chlorine. Dechlorinated brine is then resaturated
with solid salt before further treating to remove impurities.-~-"

Depending on the amount of impurities in the salt and the electrolysis process
utilized, different purification steps will be required. Brine solution is
.typically heated before treatment to improve reaction times and precipitation
of impurities. Calcium carbonate impurities are precipitated out through
treatment with sodium carbonate; magnesium, iron. and aluminum are
precipitated out through treatment with sodium hydroxide: and sulfates are
precipitated out through the addition of calcium chloride or barium
carbonate. Most trace metals are also precipitated out through these
processes. Flocculants are sometimes added to the clarifying equipment to
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improve settling. The sludges generated in this process are washed to
recover entrained sodium chloride. Following the clarification steps, the
brine solution is typically passed through sand filters followed by polishing
filters. The brine passing through these steps will contain less than four parts
per million (ppm) calcium and 0.5 ppm magnesium which is sufficient
purification for the diaphragm and mercu~, cell processes. For brine to be
used in the membrane process, however, requires a combined calcium and
magnesium content of less than 20 parts per billion (ppb). Brine for the
membrane process is, therefore, passed through ion exchange columns to
further remove impurities.33

Chlorine Processing

The chlorine gas produced by electrolytic processes is saturated with water
vapor. Chlorine gas from the diaphragm process also contains liquid droplets
of sodium hydroxide and salt solution. The first steps in processing the
chlorine to a usable product consists of cooling the chlorine to less than ten
degrees centigrade and then passing it through demisters or electrostatic
precipitators to remove water and solids. Next the chlorine is passed through
packed towers with concentrated sulfuric acid flowing countercurrently. The
water vapor is absorbed by the sulfuric acid and the dry chlorine gas is then
passed through demisters to remove sulfuric acid mist. If the chlorine is to
be liquefied, liquid chlorine is then added to the gas to further purify, the
chlorine and to prechill it prior to compression. Prechilling is primarily
carried out to prevent the temPerature from reaching the chlorine-steel
ignition point during compression.34

Chlorine gas is either used in gaseous form within the facility.., transferred to
customers via pipeline, or liquefied for storage or transport. Liquid chlorine
is of a higher purity than gaseous chlorine and is either used within the
facility, or is transferred via rail tank car, tank truck, or tank barge. The
demand for liquid chlorine has increased in recent years and. in 1987.
accounted for about 81 percent of chlorine produced in the U.S.35

Chlorine liquefaction processes typically liquefy only about 90-95 percent
of the chlorine. This gas and the chlorine gas left inside tank truck tanks, rail
car tanks, or barges after removal of liquid chlorine is impure and must be
recovered in a chlorine recovery unit. The gas is compressed and cooled
using cold water followed by Freon. 1"he chilled gas is fed up through a
packed column in which carbon tetrachloride flows downward absorbing the
chlorine. The chlorine-rich carbon tetrachloride is fed to a chlorine stripper
in which the chlorine and carbon tetrachloride separate as they are heated.
The chlorine gas is cooled and scrubbed of carbon tetrachloride using liquid
chlorine and the resulting pure chlorine is sent to the chlorine liquethction
system.;6
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Caustic Soda Processing

Caustic soda solution generated from chlor-alkali processes is typically
processed to remove impurities and to concentrate it to either a 50 percent or
73 percent water-based solution or to anhydrous caustic soda. The caustic
soda from the mercury, and membrane processes is relatively pure. Product
from the mercury process requires only filtration to remove mercury, droplets.
The evaporators used to concentrate the caustic soda solution in the
diaphragm process are ~’pically multi-stage forced circulation evaporators.
The evaporators have salt settling systems to remove precipitated salt.
Sodium borohydride is often added to reduce corrosion of the equipment.
Evaporators Ibr the membrane process are usually much simpler than those
for the diaphragm process because the salt concentration in the membrane
cell caustic solution is very, low.37

Hydrogen Processing

The hydrogen produced in all of the electrol,vtic processes contains small
amounts of water vapor, sodium hydroxide, and salt which is removed
through cooling. The hydrogen produced during the mercury, cell process
also contains small amounts of mercury which must be removed by cooling
the hydrogen gas to condense the mercury and treating with activated
carbon?s

III.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs in the Production Line

Inputs and pollutant outputs of the chlor-alkali industry are relatively small
both in number and volume in comparison to the chemical manufacturing
industry, as a whole. The inputs are primarily salt and water as feedstocks:
acids and chemical precipitants used to remove impurities in the input brine
or output chlorine and caustic soda; and freon used for liquefying and
purifying the chlorine gas produced. The major pollutant outputs from all
three electrolytic processes are chlorine gas emissions (both fugitive and
point source); spent acids: freon (both fugitive and point source); impurities
removed from the input salt or brine; and pollutants originating from
electrolytic cell materials and other system parts.

Pollutant outputs have decreased in recent years as the industry, moves away
from the mercury, and diaphragm cell processes to the more efficient (in
terms of material and energy inputs and outputs) membrane cell process. In
addition, improved cell part materials have been developed, such as DSA
anodes and Modified Diaphragms, which are more stable and create less
undesirable byproducts.
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Inputs and pollutant outputs from the auxiliary, processes such as brine
purification, chlorine processing, caustic soda processing, and hydrogen
processing are described in Section III.B.4.

III.B.1. Mercury Cell

Wastewater streams from mercury cell facilities arise from the chlorine
drying process, brine purge, and miscellaneous sources. Small amounts of
mercury are found in the brine purge and miscellaneous sources which
include floor sumps and cell wash water. Before treatment, mercury
concentrations (principally in the form of mercuric chloride, HgCI~-")
typically range from 0 to 20 ppm. Thereby segregating most mercury
bearing wastewater streams from non-mercury bearing wastewater streams.
Prior to treatment, sodium hydrosulfide is used to precipitate mercuric
sulfide. The mercuric sulfide is removed through filtration before the water
is discharged.39

Air emissions consist of mercury vapor and chlorine gas released in
relatively small amounts as fugitive emissions from the cells: and in the tail
gases of the chlorine processing, caustic soda processing, and hydrogen
processing. Process tail gases are wet scrubbed with caustic soda or soda ash
solutions to remove chlorine and mercury, vapor. Residual chlorine
emissions in tail gases after treatment are less than one kg per 1,000 kg of
chlorine produced and mercury emissions are negligible. The tail gas
scrubber water is typically reused as brine make-up water?°

Solid wastes containing mercury include: solids generated during brine
purification; spent graphite from decomposer cells; spent caustic filtration
cartridges from the filtration of caustic soda solution: spilled mercury, from
facility sumps; and mercury c~ll "butters," which are semisolid amalgams of
mercury with barium or iron formed when an excess of barium is used during
salt purification. Most mercury bearing solid wastes are shipped off-site to
outside reclaimers who recover the mercury,. The remaining wastes are
disposed of in secure landfills using either chemical or physical methods to
recover maximum feasible amount of mercury.~

III.B.2. Diaphragm Cell

Wastewater streams from the diaphragm cell process originate from the
barometric condenser during caustic soda evaporation, chlorine dr3"ing, and
from purification of salt recovered from the evaporators. These wastewaters
and their treatment are described below in Section III.B.4. The use of lead
and graphite anodes and asbestos diaphragms generates lead. asbestos, and
chlorinated hydrocarbons in the caustic soda and chlorine processing waste
streams. Lead salts and chlorinated hydrocarbons are generated from
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corrosion of the anodes, and asbestos particles are formed by the degradation
of the diaphragm with use. Over the past twenty, years, all but a few
diaphragm cell facilities have switched from the use of lead and graphite
anodes with asbestos diaphragms to DSA anodes and Modified Diaphragms
which resist corrosion and degradation. The lead, asbestos, and chlorinated
hydrocarbon contaminants are, therefore, no longer discharged in significant
amounts from most diaphragm cell chlor-alkali facilities. Those facilities
that discharged caustic processing wastewater streams to on-site lagoons
may. however, still have significant levels of these contaminants on-site.42

Chlorine is released in relatively small amounts as fugitive emissions from
the cells and in the process tail gases. Process tail gases are wet scrubbed
with soda ash or caustic soda solutions to remove chlorine. Residual chlorine
emissions in tail gases after treatment are negligible. The spent caustic
solution is neutralized prior to discharge.43

Solid wastes generated in the diaphragm process consist primarily of solids
generated during brine purification and scrapped cell parts including, cell
covers, piping and used diaphragms. Discarded cell parts are either
landfilled on-site, as is typically the case for spent diaphragms, or shipped
off-site for disposal. Used cathodes and DSA anodes are shipped off-site for
recovery of their titanium content.~4

III.B.3. Membrane Cell

Wastewater from the diaphragm cell process originates from the barometric
condenser during caustic soda evaporation, chlorine drying, and wash water
from the ion exchange resin used to purify the brine solution. The ion
exchange wash water consists of dilute hydrochloric acid with small amounts
of dissolved calcium, magnesium, and aluminum chloride. The wastewater
is combined with the other process wastewaters and treated by
neutralization.4~

Chlorine is released in relatively small amounts as fugitive emissions from
the cells and in the process tail gases. Process tail gases are wet scrubbed
with soda ash or caustic soda solutions to remove chlorine. Residual chlorine
emissions in tail gases after treatment are negligible. The spent caustic
solution is neutralized prior to discharge.46

Solid waste generated in the diaphragm process consists primarily of solids
generated during brine purification and used cell parts which include
membranes, cathodes and DSA anodes. The used membranes are typically
returned to the supplier and the used cathodes and DSA anodes are shipped
off-site for recovery of their titanium content.~7
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III.B.4. Auxiliary. Processes

Brine Purification

Brine solutions are w, pically treated with a number of chemicals to remove
impurities prior to input to the electrolytic cells. In the case of mercury, and
membrane cell systems, the brine is first acidified with HCI to remove
dissolved chlorine. Next. sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate are added
to precipitate calcium and magnesium ions as calcium carbonate and
magnesium hydroxide. Barium carbonate is then added to remove sulfates
which precipitate out as barium sulfate. The precipitants are removed from
the brine solution bv settling and filtration. Pollutant outputs from this
process include fugitive chlorine emissions and brine muds?8

Brine muds are one of the largest waste streams of the chlor-alkali industry.
On average, about 30 kilograms ~kg) of brine mud are generated for ever3.’
1,000 kg of chlorine produced. The volume of mud will vary. however.
depending on the purity, of the salt used. Some facilities use pre-purified
(i.e., chemical grade) evaporated salts which will produce only 0.7 to 6.0 kg
of brine mud per 1,000 kg of chlorine produced. Brine mud typically
contains magnesium hydroxide, calcium carbonate, and. in most cases.
barium sulfate. Mercury, cell brine muds usually contain mercury, either
the elemental form or as the complex ion, mercuric chloride (HgCI~-~).
Mercury- containing brine muds are typically disposed of in a RCRA Subtitle
C landfill after treatment with sodium sulfide which converts the mercury to
an insoluble sulfide.49

Brine muds are usually segregated from other process wastes and stored in
lagoons on-site. When the la, goons become filled, the brine mud is either
dredged and landfilled off-site, or drained and covered over. Some plants
that use brine solution leached from subterranean deposits inject brine muds
into the salt cavities that are no longer being used.-~°

Chlorine Processing

The chlorine gas recovered from electrolytic cells is cooled to remove water
vapor. The condensed water is usually recycled as brine make-up although
some facilities combine this waste stream with other waterborne waste
streams prior to treatment. The remaining water vapor is removed by
scrubbing the chlorine gas with concentrated sulfuric acid. The chlorine gas
is then compressed and cooled to form liquid chlorine. Between six kg and
35 kg of 79 percent sulfuric acid wastewater is generated per 1.000 kg of
chlorine produced. The majority of the spent sulfuric acid waste is shipped
off-site tbr refortification to concentrated sulfuric acid or for use in other
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processes. The remainder is used to control effluent pH and/or is discharged
to water or land disposed.5t

The process of purifying and liquefying impure chlorine gas involves the
absorption of the chlorine in a stream of carbon tetrachloride. The chlorine
is subsequently removed in a stripping process in which the carbon
tetrachloride is either recovered and reused, or is vented to the atmosphere,t’-

Caustic Soda Processing

Caustic soda solution generated from chlor-alkali processes is typically
processed to remove impurities and, in the case of the diaphragm and
membrane processes, is concentrated to either a 50 percent or 73 percent
water-based solution or to anhydrous caustic soda. About five tons of water
must be evaporated per ton of 50 percent caustic soda solution produced.
The water vapor from the evaporators is condensed in barometric condensers
and, in the case of the diaphragm process, will primarily contain about 15
percent caustic soda solution and high concentrations of salt. If sodium
sulfate is not removed during the brine purification process, salt recovered
from the evaporators is often recrystallized to avoid sulfate buildup in the
brine. If the salt is recrystallized, the wastewater from sodium hvdroxide
processing will also contain sodium sulfates. Significant le-,,els of copper
may also be present in the wastewater due to corrosion of pipes and other
equipment. Wastewater from the membrane process contains caustic soda
solution and virtually no salt or sodium sulfates?3

Caustic soda processing wastewater is typically neutralized with hydrochloric
acid, lagooned, and then discharged directly to a receiving water or land
disposed. The caustic soda generated from the mercury process only requires
filtration to remove mercury droplets which are typically recovered tbr reuse.

Hydrogen Processing

The hydrogen produced in all of the electrolytic processes contains small
amounts of water vapor, sodium hydroxide, and salt which is removed
through cooling. Condensed salt water and sodium hydroxide solution is
either recycled as brine make-up or treated with other waterborne waste
streams. The hydrogen produced during the mercury, cell process, however.
also contains small amounts of mercury which must be removed prior to
liquefaction. Most of the entrained mercury is extracted by cooling the gas.
The condensed mercury is then returned to the electrolytic cells. Some
facilities further purify the hydrogen gas of mercury using activated carbon
treatment. Spent activated carbon is ,typically shipped off-site as a hazardous
waste.54
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III.C. Management of Chemicals In Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of TRI chemicals in xvaste and efforts
made to eliminate or reduce those quantities. These data have been collected
annually in Section 8 of the TRI reporting Form R beginning with the 1991
reporting year. The data summarized below cover the years 1992-1995 and
is meant to provide a basic understanding of the quantities of waste handled
by the industry., the methods typically used to manage this waste, and recent
trends in these methods. TRI waste management data can be used to assess
trends in source reduction within individual industries and facilities, and for
specific TILl chemicals. This information could then be used as a tool in
identifying opportunities for pollution prevention compliance assistance
activities.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion of TRI
wastes reported as recycled on-site has increased and the portions treated or
managed through treatment on-site have decreased between 1992 and 1995
(projected). While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are estimates
of quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and 1995 are
projections only. The PPA requires these projections to encourage facilities
to consider future waste generation and source reduction of those quantities
as well as movement up the waste management hierarchv. Future-year
estimates are not commitments that facilities reporting under TRI are
required to meet.

Exhibit 10 shows that the inorganic chemicals industry managed about 1.7
trillion pounds of production-related waste (total quantity of TRI chemicals
in the waste from routine production operations) in 1993 (column B).
Column C reveals that of this production-related waste, 15 percent was either
transferred off-site or released to the environment. Column C is calculated
by dividing the total TRI transfers and releases by the total quantity of
production-related waste. In other words, about 85 percent of the industry’s
TRI wastes were managed on-site through recycling, ener.w¢, recovery., or
treatment as shown in columns E. F and G, respectively. The majority of
waste that is released or transferred off-site can be divided into portions that
are recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or treated off-site as
shown in columns H, I and J, respectively. The remaining portion of the
production related wastes (11 percent), shown in column D. is either released
to the environment through direct discharges to air. land. water, and
underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.
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Exhibit 10: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for Inorganic Chemicals Industry.
(SIC 281) as Reported within TRI

A B     C     D
On-Site              Off-Site

Quantity of~

Production- % Released

] [Related % Released! and E        F G H I       J
Waste and Disposed~

Year (106 Ibs.)" Transferredb Qff-site O/o    % Energy % % o~, Energy %

Recycled Recovery.Treated Rec)’cledRecoverT, Treatec

1992 1,642 16% 12% 42% 0% 42% <1% <1% 3%

1993 1,712 15% 1 I% 45% 0% 40% <1% <1% 3%

199~, 1,759 --- 11% -t7°/o <1% 39% <1% <!% 3%

1995 1,732 --- 10% .    48% 0% 40% <1% ] < 1% 3%

¯ Within this industry, sector, non-production related waste is < 1% of production related wastes for 1993.
b Total TRI transfers and releases as reported in Section 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production related

wastes.
� Percentage of production related waste released to the environment and transferred off-site for disposal.
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutant
releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of comparative
pollutant release information is the Toxic Release Inventory System (TRI).
Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.
TILl includes self-reported facility release and transfer data for over 600 toxic
chemicals. Facilities within SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that                -
have more than 10 employees, and that are above weight-based reporting
thresholds are required to report TILl on-site releases and off-site transfers.
TRI is not specific to the chemical industry. The information presented
within the sector notebooks is derived from the most recently available
(1993) TRI reporting year (which then included 316 chemicals), and focuses
primarily on the on-site releases reported by each sector. Because TILl
requires consistent reporting regardless of sector, it is an excellent tool for
drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases, please note that in general, toxic chemical
releases across all industries have been declining. In fact, according to the
1993 Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by 42.7
percent between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have decreased.
the total amount of reported toxic waste has not declined because the amount
of toxic chemicals transferred off-site has increased. Transfers have
increased from 3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to 4.7 billion pounds in 1993.
Better management practices have led to increases in off-site transfers of
toxic chemicals for recycling. More detailed information can be obtained
from EPA’s annual Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release book
(which is available through the EPCRA Hotline at 800-535-0202). or directly
from the Toxic Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-
260-1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the primary
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TILl data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been obtained.
these data have been included to augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding TRI data.
Within some sectors, the majority of facilities are not subject to TILl
reporting because they are not considered manufacturing industries, or
because they are below TRI reporting thresholds. Examples are the mining.
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dr)" cleaning, printing, and transportation equipment cleaning sectors. For
these sectors, release information from other sources has been included.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each industry.
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity, of each chemical that is released. The Agency is in the process of
developing an approach to assign toxicological weightings to each chemical
released so that one can differentiate between pollutants with significant
differences in toxicity.. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental
impact of the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook
briefly summarizes the toxicological properties of the top chemicals (by
weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SiC Code -- is the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal economic
statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between facility, and industry
data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-time
employees and are above established chemical throu~put thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must submit estimates for al!
chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies of
water, releases at the facility, to land. as well as contained disposal into
underground injection wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emission occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include losses
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from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses from impoundments, spills, or
leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water. Any
estimates for stormwater runoff and non-point losses must also be included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of toxic chemicals in waste to on-site
landfills, land treated or incorporation into soil, surface impoundments.
spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the facilit~"s
boundaries for inclusion in this category..

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility, that
is geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under
TRI. The quantities reported represent a movement of the chemical away
from the reporting facility. Except for off-site transfers tbr disposal, these
quantities do not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the
environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred throu_~_h pipes or sewers
to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment and chemical
removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment methods used.
Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the POTW are generally released to
surface waters or landfilled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of regenerating
or recovering still valuable materials. Once these chemicals have been
recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold
commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery. -- are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy, recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical separation.
In some cases, the chemicals are not destroyed but prepared for further waste
management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.
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IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Inorganic Chemical Industry

The 1993 TRI data presented in Exhibits 11 and 12 for inorganic chemicals
manufacturing covers 555 facilities. These facilities listed SIC 281
(industrial inorganic chemicals) as a primary SIC code. The Bureau of
Census identified 1,429 facilities manufacturing inorganic chemicals. More
than half of these facilities, however, have fewer than 20 employees, many
of which are likely to be below the TRI reporting thresholds of employment                -
(TRI reporting threshold is greater than 10 employees) ancL’or chemical use
and, therefore, are not required to report to TILl.

According to TRI data. in 1993 the inorganic chemical industry released
(discharged to the air. water, or land without treatment) and transferred
(shipped off-site) a total of 250 million pounds of 112 different chemical
toxic chemicals. This represents about 10 percent of the TRI releases and
transfers of the chemical manufacturing industry and about three percent of
the total releases and transfers of all manufacturers that year. In comparison.
the organic chemical industry (SIC 286) produced 438 million pounds that
year, almost twice that of the inorganic chemical industry.::

The chemical industr~"s releases have been declining in recent years.
Between 1988 and 1993 TILl emissions from chemical companies (all those
categorized within SIC 28, not just inorganic chemical manuthcturers) to air.
land, and water were reduced 44 percent, which is slightly above the average
for all manufacturing sectors reporting to TRI.56

Because the chemical industry (SIC 28) has historically released more T1LI
chemicals than any other industry, the EPA has worked to improve
environmental performance within this sector. This has been done through
a combination of enforceme~it actions, regulatory requirements, pollution
prevention projects, and voluntary programs (e.g. 33/50). In addition, the
chemical industry has focused on reducing pollutant releases. For example.
the Chemical Manufacturers Association’s (CMA’s) Responsible Care
initiative is intended to reduce or eximinate chemical manufacturers’ waste.
All 184 members of the CMA, firms that account for the majority, of U.S.
chemical industry sales and earnings, are required to participate in the
program. Participation involves demonstrating a commitment to the
program’s mandate of continuous improvement in environment, health, and
safety. In June of 1994, the CMA approved the use of a third-party
verification of management plans to meet these objectives.

Exhibits 11 and 12 present the number and volumes of chemicals released
and transferred by inorganic chemical facilities, respectively. The frequency
with which chemicals are reported by facilities within a sector is one
indication of the diversity of operations and processes. Many of the TILl
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chemicals are released or transferred by only a small number of facilities
which indicates a wide diversity of production processes, particularly for
specialty inorganics -- over 70 percent of the 110 chemicals reported are
released or transferred by fewer than 10 facilities.

The inorganic chemical industry releases 69 percent of its total TRI
poundage to the water (including 67 percent to underground injection and
two percent to surface waters), 14 percent to the air, and 17 percent to the
land. This release profile differs from other TRI industries which average
approximately 30 percent to the water. 59 percent to air. and 10 percent to
land. Examining the inorganic chemical industry’s TRI reported toxic
chemical releases highlights the likely origins of the large water releases for
the industry (Exhibit 11).

As presented in Exhibit 11, on-site underground injection of essentially one
chemical, hydrochloric acid, accounts for the largest portion. 55 percent, of
the inorganic chemical industry’s total releases and transfers as reported in
TRI. Only five facilities of the 555 identified facilities reported releasing
hydrochloric acid through underground injection. Two of these facilities
accounted for over 85 percent of the total hydrochloric acid injected to the
subsurface, or 42 percent of the inorganic chemical industr3o’s total releases
and transfers. Land disposal accounted for the next largest amount, 17
percent, of the industry’s total releases. The largest single chemical released
to the air by the inorganic chemical industry, carbonyl sulfide, is only emitted
by eleven facilities manufacturing certain inorganic pigments.

Discharges to POTWs accounted for 43 percent of the industry’s total
transfers of TRI chemicals. Ammonia, hydrochloric acid. and sulfuric acid
account for over 66 percent of the 70 million pounds transferred off-site.
Finally, approximately 22 million pounds, accounting for 31 percent of the
total, are transferred off-site for treatment (Exhibit 12).
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Exhibit I I : 1993 Releases for Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 281) in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT WATER UNDERGROUND LAND TOTAL AVG. RELEASES
CIIEMICAL NAME CIIEMICAL AIR AIR DISCIIARGES INJECTION DISPOSAl. RELEASES PER FACILITY

SUI.FURIC ACID 311 47,743 538,584 7,482 5 29,520 623,334 2,004
IIYDROCIILORIC ACID 167 29,428 1,420,262 3,748 120,745,708 213,351 122,677,352 734,595
AMMONIA 152 1,984,440 2,726,774 1,885.475 0 1,162,987 7,759,676 51,051

CIII,ORINE 121 52,954 3,017,393 6,105 0 0 3,076,452 25,425

Pl IOSPI IORIC ACID 72 4,673 417,181 500 5 0 422,359 5,866
NITRIC ACID 71 13,211 56,538 250 5 0 70,004 986
ACUTIT)NE 54 40,304 19,261 0 0 0 59,565 1,103
ZINC COMPO[ JNDS 53 39,17 i 72,705 104,180 0 86,384 302,440 5,706
CIIROMI|IM COMPOUNDS 41 4,294 13,0{)8 33,935 0 19,036,934 19,088,171 465,565
COPPER COMPOONDS 33 2,317 15,238 1,827 0 428 19,8 IO 60{)
NICKEl. COMPOUNDS 29 1,253 20,000 8,872 5 34,289 64,419 2,22 I
METliANOI. 28 105,224 878,239 77,887 0 0 1,061,350 37,905
BARI[ JM COMPOUNDS 27 2,279 8,176 5,629 0 353,000 369,084 13,670
DIClll ORODIFI.UOROMETHANE 26 741,761 54,302 0 0 0 796,063 30,618
I.EAD COMPOUNDS 26 1,370 12,730 287 0 58,053 72,440 2,786
MANGANESE COMPOUNDS 26 124,003 146,393 87,548 0 7,672.768 8,030,712 308,874

I IYDRCKIEN FLUORIDE 24 93,040 84,932 5 0 IO 177,987 7,416
COBAI.T COMPOONDS 21 1,001 2,018 996 0 33,460 37,475 1.785
Erl IYI.ENE GI .YC( )I, 20 543 765 505 0 702 2,515 126

IOI.HENE 20 84,679 I 1,313 0 O 4 95.996 4,8OO

ANTIMONY COMPOIJNDS 16 2,010 11,439 273 0 I 13,723 858

XYI.ENE (MIXED ISOMERS) 16 9,608 7,998 0 0 52 17,658 1,104

PIIOSI’IIORUS (YELEOW OR 14 1,200 4,137 5 0 323,749 329,091 23,507

PR(~PYI.ENE 14 14,451 2,215 0 0 0 16,666 I, 190

AMMONIUM NITRATE 13 697 8,858 496,400 0 599,028 1,104,983 84,999

AMMONIUM SULFATE I I 1,613 4,935 0 0 0 6,548 595

CARBONYI. SUI.FIDE I I 380 9,676,486 0 0 0 9,676,866 879,715

GI.YCOI. ETI IERS I I 4,028 40,640 0 0 0 44,668 4,061
I’II ANIIIM TETRACIII ORII)I~ II 7,900 4,492 0 0 0 12,392 1,127

[iTl IYI ENE OXIDE I0 428 19,890 O 0 0 20.318 2,032

(’()I’I’I!R 9 523 1.250 8] 0 O 1,856 206

MOI,YBI)ENUM TRIOXII)E 9 1,155 12,291 3,749 5 50{) 17,700 1,967
I:()RMAI.DEIIYDE 8 493 I 1,703 0 0 0 12,196 1,525

ZINC (I:IIME OR DI.IS[) 8 255 6,476 0 0 0 6,731 84 I

ARSENIC COM POUNDS 7 260 264 391 0 504 1,419 203

MERCIIRY 7 5,903 1,597 215 0 1,519 9,234 1,319

I, I.I-TRICI II.{)ROETI IANE 7 1,200 505 0 0 0 1,705 244

ASIII!STOS {I:RIAIII .El 6 0 I 0 0 0 1 O

CARII{ )N I I!I RA~I II {)RII)E 6 25,632 259,791 (l 0 2 285,425 47,571

(’11R()MII IM 6 260 521) 86 0 267,786 268,652 44,775
0 0 709,955 I 18,326I)ICI II .()ROJEIR AFI,I JOR()EI I IANE 6 709,950 5 0

E H IYI,I:.NE 6 527 5,287 0 0 0 5,814 969

MI,I I IIYI. ETIIYI. KI~I’ONE 6 10,205 2,601 0 0 41 12.847 2,141

NAPIIH IAI .ENI-~ 6 819 33,652 741 0 5 35.217 5,870

(’ADMIIJM COMP(}I JNI)S 5 431 4,237 21 0 124 4,813 963

DICI II,OROMETIIANi_ 5 53,174 9,322 0 0 0 62,496 12,499

1)II! Ill IANOI.AMINE 5 3 325 750 0 0 0 4,075 815

A{’E I ( )NI I’RII I! 4 2,085 1,6q6 0 {I O 3;781 945



Exhibit I 1 (cont.): 1993 Releases for Inorganic Chemical.. Manufacturing Facilities in TRi, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT WATER
(~IIEMICAL NAME t’;IIEMICAI, AIR AIR DISCIIARGES

IINDERGROUND       INJECTION
DISPOSAl,LAND RELEASES      TOTALAVG.PER RELEASES FA(?II.IT¥

CARBON DISUI.FIDE 4 70,006 4,334 250 0 0 74,590 18,648CIII.OROFORM 4 13,282 27,017 360 0 0 40,659 10,165
CYANIDE COMPOUNDS 4 5 5 0 0 0 10 3NI(’KEI. 4 38 880 5 0 250 1,173 293I’ll IIIAI.IC ANIIYI)Rll)I! ,1 250 250 (I 0 0 500 12.5
SI!I.liNIIIM C()MI’OI INI)S 4 I0 2711 87 0 I) 367 92
I I(ICI II .OROI:I.I/OROMEII IANI~ 4 307,250 1,205 0 0 O )08,455 77,1141~2,4-TRIMETI IYIBENZENI! 4 I,I I0 1,290 2511 0 5 2.655 664AI UMIN|J/vl (1:| JMI’." OR DI )$1") 3 42 660 0 O O 702 21,1liI!N/I~NE 3 505 5 l| O O 510 170E II IYIBENZENI:. 3 505 250 O 0 O 75:5 252FREON I I 3 3 30,954 67 0 0 0 3 I,O21 IO,340
ItYDRAZINE 3 330 0 33 0 0 363 12 I
MANGANESE 3 250 316 34 0 I, 180,335 I,I 80,935 393,645
MONOCIILOROPENTAFLUOROEIITANE 3 402,000 7321 0 0 0 409,721 136,574
"IRI(’I II,OROETI IYI ,ENE 3 255 35,305 5 0 0 35,565 11,855A(q’?I’AI 3)El I¥111.: 2 6 3,1110 O O 0 LIO6 1,553
ACRYI_ONI’i RII.E 2 255 5 0 0 0 260 130
CI II.ORINE I)IOXIDE 2 86 176 0 0 O 262 I 3 I
(’OFI AI.T 2 13 251 O O 5 269 135
CRI!SOI. (MIXED IS()MERS) 2 276 510 O 0 0 786 393
(’Y(.’I.(’)I IEXANE’ 2 255 5 O O 0 260 130
|IYDROQIIINONE 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I I-.AI) 2 76 0 9 0 8,500 8,585 4,293
METIIYL ISOBUTYL KETONE 2 250 303 0 0 0 553 277
ME I I IYI, TER’I’-BUTYI. E’FI IER 2 790 5 0 0 0 795 398
PI IEN()L 2 264 145 0 0 0 409 205
SII.VER COMPOUNDS 2 0 5 0 0 0 5 3
IETRAC| ILOROETI IYEENE 400 305 0 0 O 705 353
ACRYI,IC ACID 250 5 0 0 0 255 255
ARSENIC 5 0 0 0 0 5 5
BARIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IIROMOTRIFI .IIOROMETIIANE 34,000 0 0 0 0 34,000 34,0OO
CAI’TAN 5 0 0 0 0 5 5
CI ILOROBENZENE 250 5 0 0 0 255 255
CI II.OROETHANE 522 0 0 0 0 522 522
CI II OROMETI IANI:~ 501 0 0 0 0 501 501
(’RI’~OSOTE 250 5 0 0 0 255 255
(’1 IMliN E" 750 7511 O o o 1,51~1 1,500

5 o o o 255 2551PIIIIIAI A Ili 250
I)1111 I’1YI. P131"11AI A IE 250 5 O 0 1) 255 255
I)IME’|I IYL PI i1"11AI.A]E I0 0 0 0 0 IO IO
DIMF_TI IYI+ SIll.FATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EIIIYi, ACRYI.ATE 250 5 0 0 O 255 255
IIYI)R()GEN CYANII)E 0 30 0 0 0 30 30
IS(41’ROPYI. AI.COIIOI. 250 250 O 0 0 500 500
MAI.I!IC ANIIYDRIDE 250 5 0 o o 255 255
M FR(’I IRY C( )MP()I INDS 250 250 O 0 0 500 500



Exhibit I I (cont.): 1993 Releases for Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING F|IGITIVE POINT WATER UNDERGROUND I,AND TOTAl, AVG. REI.EASES

(IIEMI(~AI, NAME (~IIEMI(~AI, AIR AIR I)IS(~IIARGES |NJE(71"I|JN DISPOSAl, REI,EANES PER FA(?n,II’Y

MEI"IIYI. METIIACRYLATE 250 $ 0 0 0 255 255

N-BUIYI. ALCOHOl, 250 250 0 0 0 500 500

O-XYI ENE 5 0 0 0 0 5 5

P-XYI.ENE 5 0 0 0 O 5 5

PERACETIC ACID 10 2.100 42 0 0 2,152 2,152

POI YCIII.OR[NAIED BIP|IENYLS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Slil ENItJM 5 250 0 0 0 255 25:5

SII .VF.R 750 250 0 0 0 1,000 1,000

STYRFNE 250 250 0 0 0 500 500

I I I1~.)1 tREA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VINYl, ACETATE 5 0 0 0 0 5 5

VINYl (’l II ()RIDE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I. 1,2- rRl(’l II .OROI!II lANE 250 5 0 (I 0 255 255

1,2-I)ICI II OROEI"I IANE 5 0 O 0 0 5 5

1,2,4-TRICI II.OROBENZENE 5 0 0 0 0 5 5

1,4-DIO~ANE ~i O O 0 9 ~i ~i

IOTAI. 555 5,366,~56 19,737,660 2,728,270 120,745r733 31,064,296 179,642,315 ~23,680



Exhibit 12:1993 Transfers for Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 281) in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Traiisfers reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING POTW ENERGY TOTAl. AVG. TRANSFERS
(]IEMICAL NAME CIIEMICAL DISCllARGES DISPOSAl. RECYCI.ING TREATMENT RECOVERY tRANSFERS PER FACILITY
SOI,FORIC ACID 311 I I, 146 250,434 1,025.242 6.820.665 0 8,107.487 26.069
ttYDROC!ILORIC ACID 167 528 4,598,609 0 10,423,062 0 15,022,199 89,953
AMMONIA 152 22,101,429 371,669 528,230 65,300 0 23,066,628 151,754
CI ILORINE 121 5 610 0 270 0 885 7
PI IOSPI IORIC ACID 72 3,913 2,130 23,218 132,065 0 161,326 2,24 I
NITRIC ACID 71 10 250 0 438,614 0 438,874 6,181
ACETONE 54 1,655 23 15,726 I 1,249 84,368 I I 3,1)21 2,093
ZINC COMPOUNDS 53 7,382 509,395 159,713 30,265 0 706,755 13,335
CI IROMII IM COM POI INDS 41 4,078 121,569 47.843 51,452 0 224,942 5,486
COPPER COMPOUNDS 33 4.228 321.517 576.642 7,733 0 910.121) 27,579
NICKEl COMPOONDS 29 9,840 86.370 278.630 106,692 0 481,532 16.6115
METI IANOL 28 16.209 4,001) 291.354 175 1.802,765 2. I 14.503 75,518
BARIOM COMPOONDS 27 5,080 370.288 0 123.560 0 498,928 18.479
DICtlLORODIFLI JOROME°II lANE 26 0 0 20.600 16 0 20.616 793
LEAD COMPO(INDS 26 1,301 89,660 I. 153,21 I 1,087.669 0 2.331.841 89,686
MANGANESE COMPOUNDS 26 1,446 1,694,840 7,300 2,206.41 I 0 3.909,997 150.385
I IYI)R(-XiEN H.IJORIDE 24 185 230.250 77,587 38;700 0 346.722 14,447
COBAI,T COMPOONDS 21 3,996 13.580 8,050 10.598 0 36.224 1,725
ETI rYI.I:.NE GI.YCOI. 20 3,951 0 30,912 2,248 13,852 50,963 2.548
TOLUENE 20 1,375 203 25,347 32,384 217,979 277,288 13,864
ANI’IMONY COMPOI~NDS 16 3,735 52,815 16.(HXI 7,171 0 79,721 4,983
XYLENE (MIXE’D ISOMERS) 16 0 73 250 5,127 188.093 193,543 12,096
PI IOSP110ROS (YELLOW OR 14 0 i 0 26.000 0 26,001 1,857
PROPYI.ENE 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AMMONIUM NITRATE 13 1,923,495 160 603,440 0 0 2.527,095 194,392
AMMONIOM SULFATE I I 6,506.733 8,247 0 6,092 0 6.52 I,O72 592,825
CARBONYL SOl.FIDE I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GI .YCOL ETtlERS I I 628 51h6 0 37,387 13,405 51,926 4,72 I
rll ANll IM TETRA( ’1 II ( )R II)ll I I 0 16 O 489 86 591 54
I+’1"11Y LI’++N I~ OXIDE I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(-’()PPER 9 46 938.477 0 55,261 0 993,784 110.420
M()I.YBDENOM TRIOX II)1++" 9 7,652 52,424 61,220 0 0 121,296 I 3,477
I:~ ~RMAI.DI!IIYI)I’~ 8 255 250 O 362 0 867 108
ZINC (FIIMI! ()R I)IJS 1") 8 250 1,710 251) 0 0 2,211) 276
ARSliNIC C()MPOIINDS 7 5 59.91R) 250 904 0 61.059 8,723
MERCORY 7 0 3,486 5.222 1,010 0 9,718 1,388 pallI. I, I -TRICI I1.( )ROETI lANE 7 0 0 250 5 0 255 36
ASBESTOS (FRIABI I!) 6 0 33.1171) 0 0 0 33.1170 5,512
CARl)ON TEIRA(’III ORll)I: 6 0 1.41X) 0 34.107 0 35,507 5,918 "1
(’11RI)Mli IM 6 0 ,18,9 10 2,71, ~ 37,765 0 89,458 14,9111
I )lCI II .( )R( )1 I~ IRAI:I .I ~( )R( )1~ I11A b o o (| 0 o 0 0
ETIIYI.ENE 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ME]IIYI. ETIIYI. KETONE 6 0 92 0 443 33.567 34.102 5.684
NAPIIFIIAI.ENE 6 0 48 0 880 250 I.I 78 196
CAI)MIIJM (’()MI)()IJNI)S 5 35 585 5 4.061 0 4,686 937
r)l( ’1 II .OR()MFiI I lANE 5 0 0 5,147 5 0 5.152 1.030 ..        .
I)II!TI IAN(+ILAMINI’+" 5 4511 0 0 0 O 450 90
A(’I!+I ONITRII.IS 4 0 0 11 5 22.239 22+244 5.561



Exhibit 12 (cont.): 1993 Transfers for Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Transfers reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING POTW ENERGY TOTAl, AVG. TRANSFERS
(:nEMICAI, NAME CnEMICAI, DIS(~IIARGES DISPOSAl, RECY(~I,IN(; TREATMENT RE(’OVERY TRANSFERS PER FACII,ITY
CARBON DISUI,FIDE 4 250 l0 O 0 500 760 190
CI ILOROFORM 4 0 7,700 0 72,311 0 80,011 20,003
CYANIDE COMPOUNDS 4 I 0 0 4 0 5 I
NICKEL 4 97 505 23,670 0 0 24,272 6~068
PI ITI IAI ,IC ANI IYDRIDE 4 5 0 0 5 2,412 2,422 606
Sl!l .ENII JM COMPOIJNDS 4 2 27 O 295 0 324 8 I
I RICI II,OROFLUOROMETllANE 4 0 0 3,100 1,705 0 4,805 1,2OI
1,2,4-TRIMETI IY1,BENZENE 4 0 0 0 1,854 3,188 5,042 1,26 I
AI.IIMINIJM (FUME OR DUST) 3 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
I II’.NZEN E 3 0 0 o 5 0 5 2
ETI IYI.BENZENE 3 (I 0 O 5 0 5 2
ERE’ON 113 3 0 0 0 1,500 0 1,500 500
I IYDRAZINE 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MANGANESE 3 0 183,412 0 0 0 183,412 61.137
M()NOCI II,OROPENTAF[,! JOROE 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
fRICi ILOROETI IYI.ENE 3 O 0 0 1,305, 0 1,305 435
ACETAI.DEIIYDE 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ACRYI.ONITRII.E 2 0 0 0 5 0 5 3
(’l II.ORINE DIOXIDE 2 130 0 0 O 0 130 65
(’OBAI,T 2 4 5 2,300 O 0 2,309 I. 155
CRESOL (MIXED ISOMERS) 2 0 0 O 5 O 5 3
CYCI.OIIEXANE 2 0 0 0 5 0 5 3
I IYI)ROQUINONE 2 ~00 0 0 0 0 500 250
l EAI) 2 0 750 0 66 0 816 408
MI!TIIYI. ISOBU’FYI. KETONE 2 0 0 0 5 820 825 413
b.ll~ IIIYI. TERT-IHJTYI. ETIIF.R 2 O 0 0 5 0 5 3
I’III!NOI. 2 0 0 0 5 0 5 3
.~ll VIiR C( )MP( )1 INI)S 2 5 5 O O O IO 5
I I! IRA(’III OR()I’." I’IIYI.liNI’.’ 2 0 0 0 5 0 5 3
A(’RYI IC ACII) 0 0 0 5 0 5 5
A RSI:N IC 0 0 0 70,761 0 70,761 70,76 I
BARIIIM 0 26,217 0 0 0 26,217 26,217
I}R()MO1RIFI.IJOROME]’I IANI:" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(TAI’[AN 0 0 0 0 0 0
( II1 ()ROBENZENE 0 0 o 5 0 5
(’III.OROETliANE 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
Cl II,OROMI!TIIANE o o o o 0 o o
( ’RI!OS()TI! o o o 5 o 5 5
( | IMI:NI~ O 0 O I t)li(I |) I ,Oi)O
I )112-1!111YI IIEX YI.) O 0 0 5 O 5 5
I)lllll IYI. PIITItAI.AIE 0 0 0 5 0 5 5
I)IMEI IIYI. PIITI IAI.ATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I )lMli I I IYI. SI Jl .FATE 0 0 0 (| 0 0 0
I-111YI, ACRYI.ATli 0 0 0 5 0 5 5
I IYI)I{(XiEN CYANII)L: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I ~,( )PR ( )PYI, A I C( )1 I( )1. 0 0 0 5 0 5 5
MAI FIC ANIIYI)RIDE 0 0 0 ’~ 0 5 5
~ lilt( ’11RY (()MP( 111NI )S 5 1,525 (| 5 0 1.535 1,535



l~xhibit 12 (cont.): 1993 Transfers for Inorganic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Transfers reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING POTW ENERGY TOTAL AVG. TRANSFERS
(’nEMICAI, NAME CIIEMICAI, I)ISCIIA RG I.~S DISPOSAl, RE(:V(:I JNG TREATMENT RE(~OVERY TRANSFERS PER FACII,ITY
METIIYL METI IACRYI.ATE 0 0 0 5 0 5 5~-~u~w ~Lco~oL o o o ~ o ~ ~o-xvL~ o o o o o o o~,-xw ~ o o o o o o oP,~,~c~nc ~c~ o o o ~o o ~o ~,oPo~ YC,. og~y~v~ o o o o o o o
SI~I.I~NIIJM , 0 0 0 1,4~0 0 1,450 1,4~0
Sll VER 0 0 1,011 0 0 1,011 1,011
SI’YRI~NE 0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ ~
"I I II(111RI~A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VINYl. A(’I~’IA’I’E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VINYl CIII.ORII)E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 1.2- I’R I(’I II.OROE]’I IANE 0 0 0 5 0 ~ ~
1.2-I)I~’I II OROETI IANI~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.2.4-TRICl II.OROBENZEN E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.4-DIOXANE O 0 ~ ~ ~ Q Q

"I’~)TAI 555 30,622,040 I0.087.74~ 4,9~4,483 21.958.678 2.38~,524 70,046.468 126,210



Sector Notebook Project Inorganic Chemicals

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities tbr this sector are
listed below. Facilities that have reported only the SIC codes covered under
this notebook appear on the first list. The second list contains additional
facilities that have reported the SIC code covered within this report, and one
or more SIC codes that are not within the scope of this notebook. Therefore.
the second list includes facilities that conduct multiple operations -- some
that are under the scope of this notebook, and some that are not. Currently.
the facility-level data do not allow pollutant releases to be broken apart by
industrial process.

Exhibit 13: Top 10 TRI Releasing
Inorganic Chemicals Facilitiesb

Total TRI
Releases

Rank Facility. in Pounds

1 Du Pont Delisle Plant - Pass Christian, MS 58,875,734

2 Du Pont Johnsonville Plant - New Johnsonville, TN 51.215,700

3 Cabot Corp. Cab-O-Sil Div. - Tuscola, IL 13.926,440

4 American Chrome & Chemicals Inc. - Corpus Christi, TX 12,113,360

5 Occidental Chemical Corp. - Castle Hayne, NC 6,705,795

6 Chemetals Inc. - New Johnsonville. TN 5,684.893

7 Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. - Mulberry, FL 4.876.348

8 Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. - Henderson, NV 2.333.175

9 SCM Chemicals Americas Plant II - Ashtabula, OH 2.238.400

10 Louisiana Pigment Co. L.P. - Westlake, LA 1.465.753

Source: U.S. EPA. Toxics Release Inventory. Database. 1993.

b Being included on this list does no~ mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental

laws.
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Sector Notebook Project Inorganic Chemicals

Exhibit 14: Top 10 TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting
Inorganic Chemical SIC Codes to TRIc

Total TRI
SIC Codes Releases in

Rank Reported in TRI Facility Pounds

1 2819, 2873, 2874 IMC-Agrico Co.. Faustina Plant - Saint James, LA 127,912,967

2 2819, 2869 Cytec Industries, Inc., Fortier Plant- Westwego, LA120.149,724

3 2819, 2874 IMC-Agrico Co.. Uncle Sam Plant - Uncle Sam. LA 61,807,180

4 2816 Du Pont Delisle Plant - Pass Christian, MS 58,875,734

5 2816 Du Pont Johnsonville Plant - New Johnsonville, TN 51,215,700

6 2819, 2823 Courtaul.ds Fibers. Inc. - Axis, AL 42,658,865

7 2819. 2869. 2841, Monsanto Co. - Alvin. TX 40.517,095
2879

8 2819, 2869, 2865 Sterling Chemicals. Inc. - Texas City., TX 24.709,135

9 2819, 2873, 2874 Arcadian Fertilizer L.P. - Geismar, LA 22.672.961

10 2812, 2813, 2869 Vulcan Chemicals - Wichita, KS 17,406,218

Source: U.S. EPA. Toxics Release Inventory. Database. 1993.

IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), and the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), accessed via TOXNET. TOXNET is a
computer system run by the National Library of Medicine. It includes a
number of toxicological databases managed by EPA, the National Cancer
Institute, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.~
HSDB contains chemical-specific information on manufacturing and use.
chemical and physical properties, safety and handling, toxicity and
biomedical effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure

~ Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental
laws.

d Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Information System). DART

(Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity. Database), DBIR (Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources),
EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Information Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology). HSDB
(Hazardous Substances Data Bank), IRIS (Integrated Risk Inlbrmation System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects
of Chemical Substances). and TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory).
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Sector Notebook Project Inorganic Chemicals

potential, exposure standards and regulations, monitoring and analysis
methods, and additional references. The information contained below is
based upon exposure assumptions that have been conducted using standard
scientific procedures. The effects listed below must be taken in context of
these exposure assumptions that are more fully explained within the full
chemical profiles in HSDB. For more information on TOX.’NET. contact the
TOXNET help line at 800-231-3766. _

Hydrochloric Acid (CAS: 7647-01-1)

Sources. Hydrochloric acid is one of the highest volume chemicals produced
by the inorganic chemical industry. Some of its more common uses are as
a pickling liquor and metal cleaner in the iron and steel industry, as an
activator of petroleum wells, as a boiler scale remover, and as a neutralizer
of caustic waste streams. The largest release of hydrochloric acid by the
inorganic chemical industry, is in the form of underground injection of spent
hydrochloric acid used to manufacture chlorosulfonic acid and other
products.57

Toxicity. Hydrochloric acid is primarily a concern in its aerosol form. Acid
aerosols have been implicated in causing and exacerbating a variety of
respiratory ailments. Dermal exposure and ingestion of highly concentrated
hydrochloric acid can result in corrosivity.

Ecologically, accidental releases of solution forms of hydrochloric acid may
adversely affect aquatic life by including a transient lowering of the pH (i.e.,
increasing the acidity) of surface waters.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of hydrochloric acid to surface waters and
soils will be neutralized to an extent due to the buffering capacities of both
systems. The extent of these reactions will depend on the characteristics of
the specific environment.

Physical Properties. Concentrated hydrochloric acid is highly corrosive.

Chromium and Chromium Compounds (CAS: 7440-47-3: 20-06-4)

Sources. Chrome pigments, chromates, chromic acid, chromium salts, and
other inorganic chromium compounds are some of the larger volume
products of the inorganic chemicals industry. Chrome is used as a plating
element for metal and plastics to prevent corrosion, and as a constituent of
certain steels and inorganic pigments. Most chromium wastes released to the
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Sector Notebook Project Inorganic Chemicals

environment by the inorganic chemicals industry are land disposed in the
form of chromium containing sludges.

Toxicity. Although the naturally-occurring form of chromium metal has
very low toxicity, chromium from industrial emissions is highly toxic due
to strong oxidation characteristics and cell membrane permeability. The
majority of the effects detailed below are based on Chromium VI (an isomer
that is more toxic than Cr III). Exposure to chromium metal and insoluble
chromium salts affects the respiratory system. Inhalation exposure to
chromium and chromium salts may cause severe irritation of the upper
respiratory tract and scarring of lung tissue. Dermal exposure to chromium
and chromium salts can also cause sensitive dermatitis and skin ulcers.

Ecologically, although chromium is present in small quantities in all soils and
plants, it is toxic to plants at higher soil concentrations (i.e., 0.2 to 0.4
percent in soil).o

Carcinogenicity. Different sources disagree on the carcinogenicity of
chromium. Although an increased incidence in lung cancer among workers
in the chromate-producing industry has been reported, data are inadequate to
confirm that chromium is a human carcinogen. Other sources consider
chromium VI to be a known human carcinogen based on inhalation exposure.

Environmental Fate. Chromium is a non-volatile metal with very low
solubility in water. If applied to land, most chromium remains in the upper
five centimeters of soil. Most chromium in surface waters is present in
particulate form as sediment. Airborne chromium particles are relatively
unreactive and are removed from the air through wet and dry deposition. The
precipitated chromium from the air enters surface water or soil. Chromium
bioaccumulates in plants and-animals, with an observed bioaccumulation
factor of 1,000,000 in snails.

CarbonFl Sulfide (CAS: 463-58-1 )

Sources. Carbonyl sulfide is the largest volume chemical released to the air
by the inorganic chemicals industry. Carbonyl sulfide is primarily generated
by a relatively small number of facilities hydrolyzing ammonium or
potassium thiocyanate during the manufacturing of inorganic pigments and
dyes.5s

Toxicity. Exposure to low to moderate concentrations of carbonyl sulfide
causes eye and skin irritation and adverse central nervous system effects such
as giddiness, headache, vertigo, amnesia, confusion, and unconsciousness.
If ingested, gastrointestinal effects include profuse salivation, nausea.
vomiting and diarrhea. Moderate carbonyl sulfide poisoning also causes
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Sector Notebook Project Inorganic Chemicals

rapid breathing and heartbeat, sweating, weakness, and muscle cramps.
Exposure to very high concentrations of carbonyl sulfide causes sudden
collapse, unconsciousness, and death from sudden respiratory paralysis.
Recovery from sublethal exposure is slow, but generally complete.
Degradation products of carbonyl sulfide (especially hydrogen sulfide) can
result in toxic symptoms and death.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. If released to soil or surface waters, carbonyl sulfide
will rapidly volatilize. It is not expected to adsorb to soil sediments or
organic matter nor is it expected to bioconcentrate in fish and aquatic
organisms. Carbonyl sulfide is hydrolyzed in water to carbon dioxide and
hydrogen sulfide. Carbonyl sulfide is expected to have a long residence time
in the atmosphere: Atmospheric removal of carbonyl sulfide may occur by
slow reactions with other gases, and may also occur through adsorption by
plants and soil microbes.

Manganese and Manganese Compounds (CAS: 7439-96-5: 20-12-2)

Sources. Manganese is both a product and chemical intermediate of the
inorganic chemical industry. Manganese is used as a purifying and
scavenging agent in metal production, as an intermediate in aluminum
production and as a constituent of non-ferrous alloys to improve corrosion
resistance and hardness.$9

Toxicity. There is currently no evidence that human exposure to manganese
at levels commonly observed in ambient atmosphere results in adverse health
effects. However, recent EPA review of the fuel additive MMT
(methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl) concluded that use of MMT
in gasoline could lead to ambient exposures to manganese at a level sufficient
to cause adverse neurological effects in humans.

Chronic manganese poisoning bears some similarity, to chronic lead
poisoning. Occurring via inhalation of manganese dust or fumes, it primarily
involves the central nervous system. Early symptoms include languor.
speech disturbances, sleepiness, and cramping and weakness in legs. A stolid
mask-like appearance of face. emotional disturbances such as absolute
detachment broken by uncontrollable laughter, euphoria, and a spastic gait
with a tendency to fall while walking are seen in more advanced cases.
Chronic manganese poisoning is reversible if treated early and exposure
stopped. Populations at greatest risk of manganese toxicity, are the very.
young and those with iron deficiencies.
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Ecologically. although manganese is an essential nutrient for both plants and
animals, in excessive concentrations manganese inhibits plant growth.

Car¢inogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Manganese is an essential nutrient for plants and
animals. As such, manganese accumulates in the top layers of soil or surface
water sediments and cycles between the soil and living organisms. It occurs
mainly as a solid under environmental conditions, though may also be
transported in the atmosphere as a vapor or dust

Ammonia (CAS: 7664-41-7)

Sources. Ammonia is used in many chemical manufacturing processes and
is the building block for all symhetic nitrogen products. Its prevalence and
its volatile and water soluble characteristics allow it to be readily released to
the air and water. In the inorganic chemical manufacturing industry.
ammonia can be either a feedstock or a by-product. Some of the more
common inorganic chemical industry processes using or producing ammonia
include the manufacturing of: ammonium chloride, ammonium hydroxide.
ammonium thiosulfate, ammonium nitrate, hydrazine, and hydrogen cyanide.

Toxicity.. Anhydrous ammonia is irritating to the skin, eyes. nose, throat, and
upper respiratory system. Ecologically, ammonia is a source of nitrogen (an
essential element for aquatic plant growth), and may therefore contribute to
eutrophication of standing or slow-moving surface water, particularly in
nitrogen-limited waters such as the Chesapeake Bay. In addition, aqueous
ammonia is moderately toxic to aquatic organisms.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Ammonia combines with sulfate ions in the
atmosphere and is washed out by rainfall, resulting in rapid return of
ammonia to the soil and surface waters. Ammonia is a central compound in
the environmental cycling of nitrogen. Ammonia in lakes, rivers, and
streams is converted to nitrate.

Physical Properties. Ammonia is a corrosive and severely irritating gas
with a pungent odor.
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IV.C. Other Data Sources

In addition to chemicals covered under TRI, many other chemicals are
released. For example, the EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards has compiled air pollutant emission factors for determining the
total air emissions of priority pollutants (e.g., VOCs. SOx, NQ. CO.
particulates) from many chemical industry sources.

The EPA Office of Air’s Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS]
contains a wide range of information related to stationary sources of air
pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which max
be of concern within a particular industry. With the exception of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI chemicals
reported above. Exhibit 15 summarizes annual releases of carbon monoxide
(CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO,_.), particulate matter of 10 microns or less
(PM~0), total particulate (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs).
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Exhibit 15: Pollutant Releases (short tons/year)

Industry Sector CO NO : PM ~0 PT SO., VOC
Metal Mining 5.391 28.583 39.359 140.052 84.222 1.283

Nonmetal Mining 4.525 28.804 59.305 167.948 24.!29 1.736i

Lumber and Wood 123.756 42.658 14.135 63.761 9.419 41.423
Production

Furniture and Fixtures 2.069 2.981 2.165 3,178 1.606 59.426

Pul!~ and Paper 624.291 394,448 35.579 113.571 541.002 96.875

Printing 8.463 4,915 399 !,031 1,728 101,537

Inorganic Chemicals 166,147 103,575 4,107 39,062 182,189 52,091

Organic Chemicals 146.947 236,826 26,493 44,860 132.459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419.311 380.641 18,787 36,877 648.155 369.058

Rubber and Misc. 2.090 11.914 2.407 5.355 29.364 140.741
Plastics

Stone. Clay and 58.043 338,482 74.623 171.853 339,216 30.262
Concrete

Iron and Steel 1.518.642 138.985 42.368 83.017 238.268 82.292

Nonferrous Metals 448.758 55.658 20.074 22.490 373.007 27.375

Fabricated Metals 3.851 16.424 1.185 3,136 4,019 102.186

Computer and Office 24 0 0 0 0 0
Equipment

Electronics and Other 367 1,129 207 293 453 4.854
Electrical Equipment
and Components

Motor Vehicles. Bodies. 35.303 23,725 2,406 12.853 25.462 101.275
Parts and Accessories

DR’ Cleaning I 01 179 3 I 28 152 7.310

Source: U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation. AIRS Database. Mav 1995.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figure and table do
not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI.
Similar information is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release
Book.

Exhibit 16 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TRI data
for the inorganic chemicals industry and the other sectors profiled in separate
notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI releases and total transfers
on the left axis and the triangle points show the average releases per facilitn,
on the right axis. Industry sectors are presented in the order of increasing
total TRI releases. The graph is based on the data shown in Exhibit 17 and
is meant to facilitate comparisons between the relative amounts of releases.
transfers, and releases per facility both within and between these sectors. The
reader should note, however, that differences in the proportion of facilities
captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This can be a factor of poor
SIC matching and relative differences in the number of facilities reporting to
TRI from the various sectors. In the case of the inorganic chemicals, the
1993 TRI data presented here covers 555 facilities. These facilities listed SIC
2812-2819 (inorganic chemicals) as a primary SIC code.
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~ Exhibit 17: Toxics Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

[~ 1993 TRi Releases 1993 TRI Transfers
~ Average Average
~:~ Total Releases Total Transfers Total Releases i Average Releases
~’~ SIC # TR!       Releases per Facility Transfers per Facility + Transfers + Transfers per

Industry Sector Range Facilities (million Ibs.) (pounds) (million Ibs.) (pounds) (million Ibs.) Facility (pounds)

and Concrete 32 634 26.6 42,000 2.2 4,000 28.8 46,000Stone,Clay,

I.umber and Wood Products 24 491 8.4 17,000 3.5 7,000 11.9 24,000

Furniture and Fixtures 25 313 42.2 135,000 4.2 13,000 46.4 148,000

Printing 2711-2789 314 36.5 115,000 10.2 32,000 46.7 147,000

Electronic Equip. and 36 40~ 6.7 17,000 47. I I 16,000 53.7 133,000
Components

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,57~ 118.4 75,000 45 29,000 163.4 104,000

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, 371 609 79.3 130,0001 145.5 ] 239,000 224.8 369,0001

to Parts, and Accessories

Pulp and Paper 2611-2631 309 169.7 549,000 48.4 157,000 218.1 706,000

Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 555 179.6 324,000 70 126,000 249.7 450,000

Petroleum Refining 2911 156 64.3 4 i 2,000 417.5 2,676,000 481.9 3,088,000

Fabricated Metals 34 2,363 72 30,000 195.7 83,000 267.7 i 23,000

Iron and Steel 33 i 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 1,825,000

Nonferrous Metals 333,334 208 182.5 877,000 98.2 472,000 280.7 1,349,000

Organic Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 438.4 1,052,000

Metal Mining I0 Indnstry sector not subject to TRI reporting.

:~U Nt)nmclal Mining 14 Industry sector not subjccl to TRI reporting.

¯ ,40 Dry Cleaning 7216 Industry sector not subject to TRI reporting.

¢J~4~o’~ Source: [ I.S. El)A, "l’oxics Release Inventory i)alabasc, 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimize
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitute toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general
and company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances
that have been implemented within the inorganic chemical manufacturing
industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does provide core information
that can be used .as the starting point for ,facilities interested in beginning
their own pollution prevention projects. When possible, this section provides
information from real activities that can. or are being implemented by this
sector -- including a discussion of associated costs, time frames, and
expected rates of return. This section also provides the context (in terms of
,type of industry and/or type of process affected) in which the pollution
prevention technique can effectively be used.

There have been numerous cases have where the chemical industry has
simultaneously reduced pollutant outputs and operating costs through
pollution prevention techniques. In the inorganic chemicals manufacturing
sector, however, economically viable pollution prevention opportunities are
not as easily identified as in other sectors. The relatively small size and
limited resources of a typical !norganic chemical facility limits the number
of feasible pollution prevention options. The limited resources available to
the industry eliminates many pollution prevention options that require
significant capital expenditures such as process modifications and process
redesign. In addition, the inorganic chemicals industry’s products are
primarily commodity chemicals for which the manufacturing processes have
been developed over many years. Commodity chemical manufacturers
redesign their processes infrequently so that redesign of the reaction process
or equipment is unlikely in the short term. In addition, the industry’s process
equipment has been amortized over long periods of time making cost-
effective process equipment improvements scarce. As a result, pollution
prevention in the inorganic chemicals industry is somewhat restricted to the
less costly options, such as minor process modifications, operational changes,
raw material substitutions, and recycling.

Pollution prevention in the chemical industry in process specific. As such it
is difficult to generalize about the relative merits of different pollution
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prevention strategies. The age and size of the facility, and the type and
number of its processes will determine the most effective pollution
prevention strategy. Brief descriptions of some of the more widespread.
general pollution prevention techniques found to be effective at inorganic
chemicals facilities are provided below. Many of these pollution prevention
opportunities can be applied to the petrochemical industry, as a whole due to
the many similar processes found throughout the industry.. It should be noted
that many of the ideas identified below as pollution prevention opportunities,
aimed at reducing wastes and reducing materials use, have been carried out
by the chemicals manufacturing industry for many years as the primary.
means of improving process efficiencies and increasing profits.

In chlor-alkali production, pollution prevention options have been
demonstrated for both the mercury cell and diaphragm cell processes;
however, the best opportunity, to reduce pollutant outputs, conserve energy,
and reduce costs.in the chlor-alkali industry are in the conversion to the
membrane cell process. In terms of energy consumption, the membrane cell
process uses only about 77 percent of that of the mercury, cell process and
about 90 percent of that of the diaphragm cell process. The membrane cell
process also generates significantly less airborne and waterborne pollutants
and solid wastes (see Section III.B. - Raw Material Inputs and Pollution
Outputs).

Substitute raw materials. The substitution or elimination of some of the
raw materials used in the manufacturing of inorganic chemicals can result in
substantial waste reductions and cost savings. Because impurities in the feed
stream can be a major contributor to waste generation, one of the most
common substitutions is to use a higher purity feedstock. This can be
accomplished either by world.’ng with suppliers to get a higher quality, feed
or by installing purification equipment. Raw materials can also be
substituted with less toxic and less water soluble materials to reduce water
contamination, and with less volatile materials to reduce fugitive emissions.
Sometimes certain raw materials can be eliminated all together. The need for
raw materials that end up as wastes should be reexamined to determine if raw
materials can be eliminated by modif)’ing the process and improving control.

Improve reactor efficiencies. Since the chemical products are primarily
created inside the process reactor, it can be the primary source for waste (off-
spec) materials. One of the most important parameters dictating the reactor
efficiency is the quality of mixing. A number of techniques can be used to
improve mixing, such as installing baffles in the reactor, a higher rpm motor
for the agitator, a different mixing blade design, multiple impellers, and
pump recirculation. The method used to introduce feed to the reactor can
also have an effect on the quality of mixing. A feed distributor can be added
to equalize residence time through the reactor, and feed streams can be added
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at a point in time closer to the ideal reactant concentration. This will avoid
secondary reactions which form unwanted by-products.

Improve catalyst. The catalyst plays a critical role in the effectiveness of
chemical conversion in the reactor. Alternative chemical makeups and
physical characteristics can lead to substantial improvements in the
effectiveness and life of a catalyst. Different catalysts can also eliminate by-
product formation. Noble metal catalysts can replace heaD¯ metal catalysts
to eliminate wastewater contaminated ~ith heavy metals. The consumption
of catalysts can be reduced by using a more active form and emissions and
effluents generated during catalyst activation can be eliminated by obtaining
the catalyst in the active form.

Optimize processes. Process changes that optimize reactions and raw
materials use can reduce waste generation and releases. Many larger
facilities are using computer controlled systems which anal.vze the process
continuously and respond more quickly and accurately than manual control
systems. These systems are often capable of automatic startups, shutdowns.
and product changeover which can bring the process to stable conditions
quickly, minimizing the generation of off-spec wastes. Other process
optimization techniques include: equalizing the reactor and storage tank vent
lines during batch filling to minimize vent gas losses; sequencing the
addition of reactants and reagents to optimize yields and lower emissions;
and optimizing sequences to minimize washing operations and cross-
contamination of subsequent batches.

Reduce heat exchanger wastes and inefficiencies. Heat exchangers are
often the source of significant off-spec product wastes generated by
overheating the product closest to the tube walls. The best wav to reduce off-
spec product from overheating is by reducing the heat exch~ger tube wall
temperature. This can be accomplished through a number of techniques
which do not reduce the overall heat transferred such as: reducing the tube
wall temperature and increasing the effective surface area of the heat
exchanger; using staged heating by first heating with waste heat, then low
pressure steam, followed by superheated high pressure steam; monitor and
prevent fouling of the heat exchanger tubes so that lower temperature heat
sources can be used; using noncorroding tubes which will foul less quickly
than tubes that corrode.

Improve wastewater treatment and recycling. A large portion of the
inorganic chemical industry’s pollutants leave the facilities as wastewater or
wastewater treatment system sludge. Improved treatment and minimization
of wastewater are effective pollution prevention opportunities that often do
not require significant changes to the industrial processes. Modem
wastewater treatment technologies such as ion exchange, electrol,vtic cells.
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reverse osmosis, and improved distillation, evaporation, and dewatering can
often be added to existing treatment systems. Wastewater streams containing
acids or metals can be concentrated enough to be sold commercially as a
product by slightly altering the manufacturing process, adding processing
steps, and segregating wastewater streams. Furthermore. many wastewater
streams can be reused within the same or different processes, significantly
reducing discharges to the wastewater treatment system. An ion exchange
system installed in a mercury cell chlor-alkali plant reduced mercury, by 99
percent in the facility’s effluent. An inorganic chemicals plant making
photochemistry solution generated a wastewater containing silver.
Electrolytic cells were installed that recovered 98 percent of the silver and an
evaporator was added that concentrated the remaining liquid for disposal
resulting in a 90 percent reduction in waste volume.

Prevent leaks and spills. The elimination of sources of leaks and spills can
be a very cost effective pollution prevention opportunity. Leaks and spills
can be prevented by installing seamless pumps and other "leakless"
components, maintaining a preventative maintenance program, and
maintaining a leak detection program.

Improve inventory management and storage. Good invento~,
management can reduce the generation of wastes by preventing materials
from exceeding their shelf life, preventing materials from being left over or
not needed, and reducing the likelihood of accidental releases of stored
material. Designating a materials storage area, limiting traffic through the
area, and giving one person the responsibility to maintain and distribute
materials can reduce materials use, and the contamination and dispersal of
materials.

Exhibit 18 summarizes the ~bove pollution prevention opportunities and
provides additional examples provided by the Chemical Manufacturers
Association.
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Exhibit 18: Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Byproducts
Coproducts

Quantity and Quali~,’ ¯ Process inefficiencies result in the ¯ Increase product ,yield to reduce by-
generation of undesired by-products product and co-product generation and
and co-products. Inefficiencies will raw material requirements.
require larger volumes of raw materials
and result in additional secondary,
products. Inefficiencies can also
increase fugitive emissions and wastes
generated through material handling.

¯ By-products and co-products are not
fully utilized, generating material or ¯ Identify uses and develop a sales

Uses and Outlets waste that must-be managed, outlet. Collect intbrmation necessaH,
to firm up a purchase commitment
such as minimum quality, criteria,
maximum impurity levels that can be
tolerated, and performance criteria.

Catalysts

Composition ¯ The presence of heaw, metals in ¯ Catalysts comprised of noble metals.
catalysts can result in contaminated because of their cost, are generally
process wastewater from catalyst recycled by both onsite and offsite
handling and separation. These wastesreclaimers.
may require special treatment and
disposal procedures or facilities.
Heavy metals can be inhibitory or toxic
to biological wastewater treatment
units. Sludge from wastewater
treatment units may be classified as
hazardous due to heavy, metals content.
Heavy metals generally exhibit low
toxicity thresholds in aquatic
environments and may bioaccumulate.

Preparation and Handling ¯ Emissions or effluents are generated¯ Obtain catalyst in the active form.
with catalyst activation or regeneration.

¯ Provide in situ activation with.
appropriate processing/activation
facilities.

¯ Catalyst attrition and carry over ¯ Develop a more robust catalyst or
into product requires de-ashing support.
facilities which are a likely source of

wastewater and solid waste.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Catalysts (cont’d)

Preparation and Handling ¯ Catalyst is spent and needs to be ¯ In situ regeneration eliminates
(cont’) replaced, unloading/loading emissions and

effluents versus offsite regeneration or
disposal.

P̄yrophoric catalyst needs to be kept ¯ Use a nonpryrophoric catalyst.
wet, resulting in liquid contaminated Minimize amount of water required to
with metals, handle and store safely.

S̄hort catalyst life. ¯ Study and identify, catalyst
deactivation mechanisms. Avoid
conditions which promote thermal or
chemical deactivation. By extending
catalyst life, emissions and effluents
associated with catalyst handling and
regeneration can be reduced.

Effectiveness ¯ Catalyzed reaction has by-product ¯ Reduce catalyst consumption with a
formation, incomplete conversion and more active form. A higher
less-than-perfect yield, concentration of active ingredient or

increased surface area can reduce
catalyst loadings.

¯ Use a more selective catalyst which
will reduce the yield of undesired by-
products.

C̄atalyzed reaction has by-product ¯ Improve reactor mixing/contacting to
formation, incomplete conversion and increase catalyst effectiveness.
less-than perfect yield.

¯ Develop a thorough understanding of
reaction to allow optimization of
reactor design. Include in the
optimization, catalyst consumption and
by-product yield.

Intermediate Products

Quanti~.’ and Quali~.’ ¯ Intermediate reaction products or      ¯ Modify. reaction sequence to reduce
chemical species, including trace levelsamount or change composition of
of toxic constituents, may contribute to intermediates.
process waste under both normal and
upset conditions.

¯Intermediates may contain toxic ¯ Modify. reaction sequence to change
constituents or have characteristics thatintermediate properties.
are harmful to the environment. ¯ Use equipment design and process

control to reduce releases.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration

Temperature ¯ High heat exchange tube ¯ Select operating temperatures at or
temperatures cause thermal near ambient temperature whenever
cracking/decomposition of many possible.
chemicals. These lower molecular
weight by-products are a source of ¯ Use lower pressure steam to lower
"light ends" and fugitive emissions, temperatures.
High localized temperature gives rise to
polymerization of reactive monomers, ¯ Use intermediate exchangers to
resulting in "heavies" or "tars." such avoid contact with furnace tubes and
materials can foul heat exchange walls.
equipment or plug fixed-bed reactors,
thereby requiring costly equipment ¯ Use staged heating to minimize
cleaning and production outage, product degradation and unwanted side

reactions.

¯ Use a super heat of high-pressure
steam in place of furnace.

¯ Monitor exchanger fouling to
correlate process conditions which
increase fouling, avoid conditions
which rapidly foul exchangers.

¯ Use online tube cleaning
technologies to keep tube surfaces
clean to increase heat transfer.

¯ Use scraped wall exchangers in
viscous service.

¯ Use falling film reboiler, pumped
recirculation reboiler or high-flux
tubes.

¯Higher operating temperatures imply
"heat input" usually via combustion ¯ Explore heat integration
which generates emissions, opportunities (e.g., use waste heat to

preheat materials and reduce the
amount of combustion required.)

H̄eat sources such as furnaces and
boilers are a source of combustion ¯ Use thermocompressor to upgrade
emissions, low-pressure steam to avoid the need

for additional boilers and furnaces.
¯Vapor pressure increases with
increasing temperature. Loading/ ¯ If possible, cool materials before
unloading, tankage and fugitive sending to storage.
emissions generally increase with
increasing vapor pressure. ¯ Use hot process streams to reheat

feeas.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration (cont’d)

Temperature (cont’d) ¯ Add vent condensers to recover
vapors in storage tanks or process.

¯ Add closed dome !oading with vapor
recovery condensers.

¯ Water solubility of most chemicals ¯ Use lower temperature (vacuum
increases with increasing temperature, processing).

Pressure ¯ Fugitive emissions from equipment. ¯ Equipment operating in vacuum
service is not a source of fugitives;
however, leaks into the process require
control when system is degassed.

¯ Seal leakage potential due to pressurē  Minimize operating pressure.
differential.

¯ Gas solubility increases with higher ¯ Determine whether gases can be
pressures, recovered, compressed, and reused or

require controls.

Corrosive Environment ¯ Material contamination occurs from ¯ Improve metallurgy or provide
corrosion products. Equipment failurescoating or lining.
result in spills, leaks, and increased
maintenance costs. ¯ Neutralize corrosivity of materials

contacting equipment.

¯ Use corrosion inhibitors.

¯ Improve metallurg3, or provide
coating or lining.

¯ Increased waste generation due to ¯ Improve metallur~ or provide
addition of corrosion inhibitors or coating or lining or operate in a less
neutralization, corrosive environment.

Batch vs. Continuous ¯ Vent gas lost during batch fill. ¯Equalize reactor and storage tank
Operations vent lines.

¯ Recover vapors through condenser.
adsorber, etc.

¯ Waste generated by cleaning/purging ¯ Use materials with low viscosity.
of process equipment between Minimize equipment roughness.
production batches.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration (cont’d)

Batch vs. Continuous ¯ Optimize product manufacturing
Operations (cont ’d) sequence to minimize washing

operations and cross-contamination of
subsequent batches.

¯ Process inefficiencies lower yield and¯ Sequence addition of reactants and
increase emissions, reagents to optimize yields and lower

emissions.

¯ Continuous process fugitive ¯Design facility to readily allow
emissions and waste increase over timemaintenance so as to avoid unexpected
due to equipmem failure through a lackequipment failure and resultant
of maintenance between turnarounds, release.

Process Operation/Destgn ¯ Numerous processing steps creatē  Keep it simple. Make sure all
wastes and opportunities for errors, operations are necessar3’. More

operations and complexi .ty only tend to
increase potential emission and waste
sources.

¯ Nonreactant materials (solvents, ¯ Evaluate unit operation or
absorbents, etc.) create wastes. Each technologies (e.g., separation) that do
chemical (including water) employed not require the addition of solvents or
within the process introduces additionalother nonreactant chemicals.
potential waste sources; the
composition generated wastes also
tends to become more complex.

¯ High conversion with low yield ¯ Recycle operations generally
results in wastes, improve overall use of raw materials

and chemicals, thereby increasing the
yield of desired products while at the
same time reducing the generation of
wastes. A case-in-point is to operate at
a lower conversion per reaction cycle
by reducing catalyst consumption.
temperature, or residence time. Many
times, this can result in a higher
selectivity to desired products. The
net effect upon recycle of unreacted
reagents is an increase in product
yield, while at the same time reducing
the quantities of spent catalyst and less
desirable by-products.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration (cont’d)

Process Operation/Design ¯ Non-regenerative treatment systems ¯ Regenerative fixed bed treating or
result in increased waste versus desiccant operation ~e.g.. aluminum
regenerative systems, oxide, silica, activated carbon,

molecular sieves, etc.) will generate
less quantities of solid or liquid waste
than nonregenerative units (e.g.,
calcium chloride or activated clay).
With regenerative units though,
emissions during bed activation and
regeneration can be significant.
Further, side reactions during
activation/regeneration can give rise to
problematic pollutants.

Product

Process Chemistry ¯ Insufficient R&D into alternative ¯ R&D during process conception and
reaction pathways may miss pollution laboratory, studies should thoroughly
opportunities such as reducing waste or investigate alternatives in process
eliminating a hazardous constituent, chemistry, that affect pollution

prevention.

Product Formulation ¯ Product based on end-use ¯ Reformulate products by substituting
performance may have undesirable different material or using a mixture of
environmental impacts or use raw individual chemicals that meet end-use
materials or components that generate performance specifications.
excessive or hazardous wastes.

Raw Materials

Purity ¯ Impurities may produce unwanted by-̄  Use higher purity, materials.
products and waste. Toxic impurities,
even in trace amounts, can make a ¯ Purify materials before use and reuse
waste hazardous and therefore subject if practical.
to strict and costly regulation.

¯ Use inhibitors to prevent side
reactions.

¯ Excessive impurities may require      ¯ Achieve balance between feed
more processing and equipment to meet purity,, processing steps, product
product specifications, increasing costs quality., and waste generation.
and potential for fugitive emissions,
leaks, and spills.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Raw Materials (cont’d)

Purity (cont’d) ¯ Specifying a purity greater than ¯ Specify a purity no greater than what
needed by the process increases costs the process needs.
and can generate more waste generation
by the supplier.

¯ Impurities in clean air can increase ¯Use pure oxygen.
inert purges.

¯ Impurities may poison catalyst ¯Install guard beds to protect catalysts.
prematurely resulting in increased
wastes due to yield loss and more
frequent catalyst replacement.

Vapor Pressure ¯ Higher vapor pressures increase ¯ Use material with lower vapor
fugitive emissions in material handling pressure.
and storage.

¯ High vapor pressure with low odor ¯ Use materials with lower vapor
threshold materials can cause nuisancepressure and higher odor threshold.
odors.

Water Solubili.tv ¯ Toxic or nonbiodegradable materials̄  Use less toxic or more biodegradable
that are water soluble may affect materials.
wastewater treatment operation,
efficiency, and cost.

¯ Higher solubility may increase ¯ Use less soluble materials.
potential for surface and groundwater
contamination and may require more
careful spill prevention, containment,
and cleanup (SPCC) plans.

¯ Higher solubility may increase ¯ Use less soluble materials.
potential for storm water contamination
in open areas. ¯ Prevent direct contact with storm

water by diking or covering areas.

¯ Process wastewater associated with ¯ Minimize water usage.
water washing or hydrocarbon/water
phase separation will be impacted by ¯ Reuse wash water.
containment solubility in water.
Appropriate wastewater treatment will ¯ Determine optimum process
be impacted, conditions for phase separation.

¯ Evaluate alternative separation
technologies (coalescers. membranes.
distillation, etc.)
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Raw Materials (cont’d)

Toxici.W ¯ Community. and worker safety and ¯ Use less toxic materials.
health concerns result from routine and
nonroutine emissions. Emissions ¯ Reduce exposure through equipment
sources include vents, equipment leaks,design and process control. Use
wastewater emissions, emergency systems which are passive for
pressure relief, etc. emergency containment of toxic

releases.

¯ Surges or higher than normal ¯ Use less toxic material.
continuous levels of toxic materials can
shock or miss wastewater biological ¯ Reduce spills, leaks, and upset
treatment systems resulting in possible conditions through equipment and
fines and possil~e toxici~’ in the process control.
receiving water.

¯ Consider effect of chemicals on
biological treatment: provide unit
pretreatment or diversion capacity, to
remove toxicity.

¯ Install serge capaciH’ for flow and
concentration equalization.

Regulator, ¯ Hazardous or toxic materials are ¯ Use materials which are less toxic or
stringently regulated. They may hazardous.
require enhanced control and
monitoring; increased compliance ¯ Use better equipment and process
issues and paperwork for permits and design to minimize or control releases:
record keeping; stricter control for in some cases, meeting certain
handling, shipping, and disposal; higherregulatory, criteria will exempt a
sampling and analytical costs; and system from permitting or other
increased health and safety costs, regulatory requirements.

Form of Supply ¯ Small containers increase shipping ¯ Use bulk supply, ship by pipeline, or
frequency which increases chances of use "jumbo" drums or sacks.
material releases and waste residues
from shipping containers (including ¯ In some cases, product may be
wash waters), shipped out in the same containers the

material supply was shipped in without
washing.

¯ Nonreturnable containers may ¯ Use returnable shipping containers
increase waste, or drums.

Handling andStorage ¯ Physical state (solid, liquid, gaseous) ¯ Use equipment and controls
may raise unique environmental, safety, appropriate to the type of materials to
and health issues with unloading control releases.
operations and transfer to process
equipment.
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Exhibit 18 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Ops.

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Raw Materials (cont’d)

Handling and Storage ¯ Large inventories can lead to spills. ¯ Minimize inventor3. by utilizing just-
(cont’d) inherent safety issues and material in-time delivery.

expiration.

Waste Streams

Quanti~, and Quali~., ¯ Characteristics and sources of waste¯ Document sources and quantities of
streams are unknown, waste streams prior to pollution

prevention assessment.

¯ Wastes are generated as part of the ¯ Determine what changes in process
process, conditions would lower waste

generation oftoxici~’.

¯ Determine if wastes can be recycled
back into the process.

Composition ¯ Hazardous or toxic constituents are ¯ Evaluate whether different process
found in waste streams. Examples are:conditions, routes, or reagent
sulfides, heavy metals, halogenated chemicals (e.g., solvent catalysts) can
hydrocarbons, and polynuclear be substituted or changed to reduce or
aromatics, eliminate hazardous or toxic

compounds.

Properties ¯ Environmental fate and waste ¯ Evaluate waste characteristics using
properties are not known or understood, the following type properties:

corrosivity, ignitability, reactivity,,
BTU content (ener~, recovery),
biodegradability, aquatic toxicity., and
bioaccumulation potential of the waste
and of its degradable products, and
whether it is a solid, liquid, or gas.

Disposal ¯ Ability to treat and manage hazardous ¯ Consider and evaluate all onsite and
and toxic waste unknown or limited,     offsite recycle, reuse, treatment, and

disposal options available. Determine
availability of facilities to treat or
manage wastes ~enerated.

Source: Chemical Manufacturers Association. Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process. Research. Development and
Engineering.
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Exhibit 19: Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Compressors. ¯ Shaft seal leaks ¯ Seal-less designs ¯ Preventive maintenance
blowers, fans Piston rod seal leaks (diaphragmatic. hermetic orprogram

Vent streams magnetics)

¯ Design for low emissions
(internal balancing, double
inlet, gland eductors)

¯ Shaft seal designs (carbon
rings, double mechanical
seals, buffered seals)

¯ Double seal with barrier
fluid vented to control device

Concrete pads, ¯ Leaks ~o groundwater ¯ Water stops ¯ Reduce urmecessa~’
floors, sumps purges, transfers, and

¯Embedded metal plates sampling

¯Epoxy sealing
¯Use drip pans where

¯Other impervious sealin~ necessa~
Controls ¯ Shutdowns and Start-ups̄  Improve on-line controls ¯ Continuous versus batch

generate waste and
releases ¯ On-line instrumentation ¯ Optimize on-line run

time
¯Automatic start-up and
shutdown ¯ Optimize shutdown

interlock inspection
frequency

¯On-line vibration analysis
¯Identify safety and

¯Use "consensus" systemsenvironment critical
(e.g., shutdown trip requiresinstruments and equipment
two out of three affirmative
responses)

Distillation ¯ Impurities remain in ¯ Increase reflux ratio ¯ Change column
process streams operating conditions

¯Add section to column - reflux ratio
- feed tray

¯ Column intervals - temperature
- pressure

¯ Change feed tray - etc.
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Exhibit 19 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Distillation ¯ Impurities remain in ¯ Insulate to prevent heat ¯ Clean column to reduce
(cont’d) process streams (cont’d) loss fouling

¯ Preheat column feed

¯ Increase vapor line size to
lower pressure drop

¯ Use reboilers or inert gas ¯ Use higher temperature
¯ Large amounts of stripping agents steam
contaminated water
condensage from stream
strippin~

General ¯ Contaminated rainwater ¯ Provide roof over process ¯ Return samples to
manufacturing facilities process
equipment areas

¯ Segregate process sewer
from storm sewer (diking) ¯ Monitor stormwater

discharge
¯ Hard-pipe process streams
to process sewer

¯ Contaminated sprinkler ¯ Seal floors
and fire water

¯ Drain to sump

¯ Route to waste treatment

¯ Leaks and emissions ¯ Design for cleaning
during cleaning ¯ Use drip pans for

¯ Design for minimum maintenance activities
rinsing

¯ Rinse to sump
¯ Design for minimum
sludge ¯ Reuse cleaning solutions

¯ Provide vapor enclosure

¯ Drain to process
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Exhibit 19 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Heat exchangers ¯ Increased waste due to ¯ Use intermediate ¯ Select operating
high localized exchangers to avoid contact temperatures at or near
temperatures with furnace tubes and walls ambient temperature when-

ever possible. These are
¯ Use staged heating to generally most desirable
minimize product from a pollution prevention
degradation and unwanted standpoint
side reactions.
(waste heat >>low pressure ¯ Use lower pressure steam
steam >>high pressure to lower temperatures
steam)

¯ Use scraped wall ¯ Monitor exchanger
exchangers in viscous fouling to correlate process
service conditions which increase

fouling, avoid conditions
¯ Using falling film reboiler, which rapidly foul
piped recirculation reboiler exchangers
or high-flux tubes

¯ Use on-line tube cleaning
¯ Use lowest pressure steamtechniques to keep tube

¯ Contaminated materials possible surfaces clean
due to tubes leaking at
tube sheets ¯ Monitor for leaks

¯ Use welded tubes or
~ ¯ Furnace emissions double tube sheets with inert

purge. Mount vertically

¯ Use super heat of high-
pressure steam in place of a
furnace

Piping ¯ Leaks to groundwater ¯ Monitor for corrosion
Fugitive emissions ¯ Design equipment layout and erosion

so as to minimize pipe run
length

¯ Paint to prevent external
¯ Eliminate underground corrosion
piping or design for cathodic
protection if necessary, to
install piping underground

¯ Use welded fittings

¯ Reduce number of flanges
and valves
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Exhibit 19 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Piping (cont’d) ¯ Leaks to groundwater ¯ Use all welded pipe
Fugitive emissions
(cont’d) ¯ Use secondary

containment

¯ Use spiral-wound gaskets

¯ Use plugs and double
valves for open end lines

¯ Change metallur~’

¯ Use lined pipe
¯ Flush to p~:oduct storage

¯ Releases when cleaning ¯ Use "pigs" for cleaning tank
or purging lines

¯ Slope to low point drain

¯ Use heat tracing and
insulation to prevent freezing

¯ Install equalizer lines

Pumps ¯ Fugitive emissions from ¯ Mechanical seal in lieu of    ¯ Seal installation practices
shaft seal leaks packing

¯ Monitor for leaks
¯ Double mechanical seal
with inert barrier fluid

¯ Double machined seal with
barrier fluid vented to
control device

¯ Seal-less pump (canned
motor magnetic drive)

¯ Vertical pump

¯ Fugitive emissions from ¯ Use pressure transfer to
shaft seal leaks eliminate pump

¯ Residual "heel" of liquid ¯ Low point drain on pump ¯ Flush casing to process
during pump maintenance casing sewer for treatment
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Exhibit 19 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Pumps (cont’d) ¯ Injection of seal flush ¯ Use double mechanical ¯ Increase the mean time
fluid into process stream seal with inert barrier fluid between pump failures by:

where practical - selecting proper seal
material:
- aligning well:
- reducing pipe-induced
stress;
- maintaining seal
lubrication

Reactors ¯ Poor conversion or ¯ Static mixing ¯ Add ingredients with
performance due to optimum sequence
inadequate mixing ¯ Add baffles

¯ Change impellers

¯ Add horsepower ¯ Allow proper head space
in reactor to enhance

¯ Add distributor vortex effect

¯ Waste by-product ¯ Provide separate reactor ¯ Optimize reaction
formation for converting recycle conditions (temperature.

streams to usable products pressure, etc.)

Relief Valve ¯ Leaks ¯ Provide upstream rupture
disc

¯ Fugitive emissions ¯ Vent to-control or recovery ¯ Monitor for leaks and for
device control efficiency

¯ Discharge to ¯ Pump discharges to suction¯ Monitor for leaks
environment from over of pump
pressure

¯ Thermal relief to tanks

¯ Avoid discharge to roof
areas to prevent
contamination of rainwater

¯ Use pilot operated relief ¯ Reduce operating
¯ Frequent relief valve pressure

¯ Increase margin between ¯ Review system
design and operating performance
pressure
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Exhibit 19 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Sampling ¯ Waste generation due to ¯ On line in situ analyzers ¯ Reduce number and size
sampling (disposal, of samples required
containers, leaks. ¯ System for return to
fugitives, etc.) process ¯ Sample at the lowest

possible temperature
¯ Closed loop

¯ Cool before sampling
¯ Drain to sump

Tanks ¯ Tank breathing and ¯ Cool materials before ¯ Optimize storage
working losses storage conditions to reduce losses

¯ Insulate tanks

¯ Vent to control device
(flare, condenser, etc.)

¯ Vapor balancing

¯ Floating roof

¯ Floating roof

¯ Higher design pressure

¯ Leak to groundwater ¯ All aboveground (situated ¯ Monitor for leaks and
so bottom can routinely be corrosion
checked for leads)

¯ Secondary containment

¯ Improve corrosion
resistance

¯ Large waste heel ¯ Design for 100 percent de-¯ Recycle to process if
inventory practical

Vacuum Systems ¯ Waste discharge from ¯ Substitute mechanical ¯ Monitor for air leaks
jets vacuum pump

¯ Evaluate using process ¯ Recycle condensate to
fluid for powering jet srocess
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Exhibit 19 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Valves ¯ Fugitive emissions from ¯ Bellow seals ¯ Stringent adherence to
leaks packing procedures

¯ Reduce number where
practical

¯ Special packing; sets

Vents ¯ Release to environment ¯ Route to control or ¯ Monitor performance
recovery device

Source: Chemical Manufacturers A~sociation. Destgning Pollution Prevention into the Process. Research, Development and
Engineering

It is critical to emphasize that pollution prevention in the chemical industry
is process specific and oftentimes constrained by site-speci’fic considerations.
As such. it is difficult to generalize about the relative merits of different
pollution prevention strategies. The age, size, and purpose of the plant will
influence the most effective pollution prevention strategy. Commodity
chemical manufacturers redesign their processes infrequently so that redesign
of the reaction process or equipment is unlikely in the short term. Here.
operational changes are the most feasible response. Specialty chemical
manufacturers are making a greater variety of chemicals and have more
process and design flexibility. Incorporating changes at the earlier research
and development phases may be possible for them.
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VI. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight, and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included.

¯ Section VI.A. contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B. contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section VI.C. contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover. they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further irrtbrmation, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also provided for
each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include
the specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical
products, designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from
specific industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous
wastes from non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials
which exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivit3’.
reactivity, or toxicity and designated with the. code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities that
treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit, either from
EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to implement the
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permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards
such as contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and
reporting requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific
standards. RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and
§264.10) for conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup of
releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management
units at RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
provam. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here are some
important R.CRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261 )
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to determine
whether the material created is considered a hazardous waste, solid
waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring
proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste
accumulation units, and record keeping and reporting requirements.
Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180
days depending on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining
a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting the
disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment. Under
the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet land disposal restriction
(LDR) treatment standards prior to placement in a RC1LA land
disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit. waste pile. or surface
impoundment). Wastes subject to the LDRs include solvents.
electroplating wastes, heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste
subject to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the
designated TSD facility, to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil storage and disposal regulations (40 CFR Part 279) do not
define Used Oil Management Standards impose management
requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning,
processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that merely
generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For a parry
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considered a used oil marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner), additional
tracking and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous xvaste with a high
volatile orgarLic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265. Subpart CC) require
generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of the
waste, to satisfy, tank and container emissions standards, and to
inspect and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all
facilities who store such waste, including generators operating under
the 90-day accumulation rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I,regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Par~ 266, Subpart H)
address unit design, provide performance standards, require
emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be
burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8.’30 a.m. to 7:30p.m., ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund. authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA.
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority, for the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law. SARA Title III. also known as
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).
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The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Pan 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are defined and
listed in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or
by one or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions
for permanent cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups
referred to as "removals." EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites
on the National Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately
1300 sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA
provides responsible parties the oppommity to conduct removal and remedial
actions and encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA ’s R CRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346. answers questions
and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program. The CERCL 4
Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.. ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-K.now Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
commtmity access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Pans 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such
substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity.,
and directs the facility to appoint an emergency response coordinator.
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¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely hazardous
substance.

¯ EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes
20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which
manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater
than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release
report. This report, commonly known as the Form R, covers releases
and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and
environmental media, and allows EPA to compile the national Toxic
Release Inventory, (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and distributes
guidance regarding the emergency planning and community right-to-know
regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant
not identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
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permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized
approximately forty States to administer the NPDES program), contain
industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and
establish pollutant monitoring requirements. A facility that intends to
discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its
discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data
identifying the types of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The
permit will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which
a facility may make a discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and
standards vary from State to State, and site to site. depending on the use
classification of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA
guidelines which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. Storm water discharge associated
with industrial activity means the discharge from any conveyance which is
used for collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related
to manufacturing, processing, or raw materials storage areas at an industrial
plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)). These regulations require that facilities with
the following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a
discharge associated with industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or
medium municipal storm sewer system: or (3) a discharge which EPA or the
State determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity.
defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes
while the other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the
regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of
those identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water
permit application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by
one of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas
where the activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements.
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Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should
be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 291-petroleum refining; and SIC 311-leather
tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-Qil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive
or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41-
local passenger transportatiofi; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products: SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes: SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products: SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries: SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
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allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SI.C 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products:
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC
35-industrial and commercial machinery, and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing): SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments: SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries: and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "indusn-ial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the qualiw of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order
to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

EPA ’s Office of Water, at (202,) 260-5700. will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at
(202) 260- 7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
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create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these
standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of
drinking water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under
its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary
drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration
limits that apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking
water standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs),
which are non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant
levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of
drinking water b.v regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits
include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells
used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective
action standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet
applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit
program is primarily State-enforced. since EPA has authorized all but a few
States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5.’30 p. rn., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate,
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture.
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory, of chemical substances.
If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded bv
TSCA, a premanulhcture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
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manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce.
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority, are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and dislributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8.’30 a.m. through 4:30p.m., ET.
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity, of the population." The CAA consists of six sections.
known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to o.btain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50 through 99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of"criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, and
sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant
are classified as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are
classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of the CAA. each State must
develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air pollution
and to determine what reductions are required to meet Federal air quality
standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on
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the pollution control technology available to that category of industrial
source but allow the affected industries the flexibility to devise a
cost-effective means of reducing emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of
the CAAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To
date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of
the HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses.
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices.
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to reduce
the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases will be
obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions allowances, which.
beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide
releases.

Title V of the CA_AA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose
of the operating permit is to i~nclude in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year 2000.
while certain hydrochiorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title V! of the CAA. and EPA’s EPCtL4
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Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the Technology Transfer
Network Bulletin Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes
recent CA.A rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

The inorganic chemical industry is affected by nearly all federal
environmental statutes. In addition, the industry is subject to numerous laws
and regulations from state and local governments designed to protect and
improve health, safety, and the environment. A summary of the major
federal regulations affecting the chemical industry follows.

Federal Statutes

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), passed in 1976, gives the
Environmental Protection Agency comprehensive authority to regulate any
chemical substance whose manufacture, processing, distribution in
commerce, use, or disposal may present an unreasonable risk of injury, to
health or the environment. Three sections are of primary importance to the
inorganic chemical industry. Section 5 mandates that chemical companies
submit to EPA pre-manufacture notices that provide information on health
and environmental effects for each new product and test existing products for
these effects. To date, over 20,000 premanufacturing notices have been filed.
Section 4 authorizes the EPA to require testing of certain substances. Section
6 gives the EPA authority to prohibit, limit, or ban the manufacture, process,
and use of chemicals. Under Section 6 ofTSCA, EPA has banned most uses
of asbestos. In 1990, however, the chlor-alkali industry was able to show
that it did not have difficulty meeting the required exposure limits for
asbestos fibers, and the use of asbestos as a diaphragm material was
exempted from the TSCA ban.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 set National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) from industrial sources for 41
pollutants to be met by 1995 and for 148 other pollutants to be reached by
2003. Several provisions affect the inorganic chemical industry. The EPA
will promulgate maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards
and Lowest Achievable Emission Rates will be required in NAAQS non-
attainment areas (Iliam Rosario, U.S. EPA, OAQPS. WAM for Chlorine
Production NESHAP (919)-541-5308). An intbrmation collection request
survey was sent out to the chlor-alkali industry, in 1992. The data obtained
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from the survey will be analyzed and. based on the results, EPA will propose
MACT standards (or EPA may propose that no new standards are necessary,)
for the chlor-alkali industry by 1997. For any subject facility, a six year
extension of MACT requirements is available if they can demonstrate early
emission reductions.

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 contain provisions to phase out the
use of ozone depleting chemicals such as chlorofluorocarbons, halons, carbon
tetrachloride, and methyl chloroform, as required by the Montreal Protocol
on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. The chlor-alkali industry has
been and will continue to be significantly affected by these provisions due to
decreases in the demand for chlorine as a feedstock in manufacturing these
chemicals. In addition, many of these chemicals are used extensively by the
industry to process chlorine.

Clean Water Act

The Clean Water Act, first passed in 1972 and amended in 1977 and 1987.
gives EPA the authoritv to regulate effluents from sewage treatment works.
chemical plants, and other industrial sources into waters. The act sets "best
available technology" standards for treatment of wastes for both direct and
indirect (to a Publicly Owned Treatment Works) discharges. Effluent
guidelines for the chlor-alkali industry were last updated in 1984 (40 CFR
Section 415). EPA is currently conducting a study to assess the need for new
effluent guidelines. (Contact: George Zipf, U.S. EPA, Office of Water, 202-
260-2275)

Restrictions on dioxin emissions in the wastewater from pulp mills are
having significant effects on the chlor-alkali industry. Dioxins are formed
during the chlorine bleaching 16rocess and are subsequently released to rivers
and streams. Many mills are switching from chlorine to alternative bleaching
agents in response to the effluent restrictions. Pulp mills accounted for about
15 percent of the chlorine demand in the U.S. in 1982 and 11 percent in
1992. The demand for chlorine for pulp bleaching is expected to continue to
decrease through the 1990s.

Resource Conservation and Recover, Act

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 gives the
EPA authority to establish a list of solid and hazardous wastes, and to
establish standards and regulations for handling and disposing of these
wastes. New wastes specific to the inorganic chemical industry, have not
been added to the RCRA list since the original waste listings in 1980. EPA
is currently under a consent order, however, to propose new hazardous waste
listings for the industry by March 1997. and to finalize by March 1998.
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(Contact: Rick Brandes. U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste. 202-260-4770)
The Act also requires companies to establish programs to reduce the volume
and toxicity of hazardous wastes. It was last amended in 1984 when
Congress mandated some 70 new programs for the hazardous waste (Subtitle
C) program. Included were tighter standards for handling and disposing of
hazardous wastes, land disposal prohibitions, corrective action (or
remediation) regulations, and regulations for underground storage tanks. The
inorganic chemical industry is strongly affected by the RCRA regulations
because of the disposal costs for hazardous waste and the record keeping
requirements.

Occupational Safety and Health Act

The Occupational Safety and Health Act gave the Department of Labor the
authority to set comprehensive workplace safety and health standards
including permissible exposures to chemical in the workplace and authority
to conduct inspections and issue citations for violations of safety and health
regulations. The chemical industry is subject to hazard identification
standards established by OSHA, which require extensive documentation of
chemicals in trade and in the workplace and mandate warning labels on
containers. The industry is also subject to OSHA’s Hazard Communication
Standard and various state and local laws, which give workers the right to
know about hazardous chemicals in the workplace.

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) gives the Department
of Transportation authority to regulate the movement of hazardous materials.
Chemical manufacturers must comply with regulations governing shipment
preparation, including packaging, labeling and shipping papers; handling,
loading and unloading; routing emergency and security planning; incident
notifications; and liability insurance. The chemical manufacturers must also
comply with operating requirements for vehicle, vessel, and carrier
transportation of hazardous materials by road, rail, air. and sea. The
chemicals covered by the HMTA span a broad list of substances, including
hazardous wastes normally regulated by RCRA and hazardous materials that
DOT designates as hazardous for the purposes of transportation that may not
be considered hazardous under RCRA. These regulations especially apply
to chlorine gas which can cause significant risk during transport.

Pollution Prevention Act

The Pollution Prevention Act makes it a national policy of the United States
to reduce or eliminate the generation of waste at the source whenever
feasible. The EPA is directed to undertake a multi-media program of
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information collection, technology transfer, and financial assistance to enable
the states to implement this policy and to promote the use of source reduction
techniques. The reorganization of the Office of Compliance by industry.
sector is part of EPA’s response to this act.

State Statutes

Toxics Use Reduction Act. Massachusetts

The Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Act affects those facilities that use,
manufacture, or process more than a specified amount of substances that are
on the Massachusetts toxic or hazardous substances list. Facilities must
submit annual reports on the amounts of substances used, manufactured, or
processed and must pay annual fees based on these amounts. In addition.
facilities must prepare toxics use reduction plans which show in-plant
changes in production processes or raw materials that would reduce, avoid,
or eliminate the use or generation of toxic or hazardous substances. The
Massachusetts toxic or hazardous substance list initially consists of those
substances listed under §313 of EPCRA and will eventually include those
substances listed under CERCLA. New Jersey has recently passed a similar
act.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) listed waste streams
specific to the inorganic chemical industry have not been updated since the
original RCRA hazardous wastes list developed in 1980. EPA is under a
court-ordered deadline to propose and finalize additional waste listings for
the industry by March 1997 and March 1988, respectively. The Office of
Solid Waste will begin assessing the need for new listings by early 1996.
(Contact: Rick Brandes, U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste. 202-260-4770)

Clean Air Act

The new NESHAP standards for the inorganic chemical industry, are
scheduled to be promulgated by EPA by 1997. (Contact: Iliam Rosario. U.S.
EPA, OAQPS, WAM for Chlorine Production NESHAP, 919-541-5308)
The standards required will. in most cases, be in the form of MACT
standards. Lowest Achievable Emission Rates will be required in NAAQS
non-attainment areas. An information collection request survey was sent out
to the chlor-alkali industry in 1992. The data obtained will be analyzed and
used to assess the need for NESHAP standards in the chlor-alkali industry.
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The chlor-alkali industry will continue to be affected bv the provisions to
phase out the use of ozone depleting chemicals as required by the Montreal
Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. The demand for
chlorine as a feedstock in manufacturing these chemicals, which accounted
tbr about 15 percent of total domestic demand in 1990. will continue to
decline through the 1990s. In addition, costs of purifying and liquefying
chlorine gas may increase as the cost of carbon tetrachloride and refrigerants
increases, and as alternative processes are introduced.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

To date. EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring compliance
with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the Agency to
track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other environmental statutes.
Within the last several years, the Agency has begun to supplement single-
media compliance indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of
compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track compliance with
all statutes at the facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement
Analysis (IDEA) s.ystem. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s
single-media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records
to individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air. Water, Waste.
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility,, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA system.
this section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TRI reporting universe. With this decision.
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TR! program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However.
the group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be
consistent with this sector’s general make-up.
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Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections or enforcement actions, and solely reflect EPA, state, and local
compliance assurance activity that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (August 10, 1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other
for the most recent twelve-month period (August 10, 1994 to August 9,
1995). The five-year analysis gives an average level of activity, for that
period for comparison to the more recent activity..

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local
or EPA-Ied. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations
does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts
within each med.ia program. The presented data illustrate the variations
across regions for certain sectors? This variation may be attributable to
state/local data entry, variations, specific geographic concentrations.
proximity to population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals
used in production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data
do not rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may
have the most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facility.
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to c6mpile and review all permit, compliance.
enforcement and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue together"
separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to create a "master
list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the data systems
accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval
System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System.
Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation and Recovery Information

’ EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT);II (NJ, NY. PR, V1); 111 (DC, DE, MD.
PA. VA, WV): IV (AL. FL. GA, KY, MS, NC. SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH. WI); VI (AR, LA, NM. OK, TX):
VII (IA. KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ. CA. Hi, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK.
ID, OR, WA).
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System. Office of Solid Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base.
Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS
(Comprehensive Environmental and Liability Information System,
Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release Inventory System). IDEA also
contains information from outside sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Most data
queries displayed in notebook sections IV and VII were conducted using
IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data
queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each
notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and state agency faciliw
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility, universe is inspected in a 12 or 60 month period.
This column does not count non-inspectional compliance activities such as
the review of facility-reported discharge reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time.
expressed in months, that a comPliance inspection occurs at a facility within
the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and
criminal enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of
Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only
counted once in this column (facility with three enforcement actions counts
as one). All percentages that appear are referenced to the number of facilities
inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times (a
faciliu with three enforcement actions counts as three).
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State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
accorded state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use
their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement actions
to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This measure
is a rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement.
Reported inspections and enforcement actions under the Clean Water Act
(PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio. Inspections and actions
from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio
because most of the actions taken under these programs are not the result of
faciliD" inspections. This ratio does not account for enforcement actions
arising from non-inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-
reported water discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the
CAA, CWA and RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identitied -- indicates the number
and percentage of insnected facilities having a violation identified in one of
the following data categories.: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance.
Significant Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant
Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and
Unresolved High Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this
column reflect the extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame.
but do not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance.
Percentages within this column may exceed 100 percent because facilities
can be in violation status without being inspected. Violation status may be
a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that
an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFR.A/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.
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VII.A. Inorganic Chemical Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 20 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the inorganic chemical industu over the past five years (August
1990 to August 1995). These data are also broken out by EPA Region
thereby permitting geo~aphical comparisons. A few points evident from the
data are listed below.

¯ Slightly more than half of the TRI reporting inorganic chemical
facilities in the EPA databases were inspected over the five year
period resulting in an average of 11 months between inspections of
these facilities.

¯ On average, the states carried out three times the number of
inspection.s as the Regions; however, the percentage of state led
actions varied across the Regions from 44 percent to 96 percent.

¯ The enforcement to inspection rate varied significantly from Region
to Region. Region IX had the highest enforcement to inspection rate
as well as the highest percentage of state led actions.
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Exhibit 20: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Inorganic Chemicals Manufacturing

B C D E F G II I J ~--_-.

Average Facilities with I Percent Percent ~
Months or More Total State Lead Federal Enforcement

Facilities Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement Actions Lead Actions to Inspection
gegiol! in Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Rate

1 I0 5 16 38 0 0 ......

Ii 46 29 354 8 12 29 72% 28% 0.08

III 60 41 544 7 I 2 38 89% 1 I% 0.07

"~ IV 105 54 916 7 21 113 89% I1% 0.12

V 108 62 469 14 I I 42 45% 55% 0.09

VI 93 40 401 14 24 106 61% 39% 0.26

VIi 19 12 62 18 2 9 44% 56% 0.15

VIII 17 9 38 27 4 5 80% 20% 0.13

IX 70 35 171 25 9 53 96% 4% 0.31

X 20 I I 63 19 4 7 86% 14% O, I I     _~

TOTAl. 548 2!)8 3.034 I I 99 402 76% 24% 0.13

~.
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 21 and 22 allow the compliance history of the inorganic chemical
manufacturing sector to be compared to the other industries covered by the
industry sector notebooks. Comparisons between Exhibits 21 and 22 permit
the identification of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the
industry by comparing data covering the last five years to that of the past
year. Some points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The inorganic chemicals industry has a relatively low frequency of
inspections compared to most of the other sectors shown. On
average, the number of months between inspections at inorganic
chemicals facilities has been only about twice that of organic
chemicals facilities.

¯ Over the p.ast five years the inorganic chemical industry has had a
ratio of enforcement actions to inspections lower than most of the
other sectors listed including the organic chemicals sector. This
difference has continued over the past year.

¯ Enforcement actions are brought against only about 10 percent of the
facilities with violations; lower than most other sectors listed.

Exhibits 23 and 24 provide a more in-depth comparison between the
inorganic chemicals industry and other sectors by breaking out the
compliance and enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the
previous Exhibits (21 and 22), the data cover the last five years (Exhibit 23)
and the last one year (Exhibit 24) to facilitate the identification of recent
trends. A few points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ Inspections of inorganic chemical facilities are split relatively evenly
between Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and RCRA. although
RCRA accounts for a significantly larger portion of the total actions
brought against the inorganic chemicals industry over the past five
years.

¯ Significantly more Clean Water Act inspections are carried out at
inorganic chemicals facilities in comparison to the organic chemicals
industry, although the Clean Water Act accounts for a smaller portion
of the total actions brought against inorganic chemicals facilities.

¯ Over the past year RCRA inspections have accounted for a
significantly smaller portion of the enforcement actions brought
against the industry and the Clean Air Act has taken a tar greater
share.
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~ Exhibit 21: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

~ A B C D E F G !! i J

~’~ Average Facilities with Percent Enforcement
Months I or More Total Percent Federal to

Facilities Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement State I,ead I,ead Inspection
|il(|tlstry Sector in Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Pulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 I 15 502 78% 22% 0.13

Printing 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% 0. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I 99 402 76% 24% 0.13

Organic Chemicals 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0.19

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 110 797 66% :]4% 0.25

Iron and Steel 374 275 3,555 6 115 499 72% 28% 0.14

Dry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% I% 0.16

Mctal Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% O. I0

Non-Metallic Mineral !, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06
Mining

I .umber and Wood 464 301 1,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0.12

Furnitnrc 293 213 1,534 I I 34 91 91% 9% 0.06

Rubber and Plastic 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0.12

Sto,~e, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 I I 73 301 70% 30% 0.12

F~,bricated Metal 2,346 1,340 5.509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0.15

Nonferrous Metal 844 474 3,097 16 145 470 76% 24% 0.15

I]lcctronics 405 222 777 31 68 212 79% 2 I% 0.27

A otomobiles 598 390 2,216 16 81 240 80% 20% 0.1 I



Exhibit 22: One-Year lnspectio and Enforcement Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H
Facilities with I or Facilities with I or more
More Violations Enforcement Actions

Total
Facilities in Facilities Number of Enforcement Enforcement to

hldtlstry Sector Search Inspected Inspections Number Percent* Number Percent* Actions Inspection Rate

Pulp ;,rid Paper 306 I g9 576 162 86% 2g 15% gg O. 15

PUnting 4,106 397 676 251 63%,, 25 6% 72 O. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 158 427 167 i 06% i 9 12% 49 0.12 ~

~ )rganic Chemicals 412 i 95 545 197 10 i % 39 20% I i 8 0.22

Petroleum Relining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36%0 114 0.26

Iron and Steel 374 167 488 165 99%,, 20 12% 46 0 09

--a l)~y Cleaning 933 80 ! I 1 21 26%o 5 6% I I 0.10

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72%0 16 14% 24 o. 13

Non-metallic Mineral t, 143 253 425 75 30% 28 1 I% 54 0.13
Mimng

I .u,nbcr and Wood 464 142 268 109 77% i 8 [ 13% 42 O. 16

I"umltu~c 293 16(I 113 66 4 I% 3 2%o 5 0.03

I~,ubbcr and Plastic 1f!65 271 435 289 107% 19 7% 59 0.14

Stone, Cla3, and (ilass 468 146 330 116 79’¼, 20 14% 66 0.20

N~l|li:tTou.,; Metals g.l.l 202 402 282 Io.P~, 22 I 1%o 72 0 18

l:ab~icalcd Metal 2,346 477 746 525 110% 46 10% 114 O. 15

~ I’~lcclmnics 4(15 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

~~ ~ Aultauobilcs 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 O. I0

~ ~ * I’c~ntagcs in ~ ?olunms 1’~ and F a~c based on the numbur of I]~cililics inspected [~ 7olumn C). Pcrccnlagcs can cxcc~’d I00~o bccatlsc violalions and aclions can occur wilhout a lhcility inspection.



Exhibit 23: Five-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries
~ Resource
~:~ Conservation and FIFRA/TSCAI
~’~ Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total % of % of % of % of Total

Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Actions

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48~ ~ I 38~ o 30% 9% 18% 2% 3~

i,rmtmg 1,035 4,723 514 49% 3 I% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2~ ~

Inorganic (’hendcals 298 3,034 402 29°/o 26°/o 29°/o 17°/o 39% 53°/o 3°/o          4°/o~

( ~rganic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% ; ~ 1% 46% 44% 5% 5%

I’clroleum Relining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19%~ 12% 35% 52% 2%

~ I~on and Steel 275 3.555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2%

I)~y Cleaning 245 633 103 15% I% 3% 4% 83% 93% 0% I~

Metal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 57% 60% 6% 14% !%

Non-metallic Mineral 631 3,422 192 65% 46% 3 I% 24% 3% 27% 0% 4%

Minin~

I ,umber and Wood 301 1,891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59°/0 67% 2%

I’umilur¢ 213 1,534 91 52% 27% I% 1% 45% 64% I~ ~

Rubber and Plastic 739 3.386 391 39% 15q ~ 13° O 7% 44~ ~ 68% 3~ 0

Shine. CLay. and Glass 268 2.475 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 51% 2%

:~]o111¢11 tills Mchd~ 47.1 L097 ,170 36~ 22~0 22,0 13°o 38% 54’~o 4% 10%

abficalcd Mclal I~.10 5,509 840 25% 1 IOo 15% 6~0 56% 76~o 400

0 I~,,,nics 222 777 212 16~ 0 20 o I.I° o 300 000 o

~ ~ ,Xulomobdcs 390 2.216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2% 6%



Exhibit 24: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Resource
Conservation anti FIFRA/TSCA/

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act

Total % of % of % of % af
Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total

]lldtls|ry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Pulp lind Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 10% 7"/. 0% 3%

Printing 397 676 72 50%, 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% 0% ,1%

Inorganic Chemicals 158 427 49 ~6% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% 0% 6%

~ )~gani~ Chemiuals 195 545 118 36% 34% 13’% 16% 50% 49% 1% I%

Petroleum Refining 109 437 114 50% 3 I% 19% 16% 3(1% 47% !% 6%

Iron and Steel 167 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36% 50% 0% 6%

Dry Cleaning 80 i 11 11 2 I% 4% 1% 22% 78% 67% 0% 7%,

Metal Mining 114 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6% 0% 19’’/o

N,m-mctallic Mme, al 253 425 54 69% 58’V,,, 26"/,, 16"/,, 5% 16% 0% I 1%

I,umber and Wood 142 268 42 29%, 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% 0% 6%

I"umitme 113 160 5 58% 67% 1% 10% 41% 10% 0% 13%

l’{ubllel and Plastic 271 435 59 39% i.l’J’{, 14"/,, 4% 46% 71% I% I I% ’-’

.%i,~llc. t’l~,’~ ~llul { il,lss II(, I t11 (,(, .I 5% - ~,, ,,.. "I"~ .... I R’;~, R’V,,, 38"/,, 37 .,,

N,,nlk:rmus Metals 202 402 72 33".4,, 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% I% 4%

l"ahlicalcd Metal 477 746 114 25% 14% 14%, 8% 61% 77’% (1% 2%

l:.Ict.lmnic~ 60 87 21 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% (1% 4%

Automobiles 169 284 28 34% 16% I(!% 9"/,, 56% 69% I% 6%,
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects
(SEPs). SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

Historically, OECA’s Enforcement Capacity and Outreach Office does not
regularly compile information related to major cases and pending litigation
within an industry sector. The staff are willing to pass along such
information to Agency staff as requests are made. In addition, summaries of
completed enforcement actions are published each fiscal year in the
Enforcement Accomplishments Report. To date, these summaries are not
organized by industry sector. (Contact: Office of Enforcement Capacity and
Outreach 202-260-4140)

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects

Supplemental environmental projects (SEPs) are an enforcement option that
requires the non-compliant facility to complete specific projects. Regional
summaries of SEPs undertaken in the 1993 and 1994 federal fiscal years
were reviewed. Five SEPs were undertaken that involved inorganic
chemical manufacturing facilities, as shown in Exhibit 25.

CERCLA violations engendered three out of the five SEPs identified: the
fourth and fifth were due to a CAA violation and a TSCA violation. Due to
regional reporting methods, the specifics of the original violations are not
known and, for one SEP, details of the actual project were not available.

One of the five projects was conducted at a facility, that manufactures both
inorganic and organic chemicals. This project has been included in both
industry sector project summaries. The FY 1993 and 1994 SEPs tbr
inorganic chemical manufacturers fall into four categories: process related
projects; control and recovery technology inprovement or installation: leak
prevention; and donations to the community.
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P̄rocess related projects
A Region IV project carried out in 1993 entailed specific process
changes intended to reduce chlorinated wastes at the facility. In
conjunction with other non-process components of the project, the
implementation cost was $93,000.

¯ Control and recovery technology improvement/installation
A Louisiana facility,, the combined organic and inorganic chemical
manufacturer, implemented a SEP to reduce emissions from returned
gas canisters. The SEP involved the installation of recoverx
technologies to reduce emissions of residual CFC and HCFC from
the used canisters. The cost to the company was $158,400.

L̄eak prevention
A Region IV facility constructed retaining walls around underground
storage tanks to prevent hazardous leachate from reaching
groundwater. The cost to the company was $46,200.

¯ Donations to Communitw
Following a CERCLA violation, a facility in Texas donated
emergency and computer equipment to the Local Emergenc.v
Planning Commission (LEPC) which could be used in the planning
and responding to potential chemical emergencies. The facility, also
agreed to participate in LEPC activities and to provide technical
assistance.
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~
Exhibit 25:F¥-1993-1994 Supplemental Environmental Projects Overview: Inorganic Chemical Manufacture

t~ General Information Violation lnfomlation Pollutant Reduction

,~ Docket Company State/ Initial Final SEP SEP Cost Pollutant of Pollutant Supplemental Environmental Projects
q:~ FY # Name Region Type Penalty Penalty Credit to Concern Reduction Description
~’~ Company

93 -. I,aRochc I,A (!AA $88,360 $25,000--- $158,400(’1:(’/11(’1:(’ --- Company pnrchascd, installed, and
(’hcnficals, operated equipment Ibr recovery of
Inc. residual CFCs and I ICFCs in used gas

cylinders returned by customers

93 --- Coastal Rcg 4 (’ERCI,A $90,000 $2,000--- $93,000 chlorinated --- AIIcrcd process to reduce chlorinated
Chemicals 103/EPCRA waste wastes, provided computer and Cameo

304 training for county EMA, donated funds
to I ,EPC for hazards analysis, and held
response exercises at plant

93 --- Scholle Reg. 4 CERCI,A, $40,000 $10,000 --- $46,200 ...... Constructed retaining walls around
Corp. EP(’RA underground storage tanks to prevent

hazardous material Icachatc Irom
~ reaching groundwater

93 6-93-16 AECOA TX CERCLA $25’,000 $3,000 --- $10,O00 ...... Donated emergency and/or computer
103(a) equipment to IJ-~PC for

response/planning fi~r chemical
c.ncrgcncies, agreed to participate in
IoEPC activities and Io provide technical
assistance

94 --- Anzon, Rcglll TSCA N/A N/A N/A $198,000 ...... N/A
Inc.

’Facilities identified as combined inorganic and organic chemical manufacturers

Violalian Infi)rmation l’crms
: Inili;il penally: Initial piopo~cd cavil l~nalty Io[ violalam
I:illal I~llally I’olal i~nally illlCl SI:P IlCg()li;lliOll
SI~P crcdil. Cash crcdil given Ib[ SI’:P so Ihat, I:mal ~nally - SEI’ credit = Final cash ~nally
SI~I’ cosl Io company: Aclual cost to company of SI:P implcmcntalion

N( )’I’E: Due to differences in Icrmmoh~ and level og dclail between regional SEP inlbrmalion, in some cases the figure lislcd as Final ~nalty may bc the Final cash
dcduclion fi)[ SEI) crcdil
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VILLA. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

None identified.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic chemical
releases and transfers of seventeen chemicals from manufacturing facilities.
Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical releases and
transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50 percent as of 1995 from the
1988 baseline year. Certificates of Appreciation have been given out to
participants meeting their 1992 goals. The list of chemicals includes
seventeen high-use chemicals reported in the Toxics Release Inventory.
Exhibit 26 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported the SIC code 281 to TRI. Many of the companies shown listed
multiple SIC codes and, therefore, are likely to carry out operations in
addition to inorganic chemicals manufacturing. The SIC codes reported by
each company are listed in no particular order. In addition, the number of
facilities within each company that are participating in the 33/50 program
and that report SIC 281 to TR.l~is shown. Finally, each company’s total 1993
releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals and the percent reduction in these
chemicals since 1988 are presented.

The inorganic chemicals industry as a whole used, generated or processed
almost all of the seventeen target TRI chemicals. Of the target chemicals.
chromium and chromium compounds, lead and lead compounds, and nickel
and nickel compounds are released and transferred most frequently and in
similar quantities. These three toxic chemicals account for about nine percent
of TRI releases and transfers from inorganic chemical facilities. Seventy-five
companies, representing 168 facilities, listed under SIC 281 (inorganic
chemicals) are currently participating in the 33/50 program. This accounts
for 30 percent of the facilities reporting to SIC code 281 to TRI which is
significantly higher than the average for all industries of 14 percent
participation. (Contact: Mike Bums, 202-260-6394 or the 33/50 Program,
202-260-6907)
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Exhibit 26:33/50 Program Participants Repor~ng SIC 281 (Inorganic Chemicals)
# of 1993 Releases i
Participat-I and

SIC Codes ing Transfers % Reduction
~ Parent Company City, State Reported Facilities (Ibs.) 1988 to 1993
3M MINNESOTA MINING & MFG CO. ST. PAUL, MN 2821, 2816, 2899 1 16.481.098 70
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS ALLENTOWN, PA 2819. 2869 5 144.876 50
AKZO NOBEL INC. CHICAGO, IL 2819, 2869 1 930.189’ 13
ALBEMARLE CORP. RICHMOND, VA 2869, 2819 1 1.005.108 51
ALLIED-SIGNAL INC. MORRISTOWN, NJ 2819. 2869 4 2.080.501 50
ASHLAND OIL INC. RUSSELL, KY 2819 I 723.562 50
B F GOODRICH COMPANY AKRON. OH 2812, 282 I, 2869 1 621.2071 50
BASF CORP. PARSIPPANY, NJ 2869, 2865, 2819 1 1.157,548~ 50
BENJAMIN MOORE & CO MONTVALE. NJ 2851. 2812. 7 20.635 *
BORDEN CHEM & PLAS LTD PAR,!-N. R COLUMBUS. OH 2813. 2821, 2869 1 12.662 ***
CABOT CORP BOSTON. MA 3339. 2819 2 2.407.581 50
CALGON CARBON CORP. PITTSBURG~I, PA 2819 1 14.845 50

CIBA-GEIGY CORP. ARDSLEY. NY 2819, 2865, 2869 2 1.875.028 50

CITGO PETROLEUM CORP. TULSA. OK 291 I, 2819. 2869 1 I. 164.354 20

CONKLIN COMPANY INC. SHAKOPEE, MN 2819. 2952. 2992 I 2.977

CORNING INC. CORNING, NY 3339. 2819 1 1.521.528 14
CRITERION CATALYST LTD PARTNR HOUSTON, TX 28190 3 3.716 *

CYTEC INDUSTRIES WEST PATERSON, NJ 2819. 2869 2 1.074.646 50
DEGUSSA CORP. RIDGEFIELD PARK. 2819. 2869, 2879 1 676.418 ***

NJ

DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY MIDLAND, MI 2800. 2819, 2821 4 2.769.363 50
E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. WILMINGTON. DE 2816 9 11.740.853 50
EAGLE CHEMICALS INC. HAMILTON, OH 2899, 2819, 2841 1 500 33
E~AGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES INC. CINCINNATI, OH 2816 1 227.242 50

ELF AQUITAINE INC. NEW YORK. NY 2812 7 273.274 43
ENGELHARD CORP. ISELIN. NJ 3714,~2819 6 236,302 50

ETHYL CORP. RICHMOND, VA 2869. 2819, 1 251.519~ 46
FERRO CORP. CLEVELAND, OH 2819. 2869 5 165.529~ 50

FMC CORP. ~’HICAGO. IL 2812. 2819 4 502,318~ 50
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY FAIRFIELD, CT 282 I, 28 ! 2. 2869 2 5,0 ! 0,856i 50
GEORGIA GULF CORP. ATLANTA, GA 2865, 2812. 2819 1 39.480 80
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORP. ATLANTA, GA 2611,2621, 2812 1 2.722.1821 50
HANLIN GROUP INC. EDISON, NJ 2812, 2819 3 6.1741 75
HM ANGLO-AMERICAN LTD. NEW YORK. NY 2816 4 1.265.741 2
HOECHST CELANESE CORP. ISOMERVILLE, NJ 2819. 2869, 2873 1 2.603.661 50
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPAN’r’ !PURCHASE, NY 28190 I 2,784.831 50
ISK AMERICAS INC. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 2879, 2819 2 300.088 50
KEMIRA HOLDINGS INC. SAVANNAH, GA 2816, 2819 I 394.070 *
KERR-MCGEE CORP. OKLAHOMA CITY. 2819 3 374.098 35

OK
LAIDLAW ENVIRONMENTAL COLUMBIA, SC 2819, 2869 1 8.167 ***
SERVICES
LAROCHE HOLDINGS INC. ATLANTA. GA 2812, 2869 I 81.470
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# of 1993 Releases
Participat-and

SIC Codes ing Transfers % Reduction

Parent Company City, State Reported Facilities (Ibs.) 1988 to 1993
MALLINCKRODT GROUP INC, SAINT LOUIS, MO 2869. 2833.2819 3 775.206 50

~4AYO CHEMICAL CO INC SMYRNA, GA 2819 2 15 67

~IILES INC. PITTSBURGH, P.~, 2819 3 1.095.504 40

k’IOBIL CORP. FAIRFAX, VA 2869. 2819. 2821 1 4.263.284! 50

k4ONSANTO COMPANY SAINT LOUIS, MO 2865, 2869. 2819 3 t.683.580 23

VIORTON INTERNATIONAL INC. CHICAGO. IL 2819. 2869 I 721.216i 20
’4ALCO CHEMICAL COMPANY NAPERVILLE. IL 2899. 28 i 9. 2843 2 107.651 50
3CCIDENTAL PETROLEUM COP, P, LOS ANGELES, CA 2812. 2819 8 8.896.126 19

DLIN CORP. STAMFORD, CT 2819 4 574.673! 70

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY BARTLESVILLE, OK 2911, 2819 2 2,367.877 50

PPG INDUSTRIES INC. PITTSBURGH, PA 2812, 2816, 2869 3 2.772.331 50

PQ CORP VALLEY FORGE. PA 2819 3 19 50
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY CINCINNATJ, OH 28190 1 612.520 *
?,HONE-POULENC INC. MONMOUTH 2821.2819, 2841 6 1.437.778 50

JUNCTION. NJ
?.OHM AND HAAS COMPANY PHILADELPHIA. PA 2819. 2869 1 1,210.244 50

~HELL PETROLEUM INC. HOUSTON, TX 2869. 2819 1 3,240,716 55

SHEPHERD CHEMICAL CO. CINCINNATI. OH 2819. 2869 1 828 72

,3HERWIN-WILLIAMS COMP.~NY CLEVELAND, OH 2816. 2851 1 1.352.412 50

STANDARD CHLORINE CHEM. CO. KEARNY. NJ 2865. 2819 I 48.246

STAR ENTERPRISE HOUSTON, TX 2911.2819, 4463 1 601.640 50
STERLING CHEMICALS INC. HOUSTON, TX 2869. 2865.2819 I 182.216 65
SUD-CHEMIE NORTH AMERICA DE LOUISVILLE, KY 2819 2 196.438 16
TEXACO INC. WHITE PLAINS, NY 2869, 2865, 2819 I 514.803 50

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. DALLAS, TX 3674, 3812, 2819 2 344.225 25
UNILEVER UNITED STATES INC. NEW YORK, NY 2819 1 164.034 50

UNIROYAL CHEMICAL CORP. MIDDLEBURY, CT 2821. 2879. 2813 1 1.970.357 20

UNOCAL CORP. LOS ANGELES, CA 2819 1 238.520 50

UOP DES PLAINES, IL 2819, 2869 ~ 14.169 50

US DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY WASHINGTON, DC 2819 4 148.198 50

VELSICOL CHEMICAL CORP. ROSEMONT. IL 2865. 2819, 2869 I 224.664 50

VISTA CHEMICAL COMPANY HOUSTON, TX 2869. 2865.2819 2 106.497 50

VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY BIRMINGHAM, AL 2869, 2812 2 679.566 85

W R GRACE & CO INC. BOCA RATON, FL 2819 2 615.509 50
WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY TACOMA, WA 2621. 2611, 2812 1 1.006.356
WITCO CORP. NEW YORK. NY 2819, 2869 ! 327.61 50

¯ = not quantifiable against 1988 data.
¯ * = use reduction goal only.
¯ ** = no numerical ~oal.

Source: U.S. EPA. Toxic Release Inventory., 1993.
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Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative piloted
by EPA and state agencies in which facilities have volunteered to
demonstrate innovative approaches to environmental management and
compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial facilities and
federal installations which will demonstrate the principles of the ELP
program. These principles include: environmental management systems.
multimedia compliance assurance, third-party verification of compliance.
public measures of accountability., community involvement, and mentoring
programs. In return for participating, pilot participants receive public
recognition and are given a period of time to correct violations discovered
during these experimental projects. Forty proposals were received from
companies, trade associations, and federal facilities representing many
manufacturing and service sectors. Two chemical companies (Ciba Geigy
of St. Gabriel, LA and Akzo Chemicals of Edison, N J), one pharmaceutical
manufacturer (Schering Plough of Kenilworth, N J), and one manufacturer of
agricultural chemicals (Gowan Milling of Yuma, AZ) submitted proposals.
(Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP Director, 202-564-5081 or Robert Fentress
202-564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing participants to
replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on the condition that they
produce greater environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will
negotiate and sign a final Project Agreement, detailing specific objectives
that the regulated entity shall satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the
participant a certain degree of regulatory, flexibility and may seek changes in
underlying regulations or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek
stakeholder support from local governments, businesses, and environmental
groups. EPA hopes to implement fifty, pilot projects in four categories
including facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated
by EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will
move to implementation within six months of their selection. For additional
information regarding XL Projects, including application procedures and
criteria, see the May 23. 1995 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Jon
Kessler, Office of Policy Analysis, 202-260-4034)

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
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lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants which
include major corporations; small and medium sized businesses; federal, state
and local governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities; and health
care facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and
upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. EPA provides technical assistance
to the participants through a decision support software package, workshops
and manuals, and a financing registry,. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Maria Tikoff
202-233-9178 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline, 202-775-6650)

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWiSe Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling
collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of
1994. the program had about 300 companies as members, including a number
of major corporations. Members agree to identify and implement actions to
reduce their solid wastes and must provide EPA with their waste reduction
goals along with yearly progress reports. EPA, in turn, provides technical
assistance to member companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo
for promotional purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn 202-260-0700 or the
WasteWi$e Hotline, 800-372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the
Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of the
Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition Program is a
partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the Department of Energy. The
program is designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging
reductions across all sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the
full range of Climate Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering
innovation. Participants in the program are required to identify, and commit
to actions that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The pro~am, in turn, gives
organizations early recognition for their reduction commitments: provides
technical assistance through consulting services, workshops, and guides: and
provides access to the program’s centralized information system. At EPA.
the program is operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within the
Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman 202-
260-4407)
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NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention
are jointly administering a grant program called The National Industrial
Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics (NICE3). By
providing grants of up to 50 percent of the total project cost, the program
encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its source and become more
energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste minimization efforts.
Grants are used by industry to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the
feasibility of new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries; however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the
pulp and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. (Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office, 303-275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Environmental Programs

Global Environmental Management Initiative

The Global Environmental Management Initiative (GENII) is made up of a
group of leading companies dedicated to fostering environmental excellence
by business. GEMI promotes a worldwide business ethic for environmental
management and sustainable development to improve the environmental
performance of business through example and leadership. In 1994, GEMI’s
membership consisted of about 30 major corporations including Amoco
Corporation.

National Pollution Prevention Roundtable

The National Pollution Prevention Roundtable published The Pollution
Prevention Yellow Pages in September 1994. It is a compilation of
information collected from mail and telephone surveys of state and local
government pollution prevention programs. (Contact: Natalie Roy 202-543-
7272) The following state programs listed themselves as having expertise in
pollution prevention related to inorganic chemical manufacture and use. The
contacts listed below (Exhibit 27) are also likely to be aware of various state-
and local-level initiatives affecting the inorganic chemical industry..
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Exhibit 27: Contacts for State and Local Pollution Prevention Programs

State [Program Contact ]Telephone

Alabama AL Dept. of Env. Protection, Ombudsman and Blake Roper, (800) 533-2336
Small Business Assistance Program Michael Sherman (205) 271-7861

AL WRATT Foundation Roy Nicholson (205) 386-3633

California CA State Dept. of Toxic Substances Control David Harley, Kim (916) 322-3670
Wilhelm, Kathy
Barwick

County Sanitation Districts of LA Michelle Mische (310) 699-7411

Colorado Region VIII HW Minimization Program Marie Zanowich (303) 294-1065

Illinois IL HW Research and Information Center David Thomas (217) 333-8940

Indiana IN Dept. of Env. Mgmt. " Tom Neltner (317) 232-8172
Iowa IA Dept. of Natural Resources Larry Gibson (515) 281-8941

Kentucky KY Partners. State Waste Reduction Center Joyce St. Clair (502) 852-7260

Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Institute Janet Clark (508) 934-3346

Michigan Universit3’ of Detroit Mercy Daniel Klempner (313) 993-3385

New Mexico Waste Management Education and Research Ron Bhada (505) 646-1510
Consortium

North Dakota Energy and Env. Research Center Gerald (701) 777-5000
Groenewold

Ohio Institute of Advanced Manufacturing Sciences Harry Stone, Sally (513) 948-2050
Clement

Pennsylvania Center for Hazardous Materials Research Roger Price, (412) 826-5320
Steven Ostheim

Rhode Island RI Center for P2, URI Stanley Barnett (401) 792-2443

South Clemson University Eric Snider (803) 656-0985
Carolina

Texas TX Natural Resource Conservation Commission Andrew Neblert (512) 239-3100

..... Vermont Retired Engineers and Professionals Program Muriel Durgin (802) 879-4703

Washington WA State Dept. of Ecology Peggy Morgan (206) 407-6705
Wisconsin WI Dept. of Natural Resources, Robert Baggot (608) 267-3136

Small Business Assistance Program

Wyoming WY Dept. of Env. Quality. Charles Raffelson !307) 777-7391
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Center for Waste Reduction Technologies

Center for Waste Reduction Technologies, under the aegis of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers. sponsors research on innovative
technologies to reduce waste in the chemical processing industries. The
primary, mechanism is through funding of academic research.

National Science Foundation and the Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics

The National Science Foundation and EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention
and Toxics signed an agreement in January of 1994 to coordinate the two
agencies’ programs of basic research related to pollution prevention. The
collaboration will stress research in the use of less toxic chemical and
synthetic feedstocks, use of photochemical processes instead of traditional
ones that employ toxic reagents, use of recyclable catalysts to reduce metal
contamination, and use of natural feedstocks when synthesizing chemicals
in large quantities.

Chemical Manufacturers Association

The Chemical Manufacturers Association funds research on issues of
interest to their members particularly in support of their positions on
proposed or possible legislation. They recently funded a study to
characterize the environmental fate of organochlorine compounds.

Responsible Care Program

The Responsible Care Program of the Chemical Manufacturers Association
requires members to pledge, commitment to six codes that identify 106
management practices that companies must carry out in the areas of
commtmity awareness and emergency response, pollution prevention, process
safety, distribution, employee health and safety, and product stewardship.

ISO 9000

ISO 9000 is a series of international total quality management guidelines.
After a successful independent audit of their management plans, firms are
qualified to be ISO 9000 registered. In June of 1993, the International
Standards Organization created a technical committee to begin work on new
standards for environmental management systems. The new standards are
called ISO 14000 and are expected to be issued in 1996.
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VII.C.2. Summary. of Trade Associations

Chemical Industry.

American Chemical Society
1155 16th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036 Members: 145.000
Phone: (202) 872-8724 Staff: 1700
Fax: (202) 872-6206 Budget: $192.000.000

The American Chemical Society (ACS) has an educational and research
focus. The ACS produces approximately thirty different industry periodicals
and research journals, including Environmental Science and Technology and
Chemical Research in Toxicology. In addition to publishing, the ACS
presently conducts studies and surveys; legislation monitoring, analysis, and
reporting; and operates a variety, of educational programs. The ACS librau
and on-line information services are extensive. Some available on-line
services are Chemical dournals Online, containing the full text of 18 ACS
journals, 10 Royal Society of Chemistry. journals, and five polymer journals.
and the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS), which provides a variety of
information on chemical compounds. Founded in 1876. the ACS is presently
comprised of 184 local groups and 843 student groups nationwide.

Chemical Manufacturers Association
2501 M St., NW Members: 185
Washington, D.C. 20037 Staff: 246
Phone: (202) 887-1164 Budget: $36.000,000
Fax: (202) 887-1237 Contact: Joseph Mayhew

Presently, the principle focus of the Chemical Manufacturers Association
(CMA) is on regulatory issues facing chemical manufacturers at the local.
state, and federal level. At its inception in 1872, the focus of the CMA was
on serving chemical manufacturers through research. Research is still
ongoing at the CMA, however, as the CHEMSTAR program illustrates.
CHEMSTAR consists of a variety of self-funded panels working on single-
chemical research agendas. This research fits in with the overall regulatory
focus of the CMA: CHEMSTAR study results are provided to both CMA
membership and regulatory agencies. Other initiatives include the
"responsible care" program. Membership in the CMA is contingent upon
enrollment in the "responsible care" program, which includes six codes of
management practice (including pollution prevention) that attempt to "go
beyond simple regulatory compliance." The CMA also conducts workshops
and technical symposia, promotes in-plant safety, operates a chemical
emergency center (CHEMTREC) which offers guidance in chemical
emergency situations, and operates the Chemical Referral Center \vhich
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provides chemical health and safety, information to the public. Publications
include: ChemEcology, a 10-issue-per-year newsletter covering
environmental, pollution-control, worker-safety, and federal and state
regulatory actions, and the CMA Directory, a listing of the CMA
membership. The CMA holds an annual meeting in White Sulphur Springs.
WV.

Chlor-aikali Industry.

The Chlorine Institute. Inc.
2001 L Street, N.W.
Suite 506
Washington, D.C. 20036 Members: 200
Phone: (202)223-2790 Budget: $1.500,000
Fax: (202) 223-7225 Contact: Gary. Trojak

The Chlorine Institute. Inc. was established in 1924 and represents
companies in the U.S., Canada. and other countries that produce, distribute.
and use chlorine, sodium and potassium hydroxides, and sodium
hypochlorite; and that distribute and use hydrogen chloride. The Institute is
a non-profit scientific and technical organization which serves as a safety.
health, and environmental protection center for the industu.

Chlorine Chemistry. Council
2501 M Street, N.W. Members: 30
Washington, D.C. 20037 Staff: 24
Phone: (202) 887-1100 Budget: $14.000,000
Fax: (202) 887-6925 Contact: Kip Howlett Jr.

The Chlorine Chemistry Council (CCC), established in 1993, is a business
council of the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) and is made up
of producers and users of chlorine and chlorine-related products. With
involvement from all stakeholders, the CCC works to promote science-based
public policy regarding chlorine chemistry and is committed to develop and
produce only those chemicals that can be manufactured, transported, used.
and disposed of safely. CCC facilitates risk-benefit analyses and product
stewardship through the collection, development, and use of scientific data
on health, safety, and environmental issues. CCC hopes to heighten public
awareness of chlorine chemistry and its many societal benefits by
collaborating with the public health and scientific community in assessing
and communicating chlorine-related human health and environmental issues.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

For further information on selected topics within the inorganic chemicals
industry, a list of contacts and publications are provided below:

Contactsf

Name Organization Telephone Subject

Walter DeRieux EPAiOECA (202) 564-7067 Regulatory requirements and
compliance assistance

Sergio Siao EPA/NEIC (303) 236-3636 Industrial processes and regulatory
requirements

lliam Rosario EPA, OAQPS (919) 541-5308 Regulatory requirements (Air), Chlorine
NrESHAPs

George Zipf EPAJOW (202) 260-2275 Regulatory requirements (Water)

Rick Brandes EPA/OSWER (202) 260-4770 Regulatory requirements (Solid waste)

Ed Burks EPA;Region IV (404) 347-5205 Inspections, regulator).’ requirements
(RCRA)

Jim Gold EPA/Region VI (713) 983-2153 Inspections and regulatory requirements
(Water. AIR and TSCA)

OECA: Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assistance
NEIC: National Enforcement Investigations Center
OAQPS: Office of Air Quail .ty Planning and Standards
OW: Office of Water
OSWER: Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response

General Profile

US. Industrial Outlook 1994, Department of Commerce

1987 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series, Industrial Inorganic Chemicals. Bureau of the
Census [Published every five years the next version will be available in September of 1994]

1992 Census of Manufacturers, Preliminary Report Industry Series, Industrial Inorganic Chemicals.
Bureau of the Census [Data will be superseded by a more comprehensive report in September of
1994]

f Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments during the
development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not
necessarily endorse all statements make within this notebook.
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Chlorine and lts Derivatives: A World Survey of Supply, Demand. and Trade to 1992, Tecnon
Consulting Group, London. 1988.

North American Chlor-Alkali Industry Plants and Production Data Book, Pamphlet 10, The
Chlorine Institute, Washington. D.C., January. 1989.

Process Descriptions and Chemical Use Profiles

Riegel’s Handbook of Industrial Chemistry, 9th ed., Kent, James A.. Ph.D., editor. Van Nostrand
Reinhold. New York, 1993.

Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology, Fourth edition, volume 1, John Wiley and
Sons, New York, 1994.

Buchner, Schliebs, Winter, Buchel. Industrial Inorganic Chemistr?’. VCH Publishers, New York.
1989.

Multi-media Assessment of the Inorganic Chemicals Industry, Chapter 12-Salt Deri+atives, Prepared
for U.S. EPA Industrial Environmental Research Laboratory by Verser. Inc., Springfield, Virginia.
1980.

Recommendations To Chlor-allu’di Manufacturing Facilities for the Prevention of Chlorine
Releases, The Chlorine Institute, First Edition, October, 1990.

Assessment of Solid Waste Management Problems and Practices in the Inorganic Chemicals
Industry, Final Report, Versar, Inc. for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Industrial
Environmental Research Laboratory, Cincinnati, Ohio, April 1979.

Chlorine. lts Manufacture, Properties. and Uses, J.S. Sconce, Reinhold Publishing Corp.. New
York, 1962.

Electrolytic Manufacture of Chemicals from Salt, D.W.F. Hardie and W.W. Smith. The Chlorine
Institute, New York, 1975.

Modern Chlor-Alkali Technology, Vol. 4, N.M. Prout and J.S. Moorhouse, eds.. Elsevier Applied
Science, 1990.

Regulatory. Profile

Sustainable Environmental Law, Environmental Law Institute. West Publishing Co.. St. Paul. Minn..
1993.

Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and New Source Performance Standards
for the Major Inorganic Products Segment of the Inorganic Chemicals Point Source Categoo’, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington. D.C.. March 1974. Report No. EPA-140/1-74-007a.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The EnviroSen$e
Communications Network is a flee, public, interagencY-Supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies: environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$EN$E WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set )our World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.epa.gov/oeca - then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E.~_$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) .Appendix A
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~" ~k ~ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the corner have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have dyers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community aider community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recycled/Recyclable * Printed wi~h Vegetable Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postconsumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), and Booz-Allen & Hamilton. Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be
purchased from the Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing
of available Sector Notebooks and document numbers are included on the following page.

All telepltone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. ET. M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as public and
academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the media. For further
information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to the
contact names and numbers provided within this volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA EnviroSenSe Bulletin
Board and via the Internet on the EnviroSen$e World Wide Web. Downloading procedures are
described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph courtesy of American Iron and Steel Institute.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-00!. Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/3 I0-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry. Bob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry. Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
E PA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry. Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress 564-7018
EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry. Jane Engert 564-502 l
EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry, Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Industry.Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-¢73. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry. Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind. Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electri~ ?ower Generation Ind. Rafael Sanchez 564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress 564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data r efresh,1997 Seth Heminwav 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997

lhis page updated during June 1907 reprinting
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to traditional single-
media approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulator3°
agencies are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to
facility, permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/
outreach, research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts
driving the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each
environmental medium (air, water and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these inter-
relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility.. One way to
achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental policies for similar
industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common
to the manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a
comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial
"sector-based" approach within the EPA Office of Compliance led to the
creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to
provide its staff and managers with summary information for eighteen
specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project,, the scope of the original project was expanded. The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection measures for
specific industries is dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics.
For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic): a description of
industrial processes; pollution outputs: pollution prevention opportunities:
Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history.; and a
description of partnerships that have been formed between regulatory.
agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry., each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However. in order to produce a manageable document.
this project focuses on providing summary, information tbr each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references
where more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a
wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the
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information included, each notebook went through an external review
process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that
participated in this process and enabled us to develop more complete,
accurate and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who reviewed this
notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be sources of
additional information. The individuals and groups on this list do not
necessarily concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to pr6vide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project.
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
uploaded to the Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board or the Environ$ense World
Wide Web for general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions
in Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in.
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line Enviro$enSe
Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the relative
national occurrence of facility types that occur within each sector. In many
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may have
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. For this
reason, the Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental
agencies and other groups to supplement or re-package the information
included in this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory.
information that may be available. Additionally, interested states may want
to supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and
Regulations" section with state and local requirements. Compliance or
technical assistance providers may also want to develop the "Pollution
Prevention" section in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist
listed on the opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in
assisting us in the further development of the information or policies
addressed within this volume. If you are interested in assisting in the
development of new notebooks for sectors not covered in the original
eighteen, please contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
iron and steel industry. The type of facilities described within the document
are also described in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes. Additionally, this section contains a list of the largest companies in               -
terms of sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The iron and steel industry is categorized by the Bureau of the Census under
the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 33, primary metal
industries. The industry is further classified by the three-digit codes 331.
Steel Works, Blast Furnaces. and Rolling and Finishing Mills, and 332 Iron
and Steel Foundries. Since steel works, blast furnaces, and rolling and
finishing mills account for the majority of environmental releases.
employees, and value of shipments, this profile concentrates on the three-
digit SIC 331. The environmental releases associated with foundries are
similar to the steel casting and finishing processes included under SIC 331.
therefore SIC 332 will not be addressed in this notebook. Some sections of
the profile focus specifically on industries in the four-digit SIC 3312, since
virtually all establishments producing primary products (iron and steel) under
SIC 3312, also produce secondary products that fall under some of the other
iron and steel SIC codes under SIC 331.

ll.B. Characterization of the Iron and Steel Industry

II.B.1. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

There are approximately 1,118 manufacturing facilities under SIC 331
according to 1992 Census of Manufactures data.~ The pa,vroll totaled $9.3
billion for a workforce of 241,000 employees, and value of shipments totaled
$58 billion. Net shipments of steel mill products for all grades including
carbon, alloy, and stainless totaled 92.7 million net tons in 1993-’ and 95.1
million net tons in 1994.3 In terms of environmental issues, value of
shipments, and number of employees, SIC 3312 (Blast Furnaces and Steel
Mills), is the most significant four-digit code under SIC 331. The 1992
Census data reported 247 establishments under SIC 3312, with an estimated
172,000 employees, a payroll of $7 billion, and a value of shipments totaling
$42 billion. For the same year, the American Iron and Steel Institute
estimated 114 companies operated 217 iron and steel facilities: this estimate
included any facility with one or more iron or steelmaking operation.4

The 1987 Census of Manufactures~ further categorizes SIC 3312 bv the type
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of steel mill: integrated or non-integrated. A fully integrated faciliw
produces steel from raw materials of coal, iron ore. and scrap. Non-
integrated plants do not have all of the equipment to produce steel from coal.
iron ore, and scrap on-site, instead they purchase some of their raw materials
in a processed form.

SIC Diversity

The Bureau of the Census categorizes the three- and four-digit SIC codes
related to iron and steel as follows:

SIC 331 - Steel works, blast furnaces, coke ovens, rolling and finishing mills
3312 - Steel works, blast furnaces, and rolling mills
3313 - Electrometallurgical products, except steel
3315 - Steel wiredrawing and steel nails and spikes
3316 - Cold-rolled steel sheet, strip, and bars
3317 - Steel pipe and tubes

The remainder of the industries classified under SIC code 33 cover the
ferrous and non-ferrous foundries, and smelting, refining, and shaping of
nonferrous metals which are not covered in this profile.

Two Steel Industries

In the past fifteen years, the U.S. steel industry has lost over 61 percent of its
employees and 58 percent of its facilities. Slow growth in demand for steel.
markets lost to other materials, increased imports, and older, less efficient
production facilities are largely to blame for the industry’s decline. While the
integrated steel industry was contracting, a group of companies, called
minimills, more than doubled their capacity in the same period and they
continue to expand into new markets. Minimills use electric arc furnaces
(EAFs) to melt scrap and other materials to make steel products, instead of
using coke, iron ore, and scrap as the integrated producers do. In addition to
fundamentally different production technologies, other differences between
the integrated steel mills and minimill are also significant: minimills have
narrow product lines, they often have small, non-unionized work forces that
may receive higher pay per hour than a comparable unionized work force, but
without union benefits. Additionally, minimills .typically produce much less
product per facility (less than 1 million tons of steel per year). Lower scrap
prices in the 1960s and 1970s created opportunities for the minimill segment
of the market to grow rapidly. Initially, the EAF technolo~’ could only be
used in the production of low quality long products, such as concrete
reinforcing bar, but over the years minimill products have improved in
quality and have overcome technological limitations to diversify, their
product lines. Recently, minimills have entered new markets, such as flat-
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rolled products, however, more than half of the market/br quality steel
products still remains beyond minimill capability. The EAF producers do
face the problems of fluctuating scrap prices which are more volatile than the
prices of raw materials used by integrated producers.

Geographic Distribution

The highest geographic concentration of mills is in the Great Lakes region.
where most integrated plants are based (Exhibit 1). According to the 198-
Census of Manufactures, 46 percent of steel mills are located in six Great
Lakes states: New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan.
with a beavy concentration of steel manufacturing in the Chicago area.
Approximately 80 percent of the U.S. steelmaking capacity is in these states.
The South is the next largest steel-producing region, although there are only
two integrated steel plants. Steel production in the western U.S. is limited to
one integrated plant and several minimills. Historically, the mill sites were
selected for their proximity to water (tremendous amounts are used for
cooling and processing, and for transportation) and the sources of their raw
materials, iron ore and coal. Traditional steelmaking regions included the
Monongahela River valley near Pittsburgh and along the Mahoning River
near Youngstown, Ohio. The geographic concentration of the industr3’
continues to change as minimills are built anywhere electricity and scrap are
available at a reasonable cost and there is a local market for a single product.

Size Distribution

Large, fully-integrated steel mills have suffered considerably in the last 15
years, largely due to loss of market share to other materials, competition, and
the high cost of pension liabilities. In comparing the 1992 Census of
Manufacture data with the data from 1977, these changes are clear. While
the number of establishments under SIC 3312 fell by 58 percent from 504
facilities in 1977 to 247 in 1992, the absolute number of integrated mills has
always been small, and the reduction is largely due to a drop in the number
of small establishments. A more relevant statistic is the reduction in
employees during the same time period. The work force for these facilities
was dramatically reduced as plants closed or were reorganized by bankruptcy
courts. Those that remained open automated and streamlined operations
resulting in a 61 percent reduction in the number of production employees
over the same 15 year period. Approximately 172,000 were still employed
in SIC 3312 establishments in 1992.

The 1987 Census of Manufactures breaks the SIC code 3312 down into four
sub-industries: Fully-integrated (consists of coke ovens, blast furnaces, steel
furnaces, and rolling and finishing mills), partially integrated with blast
furnace (consists of blast furnaces, steel furnaces, and rolling and finishing
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mills), partially integrated without blast furnaces (consists of steel furnaces
and either rolling and finishing mills or a forging department; includes mini
mills), and non-integrated (all others, including stand-alone rolling and
finishing mills, and stand-alone coke plants). This division highlights some
important characteristics about the size of facilities in this industry. Only 8
percent (20 plants) of the establishments under SIC 3312 in 1987 were fully
integated mills. However, 46 percent of the industry’s employees worked
in these 20 plants.
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Exhibit 1: Geographic Distribution of SIC 331 Establishments: Steel Works,
Blast Furnaces, and Rolling and Finishing Mills
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Top Steel Producers

Market Share Reporter, published by Gale Research Inc.. annually compiles
reported market share data on companies, products, and services. The 1995
edition ranks top U.S. steel producers by 1993 sales in millions of dollars, as
shown in Exhibit 2.

Exhibit 2: Top U.S. Iron and Steel Producers

1993 Sales
Rank Company (millions of dollars)

1 US Steel Group - Pittsburgh, PA 5,422

2 Bethlehem Steel Corp. - Bethlehem, PA 4.219

3 LTV Corp.- O;dlas, TX 3,868

4 National Steel Corp. - Pittsburgh, PA 2,418

5 Inland Steel Industries, Inc. - Chicago, IL 2, ! 75

6 Armco Inc. - Parsippany, NJ 1,595

7 Weirton Steel Corp. - Weirton, WV 1,201

8 Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel - Pittsburgh, PA 1,047

Source: Market Share Reporter, 1995.

II.B.2. Product Characterization

The iron and steel industry produces iron and steel mill products, such as
bars, strips, and sheets, as well as formed products such as steel nails, spikes.
wire, rods, pipes, and non-steel electrometallurgical products such as
ferroalloys. Under SIC 3312, Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills, products also
include coke, and products derived from chemical recovery in the coking
process such as coal tar and distillates.

Historically, the automotive and construction sectors have been the two
largest steel consuming industries. Consequently, fluctuations in sales and
choice of materials in these industries have a significant impact on the iron
and steel industry.. Over the last two decades, the structure of the
steelmaking industry has changed dramatically due to new technologies,
foreign competition, and loss of market share to other materials. Many of the
large, fully-integrated facilities have closed, and those that are still operating,
have reduced their workforce, increased automation, and invested in new
technologies to remain competitive.
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II.B.3. Economic Trends

Domestic Market

After years of collapsing markets, bankruptcies, mill closings and layoffs, the
steel industry experienced a turnaround in 1993. Shipments were at their
highest level since 1981.6 For the first time since 1989, steelmakers were
able to boost their prices. This increase in demand is due in part to the weak
dollar, which makes importing foreign steel more expensive than it used to
be. The relatively high level of shipments was also attributable to a strong
demand from the steel industry’s two largest customers - the automotive and
construction sectors.7 Recently, prices for steel sold to the automotive
industry have been set in long-term contracts. The prices set in the
automotive contracts tend to influence the steel prices of other contract
negotiations, such as those with appliance manufacturers. Overall, more than
half of all steel sold in the U.S. is covered by long-term contracts; the rest is
sold on the spot market.

International Trade

Problems in imernational steel trade intensified in the last 5 years due in
large part to a worldwide weakening in demand. With the exception of
China. where rapid economic growth has led to a steady increase in steel
demand, the export market has been weak. The "voluntary restraint
arrangements" that limited imports in the 1980s expired in 1992. Since then,
the U.S. steel industry has discouraged imports by filing complaints that
products are being dumped - sold at less than the cost of production. Similar
cases have also been filed against U.S. exporters. To address the problems
of unfairly traded steel, most major steel-producing countries have
participated in multilateral steel agreement (MSA) negotiations under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).s

Steel imports for 1992 totaled 15.2 million metric tons. From 1989 to 1993,
the quantity of steel imported was fairly consistent, from 15.7 million metric
tons in 1989 to 15.3 million metric tons estimated for 1993. The exception
is a slight dip to 14.3 million metric tons in 1991. The forecast for 1994, at
16.3 million metric tons, is a more significant increase than has been seen in
the last five years. The export market has seen slightly more variability over
the same time period, with a high of 5.7 million metric tons exported in 1991,
and 3.8 million metric tons in exports forecast for 1994.9
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Labor
According to 1992 Census of Manufactures. there were an estimated 172,000
people employed in SIC 3312 industries, with a payroll of $7 billion. This
was a 61 percent decrease from 1977 levels of 442,000 employees, and a
42% reduction from 1982 levels of 295,000 employees. This dramatic
reduction in work, force was primarily due to reductions at the large integrated
facilities. For example, the U.S. Steel plant in Gary, Indiana. employed
30,000 people during the plant’s peak employment in 1953. In 1992. there
were about 8,000 employees working at the 4,000-acre facility.

This reduction in workforce, coupled with investments in new equipment.
automation, and management restructuring has resulted in the increased
productivity that was essential for integrated mills to remain competitive in
the face of the severe competitive pressures both from EAF producers in the
U.S. and from abroad. With these changes, the U.S. industu has become one
of the lowest-co~t producers in the developed world. Productivity, in
steelmaking is often measured in man-hours per ton of finished steel. For
every ton produced, American steelmakers spend 5.3 man-hours, compared
with 5.6 for the Japanese and Canadian industries, and 5.7 for the British.
French, and Germans. The increase in productivity, is also reflected in
changes in the value added by manufacture, as reported by the Census.
During the ten year period where employment in the industry, dropped bv
42% (1982 - 1992), the value added by manufacture increased by 39% from
$11.8 million in 1982 to $16.5 million in 1992.

Problems from such a sizable workforce reduction persist. The industry says
one big cost is "legacy costs" - obligations to pay pensions and health
benefits to the tens of thousands of retirees and their spouses. Some
integrated companies have five retired workers for every active employee.
For many of the large, integrated facilities, these pensions are underfinanced.
Of the 50 most underfinanced pension plans, five are in the steel industr3.7.
This puts the newer minirnills, who do not have such legacy costs, at a clear
competitive advantage.

In addition to pension payments, major U.S. steel producers are noxv paying
out an average $5.30 per hour worked, 17 percent of total hourly emplo,vment
costs, for health care. The industry argues that these high costs place it at a
disadvantage with its major foreign competitors, some of whom pay no direct
health care expenses.
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Long-term Prospects

Production of steel products in 1993 totaled 89.0 million net tons which
represents an 89.1 percent capacity utilization. Shipments for 1994 rose to
95.1 million net tons and it is forecasted that demand will stay high, with
indusm,.’ capacity utilization increasing through 1995.t° After years of losing
market share to other materials, steel appears to be regaining a competitive
position. In the automotive market, some parts that were recently made of
plastic, such as fenders, roofs, and hoods, are being returned to steel. The
decades-long downtrend in steel content in automobiles appears to have
slowed and recently has actually reversed. According to Ford Motor
Company, the average vehicle built in 1993 contained 1,726 pounds of steel,
up from 1,710 pounds in 1992, marking the second consecutive yearly
increase. A further increase is anticipated in 1994 due to new and expanding
applications of steel. In addition to increased orders from the automotive
sector, the residential construction sector is a potentially rich market for steel
producers. Steel framing for houses is being promoted as a light-weight.
high strength alternative to wood framing. A galvanized steel frame for a
2,000 square foot house would weigh approximately one-fourth the weight
of a lumber structure.
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III. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the iron and steel
industry, including the materials and equipment used, and the processes
employed. The section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention
opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to
replicate published engineering information that is available for this industry.
Refer to Section IX for a list of reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used production
processes, associated raw materials, the b,vproducts produced or released, and
the materials either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled
with schematic drawings of the identified processes, provide a concise
description of where wastes may be produced in the process. This section
also describes the potential fate (via air. water, and soil pathways) of these
waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Iron and Steel Industry

In view of the high cost of most new equipment and the relatively long lead
time necessary to bring new equipment on line in the steel industry., changes
in production methods and products in the steel industry are typically made
gradually. Installation of major pieces of new steelmaking equipment may"
cost millions of dollars and require additional retrofitting of other equipment.
Even new process technologies that fundamentally improve productivity.
such as the continuous casting process (described below), are adopted only
over long periods of time. Given the recent financial performance of the
steel industry, the ability to raise the capital needed to purchase such
equipment is limited.

Environmental legislation is challenging the industry to develop cleaner and
more efficient steelmaking processes at the same time competition from
substitute materials are forcing steelmakers to invest in cost-saving and
quality enhancing technologies. In the long term, the steel industry, will
likely continue to move towards more simplified and continuous
manufacturing technologies that reduce the capital costs for new mill
construction and allow smaller mills to operate efficiently. The companies
that excel will be those that have the resources and foresight to invest in such
technologies.
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Steel is an alloy of iron usually containing less than one percent carbon. The
process of steel production occurs in several sequential steps (Exhibit 3).
The two types of steelmaking technology in use today are the basic oxygen
furnace (BOF) and the electric arc furnace (EAF). Although these two
technologies use different input materials, the output for both furnace types
is molten steel which is subsequently formed into steel mill products. The
BOF input materials are molten iron, scrap, and oxygen. In the EAF.
electricity and scrap are the input materials used. BOFs are typically used
for high tonnage production of carbon steels, while EAFs are used to produce
carbon steels and low tonnage alloy and specialty steels. The processes
leading up to steelmaking in a BOF are very different than the steps
preceeding steelmaking in an EAF; the steps after each of these processes
producing molten steel are the same.

When making steel using a BOF, cokemaking and ironmaking precede
steelmaking; these steps are not needed for steelmaking with an EAF. Coke.
which is the fuel and carbon source, is produced by heating coal in the
absence of oxygen at high temperatures in coke ovens. Pig iron is then
produced by heating the coke, iron ore, and limestone in a blast furnace. In
the BOF, molten iron from the blast furnace is combined with flux and scrap
steel where high-purity oxygen is injected. This process, with cokemaking,
ironmaking, steelmaking, and subsequent forming and finishing operations
is referred to as fully integrated production. Alternatively, in an EAF, the
input material is primarily scrap steel, which is melted and refined by passing
an electric current from the electrodes through the scrap. The molten steel
from either process is formed into ingots or slabs that are rolled into finished
products. Rolling operations may require reheating, rolling, cleaning, and
coating the steel. A description of both steelmaking processes follows:
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III.A.1. Steelmaking Using the Basic Oxygen Furnace

The process of making steel in a Basic Oxygen Fumace (BOF) is preceded
by cokemaking and ironmaking operations. In cokemaking, coke is produced
from coal. In ironmaking, molten iron is produced from iron ore and coke.
Each of these processes and the subsequent steelmaking process in the BOF
are described below.

Cokemaking
Coal processing in the iron and steel industry, typically involves producing
coke. coke gas and by-product chemicals from compounds released from the
coal during the cokemaking process (Exhibit 4). Coke is carbon-rich and is
used as a carbon source and fuel to heat and melt iron ore in ironmaking.
The cokemaking process starts with bituminous pulverized coal charge which
is fed into the coke oven through ports in the top of the oven. After charging,
the oven ports ari: sealed and the coal is heated at high temperatures (1600
to 2300°F) in the absence of oxygen. Coke manufacturing is done in a batch
mode where each cycle lasts for 14 to 36 hours. A coke oven battery
comprises a series of 10 to 100 individual ovens, side-by-side, with a heating
flue between each oven pair. Volatile compounds are driven from the coal.
collected from each oven, and processed for recovery, of combustible gases
and other coal byproducts. ~ The solid carbon remaining in the oven is the
coke. The necessary heat for distillation is supplied by external combustion
of fuels (e.g., recovered coke oven gas. blast furnace gas) through flues
located between ovens.~2 At the end of the heating cycle, the coke is pushed
from the oven into a rail quench car. The quench car takes it to the quench
tower, where the hot coke is cooled with a water spray. The coke is then
screened and sent to the blast furnace or to storage.

In the by-products recovery, process, volatile components of the coke oven
gas stream are recovered including the coke oven gas itself (which is used as
a fuel for the coke oven), naphthalene, ammonium compounds, crude light
oils, sulfur compounds, and coke breeze (coke fines). During the coke
quenching, handling, and screening operation, coke breeze is produced.
Typically, the coke breeze is reused in other manufacturing processes on-site
(e.g., sintering) or sold off-site as a by-product.13

The cokemaking process is seen by industry experts as one of the steel
industry’s areas of greatest environmental concern, with air emissions and
quench water as major problems. In efforts to reduce the emissions
associated with cokemaking, U.S. steelmakers are turning to technologies
such as pulverized coal injection, which substitutes coal for coke in the blast
furnace. Use of pulverized coal injection can replace about 25 to 40 percent
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of coke in the blast furnace, reducing the amount of coke required and the
associated emissions. Steel producers also inject other fuels, such as natural
gas, oil, and tar/pitch to replace a portion of the coke.

Quench water from cokemaking is also an area of significant environmental
concern. In Europe, some plants have implemented technology to shift from
water quenching to dry quenching which eliminates suspected carcinogenic
particulates and VOCs. However, major construction changes are required
for such a solution and considering the high capital costs of coke batteries.
combined with the depressed state of the steel industry and increased
regulations for cokemaking, it is unlikely that new facilities will be
constructed. Instead, industry experts expect to see an increase in the amount
of coke imported.

Ironmaking
In the blast furnace, molten iron is produced (Exhibit 4). Iron ore, coke. and
limestone are fed into the top of the blast furnace. Heated air is forced into
the bottom of the furnace through a bustle pipe and tuyeres (orifices) located
around the circumference of the furnace. The carbon monoxide from the
buming of the coke reduces iron ore to iron. The acid part of the ores reacts
with the limestone to create a slag which is drawn periodically from the
furnace. This slag contains unwanted impurities in the ore. such as sulfur
from the fuels. When the furnace is tapped, iron is removed through one set
of runners and molten slag via another. The molten iron is tapped into
refractory-lined cars for transport to the steelmaking furnaces. Residuals
from the process are mainly sulfur dioxide or hydrogen sulfide, which are
driven off from the hot slag. The slag is the largest by-product generated
from the ironmaking process and is reused extensively in the construction
industry.~4 Blast furnace flue gas is cleaned and used to generate steam to
preheat the air coming into the furnace, or it may be used to supply heat to
other plant processes. The cleaning of the gas may generate air pollution
control dust in removing coarse particulates (which may be reused in the
sintering plant or landfilled), and water treatment plant sludge in removing
fine particulates by venturi scrubbers.

Sintering is the process that agg!omerates fines (including iron ore fines.
pollution control dusts, coke breeze, water treatment plant sludge, coke
breeze, and flux) into a porous mass for charging to the blast furnace.~-’
Through sintering operations, a mill can recycle iron-rich material, such as
mill scale and processed slag. Not all mills have sintering capabilities. The
input materials are mixed together, placed on a slow-moving grate and
ignited. Windboxes under the grate draw air through the materials to deepen
the combustion throughout the traveling length of the grate. The coke breeze
provides the carbon source for sustaining the controlled combustion. In the
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process, the fine materials are fused into the sinter agglomerates, which can
be reintroduced into the blast furnace along with ore. Air pollution control
equipment removes the particulate matter generated during the thermal fusing
process. For wet scrubbers, water treatment plant sludge are generally land
disposed waste. If electrostatic precipitators or baghouses are used as the air
pollution control equipment, the dry particulates captured are typically
recycled as sinter feedstock, or are landfilled as solid waste.

Steelmaking Using the Basic Oxygen Furnace
Molten iron from the blast fumace, flux, alloy materials, and scrap are placed
in the basic oxygen furnace, melted and refined by injecting high-purity
oxygen. A chemical reaction occurs, where the oxygen reacts with carbon
and silicon generating the heat necessary to melt the scrap and oxidize
impurities. This is a batch process with a cycle time of about 45 minutes.
Slag is produced from impurities removed by the combination of the fluxes
with the injected, oxygen. Various alloys are added to produce different
grades of steel. The molten steel is typically cast into slabs, beams or billets.

The waste products from the basic oxygen steelmaking process include slag.
carbon monoxide, and oxides of iron emitted as dust. Also. when the hot iron
is poured into ladles or the furnace, iron oxide fumes are released and some
of the carbon in the iron is precipitated as graphite (kish). The BOF slag can
be processed to recover the high metallic portions for use in sintering or blast
furnaces, but its applications as a saleable construction materials are more
limited than the blast furnace slag.

Basic oxygen furnaces are equipped with air pollution control systems for
containing, cooling, and cleaning the volumes of hot gases and sub-micron
fumes that are released during the process. Water is used to quench or cool
the gases and fumes to temperatures at which they can be effectively treated
by the gas cleaning equipment. The resulting waste streams from the
pollution control processes include air pollution control dust and water
treatment plant sludge. About 1,000 gallons of water per ton of steel (gpt)
are used for a wet scrubber. The principal pollutants removed from the off-
gas are total suspended solids and metals (primarily zinc, and some lead).~6
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III.A.2. Steelmaking Using the Electric Arc Furnace (EAF)

In the steelmaking process that uses an electric arc furnace (EAF), the
primary raw material is scrap metal, which is melted and refined using
electric energy. During melting, oxidation of phosphorus, silicon.
manganese, carbon and other materials occurs and a slag containing some of
these oxidation products forms on top of the molten metal.17 Oxygen is used
to decarburize the molten steel and to provide thermal energy. This is a
batch process with a cycle time of about two to three hours. Since scrap
metal is used instead of molten iron, there are no cokemaking or ironmaking
operations associated with steel production that uses an EAF.

The process produces metal dusts, slag, and gaseous products. Particulate
matter and gases evolve together during the steelmaking process and are
conveyed into a gas cleaning system. These emissions are cleaned using a
wet or dry system. The particulate matter that is removed as emissions in the
dry system is referred to as EAF dust, or EAF sludge if it is from a wet
system and it is a listed hazardous waste (RCRA K061). The composition
of EAF dust can vary veatly depending on the scrap composition and
furnace additives. The primary component is iron or iron oxides, and it may
also contain flux (lime and/or fluorspar), zinc, chromium and nickel oxides
(when stainless steel is being produced) and other metals associated with the
scrap. The two primary hazardous constituents of EAF emission control dust
are lead and cadmium.~s Generally, 20 pounds of dust per ton of steel is
expected, but as much as 40 pounds of dust per ton of steel may be generated.
depending on production practices.~9 Oils are burned off "charges" of oil-
beating scrap in the furnace. Minor amounts of nitrogen oxides and ozone
are generated during the melting process. The furnace is extensively cooled
by water; however, this water is recycled through cooling towers.

III.A.3. Forming and Finishing Operations

Whether the molten steel is produced using a BOF or an EAF, to convert it
into a product, it must be solidified into a shape suitable and finished.

Forming
The traditional forming method, called ingot teeming, has been to pour the
metal into ingot molds, allowing the steel to cool and solidify. The
alternative method of forming steel, called continuous casting accounted for
more 86% of raw steel produced in the U.S. in 19922°, compared with
approximately 30 percent in 1982. The continuous casting process bypasses
several steps of the conventional ingot teeming process by casting steel
directly into semifinished shapes. Molten steel is poured into a reservoir
from which it is released into the molds of the casting machine. The metal
is cooled as it descends through the molds, and before emerging, a hardened
outer shell is formed. As the semi finished shapes proceed on the runout
table, the center also solidifies, allowing the cast shape to be cut into len~hs.
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Process contact water cools the continuously cast steel and is collected in
settling basins along with oil, grease, and mill scale generated in the casting
process. The scale settles out and is removed and recycled for sintering
operations, if the mill has a Sinter Plant. Waste treatment plant sludge is also
generated.2~

The steel is further processed to produce slabs, strips, bars, or plates through
various forming operations. The most common hot forming operation is hot
rolling, where heated steel is passed between two rolls revolving in opposite
directions. Modem hot rolling units may have as many as 13 stands, each
producing an incremental reduction in thickness. The final shape and
characteristics of a hot formed piece depend on the rolling temperature, the
roll profile, and the cooling process after rolling. Wastes generated from hot
rolling include waste treatment plant sludge and scale.

In subsequent cold forming, the cross-sectional area of unheated steel is
progressively reduced in thickness as the steel passes through a series of
rolling stands. Generally, wires, tubes, sheet and strip steel products are
produced by cold rolling operations. Cold forming is used to obtain
improved mechanical properties, better machinability, special size accuracy,
and the production of thinner gages than hot rolling can accomplish
economically.~-: During cold rolling, the steel becomes hard and brittle. To
make the steel more ductile, it is heated in an annealing furnace.

Process contact water is used as a coolant for rolling mills to keep the surface
of the steel clean between roller passes. Cold rolling operations also
produce a waste treatment, plant sludge, primarily due to the lubricants
applied during rolling. Grindings from resurfacing of the worn rolls and
disposal of used rolls can .be a significant contributor to the plant’s
wastestrearn.

Finishing
One of the most important aspects of a finished product is the surface quality.
To prevent corrosion, a protective coating may be applied to the steel
product. Prior to coating, the surface of the steel must be cleaned so the
coating will adhere to the steel. Mill scale, rust, oxides, oil, grease, and soil
are chemically removed from the surface of steel using solvent cleaners.
pressurized water or air blasting, cleaning with abrasives, alkaline agents or
acid pickling. In the pickling process, the steel surface is chemically cleaned
of scale, rust, and other materials. Inorganic acids such as hydrochloric or
sulfuric acid are most commonly used for pickling. Stainless steels are
pickled with hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric acids. Spent pickle liquor
may be a listed hazardous waste (RCRA K062), if it contains considerable
residual acidity and high concentrations of dissolved iron salts. Pickling
prior to coating may use a mildly acidic bath which is not considered K062.
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Steel generally passes from the pickling bath through a series of rinses.
Alkaline cleaners may also be used to remove mineral oils and animal tats
and oils from the steel surface prior to cold rolling. Common alkaline
cleaning agents include: caustic soda, soda ash. alkaline silicates, phosphates.

Steel products are often given a coating to inhibit oxidation and extend the
life of the product. Coated products can also be painted to further inhibit
corrosion. Common coating processes include: galvanizing (zinc coating).
tin coating, chromium coating, aluminizing, and terne coating (lead and tin).
Metallic coating application processes include hot dipping, metal spraying.
metal cladding (to produce bi-metal products), and electroplating.
Galvanizing is a common coating process where a thin layer of zinc is
deposited on the steel surface.

III.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

Numerous output~ are produced as a result of the manufacturing of coke.
iron, and steel, the forming of metals into basic shapes, and the cleaning and
scaling of metal surfaces. These outputs, categorized by process (RCtL-x.
waste code provided where applicable), include:

Cokemaking

Inputs:
¯Coal, heat, quench water

Outputs:
¯ Process residues from coke by-product recovery (RCRA K143, K148)
¯ Coke oven gas by-products such as coal tar, light oil, ammonia liquor, and
the remainder of the gas stream is used as fuel. Coal tar is typically refined
to produce commercial and industrial products including pitch, creosote oil.
refined tar, naphthalene, and bitumen.
¯ Charging emissions (fine particles of coke generated during oven pushing,
conveyor transport, loading and unloading of coke that are captured bv
pollution control equipment. Approximately one pound per ton of coke
produced are captured and generally land disposed).
¯ .~nmonia, phenol, cyanide and hydrogen sulfide
¯ Oil (K143 and K144)
¯ Lime sludge, generated from the ammonia still (K060)
¯ Decanter tank tar sludge (K087)
¯ Benzene releases in coke by-product recoveu’ operations
¯ Naphthalene residues, generated in the final cooling tower
¯ Tar residues (K035, K141, K142, and K147)
¯ Sulfur compounds, emitted from the stacks of the coke ovens
¯ Wastewater from cleaning and cooling (contains zinc, ammonia still lime
(K060), or decanter tank tar (K087), tar distillation residues (K035))
¯ Coke oven gas condensate from piping and distribution system: mav be a
RCRA characteristic waste for benzene.
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Ironmaking

Inputs:
¯ Iron ore (primarily in the form of taconite pellets)~ coke, sinter, coal.
limestone, heated air

Outputs:
¯ Slag, which is either sold as a by-product, primarily for use in the
construction industry, or landfilled
¯Residual sulfur dioxide or hydrogen sulfide
¯ Particulates captured in the gas, including the air pollution control (APC)
dust or waste treatment plant (WTP) sludge
¯Iron is the predominant metal found in the process wastewater
¯Blast furnace gas (CO)

Steelmaldng

Inputs:
¯ In the steelmaking process that uses a basic oxygen furnace (BOF), inputs
include molten iron, metal scrap, and high-purity oxygen
¯ In the steelmaking process that uses an electric arc furnace (EAF), the
primary, inputs are scrap metal, electric energy and graphite electrodes.
¯ For both processes, fluxes and alloys are added, and may include: fluorspar.
dolomite, and alloying agents such as aluminum, manganese, and others.

Outputs:
¯ Basic Oxygen Furnace emission control dust and sludge, a metals-bearing
waste.
¯ Electric Arc Furnace emission control dust and sludge (K061); generally,
20 pounds of dust per ton of steel is expected, but as much as 40 pounds of
dust per ton of steel may be generated depending on the scrap that is used.
¯ Metal dusts (consisting of iron particulate, zinc, and other metals associated
with the scrap and flux (lime and/or fluorspar)) not associated with the EAF.
¯ Slag.
¯Carbon monoxide.
¯ Nitrogen oxides and ozone, which are generated during the melting
process.

Forming, Cleaning, and Descaling

Inputs:
¯ Carbon steel is pickled with hydrochloric or sulfuric acid: stainless steels
are pickled with hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric acids.
¯Various organic chemicals are used in the pickling process.
¯ Alkaline cleaners may also be used to remove mineral oils and animal fats
and oils from the steel surface. Common alkaline cleaning agents include:
caustic soda. soda ash. alkaline silicates, phosphates.
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Outputs:
¯ Wastewater sludge from rolling, cooling, descaling, and rinsing operations
which may contain cadmium (D006), chromium (D007), lead (D008)
¯Oils and greases from hot and cold rolling
¯Spent pickle liquor (K062)
¯Spent pickle liquor rinse water sludge from cleaning operations
¯ Wastewater from the rinse baths. Rinse water from coating processes may
contain zinc, lead, cadmium, or chromium.
¯ Grindings from roll refinishing may be RCRA characteristic waste from
chromium (D007)
¯ Zinc dross

III.C. Management of Chemicals in the Production Process

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of TRI chemicals in waste and efforts
made to eliminate or reduce those quantities. These data have been collected
annually in Section 8 of the TRI reporting Form R beginning with the 1991
reporting year. The data summarized below cover the years 1992-1995 and
is meant to provide a basic understanding of the quantities of waste handled
by the industry, the methods typically used to manage this waste, and recent
trends in these methods. TRI waste management data can be used to assess
trends in source reduction within individual industries and facilities, and for
specific TILl chemicals. This information could then be used as a tool in
identifying opportunities for pollution prevention compliance assistance
activities.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion of TILl
wastes reported as recycled on-site has increased and the portions treated or
managed through energy recovery on-site have decreased between 1992 and
1995 (projected). While the-quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are
estimates of quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and
1995 are projections only. The PPA requires these projections to encourage
facilities to consider future waste generation and source reduction of those
quantities as well as movement up the waste management hierarchy. Future-
year estimates are not commitments that facilities reporting under TILl are
required to meet.

Exhibit 6 shows that the iron and steel industry managed about 1.3 billion
pounds of production-related waste (total quantity of TILl chemicals in the
waste from routine production operations) in 1993 (column B). Column C
reveals that of this production-related waste, over half (52%) was either
transferred off-site or released to the environment, and most of this quantit3’
was recycled off-site (typically in a metals recovery process). Column C is
calculated by dividing the total TRI transfers and releases by the total
quantity, of production-related waste. In other words, about 48% of the
industry’s TRI wastes were managed on-site through recycling, energy
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recovery, or treatment as shown in columns E, F and G, respectively. The
majority of waste that is released or transferred off-site can be divided into
portions that are recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or treated
off-site as shown in columns H, I and J, respectively. The remaining portion
of the production related wastes (15% for 1993), shown in column D. is
either released to the environment through direct discharges to air, land.
water, and underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.

Exhibit 6: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for Iron and Steel Industry
(SIC 331) as Reported within TRI

AI B     C     D
On-Site              Off-Site

Quantity of
Production- % ReleaSed E [ F [ G H I [ J

Related % Released and
Waste and Disposed� % %

!Year (106 Ibs.)" Transferredb Off-sit~ % Energy % % Energy %
Recycled Recovery.Treated Recycled Recovery.Treated

1992 1,301 40% 10% 32% 2% 16% 34% 1% 5%

993 1,340 52% 15% 24% 1% 17% 35% 1% 6%

1994 1,341 -- 15% 23% 1% 18% 37% 1% 6%

995 1,357 --- 15% 22% 1% 18% 38% 1% 6%

Does not include any accidental, non-production related wastes.
~ Total TRI transfers and releases as reported in Section 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production related

wastes; this value may not equal the sum of the percentages released and transferred due to reporting errors in
Section 8.
Percentage of production related waste released to the environment and transferred off-site for disposal.
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutant
releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of comparative
pollutant release information is the Toxic Release Inventory System (TRI).
Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.
TRI includes self-reported facility release and transfer data for over 600 toxic
chemicals. Facilities within SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that
have more than 10 employees, and that are above weight-based reporting
thresholds are required to report TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers.
The information presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the
most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year (which then included 316
chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported by each
sector. Because TR_I requires consistent reporting regardless of sector, it is
an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases, please note that in general, toxic chemical
releases reported in TRI have been declining. In fact, according to the 1993
Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by 42.7%
between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have decreased, the total
amount of reported toxic waste has not declined because the amount of toxic
chemicals transferred off-site has increased. Transfers have increased from
3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to 4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better management
practices have led to increases in off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for
recycling. More detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual
Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic
Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-1531 ).

Wherever possible, the sectdr notebooks present TRI data as the primary,
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TILl data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been
obtained, these data have been included to augment the TRI intbrmation.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding TRI data.
Within some sectors, the majority of facilities are not subject to TRI
reporting because they are not considered manufacturing industries, or
because they are below TRI reporting thresholds. Examples are the mining,
dry cleaning, printing, and transportation equipment cleaning sectors. For
these sectors, release information from other sources has been included.
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The reader should also be aware that TPU "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each industry..
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity of each chemical that is released. The Agency is in the process of
developing an approach to assign toxicological weightings to each chemical
released so that one can differentiate between pollutants with significant
differences in toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental
impact of the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook
briefly summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five chemicals (by
weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- is the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal economic
statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between facility and indus..’
data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-time
employees and are above established chemical throughput thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary, codes 20-39. Facilities must submit estimates for all
chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air. discharges to bodies of
water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained disposal into
underground injection wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emission occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include losses
from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses from impoundments, spills, or
leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water. Anv
estimates for storm water runoff and non-point losses must also be includec~.
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Releases to Land -- includes disposal of toxic chemicals in waste to on-site
landfills, land treated or incorporation into soil, surface impoundments.
spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the facility’s
boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that
is geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under
TR.I. The quantities reported represent a movement of the chemical away
from the reporting facility. Except for off-site transfers for disposal, these
quantities do not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the
environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred through pipes or sewers
to a publicly owried treatments works (POTW). Treatment and chemical
removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment methods used.
Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the POTW are generally released to
surface waters or landfilled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of regenerating
or recovering still valuable materials. Once these chemicals have been
recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold
commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical separation.
In some cases, the chemicals are not destroyed but prepared for further waste
management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Iron and Steel Industry

This section summarizes TRI data of facilities involved in the production of
iron and steel products who report their operations under SIC 331. These
include blast furnaces and steel mills, steel wire manufacture, and cold rolled
steel products but also include a small number of nonferrous operations (such
as facilities manufacturing nonferrous electrometalurgical products under
SIC 3313). The Census of Manufactures reports 1,118 iron and steel
establishments under SIC 331. Although 381 iron and steel facilities filed
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TILl reports in 1993 (under SIC 3312, 3313, 3315, 3316. 3317), the 15_~
facilities (41 percent) classified under SIC 3312 (blast furnaces and steel
mills) are responsible for over 75 percent of reported releases and transfers.
TRI information is likely to provide a fairly different profile for the facilities
not reporting under 3312 (non-stee! producing facilities).

According to TR.I data, the iron and steel industry released and transferred
a total of approximately 695 million pounds of pollutants during calendar
year 1993. These releases and transfers are dominated by large volumes of
metal-bearing wastes. The majority of these wastes (70 percent or 488
million pounds) are transferred off-site for recycling, .typically for recoveu,
of the metal content. Transfers of TRI chemicals account for 86 percent of
the iron and steel industry’s total TRI-reportable chemicals (609 million
pounds) while releases make up 14 percent (85 million pounds). Metal-
bearing wastes account for approximately 80 percent of the industry’s
transfers and over fifty percent of the releases.

Releases from the industry continue to decrease, while transfers increased
from 1992 to 1993. The increase in transfers is likely due to increased off-
site Shipments for recovery of metals from wastes. This shift may also have
contributed to the decrease in releases. Another factor influencing an overall
downward trend since 1988 in releases and transfers is the steel mill
production decrease during the 1988 to 1993 period. In addition, pollution
control equipment and a shift to new technologies, such as continuous
casting, are responsible for significant changes in the amount and type of
pollutants released during steelmaking. Finally, the industry’s efforts in
pollution preventing also play a role in driving pollutant release reductions.

Evidence of the diversity of processes at facilities reporting to TILl is found
in the fact that the most fre.quently reported chemical (sulfuric acid) is
reported by only 41 percent of the facilities; the sixth most frequently
reported chemical was used by just one-fourth of TRI facilities. The
variability in facilities’ pollutant profile may be attributable to a number of
factors. Fewer than 30 of the facilities in the TPd database for SIC 331 are
fully integrated plants making coke, iron, and steel products. The non-
integrated facilities do not perform one or more of the production steps and.
therefore, may have considerably different emissions profiles. Furthermore.
steel making operations with electric arc furnaces have significantly different
pollutant profiles than those making steel with basic oxygen furnaces.

Releases

The iron and steel industry releases just 14 percent of its TILl total poundage.
Of these releases, over half go to on-site land disposal, and one quarter of
releases are fugitive or point source air emissions (Exhibit 7). Manganese.
zinc. chromium, and lead account for over 90 percent of the on-site land
disposal. The industry’s air releases are associated with volatilization, fume
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or aerosol formation in the high temperature furnaces and byproduct
processing. Ammonia. lighter weight organics, such as methanol, acids and
metal contaminants found in the iron ore are the principal types of chemicals
released to the air. In addition to air releases of chemicals reported in TRI,
the iron and steel industry, is a significant source of particulates, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides and sulfur compounds due to combustion.
Ammonia releases account for the largest part of the fugitive releases
(approximately 42 percent) and 1, I, 1-trichloroethane, hydrochloric acid, zinc
compounds, and trichloroethylene each contribute another 4 - 5 percent.
Underground injection (principally of hydrochloric acid) makes up about 14
percent of the releases reported by the industry.

Transfers

Eighty. percent of transfers reported by SIC 331 industries are sent off-site for
recycling. Zinc, manganese, chromium, copper, nickel, and lead are the six
metals transferred "by the greatest number of facilities (Exhibit 8).

Acids used during steel finishing, such as hydrochloric, sulfuric, nitric, and
phosphoric acids, account for another 17 percent of transfers. These acids
are most often sent off-site for recycling or for treatment. Hydrochloric acids
are also managed by on-site underground injection. The next class of
chemicals of significant volume in TRI are solvents and lightweight carbon
b.vproducts, including: 1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, phenol.
xylene, methanol, and toluene. These solvents are primarily released as
fugitive air emissions, but also from point sources. A small percentage of
these solvents are transferred off-site for recycling.

Chemicals sent off-site for disposal (primarily zinc, sulfuric acid, manganese.
and ammonium sulfate) account for another 10 percent of transfers. Only
approximately 7 percent of chemicals transferred off-site go to treatment.
These chemicals are primarily hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, and nitric
acid. Only about one percent of transfers by weight are POTW discharges
(mainly sulfuric acid). Another one percent of transfers are sent for energy
recovery. (with hydrochloric acid as the most significant contributor).
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Exhilfi! 7: Releases for Iron and Steel Facilities (SIC 331 ) in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporling
~1993 Releases reported in pounds/year~
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Exhibit 7 (cont.): Releases for Iron and Steel Facilities (SIC 331) in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(I 993 Releases reported in pounds/year)
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Exhibit 8: Transfers for Iron and Steel Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Rel)orting
(1993 Transfers reported in pounds/year)
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Exhibit 8 (cont.): Transfers for Iron and Steel Facilities in TRi, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(1993 Transfers reported iu pounds/year)
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The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for this sector based
on pounds released are listed below. Facilities that have reported only the
SIC codes covered under this notebook appear on the first list. The second
list contains additional facilities that have reported the SIC code covered
within this report, and one or more SIC codes that are not within the scope
of this notebook. Therefore, the second list includes facilities that conduct
multiple operations - some that are under the scope of this notebook, and
some that are not. Currently, the facility-level data do not allow pollutant
releases to be broken apart by industrial process.

Exhibit 9: Top 10 TRI Releasing Iron and Steel Facilities"

Total TRI
Releases in

Rank Facility Pounds

1 Elkem Metals Co" - Marietta, OH 18.604,572

2 Northwestern Steel & Wire Co. - Sterling, IL 14.274,570

3 Granite City, Steel - Granite City, IL 5,156.148

4 Midwest Steel Div. Midwest Steel Div. - Portage. IN 4.735,000

5 AK Steel Corp. Middletown Works - Middletown, OH 4,189,050

6 Bethlehem Steel Corp. Bums Harbor Div. - Burns 3,89~,470
Harbor, IN

7 Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp Mingo Junction Plant - 3,089,795
Mingo Junction. OH

8 USS Gary Works - Gary, IN 2,403,348

9 LTV Steel Co. Inc. Cleveland Works - Cleveland, OH 1,985,131

10 Gulf States Steel Inc. - Gadsden. AL 1,959,707

Source: U.S. EPA Toxic Release Inventory Database, 1993.
" This is an Electrometallurgical Products facility (SIC 3313), not a steel mill.

~ Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental
laws.
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Exhibit 10: Top 10 TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting SIC 331 Operationsb

SIC Codes Total TRI
Reported Releases in

Rank in TRI Facility. Pounds

1 3313 Elkem Metals Co" - Marietta. OH 18,604,572

2 3312, 3315 Northwestern Steel & Wire Co. - Sterling, IL 14,274,570

3 3312, 3274 Inland Steel Co. - East Chicago, IN 10,618,719

4 3313, 2819 Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp. Electrolytic Plant - 5,446,555
Hamilton, MS"

5 3312 Granite City Steel - Granite City, IL 5,156,148

6 3316 Midwest Steel Div. Midwest Steel Div. - Portage, IN 4,735,000 :

7 3312 AK Steel Corp. Middletown Works - Middletown, OH 4,189,050

8 3312 Bethlehem Steel Corp. Burns Harbor Div. - Burns Harbor, 3.899,470
tN

9 3312 Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Corp Mingo Junction Plant - 3.089,795
Mingo Junction, OH

I 0 3312 USS Gary Works - Gary, IN 2,403,348

Source: U.S. EPA Toxic Release Inventory Database, 1993.
" This is an Electrometallurgical Products facility (SIC 3313), not a steel mill.

IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate information
for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this sector self-
reported as released to the environment based upon 1993 TILl data. Because
this section is based upon self-reported release data, it does not attempt to
provide information on management practices employed by the sector to
reduce the release of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant
release reduction over time may be available from EPA’s TR! and 33/50
programs, or directly from the industrial trade associations that are listed in
Section IX of this document. Since these descriptions are cursory., please
consult the sources referenced below for a more detailed description of both
the chemicals described in this section, and the chemicals that appear on the
full list of TRI chemicals appearing in Section IV.A.

b Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental
laws.
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The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), and the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), accessed via TOXNET. TOX-NET is a
computer system run by the National Library of Medicine. It includes a
number of toxicological databases managed by EPA, the National Cancer
Institute. and the National Institute for Occupational Safer3’. and Health.:
HSDB contains chemical-specific information on manufacturing and use.
chemical and physical properties, safety, and handling, toxicity and               -
biomedical effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure
potential, exposure standards and regulations, monitoring and analysis
methods, and additional references. The information contained below is
based upon exposure assumptions that have been conducted using standard
scientific procedures. The effects listed below must be taken in context of
these exposure assumptions that are more fully explained within the full
chemical profiles in HSDB. For more information on TO)CN’ET, contact the
TOXNET help line at 1-800-231-3766.

Ammonia (CAS: 7664-41-7)

Sources. In cokemaking, ammonia is produced by the decomposition of the
nitrogen-containing compounds which takes place during the secondaQ’
thermal reaction (at temperatures greater than 700°C ~.1296°F)). The
ammonia formed during coking exists in both the water and gas that form
part of the volatile products. The recovery of this ammonia can be
accomplished by several different processes where the by-product
ammonium sulfate is formed by the reaction between the ammonia and
sulfuric acid.23

Toxicity. Anhydrous ammonia is irritating to the skin, eyes. nose, throat, and
upper respiratory system.

Ecologically, ammonia is a source of nitrogen (an essential element for
aquatic plant growth), and may therefore contribute to eutrophication of
standing or slow-moving surface water, particularly in nitrogen-limited
waters such as the Chesapeake Bay. In addition, aqueous ammonia is
moderately toxic to aquatic organisms.

Careinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

c Databases included in TOX’NET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Information System), DART

(Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity. Database), DBIR (Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources),
EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Information Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB
(Hazardous Substances Data Bank), IRIS (Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registx3 of Toxic Effects
of Chemical Substances). and TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory.).
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Environmental Fate. Ammonia combines with suit’ate ions in the
atmosphere and is washed out by rainfall, resulting in rapid return of
ammonia to the soil and surface waters.

Ammonia is a central compound in the environmental cycling of nitrogen.
Ammonia in lakes, rivers, and streams is converted to nitrate.

Physical Properties. Ammonia is a corrosive and severely irritating gas
with a pungent odor.

Hydrochloric Acid (CAS: 7647-01-1)

Sources. During hot rolling, a hard black iron oxide is formed on the surface
of the steel. This "scale" is removed chemically in the pickling process
which commonly uses hydrochloric acid.-’4

Toxicity. Hydrocl:floric acid is primarily a concern in its aerosol form. Acid
aerosols have been implicated in causing and exacerbating a variety of
respiratory, ailments. Dermal exposure and ingestion of highly concentrated
hydrochloric acid can result in corrosivity.

Ecologically, accidental releases of solution forms of hydrochloric acid may
adversely affect aquatic life by including a transient lowering of the pH (i.e..
increasing the acidity) of surface waters.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of hydrochloric acid to surface waters and
soils will be neutralized to an extent due to the buffering capacities of both
systems. The extent of these reactions will depend on the characteristics of
the specific environment.

Physical Properties. Concentrated hydrochloric acid is highly corrosive.

Manganese and Manganese Compounds (CAS: 7439-96-5: 20-12-2)

Sources. Manganese is found in the iron charge and is used as an addition
agent added to alloy steel to obtain desired properties in the final product.
In carbon steel, manganese is used to combine with sulfur to improve the
ductility of the steel. An alloy steel with manganese is used for applications
involving relatively small sections which are subject to severe service
conditions, or in larger sections where the weight saving derived from the
higher strength of the alloy steels is needed.25

Toxicity. There is currently no evidence that human exposure to manganese
at levels commonly observed in ambient amaosphere results in adverse health
effects. However. recent EPA review of the fuel additive MMT
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(methytcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl) concluded that use of MMT
in gasoline could lead to ambient exposures to manganese at a level sufficient
to cause adverse neurological effects in humans.

Chronic manganese poisoning bears some similarity, to chronic lead
poisoning. Occurring via inhalation of manganese dust or fumes, it primarily
involves the central nervous system. Early symptoms include languor.
speech disturbances, sleepiness, and cramping and weakness in legs. A stolid
mask-like appearance of face, emotional disturbances such as absolute
detachment broken by uncontrollable laughter, euphoria, and a spastic gait
with a tendency to fall while walking are seen in more advanced cases.
Chronic manganese poisoning is reversible if treated early and exposure
stopped. Populations at greatest risk of manganese toxicity are the veu
young and those with iron deficiencies.

Ecologically, althpugh manganese is an essential nutrient for both plants and
animals, in excessive concentrations manganese inhibits plant growth.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Manganese is an essential nutrient tbr plants and
animals. As such. manganese accumulates in the top lavers of soil or surface
water sediments and cycles between the soil and living organisms. It occurs
mainly as a solid under environmental conditions, though may also be
transported in the atmosphere as a vapor or dust.

1,1,1-Trichloroethane (CAS: 71-55-6)

Sources. Used for surface cleaning of steel prior to coating.

Toxicity.. Repeated contact of 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE) with skin max’
cause serious skin cracking and infection. Vapors cause a slight smarting of
the eyes or respiratory system if present in high concentrations.

Exposure to high concentrations of TCE causes reversible mild liver and
kidnev dysfunction, central nervous system depression, gait disturbances.
stupor, coma, respiratory, depression, and even death. Exposure to lower
concentrations of TCE leads to light-headedness, throat irritation, headache.
disequilibrium, impaired coordination, drowsiness, convulsions and mild
changes in perception.

Careinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of TCE to surface water or land will almost
entirely volatilize. Releases to air may be transported long distances and
may partially return to earth in rain. In the lower atmosphere. TCE degrades
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very. slowly by photooxidation and slowly diffuses to the upper atmosphere
where photodegradation is rapid.

Any TCE that does not evaporate from soils leaches to groundwater.
Degradation in soils and water is slow. TCE does not hydrolyze in water, nor
does it significantly bioconcentrate in aquatic organisms.

Zinc and Zinc Compounds (CAS: 7440-66-6; 20-19-9)

Sources. To protect steel from rusting, it is coated with a material that will
protect it from moisture and air. In the galvanizing process, stee! is coated
with zinc.26

Toxicity. Zinc is a nutritional trace element; toxicity from ingestion is low.
Severe exposure to zinc might give rise to gastritis with vomiting due to
swallowing of zinc dusts. Short-term exposure to very high levels of zinc is
linked to lethargy, dizziness, nausea, fever, diarrhea, and reversible
pancreatic and neurological damage. Long-term zinc poisoning causes
irritability, muscular stiffness and pain, loss of appetite, and nausea.

Zinc chloride fumes cause injury, to mucous membranes and to the skin.
Ingestion of soluble zinc salts may cause nausea, vomiting, and purging.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Significant zinc contamination of soil is only seen in
the vicinity of industrial point sources. Zinc is a relatively stable soft metal,
though bums in air. Zinc bioconcentrates in aquatic organisms.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The toxic chemical release data obtained from TRI captures the vast majofi~’
of facilities in the iron and steel industry. It also allows for a comparison
across years and industry sectors. Reported chemicals are limited however
to the 316 reported chemicals. Most of the hydrocarbon emissions from iron
and steel facilities are not captured by TR-[.27 The EPA Office of Air Qualiw
Planning and Standards has compiled air pollutant emission factors for
determining the total air emissions of priority pollutants (e.g., total
hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx, CO, particulates, etc.) from many iron and steel
manufacturing sources.2s

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide range
of information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of concern within a
particular industry,. With the exception of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), there is little overlap with the TR,I chemicals reported above.
Exhibit 11 summarizes annual releases (from the industries for which a
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Sector Notebook Profile was prepared) of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10), total
particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO:), and volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). With 1.5 million short tons/year of carbon monoxide, the iron and
steel industry emissions are estimated as more than twice as much as the next
largest releasing industry, pulp and paper. Of the eighteen industries listed.
the iron and steel indusu’y also ranks as one of the top five releasers for NO,..
PMI0, PT, and SO_,. Carbon monoxide releases occur during ironmaking (in
the burning of coke, CO produced reduces iron oxide ore), and during
steelmaking (in either the basic oxygen furnace or the electric arc furnace).
Nitrogen dioxide is generated during steelmaking. Particulate matter may be
emitted from the cokemaking (particularly in quenching operations),
ironmaking, basic oxygen furnace (as oxides of iron that are emitted as sub-
micron dust), or from the electric arc furnace (as metal dust containing iron
particulate, zinc, and other materials associated with the scrap). Sulfur
dioxide can be released in ironmaking or sintering.
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Exhibit 11: Pollutant Releases (short tons/year)

Industry Sector I CO NO~    PM~Q PT[    SO~.    VOC

U.S. Total [97,208,000 23,402,000 45,489,0007,836,0o0! 21.888,000! 23,312,00~

Metal Mining 5,391 28,583 39,359 140,052 84,222 1,2831

Nonmetal Mining 4,525 28,804 59,305 167.948 24,129 1,736

Lumber and Wood 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9,419 41,423

Production

Furniture and Fixtures 2,069 2,981 2.165 3,178 1,606 59,426

Pulp and Paper 624,291 394,448 35,579 113,571 541,002 96,875

Printing 8.463 4,915 399 1,031 1,728 101,537

Inorganic Chemicals 166,147 103,575 4,107 39,062 182,189 52.091

Organic Chemicals 146,947 236,826 26,493 44,860 132,459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419,311 380,641 18,787 36,877 648.155 369.058

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29,364 140,74

Stone, Clay and Concrete 58,043 338,482 74,623 171,853 339.216 30,262

Iron and Steel 1,518,642 138.985 42.368 83,017 238,268 82.29]

Nonferrous Metals 448,758 55,658 20.074 22,490 373,007 27,37-~

Fabricated Metals 3,851 16,424 1,185 3,136 4,019 102,18~

Computer and Office 24 0 0 0 0 ~

Equipment

Electronics and Other 367 1,129 207 293 453 4,85z

Electrical Equipment and
Components

Motor Vehicles, Bodies,         35,303 23,725 2A061 12,853 25,462 101,275

Parts and Accessories

Dry Cleaning 101 1791 3 28 152 7,310

Source: U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, May 1995.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory. Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figure and table do
not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not _
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI.
Similar information is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release
Book.

Exhibit 12 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TRI data
for the iron and steel industry and the other sectors profiled in separate
notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI releases and total transfers
on the left axis and the triangular points show the average releases per
facility on the right axis. Industry sectors are presented in the order of
increasing total TILl releases. The graph is based on the data shown in
Exhibit 13 and is meant to facilitate comparisons between the relative
amounts of releases, transfers, and releases per facility, both within and
between these sectors. The reader should note, however, that differences in
the proportion of facilities captured by TRI exist between industry sectors.
This can be a factor of poor SIC matching and relative differences in the
number of facilities reporting to TRI from the various sectors. In the case of
the iron and steel industry,, the 1993 TRI data presented here covers 381
facilities. These facilities listed SIC 331 (Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and
Rolling and Finishing Mills) as a primary SIC code.
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Exhibit 13: Toxics Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

1993 TRI Releases 1993 TRI Transfers

Average
Total Average Total Average Total Releases+

Releases Releases per Transfers Transfers per Releases + Transfers per
SIC # TRI (million Facility (million Facility Transfers Facility

Industry Sector Range Facilities Ibs.) (pounds) Ibs.) (pounds) (million Ibs.) (pounds)

Stone, Clay, and Concrete 32. 634 26.6 42,000 2.21 4,000 28.8 46,000

Lumber and Wood Products 24’ 491 8.4 17,000 3.5 7,000 I 1.9 24,000

Fnrniture and Fixtures 25 313 42.2 ! 135,0001 4.2 13,000 46.4 148,000

Printing, 2711-2789 318 36.5 I 15,000 ~ 10.2 32,000 46.7 147,000

Electronic Equip. and 36 406 6.7 17,000 47. I I 16,000 53.7 133,000
(~oniDonelllS

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,57+ 1 ! 8.4 75,000 45 29,000 163.4 104,000

[ Motor Vehicles, Bodies, Parts, 371 60+ 79.3 130,000 145.5 239,000 224.8 369,000 +

’and Accessories

Pulp and Paper 2611-2631 30~ 169.7 549,000 48.4 157,000 218. I         706,000

Inorsanic Chem. Mf~. 2812-2819 55: i 79.6 324,000 70 126,000 249.7 450,000

Petroleum Refininl~ 2911 156! 64.3 412,000 4 i 7.5 2,676,000 481.9 [ 3,088,000

Fabricated Metals 34 2,363 72 30,000 195.7 83,000 267.7 123,000

I ton and Steel 331 381 85,8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 1,825,000
"Nonferrous Metals 333,334 20~ 182.5 877,000        98.2        472,000          280.7        1,349,000

i O~ganic Chemical Mlle. 2861-2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 438.4 1,052,000

Metal Mininl~ I0 Induslry sector not subject to TRI reporting.

Nonmetal Mining, 14 Indnstr~’ sector not subject to FRI reportinE.

Dry Cleaning, 7216 Indnstr), scctcw not s||bject to TRI reportin[~,.

Source: LI.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving _
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory, thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general
and company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances
that have been implemented within the iron and steel industry. While the list
is not exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the
starting point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution
prevention projects. This section provides summary information from
activities that may be, or are being implemented by this sector. When
possible, information is provided that gives the context in which the
technique can be effectively used. Please note that the activities described
in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this
sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when
pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the change
must examine how each option affects air, land and water pollutant releases.

Most of the pollution prevention activities in the iron and steel industry have
concentrated on reducing cokemaking emissions, Electric Arc Furnace (EAF)
dust, and spent acids used in finishing operations. Due to the complexit3’,
size, and age of the equipment used in steel manufacturing, projects that have
the highest pollution preventign potential often require significant capital
investments. This section describes pollution prevention opportunities for
each of the three focus areas (cokemaking, EAF dust, and finishing acids),
and then lists some general pollution prevention opportunities that have been
identified by the iron and steel industry.

Cokemaking
The cokemaking process is seen by industry experts as one of the steel
industry’s areas of greatest environmental concern, with coke oven air
emissions and quenching waste water as the major problems. In response to
expanding regulatory constraints, including the Clean Air Act National
Emission Standards for coke ovens completed in 1993, U.S. steelmakers are
turning to new technologies to decrease the sources of pollution from. and
their reliance on, coke. Pollution prevention in cokemaking has focused on
two areas: reducing coke oven emissions and developing cokeless
ironmaking techniques. Although these processes have not yet been widely
demonstrated on a commercial scale, they may provide significant benefits
tbr the integrated segment of the industry in the form of substantially lower
air emissions and wastewater discharges than current operations.
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Eliminating Coke with Cokeless Technologies

Cokeless technologies substitute coal for coke in the blast furnace.
eliminating the need for cokemaking. Such technologies have enormous
potential to reduce pollution generated during the steelmaking process. The
capital investment required is also significant. Some of the cokeless
technologies in use or under development include:

¯ The Japanese Direct Iron Ore Smelting (DIOS) process. This process
produces molten iron directly with coal and sinter feed ore. A 500 ton per
day pilot plant was started up in October, 1993 and the desi,maed production
rates were attained as a short term average. During 1995. the data generated
will be used to determine economic feasibility on a commercial scale.

¯ Hlsmelt process. A plant using the Hlsmelt process for molten iron
production, developed by Hlsmelt Corporation of Australia. was started up
in late 1993. The process, using ore fines and coal. has achieved a
production rate of 8 tons per hour using ore directly in the smelter.
Developers anticipate reaching the production goal of 14 tons per hour.
During 1995, the data generated will be used to determine economic
feasibility on commercial scale. If commercial feasibility is realized, Midrex
is expected to become the U.S. engineering licensee of the Hlsmelt process.

¯ Corexprocess. The Corex or Cipcor process has integral coal desulfurizing.
is amenable to a variety of coal types, and generates electrical power in
excess of that required by an iron and steel mill which can be sold to local
power grids. A Corex plant is in operation in South Africa, and other plants
are expected to be operational in the next two years in South Korea and
India.

Reducing Coke Oven Emissions

Several technologies are available or are under development to reduce the
emissions from coke ovens. Typically, these technologies reduce the
quantity of coke needed by changing the method by which coke is added to
the blast furnace or by substituting a portion of the coke with other fuels.
The reduction in the amount of coke produced proportionally reduces the
coking emissions. Some of the most prevalent or promising coke reduction
technologies include:

¯ Pulverized coal injection. This technology substitutes pulverized coal for
a portion of the coke in the blast furnace. Use of pulverized coal injection
can replace about 25 to 40 percent of coke in the blast furnace, substantially
reducing emissions associated with cokemaking operations. This reduction
ultimately depends on the fuel injection rate applied to the blast furnaces
which will, in turn be dictated by the aging of existing coking facilities, fuel
costs, oxygen availability, capital requirements for fuel injection, and
available hot blast temperature.
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¯ Non-recovery coke battery. As opposed to the by-product recovery coke
plant, the non-recovery coke battery is designed to allow combustion of the
gasses from the coking process, thus consuming the by-products that are
typically recovered. The process results in lower air emissions and
substantial reductions in coking process wastewater discharges.

¯The Davy Still Autoprocess. In this pre-combustion cleaning process for _
coke ovens, coke oven battery process water is utilized to strip ammonia and
hydrogen sulfide from coke oven emissions.

¯ Alternative fuels. Steel producers can also inject other fuels, such as natural
gas, oil, and tar/pitch, instead of coke into the blast furnace, but these fuels
can only replace coke in limited amounts.

Recycling of Coke By-products

Improvements in ~he in-process recycling of tar decanter sludge, a RCRA
listed hazardous waste (K087) are common practice. Sludge can either be
injected into the ovens to contribute to coke yield, or converted into a fuel
that is suitable for the blast furnace.

Reducing Wastewater Volume

In addition to air emissions, quench water from cokemaking is also an area
of significant environmental concern. In Europe, some plants have
implemented technology to shift from water quenching to dry quenching in
order to reduce energy costs. However, major construction changes are
required for such a solution and considering the high capital costs of coke
batteries, the depressed state of the steel industry, and increased regulations
for cokemaking, it is unlikely that this pollution prevention opportunity will
be widely adopted in the U.S.

Electric Arc Furnace Dust
Dust generation in the EAF, and its disposal, have also been recognized as
a serious problem, but one with potential for pollution prevention through
material recovery. EAF dust is a RCRA listed waste (K061) because of its
high concentrations of lead and cadmium. With 550,000 tons of EAF dust
generated annually in the U.S., there is great potential to reduce the volume
of this hazardous waste.27 Steel companies typically pay a disposal fee of
$150 to $200 per ton of dust. With an average zinc concentration of 19
percent, much of the EAF dust is shipped off-site for zinc reclamation. Most
of the EAF dust recovery options are only economically viable for dust with
a zinc content of at least 15 - 20 percent. Facilities producing specialty steels
such as stainless steel with a lower zinc content, still have opportunities to
recover chromium and nickel from the EAF dust.
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In-process recycling of EAF dust involves pelletizing and then reusing the
pellets in the furnace, however, recycling of EAF dust on-site has not proven
to be technically or economically competitive for all mills. Improvements
in technologies have made off-site recovery a cost effective alternative to
thermal treatment or secure landfill disposal.

Pickling Acids
In finishing, pickling acids are recognized as an area where pollution
prevention efforts can have a significant impact in reducing the
environmental impact of the steel mill. The pickling process removes scale
and cleans the surface of raw steel by dipping it into a tank of hydrochloric
or sulfuric acid. If not recovered, the spent acid may be transported to deep
injection wells for disposal, but as those wells continue to close, alternative
disposal costs are rising.

Large-scale steel manufacturers commonly recover hydrochloric acid in their
finishing operations, however the techniques used are not suitable for small-
to medium-sized steel plants.2s Currently, a recovery technique for smaller
steel manufacturers and galvanizing plants is in pilot scale testing. The
system under development removes iron chloride (a saleable product) from
the hydrochloric acid, reconcentrates the acid for reuse, and recondenses the
water to be reused as a rinse water in the pickling process. Because the only
by-product of the hydrochloric acid recovery process is a non-hazardous.
marketable metal chloride, this technology generates no hazardous wastes.
The manufacturer projects industry-wide hydrochloric acid waste reduction
of 42,000 tons/year by 2010. This technology is less expensive than
transporting and disposing waste acid, plus it eliminates the associated long-
term liability. The total savings for a small- to medium-sized galvanizer is
projected to be $260,000 each year.

The pilot scale testing project is funded in part by a _,,grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy under the NICE3 program (see section VIII.B. for
program information) and the EPA. (Contact: Bill Ives, DOE, 303-275-4755)

To reduce spent pickling liquor (K062) and simultaneously reduce fluoride
in the plant effluent, one facility modified their existing treatment process to
recover the fluoride ion from rinse water and spent pickling acid raw water
waste streams. The fluoride is recovered as calcium fluoride (fluorspar), an
input product for steelmaking. The melt shop in the same plant had been
purchasing 930 tons of fluorspar annually for use as a furnace flux material
in the EAF at a cost of $100 per ton. Although the process is still under
development, the recovered calcium fluoride is expected to be a better grade
than the purchased fluorspar, which would reduce the amount of flux used by
approximately 10 percent. Not only would the generation rate of sludge from
spent pickling liquor treatment be reduced (resulting in a savings in off-site
sludge disposal costs), but a savings in chemical purchases would be
realized.
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Other areas with pollution prevention opportunities
Other areas in iron and steel manufacturing where opportunities may exist for
pollution prevention are listed below, in three categories: process
modifications, materials substitution, and recycling.

Process Modification

Redesigning or modifying process equipment can reduce pollution output,
maintenance costs, and energy consumption, for example:

¯ Replacing single-pass wastewater systems with closed-loop systems to
minimize chemical use in wastewater treatment and to reduce water use.
¯ Continuous casting, now used for about 90% of crude steel cast in the U.S.,
offers great improvements in process efficiency when compared to the
traditional ingot teeming method. This increased efficiency also results in a
considerable savi,ngs in energy and some reduction in the volume of mill
wastewater.

Materials Substitution

¯ Use scrap steel with low lead and cadmium content as a raw material, if
possible.
¯ Eliminate the generation of reactive desulfurization slag generated in
foundry work by replacing calcium carbide with a less hazardous material.

Recycling

Scrap and other materials are recycled extensively in the iron and steel
industry, to reduce the raw materials required and the associated pollutants.
Some of these recycling activities include:
¯Recycle or reuse oils and greases.
¯Recover acids by removing dissolved iron salts from spent acids.
¯Use thermal decomposition for acid recovery from spent pickle liquor.
¯ Use a bipolar membrane/electrodialytic process to separate acid from metal
by-products in spent NO3-HF pickle liquor.
¯ Recover sulfuric acid using low temperature separation of acid and metal
crystals.
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VI. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section VI.A. contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B. contains a list of regulations specific to this industry.
¯ Section VI.C. contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further informatiofi, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local re_malatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include
the specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical
products, designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from
specific industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous
wastes from non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials
which exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosiviw.
reactivity, or toxicity and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities that
treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit, either from
EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to implement the
permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards
such as contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and
reporting requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific
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standards. RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and
§264.10) for conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup of
releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management
units at RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCtL:k
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority, to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry, specific but apply to any company
that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here are some
important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to determine
whether the material created is considered a hazardous waste, solid
waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring
proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste
accumulation units, and record keeping and reporting requirements.
Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180
days depending on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining
a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting the
disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment. Under
the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet land disposal restriction
(LDR) treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land
disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface
impoundment). Wastes subject to the LDRs include solvents.
electroplating wastes, heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste
subject to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the
designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation.
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that
merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For
a party considered a used oil marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner), additional
tracking and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCtL~. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265. Subpart CC) require
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generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of the
waste, to satisfy, tank and container emissions standards, and to
inspect and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all
facilities who store such waste, including generators operating under
the 90-day accumulation rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and _
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility, and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with design and operating
standards." BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266. Subpart H) address
unit design, provide performance standards, require emissions
monitoring, and restrict the ty. pe of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346. responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8.’30 a.m. to 7.30p.m.. ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation. And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund. authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA.
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law. SARA Title III. also kno~vn as
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are defined and
listed in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response bv EPA. or
by one or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions
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for permanent cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups
referred to as "removals." EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites
on the National Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately
1300 sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites: however, EPA
provides responsible parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial
actions and encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA’s RCRXiSuper~nd/UST Hotline. at (800) 424-9346. answers questions
and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program. The CERCL-I
Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.. ET. excluding
Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SAIL-k) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such
substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity.,
and directs the facility to appoint an emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely hazardous
substance.

¯ EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety. and Health Act, :,s
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety, data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and hazardous chemical inventory, forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.
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¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes
20 through 39. which have ten or more employees, and which
manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater
than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release
report. This report, commonly known as the Form R. covers releases
and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and
environmental media, and allows EPA to compile the national Toxic
Release Inventory. (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, tmless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and distributes
guidance regarding the emergency planning and community right-to-know
regulations. The EPCR.4 Hotline operates weekdays from 8.30 a.m. to 7.30
p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA). is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity, of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority." pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant
not identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized
approximately forty States to administer the NPDES program), contain
industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and
establish pollutant monitoring requirements. A facility, that intends to
discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its
discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data
identifying the .types of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The
permit will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which
a facility may make a discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality, criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality, criteria and
standards vary. from State to State. and site to site. depending on the use
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classification of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA
guidelines which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. Storm water discharge associated
with industrial activity means the discharge from any conveyance which is
used for collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related
to manufacturing, processing, or raw material storage areas at an industrial
plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)). These regulations require that facilities with
the following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a
discharge associated with industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or
medium municip.al storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the
State determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity
defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes
while the other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the
regulated industrial activity. If the primary. SIC code of the facility is one of
those identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water
permit application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by
one of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas
where the activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, consult the regulation.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 291 -petroleum refining; and SIC 31 I-leather
tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction: and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category. iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.
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Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive
or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Se.wage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing: SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes: SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products:
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC
35-industrial and commercial_machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Prom’am

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.
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EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard. "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order
to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasure Plans

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act requires that facilities posing a substantial threat
of harm to the environment prepare and implement more rigorous Spill
Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan required under the
CWA (40 CFR §112.7). As iron and steel manufacturing is an energy
intensive industry, an important requirement affecting iron and steel facilities
is oil response plans for above ground storage. There are also criminal and
civil penalties for deliberate or negligent spills of oil. Regulations covering
response to oil discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and
Facility Response Plans to oil discharges (40 CFR Part 112) and for PCB
transformers and PCB-containing items are being revised and finalized in
1995.-’9

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at
(202) 260- 7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these
standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of
drinking water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under
its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary,
drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration
limits that apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary, drinking
water standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs),
which are non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant
levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.
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The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of
drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits
include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells
used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective
action standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet
applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit _
program is primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a fe,,v
States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area,, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinklng Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791. answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30p.m., ET. excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority, to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate.
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture.
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances.
If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by
TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce.
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service. at (202) 554-1404. answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Controi
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Act standards. The Service operates from 8.30 a.m. through 4.30p.m.,
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990. are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections.
know"n as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for
ambient air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and
enforce these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAA.-X.
many facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and
local governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements
of the CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to TitleI of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quali~" standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of"criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead. nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, and
sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant
are classified as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are
classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of the CAA. each State must
develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air pollution
and to determine what reductions are required to meet Federal air qualit-y
standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationar?
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on
the pollution control technology available to that category of industrial
source but allow the affected industries the flexibility, to devise a
cost-effective means of reducing emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (I-tAPs). Title III of
the CAAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To
date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT)." The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of
the HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses.
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices.
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
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uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide nitrous oxide emissions program
designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide
releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels of
sulfur dioxide releases.
Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the C~-k. One purpose
of the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of 6zone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year 2.000.
while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased out by
2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides generai
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric O-_one
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title V1 of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the Technology Transfer
Network Bulletin Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes
recent CAA rules, EPA guidanc.e documents, and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Regulatory Requirements

The steel industry has invested substantial resources in compliance with
environmental regulations. Expenditures for environmental air control
totaled $279 million in 1991, while water and solid waste control combined
totaled $66 million. This translates to 15 percent of total capital expenditures
for the industry in 1991. The high percentage of total environmental capital
expenditures for air control (81 percent) is primarily due to keeping coke
ovens operating in compliance with the Clean Air Act. Although coke ovens
are considered by many industry experts to be the biggest environmental
problem of the iron and steel industry,, environmental regulations affect the
industry throughout all stages of the manufacturing and forming processes.
An overview of how federal environmental regulations affect this industry
follows.
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Clean Air Act (CXA)

The CA.A, with its 1990 amendments (CAAA), regulates the pollutants that
steel mills can add to the air. Title I of the Act addresses requirements for
the attainment and maintenance of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) (40 CFR. §50). EPA has set NAA.QS for six criteria
pollutants, which states must plan to meet through state implementation
plans (SIPs). NAAQS for nitrogen dioxide, lead, and particulate matter
frequently affect the iron and steel industry..

One of the most significant impacts of the CAAA on the iron and steel
industry, is tied to the standards developed for toxic air emissions or
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs). For the steel industr3", these standards,
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), have
a significant effect on the industry’s coke ovens. In late 1991, the coking
industry, entered into a formal regulatory negotiation with EPA and
representatives of: environmental groups, state and local air pollution control
agencies, and the steelworkers union to develop a mutually acceptable rule
to implement the terms of the Act’s coke oven provisions. After a year of
discussions, an agreement on a negotiated rule was signed. In exchange for
a standard that is structured to give operators certainty and flexibility in the
manner they demonstrate compliance, the industr3.’ agreed to daily
monitoring, to install flare systems to control upset events, and to develop
work practice plans to minimize emissions. National Emissions Standards
currently in effect that pertain to the iron and steel industry include:

¯ Coke Oven Batteries (40 CFR §63 Subpart L). As of April 1, 1992.
there were 30 plants with 87 by-product coke oven batteries that
would be affected by this regulation.

¯ Benzene Emissions from Coke By-product Recovew Plants (40 CFR
§61 Subpart L). Regulates benzene sources in coke by-product
recovery operations by requiring that specified equipment be
enclosed and the emissions be ducted to an enclosed point in the by-
product recovery process where they are recovered or destroyed.
Monitoring requirements are also stated.

¯ Halogenated Solvent Cleaning (40 CFR §63 Subpart T). Emission
standards for the source categories listed in §112(d). including
solvents used in the iron and steel industr3." such as 1,1.1-
trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride.

¯ Chromium - Industrial Process Cooling Towers (40 CFR §63 Subpart
Q). This standard will eliminate chromium emissions from industrial
process cooling towers. Industrial process cooling towers using
chromate-based water treatment programs have been identified as
potentially significant sources of chromium air emissions: chromium
compounds being among the substances listed as HAPs in § 112(e t.
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The CAA also impacts the minimill segment of the industry.. The Electric
Arc Furnace was identified as a possible source of hazardous air pollutants
subject to a MACT determination, however, EPA data indicates that the
impact is much less than originally anticipated and there are currently no
plans for establishing a MACT standard.

The 1990 CAAA New Source Review (NSR) requirements apply to new
facilities, expansions of existing facilities, or process modifications. New
sources of the "criteria" pollutants regulated by the NAAQS in excess of
levels defined by EPA as "major" are subject to NSR requirements (40 CFR
Section 52.21(b)(1)(i)(a)-(b)). NSR_s are typically conducted by the state
agency under standards set by EPA and adopted by the state as part of its
state implementation plan (SIP). There are two types of NSRs: Prevention
of Significant Deterioration (PSD) reviews for facilities in areas that are
meeting the NAAQS, and Nonattainment (’NA) reviews for areas that are
violating the NAAQS. Permits are required to construct or operate the new
source for PSD arid NA areas.

For NA areas, permits require the new source to meet the lowest achievable
emission rate (LAER) standards and the operator of the new source must
procure reductions in emissions of the same pollutants from other sources in
the NA area in equal or greater amounts to the new source. These "emission
offsets" may be banked and traded through state agencies.

For PSD areas, permits require the best available control technology
(BACT), and the operator or owner of the new source must conduct
continuous on-site air quality monitoring for one year prior to the new source
addition to determine the effects that the new emissions may have on air
quality. This one year waiting period before construction can be disruptive
to some mills’ expansion plan.s. In several cases, mills looking to construct
or expand have attempted to be reclassified as a "synthetic minor." where
they ask the state to put tighter restrictions on their quantity of emissions
allowed on their air permit. With these reduced emissions, they become a
minor instead of a major source, thereby becoming exempt from the lengthy
and expensive PSD review.

EPA sets the minimum standards for LAER and BACT for iron and steel mill
NSRs in its new source performance standards (NSPS), 40 CFR 60:

¯ Standards of Performance for Steel Plants: Electric Arc Furnaces
(40 CFR §60, Subpart AA). Regulates the opacity, and particulate
matter in any gases discharged from EAFs constructed after October
21, 1974 and on or before August 17, 1983. Also requires a
continuous monitoring system for the measurement of the opacity of
emissions discharged from control equipment.

¯ Standards of Performance for Steel Plants: Electric Arc Furnaces and
Argon-Oxygen Decarburization Vessels (AODs) (40 CFR §60.
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Subpart AAa). Regulates the opacity, and particulate matter in any
gases discharged from EAFs and AODs (used to blow argon and
oxygen or nitrogen into molten steel for further refining) constructed
after August 7. 1983. Also requires a continuous monitoring system
for the measurement of the opacity, of emissions discharged from
EAF and AOD air pollution control equipment.

¯ Standards of Performance for Primary, Emissions from Basic Oxygen
Process Furnaces (BOPF) (40 CFR §60, Subpart N). Regulates the
discharge of gases for particulate matter and opacity,. These
standards apply to BOPFs for which construction is commenced after
June 11, 1973. Primary emissions refer to particulate matter
emissions from the BOPF generated during the steel production cycle
and captured by the BOPF primary control system.

¯ Standards of Performance for Secondary Emissions from Basic
Oxygen Process Steelmaking Facilities (40 CFR §60, Subpart Na).
Regulates the discharge of gases for particulate matter and opacity,
for BOPFs for which construction is commenced after January 20.
1983. Secondary emissions means particulate matter emissions that
are not captured by the BOPF primary control system.

Clean tVater Act (CIiVA)

The steel industry is a major water user and 40 CFR 420 established Effluent
Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Iron and Steel Manufacturing
Point Source Category. These are implemented through the NPDES permit
program and through state and local pretreatment programs. Part 420
contains production-based effluent limitations guidelines and standards,
therefore steel mills with higher levels of production will receive higher
permit discharge allowances. The regulation contains 12 subparts for 12
distinct manufacturing processes:

A. Cokemaking G. Hot Forming
B. Sintering H. Salt Bath Descaling
C. Ironmaking I. Acid Pickling
D. Steelmaking J. Cold Forming
E. Vacuum Degassing K. Alkaline Cleaning
F. Continuous Casting L. Hot Coating

The pollutants regulated by 40 CFR 420 are divided into three categories:

1. Conventional Pollutants: Total Suspended Solids, Oil and Grease, pH
2. Nonconvention Pollutants: Ammonia-N, Phenols
3. Priority or Toxic Pollutants." Total cyanide, total chromium, hexavalent
chromium, total lead, total nickel, total zinc. benzene, benzo(a)pyrene.
naphthalene, tertrachloroethylene.
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Wastewater is often recycled "in-plant" and at the "end-of-pipe" to reduce the
volume of discharge. Process wastewater is usually filtered, and/or clarified
on-site before being directly or indirectly discharged. Oil and greases are
removed from the process wastewater by several methods which include oil
skimming, filtration, and air flotation. These oils can then be used as
lubricants and preservative coatings. The remaining sludge contains waste
metals and organic chemicals. Iron in the sludges can be recovered and
reclaimed through sintering and pelletizing operations. Many steel mills
discharge industrial waste water through sewers to publicly owned treatment
works.

The Storm Water Rule (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) subparts (i, ii)) requires the
capture and treatment of storm water at primary metal industry facilities
including iron and steel manufacturing. Management of storm water will
reduce discharges with respect to conventional pollutants (suspended solids
and biological oxygen demand (BOD)), as well as other pollutants, such as
certain metals and oil and grease.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

Several RCRA-listed wastes are produced during coke, iron, and
steelmaking, forming, and cleaning/descaling operations. These wastes are
identified below by process.

Coke Manufacturing

¯ Tar residues (K035, K087, K141, K142, and K147)
¯ Oil (K143 and K144)
¯ Naphthalene residues (K145)
¯ Lime sludge (K060) .
¯ Wastewater sump residues containing benzene and polynuclear

aromatic hydrocarbons (K144)
¯ Coke oven gas condensate from transfer and distribution lines

Iron and Steel Manufacturing

¯ EAF emission control dust and sludge (K061). Annually,
550,000 short tons of K061 are produced; 90 percent of this
waste (500.000 short tons) is managed for metal recovery.29

Finishing

¯ Wastewater sludge from cooling, descaling, and rinsing
(D006. D007, D008, D009, D010, and D011)

¯ Spent pickle liquor (K062). An exemption for this waste is detailed
in 40 CFR 261.3(c)(2)(ii)(A). 904,945 short tons of K062 are
generated annually in the U.S. and 52 percent of this waste is
managed for recove~ of iron. chromium, and nickel.3°
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation. and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The metals and metal compounds used in steelmaking, as well as
steelmaking process chemicals, are often found in steel mills’ air emissions.
water discharges, or waste shipments for off-site disposal include chromium.
manganese, nickel copper, zinc, lead, sulfuric acid, and hydrochloric acid.
Metals are frequently found at CERCLA’s problem sites. When Congress _
ordered EPA and the Public Health Service’s Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry (ATSDR) to list the hazardous substances most
commonly found at problem sites and that pose the greatest threat to human
health, lead, nickel, and aluminum all made the list.3~ Several sites of former
steel mills are on the National Priorities List. Compliance with the
requirements of RCRA lessens the chances that CERCLA compliance will
be an issue in the future.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

The iron and steel industry has been identified in the Source Reduction
Review Project (SRRP) as an industry for which a more integrated (across
environmental media) approach to rulemaking is warranted. Efforts such as
the Office of Water’s review of the need for revised effluent guidelines for
the industry (described below) and the technology-based standards for coke
oven emissions under the Clean Air Act Amendments will be coordinated
among several media offices.

Clean Air Act
Even with the flexibility the industry gained through the formal negotiations
to develop the rule to implement the coke oven provisions of the CAA, coke-
producing steel companies face difficult decisions of how best to utilize
scarce capital to meet the CAAA standards. Additionally, coke oven
operators still face unknown technology-based standards in 2010 and risk-
based standards in 2020.

The Act’s air toxic provisions will also ultimately have other major impacts.
Included on the list of chemicals under the air toxics program are compounds
of chromium, nickel, manganese, cadmium and other hea,,.w metals. Because
many of these metals are routinely found in iron ore, scrap, and alloying
materials that are processed in iron and steel plants, most steelmaking
processes will be affected in some way. EPA’s priority list of source
categories calls for the development of regulations for most of these sources
bv 2000, but until EPA identifies the technology corresponding to MACT for
these sources and promulgates regulations, it is difficult to determine the
additional impacts and costs to the industry for this progam.

Tightening the national ambient air quality standard for particulate matter
(PM- 10) may also affect the iron and steel industry. Under the CAAA. EPA
will be reviewing the basis for the existing ambient air PM- 10 standard. A
lower standard may cause more areas of the country to be classified as non-
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attainment areas and would trigger requirements for states to impose much
more stringent emission control standards for sources of particulate matter.
including iron and steel sources.

Hydrochloric acid and chlorine are among the pollutants listed as hazardous
air pollutants in §112 of the C,~A. Steel pickling processes that use
hydrochloric acid have been identified by the EPA as potentially significant _
sources of hydrochloric acid and chlorine air emissions and, as such, a source
category, for which national emission standards are likely. EPA is expected
to make a determination on the steel pickling process sometime in 1995, with
the final rule promulgation scheduled for 11/96. Many facilities either are
already in compliance, or they have the required control equipment, but need
to upgrade it or perform maintenance procedure to come into compliance.
(Contact: James Maysilles, EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards. 919-541-3265).

Title ¯ of the CAAA, requires EPA to develop national emission standards
for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAP) from specific stationary sources
including iron and steel mills (contact: Phil Murine, EPA Office of Air
Quality. Planning and Standards, 919-541-5289) and iron and steel foundries
(contact: James Maysilles, EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards, 919-541-3265). Both of these types of facilities have been
identified by the EPA as potentially significant sources of air emissions of
substances that are among the pollutants listed as hazardous air pollutants in
§ 112 of the CAAA. As such, these industries may be source categories for
which national emission standards may be wan’anted. In integrated iron and
steel mills, air emission of HAPs may include compounds of chromium, lead,
manganese, and polycyclic organic matter, in quantities sufficient to
designate these facilities as major sources. Emission standards were to be
developed for Electric Arc Furnaces also. However, EPA data does not show
that EAFs emit sufficient hazardous pollutants to include them on the list of
major sources of these pollutants. Therefore, a proposed regulatory, action
is scheduled to remove this category from the list of sources where new
regulations will be promulgated.

Other, more general, proposed regulatory actions under the CAA have an
effect on some facilities within the iron and steel industry. These include:

¯ Risk Management Program for Chemical Accidental Release Prevention
(40 CFR 68). Requires facilities where a regulated substance is present
(defined by the list, with threshold quantities, promulgated under § 112(r)(3))
to prepare and implement a risk management plan and provide emergency
response. The final rule will be promulgated by 3/29/96.

¯ New Source Review Reform (40 CFR 51, 52). This action will amend the
new source review regulations to reduce the level of program complexity..
The final rule will be promulgated 1/96.
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¯ Revised New Source Pertbrmance Standard for NOx (40 CFR 60, Subpart
Db). Revisions apply to NOx emissions from fossil fuel-fired steam
generating units, including industrial boilers and must reflect improvements
in NOx reduction methods. The final rule will be promulgated by 12/31/96.

¯ Title V Federal Air Operating Permit Rules (40 CFR 70 and 71). Sets
requirements for state permitting programs for major stationary, air
pollutants. Also establishes a federal permi~ing program for use where
states fail to establish or implement an adequate program. The final rule will
be promulgated by 11/95.

¯ Title V State Air Operating Permit Rules (40 CFR 70). Revisions of the
state operating permit rules promulgated in 1992. This regulation is intended
to restructure the process for issuing and revising permits, to give state
agencies more flexibility. States will be allowed to issue a single permit
covering both New Source Review and Title V permitting requirements.

Clean Water Act (CWA)

Since approximately 80 percent of the nation’s integrated steelmaking
capacity, is located in the Great Lakes states, the current efforts to develop
uniform water quality standards under the Great Lakes Water Quali~"
Initiative may have a significant impact on the industry. According to the
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), the industry, is concerned with the
establishment of uniform water quality guidance for all waters. AISI
believes that states should be given the responsibility of designating uses and
associated water quality standards for all water bodies within their
jurisdictions. These designations, AISI believes, should take into account the
feasibility of the attainment of swimmable and fishable waters where
naturally occurring pollutants prevent its attainment, where pollution sources
prevent attainment and correction of these sources would cause more
environmental harm than good, or where attainment would result in
unreasonable social and economic impacts. AISI concludes that requiring
discharges of non-contact cooling water to be cleaner than when drawn from
the stream or lake, while at the same time disregarding the water quality
impacts of non-point sources such as urban or agricultural runoff, will
impose huge cost~s, restrict growth, or force zero discharge on direct
dischargers. By March 23, 1997, the Great lakes states (Illinois, Indiana.
Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Wisconsin), as
well as tribes in the area. must adopt rules and procedures consistent with the
Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System (40 CFR 132: also
amends 122, 123, and 131). The Guidance places particular emphasis on
decreasing bioaccumulative toxics and also provides a process for addressing
both point and non-point source pollution.

The EPA is currently revisiting the CWA Effluent Guidelines and Standards
for Iron and Steel Manufacturing Point Source Catego~. A two-year study
is scheduled to be completed in late 1995 which reviews the existing
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regulations to determine what changes have been made in the industry., since
the 1982 regulations were promulgated. One focus of the project is to
investigate the types of pollution prevention measures that have been
implemented. The study was initiated as a result of a Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC) consent decree. (Contact: George Jett, EPA Office
of Water, 202-260-7151).

The Office of Water is also initiating a 3-year data collection and analysis
effort (which began in 1994) to quantify the adverse impacts from cooling
water intake structures and the efficacy of certain control mechanisms.
Regulatory, options will be developed and a regulation proposed based on the
study results. This regulation may have a relatively significant impact on the
iron and steel industry.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

Under RCRA, emission control dust and sludge from electric arc furnaces
(EAF) are a listed hazardous waste (K061) and are subject to land disposal
restrictions. This pollution control dust/sludge is composed of various
metals: primarily iron with lesser concentrations of zinc, lead. cadmium, and
sometimes nickel and chromium. The metals primarily recovered are iron
or nickel alloys or zinc. Two or the primary hazardous constituents, lead and
cadmium, are not initially recovered, although they are usually shipped off-
site for further recovery.. Annually, 550,000 short tons of K061 are
produced; 90 percent of this waste (500,000 short tons) is managed for metal
recovery.32 EPA’s treatment standards were originally based on high
temperature metals recovery, but were recently revised to generic treatment
levels. As a result, a generator may select one of a variety of options,
including stabilization, as alternatives to recycling. Other recovery.
alternatives include: use as a fertilizer ingredient, use an ingredient in glass
grit for abrasive blast, roofing shingles, glass ceramic or ceramic glaze, use
as an ingredient in the production of cement, use as an ingredient in the
production of special aggregates.33

Such recovery practices reduce the quantity of hazardous waste disposed of,
however, the industry is concerned with the limitations that are placed on the
disposal or uses of non-hazardous residuals from the high temperature metals
recovery processes that might serve to discourage or inhibit metal recovery
practices. According to several steel industry trade associations (SMA.
SSINA, AISI), RCRA has discouraged metal recovery, from hazardous
wastes generated in steel production. For example, the derived-from rule has
discouraged investment in on-site or regional recycling operations because
of the additional cost of residual management. The trade associations also
state that the lack of adequate metal recovery capacity in the U.S. requires
their members to spend an average of $650,000 annuallv in transportation
costs to ship K061 off-site, and a total of $1.4 million annually to recycle
K061.34 Other RCRA impediments stated by the trade associations include
the 90-day storage limit tbr generators, and corrective action/financial
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assurance.

As part of a 1992 settlement agreement, EPA has agreed to propose (by June
30, 1995) and promulgate (by June 30. 1996) regulations for land disposal
restrictions on mineral processing wastes. These regulations will set land
disposal restrictions and standards for those mineral processing wastes that
are found to be hazardous under RCRA Subtitle C. Currently, all extraction
and beneficiation wastes, as well as 20 mineral processing wastes, are
exempt from federal hazardous waste regulations.

Under a proposed regulation, "Hazardous Waste Management System:
Amendment to Generic Exclusion for Encapsulated Uses (K061, K062.
F006)," (40 CFR 261), the slags created from the treatment of pollution
control dusts resulting from scrap metal recycling (i.e., electric arc fumace
dust), will be reclassified as nonhazardous and be allowed for road-related
uses if the toxic metals in the wastes have been reduced to safe levels by
treatment. The fi~al rule will be promulgated by 6/I 3/96.

Also under RCRA Subtitle C (40 CFR 261), the "Hazardous Waste
Identification Rule" will be proposed in 1995 to allow listed wastes which
are low risk to be removed from the hazardous waste regulatory scheme.
This rule is intended to better align the burden of RCP~. regulation with the
risks being controlled.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)

Steel companies involved in Superfund sites would be affected by changes
under impending CERCLA reauthorization. Questions of liability, funding
mechanisms, selection of remedial actions, and application of risk concepts
are all of concern to the steel, industry.

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

The 1986 SDWA amendments required EPA to complete a study of Class V
underground injection wells. These are all wells not included in Classes I
through IV; they vary from simple septic systems and shallow cesspools to
deep, technically sophisticated wells with a wide range of environmental
impacts. As a follow up to the study, EPA developed a strategy to assess
whether additional controls of these wells would be appropriate. A proposed
regulation on Class V wells is being developed as part of this strategy and
could potentially affect some iron and steel facilities. Final rule promulgation
is scheduled for 11/96.

Global Climate Change

Legislative initiatives that address global climate change will also affect the
iron and steel industry.. Steel is a highly energy intensive industry., where 15
to 20 percent of the manufacturing cost of stee! is for energy. Most of that
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energy is derived from coal, principally in the form of coke. Consequently,
a carbon tax could have a major impact on the steel industD’. While such a
tax is designed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and to curb energy
consumption, industry analysts expect such a tax would also results in
177.000 to 362,000 job losses across the country, according to Wilbur
Steger. president of CONSAD Research Corp., as reported in the March
1993 issue of Iron Age.

Increasing the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) of automobiles has
been identified as a means of encouraging energy conservation and reducing
carbon dioxide emissions. An increase in fuel economy standards may lead
to downsizing automobiles, which will affect steel markets by reducing
demand for certain steel products.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring compliance
with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the Agency to
track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation and _
Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other environmental statutes.
Within the last several years, the Agency has begun to supplement single-
media compliance indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of
compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track compliance with
all statutes at the facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement
Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s
single-media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records
to individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air. Water, Waste,
ToxicsiPesticides/EPCRA. TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility,, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area
and corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance
data improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TILl reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However.
the group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be
consistent with this sector’s general make-up.
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Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary, of
inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect EPA. State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (August 10, 1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other
for the most recent twelve-month period (August 10, 1994 to August 9.
1995). The five-year analysis gives an average level of activity, for that
period for comparison to the more recent activity..

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local
or EPA-Ied. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations
does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts
within each media program. The presented data illustrate the variations
across regions frr certain sectors,d This variation may be attributable to
state/local data entry, variations, specific geographic concentrations.
proximity to population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals
used in production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data
do not rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may
have the most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facilit3.
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance.
enforcement and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue together"
separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to create a "master
list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the data systems
accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval
System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System.
Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation and Recovery. Information
System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base,
Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS
(Comprehensive Environmental and Liability Information System.

d EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT. MA. ME, RI, NH. VT); II (N J, N¥, PR. VI); I11 (DC. DE,

PA. VA, WV); IV (AL, FL. GA. KY, MS. NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI. MN, OH. WI); VI (AR. LA, NM, OK,
Vll (IA. KS. MO, NE3: VIII (CO, MT, ND. SD. UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA. HI. NV. Pacific Trust Territories): X (AK.
ID, OR, WA).
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Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release Inventory System). IDEA also
contains information from outside sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Most data
queries displayed in notebook sections IV and VII were conducted using
IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRJ reporting
requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data
queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each
notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the ~’acili~" universe is inspected in a 12 or 60 month period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections - provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within
the defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal
and state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and
criminal enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of
Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only
counted once in this column (facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as
1).

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times (a
facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3).

State Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
accorded state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use
their own data systems.
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Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement actions
to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This measure
is a rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement.
This measure simply indicates historically how many enforcement actions
can be attributed to inspection activity. Reported inspections and
enforcement actions under the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Clean Air Act
(CAA) and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are
included in this ratio. Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFKA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections. This
ratio does not account for entbrcement actions arising from non-inspection
compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges) that
can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA. and RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance.
Significant Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant
Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and
Unresolved High Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this
column reflect the extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame,
but do not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation
status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily
indicate that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.
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VII.A. Iron and Steel Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 14 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the iron and steel industry over the past five years (August 1990 to
August 1995). These data are also broken out by EPA Region thereby
permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are
listed below.

¯ Eighty-five percent of iron and steel facility inspections occurred in
Regions III, IV. and V, where the most facilities are located.

¯ Within the three regions where iron and steel mills are concentrated.
the proportion of state-lead enforcement actions was significantly
greater than federal action for Regions III and IV (87% state-lead and
91% state-lead, respectively). In Region V, the region with the
greatest number of iron and steel facilities, enforcement actions were
fairly evenly split between state-lead and federal-lead.

¯ Of the 275 facilities inspected over the five-year period examined.
115 had one or more enforcement actions (42%), however, the
aggregate Enforcement to Inspection Rate across all Regions was
0.14 (499 enforcement actions/3,555 inspections).
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A B C I) E F (; I! ! J

Average Facilities with
Months I or More Total Percent Percent Enforcement

Facilities Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement State I,ead Federal Lead to Inspection
I~egion in Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

I 17 1 I 37 28 6 9 78% 22% 0.24

II 23 19 184 8 8 21 76%’ 24% O. I I

III 79 68 962 5 26 135 87% 13% O. 14

~ IV 59 46 907 4 24 133 87% 13% 0.15

V 135 92 I, 143 ") 36 98 48% 52% 0.09

VI 32 21 185 I0 7 59 39% 61% 0.32

VII I0 7 43 14 2 7 14% 86% 0.16

VIII 5 3 29 I0 2 6 83% 17% 0.21

I X I I 6 23 29 3 2 100% 0% 0.9 I

I,’O’l’al,I    374    275    3,555       6       115      499    72°/o      28°/o      0.14I
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity. Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 15 and 16 allow the compliance history of the iron and steel sector
to be compared to the other industries covered by the industry, sector
notebooks. Comparisons between Exhibits 15 and 16 permit the
identification of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the
industry by comparing data covering the last five years to that of the past _
year. Some points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ Of those sectors listed, facilities in iron and steel sector have been
one of the most frequently inspected industries over the past five
years with an average of 6 months between inspections. Only
petroleum refining and pulp and paper facilities were inspected, on
average, more frequently.

¯ Over the p.ast year. the enforcement to inspection rate for the iron and
steel industry has decreased from 0.14 for 1990 through 1995 to 0.09
for August 1994 through August 1995.

Exhibits 17 and 18 provide a more in-depth comparison between iron and
steel industry, and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the previous Exhibits
(Exhibits 15 and 16), the data cover the last five years ~,Exhibit 17) and the
last one year (Exhibit 18) to facilitate the identification of recent trends. A
few points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The percentage of inspections carried out under each environmental
statute has changed little between the average of the past five years
and that of the past year. Inspections are roughly divided equally
among, CAA, CWA, and RCRA, although the past year has shown
a slight increase in the percentage of CAA inspections and a slight
decrease in the percentage of RCRA inspections.

¯ While approximately one-third of inspections are carried out under
each statute (CA.A, CWA. and RCRA), the majority of the
enforcement actions are taken under RCRA.
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A B C D E F G tl ! J

Average Facilities with I Enforcement
Months or More Total Percent Percent to

Facilities in Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement State I,ead Federal Lead Inspection

[ I|dustry Sector Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

I~ulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 I 15 502 78% 22% 0.13

t~rinti||g 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% 0.1 I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I 99 402 76% 24% 0.13

()rganic Chemicals 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0. I 9

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 I I 0 797 66% 34% 0.25

I ton and Steel 374 275 3,555 6 I 15 499 72°/u 28% 0.14

i)ry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% ! 1% 0.16

Metal Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 ! 155 47% 53% 0. I(]

Non-Metallic lVlineral I, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.0~

Mining

I.umber and Wood 464 301 1,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0. I ~

Furniture 293 213 1,534 I I 34 91 ’ 91% 9% 0.0~

Rubber and Plastic 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0.1~;

o.i~Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 I I 73 301 70% 30%

Fabricated Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0. I.

Nonferrous Metal 844 474 3,097 16 145 470 76% 24% 0. I

I’~lcctronics 4{)5 3"~9 777 31 68 212 79% 21% 0.2~

A ntomobiles 598 390 2,216 16 8 240 80% 20% 0. I



Exhibit 16: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary for Selected Industries                      ~

A               B          C          D               E                    F                 G            H

Facilities with I or Facilities with I or more
More Violations Enforcement Actions ~"

Total Enforcement to
~

Iodustry Sector Facilities in Facilities Number of Number Percent* Number Percent* Enforcement Inspection Rate
,~_.

Search Inspected Inspections Actions
~

’ulp and Paper 306 189 576 162 86% 28 15% 88 0.15

’tinting 4,106 397 676 251 63% 25 6% 72 0.11

inorganic Chemicals 548 158 427 167 106% i 9 12% 49 0. ! 2

)tganic Chemicals 412 195 545 197 101% 39 20% 118 0.22

’elroleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36% 114 0.26

I ran and Steel 374 167 488 165 99% 211 12% 46 0.119

I)ry Cleaning 933 80 111 ’ 21 26% 5 6% I 1 O. 10

Metal Mining 873 i 14 ! 94 82 72% 16 14% 24 O. 13

qon-mctallic Mineral 1,143 253 425 75 30% 28 1 I% 54 0.13

Mining

.ttn~bcr and Wood 464 142! 268 109 77% 18 13%o 42 0.15

,’tt| nilure 293 160 i 13 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Cttl)bcr and Plastic 1,665 271 435 289 107% 19 7°,/o 59 0.14

qtonc, t.’lay, anti Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20 ~

"4t~llli.:lltltlS Metals 844 2(12 ,102 282 ll)4’;’g 22 I I% 72 (I 18 ~

"abticatcd Metal 2,346 477 746 525 110% 46 10%o 114 0.15 ~’~

i",lccttomcs 405 6(I 87 80 ! 33% 8 ! 3% 2 i 0.24

281 0. It)
Attttm~obiles 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% ~’

It I’c! ce||ta~gs ill t :ohinuIs E and F ~re Ntscd on the i~tlnll~cr of facilities inspcctt:d t(’ohmm C). Pert:enrages can cxcgt;d I ()lle,~, bepraise violations at|tt at;lions gan oc.t~tlr without a facility inslv,:gtion.                      ~.



Exhibit 17: Five-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Resource
Conservation and FIFRATFSCA/

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total % of % of % of % of

Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspection Actions

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 480’0 380’0 300’0 9% 18% 2% 3°/

Printing 1,035 4,723 514 49% 310’/0 6% 30’/0 43% 62% 2%

Inorganic Chemicals 298 3,034 402 29% 260’0 29% 170’/0 390/~ 53% 3°,~

Organic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 2 i% 46% 44°,/0 5%

~etrolenm Relining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2%

iron a~ld Steel 275 3,555 499 32"/o 20% 30%’ 18"/o 37% 58"/. 2%

Dry Cleaning 245 633 1’03 15°,’o I% 3% 4% 83% 93% 00’0 10’C

Metal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 170’0 57% 60% 6%~ 14% I% 90’,

qon-metallic Mineral 631 3,422 192 65% 460’0’ 31% 24% 3% 27% 0% 40’;.

Mining

.nmber and Wood 301 1,8911 232 310’/0 21% 8% 70,/01 59% 670’0 20/~

I:alnihlrc 213 i,534 911 520,0’ 270,0, I% I% 45% 64% 10,0

:t.nbhcr and Plastic 739 3,386 391 39% 150’0 13°,0 70’0 44% 68°,0 3°.¢

Stone. Clay, and Glass 268 2,475 301 45% 39°,0 15% 50,0, 39% 5 I% 2%        50’~

Nonl’crrons Metals 474 3.097 470 36% 220,o 22% 13% 38% 540,% 4% 100’~

Fahricatcd Metal 1,340 5,509 840 25% 1 I% 15°,0 6°/0 56% 76°~ 4%

66% 90% 30,*0     50,iElectronics 222 777 212 16% 20,0 14% 30’ ~

Aulomobiles 390 2,216 240 35% 150’0 90,0 40,0 54% 75% 2%



Exhibit 18: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Snmmary by Statute for Selected Industries

Conservation and FIFRA/TSCA/

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total % of % of % of % of

Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

’ulp and Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 21% I (1% 7% 0% 3°/,

?tinting 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% 0% 4°A

Inorganic Chemicals 158 427 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% 0% 6°/,

I )rganic Chemicals 195 545 118 36%i 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% 1% IO4

Petroleum Refining 109 437 114 50%: 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% 1% 6°4

Iron and Sled 167 488 46 29% 18% 35% ~6% 36% 50% I|% 6°,4

t)ry Cleaning 80 111 i i I 21% 4% I% 22% 78% 67% 0% 7°A

Metal Mining 114 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6% 0% 19’~

4on-metallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% 16% 0% i

Mining

I,u,nber and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20% 8O4, 13% 63% 61% 0%

I:umiture I 13 160 5 58% 67% ! % i 0% 41% 10% O~     i 3~

I~ubber and Plastic 271 435 59 39% 14%o 14% 4% 46% 71% 1% I

Slone, Clay, and (;lass 146 33(I 66 45%, 52% 18% 8%          38%, 37% 0%

4onli~rrol|s Metals 2(!2 4112 72 33% 24%0 21% 3%0 44’¼, 69’¼, I% 4’;’,

6 I%o 775% 0%:abnicalcd Metal 477 746 114 25% 1,1% 14%1 8%

7% 69% 87%I’.’lcctronics 60 87 21 ! 7% 2%0 i 4%

Automobiles 169 284 28 34% 16O4, 10%, 9% 56% 69% !% 6~
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Action

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs). SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s non-
compliance penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the
value of the reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention
activities that can significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a
faciliw.

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

The Office of Regulatory Enforcement does not regularly compile
information related to major cases and pending litigation within an industry
sector. The staff ~re willing to pass along such information to Agency staff
as requests are made. (Contact: Pete Rosenberg 202-260-8869) In addition.
summaries of completed enforcement actions are published each fiscal year
in the Enforcement Accomplishments Report; the summaries are not
organized by industry sector. (Contact: Robert Banks 202-260-8296).

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

Supplemental environmental projects (SEPs) are enforcement options that
require the non-compliant facility to complete specific projects. Regional
summaries of SEPs undertaken in the 1993 and 1994 federal fiscal years
were reviewed. Three projects were undertaken that involved iron and steel
facilities, as shown in Exhibit 19.

In the iron and steel sector, SEPs resulted from violations of EPCRA.
CERCLA, and RCRA. Due to differences in regional descriptions, the
specifics of the original violations are not known. The cost for the projects
ranged from $53,000 to $900,000 corresponding to initial penalties ranging
from $110,000 to $746,438.
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Exhibit 19: FY-1993-1994 Supplemental Environmental Projects Overview: I ron and Steel Manu facture

(;cncral Inlbrmalion Violation Information Pollution Rcduclkm

I)ockct Company State/ Initial Final SEP SF.I’ Cost to Pollutant Pollutant Supplemental Environmental Projcct
FY # Name Region iTypc Penalty Penalty Crcdi! (’ompany (;onccrn Rcduc!ion Description

93 --- Inland Steel IN EPCRA $260,000 $100,000 --- $165,000 i Pcrchloro- 200.O(X) Ibs/yr Parts clcaning process modified by
Co 313 ethylene replacing perchloroethylcne with a

non-toxic

93 --- Follansbcc WV CERCI,A $110,000 $72,250 $17,250 $53,000Zinc 500 to 1,000 Ib/yr Zinc prcflux proccss eliminated and
Steel Division compounds air, 40,000 Ib/yr mlfuric acid spillage control installed
of tl~e Louis Sulfuric zinc (100%)
Bcrkman Acid
(’ompany

...j

94 --- Indiana Steel IN RCRA $746,438 $425,000 --- $900,000 Ammonia --- Will �liminate ammonia emissions
and W ire/G.K through conversion of zinc plating line
Technologics bath to eliminate the use of anhydrous

ammonia

Violation Information Terms
Initial penalty: Initial proposed cash penalty for violation
Final penally: Total penalty after SEP ncgotialion
SEP credit: Cash credit given for SEP so that, Final penalty - SEP credit = Final cash penalty
SEP cost to company: Actnal cost to company ofSEP implcmentatio,~

NOTE: Due to difli:rcnccs in terminology and level of detail between regional SEP infi)rmation, in some cases the figure listed as Final penalty may be the Final cash penally after deduction         ~’~
for SEP credit                                                                                                                                                             ~
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

Common Sense Initiative

The EPA’s Common Sense Initiative (CSI) was announced in November of
1993 to encourage pollution prevention in a few pilot industrial sectors
including: iron and steel, electronics, metal plating and finishing,
automobiles, printing, and oil refining. The program shifts regulatory focus
from concentrating on individual toxic chemicals and media, to industry-
wide approaches to environmental problems. A subcommittee will be
formed for each industry and a strategic plan will be drawn up to identify.
opportunities to coordinate rulemaking, to streamline record-keeping and
permitting requirements, and to identify innovative approaches in pollution
prevention and environmental technology. For the iron and steel industry.
a subcommittee has been formed and four workgroups have been established.
The workgroups include representatives from industry, EPA (federal and
regional), state environmental agencies, public interest groups, trade
associations, and research institutions. The iron and steel CSI workgroups
include: Innovative Technology, Permits Process, Compliance, and
Brownfields. Projects proposed by each of the workgroups are subject to
approval by the subcommittee. Project approval is expected in May, 1995.
Common Sense Initiative contacts at EPA are:

Designated Federal Official (EPA Office of Water):
Mahesh Podar, 202-260-5387

Subcommittee Co-Chair (EPA Office of Water):
Bob Perciasepe, 202-260-5700

Subcommittee Co-Chair (EPA Region V):
Dave Ullrich, 312-886-3000

OECA contact (Compliance Workgroup):
Maria Malave, 202-564-7027

OECA contact (Permits Process Workgroup):
Mike Calhoun, 202-564-6031
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VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary, program to reduce toxic chemical
releases and transfers of seventeen chemicals from manufacturing facilities.
Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical releases and _
transfers by 33% as of 1992 and by 50% as of 1995 from the 1988 baseline
year. Certificates of Appreciation have been given out to participants
meeting their 1992 goals. The list of chemicals includes seventeen high-use
chemicals reported in the Toxics Release Inventory. Exhibit 20 lists those
companies participating in the 33/50 program that reported the SIC code 331
to TILl. Many of the companies shown listed multiple SIC codes and,
therefore, are likely to carry out operations in addition to the iron and steel
industry. The SIC codes reported by each company are listed in no particular
order. In addition, the number of facilities within each company that are
participating in the 33/50 program and that report SIC 331 to TILl is shown.
Finally, each company’s total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals
and the percent reduction in these chemicals since 1988 are presented.

Thirteen of the seventeen target chemicals are used in the iron and stee!
industry. Of all TRI chemicals released by the iron and steel indust~’.
chromium and chromium compounds, a 33/50 target chemical, were released
most frequently (from 347 facilities), and were the third greatest volume.
Other target chemicals that were in the top ten TRI releases by volume and
by number of facilities reporting that chemical released were nickel and
nickel compounds, lead and lead compounds, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane.
Approximately twelve percent of eligible iron and steel companies are
currently participating in the program. Exhibit 20 shows that 49 companies
comprised of 115 facilities reporting SIC 331 are participating in the 33/50
program. (Contact: Mike Bums 202-260-6394 or 33/50 Program 202-260-
6907).
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Exhibit 20: SIC 331 Facifities Participating in the EPA’s 33/50 Program

Number of 1993 Releases

SIC Codes Participating and Transfers % Reductio.

Parent Company City., State Reported Facilities (Ibs) 1988 to 1993

n, cme Metals Inc. Riverdale, IL 3312, 3499, 3479 3 157.232 38

Allegheny Ludlum Corporation Pittsburgh, PA 3312 8 1.031,164 *

American Cast Iron Pipe Co. Birmingham, AL 3322, 3317, 3325 I 315,184 25

Ameron lnc Delaware Pasadena. CA 3272, 3317, 3443 1 184.882 **

Amsted Industries Incorporated Chicago, IL 3315, 3496. 3471 1 1,834.493 66

Armco Inc. Pittsburgh, PA 3312 I 1 1.849,709 4

Atmco Steel Company L.P. Middletown, OH 3312 2 159,944!

I Avesta Sheffield Holding Co. New Castle, IN 3312 1 27,025 99

Bayou Steel Corporation La Place, LA 3312 1 1.892 98

Bethlehem Steel Corporation Bethlehem. PA- 3312 9 792.550 50

Cargill Detroit Corporation Clawson, MI 3312 8 717,558 3 I

Carpenter Technology Corp. Reading, PA 13312 1 57.155 86

CF&L Steel Corp. Pueblo. CO 3312 1 308.892 50

Commercial Metals Company Dallas, TX 3312 3 36,457 47

Contran Corporation Dallas, TX 3312, 3315 1 735,655 50

Cooper Industries Inc. Houston. TX 3462, 3317 1 1.048.465 75

CSC Industries Inc. Warren, OH 3312 1 8,808 50

Emerson Electric Co. Saint Louis, MO 3469, 3315 1 2.140.497 50

First Mississippi Corporation Jackson, MS 3312 I 200,977 ***

Ford Motor Company Dearborn, MI 3312 1 15.368,032 ] 15

Geneva Steel Orem, UT 3312, 3317, 3325 1 12,448

Inland Steel Industries Inc. Chicago, IL 3312, 3274 I 733.786 48

J & L Special ,ty Steel Inc. Pittsburgh, PA 3312 2 669,309 100

Kanthal Furnace Prods. Bethel, CT 3315, 3316, 3357 1 21.581 41

Katy Industries Inc. Englewood. CO 3316, 3351, 3353 1 82.256 52

Kerr-Mcgee Corporation Oklahoma City,, OK 2819, 3313 1 374.098 35

ILTV Steel Co. Inc. Cleveland, OH 3312 7 612.924 60

Lukens Inc. Coatesville, PA 3312 4 312,442 14

Naco Inc. Lisle, IL 3313 1 71.800 ***

National Steel Corporation Mishawaka- IN 3312 2 682.386 50

Olin Corporation Stamford, CT 3351, 3316, 3356 1 574.673 70

Oregon Steel Mills Inc. Portland, OR 3312, 3295 I 14,533 12

Plymouth Tube Company Warrenville, IL 3499, 3317 I 76.694 *

Renco Group Inc. New York, NY 3312 2 204.6291 7

Republic Engineered Steels Massillon, OH 3312 4 193.662! 3

Roanoke Electric Steel Corp. Roanoke, VA 3312 I 47t ***
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Exhibit 20: SIC 331 Facilities Participating in the EPA’s 33/50 Program

Number of 1993 Releases

SIC Codes Participating and Transfers % Reduction

Parent Company City, State i Reported Facilities (Ibs) 1988 to 1993

S K W Alloys Inc. Niagara Falls. NY 3313 1 7.777 *

;later Steels Corporation Fort Wayne. IN 3312 1 22,205 50 _

Swva Inc. Huntington, WV 3312 I 43.405 27

l’alley Industries Inc. Phoenix, AZ 3312 1 3.804 ***

Texas Industries Inc. Dallas, TX 3312 I 20.964

l’homas Steel Strip Corp. Warren. OH 3471, 3316 I 6.839 50

Timken Co. Canton, OH 3312 5 278.695 30

Toledo Coke Corporation Toledo, OH 3312 1 18 90

USS Posco Industries Pittsburg, CA 3312 1 182.431 56

USX Corporation Pittsburgh, PA 3312 6 1.510.772 25

Walter Industries Inc. Tampa. FL 3312 1 859.751 ***

Weirton Steel Corporation Weirton, WV 3312 1 183.497

Wheeling-Pittsburgh Corp. Wheeling, WV 3312 6 _~60.055 66

Total 115

¯ = not quantifiable against 1988 data.
¯ * -- use reduction goal oniy.

¯ ** = no numerical goal.

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory, 1993.

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative piloted
by EPA and state agencies in which facilities have volunteered to
demonstrate innovative approaches to environmental management and
compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial facilities and
federal installations which will demonstrate the principles of the ELP
program. These principles include: environmental management systems.
multimedia compliance assurance, third-party verification of compliance.
public measures of accountability, community involvement, and mentor
programs. In return for participating, pilot participants receive public
recognition and are given a period of time to correct any violations
discovered during these experimental projects. In the iron and steel industry..
one company (California Steel of Fontana, California) submitted a proposal.
(Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP Director, 202-564-5081 or Robert Fentress.
202-564-7023.)
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Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing participants to
replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on the condition that they
produce greater environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will
negotiate and sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific objectives
that the regulated entity, shall satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the
participant a certain degree of regulatory flexibility and may seek changes
in underlying regulations or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek
stakeholder support from local governments, businesses, and environmental
groups. EPA hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories.
including facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated
by EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will
move to implementation within six months of their selection. For additional
information regarding XL projects, including application procedures and
criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice, or contact Jon Kessler
at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis (202) 260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants which
include major corporations; small and medium sized businesses; federal,
state and local governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities; and
health care facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities
and upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. EPA provides technical
assistance to the participants through a decision support software package,
workshops and manuals, and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and
Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact:
Susan Bullard at 202-233-9065 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at
202-775-6650)

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling
collection and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of
1994, the program had about 300 companies as members, including a number
of major corporations. Members agree to identify and implement actions to
reduce their solid wastes and must provide EPA with their waste reduction
goals along with yearly progress reports. EPA in turn provides technical
assistance to member companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo
tbr promotional purposes. (Contact: L,vnda Wyrm, 202-260-0700 or the
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WasteWi$e Hotline at 1-800-372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the
Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of the
Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition Program is a
partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the Department of Energy. The
program is designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging
reductions across all sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the
full range of Climate Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering
innovation. Participants in the program are required to identify and commit
to actions that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives
organizations early recognition for their reduction commitments; provides
technical assistance through consulting services, workshops, and guides; and
provides access tb the program’s centralized information system. At EPA.
the program is operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within the
Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman, 202-
260-4407)

NICE~

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention
are jointly administering a grant program called The National Industrial
Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics (NICE3). By
providing grants of up to 50 percent of the total project cost, the program
encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its source and become more
energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste minimization efforts.
Grants are used by industry_ to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the
feasibility of new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries; however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the
pulp and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. The program has worked with the iron and steel industry to evaluate
the feasibility of an on-site hydrochloric acid recovery system for galvanizers
and small- to medium-sized steel manufacturers. (Contact: Bill Ives at
DOE’s Golden Field Office. 303-275-4755)

VII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

Strategies for Pulp & Paper and Steel Industries

The U.S. Department of Energy is examining the relationships between
productivity, energy efficiency and environmental compliance in the pulp &
paper and steel industries. Productivity and energy efficiency investments
often complement each other, but can conflict with end-of-pipe emission
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control projects designed to reduce regulated pollutants. By sponsoring this
project, the DOE seeks to better understand such conflicts and use this
information to help identify ways DOE and other federal agencies can help
industry meet mutual goals in these important areas. The project consists of
two phases: 1) industry field consultations will be conducted to discuss and
clarify, the issues; and 2) quantitative analysis will evaluate the interplay
between productivity, energy efficiency, and pollution abatement
investments. (Contact: Jeff Dowd at 202-586-7258)                                 -

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Industry Research Programs

Without technological changes, the requirements of the Clean Air Act
affecting coke ovens may force the shutdown of many facilities. To avoid
possible facility closings, the industry is actively investigating alternatives
to the conventional coke-oven/blast furnace method of making iron. One
promising technology, the direct steelmaking project which was jointly
funded by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), concluded on March 31, 1994. This
technology reduces, melts, and refines iron in a single reactor. An opt-in,
DOE cost-sharing program for the smelting of steel plant waste oxides began
on April 1, 1994. Based on the success of recent trials, and the further
knowledge that was gained from this follow-on program, the technology is
now well understood and fully developed. A feasibility, study for a
demonstration plan is being developed. Under a related project, the AISI and
member companies are working with the U.S. Bureau of Mines on a jointly
funded research project to improve the dewatering of a variety of steel plant
sludges. Currently, the sludges contain too much moisture to permit
economic recycling to recover metal values. (Contact: Dave Rice 801-584-
4130).

Another cokeless ironmaking technology, called the Cipcor or Corex
process, eliminates the need for a coke plant, has integral coal desulfurizing,
is amenable to a variety of coal types, and produces a gas that can be used to
fn-e a cogeneration plant. This project will begin in 1995; capital outlays are
expected to reach $800 million. Under the DOE Clean Coal Technology
Demonstration Program, the Corex construction project may receive a $150
million grant. For more information on the DOE project, contact J. Lee
Bailey (216) 447-3235.

Instead of eliminating coke production, two research projects run by
Bethlehem Steel are focused on reducing coke process emissions. The
Sparrows Point facility on Chesapeake Bay was the proposed site for one
project. At this facility, the Davy. Still Autoprocess for pre-combustion
cleaning of coke ovens was to be demonstrated. This process utilizes coke
oven battery process water to strip ammonia and hydrogen sulfide from coke
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oven emissions. The facility was constructed but is not in operation due to
a suspension of coke-making operations by Bethlehem Steel at that facility,.
Discussions are ongoing over re-establishment of coke production at
Sparrows Point. The other Bethlehem Steel project is a demonstration plant
of the British Steel blast furnace granulated coal injection process. In this
process, granulated coal is used instead of oil and natural gas in the blast
furnace. Unlike natural gas, granulated coal does not cause furnace
temperature reductions when it is introduced and thus improves process
efficiency. Pollutant outputs are reduced as coal sulphur is removed by flux
and bound in the slag. The process replaces natural gas usage and reduces
40 percent of the coke requirement. The project facility, located in Bums
Harbor, Indiana, is expected to be complete in January of 1995. The EPA
project manager for the Bethlehem Steel projects is Jeff Summers (301) 903-
4412.

Another project .focussing on reduced emissions from cokemaking is a
process under development by Calderon Energy. A small scale oven was
constructed and operated in Alliance, Ohio and a full scale oven is under
consideration for funding by the Department of Energy (DOE). For further
DOE information, contact John Augustine (412) 892-4524.
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VIII.C.2. Summary of Trade Associations

American Iron and Steel Institute Members: 50 companies
1101 17th Street, NW Staff: 44
Washington. DC 20036-4700 Budget:
Phone: (202) 452-7100 Contact: Bruce Steiner.
Fax: (202) 463-6573 VP-Environment and Energy

The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), founded in 1908. mainly represents
integrated iron and steel manufacturers. Based on tonnage of production, AISI
represents the companies responsible for 70 percent of U.S: steel manufacture. As
the major trade group for the industry, AISI has a diverse agenda. The AISI
conducts market development by working with major customer groups (e.g.,
automotive, machinery) to maintain and promote steel as the material of choice. The
AISI is also involved in legislative and regulatory activities; AISI members rely on
the organization to keep .them abreast of legislative and regulatory developments.
The AISI conducts research on manufacturing technology., basic materials,
environmental quality control, energy, and fuel consumption. The AISI also
compiles industry (including non-members) statistics through surveys. AISI
publications are the American lron and Steel Institute-Annual Statistical Report, as
well as technical manuals and pamphlets on steel. The AISI holds several meetings
and other workshops and seminars for member company representatives.

Specialty Steel Industry. North America Members: 21 companies
3050 K Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20007
Phone: 202-342-8630
Fax: 202-338-5534

The Specialty. Steel Industry of North America (SSINA) is a national trade
organization comprised of 21 producers of specialty steel products, including
stainless, electric, tool, magnetic, and other alloys. SSINA represents over 90
percent of the North American specialty steel industry. The primary, purpose of
SSINA is to promote and encourage a better understanding between members of the
North American specialty steel industry and federal and state officials, and to
provide and encourage governmental action in support of the continued growth of
a strong North American specialty steel industry. SSINA is comprised of a number
of task threes and committees which pursue issues of interest to the North American
specialty steel industry, including domestic and international trade, environmental,
critical materials matters, manufacturing and standards issues, and other
government-related matters. The SSINA committees meet quarterly, normally
alternating between Washington. D.C. and Pittsburgh.
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Stee! Manufacturers Association (SMA) email: steelnet@aol.com
1730 Rhode Island Avenue, NW World Wide Web home page:
Suite 907 http://www.steelnet.org
Washington, DC 20036-3101 Members: 55
Phone: 202-296-1515
Fax: 202-296-2506

The SMA is the primary trade association of electric arc furnace steelmakers. Last
year, EAF steelmakers recycled 38.2 million metric tons of iron and steel scrap.
Purchased scrap accounts for almost 100% of the feedstocks used in an EAF to make
new steel. Other SMA companies are reconstituted integrated (ore-based)
steelmakers, with management practices similar to those of the EAF companies. The
SIvIA Environment Committee meets frequently to address issues affecting the steel
industry and works with the EPA and other government agencies to implement
effective environmental progams. The SMA also has technical and human
resources committees which meet to exchange information and develop public
policy positions, as well as ad-hoc task forces to handle specific matters such as
radioactive scrap detection, development of emission monitoring protocols, and the
EPA’s Common Sense Initiative. With 44 U.S., 8 Canadian, and 3 Mexican member
companies geographically dispersed across the continent, the SMA is the largest
steel trade association in North America in terms of membership. In 1994, the SMA
membership accounted for approximately 40% of all steel shipments in the U.S.. and
as a growing segment of the industry, the SMA share of total U.S. steel production
is expected to account for 50% within one decade.

International Iron and Steel Institute Members: 165
Institut International du Fer et de l’Acier Staff: 20
120, rue Colonel Bourg, B-1140 Budget:
Brussels, Belgium 32 2 726 50 95 Contact: Ian Christmas, Deput3."

Secretary General

The International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) is comprised of steel-producing
companies, affiliated federations, and technical societies in 48 countries. The IISI
seeks to contribute to the steel industry worldwide. Major functions are: to provide
a forum for free and open discussions of the industry’s problems and opportunities:
to undertake research in scientific, technological, economic, financial, governmental.
sociological, legal, environmental, and other aspects of the industry; to collect.
evaluate, and disseminate statistics and information concerning matters affecting the
steel industry.; to establish and maintain liaisons with other organizations related to
steel: to promote the use of steel. Some IISI committees include Economic Studies,
Environmental Affairs, and Industrial Relations. The IISI publishes the monthly
Iron and Crude Steel Production (in English) and the annuals Steel Statistical
Yearbook (in English) and World Steel in Figures (in English). IISI also publishes
conference proceedings and reports on the following issues: environment.
economics, raw materials, technology, market promotion, and public relations. The
IISI holds an annual world conference.
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Association of Iron and Steel Engineers Members: 10,000
3 Gateway Center, Suite 2350 Staff: 19
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 Budget: $2,500,000
Phone: (412) 281-6323
Fax: (412) 281-4657

The Association of Iron and Stee! Engineers (AISE) consists of engineers, operators.
and suppliers in the steel industry. Founded in 1907, this association works to
improve the technical phases of the production and processing of iron and steel via
technical reports and industry awards. Divisions include Environmental
Engineering, Steel Producing, and Continuous Casting. AISE publications include
a monthly, Iron and Steel Engineer and a Directory of Iron and Steel Plants.
Conferences are semi-annual.

Additional Related Assoc.iations

ASM International
9639 Kinsman Rd.
Materials Park, OH 44073-0002
Phone: (216) 338-5151

Society for Mining, Metallurgy, and Exploration, Inc. (SME, Inc.)
P.O. Box 625002
Littleton, CO 80162-5002
Phone: (303) 973-9550

The Mining Metals and Materials Society (TMS)
420 Commonwealth Drive
Warrendale, PA 15086
(412) 776-9000
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IX. CONTACTS/ACIGNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS

For further information on selected topics within the iron and steel industry a list of contacts and
publications are provided below.

Contacts’

Name Organization Telephone Subject

Maria Malave EPA~OECA (Office of Enforcement202-564-7027 Regulatory. requirements

and Compliance Assurance) and compliance
assistance

Steve Sisk NEIC (National Enforcement 303-236-3636 Regulatory. requirements

Investigations Center) ext. 540 and industrial processes

.lames Maysilles EPAiOAR (Office of Air and 919-541-3265 RegulatoD’ requirements

Radiation) (air)

Bernard Caton EPAiOW (Office of Water) 202-260-7849 Regulatory. requirements
(water)

Gobind Jagtiani DOE (Department of Ener~’) 202-586-1826 Ener~ efficiency and

Jeff Dowd 202-586-7258 environmental
compliance

Bruce Steiner AIS1 (American Iron and Steel 202-452-7100 Environment and energy

Institute)

Javier Garcia EPA/Region IV 404-347-3555 Inspections, regulatory

requirements (RCRA)

Ed Wojciechowski EPA/Region V 312-886-6785 Inspections, regulatory
requirements (air)

Gerald Houck U.S. Bureau of Mines 202-501-9439 Industrial processes

U.S. Bureau of Mines: Center for 412-892-6602 Health and safety issues

Health and Safety

= Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable information and comments during the development of
this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily endorse
all statements made within this notebook.
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General Profile

U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994.

U.S. Department of Commerce, 1987 Census of Manufactures Industry Series. Blast Furnaces, Steel
Works, and Rolling and Finishing Mills, 1990.

U.S. Department of Commerce, 1992 Census of Manufactures Preliminary Report Industry Series.
Blast Furnaces, Steel Works. and Rolling and Finishing Mills, MC92-I-33A(P), May 1994.

American Iron and Steel Institute, Annual Statistical Report, Washington, D.C.. 1993.

Barnett, Donald F. and Robert W. Crandall, Up From the Ashes, The Brookings Institution.
Washington D.C., 1986.

Process Descriptions and Chemical Use Profiles

American Iron and Steel Institute, Report on Steel Industry Waste Generation, Disposal Practices.
and Potential Environmental lmpact, Washington, D.C., February,, 1992.

Lankford, William T.. et. al., The Making, Shaping, and Treating of Steel, Tenth Edition, United
States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA, 1985. (Available from the Association of Iron and Steel
Engineers, Pittsburgh, PA).

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, The Role of Technology in lron and
Steel Developments, 1989.

Russell, Clifford S. and William J. Vaughan, Steel Production: Processes. Products. and Residuals,
John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1976.

Regulatory Profile

Sustainable Environmental Law, Environmental Law Institute, West Publishing Co.. St. Paul. Minn..
1993.

U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Hazardous Waste Generation: 2. Iron and Steel Manufacturing,
February, 1994.

U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics. Toxics Release Inventor’, Public Data
Release, 1992, April. 1994. (EPA 745-R-94-001).

U.S. EPA. Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Report to Congress on Metal Recover’.
Environmental Reguiation & Hazardous Waste. February. 1994. (EPA 530-R-93-018).
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U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Report to Congress on Special Wastes from Mineral Processing,
February 1990.

U.S. EPA, Office of Air and Radiation, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. Compilation
of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, Volume I: Stationary Point and Area Sources. Metallurgical
Industry, Research Triangle Park, NC, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
September 1985.

U.S. EPA, Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Iron
and Steel Manufacturing Point Source Category. Washington, D.C., May 1982 (EPA 440/
1-82-024).

Pollution Prevention

Grieshaber, K. W., C. T. Philipp, and G.F. Bennett, "Process for Recycling Spent Potliner and
Electric Arc Furnace Dust into Commercial Products using Oxygen Enrichment." Priorities in
Pollution Prevention, Annual Gulf Coast Environmental Conference Proceedings, pp. 84-95, March.
1994.

Freeman, Harry, Pollution Prevention Research at EPA’s Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory:
Cleaner Production Processes and Cleaner Products for a Cleaner Environment. Priorities in
Pollution Prevention, Annual Gulf Coast Environmental Conference Proceedings. pp. 1-9, March,
1994.

U.S. EPA, Office of Research and Development, Industrial Pollution Prevention Opportunities for
the 1990s, EPA/600/8-91/052, August, 1991.

Drabkin, Marvin and Edwin Rissmann, Waste Minimization Opportunities at an Electric Arc
Furnace Steel Plant Producing Specialty Steels, Environmental Progress, vol.8, no.2, pp. 88-97,
May, 1989.

U.S. EPA, Region III, Pollution Prevention Program, Pollution Prevention Opportunities in the Steel
Industry, October 1990.

Center for Hazardous Materials Research, Pollution Prevention: Strategies for the Steel Industry,
CHMR Fact Sheet, University of Pittsburgh.

Rimer, A.E. and L.A. Reinders, A Practical Guide to Pollution Prevention Planning for the Iron and
Steel Industries, Blasland, Bouck & Lee, Chapel Hill, N.C., 1992.

Air & Waste Management Association, Hazardous Waste Minimization Industrial Overa, iews. 1989.
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Trade Journals

New Steel (formerly Iron Age)
Iron and Steelmaker
lron and Steel Engineer
Metal Bulletin. (212) 213-6202
World Steel Dynamics, (212) 713-2498
1ton Age Manufacturing Management, (215) 741-4000
Steel: Semiannual Monitoring Report, (202) 205-2000
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Endnotes

1. Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many factors including, reporting
and definitional differences. This notebook does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but
rather reports the data as they are maintained by each source. Only preliminary, data is available
from the 1992 Census of Manufactures. The final version which includes all data will not be
available until mid-1995. Census of Manufactures, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Preliminary Report Industry Series, MC92-I-33A(P) (Industries 3312, 3313, 3315,
3316, and 3317), 1994.

2. Annual Statistical Report, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington, D.C., 1993.

3. Net Shipments of Steel Mill Products, table, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington,
D.C., 1994.

4. Report on Steel Industry Waste Generation, Disposal Practices, and Potential Environmental
Impact. American Iron and Steel Institute. Washington, D.C., February., 1992.

5. Census of Manufactures. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Industry,
Series, MC87-I-33A (Industries 3312, 3313, 3315, 3316, and 3317), 1987.

6. U.S. Industrial Outlook, U.S. Department of Commerce. Washington, D.C.. 1994. p. 13-1.

7. Ibid, p.13-1.

8. Ibid, 13-3.

9. Ibid, p. 13-5.

10. Annual Statistical Report, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington D.C., 1993. p.73.

11.Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, Volume I: Stationary Point and Area
Sources, Metallurgical Industry, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and
Radiation, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park. NC, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., September 1985.

12. Report on Steel lndustry Waste Generation, Disposal Practices, and Potential Environmental
lmpact, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington, D.C., 1992, p.8.

13. The Making, Shaping, and Treating of Steel, Tenth Edition. McGannon, Harold E.. ed.,
United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA, 1971.

14. Report on Steel lndustry Waste Generation, Disposal Practices, and Potential Environmental
lmpact. American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington. D.C., 1992, p. 14.

15. The Making, Shaping, and Treating of Steel, Tenth Edition, McGarmon, Harold E., ed..
United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA. 1971, p. 189.
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16. Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Iron and
Steel Manufacturing Point Source Category, U.S. EPA, Washington, D.C., May 1982 (EPA
440/1-82-024).

17. Report on Steel Industry Waste Generation. Disposal Practices, and Potential Environmental
lmpact, American lron and Steel Institute, Washington, D.C., 1992, p. 17.

18.Report to Congress on Metal Recovery. Environmental Regulation and Hazardous Waste,
U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 1994, p. 3 (EPA 530-R-93-018).

19.Comment from Bruce Steiner, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington. D.C., May 5,
1995.

20. U.S. Steel Industry at a Glance, American Iron and Steel Institute, Washington, D.C., 1992.

21. Report on Steel Industry Waste Generation, Disposal Practices, and Potential Environmental
lmpact, American lron and Steel Institute, Washington, D.C., 1992, p.21.

22. The Making, Shaping, and Treating of Steel, Tenth Edition, McGarmon, Harold E.. ed.,
United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA, 1971, p.565.

23. Ibid, p. 121.

24. Ibid.

25. Ibid.

26. Ibid.

27. Amoco - U.S. EPA Pollution Prevention Project, Yorktown, Virginia, Project Summary,,
January 1992.

28. Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, Volume I: Stationary Point and Area
Sources, Chapter 9, Petroleum Industry. U.S. EPA, Office of Air and Radiation, Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., September 1985.

27. Report to Congress on Metal Recovery. Environmental Regulation and Hazardous Waste.
U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 1994, p.20 (EPA 530-R-93-018).

28. Hydrochloric Acid Recovery System for Galvanizers and Steel Manufacture, U.S.
Department of Energy, NICE3 (’National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy,
Environment, Economics), DOE/CH10093-233, October 1993.

29.Sustainable Environmental Law, Environmental Law Institute, West Publishing Co., St. Paul,
Minn., 1993.
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29.Report to Congress on Metal Recovery, Environmental Regulation and Hazardous Waste.
U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. 1994, p.20 (EPA 530-R-93-018)

30. Ibid.

31. Sustainable Environmental Law, Environmental Law Institute, West Publishing Co., St. Paul.
MN, 1993, p.1238.

32.Report to Congress on Metal Recovery, Environmental Regulation and Hazardous Waste.
U.S. EPA. Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 1994, p.20 (EPA 530-R-93-018).
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community., technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies: envirorunental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and’other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt o~
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$ENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$enSe World Wide Web. set .your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.epa.gov/oeca - then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E.J_$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry. cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American en~,’ironmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
gate regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Reeycted/Recy¢lable ¯ Printed with Vegetable Based Inks on Recycled Pal~er (20% Postconsumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding
environmental issues associated with specific industrial sectors. The documents
were developed under contract by Abt Associates (Cambridge, MA), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this
document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be
directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as
public and academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the
media. For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these
documents, please refer to the contact names and numbers provided within this
volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e
Bulletin Board and via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web.
Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph by Steve Delaney, U.S. EPA.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington. DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
belo~v.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry Cleaning Indu.stry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry. Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry, Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPAi310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress 564-7018
EPA/3 I0-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-01 I. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Cho\v 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind. Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind.Rafael Sanchez 564-7028
EPA/310oR-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress 564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry. Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPAi310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh. 1997 Seth Heminwav 564-7017

EPAi310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997

Ihi~ page updated during .!tine 1997 reprinting
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LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS
(SIC 24)

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to
traditional single-media approaches to environmental protection.
Environmental regulator), agencies are beginning to embrace
comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility" permitting,
enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach, research,
and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, water, and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these
inter-relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One
way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental
policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental
concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar products
can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need
to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA
Office of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, States, the
regulated community, environmental groups, and the public became
interested in this project, the scope of the original project was
expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common sense
environmental protection measures for specific industries is
dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the kev elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description
of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed
betnveen regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each tooic listed above could alone be the
subiect of a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a
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manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched from
a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on
the information included, each notebook went through an external
review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all
those that participated in this process and enabled us to develop more
complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who
reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be
sources of additional information. The individuals and groups on this
list do not necessarily, concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
the notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy
and electronically. If you have any comments on the existing
notebook, or if you would like to provide additional information,
please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA Office of
Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-A),
Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board or the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web for
general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in,
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
Enviro$enSe Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic regions
or States may have unique characteristics that are not fully captured m
these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance encourages
State and local environmental agencies and other groups to
supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook to
include more specific industrial and regulatory information that mav
be available. Additionally, interested States mav want to supplement
the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations’ section
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with State and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section
in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the
opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us
in the further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks
for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the
Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the lumber and wood products industry. The type of facilities
described within the document are also described in terms of their
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. Additionally, this
section contains a list of the largest companies in terms of sales.

The lumber and wood products industry includes establishments
engaged in cutting timber and pulpwood; sawmills, lath mills, shingle
mills, cooperage stock mills (wooden casks or tubs), planing mills,
plywood mills; and establishments engaged in manufacturing finished
articles made entirely or mainly of wood or related materials such as
reconstituted wood panel products manufacturers. The categorizatiovL
corresponds to the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 24
established by Department of Commerce’s Bureau of the Census to
track the flow of goods and services within the economv. It should be
noted that silviculture (development and care of forests) and the
preparation of forested areas for logging is covered bv SIC 08 (forestry’;
and is not addressed in this industry profile.

In this profile, the industry’s processes are divided into four general
groups: logging timber; producing lumber; panel products and wood
preserving. The Bureau of the Census estimates that in 1992,
employment in these principal categories totaled approximately 306,700
(See Exhibit 1 for facility employment size distribution). This does not
include the additional employment generated bv the wood container,
structure wood member, wood kitchen cabinet, and wood
building/mobile home sectors. Shipments increased less than one
percent in 1993, to an estimated $78.1 billion. Sawmills and planing
mills (SIC 242) accounted for $24.8 billion (31 percent) of industry
shipments in 1993. Logging (SIC 241) added an additional $15.6 billion
(17.8 percent).

The Department of Commerce provides the following three-dig,2t
breakout for lumber and wood products industries in SIC 24:

SIC 241 - Logging
SIC 242 - Sawmills and Planing Mills
SIC 243 - Millwork, Veneer, Plywood, and Structural Wood

Members
SIC 244 Wood Containers
SiC 245 Wood Buildings and Mobile Homes
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SIC 249 - Miscellaneous Wood Products.

The main end use market for the industry’s products is the new
construction and remodeling sectors.

This profile covers logging, sawn lumber production, panel products
including veneer and plywood manufacture and reconstituted wood
panel manufacture (which includes particleboard (PB), hardboard (HB),
medium density fiberboard (MDF), and oriented strand board(OSB)),
engineered lumber, and wood preserving. Each of these are discussed
in greater detail later in the profile. This profile does not address
production processes, pollution outputs, or regulatory information for
the following three-digit industries contained in SIC 24: Wood
Containers (SIC 244), Wood Buildings and Mobile Homes (SIC 245),
and some areas of Miscellaneous Wood Products (SIC 249).

II.B. Characterization of the Lumber and Wood Products Industry

The discussion of the characterization of the lumber and wood
products industry is divided into the following topics: industry size and
geographic distribution; identification of the largest U.S. facilities in the
industry by capacity; and industry economic trends.

II.B.1. Industry. Size and Distribution

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definition differences. This document
does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather reports the
data as they are maintained by each source.

Geographic Distribution

Most of the wood products industry is concentrated in the Pacific
Northwest and the Southeast. However, concentrations are also found
across the Midwest, the Northeast, and in Appalachia (See Exhibits 2
and 3). Approximately 1/3 of the U.S. is forested. Of this forested area,
two-thirds (480 million acres) contain at least 20 cubic feet of
commercially usable wood per year per acre, the threshold for
determining whether timberland could be commercially productive.
The area east of the Mississippi still contains a significant amount of
forested acreage; 155 million acres are in the Northern States and 195
million acres are in the South. About 130 million acres of forested land
is in Western States. Exhibit 4 illustrates the largest lumber and wood
products facilities in the U.S. by capacity.
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Exhibit 1
Industry Facility Size Distribution - 1992

Facilities Facilities Facilities with
Type of Facility with I to 19 with 20 to 99 100 or more

employees emifloyees employees Total

SIC 2411 - Logging 12,283 i 691 ; 36 ; 13,010

SIC 2421 - Lumber 4,400 ! 1,283 i 321 i 6,004

SICs 2435 & 2436 - 147 i 208 i 164 519
Hardwood, Softwood
Plywood, Veneer

SIC 2491 - Wood 307 168 11 486
Preservin~

SIC 2493 - 108 80 i 100 ’ 288
Reconstituted Wood
Produc~s

Source: Basecl on 1992 Bureau of the Census Data.

Exhibit 2
Geographic Distribution of Industry

Total Number of Lumber and Wood Products Facilities per State*

1,782 372

457                  33                                                          274

2,110

65

101
174                                         1,428

66                           92

158 311
131

I,$55
831

292                         145
143

’otai--.33,987

1,179

Source: Based on 1987 Bureau of the Census Data. 1992 Bureau of the Census Data on
State breakdown was not available at the time q]: publication,

*Note: Exhibit represents all industries within SIC 24.
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Exhibit 3
Geographic Distribution of Industry

Breakdown of Lumber and Wood Facilities by State

Type of Facility                      Number of Facilities Per State
Logging             AL-957, AK-37, AR-403, CA-525, FL-346, GA-796, ID-321, KY-95.

LA-413. ME-439, MI-3410 ~MN-176, MS-531, MT-312, NH-130, NH-130,
NY-209. NC-677, OH-128, OR-1,293, PA-257, SC-559, TN-128, TX-297,
VA-444, WA-597, WV-185, WI-384

Sawmills and AL-212, AZ-17, AR-218, CA-278, CO-48, CT-34, FL-94, GA-216, ID-100,
Planning Mills IL-75, IN-155, KY-185, LA-104, ME-141, MD-58, MA-89, MI-219,

MN-96, MS-213. MO-237, MT-68, NH-83, NM-27, NY-231, NC-554.
OH-172, OK-50, OR-309, PA-448, SC-126, SD-17, TN-345. TX-116,
UT-26, VT-78, VA-370, WA-381, WV-188, WI-206, WY-28

Millwood, Plywood AL-158, AZ-146.AR-85, CA-1,145, CO-140, CT-122, FL-661, GA-260,
and Structural ID-66, IL-224, IN-213, IA-54, KS-70. KY-78. LA-77, ME-31, MD-86,
Members MA-172, MI-192, MN-165, MS-73, MO-144, MT-30, NE-47, NV-42.

NH-47, NJ-165, NM-62, NY-378, NC-294, OH-225, OK-49. OR-298,
PA-315, RI-28, SC-105, 5D-21, TN-153. TX-412, UT-82, VT-30, VA-185,
WA-273, WV-26, WI-206

Wood Containers AL-56, AR-39, CA-204, FL-37, GA-69. IL-13, IN-103, KY-71, MI-144,
MN-36, MS-39. MO-85, NJ-46, NIY-82, NC-80, OH-172, OR-26, PA-155,
SC-38, TN-87, TX-85, VA-54, WA-30, WI-83

Wood Buildings andAL-46, AZ-20, CA-87, CO-11, DE-2. FL-68, GA-53, ID-13, IL-25, IN-55,
Mobile Homes KS-12, ME-12, MD-13, MA-18, MI-34, MN-20, MS-12, MO-21. NE-7,

NH-20, NY-27, NC-51, OH-36, OR-23, PA-72, TN-32, TX-74, VA-31,
WA-18, WI-34

Miscellaneous Wood AL-113, AR-84, CA-432, FL-1.61, GA-128, ID-43, IL-147, IN-96, IA-27,
Products            KY-46, LA-58, ME-91, MD-36, MA-93, MI-141, MN-79, MS-96, MO-102,

NH-72, NJ-71, NM-16, NY-210, NC-202, OH-143, OK-26, OR-159,
PA-181, SC-68, TN-880 TX-195, VT-115, WA-123, WV-36, WI-119

Source: Based on 1987 Bureau of the Census Data.*

"1992 Bureau of Census Data on State breakdown was not available at the time ql:publication.
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Exhibit 4
Largest U.S. Lumber and Wood Products Facilities by Capacity (1993)

Lumber Production Softwood Veneer

1. Weyerhaeuser Co. 1. Scotch Plywood Co. of Alabama

2. Georgia-Pacific Corp. 2. Stone Forest Industries Inc.

3. Louisiana-Pacific Corp. 3. Freres Lumber Co. Inc.

4. Sierra Pacific Industries 4. Sun Studs Inc.

5. International Paper Co. 5. Plum Creek Manufacturing, L.P.

6. Boise Cascade Corp. 6. Hunt Plywood Co. Inc.

7. Pope & Talbot Inc. 7. Omak Wood Products, Inc.

8. MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. 8. Roseburg Forest Products

9. WTD Industries Inc. 9. Green Veneer Inc.

10. Simpson Timber Co. 10. WTD Industries Inc.

Softwood Plywood OSB/Waferboard

1. Geor~a-Pacific Corp. 1. Louisiana-Pacific Corp.

2. Willamette Industries Inc. 2. Potlatch Corp.

3. Boise Cascade Corp. 3. Georgia-Pacific Corp.

4. Louisiana-Pacific Corp. 4. Weyerhaeuser Co.

5. Roseburg Forest Products Co. 5. J.M. Huber Corp.

6. Weyerhaeuser Co. 6. Norbord Industries

7. Champion International 7. Roy O. Martin Lumber Co. Inc.

8. International Paper Co. 8. International Paper Co.

9. Stimson Lumber Co. 9. Langdate Forest Products Co.

10. Stone Forest Industries Inc.

Particleboard Medium-density Fiberboard

1. Georgia-Pacific Corp. 1. Willamette Industries Inc.

2. Willamette Industries Inc. 2. Louisiana-Pacific Corp.

3. Weyerhaeuser Co. 3. Medite Corp.

4. Louisiana-Pacific Corp. 4. Masonite Corp.

5. Temple-Inland Forest 5. Plum Creek Manufacmnng, L.P.
Products Corp.

6. Roseburg Forest Products Co. 6. Georgia-Pacific Corp.

7. Masomte Corp. 7. Sierra-Pine, Ltd.

8. Allegheny Particleboard Corp. 8. Weverhaeuser Co.

9. Boise Cascade Corp. 9. Norbord Industries

10. Timber Products Co. 10. Bassett Industries
Source: Amemcan Forest & Paper Association, Wood Technoio..~. ’~ 1994-95 North Amemcan Factbooi~.
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Exhibit 4 (cont’d)
Largest U.S. Lumber and Wood Products Facilities by Capacity (1993)

_

Hardboard

! !1
Lumber

1. Georgia-Pacific Corp. { 1. [ Trus Joist MacMillian

2. Masomte Corp.

3. Weyerhaeuser Co. Glulam Beams

4. Wood Fiber Industries Inc. 1. Willamette Industries Inc.

5. Louisiana-Pacific Corp. 2. Anthony Forest Products Co.

6. Stimson Lumber Co.

7. Evanite Fiber Corp. Panelb oard

8. Dee Forest Products Inc. 1. Georgia-PacificCorp.

Laminated Veneer Composite Panels
Lumber, I-joists

1. Louisiana-Pacific Corp.

2. Willamette Industries Inc.

3. Georgia-Pacific Corp.

4. Tecton Laminates

5. South Coast Lumber Co.

American Forest & Paper Association, Wood Technolo~,y’s 1994-95 North American Fact~QQk.

II.B.2. Economic Trends

The lumber and wood products industry is heavily dependent upon
the health of the U.S. residential construction and household furniture
industries. Lumber and wood product shipments increased less than
one percent in 1993 and this low level of growth is expected to continue
in 1994. Domestic wood products shipments over the next five years
are expected to remain constant.

Since the mid-1980’s, timber harvests from publicly-owned lands have
declined by more than 50 percent. The decline is due to new land
management policies by the Federal government that have reduced the
amount of land available for harvesting.

According to the Hardwood Plywood and Veneer Association, there
has been a substantial decline in the use of hardwood plywood
prefinished wall paneling due to shifts in consumer preference, a
decline in promotion and advertising by major manufacturers, changes
in the cost of plywood paneling related to gypsum wallboard, and the
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public’s concern about real or perceived formaldehyde releases from
wall paneling. With respect to reconstituted wood panel products
shipments of PB, OSB, and MDF are all increasing rapidly. U.S.
shipments of MDF were at record levels in 1993.

The engineered lumber sector of the industry (reconstituted wood
substitutes for sawn lumber), is currently seeing a rapid rise in
production. The production of glulam beams and laminated veneer
lumber (LVL), two types of engineered lumber, is increasing rapidly
and this increased growth is expected to continue. By 2003, the North
American output of LVL is expected to reach 98 million ft3 (the
American Plywood Association’s production estimate for LVL in 1995
is 33 million ft3).
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llI. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIIYrION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the lumber
and wood products industry, including the materials and equipment
used, and the processes employed. The section is designed for those
interested in gaining a general understanding of the industry, and for
those interested in the inter-relationship between the industrial
process and the topics described in subsequent sections of this profile --
pollutant outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and Federal
regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate published
engineering information that is available for this industry. Refer to
Section IX for a list of reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the by-product_,
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provide a concise description of where wastes may
be produced in the process. This section also describes the potential fate
(air, water, land) of these waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Lumber and Wood Industry

This section describes the major processes used by the lumber and
wood products industry. It is divided into the following sections:
logging, sawn lumber, paneling (including veneer and plywood and
reconstituted wood panel products), engineered lumber, and wood
preserving. Information for tl~ese descriptions was obtained from a
variety of sources including Characterization of Manufacturing
Processes, Emissions, and Pollution Prevention Options for the
Composite Wood Industry (Martin and Northeim, 1995), Forest
Products and Wood Science (Haygreen and Bowyer, 1989), and Guide to
Pollution Prevention: Wood Preserving Industry (U.S. EPA, 1993).
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Exhibit 5
Example Flow Diagram For a Lumber Production Facility

~w ~ I T°C°~’°~ I~---~"
(SAWMILL)

WOOD WASTE WOOD WASTE

CO. vO¢,
NOX, SOX,

(BOILER) ROUGH CO, VOC,
LUMBER NOX. SOX.

(DRY KILN) ~ STACKER

I ~ DRIED ~0~"0 I

EMISSIONS ~-

6V

I PURCHASED~~ CHIPS ~1 LUM~R

EMISSIONS     I

~ ~UG~VE
~D LUM~ER EMISSIONS

Source: Southern Lumber Man~t~cturmg Assoc~atwn, 19~.
Logging

Timber harvesting may be accomplished bv either manual or
mechanical means. However, the traditional methods of hand sawing
or ax use are almost never used. Chain saws ~owered by gasoline
engines or large felling machines are currentlx" used to cut down
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standing trees. The felling machines use hydraulically-activated shears
that cut the tree at its base and transport it to a collection point. The
logs are transported by motorized cable or by tractor to larger collection
areas for transportation (usually by motor trucks or water) to the
sawmill.

Sawn Lumber

Sawn lumber is softwood or hardwood trimmed at a sawmill and
destined for a future use such as construction, industrial, or furniture
products. Most of the commercially important softwood species such
as Southern Yellow Pine, Western Pines, Western Hemlock, Spruce,
and Douglas Fir grow in the South or West. Softwood boards are used
primarily for framing light construction such as homes, schools,
churches, and farm b.uildings. Hardwood species such as Maple and
Oak, are grown and processed mainly in the Eastern portion of the U.S.
and are used for flooring, furniture, and crating.

Exhibit 5 illustrates the lumber production process. Logs are delivered
to sawmills from the forest and stored in ponds or on land. Most wood
is stored on land. Logs are sometimes stored at intermediate points
between the forest and the sawmill. If stored on land, the logs are
usually sprayed with water to keep them moist and prevent cracking.
The raw logs are debarked and then cut into cants (partially cut
lumber), which are trimmed into raw lumber. As the logs are
debarked, bark is used as hog fuel for boilers or sold as mulch.
Shavings, sawdust, and chips can also be used at paper mills and
reconstituted wood panel manufacturing plants.

The cants are cut to specific lengths or finished further depending on
the final destination of the lumber product. Most lumber is dried to a
specific moisture content (conditioned) through air or kiln drying. Air
drying, which entails stickering (spacing) and stacking the cut lumber
in open storage areas, usually requires several months to a few years.
Kiln drying is more time efficient because it uses controlled air flow
within a vented closed chamber to quickly dry the lumber to a specified
moisture content. Whether lumber is air- or kiln-dried depends upon
variables such as the moisture content of the species and the humidity,
of the region.

Sawmills frequently perform surface protection operations to protect
lumber against sapstaining that may occur during temporary storage.
Sapstains do not attack the structural components of the wood but do
affect the surface, coloring it with dark blue or black stains. This
discoloration is often objectionable to the buver and may decrease the
value of the wood and its acceptance of finishes.
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Surface protection is typically conducted at mills that process
hardwoods; however, softwoods cut for export mav also be surface
protected. Plants typically treat their lumber with surface protectants
only during humid, months, depending on the region of the country in
which they operate. Wood that is kiln-dried is not normally surface-
protected. All green wood to be exported is protected. The most
popular surface protectant currently used by approximately 85% of all
major U.S. mills who treat lumber is a solution composed of 3-iodo-z-
propynyl butyl carbamate (IPBC), didecyl dimethyl ammonium
chloride (DDAC), and inert ingredients. The solution is diluted with
water to a ratio of 35-1 for spray box application and 100-1 for dip tank
applications.

Three major processes, are used by sawmills to apply surface protectant
to wood: the dip process, the spray process, and the green chain
process. Typically the sawmill will use only one process to surface
protect; however, some plants use a combination of processes to protect
lumber at different locations throughout a mill. Dipping is a batch
process; green chain and spray operations are continuous processes.
The process used influences the amount of control a plant has over the
waste it generates during the surface protection process.

Dip operations offer the best opportunity to control drippage since an
owner or operator has the ability to keep the wood over the tank until
it stops dripping. Dipping operations can lead to uncontrolled drippage
when mills do not allow the treated loads to stop dripping before the
next load is dipped. Lumber is dipped in horizontal bundles, and as a
result, liquid is often trapped b6tween pieces of wood. When forklifts
remove the lumber, large quantities of protectant can drip from the
wood onto the ground if the lumber is tipped.

Unlike dipping, the spray operation is a continuous process.
Individual pieces of lumber are fed end-to-end by chain, roller, or
conveyor belt through a spray box. The spray box is often equipped
with flexible brushes or curtains at both ends to isolate the formulation
spray and minimize drippage. A drip pan is usually incorporated into
the design of the spray box allowing formulation to return to the work
tank.

Green-chain systems represent another type of continuous operation.
The green-chain is so-named because chains drag fresh cut (or "green")
lumber through a tank of protectant formulation and back out again
for sorting and grading. A dip vat containing anti-stain formulation is
typically located at the head of the green chain and the wood falls into
this vat from the cutting operations. Some svstems utilize wheels or
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rollers just above the formulation surface to force the wood pieces into
the solution. As the wood is drawn from the vat and along the green
chain, excess formulation is released from the wood onto the return
drip pan. Green-chain operations are typically the least controllable
with respect to drippage.

Panel Products

This section describes two classes of panel products: (1) hardwood
veneer, softwood veneer, and plywood; and (2) reconstituted wood
products.

Hardwood Veneer and Softwood Veneer and Plywood

Veneer is a thin sheet.of wood peeled or sliced from blocks of lumber
called flitches or logs. Veneer is glued together to form plywood.
Hardwood found in the Western and Southern U.S. is generally used
to manufacture hardwood plywood. Softwood logs from the
Northwest and Eastern U.S. are used to make softwood plywood.
Softwood plywood is primarily used for construction. Softwood
veneer and plywood is typically used for structural and industrial
applications and represents over 90 percent, by volume, of U.S.
production. Hardwood veneer and plywood is used typically for
decorative applications and for making interior paneling, components
for furniture and cabinets, and specialty products. There are several
other important differences between softwood plywood and hardwood
plywood: softwood plywood is generally made with relatively thick
faces (1/10" and thicker) and with exterior or intermediate glue (for
protected construction and industrial uses where moderate delays in
providing protection might be expected or conditions of high humiditv
and water leakage may exist). Hardwood plywood is made with face
veneers generally 1/32" and thinner. Because of its nature and the use
of decorative thin face veneers, the glues used for hardwood plywood
tend to be colorless or light in color so as not to discolor the surfaces if
the adhesive bleeds into and through the thin faces. While most
hardwood plywood is all veneer, some is made with particleboard and
medium density fiberboard core.

The general processes for making softwood and hardwood plywood are
the same: log debarking, log steaming and or soaking, veneer cutting,
veneer drying, veneer preparation, glue application, pressing, panel
trimming, and panel sanding. These basic processes are illustrated in
Exhibit 7. Nevertheless, there are differences in details in these
softwood and hardwood plywood processes. Because of its greater
volume, this section primarily describes softwood veneer and plywood
manufacturing. However, it is noted where details of the
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manufacturing process are substantially different for hardwood
plywood.

Most softwood plywood plants also produce veneer. Most hardwood
plywood plants purchase components for making plywood from
outside sources. Logs received at the plant are debarked and cut into
lengths appropriate for the plant’s processing equipment. Almost all
hardwood and many softwood blocks are heated prior to cutting or
peeling the veneer to soften the wood. The cut logs are heated bv
steaming, soaking in hot water, spraying with hot water, or
combinations of these methods. The heating time required depends on
the diameter of the log, specific gravity, moisture content, and the
temperature needed to properly peel that particular species of wood.

The major methods f6r producing veneer are slicing and peeling. The
majority of veneer is produced by peeling (rotary cutting) on a veneer
lathe into sheets of uniform thickness. Slicing is used to produce
hardwood decorative veneers from a flitch generally in thicknesses of
1/24" and thinner, and is seldom used with softwood. In either case,
the wood is forced under a pressure bar that slightly compresses the
wood as it hits the cutting edge of a knife. On a rotary lathe, the block,
or log section, continuously rotates against the knife and the pressure
bar and peels a sheet of veneer from the heated block.

The veneer is peeled at a rate of 300 to 800 lineal feet/min. A series of
120-foot long trays is used in many softwood plywood plants to gently
handle these long sheets of wood as they are peeled from the chuck. In
softwood mills and some hardwood mills, high-speed clippers
automaticallv chop the veneer ribbons to usable widths at speeds of
1500 lineal feet/min. In hardwood mills, clipping may be done
manually to obtain the maximum amount of clear material from the
flitch.

After the veneer is peeled and clipped, it must be dried. Two types of
dryers are used in softwood veneer mills: roller resistant dryers, heated
by forced air; and platen dryers, heated by steam. In older roller dryers.
also still widely used for hardwood veneer, air is circulated through a
zone parallel to the veneer (see Exhibit 6). Most plants built in recent
years use jet dryers (also called impingement dryers) that direct a
current of air, at a velocity of 2,000 to 4,000 feet/min., through small
tubes on the surface of the veneer.

Veneer dryers may be heated indirectly with steam, generated by a
separate boiler, which is circulated through internal coils in contac~
with dryer air. Dryers mav also be heated directly bv the combustioP~
gases of a gas- or wood-fired burner. The gas-fired burner is located
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inside the d~er, whereas combustion gases from a wood-fired burner
are mixed with recirculating dryer air in a blend box outside the dryer
and then transported into the dryer. Veneer dryers tend to release
organic aerosols, gaseous organic compounds, and small amounts of
wood fiber into the atmosphere.

Exhibit 6
Veneer Dryer (Longitudinal)

i~""-" VENT STACK
CIRCULATING FANS

Source: Basic Plywood Processing.

From the dryer, the sheets of veneer travel to a glue application station.
Narrow pieces of hardwood veneers are often joined with an adhesive
and/or string to maximize recovery. In the gluing process, also known
as layup, adhesive is applied to the individual sheets of veneer which
are later assembled into plywood. Various adhesive application
systems are used including hard rolls, sponge rolls, curtain coaters,
sprayers, and foam extruders. The most common application for
softwood plywood is an air or airless spray system, which generally
uses a fixed-head applicator capable of a 10-foot wide spray at a nozzle
pressure of 300 pounds per square inch (psi). Roller applications are
most common in the manufacture of hardwood plywood.

With spray systems, control of glue spreads is achieved bv adjusting the
veneer conveyor speed, or by changing the size of the spray nozzle
orifice. Wastes generated in the layup process include adhesive waste
(~pically overspray), and off-spec plywood.

R0075668
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The phenol-formaldehyde (PF) typical in softwood plywood
manufacturing and urea-formaldehyde (UF) adhesions typically used
in hardwood plywood are made from resins synthesized in regional
plants and shipped to individual plywood mills. At the mills, the
resins are combined with extenders, fillers, catalysts, and caustic to
make a glue mixture. The addition of these ingredients modifies the
viscosity of the adhesive and allows it to be compatible with the glue
application method (curtain, roll, spray, foam); allows for better
adhesive distribution; increases the cure rate; and lowers cost.

Following the application of glue, the panels must be pressed. The
purpose of the press is to bring the veneers into close contact so that the
glue layer is very thin. At this point, resin is heated to the temperature
required for the glue to bond. Most plywood plants prepress the panels
in a cold press at lower pressure prior to final pressing in the hot press.
This allows the wet adhesive to "tack" the veneers together, permits
easier loading of the hot-press, and prevents shifting of the veneers
during loading. Pressing is usually performed in multiopening
presses, which can produce 20 to 40 4x8-foot panels in each two to
seven minute pressing cycle.

One of the goals of the pressing process is to use enough pressure to
bring the veneer surfaces together without overcompressing the wood.
Less pressure is required if the lathe has cut smooth veneer of a
uniform thickness.

After pressing, stationary circular saws trim up to one inch from each
side of the pressed plywood to produce square-edged sheets.
Approximately 20 percent of annual softwood plywood production is
then sanded. Over 90 percent of the hardwood plywood production is
sanded. As sheets move through enclosed automatic sanders,
pneumatic collectors above and below the plywood continuouslv
remove the sanderdust. Sawdust in trimming operations is also
removed by pneumatic collectors. The plywood trim and sawdust are
burned as fuel or sold to reconstituted panel plants. Exhibit 7 illustrates
the veneer and plywood manufacturing process.

R0075669
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Exhibit 7
Flow Diagram of Veneer and Plywood Production

~,.o

I

Source: Est~matm~
of ~esticides and Toxic Substances, March 19~8.

Note: Manu veneer ~nd plywood plants are d~.
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Reconstituted Wood Products

Reconstituted wood products, such as particleboard (PB), medium
density fiberboard (MDF), hardboard (HB), and oriented strand board
(OSB), is composed of furnish, or raw wood, that is combined with
resins and other additives and formed into a mat, which is then
pressed into a board. The manufacturing processes of these boards
differ, as do the raw materials used. For example, the furnish (raw
materials) used for particleboard consists of finely ground wood
particles of various sizes, while OSB is manufactured using specially-
prepared strands of wood. In general, the manufacturing processes
involve wood size reduction followed by drying (except for wet process
boards), adhesive application, pressing at elevated temperatures.
Because these products are based on use of all parts of the sawn log,
very little solid waste is generated. Instead, air emissions from dryers
and presses tend to be the principal environmental concern stemming
from the production of these products. Exhibit 8 compares the process
flows for some reconstituted wood product manufacturing processes.

Particleboard (PB)

Particleboard is a panel product made from wood particles of various
sizes that are bonded together with a synthetic resin such as urea-
formaldehyde (UF). The raw materials, or "furnish," that are used to
manufacture PB can be either green or dry wood residues. Green
residues include planer shavings from green lumber, and green
sawdust. Dry process residues include shavings from planing kiln-
dried lumber, sawdust, sanderdust and plywood trim. The wood
residues are ground into particles of varying sizes using flakers,
mechanical refiners, and hammermills. The material may be screened
prior to refining.

The furnish is dried to a low moisture content (two to six percent) to
allow for moisture that will be gained by the adding of resins and other
additives during "blending." Furnishes are generally no warmer than
100°F when blended to avoid precuring and the drying out of the resin.

Most dryers currently in operation in PB and other reconstituted wood
panel manufacturing plants use large volumes of air to convey
material of varied size through one or more passes within the dryer.
Rotating drum dryers requiring one to three passes of the furnish are
most common. The use of triple-pass dryers predominates in the
United States (see Exhibit 9). Dryer temperatures may be as high as 1100
- 1200°F with a wet furnish. However, dry planer shavings require that
dryer temperatures be no higher than 500°F because the ’~gnition point
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Exhibit 8
Reconstituted Wood Panel Process Flow

~
WOOD REIDUCTION

Logs are debarked Wood residues are Wood residues are heated in a
and cut into strands ground into fine panicles steam cooker and mechanically

~ of varying sizes separated into fibers

MDF Hardboard Hardboard
" I / wets,

BINDER APPLICATION "~ "~ I~ ~" ~" " Wet/Dry

DRYER FORMING
(Binder Applied)

Wetll~

Source: Characre~=atzon of Mamdacturm~ Processes. Emissions. an,~ Poilution prevention - O~tlons
.for the Comvos~te Wood Industry; Martin and Northe~m, Research Triangle Institute Center for

Environmental Analysis, 199~.
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of dry wood is 446°F. Dry material is the predominant furnish in
particleboard. Many dryers are directly heated by dry fuel suspension
burners. Others are heated by burning oil or natural gas.

Exhibit 9
Schematic of a Triple Pass Drum Dryer

MATERIAL

Hot     INLET MATERIAL
Gases EXIT

Burner

Source: Characterization qf Manu.tactunn.¢ Processes. Emissions. and Pollutwn Prc"~’~’~rto~l - L~,t~,~.
for the Comvosite Wood Industry: Martin and Northeim, Researci~ Triangle Institute C~’~:~er

Environmental Analysis, 199,5.

Direct-fired rotary drum dryers release emissions such ~s wood dus~,
combustion products, fly ash, and organic compounds ev3porated from
the extractable portion of the wood. Steam-heated and natur31 ~--
filled dryers will have no fly ash.

Air classifiers, which separate particles by surface area and weight, may
be used alone or in conjunction with screening equipment. Ai~
classifiers perform best if the feed is limited to particles with uniform
widths and lengths. The classifier can then efficiently separate particles
of different thicknesses due to the weight difference ~mong particles
approximately equal surface area. Undesired material is usually used
as fuel for the dryer burner. The screened particles are stored in dry
bins until they are conveyed to the blender. Air classifiers have limite~:t
use in the industry. Screening systems are typically used to
fine from coarse material.

The furnish is then blended with a synthetic adhesives, wax, and other
additives distributed via spray nozzles, simple tubes, or atomizers.
Resin may be added as received (usually an aqueous solution); mixed
with water, wax emulsion, catalyst, or other additives. Waxes are
added to impart water repellency and dimensional stability to the
boards upon wetting.

Particles for PB are mixed with the additive in short retention time
blenders in through which the furnish passes in seconds. The blenders
consist of a small horizontal drum with high-speed, high shear
impellers and glue injection tubes. As the furnish enters the drum,
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resin is injected, and the impellers hurl the furnish at high speeds to
mix it with the resin.

The furnish and resin mixture is then formed into mats using a drv
process. This procedure uses air or a mechanical system to distribute
the furnish onto a moving caul (tray), belt, or screen. Particleboard
mats are often formed of layers of different sized particles, with the
larger particles in the core, and the finer particles on the outside of the
board.

The mats are hot pressed to increase their density and to cure the resin.
Most plants use multiopening platen presses, which typically have 14
to 18 openings (see Exhibit 10). The last ten years has seen the
introduction of the continuous press. Though more popular in
Europe, the continuous press is currently being used in two PB plants
in the United States." Steam generated by a boiler that burns plant
residuals runs through a platen passageway to provide the heat in most
hot presses. Hot oil and hot water can also be used to heat the platens.

Primary finishing steps for all reconstituted wood panels include
cooling or hot stacking, grading, trimming/cutting, and sanding.
Cooling is important for UF-resin-cured boards since the resin degrades
at high temperatures after curing. Boards bonded using PF resins may
be hot-stacked to provide additional curing time. Secondary finishing
steps include filling, painting, laminating, and edge finishing. The vast
majority of reconstituted panel manufacturers do not apply secondary
finishes to their panels; panels are finished primarily by end-users such
as cabinet and furniture manufacturers. Panels are also finished bv
laminators who then sell the finished panels to furniture and cabinet
manufacturers.
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Exhibit 10
Schematic of a Multi-Opening Board Press

MOVING
TABLE OR

COLUMNS PLATEN

Source: Charactemzation qf Manufac~umny Processes. Emissions. and Pollution prevention - Options
.for the Comvosite Wood Industry.; Martin and Northeim, Research Triangle Institute Center)or

Environmental Analysis, 1995.
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Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF)

The uses for this type of composite wood product are similar to those of
PB. The furnish used to manufacture MDF consists of the same type of
green or dry wood residues used to manufacture PB and hardboard.
Fibers and fiber bundels are generated bv first steam-heating the wood,
then passing it through a refiner. During this step the wood changes
both chemically and physically; becoming less susceptible to the
influences of moisture and tess brittle as the lignin in the wood softens.
This semi-plastic wood is then "rubbed" apart into fibers and fiber
bundles in a refiner instead of being mechanically "broken" apart as in
the PB manufacturing process.

The furnish is dried to a very low moisture content to allow for
moisture to be gaine.d by the addition of resins and other additives.
Most MDF furnish is dried in tube dryers.

The blending process for MDF differs from that of PB in that it typically
occurs before drying. After refining, the fibers are discharged through a
valve known as the blowvalve into the blowline, a larger continuous
chamber where the UF resins are mixed with the wood fiber. In the
blowline, the fibers are sprayed with a resin which is injected from a
line located either immediately after the blowvalve or anywhere along
the blowline. Material is dried to an acceptable moisture content in a
flash tube dryer at low temperatures after the blowline. If the blending
is done mechanically, as in PB, it is done after the flash tube dryer.

MDF is formed using a dry process which uses air to distribute the
furnish in a random orientation onto a moving caul (tray), belt, or
screen. The mats are then pressed using a multi-opening platen press
or a continuous press is currently used in three MDF plants in the
United States. The boards are then cooled and finished like other
reconstituted wood panels.

Hardboard

Hardboard is a higher-density version of MDF. It is typically used for
siding, furniture drawer bottoms, dust stops, sliding doors, and cabinet
doors and tops. There are three types of hardboard: wet, wet/dry, and
dry process hardboard, each classified by their manufacturing processes.
The furnish used to manufacture hardboard consists of the same green
or dry process wood residues used to manufacture PB and MDF. The
cooked semi-plastic furnish is "rubbed" apart into fiber bundles as in
the MDF process. The fibers are all the same size, therefore, thev need
no screening.
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In the manufacture of wet, and wet/dry process hardboard, the furnish
is not dried because the forming process uses water. Wet and wet/dry
process hardboard mats are formed using a wet process in which fibers
are mixed with water and Phenol Formaldehyde adhesive and then
metered onto a wire screen. Water is drained away with the aid of
suction applied to the underside of the wire. The fiber mat, along with
the supporting wire, is moved to a prepress where excess water is
squeezed out. Wet/dry process hardboard is dried in an oven before
being hot pressed.

In the manufacture of dry process hardboard, the furnish is dried using
dryers typical of the reconstituted wood panel industry. As with MDF,
the hardboard fibers are discharged through a blowvalve into a
blowline after refining. Dry process hardboard mats are formed using a
process similar to tha.t of MDF and PB in which air is used to distribute
the f~trnish in a random orientation onto a moving caul (tray), belt, or
screen. All reconstituted wood panels are hot pressed to increase their
densitv and to cure the resin.

Oriented Strandboard

The furnish used to manufacture OSB is specially flaked from
roundwood. Logs entering OSB plants may be either tree length or cut
to !00 inch lengths by a slasher saw. The logs are then debarked and
sent to a strander which slices them into strands approximately 0.028
inch thick. The strands are then conveyed to a storage bin to await
processing through the dryers. (Note: Some older mills cut the logs
into 33 inch blocks before sending them to the strander.)

The strands are dried to a low moisture content to allow for moisture
gained by adding resins and other additives. The strands are then
blended with additives in long retention time blenders in which the
furnish passes through in several minutes. The blenders are very large
rotating drums (several feet in diameter and many feet in length) that
are tilted on their axes. As the strands are fed into the drums, they are
sprayed with either PF or MDI (Methylenediphenyl diisocyanate) resin
and either liquid or emulsified paraffin wax. The tumbling action of
the strands through the drums allows the strands to mix thoroughly
with the resin and wax.

OSB is formed by a dry process, which uses air to distribute the furnish.
OSB is produced by deliberate mechanical lining-up of the strands. In
the mechanical orientation processes, mats are produced by dropping
long slender flakes between parallel plates or disks onto a moving caul
(tra.vL belt, or screen. The boards are then hot pressed and finished.
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strand lumber, made from long strands of veneer, is extruded with PF
resin into various cross sections and widths. Parallel laminated
veneer, or laminated veneer lumber (LVL), is constructed of veneers
that are bonded together with phenol-formaldehyde (PF) adhesive
resin to form a laminate. The veneers are layered with the wood gram
along the long axis of the beam. Laminated veneer lumber is
manufactured to typical lumber sizes (2 x 4, 2 x 6, etc.). The length of
the beams that can be manufactured is varied using end joints or finger
joints. Another application of LVL is in the construction of wood ’T’
joists (a small beam that resembles the letter ’T’). LVL is used to
construct the top and bottom (flanges) of the joist and OSB or plywood
is used to construct the center (web).

Glulam beams are also emerging as a substitute for lumber. Glulam is
short for glued-lamin.ated structural timber - large beams fabricated bv
bonding lavers of specially-selected lumber with Resorcinol or
Resorcinol!’~F adhesives and timber. End and edge jointing permit
production of longer and wider structural wood members than are
available naturally. Glulam timbers are used with structural wood
panels for many types of heavy timber construction.

Most of the engineered lumber products are used as substitutes for
structural softwood lumber of large sizes and in applications where
uniform strength is essential. I-beams, however, are finding wide
application, with extensive use as floor joists and beams for various
structures. There are several advantages of composite lumber when
compared with sawn softwood lumber. First, these products allow
production of large sizes of lumber from small, low-grade logs.
Normally, relatively large and high-grade sawlogs are needed for
production of lumber of this size. Second, composite lumber compares
advantageously to solid sawn lumber in terms of both uniformity, of
quality and straightness. While the quality of lumber is determined to
a great extent by the raw material, the quality of the reconstituted
product is dependent upon the manufacturing process. It is likely,
however, that use of composite lumber will increase in the future.

Wood Preserving

Wood is treated with preservatives to protect it from mechanicai,
physical, and chemical influences. Preserved wood is used primarily in
the construction, railroad, and utilities industries to prevent rotting
when wood is exposed to damp soil, standing water, or rain, and as
protection against termites and marine borers. The most common
preservatives include water-borne inorganics like chromated copper
arsenate (CCA} and ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate (ACZAL and oil-
borne organics like pentachlorophenol (PCP) and creosote. Generailv,
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protection against termites and marine borers. The most common
preservatives include water-borne inorganics like chromated copper
arsenate (CCA) and ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate (ACZA), and oil-
borne organics like pentachlorophenol (PCP) and creosote. Generally,
water-borne inorganic solutions constitute approximately 78 percent of
all preservatives used, while oil-borne creosote and PCP comprise 15
percent and 6 percent, respectively.

Creosote, PCP, and inorganic wood preservatives are all applied using
similar processes. More than 90 percent of the wood preservation in
the U.S. is performed using pressure treatment processes. Exhibit 10
illustrates a two-cylinder pressure treatment process for CCA. A
limited quantity of wood is preserved using non-pressure treatment
processes in which the preservative is allowed to diffuse into the wood.
This process is used with some oil-borne preservatives, but not with
waterborne inorganics.

The penetration required to adequately preserve wood can be achieved
onlv if the wood has been conditioned properly; that is, if the moisture
content of the freshly-cut wood is reduced to a point where the
preservative can penetrate and be retained by the wood. Wood is
usually conditioned in the open air or conditioned in the cylinder
(retort) in which the pressure treatment is performed. The sawn
lumber is sometimes incised to increase preservative penetration.
Open air drying is typically used to prepare large stock for treatment
with oil-borne preservatives. Other methods for conditioning wood
prior to treatment with oil-borne preservatives include steaming,
heating, and vapor drying. Kiln drying is used primarily for water-
borne treatment. Conditioning is a major source of wastewater in the
wood preserving industry.

After the moisture content of the wood has been reduced, the wood is
preserved using either non-pressure or pressure methods. Non-
pressure processes include brushing, spraying, dipping, soaking, and
thermal processes. These processes involve the repeated use of
preservative in a treatment tank with fresh preservative solution
added to replace consumptive loss. The continual reuse of
preservative leads to the accumulation of wood chips, sand, stones, and
other debris contaminated with various hazardous constituents in the
bottom of the treating tanks. This contaminated debris is a major
source of process waste for non-pressure processes.
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Exhibit 11
Example Flow Diagram For a Two-Cvlinder CCA Pressure-Treatinl~ Facility
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Source: . es and Toxic Substances; March 1983

There are two basic types of pressure treatment processes, distinguished
by the sequence in which vacuum and pressure are applied. These are
"empty-cell" and "full-cell" or "modified full cell" processes. The
terms "empty" and "full" are measures of the level of preservative
retained by the wood cells.

"Empty-cell" processes obtain relatively deep penetration with limited
absorption of preservative. In the Reuping empty-cell process, air
pressure is applied to the wood as preservative is pumped into the
treating cylinder. Once the desired level of retention has been
achieved, the unused preservative is drained off and the excess
preservative is vacuum pumped away from the wood. The process is
the same in the Lowry empty-cell process, except no initial pressure is
applied. In both processes, air compressed in the wood drives out part
of the preservative absorbed during the pressure period when pressure
is released.
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The second method, know as the "full-cell" (Bethel) process, results m
higher retention of preservative but limited penetration compared to
the empty-cell process. The full-cell or modified full cell procedures
are used with both oil- and water-borne preservatives. A vacuum is
created in the treating cylinder and preservative is pumped in without
breaking the vacuum. Once full, hydrostatic or pneumatic pressure is
applied until the wood will retain no more preservative. .4 final
vacuum may then be applied to remove excess preservative, which is
returned to the work tank for reuse. The treated wood is removed
from the cylinder and placed on a drip pad where it remains until
dripping has ceased (see Exhibit 12). Preservative solution, washdown
water, and rainwater are collected on the drip pad and maintained m
the process. At waterborne plants, these materials are transferred to a
dilution water tank where they are blended with additional concentrate
to make fresh treating, solution. At oil-borne plants, these materials are
processed to recover preservative and usable process water. Excess-
waste water is treated either on-site in a wastewater treatment ~mit ~:
off-site at a publicly owned treatment works.

Exhibit 12
Drip Pad with Liner
Rail System for Wood Treating

Cylinder Trams

Granular Fill

Sand

Drainage

Liner

&,,trce: U.S. EPA.
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III.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

Exhibit 13 provides an overview of the material inputs and pollution
outputs for different processes in the lumber and wood products
industry.

Logging

With the exception of concerns for species and ecosystem preservation,
harvesting practices have minimal environmental impacts.
Harvesting practices often cause discharges of materials into
surrounding waters, threatening water quality standards. The Federal
Water Protection Control Act regulates these discharges. In addition,
road construction for access to timber areas is of concern, due to
impacts on surrounding ecosystems.

R0075682
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Exhibit 13
Process Materials Inputs and Pollution Outputs

!

Process Material Input Air Emissions ! Process Waste Other Waste

Logging Trees, diesel, gasoline PM-10, VOCs, CO, Not applicable Waste wood
NOx particles

Sawing Wood logs, diesel, PM-10, VOCs, CO, Nor applicable Waste wood

~jasoline NOx particies
Surface Wood, 3-Iodo-2-Propynyl IPBC, DDAC, ethyl Dripped Sawdust,
Protection Butyl Carbamate (IPBC),alcohol, petroleum formulation mixed wood chips,

Didecyl Dimethyl naphtha with rainwater andsand, dirt,
Ammonium Chloride facility washdown stones, tar,
(DDAC) water emulsified or

polymerized
oils

Plywood and Veneer, phenol- PM-10, VOCs, CO, Not applicable Waste wood
Veneer formaldehyde resins, CO2, NOx, particles,

urea-formaldehyde resins,formaldehyde, adhesive
melamine-formaldehvdephenol, wood dust, residues

resins, sodium hydroxide, condensable
ammonium sulfate, acids,hydrocarbons,
ammonia terpenes, methanol,

acetic acid, ethanol,
furfural

Reconstituted Wood particles, strands, PM-10, VOCs, CO, Not applicable Waste wood

Wood Products fiber, same resins as CO2, NOx, particles,
plywood and veneer, formaldehyde, adhesive
methylenediphenyl phenol, wood dust, residues
diisocyanate resins condensable

hydrocarbons,
terpenes; methanol,
acetic acid, ethanol,
furfural

Wood Wood, pentachlorophenol, Pentachlorophenol,Dripped Bottom

Preserving creosote, borates, polycyclic organics, formulation mixed sediment
ammonium compounds, creosote, ammonia, with rainwater andsludges,
inorganic formulations of boiler emissions, air-facility washdown process
chromium, copper, and borne arsenics, VOCswater, kiln residuals
arsenic, carrier oils condensate, contact

. coolin.~ water

Sawn Lumber

Most of the residual wood from sawn lumber production is reused as
mulch, pulp, and furnish for some types of reconstituted wood panels;
some is burned to produce steam or electricitv. Studies cited by the
Western Wood Products Association indicate that approximately 70
percent of a sawn log is utilized for lumber and other parts are used for
co-products. Some of the small residuals are gathered with pneumatic
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systems for combination with larger amounts destined for use in other
products. While there is virtually no waste from the manufacturing
process because all parts of the log are used for one product or another,
wood residuals are high in organic matter and can threaten aquifers if
improperly handled.

A major emission of concern from wood boilers is particulate matter
(PM), although other pollutants, particularly CO and organic
compounds, may be emitted in significant quantities under poor
operating conditions. Boilers that burn wood waste produce: fly ash,
carbon monoxide, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). New
boilers must meet new source performance standards (NSPS) for air
pollutants. In addition, mills are potential sources of toxic manganese
air emissions.

Two types of primary waste streams are typically generated during the
surface protection phase of sawn lumber production operations:
process residuals and drippage. Secondary waste streams include spent
formulations and wastewaters.

Typical process residuals from surface protection are tank sludges that
accumulate in the dip tank and/or mix tank as a result of continuous
reuse of the protectant. Some plants use spray systems that generate a
sludge when recovered formulation is filtered. Periodically, the
accumulated sludge must be removed, and is typically placed on
sawdust or wood chip piles on-site. The ultimate destination of the
sludge is dependent upon the management of the sawdust piles. Plants
have reported burning sawdust on-site or shipping it off-site for use as
boiler feed for energy recovery. Depending upon the particle size, some
wood chips may be shipped to a pulp or paper mill.

Some plants generate little or no tank sludge as a result of certain
process variations. Dip tank operations sometimes utilize an internal
circulation system to enhance mixing and promote penetration into
the packed bundles. The agitation does not allow any particulates to
settle, and when the bundles are removed, some of the suspended
solids are also removed. Green-chain operations sometimes use a
system of rollers that are partially submerged into the dip tank. These
rollers force the pieces of lumber under the surface of the formulation
to ensure thorough coverage of the exposed surfaces. Forcing the
lumber deeper into the tank physically drags the lumber through any
sludge that has settled in the tank and this sludge leaves the tank with
the treated lumber.

Another wastestream results from the excess formulation drippage
from freshlv surface protected lumber. In the absence of a drip pad,
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excess drippage can fall on the ground when the wood is transported
from the dip tank or green chain to stacking and packaging areas. Spray
operations tend to result in less excess formulation on the wood than
either the dipping or green-chain operations. Some plants utilize
simple recovery systems to minimize the loss of formulation. For
example, pack dip operations hold the wood over the dip tank at an
angle to collect excess formulation prior to transfer to storage. Green
chain and spray operations may utilize a collection pan under the
conveyor to collect formulation as the freshly treated lumber runs
along the green chain.

Panel Products

In mills where chips or other furnish is generated on-site, operations
such as debarking, sanding, chipping, grinding, and fiber separation
generate PM emissions in the form of sawdust and wood particulate
matter. The following discussion of pollution outputs from panel
production is not divided along product lines. Instead, due to
similarities in manufacturing process, this section describes pollution
outputs during the drying and pressing stages, where most emissions
occur.

Dryers

Organic aerosols and gaseous organic compounds, along with a small
amount of wood fiber are found in the emissions from veneer
impingement dryers. A mixture of organic compounds is driven from
the green wood veneer as its water content is converted to steam in the
drying process. Aerosols begin to form as the gaseous emissions are
cooled below 302°F. These aerosols form visible emissions called blue
haze.

Emissions from the rotating drum wood chip dryers used in
reconstituted wood panel plants are composed of wood dust,
condensable hydrocarbons, fly ash, organic compounds evaporated
from the extractable portion of the wood, and may include products of
combustion such as CO, CO2, and NOx if direct-fired units are used.
The organic portion of industry emissions includes terpenes, resin and
fatty acids, and combustion and pyrolysis products such as methanol,
acetic acid, ethanol, formaldehyde, and furfural. The condensable
hydrocarbons and a portion of the VOCs leave the dryer stack as vapor
but condense at normal atmospheric temperatures to form liquid
particles that create the blue haze. Both the VOCs and the liquid
organic mist are combustion products and compounds evaporated
from the wood. Quantities emitted are dependent on wood species,
dryer temperature, and fuel used.
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One significant cause of blue haze is overloading a dryer by attempting
to remove too much moisture within a given time. Overloading
results in the introduction of green material to a high-temperature
flame or gas stream causing a thermal shock that results in a rapid and
excessive volatilizing of hydrocarbons that condense upon release to
ambient air, causing the characteristic blue haze.

Another factor affecting the composition of the effluent from rotary
drum dryers is inlet dryer temperatures. A study conducted in 1986 by
The National Council of the Paper Industry for Air and Stream
Improvement (NCASI) with data from five different mills using rotary
drum dryers concluded that at inlet gas temperatures greater than
600°F, the emission rate of the total condensable portion of total
gaseous nonmethane organics (TGNMO) increased as a function of
temperature. The report concluded that the concentration of
formaldehvde in the dryer exhaust was also directly related to dryer
inlet temperature.

The type of wood species ~ also affects the composition of the
effluent from rotary drum dryers. A second NCASI study concluded
that high TGNMO emission rates from the dryers occurred when the
wood species processed had high turpentine contents, such as Southern
Pine. In a separate study on formaldehyde emissions, NCASI showed
that dryers processing hardwood or a mixture of hardwood and
softwood species had a moderate to dramatic increase in formaldehyde
emissions at dryer inlet gas temperatures greater than 800°F, but dryers
processing only softwood species had only a slight increase in
formaldehyde emissions with increasing temperatures.

Presses

Emissions from board presses are dependent upon the type of resin
used to bind the wood furnish together. Emissions from hot presses
consist primarily of condensable organics. When the press opens,
vapors that may include resin ingredients such as formaldehyde,
phenol, MDI, and other organic compounds are released to the
atmosphere through vents in the roof above the press. Formaldehyde
emitted through press vents during pressing and board cooling
operations is dependent upon the amount of excess formaldehyde in
the resin as well as press temperature and cycle time.

Mole ratios are used to measure the number of moles of one
compound to another in an adhesive. For example, the F:U
(formaldehvde to urea) mole ratio measures the number of moles of
formaldehvde to the number of moles of urea in the principal adhesive
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used for PB and MDF. The nature of the product and the process
dictates the mole ratio of resin used. The ratio directly impacts the
ultimate strength the resin will produce in the board, i.e., certain
products require higher mole ratio resins to attain an adequate level of
bond strength. The higher the mole ratio, the higher the board
emissions of formaldehyde. Thus lowering the F:U mole ratio is one
way of lowering press and board emissions of formaldehvde. However,
mole ratio is only one of several variables that can effect formaldehyde
emissions. Other variables include application rates, process rates, and
the nature of the specific resin formations.

Higher press temperatures generally result in higher formaldehyde
emissions. In an NCASI study, emissions of formaldehyde and phenol
from PF resins (used mainly for OSB) and structural pl~vood were not
found to be related to any operating procedures, but were affected bv
different resin compositions. The types of resins used can effect the
amount of emissions. There was little information on emissions from
the curing of MDI resins (used for OSB along with PF resins).

Wood Preserving

The chemicals used in the wood preserving process and the drip pads
used to collect preservative drippage after treatment of wood have been
the subject of considerable regulatory action. EPA has issued final
regulations regarding wood preserving wastewater, process residuals,
preservative drippage, and spent preservatives from wood preserving
processes at facilities that use chlorophenolic formulations, creosote
formulations, and inorganic preservatives containing arsenic or
chromium.

There are six EPA-classified hazardous wastes from wood preserving
operations. These are: U051, discarded unused creosote, F027,
discarded unused pentachlorophenol-formulation; K001, bottom
sediment sludge from the treatment of wastewaters from wood
preserving processes that use creosote or PCP; F032, wastewaters,
process residuals, preservative drippage, and spent formulations from
wood preserving processes generated at plants that currently use or
have previously used chlorophenolic formulations; F034, wastewaters,
process residuals, preservative drippage, and spent formulations from
wood preserving processes generated at plants that use creosote
formulations; and F035, wastewaters, process residuals, preservative
drippage, and spent formulations from wood preserving processes
generated at plants that use inorganic preservatives containing arsenic
or chromium.
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Drips and spills during the oilborne preservative process may occur
during chemical delivery, chemical storage and mixing, freshly-treated
wood storage on bare ground (if RCRA guidelines are not followed),
and dry-treated wood storage on ground. Aerosols and vapors may be
released to ambient air during chemical storage and mixing, solution
storage, and during pressure treatment (once the cylinder is opened).
Sludges result if filters are used prior to solution reuse from
wastewater treatment, and from the collection sumps at the facility.

During the inorganic treatment process, additional vapors such as
arsenic, may be released to ambient air during the pressure treating
process, such as from the process tank or work vent during the initial
vacuum stage, the flooding via vacuum, pressure relief and blow back,
and the final vacuum. Aerosols and vapor mav also be released from
the cylinder door area. during pressure treating ~nd door opening.

Wood preserving facilities generate wastewater during the
conditioning of the wood prior to its treatment and as a result of the
condensation removed from the treatment cylinder. Rainwater, spills
collected from the area around the treatment cylinder, and drip pad
wash down water also contribute to wastewater volume. Typical air
emissions sources are volatilization of organic chemicals during
wastewater evaporation, vapors released from the treating cylinder
during unloading and charging operations, and emissions from the
vacuum vent during the treating cycle.

After both pressure and non-pressure treatment, some unabsorbed
preservative formulation adheres to the treated wood surface.
Eventually, this liquid drips from the wood or is washed off by
precipitation. If the wood has been pressure treated, excess
preservative will also exude slowly from the wood as it gradually
returns to atmospheric pressure. This is known as "kickback."
Current regulations specify that all wood must be drip-free prior to
transfer from a drip pad to a storage yard. Also, storage-yard drippage
resulting from "kickback" must be cleaned up within 72 hours of the
occurrence. Preservative formulation may continue to exude from
pressure and non-pressure treated wood for long periods, even after
the wood is shipped off-site and installed for its intended end use. (See
Exhibit 11 for schematic of wood preserving process and waste
generation)

R0075688
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III.C. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (EPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of TRI chemicals in waste and
efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities. These data have
been collected annually in Section 8 of the TRI reporting Form R.
beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data summarized below
cover the years 1992-1995 and is meant to provide a basic
understanding of the quantities of waste handled by the industry, the
methods typically used to manage this waste, and recent trends in these
methods. TRI waste management data can be used to assess trends in
source reduction within individual industries and facilities, and for
specific TRI chemicals. This information could then be used as a tool
in identifying opportunities for pollution prevention and compliance
assistance activities.

While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are estimates of
quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and 1995
are projections only. The EPA requires these projections to encourage
facilities to consider future waste generation and source reduction of
those quantities as well as movement up the waste management
hierarchy. Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities
reporting under TRI are required to meet.

Exhibit 14 shows that the lumber and wood products industry managed
about 69 million pounds of production-related waste (total quantity of
TRI chemicals in the waste from routine production operations) in
1993 (column B). Column C reveals that of this production-related
waste, 17 percent was either fransferred off-site or released to the
environment. Column C is calculated by dividing the total TRI
transfers and releases by the total quantity of production-related waste.
In other words, about 84 percent of the industry’s TRI wastes were
managed on-site through recycling, energy recovery, or treatment as
shown in columns D, E and F, respectively. The majority of waste that
is released or transferred off-site can be divided into portions that are
recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or treated off-site as
shown in columns G, H, and I, respectively. The remaining portion of
the production-related wastes (13.2 percent), shown in column J, is
either released to the environment through direct discharges to air,
land, water, and underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion of
TRI wastes reported as recycled on-site has increased and the portions
treated or managed through energy recoverv on-site have decreased
between 1992 and 1995 (projected).

R0075689
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Exhibit 14
Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for SIC 24

A B    ~ C D ] E F G 1 H i I I J
] Production

Related ,o Reported Remaining
Waste i as Released On-Site Off-Site Releases

I Volume i and % % Energy % % % Enerk~ % and
Year (1061bs.)* i Transferred Recycled Recovery Treated Recycled Recoverer Treated Disposal
1992 33 45% 55.17% 0.10% 11.02% 0.06°/o 1.84% i 2.12°/o [ 29.69%
1993 69 17% 78.30% 0.05% 5.90% 0.07°/o 1.36% ! t.09% 13.23%
1994 66 -- 79.59% 0.07% 5.32°/o 0.08% 0.86% i 0.59% 13.50%
1995 63 i __ 79.15% 0.03% 5.63% ] 0.09% 0.74% ! 0.62% [ 13.72°;
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the
pollutant releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of
comparative pollutant release information is the Toxic Release
Inventory System (TRI). Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes self-reported facility
release and transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals. Facilities within
SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that have more than 10
employees, and that are above weight-based reporting thresholds are
required to report TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers. The
information presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the
most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year (which then included
316 chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported
by each sector. Because TRI requires consistent reporting regardless of
sector, it is an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general,
toxic chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the
1993 Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by
42.7% between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have
decreased, the total amount of reported toxic waste has not declined
because the amount of toxic chemicals transferred off-site has
increased. Transfers have increased from 3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to
4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better management practices have led to
increases in off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for recycling. More
detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-535-0202), or directly from the
Toxic Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-
1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the
primary indicator of chemical release within each industrial category.
TRI data provide the type, amount, and media receptor of each
chemical released or transferred. When other sources of pollutant
release data have been obtained, these data have been included to
augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding
TRI data. Within some sectors, the maiority of facilities are not subject
to TRI reporting because thev are not considered manufacturing
industries, or because thev are beiow TRI reporting thresholds.
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Examples are the mining, dry cleaning, printing, and transportation
equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors, release information
from other sources has been included.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data
presented within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking
for each industry. Weighting each pound of release equally does not
factor in the relative toxicity of each chemical that is released. The
Agency is in the process of developing an approach to assign
toxicological weightings to each chemical released so that one can
differentiate between pollutants with significant differences in toxicity.
As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact of the
industry’s most commonlv released chemicals, the notebook briefly
summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five chemicals (by
weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal
economic statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between
facility and industry data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-
time employees and are above established chemical throughput
thresholds. Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in
Standard Industrial Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must
submit estimates for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list
and are above throughput thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions
developed by EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories
below represent the possible pollutant destinations that can be
reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies
of water, releases at the facilitv to land, as well as contained disposal
into underground injection wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through
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confined air streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive
emissions include losses from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses
from impoundments, spills, or leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) - encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water.
Any estimates for stormwater runoff and non-point losses must also be
included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of waste to on-site landfills, waste
that is land treated or incorporated into soil, surface impoundments,
spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the
facility’s boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a
subsurface well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that
is geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting
under TRI. The quantities reported represent a movement of the
chemical away from the reporting facility. Except for off-site transfers
for disposal, these quantities do not necessarily represent entry of the
chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred through pipes or
sewers to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment and
chemical removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment
methods used. Chemicals not ~treated or destroyed by the POTW are
generally released to surface waters or landfilled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovering still valuable materials. Once these
chemicals have been recycled, they may be returned to the originating
facility or sold commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in
industrial furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical bv
incineration is not considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical
separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not destroved but prepared
for further waste management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facilitv for disvosai
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.
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IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Lumber and Wood Products Industry

TRI Release amounts listed below are not associated with non-
compliance with environmental laws. These facilities appear based on
self-reported data submitted to the Toxic Release Inventory program.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported,
facility-specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for this
sector are listed below. Facilities that have reported ~ the SIC codes
covered under this notebook appear in Exhibit 15. Exhibit 16 contains
additional facilities that have reported the SIC code covered within this
report, and one or more SIC codes that are not within the scope of this
notebook. Therefore, Exhibit 16 includes facilities that conduct
multiple operations -- some that are under the scope of this notebook,
and some that are not. Operations in Exhibit 16 include: 262! - paper
mills, 2611 - pulp mills, 2631 - paper mills, and 2812 - industrial
inorganic chemicals. Currently, the facility-level data do not allow
pollutant releases to be broken apart by industrial process.

Exhibits 17-19 illustrate the TRI releases and transfers for the lumber
and wood products industry (SIC 24). For the industry as a whole,
VOCs (such as formaldehyde, xylene, toluene, and methanol) comprise
the largest number of TRI releases. A large amount of VOC releases,
both fugitive and point source emissions, result in part from the
extensive use of glues and resins in this industry. VOCs are primarilv
released during the drying and_ pressing phases of most wood panel
product manufacturing processes. VOC emissions are also associated
with solvents used to coat cabinets, decorative panels, and toys.
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Exhibit 15
Top 10 TRI Releasing Lumber and Wood Product Facilities (SIC 24 only)

Rank    Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in ,

1 638,622 i Merillat Ind. Inc. t Mount Jackson [ VA

2 386,994 i Component Concepts Inc. I Thomasville ! NC

3 I 383,100 ! Child Craft Inc. Co. Inc. i Salem IN

4 341,200 Afco Ind. Inc. Holland MI

5 261,000 Decolam Inc. Orangeburg SC

6 241,010 Abt Co. Inc. Roaring River NC

7 234,697 i Weyerhaeuser Particleboard Mill Adel ! GA

8 199,000 i J. H. Baxter & Co. Weed i CA

9 197,800 Georgia-Pacific Corp. Monticello Monticello GA
. Panelboard

10 i 179,000 ! Northwood Panelboard Co. Solway i MN

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory DataOase, 1993.

Exhibit 16
Top 10 TRI Releasing Lumber and Wood Product Facilities

SICCodes    Total TRI 1 Facility Name City State
Releases in

Pounds

2621, 2611,    1,273,125    Weyerhaeuser Co. I
Longview WA

2812, 2421

2621, 2421,    1,187,356    MacMillian Bloedel Inc. Pine Hill i AL

2436

2611, 2621, 1,059,615 Potlatch Corp. Pulp & Lewiston ID

2631, 2421 Paperboard Group

2631, 2436, 768,369 Weyerhaeuser Co. Springfield OR

2499 Containerboard Packaging
Div.

2426 6~8,62_ i Merillat Ind. Inc. Mount Jackson VA

2493 386,994 Component Concepts Inc. i Thomasville NC

2435 383,100 Child Craft Inc. Co. Inc. / Salem IN

2493 341,200 I AFCO Ind. Inc. Holland N H

2439 261,000 Decolam, Inc. Orangeburg SC

2493 I    241,010 ! Abt Co. Inc. Roaring River NC

Source: U.S. £PA, Toxzcs Release inventory Dataoase, 1993.

Note: Being included ~m these lists does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance
with enviro~:me,.~rai laws.
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Exhibit 17
TRI Reporting Lumber and Wood Product Facilities (SIC 24) br State

Numbe~ of                       ~ Number of
State Facilities State I Facilities
AL 43 ND 1
AR 18 NH 1
AZ 2 NJ 4
CA 19 NM 1
CO 3 NV 1
CT 1 NY 6
FL 19 OH 8
GA 35 OK 3
HI 4 OR 24
ID 3 PA 19
IL 9 " PR 3
IN 11 RI 1
KY 8 SC 20
LA 17 SD 2
,VtA 3 TN 12
MD 6 TX 27
ME 4 UT 1
MI 13 VA 24
MN 12 VT 1
MO 6 WA 10
MS 28 W I 18
MT 2 WV 5
NC 31 WY 2

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxic~ Release ~ventory Datat~ase, 1993.
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Exhibit 18
Releases for Lumber and Wood Products (SIC 24) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Releases reported in pounds/year)
#/Facilities Under- Average

Chemical Name Reporting Fugitive Point Air Water ground Land Total Releases
Chemical Air Discharges Injection Disposal Releases per

Facility

Arsenic Compounds 225 392 387 1661 0 5 I 2445 I t
Chromium Compounds 223 397 392 2043 0 0t 2832 13
Copper, Compounds 222 397 397 2098 0 5 2897 13
Formaldehyde 69 318332 1832467 3500 0 1333 2155632 31241
Creosote 68 377646 641954 8016 0 943 i028559 15126
Arsenic 66 270 260 1451 0 5 1986 30
Copper 65 265 260 1192 0 250 1967 30
Chromium 63 255 245 1779 0 0 2279 36
Pentachtorophenol 36 5605 4206 2531 0 255 I 125971 350
Sulfuric Acid 25 10 48151 10 0 0I 48171 1927
Ammonia 24 36120"5 264070 78011 0 7460 I "10746 296141.
Methylenebis 24 658 9857 0 0 0 10515 ,~38
(Phen.vlisoc,vanate)
Phenol 18 20855 210255 2850 0 5 233965 12998
Methanol 14 130145 5548~,9 0 0 8 685002 48929
Toluene 14 215435 715331 0 0 0 930766 66483
X,vlene (Mixed Isomers~ 12 52437 1005851 0 0 0 i058288 88191
Acetone 10 205915 180720 0 0 0 386635 38664
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 9 8469 481703 0 0 0 I 490172 54~,6-t

Phosphoric Acid 9 0 20 0 0 0 20 2
Hydrochloric Acid 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Methyl lsobutvl Ketone 8 70864 121782 0 0 0 192646 24081
Zinc Compounds 5 0 0 255 0 5 260 52
Ammonium Sulfate 4 0 0 5 0 0 5 1
(Solution)
Glycol Ethers 4 34600 65400 0 0 0 100000 25000

N-Butyl Alcohol 4 3199 89582 0 0 0 92781 23195
Naphthalene ~- 10529 4852" 0 0 1 15382 3846
Anthracene 3 2000 0 0 0 I 2001 667
Dibenzofuran 3 850 0 0 0 1 851 284

Ethylbenzene 2 1300 64644 0 0 0 659~,41 32972
Ethylene Glycol 2 1000 52900 0 0 0 53900 26950
Nitric Acid 2 0 1173 0 0 0 1173 ] 587

Quinoline 2 272 0 0 0 I 273 137
Ammonium Nitrate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Solution~
Antimony Compounds 1 0 0 0 0 0
Butvt Benzvl Phthalate 1 5 5 0 0 0 ! I 0 10
Chlorine I 5 0 10 0 0[ 15 I 15

Di(2-Ethvlhex,vl’) Phthalate I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
Dibutvl Phthalate 1 0 0 0 0 0 01 0
Dichloromethane 1 37000 0 0 0 370001 37000
Methyl Methacr,vlate I 250 0 0 0 0 250i 250
Styrene 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tetrachloroeth,vlene 1 2 0 0 0 0 2
Toluene-2.4-Diisoc,vanate 1 68 36529 0 0 0 36597 36597
Zinc IFume Or Dust) 1 5 5 5 0 0 I 5 15

Totals 491 1.860.637 6,388.247 105.417 0 10.278 ! 8.364.579 17.036

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxzcs ~etease Inventory Datai~ase, 1993.
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Exhibit 19
Transfers for Lumber and Wood Product (SIC 24) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# Facilities POTW                                      Energy     Total     Average

Chemical Name Reporting Disharges Dispesal Recycling Treatment Recovery Transfers Transfers
Chemical per

Facility
Arsenic Compounds 225 0 90677 11192 101869 453
Chrormum Compounds 223 0 82702 9494 92446 415
Copper Compounds 222 0 77164 9123 86287 389
Formaldehyde 69 120 1304 ~ 750 195 2369 34
Creosote 68 11502 1296906 18667 446558 6368181 2410451 35448
Arsenic 66 16 81038 ~ 11910 92964 1409
Copper 65 35 i 54935 8090 63060 i 970
Chrormum 63 7 99933 16200 116390 1847
Pentachlorophenol 36 1125 34860 1010 68963 40981 146939 4082
Sulfuric Acid 25 0 0 0
Ammonia 24 72250 1775 74025 3084
Methylenebis 24 600 511 1300 2411 100
(Phenylisocyanate)
Phenol 18 750 15 500 11 O0 2365 t 31
Methanol 14 598 2550 4700 5800 13648 975
Toluene 14 0 4300 4800 17700 43400 70200 5014
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 12 5 16333 i 1750 78619 96707 805q
Acetone 10 0 9242 9242 924-
Methyi Ethyl Ketone 9 0 i 700 1800 25990 29490 3277
Phosphoric Acid 9 250 250
Hydrochloric Acid 8 0 0
Methyl lsobutyl Ketone 8 i 0 109577 109577     13697
Zinc Compounds 5 0 1505 250 1755 351
Ammonium Sulfate (Solution) 4 0 0
Glycol Ethers 4 3060 I 4500 7560 1890
N-Butyl Alcohol 4 0 750 250I 9447 10447 2612
Naphthalene 4 0 751 751 188
Anthracene 3 0 255 255 85
Dibenzofuran 3 0 751 751 250
Ethylbenzene 2 0 1737 3420 5157 2579
Ethylene Glycol 2 0 0 0
Nitric Acid 2 0 0 0
Quinoline 2 0, 251 251 126
Ammonium Nitrate (Solution~ I O: 0 0
Antimony Compounds I 0 0
Butyl Benzyl Phthalate 1 01 0
Chlorine l O I 0          0
Di(2-Ethylhexyl~ Phthalate 1 0l 0 0
Dibutyl Phthalate I 0 0
Dichloromethane I 0 750 750 750
Methyl Methacrylate 1 300 300 300
Styrene 1 0 250 250 250
Tetrachloroethylene I 0 0 0
Toluene-2.4-Diisocyanate I 0 0 0
Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 1 5 5 10 10
Totals 491 90,623 1,831,880 50,297 606.888 968,739 3.548.927 7.228

Source: Tox~cs Release lnvento~ Database. 1993.
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IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate
information for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this
sector self-reported as released to the environment based upon 1993
TRI data. Because this section is based upon self-reported release data,
it does not attempt to provide information on management practices
employed by the sector to reduce the release of these chemicals.
Information regarding pollutant release reductions over time may be
available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly from the
industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult the
sources referenced below for a more detailed description of both the
chemicals described in this section, and the chemicals that appear on
the full list of TRI chemicals appearing in Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), and the Integrated Risk Information
System (IRIS), both accessed via TOXNET1. The information contained
below is based upon exposure assumptions that have been conducted
using standard scientific procedures. The effects listed below must be
taken in context of these exposure assumptions that are more fullv
explained within the full chemical profiles in HSDB.

1 TOX1N’ET is a computer system run by the National Library, of Medicine that includes a number of
toxicological databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health. For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at
1-800-231-3766. Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research
Information System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity Database), DBIR (Directory of
Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Information Center
Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances Data Bank), IRIS
(Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances), and
TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory,). HSDB contains chemical-specific information on
manufacturing and use, chemical and physical properties, safetv and handling, toxicity and biomedical
effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure potential, exposure standards and regulations,
monitoring and analvsis methods, and additional references.
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The top TRI releases for the lumber and wood products industry ~SIC
24) as whole include:

Acetone
Ammonia
Creosote
Formaldehyde
Methanol
Methyl ethyl ketone
Methyl isobutyl ketone
Phenol
Toluene
Xylenes (mixed isomers).

Acetone

Toxicity. Acetone is irritating to the eyes, nose, and throat. Symptoms
of exposure to large quantities of acetone may include headache,
unsteadiness, confusion, lassitude, drowsiness, vomiting, and
respiratory, depression.

Reactions of acetone (see environmental fate) in the lower atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone. Ozone (a major
component of urban smog) can affect the respiratory system, especially
in sensitive individuals such as asthmatics or allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. If released into water, acetone will be degraded by
microorganisms or will evaporate into the atmosphere. Degradation
by microorganisms will be the primary removal mechanism.

Acetone is highly volatile, and once it reaches the troposphere (lower
atmosphere), it will react with other gases, contributing to the
formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants. EPA is
reevaluating acetone’s reactivity in the lower atmosphere to determine
whether this contribution is significant.

Physical Properties. Acetone is a volatile and flammable organic
chemical.

Note: Acetone was removed from the list of TRI chemicals on June 16,
1995 , 60 FR 31643) and will not be reported for 1994 or subseauent years.
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Ammonia

Toxicity. Anhydrous ammonia is irritating to the skin, eyes, nose,
throat, and upper respiratory, system.

Ecologically, ammonia is a source of nitrogen (an essential element for
aquatic plant growth), and may therefore contribute to eutrophication
of standing or slow-moving surface water, particularly in nitrogen-
limited waters such as the Chesapeake Bay. In addition, aqueous
ammonia is moderately toxic to aquatic organisms.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Ammonia combines with sulfate ions in the
atmosphere and is washed out by rainfall, resulting in rapid return of
ammonia to the soil and surface waters.

Ammonia is a central compound in the environmental cycling of
nitrogen. Ammonia in lakes, rivers, and streams is converted to
nitrate.

Physical Properties. Ammonia is a corrosive and severely irritating gas
with a pungent odor.

Formaldehyde

Toxicity. Ingestion of formaldehyde leads to damage to the mucous
membranes of mouth, throat, and intestinal tract; severe pain,
vomiting, and diarrhea result. Inhalation of low concentrations can
lead to irritation of the eyes, nose, and respiratory tract. Inhalation of
high concentrations of formaldehyde causes severe damage to the
respiratory system and to the heart, and may even lead to death. Other
symptoms from exposure to formaldehyde include: headachel
weakness, rapid heartbeat, symptoms of shock, gastroenteritis, centrai
nervous system depression, vertigo, stupor, reduced body temperature,
and coma. Repeated contact with skin promotes allergic reactions,
dermatitis, irritation, and hardening. Contact with eyes causes injuries
ranging from minor, transient injury to permanent blindness,
depending on the concentration of the formaldehyde solution. In
addition, menstrual disorders and secondary sterility have been
reported in women exposed to formaldehyde.

R0075701
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Carcinogenicity. Formaldehyde is a probable human carcinogen via
both inhalation and oral exposure, based on limited evidence in
humans and sufficient evidence in animals.

Environmental Fate. Most formaldehyde is released to the
environment as a gas, and is rapidly broken down bv sunlight and
reactions with atmospheric ions. Its initial oxidation product, formic
acid, is a component of acid rain. The rest of the atmospheric
formaldehyde is removed via dry deposition, rain or dissolution into
surface waters. Biodegradation of formaldehyde in water takes place in
a few days. Volatilization of formaldehyde dissolved in water is low.
Bioaccumulation of formaldehyde does not occur.

When released onto the soil, aqueous solutions containing
formaldehyde will leach through the soil. While formaldehyde is
biodegradable under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions, its fate in
soil and groundwater is unknown.

Although formaldehyde is found in remote areas, it is probably not
transported there, but rather is likely a result of the local generation of
formaldehyde from longer-lived precursors which have been
transported there.

Methanol

Toxicity. Methanol is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract
and the respiratory tract, and is toxic to humans in moderate to high
doses. In the body, methanol is converted into formaldehyde and
formic acid. Methanol is excreted as formic acid. Observed toxic effects
at high dose levels generally include central nervous system damage
and blindness. Long-term exposure to high levels of methanol via
inhalation cause liver and blood damage in animals.

Ecologically, methanol is expected to have low toxicity to aquatic
organisms. Concentrations lethal to half the organisms of a test
population are expected to exceed 1 mg methanol per liter water.
Methanol is not likely to persist in water or to bioaccumulate in aquatic
organisms.

Carcinog~nicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Liquid methanol is likelv to evaporate when left
exposed. Methanol reacts in air to produce formaldehyde which
contributes to the formation of air pollutants. In the atmosphere it can
react with other atmospheric chemicals or be washed out bv rain.
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Methanol is readily degraded by microorganisms in soils and surface
waters.

Physical Properties. Methanol is highly flammable.

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Toxicity. Breathing moderate amounts of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)
for short periods of time can cause adverse effects on the nervous
system ranging from headaches, dizziness, nausea, and numbness in
the fingers and toes to unconsciousness. Its vapors are irritating to the
skin, eyes, nose, and throat and can damage the eyes. Repeated
exposure to moderate to high amounts may cause liver and kidney
effects.

Garcinogeni¢ity. No agreement exists over the carcinogenicit,v of MEK.
One source believes MEK is a possible carcinogen in humans based on
limited animal evidence. Other sources believe that there is
insufficient evidence to make any statements about possible
carcinogenicity.

Environmental Fate. Most of the MEK released to the environment
will end up in the atmosphere. MEK can contribute to the formation
of air pollutants in the lower atmosphere. It can be degraded by
microorganisms living in water and soil.

Physical Properties. Methyl ethyl ketone is a flammable liquid.

Toluene

Toxicity. Inhalation or ingestion of toluene can cause headaches,
confusion, weakness, and memory loss. Toluene may also affect the
wav the kidneys and liver function.

Reactions of toluene (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere. Ozone
can affect the respiratory system, especially in sensitive individuals
such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

Some studies have shown that unborn animals were harmed when
high levels of toluene were inhaled by their mothers, although the
same effects were not seen when the mothers were fed large quantities
of toluene. Note that these results may reflect similar difficulties in
humans.
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Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases of toluene to land and
water will evaporate. Toluene may also be degraded bv
microorganisms. Once volatized, toluene in the lower atmosphere
will react with other atmospheric components contributing to the
formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants.

Physical Properties. Toluene is a volatile organic chemical.

Xylene (Mixed Isomers)

Toxicity. Xylenes are rapidly absorbed into the body after inhalation,
ingestion, or skin co.ntact. Short-term exposure of humans to high
levels of xylenes can cause irritation of the skin, eyes, nose, and throat,
difficulty in breathing, impaired lung function, impaired memory, and
possible changes in the liver and kidneys. Both short- and long-term
exposure to high concentrations can cause effects such as headaches,
dizziness, confusion, and lack of muscle coordination. Reactions of
xylenes (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere contribute to the
formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere. Ozone can affect the
respiratory system, especially in sensitive individuals such as asthma
or allergy sufferers.

Carcinogeni¢ity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases to land and water will
quickly evaporate, although some degradation by microorganisms will
occur.

Xylenes are moderately mobile in soils and may leach into
groundwater, where they may persist for several years.

Xylenes are volatile organic chemicals. As such, xylenes in the lower
atmosphere will react with other atmospheric components,
contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other air
pollutants.
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IV.C. Other Data Sources

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide
range of information related to stationary sources of air pollution,
including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of
concern within a particular industry. With the exception of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI
chemicals reported above. Exhibit 20 summarizes annual releases of
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10
microns or less (PM10), total particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

Exhibit 20
Pollutant Releases (Short Tons/Years)

Industry CO I NO~ PM10 ! PT    i SO~    [ VOC
U.S. Total 97.208.000 23,402.000 i 45.489.000 [7.836,000 ’; 21.888.00023.312.000

~ ~.t ~’~ : 1.283Metal Mining 5.391 28.583 i ,9,359] 140,052 ~ ......
Nonmetal Mining "" 28.804I 59.305 i 167,948 ’ 24.129 ! 1,,"36
Lumber and Wood 123,756 i 42.658 14,135 [ 63,761 9,149 :. 41,423
Products
Wood Furniture and 2.069 2,981 ~ 2,165 3,178 i 1,606 59.426
Fixtures i ,
Pulp and Paper 624.291 394,448 35,579 113,571 3-ti,002 i 96.875
Printing i 8,463 ’ 4,915 ~ 399 1,031 i 1,728 i 101,537
Inorganic Chemicals I 166,147 108,575 4,107 39,082 182.189 52,091
Organic Chemicals [ 146,947 236,826 26,493 44,860~ 132,459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419,3ti 380,641 18,787 36,877 ! 648,153: 309,058
Rubber and Misc. Plastic 2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 i 29.364 i 140,741
Products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and ’~ 58.043 :i    338,482 74,623    171,853 i 339.216 30.262
Concrete

,,
Iron and Steel 1.518.642 138,985 i 42,368 83,017I 238,268! 82,292
Nonferrous Metals ! 448,758 55.658 ~l 20,074t 22,490 ! 373.007i

27,375
Fabricated Metals ~ 3.851 16,4241 1.185 [ 3,136 i 4,019 i 102.186
Electronics 367 1.129 ~ 2071 293 ~ 453 ~ 4.854
Motor Vehicles, Bodies. 35.303 ’, 23,725 2,406 12.853 25,462 i 101,275
Parts. and Accessories

! i 28! 152 ~ 7.310D~ Cleaning 10!
Source U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation. AIRS Database. May 1995.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant
release and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to
give a general sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers
within each sector profiled under this project. Please note that the
following table does not contain releases and transfers for industrial
categories that are not included in this project, and thus cannot be used
to draw conclusions regarding the total release and transfer amounts
that are reported to TRI. Similar information is available within the
annual TILl Public Data Release book.

Exhibit 21 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TRI
data for the Lumber and Wood Products Industry and the other sectors
profiled in separate notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI
releases and total transfers on the left axis and the triangle points show
the average releases per facility on the right axis. Industry sectors are
presented in the order of increasing total TRI releases. The graph is
based on the data shown in Exhibit 22 and is meant to facilitate
comparisons between the relative amounts of releases, transfers, and
releases per facility both within and between these sectors. The reader
should note, however, that differences in the proportion of facilities
captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This can be a factor of
poor SIC matching and relative differences in the number of facilities
reporting to TRI from the various sectors. In the case of Lumber and
Wood Products Industry, the 1993 TRI data presented here covers 491
facilities. These facilities listed SIC 24 Lumber and Wood Products as a
primary SIC code.

R0075706
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Exhibit 22
Toxic Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

Releas__es_s .............. Transfers Total
Indnstry Sector SIC? Range # TRI - Total [ Average ....... -A-verag~e- Releases + Average Release+

Facilities Releases Releases per 1993 Total(106 Transfers per Transfers Transfers per
(106 pounds) Facility pounds) Facility (106 pounds) Facility (pounds)

(pounds) (pounds)
~t_qop_e: _C_la_y: _an__d_C_on__crete ........3__2 ....... 63~4_ ______26.6 ....... 4_1_:8_9~5 ......~2:2_ ......... 3,500
Lumber and Wood Products 24 491 8.4 17~036 3.5 7,228 11.9 24~000
Furniture and Fi_x_t_u_r_e_s ......._25~ ................................................... -,............ , , 313 , 42.2 134,883 4.2 13455 46.4 148,000
_ .... , , 318 , 36 5 115,000 10.2 V~2~,O00 _ . 4(’7 !47,000
Elccl~onic ~ent 36 406 6.7 16,520 47. I ..... 115,917 53.7 13 ~.000
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 I ~579 I 18.4 74,98(~ 45.0 28,537 163.4 104~000
Minor Vehicle, Bodies, Parts 371 609 79.3 130,158 145.5 238,938 224.8 369,000and Accessories

P~u Ij? an__d_ paper 2611-2631 309 ...... 169.7 549~000 48.4 __ 157~080 218. I 706~000_
_l_no_r~Chem Mfg. 2812-2819 555 179.6 324,000 70.0 126~000 249.7 450~000___
l]_etroleum Refining 291 I 156 64.3 412~000 417.5 2~676~000 481.9 3~088,000 _
_F’_a~_ri_ca_te~d ~M_et_al~s .................~33_4 ..........._2_,_36_3_ 72.0 ............ 30,476 195.7 82_~_80_2 267.7 123t000 _
Iron and Steel 3312-3313 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 1,825,000

3321-3325 ...............

N_o!!_fe..E~o_u__s _M_e!a_!~ .........._33_3_,__3_34_ ............2_0~8 .... 182.5 ~ _ _ _8 _77_,_2_6~ .........

.98_.2- .........

_4_72,33~5 280.7 _l ~ 3 4_ 9_ .,_0 _0_0 ....
!)_~gat~!_c _C_l!_c!!!!c~! _M__fg 2861-2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 4384 1,052,000
_b,__l_c!_a! _M.!!~!g _ 10 lmluslty sector- m,! subject to TRI re nin,................ _ ....... ._. ..............pom_.g
N!mmcl!!! Mmi,!~. . !4_ ....... Imhislty s~:clot m!l subjc~.:l to T!II _teportjng ..........
Ihy Cleaning 7215, 7216, lmluslry sector not subject to Till reporting-72~8

Source. U.S. EPA. Torics Rch’asc InvcntmT I)atabttse. 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention
techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits while at the
same time minimizing environmental impacts. This can be done in
many ways such as reducing material inputs, re-engineering processes
to reuse by-products, improving management practices, and employing
substitution of toxic chemicals. Some smaller facilities are able to
actually get below regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant
releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and company-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances, that have been implemented within the lumber
and wood products industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does
provide core information that can be used as the starting point for
facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. When possible, this section provides information from real
activities that can, or are being implemented by this sector -- including
a discussion of associated costs, time frames, and expected rates of
return. This section provides summary information from activities
that may be, or are being implemented by this sector. When possible,
information is provided that gives the context in which the techniques
can be effectively used. Please note that the activities described in this
section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this
sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when
pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the
change must examine how each option affects, air, land, and water
pollutant releases.

Surface Protection

Several alternative manufacturing methods are part of the industry’s
pollution prevention efforts. One common alternative is to replace
chemical treatment with another type of treatment to achieve surface
protection. For example, the need for surface treatment would be
decreased if efforts were made to dry the wood to reduce water content
(high water content leads to sapstain). Due to economies of scale, this
option mav not be economically viable for a smaller mill.

Another pollution prevention option is the use of high velocity spray
systems that generate fewer process residuals and less drippage.
However, a small production volume mav not favor this option since
spray systems require a larger flow of wood through the svstems to be
economicallv or technicallv feasible.
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Other pollution prevention strategies relating to surface protection
include: 1) local and general ventilation within the cutting process
area to reduce dust which would accumulate on wood; 2) blowing
wood with air to further reduce sawdust on wood prior to surface
protection; and 3) the use of drainage collection devices on roof tops to
keep rainwater away from process wastes. For wastes that cannot be
reduced at the source, generators may consider used surface protectant
recycling as the next best option.

Panel Products

Air emissions from panel manufacturing are significantly greater than
releases to water or land. The following information on pollution
prevention options for the wood panel products industry (including
veneer/pl.vwood and reconstituted wood products) is from Martin and
Northeims summary.

Alternative Fiber Sources

One pollution prevention opportunity for the reconstituted wood
panel industry is to search for alternative sources of wood fiber. This
can be done in two ways: utilizing recycled wood waste and using
existing agricultural fibers.

Increasing prices for raw wood furnish have led some firms to develop
programs to recycle wood waste into chips for PB production. These
firms collect construction site debris, discarded household items, crates,
and used pallets for eventual use as PB furnish. Beyond finding
sources, an ideal fiber recycling program includes extensive training
and research on what materials are suitable, careful quality control of
the recycled materials, and cleaning materials to remove foreign
matter. There are many hurdles to properly cleaning the material
because it is difficult to process different kinds of material and
maintain a quality product.

A second alternative source for fiber is agricultural fiber, which can
come from two sources: agricultural crops grown expressly for fiber
(e.g., kenaf and bagasse) and residues of crops grown for other purposes
(e.g., corn stalks/cobs and cotton stalks). Currently, two plants are being
built in the U.S. that will use agricultural fiber to manufacture
composite panels. In terms of potential availability, the amount of
residual fiber generated by U.S. agriculture far exceeds present and
future fiber requirements for composite panel manufacture. The
feasibilitv of such a substitution, however, depends on manv factors
such as prociuct quality, cost, and current uses of agriculture residues.
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Alternative Adhesives

Other pollution prevention options in the panel products industry
involve adhesive substitution. This involves replacing existing
adhesives with less toxic formulations. There are a number of
innovative adhesive options currently available for use in the panel
products industry.

MDI Substitution

Based on price alone, there seems to be little incentive for
manufacturers to switch from PF or UF to MDI adhesives. However,
since the early 80’s, one third of the OSB industry has switched from PF
to MDI adhesives. According to their manufacturers, there are several
environmental advantages to using these adhesives. Because MDI
adhesives are capable of bonding wood flakes with a higher moisture
content, less dryer energy is required to dry flakes suitable for MDI
bonding. Other advantages to using MDI adhesives are lower press
temperatures and shorter press cycles, both of which may lead to
reduced press emissions. However, there are other concerns with
respect to the use of MDI adhesives. Some companies are opposed to
MDI substitution for reasons such as worker toxics exposure, potential
acute impacts of possible spills, and inconsistency with toxic use
reduction objectives. Manufacturers of MDI state that safe exposure
levels are obtainable through good engineering controls which include
making sure that blenders are well sealed, and that the blending and
forming areas are well ventilated.

High Moisture Adhesives

Switching to an adhesive that is capable of bonding a high moisture
furnish eliminates the need to dry wood to a low moisture content.
Dryer energy and temperature can be reduced because less water must
be removed from the wood. Press temperature can also be lowered
since heat transfer is more efficient in high moisture furnish, reducing
VOC emissions.

The gluing of high moisture content wood has become an established
practice in plywood manufacture. Manv OSB plants are switching to
high moisture bonding adhesives with ~he primary goals of reducing
dryer emissions and possibly reducing wood drying costs. Efforts have
been made to improve phenolic resin technology to allow better
bonding in the presence of water. The primary incentive for bonding
high moisture veneer is a reduction in adhesive consumption. In the
Southern plywood industry; where dryout is a problem, a dramatic
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reduction in adhesive use has been achieved by gluing high moisture
veneer.

Naturally-derived Adhesives

Spurred bv rapid price increases of petroleum-derived chemicals in
adhesives such as PF and UF, chemical material suppliers, forest
products companies, and wood adhesive/binder suppliers are
expending research and development funds to search for renewable
raw material sources. Substitutes could replace entirely, or at least
partially, petroleum-derived chemicals now used in the manufacture
of wood adhesives. Naturally-derived adhesives are included in this
profile as a pollution prevention opportunity because of the potential
to use renewable resources, which in many cases are by-products of
other processes.

Furfuryl Alcohol Resins

Resins manufactured from furfuryl alcohol are being evaluated as an
alternative low-VOC binder to substitute for PF resins. Unlike PF
resins, furfuryl alcohol resins are stored stable at ambient temperatures,
without refrigeration. As delivered, furfuryl alcohol resin contains
very low amounts of volatile components. Upon curing, it reduces 80
to 90 percent of total VOC emissions, and reduces Hazardous Air
Pollutants (HAPs) by the same amount. The furfuryl alcohol system
offers the same relative speed of cure as the PF resin systems.

Furfuryl alcohol resin is currently in the experimental stage of
development. The industry has shown little interest in the resin
because of its high cost; which is twice that of a PF resin. However, cost
analyses performed for the insulation industry show that using the
resin to meet future HAP standards is cheaper than purchasing and
operating control devices such as scrubbers. The same is likely true for
the wood products industry.

Lignin Adhesives

Lignin is an aromatic polymer that makes up one of the three major
components of wood (cellulose and hemicellulose are the others). The
abundance of lignin as a waste product in pulp mills has made it a
desirable raw material alternative to nonrenewable petroleum-derived
chemicals in the production of wood adhesives.

Until recently, no more than 20 to 30 percent of lignin could be
substituted into PF resins because cure times increased as the amount
of lig-nin increased. Another drawback is that lignin adhesives have
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low cross-linking and strength. However, a new approach has recently
been developed that can substitute large amounts of kraft lignin for PF
adhesives while actually increasing cure speed and board strength.

Currently, Westvaco is the only company in the U.S. that operates a
commercial lignin extraction facility. The capital cost of a new
commercial lignin extraction facility compared to the capital cost of a
new phenol plant is estimated to be almost equal per pound of product
produced. However, because the selling price of lignin is only $0.32-
0.34, compared to the selling price of phenol which is $.45/solid pound
and rising, there is more of an economic incentive to build a new
phenol plant than a lignin extraction facility.

Polyvinyl acetate (PVA)

There have been some mill trials and some small quantities of
hardwood plywood made with cross-linked polyvinyl acetate (PVA)
adhesives. Blends of PVA and UF are also sometimes used in the
manufacture of hardwood plywood. Cross-linked PVAs are light in
color, are compatible with the hardwood plywood manufacturing
process, and don’t require additional equipment. Concerns have been
expressed about the potential of airborne release of vinyl monomers.
PVA adhesives are considerably higher in cost than UF adhesives.

Alternative Manufacturing Processes

Veneer and Plywood Adhesive Reduction

In the softwood plywood industry, a common waste generated by the
typical spray-line layup system is over-spray. A more efficient way of
applying adhesive to veneer is by foam extrusion, a process in which
foamed adhesive is forced under pressure to the extrusion head. This
process better concentrates the glue stream onto the veneer, resulting
in less wasted adhesive and less chance of adhesive dryout before
pressing. In terms of economics, the combination of less waste and
lower spread rates when using foam extruders can add up to savings in
the 20 to 31 percent range, depending on the type of equipment used.

Another pollution prevention option in the softwood plywood
industry is the variable application rate strategy (VARS). The amount
of adhesive required to bond veneer varies with moisture content. For
example, high moisture veneer requires less glue than low moisture
veneer because there is less migration of water from the glue into the
veneer. Although the moisture content of veneer varies at a typical
pl.~vood mill, glue is applied at a constant rate to prevent drvout of low
moisture veneer. A 1992 study bv Faust and Borders outlined in Forest
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Products lournal, investigated the use of the glue application rate with
respect to improved bond quality and reduced resin consumption. The
variable application rate strategy (VARS) they developed adjusted the
glue spread rate for each individual plywood panel according to its
moisture content. Process-sensing and control technology has been
developed for the practical application of VARS. Sensor technology is
currently available for on-line adjustment and measurement of veneer
moisture content and temperature. In addition to compensating for
problem bonding conditions that occur unexpectedly during
production, the greatest benefit of VARS from a pollution prevention
standpoint is a reduction in adhesive consumption and, consequently a
reduction in plant emissions.

Alternative Dryers

There are other process modifications that may be implemented to
reduce emissions while drying green furnish for reconstituted wood
panel manufacture. Researchers are currently investigating the use of
alternative drying methods for raw wood furnish.

Rotary drum dryers are used in the OSB industry. These are typically
characterized by high-temperature drying air, aggressive handling of
strands, and short product-retention times. The adverse affects of these
characteristics include VOC emissions and strand degradation.
Research has shown that low-temperature drying reduces VOC
emissions. However, this requires that the furnish be retained in the
dryer for a longer period of time which is difficult to achieve in a rotarv
dryer. It has been found that conveyor belt dryers generate less VO~
emissions than rotary dryers. Temperatures of less than 400°F and very,
low volumes of exhaust gases are possible with conveyor dryers,
resulting in low emission levels of VOC, while virtually eliminating
strand damage within the dryer. Conveyor dryers can also be used to
dry PB furnish.

The three pass high velocity (3PHV) rotary drum dryer is a major
breakthrough in rotary drum drying technology that has the potential
to reduce VOC emissions significantly (see Exhibit 9). The 3PHV is a
rotating cylindrical drum consisting of three, concentric, interlocking
cylinders. Hot gases enter the outermost cylinder with the wood chips
and progress through the intermediate and then the inner drum shells
in a serpentine flow path. This flow path direction is the opposite of
that in the conventional three-pass dryer. This reverse air flow may
reduce VOC emissions.

In the first pass, the 3PHV dryer allows smaller, dried particles to pass
through the slower moving mass of larger, wetter particles in an area
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bounded by the outer and intermediate drum cylinders. This area is
much larger than the area of the inner drum of conventional triple
pass dryers. As the larger particles are dried, they will "catch up" with
the smaller faster moving particles in an area bounded by the
intermediate (second pass) drum cylinder. Here, airflow velocities
become high enough to convey the entire mass of particles out of the
drying portion of the drum and into the inner (third pass) drum
cylinder where they will be conveyed out of the dryer. This action
prevents the product from reaching temperatures in excess of the wet
bulb temperature, thus reducing carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon
emissions associated with pyrolysis and combustion of the wood chi!~s.

Wood Preserving

Water-borne preservatives produce less waste than oil-borne
preservatives because process wastewater is reused rather than
discharged. In addition, well designed treatment plants, good
treatment practices, effective housekeeping, and employee training also
help reduce waste at the source.

Well designed treatment plants may have enclosed treatment
buildings, covered drip pads with liners, automatic lumber handling
systems, centralized tank farms with spill containment, and air
ventilation systems. The RCRA standards in 40 CFR 264 and 265
require that drip pads must contain drippage, be free of cracks and gaps,
and be cleaned and inspected. Plants can also be designed to minimize
mist or droplet emissions from cylinders and work tanks through the
use of air exchange systems and cylinder and tank venting.

Treatment practices are also important for preventing pollution.
Ensuring that wood stock is clean prior to treatment will prevent dirt,
sawdust, and other debris from accumulating in the treatment system.
To prevent debris buildup, wood can be covered during shipment
and/or power-washed when necessary before it enters the treatment
plant. Strip pumps may be installed to continuouslv return residual
chemical solutions to the work tank, resulting in less dripping when
the cvlinder doors are opened. If treating cylinders are tilted slightly
awav from the drip pad, there is also less spillage when opening the
cylinder doors.

Housekeeping is an integral part of waste minimization efforts. .411
tanks, mixing systems, treating cylinders, drip pads, and spill
containments should be inspected regularly for leaks. Drip pads and
collection areas should be kept clean. Storage yards should be inspected
daily, and any drippage detected should be cleaned up within 24 hours.
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Several other preservatives have been proposed as alternatives to
traditional preservatives. For example, wood can be treated with
borates using both pressure and non-pressure processes. However,
because they are highly susceptible to leaching, borates cannot be used
to preserve wood that will be in contact with the ground or exposed to
the weather (e.g., decking).

Ammoniacal copper/quarternary ammonium (ACQ) is another
proposed alternative. Initial above-ground field test data show that
ACQ is effective for softwood and hardwood protection. Other
alternative preservatives may include copper-8-quinolinolate (Cu8),
copper naphthanate, zinc naphthanate, quarternary NH4 compounds
(QAC), and zinc sulfate.

Treatment processes may vary in their ability to minimize waste. For
example, the empty-cell process uses less carrier oil than the full-cell
process for oil-borne preservatives. The modified full-cell treatment
reduces the uptake of treating solution and minimizes the amount of
dripping for water-borne preservatives.

Pollution Prevention Case Studies

Reconstituted Wood Products

By late 1995, CanFibre hopes to start up its first plant to produce MDF
using 100 percent post-consumer waste and PF adhesives. The plant
(the first of its kind in North America) will be located near Toronto,
Ontario. Approximately 1.2 million ft3 per year of structural MDF will
be produced from recycled urban waste such as waste wood, cardboard,
drink containers, newspaper, etc. The plant will have two significant
cost advantages over conventional MDF plants: (1) the costs of post-
consumer waste is currently negative, and (2) savings in freight costs
due to the plant’s location near an urban site (most existing MDF
plants are remotely located and the cost of hauling wood waste back to
these mills is high). The net mill cost for the process used bv the firm’s
Toronto plant is estimated to be $183/million square feet (MSF) versus
$228/MSF for a conventional plant. The company plans to build a total
of nine plants in North America: six in the U.S. and three in Canada.
All plants will use 100 percent post-consumer waste and PF adhesives.

Wood Preserving

Perrv Builders, Inc. employs 20 people at its Henderson pressure wood
preserving manufacturing facility. Perrv Builders recognizes that each
wood treater has an important responsibility in properly handliny= and
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disposing of the wastes it produces and is committed to meeting this
challenge. Perry uses a water-borne chemical preservative; chromated
copper arsenate, to treat lumber, plywood, timbers, and other wood
products for decks, fences, and other outdoor uses. Hazardous waste
results from contact of sawdust, wood chips, and dirt with the
preservative. It has successfully minimized its hazardous waste
generation by 80 percent in two years with the implementation of a
low-cost waste minimization program. In 1987, Perry Builders
generated 15 drums of hazardous waste with a disposal cost of $2,380.
By 1989 Perry Builders reduced its disposal cost to $310 by generating
only two drums.

This reduction was achieved by changing both equipment and
processes to achieve a fully integrated closed system in which the
application, receipt, transfer, and storage of the preservation takes place
in a contained area.

The goal is to apply the preservative to the wood while minimizing
the loss of the preservative as a waste. By holding the lumber in the
treatment chamber longer to allow drippage, and by using a vacuum
pump to further dry the lumber, the treatment solution remains in the
chamber and does not come into contact with scrap material and dirt.
As an incentive to employees to assure adequate drying time,
management instituted pay based on hourly wages rather than an
amount of lumber treated. A roof over the area housing the treated
lumber prevents runoff during rainfall.

Perry Builders estimates that the cost of the vacuum pump, the roof,
and the increased drying time will be recovered in five years through
reduced disposal costs. There is also another economic benefit-since
the drier lumber weighs less, more footage of lumber can be shipped on
each truck, thereby reducing freight costs.
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VI.       SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following sections
are included.

¯ Section IV.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section IV.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depend.ing upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe
all applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not
constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and
regulations. For further information, readers should consult the Code
of Federal Regulations and other state or local regulatory, agencies. EPA
Hotline contacts are also provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA)of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s
waste management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs
underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous
waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous
wastes include the specific materials listed in the regulations
(commercial chemical products, designated with the code "P" or "U";
hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources, designated with the
code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-specific sources, designated
with the code "F") or materials which exhibit a hazardous waste
characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity and
desl~ated with the code "D").
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Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. Facilities
that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit,
either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to
implement the permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general
facility standards such as contingency plans, emergency procedures,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial assurance
mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for conducting
corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous
waste or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA-
regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. C~rrently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest,
ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for
waste accumulation units, and recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for
up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of waste
generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet
land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards prior to
placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land
treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment). Wastes
subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating wastes,
heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject to the LDRs
must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility
to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.
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¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties
that merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage
standards. For a party, considered a used oil marketer (one who
generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a used oil
burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards
under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units.
These regulati6ns apply to all facilities who store such waste,
including generators operating under the 90-day accumulation
rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility
and corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF .regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart
H) address unit design, provide performance standards, require
emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be
burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or the
environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties responsible
for environmental contamination to clean it up or to reimburse the
Sur~erfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The Superfund
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Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised
various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III, also known
as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable
quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR § 302.4. A release report
may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more Federal or State
emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." EPA generally
takes remedial actions only at sites on the National Priorities List
(NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites. Both EPA
and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to
facilitate the development of chemical emergency response plans by
State and local governments. EPCRA required the establishment of
State emergency response commissions (SERCs), responsible for
coordinating certain emergency response activities and for appointing
local emergency planning committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage
specified chemicals:
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¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of
such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it
has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to
submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department material
safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous
chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms).
This information helps the local government respond in the
event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual
toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly known as
the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to
various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
.weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority"
pollutants, including various toxic pollutants; "conventional"
pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended
solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; and "non-
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conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402~
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers.
NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has
presently authorized forty Stares to administer the NPDE$ program),
contain industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based
limits, and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements.
A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain
a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must
provide quantitative analytical data identifying the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may make a
discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or
State water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect
designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or
recreation. These standards, unlike the technological standards,
generally do not take into account technological feasibility or costs.
Water quality, criteria and standards vary from State to State, and site to
site, depending on the use classification of the receiving body of water.
Most States follow EPA guidelines which propose aquatic life and
human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program
to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the
NPDES storm water permit application regulations. Storm water
discharge associated with industrial activity means the discharge from
any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveying storm
water and which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or raw
materials storage areas at an industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).
These regulations require that facilities with the following storm water
discharges apply for a NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with
industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal
storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the Stare
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity"
means a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial
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activity defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined bv
SIC codes while the other five are identified through narrative
descriptions of the regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code
of the facility is one of those identified in the regulations, the facility is
subject to the storm water permit application requirements. If anv
activity at a facility is covered by one of the five narrative categories,
storm water discharges from those areas where the activities occur are
subject to storm water discharge permit application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To determine
whether a particular facility falls within one of these categories, the
regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied
products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; and SIC
311-leather tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts;
and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC
41-local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing
(except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC
44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-
petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.
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Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-appare!
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC
25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC
267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing,
publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints,
varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-rubber and
plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except leather and tanning
and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-fabricated metal products
(except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-industrial and commercial
machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-electronic and other
electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-transportation
equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC 38-
measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-
miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public
warehousing and storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes
to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of
pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under
§307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the
pretreatment program is to p_rotect municipal wastewater treatment
plants from damage that may occur when hazardous, toxic, or other
wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to protect the quality of
sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to a POTW are regulated
primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within
each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an
industry on a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition,
another kind of pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by
the POTW in order to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent
limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it
may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal standards.
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EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water
resource center, at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking
water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water
standards and to create a joint Federal-State system to ensure
compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to
protect underground sources of drinking water through the control of
underground injectio.n of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards
under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the
primary drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific
concentration limits that apply to certain public drinking water
supplies. Primary drinking water standards consist of maximum
contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are non-enforceable health-
based goals, and maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), which are
enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible, considering cost
and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources
of drinking water by regulatirig five classes of injection wells. UIC
permits include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring
requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply
with RCRA corrective action standards in order to be granted a RCRA
permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions
standards. The UIC permit program is primarily State-enforced, since
EPA has authorized all but a few States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expendeci
on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal source of
drinking water for a given area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead
Protection program, designed to protect drinking water wells and
drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The
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Hotline operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to
evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by
their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of
control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical
substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not
been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be
submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import. The PMN must
identify the chemical and provide available information on health and
environmental effects. If available data are not sufficient to evaluate
the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose restrictions pending the
development of information on its health and environmental effects.
EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals based upon
factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA
regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
and polychlorinated biphenyls (pCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances
Control Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through
4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air
Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health
and welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA
consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish
national standards for ambient air quality and for EPA and the States to
implement, maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of
mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many facilities will be required to
obtain permits for the first time. State and local governments oversee,
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manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the CAAA. CAA
regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient
air quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants,"
including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter,
ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a
given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do not
meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of
the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are
required to meet Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards
for new stationary sources falling within particular industria!
categories. NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology
available to that category of industrial source but allow the affected
industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of reducing
emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular hazardous
air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of the CAAA further directed EPA to
develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop
regulations for these categories of sources. To date EPA has listed 174
categories and developed a schedule for the establishment of emission
standards. The emission standards will be developed for both new and
existing sources based on "maximum achievable control technology"
(MACT). The MACT is defined as the control technology achieving the
maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the I-LAPs, taking
into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of
the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases
will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels
of sulfur dioxide releases.
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Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One
purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single document all
air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility. States are
developing the permit programs in accordance with guidance and
reg-ulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved by EPA,
permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year
2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased
out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric
Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA,
and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about
accidental release prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the
Technology Transfer Network Bulletin Board System (modem access
(919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents,
and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

Clean Air Act (CAA)

Under the Clean Air Act, PM10, (particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter of 10 microns or less) and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) are regulated to ensure attainment with the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards for PM10 and ground level
ozone (VOCs contribute to the formation of ground level ozone).
Wood products have the potential to emit PM!0 and VOCs in
significant quantities.

As required by §110 of the CAA, State Implementation Plans (SIPs)
must be developed to identify sources of air pollution and determine
what reductions are required to meet Federal standards. An important
compliance component of these SIPs are generic opacity limits, which
dictate that no stack shall have emissions above a certain percent
opacity. Within the wood products industry, these regulations apply to
hog fuel boilers and veneer drvers. The standard limit for emissions of
all kinds is 20 percent opacity, meaning that onlv 80 percent of light is
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able to pass through the plume. However, some States provide
exceptions to the opacity limits for certain industries or manufacturing
processes depending on the state’s SIP.

Also written into each SIP are provisions that require all new
stationary sources constructed in a National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQ) attainment area and that have the potential to emit
above a specified tonnage per year to install best available control
technology (BACT). In addition, these facilities need to obtain a
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permit (40 CFR 52.21).

Standards of Performance for Fossil Fuel Fired Steam Generating Units
(40 CFR 60.40, subpart D), apply to any fossil fuel-fired and wood
residue fired steam generating unit that commences construction
modification or recon.struction after August 17, 1971, and that has a
heat input capacity derived from fossil fuels of greater than 73
megawatts (250 mm BTU/hr). Unlike subparts Db and Dc, descriptions
of which follow, the contribution of heat from wood fuels is not
considered in determining the heat input capacity since it is not a fossil
fuel. The regulation addresses emission standards, compliance and
performance test methods, monitoring requirements (including
continuous opacity monitoring systems), and reporting requirements
for particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and sulfur dioxide.

Standards of Performance for Industrial-Commercial-Institutional
Steam Generating Units (40 CFR 60.40b, subpart Db), apply to any steam
generating unit that commences construction, modification, or
reconstruction after June 19, 1984 and that has a heat input (heat
derived from combustion of fuel only, not exhaust gases, etc.) capacity,
of at least 29 MW. This includes steam generating units that use wood
as a source of fuel. The regulation addresses emission standards,
compliance and performance test methods, monitoring requirements,
and reporting requirements for particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and
sulfur dioxide. Standards of Performance for Small Industrial-
Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units (40 CFR 60.40c,
Subpart Dc), apply to any small steam generating unit (2.9 MW to 29
MW) that commences construction, modification, or reconstruction,
after June 9, 1989. The regulation addresses requirements for
particulate matter and sulfur dioxide emissions.
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In addition to applying to steam generating units in general (including
wood-fueled plants), the subparts make several specific references to
wood-fueled plants. With regard to small units, the regulation
provides:

¯ A formula for allowable sulfur dioxide emissions (based on the
amount of fuel used) that excludes wood from the calculation of
fuel used

¯ Particulate matter standards for facilities that combust wood
¯ Opacity standards for facilities that combust wood
¯ Nitrogen oxide standards for facilities that combust

combinations of wood and other fuels
¯ Compliance procedures for facilities that combust combinations

of wood and other fuels.

Clean Water Act (~WA)

Facilities in the lumber and wood products industry that discharge
treated wastewaters from point sources to surface waters of the U.S.
must obtain a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit. The NPDES permit program is authorized by Section
402 of the CWA and is implemented through 40 CFR Parts 122 through
124. Other parts of the CFR affecting the NPDES program include Part
125 (technology-based standards), Part 129 (toxic pollutant standards),
and Part 130 (water quality-based standards). Discharges to publicly-
owned treatment works (POTWs) are subject to the pretreatment
standards in 40 CFR Part 403.

Technology-based permit limits are derived from effluent limitation
guidelines and standards (ELG); 40 CFR Part 429 for this industrv.
These limitations incorporate both technology-based and water quality-
based limits, depending on which is more protective. Effluent
guidelines subdivide the industry based on the following production
operations:

¯ Veneer
¯ Plywood
¯ Dry process hardboard
¯ Wet process hardboard
¯ Wood preserving--water-borne or nonpressure
¯ Wood preserving--steam
¯ Wood preserving--Boulton.
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The guidelines set limitations for the pollutants of concern (i.e., BODs,
TSS, pH, COD, phenols, and oil and grease for those facilities in the
wood preserving subcategory).

Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act (RGRA)

Wood Preserving Final Rule

EPA amended regulations under RCRA (57 Federal Register 61502,
December 30, 1992) by listing as hazardous three categories of wastes
generated by wood preserving operations that use chlorophenolic,
creosote, and/or inorganic (arsenical and chromium) preservatives.

The listed wastes inchade wastewaters, process residuals, preservative
drippage, and spent preservatives from wood preserving processes at
facilities that use or have previously used chlorophenolic
formulations, facilities that use creosote formulations, and facilities
that use inorganic preservatives containing arsenic or chromium.

Specifically, the following RCRA-regulated hazardous wastes are
related to wood preserving operations:

¯ K001 (bottom sediment sludge from the treatment of
wastewaters from wood preserving processes that use creosote or
PCP),

¯ F032 (wastewaters, process residuals, preservative drippage, and
spent formulations from wood preserving processes generated at
plants that currently use or have previously used
chlorophenolic formulations),

¯ F034 (wastewaters, process residuals, preservative drippage, and
spent formulations from wood preserving processes generated at
plants that use creosote formulations), and

¯ F035 (wastewaters, process residuals, preservative drippage, and
spent formulations from wood preserving processes generated at
plants that use inorganic preservatives containing arsenic or
chromium).

The rule includes permitting and interim status standards for the drip
pads used to assist in the collection of treated wood drippage. These
standards include requirements for drip pad design, operation,
inspection, and closure.
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Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rod~nti¢ide Act (FIFRA)

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), of
1947 (7 U.S.C. 136) requires registration of pesticides to protect
consumers from mislabeled, defective, and ineffective pesticides and to
identify products that might be harmful to public health or the
environment even when used properly. FIFRA has been amended
several times: in 1972, 1975, 1978, 1980, 1988, and 1991. The primary
purpose of the 1972 amendments was to ensure that pesticide use
would be subject to a thorough review of environmental and human
health hazards. The 1988 amendments established schedules and
duties for re-registration of pesticides.

Under FIFRA, a registered pesticide must be used in a manner
consistent with its label. A registered pesticide mav be used in a
manner inconsistent with its label in the following situations, unless
specifically prohibited by the label:

¯ Applying a pesticide at a dosage, concentration, or frequency less
than that specified on the label

¯ Applying a pesticide against a pest not specified on the label if
the application is to a crop, animal, or site that is specified on the
label

¯ Employing a method of application not specifically prohibited by
the label

¯ Mixing a pesticide with a fertilizer
¯ Applying a pesticide in conformance with an experimental use

permit, or a specific exemption of a Federal or State agency
¯ Applying a pesticide in a manner that the Administrator

determines is consistent with the purposes of FIFRA.

Use of a registered pesticide in a manner inconsistent with its labei is
unlawful in all other situations.

In addition, the Administrator has the authority to classify pesticides as
being for general use or for restricted use only. Pesticides classified as
for restricted use only include creosote, pentachlorophenol, and
inorganic salts such as chromated copper arsenate, all of which are used..
in wood-preserving solutions. Such pesticides must be applied only bv
a certified applicator or under the direct supervision of a certified
applicator (section 136j(a)(1)(F)). Standards for certification are
established by the Federal government or by State governments with
Federal approval.
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In a notice published in the Federal Register on January. 10, 1986 (Vol.
51, No. 7, January 10, 1986, p. 1334-1348), the EPA established several
conditions for registering creosote, pentachlorophenol, and inorganic
arsenicals for use in wood preserving, to ensure that such use would
not endanger human health standards. EPA and the wood preserving
industry agreed that the industry would establish a voluntary
Consumer Awareness Program to educate consumers in the proper use
of and precautionary practices regarding wood treated with creosote,
pentachlorophenol, and inorganic arsenicals, to ensure that such uses
would not endanger health standards. Through the program,
information about treated wood is disseminated in an information
sheet provided to end-users at the time of sale or delivery. An earlier
Federal Re~ster notice of July 13, 1984 established terms of registration
under which the wood preserving industry agreed to establish air
monitoring systems a.t facilities using formulations containing arsenic.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

As part of EPA’s groundwater protection strategy, RCRA prohibits the
land disposal of most hazardous wastes until they meet a waste specific
treatment standard. While most hazardous wastes have already been
assigned treatment standards, EPA must still promulgate two
additional rule makings to address newly listed wastes and to make
changes to the land disposal restrictions (LDR) program.

When finalized, the Phase III LDR rulemaking will establish treatment
standards for some newlv listed wastes and will mandate RCRA
equivalent treatment be performed upon certain characteristically
hazardous wastes that are injected into UIC wells under the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA) or managed in Subtitle D surface
impoundments prior to discharge pursuant to the Clean Water Act
(CWA). By consent decree, EPA must promulgate the final rule for
Phase III by January 1996.

Phase IV will similarly restrict other newly listed or identified wastes
from land disposal and create influent treatment standards to mitigate
the impact of sludges, leaks, and air emissions from surface
impoundments that manage decharacterized wastes. Of particular
~i~.o-nificance to wood preserving industries. Phase IV will restrict the
land disposal of F032. F034. and F035. Once the prohibitions for these
wastes become effective, they will need to meet numeric treatment
levels for specific hazardous constituents commonly found in F032,
F0340 and F035. Phase IV will also restrict the land disposal of the
previously exempt Bevill wastes and adjust the treatment standards
aFpiicable to wastes that exhibit the toxicity characteristic for a metal
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constituent. Subject to the same consent decree, Phase IV has been
assigned a final judicial deadline of June 1996.

Clean Air Act

Many of the chemicals used for wood preserving are listed as
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) in Section 112 of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990. Treatment processes have been identified as
potentially significant sources of these HAPs and, as such, are source
categories for which national emission standards may be necessary.

Three emissions standards based on "maximum achievable control
technology" (MACT) will be developed for products covered by SIC 24:
a wood treatment MACT standard is due by November 15, 1997; a
plywood/PB manufacturing MACT standard is due by November 15,
2000; and a fiat wood paneling (surface coating) MACT standard is due
by November 15, 2000. The MACT is defined as the control technolo~,
achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance indicators
with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so,
EPA is in a better position to track compliance with all statutes at the
facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read
into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance records,
and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA system can
match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and
Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and generate a list of
historical permit, inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has
the capability to analyze data by geographic area and corporate holder.
As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data improves, EPA
will make available more in-depth compliance and enforcement
information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success for
compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror
the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data
reported within this section consists of records only from the TRI
reporting universe. With this decision, the selection criteria are
consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the sectors that do
not normally report to the TRI program, data have been provided from
EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks facilities in all
media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not attempt to
define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within
the sector that are well defined within EPA databases.
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As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector
according to the Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors
dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and printers,
the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be small in
comparison to Census data. However, the group selected for inclusion
in this data analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s
general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect
EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities that have been
entered into EPA databases. To identify any changes in trends, the EPA
ran two data queriesr one for the past five calendar years (August 10,
1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for the most recent twelve-month
period (August 10, 1994 to August 9, 1995). The five-year analysis gives
an average level of activity for that period for comparison to the more
recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are
State/local or EPAoled. However, the table breaking down the universe
of violations does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s
and States’ efforts within each media program. The presented data
illustrate the variations across regions for certain sectors.2 This
variation may be attributable, to State/local data entry variations,
specific geographic concentrations, proximity to population centers,
sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank
regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS

2 EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT, MA, ME. RI. NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI’); III
(DC, DE, MD, PA. VA. WV); IV (AL, F’L. GA. KY. MS. NC, SC, TN); V (IL. IN, MI, MN. OH, WI); VI
(AR, LA, NM, OK. TX); VII (IA. KS, MO. NE); VIII (CO, MT. ND. SD, UT. WY); IX (AZ. CA. HI,
NV, Pacific Trust Territories }; X (AK. ID. OR, WAI.
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identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,
compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program
office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue
together" separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to
create a "master list" of data records for any given facili ,ty. Some of the
data systems accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing
and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit
Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation
and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB
(National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and
Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within
the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI
reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for
executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is
defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in
Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and State agency
facility inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values
show what percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60
month period. This column does not count non-inspectional
compliance activities such as the review of facility-reported discharge
reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.
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Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action
within the defined time period. This category is broken down further
into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for administrative,
civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions. Administrative
actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs/. A facility with multiple
enforcement actions is only counted once in this column (facility with
3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All percentages that appear are
referenced to the number of facilities inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across all
environmental statutes. A facility with multiple enforcement actions
is counted multiple times /a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts
as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by State and local environmental agencies. Varying
levels of use by States of EPA data systems may limit the volume of
actions accorded State enforcement activity. Some States extensively
report enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other States
may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from
State ager~cies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint
State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only.
This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activity. Related inspections and enforcement actions under
the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFR~/EPCRA database are
not factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under
these programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does
not account for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection
compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges)
that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA and
RCRA.
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Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and
EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages
within this column can exceed 100 percent because facilities can be in
violation status without being inspected. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate
that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement
actions within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA
databases. Each column is a percentage of either the "Total
Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

VII.A. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 23 provides a Regional breakdown of the five-year enforcement
and compliance activities for the lumber and wood products industry.
Region IV conducted almost 50 percent of the inspections of lumber
and wood product manufacturin~g facilities performed in the U.S. This
large percentage is due to the concentration of lumber and wood
product manufacturers in the Southeastern U.S. The exhibit also
i~dicates that 100 percent of the enforcement actions in Regions II and
VII were lead by the State while 100 percent of the enforcement actions
~ Region VIII were lead by EPA.
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Exhil)i! 23
Five Year Enforcement anti Compliance Snmnmry for the l,nmber and Wood Industry

A B C D E F G H i J
Facilities w/one

...... ~!~ 24 ................ _S ~a_rc~h .......Ins_~)ectcd Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Region I I I 9 29 24 4 3 0% 100% 0.10

Region II 13 1 ! 49 17 I 6 100% 0% 0.12

Region I1 60 40 276 14 I I 25 88% 12% 0.09

Region IV 189 123 1,072 I I 40 105 88% 12% 0 10

Region V 74 44 203 23 14 29 59% 41% O. 14

Region Vi 67 39 239 18 23 59 80% 20% 0.25

Region V II 5 4 31 10 2 2 100% 0% 0.06

Region VIII 12 6 32 24 2 -- 0% 0% 0

Region IX 26 20 126 13 9 19 58% 42% O. 15

Region X 37 27 120 19 7 I0 60% 40% 0.08

Total/Average ~94 323 2,177 14 I 13 258 79% 21% 0.12
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 24-27 contain summaries of the one and five year enforcement
and compliance activities for the lumber and wood products industry,
as well as for other selected industries. As indicated in Exhibits 24 and
25, the lumber and wood products industry has an average
enforcement to inspection rate compared to other industries. Exhibits
26 and 27 provide a breakdown of inspection and enforcement
activities by statute. Of all inspections of lumber and wood products
industry facilities, approximately 59 percent were performed under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, while approximately 31
percent were conducted under the Clean Air Act. The large percentages
of RCRA and CAA inspections for this industry are due in part to
facility construction requirements for wood preserving facilities under
RCRA, and emissions standards under CAA.

R0075742
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Exhibit 24
Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H 1 J
Facililics wlOnc

Average Number of or More Total Federal Enforcement
Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead Lead Io Inspection

lndustv/Sector Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Aclions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Metal Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% O. I0

Non-metallic Mineral I, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06
Mining

I.nmher and Wood 464 301 1,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0.12

I:t~tnilul~ 293 213 I.;,M II ~1 91 91% U’zr O01,

R ul)ber and Plaslic 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0.12

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 1 I 73 301 711% 30’~ I1.12

N{)I| fClTOtlS I~Iclals 844 474 3,097 16 145 471) 76% 24% 0.15

I:alu icatcd Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 81)% 20% 0.15

I!lcctronics 4115 222 777 31 (’~8 212 79% 21% 027

Aulotnlfl)ilcs 598 390 2.21 (i 16 81 2.111 80% 20’A, (I I I

I’ulp ,:rod I);q)cr 306 265 3,7()() 5 I I 5 502 78% 99 ’,’ 1113

Ih iming 4,106 1,1135 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% O. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,1134 I I 9t) 4112 76% 24% 0.13

( )rganic Chcmic;.fls 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0.19

_Pcll,__~!eu hi. R~c f_l!!! n_g ..... 156 145 3,257 3 I10 797 66% 34% 0.25
.............................................................

Iron and Siccl 374 275 3,555 6 I I 5 499 72% 28% O. 14

Dry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 .... 29 ........... !123 ...... 99___% .... !_%_ ....... 0_._16___.



Exhibit 25
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries o

A B C D E F G !! ~

Facifities in Facilities Number of Facilities w/One o~ Mere Facilities w/One ~g Mere Enfercement Enfercemenl tolnduslry Secter Seatch Inspected Inspections Violalions Enforcemen! Actions Actions Inspection Rate
Numbex      Percent*      Numbc~     Percenl*

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72% 16 14% 24 0.13
Non-metallic Mineral 1,143 253 425 75 30% 28 11% 54 0.13Mining

Lumber and Weed 464 142 26g 109 77% 18 13% 42 0.15
Furniture 293 ! 60 113 66 4 i % 3 2% 5 0.O4
Rubber and Plastic !,665 2"/1 435 289 107% 19 7% 59 0.14
Slone, Clay, and Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20
Nonferrous Melals 844 202 402 282 140% 22 11% 72 0.18
Fabxicaled Metal 2,346 477 746 525 11 0% 46 10% I 14 O. 15
Electronics/Computers 405 60 8"/ 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24
Motor Vehicle Assembly 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8°£ 28 0.10
Pulp and Paper 306 189 576 ! 62 86% 28 15% 88 O. 15
Printing 4,106 397 676 251 63 % 25 6% 72 O. I !
lnerganic Chemicals 548 i 58 42"/ 167 106% 19 12% 49 O. 12
Organic Chemicals 412 195 545 197 I 01% 39 20% I I $ 0.22
PeUoleum Refining 156 109 43"/ 109 100% 39 36% ! 14 0.26
Iron and Sleel 374 167 488 165 99% 20 12% 46 0.09 ~’~
Dry Cleaning 933 80 I I I 21 26% 5 6% I 1 , 0.10 ~:~

*Percentagea in Columns E and F ate ba~ed on the number of facilities inspected (Column C). Percentages can exceed 100% because violations and actions can occur
without a facility in~ection. ~



Exhibit 26
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Nun~er of
Facilities Total Enforcement Resource Conservation and FIFRA/TSCA/

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPC~r*

% of Tot al % of Total % of Tot al % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Tot al
Inspections Aclions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Metal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 57% 60% 6% 14% !% 9%

Non-metallic 631 3,422 192 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 27% < 1% 4%
Mineral Mining

Lumber and Wood 301 i,891 232 31

Furniture 213 1,534 91 52% 27% I% I% 45% 64% I% 8%

Rubber and Plastic 739 3,386 39 i 39%

Stone, Clay and 268 2,475 301 45% 39% i 5% Y~, 39% 51% 2% 5%
Glass

Nonferrous Metals 474 3,09? 470 ’36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4% 10%

Fabricated Metal i ,340 5,509 840 25% 11% 15 % 6% 56% 76% 4% 7%

Ele~aronics 222 777 212 16% 2% 14% 3% 645% 90% 3% 5%

Automobiles 390 2,216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2% 6%

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2% 3%

Printing 1,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2% 4%

Inorganic Chemicals 302 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3% 4%

Organic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44% 5% 5%

I~’clrolcin|l Refining 145 3,237 79"/ 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2% 5%

Iron and Steel 275 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2% 5%

Dry Cleaning 245 633 103 15% I% 3% 4% 83% 93% <1% I%

Actions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substances and Chemical Act, and the Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.



Exhibit 27
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Facilities Total Enforcement Resource Conservation and FIFRA/TSCA/Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Clean Air Act Cleaa Water Act Recovery ACt EPC~er*
% of Total % ~/" Total % of Total % or" To~al % of Tota~ % of Total % of To~al % of TotalIn..’~a~-ctiolts Actioas Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections ActionsMelal Mining I 14 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% ! 0% 6% < 1% 19%

Non-metallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16%Mining 16% <1% 1 I%

Lumber and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% <1% 6%
Furniture 113 160 5 58% 67% i% 10% 41% 10% <1% 13%
Rubber and Plastic 2"/1 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% 71% I% 1 l
Stone, Clay. and Glass 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% <1% 3%
Nonferrous Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% !% 4%
Fahicated Metal 477 746 114 25% 14% 14% 8% 61% 77% < 1% 2%
FAectronics 60 8"/ 2 ! 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% <1% 4%
Auloinobile,s 169 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% 1% 6%
Pulp and Paper 189 5"/6 88 56% 69% 35% 21% i 0% 7% < 1% 3%
~! at~i~g__ ............ ..............39-/ 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% < i % 4%
Inorganic Che niicals ! 58 42"/ 49 26% 38% 29% 2 i % 45% 36% < 1% 6%
Organic Chemicals 195 545 I 18 36% 34% i 3% 16% 50% 49% 1% I%
Petroleum Refining 109 439 ! 14 50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% 1% 6%
Iron and Steel 16"/ 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36% 50% < 1%
Dry Cleaning 80 I I I 11 21% 4% I% 22% 78% 6"/% < i % 7% ~.

*Act~ns taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substances and Chemical Act, and the Emergency Planning
and L.ommunity Right-to-Know Act as well as other l~ederal environmental laws.
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

This section provides summary information about major cases that
have affected this sector. As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement
Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, FY 1992, FY 1993 publications, nine
significant enforcement cases were resolved between 1991 and 1993 for
the lumber and wood products industry. CAA violations comprised
four of these cases, the most of any statute. The remaining cases were
distributed fairly evenly, with CERCLA cited twice, RCRA cited twice,
and FIFRA cited once.

Three of the CAA violations involved excessive hog fuel (waste wood)
boiler emissions. Each of these settlements include Supplemental
Environmental Projects (SEPs), such as the installation of boiler
precipitators, and penalties were usually under $100,000. A notable
exception, however, is U.S. v. Louisiana-Pacific Corporation and Kirb:~
Forest Industries (1993). The case involved numerous violations of
State Implementation Plans, Prevention of Significant Deterioration
requirements, New Source Review requirements, and State permit
requirements at its Louisiana-Pacific facilities. The penalty assessed in
this case represents the largest CAA civil penalty ever collected by EPA,
and the second largest penalty recovered under any environmental
statute. Under the terms of a consent decree, Louisiana-Pacific was
required to pay $11.1 million in civil penalties and was required to
install state-of-the-art polluti,on control equipment valued at $70
million.

The remaining enforcement actions (under CERCLA, RCRA, and
FIFRA) involved sites with contamination caused by wood treatment
processes. Penalties assessed against responsible parties at these sites
ranged from $68,000 to $350,000. In addition, a CERCLA settlement at
the Koppers NPL site required Beazer East, Inc. to perform design,
construction, operation, and maintenance of an operable unit valued at
approximately $77 million.
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VII.C.2. Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs)

Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs) are compliance
agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in return for an
environmental project that exceeds the value of the reduction. Often,
these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.

In December, 1993, the Regions were asked by EPA’s Office of
Enforcement to provide information on the number and type of SEPs
entered into by the Regions. Exhibit 28 contains a representative
sample of the Regional responses addressing the lumber and wood
products industry. The information contained in the chart is not
comprehensive and provides only a sample of the types of SEPs
developed for the lumber and wood products industry.

R0075748
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Exhibit 28
Supplemental Environmental Projects

Lumber/Wood (SIC 24)
Case Name EPA Statute/ Type of SEP Estimated Expected Environmental Final Final Penalty

Region Type of Cost to ~enefits Assessed After
Action Company Penalty Mitigation

I~ouisiana-Pacific 10 CAA-SIP Pollution $102,950 Installation of electrified filter$ 67,972 $ 33,986

i Corporation Reduction bed to reduce particulate

i Moyie Sprin~s, ID _~missions.

Merrilt Brolhers Lumber 10 CAA-SIP Pollution $ 213,881 Installation of electrostatic $ 20,208 $10,104

(~otnpany Reducli{)n precipitalor Io reduce
Priesl River, ID particualle emissions.
Rosboro Lumber 10 TSCA Pollution $ 37,230 Early disposal of PCB and PCB-$ 37,230 $18,615

Company Reduction contaminated electrical

Springfield, OR equipment.

JDLumber, Inc. 10 CAA-SIP Pollution $ 58,000 Purchase and installation of $17,500 $ 8,750

Priest River, ID Prevention "hog" machine to reduce
particulate emissions.

Riley Creek Lumber 10 CAA-SIP Pollution $ 254,000 Purchase and installation of $ 20,000 $10,000

Company Reduction electrostatic precipitator to

I.aclede, 1I) reduce particulate emissions.

Georgia Pacific 6 CERCLA Equipment $ 6,000 I)onate emergency and/or $ 25,000 $ 5,0iX)

Zachary, I,A Donation computer equipment to the Local
Emergency l’lanning Committee
(I .F3’C) Io respond Io and/or plan
for chemical emergencies.
Participate in LEPC activities.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector
and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains
a listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Initiatives

EPA Region X conducted the "Idaho Rule Effectiveness Study" from
March 1991 through October 1992 in the Idaho Panhandle. The study
focused on sources, of PM and was designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of Idaho rules regulating particulate emissions: the
sources selected for the study, which included many wood products
facilities, were located in or near suspected PM10 non-attainment areas.
Inspections evaluated the compliance status of 26 sources with respect
to Idaho rules concerning emissions limitations, visible emissions
limitations for wigwam burners, permits to construct, operating
permits, and particulate standards for combustion sources.

EPA’s impression following completion of the study was that existing
controls were not adequate to comply with applicable regulations. A
majority of sources used multiclones as their primary control device.
Equipment was not routinely maintained; sources did not appear to
have a routine operation and maintenance program (O&M); and manv
mill managers had little knowledge of the air quality regulations that
applied to their facility.

A second conclusion reached by EPA was that environmental
responsibilities were secondary to those related to the operation of the
mill. Even at the largest facilities, the manager of the mill was also
responsible for environmental compliance and reported to a
production-oriented management structure.

The study resulted in the following actions and lessons learned:

¯ Five facilities installed air pollution control equipment that will
permanently reduce PM10 emissions bv 415 tons/year. These
installations were in response to enforcement actions issued by
the Region during the study. Two additional facilities
eliminated wood waste incineration entirely, reducing PM10
emissions by over 250 tons/year;
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¯ General industry awareness of environmental regulations has
been improved substantially as a result of the initiated
inspections, subsequent enforcement actions, and meetings with
EPA;

¯ It is important for a regulatory agency to conduct unannounced
inspections;

¯ After meeting with EPA, an industry, group sponsored an opacity
certification school in October 1991 which was attended by
numerous industry representatives. Additional certifications
have been held each April and October since then;

¯ The problem of wood waste disposal is not only an air quality
problem. Resolution of the enforcement cases developed in this
study showed that recognition should be given to multimedia
environmental, imp acts;

¯ Most of the sources will need to obtain operating permits.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic
chemical releases and transfers of 17 chemicals from manufacturing
facilities. Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical
releases and transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50 percent as of
1995 from the 1988 baseline year. Certificates of Appreciation have
been given to participants who met their 1992 goals. The list of
chemicals includes 17 high-use chemicals reported in the Toxics
Release Inventory.

Twenty-four companies and 43 facilities listed under SIC 24 (lumber
and wood products) are currently participating in the 33/50 program.
They account for approximately nine percent of the 491 companies
under SIC 24. This is lower than the average for all industries of 14
percent participation. (Contact: Mike Bums 202-260-6394 or the 33/50
Program 202-260-6907)
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Exhibit 29 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported under SIC code 24 to TRI. Many of the participating
companies listed multiple SIC codes (in no particular order), and are
therefore likely to conduct operations in addition to Lumber and Wood
Products manufacturing. The table shows the number of facilities
within each company that are participating in the 33/50 program; each
company’s total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals; and the
percent reduction in these chemicals since 1988.

Exhibit 29
Lumber and Wood Facilities Participating in the 33/50 Program

Parent Facility Name Parent City ST SIC # of 1993    I %
Codes Participating Releases andl Reduction

[ Facilities Transfers 1988 to
I [ (Ibs.) [ 1993

Blue Circle America Inc Marietta .IGA j 2491 1 i 250! *
~ M. Tucker Lumber Corp. Pagetand SC ! 249 2 i 1.000! *
:_,lco Forest Products Inc Ope!ousas LA ~ 249 1 i 0] 75
Flagship Trading Corp Cleveland OH i 249 1 2501 * * *
3eorgia-Pacific Corporation Atlanta GA i 2493 3 i 2.722.1821 50
Hagerwood Inc Grand Rapids [MI i 2491 2 ! 1,000i *
Honolulu Wood Treating Co. Ewa Beach HI 2491~ 1 i 256i 50
Hutchens Industries Inc Springfield MO i 3799 1 i 298.000! 68

13325, 2421

International Paper CompanyPurchase NY I 2435 5 ! 2.784.831t 50
Julian Lumber Co Inc Antlers OK ! 24911 I t 250i 50
Louisiana-Pacific CorporationPortland OR [2421, 2435 5 294,823 50
Mascotech Taylor MI I 2421 1 3.163,830 35

Potlatch Corporation San Francisco CA t 2431, 2426 2 276.643 60
Premark International Inc I Deerfield 1L ~i 2436 3 i. 140.313 * * *
R L C Industries Co Dillard OR 12435. 2436 1 129.0831 48

States Industries Inc Eu~ne tOR i 2435 1 i 16,272i 50
Tarkett North Amercn Parsippany NJ i 2426 1 i 30.190i 35
Holdings i
l’aylor-Ramsey Corporation Madison Heights VA I 2491 1 I 255t ***
rhrift Brothers Lumber Co lncWestminster SC 2491 1
l’ri-State Pole & Piling lnc Lucedale MS ’, 2491 1 [ 71.255i *
Union Camp Corporation Wayne NJ ’ 2611 1 I 835.6961 50

:2621.2631
Weyerhaeuser Company Tacoma [WA i 2491! 5 i 1,006.3561 *
Willamette Industries Inc Portland :OR 2493! 1 677.090i 34
Wood Preservers lnc Warsaw VA : 24911 1 : 31i 50
’ = not quantifiable against 1988
~ata.
~* = use reduction goal only.
)** = no numerical [~oai.
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Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have volunteered
to demonstrate innovative approaches to environmental management
and compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial
facilities and Federal installations which will demonstrate the
principles of the ELP program. These principles include:
environmental management systems, multimedia compliance
assurance, third-party verification of compliance, public measures of
accountability, community involvement, and mentoring programs. In
return for participating, pilot participants receive public recognition
and are given a period of time to correct any violations discovered
during these experimental projects. (Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP
Director, 202-564-5081 or Robert Fentress, 202-564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek
to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing
participants to replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on
the condition that they produce greater environmental benefits. EPA
and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
Agreement, detailing specific objectives that the regulated entity shall
satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant a certain degree of
regulatory flexibility and may seek changes in underlying regulations
or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support
from local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA
hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including
facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by
EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects wiil
move to implementation within six months of their selection. For
additional information regarding XL Projects, including application
procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice, or
contact Jon Kessler at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis (202) 260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-
efficient lighting technologies. The program has over !,500 participants
which include major corporations; small and medium sized
businesses; Federal, State and local governments; non-profit groups;
schools; universities; and health care facilities. Each participant is
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required to survey their facilities and upgrade lighting wherever it is
profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the participants
through a decision support software package, workshops and manuals,
and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Susan
Bullard at 202-233-9065 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 202-
775-6650)

WasteWi$e Program

The WasteWiSe Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling
collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products.
As of 1994, the program had about 300 companies as members,
including a number of major corporations. Members agree to identify,
and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes and must provide
EPA with their waste reduction goals along with yearly progress
reports. EPA in turn provides technical assistance to member
companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo for promotional
purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn, 202-260-0700 or the WasteWi$e
Hotlhne at 1-800-372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with
the Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of
the Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition
Program is a partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the
Department of Energy. The program is designed to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by encouraging reductions across all sectors of the
economy, encouraging participation in the full range of Climate
Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation. Participants
in the program are required to identify and commit to actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives
organizations early recognition for their reduction commitments;
provides technical assistance through consulting services, workshops,
and guides; and provides access to the program’s centralized
information system. At EPA, the program is operated by the Air and
Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policy Planning and
Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman, 202-260-4407)
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NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention are jointly administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment,
and Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up to 50 percent of the
total project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial
waste at its source and become more energy-efficient and cost-
competitive through waste minimization efforts. Grants are used bv
industry to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the feasibility of new
processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce pollution and
increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all industries;
however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the pulp
and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. (Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office, 303-275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Environmental Programs

A consortium of Universities, DOE National Laboratories, Forest
Service Researchers, and Industrial partners have submitted a
coordinated package of proposals for funding under EPA’s
"Environmental Technology Initiative" (ETI) program aimed at
reducing pollution in wood products production. A total of five
proposals were submitted, including: "Diffusion of Pollution
Prevention Technology for the.Lumber and Wood Products Industry,"
"Process Control Technology to Mitigate VOC Air Emissions in the
Production of Oriented Strand Board," "Improved Wood Adhesives
for Reduction of Pollutants for the Wood Panel Manufacturing
Industry," "Identification and Quantification of Volatile Organic
Compounds Emitted from Lumber Dry Kilns," and "Development of
Coupled Biological/Chemical Systems to Reduce VOCs in Lumber and
Composite Board Facilities." These projects are currently underway at
the Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin.

To explore questions related to potential technologies which might be
applicable for control of wood panel plant VOC emissions, the
American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA) Solid Wood
Committee and NCASI hosted a workshop in October 1993. It was
attended by approximately 100 individuals from industry, State
reomalatory agencies, EPA, and EPA consultants. At the workshop, the
following five control technologies were discussed: ultraviolet
oxidation, chemical scrubbing with brominated compounds, furnish
dryer exhaust gas recirculation to a wood-fired fuel cell for oxidation of
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organic compounds, biofiltration, and regenerative thermal oxidation.
Topics discussed included: current status of development,
performance, problems encountered, potential limitations, energy
requirements, and estimated costs. In addition, an EPA representative
updated the workshop attendees on the Agency’s current efforts to
develop a common definition of VOCs and to adopt a standard VOC
test method for emissions from solid wood manufacturing plants.

According to the American Forest and Paper Association, wood
recycling is on the rise. An estimated 400,000 tons of wood waste were
recovered in 1990. This waste included barrels, boxes, brush, Christmas
trees, construction and demolition waste, crates, pallets, posts, poles,
prunings, railroad ties, sawdust, slab wood, and yard trimmings. The
management of wood residue as a component of construction and
demolition waste and.from urban tree removals is becoming a larger
issue as landfill tipping fees rise. Wood residue management is also an
increasingly important issue for wood products producers, retailers,
and the general public. As virgin wood fiber prices rise, incentives and
cost-avoidance pressures are motivating wood users and producers to
find ways to fully and most profitably utilize this resource.

The American Forest and Paper Association’s American Wood Council
is producing a Wood Recycling Reference Handbook to encourage and
facilitate wood recycling in the United States. The book will list by state
and county where wood residue can be bought for reuse and recycling.
The first edition is due out in October, 1995.

VIII.C.2. Summary of Trad~ Associations

There are numerous trade and professional organizations affiliated
with the forest products industry. The largest organization is the
American Forest and Paper Association. The smaller associations
generally focus on specific types of timber (i.e., hardwoods, pine), or
specific types of product (i.e., plywood, particleboard). In addition, there
are a number of trade organizations which focus their efforts on
specific regions of the country,.
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General

I
American Forest and Paper Association Members: 425
1111 19th Street, NW, Suite 800 Contact Josephine Cooper
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 463-2700
Fax: (202) 463-2785

The American Forest and Paper Association (AF&PA) is the national
trade association of the forest, pulp, paper, paperboard, and wood
products industry. AF&PA represents approximately 500 member
companies and related trade associations (whose memberships are in
the thousands) which grow, harvest, and process wood and wood fiber;
manufacture pulp, paper and paperboard products from both virgin
and recovered fiber; ~ind produce solid wood products.

National Council of the Paper Industry for AirMembers: 100
and Stream Improvement Staff: 90
260 Madison Avenue Budget:. $10,000,000
New York, NY 10016 Contact: Dr. Ronald Yeske,
Phone: (212) 532-9000 President
Fax: (212) 779-2849

Founded in 1943, the National Council of the Paper Industry for Air
and Stream Improvement (NCASI) presently conducts research on
environmental problems related to industrial forestry and the
manufacture of pulp, paper, and wood products. NCASI produces
technical documents on environmental issues facing the pulp and
paper industry and conducts industry conferences. Publications
include: a biweekly bulletin on general issues and a variety of technical
bulletins (40/year). NCASI also holds and annual March convention
in New York City.

Hardwood

Hardwood Manufactures Association Members: 145
400 Penn Center Blvd. Staff: 5
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 Contact:. Susan Regan
Phone: (412) 346-2222
Fax: (412) 346-2233

Manufacturers of hardwood lumber and hardwood products. Conducts
promotion programs; compiles statistics.
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National Hardwood Lumber Association Members: 1300
PO Box 34518 Staff: 40
Memphis, TN 38184-0518 Contact: Ernest J. Stebbins
Phone: (901) 377-1818
Fax: (901) 382-6419

United States and Canadian hardwood lumber and veneer
manufacturers, distributors, and consumers. Inspects, measures, and
certifies hardwood lumber. Maintains inspection training school and
conducts short courses at members’ lumber yards; conducts
management and marketing seminars for the hardwood industry. The
organization publishes the National Hardwood Lumber Association-
Annual Report and the National Hardwood News, an annual
newsletter.

Plywood

Hardwood Plywood & Veneer Association Members: 150
1825 Michael Faraday Dr. Staff: 12
PO Box 2789 Budget: $1,000,000
Reston, VA 22090 Contact: E.T. Altman
Phone: (703) 435-2537

Manufactures and prefinishers of hardwood plywood; manufacturers
of veneer; suppliers of glue, machinery, and other products related to
the industry. Conducts laboratory testing of plywood, adhesives,
finishes, flamespread, formaldehyde emissions, structural, and smoke
density. The association provides public relations, advertising,
marketing, and technical services to members. It represents the
industry in legislative matters and keep members informed on tariff
and trade actions. Publications include the annual Hardwood Plywood
and Veneer News and The Executive Brief.

American Pl~vwood Association Members: 136
PO Box 11700 Staff: 180
Tacoma, WA 98411 Budget: $14,000,000
Phone: (206) 565-6600 Contact: Gene Zellner
Fax: (206) 565-7265

Manufacturers of plywood, oriented strand board and composites.
Conducts trade promotion through advertising, publicity,
merchandising, and field promotion. The Association provides quality
oversight and conducts research to improve products, applications, and
manufacturing techniques. Publications include the Management
Report, and periodic Plywood Statistics.
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Hardboard

American Hardboard Association Members: 4
1210 W. Northwest Highway Staff:
Palatine, IL 60067 Budget:
Phone: (708) 934-8800 Contact: C. Curtis Peterson
Fax: (708) 934-8803

Manufacturers representing major U.S. producers of hardboard.

Particleboard

National Particteboard Association Members: 19
18928 Premiere Court Staff: 10
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 Budget:
Phone: (301) 670-0604 Contact: Richard Margosian
Fax: (301} 840-1252

Mat-formed wood particleboard and medium-density fiberboard
manufacturers interested in establishing industry, product standards
with the American National Standards Institute and quality standards
for performance. Sponsors educational programs and publishes
promotional and technical bulletins on topics including laminating
and veneering.

Wood Preserving

American Wood-Preservers’ Association Members: 2000
P.O. Box 286 Staff:
Woodstock, MD 21163-0286 Budget:
Phone: (410) 465-3169 Contact: John F. Hall
Fax: (410) 465-3195

The association includes processors and users of chemically treated
wood and is affiliated with the American Wood Preservers Institute.
Publications include the annual AWPA Book of Standards, which is a
technical handbook covering preservatives and treatments.
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American Wood Preservers Institute Members: 150
1945 Old Gallows Road, Ste. 150 Staff: 8
Vienna, VA 22182-3931 Budget: $1,100,000
Phone: (703) 893-4005 Contact: Gene Bartlow
Fax: (703) 893-8492

The American Wood Preservers Institute is the national trade
association representing the wood preserving industry. Its members
include manufacturers of treated wood products, manufacturers and
distributors of wood preservatives, and providers of allied services.
AWPI provides technical forums for the industry, publishes a bi-
monthly newsletter, and produces annual Industry Statistical Reports.

Regional

Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers Members: 200
Association Staff: 7
272 Tutfle Rd., Box 87A Budget:
Cumberland Center, ME 04021 Contact: Stephen Clark
Phone: (207) 829-6901
Fax: (207) 829-4293

Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers is an association of hardwood
and softwood lumber and timber products manufacturers in New
England. The group promotes the interests of the Northeastern
lumber manufacturing industry and presents the views of the industry
to other organizations, the government, and the public. Publications
include the monthly Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers Association.

Southeastern Lumber Manufacturers Members: 390
Association Staff: 10
PO Box 1788 Budget: $2,000,000
Forest Park, GA 30051 Contact: Ed C. Cone, Jr.
Phone: (404) 361-1445
Fax: (404) 361-5963

Represents Southeastern hardwood and softwood lumber
manufacturers and coordinates efforts of membership to alleviate local,
regional, and national problems that affect the regional lumber
industry. Publishes a quarterly newsletter, Silva Magazine. and
Management Update. SLMA also conducts technical workshops.
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Southern Forest Products Association Members: 220
PO Box 52468 Staff: 31
New Orleans, LA 70152 Budget: $2,856,000
Phone: (504) 443-4464 Contact: Karl Lindberg
Fax: (504) 443-6612

The Southern Forest Products Association (SFPA) represents Southern
pine lumber manufacturers and conducts market development and
product promotional programs and government support activities.
SFPA publishes a weekly newsletter covering a variety of industry
activities.

Western Wood Preservers Institute Members: 50
601 Main Street, Suite 405 Staff: 3
Vancouver, WA 98660 Budget:
Phone: (360) 693-9958 Contact: Dennis Ha,vward
Fax: (360) 693-9958

WWPI represents the treated wood industry in Western North
America. WWPI provides educational information to assist
consumers in the selection and proper, safe, and environmentally
appropriate use of treated wood products.

Western Wood Products Association Members: 250
Yeon Building Staff: 63
522 SW 5th Ave. Budget:
Portland, OR 97204-2122 Contact: Robert Hunt
Phone: (503) 224-3930
Fax: (503) 224-3934

WWPA is a rules-writing agency (for lumber grades), approved under
the American Lumber Standard Committee under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Commerce. The Association also provides
economic and statistical information on the Western lumber industry,
conducts research in wood technology, engineering and performance;
provides technical and educational services both domestically and
internationally; and published technical and consumer information for
Western Lumber end-use.
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1992 Census of Manufactures Industry Series 24C: Wooden Containers and
Miscellaneous Wood Products, Februarv 1995 (MA2-I-24C).

Process Descriptions

Basic Plywood Processing, Ted Demas, American Plywood Association, Tacoma,
Washington, December, 1992.

Characterization of Manufacturing Processes, Emissions, and Pollution Prevention
Options for the Composite Wood Industry, Cybele Martin and Coleen Northeim,
Research Triangle Institute Center for Environmental Analysis, RTP, NC, March
1995.

Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, Wood Finishing (vol. 19), Lumber
Manufacture (vol. 10), Logging (vol. 10), 1992.

Estimating Chemical Releases from Presswood and Laminated Wood Products
Manufacturing, U.S. EPA, Office of Pesticides and Toxic Substances, March 1988 (EPA
560/4-88-004i).

Forest Products and Wood Science, An Introduction, John G. Haygreen and Jim L.
Bowyer, Iowa State University, Press, 1989.

Investigation of Emissions from Plywood Veneer Dryers, Appendix B, Plywood
Research Foundation, March 1971.

Modern Particleboard & Dry-Process Fiberboard Manufacturing, Thomas M.
Maloney, Miller Freemen, Inc., San Francisco~ CA, 1993.

Study of the Physical and Chemical Properties of Atmospheric Aerosols Attributable
to Plywood Veneer Dryer Emissions, Chemical Engineering Department,
Washington State University, June 1981.

Wood Products for Engineered Structures: Issues Affecting Growth and Acceptance
of Engineered Wood Products, Donald A. Bender, Ed., Forest Products Society,
Madison, Wisconsin, November 1992.

Release Profiles

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R92-008), April 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001), April 1993.
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Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Final Modzfications to the Wood Preserving Regulations, Environmental Fact
Sheet, Office of Solid Waste, U.S. EPA, October, 1992 (EPA/530-F-92-029).

Surface Protection Proposed Rule, 58 Federal Register 25706, April 27, 1993.

Unified Agenda, 57 Federal Register 21120, April 1994.

Wood Preserving Final Rule, 57 Federal Register 61502, December 30, 1992.
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Pollution Prevention

Guides to Pollution Prevention: Wood Preserving Industry, U.S. EPA, Office of
Research and Development, November 1993 (EPA / 625 / R-93 / 014).

Pollution Prevention 1991: Progress on Reducing Industrial Pollutants, Office of
Pollution Prevention, U.S. EPA, 1991 (EPA 21P-3003).

Waste Minimization Practices at Two CCA Wood-Treatment Plants, U.S. EPA,
Office of Research and Development, August 1993 (EPA/600/R-93/168).

Contacts*

Name Organization Telephone

Michael Caldwell American Forest and Paper 202-463-2762
Albert Lukban American Wood Preservers Institute703-893-4005
Buddy Perry Perry Builders 919-492-9171
Nicholas Latham Natural Resources Defense Council 202-624-9363
Jim Yuhas Western Wood Products 503-224-3930
Bill Wyndes Louisiana-Pacific 707-443-7511
Mark Rivas U.S. EPA, Region VII (inspector) 913-551-7669
Chris James U.S. EPA, Region X (inspector) 206-553-1194
Maria Dixon U.S. Bureau of the Census 301-763-5895
Kurt Bigbee American Plywood Association 202-565-6600
John Pinkerton NCASI 212-532-9047

Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments during the
development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do nor
necessanly endorse all statements made within tl’us notebook.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Intemet through the World Wide Web. The EnviroSenSe
Communications Ner~vork is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated bv EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies: environmental
enlbrcement and compliance assistance; laws. executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Netxvork welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide \Veb. set your World \Vide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.ei a.gov/oeca - then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E_~$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA ESWWW MANAGERS: Louis Paler _0,.-~64-:613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

~Fhis page updated June i o07~ .kppep, oix .4
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United States Government
INFORMATION yourlt,s order.easy,    !~

PUBLICATIONS "~" PERIODICALS ~- ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

Sr:e’ :’:tess,rig Code Fax your orders (202) 512-2250

* 3212 Phone your orders (202) 512-1800

Qtv. Stock Number Published in 1995 Title Price Tota
Each Pnce

055-000-00512-5 Dry Cleaning Industry, 104 pages S 6.50
055-000-00513-3 Electronics and Computer Industry, 160 pages 11 00
055-000-00518-4 Fabricated Metal Products Industry, 164 pages t 1 DO
055-000-00515-0 Inorgamc Chemical Industry, 136 pages 9.00
055-000-00516-8 Iron and Steel Industry, 128 pages 8.00
055-000-00517-6 Lumber and Wood Products Industry, 136 pages 9.00
055-000-00519-2 ! Metal Mining Industry, 148 pages 10.00
055-000-00520-6 Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry, 156 pages 11.00
055-000-00521-4 Nonferrous Metals Industry, 140 pages 9.00
055-000-00522-2 Non-Fuel. Non-Metal Mining Industry, 108 pages 6.50
055-000-00523-1 0rgan~c Chemical Industry, 152 pages 1 !.00
055-000-00524-9 Petroleum Refining Industry, 160 pages 11.00
055-000-00525-7 Printina Inaustry, 124 pages 7.50
055-000-00526-5 Pulp and Paper Industry, 156 pages -                                    1.00
055-000-00527-3 Rubber and Plastic Industry, 152 pages 11.00
055-000-00528-1 Stone. Clay, 61ass and Concrete Industry, 124 pages 7.50
055-000-00529-0 Transoortation Equipment Cleaning Industry, 84 pages 5.50
055-000-00514-1 Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry, 132 paqes 8.00

Qty. Stock Number ’. Published in 1997 Title Price Total
Each ~rice

055-000-00570-2 I Air Transportation Industry, 90 pages S 7.50
055-000--00571-1 6round Transportation Industry, 130 pages 10.00

I 055-000-00572-9 Water Transportation Industry, 90 pages 7.50
055-000-00573-7 Metal Casting Industry, 150 pages 13.00
055-000-00574-5 Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Industry, 142 pages 13.00
055-000-00575-3 Plastic Resin & Man-made Fiber Industry, 180 pages 15.00
055-000-00576-1 Fossil Fuel Electric Power 6eneration Industry, 160 pages 14.00
055-000-00577-0 Shipbuilding and Repair Industry, 120 pages 9.50
055-000-00578-8 Textile Industry, 130 pages 10.00
055-000-00579-6 Sector Notebook Data Refresh -1997, 210 pages 17.00

Total for Publications

T~qe total cost of my order’s "~ . Price ~nctudes regular shipping and handling and ~s suoject to clqange.

Check method of payment:
Company or personal name (P’ease type or ~r~r~t! ~ Check payable to Superintendent of Documen’~s

:3 GPO Deposit Account ~ ,--,
Adc~;hona~ aOdress/atter~tlon line ,.~ VISA ~1MasterCard ~ Discover/NOVUS

Street address                                                               :

’ (exolrat~on claret Thank you for your order!
City, S:a~e. ZI~ coae

Da’,,t "~e cn0ne inciod=n9 area code Authnnz~ng s~gnature

Mail to: Supenntendent of Documents
Purc"ase order number cctlona!! RO. BOX 3719,54. Pittsburgh. ~A 15250-795"

Important: Please include this completed order form with your remittance.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

Me~sage ~rom the Administrator

Since EPA’s founding over 25 years ago, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting
public health and our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as
iron and steel plants and those as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to
find ways to operate cleaner, cheaper and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
around the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

The Environmental Protection Agency has undertaken its Sector Notebook Project to compile,
for major industries, information about environmental problems and solutions, case studies and
tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders, state regulators, and EPA
statfwith many years of experience in these industries and with their unique environmental issues.
Together with an extensive series covering other industries, the notebook you hold in your hand is
the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to understand better their regulatory requirements,
and learn more about how others in their industry have achieved regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that we together achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity g~~ ~,~ ~ (~
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation (McLean, VA), and Booz-
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of available Sector
Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as public and
academic libraries, Federal, State, and local governments, and the media from EPA’s National
Center for Environmental Publications and Information at (800) 490-9198. For further
information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to the
contact names and numbers provided within this volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World
Wide Web. Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph courtesv of American Foundrvmen’s Society, Inc., Des Plaines, Illinois.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Questions relating to
the Sector Notebook Project can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate
specialists listed below.

Document Number Industry. Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dr5.’ Cleaning Industry, Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002 Electronics and Computer Industry~ Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Indusa3/ Bob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Indusm, Walter DeRiet~x 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Hemmwav 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industr3, Anthony Raia 564-6045EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Robert Lischinsl~, 564-2628EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry, Walter DeRieux 564-7067EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry, Maria Eisemann 564-7016EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-705 7EPA/310-R-97-003. Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industr3, Jane Engert 564-5021EPA/310-R-97-005 Pharmaceuticals Industry Emilv Chow 564-7071EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Manmade Fiber Ind. Sallv Sasnett 564-7074EPA/310-R-97-007. Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind.Rafael Sanchez 564-7028EPA/310-R-97-008. Shipbuilding and Repair Industry .Mathonv Raia 564-6045EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industrv Belinda Breidenbach564-7022EPA/310-R-97-010. Sector Notebook Data Refi’esh, 1997 Seth Heminwav 564-7017
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

AFS - AIRS Facility Subsystem (CAA database)
AFS- American Foundrymen’s Society
AIRS - Aerometric Information Retrieval System (CAA database)
BIFs - Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (RCRA)
BOD - Biochemical Oxygen Demand
CAA - Clean Air Act
CAAA - Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
CERCLIS - CERCLA Information System
CFCs - Chlorofluorocarbons
CO - Carbon Monoxide
COD - Chemical Oxygen Demand
CSI - Common Sense Initiative.
CWA - Clean Water Act
D&B - Dun and Bradstreet Marketing Index
ELP - Environmental Leadership Program
EPA - Urtited States Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA - Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
FIFP-~ - Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
FINDS - Facility Indexing System
HAPs - Hazardous Air Pollutants (CA.A)
HSDB - Hazardous Substances Data Bank
IDEA - Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
LDR - Land Disposal Restrictions (RCRA)
LEPCs - Local Emergency Planning Committees
MACT - Maximum Achievable Control Technology (CAA)
MCLGs - Maximum Contaminant Level Goals
MCLs - Maximum Contaminant Levels
MEK - Methyl Ethyl Ketone
MSDSs - Material Safety Data Sheets
NAAQS - National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAA)
NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
NCDB - National Compliance Database (for TSCA, FIFRA, EPCRA)
NCP - National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NEIC - National Enforcement Investigation Center
NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NO2 - Nitrogen Dioxide
NOV - Notice of Violation
NOx - Nitrogen Oxide
NPDES - National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
NPL - National Priorities List
NRC - National Response Center
NSPS - New Source Performance Standards (CAA)
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OAR - Office of Air and Radiation
OECA - Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
OPA - Oil Pollution Act
OPPTS - Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances
OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration
OSW - Office of Solid Waste
OSWER - Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response
OW - Office of Water
P2 - Pollution Prevention
PCS - Permit Compliance System (CWA Database)
POTW - Publicly Owned Treatments Works
RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RCRIS - RCRA Information System
SARA - Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SDWA - Safe Drinking Water Act.
SEPs - Supplementary Environmental Projects
SERCs - State Emergency Response Commissions
SIC - Standard Industrial Classification
SO2 - Sulfur Dioxide
SOx - Sulfur Oxides
TOC - Total Organic Carbon
TRI - Toxic Release Inventory
TRIS - Toxic Release Inventory System
TCRIS - Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System
TSCA - Toxic Substances Control Act
TSS - Total Suspended Solids
UIC - Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
UST - Underground Storage Tanks (RCRA)
VOCs - Volatile Organic Compounds
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METAL CASTING INDUSTRY
(SIC 332 AND 336)

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Inte~ated environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air.
water and land pollution are a logical supplement to traditional single-media
approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies
are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/ outreacl~.
research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental medium
(air. water and lan.d) affect each other, and that environmental strategies must
actively identify and address these inter-relationships by designing policies for
the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design
environmental policies for similar industrial facilities. By doine so.
environmental concerns that are common to the manufacturing of si-milar
products can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the
need to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA Office
of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was originally initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
(OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulatedcommunity, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this

project, the scope of the original project was expanded to its current form.
The ability to design comprehensive, common sense environmental protection
measures for specific industries is dependent on knowledge of several inter-
related topics. For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for
inclusion are: general industry information (economic and geographic): a
description of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities: Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed between
regulatory agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document, this
project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references where
more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the citations
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and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the information
included, each notebook went through an ex-ternal review process. The Office
of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated in this
process and enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-date
summaries. Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts
in Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The individuals
and groups on this list do not necessarily concur v’Ath all statements within this
notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project.
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
uploaded to the Enviro$enSe World Wide Web for general access to all users
of the system. Follow instructions in Appendix A for accessing this system
Once you have logged in, procedures for uploading text are available from the
on-line Enviro$enSe Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates the
national occurrence of facility.types within the sector. In many instances.
industries within specific geographic regions or states may have unique
characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The Office of
Compliance encourages state and local environmental agencies and other
~oups to supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook
to include more specific industrial and regulatory, information that mav be
available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement" the
"Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with state
and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail. Pleas~
contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this notebook
if your office is interested in assisting us in the further development of the
information or policies addressed within this volume. If you are interested in
assisting in the development of new notebooks for sectors not atreadv
covered, please contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE METAL CASTING INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
metal casting industry. Facilities described within this document are
described in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The metal casting industry makes parts from molten metal according to an
end-user’s specifications. Facilities are typically categorized as casting either
ferrous or nonferrous products. The metal casting industry described in this
notebook is categorized by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
under Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 332 Iron and Steel
Foundries and 336. Nonferrous Foundries (Castings). The die casting industry
is contained within the SIC 336 category since die casting establishments
primarily cast nonferrous metals. OMB is in the process of changing the SIC
code system to a system based on similar production processes called the
North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS). (In the NAIC
system, iron and steel foundries, nonferrous foundries, and die casters are all
classified as NAIC 3315.)

Although both foundries and die casters are included in this notebook, there
are significant differences in the industrial processes, products, facility size and
environmental impacts between die casters and foundries. Die casting
operations, therefore, are often considered separately throughout this
notebook.

In addition to metal casting, some foundries and die casters carry out further
operations on their cast parts that are not the primary focus of this notebook.
Examples include heat treating (e.g. annealing), case hardening, quenching,
descaling, cleaning, painting, masking, and plating. Such operations can
contribute significantly to a facility’s total waste generation. Typical wastes
generated during such operations include spent cyanide baths, salt baths.
quenchents, abrasive media, solvents and plating wastes. For more
information on these processes, refer to the Fabricated Metal Products
Industry Sector Notebook.

ll.B. Characterization of the Metal Casting Industry

Foundries and die casters that produce ferrous and nonferrous castings
generally operate on a job or order basis, manufacturing castings for sale to
others companies. Some foundries, termed captive foundries, produce castings
as a subdivision of a corporation that uses the castings to produce larger
products such as machinery., motor vehicles, appliances or plumbing fixtures.
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In addition, many facilities do further work on castings such as machining,
assembling, and coating.

II.B.I. Product Characterization

About 13 million tons of castings are produced every year in the U.S. (U. S.
DOE, 1996). Most of these castings are produced from recycled metals.
There are thousands of cast metal products, many of which are incorporated
into other products. Almost 90 percent of all manufactured products contain
one or more metal castings (LaRue, 1989). It is estimated that on average,
every home contains over a ton of castings in the form of pipe fittings,
plumbing fixtures, hardware, and furnace and air conditioner parts.
Automobiles and other transportation equipment use 50 to 60 percent of all
castings produced - in engine blocks, crankshat~s, camshafts, cylinder heads.
brake drums or calipers, transmission housings, differential casings, U-joints.
suspension parts, flywheels, engine mount brackets, front-wheel steerin~
knuckles, hubs, ship propellers, hydraulic valves, locomotive undercarriageS.
and railroad car wheels. The defense industry also uses a large portion of the
castings produced in the U.S. Typical cast parts used by the military include
tank tracks and turrets and the tail structure of the F-16 fighter (Walden.
1995). Some of other common castings include: pipes and pipe fittings,
valves, pumps, pressure tanks, manhole covers, and cooking utensils. Figure
1 shows the proportion of various types of castings produced in the U.S.

Farm

Ingot Molds
17%

4%

Source." U.S. Department of Energy, 1996.
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lron and Steel (Ferrous) Castings

Depending on the desired properties of the product, castings can be formed
from many types of metals and metal alloys. Iron and steel (ferrous) castings
are categorized by four-digit SIC code by the Bureau of Census according to
the type of iron or steel as follows:

SIC3321 - Gray and Ductile Iron Foundries
SIC3322 - Malleable Iron Foundries
SIC 3324 - Steel Investment Foundries
SIC3325 - Steel Foundries, Not Elsewhere Classified

Gray and Ductile Iron make up almost 75 percent of all castings (ferrous and
nonferrous) by weight (see Figure 2). Gray iron contains a higher percentage
of carbon in the form of flake graphite and has a lower ductility than other
types of iron. It is used extensively in the agricultural, heavy equipment.
engine, pump, and power transmission industries. Ductile iron has magnesium
or cerium added to change the form of the graphite from flake to nodular.
This results in increased ductility, stiffness, and tensile strength (Loper, 1985).

Figure 2: Types of Metals Cast

Gray
44%

Ot~er Nonferrous
3%

Col~er

28%

11%
Malleable Iron Steel

2% 10%

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, 1996.

Malleable iron foundries produce only about two percent of all castings
(ferrous and nonferrous). Malleable iron contains small amounts of carbo~.
silicon, manganese, phosphorus, sulfur and metal alloys to increase stren~h
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and endurance. Malleable iron has excellent machinability and a high
resistance to atmospheric corrosion. It is often used in the electrical power,
conveyor and handling equipment, and railroad industries.

Compared to steel, gray, ductile, and malleable iron are all relativelv
inexpensive to produce, easy to machine, and are widelv used where the
superior mechanical properties of steel are not required (Loper, 1985).

Steel castings make up about 10 percent of all castings (ferrous and
nonferrous). In general, steel castings have better stren~h, ductility, heat
resistance, durability and weldability than iron castings. There are a number
ofdiff’erent classes of steel castings based on the carbon or alloy content, with
different mechanical properties. A large number of different alloying metals
can be added to steel to increase its strength, heat resistance, or corrosion
resistance (Loper, 1.985). The steel investment casting method produces high-
precision castings, usually smaller castings. Examples of steel investment
castings range from machine tools and dies to golf club heads.

Nonferrous Castings

Nonferrous castings are categorized by four-digit SIC code bv the Bureau of
Census according to the type of metal as follows:

SIC 3363 - Aluminum Die-Castings
SIC3364 - Nonferrous Die-Castings, Except Aluminum
SIC3365 - Aluminum Foundries
SIC3366 - Copper Foundries
SIC 3369 - Nonferrous Foundries, Except Aluminum and Copper

Nonferrous foundries otten use the same basic molding and casting techniques
as ferrous foundries. Many foundries cast both ferrous and nonferrous metals.
Aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, tin, nickel, magnesium and titanium are the
nonferrous metals of primary commercial importance. Usually, these metals
are cast in combinations with each other or with some of about 40 other
elements to make many different nonferrous alloys. A few of the more
common nonferrous alloys are: brass, bronze, nickel-copper alloys (Monel),
nickel-chromium-iron alloys, aluminum-copper alloys, aluminum-silicon
alloys, aluminum-magnesium alloys, and titanium alloys.

Nonferrous metals are used in castings that require specific mechanical
properties, machinability, and/or corrosion resistance (Kunsman, 1985).
.Aluminum and aluminum alloy castings are produced in the largest volumes:
I 1 percent of all castings (ferrous and nonferrous) by weight are aluminum
Copper and copper alloy castings make up about two percent of all castings
by wei~t (DOE, 1996). Fibre 2 shows the proportions of raw material types
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used in castings in the U.S.

About 9 percent by weight of all cast metal products are produced using die
casting techniques (DOE, 1996). Die casting is cost effective for producing
large numbers of a casting and can achieve a wide variety of sizes and shapes
with a high degree of accuracy. Holes, threads, and gears can be cast.
reducing the amount of metal to be machined from the casting. Most die
castings are aluminum; however, lead, tin, zinc, copper, nickel, magnesium,
titanium, and beryllium alloys are also die cast. Die casts are usually limited
to nonferrous metals and are often under ten pounds. A wide variety of
products are produced using the die casting process, ranging from tiny wrist
watch parts to one-piece automobile engine blocks (Street, 1977). Other
typical die castings include: aluminum transmission cases, bearings, bushings.
valves, aircraft parts, tableware, jewelry and household appliance parts.

[I.B.2. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution

According to the 1992 Census of Manufacturers data, there are
approximately 2,813 metal casting facilities under SIC codes 332 and 336.
The.payroll for 1992 totaled $5.7 billion for a worlcforce of 158,000
employees, and value of shipments totaled $18.8 billion. The industry’s own
estimates of the number of facilities and employment are somewhat higher at
3,100 facilities employing 250,000 in 1994 (Cast Metals Coalition, 1995).
Based on the Census of Manufacturers data, the industry is labor intensive.
The value of shipments per employee, a measure of labor intensity, is
$119,000 that is less than half of the steel manufacturing industry value
($245,000 per employee) and less than seven percent of the petroleum refining
industry value ($1.8 million per employee).

Most metal casting facilities in the U.S. are small. About seventy percent of
the facilities employ fewer than 50 people (see Table 1). Most metal casting
facilities manufacture castings for sale to other companies (U.S. Census of
Manufacturers, 1992). An important exception are the relatively few (but
large) "captive" foundries operated by large original equipment manufacturers
(OEM’s) including General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, John Deere, and
Caterpillar. OEM’s account for a large portion of the castings produced and
employ a significant number of the industry’s workforce.

,Mthough die casting establishments account for only about 9 percent of cast
products by weight, they make up about 20 percent of metal castin~
establishments and value of sales (U.S. Census of Manufacturers, 1992). I~
proportion to the industry, size, there is very, little difference between the size
distribution of foundries and die casters.
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Table 1: Facility. Size Distribution for the Metal Casting Industry,

Ferrous and Nonferrous Foundries Die Casting Establishments
Employees (SIC 332, 3365, 3366, and 3369) (SIC 3363 and 3364)

per Facility
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of
Facilities Facilities Facilities Facilities

1-9 742 33% 167 28%

10-49 843 38% 214 36%
50-249 494 22% 186 31%o
250-499 90 4% 25 4%
500-2499 43 2% 4 1%
2500 or more 4 0% 0

Total 12216 [100o/0 596 100%

Source." U.S. Department of Commerce, Census qf Manufacturers, 1992.

Geographic Distribution

The geographic distribution of the metal casting industry resembles that of the
iron and steel industry. The highest geographic concentration of facilities is
in the Great Lakes, midwest, southeast regions and California. The top states
by number of facilities in order are: California, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan.
Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana. Figure 3 shows the U.S. distribution of
facilities based on 1992 data from the U.S. Census of Manufacturers.
Historically, locations for metal casting establishments were selected for their
proximity to raw materials (iron, steel, and other metals), coal, and water for
cooling, processing, and transportation. Traditional metal casting regions
included the Monongahela River valley near Pittsburgh and along the
Mahoning River near Youngstown, Ohio. The geographic concentration of
the industry is changing as facilities are built where scrap metal and electricity
are available at a reasonable cost and there is a local market for the cast
products.
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Figure 3: Geographic Distribution of Metal Casting Establishments

,Source: U.S. Census of Manufacturers, 1992.

Dun & Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory, compiles financial data on U.S.
companies including those operating within the metal casting industry. Dun
& Bradstreet ranks U.S. companies, whether they are a parent company,
subsidiary or division, by sales volume within their assigned 4-digit SIC code.
Readers should note that: (1) companies are assigned a 4-digit SIC that
resembles their principal industry most closely; and (2) sales figures include
total.c6mpany sales, including subsidiaries and operations (possibly not related
to metal casting). Additional sources of company specific financial
information include Standard & Poor’s Stock Report Services, Ward’s
Business Directory of U.S. Private and Public Companies, Moody’s
Manuals, and annual reports.
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Table 2: Top U.S. Metal Casting Companies

1995 Sales
Rank" Companyb (millions of dollars)

1 Howmet Corporation - Greenwich, CT 900
2 Newell Operating Co. - Freeport, IL 796
3 CMI International Inc. - Southfield, M! 561
4 Precision Castpans Corporation - Portland, OR 557
5 Grede Foundries - Milwaukee, WI 460
6 United States Pipe and Foundry - Birmingham, AL 412
7 George Koch Sons, Inc. 390
8 Varlen Corporation - Naperville, 13., 387
9 Allied Signal, Inc. 260

10 North American Royalties, Inc. 254
Note: aNot all sales can be attributed to the compames" metal casting operations.

b Compames shown listed SIC 332, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3369. Many. large companies operating captwe

metal casting facilities produce other goods and are not shown here.

Source: Dunn & Bradstreet ’ s Million Dollar Directory - 1996.

II.B.3. Economic Trends

The U.S. metal casting industry experienced an unprecedented drop in
production during the 1970’s and 1980’s. Production of cast metal products
declined from 19.6 million tons in 1972 to 11.3 million tons in 1990. During
this period over 1,000 metal casting facilities closed (DOE, 1996). A number
of reasons have been given for this decline including: decreased U.S. demand
for cast metal resulting from decreases in automobile production and smaller,
lighter weight vehicles for increased fuel efficiency; increased foreign
competition; increased use of substitute materials such as plastics, ceramics,
and composites; and increased costs to comply with new environmental and
health and safety regulations.

The metal casting industry began to recover in the early 1990’s; however, it
still produces less than in the early 1970’s. The recovery has been attributed
to increases in domestic demand in part due to increases in automobile
production. In addition, exports of castings have increased and imports have
decreased. Between 1993 and 1994 alone the U.S. increased its share of
world metal casting production from 18 percent to 20 percent. The increases
in production came primarily from increases in capacity utilization at existing
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facilities rather than an increase in facilities. In fact, the American
Foundrymen’s Society estimates that the number of metal casting facilities
decreased by over 200 between 1990 and 1994 (DOE, 1996).

In 1972, only five percent of all castings were aluminum. Today aluminum
accounts for over 11 percent of the market (DOE, 1996). Aluminum castings
are steadily comprising a larger share of the castings market as their use in
motor vehicle and engine applications continues to grow. To produce lighter
weight, more fuel efficient vehicles, the automobile industry is in the process
redesigning the engine blocks, heads and other parts of passenger cars and
light trucks for aluminum. Cast aluminum is expected to increase from 140
pounds per vehicle in 1995 to 180 pounds per vehicle in 2004. This is
primarily at the expense of gray iron which will decrease from 358 pounds per
vehicle in 1995 to 215 pounds in 2004 (Modern Casting, September, 1995).

The U.S. metal ca~ting industry that emerged from the two decades of decline
in the 1970’s and 1980’s is stronger and more competitive. The industry is
developing new markets and recapturing old markets. Research and
development has resulted in technological advances that have improved
product quality, overall productivity and energy efficiency. Important recent
technological advances have included Computer Aided Design (CAD) of
molds and castings, the use of sensors and computers to regulate critical
parameters within the processes, and the use of programmable robots to
perform dangerous, time consuming or repetitive tasks.

To stay competative, the industry has identified the following priority areas
for research and development to improve its processes and products:

¯ improving casting technologies
¯ developing new casting materials (alloys) and die materials
¯ developing higher strength and lower weight castings
¯ improving process controls
¯ improving dimensional control
¯ improving the quality of casting material
¯ reducing casting defects (DOE, March 1996)
¯ developing environmentally improved materials to meet today’s

regulations (AFS, 1997)

Research into new casting methods and improvements in the current methods
are resulting in improved casting quality, process efficiency, and
environmental benefits.
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III. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the metal casting
industry, including the materials and equipment used and the processe~
employed. The section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship
between the industrial process and the topics described in subsequent sections
of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and
Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate published
engineering information that is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX
for a list of resource materials and contacts that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used production
processes, associated raw materials, the by-products produced or released.
and the material.s either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion.
coupled with schematic drawings of the identified processes, provide a
concise description of where wastes may be produced in the process. This
section also describes the potential fate (via air, water, and soil pathways) of
these waste products.

[II.A. Industrial Processes in the Metal Casting Industry

Many different metal casting techniques are in use today. They all have in
common the constraction of a mold with a cavity in the external shape of the
desired cast part followed by the introduction of molten metal into the mold.

For the purposes of this profile, the metal casting process has been divided
into the following five major 9perations:

¯ Pattern Making
¯ Mold and Core Preparation and Pouting
¯ Furnace Charge Preparation and Metal Melting
¯ Shakeout, Cooling and Sand Handling
¯ Quenching, Finishing, Cleaning and Coating

All five operations may not apply to each casting method. Since the major
variations between processes occur in the different types of molds used.
Section III.A.2 - Mold and Core Preparation is divided into subsections
describing the major casting processes. In addition to the casting techniques
described below, there are numerous special processes and variations of those
processes that cannot be discussed here. Nevertheless, such processes may
play an important role in a facility’s efforts to comply with environmental
requirements. Refer to Section IX for a list of references providing more
detail on casting processes.
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Note that die casting operations have been presented separately in Section
rl’l.A.6. The different processes, equipment, and environmental impacts of die
casting do not fit easily into operations outlined above.

III.A.1. Pattern Making

Pattern making, or found~ tooling, requires a high level of skill to achieve the
close tolerances required of the patterns and coreboxes. This step is critical
in the casting process since the castings produced can be no better than the
patterns used to make them. In some pattern making shops, computer-aided
dratting (CAD) is used in the design of patterns. Cutter tool paths are
designed with computer-aided manufacturing (CAM). Numerical output from
these computers is conveyed to computer-numerical-controlled (CNC)
machine tools, which then cut the production patterns to shape. Such
computer-aided ~ystems have better dimensional accuracy and consistency
than hand methods (LaRue, 1989).

Patterns and corebox materials are typically metal, plastic, wood or plaster.
Wax and polystyrene are used in the investment and lost foam casting
processes, respectively. Pattern makers have a wide range of tools available
including wood working and metal machining tools. Mechanical connectors
and glues are used to join pattern pieces. Wax, plastic or polyester putty are
used as "fillet" to fill or round the inside of square corners (LaRue, 1989).

Wastes Generated
Very little waste is generated during pattern making compared to other
foundry operations. Typical pattern shop wastes include scrap pattern
materials (wood, plastics, metals, waxes, adhesives, etc.) and paniculate
emissions from cutting, grinding and sanding operations. Waste solvents and
cleaners may be generated from equipment cleaning.
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Table 3: Comparison of Several Casting Methods
(approximate and depending upon the metal)

Green Sand-Shell
Sand Permanent Die CO:-Core Investment

Casting Mold Cast Casting Casting Casting

Relative cost in quantity low low lowest medium high highest

Relative cost for small lowest high highest medium high medium
number

Permissible weight of up to about 100 lbs. 60 lbs. Shell: Ozs. - 100 lbs.
casting 1 ton ozs. - 250 lbs.

CO::
1/2 lbs. - tons

Thinnest section 1 / 10 I/8 1/32 I / 10 ! / 16
castable, inches

Typical dimensional .012 0.03 0.01 .010 0.01
tolerance, inches (not
including parting lines)

Relative surface finish fair to good best Shell: good veto." good
good CO< fair

Relative mechanical good good ve.ry good good fair
properties

Relative ease of casting fair to fair good good best
complex design good

Relative ease of best poor poorest fmr fair
changing design in

production

Range of alloys that can    unlimited copper base aluminum unlimited limited
be cast and lower base and

melting point lower
metals melting

preferable preferable
Source: American Foundrymen ’s Soc~e~, ] 981.

III.A.2. Mold and Core Preparation and Pouring

The various processes used to cast metals are largely defined by the
procedures and materials used to make the molds and cores. Table 3
summarizes the major casting methods and their applications. A mold and
cores (if required) are usually made for each casting. These molds and cores
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are destroyed and separated from the casting during shakeout (see Section
III.A.4 - Shakeout, Cooling and Sand Handling). (Exceptions include the
permanent mold process and die casting process in which the molds are used
over and over again.) Most sand is reused over and over in other molds:
however, a portion of sand becomes spent after a number of uses and must be
removed as waste. Mold and core making are, therefore, a large source of
foundry wastes.

Sand Molds and Cores

For most sand casting techniques, the following summary of the process
applies (see Figure 4). First, engineers design the casting and specify the
metal or alloy to be cast. Next, a pattern (replica of the finished piece) is
constructed from either plastic, wood, metal, plaster or wax. Usually, the
pattern is comprised of two halves. The molding sand is shaped around the
pattern halves in a metal box (flask) and then removed, leaving the two mold
halves. The top half of the mold (the cope) is assembled with the bottom half
(the drag) which sits on a molding board. The interface between the two mold
halves is called a parting line. Weights may be places on the cope to help
secure the two halves together. The molten metal is poured or injected into
a hole in the cope called a sprue or sprue basin which is connected to the mold
cavity by runners. The runners, sprue, gates, and risers comprise the mold’s
gating system, which is designed to carry molten metal smoothly to all parts
of the mold. The metal is then allowed to solidify within the space defined by
the mold.

Since the molds themselves only replicate the external shape of the pattern,
cores are placed inside the mold to form any internal cavities. Cores are
produced in a core box, which is essentially a permanent mold that is
developed in conjunction with the pattern. So that molten metal can flow
around all sides of the cores, they are supported on core prints (specific
locations shaved into the mold) or on by metal supports called chaplets.

Foundry molds and cores are most commonly constructed of sand grains
bonded together to form the desired shape of the casting. Sand is used
because it is inexpensive, is capable of holding detail, and resists deformation
when heated. Sand casting affords a great variety of casting sizes and
complexities. Sand also offers the advantage of reuse of a large portion of the
sand in future molds. Depending on the quantity of castings, however, the
process can be slower and require more man-hours than processes not
requiring a separate mold for each casting. In addition, castings from sand
molds are dimensionally less accurate than those produced from some other
techniques and ot~en require a certain amount of machining (USITC, 1984).
The pattern making, melting, cleaning, and finishing operations are essentiallv
the same whether or not sand molds are used. Sand molds and cores will.
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however, require the additional operational steps involved with handling
quantities of used mold and core sand (see Section III.A.5 - Sand Handling).

In general, the various binding systems can be classified as either clay bonded
sand (green sand) or chemically bonded sand. The type of binding system
used depends on a number of production variables, including the temperature
of the molten metal, the casting size, the types of sand used, and the alloys to
be cast. The differences in binding systems can have an impact on the
amounts and toxicity of wastes generated and potential releases to the
environment.

Figure 4: Sand Mold and Core Cross Section

Weig s Sprue

Chi

Core print                                           flask

Parting pins
line

Chaplets g flask

Molding board Sand

,$burce: .4merican Founds. men’s Society, 1981.

Some sand molding techniques utilize chemical binders which then require
that the mold halves be heat treated or baked in order to activate the binders.
In order to pour molten metal into the mold when the cope and drag are
latched together, runners are cut or molded into each half Runners are
connected to the mold cavity with a gate which is usually cut into the cope.
A sprue is cut or molded through the cope to the runners such that when
molten metal is poured into the hole through the cope, it travels through the
runners and gate into the mold. Often risers are also cut into the mold halves.
After pouring, risers provide a reservoir of molten metal to areas of the
casting that solidify, last. If metal is not supplied to these areas, the casting
will have shrinkage defects.
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Cores require different physical characteristics than molds; therefore, the
binding systems used to make cores may be different from those used for
molds. Cores must be able to withstand the strong forces of molten metal
filling the mold, and often must be removed from small passages in the
solidified casting. This means that the binding system used must produce
strong, hard cores that will collapse for removal after the casting has
hardened. Therefore, cores are typically formed from silica sand (and
occasionally olivine or zircon sand), and strong chemical binders (U. S. EPA,
1992). The sand and binder mix is placed in a core box where it hardens into
the desired shape and is removed. Hardening, or curing, is accomplished with
heat, a chemical reaction, or a catalytic reaction. The major binding svstems
in use for molds and cores are discussed below.

Green Sand
Green sand is the. most common molding process, making about 90% of
castings produced in the U.S. Green sand is not used to form cores. Cores are
formed using one of the chemical binding systems. Green sand is the only
process that uses a moist sand mix. The mixture is made up of about 85 to 95
percent silica (or olivine or zircon) sand, 4 to 10 percent bentonite clay, 2 to
10 percent carbonaceous materials such as powdered (sea) coal. petroleum
products, corn starch or wood flour, and 2 to 5 percent water (AFS, 1996).
The clay and water act as the binder, holding the sand grains together. The
carbonaceous materials burn off when the molten metal is poured into the
mold, creating a reducing atmosphere which prevents the metal from oxidizing
while it solidifies (U.S. EPA, 1992).

Advantages and Disadvantages
Green sand, as exemplified by its widespread use, has a number of advantages
over other casting methods. The process can be used for both ferrous and
non-ferrous metal casting and it can handle a more diverse range of products
than any other casting method. For example, green sand is used to produce
both small precision castings and large castings of up to a ton. If uniform
sand .compaction and accurate control of sand properties are maintained, very
close tolerances can be obtained. The process also has the advantage of
requiring a relatively short time to produce a mold compared to many other
processes. In addition, the relative simplicity, of the process makes it ideally
suited to a mechanized process (AFS, 1989).

Wastes Generatgd
Sand cores that are used in molds break down and become part of the mold
sandl Foundries using green sand molds generate waste sand that becomes
spent after it has been reused in the process a number of times, as a portion
must be disposed of to prevent the build up of grains that are too fine. Waste
chemically bonded core sands are also generated. Typically. damaged cores
are not reusable and must be disposed as waste.
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Figure 5: Process Flow and Potential Pollutant Outputs for Typical Green Sand Foundry
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,Source: Adapted from Kotzin, Air Pollution Engineering Manual: Steel Foundries, 1992.
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Particulate emissions are generated during mixing, molding and core making
operations. In addition, gaseous and metal fume emissions develop when
molten metal is poured into the molds and a portion of the metal volatilizes
and condenses. When green sand additives and core sand binders come into
contact with the molten metal, they produce gaseous emissions such as carbon
monoxide, organic compounds, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, nitrous
oxide, benzene, phenols, and other hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) (Twarog,
1993). Wastewater containing metals and suspended solids may be generated
if the mold is cooled with water.

Chemical Binding Systems
Chemical binding systems are primarily used for core making. Green sand is
not used for cores because, chemically bound sand is stronger, harder, and can
be more easily removed from the cavity after the metal has solidified. Almost
every foundry usin.g sand molds uses one or more of the chemical binding
systems described below in constructing sand cores. Although some foundries
also use chemical binding systems to construct molds, the much more simple,
quick and inexpensive green sand molds described previously dominate the
industry in terms of tons of castings produced. When chemical bindin~
systems are used for mold making, the "shell-mold" system is most ot~en used-.
Chemical bonding systems work through either thermal setting, chemical or
catalytic reactions. The major thermal setting systems include: oil-bake, shell
cor~mold, hot box, and warm box. The major catalytic systems are the no-
bake and cold box systems (U.S. EPA, 1993).

The traditional method used to produce cores is the oil-bake, or core-oil
system. The oil-bake system uses oil and cereal binders mixed with sand. The
core is shaped in a core box and then baked in an oven to harden it. Oils used
can be natural, such as linseed oil, or synthetic resins, such as phenolic resins.
The oil-bake system was used almost exclusively before 1950, but has now
been largely replaced by other chemical binding systems (U.S. EPA, 1981).

Shell Core
The shell core system uses sand mixed with synthetic resins and a catalyst.
The resins are typically phenolic or furan resins, or mixtures of the two. Often
the shell core sand is purchased as dry coated sand. The catalyst is a weak
aqueous acid such as ammonium chloride. The sand mixture is shaped in a
heated metal core box. Starting from the outside edge of the core box and
moving through the sand towards the center of the core box, the heat begins
to cure the sand mix into a hard mass. when the outside 1/8 to 3/16 inches
of sand has been cured, the core box is inverted. The uncured sand pours out
of the core box leaving a hard sand core shell behind. The shell core is then
removed from the core box, allowed to cure for an addition few minutes and
is then ready for placement in the mold (LaRue, 1989). The system has the
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advantage of using less sand and binders than other systems; however, shell
sand may be more expensive than sand used in other sand processes.

The shell mold system is similar to the shell core system, but is used to
construct molds instead of cores. In this process, metal pattern halves are
preheated, coated with a silicone emulsion release agent, and then covered by
the resin-coated sand mixture. The heat from the patterns cures the sand mix
and the mold is removed after the desired thickness of sand is obtained. The
silicone emulsion acts as a mold release allowing the shell mold to be removed
from the pattern after curing (LaRue, 1989).

The hot box process uses a phenolic or furan resin and a weak acid catalyst
that are mixed .with sand to coat the surface of the grains. The major
difference between this system and the shell core system is that the core box
is heated to about 450 to 550 °F until the entire core has become solidified
(Twarog, 1993). The system has the advantage of very fast curing times and
a sand mix consistency allowing the core boxes to be filled and packed
quickly. Therefore, the system is ideal for automation and the mass
production of cores. The disadvantage is that more sand and binder is used
in this system than in the shell core system.

The warm box system is essentially the same as the hot box system, but uses
a different catalyst. The catalysts used allow the resin binders to cure at a
lower temperature (300 to 400 °F). As with the hot box, the resins used are
phenolic and furan resins. Either copper salts or sulfonic acids are used as a
catalyst. The advantage over hot box is reduced energy costs for heating
(Twarog, 1993).

The cold box process is relatively new to the foundry industry. The svstem
uses a catalytic gas to cure the binders at room temperature. A numl~er of
different systems are available including phenolic urethane binder with carbon
dioxide gas as the catalyst. Other systems involve different binders (e.g.,
sodium silicate) and gases, such as sulfur dioxide and dimethylethylamine
(DMEA), many of which are flammable or irritants. Compared to other
chemical systems, the cold box systems have a short curing time (lower than
ten seconds) and therefore are well suited to mass production techniques
(AFS, 1981). In addition, the absence of costly oven heating can result in
substantial energy savings.
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The no-bake or air set binder systems allow curing at room temperature
without the use of reactive gases. The no-bake system uses either acid
catalysts or esters to cure the binder. The acid catalysts are typically benzene,
toluene, sulfonic or phosphoric acids. Binders are either phenolic resins, furan
resins, sodium silicate solution or alkyd urethane. The system has the
advantage of substantial savings in energy costs (Twarog, 1993).

Advantages and Disadvantag~,~
Cores are necessarily constructed using chemical binders. Molds, however,
may be constructed with chemical binders or green sand. The advantages to
using chemically bonded molds over green sand molds may include: a longer
storage life for the molds, a potentially lower metal pouring temperature, and
molds having better dimensional stability and surface finish. Disadvantages
include the added.costs of chemical binders, the energy costs for curing the
binders, added difficulties to reclaim used sand, and environmental and worker
safety concerns for air emissions associated with binder chemicals during
curing and metal pouring.

Wastes Generated
Solid wastes generated include broken cores and sand that has set up
prematurely or inadequately. Waste resins and binders can be ~enerated from
spills, residuals in containers, and outdated materials. In addition to fugitive
dust from the handling &sand, mold and core making using chemical binding
systems may generate gaseous emissions such as carbon monoxide, VOCs and
a number ofgasses listed as hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) under the Clean
Air Act. Emissions occur primarily during heating or curing of the molds and
cores, removal of the cores from core boxes, cooling, and pouring of metal
into molds (Twarog, 1993). The specific pollutants generated depends on the
type of binding system being used. Section III.B Table 4 lists typical air
emissions that may be expected from each major type of chemical binding
system. Wastewater containing metals, suspended solids, and phenols may be
generated if molds are cooled with water.

Permanent ~4old Casting

In permanent mold casting, metal molds are used repeatedly. Although the
molds deteriorate over time, they can be used to make thousands of castings
before being replaced. The process is similar to die casting (see Section
ITI.A.6 on Die Casting) with the exception being that gravity is used to fill the
mold rather than external pressure. Permanent molds are designed to be
opened, usually on a hinge, so that the castings can be removed. Permanent
molds can be used for casting both ferrous and nonferrous metals as long as
the mold metal has a higdaer melting point than the casting metal. Cores from
permanent molds can be sand. plaster, collapsible metal or, soluble salts.
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When cores are not reusable, the process is often referred to as
semipermanent mold casting (AFS, 1981).

Since the process is relatively simple after the mold has been fabricated, and
since large numbers of castings are usually produced, permanent mold casting
is typically an automated process. The sequence of operations includes a~
initial cleaning of the mold followed by preheating and the spraying or
brushing on of a mold coating. The coating serves the purpose ofinsulatin~t
the molten metal from the relatively cool, heat conducting mold metal. Thi~
allows the mold to be filled completely before the metal begins to solidify.
The coatings also help produce good surface finish, act as a lubricant (o
facilitate casting removal, and allow any air in the mold to escape via space
between the mold and coating. After coating, cores are then inserted and the
mold is closed. The metal is poured and allowed to solidify before opening
and ejecting the c.asting (LaRue, 1989).

Mold metals are typically made of cast iron. The molds can be very simple or
can have a number of sophisticated features, such as ejector pins to remove
castings, water cooling channels and sliding core pins. Coatings are typically
mixtures of sodium silicate and either vermiculite, talc. clay or bentonk~
(AFS, 1981).

Advantages and Disadvantages
Permanent molds have the obvious advantage of not requiring the making of
a new mold (and the associated time and expenses) for every casting. The
elimination of the mold making process results in a more simple overall
casting process, a cleaner work environment, and far less waste generation.
Because molten metal cools ~nd solidifies much faster in a permanent mold
than ina sand mold, a more dense casting with better mechanical properties
is obtained. The process can also produce castings with a high level of
dimensional accuracy and good surface finish (AFS, 1981). One disadvantage
is the high cost of tooling, which includes the initial cost of casting a~ad
machining the permanent mold. In addition, the shapes and sizes of castings
are limited due to the impossibility of removing certain shapes from the mol~s
(USITC, 1984).

Wastes Generated
Compared to sand casting operations, relatively little waste is generated in the
permanent mold process. Some foundries force cool the hot permanent molds
with water sprayed or flushed over the mold. The waste cooling water may
pick up contaminants from the mold such as metals and mold coatingS.
Fugitive dust and waste sand or plaster are generated if cores are fabricated
of sand or plaster, respectively. Waste coating material may also be generated
during cleaning of the motd
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Plaster Mold Casting

The conventional plaster molding process is similar to the sand molding
processes. In cope and drag flasks, a plaster slurry mix is poured over the
pattern halves. When the plaster has set, the patterns are removed and the
mold halves are baked to remove any water (USITC, 1984). Since even small
amounts of water will, when quickly heated during pouring, expand to steam
and adversely affect the casting, drying is a critical step in plaster mold
casting. Oven temperatures may be as high as 800°F for as long as 16 to 36
hours. As in the sand mold processes, the cores are inserted, and the dried
mold halves are attached prior to pouting the molten metal. The plaster molds
are destroyed during the shakeout process. Plaster or sand cores may be used
in the process.

The conventional plaster molding process described here is the most common
of a number of plaster mold casting processes in use. Other processes include
the foamed plaster casting process, the Antioch casting process and the match
plate pattern casting process (AFS, 1981).

The plasters used in plaster mold casting are very strong, hard gypsum
(calcium sulfate) cements mixed with either fibrous talcs, finely ground silica.
pumice stone, clay or graphite. Plaster mixtures may also be comprised of up
to 50 percent sand (AFS, 1981).

Advantages and Disadvantages
The plaster mold process can produce castings with excellent surface detail.
complex and intricate configurations, and high dimensional accuracy. Plaster
mold castings are also light, typically under 20 pounds (USITC, 1994). The
process is limited to nonferrous metals because ferrous metals will react with
the sulfur in the gypsum, creating defects on the casting surface (AFS, 1981).
Plaster mold casting is more expensive than sand casting, and has a longer
process time from mold construction to metal pouring. The process is only
used, therefore, when the desired results cannot be obtained through san~t
casting or when the finer detail and surface finish will result in substantial
savings in machining costs.

Wastes Generated
Waste mold plaster and fugitive dust can be generated using this process.
Waste sand can also be generated, depending on the type of cores used.

InvestmentLost Wax Casting

Investment casting processes use a pattern or replica that is consumed, or lost,
from the mold material when heated. The mold-making process results in a
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one-piece destroyable mold. The most common type of investment casting,
the lost wax process, uses patterns fabricated from wax. Plastic patterns,
however, are also fairly common in investment casting.

The process begins with the production of a wax or plastic replica of the part.
Replicas are usually mass produced by injecting the wax or plastic into a die
(metal mold) in a liquid or semi-liquid state. Replicas are attached to a gating
system (sprue and runners) constructed of the same material to form a tree
assembly (see Figure 6). The assembly is coated with a specially formulated
heat resistant refi’actory slurry mixture which is allowed to harden around the
wax or plastic assembly forming the mold (USITC, 1984).

In the investmentflask casting method, the assembly is placed in a flask and
then covered with a refractory slurry which is allowed to harden (see Figure
6). In the more ,common investment shell casting method, the assemblv is
dipped in a refractory slurry and sand is sitted onto the coated pattern
assembly and allowed to harden. This process is repeated until the desired
shell thickness is reached (LaRue, 1989). In both methods, the assembly is
then melted out of the mold. Some investment casting foundries are able to
recover the melted wax and reuse a portion in the pattern making process.
The resulting mold assemblies are then heated to remove any residual pattern
material and to further cure the binder system. The mold is then ready )br the
pouring of molten metal into the central sprue which will travel thr~)ugh the
individual sprues and runners filling the mold.

Although normally not necessary, cores can be used in investment casting for
complex interior shapes. The cores are inserted during the pattern making
step. The cores are placed in the pattern die and pattern wax or plastic is
injected around the core. After" the pattern is removed from the die, the cores
are removed. Cores used in investment casting are typically collapsible metal
assemblies or soluble salt materials which can be leached out with water or a
dilute hydrochloric acid solution.

In addition to the investment flask and shell mold casting methods described
above, a number of methods have been developed which use reusable master
patterns. These processes were developed to eliminate production of
expendable patterns, one of the most costly and time-consuming steps in the
casting process. One process, called the Shaw Process, uses a refractory
slurry, containing ethyl silicate. The slurry cures initially to a flexible gel which
can be removed fi-om the pattern in two halves. The flexible mold halves can
then be further cured at high temperatures until a hard mold is formed ready
for assembly and pouring (AFS, 1981).
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Source: American Foundrymen ’ s Society, 1981.

Material~
The refractory slurries used in both investment flask and shell casting are
comprised of binders and refractory materials. Refractory materials include
silica, aluminum silicates, zircon, and alumina. Binders include silica sols
(very small silica particles suspended in water), hydrolyzed ethyl silicate,
sodium and potassium silicate, and gypsum type plasters. Ethyl silicate is
typically hydrolyzed at the foundry by adding alcohol, water, and hydrochloric
acid to the ethyl silicate as a catalyst (AFS, 1981).

Pattern materials are most commonly wax or polystyrene. Wax materials can
be synthetic, natural, or a combination. Many different formulations are
available with varying strengths, hardness, melting points, setting times, and
compatibilities, depending on the specific casting requirements.
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Advantages and Disadvantages
The investment casting process produces castings with a higher degree of
dimensional accuracy than any other casting process. The process can also
produce castings with a high level of detail and complexity and excellent
surface finish. Investment casting is used to create both ferrous and
nonferrous precision pieces such as dental crowns, fillings and dentures,
jewelry., and scientific instruments. The costs of investment casting are
generally higher than for other casting processes due in part to the high initial
costs of pattern die-making (USITC, 1984). In addition, the relatively large
number of steps in the process is less amenable to automation than many other
casting methods.

Wastes Generated
Waste refractory material, waxes, and plastic are the largest volume wastes
generated. Air ,emissions are primarily particulates. Wastewater with
suspended and dissolved solids and low pH may also be generated if soluble
salt cores are used.

Lost Foam Casting

The lost foam casting process, also known as Expanded Polystyrene (EPS)
casting, and cavityless casting, is a relatively new process that is gaining
increased use. The process is similar to investment casting in that an
expendable polystyrene pattern is used to make a one-piece expendable mold.
As in investment casting, gating systems are attached to the patterns, and the
assembly is coated with a specially formulated gas permeable refractory slurry.
When the refractory slurry has hardened, the assembly is positioned in a flask,
and unbonded sand is pour,ed around the mold and compacted into any
internal cavities. Molten metal is then poured into the polystyrene pattern
which vaporizes and is replaced by the metal (see Figure 7). When the metal
has solidified, the flask is emptied onto a steel grate for shakeout. The loose
sand falls through the grate and can be reused without treatment. The
refractory material is broken away from the casting in the usual manner (AFS,
1981).

Refractory slurries for lost foam casting must produce a coating strong
enough to prevent the loose sand around the coated assembly from collapsing
into the cavity as the pattern vaporizes. Coatings must also be permeable to
allow the polystyrene vapors to escape from the mold cavity, through the
coating, into the sand and out of the flask. Flasks for this process have side
vents which allow the vapors to escape (AFS, 1981).
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Figure 7: Lost Foam Casting Cross Sections
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Source." American Foundrymen’s Society, 1981.

Polystyrene patterns can be fabricated from polystyrene boards or by molding
polystyrene beads. Patterns from boards are fabricated using normal pattern
forming tools (see Section III.A. 1). The boards are available in various sizes
and thicknesses, and can be glued together to increase thickness if needed.
Molded polystyrene patterns begin as small beads of expandable polystyrene
product. The beads are pre-expanded to the required density using a vacuum.
steam, or hot air processes. In general, the aim is to reduce the bead density
as much as possible in order to minimize the volume of vapors to be vente~t
during casting. If vapors are generated faster than can be vented, casting
defects will result. The expanded polystyrene beads are blown into a cast
aluminum mold. Steam is used to heat the beads causing them to expand
further, fill void areas, and bond together. The mold and pattern are allowed
to cool, and the pattern is ejected (AFS, 1981).

Advantages and Disadvantage.S
The lost foam process can be used for precision castings of ferrous and
nonferrous metals of any size. In addition to being capable of producing
highly accurate, complex castings with thin walls, good surface finish, and no
parting lines, there are numerous practical advantages to the process. For
example, there are far fewer steps involved in lost foam casting compared to
sand casting. Core making and setting is not necessary., nor is the mixing of
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large amounts of sand and binders. Shakeout and sand handling is a matter
of pouring out the sand which is mostly reusable without any treatment since
binders are not used. Some portion of sand may need to be removed to avoid
the buildup of styrene in the sand. The flasks used are less expensive and
easier to use since there are no cope and drag halves to be fastened together.
The reduced labor and material costs make lost foam casting an economical
alternative to many traditional casting methods. Although the potential exists
for other metals to be cast, currently only aluminum and gray and ductile iron
are cast using this method (AFS, 1981). In addition there are some limitations
in using the technique to cast low carbon alloys (SFSA, 1997).

Wastes Generated
The large quantities of polystyrene vapors produced during lost foam casting
can be flammable and may contain hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Other
possible air emissigns are particulates related to the use of sand. Waste sand
and refractory materials containing styrene may also be generated.

III.A.3. Furnace Charge Preparation and Metal Melting

Foundries typically use recycled scrap metals as their primary source of metal,
and use metal ingot as a secondary source when scrap is not available. The
first step in metal melting is preparation of the scrap materials. Preparation,
which also may be done by the foundry’s metal supplier, consists ofcuttin~
the materials to the proper size for the furnace and cleaning and degreasin~
the materials. Cleaning and degreasing can be accomplished with solvents or
by a precombustion step to burn offany organic contaminants (Kotzin, 1992).
Prepared scrap metal is weighed and additional metal, alloys, and flux may be
added prior to adding the metal to the furnace. Adding metal to a furnace is
called "charging." (Alloys may also be added at various stages of the melt or
as the ladle is filled.)

Flux is a material added to the furnace charge or to the molten metal to
remove impurities. Flux unites with impurities to form dross or slag, which
rises to the surface of the molten metal where it is removed before pouring
(LaRue, 1989). The slag material on the molten metal surface helos to
prevent oxidation of the metal. Flux is often chloride or fluoride salt~ that
have an affanity to bind with certain contaminants. The use of salt fluxes mav
result in emissions of acid gasses.

Five types of furnaces are commonlv used to melt metal in foundries: cupola,
electric arc, reverberatory, induction and crucible (see Figure 8). Some
foundries operate more than one type of furnace and may even transfer molten
metal between furnace types in order to make best use’of the best features of
each.
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The cupola furnace is primarily used to melt gray, malleable, or ductile iron.
The furnace is a hollow vertical cylinder on legs and lined with refractory,
material. Hinged doors at the bottom allow the furnace to be emptied when
not in use. When charging the furnace, the doors are closed and a bed of sand
is placed at the bottom of the furnace, covering the doors. Alternating layers
of coke for fuel and scrap metal, alloys and flux are placed over the sand.
Although air, or oxygen enriched air, is forced through the layers with a
blower, cupolas require a reducing atmosphere to maintain the coke bed.
Heat from the burning coke melts the scrap metal and flux, which drip to the
bottom sand layer. In addition, the burning of coke under reducing conditions
raises the carbon content of the metal charge to the casting specifications. A
hole level with the top of the sand allows molten metal to be drained off, or
"tapped." A higher hole allows slag to be drawn off’. Additional charges can
be added to the furnace as needed (LaRue, 1989).

Electric Arc Furnaces
Electric arc furnaces are used for melting cast iron or steel. The furnace
consists of a saucer-shaped hearth of refractory material for collecting the
molten metal with refractory material lining the sides and top of the furnace.
Two or three carbon electrodes penetrate the furnace from the top or sides.
The scrap metal charge is placed on the hearth and melted by the heat from
an electric arc formed between the electrodes. When the electric arc comes
into contact with the metal, it is a direct-arc furnace and when the electric arc
does not actually touch the metal it is an indirect-arc furnace. Molten metal
is typically drawn offthrough a spout by tipping the furnace. Alloying metal
can be added, and slag can be removed, through doors in the walls of the
furnace (LaRue, 1989). Electric arc furnaces have the advantage of not
requiring incoming scrap to be clean. One disadvantage is that they do not
allow precise metallurgical adjustments to the molten metal.

Reverberatorv Furnaces
Reverberatory furnaces are primarily used to melt large quantities of
nonferrous metals. Metal is placed on a saucer-shaped hearth lined with
refractory material on all sides. Hot air and combustion gasses from oil or gas
burners are blown over the metal and exhausted out of the furnace. The heat
melts the metal and more charge is added until the level of molten metal is
high enough to run out of a spout in the hearth and into a well from which it
can be ladled out (LaRue, 1989).

Induction FurnaCes
Induction furnaces are used to melt both ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
There are several types of induction furnaces, but all create a strong magnetic
field by passing an electric current through a coil wrapped around the furnace.
The magnetic field in turn creates a voltage across and subsequently an
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electric current through the metal to be melted. The electrical resistance of
the metal produces heat which melts the metal. Induction furnaces are ver~"
efficient and are made in a wide range of sizes (LaRue, 1989). Induction
furnaces require cleaner scrap than electric arc furnaces, however, they do
allow precise metallurgical adjustments.

Crucible Furnaces
Crucible furnaces are primarily used to melt smaller amounts of nonferrous
metals than other furnace types. The crucible or refractory container is heated
in a furnace fired with natural gas or liquid propane. The metal in the crucible
melts, and can be ladled from the crucible or poured directly by tipping the
crucible (LaRue, 1989).

Wastes Generated
Cupola, reverbera.tory and electric arc furnaces may emit particulate matter.
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, small
quantities of chloride and fluoride compounds, and metallic fumes from the
condensation of volatilized metal and metal oxides. Induction furnaces and
crucible furnaces emit relatively small amounts of particulates, hydrocarbons.
and carbon monoxide emissions. The highest concentration of furnace
emissions occur when furnaces are opened for charging, alloying, slag
removal, and tapping (Kotzin, 1992). Particulate emissions can be especially
high during alloying and the introduction of additives. For example, if
magnesium is added to molten metal to produce ductile iron, a strong reaction
ensues, with the potential to release magnesium oxides and metallic fumes
(NADCA, 1996).

Furnace emissions are often controlled with wet scrubbers. Wet scrubber
wasfewater can be generated in large quantities (up to 3,000 gallons per
minute) in facilities using large cupola furnaces. This water may contain
metals and phenols, and is typically highly alkaline or acidic and is neutralized
before being discharged to the POTW (AFS Air Quality Committee, 1992).
Non-contact cooling water with little or no contamination may also be
generated.

Scrap preparation using thermal treatment will emit smoke, organic
compounds and carbon monoxide. Other wastes may include waste solvents
if solvents are used to prepare metal for charging. Slag is also generated
during metal melting operations. Hazardous slag can be generated if the
charge materials contain enough toxic metals such as lead and chromium or
if calcium carbide is used in the metal to remove sulfur compounds (see
Section III.B. 1) (U.S. EPA, 1992).
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Figure 8: Sectional Views of Melting Furnaces

Electric Indirect-Arc

Reverberatory

,%urce: American Founds. men’s Socte~.’, 1989.
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III.A.4. Shakeout, Cooling and Sand Handling

For those foundries using sand molding and core making techniques, castings
need to be cooled and separated from the sand mold. After molten metal has
been ladled into the mold and begins to solidify, it is transported to a cooling
area where the casting solidifies before being separated from the mold.
Larger, more mechanized foundries use automatic conveyor systems to
transfer the casting and mold through a cooling tunnel on the way to the
shakeout area. Less mechanized foundries allow the castings to cool on the
shop floor. In the shakeout area, molds are typically placed on vibrating grids
or conveyors to shake the sand loose from the casting. In some foundries, the
mold may be separated from the casting manually (EPA, 1986).

Sand casting techniques can generate substantial volumes of waste sand.
Many foundries reuse a large portion of this sand and only remove a small
portion as waste. Waste sand removed from the foundry is primarily made
up of fine grains that build up as the sand is reused over and over. Most
foundries, therefore, have a large multi-step sand handling operation for
capturing and conditioning the reusable sand. Larger foundries often have
conveyorized sand-handling systems working continuously. Smaller, less
mechanized foundries often use heavy equipment (e.g., front-end loaders) in
a batch process (U.S. EP.-L 1992). Increasingly, foundry waste sand is being
sent off-site for use as a construction material (see Section V).

Sand handling operations receive sand directly from the shakeout step or from
an intermediate sand storage area. A typical first step in sand handling is lump
knockout. Sand lumps occur when the binders used in sand cores only
partially degrade after exposure to the heat of molten metal. The lumps, or
core butts, may be crushed arid recycled into molding sand during this step.
They can also be disposed as waste material. A magnetic separation operation
is often used in ferrous foundries to remove pieces of metal from the sand.
Other steps involve screening to remove fines that build up over time, and
cooling by aeration. In addition, some foundries treat mold and core sand
thermally to remove binders and organic impurities (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Wastes Generated
Shakeout, cooling, and sand handling operations generate waste sand and
fines possibly containing metals. In addition, particulate emissions are
generated during these operations. If thermal treatment units are used to
reclaim chemically bonded sands, emissions such as carbon monoxide, organic
compounds, and other gasses can be expected.
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l]I.A.5. Quenching, Finishing, Cleaning and Coating

Rapid cooling of hot castings by quenching in a water bath is practiced bv
some foundries and die casters to cool and solidify the casting rapidly (to
speed the process) and to achieve certain metallurgical properties. The water
bath may be plain water or may contain chemical additives to prevent
oxidation.

Some amount of finishing and cleaning is required for all castings; however,
the de_m’ee and specific types of operations will depend largely on the casting
specifications and the casting process used. Finishing and cleaning operations
can be a significant portion of the overall cost to produce a casting.
Foundries, therefore, of’ten search for casting techniques and mold designs
that will reduce the finishing needed.

Finishing operations begin once the casting is shaken out and cooled.
Hammers, band saws, abrasive cutting wheels, flame cut-off devices, and air-
carbon arc devices may be used to remove the risers, runners, and sprues of
the gating system. Metal fins at the parting lines (lines on a casting
corresponding to the interface between the cope and drag of a mold) are
removed with chipping hammers and grinders. Residual refractory material
and oxides are typically removed by sand blasting or steel shot blasting, which
can also be used to give the casting a uniform and more attractive surface
appearance (U. S. EPA, 1992).

The cleaning of castings precedes any coating operations to ensure that the
coating will adhere to the metal. Chemical cleaning and coating operations
are often contracted out to off-site firms, but are sometimes carried out at the
foundries. Scale, rust, oxides, oil, grease, and dirt can be chemically removed
from the surface using organic solvents (typically chlorinated solvents,
although naphtha, methanol, and toluene are also used), emulsifiers,
pressurized water, abrasives, alkaline agents (caustic soda, soda ash, alkaline
silicates, and phosphates), or acid pickling. The pickling process involves the
cleaning of the metal surface with inorganic acids such as hydrochloric acid,
sulfuric acid, or nitric acid. Castings generally pass from the pickling bath
through a series of rinses. Molten salt baths are also used to clean complex
interior passages in castings (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Castings are often given a coating to inhibit oxidation, resist deterioration, or
improve appearance. Common coating operations include: painting,
electroplating, electroless nickel plating, hard facing, hot dipping, thermal
spraying, diffusion, conversion, porcelain enameling, and organic or fused drv-
resin coating (U.S. EPA. 1992).
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Wastes Generated
Casting quench water may contain phenols, oil and grease, suspended solids.
and metals (e.g., copper, lead, zinc). Metal-bearing sludges may be generated
when quench baths are cleaned out (EPA, 1995).

Finishing operations may generate particulate air emissions. Wastewater may
contain cutting oils, ethylene glycol, and metals. Solid wastes include metal
chips and spent cutting oils (EPA, 1995).

Cleaning and coating may generate air emissions of VOCs from painting,
coating and solvent cleaning, acid mists and metal ion mists from anodizing,
plating, polishing, hot dip coating, etching, and chemical conversion coating.
Wastewater may contain solvents, metals, metal salts, cyanides, and high or
low pH. Solid wastes include cyanide and metal-bearing sludges, spent
solvents and pain.ts, and spent plating baths (EPA, 1995).

HI.A.6. Die Casting

The term "die casting" usually implies "pressure die casting." The process
utilizes a permanent die (metal mold) in which molten metal is forced under
high pressure. Dies are usually made from two blocks of steel, each
containing part of the cavity, which are locked together while the casting is
being made. Retractable and removable cores are used to form internal
surfaces. The metal is held under pressure until it cools and solidifies. The
die halves are then opened and the casting is removed, usually by means of an
automatic ejection system. Dies are preheated and lubricated before being
used, and are either air- or water-cooled to maintain the desired operating
temperature (Loper, 1985). Metal is typically melted on site from prealloyed
ingot, or by blending the alloying constituents (or occasionally metal scrap).
Some aluminum die casters, however, purchase molten aluminum and store
it on site in a holding furnace (NADCA, 1996). Two basic types of die
casting machines are used: hot chamber and cold-chamber (see Figure 9).

Die casting machine,s
Hot-chamber die casting machines are comprised of a molten metal reservoir,
the die, and a metal-transferring device which automatically withdraws molten
metal from the reservoir and forces it under pressure into the die. A steel
piston and cylinder system is often used to create the necessary pressure
within the die. Pressures can range from a few hundred to over 5,000 psi.
Certain metals, such as aluminum alloys, zinc alloys, and pure zinc cannot be
u.sed in hot-chamber die casting because they rapidly attack the iron in the
pxston and cylinder. These metals, therefore, require a different type of
casting machine, called a gooseneck. A gooseneck machine utilizes a cast-
iron channel to transfer the molten metal from the reservoir to the die (see
Figure 9(b)). After the gooseneck is brought into contact with the die.
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compressed air is applied to the molten metal. Pressures are typically in the
range of 350 to 500 psi (Loper, 1985).

Cold chamber machines have molten metal reservoirs separate from the
casting machine. Just enough metal for one casting is ladled by hand or
mechanically into a small chamber, from which it is forced into the die under
high pressure (see Figure 9(a)). Pressure is produced through a hydraulic
system connected to a piston, and is typically in the range of a few thousand
psi to 10,000 psi. In cold chamber machines, the metal is just above the
melting point and is in a slush-like state. Since the metal is in contact with the
piston and cylinder for only a short period of time, the process is applicable
to aluminum alloys, magnesium alloys, zinc alloys, and even high melting-
point alloys such as brasses and bronzes (Loper, 1985).

Figure 9: Cold (a), and Hot Chamber (b), Die Casting Machines

Pouring

ladle

cylincler

Port-~

g
pot          Gooseneckd Die

Source." American Foundrymen ’ s Society, 1981.

Proper lubrication of dies and plungers is essential for successful die casting.
Die lubrication affects the casting quality, density, and surface finish, the ease
of cavity fill, and the ease of casting ejection. Proper lubrication can also
speed the casting rate, reduce maintenance, and reduce build up of material
on the die face (Street, 1977).

Die lubrication can be manual or automatic. In manual systems, the die
casting machine operator uses a hand held spray __man to applylubricant to the
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die surface just before the die is closed. Automatic systems use either fixed
or reciprocating spray systems to apply lubricant (Allsop, 1983).

There are many types and formulations of lubricants on the market. No one
lubricant meets the requirements for all die casters. The specific lubricant
formulation used depends on a number of factors, .including: the metal being
cast, the temperatures of casting, the lubricant application method, the surface
finish requirements, the complexity of the casting, and the t,vpe of ejection
system. Although specific formulations are proprietary, in general, lubricants
are a mixture of a lubricant and a carrier material. Formulations may also
include additives to inhibit corrosion, increase stability during storage, and
resist bacterial degradation (Kaye, 1982).

Lubricants are mostly carder material which evaporates upon contact with the
hot die surface, d.epositing a thin uniform coating of die lubricant on the die
face. Typical ratios of carrier to lubricant are about 40 to 1 (Kaye, 1982).

Both water-based lubricants and solvent-based lubricants are in use today.
Solvents, however, are largely being phased out due to health and fi~e
concerns associated with the large amounts of solvent vapors released.
Water-based lubricants are now used almost exclusively in the U.S.
Lubricating materials are .typically mineral oils and waxes in water emulsions.
Silicone oils and synthetic waxes are finding increased use. In addition.
research is under way to develop a permanent release coating for die surfaces
which will eliminate the need for repeated lubricant application (Kaye, 1982).

Advantages and Disadvantages
Die casting is not applicable to steel and high melting point alloys. Pressure
dies are very expensive to design and produce, and the die casting machines
themselves are major capital investments (LaRue, 1989). Therefore, to
compete with other casting methods, it must be more economical to produce
a component by virtue of higher production rates, or the finished components
must be superior to those produced using other methods -- ot~en, it is a
combination of both factors (USITC, 1984).

Once the reusable die has been prepared, the die casting process can sustain
very high production rates. Castings can be made at rates of more than 400
per hour. There is a limit, however, to the number of castings produced in a
single die depending on the die design, the alloys being casted, and the
dimensional tolerances required. The useable life span of a die can range from
under 1,000 to over 5,000,000 castings or "shots." (Allsop, 1983) Therefore.
the design of the die itself is critical not only for producing high qualitv
castings but also in ensuring the economic viability of the production procesS.
Die design is a very complex exercise. In addition to the design of the
component geometry and constituent materials, numerous factors related to
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the die itself must be considered, including: the type of alloys, the temperature
gradients within the die, the pressure and velocity of the molten metal when
it enters the die, the technique for ejecting the casting from the die, and the
lubrication system used (Street, 1977). Computer-aided design and modeling
of die designs is now commonplace and has played an important role in
advancing the technology.

One major advantage of die casting over other casting methods is that the
produced castings can have ver3r complex shapes. The ability to cast complex
shapes otten makes it possible to manufacture a product from a single casting
instead of from an assembly of cast components. This can greatly reduce
casting costs as well as costs associated with fabrication and machining.
Furthermore, die casting produces castings having a high degree of
dimensional accuracy and surface definition compared to other casting
methods, which may also reduce or eliminate costly machining steps. Finally.
castings with relatively thin wall sections can be produced using the die
casting method. This can result in substantial savings in material costs and
reductions in component weight (Allsop, 1983).

Wastes Generated
Wastes generated during metal melting will be similar to those of metal
melting in foundries, depending on the particular furnace used. Relatively
little waste is generated in the actual die casting process compared to other
metal casting processes. However, some gaseous and fume emissions occur
during metal injection. Metal oxide fumes are released as some of the metal
vaporizes and condenses. Gaseous emissions can originate from: the molten
metal itself, the evolution of chemicals from the lubricant as it is sprayed onto
the hot metal die; and as the molten metal contacts the lubricant (’NADCA.
1996).
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III.B. Raw Materials Inputs and Pollution Outputs

Raw material inputs and pollutant outputs differ for foundries and die casters.
The major difference lies in the use of permanent molds by die casting
facilities which eliminates any need for large mold making operations and the
handling, treatment and disposal of sand and other refractory materials. For
this reason, the material inputs and pollutant outputs of permanent mold
casting foundries will likely be more similar to those of die casting facilities.
Table 4 summarizes the material inputs and pollution outputs discussed in this
section.

III.B.I. Foundries

The main raw material inputs for foundries are sand and other core and mold
refractory materials (depending of the particular processes used), metals in the
form of scrap and ingot, alloys, and fuel for metal melting. Other raw material
inputs include binders, fluxing agents, and pattern making materials.

Air Emissions

Air emissions at foundries primarily arise from metal melting, mold and core
making, shakeout and sand handling, and the cleaning and finishing of cast
parts (Kotzin, 1992).

Furnaces and Metal Melting
Furnace air emissions consist of the products of combustion from the fuel and
particulate matter in the form of dusts, metallics, and metal oxide fumes.
Carbon monoxide and orgam’c vapors may also arise if oily scrap is charged
to the furnace or preheat system (AP-42, 1993). Particulates will vary
according to the type of furnace, fuel (if used), metal melted, meltin~
temperature, and a number of operating practices. Air emissions from
furnaces and molten metal can often be reduced by applying a number of good
operating practices (see Section V.A). Particulates can include fly ash,
carbon, metallic dusts, and fumes from the volatilization and condensation of
molten metal oxides. In steel foundries, these particulates may contain
varying amounts of zinc, lead, nickel, cadmium, and chromium (Kotzin,
1992). Carbon-steel dust can be high in zinc as a result of the use of
galvanized scrap, while stainless steel dust is high in nickel and chromium.
Painted scrap can result in particulates high in lead. Particulates associated
with nonferrous metal production may contain copper, aluminum, lead, tin.
and zinc. The particulate sizes of the oxide fumes are often very small
(submicron) and, therefore, require high efficiency control devises (Licht.
1992).
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Furnace air emissions are typically captured in ventilation systems comprised
of hoods and duct work. Hoods and ducts are usually placed over and/or near
the tapping spouts, and metal charging, slag removal, and pouring areas.
Hoods can be permanently fixed at pouring stations or attached to the pouring
ladle or crane through fiexible duct work. Depending on the type of furnace
and metals melted, these ventilation systems may be ducted to coolers to cool
the hot combustion gases, followed by baghouses, electrostatic precipitators
and/or wet scrubbers to collect particulates. ARerburners may also be used
to control carbon monoxide and oil vapors (Licht, 1992).

Mold and Core Makin~
The major air pollutants generated during mold and core making are
particulates from the handling of sand and other refractory materials, and
VOCs from the core and mold curing and drying operations. VOCs.
particulates, carbon, monoxide, and other organic compounds are also emitted
when the mold and core come into contact with the molten metal and while
the filled molds are cooled (AP-42, 1993).

The use of organic chemical binding systems (e.g., cold box, hot box, no bake,
etc.) may generate sulfur dioxide, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen
cyanide, nitrogen oxides and large number of different organic compounds.
Emissions occur primarily during heating and curing, removal of the cores
from core boxes, cooling, and pouring the metal into molds and may include
a number of gases listed as hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) under the Clean
Air Act. Potential HAPs emitted when using chemical binding systems
include: formaldehyde, methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI), phenol,
triethylamine, methanol, benzene, toluene, cresol/cresylic acid, napthalene,
polycyclic-organics, and cyanide compounds (Twarog, 1993).

Some core,making processes use strongly acidic or basic substances for
scrubbing the off gasses from the core making process. In the free radical
cure process, acrylic-epoxy binders are cured using an organic hydroperoxide
and SO,- gas. G-asses are typically scrubbed to remove sulfur dioxide before
release through the stack to the atmosphere. A wet scrubbing unit absorbs the
SO,. gas. A 5 to 10 percent solution of sodium hydroxide at a pH of 8 to 14
neutralizes the SO,- and prevents the by-product (sodium sulfite) from
precipitating out of solution (U. S. EPA, 1992).

.Amine scrubbers may be used for sulfur dioxide control by foundries. In
amine scrubbing the gas containing sulfur dioxide is first passed through a
catalyst bed, where the sulfur compounds are convened to hydrogen sulfide.
The gas stream then enters a packed or trayed tower (scrubber) where it is
contacted with a solution of water and an organic amine. The amine solution
is alkaline and the wealdv acidic hydrogen sulfide in the gas stream dissolves
in it. The amine solution with hydrogen sulfide is then sent to a stripping
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tower, where it is boiled and the acid gases stripped out. The amine solution
is cooled and returned to the scrubbing tower for reuse. Acid gases are
cooled and treated through neutralization. A number of amines are used
including diethanolamine (DEA), monoethanolamine (MEA), and
methyldiethanolamine (MDEA). Air emissions from the amine scrubbers may
include some H,S and other sulfur compounds. (Scott, 1992).

Shakeout. Finishing. and Sand Handling
Shakeout and sand handling operations generate dust and metallic
particulates. Finishing and cleaning operations will generate metallic
particulates from deburring, grinding, sanding and brushing, and volatile
organic compounds from the application of rust inhibitors or organic coatings
such as paint. Control systems involve hoods and ducts at key dust generating
points followed by baghouses, electrostatic precipitators, or wet scrubbers
(AFS Air Quality. Committee, 1992).

Wastewater

Wastewater mainly consists of noncontact cooling water and wet scrubber
effluent (Leidel, 1995). Noncontact cooling water can typically be discharged
to the POTW or to surface waters under an NPDES permit. Wet scrubber
wastewater in facilities using large cupola furnaces can be generated in large
quantities (up to 3,000 gallons per minute). This water is typically highly
alkaline or acidic and is neutralized before being discharged to the POTW
(AFS Air Quality Committee, 1992). If amine scrubbers are used, amine
scrubbing solution can be released to the plant effluent system through leaks
and spills. Some foundries using cupola furnaces also generate wastewater
containing metals from cooling slag with water. Wastewater may also be
generated in certain finishing operations such as quenching and deburring.
Such wastewater can be high in oil and suspended solids (NADCA, 1996).

Residual Wastes

Residual wastes originate from many different points within foundries. Waste
sand is by far the largest volume waste for the industry. Other residual wastes
may !nclude dust from dust collection systems, slag, spent investment casting
refractory material, off-spec products, resins, spent solvents and cleaners.
paints, and other miscellaneous wastes.

Furnaces and Metal Meltirl~
The percentage of metal from each charge that is converted to dust or fumes
and collected by baghouses, electrostatic precipitators, or wet scrubbers can
vary significantly from facility to facility depending on the type of furnace
used and the type of metal cast. In steel foundries, this dust contains varying
amounts of zinc. lead, nickel, cadmium, and chromium. Carbon-steel dust
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tends to be high in zinc as a result of the use of galvanized scrap, while
stainless steel dust is high in nickel and chromium. Dust high in lead may
result from the use of scrap painted with leaded paint. Dust associated with
nonferrous metal production may contain copper, aluminum, lead, tin, and
zinc. Steel dust may be encapsulated and disposed of in a permitted landfill,
while nonferrous dust is often sent to a recycler for metal recovery.

Slag is a glassy mass with a complex chemical structure. It can constitute
about 25 percent ofa foundry’s solid waste stream (Kotzin, 1995). Slag is
composed of metal oxides from the melting process, melted refractories, sand,
coke ash (if coke is used), and other materials. Large quantities of slag are
generated in particular from iron foundries that melt in cupola furnaces.
Fluxes are used to facilitate removal of contaminants from the molten metal
into the slag so that it can be removed from the molten metal surface.
Hazardous slag may be produced in melting operations if the charge materials
contain toxic metals such as lead, cadmium, or chromium. To produce ductile
iron by reducing the sulfur content of iron, some foundries use calcium
carbide desulfurization and the slag generated by this process may be
classified as a reactive waste (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Mold and Core Making
Those core-making processes that use strongly acidic or basic substances for
scrubbing the offgasses from the core making process may generate sludges
or liquors. These sludges or liquors are typically pH controlled prior to
discharge to the sewer system as nonhazardous waste. If not properly treated,
the waste may be classified as hazardous corrosive waste and thus subjected
to numerous federal, state and local mandates (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Shakeout and Sand Handling
Foundries using sand molds and cores generate large volumes of waste sands.
Waste foundry sand can account for 65 to 90 percent of the total waste
generated by foundries. In many foundries, casting sands are recycled
internally until they can no longer be used. Some foundries reclaim waste
sands so that they can be recycled to the process or recycled off-site for
another use (see Section V.A. 1). Sand that can no longer be used by iron or
steel foundries, is often landfilled as nonhazardous waste. Casting sands used
in the production of brass or bronze castings may exhibit toxicity
characteristic for lead or cadmium. The hazardous sand may be reclaimed in
a thermal treatment unit which may be subject to RCRA requirements for
hazardous waste incinerators (see Section VI.B) (U.S. EPA, 1992).
Approximately two percent of all foundry spent sand is hazardous (Kotzin,
1995).
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Investment casting shells can be used only once and are disposed in landfills
as a nonhazardous waste unless condensates from heavy metal alloy
constituents are present in the shells.

Most foundries generate miscellaneous residual waste that varies greatly in
composition, but makes up only a small percentage of the total waste. This
waste includes welding materials, waste oil from heavy equipment and
hydraulics, empty binder drums, and scrubber lime (U. S. EPA, 1992).

HI.B.2. Die Casters

The main raw material inputs for die casters include: metal in the form of
ingot, molten metal, metal scrap, alloys, and fuel for metal melting. Other raw
material inputs include: fluxing agents, die lubricants, refractory materials,
hydraulic fluid, and finishing and cleaning materials.

Air Emissions

Furnace air emissions consist of the products of combustion from the fuel and
particulate matter in the form of dusts, metallics, and metal oxide fumes.
Carbon monoxide and oil vapors may also arise if oily scrap is charged to the
furnace or preheat system. Metallic particulates arise mainly from the
volatilization and condensation of molten metal oxides. These will vary.
according to the type of furnace, fuel, metal, melting temperature, and a
number of operating practices. The particulate sizes of the oxide fumes are
often very small (submicron) and may contain copper, aluminum, lead, tin, and
zinc (Licht, 1992).

Fluxing and dross removal operations to remove impurities from the molten
metal can also be the source of air emissions. Die casters can use a number
of different fluxing agents to remove different impurities, including: sulfur
hexafluoride, solvent fluxes, aluminum fluoride, or chlorine. Metallic
particulates, the fluxing agents themselves, and products of chemical reactions
with impurities can be emitted from the molten metal surface or from the
subsequently removed dross as it cools. For example, if chlorine is used, it
may react with aluminum and water in the atmosphere to form aluminum
oxide fumes and hydrochloric acid. Although not always necessary.,
particulate emissions control equipment, such as fabric bag filters, are
sometimes used to control furnace emissions at die casting facilities (’NADCA,
1996).

Die lubrication and plunger tip lubrication can also be a significant source of
air releases from die casting facilities. Both oil- and water-based die
lubricants are used. Oil-based lubricants typically contain naphtha and result
in much higher emissions of volatile organic compounds than water-based
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lubricants. The air emissions will depend on the specific formulation of the
lubricant product and may contain hazardous air pollutants (NADCA, 1996).

Other air emissions arise from finishing and cleaning operations which
generate metallic particulates from deburring, grinding, sanding and brushing,
and volatile organic compounds from the application of rust inhibitors or
paint. Casting quench tanks for the cooling of zinc castings can contain
volatile organic compounds and water treatment chemicals resulting in
potential emissions of volatile organic compounds and hazardous air
pollutants (NADCA, 1996).

Wastewater

Both process wastewater and waste noncontact cooling water may be
generated at die casting facilities. Noncontact cooling water will likey have
elevated temperature and very little or no chemical contamination. Process
wastewater from die casting facilities can be contaminated with spent die
lubricants, hydraulic fluid and coolants. Contaminants in such wastewater are
typically oil and phenols. As with foundries, die casters may also generate
wastewater in certain finishing operations such as in-process cleaning,
quenching and deburring. Such wastewater can be high in oil and suspended
solids. Typical wastewater treatment at die casting facilities consists of
oil/water separation andJor filtration before discharge to a POTW. Facilities
generating large volumes of wastewater may also utilize biological treatment
(NADCA, 1996).

Residual Wastes

Kesidual waste streams from die casting facilities are relatively small
compared to most sand casting foundries. Typical residual wastes include:
slag or dross generated from molten metal surfaces; refractory materials from
furnaces and ladles; metallic fines, spent shot (plunger) tips, tools, heating
coils, hydraulic fluid, floor absorbent, abrasive cutting belts and wheels,
quench sludge, and steel shot. Most residual wastes from die casting facilities
are sent off-site for disposal as a non-hazardous waste. Waste dross is usually
sent to secondary smelters for metal recovery. Waste oils, lubricants and
hydraulic fluids may be sent off-site for recycling or energy recovery
(NADCA, 1996).
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Table 4: Summary. of Material Inputs and Potential Pollutant Outputs
for the Metal Casting Industry

Industrial Material Residual
Process Inputs Air Emissions Wastewater Wastes
Pattern Making Wood. plastic, VOCs from glues, Little or no Scrap pattern

metal, x\ax, epoxies, and paints, wastewater generated materials
polystsvene

Mold and Core Preparation and Pouring

Green Sand             Green sand      Particulates, metal oxide Wastewater           Waste green sand
and flames, carbon containing metals, and core sand
chemically- monoxide, organic elevated temperature, potentially
bonded sand compounds, hydrogen phenols and other containing metals
cores sulfide, sulfur dioxide, orgamcs from wet

and nitrous oxide. Also dust collection
benzene, phenols, and systems and mold
other hazardous air cooling water
pollutants (HAPs) if
chermcallv bonded cores
are used.

Chemical Binding Sand and Particulates, metallic Scrubber wastewater Waste mold andSystems chemical oxide fumes, carbon with amines or hi~ core sand
binders monoxide, ammonia, or low pH: and potentially

hydrogen sulfide, wastewater containing containing metals
hydrogen cyanide, sulfur metals, elevated and residual
dio,,dde, nitrogen oxides, temperature, phenols cherrucal binders
and other HAPs and other orgamcs

from wet dust
collection ~stems and
mold cooling water

Permanent Mold Steel mold, Particulates, metallic Waste cooling water Waste core sand
permanent, oxide fumes with elevated or plaster
sand. plaster, temperature and potentially
or salt cores wastewater with low containing metals

pH and high in
dissolved salts if
soluble salt cores are
used

Plaster Mold Plaster mold Particulates. metallic Little or no Spent plaster
material oxide fumes wastewater generated

investmen~Lost Wax Reli’actorv Particulates. metallic Wastewater with low Waste refractory
slum, and wax oxide fumes pH and high in material, waxes
or plastic dissolved salts if and plastics

soluble salt cores are
used

Lost Foam Refractory Particulates. metallic Little or no Waste sand and
slum, oxide fumes, wastewater generated refractor’,’ material
polymrene ~ol.vstyrene vapors and )otentiallv

H,~Ps contmning metals
and styrene
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Industrial Material Residual
Process Inputs Air Emissions Wastewater Wastes
Furnace Charge Preparation and Metal Melting
Charging and Melting Metal scrap, Products of combustion, Scrubber wastewater Spent refractory

ingot and oil vapors, particulates, with high pH, slag material
returned metallic oxide fumes cooling water with potentially
castings metals, and non- containing metals

contact cooling water and alloys
Fluxing and Slag and Fluxing agents Particulates, metallic Wastewater Dross and slag
Dross Removal oxide fumes, solvents, containing metals if potentially

hydrochloric acid slag quench is utilized containing metals
Pouring Ladles and Particulates, metallic Little or no Spent ladles and

other refractory, oxide fumes wastewater generated refractory
materials materials

potentially
containing metals

Quenching, Finishing, Cleaning and Coating
Painting and rust Paint and rust VOCs Little or no Spent containers
inhibitor application inhibitor wastewater generated and applicators
Cleaning, quenching, Unfinished VOCs, dust and metallic Waste cleaning and Spent solvents,
grinding, cunmg castings, water, particulates cooling water with steel shot, metallic

steel shot, elevated temperature, particulates,
solvents solvents, oil and cutting wheels,

grease, and suspended metallic filings,
solids dust from

collection systems
and wastewater
treatment sh)dge

Shakeout, Water and Dust and metallic Wet scrubber Waste tbundry.
Cooling and caustic tbr wet particulates; VO(~ and wastewater with high sand and dust from
Sand Handling scrubbers organic compounds or low pH or amines, collection systems.

from thermal sand 9ermanent mold metal
treatment sT. stems contact cooling water

with elevated
temperature, metals
and mold coating

Die CastingI Metal, fuel, VOCs from die and Waste cooling water Waste hvdraulic
lubricants, plunger tip lubrication with elevated fluid, lubricants,
fluxing agents, temperature and floor absorbent,
hydraulic fluid wastewater and plunger tips

contaminated with oil.
and phenols~ Furnaces. metal melting, tkrtishing~ cleaningr and coating operauons also a~plv to die casting.
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HI.C. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
chemicals in waste and efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities.
These data have been collected annually in Section g of the TRI reporting
Form R beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data summarized below
cover the years 1993-1996 and are meant to provide a basic understanding of
the quantities of waste handled by the industry, the methods typically used to
manage this waste, and recent trends in these methods. TRI waste
management data can be used to assess trends in source reduction within
individual industries and facilities, and for specific TRI chemicals. This
information could then be used as a tool in identifying opportunities for
pollution prevention compliance assistance activities.

While the quantiiies reported for 1994 and 1995 are estimates of quantities
already managed, the quantities listed by facilities for 1996 and 1997 are
projections only. The PPA requires these projections to encourage facilities
to consider f~ture source reduction, not to establish any mandatory limits.
Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities reporting under TRI
are required to meet.

Foundries

Table 5 shows that the TRI reporting foundries managed about 272 million
pounds of production related wastes (total quantity of TRI chemicals in the
waste from routine production operations in column B) in 1995. From the
yearly data presented in column B, the total quantity of production related
TRI wastes increased between 1994 and 1995. This is likely in part because
the number ofcbemicals on the TILl list nearly doubled between those years.
Production related wastes were projected to decrease in 1996 and 1997. The
effects of production increases and decreases on the amount of wastes
generated are not evaluated here.

Values in Column C are intended to reveal the percent of production-related
waste (about 40 percent) either transferred off-site or released to the
environment. Column C is calculated by dividing the total TRI transfers and
releases by the total quantity of production-related waste. Column C shows
a decrease in the amount of wastes either transferred off-site or released to the
environment from 43 percent in 1994 to 40 percent in 1995. In other words,
about 60 percent of the industry’s TR! wastes were managed on-site through
recycling, energy recovery, or treatment as shown in columns D, E, and F.
respectively. Most of these on-site managed wastes were recycled on-site,
typically in a metals recovery process. The majority of waste that is released
or transferred off-site can be divided into portions that are recycled off-site,
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recovered for energy off-site, or treated off-site as shown in columns G, H.
and I, respectively. The remaining portion of the production related wastes
(32 percent in 1994 and 1995), shown in column J, is either released to the
environment through direct discharges to air, land, water, and underground
injection, or is transferred off-site for disposal.

Table 5: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for
Foundries (SIC 332, 3365, 3366, and 3369) as Reported within TRI

A [ B C j
Quanti .ty of On-Site Off-Site
Production- % Released

Related % Released o i i G i . i i and
Waste and Disoosed~

Recvcled Recovery% Treated Recycled Recovery °,4 Treated
Off-site

1994 232 43% 58% " 0% 1% 18% 0% 0% 32%
1995 272 40% 58% 0% 2% 16% 0% 1% 32%
1996 264 --- 54% 0% 2% 20% 0% 1% 24%
997 261 --- 53% 0% 2% 21% 0% 1% 24%

Source: 1995 Toxics Release Inventory Database.
"Within this indust& sector, non-production related waste < 1 oo of production related wastes for 1995.
b Total T1LI transfers and releases as reported in Section 5 and 6 &Form R as a percentage of production related wastes.

c Percentage of production related waste released to the environment and transt’erred off-site for disposal.

Die Casters

Table 6 shows that the TRI reporting foundries managed about 63 million
pounds of production related wastes (total quantity of TRI chemicals in the
waste from routine production operations) in 1995 (column B). Column C
reveals that of this production-related waste, about 21 percent was either
transferred off-site or released to the environment. Column C is calculated by
dividing the total TRI transfers and releases by the total quantity of
production-related waste. In other words, about 79% of the industry’s TRI
wastes were managed on-site through recycling, energy recovery, or treatment
as shown in columns D, E, and F, respectively. Most of these on-site
managed wastes were recycled on-site, typically in a metals recovery process.
The majority of waste that is released or transferred off-site can be divided
into portions that are recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or
treated off-site as shown in columns G, H, and I, respectively. The remaining
portion of the production related wastes (2 percent in 1994), shown in column
J, is either released to the environment through direct discharges to air, land,
water, and underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.
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Table 6: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for
Die Casting Facilities (SIC 3363 and 3364) as Reported within TRI

IA [ B [ C j
Quanti ,ty of On-Site Off-Site
Production- % Released

Related % Released D I E F G H I and
Waste and !l I’ I        D’s°°sed~

Year (10° lbs.)" ! Transferredb     %    % Energy               %     % Energy
Recvcted Recovery % Treated Recycled Recovery % Treated ~

1994 60 23% 69% 0% 3% 27% 0% 0% 2%
1995 63 21% 75% 0% 3% 21% 0% 0% 2%
1996 64 --- 75% 0% 3% 21% 0% 0% 1%
1997 64 --- 76% 0% 2% 21% 0% 0% 1%

Source:1995 roxics Release Inventor, Database.
~ Within this industry sector, non-production related waste < I°o of production related wastes for !995.
b Total T1L! transfers and releases as reported in Section 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production related wastes.
c Percentage of production related waste released to the environment and transferred off-site tbr disposal.
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutam
releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of comparative
pollutant release information is the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). Pursuant
to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes
self-reported facility release and transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals.
Facilities within SIC Codes 20 through 39 (manufacturing industries) that
have more than 10 employees, and that are above weight-based reporting
thresholds are required to report TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers.
The information presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the
most recently available (1995) TRI reporting year (which includes over 600
chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported by each
sector. Because TRI requires consistent reporting regardless of sector, it is
an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries. TRI data provide
the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or transferred.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general, toxic
chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the 1995 Toxic
Release Inventory Public Data Release, reported onsite releases of toxic
chemicals to the environment decreased by 5 percent (85.4 million pounds)
between 1994 and 1995 (not including chemicals added and removed from the
TRI chemical list during this period). Reported releases dropped by 46
percent between 1988 and 1995. Reported transfers of TRI chemicals to off-
site locations increased by 0.4 percent (11.6 million pounds) between 1994
and 1995. More detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual
Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotline at 800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic
Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the primary.
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TRI data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been obtained.
these data have been included to augment the TILl information.

TRI Data Limitations

Certain limitations exist regarding TKI data. Release and transfer reporting
are limited to the approximately 600 chemicals on the TRI list. Therefore, a
large portion of the emissions from industrial facilities are not captured by
TRI. Within some sectors, (e.g. dry cleaning, priming and transportation
equipment cleaning) the majority of facilities are not subject to TRI reporting
because they are not considered manufacturing industries, or because they are
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below TRI reporting thresholds. For these sectors, release information from
other sources has been included. In addition, many facilities report more than
one SIC code reflecting the multiple operations carried out onsite. Therefore,
reported releases and transfers may or may not all be associated with the
industrial operations described in this notebook.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each industry.
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity of each chemical that is released. The Agency is in the process of
developing an approach to assign toxicological weightings to each chemical
released so that one can differentiate between pollutants with significant
differences in toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact
of the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook briefly
summarizes the toxicologica! properties of the top five chemicals (by weight)
reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal economic
statistics. The SIC c, odes facilitate comparisons between facility and industry
data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-time
employees and are above established chemical throughput thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must submit estimates for all
chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies of
water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained disposal into
underground injection wells.
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Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, vents, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include
equipment leaks, evaporative losses from surface impoundments and spills.
and releases from building ventilation systems.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water.
Releases due to runoff, including storm water runoff, are also reportable to
TRI.

Releases to Land -- occur within the boundaries of the reporting facility.
Releases to land include disposal of toxic chemicals in landfills, land
treatment/application farming, surface impoundments, and other land disposal
methods (such as. spills, leaks, or waste piles).

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal. Wastes containing TRI chemicals are
injected into either Class I wells or Class V wells. Class I wells are used to
inject liquid hazardous wastes or dispose of industrial and municipal
wastewater beneath the lowermost underground source of drinking water.
Class V wells are generally used to inject non-hazardous fluid into or above
an underground source of drinking water. TILl reporting does not currently
distinguish between these two types of wells, although there are importarit
differences in environmental impact between these two methods of injection.

TRANSFERS-- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that is
geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under TR!.
Chemicals reported to TRI astransferred are sent to off-site facilities for the
purpose of recycling, energy recovery, treatment, or disposal. The quantities
reported represent a movement of the chemical away from the reporting
facility. Except for off-site transfers for disposal, the reported quantities do
not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewater transferred through pipes or sewers
to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment or removal of a
chemical from the wastewater depend on the nature of the chemical, as well
as the treatment methods present at the POTW. Not all TRI chemicals can
be treated or removed by a POTW. Some chemicals, such as metals, may be
removed, but are not destroyed and may be disposed of in landfills or
discharged to receiving waters.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of regenerating
or recovery by a variety of recycling methods, including solvent recovery..
metals recovery., and acid regeneration. Once these chemicals have been
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recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold commercially.

Traasfer~ to Energy Recovery - are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site to be treated through
a variety of methods, including neutralization, incineration, biological
destruction, or physical separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not
destroyed but prepared for further waste management.

Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.
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IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Metal Casting Industry

This section summarizes TRI data of ferrous and nonferrous foundries
reporting SIC codes 332, 3365, 3366, and 3369, and ferrous and nonferrous
die casting facilities reporting SIC codes 3363 and 3364 as the primary SIC
code for the facility. Of the 2,813 metal casting establishments reported by
the 1992 Census of Manufacturers, 654 reported to TRI in 1995.

Ferrous and nonferrous foundries made up 85 percent (554 facilities) of metal
casting facilities reporting to TRI and accounted for about 89 percent of the
total metal casting TKI releases and transfers for metal casting facilities in
1995. Die casters made up 15 percent (100 facilities) of metal casting
facilities and reported the remaining 11 percent of the total releases and
transfers. Because the TKI information differs for foundries and die casters,
the releases and transfers for these two industry segments are presented
separately below.

IV.A.I. Toxic Release Inventory for Ferrous and Nonferrous Foundries

According to the 1995 TRI data, the reporting ferrous and nonferrous
foundries released and transferred a total of approximately 109 million pounds
of pollutants during calendar year 1995. These releases and transfers are
dominated by large volumes of metallic wastes. Evidence of the diversity of
processes at foundries reporting to TRI is found in the fact that the most
frequently reported chemical (copper) is reported by only 45 percent of the
facilities and over half of the TRI chemicals were reported by fewer than ten
facilities. The variability in facilities’ pollutant profiles may be attributable to
the large number of different types of foundry processes and products. For
example, foundries casting 6nly ferrous pans will have different pollutant
profiles than those foundries casting both ferrous and nonferrous products.

Releases

Releases to the air, water, and land accounted for 33 percent (36 million
pounds) of foundries’ total reportable chemicals. Of these releases, 70
percent go to onsite land disposal, and about 75 percent are fugitive or point
source, air emissions (See Table 7). Metallic wastes accounted for over 95
percent of the industry’s releases. Manganese, zinc, chromium, and lead
account for over 95 percent of the on-site land disposal. The industry’s air
releases are associated with volatilization, fume or aerosol formation in the
furnaces and byproduct processing. Lighter weight organics, such as
methanol, acids and metal contaminants fbund in scrap metal are the principal
types of TKI chemicals released to the air. In addition to air releases of
chemicals reported to TRI, foundries are often a source of particulates, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides and sulfur compounds due to sand handling
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operations, curing of chemical binders, and combustion of fossil fuels.
Methanol, trichloroethylene and other solvent releases account for most of the
fugitive releases (approximately 61 percent).

Transfers

Off-site transfers of TRI chemicals account for 69 percent of foundries’ total
TRI-reportable chemicals (74 million pounds). Almost 57 percent of the
industry’s total TRI wastes (42 million pounds) are metallic wastes that were
transferred off-site for recycling, typically for recovery of the metal content.
Metallic wastes account for approximately 95 percent of the industry.’s
transfers. About 61 percent of off, site transfers reported by foundries are sent
off-site for recycling. Copper, manganese, zinc, chromium, nickel, and lead
are the six metals transferred in the greatest amounts and number of facilities
(See Table 8). TRI chemicals sent off-site for disposal (primarily manganese,
zinc, chromium, and copper) account for 31 percent of transfers. Less than
three percent of the remaining transfers from foundries go to treatment off~
site, discharge to POTWs, and energy recovery.

After metals, the next largest volume of chemicals transferred are acids
including: sulfuric acid, nitric acid, phosphoric acid, and hydrochloric acid.
Spent acids can be generated in wet scrubber systems. In addition, acids are
often used to clean and finish the surfaces of the metal castings before plating
or coating. The spent acids are often sent off-site for recycling or for
treatment. Solvents and other light weight organic compounds are frequently
reported but account for a relatively small amount of total transfers. Solvents
are used frequently for cleaning equipment and cast parts. The primary
solvents and light weight organics include: phenol, xylene, 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, methanol, and
toluene. Transferred solvents are mostly sent off-site for disposal or recycling.
Phenols and phenoisocyanates are frequently reported but amount to less than
one percent of the total TRI pounds transferred. Phenols are often found in
chemical binding systems and may be present in waste sand containing
chemical binders (AFS and CISA, 1992).
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Table 7:1995 TRI Releases for Foundries, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in po||nds/year,AVG.                            ~..

# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT     WATER UNDERGROUND    LAND TOTAL    RELEASES
CIIEMICAL NAME CHEMICAL AIR AIR DISCHARGES INJECTION DISPOSAL RELEASES PER FACILITY
COPPER 249 78577 100548 4554 0 349835 533514 2143
NICKEl. 182 23309 31804 1471 0 122406 178990 983
CIIROMIUM 182 47389 33191 1653 0 162923 245156 1347
MANGANESE 179 163447 84164 3258 0 4891621 5142490 28729
PilENOL 89 219560 421803 4490 0 53891 699744 51996
LEAD 76 9671 24366 230 0 352489 386756 5089
DIISOCYANATES 65 12035 13152 260 0 9022 34469 530
MANGANESE COMPOUNDS 50 37530 63037 3020 0 2496212 2599799
CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS 45 41903 70489 1529 0 779154 893075 19846
COPPER COMPOUNDS 36 14953 9020 517 0 65500 89990 2500
ZINC (FUME OR DUST) 35 71228 144470 2104 0 1696554 1914356 54696
NICK EL COMPOU N DS 32 12241 7 i 88 512 0 724 20665 646
METHANOL 32 1952231 451245 7 0 0 2403483 75109
ZINC COMPOUNDS 31 40379 121541 2956 0 12733217 12898093 416068
ALUMINUM (FUME OR DUST) 31 40491 186471 259 0 792270 1019491 32887
TRIETIIYLAMINE 30 235144 1143297 5 0 5 1378451 45948
PIIOSPIIORIC ACID 26 157071 578 10 0 86093 243752 9375
XYLENE (MIXED ISOMERS) 24 568145 284447 4 0 0 852596 35525
COBALT 24 1450 1832 501 0 5 3788 158
NAPlITHALENE 22 201461 104137 263 0 9481 315342 14334
MOLYBDENUM TRIOXIDE 22 2260 1755 275 0 2547 6837 31 I
i ,2,4-TR~IETHYLBENZEN E 18 188854 54393 I 0 32850 276098 15339
LEAD COMPOUNDS 16 5638 13160 579 0 221774 241151 15072
FORMALDEIIYDE 16 75414 78441 245 0 11436 165536 10346
TOLUENE 13 334212 179171 20 0 14 513417 39494
BARIUM 13 34486 3691 135 0 141150 179462 13805
ALUMINUM OXIDE (FIBROUS FORMS) II 82060 18828 250 0 592750 693888 63081
CERTAIN GLYCOL ETilERS 10 ! 19511 85824 0 0 0 205335 20534
SULFURIC ACID 10 25739 510 5 0 0 26254 2625
NITRIC ACID 10 2685 7640 0 0 0 10325 1033     ~"
ETilYLENE GLYCOL 9 48835 14045 3 0 68000 130883 14543
llYDROCIILORIC ACID
(1995 AND AFTER "ACID AEROSOl.S" ONLY) 9 6 1604 0 0 0 1610 179
N METItYL 2-PYRROLIDONE 8 86624 3520 5 0 482 90631 11329
AMMONIA 8 92708 325575 3002 0 0 421285 52661
1,1, I-TRICHLOROETttANE 7 182997 61382 0 0 0 244379 34911
BARIUM COMPOUNDS 6 23455 5 201 0 43465 67126 II 188 ,-]



Table 7, cont.: 1995 TRI Releases for Foundries, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

~ RE~TIN~ ~uorr~E ~I~     WATER UN~OROUN~ LAN~ TOT~ ~VO. ~S~
CHEMICAL NAME
~M~ .~o~ox~ 6
HYDR~EN FLUOR~E 6 1250 i 130 0 0 0 2380 39?
BENZENE 5 3150 23~
~IILORINE 0           0        628              ! 26
COBALT COM~UNDS
NBUTYL AL~OIIOL 4 332~ 250 0 0 0 33522 838 i
4,4’-ISO~OPYLIDENEDIPHENOL 4
ANTHONY 4 2~ 2~ 0 0 0 520 130
DICHLOROMETHANE 3 i 1~12 0 0 0 0 I !~12 369?
METltYL ~HYL K~ONE 3 39851 ?820 0 0 0 47671 158~
~iCHLORO~HYLENE 3 3~26 46996 0 0 0 ??422 2~807
STYRENE 3 33421 754~? 0 0 0 108878 36293
TE~ACIILORO~HY LENE                                 3 34450 I
CADMIUM 3 S 6 0 0 0 I I 4
~RATE ~OM
CUMENE                                             2 3~ 1~ 0 0 0 4~ 245
~llYLBENZENE 2 ~!0 18439 0 0 0 23049 I 1525
METIIYL ISOBUTYL K~ONE 2 41284 636? 0 0 0 47651 23826
ARSENIC 2 250 250 0 0 0 5~ 250
PIlOSPHORUS (YELLO~ OR WH~E) 2 10 255 ?~ 0 0 1015 ~8
A~ONY COM~UNDS 5 5 0 0 0 10 10
BERYLLIUM COM~UNDS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
URETHANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ltEXACHLORO~HANE 5 250 0 0 0 255 255
DI~IIANOLAMINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PROPY LENE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CR~OL ~ED ISOMERS) 0 44,~ 20 0 0 44,~0 44,~0
~LYCHLORINATED BIPIIENY~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,1 -DICHLORO~I-FLUORO~IIANE 49,416 0 0 0 0 49,416 49,416

SELENIUM 0 5 0 0 0 5

654 5 621 089 4



Table 8:1995 TRI Transfers for Foundries, by Number and Facilities Reporting
(Transfers reported in pounds/year)

AVG

RE RTINO DIS SAL RECYCLINO TREA E  RECOV Y TOTAL PERCHEMICAL NAME                        CHEMICAL TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS FACILIT~
COPPER 249 3386 926053 12948705 49688 I 13927833 55935NICKEl. 182 58 i I 752487 2925158 23193 I 3706650 2036~CIIROMIUM 182 3568 947383 2042419 14667 5 3008047 1652[MANGANESE 179 2598 6528832 2834670 59838 0 9425938 5265~PII ENOL 89 2397 216754 5272 10282 2671 239976 269~LEAD 76 1566 78229 828352 22767 ! 930915 1224~;DiiSOCYANATES 65 5 i 10292 55 40449 2510 153561 2362MANGANESE COMPOUNDS 50 4553 5800216 6143043 152468 0 12100280 24200~CilROMIUM COMPOUNDS 45 17857 4274721 5249563 1475 0 9543616 21208~COPPER COMPOUNDS 36 1375 101566 1288917 31743 0 1423601 39544ZINC (FUME OR DUST) 35 861 592866 1420309 85916 0 2099952 59999NICKEL COMPOUNDS 32 2093 101546 1463377 8969 0 1575985 49250M ETH ANOL 32 2 1 9260 0 608 2616 22486 703ZINC COMPOUNDS 31 7308 3479603 4339541 581458 0 8407910 271223AI.IJMINUM (FUME OR DIJST) 31 7419 1347594 1205309 1500 0 2561882 82641TR IETtiYLAMIN E 30 5 250 423423 228606 0 652284 21743PIlOSPHORIC ACID 26 255 228515 49474 8576 0 286820 11032XYLENE (MIXED ISOMERS) 24 0 3391 12170 250 163869 179680 7487COBA LT 24 1574 21956 618986 7719 0 650235 27093N A PItTHALENE 22 4 21270 6920 1490 8621 38305 174 IMOLYBDENUM TRIOXIDE 22 0 13042 4965 1086 0 19093 8681,2,4-TRIMETHYLBENZENE 18 1 2167 ! 6463 260 7922 36317 2018LEAD COMPOUNDS 16 86 351495 120552 29284 0 501417 31339FORMALDEItYDE 16 3845 44078 430 3530 0 51883 3243TOLU EN E 13 2 1300 0 0 7906 9208 708BARIUM 13 294 121356 70525 6830 0 199255 15327AI.I ~MINUM OXIDE 1FIBROUS FORMS) I I 0 651926 17405 0 0 669331 60848CERTAIN GLYCOL ETi’IIERS 10 0 6550 130~0 255 0 19805 1981SULFURIC ACID 10 600 15162 0 12850 0 28612 2861NITRIC ACID 10 250 0 22772 35331 0 58353 5835

ETIIYLENE GLYCOL 9 38810 53800 17368 0 0 109978 1222~llYDROCHLORIC ACID
(1995 AND AFTER "ACID AEROSOI.S" ONLY) 9 5 0 0 76000 0 76005 8445
NM ETllYL-2-PYRROLIDON E 8 2435 26470 13000 4902 1933 48"/40 6093
AIVlMONIA 8 13 ! 95 0 40250 0 0 33445 6681
I, I, I -T.RICHLOROETHANE 7 0 0 600 250 250 1100 157



Table 8, cont.: 1995 TRI Transfers for Foundries, by Number and Facilities Reporting
(Transfers reported pounds/year)in

# ENERGY TRANSFER
REPORTING     POTW DISPOSAL RECYCLING TREATMENT RECOVERY TOTAL PER

ZHEMICAL NAME CHEMICAL TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERSFACILITY
B AR i UM COMPOUNDS 6 0 170228 245735 250 0 4 ! 62 ! 3 69369 ,.,~’~
CUMENE ItYDROPEROXIDE 6 0 4900 0 250 0 5150 858
IIYDROGEN FLUORIDE 6 250 0 47746 79000 0 126996 21166 ~,~
BENZENE 5 2 250 0 0 0 252 5(~
CIII.ORINE 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
COBALT COMPOUNDS 4 0 5869 394655 O 0 400524 100131
N BUTYL AI.COHOI. 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
4,4’-iSOPROPYLIDENEDIPHENOL 4 0 78170 0 0 0 78170     1954"~
A NTIMONY 4 255 0 758 250 0 1263 31 ~
DICHLOROMETHANE 3 0 28 0 0 0 28
METUYL ETHYL KETONE 3 0 0 6458 250 10822 17530 5843
TRICIILOROETitYLENE 3 0 0 1350 ,0 2000 3350 ! I 1’~
STYRENE 3 0 0 0 0 355 355 118
TETRACHLOROETNYLENE 3 0 0 250 0 0 250 83
CADMIUM 3 0 0 0 10 0 I0 3
NITRATE COMPOUNDS 2 3700 0 0 0 0 3700
CUMENE 2 0 400 0 250 0 650                     325
ETHYLBENZENE 2 0 0 0 0 750 750 375
METIIYL ISOBUTYI. KETONE 2 0 0 0 53 0 53
ARSENIC 2 0 0 250 0 0 250                     125
PltOSPtlORUS (YELLOW OR WHITE) 2 5 19532 15043 0 0 34580 1729~
ANTIMONY COMPOUNDS 0 0 0 0 0 0
BERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS 0 400 0 0 0 400 40~
URETHANE 0 3000 0 0 0 3000 300(]
IIEXACIII.OROETIIANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 (]
DIETllANOLAMINE 1300 0 0 2400 0 3700 370(]
PROPYLENE 0 0 0 0 0 0 (] ~"
CRESOL (MIXED ISOMERS) 6 6 6 ~-
POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS 0 0 (]
I, i-DICHLORO- I-FLUOROETHANE 0 0
SELENIUM 0 5 5 5

554 127,678 27,142,416 44,845,29~ 1,584,953 212,233 73,915,683 113,021



Metal Castin,g Industr~ Chemical Releases and Transfers

IV.A.2. Toxic Release Inventory. for Die Casting Facilities

According to the 1995 TRI data, the reporting die casting facilities released
and transferred a total of approximately 13 million pounds of TRI chemicals
during calendar year 1995. As with foundries, the releases and transfers for
die casters are dominated by large volumes of metallic wastes. Evidence of
the diversity of processes at die casting facilities reporting to TRI is found in
the fact that all but three of the TRI reported chemicals (copper, nickel, and
aluminum) are reported by fewer than ten percent of the facilities. The
variability in facilities’ pollutant profiles may be attributed primarily to the
different types of metals cast.

Releases

Releases make up only four percent of die casters’ total TRI-reportable
chemicals (518,(500 pounds). Almost all of these releases (99 percent) are
released to the air through point source and fugitive emissions (see Table 9).
Metallic wastes (primarily aluminum, zinc, and copper) account for over 67
percent of the releases. The remainder of the industry’s releases are primarily
solvents and other volatile organic compounds including, trichloroethylene.
tetrachloroethylene, glycol ethers, hexochloroethane, and toluene, which
account for 32 percent of the releases. In addition to air releases of chemicals
reported to TRI, die casting facilities can be a source of particulates, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides and sulfur compounds due to the combustion of
fossil fuels for metal melting, from the molten metal itself, and from die
cleaning and lubricating operations.

Transfers

Off-site transfers of TRI chemicals account for 96 percent of die casters’ total
TRI-reportable chemicals (13 million pounds). Almost all off-site transfers
(97 percent) reported by die casting facilities are sent off-site for recycling.
Copper, aluminum, zinc, and nickel make up 98 percent of all transfers and
are reported by the largest number of facilities (see Table 10). Chemicals
sent off-site for disposal (primarily aluminum and copper) account for less
than three percent of transfers. Atter metals, the next class of chemicals
transferred are solvents. These chemicals account for only about one percent
of total transfers.
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Table 9:1995 TRI Releases for Die Casting Facilities, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

AVG.
# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT     WATER UNDERGROUND    LAND TOTAL    RELEASES

CHEMICAL NAME CHEMICAL AIR AIR DISCHARGES INJECTION DISPOSAL RELEASES PER FACILITY
COPPER 79 7,319 17,283 1,006 0 250 25,858 327
NICKEL 24 835 3,028 0 0 0 3,863 161
ALUMINUM (FUME OR DUST) 21 17,663 257,448 22 0 0 275,133 13,102
ZINC (FLIME OR DIJST) 10 6,747 19,842 0 0 0 26,589 2,659
LEAD 9 34 59 0 0 0 93 10
MANGANESE 9 552 824 0 0 0 1,376 153
ZINC COMPOUNDS 7 992 6,610 321 0 2,959 10,882 1,555
CHROMIUM 6 39 1,069 5 0 0 i, i 13 186
COPPER COMPOUNDS 3 84 1,853 0 0 0 1,937 646
MANGANESE COMPOUNDS 3 0 0 250 0 0 250 83
TRICHLOROETHYLENE 3 12,689 101,545 0 0 0 114,234 38,078
NITRIC ACID 3 250 1,000 0 0 0 1,250 417
CIILORINE 3 255 1,705 0 0 0 1,960 653
CERTAIN GLYCOL ETItERS 2 4,800 5,600 0 0 0 10,400 5,200
ETHYLENE GLYCOL 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
tlYDROCilLORIC ACID
(1995 AND AFTER "ACID AEROSOLS" ONLY) 2 500 0 0 0 0 500 250
SULFURIC ACID 2 250 750 0 0 0 1,000 500
LEAD COMPOUNDS 0 111 0 0 0 I I I I ! i
NICKEL COMPOUNDS 12 240 0 0 0 252 252
IIEXACltLOROETItANE 1,146 10,316 0 0 0 11,462 11,462
STYRENE 1,450 0 0 0 0 1,450 1,450
PROPYLENE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TRIETIIYLAMINE 250 5 0 0 0 255 255

OROETIIYI.ENE 5,8Ig) 23,200 0 O 29,000 29,0OO
BERYI,I,IUM 0 0 0 O 5 5 5

I00 61,667 452,488 1,604 0 3,214 518,973 5,189



Table 10:1995 TRI Transfers for Die Casting Facilities, by Number and Facilities Reporting

(Transfers reported in pounds/year)#                                                          ENERGY                TRANSFER AVG

REPORTING       POTW DISPOSAL RECYCLING TREATMENT RECOVERY      TOTAL          PER
CllEMICAL NAME CHEMICAL TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS TRANSFERS    FACILITY
COPPER 79 363 34,284 4,683,629 851 4,719,127 59,736 ~’~NICKEL

~.
24 45 2,623 166,911 35 169,614 7,067ALUMINUM (FUME OR DUST) 21 265 233,319 4,852,664 5 5,086,253 242,202ZINC (FUME OR DUST) 10 11 20,810 258,685 5 279,511 27,951I.EAD 9 20 515 10,443 I0 10,988 1,221MANGANESE 9 10 776 5,997 6,783 754ZINC COMPOUNDS 7 303 5,259 488,477 6,955 500,994 71,571CIIROMIUM 6 15 760 750 15 1,540 251COPPER COMPOUNDS 3 1 502 64,928 65,431 21,81~MANGANESE COMPOUNDS 3 5 16,400 4,752 21,157 7,052TRICHLOROETIIYLENE 3 0 1,836 66,330 800 68,966 22,98~NITRIC ACID 3 98 24,324 24,422 8,14 ICIII.ORINE 3 0 0CERTAIN GLYCOL ETHERS 2 0 50,000 50,000 25,00~ETllYI.ENE GLYCOL 2 4 70 74 37IIYDROCtlLORIC ACID

(1995 AND AFTER "ACID AEROSOLS" ONLY) 0 0 0SULFURIC ACID 0 0 0LEAD COMPOUNDS 0 360 1,500,000 1,500,360 1,500,360NICKEL COMPOUNDS 0 54 7,767 7,821 7,821IIEXACHLOROETHANE 0 0 0STYRENE 0 0 0PROPYI.ENE 0 0 0TRIETIIYLAMINE 0 0 0I’ETR ACIILOROETIIYLEN E 2,009 2,009 2,009BERYLLIUM 0 750 750 750 .~.

100 1~140 317,56~ 12,159,340 37,752 0 12,515,800 125,158



Metal Casting Industry. Chemical Releases and Transfers

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for the metal casting
industry are listed below in Tables 11 and 12. Facilities that have reported
only the primary SIC codes covered under this notebook appear on Table 11.
Table 12 contains additional facilities that have reported the SIC codes
covered within this notebook, or SIC codes covered within this notebook
report and one or more SIC codes that are not within the scope of this
notebook. Therefore, the second list may include facilities that conduct
multiple operations -- some that are under the scope of this notebook, and
some that are not. Currently, the facility-level data do not allow pollutant
releases to be broken apart by industrial process.

Table 11: Top 10 TRI Releasing Metal Casting Facilities1

Foundries (SIC 332. 3365; 3366: 3369)    Die Casters (SIC 3363. 3364)

Rank Total TRI Total TRI
Facility Releases in Facility Releases

Pounds in Pounds

1 GM Powertrain Defiance - Defiance, 14,730,020 Water Gremlin Co. - White Bear 97,111
OH Lake, ]VIN

2 GMC Powenrain - Sa~mnaw, MI 2,709,764 BTR Precision Die Casting - 93,903
Russelville, KY

3 American Steel Foundries - Gramte 1,245,343 QX Inc. - Hamel, MN 67,772
City., I~

4 Griffin Wheel Co. - Keokuk, IA 1,065,104 A/uP St. MarTs Corp. - Saint MarTs, 55,582
OH

5 Gnffm Wheel Co. - Grovepon, OH 1,042.040 Impact Industries Inc. - Sandwich, IL 45,175

6 Griffin Wheel Co. - Bessemer, AL 742,135 Tool-Die Eng. Co. - Solon, OH 29,005

7 U.S. Pipe & Foundry. Co. - 738,200 Chrysler Corp. - Kokomo, IN 20,652
Birmingham, AL

8 American Steel Foundries - East 625,191 Metalloy Corp. - Freemont. IN 13,350
Chicago, IN

9 Gnffm Wheel Co. - Kansas City,, KS 607,266 Tool Products. Inc. - New Hope, 12,194

10 CMI - Cast Parts, Inc. - Cadillac, MI 604,100 Travis Pattern & Foundry., Inc. - 11,614

. Spokane. WA
Source: US Tox~cs Release Invento~ Database. 1995.

~ Being included on this list does not mean that the release ~s associated with non-compliance with envlromnentai laws
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Metal Castin~ Indust~ Chemical Releases and Transfers

Table 12: Top 10 TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting Metal Casting SIC Codes2
Foundries (SIC 332, 3365, 3366: 3369)    I Die Casters (SIC 3363. 3364)

Rank sic Codes Total TRI SIC Codes Total TRI
Facility Reported in Releases in Facility Reported in Releases in

TRI Pounds TRI Pounds

1 GM Powertrain Defiance - 3321 14,730,020 Water Gremlin Co. - White 3364, 3949 97,111
Defiance, OH Bear Lake, MN

2 GMC Powenrain - Saginaw, 3321,3365 2,709,764 BTR Precision Die Casting 3363 93.903
MI - Russclville, KY

3 Heatcraft Inc. - Grenada. 3585, 3351, 1,369,306 Hone~vell Inc. Home & 3822, 3363, 87.937
MS 3366 Building - Golden 3900

Valley, MN

4 American Steel Foundries - 3325 1245,343 QX Inc. - Hamel, MN 3363 67.772
Granite Ci .ty, IL

5 Griffin Wheel Co. - Keokuk, 3325 1,065,104 AAP St. Marys Corp. - 3363 ,~5.582
IA Saint Marys. OH

6 Griffin Wheel Co. - 3325 1,042,040 Impact Industries Inc. - 3363 45.175
Groveport, OH Sandwich, IL

7 Geneva Steel - Vineyard, 3312, 3317, 901,778 Tool-Die Eng. Co. - 3363 29.005
UT 3325 Solon. OH

8 GritIin Wheel Co. - 3325 742,135 TAC Manufacturing - 3086.3363. 25.684
Bessemer./EL Jackson, MI 3714

9 U.S. Pipe & Foundry Co. - 3321 738200 Superior Ind. Intl., Inc. - 3714, 3363, 25.2"50
Birmingham, AL Johnson City,, "IN 3398

10 American Steel Foundries - 3325 625,191 General Electric Co. - 3646, 3363 20,780
East Chiea~o, IN Hendersonville, NC

Source: US Toxics Release Inventor, Database. 1995.

- Being included on tlus list does not mean that the release :s associated with non-compliance xvith environmental laws.
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Metal Castin[ Industr~ Chemical Releases and Transfers

IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate information
for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this sector self-reported
as released to the environment based upon 1995 TRI data. Because this
section is based upon self-reported release data, it does not attempt to provide
information on management practices employed by the sector to reduce the
release of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release reduction
over time may be available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly
from the industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult these sources
for a more detailed description of both the chemicals described in this section,
and the chemicals that appear on the full list of TRI chemicals appearing in
Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB) and the Integrated Risk Irtformation System
(IRIS). The discussions of toxicity describe the range of possible adverse
health effects that have been found to be associated with exposure to these
chemicals. These adverse effects may or may not occur at the levels released
to the environment. Individuals interested in a more detailed picture of the
chemical concentrations associated with these adverse effects should consult
a toxicologist or the toxicity literature for the chemical to obtain more
information. The effects listed below must be taken in context of these
exposure assumptions that are explained more fully within the full chemical
profiles in HSDB. For more information on TOX]N~ET3 , contact the
TOXNET help line at 1-800-231-3766.

Manganese and Manganese Compounds (CAS: 7439-96-5; 20-12-2)

Sources. Manganese is found in iron charge materials and is used as an
addition agent for alloy steel to obtain desired properties in the final product.
In carbon steel, manganese is used to combine with sulfur to improve the
ductility of the steel. An alloy steel with manganese is used for applications

3 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library. of Medicine that includes a number oftox~colo,mcal

databases managed bv EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for Occupational SMetv and Health.
For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at 800-231-3766. Databases included in TOXNET
are: CCRIS (Chermcal Carcinogenesis Research Intbrmation System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive
Toxiciw Database), DBIR/Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen
tnlbrmation Center Backzfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances Data Bank ). IRIS
(Integrated Risk haformation System), RTECS (Registry. of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances), and TRI ~ Toxic
Chermcal Release Inventor3.’). HSDI3 contains chemical-specific inlbrmation on manufacturing and use. chemical and
physical properties, sateD" and handling, toxicity and biomedical effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure
potential, exposure standards and regulations, monitoring and analysis methods, and additional retkrences.
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Metal Castin~ Industry, Chemical Releases and Transfers

involving small sections which are subject to severe service conditions, or in
larger sections where the weight saving derived from the higher strength of
the alloy steels is needed (U.S. EPA, 1995).

Toxicity. There is currently no evidence that human exposure to manganese
at levels commonly observed in ambient atmosphere results in adverse health
effects.

Chronic manganese poisoning, however, bears some similarity to chronic lead
poisoning. Occurring via inhalation of manganese dust or fumes, it primarily
involves the central nervous system. Early symptoms include languor, speech
disturbances, sleepiness, and cramping and weakness in legs. A stolid mask-
like appearance of face, emotional disturbances such as absolute detachment
broken by uncontrollable laughter, euphoria, and a spastic gait with a
tendency to fall while walking are seen in more advanced cases. Chronic
manganese poisoning is reversible if treated early and exposure stopped.
Populations at greatest risk of manganese toxicity are the very young and
those with iron deficiencies.

Ecolo~cally, although manganese is an essential nutrient for both plants and
animals, in excessive concentrations manganese inhibits plant growth.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that manganese
is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Manganese is an essential nutrient for plants and
animals. As such, manganese accumulates in the top layers of soil or surface
water sediments and cycles between the soil and living organisms. It occurs
mainly as a solid under environmental conditions, though may also be
transported in the atmosphere as a vapor or dust.

Zinc and Zinc C ompound~ (CAS: 7440-66-6; 20-19-9)

Sources. To protect metal from oxidizing, it is often coated with a material
that will protect it from moisture and air. In the galvanizing process, steel is
coated with zinc. Galvanized iron and steel is often found in furnace charge
materials (USITC, 1984).

Toxicity. Zinc is a trace element; toxicity from ingestion is low. Severe
exposure to zinc might give rise to gastritis with vomiting due to
swallowing of zinc dusts. Short-term exposure to very high levels of zinc
is linked to lethargy, dizziness, nausea, fever, diarrhea, and reversible
pancreatic and neurological damage. Long-term zinc poisoning causes
irritability, muscular stiffness and pain, loss of appetite, and nausea.
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Zinc chloride fumes cause injury to mucous membranes and to the skin.
Ingestion of soluble zinc salts may cause nausea, vomiting, and purging.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that zinc is
carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Significant zinc contamination of soil is only seen
in the vicinity of industrial point sources. Zinc is a stable soft metal,
though it bums in air. Zinc bioconcentrates in aquatic organisms.

Methanol (CAS: 67-56-1)

Sources. Methanol is used as a cleaning solvent and can be emitted during
the production of cores using the hot box and no-bake systems.

Toxicity. Methanol is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and the
respiratory tract, and is toxic to humans in moderate to high doses. In the
body, methanol is converted into formaldehyde and formic acid. Methanol is
excreted as formic acid. Observed toxic effects at high dose levels generally
include central nervous system damage and blindness. Long-term exposure
to high levels of methanol via inhalation cause liver and blood damage in
animals.

Ecologically, methanol is expected to have low toxicity to aquatic organisms.
Concentrations lethal to half the organisms of a test population are expected
to exceed one mg methanol per liter water. Methanol is not likely to persist
in water or to bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that methanol is
carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Methanol is highly volatile and flammable. Liquid
methanol is likely to evaporate when left exposed. Methanol reacts in air to
produce formaldehyde which contributes to the formation of air pollutants.
In the atmosphere it can react with other atmospheric chemicals or be washed
out by rain. Methanol is readily degraded by microorganisms in soils and
surface waters.
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Trichloroethylene (CAS:79-01-6)

Sources. Trichloroethylene is used extensively as a cleaning solvent.

Toxicity. Trichloroethylene was once used as an anesthetic, though its use
caused several fatalities due to liver failure. Short term inhalation exposure
to hi@ levels oftrichloroethylene may cause rapid coma followed by eventual
death from liver, kidney, or heart failure. Short-term exposure to lower
concentrations of tfichloroethylene causes eye, skin, and respiratory tract
irritation. Ingestion causes a burning sensation in the mouth, nausea, vomiting
and abdominal pain. Delayed effects from short-term trichloroethylene
poisoning include liver and kidney lesions, reversible nerve degeneration, and
psychic disturbances. Long-term exposure can produce headache, dizziness,
weight loss. nerve damage, heart damage, nausea, fatigue, insomnia, visual
impairment, mood perturbation, sexual problems, dermatitis, and rarely
jaundice. Degradation products oftrichloroethylene (particularly phosgene)
may cause rapid death due to respiratory collapse.

Carcinogenicity. Trichloroethylene is considered by EPA to be a probable
human carcinogen via both oral and inhalation exposure, based on limited
human evidence and sufficient animal evidence.

Environmental Fate. Trichloroethylene breaks down slowly in water in the
presence of sunlight and bioconcentrates moderately in aquatic organisms.
The main removal oftrichloroethylene from water is via rapid evaporation.
Trichloroethylene does not photodegrade in the atmosphere, though it breaks
down quickly under smog conditions, forming other pollutants such as
phosgene, dichloroacetyl chloride, and formyl chloride. In addition,
trichloroethylene vapors may be decomposed to toxic levels of phosgene in
the presence of an intense heat source such as an open arc welder. When
spilled on land, trichloroethylene rapidly volatilizes from surface soils. Some
of the remaining chemical may leach through the soil to groundwater.

.~vlenes (Mixed Isomers) (CAS: 1330-20-7)

Sources. Xylenes are used extensively as cleaning solvents and paint solvents
and may be formed as a decomposition product of binders.

Toxicity. Xylenes are rapidly absorbed into the body a~er inhalation,
ingestion, or skin contact. Short-term exposure of humans to high levels of
xylene can cause irritation of the skin, eyes, nose, and throat, difficulty in
breathing, impaired lung function, impaired memory., and possible changes in
the liver and kidneys. Both short- and long-term exposure to high
concentrations can cause effects such as headaches, dizziness, confusion, and
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lack of muscle coordination. Reactions of xylenes (see environmental fate) in
the atmosphere contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere.
Ozone can affect the respiratory system, especially in sensitive individuals
such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that xylenes are
carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate, A portion of releases to land and water will quickly
evaporate, although some degradation by microorganisms will occur. Xylenes
are moderately mobile in soils and may leach into groundwater, where they
may persist for several years. Xylenes are volatile organic chemicals. As
such, xylene in the lower atmosphere will react with other atmospheric
components, contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other
air pollutants.

Chromium and Chromium Compounds (�AS: 7440-47-3; 20-06-4)

Sources. Chromium is used as a plating element for metal to prevent
corrosion and is sometimes found on charge materials. Chromium is also a
constituent of stainless steel.

Toxicity. Although the naturally-occurring form of chromium metal has very
low toxicity, chromium from industrial emissions is highly toxic due to strong
oxidation characteristics and cell membrane permeability. The majority of the
effects detailed below are based on Chromium VI (an isomer that is more
toxic than Cr m’). Exposure tq chromium metal and insoluble chromium salts
affects the respiratory system. Inhalation exposure to chromium and
chromium salts may cause severe irritation of the upper respiratory tract and
scarring of lung tissue. Dermal exposure to chromium and chromium salts
can also cause sensitive dermatitis and skin ulcers.

Ecolo~cally, although chromium is present in small quantities in all soils and
plants, it is toxic to plants at higher soil concentrations (i.e., 0.2 to 0.4 percent
in soil).

Carcinogenicity. Different sources disagree on the carcinogenicity of
chromium. Although an increased incidence in lung cancer among workers
in the chromate-producing industry has been reported, data are inadequate to
confirm that chromium is a human carcinogen. Other sources consider
chromium VI to be a known human carcinogen based on inhalation exposure.
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Environmental Fate. Chromium is a non-volatile metal with very, low
solubility in water. If applied to land, most chromium remains in the upper
five centimeters of soil. Most chromium in surface waters is present in
particulate form as sediment. Airborne chromium particles are relatively
unreactive and are removed from the air through wet and dry deposition. The
precipitated chromium from the air enters surface water or soil. Chromium
bioaccumulates in plants and animals, with an observed bioaccumulation
factor of 1,000,000 in snails.
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IV.C. Other Data Sources

The toxic chemical release data obtained from TRI captures only about one
quarter of the facilities in the metal casting industry. However, it allows for
a comparison across years and industry, sectors. Reported chemicals are
limited to the approximately 600 TRI chemicals. A large portion of the
emissions from metal casting facilities, therefore, are not captured by TKI.
The EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards has compiled air
pollutant emission factors for determining the total air emissions of priority
pollutants (e.g., total hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx, CO, particulates, etc.) from
many metal casting sources.

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide range
of information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of concern within a
particular industry. With the exception of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), there is little overlap with the TKI chemicals reported above. Table
13 summarizes annual releases (from the industries for which a Sector
Notebook Profile was prepared) of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide
(NO,,), paniculate matter of I0 microns or less (PMI0), sulfur dioxide (SO:).
and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
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Table 13: Air Pollutant Releases by Industry Sector (tons/year)

Industry, Sector CO NO, PM~ PT SO. VOC

Metal Minin~ 4,670 39,849 63.’541 173,566 1 "r,690 9151

Notunetal Minimz ,.5,9,._ 22,881 40.199 128,661 I &000 4.tl021

Lumber and Wood 122,061 38,042 " ! ",( .436 64,650 9.401 55.983
Production

Ftu’niture and Fixtures 2.754 1,872 2.5(72 4.827 1.538 67.6041

Pulp and Paper 566.883 358,675 35.030 111,210 493,313 127.809i

Print m~. 8.755 3.542 405 1,198 1.684 1

6_~.4_,Inorganic Chemicals 153,294 106,~,,., 6.70., 34,664 t 94.153 "

()rganie Chemicals 112,410 187.400 14.596 16.053 I-6.115 18( "~5()~

Petroleum Refinin~ 734,630 355.852 _ .,.497 36.141 6 i 9.775 ., 1.,.

Rubber and Misc. Plastics "~ " " 6_,,,.00 9,955 _..~ 18 5.182 2!.720 132.9aY

Stone, Cla~’ and Concrete 105,059 340,639 : 192,962 oo_,._.~_, .....~,~R ~’;4 34.33-

Iron and Steel 1.386,461 153.607 83.938 87,939 "’" g "_,’_._4, 83.882

Nonferrous Metals .~’~ 14,243 31,136 10 ........40"~ 24.654 "~ 538 11.05~

Fabricated Metals 4,925 11,1(14 1.~ 19 2.790 ; 169 86,47."

..,,4, 385 741 4,866Electronics and Computers 356 1,501 ’~ "~

Motor Vehicles, Bodies. 15,109 27,355 1.048 3,699 20,378 96.33~
Parts and ,Accessories

Dr3.’ Cleaning 102 °184 3 27 155 7.4~.

( ~round Transportation 1.8,6_3 550,551 2.569 5.489 R.417 I(14.8..4

Metal Casting 116,538 11,911 10,995 20,973 6.513 19,0311

Pharmaceuticals 6,586 19.088 1.576 4.425 _" 1.31 I .,"~,_" 1-.1

Plastic Resins and 16,388 41,771 _._I" " 8 7.546 67.546 ",4.1 38
Manmade Fibers

Textiles 8.177 34.523 2.928 9.479 .s3.05(I 27.’7~

Power ~ieneration 366.208 5.986.757 140.760 ~64 54"~ 1.,.8,. ,_ 11 57.384

Shipbuildin.~ and Repmr 105 862 638, 943 3.(151 3.967

~qource: IJ.S. EPA ()trice of Air and Radiation. AIRS Database. i997
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of TRI releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figure and table do
not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI.
Similar information is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release
Book.

Figure 10 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1995 TRI data for
the metal casting industry and the other sectors profiled in separate
notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI releases and total transfers
on the vertical axis. The graph is based on the data shown in Table 14 and is
meant to facilitate comparisons between the relative amounts of releases.
transfers, and releases per facility both within and between these sectors. The
reader should note, however, that differences in the proportion of facilities
captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This can be a factor of poor
SIC matching and relative differences in the number of facilities reporting to
TRI from the various sectors. In the case of the metal casting industry, the
1995 TRI data presented here covers 654 facilities. These facilities listed SIC
332 (Iron and Steel Foundries) and 336 (~’Nonferrous Foundries) as primary
SIC codes.
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Figure 10: Summary of TRI Releases and Transfers by Industry.
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5OO
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Source: L’S EPA 1995 Toxics Release Inventory Database.

SIC Range Inducts’ Sector SIC Ran[e lndmtr~ Sector SIC Range Industry/Sector
22 Textiles 2833. 2834 Pharmaceuticals 333. 334 Nonferrous Metals

24 Lumber and Wood 2861-2869 Orgamc Chem. Mfg. 34 Fabricated Metals
Products

25 Furniture and Fixtures 2911 Petroleum Relining 36 Electronic Equtp. ,and Comp.
2611-2631 Pulp and Paper 30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics 371 Motor Vehicles, Bodies,

Parts. and Accessories
2711-27~:9 Printing 32 Stone. Clay, and Concrete 3731 Shi[~buildin~
2812-2819 Inorganic Chemical 331 Iron and Steel

Manulb, cturing

2821. "823. Pla.~tic Resm.~ and 332. 336 .Metal Casting
2~24 Martmade Fibers
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~_, Table 14: Toxics Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries
O" TRI Releases TR! Transfers

:~- Industry Sector SIC # TRI Total Ave. Total Ave. Trans. Total Releases Average Releases +
~O Range Facilities Releases Releases per Transfers per Facility +Transfers Transfers per Facility
~0. (million Ibs.) Facility (ndllhm Ibs.) (l~)unds) (millimt Ibs.) (pomtds)
~ (pounds)
~ Textiles 22 339 17.8 53,000 7.0 21,000 24.8 74,000

I umber and Wood P~oducls 24 397 30.0 76,000 ,I. I 10,000 34 1 86,000
]:un|ilurc and Fixtures 25 336 37.6 I 12,000 9.9 29,000 47.5 141,000
Pulp and Paper                 2611-2631 305 232.6! 763.000 56.5 185,000 289. I 948,000
Printing 2711-2789 262 33.9 129,000 10.41 40,000 44 3 169,000
Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 413 60.7 468,000 21.7 191,0001 438.5 659,000
Plastic Resins and Manmade 2821,2823 410 64. I 156,000 192.4 469,000 256.5 625,000
Fibers 2824

-~1 Pharmaceuticals 2833, 2834 200 29.9 150,000 147.2 736,000 177. I 886,0OO
Organic Chenfical Mfg. 2861-2869 402 148.3 598,000 208.6 631,000 946.8 1229,000
Petroleum Refining 291 I i 80 73.8 410,000 29.2 ! 62,000 103.0 572,000
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,947 i 43. I 73,000 102.6 53,000 245.7 126,000
Stone, Clay, and Concrete 32 623 43.9 70,000 31.8 51,000 75.7 121,000
Iron and Steel 331 423 90.7 214,000 513.9 1,215,00(1 604.6 1,429,000

Metal Casting 332, 336 654 36.0 5S,000 73.9 113,000 109.9 168,000
Nonfcrrot, s Metals 333,334 282 201.7 715,000 164 582,000 365.7 1,297,000
Fabricated Metals 34 2,676 83.5 31,000 350.5 131,000 434.0 162,000

F.lectronic F.quip and Co,np 36 407 4.3 I 1,000 68.8 169,000 73. I 180,000

Motor Vehicles. Bodies. 371 754 79.3 105.000 19.1 257,000 2733 ~62,000
~q Parts. and Accessories

"~ Shipbuilding 3731 43 2.4 56.000 4. I 95,000 6.51 151.000

~
Source: l .’S [;.[~. I To~ics Release lm,ento~y Database, 1995.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory, thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as national
policy a hierarchy.of waste management options for situations in which source
reduction cannot be implemented feasibly. In the waste management
hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible the next alternative is recycling
of wastes, followed by energy recovery, and waste treatment as a last
alternative.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general
and company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the metal casting industry. While the list is not
exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the starting
point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. This section provides summary information from activities that may
be, or are being implemented by this sector. When possible, information is
provided that gives the context in which the technique can be used effectivelv.
Please note that the activities d~scribed in this section do not necessarily apply
to all facilities that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be
carefully considered when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the
full impacts of the change must examine how each option affects air, land and
water pollutant releases.

Most of the pollution prevention activities in the metal casting industry have
concentrated on reducing waste sand, waste electric arc furnace (EAF) dust
and desulfurization slag, and increasing the overall energy efficiency of the
processes. This section describes some of the pollution prevention
opportunities for foundries within each of these areas.

V.A. Waste Sand and Chemical Binder Reduction and Reuse

Disposal of waste foundry sand in off-site landfills has become less appealing
to foundry operators in recent years. Landfill disposal fees have increased
considerably, especially in areas that suffer from shortages of landfill capacity.
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Landfill disposal can be a long-term CERCLA liability as well (see Section
VI.A. for a discussion of CERCLA). Currently, about 2 percent of foundry
waste sands generated is considered hazardous waste under RCRA requiring
expensive special treatment, handling and disposal in hazardous waste
landfills. Therefore, there are strong financial incentives for applying pollution
prevention techniques that reduce waste foundry sand generation. In fact, for
years many foundries have been implementing programs to reduce the
amounts of waste sand they generate. Also, the industry is conducting a
significant amount of research in this area (AFS, 1996).

V.A.1. Casting Techniques Reducing Waste Foundry Sand Generation

The preferable approach to reducing disposal of waste sands is through source
reduction rather than waste management and pollution control or treatment
techniques. Foundry operators aiming to reduce waste sand may want to
examine the feasibility and economic incentives of new casting methods for
all or part of their production. A number of the casting techniques described
in Section III.A such as investment casting, permanent mold casting, die
casting, and lost foam casting generate less sand waste than other techniques.

Adopting different casting methods, however, may not always be feasible
depending on the physical characteristics of the parts to be cast (e.g., type of
metal, casting size and configuration, tolerances and surface finish required,
etc.), the capabilities of the alternative methods, and the economic feasibility.
When considering the economic feasibility of implementing these alternative
methods, the savings in waste sand handling and disposal and raw material
costs should be examined.

In addition to the more common methods listed above and described in
Section I~I.A, there are a number of lesser known and/or new casting methods
that also have the potential to reduce the volume of foundry waste sand
generated. One promising method, vacuum molding, is described below. For
additional information on new, alternative casting techniques, see the
references in Section IX.

Vacuum Molding

Vacuum molding, or the V-Process, uses a strong vacuum applied to free-
flowing, dry, unbonded sand around patterns in air tight flasks. The vacuum
inside the mold results in a net pressure outside pushing in, holding the sand
rigidly in the shape of the pattern even after the pattern is removed. The
process uses a specially designed plastic film to seal the open ends of the sand
mold and the mold cavity. After the pattern is removed, the mold halves are
placed together and the metal is poured. The plastic film inside the mold
cavity, melts and diffuses into the sand as it contacts the molten metal. When
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the metal has cooled, the vacuum is removed, allowing the sand to fall away
from the casting. Shakeout equipment is not needed and virtually no waste
sand is generated. The V-Process can be used on almost all metal types, for
all sizes and shapes. Although the process has not gained widespread use, it
can be economical, uses very little energy and can produce castings with kigh
dimensional accuracy and consistency (La Rue, ] 989).

V.A.2. Reclamation and Reuse of Waste Foundry Sand and Metal

Although less preferable than source reduction, the more immediate shii~ in
industry practices is towards waste reclamation and reuse. A number of
techniques are being used to reclaim waste sand and return it to the mold and
core making processes. In addition, markets for off-site reuse of waste
foundry sand have also been found. (Unless otherwise noted, this section is
based on the 1992 EPA Office of Research and Development report, Guides
to Pollution Prevention, The Metal Casting and Heat Treating Industry.)

Waste Segregation

A substantial amount of sand contamination comes from mixing the various
foundry waste streams with waste sand. The overall amount of sand being
discarded can be reduced by implementing the following waste segregation
steps:

¯ Replumbing the dust collector ducting on the casting metal gate cutoff
saws to collect metal chips for easier recycling

¯ Installing a new baghouse on the sand system to separate the sand
system dust from the furnace dust

¯ Installing a new screening system or magnetic separator on the main
molding sand system surge hopper to continuously clean metal from
the sand system

¯ Separate nonferrous foundry shot blast dust (often a hazardous waste
stream) from other nonhazardous foundry and sand waste streams.

¯ Installing a magnetic separation system on the shotblast system to
allow the metal dust to be recycled

¯ Changing the core sand knockout procedure to keep this sand from
being mixed in with system sand prior to disposal
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Screen and Separate Metal from Sand

Most foundries screen used sand before reusing it. Some employ several
different screen types and vibrating mechanisms to break down large masses
of sand mixed with metal chips. Coarse screens are used to remove large
chunks of metal and core butts. The larger metal pieces collected in the
screen are usually remelted in the furnace or sold to a secondary smelter.
Increasingly fine screens remove additional metal particles and help classi~
the sand by size before it is molded. Some foundries remelt these smaller
metal particles; other foundries sell this portion to metal reclaimers. The
metal recovered during the screening process is ot~en mixed with coarser sand
components or has sand adhering to it. Therefore, remelting these pieces in
the furnace generates large amounts of slag, especially when the smaller
particles are remelted.

Reclaim Sand by Dry ScrubbingiA ttrition

Reclaiming sand by dry scrubbing is widely used, and a large variety of
equipment is available with capacities adaptable to most binder systems and
foundry, operations. Dry. scrubbing may be divided into pneumatic or
mechanical systems.

In pneumatic scrubbing, gains of sand are agitated in streams of air normally
confined in vertical steel tubes called cells. The grains of sand are propelled
upward; they impact each other and/or are thrust against a steel target to
remove some of the binder. In some systems, grains are impacted against a
steel target. Banks of tubes may be used depending on the capacity and
degree of cleanliness desired. Retention time can be regulated, and fines are
removed through dust collectors. In mechanical scrubbing, a variety of
available equipment offers foundries a number of options. An impeller may
be used to accelerate the sand grains at a controlled velocity in a horizontal
or vertical plane against a metal plate. The sand grains impact each other and
metal targets, thereby removing some of the binder. The speed of rotation has
some control over impact energy. The binder and fines are removed by
exhaust systems, and screen analysis is controlled by air gates or air wash
separators. Additional equipment options include:

¯ A variety of drum types with internal baffles, impactors, and
disintegrators that reduce lumps to grains and remove binder

¯ Vibrating screens with a series of decks for reducing lumps to grains,
with recirculating features and removal of dust and fines
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¯ Shot-blast cleaning equipment that may be incorporated into other
specially designed units to form a complete casting cleaning/sand
reclamation unit

¯ Vibro-energy systems that use svnchronous and diametric vibration,
where frictional and compressive forces separate binder from sand
grains.

Southern Aluminum is a high-production automotive foundry in Bay Minette, Alabama. The
company recently installed a rotating drum attrition/scrubber sand reclaimer unit to remove
lumps and tramp aluminum from its spent green sand and core butts so that it could be used
by an asphalt company. Spent sand is fed into one end of the rotating drum where the lumps
are reduced and binder is scrubbed offthe grains. The sand then enters a screening and
classifying section, binder and fines are removed by a dust collector, and clean tramp metal is
removed. The company is removing far more aluminum from the sand than expected (about
6,000 pounds per day) resulting in substantial cost savings. The equipment paid for itself
before it finished treating three-months worth of spent sand stockpiled at the facility (Philbin,
1996).

Reclaim Sand with Thermal Systems

Most foundries recycle core and mold sands: however, these materials
eventually lose their basic characteristics, and the portions no longer suitable
for use are disposed of in a landfill. In the reclamation of chemically bonded
sands, the system employed must be able to break the bond between the resin
and sand and remove the fines that are generated. The systems employed
most commonly are scrubbing/attrition and thermal (rotary reclamation)
systems for resin-bonded sands.

Reclamation of green sand for reuse in a green sand system is practiced on a
limited basis in the United States. However, reclamation of core sand and
chemically bonded molding sand is widespread. Wet reclamation systems
employed in the 1950s for handling green sands are no longer used. Specific
thermal reclamation case studies are summarized in AFS (1989) and Modern
Casting August (1996). A typical system to reclaim chemically bonded sand
for reuse in core room and molding operations consists of a lump reduction
and metal removal system, a panicle classifier, a sand cooler, a dust collection
system, and a thermal scrubber (two-bed reactor). A number of thermal sand
reclamation techniques are described below. Note that EPA may classify
some types of thermal sand reclamation as incineration. As of June 1996,
EPA was taking comments on the regulatory status of thermal recovery units.
Contact Mary. Cunningham at (703) 308-8453.
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Thermal Calcining/Thermal Dry Scrubbing. These systems are useful for
reclamation of organic and clay-bonded systems. Sand grain surfaces are not
smooth; they have numerous crevices and indentations. The application of
heat with sufficient oxygen calcines the binders or burns off organic binders.
Separate mechanical attrition units may be required to remove calcined
inorganic binders. Heat offers a simple method of reducing the encrusted
grains of molding sand to pure gl-ains. Both horizontal and vertical rotary kiln
and fluidized bed systems are available. Foundries should examine the
regulatory requirements of using thermal systems to treat waste sand. The use
of these systems may need to be permitted as waste incineration.

Carondelet Foundry Company in Pevely, Missouri installed a fluidized bed thermal sand
reclamation unit and a mechanical reclaimer in 1994 to treat its phenolic urethane no-bake and
phenolic urethane Isocure sand. The steel jobbing shop was sending on average 150 tons per
day of waste sand off-site for landfill disposal at a cost of about $29 per cubic yard. In
addition, new sand was costing approximately $22 per ton. The thermal system processes
125 tons per day and the mechanical system processes the remaining 25 tons. Only 5 percent
of the foundry’s sand is not reclaimed. The reclamations system is estimated to save the
foundry over $1 million per year and payed for itself in under a year. In addition, the foundry
feels that the reclaimed sand is better than new sand and results in better castings (Philbin,
1996).

RotaryDnan. This system has been used since the 1950s for reclaiming shell
and chemically bonded sands. The direct-fired rotary drum is a refractory-
lined steel drum that is mounted on casters. The feed end is elevated to allow
the sand to flow freely through, the unit. The burners can be at either end of
the unit with direct flame impingement on the cascading sand; flow can be
either with the flow of solids or counter to it.

In indirect-fired units, the drum is mounted on casters in the horizontal
position and is surrounded by refractory insulation. Burners line the side of
the dham, with the flames in direct contact with the metal drum. The feed end
is elevated to allow the sand to flow freely through the unit, and in some cases
flights (paddles connected by chains) are welded to the inside to assist
material flow.

Multiple-Hearth Vertical Shaft Furnace. This furnace consists of circular
refractory hearths placed one above the other and enclosed in a refractory-
lined steel shell. A vertical rotating shatt through the center of the furnace is
equipped with air-cooled alloy arms containing rabble blades (plows) that stir
the sand and move it in a spiral path across each hearth.
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Sand is repeatedly moved outward from the center of a given hearth to the
periphery, where it drops through holes to the next hearth. This action gives
excellent contact between sand grains and the heated gases. Material is fed
into the top of the furnace. It makes its way to the bottom in a zigzag fashion,
while the hot gases rise counter-currently, burning the organic material and
calcining clay, if one or both are present. Discharge of reclaimed sand can be
directly from the bottom hearth into a tube cooler, or other cooling methods
may be used. The units are best suited to large tonnages (five tons or more).

New approaches and equipment designed for sand reclamation units are
continuing to evolve, and foundries must evaluate each system carefully with
regard to the suitability for a particular foundry operation.

In 1988, R.H. Sheppard Company, Inc~ in Hanover, Pennsylvania installed a thermal sand
reclamation system to recover its 2,200 tons per year of waste green sand. Between the sand
purchase price and disposal costs, the foundry was spending over $180,000 per year. Even
considering the $428,500 capital investment and regular operation and maintenance costs,
over the 20 year useful life of the equipment, the company estimates it will save about $2
million. This does not include the intangible savings of reduced liability of waste sand
disposal (Pennsylvania DEP, 1996).

Use Sand as a Construction Material

Depending on its physical and chemical characteristics, non-hazardous waste
foundry sand can be used as construction material assuming a market can be
found and federal, state, and local regulations relating to handling, storage,
and disposal allow it. Many foundries currently recycle foundry waste sand
for construction purposes. Industry research, however, indicates that only a
small portion of the potential market for waste sand is being utilized. Some
potential construction uses for waste sand include: feed stock for portland
cement production; fine aggregate for concrete; fine construction aggregate
for fill; and bituminous concrete (asphalt) fine aggregate.
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Since late 1993, Viking Pump, Inc., of Cedar Falls, Iowa has been shipping spent sand to a
portland cement manufacturer for use as a raw material. This reuse reduces the costs for the
cement company because the need for mining virgin sand is reduced. Landfill costs for the
foundry have been reduced creating a win-win situation for both companies. When Viking
began testing foundry sand for use in cement manufacturing, the sand was loaded with an
endloader into grain trucks for hauling to the cement plant. Completing a loading took almost
an hour. Once the cement company decided that the waste sand was compatible with its
process, Viking invested in a sand silo for storage. The sand is now conveyed to the silo and
gravity fed into trucks for transportation, significantly reducing handling time to six minutes.
Viking expects to send at least half of the spent foundry sand to the portland cement
manufacturer and is continuing to look for alternative uses to achieve its pollution prevention
goals (US. EPA EnviroSenSe Website, 1996).

Not all foundry sand will be ideal for all construction uses. For example.
although many foundrv sands actually increase compression strengths of
concrete when used as a fine aggregate, green molding sands have been
shown to decrease compression strengths. In addition, foundries will probably
not be able to find markets for their waste sand in its "as-generated"
condition. Some processing is typically required in order to match the
customers’ product specifications. Waste sand may first need to be dried.
crushed, screened and separated from metals.

Waste sand streams from certain foundry processes could render a foundry’s
entire waste sand stream worthless if mixed together. A material flow diagram
detailing the flow of sand and its characteristics (particle size distribution,
mineralogical composition, moisture content, and chemical and contaminant
concentration) through the production processes will help foundry operators
identify those spent sand generation points that must be separated out for
either processing and sale to a customer or for disposal in a landfill.

V.B. Metal Melting Furnaces

The metal casting industry is highly energy intensive and therefore has
opportunities to prevent pollution through increasing energy efficiency. The
majori~ of the energy is consumed by the furnaces used to melt metal;
however, energy used in heat curing of sand molds can also be significant
depending on the process used (DOE, 1996). Increases in energy efficiency
in metal casting operations may have the dual pollution prevention effect of
reducing fossil fuel consumption (and the associated environmental impacts)
and reducing the amounts of wastes generated from furnaces and curing ovens
(e.g., hazardous desulfurization slag, dust, VOCs, etc.). Since energy costs
can be a large portion of a metal caster’s overall operating costs, increases in
ener~ efficiency can also result in significant cost savings.
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Improve Furnace Efficiency

Currently, many foundry furnaces are less than 35 percent energy efficient.
Facilities using reverberatory or crucible furnaces may have opportunities to
improve their furnace efficiency and stack emissions by upgrading their
combustion system (DOE, 1996). New oxygen burners and computerized gas
flow metering systems have helped a number of facilities to comply with Clean
Air Act regulations for NOx and CO emissions while reducing energy costs.
Some foundries are utilizing regenerative ceramic burner systems. The
systems are comprised of two burners which function alternately as a burner
and an exhaust port. When one burner fires, the other collects the exhaust
gases, recouping the heat from the waste gases. In the next cycle, this burner
then fires, recombusting the gases. The recombustion of the waste gases
ensures complete combustion and has been shown to reduce NOx formation.
One firm implementing this system reported a 33 percent reduction in ener~’
use and a better melting rate, improving production capacity (Binczewsk.i,
1993).

Install Induction Furnaces

Induction furnaces may offer advantages over electric arc or cupola furnaces
for some applications. Induction furnaces are about 75 to 80 percent energy
efficient and emit about 75 percent less dust and fumes because of the absence
of combustion gases or excessive metal temperatures. When clean scrap
material is used, the need for emission control equipment may be minimized.
Of course, production operations and process economics must be considered
carefully when planning new or retrofit melting equipment (U.S. EPA, 1992).

Minimize 3/Ietal ~Ielting

Depending on the casting, between reject castings and gating systems, over
half of the metal poured into molds may not become a useful part of the
casting. This metal needs to be separated from the castings and remelted.
usually at a significant cost. Any increases in yield (reductions in the amount
of scrap) will result in energy cost savings from eliminating the need for
melting the excess metal. In addition, costs of separating scrap from the
castings and waste sand, and the time and expense in machining of gating
systems may be reduced. Gating system design that increases yield and
reduces the need for machining can reduce a foundry’s costs. Optimally
designed systems will not use any more metal than is necessary while ensuring
that the metal flows into the mold cavity properly to minimize casting defects.
A number of computer software products are available to optimize casting
design. These products simulate mold filling and casting solidification for
various designs and can reduce costs bv improving quality and reducing scrap.
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A number of casting methods use a central sprue gated to a number of
individual casting patterns. Such assemblies termed "trees" or pattern
clusters, can generate less excess metal than single pattern mold designs. This
technique is most commonly used in the investment and lost foam casting
methods. A variation of the investment casting method termed, hollow sprue
casting, or counter gravity casting, employs a vacuum to fill the mold with
molten metal. A mold or mold cluster assembly fabricated using the
investment casting technique is placed in a closed mold chamber with only the
open end protruding from the bottom. The mold and mold chamber are
lowered to the surface of a ladle or crucible of molten metal until the mold
opening is below the surface. A vacuum is then applied to the mold chamber
and mold, forcing the molten metal to rise and fill the mold and gating system.
The vacuum is maintained until the casting and gates have solidified and is
released before the sprue has solidified. The sprue metal then drains back into
the molten metal for reuse. If the gating system is designed properly, over 90
percent of the metal becomes pan of the useful casting.

Use Alternaave Fuels for Melting

Some melt furnaces can utilize natural gas or fuel-oil as a fuel source.
Paniculate emissions from fuel oils tend to be much greater than emissions
from natural gas combustion. If fuel oil must be used, particulate emissions
can be reduced by using a lower grade of fuel oil. Petroleum distillates
(’Numbers 1 and 2 fuel oil) will result in lower paniculate emissions than
heavier grade fuels (Nos. 4,5,6). Sulfur dioxide emissions can be reduced by
choosing a fuel with a low sulfur content. Emissions of nitrogen oxides result
from the oxidation of nitrogen bound in the fuel. Selection of a low nitrogen
fuel oil will reduce NOx emis.sions (’NADCA, 1996).

Air emissions from the operation of furnaces can be further reduced by using
natural gas as a fuel source. Natural gas is considered a clean fuel which,
when combusted, emits relatively small amounts of SOx and paniculate
matter. The primary emission resulting from the combustion of natural gas is
nitrogen oxides. NOx emissions can be reduced by applying alternative firing
techniques, including the recirculation of flue-gas, staged combustion, and the
installation of low NOx burners (’NADCA, 1996).

Proper maintenance of furnaces will also help to reduce air emissions.
Inefficient fuel/air mixing may generate excess paniculate emissions.
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V.C. Furnace Dust Management

Dust generation, especially in the Electric Arc Furnace (EAF), and its
disposal, has been recognized as a serious problem, but one with potential for
pollution prevention through material recovery and source reduction. EAF
dust can have high concentrations of lead and cadmium. Some EAF dust can
be shipped off-site for zinc reclamation. Most of the EAF dust recoverv
options are only economically viable for dust with a zinc content of at least ! 5
- 20 percent (U.S. EPA, 1995).

In-process recycling of EAF dust may involve pelletizing and then reusing the
pellets in the furnace, however, recycling of EAF dust on-site has not proven
to be technically or economically competitive for all foundries. Improvements
in technologies have made off-site recovery a cost effective alternative to
thermal treatment or secure landfill disposal.

Maintain Optimal Operating Parameters

Dust emissions from furnaces can often be minimized through a number of
good operating practices. Such practices include: avoiding excessive
superheating of the metal; maintaining a sufficient flux or slag cover over the
metal to keep the molten metal separated from the atmosphere; preheating the
metal charged; avoiding the addition of metals at maximum furnace
temperatures; and avoiding the heating of the metal too fast.

Recycle EAF Dust to the Original Process

EAFs generate 1 to 2 percent of their charge into dust or fumes. If the zinc
and lead levels of the metal duet are low, return of the dust to the furnace for
recovery of base metals (iron, chromium, or nickel) may be feasible. This
method may be employed with dusts generated by the production of stainless
or alloy steels. However, this method is usually impractical for handling dust
associated with carbon steel production because galvanized metal scrap is
often used and the recovered dust tends to be high in zinc (U.S. EPA, 1992).

Many methods have been proposed for flue-dust recycling, including direct
zinc recovery. Zinc content can be increased to the required 15 to 20 percent
by returning the dust to the furnace from which it is generated. If the dust is
injected into the furnace after the charge of scrap metal is melted,
temperatures are high enough for most of the heavy metals to fume off’. This
technique results in an increased zinc concentration in the dust collected by
the scrubbers, electrostatic precipitation systems, or baghouses (U.S. EPA,
1992).
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Recycle Dust Outside the Original Process

Silica-based baghouse dust from sand systems and cupola furnaces may be
used as a raw material by cement companies. The dust is preblended with
other components and transferred to a kiln operation. It is envisioned that
baghouse dusts may constitute 5 to 10 percent of the raw material used by
cement manufacturers in the future. The use of higher levels may be limited
by adverse effects of the baghouse dust on the setting characteristics of the
cement (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Waste EAF dust can be reused outside the original process by reclaiming the
zinc, lead, and cadmium concentrated in emission control residuals. The
feasibility of such reclamation depends on the cost of dust treatment and
disposal, the concentration of metals within the residual, the cost of
recovering the metals, and the market price for the metals. While this
approach is useful in the nonferrous foundry industry (i.e., brass foundries),
its application within gray iron foundries is extremely limited. Some foundries
market furnace dust as input to brick manufacturing and other consumer
product applications, but product liability limits this option. Recovery,
methods include: pyrometallurgical, rotary, kiln, electrothermic shaft furnace,
and zinc oxide enrichment (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Pyrometallurgical methods for metals recovery are based on the reduction and
volatilization of zinc, lead, cadmium, and other components of EAF dust.
Lead is removed preferentially through roasting in an oxidizing environment,
while zinc, cadmium and other metals are removed through roasting under
reducing conditions. The rotary (or Waelz) kiln method can simultaneously
reduce ferrous iron oxide to solid iron and lead and zinc oxide to their metallic
forms, using a reducing atmosphere such as carbon monoxide and hydrogen.
However, rotary kilns must be fairly large and must process large volumes of
dust to be economically and thermally efficient. The electrothermic shaft
furnace can extract metallic zinc from a feed containing at least 40 percent of
the metal. Typically, agglomerated EAF dust is mixed with other feed to
attain this percentage. To recycle dust by direct reduction of oxides, iron
oxide is reduced to iron and water using pure hydrogen at a temperature range
of 1000 to 1100°C. The reduction of zinc oxide produces zinc vapors and
steam at 1000 to 1100°C that are removed from the furnace and subjected to
an oxidation step. The zinc reacts with water to produce zinc oxide, and
hydrogen is removed and recycled. The zinc oxide produced is separated in
a baghouse. The hydrogen containing the steam is further treated for steam
condensation, and then the hydrogen is ready for recycling into the furnace
(U.S. EPA, 1992).
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A lter Raw Materials

The predominant source of lead, zinc, and cadmium in ferrous foundry
baghouse dust or scrubber sludge is galvanized scrap metal used as a charge
material. To reduce the level of these contaminants, their source must be
identified and charge material containing lower concentrations of the
contaminants must be acquired. A charge modification program at a large
foundry can successfully reduce the lead and cadmium levels in dust collector
waste to below EP-toxicity values. Foundries need to work closely with steel
scrap suppliers to develop reliable sources of high-grade scrap.

V.D. Slag and Dross Management

Minimize Hazardous Desulfurizing Slag

In the production of ductile iron, it is often necessary to add a desulfurizing
agent in the melt to produce the desired casting microstructure. One
desulfurization agent used commonly is solid calcium carbide (CaC:).
Calcium carbide is thought to decompose to calcium and graphite. The
calcium carbide desulfurization slag is generally removed from the molten iron
in the ladle and placed into a hopper. For adequate sulfur removal, CaC_~ must
be added in slight excess. Since an excess of CaC2 is employed to ensure
removal of the sulfur, the resulting slag contains both CaS and CaC,_ and must
be handled as a reactive waste. The slag might also be hazardous due to high
concentrations of heavy metals (U.S. EPA, 1992).

Treatment of this material consists normally of convening the carbide to
acetylene and calcium hydroxide by reacting with water. Problems with this
method include handling a potentially explosive waste material; generating a
waste stream that contains sulfides (due to calcium sulfide in the slag) and
many other toxic compounds; and liberating arsine, phosphine, and other toxic
materials in the off gas (U. S. EPA, 1992).

One way to reduce the need for calcium carbide is to reduce the amount of
high sulfur scrap used as furnace charge materials. While this method is
effective, the ability to obtain a steady supply of high-grade scrap varies
considerably and may be uneconomical (U.S. EPA, 1992).

To eliminate entirely the use of calcium carbide, several major foundries have
investigated the use of alternative desulfufization agents. One proprietary
process employs calcium oxide, calcium fluoride, and two other materials.
The process can be more economical than carbide desulfurization and results
in a satisfactory iron quality (U.S. EPA, 1992).
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Often, the amount of sulfur removal for a product is based not on the
requirements of that product but on what is achievable in practice. When total
sulfur removal is required, it is not uncommon that 20 to 30 percent excess
carbide is employed resulting in the generation of larger amounts of slag. If
the iron were desulfurized only to the extent actually needed, much of this
waste could be reduced or eliminated (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Rec, vcle Hazardous Desulfurizing Slag

Because calcium carbide slag is ot~en removed from the metal by skimming,
it is not uncommon to lind large amounts of iron mixed in with the slag.
Depending on the means of removal, this metal will either be in the form of
large blocks or small granules. To reduce metal losses, some foundries crush
the slag and remove pieces of metal by hand or with a magnet for remelting.
Other foundries have investigated recharging the entire mass to the remelting
furnace. Inside the furnace, calcium hydroxide forms in the slag as the
recycled calcium carbide either removes additional sulfur or is oxidized
directly. While this method has been successful, more research is necessary.
For example, it is not known to what extent the calcium sulfide stays with the
slag or how much sulfur is carried in the flue gas and the scrubber system.
Initial tests indicate that the sulfur does not concentrate in the metal, so that
product quality is not affected (U. S. EPA, 1992).

Slag from stainless steel melting operations (where Ni, Mo, and Cr metals are
used as alloy additions) is hazardous as a result of high chromium
concentrations. Such slag can be recycled as a feed to cupola furnaces (gray
iron production line). The cupola furnace slag scavenges trace metals from
the induction furnace slag. The resulting cupola slag may be rendered a
nonhazardous waste (U.S. EPA, 1992).

Minimize Air Emissions During Dross and Slag Removal

Emissions resulting from the removal of dross and slag can be reduced by
decreasing the time in which the dross is exposed to the air. This is true for
dross and slag removal processes throughout the facility (e.g., melting,
laundering, die casting). Dross and slag pots should be covered as soon as
possible to eliminate emissions to the atmosphere. Alternative dross and slag
handling techniques can also be practical to reduce emissions. Dross and slag
pots can be positioned under or near exhaust hoods in order to divert the
emissions to a filter or other emission control device (NADCA, 1996).
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V.E. Wastewater

Reduce Phenols in Die Casting Wastewater Streams

The major pollutants in the wastewater streams from die casting operations
are oils and phenols, with the phenols being the regulated pollutant in most
wastewater discharge situations. Common sources of phenols in die casting
are the various oils used in the process, such as phosphate ester-based
hydraulic oil, die lube, wav lube, die cast coolant, etc. Cast salts, degreasers,
and heat transfer oils may also contain phenols as an impurity (NADCA~
1996).

An effective method for source control of phenols would be to check each
individual raw material used in die casting for phenols, and use or substitute
with materials which have little or no phenols. For example, petroleum oils
which often contain phenols as contaminants may be substituted with synthetic
oils or water-based materials that contain no phenols. Although the
alternative materials can be more costly than petroleum-based oils, the annual
incremental cost increase may not be significant depending on the volume of
material used. In addition, anticipated reductions in environmental control
costs may outweigh potential raw material cost increases (’NADCA, 1996).

Another effective method of reducing or eliminating phenols in wastewater
consists of segregating the various waste streams at the point of generation
by collecting the materials in catch pans and handling them separately. For
example, die lube overspray can be collected in a metal pan installed below the
die, screened to remove debris, filtered (if necessary) to remove fine
particulate matter, treated (if necessary) for bacteria contamination, and
recycled for reuse in the plant. Plunger lubricants and other drippings may
also be collected in pans and recycled off-site as used oil (NADCA, 1996).

Reduce Wastewater and Sludge Generation

Water used to cool parts can be reduced by implementing cooling water
recycling systems. Further wastewater reductions may be accomplished by
optimizing deburring operations to minimize the total suspended solids in
wastewater. This, in turn, will reduce the sludge generation from subsequent
treatment. Sludge dewatering can also be optimized through the use of pH
controls and filter aids (such as diatomaceous earth) to produce a drier filter
cake prior to land dist3osal.
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R.H. Sheppard Company, Inc. in Hanover, Pennsylvania used large quantities of fresh water
for cooling metal parts as they were ground to fine tolerances. The company installed a
16,000 gallon closed loop cooling system with temperature and bacteria controls which
improved the grinding process and saves 3.4 million gallons of water per year. From its
reduced coolant disposal costs and savings in water costs, R.H. Sheppard Company expects a
two- to three-year payback period on its $540,000 investment (Pennsylvania DEP, 1996).

Reduce VOC Emissions from Cooling and Quench Water

The primary cause of air emissions from non-contact cooling water cooling
towers and quench baths is the use of additives, such as biocides, which
contain volatile organic compounds that are eventually emitted to the
atmosphere. The best method for reducing air emissions from cooling towers
and quench baths is to use fewer additives or to use additives containing no
VOCs or Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) (’NADCA, 1996).

V.F. Die Casting Lubrication

The majority of emissions generated during the die casting process come from
the application of die lubes. These emissions consist of VOC, particulate
matter, and HAPs. VOC emissions from die lube application can be reduced
by the use of water-based die lubricants or solid lubricants. Eliminating the
volatile components of petroleum-based lubricants will also reduce VOC
emissions when wet milling finishing techniques are used. However, it is
important to note that lubricants which reduce VOC emissions may not
necessarily reduce HAP emissions and, in some cases, HAP emissions may be
greater from water-based die lubes. Apparently, some of the solvent
replacement additives in water-based lubricants may result in increased HAP
emissions. It is important to thoroughly evaluate the potential implications for
air emissions before alternative lubricant products are used (NADCA, 1996).

In the same manner as VOC emissions, alternative lubricants can be used to
reduce particulate emissions from the application of die lubes. However.
lubricant-specific evaluations should be performed to determine the paniculate
emission reduction potential of individual lubricant changes (’NADCA, 1996).

V.G. Miscellaneous Residual Wastes

The generation of solid wastes from shipping and receiving processes can be
minimized through the use of reusable packaging materials. Metal casters can
seek suppliers that use these materials, and work with customers to initiate
their use of reusable shipping materials. Many of the common packaging
materials in use today, including shrink wrap, strapping materials, cardboard.
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totes, and drums, can be recycled off-site using commercial recycling services.
(NADCA, 1996)

Dross from melting operations is commonly sold to secondary smelters for
recovery of the valuable metals. Die casting shot-tip turnings can be re-sized
on-site and re-used in the original process (’NADCA, 1996).

Leaking hydraulic fluid from die cast machines can be segregated from other
die cast fluids using drip pans and/or containment curbing. Leaking and spent
hydraulic fluids may be collected and recycled as used oil. Used oil recycling
options include re-refining and burning the material for energy recovery in
space heaters, boilers, or industrial furnaces (NADCA, 1996).

Refractory, coils, and servicing tools must be periodically replaced in the
melting and conveyance operations due to wear. Although the generation of
these materials cannot be eliminated, their generation rates can be minimized
by raising the pollution prevention awareness of maintenance personnel and
optimizing maintenance and servicing schedules (’NADCA, 1996).

The generation of floor absorbent solid waste at die cast machines can be
minimized through the use of drip pans and containment berming. Hydraulic
fluids, die release agents, way lubricants, and other leaking fluids can be
collected in this manner. If floor absorbents are to be used, launderable
absorbents should be considered. These absorbents are becoming available
increasingly from industrial suppliers and laundry services, and can be reused
over and over. The use of launderable absorbents results in reduced landfill
disposal for both the absorbents and the recovered fluids (NADCA, 1996).
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VI. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section VI.A. contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B. contains a list of regulations specific to this indust~,
¯ Section VI.C. contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous and
Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste
management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs underground
storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
fi’om the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical products,
designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which exhibit
a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity
and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities must
obtain a permit either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has
authorized to implement the permitting program if they store hazardous
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wastes for more than 90 days before treatment or disposal. Facilities mav
treat hazardous wastes stored in less-than-ninew-day tanks or containers
without a permit. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards such
as contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and reporting
requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for
conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of
hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management units at
RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RC1L,k
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 States and two U.S. territories.
Delegation has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

÷

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator must follow to determine
whether the material in question is considered a hazardous waste.
solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an EPA ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation
units, and recordkeeping and reporting requirements. Generators can
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending
on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Pan 268) are
regulations prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land
without prior treatment. Under the LDRs program, materials must
meet LDR treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land
disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface
impoundment). Generators of waste subject to the LDRs must provide
notification of such to the designated TSD facility to ensure proper
treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation.
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that
merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For
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a party considered a used oil processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer
(one who generates and sells off-specification used oil), additional
tracking and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.

¯ RCRA contains unit-specific standards for all units used to store.
treat, or dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and
Containers. Tanks and containers used to store hazardous waste
with a high volatile organic concentration must meet emission
standards under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart
CC) require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions
standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units. These
regulations apply to all facilities that store such waste, including large
quantity generators accumulating waste prior to shipment off-site.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substances are regulated under Subtitle I of I~CRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
includes upgrade requirements for existing tanks that must be met by
December 22, 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BI~s) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with design and operating
standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address
unit design, provide performance standards, require emissions
monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 ctm. to 6:00 p.m., ET, excluding
Federal hofidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental R.esponse, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law known commonly as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CEP, CLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA.
The Superfund Arnendments and R.eauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CEI~CLA. extended the taxing authoritv for the
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Supeffund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title ITI, also known as the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Pan 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which equals or exce~ls a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are listed
in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or by one
or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Pan 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
removals. EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the National
Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites.
Both EPA and states can act at sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund response
process.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program.
The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Commumty Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendmentsand Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish tour
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notifi¢, the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any extremely hazardous substance (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355. Appendices A and B) if it has such
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substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity, and
directs the facility to appoint an emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release equaling or exceeding the reportable quantity
of a CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
govemm~t respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes
20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which
manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater
than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release
report. This report, known commonly as the Form P,, covers releases
and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and environmental
media, and allows EPA to compile the national Toxic Release
Inventory (TKI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonlv
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority" pollutants, including
various toxic pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and
grease, and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not
identified as either conventional or priority.
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The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §502)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized 42
States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-specific,
technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish pollutant
monitoring requirements. A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s
waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit
applicant must provide quantitative analytical data identifying the types of
pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set the
conditions and effluent limitations on the facility discharges.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards
vary from State to State, and site to site, depending on the use classification
of the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA guidelines which
propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority
pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. These regulations require that
facilities with the following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES
permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity; (2) a discharge
from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge
which EPA or the State determines to contribute to a violation of a water
quality standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the
United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a
storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes while the
other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.
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Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, consult the regulation.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 291-petroleum refining; and SIC 31 I-leather
tanning and finishing, 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass, and concrete, 33-
primary metals, 3441-fabricated structural metal, and 373-ship and boat
building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or
have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U. S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes: SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
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industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-1eather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products:
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC
35-industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to
a publicly-owned.treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulatexl primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, flit develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

Spill Prevention_ Control and Countermeasure Plans

The 1990 Oil Pollution Act requires that facilities that could reasonably be
expected to discharge oil in harmful quantities prepare and implement more
rigorous Spill Prevention Control and Coumermeasure (SPCC) Plan required
under the CWA (40 CFR §112.7). There are also criminal and civil penalties
for deliberate or negligent spills of oil. Regulations covering response to oil
discharges and contingency plans (40 CFR Part 300), and Facility Response
Plans to oil discharges (40 CFR §112.20) and for PCB transformers and PCB-
containing items were revised and finalized in 1995.
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EPA ’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinlang Water resource center, at
(202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint Federal-State system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under its
SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration limits that
apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible.
considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Pans
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits include
design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to
inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action
standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable
RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is
primarily State-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few States to
administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA ’s Safe Drinlang Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9.’00 a.m. through 5.’30 p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.
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Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate,
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture.
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances. If a
chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by TSCA,
a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals
based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce.
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through 4:30 p.m., ET.
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the
nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the
productive capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections,
known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient
air quality and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce
these standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality, standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants," including
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carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, paniculate matter, volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet
NAAQSs for a given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do
not meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under section 110
of the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify, sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are required
to meet Federal air quality standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and               -
ozone were proposed in 1996 and may go into effect as early as late 1997.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary.
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on the
pollution control technology available to that category of industrial source.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Poilutants (’NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title I.
section 112(c) of the CAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources
that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of
sources. To date EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for
the establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices, and
vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA uses
to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV of the CAA establishes a sulfur dioxide nitrous oxide emissions
program designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur
dioxide releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous
levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major sources"
(and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose of the
operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored bv
that State.
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Title VI of the CAA is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and chloroform, were phased out (except for
essential uses) in 1996.

EPA ’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title ~ 7 of the CAA, and EPA’s EPC&,I
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(0. In addition, the Clean Air Technology
Center’s website includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and
updates of EPA activities (www.epa.gov ttn then select Directory and then
CATC).
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VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

Under the authority of RCRA, EPA created a regulatory framework that
addresses the management of hazardous waste. The regulations address the
generation, transport, storage, treatment, and disposal of hazardous waste

The metal casting industry generates waste during molding and core making,
melting operations, casting operations, and finishing and cleaning operations.
The wastes that are produced during these processes which meet the RC1L-~
hazardous waste criteria must be handled accordingly.

Molding and core making operations produce large quantities of spent
foundry sand. Al.though most of the spent sand is non-hazardous, sand that
results from the production of brass or bronze may exhibit the toxicity
characteristic for lead or cadmium. The hazardous sand may be reclaimed in
a thermal treatment unit which may be subject to RCRA requirements for
hazardous waste incinerators. EPA is currently taking public comment on the
regulatory status of these units. Wastewaters that are produced during
molding and core making may exhibit the corrosivity characteristic but are
generally discharged to a POTW after being neutralized, in which case they
are not subject to RCRA Sludges resulting from mold and core making may
also be corrosive hazardous wastes.

The wastes associated with metal casting melting operations include fugitive
dust and slag. Lead and chromium contamination may cause the waste slag
to be subject to RCKA as a hazardous waste. Additionally, calcium carbide
desulfurization slag generated during metal melting could be a reactive
hazardous waste. Spent solvents used in the cleaning and degreasing of scrap
metal prior to melting may also be a hazardous waste. The inorganic acids
and chlorinated solvents used in the cleaning operations could be subject to
RCRA as well, if they are spilled or disposed of prior to use.

Casting facilities that use electric arc furnaces (EAF) for metal melting
produce dust and sludge that may be characteristically hazardous. However.
the emission control dust and sludge from foundry operations that use EAFs
is not within the K061 hazardous waste listing. Also, this dust and sludge is
not considered to be a solid waste under RCRA when reclaimed.

Finishing operations produce wastes similar to those resulting from the
cleaning and degreasing of scrap metal prior to melting, including spent
solvents and alkaline cleaners. Additionally, any sludge from spent pickle
liquor recovery generated by metal casting facilities (SIC code 332) would be
a listed hazardous waste (K062).
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Clean A~r Act

The CAA New Source Review (NSR) requirements apply to new facilities,
expansions of existing facilities, or process modifications. New sources of the
NAAQS "criteria" pollutants in excess of"major" levels defined by EPA are
subject to NSR requirements (40 CFR §52.21 (b)(1)(i)(a)-(b)). NSRs are
typically conducted by the state agency under standards set by EPA and               -
adopted by the state as part of its state implementation plan (SIP). There are
two types of NSRs: Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) reviews for
those areas that are meeting the NAAQS; and nonattainment (NA) reviews
for areas that are violating the NAAQS. Permits are required to construct or
operate the new source for PSD and NA areas.

For NA areas, permits require the new source to meet lowest achievable
emission rate (L .AER) standards and the operator of the new source must
procure reductions in emissions of the same pollutants from other sources in
the NA area in equal or greater amounts to the new source. These emission
offsets may be banked and traded through state agencies.

For PSD areas, permits require the best available control technology (BACT),
and the operator or owner of the new source must conduct continuous on-site
air quality monitoring for one year prior to the new source addition to
determine the effects that the new emissions may have on air quality.

EPA has not established New Source Performance Standards (NSPSs) for the
metal casting industrial category.

Under Title V of the CAAA 1990 (40 CFR Parts 70-72) all of the applicable
requirements of the Amendments are integrated into one federal renewable
operating permit. Facilities defined as major sources under the Act must
apply for permits within one year from when EPA approves the state permit
programs. Since most state programs were not approved until after
November 1994, Title V permits, for the most part, began to be due in late
1995. Due dates for filing complete applications vary from state to state,
based on the status of review and approval of the state’s Title V program by
EPA.

A facility is designated as a major source if it includes sources subject to the
NSPS acid rain provisions or NESHAPS, or if it releases a certain amount of
any one of the CAAA regulated pollutants (SO.~, NQ,, CO, VOC, PI~,
hazardous air pollutants, extremely hazardous substances, ozone depleting
substances, and pollutants covered by NSPSs) depending on the region’s air
quality category. Title V permits may set limits on the amounts of pollutant
emissions and require emissions monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting.
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Many large and some medium-sized foundries are likely to be major sources
and therefore must apply for a Title V permit. Selected small foundries mav
also be classified as major sources, depending on their location and
operational factors.

(’lean Water Act

Foundry and die casting facility wastewater released to surface waters is
regulated under the CWA (40 CFR Part 464). National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permits must be obtained to discharge
wastewater into navigable waters (40 Part 122). Effluent limitation
guidelines, new source performance standards, pretreatment standards for
new sources, and pretreatment standards for existing sources for the Metal
Molding and Casting Point Source Category apply to ferrous and non-ferrous
foundries and die casters and are listed under 40 CFR Part 464 and are
divided into subparts according to the metal cast:

Subpart A Applies to aluminum casting operations
Subpart B Applies to copper casting operations
Subpart C Applies to ferrous casting operations
Subpart D Applies to zinc casting operations

In addition to the effluent guidelines, facilities that discharge to a POTW mav
be required to meet National Pretreatment Standards for some contaminants.
General pretreatment standards applying to most industries discharging to a
POTW are described in 40 CFR Part 403 (Contact Pat Bradley, EPA Office
of Water, 202-260-6963). As shown above, pretreatment standards applying
specifically to the metal casting point source category are listed in the
subparts of 40 CFR Part 464 (Contact: George Jett, EPA Office of Water.
202-260-7151).

Stormwater rules require that metal casting facilities with the following storm
water discharges apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with
industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm
sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State determines to
contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant
contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States. The term "storm
water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a storm water
discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined at 40 CFR
122.26. The rules require that certain facilities with storm water discharge
from from industrial activity apply for storm water permit applications (see
Section VI.A).
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Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Act (CERCLA) and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of
1986 (SARA) provide the basic legal framework for the federal "Superfund"
program to clean up abandoned hazardous waste sites (40 CFR Part 305). _
The metals and metal compounds used in metal casting, are often found in
casting facilities’ air emissions, water discharges, or waste shipments for off-
site disposal. These include chromium, manganese, aluminum, nickel, copper.
zinc, and lead. Metals are frequently found at CERCLA’s problem sites. In
1989, when Congress ordered EPA and the Public Health Service’s Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) to list the hazardous
substances found most commonly at problem sites and that pose the greatest
threat to human health, lead, nickel, and aluminum all made the list (Breen
and Campbell-Mohn, 1993). A number of sites containing foundry wastes are
on the National Priorities (Superfund) List. Compliance with the
requirements of RCRA lessens the chances that CERCLA compliance will be
an issue in the future.
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VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Resource Conservation and Recover. Act (RCRA)

Currently, the practice of adding iron dust or filings to spent foundry sand as
a form of stabilization is subject to case-specific interpretation by EPA
regarding whether this activity effectively treats the waste. However, EPA
has proposed to regulate this activity as impermissible dilution, which is
strictly prohibited under the land disposal restrictions program, and intends
to examine the issue further.

Thermal processing or reclamation units (TRUs) remove contaminants from
spent foundry sand primarily by combusting the organic binder materials in the
sand. These units are identified as foundry furnaces under the definition of
industrial furnace and are subject to regulation under 40 CFR Pax 266.
Subpart H when they burn hazardous waste. However, EPA did not consider
whether TRUs would be appropriately controlled under these standards. EPA
has proposed two approaches to ensure controls for TRUs. The first option
is a deferral from regulation under 40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H. This would
allow development of the foundry maximum achievable control technolo~’
under the Clean Air Act and potentially the application of these controls to
TRUs that process hazardous waste sand. The second option is to provide
a variance from the RCRA definition of solid waste. Under the variance
provisions, EPA may grant a variance from the definition of solid waste for
materials that are reclaimed and used as a feedstock within the original
production process if the reclamation process is an essential part of the
production process. Under this option, TRUs would not be subject to RCR_*
regulation, but could be regula~ted under the Clean Air Act or state or local air
pollution laws (EPA, RCRA Hotline, 1997).

Clean Air Act

In addition to the CAA requirements discussed above, EPA is currently
working on or will be working on additional regulations that will directly
affect the metal casting industry. Under Title III, EPA is required to develop
national standards for 189 hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) some of which are
emitted from foundries. NESHAP standards may limit the air emissions from
foundries through Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) based
on performance standards that will set limits based upon concentrations of
HAPs in the waste stream. NESHAP standards for ferrous foundries are
scheduled to be promulgated by EPA in November of 2000 (James Maysilles,
U.S. EPA, Office of Air, (919) 541-3265). Non-ferrous foundries and die
casting facilities will not be subject to NESHAP standards.
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EPA is also developing the Compliance Assurance Monitoring Rule. The rule
may require monitoring of certain emissions from certain facilities. Facilities
are required to pay a fee for filing for a permit and are required to pay an
annual fee based on the magnitude of the facility’s potential emissions.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun
to supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific.
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for industrial
sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
(IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity, to "read into" the Agency’s single-
media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste.
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TRI reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated bv small
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businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However, the
group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent
with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (April l, 1992 to March 3 l, 1997) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (April l, 1996 to March 3 I, 1997). The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases. These
databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or EPA-
led. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does give
the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
Regions for certain sectors.~ This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facility
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance,
enforcement and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data

’ EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA,/v~. RI, Nil, VT); II (N J, NY, PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD, PA.
VA, WV’); IV (AL, FL, GA. KY, MS, NC, SC, TN): V (IL, ~q’,l, MI, MN. OH, WI); VI (AR, LA, NM, OK. TX); VII
(IA. KS, MO, NE); VIII ~.CO, MT, ND, SD, UT. WY); IX/AZ. CA. HI. NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR.
WA).
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records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "master list" of
records for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA
are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and
Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS
(Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid
Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental
and Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside sources
such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook sections
IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements (metal mining, nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power
generation, ground transportation, water transportation, and dry cleaning), or
industries in which only a very small fraction of facilities report to TRI (e.g..
printing), the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data queries.
The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each notebook’s
selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year
period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
enforcement actions. Administrative actions include Notices of Violation
(NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted once
in this column, e.g, a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1 facility.
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Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes. A
facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g., a
facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3.

State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
recorded as state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use their
own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes.referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions result
from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCKA). Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIYRA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections. Also,
this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from non-
inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water
discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CA_A); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant
Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance
(FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High
Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation status may
be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that
an enforcement action will occur.
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Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and FIFRA/TSCA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.

VII.A. Metal Casting Industry Compliance History

Table 15 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the metal casting industry over the past five years (April 1992 to
April 1997). These data are also broken out by EPA Regions thereby
permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are
listed below.

¯ Almost 80. percent of metal casting facility inspections and 63 percent
of enforcement actions occurred in Regions III, IV, and V, where
most facilities (68 percent) are located.

¯ Region X had a high ratio of enforcement to inspections (0.40)
compared to other Regions.

¯ Region IX had a significantly higher average time between inspections
(70 months), which means that fewer inspections were carried out in
relation to the number of facilities in the Region (54 facilities and 40
inspections).

¯ Region IV had the shortest average time between inspections (9
months), but also had the lowest rate of enforcement actions to
inspections of any Region (0.05).
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement ActiviW Between Selected Industries

Tables 16 and 17 allow the compliance history of the metal casting sector to
be compared to the other industries covered by the industry sector notebooks.
Comparisons between Tables 16 and 17 permit the identification of trends in
compliance and enforcement records of the various industries by comparing
data covering the last five years (April 1992 to April 1997) to that of the past              -
year (April 1996 to April 1997). Some points evident from the data are listed
below.

¯ Over the past year, the industry has had one of the highest proportions
of facilities inspected with violations (103 percent) and enforcement
actions ( 10 percent).

¯ Over the p.ast year. the average enforcement to inspection rate for the
metal casting indust~ has decreased to 0.06 compared to 0.08 over
the past five years.

¯ Of the sectors listed, facilities in the metal casting sector had one of
the highest proportions of federal-lead enforcement actions (29
percent).

Tables 18 and 19 provide a more in-depth comparison between the metal
casting industry and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the previous Tables (Tables
16 and 17), the data cover the last five years (Table 18) and the last one year
(Table 19) to facilitate the identification of recent trends. A few points
evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The percentage of inspections carried out under each environmental
statute has changed little over the past five years compared to the past
year. Inspections under CAA account for the majority (about 60
percent) followed by RCRA and CWA.

¯ The percentage of CAA enforcement actions increased from 44
percent over the past five years to 58 percent over the past year. In
addition, the percentage of enforcement actions carried under
FIFRA/TSCA/EPCRA/Other decreased from 14 percent to 0 percent
while CWA and RCKA remained about the same.
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Table 16: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H ! J

Indust~’ Sector Facilities Facilities Number of Average Facilities with I Total Percent Percent Enforcement
in Inspected Inspectiom Months or More Enforcement State Lead Federal to

Search Between Enforcement Actions Actions I .ead lp.spection
lmpectiona Action~ Actiom Rate

Metal Mining 1,232 378 1,600 46 63 I I I 53% 47% 0.07

Coal Mining 3,256 741 3,748 52 88 132 89°,0 1 I% 0.04

()il and (;as Extraction 4,676 1,902 6,071 46 149 309 79% 21% 0.05

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 2,803 12,826 25 385 622 77% 23% 0.05

Textiles 355 267 1,465 15 53 83 90% 10% 006

I,uml~r and Wood 712 473 2,767 15 134 265 70% 30% 0. IO

Furniture 499 386 2,379 13 65 91 81% ! 9% 0.04

Pulp and Paper 484 430 4,630 6 150 478 80% 20% 0. I 0

Printing 5,862 2,092 7,691 46 238 428 88% 12% 0.06

Inorganic Chemicals 441 286 3,087 9 89 235 74% 26% 0.08

Resins and Manmade Fibers 329 263 2,430 8 93 219 76% 24% 0.09

Pharmaceuticals ! 64 129 1,201 8 35 122 80% 20% 0. I 0

Organic Chemicals 425 355 4,294 6 153 468 65% 35% 0.1 i

Agricultural Chemicals 263 164 1,293 12 47 102 74% 26% 0.08

Petroleum Refining 156 148 3,081 3 124 763 68% 32% 0.25

Rubber and Plastic 1,818 981 4,383 25 178 276 82% 18% 0.06

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 615 388 3,474 I I 97 277 75% 25% 0.08

Iron and Steel 349 275 4,476 5 121 305 71% 29% 0.07

Metal Cnsthtgs 669 424 2,$35 16 I 13 191 71% 29% 0.08

Nonferrous Metals 203 16 ! 1,640 7 68 174 78% 22% 0. I I

Fabricated Metal Products 2,906 1,858 7,914 22 365 600 75% 25

Electronics 1,250 863 4,500 I 7 150 251 80% 20% 0.06

Automobile Assembly 1,260 927 5,912 ! 3 253 413 82% I

Ishipbuilding and 37 243 9 20 32 84% 16% 0.13Repair 44

l ;round "l’ransp~)~alion 7,786         3,263 12,904 36 375 774 84% 16

Water Transportation 514 192 816 38 36 70 61% 390’ ~ 0.09

231 973 27 48 97 88% ITransportation 444

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 3,270 2,166 14,210 14 403 789 76%

Dry Cleanintl 6,063 2,360 3,813 95 5~ 66 95%



Table 17: One-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H

Facilities with I or More Facilities with I or more
Violations Enforcement Actions Total

Facililies in F’acilJties Number of Enforcement Enfnrcement In

Indnstn~ Sector .~arch Inspected Inspections Number Percent* Number        Percent* Actions Inspection R~te

Metal Kilning 1,232 142 21 I 102 7290 9 6°9 10 0.05

Coal Mining 3,256 362 765 90 25% 20 6°9 22 0.03

Oil and (;as Extraction 4,676 874 I,I 73 127 15°0 26 3°0 34 0.03

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 5,256 1,481 2,451 384 26°,0 73 500 91 0.04

Textiles 355 172 295 96 560, 0 10 6~ o 12 0.04

[ .to mber and Wood 712 279 507 192 69~ o 44 16°, ¯ 52 0. I 0

Furniture 499 254 459 136 540,0 9 4% I I 0.02

Pulp and Paper 484 317 788 248 78; 9 43 14~ ¯ 74 0.09

Printing 5,862 892 1,363 577 6599 28 3*.0 53 0.04

Inorganic Chemicals 441 200 548 155 7890 19 10%, 31 0.06

Resins and Manmadc Fihcrs !29 173 419 152 88% 26 1590, 36 009

I’hannacculicals 164 80 209 84 1050,0 8 10% 14 0.07

Organic Chemicals 425 259 837 243 9490 42 16% 56 0.07

Agricultoral Chemicals 263 105 206 102 97*.0 5 5% I I 0.05

Petroleum Refining 156 132 565 129 980,9 58 440,0, 132 023

Rubher and Plastic 1,818 466 791 389 830,0 33 7% 41 0.05

Stone. Cla\’. (;lass and Concrete 615 255 678 151 59°,0, 19 7% 27 0.04

Iron and Steel 349 197 866 174 889o 22 I I% 34 0.04

Metal ("aslings 669 234 433 210 11)3% 14 10% 26 0.06

N onfcaTOUS Metals 203 108 310 98 910, o 17 16% 28 0.09

Fabricated Metal 2,906 849 1,377 796 9490 63 70’~, 83 0.06

Electronics 1,250 420 780 402 96°0 27 690 43 0.06

Automobile ~L’~scmhl\’ 1,260 507 1,058 431 8-’;°0 35 7% 47 0.04

Shipbuilding and Repair 44 22 51 19 86°0 3 14% 4 0.08

(hound Transpo~lalion 7,786 1,585 2,499 681 4~°0 85 5% 103 0.04

\k’alcr "J’ranspoulalion 514 84 141 53 6 I°o I t) 1200 I I 0.08

Air Transporlalioo 444 96 151 69 7290 g 8% 12 0.08

Fossil Furl Electric Po\~cr 3,270 1,318 2,430 804 610’o !            100 8% 135 0.06

I)r~ Clcaniug                         6,063         I,234           1)436         ]14         2590              12            10,o              16               001
¯ l’ercent~:gev in (’.hmms" E ,rod l: are bas’ed .n the nmnh,,r ~f~cilities inspected ((’~lmm# (’i l’erccnl,,ges can exce,,d 100°/~ hec’au.~e vi~,lati~m.~ and at’tiaras can occur
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Table 19: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary b~" Statute for Selected Industries

Clean Air Act          Clealn ~ater Act             RC’ILA               FIFRA/TSCttJ
Total EPCRA/Other

Facilities Total Enforcement
Industry Sector % of Total % of %0 of Total %0 of % of Total % of % of Total %, of

Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Total Inspections Total Inspections Total Inspections Total
Actions Actions Actions Actions

Metal Mining 142 211 10 52% 0% 40% [ 40% 8% 30% 0% 30%

Coal Mining 362 765 22 56% 82% 40% 14% 4% 5% 0% 0%

Oil and (;as Exlraction 874 !,173 34 82% 68% 10% 9% 9% 24% 0% 0%

Non-Metallic Mineral Mining 1.481 2,451 91 87% 89°/. 10% 9% 3% 2% 0% 0%

Tcxliles 172 295 12 66% 75% 17% 17% 17% 8% 0% 0%

l.umber and Wood 279 507 52 51% 30°/* 6% 5% 44% 25% 0% 40%

Furniture 254 459 I i 66% 45% 2% 0% 32% 45% 0% 9%

Pulp and Paper 317 788 74 54% 73% 32% ,19% 14% 70,~ 0% I%

Printing 892 i ,363 53 63% 77% 4% 0% 33% 23% 0% 0%

Inorganic Chemicals 200 548 31 35% 59% 26% 9% 39%. 25% 0% 6%

Resins and Manmade Fibers 173 419 36 38% 51% 24% 38% 38% 5% 0% 5%

Pharmaceuticals 80 209 14 43% 71% 1 I% 14% 45% 14% 0% 0%

O~ganic Chemicals 259 837 ~ 56 40% 54°/* 13% 13"/o 47% 34% 0% 0%

Agricultural Chemicals 105 206 I I 48% 55"/. 22% 0% 30% 36% 0% 9%

Petroleum Refining 132 565 132 49% 67% 17°/. 8% 34% 15% 0% 10%

Rubb~ and Plastic 466 791 41 55% 64% 10% 13% 35% 23% 0%

Stone, Clay, Glass a~al Con~.Tcle 255 678 27 62% 63% 10% 7% 28% 30% ~ 0% 0%

Iron and Steel 197 866 34 52% 47% 23% 29% 26% 24% 0% 0%

Metal CnsUngs 234 433 26 60°/. ~8V. 10%o 8% 30"/. 35°/* 0% 0%0

Nonferrous Metals 108 310 28 44% 43°/* 15% 20% 41% 30% 0% 7%

Fabricated Metal 849 1,377 83 46% 41% 110/- 2% 43% 57% 0% 0%

ElecUonics 420 780 43 44% 37% 14% 5% 43% 53% 0%

Automobile Assembly 507 1,058 47 53% 47% 7% 6% 41% 47% 0% 0%

Shipbuilding and Repair 22 51 4 54% 0% I I% 50% 350,,- 50% 0% 0%

Cnound Transportation 1,585 2,499 103 64% 46% 1 I% 10% 26% 44% 0% I%

Water Transportation 84 ! 41 I I 38% 9% 24% 36% 38% 45% 0%

Air Transportation 96 151 12 28% 330/. 15% 42% 57% 25% 0% 0%

Fossil Fucl Electric Power 1.318 2,430 135 59% 73% 32% 21% 9% 5% 0% 0%

Dry Cleaniw, 1.2~14 1.436 16 69% 56% 10,~ 6% 30% 38% 0% 0%
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs).

VII.C. 1. Review of Major Cases

As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY1995 and
FY1996 publications, 8 significant enforcement actions were resolved between
1995 and 1996 for the metal casting industry.

EMI Company (Pennsylvania): On May 29, 1996, EPA executed a consent
agreement and order settling an administrative action against EMI Company
for payment of $20,000 and agreement to perform a Supplemental
Environmental Project (SEP). The SEP requires respondent to install and
operate (for one (1) year) haghouse emissions control technology for four (4)
electric induction furnaces presently not subject to Best Available Control
Technology (BAT) control requirements. The total SEP capital costs and
operating expenditure costs for one year are estimated to be at least
$786,664. Those particulates include some of the regulated materials (copper
and manganese) that are the subject of this action. Region III filed the
administrative complaint against E/VII Company of Erie, Pennsylvania for
EPCRA reporting violations.

Leggett and Plait (Graflon, .Wisconsin): On Monday, April l, 1996, a
consent decree was entered in the Milwaukee Federal court with Leggett &
Platt, concerning their G-raltort, WI, facilities (2). A penalty of $450,000 was
stipulated in the decree based on four years of reporting failures and
exceeding the Federal Pretreatment standards for the Metal Molding and
Casting industry. Also, the company agreed in the consent decree not to
discharge process wastes to the Graflon POTW. As a result of this
stipulation the company started a water recycle system in April, 1995, with
several levels of plant water cleanliness. After several months of
experimentation the company observed that the rekw. cle system had a two-year
payout due to the reduction of the use of plant lubricants. The yearly savings
were in excess of $50,000/year. Therefore, there was no economic benefit
available for recovery.

Cooper Cameron (Richmond, Texas): This enforcement action arose out of
the Region VI Foundry Initiative. EPA conducted an inspection of the
Cooper Industries. Inc., Oil Tool Division in Richmond, Texas on September
21-23, 1994. At that facility, the Cooper Oil Tool Division manufactured a
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variety of low and high carbon steel and stainless steel oil tool castings for
valves and other equipment. During the inspection, EPA discovered a waste
pile which contained Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) baghouse dust. This
material was sampled using the TCLP method and was found to contain
chromium (D007) above the 5.0 mg/L regulatory level. Therefore, the EAF
baghouse dust is a hazardous waste. Cooper Oil Tool Division was acquired
by Cooper Cameron Corporation which was spun off’from Cooper Industries,
Inc. in 1995. As the corporate successor to the Oil Tool Division, Cooper
Cameron became responsible for the cited violations. Region VI
simultaneously filed the consent agreement/consent order on September 30,
1996, assessing a civil penalty of $45,000 plus injunctive relief Additionally.
Cooper Cameron has agreed to remediate, under the Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commision (TNRCC) Voluntary Cleanup Program,
approximately 30 acres of waste materials stored in piles on their site. It is
estimated that this action will reduce the risk of releasing more than 100 tons
of chromium contaminated soil. The agreement to remediate the waste pile
is a result of concern over environmental justice. The surrounding community
is approximately 51% minority while Texas’ average is 39%.

HICA Steel Foundry and Upgrade Co. (Shreveport, Louisiana): On
November 7, 1995, EPA issued HICA Steel Foundry and Upgrade Company
an administrative order (complaint). The order proposed a $472,000 fine and
required closure of several unauthorized hazardous waste management units.
This action required the removal and proper disposal of 2,600 gallons on
corrosive and ignitable hazardous waste and 255 tons of lead and chromium
contaminated waste from the facility.

NIBCO, Inc. (Biytheville, Arkansas): A final consent agreement/consent
order was signed by both Region VI and NIBCO on September 30, 1996.
NIBCO agreed to pay $750,000 in cash to satisfy the approximately $2.5
million in civil penalties assessed by Region VI in this Foundry Initiative
enforcement action. The enforcement action against NIBCO originated
because the facility was treating sand used in the casting of metal valves
(casting sand) with metallic iron dust, without a permit, and disposing of the
material in the Nacogdoches municipal landfill. The casting sand absorbs lead
during the casting process, making it a hazardous waste. In order to offset
the civil penalty, NIBCO agreed to work with Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commision (TNRCC) and the City of Nacogdoches to
characterize the foundry sand waste disposed of in the Nacogdoches
municipal landfill, and ensure closure and post-closure measures are
performed in accordance with all applicable requirements and schedules
established by TNRCC.
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Lynchburg Foundry Company (Lynchburg, VA): On August 24, 1995, the
Region III Administrator signed a consent order which requires Lynchburg
Foundry Company to perform tasks set out in the compliance section of the
consent agreement, and to pay $330,000 to EPA. Lynchburg, located in
Lynchburg, V’trginia, operates two facilities: ~adford and Archer Creek, both
of which manufacture metal automotive parts. Under the terms of the consent
agreement and order, Lynchburg must: 1) list all hazardous wastes handled                -
at both facilities within its hazardous waste notification filed with the Virginia
Department of Hazardous Waste; 2) amend or supplement its emergency
contingency plans for both facilities to reflect the arrangements agreed to by
local emergency services; and 3) permanently cease illegally storing or
treating D006 and DO08 hazardous wastes in waste piles at either facility.

Great Lakes Casting Corporation (Ludington, MI): On November 15, 1994,
a consent decree.was entered in the U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Michigan in the U.S.v. Great Lakes Casting Corporation case
requiring Great Lakes to pay a civil penalty of $350,000 for illegal hazardous
waste disposal under RCRA.

CMI-Cast Parts, Inc. (Cadillac, M1): A consent agreement and final order
was signed on December 22, 1994, which settled an administrative complaint
against CMI-Cast Parts, Inc. CMI-Cast Parts, Inc. is a Michigan corporation
which owns and operates an iron foundry in Cadillac, Michigan. CMI-Cast
Parts, Inc. failed to obtain interim status or a proper operating permit to treat,
store or dispose of hazardous waste at its CadiIlac facility. From September
1990 to January 1994, the facility failed to comply with the hazardous waste
management standards. On January 26, 1995, CMI-Cast Parts, Inc., submitted
a certified check in the amount of $454,600.00, payable to the Treasurer of
the United States of America, for final settlement of the enforcement action.

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s non-compliance
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility. Information on SEP cases
can be accessed via the Internet at EPA’s EnviroSen$e Website:
hrtp ://es.inel.gov/sep.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTMTIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those initiated independently by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VILLA. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

VIII.A. 1. Federal Activities

Metalcasting Competitiveness Research (MCR) Program

The U.S. Depa.~ment of Energy (DOE) Metalcasting Competitiveness
Research Act (Public Law 101-425) was signed in 1990 and established the
U.S. DOE, Office of Industrial Technology Metalcasting Competitiveness
Research (MCR) Program. The program provides assistance to the
metalcasting industry by fostering R&D in technology areas that were
identified as priority in nature by the industry including technology
competitiveness and energy efficiency. In this program, industry and the DOE
provide cost-share funding to metalcasting research institutions that conduct
the R&D. Projects are chosen based on a set of research priorities developed
by the Metalcasting Industrial Advisory Board (IAB). The IAB meets once
a year to revise these priorities. As of 1996, 24 projects have been funded
through the MCR Program, a number of them having direct and indirect
benefits to the environment.

Casting Emission Reduction Program

The Casting Emission Reduction Program (CERP) is primarily focused on
developing new materials, processes or equipment for metalcasting
manufacturing which will achieve a near-zero effect on the environment while
producing high quality components for the U.S. military and other users. The
program also has the objective of bridging the critical gap between laboratory
and full scale casting production. The result will be a platform for proofing
and validating the next generation of light weight weapon system components
using near net shape metal castings.

The program was initiated by the Department of Defense (DoD) in response
to the rapid reduction in domestic foundries capable of producing the critical
components of military, hardware. These parts range from tank tracks and
turrets to the tail structure of the F-16 fighter. The DoD sees an immediate
threat to sand casting foundries and their ability to withstand the changes
resulting from the Titles III and V Amendments to the 1990 Clean Air Act.
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In addition, DoD realizes that the needs of the military for post year 2000
hardware will depend on manufacturing technologies which do not exist today
or are unable to make the transition from the lab bench to the shop floor.
CERP aims to provide the country with the ability to launch lighter weight
castings more quickly and at the same time meet the more demanding
environmental regulations of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. Although
the program was initiated to address military needs, it is anticipated that it will
benefit the entire industry.

The specific activities of CERP will include obtaining a baseline of emissions
from foundries across the U.S., developing a pilot foundry at McClellan AFB
in California for the testing and protoLs’ping of new casting processes and
materials, and developing the real-time emission instrumentation for
foundries. The five-year program receives Congressional appropriations
under the Researc.h, Development, Test & Defense Wide category. Other
technical panners directly supporting the project include the American
Found ,rymen’s Society, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
California Air Resources Board (CAR,B), and the US. Council for
Automotive Research (USCAR). Contact: Bill Walden, (916) 643-1090.

EPA Region VI Foundry Initiative

EPA’s Region VI (Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico)
began a Foundry Initiative in 1993 to improve compliance rates among the
600 foundries in the region. An initial inspection of 27 foundries in the
Region indicated that a large percentage had potential RCRA violations.
Region VI formed a pannership with the States and the American
Foundrymen’s Society to dev~op an initiative for environmental compliance
which would be beneficial to foundries. EPA, the States and foundry,
representatives established a workgroup that provides an open forum for
discussion, identifies relevant environmental issues facing foundries and
develops educational assistance programs.

Through education and compliance assistance, the program aims to improve
communication between the induslas, and the regulatory agencies and increase
voluntary compliance with the regulations. The program provides foundries
with information to fix problems before active enforcement occurs. For
example, in Oklahoma where the initiative has recently been completed, a six
month correction period was offered. Workshops and seminars were held in
each state and individual compliance assistance and site visits are being
offered. Contact: Joel Dougherty, Ph.D., (214) 665-228 I.
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VIII.A.2. State Activities

Oklahoma

The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Customer
Assistance Program recently completed its Foundry Initiative with EPA
Region VI (See above)..~°ter Region 6 made plans to inspect 12 facilities in
Oklahoma, the Oklahoma (DEQ) suggested an alternate strategy. A multi-
media workshop was held in April 1995 that focused on pollution issues
facing the foundry industry. From that workshop, an entire state-wide
compliance achievement program was developed for metal casting facilities.

The Program consisted of the following trade-offs between industry and the
regulators.

1) The industry would perform an environmental self-audit and
fix any problems identified.

2) The DEQ and the EPA would allow a six month "correction
period.’"

3) During the correction period any regularly scheduled annual
inspections were canceled. This allowed the facility to focus
on identifying and correcting areas of non-compliance.

4) At the end of the "correction period" there would be a return
to normally scheduled inspections.

Of the 45 qualifying facilities in Oklahoma, 23 participated in the program.
Each of the 23 facilities performed a self-audit that covered air quality, water
quality., and waste management issues. Each facility also completed the
program, which included workshops, self-audits, site visits, and "free"
inspections. The types of compliance issues that were corrected as a result of
the program were:

1) state minor air permits,
2) solid waste disposal approvals,
3) storm water pollution prevention plans,
4) SARA Title III reporting, and
5) air pollution controls.

An important outcome was the new relationship between the foundries and
the agency. This new relationship was based on information sharing for the
common goal of compliance. The participating foundries were able to obtain
permits and disposal approvals without penalty. Several facilities continue to
work with the DEQ to solve more complex compliance issues, such as on-site
land disposal of foundrv sand. Contact: Dave Dillon. Customer Assistance
Program, Oklahoma DEQ, (405) 271-1400.
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( /ntversity of Wisconsin - Milwaukee Center for By-Product Utilization

At the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee Center for By-Product
Utilization researchers are examining the feasibility of using spem foundry
sand and slag as feed for concrete manufacturing. The center is testing the
compression strengths of concrete mixed with 25 percent and 35 percent (by _
weight) of different types of used foundry sand. Tests are also being carried
out substituting foundry sand in asphaltic concrete. Many of the tests have
shown that structural grade concrete and asphaltic concrete can be produced
successfully and economically using waste foundry sand.
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VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

Program

The 33/50 Program is a groundbreaking program that has focused on
reducing pollution from seventeen high-priority chemicals through voluntary
partnerships with industry. The program’s name stems from its goals: a 33%
reduction in toxic releases by 1992, and a 50% reduction by 1995, against a
baseline of 1.5 billion pounds of releases and transfers in 1988. The results
have been impressive: 1,300 companies have joined the 33/50 Program
(representing over 6,000 facilities) and have reached the national targets a
year ahead of schedule. The 33% goal was reached in 1991, and the 50%
goal -- a reduction of 745 million pounds of toxic wastes -- was reached in
1994. The 33/50 Program can provide case studies on many of the corporate
accomplishments in reducing waste (Contact 33/50 Program Director David
Sarokin -- 202-260-6396).

Table 19 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported four-digit SIC codes within 332 and 336 to TRI. Some of the
companies shown also listed facilities that are not producing metal castings.
The number of facilities within each company that are participating in the
33/50 program and that report metal casting SIC codes is shown. Where
available and quantfiable ~ainst 1988 releases and transfers, each company’s
33/50 goals for 1995 and the actual total releases and transfers and percent
reduction between 1988 and 1994 are presented.

Fourteen of the seventeen target chemicals were reported to TRI by metal
casting faciliti~ in 1994. Of all TRI chemicals released and transferred by the
metal casting industry, nickel and nickel compounds, and chromium and
chromium compounds (both 33/50 target chemicals), were released and
transferr~ s~ond and third most fi’~uently (behind copper), and were in the
top ten largest volume released and transferred. Other frequently reported
33/50 target chemicals were lead and lead compounds, xylenes and toluene.

Table 20 shows that 55 companies comprised of 129 facilities reporting SIC
332 and 336 are participating in the 33/50 program. For those companies
shown with more than one metal casting facility, all facilities may not be
participating in 33/50. The 33/50 goals shown for companies with multiple
metal casting facilities, however, are company-wide, potentially aggregating
more than one facility and facih’ties not carrying out metal casting operations.
In addition to company-wide goals, individual facilities within a company may
have their own 33/50 goals or may be specifically listed as not participating
in the 33/50 program. Since the actual percent reductions shown in the last
column apply to all of the companies’ metal casting facilities and only metal
casting facilities, direct comparisons to those company goals incorporating
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non-metal casting facilities or excluding certain facilities may not be possible.
For information on specific facilities participating in 33/50, contact David
Sarokin (202-260-6907) at the 33/50 Program Office.

Table 20: Metal Casting Industry Participation in the 33/50 Program

Parent Company Company- Company- 1988 TILl 1994 TRI Actual %

(Headquarters Location) Owned Metal Wide % Releases and Releases and Reduction for
Casting Facilities Reduction Transfers of Transfers of Metal Casting
Reporting 33/50 GoaP 33/50 Chemicals 33/50 Chemicals Facilities

Chemicals ( 1988 to 1995) (pounds)2 (pounds)2 ( 1988-1994)

A B & I Incorporated 1 98 455,570 345,419 24
Oaldand, CA

Allied-Si~al Inc 1 50 500 0 100
Morristown, NJ

American Cast Iron Pipe Co 3 25 761,209 188,769 75
Birmm~am. AL
Ampco Metal Mfg Inc. 2 * 2, 5 O0 12, 552 -402
Milwaukee, WI

Amsted Industries 9 66 1,066,730 2,174,300 - 104
Incorporated - Chica~:o, IL

Arrnco Inc - Pittsburgh, PA 3 4 74,810 16,480 78
Auburn Foundry. Inc 1 99 592,150 465 1 O0
Auburn. 1N

Bloomfield Foundry. Inc 1 *** 500 520 -4
Bloomfield, IA
Burnham Corporation 1 95 99,149 700 99
Lancaster, PA
Cast-Fab Technologies Inc 1 54 24, 196 50 100
Cincinnati, OH
Caterpillar Inc - Peoria, IL 2 60 24,650 265,815 -978
Chrysler Corporation 2 80 37,082 18,281 51
Auburn Hills, M!

Columbia Steel Casting Co 1 * 0 16,801 -
Portland, OR

Cooper Industries Inc 4 75 100,873 224, 830 - 123
Houston. TX

Dalton Foundries Inc 2 75 594,000 106,996 82
Warsaw, IN
Dana Corporation 1 ** 0 8,860 -
Toledo. OH

Deere & Company 1 * 161,942 8,337 95
Moline, IL
Durtron Company Inc 1 36 49,725 0 100
Da,vton, OH
Electric .Steel Castings Co 1 *** 0 0 -
Indianapolis. IN
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I Parent Company Company- Company- 1988 TPd 1994 TRI Actual

(Headquarters Location) Owned Metal Wide % Releases and Releases and Reduction for
Casting Facilities Reduction Transfers of Transfers of Metal Casting
Reporting 33/50 Goal~ 33/50 Chemicals 33/50 Chemicals Facilities

Chemicals (1988 to 1995) (pounds)2 (pounds)2 (1988-1

Emerson Electric Co 2 50 0 0 -
Saint Louis. MO -

Federal-mogul Corporation 1 50 0 3,455
i Southfield, Nil

Ford Motor Company 1 15 94,478 96,803
1Dearbom, MI

Funk Finecast inc 1 * 14,290 596 96
Columbus, OH

General Electric Company 1 50 0 195
Fa~]eld. CT

General Motors Corporation 3 * 676,800 387,813 43
Detroit. MI

Hartzell Manufactunng Inc 1 85 250 0 !00
: Saint Paul. MN

Hitchiner Manufactunng C o 4 50 91,930 699 99
Milford, NH

, Hubbell Incorporated 1 *** 23,641 0 100
Orange, CY
Interlake Corporation 1 37 8,000 0 100
Lisle, IL

Jefferson City Mfg Co Inc 1 ** 29,500 0 100
Jefferson Ci ,t?,, MO

Naco Inc - Lisle, IL 7 *** 250,920 102,532 59

Navistar Intl Transportation 2 * 40,500 0 100
Co - Chica~o, IL

Newell Co - Freeport, IL 16 23 1.091,853 149, 630 86
Ngk Metals Corp. 1 99 280 2,800 -900
Temple, PA

Northern Precision Casting 1 99 18,583 96 99
Co - Lake Geneva. WI

Pac Foundries 1 75 16,950 0 100
Port Hueneme, CA
Pacific Alloy Castings 1 ** 1,500 2,659 -77
South Gate. CA

Pechiney Corporation 4 * ** 266,950 24,099 91
Greenwich, CT

PHB Inc- Fairview, PA 1 100 22.292 0 100
Precision Castparts Corp 10 29 584,861 197,377 66
Portland, OR
Premark International Inc 1 *** 0 530 -
Deenfield. IL
Progress Casting Group Inc I 95 17,412 0 100
Minneapolis, MN
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Parent Company Company- Company- 1988 TILl 1994 TRI Actual %

(Headquarters Location) Owned Metal Wide % Releases and Releases and Reduction for

Casting Facilities Reduction Transfers of Transfers of Metal Casting

Reporting 33/50 GoaP 33/50 Chemicals 33/50 Chermcals Facilities

Chermcals (1988 to 1995) (pounds)2 (pounds)2 (1988-1994~

Rexcorp U SInc (Del) 1 *** 0 274
Sandwich, IL -

SKF USA Inc 1 *** 67,662 0 100
Kin~, of Prussia, PA .,,

Slyman Industries Inc 1 100 3,858 18,912 - 390
Medina, OH

Smith Everett Investment Co 1 89 2,907 1,035 64
- Milwaukee, WI
Spuncast Inc - Watertown, 1 ** * 0 4 -

SPX Corporation 1 2 0 0
Muskel~on, Nfl

Sure Cast Inc - Burnet, TX 1 * 0 510
Tenneco Inc - Houston, TX 2 8 370,489 0 ! 00

Thyssen Holding 3 11 262,300 395,814 -51
Corporation - Troy, MI
Walter Industries Inc 11 *** 1,433,194 536, 132 63
Tampa, FL
Watts Industries Inc 3 15 97,620 12,070 88
North Andover, MA
York Mold Inc. 1 * 500 500 0
Manchester, PA
Young Corporation 1 ** * 0 0 -
S~ttl~ WA

TOTAL 129 :-[ 9,535,106 ! 5,323,710 ] 44

Source: U.S. EPA 33/50 Program Office, 1996.

~ Company-Wide Reduction Goals aggregate all company-owned facilities which may include
facilities not producing metal castings.
2 Releases and Transfers are from metal casting facilities only.

¯ = Reduction goal not quantifiable against 1988 TKI data.
¯ * = Use reduction goal only.
¯ ** = No numeric reduction goal.
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Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
developed by EPA that focuses on improving environmental performance.
encouraging voluntary compliance, and building working relationships with
stakeholders. EPA initiated a one year pilot program in 1995 by selecting 12
projects at industrial facilities and federal installations which would               -
demonstrate the principles of the ELP program. These principles include:
environmental management systems, multimedia compliance assurance, third-
party verification of compliance, public measures of accountability, pollution
prevention, community involvement, and mentor programs. In return for
participating, pilot participants received public recognition and were given a
period of time to correct any violations discovered during these experimental
projects.

EPA is making "plans to launch its full-scale Environmental Leadership
Program in 1997. The full-scale program will be facility-based with a 6-year
participation cycle. Facilities that meet certain requirements will be eligible
to participate, such as having a community outreach/employee involvement
programs and an environmental management system (EMS) in place for 2
years. (Contact: http://es.inel.gov/elp or Debby Thomas, ELP Deputy
Director, at 202-564-5041)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by providing participants
regulatory flexibility on the condition that they produce greater environmental
benefits. EPA and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
Agreement, detailing specific environmental objectives that the regulated
entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide regulatory flexibility as an incentive for
the participants’ superior environmental performance. Participants are
encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local governments, businesses,
and environmental groups. EPA hopes to implement fiity pilot projects in
four categories, including industrial facilities, communities, and government
facilities regulated by EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis.
For additional information regarding XL projects, including application
procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice.
(Contact:    Fax-on-Demand    Hotline    202-260-8590,    Web:
http://www.epa.gov/ProjectX~L, or Christopher Knopes at EPA’s Office of
Policy, Planning and Evaluation 202-260-9298)
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(’limate Wise Program

Climate Wise is helping US industries turn energy efficiency and pollution
prevention into a corporate asset. Supported by the technical assistance,
financing information and public recognition that Climate Wise offers,
participating companies are developing and launching comprehensive
industrial energy efficiency and pollution prevention action plans that save               -
money and protect the environment. The nearly 300 Climate Wise companies
expect to save more than $300 million and reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by 18 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent bv the year 2000.
Some of the actions companies are undertaking to achieve these results
include: process improvements, boiler and steam system optimization, air
compressor system improvements, fuel switching, and waste heat recovery
measures including cogeneration. Created as part of the President’s Climate
Change Action Plan, Climate Wise is jointly operated by the Department of
Energy and EPA. Under the Plan many other programs were also launched
or upgraded including Green Lights, WasteWiSe and DoE’s Motor Challenge
Program. Climate Wise provides an umbrella for these programs which
encourage company participation by providing information on the range of
partnership opportunities available. (Contact: Pamela Herman, EPA, 202-
260-4407 or Jan Vernet. DoE, 202-586-4755)

Energy Star Buildings Program

EPA’s ENER~;¥ STAR Buildings Program is a voluntary, profit-based program
designed to improve the energy-efficiency in commercial and industrial
buildings. Expanding the successful Green Lights Program. ENERC;¥ STAR
Buildings was launched in 1995. This program relies on a 5-stage strategy
designed to maximize energy ~vings thereby lowering energy bills, improving
occupant comfort, and preventing pollution -- all at the same time. If
implemented in every commercial and industrial building in the United States,
ENERGY STAR Buildings could cut the nation’s energy bill by up to $25 billion
and prevent up to 35% of carbon dioxide emissions. (This is equivalent to
taking 60 million cars of the road). ENERGY STAR Buildings participants
include corporations; small and medium sized businesses; !ocal, federal and
state governments; non-profit groups: schools: universities: and health care
facilities. EPA provides technical and non-technical support including
software, workshops, manuals, communication tools, and an information
hotline. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation manages the operation of the
ENERCl¥ STAR Buildings Program. (Contact: Green Light/Energy Star Hotline
at 1-888-STAR-YES or Mafia TikoffVargas, EPA Program Director at 202-
233-9178 or visit the ENERC~Y STAR Buildings Program website at
http ://www. epa. gov/appdstaribuildings/)
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Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
lighting technologies. The program saves money for businesses and
organizations and creates a cleaner environment by reducing pollutants _
released into the atmosphere. The program has over 2,345 participants which
include major corporations, small and medium sized businesses, federal, state
and local governments, non-profit groups, schools, universities, and health
care facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and
upgrade lighting wherever it is profitable. As of March 1997, participants had
lowered their electric bills by $289 million annually. EPA provides technical
assistance to the participants through a decision support software package.
workshops and manuals, and an information hotline. EPA’ s Office of Air and
Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact:
Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 1-888-STARYES or Maria Tikoff
Vargar, EPA Program Director, at 202-233-9178)

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWiSe Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid
wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection and the
manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1997, the program
had about 500 companies as members, one third of whom are Fortune 1000
corporations. Members agree to identify and implement actions to reduce
their solid wastes setting waste reduction goals and providing EPA with
yearly progress reports. To, member companies, EPA, in turn, provides
technical assistance, publications, networking opportunities, and national and
regional recognition. (Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at 1-800-372-9473 or
Joanne Oxley, EPA Program Manager, 703-308-0199)

NI ( "E~

The U.S. Department of Energy is administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and
Economics (NICE-~). By providing grants of up to 45 percent of the total
project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at
its source and become more energy-efficient and cost-competitive through
waste minimization efforts. Grants are used by industry to design, test, and
demonstrate new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries: however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the
forest products, chemicals, petroleum refining, steel, aluminum, metal casting
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and glass manufacturing sectors. (Contact: http//www.oit.doe.gov/access/
nice3, Chris Sift-i, DOE, 303-275-4723 or Eric Hass, DOE, 303-275-4728)

Desig71for the Environment (DfE)

DfE is working with several industries to identify cost-effective pollution _
prevention strategies that reduce risks to workers and the environment. DfE
helps businesses compare and evaluate the performance, cost, pollution
prevention benefits, and human health and environmental risks associated with
existing and alternative technologies. The goal of these projects is to
encourage businesses to consider and use cleaner products, processes, and
technologies. For more information about the DfE Program, call (202) 260-
1678. To obtain copies of DfE materials or for general information about
DIE, contact EPA’s Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse at (202)
260-1023 or visit the DfE Website at http://es.inel.gov/dfe.

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Industry Research Programs

American ~/letalcasting Consortium (AMC)

The American Metalcasting Consortium (AMC) is a group of six
organizations from the metalcasting industry that have joined together to ally
the thousands of small and medium sized metalcasters within the market in an
effort to re-establish American viability in the metalcasting industry. AMC
aims to energize critical facets of the industry which stimulate lead time and
cost reductions, quality, and market share/growth. These goals are being
imlzlemented through efforts focused on projects in the areas of 1) applied
research and development, 2) education, training, and technology transfer, 3)
small business, and 4) casting applications development. Many of the projects
will result in positive environmental impacts by improving the industry’s
overall energy efficiency and reducing the quantity of wastes and off-spec
castings. The AMC organizations are: The American Foundrymen’s Society
(AFS); Non-Ferrous Founders’ Society (NFFS); North American Die Casting
Association (NADCA); and the Steel Founders’ Society of America (SFSA).

Cast Metals Coalition (CMC)

In 1995, Chief Executive Officers and Presidents from the foundry, diecasting,
and foundry supply industries developed goals for the future of the industry
in Beyond 2000: A Vision for the American Metalcastmg Industry.
Representatives from the American Foundrymen’s Society, the Steel
Founders’ Society of America, and the North American Die Casters
.association formed the Cast Metals Coalition (CMC). The CMC is working
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towards developing a technology roadmap for pursuing and achieving these
, goals. CMC is working with industry and research institutions, including
universities and national laboratories to develop this roadmap.

Pennsylvania Foundry, Consortia

A consortia of Pennsylvania foundries, the Pennsylvania Foundrymen’s
Association and Penn State University have been working cooperatively since
1985 on issues associated with solid waste disposal, sand reclamation, and
beneficial use of foundry residuals. This group is addressing the impediments
to beneficial use of foundry residuals on a comprehensive national level. The
goals of the research are to maximize the beneficial reuse of environmentally
safe foundry residuals and to streamline the path for their acceptability by
other industries. Specific tasks carried out involve establishing a database of
technical and environmental information to support reuse applications,
developing and administering a comprehensive survey of potential aggregate
users, and performing physical and environmental testing to demonstrate the
applicability of residual wastes for reuse applications. The program receives
funding from a U.S. EPA grant.
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VIII.C.2. Trade Associations

American Foundrymen’s Society, Inc.Members: 12,800
(AFS) Staff’: 60
505 State Street Contact: Gary Mosher,
Des Plaines, IL 60016-8399 Vice President, Environmental Health and
Phone: (800) 537-4237 Safety
Fax: (847) 824-7848

The American Foundrymen’s Society (AFS) is the primary trade association for the
foundry industry. Founded in 1896, the Society has student and local groups
throughout the U.S. and internationally. AFS is the technical, trade, and management
association offoundrymen, pattern makers, technologists, and educators. The society
sponsors foundry training courses through the Cast Metals Institute on all subjects
pertaining to the castin~ industry and sponsors numerous regional and local
conferences and meetings. AFS maintains an extensive Technical Information Center,
conducts research programs, compiles statistics, and provides marketing information.
environmental services, and testing. The monthly trade magazine, Modern Casting,
covers current technology practices and other factors affecting the production and
marketing of metal castings.

North American Die Casting Association Members: 3,200
(NADCA) Staff: 17
9701 W. Higgins Rd., Ste. 880 Contact: Dan Twarog
Rosemont, lL 60018
Phone: 847-292-3600
Fax: 847-292-3620

The North American Die Casting Association (NADCA) was founded in 1989 and
is made up of producers of die castings and suppliers to industry, product and die
designers, metallurgists, and students. There are regional and local groups across the
U.S. NADCA develops product standards; compiles trade statistics on metal
consumption trends; conducts promotional activities; and provides information on
chemistry, mechanics, engineering, and other arts and sciences related to die casting.
The association also maintains a library and provides training materials and short,
intensive courses in die casting. A trade magazine, Die Casting Engineer, is
published periodically and contains information on new products and literature,
chapter news, and a calendar of events.
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Non-Ferrous Founders’ Society Members: 185
455 State St., Suite 100 Staff: 2
Des Plaines, IL 60016 Contact: Jim Mallory or Mark
Phone: 847-299-0950 Remlinger, Chair of
Fax: 847-299-3598 Environment Committee

The Non-Ferrous Founders’ Society (NFFS) is comprised of manufacturers of brass,
bronze, aluminum, and other nonferrous castings. Founded in 1943, NFFS conducts
research programs and compiles statistics related to the nonferrous castings industry.
The Society has committees related to: export government relations; insurance; local
management group; management conferences; planning; quality; and technical
research. NFFS publishes The Crucible bimonthly. This trade magazine contains
articles relevant to the day-to-day management of aluminum, brass, bronze, and other
nonferrous foundries. NFFS also publishes a biennial Directory of Nonferrous
Foundries listing member_ and nonmember foundries producing primarily aluminum.
brass, and bronze castings.

Steel Founders’ Society of America Members: 75
(SFSA) Staff: 6
Cast Metals Fed. Bldg. Contact: Raymond Monroe
455 State St.
Des Plaines, IL 60016
Phone: 847-299-9160
Fax: 847-299-3105

The Steel Founders Society of America (SFSA) is comprised of manufacturers of
steel castings. Founded in 1902, the Society conducts research programs and
compiles statistics related to the steel casting industry. SFSA periodically publishes
CASTEEL which contains special articles on specifications and technical aspects of
steel castings. SFSA also publishes a biennial D~rectory of&eel Foundries listing
steel foundries in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Committees include Marketing,
Specifications, and Technical Research.

Investment Casting Institute Members: 275
8350 N. Central Expressway Staff: 5
Suite M 1110 Contact: Henry Bidwell
Dallas. TX 75206
Phone: 214-368-8896
Fax: 214-368-8852

The Investment Casting Institute is an international trade association comprised of
manufacturers of precision castings for industrial use made by the investment (or lost
wax) process and suppliers to such manufacturers. The Institute provides training
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courses and other specialized education programs and publishes the monthly
newsletter lncast.

Casting Industry Suppliers Association Members: 66
(CISA) Staff: 1
455 State St., Suite 104 Contact: Darla Boudjenah
Des Plaines, IL 60016
Phone: 708-824-7878
Fax: 708-824-7908

The Casting Industry Suppliers Association (CISA) was founded in 1986 and
represents manufacturers of foundry equipment and supplies such as molding
machinery, dust control equipment and systems, blast cleaning machines, tumbling
equipment, and related products. CISA also aims to foster better trade practices and
serve as an industry representative before the government and the public. The
Association also compiles industry statistics and disseminates reports of progress in
new processes and methods in foundry operation.

The Ferroalloys Association (TFA) Members: 21
900 2nd St. N-E, Suite 201 Staff: 3
Washington, DC 20002 Contact: Edward Kinghorn Jr.
Phone: 202-842-0292
Fax: 202-842-4840

The purpose of The Ferroalloys Association’s (TFA) is to promote the general
welfare of the producers of chromium, manganese, silicon, vanadium ferroalloys and
related basic alloys/metals in the United States and to engage in all lawful activities
to that end. Founded in 1971, TFA consistently provides the ferroalloy industry a
means to accomplish tasks through a common bond of business interests.

The ferroalloy industry produces high strength metals created by submerged electric
arc smelting, induction melting, alumino/siiicothermic reduction processes, and
vacuum reduction furnaces, as well as by electrolytic processes. More than 50
different alloys and metals in hundreds of compositions and sizes are produced by the
ferroalloy industry for use in the manufacturing of stainless steel, iron, and aluminum.
The industry also produces vital materials used in the production of chemicals, semi-
conductors, solar cells, coatings, and catalysts.
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[X. CONTACTS/ACI~NOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS

For further information on selected topics within the metal casting industry a list of contacts and
publications are provided below.

Contacts~

Name I Organization Telephone Subject

Jane Engert EPA/OECA (Orifice of Enforcement 202-564-5021 Compliance assistance
and Compliance Assurance)

James Maysilles EPA/OAR (Office of Air and 919-541-3265 Regulatory. requirements
Radiation) (air)

Ma~.’ Cunnmgham EPA/OSW (Office of Solid Waste) 703-308-8453 Regulator?.’ requirements
(RCRA~

Larn’ Gonzales EPA/OSW (Offide of Solid Waste) 703-308-8468 Regulator’ requirements
(RCRA) and waste sand
treatment

George Jett EPAJOW (Office of Water), Office 202-260-7151 Regulatory. requirements
of Science and Technolo.~.’ (water)

Doug Kaempf DOE (Department of Energy) 202-586-5264 Energy, efficiency and
technolo~" trends

Bill Walden Casting Emissions Reduction 916-643-1090 Air emissions and casting
Program (McClellan AFB, CA) technologies

Joel Dougherty EPA/Region VI 214-665-8323 Regulator3’ requirements
pollution prevention

David Bvro EPA/Region III 215-566-5563 Pollution prevention

Dave Dillon Oklahoma Department of 405-271 - 1400 Industrial processes and
Environmental Quali .ty pollution prevention

Gary Mosher American Foundrymen’s Society 800-537-4237 Environment and pollution
Vice President Environmental Health prevention
and Safe .ty

Ted Kinghom Non-Ferrous Founders" Society 202-842-0219 Regulator3." issues
Megan Medley

Dan Twarog North American Die Casting 847-292-3600 Regulator?.’ issues and
Tricia Margel Association pollution prevention

Ravmond Monroe Steel Founders Society. of America 847-299-9160 Regulatory. issues

Bob Voi~t Penn~lvania State Umversirv 814-863-7290 Industrial processes

’ Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable inlbrmation and comments dunng the development of this
document. EPA appreciates tins support and acknowled~,es that the individuals listed do not necessaniy endorse all
statements made within this notebook.
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Section II: Introduction to the Metal Casting Industry

LaRue, James P., Ed.D., Basic Metal Casting, American Foundrymen’s Society, Des Plaines, IL.
1989.

U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994, U.S. Department of Commerce. International Trade Administration.
1995.

1992 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series: Ferrous and Nonferrous Foundries, Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1996.

Trends Effecting [sic] R&D in the Metalcasting Industry, U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Industrial Technologies, Washington, D.C., March 1996.

Kirgin, Kenneth H., 1990s Provide Stability for Ferrous Foundries, Part 1, Modern Casting,
American Foundrymen’s Society, Des Plaines, lL, vol. 86 no. 8, August 1995. pp35-37.

Beyond2000: A Viston for the American Metalcasting Industry, Cast Metals Coalition, September,
1995.

Walden, William C., Casting Emissions Reduction Program (CERP) Primer, U.S. Department of
Defense, September, 1995.

Rost, John E., Rebound in Casting Markets Bodes Well for U.S. Foundries, Modern Casting,
American Foundrymen’s Society, Des Plaines, IL, vol. 82 no. 1, January 1992. pp29-31.

Loper, Carl R. Jr., Foundry Practice and Equipment, Mark’s Standard Handbook for Mechanical
F,,!!gJ/lg.~, 8th ed., McGraw Hill, 1985. pp. 13-2 - 13-9.

Kunsman, C.D., and Carlson, C.C., NonFerrous Metals, Mark’s Standard Handbook for Mechanical
~,~i~, 8th ed., McGraw Hill, 1985. pp. 6-59 - 6-89.

Kirgin, Kenneth H., Slowing Economy Lowers Casting Demand, ~ggtgl~, American
Foundrymen’s Society,, Des Plaines, lL, vol. 85 no. 6, June 1994. p70.

Kirgin, Kenneth H., Forecast Remains Bullish for ’95, Modern Casting, American Foundrymen’s
Society, Des Plaines, IL, vol. 85 no. 3, March 1995. p51.

Kirgin, Kenneth H., Continued Slowdown in ’96 CouM Lower Casting Shipments 7%, Modern
~, American Foundrymen’s Society, Des Plaines, IL, vol. 85 no. 9, September 1995. p54.
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Section lIl: Industrial Process Description

LaRue, James P., Ed.D., Basic Metal Casting, American Foundrymen’s Society, Des Plaines, IL,
1981.

Metal Casting and Molding Processes, ed. Kotzin, Ezra L., American Foundrymen’s Society, Des _
Plaines, IL, 1981.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Intemet through the World Wide Web. The EnviroSenSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution, prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$ENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.epa.gov/comply/sector/index.html

or use

www.er a. zov/oeca - then select the button labeled Industry and Gov’t
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the
menu. The Notebook will be listed.

Direct technical questions to the Feedback function at the bottom of the web page or to
Shhonn Taylor at (202) 564-2502

Appendix A
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
wAs.,N  o..

THE ADMINISTRATCR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 ye~s, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American er~vironmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
~tate regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that - in industry after industry, community aiter community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recycted/Recyclable ¯ Printed with Vegetable Baaed Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postconsumer)
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Sector Notebook Project Fabricated Metal Products

This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding
environmental issues associated with specific industrial sectors. The documents
were developed under contract by Abt Associates (Cambridge, M_A), and Booz-
Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this
document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be
directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as
public and academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and
the media. For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to
these documents, please refer to the contact names and numbers provided
within this volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e
Bulletin Board and via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web.
Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph by Steve Delaney, U.S. EPA.Photograph courtesy of Mid-
Atlantic Finishing, Capitol Heights, Maryland.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/31O-R-95-001. Dry. Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-Ro95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry. Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry, Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-01 I. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
ElbA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnet~ 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind.Rafael Sanchez 564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh, 1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September !997

lhis page updated durin_o_ June 1997 reprinting
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I. INTRODUCTION OF THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement
to traditional single-media approaches to environmental
protection. Environmental regulatory agencies are beginning to
embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance,
education/outreach, research, and regulatory development issues.
The central conce~ts driving the new policy direction are that
pollutant releases to each environmental medium (air, water, and
land) affect each other, and that environmental strategies must
actively identify and address these inter-relationships by designing
policies for the "whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole facility
focus is to design environmental policies for similar industrial
facilities. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to
the manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a
comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need to develop the
industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA Office of
Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of
Compliance within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance (OECA) to provide its staff and managers with summary
information for eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPIC,
offices, States, the regulated community, environmental groul~,
and the public became interested in this project, the scope of the
original project was expanded.    The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection
measures for specific industries is dependent on knowledge of
several inter-re]ated topics. For the purposes of this project, the kev
elements chosen for inclusion are: general industry information
(economic and geographic); a description of industrial processes;
pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; Federal
statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history; and a
description of partnerships that have been formed between
regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the
subject of a ]engthy volume. However, in order to produce a
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manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched
from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows
for a wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based
upon the citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As
a check on the information included, each notebook went through
an external review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates
the efforts of all those that participated in this process and enabled
us to develop more complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries.
Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in
Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The
individuals and groups on this list do not necessarily concur with
all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and
update the notebooks and will make these updates available both in
hard copy and electronically. If you have any comments on the
existing notebook, or if you would like to provide additional
information, please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA
Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-
A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board or the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web
for general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged
in, procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
EnviroSenSe Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic
regions or States may have unique characteristics that are not fully
captured in these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance
encourages State and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or re-package the information included in
this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory
information that may be available. Additionally, interested States
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may want to supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal
Statutes and Regulations" section with State and local
requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more
detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening
page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the
further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new
notebooks for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please
contact the Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size,
geographic distribution, employment, production, sales, and
economic condition of the Fabricated Metal Products industry. The
types of facilities described within the document are also described
in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.
Additionally, this section contains a list of the largest companies in
terms of sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The fabricated metal products industry comprises facilities that
generally perform two functions: forming metal shapes and
performing metal finishing operations, including surface
preparation. The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 34 is
composed of establishments that fabricate ferrous and nonferrous
metal products and those that perform electroplating, plating,
polishing, anodizing, coloring, and coating operations on metals.
Since the main processes associated with this industry can be
divided into three types of operations (i.e., metal fabrication, metal
preparation, and metal finishing), this profile is organized by the
techniques that fall within these three groups.

II.B. Characterization of the Fabricated Metal Products Industry

To provide a general understanding of this industry, information
pertaining to the industry size and distribution, product
characterization, and economic health and outlook is presented
below. This information should provide a basic understanding of
the facilities developing the products, the products themselves, and
the economic condition of the industry.

II.B.1. Industry. Size and Geo~aphic Distribution

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definitional differences. This
document does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather
reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

The U.S. fabricated metal products industry comprises
approximately 34,000 companies. Exhibit 1 lists the largest
companies in selected metal fabricating industries. Companies are
ranked by sales figures.
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Exhibit 1
Metal Fabrication Companies

($ Millions)       Employees
SIC 3444 -- Sheet Metal Work

Stolle Cor~., Sidney, OH 480 4,600
Alcan Alum. Corp., Warren, OH 120 1,200
Nytronics, Inc., Pitman, NJ 110 2,000
Hart and Coolev, Inc., Holland, MI 100 1,200
Syro Steel Co., Girard, OH 100 400
Consolidated Systems, Inc., Columbia, SC 100 300

SIC 3465 -- Automotive Stampin~s
Budd Co., Troy, MI 1,000 9,000
Douglas and Lomason Co., Farmin~ton Hts., MI 391 5,800
Northern Engraving Corp., Sparta, WI 280 3,000
RandaLl Textron Inc., Cincinnati, OH 210 2,000

SIC 3469 -- Metal Stampings
Hexcel Cor~., Pleasanton, CA 386 2,900
]SJ Corp., Grand Haven, MI 260 2,500
Mirro-Fole.v Co., Manitowoc, WI 210 2.000
Tempel Steel Co., Niles, IL 210 1,100

SIC 3499 -- Fabricated Metal Products
Steel Technolo~es, Louisville, KY 155 500
R.D. Werner Company, Inc., Greenville, PA 150 1,600
BW/IP Int., Inc., Seal Div., Long Beach, CA 104 400
LeFebure Corp., Cedar Rapids, IA 100 1,100
Dura Mech. Components, Inc., Troy, MI 100 1,000

Source: Fabricators & Manufacturers Association, Intl.

Exhibits 2 and 3 show the distribution of employees and the total
shipments for the metal finishing industry. A typical "job shop"
(i.e., small, independently owned metal finishing company)
employs 15 to 20 people and generates $800,000 to $1 million in
annual gross revenues.

Exhibit 2
Number of Employees in Metal Finishing Industry

1988 [ ~19S9      1990 [ 1991 [ ~.992
SIC 3471 76,300 76,600 73,200 66,600 65,400
SIC 3479 47,000 44,600 44,300 43,400 43,700
Total 123,300 121,200 117,500 110,000 109,100

~ource: U.S. . ~epartraent of C’ommerce, 1992 densus of Manufacturers.
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Exhibit 3

Value of Shipments for Metal Finishing Establishments ($ Millions)
] 1988 I 1989 I 1991 1992

SIC 3479 4,867 4,756 4,929       4,634 5,161
Total 9,191 9,208 9,442 8,758 9,887

~ource: U.S. Department of Com/nerce, 1992 Census of Manufacturers.

Exhibits 4 and 5 list the largest companies in selected metal
finishing industries. Companies are ranked by sales figures.

Exhibit 4
Inorganic Coating Job Shops

($ Millions) Employees
Windsor Plastics, Evansville, IN 50 600.
Crown Ci,ty Plating, E1 Monte, CA 25 425
Pioneer Metal Finishing, .Minneapolis, MN 20-30 380
Metal Surfaces, Bell Gardens, CA 15-25 310
Victory Finishing Technologies, Inc., Providence, 15-25 245
RI
State Plating, Inc., Elwood, IN 15-20 400

’Large Plating Job Shops," Beverly A. Greaves, Proaucts Finishing. April 1994.

Exhibit 5
Organic Coating Job Shops

Company Sales Number of
($ Millions) Employees

Metokote Corp., Lima, OH 25+ 800
The Crown Group, Warren, MI 25+ 659
Industrial Powder Coatings, Inc., Norwalk, OH 25+ 620
PreFinish Metals, Chica~o, IL 25+ 600
E/M Corp., West Lafayette, IN 15-25 300
Chicago Finished Metals, Bridgeview, IL 25+ 250
Linetec Co., Wausau, WI 10-15 200
B.L. Downey Co., Inc., Broadview, IL 10-15 175

Source: "ge Coating Job Shops, " Beverly A. Greav~s, Proaucts Finishing, Decemt;er 1994.

Between 1982 and 1987, the total number of independent metal
finishers employing less than 20 employees declined slightly, while
those employing more than 20 employees increased by a
corresponding amount. Exhibit 6 shows the number and percent of
metal finishers of various sizes.
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Exhibit 6
Metal Finishing Establishments, by Size

1987 1992
Establishments With Number of Percent Total Number of Percent
and Average of : Companies Companies Total
1 to 9 Employees 2481 47.1 2553 48.7
10 to 49 Employees 2262 43.0 2186 41.7
50 to 99 Employees 365+ 6.9 381 6.8
100 to 249 Employees 137 2.6 356 2.4
250 or more Employees 20 0.4 127 0.4
Total 5265 100.0 5603 100.0

Source: Cens~ !s of Manufacturers:1~92, U. S. Department of Commerce, Bure~ iu of the Census.

Although the metal finishing industry is geographically diverse, the
industry is concentrated in what are usually considered the most
heavily industrialized regions in the United States (See Exhibit 7).
This geographic concentration occurs in part because it is cost-
effective for small metal finishing facilities to be located near their
customer base.

Exhibit 7
Geographic Distribution of Fabricated Metal Products Industry

342

437’

2218

Source: Census of Manu.tacturers: 1987.

California has more establishments that produce metal-related
products than any other State. California’s establishments
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constitute 10.2 percent of the total establishments that produce
fabricated structural metal (SIC 3441). In addition, California leads
in the number of establishments of other related industries: 15.6
percent of the sheet metal work establishments (SIC 3444); 13
percent of the metal doors, sash, and trim establishments (SIC 3442);
and 13.7 percent of the architectural metal work establishments
(SIC 3446). California also has the majority of plating and polishing
(SIC 3471) and metal coating and allied services (SIC 3479)
establishments at 17.3 and 16.1 percent, respectively.

Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio have large numbers of various metal-
related industries. Michigan has the largest number of companies
in the screw machine products (SIC 3451) and automotive
stampings (SIC 3465) industries, at 14 and 46.7 percent of the total
companies in the United States, respectively. Illinois is home to
14.1 percent of companies that produce bolts, nuts, rivets, and
washers (SIC 3452) and Ohio contains 12.6 percent of companies that
produce iron and steel forgings (SIC 3462).

Establishments engaged primarily in metal finishing tend to be
small, independently owned job shops, also are referred to as
independent metal finishers. Establishments that conduct metal
finishing operations as part of a larger manufacturing operation are
referred to as "captive" metal finishers. Captive metal finishing
facilities are approximately three times more numerous than
independent metal finishers. Numerous similarities exist between
the independent and captive facilities; for the purposes of this
profile, they are considered pa~rt of one industry. In addition, the
two segments have parallel ties with suppliers and customers.
Captive operations may be more specialized in their operations,
however, because they often work on a limited number of products
and/or employ a limited number of processes. Independent metal
finishers, on the other hand, tend to be less specialized in their
operations because they may have many customers, often with
different requirements.
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II.B.2. Product Characterization

The Department of Commerce classification codes divide this
industry by product and services. SIC code 34 is further divided as
follows:

SIC 341 Metal Cans and Shipping Containers
SIC 342 Cutlery, Handtools, and General Hardware
SIC 343 Heating Equipment, Except Electric and Warm

Air, and Plumbing Fixtures
SIC 344 - Fabricated Structural Metal Products
SIC 345 - Screw Machine Products, and Bolts, Nuts,

Screws, Rivets, and Washers
SIC 346 - Metal Forgings and Stampings
SIC 347 - .Coating, Engraving, and Allied Services
SIC 348 - Ordnance and Accessories, Except Vehicles and

Guided Missiles
SIC 349 Miscellaneous Fabricated Metal Products.

II.B.3. Economic Trend~

Most industries in SIC 34 are largely dependent upon the demands
of other industries. For example, the success of the commercial
construction industry is fundamental to the success of the fabricated
structural metal industry; 95 percent of the output from the latter is
consumed by the former. The general component-producing
industries (e.g., screw machine products, industrial fasteners, etc.)
display the same demand structure; the demand for such products is
directly related to the demand for automobiles and public works
construction.

Fabricated structural metal output declined two percent in 1993 due
to a decrease in construction of office buildings, commercial
structures, manufacturing facilities, and multi-family housing.
Ninety-five percent of structural metal output is consumed by the
construction industry. Low demand for structural metal is expected
to continue, attributable to the recent overbuilding of commercial
space and high levels of vacant office space. A slight increase in
demand from the public sector (e.g., highway construction) is
expected, however, which will positively influence demand for
structural metal products. An increased demand for plumbing
products is also likely, as the residential construction industry
continues to grow.
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Total shipments of general components (e.g., screw machine
products, industrial fasteners, valves, and pipe fittings) increased by
about 3.1 percent in 1993. Strong demand from the automotive
sector, combined with increased demand from equipment and
machinery manufacturers, were the major factors causing the
increased shipments.

The two primary markets for metal finishing services are the
automotive and electronics industries. As illustrated in Exhibit 8,
consumer durables, aerospace, and the government also are large
segments served by metal finishers.

Exhibit 8
Markets Se.rved by Metal Finishers

Percent of 1992 Market

25% -~

20% t

15% L

~o% +

5%

O%

Source: Surface Finishing Market Research Board, Metal Fimshin~ lndust~ Market Surt,q 1992-1993.
NOTE: Data includes both job and captive shops.

The sale of metal finishing services is also essentially a derived
demand (i.e., sales depend entirely upon the production of other
industries). However, sales by the metal finishing industry have
not kept up with sales of the industries served.
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In the last several years, many U.S. fastener (nuts, screws, bolts,
rivets) companies have become more competitive in the global
market by incorporating new technology into production lines to
improve efficiency and quality. In 1993, U.S. exports of industrial
fasteners edged up about 0.6 percent; Canada and Mexico were the
largest importers. U.S. imports of industrial fasteners also increased
11 percent over the last several years. This is because demand in the
U.S. out-paced production. The expansion of the U.S. automotive
and residential construction sectors was a major factor in the
increase in fastener imports.

Exports of U.S. valve and pipe fittings are also expected to grow.
1993 industry exports increased six percent compared with 1992
figures. Although Canada remains the principal foreign market,
exports to Chile and the Philippines almost tripled, and exports to
developing countries increased dramatically.
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1]].. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the
Fabricated Metal Products industry, including the materials and
equipment used and the processes employed. The section is
designed for those interested in gaining a general understanding of
the industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship
between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile: pollutant outputs, pollution
prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section
does not attempt to replicate published engineering information
that is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of
reference documents that are available.

Specifically, this section contains a description of commonly used
production processes, the associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or
transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic
drawings of the identified processes, provides a concise description
of where wastes may be produced in the process. This section also
describes the potential fate (air, water, land) of these waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Fabricated Metal Products Industry

In view of the high cost of most new equipment and the relatively
long lead time necessary to bring new equipment into operation,
changes in production methods and products are made only
gradually; even new process technologies that fundamentally
change the industry are only adopted over long periods of time. In
addition, the recent financial performance of the Fabricated Metal
Products industry combined with the difficult.v of raising funds in
the bond market, have left many establishments with a limited
ability to raise the capital necessary to purchase new equipment.

For the purposes of this profile, the industrial processes associated
with the Fabricated Metal Products industry will be grouped into
three categories: fabricated metal products; surface preparation; and
metal finishing. Each category is discussed in greater depth in the
following subsections.
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UI.A.1. Fabricated Metal PrQduct~

Once molten metal (ferrous or nonferrous) containing the correct
metallurgical properties has been produced (see SIC 33, which
comprises activities associated with the nonferrous metals
industry), it is cast into a form that can enter various shaping
processes. Recently, manufacturers have been using continuous
casting techniques that allow the molten metal to be formed directlv
into sheets, eliminating interim forming stages. This section
identifies some of the many forming and shaping methods used by
the metal fabrication industry. In general, the metal may be heat
treated or remain cold. Heat treating is the modification of the
physical properties of a workpiece through the application of
controlled heating, and cooling cycles. Cold metal is formed bv
applying direct physical pressure to the metal.

Regardless of the forming method used, the metal fabricating
process usually employs the use of cutting oils (e.g., ethylene glycol),
degreasing and cleaning solvents, acids, alkalis, and heavy metals.
The oils are typically used when forming and cutting the metal.
The solvents (e.g., trichloroethane, methyl ethyl ketone), alkalines,
and acids (e.g., hydrochloric, sulfuric) are used to clean the surface of
the metals. The current trend in the industry is to use aqueous
non-VOCs to clean the metals, whenever possible. The use of 1,1,1-
trichloroethane and methyl ethyl ketone is declining.

Once molten metal is formed into a workable shape, shearing and
forming operations are usually performed. Shearing operations cut
materials into a desired shape and size, while forming operations
bend or conform materials into specific shapes. Cutting or shearing
operations include punching, piercing, blanking, cutoff, parting,
shearing, and trimming. Basically, these operations produce holes
or openings, or produce blanks or parts. The most common hole-
making operation is punching. Cutoff, parting, and shearing are
similar operations with different applications. The rate of
production is highest in hot forging operations and lowest in
simple bending and spinning operations.

Forming operations, as illustrated in Exhibit 9, shape parts by
bending, forming, extruding, drawing, rolling, spinning, coining,
and forging the metal into a specific configuration. Bending is the
simplest forming operation; the part is simply bent to a specific
angle or shape. Other types of forming operations produces both
two- and three-dimensional shapes.
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Exhibit 9
Forming Operations

Punch
Workpiece

i~~////////~

Extruding is the process of forming a specific shape from a solid
blank by forcing the blank through a die of the desired shape.
Extruding can produce complicated and intricate cross-sectional
shapes. In rolling the metal passes through a set or series of rollers
that bend and form the part into the desired shape (See Exhibit 10).
Coining is a process that alters the form of the part by changing its
thickness to produce a three-dimensional relief on one or both sides
of the part, like a coin.

Exhibit 10
Rolling

Die Rollers Workpiece

In drawing, a punch forces sheet stock into a die, where the desired
shape is formed in the space between the punch and die. In
spinning, pressure is applied to the sheet while it spins on a rotating
form, forcing the sheet to acquire the shape of the form. Forging
operations produce a specific shape by applying external pressure
that either strikes or squeezes a heated blank into a die of the
desired shape. Forging operations may be conducted on hot or cold
metal using either single- or multi-stage dies.

Once shearing and forming activities are complete, the material is
machined. Machining refines the shape of a workpiece by
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removing material from pieces of raw stock with machine tools.
The principal processes involved in machining are drilling,
milling, turning, shaping/planing, broaching,, sawing, and grinding.

III.A.2. Surface Preparation

The surface of the metal may require preparation prior to applying a
finish. Surface preparation, cleanliness, and proper chemical
conditions are essential to ensuring that finishes perform properly.
Without a properly cleaned surface, even the most expensive
coatings will fail to adhere or prevent corrosion. Surface
preparation techniques range from simple abrasive blasting to acid
washes to complex, multi-stage chemical cleaning processes. Exhibit
11 provides a flow chart of a representative process used when
preparing metal for electroplating.Various surface preparation
methods are discussed below.

Exhibit 11
Process for Preparin~ Metal for Electroplating

Scale Surface
Removal I Cleaning

Acid Alkaline I ,---~, Alkaline

~
Pickling ~ Cleaning~ Cleaning

Society for Metals.

Some cleaning techniques involve the application of organic
solvents to degrease the surface of the metal. Other techniques,
emulsion cleaning, for example, use common organic solvents (e.g.,
kerosene, mineral oil, and glycols) dispersed in an aqueous medium
with the aid of an emulsifying agent. Emulsion cleaning uses less
chemical than solvent degreasing because the concentration of
solvent is lower.

Alkaline cleaning may also be utilized for the removal of organic
soils. Most alkaline cleaning solutions are comprised of three
major types of components: (1) builders, such as alkali hydroxides
and carbonates, which make up the largest portion of the cleaner; (2)
organic or inorganic additives, which promote better cleaning or act
to affect the metal surface in some way; and (3) surfactants.
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Alkaline cleaning is often assisted by mechanical action, ultrasonics,
or by electrical potential (e.g., electrolytic cleaning).

Acid cleaning, or pickling, can also be used to prepare the surface of
metal products by chemically removing oxides and scale from the
surface of the metal. For instance, most carbon steel is pickled with
sulfuric or hydrochloric acid, while stainless steel is pickled with
hydrochloric or hydrofluoric acids, although hydrochloric acid may
embrittle certain types of steel and is rarely used. The metal
generally passes from the pickling bath through a series of rinses.
Acid pickling is similar to acid cleaning, but is usually used to
remove the scale from semi-finished mill products, whereas acid
cleaning is usually used for near-final preparation of metal surfaces
before electroplating, painting, and other finishing processes.

UI.A.3. Metal Finishin~

Surface finishing usually involves a combination of metal
deposition operations and numerous finishing operations. A
diagram depicting the general metal finishing process, including
surface preparation, is provided in Exhibit 12. Wastes typically
generated during these operations are associated with the solvents
and cleansers applied to the surface and the metal-ion-bearing
aqueous solutions used in the plating tanks. Metal-ion-bearing
solutions are commonly based on hexavalent chrome, trivalent
chrome, copper, gold, silver, cadmium, zinc, and nickel. Many
other metals and alloys are also used, although less frequently. The
cleaners (e.g., acids) may appear in process wastewater; the solvents
may be emitted into the air, r41eased in wastewater, or disposed of
in solid form; and other wastes, including paints, metal-bearing
sludges, and still bottom wastes, may be generated in solid form.
Several of the many metal finishing operations are described below.

Exhibit 12
Overview of the Metal Finishing Process

Surface Surface
Preparation Treatment

Source: Sustamat~le lnctustry_ : Promotiny Strategic Environmental Protection in the lnaustmat Sector.
Phase 1 Report, U.S. EPA, OERR, June 1994.
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Anodizing

Anodizing is an electrolytic process which converts the metal
surface to an insoluble oxide coating. Anodized coatings provide
corrosion protection, decorative surfaces, a base for painting and
other coating processes, and special electrical and mechanical
properties. Aluminum is the most frequently anodized material.
Common aluminum anodizing processes include: chromic acid
anodizing, sulfuric acid anodizing, and boric-sulfuric anodizing.
The sulfuric acid process is the most common method.

Following anodizing, parts are typically rinsed, then proceed
through a sealing operation that improves the corrosion resistance
of the coating. Common sealants include chromic acid, nickel
acetate, nickel-cobalt acetate, and hot water.

Chemical Conversion Coating

Chemical conversion coating includes chromating, phosphating,
metal coloring, and passivating operations. Chromate conversion
coatings are produced on various metals by chemical or
electrochemical treatment. Solutions, usually containing
hexavalent chromium and other compounds, react with the metal
surface to form a layer containing a complex mixture of compounds
consisting of chromium, other constituents, and base metal.
Phosphate coatings may be formed by the immersion of steel, iron,
or zinc-plated steel in a dilute solution of phosphate salts,
phosphoric acid, and other reagents to condition the surfaces for
further processing. They are used to provide a good base for paints
and other organic coatings, to condition the surfaces for cold
forming operations by providing a base for drawing compounds and
lubricants, and to impart corrosion resistance to the metal surface.

Metal coloring involves chemically converting the metal surface
into an oxide or similar metallic compound to produce a decorative
finish such as a green or blue patina on copper or steel, respectively.
Passivating is the process of forming a protective film on metals by
immersion into an acid solution, usually nitric acid or nitric acid
with sodium dichromate. Stainless steel products are often
passivated to prevent corrosion and extend the life of the product.

EIectroplating

Electroplating is the production of a surface coating of one metal
upon another bv electrodeposition. Electroplating activities involve
applying predominantly inorganic coatings onto surfaces to provide
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corrosion resistance, hardness, wear resistance, anti-frictional
characteristics, electrical or thermal conductivity, or decoration.
Exhibit 13 illustrates the important parts of typical electroplating
equipment. The most commonly electroplated metals and alloys
include: brass (copper-zinc), cadmium, chromium, copper, gold,
nickel, silver, tin, and zinc.

In electroplating, metal ions in either acid, alkaline, or neutral
solutions are reduced on the workpieces being plated. The metal
ions in the solution are usually replenished by the dissolution of
metal from solid metal anodes fabricated of the same metal being
plated, or by direct replenishment of the solution with metal salts or
oxides. Cyanide, usually in the form of sodium or potassium
cyanide, is usually used as a complexing agent for cadmium and
precious metals ele.ctroplating, and to a lesser degree, for other
solutions such as copper and zinc baths.

Exhibit 13
Typical Electroplafing Equipment

Generator or
Rectifier

Anodes

Anode Bus Bar

Voltmeter\
~neter

Cathode Bus Bar

Cathodes
Source: McGraw Hill En~clopedia qf Science and Technoio~y. Volume ~. 1987.

The sequence of steps in an electroplating includes: cleaning, often
using alkaline and acid solutions; stripping of old plating or paint;
electroplating; and rinsing between and after each of these
operations. Sealing and conversion coating mav be employed on
the metals after electroplating operations.
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Electroless Plating

Electroless plating is the chemical deposition of a metal coating onto
a plastic object, by immersion of the object in a plating solution.
Copper and nickel electroless plating is commonly used for printed
circuit boards. The basic ingredients in an electroless plating
solution are: a source of metal (usually a salt); a reducer; a
complexing agent to hold the metal in solution; and various buffers
and other chemicals designed to maintain bath stability and increase
bath life. Immersion plating produces a thin metal deposit,
commonly zinc or silver, by chemical displacement. Immersion
plating baths are usually formulations of metal salts, alkalis, and
complexing agents (e.g., iactic, glycolic, malic acid salts). E!ectroless
plating and imme.rsion plating commonly generate more waste
than other plating techniques, but individual facilities vary
significantly in efficiency. Exhibit 13 illustrates a typical plating
process.

Exhibit 14
Electroless Plating Process

Drag-out Drag-out Drag-out Drag-out Drag-out

Plate Recovery Cold Hot Other
Tanks Rinse" Water Water Processes

Rinse Spent Rinse
Water Solution Water

Storage r

~-- [Pretreatment [

Discharge ~

Source: Pollutwn Pr~oent~on and Control Technoio~yotbr Platin~ Otoerat,ons. First Edition. Natlonai Center tor
Manufacturing Sciences and National Association of Metal Finishers, 1994.
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Painting

Painting involves the application of predominantly organic
coatings to a workpiece for protective and/or decorative purposes.
It is applied in various forms, including dry powder, solvent-
diluted formulations, and water-borne formulations. Various
methods of application are used, the most common being spray
painting and electrodeposition. Spray painting is a process by which
paint is placed into a pressurized cup or pot and is atomized into a
spray pattern when it is released from the vessel and forced through
an orifice. Electrodeposition is the process of coating a workpiece by
either making it anodic or cathodic in a bath that is generally an
aqueous emulsion of the coating material. When applying the
paint as a dry powder, some form of heating or baking is necessary
to ensure that the powder adheres to the metal. These processes
may result in solvent waste (and associated still bottom wastes
generated during solvent distillation), paint sludge wastes, paint-
bearing wastewaters, and paint solvent emissions.

Other Metal Finishing Techniques

Polishing, hot dip coating, and etching are processes that are also
used to finish metal. Polishing is an abrading operation used to
remove or smooth out surface defects (scratches, pits, or tool marks)
that adversely affect the appearance or function of a part. Following
polishing operations, area cleaning and washdown can produce
metal-bearing wastewaters. Hot dip coating is the coating of a
metallic workpiece with another metal to provide a protective film
by immersion into a molten bath. Galvanizing (hot dip zinc) is a
common form of hot dip coating. Water is used for rinses
following precleaning and sometimes for quenching after coating.
Wastewaters generated by these operations often contain metals.
Etching produces specific designs or surface appearances on parts by
controlled dissolution with chemical reagents or etchants. Etching
solutions commonly comprise strong acids or bases with spent
etchants containing high concentrations of spent metal. The
solutions include ferric chloride, nitric acid, ammonium persulfate,
chromic acid, cupric chloride, and hydrochloric acid.

R0075961
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III.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs in the Production Line

The material inputs and pollution outputs resulting from metal
fabrication, surface preparation, and metal finishing processes are
presented by media in Exhibit 15. Exhibit 16 illustrates the general
processes associated with this industry, the pollutants generated,
and the point in the process at which the pollutants are produced.

R0075962
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Exhibit 15
Process Materials Inputs and Outputs

Process
Process Material In Air Emission Wastewater ~ Solid Waste

Metal Shapin~
Metal Cutting and/or Cutting oils, Solvent wastes Waste oils (e.g., Metal chips (e.g.,
Forming degreasing and (e.g., 1,1,1- ethylene glycol) scrap steel and

cleaning solvents, trichloroethane, and acid (e.g., aluminum),
acids, alkalis, and acetone, xylene, hydrochloric, metal-bearing
heavy metals toluene, etc. ) sulfuric, nitric), cutting fluid

alkaline, and sludges, and
solvent wastes solvent still-

bottom wastes

Su~ace Preparation
i Solvent Degreasing Solvents, emulsifying Solvents Solvent, Ignitable wastes,
i and Emulsion, agents, alkalis, and (associated with alkaline, and solvent wastes,
Alkaline, and Acid acids solvent acid wastes and still bottoms
Cleaning degreasing and

emulsion cleaning
only)

Surface Finishin~
Anodizing Acids Metal-ion- Acid wastes Spent solutions,

bearing mists and wastewater
acid mists treatment

sludges, and base
metals

Chemical ConversionMetals and acids Metal-ion- Metal salts, acid, Spent solutions,
Coating bearing mists andand base wastes wastewater

acid mists treatment
sludges, and base
metals

Electroplating Acid / alkaline Metal-ion- Acid / alkaline, Metal and
solutions, heavy bearing mists andcyanide, and reactive wastes
metal bearing acid mists metal wastes
solutions, and cyanide
bearing solutions

Plating Metals (e.g., salts), Metal-ion- Cyanide and Cyanide and
complexing agents, bearing mists metal wastes metal wastes
and alkalis

Painting Solvents and paints Solvents Solvent wastes Still bottoms,
sludges, paint
solvents, and
metals

Other Metal Metals and acids Metal fumes and i Metal and acid Polishing sludges,
Finishing Techniques acid fumes i wastes hot dip tank

(Including Polishing, I dross, and etching
Hot Dip Coating, and ! sludges

Etching)
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Exhibit 16
Fabricated Metal Products Manufacturing Processes

M eta I
mo.en

Fabrication
met,a

Metal Cutting
and/or Forming

Process

......... Riming and Bathing~

~Cl¢~ni~g)
M~al

Agents ~ °

Rinsing m~d Bathing
Metal Operations
Finishing

~ Chemical
Anodizing !Conversion

Coating

Rinsing

~ Ri~ing

Sealing
Cyanides

~
Alkalis

J Electmplating -- ComplexingAsent~

Ri ing Riming

Scaling and/or

Rinsing ~
Painting

Metals~ ~ ~Acids
Rins ins

OtherMetal
Finishing

Ted~niques
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III.B.1. Metal Fabricati0n

Each of the metal shaping processes can result in wastes containing
chemicals of concern. For example, the application of solvents to
metal and machinery results in air emissions. Additionally,
wastewater containing acidic or alkaline wastes and waste oils, and
solid wastes, such as metals and solvents, are usually generated
during this process.

Metal fabrication facilities are major users of solvents for
degreasing. In cases where solvents are used solely in degreasing
(not used in any other plant operations), records of the amount and
frequency of purchases provide enough information to estimate
emission rates, based on the assumption that all solvent purchased
is eventually emitted. Section V.D., Pollution Prevention Options,
illustrates techniquesthat may be used to reduce the loss of solvents
to the atmosphere.

Metalworking fluids are applied to either the tool or the metal being
tooled to facilitate the shaping operation. Metalworking fluid is
used to:

¯ Control and reduce the temperature of tools and aid
lubrication,

¯ Control and reduce the temperature of workpieces and aid
,. lubrication,

¯ Provide a good finish,

¯ Wash away chips and metal debris, and

¯ Inhibit corrosion or surface oxidation.

Fluids resulting from this process typically become spoiled or
contaminated with extended use and reuse. In general, metal
working fluids can be petroleum-based, oil-water emulsions, and
synthetic emulsions. When disposed, these fluids may contain
high levels of metals (e.g., iron, aluminum, and copper).
Additional contaminants present in fluids resulting from these
processes include acids and alkalis (e.g., hydrochloric, sulfuric,
nitric), waste oils, and solvent wastes.

Scrap metal may consist of metal removed from the original piece
(e.g., steel), and may be combined with small amounts of
metalworking fluids (e.g., solvents) used prior to and during the
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metal shaping operation that generates the scrap. Quite often, this
scrap is reintroduced into the process as a feedstock. The scrap and
metalworking fluids, however, should be tracked since they may be
regulated as solid wastes.

III.B.2. Surface Preparation

Surface preparation activities usually result in air emissions,
contaminated wastewater, and solid wastes. The primary air
emissions from cleaning are due to the evaporation of chemicals
from solvent degreasing and emulsion cleaning processes. These
emissions may result through volatilization of solvents during
storage, fugitive losses during use, and direct ventilation of fumes.

Wastewaters generated from cleaning are primarily rinse waters,
which are usually ~ombined with other metal finishing wastewaters
(e.g., electroplating) and treated on-site by conventional hydroxide
precipitation. Solid wastes (e.g., wastewater treatment sludges, still
bottoms, cleaning tank residues, machining fluid residues, etc.) may
also be generated by the cleaning operations. For example, solid
wastes are generated when cleaning solutions become ineffective
and are replaced. Solvent-bearing wastes are typically pre-treated to
comply with any applicable National Pollutant Discharge System
(NPDES) permits and then sent off-site, while aqueous wastes from
alkaline and acid cleaning, which do not contain solvents, are often
treated on-site.

III.B.3. Metal Finishing

Many metal finishing operations are typically performed in baths
(tanks) and are then followed by rinsing cycles. Exhibit 17 illustrates
a typical chemical or electrochemical process step in which a
workpiece enters the process bath containing process chemicals that
are carried to the rinse water (drag-out). Metal plating and related
waste account for the largest volumes of metal- (e.g., cadmium,
chromium, copper, lead, and nickel) and cyanide-bearing wastes.
Painting operations account for the generation of solvent-bearing
wastes and the direct release of solvents (including benzene, methvl
ethyl ketone, methyl isobutyl ketone, toluene, and xylene). Paint
cleanup operations may contribute to the release of chlorinated
solvents (including carbon tetrachloride, methvlene chloride, 1,1,1-
trichloroethane, and perchloroethylene). Compliance with one law
through emission or effluent controls may generate waste regulated
under another statute (e.g., effluent controls required by the Clean
Water Act may generate sludges which are regulated bv the
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act). The nature of the
wastes produced by these processes is discussed further below.

Exhibit 17
Typical Metal Finishing Process Step

Vapors/Mist

Workpiece Workpiece Workpiece To Next Step

Process
Chemicals Process ~ Rinse .~

Bath System Wastewater

Spent Bath Fresh Water
(Waste)

Source: Guides to Pollution prevention: The Metai Finishiny Industr~l. U.S. EPA, ORD, October 1992.

Anodizing

Anodizing operations produce air emissions, contaminated
wastewaters, and solid wastes. Mists and gas bubbles arising from
heated fluids are a source of air emissions, which may contain
metals or other substances present in the bath. When dyeing of
anodized coatings occurs, wastewaters produced may contain nickel
acetate, non-nickel sealers, or substitutes from the dye. Other
potential pollutants include complexers and metals from dyes and
sealers. Wastewaters generated from anodizing are usuallv
combined with other metal finishing wastewaters and treated on-
site by conventional hydroxide precipitation. Wastewaters
containing chromium must be pretreated to reduce hexavalent
chromium to its trivalent state. The conventional treatment
process generates a sludge that is usually sent off-site for metals
reclamation and/or disposal.

Solid wastes generated from anodizing include spent solutions and
wastewater treatment sludges. Anodizing solutions mav be
contaminated with the base metal being processed due to the anodic
nature of the process. These solutions eventually reach an
intolerable concentration of dissolved metal and require processing
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to remove the dissolved metal to a tolerable level or
treatment / disposal.

Chemical Conversion Coating

Chemical conversion coating generally produces contaminated
wastewaters and solid waste. Pollutants associated with these
processes enter the wastestream through rinsing and batch
dumping of process baths. The process baths usually contain metal
salts, acids, bases, and dissolved basis materials. Wastewaters
containing chromium are usually pretreated to reduce hexavalent
chromium to its trivalent state. The conventional treatment
process generates a sludge that is sent off-site for metals reclamation
and/or disposal. Solid wastes generated from these processes
include spent solutions and wastewater treatment sludges.
Conversion coating solutions may also be contaminated with the
base metal being processed. These solutions will eventually reach
an intolerable concentration of dissolved metal and require
processing to remove the dissolved metal to a tolerable level.

Electroplating

Electroplating operations produce air emissions, contaminated
wastewaters and solid wastes. Mists arising from electroplating
fluids and process gases can be a source of air emissions, which may
contain metals or other substances present in the bath. The
industry has recently begun adding fume suppressants to
electroplating baths to reduce air emissions of chromium, one of
the most frequently electroplated metals. The fume suppressants
lower the surface tension of the bath, which prevents hydrogen
bubbles in the bath from bursting and producing a chromium-laden
mist. The fume suppressants are highly effective when used in
decorative plating, but less effective when used in hard-chromium
plating. Contaminated wastewaters result from workpiece rinsing
and process cleanup waters. Rinse waters from electroplating are
usually combined with other metal finishing wastewaters and
treated on-site by conventional hydroxide precipitation.
Wastewaters containing chromium must be pretreated to reduce
hexavalent chromium to its trivalent state. These wastewater
treatment techniques can result in solid-phase wastewater
treatment sludges. Other wastes generated from electroplating
include spent solutions which become contaminated during use,
and therefore, diminish performance of the process. In addition to
these wastes, spent process solutions and quench bathes mav be
discarded periodically when the concentrations of contaminants
inhibit proper function of the solution or bath.
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Electroless Plating

Electroless plating produces contaminated wastewater and solid
wastes. The spent plating solution and rinse water are usually
treated chemically to precipitate out the toxic metals and to destroy
the cyanide. Electroless plating solutions can be difficult to treat;
settling and simple chemical precipitation are not effective at
removing the chelated metals used in the plating bath. The extent
to which plating solution carry-over adds to the wastewater and
enters the sludge depends on the type of article being plated and the
specific plating method employed. However, most sludges may
contain significant concentrations of toxic metals, and may also
contain complex cyanides in high concentrations if cyanides are not
properly isolated dur!ng the treatment process.

Painting

Painting operations result in emissions, contaminated wastewaters,
and the generation of liquid and solid wastes. Atmospheric
emissions consist primarily of the organic solvents used as carriers
for the paint. Emissions also result from paint storage, mixing,
application, and drying. In addition, cleanup processes can result in
the release of organic solvents used to clean equipment and
painting areas. Wastewaters are often generated from painting
processes due primarily to the discharge of water from water curtain
booths. On-site treatment processes to treat contaminated
wastewater generate a sludge that is sent off-site for disposal.
Sources of solid- and liquid-phase wastes include:

¯ Paint application emissions control devices (e.g., paint booth
collection systems, ventilation filters, etc.)

¯ Equipment washing

¯ Disposal materials used to contain paint and overspray

¯ Excess paints discarded upon completion of a painting
operation or after expiration of the paint shelf-life.

These solid and liquid wastes may contain metals from paint
pigments and organic solvents, such as paint solvents and cleaning
solvents. Still bottoms also contain solvent wastes. The cleaning
solvents used on painting equipment and spray booths mav also
contribute organic solid waste to the wastes removed from the
painting areas.
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Other Metal Finishing Techniques

Wastewaters are often generated during other metal finishing
processes. For example, following polishing operations, area
cleaning and washdown can produce metal-bearing wastewaters.
Hot dip coating techniques, such as galvanizing, use water for rinses
following pre-cleaning and sometimes for quenching after coating.
Hot dip coatings also generate solid waste, anoxide dross, that is
periodically skimmed off the heated tank. These operations
generate metal-bearing wastewaters. Etching solutions are
comprised of strong acids (e.g., ferric chloride, nitric acid,
ammonium persulfate) or bases. Resulting spent etchant solutions
may contain metals and acids.

III.C. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (EPA) requires facilities to
report information about the management of TRI chemicals in
waste and efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities.
These data have been collected annually in Section 8 of the TRI
reporting Form R beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data
summarized below cover the years 1992-1995 and is meant to
provide a basic understanding of the quantities of waste handled by
the industry, the methods typically used to manage this waste, and
recent trends in these methods. TRI waste management data can be
used to assess trends in source reduction within individual
industries and facilities, and for specific TRI chemicals. This
information could then be used as a tool in identifying
opportunities for pollution prevention compliance assistance
activities.

While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are estimates of
quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and
1995 are projections only. The EPA requires these projections to
encourage facilities to consider future waste generation and source
reduction of those quantities as well as movement up the waste
management hierarchy.    Future-year estimates are not
commitments that facilities reporting under TRI are required to
meet.

Exhibit 18 shows that the fabricated metals industry managed about
798 million pounds of production-related waste (total quantity of
TRI chemicals in the waste from routine production operations) in
1993 (column B). Column C reveals that of this production-related
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waste, 34 percent was either transferred off-site or released to the
environment. Column C is calculated by dividing the total TRI
transfers and releases by the total quantity of production-related
waste. In other words, about 62 percent of the industry’s TRI wastes
were managed on-site through recycling, energy recovery, or
treatment as shown in columns D, E and F, respectively. The
majority of waste that is released or transferred off-site can be
divided into portions that are recycled off-site, recovered for energy
off-site, or treated off-site as shown in columns G, H, and I,
respectively. The remaining portion of the production-related
wastes (13.2 percent), shown in column J, is either released to the
environment through direct discharges to air, land, water, and
underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion
of TRI wastes reported as recycled on-site is projected to decrease
and the portions treated or managed through energy recovery on-
site have increased between 1992 and 1995 (projected).

Exhibit 18
Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for SIC 34

A B C D i E ! F I G I H I I I J
Production ~

Related % Reported Remaining
Waste as Released On-Site Off-Site Releases

Volume and % % Energy I % % % Energy % and
~Year (1061bs.)* Transferred Recycled Recover~ I Treated Recycled Recovery Treated Disposal

i992 750 38% 23.22% 12.24% 23.11% 26.03% 1.57% I 2.02%t 12.05%
1993 798 34% 26.48% !1.04% 24.24% 21.31% 1.54% i 2"10%1 13.280’o

1994 735 -- 27.91% 8.90% 26.33% 22.18°/o 1.53% i 2-32%i 10.84%

1995 697 -- 19.20% 13.86% 27.78%1 23.94% 1.63% I 2.46°/o i 11.13%
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the
pollutant releases that are reported by this industry. The best source
of comparative pollutant release information is the Toxic Release
Inventory System (TRI). Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes self-reported facility
release and transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals. Facilities
within SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that have more
than 10 employees, and that are above weight-based reporting
thresholds are required to report TRI on-site releases and off-site
transfers. The information presented within the sector notebooks is
derived from the most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year
(which then included 316 chemicals), and focuses primarily on the
on-site releases reported by each sector. Because TRI requires
consistent reporting regardless of sector, it is an excellent tool for
drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical
information regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note
that in general, toxic chemical releases have been declining. In fact,
according to the 1993 Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported
releases dropped by 42.7 percent between 1988 and 1993. Although
on-site releases have decreased, the total amount of reported toxic
waste has not declined because the amount of toxic chemicals
transferred off-site has increased. Transfers have increased from 3.7
billion pounds in 1991 to 4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better
management practices have led to increases in off-site transfers of
toxic chemicals for recycling. More detailed information can be
obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics Release Inventory Public Data
Release book (which is available through the EPCRA Hotline at 1-
800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic Release Inventory System
database (for user support call 202-260-1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the
primary indicator of chemical release within each industrial
category. TRI data provide the type, amount, and media receptor of
each chemical released or transferred. When other sources of
pollutant release data have been obtained, these data have been
included to augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations
regarding TRI data. Within some sectors, the majority of facilities
are not subject to TRI reporting because they are not considered
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manufacturing industries, or because they are below TRI reporting
thresholds. Examples are the mining, dry cleaning, printing, and
transportation equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors, release
information from other sources has been included.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data
presented within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk"
ranking for each industry. Weighting each pound of release equally
does not factor in the relative toxicity of each chemical that is
released. The Agency is in the process of developing an approach to
assign toxicological weightings to each chemical released so that one
can differentiate between pollutants with significant differences in
toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact of
the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook
briefly summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five
chemicals (by weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code - the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal
economic statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between
facility and industry data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more
full-time employees and are above established chemical throughput
thresholds. Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in
Standard Industrial Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities
must submit estimates for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s
defined list and are above throughput thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions
developed by EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The
categories below represent the possible pollutant destinations that
can be reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to
bodies of water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained
disposal into underground injection wells.
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Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through
confined air streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive
emissions include losses from equipment leaks, or evaporative
losses from impoundments, spills, or leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) - encompass any
releases going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other
bodies of water. Any estimates for stormwater runoff and non-
point losses must also be included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of waste to on-site landfills,
waste that is land treated or incorporated into soil, surface
impoundments, spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must
occur within the facility’s boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a
subsurface well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility
that is geographically or physically separate from the facility
reporting under TRI. The quantities reported represent a
movement of the chemical away from the reporting facility. Except
for off-site transfers for disposal, these quantities do not necessarily
represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred through pipes or
sewers to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment
and chemical removal depend on the chemical’s nature and
treatment methods used. Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the
POTW are generally released to surface waters or landfilled within
the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovering still valuable materials. Once these
chemicals have been recycled, they may be returned to the
originating facility or sold commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in
industrial furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by
incineration is not considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical
separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not destroved but
prepared for further waste management.
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Transfers to Disposal -- are wastes taken to another facility for
disposal generally as a release to land or as an injection
underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Fabricated Metal Products
Industry

TRI release amounts listed below are not associated with non-
compliance with environmental laws. These facilities appear based
on self-reported data submitted to the Toxic Release Inventory
program.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported,
facility-specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for
this sector are listed below. Facilities that have reported ~ the
SIC codes covered under this notebook appear in Exhibit 19. Exhibit
20 contains additional facilities that have reported the SIC code
covered within this report, and one or more SIC codes that are not
within the scope of this notebook. Therefore, Exhibit 20 includes
facilities that conduct multiple operations u some that are under
the scope of this notebook, and some that are not. Currently, the
facility-level data do not allow pollutant releases to be broken apart
by industrial process.

Exhibits 21 - 24 illustrate the TRI releases and transfers for the
Fabricated Metal Products industry (SIC 34). For the industry as a
whole, solvents comprise the l~argest number of TRI releases. This
reflects the fact that solvents are used during numerous metal
shaping, surface preparation, and surface finishing operations. For
example, during metal shaping and surface preparation operations,
solvents are used primarily to degrease metal. Solvents are also
used during painting operations. All of the processes which use
solvents generally result in air emissions, contaminated
wastewater, and solid wastes.

Between 1988 and 1993, the Fabricated Metals Products industry
substantially reduced its TRI transfers and releases (see section V.
Pollution Prevention Opportunities). Exhibits 21 and 22 show the
differences in transfers and releases over time, categorized by type of
transfer or release.
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Exhibit 19 lists the ten facilities with the highest total TRI releases,
most of which are continuous coil manufacturers (e.g., facilities that
manufacture aluminum cans from long strips of metal). The
wastes generated by these manufacturers are not necessarily
representative of the wastes generated by the metal fabricating and
finishing industries as a whole.

Exhibit 19
Top 10 TRI Releasing Fabricated Metal Products Facilities

SIC Codes Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in

Pounds

3411 946,923 U.S. Can Co., Plant 20 Weirton i WV
Weirton

3411 880,500 Metal Container Corp., New Windsor    ’, NY
NWB

13710, 3714, 822,902 GMC NAO Flint OPS., BOC    Flint ~ MI
3465 Flint Automotive Div.

3471 708,285 Plastene Supply Co. Portageville ~, MO

3731, 3441, 688,540 Ingalls Shipbuilding, Inc. Pascagoula MS
3443

3411 636,126 American National Can Co., Winston-Salem NC
Winston Salem Plant

3411 624,250 Metal Container Corp. FTA Fort Atkinson
I

W I

3479 619,436 Ken-Koat, Inc. Huntington IN

3714, 3471 618,359 Keeler Brass Automotive, Grand Rapids MI
Kentwood Plant

3341, 3479, 570,622 Commonwealth Alumir~um Lewisport l KY
3355 Corp.

Source: U.S. EPA, Tox~cs Release inventory Database, 1993.

Note: Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance
frith environmental laws.
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Exhibit 20
Top 10 TRI Releasing Metal Fabricating & Finishing Facilities (SIC 34)

Rank Total TRI Facility Name City I State
Releases in

Po nd 
1 946,923 U.S. Can Co., Plant 20, Weirton Weinon i WV

2 880,500 Metal Container Corp., ~ New Windsor i NY

3 708,285 Plastene Supply Co. Portageville i MO

4 636,126 American National Can Co., Winston-Salem NC
Winston Salem Plant

5 624,250 Metal Container Corp. Fort Atkinson WI

6 619,436 Ken-Koat, Inc. Huntington

7 545,505 Metal Container Corp. Columbus i OH

8 541,654 Reynolds Metals Co. Houston ! TX

9 524,346 Hickory Springs Mfg. Co. Fort Smith i AR

10 492.872 Tennessee Electroplating, Inc. Ripley : TN

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory l~atabase, 1993.

Note: Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance
with environmental laws.

Exhibit 21
Reductions in TRI Releases, 1988-1993 (SIC 34)

Releases 1988 1993 Percent
Reduction

Total Air Emissions 131,296,827 90,380,667 31.2

Surface Water Discharges 1,516,905 101,928 93.3

Under,round Iniection 386,120 1,490 99.6

Releases to Land 4,202,919 660,072 84.4

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 22
Reductions in TRI Transfers, 1988-1993 (SIC 34)

Transfers 1988 [ 1993 [ Percent Reduction

Recycling 213,214,641i 244,278,696 -14.6

I Enerh, T¢ 12,331,653 ! 13,812,271 -12.0

Treatment 34,313,199 ~ 18,561,504 45.9

POTWs 17,149,495 3,809,715 77.8

Disposal 43,529,628 19,736,496 54.7

Other Off-Site Transfers 8,303,148 369,491 95.5

Source: U.S. EPA, Tox~cs Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibit 23
TRI Reporting Metal Fabricating & Finishing Facilities (SIC 34) b r State

Number of Number of
State Facilities State Facilities

AL 54 MS 29
AR 25 NC 35
AS I NE 9
AZ 17 NH 5
CA 208 NJ 60
CO 19 NV 3
CT 83 NY 101
DE 2 OH 225
FL 36 OK 29
GA 42 OR 20
HI 2 PA 123
IA 30 PR 10
ID 1 RI 30
IL 230 SC 37
IN 11! SD 3
KS 16 TN 47
K’Y 41 TX 107
LA 12 UT 15
MA 76 VA 30
MD 17 WA I 24
ME 5 WI ! 103
MI 159 WV 16
MN 59 WY 2
MO 54

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibit 24
Releases for Metal Fabricating & Finishing Facilities (SIC 34) in TRI, by Number

of Facilities (Releases reported in pounds/year)
# F~ciiities ~ Under- Average
Reporting Fugitive i Water ground Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Point Air , Discharges Injection Disposal Releases per Facility

Sulfuric Acid 861 I 186135 149329 ~ 41032 547 54700 [ 431743 501

Hydrochloric Acid 652 I 264628 265452 ! 505 250 255I 531090

Nitric Acid 390 t 81650 216384 : 1510 76 0 299620 I 768

Xylene (Mixed 336 [ 2982600 5985667 ’ 25 0 553 8968845 26693
Isomers)
Nickel 311 I 23285 8126, 3558 0 6121 41090 132

Ch~mium 287 25150 6072 ’ 2162 0 30345 63729 222

MIn_~n~-~e 271 ’ 298841 9536 ~ 834 250 30994 71498 264

Glycol Ethers 269] 4990228 13281181 5 0 5 18271419 67923

Copper 267 ! 19231 20632 2795 0 763 43421 163

Methyl Ethyl Ketone 254 2134002 4511723 i 555 0[ 71335 6717615 26447

Zinc Compounds 2281 87045 55641 i 13561 Of 95457 251704 1104

N-Butyl Alcohol 215 I 3209678 7372875, 0 0 5 10582558 49221

Toluene 205 i 1366663 3325311
l~

0 300 4692281 22889

l-Trichloroethane 189 I 2046210 2727842’ ~ 0 133 4774195 25260

Trichloro~thylene 185 i 2410195 2903856 ~ 51 0 6600 5320702 28761

Chromium Compounds 176 i 7039 13687 1035 0 15574 37335 212

Phosphoric Acid 175 I 49587 32213 0 319 0 ! 82119 469

Nickel Compounds 158 [ 7538 9311 876 48 1530 19303 122

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 114 i 501363 1156914 5 0 5 1658287 14546

Cyanide Compounds 103 i 7686 8960 298 0 283 17227 167

Copper Compounds 93 t 4912 6028 ~ 1398 0 256 12594 135!

Lead 83 I 5758 4400 809 0 254 11221 135

Ammonia 79 ! 87916 412960, 250 0 0 501126 6343

Ethylbenzene 74 1 234540 308927 5
~

0 1 543472 734-t

Hydrogen Fluoride 74 i 12924 27671 0 0 40595 549

Zinc (Fum~ Or Dust) 70 i 100770 41693 ; 290 0 l 10146 ; 152899 218,4

Acetone 61 I 407417 1090972. 0 0 0 t 1498389 2456~

Manganese 58 [ 2197 795 ~ 0 0 12785 15777 272

Compounds , ;
Dichlorometbane 57 ! 991302 1159594 1 5 0 6829 2157730 37855

4-Trimethylbenzene 53 ! 255913 319541 i 5 0 0 575459 10858

Tetrachloroethylene
~

809152 434749 i 22 0 0 1243923 25386

Methanol 64182 182883[ 0 0 0 247065 5147

Chlorine 40 t 9181 1021 15
~

0 10217 255

Methylen~bis(Phenylis 35 i 2562 1179 : 0 0 3741 107

ocyanate)
Naphthalene 33 i 57791 70271 , 0 0 O 128062 3881

Cobalt 28 i 1534 1608 755 0 500 4397 157

Barium Compounds 25 i 3606 803 ’ 250 0 3114 7773 311

F~on 113 19 1 282200 102624, 0 [ 0
00

384824 20254

I_~_ad_ Compg, imd~ 19 [ 967 1840 I 38 [ 0 2845 150 I

Styrene 17 i 154377 25726,
~

0 0 ] 180103 10594:

Cadmium 16i 62 6 i 0 250 323 20

Formaldehyde t 16 I 15561 9618 I 209 0 0 25388 1587

Aluminum (Fume Or 13 7042 506 ~ 0 0 0 7548 581

’Dust)
Trichlorofluoro- 13 [ 45312 122318 i 0 0 250 167880! 12914

methane
Cadmium Compounds 11 I 276 266, 0 0 0 : 542 49

Ethylene Glycol 11 i 37417 160907 : 0 0 0 198324 18029

Propylene 11 I 25423 771 , 0 0 0 26194 2381

Cumene 9 i 10383 24238 ~ 5 0 0 34626 3847

2-Ethoxyethanol 8 i 14361 19390 ~ 0
~0

0 33751 4219

Cyelohexane " 71 611237 55929 ! 0
~

0 667166 95309

Isopropyl Alcohol i
6 i 2211 29351 I 0 0 51462 8577

(M~nufactunnl[ i
t 260 -Antimony Compounds 5 ! 4505 661 i 0 0 i ~426 [ 1085

Cobalt Compounds I 5 i 2 ! 113,
3~

0 9 ] 161 i 32

M-Xylene [ 5 [ 898 t 12297 ~ 0 0 I 13195 I 2639

Aa~iuoiiv [ 4, O i 423 ’ O t 0 ()t 423 i 106
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Exhibit 24 (cont’d)
Releases for Metal Fabricating & Finishing Facilities (SIC 34) in TRI, by Number

of Facilities (Releases reported in pounds/year)
# Facilities Under- Average
Reporting Fugitive Water ground Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Point Air Discharges Injection Dispesal Releases per Facili~"
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) 4 8850 14000 0 0 0 22850 5713
Adipate
Dimethyl Phthaiate 4 2407 6387 0 0 0 8794 2199
Phenol 4 12922 0 3 0 0 12925 323 l
Sec-Butyl Alcohol 4: 6350 19600 0: 0 0 25950 t 6,t88
Aluminum Oxide 3 i 250 250 0, 0 0 500 167
(Fibrous Form)
Di(2-Ethylhexyl) 3 250 3000 0 0 5 3255 1085
Phthalate
Dichlorodifluoro- 3 7406 164~3 0 0 0 23849 i 7950
methane
Silver 3 5 0 5!! 0 0 10 3
Asbestos(Friable) 2 10! 0 O] 0 0 10 5
Barium 21 5[ 0 01 0 0 5 I 3
Butyl Benzyl Phthalate 2 0 i 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 + 0
Diethyl Phthalate 2 255 250 0 0 0 I 505 ! 253
Molybdenum Trioxide 2 ] 250 0 0 0 2000 1 2250 1125
O-Xylene 2 I 0 37928 0 0 01 37928 1896-t
Phosphorus (Yellow Or 2 10 5 5 0 0 I 20 10
White)
Toluenediisocyanate 2 5 148 0 0 0 I 153 77
(Mixed Isomers)
2-Methoxyethanol 2 255 24825 ] 0         0          0 i 25080 � 125-t0
Ammonium Nitrate 1 0 0 : 0 0 0 [ 0 0
(Solution)

0Ammonium Sulfate 1 0 0 0 0 [ 0 0
(Solution)
Arsenic 1 5 0 0 0 0 ! 5 5
Benzene 1 3122 836i 0 0 0! 3958 3958
Diethanolanune l 0 0 t 0 0 0[ 0 ! 0
Ethyl Acrylate 1 0 2578 0 0 0 I 2578 i 2578
Mercury 1 5 0 0 0 0 I

~5
5

P-Xylene 1 0 22 0 0 0 I 2_ 22

golychlorinated 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ipbenyls

Propane Sultone I 250 0 0 0 0
Selenium 1 5 0 ] 0 0 0 t 5 i 51
Silver Compounds 1 250 250
2-Dichlorobenzene I 12000 0 1 0 0 0 1 12000 I 12000 [
2-Nitropropane 1 186 182 0 0 0
4’- 1 0 250 0 0 0 i 250 i 2501
Isopropylidenedipbenol, [
Totals .... 24,768,891 46.819.995 ! 73,195 1.490 1    351.356 1 72.014.927 t .....

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibit 25
Transfers for Metal Fabricating & Finishing Facilities (SIC 34) in TRI, by Number

of Facilities (Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# Facilities Po’rw l Energy To~I Average

Chemical Name Reporting Discharges Dispesal Recycling Treatment ] Recovery Transfers Transfers
Chemical I I per Facility.

Sulfuric Acid 861 ! 1132535 2871580 4011148 i 4636541 ! 0 1265180a 14694

Hydrochloric Acid 652 ! 446440 2768870 1472808 I 3[69967 l 0 7935080 12170
Nimc Acid 390 i 37256 309134 946756 I 623265 i 0 1910411 4914
Xylene (Mixed 336

[
51 10852 1661765 332850 2139660 4151607 12356

Isomers)
Nickel 311 i 17355 367278 8848547 i 464008 [ 0 9727271 31277
Chrormum 287 i 30170 465237 10143210 422090 i I0 11121986 38753
Manganese 27t I 5093 834964 8774505 8299 [ 0 9623861 35512
Glycol Ethers 269 385087 55411 824664 , 142591 2295807 3746528 13928
Copper 267 8784 653024 53401212 60924 667 54124861 202715
Methyl E.thyi Ketone 254 141 32971 2787367 268783 4002200 7107644 27983
Zinc Compounds 228 31969 4797726 23980836 2004640 3249 30847198 135295
N-Butyl Alcohol 215 ~ 13302 9306 100928 43711 306263 497761 2315
Toluene 205 i 93 31782 603704 277628 I 1892116 2805323 13685
l-Trichloroethane 189 65 34508 1342465 [ 128708 i 101194 1606940 8502
Trichloroeth),lene 185 : 1083 34070 1045702 ! 371432 i 102092 1554379 8402
Chrmmum 176 [ 18099 721452 1222505 500300 [ 2981 2490098 14148
Compounds
Phosphoric Acid 175 268375 300139 5805346 i 280512 t 0 6669606 38112
Nickel Compounds 158 i 21635 463522 1839379 [ 549790 i 6 2879204 18223

Methyl lsobutyl 114 ] 5 1407 813193 30029 471629 1316263 11546
Ketone
CyamdeCompounds 103 i 19581 17461 12188 ! 140767 I 0 190497 1849
Copper Compounds 93 :~ 13826 341003 11781033 ; 205196 7 12341065 132700
Lead 83 i 1160 78382 2392024 I 10184 281 2482031 29904
Ammonia 79 ; 31527 1030 750 i 260 0 33567 425
Ethylbenzene 74 i 5 2 170492 i 14164 227471 412134 5569
Hydrogen Fluoride 74 382 2581 0 [ 16618 0 19581 265
Zinc (Fum~ Or 70 75982 219289 666508 120336 61242 1143857 16341
Dust)
Acetone                    61 t 5 19917 705690 173168 134723 1033503 16943
Manganese 58 302 221084 1243001 1299 0 1465686 25270

~Dompoundsiclfloromethane 57 [ 647 5 289636 73238 26737 390263 6847
4-Trimethylbenzene 53 ’ 5 5 23532 i 10506 58127 92175 1739
Tetrachloroethylene 49 i 65 6342, 555166 i 129891 6692 698158 14248
Methanal 48; 29686 0 35726 I 34952 80494 180858 3768
Chlorine 40 i 4470 750 250 [ 6226 ! 0 11696 292
Methylenebis(Pheny 35 i 0 25420 250 7014 500 33184 948
lisocyanate)
Naphthalene 33 i 0 70 34926 14821 39431 89248 2704
Cobalt 28 i 319 10978 405387 753 [ 0 440451 15730
Barium Compounds 25 [ 12 56251 2079 [ 20823 I 0 79165 3167
Freonll3 19 r 0 0 93230 i 21794 ] 1917 116941 6155
/e~dCompounds 19 ! 797 198398 798893 1590 ] 501 1000179 52641
Sty 17 ’~ 0 12000 1180 750 i 250 14180 834
Cadmium 16 1 1829 8006 9432 31506 1 0 50773 3173
Formaldehyde 16 i 41510 5 0 1611 7202 50328 3146
Aluminum (Fume Or 13

i
500 250 157757 5460 0 163967 12613

Dust)
Trichlorofluoro- 13 ’1 0 7374 0 4263 0 11637 895
methane
Cadmium I 1 1288 65324 27000 42512 0 136124 12375
Compounds
Ethylene Glycol 11 ! 22685 i 86000 17100 i 19170 3110 [ 148065 [ 13460

Propylen~ I I i 0 i 0 0 I 0 0 i 0 i 0

Cumene 9 ] 5 ! 0 2020 i 441 5618 ~ 8084 898
2-Ethoxyethanol I 8! 5 ! 0 516 ~ 0 2600 i 3121 390
Cyclohexane I 7 i 0 ’ 750 i 0 1250 255 ~ 2255 i 322
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Exhibit 25 (cont’d)
Transfers for Metal Fabricating & Finishing Facilities (SIC 34) in TRI, by Number

of Facilities (Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# Facilities      ~                                            Energy      Total i Average

Chemical Name Reporting Discharges Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery Transfers Transfers
Chemical per Facility

Isopropyl Alcohol 6 0 613 97513 15 5688 103829 1 17305
(Manufac~urin~ I
Antimony 5 I0 104158 0 1104 0 105272 21054
Compounds
Cobah Compounds 5 15 18403 41566 5 I 59990 I 1998
M-Xylene 5 0 0 0 109 3819 3928 786
Anumony 4 0 0 3187 375 0 3562 891
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) 4 6400 3145 0 0 0 9545 2386
Adipate
Dimethyl Phthalate 4 0 0 0 269 1802 2071 518
Phenol 4 250 1176 0 0 0 1426 357
See-Butyl Alcohol 4 0 0 0 840 250 1090 273
Aluminum Oxide 3 0 0 25000 0 0 25000 8333
(Fibrous Form)
Di(2-Ethylhexyl) 3 5 8440 0 0 0 8445 2815
Phthalate
Dichlorodifluoromet 3 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0
bane
Silver 3 10 i 15 i 250 0 0" 275 92
Asbestos (Friable) 2 0 I 73822 I 0 0 0 73822 36911
Barium 2 5 10 0 0 0 15 8
Butyl Benzyl 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Phthalate
DiethylPhthalate 2 ! 500 I 0 2052 2061 0 4613 2307
Molybdenum 2 I 0 419 3900 0 0 4319 2’,60
Trioxide
O-Xylene 2 0 I 0 i 0 61 0 61 31
Phosphorus ( Yellow 2 0 0 12250 0 0 12250 6125
Or White)
Toluenediisocyanate 2 0 0 0 0 1374 1374 687

i (Mixed isomers)
2-Methoxyethanol 2 5 0 0 0 8520 8525 4263
Ammonium Nitrate I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Solution)
Ammonium Sulfate 1 128241 0 0 0 0 128241 128241
(Solution)
Arsenic t I 5 10 0 0 0 15 t5
Benzene 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Diethunolamine 1 i 0 0 440 0 0 440
Ethyl Acrylate 1

[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mercury 1 I 5 10 0 0 0 15 15
P-Xylene 1 I 0 0 0 51 0 51 51
Polychlorinated 1 0 0 0 2286 0 2286 __86
Biphenyls
Propane Sultone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~         0
Selenium 1 I 5 10 0 0 0 15 15
Silver Compounds 1 250 0 4000 0 0 4250
2-Dichlorohenzene 1 ! 0 0 0 0 0 i 0
2-Nitropropune 1 li 0 0 0 95 !03 ~ 198         198
4’-lsopropylidene- 1 I 0 250 0 0 0 ! 250 250
diphenol [ , i
Totals .... I 2,800.0117 ! 16.352,393 149~.4L964 i 15.433.902 i 12.002.720 1 196.188.152 ....

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibits 26 - 29 illustrate the TRI releases and transfers for the
coating, engraving, and allied services portion (SIC 347) of the
fabricated metal products industry. For these activities, solvents, as
well as acids, constitute the largest number of TRI releases.
Solvents are primarily used during painting operations, while acids
are used during most finishing operations (e.g., anodizing, chemical
conversion coating, electroplating). The solvents usually produce
air emissions, contaminated wastewater, and solid-phase wastes,
while the acids generally result in contaminated wastewater.
Because NPDES permits do not allow low PH levels, the wastewater
is pretreated to reduce the acidity prior to being discharged from the
facility.

Exhibit 26
Top 10 TRI ReleasingMetal Finishing Facilities (SIC 347)

Rank Total TRI Facility Name City ! State
Releases in

Potmds ’i ,

1 708,285 Plastene Supply Co. t Portageville [ MO

2 619,436 Ken-Koat, Inc. i Huntington i IN

3 492,872 Tennessee Electroplating, Inc. i Ripley TN

4 430,781 SR of Tennessee . Riptey TN

5 418,912 Ken-Koat of Tennessee, Inc., Plant 1 Lewisburg TN

6 408,628 Anomatic Corp. Newark OH

7 406,419 Roll Coater, Inc. Greenfield IN

8 381,788 Reynolds Metals Co.,-Sheffield Sheffield AL
Plant

9 368,014 Roll Coater, Inc. Kingsbury IN

10 344,572 Mottley Foils, Inc. i Farmville VA

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database,1993.

Note: Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance
with environmental laws.
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Exhibit 27
TRI Reporting Metal Finishing Facilities (SIC 347) by State

II Number of               Number ofState Facilities State Facilities
AL 19 MO 23
AR 4 MS 6
AZ 9 NC 11
CA 117 NE 1
CO 11 NH 1
CT 36 NJ 27
DE 1 FlY 43
FL 14 OH 112
GA 14 OK 9
I-I! 1 OR 11
IA 6 PA 41
IL 121 PR 4
IN 49 ILl 23
KS 7 SC 9
K’Y 13 TN 17
LA 5 TX 48
MA 39 UT 4
MD 7 VA 7
ME 1 WA 14
MI i 109 WI 35
MN ! 36 WV !     4
Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 28
Releases for Metal Finishing (SIC 347) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Releases reported in pounds/year)
# Facilities Under- [ Average
Reporting Fugitive Water ground Land Total

[ ReleasesChemical Name Chemical Air Point Air Discharges , Injection ~ Di ,sp~sai Releases per Facility.
Sulfunc Acid 577 159575 103935 38232 ,, 0 54450 ] 356192 o17
Hydrochloric Acid 490 229596 186461 505 250 255 t 417067 851
Nimc Acid 290 51229 140639 1510 0 0 I 193378 667
Zinc Compounds 158 75329 23316 I 12202 i 0 93054 i 203901 1291
Phosphoric Acid 120 24772 26993 0I

0 0 I 51765 ~31
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 103 945484 2251059 555 0 71335 I 3268433 31732
ChromiumCompoands 101 4572 10765 625 i 0 t 15 15977 158
NickelCompounds 95 5821 4572 564 I 0 0 10957 I !15
Cyanide Compounds 87 6759 4098 224 0 283 11364 ; 131
Nickel 87 4685 3257 1433 I 0 I 500 9875 114

0Trichloroethylene 81 844061 847701 i 20
[

0 1691782 20886
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 79 395089 1226943 5 i 0 0 1622037 20532
1,1,1 -Triehloroethane 73 763993 817417 5

]
0 0 1581415 21663

Toluene 69 375222 1566048 5 0 300 [ 1941575 i 28139
Glycol Ethers 59 344040 1463579 0 [, 0 0 [ 1807619 ] .’~0638
Copper 54 880 3508 ! 1646 [ 0 i 0 i 6034 ~ t12
Chromium I 48 2517 2372 ! 131 ~ 0 , 255 I 5275 I10
N-ButylAlcohol [ 44 114102 188305 [ 0 r 0 i 0 302407 6873
Copper Compounds t 43 2874 1955 I 207 I 0 ] 0 5036 117
Ammonia [ 35 75738 116~ i 0 ’, 0 i 0

!
87382 2497

32Chlorine [ 5828 1011 ~ 5 i 0 I 0 6844 21-t
Lead ! 31 89 1715 ] 536 , !) i 0 I 2340 1 -�
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Exhibit 28 (cont’d)
Releases for Metal Finishing (SIC 347) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Releases reported in pounds/year)
# F~ilities Under- I t

Average
Reporting Fugitive Water ground I Land ~ Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Point Air Discharges Injection ’, Disposal ~ Releases per Facility
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 30 127088 269586 0 0 i 0 i 39667,t 13222
Tetrachloroethylene 25 401718 21166~ 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 613382 24535
Acetone 21 166232 250318 O 0 : 0 i 416550 19836
Ethylbenzene 20 46499 68675 0 O i 0 :, 115174 5759
Naphthalene 20 25677 52326 0 0 i 0 I 78003 3900
Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 20 14713 405 0 0 ~ 0 i 15118 756
1.2.4-Trimethylhenzene 20 87617 118935 0 0 0 I 206552 10328
Dichloromethaae 15 420391 395882 5 0 I 0 i 816278 54419
Formaldehyde 15 IM.09 8992 209 0 0 i 23610 1574
Methaaol 15 53243 138202 0 0 i 0 i 191445 12763
Cadmium 13 57 6 0 0 I 0 i 63 5
Barium Compounds 12 1601 482 0 0 I 0 I 2083 174
Hydrogen Fluoride 10 6216 3208 0 0 I 0 t 9424 942
Cadmium Compounds 9 266
Manganese 8 21 69 0 0 ’, 0 90 11
Curt 7 9178 18933 0 0 i 0 , 2$111 ,,t016
Cobalt 6 12 542 5 0 0 : 559 93
Freon 113 6 93785 0 0 0 I 0 93785 15631
l_¢ad_ Compounds 5 255 500 0 0 0 755 15 l
Mangaaese Compounds 4 15 5 0 0 ! 0 20 5
Methylenebis 4 5 150 0 0 0 155 39
(Phenylisocyanate)
Aluminum (Fume Or Dust) 3 250 250 0 0 ~ 0 500 167

AnUmony 3 0 418 0 0 0 ~,18 139
Dimethyl Phthalate 3 2407 5438 0 0 0 -845 2615
Ethylene Glycol 3 1160 18552 0 0 0 19712 6571

Propylene 503 516 0 0 ~ 0 1019 340

Aluminum Oxide (Fibrous 2 0 0 0 0 ! 0 i 0 0
Form)
Isopropyl Alcohol 2 250 15000 0 0 0 i 15250 7625
(Manufacturing)
M-Xylene 2 0 6109 0 0 0 6109 3055
See-Butyl Alcohol 2 1000 3000 0 0 0 4000 2000
Silver 2 5 0 0 0 0 5 3
2-Methoxyerhannl 2 255 24825 0 0 ! 0 i 25080 12540
Ammonium Nitrate 1 0 0 0 0

i
0

!
0 0

(Solution)
Arsenic 1 5 0 0 0 O 5 1 5
Barium 1 0 0 0 0 I 0 i 0 0
Bis~2-Ethylhexyl) Adipate 1 0 0 0 0 i 0 i 0 0
Ethyl Acrylate 1 0 2578 0 0 ! 0 2578 2578

Mercury I 5 0 0 0 ! 0 ~ 5 5

O-Xylene I 0 37911 0 0 ~ 0 i 37911 37911
Phenol l 12000 0 0 0 : 0 ~ 12000 12000
Selenium l 5 0 0 0 0 5 5
Silver Compounds l 250 250 0 0 i 0 i 500 500
Trichiorofluoromethane l 5 120GO 0 0 i 0 12005 12005

i 1.2-Dichlorobc,7ene ]
l 12000 0 0 0 i 0 12000 12000

~ 2-Ethoxyethanol l 250 7000 0 0 0 ,’250 7250

2-Nitropropane I I 186 182 0 0 0 ~ 368 368

4,4-1sopropylidenediphenol I 1 [ 0 250 0 0 0 250 250

Total I .... I 5,931.789 10,560.463 58,629 ! 250 i 220.447 ! 16.771~78 ! ....

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibit 29
Transfers for Metal Finishing (SIC 347) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# P(YrW Ener~ Total Average

Chemical Name Facilities Discharges Disposal Recycling Treatment Recovery. Transfers Transfers
Reporting per
Chemical Facility

Sulfunc Acid , 577 804908 [ 1947304 3112900 2266082 i 0 I 8131194 t 14092
Hydrochlonc Acid 490 382255 [ 2691567 1467208 3058084 0 ~ 7676109 15666
Nitric Acid 290 32756 274177 822830 562997 0 1692760 5837
Zinc Compounds 158 25225 4286331 16726872 1865137 2994 , 22906591 144978
Phosphoric Acid 120 160428 [ 296366 5126632 120242 0 5718883 47657
Methyl Eth},l Ketone 103 10 I 0 2060497 110831 1994068 4181588 40598
Chromium Compounds 101 14423 t 594848 249365 364291 2980 1244457 12321
NickelCompounds 95 17937 i 375149 1171327 501971 0 2066384 21751
Cyanide Compounds 87 18577 1 6451 12127 126143 0 173798 1998
Nickel 87 12239 255282 777750 399252 0 1445523 16615
Trichioroethylene 81 353 4873 214013 103537 63712 386488 4771
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 79 10 I 2465 373083 110740 499378 985676 12477
1,1. I -Trichloroethane ! 73 45 ’, 1090 359456 30856 25528 416975 5712
Toluene 69 6 [ 3248 323174 212714 912937 1452079 21045
Glycol Ethers 59 206381 [ 4168 209411 44590 530166 I 994966 16864
Copper 54 3810 i 215903 4247604 14524 0 i 4481841 82997
Chromium 48 4297 i 253964 245168 402593 0 i 923657 19243
N-ButylAIcohol 44 13300 i 1615 19334 19951 68165 i 122365 2781
Copper Compounds [ 43 8404 ) 109090 3397732 118222 0 i 3633448 84499
Ammonia 35 19727 260 0 255 0 [ 20242 578
Chlorine 32 4210 750 250 6221 0 [ 11431 357
Lead 31 61 10814 428225 7169 0 I 446269 14396
Methyl Isobut)’l Ketone 30 0 0 467583 8208 70164 [ 545955 18199
Tetrachloroeth~’lene 25 20 0 198381 10999 4542 I 213942 8558
Acetone 21 5 0 482911 134524 37649’~ 655089 31195
Ethyibenzene 20 0 0 95670 2795 67994 [ 166459 8323
Naphthalene 20 0 0 1000 7046 23833[ 31879 1594
Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 20 4580 9250 181479 75065 0 i 270624 13531
1.2.4-Trimethyibenzene 20 0 0 12825 8538 37488 ] 58851 2943
Dichloromethane 15 377 0 92499 22453 15138 130467 8698
Formaldehyde 15 41510 5 0 ! 588 7202 50305 3354
Methanol 15 29686 0 1513 34930 56354 122483 8166
Cadmium 13 1814 6186 9432 31256 0 48688 3745
Barium Compounds 12 5 26665 29 7756 0 34455 2871
H),dmgen Fluoride 10 0 2581 0 16618 0 19199 1920
Cadmium Compounds 9 1287 65319 27000 250 0 93856 10428
Man[:anese 8 889 851 1 ! 3 1751 0 3604 451
Curn~ne 7 0 0 2020 400 5618 8038 1148
Cobalt 6 30 7590 1431 193 0 9244 1541
Freon 113 6 0 0 3900 0 0 3900 650
Lead Compounds 5 751 1520 42677 319 0 45267 9053
Manganese Compounds 4 5 22024 87789 0 0 109818 27455
Methylenebis 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Phenylisocyanate)
Aluminum (Fume Or Dust ) 3 250 0 0 5460 0 5710 1903
Antimony 3 0 0 1955 375 0 I 2330 777
Dimeth},l Phthalate 3 0 0 0 269 1802 2071 690
Ethylene Glycol 3 5 0 0 250 994 1249 416
Propylene 3 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0
Aluminum Oxide (Fibrous 2 0 0 25000 0 0 25000 12500
Form)
Isopropyl Alcohol 2 0 0 87932 0 2300 90232 45116
(Manufacturing)
M-XTlene 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
Sec-Bu~l Alcohol 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
Silver 2 5 I I0 250 0 0 ~ 265 133
2-Methoxyethanol ~ " 5 ! 0 I ’, ~. 0 t 0 i     8520 i 8525 4263
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Exhibit 29 (cont’d)
Transfers for Metal Finishing (SIC 347) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# POTW Energy Total Average

Chemical Name Facilities Discharges ~ Recycling Treatment Recovery Transfers Transfers
Reporting per
Chemical Facility.

Ammonium Nitrate I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Solution)
Arsenic [ 5 l 0 0 0 0 15 l 5

B " l 5 I0 0 0 0 15 15

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) Adipa~e I 0 250 0 0 0 250 250

Ethyl Acrylate I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mercury I 5 I0 0 0 0 15 15

O-X~,lene I 0 0 0 20 0 20 20

Phenol 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Selenium 1 5 10 0 0 0 15 15

Silver Compounds I 250 0 4000 0 0 4250 4250
Trichlorofluoromethane 1 , 0 3400 O 0 0 3400 3400
1,2-Dichlorob 1 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2-Ethoxyethanol l ! 5 0 0 0 750 755 755
2-Nitropropane 1 I 0 0 0 95 103 198 198
4.4-1sopropylidenediphenol I ! i 0 250 0 0 0 250 250
Totals [ .... t 1.810,861 11.491.656! 43,172.347[ 10.817,~60 4,440.379 [ 71.879,412 I ---

Source: U,S. EPA, Foxics Release lnvento~Database, 1993.

IV.B. Summary of the Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate
information for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within
this sector self-reported as released to the environment based upon
1993 TRI data. Because this section is based upon self-reported
release data, it does not attempt to provide information on
management practices employed by the sector to reduce the release
of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release
reductions over time may be available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50
programs, or directly from the industrial trade associations that are
listed in Section IX of this document. Since these descriptions are
cursory, please consult the sources referenced below for a more
detailed description of both the chemicals described in this section,
and the chemicals that appear on the full list of TRI chemicals
appearing in Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993
Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), the
Hazardous Substances Data Bank (HSDB), and the Integrated Risk
Information System (IRIS), both accessed via TOXNET1. The

1 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of

toxicological databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for
Occupational Safetv and Health. For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line
at 1-800-231-3766. I~atabases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research
Information System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity Database), DBIR
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information contained below is based upon exposure assumptions
that have been conducted using standard scientific procedures. The
effects listed below must be taken in context of these exposure
assumptions that are more fully explained within the full chemical
profiles in HSDB.

The top ten TRI releases for the Fabricated Metal Products industry
(SIC 34) as a whole include: glycol ethers, n-butyl, xylene, methyl
ethyl ketone, trichloroethylene, toluene-I, dichloromethane,
methyl isobutyl ketone, acetone, and tetrachloroethylene. The top
ten TRI releases for the coating, engraving, and allied services
portion of the fabricated metal products industry (SIC 347) include:
methyl ethyl ketone, toluene, glycol ethers, trichloroethylene,
xylene (mixed isomers), 1,1,1-trichloroethane, dichloromethane,
tetrachloroethylene, hydrochloric acid, and methyl isobutyl ketone.
Summaries of mosf of these chemicals follow.

Acetone

Toxicity. Acetone is irritating to the eyes, nose, and throat.
Symptoms of exposure to large quantities of acetone may include
headache, unsteadiness, confusion, lassitude, drowsiness, vomiting,
and respiratory depression.

Reactions of acetone (sec environmental fate) in the lower
atmosphere contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone.
Ozone (a major component of urban smog) can affect the respiratory
system, especially in sensitive individuals such as asthmatics or
allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. If released into water, acetone will be
degraded by microorganisms or will evaporate into the atmosphere.

(Directory of Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen
Information Center Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances
Data Bank), IRIS (Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of
Chemical Substances), and TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory). HSDB contains chemical-
specific information on manufacturing and use, chemical and physical properties, safety and
handling, toxicitv and biomedical effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure
potential, exposure standards and regulations, monitoring and analysis methods, and additional
references.
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Degradation by microorganisms will be the primary removal
mechanism.

Acetone is highly volatile, and once it reaches the troposphere
(lower atmosphere), it will react with other gases, contributing to
the formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants. EPA
is reevaluating acetone’s reactivity in the lower atmosphere to
determine whether this contribution is significant.

Physical Properties. Acetone is a volatile and flammable organic
chemical.

Note: Acetone was removed from the list of TRI chemicals on June
16, 1995 (60 FR 31643) and will not be reported for 1994 or
subsequent years.

Glycol Ethers

Due to data limitations, data on diethylene glycol (glycol ether) are
used to represent all glycol ethers.

Toxicity. Diethylene glycol is only a hazard to human health if
concentrated vapors are generated through heating or vigorous
agitation or if appreciable skin contact or ingestion occurs over an
extended period of time. Under normal occupational and ambient
exposures, diethylene glycol is low in oral toxicity, is not irritating to
the eyes or skin, is not readily absorbed through the skin, and has a
low vapor pressure so that toxic concentrations of the vapor can not
occur in the air at room temperatures.

At high levels of exposure, diethylene glycol causes central nervous
depression and liver and kidney damage. Symptoms of moderate
diethylene glycol poisoning include nausea, vomiting, headache,
diarrhea, abdominal pain, and damage to the pulmonary and
cardiovascular systems. Sulfanilamide in diethylene glycol was
once used therapeutically against bacterial infection; it was
withdrawn from the market after causing over 100 deaths from
acute kidney failure.

Gar¢inogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.
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Environmental Fate. Diethylene glycol is a water-soluble, volatile
organic chemical. It may enter the environment in liquid form via
petrochemical plant effluents or as an unburned gas from
combustion sources. Diethylene glycol typically does not occur in
sufficient concentrations to pose a hazard to human health.

Hydrochloric Acid

Toxicity. Hydrochloric acid is primarily a concern in its aerosol
form. Acid aerosols have been implicated in causing and
exacerbating a variety of respiratory ailments. Dermal exposure and
ingestion of highly concentrated hydrochloric acid can result in
corrosivity.

Ecologically, accid6ntal releases of solution forms of hydrochloric
acid may adversely affect aquatic life by including a transient
lowering of the pH (i.e., increasing the acidity) of surface waters.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of hydrochloric acid to surface waters
and soils will be neutralized to an extent due to the buffering
capacities of both systems. The extent of these reactions will depend
on the characteristics of the specific environment.

Physical Properties. Concentrated hydrochloric acid is highly
corrosive.

Methylene Chloride (Dichloromethane)

Toxicity. Short-term exposure to dichloromethane (DCM) is
associated with central nervous system effects, including headache,
giddiness, stupor, irritability, and numbness and tingling in the
limbs. More severe neurological effects are reported from longer-
term exposure, apparently due to increased carbon monoxide in the
blood from the break down of DCM. Contact with DCM causes
irritation of the eyes, skin, and respiratory tract.

Occupational exposure to DCM has also been linked to increased
incidence of spontaneous abortions in women. Acute damage to
the eyes and upper respiratory tract, unconsciousness, and death
were reported in workers exposed to high concentrations of DCM.
Phosgene (a degradation product of DCM) poisoning has been
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reported to occur in several cases where DCM was used in the
presence of an open fire.

Populations at special risk from exposure to DCM include obese
people (due to accumulation of DCM in fat), and people with
impaired cardiovascular systems.

Carcinogenicity. DCM is a probable human carcinogen via both oral
and inhalation exposure, based on inadequate human data and
sufficient evidence in animals.

Environmental Fate. When spilled on land, DCM is rapidly lost
from the soil surface through volatilization. The remainder leaches
through the subsoil into the groundwater.

Biodegradation is p(~ssible in natural waters but will probably be
very slow compared with evaporation. Little is known about
bioconcentration in aquatic organisms or adsorption to sediments
but these are not likely to be significant processes. Hydrolysis is not
an important process under normal environmental conditions.

DCM released into the atmosphere degrades via contact with other
gases with a half-life of several months. A small fraction of the
chemical diffuses to the stratosphere where it rapidly degrades
through exposure to ultraviolet radiation and contact with chlorine
ions. Being a moderately soluble chemical, DCM is expected to
partially return to earth in rain.

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Toxicity. Breathing moderate amounts of methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK) for short periods of time can cause adverse effects on the
nervous system ranging from headaches, dizziness, nausea, and
numbness in the fingers and toes to unconsciousness. Its vapors are
irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, and throat and can damage the
eyes. Repeated exposure to moderate to high amounts may cause
liver and kidney effects.

Carcinogenicity. No agreement exists over the carcinogenicity of
MEK. One source believes MEK is a possible carcinogen in humans
based on limited animal evidence. Other sources believe that there
is insufficient evidence to make any statements about possible
carcinogenicity.

Environmental Fate. Most of the MEK released to the environment
will end up in the atmosphere. MEK can contribute to the
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formation of air pollutants in the lower atmosphere. It can be
degraded by microorganisms living in water and soil.

physical Properties. Methyl ethyl ketone is a flammable liquid.

Toluene

Toxicity. Inhalation or ingestion of toluene can cause headaches,
confusion, weakness, and memory loss. Toluene may also affect the
way the kidneys and liver function.

Reactions of toluene (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere.
Ozone can affect the respiratory system, especially in sensitive
individuals such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

Some studies have shown that unborn animals were harmed when
high levels of toluene were inhaled by their mothers, although the
same effects were not seen when the mothers were fed large
quantities of toluene. Note that these results may reflect similar
difficulties in humans.

Garcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases of toluene to land
and water will evaporate. Toluene may also be degraded by
microorganisms. Once volatized, toluene in the lower atmosphere
will react with other atmospheric components contributing to the
formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants.

Physical Properties. Toluene is a volatile organic chemical.

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

Toxicity. Repeated contact of 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE) with skin
may cause serious skin cracking and infection. Vapors cause a slight
smarting of the eyes or respiratory system if present in high
concentrations.

Exposure to high concentrations of TCE causes reversible mild liver
and kidney dysfunction, central nervous system depression, gait
disturbances, stupor, coma, respiratory depression, and even death.
Exposure to lower concentrations of TCE leads to light-headedness,
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throat irritation, headache, disequilibrium, impaired coordination,
drowsiness, convulsions and mild changes in perception.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of TCE to surface water or land will                  -
almost entirely volatilize. Releases to air may be transported long
distances and may partially return to earth in rain. In the lower
atmosphere, TCE degrades very slowly by photooxidation and
slowly diffuses to the upper atmosphere where photodegradation is
rapid.

Any TCE that does not evaporate from soils leaches to groundwater.
Degradation in soils and water is slow. TCE does not hydrolyze in
water, nor does it significantly bioconcentrate in aquatic organisms.

Trichloroethylene

Toxicity. Trichloroethylene was once used as an anesthetic, though
its use caused several fatalities due to liver failure. Short term
inhalation exposure to high levels of trichloroethylene may cause
rapid coma followed by eventual death from liver, kidney, or heart
failure. Short-term exposure to lower concentrations of
trichloroethylene causes eye, skin, and respiratory tract irritation.
Ingestion causes a burning sensation in the mouth, nausea,
vomiting and abdominal pain. Delayed effects from short-term
trichloroethylene poisoning include liver and kidney lesions,
reversible nerve degeneration, and psychic disturbances. Long-term
exposure can produce headache, dizziness, weight loss, nerve
damage, heart damage, nausea, fatigue, insomnia, visual
impairment, mood perturbation, sexual problems, dermatitis, and
rarely jaundice. Degradation products of trichloroethylene
(particularly phosgene) may cause rapid death due to respiratory
collapse.

~ar¢inogenicity. Trichloroethylene is a probable human carcinogen
via both oral and inhalation exposure, based on limited human
evidence and sufficient animal evidence.

Environmental Fate. Trichloroethylene breaks down slowly in
water in the presence of sunlight and bioconcentrates moderately in
aquatic organisms. The main removal of trichloroethylene from
water is via rapid evaporation.
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Trichloroethylene does not photodegrade in the atmosphere,
though it breaks down quickly under smog conditions, forming
other pollutants such as phosgene, dichloroacetyl chloride, and
formyl chloride. In addition, trichloroethylene vapors may be
decomposed to toxic levels of phosgene in the presence of an
intense heat source such as an open arc welder.

When spilled on the land, trichloroethylene rapidly volatilizes
from surface soils. The remaining chemical leaches through the
soil to groundwater.

Xylene (Mixed Isomers)

Toxicity. Xylenes are rapidly absorbed into the body after inhalation,
ingestion, or skin contact. Short-term exposure of humans to high
levels of xylenes ~an cause irritation of the skin, eyes, nose, and
throat, difficulty in breathing, impaired lung function, impaired
memory, and possible changes in the liver and kidneys. Both short-
and long-term exposure to high concentrations can cause effects
such as headaches, dizziness, confusion, and lack of muscle
coordination. Reactions of xylenes (see environmental fate) in the
atmosphere contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower
atmosphere. Ozone can affect the respiratory, system, especially in
sensitive individuals such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases to land and water
will quickly evaporate, although some degradation by
microorganisms will occur.

Xylenes are moderately mobile in soils and may leach into
groundwater, where they may persist for several years.

Xylenes are volatile organic chemicals. As such, xylenes in the
lower atmosphere will react with other atmospheric components,
contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other air
pollutants.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a
wide range of information related to stationary sources of air
pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants
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which mav be of concern within a particular industry. With the
exception’of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), there is little
overlap with the TRI chemicals reported above. Exhibit 30
summarizes annual releases of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10), total
particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs).

Exhibit 30
Pollutant Releases (Short Tons/Years)

Industry CO NO2 PM10 PT SO~ VOC

U.S. Total 97.208,000 23,402,000 45,489.000 7,836,000 21.888,000 23,312.000

Metal Mining 5,391 28,583 39,359 140,052 84,222 1,283

Nonmetal Mining 4.525 28,804 59,305 167,948 24,129 1,736

Lumber and Wood Products 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9.149 41,423

Wood Furniture and 2.069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59,426
Fixtu
Pulp and Paper 624.291 394.448 35.579 113.571 341.002 96.875

Printing 8.463 4,915 399 1.031 1.728 101.537

Inorganic Chemicals 166.147 108,575 4.107 39.082 I 182.189 52.091

Organic Chemicals 146.947 236,826 26.493 t 44,860 132.459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419.311 380.641 18.787 36.877 6,1.8.153 309.058

Rubber and Misc. Plastic 2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29,364 140,741
Products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and 58,043 338,482 74,623 171.853 339,216 30.262

Concrete

Irpn and Steel 1.518,642 138,985 42.368 83,017 238,268 82,292

Nonferrous Metals 448.758 55,658 20.074 22.490 373.007 27,375

Fabricated Metals 3,851 16r424 11185 3~136 4,019 102.186

Electronics 367 1,129 207 293 453 4.854

Motor Vehicles, Bodies. 35,303 23,725 2,406 12.853 25,462 101,275

Parts, and Acces
101 179 3 28 152 [ 7.310D~ Cleaning ,

Source U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation. AIRS Database, May 1995.
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IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of
pollutant release and transfer data across industrial categories. It is
provided to give a general sense as to the relative scale of releases
and transfers within each sector profiled under this project. Please
note that the following table does not contain releases and transfers
for industrial categories that are not included in this project, and
thus cannot be used to draw conclusions regarding the total release
and transfer amounts that are reported to TRI. Similar information
is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release book.

Exhibit 31 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993
TRI data for the Fabricated Metals Products industry and the other
sectors profiled in separate notebooks. The bar graph presents the
total TRI releases ahd total transfers on the left axis and the triangle
points show the average releases per facility on the right axis.
Industry sectors are presented in the order of increasing total TRI
releases. The graph is based on the data shown in Exhibit 32 and is
meant to facilitate comparisons between the relative amounts of
releases, transfers, and releases per facility both within and between
these sectors. The reader should note, however, that differences in
the proportion of facilities captured by TRI exist between industry
sectors. This can be a factor of poor SIC matching and relative
differences in the number of facilities reporting to TRI from the
various sectors. In the case of Fabricated Metal Products industry,
the 1993 TRI data presented here covers 2,363 facilities. These
facilities listed SIC 34 (Fabricated Metal Products industry) as a
primary SIC code.
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Exhibit 32
Toxic Releas, Inventory Data for Selected Industries

Releases                    Transfers               Total
Industry Sector SIC Range # TRI Total Average Average Releases + Average

Facilities Releases Releases 1993 Total Transfers per Transfers Release+
(106 per Facility (106 pounds) Facility (106 Transfers per

pounds) (pounds) (pounds) pounds) Facility
(pounds)

StoneI Clay, and Concrete 32 634 26.6 41,895 2.2 3,500 28.2 46,000
Lumber and Wood 24 491 8.4 17,036 3.5 7,228 11.9 24,000
Products
Furniture and Fixtures 25 313 42.2 134,883 4.2 13,455 46.4 148,000
Printing 2711-2789 318 36.5 115,000 10.2 732,000 46.7 1471000
Electronics/Computers 36 406 6.7 161520 47.1 115,917 53.7 133,000
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,579 118.4 741986 45.0 28r.r,37 163.4 1041000
Motor Vehicle, Bodies, Parts 371 609 79.3 130,158 145.5 238,938 224.8 369,000
and Accessories
Pulp and paper 2611-2631 309 169.7 5491000 48.4 157,080 218.1 7061000
Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 555 179.6 3241000 70.0 126,000 249.7 4501000
Petroleum Refining 2911 156 64.3 412~000 417.5 2,676,000 481.9 3~088,000
Fabricated Metals 34 2,363 72.0 30~476 195.7 82t802 267.7 1231000
Iron and Steel 3312-3313 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 1,825,000

3321-3325
Nonferrous Metals 333, 334 208 182.5 877,269 98.2 472e335 280.7 1,349,000
OrRanic Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 438.4 1,052,000
Metal Mining 10 Industry sector not subiect to TRI reporting
Nonmetal Mining 14 Ind,ustry sector not subiect to TRI reporting
Dry Cleaning 7215, 7216, Industry sector not subject to TRI reporting 218

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution
prevention techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits
while at the same time minimizing environmental impacts. This
can be done in many ways such as reducing material inputs, re-
engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic
chemicals. Some smaller facilities are able to actually get below
regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant releases through
aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and company-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances that have been implemented within the
Fabricated Metal Products industry. While the list is not
exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the
starting point for facilities interested in beginning their own
pollution prevention projects. When possible, this section provides
information from real activities that can, or are being implemented
by this sector -- including a discussion of associated costs, time
frames, and expected rates of return. This section provides
summary information from activities that may be, or are being
implemented by this sector. When possible, information is
provided that gives the conkext in which the techniques can be
effectively used. Please note that the activities described in this
section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this
sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered
when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full
impacts of the change must examine how each option affects, air,
land, and water pollutant releases.

V.A. Identification of Pollution Prevention Activities in Use and
Environmental and Economic Benefits of Each Pollution Prevention
Activity

Pollution prevention (sometimes referred to as source reduction) is
the use of materials, processes, or practices that reduce or eliminate
the creation of pollutants or wastes at the source. Pollution
prevention includes practices that reduce the use of hazardous
materials, energy, water or other resources, and practices that protect
natural resources through conservation or more efficient use.
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EPA and the Fabricated Metal Products industry are working
together to promote pollution prevention because it is often the
most cost-effective way to reduce pollution and the associated risks
to human health and the environment. Pollution prevention is
often cost effective because it may reduce raw material losses; reduce
reliance on expensive "end-of-pipe" treatment technologies and
disposal practices; conserve energy, water, chemicals, and other
inputs; and mitigate the potential liability associated with waste
generation and disposal. Pollution prevention often involves
complex re-engineering however, and companies must balance the
desired savings in materials and benefits to the environment
against the cost of changing operat~g practices.

All companies in the Fabricated Metal Products industry, regardless
of their size, must. comply with environmental regulations related
to metal fabricating and/or metal finishing processes. Therefore, all
companies benefit from the knowledge of pollution prevention
techniques which, if implemented, may increase a company’s ability
to meet these requirements. Many large companies have been
successful in identifying and implementing pollution prevention
and other techniques allowing them to operate in an efficient and
environmentally protective manner. This capability may be due in
part because large companies often have resources to devote to
tracking and implementing pollution prevention techniques, and
maintaining an awareness and understanding of regulations that
apply to their facilities.

Smaller companies may have |imited resources to devote to these
activities, which may make monitoring and understanding
regulations more difficult and may result in limited pollution
prevention participation. Increased awareness and publication of
pollution prevention techniques improve the ability of companies
to comply with regulations. Pollution prevention techniques also
permit industrial processes to be more efficient and less costly,
providing all companies with an opportunity to maximize tl~e
efficiency of their operations and reduce their costs while protecting
the environment.

Pollution Prevention techniques and processes currently used by
the metal fabricating and finishing industry can be grouped into
seven general categories:

¯ Production planning and sequencing
¯ Process or equipment modification
¯ Raw material substitution or elimination
¯ Loss prevention and housekeeping
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¯ Waste segregation and separation
¯ Closed-loop recycling
¯ Training and supervision.

Each of these categories is discussed briefly below. Refer to Section
V.D. for a list of specific pollution prevention techniques and
associated costs, savings, and other information. It should be kept
in mind that every pollution prevention option may not be
available for each facility.

Production planning and sequencing is used to ensure that only
necessary operations are performed and that no operation is
needlessly reversed or obviated by a following operation. One
example is to sort out substandard parts prior to painting or
electroplating. A sec.ond example is to reduce the frequency with
which equipment requires cleaning by painting all products of the
same color at the same time. A third example is to schedule batch
processing in a manner that allows the wastes or residues from one
batch to be used as an input for the subsequent batch (e.g., to
schedule paint formulation from lighter shades to darker) so that
equipment need not be cleaned between batches.

Process or equipment modification is used to reduce the amount of
waste generated. For example, manufacturers can change to a paint
application technique that is more efficient than spray painting,
reduce overspray by reducing the atomizing air pressure, reduce
drag-out by reducing the withdrawal speed of parts from plating
tanks, or improve a plating line by incorporating drag-out recovery
tanks or reactive rinsing.

Raw material substitution or elimination is the replacement of
existing raw materials with other materials that produce less waste,
or a non-toxic waste. Examples include substituting alkali washes
for solvent degreasers, and replacing oil with lime or borax soap as
the drawing agent in cold forming.

Loss prevention and housekeeping is the performance of
preventive maintenance and equipment and materials
management so as to minimize opportunities for leaks, spills,
evaporative losses, and other releases of potentially toxic chemicals.
For example, spray guns can be cleaned in a manner that does not
damage leather packings and cause the guns to leak; or drip pans
can be placed under leaking machinery to allow recovery of the
leaking fluid.
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Waste segregation and separation involves avoiding the mixture of
different types of wastes and avoiding the mixture of hazardous
wastes with non-hazardous wastes. This makes the recovery of
hazardous wastes easier by minimizing the number of different
hazardous constituents in a given waste stream. It also prevents the
contamination of non-hazardous wastes. Specific examples include
segregating scrap metal by metal type, and segregating different
kinds of used oils.

Closed-loop recycling is the on-site use or reuse of a waste as an
ingredient or feedstock in the production process. For example, in-
plant paper fiber waste can be collected and recycled to make pre-
consumer recycled paper products.

Training and supervision provides employees with the
information and fhe incentive to minimize waste generation in
their daily duties. This might include ensuring that employees
know and practice proper and efficient use of tools and supplies,
and that they are aware of, understand, and support the company’s
pollution prevention goals.

V.B. Possible Pollution Prevention Future Trends

There are numerous pollution prevention trends in the metal
fabrication and finishing industry. These include recycling liquids,
employing better waste control techniques, using mechanical forms
of surface preparation, and/or substituting raw materials. One
major trend is the increased recycling (e.g., reuse) of most process
liquids (e.g., rinse water, acids, alkali cleaning compounds, solvents,
etc.) used during the metal forming and finishing processes. For
instance, instead of discarding liquids, companies are containing
them and reusing them to cut down on the volume of process
liquids that must eventually be disposed of. Also, many companies
are replacing aqueous plating with ion vapor deposition.

Another common approach to reducing pollution is to reduce rinse
contamination via drag-out by slowing and smoothing the removal
of parts (rotating them if necessary), maximizing drip time, using
drainage boards to direct dripping solutions back to process tanks,
and/or installing drag-out recovery tanks to capture dripping
solutions. By slowing down the processes and developing
structures to contain the dripping solutions, a facility can better
control the potential wastes emitted.
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To reduce the use of acids when cleaning parts, the industry is using
and encouraging the use of mechanical scraping/scrubbing
techniques to clean and prepare the metal surface. Emphasizing
mechanical approaches would greatly diminish the need for acids,
solvents, and alkalis. In addition to the mechanical technique for
cleaning surfaces, companies are encouraged to substitute acids and
solvents with less harmful liquids (e.g., alcohol). Section V.D. lists
numerous specific pollution prevention techniques that have been
employed in the industry.

V.C. Pollution Prevention Case Studies

Numerous pollution prevention case histories have been
documented for the metal fabricating and finishing industries.
Many of these have dealt primarily with electroplating or general
finishing operations. The Eastside Plating case, presented in this
section, is a classic example of the numerous pollution prevention
techniques that can be implemented at an electroplating company.
For other pollution prevention case studies, see section V.D.
Pollution Prevention Options, and the list of pollution prevention
contacts in section V.E.

Eastside Plating, an Oregon-based company, has made money
complying with new environmental regulations. Under the
direction of its Maintenance and Water Treatment Manager, the
electroplating firm implemented operational changes that save
more than $300,000 annually. Eastside Plating management made
the commitment to implement a hazardous waste reduction
program in 1982. By changing rinsing techniques, substituting
materials, and segregating wastes for treatment, the firm has
become a more cost-effective operation.

By setting priorities and upgrading in phases, the firm was able to
work toward compliance yet meet increased demand for services
during a period of rapid growth. The first operational modification
addressed counterflow and cascade rinsing systems. The changes
decreased water used for rinsing, a process that accounts for 90
percent of all water used in electroplating. In counterflow rinsing,
water is used a number of times, thus dramaticallv reducing
volume. Cascade rinsing requires only one tank with a center
divider which allows water to spill into the other side. The
filling/draining process is continuous and very slow to reduce the
amount of water used. Both systems cut water bills and wastewater
treatment costs.
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Management next searched for waste treatment chemicals that
decreased, rather than increased, the production of sludge. Total
chromium and cyanide wastes were cut in half simply by changing
reducing agents. Chromium acid wastes are now oxidized by using
sodium bisulfite and sulfuric acid instead of ferrous sulfate, while
cyanide reduction is now accomplished more efficiently with
gaseous, instead of liquid, chlorine.

Eastside Plating also upgraded its three major waste treatment
components: the cyanide oxidation tank, the chromium reduction
tank, and the acid/alkaline neutralizing tank. The goal was to
separate tank flow, eliminate contamination of the acid/alkaline
neutralizing tank, and increase efficiency. Automated metering
equipment reduced the quantity of costly caustic chemicals needed
to treat acid wastes by 50 percent. To eliminate the risks associated
with pump failure hnd the equalize flow rate, cyanide and chromic
acid oxidation and reduction tanks were redesigned as gravity flow
systems. Additionally, plumbing was segregated to prevent cross-
contamination. These simple solutions saved Eastside Plating
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Next, management consulted with suppliers when they modified
the company’s mixing sump (sometimes called a reaction tank) and
a flocculent mix tank (sometimes called a neutralizing tank). The
modification to each prohibits ’indigestion’ in the mixing sump
interfering with the neutralization process. The suppliers helped
resolve the problems of inadequate mixing by baffling the
neutralization tank.

Since employees can make or break the best anti-pollution plan,
Eastside Plating offers an extensive employee education program.
The company says "it’s a matter of changing how we do business."
In addition, Eastside Plating’s Safety Committee helps all employees
work together more safely. Additionally, the company reported that
working with regulators helped the company make the move
toward compliance: "The City of Portland and the Department of
Environmental Quality were more interested in helping us solve
our problems than in blaming us." "

Industry Pollution Prevention Activities

Several pollution prevention initiatives focus on the fabricated
metal products industry. As identified below, some efforts include
Georgia’s Pollution Prevention Assistance Division (p2AD) strategy,
the Industrial Technology, Corporation collaborative effort, and the
Merit Partnership.
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Georgia Department of Natural Resources

A core strategy of the Pollution Prevention Assistance Division
(p2AD) of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is to
focus technical assistance efforts on Georgia manufacturers that
release chemicals posing the greatest risk to the public and the
environment. After reviewing those industries which provide
significant opportunities for pollution prevention, various
strategies will be developed, including on-site technical assistance,
financial assistance, fact sheets, workshops, and other outreach
activities that will help manufacturers reduce their generation of
toxic chemicals. The first phase is an on-going targeting effort,
which evaluates waste generation characteristics of Georgia
manufacturers produ.cing toxic and hazardous wastes. The
fabricated metal products industry was selected as a high priority
manufacturing sector, along with the paper and paper products
industry, chemical and allied products industry, transportation
equipment industry, rubber and plastic products, and printing and
publishing.

ITAC

The Industrial Technology Assistance Corporation (ITAC), in
collaboration with the New York Branch of the AESF, the New
York Masters Association of Metal Finishers, Utility Metal Research
Corporation, and ten electroplating companies applied for and
received funding to deliver a program coordinated and written by
the Wastewater Technology Center of Canada. This is an industry,-
specific hands on 24 hour training session that integrates the
assessment and incorporation of pollution prevention techniques
into all types of electroplating and metal finishing operations. The
training also includes an economic evaluation of the benefits of
resource recovery on a multi-media basis.

Merit Partnership

The Merit Partnership brings industry and government
representatives together to identify pollution prevention needs and
accelerate pollution prevention technology diffusion. Merit
partners and participants include EPA Region 9, The Metal
Finishing Association of Southern California (MFASC), the
National Institute of Standards and Testing/California
Manufacturing Technology Center, EPA’s Office of Research and
Development/Risk Reduction Engineering Lab, large companies
processing pollution prevention technologies applicable to the
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metal finishing industry, local regulatory agencies, and participating
companies. The Merit Partnership is working closely with its
members to develop metal finishing projects that are transferable to
small businesses. There is an emphasis on having large companies
that are involved with metal finishing share their proven metal
finishing methods with smaller companies. The Merit Partnership
and MFASC have already begun to identify programmatic areas for
metal plating pollution prevention opportunities, from which
potential projects will be chosen.

V.D. Pollution Prevention Options

The following sections list numerous pollution prevention
techniques that may be useful to companies specializing in metal
fabrication and finishing operations. These are options available to
facilities, but are not to be construed as requirements. The
information is organized by metal shaping, surface preparation,
plating, and other finishing operations.

V.D.1. Metal Shaping Op~rati~)ns

Technique - Production Planning and Sequencing

Option 1 - Improve scheduling of processes that require use of varying oil types in order to
reduce the number of cleanouts.

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1 - Standardize the oil types used for machining, turning, lathing, etc. This reduces
the number of equipment cleanouts, and the amount of leftovers and mixed wastes.

Option 2 - Use specific pipes and lines for each set of metals or processes that require a
specific oil in order to reduce the amount of cleanouts.

Option 3 - Save on coolant costs by extending machine coolant life through the use of a
centrifuge and the addition of biocides. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reductions:
percent reduction in plant-wide waste coolant generation. Product/Waste Throughput
Information: based on handling 20,600 gallons of coolant per year.

Option 4 - Install a second high speed centrifuge on a system already operating with a
single centrifuge to improve recovery efficiency even more. Costs and Savings: Capital
Investment: $126,000. Payback Period: 3.1 years. Product/Waste Throughput Information:
based on handling 20,600 gallons of coolant per year.

Option 5 - Install a chip wringer to recover excess coolant on aluminum chips. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $11,000 to $23,000 (chip wringer and centrifuge
system).Payback Period: 0.9 years. Product/Waste Throughput Information: based on
handling 20,600 gallons of coolant per year.
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Option 6 - Install a coolant recovery system and collection vehicle for machines not on a
central coolant sump. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $104,000. Payback Period:
1.9 years. Product/Waste Throughput Information: based on handling 20,600 gallons of
coolant per year.

Option 7 - Use a coolant analyzer to allow better control of coolant quahty. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $5,000. Payback Period: 0.7 years. Product/Waste
Throughput Information: based on handling 20,600 gallons of coolant per year.

Option 8 - Use an ultrafiltration system to remove soluble oils from wastewater streams.
Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $200,000 (in disposal costs). Product/Waste
Throughput Information: based on a wastewater flow rate of 860 to 1,800 gallons per day.

Option 9 - Use disk or belt skimmers to remove oil from machine coolants and prolong
coolant life. Also, design sumps for ease of cleaning. Costs and Savings: Waste
Savings/Reduction: coolant is now disposed once per year rather than 3-6 times per year.

Technique - Raw Material Substifution

Option 1 - In cold forming or other processes where oil is used only as a lubricant, substitute
a hot lime bath or borax soap for oil.

Option 2 - Use a stamping lubricant that can remain on the piece until the annealing
process, where it is burned off. This eliminates the need for hazardous degreasing solvents
and alkali cleaners. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $12,000 (results from reduced
disposal, raw material, and labor costs). Waste Throughput Information: The amount of
waste solvents and cleaners was reduced from 30,000 pounds in 1982 to 13,000 pounds in 1986.
Employee working conditions were also improved by removing vapors associated with the
old cleaners.

Technique - Waste Segregation and Separation

Option 1 - If filtration or reclamation of oil is required before reuse, segregate the used oils
in order to prevent mixing wastes.

Option 2 - Segregation of metal dust or scrap by type often increases the value of metal for
resale (e.g., sell metallic dust to a zinc smelter instead of disposing of it in a landfill).
Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $0. Annual Savings: $130,000. Payback Period:
immediate. Waste Savings/Reduction: 2,700 tons per year. (Savings will vary. with metal
type and market conditions.)

Option 3 - Improve housekeeping techniques and segregate waste streams (e.g., use care
when cleaning cutting equipment to prevent the mixture of cutting oil and cleaning solvent).
Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $0. Annual Savings: $3,000 in disposal costs.
Waste Savings/Reduction: 66 percent (30 tons reduced to 10 tons).

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Where possible, recycle oil from cutting/machining operations. Often oils need
no treatment before recycling. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $1,900,000. Annual
Savings: $156,000. Waste Throughput Information: 2 million gallons per year. Facility
reclaims oil and metal from process water.
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Option 2 - Oil scrap mixtures can be centrifuged to recover the bulk of the oil for reuse.

Option 3 - Follow-up magnetic and paper filtration of cutting fluids with ultrafiltration.
By so doing, a much larger percentage of cutting fluids can be reused. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $42,000 (1976). Annual Savings: $33,800 (1980).

Option 4 - Perform on-site purification of hydraulic oils using commercial "off-the-shelf"
cartridge filter systems. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $28,000. Annual Savings:
$17,800/year based on operating costs, avoided new oil purchase, and lost resale revenues.
Payback Period: less than 2 years. Product/Waste Throughput Information: example
facility handles 12,300 gallons/year of waste hydraulic oil.

Option 5 - Use a continuos flow treatment system to regenerate and reuse aluminum chemical
milling solutions. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $465,000. Annual Savings:
$342,000. Payback Period: less than 2 years. Waste Savings/Reduction: 90 percent

Option 6 - Use a settling tank (to remove solids) and a coalescing unit (to remove tramp oilsi~
to recover metal-working fluids. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $26,800 (resulting
from reduced material, labor, and disposal costs).

V.D.2. Surface Preparation Operations

SOLVENT CLEANING

Technique -Training and Supervision

Option 1 - Improve solvent management by requiring employees to obtain solvent through
their shop foreman. Also, reuse "waste" solvents from cleaner up-stream operations in
down-stream, machines shop-type processes. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $0.
Annual Savings: $7,200. Waste Savings/Reduction 49 percent (310 tons reduced to 152 tons).
Product/Waste Throughput Information: o,riginal waste stream history: reactive anions
(6,100 gallons/year), waste oils (1,250 gallons/year), halogenated solvents (500
gallons/year).

Technique - Production Planning and Sequencing

Option 1 - Pre-cleaning will extent the life of the aqueous or vapor degreasing solvent
(wipe, squeeze, or blow part with air, shot, etc.). Costs and Savings: Annual Savings:
$40,000. Payback Period: 2 years. Waste Savings/Reduction: 48,000 gallons of aqueous
waste. Aluminum shot was used to preclean parts.

Option 2 - Use countercurrent solvent cleaning (i.e., rinse initially in previously used solvent
and progress to new, clean solvent).

Options 3 - Cold clean with a recycled mineral spirits stream to remove the bulk of oil
before final vapor degreasing.

Option 4 - Only degrease parts that must be cleaned. Do not routinely degrease all parts.
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Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1 - The loss of solvent to the atmosphere from vapor degreasing equipment can be
reduced by:
¯ increasing the freeboard height above the vapor level to 100 percent of tank width;
¯ covering the degreasing unit (automatic covers are available);
¯ installing refrigerator coils (or additional coils) above the vapor zone;
¯ rotating parts before removal from the vapor degreaser to allow all condensed solvent

to return to degreasing unit;
¯ controlling the speed at which parts are removed (10 feet or less per minute is

desirable) so as not to disturb the vapor line;
¯ installing thermostatic heating controls on solvent tanks; and
¯ adding in-line filters to prevent particulate buildup in the degreaser.

Option 2 - Reduce grease accumulation by adding automatic oilers to avoid excess oil
applications.

Option 3 - Use plastic blast media’for paint stripping rather than conventional solvent
stripping techniques. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: volume of waste
sludge is reduced by as much as 99 percent over chemical solvents; wastewater fees are
eliminated.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Use less hazardous degreasing agents such as petroleum solvents or alkali
washes. For example, replace halogenated solvents (e.g., trichloroethylene) with liquid
alkali cleaning compounds. (Note that compatibility of aqueous cleaners with wastewater
treatment systems should be ensured.) Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $0. Annual
Savings: $12,000. PaybackPeriod: immediate. Waste Savings/Reduction: 30 percent of
1,1,1-trichloroethane replaced with an aqueous cleaner.

Option 2 - Substitute chromic acid cleaner with non-fuming cleaners such as sulfuric acid
and hydrogen peroxide. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $10,000 in treatment
equipment costs and $2.50/lb. of chromium in treatment chemical costs. Product/Waste
Throughput Information: rinse water flowrate of 2 gallons per minute.

Option 3 - Substitute less polluting cleaners such as trisodium phosphate or ammonia for
cyanide cleaners. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $12,000 in equipment costs and
$3.00/lb. of cyanide in treatment chemical costs. Product/Waste Throughput Information:
rinse water flowrate of 2 gallons per minute.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Recycle spent degreasing solvents on site using batch stills. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $2,600-$4,100 and $4,200-$17,000. Product Throughput Information:
35-60 gallons per hour and 0.6-20 gallons per hour, respectively. Two cost and throughput
estimates for distillation units from two vendors.

Option 2 - Use simple batch distillation to extend the life of 1,1,1-trichloroethane. Costs
and Savings: CapitalInvestment: $3,500 (1978). Annual Savings: $50,400. Product/Waste
Throughput Information: facility handles 40,450 gallons 1A,l-trichloroethane per year.
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Option 3 - When on-site recycling is not possible, agreements can be made with supply
companies to remove old solvents. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $3,250 for a
temporary storage building. Annual Savings: $8,260. Payback Period: less than 6 months.
Waste Savings/Reduction: 38,000 pounds per year of solvent sent off site for recycling.

Option 4 - Arrange a cooperative agreement with other small companies to centrally
recycle solvent.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1- Increase the number of rinses after each process bath and keep the rinsing counter-
current in order to reduce drag-out losses.

Option 2 - Recover unmixed acids in the wastewater by evaporation.

Option 3 - Reduce rinse contamination via drag-out by:
¯ slowing and smoothing removal of parts, rotating them if necessary,;
¯ using surfactants and other wetting agents;
¯ maximizing drip time;
¯ using drainage boards to direct dripping solutions back to process tanks;
¯ installing drag-out recovery tanks to capture dripping solutions;
¯ using a fog spray rinsing technique above process tanks;
¯ using techniques such as air knives or squeegees to wipe bath solutions off of the part;

and
¯ changing bath temperature or concentzations to reduce the solution surface tension.

Option 4 - Instead of piclding brass parts in nitric acid, place them in a vibrating apparatus
with abrasive glass marbles or steel bails. A slightly acidic additive is used with the
glass marbles, and a slightly basic additive is used with the steel balls. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $62,300 (1979); 50 percent less than conventional nitric acid pickling.

Option 5 - Use mechanical scraping instead of acid solution to remove oxides of titanium.
Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $0; cost of mechanical stripping equals cost of chemical
disposal. Waste Savings/Reduction: 100 percent. Waste Throughput Information:
previously disposed 15 tons/year of acid with metals.

Option 6 - For cleaning nickel and titanium alloy, replace alkaline etching bath with a
mechanical abrasive system that uses a silk and carbide pad and pressure to clean or
"brighten" the metal. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $3,250. Annual Savings:
$7,500. Waste Savings/Reduction: 100 percent. Waste Throughput Information: previous
etching bath waste total was 12,000 gallons/year.

Option 7 - Clean copper sheeting mechanically with a rotating brush machine that scrubs
with pumice, instead of cleaning with ammonium persulfate, phosphoric acid, or sulfuric
acid; may generate non-hazardous waste sludge. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment:
$59,000. Annual Savings: more than $15,000. Payback Period: 3 years. Waste
Savings/Reduction: 40,000 pounds of copper etching waste reduced to zero.
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Option 8- Reduce molybdenum concentration in wastewaters by using a reverse
osmosis/precipitation system. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $320,000. Waste
Throughput Information: permeate capacity of 18,000 gallons per day. Savings Relative to
an Evaporative System: installed capital cost savings: $150,000; annual operating cost
savings: $90,000.

Option 9 - When refining precious metals, reduce the acid/metals waste stream by
maximizing reaction tj_rne in the gold and silver extraction process. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $0. Annual Savings: $9,000. Waste Savings/Reduction: 70 percent
(waste total reduced from 50 tons to 15 tons).

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Change copper bright-dipping process from a cyanide dip and chromic acid dip to
a sulfuric acid/hydrogen peroxide dip. The new bath is less toxic and copper can be
recovered.

Option 2 - Use alcohol instead of s~lfuric acid to clean copper wire. One ton of wire requires
4 liters of alcohol solution, versus 2 kilograms of sulfuric acid. Costs and Savings: Capital
Investment: $0.

Option 3 - Replace caustic wire cleaner with a biodegradable detergent.

Option 4 - Replace chromated desmutting solutions with nonchromated solutions for
alkaline etch cleaning of wrought aluminum. Costs and Savings: ,Annual Savings: $44,541.
Waste Savings/Reduction: sludge disposal costs reduced by 50 percent.

Option 5 - Replace barium and cyanide salt heat treating with a carbonate/chloride carbon
mixture, or with furnace heat treating.

Option 6 - Replace thermal treatment of metals with condensation of saturated chlorite
vapors on the surface to be heated. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: this
process is fast, nonoxidizing, and uniform; piclding is no longer necessary.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Sell waste pickling acids as feedstock for fertilizer manufacture or
neutralization / precipitation.

Option 2 - Recover metals from solutions for resale. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings:
$22,000. Payback Period: 14 months. Company sells copper recovered from a bright-dip
bath regeneration process employing ion exchange and electrolytic recovery.

Option 3 - Send used copper pickling baths to a continuous electrolysis process for
regeneration and copper recovery. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $28,500 (1977).
Product Throughput Information: pickling 12,000 tons of copper; copper recovery is at the
rate of 200 gallons/ton of processed copper.

Option 4 - Recover copper from brass bright dipping solutions using a commercially
available ion exchange system. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $17,047; based on
labor savings, coppers sulfate elimination, sludge reduction, copper metal savings, and
bright dip chemicals savings. Product Throughput Information: example facili~ processes
approximateiy 225,000 pounds of brass per month.
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Option 5 - Treat industrial wastewater high in soluble iron and heavy metals by chemical
precipitation. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $28,000; based on reduced water and
sewer rates. Waste Throughput Information: wastewater flow from facility’s "patening"
line is 100 gallons per minute.

Option 6 - Oil quench baths may be recycled on site by filtering out the metals.

Option 7 - Alkaline wash life can be extended by skimming the layer of oil (the skimmed
oil may be reclaimed).

V.D.3. Plating Operations

Technique - Training and Supervision

Option 1 - Educate plating shop personnel in the conservation of water during processing
and in material segregation.

Technique - Production Planning and Sequencing

Option 1 - Preinspect parts to prevent processing of obvious rejects.

Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1 - Modify rinsing methods to control drag-out by:
¯ Increasing bath temperature
¯ Decreasing withdrawal rate of parts from plating bath
¯ Increasing drip time over solution tanks; racking parts to avoid cupping solution within

part cavities
~.~ ¯ Shaking, vibrating, or passing the parts through an air knife, angling drain boards

between tanks
¯ Using wetting agents to decrease surface tension in tank.
Contact: Braun Intertec Environmental, Inc.,and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 2 - Utilize water conservation methods including:
¯ Flow restrictors on flowing rinses
¯ Counter current rinsing systems
¯ Fog or spray rinsing
¯ Reactive rinsing
¯ Purified or softened water
¯ Dead rinses
¯ Conductivity controllers
¯ Agitation to assure adequate rinsing and homogeneity in rinse tank
¯ Flow control valves.
Contact: Braun Intertec Environmental, Inc., and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 3 - Implement counter flow rinsing and cascade rinsing systems to conserve
consumption of water. Costs and Savings: Costs: $75,000 to upgrade existing equipment and
purchasing new and used equipment. Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce water use and
wastewater treatment costs. Contact: Eastside Plating and OR Department of
Environmental Quality (800)452-4011.
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Option 4 - Use drip bars to reduce drag-out. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $100
per tank. Savings: $600. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources & Community
Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 5 - Use drain boards between tanks to reduce generations of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $25 per tank. Savings: $450. Contact:. NC Department of
Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 6 - Install racking to reduce generations of drag-out. Costs and Savings: Capital
Investment: zero dollars. Operating Costs: minimal. Savings: $600. Contact: NC
Department of Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 7 - Employ drag out recovery tanks to reduce generations of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $500 per tank. Savings: $4,700. Contact: NC Department of
Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 8 - Install counter-current rinsing operation to reduce water consumption. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $1;800-2,300. Savings: $1,350 per year. Waste
Savings/Reductions: reduce water use by 90-99 percent. Contact:. NC Department of
Natural Resources & Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 9 - Redesign rinse tank to reduce water conservation. Costs and Savings: Capital
Investment: $100. Savings: $750 per year. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources
& Community Development, Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 10 - Increase parts drainage time to reduce drag-out. Contact: City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Material Project, Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 11 - Regenerate plating bath by activated carbon filtration to remove built up
organic contaminants. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $9,192. Costs: $7,973.
Savings: $122,420. Waste Savings/Reduction: 10,800 gallons. Reduce volume of plating
baths disposed and requirements for virgin chemicals. Contact: EPA Hazardous Waste
Engineering Research Laboratory, Cincirmati, oOH, Harry Freeman.

Option 12 - Install pH controller to reduce the alkaline and acid concentrations in tanks.
Contact: Securus, Inc., and DBA Hubbard Enterprises.

Option 13 - Install atmospheric evaporator to reduce metal concentrations. Contact:
Securus, Inc., and DBA Hubbard Enterprises.

Option 14 - Install process (e.g., CALFRAN) to reduce pressure to vaporize water at cooler
temperatures and recycle water by condensing the vapors in another container, thus
concentrating and precipitating solutes out. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction:
reduce volume and quantity of aqueous waste solutions by recovering pure water. Contact:
CALFRAN International, Inc., (413) 525-4957.

Option 15 - Use reactive rinsing and multiple drag-out baths. Costs and Savings: Savings:
Reduce cost of treating spent process baths and rinse waters. Waste Savings/Reduction:
increase lifetime of process baths and reduce the quantity or rinse water requiring
treatment. Contact: SAIC, Edward R. Saltzberg.
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Option 16 - Improve control of water level in rinse tanks, improve sludge separation, and
enhance recycling of supernatant to the process by aerating the sludge. Costs and Savings:
Savings: $2,000. Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce sludge generation by 32 percent.
Contact: NJ Hazardous Waste Facilities Siting Commission, Hazardous Waste Source
Reduction and Recycling Task Force.

Option 17 - Install system (e.g., Low Solids Fluxer) that applies flux to printed wiring
boards, leaving little residue and eliminates the need for cleaning CFCs. Costs and
Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce CFC emissions over 50 percent. Contact: AT&T
Bell Laboratories, Princeton, NJ.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Substitute cyanide plating solutions with alkaline zinc, acid zinc, acid sulfate
copper, pyrophosphate copper, alkaline copper, copper fluoborate, electroless nickel,
ammonium silver, halide silver, methanesulfonate-potassium iodide silver, amino or thio
complex silver, no free cyanide .silver, cadmium chloride, cadmium sulfate, cadmium
fluoborate, cadmium perchlorate, gold sulfite, and cobalt harden gold. Contact: Braun
Intertec Environmental Inc., and MN Office of Waste Management (612) 649-5750.

Option 2 - Substitute sodium bisulfite and sulfuric acid for ferrous sulfate in order to oxidize
chromic acid wastes, and substitute gaseous chlorine for liquid chlorine in order to reduce
cyanide reduction. Costs and Savings: Savings: $300,000 per year. Waste
Savings/Reduction: reduces feedstock by 50 percent. Contact: Eastside Plating and OR
Department of Environmental Quality (800) 452-4011.

Option 3 - Replace hexavalent chromium with trivalent chromium plating systems.
Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project. Board of Public Works
(213) 237-1209.

Option 4 - Replace cyanide with non-cyanide baths. Contact: City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Material Project, Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 5 - Replace conventional chelating agents such as tartarates, phosphates, EDTA0
and ammonia with sodium sulfides and iron sulfates in removing metal from rinse water
which reduces the amount of waste generated from precipitation of metals from aqueous
wastestreams. Costs and Savings: Costs: $178,830 per year. Savings: $382,995 per year.
Waste Savings/Reduction: 496 tons of sludge per year. Contact: Tyndall Air Force Base,
FL, (904) 283-2942, Charles Carpenter, Dan Sucia, Penny Wilcoff; and John Belier at EG&G
(108) 526-1149.

Option 6 - Replace methylene chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, and perchloroethylene
(solvent-based photochemical coatings) with aqueous base coating of I percent sodium
carbonate. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce solvent use bv 60 tons per
year. Contact: American Etching and Manufacturing, Pacoima, CA.

Option 7 - Replace methanol with nonflammable alkaline cleaners. Costs and Savings:
Waste Savings/Reduction: eliminate 32 tons per year of flammable methyl alcohol.
Contact: American Etching and Manufacturing, Pacoima, CA.

Option 8 - Substitute a non-cyanide for a sodium cyanide solution used in copper plating
baths. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: reduce 7,630 pounds per year.
Contact: Highland Plating Company, Los Angeles,
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Technique - Waste Segregation and ~eparation

Option 1 - Wastewaters containing recoverable metals should be segregated from other
wastewater streams.

Technique - Recyclin~

Option 1 - Install ion exchange system to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $78,000. Operating Costs: $3,200 per year. Contact: NC Department
of Natural Resources & Community Development; Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 2 - Employ reverse osmosis system to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Savings: $40,000 per year. Capital Investment: $62,000. Contact: NC
Department of Natural Resources & Community Development; Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 3 - Use electrolytic metal recovery to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $1~000. ~ontact: NC Department of Natural Resources &
Community Development; Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 4 - Utilize electrodialysis to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $50,000. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources & Community
Development; Pollution Prevention Pays Program Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 5 - Implement evaporative recovery, to reduce generation of drag-out. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $2,500. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources &
Community Development; Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 6- Reuse rinse water. Costs and Savings: Savings: $1,500 per year. Capital
Investment: $340 per tank. No direct costs. Contact: NC Department of Natural Resources
& Community Development; Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 7- Reuse drag-out waste back into process tank. Contact: NC Department of Natural
Resources & Community Development; Gary Hunt (919) 733-7015.

Option 8- Recover process chemicals with fog rinsing parts over plating bath. Contact:
City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project, Board of Public Works (213) 237-
1209.

Option 9- Evaporate and concentrate rinse baths for recycling. Contact: City of Los Angeles
Hazardous and Toxic Material Project, Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 10 - Use ion exchange and electrowinning, reverse osmosis, and thermal bonding
when possible. Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project, Board
of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 11 - Use sludge slagging techniques to extract and recycle metals. Costs and Savings:
Capital Investment: $80,000 for 80 tons/year and $400,000 for 1,000 tons/year. Operating
Costs: $18,000 per year for an 80 ton facility. Waste Savings/Reduction: reduces volume of
waste by 94 percent. Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project,
Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 12 - Use hydrometallurgical processes to extract metals from sludge. Contact: City
of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Material Project, Board of Public Works/213) 237-12(~9.
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Option 13- Convert sludge to smelter feed. Contact: City of Los Angeles Hazardous and
Toxic Material Project, Board of Public Works (213) 237-1209.

Option 14- Remove and recover lead and tin from boards by electrolysis or chemical
precipitation. Contact: Control Data Corporation and MN Office of Waste Management
(612) 649-5750.

Option 15 - Install a closed loop batch treatment system for rinse water to reduce water use
and waste volume. Costs and Savings: Savings: $58,460 per year. Capital Investment:
$210,000. Waste Savings/Reduction: 40,000 gallons per year (40 percent). Contact: Pioneer
Metal Finishing, Inc., Harry Desoi (609) 694-0400.

Option 16 - Install an electrolytic cell which recovers 92 percent of dissolved copper in
drag-out rinses and atmospheric evaporator to recover 95 percent of chromatic acid drag-
out, and recycle it into chromic acid etch line. Contact: Digital Equipment Corporation and
Lancy International Consulting Firm, William McLay (412) 452-9360.

Option 17 - Implement the electrodialysis reversal process for metal salts in wastewater.
Costs and Savings: Savings: $40,100 per year in operating costs. Contact: Ionics, Inc.,
Separations Technology Division.

Option 18 - Oxidize cyanide and remove metallic copper to reduce metal concentrations.
Contact: Securus, Inc. and DBA Hubbard Enterprises.

V.D.4. Other Finishing Operations

FINISHING OPERATIONS

Technique Training and Supervision

Option I - Always use proper spraying techniques.

Option 2 - Improved paint quality, work efficiency, and lower vapor emissions can be
attained by formal training of operators.

Option 3 - Avoid buying excess finishing material at one time due to its short shelf-life.

Technique - Production Planing and Sequencing

Option 1 - Use the correct spray gun for particular applications:
¯ conventional air spray gun for thin-film-build requirements
¯ airless gun for heavy film application
¯ air assisted airless spray gun for a wide range of fluid output.

Option 2 - Preinspect parts to prevent painting of obvious rejects.
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Technique - Process or Equipment Modification

Option 1 - Ensure the spray gun air supply is free of water, oil, and dirt.

Option 2 - Replace galvanizing processes requiring high temperature and flux with one that
is low temperature and does not require flux. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment:
$900,000. Annual Savings: 50 percent ( as compared to conventional galvanizing). Product
Throughput Information: 1,000 kg/h.

Option 3 - Investigate use of transfer methods that reduce material loss such as:
¯ dip and flow coating
¯ electrostatic spraying
¯ electrodeposition.

Option 4 - Change from conventional air spray to an electrostatic finishing system. Costs
and Savings: $15,000 per year. Payback Period: less than 2 years.

Option 5 - Use solvent recovery or’incineration to reduce the emissions of volatile organics
from curing ovens. Costs and Savings: Annual Savings: $400,000.

Option 6 - Regenerate anodizing and alkaline silking baths with contemporaD,
recuperation of aluminum salts. Costs and Savings: $0.20 per meter of aluminum treated per
year. Waste Throughput Information: based on an example plant that previously disposed
180,000 liters of acid solution per year at $0.07 per litre.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Use alternative coatings for solvent based paints to reduce volatile organic
materials use and emissions, such as:

high solids coatings (this may require modifying the painting process; including high
speed/high pressure equipment, a paint distributing system, and paint heaters); Costs
and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: 30 percent net savings in applied costs per
square foot.

¯ water based coatings - Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: 87 percent drop
in solvent emissions and decreased hazardous waste production;

¯ powder coatings - Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $1.5 million. Payback
Period: 2 years. Example is for a large, wrought iron patio furniture company.

Technique - Waste Segregation and Separation

Option 1 - Segregate non-hazardous paint solids from hazardous paint solvents and
thinners.

Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Do not dispose of extended shelf life items that do not meet your facility’s
specifications. They may be returned to the manufacturer, or sold or donated as a raw
material.
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Option 2 - Recycle metal sludges through metal recovery vendors.

Option 3 - Use activated carbon to recover solvent vapors, then recover the solvent from the
carbon by steam stripping, and distill the resulting water/solvent mixture. Costs and
Savings: Capital Investment: $817,000 (1978). Waste Savings/Reduction: releases of
solvent to the atmosphere were reduced from 700 kg/ton of solvent used to 20 kg/ton.

Option 4 - Regenerate caustic soda etch solution for aluminum by using hydrolysis of sodium
aluminate to liberate free sodium hydroxide and produce a dry, crystalline hydrate
alumina byproduct. Costs and Savings: Capital Investment: $260,000. Savings: $169,282
per year; from reduced caustic soda use, income from the sale of the byproduct, and a
reduction in the cost of solid waste disposal. Payback Period: 1.54 years. Product/Waste
Throughput Irfformation: anodizing operation for which the surface area is processed at a
rate of 200 M2/hour.

PAINT CLEANUP

Technique - Production Planning and Sequencing

Option 1 - Reduce equipment cleaning by painting with lighter colors before darker ones.

Option 2 - Reuse cleaning solvents for the same resin system by first allowing solids to settle
out of solution.

Option 3 - Flush equipment first with dirty solvent before final cleaning with virgin
solvent. Costs and Savings: Waste Savings/Reduction: 98 percent; from 25,000 gallons of
paint cleanup solvents to 400 gallons. Company uses cleanup solvents in formulation of
subsequent batches.

Option 4 - Use virgin solvents for final equipment cleaning, then as paint thinner.

Option 5 - Use pressurized air mixed with a mist of solvent to clean equipment.

Technique - Raw Material Substitution

Option 1 - Replace water-based paint booth filters with dry filters. Dry filters will double
paint booth life and allow more efficient treatment of wastewater. Costs and Savings:
Savings per year: $1,500. Waste Savings/Reduction: 3,000 gallons/year.

Technique Loss Prevention and Housekeeping

Option 1 - To prevent spray gun leakage, submerge only the front end (or fluid control) of the
gun into the cleamng solvent.

Technique - Waste Segregation and Separation

Option 1 - Solvent waste streams should be kept segregated and free from water
contamination.
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Technique - Recycling

Option 1 - Solvent recovery units can be used to recycle spent solvents generated in flush~g
operations.
¯ Install a recovery system for solvents contained in air emissions. Costs and Savings:

Savings: $1,000 per year.
¯ Use batch distillation to recover isopropyl acetate generated during equipment

cleanup. Costs and Savings: Payback Period: 2 years.
¯ Use batch distillation to recover xylene from paint equipment cleanup. Costs and

Savings: Payback Period: 13 months. Savings: $5,000 per year.
¯ Use a small solvent recovery still to recover spent paint thinner from spray gun

cleanups and excess paint batches. Costs and Savings: Capital Investmen~ $6,000 for
a 15 gallons capacity still. Savings: $3,600 per year in new thinner savings; $5,400 in
disposal savings. Payback Period: less than 1 year. Waste Savings/Reduction: 75
percent (745 galions of thinner recovered from 1,003 gallons). Product/Waste
Throughput Information: 1,500 gallons of spent thinner processed per year.

¯ Install a methyl ethvl ketone solvent recovery system to recover and reuse waste
solvents. Costs and Savings: Savings: $43,000 per year; MEK recovery rate: 20 gallons
per day, reflecting a 90 percent reduction in waste.

Option 2 - Arrange an agreement with other small companies to jointly recycle cleaning
wastes.

V.E. Pollution Prevention Contacts

Organization Technique(s) to Promote Pollution Telephone
Prevention Plating Operations Number

Braun Intertec Environmental, Inc. Process or Equipment Modification (612) 649-5750
Minnesota Office of Waste Management Raw Material Substitution

Eastside Plating Process or Equipment Modification (800) 452-4011
Oregon Department of Environmental Raw Material Substitution
Quality

North Carolina Department of Natural Process or Equipment Modification (919) 733-7015
Resources & Community Development Recycling
(Gary Hunt)

City. of Los Angeles Hazardous and Toxic Process or Equipment Modification(213) 237-1209
Material Project, Board of Public Works Raw Material Substitution

Recycling

EPA Hazardous Waste Engineering Process or Equipment Modification
Research Laboratory, Cincinnati, OH
(Harry Freeman)

Securus, Inc. Process or Equipment Modification
DBA Hubbard Enterprises Recycling

R0076019
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Organization Technique(s) to Promote Pollution Telephone
Prevention Plating Operations Number

CALFRAN International, Inc. Process or Equipment Modification (413) 525-4957

SAIC (Edward R. Saltzberg) Process or Equipment Modification

New Jersey Hazardous Waste Facilities    Process or Equipment MocLification
Siting Commission, Hazardous Waste
Source Reduction and Recycling Task Force

AT&T Bell Laboratories, Princeton, NJ Process or Equipment Modification

Tyndall Air Force Base (Charles Raw Material Substitution (904) 283-2942
Carpenter)
EG&G Idaho (Dan Sucia, Penny Wilcoff, (208) 526-1149
John Belier)

American Etching and Manufacturing, Raw Material Substitution
Pacoima, CA

Highland Plating Company, Los Angeles,Raw Material Substitution
CA

Control Data Corporation Recycling (612) 649-5750
Minnesota Office of Waste Management

Pioneer Metal Finishing, Inc. (Harry Recycling (609) 694-0400
Desoi)

Digital Equipment Corporation Recycling (412) 452-9360
Lancy International Consulting Firm
(William McLay)

Ionics, Inc., Separations Technology Recycling
Division

R0076020
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VI. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following
sections are included.

¯ Section IV.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this

industry
¯ Section IV.C contains a list of pending and proposed

regulations

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities
at a particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily
describe all applicable environmental requirements. Moreover,
they do not constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the
statutes and regulations. For further information, readers should
consult the Code of Federal Regulations and other state or local
regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also provided for each
major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act °

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA)of 1976
which amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid
(Subtitle D) and hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management
activities. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA)
of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s waste management provisions and
added Subtitle I, which governs underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR
Parts 260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing
hazardous waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA
hazardous wastes include the specific materials listed in the
regulations (commercial chemical products, designated with the
code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources,
designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-
specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which
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exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitibility, corrosivity,
reactivity,, or toxicity and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to
waste accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards.
Facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain
a permit, either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has
authorized to implement the permitting program. Subtitle C
permits contain general facility standards such as contingency plans,
emergency procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements,
financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and
§264.10) for conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup
of releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste
management units at RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous
waste. Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part
261) lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part
262) establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste
generators including obtaining an ID number, preparing a
manifest, ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting
standards for waste accumulation units, and recordkeeping
and reporting requirements. Generators can accumulate
hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on
the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must
meet land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards
prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill,
land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment).
Wastes subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating
wastes, heavv metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject
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to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the
designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to
disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage,
transportation, burning, processing, and re-refining of the
used oil. For parties that merely generate used oil,
regulations establish storage standards. For a party
considered a used oil marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner),
additional tracking and paperwork requirements must be
satisfied.

Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a
high volatile .organic concentration must meet emission
standards under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265,
Subpart CC) require generators to test the waste to determine
the concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated
units. These regulations apply to all facilities who store such
waste, including generators operating under the 90-day
accumulation rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum
and hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of
RCRA. Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank
design and release detection requirements, as well as
financial responsibility and corrective action standards for
USTs. The UST program also establishes increasingly
stringent standards, including upgrade requirements for
existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design
and operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266,
Subpart H) address unit design, provide performance
standards, require emissions monitoring, and restrict the type
of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA
regulations. The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or
the environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties
responsible for environmental contamination to clean it up or to
reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authori~"
for the Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III,
also known as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity.
Reportable quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR § 302.4. A
release report may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more
Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." EPA
generally takes remedial a4tions only at sites on the National
Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA
provides responsible parties the opportunity to conduct removal
and remedial actions and encourages community involvement
throughout the Superfund response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of
1986 created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-
Know Act (EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute
designed to improve community access to information about
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chemical hazards and to facilitate the development of chemical
emergency response plans by State and local governments. EPCRA
required the establishment of State emergency response
commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency
planning committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA reg-ulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or
manage specified chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list
of such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B)
if it has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the
LEPC in the event of a release exceeding the reportable
quantity of a CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA
extremely hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health
Act, is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold
to submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department
material safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and
hazardous chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I
and II forms). This information helps the local government
respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an
annual toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly
known as the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic
chemicals to various facilities and environmental media, and
allows EPA to compile the national Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is
publicly accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.
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EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations.    The EPCRA Hotline
operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore
and maintain the chemical, physical,~ and biological integrity of the
nation’s surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA
include "priority" pollutants, including various toxic pollutants;
"conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease,
and pH; and "non-conventional" pollutants, including any
pollutant not identified as either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
program (CWA §402) controls d,2rect discharges into navigable
waters. Direct discharges or "point source" discharges are from
sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES permits, issued by either
EPA or an authorized State (EPA has presently authorized forty
States to administer the NPDES program), contain industry-specific,
technology-based and/or water quality-based limits, and establish
pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that
intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit
prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must provide
quantitative analytical data identi~ing the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may
make a discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal
or State water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to
protect designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic
life or recreation. These standards, unlike the technological
standards, generally do not take into account technological
feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards vary from
State to State, and site to site, depending on the use classification of
the receiving body of water. Most States follow EPA guidelines
which propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of
the 126 priority pollutants.
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Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a
program to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA
promulgated the NPDES storm water permit application
regulations. Storm water discharge associated with industrial
activity means the discharge from any conveyance which is used for
collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related
to manufacturing, processing or raw materials storage areas at an
industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)). These regulations require
that facilities with the following storm water discharges apply for a
NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial activity; (2)
a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm sewer system;
or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State determines to contribute to
a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor
of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity"
means a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of
industrial activity defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are
defined by SIC codes while the other five are identified through
narrative descriptions of the regulated industrial activity. If the
primary SIC code of the facility is one of those identified in the
regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by
one of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from
those areas where the activities occur are subject to storm water
discharge permit application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To
determine whether a particular facility falls within one of these
categories, the regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products
(except paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and
allied products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining;
and SIC 311-leather tanning and finishing.
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Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic
mineral mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal
facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle
parts; and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling
facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation;
SIC 41-local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and
warehousing (except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S.
Postal Service; SIC 44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by
air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in
the disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing;
SIC 25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and
boxes; SIC 267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-
printing, publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-
paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-
rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except
leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-
fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial, machinery and computer equipment;
SIC 36-electronic and other electrical equipment and components;
SIC 37-transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and
repairing); SIC 38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling
instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and
SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and storage.
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Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that
goes to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge
of pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated
under §307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal
of the pretreatment program is to protect municipal wastewater
treatment plants from damage that may occur when hazardous,
toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to
protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the
State or EPA.

EPA has developed .technology-based standards for industrial users
of POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources
within each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards
applicable to an industry on a nationwide basis are developed by
EPA. In addition, another kind of pretreatment standard, "local
limits," are developed by the POTW in order to assist the POTW in
achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own
program, it may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal
standards.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking
Water resource center, at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in
drinking water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national
drinking water standards and to create a joint Federal-State system
to ensure compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs
EPA to protect underground sources of drinking water through the
control of underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water
standards under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States
enforce the primary drinking water standards, which are,
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contaminant-specific concentration limits that apply to certain
public drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water standards
consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant
levels (MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground
sources of drinking water by regulating five classes of injection
wells. UIC permits include design, operating, inspection, and
monitoring requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes
must also comply with RCRA corrective action standards in order
to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land
disposal restrictions standards. The UIC permit program is
primarily State-enf6rced, since EPA has authorized all but a few
States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being
expended on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal
source of drinking water for a given area, and for a State-
implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to protect
drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards.
The Hotline operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order
to evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed
bv their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a varietv
of control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable
risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life
cycle. Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of
chemical substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory,
and has not been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice
(PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import.
The PMN must identifv the chemical and provide available
information on health and environmental effects. If available data
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are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health
and environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new
uses of chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume
and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions
on chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals
EPA regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs), and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404,
answers questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic
Substances Contro! Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30
a.m. through 4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean
Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public
health and welfare and the productive capacity of the population."
The CAA consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA
to establish national standards for ambient air quality and for EPA
and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce these standards
through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many
facilities will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State
and local governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the
requirements of the CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR
Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national
ambient air quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria
pollutants," including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide,
particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that
meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant are classified as attainment
areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are classified as non-
attainment areas. Under §110 of the CAA, each State must develop
a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air
pollution and to determine what reductions are required to meet
Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission
standards for new stationarv sources falling within particular
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industrial categories. NSPSs are based on the pollution control
technology available to that category of industrial source but allow
the affected industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means
of reducing emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of the CAAA further
directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs,
and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To date
EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will
be developed for both new and existing sources based on
"maximum achievable control technology" (MACT). The MACT is
defined as the control technology achieving the maximum degree
of reduction in the emission of the HAPs, taking into account cost
and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few
of the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate mobile air emission
sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide
releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances, which; beginning in 1995, will be set below
previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One
purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single document
all air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility. States
are developing the permit programs in accordance with guidance
and regulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved bv
EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out
the manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use
and distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15
kinds of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirelv bv
the year 2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs)’wiil
be phased out bv 2030.
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EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides
general assistance and information on CAA standards. The
Stratospheric Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996,
provides general information about regulations promulgated under
Title VI of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202,
answers questions about accidental release prevention under CAA
§112(r). In addition, the Technology Transfer Network Bulletin
Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA
rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates of EPA activities.
This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this
sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and briefly
describe the applicable Federal requirements so that the reader is
aware of these requirements. The section provides a summary of
each major environmental statute, and a description of regulations
that may specifically apply to the profiled industry. Some profiles
also provide informhtion regarding current rulemaking activity
that might specifically impact this sector. The descriptions within
Section VI are intended solely for guidance. No statutory or
regulatory requirements are in any way altered by any statement(s)
contained herein. For more in-depth information, readers should
consult the United States Code and the Code of Federal Regulations
as well as State or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts
are also provided for each major statute.

VI.B. Industry Specific Regulations

A number of statutes and regulations affect the metal fabrication
and finishing industry. The-electroplating and metal finishing
pretreatment standards promulgated under the Clean Water Act
regulate the chemicals in wastewater, the Clean Air Act regulates air
emissions, and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
regulates hazardous waste generation, transportation, treatment,
storage, and disposal. Each is discussed briefly below.

Clean Water Act (CWA)

Two Clean Water Act regulations affect the fabricated metal
products industry (SIC 34): the Effluent Guidelines and Standards
for Metal Finishing (40 CFR Part 433) and the Effluent Guidelines
and Standards for Electroplating (40 CFR Part 413). The regulations
targeting the electroplating industry were issued before those
targeting the metal finishing industry as a whole. Companies
regulated by the electroplating standards (40 CFR Part 413) before the
metal finishing standards (40 CFR Part 433) were promulgated,
become subject to the requirements of the metal finishing standards
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when (or if) they make modifications to their facility’s operating
functions (e.g., facility, equipment, process modifications). If
companies made no such modifications, they remain regulated by
the electroplating standards. All new facilities are subject to the
standards set forth in 40 CFR Part 433.

The Effluent Guidelines and Standards for Metal Finishing (40 CFR
Part 433) are applicable to wastewater generated by any of these
operations:

¯ Electroplating
¯ Electroless Plating
¯ Anodizing
¯ Coating
¯ Chemical Etching and Milling
¯ Printed Circiait Board Manufacturing.

If any of the above processes are performed, the metal finishing
standards will also apply to discharges from 40 additional processes,
including: cleaning, polishing, shearing, hot dip coating, solvent
degreasing, painting, etc.

The standards include daily maximums and maximum monthly
average concentration limitations. The standards are based on
milligrams per square meter of operation and determine the
amount of wastewater pollutants from various operations that may
be discharged. The uniformity in standards meets industry requests
for equivalent limits for process lines often found together. The
metal finishing standards also reduce the need to use the Combined
Wastestream Formula.

Specific pretreatment standards may also apply to wastewater
discharges from other metal finishing operations. The more
specific standards will apply to those metal finishing wastestreams
which appear to be covered by both standards. The requirements in
the following regulations take precedence over those contained in
the general metal finishing regulation:

¯ Iron and Steel Manufacturing (40 CFR Part 420)

¯ Battery Manufacturing (40 CFR Part 461)

¯ Plastic Molding and Forming (40 CFR Part 463)

¯ Coil Coating (40 CFR Part 465)

¯ Porcelain Enameling (40 CFR Part 466~
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¯ Aluminum Forming (40 CFR Part 467)

¯ Copper Forming (40 CFR Part 468)

¯ Electrical and Electronic Components (40 CFR Part 469)

¯ Nonferrous Forming (40 CFR Part 471)

¯ Lead-Tin-Bismuth Forming Category (40 CFR Part 471,
Subpart A)

¯ Zinc Forming Subcategory (40 CFR Part 471, Subpart H).

The Effluent Guidelines and Standards for Electroplating (40 CFR
Part413) cover wastewater dischargers from electroplating
operations, in which metal is electroplated on any basis material,
and to related metal finishing operations. As stated previously,
facilities regulated by the electroplating standards may become
subject to the metal finishing standards if they make modifications
to their facility’s operating functions (e.g., facility, equipment,
process modifications). Independent printed circuit board
manufacturers are defined as facilities which manufacture printed
circuit boards principally for sale to other companies. These
facilities remain subject only to the electroplating standards (40 CFR
Part 413), primarily to minimize the economic impact to these
relatively small facilities. Also excluded from the metal finishing
regulations are facilities which perform metallic platemaking and
gravure cylinder preparation conducted within printing and
publishing facilities.

Operations similar to electrop~ating which are specifically exempt
from coverage under the electroplating standards include:

¯ Continuous strip electroplating conducted within iron and
steel manufacturing facilities (40 CFR Part 420)

¯ Electrowinning and electrorefining conducted as part of
nonferrous metal smelting and refining (40 CFR Part 421)

¯ Electrodeposition of active electrode materials,
electroimpregnation, and electroforming conducted as part of
battery manufacturing (40 CFR Part 461)

¯ Metal surface preparation and conversion coating conducted
as part of coil coating (40 CFR Part 465)

¯ Metal surface preparation and immersion plating or
electroless plating conducted as a part of porcelain enameling
(40 CFR Part 466)
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¯ Metallic platemaking and gravure cylinder preparation
conducted within printing and publishing facilities

¯ Surface treatment including anodizing and conversion
coating conducted as part of aluminum forming (40 CFR Part
467).

Clean Air Act (CAA~

The following standards and requirements promulgated under the
CAA apply to metal finishing processes:

¯ National Emission Standards for Chromium Emissions
From Hard and Decorative Chromium Electroplating and
Chromium Anodizing Tanks (40 CFR Parts 9 and 63, Subpart
N, 60 FR 498, January 1995)

¯ Standards of Performance for Surface Coating of Metal
Furniture (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart EE)

¯ Standards of Performance for Automobile and Light-Duty
Truck Surface Coating Operations (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart
MM)

¯ Standards of Performance for Industrial Surface Coatings:
Large Appliances (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart SS)

¯ Standards of Performance for Metal Coil Surface Coating (40
CFR Part 60, Subpart TT)

¯ Standards of Performance for the Beverage Can Surface
Coating Industry (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart WW)

¯ Standards of Performance for Industrial Surface Coating:
Surface Coating of Plastic Parts for Business Machines (40
CFR Part 60, Subpart TTT).

These standards and requirements, although to varying degrees,
regulate the discharge of volatile organic chemicals (VOCs).

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The greatest quantities of RCRA listed waste and characteristic
hazardous waste present in the fabricated metal products industry
are identified in Exhibit 33. For more information on RCRA
hazardous waste, refer to 40 CFR Part 261.
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Exhibit 33
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Metal Finishing Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

D006 (cadmium) Wastes which are hazardous due to the characteristic of toxicity for each of
D007 (chromium) the constituents.
D008 (lead)
D009 (mercury)
D010 (selenium)
D011 (silver)
F001 Halogenated solvents used in degreasing: tetrachloroethylene, methylene

chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, and chlorinated
fluorocarbons; all spent solvent mixtures/blends used in degreasing containing,
before use, a total of 10 percent or more (by volume) of one or more of the above
halogenated solvents or those solvents listed in F002, F004, and F005; and still
bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F002 Spent halogenated selvents; tetrachloroethylene, methylene chloride,
trichlorethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane chlorobenzene, 1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-
trifluoroethane, ortho-dichlorobenzene, trichlorofluoromethane, and 1,1,2-
trichloroethane; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, one
or more of the above halogenated solvents or those listed in F001, F004, F005;
and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent
mixtures.

F003 Spent non-halogenated solvents: xylene, acetone, eti~yl acetate, ethyl benzene,
ethyl ether, methyl ~sobu~l ketone, n-butyl alcohol, cyclohexanone, and
methanol; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, only the
above spent non-halogenated solvents; and all spent solvent mixtures/blends
containing, before use, one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents, and,
a total of 10 percent or more (by volume) of one of those solvents listed in F001,
F002, F004, F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents
and spent solvent mixtures.

F004 Spent non-halogenated solvents: cresols and cresylic acid, and nitrobenzene;
a].l spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10 percent or
more (by volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those
solvents listed in F001, F002, and F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of
these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F005 Spent non-halogenated solvents: toluene, methy ethyl ketone, carbon
disulfide, isobutanol, pyridine, benzene, 2-ethoxyethanol, and 2-nitropropane;
all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10 percent or
more (by volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those
solvents Listed in F001, F002, or F004; and still bottoms from the recovery of
these spent solvents and spent solvents mixtures.

FO06 Wastewater treatment sludges from electroplating operations except from the
following processes: (1) sulfuric acid anodizing of aluminum; (2) tin plating on
carbon steel; (3) zinc plating (segregated basis) on carbon steel; (4) aluminum or
zinc-aluminum plating on carbon steel; (5) cleaning/stripping associated with
tin, zinc, and aluminum plating on carbon steel; and (6) chemical etching and
millir~ of aluminum.

I FO07 Spent cyanide platin~ bath solutions from electroplatin~ operations.
FO08 Plating bath residues from the bottom of plating baths from electroplating

overations where cvanides are used in the vrocess.
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Exhibit 33
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Metal Finishing Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

F009 Spent stripping and cleaning bath solutions from electroplating operations
where cyanides are used in the process.

F010 Quenching bath residues from oil baths from metal heat treating operations _
where cyanides are used in the process.

F011 Spent cyanide solutions from salt bath pot cleaning from metal heat treating
operations.

F012 Quenching wastewater treatment sludges from metal heat treating operations
where cyanides are used in the process.

F019 Wastewater treatment sludges from the chemical conversion coating of
aluminum from zirconium phosphating is an exclusive conversion coating
process.

K090 Emission control dus.t or sludge from ferrochromiurnsilicon production
(ferroalloy industry).

K091 Emission control dust or sludge from ferrochromium production (ferroalloy
industry).

Source: Sustainat~le lndust~: Promotiny Strateyzc Enwronmental Protection m the Industrial Sector. Phase 1
~l~.~t, U.S. EPA, OERR, June 1994.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory. Requirements

Clean Water Act (CWA~

The effluent guidelines and standards for Electroplaters (40 CFR Part
413) and Metal Finishers (40 CFR Part 433) are currently under
review. EPA is also currently developing effluent guidelines and
standards for the metal products and machinery industry (40 CFR
Part 438), which are due by May 1996. It appears that EPA will
integrate new regulatory options for the metal finishing industry
into this new guideline. Under the anticipated scenario, effluent
guidelines for electroplaters and metal finishers would most likely
reference appropriate sections of the guideline for the metal
products and machinery industry. In is unclear, however, how "job
shop" operations, which are not part of the metal products and
machinery industry, would be covered under this scenario.

For Phase I of the regulation, EPA will propose effluent limitation
guidelines for facilities that generate wastewater while processing
metal parts, metal products, and machinery, including:
manufacture, assembly, rebuilding, repair, and maintenance. The
Phase I regulation will cover seven major industrial groups,
including: aircraft, aerospace, hardware (including machine tools,
screw machines, metal forgings and stampings, metal springs,
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heating equipment, and fabricated structural metal, ordinance,
stationary industrial equipment (including electrical equipment),
mobile industrial equipment, and electronic equipment (including
communication equipment). The legal deadline is May 1996.

Phase II, EPA will propose effluent limitation guidelines for
facilities that generate wastewater while processing metal parts,
metal products and machinery, including: manufacture, assembly,
rebuilding, repair, and maintenance. The Phase II regulation will
cover eight major industrial groups, including: motor vehicles,
buses and trucks, household equipment, business equipment,
instruments, precious and nonprecious metals, shipbuilding, and
railroads. The legal deadline is December 31, 1997.

Clean Air Act (CAA~
o

In addition to the CAA requirements discussed above, EPA is
currently working on several regulations that will directly affect the
metal finishing industry. Many proposed standards will limit the
air emissions from various industries by proposing Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) based performance
standards that will set limits on emissions based upon
concentrations in the waste stream. Various potential standards are
described below.

Organic Solvent De~reasing/Cleanin~

EPA proposed a NESHAP (58 FR 62566, November 19, 1993) for the
source category of halogenated solvent degreasing/cleaning that
will directly affect the metal finishing industry. This will apply to
new and existing organic halogenated solvent emissions to a
MACT-equivalent level, and will apply to new and existing organic
halogenated solvent cleaners (degreasers) using any of the HAPs
listed in the CAA Amendments. EPA is specifically targeting vapor
degreasers that use the following HAPs: methylene chloride,
perchloroethylene, trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, carbon
tetrachloride, and chloroform.

This NESHAP proposes to implement a MACT-based equipment
and work practice compliance standard. This would require that a
facility use a designated type of pollution prevention technology
along with proper operating procedures. However, EPA has also
provided an alternative compliance standard. Existing operations,
which utilize performance-based standards, can continue to do so if
such standards can be shown to achieve the same emission limit as
the equipment and work practice compliance standard.
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Steel Picklin~o HCI

Hydrochloric acid (HC1) and chlorine are among the pollutants
listed as hazardous air pollutants in Section 112 of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990. Steel pickling processes that use HC1
solution and HC1 regeneration processes have been identified by the                -
EPA as potentially significant sources of HC1 and chlorine air
emissions and, as such, a source category for which national
emission standards may be warranted. EPA is required to
promulgate national emission standards for 50 percent of the source
categories listed in Section l12(e) by November 15, 1997.

Other Future Reyulato~ Actions

EPA is developihg MACT standards for several industries,
including: miscellaneous metal parts and products (surface
coating), asphalt/coal tar application-metal pipes, metal can (surface
coating), metal coil (surface coating), and metal furniture (surface
coating). The legal deadline for these rulemakings is November 15,
2000.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROFILE

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance
indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of
compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track
compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in buil~ting the capacity to compile multimedia data
for industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to
"read into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance
records, and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA
system can match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA,
TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and
generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic
area and corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia
compliance data improves, EPA will make available more in-depth
compliance and enforcement information. Additionally, sector-
specific measures of success for compliance assistance efforts are
under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to
mirror the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile,
the data reported within this section consists of records only from
the TRI reporting universe. With this decision, the selection
criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the
sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which
tracks facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section,
EPA does not attempt to define the actual number of facilities that
fall within each sector. Instead, the section portrays the records of a
subset of facilities within the sector that are well defined within
EPA databases.
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As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the
sector according to the Bureau of Census (See Section II). With
sectors dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and
printers, the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be
small in comparison to Census data. However, the group selected
for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent with
this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a
retrospective summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and
solely reflect EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities
that have been entered into EPA databases. To identify, any changes
in trends, the EP~ ran two data queries, one for the past five
calendar years (August 10, 1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (August 10, 1994 to August 9,
1995). The five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for
that period for comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the
data queries presented in this section are taken from single media
databases. These databases do not provide data on whether
inspections are State/local or EPA-led. However, the table breaking
down the universe of violations does give the reader a crude
measurement of the EPA’s and States’ efforts within each media
program. The presented data illustrate the variations across regions
for certain sectors.2 This variation may be attributable to State/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity
to population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals
used in production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the
exhibited data do not rank regional performance or necessarily
reflect which regions may have the most compliance problems.

2 EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI);
III (DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH.
WI); VI (AR. LA, NM, OK, TX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT. ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ.
CA. HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID. OR. WA).
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Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facilities Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS
identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,
compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA)- is a data
integration system that can retrieve information from the major
EPA program office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification
number to "glue together" separate data records from EPA’s
databases. This is done to create a "master list" of data records for
any given facility. Some of the data systems accessible through
IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office
of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of
Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation and Recovery Information
System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data
Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances),
CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and Liability
Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters
within the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under
TRI reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe
for executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each
search is defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage
described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and State agency
facility inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values
show what percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or
60 month period. This column does not count non-inspectional
compliance activities such as the review of facility-reported
discharge reports.
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Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time
it is entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement
action within the defined time period. This category is broken
down further into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for
administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions.
Administrative actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs). A
facility with multiple enforcement actions is only counted once in
this column (facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All
percentages that appear are referenced to the number of facilities
inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across
environmental statutes. A facility with multiple enforcement
actions is counted multiple times (a facility with 3 enforcement
actions counts as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total
enforcement actions are taken by State and local environmental
agencies. Varying levels of use by States of EPA data systems may
limit the volume of actions accorded State enforcement activity.
Some States extensively report enforcement activities into EPA data
systems, while other States may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total
enforcement actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes
referrals from State agencies. Many of these actions result from
coordinated or joint State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes
only. This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activitv. Related inspections and enforcement actions
under the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the
Resource Conservation and Recoverv Act (RCRA) are included in
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this ratio. Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA
database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility inspections.
This ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from
non-inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported
water discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the
CAA, CWA and RCRA.                                                             -

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA,
and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do
not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance.
Percentages within this column can exceed 100 percent because
facilities can be in violation status without being inspected.
Violation status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but
does not necessarily indicate that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and
enforcement actions within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and
TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each column is a percentage of
either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

VII.A. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 34 presents enforcement and compliance information
specific to the fabricated metal products industry. As indicated in
this exhibit, Regions IV, V, and IX conduct the largest number of
inspections in this industry. This is consistent with the fact that the
fabricated metal products industry is geographically concentrated
near industrial areas. The data also indicates that nearly all of
Region IV’s enforcement actions are State-lead.

VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 35 - 38 provide enforcement and compliance information
for selected industries. The fabricated metal products industry
comprises the largest number of facilities tracked bv EPA across the
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selected industries. Likewise, it has the largest number of
inspections and enforcement actions. For this industry, RCRA
inspections comprise over half of all inspections conducted, while
CWA inspections account for 15 percent of these inspections. The
low CWA inspection rate is in conflict with the large number of
water discharges that are generated by this industry.
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Exhil61 34
Fiw Year I,hd’orccmcnl and (hmqdiancc ~mnmary for the Falnicah.d Mclal Imlu~tr)

A B C D E F G !! I J

Average Num~r of or mo[~ "1"~ Federal Ihdor~cmcnl

SIU 34 ~e~ll Insetted ]ns~ctions ]~clions Aclions Actions Acbons Aclions R~e

Re,on I I~ 139 585 20 40 ~) ~ 34~ O. 17

Region II 171 127 515 20 39 139 78~. 22~ 0.27

Region Iil 186 130 626 18 43 156 86% 14~ 0.25

Region I V 320 220 1480 13 48 178 94~ O~. O. 12

Regi~ V 880 ~ 1549 34 54 128 75% 25~ 0.08

Regi~ Vi 171 85 268 38 17 54 89% I i% 0.20

Region Vi I I ~ 7 i 238 27 13 31 7 i % 29% O. 13

Region ViII 36 14 50 43 7 8 38% 63% O. 16

Region IX 228 65 125 1~ 7 20 65% 35% O. 16

Region X ~ 23 73 38 12 27 63% 37% 0.37

Tonal/Average 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0.15



Exhibi! 35
Five Year Enforce,hen! aild Compliance Summary I’or Selected hldtlslrics

A II C I) E F (; II I .I
Facililies wK)ne

Average Num~r of or More Tta~ Fcder~ Eni~rcemenlFacililies in F~ilities Num~r of Monfl~s Belween E~orcemem Enfi~cemenl Slale LeM I~l Io lns~c~ionInduslry Secl~ Se~ch lns~cled l~clions I~ctions Aclions Actions Ac~ons
M~ Mining 873 339 1,519 34 6~ 155 47~ 53~ O I0
Non-melallic Miner~ I, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76~ 24~ 0.~Mining

I.umbc~ and Wo~l ~ 301 1,891 13 78 2.t2 79~ 21{~ O.12
Fmnilure 293 213 1,534 11 34 91 91% ~ O.~
Ru~{ anti Pl~lic 1,~5 739 3,386 30 I~ 391 78% 22~. 0.12
Slone, Oay, ~d (;l~ ~8 268 2,475 I 1 73 301 7~ 3~ O. 12
Nonfe~s Mel~s 8~ 474 3,~7 16 145 470 76% 24% O. i
Fab~c~ed Mel~ 2,3~ i,MO 5~ ~ ~) ~
El ccUon i cs ~5 ............. 222 777 31 68 212 79% 2 ! % 0.27
Aulolnobil~ 598 3~ 2,216 16 81 240 8~ 2~ O. i I
Pulp and Pa~r 3~ 265 3,7~ 5 I I 5 502 78% 22% O. 13
~inling 4,1~ 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% O.I I
in~ganic Chemi~s 548 298 3,034 11 ~ ~2 76% 24% O. 13
(~g~ic Ote~c~s 412 316 3,8~ 6 152 726
Pelr~eum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 I I0 797
Iron and Sleel 374 275 3,555 6 115 4~ 72% 28% 0.14
~ (~eaning 933 245 633 88 29 103............................................. 0.~6



Exhibit 36
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F , G !1

Facilitie~ in Facilitie~ Number of Facililie~ w/One or More Facilities w/One or More Enforcement Enforcement to

lndust~ Seclor Search Inspected Inspections Violations Enforcement Actions Actiom Inspection Rate

Numbe~" Percent* Number Percent*

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72% 16 14% 24 O.13

Non-metallic Mineral !, 143 253 425 75 30% 28 I 1% 54 O. 13
Mining

Lumber and Wood 464 142 268 109 77% 18 13% 42 0.15

Fornitu~e 293 160 113 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubber and Plastic ! ,665 27 i 435 289 107% 19 7% 59 0.14

Stone, Clay, and Glns~ 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20

Nonfe~oua Metals 844 202 402 282 140% 22 11% 72 O. ! 8

Fabrkated Metal 2,346 477 746 $7,5 110% 46 IO% 114 0.15

Electxonica/Computers 405 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

Motor Vehicle Assembly 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 0.10

Pulp and PU~ 306 ! 89 576 162 86% 28 15% 88 O.15

Printing 4,106 397 676 251 63% 25 6% 72 O. 1 I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 158 427 167 106% 19 12% 49 0.12

Organic Chemicals 412 195 545 197 10 ! % 39 20% I I 8 0.22

Petroleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36% 114 0.26

Iron and Steel 374 167 48g 165 99% 20 12% 46 0.09

~ Cleaning 933 80 111 21 26% 5 6% ! 1 0.10

*Percentages in Columns E and F a~e ba.~ed on the number of facilities inspected (Column C). Percentages can exceed 100% bocau..~ violations and actions can occur
withou! a facility inspection.



Exhibit 37
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Facilities Total Enfo~cnment Resource Cons~vation and FIFRA/I’SCA/

Industry Secl~x- Inspected inspectiom Acfiom Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Ofltef*

% of Total % o[Tctal % of Tctal % of Total % of T0tal % of Total % of Tctal % of Total
Inspections Actions In~ection~ Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Metal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 5"/% 60% 6% 14% 1% 9%

Non-metallic 631 3,422 192 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 2"/% < 1% 4%

Mineral Mining

Lnmher and Wood 301 1,891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59% 67 % 2%

Furniture 213 1,534 91 52% 27% I% !% 45% 64% 1%

Rubber and F 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% 44% 68% 3% 10%

Stone, Clay and 268 2,475 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 51% 2%

Nonferrom M, 474 3,097 470 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4% 10%

FabO~-i~*,~ Metal i ,340 5,509 840 25% I i % ! 5% 6% 56% 76% 4%

Electronics 222 77"/ 212 16% 2% 14% 3% 66% 90% 3%         5%

Aulomobile~ 390 2,216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2% 6%

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2%

Printing !,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2% 4%

Inorganic Ch_e_m~icals 302 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3% 4%

Organic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44% -~, 5%

Petm!e-_m Refining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2%

hon and Steel 2"/5 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2% 5%

Iky Cleaning 245 633 103 83% 93% <!% !%

*Actions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Roden~icide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
a.d Community Right-,o-Know Act as well as olher Federal environmental laws.



Exhibit 38
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Numbex of
Facili~es To~al Enfo~cemen! Resource Conservation and FIFRAIrSCA/

ladustry Secto~ laspecled Iaspec~oas Ac~ons Cleaa Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Ac! EPCRA/O0~e~*

% of Total % ~Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of To|al % of Total % of Total

Inspections Act~om Inspections Actiom Inspectioas Actioas Iaspec~oas Ac~om

Metal M~ning ll4 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% I0% 6% <1% 19%

Non-melallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% 16% <1% 11%

Lumber and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% <1%

Fu~_~ure 113 160 5 58% 6/% I% I0% 41% I0% <1% 13%

Rubber and Plastic 271 435 59 39% i 4% 14% 4% 46% 71% I% 11

Stone, Clay, and Glass i 46 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% < 1% 3%

Nonferrous Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% I% 4%

Fabricated Metal 477 746 114 2.q% 14% 14% 8% 61% 77% <!% 2%

Electronics 60 87 2 ! 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% < i % 4%

Automobiles 169 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% I% 6%

I~llp and Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 10% 7% < 1% 3%

Printing 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% < 1% 4%

Inorganic Chemicals i 58 427 49 26% 38% 29% 2 i % 45% 36% < 1% 6%

O~’ganic Cltemicals 195 545 118 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% I% I%

50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% 1% 6%
Petroleum Refining 109 439 114

kon and Steel 167 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36% 50% < 1% 6%

Dry C~e._~ng 80 i I I I 1 21% 4% I% 22% 78% 67% <1%

*Actions ~ken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

VII.CA Review of Major Cases

This section provides summary information about major cases that
have affected this sector. As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement                -
Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, FY 1992, FY 1993 publications, 15
significant enforcement actions were resolved between 1991 and
1993 for the metal finishing industry. CWA violations comprised
eight of these actions, the most of any statute. Following CWA
violations were five actions involving RCRA violations, three
involving CERCLA violations, one with a CAA violation, and one
with a SDWA violation. The companies against which the cases
were brought are primarily metal finishers, including those that
provide electroplating, coating, and plating services. Two of the
companies perform metal forming and fabrication functions.

Twelve of the fifteen cases resulted in the assessment of a penalty.
Penalties ranged from $15,000 to $500,000, and in four cases,
additional money was spent by the defendant to improve the
processes or technologies and to increase future compliance. For
example, in U.S.v. North American Philips Corp. (1992), the
company paid a $500,000 penalty and spent approximately $583,000
to eliminate wastewater discharges from some of its non-federally
regulated processes. The average penalty per case was
approximately $322,000. Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs) were required in two of the cases. Texas Instruments, Inc.
(1993), for example, was required to pay a penalty and replace a
vapor degreaser unit with a more environmentally-protective unit.

Although many cases involved civil penalties, four of the cases
involved criminal convictions, resulting in penalties and/or jail
sentences for the owners and/or operators of the facilities. For
example, the case of U.S.v. John Borowski and Bon,’ohn Optical
Technolo~vo Inc.. resulted in the first criminal endangerment
conviction under CWA; the company president was sentenced to 26
months in prison, folloshwed by two years of supervised release.
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VII.C~_~ Supplemental Environmental Projects

Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs) are compliance
agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in return for
an environmental project that exceeds the value of the reduction.
Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can                 -
significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.

In December, 1993, the Regions were asked by EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to provide information on
the number and type of SEPs entered into by the Regions. The
following exhibit contains a representative sample of the Regional
responses addressing the fabricated metal products industry. The
information contained in the exhibit is not comprehensive and
provides only a sample of the types of SEPs developed for the
fabricated metal products industry. Please note that the projects
describes in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities in
this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be considered carefully
when evaluating potential supplemental environmental projects.
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Exhibit 39
Supplemental Environmental Projects
Fabrication of Metal Products (SIC 34)

Case Name EPA Statute/ Type of SEP Estimated Expected Environmental Final Final Penalty
Region Type of Cost to Benefits Assessed After

Action Company Penalty Mitigation

Truex, Inc. 1 EPCRA Pollution $ 70,000 Install and operate a cooling ~ $ 54,000 $ 29,000
Pawtucket, RI Reduction water and process rinse recycling
(metal parts system and a metal recovery
manufacturing) system to reduce the water used

and to recover copper and zinc
prtx:ess waste for recyclin[~.      I $

Walton & Lonsbury 1 RCRA Pollution $18,270 Implement a system to reclaim 15,100 ] $15,100
Atfleboro, MA Prevention and and reuse chromic acid rinse
(electroplating facility) Pollution waters. Eliminate the use of

Reduction trichloroethane in the
degreasing operation. Install a
filtration system which will
extend the life of the
hydrochloric acid.strip solution.

Verilyte Gold, Inc. 1 RCRA Pollution $ 21,450 Install a hot-air metal parts $ 26,400 $15,675
Chelsea, MA Prevention drying unit which eliminates
(electroplatting 100 percent of the use of freon.
facility)
The Torrington Company 1 EPCRA Equip0aent ~ $16,792 Donate emergency and/or $ 35,364 $18,572
(precision bearings, Donation computer equipment to the Local
assemblies, gears, and Emergency Planning Committee
couplings manufacture) (LEPC) to respond to and/or plan

for chemical emergencies.
Participate in LEPC activities.

Texas Instruments, Inc. 1 EPCRA Equipment $ 8,063 Purchase computer hardware $14,025 $ 5,962
Attleboro, MA Donation and software for the LEPC and
(metalhtrgic materials Altlebort, Fire Department
nmnufactt~re) (AFI)) to assist the I.EI’C in

tracking and storing information
about identity and location of
hazardous chemicals and to
as.-,ist the AFI) in responding to
accidental releases.



Exhibit 39
Supplemental Environmental Projects
Fabrication of Metal Products (SIC 34)

Texas |nstruments, Inc. 1 CAA Pollution $170,000 Replace the current vapor $ 90,000 $ 49,900

Attleboro, MA Prevention degreasor unit with a closed-
(metal finishing) loop degreaser unit to prevent

the use of Freon I 13.

l..S. Starrlett Company, 1 EPCRA [~ollution $ 290,000 Install three alkaline-based $176,800 $ 83,200

inc. Prevention aqueous agitation wash systems,
Athol, MA replace [:reon cleaning units in

(tool manufacture) two departments, and a
methylene chloride cleaning
unit in a third department to
reduce Freon and methylene
chloride by 100 [~ ’cent.

Teradyne, Inc ¯ 1 RCRA Pollution $ 800,000 Purchase and in~tall solvent $120,000 $ 50,000

Nashua, NH Prevention replacement units for two

, (soldering products facilities. Stop using Freon 113
in manufacturing operations atmanufacture)
one facility and stop using 1,1,1-
trichloroethane (except in water
sensitive assemblies) at another
facility.

M.W. Dunton Company 1 EPCRA SERC/LERC $ 4,754 Donate emergency response $ 9,500 $ 4,745

West Warwick, RI equipment to the volunteer fire

(soldering products department to assist the LEPC in

manufacture) tracking and storing information
about identity and location of
hazardous chemicals and to
assist the fire department in
responding to accidental
releases.



Exhibit 39
Supplemental Environmental Projects
l~abrication of Metal Products (S|C 34)

The Drawn Metal Tube 1 CWA Pollution $145,000 Install a closed loop evaporator $ 77,624 $ 45,000

Company Prevention system to e~iminate the
Thomaston0 CT discharge of copper forming

wastewater to the river.

~ioneer Metal Finishing 2 EPCRA Pollution $13,128 Pretreai used nickel bags and $ 5,000

~revention used filter bags from nickel
filters to recover waste nickel,
thus minimizing the disposal of
hazardous nickel waste.

! Elken Metals Company 3 xxxx Pollution $ 449,000 Remove PCB transforers, PCB $ 280,000 $17,250

Alloy, WV Reduction capapcitors, and retrofilling
PCB-contaminated, transformers
to reduce the amount of PCBs
which may be released.

Southern Foundry 4 EPCRA Pollution $ 34,000 Assess the feasibility of a $15,840 l $ 2,376

Supply Reduction process to recover pure nickel
from plant wastestreams and
construct a pilot plant to perform
the recovery to reduce the
quantity of heavy metals
enterin~ the environment.

Cerro Metal Products, 3 TSCA Accelerated $ 40,000 Replace PCB transformers fluid $ 31,700 $18,450

Inc. Compliance wilh non-PCB fluid to eliminate
Bellefonte, PA the potential for uncontrolled

releases of I’CBs.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ACTWITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry
sector and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s
environmental performance. These activities include those
independently initiated by industrial trade associations. In this                   -
section, the notebook also contains a listing and description of
national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

Numerous compliance activities and initiatives are occurring
throughout the fabricated metal products industry. Many
companies are conducting private research on developing new
alloys and experimenting with the use of citric acid oils or tel-penes
instead of the more toxic degreasers (e.g., 1,1,1-trichloroethane).

Several projects currently underway are sponsored by Federal, State,
and county governments; universities; and trade associations.
Several of these initiatives are described below.

Common Sense Initiative

The Common Sense Initiative (CSI), a partnership between EPA
and private industry, aims to create environmental protection
strategies that are cleaner for the environment and cheaper for
industry and taxpayers. As part of CSI, representatives from
Federal, State, and local governments; industry,; community-based
and national environmental organizations; environmental justice
groups; and labor organizations, come together to examine the full
range of environmental requirements affecting the following six
selected industries: automobile manufacturing; computers and
electronics, iron and steel, metal finishing, petroleum refining; and
printing.

CSI participants are looking for solutions that:

¯ Focus on the industry as a whole rather than one pollutant

¯ Seek consensus-based solutions

Focus on pollution prevention rather than end-of-pipe
controls

¯ Are industry-specific.
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The Common Sense Initiative Council (CSIC), chaired by EPA
Administrator Browner, consists of a parent council and six
subcommittees (one per industry sector). Each of the
subcommittees have met and identified issues and project areas for
emphasis, and workgroups have been established to analyze and
make recommendation on these issues. (Contact: Greg Waldrip at                -
(202) 564-7024)

Design for the Environment (DfE)

DfE is an EPA program operated by the Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics. DfE is a voluntary program which promotes
the use of safer chemicals, processes, and technologies in the earliest
product design stages. The DfE program assists industry in making
informed, environmentally responsible design choices by providing
standardized analytical tools for industry application and providing
information on the comparative environmental and human health
risk, cost, and performance of chemicals, processes, and
technologies. DfE also helps small businesses by analyzing
pollution prevention alternatives and disseminating the
information to industry and the public. By helping to translate
pollution prevention into meaningful terms, DfE contributes to
building the institutional structure in corporations to support
pollution prevention. DfE activities fall into two broad categories:
(1) the industry-specific projects which encourage businesses to
incorporate pollution prevention into their designs; and (2) long-
term projects that translate pollution prevention into terms that
make sense to professions s~dch as chemistry, chemical engineering,
marketing, accounting, and insurance.

One DfE effort (in partnership with the Manufacturing Extension
Partnership) is the development of a benchmarking database and
accompanying questionnaire to serve as an incentive mechanism
for companies. Metal fabricators are encouraged to complete a
company-specific questionnaire and return it to the Manufacturing
Extension Partnership for analysis. The company will then receive
a report comparing its data to that of other companies. Based on the
results, companies are encouraged to voluntarily implement
mechanisms that will minimize environmental damage resulting
from the manufacturing processes. Subjects included in the
questionnaire, database, and report range from the use of
automation and monitoring technologies to the volumes of wastes
generated, treated, and recycled.
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Minnesota Technical Assistance Program (MnTAP)

In the State of Minnesota, waste reduction is receiving increased
attention as an alternative to waste disposal. To help companies
reduce waste, Minnesota developed MnTAP, a program that helps
facilities identify waste reduction opportunities. MnTAP recognizes
that each company’s operations are unique and has, therefore,                  -
developed a series of checklists to help identify waste reduction
possibilities. The checklists are designed to assist each facility
evaluate wastestreams and identify waste reduction opportunities.
The checklists cover several areas relevant to this profile, including
operating procedures, cleaning, machining, plating/metal finishing,
coating/painting, and formulating.

To ensure effective use of MnTAP’s checklists, staff is available to
answer questions over the phone or on-site once checklists have
been completed. ~MnTAP has also gathered vendor and technical
information for many of the options listed which may be useful in
assessing a facility’s waste reduction opportunities. In addition,
MnTAP has developed lists of vendors who provide recycling
services on a contract basis if it is not feasible to implement the
options listed on the checklists. MnTAP staff can be reached at (612)
625-4949.

Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization in the Metal Finishing Industry
Workshop

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln sponsored a Pollution
Prevention and Waste Minimization in the Metal Finishing
Industry workshop in 1993. The workshop was designed for
managers and operators of electroplating and galvanizing
operations; engineers; environmental consultants; waste
management consultants; Federal, State, and local government
officials; and individuals responsible for training in the area of
metal finishing waste management. Topics covered included:

¯ Saving money and reducing risk through pollution
prevention and waste minimization

¯ Incorporating pollution prevention into planning
electroplating and galvanizing operations

¯ Conducting waste minimization audits

¯ Developing and analyzing options for pollution
prevention/waste minimization
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¯ Innovative techniques for implementing a pollution
prevention/waste minimization program.

For more information concerning this workshop, contact David
Montage of the University of Nebraska at W348 Nebraska Hall,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0531.

Pollution Prevention Opportunities Checklists

The County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County developed a
detailed pollution prevention opportunities checklist to help
companies identify and implement pollution prevention methods
where possible. The County Sanitation Districts has identified
specific opportunities for the metal fabricators and metal finishing
industries.

Southeast Michigan Initiative (SEMI)

EPA and the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR)
have launched a geographic initiative in the Southeast Michigan
area because of the magnitude of contaminant releases and human
population in the area. Eight counties within ti~e Initiative have
been identified as having major environmental problems. Several
rivers in the area suffer from impaired uses, polluted airsheds,
combined sewer overflows, contaminated sediments, and major
toxic pollutant releases.

A Steering Committee, composed of senior managers of MDNR and
EPA, meet quarterly and are responsible for making decisions
concerning the overall direction of the Initiative. There are also
four working committees, including: public participation; remedial
action plans/sediments; pollution prevention; and compliance and
enforcement.

For more information regarding SEMI contact Rufus Anderson,
Assistant Deputy Director, MDNR Region 5 at (313) 953-1444 or
Mardi Klevs, EPA SEMI Coordinator at (312) 353-5490.

The Blackstone Project

The Blackstone Project, a joint initiative by the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and the
Department of Environmental Management (DEM), is intended to
make environmental protection more efficient and less costlv to
companies. As Doug Fine, the Compliance and Enforcement
Coordinator, explains, the Blackstone Project’s two goals are to
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encourage industry to use less toxic material in manufacturing, and
to increase the efficiency of DEP’s industrial inspections by
conducting one-stop, facility-wide inspections. The project focused
first on fabricated metal products facilities near the Blackstone River
Valley and later expanded to all types of manufacturers in that
region. The State of Massachusetts now conducts facility-wide
inspections in a continuous effort to reduce pollution.                              -

The NCMS/NAMF Pollution Control Assessment Project

The National Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS) and the
National Association of Metal Finishers (NAMF) worked jointly to
develop the Pollution Prevention and Control Technology for
Plating Operations publication which documents pollution
prevention techniqu.es and pollution control equipment used in
plating operations. To develop this document and the associated
database, NCMS and NAMF collected pollution prevention
information through surveys, literature searches, and interviews
with industry experts. The resulting publication illustrates
pollution prevention techniques and equipment used, assesses the
effectiveness of these techniques as illustrated by historical data, and
indicates the types of facilities in which these techniques were
employed.

The Sustainable Industry Project

The EPA Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation’s Sustainable
Industry Project represents a new approach to the development of
environmental policy for industry. The primary goal of the
Sustainable Industry Project is to develop, test, and implement
industry-specific policy recommendations that will remove barriers
to innovation and promote strategic environmental protection in
the selected industries (i.e., photoimaging, metal finishing, and
thermoset plastics). To do this, EPA gained a thorough
understanding of the relevant characteristics of the industries--the
industry-specific economic, institutional, cultural, technical, life-
cycle, and regulatory factors that may promote or hinder
environmental improvements. Further, EPA identified driving
factors and barriers that influence corporate decision-making and
environmental performance. Understanding the factors that
influence environmental performance in a given industry provides
the basis for designing policies that will encourage improved
performance. Working with industries, States, non-government
organizations (NGOs), and other interested parties, EPA intends to
design policies that will protect the environment and human
health while fostering competitive and sustainable industries.
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U.S. Bureau of Mines (USBM)

The U.S. Bureau of Mines has developed a technique to regenerate
chromium bearing solutions such as those used in chromate
conversion aluminum electroplating. The process is in commercial
use and a company is preparing to license the technology to                -
manufacture and market solution treatment equipment. In related
work, the Bureau worked with the specialty, steel industry to reduce
waste generated by pickling operations. Other USBM research
includes the dewatering of sludges, extraction of metals from a
variety of liquid and solid wastes, recycling of metals, and
development of lead-free free-machining copper alloys.

Wastewater Technology Center

The Wastewater Technology Center (WTC) is an organization of
scientists, chemists, technologists, and support staff dedicated to the
research and development of technologies to control industrial and
municipal discharges. Conducting bench-scale, pilot plant, and full-
scale studies for 25 years, ov.er 100 WTC staff have assisted industrv
in solving a wide variety of environmental concerns. Recently,
WTC has worked closely with the Metal Finishing Task Force, a
committee of Federal government, provincial government, and
metal finishing industry representatives to develop a pollution
prevention guide. The document is designed to assist metal
finishers in establishing a pollution prevention planning process.
WTC also provides assistance in interpreting and using this guide
and facilitates other pollutioh prevention planning programs that
metal finishers have or are anticipating establishing. In addition, to
help metal finishers better understand and use the pollution
prevention planning, WTC, in conjunction with Sheridan College,
has prepared an extensive training course in pollution prevention
planning in metal finishing.
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Other Initiatives

The metal finishers and platers industry is being considered by EPA
for several upcoming initiatives. Work has already begun by the
NPDES and the RCRA programs. The NPDES Branch began an
Industrial User initiative in May 1993 that targeted metal finishers
who failed to report their compliance status with categorical                  -
pretreatment effluent standards (40 CFR 433). In addition, the
RCRA program has an initiative that applies to iron and steel and
metal plating/finishing industries. The State of Utah plans to
inspect each of the iron and steel and metal plating/finishing
industries in the State.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic
chemical releases and transfers of 17 chemicals from manufacturing
facilities. Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic
chemical releases and transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50
percent as of 1995 from the 1988 baseline year. Certificates of
Appreciation have been given to participants who meet their 1992
goals. The list of chemicals includes 17 high-use chemicals reported
in the Toxics Release Inventory.

The number of companies that use 33/50 chemicals per industry
sector ranged from a low of si~ in the tobacco industry to a high of
1,803 in the fabricated metal products industry. Of these companies,
187 participate in the 33/50 program. Some 33/50 chemicals that are
particularly relevant to this industry include: lead and lead
compounds, methyl ethyl ketone, nickel and nickel compounds,
tetrachloroethylene, toluene, trichloroethane, trichlorethylene, and
xylenes.

Exhibit 40 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program
that reported under SIC code 34 to TRI. Many of the participating
companies listed multiple SIC codes (in no particular order), and are
therefore likely to conduct operations in addition to Fabricated
Metal Products industry. The table shows the number of facilities
within each company that are participating in the 33/50 program;
each company’s total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals;
and the percent reduction in these chemicals since 1988.
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Exhibit 40
33/50 Program

Parent Facility name       Parent City ~    SIC Codes # of Participating 1993 Releases 1% Reduction
Facilities and Transfers I 1988 to 1993

fibs.)
A B Chanc~ Co. Centralia MO 3644, 3613, 3423 I 59.907i ***

ABC Holdings Inc. Eufauia AL 2851, 3449 4 55.2301

Acme Metals Inc. Riverdale IL 3312. 3499, 3479, 5 157.232! 38
3398

Adolph Coors Company Golden CO 2082, 341 I. 3443 l 158.792’~ 59

Aem Metal Finishing Inc. Fenton MO 3471 I 12.9001 43

kkzo Nobel Inc. Chicago IL 3412 I 930,189! 13

Aladdin Industries Inc. Nashville TN 3086, 3469. 3648 1 53.7-~11 91

All Metal Stamping Inc. Abbotsford ~I 3429, 3469, 3499 1 1.112: 50

Allied-Signal Inc. Momstown NJ 3728, 3471, 3724 2 2,080,501. 50

Aluminum Company Of America Pittsburgh PA 3463 5 2.403.017’ 51

America’s Best Quality Milwaukee W I 3471 I 1.025: 74

American National Can Company IChicago IL 341 II 9 2,303.$98, 50

Ameron Inc. Delaware Pasadena CA 3272, 3317.3443,i 1 184.882,
3479

Amsted Industries Incorporated [Chicago IL 3315, 3496, 3471 1 1,834A93~ 66

Anderson Screw Products Inc. Jamestown NY 3451 1 7,860i 100

Anomatic Corporation Newark OH 3471 1 ~-03,270i 50

Apogee Enterprises Inc. Minneapolis MN 3479 1 423.862! 15

Armco Inc. Pittsburgh PA , 344~ 2 1,849.709, 4

Asea Brown Boveri Inc. Stamford CT 3443 2 501.017’ 50

Asko Processing Inc. !Seattle WA 3479 2 36,991i 50

Atlas Die Inc. ,Elkhart IN 3479 1 26.4001 100

Atlas Plating Inc. Cleveland OH 3471 1 505i 33

Automatic Pltg Of Bridgeport Bridgeport CT 3471 1 635i

B. L. Downey Co. Inc. Broadview IL 3479 1 .~0~ 75

Baker Hughes Incorporated Houston TX 3533. 34711 I 193.116i 20

Ball And Socket Mfg. Co. Inc. iCheshire CT 3965.3469. 3471 I 9.8201 **

Ball Corporation Muncie IN 3411! 7 721.8591 86

Bausch & Lomb Incorporated Rochester NY 3471, 3851. 382"~ I 51.7061

Bead Industries Inc. IBndgeport CT 3499, 3679. 34321 1 107,1431 ***

$ethlebem Steel Corporatmn Bethlehem PA 3312. 3462! I t 792.550i 50

BHP Holdings (USA)Inc. [San Francisco [CA 34791 1 (O,.365!
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Exhibit 40 (cont’d)
33/50 Pro

Parent Facility name Parent City ST SIC Codes # of Participating 1993 Releas~ % Reduction
Facilities and Transfers 1988 to 1993

fibs,)
Black & Decker Corporation Baltimore MD 3429~ 6 487,188 50

tlaser Die Casting Co. Seattle WA 3471 1 38,900 78

~mc Industries Inc. Minneapolis MN 3479 1 207,147 5 _

~rod & Mcciung-Paee Co. Portland OR 3433, 3564, 3585 1 20,300

Brooklyn Park Oil Co. Inc. Minneapolis , MN 3364, 3471 1 12,606 13

Burnham Corporation Lancaster i PA 3433 1 34,149 96

~ A. Dahlin Co. Elk Grove ilL 3469 1 12,900
Village

=aldwell Products Inc. Abilene TX 3471 1 I 1,880 50

,"anon Business Machines Inc. Costa Mesa CA 3479 ! 5 95

~.argill Detroit Corporation Clawson MI 3462 1 717,558 3 l

;hanneilock Inc. Meadville PA - 3423 1 118,913

~ha~ Industries Inc. Willoughby OH 34~3 ,~ 8,260 79

~hrysler Corporation Highland Park MI 3465 2 3,623,717 80

~oid Heading Co. Detroit MI 3471 1 16,021 52

~ollis Inc. Clinton IA 3496. 3471, 3499 1 63.010 60

,’ommercial Enameling Co. Huntington CA 3431 1 250 100
Park

7’onagra Inc. Omaha NE 3411 1 39,588 8

~,ooper Industries Inc. Houston TX 3462, 3317 7 1,0,t8,465 75

~’,oming Inc. Coming NY 3469, 3471 1 1,521,5281 14

Uronlo Inc. Rochester MN 34~4 1 66,945

~mwn City Plating Co. El Monte CA 3471 1 151,509 30

~rpwn Cork & Seal Company Philadelphia PA 2752, 3479 20 1,236,689 50

Crown Metal Finishing Co. Inc. Kenilworth NJ 3479 1 50,282 21

Dana Corporation Toledo OH 3451, 3492 3 1,652,123I
Davis & Hemphill Elkridge MD 3451 t 13,3651 *

Delbar Products Inc. Perkasie PA 3089, 3465 - 102,983! 50

Delta Engineering & Mfg. Co. Tualatin OR 3444 1 8,239i

Disston Company Danville VA 3425 1 27,000

Duo-Fast Corp. Franklin Park IL 3469 1 652.519 45

Dynamtc Metal Products Company Manchester ~ 344~ I 255

Eagie-Picher Industries Inc. Cincinnati OH 3053, 3479 3 227.242 50

Eaton Corporation Cleveland OH 3462 4 450.211 50

Eaktron Industries Inc. Aumsville OR 3471, 1 ] 4,354 50

Electro-Platers Of York Inc. Wrightsville PA 3471 1 I 29.462l

Emerson Electric Co. Saint Louis MO 3569. 3541. 3496.3449 4 2.140,497 50

Enamelers & Japanners Inc. Chicago IL 3479 1 40.000!

Emie Green Industries Inc. Dayton OH 3465 3 329,8281

~xeell Polishing & Buffing Co. Wadsworth OH 3471 1 13.1491

:ederal-Mogul Corporation I Southfield MI 3365.3366, 3471 3 [
255.996 50

-’eldkircher Wire Fabg CO. ! Nashville I TN 3471. 3496! t I 750! 18
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Exhibit 40 (cont’d)
33/50 Program

Parent Facility name      Parent City ST    SIC Cedes # of Participating 1993 Releases % Reduction
Facilities and Transfers 1988 to 1993

0~.) I
Fleet Design Inc. Portland TN 3471 3 522l 80

Fmc Corporation Chicago IL 3462, 3324, 3325 1 502,318 50

Ford Motor Company Dearborn :MI 3465, 371 5 15,368,0321 15 -

Foto Mark Inc. Mendota MN 3479 I 73,325 5
Heights

Fulcrum II Limited Partnership New York    NY 3462 1 77,68C 24

G M Nameplate Inc. Seatde WA 2759, 2752, 3679 1 15,405 50
3993. 3471, 3479

G. W. Lisk Co. Inc. Clifton Springs :NY 3499, 3451, 3471, 1 15,548 *
3491

Gates Corporation Denver CO 3429, 3451 1 478,941 ***

Gayston Corporation Springbom :OH 3483, 3463 1 33,3551 56

Gefinor (USA) Inc. New York NY 3471, 3951 1 9,0881 50

3eneral Dynanucs Corporation St Louis MO 3441, 3621 1 588,2461 84

3eneral Electric Company Fairfield CT 3444, 3724 7 5.010,856! 50

3eneral Motors Corporation Detroit Mi 3651, 3694, 3679, 15 16,751,1981 *
3672, 3471

3illette Company !Boston MA 3421 l 21,497! 99

3lobe Engineering Company Inc. ~Wichita KS 3728, 3724, 3444,3599 l
18.678.

*

dager Hinge Company Saint Louis MO 3429 97,1211 64
’,

Jalliburton Company Dallas TX 344.3 1 16,884

~land Industries Inc. IWarsaw IN 3471 1 37,000!

York NY 3471. 3469 3 477,150i 50~landy & Harman New

~larrow Industries Inc. Grand Rapids ’MI 3429 1 128,355 *

-larseo Corporation Camp Hill I PA 3469, 3449 8 415,57,~ **

-lenkel Corporation Kng Of Prussa PA 3479 1 164,363! 55

-Ieresite Protective Coatings Manitowoc WI 3479. 2851, 2821 1 367 50

Hi-Shear Industries Inc. New Hyde NY 3452, 3471, 3451, 1 8,226 50
Park 3479

HM Anglo-Arnencan Ltd New York NY 3423i 4 1,265,741 2

Hohman Plating & Mfg. Inc. Dayton OH 3471, 2851, 3479 1 13,293 **

Hoover Sys. Inc. Dallas ITX 2542, 3444, 3441 1 510 27

Houston Plaung Co. South Houston TX 3471 1 997 *

IBM Armonk NY 3672, 3579, 3471 1 1.411,3041 1

Illinois Tool Works Inc. Glenview IL 3469 3 673,1281 ***

]magineenng Enterprises Inc. South Bend IN 3471 1 11,282! ***

rico United States Inc. New York NY 3462, 3463 1 346,594i 26
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Exhibit 40 (cont’d)
33/50 Program

Parent Facility name Parent City ~r sic Codes # of Participatin| 1993 Releases 1% Reduction
Facilities and Tramfers ] 1988 to 1993

fibs.)
indal Ltd Weston, 3442 3 303,909t

Ontario.
Canada

[hdianhead Piaung Inc. Chippewa Falls W ! 3471 l 14,005

[ndu~al Hard Chrome Ltd. Geneva IL 3471 2 13,213

Ingersoll-Rand Company Woodcliff NJ 3429 4 96,553i 60
Lake

[nterlake Corporation Lisle IL 3441 1 159,932 37

ntema~ionai Paper Company Purchase NY 8731, 3471, 3544 1 2,784,831 50

[’IT Corporation New York NY 3471,3479, 3498 3 735,332 7

lacobson Mfg Co. Inc. Kenilworth NJ 3452 1

lefferson City Mfg. Co. Inc. Jefferson City MO 3363, 3451, 3469 I 4,850

for-Mac Company Inc. Grafton WI 3499. 3479 1 4.995

Iordan-Edmiston Group Inc. New York NY 3421 1 332,930 27

Kaspar Electroplating Corp Shiner TX 3471 l 56t

Kelso Asi Partners L P New York NY 3585, 3433, 3564 l 355,557 43

Kennedy Mfg. Co. ivan Weft OH 3469 2 69,756t 80

Kitzinger Cooperage Corp Saint Francis Wl 3412. 5085, 5805 1 [ 84 50

Lacks Enterprises Inc. Grand Rapids MI 3089, 3471 3 867,354 27

Lawrence Brothers Inc. Sterting IL 3429~ 1 6,827 50

LCco Corporation Saint Joseph MI 3826, 3471, 3229 1 6,800 14

Litton Industries Inc. IBeverly Hills CA 3731, 3441, 3443 1 332,264

Lord Corporation Erie PA 3069, 3471 2 1,111.3091 58

Lorin Ind. , Muskegon MI 3471, 3354[ 1
25,5001

50

L’rv Steel Co. Inc. Cleveland OH 3471 1 612,924t 60

Luke Engineering & Mfg Corp Wadsworth OH 3471 1 6,600!

Maeklanburg-Duncan Co. Oklahoma City OK 3429 I 23.376[

vlarmon Group, Inc. Chicago IL 3451 5
1.092,2181

1

Vlartm Marietta Corporation Bethesda MD 3769, 3499, 3479, I 223,2861 73
3471

Vlaseo lndusmes Inc. Taylor MI 3398, 3471 13 488,484I

Vlascotech Taylor MI 3465 9 3,163,8301 35

Matec Corporation Hopkinton MA 3479, 2899, 3489 1 21.800I

Meaden Screw Products Company Burr Ridge 1L 3451 1 12,8601 40

Mechanical Galv-Plating Corp Sidney OH 3479 1 i 3,448i

Metrom~dia Company lie Rutherford I NJ i 3451. 34991 1 i 295"322!

Midwest Plating Company Inc. I Grand Rapids ’~MI I 3471’, I ~ 520! 50
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Exhibit 40 (cont’d)
33/50 Program

Parent Facility name       Parent City ST    SIC Codes # of Participatin~ 1993 ll~leases 1% Reduction
Facilities and Tranffers 1988 to 1993

(11~.)
Miller Smith Mfg. Co. Spring Lake MI 3471 1 i 17 2471

Modem Metal Products Co. Loves Park IL 3471 1 I 163! 71

Modern Welding Company Owensboro KY 3441, 3443 1 1 5i *
Modine Manufacturing Company Racine W I 3443, 3714 4 488,996t 50

Morgan Stanley Leveraged Fund New York NY 3724, 3471 2 t 2.166,420! 13

Napco Inc. Valencia PA 3499. 3444, 3446, l 41,037 60
3442, 3479

Nashua Corp. Nashua NH 2672. 3572, 3577, 2 1,818.504 **
2869, 2821, 3479

National Forge Company Irvine PA 3462 1 3,100 *

National Semiconductor Corp. Santa Clara !CA 3679, 3674, 347 t I 23,173 6

~ew Dimension Plating Inc. Hutchinson MN 3471 1 17,300i 35

5/ewell Co. Freeport IL 3471, 3496 5 324,283i 23

Norandal USA Brentwood TN 3353.3479 1 627,740! 6

North American Investment Prop Hawthorne NY 3443 I I 1.755i 70

Northland Stmnless Inc. Tomahawk W I 3443 1 7.570! ***

Norton Company Worcester MA 3425 I 40.831 i 63

3ak lndusmes Inc. Waltham MA 3451. 3471, 3398 1 34.1281 16

3berg Industries Inc. Freeport PA 3469, 3471, 3089 1 18.435i 85

3r~gon Sand Blasting & Coating Tualatin OR 3479 1 14.6601 *

Owens-Illinois Inc. Toledo OH 3469 2 412.573

Pace Industries Inc. New York NY 3639, 3444, 3469 1 14,530 **

Parker Hannifin Corporation Cleveland OH 3451, 3492, 3494 9 244,9661 50

Pechiney Corporation Greenwich CT 3479,.3724 1 216,1771

Penn Enl~neering & Mfg Danboro PA 3452 I I 11,897i 100

Philip Morris Companies Inc. New York NY 3479, 3468 I 259,0531 **

Photocirouits Corporation Glen Cove NY 3672, 3471 1 292.178i 92

)MF Ind. Inc. Williamsport PA 3499, 3471 1 13.0151 34

Precision Plating Inc. Minneapolis MN 3471 1 10,155t
Precision Products Group Inc. Rockford IL 3398. 3469, 3495, 1 149.834

3493, 3499
Premark International Inc. Deeffield IL 3556, 3325, 3,144 2 140,3131 "’"

Process Engineering Co. Inc. Jackson MS 3471 I 10,305! 50

Production Paint Finishers Bradford OH I 3479 1 11,5841 60

Prospect Purchasing Co. Inc. N Brunswick NJ 3412 1 47,2751 50
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Exhibit 40 (cont’d)
33/50 Pro

Parent Fat’ilRy name Parent City ST SIC Codes # of Participating 1993 Releases % R~,~u~ion
Facilities and Tramfers 1988 to 1993

fibs.)

h’otective Coatings Inc. Kent [WA 3471, 3479i 1 41,137 ***

Providence Metallizing Co. Inc. Pawtucket ~RI 3479, 3471 I 35,347 70

Quality Rolling & Debumng Co. Thomaston CT 3471’ 1 287,324 ***

~ P Adams Company Inc. Tonawanda N Y 3469 1 2C ***

Raytheon Company Lexington MA 3672, 3471, 3674 I 706,045 50

Rehrig International Inc. Richmond VA 3471 l 2,261i

Reilly Plating Co. Nanticoke PA 3471 I 75~: 2

Reliance Finishing Co. Grand Rapids MI 3479 1 I 1,4001 **

Reynolds Metals Company Richraond VA 3479 1 2,055,294 38

S. K. Williams Co. Wauwatosa W I 3471 1 126 *

~chuller Corporation Denver CO 344~, i 24,694 ***

!%neca Foods Corporation Pittsford NY- 3411 1 19,717 50

iebe Industries Inc. ~ichmond VA 3400, 3471 2 849,335 2

kills Inc. Seattle WA 3479 1 7,650 ***

,mith Everett Investment Co. Milwaukee W I 3444 1 240,445 89

~mith System Manufactunng Co. Piano TX 3444, 2531 1 499 *

~on’tmer Metalcrafi Corp Crawfordsville IN 347 t l 1,500 *

onoco Products Company Hartsville SC 2655, 3469 2 621,380

~outhline Metal Products Co. Houston TX 3412 1 77,552 ***

~px Corporalaon Muskegon MI 3479 1 554,822[ 2

~tanley Works New Britain C’l" 3471 10 508.199 50

~unset Fireplace Fixtures City Of CA 342~ 1 12.80~ 25

Super Radiator Coils Ltd Minneapolis MN 340( 1 139,235 82

~uperior Plating Inc. Minneapolis MN 3471 I 39,40~

;urflech Finishes Company Kent W A 3471 1 20,270i *

Swva Inc. Huntington WV 3441 1 43,405 27

l’awas Plating Company Tawas City MI 3471 1 3.265 50

]’ech Industries Inc. :Woonsocket RI 3089, 3471 l 27,003 64

Techmetais Inc. Da.vton OH 3471 I I0,645 50

Tektronix Inc. Beaverton OR 3663, 3444 I 12,393 *

Tenneco Inc. Houston TX 3441 l 1.272,423 8

Texas Instruments Incorporated Dallas TX 3822, 2812, 3356, I 344,225 25
3471, 3714, 3341

Therma-Tm Corp Sylvania OH 3442, 3089 i 17,255 41

Thiokol Corporation Ogden UT 3452 2 1.00 I. 162 40

Thomas Steel Strip Corp Warren OH 347 I, 3316 I 6.839 50

l’rinova Corporation Maumee
pOAH

345 I, 3498 I 488.879 50

~ T I Corporation Collegeville 3461J t I 473,8721 50

United States Can Company Del Hinsdale !l L 3412, 34 l I[ I ] 5.2991 *

2,393.252.lnited Technologies Corp Hartford

I L

3086, 3471 2 [ 50

[.JS Can Corporation (Del) Oak Brook , 3411 7 t 573.088! 37
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Exhibit 40 (cont’d)
33/50 Program

Parent Facility name t Parent City S]’ i SIC Cedes # of Participating 1993 Releases i % Reduction
Facilities and Transfers 1988 to 1993

Valley Plating Works i Los Angeles I CA 3471 1 i 130 75
Valley Technologies Inc. Valley Park MO 3398. 3463 1 0!

**
Van Der Horst Usa Corpor~aon ITerrell TX 3471 1 i 20,623 **
Veba Corporation i Houston TX 3471, 3599 1 " 24,254 10
9V W Custom Clad inc. ~Canajoharie NY 3471 1 ! 8.595 50
~V. J. Roscoe Co. Akron OH 2851, 2891,2517, 1 i 40,051 50

3479

Walter Industries Inc. ITampa FL 3321, 3479 I
i 859.751

24amer-Lamber~ Company Morns Plains NJ 3421 1 I 146,333 40
~Veiss-Aug Co. Inc. East Hanover NJ 3465, 3469 1 ! 15,834 **

Wheeling-Pittsburgh Corp iWheeling WV 3479 1 i 560.055 66
~Vhiripooi Corporauon Benton Harbor MI 3450, 3471, 3490 1 1.540,866[ 50

Nhyco Chromium Company Inc. ~ Thomaston CT 3471 1 i 88.737 50
/v’inona Corporation i Winona Lake IN 3479~ 1 ~ 47.2601

Wisconsin Tool & Stamping Co. !Schiller Park IL 3469 1 ,~ 42.000, **

WNA Inc. i Wilmington DE 3449 2 i 248.148: ***

Worldwide Cryogenics Holdings i Minneapolis MN 3443 1 i 133.8101~ *

Wright Products Corp t.~.|inneapolis ] MN 34291 1 i 45.287i
York Metal Finishing Co. I Philadelphia PA 347 ! 1 i 5! *

Zippo Manufacturing Company
It Bradford

PA
I

3421 2 ,~ 189.929i
50

¯ = not quantifiable against 1988
data.
¯ * = use reduction goal only.
¯ ** = no numerical goal.

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national
initiative piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have
volunteered to demonstrate innovative approaches to
environmental management and compliance. EPA has selected 12
pilot projects at industrial facilities and Federal installations which
will demonstrate the principles of the ELP program. These
principles include: environmental management systems,
multimedia compliance assurance, third-party verification of
compliance, public measures of accountability, community
involvement, and mentoring programs. In return for participating,
pilot participants receive public recognition and are given a period
of time to correct any violations discovered during these
experimental projects. At present, no metal finishing or fabricating
facilities are carrying out ELP pilot projects. (Contact: Tai-ming
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Chang, ELP Director, (202) 564-5081 or Robert Fentress, (202) 564-
7023)

Gillette ELP Project

The objective of the Gillette Environmental Leadership Program is
the development and implementation of a third party compliance
and management systems audit and verification process. The
project will involve the development of environmental
compliance and environmental management systems audit
protocol criteria that can be adopted and easily implemented by
other facilities to assess compliance with relevant regulations. The
three Gillette facilities that are participating are: South Boston
Manufacturing Center, blade and razor manufacturing; North
Chicago Manufacturing Center, batch chemical manufacturing; and
Santa Monica, CA, stationary products manufacturing. (Contact:
Scott Throwe, (202) 564-7013).

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President
Clinton’s Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The
projects seek to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by
allowing participants to replace or modify existing regulatory
requirements on the condition that they produce greater
environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will
negotiate and sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specific
objectives that the regulated entity shall satisfy. In exchange, EPA
will allow the participant a certain degree of regulatory flexibility
and may seek changes in underlying regulations or statutes.
Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder .support from local
governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes
to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including
facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated
by EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects
will move to implementation within six months of their selection.
For additional information regarding XL Projects, including
application procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal
Register Notice. Contact Jon Kessler, Office of Policy Analysis, (202)
260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal
of preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use
energy-efficient lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500
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participants which include major corporations; small and medium
sized businesses; Federal, State and local governments; non-profit
groups; schools; universities; and health care facilities. Each
participant is required to survey their facilities and upgrade lighting
wherever it is profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the
participants through a decision support software package,
workshops and manuals, and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of
Air and Radiation is responsible for operating the Green Lights
Program. (Contact: Susan Bullard, (202) 233-9065 or the Green
Light/Energy Star Hotline at (202) 775-6650)

WasteWi$e Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of
Solid Waste and E.mergency Response. The program is aimed at
reducing municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization,
recycling collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of
recycled products. As of 1994, the program had about 300 companies
as members, including a number of major corporations. Members
agree to identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes
and must provide EPA with their waste reduction goals along with
yearly progress reports. EPA in turn provides technical assistance to
member companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo for
promotional purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn, (202) 260-0700 or the
WasteWiSe Hotline at (800) 372-9473)

"Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the
U.S. commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
accordance with the Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth
Summit. As part of the Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate
Wise Recognition Program is a partnership initiative run jointly by
EPA and the Department of Energy. The program is designed to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging reductions across
all sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the full
range of Climate Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering
innovation. Participants in the program are required to identify
and commit to actions that reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
program, in turn, gives organizations early recognition for their
reduction commitments; provides technical assistance through
consulting services, workshops, and guides; and provides access to
the program’s centralized information system. At EPA, the
program is operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within
the Office of Policy Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela
Herman, (202) 260-4407)
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NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention are jointly administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy,
Environment, and Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up                  -
to 50 percent of the total project cost, the program encourages
industry to reduce industrial waste at its source and become more
energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste minimization
efforts. Grants are used by industry to design, test, demonstrate, and
assess the feasibility of new processes and/or equipment with the
potential to reduce pollution and increase energy efficiency. The
program is open to all industries; however, priority is given to
proposals from participants in the pulp and paper, chemicals,
primary metals, and petroleum and coal products sectors. (Contact:
DOE’s Golden Field Office, (303) 275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

Associations, universities, and the industry are currently working
with EPA to make the Agency aware of issues that relate to metal
fabricating and finishing industries. As a result of these
relationships and overall interest in achieving compliance and
reducing pollution, additional research relating to process
techniques and pollution prevention alternatives is being
conducted. Various workshops and training opportunities have
resulted from these efforts. A summary of some trade association
and industry activities is presented below, along with some
associations related to this industry.

V1TI.C.1. Environmental Programs

Several trade and professional associations are working with EPA to
make the Agency aware of issues that relate to metal fabricating
industries. For example, the Copper and Brass Fabricators Council
(CBFC) has been assisting EPA’s Office of Solid Waste regarding
recycling issues as it develops or redrafts RCRA regulations. CBFC
is communicating its experiences with metal fabricating to EPA, in
terms of materials used and possible recycling options, in hopes that
future regulations might complement the industry’s processes.

Additionally, several organizations have sponsored workshops
focusing on waste minimization and pollution prevention in
several fabricated metal related industries. Three workshops, the
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Hazardous Waste Management for Small Business Workshop, the
Environmentally Conscious Painting Workshop, and the Pollution
Prevention Workshop for the Electroplating Industry, are discussed
below.

Hazardous Waste Management for Small Business Workshop

The University of Northern Iowa, with support from EPA, Des
Moines Area Community College, Northeast Iowa Community
College, Scott Community College, and Indiana Hills Community
College, sponsored a Hazardous Waste Management for Small
Business workshop. This workshop was geared towards small
businesses and was intended to provide practical answers to
environmental regulatory questions. Small businesses covered bv
the workshop include: manufacturers, vehicle maintenance and
repair shops, printers, machine shops, and other businesses that
generate potentially hazardous waste. Topics covered include:
hazardous waste determination, waste generator categories,
management of specific common waste streams, including used oil
and solvents, and pollution prevention.(Contact: Duane
McDonald, (319) 273-6899)

Environmentally Conscious Painting Workshop

Kansas State University, NIST/Mid-America Manufacturing
Technology Center, Kansas Department of Health & Environment,
EPA Region 7, Allied Signal, Inc., Kansas City Plant, and the U.S.
Department of Energy sponsored the Environmentally Conscious
Painting workshop. This workshop covered topics such as
upcoming regulations and the current regulatory climate, methods
to cost-effectively reduce painting wastes and emissions, and
alternative painting processes. (Contact: the Kansas State
University, Division of Continuing Education, (913) 532-5566)

Pollution Prevention Workshop for the Electroplating Industry

Kansas State University Engineering Extension, EPA Region 7,
Kansas Department of Health and Environment, and the
University of Kansas sponsored the Pollution Prevention
Workshop for the Electroplating Industry. The workshop described
simple techniques for waste reduction in the electroplating
industry, including: plating, rinsing processes and wastewater,
wastewater management options, metals recovery options, waste
treatment and management, and product substitutions and plating
alternatives. (Contact: the Kansas State University Division of
Continuing Education, (800) 432-8222)
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VIII.C.2. Summary. of Trade Associations

Various trade associations represent the interests of metal fabricator
workers and the industry itself. Some of these organizations are
discussed in greater detail below.

American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Members:10,000

Society. (AESF) Staff: 21
12644 Research Parkway 1 Budget: 2,000,000
Orlando, FL 32826

I                          Contact:

Ted Witt, Executive

Phone: (407) 281-6441 Director
Fax: (407) 281-6446

Founded in 1909, AESF is an international professional society of
scientists, technicians, job shop operators, and others interested in
research in electroplating, surface finishing, and allied arts. AESF
offers classroom training courses, home study courses,-cooperative
programs, and a voluntary certification program. In addition, it
bestows awards, conducts research programs, and provides an
insurance program for job shop owners. AESF also publishes
Plating and Surface Finishing (monthly), AESF Shop Guide, books,
symposia proceedings, research reports, and training booklets with
slide presentations; and makes available films and videotapes.

ASM International (ASM) Members: 54,000

9639 Kinsman Staff: 145
Materials Park, OH 44073 Budget: $19,500,000
Phone: (216) 338-5151 Contact: Edward L. Langer

Founded in 1920, ASM represents metallurgists; materials
engineers; executives in materials producing and consuming
industries; and teachers and students. This association disseminates
technical information about the manufacture, use, and treatment of
engineered materials. It offers in-plant, home study, and intensive
courses through the Materials Engineering Institute; conducts
conferences, seminars, and lectures; presents awards to teachers of
materials science and for achievements in the field; and grants
scholarships and fellowships. Additionally, it maintains a library of
10,000 volumes on metals and other materials.
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Copper and Brass Fabricators Council (CBFC)Contact: Joseph L. Mayer
1050 17th Street, NW, Suite 440
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 833-8575

Founded in 1966, CBFC represents copper and brass fabricators. Its _
activities involve foreign trade in copper and brass fabricated
products, and Federal regulatory matters including legislation,
regulations, rules, controls, stockpiling, and other similar measures
affecting domestic fabricators of copper and brass products. CBFC
holds an annual convention.

Metal Construction Association (MCA) Members: 100
1101 14th Street, NW, S~ite 1100 Staff: 5
Washington, DC 20005 Contact: David W. Barrack
Phone: (202) 371-1243
Fax: (202) 371-1090

Founded in 1983, MCA represents individuals engaged in the
manufacture, design, engineering, sale, or installation of metal used
in construction, and others interested in the metal construction
industry. It promotes the use of metal in all construction
applications. Additionally, MCA represents all sectors of the metal
construction industry; fosters better trade practices and improved
communication within the industry; serves as liaison between
members and other industry organizations. The association collects
and disseminates information; maintains the Merit Award Program
to acknowledge outstanding buildings, products, and systems in the
industry; plans programs in institutional advertising, voluntary
standards, and statistics; proposed educational programs including
structure erection, estimating, and bookkeeping; compiles statistics;
and bestows scholarships. MCA also prepares and distributes two
publications: the Metal Construction Association-Membership
Directory (annually) and the Metal Construction Association-
Newsletter (quarterly). Its newsletter includes technical articles,
meeting reviews, committee reports, minutes, and a calendar of
events. MCA holds a semiannual meeting and Metalcon
International Trade Show and an annual meeting.
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Metal Fabricating Institute (FMI) Staff: 4
PO Box 1178 Contact: Ronald L. Fowler
Rockford, IL 61105
Phone: (815) 965-4031 ,

Founded in 1968, MFI conducts technical seminars for structural
and sheet metal fabricators to update management on the latest
manufacturing techniques. MFI also presents a Fabricating
Engineer of the Year Award. In addition, it publishes Metal
Fabricating News (bimonthly), which contains a calendar of events,
new products and literature, book reviews, and a buyers guide. The
association also holds a semiannual conference in West Lafayette,
Indiana.

Metal Finishers Suppliers Association (MFSA)Members: 180 Companies
801 North Cass, Ste. 300 - Staff: 2-4
Westmont, IL 60559 Budget: $400,000
Phone: (708) 887-0797 Contact: Richard Crain

Incorporated in 1951, MFSA is the only trade association
representing companies that supply chemicals and equipment to
the metal finishing industry. MFSA works closely with
organizations that represent the metal finishing industry, such as
AESF (see above) and the National Association of Metal Finishers
(see below), and is involved in several joint programs, including an
annual conference. In addition, MFSA publishes a monthly
newsletter and has published a dozen technical papers to inform
and assist its members.

National Association of Metal Finishers Members: 940

(NAMF) Staff: 6
401 N. Michigan Avenue Budget: $750,000
Chicago, IL 60611-4267 Contact: Brad Parcells
Phone: (312) 644-6610

Founded in 1955, NAMF represents management executives of
firms engaged in plating, hard chroming, galvanizing,
electroforming, metalizing, organic coating, phosphating, rust
proofing, polishing, buffing, anodizing, and other forms of metal
finishing. NAMF is concerned primarily with management
education, development of finishing standards, and legislative
issues. In addition, it publishes Finishers’ Management, a trade
magazine of the plating and finishing industry. NAMF also
produces Finishing Line (monthly), Legislative Line (hi-monthly),
and NAMF Regulatory Compliance Manual. NAMF holds an
annual trade show.
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Precision Metalforming Association (PMA) Members: 1,000
27027 Chardon Road Staff: 20
Richmond Heights, OH 44143 Budget: $3,000,000
Phone: (216) 585-8800 Contact:. Jon E. Jenson
Fax: (216) 585-3126

Founded in 1942, PMA represents manufacturers of metal
stampings, precision metal fabrications, and metal spinnings, and
their suppliers. PMA provides information and technical services
to members. It also presents numerous awards and publishes
Metalforming, a monthly magazine that addresses: materials and
equipment, electronics in metal forming and assembly, taxes, legal
issues, and management.

Society for Mining, Metallur~,, and Members: 20,000
Exploration, Inc. (SME) Stair: 31
PO Box 625005 Budget: $3,700,000
Litfleton, CO 80162 Contact: Gary, D. Howell
Phone: (303) 973-9550

Founded in 1871, SME represents individuals engaged in the
finding, exploitation, treatment, and marketing of all classes of
minerals (metal ores, industrial minerals, and solid fuel) except
petroleum. Additionally, it offers specialized education programs;
and compiles enrollment and graduation statistics from schools
offering engineering degrees in mining, mineral, mineral
processing/metallurgical, geological, geophysical technology.

United Steelworkers of America (USWA) Members: 675,000
5 Gateway Center Staff: 475
Pittsburgh, PA 15222 Contact: George Becker
Phone: (412) 562-2400
Fax: (412) 562-2445

Founded in 1936, this association has absorbed numerous
associations for steel workers. Currently, this agency publishes
Steelabor ten times a year. This news magazine reports on
legislation and regulation affecting the union, union activities at
the national and chapter levels, economic developments, pension
news, and information on safety and health. USWA also publishes
the Steelworker Old Time, quarterly; and holds a biennial
convention.
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Surface Cleaning, Finishing, and Coating, American Society for Metals, Metals
Handbook: 9th Edition, Volume 5, 1982.

Regulatory Profile

U.S. EPA OPPTS Title III Section 313 Release Reporting Guidance: Estimating
Chemical Releases from Electroplating Operations, 1988.

Guidance Manual for EIectroplating and Metal Finishing Pretreatment
Standards, U.S. EPA/Effluent Guidelines Division and Permits Division, 1984.

Listing of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR 261.31 and 261.32): Identification and Listing
of Hazardous Waste Under RCRA, Subtitle C, Section 3001, U.S. EPA, May 1980.
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Guides to Pollution Prevention: The Metal.Finishing Industry, U.S. EPA, ORD,
October 1992.

Minnesota Technical Assistance Program Checklists for Identifying Waste
Reduction Opportunities.

Pollution Prevention In Metal Manufacturing: Saving Money Through
Pollution Prevention, U.S. EPA, OSW, October 1989.

Pollution Prevention Options In Metal Fabricated Products Industries: A
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Contacts*

Name Organization Telephone

Paul Beatty U.S. EPA Region VII (913) 551-5089

Bob Benson U.S. EPA, Office of Policy, (202) 260-8668
Planning and Evaluation

Marty Borruso American Electroplaters and (718) 720-6646
Surface Finishers Society

Jim Callier U.S. EPA Region VII (913) 551-7646

Doug Fine Massachusetts Department of (617) 556-1049
Environmental Protection

Marilyn Goode U.S. EPA Office of Solid Waste (202) 260-6299

Kris Goschen U.S. EPA Region VII, Southeast (913) 551-5078
Michigan Initiative

Mardi Klevs U.S. EPA SEMI Coordinator (312) 353-5490

Larry Lins U.S. EPA Region V (216) 835-5200

Jc~hn Robison U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution (202) 260-3590
Prevention and Toxics

William Saas Taskem, Inc., Metal Finishers (216) 351-1500
Suppliers’ Association

Paul Shapiro U.S. EPA, Office of Research and (202) 260-4969
Development

William Sonntag National Association of Metal (202) 965-5190
Finishers, American Electroplaters
and Surface Finishers Society

* Many of the contacts listed above provided valuable information and comments during the
development of this doucment. EPA appreciated this support and acknowledges that the
indivduals listed do not necessarilv endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Intemet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, in.formation, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSEN$E WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the tbllowing address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

/www.epa.gov/oeca- then select the button labeled Gov’tandBusiness
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E__~$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA ESWWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

I This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators: and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that - in industry aRer industry, community after community -
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recycled/Recyclable ¯ Printed wl~ Vegetable Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postconsumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding
environmental issues associated with specific industrial sectors. The documents
were developed under contract by Abt Associates (Cambridge, MA), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this
document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be                ’
directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as
public and academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the
media. For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these
documents, please refer to the contact names and numbers provided within this
volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e
Bulletin Board and via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web.
Downloading procedures are described ~ Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph by Dan Cabrera, U.S. Department of The Interior.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPAJ310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPAJ310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind.Rafael Sanchez 564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh, 1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997

This page updated during June 1997 reprinting
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L INTRODUCTION TO THE SECrOR NOTEBOOK PROJECr

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to
traditional single-media approaches to environmental protection.
Environmental regulatory agencies are beginning to embrace
comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility permitting,
enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach, research,
and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, water, and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these
inter-relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One
way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental
policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental
concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar products
can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need
to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA
Office of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, States, the
regulated community, environmental groups, and the public became
interested in this project, the scope of the original project was
expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common sense
environmental protection measures for specific industries is
dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description
of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed
between regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the
subject of a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a
manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
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synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched from
a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on
the information included, each notebook went through an external
review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all
those that participated in this process and enabled us to develop more
complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who
reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be
sources of additional information. The individuals and groups on this
list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA°s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
the notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy
and electronically. If you have any comments on the existing
notebook, or if you would like to provide additional information,
please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA Office of
Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-A),
Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board or the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web for
general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in,
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
Enviro$en$e Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic regions
or States may have unique characteristics that are not fully captured in
these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance encourages
State and local environmental agencies and other groups to
supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook to
include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may
be available. Additionally, interested States may want to supplement
the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section
with State and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section
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in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the
opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us
in the further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks
for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the
Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.

Because this profile was not intended to be a stand-alone document
concerning the metal mining industry, appended is a full reference of
additional EPA documents and reports on this subject, as listed in the
March edition of the Federal Register.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE METAL MINING INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the metal mining industry. The type of facilities described within
the document are also described in terms of their Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The metal mining industry includes facilities engaged primarily in
exploring for metallic minerals, developing mines, and ore mining.
These ores are valued chiefly for the metals they contain, which are
recovered for use as constituents of alloys, chemicals, pigments, or
other products. The industry sector also includes ore dressing and
beneficiating operations. The categorization corresponds to the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 10, published by the
Department of Commerce to track the flow of goods and services
within the economy.

The SIC 10 group consists of the following three-digit breakout of
industries:

SIC 101 Iron Ores
SIC 102 Copper Ores
SIC 103 Lead and Zinc Ores
SIC 104 Gold and Silver Ores
SIC 106 - Ferroalloy Ores, Except Vanadium
SIC 108 - Metal Mining Services
SIC 109 - Miscellaneous Metal Ores.

Although the group includes all metal ore mining, the scope of mining
industries with a significant domestic presence is concentrated in iron,
copper, lead, zinc, gold, and silver. These represent the most common
hardrock minerals mined domestically, and comprise an essential
sector of the nation’s economy by providing basic raw materials for
major sectors of the U.S. economy. In addition, the extraction and
beneficiation of these minerals generate large amounts of wastes. For
these reasons, this profile’s focus is limited to the above-stated sectors
of the SIC 10 metal mining industry.

While such metals as molybdenum, platinum, and uranium are also
included in SIC code 10, mining for these metals does not constitute a
significant portion of the overall metal mining industry, nor of the
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waste generation in mining processes; these metals are therefore
excluded from this profile.

In the global market, the U.S. is a major producer of iron, copper, lead,
zinc, gold, and silver. In 1993, domestic mines were responsible for six
percent of iron ore production, 13 percent of copper ore production, 13
percent of lead production, eight percent of zinc production, 14 percent
of gold production, and 11 percent of silver production. Despite an
extraordinary wealth of domestic metal sources, with the exception of
gold, the U.S. is a net importer of all the above-mentioned metals.

Regulations pertaining to the industry are numerous, but an emphasis
is placed on point source discharges to waters, regulated by the Clean
Water Act. These industries also face existing and future regulation
under the Clean Water Act, Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and ~,iability Act, and the Clean Air Act. Unlike
manufacturing facilities, facilities involved in mining metals are not
currently required to report chemical releases and transfers to the Toxic
Release Inventory (TRI) Public Release Database under the Emergency
Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986. As a result, TRI
data is not available as a source of information on chemical releases in
the metal mining industry; alternative sources of data have been
identified for purposes of this profile.

II.B. Characterization of the Metal Mining Industry

The metal mining industry is predominantly located in the Western
States, where most copper, silver, and gold mining occurs. Iron ore
production is centered in the Great Lakes region, while zinc mining
occurs in Tennessee and lead mining in Missouri. Large companies
tend to dominate mining of such metals as copper, silver, and gold,
while more diverse mine operators may be involved in mining lead,
zinc, and iron metals. Metals generated from U.S. mining operations
are used domestically in a wide range of products, including
automobiles, electrical and industrial equipment, jewelry, and
photographic materials. Metal mine production has remained
somewhat stagnant over recent years, and metals exploration has
declined, although future production is expected to climb as a result of
continued industrial manufacturing and a growing economy.

The following exhibit depicts the proportion of metal mining
production within the entire mining industry.
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Exhibit 1
Total Mine Production - USA, in Billions of Dollars

Industrial
Minerals & $10.40
Aggregates

Coal

$21.60

Metals
$20

Source: Randol Minin~ Directory_ 1994/95.

II.B.1. Industry Size and Distribution

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definition differences. This document
does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather reports the
data as they are maintained by each source.

Geographic Distribution

Though mining operations are performed throughout the U.S., the
concentration of metal mining is located in the Western region of the
country. Copper, gold, and silver deposits are primarily found in Utah,
Montana, Nevada, California, and Arizona. Zinc is mined primarily in
Alaska, Missouri, New York, and Tennessee. Lead deposits are mined
primarily in Missouri, Alaska, Colorado, Idaho, and Montana, while
Minnesota and Michigan are the primary sources of domestic iron ore
production. The U.S. Bureau of Mines lists 482 active mines in its 1994
Mineral Commodity Summaries. (See Exhibits 2, 3, and 4). Exhibit 5
illustrates the number of facilities performing metal-specific operations
by State.
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Exhibit 2
Geographic Distribution of Industry
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Exhibits 3 & 4
Metal-Producing Areas

MAJOR BASE METAL PRODUCING AREAS

Copper ~" Gold

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Moly~enum ~ Vanadium

j Vsnadtum
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Exhibit 5
Number of Facilities [~er State

Type of Facility/ States and Number of Mines
Total Number

Iron Ore (22) MI-2; MN-7; MT-1; SD-1; TX -2; UT-2
Silver (150) AK-15; AZ-15; CA-14; CO-4; ID-12; MI-1; MT-9; NV-1; NY-1; OR-l;

SC-3; SD-4; UT-4; WA-4
Gold (212) AK-13; AZ-14; CA-19; CO-7; ID-11; MT-9; NM-5; NV-61; OR-2; SC-4;

SD-5; WA-4; UT-2
Lead (23) AK-2; AZ-1; CO-2; ID-1; IL-1; MO-7; MT-2; NM-2; NY-2; TN-2;

WA-1
I Zinc (25) AK-3; CO-1; ID-2; MO-4; MT-1; NY-2; TN-10; WA-1
Copper (50) AZ-16; CO-2; ID-3; MI-3; MO-2; MT-3; NM-9; NV-1; OR-l; UT-1

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines 1992 and 1994 Data. "

Metals mined under SIC 10 are used for a wide variety of products, and
are the primary raw materials used in many industrial applications. As
noted in a series of Technical Resource Documents prepared by EPA’s
Office of Solid Waste, copper is essential to the electronics and
construction industry; iron ore provides the base material for the steel,
automotive, and transportation industries; gold is used primarily in
jewelry and the decorative arts, but is also used in the electronics
industry and in dentistry. Gold also serves as an important investment
vehicle and reserve asset. All of these metals are essential to the
operation of a modern economy. Exhibit 6 provides a more detailed
list of the uses for these metals.

Exhibit 6
Major Uses for Selected Metal Minerals

Commodity Number Total U.S.
of Mine~ Major Uses Production

(metric tons)
:Copper 50 Building construction, electrical and electronic products,1,765,000

industrial machinery and equipment, transportation
equipment, and consumer and [~eneral products

Gold 212+ Jewelry and arts, industrial (mainly electronic), dental 329
: Iron Ore 22 Steel 55,593,000
Lead 23 Transportation (batteries, fuel tanks, solder, seals, and 398,000

bearings); electrical, electronic, and communications    !

Silver 150 Photographic products, electrical and electronic, 1,800
electroplated ware, sterlin[~ ware, and jewelry

Zinc             25      Galvanizin[~, diecast alloys, brass, and bronze         1      524,000
Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mine ~ Summaries 1994. and Minerals Yeart~ooK. Volume !: Metals and

Minerals. 1992.
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II.B.2. Economic Trends

The estimated U.S. metal mine production value for 1993 was $12.15
billion, accounting for less than one percent of gross national product.
In 1993, the total employment in the metal mining industry stood at
nearly 50,000 according to the National Mining Association (See Exhibit
7 for the distribution of employment by facility size). Motor vehicle
manufacturing helped support demand for materials such as steel (an
iron alloy), copper, lead, and zinc. However, mining production
volumes remained relatively stagnant. In some cases, ore production
was down (lead - four percent; iron ore - one percent; zinc - four
percent; silver - six percent). The other principal metal ore industries,
copper and gold, remained even with 1992 production levels. Metals
production in general is expected to increase, due to anticipated
continued growth in .the motor vehicle industry.

Exhibit 7
Facility Size Distribution

Type of Facility* Facilities Facilities Facilities Total
w/1 - 9 w/10 - 99 w/100 +

employees employees employees

SIC 1021 - Cop[~er 102 30 24 156
SIC 1031 - Lead and Zinc 40 8 16 64

SIC 1041 - Gold 586 122 53 761

SIC 1011 - Iron 81 14 11 106
~ SIC 1044 - Silver 73 9 2 84

Source: Dun and Bradstreet, 1993.
*Note: Sources define the term "facility" differently, which causes the a~arent disparity between those totals cited above

and those accounted for by the U.S. Bhreau bf Mines. Represented in these facility numbers are recreational mine
operators predominantly located in Alaska, California, and Montana.

A preliminary evaluation of 1992 survey responses from 36 Canadian
and 25 U.S. mineral companies operating in the U.S. suggests that the
average corporate exploration budget was reduced by more than one-
half from 1991 levels. Metal exploration in the U.S. during 1992
appears to have declined on an average company basis, by more than 60
percent. Although specific gold and copper deposits continue to
command attention, most U.S. programs have been curtailed. The
BLM estimated that 75 percent of company claims were dropped during
1993 (Federal mining law grants sole mineral rights to a prospector if
there is a discovery of economic value; prior to such a discovery, a
"claim" is honored if the prospector maintains an actual presence on
site and completes a progressive amount of developmental work per
year).
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The number of companies that have shifted portions of their
exploration budgets to Latin America is growing. More than 250
companies, about 10 percent of the North American mining
exploration industry, are now active in Latin America, especially
Mexico and Chile. Among the forces driving U.S. companies abroad is
the recent privatization of world-class mineral deposits, the presence of
rich overseas ore deposits, depletion of prime domestic ore sources,
labor costs, and the lack of significant regulatory pressure in the
developing world.

The U.S. economy’s slow but steady growth rate of the last several years
is expected to spur demand in major domestic materials-consuming
industries, such as the auto industry. In addition, developing
economies in South America and Asia have had higher consumption
of mineral materials as political regimes have liberalized their
economies to meet d6mands for higher standards of living.

The following exhibit illustrates production values in 1993 for various
metal mining industry sectors.

Exhibit 8
Metal Mine Production - USA, in Billions of Dollars

$4.18
Copper                                 $3.so

$3.65
Gold $3.79

$1.73Iron Ore $1.70

[] 1 993Zinc $0.51
¯ 1 9 9 2

Magnesium      $0.41

Lead    I $o.31
$0.27

1993 Total Value (estimated)
$0.19 $10.439 billionMolybedenum    $o. 16

0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

Source: Ranaol Mining Directory. 1994/95.
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Following is a brief summary of current trends in domestic mining
industries. Much of the information presented is based on a report
prepared by EPA’s Office of Research and Development.

Iron

In 1993, domestic production of iron ore remained at approximately the
same level as that of 1992. The value of usable ore shipped from mines
in Minnesota, Michigan, and six other States in 1993 was estimated at
$1.7 billion. Iron ore was produced domestically by 16 companies
operating 22 mines, 16 concentration plants, and 10 pelletizing plants.
The mines included 19 open pits and one underground operation.
Nine of these mines, operated by six companies, accounted for the vast
majority of the outpu.t.

The U.S. steel industry was the primary consumer of iron ore,
accounting for 98 percent of domestic iron ore consumption in 1992.
Domestic demand for iron ore has fallen behind that for iron and steel
due to changes in industrial processes, including the increased use of
scrap (especially by mini-mills) and the use of imported semi-finished
steel. Twelve percent of domestic iron consumption in 1993 was
imported. While world consumption of iron ore increased slightly,
prices declined for the third consecutive year.

Copper

World copper production remained at approximately the same level in
1993 as in 1992, while world c6nsumption of refined copper declined.
However, refined copper demand in the U.S. and Canada ran counter
to the world trend. Domestic demand for copper rose by approximately
eight percent in 1993; the U.S. imported six percent of its copper needs
in 1993. Consumption was expected to increase in 1994 to more than
2.4 million tons, up from the previous year’s 2.3 million tons.
Domestic brass mills (a mixture of copper and zinc) ran at capacity.

Copper was recovered at 50 mines in 1993, and the top 15 mines
accounted for more than 95 percent of production. The primary end
uses for copper are building construction (42 percent), electrical and
electronic products (24 percent), industrial machinery and equipment
(13 percent), transportation equipment (11 percent), and consumer and
general products (10 percent).

According to Standard & Poor’s, the copper mining industry is
dominated by three producers (ASARCO Incorporated, Cyprus Amax
Mining Company, and Phelps Dodge), which are financiallv viable
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operations. However, not all copper mining firms are as healthy
financially. From 1989 to 1992, the industry was characterized by
decreasing operating revenues and net income, while short and long-
term liabilities increased for some companies. With the recent
economic recovery, however, the overall outlook for the copper
industry is financially secure.

The U.S. imported 15 percent of its lead needs in 1993. Transportation
is the major end use for lead, with approximately 83 percent being used
to produce batteries, fuel tanks, solder, seals, and bearings. Electrical,
electronic, and communications uses, ammunition, TV glass,
construction, and protective coatings accounted for more than nine
percent of lead consumption.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, U.S. lead production has
remained relatively constant through 1994, while prices for lead
continued an upward trend that began in 1993. Consumption of lead
in the U.S. increased in 1994, due to greater demand for original
equipment batteries in the automotive industry. This trend is expected
to continue.

Zin£

In 1993, the U.S. imported 26 percent of its zinc needs. Domestically, 25
zinc mines produced 99 percent of the output; Alaska’s Red Dog Mine
accounted for nearly one-half of the total. Zinc’s main use has
traditionally been to provide corrosion protection through
galvanization for iron and steel. In 1991, the largest consumers of zinc
were the construction (43 percent), transportation (20 percent),
machinery (12 percent), and electrical (12 percent) sectors.

Domestic mine production increased substantially in 1994 in response
to domestic demand, according to the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The
largest growth occurred in the galvanizing and brass and bronze
industries, due to increased automobile production. Exports of zinc
concentrates were up slightly in 1994.

Domestic gold mines continue to produce at record levels, maintaining
the U.S. position as the world’s second largest gold-producing nation
(12 percent of world resources), after the Republic of South Africa. The
U.S was a net exporter of gold in 1993. Gold was produced at 200 lode
mines and numerous placer mines (see discussion below for definition
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of lode and placer mines). Twenty-five mines yielded 75 percent of the
gold produced. Estimated end-uses for 1993 were as follows: jewelry
and arts (70 percent); industrial (mainly electronic; 23 percent); and
dental (seven percent).

The gold mining industry is dominated by a few firms that are gaining
an increasing portion of the market share and that remain financially
strong. Smaller firms have seen decreasing operating revenues and
net incomes, and may have greater difficulty in the future meeting
short-term debt. The trend in gold exploration activities continues to
be toward Latin American nations, where favorable geology and
liberalized mining regulations hold the promise for greater long-term
success and reduced risk to investment capital.

Silver

Continuing the trend begun in 1991, several large domestic silver
producers halted mining operations in 1993 due to the continuing low
price of silver. As a result, U.S. mine production of silver declined for
the fourth consecutive year, and three major silver producers had
negative net income. Silver prices have recently begun to rise,
however; with the prospect of continued higher prices, some
companies are considering resuming operations at currently inactive
mines.

The U.S. is a net importer of silver. One hundred and fifty mines in 14
States mined silver in 1993. However, Nevada, Idaho, Arizona, and
Montana accounted for 74 percent of all domestic production.
Estimated end-uses for 1993 were as follows: photographic products
(50 percent); and electrical and electronic products (20 percent).
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in. Industrial Process Description

This section describes the major industrial processes within the metal
mining industry, including the materials and equipment used, and the
processes employed. The section is designed for those interested in
gaining a general understanding of the industry, and for those
interested in the inter-relationship between the industrial process and
the topics described in subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant
outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations.
This section does not attempt to replicate published engineering
information that is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a
list of available reference documents.

This section describes commonly used production processes, associated
raw materials, the byproducts produced or released, and the materials
either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion, coupled with
schematic drawings of the identified processes, provide a concise
description of where wastes may be produced in the process. This
section also describes the potential fate (air, water, land) of these waste
products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Metal Mining Industry

Much of the following information has been presented previously in
reports and issue papers drafted in support of various EPA offices,
including the Office of Solid Waste, the Office of Pollution Prevention
and Toxics, and the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance.
For a complete listing of referen4e documents, please see Section IX.

Metals are mined from two types of deposits. The first, lode deposits,
are concentrated deposits that are fairly well-defined from surrounding
rock. Iron, copper, lead, gold, silver, and zinc are mined mainly from
lode deposits. The second type of deposits, placer deposits, occur with
sand, gravel, and rock; they are usually deposited by flowing water or
ice, and contain metals that were once part of a lode deposit. Only a
small percentage of domestic gold and silver is derived from placer
deposits.

There are three general approaches to mining metals:

Surface or open-pit mining requires extensive blasting, as well as rock,
soil, and vegetation removal, to reach lode deposits. Benches are cut
into the wails of the mine to provide access to progressively deeper
ore, as upper-level ore is depleted. Ore is removed from the mine and
transported to milling and beneficiating plants for concentrating the
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ore, and smelting, and/or refining. Open pit mining is the primary
domestic source of iron, copper, gold, and silver.

Underground mining entails sinking a shaft to reach the main body of
ore. "Drifts," or passages, are then cut from the shaft at various depths
to access the ore, which is removed to the surface, crushed,
concentrated, and refined. While underground mines do not create
the volume of overburden waste associated with surface mining, some
waste rock must still be brought to the surface for disposal. Waste rock
may either be returned to the mine as fill or put in a disposal area. In
the U.S., only lead, antimony, and zinc are solely underground
operations.

Solution or fluid mining entails drilling into intact rock and using
chemical solutions to dissolve lode deposits. During solution mining,
the leaching solution (usually a dilute acid) penetrates the ore,
dissolving soluble metals. This pregnant leach solution is then
retrieved for recovery at a solvent extraction and electrowinning
(SX/EW) plant. This method of mining is used in some parts of
Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico to recover copper.

Historically, the primary mining method has been underground
mining. However, with the advent in recent decades of large earth
moving equipment, less expensive energy sources, and improved
extraction and beneficiation technologies, surface mining now prevails
in most industry sectors. Open-pit mining is generally more
economical and safer than underground mining, especially when the
ore body is large and the overburden (surface vegetation, soil, and rock)
relatively shallow. In fact, the 16wet cost of surface mining has allowed
much lower-grade ores to be exploited economically in some industry
sectors.

Metal mining processes include extraction and beneficiation steps
during production. Extraction removes the ore from the ground, while
beneficiation concentrates the valuable metal in the ore by removing
unwanted constituents. Often, more than one metal is targeted in
beneficiation processes. For example, silver is often beneficiated and
recovered with copper. The beneficiation method selected varies with
mining operations and depends on ore characteristics and economic
considerations.

The following sections provide more detail on extraction methods and
beneficiation processes, as they relate to the mining of each metal.
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F~xtraction Processes

As described in a report drafted for EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics, extraction involves removing any overburden,
then drilling, blasting, and mucking the broken ore and waste rock.

Mobile rigs drill holes in rock, which can then be filled with explosives
for blasting waste rock and ore. Potential pollutants involved in this
step in the mining process include the fuel, lubricants, and hydraulic
oils consumed by the rigs; fuels and oils typically contain such
constituents as benzene, ethylbenzene, and toluene.

Explosives (usually a mixture of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil) are
used to break up the rock. Other explosives, including trinitrotoluene
(TNT) and nitroglyce~.ine, may also be used.

Mucking is the process of removing broken ore from the mine, using a
variety of loading and hauling equipment to transport ore to a mill for
beneficiation. Depending on ore volume, trucks, rail cars, conveyers,
and elevators may all be required to haul ore. Equipment involved in
this step of the mining process uses hydraulic fluid (containing glycol
ethers); batteries (containing sulfuric acid, lead, antimony, and arsenic);
and lubricants and fuel (containing petroleum hydrocarbons).

Bcneficiation Methods

Ore beneficiation is the processing of ores to regulate the size of the
product, to remove unwanted constituents, or to improve the quali~,
purity, or grade of a desired-product. Under regulations drafted
pursuant to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (40 CFR
§261.4), beneficiation is restricted to the following activities: crushing;
grinding; washing; dissolution; crystallization; filtration; sorting;
sizing; drying; sintering; pelletizing, briquetting; calcining to remove
water and/or carbon dioxide; roasting, autoclaving, and/or
chlorination in preparation for leaching; gravity concentration;
magnetic separation; electrostatic separation; flotation; ion exchange;
solvent extraction; electrowinning; precipitation; amalgamation; and
heap, dump, vat, tank, and in situ leaching.

The most common beneficiation processes include gravity
concentration (used only with placer gold deposits); milling and
floating (used for base metal ores); leaching (used for tank and heap
leaching); dump leaching (used for low-grade copper); and magnetic
separation. Typical beneficiation steps include one or more of the
following: milling; washing; filtration; sorting; sizing; magnetic
separation; pressure oxidation; flotation; leaching; gravity
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concentration; and agglomeration (pelletizing, sintering, briquetting, or
nodulizing).

Milling extracted ore produces uniform-sized particles, using crushing
and grinding processes. As many as three crushing steps may be
required to reduce the ore to the desired particle size. Milled ore in the
form of a slurry is then pumped to the next beneficiation stage.

Magnetic separation is used to separate iron ores from less magnetic
material, and can be classified as either high- or low-intensity
(requiring as little as 1,000 gauss or as much as 20,000). Particle size and
the solids content of the ore slurry determine which type of magnetic
separator system is used.

Flotation uses a chemical reagent to make one or a group of minerals
adhere to air bubbles for collection. Chemical reagents include
collectors, frothers, antifoams, activators, and depressants; the type of
reagent used depends on the characteristics of a given ore. These
flotation agents may contain sulfur dioxide, sulfuric acid, cyanide
compounds, cresols, petroleum hydrocarbons, hydrochloric acids,
copper compounds, and zinc fume or dust.

Gravity concentration separates minerals based on differences in their
gravity. The size of the particles being separated is important, thus
sizes are kept uniform with classifiers (such as screens and
hydrocyclones).

Thickening/filtering removes most of the liquid from both slurried
concentrates and mill tailings. Thickened railings are discharged to a
tailings impoundment; the liquid is usually recycled to a holding pond
for reuse at the mill. Chemical flocculants, such as aluminum sulfate,
lime, iron, calcium salts, and starches, may be added to increase the
efficiency of the thickening process.

Leaching is the process of extracting a soluble metallic compound from
an ore by selectively dissolving it in a solvent such as water, sulfuric or
hydrochloric acid, or cyanide solution. The desired metal is then
removed from the "pregnant" leach solution by chemical precipitation
or another chemical or electrochemical process. Leaching methods
include "dump," heap," and "tank" operations. Heap leaching is
widely used in the gold industry, and dump leaching in the copper
industry.

The following exhibit summarizes the various processes used within
each mining sector, and the primary, wastes associated with those
processes.
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Exhibit 9
Sector-Specific Processes and Wastes/Materials

Sector Mining Type BeneficiatiordProcessing Primary Wastes/Materials

Gold-Silver * Surface ¯ Cyanidation * Mine water *
¯Underground ¯ Elution ¯ Overburden/waste rock
¯ In Situ ¯ Electrowinning/zinc precipitation¯ Spent process solutions
(experimental) ¯ Milling ¯ Tailings

¯Base metal flotation ¯ Spent Ore
¯ Smelting
¯Amalgamation (historic)

Gold Placer ¯ Surface ¯ Gravity separation ¯ Mine water*
R̄oughing, cleaning, fine separation̄ Overburden/waste rock

¯ Some magnetic sevaration ¯ Tailings
Lead-Zinc ¯ Underground ¯ Millihg ¯ Mine water*

(exclusively) ¯ Flotation ¯ Overburden/waste rock
¯Sintering ¯ Tailings "
¯ Smelting ¯ Slag

Copper ¯ Surface ¯ Milling ¯ Mine water*
¯Underground ¯ Flotation ¯ Overburden/waste rock
¯ In Situ ¯ Smelting ¯ Tailings

¯Acid leaching ¯ Slag
¯ SX/EW recovery ¯ Spent ore
¯Iron precipitation/smelting ¯ Spent leach solutions

L~n ¯ Surface (almost ¯ Milling ¯ Mine water*
exclusively) ¯ Magnetic separation ¯ Overburden/waste rock
¯ Underground ¯ Gravity separation ¯ Tailings

, ¯ Flotation ¯ Slag
¯Agglomeration
¯Blast furnace

¯ Note: Mine water is a waste if it is discharged to the environment via a point source
Source: U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Technical Document, Back~rqunfl for

NEPA Reviewers: Non-Coal Minin~ Overations.

Below is a more detailed discussion of the various beneficiation
methods and processes used for each of the sectors presented in the
table above.

Jro~l

Typical beneficiation steps applied to iron ore include: milling,
washing, sorting, sizing, magnetic separation, flotation, and
agglomeration. Milling followed by magnetic separation is the most
common beneficiation sequence used, according to the American Iron
Ore Association. Flotation is primarily used to upgrade the
concentrates generated from magnetic separation, using frothers,
collectors, and antifoams.
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Steel mills generally agglomerate or pelletize the iron ore concentrates
to improve blast furnace operations that utilize iron ore. Pelletizing
operations produce a moist pellet (often using clay as a binder), which
is then hardened through heat treatment. Agglomeration generates by-
products in the form of particulates and gases, including compounds
such as carbon dioxide, sulfur compounds, chlorides, and fluorides.              -
These emissions are usually treated using cyclones, electrostatic
precipitators, and scrubbing equipment. These treatment technologies
generate iron-containing effluent, which is recycled into the operation.
Agglomeration produces large volumes of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
dioxide.

Copper

Copper is commonly extracted from surface, underground, and,
increasingly, from in situ operations. According to the U.S. Bureau of
Mines, surface mining accounted for 83 percent of copper production in
1992, with underground mining accounting for the remainder. In situ
mining is the practice of percolating dilute sulfuric acid through ore to
extract copper, by pumping copper-laden acid solutions to the surface
for solvent extraction/electrowinning (SX/EW). This leaching
operation uses both ammonium nitrate and sulfuric acid.

Beneficiation of copper consists of crushing and grinding; washing;
filtration; sorting and sizing; gravity concentration; flotation; roasting;
autoclaving; chlorination; dump and in situ leaching; ion exchange;
solvent extraction; electrowin.ning; and precipitation. The methods
selected vary according to ore characteristics and economic factors;
approximately half of copper beneficiation occurs through dump
leaching, while a combination of solvent extraction/froth
flotation/electrowinning is generally used for the other half. Often,
more than one metal is the target of beneficiation activities (silver, for
example, is often recovered with copper).

According to EPA’s Office of Solid Waste Technical Resource
Document, copper is increasingly recovered by solution methods,
including dump and in situ leaching. Because most copper ores are
insoluble in water, chemical reactions are required to convert copper
into a water-soluble form; copper is recovered from a leaching solution
through precipitation or by SX/EW. Solution beneficiation methods
account for approximately 30 percent of domestic copper production;
two-thirds of all domestic copper mines use some form of solution
operations. Typical leaching agents used in solution beneficiation are
hvdrochloric and sulfuric acids. Microbial (or bacterial) leaching is used
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for low-grade sulfide ores, however this type of leaching is much
slower than standard acid leaching and its use is still being piloted.

Dump leaching is a method of treating copper ore that has been
extracted from a deposit, and refers to the leaching of oxide and low-
grade sulfide ore on (typically) unlined surfaces. These operations
involve the application of leaching solution, collection of pregnant
leach solution (PLS), and the extraction of copper by SX/EW or
cementation. Natural precipitation or mine water is generally used to
leach low grade sulfide ore, while dilute sulfuric acid is commonly
used to leach oxide ores. Copper dump leaches are massive, ranging in
height from 20 to hundreds of feet, covering hundreds of acres, and
containing millions of tons of ore. Dump leaching operations may
take place over several years.

The solvent extractior~ process is a two-stage method; in the first stage,
low-grade, impure leach solutions containing copper, iron, and other
base-metal ions are fed to the extraction stage mixer-settler. In the
mixer, the aqueous solution contacts an active organic extractant in an
organic diluent (usually kerosene), forming a copper-organic complex;
impurities are left behind in the aqueous phase. The barren aqueous
solution, called raffinate, is typically recirculated back to the leaching
units while the loaded organic solution is transferred from the
extraction section to the stripping section. In the second stage, the
loaded organic solution is stripped with concentrated sulfuric acid
solution to produce a clean, high-grade solution of copper for
electrowinning. Electrowinning is the method used to recover copper
from the electrolyte solution produced by solvent extraction.

Exhibits 10 and 11 illustrate a typical dump leach operation and a
representative solution-based process for recovering copper from ore.
Variations exist in exact methods and processes used at each operation.
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Exhibit 10
Copper Dump Leach Operation
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Exhibit 11
Representative Hydrometallurgical Recovery of Co[~er

Conventional
Processing

Solution        Grade            High G~de Ore

Solvent                                    .L PregnantLiquorExtraction ~1~

Barren

w

Barren ~
Aqueous/Organic

Separati°nI
Solution Solution t precipi, aon [

L l ~ ICement COpper

Loaded Barren Water
Solvent Solvent Slurry.

Stripping

Electrolyte Electrolyte

~
Makeupiater

Addidon

Copper Cathodes Cement
Copper

Recycle To Leach Operation

Source: Technical Re,eurce Document: Extraction and Beneficiation of Ores and Minerals. Volume 4.
~ August 1994 U.S. EPA.

Beneficiation of lead and zinc ores includes crushing and grinding;
filtration; sizing; flotation; and sintering of concentrates. Flotation is
the most common method for concentrating lead-zinc minerals. Ore
may be treated with conditioners during or after milling to prepare the
ore pulp for flotation. Common conditioners may include lime, soda
ash, caustic soda, or sulfuric acid. The conditioned ore is then slurried
in fresh or salt water with chemical reagents to beneficiate the ore.
Several separate flotation steps may be needed to concentrate
individual metal values from the ore. Reagents used in the flotation
processes typically include such chemicals as sulfur dioxide, zinc
sulfate, coal tar, copper sulfate, and sodium or calcium cyanide.
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Lead and zinc mineral concentrates that will be smelted and refined
may require sintering, typically performed at the smelter site. Sintering
partially fuses the ore concentrates into an agglomerated material for
processing, and involves several steps. First, ore concentrates are
blended with moisture and then fired (sintered) and cooled. During
cooling, the sinter is crushed, graded, and further crushed to produce a
smaller sinter product. By-products of the roasting and sintering
processes include sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and carbon
monoxide. Residues generated also include dust and primary lead
process water.

Gold and Silver

Three principal techn.iques are used to process gold and silver ore:
cyanide leaching, flotation of base metal ores followed by smelting, and
gravity concentration. According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, cyanide
leaching generated 88 percent of all domestic lode gold in 1991, and 38
percent of silver. Processing of base metal ores produced !1 percent of
the gold; over half of the silver produced in 1991 was from smelting
concentrates produced by flotation of silver and base metal ores.
Gravity concentration is used primarily by gold and silver placer
operations.

Cyanide leaching is a relatively inexpensive method of treating gold
ores and is the chief method in use. In this technique, sodium or
potassium cyanide solution is either applied directly to ore on open
heaps or is mixed with a fine ore slurry in tanks; heap leaching is
generally used to recover gold f~om low-grade ore, while tank leaching
is used for higher grade ore.

Compared to tank leaching, heap leaching has several advantages,
including simplicity of design, lower capital and operating costs, and
shorter start-up times. Depending on the local topography, a heap or a
valley fill method is typically employed. The size of heaps and valley
fills can range from a few acres to several hundred. Heap leaching may
involve any or all of the following steps:

¯ Preparation of a pad with an impervious liner. Some liners may
simply be compacted soils and clays, while others may be of
more sophisticated design, incorporating clay liners, french
drains, and multiple synthetic liners.

¯ Placement of historic tailings, crushed ore, or other relatively
uniform and pervious material on the uppermost liner to
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protect it from damage by heavy equipment or other
circumstances.

¯ Crushing and/or agglomerating the ore.

¯ Placing the ore on the pad(s).

¯ Applying cyanide solution using drip, spray, or pond irrigation -
systems, with application rates generally between 0.5 and 1.0
pounds of sodium cyanide per ton of solution. This is known as
the barren solution because it contains little or no gold.

¯ Collecting the solution via piping laid on the liner, ditches on
the perimeter of the heap, or pipes/wells laid through the heap
into sumps at the liner surface. The recovered pregnant
solution, now laden with gold (and silver), may be stored in
ponds or routed directly to tanks for gold recovery, or it may be
reapplied to the heap for additional leaching.

¯ Recovering the gold from the pregnant solution (typically
containing between 1 and 3 ppm of gold).

The leaching cycle can range from weeks to several months, depending
on permeability, size of the pile, and ore characteristics. The average
leach cycle is approximately three months.

Recovery of gold from the pregnant solution is accomplished using
carbon adsorption or, less commonly, by direct precipitation with zinc
dust. These techniques may be used separately or in a series with
carbon adsorption followed by zinc precipitation. Both methods
separate the gold-cyanide complex from other remaining wastes.
Carbon adsorption involves pumping the pregnant solution into a
series of activated carbon columns, which collect gold from the cyanide
leachate. The precious metals are then stripped from the carbon by
elution with the use of a boiling caustic cyanide stripping solution, or
similar solution. Gold in the pregnant eluate solution may be
electrowon or zinc precipitated.

Although carbon adsorption/electrowinning is the most common
method of gold recovery domestically, zinc precipitation is the most
widely used method for gold ore containing large amounts of silver. In
zinc precipitation, pregnant solution (or the pregnant eluate stripped
from carbon) is filtered and combined with metallic zinc dust resulting
in a chemical reaction which generates a gold precipitate. The solution
is then forced through a filter that removes the gold.
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The following exhibit illustrates a typical gold heap leach operation
using zinc precipitation; variations exist in exact processes and
methods used at each operation.

Exhibit 12
Gold Heap Leaching Operation                                          -

Solution Sprirdders

Ore
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¯
¯

, ’ Clarifier --: Leaching Pad

Vacuum
Tower

Barren Pond

~¯

Sodium Zinc

¯
Cyanide Lime Feeder

Zinc

Press

Refinery
!

Source: U.S. EPA, Q(fice of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance.

To prepare for tank leaching, ore is ground to expose the metal values
to the cyanide. Finely ground ore is slurried with the leaching solution
in tanks. The resulting gold-cyanide complex is then adsorbed on
activated carbon. The pregnant carbon then undergoes elution,
followed either by electrowinning or zinc precipitation, as described
previously. The recovery efficiencies attained by tank leaching are
significantly higher than ~or heap leaching. The tank leaching process
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may occur over a series of days, rather than the weeks or months
required in heap leaching.

After heap leaching and rinsing, the spent ore becomes waste and is left
as is or is deposited in disposal areas similar to those used for waste
rock. Spent ore may contain wastewater from rinsing the ore, residual
cyanide, metal-cyanide complexes, and small quantities of heavy               -
metals. Tailings produced from tank leaching may contain arsenic,
barium, chloride, nitrate, sodium, and sulfate. Cyanide residues may
require destruction using alkaline chlorination, ozone, or hydrogen
peroxide addition.

Gravity concentration, a beneficiation method used mostly in placer
mines, involves passing a slurry of ore and water over a series of riffles
to catch heavier gold particles. Amalgamation, or wetting metallic gold
with mercury to form an amalgam, is another recovery technique used
in placer operations. Its high cost, inefficiency for large-scale mining
operations, and environmental and safety considerations have greatly
restricted amalgamation’s previous widespread use.

Chemical Usage

The following exhibit lists the chemicals used in greatest volume in
the metal mining processes for several of the main commodities.
While volume does not necessarily correlate with potency, this data
indicates which chemicals are present in greatest quantity, and to
which chemicals mine workers may be most frequently exposed.
Although it does not appear in the chart below, cyanide is also
consumed in massive quantitiesby the gold industry. In 1990 alone,
Dow Chemical supplied over 160 million pounds of reagent-grade
cyanide for use in gold mining, according to the Chicago Tribune
(February 2, 1992, p.27).

Exhibit 13
Chemicals Used in High Volume

Type of Mine Chemical Name Volume/Mass at Mine Site

Iron Ore Acetylene 5,577,726 ~allons
Argon 15,892,577 gallons
Diesel Fuel 3,417,487 gallons
Nitrogen 9,398,026 g~ilons

Lead/Zinc Acetylene 1,021,795 gallons
Calcium Oxide 1 932,129 lbs.
Diesel Fuel No. 2 1,640,271 gallons
Propane 171,733 lbs.; 1,015,962 gallons

I Sulfur Dioxide* ! !,843,080 lbs.
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Exhibit 13 (cont’d)
Chemicals Used in High Volume

Type of Mine Chemical Name Volume/Ma~s at Mine Site

Copl~r Acetylene 10,909,868 gallons
Calcium Oxide 512,620,243 lbs.
Chlorine** 17,242,059 lbs.; 138,015 gallons
Coal 2,375,684~593 lbs.
Copper ore 24,000,000 lbs.
concentrate**
Copper Slag 10,833,500 lbs.
Diesel Fuel No. 2 47,301,433 gallons
Limestone 154,280,000 lbs.
Natural Gas 8.6 x 10^12 gallons
Nitrogen 189,315,331 gallons
Pyrites 38,400,000 lbs.
Sulfuric Acid** 82,907,916 lbs.; 5,772 gallons

Gold Acetylene 829,460 lbs.; 2,033,041 gallons
! Calcium Oxide 58,394,968 lbs.

Chlorine** 66,090,022 Ibs.; 165 gallons
Diesel Fuel No. 2 13,425,408 gallons
Propane 1,218 Ibs.; 2,743,927 gallons
Sulfuric Acid** 1,800,501 lbs.

Source: NIOSH 1990/91
* Proposed TRI chemical
** Current TRI chemical

III.B. Mining Process Pollution Outputs

The extraction and beneficiation of metals produce significant amounts
of waste and byproducts. Total waste produced can range from 10
percent of the total material mined to well over 99.99 percent. The
volume of total waste can be enormous: in 1992, gold mining alone
produced over 540 million metric tons of waste. The following exhibit
provides further detail on the volume of product and waste material
generated from metal mineral mining.
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Exhibit 14
Volume of Waste Generated for Selected Metals

Commodity Nttmber Total Commodity Tailings Other Waste
of Mines Produced Generated Handled

(1,000 mr) (1,000 mr) (1,000 mr)
Copper 50 1,765 337,733 393,332
Gold +212 0.329 247,533 293,128 _
Iron Ore 22 55,593 80,204 106,233
Lead 23 398 6,361 --
Silver 150 1.8 2,822 --
Zinc 25 524 4,227 --

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity_ Summaries 1994 and Minerals Ye ; and
~ 1992.

The industry (includ’.mg non-metallic minerals) is estimated to have
generated 50 billion metric tons of waste through 1985, and currently
generates approximately one billion metric tons annually. It is
important to note, however, that virtually none of this annual
production related to extraction and beneficiation is classified as RCRA
hazardous waste. Exhibit 15 summarizes some of the potential effects
of industrial mining on the environment.

Exhibit 15
Steps in the Mininl~ Process and Their Potential Environmental Impacts

Mining Process [ Air Emissions Other Waste [ Land, Habitat, Wildlife
’ Process Wastes
Site Erosion due to Exhaust from Run-off Deforestation and habitat
Preparation removal of construction ~ediment loss from road and site

vegetation vehicles; construction

fugitive dust
Blasting/ Acid Rock Dust blown to Non-reused Loss of habitat; increase in
Excavation Drainage surrounding overburden; erosion; loss of plant

(ARD); erosion area; exhaust waste rock population from dust and
of sediments; from heavy water pollution; reduction
petroleum machinery in localized groundwater
wastes from recharge resulting from
trucks increased runoff; loss of

fish population from water
pollution; nearby structural
damages from vibration
and settling; competition
for land use

Crushing/ Acid Rock Dust created Additional
Concentration Drainage during waste rock;

(ARE)) from transportation railings
tailin~s
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Exhibit 15(cont’d)
Steps in the Minin~ Process and Their Potential Environmental Impacts

~ Process [ Air Emissions Other Waste Land, Habitat, Wildlife
Wastes

Leaching ARD; water Sludges from Loss of plant, fish, and
pollution from neutralization water fowl population
ruptures in of contaminated from water pollution _
pipes or ponds water
holding leach
solution

Source: Mini~, Su.~a. ort Packaye.. "Draft, U S EPA, April 1994.

Wastes

Several wastes are created when metal ores are extracted from the
earth. The first is overburden and waste rock, which is soil and rock
removed in order to access an ore or mineral body. Overburden
typically includes surface soils and vegetation, while waste rock also
includes rock removed while sinking shafts, accessing or exploiting the
ore body, and rock embedded within the ore or mineral body.

Most overburden and waste rock are disposed of in piles near the mine
site, although approximately nine percent is backfilled in previously
excavated areas, and nearly four percent is used off-site for
construction. Waste rock dumps are generally constructed on unlined
terrain, with underlying soils stripped, graded, or compacted depending
on engineering considerations. Drainage systems may be incorporated
into dump foundations to prevent instability due to foundation
failures from groundwater saturation, and may be constructed of
gravel-filled trenches or gravel blankets.

Tailings are a second type of common mining waste. Most
beneficiation processes generate railings, which contain a mixture of
impurities, trace metals, and residue of chemicals used in the
beneficiation process. Tailings usually leave the mill as a slurry
consisting of 40 to 70 percent liquid mill effluent and 30 to 60 percent
solids; liquids are commonly re-used in milling processes. Most mine
tailings are disposed in on-site impoundments. Design of the
impoundment depends on natural topography, site conditions, and
economic factors; generally it is economically advantageous to use
natural depressions to contain railings. Impoundments are designed to
control the movement of fluids both vertically and horizontally.

In some cases, railings are dewatered or dried and disposed in piles; this
minimizes seepage volumes and the amount of land required for an
impoundment. However, dry disposal methods can be prohibitively
expensive due to additional equipment and energy costs.
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Slurried tailings are sometimes disposed of in underground mines as
backfill to provide ground or wall support. This decreases the above-
ground surface disturbance and can stabilize mined-out areas.
Subaqueous tailings disposal, practiced primarily in Canada, is the
placement of tailings below a permanent water surface such as a lake or
ocean; it is used primarily to minimize the acid-generating potential of                -
tailings by preventing sulfide ore from oxidizing. This disposal
method is not currently practiced commercially in the United Stated.

Water
Water removed from a mine to gain or facilitate access to an ore body is
known as mine water. Mine water can originate from precipitation,
from flows into pits or underground workings, and/or from
groundwater aquifers that are intercepted by the mine. Mine water is
only a waste if it is discharged to the environment via a point source.
Mine water can be a significant problem at many mines, and enormous
quantities may have to be pumped continuously during operations.
When a mine closes, removal of mine water generally ends. However,
underground mines can then fill and mine water may be released
through adits or fractures that reach the surface. Surface mines that
extend below the water table fill to that level when pumping ceases,
either forming a lake in the pit or inundating and saturating fill
material. Pumped mine water is typically managed in on-site
impoundments.     Collected water may be allowed to
infiltrate/evaporate, used as process water or for other on-site
applications such as dust control, "and/or discharged to surface water,
subject to permit requirements.

Acid drainage is a potentially severe pollution hazard associated with
mining, and can be difficult to predict. It occurs when pyrite and other
sulfide minerals, upon exposure to oxygen and water, oxidize to create
ferrous ions and sulfuric acid. Catalyzed by bacteria, the ferrous ions
react further with oxygen, producing hydrated iron oxide, known as
"yellowboy." This combination of yellowboy and sulfuric acid may
contaminate surrounding soil, groundwater, and surface water,
producing water with a low pH. When this reaction occurs within a
mine it is called Acid Mine Drainage (AMD). When it occurs in waste
rock and tailings piles it is often known as Acid Rock Drainage (ARD),
although AMD is the most widely used term for both.

AMD is a significant problem at many abandoned mine sites: a 1993
survey by the U.S. Forest Service (Acid Mine Drainage from Mines on
National Forests, A Management Challenge)estimates that 5,000 to
10,000 miles of domestic streams and rivers are impacted bv acid
drainage. Acid drainage can lower the pH of surrounding water.
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making it corrosive and unable to support many forms of aquatic life;
vegetation growing along streams can also be affected. Mine water can
also carry toxic, metal-bearing sediment into streams, which can kill
waterborne plant and animal species. In extreme cases, acid drainage
can kill all living organisms in nearby streams. Humans may also
increase disease risks by consuming drinking water and fish tissue with
a heavy metal content.                                                            -

According to the 1994 Technical Document/ Background for NEPA
Reviewers: Non-Coal Mining Operations, prepared by EPA’s Office of
Solid Waste (OSW), acid drainage can pose significant threats to surface
and groundwater quality and resources during active mining and for
decades after operations cease. Although mines that began operating
after 1978 are required to treat their effluent water, the need for water
treatment may persist° for decades after mining operations have ceased.
Abandoned mines and refuse piles can produce acid damage for over
50 years. According to EPA’s hardrock mining strategy framework, for
example, "negative changes in geochemistry over time can occur when
the materials’ environment changes (e.g., going from a reducing
environment to an oxidizing one) or buffering capacity, is exceeded
(such as when the total neutralizing capacity of a rock mass is exceeded
by acid generation). When these conditions are present, a facility can
close in full environmental compliance, only to have a severe problem
show up decades later." Because remediating acid drainage is so
damaging and costly, predictive tools, design performance, financial
assurance, and monitoring have become increasingly important.

Acid leaching operations are an additional source of water pollution.
The leaching process itself resembles acid drainage, but it is conducted
using high concentrations of acids to extract metals from ore. Since
acid leaching produces large volumes of metal-bearing acid solutions, it
is vital that leach dumps and associated extraction areas be designed to
prevent releases. Most environmental damage associated with acid
leaching is caused by leakage, spillage, or seepage of the leaching
solution at various stages of the process. Potential problems include:
seepage of acid solutions through soils and liners beneath leach piles;
leakage from solution-holding ponds and transfer channels; spills from
ruptured pipes and recovery equipment; pond overflow caused by
excessive runoff; and ruptures of dams or liners in solution-holding
ponds. Cyanide leaching solution processes carry a similar potential for
damage as a result of leakages, spills, overflows, and ruptures.

Solution ponds associated with leaching operations are potential
sources of acid and metal releases to ground and surface water. Ponds
associated with precious metal leaching operations and newer copper
facilities are generally lined with synthetic materials (although liners
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are often susceptible to failure). At older copper sites, solution ponds
may be unlined or lined only with natural materials. Leakage, run-off
from precipitation, and the like, may cause contamination of ground
and surface waters.

Air
Substantial air pollution can occur at mining sites during excavation               _
and transportation. Fugitive dust may be a significant problem at some
sites, depending on site conditions and management practices, and is
created at many stages of the mining process. The inherent toxicity of
the dust depends on the proximity of environmental receptors and
type of ore being mined; high levels of arsenic, lead, and radionuclides
in windblown dust tend to pose the greatest risk, according to EPA’s
1995 hardrock mining framework strategy. Sources of dust may be
from road traffic in the mine pit and surrounding areas, rock crushers
located in pits and inmills, and tailings ponds.

Dust control methods aim to reduce amounts and concentrations of
dust produced and to minimize human exposure to remaining dust.
The most important element of dust control at underground mines is a
properly designed ventilation system. Water sprays are also used
during ore transportation and crushing, and can greatly reduce dust
levels at the site. Dust suppressants, such as lignin sulfonates and
magnesium chloride, can stabilize solid piles or tailing areas that might
otherwise become airborne in windy conditions. After mine closure,
revegetation or other stabilizing methods may be used for dust control.

Exhaust fumes from diesel engines and blasting agents may also be
serious hazards at underground mines. These exhausts produce carbon
monoxide and nitrogen oxide gas, which collect in underground areas.
Ventilation and monitoring are important steps taken to reduce the
potential harm these fumes may cause workers.

The following exhibit, derived from EPA’s OSW 1994 Technical
Document/Background for NEPA Reviewers: Non-Coal Mining
Operations, describes the various measures mining operators may take
to mitigate potential environmental impacts of waste products
generated through different phases of the extraction and beneficiation
processes.
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Exhibit 16
Potential Mine Waste Mitigation Measures

Mining Waste Product Mitigation Measures

Extraction - Mine ¯ Evaporation and re-use of mine water in processing operations _
Workings ¯ Run-on and runoff control measures, such as berms and ditches

¯Neutralization/precipitation or other treatment practices prior
to discharges

¯Clean-up of blasting residuals
¯Provide for post-closure mine water management
¯Monitor discharges and surface water quality
¯Site mine water containment units to minirmz" e potential for

surface water recharge
Extraction - Waste Rock/ ¯ Backfill into dry mine workings with waste rock
Overburden ¯ Maxi~xize use of overburden in reclamation

¯Collect and monitor seepage, drainage, and runoff
¯Segregate and cover reactive waste rock with non-reactive

materials where ARD is observed
¯Use non-reactive waste rock for on-site construction
¯Provide for adequate dump drainage to minimize potential for

slope failure
¯Conduct baseline surface water monitoring; continue monitoring

throughout operation and post-closure
¯Use run-on controls to minimize potential for infiltration

Beneficiation - Tailings ¯ Design unit to contain maximum reasonable storm event
Impoundments            ¯ Consider natural and/or synthetic liners for units located in

drainages; consider liners for any seepage/runoff collection
sumps/ditches

¯Maximize the reclaim/reuse of railings water
¯Limit mill reagent~ to least extent necessary
¯Provide adequate drainage of berms
¯Include secondary containment of tailings pipelines

C̄ontinue ARD test~_ng throughout operations and closure
¯Collect and treat runoff/seepage from outer slopes of

impoundment
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Exhibit 16 (cont’d)
Potential Mine Waste Mitigation Measures

Mining Waste Product Mitigation Measures

Beneficiation - Copper ¯ Design dump leach units to fully drain to collection areas
Dump Leach Operations * Ensure that collection, pregnant solution, and raffinate ponds are
and SX/EW Plants, Gold designed to contain up to the maximum reasonable storm event;
Heap Leaching line process ponds, heap leach pads, and conveyances

¯Install leachate detection and collection systems under ponds and
heaps; construct seepage ponds downgradient of ponds, heaps,
and dumps

¯Recycle process water
¯Lime neutralization or wetlands treatment of acid drainage
¯Provide secondary containment for solution pipes to minimize

impac.ts from pipe failures/spills
¯Collect and treat drainage that occurs after closure, as necessary
¯Perform baseline groundwater monitoring and conduct

groundwater quality monitoring during operations and post-
closure; monitor post-closure discharges and downstream surface
water quality

¯Detoxification of heaps, dumps, and any spent solutions to reduce
cyanide, acidity,, and metal loadings

¯Biological treatment for c~anides, nitrates, and heav~ metals
Beneficiation - Cyanide ¯ Where possible, do not locate leaching operations in or near
Leaching Operations       drainages

¯Ensure that pregnant and barren ponds and ditches are designed
to contain all solution flows and any runoff up to the maximum
reasonable storm event

¯Use double liners and leak detection systems for all heaps,
ponds, and drainage ditches

¯Test detoxified materials prior to disposal or closure to ensure
cyanide levels are reduced

¯Collect and test seepage and runoff from spent ore piles; treat
runoff/seepage as necessary; perform downstream water quality
monitorm~

Beneficiation - In Situ ¯ Ensure proper production well installation/completion to avoid
Mining uncontrolled solution releases; provide for adequate well

abandonment
¯Perform a detailed characterization of the site hydrogeology to

guide design of recovery systems and determine potential for
releases

¯Carefully monitor pumping pressures of solutions entering and
leaving deposits to assure that solutions are not migrating into
groundwater

¯Line surface collection systems and provide for leak detection;
design collection systems to contain maximum volumes of
leachin~ solutions and runoff/]~reci[~itation/snow melt
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Because proposed mining activities may also impact aquatic resources,
vegetation, and wildlife, EPA suggests the following potential
mitigation measures for use at mine sites:

Exhibit 17
Ecosystem Mitigation Measures                                        -

¯ Employ sediment retention structures to minimize amount of sediment migra~g
off-site

¯ Employ spill prevention and control plans to minimize discharge of
toxic/hazardous materials into water bodies

¯ Site roads, facilities, and structures to minimize extent of physical disturbance
¯ Avoid construction or new disturbance during critical life stages
¯ Reduce the chance of cyanide poisoning of waterfowl and other wildlife by

neutralizing cyanide in t ".ai~ings ponds or by installing fences and netting to keep
wildlife out of ponds

¯ Minimize use of fences or other such obstacles in big game migration corridors; Lf
fences are necessary,, use tunnels, gates, or ramps to allow passage of these
animals

¯ Use "raptor proof~’ designs on power poles to prevent electrocution of raptors
¯ Usebuses to t~ansport employees to and from mine from outer parking areas to

minimize animals killed on mine-related roadways
¯ Limit impacts from habitat fragmentation, minimize number of access roads,

and close and restore roads no longer in use
¯ Prohibit use of firearms on site to minimize poaching
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IV. WASTE RELEASE PROFILE

This section provides a general overview of the waste release activities
and issues common to the metal mining industry. Unlike facilities
covered by SIC codes 20 through 39 (manufacturing facilities), metal
mining (extraction and beneficiation) facilities are not required by the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act to report to                _
the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). EPA is considering expanding TRI
reporting requirements in the future, including participation of
previously exempt industries such as metal mining. Because TRI
reporting is not required in the metal mining industry, other sources of
waste release data have been identified for this profile.

IV.A. Waste Release Data for the Metal Mining Industry

In 1994 EPA’s OSW studied the unpermitted mining waste releases and
environmental effects for nine States: Arizona, California, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, South Carolina, and South
Dakota. Researchers examined State records to document waste release
events for various types of mines throughout each State. These
releases generally were not authorized under existing permits or
regulations, and therefore should not be considered "accepted,"
"standard," or "typical" waste outputs of metal mining facilities.
Rather, the data presented below offer a picture of representative
unpermitted mining release events, and of the magnitude of these
events in many Western States, where most metal mining facilities are.
located. It should be noted that most of these releases were properly
mitigated by the associated mining companies.

The release information presented below is categorized by mineral
type, and is derived from the Mining Waste Releases and
Environmental Effects Summaries reports prepared for OSW (see
"References" for further information). Release data are presented in
the units of measurement reported by each State and are therefore not
standardized. Iron ore is not represented in the data because all U.S.
iron ore mining occurs outside of the States selected for the survey.
Note that the common types of waste released pose the greatest
potential for polluting water sources, as stated elsewhere in this profile.
Breaches of railings impoundments, and subsequent spills of railings,
are not included in the data.

Copper
As evidenced in the following exhibit, the most prevalent waste release
events related to copper mining involve leachate or process
wastewater, reflecting the predominant extraction method for this ore.
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Acid Mine Drainage is a significant release associated with abandoned
copper mines.

Exhibit 18
Copper-Related Waste Releases

Release
Site Waste Released Event Year

Cyprus Miami Mine, Copper leachate (amount unknown) 1990
Claypool, AZ Waste water (amount unknown) 1980, 85, 86

Non-potable water (37,000 gallons) 1990
(min 185, 000 gallons) 1989

Magma Copper, Miami Pregnant leach (5000-10000 gallons) 1984
Tailings Reprocessing Pit andSlurry (15,600 gallons, 35,000 gallons, 1989
Copper Cities Pit, Miami, AZ 1000-2000 gallons, 1991

216,600 gallons) 1991
Recycle (1,320 gallons) 1989
Effluent (amount unknown) , 1991

Oracle Ridge Mine, Copper concentrate (100 pounds) I 1991
Pima County, AZ Process water (5000 gallons) I 1991
ASARCO, Ray Mines, Diesel fuel (amount unknown) [ 1989
Gila County, AZ PCB, dielectric fluid (10 gallons) I 1989

Sulfuric acid (20 tons) f 1989
Gasoline (amount unknown) 1989
Acidic water ( amount unknown) 1985
Cooling tower blowdown (4340m’X3/day) ~ 1985
Sulfur dioxide (amount tmknown) ! 1988

Sierrita Mine and Mill, Process water (1 gallon/rain) i 1987
Cyprus Minerals Corp., Pregnant leachate (amount unknown) I extended
Pima County, AZ t
Chino Mines, NM Heavy metals and sulfuric acid extended

Acidic water (16,200 gallons) 1986
(2 million gallons) 1988

Tyearone Mine, NM TDS and sulfuric acid from railings (4,270 acre feet1978-89
per year)

Montana Resources, Inc. Leach (amount unknown) 1986
Butte, MT
Bully Hill Mine, Redding, CAAcid mine drainage (30 gallons/mm) since 1927
Penn Mine, New Penne Acid mine drainage since 1955
Mines, Inc., Campo Seco, CA Leaching of heavy metals (no known flow rate)
Walker Mine, Calicopia Corp.,Acid mine drainage since 1941
Plumas County, CA Heavy metals (no known flow rate)
Mammoth, Keystone & Acid mine drainage (100-275 gallons/min) extended t~ne
Stowell Mines, Shasta County, period
CA
Red Ledge Mine, NV See Gold and Silver
Arimetco Facility, Acid leach (amount unknown) 1989- 91
ArimetcoInc./Copper Tek Pregnant solution (2000 gallons) !990
Corp., Lyon County, NV
Nevada Moly Project, CyprusProcess solution (amount unknown) 1989
Tononpah Mining, Mercury (5.783 kg) 1990
Tononpah, NV
Rio Tinto Mine, US Forest Acid (amount unknown) extended
Service, Elko Count]r, NV .
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Lead and Zinc

Because lead and zinc are often mined as a byproduct of other primary
ores (copper or silver, for example), less data is available concerning
releases specific to lead and zinc mining processes. Unless a mine
operates exclusively as a lead/zinc operation, waste releases associated
with these minerals are generally subsumed in the primary ore
category and is included in the "Gold and Silver" data.

Exhibit 19
Lead and Zinc - Related Waste Releases

Release
Site Waste Released Event Year

Black Cloud Mine, Res- Copper sulfate (2 gallons, 10 gallons, 50 gallons, 1987
ASARCO Joint Venture, - amount unknown) 1987
Lake County, CO Water and sediments (amount unknown) 1983

Acid leak (amount unknown) extended

Taylor/Ward Project ,White Lead only, see gold and silver
Pine County, NV
Central Valley of CA Zinc only, see gold and silver

Red Ledge Mine, ID Zinc only, see gold and silver
Montana Tunnels Mine, MT See gold a.,~d silver

ILi~cky Friday Mine, Mullah, See gold and silver

Taylor/Ward Project, Alta Lead only, see gold and silver
Gold Co., White Pine
County, NV

Gold and Silver

As might be expected from the predominant beneficiation methods
associated with gold and silver mining, release of leachate solutions
(pregnant, process, barren, etc.) is by far the most common type of
release for these ores, followed by release of cyanide, a common
treatment solution. Release of cyanide is reported as presented in State
files and is presumed to be released in solution form. Acid Mine
Drainage is also problematic for gold and silver ore mining.
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Exhibit 20
Gold- and Silver -Related Waste Releases

Release

Site Waste Released Event Year

American Girl Mine, Pregnant solution (1700 gallons) ! 987
American Girl Mining Co., Process solution (4320-8640 gallons) 1988
Imperial County, CA Barren solution (5000 gallons) 1989 -

Carson Hill Gold Mine, Pregnant leach solution (91,450 gallons) 1989
Western Mining Co.,
Calaveras County, CA
Goldfields Operating Co., Leaching solution (amount unknown) 1986
Mesquite, CA (770, 50, 2520, 33, 26 gallons) 1990

Pregnant solution (4000 gallons) 1989
(52 gallons) 1990

Goldstripe Project, Plumas Leaching solution (amount unknown) 1986
County, CA Residue solution (amount unknown) 1986-87

Gray Eagle Mine, Noranda,Slurry (15 and 30 gallons/min) 1983
Siskiyou County, CA (1000-1500 gallons) 1983

(19,100 gallons) 1986
Untreated water (2-3 gallons/rain for hours) 1989

Jamestown Mine, Sonora Flotation solution (500 gallons) 1987
Mining Corp., Tuolumne Reagents (2,700 gallons) 1987
County, CA Process water (1000 and 1500 gallons) 1989, 90

Soda ash solution (3000 gallons) 1990
Supematant (20 gallons / min) 1987
Concentrate (amount unknown, 10 tons, amount 1988, 90, 91

unknown)
Kanaka Creek Joint Venture,Effluent with arsenic (28 gpm) 1989
Alleghany, CA
McLaughlin Mine, Ore slurry (amount unknown) 1989
Homestake Mining Co.,
Naps & Yolo Counties, CA
Morning Star Mine, Pregnant solution (2500.gallons) 1988
Vanderbilt Gold Corp.,
San Bernardino, CA
Mt. Gaines Mine, Texas Hill Leaching solution (308,000 gallons) 1991
Mining Co., Mariposa, CA
Central Valley of CA, Acid mine drainage extended
numerous closed mines Copper, zinc, cadmium (2 tons/year)

Iron (22 tons/year)
Picacho Mine, Chemgold Cyanide solution (rain 1200 gallons) since 1987
Inc., Imp (al County, CA
Snow Caps Mine, SunshineLeaching solution (6000 gallons and 1989
Mining Co., Independence, amount unknown) 1988
CA

Yellow Aster Mine, Rand Leaching solution (amount unknown) 1989
Mining Co., Randsburg, CA

Atlantic and Pacific Mine, Effluent (amount unknown) 1988
2900 Development Corp.,
Madison County, MT
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Gold- and Silver-Related Waste Releases

Release

Site I Waste Released ! Event Year

Basin Creek Mine, Lewis & Acid mine drainage (amount unknown) i extended
Clark, Jefferson Counties, Cyanide (amount unknown,

[                          1988MT amount unknown) 1989 _

Cable Creek Project, Deer Effluent from main sediment pond (amount unknown)1989
Lodge County, MT
Golden Sunlight Mine, Pregnant solution (2000 gallons) 1986
Placer Amex, Inc., Whitehall,Acidic water (amount unknown) 1980
VlT Waste rock (amount unknown) 1987

~Iineral Hill MineJJardine Seepage return solution (20-50 gallons) 1990
Joint Venture, Jardine, MT Cyanide (200 gallons) 1990

Landusky Mine, Zortman, Cyanide (few gallons/hour) 1987
MT Pregnant solution (amount unknown) 1988

Montana Tunnels Mine, Cyanide~amount unknown) I 1987, 88
Jefferson County, MT

Pony Custom Gold Mill, Slurry (20 gallons/day, i 1990
Chicago Mining Corp., max 15 gallons/day, [ 1990
Pony, MT amount unknown) I 1990

Copperstone Project,
i Leaching solution (2000 gallons, 5 gallons) 1987, 88

Parker, AZ Process solution(150-200 gallons) 1989

Process water (500 gallons) 1990
Slurry (300-400 gallons, 200 gallons) 1988

1990, 92

Portland Mine, [ Heap slide (amount unknown) 1986
Bullhead City, AZ
Bullger Basin Mine, Sediment (amount unknown) 1986
Pennsylvania Mining Inc., Oil (amount unknown) 1986
Park City, CO

Mine water with cadrruum, zinc, copper, lead (amount1985, 1990Cross Gold Mine, Hendricks
Miming Co., Caribou, CO unknown)

Jer~y Johnson Group Fresh ore (amount unknown) 1986
Cyanide Leach, E1 Paso
County, CO
Rubie Heap Leach, Cyanide (amount unknown) 1985-92
American Rare Minerals Inc.,
Teller County, CO
Gilt Edge Project, Brohm Cyanide (amount unknown, 1991
Mining Co., Deadwood, SD amount unknown) 1991

Process solution (300 gallons) 1990

Neutralization solution (1,329 gallons) 1990

Pregnant solution (47.05 gpd) 1989

Leaching solution (amount unknown) 1988-90
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Gold and Silver- Related Waste Releases

Release

Site Waste Released Event Year

Annie Creek Mine, Wharf Process water (1 gallons/hr, amount 1986
Resources, unknown) 1989
Lawrence County, SD Leachate (100 gallons, 10,000 gallons, 1988, 90 -

amount unknown) 1987
Cyanide (500 gallons, amount unknown, 1988, 84,

200 gallons, amount unknown, 1000 84, 85, 90,
gallons, amount unknown, 50-60 gallons, 90, 84,
1317 gpd, 1288 gpd) 91, 91

Pregnant solution (5 gallons, amount 1984, 89
unknown, amount unknown) 1990

Neutralization solution (amount unknown) 1989
Sedimentation pond (amount unknown) 1990-91
Diesel f~el (4000 gallons) 1987
Carbon slimes (amount unknown) 1990
Diesel free product (amount unknown) 1991

Golden Reward Mine, Lead,Barren solution (500 gallons) 1990
$ D Leach heap (300 gallons/cell) t990

Surge pond solution (500 gpd) 1990
Cyanide (120 gallons, 125 gallons, 1989

1000-2000 gallons, 400 gallons, 50 gallons, 90, 90, 91
29 gallons, 25-50 gallons, 25-50 gallons,
200 gallons) 1991

Hydraulic oil (150 gallons) 1990

Homestake Gold Mine, Cyanide (amount unknown) 1988
Lead, SD Waste bench run-off (amount unknown) 1988

Richmond Hill Mine, Bond Cyanide (200 gallons, 1350 gallons, 1989, 90
Gold Co., Lawrence County, 150 gallons) 1990
S D

Ore (40 tons) 1990

Brewer Gold Mine, Process water (amount ~mknown) 1987
Westmont Mining Inc., Cyanide (1,800 gallons, 1683 gallons, 1988, 89
Jefferson, Chesterfield
Counties, SC 10-12 million gallons) 1990

Partially leached ore (500 tons) 1987
Barren solution (750 gallons, 1000 gallons, 1990, 87

1000 gallons, 150 gallons) 1988

Pregnant solution (500-600 gallons, 1988
8741 gallons) 1990

Emergency pond solution (300-2250 1989
gallons/day for 14 days)

Ore (100 tons, amount unknown) 1989, 90
Rinse solution (2250 gallons) 1989

Spent ore (125 ft^3) 1989

Luck Friday Mine, Hecla Copper sulfate (100 gallons) 1988
Mining Co., Mullan, ID
Marigold II Mine, Powell & Mercury (12 pounds.) 1983
Micro Gold II, Florence, ID
Princess Blue Ribbon Mine, Cyanide (amount unknown) 1988-90
Precious Metals Technology, Sediment (amount unknown) 1990
Camas County, ID
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Gold and Silver- Related Waste Releases

Release

Site Waste Released Event Year

Red Ledge Mine, Alta Gold Acid mine drainage (2 cfs) since 1973
Co., Adams County, ID
Stibnite Mine Project, ValleyDiesel oil (900 gallons) 1989-90 _
County, ID Cyanide (amount unknown) 1989

Yellow Jacket Mine, Glen Cyanide (amount unknown) 1983
Martin, Cobalt, ID
ACH-Dayton Project, Cyanide (amount unknown) 1986
American Eagle Resources,Barren pond (amount unknown) 1989
Lyon County, NV
Alligator Ridge Mine, USMX Cyanide (100,000-200,000 gallons, 1983
Inc.,Ely, NV 32,000-34,000 gallons, 1986

amount unknown) 1986
Pregnant solution (amount unknown) 1985-89
Process ~vater (amount unknown, 1990

amount unknown) 1990

Aurora Gold Project, AuroraPregnant solution (4500 gallons) 1988
Partners_hi_p., Mineral
County,
Bald Mountain Mine, Placer Barren solution (9,000 gallons, 1989
Dome U.S. Inc., White Plain 5,000 gallons) 1991
County, NV
Big Springs Project, Tails liquor (23,000 gallons) 1989
Independence Mining Co., Cyanide (amount unknown) 1990
Elko County, NV
Borealis Gold Project, Cyanide (2,000 gallons, 1,000 gallons) 1988
Tenneco Mining, Mineral
County, NV
Buckhorn Mine, Cominco Process solution (3,000-5,000 gallons) 1990
American Inc., Eureka
County, NV
Candelaria Mine, Necro Pregnant solution (20,000-25,000 gallons) 1986
Metals Inc., Hawthorne,
Esmeralda, and Mineral
Counties, NV
Chimney Creek Project, Ammonium nitrate (4940 pounds.) 1991
Gold Fields Mining Corp., Cyanide (1 gallons, 400 gallons, 360 gallons, 1991
Humboldt County, NV 80 L, 80 gallons) 1991

Descalant solution (10 gallons) 1991
Diesel fuel (125 gallons) 1991
Hydraulic oil (78 gallons) 1991

Coeur Rochester, Love Lock,Barren solution (90,000-130,000 gallons) 1987
Pershing County, NV Pregnant solution (5,000-10,000 gallons) 1987

Cortez Gold Mines, Cortez Process solution (600 gallons) 1991
Joint Venture, Cortez, NV
Crofoot & Lewis Projects, Pregnant solution (5000 gallons, 17,000 1990, 91
Hycroft Resources & gallons, 228,000 gallons, 1990
Development, Humboldt
County, NV 72,000 gallons) 1990

Dee Gold Mine, Dee Gold Tailings reclaim water (142,968 1986
Mining Co., Elko, NV gallons)

Cyanide (58 pounds, amount unknown) 1990, 91
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Gold and Silver-Related Waste Releases

Release

Site Waste Released Event Year

Denton-Rawhide Project, Safety pond solution (167 gpd) 1990
Kennecott Rawhide Mining
Co., Mineral County, NV
Easy Junior Mine, AIta Gold Used oil (13 barrels, 3000 gallons) ....
Co., White Pine County, NV
Elder Creek Mine, AIta Gold Barren solution (4000 gallons, small amount, 1989, 90
Co., Lander County, NV amount unknown) 1990

Pregnant solution (10,000 gallons) 1990
Florida Canyon Mine, Barren solution (1200 gallons, 500 gallons) 1991
Pegasus Gold Corp._,. Pregnant solution (30 gallons) 1990
Pershing County, NV Leaching solution (112 gallons) 1991
Flowery Project, American Cyanide (amount unknown) I 1988
Eagle Resources, Leaching solution (160-290 rnl/min,

!                   1991Virginia City, NV amount unknown) 1991
Gretchell Mine, First Miss Laboratory samples (8-16 gpd) 1989-90
Gold Inc., Winnemucca, NV Sulfuric acid (20 gallons) 1991

Gold Bar Project, Atlas Gold Process fluid (amount unknown) 1989
Mining Inc., Eureka County, Cyanide (amount unknown) 1988
NV
Golden Butte Project, Alta Cyanide (75 gallons, 50-55 gallons, 1990
Gold Co., White Pine County, amount unknown) 1990
~/V Pregnant solution (2.4 gpm, 6,500- 1989, 89

17,500 gallons, 1000 gallons) 1990

Gooseberry Tailings Pond, Barren solution (300 gallons) 1990
Asamera Minerals Inc.,
Storey County, NV
H.aywood Leach Facility, Cyanide (amount unknown) 1989
Ohver Hills Mining, Co.,
Lyon County, NV
Hog Ranch Mine, Western Cyanide (250,000 gallons) 1989
Mining Co., Valmy, NV Barren solution (3,500 gallons) 1990

Jerritt Canyon Project, Elko Cyanide (20,000 gallons) 1989
County, NV
Marigold Mine, Marigold Leaching solution (amount unknown) 1991
Mining Co., Valmy, NV
Mother Lode Project, US Pregnant solution (228 gpd, 1989
Nevada Gold Search Joint 640 gpd) 1990

!Venture, Beatty, NV Cyanide (.4 pounds) 1990
Nevada Mineral Processing Cyanide (amount unknown) 1991
Mill, Nevada Mineral
Processing, Mineral County,
NV
North Area Leach Project, Pregnant solution (2500 gallons) 1988
Newmont Gold Co., Eureka
County, NV
Northumberland Mine, Pregnant solution (555,000 gallons) 1983
Western Minerals Corp., Leaching solution (8-100 gallons, 1989
Nye County, NV 400 gallons) 1985
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Gold and Silver-Related Waste Releases

Release

Site Waste Released Event Year

Paradise Peak Project, FMCCyanide (275 pounds, 48 pounds) 1989, 91
Gold Co., Nye County, NV
Rain Facility, Newmont Acid drainage (3 gpm) 1990
Mining Co., Carlin, NV
Santa Fe Project, Corona Leaching solution (5 gpm) 1989
Gold Inc., Hawthorne, NV Barren solution (amount unknown) 1990

Waste oil (amount unknown) 1989

Silver Peak Project, Cyanide (20-25 gallons, 1988
Homestead Minerals Corp., 8,000-10,000 gallons) 1986
Esmeralda County, NV

Leach thickener (15, 750 gallons) 1991

6-Mile Canyon Project, GoldCyanide (amount unknown, 10 tons) 1986, 90
Canyon Placer Inc., Dayton,
I~V
Sleeper Mine, Amax Gold Reclaimed seepage pond solution (610 gallons) 1989
Inc. Barren solution (3,000 gallons, 2,000 gallons 1989, 89

300 gallons, 3600 gallons, 1989, 89
2000 gallons, 4000 gallons) 1990

Cyanide (149 pounds, 7.66 pounds, 1989, 90
265 pounds) 1990

Pregnant solution (amount unknown) 1990
Process water (4100 gallons, 1991

6240 gallons, 45,000 gallons) 1991, 90
Ore processing evaporation pond (1 gpm) 1990

Mill make-up water (3000 gallons) 1990

South Leach Project, Pregnant solution (amount unknown, 1991
Newmont Goldlnc., Eureka amount unknown) 1991
County, NV
Tonkin Springs Gold Pregnant solution (500,000 gallons) 1988
Mining Co., Eureka County, Leach seepage solution ~amount unknown, 1988
N V amount unknown) 1990

USX Project, Ivanhoe Gold Leaching solution (150 gpd, 1990
Co., Elko County, NV amount unknown) 1991

Willard Project, Western Pregnant solution (450 gallons) 1989
States Mineral Corp., Barren solution (100 gallons, 600 gallons) 1989, 90
Pershing County, NV Strip solution (450 gallons, 6000 gallons) 1989, 90

Wind Mountain Project, Cyanide (385,000 gallons, 1.7 pounds, 1989, 90
Washoe, NV ,300 gallons, 30 gallons) 1991
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IV.B Other Data Sources

AIRS Data
The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) is an air
pollution data delivery system managed by the Technical Support
Division in EPA’s Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, located               -
in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. AIRS is a national
repository of data related to air pollution monitoring and control. It
contains a wide range of information related to stationary sources of air
pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which
may be of concern within a particular industry. States are the primary
suppliers of data to AIRS. Data are used to support monitoring,
planning, tracking, and enforcement related to implementation of the
Clean Air Act. AIRS users include State environmental agency staff,
EPA staff, the scientific community, other countries, and the general
public.

Exhibit 21 summarizes AIRS annual releases of carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10),
total particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). This information is compared across industry
sectors.

Exhibit 22 lists the air emissions of particular chemicals reported for the
metal mining industry in the Air Facility Subsystem (AFS) of AIRS,
presented in a "SIC Code Profile, Metal Mining," prepared by EPA’s
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics in April, 1992. The release
data are expressed in pounds released per year, per facility. Most of the
chemicals released in the highest quantities and those released by the
largest number of facilities are metals. In total, 17,654,112 pounds of the
chemicals listed in Exhibit 22 were released by the mines covered.
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Exhibit 21
Pollutant Releases (Short Tons/Years)

Industry CO NO2 PM 10 PT SO2 VOC

U.S. Total 97.208.000 23,402.000 45,489,0007,836,000 21.888,000 23.312.000

Metal Mining 5;391 28.583 39~359 140;052 84;222 1;283 -

Nonmetal Mining 4,525 28.804 59,305 167,948 24,129 1,736

Lumber and Wood 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9,149 41,423
Products
Wood Furniture and 2,069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59,426
Fixtures

Pulp and Paper 624,291 394,448 35~579 113,571 341~002 96,875

Printing 8,463 4,915 399 1,031 1,728 101,537

Inorganic Chemicals 166,147 108.575 4,107 39 082 182,189 52,091

Organic Chemicals 146,947 - 236.826 26,493 44,860 132 459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419.311 380,641 18,787 36,877 648,153 309,058

Rubber and Misc. Plastic 2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29,364 140,741

Products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and 58,043 338,482 74,623 171,853 339,216 30,262

Concrete
Iron and Steel 1.518,642 138.985 I 42,368 83.017 238.268 82.292

Nonferrous Metals 448,758 55.658 [ 20,074 22.490 373.007 27.375

Fabricated Metals 3,851 16,424 1,185 3.136 4.019 102,186

Electronics i 367 I, 129 207 293 453 4,854

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, 35,303 23,725 2,406 12,853 25,462 101,275

Parts, and Accessories
101 179 3 28 152 7.310Dry Cleaning

Source U.S. EPA Office of Air ~nd Radiation, AIRS Database May 1995.
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Exhibit 22
AIRS Releases

Chemical Facilities Med. Releases Total Releases
(lbs/Year/ (lbs/Year/
Facility) Facility)

Ace~e~yde 3 200 546
Acetone 8 147 19,366 _

Acrolein 3 136 381

Acrylic acid 2 72 143

Acrylonilrile 2 92 185

Aniline 2 126 251

Antimony 38 1.568 1,499,719

Arsenic 60 636 2,189,992

Barium 62 77 54,284

Benzene 15 226 9,929

Benzyl chloride " 2 67 134

Beryllium 2 1 3

Biphenyl 2 2 3

1,3-B.I)~liene 4 108 380

Butyl acrylate 2 68 137

sec-Butyl alcohol 2 54 108

tert-Buty. 1 alcohol 2 67 134

Butyraldehyde 3 72 212

Cadmium 60 166 613,554

Carbon disulfide 2 14 29

Chlorine 64 3,450 3,197,210

Chlorobenzene 2 113 226

Chloroethane 2 46 92

Chloroform 2 81 162

Chloroprene 2 54 108

Chromium 64 292 227,682

Cobalt 56 119 93,723

Copper 63 1,625 1,887,139

Creosote 2 59 118

Cresol (mixed isomers) 2 60 121

Cumene 2 60 1 121

: Cyclohexane 13 34 1.032

1.2-Dibromoethane 2 67 134

Dibutyl pbthalate 2 6 13

1,2-Dichlorobenzene 2 64 127

1,4-Dichlorobenzene 2 l 15 229

Dichlorodifluoromethane CFC-I 2 56 111

1.2-Dichoroethane 2 92 185

Dichloromethane ! 2 i ! 19 i 239
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Exhibit 22 (cont’d)
AIRS Releases

Chemical Facilities Med. Releases Total Releases
(lbs/Year/ (lbs/Year/
Facility) Facility)

~ichlorotetrafluoroethane 2 2 3

Dimethyl phthal~t~ 2 10 19

Epichlorohydrin 2 67 134

2-Ethoxyethanol 2 57 115

Ethyl acrylat~ 2 80 159

Ethylbenzene 5 52 333

Ethylene 9 192 7,160

i Ethylene glycol 2 59 118

Ethylene oxide 2 60 121

Form_~Mehyd~ 154! 256 36.290

Formic acid 2 t 67 134

Freon 2 64 127

Glycol Ethers 2 70 140

HCFC -22 2 25 51

Hydrogen sulfide 1 3 3

lsobutyraldehyde 2 67 134

; ~1 64 2.218 4,065,664

Maleic anhydride 2 11 22

Manganese 64 451 572.225

Mercury 36 14 8,365

Methanol 2 223 446

2-Methoxyethanol 2 62 124

Methyl acrylate 2 60 121

Methyl ethyl ketone 2 194 [ 388

i Methyl isobutyl ketone 2 89 178

Methyl methacrylate 2 73 146

Methylene bromide 2 5 I0

Monochioropenta- 2 3 6

fluoroethane

Naphthalene 7 48 1,716

n-Butyl alcohol 2 110 220

Nickel 62 164 132.525

Nitrobenzene 2 53 105

Phenol 3 35 154

Phosphorus (yellow or white) 62 190 142.058

Phthalie anhydride 2 32 64

Prolaionaldehyde 31, 571, 191

Prooylene oxide 2! 80 ! 159
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Exhibit 22 (cont’d)
AIRS Releases

Chemical Facilities Med. Releases Total Releases
fibs/Year/ (Ibs/Year/
Facilit.v) Facility)

Propylene (Propene) 9 i 201 3,067

Selenium 561 78 54.673

Silver 35 i 59 41,069

Styrene 3I 96 405

Tetrachioroethylene 2 i 111 223

Toluene 151 125 3,323

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 2 68 137

1A,2-Trichloroethane 2 56 111

Tdchloroethylene 2! 68 137

Tdchlorofluoromethane CFC- 11 2 ! 97 194

1,2.4-Trimethylbenzene 2’, 2 3

Vinyl acetate 2 ! 88 175

Vinyl chloride 2 67 134

m-Xylene 2 I 91 181

o-Xylene 5 47 252

p-Xylene 2 ~i 64 127

Xylene (mixed isomers) 2 ! 111 223

Zinc (fume or dust) 64 i 1.694 2.781.488 ,,

National Priorities List

Presented in Exhibit 23 is a table of mining sites listed on the National
Priorities List (NPL) for environmental remediation. These sites have
been involved primarily in the extraction and beneficiation of those
metal ores covered in this profile and represent only a small fraction of
the total number of sites on the NPL, currently numbering over 1,200.
The total number of mining-related sites on the NPL is far greater, and
includes smelting and other metal processing facilities, and a wider
range of metal and non-metal mining facilities.
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Exhibit 23
Selected NPL Minin~ Sites

Site Name/Location Type of Mine Contaminant of Concern Environmental Damage

Silver Bow Creek, Copper Arsenic, heavy metals Contaminated surface soils
Butte, ~ and sediments; contamination

of primary drinking water
sources

Clear Creek/Central CityGold, silver, AMD, aluminum, arse~c, Surface water contamination
Site, Clear Creek, CO copper, lead, cadmium, chromium, lead, f~om AMD; contamLnated

zinc, manganese, nickel, silver, sediments and groundwater;
molybdenum copper, fluoride, zinc potential air-b~rne

contamination from tailings

Silver Mountain Mine, Silver, gold, Arsenic, antimony, cyanide Soil, groundwater, and surface
Loomis, WA copper water contamination

Summitville Mine, SouthGold, copper, AMD, heavy metals, cyanideSurface water contamination;
Fork, CO silver fishkills

Whitewood Creek, Gold Arsenic, cadmium, copper, Contaminated alluvial
Lawrence/Meade/Butte manganese, other metals groundwater, surface water,
Co’s, SD surface soils, and vegetation
Cherokee County-GalenaLead and Zinc Cadn~um, lead, zinc, .a~MD Ground and surface water
Subsite, Cheroke~ Co., KS contamination; contaminated

soils
Oronogo-Duenweg       Lead and ZincCadmium, lead, zinc Contaminated ground and

surface water, and sediments;MOMining Belt, Jasper Co.,
~1 contamination of primary
t drinking water supplies

Tar Creek, Ottawa Co., Lead and Zinc AMD, heavy metals Contaminated aquifer serving
OK/Cherokee Co., KS approx. 21,000 residents;

acute surface water
contamination; high mortality
rate of most surface water
biota

California Gulch, Gold, silver, AMD, cadmium, copper, Contaminated surface water,

Leadville, CO lead, zinc, lead, zinc. groundwater, and sediments
copper

Eagle Mine, Gilman, COZinc, copper, AMD, antimony, arseruc, Contaminated surface water
silver cadmium, chromium, copper,and groundwater;

lead, .n~n. ~ese, nickeI, contaminated soils and
silver, thallium, uranium, sediments
zinc

Iron Mountain Mine, Gold, silver, AMD, cadmium, copper, zincContamination of surface
Redding, CA copper, zinc, water; elimination of aquatic

pyrite life; fishkills

Richardson Flat Tailings Multiple Arsenic, cadmium, copper, Surface water contarmnation;
lead, selenium, zinc possible contamination of

wetlands

Smuggler Mountain, Silver, lead, Lead, cadmium, zinc, Soil contamination; potential

Pitkin County, CO zinc arsenic, barium, copper, air, ground and surface water
manganese, silver, mercury contamination
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

As a national policy, the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) encourage the
reduction in volume, quantity, and toxicity of waste. While RCRA
focuses primarily on the reduction in volume and/or toxicity of
hazardous waste, the PPA encourages maximum possible elimination
of all waste through source reduction.

In the PPA, Congress defined source reduction as any practice that
reduces the amount of any hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant entering any waste stream or otherwise releases into the
environment (including fugitive emissions) prior to recycling,
treatment, or disposal; and reduces the hazards to public health and the
environment associated with the release of such substances, pollutants,
or contaminants. Source reduction includes equipment or technology
modifications, process or procedure modifications, reformulation or
redesign of products, substitution of raw materials, and improvements
in housekeeping, maintenance, training, or inventory control.

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention
techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits while at the
same time minimizing environmental impacts. This can be done in
many ways, such as reducing material inputs, re-engineering processes
to reuse by-products, improving management practices, employee
awareness and education, and employing substitutions for toxic
chemicals.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and company-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances that have been implemented within the metal
mining industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does provide core
information that can be used as a starting point for facilities interested
in beginning their own pollution prevention projects. When possible,
this section provides information from real activities that can or are
being implemented by this sector. This section provides summary
information from activities that may be, or are being implemented by
this sector. When possible, information is provided that gives the
context in which the techniques can be effectively used. Please note
that the activities described in this section do not necessarily apply to
all facilities that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must
be carefully considered when pollution prevention options are
evaluated, and the full impacts of the change must examine how each
option affects, air, land, and water pollutant releases.
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Much of the information presented is drawn from EPA’s OSW report
on Innovative Methods of Managing Environmental Releases at Mine
sites, April 1994.
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V.A. Controlling and Mitigating Mining Wastes

Mining Water Control

As discussed previously, acid drainage is an environmental concern at
many mining sites. There are no widely-applicable technologies to stop
a fully-developed acid drainage situation. This makes it particularly
important to prevent acid drainage before it starts. Prevention of acid
drainage requires control of oxygen, water, bacteria, and sulfide
minerals. Within a mine, oxygen levels cannot be controlled, so AMD
prevention measures focus on control of the other three parameters,
particularly on water flows.

The prima~ strategy for minimizing acid drainage focuses on water
control. A comprehensive water control strategy works both to limit
contact between water and exposed mine rock and to control the flow
of water that has been contaminated by mineral-bearing rock.
Development of systems for water control at mine sites requires
consideration of rainfall runoff as well as process water used or
produced when mine dewatering is required in excavation,
concentration, and leaching. Although the type of water controls used
varies widely according to topography, rock type, and climactic
conditions, efforts are typically aimed at directing water flows to
containment ponds for treatment or evaporation. The five principal
technologies used to control water flow at mine sites are: diversion
systems, containment ponds, groundwater pumping systems,
subsurface drainage systems, and subsurface barriers.

Surface water is controlled by diversion systems, made up primarily of
drainage ditches. Some drainage ditches channel water away from
mining sites before runoff reaches exposed minerals, while others
direct contaminated water into holding ponds for evaporation or
treatment. The ponds used to hold leaching solutions are more
sophisticated than holding ponds for mine runoff because of
environmental concerns and the valuable nature of the metal-rich
solutions in leaching holding ponds.

Groundwater sources can also be protected with water control systems.
Groundwater pumping systems are used to control or reduce
underground seepage of contaminated water from collection ponds
and waste piles. Wells are drilled where underground water
movement is detected, and pumps are then used to move the water
out of the ground to holding ponds and/or to a treatment plant.
Subsurface drainage systems are also used to control seepage in mining
areas. These systems use a drain channel and wells to collect
contaminated water that has seeped underground and move it to a
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treatment plant. Subsurface barriers are used to divert groundwater
away from mining operations. The most common forms are slurry
walls and grouting. Slurry walls are made of low-permeability
materials that are sunk into the ground around mining operations.

Grouting involves the injection of a liquid solution, which then
solidifies, into rock crevices and joints to reduce water flow. The EPA
and DOE-sponsored Mining Waste Technology Program (MWTP) in
Butte, Montana is conducting a clay-based grouting demonstration
project at the Mike Horse Mine in Lincoln. Researchers have found
that clay-based grouts retain their plasticity throughout stabilization,
unlike cement-based grouts; clay grouts are not easily eroded; and clay
grouts generally penetrate mine fractures better than cement-based
grouts. Through this project, researchers hope to use a clay grout,
developed specifically for the site’s geological characteristics, to isolate
specific mineralized sh’uctures within the mine. This grouting barrier
will lower the groundwater flow entering the mine, reducing contact
with the mine’s sulfide minerals. Consequently, acid generation will
decrease and lower quantities of acid and dissolved metals will be
delivered to area surface water sources.

MWTP is also demonstrating a sulfate-reducing bacteria project at the
nearby abandoned Lilly/Orphan Boy mine, where acid production is a
continuing problem. This technology uses bacteria to reduce
contamination in mine wastewater by reducing sulfates to hydrogen
sulfide. This hydrogen sulfide reacts with dissolved metals, resulting
in the formation of insoluble metal sulfides. Finally, the sulfate
reduction produces bicarbonate, which increases the pH of the water.
This biotechnology also acts as a-source control by slowing or reversing
the process of acid generation. Because biological sulfate reduction is
an anaerobic process, it reduces the quantity of dissolved oxygen in the
mine water and increases the pH, thereby slowing or stopping the
production of acid. Final reporting on this demonstration project is
expected after the three-year trial ends in late 1997.

Waste Rock Disposal Area and Tailing Impoundment Design

In addition to controlling water flow, acid drainage minimization also
requires that waste rock disposal areas and tailings impoundments be
properly designed and sited. When selecting a site for waste disposal
areas, mine operators should consider the topography of the site and
the proximity to groundwater, streams, and rivers. Waste rock can be
sloped to minimize uncontrolled runoff and to control the velocity of
water that flows into containment ponds.
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Wetlands

One promising technique for treating AMD is the use of constructed
wetlands. There are currently approximately 400 such systems in
operation, mostly as a result of U.S. Bureau of Mines research
programs. Constructed wetlands systems have been particularly
effective at removing iron from acid mine water. These wetlands rely
on bacterial sulfate reduction (the opposite of bacterial oxidation, the
formation of acid) to remove iron and other minerals and to reduce
the acidity of contaminated water. The iron is precipitated out,
deposited in the substrate, and eventually accumulated by plants.
Although a few wetland systems have been built to treat large flows of
acid mine drainage, the technique seems best suited to handling seeps
and small flows. Their effectiveness is also limited when there are
large seasonal changes in flow rates, or high concentrations of
nonferrous metals, as occurs in some metal mining areas.

The Dunka mine site, an iron ore mine operated by LTV Steel Mining
Company (LTV SMCo) is currently using wetlands treatment methods
to mitigate an existing seepage problem. The facility has experienced
seepage from a specific type of acid generating waste rock found at the
site. Seepage from the waste rock piles has flowed to a creek, which
enters Birch Lake; a previous study estimated 50 million gallons a year
of discharge. Studies conducted at the mine’s active wetlands site
indicate 30 percent removal of nickel and 100 percent removal of
copper by peat sequestration. Overall mass analyses indicate more than
80 percent of copper entering the wetlands were retained. Other
technologies currently being used at the site include pile capping to
reduce infiltration; diverting fhe creek away from the waste rock
stockpiles; and a lime neutralization treatment system for removing
metals from collected waste rock seepage.

Pump and Treat

The conventional approach to treating contaminated ground or surface
water produced through acid drainage involves an expensive, multi-
step process that pumps polluted water to a treatment facility,
neutralizes the contaminants in the water, and turns these neutralized
wastes into sludge for disposal. The first step in the process,
equalization, involves pumping polluted water into a holding basin.
The holding basin may be the containment pond at the base of the
waste rock disposal area or railings impoundment, or may be an
additional basin constructed for this purpose. A steady "equalized"
flow of water is then pumped out of the holding basin to a treatment
plant for neutralization. Lime is commonly added to the water in the
treatment plant to neutralize the acid. The next step, aeration,
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involves moving the treated water to another basin where it is exposed
to air. The metals precipitate typically as hydroxides, forming a
gelatinous sludge. The floc then settles to the bottom of the pond as
sediment. This sediment contains most of the contaminants that had
previously been mixed with the water, as well as unreacted
neutralizing reagents. The accumulated sludge at the bottom of the
basin can then be removed for disposal.

MWTP is exploring a variety of options for improving mine
wastewater treatment technologies. Among its projects is an effort to
use photoassisted electron transfer to remove toxic substances,
specifically nitrate and cyanide, from wastewater. Researchers are also
developing new treatment technologies involving chemical
precipitation, with or without aeration, to neutralize acid waters and
precipitate contaminants from a nearby abandoned open-pit mine that
contains over 20 billi~)n gallons of wastewater. Final study results for
this project will be published in early 1996.

Sludge Disposal

Sludge disposal is the most expensive and difficult part of acid drainage
treatment. The easiest method for final disposal is to pump the sludge
into abandoned mines. The long-term environmental impact of this
method is undetermined. While the mine is still active, the sludge
may be placed in a basin next to the sediment pond. The sludge is left
in this second pond until evaporation takes place and the sludge dries.
The sludge can then be transferred to an appropriate location for
long-term storage or disposal.

MWTP is currently completing a research project on sludge
stabilization. The research team, led by faculty at University of
Montana’s Montana Tech, is studying the properties and stability of
sludges generated through water treatment techniques for acid-
polluted water from sulfide mines. Researchers are analyzing the
chemical properties of sludges, and will propose various storage
environments to optimize long-term sludge stability.

Mine Planning

One way to mitigate the problems caused by acid water draining from
underground and surface mines is to carefully consider a site’s
topography, geology, hydrogeology, geochemistry, and the like in-
determining approaches to ore production and the siting of such
process wastes as waste rock piles, railings impoundments, and
solution ponds. Proper planning of operations can greatly reduce such
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environmental hazards as potential releases to ground and surface
waters and AMD production.

Acid Zone Isolation

An alternative to removing acid producing zones, which may be
neither feasible nor economical, is to isolate them by using a mining
sequence that avoids extracting material that will create AMD-
producing wastes and exposing "hot" zones. This is accomplished bv
leaving rock barriers between mining operations and the potentidl
acid-producing zone, and, if necessary, grouting or otherwise sealing off
the flow of water into the "hot" zone.

V.B. Innovative Waste Management Practices

New techniques for recovering metal resources that may have less of
an environmental impact include in-situ leaching, use of robotic
systems, and underground leaching. These techniques could reduce
surface disturbances and eliminate waste piles and impoundments, but
may have serious impacts on groundwater. Alternatively, existing
waste piles may be retained to meet environmental standards, if
economically feasible. Another possibility is the development of
techniques to extract metals more economically from common rocks.
Waste from these common rocks may not contain the hazardous
components common in the sulfide ore that are the source of many
metals. Industry groups suggest, however, that metals in common
rock may not be present in recoverable form and amounts.

The Bureau of Mines has developed a froth flotation process to remove
heavy-metal-bearing minerals from tailings. This process recovers not
only the desired mineral components of the tailings, but also the acid-
forming minerals, and renders the wastes less susceptible to AMD. A
combination of conventional and non-conventional flotation reagents
lowers the metal content of tailings by as much as 95 percent. Two
other possibilities for dealing with wastes created during processing is
to concentrate potential contaminants, which would then require a
smaller disposal area, or to treat contaminants with a chemical or
physical coating, which reduces the rate of release.

Following is an exhibit that describes some of the waste
minimization/prevention opportunities for different steps of the
mining process.
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Exhibit 24
Waste Minimization and Prevention Opportunities

Activity Waste                    Waste Minimization Options

Flotation Sodium cyanide* Non-toxic reagents may be substituted for cyanide
compounds in copper beneficiation; sodium sulfide/
bisulfide may be used as alternatives to sodium cyanide

Zinc sulfate, * Flotation process control equipment w/sensors, computing
sodium cyanide elements, and control units may be installed to reduce

amount of flotation reagents necessary and to improve
separation of waste from product

Ammonia ¯ Alkalinity in the beneficiation circuits may be maintained
b,v rea[~ents less toxic than ammonia, such as lime

Tailings Sulfuric acid ¯ Pyrites could be segregated from other gangue material
Management before discharge to tailings impoundments to reduce the

potential for sulfuric acid formation after closure

° Thin Layer (TL) process for copper reduces water use by as
much as 75 percent as the amount needed for agitation
leaching; also reduces fugitive dust generation

° Up to 90 percent of metals and cyanide can be removed
through use of ion exchange, heavy metal removal systems
and cyanide destruction systems, precipitation of heavy
metals using lime, oxidization of cyanide using sodium
hypochloriteo then electrolysis, and filtration through a
high flow rate sand filter

Water (and ° Water may be removed from the railings slurry for reuse in
associated the milling circuit
pollutants)

Leaching Trace metals * A Pachuca reactor reduces the elution time for recovering
cobalt from spent copper leach solutions

° Substitute thiourea, thiosulfate, malononitriles, bromine,
and chlorine compounds for cyanide under certain conditions

Metal Parts Miscellaneous ° Switching to semi-aqueous cleaners such as terpene and
Cleaning chlorinated hydrocarbon cleaners or aqueous cleaners wlxich are water-

solvents based cleaning solutions would reduce or eliminate solvent
emission and liquid waste [~eneration

Blasting Ammc~um ° Maintain storage containers properly
nitrate

¯Use used oil instead of new oil in the preparation of ANFO
(if allowed by MSHA)

Crushing Zinc liners ° Zinc mantle liner pieces m the secondary, crushers may be
rec,vcled

Source: ~)r~ft Revort to U.S. EPA Q.~ce qf Pollution Prevention ana Toxics. September 1994.
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Metals Recovery

In cooperation with domestic steel makers, the Bureau of Mines has
developed an innovative, efficient, and cost-effective recycling process
to treat the estimated 1.8 million annual tons of iron-rich dusts and
sludges that are contaminated with heavy metals, by mixing various
dusts and wastes to produce recyclable metal pellets. The process has
been proven on a 1,000 lb/hour pilot scale, and full scale industrial tests
are being scheduled. In addition, the Bureau of Mines has worked with
DOE and industry representatives to develop a 1,000 Ib/hour electric arc
furnace suitable for demonstrating the vitrification of mineral wastes
and/or the recovery of heavy-metal-rich fume products for recycling. If
the contaminated mineral wastes cannot be easily treated, furnace
treatment is possible. This treatment has been shown to be effective in
rendering unleachable and safe for discarding any unrecoverable trace
metals left in the resulting slag.

Cyanide Removal

Bureau of Mines scientists are also investigating new methods of
rinsing heaps to remove cyanide. Researchers have determined that
interrupted or pulsed water rinsing, as opposed to continuous washing,
more efficiently rinses cyanide from heaps and produces less liquid
waste to be chemically neutralized or destroyed. Chemical
neutralization methods are also being studied for a suite of cyanide
complexes typically found in mining waste. In addition, an alternative
to destroying cyanide or preventing its escape is the development of
leaching agents other than cyanide. Several reagents such as thiourea
are effective for recovering gold under certain circumstances.
Thiosulfate, malononitriles, bromine, and chlorine compounds also
have been shown to leach gold under specific conditions.

Reclamation

Bureau of Mines researchers are currently developing methods for
reclamation and closure of mining operations. The focus of this work
is on controlling hydrology at sites, decontaminating wastes when
necessary, and stabilizing wastes for closure. For example, the current
practice for sealing mine shafts is to install a concrete plug. This
practice is difficult and expensive because it requires drilling into rock
walls to provide support for the plug; access to remote shafts and
portals is also a problem. One possible solution being investigated is
the use of low-density foaming plastics and/or cements. The cost of the
foaming plastic closure is about one-half that of concrete plugs, and the
expansion characteristic of the foaming materials may eliminate the
need for drilling into intact rock. Another important advantage of
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using foamed plastic or cement plugs is that these materials may
provide a resistant seal to acidic mine waters.

Flotation Technology

Flotation mills separate metailiferrous minerals from waste rock, using
surfactants to cause air bubbles to attach themselves to mineral
particles and to float to the top of a frothing bath of ore slurry. The goal
of flotation mill operators is to maximize the amount of valuable
material floated, while minimizing the ore concentrate’s gangue
content. In order to also improve environmental quality, operators
must minimize the amount of surfactants and heavy metals in the
waste stream fed to the tailings pond. Reliable on-line measurements
of metals content at various points throughout the mill is thus
necessary to effect con.trol of the operation.

X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) is an analytical technique designed to rapidly
measure the metals content of a flotation slurry sample. In mills with
on-line X-ray analyzers, operators can base their responses to process
changes on absolute determinations of the metals content of each
stream sampled. In its simplest form the operator uses output
information from the analyzer to adjust surfactant addition rates to
meet quality, goals. Some mills are moving toward a more advanced
system of incorporating XRF technology,, using central computers to
store historical data and/or a detailed model of the total process to
establish automatic control setpoints.

This technology is now in use at the Doe Run Fletcher mill, which
beneficiates a mixed sulfide ore. During the flotation process, assay
data from the XRF unit is sent to a process control computer.
Flowmeter readings from all of the reagent addition lines are also sent
to the computer, as are the outputs from a variety of process monitors.
The computer displays most of this data on an operator console in the
mill control room. Based on the data presented, the operator can vary
the reagent addition rates to obtain better mineral separation. The
computer maintains an archive of the historical behavior of the mill,
enabling mill managers to specify empirical formulae relating reagent
needs to assay results.

Use of an on-line X-ray analyzer, coupled with a process control
computer, greatly simplifies the operation of a mill. One mill required
24 operators, three engineers, and three supervisors before this
technology was introduced; it now requires about eight staff to operate.
Benefits associated with this process control technology may include a
decrease in reagent consumption, a significant environmental benefit;
a stabilized process, increasing metal recovery rates; and more effective
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grinding control, allowing an increase in mill tonnage throughput.
Doe Run estimates its cost savings to approach $785,000 per year,
including a 14 percent reduction in reagent costs per year and
improved metallurgy resulting from higher purity concentrates. In
addition, the technology has resulted in a reduction of 4,500 to 5,000
pounds of metal entering the tailings pond per day.

Pyrite Flotation

At the Superior Mine in Arizona, Magma Copper Company is
currently producing a high grade pyrite product by subjecting copper
tailings to an additional flotation circuit. Instead of generating a
tailings high in sulfide, the facility produces less reactive tailings and
two marketable pyrite products.

Pyrite easily oxidizesto form sulfuric acid and, at manv mine sites, is
associated with acid generation from tailings piles an~ other mining
activities. Removing pyrite prior to discharging the tailings will
decrease the potential for acid generation from tailings, which may in
turn minimize possible waste treatment and remediation costs.

Magrna’s pyrite flotation circuit is similar to its copper flotation circuit
and uses existing flotation equipment. Operators use reagents to float
pyrite from copper tailings, producing a 99 percent pure pyrite
concentrate. This concentrate is pumped to a settling pond for
dewatering after exiting the flotation circuit. As the pyrite dries, it is
excavated from the pond and sent to the plant to package for sale.

Currently, the operation of pyrite flotation circuit is demand-driven,
with the circuit used only as needed to meet the demand for the pyrite
product. At other times, the pyrite is discharged with the tailings to the
tailings impoundment. According to Magma’s facility personnel,
"breaking even" financially with the pyrite flotation project is a
satisfactory result because of the resultant savings or avoidance of
waste treatment costs associated with acid generation caused by pyrite
in the tailings.

Possible limitations to widespread application of this technology are
related to the Superior Mine’s unique ore, in which pyrite
concentration reaches 25 percent (concentration at most copper mines
is closer to five percent). Lower pyrite concentrations in other ore may
make pyrite flotation more difficult and/or expensive. In addition,
because the operation is demand-driven and operates only when
needed, pyrite is removed from only a portion of the copper tailings.
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Tailings Reprocessing

Magma Copper is also recovering additional copper from a tailings pile
at its Pinto Valley operation. The tailings pile covers 210 acres and
contains 38 million tons of railings; it was deposited between 1911 and
1932. Pinto Valley hydraulically mines the railings pile, leaches the
tailings, and produces copper by using a SX/EW facility. After leaching
and washing of the slurried tailings, the remaining slurry is piped
overland approximately five miles to an abandoned open copper pit
mine for final disposal.

The pile’s oldest railings contain .72 percent copper, while those
deposited most recently contain .11 percent copper; Magma thus pre-
strips the top layer in order to get to an economically recoverable zone.
Magma still reprocesses this pre-stripped layer, although the copper
recovered is extremel~ low.

The hydraulic mining system’s water jets and vacuum pumps break
down clay aggregates, allowing more efficient railings separation, and
renders the ratings into a slurry for beneficiation processes. The slurry
first enters a leach tank, then goes to the first of two thickeners.
Overflow from this thickener becomes the pregnant leach solution
(PLS), which is sent to the solvent extraction circuit. The undertow
from the first thickener is pumped to a second thickener. Overflow
from this thickener is returned to the mining circuit as feed for the
hydraulic operations; the undertow is pumped into a tailings disposal
area..Magma uses the same SX/EW operation for reprocessed tailings
and its in situ leach operation; there is no difference between the
SX/EW operation for the reprocessed railings and other SX/EW plants
in use at other copper sites.

According to facility personnel, the operation has recently been
financially profitable due to the increase of copper prices and is
expected to continue to be profitable in the future. Environmentally,
the benefit derived from the operation results from the removal of the
railings pile located in a drainage adjacent to a town and redepositing
the tailings in an abandoned open pit in a relatively remote location.
Magma credits the success of this operation to the high concentration
of copper present in the railings; other sites may have a lower
percentage of copper in the railings, which may make reprocessing less
economical.
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Pipe Recycling/Reuse

IMC operates phosphate rock mines in West Central Florida, and has
implemented a waste minimization program involving the reuse and
recycling of steel pipe used to transport slurry, water, railings, and other
materials. IMC obtains maximum use from its pipe in several ways:

¯ Pipe used for matrix and clay transport is periodically rotated to
ensure that wear is evenly spaced over the full diameter of the
pipe

¯ To the extent possible, pipe no longer suitable for the most
demanding use is used in other, less demanding pipelines

¯ Pipe no longer suitable for use in pipelines is either used for
other purposes (such as culverts) or is sold for off-site reuse or
scrap.

IMC has developed a computerized model to predict how long a
section of pipe can remain in each position and when it needs to be
turned. When pipe can no longer be used for materials transport, any
undamaged portions of pipe are removed for onsite reuse as culvert or
sold to a local scrap dealer as usable pipe~ Damaged pipe is sold to a
scrap dealer. By reusing pipe onsite, IMC estimates that it saves
approximately $1.5 million each year. In 1991, $316,000 was received for
pipe that could be reused offsite, and 4,200 tons of scrap piping was sold
for an estimated total of $42,000 - $84,000. IMC’s program reduces
capital expenditures by reducin~ the amount of new pipe that must be
purchased, as well as saving operating costs by avoiding costly
shutdowns when pipes fail.

Mine Tire Recycling

Mine representatives have estimated the price of one large tire to range
from $10,000 to $16,000, or over $100,000 to fit one large piece of
equipment. Several options exist for recycling or reusing whole large
tires. One alternative is retreading the tires for reuse; retreading
reduces the demand for new tires and conserves resources (retreading a
used tire requires less than 40 percent of the fossil fuel to make a new
tire). The purchase price for retreaded tires is less than for new tires,
providing an additional savings incentive. In addition to retreading,
whole scrap tires are used in civil engineering applications, including
construction, erosion control, and agriculture (feeding troughs, for
example).
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Processing scrap tires involves shearing, cutting and/or shredding tires
into smaller pieces. The major markets for processed tires are as tire
derived fuel and in civil engineering applications. Scrap tires are an
excellent fuel source, generating about 80 percent as much energy as
crude oil per pound. In recent years, there have been major increases
in the use of scrap tires as fuel by a number of industries, including
power plants, cement kilns, pulp and paper mills, and tire
manufacturing facilities.

Mining companies may be able to access the tire retreading market
through their current tire vendors. Depending on their condition and
suitability, some vendors may offer reimbursement for used tires.
Cobre, a tire vendor for the Dee Gold Mine, performs on-site
evaluations of used tires to determine each tire’s potential for
retreading. If a tire is retreadable, Dee Gold Mine is reimbursed $500
per tire; if it isn’t, Cobre will remove the tire free of charge.

Two major impediments to recycling mine vehicle tires are the
distance to existing resource recovery markets and the size of these
large scrap tires. Large mining operations are not usually located near
their potential markets in larger cities. For remote mine locations,
some added effort may be necessary to find or develop markets. In
order to reduce size and handling difficulties associated with used
mine tires, shredders or shears may be used to cut large tires into pieces
more suited to handling.

Mine Water Management

One of the major concerns regarding runoff from mining activities is
the potential for acid generation and metal mobilization in waste
associated with mining. Sources of potentially contaminated non-
process waters at a mine site include: seepage from underground mine
workings; runoff from abandoned/inactive mines; runoff from waste
rock, overburden, and tailings piles; overflow from ponds or pits,
especially during high precipitation or snow melt events; runoff from
chemical storage areas; former mining and processing areas with
contaminated residue; leaks from liquid/slurry transport lines; and
runoff from other areas disturbed by mining operations.

Effective practices for managing and controlling runon/runoff are also
known as best management practices, or BMPs. BMPs can be measures
or practices used to reduce the amount of pollution entering surface or
groundwater, air, or land, and may take the form of a process, activity,
or physical structure. BMPs include treatment requirements, operating
procedures, and practices to control plant site runoff, spillage or leaks,
waste disposal, drainage from raw material storage or other disturbed
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areas. BMPs applicable to mine site discharges can be divided into
three general areas: 1) construction/reclamation; 2) management and
housekeeping; and 3) treatment. The following table provides
examples of specific techniques used within each of these areas.

Exhibit 25
Mine Water Management Techniques

Construction/Reclamation Management &
Techniques Housekeeping Techniques Treatment Techniques

Diversion ditches and drainage Comprehensive pollutionSedimentation basins
systems prevention plan Oil/water separators
Rip-rap Immediate spill clean-upNeutralization

!Dikes and berms Inspection Artificial wetlands
Grading or terracing Training and education
Collection basins Routine maintenance
Capping or sealing Proper handling

procedures
Vegetation and mulching Periodic systems reviews
Silt fences

The following cases illustrate how some facilities are approaching
water management at their operations. First, the Hayden Hill Project is
operated in Lassen County, California by Lassen Gold Mining, Inc., a
subsidiary of Amax Gold Inc.. Amax Gold won a California Mining
Association award for its facility reclamation plan, and the 1992
DuPont/Conoco Environmental Leadership Award for environmental
excellence in the precious metals industry. Mining operations include
an open pit mine, waste rock disposal area, a heap leach pad, and mill
processing facilities.

Storm water control measures undertaken at Hayden Hill include:

¯ Baseline and continual monitoring of ground and surface water

¯ Double liner and leak detection for heap leach pad and
processing ponds

¯ Lined tailings impoundment, with a surrounding freeboard
berm to protect against runon and overflow

¯ Erosion control measures, such as retention ponds to intercept
runoff and stream crossing constructed during low flow periods

¯ Protection of stream bank to prevent grazing impacts

¯ Groundwater springs near the open pit will be rerouted
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¯ Diversion of natural drainage around the heap leach pad

¯ Solution pipes located in lined ditches.

In addition, all runoff from the shops and warehouse areas is collected
in a storm water collection ditch; above the mill area are storm water
diversion ditches to route storm water around the mill to avoid
potential contact with material at the mill. The waste rock dump basin
is designed with interior benches that slope towards the inside of the
basin to allow storm water to be captured as it flows across the bench.
These "V" ditches will drain the runoff to a heap toe drain.

Revegetation will be an important step in the mine’s reclamation. To
aid this effort, various erosion controls will be used, including rip-rap
in shallow interception ditches, sediment collection basins, rock dikes,
and straw bales as check dams around culverts. Expectations are to
return the site to livestock grazing, watershed protection, wildlife
habitat, and recreational use after mining is complete.

The Cyprus Bagdad Mine, operated by the Cyprus Bagdad Copper
Corporation in Baghdad, Arizona, is another facility using an
integrated approach to water management as part of its pollution
prevention plan. Cyprus’ pollution prevention plan was prepared in
response to Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
requirements, and addresses many areas of the facility, including non-
mining activities such as vehicle fueling.

Examples of Cyprus’ pollution prevention controls include:

¯ Diversion ditches to carry runoff away from the solvent
exchange leach and railings disposal areas; regular ditch
inspections and repairs

¯ Runoff and spills channeled to collection basins and surge
ponds; planned upgrades for many existing ponds with double
liners and leak detection systems

¯ Earthen berms around petroleum tanks to prevent runon from
contacting the tank and surrounding areas

¯ Visual leak/spill inspections of tailing disposal, reclaim water,
seepage return, and leaching systems

¯ Redirection and control of water from mine shop parking lot

¯ Collection and recycling of spilled fuel and oil; monitor
equipment areas for spilled fuel and oil
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¯ Cover copper-concentrate trucks with heavy tarps to prevent in
transit losses; store concentrate on concrete and asphalt pads

¯ Construction of a lined impoundment and oil/water separator at
truck wash area; chlorinated solvents no longer used at the truck
wash, eliminating a contaminant source.

A notable feature of Cyprus’ pollution prevention and control plan is
its comprehensiveness. All facets of facility operation are addressed,
including frequency of routine maintenance and inspections; employee
training; supervisor maintenance of monitoring logs; emergency
backup systems testing, inspection of piping, sumps, and liners; and
monitoring pump rates and pond and dam elevations.

Lastly, the Valdez Creek Mine in Cantwell, Alaska is using stream
diversion to both improve access to ore and prevent stream discharges.
In order to access ore sources beneath an active stream channel, the
Valdez Creek was diverted by constructing a diversion dam upstream
of the active pit; the dam impounds water, which then flows through
the diversion channel approximately one mile before rejoining the
stream. The diversion channel is lined with a synthetic liner and rip-
rap to prevent erosion and incision of the channel. To aid water
management in the active pit, the facility uses two diversion ditches on
either side of the valley above the mined area to intercept runoff before
it reaches the pit.

The lined diversion channel for Valdez Creek and the diversion
ditches minimize impact to the downstream environment by reducing
turbidity and sedimentation caused by mining operations. Stream
diversion not only prevents stream discharges, but also improves
access to the ore and has lowered operating costs by reducing pit
dewatering requirements.
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VI.        SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following sections
are included.

¯ Section IV.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section IV.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe
all applicable envirohmental requirements. Moreover, they do not
constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and
regulations. For further information, readers should consult the Code
of Federal Regulations and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA
Hotline contacts are also provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA)of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments. (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s
waste management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs
underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous
waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous
wastes include the specific materials listed in the regulations
(commercial chemical products, designated with the code "P" or "U";
hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources, designated with the
code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-specific sources, designated
with the code "F") or materials which exhibit a hazardous waste
characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity and
designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. Facilities
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that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit,
either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to
implement the permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general
facility standards such as contingency plans, emergency procedures,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial assurance
mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for conducting
corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous
waste or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA-
regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirerrients are not industry specific but apply to any
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest,
ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for
waste accumulation units, and recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for
up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of waste
generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet
land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards prior to
placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land
treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment). Wastes
subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating wastes,
heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject to the LDRs
must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility
to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties
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that merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage
standards. For a party considered a used oil marketer (one who
generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a used oil
burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards
under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units.
These regulations apply to all facilities who store such waste,
including generators operating under the 90~day accumulation
rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility
and corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program als~o
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart
H) address unit design, provide performance standards, require
emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be
burned.

EPA°s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or the
environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties responsible
for environmental contamination to clean it up or to reimburse the
Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised
various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
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Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title HI, also known
as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable
quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR § 302.4. A release report
may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more Federal or State
emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingen.cy Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." .EPA generally
takes remedial actions only at sites on the National Priorities List
(NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites. Both EPA
and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to
facilitate the development of chemical emergency response plans by
State and local governments. EPCRA required the establishment of
State emergency response commissions (SERCs), responsible for
coordinating certain emergency response activities and for appointing
local emergency planning committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage
specified chemicals:
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¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of
such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it
has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to
submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department material
safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous
chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms).
This information helps the local government respond in the
event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual
toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly known as
the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to
various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority,"
pollutants, including various toxic pollutants; "conventional"
pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended
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solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; and "non-
conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA ~402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers.
NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has
presently authorized forty States to administer the NPDES program),
contain industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based
limits, and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements.
A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain
a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must
provide quantitative .analytical data identifying the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may make a
discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or
State water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect
designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or
recreation. These standards, unlike the technological standards,
generally do not take into account technological feasibility or costs.
Water quality criteria and standards vary from State to State, and site to
site, depending on the use classification of the receiving body of water.
Most States follow EPA guidelines which propose aquatic life and
human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program
to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the
NPDES storm water permit application regulations. Storm water
discharge associated with industrial activity means the discharge from
any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveying storm
water and which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or raw
materials storage areas at an industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).
These regulations require that facilities with the following storm water
discharges apply for a NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with
industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal
storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.
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The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity"
means a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial
activity defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by
SIC codes while the other five are identified through narrative
descriptions of the regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code
of the facility is one of those identified in the regulations, the facility is
subject to the storm water permit application requirements. If any
activity at a facility is covered by one of the five narrative categories,
storm water discharges from those areas where the activities occur are
subject to storm water discharge permit application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To determine
whether a particular facility falls within one of these categories, the
regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied
products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; and SIC
311-leather tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coai
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts;
and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC
41-local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing
(except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC
44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-
petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.
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Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC
25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC
267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing,
publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints,
varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-rubber and
plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except leather and tanning
and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-fabricated metal products
(except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-industrial and commercial
machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-electronic and other
electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-transportation
equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC 38-
measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-
miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public
warehousing and storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes
to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of
pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under
§307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the
pretreatment program is to protect municipal wastewater treatment
plants from damage that may occur when hazardous, toxic, or other
wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to protect the quality of
sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to a POTW are regulated
primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within
each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an
industry on a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition,
another kind of pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by
the POTW in order to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent
limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it
may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal standards.
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EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water
resource center, at (2{12) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking
water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water
standards and to create a joint Federal-State system to ensure
compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to
protect underground sources of drinking water through the control of
underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards
under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized Sta~es enforce the
primary drinking water standards, which are contaminant-specific
concentration limits that apply to certain public drinking water
supplies. Primary drinking water standards consist of maximum
contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are non-enforceable health-
based goals, and maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), which are
enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible, considering cost
and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources
of drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC
permits include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring
requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply
with RCRA corrective action standards in order to be granted a RCRA
permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions
standards. The UIC permit program is primarily State-enforced, since
EPA has authorized all but a few States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended
on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal source of
drinking water for a given area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead
Protection program, designed to protect drinking water wells and
drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The
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Hotline operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to
evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by
their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of
control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical
substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not
been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be
submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import. The PMN must
identify the chemical and provide available information on health and
environmental effects. If available data are not sufficient to evaluate
the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose restrictions pending the
development of information on its health and environmental effects.
EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals based upon
factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA
regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances
Control Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through
4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air
Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health
and welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA
consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish
national standards for ambient air quality and for EPA and the States to
implement, maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of
mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many facilities will be required to
obtain permits for the first time. State and local governments oversee,
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manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the CAAA. CAA
regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient
air quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants,"
including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter,
ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a
given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do not
meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of
the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are
required to meet Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards
for new stationarysources falling within particular industrial
categories. NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology
available to that category of industrial source but allow the affected
industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of reducing
emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular hazardous
air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of the CAAA further directed EPA to
develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop
regulations for these categories of sources. To date EPA has listed 174
categories and developed a schedule for the establishment of emission
standards. The emission standards will be developed for both new and
existing sources based on "maximum achievable control technology"
(MACT). The MACT is defined as the control technology achieving the
maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the HAPs, taking
into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of
the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases
will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels
of sulfur dioxide releases.
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Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One
purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single document all
air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility. States are
developing the permit programs in accordance with guidance and
regulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved by EPA,
permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year
2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased
out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technblogy Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric
Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA,
and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about
accidental release prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the
Technology Transfer Network Bulletin Board System (modem access
(919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents,
and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry-Specific Requirements

Three types of laws govern and/or regulate the mining of metal
resources. The first type, (i.e., the Mining in National Parks Act and
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act), define areas that are off-limits to
metal mining. The second type of law, (i.e., the General Mining Law of
1872), defines methods for allocating metal deposits for extraction. The
third type of law, those governing the extraction process and
establishing restrictions on the types and amounts of wastes that may
be generated, comprises most of the following discussion.

General Mining Law of 1872

The General Mining Law of 1872 is one of the major statutes that direct
the Federal government’s land management policy. The Mining Law
grants free access to individuals and corporations to prospect for
minerals in public domain lands, and allows them, on discovery, to
stake a claim on that deposit. According to staff in EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste, roughly 40 percent of U.S. mines operate under this provision.
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The Bureau of Land Management (BLM), under the Department of the
Interior, has authority to regulate these mining claim operations under
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976.
FLPMA established BLM’s general land management and planning
authority (43 CFR Part 3809), and requires that mining operations on
Federal lands are regulated to prevent "unnecessary and undue
degradation."

While mining operations are subject to varying levels of scrutiny, all
operations must be reclaimed and must comply with all applicable
State and Federal laws, including air and water quality standards such
as those established under the CAA and CWA, and standards for the
disposal of solid waste under RCRA.

In addition to requiring reclamation bond posting, BLM requires
mining operations thht involve cyanide leaching to meet the following
standards:

¯ Fencing must be used to ensure protection of the public,
livestock, and wildlife

¯ Facilities must be designed to contain the maximum operating
water balance in addition to the water from a lO0-year, 24-hour
storm event; containment ponds must be included in all
containment systems

¯ Leakage detection and recovery systems must be designed for
heap and solution containment structures; monitoring of
ground and surface wate~r through closure and final reclamation
is required

¯ Cyanide solution and heaps must be neutralized or detoxified.

Although BLM has general management authority for the mineral
resources on Federal lands, the Forest Service (FS) also regulates
mining activities on Forest Service land, with a similar mandate to
minimize adverse environmental impacts. The National Forest
Management Act of 1976 provides the Forest Service with authorities
and responsibilities similar to those provided to BLM by FLPMA. Like
BLM’s regulations, they require compliance with the Clean Water Act
and other environmental statutes and regulations. FS generally
consults with appropriate agencies of the Department of the Interior,
including BLM, in reviewing technical aspects of proposed mining
operations. FS also conducts environmental assessments of proposed
plans and, if necessary, prepares EISs pursuant to the National
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Environmental Policy Act. FS also specifies standards for reclamation
and may require bond posting.

EPA is currently pursuing a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the Department of the Interior to formally coordinate regulatory
and enforcement efforts concerning mining operations on Federal
lands. Ongoing enforcement efforts are commonly coordinated with
BLM State offices, as part of a broader strategy to simplify and
coordinate oversight of mining operations at the State and Federal
level.

Clean Water Act ~CWA}

Under the Clean Water Act, National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits must be acquired before any pollutant can be
discharged from a point source into U.S. waters. EPA has established
national technology-based effluent limitation guidelines for ore
mining and dressing operations (40 CFR Part 440). These include new
source performance standards based on Best Available Demonstrated
Technology (BADT). For mine and mill point source discharges, 40
CFR Part. 440 establishes the maximum levels of pollutants that can be
released daily and monthly. The discharger must not exceed the daily
allowance nor the average allowed over an entire month in order to
comply with regulations. For most metals, the monthly averages are
one-half the daily maximums for metal pollutants.

Contaminated storin water runoff from some mining operations has
been documented as causing water quality degradation, according to a
Technical Resource Document on extraction and beneficiation of
copper by EPA’s OSW. In the past, point source storm water discharges
have received limited emphasis under the NDPES program. However,
EPA has promulgated regulations that specifically address point source
discharges of storm water from industrial facilities, including active
and inactive/abandoned mine sites (55 FR 47990; November 16, 1990).
These regulations require NPDES permits for all discharges of
contaminated storm water. The Water Quality Act of 1987 added
§402(p)(2)(B), requiring that point source discharges of storm water
associated with industrial activity (including active and inactive
mining operations) be permitted by October, 1992. This provision
includes discharges from "areas where industrial activity has taken
place in the past and significant materials remain and are exposed to
storm water." The storm water permitting regulations address
discharges from mine sites that occur as a result of precipitation events
where the runoff from those sites is contaminated by exposed
overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products,
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byproducts, or waste materials resulting from present or past mining
activities.

In the case of active mine sites, the storm water regulations apply to
both storm water discharges from mining operations as well as to areas
used for the storage and maintenance of material handling equipment,
shipping and receiving areas, and haul roads. For inactive or
abandoned mines, all point source discharges of contaminated storm
water (i.e., storm water that has come into contact with mine facilities,
materials or wastes) must be covered under an NPDES storm water
permit. Some storm water discharges from mine sites are not subject
to NPDES permitting, including storm water that is not contaminated
by contact with overburden, raw material, or waste materials located on
the site of the operation.

The following exhibit highlights examples of discharges from ore
mining and dressing facilities that are subject to 40 CFR Part 440 or to
storm water permitting.

Exhibit 26
Mine Discharges Subject to Permitting

Runoff/drainage discharges subject to 40 CFR Part Subject to storm water permitting (not subject to
440 effluent limitation guidelines                40 CFR Part 440)

Land application area Topsoil piles
Crusher area Haul roads not on active mining area
Spent ore piles, surge piles, ore stockpiles, wasteOn-site haul roads not constructed of waste

rock/overburden piles rock or spent ore (unless wastewater subjec~
Pumped and unpumped drainage and mine water to mine drainage limits is used for dust
from pits/underground mines control)
Seeps/French drains Tailings dams, dikes when not constructed of
On-site haul roads, ~f constructed of waste rock or waste rock/railings

spent ore or if wastewater subject to mine Concentration/mill building/site (if discharge
drainage limits is used for dust control is storm water only, with no contact with

Tailings dams/dikes when constructed of waste piles)
rock/taflings Reclaimed areas released from reclamation

Unreclaimed disturbed areas bonds prior to 12/17/90
Partially, inadequately reclaimed areas or

areas not released from reclamation bond
Most ancillary areas (e.g., chemical and

explosives storage, power plant,
equipment/truck maintenance and wash
areas° etc.)

The concentration of pollutants discharged in mine drainage from
mines operated to obtain copper bearing ores, lead bearing ores, zinc
bearing ores, gold bearing ores, silver bearing ores, or any combination
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of these ores in open-pit or underground operations other than placer
deposits shall not exceed:

Exhibit 27
Mine Discharge Limitations

Effluent Maximum of any I Average of daily values for
Characteristic day (m~/1) 30 days (m~/1}

TSS 3O 20
Cu 30 15
Zn 15 7.5
Po 6 3
H~ 2 1
pH * *

¯ Within the range 6.0
to 9.0

Source: 40 CFR 440.102(a).

Beneficiation is regulated by the same effluent limitation guidelines as
extraction processes.

The concentration of pollutants discharged from mills that employ the
froth flotation process alone or in conjunction with other processes, for
the beneficiation of copper ores, lead ores, zinc ores, gold ores, or silver
ores, or any combination of these ores shall not exceed:

Exhibit 28
Mill Discharge Limitations

Effluent Maximum for any 1 day Average of daily values for 30
Characteristic consecutive darts

TSS 30 20
Cu 30 15
Zn 10 5
Pb 6 3
H~ 0.002 i 0.001
Cd 10 O.05

pH
*Within the range 6.0

to 9.0

Source: 40 CFR 440.102{b).
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Safe Drinkin~ Water Act (SDWA~

The Safe Drinking Water Act may also apply to mine operations if
primary drinking water sources and Class 3 wells are affected by mine
wastewater releases. EPA regulates cadmium, lead, and arsenic under
its primary drinking water standards (40 CFR 141.11(b)), and regulates
copper, iron, manganese, and zinc under its secondary drinking water
standards (40 CFR 143.3).

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ~RCRA)

The Bevill Amendment

In 1980, Congress amended RCRA in the Solid Waste Disposal Act
Amendments, adoptin.g what has been dubbed the Bevill Amendment,
after Representative Tom Bevill of Alabama. The amendment
temporarily exempted from Subtitle C regulation solid waste from ore
and mineral extraction, beneficiation, and processing. The
Amendment directed EPA either to develop Subtitle C regulations for
the waste or determine that the exemption should continue, and to
present its findings in a report to Congress.

EPA modified its hazardous waste regulations to reflect the Bevill
exclusion and issued a preliminary, and quite broad, interpretation of
the exclusion’s scope. In particular, it interpreted the exclusion as
covering "solid waste from the exploration, mining, milling, smelting
and refining of ores and minerals." Based on this broad interpretation
of the Bevill Amendment, EPA suspended its Subtitle C listing of six
hazardous smelter wastes.

In 1985 the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia awarded
judgment to the Environmental Defense Fund and two public interest
groups that had sued EPA for failing to submit the required report to
Congress and make the regulatory determination by the statutory
deadline. The court imposed two schedules, one for completing
studies of extraction and beneficiation wastes and submitting them in a
report to Congress, and the second for proposing reinterpretation of
mineral-processing wastes. In so doing, the court effectively split the
wastes that might be eligible for exclusion from regulation into two
groups: mineral extraction and beneficiation wastes; and mineral
processing wastes.

In December 1985 EPA submitted a report to Congress on mining
wastes (1985 Report to Congress: Wastes from the Extraction and
Beneficiation of Metallic Ores, Phosphate Rock, Asbestos, Overburden
from Uranium Mining, and Oil Shale) in which EPA found that some
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mining wastes exhibit hazardous characteristics, that waste
management practices have caused environmental damage, and that
the range of risk from mining waste is broad. In July 1986 EPA
published a regulatory determination, upheld in subsequent court
challenges, that RCRA Subtitle C regulation of extraction and
beneficiation wastes was unwarranted because mining wastes tend to
be disposed of in arid climates, facilities and wastes are located in                -
sparsely populated areas where human contact is minimal, and waste
volumes are high. It also determined that it should develop a risk-
based, State-run mining waste program under RCRA Subtitle D.

In keeping with its court-ordered directive to reinterpret the Mining
Waste exclusion for mineral processing wastes, EPA proposed to
narrow the scope of the exclusion for mineral-processing wastes to
include onlv a few sp.ecific waste streams. Unable to articulate criteria
for selecting these wastes, EPA later withdrew this proposal and was
subsequently sued by the Environmental Defense Fund. The courts
ruled against EPA, holding that the Agency’s interpretation of Bevill
exclusions was overbroad. The court ordered EPA to restrict the SCOl~e
of the exclusion as it applied to mineral-processing wastes to include
only "large volume, low hazard" wastes.

In a series of rulemaking notices, EPA reinterpreted the exclusion for
mineral-processing wastes and defined which mineral-processing
wastes met the high-volume, low-hazard criteria. The vast majority o~
mineral-processing wastes did not meet both criteria. EPA published
its final regulatory determination in 1991, in compliance with a court-
ordered deadline. The final rule permanently retains the Bevill
exemption for 20 mineral-processing wastes. EPA determined that
regulation under RCRA Subtitle C was inappropriate for these wastes
because of the extremely high cost to industry and the technical
infeasibility of managing them under Subtitle C requirements; 18 of the
wastes are subject to applicable State requirements, while the
remaining two (phosphogypsum and phosphoric acid process waste
water) are currently being evaluated by EPA.

Wastes from the extraction and beneficiation of ores and minerals
remain exempt from Subtitle C requirements, irrespective of their
chemical characteristics; EPA may, in the future, evaluate the
appropriateness of regulating these wastes under RCRA Subtitle D as
an industrial waste. Wastes from mineral processing, however, are not
exempt from Subtitle C unless they are one of the 20 specific wastes
identified in EPA’s final ruling.

In addition, only wastes that are uniquely associated with the extractior~
and beneficiation of ores and minerals (or one of the 20 listed minerai
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processing wastes) are excluded from hazardous waste regulation.
Non-uniquely associated wastes are typically generated as a result of
maintaining mining machinery or as a result of other facility activities,
and continue to be subject to Subtitle C regulation. These non-
uniquely associated wastes may include used oil, polychlorinated
biphenyls, discarded commercial chemicals, cleaning solvents, filters,
empty drums, laboratory wastes, and general refuse.                                 -

Determining how and under what circumstances the Bevill
Amendment exclusions should be interpreted in regulating mining
wastes continues to be a subject of discussion and study, at least in part
because many beneficiation terms are used to describe activities
common to a wide range of nonexempt industries and to describe
mineral-processing operations that occur at the same location as the
beneficiation operations. Beneficiation and mineral-processing
operations are often closely linked; in order to apply Subtitle C
regulations at a mine site, a regulator often must prove.that the waste
is not a beneficiation waste. Because a variety of regulators, at both
Federal and State levels, are independently interpreting the Bevill
rules, the potential for inconsistent interpretations is significant. Staff
in EPA’s OSW have suggested the following guidelines for regulators
and the regulated community in distinguishing between exempt and
nonexempt wastes at mines and mineral-processing sites:

Determine whether the material is considered a solid waste
under RCRA.

¯ Determine whether the facility is using a primary ore or mineral
to produce a final or intermediate product and also whether 50
percent of the feedstocks are from secondary sources.

¯ Establish whether the material and the operation that generates
it are uniquely associated with mineral production.

¯ Determine where in the sequence of operations beneficiation
ends and mineral processing begins.

¯ If the material is a mineral-processing waste, determine whether
it is one of the 20 special wastes from mineral processing.

This sequence will result in one of three determinations: 1) the
material is not a solid waste and therefore not subject to RCRA; 2) the
material is a solid waste but is exempt from RCRA Subtitle C because of
the Mining Waste Exclusion; or 3) the material is a solid waste that is
not exempt from RCRA Subtitle C and is subject to regulation.
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Comprehensive Response Compensation and Liability. Act (CERCLA~

Although Bevill wastes are excluded from regulation under RCRA
Subtitle C, they can be addressed under CERCLA. Mining companies
may be liable under CERCLA for the release or threat of release of
hazardous substances, covering releases to air, surface water,
groundwater and soils. Many mines, where practices did not
incorporate the safeguards now required under the CWA, allowed
runoff from mine and railings sites to flow into nearby s~eams and
lakes. Even newer mines, which have been subject to CWA
regulations, have been targeted for CERCLA enforcement. Some of
these mines, such as Colorado’s Summitville Mine, have been listed
on the National Priorities List (NPL). Mine owners may also be liable
for damages to natural resources as a result of mining activity.

Clean Air Act (CAA)

Under §111 of CAA, New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
applicable to metallic mineral-processing plants have been established
(40 CFR 60 Subpart LL). These standards regulate emissions of
particulate matter in metal mining operations in crushers, conveyor
belt transfer points, thermal dryers, product packaging stations, storage
bins, truck loading and unloading stations, and rail car loading and
unloading. Although all underground mining facilities are exempt
from these provisions, fugitive dust emissions from mining activities
may be regulated (usually by requiring dust suppression management
activities) through State permit programs established to meet Federal
NAAQSs.

Na~i0nal !~nvir0nmental Policy Act (NEPA)

NEPA requires that all Federal agencies prepare detailed statements
assessing the environmental impact of, and alternatives to, major
Federal actions that may "significantly affect" the environment. An
environmental impact statement (EIS) must provide a fair and full
discussion of significant environmental impacts and inform decision-
makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would
avoid or minimize adverse impacts on the environment; EISs must
explore and evaluate all reasonable alternatives, even if they are not
within the authority, of the lead agency. NEPA authorities are solely
procedural; NEPA cannot compel selection of the environmentally
preferred alternative.

Federal actions specifically related to mining that may require EISs
include Federal land management agency (e.g. BLM and Forest Service)
approval of plans of operations for hardrock mining on
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Federally-managed lands. All effected media (e.g., air, water, soil,
geologic, cultural, economic resources, etc.) must be addressed. The EIS
provides the basis for the permit decision; for example, an NPDES
permit may be issued or denied based on EPA’s review of the overall
impacts, not just discharge-related impacts, of the proposed project and
alternatives. Issues may include the potential for acid rock drainage,
aquatic and terrestrial habitat value and losses, sediment production,
mitigation, and reclamation.

Endangered Species Act (ESA}

The ESA provides a means to protect threatened or endangered species
and the ecosystems that support them. It requires Federal agencies to
ensure that activities undertaken on either Federal or non-Federal
property do not have adverse impacts on threatened or endangered
species or their habitat. In a June 1995 ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld interpretations of the Act that allow agencies to consider impact
on habitat as a potential form of prohibited "harm" to endangered
species. Agencies undertaking a Federal action (such as a BLM review
of proposed mining operations) must consult with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS); an EIS must be prepared if "any major part
of a new source will have significant adverse effect on the habitat" of a
Federally or State-listed threatened or endangered species.

State Statutes

In addition to Federal laws, State and common laws also affect waste
generation from mining activities. State law generally requires that
permits be obtained prior tocommencement of mining activities;
permits may require design, performance, closure, and reclamation
standards, and may impose monitoring requirements. Under common
law, a mine owner may be liable for trespassing if wastes migrate into
and damage another’s property, or if the waste impacts the community
as a whole, a miner may be liable for creating a public nuisance. Over
the last five years several States have substantially altered their mining
regulations to prevent the damage caused by past mining operations.
Considerable disagreement remains, however, between mining
industry groups and the environmental community regarding the
effectiveness of these State regulations in preventing damage to the
environment.

Many Western States require mining operations to obtain reclamation
bonds and mining permits that are designed to regulate and monitor
mining activity. States that require bonding and/or permitting include
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. To
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regulate mining activity in the State of Colorado, for example, the State
requires mining operations to obtain: 1) a performance bond, 2) a
reclamation bond, and 3) a permit. The performance bond outlines
what the mining operation intends to do on the land, and is simply a
promise from the mining operation that it will reclaim the land. This
bond gives Colorado the authority to pursue reclamation costs from
mining operations that fail to properly reclaim the land. The
reclamation bond, also known as a financial warranty, equals the cost
the State would incur if it were to hire someone to reclaim the site
should the mining operation fail to do so. Although performance
bonds are updated periodically, the bonds have not always been
adequate to cover closure costs.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation, and Liability. Act
(CERCLA~

The Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986
(EPCRA) Section 313 mandates that owners and operators of facilities
that manufacture, process, or otherwise use a listed chemical report to
EPA their annual releases of these chemicals to any environmental
medium. EPA makes this information available to the public in the
form of the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). TRI currently requires
reporting from facilities in SIC codes 20-39 that meet various threshold
requirements.

EPCRA Section 313 gives EPA discretionary authority to modify the
coverage of facilities required to report to EPA for inclusion in the TRI.
EPA is considering expanding the TRI through the development of
reporting requirements for additional facilities. These additional
facilities include a list of 25 SIC codes that contribute 99 percent of the
non-manufacturing TRI chemical loadings to the environment. SIC
code 10 is among these 25 SIC codes. EPA anticipates publication of a
proposed rule in late 1995 or early 1996 requiring additional facilities to
report the use, release, and transfer of TRI chemicals.

Clean Water Act (CWA~

A comprehensive bill was introduced in Congress in 1995 to
reauthorize the Clean Water Act. The bill may affect EPA’s authority
to require changes in production processes, products, or raw materials
to control emissions of toxins; may require risk assessments for water
quality standards, effluent limitations or other regulatory
requirements; and may require social, economic, and environmental
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benefits to be weighed in establishing regulations. Potentially large
sectors of the mining industry could be affected by this legislation.

Clean Air Act (CAA)

EPA continues to prepare rules for industry sources subject to
hazardous air pollutant standards under the CAA, as amended. The
sources are those that emit one or more of the 189 substances defined as
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) under the CAA. The EPA published a
list of these sources in 1992 and has begun to define Maximum
Achievable Control Standards that will apply to them. Although the
timetable for issuing regulatory controls varies, proposed standards for
most mineral industries are due by November 15, 1997.

EPA is also review’rag and updating national ambient air quality
standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur dioxide to
incorporate new scientific and technical information that has become
available since the last reviews. Based on these revised data, EPA will
determine whether revisions to the standards are appropriate. The
metal mining sector will be affected by any revisions to these standards.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 require EPA to
promulgate regulations establishing treatment standards that must be
met before hazardous waste may be disposed on land. An
announcement of new proposed rulemaking was made on October 24,
1991 in 56 CFR 55160. The proposed rulemaking established treatment
standards for certain mineral processing waste and toxicity
characteristic metals. Proposed rulemaking is expected mid-1995 and
final action is expected mid-1996.

In a July 1986 Regulatory Determination, EPA stated that it was not
appropriate to regulate the extraction and beneficiation wastes covered
in the 1985 Report to Congress: Wastes from the Extraction and
Beneficiation of Metallic Ores, Phosphate Rock, Asbestos, Overburden
from Uranium Mining, and Oil Shale. Among the reasons cited by
EPA for the special treatment of mining wastes were: 1) mining waste
is generated in much larger volumes than industrial wastes (the
average mining waste facility produces 3,000,000 metric tons of waste
annually, while the average RCRA Subtitle C regulated waste producer
produces 50,000 metric tons annually); 2) mining waste sites are
usually much larger than traditional waste producers. The average
tailings pile covers 494 acres and the average mining waste piles cover
126 acres, while the average Subtitle C hazardous waste impoundment
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of landfill is six to ten acres; 3) mining waste streams are believed to
have lower human exposure and risk potential.

As a result, EPA determined that RCRA Subtitle C controls may be
neither technically nor economically feasible, nor at times necessary to
protect human health and the environment. EPA recommended
development of a primarily State-implemented, site-specific, and risk-
based regulatory approach under Subtitle D of RCRA. The result was
the preparation of Strawman I and//proposals, which would regulate
material uniquely associated with mining that the regulatory authori ,ty
determines could pose a threat to human health and the environment,
including mill railings, stockpiled ores, leaching solutions, and water
that may accumulate hazardous constituents.

While the Strawma.n proposals no longer represent a viable and
current Agency approach to the mining industry, EPA may in the
future evaluate the appropriateness of regulating mining waste under
RCRA Subtitle D as an industrial waste.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROFILE

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has beg’un to supplement single-media compliance indicators
with facility-specific, multi-media indicators of compliance. In doing
so, EPA is in a better position to track compliance with all statutes at
the facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read
into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance records,
and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA system can
match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and
Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and generate a list of
historical permit, inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has
the capability to analyze data by geographic area and corporate holder.
As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data improves, EPA
will make available more in-depth compliance and enforcement
information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success for
compliance assistance effort~ are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror
the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data
reported within this section consist only of records from the TRI
reporting universe. With this decision, the selection criteria are
consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the sectors that do
not normally report to the TRI program, data have been provided from
EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS), which tracks facilities in all
media databases. Please note that in this section EPA does not attempt
to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within
the sector that are well-defined within EPA databases.
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As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector
according to the Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors
dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and printers,
the reporting universe within EPA databases may be small compared to
Census data. However, the group selected for inclusion in this data
analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s general make-               -
up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect
EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities that have been
entered into EPA databases. To identify any changes in trends, the EPA
ran two data queries, one for the past five calendar years (August 10,
1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for the most recent twelve-month
period (August 10, 1994 to August 9, 1995). The five-year analysis gives
an average level of activitv for that period for comparison to the more
recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single-media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are
State/local or EPA-led. However, the table breaking down the universe
of violations does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s
and States’ efforts within each media program. The presented data
illustrate the variations across regions for certain sectors.1 This
variation may be attributable to State/local data entry variations,
specific geographic concentrations, proximity to population centers,
sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank
regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS

1 EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT, MA, ME, R.I, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI); III
(DC, DE, MD, PA, VA. WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (]L. IN, MI, MN, OH, WI); VI
(AR, LA, NM, OK. TX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA, HI,
NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,
compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program
office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue _
together" separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to
create a "master list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the
data systems accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing
and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit
Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation
and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB
(National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and
Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources, such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Section VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within
the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI
reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for
executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is
defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in
Section II.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and State agency facility
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show
what percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60 month
period. This column does not count non-inspectional compliance
activities such as the review of facility-reported discharge reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action
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within the defined time period. This category is broken down further
into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for administrative,
civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions. Administrative
actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple
enforcement actions is only counted once in this column (facility with
3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All percentages that appear are
referenced to the number of facilities inspected.                                      -

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across all
environmental statutes. A facility with multiple enforcement actions
is counted multiple times (a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts
as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by State and local environmental agencies. Varying
levels of use by States of EPA data systems may limit the volume of
actions accorded State enforcement activity. Some States extensivelv
report enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other States
may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from
State agencies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint
State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only.
This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activity. Related inspections and enforcement actions under
the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are
not factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under
these programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does
not account for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection
compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges)
that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
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Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and
EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages
within this column can exceed 100 percent because facilities can be in
violation status without being inspected. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate
that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement
actions within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA
databases. Each column is a percentage of either the "Total
Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

VII.A. Metal Mining Compliance History

The following exhibit provides a summary of five-year enforcement
and compliance data for the metal mining industry. Consistent with
information presented in previous sections, the greatest concentration
of metal mining activity occurs in the Western States, where the
greatest number of inspections and enforcement actions also occur.
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Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Metal Mining Industry

A B C D E F G H i J

Facilities w/One
Average Number of or More Total Federal Enforcement

Metal Mining Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead Lead to Inspection

SIC 10 Search Inspected inspections Inspections Actions Aclions Actions Actions Rate

Region I 2 I i 120 I I 0% 100% 1.00

Region il I 5 11 74 12 2 14 100% 0% 0.19

Region III 9 8 47 I I I I 100% 0% 0.02

Region IV 28 20 209 8 5 7 86% 14% 0.03

Region V 27 17 ! 29’ ! 3 5 15 67% 33% O. 12

Region VI 40 14 56 43 6 17 0% 100% 0.30

14 i0 91 9 4 12 42% 58% 0.13
Region Vll

Region VIII 135 62 284 29 13 32 1110% (lh, O. I I

Region IX 54 42 346 9 I ! 13 31% 69% 0.04

Region X 549 154 282 i 17 19 43 2% 98% 0.15

Total/Average 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% 0.10 __
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibit 30 highlights enforcement and compliance information across
selected industries. The metal mining industry had one of the lowest
numbers of inspections among those industries represented, as well as
the highest average number of months between inspections.

Exhibit 31 provides enforcement and compliance summary data for
one year for selected industries. Over half of the facilities inspected
were cited for a violation. The metal mining industry also represented
the greatest percentage of facilities with enforcement actions taken, at
19 percent.

Exhibit 32 presents i.nspection and enforcement data by statute for
selected industries. As discussed previously, water pollution
represents the most common problem associated with the metal
mining industry, followed by air. Thirty-four percent of total
enforcement actions taken were under the Clean Water Act, while 11
percent were under the Clean Air Act.

Exhibit 33 provides a one-year summary of inspection and enforcement
data by statute for selected industries. Again emphasizing the weight
given to water pollution in the metal mining industry, inspections
under the Clean Water Act represented over 50 percent of total metal
mining inspections.
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Exhibit 30
Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H 1 J

Facilities w/One
Average Number of or More Total Federal Enforcement

Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforccment Slate Lead Lead to Inspection
Industry Sector Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Metal Minin~ 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% 0.10

Non-metallic Mineral i, i 43 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06

Mining

Lumber and Wood 464 301 1,891 15 78 ,232 79% 21% 0.12

Furniture 293 213 1,534 I I 34 91 91% 9% 0.06

Rubber and Plastic 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0.12

Stone, Clay, rtd Glass 468 268 2,475 II 73 301 70% 30% 0.12

Nonferrous Metals 844 474 3,0~, 7 ! 6 145 470 76% 24% O. i 5

Fabricated Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% O. 15

Electronics 405 222 777 31 68 212 79% 21% 0.27

Automobiles 598 390 2,216 16 81 240 80% 20% O. I I

Pulp and Pap 306 265 3,766 5 I 15 502 78% 22% O. 13

Printing 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% ! 5% O. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I 1 99 402 76% 24% O. 13

Organic Chemicals 412 3 i 6 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% O. 19

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 I I 0 797 66% 34% 0.25

Iron and Steel 374 275 3,555 6 I ! 5 499 72% 28% 0.14

Dry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% 1% O. 16



Exhibit 31                                     g"
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H
Tmal

Facilities in Facilities Numbor of Facilities w/One or More Facilities w/One or Mete Enforcement Enforcement to
Industry Seeto~         Search     Inspected ln~ections         Violations          Enforcement Actions       Actions      Inspection R,de

Numb~ Percent* Number Percent*

Metal Mining 873 I 14 194 82 72% i 6 14% 24 0.13
Non-metallic Mineral 1,143 2.53 425 7:5 30~ 28 1 !% 54 0.13
Mining

Luinber and Wood 464 142 268 109 77% 18 13~ 42 0.15
Furniture 293 160 113 66 41 ~/, 3 2~ 5 0.04
Rub~r and Plastic 1,665 2"71 435 289 IO7~/, 19 ~ 59 0.14
Stone, Clay, sad Glass 468 146 330 116 794~ 20 14q~ 66 0.20
NonfetTo~s Metals 844 202 402 282 140% 22 1 i % 72 0.18
Fal~cated Meta] 2,346 4/7 746 :525 110~ 46 I0~ i 14 O.15
Electronic.5 405 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24
Automo~les 598 i 69 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 0. I 0
Pulp and Paper 306 189 5"76 162 86% 28 15% 88 0.15
Printing 4,106 397 6"/6 25 1 63% 25 6~ 72 0.1 !

laoggani¢ Chemicals 548 158 42"/ 167 106% 19 ! 2% 49 0. ! 2
Organic Chemicals 412 i 95 545 197 IOi % 39 20~ ! 18 0.22
Petroleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36~ 114 0.26
lion and Steel 374 167 488 165 99~ 20 12~ 46 0.09
Dt’y Cleaning 933 80 I I I 21 26% 5 6~ I I 0.10

*Percentages in Columns E and F are based on the number of facilities in..epected (Colunm C). Percentages can exceed 100~ because violatione and actions can occur
without a facility inspection.



Exhibit 32 L~"
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Numb~ of
Faciliti~ T~I P.afot’cemeal Rasomce Coase~vation mul FIFRA/rSCM

Indu,~’y Sector ln~cted ln~o~ Acliona Clean Air Acl Clean Wale~ Act Rccow~, Act EPC~RMOIh~

% of Tolg % o/Total % o/Total % of Tolai % of Telg % of TmM % of TotM % or’Total

Inspectiem Aaion~ In.specsioaa Actions laspection~ A~ons Inapeaio~    Actions

MeI~I Iq-’--’:~.,.~ 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 57% 60% 6~ 14% I%

Non-metallic 631 3,422 192 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 27% < 1%

1 ,,m~.~ and Wood 301 !,891 232 31% 21% ~ 7% 59% 67% 2%

F~rnlm~ 213 1,534 91 52% 27% I% I% 45% 64% I%

Rabbet" and plash- 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% 44% 68% 3% i0~

Stone, Clay and 268 2,475 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 51% 2%

Glasa

Nonfen Mel~h 474 3,097 470 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4% i0~

Fal~.c~ea_ Metal 1,340 5,509 846 25% 1 I% 15% 6% 56% 76% 4%

Elecu~,~i,-. 222 777 212 16% 2% 14% 3% 66% 90% 3%

Auto~les 390 2,216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2%

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2%

pri~in~. 1,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2%

Inorganic Chemic’d’, 302 3,034 402 29~ 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3%

Organic .C~_. ~_i cab 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44% 5~

P~.~o~,’,~ P.~-:-?. 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2%

Iron and Steel 275 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% ’!8% 31% 58% 2%

1~ (’~_~aaia.~ 245 633 103 15% i% 3% 4% 83% 93% <1%

*Actions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Ac~; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning

and Community Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.



Exhibit 33
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary byStatute for SelectedIndustries

Numb~ of
Resource Come~valioa and       FIFRA/rscMTot~ Enforcement

lnduslry Secto~ Inspected Inspections Actions Cleao Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Olhe~*

% o~ Total % d Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % oi Total % ol" Total
lnspectiom Ac~ons Inspections Actions Inspections Actiom ln~ections Actions

Metal Mining 114 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6% <1% 19%

Non- metallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% i 6% < 1% 11%

Minin~

Lumber" and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% <1% 6%

Furnilure I 13 160 5 58% 67% I% 10% 41% 10% < 1% 13%

Rubber and Plastic 271 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% 7 ! % I% 1 i

Stone, Clay, and Glass 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 3"/% <1% 3%

Nonferrous Metals 202 402 72 ~ 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% !% 4%

Falxicaled Metal 477 746 1 i 4 25% 14% 14% 8% 6 i % 77% < 1% 2%

Elecuonics 60 87 21 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 8"/% < 1% 4%

Automobiles 169 284 28 34% ! 6% 10% 9% 56% 69% I% 6%

Pulp and Pal 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 2 i % 1 0% 7% < 1% 3%

Printing 397 676 72 50% 2"/% 5% 3% 44% 66% <1% 4%

I nt~ganic Chemicals 158 42"/ 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% < 1% 6%

Organic Chemicals 195 545 i 18 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% I%

Petroleum Refining 109 439 ! 14 50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% 1%         6%

kon and Steel 16-/ 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36% 50% <1% 6%

Dry O__e_a~ng 80 I I I I I 21% 4% I% 22% -/8% 67% <1%

*Actions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

This section provides a listing of major legal cases and supplemental
enforcement projects that pertain to the Metal Mining Industry.
Information in this section is provided by EPA’s Enforcement
Accomplishments Reports FY 1991, FY 1992, FY 1993 and the Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. As indicated in the EPA’s               -
Enforcement Accomplishments Report, publications, nine significant
enforcement actions were resolved between 1991 and 1993 for the metal
mining industry. CERCLA violations comprised three of these actions,
the most of any statute. The remaining cases were distributed fairly
evenly with CWA and RCRA cited twice, and CAA, EPCRA, and TSCA
each cited once.

Two of the cases involved cyanide contamination from heap leaching
of gold ores. Each of the settlements, one under CERCLA and one
under the CAA, resulted in monetary penalties. The CERCLA
settlement provided for company reimbursement of the Superfund for
$250,000 in past response costs. Two other CERCLA settlements
resulted in penalties: a penalty for failure to notify authorities of a
release resulted in a $75,000 fine; a judgment in U.S. vs. ~muggler-
Durant Mining Corporation resulted in a $3.4 million award in favor
of the EPA.

Both of the CWA actions cited Section 404 for destruction of wetlands.
Both instances involved placer mining and resulted in monetary
penalties; one of the actions involved a Supplemental Environmental
Project (SEP) requiring stream/wetland restoration. Another SEP
involved a TSCA violation by Kennecott Utah Copper. In addition to a
monetary penalty, Kennecott agreed to upgrade an emergency
computer system at an estimated cost of $70,000.

VII.C.1. Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects
(SEPs). SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s
stipulated penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds
the value of the reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution
prevention activities that can significantly reduce the future pollutant
loadings of a facility.

In December, 1993, the Regions were asked by EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to provide information on
the number and type of SEPs entered into bv the Regions. The
following chart contains a representative sample of the Regional
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responses addressing the metal mining industry. The information
contained in the chart is not comprehensive and provides only a
sample of the types of SEPs developed for the metal mining industry,.
(See Exhibit 34)

Exhibit 34
Supplemental Environmental Projects

Case Name EPA Statute/ Type of Estimated Expected Final Final _
Region Type of SEP Coat to Environmenta As~ssed Penalty

Action Company l Benefits Penalty After
Mitigation

Sunshine Preci°us I X I TSCA P°lluti°n[ $6’588Kellog,Metals’ InC.iD Reduction I Early disp°salI $6’588 I$3’294             of                                             equipment. PCB

VII.D. EPA Hardrock Mining Framework

EPA is currently developing a multi-media, multi-statute hardrock
mining strategy for existing EPA authorities, resources, and expertise in
order to address the environmental problems posed by mining
activities in the U.S., in concert with other Federal, State, tribal and
local agencies. Some of the driving issues behind the strategy’s
development are concerns about overlapping and poorly coordinated
regulatory authorities and actions; liability under CERCLA and other
statutes, which may create a recurring barrier to voluntary remediation
of mine sites; and rapid changes in mining practices that are leading to
new environmental challenges.

The strategy establishes environmental goals, to protect human health
and ecological resources through pollution prevention, control, and
remediation at active, inactive, and/or abandoned mine sites on both
Federal and non-Federal lands; administrative goals, to use available
resources and authorities most efficiently and to focus on the highest
priority concerns; and fiscal responsibility goals, to promote inter- and
intra-governmental efficiency and fiscal responsibility in control of
mining sites, as well as to prevent future unfunded public burdens.

Several objectives have been defined in support of these goals,
including the following:

¯ Facilitate coordination with co-regulators: employ a range of
approaches to ensure coordination and communication

¯ Use innovative approaches to foster efficiency: wherever
possible, innovative tools (particularly non-regulatory) will be
employed to help achieve efficient and timely action
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¯ Consolidate priority-setting: establish multi-agency priorities to
maximize scarce resources, help ensure benefits for costs
incurred, and address the most problematic sites first

¯ Promote fiscal/personal responsibility: promote responsibility to
help owners reflect true costs of activities and to avoid incurring
unnecessary and unfunded environmental and financial
burdens for the public

¯ Enhance capabilities of existing tools: use current administrative
authorities to improve environmental problem-solving
capabilities

¯ Be proactive and preventative: ensure that environmental
performance standards are quantified to the maximum extent,
and that assumptions, risks, and uncertainties are identified

¯ Promote protective closure standards and adequate financial
assurances: establish closure performance standards and bonding
requirements that will ensure mines are properly closed and that
adequate post-closure care is performed

¯ Perform timely and environmentally sound clean-up of
abandoned mines: ensure that priority inactive and abandoned
mines are cleaned up in a timely manner, addressing worst sites
first, while avoiding costly efforts addressing mines with little or
no environmental effects.

In compliance and enforcement issues, the strategy promotes multi-
agency compliance approaches, developing a ranking system for
determining inspection priorities, and developing a multi-media
inspection protocol for mine sites. Other compliance and enforcement
measures include:

¯ Promoting use of environmental audits within the regulated
community

¯ Conducting an enforcement initiative to target mine owners and
operators who violate requirements to obtain and comply with
storm water permits

¯ Compiling and circulating within EPA brief descriptions of
successful mining-related enforcement actions brought by the
Agency

¯ Prioritizing action based on the extent of actual human health
and environmental impacts; the potential for additional
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impacts; the likely success, technical feasibility, and cost
effectiveness of response actions; and the availability of staff,
equipment, and funding

¯ Developing enforcement MOAs with other Federal agencies to
facilitate consultations and joint actions

¯ Improving consultation between EPA and the States to -
determine whether violations of Federal and State law warrant
joint enforcement action.

As noted above, however, EPA seeks to strengthen its use of non-
regulatory tools to encourage environmental compliance and clean-up
at mining sites. These tools are intended to complement existing
regulatory programs in addressing mining impacts. Common themes
of most non-regulatory approaches include: active participation by
principal stakeholders, creative use of funding resources, site-specific
flexibility, prioritization of clean-up projects, and regulatory discretion
to promote creative problem-solving and early implementation of
clean-up projects.

Most non-regulatory approaches have one or more of the following
characteristics:

¯ Financial - Financial support often comes from a variety of
sources when non-regulatory approaches are used; funds are
often leveraged and budgets are typically tight. Other Federal
agency funds are often used to supplement EPA funds;
State/local partnerships ~an fill financial holes; and voluntary
efforts by private parties can contribute significantly to clean-up
of inactive or abandoned mine sites.

¯ Institutional - Interagency Agreements (MOUs, MOAs, and
LAGs) are tools that can be used to streamline the mining
permitting and regulatory processes; more informally,
interagency groups are often used to focus attention on certain
projects or issues. Agreements to encourage consistent Federal
positions are particularly important for siting criteria, operating
criteria, and reclamation and bonding standards.

¯ Technical Assistance and Outreach - Forms of technical
assistance vary and may include dedicating either EPA staff or
contractor hours to directly help a stakeholder; developing
analytic methodologies, such as monitoring and testing
standards; providing education and training; and providing
materials to small business assistance centers.
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EPA has identified several examples of existing approaches to using
non-regulatory tools. Site-specific examples include the Coeur D’Alene
Basin Restoration Project, the Clear Creek Watershed Project, and the
Arizona Copper Mine Initiative. Non-site specific examples include
the CWA non-point source funding approaches; RCRA Subtitle D
Strawman guidelines; Mining Headwaters Initiative; technology
demonstration programs; and the Western Governors’ Association
Mine Waste Task Force.

As part of its hardrock mining strategy, EPA is developing detailed
guidance for regulatory personnel who must apply various regulatory
tools to specific mine sites. This matrix will highlight areas of overlap,
gaps, unused but available authorities, and synergy among the various
regulatory authorities. Envisioned is a document that will present
various sources of pollution, a range of possible associated problems/
concerns/threats, and a short description of the tools applicable to each
situation.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector
and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains
a listing and description of national and regional trade associations.                   _

VIII.A. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

Compliance Projects

Region VIII has introduced "The Mining Initiative," whose goal is to
obtain compliance with the Clean Water Act at active metal mines and
metal mining explor~ition sites. The Regional NPDES program is in
the process of determining the compliance status of the active metal
mines located in the Region. Most of the mines (98 percent) are located
in Colorado, Montana, and Utah. The States are trying to achieve
deterrence through high profile enforcement actions which remove
the economic advantage of noncompliance by assessing financial
penalties.

The Region VIII Water Division is taking an active role in monitoring
State enforcement actions against mining facilities and State-issued
NPDES permits for mines, encouraging States to apply consistent
requirements to all metal mining facilities. EPA has requested that
each State appoint a contact to work with EPA on this initiative.

The Bureau of Mines Waste Research Program

In 1988 the debate over the Bevill exclusion wastes and other
environmental issues led the Bureau of Mines to initiate a new,
comprehensive research program to investigate the environmental
problems posed by the mining and minerals processing industry in
managing waste. The new research program was named the
"Environmental Technology Program" and was established to develop
mining technologies that would ameliorate environmental damage
caused by mining activities.

The program’s main elements are "Control of Mine Drainage and
Liquid Wastes" and "Solid Waste Management and Subsidence."
Control of Mine Drainage and Liquid Wastes examines acid mine
drainage and migration of toxic waters from mines and waste disposal
piles that threaten the quality of surface and groundwater. The Solid
Waste Management and Subsidence program has two objectives: to
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investigate management and disposal methods for the solid waste
produced by mining and minerals processing; and to develop new
technology to mitigate the effects of subsidence and other
environmental hazards caused by underground mining. Under ETP,
National Mine Land Reclamation Centers have also been established
in several regions to investigate the surface effects of mining and the
problems associated with reclaiming abandoned, as well as active, mine               -
lands. An important element of the program is cooperation with
universities, industry, labor, State and Federal government agencies,
and international institutions.

The Bureau of Mines has also established an Environmental Health
Research Program to focus on monitoring and controlling airborne
dusts and emissions from diesel engines that are inhaled deep into the
lungs, and which can cause respiratory diseases. Under this program, a
dust monitor is bein~ developed that will continuously evaluate dust
conditions during the mineral ore extraction process and will alert
workers to hazardous dust concentrations. Dust control techniques are
primarily directed at reducing concentrations through use of water
sprays, more effective use of ventilation, and modification of mining
machine operations. Current Federal regulatory efforts for mining
operations seek to limit the amount of diesel soot in the mine
environment, while researchers are developing instruments that will
allow diesel soot particulate to be sampled and measured in the
underground atmosphere. The Bureau of Mines is also conducting
research to reduce diesel soot emissions by filtration, ventilation, fuel
modifications, and catalytic conversion techniques. Because of the
confined, dusty, humid, and often hot conditions in the mine
environment, this research will be widely applicable to the most
difficult industrial and environmental dust problems.

Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) Mines Initiative

Electrical transformers or capacitors containing polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) are often used as power sources in underground
mines. This equipment is regulated by EPA to prevent environmental
release of PCBs, chemicals classified as probable human carcinogens.
Abandoned mines often fill with groundwater, which can cause PCB-
containing equipment, if left in place, to corrode and leak chemicals
into the water; EPA regulations currently require removal of this
equipment prior to mine closure.

EPA and MSHA launched a joint effort in early 1993 to identify all
underground mines using electrical transformers or capacitors that
contain PCBs. During 1993, MSHA inspectors conducted PCB surveys
to identify mines using PCBo or other liquid-filled equipment
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underground. Inspectors also identified any violations of EPA
regulations governing PCB use, marking, storage, or disposal. A total
of 85 underground mines that may use PCB-containing equipment
were identified. EPA has since used the PCB surveys in its
enforcement efforts, resulting in four mining companies being cited for
PCB mismanagement and facing Federal penalties of up to $317,575.
EPA has settled one of these cases, while filing three additional
complaints.

Mine Waste Technology Program (MWTP)

In 1991 Congress allocated $3.5 million to establish a pilot program for
treating mine wastes in Butte, Montana. Both bench-scale research and
field demonstrations are conducted through the MWTP. Sponsored by
EPA’s Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory and the Department of
Energy (DOE), the program is implemented by DOE’s Western
Environmental Technology Office (WETO) contractor, MSE, and the
University of Montana’s Montana Tech. MWTP program goals
include the following:

¯ Identify mine waste problems that are most severely affecting
human health and the environment

¯ Evaluate engineering and economic factors for selected
technologies

¯ Prioritize the most promising mine waste treatment
technologies based on their engineering and economic value

¯ Demonstrate, test, and evaluate the most promising mine waste
treatment technologies

¯ Accelerate the commercialization of selected mine waste
treatment technologies

¯ Transfer knowledge gained from the above through systematic
training of user communities, and the use of workshops, short
courses, video outreach, and graduate study support.

The program focuses on developing and proving technologies that
offer solutions to the remedial problems facing abandoned mines and
the ongoing compliance problems associated with active mines. Other
Federal agencies, such as USBM, BLM, and the Forest Service, are also
participating in various phases of the research. Within EPA, the Butte
program is coordinated and teamed with the Superfund Innovative
Technology Evaluation (SITE) program, and is coordinated with the
DOIT (Demonstration of Innovative Technologies) Committee of the
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Western Governor’s Association to assist in technology outreach and
coordination among the States most affected by mining activities.

The priority areas for research are:

1) Source controls, including in situ treatments and predictive
techniques. Such at-source control technologies as sulfate-reducing
bacteria, biocyanide oxidation, transport control/pathway interruption
techniques, and AMD production prediction techniques will help
generate permanent solutions to mining waste problems.

2) Treatment technologies. Technologies such as unique reagent
utilization and use of natural and enhanced wetlands are high
priorities for research to protect the environment from immediate
damage until long-rar~.ge solutions can be developed.

3) Resource recovery. Much of the mining wastes represent a potential
resource, since they contain significant quantities of heavy metals.
Membrane technologies, ion exchange systems, electrochemical
separation processes, selective precipitation, enhanced magnetic
separation, biological treatment/recovery schemes, and advanced
metallurgical processes are techniques that might provide effective and
efficient separation and recovery of the metal values in both liquid and
solid waste streams.

In addition to those cited previously in the profile, specific MWTP
projects include the following:

¯ Nitrate Removal Demonsfration Project focuses on developing
innovative technologies to remove nitrates from effluent and
drinking water through ion exchange, biological denitrification,
and electrochemical ion exchange.

¯ Neutral Chelating Polymers Research Project focuses on treating
acid mine wastewater by using chelates (chemical substances
with more than one binding site on the molecule) to remove
metal ions from wastewater.

¯ Photoassisted Electron Transfer Reactions Research Project
focuses on treating mine wastewaters by using dissolved and
solid photocatalysts to remove toxic cyanide and nitrate anions.

¯ Science and Technology Information Retrieval System (STIRS)
facilitates centralized access to various databases developed by
EPA, DOE, Bureau of Mines, and others, including CD ROM
databases.
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¯ Remote Mine Site Demonstration Project seeks to operate a
water-powered remote treatment facility for acidic metal-laden
mine wastewater, using the Crystal Mine near Basin, Montana.
The facility treats 10-25 gallons of wastewater per minute, using a
series of rip-rap channels, water wheel-powered feeders, and
settling ponds to conduct oxidation, adjust pH levels, and _
separate solids and liquids for ultimate disposal.

¯ Biocyanide Demonstration Project focuses on using bacteria to
degrade cyanide and cyanide complexes in mining wastewater.

Western Governors’ Association

Over the past few years, EPA has enlisted the assistance of the States in
developing an approach to regulating mining activities under RCR~.
In order to facilitate the States’ involvement in this effort, EPA has
prowided funding to the Western Governors’ Association (WGA), an
independent non-partisan organization of 21 member governors. In
1988, WGA formed a Mine Waste Task Force to coordinate the views of
member States and to work with the EPA, the mining industry, the
environmental community, and the public to develop workable mine
waste management programs.

Kansas State University

Kansas State University’s Hazardous Substance Research Center
(HSRC) is an EPA-funded center that provides research and technology,
transfer services for pollution prevention and other waste
management techniques, including mining waste. HSRC programs
include outreach for industry, assistance to government, education
materials, and workshops on pollution prevention and hazardous
waste remediation.
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VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

EPA sponsors a variety of programs aimed at waste reduction and
pollution prevention. Some research-oriented programs, such as the
Mining Waste Technology Program, are funded through other Federal
and State agencies and are described in previous sections of this profile.
Other programs that may serve the metal mining industry are               -
highlighted below.

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have volunteered
to demons~ate innovative approaches to environmental management
and compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial
facilities and Federal installations to demonstrate the ELP program
principles. These principles include: environmental management
systems, multi-media compliance assurance, third-party verification of
compliance, public measures of accountability, community
involvement, and mentoring programs. In exchange for participating,
pilot participants receive public recognition and are given a period of
time to correct any violations discovered during these experimental
projects. (Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP Director, 202-564-5081 or
Robert Fen~ress, 202-564-7023)

Proj ect XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek
to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing
participants to replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on
the condition that they produce greater environmental benefits. EPA
and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
Agreement, detailing specific objectives that the regulated entity shall
satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant a certain degree of
regulatory flexibility and may seek change in underlying regulations or
statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from
local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes
to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including facilities,
sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will move
to implementation within six months of their selection. For additional
information regarding XL Projects, including application procedures
and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice, or contact Jon
Kessler at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis (202) 260-4034.
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NICE3

DOE and EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention are jointly
administering a grant program called the "National Industrial
Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics"
(NICE3). By providing grants of up to 50 percent of total project cost,
the program encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its
source and to become more energy-efficient and cost-competitive
through waste minimization efforts. Grants are used by industry to
design, test, demonstrate, and assess the feasibility of new processes
and/or equipment with the potential to reduce pollution and increase
energy efficiency. The program is open to all industries, however
priority is given to proposals from participants in the pulp and paper,
chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products sectors.
(Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office, 303-275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Association Activity

The metal mining industry’s many associations have been active
participants in exploring new avenues of pollution prevention. As
noted above, some are participating in Bureau of Mines or MSHA
research. A description of various industry associations is provided in
the following section.

The trade and professional organizations serving the metal mining
industries are primarily organized according to commodity. In light of
the controversy over mining law and the possible legislative reform of
current mining practices, there ire also several associations whose sole
intent is to influence the reform process.

National Mining Association Members: 400
1130 17th St. Contact: Richard Lawson
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 861-2800
Fax: (202) 861-7535

Founded in 1995 with the merger between the American Mining
Congress and the National Coal Association, the National Mining
Association represents producers of domestic coal, metals, and
industrial and agricultural minerals; manufacturers of mining and
mineral processing machinery, equipment, and supplies;
engineering/consulting firms; and financial institutions that serve the
mining industry. The Association also offers tax, communications,
and technical workshops.
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Coalition for Responsible Mining Law Members: 300
c/o Coeur D’Alene Mines Corp. Staff:
PO Box I Budget:
Coeur D’Alene, ID 83816-0316 Contact: Justin Rice
Phone: (208) 667-3511
Fax: (208) 667-2213

The Coalition for Responsible Mining Law (CRML) comprises mining
company executives, exploration geologists, small miners, and others
interested in mining laws, organized as a means of coalescing Western
mining interests behind a proposal to preserve the basic provisions of
the National Mining Law (Mining Law of 1872). The coalition seeks to
raise awareness about the law within the mineral industry, Congress,
and the general public through specialized education. Publications
include a periodic newsletter.

Interstate Mining Compact Commission Members: 17

459B Carlisle Dr. Staff: 2
Hemdon, VA 22070 Budget: $150,000
Phone: (703) 709-8654 Contact: Gregory E. Conrad
Fax: (703) 709-8655

The Interstate Mining Compact Commission (IMCC) is comprised of
States engaged in surface mining operations. The commission’s
purpose is to bring together State officials to discuss mining problems
of national scope and significance. An effort is made to promote
cooperation between States, private mining groups, and the Federal
government, and to discuss, encourage, endorse, or sponsor activities,
programs, and legislation to advance mined land reclamation. The
IMCC publishes the NASL Newsletter quarterly.

Gold
Gold Institute [ Members: 66
1112 16th St. NW, Ste. 240

I              Staff: 10
Washington, DC 20036 Budget:
Phone: (202) 835-0185 Contact: John Lutley
Fax: (202) 835-0155

The institute represents gold mining and refining companies,
manufacturers of products containing gold, and others who hold and
supply gold. The institute advances the gold industry’s interests by
"developing information from worldwide sources on gold uses,
research, technology, markets, and reference data," and encourages the
development and use of gold and gold products. Publications include
the bi-monthly Gold News.
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Lead
Lead Industries Association Members: 70

295 Madison Ave. Staff: 4
New York, NY 10017 Budget:
Phone: (212) 578-4750 Contact: Jerome Smith
Fax: (212) 684-7714

The Lead Industries Association consists of mining companies,                -
smelters, refiners, and manufacturers of lead products. The association
provides technical information to consumers, maintains a library, and
gathers statistics. Its primary semi-annual publication is LEAD.

Iron and Steel

American Iron and Steel Institute Members: 1200
1101 17th St. NW, Suite 1300 Staff: 44
Washington, DC 20036-4700 Budget:
Phone: (202) 452-7100 Contact: Andrew G. Sharkey III
Fax: (202) 463-6573

Members of the American Iron and Steel Institute operate steel mills,
blast furnaces, finishing mills, and iron ore mines. The Institute
conducts extensive research programs on manufacturing technology,
basic materials, environmental quality control, energy, and fuels
consumption. In addition to technical manuals and pamphlets, the
Institute also publishes the American Iron and Steel Institute-Annual
Statistical Report.

American Iron Ore Association Members: 12

614 Superior Ave, W Staff:
Cleveland, OH 44113-1383 Budget: $260,000
Phone: (216) 241-8261 Contact: George Ryan
Fax: (216) 241-8262

The American Iron Ore Association represents iron ore producing
companies in the U.S. and Canada. The organization’s goals are to
compile and disseminate statistics concerning the iron ore industry,
and to provide a forum for discussing industry problems. The
Association publishes a variety of documents, among them annual and
monthly reports that detail significant occurrences in the industry.
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Aluminum

Aluminum Association Members: 86
900 19th St. NW, Ste. 300 Staff: 27
Washington, DC 20006 Budget: $4,300,000
Phone: (202) 862-5100 Contact: David Parker
Fax: (202) 862-5164

The Aluminum Association consists of producers of aluminum and
manufactures of semi-fabricated aluminum products. The association
represents members’ interests in legislative activity and conducts
seminars and workshops. In addition, the Association maintains a
library and publishes various documents, including a monthly
Aluminum Situation.

Copper
American Copper Council Members: 175
2 South End Ave., No. 4C Staff: 2
New York, NY 10280 Budget: $300,000
Phone: (212) 945-4990 Contact: Mary Boland

The American Copper Council consists of producers, fabricators,
merchants, consumers, and traders of copper. The council provides a
forum for exchanging news and opinions between copper industry
executives and government officials. In addition, the council
maintains a relationship with the metal trade press and contributes
data and background information related to copper industry events. A
newsletter is published quarterly.

Zinc
American Zinc Association Contac~ George Vary

1112 16th St., NW, Suite 240
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 835-0164
Fax: (202) 835-0155

The AZA is an international association that represents primary and
secondary producers of zinc metal, oxide, and dust from the U.S.,
Canada, Mexico, Australia, Finland, Norway, and Spain, who sell in
the U.S. market -- the largest single-count~ zinc market in the world.
The association’s primary goal is to promote awareness of and to
educate the public about zinc and its many uses; Zinc Essentials is the
association’s newsletter.
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Company, New York, NY, 1992.

Pollution Prevention

Control of Water Pollution from Surface Mining Operations, U.S. Bureau of Mines,
1981.

Innovative Methods of Managing Environmental Releases at Mine Sites, April 1994
U.S. EPA.

Technical Resource Document: Extraction and Beneficiation of Ores and Minerals,
Volume 4, Copper, August 1994 U.S. EPA.

Technical Document: Background for NEPA Reviewers, Non-Coal Mining
Operations, December 1994, U.S. EPA.

Mining Waste Research in the U.S. Bureau of Mines, Valois Shea-Albin, 1992.

Mining’s Future: Meeting the Environmental Challenge, Connolly, R.E., Battelle
Press, 1990.

Mining: Technical Support Document, Internal Training Workshop Principles of
Environmental Enforcement, Draft April 1994 U.S. EPA.

~.he Use of Constructed Wetlands in the Treatment of Acid Mine Drainage, Perry,
Allen, Cambridge University Press, 1991.

Contacts*

~ ~ Telephone

John Roach U.S. Bureau of the Census 301-703-7066

Roger Wilmoth U.S. EPA Office of Research 513-569-7509
and Development

Mel Shupe U.S. DOE, Western 406-494-7205
Environmental Technology
Office

Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments during the
development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not
necessarily endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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Name ~ Tele~3hone

Melanie Pallman U.S. EPA Region VIII 303-293-1626
(inspector)

Dan Tangerone U.S. EPA Region X (inspector)206-553-1630
Ron Clawson U.S. EPA Region IX (inspector) 415-744-1888
General Information U.S. Bureau of Mines 202-501-9650 -
Division of Mineral U.S. Bureau of Mines 202-501-9448
Commodities
Division of Regulatory U.S. Bureau of Mines 202-501-9732
and Policy Analysis
Division of Environmental U.S. Bureau of Mines 202-501-9271
Technology

EPA Document Availability

Per the March 1, 1995 Federal Register, the following technical documents
concerning wastes from non-coal extraction and beneficiation, were issued by the
U.S. EPA, and are available at the RCRA docket, EPA Headquarters, Washington,
D.C., and all EPA Regional Libraries. Copies of most documents may be purchased
from the National Technical Information Service at (800) 553-NTIS. Most
documents are also available electronically on the Internet System, through the EPA
Public Access Gopher Server.

The following technical resource documents (TRDs) have been peer reviewed by
S~ate representatives, Federal land management agencies, mining companies, and
public interest groups:

TRD Vol.l: Lead-Zinc (NTIS PB94-170248)
TRDVol.2: Gold (NTIS PB94-170305)
TRDVol.3: Iron (NTIS PB94-195203)
TRDVol.4: Copper (NTIS PB94-200979)
TRD Vol.5: Uranium (NTIS PB94-200987)                    "
TRDVol.6: Gold Placer (NTIS PB94-201811)
TRD Vol.7: Phosphate & Molybdenum (NTIS PB94-201001)

The documents listed below discuss current mining waste management and
engineering practices, and have been peer reviewed by State representatives, Federal
land management agencies, mining companies, and public interest groups:

Innovative Methods of Managing Environmental Releases at Mine Sites (NTIS
PB94-170255)
Design and Evaluation of Tailings Dams (NTIS PB94-201845)
Treatment of Cyanide Heap Leaches & Tailings (NTIS PB94-201837)
Acid Mine Drainage Prediction (NTIS PB94-201829)
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WASTE: An Information Retrieval System for Mill Tailings References (not at
NTIS; available electronically or at RCRA docket)

The following documents provide historical context for EPA’s mine waste activities:

¯ Report to Congress on Wastes from the Extraction and
Beneficiation of Metallic Ores, Phosphate Rock, Asbestos,
Overburden from Uranium Mining, and Oil Shale (NTIS PB88-
162631)

¯ Strawman II (NTIS PB91-178418)

¯ U.S. EPA Mine Waste Policy Dialogue Committee Meeting
Summaries and Supporting Material (NTIS PB95-122529).
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (V~VW) _

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$en$e
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies: environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and" other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$enSe World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.elga.gov/oeca - then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E.._~$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHING TON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry aRer industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recycled/Recy¢lable ¯ Pnntea w=th Vegetable Basecl Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postco~sumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding
environmental issues associated with specific industrial sectors. The documents
were developed under contract by Abt Associates (Cambridge, M.A), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this
document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800           "
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be
directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pi~sburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as
public and academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the
media. For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these
documents, please refer to the contact names and numbers provided within this
volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e
Bulletin Board and via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web.
Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph courtesy of Saturn Motors, Spring Hill, Tennessee. Special
thanks to Jennifer Graham for providing photographs.
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The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry, Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/3 I0-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-70 ! 3
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind.Rafael Sanchez564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh, 1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997
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AFS - AIRS Facility Subsystem (CAA database)
AIRS - Aerometric Information Retrieval System (CAA database/
BIFs- Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (RCRA)
BOD- Biochemical Oxygen Demand
CAA - Clean Air Act
CAAA - Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
CERCLA- Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and

Liability Act
CERCLIS- CERCLA Information System
CFCs - Chlorofluorocarbons
CO- Carbon Monoxide
COD- Chemical Oxygen Demand
CSI- Common Sense Initiative
CWA - Clean Water Act
D&B - Dun and Bradstreet Marketing Index
ELI> - Environmental Leadership Program
EPA- United States Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA- Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
FIFRA - Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
FINDS - Facility Indexing System
HAPs- Hazardous Air Pollutants (CAA)
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LDR- Land Disposal Restrictions (RCR:A)
LEPCs- Local Emergency Planning Committees
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NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
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NEIC- National Enforcement Investigation Center
NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NO2- Nitrogen Dioxide
NOV - Notice of Violation
NOx- Nitrogen Oxide
NPDES- National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
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E INTRODUCI’ION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to
traditional single-media approaches to environmental protection.
Environmental regulatory agencies are beginning to embrace
comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility permitting,
enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach, research,
and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, water, and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these
inter-relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One
way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental
policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental
concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar products
can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need
to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA
Office of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, States, the
regulated community, environmental groups, and the public became
interested in this project, the scope of the original project was
expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common sense
environmental protection measures for specific industries is
dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description
of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed
between regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the
subject of a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a
manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
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synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched from
a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on
the information included, each notebook went through an external
review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all
those that participated in this process and enabled us to develop more
complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who
reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be
sources of additional information. The individuals and groups on this
list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
the notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy
and electronically. If you have any comments on the existing
notebook, or if you would like to provide additional information,
please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA Office of
Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-A),
Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board or the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web for
general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in,
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
Enviro$en$e Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic regions
or States may have unique characteristics that are not fully captured in
these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance encourages
State and local environmental agencies and other groups to
supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook to
include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may
be available. Additionally, interested States may want to supplement
the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section
with State and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section
in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the
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opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us
in the further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks
for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the
Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE MOTOR VEHICLES AND MOTOR VEHICLE
EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the Motor Vehicle Equipment industry. The type of facilities
described within the document are also described in terms of their
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. Additionally, this
section contains a list of the largest companies in terms of sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This industry notebook is designed to provide an overview of the
motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment industry as listed under
the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 37. Establishments
listed under this code are engaged primarily in the manufacture and
assembly of equipment for the transportation of passengers and cargo
by land, air, and water.

Due to the broad scope of the industries listed under SIC 37, this
notebook will focus on the three-digit SIC 371 which is limited to
motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment (also known as the
automotive industry). The primary focus within SIC 371 are numbers
3711 - motor vehicles and passenger car bodies, 3713 - truck and bus
bodies, and 3714 - motor vehicle parts and accessories.

Industry groups not covered by this profile include: SIC 372 - Aircraft
and Parts; 373 - Ship and Boat Building and Repairing; 374 - Railroad
Equipment; 375 - Motorcycles, Bicycles, and Parts; 376 - Guided Missiles
and Space Vehicles and Parts; and 379 - Miscellaneous Transportation
Equipment. The following automotive products are also not covered
in this profile: diesel engines, tires, automobile stampings, vehicular
lighting equipment, carburetors, pistons, ignition systems, and cabs for
off-highway construction trucks.

II.B. Characterization of Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Equipment
Industry

The U.S. motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment industry is a
diverse and technically dynamic industry which plays a vital role in
the U.S. economy. The massive size of the automotive industry and
the diverse nature of parts required to produce a car requires the
support of many other major U.S. industries such as the plastics and
rubber industry and the electronic components industry.
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Facilities involved with the manufacturing of automobiles are located
across the U.S. and are organized based on the types of products
produced. Businesses involved in the manufacturing of these products
range from the large "Big Three" automakers, General Motors
Corporation (GM), Ford Motor Company., and Chrysler Corporation, to
smaller, independent automotive parts suppliers such as Dana
Corporation, Allied Signal, and Borg Warner. Other facilities involved
in the manufacture of automobiles include Toyota, Honda, Nissan,
Subaru, Isuzu, Auto Alliance, BMW, and Mitsubishi.

II.B.1. Industry. Size and Geographic Distribution

The motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment industry is a key
component in the U.S. economy, accounting for a substantial
percentage of direct and indirect employment as well as overall
industrial output. The vast size and scope of the industry is best
understood by examining the quantity and distribution of automotive
facilities located around the U.S and the number of individuals
employed by these facilities.

The U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994 states that an estimated 6.7 million
persons were employed directly and in allied automotive industries in
1991. According to the Department of Commerce’s U.S. Global Trade
Outlook, 1995-2000, in 1992 the total direct employment for SIC 3711,
industries manufacturing just motor vehicles and passenger car bodies
alone, was 314,000. This figure is down from a peak high in 1985 of
408,000. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that an additional
six percent employment loss will occur by 2005 in the motor vehicles
manufacturing industry. This loss in jobs will most likely result from
a decrease in the number of individuals needed to manufacture a car.

Most individuals employed by the motor vehicle and motor vehicle
equipment industry work at facilities employing between 20 and 49
individuals (See Exhibit 1). These facilities, as well as the larger and
smaller operations, are located throughout the United States. The vast
majority of production is concentrated in the Great Lakes Region.
According to 1991 data in the AAMA Motor Vehicle Facts and Figures
"94, the Great Lakes Region contains over 1,700 motor vehicle and
equipment manufacturers. This figure represents 39 percent of the
4,467 facilities in the United States. California, Missouri, and Texas also
post a large number of automotive industries. The number of
establishments manufacturing motor vehicles and motor vehicle
equipment increased for all size facilities from 1982 to 1987. The value
of shipments also increased during the same five vear period.
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Exhibit 1
Size Distribution of Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Equipment

Manufacturin~ Establisttments
1982 1987

Number of Numbez of Value of Shipments Number of Value of Shipments
Employees Establishments (millions of dollars) Establishments (millions of dollars)

1-4 851 127.5 918 197.7
5-9 502 246.5 549 407.3

10-19 562 567.5 647 895.9
20-49 579 1,306.9 650 2,132.4
50-99 320 1,897.5 382 2,919.8

100-249 295 4,062.0 362 6,761.1
250-499 148 4,739.9 202 9,475.3

>500 218 96,580.0 226 }      177,151.5
Totals 3,475 128,057.4 3,936 199,941.0

Source: Census qf Manufacturers: 1982. 1987. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.          ’

States in the Great Lakes Region are home to the majority of
automotive assembly plants. As International companies have moved
facilities to the U.S., additional States, including Tennessee, California,
and Kentucky have become the site of automotive plants. The
geographic distribution of manufacturing plants will further increase
with the completion of a BMW plant in Spartansburg, SC in 1995 and
start of production at the Mercedes Benz plant in January 1997 in
Tuscaloosa, AL. Exhibit 2 shows the geographic distribution of
industries listed under SIC 37 producing motor vehicles and motor
vehicle equipment.
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Exhibit 2
Geographic Distribution of the Motor Vehicles

and Motor Vehicle Equipment Industry
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Source:                                                                      qr Commerce,
Bureau of the Census data.

Motor Vehicle Equipment

In 1992, the largest number of automotive parts producers, including
approximately 450 relatively ~small aftermarket part manufacturers,
were located in California, while approximately 315 original equipment
parts manufacturers were located in Michigan. Indiana and Ohio were
the sites of 228 and 205 equipment parts manufacturers respectively. In
order to minimize transportation costs and maximize responsiveness
to automakers, producers of original equipment parts are located in
close proximity to auto assembly facilities; most are located in
Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio. Conversely, aftermarket
suppliers have little incentive to locate near automotive plants and are
thus located across the country. A concentration of aftermarket
suppliers are located in California, Texas, and Florida.

The U.S. automotive industry is the largest manufacturing industry in
North America, accounting for approximately four percent of the gross
national product (GNP). The U.S. automotive industry contains the
number one and two manufacturers of automobiles in the world, GM
and Ford (see Exhibit 3). According to 1993 data from the American
Automobile Manufacturers Association (AAMA), the U.S. was the
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third largest producer of cars in the world, behind Europe and Asia
respectively, dominating 30.3 percent of the market.

Exhibit 3
Top 10 Motor Vehicle Manufacturers

Ranked by World Production-1994
Manufacturer i Country Passenger Commercial Total

I Cars Vehicles
General Motors i United States 4,989,938 875,890 6,865,828
Ford I United States 3,685,415 2,058,877 5,744,294
Toyota Japan 3,649,640 838,251 4,487,891
Volkswagen Germany 3,119,997 165,699 3,285,696
Nissan ~, Japan 2,9_22,985 675,200 2,898,185
PSA i France 2,252,121 185,605 2,437,726
!Renault t France 1,929,858 334,473 2,264,331
Chrysler i United States 727,928 1,254,748 1,982,676
Fiat i Italy 1,557,556 242,844 1,800,400
Honda ! Japan , 1,629,666 i 132,531 1,762,19

Source: AAMA Motor Vehicle Facts & Fieures "94.

LI.B.2. Product Characterization

The motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment industry produces a
wide range of diverse products from ambulances and automobiles to
the cylinder heads, ball joints, and horns that go in these vehicles. The
Bureau of the Census’ SIC code categorizes the automotive industry
based on the type of products manufactured. The following is a list of
the four-digit SIC codes found under Industry Group Number 371:

SIC 3711 Motor Vehicle and Passenger Car Bodies
SIC 3713 Truck and Bus Bodies
SIC 3714 Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories
SIC 3715 Truck Trailers - (not covered in this profile)
SIC 3716 Motor Homes - (not covered in this profile)

The motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment industry is organized
into four primary areas based on the types of product produced. These
areas are: (1) passenger cars and light trucks; (2) medium and heavy
duty trucks; (3) truck trailers; (4) and automotive parts and accessories.
The automotive parts industry is further broken down into two sectors,
original equipment suppliers and aftermarket suppliers. Original
equipment suppliers provide parts directly to automakers while
aftermarket suppliers provide parts exclusively to the replacement
parts market. The original equipment market accounts for
approximately 80 percent of all motor vehicle parts and accessories
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consumed in the U.S., with the remaining 20 percent accounted for by
the aftermarket.

II.B.3. Economic Trends

Economic Health

Motor Vehicles

According to the Department of Commerce’s U.S. Global Trade
Outlook, 1995-2000, worldwide sales volume of cars, trucks, and buses
have grown 1.2 percent annually during the past ten years. Slow
growth in the industry can be attributed to the saturation of the market
in developed nations. In order to adjust to the long-term changes in
demand, the motor vehicle industry is currently undergoing a global
reorganization. Within the next ten years, as companies consolidate
and restructure, perhaps as few as ten mega-manufacturing alliances
will dominate developed markets.

The Big Three suffered global net losses in 1992 of $30 billion, due in
large part to competition from foreign manufacturers. These
competitive pressures have stimulated the development of a number
of cooperative manufacturing and marketing ventures. Examples of
such ventures include GM’s "Geo," a compact sedan manufactured in a
50-50 joint venture between GM and Toyota, and a sport-utility vehicle
produced in a 50-50 joint venture between GM and Suzuki. Another
example is the Ford and Auto Alliance Michigan plant, which
manufactures the Ford Probe and the Mazda MX-6 in a 50-50 venture
between Ford and Mazda.

Production of passenger cars and light trucks increased 13 percent in
1993. Total sales also increased nine percent from 1992. These
increases are likely the result of improvements in vehicle design and
added features, product quality, and manufacturing technology. One
factor dampening sales in the U.S. market is the fact that the general
population is keeping their cars longer. Data collected by the AAMA
shows that the mean average age of the passenger cars in the U.S.
automobile fleet in 1993 was 8.3 years - the highest since 1948. Another
factor expected to effect sales is that fewer individuals will be reaching
driving age in the next several years. This negative impact could
potentially be offset by the baby boom’s entry into their peak earning
years, a time when they can afford more expensive cars.

Future growth in the passenger car and light truck sector of the
automotive industry, is expected to be no more than one to two percent
in the coming years. In response to an essentially saturated U.S.
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market for new passenger cars and light trucks, competition among
foreign and U.S. manufacturers is growing. As a result of this
competition, many companies have gone out of business, while others
have become more competitive and increased their market share, often
by investing in new or renovated facilities. In 1993, motor vehicle and
equipment manufacturers spent approximately $12 billion on new
plant facilities and equipment (AAMA, 1995), and AAMA estimates
that motor vehicle and equipment manufactures spent an additional
estimated $15.7 billion in 1994. Another benefit of the increased
competition has been a reduction of operating expenses as
manufacturers have made strides in improving technology and
increasing productivity while reducing overhead.

In 1992, 28 percent of all vehicle miles traveled in the U.S. can be
attributed to commercial truck use (AAMA Facts and Figures, 1994). In
fact, the U.S. truck rriarket tends to be a magnification of the U.S.
economy’s business cycle (outside of normal replacement cycles). U.S.
sales of medium-and heavy-duty trucks (14,050 gross vehicle weight
rating (GVWR) and greater), grew 16 percent between 1993 and 1994,
an increase of approximately 50,000 units. Sales for the industry
through the first five months of 1995 were 167,000 units, a 22 percent
increase over the same period in 1994. New safety regulations outlined
by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) will
impact the truck and trailer industry. Safety performance standards for
new anti-lock brake systems are expected to be complete by October
1995. Regulations for automatically adjustable brakes went into effect
in October 1993 for hydraulic brakes and fo~" air brakes in October 1994.
Regulations proposed by NHTSA for under-ride guards are in the early
stages of the regulatory development process. Once in place, these new
regulations should reduce the number of fatalities that are attributed to
rear-end collisions involving straight body trucks and truck trailers.

Motor Vehicle Equipment

According to the Department of Commerce’s U.S. Global Trade
Outlook, 1995-2000, the U.S. automotive parts industry is emerging
from a massive restructuring that has enabled it to greatly strengthen
its competitive position in relation to Japan, its major rival. Since
1987, productivity has increased about three percent annually and
quality, has improved greatly. The global automotive parts market will
total about $460 billion in 1995 and an estimated $519 billion in 2000.

In 1992, the U.S. International Trade Commission estimated that there
were approximately 5,000 U.S. parts and accessories manufacturers.
These manufacturers are estimated to produce 22 percent, or $65
billion, of world production of certain motor vehicle parts. The U.S. is
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the third largest producer of automotive parts, behind Japan at 35
percent and the European Union at 23 percent of worldwide
production. A reduction in passenger car production and an increase
in the use of foreign-produced parts has resulted in a decline in
shipments of U.S. parts, from $68 billion in 1988 to $65 billion in 1992.
The drop in production has resulted in a decline of sales and
employment. In 1988, 453,000 were employed in the motor vehicle
equipment industry. Employment dropped to a low of 407,000 in 1991
before increasing to 437,000 in 1992.

The industry is currently undergoing a significant restructuring.
Factors influencing this restructuring include: increased competition
from Japan, new and innovative organizational systems, and the
passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). U.S.
automakers and par.ts producers are trying to produce higher-quality
motor vehicles and parts in a more cost effective manner. To
accomplish this goal, lean and/or agile production techniques are being
implemented. These techniques, which ultimately use less of
everything in the production process, also limit the number of direct
suppliers of components.

Original equipment suppliers have been subject to changes in supplier
relations with the Big Three automakers over the past few years.
Between 1988 and 1991, taking advantage of new manufacturing
technologies, the Big Three gradually reduced the number of suppliers
needed. Chrysler, for example, ordered parts from more than 3,000
suppliers in the 1970s, but by 1993 reduced the number of suppliers to
between 600 and 800 per model line. As a result of this change in
supplier relationships, original° equipment manufacturers have altered
their role in the industry by providing automakers with services such
as financing for research and development, inventory, logistics, and
tooling.

Economic uncertainties caused consumers to defer scheduled
maintenance and servicing of their cars between 1988 and 1992. This
resulted in a leveling off of aftermarket parts sales during the same
years. Industry sources claim that better designed and engineered
original equipment parts, such as longer lasting shock absorbers, also
contributed to the flat market. New diagnostic technologies which
identify possible faulty parts and reduce the need for preventative
maintenance also played a role. The market is predicted to see a turn-
around based on the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and stricter
emissions standards, which is anticipated to result in more used car
repairs and an increase in replacement parts.
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Future Economic Outlook

Estimates of third-quarter earnings for 1994 show that earnings of U.S.
automakers will likely triple from the previous year. This boom in
business comes despite plant closures that are traditional during the
third quarter due to employee vacations and production changeovers
for new fall models. AAMA estimates that the Big Three earned $2.3
billion during the period, compared to $773 million during third-
quarter 1993. AAMA indicates that sales and earnings may be dropping
in 1995.

According to AAMA, growth has continued through the first quarter of
1995, compared to the same period in 1994, with a combined earnings
for the Big Three of about $4.3 billion. Financial strength over the last
few quarters has been due, in part, to plants operating at high capacity,,
and to new models being sold without discounts. The weak dollar and
strong Japanese yen also have played a role. Predictions for continued
growth of that magnitude through the remainder of 1995, however, are
less certain.

In the past 25 years, a growing number of foreign automobile
manufacturers have started doing business in the U.S., and they now
play an important role in the U.S. economy. Since the mid-1980s,
seven large foreign automobile manufacturing plants have been
constructed, representing an investment of over $11 billion (See
Exhibit 4). According to AIAM, factories which produce automobile
brands such as Honda, Isuzu, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Subaru, and
Toyota, provide approximately 36,000 manufacturing jobs in the U.S.;
with over 216,000 jobs in the automotive supply industries. These
plants have proven to be extremely efficient, with output increasing 90
percent since 1988. In 1992 alone, 1,787,500 passenger cars were
produced in new U.S. factories by international companies, a figure
second only to GM’s output. One out of every four passenger cars
produced in the U.S. today is the product of a foreign manufacturer.
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Exhibit 4
Distribution of Automotive Assembly Plants - 1992

State Number of Big Three Plants Number of Foreign-Owned
Plants

Michigan 16 1
Ohio 2 2

Kentucky 2 1
Illinois 2 1

Tennessee 1 1
Indiana 1 1

U.S. Foreign Joint Ventures
California 1

Source: Ward’s Automotive Reports, Automotive News Market Data Book.

The recent passage of the NAFTA should prove beneficial to the auto
industry as goods and services will be able to flow more freely between
the U.S. and Mexico and Canada. Although Mexico has been a strong
market for U.S. automotive and heavy-duty aftermarket components
in the past, exports to Mexico have been limited by quotas and other
trade restrictions. The passage of NAFTA and the elimination of past
barriers to truck imports should also prove beneficial to medium- and
heavy-duty trucks manufacturers, and Mexico could prove to be one of
the fastest growing truck markets of this decade.

Another recent development that should facilitate further trade
between the U.S. and Mexico was the creation of the Pan American
Automotive Components Exposition (PAACE). PAACE, which had its
first meeting in July 1994, is sponsored by 12 North American
associations. The purpose of the exposition is to bring an international
show to the Mexican marketplace as well as establish PAACE as the
dominant show for automotive and heavy duty equipment in the
future. Plans are currently underway for PAACE 1995.
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIFFION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the Motor
Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment industry, including the
materials and equipment used, and the processes employed. The
section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution
prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does
not attempt to replicate published engineering information that is
available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of reference
documents that are available.

This section specificaily contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provide a concise description of where wastes mav
be produced in the process. This section also describes the potential fate
(air, water, land) of these waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle
Equipment Industry

There is no single production process for Industry Group Number 371.
Instead, numerous processes a~e employed to manufacture motor
vehicles and motor vehicle equipment. This section will focus on the
significant production processes including those used in the foundry,
metal shop, assembly line, and paint shop.

III.A.1. Motor Vehicle Equipment Manufacturing

Motor vehicle parts and accessories include both finished and semi-
finished components. Approximately 8,000 to 10,000 different parts are
ultimately assembled into approximately 100 major motor vehicle
components, including suspension systems, transmissions, and
radiators. These parts are eventually transported to an automotive
manufacturing plant for assembly.

According to a 1993 publication by the University of Michigan
Transportation Research Institute entitled "Material Selection Process
in the Automotive Industry," material selection plays a vital role in
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the production process. Materials are ultimately selected based on
factors such as performance (strength vs. durability,, surface finish,
corrosion resistance), cost, component manufacturing, consumer
preference, and competitive responses.

In the past, automobiles have been composed primarily of iron and
steel. Steel has remained a major automotive component because of
its structural integrity and ability to maintain dimensional geometry
throughout the manufacturing process (See Exhibit 5).

In response to increasing demands for more fuel efficient cars, the past
ten years have seen changes in the composition of materials used in
automobiles (See Exhibit 6). Iron and steel use has steadily decreased,
while plastics and aluminum has steadily increased. Aluminum and
plastics are valuable car components not only for their lighter weight,
but also because oftheir inherent corrosion resistance. Although the
use of plastics in the automotive industry is increasing, expansion in
this area is finite because of limitations in current plastics materials.

Exhibit 5
Automobile Composition and Disposition, 1994

IPlastic 38%,
I Fluids 12%,
IRu~ber 21%,

~ IGlass 14%,
-- IOther 16%

Non .-Metals

Fo~jee StW I
Pa~t~, Cast ,,o.I

~ Non-Ferrous
Metals
8.7%

Ferrous70.2% Metals

I [] Non.-Metala ¯ Non-Ferrous Metals [] Fermus Metals I
I I

Source: Automotive Industries, 1992 -from AAMA Motor Vehicle Facts and Fiyures ’94.
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Exhibit 6
Automotive Material Usage 1984 to 1994 Model Year

(in pounds)*
Material 1994 1992 1990 1988 ! 1986 i 1984

Conventional Steel 1,388.5 1,379.0 1,246.5 1,337.0 1,446.0 1,487.5
High Strength Steel 263.0 247.0 233.0 227.5 221.0 214.0
Stainless Steel 45.0 41.5 31.5 31.0 i 30.0 29.0
Other Steels 42.5 42.0 53.0 46.5 i 47.0 45.0
Iron 408.0 429.5 398.0 426.5! 446.5 454.5
Aluminum 182.0 173.5 158.5 150.0 I 141.5 137.0
Rubber 134.0 133.0 128.0 130.0 131.5 133.5
Plastics/Composites 245.5 243.0 222.0 219.5 216.0 206.5
Glass 89.0 88.0 82.5 86.0 86.5 87.0
Copper and Brass 42.0 45.0 46.0 49.5 43.0 44.0
Zinc Die Castings 16.0 16.0 19.0 19.5 17.0 17.0
Powder Metal Parts 27.’0 " 25.0 23.0 21.5 I 20.0 18.5
Fluids and Lubricants 189.5 177.0 167.0 176.5 i 182.5 180.0
Other Materials 99.0 96.0 88.0 89.0 i 89~5 88.0
TOTAL 3,171.0 3,135.5 2,896.0 3,010.0 3,118.0I 3,141.5

Source: "Material Usage, Vehicles Retired ~            Vehicle Recycling" -from
AAMA Motor Vehicle Facts & Figures "a,~.

* Represents consumption per passenger c,ar unit built in the U.S., rounded to the nearest tenth of a
pound.

The manufacturing processes used to produce the thousands of discrete
parts and accessories vary depending on the end product and materials
used. Different process are employed for the production of metal
components versus the production of plastic components. Most
processes, however, typically include casting, forging, molding,
extrusion, stamping, and welding. Exhibit 7 lists major automotive
parts and the primary materials and production processes used to
manufacture them.

III.A.l.a. Foundry Operations

Foundries, whether they are integrated with automotive assembly
facilities or independent shops, cast metal products which play a key
role in the production of motor vehicles and motor vehicle
equipment. As discussed previously, even though aluminum and
other metals are used increasingly in the production of automobiles
and their parts, iron and steel are still the major metal components of
an automobile. Because of this, the following discussion will focus on
iron foundries and the .typical production processes.

The main steps in producing cast iron motor vehicle products are as
follows (see Exhibit 8):
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¯ Pattern design and production
¯ Sand formulation
¯ Mold and core production
¯ Metal heating and alloying
¯ Metal molding
¯ Mold shakeout
¯ Product finishing and heat treating
¯ Inspection.

The process begins with the mixing of moist silica sand with clay (3 to
20 percent) and water (two to five percent) to produce the "green sand,"
which forms the basis of the mold. Other additives, including organics
such as seacoal or oat hulls, may be added to the green sand to help
prevent casting defects. The core is then created using molded sand
and often includes binders, such as resins, phenol, and/or
formaldehyde. The core is the internal section of a casting used to
produce the open areas needed inside such items as an engine or a
drive train. After the core has been molded, it is baked to ensure its
shape, and then combined with the rest of the casting mold in
preparation for casting. At the same time the core is being created, iron
is being melted. The iron charge, whether it be scrap or new iron, is
combined with coal (as a fuel) and other additives such a calcium
carbide and magnesium, and fed into a furnace, which removes sulfur,
(usually an electric arc, an electric induction, or a cupola furnace).

Calcium carbide may be added for certain kinds of iron casting, and
magnesium is added to produce a more ductile iron. Once the iron
reaches the appropriate temperature, it is poured into the prepared
mold. The mold then proceeds through the cooling tunnel and is
placed on a grid to undergo a process called "shakeout. " During
shakeout the grid vibrates, shaking loose the mold and core sand from
the casting. The mold and core are then separated from the product
which is ready for finishing.

The finishing process is made up of many different steps depending
upon the final product. The surface may be smoothed using an oxygen
torch to remove any metal snags or chips, it may be blast-cleaned to
remove any remaining sand, or it may be pickled using acids to achieve
the correct surface. If necessary, the item may be welded to ensure the
tightness of any seams or seals. After finishing, the item undergoes a
final heat treatment to ensure it has the proper metallurgical
properties. The item is then ready for inspection. Inspection may take
place in any number of ways be it visually, by x- or gamma ray,
ultrasonic, or magnetic particle. Once an item passes inspection, it is
ready to be shipped to the assembly area.
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Exhibit 7
Identification of Major Automobile Parts by Material and Process
Automotive Part       !       Primar~ Materials      ]        Primary~ Process

ENGINE
Block : Iron Casting

Cylinder Head Iron Casting
Aluminum Machining

Intake Manifold Plastic Casting
Aluminum Molding

Machining
Connecting Rods Powder Metal Molding

Steel Forging
Machining

Pistons :,Aluminum Forging
] Machining

Camshaft i Iron Molding
Steel Forging

i Powder Metal Machining
Valves Steel Stamping

~ Ma[~nesium MachinIng
Exhaust Systems Stainless Steel Extruding

Aluminum Stamping
~ Iron

TRANSAXLE
Transmission Case Aluminum Casting

Magnesium Machining
Gear Sets Steel Blanking

Machining
Torque Converter Magnesium Stamping

Steel Casting
CV Joint Assemblies Steel Casting

Rubber Forging
Extruding
Stampin~

BODY STRUCTURE
Body PaneLs Steel Stamping

Plastic Molding

Bumper Assemblies Steel Stamping
Plastic Molding
Aluminum
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Exhibit 7 (cont’d)
Identification of Major Automobile Parts by Material and Process

Automotive Part              Primary Materials               Primary Process
CHASSIS/SUSPENSION
Steering Gear/Column Steel Casting

Magnesium Stamping
Aluminum Forging

Machinin~
Rear Axle Assembly Steel Stamping

Plastic Molding
Front Suspension Steel Stamping

Aluminum For~ng
Wheels Steel Stamping

Aluminum Forging
Brakes Steel Stamping

Friction Materials For~’ing
SEATS/TRIM

i Seats Steel Molding
Fabric Stamping
Foam

Inst~’ument Panel S t e e 1 Molding
Fabric Stamping
Foam

Headliner/Carpeting Synthetic Fiber Molding
Exterior Trim Plastic Molding

Aluminum Casting
Zinc Die Cast~n~ Stampin~

HVAC SYSTEM
A,/C Compressor Aluminum Casting

Steel Molding
Plastic Stamping

Radiator/Heater Core Copper Extruding
Aluminum Molding
Plastic

Engine Fan Plastic Stamping
Steel ~ Moldin~

Source: University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute,
"Material Selection in the Automotive Industry," 1993.
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Exhibit 8
General Foundry Flow Diagram

Source: Amemcan Foundrymens Soczety Inc.
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UI.A.I.b. Metal Fabricating

Another major process in the manufacturing of automotive parts is
metal fabrication. Metal fabrication involves the shaping of metal
components. Many automotive parts, including fenders, hubcaps, and
body parts are manufactured in metal fabricating shops. A typical large-
scale production of these items starts with molten metal (ferrous or
nonferrous) containing the correct metallurgical properties. Once the
metal has been produced, it is cast into a shape that can enter the
rolling process. Shearing and forming operations are then performed
to cut materials into a desired shape and size and bend or form
materials into specified shapes.

Shearing (or cutting) operations include punching, piercing, blanking,
cutoff, parting, shearing, and trimming. Basically, these are operations
that produce holes 6r openings, or that produce blanks or parts. The
most common hole-making operation is punching. Piercing is similar
to punching, but produces a raised-edge hole rather than a cut hole.
Cutoff, parting, and shearing are similar operations with different
applications: parting produces both a part and scrap pieces; cutoff and
shearing produce parts with no scrap; shearing is used where the cut
edge is straight; and cutoff produces an edge shape other than straight.
Trimming is performed to shape or remove excess material from the
edges of parts.
Forming operations shape parts by forcing them into a specified
configuration, and include bending, forming, extruding, drawing,
rolling, spinning, coining, and forging. Bending is the simplest
forming operation; the part is simply bent to a specific angle or shape.
Bending operations normally produce flat-shapes, while forming
produces both two- and three-dimensional shapes.

Extruding is the process of forming a specific shape from a solid blank
by forcing the blank through a die of the desired shape. Complicated
and intricate cross-sectional shapes can be produced by extruding.
Rolling is a process that passes the material through a set or series of
rollers that bend and form the part into the desired shape. Coining is a
process that alters the form of the part by changing its thickness; it
produces a three-dimensional relief on one or both sides of the part, as
found on coins.

Drawing and spinning form sheet stock into three-dimensional shapes.
Drawing uses a punch to force the sheet stock into a die, where the
desired part shape is formed in the space between the punch and die.
In spinning, pressure is applied to the sheet while it spins on a rotating
form so that the sheet acquires the shape of the form.
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Forging operations produce a specific part shape, much like casting.
The forging process is used in the automotive industry when
manufacturing parts such as pistons, connecting rods, and the
aluminum and steel portion of the wheels. However, rather than
using molten materials, forging uses externally applied pressure that
either strikes or squeezes a heated blank into a die of the required
shape. Forging operations use machines that apply repeated hammer
blows to a red-hot blank to force the material to conform to the shape
of the die opening. Squeezing acts in much the same way, except it
uses pressure to squeeze rather than strike the blank. Forging uses a
series of die cavities to change the shape of the blank in increments.
The blank is moved from station to station in the die to form the part.
Depending on the shape, a forging die can have from one to over a
dozen individual cavities.

Once shearing and f6rming activities are complete, the material is
machined. This entails shaping or forming a workpiece by removing
material from pieces of raw stock with machine tools. The principal
processes involved in machining are hole-making, milling, turning,
shaping/planing, broaching, sawing, and grinding.

III.A.l.c. Metal Finishing/Electroplating

Numerous methods are used to finish metal products. However, prior
to applying the finishing application, the surface must be prepared.
One of the most important aspects of a finished product is the surface
cleanliness and quality. Without a properly cleaned surface, even the
most expensive coatings will failto adhere or prevent corrosion.

Pickling and salt bath processes are used to finish steel products by
chemically removing oxides and scale from the surface of the steel.
Most carbon steel is pickled with sulfuric or hydrochloric acid, while
stainless steel is pickled with hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric
acids. Steel generally passes from the pickling bath through a series of
rinses. Alkaline cleansers are used to remove mineral oils and animal
fats and oils from the steel surface. Common alkaline cleaning agents
include: caustic soda, soda ash, alkaline silicates, and phosphates.
Electrolytic cleaning as well as various abrasive methods, such as sand
blasting, are also commonly used to remove surface oxides.

Steel products are often coated to inhibit oxidation and extend the life
of the product. Coated products can also be painted to further inhibit
corrosion. Common coating processes include galvanizing, tin coating,
chromium coating, and terne coating (lead and tin). An example of a
coated automotive part is the radiator, which is usually spray painted
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with a chromium coat to prevent corrosion; some water based coats are
now being utilized. Rinse water from the coating process may contain
zinc, lead, cadmium, or chromium.

Metal finishing and electroplating activities are performed on a
number of metals and serve a variety of purposes; the primary purpose
being protection against corrosion. This is particularly important to the
automotive industry because of the harsh weather and road conditions
to which automobiles may be subject. Metal finishing and
electroplating can also be performed for decorative purposes. These
plating processes involve immersing the article to be coated/plated
into a bath consisting of acids, bases, salts, etc.

The metals used in electroplating operations (both common and
precious metal plat!ng) include cadmium, lead, chromium, copper,
nickel, zinc, gold, and silver. Cyanides are also used extensively in
electroplating solutions and in some stripping and cleaning solutions.

Electroless plating is the chemical deposition of a metal coating onto a
metal object, by immersion of the object in an appropriate plating
solution. In electroless nickel plating, the source of nickel is a salt, and
a reducer is used to reduce the nickel to its base state. A complexing
agent is used to hold the metal ion in the solution. Immersion plating
produces a metal deposit by chemical displacement. Immersion plating
baths are usually formulations of metal salts, alkalies, and complexing
agents (typically cyanide or ammonia).

Etching is the process used to produce specific design configurations or
surface appearances on parts by controlled dissolution with chemical
reagents or etchants. Etching solutions are commonly made up of
strong acids or bases with spent etchants containing high
concentrations of spent metal. The solutions include ferric chloride,
nitric acid, ammonium persulfate, chromic acid, cupric chloride, and
hydrochloric acid.

Anodizing uses the piece to be coated, generally with an aluminum
surface, as an anode in an electrolytic cell. Anodizing provides
aluminum parts with a hard abrasion- and corrosion-resistant film.
This coating is porous, allowing it to be dyed or to absorb lubricants.
This method is used both in decorative applications, including
automotive trim and bumper systems, and in engineering applications
such as aircraft landing gear struts. Anodizing is usually performed
using either sulfuric or chromic acid often followed by a hot water bath,
though nickel acetate or sodium potassium dichromate seal may also
be used.
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UI.A.2. Motor Vehicle Assembly

Once the various automotive parts are produced, they are ready to be
brought together for assembly. Automotive assembly is a complex
process that involves many different steps. Assembly begins with parts
which arrive in the assembly plant "just-in-time." "Just-in-time" is a
concept that means parts arrive only when they are needed for
assembly; only enough product is sent for a given day’s work. This
concept, which revolutionized the automotive industry, has improved
productivity, lowered costs, and provided for better quality
management.

Although techniques used to assemble an automobile vary from
manufacturer to manufacturer, the first major step in assembly is the
body shop. At this stage the car begins to take shape as sides are welded
together and then attached to the underbody of the car. The underbody
is composed of three primary pieces of galvanized steel which include
the floor pan and components for the engine and trunk. After the
underbody has been welded together by robotics, it is tested for
dimensional and structural accuracy. It is then joined together in a tab-
slot fashion with the side frame and various other side-assemblies. A
worker then taps tabs into slots, and a robot clamps the tabs. Roof
supports and the roof are now ready for installation. The car is now
ready for final welding. Approximately 3,500-4,000 spots require
welding. Most welding is done by robots, with workers doing only spot
jobs. Trunk lids and hoods will then be installed.

EI.A.3. Motor Vehicle Painting/Finishing

Automotive finishing is a multi-step process subdivided into four
categories: 1) anti-corrosion operations, consisting of cleaning
applications, a phosphate bath, and a chromic acid bath; 2) priming
operations, consisting of a electrodeposition primer bath, an anti-chip
application, and a primer-surfacer application; 3) joint sealant
application; and 4) finishing operations, consisting of a color coat
application, a clear coat application, and any painting necessary for two-
tone color or touch-up applications. The stages of the automotive
finishing process are illustrated in Exhibit 9.

After the automobile body has been assembled, anti-corrosion
operations prepare the body for the painting/finishing process.
Initially, the body is sprayed with and immersed in a cleaning agent,
typically consisting of detergents, to remove residual oils and dirt. The
body is then dipped into a phosphate bath, ,typically zinc phosphate, to
prevent corrosion. The phosphate process also improves the adhesion
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of the primer to the metal. The body is then rinsed with chromic acid,
further enhancing the anti-corrosion properties of the zinc phosphate
coating. The anti-corrosion operations conclude with another series of
rinsing steps.

Priming operations further prepare the body for finishing by applying
various layers of coatings designed to protect the metal surface from
corrosion and assure good adhesion of subsequent coatings. Prior to
the application of these primer coats, however, plastic parts to be
painted and finished with the body are installed.

As illustrated in Exhibit 10, a primer coating is applied to the body
using an electrodeposition method, creating a strong bond between the
coating and the body to provide a more durable coating. In
electrodeposition, a negatively-charged auto body is immersed in a
positively-charged 60,000 to 80,000 gallon bath of primer for
approximately three minutes. The coating particles, insoluble in the
liquid and positively-charged, migrate toward the body and are, in
effect, "plated" onto the body surface.
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Exhibit 9
Car Painting Process

Cleaning Zinc
Body Shop

Operation Phosphate
Bath

Bake Primer Electro Install Chromic
Deposition Plastic Parts Acid Dip

Seal Deck Bake Anti-Chip Primer -

Booth Surfacer Water -
Wash Booth

Finesse
~ Deadener    ~ Trim Shop

Operations

Two-Tone Assembly
Finishing

Final Repairs

Source: Amemcan Automooite Manu~racturers Assoczatzon.
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Exhibit 10
Plating of Paint Solids from Specialized Water Paint Formula

PLATING OF PAINT SOLIDS
FROM SPECIALIZED WATER PAINT FORMULA

CATHODIC ELECTRODEPOSITION

CONVEYOR

CONNECTED TO
D.C.’

POWER                                     /

IMPARTS ELECTRIC
CHARGE TO PAINT
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Although the primer bath is mostly water-based with only small
amounts of organic solvent (less than five to ten percent), fugitive
emissions consisting of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can occur.
However, the amount of these emissions is quite small. In addition to
solvents and pigments, the electrodeposition bath contains lead,
although the amount of lead used has been decreasing over the years.

Prior to baking, excess primer is removed through several rinsing
stages. The rinsing operations use various systems to recover excess
electrodeposited primer. Once the body is thoroughly rinsed, it is baked
for approximately 20 minutes at 350 to 380 degrees Fahrenheit. VOC
emissions resulting from the baking stage are incinerated at
approximately 90 percent of automotive and automotive parts
facilities.

Next, the body is further water-proofed by sealing spot-welded joints of
the body. Water-proofing is accomplished through the application of a
paste or putty-like substance. This sealant usually consists of polyvinyl
chloride and small amounts of solvents. The body is again baked to
ensure that the sealant adheres thoroughly to the spot-welded areas.

After water-proofing, the automobile body proceeds to the anti-chip
booth. Here, a substance usually consisting of a urethane or an epoxy
ester resin, in conjunction with solvents, is applied locally to certain
areas along the base of the body, such as the rocker panel or the front of
the car. This anti-chip substance protects the lower portions of the
automobile body from small objects, such as rocks, which can fly up
and damage automotive finishes.

The primer-surfacer coating, unlike the initial electrodeposition
primer coating, is applied by spray application in a water-wash spray
booth. The primer-surfacer consists primarily of pigments, polyester or
epoxy ester resins, and solvents. Due to the composition of this
coating, the primer-surfacer creates a durable finish which can be
sanded. The pigments used in this finish provide additional color
layers in case the primary color coating is damaged. The water-wash
spray booth is generally 100 to 150 feet long and applies the primer-
surfacer in a constant air stream through which the automobile bodv
moves. A continuous stream of air, usually from ceiling to floor, is
used to transport airborne particulates and solvents from primer-
surfacer overspray. The air passes through a water curtain which
captures a portion of the airborne solvents for reuse or treatment at a
waste water facility. Efforts have been made at certain facilities to
recycle this air to reduce VOC emissions.
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After the primer-surfacer coating is baked, the body is then sanded, if
necessary, to remove any dirt or coating flaws. This is accomplished
using a dry sanding technique. The primary environmental concern at
this stage of the finishing process is the generation of particulate
matter.

The next step of the finishing process is the application of the primaD"
color coating. This is accomplished in a manner similar to the
application of primer-surfacer. One difference between these two steps
is the amount of pigments and solvents used in the application
process. VOC emissions from primary color coating operations can be
double that released from primer-surfacer operations. In addition to
the pigments and solvents, aluminum or mica flakes can be added to
the primary color coating to create a finish with unique reflective
qualities. Instead of baking, the primary color coat is allowed to "flash
off," in other words,’the solvent evaporates without the application of
heat.

Pigments, used to formulate both primers and paints, are an integrai
part of the paint formulation, which also contains other substances.
The pigmented resin forms a coating on the body surface as the solvent
dries. The chemical composition of a pigment varies according to its
color, as illustrated in Exhibit 11.

Exhibit 11
Chemical Components of Pi!~ments Found in Paint

Color          II
White Titanium dio~de, w~te lead, ~c o~de
Red ~on o~des, cM~ su~ate, ca~

selenide
Orate Lead ~romate-molybdate
Bm~ ~on o~d~
Yellow kon oxides, lead ~omate, calci~

sulfide
~o~ o~de, copper,
ph~pho~gs~c acid, phosphomolybdic
acid

Blue ~emc fe~ocy~ide, copper
P~le M~ese phosphate
Black Black ~on o~de
Metallic ~~, broke, copper, lead, nickel,

stress steel, silver, powdered z~c
Source: McGraw Hill Enoch ,edia qf Science a~ ~. 1987.
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After the primary color coating is allowed to air-dry briefly, the final
coating, a clear coat, is applied. The clear coat adds luster and durability,
to the automotive finish. This coating generally consists of a modified
acrylic or a urethane and is baked for approximately 30 minutes.

Following the baking of the clear coat, the body is inspected for
imperfections in the finish. Operators finesse minor flaws through
light sanding and polishing and without any repainting.

Once the clear coat is baked, a coating known as deadener is applied to
certain areas of the automobile underbody. Deadener, generally a
solvent-based resin of tar-like consistency, is applied to areas such as
the inside of wheel wells to reduce noise. In addition, anti-corrosion
wax is applied to other areas, such as the inside of doors, to further seal
the automobile body a.nd prevent moisture damage. This wax contains
aluminum flake pigment and is applied using a spray wand.

After painting and finishing, two types of trim are installed - hard and
soft. Hard trim, such as instrument panels, steering columns, weather
stripping, and body glass, is installed first. The car body is then passed
through a water test where, by using phosphorous and a black light,
leaks are identified. Soft trim, including seats, door pads, roof pane!
insulation, carpeting, and upholstery, is then installed. The only VOC
emissions resulting from this stage of the process originate from the
use of adhesives to attach items, such as seat covers and carpeting.

Next, the automobile body is fitted with the following: gas tank,
catalytic converter, muffler, tail pipe, and bumpers. Concurrently, the
engine goes through a process known as "dressing," which consists of
installing the transmission, coolant hoses, the alternator, and other
components. The engine and tires are then attached to the body,
completing the assembly process.

The finished vehicle is then rigorously inspected to ensure that no
damage has occurred as a result of the final assembly stages. If there is
major damage, the entire body part is replaced. However, if the
damage is minor, such as a scratch, paint is taken to the end of the line
and applied using a hand-operated spray gun. Because the automobile
cannot be baked at temperatures as high as in earlier stages of the
finishing process, the paint is catalyzed prior to application to allow for
faster drying at lower temperatures. Approximately two percent of all
automobiles manufactured require this touch-up work. Because the
paint used in this step is applied using a hand-operated spray gun,
fugitive air emissions are likely to be generated (depending on system
design).
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Generally, spray and immersion finishing methods are to a certain
extent interchangeable, and the application method for various
coatings varies from facility to facility. The same variance applies to
the number and order of rinsing steps for cleaning, phosphating, and
electrodeposition primer operations. Spray rinsing the body prior to
immersion rinsing decreases the amount of residues deposited in the
bath and allows for greater solvent recovery.

In addition to the above-mentioned uses of solvents as ingredients of
coatings, solvents are often used in facility and equipment cleanup
operations. Efforts have been made at several facilities to reduce the
amount of solvent used for this purpose, thereby reducing fugitive
VOC emissions, and to reuse these solvents when preparing batches of
coatings used in certain stages of the finishing process.

The expanded use o~ alternative coating methods, such as electrostatic
powder spray, is being researched. Powder coatings are being used
instead of solvent-based coatings for some initial coating steps, such as
the anti-chip and the primer-surfacer process.

III.A.4. Emerging Industry Trends

Motor vehicles manufactured today are produced more efficiently,
brought to market more quickly, and designed to be more
environmentally sensitive than the models of the 1980s. As a result,
these vehicles are proving to have less of a negative impact on the
environment. Automobile manufacturers are striving to meet new air
emission standards, and are developing motor vehicles and motor
vehicle equipment that meet the demands of the growing market
niche for "green" automobiles. Much of the information for this
section was adapted from the 1994 publication entitled "Automotive
Demand, Markets, and Material Selection Processes" by David J.
Andrea and Brett C. Smith of the University of Michigan.

In order for motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment
manufacturers to remain competitive, it is becoming more important
to strike a balance between environmental issues and industrial
demands. Approaches such as life cycle assessment (LCA), design for
recycling (DFRTM), and design for disassembly (DFD) encourage the
development of products that are more environmentally acceptable.
These approaches are in various stages of implementation in the
automotive industry. Evidence of their influence can be seen in some
of the initiatives currently underway in the automotive industry, some
of which are addressed later in this profile.
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III.A.4.a.    Life Cycle Assessment

LCA is an environmental approach that focuses on the environmental
costs associated with each stage of the product life cycle (See Exhibit 12).
LCA requires the evaluation of environmental effect at every stage of
the cycle. The evaluation focuses on such factors the waste streams
generated during material acquisition and manufacturing, as well as
energy consumption during processing and distribution. Attempts to
implement this structured approach have begun, although full LCAs
for automobiles have not yet been achieved due to product complexity.

According to General Motors’ 1994 Environmental Report, LCA is an
important part of the company’s commitment to product stewardship.
To implement this commitment, GM environmental personnel work
closely with vehicle design teams to integrate environmental
principles into the earliest possible stages of the product program
management process. As part of this process, various statements of
work, which specify the health, safety, and facility environmental
criteria that must be met before a product can be released to the next
development phase, are used to provide a framework for an
environmental and health evaluation of GM products. Ford and other
automakers are also working to develop LCA technology. LCA
promises to be a useful tool and its future applications in the
automotive industry should improve overall industry environmental
performance.

lII.A.4.b.    Recycling

An important part of LCA is the "retirement" of a given product. Once
a product reaches the retirement stage, it becomes eligible for recycling,
another environmental trend.

Autos have been recycled for many years in the U.S., and today
approximately 94 percent (or approximately 9 million) of all
automobiles scrapped in the U.S. are collected and recycled. This effort
results in approximately 11 million tons of recycled steel and 800,000
tons of recycled nonferrous metals, and saves an estimated 85 million
barrels of oil that would be used to manufacture new parts. The U.S.
boasts one of the most effective and prosperous vehicle recycling
industries in the world. At least 75 percent of the material collected
from scrap vehicles (steel, aluminum, copper) is recycled for raw
material use. According to the Automotive Recyclers Association
(ARA), the automotive remanufacturing and recycling industry is
responsible for approximately five billion dollars in annual sales.
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Exhibit 12
The Product Life Cycle System

The Earth Raw Material
and Bioshpere Acquisition

Treatment or Bulk
Disposal Processing

~ Material
f ~ ~ EngineeringRetirement % and

~ Processing

Use and Component and
Service Auto Manufacturing

and Assemblying

Source: Autor~otiv¢ Demand. Markets. and Material Selection Process. Society of Automotive Engineers - Tec :nical
Paper Series, International Congress & Exposition, Detroit, Michigan, 1994.

Three operations are primarily responsible for vehicle recycling -
automobile scrappage/disassembly, automobile shredders, and
materials recycling. There. are an estimated 12,000 automobile
scrappage/disassembly operations in the United States. Vehicles taken
to these businesses are subject to two major dismantling steps: (1)
drainage and removal of hazardous and recyclable fluids (oil, auto
coolants, CFCs), and (2) removal of parts from the vehicle, which, if
undamaged, are then cleaned, tested, inventoried, and sold, and if
damaged, are recycled with similar materials. The remaining hulk is
then flattened and taken to a shredder.

There are an estimated 200 shredding operations in North America.
These operations use large machines to shred the hulk into fist-sized
pieces which are then separated by material types: ferrous, nonferrous,
and automotive shredder residue (ASR) or "shredder fluff."

Shredder output is first sorted by magnetic separation to "capture" the
ferrous materials, which are then transported to a mill. Nonferrous
metals are then hand-sorted from a conveyor belt and sold for use in
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new products. The remaining material (approximately 25 percent) is
sent to landfills. This material is composed primarily of plastics,
rubber, glass, dirt, fibers from carpet, seat foam, and undrained fluids.
This waste currently constitutes about 1.5 percent of total municipal
landfill waste. The amount of waste generated by shredding will be
greatly reduced when vehicles are designed using concepts such as DFR
and DFD.                                                                      -

IXI.A.4.c. Other Initiatives

Three important trends impacting vehicle development are: the
increased use of lighter weight materials such as aluminum, plastic,
and the various composites; the use of alternative fuels; and increased
use of electric components.

The Federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Requirements,
which mandate average motor-vehicle fuel economy standards for
passenger automobiles and light trucks, will push the increased usage
of lighter-weight materials by encouraging lower vehicle weight and
increased fuel efficiency. Industry experts predict that the use of lighter
weight materials will increase 38 percent between 1992 and 2000. A
study conducted by the University of Michigan Transportation
Research Institute, Office for the Study of Automotive Transportation
(OSAT), entitled ~ states that industry experts expect to see a
three percent drop in average weight of a North American produced
automobile by 1998 and an eight percent drop by 2003. Light-truck
weight is expected to see similar reductions with a five percent decrease
by 1998 and a seven percent decrease by 2003.

In order to produce lighter-weight vehicles, new lightweight materials
are needed. The use of materials such as aluminum, magnesium, and
plastic could potentially increase 15 to 20 percent by 2003. The use of
heavier material such as steel and cast iron, which account for the
majority of car weight, is expected to fall 9 to 15 percent within the
same time frame (See Exhibit 13). Currently, Ford is the largest user of
aluminum per vehicle in North America. In 1991, the use of
aluminum in Ford vehicles was 15 percent above the industry average.
Likewise, Ford researchers and engineers embarked on the "Synthesis
1020" program, which is part of a $25 million effort to determine the
feasibility of a high-volume aluminum intensive vehicle (AIV).
Under that initiative, Ford built 40 AIV’s which now are being fleet-
tested. Chrysler is also exploring the use of aluminum in cars and may
begin building an aluminum intensive car in 1996, employing 600 to
700 pounds of aluminum per car. The reduction in weight for a
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midsize vehicle would cut gasoline consumption by one gallon for
each 100 miles driven.

Exhibit 13
Material Content Forecast for Passenger Cars

Median Re~pon~es**
Material Estimated
Content Current Weight

I 27.5 m]~ 1988 1998 i 2003

Steel I 1709 -1% -5% -9%
Cast Iron ! 430 -5% -10% -15%
Aluminum 174 +10% +15% + 20%
Plastics 243 5% 10% 15%
Copper I 45 0 0 li 0

(including electrical) !
Zinc ! 37 I 0 -4% i -4%

Magnesium I 7 ! 5% 8% ’. 15%
Glass t 88 0 0 ~ 0

Ceramics ! 2 , 2% 3% i 5%
Powdered Metals i 25 4% 4% ~ 10%

Rubber
-Tires (inc. spare) 94 0 0 I 0
-All other rubber 39 ~ 0 0 ~ 0

Source: War~’~ Automotive Yearbook. 1992 and various OSAT estimates.
* Miles Per Gallon
** Percent change in material content

In order to satisfy the requirements of the CAA by lowering the
emission of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen,
the use of alternative fuel ~sources is being explored. Various
alternatives are being explored with different levels of success (See
Exhibit 14). Oxygenated fuels, fuels that are blended with either
alcohol or ethers, are slowly becoming more common in the United
States. Oxygenated fuels are beneficial because they reduce emissions of
carbon monoxide without requiring vehicle adjustments. This is
particularly true in older cars (pre-1981) which do not have systems
which maintain a constant air-fuel mixture. At least two States with
severe carbon monoxide problems, Colorado and Arizona, have
implemented mandatory oxygenated fuel programs in order to meet
ambient air quality standards. Currently, the State of California plans
to mandate the sale of electric cars beginning in 1998. Research and
development on electric car technology by the U.S. car companies
predates the California mandate by several years. The main problem
with manufacturing as well as driving electric cars is the battery.; a long-
lasting battery has not yet been developed.
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Exhibit 14
Use of Alternative Fuels Forecast

Alternative Fuels Estimate Passenger Cars Median Response
1992

1998 2003
Alcohol or Alcohol/gasoline 0.5% 1.0% 5.0%

(>10% alcohol; includes flex fuel or
variable fuel)

Diesel 1.2% 1.0% 2.0%
Electric 0.0% 0.2% 2.0%

Electric/[~asoline hybrid 0.0% 0.0% 1.0o/o

Natural gas 0.0% 0.5% 2.0%

Propane , 0.0% 0.1% 0.5%
Source: UMTRI Research Review, Delphi VII - Forecast and Analysis q!: the North American Autamotive

~ Information taken from various OSAT estiraates.

Electronic components" such as anti-lock brakes, electric windows, sun-
and moon-roofs have become more prominent in vehicles. This being
so, producers of specific motor-vehicle parts and accessories will be
replaced or transformed from manufacturers of mechanically
engineered products to producers of electronic goods. By the year 2000,
the proportionate value of electronic components used in the
automotive industry is expected to increase by more than 200 percent
from 1987 levels. A study by Volkswagen estimates that by the year
2000, approximately 25 percent of a vehicle’s manufacturing cost will be
attributed to electronics.

EI.A.4.d.    Manufacturer Initiatives

In response to new standards and other environmental concerns, the
Big Three have committed substantial resources to researching and
developing new technology. One Big Three joint research initiative,
under the umbrella of the U.S. Council for Automotive Research
(USCAR), is Low Emission Paint Consortium (LEPC), which aims to
develop new technologies for low emitting paint processes. In July
1995, the LEPC dedicated a new facility at Wixom, Michigan, to test
powder paint and other technologies. In addition to other research
initiatives relating to production, USCAR sponsors several that relate
to releases from the car. One example is the Low Emissions
Technologies Research and Development Partnership. This
partnership was formed to explore ways to reduce automotive
emissions by improving the performance of catalytic converters and
other exhaust related components, and by refining the internal
combustion process. The partnership is also researching the feasibility
of alternative fuel sources such as ethanol/methanol gasoline
mixtures, liquid natural gas (LNG), and liquid petroleum gas.
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To respond to perceived future demands for electric cars, The Big
Three, together with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), formed the
U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium. The goal of this consortium is to
develop new battery storage technology.

Another Big Three initiative is aimed at developing new materials for
vehicles. The U.S. Automotive Materials Partnership will explore the
use of materials such as polymer composites, aluminum, plastics, iron,
steel, ceramics, and advanced metals. The use of these products in
automotive manufacturing is expected to lead to lighter, cleaner, and
safer vehicles. Automakers are also exploring the feasibility of
developing aluminum vehicles. The Aluminum Association reports
that a mid-size sedan using 1,000 pounds of aluminum would be 25
percent lighter and 20 percent more fuel efficient than a car composed
entirely of steel. Th~ aluminum content of cars has increased over the
years from an average of 78 pounds in 1970 to 191 pounds todav.

An additional Big Three initiative - the Vehicle Recycling Partnership
(VRP) - is exploring techniques to increase automotive recycling.
Although 94 percent of all vehicles are taken to recycling facilities, only
75 percent of a vehicle’s actual weight is claimed for recycling purposes.
One area of particular interest in automotive recycling is plastics. A
recent industry study claims that as much as one billion pounds of
automotive plastics end up in landfills. New technologies such as
"polymer renewal" recycling are being developed to recycle
thermoplastic polyester, nylon, and acetal into first-quality polymers.
Ford was the first North American automaker to recycle plastic parts
from previously built vehicles. Ford and GM also are making new
parts from recycled plastic bumpers. According to AAMA, the
automakers are helping to stimulate the market for used materials by
incorporating recycled materials into the car. For example, Ford is
making: protective seat covers from recycled plastic; splash shields
from battery casings; grille opening reinforcements and luggage racks
from recycled soda pop bottles; grilles from computer housings and
telephones, head lamp housings from plastic water cooler bottles, and
on a test basis, brake pedal pads from tires.

Heightened competition has led the Big Three to initiate several jointly
funded research products, including the Partnership for a New
Generation of Vehicles (PNGV). PNGV is designed to generate
technologies that will lead to more environmentally friendly cars.
PNGV is joining Federal agencies, under the leadership of the
Commerce Department’s Technology Administration, to initiate the
New Technology Initiative. The goal of this initiative, introduced by
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President Clinton in 1993, is to develop a new generation of vehicles
with three times greater fuel efficiency.

III.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The many different production processes employed to manufacture a
motor vehicle require a vast amount of material input and generate
large amounts of waste. The outputs resulting from the various stages
of production range from air emissions from foundry operations to
spent solvents from surface painting and finishing.

Exhibit 15 highlights the production processes, the material inputs, and
the various wastes resulting from these operations. Process waste
pollutants are treated or neutralized before discharge.
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Exhibit 15
Material Inputs/Pollution Outputs

Process Wastes
Proce~ Material Input Air Emi~ions (Waste Water & Other Wastes

Metal Shaping[

Metal Cutting and/or Cutting oils, Solvent wastes Acid/alkaline Metal wastes -
Forming degreasing and (e.g., 1,1,1- wastes (e.g., (e.g., copper,

cleaning solvents, trichloroethane, hydrochloric, chromium and

acids, and metals acetone, xylene, sulfuric and nitric nickel) and
toluene, etc.) acids) and waste solvent wastes

oils (e.g., 1,1,1-
trichloroethane,
acetone, xylene,
toluene, etc.)

Heat Treating Acid / alkaline Acid / alkaline Metal wastes
solutions (e.g., wastes, cyanide (e.g., copper,
hydrochloric and wastes, and wastechromium, and
sulfuric acid), oils nickel)

cyanide salts, and
oils

Surface Preparation
Solvent Cleaning Acid / alkaline Solvent wastes Acid / alkaline Ignitable wastes,

cleaners and solvents (e.g., acetone, wastes solvent wastes,
xylene, toluene, (e.g., 1,1,1-

i etc.) trichloroethane,
acetone, xylene,
toluene, etc.) and
still bottoms

Pickling Acid / alkaline Acid / alkaline ’ Metal wastes

solutions wastes

Surface Finishin~
Electroplatmg Acid / alkaline Acid / alkaline Metal wastes,

solutions, metal wastes, cyanide reactive wastes,
bearing and cyanide wastes, plating and solvent
bearing solutions wastes, and wastes

wastewaters
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Exhibit 15
Material Inputs/Pollution Outputs (cont’d)

Process Wastes
Process           Material Input      Air Emissions    (Waste Water &    Other Wastes

Licluids

Surface Finishing (contd)
Surface Finishing     Solvents             Solvent wastes i                 t Metal paint

(e.g., 1,1,1- [ wastes, solvent
trichloroethane, I wastes, ignitable
acetone, xylene, paint wastes, and
toluene, etc.) still bottoms

Facility Cleanup !Solvents Solvent wastes Solvent wastes
(e.g., 1,1,1- and still bottoms
trichloroethane,
acetone, xylene,
toluene, etc.)

The discussion of pollution outputs from automotive manufacturing
follows the same format as the discussion of the manufacturing
process: foundry operations; metal fabricating; metal finishing;
assembly; painting/coating; and dismantling/shredding.

III.B.1. Foundry. Operations

Iron foundries create a number of wastes which may pose
environmental concerns. Gas and particulate emissions are a concern
throughout the casting process. Dust created during sand preparation,
molding, and shakeout is of concern due to the carcinogenic potential
of the crystalline silica in the sand. Gases containing lead and
cadmium and other particulate matter and sulfur dioxide are also
created during foundry operation, especially during the melting of the
iron.

The wastewaters generated during foundry operations may also be of
an environmental concern. Wastewaters are generated primarily
during slag quenching operations (water is sprayed on the slag to both
cool it as well as pelletize it) and by the wet scrubbers employed as air
pollution control devices connected to furnaces and sand and shakeout
operations. Due to the presence of cadmium and lead in iron, these
metals may both be present in wastewaters.

Foundry operations also create many waste materials that meet the
definition of a RCRA hazardous waste. Of primary concern is the
calcium carbide desulfurization slag created during the melting of the
iron. This slag readily reacts with water to create acetylene gas, a trait
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which causes it to be classified as a D003 reactive hazardous waste.
Other materials such as wastewater sludges and baghouse dust may
also fail the toxicity characteristic for lead and cadmium and would
then be classified as D008 and D006 respectively. Foundries may also
use solvents for cleaning, which when spent, may be characterized as
characteristic (ignitable or toxic) or listed hazardous waste depending
upon the formulations used.                                                     -

III.B.2. M¢~;al Fabricatin~

Each of the metal shaping processes can result in wastes containing
constituents of concern (depending on the metal being used). In
general, there are two categories of waste generated in metal shaping
operations: scrap metal and metalworking fluids/oils.

Scrap metal may consist of metal removed from the original piece (e.g.,
steel or aluminum). Quite often, scrap is reintroduced into the process
as a feedstock.

In general, metalworking fluids can be petroleum-based, oil-water
ernulsions, or synthetic emulsions that are applied to either the tool or
the metal being tooled to facilitate the shaping operation.
Metalworking fluid is used to:

¯ Keep tool and workpiece temperature down and aid lubrication,
¯ Provide a good finish
¯ Wash away chips and metal debris
¯ Inhibit corrosion or surface oxidation.

Metalworking fluids typically become contaminated and spent with
extended use and reuse. When disposed, these oils may contain
constituents of concern, including metals (cadmium, chromium, and
lead), and therefore must be tested to see if they are considered a RCRA
hazardous waste. Many fluids may contain chemical additives such as
chlorine, sulfur and phosphorus compounds, phenols, cresols, and
alkalines. In the past, such oils have commonly been mixed with used
cleaning fluids and solvents (including chlorinated solvents). Air
emissions may result through volatilization during storage, fugitive
losses during use, and direct ventilation of fumes.

Surface preparation operations generate wastes contaminated with
solvents and/or metals depending on the type of cleaning operation.
Concentrated solvent-bearing wastes and releases may arise from
degreasing operations. Degreasing operations may result in solvent-
bearing wastewaters, air emissions, and materials in solid form.
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Solvents may be rinsed into wash waters and/or spilled into floor
drains. Although contamination of the wastewater is possible,
procedures are in place to prevent such pollution in the first place. Air
emissions may result through volatilization during storage, fugitive
losses during use, and direct ventilation of fumes. Any solid wastes
(e.g., wastewater treatment sludges, still bottoms, cleaning tank
residues, machining fluid residues, etc.) generated by the operation
may be contaminated with solvents, some of which may meet RCRA
hazardous waste listings F001 and F005.

Chemical treatment operations can result in wastes that contain metals
of concern. Alkaline, acid, mechanical, and abrasive cleaning methods
can generate waste streams such as spent cleaning media, wastewaters,
and r~nse waters. Such wastes consist primarily of the metal complexes
or particles, the clean.ing compound, contaminants from the metal
surface, and water. In many cases, chemical treatment operations are
used in conjunction with organic solvent cleaning systems. As such,
many of these wastes may be cross-contaminated with solvents.

The nature of the waste will depend upon the specific cleaning
application and manufacturing operation. Wastes from surface
preparation operations may contribute to commingled waste streams
such as wastewaters discharged to centralized treatment. Further, such
operations can result in direct releases such as fugitive emissions and
easily segregated wastes such as cleaning tank residues.

ULB.3. M~tal Finishing

Surface finishing and related washing operations account for a large
volume of wastes associated with automotive metal finishing. Metal
plating and related waste account for the largest volumes of metal (e.g.,
cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, and nickel) and cyanide-
bearing wastes.

Electroplating operations can result in solid and liquid wastestreams
that contain constituents of concern. Liquid wastes result from
workpiece rinses and process cleanup waters. Most surface finishing
(and many surface preparation) operations result in liquid
wastestreams. Centralized wastewater treatment systems are common,
and can result in solid-phase wastewater treatment sludges. In
addition to these wastes, spent process solutions and quench bathes are
discarded periodically when the concentrations of contaminants inhibit
proper function of the solution or bath. When discarded, process
bathes usually consist of solid- and liquid-phase wastes that may
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contain high concentrations of the constituents of concern, especially
cyanide (both free and complex).

Related operations, including all non-painting processes, can
contribute wastes including scrap metals, cleaning wastewaters, and
other solid materials. The nature of these wastes will depend on the
specific process, the nature of the workpiece, and the composition of              -
materials used in the process.

III.B.4. Motor Vehicle Assembly

Due to advances in technology, well designed operating procedures,
and the implementation of strategies to limit waste from assembly,
little hazardous waste is generated during the actual assembly of an
automobile (with the exception of painting/finishing which is
discussed in the following section).

The majority of wastes generated during assembly are solid wastes
resulting from parts packaging. Parts packaging can be grouped into
two categories - returnable and expendable. Returnable packaging
(containers) is shipped back to the original suppliers once empty. It
includes such items as: metal racks, metal skids, returnable bins, totes,
and rigid plastic racks and dunnage. Expendable packaging is used once
and recycled, for the most part. Examples include styrofoam peanuts,
wood skids, plastic, corrugated boxes, metal barding, and shrink-wrap.
Advances in packaging design, changes in purchasing, and the
elimination of unneeded materials have greatly reduced the amount of
expendable waste generated.

Additional wastes generated from assembly operations may be
attributed to general plant operations, cleaning and maintenance, as
well as the disposal of faulty equipment and parts.

III. B.5. Motor Vehicle Painting/Finishing

Many of the wastes generated during automotive production are the
result of painting and finishing operations. These operations result in
air emissions as well as the generation of solid and liquid wastes.

Air emissions, primarily VOCs, result from the painting and finishing
application processes (paint storage, mixing, applications, and drying)
as well as cleaning operations. These emissions are composed mainly
of organic solvents which are used as carriers for the paint. Solvents
are also used during cleanup processes to clean spray equipment
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between color changes, and to clean portions of the spray booth. The
solvent utilized during cleaning is generally referred as "purge
solvent" and is often composed of a mixture of dimethyl-benzene,
2-Pranone, 4-methyl-2-pentanone, butyl ester acetic acid, light aromatic
solvent naphtha, ethyl benzene, hydrotreated heavy naphtha,
2-butanone, toluene, and 1-butanol.

Various solid and liquid wastes may be generated throughout painting
operations and are usually the result of the following operations:

¯ Paint application - paint overspray caught by emissions control
devices (e.g., paint booth collection systems, ventilation filters,
etc.);

¯ Paint drying - ventilated emissions as paint carriers evaporate;

¯ Cleanup operations - cleaning of equipment and paint booth
area; and

¯ Disposal - discarding of leftover and unused paint as well as
containers used to hold paints, paint materials, and overspray.

Solid and liquid wastes may also contain metals from paint pigments
and organic solvents.

III. C. Post Production Motor Vehicle Dismantling]Shredding

Dismantling operations involve both automotive fluids and solids.
The fluids, such as engine oil, antifreeze, and air conditioning
refrigerant, are recovered to the extent possible, reprocessed for reuse or
sent to energy recovery facilities. Many solid parts, such as the radiator
and catalytic converter, contain valuable metal materials which are
removed for recycling or reuse. In addition, the dismantler will
remove and recycle the battery, fuel tank, and tires to reduce shredder
processing concerns. The shredder processes the remaining
automotive hulk, along with other metallic goods (such as household
appliances), into ferrous materials, non-ferrous materials, and shredder
residue. The residue is a heterogeneous mix that may include plastics,
glass, textiles, metal fines, and dirt. This material is predominantly
landfilled.

III. D. Management of Chemicals in Wastestream

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (EPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of TRI chemicals in waste and
efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities. These data have
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been collected annually in Section 8 of the TRI reporting Form R
beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data summarized below
cover the years 1992-1995 and is meant to provide a basic
understanding of the quantities of waste handled by the industry, the
methods ,typically used to manage this waste, and recent trends in these
methods. TRI waste management data can be used to assess trends in
source reduction within individual industries and facilities, and for
specific TRI chemicals. This information could then be used as a tool
in identifying opportunities for pollution prevention compliance
assistance activities.

While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are estimates of
quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and 1995
are projections only. The EPA requires these projections to encourage
facilities to consider future waste generation and source reduction of
those quantities aswell as movement up the waste management
hierarchv. Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities
reporting under TRI are required to meet.

Exhibit 16 shows that the motor vehicle, bodies, parts and accessories
industry managed about 333 million pounds of production-related
waste (total quantity of TRI chemicals in the waste from routine
production operations) in 1993 (column B). Column C reveals that of
this production-related waste, 66% was either transferred off-site or
released to the environment. Column C is calculated by dividing the
total TRI transfers and releases by the total quantity of production-
related waste. In other words, about 33% of the industry’s TRI wastes
were managed on-site through recycling, energy recovery, or treatment
as shown in columns D, E and F, respectively. The majority of waste
that is released or transferred off-site can be divided into portions that
are recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or treated off-site as
shown in columns G, H, and I, respectively. The remaining portion of
the production-related wastes (25.7%), shown in column J, is either
released to the environment through direct discharges to air, land,
water, and underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion of
TRI wastes reported as recycled on-site has decreased and the portions
treated or managed through energy recovery on-site have increased
between 1992 and 1995 (projected).
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Exhibit 16
Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for SIC 37

A B C D’ i E I F G i H I I ]
Production
Related % Reported Remaining
Waste As Released On-Site Off-Site Releases

Volume and % % Energy i % %0 % Energy % and
Year (10blbs.) Transferred Recycled Recovery t Treated Recycled Recover~, Treated Disposal

1992 333 65% 19.99% 0.26% ! 12.38% 36.54% 3.99% 2.27% 25.84%

1993 333 66% 18.42% 0.23% [ 14.75% 34.11% 3.82% 2.97% 25.71%

1994 317 -- 14.47%o 0.35% t 16.54% 34.96% 3.97% 3.36% 26.36%

1995 337 -- 15.60% 0.28% i 15.81% 36.89% 3.92% 3.21% 24.48%
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the
pollutant releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of
comparative pollutant release information is the Toxic Release
Inventory System (TRI). Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and
Communitv Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes self-reported facility
release and" transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals. Facilities within
SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that have more than 10
employees, and that are above weight-based reporting thresholds are
required to report TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers. The
information presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the
most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year (which then included
316 chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported
by each sector. Becahse TRI requires consistent reporting regardless of
sector, it is an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general,
toxic chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the
1993 Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by
42.7% between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have
decreased, the total amount of reported toxic waste has not declined
because the amount of toxic chemicals transferred off-site has
increased. Transfers have increased from 3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to
4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better management practices have led to
increases in off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for recycling. More
detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-535-0202), or directly from the
Toxic Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-
1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the
primary indicator of chemical release within each industrial category.
TRI data provide the type, amount, and media receptor of each
chemical released or transferred. When other sources of pollutant
release data have been obtained, these data have been included to
augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding
TRI data. Within some sectors, the majority of facilities are not subject
to TRI reporting because thev are not considered manufacturing
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industries, or because they are below TRI reporting thresholds.
Examples are the mining, dry cleaning, printing, and transportation
equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors, release information
from other sources has been included.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data
presented within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking
for each industry. Weighting each pound of release equally does not
factor in the relative toxicitv of each chemical that is released. The
Agency is in the process of developing an approach to assign
toxicological weightings to each chemical released so that one can
differentiate between pollutants with significant differences in toxicity.
As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact of the
industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook briefly
summarizes the toxico.logical properties of the top five chemicals (by
weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal
economic statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between
facility and industry data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-
time employees and are above established chemical throughput
thresholds. Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in
Standard Industrial Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must
submit estimates for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list
and are above throughput thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions
developed by EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories
below represent the possible pollutant destinations that can be
reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies
of water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained disposal
into underground injection wells.
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Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) - Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through
confined air streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive
emissions include losses from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses
from impoundments, spills, or leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) - encompass any releases              _
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water.
Any estimates for stormwater runoff and non-point losses must also be
included.

Releases to Land - includes disposal of waste to on-site landfills, waste
that is land treated or incorporated into soil, surface impoundments,
spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the
facility’s boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a
subsurface well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that
is geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting
under TRI. The quantities reported represent a movement of the
chemical away from the reporting facility. Except for off-site transfers
for disposal, these quantities do not necessarily represent entry of the
chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs -- are wastewaters transferred through pipes or
sewers to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment and
chemical removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment
methods used. Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the POTW are
generally released to surface waters or landfilled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovering still valuable materials. Once these
chemicals have been recycled, they may be returned to the originating
facility or sold commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in
industrial furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by
incineration is not considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical
separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not destroyed but prepared
for further waste management.
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Transfers to Disposal - are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Motor Vehicles and Motor
Vehicle Equipment Industry

Exhibits 17-21 illustrate the TRI releases and transfers for the motor
vehicles and motor vehicle equipment industry (SIC 37). Exhibit 18
shows the top TRI releasing transportation equipment facilities. As
shown in Exhibit 19, the majority of TRI reporting facilities are located
in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Tennessee. As mentioned
earlier, these States, with the exception of Tennessee, have historically
been the focal point of automobile manufacturing.

For the industry as a ~vhole, solvents such as toluene, xylene, methyl
ethyl ketone, and acetone, comprise the largest number of TRI releases.
The large of quantity of solvent release, both fugitive and point source
can be attributed to the solvent-intensive finishing processes employed
by the industry. In addition to being used to clean equipment and
metal parts, solvents are a component found in many of the coating
and finishes applied to automobile during the assembly and
painting/finishing operations.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported,
facility-specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for this
sector are listed below. Facilities that have reported ~ the SIC codes
covered under this notebook appear in Exhibit 17. Exhibit 18 contains
additional facilities that have reported the SIC code covered within this
report, and one or more SIC codes that are not within the scope of this
notebook. Therefore, Exhibit 18 includes facilities that conduct
multiple operations -- some that are under the scope of this notebook,
and some that are not. Currently, the facility-level data do not allow
pollutant releases to be broken apart by industrial process.
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Exhibit 17
Top 10 TRI Releasing Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37)

Rank    Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in

Poun~

1 2,689,968 Ford Motor Co., Kansas City Assembly Plant Claycomo MO

2 2,519,315 Nissan Motor Mfg. Corp., USA Corp. Smyrna TN

3 1,820,840 Ford Motor Co., St. Louis Assembly Plant Hazelwood MO

4 1,733,637 Ford Motor Co., Michigan Truck Plant Wayne MI

5 1,693,900 GMC NATP Moraine Assembly Plant Moraine OH

6 1,669,603 Ford Electronics & Refrigeration Corp. ConnersvLLle I N

7 1,633,125 Cadillac Luxury Car Div., Detroit Hantranck Detroit MI
Assembly

8 1,602,429 Ford Motor Co., .Louisville Assembly Plant Louisville KY

9 1,523,625 North American Truck Platform, Pontiac E Pontiac MI
Assembly

10 1,490,075 Purolator Prods, Inc. Fayetteville NC

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 18
Top 10 TRI Releasing Transportation Equipment Facilities (SIC 37)

SIC Codes    Total TRI         Facility Name               City               State
Releases in

3711, 3751 3,438,305 Honda of America Mfg., Inc. Marysville OH

3711, 3713 2,689,968 Ford Motor Co., Kansas City Claycono ND
Assembly Plant

3711 2,519,315 Nissan Motor Mfg. Corp., Smyrna TN
USA Corp.

3711 1,820,840 Ford Motor Co., St. Louis Hazelwood MO
Assembly Plant

3711 1,733,637 Ford Motor Co., Michigan Wayne MI
Truck Plant

3714, 3231 1,727,400 Harman Automotive, Inc., Bolivar TN

3713 1,693,900 GMC NATP Moraine Moraine O H
Assembly Plant

3714 1,669,603 Ford Electronics & Commersville I N
Refrigeration Corp.

i3711 1,633,125 Cadillac Luxury Car Div., Detroit MI
Detroit Hantranck Assembly

3711 1,602,429    Ford Motor Co., Louisville Louisville KY

, Assembly Plant
Source:         ,, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.

Note: Being included on these lists does not mean that the release is associated with non-
compliance with environmental laws.
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Exhibit 19
TRI Reportin~ Auto and Auto Part,, Facilities (SIC 37) by State

Number ofI Number of

State Facilities State Facilities

AL 11 NC 28

AR 10 ND

AZ 3 NE 5

CA 21 NH 1

CO 1 NJ 5

CT 4 NV 1
DE 2 NY 15
FL 6 OH 76
GA 14 OK 5
IA 12 OR 3
IL 31 PA 20

IN 63 PR

KS 9 RI 1

KY 24 SC 12
LA 1 SD 1
MA 2 TN 33
MD 4 TX 12
ME 1 UT 5
MI 101 VA 12
MN 7 WA 6
MO 22 WI 11

MS 6
Source~ U.S. EPA, Toxic ~ Release nventory Databas~ 1993.

Exhibit 20
Releases for Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Releases reported in pounds/year)
# Fa~ili~i~ Under- Av~ra~-~
Reporting Water ~mund Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Fugitive Air Point Air Discharges Inject- Disposal Releases per
ien Facility.

Toluene 1541 1165126 5507143 13416 0 3978 6689663 43439

Sulfuric Acid 1521 12783 46013 13000 0 0     71796 472

Xylene 150~ 1416695 21584687 23 0 0 23001405 153343

(Mixed Isomers)
Copper 142 3423 9331 1261 0 4056 18071 127

Methyl Eth)’l Ketone 125 1111122 3619253 13400 0 0 4743775 37950

Acetone 107 1149162 3422729 0 0 0 4571891 42728

Glycol Ethers 105 689599 6957693 7682 0 250 7655224 72907

Chromium 99 16632 9124 777 0 l 0 26543 268

Methanol 96 3161281 2297245 0 0 0 2613373 272231

Ethylene Glycol 95 33573~ 163221 1052 0 415 198261 20871

Nickel 95 7746 2718 495 0 2233 13192 139~

Zinc Compounds 95 31398 5906 3564 0 19528 60396 636,

Manganese 85 4680 4710 614 0 0 10004 I 18

I Phosphoric Acid 85 4826 13413 0 0 0 18239 215

ReleaseInvento~
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Releases for Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Releases reported in poundsh
# Facilities Under- Average
Reporting Water ground Land Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemic~l Fugitive Air Point Air l)ischar~es Inject- ~ Relesses per
iou Facili~

Hydrochloric Acid 83 6480 911854 0 0 ! 0 918334 11064

N-Buv/I Alcohol 78 247976 4852404 0 0~ 0 5100380 65389

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 73 657257 5664383 0 0 0 6321640 86598

Barium Compounds 71 16614 16858 602 0 1252720 1286794 18124

I, I, l-Trichloroethane 67 1688511 1451218 0 0 0 3139729 46862

Dichlorodifluoromethane 561 206893 5012 0 0 0 211905 3784

Ethylbenzene 56i 195835 2332692 0 0 0 2528527 45152

1 ,--~1 53 712 4107 559 0 0 5378 101

Benzene 49 15678 10293 0 0 0 25971 530

Methylenebis 48 7384 2816 0 0 0 10200 213

(Phenylisocvanate)
Nickel Compounds 48 760 2515 5101 0 190 3975 83

Nitric Acid 48 3857 4147 0i 0 0 8004 1671

Manganese Compounds 45 1541 2106 1320! 0 1800 6767 1501

1.2.4-Trimethvlbenzene 43 84346 1206168 5 0 0 1290519 300121

Chromium Compounds 37 877 3295 1046 0. 0 5218 141!

Lead Compounds 34 1034 1455 752 0 0 3241 95l

Styrene 33 669058 787529 0 0 0 1456587 44139~

Ammonia 32 6788! 139153 30 0 0 145971 4562

Copper Compounds 29 1255 2487 284 0 0 4026 139

Trichloroeth)’lene 29 935372 1834267 0 0 0 2769639 95505

Dichloromethane 24 402279 410601 0 0 0 812880 33870

Asl~stos (Friable) i 7 71 2144 0 0 0 2215 130

Diethanolamine 16 505 4405 0 0 0 4910 307

Phenol 16 25785 268220 0 0 50906 344911 21557

Di~2-Ethylhexyl) Phthalate 14 250 41665 0 0 0 41915 2994

~Formaldehyde 14 12515 177775 0 0 15115 205405 14672

’Tetrachloroethylene 13 69959 293383 0 0 0 363342i 27949

Fr~on 113 12 160695 73286 0 0 0 233981 19,198

A!-minum (Fume Or Dust) 10 6130 800971 0 0 0 807101 80710

Cyclohexane 10 I 110 1321 0 0 0 2431 243

Cobalt 9 512 269 250 0 0 1031 115

Methyl Tert-But),. 1 Ether 9 6627 4860 0 0 ! 0 11487 1276

Cnmene 7 5841 67234 0 0 0 73075 10439

Chlorine 6 13816 278 0 0 0 14094 2349

Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 6 979 182 43 0 0 I 1204 201

Antimony Compounds 4 0 0 0 0 0~ 0 0

i Bu~l Benzyl Pbthalam 4 0 10792 0 0 0 10792 2698

Cyanide Compound-~ 4i 5 279 3 0 0 287 72

Hydrogen Fluoride 4 6 345 0 i 0 0 351 88

Propylene 4 350 110 0 0 0 460 115

See-Butyl Alcohol 4 15305 42250 764 0 0 58319 14580

Toluene- 2.4-Diisocvanate 4 1652 5105 0 0 0 6757 1689

Toluene-2.6-Diisoc.vanate 4 490 1502 0 0 0 1992 498

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) Adipate 3 0 90052 0 0 0 90052 30017

Naphthalene 3 702! 2926 0 0 0 3628 1209

Phosphorus 3 15 0 0 0 0 15 5

/Yellow Or White)
Triehlorofluoromethane 3 500 250~ 0 0 0 750

Source: Inventory ~93.
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Exhibit 20 (cont’d)
Releases for Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Releases reported in
# Facilities Under- Average
Reporting Water ground Land Total Relesscs

Chemical Name Chemical Fugitive Air Point Air Discharges Injectio Dislmsal Releases per
n FadUt7

2-Ethoxyethanol 3 3920 24300 0 0 0 28220 9407
4,4’- 3 0 5 0 0 0 5 2
Isoprop},lidenediphenol
Chlorobenzene 2 1291 l 3230 0 0 0 16141 8071
Cobalt Compounds 2 250 250 0 0 0 500 250
Toluenediisocyanate 2 255 5 0 0 0 260 130
(Mixed Isomers)
1,4-Dioxane 2 4000 250 O 0 0 4250 2125
Aluminum Oxide 1 0 O O O 0 0 0
(Fibrous Form)
Antimony 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Butyl Acrylate 1 880 9400 0 0 0 10280 10280
Carbon Tetrachloride 1 275509 826526 0 0 I 0 1102035 1102035
Cumene Hydroperoxide I 250 5484 0 0 0 5734 5734
Dibut,vl Phthalate 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 2
Diethyl Phthalate 1 750 60000 0, 0 250 61000 61000

I Ethylene Oxide 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
! Isopropyl Alcohol 1 750 0 0 0 0 750 750
(Manufacturin~t
M-Xvlene 1 O, 8998 O] 0 0 8998 8998
O-X~’lene 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0
Quinone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total ..... 11,736,697 66,1165981 61,452 0 1351.451 79,266,198 ....

Exhibit 21
Transfers for Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# Facilities Average
Reporting POTW Dispe~ Recycling Treatment Energy Total Transfers

Chemical Name Chemical Discharges Recovery Transfers per
Factlit]~

Toluene 154 954 21709 2540713 83965 1739857 4387448 28490
Sulfuric Acid 152 2 2 710 4800000 1067714 0 5868446 38608
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) 150 1801 192692 14495581 183599 4256914 19130587 127537
Copper 142 2729 260467 23058138 26472 267 23348073 164423
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 125 1899 15933 4839058 92419 1153386 6102695 48822
Acetone 107 17402 10415 4237359 76693 1534387 5876256 54918
Glycol Ethers 105 2652452 45884 943328 228100 498232 4367996 41600
Chromium 99 3915 446383 7966830 46368 36 8463532 85490
Met,hanoi 96 6312 31276 334497 41293 285819 699197 7283

[Ethylene Glycol 95 169438 17890 210618 391126 306410 1095482 11531
Nickel 95 4313 133121 3730134 6971 5 3874544 40785

Zinc Compounds 95; 35127 750093 2502350 272103 24930 3584603 37733
Source: Inventory Database,
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Exhibit 21 (cont’d)
Transfers for Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Transfers reported in ~ounds/year)
# Facilities Average
Reporting POT~ Dbpes~ Recycling Treatment Energy Tolal Transfers

Chemical Name Chemical Discharges Recovery Transfers per
Facill~

Manganese 85 4167 232071 4698891 1689 2 4936820 58080
Phosphoric Acid 85 37205 84330 275 75444 0] 197254 2321
H),drochloric Acid 83 13855 20710 0 30375 01 64940 782

N-Butyl Alcohol 78 1885 43422 1017184 318581 3726431 1753715 22484

Mc~th)d Isobu,t~l Ketone 73 287871 5675 8971374 67282 1124723i 10197841 139696
Barium Compounds 71 10860 3202950 55850 288758 2646 3561064 50156
1,1, l-Trichloroethane 67 867! 7610 1113333 24921 65309 1212040 18090
Dichlorodifluoro- 56 0 225 45932 132 0 46289 827
methane
Ethylbenzene 56 796 3491 2153976 5362 687526 2851151 50913i
l~d 53 857 62803 2586617 59112 284 2709673 51126~
Benzene ~,9 500 22 4215 578 5423 10738 219~

Methylenebis 48 5 36295 105801 15356 2916t 186618 3888;
(Phenylisoc),anate)
Nickel Compounds 48 18060 162808 402186 82076 i 8 665138 13857
Nitric Acid 48i 5 710 0 26895 ~ 0 27610 57_

Man£~nese Compounds 45 17892 154918 2660652 35886 250 2869598 63769
1,2.4- 43 26 40 323150 60121 182922 512150 11910
Trimethylbenzene
Chromium Compounds 371 43v,9 409788 637987 33227 1651 1087002 29378

I_~’~,~ Compounds 34 7068 90442 824896 52401 675 975482 2869 ]

Styrene 33 0 364260 1574 15750 41199 422783 1281_

Ammonia 32 19330 0 0 210 258 19798 619

Cop~r Compo-nd~ 29 2913 183868 18303568 37197 630 18528176 638903

Trichloroeth~’lene 29 565 5400 372186 71991 77401 587543 20260

Dichloromethane 24 9 0 128604 80182 261284 470079 19587

Asbestos ~Friable) 17 0 1871982 0 250 0 1872232 110131

Diethanolamine 16 103572 555 105993 139 36200 246459 15404

Phenol 16 3366 187182 0 4132 7911 202591 12662
Di(2-Ethylhexyl) 14 0 8120 0 2500 10925 21545 1539
Phthalate
Formaldehyde 14l 937 15353 3602 301 3076 23269 1662

Tetrachloroethylene 131 I 2772 166884 32861 15000 217518 16732

Freon 113 !2! 0 0 155501 14524 25111 195136 16261

Aluminum (Fume Or 10’ 0 44377 731959 0 0 776336 77634
Dust)
Cyclohexane 10 0 850 250 1550 2650 265

Cobalt 9 5 3865 231524 0 0 235394 26155

Methyl Tert-Butyl Ether 9 0 0 0 67 5849 5916 657

Cumene 7 0 0 2871 2 24829 27702 3957

Chic " 6 21313 0 250 21563 3594

Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 6 48 993381 531602 51858 250 683096 113849

Antimon)’ Compounds 4 I 3412 ! 2400 513 0 6326 1582

Butyl Benzyi Phthalate 4 0 28941 0 1477 0 4371 1093

i Cyanide Compounds 4 62 01 3400 38 0 3500 875

Hydrogen Fluoride 4 0 0 i 0 149 0 149 37

Propylene 4 0 0~ 0 0 0 0 0
¯

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database,~93.
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Exhibit 21 (cont’d)
Transfers for Auto and Auto Parts Facilities (SIC 37) in TRI, by Number of Facilities

(Transfers reported in pounds/year)
# F~ilifies Average
Reporting POTW ~ Recycling Treatment Ener~, Tots/ Transfers

Ghemicsl Name Chemical Discharges Recovery Transfers per
Facility

Sec-But~�! Alcohol 4 0 5627 0 745 7 6379 1595
Toluene-2,4- 4 0 3900 32300 0 0 36200 9050
Diisocyanate
Toluene-2,6- 4 0 980 8100 0 0 9080 2270
Diisoc~,anate
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) 3 0 1540 0 0 0 1540 513
Adipate
Naphthalene 3 0 0 0 0 653 653 218
Phosphorus 3 0 250 80800 0 0 81050 27017
(Yellow Or White)
Trichiorofluoromethane 3 0 2702 0i 1587 0 4289 1430
2-Ethox~,ethanol 3 0 0 01 0 72001 7200 2400
4,4’-lsopropylidenedi- 3 0 20401 0 0 0 ! 20401 6800
phenol
Chlorobenzcne 2 0 0 0 ~ 0 75, 75 38

Cobalt Compounds 2 5 250 5570: 5 0 5830 2915
Toluenediisocyanate 2 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0
(Mixed Isomers)
1,4-Dioxane 2 0 0 8140 0 1225 9365 4683
Aluminum Oxide 1 0 19002 0 0 0 19002 19002
(Fibrous Form)
Antimony, 1 0 5 56600 5 0 56610 56610

Butyl Acr~lat~ 1 0 0 11 3 602 616 616
Carbon Tetrachloride 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cumene H~,dropemxide 1 0 0 0 0 516 516 516
Dibut~,l Phthalate 1 0 0 0 0 173 173 173
Di~hyl phthalate 1 0 0 0 2375 0 2375 2375
Ethylene Oxide 1 0 1600 300 0 1900 1900
Isopropyl Alcohol 1 0 250 0 0 0 250 250
~Manufacturinl~)
M-X~,lene 1 0 0 0 0 2236 2236 2236
O-X~’lene 1 0 0 0 0 9575 9575 9575

Quinone 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total .... 3,195,675 9,294,768 116,195,214 3,960,321 12,807,201 145.$13,429 ....

Source: Inventory Datat;ase, 993.

IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate
information for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this
sector self-reported as released to the environment based upon 1993
TRI data. Because this section is based upon self-reported release data,
it does not attempt to provide information on management practices
employed by the sector to reduce the release of these chemicals.
Information regarding pollutant release reductions over time may be
available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly from the
industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult the
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sources referenced below for a more detailed description of both the
chemicals described in this section, and the chemicals that appear on
the full list of TRI chemicals appearing in Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), and the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), accessed via TOXNET~ The brief
descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics Release
Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), the Hazardous Substances
Data Bank (HSDB), and the Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS),
both accessed via TOXNET1. The information contained below is based
upon exposure assumptions that have been conducted using standard
scientific procedures. The effects listed below must be taken in context
of these exposure assumptions that are more fully explained within the
full chemical profiles, in HSDB.

The top TRI release for the motor vehicles and motor vehicle
equipment industry (SIC 37) as a whole are as follows: toluene, xylene,
methyl ethyl ketone, acetone, glycol ethers, 1,1,1,-trichloroethane,
styrene, trichloroethylene, dichloromethane, and methanol.
Summaries for several of these chemicals are provided below.

Acetone

Toxicity. Acetone is irritating to the eyes, nose, and throat. Symptoms
of exposure to large quantities of acetone may include headache,
unsteadiness, confusion, lassitude, drowsiness, vomiting, and
respiratory depression.

Reactions of acetone (see environmental fate) in the lower atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone. Ozone (a major
component of urban smog) can affect the respiratory system, especially
in sensitive individuals such as asthmatics or allergy sufferers.

1 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of

toxicological databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health. For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at
1-800-231-3766. Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research
Information System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity Database), DBIR (Directory of
Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Information Center
Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances Data Bank), IRIS
(Integrated Risk Irfformation System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances), and
TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory). HSDB contains chemical-specific information on
manufacturing and use, chemical and physical properties, safety and handling, toxicity and biomedical
effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure potential, exposure standards and regulations,
monitoring and analysis methods, and additional references.
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Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. If released into water, acetone will be degraded by
microorganisms or will evaporate into the atmosphere. Degradation
by microorganisms will be the primary removal mechanism.

Acetone is highly volatile, and once it reaches the troposphere (lower
atmosphere), it will react with other gases, contributing to the
formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants. EPA is
reevaluating acetone’s reactivity in the lower atmosphere to determine
whether this contribution is significant.

Physical Properties. Acetone is a volatile and flammable organic
chemical.

Note: Acetone was removed from the list of TRI chemicals on June 16,
1995 (60 FR 31643) and will not be reported for 1994 or subsequent years.

Glycol Ethers

Due to data limitations, data on diethylene glycol (glycol ether) are used
to represent all glycol ethers.

Toxicity. Diethylene glycol is only a hazard to human health if
concentrated vapors are generated through heating or vigorous
agitation or if appreciable skin contact or ingestion occurs over an
extended period of time. Under normal occupational and ambient
exposures, diethylene glycol is lbw in oral toxicity, is not irritating to
the eves or skin, is not readily absorbed through the skin, and has a low
vapor pressure so that toxic concentrations of the vapor can not occur
in the air at room temperatures.

At high levels of exposure, diethylene glycol causes central nervous
depression and liver and kidney damage. Symptoms of moderate
diethylene glycol poisoning include nausea, vomiting, headache,
diarrhea, abdominal pain, and damage to the pulmonary and
cardiovascular systems. Sulfanilamide in diethylene glycol was once
used therapeutically against bacterial infection; it was withdrawn from
the market after causing over 100 deaths from acute kidney failure.

~arcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Diethylene glycol is a water-soluble, volatile
organic chemical. It may enter the environment in liquid form via
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petrochemical plant effluents or as an unburned gas from combustion
sources. Diethylene glycol typically does not occur in sufficient
concentrations to pose a hazard to human health.

Methano!

Toxicity. Methanol is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract              -
and the respiratory tract, and is toxic to humans in moderate to high
doses. In the body, methanol is converted into formaldehyde and
formic acid. Methanol is excreted as formic acid. Observed toxic effects
at high dose levels generally include central nervous system damage
and blindness. Long-term exposure to high levels of methanol via
inhalation cause liver and blood damage in animals.

Ecologically, methanol is expected to have low toxicity to aquatic
organisms. Concer~trations lethal to half the organisms of a test
population are expected to exceed 1 mg methanol per liter water.
Methanol is not likely to persist in water or to bioaccumulate in aquatic
organisms.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Liquid methanol is likely to evaporate when left
exposed. Methanol reacts in air to produce formaldehyde which
contributes to the formation of air pollutants. In the atmosphere it can
react with other atmospheric chemicals or be washed out by rain.
Methanol is readily degraded by microorganisms in soils and surface
waters.

Physical Properties. Methanol is highly flammable.

Methylene Chloride (Dichloromethane)

Toxicity.. Short-term exposure to dichloromethane (DCM) is associated
with central nervous system effects, including headache, giddiness,
stupor, irritability, and numbness and tingling in the limbs. More
severe neurological effects are reported from longer-term exposure,
apparently due to increased carbon monoxide in the blood from the
break down of DCM. Contact with DCM causes irritation of the eyes,
skin, and respiratory tract.

Occupational exposure to DCM has also been linked to increased
incidence of spontaneous abortions in women. Acute damage to the
eyes and upper respiratory tract, unconsciousness, and death were
reported in workers exposed to high concentrations of DCM. Phosgene
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(a degradation product of DCM) poisoning has been reported to occur
in several cases where DCM was used in the presence of an open fire.

Populations at special risk from exposure to DCM include obese people
(due to accumulation of DCM in fat), and people with impaired
cardiovascular systems.

~rcinogenicity. DCM is a probable human carcinogen via both oral
and inhalation exposure, based on inadequate human data and
sufficient evidence in animals.

Environmental Fate. When spilled on land, DCM is rapidly lost from
the soil surface through volatilization. The remainder leaches through
the subsoil into the groundwater.

Biodegradation is possible in natural waters but will probably be very
slow compared with evaporation. Little is known about
bioconcentration in aquatic organisms or adsorption to sediments but
these are not likely to be significant processes. Hydrolysis is not an
important process under normal environmental conditions.

DCM released into the atmosphere degrades via contact with other
gases with a half-life of several months. A small fraction of the
chemical diffuses to the stratosphere where it rapidly degrades through
exposure to ultraviolet radiation and contact with chlorine ions. Being
a moderately soluble chemical, DCM is expected to partially return to
earth in rain.

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Toxicity. Breathing moderate amounts of methyl ethyl ketone (MEK)
for short periods of time can cause adverse effects on the nervous
system ranging from headaches, dizziness, nausea, and numbness in
the fingers and toes to unconsciousness. Its vapors are irritating to the
skin, eyes, nose, and throat and can damage the eyes. Repeated
exposure to moderate to high amounts may cause liver and kidney
effects.

(~ar¢inogenicity. No agreement exists over the carcinogenicity of MEK.
One source believes MEK is a possible carcinogen in humans based on
limited animal evidence. Other sources believe that there is
insufficient evidence to make any statements about possible
carcinogenicity.

Environmental Fate. Most of the MEK released to the environment
will end up in the atmosphere. MEK can contribute to the formation
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of air pollutants in the lower atmosphere. It can be degraded by
microorganisms living in water and soil.

Physical Properties. Methyl ethyl ketone is a flammable liquid.

Toluene

Toxicity. Inhalation or ingestion of toluene can cause headaches,
confusion, weakness, and memory loss. Toluene may also affect the
way the kidneys and liver function.

Reactions of toluene (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere. Ozone
can affect the respiratory system, especially in sensitive individuals
such as asthma or allergy sufferers.

Some studies have shown that unborn animals were harmed when
high levels of toluene were inhaled by their mothers, although the
same effects were not seen when the mothers were fed large quantities
of toluene. Note that these results may reflect similar difficulties in
humans.

~ar¢inogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases of toluene to land and
water will evaporate. Toluene may also be degraded by
microorganisms. Once volatized, toluene in the lower atmosphere
will react with other atmospheric components contributing to the
formation of ground-level ozone and other air pollutants.

Physical Properties. Toluene is a volatile organic chemical.

lol.l-Trichloroethane

Toxicity.. Repeated contact of 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE) with skin may
cause serious skin cracking and infection. Vapors cause a slight
smarting of the eyes or respiratory system if present in high
concentrations.

Exposure to high concentrations of TCE causes reversible mild liver
and kidney dysfunction, central nervous system depression, gait
disturbances, stupor, coma, respiratory depression, and even death.
Exposure to lower concentrations of TCE leads to light-headedness,
throat irritation, headache, disequilibrium, impaired coordination,
drowsiness, convulsions and mild changes in perception.
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Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Releases of TCE to surface water or land will
almost entirely volatilize. Releases to air may be transported long
distances and may partially return to earth in rain. In the lower
atmosphere, TCE degrades very slowly by photooxidation and slowly
diffuses to the upper atmosphere where photodegradation is rapid.

Any TCE that does not evaporate from soils leaches to groundwater.
Degradation in soils and water is slow. TCE does not hydrolyze in
water, nor does it significantly bioconcentrate in aquatic organisms.

Trichloroethylene

Toxicity. Trichloroethylene was once used as an anesthetic, though its
use caused several fatalities due to liver failure. Short term inhalation
exposure to high levels of trichloroethylene may cause rapid coma
followed by eventual death from liver, kidney, or heart failure. Short-
term exposure to lower concentrations of trichloroethylene causes eye,
skin, and respiratory tract irritation. Ingestion causes a burning
sensation in the mouth, nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain.
Delayed effects from short-term trichloroethylene poisoning include
liver and kidney lesions, reversible nerve degeneration, and psychic
disturbances. Long-term exposure can produce headache, dizziness,
weight loss, nerve damage, heart damage, nausea, fatigue, insomnia,
visual impairment, mood perturbation, sexual problems, dermatitis,
and rarely jaundice. Degradation products of trichloroethylene
(particularly phosgene) may cause rapid death due to respiratory
collapse.

Carcinogenicity. Trichloroethylene is a probable human carcinogen via
both oral and inhalation exposure, based on limited human evidence
and sufficient animal evidence.

Environmental Fate. Trichloroethylene breaks down slowly in water
in the presence of sunlight and bioconcentrates moderately in aquatic
organisms. The main removal of trichloroethylene from water is via
rapid evaporation.

Trichloroethylene does not photodegrade in the atmosphere, though it
breaks down quickly under smog conditions, forming other pollutants
such as phosgene, dichloroacetyl chloride, and formyl chloride. In
addition, trichloroethylene vapors may be decomposed to toxic levels
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of phosgene in the presence of an intense heat source such as an open
arc welder.

When spilled on the land, trichloroethylene rapidly volatilizes from
surface soils. The remaining chemical leaches through the soil to
groundwater.

Xylene (Mixed Isomers)

Toxicity. Xylenes are rapidly absorbed into the body after inhalation,
ingestion, or skin contact. Short-term exposure of humans to high
levels of xylenes can cause irritation of the skin, eyes, nose, and throat,
difficulty in breathing, impaired lung function, impaired memory, and
possible changes in the liver and kidneys. Both short- and long-term
exposure to high concentrations can cause effects such as headaches,
dizziness, confusion’, and lack of muscle coordination. Reactions of
xylenes (see environmental fate) in the atmosphere contribute to the
formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere. Ozone can affect the
respiratory system, especially in sensitive individuals such as asthma
or allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. The majority of releases to land and water will
quickly evaporate, although some degradation by microorganisms will
Occur.

Xylenes are moderately mobile in soils and may leach into
groundwater, where they may persist for several years.

Xylenes are volatile organic chemicals. As such, xylenes in the lower
atmosphere will react with other atmospheric components,
contributing to the formation of ground-level ozone and other air
pollutants.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide
range of information related to stationary sources of air pollution,
including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of
concern within a particular industry. With the exception of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI
chemicals reported above. Exhibit 22 summarizes annual releases of
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10
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microns or less (PM10), total particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

Exhibit 22
Pollutant Releases (Short Tons/Years)

Industry CO NO~ PM10 PT SO2 VOC
U.S. Total 97.208.000 23,402.000 45,489,000 7.836.000 21,888.000 23.312.000
Metal Mining 5,391 28,583 39,359 140,052 84.222 1,283

Nonmetal Mining 4.525 28,804 59,305 167,948 24,129 1,736
Lumber and Wood 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9,149 41,423
Products
Wood Furniture and 2,069 .2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59,426
Fixtures
Pulp and Paper 624,291 394,448 35,579 113,571 341,002 96,875
Printing 8,463 4,915 399 1,031 1,728 101,537

Inorganic Chemicals 166,147 108,575 4,107 39,082 182.189 52,091

Organic Chemicals 146,947 236,826 26,493 44,860 132,459 201,888

Petroleum Refining 419,311 380,641I 18,787 36,877 648,153 309,058

Rubber and Misc. Plastic        2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29,364 140,741
Products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and 58,043 338,482 74,623 171,853 339,216 30,262
Concret~
Iron and Steel 1.518 642 138,985 42,368 83,017 238.268 82,292

Nonferrous Metals 448.758 55,658 20,074 22,490 373,007 27,375
Fabricated Metals 3,851 16,424 1,185 3,136 4,019 102,186
Electronics 367 1,129 207 293 453 4,854

Motor Vehicles, 35,303 23,725 2,406 12,853 25,462 101,275
Boliies, Parts, and
Accessories
Dr~ Cleaning                101        179          3        28        152       7.310

Source U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, May 1~95.

IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant
release and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to
give a general sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers
within each sector profiled under this project. Please note that the
following table does not contain releases and transfers for industrial
categories that are not included in this project, and thus cannot be used
to draw conclusions regarding the total release and transfer amounts
that are reported to TRI. Similar information is available within the
annual TRI Public Data Release book.

Exhibit 23 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TRI
data for the motor vehicles assembly industry and the other sectors
profiled in separate notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI
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releases and total transfers on the left axis and the triangle points show
the average releases per facility on the right axis. Industry sectors are
presented in the order of increasing total TRI releases. The graph is
based on the data shown in Exhibit 24 and is meant to facilitate
comparisons between the relative amounts of releases, transfers, and
releases per facility both within and between these sectors. The reader
should note, however, that differences in the proportion of facilities
captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This can be a factor of
poor SIC matching and relative differences in the number of facilities
reporting to TRI from the various sectors. In the case of the motor
vehicles assembly industry, the 1993 TRI data presented here covers 609
facilities. These facilities listed SIC 37 (Motor Vehicles Assembly
Industry) as a primary SIC code.
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Exhibit 24
Toxic Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

Releases                  Transfers             Total

Industry Sector SIC Range # TRI Total Average Average Releases + Average Release-l-

Facilities Releases Releases per 1993 Total (106 Transfers per Transfers Transfers per

(106 pounds) Facility pounds) Facility (106 pounds) Facility (pounds)
~pounds) ~ounds)

Stone, Clay, and Concrete 32 634 26.6 41:895 2.2 3:500 28.2 46,000

Lumber and Wood Products 24 49 i 8.4 17,036 3.5 7,228 ! 1.9 24,000

:umiture and Fixtures 25 313 42.2 134,883 4.2 , 13:455 46.4 148,000

Printing 2711-2789 318 36.5 I 15:000 ! 0.2 7321000 46.7 147,000

=.lectronics/Computers 36 406 6.7 161520 47. I I 151917 53.7 133,000

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1:579 1 ! 8.4 74,986 45.0 28,537 163.4 104:000

Motor Vehicle, Bodies, Parts 371 609 79.3 130,158 145.5 230,938 224.8 369,000

and Accessories
Pulp and paper 2611-2631 309 169.7 5491000 48.4 i 57,080 218. I 706,000

Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 555 179.6 324,000 70.0 126:000 249.7 450,000

Peu’oleum Refining 2911 156 64.3 412~000 417.5 21676~000 48 i .9 31088,000

Fabricated Metals 34 21363 72.0 301476 195.7 82:802 267.7 123,000

Iron and Steel 3312-3313 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 !,600,000 695.3 i ,825,000
3321-3325

Nonferrous Metals 333,334 208 182.5 877,269 98.2 472,335 280.7 1,349,000

Organic Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 417 ! 51.6 3641000 286.7 688:000 438.4 1:052,000

Metal Mining I 0 Industry sector not subject to TRI reporting

Nonmetal Mining .............. _14_ .................. Induslry ~_ct.o_r !!9)_ s-L*bj~t- ~_o_ TR__I _r_ep_q_rtinli ..............................

Dry Cleaning 7215, 7216, Industry sector not subject to TRi reporting
7218

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention
techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits while at the
same time minimizing environmental impacts. This can be done in
many ways such as reducing material inputs, re-engineering processes
to reuse by-products, improving management practices, and employing
substitution of toxic chemicals. Some smaller facilities are able to
actually get below regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant
releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and compa.ny-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances that have been implemented within the Motor
Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment industry. While the list is not
exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the
starting point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution
prevention projects. When possible, this section provides information
from real activities that can, or are being implemented by this sector --
including a discussion of associated costs, time frames, and expected
rates of return. This section provides summary information from
activities that may be, or are being implemented by this sector. When
possible, information is provided that gives the context in which the
techniques can be effectively used. Please note that the activities
described in this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall
within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully
considered when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the
full impacts of the change must examine how each option affects, air,
land, and water pollutant releases.

Much of the automotive industry is involved in exploring pollution
prevention opportunities. The discussion which follows highlights
some of the current pollution prevention activities undertaken by
manufacturers involved in all stages of the automotive manufacturing
process. This is just a sampling of the numerous pollution
prevention/waste minimization efforts currently underway.
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V.A. Motor Vehicle Equipment Manufacturing

Non-Production Material Screening

As part of its Non-Production Material approval system, Chrysler
Corporation implemented pollution prevention practices to eliminate,
substitute, or reduce, to the extent possible, regulated substances from
both products supplied to Chrysler as well as those resulting from their
manufacturing process. First implemented in April 1993, the
environmental strategy focuses on avoiding the use of regulated
substances and materials of concern whenever possible as part of an
effort to eliminate "end-of-pipe" controls. One example of how this
screening approach has been utilized was the refusal to approve a
transmission fluid for Chrysler’s new TE Van which contained 10 to 30
percent butyl benzy’l phthalate. This was accomplished by working
with suppliers and design teams to identify a substitute material. As
part of the initiative, suppliers are being requested to certify their parts
regarding the presence of Chrysler’s identified materials of concern.

Other similar Chrysler successes include:

Elimination of hexavalent chromium from all materials and
processes;

¯ Reformulating paints and solvents to exclude the majority of
listed toxic solvents;

¯ Reformulating new coatin, gs to reduce odor; and

¯ Elimination of lead from all paints except electrocoat primer.

Used Oil Recycling

In an effort to reduce the waste oil produced at Chrysler stamping,
machining, and engine plants, the automobile manufacturer has
developed comprehensive recycling programs with outside suppliers.
More than 800 million gallons of used oil is recycled annually. Other
company efforts designed to reduce waste oil include:

¯ Recovering and remanufacturing waste oil on-site for return to
the process;

¯ Reducing the amount used by replacing petroleum-based metal
working fluids with longer lasting semi-synthetic materials; and

¯ Developing purchasing programs to promote the use of recycled
oils.
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Trichloroethylene Reduction

Trichloroethylene (TCE) is traditionally employed by the automotive
industry as a degreaser to clean oil from very thin aluminum parts.
Although vapor collection systems are used during the degreasing
process to collect and recycle TCE, some TCE inevitably remains on the
high-surface-area parts. The remaining TCE then evaporates. In order
to reduce emissions of TCE, Ford Motor Company developed a
detergent and aqueous solution which was comparable to TCE. The
new water wash did not etch or damage aluminum parts and met
brazing process requirements. With assistance from a supplier, Ford
also designed an enclosed water spray system for the new degreasing
operations. According to AAMA, after a 1992 pilot evaluation proved
successful, Ford began to convert production processes using heat
exchangers (e.g., radia.tors) to one relying on aqueous cleaning instead
of TCE degreasing. As a result, TCE releases at one plant dropped by
250,000 pounds annually. Ford expects comparable further reductions
worldwide as the remaining plants implement this process change.

Elimination of Chromium From Radiator Paint

In past years, radiators were spray painted with a coating containing
chromium for protection purposes. This process resulted in overspray
paint waste (sludge) that contained hazardous constituents. Wastes
were collected and shipped to an approved hazardous waste disposal
facility. In order to minimize the risk associated with the material
constituents and resultant waste associated with coating containing
chromium, Chrysler’s Dayton Thermal Products Plant explored the use
of new products which would meet performance specifications for the
required surface coating. The result is a water-based material which is
chromium as well as lead-free. The use of this new water-based
material will eliminate approximately 18,000 gallons of paint waste per
year that was previously landfilled, as well as reduce substantially VOC
emissions.

Lead-Free Black Ceramic Paint

Ceramic black glaze paint (ink), used for aesthetic purposes as well as
an ultraviolet (UV) light shield for the adhesive (adhesive is sensitive
to UV light), is applied to glass where the interior trim abuts the
window. Application of the ink, which contains lead, to the glass
involves a silk-screening process. In an attempt to minimize both
solid and liquid waste, McGraw Glass (supplier for Chrysler assembly
plants), launched a program to develop, test, and approve a lead-free
black ceramic glass paint. A suitable substitute, which was approved
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and in use by 1994, would eliminate approximately 700 drums of
hazardous waste per year.

Recovering Lead From Wastewater

One of the waste streams associated with battery-making operations is
wastewater which contains lead. Although in the past it was possible
to remove lead from the wastewater, it had not been possible to recycle
the lead. In 1990, Delco Remy, a GM supplier, developed a method
which allows the lead to be recycled. The process involves a series of
steps and the use of a proprietary chemical (identified through a
cooperative effort between the plant personnel and a chemical vendor)
which allows lead to settle to the bottom when tank contents are
neutralized. After the lead has settled, wastewater is decanted and
filtered through a sand filter to remove remaining lead. The
remaining water and lead are agitated with air to put lead back into
suspension before the mixture is pumped into a filter press where
water is removed leaving behind the lead. The dried, lead-containing
mLxture is then sent to a secondary smelter. As a result of this lead
removing process, approximately 125,000 pounds of lead are reclaimed
and recycled each year.

PCB Elimination Program

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), which are utilized as a coolant and
flame retardant fluid in closed system high voltage electrical
equipment, are one of the most persistent toxics used in the
automotive industry. In order to eliminate the use of PCBs in its
facilities, Chrysler initiated a program that would eliminate the use of
PCB containing equipment at its facilities by 1998. The program also
plans to minimize the risk of Superfund liability through alternate
disposal practices. Similar programs are in place at GM and Ford.

Solvent-Free Spray Adhesive For Interior Trim

General Motors Inland Fisher Guide plant in Livonia, MI produces soft
trim for the interior of automobiles. In order to produce car door
panels that offer a variety of colors, textures, and materials, an assembly
process which glues together small pieces is used. In the past, the
adhesive used to bind these parts together contained four percent
methylene chloride; 30 percent methyl ethyl ketone; 30 percent hexane,
and 14 percent toluene. The combination of VOCs resulted in
approximately 20 tons of emissions a year. In order to eliminate the
emissions associated with this adhesive, a water-based adhesive was
identified. The new adhesive, which was implemented in the
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beginning of 1993, converted the waste stream from hazardous to non-
hazardous.

Reducing Chlorofluorocarbon Use

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and 1,1,1-trichlorethane are chemical
substances that deplete the ozone layer. Depletion of the ozone layer
causes skin cancer, cataracts and has other human and environmental
effects. Under the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer and the Clean Air Act, production of these chemicals will
be halted by January 1996. The automobile industry used CFC-12 as a
refrigerant in air conditioning systems, CFC-11 as foam blowing agent
for flexible seating foams, and CFC-113 and 1,1,1-trichloroethane
(methyl chloroform) as a solvent in electronics manufacturing and
metal cleaning. The automobile industry undertook voluntary and
cooperative projects ",~ith EPA’s Stratopheric Protection Division to
reduce and eliminate each of these uses. As a result of these efforts,
recycling was implemented and most uses were halted well before
regulations took effect (Stratopheric Protection Division 1995). For
example, in order to reduce the use of CFCs, GM’s Lansing Automotive
Division (LAD) Facilities Division decided to remove CFCs wherever
possible from its operating procedures. The first step was to identify,
CFC containing materials that were approved for purchase and which
departments were authorized to use them. Departments were then
sent a letter asking whether a non-CFC material could be substituted.
Results from the inquiries led to identification of acceptable and cost-
effective alternatives. Since mid-1992, no CFC-containing products
have been purchased by LAD plants. In addition, LAD found a
substitute for a degreaser it had been using that has only about 12
percent of ozone-depletion potential of the Freons it replaced.
According to the Stratopheric Protection Division, another example of
technology and engineering excellence is that Ford joined with other
companies under the auspices of the International Cooperative for
Ozone Layer Protection (ICOLP) to develop inert gas wave and "no
clean" soldering which replaces CFC-cleaning of printed wiring boards,
(PWBs). Electronics are the key to meeting vehicle emissions safety
and security. The new process was designed for environmental
reasons, but Ford found it also improved the quality of the PWBs.

V.B. Motor Vehicle Assembly

Plants Switch To Clean-Burning Gas

In an effort to reduce air emissions from manufacturing facilities, Ford
has converted from coal-fired boilers to natural gas. An estimated
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$500,000 to $600,000 is saved each year in operating costs for each plant
that converts from coal to natural gas. The environmental benefits of
the conversion include: a reduction in carbon monoxide emissions by
one half; a reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions by approximately
3,000 tons per year system wide; and a reduction in nitrogen oxide
emissions of approximately 1,100 tons per year. The switch has also
reduced particulate emissions by over 500 tons a year for Ford system-
wide, and by as much as 95 percent at some facilities. In addition, 8,000
tons of ash a year, from coal burning, and 4,100 tons of ash collected by
emission collectors will no longer have to be disposed of in a landfill.

Solid Waste Recycling

As part of an effort to reduce the amount of waste generated from
assembly operations, Chrysler is using durable returnable containers.
By using these containers, the company has successfully eliminated 55
percent of its expendable packaging wastes and diverted significant
volumes of paper, cardboard, plastic and wood from landfills. Chrysler
has designed new product programs which plan to eliminate 95 percent
of packaging waste. In addition, each year the company salvages
700,000 tons of scrap metal and recycles thousands of tons of wooden
pallets and cardboard from its plants. Chrysler has also instituted one
of the largest paper recycling programs in the U.S., recycling more than
800 tons of paper per year.

Ford also has a program to reduce solid waste. At Ford Casting and
Forging, steel drums are recycled in the foundry’s melting process.
Ford’s North American assembly plants are recycling 380 million
pounds of waste each year. European and North American suppliers
have been asked to ship components in reusable and returnable
containers. Ford’s Romeo Engine Plant receives over 90 percent of its
parts in returnable containers. Also, Ford uses recycled plastic shrink
wrap from its own manufacturing operations to make plastic seat
covers to protect seats during car shipment to dealers.

V.C. Motor Vehicle Painting/Finishing

Facility Emission Controls

During the past 10 years, automobile companies have reduced the
amount of emissions resulting from vehicle painting operations
through more efficient paint application techniques, use of lower
solvent content paints, and incineration of process emissions. In an
attempt to lower emissions without jeopardizing quality, a paint
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development pilot plant has been established at the Ford Wixom,
Michigan Assembly Plant.

Rescheduling Paint Booth Cleaning Reduces Solvent Use And VOC Emissions

One of the major factors in customer satisfaction is the quality of a car’s
paint job. To insure that each vehicle of a given color has a uniform
and consistent coating, paint spraying equipment must be cleaned
properly each time a color is changed. It is also important that the
paint booth be cleaned properly to prevent stray drops or flakes of old
paint from dropping onto subsequent paint jobs. The solvent used in
these cleaning operations is generally referred to as "purge solvent."
One of the disadvantages of using purge solvent is that it readily
evaporates causing VOC emissions. In March 1993 the GM Fairfax
Assembly Plant initiated a new booth-cleaning schedule which reduced
the number of requir6d cleanings. In addition to changing cleaning
frequency, the company also monitored the amount of purge solvent
used in production and cleaning operations. Information from these
monitoring activities helped to identify the most efficient cleaning
techniques. Implementation of these practices is expected to greatly
lower emissions from purge solvent.

Surface Coating Toxics Reduction Program

Painting operations account for the majority of total releases attributed
to automobile assembly. Th,_’s is because painting and finishing
operations result in VOC emissions from solvents used as carriers to
apply solids to the vehicle. In order to reduce the amount of toxics
generated during the painting/finishing process as well as eliminate
future regulatory burden, the following projects are either underway or
being planned at Chrysler:

¯ Evaluation of the feasibility of using coatings which eliminate or
reduce VOCs/toxics; the goal is a 75 percent reduction in toxics by
1996. Various process changes and material reformulation will
be required.

¯ Elimination of lead from surface coatings - lead has already been
eliminated from all Chrysler color coats (basecoats). Further
reductions in lead are being pursued for the electrodeposition
primer (E-coat), with a goal of total removal by 1995. A lead-free
E-coat is currently being tested.

¯ Elimination of hexavalent chromium phosphate pre-treatment -
hexavalent chromium has already been eliminated from
phosphate pre-treatment. Trivalent chromium remains in the
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final rinse that seals the phosphate at all but one of Chrysler’s
assembly plants; elimination of trivalent chromium is slated for
1995.

V.D. Motor Vehicle Dismantling/Shredding

Management Standards For Used Antifreeze

An article in the September/October 1994 edition of Automotive
Recycling stated that The Coalition on Antifreeze and the
Environment, in conjunction with Automotive Recyclers Association
(ARA), has developed voluntary management standards for antifreeze.
Management standards were developed, in part, to encourage the
Federal and State governments to consider less restrictive regulations
on recycling and disposal of antifreeze. Recent data show that
antifreeze can become hazardous when handled and stored
improperly. The voluntary management standards address the
following:

¯ Handling - procedures for good housekeeping and proper
handling of antifreeze

¯ Storage - guidelines for proper storage, such as the use of
dedicated and well-labeled collection equipment

¯ Education - methods for educating employees on the importance
of keeping collected, used antifreeze free from exposure to
chemicals such as petroleum products, cleaning solvents, and
other solvent-containing materials. Employees should also be
taught not to use cl~lorinated solvents to clean antifreeze
collection equipment.

V.E. Pollution Prevention Case Studies

Pollution Prevention at General Motors Corporation

General Motor’s internal pollution prevention initiative Waste
Elimination and Cost Awareness Reward Everyone (WE CARE) - was
piloted in 1990 at selected GM facilities. The initiative was then
expanded to GM’s operations throughout the U.S. and Canada in 1991
and was introduced to Mexican facilities in 1992. The foundation for
this program is provided in the mission statement:
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To minimize the impact of our operations, we will reduce
emissions to air, water, and land by putting priority on
waste prevention at the source, elimination or reduction
of wasteful practices, and the utilization of recycling
opportunities whenever available. The responsibility for
achievement of this goal is primarily dependent on both
management’s support and actions of every employee to
modify existing methods, procedures, and processes and to
incorporate waste prevention into all new endeavors.

WE CARE provides guidance to individual facilities for setting up a
multi-discipline committee to direct pollution prevention efforts.
These committee include representatives from the following
departments: maintenance, quality control, materials management,
production, engineeri~.g, purchasing, environmental affairs, as well as
from the local union. In bringing together representatives from all
aspects of the company, GM is making pollution prevention part of
everyone’s job. In 1992, GM encouraged employees to suggest ways to
reduce the use of raw materials (especially toxics), reduce waste
generation, and simple ways to benefit the environment.

GM has undertaken two broad-based initiatives to implement this
philosophy; chemicals management and packaging reduction and
recycling. Each is discussed below.

Chemicals Management

The automotive industry is a large consumer of chemicals including
cleaners, machining fluids, hyctraulic fluids, quenching fluids, water
treatment chemicals, and solvents. These chemicals are known as
indirect chemicals because they are not directly incorporated into the
final product. Direct chemicals, which are incorporated into the final
product, include automotive paints, vehicle lubricants, and fluids. GM
aims to reduce chemical waste and save money by: (1) leveraging
resources and expertise from other sources; and (2) reshaping the
relation between the supplier and the customer. By developing and
implementing an effective chemical management system, GM has
reduced the amount of chemicals used at the source and reduced waste
treatment and disposal costs.

Under the new chemical management program, GM no longer simply
purchases chemicals from suppliers. Instead, they purchase a chemical
service. The goal was to have one supplier for all of the indirect
chemicals used at a facility. Since no one supplier can supply every
chemical, the primary supplier is responsible for getting chemicals
from secondary suppliers. Under the program, the primary supplier
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ultimatelv becomes a part of the production team by providing GM
with chemical management, analysis, inventory control, and
information management services. The benefits of this initiative
include:

¯ Cost savings through the reduced number of suppliers, types and
volumes of chemicals, and chemical inventories

¯ Better environmental control (waste treatment and disposal)

¯ Improved information management

¯ Improved chemical technology application

¯ Reduced purchase order processing

¯ Reduced freight.

The first assembly plant to implement this program went from having
35 different suppliers providing 348 chemicals, to 12 suppliers
supplying 200 chemicals. This equates to a 66 percent reduction in the
number of suppliers and a 43 percent reduction in the number of
chemicals. Total savings were well over $750,000 per year.

Packaging Reduction and Recycling

One of the major waste streams associated with automotive assembly is
solid waste. Solid waste is primarily the result of parts packaging from
suppliers. The goal of GM’s packaging reduction and recycling
initiative was to reduce the amount of packaging coming into the plant
and to ensure that packaging was easily recycled or returned.

Because GM has many different divisions and business units, one
packaging strategy was not feasible. Therefore, each division was
responsible for setting its own goals and strategies. Packaging
guidelines and requirements were developed and communicated to
suppliers. The guidelines, which were used throughout GM include:

¯ Eliminate packaging altogether, where possible

¯ Minimize the amount of material used in packaging

¯ Use packages that are returnable or refillable/reusable, where
practical

¯ Use packaging that is recyclable and uses recycled material.
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Requirements pertaining to expendable packaging (packaging which is
used once and not recycled) were established for suppliers. These
requirements pertained to package construction (easy to disassemble),
the use of recycled material (use recyclable packaging), the use of lead
and cadmium (do not use), and other provisions which reduce the
amount of waste generated and facilitate recycling.

The GM Midsize Car Division has been able to reduce the amount of
packaging waste going to landfill per vehicle manufactured by 75
percent in just two years as part of its "zero packaging-to-landfill" goal.
As of September 1993, one GM assembly plant has been able to reduce
the amount of waste to less than one pound of packaging per vehicle.

Ford’s Manufacturing Environmental Leadership Strategy includes the
objective and practice of increasing the use of returnable containers and
recycling expendable packaging. Ford’s North American assembly
plants now use returnable packaging for over 87 percent of all parts
shipped to the plants. These plants alone recycle more than 380
million pounds of waste each year. Many parts are shipped in
returnable containers and packaging plastic is made into protective seat
covers for use during car shipment.
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VI. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following sections
are included.

¯ Section W.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industrv
¯ Section IV.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, th~se summaries may or may not necessarily describe
all applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not
constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and
regulations. For further information, readers should consult the Code
of Federal Regulations and other state or local regulatoD" agencies. EPA
Hotline contacts are also provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA/of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid/Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s
waste management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs
underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous
waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous
wastes include the specific materials listed in the regulations
(commercial chemical products, designated with the code "P" or "U";
hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources, designated with the
code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-specific sources, designated
with the code "F") or materials which exhibit a hazardous waste
characteristic (ignitibility, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity and
designated with the code "D").
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Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. Facilities
that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit,
either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to
implement the permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general
facility standards such as contingency plans, emergency procedures,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial assurance
mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for conducting
corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous
waste or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA-
regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various pr~visions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest,
ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for
waste accumulation units, and recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for
up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of waste
generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet
land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards prior to
placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land
treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment). Wastes
subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating wastes,
heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject to the LDRs
must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility
co ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.
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¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties
that merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage
standards. For a party considered a used oil marketer (one who
generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a used oil
burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards
under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units.
These regulations apply to all facilities who store such waste,
including generators operating under the 90-day accumulation
rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility
and corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart
H) address unit design, provide performance standards, require
emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be
burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or the
environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties responsible
for environmental contamination to clean it up or to reimburse the
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Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised
various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III, also known
as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable
quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR § 302.4. A release report
may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more Federal or State
emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." EPA generally
takes remedial actions only at sites on the National Priorities List
(NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites. Both Ep.a~
and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to
facilitate the development of chemical emergency response plans bv
State and local governments. EPCRA required the establishment of
State emergency response commissions (SERCs), responsible for
coordinating certain emergency response activities and for appointing
local emergency planning committees (LEPCs).
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EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage
specified chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of
such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it
has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to
submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department material
safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous
chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms).
This information helps the local government respond in the
event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, wb, ich have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual
toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly known as
the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to
various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.
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Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority"
pollutants, including various toxic pollutants; "conventional"
pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended
solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; and "non-
conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers.
NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has
presently authorized forty States to administer the NPDES program),
contain industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based
limits, and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements.
A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain
a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must
provide quantitative analytical data identifying the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may make a
discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or
State water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect
designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or
recreation. These standards, unlike the technological standards,
generally do not take into account technological feasibility or costs.
Water quality criteria and standards vary from State to State, and site to
site, depending on the use classification of the receiving body of water.
Most States follow EPA guidelines which propose aquatic life and
human health criteria for many of the 126 priori ,ty pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program
to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the
NPDES storm water permit application regulations. Storm water
discharge associated with industrial activity means the discharge from
any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveying storm
water and which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or raw
materials storage areas at an industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).
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These regulations require that facilities with the following storm water
discharges apply for a NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with
industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal
storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality, standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.
The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity"
means a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial
activity defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by
SIC codes while the other five are identified through narrative
descriptions of the regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code
of the facility is one of those identified in the regulations, the facility is
subject to the storm water permit application requirements. If any
activity at a facility is covered by one of the five narrative categories,
storm water discharges from those areas where the activities occur are
subject to storm water discharge permit application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To determine
whether a particular facility fails within one of these categories, the
regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied
products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; and SIC
311-leather tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts;
and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.
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Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC
41-local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing
(except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC
44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-
petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC
25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC
267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing,
publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints,
varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-rubber and
plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except leather and tanning
and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-fabricated metal products
(except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-industrial and commercial
machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-electronic and other
electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-transportation
equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC 38-
measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-
miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public
warehousing and storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes
to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of
pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under
§307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the
pretreatment program is to protect municipal wastewater treatment
plants from damage that may occur when hazardous, toxic, or other
wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to protect the quality of
sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to a POTW are regulated
primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within
each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an
industry on a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition,
another kind of pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed bv
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the POTW in order to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent
limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it
may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water
resource center, at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking
water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water
standards and to create a joint Federal-State system to ensure
compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to
protect underground sources of drinking water through the control of
underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards
under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the
primary drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific
concentration limits that apply to certain public drinking water
supplies. Primary drinking water standards consist of maximum
contaminant level goals (MCI~Gs), which are non-enforceable health-
based goals, and maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), which are
enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible, considering cost
and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources
of drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC
permits include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring
requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply
with RCRA corrective action standards in order to be granted a RCRA
permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions
standards. The UIC permit program is primarily State-enforced, since
EPA has authorized all but a few States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended
on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal source of
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drinking water for a given area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead
Protection program, designed to protect drinking water wells and
drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The
Hotline operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to
evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by
their manufacture, prqcessing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of
control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical
substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not
been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be
submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import. The PMN must
identify the chemical and provide available information on health and
environmental effects. If available data are not sufficient to evaluate
the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose restrictions pending the
development of information on its health and environmental effects.
EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals based upon
factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA
regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances
Control Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through
4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.
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Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air
Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health
and welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA
consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish
national standards for ambient air quali~ and for EPA and the States to
implement, maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of
mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many facilities will be required to
obtain operating permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements
of the CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient
air quality, standard~ (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants,"
including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter,
ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a
given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do not
meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of
the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are
required to meet Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards
for new stationary sources falling within particular industrial
categories. NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology
available to that category of industrial source but allow the affected
industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of reducing
emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular hazardous
air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of the CAAA further directed EPA to
develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop
regulations for these categories of sources. To date EPA has listed 174
categories and developed a schedule for the establishment of emission
standards. The emission standards will be developed for both new and
existing sources based on "maximum achievable control technology"
(MACT). The M.ACT is defined as the control technology achieving the
maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the HAPs, taking
into account cost and other factors.
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Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of
the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases                -
will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels
of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created an operating permit program for
all "major sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the
CAA. One purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single
document all air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility.
States are developing ~he permit programs in accordance with guidance
and regulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved by EPA,
permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year
2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased
out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric
Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA,
and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about
accidental release prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the
Technology Transfer Network Bulletin Board System (modem access
(919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents,
and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Regulations

Though production processes associated with the industries listed
under SIC 37 have few specific regulatory requirements, the diverse
and complex nature of the industry makes it one of the most heavily
regulated industries in the manufacturing sector.

The large number of facilities engaged in activities covered by SIC 37, as
well as the diversity of processes and products involved, make it
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difficult to provide a precise regulatory framework; the statutes and
regulations governing a producer of a specific part which uses a specific
manufacturing process will differ significantly from those affecting an
integrated manufacturing plant performing foundry, metal finishing,
and painting operations. Thus, the discussion which follows identifies
those regulations that are of concern to the industry at large.

VI.B.1. Clean Water Act (CWA)

The Clean Water Act regulates the amount of chemicals/toxics released
by industries via direct and indirect wastewater/effluent discharges.
Regulations developed to implement this Act establish effluent
guidelines and standards for different industries. These standards
usually set concentration-based limits on the discharge of a given
chemical by any one facility,. If a facility is discharging directly into a
body of water, it must obtain a National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit. However, if a facility is
discharging to a publicly owned treatment works (POTW), it must
adhere to the specified pretreatment standards. (Information provided
by Chrysler indicates that all of the company’s manufacturing facilities
discharge process wastewater to POTWs. Much of their water is treated
at an on-site industrial wastewater treatment plant prior to discharge to
the POTW.)

The following regulations are potentially applicable to various stages in
the auto and auto parts manufacturing and assembly processes.
Because so many regulations are potentially applicable to segments of
the industry, we have divided the regulations into the following
categories: foundry/metal forming operations; metal finishing
operations; and painting operations.

Foundry/Metal Forming Operations

The following effluent guidelines and standards are applicable to the
activities performed during the foundry/metal forming operations.

¯ Iron and Steel Manufacturing (40 CFR Part 420)
¯ Metal Molding and Casting (40 CFR Part 464)
¯ Aluminum Forming (40 CFR Part 467)
¯ Copper Forming (40 CFR Part 468)
¯ Nonferrous Forming (40 CFR Part 471)
¯ Lead-Tin-Bismuth Forming Category (40 CFR Part 471

Subpart A)
¯ Zinc Forming Subcategory (40 CFR Part 471, Subpart H).
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Metal Finishing Operations

The following effluent guidelines and standards are applicable to metal
finishing activities:

¯ Electroplating (40 CFR Part 413)
¯ Metal Finishing (40 CFR Part 433)
¯ Coil Coating (40 CFR Part 465).

The standards applicable to metal finishing regulate discharges
resulting from numerous activities performed by manufacturers of
autos and auto parts. The metal finishing and electroplating guidelines
address discharges from the following six activities: (1) electroplating;
(2) electroless plating; (3) anodizing; (4) coating; (5) chemical etching
and milling; and (6) printed circuit board manufacturing. If one of
these operations is performed, the metal finishing guidelines provide
effluent standards for 40 additional operations, including machining;
grinding; polishing; welding; soldering; and solvent degreasing.

VI.B.2. Clean Air Act (CAA~

Several existing regulations promulgated under the CAA are applicable
to various stages in the automobile production process. These are
discussed below.

The Standards of Performance for Automobile and Light Duty Truck
Surface Coating Operations (40 CFR Part 60, subpart MM) are applicable
to assembly plant operations where prime coats, guide coats, and
topcoats are applied. These standards prohibit assembly plants that
begin construction, modification, or reconstruction after October 5, 1979
from discharging VOC emissions in excess of:

¯ 0.16 kg of VOC per liter of applied coating solids from each prime
coat,

¯ 1.40 kg of VOC per liter of applied coating solids from each guide
coat operation, and/or

¯ 1.47 kg of VOC per liter of applied coating solids from each top
coat.

The Standards of Performance for Metal Coil Surface Coating (40 CFR
Part 60, subpart TT) may be relevant to some facilities in the
automotive industry. This standard regulates the discharge of VOCs.

The Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fired Steam Generators for
Which Construction Commenced after August 17, 1971 (40 CFR Part 60,
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subpart D) are applicable to motor vehicle plants which have fossil-
fuel-fired steam generating units of more that 73 megawatts (MW) heat
input rate and fossil-fuel and wood-residue-fired steam generating
units capable of firing fossil fuel at a rate of more that 73 MW (though
these standards do not apply to electric utility steam generating units).

The regulations set emissions standards for sulfur dioxide, particulate _
matter, and nitrogen oxides, and contain compliance, performance,
emissions testing, and recordkeeping requirements.

The Standards of Performance for Small Industrial-Commercial-
Institutional Steam Generating Units (40 CFR Part 60 subpart Dc) apply
to motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment plants which have
steam generating units for which construction, modification, or
reconstruction is commenced after June 9, 1989 and that have a
maximum design calSacity of 29 MW input capacity or less, but greater
than or equal to 2.9 MW.

These regulations set emissions standards for sulfur dioxide and
particulate matter and require certain compliance, performance,
emissions testing, and recordkeeping requirements.

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for
Industrial Process Cooling Towers (40 CFR Part 63, subpart Q) apply to
motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment plants that have
industrial process cooling towers (IPCTs) that are operated with
chromium-based water treatment chemicals and are either major
sources or are integral parts of facilities that are major sources. Major
sources are those sources that emit or have the potential to emit 10
tons per year or more of any hazardous air pollutant or 25 tons per year
or more of any combination of hazardous air pollutants.

The standards prohibit the use of chromium-based water treatment
chemicals in:

¯ Existing IPCTs on or after March 8, 1996, and/or

¯ New IPCTs (IPCTs for which construction or reconstruction
commenced after August 12, 1993) on or after September 8, 1994.

Chromium F~l¢ctroplatinf

Human health studies suggest that various adverse effects result from
acute, intermediate, and chronic exposure to chromium. As a result,
in January 1995, EPA established National Emission Standards for
Chromium Emissions From Hard and Decorative Chromium
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Electroplating And Chromium Anodizing Tanks (40 CFR Part 9 and 63,
Subpart N) The regulation is an MACT-based performance standard
that sets limits on chromium and chromium compounds emissions
based upon concentrations in the waste stream (e.g., mg of
chromium/m3 of air).

EPA holds that these performance standards allow a degree of flexibility
since facilities may choose their own technology as long as the
emissions limits (established by the MACT) are achieved. The
standards differ according to the sources (e.g., old sources of chromium
emissions will have different standards than new ones), further
reducing the standards’ rigidity.

VI.B.3. Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA~

CERCLA has had a much greater impact on the Big Three with facilities
built before RCRA’s enactment than it has had on the so-called
transplant companies which have newer plants.

VI.B.4. Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act (RCRA~

RCRA was passed in 1976, as an amendment to the Solid Waste
Disposal Act, to ensure that solid wastes are managed in an
environmentally sound manner. A material is classified under RCRA
as a hazardous waste if the material meets the definition of solid waste
(40 CFR 261.2), and that solid waste material exhibits one of the
characteristics of a hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.20-24) or is specifically
listed as a hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.31-33). A material defined as a
hazardous waste is then subject to Subtitle C generator (40 CFR 262),
transporter (40 CFR 263), treatment, storage, and disposal facility (40
CFR 254 and 265) and land disposal requirements (40 CFR 268). The
motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment manufacturing industry
must be concerned with the regulations addressing all these. Most
automobile and light truck assembly and component manufacturing
facilities are not considered hazardous waste treatment, storage or
disposal facilities requiring RCRA permits, although they may generate
hazardous waste subject to RCRA management requirements.

The greatest quantities of RCRA listed waste and characteristically
hazardous waste are identified in Exhibit 25. For more information on
RCRA hazardous waste, refer to 40 CFR Part 261.
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Exhibit 25
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Automotive Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

D001 Wastes which are hazardous due to the characterization of i~nitibilit~
D002 Wastes which are hazardous due to the characteristic of corrosivi~
D006 (cadmium) Wastes which are hazardous due to the characteristic of toxicity for each of
D007 (chromium) the constituents.
D008 (lead)
D009 (mercury)
D010 (selenium)
D011 (silver)
D035 (methyl
ethyl ketone)
D039
(tetrachloro-
ethylene)
D040 (trichloro-
ethylene)
F001 Halogenated solvents used in degreasing: tetrachloroethylene, methylene

chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, and chlorinated
fluorocarbons; all spent solvent mixtures/blends used in degreasing containing,
before use, a total of 10% or more (by volume) of one or more of the above
halogenated solvents or those solvents listed in F002, F004, and F005; and still
bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and s.vent solvent mixtures.

F002 Spent halogenated solvents; tetrachloroethylene, methylene chloride,
trichlorethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane chlorobenzene, 1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-
trifluoroethane, ortho-dichlorobenzene, trichlorofluoromethane, and 1,1,2-
trichloroethane; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, one
or more of the above halogenated solvents or those listed in F001, F004, F005;
and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent
mixtures.

F003 Spent non-halogenated solvents: xylene, acetone, ethyl acetate, ethyl benzene,
ethyl ether, methyl isobutyl ketone, n-butyl alcohol, cyclohexanone, and
methanol; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, only the
above spent non-halogenated solvents; and all spent solvent mixtures/blends
containing, before use, one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents, and,
a total of 10% or more (by volume) of one of those solvents listed in F001, F002,
F004, F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and
s.vent solvent mixtures.

F004 Spent non-halogenated solvents: cresols and cresylic acid, and nitrobenzene;
all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10% or more
(by volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those
solvents listed in F001, F002, and F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of
these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.
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Exhibit 25 (cont’d)
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Automotive Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

F005 Spent non-halogenated solvents: toluene, methyl ethyl ketone, carbon
disulfide, isobutanol, pyridine, benzene, 2-ethoxyethanol, and 2-nitropropane;
all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10°/o or more
(by volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those
solvents listed in F001, F002, or F004; and still bottoms from the recovery of
these spent solvents and spent solvents mixtures.

F006 Wastewater treatment sludges from electroplating operations except from the
following processes: (1) sulfuric acid anodizing of aluminum; (2) tin plating on
carbon steel; (3) zinc plating (segregated basis) on carbon steel; (4) aluminum or
zinc-aluminum plating on carbon steel; (5) cleaning/stripping associated with
tin, zinc, and aluminum plating on carbon steel; and (6) chemical etching and
millins of aluminum.

F007 Spent cyanide platin~ bath solutions from electroplatin~ operations.
F008 Plating bath residues from the bottom of plating baths from electroplating

operations where cyanides are used in the process.
F009 Spent stripping and cleaning bath solutions from electroplating operations

where cyanides are used in the process.
F010 Quenching bath residues from oil baths from metal heat treating operations

where cyanides are used in the process.
F011 Spent cyanide solutions from salt bath pot cleaning from metal heat treating

operations.
F012 Quenching waste water treatment sludges from metal heat treating operations

where cyanides are used in the process.
F019 Wastewater treatment sludges from the chemical conversion coating of

" aluminum except from zirconium phosphating in aluminum can washing when
such phosphatins is an exclusive conversion coating process.

Source: Sustainable Industry: Promoting Strategic Environmental Protect~o ~strial Sector, Phase 1 Report,
EPA, OERR, June 1994.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Numerous regulatory requirements which might affect the
automotive industry are under consideration. Summaries of some of
these potential future regulations are discussed below.

VI.C.1. Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing

Clean Water Act (CWA)

Although Congress did not reauthorize the Clean Water Act in 1994,
future legislative requirements and/or reform may impact the motor
vehicle manufacturer. Several of the regulations currently under
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consideration or development will have a significant impact on the
automotive industry. The effluent guidelines and standards for
Electroplaters (40 CFR Part 413) and Metal Finishers (40 CFR Part 433)
are currently under review. EPA is also currently developing effluent
guidelines and standards for the metal products and machinery
industry (Phase II, 40 CFR Part 438), which are Scheduled to be finalized
by December 1999. It is likely that EPA will integrate new regulatory
options for metal finishing industry processes into this guideline.

The Effluent Guidelines and Standards for the Metal Products and
Machinery Category, Phase II, will propose effluent limitation
guidelines for facilities that generate wastewater while processing
metal parts, metal products and machinery, including: manufacture,
assembly, rebuilding, repair, and maintenance. The Phase II regulation
will cover eight major industrial groups, including: motor vehicles,
buses and trucks, household equipment, business equipment,
instruments, precious and nonprecious metals, shipbuilding, and
railroads. The court-ordered deadline is December 31, 1997.

Clean Air Act (CAA~

In addition to the CAA requirements discussed above, EPA is currently
working on several regulations that will directly affect the metal
finishing portion of the motor vehicle manufacturing industry. Many
proposed standards will limit the air emissions from various
industries by proposing Maximum Achievable Control Technology
(MACT) based performance standards that will set limits on emissions
based, upon concentrations of pollutants in the waste stream. Various
potential standards are described below.

Organic Solvent Deyreasiny/Cleanin~

EPA has also proposed a NESHAP (58 FR 62566, November 19, 1993) for
the source category of halogenated solvent degreasing/cleaning that
will directly affect the metal finishing industry. This will apply to new
and existing organic halogenated solvent emissions to a MACT-
equivalent level, and will apply to new and existing organic
halogenated solvent cleaners (degreasers) using any of the HAPs listed
in the CAA Amendments. EPA is specifically targeting vapor
degreasers that use the following HAPs: methylene chloride,
perchloroethylene, trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, carbon
tetrachloride, and chloroform.

This NESHAP proposes to implement a MACT-based equipment and
work practice compliance standard. This would require that a facility
use a designated type of pollution prevention technology along with
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proper operating procedures. EPA has also provided an alternative
compliance standard. Existing operations, which utilize performance-
based standards, can continue if they reach the same limit as the
equipment and work practice compliance standard.

Steel Pickliny. HCI

Hydrochloric acid (HC1) and chlorine are among the pollutants listed as
hazardous air pollutants in Section 112 of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990. Steel pickling processes that use HC1 solution
and HC1 regeneration processes have been identified by the EPA as
potentially significant sources of HC1 and chlorine air emissions and, as
such, a source category for which national emission standards may be
warranted. EPA is required to promulgate national emission standards
for 50 percent of the source categories listed in Section 112(e) by
November 15, 1997. EPA plans to promulgate this standard by
September 30, 1996.

VI.C.2. Motor Vehicle Paintin~/Finishin~

Clean Air Act (CAA)

The 1990 CAAA identified a number of ozone non-attainment areas
throughout the U.S. and gave those States most affected by high VOC
emissions until November 1993 to develop implementation plans to
combat the problem. The legislation further required that States reduce
VOCs by 15 percent by 1996 and that States with extreme problems
reduce emission an additional three percent each year following.
Although State VOC limits have been established, national limits have
not. A national rule on VOC limits is likely to come next year.

VOCs are one of the primary emissions from the automotive
painting/finishing process and come from common paint solvents.
Though no standards are currently proposed, industry officials are
making their thoughts known. According to Ron Hilovsky, manager
of regulatory affairs for PPG Fleet Finishes, as stated in an August 1994
article in Heavy Duty Trucking entitled "You Can Breath Easier, "
national limits will effectively eliminate lacquer products and systems.

According to Heavy Duty. Trucking. limits for paints and finishes are
likely to be based on the pounds of VOCs released per gallon. Most
topcoats have VOC levels of 5.5 lbs/gallon or more. New limits on
VOCs are likely to be as follows:

¯ Pretreat/wash primer - 6.5 lbs./gallon
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¯ Primer/primer surfacer - 4.6 lbs./gallon

¯ Primer sealer - 4.6 lbs./gallon

¯ Topcoats (including single-stage solids and metallics and
basecoat/clearcoat) - 5.0 lbs./gallon

¯ Tri and quad coat basecoat/clearcoat - 5.2 lbs./gallon

¯ Specialty coatings - 7.0 lbs./gallon.

VI.C.3. Motor Vehicle Dismantling/Shredding

According to AAMA, future U.S. regulatory activity affecting the
vehicle recycling pro.cess, if it occurs at all, is likely to aim at improving
the efficiency of the existing and already successful market
infrastructure. For example, it may promote:

¯ Common definitions and terms

¯ Market incentives for the use of recycled materials, and

¯ Common standards for operating dismantling and shredding
facilities
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance indicators
with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so,
EPA is in a better position to track compliance with all statutes at the
facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in build’.mg the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read
into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance records,
and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA system can
match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and
Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and generate a list of
historical permit, inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has
the capability to analyze data by geographic area and corporate holder.
As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data improves, EPA
will make available more in-depth compliance and enforcement
information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success for
compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror
the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data
reported within this section consists of records only from the TRI
reporting universe. With this decision, the selection criteria are
consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the sectors that do
not normally report to the TRI program, data have been provided from
EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks facilities in all
media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not attempt to
define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within
the sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector
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according to the Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors
dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and printers,
the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be small in
comparison to Census data. However, the group selected for inclusion
in this data analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s
general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect
EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities that have been
entered into EPA databases. To identify any changes in trends, the EPA
ran two data queries, one for the past five calendar years (August 10,
1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for the most recent twelve-month
period (August 10, 1994 to August 9, 1995). The five-year analysis gives
an average level of ~ctivity for that period for comparison to the more
recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are
State/local or EPA-led. However, the table breaking down the universe
of violations does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s
and States’ efforts within each media program. The presented data
illustrate the variations across regions for certain sectors.2 This
variation may be attributable to State/local data entry variations,
specific geographic concentrations, proximity to population centers,
sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank
regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS
identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,

2 EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI); III
(DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TND; V IL. IN, ML MN, OH, W’I); VI
(AR. LA, NM, OK, TX); VII (IA, KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO. MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ. CA, HI,
NV. Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program
office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue
together" separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to
create a "master list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the
data systems accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing
and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit
Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation
and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB
(National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and
Liability Information .System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within
the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI
reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for
executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is
defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in
Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and State agency
facility inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values
show what percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60
month period. This column does not count non-inspectional
compliance activities such as the review of facility-reported discharge
reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.
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Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action
within the defined time period. This category is broken down further
into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for administrative,
civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions. Administrative
actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple
enforcement actions is only counted once in this column (facility with
3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All percentages that appear are
referenced to the number of facilities inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across all
environmental statutes. A facility with multiple enforcement actions
is counted multiple times (a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts
as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by State and local environmental agencies. Varying
levels of use by States of EPA data systems may limit the volume of
actions accorded State enforcement activity. Some States extensively
report enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other States
may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from
State agencies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint
State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only.
This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activity. Related inspections and enforcement actions under
the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are
not factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under
these programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does
not account for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection
compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges)
that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA and
RCRA.
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Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and
EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages
within this column can exceed 100% because facilities can be in
violation status without being inspected. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate
that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown ofEnforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and .enforcement
actions within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCR~
databases. Each column is a percentage of either the "Total
Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

VII.A. Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment Compliance History

Exhibit 26 provides a Regional breakdown of the five year enforcement
and compliance activities for the automobile industry. Of 2,734 total
inspections performed during the five-year period, 1,255 (46 percent)
were conducted in Region V. This large percentage is due to the
concentration of automobile manufacturers in the Great Lakes Region.
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Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry

A B C D E F G H I J
l~acililics wlon¢

Average Number of or Inorc To~al "Federal Enforcemenl
Motor Vehicle Assembly Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Bclwecn Enforccmenl Enforcement Slate Lead Lead Io Inspection

SIC 37 Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Aclions Rale
Region i 9 8 27 20 4 12 58% 42% 0.44

Region II 21 18 84 15 7 28 71% 29% 0.33
Region 111 38 25 248 9 6 ’ 16 94% 6% 0.06

Region IV 131 91 619 i 3 13 65 97% 03% 0.1 I
Region V 284 182 977 17 34 69 75% 25% 0.07
Region V! 29 16 82 21 5 I 0 70% 30% 0.12
Region VII 47 34 144 20 7 23 62% 48% 0.16
Region VIIi 8 4 9 53 I I 1(30% 0% 0.11
Region IX 25 7 18 83 3 16 94% 6% 0.89
Region X 6 5 8 45 0 0 -- -- n/a

Total/Average 598 390 2216 16 81 240 80% 20% 0. I I
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 27-30 contain summaries of the one and five year enforcement
and compliance activities for the motor vehicles and motor vehicle
equipment industry, as well as for other industries. As shown in
exhibits 27 and 28, the automotive industry has a moderately high
enforcement to inspection rate when compared to other industries.
Exhibits 29 and 30 provide a breakdown of inspection and enforcement
activities by statute. Of all the automotive facilities inspected,
approximately 54 percent were performed under RCRA and 33 percent
under CAA. The large percentages of CAA and RCRA inspections for
this industry are due to the high levels of VOC emissions released
during solvent-intensive manufacturing processes. The low number
of CWA inspections is fairly surprising due the large quantities of
water used during metal finishing and painting/finishing processes.
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Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G II I J

Facilities w/One
Average Number of or More Total Federal Enforcemen!

Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcemenl Enforcement Slate Lead Lead to Inspection
Industq¢ Sector Search Inspected Inspc.ctions Inspections Actions Aclions Actions Actions Rate

Metal Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 4"/% 53% 0. I 0

Nowmelallic Mineral I, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 006
Mining

Lumber and Wood 464 301 i ,891 15 78 232 79% 21% O. 12

Furniture 293 213 I ~534 I I 34 91 91% 9% 0.06

Rubber and Plastic i ,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0 12

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 I I 73 301 70% 30% 0.12

Nonferrous Metals 844 474 3,097 16 145 470 76% 24% O. 15

Fabricated Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0.15

Electronics 405 222 777 31 68 212 79% 21% 0.27

Motor Vehicle Assembly 59~ 390 2,216 16 81 240 80% 20% 0.11

Pulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 I I 5 5(12 78% 22% 0 13

I~inting 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% O. I I

Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I 99 402 76% 24% 0 13Inorganic

Organic Chemicals 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% O. 19

Pcuoleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 I I0 797 66% 34% 025

~U
Iron and Steel 374 275 3,555 6 i 15 499 72% 28% O. 14

O ~ Dry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% I% 0.16



Exhibit 28
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries                                 ~,

A B C D E F G H ~_.

To~I
Facilities in Fat~tie~ Number of Facilities w/One ~ Mine Facilities w/One ~ M~xe Enforcement Enfogcement to _

Industry Sectog Search Inspected lnepections Violations Enforcement Actions Actions Inspection Rate

Numbe~ Percent* Numba Percent* ~
Metal Mining 873 1 i 4 ! 94 82 72% 16 14% 24 O. 13

Non-metaBie Mineral 1,143 253 425 75 30% 28 1 i% 54 0.13
Mining
Lumbeg and Wood 464 142 268 109 7"/% 18 13% 42 0.15

Furniture 293 160 113 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubtex and Plastic 1,665 2"/! 435 289 107% ! 9 7% 59 0.14

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20
Nonfergeus Metals 844 202 402 282 140% 22 11% "/2 O. 18

Fabricated Metal 2,346 4/7 ’ "/46 525 110% 46 10% 114 0.15

Electronics 405 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

Automobiles 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 0.10

Pulp and Paper 306 189 5’/6 162 86% 28 15% 88 O.15

Printing 4,106 39"/ 6./6 251 63% 25 6% 72 O.I i

ino~ganic Chemicals 548 158 42"/ 16./ 106% 19 12% 49 0.12

Organic Chemicals 412 195 545 19./ 101% 39 20% i 18 0.22

Petroleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36% 114 0.26

Iron and Steel 3"/4 16-/ 488 165 99% 20 ! 2% 46 0.09 ~(~
Dry Cleaning 933 80 ! 11 21 26% 5 6% 11 0.10

*Percentages in Columns E and F ate based on the number of facilities inspected (Column C). Percentages can exceed 100% because violations and actions can occur
without a facility inspection.



Exhibit 29
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Number of
Facilifics Total Enfot’cem~nl Resomce Con.s~valim and FIFRMTSCM

Industry Sect~ lmspected lnspec~ons Actions Clean Air Act Cleaa Water Act Recovery Act El~r *

% ~Tmal ~, of To~l % o~Tc/al ~ of Total % of Tmal ~ of Total ~ of Tmal ~ of To~I
Inspections Ac~ioos Inspectious Actions Inspections Ac,ioas luspectims Ac~oms

Metal Mining 339 1.519 155 35~i, 17% 57% 60% 6% 14% I%

Non-metallic 631 3.422 192 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 27% <i %
Mineral Mining

Lumber and Wood 301 1.891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59% 6/% 2% 5%

Fumitme 213 1.534 9 ! 52% 27% I% I% 45% 64% i%

Rubber and Plastic 739 3.386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% 44% 68% 3% 10%

Stone. Clay and 268 2.475 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 5 i % 2%
Glass

Nonfenous Metals 474 3.097 470 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4% 10%

Fabricated Metal 1.340 5.509 840 25% 1 I% 15% 6% 56% 76% 4%

ElectmoJes 222 777 212 16% 2% 14% 3% 66% 90% 3%

Automobiles 390 2.2 i 6 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2%

Pulp and Paper 265 3.766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2%

l~inting 1.035 4.723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62~t 2%

lno~gaaic Chewicals 302 3.034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3%         4%

Organic Chemicals 316 3.864 726 33% 30% 16% 2 i % 46% 44% 5% 5%

Petroleum Refining 145 3.237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2%

h’on and Steel 275 3.555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2%

Dr/Cleaning 245 633 103 15% I% 3% 4% 83% 93% <!% I%

Āctions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Radenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
and Commnnity Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.



Exhibit 30
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Number o~
Facilities Total Enforcement Resourc~ Conservation and FIFRA/TSCA/

luduslry Se, cto~ luspecled Inspections Actions Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Revoveo/Act EPC~*
% of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of TmalInspections A~oms luspe~ions At.ions Inspections Actioms !~s.~,ctious Actio

M~al Mining i 14 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6~ <1% 19%
Non-metallic Mineral 253 425 54 69% ~58% 26% 16% 5~ 16% <1% 1 IMining

Lumber and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20~ 8~ 13% 63% 61% < 1%
Fmniture !13 160 5 58% 6"/% 1% 10% 41% 10% <1% 13%
Rubk~et and Plastic 271 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% 71% I% 1
Stone, Clay, and GInss 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% <1% 3%
Nonfen’mu Metah 202 402 72 ’ 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% 1% 4%
Fabricated Metal 477 746 ! i 4 25% 14% 14% 8% 61% T/% < 1% 2%
[]ect~onic.s 60 87 21 1"/% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% < 1% 4%
Automobiles 169 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% I%
Pulp and Paper 189 5"/6 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 10% 7% <1%
Printing 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% < 1%
In~ganic Cl,endcals 158 427 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% < 1%         6%
O~guic Chemicals 195 545 i 18 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% I% 1% r.~
Petroleum Refining 109 439 ! 14 50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 4?% 1%
hoe and Steel 167 488 46 29% 18% 35% 26% 36% ~0% <1%
De/Cleaning 80 i I I I I 21% 4~ I% 22% 78% 67% <1%

*Actions t~ken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Roden~icide Act; theToxic Substance Control Act, and theEmergency Planningand Communi~ Righ[-[o-Know Act as ~ell as other Federal environmental laws.
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991,
FY 1992, and FY 1993 publications, eight significant enforcement cases
were resolved between 1991 and 1993 for the motor vehicle industr~.
Two of these cases involved CAA violations, two were comprised of
CERCLA violations, while the other four involved one RCRA, one
TSCA, one CWA, and one action involving violations of multiple
statutes. The companies against which the cases were brought are
primarily motor vehicle and motor vehicle parts manufacturers.

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

This section provid.es summary information about major cases that
have affected this sector. Four of the eight cases resulted in the
assessment of a civil penalty. Penalties ranged from $50,000 ~o
$1,539,326, and the average civil penalty paid was $691,965. In three
cases, the defendant was required to spend additional money to
improve production processes or technologies, and to increase further
compliance. For example, in U.S.v. General Motor~ Corporation
(1991), a consent decree was entered requiring GM to install a coating
system that reduces VOCs from its paint shop operations from
approximately 3,400 tons per year to 750-800 tons per year. GM also
paid a civil penalty of $1,539, 326.

A Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) was required in one of
the cases. The settlement in I~n the Matter of the Knapheido
Manufacturing Co.. includes SEPs to partially offset the $428,533
penalty. The initial SEP requires performance of an environmental
compliance audit, which will identify and propose additional SEPs as
binding commitments.

In U.S.v. Raymark Industries. Inc. (1991), the Department of Justice
filed a civil complaint requesting that the court order the company to
study and perform corrective action at its facility in Stratford, CT.
Raymark had manufactured automobile brakes and friction products at
this 34-acre facility and had disposed of its hazardous wastes
(principally lead-asbestos wastes and dust) onsite. In some areas, this
lead-asbestos fill is 17 feet deep. The complaint requests that the court
order Raymark to comply with an administrative order issued by EPA
in 1987, pursuant to §3031 of RCRA, which instructs the company to
study its site in order to ascertain the nature and extent of the hazard
created by the presence and release of hazardous waste. Raymark has
failed to comply with the terms of the order. Based on the results of
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this study, the complaint also requests that Raymark be ordered to carry
out a corrective action plan as approved by EPA.

In U.S.v. Chry. sler Corporation et. al. (1993), the court entered a
CERCLA consent decree under which the settling defendants will
clean up the PCB contamination at the Cater Industrials Superfund site
in Detroit, Michigan and pay about $3 million in past costs. The total
cost of the cleanup is estimated to be $24 million Settling defendants
include Chrysler, Ford, GM, Michigan’s two public utilities, and the
City, of Detroit. Unusual features of the decree include provisions for
EPA to perform some of the work, and a special covenant not to sue in
accordance with §122(f)(2) of CERCLA.

VII.C.2. Supplemental Environmental Projects

Below is list of Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs). SEPs
are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in
return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities
that can significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.

In December, 1993, the Regions were asked by EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to provide information on
the number and type of SEPs entered into by the Regions. Exhibit 31
contains a sample of the Regional responses addressing the automotive
industry. The information contained in the chart is not
comprehensive and provides only a sample of the types of SEPs
developed for the automotive industry.
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Exhibit 31
Supplemental Environmental Proiects

Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry (SIC 37)

Case Name ~.pA ! Estimated Expected Environmental

tte~on ~ Type of Cost to Benefits Assessed After

Action ~ ~tion

5 TSCA Pollution $ 35,=~~ Remove and destroy a PCB $ 26,000 $10,100

St. Paul, MN Reduction transformer and replace it with
i non-PCB transformer to reduce
the risk of discharge of PCBs
into the environment. ~
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector
and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains
a listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

The automotive industry is involved in numerous sector-related
environmental activities. Some of these efforts are highlighted below.

Common Sense Initiative

The Common Sense Initiative (CSI), a partnership between EPA and
private industry, aims to create environmental protection strategies
that are cleaner for the environment and cheaper for industry and
taxpayers. As part of CSI, representatives from Federal, State, and local
governments; industry; community-based and national
environmental organizations; environmental justice groups; and labor
organizations, come together to examine the full range of
environmental requirements affecting the following six selected
industries: automobile manufacturing; computers and electronics,
iron and steel, metal finishing, petroleum refining, and printing.

CSI participants are looking for solutions that:

¯ Focus on the industry as a whole rather than one pollutant

¯ Seek consensus-based solutions

¯ Focus on pollution prevention rather than end-of-pipe controls

¯ Are industry-specific.

The Common Sense Initiative Council (CSIC), chaired by EPA
Administrator Browner, consists of a parent council and six
subcommittees (one per industry sector). Each of the subcommittees
have met and have identified issues and project areas for emphasis,
and workgroups have been established to analyze and make
recommendation on these issues.
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EPA/Auto Protocol

Procedures for assessing compliance during automobile painting and
finishing operations were first outlined in a December 1988 EPA
publication entitled, Protocol for Determining the Daily Volatile
Organic Compound Emission Rate of Automobile and Light-Duty
Truck Topcoat Operations° (EPA-450/3-88-018). This document, which              -
is referred to as the EPA/Auto Protocol, contains information on
recordkeeping, testing, and compliance calculation procedures. The
Protocol has been used to demonstrate compliance with emission
limits for topcoat and spray primer/surface coating activities.

EPA and AAMA have discussed and hope to update the protocol.
AAMA hopes to have an automotive spraybooth capture efficiency
procedure as well as some acceptable spraybooth/oven split test
modifications for in-i~lant simulation incorporated into the protocol as
a technical update.

Research

The American Industry/Government Emissions Research Cooperative Research
and Development Agreement (AIGER CRADA)

AIGER CRADA was officially launched in October 1992. The founding
members - U.S. EPA, the California Air Resources Board, and USCAR’s
Environmental Research Consortium - came together to identify,
encourage, evaluate, and develop the instrumentation and techniques
needed to accurately and efficiently measure emissions from motor
vehicles as required by the Clean Air Act and the California Health and
Safety Code. This effort will help ensure that technologies are
commercialized and available to emissions testing facilities.

Partnership For A New Generation Of Vehicles

Partnership For A New Generation Of Vehicles (PNGV), one of several
research consortia under USCAR, is a partnership between domestic
automotive manufacturers and the Federal government. The
partnership is aimed at strengthening U.S. competitiveness by
expanding the industry’s technology base. Research will be performed
in the following three areas:

¯ Advanced manufacturing techniques to make it easier to get
new product ideas to the marketplace quickly;
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¯ Technologies leading to near-term improvements in automobile
efficiency, safety, and emissions; and

¯ Research leading to production prototypes of a vehicle capable of
up to three times current fuel efficiency.

President’s Council on Sustainable Development - Eco-Efficiency Task Force

The purpose of the Eco-Efficiency Task Force is to develop and
recommend to the President’s Council on Sustainable Development a
strategy for making eco-efficiency and sustainable development
standard business practices in American industry. The Task Force will
highlight how changes in economic, regulatory, statutory, and other
policies will encourage industry to become more aware of the
interdependence among environmental, economic, and social well-
being, and recommend policies effective in promoting sustainable
business practices. The Task Force is sub-divided into five Eco-
Efficiency Task Force Teams: Autos Team; Chemicals Sector Team;
Eco-Industrial Park Team; Policy Team; and Printers/Small Business
Team. The three goals of the Auto Team are to recommend ways to:

¯ Improve the "eco-efficiency" of automobile manufacturing by
making pollution prevention, waste reduction, and product
stewardship standard business practices

¯ Improve the system of environmental policy and regulation
affecting automobile manufacturing

¯ Improve the sustainability of road-based transportation.

As part of its efforts, the Auto Team is collecting information on the
"life cycle" analysis of automobile painting operations at a GM
assembly plant. The team is also collecting data from the paint and
pigment industry, the steel, plastics, and aluminum manufacturing
industries, as well as the auto repainting industry. The project will
assess the environmental, energy, and economic implications of
various auto body material/coating choices such as solvent, water, or
powder. The Task Force is expected to deliver its findings in late 1995.
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Outreach and Education Activity.

Pollution Prevention and Waste Minimization in the Metal Finishing Industry
Workshop

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln sponsored a Pollution Prevention
and Waste Minimization in the Metal Finishing Industry workshop in              -
1993. The workshop was designed for managers and operators of
electroplating and galvanizing operations; engineers; environmental
consultants; waste management consultants; Federal, State, and local
government officials; and individuals responsible for training in the
area of metal finishing waste management. Topics covered:

¯ Saving money and reducing risk through pollution prevention
and waste minimization;

¯ Incorporating pollution prevention into planning electroplating
and galvanizing operations;

¯ Conducting waste minimization audits;

¯ Developing and analyzing options for pollution
prevention/waste minimization; and

¯ Implementing a pollution prevention/waste minimization
program.

For more information concerning this workshop, contact David
Montage of the University of Nebraska at W348 Nebraska Hall,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0531.

Hazardous Waste Management for Small Business Workshop

The University of Northern Iowa, with support from U.S. EPA, Des
Moines Area Community College, Northeast Iowa Community
College, Scott Community College, and Indiana Hills Community
College, sponsored a Hazardous Waste Management for Small
Business workshop. This workshop was geared for small businesses
and was intended to provide practical answers to environmental
regulatory questions. Small businesses covered by the workshop
include: manufacturers, vehicle maintenance and repair shops,
printers, machine shops, and other businesses that generate potentially
hazardous waste. Topics covered included: hazardous waste
determination, waste generator categories, management of specific
common waste streams, including used oil and solvents, and pollution
prevention. For more information regarding workshop, contact Duane
McDonald (319) 273-6899.
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Environmentally Conscious Painting Workshop

Kansas State University, NIST/Mid-America Manufacturing
Technology Center, Kansas Department of Health & Environment,
EPA Region VII, Allied Signal, Inc., Kansas City Plant, and the U.S.
Department of Energy sponsored the Environmentally Conscious
Painting workshop. This workshop covered topics such as upcoming
regulations and the current regulatory climate, methods to cost-
effectively reduce painting wastes and emissions, and alternative
painting processes. For more information regarding this workshop,
contact the Kansas State University Division of Continuing Education
(913) 532-5566.

Pollution Prevention Workshop for the Electroplating Industry

Kansas State University Engineering Extension, EPA Region VII,
Kansas Department of Health and Environment, and the University of
Kansas sponsored the Pollution Prevention Workshop for the
Electroplating Industry. The workshop described simple techniques for
waste reduction in the electroplating industry, including: plating,
rinsing processes and wastewater, wastewater management options,
metals recovery options, waste treatment and management, and
product substitutions and plating alternatives. For more information
regarding this workshop, contact the Kansas State U~versity Division
of Continuing Education at (800) 432-8222.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic
chemical releases and transfers of 17 chemicals from manufacturing
facilities. Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical
releases and transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50 percent as of
1995 from the 1988 baseline year. Certificates of Appreciation have
been given to participants who met their 1992 goals. The list of
chemicals includes 17 high-use chemicals reported in the Toxics
Release Inventory.

Sixty-six companies listed under SIC 37 (transportation) are currently
participating in the 33/50 program. They account for approximately 20
percent of the 405 companies under SIC 37, which is slightly higher
than the average for all industries of 14 percent participation. It should
be noted, however, that the two digit SIC 37 covers a large number of
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small firms performing numerous manufacturing processes. (Contact:
Mike Bums (202) 260-6394 or the 33/50 Program (202) 260-6907)

Exhibit 32 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported under SIC code 37 to TRI. Many of the participating
companies listed multiple SIC codes (in no particular order), and are
therefore likely to conduct operations in addition to the motor vehicle               -
assembly industry. The table shows the number of facilities within
each company that are participating in the 33/50 program; each
company’s total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals; and the
percent reduction in these chemicals since 1988.

Exhibit 32
Motor Vehicle Assembly Facilities Participating in the 33/50 Program

Parent Facility name Parent ST SIC        # of 1993 %
City Codes Participating Releases Reduction~

Facilities and 1988 to
Transfers 1993

0bs.)
American Honda Motor Co., Torrance CA 3711 2 3,254,180 *
Inc,
Chrysler Corporation Highland MI 3711 8 3,623,717 80

Park
Ford Motor Company Dearborn MI 3465, 3711 19 15,368,032 15
General Motors Corporation Detroit MI 3711 23 16,751,198
Harsco Corporation Camp Hill PA 3711, 3713 1 415,574 **

Navistar International Corp.Chicago IL 3711 1 180,834 *
New United Motor Fremont CA 371 li 1 420,125 **
Manufacturing
Northrop Gramman Corp. Los Angeles CA 371-I 1 2,357,844 35
Superior Coaches Lima OH 3711! 1 87,900! 44
¯ = not quantifiable against 1988

¯ * = use reduction gonl only.

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have volunteered
to demonstrate innovative approaches to environmental management
and compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial
facilities and Federal installations which will demonstrate the
principles of the ELP program. These principles include:
environmental management systems, multimedia compliance
assurance, third-party verification of compliance, public measures of
accountability, community involvement, and mentoring programs. In
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return for participating, pilot participants receive public recognition
and are given a period of time to correct any violations discovered
during these experimental projects. (Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP
Director (202) 564-5081 or Robert Fentress (202) 564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek
to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing
participants to replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on
the condition that they produce greater environmental benefits. EPA
and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
Agreement, detailing specific objectives that the regulated entity shall
satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant a certain degree of
regulatory flexibility and may seek changes in underlying regulations
or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support
from local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA
hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including
facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by
EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will
move to implementation within six months of their selection. For
additional information regarding XL Projects, including application
procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice, or
contact Jon Kessler at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis (202) 260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-
efficient lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants
which include major corporations; small and medium sized
businesses; Federal, State and local governments; non-profit groups;
schools; universities; and health care facilities. Each participant is
required to survey their facilities and upgrade lighting wherever it is
profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the participants
through a decision support software package, workshops and manuals,
and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Susan
Bullard at (202) 233-9065 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at (202)
775-6650)
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WasteWiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling
collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products.
As of 1994, the program had about 300 companies as members,               _
including a number of major corporations. Members agree to identi~
and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes and must provide
EPA with their waste reduction goals along with yearly progress
reports. EPA in turn provides technical assistance to member
companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo for promotional
purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn (202) 260-0700 or the WasteWiSe
Hotline at (800) 372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with
the Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of
the Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition
Program is a partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the
Department of Energy. The program is designed to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by encouraging reductions across all sectors of the
economy, encouraging participation in the full range of Climate
Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation. Participants
in the program are required to identify and commit to actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives
organizations early recognition for their reduction commitments;
provides technical assistance through consulting services, workshops,
and guides; and provides access to the program’s centralized
information system. At EPA, the program is operated by the Air and
Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policy Planning and
Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman (202) 260-4407)

NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention are jointly administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment,
and Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up to 50 percent of the
total project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial
waste at its source and become more energy-efficient and cost-
competitive through waste minimization efforts. Grants are used by
industry to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the feasibility, of new
processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce pollution and
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increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all industries;
however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the pulp
and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. (Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office (303) 275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Associations/Industry Sponsored Activity -

As one of the most highly regulated industries in the U.S., the
automotive industry is constantly forced to identify and develop new
ways to produce motor vehicles and motor vehicle parts more
efficiently and with less waste. In an effort to pool resources, three
manufacturers have formed a partnership to promote pollution
prevention initiatives. Information is also provided on the various
trade associations which support the industry.

VIII.C.1. Environmental Progrdms

Automobile Pollution Prevention Project (Auto Project)

Auto Project is a voluntary partnership between the Big Three
automobile manufactures and the State of Michigan (on behalf of eight
Great Lakes States and the U.S. EPA) to promote pollution prevention.
Initiated on September 24, 1991, Auto Project is the first public/private
initiative focused specifically on the environmental impacts resulting
from automobile manufacturing. Auto Project is administered by the
American Automobile Manufacturers Association (AAMA) and the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR). The purpose of
the project is to:

¯ Identify Great Lakes Persistent Toxic (GLPT) substances and
reduce their generation and release

¯ Advance pollution prevention within the auto industry and its
supplier base

¯ Reduce releases of GLPT substances beyond regulatory
requirements

¯ Address regulatory barriers that inhibit pollution prevention.

A progress report released in February 1994 states that significant
accomplishments have been achieved in the last two years and that
releases of the listed GLPT substances by auto companies have been cut
by 20.2 percent in the first year of the Auto Project.Other
accomplishments of Auto Project include:
¯ Developed criteria for identification of GLPT substances
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¯ Identified 65 GLPT substances based on the criteria

¯ Provided highlights of historical pollution prevention efforts

¯ Established priorities and identified opportunities to reduce the
generation and release of the listed substances

¯ Provided pollution prevention case study information for
technology transfer to auto suppliers and other companies

¯ Established a pilot program to identify and reduce regulatory
barriers to pollution prevention actions.

In October 1993 a comprehensive evaluation of the first two years of
the Auto Project was conducted by members of the Great Lakes
environmental community. Results of the evaluation were
documented in a 1993 report entitled So Much Promise, So Little
Progress- An Evaluation of the State of Michigan/Auto Industry Great
Lakes Pollution Prevention Initiative written by the Ann Arbor,
Michigan Ecology Center. The report concludes that although still
promising, Auto Project has been mostly unsuccessful. The Great
Lakes environmental groups claimed the following:

¯ Auto companies have not conducted the promised surveys of
pollution generated by individual plants and manufacturing
processes

¯ Auto companies have initiated few new pollution prevention
projects

¯ Auto company suppliers, who account for more toxic releases
than the auto companies themselves, have not been brought
into the project

¯ Stakeholders (environmental groups and labor) have not had
adequate opportunities to participate

¯ Auto companies have yet to establish clear goals or timetables
for eliminating toxic substances from their processes.
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VIII.C.2. Summary. of Trade Associations

Trade Associations

Automotive Manufacturers                                                                    -

American Automobile Manufacturers AssociationMembers: 3
(AAMA) Staff: 100
1401 H Street, NW, Suite 900 Budget: $14,000,000
Washington, DC 20005 Contact: Andrew H. Card, Jr.
Phone: (202) 326-5500
Fax: (202) 326-5567

Founded in 1913, AAMA, formerly the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association, represents manufacturers of passenger and commercial
cars, trucks, and buses to improve vehicle safety, reduce air pollution,
and assist in long-term energy conservation objectives. This
association compiles statistics, disseminates information, and conducts
research programs and legislative monitoring on Federal and State
levels. AAMA also maintains patents and communications libraries,
and publishes the following annual documents: Motor Vehicle Facts
and Figures, Motor Vehicle Identification Manual, and World Motor
Vehicle Data Book.

Association of International Automobile Members: 35
.’ Manufacturers (AIAM) Budget: $4,200,000

1001 19th Street, North, Suite 1200 Contact: Phillip Hutchinson
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone: (703) 525-7788
Fax: (703) 525-3289

Founded in 1964, AIAM represents companies that manufacture
automobiles or automotive equipment and that import into, or export
from, the United States. This association acts as a clearinghouse for
information, especially with regard to proposed State and Federal
regulations in the automobile industry as they bear on imported
automobiles, and reports proposed regulations by State or Federal
governments pertaining to equipment standards, licensing, and other
matters affecting members. AIAM publishes materials on State and
Federal laws, regulations, and standards.
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American Foundrymen’s Society (AFS) Members: 13~500
505 State Street Staff: 52
Des Plaines, IL 60016 Contact: Ezra L. Kotzin
Phone: (708) 824-0181
Fax: (708) 824-7848

Founded in 1896, AFS represents foundrymen, patternmakers,
technologists, and educators and sponsors foundry training courses
through the Cast Metals Institute on all subjects pertaining to the
castings industry. The Society conducts educational and instructional
activities on the foundry industry and sponsors ten regional foundry
conferences and 400 local foundry technical meetings. AFS maintains
the Technical Information Center, a literature search and document
retrieval service, and the Metalcasting Abstract Service, which provides
abstracts of the latest metal casting literature. In addition to providing
environmental services and testing, AFS publishes Modern Casting
(monthly), which covers current technology practices and other
influences affecting the production and marketing of metal castings.

Automotive Presidents Council (APC) Members: 50
1325 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, 6th Floor Contact: Christopher Bates
Washington, D.C. 20004
Phone: (202) 393-6362
Fax: (202) 737-3742

Founded in 1966, APC represents presidents and chief executive officers
of leading manufacturing companies producing automotive parts,
equipment, accessories, tools, - paint, and refinishing supplies. This
council provides a forum in which chief executives can discuss areas of
mutual interest or top management problems, share ideas, and
exchange solutions.

Automotive Parts and Equipment

Automotive Parts and Accessories Association Members: 2000
(APAA) Staff: 26
4600 East West Highway, Suite 300 Budget: $3,000,000
Bethesda, MD 20814 Contact: Lawrence Hecker
Phone: (301) 654-6664
Fax: (301) 654-3299

Founded in 1967, this association represents automotive parts and
accessories retailers, distributors, manufacturers, and manufacturers’
representatives. APAA conducts research, compiles statistics, conducts
seminars, provides a specialized education program, and operates a
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speakers’ bureau and placement service. This association publishes
APAA Frontlines (bimonthly), APAA Government Report (periodic),
APAA Tech Service Report (monthly), APAA Who’s Who (annual),
APAA Membership Directory (periodic), Computer News for the
Automotive Aftermarket (monthly), and Foreign Buyers Directory
(annual).

Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Association Members: 750
(MEMA) Staff: 62
#10 Laboratory Drive Budget: $3,500,000
P.O. Box 13966 Contact: Robert Miller
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-3966
Phone: (919) 549-4800
Fax: (919) 549-4824

Founded in 1904, MEMA represents manufacturers of automotive and
heavy-duty original equipment and replacement components,
maintenance equipment, chemicals, accessories, refinishing supplies,
tools, and service equipment. This organization provides the
following manufacturer-oriented services: marketing consultation;
Federal and State legal, safety, and legislative representation and
consultation; personnel services; and manpower development
workshops. In addition, MEMA conducts seminars on domestic and
overseas marketing, Federal trade regulations, freight forwarding, and
credit and collection. This association publishes the following
documents: Automotive Distributor Trends and Financial Analysis
(periodic), Credit and Sales Reference Directory (semiannual),
International Buyer’s Guide of U.S. Automotive and Heavy Duty
Products (Biennial), Marketing° Insight (quarterly), and Autobody
Supply and Equipment Market.

Finishing and Dismantling

Paint, Body, and Equipment Association (PBEA)Members: 100
c/o Martin Fromm and Associates Staff: 6
9140 Ward Parkway, Suite 200 Contact: Barbara Aubin
Kansas City, MO 64114
Phone: (816) 444-3500
Fax: (816) 444-0330

Founded in 1975, PBEA represents warehouse distributors and
manufacturers specializing in the automotive paint, body, and
equipment field. This organization conducts management seminars
and publishes an annual Membership Directory and a bimonthly
Newsletter.
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Automotive Recyclers Association (ARA) Members: 5,500
3975 Fair Ridge Drive Staff: 12
320 Terrace Level North Budget: $1,100,000
Fairfax, VA 22033 Contact: WiLliam Steinkuller
Phone: (703) 385-1001
Fax: (703) 385-1494

Founded in 1943, ADRA represents firms that sell used auto, truck,
motorcycle, bus, farm, and construction equipment parts, as well as
firms that supply equipment and services to the industry. This
organization seeks to improve industry business practices and
operating techniques through information exchange via meetings and
publications, including ADRA Newsletter (monthly), Automotive
Recycling (bimonthly), and Industry Survey (biennial).
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE
MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

General Profile

AAMA Motor Vehicle Facts & Figures ’93, Government Affairs Division, The
American Automobile Manufacturers Association, 1993.                                          -

Encyclopedia of Associations, 27th ed., Deborah M. Burek, ed., Gale Research Inc.,
Detroit, Michigan, 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R92-008), April 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001), April 1993.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Industry & Trade Summary, Official Statistics of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, USITC
Publication 2751 "Certain Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories" March 1994.

Metalcasting Makes America Strong, American Foundrymen’s Society, Inc., 1994.

Recycling Old Vehicles: Its Everybody’s Business, American Automobile
Manufacturers Association.

The Real Climate of the Auto Industry, David E. Cole and Michael S. Flynn, The
Detroiter, December 1992.

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget, 1987.

UMTRI Research Review: Delphi VII - Forecast and Analysis of the North
American Automotive Industry, University of Michigan Transportation Research
Institute, Volume 24, Number 5, March-April 1994.

U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994, Department of Commerce.

U.S. Global Trade Outlook, 1995-2000, Towards the 21st Century. Department of
Commerce. March 1995.

1987 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series: Motor Vehicles and Equipment,
Bureau of the Census, (MC87-I-37A).

1992 Census of Manufacturers, Industry Series: Motor Vehicles and Equipment
Bureau of the Census. Bureau of the Census, (MC82-I-37A).
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Process Description

Changing Casting Demands Shape Ford’s New Foundry, David P. Kanicki, Modern
Casting, September 1994.

Gene Prashan, American Automobile Manufacturers Association, October 1994.

Hot Dip Galvanized Coatings, American Society for Metals Committee on Hot Dip
Galvanized Coatings, Metals Handbook, 9th Edition, Volume 5.

Machining, American Society for Metals, Metals Handbook: 9th Edition, Volume
16, 1989.

Making the Car, American Automobile Manufacturers Association, January 1992.

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, 6th ed., vols. 5, 6, 11, 13, 14, 16,
18, 19, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, New York, 1987.

Properties and Selection: Stainless Steels, Tool Materials and Special Purpose
Materials, American Society for Metals, Metals Handbook, 9th Edition, Volume 3,
1980.

Selection of Cleaning Process Metals, American Society for Metals Committee on
Selection of Cleaning Process, Handbook, 9th Edition.

Surface Cleaning, Finishing, and Coating, American Society f6r Metals, Metals
Handbook: 9th Edition, Volume 5, 1982.

Rel~ulatory Profile

Environmental Regulation and Control in US Foundries, J.T. Radia, BCIRA
International Conference, 1993.

EPA OPPTS Title II! Section 313 Release Reporting Guidance: Estimating Chemical
Releases from Electroplating Operations, 1988.

Guidance Manual for Electroplating and Metal Finishing Pretreatment Standards,
EPA/Effluent Guidelines Division and Permits Division, 1984.

The U.S. Auto Industry 2000: Plastic Application Issues from an Industry
Perspective, Society of Plastic Engineers, 1992.

You Can Breath Easier, Andrew Ryder, Heavy Duty Trucking, August 1994.
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Pollution Prevention

Automotive Pollution Prevention Progress Report, American Automobile
Manufacturers Association and The State of Michigan, February 1994.

General Motors Environmental Report, 1994.

Minnesota Technical Assistance Program Checklists for Identifying Waste
Reduction Opportunities.

Pollution Prevention at General Motors, Sandra S. Brewer, P.N. Mishra Ph.D., O.
Warren Underwood, and Todd Williams, General Motors Corporation, Detroit,
Michigan, 1995.

Pollution Prevention In Metal Manufacturing: Saving Money Through Pollution
Prevention, EPA, OSW, October 1989.

Pollution Prevention Options In Metal Fabricated Products Industries: A
Bibliographic Report, EPA, OPPT, January 1992.

So Much Promise, So Little Progress - An Evaluation of the State of Michigan/Auto
Industry Great Lakes Pollution Prevention Initiative, Chanes Griffith and Rober
Ginsburg Ph.D., On behalf of the Michigan Environmental Council, October 1993.

Su~stainable Industry: Promoting Strategic Environmental Protection in the
Industrial Sector, Phase 1 Report, EPA, OPPE, June 1994.

Toxic Chemical Release Inventory: Clarification and Guidance for the Metal
Fabrication Industry, EPA, OTS, 1990.

Contacts

Contacts* Organization Telephone

Carol Kemker Region IV (404) 347-3555

John Lank Region W (404) 347-7603

Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments
during the development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that
the individuals listed do not necessarily endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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Contacts" Organization Telephone

Paul Novak Region V (216) 522-7260

Kurt Hildebrandt Region VII (913) 551-7413

David Cole University of Michigan
Transportation Research
Institute (UMTRI)
Office for the Study of Automotive
Transportation (OSAT) (313) 764-2171

Automotive Parts and Accessories
Association (APAA) (301) 654-6664

Motor anal Equipment Manufacturers
Association (MEMA) (919) 549-4824

American Automobile Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) (313) 872-4311

Ellen Shapiro AAMA (202) 326-5549
Larry Slimack AAMA (313) 871-5340
Gene Praschan AAMA (919) 361-0210

American Foundrymen’s
Society, Inc, (AFS) (800) 537-4237

Ezra L. Kotzin AFS (708) 824-0181
Chris Richter AFS (202) 842-4864

David Carelson Chrysler Corp. (810) 576-4876
Connie Pell Chrysler Corp. (810) 476-5502

Sandy Brueher General Motors Corp. (313) 556-7625
Lee Hachigian General Motors Corp. (313) 556-7658

Mike Swartz Ford Motor Corp. (313) 594-2492

Amy Lilly AIAM, Director of Plant. (703) 525-7788
Operations

* Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments
during the development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that
the individuals listed do not necessarily endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance;-laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSEN$E WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http ://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the-following address:

www.eDa. ov/oeca - then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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~. ~ ~’." ~I~ ’ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
~ ~1~ ~ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Proje~ to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
imique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
A~ross EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistan~ efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that - in industry after industry, community after community -
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Remycted/Recy¢lable ¯ Printed with Vegetable Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Post~onsumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding
environmental issues associated with specific industrial sectors. The documents
were developed under contract by Abt Associates (Cambridge, MA), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this
document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800        -
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be
directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to-certain groups or subscribers, such as
public and academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the
media. For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these
documents, please refer to the contact names and numbers provided within this
volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e
Bulletin Board and via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web.
Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph courtesy of Reynolds Aluminum Recycling Company,
Richmond, Virginia. Special thanks to Terry Olbrysh for providing photographs.
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The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/3 I0-R-95-001. Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry. Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EP, A/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-502 !
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind. Rafael Sanehez564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh, 1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997

This page updated during June 1997 reprinting
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

AFS - AIRS Facility Subsystem (CAA database)
AIRS - Aerometric Information Retrieval System (CAA database)
BIFs- Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (RCRA)
BOD- Biochemical Oxygen Demand
CAA - Clean Air Act
CAAA - Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
CERCLA- Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and

Liability Act
CERCLIS- CERCLA Information System
CFCs - Chlorofluorocarbons
CO- Carbon Monoxide
COD- Chemical Oxygen Der~and
CSI- Common Sense Initiative
CWA - Clean Water Act
D&B - Dun and Bradstreet Marketing Index
ELP- Environmental Leadership Program
EPA- United States Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA- Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
FIFRA - Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
FINDS - Facility Indexing System
HAPs- Hazardous Air Pollutants (CAA)
HSDB - Hazardous Substances Data Bank
IDEA - Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
LDR- Land Disposal Restrictions (RCRA)
LEPCs- Local Emergency Planning Cominittees
MACT- Maximum Achievable Control Technology (CAA)
MCLGs- Maximum Contaminant Level Goals
MCLs- Maximum Contaminant Levels
MEK- Methyl Ethyl Ketone
MSDSs - Material Safety Data Sheets
NAAQS - National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAA)
NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
NCDB - National Compliance Database (for TSCA, FIFRA, EPCRA)
NCP- National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NEIC- National Enforcement Investigation Center
NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NO2" Nitrogen Dioxide
NOV - Notice of Violation
NOx- Nitrogen Oxide
NPDES- National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
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NONFERROUS METALS INDUSTRY
(SIC 333-334)

L INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to
traditional single-media approaches to environmental protection.
Environmental regulatory agencies are beginning to embrace
comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility permitting,
enforcement and comlSliance assurance, education/outreach, research,
and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, water, and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these
inter-relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One
way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental
policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental
concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar products
can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need
to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA
Office of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project wa~ initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, States, the
regulated community, environmental groups, and the public became
interested in this project, the scope of the original project was
expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common sense
environmental protection measures for specific industries is
dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description
of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed
between regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the
subject of a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a
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manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched from
a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on
the information included, each notebook went through an external
review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all
those that participated in this process and enabled us to develop more
complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who
reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be
sources of additional information. The individuals and groups on this
list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
the notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy
and electronically. If you have any comments on the existing
notebook, or if you would like to provide additional information,
please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA Office of
Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-A),
Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board or" the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web for
general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in,
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
Enviro$en$e Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic regions
or States may have unique characteristics that are not fully captured in
these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance encourages
State and local environmental agencies and other groups to
supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook to
include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may
be available. Additionally, interested States may want to supplement
the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section
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with State and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section
in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the
opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us
in the further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks
for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the
Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE NONFERROUS METALS INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the Nonferrous
Metals Industry and the organization of this sector’s notebook.

II.A. Introduction and Background of the Notebook

The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 33 is composed of
establishments that engage in: the primary and secondary smelting
and refining of ferrous and nonferrous metal from ore or scrap; rolling,
drawing, and alloying; and the manufacturing and casting of basic
metal products such as nails, spikes, wire, and cable. Primary smelting
and refining produces metals directly from ores, while secondary
refining and smelting produces metals from scrap and process waste.
Scrap is bits and pieces of metal parts, bars, turnings, sheets, and wire
that are off-specification or worn-out but are capable of being recycled.

Two metal recovery technologies are generally used to produce refined
metals. Pyrometallurgical technologies are processes that use heat to
separate desired metals from other less or undesirable materials. These
processes capitalize on the differences between constituent oxidation
potential, melting point, vapor pressure, density, and/or miscibility
when melted. Examples of pyrometallurgical processes include drying,
calcining, roasting, sintering, retorting, and smelting.
Hydrometallurgical technologies differ from pyrometallurgical
processes in that the desired metals are separated from undesirables
using techniques that capitali.ze on differences between constituent
solubilities and/or electrochemical properties while in aqueous
solutions. Examples of hydrometallurgical processes include leaching,
chemical precipitation, electrolytic recovery, membrane separation, ion
exchange, and solvent extraction.

During. pyrometallic processing, an ore, after being concentrated by
beneficiation (crushing, washing, and drying) is sintered, or combined
by heat, with other materials such as baghouse dust and flux. The
concentrate is then smelted, or melted, in a blast furnace in order to
fuse the desired metals into an impure molten bullion. This bullion
then undergoes a third pyrometallic process to refine the metal to the
desired level of purity. Each time the ore or bullion is heated, waste
materials are created. Air emissions such as dust may be captured in a
baghouse and are either disposed of or returned to the process
depending upon the residual metal content. Sulfur is also captured,
and when concentrations are above four percent it can be turned into
sulfuric acid, a component of fertilizers. Depending upon the origin of
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the ore and its residual metals content, various metals such as gold and
silver may also be produced as by-products.

Production operations under this SIC code are subject to a number of
regulations, including those imposed by the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Clean Water Act (CWA), and the Clean
Air Act (CAA). A number of RCRA-listed hazardous wastes are
produced during primary refining operations which require the
heating of ores to remove impurities. Specific pretreatment standards
under the CWA apply to the processes associated with copper and
aluminum. Lastly, large amounts of sulfur are released during copper,
lead, and zinc smelting operations which are regulated under the CAA.

The Department of Commerce classification codes divide this industry
by production proces.s. The two-digit SIC code is broken down as
follows:

SIC 331 - Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and Rolling and
Finishing Mills (covered in a separate profile)

SIC 332 - Iron and Steel Foundries (covered in a separate
profile)

SIC 333 - Primary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous
Metals

SIC 334 - Secondary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous
Metals

SIC 335 - Rolling, Drawing, and Extruding of Nonferrous
Metals (not covered in this profile)

SIC 336 - Nonferrous Foundries (castings) (not covered in
this profile)

SIC 339 - Miscellaneous Primary Metal Products (not covered
in this profile).

II.B. Organization of the Nonferrous Metals Notebook

SIC 33 is a diverse industrial area which is comprised of many different
manufacturing processes. It is because of this diversity of processes and
related pollutant issues that this notebook focuses only on SIC 333 and
334; Primary and Secondary Nonferrous Metals Processing. The
metals aluminum, copper, lead, and zinc were chosen for inclusion in
this profile because they are the four most widely used nonferrous
metals in the United States. Where possible, information for the four
metals is discussed separately. However, due to the SIC groupings, in
many instances data for all four metals and other processes are
intermingled. Every effort will be made to highlight where separate
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information is available and where information concerning more than
one of the metals has been intermingled.

The notebook begins with a discussion of the primary and secondary,
aluminum industries. This discussion is comprised of economic and
geographic characterizations of the industries and detailed discussions
of the industrial processes involved, including production line raw
material inputs and pollution outputs. The following three sections
provide the same information for copper, lead, and zinc, respectively.
The notebook continues with EPA Toxics Release Inventory data for
the nonferrous metals industry. Much of this information is
intermingled, but where possible has been separated. The notebook
concludes with sections discussing pollution prevention opportunities,
pending and proposed regulatory requirements, compliance and
enforcement informa.tion, and compliance activities and initiatives.
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I:~RIMARY AND SECONDARY ALUMINUM PROCESSING INDUSTRY

IILA. Characterization of Industry - Aluminum

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the Primary and Secondary Aluminum Industry. The type of
facilities described within the document are also described in terms of
their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

UI.A.1. Industry. Size and Geog-raphic Distribution - Aluminu~n

The following discussion is based upon the following materials:
"Aluminum Know ;he Facts, July 1994/’ the Aluminum
Association; "Industry & Trade Summary - Aluminum," the U.S.
Trade Commission; and "U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994 - Metals,"
U.S. Department of Commerce.

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definitional differences. This
document does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather
reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

In 1993, the majority of primary aluminum producers (SIC 3334) in the
U.S. were located either in the Northwest (39.1 percent of U.S. capacity)
or the Ohio River Valley (31.1 percent of U.S. capacity), while most
secondary aluminum smelters were located in Southern California and
the Great Lakes Region. The-reason for the difference in plant
locations is due to the energy intensive nature of the primary
aluminum smelting process and the cost of fuels. Primary smelters are
located in the Northwest and Ohio River Valley to take advantage of
the abundant supplies of hydroelectric and coal-based energy, while
secondary smelters locate themselves near major industrial and
consumer centers to take advantage of the large amounts of scrap
generated. Secondary smelting uses 95 percent less energy to produce
the same product than primary reduction. On the average, a third of
primary production costs are attributable to the cost of energy.

The domestic primary aluminum smelting industry consists of 23
smelting facilities operated by 13 firms which employ approximately
20,000. Of the thirteen firms, four integrated producers, Alcoa,
Alumax, Reynolds, and Kaiser, accounted for 63 percent of 1993’s
capacity. The secondary smelting industry operates an estimated 68
plants employing 3,600. These figures have remained stable since 1988
and reflect an industry that emerged strong and competitive following
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the contractions and restructuring of the early 1980’s that were caused
by worldwide price swings and supply/demand disequilibrium.

About 40 percent of the domestic supply of aluminum is recovered by
secondary refiners (SIC 334) from both purchased new and old
aluminum scrap. New scrap is material generated during the
fabrication of aluminum products. Old scrap includes products such as
aluminum pistons and other aluminum engine or body parts from
junked cars, used aluminum beverage cans, doors and siding, and used
aluminum foil. In 1993, 2.3 million metric tons (Mmt) of metal,
valued at an estimated $3.5 billion, were recovered from both new and
old aluminum scrap. Of this total, approximaterly 55 percent was
recovered from old scrap. Recycling rates for aluminum beverage
containers reached 63 percent (60 billion cans) in 1993, keeping more
than two billion pounds of material out of landfills.

HI.A.2. Product Characterization - Aluminum

The primary and secondary aluminum industry produces ingots of
pure (greater than 99 percent) aluminum that serve as feedstock for
other materials and processes. Within the U.S., the leading end-users
of aluminum come from three industries; containers and packaging,
transportation, and building and construction. In 1993, demand from
the three industries accounted for an estimated 60 percent of the eight
Mmt of aluminum ingot and semifabricated products produced, with
containers and packaging alone accounting for more than 25 percent of
total shipments. Examples of materials produced with aluminum are:
sheet metal; aluminum plate and foil; rod, bar, and wire; beverage cans,
automobiles, aircraft componer~ts, and window/door frames.

IXI.A.3. Economic Trends - Aluminum

The amount of aluminum a plant could produce if working at
engineered (full) capacity held steady in 1993. This was due to two
factors: reduced hydroelectric supplies in the Northwest and falling
aluminum prices. Hydroelectric supplies were reduced in the
Northwest due to drought. Prices for primary aluminum fell to record-
lows in 1993 despite a slight global increase in demand, due in large
part to a flood of exports from the former Soviet republics.

U.S. aluminum shipments increased 12 percent in 1994, based on
increased demands in the beverage can stock and transportation
sectors. At present, the automotive sector is the largest end-user. The
next largest end-user is the beverage can stock.
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Automotive use of aluminum is expected to sky-rocket as the sector
increases its use of aluminum to increase fuel efficiency. Chrysler
Corporation may begin building an aluminum-intensive car in 1996,
employing 600-700 pounds of aluminum per car. The reduction in
weight for a midsize vehicle would cut gasoline consumption by one
gallon for each 100 miles driven.

III.B. Industrial Process Description - Aluminum

This section describes the major industrial processes within the
Primary and Secondary Aluminum industry, including the materials
and equipment used, and the processes employed. The section is
designed for those interested in gaining a general understanding of the
industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship between the
industrial process and the topics described in subsequent sections of
this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention opportunities,
and Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate
published engineering information that is available for this industry.
Refer to Section XII for a list of reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provides a concise description of where wastes
may be produced in the process. This section also describes the
potential fate (air, water, land) of these waste products.

UI.B.1. Industrial Processes in the Primary. and Secondary. Aluminum Industry.

The following discussion is based in part upon the following
documents: "Background Listing Document for K088," and AP42 from
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and materials provided by
The Aluminum Association, Incorporated.

Primary Aluminum Processing

Primary aluminum producers generally employ a three step process to
produce aluminum alloy ingots. First, alumina is extracted from
bauxite ore using the Bayer process (See Exhibit 1). In the Bayer process,
finely crushed bauxite is mixed with an aqueous sodium hydroxide
(caustic soda) solution to form a slurry. The slurry is then reacted at a
high temperature under steam pressure in a vessel known as a
digester, and creates a mixture of dissolved aluminum oxides and
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bauxite residues. During the reaction a majority of the impurities such
as silicon, iron, titanium, and calcium oxides drop to the bottom of the
digester and form a sludge. The remaining sodium aluminate slurry is
then flash cooled by evaporation and sent for clarification. During
clarification, agents such as starch are added to help any fine impurities
that remain in the slurry, such as sand, to drop out, further purifying
the sodium aluminate solution. The solution is then fed into a
precipitation tank to be crystallized. In the precipitator the solution is
allowed to cool with the addition of a small amount of aluminum
hydroxide "seed." The seed stimulates the precipitation of solid crystals
of aluminum hydroxide and sodium hydroxide.
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Exhibit I - Bayer Process (Alumina Refining)
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The aluminum hydroxide crystals settle to the tank bottom, and are
removed. The crystals are then washed to remove any caustic soda
residues, vacuum dewatered, and sent on for calcination. In the
calciners (a type of rotating kiln) the aluminum hydroxide is roasted
for further dewatering.

In the second step, the aluminum oxide (alumina) produced during
the Bayer process is reduced to make pure molten aluminum.
Alumina is a fine white powder, and consists of about equal weights of
aluminum and oxygen. The strong chemical bond that exists between
the aluminum and oxygen makes separating them difficult D
pyrometallurgical separation requires a temperature of about 3600
degrees F. However, in 1866 it was discovered that alumina will
dissolve when placed in the molten metal cryolite at around only 1742
degrees F. Once dissolved, the aluminum oxide is readily separated
into aluminum and oxygen by electric current. The Hall-Heroult
process, as this type of electrolytic reduction is known, begins with the
placement of the alumina into electrolytic ceils, or "pots," filled with
molten cryolite (See Exhibit 2). Though the process requires large
amounts of electricity (six or seven kilowatts of electricity per pound of
aluminum produced), on13~ a low voltage is needed. This allows the
pots to be laid out in a series along one long electrical circuit to form
what is known as a "potline." Within each pot a positive electric
current is passed through the cryolite by means of a carbon anode
submerged in the liquid cryolite. The oxygen atoms, separated from
aluminum oxide, carry a negative electrical charge and are attracted to
the carbon anodes. The carbon and the oxygen combine immediately
to form carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. These gases bubble free
of the melt. The aluminum iwhich is more than 99 percent pure)
collects at the bottom of the pot, is siphoned off, placed into crucibles,
and then transferred to melting/holding furnaces.
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Exhibit 2 - Aluminum Anodes
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The third step consists of either mixing the molten aluminum with
other metals to form alloys of specific characteristics, or casting the
aluminum into ingots for transport to fabricating shops. Casting
involves pouring molten aluminum into molds and cooling it with
water. At some plants, the molten aluminum may be batch treated in
furnaces to remove oxide, gaseous impurities and active metals such as
sodium and magnesium before casting. Some plants add a flux of
chloride and fluoride salts and then bubble chlorine gas, usually mixed
with an inert gas, through the molten mixture. Chloride reacts with
the impurities to form HCL, A1203, and metal chloride emissions. A
dross forms to float on the molten aluminum and is removed before
casting.

Two types of anodes may be used during the reduction process; either
an anode paste or a p.re-baked anode. Because the carbon is consumed
during the refining process (about one-half pound of carbon is
consumed for every pound of aluminum produced), if anode paste
(Soderberg anode) is used, it needs to be continuously fed through an
opening in the steel shell of the pot. The drawback to pre-baked anodes
is that they require that a pre-baked anode fabricating plant be located
nearby or on-site. Most aluminum reduction plants include their own
facilities to manufacture anode paste and/or pre-baked anode blocks.
These pre-baked blocks, each of which may weigh 600 or 700 pounds,
must be replaced after 14 to 20 days of service.

One waste material produced during the primary production of
aluminum are fluoride compounds. Fluoride compounds are
principally produced during the reduction process. One reason that
pre-baked anodes are favored is that the closure of the pots during
smelting facilitates the capture of fluoride emissions, though manv
modern smelters employ other methods to capture and recycle
fluorides and other emissions.

The pots used to hold the aluminum during smelting range in size
from 30 to 50 feet long, 9 to 12 feet wide, and 3 to 4 feet high, and are
lined with refractory brick and carbon. Eventually the carbon linings
crack and must be removed and replaced. However, during the
aluminum reduction process iron cyanide complexes form in the
carbon portion of the liners. When the linings are removed they are
"spent," and are considered to be RCRA listed hazardous waste K088.
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Secondary Aluminum Processing

In the secondary production of aluminum, scrap is usually melted in
gas- or oil-fired reverberatory furnaces of 30,000 to over 100,000 pounds
capacity. The furnaces have one or two charging wells separated from
the main bath by a refractory wall that permits only molten metal into
the main bath. The principal processing of aluminum-base scrap
involves the removal of magnesium by treating the molten bath with
chlorine or with various fluxes such as aluminum chloride,
aluminum fluoride, or mixtures of sodium and potassium chlorides
and fluorides. To facilitate handling, a significant proportion of the old
aluminum scrap, and in some cases new scrap, is simply melted to
form sweated pig that must be processed further to make specification-
grade ingot.

Another method of secondary aluminum recovery uses aluminum
drosses as the charge instead of scrap. Traditionally, the term dross was
defined as a thick liquid or solid phase that forms at the surface of
molten aluminum, and is a by-product of melting operations. It is
formed with or without fluxing and the free aluminum content of this
by-product can vary considerably. Most people in the industry have
generally referred to dross as being lower in aluminum content, while
the material with a higher aluminum content is referred to as "skim,"
or "rich" or "white dross." If a salt flux is used in the melting process,
the by-product is usually called a ’"~lack dross" or "salt cake." Drosses
containing about 30 percent metallics are usually crushed and screened
to bring the metallic content up to about 60 to 70 percent. They are
then melted in a rotary furnace~, where the molten aluminum metal
collects on the bottom of the furnace and is tapped off. Salt slags
containing less than 30 percent metallics may be leached with water to
separate the metallics. In addition to this classic dross-recycling process,
a new dross treatment process using a water-cooled plasma gas arc
heater (plasma torch) installed in a specially-designed rotary furnace
was patented recently. The new process eliminates the use of salt flux
in the conventional dross treatment process, and reports recovery
efficiencies of 85 to 95 percent.

UI.B.2. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The material inputs and pollution outputs resulting from primary and
secondary aluminum processing are presented by media in Exhibit 3.
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Exhibit 3
Process Materials Inputs/Pollution Outputs - Aluminum

Process Material Input Air Emissions [ Process Wastes Other Wastes
Bauxite Refining Bauxite, sodium Particulates Residue

hydroxide containing
silicon, iroll,
titanium,
calcium oxides,
and caustic

!Alumina Alumina slurry, Wastewater
Clarification and starch, water containing
Precipitation starch, sand,

and caustic
Alumina Aluminum hydrate Particulates and
Calcination water vapor
Primary Alumina, carbon Fluoride, both Spent pot.liners,
Electrolytic anodes, electrolytic gaseous and K088
Aluminum Smeltingcells, cryolite particulates,

carbon dioxide,
sulfur dioxide,
carbon monoxide,
C2F6, CF4, and
perflourinated
carbons (PFC)

Secondary Scrap Aluminum scrap, oil Particulates and Slag containing
Aluminum Smeltingor gas, chlorine or HCL/CI2 magnesium and

other fluxes chlorides
(aluminum chloride,
aluminum fluoride,
sodium and potassium
chlorides, and

, fluorides)
Secondary Aluminum dross, Particulates Wastewater,
Aluminum Dross water salts
Recycling

Primary. Aluminum Processing

Primary aluminum processing activities result in air emissions,
proccess wastes, and other solid-phase wastes. Large amounts of
particulates are generated during the calcining of hydrated aluminum
oxide, but the economic value of this dust for reuse in the process is
such that extensive controls are used to reduce emissions to relatively
small quantities. Small amounts of particulates are emitted from the
bauxite grinding and materials handling processes. Emissions from
aluminum reduction processes are primarily gaseous hydrogen
fluoride and particulate fluorides, alumina, carbon monoxide, volatile
organics, and sulfur dioxide from the reduction cells; and fluorides,
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vaporized organics and sulfur dioxide from the anode baking furnaces.
A variety of control devices such as wet scrubbers are used to abate
emissions from reduction ceils and anode baking furnaces.

Wastewaters generated from primary aluminum processing are
produced during clarification and precipitation though much of this
water is fed back into the process to be reused.

Solid-phase wastes are generated at two stages in the primary
aluminum process; red mud produced during bauxite refining, and
spent potliners from the reduction process. Red mud normally
contains significant amounts of iron, aluminum, silicon, calcium, and
sodium. The types and concentrations of minerals present in the mud
depends on the composition of the ore and the operating conditions in
the digesters. Red mu.d is managed on site in surface impoundments,
and has not been found to exhibit any of the characteristics of
hazardous waste (1990 Report to Congress on Special Wastes from
Mineral Processing). The process does however, generate hazardous
waste. The carbon potliners used to hold the alumina/cryolite solution
during electrolytic aluminum reduction process eventually crack and
need to be removed and replaced. When the liners are removed they
are "spent," and are considered to be RCRA listed hazardous waste
K088.

Secondary. Aluminum Processing

Secondary aluminum processing also results in air emissions,
wastewaters, and solid wastes. Atmospheric emissions from
reverberatory (chlorine) smeltlng/refining represent a significant
fraction of the total particulate and gaseous effluents generated in the
secondary aluminum industry. Typical furnace effluent gases contain
combustion products, chlorine, hydrogen chloride and metal chlorides
of zinc, magnesium, and aluminum, aluminum oxide and various
metals and metal compounds, depending on the quality of scrap
charges. Emissions from reverberatory (fluorine) smelting/refining are
similar to those from reverberatory (chlorine) smelting/refining. The
use of A1F3 rather than chlorine in the demagging step reduces
demagging emissions. Fluorides are emitted as gaseous fluorides or as
dusts. Baghouse scrubbers are usually used for fluoride emission
control.
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Solid-phase wastes are also generated during secondary scrap
aluminum smelting. The slag generated during smelting contains
chlorides resulting from the use of fluxes and magnesium. Waste
waters are also generated during secondary aluminum processing
when water is added to the smelting slags to aid in the separation of
metallics. The waste waters are also likely to be contaminated with salt
from the various fluxes used.
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IV. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COPPER PROCESSING INDUSTRY

IV.A. Characterization of the Industry - Copper

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the Primary and Secondary Copper Industry. The type of facilities
described within the document are also described in terms of their
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

IV.A.1. Industry Size and Geographic Distribution - Copper

The following discussion is based in part upon the following
documents: "U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994 - Metals," U.S.
Department of Commerce, and information provided by the U.S.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definitional differences. This
document does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather
reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

Copper ore is mined in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
but is primarily processed and consumed by countries in the Northern
Hemisphere. The U.S., is both a major producer (second only to Chile)
and consumer of copper.

The domestic primary unwrought, or unworked, integrated copper
industry consists of mines, cohcentrators, smelters, refineries, and
electrowinning plants (SIC 3331 encompasses facilities engaging in
primary smelting and refining, but not mining). The number of
operating mines producing copper has decreased from 68 mines in 1989
to 65 mines in 1992. Of the 65 mines actively producing copper in the
U.S., 33 list copper as the primary product. The remaining 32 mines
produce copper either as a byproduct or co-product of gold, lead, zinc, or
silver (U.S. DOI, Bureau of Mines). Nineteen of the 33 active mines
that primarily produce copper are located in Arizona, which accounts
for 65 percent of domestically mined copper ore. The remaining mines
are located throughout New Mexico and Utah, which together account
for 28 percent of domestic production, and Michigan, Montana, and
Missouri account for the remainder (U.S. DOI, Bureau of Mines). Five
integrated producers, Phelps Dodge Corp., Magma Copper Co.,
ASARCO Incorporated, Kennecott Corp., and Cyprus-AMAX Minerals
Co., produce over 90 percent of domestic primary copper.
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In 1988, there were 17 copper mines in the U.S. using leaching
methods, with total production of approximately 227,000 metric tons of
electrowon copper (U.S. EPA; U.S. DOI, Bureau of Mines). According to
the U.S. Bureau of Mines, in 1991 441,000 metric tons of copper (an
increase of 94 percent in three years) were recovered by
leaching/electrowinning methods (U.S. DOI, Bureau of Mines). While
solution operations are conducted throughout the Southwestern U.S.,
almost 75 percent of the facilities (14) are located in Arizona. There are
two facilities in New Mexico, one in Utah, and one in Nevada.

In 1991, the consumption of refined copper in the U.S. decreased by
four percent from 1990 levels. In 1992, refined copper was consumed at
approximately 20 wire-rod mills, 41 brass mills, and 750 foundries,
chemical plants, and other manufacturers. According. to the Bureau of
Mines, in 1992 U.S. consumption of copper was about 2.2 million tons.
Consumption in 1993 and 1994 rose sharply to almost 2.7 million tons.

Fifty-six percent of recycled, or secondary copper, is derived from new
scrap, while 44 percent comes from old scrap. Domestically, the
secondary copper smelting industry is led by four producers: Franklin,
Southwire Co., Chemetco., and Cerro Copper Co. Like the secondary
aluminum industry, these producers buy the scrap they recycle on the
open market, in addition to using scrap generated in their own
downstream productions. The secondary copper industry is
concentrated in Georgia, South Carolina, Illinois, and Missouri.

1V.A.2. Product Characterization - Copper

Because of its superior electrical conductivity, the leading domestic
consumer of refined copper is wire mills, accounting for 75 percent of
refined copper consumption. Brass mills producing copper and copper
alloy semi-fabricated shapes are the other dominant domestic
consumers at 23 percent. The dominant end-users of copper and
copper alloy are the construction and electronic products industries,
accounting for 65 percent of copper end-usage. Transportation
equipment such as radiators also account for a fair amount of copper
end-usage at 11.6 percent. Copper and copper alloys powders are used
for brake linings and bands, bushings, instruments, and filters in the
automotive and aerospace industries, for electrical and electronic
applications, for anti-fouling paints and coatings, and for various
chemical and medical purposes. Copper chemicals, principally copper
sulfate and the cupric and cuprous oxides, are widely used as algaecides,
fungicides, wood preservatives, copper plating, pigments, electronic
applications, and numerous special applications.
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IV.A.3. Economic Trends - Covr)er

Conditions in the U.S. copper industry continued to improve during
1993, and refined copper production increased approximately seven
percent by mid-year as compared to the first half of 1992. U.S. copper
consumption is estimated to grow by approximately 1.5 to 7 percent
through 2000, while global consumption is expected to increase
approximately two percent through the same period. The foreign
market, particularly the Asian Pacific region, is expected to be a growing
market because of its strong automobile, air conditioning, and
consumer electronics industries. China is expected to see the largest
increase in demand if economic reforms continue.

IV.B. Industrial Process Description - Copper

This section describes the major industrial processes within the
Primary and Secondary Copper Processing industry, including the
materials and equipment used, and the processes employed. The
section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution
prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does
not attempt to replicate published engineering information that is
available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of reference
documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provide a concise description of where wastes may
be produced in the process. This section also describes the potential fate
(air, water, land) of these waste products.

IV.B.1. Industrial Processes in the Primary. and Secondary Copper Processing
Industry.

The following discussion is based upon materials provided by the
International Copper Association, Ltd., and the following
documents: "Copper Technology and Competitiveness," Congress
of the United States, Office of Technology Assessment and
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"Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors (AP42)," the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

Primary Copper Processing

Copper is mined in both open pits and underground mines,
depending upon the ore grade and the nature of the ore deposit.
Copper ore typically contains less that one percent copper and is in
the form of sulfide minerals. Once the ore is delivered above the
ground, it is crushed and ground to a powdery fineness, after which
it is concentrated for further processing. In the concentration
process, ground ore is slurried with water, chemical reagents are
added, and air is blown through the slurry. The air bubbles attach
themselves to the copper minerals and are then skimmed off of the
top of the flotation cells. The concentrate contains between 20 and
30 percent copper. The "tailings," or gangue minerals, from the ore
fall to the bottom of the cells and are removed, dewatered by
"thickeners," and transported as a slurry to a tailings pond for
disposal. All water used in this operation, from dewatering
thickeners and the tailings pond, is recovered and recycled back into
the process.

Copper can be produced either pyrometallurgically or
hydrometallurgically depending upon the ore-type used as a charge.
The ore concentrates, which contain copper sulfide and iron sulfide
minerals, are treated by pyrometallurgical processes to yield high
purity copper products. Oxide ores, that contain copper oxide
minerals which may occur in other parts of the mine, together with
other oxidized waste material~, are treated by hydrometallurgical
processes to yield high purity copper products. Both processes are
illustrated in Exhibit 4.

Copper conversion is accomplished by a pyrometallurgical process
known as "smelting." During smelting the concentrates are dried and
fed into one of several different types of furnaces. There the sulfide
minerals are partially oxidized and melted to yield a layer of "matte," a
mixed copper-iron sulfide, and "slag," an upper layer of waste.
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Exhibit 4 - Copper Production Process

Waste/Scrap Sulfide Om Oxide and Sulfide O~

t :0.5-2% copper)
t

(0.3-2% copper)

~ I I" ~so- 90% coppe,) I ...... r" "1 ~’~’~’~-
Copper Ivlatte     ~ (50 - 75% copper)                                                                                                 /

i ~onvei.dng I SX Solution (30 - 40 gtatm/liter of copper)~

Casing _[
Copper Anodes t ~99.5% copper)

Refmiag

I
I

Copper Calhodes (99.99% copper)

Copper~Alloys
~ ReL

Shapes Copper Shapes

Source: Office of Technology Assessment.
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The matte is further processed by a process known as "converting."
The slag is tapped from the furnace and stored or discarded in slag
piles on site. A small amount of slag is sold for railroad ballast and
for sand blasting grit. A third product of the smelting process is
sulfur dioxide, a gas which is collected, purified, and made into
sulfuric acid for sale or for use in hydrometallurgical leaching
operations.

Following smelting, the copper matte is fed into a converter.
During this process the copper matte is poured into a horizontal
cylindrical vessel (approximately 30 x 13 feet) fitted with a row of
pipes (See Exhibit 5). The pipes, known as "tuyeres," project into
the cylinder and are used to introduce air into the converter. Lime
and silica are added to the copper matte to react with the iron oxide
produced in the process to form slag. Scrap copper may also be
added to the converter. The furnace is rotated so that the tuyeres
are submerged, and air is blown into the molten matte causing the
remainder of the iron sulfide to react with oxygen to form iron
oxide and sulfur dioxide. Following the "blow," the converter is
rotated to pour off the iron silicate slag.

Exhibit 5
Cutaway View of a Pierce-Smith Converter for Producing Blister

Copper from Matte
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Once all of the iron is removed, the converter is rotated back and
given a second blow during which the remainder of the sulfur is
oxidized and removed from the copper sulfide. The converter is
then rotated to pour off the molten copper, which at this point is
called "blister" copper (so named because if allowed to solidify at
this point, it will have a bumpy surface due to the presence of
gaseous oxygen and sulfur). Sulfur dioxide from the converters is
collected and fed into the gas purification system together with that
from the smelting furnace and made into sulfuric acid. Due to its
residual copper content, slag is recycled back to the smelting furnace.

Blister copper, containing a minimum of 98.5 percent copper, is
refined to high purity copper in two steps. The first step is "fire
refining," in which the molten blister copper is poured into a
cylindrical furnace, similar in appearance to a converter, where first
air and then natural gas or propane are blown through the melt to
remove the last of the sulfur and any residual oxygen from the
copper. The molten copper is then poured into a casting wheel to
form anodes pure enough for "electrorefining."

In electrorefining, the copper anodes are loaded into electrolytic
ceils and interspaced with copper "starting sheets," or cathodes, in a
bath of copper sulfate solution. When a DC current is passed
through the cell the copper is dissolved from the anode, transported
through the electrolyte, and re-deposited on the cathode starting
sheets. When the cathodes have built-up to sufficient thickness
they are removed from the electrolytic cell and a new set of starting
sheets is put in their place. Solid. impurities in the anodes fall to the
bottom of the cell as a sludge where they are ultimately collected
and processed for the recovery of precious metals such as gold and
silver. This material is known as "anode slime."

The cathodes removed from the electrolytic cell are the primary
product of the copper producer and contain 99.99+ percent copper.
These may be sold to wire-rod mills as cathodes or processed further
to a product called "rod." In manufacturing rod, cathodes are
melted in a shaft furnace and the molten copper is poured onto a
casting wheel to form a bar suitable for rolling into a 3/8-inch
diameter continuous rod. This rod product is shipped to wire mills
where it is extruded into various sizes of copper wire.

In the hydrometallurgical process, the oxidized ores and waste
materials are leached with sulfuric acid from the smelting process.
Leaching is performed in situ, or in specially prepared piles by
distributing acid across the top and allowing it to percolate down
through the material where it is collected. The ground under the
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leach pads is lined with an acid proof, impermeable plastic material
to prevent leach liquor from contaminating groundwater. Once the
copper-rich solutions are collected they can be processed by either of
two processes the "cementation" process or the "solvent
extraction/electrowinning" process (SXEW). In the cementation
process (which is rarely used today), the copper in the acidic
solution is deposited on the surface of scrap iron in exchange for the
iron. When sufficient copper has been "cemented out" the copper-
rich iron is put into the smelter together with the ore concentrates,
for copper recovery via the pyrometallurgical route.

In the SXEW process, the pregnant leach solution (PLS) is
concentrated by solvent extraction. In solvent extraction, an organic
chemical that extracts copper but not impurity metals (iron and
other impurities) is mixed with the PLS. The copper-laden organic
solution is then separated from the leachate in a settling tank.
Sulfuric acid is added to the pregnant organic mixture, which strips
the copper into an electrolytic solution. The stripped leachate,
containing the iron and other impurities, is returned to the
leaching operation where its acid is used for further leaching. The
cepper-rich strip solution is passed into an electrolytic cell known as
an "electrowinning" cell. An electrowinning cell differs from an
electrorefining cell in that it uses a permanent, insoluble anode.
The copper in solution is then plated onto a starting sheet cathode
in much the same manner as it is on the cathode in an
electrorefining cell. The copper-depleted electrolyte is returned to
the solvent extraction process where it is used to strip more copper
from the organic. The cathodes produced from the electrowinning
process are then sold or made ~nto rod in the same manner as those
produced from the electrorefining process.

Electrowinning cells are used also for the preparation of starting
sheets for both the electrorefining and electrowinning processes.
Here copper is plated onto either stainless steel or titanium
cathodes. When sufficient thickness has built-up, the cathodes are
removed and the copper plating on both sides of the stainless steel
or titanium is stripped off. After straightening and flattening, these
copper sheets are fabricated into starting sheet cathodes by
mechanically attaching copper strips to be used as hangers when
they are in the electrolytic cell. Both the starting sheet and the strips
become part of the final product. The same care in achieving and
maintaining purity must be maintained with these materials as is
practiced for the electrodeposited copper.
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An activity that is carried out concurrently with the primary copper
production is sulfur fixation. As mentioned above, in the
pyrometallurgical process most of the sulfur in the ore is transformed
into sulfur dioxide (though a portion is discarded in the slag). The
copper smelting and converting processes typically generate over half a
ton of sulfur dioxide per ton of copper concentrate. In order to meet
CAA emission standards, sulfur dioxide releases must be controlled.
This is accomplished by elaborate gas collection and filtration systems
after which the sulfur dioxide contained in the off-gases is made into
sulfuric acid. In general, if the sulfur dioxide concentration exceeds
four percent it will be converted into sulfuric acid, an ingredient in
fertilizer. Fugitive gases containing less than four percent sulfuric acid
are either released to the atmosphere or scrubbed to remove the sulfur
dioxide. The sulfur recovery process requires the emissions to flow
through a filtering material in the air emissions scrubber to capture the
sulfur. A blowdown slurry is formed from the mixture of the filtering
material and sulfur emissions. This slurry contains not only sulfur,
but cadmium and lead, metals that are present in copper ore. The acid
plant blowdown slurry/sludge that results from thickening of
blowdown slurry at primary copper facilities is regulated by RCRA as
hazardous waste K064.

Secondary Copper Processing

The primary processes involved in secondary copper recovery are scrap
metal pretreatment and smelting. Pretreatment includes cleaning and
concentration to prepare the material for the smelting furnace.
Pretreatment of the feed material can be accomplished using several
different procedures, either separately or in combination. Feed scrap is
concentrated by manual and mechanical methods such as sorting,
stripping, shredding, and magnetic separation. Feed scrap is sometimes
briquetted in a hydraulic press. Pyrometallurgical pretreatment may
include sweating, burning of insulation (especially from scrap wire),
and drying (burning off oil and volatiles) in rotary kilns.
Hydrometallurgical methods include flotation and leaching with
chemical recovery.

After pretreatment the scrap is ready for smelting. Though the type
and quality of the feed material determines the processes the smelter
will use, the general fire-refining process is essentially the same as for
the primary copper smelting industry.

IV.B.2. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The material inputs and pollution outputs resulting from primary and
secondary, copper processing are presented by media in Exhibit 6.
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Exhibit 6
Process Materials Inputs/Pollution Outputs - Copper

Process           Material In[~ut Air Emissions Process Wastes Other Wastes
Copper ConcentrationCopper ore, water, Flotation Tailings

chemical reagents, wastewaters containing waste
thickeners minerals such as

limestone, and
quartz

Copper Leaching Copper concentrate, Uncontrolled Heap leach
sulfuric acid leachate waste

Copper Smelting Copper concentrate, Sulfur dioxide, Acid plant
siliceous flux, particulate blowdown

. matter containing slurry/sludge
arsenic, (K064), slag
antimony, containing iron
cadmium, lead, sulfides, silica
mercury, and zinc

Copper Conversion Copper matte, scrap Sulfur dioxide, Acid plant
copper, siliceous fluxparticulate blowdown

matter containing slurry/sludge
arsenic, (K064), slag
antimony, containing iron
cadmium, lead, sulfides, sifica
mercury, and zinc

Electrolytic Copper Blister copper Process Slimes containing
Refining wastewater impurities such as

gold, silver,
antimony,
arsenic, bismuth,
iron, lead, nickel,
selenium, sulfur,
and zinc

Secondary Copper Particulates Slag granulation Slag
! Processing waste

Primary. Copper Processing

Primary copper processing results in air emissions, process wastes, and
other solid-phase wastes. Particulate matter and sulfur dioxide are the
principal air contaminants emitted by primary copper smelters. Copper
and iron oxides are the primary constituents of the particulate matter,
but other oxides, such as arsenic, antimony, cadmium, lead, mercury
and zinc, may also be present, with metallic sulfates and sulfuric acid
mist. Single stage electrostatic precipitators are widely used in the
primary copper industry to control these particulate emissions. Sulfur
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oxides contained in the off-gases are collected, filtered, and made into
sulfuric acid.

Large amounts of water are used in the copper concentration process
though disposal of liquid wastes is rarely a problem because the vast
majority of the water is recycled back into the process. Once the
wastewater exits the flotation process it is sent to a sediment control
pond where it is held long enough for most of the sediment to settle.

The seepage and leaking of sulfuric acid solutions used in leaching can
also produce liquid wastes, however this potential is off-set by the
copper producer’s interest to collect as much of the copper-bearing
leachate as possible. Older operations generally do not have protective
liners under the piles, and experience some loss of leachate. New
leaching operations use impermeable membranes to confine leach
solutions and channel them to collection ponds.

Electrolytic refining does produce wastewaters that must be treated and
discharged, reused, or disposed in some manner. Many facilities use a
wastewater treatment operation to treat these wastes.

Primary copper processing primarily generates two solid-phase wastes;
slag and blowdown slurry/sludge. Slag is generated during the
smelting, converting, fire refining, and electrolytic refining stages. Slag
from smelting furnaces is higher in copper content than the original
ores taken from the mines. These slags therefore, may be sent to a
concentrator and the concentrate returned to the smelter. This slag
processing operation results in slag tailings. Slag resulting from
converting and fire refining also-is normally returned to the process to
capture any remaining mineral values. Blowdown slurry/sludge that
results from the sulfur recovery process is regulated by RCRA as
hazardous waste K064.

Secondary. Copper Processing

Secondary copper processing produces the same types of wastes as
primary pyrometallurgical copper processing. One type of secondary
processing pollutant that differs from primary processing is the air
emissions. Air pollutants are generated during the drying of chips and
borings to remove excess oils and cuttings fluids and causes discharges
of large amounts of dense smoke containing soot and unburned
hydrocarbons. These emissions can be controlled by baghouses and/or
direct-flame afterburners.
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V. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY LEAD PROCESSING INDUSTRY

V.A. Characterization of the Industry - Lead

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the Primary and Secondary Lead Industry. The type of facilities
described within the document are also described in terms of their
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

V.A.1. Industry. Size and Geo~aphic Distribution - Lead

The following discussion is based upon "U.S. Industrial Outlook
1994 - Metals," U.S_ Department of Commerce, and information
provided by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definitional differences. This
document does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather
reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

The U.S. is the world’s third largest primary lead producer with 1/7 of
all production reserves. Over 80 percent of the lead ore mined
domestically comes from Missouri. The mines with the largest ore
capacity are owned by Asarco Inc., The Doe Run Co., and Cominco
American Inc., the first two of which are also integrated producers of
refined lead materials. The majority of lead ores mined in the U.S. are
smelted in conventional blast furnaces and are refined using
pyrometallurgical methods.

In 1993, the lead industry employed 600 workers at primary smelters
and refineries, and 1,700 at secondary smelters and refineries. Primary
and secondary smelter and refinery employment was not expected to
change in 1994 (U.S. DOI, Bureau of Mines, 1995).

The U.S. is the world’s largest recycler of lead scrap and is able to meet
about 72 percent of its total refined lead production needs from scrap
recycling. At the end of 1991, the secondary lead industry consisted of
16 companies that operated 23 battery breakers-smelters with capacities
of between 10,000 and 120,000 metric tons a year (mr/y); five smaller
operations with capacities between 6,000 and 10,000 mt/y; and 15
smaller plants that produced mainly specialty alloys for solders, brass
and bronze ingots, and miscellaneous uses. Sanders Lead Co., East
Penn Mfg. Co., and Schuylkill Metals Corp. are some of the larger
secondary lead producers in the United States.
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V.A.2. Product Characterization - Lead

Within the U.S., the power storage battery industry is the largest end-
user of lead, accounting for 83 percent of the estimated 1.357 Mmt
domestically consumed in 1993. Demand for lead by the lead-acid
battery industry rose 12 percent to 1.12 Mmt in 1993 due to a significant
increase in consumer need for batteries. Industrial demand for
batteries rose as well, due both to the growth in demand for stationary
batteries used in telecommunications and back-up power systems for
computers, lighting, and security systems, as well as an increased need
for mobile batteries used in fork lifts and other battery-powered
vehicles. Additional lead end-uses and users of consequence are
ammunition, consumers of lead oxides used in television glass and
computers, constructio~a (including radiation shielding) and protective
coatings, and miscellaneous uses such as ballasts, ceramics, and crystal
glass.

V.A.3. EcQnomic Trend~ - Lead

In 1994, domestic consumption of lead is expected to increase seven
percent to 1.5 Mint. This increase is based in part on expected increased
demand from the automobile sector for both original and replacement
equipment batteries. This increased consumption should continue to
be met by the secondary lead industry, which is expected to continue to
supply approximately 72 percent of total domestic production.
Through 1998, production of unwrought lead is expected to grow 1.4
percent to 1.3 Mmt, while U.S. consumption is estimated to increase 1.4
percent to 1.6 Mmt.

Power storage batteries, both industrial and automotive, will continue
to be the largest end-users. Demand for power storage batteries may be
greater than initially expected due to several factors. California and
nine Northeastern States have recently passed laws requiring the
production, but not the consumer use of, electric vehicles. Other
innovative uses of lead include lead-acid batteries for load-leveling of
electricity. Using batteries for load-leveling reduces the total installed
generating capacity needed by charging the battery at times of low
demand for electricity, then discharging it to level the power supply at
times of peak demand. A pilot facility in Chino, CA has already come
on line with a battery which uses 2,000 pounds of lead and has a
capacity of 40 megawatt hours. Another potential use for refined lead
is the containment of high-level radioactive waste. Argentina and
Sweden already employ it for this purpose and this use is being
considered elsewhere, including the United States. A final innovative
application being tested for lead is its use as a road paving stabilizer.
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Tests have shown that certain lead compounds can double the life of
asphalt while only adding four to five percent to production costs.

V.B. Industrial Process Description - Lead

This section describes the major industrial processes within the
Primary and Secondary Lead Processing industry, including the
materials and equipment used, and the processes employed. The
section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution
prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does
not attempt to replicate published engineering information that is
available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of reference
documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provide a concise description of where wastes may
be produced in the process. This section also describes the potential fate
(air, water, land) of these waste products.

V.B.1. Industrial Processes in the Primary. and Secondary Lead Processing
Industry

The following discussion is based upon the following documents:
"Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors (AP42)," "Background
Listing Document for K065, .... 1990 Report to Congress on Special
Wastes From Mineral Processing," published by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and "Recycled Metals in The
United States, A Sustainable Resource," published by U.S. Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.

Primary Lead Processing

The primary lead production process consists of four steps: sintering,
smelting, drossing, and pyrometallurgical refining (See Exhibit 7). To
begin, a feedstock comprised mainly of lead concentrate is fed into a
sintering machine. Other raw materials may be added including iron,
silica, limestone flux, coke, soda, ash, pyrite, zinc, caustic, and
particulates gathered from pollution control devices. In the sintering
machine the lead feedstock is subjected to blasts of hot air which burn
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off the sulfur, creating sulfur dioxide. The lead material existing after
this process contains about nine percent of its weight in carbon. The
sinter is then fed along with coke, various recycled and cleanup
materials, limestone, and other fluxing agents into a blast furnace for
reducing, where the carbon acts as a fuel and smelts or melts the lead
material. The molten lead flows to the bottom of the furnace where
four layers form: "speiss" (the lightest material, basically arsenic and
antimony); "matte" (copper sulfide and other metal sulfides); blast
furnace slag (primarily silicates); and lead bullion (98 weight percent
lead). All layers are then drained off. The speiss and matte are sold to
copper smelters for recovery of copper and precious metals. The blast
furnace slag which contains zinc, iron, silica, and lime is stored in piles
and partially recycled. Sulfur oxide emissions are generated in blast
furnaces from small quantities of residual lead sulfide and lead sulfates
in the sinter feed.

Rough lead bullion from the blast furnace usually requires preliminary
treatment in kettles before undergoing refining operations. During
drossing the bullion is agitated in a drossing kettle and cooled to just
above its freezing point (700 to 800 degrees F). A dross, which is
composed of lead oxide, along with copper, antimony, and other
elements, floats to the top and solidifies above the molten lead.
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Exhibit 7 - Primary Lead Production Process

The dross is removed and fed into a dross furnace for recovery of the
non-lead mineral values. To enhance copper recovery, drossed lead
bullion is treated by adding sulfur bearing materials, zinc, and/or
aluminum, lowering the copper content to approximately 0.01 percent.

During the fourth step the lead bullion is refined using
pyrometallurgical methods to remove any remaining non-lead saleable
materials (e.g., gold, silver, bismuth, zinc, and metal oxides such as
antimony, arsenic, tin, and copper oxide). The lead is refined in a cast
iron kettle during five stages. Antimony, tin, and arsenic are removed
first. Then gold and silver are removed by adding zinc. Next, the lead
is refined by vacuum removal of zinc. Refining continues with the
addition of calcium and magnesium. These two materials combine
with bismuth to form an insoluble compound that is skimmed from
the kettle. In the final step caustic soda and/or nitrates may be added to
the lead to remove any remaining traces of metal impurities. The
refined lead will have a purity of 99.90 to 99.99 percent, and may be
mixed with other metals to form alloys or it may directly be cast into
shapes.

The processes used in the primary production of lead produce several
waste streams of concern under different regulatory scenarios. The
listed RCRA hazardous wastes include smelting plant wastes that are
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sent to surface impoundments to settle. The impoundments are used
to collect solids from miscellaneous slurries, such as acid plant
blowdown, slag granulation water, and plant washings. Acid plant
blowdown is generated during the production of lead the same way it is
produced at a copper plant; during the recovery of sulfur dioxide
emissions. Slag granulation water is produced when hot slag from the
process is sprayed with water to be cooled and granulated before
transport to a slag pile. Plant washing is a housekeeping process and
the washdown normally contains a substantial amount of lead and
other process materials. When these materials accumulate in a surface
impoundment or are dredged from the surface impoundment they are
regulated as hazardous waste K065.

Secondary Lead Processing

The secondary production of lead begins with the recovery of old scrap
from worn-out, damaged, or obsolete products and new scrap that is
made of product wastes and smelter-refinery drosses, residues, and
slags. The chief source of old scrap in the U.S. is lead-acid batteries,
though cable coverings, pipe, sheet, and terne bearing metals also serve
as a source of scrap. Solder, a tin-based alloy, may also be recovered
from the processing of circuit boards for use as lead charge.

While some secondary lead is recovered directly for specialty products
like babbitt metal, solder, re-melt, and copper-base alloys, about 97
percent of secondary lead is recovered at secondary lead smelters and
refineries as either soft (unalloyed) or antimonial lead, most of which
is recycled directly back into the manufacture of new batteries. Unlike
copper and zinc, where scrap processing varies tremendously by scrap
type and ultimate use, the dominance of lead battery scrap allows for a
more standard secondary recovery process. Prior to smelting, batteries
must be broken by one of several techniques, and classified into their
constituent products. The modern battery breaking process classifies
the lead into metallics, oxides and sulfate fragments, and organics into
separate casing and plate separator fractions. Cleaned polypropylene
case fragments are recycled back into battery cases or other products.
The dilute sulfuric acid is either neutralized for disposal, or recycled
into the local acid market. One of three main smelting processes is
then used to reduce the lead fractions to produce lead bullion.

The majority of domestic battery scrap is processed in blast furnaces or
rotary reverberatory furnaces. Used to produce a semisoft lead, a
reverberatory furnace is more suitable for processing fine particles and
may be operated in conjunction with a blast furnace. The reverberatory
furnace is a rectangular shell lined with refractory brick, and is fired
directly with oil or gas to a temperature of 2300 degrees F. The material
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is heated by direct contact with combustion gases. The average furnace
can process about 50 tons per day. About 47 percent of the charge is
recovered as lead product and is periodically tapped into mold or
holding pots. Forty-six percent of the charge is removed as slag and
later processed in blast furnaces. The remaining seven percent of the
furnace charge escapes as dust or fume. Short (batch) or long
(continuous) rotary furnaces may be used. Slags from reverberatory
furnaces are processed through the blast furnace for recovery of
alloying elements.

Blast furnaces produce hard lead from charges containing siliceous slag
from previous runs (about 4.5 percent of the charge), scrap iron (about
4.5 percent), limestone (about 3 percent), and coke (about 5.5 percent).
The remaining 82.5 percent of the charge is comprised of oxides, pot
furnace refining drosses, and reverberatory slag. The proportions of
rerun slags, limestone, and coke, respectively vary to as high as eight
percent, ten percent, and eight percent of the charge. Processing
capacity of the blast furnace ranges from 20 to 80 tons per day. Similar
to iron cupolas, the blast furnace is a vertical steel cylinder lined with
refractory brick. Combustion air at 0.5 to 0.75 pounds per square inch is
introduced through tuyeres (pipes) at the bottom of the furnace. Some
of the coke combusts to melt the charge, while the remainder reduces
lead oxides to elemental lead.

As the lead charge melts, limestone and iron float to the top of the
molten bath and form a flux that retards oxidation of the product lead.
The molten lead flows from the furnace into a holding pot at a nearly
continuous rate. The product lead constitutes roughly 70 percent of the
charge. From the holding pot, "the lead is usually cast into large ingots,
called pigs or sows. About 18 percent of the charge is recovered as slag,
with about 60 percent of this being matte. Roughly five percent of the
charge is retained for reuse, and the remaining seven percent of the
charge escapes as dust or fume.

Refining/casting is the use of kettle type furnaces for re-melting,
alloying, refining, and oxidizing processes. Materials charged for re-
melting are usually lead alloy ingots that require no further processing
before casting. Alloying furnaces simply melt and mix ingots of lead
and alloy materials. Antimony, tin, arsenic, copper, and nickel are the
most common alloying materials. Refining furnaces, as in primary
lead production, are used either to remove copper and antimony to
produce soft lead, or to remove arsenic, copper, and nickel for hard lead
production.

Newer secondary recovery plants use lead paste desulfurization to
reduce sulfur dioxide emissions and waste sludge generation during
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smelting. At the Doe Run Resource Recycling Facility, battery paste
containing lead sulfate and lead oxide is desulfurized with soda ash to
produce market grade sodium sulfate solution. The desulfurized paste
is processed in a reverberatory furnace. The lead carbonate product
may then be treated in a short rotary furnace. The battery grids and
posts are processed separately in a rotary smelter.

V.B.2. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

The material inputs and pollution outputs resulting from primary and
secondary lead processing are presented by media in Exhibit 8.

Exhibit 8
Process Materials In rots/Pollution Outputs - Lead

Process Material Input - Air Erosions Process Wastes i Other Wastes

Lead Sintering Lead ore, iron, silica,Sulfur dioxide,
limestone flux, coke, particulate
soda, ash, pyrite, matter containing
zinc, caustic, and cadmium and
ba~thouse dust lead

Lead Smelting ~Lead sinter, coke Sulfur dioxide, Plant washdown Slag containing
particulate wastewater, slag impurities such as
matter containinggranulation waterzinc, iron, silica,
cadmium and and lime, surface
lead impoundment

solids (K065)
Lead Drossing Lead bullion, soda Slag containing

ash, sulfur, baghouse such impurities as
dust, coke copper, surface

impoundment
solids (K065)

Lead Refining Lead drossin~ bullion
Lead-acid Battery Lead-acid batteries Polypropylene
Breaking case fragments,

dilute sulfuric
acid

Secondary Lead Battery scrap, rerun Sulfur dioxide, Slag, emission
Smelting slag, drosses, oxides, particulate control dust

iron, limestone, and matter containing (K069)
coke cadmium and

lead

Primary. Lead Processing

Primary lead processing activities usually result in air emissions,
process wastes, and other solid-phase wastes. The primary air
emissions from lead processing are substantial quantities of SO2 and/or
particulates. Nearly 85 percent of the sulfur present in the lead ore
concentrate is eliminated in the sintering operation. The offgas
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containing a strong stream of SO2 (five to seven percent SO2) is sent to a
sulfuric acid plant, while the weak stream (less than 0.5 percent SO2) is
vented to the atmosphere after removal of particulates. Particulate
emissions from sinter machines range from five to 20 percent of the
concentrated ore feed. Approximately 15 percent of the sulfur in the
ore concentrate fed to the sinter machine is eliminated in the blast
furnace. However, only half of this amount, about seven percent of
the total sulfur in the ore, is emitted as SO2. Particulate emissions
from blast furnaces contain many different kinds of material, including
a range of lead oxides, quartz, limestone, iron pyrites, iron-limestone-
silicate slag, arsenic, and other metallic compounds a~sociated with
lead ores. The emission controls most commonly employed are fabric
filters and electrostatic precipitators.

As mentioned above, approximately seven percent of the total sulfur
present in lead ore is emitted as SO2. The remainder is caPtured by the
blast furnace slag. The blast furnace slag is composed primarily of iron
and silicon oxides, as well as aluminum and calcium oxides. Other
metals may also be present in smaller amounts including antimony,
arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, lead,
manganese, mercury, molybdenum, silver, and zinc. This blast furnace
slag is either recycled back into the process or disposed of in piles on
site. About 50-60 percent of the recovery furnace output is slag and
residual lead that are both returned to the blast furnace. The
remainder of this dross furnace output is sold to copper smelters for
recovery of the copper and other precious metals.

Slag from the primary processing of lead that is not recycled was
retained within the Bevill exemption and addressed in the 1990 Report
to Congress. In the subsequent regulatory determination (56 FR 27300),
EPA determined that regulation of this waste under Subtitle C was not
warranted.

The smelting of primary lead produces a number of wastewaters and
slurries, including acid plant blowdown, slag granulation water, and
plant washdown water. Slag granulation water is generated when slag
is disposed. It can either be sent directly to a slag pile or granulated in a
water jet before being transported to the slag pile. The granulation
process cools newly generated hot slag with a water spray. Slag
granulation water is often transported to surface impoundments for
settling. Plant washdown water results from plant housekeeping and
normally contains a substantial amount of lead and other process
materials. Acid plant blowdown results from the conversion of SO2 to
sulfuric acid. All of these materials are included in the definition of
hazardous waste K065.
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Secondary Lead Processin$

Secondary lead processing results in the generation of air emissions
and solid-phase wastes. As with primary lead processing, reverberatory
and blast furnaces used in smelting account for the vast majority of the
total lead emissions. Other emissions from secondary smelting include
oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, antimony, arsenic, copper, and tin.
Smelting emissions are generally controlled with a settling and cooling
chamber, followed by a baghouse. Other air emissions are generated
during battery breaking. Emissions from battery breaking are mainly
sulfuric acid and dusts containing dirt, battery case material, and lead
compounds. Emissions from crushing are also mainly dusts.

The solid-phase wastes..generated by secondary processing are emission
control dust and slag. Slag is generated from smelting, and the
emission control dust, when captured and disposed of, is considered to
be hazardous waste K069.
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VI. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ZINC PROCESSING

VI.A. Characterization of the Industry - Zinc

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the Primary and Secondary Zinc Industry. The type of facilities
described within the document are also described in terms of their
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

VI.A.1. Industry. Size and Geo~aphic Distribution - Zinc

The following discussion is based upon "U.S. Industrial Outlook
1994 - Metals," U.S. Department of Commerce, and information
provided by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.

Variation in facility counts occur across data sources due to many
factors, including reporting and definitional differences. This
document does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather
reports the data as they are maintained by each source.

Zinc is the fourth most widely used metal after iron, aluminum, and
copper (lead is fifth). In abundant supply world-wide, zinc is mined
and produced mainly in Canada, the former Soviet Union, Australia,
Peru, Mexico, and the United States. Historically, in the U.S.
recoverable zinc has been mined in 19 States: Alaska, Arizona,
Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New Yor, k, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin. In 1993, nearly 50 percent
of all domestic zinc was produced in Alaska. Except for Missouri (eight
percent) other exact state production figures were withheld to protect
company proprietary data. Other top producing states in order of
output were Tennessee, New York, and Missouri.

In 1993, the zinc industry employed 22,250 workers at mines and mills
and 1,400 at primary smelters. For 1994, mine and mill employment
was expected to stay at 2,200 and employment at zinc smelters was
expected to decrease to 1,100 (U.S. DOI, Bureau of Mines, 1995).
Employment decreases for primary smelters was attributed to the
indefinite closures of a smelter in Oklahoma in later 1993. The four
primary zinc smelters in the U.S., are located in Illinois, Oklahoma,
Tennessee and Pennsylvania. There are currently 10 secondary zinc
recovery plants in the U.S. (U.S. EPA, AP42, 1993).
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VI.A.2. Product Characterization - Zinc

The U.S. accounts for almost one-quarter of worldwide slab zinc
consumption and is the world’s single largest market. About 80
percent of zinc is used in metal form while the rest is used in
compound form. Ninety percent of zinc metal is used for galvanizing
steel (a form of corrosion protection) and for alloys, and is used in a
wide variety of materials in the automotive, construction, electrical,
and machinery sectors of the economy. Zinc compound use also varies
widely, but is mainly found in the agricultural, chemical, paint,
pharmaceutical, and rubber sectors of the economy.

VI.A.3. Economic Trends - Zinc

In 1993, both domestic.mine and slab zinc production were down, with
slab zinc production down 4.75 percent to .381 Mmt. This production
slump was off-set by domestic consumption which increased
significantly in 1993, up eight percent, to 1.15 Mmt due to a surge in
galvanized steel shipments. Strong growth in automobile demand and
continued improvement in the construction industry led to increased
consumption along with increased zinc die casting consumption.
Consumption of zinc compounds also increased, especially of zinc
oxide which increased over 27 percent. More than half of domestic
zinc oxide production went to the rubber industry, primarily for use in
producing tires (zinc is used in the compounding of rubber before it is
cured).

In 1994, domestic refined zinc p, roduction is expected to continue its
downward trend and drop 3.5 percent from .381 to .370 Mmt. However,
domestic demand for zinc is expected to grow 4.2 percent in 1994 to 1.22
Mmt due to increases in all end uses except for nonresidential
construction. This increased domestic demand should be met in large
part by imports from Canada and Mexico. Imports of slab zinc mainly
from these two countries in 1993 made up for almost 65 percent of
domestic consumption. Zinc alloy was given preferential status in the
Generalized System of Preferences 1990, which allows Mexico and
member countries to export zinc alloys to the U.S. duty free. Tariffs on
zinc from Canada will be phased out by 1998 due to the U.S.-Canada
Free Trade Agreement. Zinc from the former Soviet Union is not
expected to be used for U.S. consumption though its production is
expected to negatively affect the U.S. market. This situation is similar
to that for other metals in that over-production by former eastern bloc
countries causes world prices to drop as London Metal Exchange
warehouse supplies increase.
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Domestically, the long-term demand for zinc is expected to increase,
with consumption rising about 2.2 percent a year to reach 1.27 Mmt by
1998. Galvanization using zinc is expected to continue as the largest
end-user of zinc, and it is predicted that by 1995 virtually all
automobiles sold in the U.S. will be made from two-sided steel,
enabling these vehicles to last at least ten years without any perforation
damage. Zinc die-casting is also expected to increase in use as new
applications are put into use.

VI.B. Industrial Process Description

This section describes the major industrial processes within the
Primary and Secondary Zinc Processing industry; including the
materials and equipment used, and the processes employed. The
section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution
prevention opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does
not attempt to replicate published engineering information that is
available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list of reference
documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, co,upled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provide a concise description of where wastes may
be produced in the process. This section also describes the potential fate
(air, water, land) of these waste products.

VI.B.1. Industrial Processes in the Primary. and Secondary. Zinc Process~g
Industry.

The following discussion is based upon the following documents:
"Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors(AP42), " "Background
Listing Document for K065, .... 1990 Report to Congress on Special
Wastes from Mineral Processing," published by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and "Recycled Metals in the United
States, A Sustainable Resource," published by U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines.
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Primary Zinc Processing

The primary production of zinc begins with the reduction of zinc
concentrates to metal (the zinc concentration process consists of
separating the ore, which may be as little as two percent zinc, from
waste rock by crushing and flotation, a process normally performed at
the mining site and discussed in more detail in the Metal Mining
Profile). Zinc reduction is accomplished in one of two ways: either
pyrometallurgically by distillation (retorting in a furnace) or
hydrometallurgically by electrowinning. Because hydrometallurgical
refining accounts for approximately 80 percent of total zinc refining,
pyrometallurgical zinc refining will not be discussed in detail in this
profile.

Four processing stages are generally used in hydrometallurgic zinc
refining: calcining, leaching, purification, and electrowinning.
Calcining, or roasting, is common to both pyrometallic and electrolytic
(a form of hydrometallurgy) zinc refining, and is performed to
eliminate sulfur and form leachable zinc oxide. Roasting is a high-
temperature process that converts zinc sulfide concentrate to an
impure zinc oxide called calcine. Roaster types include multiple-
hearth, suspension, or fluidized-bed. In general, calcining begins with
the mixing of zinc-containing materials with coal. This mixture is
then heated, or roasted, to vaporize the zinc oxide which is then
moved out of the reaction chamber with the resulting gas stream. The
gas stream is directed to the bag-house (filter) area where the zinc oxide
is captured in bag-house dust.

In a multiple-hearth roaster, the’concentrate drops through a series of
nine or more hearths stacked inside a brick-lined cylindrical column.
As the feed concentrate drops through the furnace, it is first dried by
the hot gases passing through the hearths and then oxidized to produce
calcine. Multiple hearth roasters are unpressurized and operate at
approximately 1,300 degrees F.

In a suspension roaster, the concentrates are blown into a combustion
chamber. The roaster consists of a refractory-lined cylindrical shell,
with a large combustion space at the top and two to four hearths in the
lower portion. Additional grinding, beyond that required for a
multiple hearth furnace, is normally required to assure that heat
transfer to the material is sufficiently rapid for desulfurization and
oxidation reaction to occur in the furnace chamber. Suspension
roasters are also unpressurized and operate at about 1,800 degrees F.

Fluidized bed roasters require that the sulfide concentrates be finely
ground. The concentrates are then suspended and oxidized on a
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feedstock bed supported on an air column. As in the suspension bed
roaster, the reduction rates for desulfurization are more rapid than in
the older multiple-hearth processes. Fluidized-bed roasters operate
under a pressure slightly lower than atmospheric and at temperatures
averaging 1,800 degrees F. In the fluidized-bed process, no additional
fuel is required after ignition has been achieved. The major
advantages of this roaster are greater throughput capacities and greater
sulfur removal capabilities. All of the above calcining processes
generate sulfur dioxide, which is controlled and converted to sulfuric
acid as a marketable process by-product.

Electrolytic processing of desulfurized calcine consists of three basic
steps; leaching, purification, and electrolysis. Leaching refers to the
dissolving of the captured calcine in a solution of sulfuric acid to form
a zinc sulfate solution. The calcine may be leached once or twice. In
the double-leach method, the calcine is dissolved in a slightly acidic
solution to remove the sulfates. Tt’,e calcine is then leached a seconci
time in a stronger solution which dissolves the zinc. This second
leaching step is actually the beginning of the third step of purification
because many of the iron impurities (such as goethite and hematite~
drop out of the solution as well as the zinc.

After leaching, the solution is purified in two or more stages by adding
zinc dust. The solution is purified as the dust forces deleterious
elements to precipitate so that they can be filtered out. Purification is
usually conducted in large agitation tanks. The process takes place at
temperatures ranging from 104 to 185 degrees F, and pressures ranging
from atmospheric to 2.4 atmospheres. The elements recovered during
purification include copper as a cake and cadmium as a metal. After
purification the solution is ready for the final step; electrowinning.

Zinc electrowinning takes place in an electrolytic cell and involves
running an electric current from a lead-silver alloy anode through the
aqueous zinc solution. This process charges the suspended zinc and
forces it to deposit onto an aluminum cathode (a plate with an opposite
charge) which is immersed in the solution. Every 24 to 48 hours, each
cell is shut down, the zinc-coated cathodes removed and rinsed, and
the zinc mechanically stripped from the aluminum plates. The zinc
concentrate is then melted and cast into ingots, and is often as high as
99.995 percent pure.

Electrolytic zinc smelters contain as many as several hundred cells. A
portion of the electrical energy is converted into heat, which increases
the temperature of the electrolyte. Electrolytic ceils operate at
temperature ranges from 86 to 95 degrees F at atmospheric
temperature. During electrowinning a portion of the electrolyte passes
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through cooling towers to decrease its temperature and to evaporate
the water it collects during the process.

Sulfur dioxide is generated in large quantities during the primary zinc
refining process and sulfur fixation is carried out concurrently with the
primary production process in order to meet CAA emission standards.
Concentrations of sulfur dioxide in the off-gas vary with the type of
roaster operation. Typical concentrations for multiple hearth,
suspension, and fluidized bed roasters are 4.5 to 6.5 percent, 10 to 13
percent, and 7 to 12 percent respectively. This sulfur dioxide is then
converted into sulfuric acid.

The sulfur recovery process requires that the emissions from the zinc
calcining, or roasting process, where over 90 percent of potential sulfur
dioxide is generated .during primary zinc refining, flow through a
filtering material in the air emissions scrubber to capture the sulfur. A
blowdown slurry is formed from the mixture of the filtering material
and sulfur emissions. This slurry contains not only sulfur, but
cadmium and lead, materials that are always present in zinc ore. The
acid plant blowdown slurry/sludge that results from thickening of
blowdown slurry at primary zinc facilities is regula.ted by RCRA as
hazardous waste K066.

During the electrolytic refining of zinc, solid materials in the
electrolytic solution that are not captured previously during
purification may precipitate out in the electrolytic cell. When the cells
undergo their periodic shutdown to recover zinc, this precipitated
waste (known as anode slim.es/sludges) is collected during cell
cleaning. Once collected it is sent to a waste water treatment plant and
the resulting sludges are also regulated by RCRA as hazardous waste
K066.

Secondary Zinc Processing

The secondary zinc industry processes scrap metals for the recovery of
zinc in the form of zinc slabs, zinc oxide, or zinc dust. Zinc recovery
involves three general operations; pretreatment, melting, and refining
(see Exhibit 9). Secondary recovery begins with the separation of zinc-
containing metals from other materials, usually by magnetics, sink-
float, or hand sorting. In situations where nonferrous metals have
been mixed in shredder scrap, zinc can be separated from higher-
melting metals such as copper and aluminum, by selective melting in a
sweating furnace. A sweating furnace (rotary, reverberatory, or muffle
furnace) slowly heats the scrap containing zinc and other metals to
approximately 787 degrees F. This temperature is sufficient to melt
zinc but is still below the melting point of the remaining metals.
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Molten zinc collects at the bottom of the sweat furnace and is
subsequently recovered. The remaining scrap is cooled and removed
to be sold to other secondary processors. In the case of zinc-galvanized
steel, the zinc will be recovered largely in furnace dust after the scrap is
charged into a steel making furnace and melted. Almost all of the zinc
in electric arc furnace (EAF) dust is first recovered in an upgraded,
impure zinc oxide product and is then shipped to primary
pyrometallurgical zinc smelter for refinement to metal.

Clean new scrap, mainly brass and roiled zinc clippings and reject
diecastings, generally require only re-melting before reuse. During
melting, the zinc-containing material is heated in kettle, crucible,
reverberatory, and electric induction furnaces. Flux is used to trap
impurities from the molten zinc. Facilitated by agitation, flux and
impurities float to the.. surface of the melt as dross, and is skimmed
from the surface. The remaining molten zinc may be poured into
molds or transferred to the refining operation in a molten state.
Drosses, fragmentized diecastings, and mixed high-grade scrap are
typically re-melted, followed by zinc distillation with recovery as metal,
dust, or oxide. Sometimes, high-purity drosses are simply melted and
reacted with various fluxes to release the metallic content; often the
recovered metal can be used directly as a galvanizing brightener or
master alloy. Zinc alloys are produced from pretreated scrap during
sweating and melting processes. The alloys may contain small
amounts of copper, aluminum, magnesium, iron, lead, cadmium, and
tin. Alloys containing 0.65 to 1.25 percent copper are significantly
stronger than unalloyed zinc.

Medium and low-grade skims, o~idic dust, ash, and residues generally
undergo an intermediate reduction-distillation pyrometallurgical step
to upgrade the zinc product before further treatment; or, they are
leached with acid, alkaline, or ammoniacal solutions to extract zinc.
For leaching, the zinc containing material is crushed and washed with
water, separating contaminants from zinc-containing material. The
contaminated aqueous stream is treated with sodium carbonate to
convert zinc chloride into sodium chloride and insoluble zinc
hydroxide. The sodium chloride is separated from the insoluble
residues by filtration and settling. The precipitate zinc hydroxide is
dried and calcined (dehydrated into a powder at high temperature) to
convert it into crude zinc oxide. The zinc oxide product is usually
refined to zinc at primary zinc smelters. The washed zinc-containing
metal portion becomes the raw material for the melting process.

Distillation retorts and furnaces are used either to reclaim zinc from
alloys or to refine crude zinc. Bottle retort furnaces consist of a pear-
shaped ceramic retort (a long-necked vessel used for distillation).
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Bottle retorts are filled with zinc alloys and heated until most of the
zinc is vaporized, sometimes as long as 24 hours. Distillation involves
vaporization of zinc at temperatures from 1800 to 2280 degrees F, and
condensation as zinc dust or liquid zinc. Zinc dust is produced by
vaporization and rapid cooling, and liquid zinc results when the
vaporous product is condensed slowly at moderate temperatures.

A muffle furnace is a continuously charged retort furnace which can
operate for several days at a time. Molten zinc is charged through a
feed well that also acts as an airlock. Muffle furnaces generally have a
much greater vaporization capacity than bottle retort furnaces.

Air pollution control can be an area of concern when pyrometallurgical
processes are employed in the secondary recovery of zinc. When the
recovery process u~ed is simply an iron pot re-melt operation to
produce zinc metal, fumes will not normally be generated. If slab zinc
is needed and a rotary furnace is used, any air emissions are captured
directly from the venting system (a rotating furnace sweats, or melts,
the zinc separating it from drosses with different melting points, which
allows it to be poured off separately). Air emissions become more of a
concern when more complicated processes are used to produce zinc
powder. Retort and muffle furnaces used to produce zinc powder heat
the zinc and other charges to such a high temperature that the zinc
vaporizes and is captured in the pollution control equipment. It is this
zinc oxide dust that is the process’ marketable product. Hoods are
employed around the furnace openings used to add additional charge.
The fumes collected from the hoods are not normally of high quality
and will be used for products like fertilizer and animal feed.

For the most part, the zinc materials recovered from secondary
materials such as slab zinc, alloys, dusts, and compounds are
comparable in quality to primary products. Zinc in brass is the
principal form of secondary recovery, although secondary slab zinc has
risen substantially over the last few years because it has been the
principal zinc product of EAF dust recycling. Impure zinc oxide
products and zinc-bearing slags are sometimes used as trace element
additives in fertilizers and animal feeds. Currently about 10 percent of
the domestic requirement for zinc is satisfied by old scrap.

Due to environmental concerns, both domestic and world-wide
secondary recovery of zinc (versus disposal) is expected to increase.
However, the prospect for gains higher than 35 to 40 percent of zinc
consumption is relatively poor because of the dissipative nature of zinc
vapor.
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VI.B.2. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Out-puts

The material inputs and pollution outputs resulting from primary and
secondary zinc processing are presented by media in Exhibit 10.

Exhibit 10
Process Materials In’ ~uts/Pollution Outputs - Zinc

Process Material Input Air Emissions Process Wastes [ Other Wastes

Zinc Calcining Zinc ore, coke Sulfur dioxide, Acid plant
i particulate blowdown slurry
matter containing (K066)
zinc and lead

Zinc Leaching Zinc calcine, sulfuric Wastewaters
acid, limestone, spent containing
electrolyte sulfuric acid

Zinc Purification Zinc-acid solution, " Wastewaters Copper cake,
zinc dust containing cadmium

sulfuric acid, iron
Zinc Electrowinning Zinc in a sulfuric Dilute sulfuric Electrolytic cell

acid/aqueous acid slimes/sludges
solution, lead-silver (K066)
alloy anodes,
aluminum cathodes,
barium carbonate, or
strontium, colloidal

i additives
Secondary Zinc Zinc scrap, electric Particulates Slags containing
Smelting arc furnace dust, copper,

drosses, diecastings, aluminum, iron,
fluxes lead, and other

impurities
Secondary Zinc Medium-grade zinc Zinc oxide fumes Slags containing
Reduction drosses, oxidic dust, copper,
Distillation acids, alkalines, or aluminum, iron,

ammoniacal solutions lead, and other
impurities

primary. Zinc Processing

Primary zinc processing activities generate air emissions, process
wastes, and other solid-phase wastes. Air emissions are generated
during roasting, which is responsible for more than 90 percent of the
potential SO2 emissions. Approximately 93 to 97 percent of the sulfur
in the feed is emitted as sulfur oxides. Sulfur dioxide emissions from
the roasting process at all four primary zinc processing facilities are
recovered at on-site sulfuric acid plants. Much of the particulate matter
emitted from primary zinc facilities is also attributable to roasters.
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Though the amount and composition of particulate varies with
operating parameters, the particulate is likely to contain zinc and lead.

Wastewaters may be generated during the leaching, purification, and
electrowinning stages of primary zinc processing when electrolyte and
acid solutions become too contaminated to be reused again. This
wastewater needs to be treated before discharge.

Solid wastes, some of which are hazardous, are generated at various
stages in primary zinc processing. Slurry generated during the
operation of sulfuric acid plants is regulated as hazardous waste K066 as
is the sludge removed from the bottom of electrolytic cells. The solid
copper cake generated during purification is generally sent off-site to
recover the copper.

Secondary. Zinc Processi,n~

Secondary zinc processing generates air emissions and solid-phase
wastes. Air emissions result from sweating and melting and consist of
particulate, zinc fumes, other volatile metals, flux fumes, and smoke
generated by the incomplete combustion of grease, rubber, and plastics
in zinc scrap. Zinc fumes are negligible at low furnace temperatures.
Substantial emissions may arise from incomplete combustion of
carbonaceous material in the zinc scrap. These contaminants are
usually controlled by afterburners, and particulate emissions are most
commonly recovered by fabric filters. Emissions from refining
operations are mainly metallic fumes. Distillation/oxidations
operations emit their entire zinc oxide product in the exhaust dust.
Zinc oxide is usually reco’~ered in fabric filters with collection
efficiencies of 9 to 99 percent.

The secondary zinc recovery process generates slags that contain metals
such as copper, aluminum, iron, and lead. Though slag generated
during primary pyrometallurgical processes is exempt from regulation
as a hazardous waste under RCRA, slag resulting from secondary
processing is not automatically exempt. Therefore if secondary
processing slag exhibits a characteristic (e.g., toxicity for lead), it would
need to be managed as a hazardous waste.
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VII. MANAGEMENT OF CHEMICALS IN WASTESTREAM

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (EPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of TRI chemicals in waste and
efforts made to eliminate or reduce those quantities. These data have
been collected annually in Section 8 of the TRI reporting Form R
beginning with the 1991 reporting year. The data summarized below
cover the years 1992-1995 and is meant to provide a basic
understanding of the quantities of waste handled by the industry, the
methods typically used to manage this waste, and recent trends in these
methods. TRI waste management data can be used to assess trends in
source reduction within individual industries and facilities, and for
specific TRI chemicals. This information could then be used as a tool
in identifying opportunities for pollution prevention compliance
assistance activities.

While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993 are estimates of
quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994 and 1995
are projections only. The EPA requires these projections to encourage
facilities to consider future waste generation and source reduction of
those quantities as well as movement up the waste management
hierarchy. Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities
reporting under TRI are required to meet.

Exhibit 11 shows that the primary and secondary metals industry
managed about 1.9 billion pounds of production-related waste (total
quantity of TRI chemicals in the waste from routine production
operations) in 1993 (column B). Column C reveals that of this
production-related waste, 35 pe~:cent was either transferred off-site or
released to the environment. Column C is calculated by dividing the
total TRI transfers and releases by the total quantity of production-
related waste. In other words, about 70 percent of the industry’s TRI
wastes were managed on-site through recycling, energy recovery, or
treatment as shown in columns D, E and F, respectively. The majority
of waste that is released or transferred off-site can be divided into
portions that are recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or
treated off-site as shown in columns G, H, and I, respectively. The
remaining portion of the production-related wastes (12.8 percent),
shown in column J, is either released to the environment through
direct discharges to air, land, water, and underground injection, or it is
disposed off-site.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion of
TRI wastes reported as recycled on-site has increased and the portions
treated or managed through energy recovery on-site have remained
steady, but are projected to decrease, between 1992 and 1995.
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Exhibit 11
Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for SIC 333-334

Production
Related % Reported as RemainingWaste Released On-Site Off-Site Releases
Volume and % % Energy [ % Treated i % % Energy % and

Year (1061bs.)* Transferred Recycled Recovery[ Recycled Recovery Treated Disposal
1992 1,875 28% 42.98% 1.05%o 23.93% 17.38% 0.15%o 0.89% 12.68%
1993 1,991 35% 44.77% 0.99% 23.75% 17.17% 0.16% 0.33% 12.85%
1994 2,014 -- 46.79% 0.88% 23.12% 16.60% 0.14% 0.35% 12.11%
1995 2,023 -- 48.42% 1.01% 21.16% 16.39% 0.18% 0.39% 12.45%
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VIII. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

This section is designed to provide background information on the
pollutant releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of
comparative pollutant release information is the Toxic Release
Inventory System (TRI). Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act, TRI includes self-reported facility
release and transfer data for over 600 toxic chemicals. Facilities within
SIC Codes 20-39 (manufacturing industries) that have more than 10
employees, and that are above weight-based reporting thresholds are
required to report TRI on-site releases and off-site transfers. The
information presented within the sector notebooks is derived from the
most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year (which then included
316 chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases reported
by each sector. Because TRI requires consistent reporting regardless of
sector, it is an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general,
toxic chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the
1993 Toxic Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by
42.7% between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have
decreased, the total amount of reported toxic waste has not declined
because the amount of toxic chemicals transferred off-site has
increased. Transfers have increased from 3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to
4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better management practices have led to
increases in off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for recycling. More
detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotline at 1-800-535-0202), or directly from the
Toxic Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-
1531).

Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the
primary indicator of chemical release within each industrial category.
TRI data provide the type, amount, and media receptor of each
chemical released or transferred. When other sources of pollutant
release data have been obtained, these data have been included to
augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding
TRI data. Within some sectors, the majority of facilities are not subject
to TRI reporting because they are not considered manufacturing
industries, or because they are below TRI reporting thresholds.
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Examples are the mining, dry cleaning, printing, and transportation
equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors, release information
from other sources has been included.

The reader should also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data
presented within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking
for each industry. Weighting each pound of release equally does not
factor in the relative toxicity of each chemical that is released. The
Agency is in the process of developing an approach to assign
toxicological weightings to each chemical released so that one can
differentiate between pollutants with significant differences in toxicity.
As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact of the
industry’s most commonly released chemicals, the notebook briefly
summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five chemicals (by
weight) reported by each industry.

Definitions Associated With Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code - the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal
economic statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between
facility and industry data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-
time employees and are above established chemical throughput
thresholds. Manufacturing.facilities are defined as facilities in
Standard Industrial Classification primary codes 20-39. Facilities must
submit estimates for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list
and are above throughput thresholds.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions
developed by EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories
below represent the possible pollutant destinations that can be
reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies
of water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained disposal
into underground injection wells.
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Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) - Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through
confined air streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive
emissions include losses from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses
from impoundments, spills, or leaks.

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) - encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water.
Any estimates for stormwater runoff and non-point losses must also be
included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of waste to on-site landfills, waste
that is land treated or incorporated into soil, surface impoundments,
spills, leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the
facility’s boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a
subsurface well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS - is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that
is geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting
under TRI. The quantities reported represent a movement of the
chemical away from the reporting facility. Except for off-site transfers
for disposal, these quantities do not necessarily represent entry of the
chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs - are wastewaters transferred through pipes or
sewers to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment and
chemical removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment
methods used. Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the POTW are
generally released to surface waters or landfilled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of
regenerating or recovering still valuable materials. Once these
chemicals have been recycled, they may be returned to the originating
facility or sold commercially.

Transfers to Energy Recovery -- are wastes combusted off-site in
industrial furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by
incineration is not considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment -- are wastes moved off-site for either
neutralization, incineration, biological destruction, or physical
separation. In some cases, the chemicals are not destroyed but prepared
for further waste management.
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Transfers to Disposal - are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

VIII.A. EPA Toxics Release Inventory for the Nonferrous Metals Industry

TRI release amounts listed below are not associated with non-
compliance with environmental laws. These facilities appear based on
self-reported data submitted to the Toxics Release Inventory program.

Exhibits 11-16 illustrate TRI releases and transfers for the primary
nonferrous metals smelting and refining industry (SIC 333). For SIC
333 as a whole, chlorine comprises the largest number of TRI releases.
This is reflected in the fact that chlorine is a by-product of the
magnesium industry and the largest reporter for SIC 333 is a
magnesium facility. The other top SIC 333 releases are copper
compounds, zinc compounds, lead compounds, and sulfuric acid, all of
which are by-products of the processes discussed previously.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported,
facility-specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for this
sector are listed below. Facilities that have reported n~ the SIC codes
covered under this notebook appear on the first list. The second list
contains additional facilities that have reported the SIC code covered
within this report, and one or more SIC codes that are not within the
scope of th~s notebook. Therefore, the second list includes facilities that
conduct multiple operations -- some that are under the scope of this
notebook, and some that are not. Currently, the facility-level data do
not allow pollutant releases to be broken apart by industrial process.
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Exhibit 12
Top 10 TRI Releasin~ Primar~ Metal Industries Facilities (SIC 333)

SIC Codes    Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in

3339 73,300,250 Magnesium Corp. of Rowley UT
America, Rowley Plant

3339 42,728,498 Asarco, Inc., E. Helena Plant East Helena MT
3331 14,773,759 Phelps Dodge Mining Co., Playas NM

Hidalgo Smelter
3331 11,717,315 Kennecott Utah Copper Magna UT
3339 8,194,328 DOE Run Co., Hercu/~eum Herculaneum MO

Smelter
3331 8,142,539 Chino Mines Co., Hurley Hurley NM

Smelter
3339 7,085,302 Asarco, Inc., GIover Plant Annapolis MD
1021, 3331, 6,223,505 Cyprus Miami Mining Corp. Claypool AZ
3351

3331 5,970,420 Asarco,,inc., Amarillo Amarillo TX
Copper Refinery

3321, 3365 4,496,188 GMC Powertrain Group, Saginaw MI
Saginaw Grey Iron

Source: US EPA, ease Inventory Database, 1993.

Exhibit 13
~       Top 10 TRI Releasing Primary Smelting and Refining Facilities

Rank    Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in

Pounds

1 73,300,250 Magnesium Corp. of America, Rowley Plant Rowley UT
2 42,728,498 Asarco Inc., E. Helena Plant East Helena MT
3 14,773,759 Phelps Dodge Mining Co., Hidalgo Smelter Playas NM
4 1,1717,315 Kennecott Utah Copper Magna UT
5 8,194,328 Doe Run Co., Herculaneum Smelter Herculaneum MO
6 8,142,539 Chino Mines Co., Hurley Smelter Hurley NM
7 7,085,302 Asarco, Inc., Glover Plant Annapolis MD
8 5,970,420 Asarco, Inc., Amarillo Copper Refinery Amarillo TX
9 1,123,708 Glenbrook Nickel Co. Riddle OR

10 780,927 Alcoa Rockdale Works Rockdale TX
Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database 1993_ ’

Note: Being included on these lists does not mean that the release ~S associated with non-compliance
with environmental laws.
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Exhibit 14
TRI Reporting Primary Smelting and Refining Facilities (SIC 333) by State

II Number°f !
Number of

State Facilities State Facilities
AZ 1 NM 2
CO 1 NY 2
CT 1 OH 3
IN 1 OR 3
KY 1 PA 2
MD 1 SC 1
MO 3 TX 5
MT 3 UT
NC 2 VA
NE 1 WA 7
NJ - 1

Source: S. EPA, Toxics Re. ase Inventory Data ,ase, 1993..
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Exhibit 15
Releases for Primary Smelting and Refining (SIC 333) in TRI, by Number of

Facilities (releases in
# F~a Under- AverageReporti~ Fugitive Water gmmd I.and Total Releases

Chemical Name Chemical Air Point Air Dischar~ Injection Dtspe~l Re~*~ per Faeilit

Copp~i 20 9412 248340 508 0 500254 758514 3792~C_hJ _ _,~ine 19 153751 67037082 2803 0 l I 67193647 3536501Sulf~c Acid 15 24527 1013009 0 5700000 100920 6838456 45589~I Hydr-,~-~a Fluoride 14 1565588 1520212 5 0 0 3085805 22041
Mang~.-~ 11 15 5130 0 0~ 5 5150_7.1~:_ C~i~9.o~..~ds lO 47545 102940 8505 5 42345637 42504632 425046.~
C]-.io,~iium 8 ! 0 398 5 0 0 413 5~
Copt~ Co~i-,po~ds 8 559987 408015 1502 65000 27574267 ~u~arr7 ! 35760~
Hy&-o~hloric Acid 8 3853 6155294 0 5 5 6159157 76989~Lez~d CG~np6u~ds 8 68834 274504 7263 730 7713452 8064783 1008098
A~ ~._._:c Corap6th~ds 7 7147 30181 3005 52000 2190652 ~_~87985 326141
Anti~6~y C6~ 6 6319 4398 3143 2100 661740 677700 11295G

: C.~th~ Compounds 6 1286 ’ 18912 311 0 39734 60243 10041
Nickel Co~apounds 6 1323 8956 225 4200 1 ! 49028 1163732 193955
Nitric Acid 6 15 23670 0 5 15 23705 3951
Ai-.~h,m, (Fume Or 5 5760 32472 44 0 5 38281 7656Dust)
Lead 5 138589 96836 18 0 235~7~ 2588071 517614
Nickel 5~ 345 781 4 0 29052 30182 6036
Silver Coir~ou,ds 5 848 2210 270 100 19633 23061 4612
Bmitan Compounds 4 5 1850 0 890 456308 459053 114763
Arsenic 3 270 28264 9, 0 7114 35657 ’ 11886
C.a~ulum 3 981 6181 1 0 4824 11997
Cl-~ao~ium Co,eds 3 250 592 250 0 ! 90005 191097
Mang~.~ Co.i.t,o.~ds 3 620 823 0 0 2400643 2402086 800695
Selenium Compounds 3 1350 38000 250 2300 120265 162165 54055
~ (Fume Or Dust) 3 10190 25682 46 0~ 4010295 4046213 1348738
I. I ~ l-Trichl~ika~ 3 75031 0 0 0 0 7503 ] 25010
Anthrac.~e 2 250 25487 0 0 0 25737 12869

~ Antimony 2 500 10915 5 0 0 11420 5710
Co~fit 2 250 5 0 0 0 255 128
Cobalt Co~q~ou~ds 2 669 262 255 0 5 ! ! 91 596
Cyamde C6~q~mds 2 0 0 500 i 0 0 500 250
Ethylene Glycol 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ph.ospl-~,ik. Acid 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thiourea 2 60 0 0 5300 255 5615 2808
A~-~ia 1 250 0 0 0 0 250 250

cBer~Ilium C6,.putmds I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0resol (Mixed l,,~.--i~) I 250. 0 250 O i 750 1250 1250Decabiomodiphenyl 1 0 250 0 0 0 250 250Oxide
Dichlorodifluommethune 1 18000 0 0 0 0 18000 18000M-X~’lcoe I 14000 0 0 0 0 14000 i 4000
~. L _,----- i 0 467 0 0 0 467 467

St~r~ 1 1900 0 0 0 5 1905 1905Thallium 1 5 250 0 0 755 1010 1010Titanium Tetracidoride 1 250 250 0 0 0 500 5001,2.4-Triii-,~ ~,]� lben z~ 1 18000 0 0 0 0 18000 18000
Total --- 2.738.235 77.122.618 29.188 5.832.635 91.868.262 177.590.938 ---
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Exhibit 16
Transfers for Primary Smelting and Refining (SIC 333) in TRI, by Number of

Facilities (Transfers in year)
# F ----~-:: :-’-~ POTW Ener~ Tols/ Average

~emic~ Name      Reporting Discharge Dispesal Recycling Treatmen~ Recovery TranMers Tramfen
per

Co~,~ 20l 5 17596 12472~ 0 0 142324 71/?h!oeine 19 0 9991 0 0 9991 52~, Sulfuric Acid 15 1 600 6454346 0 0 6454947 43033,Hy~og=~ Fhto~d~ 14 0 0 0 0 0 0i
~"-~ ..... 11 0 14 46752 0 0 46766 425i7;~- ¢’..,%.,,,,, I0 760 2692570 750680 833231 0 4277241 427~2~C~;-.a,...t 8 0 0 2361 0 0 2361 29.~
C6i, v~ �~-..: ........ 8 459 2900850 3882069 93989 0 6877367 85967Hydmeh!o,~c Acid 8 0 0 0 0 0 0LeA CA3~..~_~.~ 8 2401 2253086 2289461 11239 0 4556187 56952’,

_ .Ar~_ __ie Ca~<.~mds 7 386 1649205 174013 634487 0 2458091 35115~A..~..~-~y Cow..~-_..-.-~s 6 1749 -- 345100 298~6 15262 0 i 391947 65325Ca.~.m~;;; C’_~.=~_ _.a~ 6 346 26097 420187 62987 0 509617 84936Nieke! C . 6 260 5 237910 3931 0 242106 4035iNitric Acid 6 0 5 0 i 11000 0 11005 1834A~um--’m,m 5 O 317650 3826700 0 0 414~350 828870(Fume Or Dust)
I **,t 5 ~ 5 5 640899 0 O 640909 128182Nickel 5 5 633 0 0 638 128Silver Ca ~mna..a_~ 5 174 5765 8756 255 ~ 0 14950 2990Barium Ca3~;~ ~ 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Arsenic 3 5~ 250 55713 0 0 55968 18656
O’s’m!"-" 3 5 212387 0 0 212392 70797C~.~..;m. C-_--=~-_. ,._.~_ 3 0 1200 15000 0 0 16200 5400Man£an~ Compounds 3 41 0 5639 0 0 5680 1893
,~kt’.;um Compounds 3 0 19005 0 0 0 19005 633571no (~ii~Tu~ Or Dust) 3 250 01 412568 0 0 412818 137606I. 1,1 -Trieh:Gi~;:.~,m. 3 0 0 0 250 0 250 83Ant~r~.~-a~;.- 2 0 14032 0 0 0 14032 7016,a.a:,,~,y 2 0; 4110 1911550 0 0 1915660 957830
..... 2 0 0 0 0 O 0 0C;-’--~:~ C6~-_,.___~ds 2 250 0 77640 1 0 0 77890 38945

(~Yani’4" Cc’~"~-- "’"~’~" 21 0 53213 0 1813 0 55026 27513Ethylene Glycol 2 0 0 0 8673 0 8673 4337I"..6;,~~- ..~� Acid 2 0 0 0 160 0 160 80Thio-_ _,’e~_ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0’t ~’" "-’:-"-’a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Beryllium C,;÷,,v._-..~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Cresol (Mixed l~...=r_~) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0D-,~,~ o~i-.)di~, ~-3_-.._. ~, i Oxide 1 0 4374 0 0 0 43741 4374DicMo~,diflu6~,,..~ihune 1 0 0 0i 0 0 0 0M-Xylene l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0NaphthMe~e

’ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Sryi’~ae 1 0 0~ 0 0 0 0 0Thallium 1 5 0 750 0: 0 755 755Titanium Tetraeb_lo_dde I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~ Triw~..;~ yi be_n ze.n_e 1 0 0 0 0 O I 0 0
TotaJ 225 7,107 10,304,732 21.590.564 1,677.277 0 33,579.680 108187.82
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Exhibits 17-20 illustrate the TRI releases and transfers for the secondary
nonferrous metals smelting and refining industry (SIC 334). For the
industry as a whole, the largest releases were the various metals:
aluminum (fume or dust), zinc compounds, lead compounds, copper
and zinc (fume or dust).

Exhibit 17
Top 10 TRI Releasing Secondary Smelting and Refining (SIC 334

Rank Total TRI Facility Name City State
Releases in

1 881,970 Gulf Chemical & Metallurgical Corp. Freeport TX
2 854,630 Imco Recycling Inc. Morgantown KY
3 758,089 Alabama Reclamation Plant Sheffield AL
4 329,250 Imco Recycling Inc. Sapulpa OK
5 288,070 Alcan Recycling Div. Berea KY
6 184,460 Wabash Alloys Wabash IN
7 147,455 Chemetco Inc. Hartford IL
8 146,852 Schuylkill Metals Corp. Baton Rouge LA
9 140,000 Southern Reclamation Co. Sheffield AL

10 131,899 North Chicago Refiners & Smelters North IL
Chicago

’Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Databas~ 1993.

No.te: Being included on these lists does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance
with environmental laws.
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Exhibit 18
TRI Re] ,ortin~ Secondary Smeltin~ and Refining Facilities (SIC 334) by State

[ Number of         ’ State]      Numberof
State [ Facilities [ Facilities
AL 10 MS 1
AR 3 NC 1
AZ ~ ~ 5
CA 12 NM I
CT 2 NY 8
FL 1 OH 12

GA 2 OK 3
IL 17 PA 13
IN 13 RI 3
KS 2 SC 2
KY 5- TN 9
LA 1 TX 6
MA 5 UT
MD 1 VA 1
MI 7 WI 4
MN 4 WV 3
MO 4

Source’ U.S. EPA, Toxi~ Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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Exhibit 19
Releases for Secondary Smelting and Refining (SIC 334) in TRI, by Number of

Facilities (Releases        m
I~nder. Averag|# F~iie~

Fugitive Water gnmnd lamd Torsi ReJease~ChemJcalName ~emr~ Air Point Air Discharges l~ecflon Dispesal Releases per

Copper 74 17235 56198 2720 0 221287 297440 401~.
Nickel 38 5646 5873 262 0 12934 24715 65(Chlorine 32 5103 6304 O 0 0 11407 35(Lead 30 13964 29230 571 0 750 44515 148"~

Copp~ Couipounds 29 1192: 35205 358 0 1500~ 48984 168~Lead Co~r, ounds 25 11211 115573 404 0 147930 275118 1100~Manganese 25 7848 3547 10 0 74536 85941 ~ 3438
Alua~.um (Fume Or 24 34297 196604 922 I I 641760 873594 36401Dust)
Zinc Compounds 24 41195 263420 3049 0 0 307664 12819Sulfuric Acid 21 6917 1730 0 0 0 8647 412
Chromium 19 1465 .1937 255 0 2005 5662 298Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 19 : 57759’ 79391 331 0 0 137482 7236
Hydrochloric Acid 14 17116 604670 0 0 0 621786 ~13
Nickel Compounds 13 l I 13 1492 297 0 0. 2902 223
Chromium Compounds I 0 276 617 0 0 0 893 89Ammonia 9 1343335 168094 53229 57053 353800 1975511 219501
Antimony 9 364 373 ’ 586 0: 5 1328i 148Antimony Compounds 9 I 15 1294 44 0 67760 69213 7690Silver 9 21 517 251 0 0 789 88
Silver Compounds 9 1033 823 5 0 0 1861 207
Manganese Compounds 8 1074 3426 570 0 0 5070 634
Nitric Acid 8 I008 2628 0 0 0 3636 455
Arsenic 7 3 I0 308 36 0 5 659 94
Arsenic Compounds 7 I 0 573 16 0 27104 27703 3958
Barium Compounds 6 298 201: 0 0 0 2309 385Ca~alum Coca~ounds 6 545 5409 20 0 0 5974i 996~ Cobalt 6 905 680 5 0 20 1610 268Cat~um 3 250 874 ~81 0 0 1405 468Hexachloroethane 3 0 11536 0 0 0 11536 3845Aluafiaum Oxide 2 O 53 0 0 0 53 27~Fibrous Form)
Barium 2 20 45 0 0 0 65 33Beryllium 2 0 5 0 0 0~ 5 3Methanol 2 1000 0 0 0 0 1000 500
Molybd=num Trioxide 2 500 4205’ 18750 0 0 23455 11728Ammonium Sulfate 1 250 0 0 0 0 250i 250~Solution)
Cobalt Compounds I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mercur}, Co~,~,unds I 250 5 5 0 5 265 265
Phosphoric Acid I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Phosphorus I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~Yellow Or White)
Polychlorinated l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Biphen),Is
Selenium 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
Xylene (Mixed Isomers) l 250 0 0 0 0 250 2501.1,1 -Trichloroethane 1 250 0 0 0 ~ 0 250i 250
Totals --- 1,584,854 1,6~l,652 82,977 57,064 1~$1.401 ~._ _~9_,948 ....
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Exhibit 20
Transfers for Secondary Smelting and Refining (SIC 334) in TRI, by Number of

Facilities (Transfers m pounds/year)
ChemicaJ N~me Relmrting ~ Discharge Dispomd

Chemic~d J Recycling TreatmentRecovery Transfers Facility
Copper 74 7024 139130 20126255~ 20233 0 20292642 2742~:Nickel 38 282 9366 78143 3984 0 91775 241_"Chlorine 32 2545 0 0 0 0 2545I~ 30 1106 675459 1749221 16055 0 2441841 8139:!Co~er Compound~ 29 82, 658756 806437 537038 0 2002313 6904Le~-dCompounds 25 810 5543943 11216399 1020276 0 17781428 71125~Manganese 25 501 108806 67048 1236 0 177591 710,1Aluminnm (Fume Or 24 500 966226 15417 O 0 982143 40921Dust)
Zinc Compounds 24 1661 129752 5571000 229930 i 0 5932343 247181Sulfuric Acid 21 5 O 7332842 0 0 7332847’349183Chromium 19 51 11812 43378 83 0 55324 2912Zinc (Fume Or Dust) 19 5 164242 1048567 8180 0 1220994 64263Hydr ,ochloric Acid 14 0’ 750 56965 27557 0 8527"~ 6091Nickel Compounds 3 23 34996 1531600 4777 0 1571396 120877Chgoi~ium Compounds 10 251 165015 214000 4664 0 383930 38393Ammonia 9 0 621718 0 0 0 621718 69080

, Antimony 9 927 127443 8180 880 0 137430 15270Antimony Compounds 9 614 935418 641800 10710 0 1588542 176505Silver 9i 755 0 8680 0 0 9435 1048..Silver Compounds 9 20 835 485550 186 0 486591 54066Manganese Compounds 8 75 29005 128500 0 0 157580 1969[Nitric Acid 8 5 1500 11299 750 0 13554 169aArsenic 7 67 51353 0 1784 0 53204 7601Arsenic Compounds 7 110 196876 55734 0 0 252720 36103Barium Compounds 6 4448 115647 82700 31094 0 233889 38982Ca,4~um Compounds 6 257 0 393000 0 0 393257. 65543Cobalt 6 5 905 35045 15 0 35970 5995c’~fiatu 3 0 ~ 12930 " 23795 900 0 37625 12542Hexachioroeth 3 0 0 0 0 0 0Aluminum Oxide 2 0 0 0 0 0i (Fibrous Forrnl 0 0
Barium 2 5 62710 0 250 0 62965 31483Ber~llium 2 0 0 7930 0 7930 3965Methanol 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Molybdenum Trioxide 2~ 0 165100 17150 0 182250 91125Am~oaium Sulfate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(Solution)
Cobalt Compounds 1 0 0 0 0 0 0Me~uucy Compounds 1 0 33200 0 10 0 33210 33210Phosphoric Acid 1 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0Phosphorus 1 250 0 0 0 0 250 250(Yellow Or White)
Polychlorinated I 0 255 0 0 0 255 255Biphenyls
Selenium 1 0 2673 0 510 0 3183 3183Xylene (Mixed Isoiii¢gs) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 01,1,1-Trichloroethane I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Fotals .... 22,384 10,800,721 51,904,585 1,938.252 0 64,665.942 .....

tory
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VIII.B. Summary of the Selected Pollutants Released

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate
information for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this
sector self-reported as released to the environment based upon 1993
TRI data. Because this section is based upon self-reported release data,
it does not attempt to provide information on management practices
employed by the sector to reduce the release of these chemicals.
Information regarding pollutant release reductions over time may be
available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly from the
industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult the
sources referenced below for a more detailed description of both the
chemicals described in this section, and the chemicals that appear on
the full list of TRI cherhicals appearing in Section IV.A.

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), and the Integrated Risk Information
System (IRIS), both accessed via TOXNET1. The information contained
below is based upon exposure assumptions that have been conducted
using standard scientific procedures. The effects listed below must be
taken in context of these exposure assumptions that are more fully
explained within the full chemical profiles in HSDB.

Chlorine

Toxicity. Breathing small amounts of chlorine for short periods of
time can affect the respiratory tract in humans, causing symptoms such
as coughing and chest pain. It is irritating to the skin, eyes, and
respiratory tract. Repeated long-term exposure to chlorine can cause
adverse effects on the blood and respiratory systems.

1 TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of
toxicological databases managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health. For more information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at
1-800-231-3766. Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS (Chemical Carcinogenesis Research
Information System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive Toxicity Database), DBIR (Directory of
Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Information Center
Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances Data Bank), IRIS
(Integrated Risk Information System), RTECS (Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances), and
TRI (Toxic Chemical Release Inventory). HSDB contains chemical-specific information on
mantffacturing and use, chemical and physical properties, safety and handling, toxicity and biomedical
effects, pharmacology, environmental fate and exposure potential, exposure standards and regulations,
monitoring and analysis methods, and additional references.
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Ecologically, chlorine is highly toxic to aquatic organisms at low doses.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fa~;~. Most of the chlorine released to the
environment will quickly evaporate.

Physical Properties. Chlorine is a highly reactive gas.

Copper

Toxicity. Metallic .copper probably has little or no toxicity, although
copper salts are more toxic. Inhalation of copper oxide fumes and dust
has been shown to cause metal fume fever: irritation of the upper
respiratory tract, nausea, sneezing, coughing, chills, aching muscles,
gastric pain, and diarrhea. However, the respiratory symptoms may be
due to a non-specific reaction to the inhaled dust as a foreign body in
the lung, and the gastrointestinal symptoms may be attributed to the
conversion of copper to copper salts in the body.

It is unclear whether long-term copper poisoning exists in humans.
Some have related certain central nervous system disorders, such as
giddiness, loss of appetite, excessive perspiration, and drowsiness to
copper poisoning. Long-term exposure to copper may also cause hair,
skin, and teeth discoloration, apparently without other adverse effects.

People at special risk from exposure to copper include those with
impaired pulmonary function, especially those with obstructive airway
diseases, since the breathing of copper fumes might cause exacerbatio~
of pre-existing symptoms due to its irritant properties.

Ecologically, copper is a trace element essential to many plants and
animals. However, high levels of copper in soil can be directly toxic to
certain soil microorganisms and can disrupt important microbial
processes in soil, such as nitrogen and phosphorus cycling.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Copper is typically found in the environment as
a solid metal in soils and soil sediment in surface water. There is no
evidence that biotransformation processes have a significant bearing
on the fate and transport of copper in water.
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Hydrochloric Acid

Toxici~;y. Hydrochloric acid is primarily a concern in its aerosol form.
Acid aerosols have been implicated in causing and exacerbating a
variety of respiratory ailments. Dermal exposure and ingestion of
highly concentrated hydrochloric acid can result in corrosivity.

Ecologically, accidental releases of solution forms of hydrochloric acid
may adversely affect aquatic life by including a transient lowering of
the pH (i.e., increasing the acidity) of surface waters.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. _Releases of hydrochloric acid to surface waters
and soils will be neutralized to an extent due to the buffering capaeities
of both systems. The extent of these reactions will depend on the
characteristics of the specific environment.

Physical Properties. Concentrated hydrochloric acid is highly
corrosive.

Toxicity. Short-term lead poisoning is relatively infrequent and occurs
from ingestion of acid soluble lead compounds or inhalation of lead
vapors. Symptoms include nausea, severe abdominal pain, vomiting,
diarrhea or constpafion, shock," tingling, pain, and muscle weakness,
and kidney damage. Death may occur in one to two days. If the patient
survives the acute episode, characteristic signs and symptoms of
chronic lead poisoning are likely to appear. Chronic lead poisoning
affects the gastrointestinal, neuromuscular, blood, kidney, and central
nervous systems. Individuals with chronic lead poisoning appear
ashen, with an appearance of "premature aging," with stooped posture,
poor muscle tone, and emaciation. Neuromuscular syndrome (muscle
weakness, easy fatigue, localized paralysis) and central nervous system
syndrome (progressive mental deterioration, decreased intelligence,
loss of motor skills and speech, hyperkinetic and aggressive behavior
disorders, poorly controlled convulsive disorder, severe learning
impairment) usually result from intense exposure, while the
abdominal syndrome (anorexia, muscle discomfort, malaise, headache,
constipation, severe abdominal pain, persistent metallic taste) is a more
common manifestation of a very slowly and insidiously developing
intoxication.
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In the U.S., the central nervous system syndrome is usually more
common among children, while the gastrointestinal syndrome is more
prevalent in adults. Exposure to lead is also linked to decreased fertility
in men. Lead is a probable human carcinogen, based on sufficient
animal evidence and inadequate human evidence. Populations at
increased risk of toxicity from exposure to lead include developing
fetuses and young children, individuals with decreased kidney
function, and children with sickle-cell anemia.

Environmental Fate If released or deposited on soil, lead will be
retained in the upper two to five centimeters of soil. Leaching is not
important under normal conditions, nor generally is the uptake of lead
from soil into plants. Lead enters water from atmospheric fallout,
runoff or wastewater; it is effectively removed from the water column
to the sediment predominantly by adsorption to organic matter and
clay minerals. Some lead reenters the water column through
methylation by microorganisms. Volatilization is negligible. Lead
does not appear to bioconcentrate significantly in fish but does in some
shellfish such as mussels. When released to the atmosphere, lead will
generally be in dust or adsorbed to particulate matter and subject to
gravitational settling.

Zinc and Zinc Compound.~

Toxicity. Zinc is a nutritional trace element; toxicity from ingestion is
low. Severe exposure to zinc might give rise to gastritis with vomiting
due to swallowing of zinc dusts. Short-term exposure to very high
levels of zinc is linked to lethhrgy, dizziness, nausea, fever, diarrhea,
and reversible pancreatic and neurological damage. Long-term zinc
poisoning causes irritability, muscular stiffness and pain, loss of
appetite, and nausea.

Zinc chloride fumes cause injury to mucous membranes and to the
skin. Ingestion of soluble zinc salts may cause nausea, vomiting, and
purging.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Significant zinc contamination of soil is only
seen in the vicinity of industrial point sources. Zinc is a relatively
stable soft metal, though bums in air. Zinc bioconcentrates in aquatic
organisms.
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VIII.C. Other Data Sources

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide
range of information related to stationary sources of air pollution,
including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of
concern within a particular industry. With the exception of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI
chemicals reported above. Exhibit 21 summarizes annual releases of
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10
microns or less (PM10), total particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

Exhibit 21
Pollutant Releases (Short Tons/Year)

Industry CO -NO2      PM10 PT SO2 VOC
U.S. Total 97.208.000 23,402,000 45,489,0007,836,000 21,888,000 23,312,000
Metal Mining 5,391 28,583 [ 39,359 140,052 84.2~ 1,283
Nonmetal Mining 4,525 28,804/ 59,305 167,948 24,129 1,736
Lumber and Wood 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9,149 41,423

Wood Furniture and 2,069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59,426Fixtures
Pulp and Pa~r 624,291 394,448 35,579 113,571 341,002 96,875
Printing 8,463 4,915 399 1,031 1,728 1Ol 537

Inorganic Chemicals 166.147 108,575 4,107 39,082 182 189 52,091
Organic Chemicals 146,947 236,826 26,493 44,860 132,459 201,888
Petroleum Refining 419,311 3801641 18,787 36,877 648,153 309.058
Rubber and Misc. Plastic 2,090 11,914 2,407 5.355 29,364 140,741

Stone, Clay, Glass, and 58,043 338,482 74,623 171,853 339,216 30.262Concrete
Iron and Steel 1.518.642 138,985 42,368 83,017 238,268 82,292
Nonferrous Metals 448~758 55~658 20~074 22~490 373~007 27~375
Fabricated Metals 3,851 16,424 1.185 3.136 4.019 102,186
Electronics 367 1.129 207 293 453 4,854
Motor Vehicles, Bodies, 35,303 23,725 2,406 12,853 25,462 101,275Parts, and Accessories
Dry Cleaning ! 101 179 3 28 152 7.310

Source U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation AIRS Databas~ May 1995.
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VIII.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant
release and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to
give a general sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers
within each sector profiled under this project. Please note that the
following table does not contain releases and transfers for industrial
categories that are not included in this project, and thus cannot be used
to draw conclusions regarding the total release and transfer amounts
that are reported to TRI. Similar information is available within the
annual TRI Public Data Release book.

Exhibit 22 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TRI
data for the nonferrous metals industry and the other sectors profiled
in separate notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TRI releases
and total transfers on the left axis and the triangle points show the
average releases per facility on the right axis. Industry sectors are
presented in the order of increasing total TRI releases. The graph is
based on the data shown in Exhibit 23 and is meant to facilitate
comparisons between the relative ~.mounts of releases, transfers, and
releases per facility both within and between these sectors. The reader
should note, however, that differences in the proportion of facilities
captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This can be a factor of
poor SIC matching and relative differences in the number of facilities
reporting to TRI from the various sectors. In the case of nonferrous
metals industry, the 1993 TRI data presented here covers 208 facilities.
These facilities listed SIC 333-334 nonferrous metals industry as a
primary SIC code.
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Exhibit 23
Toxic Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

Releases Transfers Tolal
Industry Sector SIC Range # TRi Total Average Average Releases + Average Release+

Facilities Releases Releases per 1993 Total (106 Transfers per Transfers Transfers per
(106 pounds) Facility pounds) Facili~ (106 pounds) Facility (pounds)

(pounds) ~ponnds)
Stonc~ Clay~ and Concrete 32 634 26.6 41~895 2.2 3~500 28.2 46,000
Lumber and Wood Products 24 491 8.4 17~036 3.5 7~228 11.9 24,000
.Furniture and Fixtures 25 313 42.2 i 34:883 4.2 13,455 46.4 148,000
Printing 2711-2789 318 36.5 I 15,000 10.2 732~000 46.7 ! 4._7,000
Elecuonics/Computers 36 406 6.7 16,520 47. I I 15,917 53.7 133,000
Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 I ~579 , I 18.4 74a986 45.0 28~537 163.4 104,000
Motor Vehicle, Bodies, Pa~s 371 609 79.3 130,158 145.5 238,938. 224.8 369,000
.agd Accessories

.Pulp and paper 2611-2631 309 169.7 549,000 48.4 157~080 2 ! 8. I 706~000
Inorganic Chem. Mf8. 2812-2819 555 179.6 324,000 70.0 126,000 249.7 450,000
Petroleum Refining 2911 i 56 64.3 412,000 417.5 2,676~000 481.9 3,088,000
Fabricated Metals 34 2,363 72.0 ~0,476 195.7 82,802 267.7 123,000
Iron and Steel 3312-3313 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 1,825,000

3321-3325
Nonferrous Metah 333~ 334 208 182.5 87__7z269 98.2 472_,33S 280.7 1~_34~9~_
O~ganic Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 417 151.6 364,000 286.7 688~000 438.4 1,052,000
Metal Mining 10 Industry sector not subject to TRi re~n~
Nonmetal M!ning 14 Industry sector not subi¢c.t to TR! reporting
Dry Cleaning 7215,7216,                               7218 lndusuy sector not subject to TR! reporting

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993.
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention
techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits while at the
same time minimizing environmental impacts. This can be done in
many ways such as reducing material inputs, re-engineering processes
to reuse by-products, improving management practices, and employing
substitution of toxic chemicals. Some smaller facilities are able to
actually get below regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant
releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and compar~y-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances that have been implemented within the
Nonferrous Metals Industry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does
provide core information that can be used as the starting point for
facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. When possible, this section provides information from real
activities that can, or are being implemented by this sector -- including
a discussion of associated costs, time frames, and expected rates of
return. This section provides summary information from activities
that may be, or are being implemented by this sector. When possible,
information is provided that gives the context in which the techniques
can be effectively used. Please note that the activities described in this
section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this
sector. Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when
pollution prevention options are’evaluated, and the full impacts of the
change must examine how each option affects, air, land, and water
pollutant releases.

IX.A. Identification of Pollution Prevention Activities in Use

Pollution prevention, whether through source material
reduction/reuse, or waste recycling, is practiced in various sectors of
the nonferrous metals industry. Pollution prevention techniques and
processes currently used by the nonferrous metals industry can be
grouped into the following general categories:

¯ Process equipment modification,
¯ Raw materials substitution or elimination,
¯ Solvent recycling, and
¯ Precious metals recovery.
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It is interesting to note that while the stated rationale for the use of
many of these techniques or processes is applicable environmental
regulations, their use is both fairly universal and profitable.

Process equipment modification is used to reduce the amount of waste
generated. Many copper, lead, and zinc refiners have modified their
production processes by installing sulfur fixation equipment. This
equipment not only captures the sulfur before it enters the atmosphere
(helping the refining plant meet CAA sulfur standards), but processes it
so that a marketable sulfuric acid is produced. Another example is the
use of pre-baked anodes in primary aluminum refining. When a pre-
baked anode is used, the electrolytic cell, or pot, can be closed, thereby
increasing the efficiency of the collection of fluoride emissions. In
addition, new carbon liners have been developed which significantly
increase the life of the aluminum reduction cell. This has resulted in
large reductions in the amount of spent potliner material (hazardous
waste K088) generated by the aluminum industry.

Raw material substitution or elimination is the replacement of raw
materials with other materials that produce less waste, or a non-toxic
waste. Material substitution is inherent in the secondary nonferrous
metals industry primarily by substituting scrap metal, slag, and
baghouse dust for ore feedstock. All of these materials, whether in the
form of aluminum beverage cans, copper scrap, or lead-acid batteries,
are commonly added to other feedstock or charges (usually slag
containing residual metals) to produce marketable grades of metal.
Primary nonferrous metals refining also uses previously refined
metals as feedstock, especially, zinc-containing electric arc furnace dust
(a by-product of the iron and steel industry).

Precious metals recovery is the modification of a refining process to
allow the capture of marketable precious metals such as gold and
silver. Like sulfur fixation, precious metals recovery is a common
waste minimization practice. During primary copper smelting,
appreciable amounts of silver and gold present in copper ore will be
concentrated into the anode copper and can be recovered as a by-
product in the electrorefining process (as the copper anode is
electrochemically dissolved and the copper attaches itself to the
cathode, silver and gold drop out and are captured in the slime at the
bottom of the tank). In the lead refining process the copper often
present in lead ore is removed during the initial lead bullion smelting
process as a constituent of dross. Silver and gold are removed from the
lead bullion later in the process by adding certain fluxes which cause
them to form an impure alloy. The alloy is then refined electrolytically
and separated into gold and silver. Precious metals recovery also takes
place during zinc refining to separate out copper, a frequent impuri~
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in zinc ore. Copper is removed from the zinc ore during the zinc
purification process (after zinc undergoes leaching, zinc dust is added
which forces many of the deleterious elements to drop out; copper is
recovered in a cake form and sent for refining).

IX.B. Important Pollution Prevention Case Studies

Various pollution prevention case histories have been documented for
nonferrous metals refining industries. In particular, the actions of the
AMPCO Metal Manufacturing Company, Inc. typify industry efforts to
simultaneously lessen the impact of the industrial process on the
environment, reduce energy consumption, and lower production costs.

AMPCO Metal Manufacturing Company, Inc., in Ohio is participating
in the development o£. pollution prevention technologies. The project,
sponsored by the U.S. DOE and EPA, consists of researching and
developing the use of electric induction to replace fossil fuel
combustion currently used to heat tundishes. Tundishes are used to
contain the heated reservoir of molten alloy in the barstock casting
process. The fossil fuel combustion process currently used requires
huge amounts of energy and produces tremendous amounts of waste
gases, including combustion bases and lead and nickel emissions.
According to new OSHA regulations, lead emissions from foundries
must be reduced by 80 percent by 1998.

Heating the tundish by electric induction instead of fossil fuel
combustion will substantially improve the current process, saving
energy and reducing pollution; Energy efficiency will jump to an
estimated 98 percent, saving 28.9 billion Btu/yr/unit. Industry-wide
energy savings in 2010 are estimated to be 206 billion Btu/yr, assuming
a 70 percent adoption at U.S. foundries.

In addition to the energy savings, the new process also has substantial
environmental benefits. Along with the elimination of lead and
nickel gases, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxide
emissions from combustion will decrease. The consumption of
refractory (a heat-resisting ceramic material) will decline by 80 percent,
resulting in a similar reduction of refractory waste disposal. In all,
prevention of various forms of pollution is estimated to be 147 million
lb (66.7 million kg)/yr by 2010.

Economically, the elimination of lead and nickel emissions will result
in an improved product because exposure of the metal to combustion
gases in the current process results in porosity, and entrainment of
hydrogen gas in the metal. Overall, AMPCO estimates an annual
savings in operations and maintenance expenses of $1.2 million with
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the use of this technology. Assuming the same 70 percent industry
adoption, economic savings by 2010 could reach $5.8 million. Without
the new electric induction heating process, the capital costs required for
compliance could be $3 million.
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X. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGUI~TIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following sections
are included.

¯ Section X.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section X.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section X.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section X are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe
all applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not
constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and
regulations. For further information, readers should consult the Code
of Federal Regulations and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA
Hotline contacts are also provided for each major statute.

X.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA)of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Dispos,al Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s
waste management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs
underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous
waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous
wastes include the specific materials listed in the regulations
(commercial chemical products, designated with the code "P" or "U";
hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources, designated with the
code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-specific sources, designated
with the code "F") or materials which exhibit a hazardous waste
characteristic (ignitibility, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity and
designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. Facilities
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that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit,
either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to
implement the permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general
facility standards such as contingency plans, emergency procedures,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial assurance
mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for conducting
corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous
waste or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA-
regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal Statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest,
ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for
waste accumulation uriits, and recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for
up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of waste
generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs)are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet
land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards prior to
placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land
treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment). Wastes
subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating wastes,
heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject to the LDRs
must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility
to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties
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that merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage
standards. For a party considered a used oil marketer (one who
generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a used oil
burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards
under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units.
These regulations apply to all facilities who store such waste,
including generators operating under the 90-day accumulation
rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility
and corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart
H) address unit design, provide performance standards, require
emissions monitoring, and,restrict the type of waste that may be
burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or the
environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties responsible
for environmental contamination to clean it up or to reimburse the
Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised
various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
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Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title UI, also known
as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable
quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR § 302.4. A release report
may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more Federal or State
emergency response authorities..

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." EPA generally
takes remedial actions only at sites on the National Priorities List
(NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites. Both EPA
and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title lII), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to
facilitate the development of chemical emergency response plans by
State and local governments. EPCRA required the establishment of
State emergency response commissions (SERCs), responsible for
coordinating certain emergency response activities and for appointing
local emergency planning committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage
specified chemicals:
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¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of
such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it
has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to
submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department material
safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous
chemical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms).
This information helps the local government respond in the
event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual
toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly known as
the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to
various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.
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Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonly referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority"
pollutants, including various toxic pollutants; "conventional"
pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended
solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; and "non-
conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA ~402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers.
NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has
presently authorized forty States to administer the NPDES program),
contain industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-basecl
limits, and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements.
A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain
a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must
provide quantitative analytical data identifying the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility may make a
discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or
State water quality criteria or ~tandards, that were designed to protect
designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or
recreation. These standards, unlike the technological standards,
generally do not take into account technological feasibility or costs.
Water quality criteria and standards vary from State to State, and site to
site, depending on the use classification of the receiving body of water.
Most States follow EPA guidelines which propose aquatic life and
human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program
to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the
NPDES storm water permit application regulations. Storm water
discharge associated with industrial activity means the discharge from
any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveying storm
water and which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or raw
materials storage areas at an industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).
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These regulations require that facilities with the following storm water
discharges apply for a NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with
industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal
storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity"
means a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial
activity defined at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by
SIC codes while the other five are identified through narrative
descriptions of the regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code
of the facility is one of those identified in the regulations, the facility is
subject to the storm water permit application requirements. If any
activity at a facility is. covered by one of the five narrative categories,
storm water discharges from those areas where the activities occur are
subject to storm water discharge permit application requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To determine
whether a particular facility falls within one of these categories, the
regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and pr6ducts); SIC 28-chemicals and allied
products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; and SIC
311-leather tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts;
and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.
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Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC
41-1ocal passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing
(except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC
44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-
petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC
25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC
267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing,
publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints,
varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-rubber and
plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except leather and tanning
and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-fabricated metal products
(except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-industrial and commercial
machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-electronic and other
electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-transportation
equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC 38-
measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-
miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public
warehousing and storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes
to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of
pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under
§307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the
pretreatment program is to protect municipal wastewater treatment
plants from damage that may occur when hazardous, toxic, or other
wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to protect the quality of
sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to a POTW are regulated
primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within
each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an
industry on a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition,
another kind of pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by
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the POTW in order to assist the POTW in achieving the effluent
limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it
may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal standards.                     _

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water
resource center, at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking
water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water
standards and to create a joint Federal-State system to ensure
compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to
protect underground sources of drinking water through the control of
underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards
under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the
primary drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific
concentration limits that apply to certain public drinking water
supplies. Primary drinking water standards consist of maximum
contaminant level goals (MCL~s), which are non-enforceable health-
based goals, and maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), which are
enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible, considering cost
and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources
of drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC
permits include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring
requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply
with RCRA corrective action standards in order to be granted a RCRA
permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions
standards. The UIC permit program is primarily State-enforced, since
EPA has authorized all but a few States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended
on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal source of
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drinking water for a given area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead
Protection program, designed to protect drinking water wells and
drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The
Hotline operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to
evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by
their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of
control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical
substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not
been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be
submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import. The PMN must
identify the chemical and provide available information on health and
environmental effects. If available data are not sufficient to evaluate
the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose restrictions pending the
development of information on its health and environmental effects.
EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals based upon
factors such as the projected vqlume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA
regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances
Control Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through
4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air
Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health
and welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA
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consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish
national standards for ambient air quality and for EPA and the States to
implement, maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of
mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many facilities will be required to
obtain permits for the first time. State and local governments oversee,
manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the CAAA. CAA
regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.                                             -

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient
air quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants,"
including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter,
ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a
given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do not
meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of
the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are
required to meet Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards
for new stationary sources falling within particular industrial
categories. NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology
available to that category of industrial source but allow the affected
industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of reducing
emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular hazardous
air pollutants (HAPs). Title lII of the CAAA further directed EPA to
develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop
regulations for these categories of sources. To date EPA has listed 174
categories and developed a schedule for the establishment of emission
standards. The emission standards will be developed for both new and
existing sources based on "maximum achievable control technology"
(MACT). The MACT is defined as the control technology achieving the
maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the HAPs, taking
into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of
the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate-mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases
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will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels
of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One
purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single document all
air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility. States are
developing the permit programs in accordance with guidance and
regulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved by EPA,
permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year
2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased
out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric
Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA,
and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about
accidental release prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the
Technology Transfer Network Bulletin Board System (modem access
(919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents,
and updates of EPA activities.

X.B. Industry-Specific Requirements

CleanWater Act ~CWA)

The Clean Water Act regulates the amount of chemicals/toxins
released by industries via direct and indirect wastewater/effluent
discharges. Regulations developed to implement this Act establish
effluent guidelines and standards for different industries. These
standards usually set concentration-based limits on the discharge of a
given chemical by any one facility. If a facility is discharging directly
into a body of water, it must obtain a National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit. If a facility is discharging to a
publicly owned treatment works (POTW), it must adhere to specified
pretreatment standards. The following regulations are applicable to the
nonferrous metals industry.
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The Metal Molding and Casting Point Source Category (40 CFR Part
464) is applicable to wastewater from these operations:

¯ Aluminum Casting
¯ Copper Casting
¯ Zinc Casting.

The Aluminum Forming Point Source Category (40 CFR Part 467) is
applicable to wastewater from these operations:

¯ Rolling with Neat Oils
¯ Rolling with Emulsions
¯ Extrusion
¯ Forging
¯ Drawing with Neat Oils
¯ Drawing with Emulsions.

The Copper Forming Point Source Category (40 CFR Part 468) is
applicable to wastewater from these operations:

¯ Copper Forming
¯ Beryllium Copper Forming.

The Nonferrous Metals Forming and Metal Powders Point Source
Category (40 CFR Part 471) is applicable to wastewater from these
operations:

¯ Lead-Tin-Bismuth Forming
¯ Magnesium Forming
¯ Nickel-Cobalt Forming
¯ Precious Metals Forming
¯ Refractory Metals Forming
¯ Titanium Forming
¯ Uranium Copper Forming
¯ Zinc Forming
¯ Zirconium-Hafnium Forming
¯ Metals Powders.

Clean Air Act (CAA)

The primary regulatory mechanism used to implement source
emission requirements under the CAA is State Implementation Plans
(SIPs). SIPs provide the States with the authority and discretion to
establish a strategy to attain primary NAAQS levels. These
requirements can be uniform for all sources or specifically tailored for
individual sources. States are not allowed to adopt less stringent
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standards than NAAQS. Of particular concern to primary and
secondary smelters is the fact that SIPs must include steps to reduce SO2
source emission levels in nonattainment areas. SIPs must
demonstrate that nonattainment areas, designated prior to the 1990
CAA Amendments, will achieve compliance with NAAQS as soon as
possible and no later than November 1995. For nonattainment areas
designated after the 1990 Amendments, compliance is also required
five years after the nonattainment designation. Sections 172(c)(5) or
191 and 192 require the imposition of a construction moratorium on
new or modified sources of SO2 in nonattainment areas without a fully
approved SIP until the SIP includes appropriate permit requirements.

¯ NAAQS for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and hydrocarbons
that frequently affect the smelting process are found in 40 CFR
Part 50.

Also important to primary and secondary smelters is the list of 189
hazardous air pollutants (I-LAPs) established in the CAA, as amended
in 1990. Under the CAA Amendments, Congress required EPA to
identify major and area source categories associated with the emission
of one or more listed HAPs. To date, EPA has identified 174 categories
of sources. Congress also required EPA to promulgate emission
standards for listed source categories within 10 years of the enactment
of the CAA Amendments (by November 15, 2000). These standards are
known as National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAPs).

In addition to general CAA requirements, specific standards apply to
primary and secondary lead smelters, primary copper smelters, primary
zinc smelters, and primary aluminum reduction plants.

The Standards of Performance for Secondary Lead Smelters (40 CFR
Part 60, Subpart L) are applicable to pot furnaces of more than 250 kg
charging capacity, blast furnaces, and reverberatory furnaces that
commence construction after June 11, 1973.

These standards require secondary lead smelters to control discharge to
the point that:

¯ Particulate matter emissions do not exceed 50 mg/dscm, and
¯ Visible emissions do not exhibit 20 percent opacity or greater.

In addition, these standards require that no owner or operator
discharge any gases exhibiting 10 percent opacity or greater from anv
pot furnace on and after the date of performance testing.
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The Standards of Performance for Primary Copper Smelters (40 CFR
Part 60, Subpart P) are applicable to dryers, roasters, smelting furnaces,
and copper converters that commence construction or modification
after October 16, 1974.

These standards require that dryers control discharge to the point that
particulate matter emissions do not exceed 50 mg/dscm. With respect
to roasters, smelting furnaces, and copper converters, no gases
containing sulfur dioxide in excess of 0.065 percent by volume are to be
emitted. An exception is made in the case of reverberatory smelting
furnaces, which are exempt during periods when the total smelter
charge at the primary copper smelter contains a high volume of
volatile impurities (more than 0.2 weight percent arsenic, 0.1 weight
percent antimony, 4.5.weight percent lead, or 5.5 weight percent zinc,
on a dry basis).

In addition, these standards require the owner or operator of a dryer of
an affected facility using a sulfuric acid plant to control discharges to
the point that visible emissions do not exhibit greater than 20 percent
opacity on and after the date of performance testing.

The Standards of Performance for Primary Zinc Smelters (40 CFR Part
60, Subpart Q) are applicable to roaster and sintering machine facilities
in primary zinc smelters that commence construction or modification
after October 16, 1974.

These standards require sintering machines to control discharges to the
point that on and after the date 6f performance testing:

¯ No gases containing particulate matter in excess of 50 mg/dscm
are emitted, and

¯ Emissions do not exhibit an opacity of greater than 20 percent.

In addition, no roaster may emit gases containing sulfur dioxide in
excess of 0.065 percent by volume. The provision also stipulates that
any sintering machine that eliminates more than 10 percent of the
sulfur initially contained in the zinc sulfide ore concentrates will be
considered a roaster. For affected primary zinc smelting facilities that
use a sulfuric acid plant, no emissions greater than 20 percent opacity
are allowed on and after the date of performance testing. In addition,

¯ No gases containing more than 50 mg/dscm may be emitted, and

¯ Visible emissions may not exhibit greater than 20 percent
opacity.
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In addition, sintering machines, electric smelting furnaces, and
converters must control discharges to the point that no gases
containing greater than 0.065 percent sulfur dioxide are emitted on and
after the date of performance testing.

For affected primary lead smelting facilities that use a sulfuric acid
plant, no visible emissions greater than 20 percent opacity are allowed
on and after the date of performance testing.

The Standards of Performance for Primary Aluminum Reduction
Plants (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart S) are applicable to potroom groups and
anode bake plants that commence construction after October 23, 1974.

The standards require that on and after the date of performance testing
affected facilities control discharges to the point that no gases
containing total fluorides are emitted on and after the date of
performance testing in excess of:

¯ 1.0 kg/Mg of aluminum produced for potroom groups at
Soderberg plants

¯ 0.95 kg/Mg of aluminum produced for potroom groups at
prebake plants

¯ 0.05 kg/Mg of aluminum equivalent for anode bake plants.

Emissions slightly above these levels from Soderberg and prebake
plants may be considered to be in compliance if the owner/operator
demonstrates that exemplary ,operation and maintenance procedures
are used.

In addition, on and after the date of performance testing, facilities must
control discharges to the point that no emissions are discharged
exhibiting greater than:

¯ 10 percent opacity from any potlines
¯ 20 percent opacity from any anode bake plant.

All of the above standards (Subparts L, P, Q, R, S) require monitoring and
testing methods and procedures specific to the affected facilities.

The National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from
Secondary Lead Smelting (40 CFR Part 63, Subpart X) are applicable to
secondary lead smelters that use blast, reverberatory, rotary, or electric
smelting furnaces to recover lead metal from scrap lead, primarily used lead-
acid automotive batteries. These standards limit HAP emissions (lead
compounds and total hydrocarbons from secondary lead smelting furnaces,
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refining kettles, agglomerating furnaces, dryers and fugitive dust sources, but
do not affect emissions from lead smelters, lead refiners, or lead remelters.

These standards require secondary lead smelters to control:

¯ Process Emission sources by limiting lead compounds (metal
HAP) and total hydrocarbons (organic HAP) to certain levels
depending upon furnace type;

¯ Process Fugitive Emission Sources by requiring the use of
enclosure-type hoods or containment buildings which are
ventilated to control devices; and

¯ Fugitive Dust Sources by requiring the development of facility
specific standard operating procedures.

In addition to these standards certain compliance testing, monitoring,
and recordkeeping requirements also apply to these facilities. New or
reconstructed sources (construction commenced after June 9, 1994)
must meet these standards by June 23, 1995 or upon start up of
operations. Existing secondary lead smelters have until June 23, 1997 to
meet them.

Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act (RCRA)

RCRA was passed in 1976, as an amendment to the Solid Waste
Disposal Act, to ensure that solid wastes are managed in an
environmentally sound manner. A material is classified under RCRA
as a hazardous waste if the material meets the definition of solid waste
(40 CFR 261.2), and that solid waste material exhibits one of the
characteristics of a hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.20-24) or is specifically
listed as a hazardous waste (40 CFR 261.31-33). A material defined as a
hazardous waste may then be subject to Subtitle C generator (40 CFR
262), transporter (40 CFR 263), and treatment, storage, and disposal
facility (40 CFR 254 and 265) requirements. The nonferrous metals
industry must be concerned with the regulations addressing all these.

The greatest quantities of RCRA listed waste and characteristically
hazardous waste that are generated by nonferrous metal industries are
identified in Exhibit 24. For more information on identifying RCRA
hazardous waste, refer to 40 CFR Part 261.
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Exhibit 24
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Nonferrous Metal Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

D004 (arsenic) Wastes which are hazardous due to the characteristic of toxici~ for each of
D005 (barium) the constituents.
[9006 (cadmium)
D007 (chromium)
D008 (lead)
D009 (mercury)
D010 (selenium)
D011 (silver)
D035 (methyl
ethyl ketone)
D039 (tetra-
chloroethylene)
D040 (trichloro-
ethylene)
F001 Halogenated solvents used in degreasing~ tetrachloroethylene, methylene

chloride, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, and chlorinated
fluorocarbons; all spent solvent mixtures/blends used in degreasing containing,
before use, a total of 10 percent or more (by volume) of one or more of the above
halogenated solvents or those solvents listed in F002, F004, and F005; and still
bottoms from the recover~ of these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F002 Spent halogenated solvents; tetrachloroethylene, methylene chloride,
tricklorethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane chlorobenzene, 1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-
trifluoroethane, ortho-dichlorobenzene, trichlorofluoromethane, and 1,1,2-
trichloroethane; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, one
or more of the above halogenated solvents or those listed in F001, F004, F005;
and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and spent solvent
mixtures.

F003 Spent non-halogenated solvents: xylene, acetone, ethyl acetate, ethyl benzene,
ethyl ether, methyl isobutyl ketone, n-butyl alcohol, cyclohexanone, and
methanol; all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, only the
above spent non-halogenated solvents; and all spent solvent mixtures/blends
containing, before use, one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents, and,
a total of 10% or more (by volume) of one of those solvents listed in F001, F002,
F004, F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of these spent solvents and
spent solvent mixtures.

F004 Spent non-halogenated solvents: cresols and cresylic acid, and nitrobenzene;
all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10% or more
(by volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those
solvents listed in F001, F002, and F005; and still bottoms from the recovery of
these spent solvents and spent solvent mixtures.

F005 Spent non-halogenated solvents: toluene, methy ethyl ketone, carbon
disulfide, isobutanol, pyridine, benzene, 2-ethoxyethanol, and 2-nitropropane;
all spent solvent mixtures/blends containing, before use, a total of 10% or more
(by volume) of one or more of the above non-halogenated solvents or those
solvents listed in F001, F002, or F004; and still bottoms from the recovery of
these spent solvents and spent solvents mixtures.
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Exhibit 24
Hazardous Wastes Relevant to the Nonferrous Metal Industry

EPA Hazardous Hazardous Waste
Waste No.

K064 Acid plant blowdown slurry/sludge resulting from the tlxickening of blowdown
slurry from primary cop]3er production. -

K065 Surface impoundment solids contained in and dredged from surface
impoundments at primary lead smeltin~ facilities.

K066 Sludge from treatment of process wastewater and/or acid plant blowdown from
primary zinc production.

K088 Spent potliners from primary aluminum reduction.
K069 Emission control dust/sludge from secondary lead smelting. (Note: this listing

is stayed administratively for sludge generated from secondary acid scrubber
systems. The stay will remain in effect until further administrative action is
taken. If EPA takes further action effecting this stay, EPA will publish a
notice of the action in ~e Federal Re~ister.)

K100 Waste leaching solution from acid leaching of emission control dust/sludge
from secondary lead smelting.

One set of RCRA standards that is of particular relevance to norfferrous
metals industries that recycle metals and metal-containing materials is
40 CFR Part 266, St~bpart H which lays out the requirements for boilers
or industrial furnaces that burn hazardous waste for energy recovery or
destruction, or processing for materials recovery or as an ingredient in
general.

X.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Clean Air Act (CAA)

In addition to the CAA requirements discussed above, EPA is currently
working on several regulations that will directly affect the nonferrous
metals industry. Many proposed standards will limit the air emissions
from various industries by proposing Maximum Achievable Control
Technology (MACT) based performance standards that will set limits
on emissions based upon concentrations in the waste stream. Various
potential standards are described below.

Primary Lead Smeltin~

Primary lead smelters are a major source of hazardous air pollutants
(I-LAPs). Potential emissions include compounds of lead and other
metallic HAPs as well as organic HAPs.
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The proposed regulation will be a MACT-based performance standard
that will set limits on certain emissions based upon concentrations in
the waste stream. The legal deadline is November 15, 1997.

When promulgated, these standards will regulate an industry
comprised of two companies which operate three facilities in two
states.

Primary Copper Smeltin~

Primary copper smelters are known to emit a number of HAPs listed in
Section 112 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA). While
most smelters have extensive control systems for oxides of sulfur and
HAPs, fugitive emissions may cause smelters to exceed major source
standards.        -

EPA is required to promulgate 50 percent of the source Categories listed
in Section 112(e) CAAA by November 15, 1997. EPA plans to
promulgate emissions standards for several HAPs effecting the primary
copper industry by August 30, 1995

Primary Aluminum

Primary aluminum processors may be a major source of one’ or more
I-LAPs. As a consequence, a MACT-based regulatory program is being
developed by EPA.

The MACT based performance_standards are expected to be proposed in
October 1995 and to be promulgated by November 15, 1997.

Secondary Aluminum

EPA has determined that the secondary aluminum industry may
reasonably be anticipated to emit several of the 189 HAPs listed in
Section 112(b) of the CAA. As a result, the industry is included on the
initial list of HAP emitting categories and will be on the list of
categories schedule for the development of a regulatory program.

The standards will be MACT-based performance standards and are
expected to be proposed in April 1996. The legal deadline for the
promulgation of final standards is November 15, 1997.
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Resource Conservation and Recovery. Act ~RCRA~

As part of EPA’s groundwater protection strategy, RCRA prohibits the
land disposal of most hazardous wastes until they meet a waste-specific
treatment standard. While most hazardous wastes have already been
assigned treatment standards, EPA must still promulgate two
additional rule makings to address newly listed wastes and to make                -
changes to the land disposal restrictions (LDR) program.

When finalized, the Phase HI LDR rulemaking will establish treatment
standards for some newly listed wastes and will mandate RCRA
equivalent treatment be performed upon certain characteristically
hazardous wastes that are injected into UIC wells under the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA) or managed in Subtitle D surface
impoundments prior to discharge pursuant to the Clean Water Act
(CWA). By consent decree, EPA must promulgate the final rule for
Phase HI by January 1996.

Of particular significance to the nonferrous metals industries, Phase HI
will restrict the land disposal of spent aluminum potliners, K088. Once
the prohibition for these wastes becomes effective, the spent potliners
would need to meet numeric treatment levels for at least 27 particular
hazardous constituents commonly found in K088.

Phase IV will similarly restrict other newly listed or identified wastes
from land disposal and create influent treatment standards to mitigate
the impact of sludges, leaks, and air emissions from surface
impoundments that have managed decharacterized wastes. Among
those wastes that will become subject to prohibitions are
characteristically hazardous mining wastes that were once excluded
from regulation by the Bevill exemptions of §261.4(b)(10). In addition,
Phase IV will also change the treatment standards applicable to those
wastes that are prohibited from land disposal because they exhibit the
characteristic of toxicity for a metal constituent.
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XI. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROFILE

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance indicators
with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so,
EPA is in a better position to track compliance with all statutes at the
facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in budding the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read
into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance records,
and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA system can
match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and
Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and generate a list of
historical permit, inspection, and enforcement activity. IDEA also has
the capability to analyze data by geographic area and corporate holder.
As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data improves, EPA
will make available more in-depth compliance and enforcement
information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success for
compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror
the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data
reported within this section consists of records only from the TRI
reporting universe. With this decision, the selection criteria are
consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the sectors that do
not normally report to the TRI program, data have been provided from
EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks facilities in all
media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not attempt to
define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within
the sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector
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according to the Bureau of Census (See Section l’I). With sectors
dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and printers,
the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be small in
comparison to Census data. However, the group selected for inclusion
in this data analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s
general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect
EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities that have been
entered into EPA databases. To identify any changes in trends, the EPA
ran two data queries, one for the past five calendar years (August 10,
1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for the most recent twelve-month
period (August 10, 199.4 to August 9, 1995). The five-year analysis gives
an average level of activity for that period for comparison to the more
recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are
State/local or EPA-led. However, the table breaking down the universe
of violations does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s
and States’ efforts within each media program. The presented data
illustrate the variations across regions for certain sectors.2 This
variation may be attributable to State/local data entry variations,
specific geographic concentrations, proximity to population centers,
sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank
regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) - this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS
identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,

2 EPA Regions include the following States: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (NJ, NY, PR, VI); III
(DC, DE, MD, PA, VA, WV); IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN); V (IL, IN, MI, MN, OH, WI); VI
(AR, LA, NM, OK, TX); VII (IX KS, MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ND, SD, UT, WY); IX (AZ, CA, HI, NV,
Pacific Trust Territories); 10 (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) - is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program
office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue
together" separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to
create a "master list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the
data systems accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing
and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit
Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation
and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB
(National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and
Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search - are based on the universe of TRI reporters within
the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI
reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for
executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is
defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in
Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and State agency
facility inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values
show what percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60
month period. This column does not count non-inspectional
compliance activities such as the review of facility-reported discharge
reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions - expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action
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within the defined time period. This category is broken down further
into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for administrative,
civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions. Administrative
actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple
enforcement actions is only counted once in this column (facility with
3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All percentages that appear are
referenced to the number of facilities inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across all
environmental statutes. A facility, with multiple enforcement actions
is counted multiple times (a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts
as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by State and local environmental agencies. Varying
levels of use by States of EPA data systems may limit the volume of
actions accorded State enforcement activity. Some States extensively
report enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other States
may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from
State agencies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint
State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections., This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only.
This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activity. Related inspections and enforcement actions under
the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are
not factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under
these programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does
not account for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection
compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges)
that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified - indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
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Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and
EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Priority
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages
within this column can exceed 100 percent because facilities can be in
violation status without being inspected. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate
that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement
actions within EPA. Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA
databases. Each column is a percentage of either the "Total
Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

XI.A. Nonferrous Metals Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 25 presents enforcement and compliance information specific
to SIC 33, the nonferrous metals industry (information was not
available beyond the two-digit SIC level). As indicated in this exhibit,
Region 4 conducted the largest number of inspections in this industry,
and nearly all of Regions 4’s enforcement actions are also state-lead.
The numbers in this exhibit do not necessarily represent the geographic
location of the industry’s primary and secondary processors. This is
because the number facilities and inspections represents all SIC 33
facilities and not just SIC 333 a~d 334 facilities.
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Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Sum~nary for the Nonferrous Metals Industry

A B C D E F G [] I J
Facilities w/one

Average Number of or more Total Federal Enforcement
Nonferrous Metals Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead Lead to Inspection

SIC 33 Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Acdons Actions Actions Actions Rate

Region I 67 35 144 28 13 21 38% 62% 0.15

Region !1 71 54 362 12 25 ~ 89 83% 17% 0.25

Region il I 77 54 447 I 0 20 69 80% 20% 0.15

Region IV 136 92 870 9 22 65 86% 14% 0.(~

Region V 270 126 632 26 24 66 77% 23% 0 I0

Region Vi 72 40 ¯ 205 21 13 40 52% 48% 0.20

Region VII 43 23 156 17 8 I 7 59% 41% 0. I I

Region VIII 17 10 56 18 4 15 67% 33% 0.27

Region IX 71 24 69 62 7 16 81% 19% 0.23

Region X 20 16 156 8 9 72 85% 15% 0.46

Total/Average 844 474 3,097 16 i 45 470 76% 24% O. 15
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XI.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 26-29 provide enforcement and compliance information for
selected industries. The nonferrous metals industry (all of SIC 33)
compromises the 4th largest number of facilities tracked by EPA across
the selected industries, and the 5th largest number of facilities
inspected. However it has the 3rd largest number of inspections and
2nd largest number of enforcement actions. For this industry, RCRA
inspections comprise over 39 percent of all inspections conducted,
while CWA inspections account for 23 percent and CAA inspections
account for 34 percent. The fairly high CWA inspection rate and low
CAA inspection rate seem to be in conflict with the importance of air
emissions in the primary and secondary nonferrous metals processing
industry; however t.his may be due to the fact that numbers represent
the entire SIC 33 and not the more specific three-digit SIC 333 and 334
level.
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Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H ! J

Facilitie~ wlOne
Average Number of or More Total Fedefld Enforcement

Facilities in Facililies Number of Months Between Enforcement Enforcement State LgAId [L.~d to Insp~2~ofl

Ind,,q~j ge.~_~nr Sc.m ~, I.n~c_ _ L~_ In~-~: -~-’m~ Insp~cdons Actions A,’dnn~ .~,-~ AcI~o~s Rale

Mt~! ]~l!nin~ 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% O. 10

No~-melallic Mineral 1,143 631 3,422 20 84 ~ 192 76% 24% 0.06

1,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0.12
L.. andW __ ,
Fu~ :._’.:~,~� 293 213 1,534 I I 34 91 91% 9% 0.06

R._.~.- and ~. ~ ~-’L~ 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78%.__ 22% 0.12

~, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 I I 73 301 70~ 30~ O. 12

.~,’;~f~o~ l!~,.~nl~ ~14 474 3,097 16 145 470 76% 24 % 0.15

Feb~_c~_~_¢a Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0.15

E__l~_._~o~ics/C _ _~_ .~,,ers405 222 T’/7 31 68 212 "/9% 21% 0.27

M~ Vehicle Assembly 598 390 2,216 16 81 240 80~ 20% Ol I

Pulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 I 15 502 78% 22% 0.13

Printing 4,106 !,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% 0. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I 99 402 76% 24% O. 13

Organic C~_emi~’al g 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% O. 19

3 ! I 0 797 66% 34% 0.25
Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 .................... ----

Iron and Sw.�I 374 275 3,555 6 115 499 72% 28% O 14

Dry Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% I% .... _0.16 ___



Exhibit 27

[
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H

Facilities in Facilities Numi)~ of Facilities w/One (x M(re Facilities w/One o~ Mote Enforcement Enforcement to
Industry Sectce Search Inspected lmpectim~ Violations Enf~cement Actions Actions laspection Rate

Numbe¢ Percent* Numb~ Percent*

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72% 16 14% 24 0.13

Non-metallic Miaeral 1.143 253 425 75 30% 28 i !% 54 0.13
Mining
Lumb~ md Wood 464 142 268 109 77% 15 13% 42 0.15

Faraitm’e 293 160 !13 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubber tad i~astic 1,665 271 435 289 107% 19 7% 59 O. 14

Stone, Clay, and Gla.~ 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20

Nonfermm Metal~ 844 202 ’ 402 282 140% 22 11% "/2 0.18

Fabricated Metal 2,346 477 746 525 110% 46 10% 114 O. 15

Ekagt~ca 405 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

Automo~lea 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 O. 10

Pulp lad Paper 306 189 576 162 86% 28 15% 88 0.15

IMmiag 4, IO6 397 6/6 251 63% 25 6% 72 0.11

lnotgmic Chemicals 548 158 42/ 16/ 106% 19 12% 49 0.12

Organic Chemicals 412 195 545 197 101% 39 20% 118 0.22

Pett’oleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36% 114 02.6

Iron and Steel 374 167 488 165 99% 20 12% 46 0.09
l ~’~

D~ Cletain8 933 80 111 21 26% 5, 6~ I I O. I 0 I
*Percentages in Columns E and F are based on the numbeg of facilitiea inspected (Columa C). Percentagee can exceed 100% because violalion~ and actions cta occur
without a facility inspection.



Exhibit 28
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Numb~ ~
Facilities Total Enfoccemen! ~esomce Coase~vatim and FIFILA/TSCA/

Industry Secto¢ Inspected Inspections Actions Clean Air Act Clean Wate¢ Act Recovery Act EPC~

% o~T~d % ~Toud % of Totd % of To~al % or’Total % of To~l % of Tota~

Insl~�~ Aclio~ Inspe~io~ Acfiom Ins~ctions Actions Ins~s

Metal Mialn_~ 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 57% 60% 6% 14%

Non-metalfic 63 ! 3,422 192 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 2/% < I

Mineral ]~linin~.

l_xlmher and Wood 301 1,891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59% 6/%

Furnitm’e 213 1,534 91 52% 27% I% !% 45% 64% I%

p~ _t~._~ and pta~ie 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% 44% 68% 3%

Stone. Clay and 268 2,475 301 45% 39% i 5% 5% 39% 5 i % 2%

Nonfenous M**~1. 474 3,097 470 ~ 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4%

Fab~_’_~m*n_ .Me__!~ 1,340 5,509 840 25% 1 I% 15% 6% 56% 76% 4%

I~_l.~m,,t,-~ 222 777 212 16~ 2% 14% 3% 66% 90% 3%

Auto ._~hi_ "1*-. 390 2,216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2%

Pulp aad p.~wr 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18%

~l~nl!n~ 1,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62%

Inorganic Cb*mle~ln 302 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3%

O~ganic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44%

Pelgoleum Re~n_!n_g 145 3,237 "/97 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52%

Iron and Steel 275 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58%

Dcy �"1...i.~_ 245 633 IO3 15% !% 3% 4% 83% 93% <1%

*Actions taken |o enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
and Communi~ Right-to-Know Act as well as other Federal environmental laws.



Exhibit 29
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Numbel-of
Facilaie~ Tetal Enfm~ment Resomc~ ~ons~vlion and FIFRA/T~CM

ladmtry Secret lml~cted Impeaiom Actiom Clean Ak Act Clean Water Act lh~ovev/Act EPC2LA/Othe¢*

% el’Total % e~ Tmal % of Total % el" Total % of Total % ~ Total % o[ Total % e~ Total
lmpection~ Actiom la~pectiom Actio~ Inspectiom Action~ ln~ectiom

Me~al Muting 114 194 24 4/% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6% <1% 19%

Non-metallic Minegal 253 425 54 69% 55% 26% 16% 5% 16% < 1% 1 i
Mining

Lumber and Woed 142 268 42 29% 20~ 8% 13% ~ 63% 61% <1%

Pmailure 113 160 5 58% 6/% !% 10% 41% 10% <1%       13%

Pmbbe¢ and Pla~¢ 271 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% ? ! % 1% 11%

Stone, Clay, md Gla~ 14~ 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% <1%

Nonfe~reu~ Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% I%

Faixicated Melal 477 746 114 25% 14% 14% 8% 61% 77% <1%

Electronic~ 60 87 21 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% <1% 4%

Aulonmbile~ ! 69 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% 1%

Pulp and Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 10% 7% <1% 3%

Printing 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% <1%

In~cganic Chemicah 158 427 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% <1%

Organic Chemicals 195 545 i 18 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% I%        1%

Petroleum l~fining 109 439 114 ~ 31% 19% 16% 30% 4/% 1% 6%

iron and Steel 167 488 46 29~ 18% 35% 26% 36~ 50~ <1%

Mc.t~n$ ~ to .~. .force the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenlicide Act; the Toxic Substance Control
Act, and the Emergency Planningana �.ommumty Right-to-Know Act as well as other ~ederal environmental laws.

.
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XI.C. Review of Major Enforcement Actions

XI.C.1. Review of Major Cases

This section provides summary information about major cases that
have affected this sector. As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement
Accomplishments Report, FY 1991 - FY 1993 publications, 12 significant                -
enforcement cases were resolved between 1991 and 1993 involving the
nonferrous metals industry. Five of the cases were comprised of RCRA
violations, five of CERCLA violations, and two involved violations of
the Clean Water Act (CWA). One case, U.~. v. ILCO ~Interstate Lead
Company). et. al.o settled in 1992 and 1993, involved violations of all
three statutes.

Six of the 12 cases resulted in the assessment of a penalty. Civil
penalties ranged from $453,750 to $3.5 million. The average penalty
was approximately $1.9 million. In U.S.v. Cerro Copper (1991), a
consent decree was entered requiring Cerro to recycle its waste waters
in order to meet pre-treatment limits for copper and other nonferrous
metals at one of its plants. In addition, the company was required to
pay a civil penalty of $1.4 million for its CWA violation.

Some of the settlements required defendants to pay only the past or
future cleanup costs of the remedial action. In I~.S. et. al. v. Alcan
Aluminum Corp. et. al. (1991), the District Court granted the
government’s motion of summary judgment against Alcan
Aluminum, a PRP at the Pollution Abatements Services Superfund
site. The penalty was $4 million in past costs from this case and $9.1
million in past costs from an unsettled 1987 case. Violations included
illegal dumping of PCBs, and about 4.6 million gallons of waste
emulsion contaminated with small quantities of metals including lead,
cadmium, and chromium.

In U.S.v. Sanders Lead Co. (1993), a consent decree was entered
requiring $2 million in civil penalties and the treatment of waste water
as a hazardous waste. This consent decree resolved alleged violations
involving illegal disposal of lead-bearing hazardous wastes and
violations of land disposal restrictions. This was the first civil case that
the U.S. filed to enforce land disposal restrictions, and settles a RCRA
enforcement action concerning violations at a Troy, Alabama
secondary lead smelter.

In the 1993 RCRA case of U.~. v. ILCO et. al.° the Court of Appeals held
that lead components from spent automobile batteries were discarded
and hence could be regulated as "solid waste" under RCRA. The
Appeals Court affirmed the district court’s award of $3.5 million in
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civil penalties and $845,033 in CERCLA response costs for violations of
RCRA, the CWA, and corresponding Alabama statutes. The action
arose from ILCO’s operations at its secondary smelter which
reprocessed spent-lead acid batteries.

XI.C.2. ~upplemental Environmental Projects                                           _

Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs) are compliance
agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated penalty in return for an
environmental project that exceeds the value of the reduction. Often,
these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
significantly reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.

In December, 1993, the Regions were asked by EPA’s Office of
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to provide information on
the number and type of SEPs entered into by the Regions. The
following chart contains a representative sample of the Regional
responses addressing the primary and secondary nonferrous metals
industry. The information contained in Exhibit 30 is not
comprehensive and provides only a sample of the types of SEPs
developed for the primary and secondary nonferrous metals industry.
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Exhibit 30
Supplemental Environmental Projects

Nonferrous Metal (SIC 33)
Case Name EPA Statute/ Type of SEP Estimated Expected Environmental Final Final Penalty

Region Type of Cost to Benefits Assessed After
Action Com]~any Penalty Mitigation

Kaiser Aluminum and 10 TSCA Pollution $12,750 Early disposal of PCB- $12,750 $ 6,375
Chemical Corporation Reduction contaminated electrical
Tacoma, WA equipment.
Southern Foundry 4 EPCRA Pollution $ 34,000 Assess the feasibility of a $15,840 $ 2,376

Supply Reduction process to recover pure nickel
from plant wastestreams.
Construct a pilot plant to
perform the recovery to reduce
the quantity of heavy metals
enter environment.

Aluminum Company of 6 CERCLA Equipmment $10,000 Donate equipment to the Local    $ 25,000 $ 3,000
America (ALCOA) (failure to Donation Emergency Planning Committee
Port Lavaca, TX report ’ (LEPC) to assist local officials in

release) i emergency responses to chemical
emergencies. Develop and
submit article on CERCLA
compliance to a national trade
journal to assist other facilities
in reporting duties.

Elken Metals Company 3 Pollution $ 449,000 Remove PCB items including $ 280,000 $17,250
Alloy, WV Reduction PCB transforers and PCB

capapcitors, and retrofilling
PCB-contaminated transformers
to reduce the amount of PCBs
which may be released to the
environment.



Exhibit 30
Supplemental Environmental Projects

Nonferrous Metal (SIC 33) (contd.)
Case Name EPA Statute/ Type of SI~ Estimated Expected Environmental Final Final Penalty

Region Type of Cost to Benefits Assessed After
Action Com]>any Penalty Mitigation

J.W. Harris, Inc. 5 EPCRA Pollution $189,350 Correct past EPCRA violations $109,500 $10,950
Cincinnati, OH Prevention and modify industrial processes.

Modification will reduce the
releases of silver l~y 713 lbs/yr;
copper by 1592 lbs/yr; antimony
by 55 lbs/yr; zinc by 5847 lbs/yr;
and nickel by 15 lbs/yr.
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XII. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND INmATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector
and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated bv
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains
a listing and description of national and regional trade associations.                    -

XII.A. Sector Related Environmental Programs and Activities

Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership

The EPA’s Voluntary Aluminum Industrial Partnership (VAIP) is an
innovative environmental stewardship and pollution prevention
program developed jointly by the EPA and the U.S. primary aluminum
industry to promote cost-effective reduction in perflurocarbon.
Companies joining the VAIP commit to reductions in perfluorocarbon
(PFC) emission released during the production of aluminum and to
provide data to EPA that tracks their progress toward reduction targets.
In turn, EPA provides VAIP Partners with recognition for their
pollution prevention initiative, and for their accomplishments in
achieving PFC reductions.

The Partnership has been designed with important and unique
characteristics that reflect both the diversity within the primary
aluminum industry and the differences between this and other
industries. These unique characteristics include: flexibility; a joint
commitment to finding answers to critical technical questions; and a
clear course for achieving substantial pollution prevention goals by the
year 2000. EPA estimates that the VAIP will achieve reductions in PFC
emissions of 30-60 percent across the U.S. primary aluminum industry
-- or 1.8 mmt of carbon equivalent m by the year 2000.

XII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33/50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic
chemical releases and transfers of 17 chemicals from manufacturing
facilities. Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical
releases and transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50 percent as of
1995 from the 1988 baseline year. Certificates of Appreciation have
been given to participants who met their 1992 goals. The list of
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chemicals includes 17 high-use chemicals reported in the Toxics
Release Inventory.

Ninety-three companies listed under SIC 333-334 (primary and
secondary metals industry) are currently participating in the 33/50
program. They account for 72 percent of the 129 companies under SIC
333-334, which is higher than the average for all industries of 14
percent participation. (Contact: Mike Bums 202-260-6394 or the 33/50
Program 202-260-6907)

Exhibit 31 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported under SIC code 333-334 to TRI. Many of the participating
companies listed multiple SIC codes (in no particular order), and are
therefore likely to conduct operations in addition to primary metals
production. The table shows the number of facilities within each
company that are participating in the 33/50 program; each company’s
total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50 chemicals; and the percent
reduction in these chemicals since 1988.
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Exhibit 31
Nonferrous Metals Producers in the 33/50 Pro

Parent Facility Name Parent City ST SIC Codes # of i 1993 %
Participating I Releases I Reduction

Facilities and 1988 to
Transfers 1 993

(lbs.)
3M Minnesota Mining & Mfg Co St. Paul MN 3643, 3699, l 16,481,098 70

2851, 3644,
2821, 3357

Aluminum Company Of America IPittsburgh PA 3357 11 2,403,017 51

American Telephone & Telg. Co. New York iNY 3357, 3661 4 I 512,618 50

Ampco Metal Mfg., Inc. Milwaukee WI 3362. 3351 3 3,395 *

Asarco Incorporated New York NY 3331 7 7,582,905 2

Avondale Industries. Inc. Avondale LA 3325, 3339, 1 25,279 54
3341

Baker Hughes. Incorporated Houston TX 3357 1 193,116i 20

Ball Corporation Muncie " IN 3341, 3356. 1 721,859 86
3471

Bethlehem Steel Corporation Bethlehem PA 3312, 3321, 2 792,550~ 50
3366

Bicc USA Inc. Chicago IIL 3357 7 152.253 15

Brooklyn Park Oil Co., Inc. IMinneapolis MN 3364, 3471 i 12,606 13

3abot Corporation iBoston ~MA 3339, 2819 2 2,407,58 50

3hrysler Corporation Highland Park MI 3363 I 3,623,717 80

2ooper Industries, Inc. Houston IX 3357 1 1,048,465 75

2orning, Inc. Coming INY 3357 2 1,521,528 i’4

Degussa Corporation iRidgefield Park NJ 3499, 3369 2 676,418 ***

Dexter Corporation !Windsor Locks CT 334 i 1 122,127 51

Doe Run Company Saint Louis MO 3339 1 2,270,400 49

~ngulhard Corporation Iselin NJ 3351, 2819 1 236,302 50

Farley Inc. Chicago lL 3366, 3743 1 58,844 2

Federal-Mogul Corporation Southfield MI 3365, 3366, 2 255,996 50
3471

Funk Finecast, Inc. Columbus iOH 3324, 3365, 1 491
3366

3eneral Electric Company Fairfield CT 2819, 3356, 2 5,010,856 50
3499, 3724

3eneral Motors Corporation Detroit MI 3365, 3363 2 16,751,198 *

[-lalstead Industries, Inc. iGreensboro NC 3351 1 239,910 50

tiandy & Harman i New York NY 3341 4 477,150 50

tim Anglo-American, Ltd. [New York NY 3646, 3363, 1 1,265,741 2
3469, 3471

tioneywell, Inc. Minneapolis MN 3822, 3820, 1 386,054 50
3363, 3900

[-]ydro Aluminum USA Inc. Rockledge FL 3354 1 l 54.700 1 O0

[NCO United States Inc. New York iVY 3356 5 I 346.594 26

[ndal, Ltd. Weston, Ontario, Can 3354 2 t
303,909 *

Ingersoll-Rand Company WoodeliffLake NJ 3369, 3471 1 I 96,553 60
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Exhibit 31 (cont’d)
Nonferrous Metals Producers Participating in the 33/50 Pro~ram

Parent Facility Name Parent City ST SIC Codes # of 1993 %
Participating Releases Reduction

Facilities      and     1988 to
Transfers 1993

(tbs.)
iefferson City Mfg. Co., Inc. Jefferson City MO 3363, 3451, 1 4,85C **

3469

Kanthal Furnace Prods. Bethel CT 3315, 3316 1 21,581 41
3357

Katy Industries, Inc. Englewood CO 3316, 3351, 1 82,256 52
3353, 3356

Keywell Corp. Baltimore MD 3341, 5093 1 58,997[ *

Linderme Tube Co. Euclid OH 3351 1 34,9601 ***

Litton Industries, Inc. Beverly Hills CA 3356 2 332,264i **

Lorin, Ind. Muskegon MI 3354, 3471 1 25,500~ 50

Louisiana-Pacific Corporation Portland OR 3354 1 294,823 50

Marmon Group, Inc. Chicago IL 3351 7 1,092.218 1

Mascotech Taylor MI 3364, 3544, 1 3.163,830 35
3471

Morgan Stanley Leveraged Fund New York NY 3357 12 2,166,420 ! 3

National Metals, Inc. Leeds AL 3341 1 510 ***

National Tube Holding Company Birmingham AL 3351 1 78,282 75

Newell Co Freeport IL 3341 1 324,283 23

NGK Metals Corp. Temple PA 3366 2 56,600 99

[qorandal USA Brentwood "IN 3365, 3714 5 627,740 6

North American Philips Corp. New York NY 3357 1 1,281,928 50

[qorthem Precision Casting Co. Lake Geaeva WI 3324, 3365, 1 90 99
3366

I)lin Corporation Stamford C’T 3351 5 574,673 70

Pac Foundries Port Hueneme CA 3324, 3365 1 4,976 75

Pace Industries, Inc. New York NY 3363 3 14,530 **

Parker Hannifin Corporation Cleveland OH 3360 1 244,966 50

?echiney Corporation Greenwich CT 3341 6 216.177 ***

Peco Manufacturing Co. ,Inc. Portland OR 3089, 3363, 1 16,409 100
3382

Peerless Of America, Inc. Chicago IL 3354 1 60,463 69

Progress Casting Group, Inc. Minneapolis MN 3363 1 15,045 95

Raytheon Company Lexington MA 3361 1 706,045 50

Renco Group, Inc. New York NY 3339 l 204,629 7

Rexcorp U S, Inc. (Del) Sandwich IL 3363, 3364 1 494 * * *

Reynolds Metals Company Richmond VA 3334 9 2,055,294 38

?-,JR Nabisco Holdings Corp. New York NY 2754, 3334 1 1,149,070 12

Rome Group Inc. Rome NY 3357 1 8,878 **

RSR Holding Corp. Dallas TX 3341 3 2,499,338 ***

RT’Zmerica, Inc. Garden City NY 3331 1 3,576,655 32

SEH America, Inc. Vancouver WA 3674, 3339 1 53.140 100
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Exhibit 31 (cont’d)
Nonferrous Metals Producers in the 33/50

?arent Facility Name Parent City ST SIC ~odes # of 1993 %
Participating Releases Reduction

Facilities     and     1988 to
Transfers 1993

(lbs.)
~pectmlite Consortium, Inc. Madison IL 3341, 3354, 1 255 50

3355, 3356

~pectrum ,Ltd. Carrollton GA 3357 6 355,325 3

1" & N Inc. Ann Arbor MI 3321, 3365, 1 670,624 **
3714

l’ecnm~eh Products Company Tecumseh MI 3361 1 29,510 28

"enneco Inc. Houston TX 3353, 3081 1 1,272,423 8

"exas Instruments Incorporated Dallas TX 3822, 2812, 1 344,225 25
3356, 3471,
3714, 3341

U T I Corporation Collegeville PA 3569, 3357 1 473,872 50

Jnited T~hno!ogies Corp. Hartford CT 3354 1 2,393,252 50

USX Corporation Pittsburgh PA 3356, 3369 1 1,510,772 25

~/anal¢o, Inc. Vancouver WA 3334 1 12,25~3 **

i,Vatts Industries, Inc. North Andover MA 3366 3 128,842 8

qCestinghouse Electric Corp. Pittsburgh PA 3356 2 1,137,198 28

Nolverine Tube, Inc. Decatur AL 3351, 34991 2 337,685 ***
~ = not qmmlfflable alatnst 1988 data.
~* = use reduaim gmi only.

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have volunteered
to demonstrate innovative approaches to environmental management
and compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial
facilities and Federal installations which will demonstrate the
principles of the ELP program. These principles include:
environmental management systems, multimedia compliance
assurance, third-party verification of compliance, public measures of
accountability, community involvement, and mentoring programs. In
return for participating, pilot participants receive public recognition
and are given a period of time to correct any violations discovered
during these experimental projects. (Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP
Director, 202-564-5081 or Robert Fentress, 202-564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek
to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing
participants to replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on
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the condition that they produce greater environmental benefits. EPA
and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
Agreement, detailing specific objectives that the regulated entity shall
satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant a certain degree of
regulatory flexibility and may seek changes in underlying regulations
or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support              _
from local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA
hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including
facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by
EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will
move to implementation within six months of their selection. For
additional information regarding XL Projects, including application
procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice, or
contact Jon Kessler at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis (202) 260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-
efficient lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants
which include major corporations; small and medium sized
businesses; Federal, State and local governments; non-profit groups;
schools; universities; and health care facilities. Each participant is
required to survey their facilities and upgrade lighting wherever it is
profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the participants
through a decision support software package, workshops and manuals,
and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the .Green Lights Program. (Contact: Susan
Bullard at 202-233-9065 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 202-
775-6650)

WasteWi$e Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling
collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products.
As of 1994, the program had about 300 companies as members,
including a number of major corporations. Members agree to identify
and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes and must provide
EPA with their waste reduction goals along with yearly progress
reports. EPA in turn provides technical assistance to member
companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo for promotional
purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn, 202-260-0700 or the WasteWiSe
Hotline at 1-800-372-9473)
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Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with
the Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of                _
the Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition
Program is a partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the
Department of Energy. The program is designed to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by encouraging reductions across all sectors of the
economy, encouraging participation in the full range of Climate
Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation. Participants
in the program are required to identify and commit to actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives
organizations early recognition for their reduction commitments;
provides technical assistance through consulting services, workshops,
and guides; and provides access to the program’s centralized
information system. At EPA, the program is operated by the Air and
Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policy Planning and
Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman, 202-260-4407)

NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention are jointly administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment,
and Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up to 50 percent of the
total project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial
waste at its source and become more energy-efficient and cost-
competitive through waste minimization efforts. Grants are used by
industry to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the feasibility of new
processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce pollution and
increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all industries;
however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the pulp
and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. (Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office, 303-275-4729)
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XII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

Various trade associations represent the interests of the nonferrous
metals industry. Some of these organizations are discussed in greater
detail below.

Aluminum

The Aluminum Association (AA) Members: 86
900 19th Street, NW Staff: 27
Washington, DC 20006 Budget: $4,300,000
Phone: (202) 862-5100 Contact: David N. Parker

Founded in 1933, AA represents producers of aluminum and
manufacturers of semi-fabricated aluminum products. This
association represer~ts members’ interest in legislative activity and it
also conducts seminars and workshops. Its committees cover such
topics as legislative/regulatory affairs, environmental affairs, product
standards, technical activities and programs, and health and safety. AA
maintains a library of 3000 volumes on aluminum technology and the
aluminum industry. Its publications include: Aluminum Association
Report (10 times per year); Aluminum Standards and Data (biennially);
Aluminum Statistical Review (annually); World Aluminum Abstracts
(monthly), and a free catalog listing all of its publications, reprints, and
audiovisual material. AA also maintains the World Aluminum
Abstracts data base.

Aluminum Recycling Association (ARA) Members: 20
1000 16th St. NW, Ste. 603 Contact: Richard M.
Washington, DC 20036 Cooperman
Phone: (202) 785-0951

Founded in 1929, ARA represents producers of aluminum specification
alloys refined from scrap aluminum. ARA has three committees:
Environmental Protection, Government Liaison, and Technical. The
association was formerly known separately as the Aluminum Research
Institute, the Aluminum Smelters Research Institute, and the
Aluminum Smelting and Recycling Institute. ARA publishes
Quarterly Reports on Industry Shipments as well as a brochure.
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Copper

International Copper Association (ICA) Members: 42
260 Madison Ave. Staff: 11
New York, NY 10016 Budget: $ 9,000,000
Phone: (212)251-7240 Contact: Dr. William Drescher
Fax: (202) 251-7245 _

Formerly known as the Copper Products Development Association,
ICA represents both copper producing and copper fabricating
companies. ICA works in concert with commercial, institutional, and
university laboratories to conduct research on, and market
development of, new and improved uses of copper. The association
along with its committees, Chemical and Environmental Advisory;
Corrosion Advisory; Electrical Advisory; Metallurgy Advisory; and
Program Review conduct seminars and maintain a 300 volume library.
ICA publishes an annual report in addition to a monograph series.

Copper and Brass Fabricators Council (CBFC)Contact: Joseph. L. Mayer
1050 17th St. NW, Ste. 440
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 833-8575
Fax: (202) 331-8267

CBFC represents copper and brass fabricators in activities involving
foreign trade in copper and brass fabricated products, and Federal
regulatory matters including legislation, regulations, rules, controls,
and other matter affecting brass and copper fabricators. The association
has five committees: Critical Materials; Energy Conservation; EPA
Advisory; Foreign Trade; and Government Information. CBFC was
formerly known as Copper and Brass Fabricators Foreign Trade
Association and was founded in 1966.

Copper Development Association (CDA) Members: 100
2 Greenwich Office Park Staff: 20
Box 18443 Contact: M. Payne
Greenwich, CT 06836
Phone: (212) 251-7200 or (800) CDA-DATA

CDA represents domestic and foreign copper mining, smelting, and
refining companies, and domestic fabricating companies. Functioning
in committees divided along principal market areas such as
transportation and construction and electronics, CDA seeks to expand
the applications and markets of copper. CDA provides technical
services to users of copper and its alloys, and also researches market
statistics for the entire industry. Copper Update and Copper Topics,
both published quarterly, are the primary publications of CDA in
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addition to handbooks, technical reports, and bulletins. CDA also
operates an Online Copper Data Center which contains literature from
around the world on copper and its alloys.

Lead

Lead Industries Association (LIA) I Members: 70
295 Madison Ave.

I                           Staff: 4

New York, NY 10017 Contact: Jerome F. Smith
Phone: (212) 578-4750
Fax: (212) 684-7714

Founded in 1928, LIA represents mining companies, smelters, refiners,
and manufacturers of products containing lead. The association
researches and gathers statistics and provides technical services and
information to lead "consumers. Some of the services LIA provides are
a 2000-volume library concerning lead, and association committees
focusing on: Battery Manufacturers, Environmental Health, Fabricated
Products, Oxide and Chemical, and Solder Manufacturers. LIA
publishes a semiannual newsletter, Lead, with a circulation of 60,000
that contains articles about the application of lead in architecture,
chemicals, and other fields.

Association of Battery Recyclers (ABR) Members: 45
Sanders Lead Co. Corp. Staff: 1
Sanders Rd. Contact: N. Kenneth
PO Drawer 707 Campbell
Troy, AL 36081
Phone: (205) 566-1563

ABR represents recyclers of lead, oxide manufacturers, industry
equipment suppliers, and consulting services. The association’s goals
are to provide information services relating to worker safety and
environmental controls through continuing industry-wide studies.
ABR conducts research in: engineering and administrative controls,
respiratory protection, and environmental and biological monitoring.
ABR was known as the Secondary Lead Smelters Association until
1990.

Zinc

Independent Zinc Alloyers Association (IZAA) Members: 15
1000 16th St. NW, Ste. 603 Contact: Richard M.
Washington, DC 20036 Cooperman
Phone: (202) 785-0558

Founded in 1959, IZAA represents producers of zinc alloys for the die
casting industry. The association has one committee which focuses on
International Trade.
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XIII. RESOURCE M~TERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

For further information on selected topics within the nonferrous metals industry, a
list of publications is provided below:

General Profile and Pollution Prevention

An Appraisal of Minerals Availability for 34 Commodities, U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, Bulletin 892, 1987.

Aluminum Facts, and other materials provided by the Aluminum Association,
Washington, DC, 1995.

Copper Technology Competitiveness, U.S. Congress, Office of Technology
Assessment, OTA-E-367, September, 1988.

Encyclopedia of Associations, 27th ed., Deborah M. Burek, ed., Gale Research Inc.,
Detroit, Michigan, 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R92-008), April 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001), April 1993.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Industry & Trade Summary - Aluminum, U.S. International Trade Commission,
USITC Publication 2706, April 1994.

Industry & Trade Summary - Copper, U.S. International Trade Commission, USITC
Publication 2623 (MM-4), April 1993.

Information provided by the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines,
1995.

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, Vol. 1, 3, 6, and 19, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, NY, 1987, 1992.

Report to Congress on Metal Recovery, Environmental Regulation & Hazardous
Waste, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA/530-R-93-018), February 1994.

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget, 1987.

U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994 - Metals, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 33C: Smelting and Refining -
Nonferrous Metals, U.S. Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-33C)

1987 Census of Manufacturers Industry Series 33D: Metal Mills and Primary Metal,
U.S. Bureau of the Census, April 1990. (MC87-I-33D)

1992 Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) Public Data Release, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics, April 1994. (EPA/745-R94-001)

The Plain English Guide to the Clean Air Act, U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation,
400-K-93-001.

Environmental Law Handbook, Government Institutes, Inc., 11th edition,
Rockville, MD 1991.

Process Descriptions

Air Pollution Engineering Manual, Anthony J. Buonicore and Wayne T. Davis, ed.,
Air & Waste Management Association, Van Norstrand Reinhold, New York, NY,
1992.

Background Listing Document for K065, U.S. EPA.

Background Listing Document for K088, U.S. EPA.

Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors (AP 42), U.S. EPA, Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards.

Information provided by the International Copper Association, Ltd.

Recycled Metals in The United States, A Sustainable Resource, U.S. Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Special Publication, October 1992.

Report to Congress on Special Wastes From Mineral Processing: Summary and
Findings, Methods and Analyses, Appendices, U.S. EPA, Office of Solid Waste and
Emergency Response (530/SW-90-070C), 1990.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Internet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$enSe
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; taws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIROSENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.eoa.zov/oeca -then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

these notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community after community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recy¢ied/Recy¢lable ¯ Printed withVegetable Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Postconsumed
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding
environmental issues associated with specific industrial sectors. The documents
were developed under contract by Abt Associates (Cambridge, M.A), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this
document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be
directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as
public and academic libraries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the
media. For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these
documents, please refer to the contact names and numbers provided within this
volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e
Bulletin Board and via Internet on the Enviro$ense World Wide Web.
Downloading procedures are described in Appendix A of this document.

All photographs by Steve Delaney, EPA. Photographs courtesy of Luck Stone
Corporation, Leesburg, Virginia. Special thanks to John LeGore.
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Sector Notebook Contacts

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry, Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073

EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007

EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021

EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067

EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027

EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013

EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124

EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress564-70 ! 8

EPA/310-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021

EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124

EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067

EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003

EPAI3 I0-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072

EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016

EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry Maria Malave 564-7027

EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013

EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry, Jane Engert 564-502 l

EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071

EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074

EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind. Rafael Sanchez564-7028

EPA/310-R-97-008. * Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018

EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry, Belinda Breidenbach 564-7022

EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh.1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

¯ Currently in D~-~FT anticipated publication in September 1997

Fhis page updated during June 1997 reprinting
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NON-FUEL , NON-METAL MINING
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

AFS - AIRS Facility Subsystem (CAA database)
AIRS - Aerometric Information Retrieval System (CAA database)
AMD- Acid Mine Drainage
ARD - Acid Rock Drainage
BIFs- Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (RCRA)
BOD- Biochemical Oxygen Demand
CAA - Clean Air Act
CAAA - Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
CERCLA- Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability

Act
CERCLIS - CERCLA Information System
CFCs - Chlorofluorocarbons
CO- Carbon Monoxide
COD- Chemical Oxygen Demand
CSI- Common Sense Initiative
CWA - Clean Water Act
D&B - Dun and Bradstreet Marketing Index
ELP- Environmental Leadership Program
EPA- United States Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
FIFRA - Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
FINDS - Facility Indexing System
f.o.b.- Free On Board or Freight On Board
HAPs- Hazardous Air Pollutants (CAA)
HSDB - Hazardous Substances Data Bank
IDEA - Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
LDR- Land Disposal Restrictions (RCRA)
LEPCs- Local Emergency Planning Committees
MACT- Maximum Achievable Control Technology (CAA)
MCLGs- Maximum Contaminant Level Goals
MCLs- Maximum Contaminant Levels
MEK- Methyl Ethyl Ketone
MSDSs - Material Safety Data Sheets
NAAQS - National Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAA)
NAFTA - North American Free Trade Agreement
NCDB - National Compliance Database (for TSCA, FIFRA, EPCRA)
NCP- National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NEIC- National Enforcement Investigation Center
NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
NO2- Nitrogen Dioxide
NOV - Notice of Violation
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONT’D)

NOx- Nitrogen Oxide
NPDES- National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
NPL- National Priorities List
NRC - National Response Center
NSPS - New Source Performance Standards (CAA)
OAR - Office of Air and Radiation
OECA- Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
OPA- Oil Pollution Act
OPPTS - Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances
OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration
OSW - Office of Solid Waste
OSWER o Office of Solid Waste ~nd Emergency Response
OW - Office of Water
P2- Pollution Prevention
PCS- Permit Compliance System (CWA Database)
POTW - Publicly Owned Treatments Works
RCRA - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RCRIS- RCRA Information System
SARA - Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SDWA - Safe Drinking Water Act
SEPs- Supplementary Environmental Projects
SERCs- State Emergency Response Commissions
SIC- Standard Industrial Classification
SO2_ Sulfur Dioxide
SX/EW- Solvent Extraction/Elec.trowinning
TOC- Total Organic Carbon
TRI- Toxic Release Inventory
TRIS - Toxic Release Inventory System
TRIS - Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System
TSCA - Toxic Substances Control Act
TSS - Total Suspended Solids
UIC- Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
UST- Underground Storage Tanks (RCRA)
VOCs- Volatile Organic Compounds
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (CONT’D)

NOx- Nitrogen Oxide
NOV - Notice of Violation
NPDES- National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (CWA)
NPL- National Priorities List
NRC- National Response Center
NSPS - New Source Performance Standards (CAA)
OAR - Office of Air and Radiation
OECA - Office of Enforcement of Compliance Assurance
OPA- Oil Pollution Act
OPPTS - Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances
OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration
OSW - Office of Solid Waste
OSWER - Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response
OW - Office of Water
P2- Pollution Prevention
PCS- Permit Compliance System (CWA Database)
POTW - Publicly Owned Treatments Works
RCRA- Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RCRIS- RCRA Information System
SARA - Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
SDWA - Safe Drinking Water Act
SEPs- Supplementary Environmental Projects
SERCs- State Emergency Response Commissions
SIC- Standard Industrial Classification
SO2- Sulfur Dioxide
SX/EW- Solvent Extraction/Electrowinning
TRI- Toxic Release Inventory
TRIS - Toxic Release Inventory System
TRIS- Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System
TSCA - Toxic Substances Control Act
TSS - Total Suspended Solids
UIC- Underground Injection Control (SDWA)
UST- Underground Storage Tanks (RCRA)
VOCs- Volatile Organic Compounds
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NON-FUEL, NON-METAL MINING
(SIC 14)

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air,
water, and land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to
traditional single-media approaches to environmental protection.
Environmental regulatory agencies are beginning to embrace
comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility permitting,
enforcement and compliance assurance, education/outreach, research,
and regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the
new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental
medium (air, water, and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these
inter-relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One
way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental
policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so, environmental
concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar products
can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the need
to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA
Office of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA)
to provide its staff and managers with summary information for
eighteen specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, States, the
regulated community, environmental groups, and the public became
interested in this project, the scope of the original project was
expanded. The ability to design comprehensive, common sense
environmental protection measures for specific industries is
dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description
of industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention
opportunities; Federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance
history; and a description of partnerships that have been formed
between regulatory agencies, the regulated community, and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the
subject of a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a
manageable document, this project focuses on providing summary
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information for each topic. This format provides the reader with a
synopsis of each issue, and references where more in-depth
information is available. Text within each profile was researched from
a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more detailed
sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows for a wide
coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
citations and references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on
the information included, each notebook went through an external
review process. The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of al!
those that participated in this process and enabled us to develop more
complete, accurate, and up-to-date summaries. Many of those who
reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts in Section IX and may be
sources of additional information. The individuals and groups on this
list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update
the notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy
and electronically. If you have any comments on the existing
notebook, or if you would like to provide additional information,
please send a hard copy and computer disk to the EPA Office of
Compliance, Sector Notebook Project, 401 M St., SW (2223-A),
Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be uploaded to the
EnviroSenSe Bulletin Board or the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web for
general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in,
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line
EnviroSen$e Help System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the
relative national occurrence of facility types that occur within each
sector. In many instances, industries within specific geographic regions
or States may have unique characteristics that are not fully captured in
these profiles. For this reason, the Office of Compliance encourages
State and local environmental agencies and other groups to
supplement or re-package the information included in this notebook to
include more specific industrial and regulatory information that mav
be available. Additionally, interested States may want to supplement
the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section
with State and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
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providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section
in more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the
opening page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us
in the further development of the information or policies addressed
within this volume.

If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks
for sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the
Office of Compliance at 202-564-2395.

Because this profile was not intended to be a stand-alone document
concerning the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry, appended is a
full reference of additional EPA documents and reports on this subject,
as listed in the March edition of the Federal Register.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE NON-FUEL , NON-METAL MINING INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition
of the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry. The type of facilities
described within the document are also described in terms of their
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. Additionally, this
section contains a list of the largest companies in terms of production.

II.A. Introduction, Background and Scope of the Notebook

This profile provides an overview of SIC code 14, which includes
mining and quarrying of nonmetallic minerals, except fuels; and
establishments engaged primarily in mining or quarrying, developing
mines, or exploring f6r non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals. Also included
are certain well and brine operations, and primary preparation plants
engaged in crushing, grinding, and washing.

Mining is defined simply as the taking of minerals from the earth.
Minerals can be classified as either fuel minerals or non-fuel minerals.
Non-fuel minerals can be further divided into metallic and
nonmetallic minerals. This industrial profile is concerned only with
the mining and quarrying of non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals, although
many of the mining activities and processes involved are very similar
to those performed in mining metallic minerals. Quarrying is an
open-pit mining process designed specifically for the removal of either
dimension stone or crushed stone by the cutting and loosening of
blocks or blasting.

Establishments engaged primarily in crushing, pulverizing, or
otherwise treating non-metal minerals are classified as mining
facilities, whether or not they operate in conjunction with mines.
However, if the crushing, pulverizing, or other treating activities take
place off-site, the establishments are classified under SIC 3295 and are
not addressed by this profile.

SIC 14 categorizes the industry according to the types of minerals
mined. The following list indicates the three-digit SIC codes used to
further distinguish the types of minerals within the industry, and their
associated end uses:

SIC 141 - Dimension Stone/End Uses: Construction
SIC 142 - Crushed and Broken Stone, Including Riprap/End

Uses: Construction
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SIC_ 144 - Sand and Gravel/End Uses: Construction, Lime
Manufacturing

SIC 145 - Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Minerals/End Uses:
Bricks, Cement and Paper

SIC 147 - Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining/End Uses:
Glass, Soaps, and Fertilizer

SIC 148 - Nonmetallic Minerals Services, Except Fuels
SIC 149 - Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Minerals, Except

Fuels/End Uses: Insulation, Textiles,
and Abrasives.

Separate profiles have been developed for the metal mining, and stone,
clay, glass, and concrete products industries.

II.B. Characterization of the Non-Metal, Non-Fuel Mining Industry

The industry, covered in this profile comprises establishments engaged
in mining or quarrying, developing mines, or exploring for non-fuel,
nonmetallic minerals such as dimension stone; crushed and broken
stone; sand and gravel; clay, ceramic, and refractory minerals; chemical
and fertilizer minerals, and other miscellaneous non-fuel, nonmetallic
minerals. Also included under this SIC code are primary preparation
plants, such as those engaged in crushing, grinding, or washing non-
fuel, nonmetallic minerals. This section of the profile provides
information on industry size and geographic distribution, product
characterization, and economic trends. The predominant industries in
this SIC code are crushed stone and sand and gravel. This section of
the profile concentrates heavily on these two industries.

II.B.1. Industry. Size and Geo~aphic Distribution

Crushed ~tone producers

A total freight on board (f.o.b.) of 1.1 billion metric tons of crushed
stone, valued at $5.9 billion was reported produced in the United States
in 1993 by 1,566 companies with 3,213 operations and 3,915 active
quarries through open-pit mining. (See Section III.A. for a discussion
of mining processes.) Most of the crushed stone produced in 1993 came
from operations with an annual output greater than 300,000 tons; 1,182
operations, representing 37 percent of the total, produced 84 percent of
the total tonnage.
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In 1993 the ten top producing states, in descending order of tonnage
were Texas, Pennsylvania, Florida, Illinois, Missouri, Ohio, Virginia,
Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, accounting for 51 percent of the
total domestic output.

Exhibit 1 lists the ten leading companies that produce crushed stone in
the United States. These ten companies, with a total of 507 active
operations and 509 quarries, account for 31 percent of the total output
of crushed stone in the United States.

Exhibit 1
10 Leading Crushed Stone Producers

(In terms of total output of crushed stone)
Company Number of States

Active
Operations

1. Vulcan Materials Company 158 Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin

2. Beazer USA, Inc./Hanson PLC98 Alabama, Arizona, California, Georgia,
Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, New Mexico,
New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Washington

3. Martin Marietta Aggregates130 Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio,
South Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin

4. CSR America, Inc. 24 Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Ohio, South
Carolina

Source: ~)~r¢~ory qf Princwai Crushed St ,ne Producers i’n the United States zn !993. U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines.
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Exhibit I (cont’d)
Leading Crushed Stone Producers

(In terms of total output of crushed stone)
Company Number of States

Active
Operations

5 Rogers Group Inc. 27 Alabama, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio,
Tennessee, Virginia

6. Lafarge Corporation 20 Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Michigan, Missouri, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Texas

7. Florida Rock Industries, Inc. 18 Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Virginia
!8. Tarmac America, Inc. 11 Florida, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia
9. Dravo Corporation 11 Alabama, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Ohio

10. Lone Star Industries, Inc. 12 CaLifornia, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
New York, Oklahoma, Oregon,

. Pennsylvania, Texas
Source: Directoru of Princwai Cn~shed Stone Producers in the Umted States in 1993, U.S. Department of the

Interior, Bureau of Mines

A total of 93 underground mines produced 65.2 million metric tons of
crushed stone in 1993, as opposed to 1.1 billion metric tons produced
from open-pit mining. Underground mines were located in 20 states.
The leading states in descending order of tonnage were Kentucl<y, Iowa,
Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, Maryland, and Tennessee. Their
production represented 76 percent of the total U.S. crushed stone
produced from underground mines.

Sand and Gravel Producers

A total of 919 (834 million short tons) of construction sand and gravel
valued at 3.3 billion, f.o.b, plant, was reported produced in 1992 by 4,213
companies with 5,999 operations. Some companies produced both
construction and industrial sand and gravel from the same operations.
In 1992, most of the sand and gravel came from operations that
produced more than 200,000 tons per year; 1,290 operations,
representing 22 percent of the total, produced 71 percent of the total
tonnage.

Exhibit 2 lists the ten leading companies that produce sand and gravel
in the United States.
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Exhibit 2
10 Leading Companies in Order of Total Output of Sand and Gravel

Company             Numbe~ of                  S tates
Active

Operations
1. Ca]mat Co. 28 Arizona, California, New Mexico
2. Beazer USA, Inc./Hanson PLC43 Arkansas, California, Georgia, Indiana,

Louisiana, Nevada, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Washington

3. CSR America Inc. 39n Arizona, Georgia, Florida, Indiana,
Michigan, Nevada, Ohio, South Carolina,
Washington

4. Ashland Oil, Inc./APAC, Inc. 41 Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Mississippi, Oklahoma, North
Carolina, South Carolina

5. Redland PLC "38 Colorado, Kansas, Maryland, New Mexico,
Texas

!6. Dravo Corporation 17 Alabama, Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
West Vir~nia

7. Vulcan Materials Co. 22 Alabama, Florida. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin

8. Lonestar Indusizies, Inc. 8 California
9. Pioneer Concrete of 9~merica 10 Pennsylvania, Texas
10. Lafarge Corp. 19 Louisiana, Missouri, New York, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington,
West Virginia

Source: Directory_ ql: Principal Sand and Gravel Producers in the United States in 1992. U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines.
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II.B.2. Product Characterization

Crushed stone and sand and gravel are the two main sources of natural
aggregate. Both are used in almost all residential, commercial, and
industrial buildings, and in most public works projects such as roads
and highways, bridges, railroads, dams, airports, water and sewer
systems, and tunnels. Together, crushed stone and sand and gravel
make up approximately half the volume of mined minerals in the
United States.

Crushed stone and sand and gravel are widely used commodities that
are important elements in many national industries. Sand and gravel
(or sand alone) can be used for industrial purposes such as foundry
operations, in glass manufacturing, as an abrasive, and in filtration
beds of water-treatment facilities. Crushed stone is used as a source of
calcium for fertilizers, as a metallurgic fluxstone, and as the major
resource in the manufacture of cement and lime. It is also used in
water and sewer filtration svstems and in the manufacture of glass.

Crushed stone and sand and gravel, however, are most commonly
used as aggregate in the construction industry. As an example, an
average 1,500-square-foot home requires approximately 114 tons of
aggregate. If you add each home’s proportional share of new streets,
schools, churches, municipal projects, and shopping centers, the total
aggregate use per home increases to approximately 328 tons (Shumway
and Silva, 1993).

Many types of non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals comprise this industry.
The major SIC groups of non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals and some of
the minerals within each group include: dimension stone (mica schist,
granite, limestone, marble, sandstone, slate), crushed and broken stone
(limestone, granite, dolomite, cement rock, sandstone, trap rock), sand
and gravel (industrial sand, construction sand, gravel, pebble, silica,
abrasive sand), clay, ceramic, and refractory minerals (kaolin, ball clay,
fire clay, china clay, paper clay, kyanite), chemical and fertilizer
minerals (potassium compounds, boron compounds, sodium
compounds, phosphate rock, sulfur), and miscellaneous nonmetallic
minerals (asbestos, diatomite, gypsum, asphalt rock, graphite, precious
stones). Some of the more commonly mined non-fuel, nonmetallic
minerals include crushed and broken stone (limestone), sand and
gravel (silica sand), and clay (kaolin clay). Non-fuel, nonmetallic
minerals are also referred to as industrial minerals.
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II.B.3. Economic Trends

According to a Bureau of Mines Study, the demand for crushed stone
in 1994 was expected to be about 1.17 billion metric tons (1.29 billion
short tons), a 5 percent increase compared with that of 1993. Gradual
increases in demand for construction aggregates have occurred after
1994, based on increased volume of work on the infrastructure that is
being financed by the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
of 1991 and is the result of the recovery of the U.S. economy. The law
authorized $151 billion to be spent in the next 6 years on transportation
projects, of which $119.5 billion was allocated for highway work and
$32.5 billion for mass transit.

It was estimated that the demand for crushed stone will reach 1.3
billion tons in 1995 although the final numbers for 1995 have not been
released. The projected increases will be influenced by construction
activit,v primarily in the public as well as the private sector.

Crushed stone f.o.b, prices are not expected to increase significantly,
even if the demand for construction aggregates will rise over the
forecasts. However, the delivered prices of crushed stone are expected
to increase, especially in and near metropolitan areas, mainly because
more aggregates are transported from distant sources.

The demand for construction sand and gravel in 1993 was expected to
be about 940 million tons, a 2.5 percent increase compared with that of
1992. Gradual increases in demand for construction aggregates are
anticipated after 1993 as well. The factors that stimulate demand in the
construction sand and gravel industry are similar to those that affect
the crushed stone industry (i.e., the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 and the recovery of the U.S. economy). Similarly,
construction sand and gravel prices are not expected to rise
significantly, except for the delivered prices. It is estimated that the
demand for construction sand and gravel will reach 975 million tons in
1995. The projected increases will be influenced by construction
activity, primarily in the public construction sector.

Dimension stone production for 1993 was estimated at 1.17 million
tons, approximately the same as in 1992. The construction industry, a
major consumer of stone and stone products, is expected to boost
demand for stone and stone products. Increases in new residential
construction should also boost demand for stone and stone products.

The domestic construction industry also provided an impetus for
mineral demand in 1994. The construction industry is the largest
domestic consumer of brick, clay, cement, sand and gravel, and stone.
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Expenditures for road construction and maintenance (which consume
large quantities of asphalt, cement, crushed stone, and sand and gravel)
continued at a high level in 1994 and are expected to remain strong in
1995 due to continued funding for mass transit projects. In addition,
apartment building construction (a major end-use sector for brick clay,
cement, sand and gravel, steel, and stone) rose sharply in 1994.
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]]I. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the non-
fuel, non-metal mining industry, including the materials and
equipment used, and the processes employed. The section is designed
for those interested in gaining a general understanding of the industry,
and for those interested in the inter-relationship between the
industrial process and the topics described in subsequent sections of
waste outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and Federal
regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate published
engineering information that is available for this industry. Refer to
Section IX for a list of reference documents that are available to
supplement this document.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used
production processes, associated raw materials, the byproducts
produced or released, and the materials either recycled or transferred
off-site. This discussion, coupled with schematic drawings of the
identified processes, provide a concise description of where wastes mav
be produced in the process. This section also describes the potential fate
(air, water, land) of these waste products.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry

Minerals extraction is broadly divided into three basic methods: open-
pit or surface, underground, and solution mining. The mining
method used depends on the particular mineral, the nature of the
deposit, and the location of the deposit. Each method is discussed
briefly below. For this industry, most mining is open-pit or surface
mining.

Surface or open-pit mining requires extensive blasting, as well as rock,
soil, and vegetation removal to reach mineral deposits. Waste rock, or
overburden, is piled away from the mine. Benches are cut into the
walls of the mine to provide access to progressively deeper ore, as
upper-level ore is depleted. Ore is removed from the mine and
transported to processing plants for concentration.
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Exhibit 4
Flow Diagram for a Typical Sand and Gravel Operation

Line Shovel Loader

~ I Truck or Belt

Crushing

[ Storage ~

Screening

I Shipping

] StorageI

Source : California EPA and the National Stone Association, Aggregate Plants Compliar~ce
Assistance Program, September, 1993.

Underground mining involves extraction from beneath the surface at
depths as great as 10,000 feet. This requires sinking shafts to reach the
main body of deposits. "Drifts," or passages, are then cut from the shaft
at various depths to access the ore, which is removed to the surface for
processing. Waste rock may be either returned to the mine as fill or
put in a disposal area.

Fluid or solution mining entails drilling into intact rock and using
chemical solutions to dissolve lode deposits. During solution mining,
the leaching solution (usually a dilute acid) penetrates the ore,
dissolving soluble minerals. This pregnant leach solution is then
retrieved for recovery at a solvent extraction/electrowinning plant.

Historically, the primary mining method has been underground
mining. However, with the advent in recent decades of large earth
moving equipment, less expensive energy sources, and improved
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extraction and beneficiation technologies, surface mining now prevails
in most industry sectors. It usually costs less to mine a ton of rock from
an open-pit mine than from an underground mine. Whether open-pit
mining is ultimately less costly than underground mining is closelv
related to other factors such as stripping ratios, physical properties of
the ore body, rates and productivity.

Minerals Extraction

The extraction of minerals from the earth often involves the use of
mechanical means such as drilling. Some drill types include rock,
diamond, water-jet, and jet flame. Rock and diamond drills involve
the rotation of a pipe or rod tipped with a rolling gear-like bit; water-jet
drills use a powerful jet of water to blast materials loose; jet flame drills
use a high-ve!ocity flame to create holes in hard rock. Other machines
unique to mining include mechanical miners and specially adapted
materials-handling equipment for use in underground and surface
mining. Diesel engines are used for generating small quantities of
electric power in remote areas and for transportation units.

Blasting is a method of mineral extraction involving the displacement
of solid rock through the use of explosives. Blasting also fragments the
deposit into sizes that require a minimum of secondary breakage, and
that can be handled by loading and hauling equipment. The explosive
charge (usually a mixture of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil) used in
blasting must be strategically placed so as to break the solid material
efficiently.

Extraction without the use of mechanical methods is also possible if the
material surrounding the mine opening is not adequately supported.
By removing underlying support, the rock caves into the opening left
by the removed supports. If rock needs to be broken down further for
transportation, secondary breakage may be required. This involves
using drop-ball cranes on the oversized rock to further reduce its size.

Minerals Transportation

The excavation and loading of broken rock is normally performed by
mechanical shovels and front-end loaders. The broken rock is either
loaded into a haulage vehicle, such as a truck or railroad track-type car
for transport to a processing plant, or directly into a primary crusher.
At most quarries, large capacity haulage vehicles are used to transport
broken rock from the quarry to the primary crusher. Pipelines have
also been used successfully to transport manv different minerals, such
as limestone, phosphates, and sand fills: the dry material is first
combined with water to form a slurry and is then pumped to its
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destination for dewatering. If sufficient dump room or storage capacity
exists near the mine, a system of belt conveyors can handle material at
high rates and relatively low cost, but only if proper feed control of a
sized material allows a continuous, even flow that matches the system
design. Other factors that determine the practicality and size of a
conveyor svstem are the rate at which the material must be handled,
the material’s density and stickiness, the dusting or degradation on
transfer, and the need for the system to handle more than one product.

Minerals Processing

Processing minerals after their extraction and transportation to the
processing plant involves the use of crushers, grinders, and screens.
This equipment is used to separate or scalp larger boulders from the
finer rocks that do not need primary crushing, thus minimizing the
load to the primary crusher. Following crushing, a variety of
mechanical concentration techniques are used to concentrate the
desired minerals. Techniques used for non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals
include flotation, heavy media separation, and electromagnetic
separation.

Flotation is a method of concentrating targeted minerals which uses
the physical and chemical properties of the minerals along with process
chemicals to separate desired minerals from remaining wastes.
Typically, the mineral is entered into an acidic or basic bath of flotation
agents. Depending on the type of mineral being concentrated, this bath
may consist of such chemicals as sulfuric acid, chromium, phenols,
zinc, ammonia, hydrochloric acid, and phosphoric acid. The wastes,
including the spent process liquids, are discarded.

Heavy media separation utilizes mainly organic chemicals to separate
minerals using the minerals’ density differences. Electromagnetic
separation uses a magnetic field to remove impurities from the target
mineral.

Following are brief descriptions of processes used in mining major
non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals.

Dimension Stone

Dimension stone refers to rock that is cut to a certain shape and size. It
is commonly used as building material in the construction industry.
Common types of dimension stone are limestone, granite, dolomite,
sandstone, marble, and slate. Processing the stone begins with sawing
the excavated rock into slabs using a rotating diamond or circular saw.
Water is used to cool the saws and to remove particles. After the stone
has been cut to the desired size, it is finished using natural and
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synthetic abrasives. Natural abrasives include iron oxide, silica, garnet,
and diamond dust. Synthetic abrasives include silicon carbide, boron
carbide, and fused alumina.

Crushed and Broken Stone, Including Riprap

Nearly all principal types of stone, including granite, diabase,               -
limestone, sandstone, dolomite, and marble may be used as sources of
commercial crushed stone. Stone that breaks in chunky, cubical
fragments and is free of surface alteration from weathering is preferred
for crushed stone. Such stone should also be free of impurities such as
opalescent quartz, which may react with lime in cement and cause
disintegration of the concrete in which the stone may be used. Most
crushed and broken stone is mined from open quarries; however, in
many areas, factors favoring large-scale production by underground
mining are becoming-more frequent and more prominent.

Surface mining equipment varies with the kind of stone mined, the
production capacity needed, the size and shape of the deposit, estimated
life of the operation, location of the deposit with respect to urban
centers, and other important factors. Ordinarily, drilling is done with
tricone rotary drills, long-hole percussion drills, and churn drills.
Blasting in smaller operations may still be done with dynamite, but in
most medium- to large-size operations, ammonium nitrate fuel oil
mixtures (AN-FO), which are much lower in cost, are used.

Other processing activities include conveying, screening, secondary and
tertiary crushing, and sizing. Screening is the single most important
part of the processing cycle of crushed stone particles. A wide variety of
screen types exists, and their selection is a function of the material
processed as well as the final product required. Inclined vibratory
screens are most commonly used in stationary installations, while
horizontal screens are used extensively in portable plants. For
screening large sizes of crushed stone, grizzly bars, rod decks, and heavy
punched steel or plastic plates are used; for smaller sizes, woven wire,
welded wire cloth, rubber, or plastic screens are used. Stone washing is
something performed, which consists of processing the crushed stone
across sizing screens where it is saturated with water, in order to
remove unwanted material.

Underground operations are becoming more common, especially for
limestone mining in the central and eastern parts of the United States,
as the advantages of such operations are increasingly recognized by the
producers. By operating underground, a variety of problems usually
connected with surface mining such as environmental impacts and
communitv acceptance are significantly reduced. Underground room-
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and-pillar mines can be operated on a year-round basis, do not require
extensive removal of overburden, and produce a minimum of
environmental disturbance.

Of the total crushed stone produced in 1993, about 71 percent was
limestone and dolomite; 15 percent granite; and eight percent traprock.               _
The remaining six consisted of sandstone and quartzite, miscellaneous
stone, calcareous marl, shell, marble, volcanic cinder and scoria, and
slate. Limestone is used in the manufacture of products such as glass,
paper, paint, sugar, and cement; of the 1.2 billion tons of crushed stone
produced in 1993, approximately 81 percent was used as construction
aggregates, mostly for highway and road construction and
maintenance; 15 percent for chemical and metallurgical uses including
cement and lime manufacture; three percent for agricultural purposes;
and one percent for miscellaneous uses and products.

Sand and Gravel

Sand and gravel are the unconsolidated granular materials resulting
from the natural disintegration of rock or stone. Sand and gravel
deposits are commonly found adjacent to or in river courses or in areas
with glaciated or weathered rock. Such deposits often contain the fine
alluvial silt that is the primary source of process and fugitive dust from
sand and gravel operations.

There are two main types of sand and gravel. Construction sand and
gravel are used mainly in concrete, road-base, asphaltic concrete
aggregates, and construction fill. Generally, the physical characteristics
of construction sand and gravel and their proximity to construction
sites is more important than their chemical characteristics. Industrial
sand and gravel are used mainly in manufacturing glass, ceramics, and
chemicals. The chemical and physical characteristics of industrial sand
and gravel are very important to their end uses, and are therefore
subject to stricter chemical and physical characterization than
construction sand and gravel.

Loose sand and gravel deposits are usually mined without the necessiW
of drilling and blasting. On rare occasions, blasting with light charges is
used to loosen deposits.

Extraction and mining is done by any number of methods, depending
on whether the deposit is above or below the water table. Where sand
and gravel are above water, extraction is done by power shovels, drag
line scrapers, and/or by highly mobile, rubber-tired front-end loaders.
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When the sand and gravel deposit is consolidated to the point where
digging with a front-end loader or power shovel is too difficult, a
bulldozer equipped with a ripper is used to loosen the material. A
ripper consists of a large tooth (or series of teeth) which is attached to
the rear of the bulldozer and pulled through the material as the
bulldozer moves forward. Materials mined below water, in rivers,
estuaries, lakes, and oceans must be removed with specialized              -
equipment. This equipment includes dredges, draglines and floating
cranes.

Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Minerals

Common types of clay, ceramic, and refractory minerals include kaolin,
ball clay, bentonite, fuller’s earth, fire clay, common clay, and shale.
Processing of minerals in this category usually entails a combination of
crushing, grinding, screening, and shredding to reduce particle size.
For kaolin and ball clay, wet and dry processing methods are used. The
wet process employs liquid chemical dispersants (phosphates,
phosphoric acid, hydroxides) and water to remove impurities. A clay
slurry is formed and is made either acidic or basic using sulfuric acid or
alum. The slurry is then chemicallv leached using a reducing agent
such as zinc hydrosulfide, ozone, or peroxide to remove unwanted
iron and titanium ions. The slurry is dried to remove water and
unwanted chemical compounds such as phosphates, phosphoric acids,
silicates, iron, and zinc. Clay beads are then formed that are pulverized
and calcined (heat treated).

Chemical and Fertilizer Minerals

These minerals include potash and phosphate rock. Potash, a term that
describes minerals containing potassium compounds, is used in
fertilizers. Processing potash involves mixing crushed potash ore with
a brine which is saturated with potassium chloride and sodium
chloride. Froth flotation, crystallization, or heavy media separation
methods are then used to recover potassium-bearing compounds from
the saturated solution.

Processing phosphate rock usually consists of sizing and flotation.
Crude ore is pumped and slurried in wells and is transported to a
washing plant for sizing. Fine concentrate is sent to flotation, where
various flotation methods are used on the concentrate. Typical
flotation reagents used include sulfuric acid, which is used in product
scrubbing, and soda ash. Additional flotation reagents include fatty
acids and amines. Phosphate rock is used mainly in fertilizer
manufacturing. Phosphate rock mining involves the movement of
huge volumes of soil and other materials in overburden. Phosphate
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rock preparation involves beneficiation to remove impurities, drying
to remove moisture, and grinding to improve reactivity.Usually,
direct-fired rotary kilns are used to dry phosphate rock.

Non-fuel, Nonmetallic Minerals Services

This industry code includes facilities which specialize in specific areas               -
of mining operations and which perform services on a contract basis.
Specialty areas include exploration and mine development. From a
process and chemical use standpoint, activities in this SIC code are
similar to other activities conducted in other SIC codes. During the
exploration and characterization of a mineral deposit, samples of rock
must be collected and analyzed. Drill-based sampling methods are
routinely used to characterize a mineral deposit at different depths.
These methods include rotary, percussion, auger, and diamond
drilling. Diamond dkilling will extract a cylindrical core of material,
while the former three methods will extract fragmented material. All
share the objective of collecting ore material for analysis.

Miscellaneous Non-fuel, Nonmetallic Minerals

Minerals included in this category include lightweight aggregates
(pumice, vermiculite), asphaltic minerals (gilsonite, wurtzilite),
natural abrasives (millstone, diatomite), gemstones (jade, sapphire),
and other minerals, such as asbestos and gypsum. Processing these
minerals usually involves crushing, grinding, screening, flotation,
heavy media separation, and drying methods similar to those used for
other minerals. As in processing other non-fuel, nonmetallic
minerals, wet methods are more chemically intensive than dry
methods due to the use of various flotation agents to refine the
mineral.

III.B. Mining Process Waste Outputs

III.B.1. Process-Specific Wastes

Minerals Extraction

The extraction of minerals requires the removal and disposal of
overburden, a layer of soil, vegetation, and rock. Waste rock generated
in both surface and underground operations is removed and usuallv
disposed of in impoundment areas or is used to backfill mines.
Wastewater is generated from the use of water to suppress dust, wash
awav waste from the working zone, and cool excavation machinery
such as drills. Dusts are generated from the cutting, drilling, sawing,
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and blasting required to remove the rock. Explosives used in
excavation contain mixtures of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil.
Hydrocarbons used in machinery as lubricants and fuels can be sources
of pollution.

Minerals Processing

Wastes generated from minerals processing include dusts, solid matter,
and water effluents. Crushing and screening operations performed to
reduce the size of particles are also sources of dust emissions and solid
waste. This waste may contain minerals that react with air and water
to produce metal ions capable of contaminating water resources such as
rivers, streams, and groundwater.

Processes used to remove mineral impurities can be a major source of
water contamination. Flotation, a wet method used to refine certain
non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals (sand and gravel, kaolin, potash,
phosphate rock) is a potential source of water pollution due to the
chemicals used to separate impurities from the mineral. Flotation
involves placing minerals in an acidic or basic bath of chemicals where
pH modifiers such as sulfuric acid, ammonia, and hydrofluoric acid are
used to control pH levels in order to separate impurities from the
target mineral. Additional materials may be added to the flotation bath
to assist in removing impurities, including frothers, conditioning
agents, sulfonated oils, and heavy alcohol.
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Exhibit 5 summarizes the types of wastes produced at various points in
the non-fuel, nonmetal mining industry..

Exhibit 5
Process Waste Materials

Primary I Subpr~cesses Air ! Process Waste Water ~ Other Waste -

~1 Emi,~ions I
’ Generated

Minerals Drilling, Particulates,i Surface runoff, ’~ Overburden (soil,

Extraction blasting, exhaust from groundwater seepage I rock)

secondary machinery
breakage

Minerals Loading, Particulates, Water for transporta-
Transportation conveving,, off- exhaust from tion of ore to process

road haulage, vehicles and plant
unloading machinery

Minerals i Crushing, Particulates Transport water, ore and i Tailings
Processing I grinding, product wash water,

screening, dust suppression water,
washing, ~ classification water,

t drying, heavv media separationI
I calcining, water, flotation water,
[ floating solution water, air
I emissions control

equipment water,
equipment, and floor
wash down water

III.B.2. Mineral-Specific Pollutants

Sand and Gravel

Particulate matter is emitted from sand and gravel operations and is
made up principally of inert crustal material (e.g., soil and rock
particles). Dust emissions in the form of fugitive dust occur during
removal of overburden and sand and gravel from the deposit; from
wind-blown dust from storage piles; from traffic on haul roads; from
open conveyors exposed to the wind; during material dumping from
trucks, front-end loaders, and conveyors; from screening; and from
transfer points in conveyor systems. If wet screening is used to produce
a washed gravel product, negligible amounts of dust are produced, but
effluent water must be clarified by settling before reuse or discharge.
The amount of moisture a deposit contains affects the amount of dust
emissions that occur. If the deposit is dry and the material and
overburden have a high silt content, dust emissions mav be significant.
If the deposit is wet or is removed bv dredging, dust emissions tend to
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be negligible as long as a high moisture content is maintained in the
material.

Methods of controlling dust emissions from sand and grave!
operations include using water sprays to keep materials and roads wet,
limiting the drop heights of materials, covering trucks and conveyors,
using enclosures or hooding material at transfer points and screening
operations, and exhausting air from these points to air pollution
control systems.

Stone

The source of crushed stone is usually a deposit of relatively solid rock
such as limestone, dolomite, trap rock, granite or sandstone. Dust
emissions occur from many operations in stone quarrying and
processing. Dust is released when rock and crushed stone products are
loosened by drilling or blasting them from their deposit beds. Dust is
also released when the loosened rock is loaded into trucks by power
shovels or front-end loaders. Transporting the quarried material to the
processing plant generates dust from the rock inside the truck and from
the road. Sources of dust at the processing plant include the dumping
of rock into primary crushers; primary, secondary, and tertiary
crushing; Screening; transferring rock by belt conveyor; loading rock
onto storage piles from conveyors; and wind blowing dust from storage
piles and open conveyors.

Particulate matter produced during stone quarrying and processing is
usually of relatively large particle size. The chemical composition of
the dust tends to be homogeneous since its ancestry is the rock
formation from which the rock deposit was taken.

Air pollution control techniques for stone quarrying and processing
plants include wetting the material and/or surfaces; covering open
operations to prevent dust entrainment by the wind; reducing the drop
height of dusty material; and using hooding, industrial ventilation
systems, and dust collectors (e.g., baghouses) on dusty processes
amenable to enclosure. Dust recovered from air pollution control
systems is often a valuable product in road building and other
construction operations.

Phosphate Rock

Although there are no significant emissions from phosphate rock
beneficiation plants, emissions in the form of fine rock dust mav be
expected from drying and grinding operations. Phosphate rock
grinders can be a considerable source of particulates. Because of the
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extremely fine particle size, baghouse collectors are normally used to
reduce emissions. Effluents produced in the mining and beneficiation
of phosphate rock are contained in the water suspensions leaving the
washer plant. These suspensions are the phosphatic clays and sand
tailings. The major effluent is that of the phosphatic clays which
contain a suspension of clays and very fine solids. These phosphatic
clays are impounded in slime ponds to allow settling and clarification
to occur. Clear water is returned from the ponds to the beneficiation
plant. When phosphate rock is calcined, fluoride is produced. The
fluoride produced is scrubbed with water or dilute hydrofluoric acid.

Because proposed mining activities may also impact aquatic sources,
vegetation and wildlife, EPA suggests the following potential
mitigation measures for use at mine sites:

Exhibit 6
Ecosystem Mitigation Measures

¯ Employ sediment retention structures to minimize amount of sediment migrating off-site
¯ Employ spill prevention and control plans to minimize discharge of toxic/hazardous

materials into water bodies

¯ Site roads, facilities, and structures to minimize extent of physical disturbance

¯ Avoid construction or new disturbance during critical life stages

¯ Minimize use of fences or other such obstacles in big game migration corridors; if fences
are necessary., use tunnels, gates, or ramps to allow passage of these animals

¯ Use "raptor proof" designs on power poles to prevent electrocution of raptors

¯ Use buses to transport employees to and from mine from outer parking areas to minimize
animals killed on mine-related roadways

¯ Limit impacts from habitat fragmentation, minimize number of access roads, and close
and restore roads no longer in use

¯ Prohibit use of firearms on site to minimize poaching.

Source: US EPA, OSW Technical Document/Background,for NEPA Reviewers: Non-Coal Mininy Overations.
1994.
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IV. WASTE RELEASE PROFILE

This section provides a general overview of the waste release activities
and issues common to the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry.
Unlike facilities covered by SIC codes 20 through 39 (manufacturing
facilities), non-fuel, non-metal mining facilities are not required by the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act to report to               -
the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). Because TRI reporting is not
required for the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry, other sources of
waste release data have been identified for this profile. EPA is
considering expanding TRI reporting requirements in the future,
which may affect such previously exempt industries such as non-fuel,
non-metal mining.

IV.A. Data Sources

The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) contains a wide
range of information related to stationary sources of air pollution,
including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of
concern within a particular industry.

AIRS Data
The Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) is an air
pollution data delivery system managed by the Technical Support
Division in EPA’s Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, located
in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. AIRS is a national
repository of data related to air pollution monitoring and control. It
contains a wide range of information related to stationarv sources of air
pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which
may be of concern within a particular industry. States are the primary.
suppliers of data to AIRS. Data are used to support monitoring,
planning, tracking, and enforcement related to implementation of the
Clean Air Act. AIRS users include State environmental agency staff,
EPA staff, the scientific community, other countries, and the general
public.

Exhibit 7 summarizes AIRS annual releases of carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10),
total particulates (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). This information is compared across industrv
sectors.
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Exhibit 7
Pollutant Releases Short Tons/Year)

Industry CO NO2 PM10 PT SO2 VOC

U.S. Total 97.208,000 23.402.000 45.489,000 7.836,000 21.888.000 23.312.000

Metal Mining 5,391 28.583 39,359t 140.052 84.222 1.283

Nonmetal Mining 4,525 28~804 59~305 i 167~948 24,129 1:736

Lumber and Wood 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,76t 9.149 41.423

Products
Wood Furniture and 2,069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59,426

Fixtures

Pulp and Paper 624,291 394.448 35,579 113,571 341.002 96.875

Printing 8,463 4,915 399 1,031 1,728 101.537

Inorganic Chemicals 166 147 108,575 4,107 39,082 182,189 52.091

Organic Chemicals 146,947 236,826 26.493 44,860 132,459 201.88S

Petroleum Refining 419,311 i 380.641 18,787 36,877 648.153 309.058

Rubber and Misc. Plastic         2,090 11,914 2,407 5,355 29,364 140.741

Products
Stone, Clay, Glass, and 58,043 338,482 74,623 171,853 339,216 30.262

Concrete
Iron and Steel 1.518.642 138.985 42,368 83,017 238,268 82.292

Nonferrous Metals 448,758 55,658 20,074 22,490 373.007 ! 27.375

Fabricated Metals 3.851 16.424 1.185 3.136 4.019 i 102.186

Electronics 367 1,129 207 293 453 4.

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, 35,303 23,725 2,406 12,853 25,462 101,275

Parts, and Accessories
101 179 3 28 152 [ 7.310Dry Cleaning

Source U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database. May 1995.

Exhibit 8 lists the air emissions of particular chemicals reported for SIC
14 in the Air Facility Subsystem (AFS) of AIRS, presented in a "SIC
Code Profile, Non-Metal Mining," prepared by EPA’s Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics in April, 1992. The release data are
expressed in pounds released per year, per facility.
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Exhibit 8
AIRS Releases

Chemical
i

Facilities Med. Releases Total Releases
~ fibs/Year/Facility) (lbs/Year/Facilit~l

Acetaldehyde 19 420 8,200
Acetone i 24 80 16.209
Acrolein 19 385 7,789 -

Acrylic acid ,i 12 54 1,212
Acrylonitrile 16 290 4,599

Aniline ! 13 95 3,278

Antimony I 49 377 37,608
Arsenic i 284 2 56,371

Barium I 284 3 19,960

Benzene i 59 89 70,324
Benzyl chloride " 12 50 1. ! 31

Biphenyl I 12 2 75

1,3-Butadiene ’ 16 134 45.662

Butyl acrylate 16 215 1.865

sec-Butyl alcohol 15 170 5.753

ten-Butyl alcohol ’ 12 50 I. 131

Butyraldehyde ~ 16 220 1.222

Cadmium ~ 286 2 22.557

Carbon disulfide : 15 45 1.522

Carbon tetrachloride i 16 325 2.706

Chlorine 1,036 1,096 2.177,738

Chlorobenzene 17 142 19,065

Chloroethane 15 145 4.853

Chloroform 16 255 1,506

Chloromethane i 4 1 37

Chloroprene i 15 170 5.753

Chromium 300 20 85.079

Cobalt i 281 24 80,282

Copper I 295 16 ! 06.526

Creosote ~ 12 74 8,532

Cresol (mixed isomers) i 12 46 1.024
~ 13 46 1,024Cumene i

Cyclohexane i 51 62 19,991

1,2-Dibromoethane 12 50 1.131

Dibutyl phthalate ~ 12 6 124

1.2-Dichlorobenzene I 16 200 9,112

1,3-Dichlorobenzene i 4 1 37

1.4-Dichlorobenzene 15 360 I 12,202

Dichlorodifluorome-thane i 15 175 i 6,008
CFC- 1 ~ {
1.2. Dichoroethane 15 ~ 290 i 9.590
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Exhibit 8 (cont’d)
AIRS Releases

Chemical         Facilities      Med. Releases      Total Releases
(Ibs/Year/Facilit~,) (Ibs/Year/Facility)

Dichlomtetrafluoroethane 15 5 239
CFC -
Dimethyl phthalate 12 10 353

Epichlorohvdrin 12 50 1,131

2-Ethoxvethanol 11 58 968

Ethyl acrylate 16 250 3,067

Ethylbenzene 34 !94 11,940

Ethylene 36 401 48,592

Ethylene glycol 12 74 8,532

Ethylene oxide I 15 190 1,250

Formaldehyde -48 126 48,119

Formic acid 16 210 1,455

Freon 15 200 1,362

Glycol Ethers 1 16 220 1.339

blCFC-22 15 80 2,725

Isobutyra_idehvde ’ 12 I 50 1.132

1 ~-t 1.039 126 t 361.044

Maleic anhydride ] 15 35 ] 1,144

Manganese t 1.038 69 i 135.959

Mercury 41 23 ~t 5,542

Methanol 15 700 I 13,074

,2-Methoxyethanol 12 47
I

1,051

Methyl acrylate 12 46 1 1,024

Methylethyi ketone ] 16 610 [ 10.214

Methyl methacrvlate 16 230 I0,150

Methylene bromide 15 15 559

Monochloropenta- 15 10 282
fluoroethane

Naphthalene 24 29 I 4.768

n-Butyl alcohol 15 345 i 5,429

Nickel 295 I 7 36,560

Nitrobenzene 12 I 40 889

Phenol 16 I 220 13,750

Phosphorus (yellow or 284 4 68,277

white)
Phthalic anhydride 1 15 100 I 3.443

Propionaldehvde 15 50 1.132

Proovlene oxide t 16 I 250 I 1.405, ,,
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Exhibit 8 (cont’d)
AIRS Releases

Chemical Facilities Med. Releases Total Releases
(Ibs/Year/Facility) (lbs/Year/Facility)

Propylene 38 53 19,610
(Provene)
Selenium 1 288 8 31.144 -
Silver

I
53 13 2.330

Styrene I 17 240 44,591

Tetrachloroethylene I 11 112 1,882

Toluene ! 59 ! 125 87.231

1,1,1-Tdchloroethane 11 69 1,156

1 ~ 1,2-Trichloroethane 11 56 941

Trichloroethylene 11 69 1,156

Trichlorofluorome- 15 305 5,310
thane {CFC- 11 I
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 16 ] 2 120

Vinvl acetate ’, 15 275 9.318

Vinyl chloride 15
i

210 6.254

m-X.vlene ! 15 ] 68 2.216

o-Xylene i 34 I 89 12.679

p-Xylene i 20
i

200 1.335

Xylene (mixed isomers) ,i 18 112 8.553

Zinc (fume or dust) ] 1,039 32 191.766

TOTAL ! 1,051 64 ! 4.099.173
Source: U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, May 1995.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place.
Some companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention
techniques that improve efficiency and increase profits while at the
same time minimizing environmental impacts. This can be done in _
many ways such as reducing material inputs, re-engineering processes
to reuse by-products, improving management practices, and employing
substitution of toxic chemicals. Some smaller facilities are able to
actually get below regulatory thresholds just by reducing pollutant
releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both
general and industry-specific descriptions of some pollution
prevention advances that have been implemented within the non-
fuel, non-metallic inc~ustry. While the list is not exhaustive, it does
provide core information that can be used as the starting point for
facilities interested in beginning their own pollution prevention
projects. When possible, this section provides information from real
activities that can, or are, being implemented by this sector. This
section provides summary information from activities that may be, or
are being implemented by this sector. When possible, information is
provided that gives the context in which the techniques can be
effectively used. Please note that the activities described in this section
do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this sector.
Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when
pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the
change must examine how each option affects, air, land, and water
pollutant releases.

The use of pollution prevention technologies and environmental
controls can reduce substantially the volume and concentration of the
contaminants released/discharged into the surrounding environment.
In some cases, these pollution prevention approaches may be
economically beneficial to mine operators because they may decrease
the process chemicals needed, and therefore the cost of producing a
given amount of mineral. The approaches actually used depend on
many criteria, including the nature of the mine environment, the
funds available for enforcement and inspection, the availability, of new
technological solutions, and the relationships between government
and mine operators.

Waste minimization generally encompasses any source reduction or
recycling that results in either the reduction of total volume or the
toxicity of hazardous waste. Source reduction is a reduction of waste
generation at the source, usually within a process. Source reduction can
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include process modifications, feedstock (raw material) substitution,
housekeeping and management processes, and increases in efficiency
of machinery and equipment. Source reduction includes any activity
that reduces the amount of waste that exits a process. Recycling refers
to the use or reuse of a waste as an effective substitute for a commercial
product or as an ingredient or feedstock in an industrial process.

Opportunities for waste minimization may include raw material
substitutions, though these opportunities are somewhat limited for
mining facilities because of the transportation costs involved in using
ores or concentrates produced in other regions or countries. In
elemental phosphorous production, raw materials substitution
generally takes the form of improving the separation of value from the
raw ore during beneficiation, so that the furnace operations would
begin with a higher g.rade of ore concentrate. Processing a feedstock
with a higher concentration crt phosphorous results in’decreased slag
generation, although presumably increasing the generation of related
beneficiation wastes. Other source reduction opportunities mav
involve process modifications to increase efficiency during the furnace
operation.

Utilization of mineral processing wastes can be a viable alternative to
disposal. In 1988, Occidental’s Columbia, Tennessee plant reported
selling all of its slag while three other facilities sold some portion of
their slag for off-site use (specific data are confidential). Phosphorous
slag can be used as an aggregate in asphalt manufacturing, and
elemental phosphorous slag has been used extensively in highway
construction for many years in Idaho, Montana, and Tennessee.

The list below summarizes some of the environmental control
technologies and regulatory approaches that may serve as effective
pollution pxev~ntiav, ~eahaiq~a~. for.4.h.i.s .ind~ -     ,

Water Pollution Prevention

¯ Reduce the amount of contaminated water produced by using
diversion systems to channel runoff awav from exposed mine
pits and waste dumps.

¯ Channel contaminated water into containment ponds for
treatment or recycling.

¯ Reuse contaminated water in the extraction process for dust
elimination or drilling.

¯ Utilize subsurface drainage systems and barriers to collect or
deflect groundwater prior to contact with exposed mine pits.
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Air Pollution Prevention and Control

¯ Utilize dust elimination technologies such as wet suppression
systems to reduce dust created during excavation and transport.

¯ Use dust suppressant agents such as magnesium chloride to
reduce dust in solid piles and tailings.

Closure and Reclamation Approaches

¯ Use plant cover and landscape alteration to reduce erosion, dust,
and runoff contamination; reintroduce native species to the
former mine site; and allow alternative uses of the land.

Sample Planning, Monitoring, Enforcement, and Compliance Approaches

¯ Use company-managed audits, environmental monitoring, and
reporting systems to supplement government-run enforcement
efforts.

¯ Prepare detailed environmental impact statements that estimate
potential environmental impacts, outline compliance plans, and
detail the management of future environmental problems.

¯ Discuss alternative mine design and extraction/beneficiation
approaches prior to issuing mine permits, and explore options
for minimizing environmental impacts.

Additional Pollution Prevention Activities

According to 1992 industry information, pollution prevention
activities under evaluation in the non-fuel, nonmetallic mineral
mining industry include the physical and chemical stabilization of
tailings for backfilling, subaqueous disposal of tailings for chemical
stabilization, tailings beneficiation to remove toxic and acid
components and recover valuable minerals, and procedures for the
reclamation and final closure of mines. Each of these methods is
discussed briefly below.

Using mine wastes as backfill can minimize surface subsidence bv
filling in underground voids. It can also minimize the impacts of
surface disposal by reducing the volume of waste on the surface. A
potential problem with this is that the material used as backfill could
contaminate water resources by generating acid mine waters.

A froth flotation process has been developed by the Bureau of Mines to
remove heavy-metal-bearing minerals from tailings. This process
recovers the mineral components of the tailings while removing
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acid-forming minerals, rendering the wastes less susceptible to
contaminating ground and surface waters. The Bureau is also
investigating a new device called the air-sparged hydrocyclone, which
provides a portable, compact unit to treat large volumes of tailings
on-site without the usual expensive capital requirements.

Bureau researchers are also developing effective methods for               -
reclamation and closure of mining operations. The focus of this work
is on controlling hydrology at sites, decontaminating wastes when
necessary, and stabilizing wastes for closure. For example, the current
practice for sealing mine shafts and portals is to install a concrete plug.
This practice is difficult and expensive because it requires drilling into
rock walls to provide support for the plug. Access to remote shafts and
portals is also a problem. One possible solution is the use of
low-density foaming plastics and/or cements. Studies have shown that
injecting foaming materials may cost half that of concrete plugs. In
addition, the expansion characteristic of the foaming materials mav
eliminate the need for drilling into intact rock. Another advantage of
using foamed plastic or cement plugs is the provision of a resistant seal
to acidic mine waters.

Wastes are also generated from maintenance activities associated with
the operation of a mine. Exhibit 9 presents some of these activities,
along with the wastes generated by each activity and some waste
minimization options.

Exhibit 9
Waste Minimization Options

Activity Waste Generated I Waste Minimization O[~tions
Metal Parts Miscellaneous chlorinated Switch to semi-aqueous cleaners or water-
Cleaning solvents based cleaning solutions to reduce or

eliminate solvent emission and liquid waste
generation.

Flotation Zinc sulfate, sodium cyanide Use flotation process control equipment that
uses sensors, computing elements, and control
units to reduce the amount of flotation
reagents needed and to improve separation
of waste from product.

Blasting Ammonium Maintain storage containers properly.
Changing ! Lead, cadmium Do not mix used oil with solvents or other
Lubricating FluidsI materials; segregate and recycle used oil; use l

fluid filtration systems to extend fluid life;
segregate and recycle antifreeze; use

I washable ra,~s instead of disvosable ra~s.
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Exhibit 9 (cont’d)
Waste Minimization O~tions

i! Activity Waste Generated

Waste Minimization Options
Mining Vehicle Lead, acids Recycle used batteries. Trade in old
Battery batteries when buying new batteries.
.~eplacement ,
:ource: Minin~ and Ouarruin~ of Nonmetallic Minerals. U 7. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics.                         -

V.A. Innovative Waste Management Practices

Pipe Recycling/Reuse

IMC operates phosphate rock mines in West Central Florida and has
implemented a waste minimization program involving the reuse and
recycling of steel pipe used to transport slurry, water, railings, and other
materials. IMC obtains maximum use from its pipe in several ways:

¯ Pipe used for matrix and clay transport is periodically rotated to
ensure that wear is evenly spaced over the full diameter of the
pipe

¯ To the extent possible, pipe no longer suitable for the most
demanding use is used in other, less demanding pipelines

¯ Pipe no longer suitable for use in pipelines is either used for
other purposes (such as culverts) or is sold for off-site reuse or
scrap.

IMC has developed a computerized model to predict how long a
section of pipe can remain in each position and when it needs to be
turned. When pipe can no longer be used for materials transport, any
undamaged portions of pipe are removed for onsite reuse as culvert or
sold to a local scrap dealer as usable pipe. Damaged pipe is sold to a
scrap dealer. By reusing pipe onsite, IMC estimates that it saves
approximately $1.5 million each year. In 1991, $316,000 was received for
pipe that could be reused offsite, and 4,200 tons of scrap piping was sold
for an estimated total of $42,000 - $84,000. IMC’s program reduces
capital expenditures by reducing the amount of new pipe that must be
purchased, as well as saving operating costs by avoiding costly
shutdowns when pipes fail.

Mine Tire Recycling

Two Federal regulations will increasingly effect the scrap tire industry
markets. First, the Clean Air Act Amendments have redefined tire
derived fuel (TDF) as a fuel, no longer considering it a waste fuel.
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Increased demand for TDF has already occurred as a result: in 1990
about 10 percent of scrap tires were used as TDF, while in 1992 27
percent, or 65 million scrap tires, were used. Projections for 1994 were
that 50 to 55 percent of scrap tires, or 141 million tires, would be needed
to meet market demand. Second, the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) requires that five percent of all
Federally-funded road projects use rubber from scrap tires in 1994; use               -
of scrap tires must increase five percent annually until 1997, when it
tops out at 20 percent. By 1995, 17 million scrap tires will be required in
Federal road projects; by 1997 the number will increase to 50 million.

Mine representatives have estimated the price of one large tire to range
from $10,000 to $16,000, or over $100,000 to fit one large piece of
equipment. Several options exist for recycling or reusing whole large
tires. One alternative is retreading the tires for reuse; retreading
reduces the demand f6r new tires and conserves resources (retreading a
used tire requires less than 40 percent of the fossil fuel to make a new
tire). The purchase price for retreaded tires is less than for new tires,
providing an additional savings incentive. In addition to retreading,
whole scrap tires are used in civil engineering applications, including
construction, erosion control, and agriculture (feeding troughs, for
example).

Processing scrap tires involves shearing, cutting and/or shredding tires
into smaller pieces. The major markets for processed tires are as TDF
and in civil engineering applications. Scrap tires are an excellent fuel
source, generating about 80 percent as much energy as crude oil per
pound. In recent years, there have been major increases in the use of
scrap tires as fuel by a number° of industries, including power plants,
cement kilns, pulp and paper mills, and tire manufacturing facilities.
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VI. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATLrrES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal statutes and regulations that may
apply to this sector. The purpose of this section is to highlight, and
briefly describe the applicable Federal requirements, and to provide
citations for more detailed information. The three following sections
are included.                                                                    -

¯ Section W.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section IV.B contains a list of regulations specific to this indust~"
¯ Section W.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section IV are intended solely for genera!
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe
all applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not
constitute formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and
regulations. For further information, readers should consult the Code
of Federal Regulations and other state or local regulatory, agencies. Ep.a~
Hotline contacts are also provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 which
amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid (Subtitle D) and
hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The Hazardous
and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 strengthened RCRA’s
waste management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs
underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous
waste from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous
wastes include the specific materials listed in the regulations
(commercial chemical products, designated with the code "P" or "U";
hazardous wastes from specific industries/sources, designated with the
code "K"; or hazardous wastes from non-specific sources, designated
with the code "F") or materials which exhibit a hazardous waste
characteristic (ignitibility, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity and
designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. Facilities
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that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit,
either from EPA or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to
implement the permitting program. Subtitle C permits contain general
facility standards such as contingency plans, emergency procedures,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial assurance
mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for conducting               -
corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of hazardous
waste or constituents from solid waste management units at RCRA-
regulated facilities.

Although RCRA is a Federal statute, many States implement the
RCRA program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to
implement various provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any
company that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste.
Here are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to
determine whether the material created is considered a
hazardous waste, solid waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest,
ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards for
waste accumulation unitsr and recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Generators can accumulate hazardous waste for
up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of waste
generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) are regulations prohibiting
the disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior
treatment. Under the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet
land disposal restriction (LDR) treatment standards prior to
placement in a RCRA land disposal unit (landfill, land
treatment unit, waste pile, or surface impoundment). Wastes
subject to the LDRs include solvents, electroplating wastes,
heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste subject to the LDRs
must provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility
to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties
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that merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage
standards. For a party, considered a used oil marketer (one who
generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a used oil
burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements must
be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards
under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
require generators to test the waste to determine the
concentration of the waste, to satisfy, tank and container
emissions standards, and to inspect and monitor regulated units.
These regulations apply to all facilities who store such waste,
including generators operating under the 90-day accumulation
rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substances are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA.
Subtitle I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and
release detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility
and corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart
H) address unit design, provide performance standards, require
emissions monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be
burned.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST,
excluding Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund,
authorizes EPA to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health, welfare, or the
environment. CERCLA also enables EPA to force parties responsible
for environmental contamination to clean it up or to reimburse the
Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised
various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for the
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Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III, also known
as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40
CFR Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the
National Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a
hazardous substance which exceeds a reportable quantity,. Reportable
quantities are defined and listed in 40 CFR § 302.4. A release report
may trigger a response by EPA, or by one or more Federal or State
emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to
procedures outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP
includes provisions for permanent cleanups, known as remedial
actions, and other cleanups referred to as "removals." EPA generally
takes remedial actions only at sites on the National Priorities List
(NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300 sites. Both EPA
and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides responsible
parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions and
encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund
response process.

EPA’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund
program. The CERCLA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to
7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Communitv Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to
facilitate the development of chemical emergency response plans bv
State and local governments. EPCRA required the establishment of
State emergency response commissions (SERCs), responsible for
coordinating certain emergency response activities and for appointing
local emergency planning committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish
four .types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage
specified chemicals:
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¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of
the presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of
such substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it
has such substance in excess of the substance’s threshold
planning quantity, and directs the facility to appoint an
emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely
hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA §§311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
is present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to
submit to the SERC, LEPC, and local fire department material
safety data sheets (MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous
chen~ical inventory forms (also known as Tier I and II forms).
This information helps the local government respond in the
event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC
codes 20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and
which manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in
amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an annual
toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly known as
the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to
various facilities and environmental media, and allows EPA to
compile the national Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and
distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
commonlv referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and
maintain "the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
surface waters. Pollutants regulated under the CWA include "priority."
pollutants, including various toxic pollutants; "conventional"
pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended
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solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; and "non-
conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA reomalates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or               -
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers.
NPDES permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has
presently authorized forty States to administer the NPDES program),
contain industry-specific, technology-based and/or water quality-based
limits, and establish pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements.
A facility that intends to discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain
a permit prior to initiating its discharge. A permit applicant must
provide quantitative a.nalytical data identifying the types of pollutants
present in the facility’s effluent. The permit will then set forth the
conditions and effluent limitations under which a facilitv may make a
discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or
State water quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect
designated uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or
recreation. These standards, unlike the technological standards,
generally do not take into account technological feasibility or costs.
Water quality criteria and standards vary from State to State, and site to
site, depending on the use classification of the receiving body of water.
Most States follow EPA guidelines which propose aquatic life and
human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program
to address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the
NPDES storm water permit application regulations. Storm water
discharge associated with industrial activity means the discharge from
any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveying storm
water and which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or raw
materials storage areas at an industrial plant (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).
These regulations require that facilities with the following storm water
discharges apply for a NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with
industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal
storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is
a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.
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Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge
permit application requirements are identified below. To determine
whether a particular facility falls within one of these categories, the
regulation should be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new
source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.                  -

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied
products (except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; and SIC
311-leather tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilit.ies classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that
receive or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts;
and SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC
41-1ocal passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing
(except public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC
44-water transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-
petroleum bulk storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products;
SIC 21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel
related products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC
25-furniture and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC
267-converted paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing,
publishing, and allied industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints,
varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and allied products; SIC 30-rubber and
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plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather products (except leather and tanning
and finishing); SIC 323-glass products; SIC 34-fabricated metal products
(except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-industrial and commercial
machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-electronic and other
electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-transportation
equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC 38-
measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-               -
miscellaneous manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public
warehousing and storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes
to a publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national
pretreatment program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of
pollutants to POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under
§307(b) must meet certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the
pretreatment program is to protect municipal wastewater treatment
plants from damage that may occur when hazardous, toxic, or other
wastes are discharged into a sewer system and to protect the quality of
sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to a POTW are regulated
primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within
each category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an
industry on a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition,
another kind of pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed bv
the POTW in order to assist-the POTW in achieving the effluent
limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the
NPDES or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it
may enforce requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with
questions about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also
maintains a bibliographic database of Office of Water publications
which can be accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water
resource center, at (202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking
water. The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water
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standards and to create a joint Federal-State system to ensure
compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to
protect underground sources of drinking water through the control of
underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards
under its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized States enforce the
primary drinking water standards, which are, contaminant-specific
concentration limits that apply to certain public drinking water
supplies. Primary drinking water standards consist of maximum
contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are non-enforceable health-
based goals, and maximum contaminant levels (MCLs), which are
enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible, considering cost
and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR
Parts 144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources
of drinking water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC
permits include design, operating, inspection, and monitoring
requirements. Wells used to inject hazardous wastes must also comply
with RCRA corrective ac~on standards in order to be granted a RCIL~
permit, and must meet applicable RCRA land disposal restrictions
standards. The UIC permit program is primarily State-enforced, since
EPA has authorized all but a few States to administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source
Aquifer program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended
on projects that may contaminate the sole or principal source of
drinking water for a given area~ and for a State-implemented Wellhead
Protection program, designed to protect drinking water wells and
drinking water recharge areas.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The
HotIine operates from 9:00 a.m. through 5:30 p.m., EST, excluding
Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to
create a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to
evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which mav be posed bv
their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of
control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable risk.
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TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle.
Under TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical
substances. If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not
been excluded by TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be
submitted to EPA prior to manufacture or import. The PMN must
identify the chemical and provide available information on health and
environmental effects. If available data are not sufficient to evaluate
the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose restrictions pending the
development of information on its health and environmental effects.
EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals based upon
factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA
regulates under §6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances
Control Act standards. The Service operates from 8:30 a.m. through
4:30 p.m., EST, excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments, including the Clean Air
Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health
and welfare and the productive capacity of the population." The CAA
consists of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish
national standards for ambient air quality and for EPA and the States to
implement, maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of
mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many facilities will be required to
obtain permits for the first time. State and local governments oversee,
manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the CAAA. CAA
regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient
air quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants,"
including carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter,
ozone, and sulfur dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a
given pollutant are classified as attainment areas; those that do not
meet NAAQSs are classified as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of
the CAA, each State must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine what reductions are
required to meet Federal air quality standards.
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Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance
Standards (NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards
for new stationary sources falling within particular industrial
categories. NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology
available to that category of industrial source but allow the affected
industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of reducing
emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally
uniform standards oriented towards controlling particular hazardous
air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of the CAAA further directed EPA to
develop a list of sources that emit any of 189 HAPs, and to develop
regulations for these c.ategories of sources. To date EPA has listed 174
categories and developed a schedule for the establishment of emission
standards. The emission standards will be developed for both new and
existing sources based on "maximum achievable control technology"
(MACT). The MACT is defined as the control technology achieving the
maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the HAPs, taking
into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks,
buses, and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution
control devices, and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of
the mechanisms EPA uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to
reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases
will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited emissions
allowances, which, beginning in 1995, will be set below previous levels
of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One
purpose of the operating permit is to include in a single document all
air emissions requirements that apply to a given facility. States are
developing the permit programs in accordance with guidance and
regulations from EPA. Once a State program is approved by EPA,
permits will be issued and monitored by that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entiretv bv the vear
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2000, while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased
out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric
Ozone Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general
information about regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA,
and EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about
accidental release prevention under CAA §112(r). In addition, the
Technology Transfer Network Bulletin Board System (modem access
(919) 541-5742)) includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents,
and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Regulations

The environmental impacts of the non-fuel, nonmetallic mining
industry are regulated primarily by two statutes: the Clean Air Act
(CAA) and the Clean Water Act (CWA). Other statutes that might be
applied to the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry are the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA/,
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), the General Mining Law of 1872, and State statutes.

Clean Air Act !~AA)

Although nonmetallic mining operations are not specifically regulated
by the CAA, businesses involved in the processing of the minerals are
regulated. 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart OOO, Standards of Performance for
Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants, and 40 CFR Part 60 Subpart
UUU, Standards of Performance for Calciners and Dryers in Mineral
Industries, require these industries to control or reduce emissions of
particulate matter and impose specific monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements. Under the Clean Air Act, sources are required
to obtain construction and operating permits, not only for particulate
emissions but also for NOx, SO2, and CO which are often products of
combustion from engines for power and also dryers.

40 CFR Part 60 Subpart OOO applies to facilities that process any of the
following 18 minerals: crushed and broken stone, sand and gravel,
clay, rock salt, gypsum, sodium compounds, pumice, gilsonite, talc and
pyrophyllite, boron, barite, fluorspar, feldspar, diatomite, perlite,
vermiculite, mica, and kyanite. The affected facilities are: crushers,
grinding mills, screening operations, bucket elevators, belt conveyors,
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bagging operations, storage bins, and enclosed trucks or railcar loading
stations.

40 CFR Part 60 Subpart UUU applies to calciners and dryers used to
process the following minerals: aluminum, ball clay, bentonite,
diatomite, feldspar, fire clay, fuller’s earth, gypsum, industrial sand,
kaolin, lightweight aggregate, magnesium compounds, perlite, roofing
granules, talc, titanium dioxide, and vermiculite.

Clean Water Act (CWA~

Discharges from mine sites are addressed under two principal
regulatory programs: the NPDES permit program (for process water
and storm water point source discharges) and the Non-point source
program.

NPDES Point Source Program

A point source is defined in Section 502(14) of the CWA as "any
discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, included but not limited
to, any pipe, ditch, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container,
rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or other
floating craft from which pollutants are or may be discharged." The
Water Quality Act amendments of 1987 added discharges from "landfill
leachate collection systems" to this definition. All point source
discharges to waters of the U.S. must be addressed by NPDES permits.

Storm water is defined in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(13) as "storm water runoff,
snow melt runoff, and surface runoff and drainage." Storm water
associated with industrial activity is defined in 40 CFR Section
122.26(b)(14) as the discharge from any conveyance which is used for
collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related to
manufacturing, processing, or raw materials storage areas at an
industrial plant. Section 402(p) of the CWA generally requires EPA to
issue NPDES permits for point source discharges of storm water
associated with industrial activity, including active and inactive mines.
At mine sites, Section 402(1)(2) specifically limits the permit
requirements for storm water that has come into contact with anv
overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products,
byproducts, or waste products located on the site of the operation.

EPA is currently developing a storm water program for those point
source discharges from active and inactive mines not alreadv
permitted. Several States are also currently deve!oping general storm
water permits for mine sites.
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Non-point Source Program

Non-point sources of pollution are addressed under Sections 304(f)(b)
and 319 of the CWA of 1972. Non-point source runoff is caused by
runoff from diffuse sources, and is generally caused by rainfall or snow
melt. Section 304(f)(b) establishes guidelines for identifying and
evaluating the nature and source of non-point sources of pollutants,
and processes, procedures, and methods to control pollution resulting
from mining activities, including runoff and siltation from new,
currently operating, and abandoned surface and underground mines.
Non-point source discharges may be to streams, lakes, rivers, wetlands,
or to groundwater. Specific best management practices (BMPs)
requirements for non-point source control at mine sites have not been
promulgated at the national level, nor has any national guidance been
issued. However, individual States are currently developing programs
for storm water mahagement at mine sites. For example, Idaho
recently prepared a document that describes practices to minimize
non-point source water quality impacts.

Under Section 319 of the Clean Water Act, States developing plans to
address problems and solutions to non-point source pollution, are
eligible for grants that are administered by the Regions.

In addition to applicable general CWA requirements, active mineral
mining and processing operations are subject to the requirements
contained in 40 CFR 436, EPA Effluent Guidelines and Standards for
Mineral Mining and Processing. The regulation establishes effluent
limitation guidelines and pretreatment standards that limit the
discharge of pollutants into navigable waters, and requires the
application of best practicable control technologies (BPT). For the
purposes of these guidelines and standards of performance, the
industry is divided into 38 subcategories consisting of specific mineral
types or classes of minerals. Effluent limitations are based on factors
such as the type of ore, method of transport, type of processing, use of
wet air emissions control devices, type of product, and groundwater
seepage and runoff into mine and process wastewater impoundments.

Mine dewatering can invoke environmental regulation under CWA.
Dewatering is the removal of water that has infiltrated the mining site.
Wells, pumps, or ditches and tunnels are typically used to divert the
water away from the site. Dewatering can also lead to the
unintentional creation of wetlands, requiring a permit under the
CWA.    EPA’s Office of Water, Office of Wastewater
Management/Permits Division is currentlv developing a mining
strategy for hard rock mining which will be completed bv the fall of
1995.
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Exhibit 10
Mine Discharges Subject to Permitting

Runoff/drainage discharges subject to 40 CFR Part Subject to storm water permitting (not subject to
440 effluent limitation guidelines                40 CFR Part 440)

Land application area Topsoil piles
Crusher area Haul roads not on active mining area
Spent ore piles, surge piles, ore stockpiles, wasteOn-site haul roads not constructed of waste

rock/overburden piles rock or spent ore (unless wastewater subject
Pumped and unpumped d~rainage and mine water to mine drainage limits is used for dust
from pits/underground mines control)
Seeps/French drains TaLLings dams, dikes when not constructed of
On-site haul roads, i~ constructed of waste rock or waste rock/railings

spent ore or ff wastewater subject to mine Concentration/mill building/site (if discharge
drainage limits is used for dust control is storm water only, with no contact with

Tailings dams/ciikes when constructed of waste piles)
rock/railings Reclaimed areas released from reclamation

Unreclaimed disturbed areas bonds prior to 12/17/90
Partially, inadequately reclaimed areas or

areas not released from reclamation bond
Most ancillary areas (e.g., chemical and

explosives storage, power plant,
equipment/truck maintenance and wash
areas, etc.}

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

The BevilI Amendment

In 1980, Congress amended RCRA in the Solid Waste Disposal Act
Amendments, adopting what has been dubbed the Bevill Amendment,
after Representative Tom Bevill of Alabama. The amendment
temporarily exempted from Subtitle C regulation solid waste from ore
and mineral extraction, beneficiation, and processing. The
Amendment directed EPA either to develop Subtitle C regulations for
the waste or determine that the exemption should continue, and to
present its findings in a report to Congress.

EPA modified its hazardous waste regulations to reflect the Bevill
exclusion and issued a preliminary, and quite broad, interpretation of
the exclusion’s scope. In particular, it interpreted the exclusion as
covering "solid waste from the exploration, mining, milling, smelting
and refining of ores and minerals."

In 1985 the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia awarded
judgment to the Environmental Defense Fund and two public interest
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groups that had sued EPA for failing to submit the required report to
Congress and make the regulatory determination by the statutory
deadline. The court imposed two schedules, one for completing
studies of extraction and beneficiation wastes and submitting them in a
report to Congress, and the second for proposing reinterpretation of
mineral-processing wastes. In so doing, the court effectively split the
wastes that might be eligible for exclusion from regulation into two
groups: mineral extraction and beneficiation wastes; and mineral
processing wastes.

In December 1985 EPA submitted a report to Congress on mining
wastes (1985 Report to Congress: Wastes from the Extraction and
Beneficiation of Metallic Ores, Phosphate Rock, Asbestos, Overburden
from Uranium Mining, and Oil Shale) in which EPA found that some
mining wastes exhibit hazardous characteristics, that waste
management practice~ have caused environmental damage, and that
the range of risk from mining waste is broad. In July 1986 EPA
published a regulatory determination, upheld in subsequent court
challenges, that RCRA Subtitle C regulation of extraction and
beneficiation wastes was unwarranted because mining wastes tend to
be disposed of in arid climates, facilities and wastes are located in
sparsely populated areas where human contact is minimal, and waste
volumes are high. It also determined that it should develop a risk-
based, State-run mining waste program under RCRA Subtitle D.

In keeping with its court-ordered directive to reinterpret the Mining
Waste exclusion for mineral processing wastes, EPA proposed to
narrow the scope of the exclusion for mineral-processing wastes to
include only a few specific waste streams. Unable to articulate criteria
for selecting these wastes, EPA later withdrew this proposal and was
subsequently sued by the Environmental Defense Fund. The courts
ruled against EPA, holding that the Agency’s interpretation of Bevill
exclusions was overbroad. The court ordered EPA to restrict the scope
of the exclusion as it applied to mineral-processing wastes to include
onlv "large volume, low hazard" wastes.

In a series of rulemaking notices, EPA reinterpreted the exclusion for
mineral-processing wastes and defined which mineral-processing
wastes met the high-volume, low-hazard criteria. The vast majority of
mineral-processing wastes did not meet both criteria. EPA published
its final regulatory determination in 1991, in compliance with a court-
ordered deadline. The final rule permanently retains the Bevill
exemption for 20 mineral-processing wastes. EPA determined that
regulation under RCRA Subtitle C was inappropriate for these wastes
because of the extremely high cost to industry and the technical
infeasibilitv of managing them under Subtitle C requirements; 18 of the
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wastes are subject to applicable State requirements, while the
remaining two (phosphogypsum and phosphoric acid process waste
water) are currently being evaluated by EPA.

Wastes from the extraction and beneficiation of ores and minerals
remain exempt from Subtitle C requirements, irrespective of their
chemical characteristics; EPA may, in the future, evaluate the
appropriateness of regulating these wastes under RCRA Subtitle D as
an industrial waste. Wastes from mineral processing, however, are not
exempt from Subtitle C unless they are one of the 20 specific wastes
identified in EPA’s final ruling.

In addition, only wastes that are uniquely associated with the extraction
and beneficiation of ores and minerals (or one of the 20 listed mineral
processing wastes) are excluded from hazardous waste regulation.
Non-uniquely associated wastes are ,typically generated as a result of
maintaining mining machinery or as a result of other facility activities,
and continue to be subject to Subtitle C regulation. These non-
uniquely associated wastes may include used oil, polychlorinated
biphenyls, discarded commercial chemicals, cleaning solvents, filters,
empty drums, laboratory wastes, and general refuse.

Determining how and under what circumstances the Bevill
Amendment exclusions should be interpreted in regulating mining
wastes continues to be a subject of discussion and study, at least in part
because many beneficiation terms are used to describe activities
common to a wide range of nonexempt industries and to describe
mineral-processing operations that occur at the same location as the
beneficiation operations. B’eneficiation and mineral-processing
operations are often closely linked; in order to apply Subtitle C
regulations at a mine site, a regulator often must prove that the waste
is not a beneficiation waste. Because a variety of regulators, at both
Federal and State levels, are independently interpreting the Bevill
rules, the potential for inconsistent interpretations is significant. Staff
in EPA’s OSW have suggested the following guidelines for regulators
and the regulated community in distinguishing between exempt and
nonexempt wastes at mines and mineral-processing sites:

¯ Determine whether the material is considered a solid waste
under RCRA.

¯ Determine whether the facility is using a primaD" ore or mineral
to produce a final or intermediate product and also whether 50
percent of the feedstocks are from secondary sources.
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¯ Establish whether the material and the operation that generates
it are uniquely associated with mineral production.

¯ Determine where in the sequence of operations beneficiation
ends and mineral processing begins.

¯ If the material is a mineral-processing waste, determine whether
it is one of the 20 special wastes from mineral processing.

This sequence will result in one of three determinations: 1) the
material is not a solid waste and therefore not subject to RCRA; 2) the
material is a solid waste but is exempt from RCRA Subtitle C because of
the Mining Waste Exclusion; or 3) the material is a solid waste that is
not exempt from RCRA Subtitle C and is subject to regulation.

Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation. and Liability, Act

Although Bevill wastes are excluded from regulation under RCRA
Subtitle C, they can be addressed under CERCLA. Mining companies
may be liable under CERCLA for the release or threat of release of
hazardous substances, covering releases to air, surface water,
groundwater and soils. Many mines, where practices did not
incorporate the safeguards now required under the CWA, allowed
runoff from mine and tailings sites to flow into nearby streams and
lakes. In general, the CERCLA problems associated with mining
operations are much more frequent in metal rather than non-metal
mining. Even newer mines, which have been subject to CWA
regulations, have been targeted for CERCLA enforcement. Mine
owners may also be liable for damages to natural resources as a result of
mining activity.
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA~

NEPA requires that all Federal agencies prepare detailed statements
assessing the environmental impact of, and alternatives to, major
Federal actions that may "significantly affect" the environment. An
environmental impact statement (EIS) must provide a fair and full               -
discussion of significant environmental impacts and inform decision-
makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives which would
avoid or minimize adverse impacts on the environment; EISs must
explore and evaluate all reasonable alternatives, even if they are not
within the authority of the lead agency. NEPA authorities are solely
procedural; NEPA cannot compel selection of the environmentally
preferred alternative.

Federal actions specifically related to mining that may require EISs
include Federal land management agency (e.g. BLM and Forest Service}
approval of plans of operations for hardrock mining on
Federally-managed lands. All effected media (e.g., air, water, soil,
geologic, cultural, economic resources, etc.) must be addressed. The EIS
provides the basis for the permit decision; for example, an NPDES
permit mav be issued or denied based on EPA’s review of the overall
impacts, n~t just discharge-related impacts, of the proposed project and
alternatives. Issues may include the potential for acid rock drainage,
aquatic and terrestrial habitat value and losses, sediment production,
mitigation, and reclamation.

Endangered Species Act (ESA~

The ESA provides a means to protect threatened or endangered species
and the ecosystems that support them. It requires Federal agencies to
ensure that activities undertaken on either Federal or non-Federal
property do not have adverse impacts on threatened or endangered
species or their habitat. In a June 1995 ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld interpretations of the Act that allow agencies to consider impact
on habitat as a potential form of prohibited "harm" to endangered
species. Agencies undertaking a Federal action (such as a BLM review
of proposed mining operations) must consult with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS); an EIS must be prepared if "any major part
of a new source will have significant adverse effect on the habitat" of a
Federally or State-listed threatened or endangered species.

State Statutes

In addition to Federal laws, State and common laws also affect waste
generation from mining activities. State law generally requires that
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permits be obtained prior to commencement of mining activities;
permits may require design, performance, closure, and reclamation
standards, and may impose monitoring requirements. Under common
law, a mine owner may be liable for trespassing if wastes migrate into
and damage another’s property, or if the waste impacts the community.
as a whole, a miner may be liable for creating a public nuisance. Over
the last five years several States have substantially altered their mining
regulations to prevent the damage caused by past mining operations.
Considerable disagreement remains, however, between mining
industry groups and the environmental community regarding the
effectiveness of these State regulations in preventing damage to the
environment.

Many Western States require mining operations to obtain reclamation
bonds and mining pe.rmits that are designed to regulate and monitor
mining activitty. States that require bonding and/or permitting include
Alaska, Arizona, California, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado.
To regulate mining activity in the State of Colorado, for example, the
State requires mining operations to obtain: 1) a performance bond, 2) a
reclamation bond, and 3) a permit. The performance bond outlines
what the mining operation intends to do on the land, and is simply a
promise from the mining operation that it will reclaim the land. This
bond gives Colorado the authority to pursue reclamation costs from
mining operations that fail to properly reclaim the land. The
reclamation bond, also known as a financial warranty, equals the cost
the State would incur if it were to hire someone to reclaim the site
should the mining operation fail to do so. Although performance
bonds are updated periodically, the bonds have not always been
adequate to cover closure costs.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Emeri~¢ncy Planning and Community. Right-to-Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA~

EPCRA Section 313 mandates that owners and operators of facilities
that manufacture, process, or otherwise use a listed chemical to report
to EPA their annual releases of these chemicals to any environmental
medium. EPA makes this information available to tl~e public in the
form of the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). TRI currently requires
reporting from facilities in SIC codes 20-39 which meet various
threshold requirements.

EPCRA Section 313 gives EPA discretionary authority to modify the
coverage of facilities required to report to EPA for inclusion in the TRI.
EPA is considering expanding the TRI through the development of
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reporting requirements for additional facilities. These additional
facilities include a list of 25 SIC codes that contribute 99 percent of the
non-manufacturing TRI chemical loadings to the environment. SIC 14
is among these 25 SIC codes. EPA anticipates publication of a proposed
rule in late 1995 or early 1996 requiring additional facilities to report the
use, release, and transfer of TRI chemicals.

Clean Air Act (CAA~

Clean Air Act Amendments ~CAAA! of 1990

In 1992, EPA published an initial list of all categories of major and area
sources of the hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) listed in Section 112(b)
of the CAA. EPA is required to establish dates for the promulgation of
emission standards for each of the listed categories of HAP emission
sources and develop emission standards for each source of HAPs such
that the schedule is met. The standards are to be technology-based and
are to require the maximum degree of emission reduction determined
to be achievable by the Administrator. Proposed standards for most
mineral industries are due by November 1, 1997. The Agency has
determined that the phosphoric acid manufacturing industry may be
anticipated to emit several of the 189 HAPs listed in Section 112(b) of
the CAAA. As a consequence, this source category is included on the
initial list of HAP-emitting categories scheduled for standards
promulgation.

New Emissions Standards .for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)

Another proposed rule under the CAA concerns the development of
maximum achievable control technology (MACT) or generally
achievable control technology (GACT) standards for the asbestos
processing source category that is comprised of the milling,
manufacturing, and fabrication subcategories of the asbestos NESHAP.
Pollutants to be regulated include asbestos and other HAPs emitted in
major amounts by these subcategories. Final action on this proposed
rule is scheduled for November 1995.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)

EPA is reviewing and updating the air quality criteria for particulate
matter to incorporate new scientific and technical information that has
become available since the last review. Based on the revised criteria,
EPA will determine whether revisions to the standards are appropriate.
This will affect the mining and quarrying of non-fuel, nonmetallic
minerals.
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Clean Water Act (CWA~

A comprehensive bill was introduced in Congress in 1995 to
reauthorize the Clean Water Act. The bill may affect EPA’s authority
to require changes in production processes, products, or raw materials
to control emissions of toxins; may require risk assessments for water
quality standards, effluent limitations or other regulatory
requirements; and may require social, economic, and environmental
benefits to be weighed in establishing regulations.. Potentially large
sectors of the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry could be affected bv
this legislation.

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA~

Arsenic is one of the-non-fuel, nonmetallic minerals covered by SIC
14. A proposed rule will set a maximum contaminant level goal
(MCLG) and revised national primary drinking water regulation
(NPDWR) for arsenic in drinking water, pursuant to the SDWA
amendments of 1986. The SDWA requires EPA to promulgate national
primary drinking water regulations for 83 specific contaminants of
which arsenic is one.
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROFILE

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach
allows the Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and
other environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the
Agency has begun to supplement single-media compliance indicators
with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so,
EPA is in a better position to track compliance with all statutes at the
facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in buil~ting the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for
Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read
into" the Agency’s single-media databases, extract compliance records,
and match the records to individual facilities. The IDEA system can
match Air, Water, Waste, Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and
Enforcement Docket records for a given facility, and generate a list of
historical permit, inspection, and enforcement activitv. IDEA also has
the capability to analyze data by geographic area and corporate holder.
As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data improves, EPA
will make available more in-depth compliance and enforcement
information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success for
compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA
system, this section provides information regarding the historical
compliance and enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror
the facility universe reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data
reported within this section consists of records only from the TRI
reporting universe. With this decision, the selection criteria are
consistent across sectors with certain exceptions. For the sectors that do
not normally report to the TRI program, data have been provided from
EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks facilities in all
media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not attempt to
define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within
the sector that are well defined within EPA databases.
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As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most
notebooks contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector
according to the Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors
dominated by small businesses, such as metal finishers and printers,
the reporting universe within the EPA databases may be small in
comparison to Census data. However, the group selected for inclusion
in this data analysis section should be consistent with this sector’s
general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column
presented within this section. These values represent a retrospective
summary of inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect
EPA, State, and local compliance assurance activities that have been
entered into EPA databases. To identify any changes in trends, the EPA
ran two data queries, one for the past five calendar years (August 10,
1990 to August 9, 1995) and the other for the most recent twelve-month
period (August 10, 1994 to August 9, 1995). The five-year analysis gives
an average level of activity for that period for comparison to the more
recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are
State/local or EPA-led. However, the table breaking down the universe
of violations does give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s
and States’ efforts within each media program. The presented data
illustrate the variations across regions for certain sectors. This
variation may be attributable to State/local data entry variations,
specific geographic concentrations, proximity to population centers,
sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank
regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common
facility number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS
identification number allows EPA to compile and review all permit,
compliance, enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given
regulated facility.
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Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program
office databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue
together" separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to
create a "master list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the
data systems accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing
and Retrieval System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit              -
Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation
and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB
(National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and
Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental and
Liability Information System, Superfund), and TRIS (Toxic Release
Inventory System). IDEA also contains information from outside
sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in
notebook Sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TRI reporters within
the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI
reporting requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for
executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is
defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in
Section II.

Facilities Inspected --- indicates the level of EPA and State agency
facility inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values
show what percentage of the fahility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60
month period. This column does not count non-inspectional
compliance activities such as the review of facility-reported discharge
reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of
time, expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a
facility within the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the
number of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action
within the defined time period. This category, is broken down further
into Federal and State actions. Data are obtained for administrative,
civil/judicial, and criminal enforcement actions. Administrative
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actions include Notices of Violation (NOVs). A facility with multiple
enforcement actions is only counted once in this column (facility with
3 enforcement actions counts as 1). All percentages that appear are
referenced to the number of facilities inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of
enforcement actions identified for an industrial sector across all
environmental statutes. A facility with multiple enforcement actions
is counted multiple times (a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts
as 3).

State Lead Actions --shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by State and local environmental agencies. Varying
levels of use by States of EPA data systems may limit the volume of
actions accorded State enforcement activity. Some States extensively
report enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other States
may use their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the U.S. EPA. This value includes referrals from
State agencies. Many of these actions result from coordinated or joint
State/Federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement
actions result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement
actions to inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only.
This measure is a rough indicator of the relationship between
inspections and enforcement. This measure simply indicates
historically how many enforcement actions can be attributed to
inspection activity. Related inspections and enforcement actions under
the Clean Water Act (PCS), the Clean Air Act (AFS) and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are
not factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under
these programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does
not account for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection
compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges)
that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
number and percentage of inspected facilities having a violation
identified in one of the following data categories: In Violation or
Significant Violation Status (CAA); Reportable Noncompliance,
Current Year Noncompliance, Significant Noncompliance (CWA);
Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA, and
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EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High Prioritv
Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages
within this column can exceed 100% because facilities can be in
violation status without being inspected. Violation status may be a
precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate
that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement
actions within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA
databases. Each column is a percentage of either the "Total
Inspections," or the "Total Actions" column.

VII.A. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Compliance History

Exhibit 11 presents enforcement and compliance information specific
to the non-fuel, non-metal mining industry. As indicated in the chart,
Regions III, IV, V, VIII, and X have been the most active in terms of
enforcement actions against this sector.
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Exhibit 11
Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry

A B C D E F G H I J

Facilities w/one
Non-Fuel, Average Number of or Inorc Tot’,d Federal Enforcement

Non-Metal Mining Facilities in Facilities Number of Months Between Enforcement Fa|forccment State Lead "L.c.ad to Inspection
SIC 14 Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actkms Aclions Achons Actions Rate

Region I 48 22 80 36 I 1 0% 100% 0.OI
Region II 52 39 203 15 8 26 100% 0% 0.13
Region Ill 62 44 396 9 6 13 85% 15% 0.03
Region IV 428 203 1,310 20 32 59 71% 29% 0.05
Region V 164 100 382 26 6 6 100% 0% 0.02
Region V I 71 36 123 35 8 19 63% 37% O. 15
Region Vii 57 19 84 41 5 6 33% 67% 0.07
Region VIII 133 64 347 23 I0 31 74% 26% 0.09
Region IX 64 58 297 13 3 10 100% 0% 0.03
Region X 64 46 200 19 5 21 7 ! % 29% O. 11

Tolal/Average I, 143 631 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 12-15 provide enforcement and compliance information for
selected industries. The non-fuel, non-metal mineral mining industry
has the fourth largest number of facilities tracked by EPA across the
selected industries. Of the total number of enforcement actions over               -
five years, 76 percent are State-lead actions and 24 percent are federal-
lead actions. For this industry, Clean Air Act inspections comprise 65
percent of all inspections conducted, and Clean Water Act inspections
account for 31 percent of all inspections. This inspection pattern seems
consistent with the general priority of environmental concerns within
this sector. Importantly, the non-fuel, non-metal mining sector
exhibits the lowest number of enforcement actions in relations to
inspections that any other industry covered under this project over the
last five years (see Exlqibit 12).
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Exhibit 12
Five Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A               B C D E F G H ! J
Facilities w/One

Average Nt, ml~r uf or More To~al Federal Enforcement

Met~ Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% O. I 0

Non-metallic Mineral i,143 ~1 3,422 20 ~ 192 76% 24% 0.~
Mining

! ,umber and W~ ~ ~ I 1,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0.12

Furniture 293 213 1,534 I I 34 91 91% ~ O.~

Rub~r and Plastic I ,~5 739 3,3~ 30 146 391 78% 22% O. 12

Stone, Clay, and Glass ~8 268 2,475 I I 73 301 70% 3~ 0.12

Nonfe~ous Metals 844 474 3,1D7 16 145 470 76% 24% O. 15

Fabricated Met~ 2,346 1,340 5,5~ 26 2~ 840 8~ 2~ O. 15

Electronic~Co~npulers ~5 222 777 31 68 212 79% 21% 0.27

M,    Vehicle Assembly 598 3~ 2,216 16 81 2~) 8~ 20% O.11

Pulp and Pa~r 3(~ 265 3,7~ 5 I 15 502 78% 22% O. 13

Pfinhng 4,1~ 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% O. i I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 I I ~) ~2 76% 24% O. 13

()rganic Chemicals 412 316 3,8~ 6 152 726 ~% 34% O. 19

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 I IO 7~ ~% 34% 0.25

Iron and Steel 374 275 3,555 6 I 15 4~ 72% 28% O. 14

Dry Cleaning 9~3 245 ()33 88 2~) 103 ~1% I% O16



Exhibit 13                                                   ~
One Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H ~."

Tc~ ~
Facilities in Facilities Number of Facilities w/One o~ M~e Facilities w/One o~ M~e Enforcement Enforcement to

Industry Secttw Search Inspected Inspections Violations Enforcement Actions Actions Inspection Rate

Numbes Percent* Numbe~ Percent*

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72% ! 6 14% 24 0.13

Non-metallic Mineral 1,143 253 425 75 30% 28 11% 54 0.13
Mining

Lumbeg and Wood 464 142 268 109 77% 18 13% 42 0.15

Furniture 293 160 I i 3 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubber and Plastic i,665 2-/I 435 289 107% i 9 7% 59 0.14

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20

Nonferrous Metals 844 202 402 282 140% 22 1 ! % -/2 0.18

Fab~icaled Metal 2,346 477 746 525 I 10% 46 10% I 14 0.15

Electronics 405 60 8"/ 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

Automobiles 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8% 28 0.10

Pulp and Paper 306 189 576 162 86% 28 ! 5% 88 0.15

I~’inting 4,106 397 676 25 1 63% 25 6% 72 0. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 158 42"/ 16"/ 106% 19 12% 49 0.12

Organic Chemicals 4 i 2 195 545 197 101% 39 20% 118 0.22 ~
Petroleum Refining 156 109 43"/ 109 100% 39 36% 114 0.26 ~

Iron and Steel 3"/4 16"/ 488 165 99% 20 12% 46 0.09

Dry Cleaning 933 80 I I 1 21 26% 5 6% 11 0.10

without a facility inspection.
*Percentages in Columns E and F are based on the number of facilities inspected (Colulnn C). Percentages can exceed 100% because violations and actions can occur



Exhibit 14
Five Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Number of
Facililies Total Enforcement Re,source Conse~valion and FIFRA/TSCA/

Industry Secto~ Inspected Inspections Actions Clean Air Act Clean Waler Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Cqhex*

% of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Tctal % of Total % of Total
Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Melal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 17% 57% 60% 6% 14% 1% 9%

Non-melallic 631 3,422 192 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 27% < 1% 4%
Mineral Mining

l.umbe~ and Wood 301 1,891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59% 67% 2%

Fmnilure 213 1,534 91 52% 27% I% 1% , 45% 64%

Rubber and Plastic 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% 44% 68% 3% 10%

Stone, Clay and 268 2,475 301 45% 39% 15% 5% 39% 51% 2% 5%
Glass

Nonferrous Metals 474 3,09"/ 470 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54% 4% 10%

Fabricaled Metal 1,340 5,509 840 25% i ! % 15% 6% 56% 76% 4%

Electronics 222 777 212 16% 2% ! 4% 3% 66% 90% 3% 5%

Automobiles 390 2,216 240 35% 15% 9% 4% 54% 75% 2% 6%

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2% 3%

l~inting 1,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2% 4%

Inorganic Chemicals 302 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3% 4%

Organic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44% 5% 5%

PeU’oleum Refining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2% 5%

h’on and Sleel 275 3,555 499 32% 20% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2% 5%

Dry Cleaning 245 633 103 15% I% 3% 4% 83% 93% <1% I%

*Actions taken to e~force the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide. and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Sttbstance Control .4ct. andthe Emergency Planning
a~zd Comraunity Right-to-Know/tct as well as other Federal environmental laws.



Exhibit 15
One Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries

Nund)er of
Facilities Total Enforcement Resource Conservation and FIFRATI’SCA/

Industry Secto~ Inspected Inspections Actions Clean Ak Act Clean Walex Act Recovery Act El~RA/Other*

% of Total % el" Total % of To~al % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of Total
In~eclions Acli,ms In..q~:,lions A~.li, ms In~!~t.l!_(,_.i~_ . _ _A~.l_i(_ms_ !_nS_lX~Cl_.i!_)__ns ......A~-li(_~

.......................................

Metal Mining 114 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6q, <1% 19%

Nou-metalSc Mineral 253 425 54 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% 16% <! % ! 1%

Mining

l-mbe~ and Wo(xl 142 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% <i% 6%

Fu[niture i 13 160 5 58% 6"7% 1% 10% 41% 10% <i % 13%

Rubber and l~_~_~ai,~ 271 435 59 39% 14% ! 4% 4% 46% 71% I% I 1

Stone, Clay, and Glass 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% <1% 3%

Nonferrous Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% 1% 4%

Fal~icated Metal 47"/ 746 I 14 25% 14% 14% 8% 6 ! % 77% < 1% 2%

EiecUonics 60 87 21 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87% <1% 4%

Automobiles 169 284 28 34% 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% I% 6%

Pulp and Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35% 21% 1 0% 7% < 1% 3%

Printing 397 6/6 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66% <1%

I no~ani~ Chemicals 158 42"/ 49 26% 38% 29% 2 i % 45% 36% < 1%         6%

Organic Chemicals 195 545 ! i 8 36% 34% 13% 16% 50% 49% !% 1%

Petroleum Refining 109 439 114 50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% I%

I~on "and Steel 167 488 46 29% 18’/o 35% 26% 36% 50% <! % 6%

Dry Cleaning 80 111 I I 21% 4% I% 22% 78% 67% <i%

*Actions taken to enforce the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; the Toxic Substance Control Act, and the Emergency Planning
and Community Right-to-Know Act as u~ell as other Federal environmental laws.
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991
through FY 1993 publications, two significant enforcement cases were
resolved between 1991 and 1993 for the mining and quarrying of non-
fuel, nonmetallic minerals. The cases were comprised of CERCLA and
the Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act (MAPRSA)
violations. Both cases were related to companies in the sand and
gravel business.

One of the three cases resulted in the assessment of a penalty. In US.
v. Petersen Sand & Gravel. Inc. (1993), the defendant failed to furnish
accurate and complet6 information relating to its disposal of hazardous
wastes at its site. The defendant mined sand and gravel at the site,
during which time several hundred drums of paints, solvents, and
other industrial wastes were dumped. The company was required to
pay $700,000 and to provide a full response to EPA’s original
information requests.

In U.S.v. Custom Sand and Gravel (1993), an administrative order was
issued under MAPRSA for unauthorized construction of dikes and
roadways and for clearing and leveling activities associated with sand
and gravel mining operations that impacted wooded swamp. A
restoration plan was submitted to restore approximately 65 acres of
wetland habitat.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector
and public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains
a listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-Related Environmental Programs and Activities

EPA’s Office of Solid Waste (OSW) conducts research into mining
waste issues, including engineering studies conducted on innovative
methods of mining to reduce mine waste. OSW prepares reports that
evaluate current mining designs and how these designs impact the
environment. The reports, which are subject to peer review, cover
topics such as the design and operation of waste rock piles, subaqueous
disposal of railings, and cyanide detoxification. OSW also provides
outreach and technical support to other program and Regional offices
to address mine waste problems located on Indian reservations. OSW
is currently involved in providing outreach and technical support to
approximately six different sites. (Contact: Steve Hoffman, 703-308-
8413)

U.S. Bureau of Mines Environmental Research Program

The U.S. Bureau of Mines environmental research program is
developing technology to prevent pollution and to maintain a healthy
work environment. In the pollution prevention area, the USBM, in
conjunction with the Florida phosphate industry and the Florida
Institute of Phosphate Research, is researching the environmental
pollution associated with phosphogypsum stacks, and the large
process/cooling water ponds associated with them. The Bureau is also
evaluating the potential for in-situ mining of western phosphate ores,
a technique that would significantly reduce gypsum production in the
processing of western phosphate rock. (Contact: Frank Lanzetta,
Research Staff, (202) 501-9272)

The focus of the environmental health research is the monitoring and
control of small airborne dusts that can be inhaled deep into the lungs
and cause respiratory diseases. Emphasis is on the monitoring and
control of coal and rock dusts and emissions from diesel engines. A
continuous monitor to evaluate dust conditions during the extraction
process for mineral ores is being developed to provide a means to alert
workers to hazardous dust conditions. Dust control techniques are
directed primarily towards reducing concentrations through the
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application of water sprays, more effective use of ventilation air, and
modification of mining operating parameters. (Contact: Dr. J. Harrison,
Research Staff (202) 501-9309)

Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) Mines Initiative

Electrical transformers or capacitors containing polychlorinated               -
biphenyls (PCBs) are often used as power sources in underground
mines. This equipment is regulated by EPA to ensure against
environmental release of PCBs, chemicals classified as probable human
carcinogens. Abandoned mines often fill with ground water, which
can cause PCB-containing equipment to corrode and leak chemicals
into the water.

EPA and MSHA launched a joint effort in early 1993 to identify all
underground mines using electrical transformers or capacitors that
contain PCBs. During 1993, MSHA inspectors completed PCB checklists
that identified mines using PCB- or other liquid-filled equipment
underground, and whether there were any violations of EPA
regulations governing PCB use, marking, storage, or disposal. In total,
85 underground mines that may use PCB-containing equipment were
identified. EPA has used the PCB checklists as part of its enforcement
efforts. As a result of these efforts, four mining companies have been
cited for mismanaging PCBs and face Federal penalties of up to
$317,575. EPA has settled one of these cases and filed three additional
complaints.

Miscellaneous Activities

Members of several government agencies have been informally
meeting over the past five years to share and communicate ideas on
mining waste issues. Known as the Federal Land Management
Agencies, this group includes EPA, the National Park Service, the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of the Interior, the Bureau
of Land Management, and the U.S. Forest Service. According to Steve
Hoffman of EPA’s Office of Solid Waste, a memo of understanding is
currently under development to formalize the group’s meetings at the
senior level.

EPA has provided a multi-year grant to the Southwest Research and
Information Center to conduct research and outreach activities
regarding mine waste issues. The Center maintains a clearinghouse of
technical studies conducted on mine waste topics. (Contact:
Paul Robinson, 505-262-1862)
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Over the last few years, EPA has enlisted the advice and assistance of
the States in developing a Federally-mandated RCRA mine waste
program. In order to facilitate the involvement of the States in this
effort, EPA has provided funding to the Western Governors’
Association (WGA), an independent non-partisan organization of 21
member governors. In 1988, WGA formed a Mine Waste Task Force to
coordinate the views of the member States and to work with EPA, the
mining industry, the environmental community, and the public in the
development of a workable mine waste management program.

Kansas State University’s Hazardous Substance Research Center
(HSRC) is an EPA-funded center providing research and technology
transfer services for pollution prevention and other waste
management techniques. HSRC programs include outreach for
industry, assistance to government, videos, radio programs, written
materials, data base~, and workshops on pollution prevention and
hazardous waste remediation. One pollution prevention focus of
HSRC is on soils and mining waste.

Contact: Dr. Larry E. Erickson, Director
Hazardous Substance Research Center (HSRC)
Ward Hall, Room 101
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66506-5102
(913) 532-6519

The Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ)
(602-779-0313) has established a multifaceted pollution prevention
program to encourage generators of hazardous waste to prepare a
pollution prevention plan. ADEQ encourages companies to prepare
pollution prevention plans by reducing environmental permit filing
fees 50 percent if companies implement a pollution prevention plan.
Some mining companies have participated in this program. In
addition, a joint partnership between the State and private industry has
been formed, called the Arizona Pollution Prevention Partnership.
The Partnership consists of 22 of the State’s largest hazardous waste
generators. These companies, which include some mining companies,
have spelled out specific hazardous waste reduction plans for a two to
three year period.

The Mineral Policy Center is a non-profit organization that provides
technical, legal, and political strategy assistance to deal with mineral
threats to sensitive areas. The main goal of the Center is to promote
environmentally responsible mining. The organization educates and
assists citizens’ groups and agency personnel working with
conservation problems related to legislation such as the 1872 Mining
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Law and RCRA. The Mineral Policy Center provides educational
materials such as fact sheets, information packets, videos, and
publications that summarize the results of research conducted on the
environmental impacts of mining. Its publications include Burden of
Guilt, which provides a current assessment of the abandoned mine
problem and a proposal to develop and fund an effective nationwide
reclamation program. The Center also conducts roundtable discussions               -
with mining companies to discuss environmental issues facing the
mining industry. (Contact: Gary Kravis, 202-887-1872)

In 1990, a funding agreement was entered into between EPA and the
Interstate Mining Compact Commission (IMCC) (Contact: Greg Conrad
703-709-8654). IMCC is an association that studies and recommends
techniques for the protection and restoration of land, water, and other
resources affected by .mining. The purpose of the funding agreement
between EPA and IMCC is to facilitate State involvement in
developing and implementing mine waste regulation. Fifteen

-member States have participated in this effort thus far.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative
piloted by EPA and State agencies in which facilities have volunteered
to demonstrate innovative approaches to environmental management
and compliance. EPA has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial
facilities and Federal installations which will demonstrate the
principles of the ELP program. These principles include:
environmental management systems, multimedia compliance
assurance, third-party verification of compliance, public measures of
accountability, community involvement, and mentoring programs. In
return for participating, pilot participants receive public recognition
and are given a period of time to correct any violations discovered
during these experimental projects. (Contact: Tai-ming Chang, ELP
Director, 202-564-5081 or Robert Fentress, 202-564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek
to achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing
participants to replace or modi~ existing regulatory requirements on
the condition that they produce greater environmental benefits. EPA
and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final Project
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Agreement, detailing specific objectives that the regulated entity shall
satisfy. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant a certain degree of
regulatory flexibility and may seek changes in underlying reg-ulations
or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support
from local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA
hopes to implement fifty pilot projects in four categories including
facilities, sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by
EPA. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will
move to implementation within six months of their selection. For
additional information regarding XL Projects, including application
procedures and criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice, or
contact Jon Kessler at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis (202) 260-4034.

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-
efficient lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants
which include major corporations; small and medium sized
businesses; Federal, State and local governments; non-profit groups;
schools; universities; and health care facilities. Each participant i.s
required to survey their facilities and upgrade lighting wherever it is
profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the participants
through a decision support software package, workshops and manuals,
and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Susan
Bullard at 202-233-9065 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at
202-775-6650)

WasteWi$e Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling
collection, and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products.
As of 1994, the program had about 300 companies as members,
including a number of major corporations. Members agree to identify
and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes and must provide
EPA with their waste reduction goals along with yearly progress
reports. EPA in turn provides technical assistance to member
companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo for promotional
purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn, 202-260-0700 or the WasteWiSe
Hotline at 1-800-372-9473)
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Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with
the Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of
the Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition
Program is a partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the
Department of Energy. The program is designed to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by encouraging reductions across all sectors of the
economy, encouraging participation in the full range of Climate
Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation. Participants
in the program are required to identify and commit to actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives
organizations early recognition for their reduction commitments;
provides technical assistance through consulting services, workshops,
and guides; and provides access to the program’s centralized
information system. At EPA, the program is operated by the Air and
Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policv Planning and
Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman, 202-260-4407)

NICE3

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution
Prevention are jointly administering a grant program called The
National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment,
and Economics (NICE3). By providing grants of up to 50 percent of the
total project cost, the program encourages industry to reduce industrial
waste at its source and become more energy-efficient and cost-
competitive through waste minimization efforts. Grants are used by
industry to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the feasibility of new
processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce pollution and
increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all industries;
however, priority is given to proposals from participants in the pulp
and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. (Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office, 303-275-4729)

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry-Sponsored Activity

The Missouri Limestone Producers Association, along with EPA’s
Region VII developed a voluntary compliance program for Missouri
rock crushing companies in violation of the Clean Air Act. Affected
rock crusher facilities in Missouri’s pilot program must comply with
New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) of the Clean Air Act. The
EPA regulations, commonly called Subpart OOO, are designed to
control air pollution from specific new equipment at nonmetallic
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mineral processing plants. This includes: rock crushing units, screens,
conveyors, and bins. Regulations require owners, who have purchased
new equipment since August 31, 1983, to maintain records, conduct
performance testing of air emissions, and provide notification to EPA.
Many Missouri rock crushers have failed to provide necessary
notification and to conduct required performance testing. These
failures are violations of Federal regulations and owners are liable for              -
penalties under the Clean Air Act. The maximum penalty can be as
much as $25,000 per day, per violation. By participating in the
voluntary compliance program, sources are eligible for reduced
penalties for notification and testing violations. For~ five companies
have taken advantage of this voluntary compliance program and have
achieved significant penalty, reductions as a result of their participation.

VIII.C.1. Environmental Programs

The National Stone Association produces a Clean Air Management
Guide, summarizing provisions of the Clean Air Act, that has been
praised by the California Air Resources Board. Additionally, the
National Stone Association, along with the Florida Concrete &
Products Association and Aggregate Institute produces a course on the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and Title V Operating Permits for
the Florida Aggregates Industry. This course has also been taught in
other areas of the country i.e. Northern California and Kansas City.
The National Stone Association also runs an environmental
excellence program for its members with winners receiving
Environmental Eagle Awards.

VIII.C.2. Summary. of Trade Associations

Trade and professional organizations serving the mining industry in
general are divided along mining processes as well as type of mineral
mined.

In 1990, a funding agreement was entered into between EPA and the
Interstate Mining Compact Commission (1MCC) (Contact: Greg Conrad
703-709-8654). IMCC is an association that studies and recommends
techniques for the protection and restoration of land, water, and other
resources affected by mining. The purpose of the funding agreement
between EPA and IMCC is to facilitate state involvement in developing
and implementing mine waste regulation. Fifteen member states have
participated in this effort thus far.
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National Aggregates Association Members: 350
900 Spring Street Staff: 28
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 Budget: $1.2 million
Phone: (301) 587-1400 Contact: Richard A. Morris
Fax: (301) 587-9419

The National Aggregates Association (NAA) represents producers of
construction aggregates, which include sand, gravel, and crushed and
broken stone. For over 75 years, NAA has provided its members with
education, training, research, technology, and representation before the
Congress and federal regulatory bodies to increase the growth and
professionalism of the aggregates industry. NAA is an international
trade association with a membership of over 400 companies
throughout the United States, Canada, and various foreign countries.

Aggregate Producers Association Members:
of Northern California Staff: 7
400 Capitol Mall, Suite 900 Budget: $200,000
Sacramento, CA 95814-4407 Contact: George Cope
Phone: (916) 449-3926
Fax: (916) 443-5369

The Aggregate Producers Association (APA) is a non-profit trade
association comprised of rock, sand and gravel producers, ready-made
concrete companies and asphalt companies in Northern California.
APA provides its members with a variety of committees that monitor
legislation, regulations and other industry issues e.g. environment,
safety, product education and promotion, and technical and
government affairs. Currently, APA sponsors a Stormwater/NPDES
Group Compliance Program for 140 plant locations. APA also meetings
regularly with the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) to
address and resolve issues of concern.
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The National Stone Association Members: 579
1415 Elliot Place, NW Staff: 20
Washington, DC 20007 Budget: $3.26 million
Phone: (202) 342-1100 Contact: Bill Ford
Fax: (202) 342-0702

The National Stone Association (NSA) is the national trade association
representing the many interests and concerns of the crushed stone
industry in the United States. NSA, now celebrating its 75th
anniversary, is based in Washington, DC. It provides support to
member companies, provides technical assistance to universities and
schools, and works cooperatively with other national, state and
regional groups and associations that help advance the interests of the
industry.

National Mining Association Contact: Richard L. Lawson
1130 17th Street
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 861-2800
Fax: (202) 861-7535

Founded in 1995 as a result of a merger between the American Mining
Congress and the National Coal Association, the National Mining
Association represents producers of domestic coal, metals, and
industrial and agricultural minerals; manufacturers of mining and
mineral processing machinery, equipment, and supplies;
engineering/consulting firms; and financial institutions that serve the
mining industry. It also offers tax, communications, and technical
workshops.

Missouri Limestone Producers Association Members: 66

P.O. Box 1725 Staff: 2
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102 Budget: $220,000
Phone: (314)-635-0208 Contact: Steve Rudloff

Fax: (314)-634-8006

The Missouri Limestone Producers Association represents the crushed
stone producers for the state of Missouri. This association has taken an
active role in voluntary compliance initiatives with EPA’s Region VII
office.
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American Society for Surface Mining and Members: 450
Reclamation (ASSMR) Regional Groups: 2
21 Grandview Dr. Contact: William T. Plass
Princeton, WV 24740
Phone: (304) 425-8332

Founded in 1973, ASSMR members consist of mining companies and
corporations, representatives from Federal agencies and State
governments, and individuals from the academic community. It
encourages efforts to protect and enhance land disturbed by mining. In
addition, ASSMR assists in research and demonstrations and fosters
communication among research scientists, regulatory agencies,
landowners, and the surface mining industry. Its publications include
the Reclamation Newsletter (quarterly).

InterState Mi_n.mg Compact Commission Members: 17
(IMCC) Staff: 2
459B Carlisle Dr. Budget: $150,000
Hemdon, VA 22070 Contact: Gregory E. Conrad
Phone: (703) 709-8654
Fax: (703) 709-8655

Founded in 1971, IMCC consists of States engaged in surface mining.
Its purposes are to study and recommend techniques for the protection
and restoration of land, water, and other resources affected by mining;
to assist in reducing, eliminating, or counteracting pollution or
deterioration of natural resources; to encourage programs of member
States that will achieve comparable results in protecting and
improving the usefulness of natural resources; and to maintain an
efficient and productive mining industry. IMCC also compiles
industry statistics, disseminates studies and reports on surface mining
and legislative developments, and maintains liaison between State and
Federal governments. IMCC publications include The Compact
(quarterly).
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Society, for Mining, Metallurgy, and I Members: 20,000
Exploration, Inc. (SME, Inc.)

I                 Staff: 31

P.O. Box 625005 Budget: $3,700,000
Littleton, CO 80162 Contact: Tom Hendricks
Phone: (303) 973-9550
Fax" (303) 973-3845

Founded in 1871, SME, Inc. consists of persons engaged in the finding,
exploitation, treatment, and marketing of all classes of minerals (metal
ores, industrial minerals, and solid fuels) except petroleum. SME, Inc.
promotes the arts and sciences connected with the production of useful
minerals and metals. Specialized education programs are offered, as
well as publications such as Minerals and Metallurgical Processing
(quarterly), Mining E, ngineering (monthly), and handbooks and other
materials on mining.

Coalition for Responsible Mining Law Members: 300
(CRML) Contact: Justin Rice
c/o Coeur D’Alene Mines Corp.
P.O. Box 1
Coeur D’Alene, ID 83816-0316
Phone: (208) 667-3511
Fax: (208) 667-2213

Founded in 1979, CRML consists of mining company executives,
exploration geologists, small miners, and others interested in mining
laws. CRML is organized as a means of focusing Western mining
interests behind a proposal tO preserve the basic provisions of the
National Mining Law of 1872. It seeks to raise the level of awareness
about the law within the mineral industry, Congress, and the general
public through specialized education. Publications include a periodic
newsletter.
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Clay Minerals Society (CMS) Members: 950
P.O. t~ox 12210 Contact: Jo Eberl
Boulder, CO 80303
Phone: (303) 444-6405

Founded in 1963, CMS consists of professior~.als concerned with clay
mineralogy and technology in industry, university research, and
government. It includes students of mineralogy and other scientific
disciplines as well as representatives of clay mining companies. CMS
seeks to stimulate research and disseminate information relating to all
aspects of clay science and technology. It maintains a store of clay
minerals at the Geology Department of the University of Missouri.
CMS publications include Clays and Clay Minerals (bimonthly), and
Quantitative Mineral .Analysis.

Asbestos Information Association/North Members: 45
America (ALA/NA) Staff: 30
1745 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Ste. 509 Budget: $300,000
Arlington, VA 22202 Contact: B.J. Pigg
Phone: (703) 979-1150
Fax: (703) 979-1152

Founded in 1970, AIA/NA represents manufacturers, processors, and
miners/millers of asbestos or products containing asbestos. Its main
purposes are: to provide industry-wide information on asbestos and
health and on industry efforts to eliminate existing hazards; to
cooperate with government agencies in developing and implementing
industry-wide standards for exposure to asbestos dust and for the
control of asbestos dust emissions into air and water; to exchange
information on methods and techniques of asbestos dust control; to
assist in solving problems arising from the health effects of asbestos;
and to increase public knowledge of the unique benefits and
importance of asbestos products. AIA/NA acts as a central information
center for collecting and disseminating medical and technical
information on asbestos-related disease, asbestos dust control, and
other asbestos-related ecological considerations. Publications include
News and Notes (monthly) and other technical materials.
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Gypsum Association (GA) Members: 17
810 1st St., N.E., No. 510 Staff: 30
Washington, D.C. 20002 Budget: $1,000,000
Phone: (202) 289-5440 Contact: Jerry A. Walker

Founded in 1930, GA represents miners and manufacturers of gypsum
and gypsum products. It sponsors basic and applied research programs
at educational institutions and commercial testing laboratories on fire
resistant assemblies, structural assemblies, wallboard application
techniques, and new uses for gypsum products. GA also compiles
market statistics and publishes technical bulletins and data on gypsum
products.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

General Profile

Annual Report 1992 - Industrial Sand and Gravel, Wallace P. Bolen, Bureau of
Mines, September 1993.

Annual Report 1992 - Clays, Robert L. Virta, Bureau of Mines, September 1993.

Annual Report 1992 - Gypsum, Lawrence L. Davis, Bureau of Mines, September
1993.

Annual Report 1992 - Phosphate Rock, David E. Morse, Bureau of Mines, September
1993.

Burden of Guilt, Mineral Policy Center, Washington, D.C., June 1993.

Bureau of Mines Research 92 - A Summary of Significant Results and Economics in
Mineral Technology, Bureau of Mines, 1992. (GPO no. I 28.115:992)

California Environmental Protection Agency and the National Stone Association,
Aggregate Plants Compliance Assistance Program, September 1993.

CRS Issue Brief, The 1872 Mining Law: Time to Reform?, Marc Humphries,
Environment and Natural Resources Policy Division, Congressional Research
Service, Library of Congress, July 7, 1994. (Order Code IB89130)

Directory of Principal Crushed Stone Producer~ in the United States in 1993, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Mineral Industry Surveys, January
1995.

Directory of Principal Sand and Gravel Producers in the United States in 1992, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Mineral Industry Surveys, November
1993.

Encyclopedia of Associations, 27th ed., Deborah M. Burek, ed., Gale Research Inc,
Detroit, Michigan, 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1991, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R92-008), April 1992.

Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1992, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/230-R93-001), April 1993.
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Enforcement Accomplishments Report, FY 1993, U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement
(EPA/300-R94-003), April 1994.

Internal Document: TRI Industry Expansion, Description of Industry Sector
Activities, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics.

Internal EPA Letter: Mine Safety and Health Administration Mines Initiative,
Connie Musgrove, Office of Compliance Monitoring, U.S. EPA, June 7, 1994.

Memo: Lead Inspection Inquiry Regarding Region VIII Mining Initiative, Beth
Greenwald, U.S. EPA Region VIII, September 21., 1994.

Mineral Commodity Summaries 1994, Bureau of Mines.

Minerals Yearbook, Metals and Minerals, vol. I, Bureau of Mines, 1992.

1987 Census of Mineral Industries: Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Minerals, Bureau
of the Census, April 1989. (MIC87-I-14C(P/)

1987 Census of Mineral Industries: Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Minerals (Except
Fuels) and Services, Bureau of the Census, August 1989. (MIC87-I-14E(P))

1987 Census of Mineral Industries: Sand and Gravel, Bureau of the Census, August
1989. (MIC87-I-14B(P))

1987 Census of Mineral Industries: Stone, Bureau of the Census, August 1989.
(MIC87-I-14A(P))

Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Office of Management and Budget, 1987.

Sustainable Environmental Law, Ch. 16, Campbell-Mohn, Environmental Law
Institute, 1993.

Technical Support Document, International Training Workshop, Principles of
Environmental Enforcement, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance,
U.S. EPA, April, 1994.

1992 Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) Public Data Release, U.S. EPA, Office of Pollution
Prevention and Toxics, April 1994. (EPA/745-R94-001)

U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994 - Metals and Industrial Minerals Mining, U.S.
Department of Commerce.

U.S. Industrial Outlook 1994 - Construction Materials, U.S. Department of
Commerce.
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Process Description

Air Pollution Engineering Manual, 3rd ed., Air & Waste Management Association,
International Thomson Publishing, New York, New York, 1992.

Draft SIC Code Profile 14, Mining and Quarrying of Nonmetallic Minerals, Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxics, U.S. EPA, December 9, 1993.

McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, 7th ed., vol. 11, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York, New York, 1992.

Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants Background Information for Proposed
Standards, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, U.S. EPA, April 1983.
(EPA-450/3-83-001a)

Regulatory Profile

Mineral Mining and Processing Point Source Category Rules and Regulations,
Federal Register vol. 40, no. 201, October 16, 1975.

Standards of Performance for Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants Rules and
Regulations, Federal Register vol. 50, no. 148, August 1, 1985.

Pollution Prevention

Environmental Fact Sheet, Recycling Municipal Solid Waste: Facts and Figures,
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, U.S. EPA, July 1992.
(EPA/530-SW-91-024)

Contacts*

Name Organization Te!ephone

Steve Fruh EPA Office of Air Quality Planning
& Standards 919-541-2837

Linda Carrico Bureau of Mines 202-501-9651
Paul Novak EPA Region V (inspector) 216-522-7260
Brian Symmes EPA Office of Pollution Prevention

and Toxics 202-260-9121
Greg Conrad InterState Mining Commission 703-709-8654
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Name ~,~2d,,?~,.~,.~ Telephone

Bruce Humphries Colorado Dept. of Natural Resources303-866-3567

Steve Hoffrnan U.S. EPA Office of Solid Waste 703-308-8413

David Morse Bureau of Mines 202-501-9402

Edwin G. Buckner U.S. EPA Region VII Air Branch 913-551-7621 _
Roger Wilmoth U.S. EPA Region V 513-564-7509

1please Note: Bureau of Mines data for the crushed stone and sand and gravel industries is repo, r.te~, in.
alternate years. This profile presents crushed stone industry data for 1993, and sand and gravel lnc~ustry data
for 1992.

* Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments during the
development of this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do
not necessarily endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Intemet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$en$e
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$ENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$enSe World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select "EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to the following address:

www.elga. ov/oeca - then select the buttonlabeledGov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E.~_$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

tThis page updated June 1007) Appendix A
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~ ~1~ ~ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
~ ~",,,.~)’,,’I ~ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Since EPA’s founding over 25 years ago, our nation has made u’emendous progress in protecting
public health and our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as
iron and steel plants and those as small as the dry cleaner on the comer have worked with EPA to
find ways to operate cleaner, cheaper and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
around the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facility-wide approaches for the
future. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

The Environmental Protection Agency has undertaken its Sector Notebook Project to compile,
for major industries, information about environmental problems and solutions, case studies and
tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders, state regulators, and EPA
staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their unique environmental issues.
Together with an extensive series covering other industries, the notebook you hold in your hand is
the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to understand better their regulatory requirements,
and learn more about how others in their industry have achieved regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that we together achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that -- in industry after industry, community a.~er community --
environmental protection and economic prosperity ~(~

’ "#-" -"-- -

R,cyclecl/Recyclll)lt ¯ Printed with VegetaDle OII Bl~ea InKs on 100% RlcyclKI Piper (40% Poslconsumer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), Science Applications International Corporation (McLean, VA), and Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). A listing of available Sector Notebooks is included on the
following page.

Obtaining copies:

Electronic versions of all sector notebooks are available via Internet on the Enviro$en$e World
Wide Web at www. epa. gov/oeca/sector. EnviroSen$e is a free, public, environmental exchange
system operated by EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and Office of Research
and Development. The Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and
the general public to share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies;
environmental enforcement and compliance assistance; laws, executive orders, regulations, and
policies; points of contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network
welcomes receipt of environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private
person or organization. Direct technical questions to the "Feedback" button on the bottom of the
web page.

Purchase printed bound copies from the Government Printing Office (GPO) by consulting the
order form at the back of this document or order via the Internet by visiting the on-line GPO Sales
Product Catalog at ht_tps://orders, access. _~_o. gov/su, docs/sale!pr_f/pr_f.html. Search using the exact
title of the document "Profile of the XXXX Industry" or simply "Sector Notebook." When ordering,
use the GPO document number found on the order form at the back of this document.

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, including public and
academic libraries; federal, state, tribal, and local governments; and the media from EPA’s National
Service Center for Environmental Publications at (800) 490-9198. When ordering, use the EPA
publication number found on the following page.

The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Direct general questions
about the Sector Notebook Project to:

Seth Heminway, Coordinator, Sector Notebook Project
US EPA Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017

For further information, and for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to
the contact names listed on the following page.
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SECTOR NOTEBOOK CONTACTS

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents should be directed to the specialists listed
below. See the Notebook web page at: www.eva.~ov/oeca/sector for the most recent titles and staff
contacts.

EPA Publication
Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Profile of the Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-17,-95-002. Profile of the Electronics and Computer Industry*Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Profile of the Wood Furniture and Fixtures IndustryBob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Profile of the Inorganic Chemical Industry* Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Profile of the Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Profile of the Lumber and Wood Products IndustrySeth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Profile of the Fabricated Metal Products Industry* Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Profile of the Metal Mining Industry Maria Malave 564-5027
EPA/310-R-95-009. Profile of the Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045
EPA/310-R-95-010. Profile of the Nonferrous Metals Industry Debbie Thomas 564-5041
EPA/310-R-95-011. Profile of the Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry,Rob Lischinsk2,.’ 564-2628
EPA/310-R-95-012. Profile of the Organic Chemical Industry * Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Profile of the Petroleum Refming Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014. Profile of the Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Profile of the Pulp and Paper Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-016. Profile of the Rubber and Plastic Industry 564-2310
EPA/310-R-95-017. Profile of the Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete Ind.Scott Throwe 56~;-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Profile of the Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind. Virginia Lathrop564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-001. Profile of the Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Profile of the Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/3 I0-R-97-003. Profile of the Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Profile of the Metal Casting Industry Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-97-005. Profile of the Pharmaceuticals Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Profile of the Plastic Resin and Man-rfiade Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. Profile of the Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation

Industry Rafael Sanchez 564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. Profile of the Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045
EPA/310-R-97-009. Profile of the Textile Industry 564-2310
EPA/310-R-98-001. Profile of the Aerospace Industry Anthony Raia 564-6045
EPA/310-R-97-010. Sector Notebook Data Refresh- 1997 ** Seth Heminway 564- 7017
EPA!310-R-99-003. Profile of the Agricultural Chemical, Pesticide andMichelle Yaras 564-4153

Fertilizer Industry
EPA/310-R-99-004. Profile of the Agricultural Crop Production IndustryGinah Mortensen 913-551-5211
EPA/310-R-99-005. Profile of the Agricultural Livestock Production Ginah Mortensen 913-551-5211

Industry.
EPA/310-R-00-004. Profile of the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry Dan Chadwick 564-7054

Government Series
EPA/310-R-99-001. Profile of Local Government Operations 564-2310

* Spanish translations available.
** This document revises compliance, enforcement, and toxic release inventory, data for all profiles published in

1995.
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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

I.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution (such as economic sector, and community-based approaches)
are becoming an important supplement to traditional single-media approaches
to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory agencies are
beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to facility
permitting, compliance assurance, education/outreach, research, and
regulatory development issues. The central concepts driving the new policy
direction are that pollutant releases to each environmental medium (air, water
and land) affect each other, and that environmental strategies must actively
identify and address these interrelationships by designing policies for the
"whole" facility. One way to achieve a whole facility focus is to design
environmental policies for similar industrial facilities. By doing so,
environmental concerns that are common to the manufacturing of similar
products can be addressed in a comprehensive manner. Recognition of the
need to develop the industrial "sector-based" approach within the EPA Office
of Compliance led to the creation of this document.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance
within the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to
provide its staff and managers with summary information for eighteen
specific industrial sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated
community, environmental groups, and the public became interested in this
project, the scope of the original project was expanded. The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection measures for
specific industries is dependent on knowledge of several interrelated topics.
For the purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are:
general industry information (economic and geographic); a description of
industrial processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities;
federal statutory and regulatory framework; compliance history; and a
description of partnerships that have been formed between regulatory
agencies, the regulated community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document,
this project focuses on providing summa~, information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references
where more in-depth information is available. Text within each profile was
researched from a variety of sources, and was usually condensed from more
detailed sources pertaining to specific topics. This approach allows tbr a
wide coverage of activities that can be further explored based upon the
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references listed at the end of this profile. As a check on the information
included, each notebook went through an external document review process.
The Office of Compliance appreciates the efforts of all those that participated
in this process and enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-
date summaries. Manv of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as
contacts in Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The
individuals and groups on this list do not necessarily concur with all
statements within this notebook.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project
(2223-A), 401 M St., SW, Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
sent via the web page.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the industry sector described in this notebook approximates the
national occurrence of facility types within the sector. In many instances,
industries within specific geographic regions or states may have unique
characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. The Office of
Compliance encourages state, and local environmental agencies and other
groups to supplement or re-package the intbrmation included in this notebook
to include more specific industrial and regulatory information that may be
available. Additionally, interested states may want to supplement the
"Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations" section with state
and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance providers may
also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in more detail.
Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening page of this
notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further development
of the information or policies addressed within this volume. If you are
interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks, please contact
the Office of Compliance at (202) 564-2310.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
oil and gas extraction industry. Facilities described within the document are
described in terms of their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

This industry sector profile provides an overview of the oil and gas industry
as listed under SIC code 13. The SIC code 13 encompasses the oil and gas
extraction process from the exploration for petroleum deposits up until the
transportation of the product from the production site. There are five major
groups within SIC code 13:

SIC 1311. Crude petroleum and natural gas. Establishments in this industry
are primarily involved in the operation of oil and gas field properties.
Establishments under this category might also perform exploration for crude
oil and natural gas, drill and complete wells, and separate the crude oil and
natural gas components from the natural gas liquids and produced fluids.

SIC1321. Naturalgas liquids. This industry is comprised of establishments
that separate natural gas liquids from crude oil and natural gas at the site of
production. Examples of these gases are propane and butane. Natural gas
liquids producers that remove additional material at petroleum refineries are
classified under SIC code 29, and establishments that recover other salable
contaminants such as helium are classified under SIC code 28.

SIC 1381. Drilling oil and gas wells. This industry is made up of
establishments that drill wells on a contract or fee basis.

SIC 1382. Oil and gas field exploration services. Establishments in this
industry perform geological, geophysical and other exploration services for
oil and gas on a contract or fee basis.

SIC 1389. Oil and gas field services, not elsewhere classified (NEC).
Establishments in this industry perform services on a contract or fee basis that
are not elsewhere classified. These include the preparation of drilling sites
by building foundations and excavating pits, the completion of wells and
preparation for production, and the performing of maintenance.

While this notebook covers all of the SIC codes listed above, the diverse
nature of the industries will not allow a detailed description of each. Since
the service industries (SIC codes 1381, 1382. and 1389) and natural gas
liquids industry. (SIC code 1321) are tied to the economic, geographic, and
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production trends of SIC code 1311, most attention is focused on the crude
petroleum and natural gas industry. Although certain products under these
SIC codes may not be specifically mentioned, the sector-wide economic.
pollutant output, and enforcement and compliance data in this notebook
covers all establishments involved with oil and gas extraction.

SIC codes were established by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
to track the flow of goods and services within the economy. OMB is in the
process of changing the SIC code system to a system based on similar
production processes called the North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS). In the NAICS,. the SIC codes for the oil and gas extraction
industry correspond to the following NAICS codes:

1987 U.S. SIC Description 1997 NAICS Description
SIC NAICS

1311 Crude Petroleum and 211111 Crude Petroleum and
Natural Gas Natural Gas Extraction

1321 Natural Gas Liquids 211112 Natural Gas Liquid
Extraction

!1381 Drilling Oil and Gas 213111 Drilling Oil and Gas
Wells Wells

1382 Oil and Gas Field 54136 Geophysical Surveying
Exploration Services and Mapping Services

213112 Support Activities for Oil
and Gas Operations

1389 Oil and Gas Field 213112 Support Activities for Oil
Services. NEC and Gas Operations

II.B. Characterization of the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry

II.B.1. Product Characterization

The primary products of the industry are crude oil, natural gas liquids, and
natural gas. Crude oil is a mixture of many different hydrocarbon compounds
that must be processed to produce a wide range of products. U.S. refinery
processing of crude oil yields, on average, motor gasoline (approximately 40
percent), diesel fuel and home heating oil (20 percent), jet fuels (10 percent),
waxes, asphalts and other nonfuel products (5 percent), feedstocks tbr the
petrochemical industry (3 percent), and other lesser components [U.S.
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Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration (EIA), 1999].
Volumes of oil and refined products typically are reported in barrels (bbl).
which are equal to 42 gallons.

When crude oil is first brought to the surface, it may contain a mixture of
natural gas and produced fluids such as salt water and both dissolved and
suspended solids. On land (and at many offshore operations) Natural gas is
separated at the well site and is processed for sale if natural gas pipelines (or
other transportation vehicles) are nearby, or is flared as a waste (at onshore
operations only). Water (which can be more than 90 percent of the fluid
extracted in older wells) is separated out, as are solids. Only about one-third
of the production platforms offshore in the Gulf of Mexico separate water.
The other offshore Gulf platforms transport full well stream, sometimes great
distances, to central processing facilities. The crude oil is at least 98 percent
free of solids after it passes through this onsite treatment and is prepared for
shipment to storage facilities and ultimately refineries (Sittig, 1978).

Natural gas can be produced from oil wells (called associated gas), or wells
can be drilled with natural gas as the primary objective (called non-associated
gas). Methane is the predominant component of natural gas (approximately
85 percent), but ethane (10 percent), propane, and butane are also significant
components. The heavier components, including propane and butane, exist
as liquids when cooled and compressed; these are often separated and
processed as natural gas liquids.

Less frequently, oil and gas can be produced by other methods. Oil can be
found in tar sands, which are porous rock (sandstone) structures on the
surface to 100 meters deep. Zhe material is fairly viscous and also is fairly
high in sulfur and metals. Although the Athabasca region in Canada is the
primary, area of significant tar sand mining, there are some deposits in the
western United States.

Oil may also be extracted from oil shale. These deposits may be 10 to 800
feet below the surface and can be removed by surface mining or subsurface
excavation. The oil, in a highly viscous form called kerogen, is usually
heated to allow it to flow. Because only approximately 30 gallons (less than
a barrel) are produced per ton of shale, the process is costly, and the oil shale
mining industry, is currently only a minor contribution to the domestic oil
supply.

A small but increasingly significant source of natural gas is coalbed methane.
In all coal deposits, methane is found as a byproduct of the coalification
process and is loosely bound to coal surface areas. This methane historically
was considered a safety hazard in the coal mining process and was vented.
but recently it has been recovered in conjunction with mining or produced
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independently via wells in deposits that are too deep for mining. Generally,
coalbed methane is collected by drilling a well similar to those used for
conventional oil and gas deposits, but with some adaptations to accommodate
mining operations and different rock characteristics (EPA, 1992). In 1997,
coalbed methane production accounted for six percent of the total U.S.
natural gas production (EIA, 1998).

Methane hydrates are another form of natural gas, for which economically
viable recovery methods are still in development. Methane hydrates are
structures in which methane molecules are trapped within a lattice of ice.
They are found principally in cold and!or pressurized conditions: on land in
permafrost regions, or beneath the ocean at depths greater than 1,500 feet
below the water surface. These eventually could be an immense resource;
estimated amounts of methane in these structures in the United States is
200,000 trillion cubic feet. compared to an estimated 1,400 trillion cubic feet
in conventional natural gas deposits. A goal of the U.S. Department of
Energy methane hydrates research program is to develop a commercial
production system by the year 2015 (U.S. DOE. 1998).

II.B.2. Industry Size and Distribution

The oil and gas extraction industry is an important link in the energy supply
of the United States. Petroleum and natural gas supply 65 percent of the
energy, consumed in the United States, and domestic producers supply
approximately 40 percent of the petroleum and 90 percent of the natural gas
[EIA and Independent Petroleum Association of America (IPAA), 1999].
According to the 1992 Census of Mining Industries, the industry employed
345,000 people and had yearly revenues of $112 billion.

Several factors influence the size of the industry., including technology
development and crude oil prices (which are set in world markets) (EIA,
1999). Employment in the industry is also affected by the recent trend in
mergers and consolidation among companies in the industry’.

Within the overall oil and gas extraction industry, group (SIC code 13), SIC
1311 (crude petroleum and natural gas) is the largest. As shown in Figure 1,
this industry employs half of the total workers in this SIC group, and accounts
for about 60 percent of the sales. SIC code 1389 (services not elsewhere
classified) is the next largest employer, but SIC code 1321 (natural gas
liquids) is more significant with respect to sales.
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Figure 1: Employment and Value of Shipments and Receipts in the
Oil and Gas Industw

Employment Value of Shipments and Receipts
(millions)
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Source: ]992 Ce~ of Mineral Industries, U.S. Department of Commerce, 1995.

The major oil and gas producing areas in the United States are in the Gulf of
Mexico region (onshore and offshore), California, and Alaska (see Figure 2).
The Gulf of Mexico and surrounding land in particular is the most
concentrated area of production; in 1998, Texas (onshore and offshore)
produced 23 percent of the nation’s crude oil, Louisiana produced 5 percent,
and the Federal offshore region produced 14 percent.~

The geographic distribution is_ similar for natural gas; Texas, Louisiana, and
the Gulf of Mexico are the major producing locations (Figure 3). New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Wyoming, and Kansas are also important gas-producing
states, while California and Alaska are less important with respect to natural
gas production than they are for crude oil.

~ The Federal Offshore Region, or Outer Continental Shelf (OCS), is seaward of State jurisdiction (3 nautical
miles, or approximately 3.3 statute miles, from an established baseline except tbr Texas and the Gulf coast of
Florida, for which the boundary is 3 marine leagues, or approximately l0 statute miles), and landward of a line
defined by international law at a minimum of 200 nautical miles (MMS, 1997) (See pl01 for more details).
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Figure 2:1996 U.S. Crude Oil Production (Million Barrels per Year)

Note: Small quantities ~re also produced in Arizona, Missouri, Nevada, New York, South Dakota, Tennessee, and
Virginia.
Source: U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natural Gas Liquids Reserves 1996 Annual Report, EIA, 1997.
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Figure 3:1996 U.S. Natural Gas Production (Billion Cubic Feet per Year)

Note: Small quantities are also produced in Arizona, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon,
South Dakota, and Tennessee.
Source: U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natural Gas Liquids Reserves 1996 Annual Report, EIA, 1997.

The oil and gas industry has a unique standing for census purposes because
of the sheer number of wells in the country. For the purposes of simplifying
reporting procedures under SIC code 1311, the census defines an
establishment as all activities of an operating company in an entire state.
Therefore, these data give no information on the number of individual wells.
Data collected by the Independent Petroleum Association of America,
however, indicated that in 1997 there were 573,504 active wells extracting
primarily crude oil, and 303,724 wells producing primarily natural gas in the
United States (IPAA, 1999).

Another unique aspect of the industry is the marginal nature of many
operations. Oil and gas wells can have very long lives (20 years or more);
some wells drilled in the early years of this century are still producing, but
only in small volumes. Wells typically have higher production in the early
years, then decline and can level off at a low level of production that can be
sustained for a long period (API, 1999). Wells that produce less than I 0
barrels of oil per day are called "stripper wells." As of 1997, there were
436,000 active stripper wells (76 percent of all active domestic wells)
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producing an average of 2.2 barrels each daily. Together stripper wells
account for about 15 percent of domestic production (IPAA, 1999).

II.B.3. Economic Trends

Domestic Consumption

The consumption of oil and gas in the United States is closely linked to the
overall economy of the country,. Between 1990 and 1998, crude oil
consumption increased approximately 1.4 percent each year, and natural gas
consumption increased at a rate of 2.0 percent per year. The rate of natural
gas consumption is expected to continue growing, mostly at the expense of
coal. Natural gas is expected to become an important source of energy in the
future and will be accelerated by government policies and the development
of the natural gas transportation infrastructure. In the past several years.
however, the percent of the domestic consumption of both oil and gas met by
domestic producers generally has decreased (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4: U.S. Oil Consumption and Percent Produced Domestically
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Source: EIA and IPAA, 1999.
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Figure 5: U.S. Natural Gas Consumption and Percent Produced Domestically
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Exploration and Reserves

The industry, is exhibiting a general trend in exploration from domestic to
foreign locations. In 1986, U.S. petroleum companies spent $17 billion on
exploration and development within the United States and $7.5 billion
abroad. In 1995, these firms spent $12.4 billion in the United States and
$13.2 billion abroad (U.S. Department of Commerce (U.S. DOC), 1998).
This shift in funds has placed an emphasis on drilling exploratory wells only
at the most promising sites in the U.S. The results can be seen in Figure 6;
many fewer exploratory wells are being drilled, but the success rate is higher.
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Figure 6: Number of Exploratory Wells Drilled and Percent That Enter Production
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The most active areas of exploration are the Gulf of Mexico and Alaska. In
the Gulf of Mexico, the development of technology that facilitates drilling in
deeper water (including floating structures, drillships and subsea
completions) has made it more feasible to explore deep water sites. Another
new source for potential reserves2 is in Alaska, where roughly 87 percent of
the Northeast National Petroleum Reserve was opened in 1998 for
exploration and leasing (DOI, 1998). Developments such as these
temporarily have boosted hydrocarbon reserves above production levels. In
1997, for the first time in a decade, crude oil reserves were added at a level
greater than the amount depleted through production. However, it is
expected that in the future reserves will again decline relative to production
(EIA, 1998).

Natural gas exploration efforts in the United States have been more
successful than crude oil exploration at keeping pace with production.
Between 1994 and 1997, the industry added more reserves than it extracted
in production. In 1997, about 64 percent of the new reserves of natural gas
were found in the Gulf of Mexico Federal Offshore region and Texas (EIA,
1998).

- The Energy Information Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy defines proved reserves as those
volumes of oil and gas that geological and engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty, to be recoverable
in future years from kno~vn reservoirs under existing economic and operating conditions tEIA. 1998).
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Domestic Production and Prices

Production of crude oil is showing a decreasing trend, and natural gas
production is showing an increasing trend. As shown in Figure 7, crude oil
production is decreasing at an approximate rate of 1.5 percent per year.
Leading the decline is Alaska, where production has declined approximately
three percent per year in the past decade and six percent in 1997.

The production of natural gas, however, has been increasing steadily.
Historically, growth has been about 1 percent per year, and is expected to
grow at a rate of 1.6 percent per year through 2002 (U.S. DOC, 1998).

Figure 7: Domestic Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production
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As shown in Figure 8, the prices of both oil and gas have been quite volatile
during the period between 1978 and 1997. In constant 1998 dollars, the
wellhead price of crude oil has ranged between $10 and $54 per barrel. In
1998 and early 1999, prices were near $10 per barrel, but by August 1999 the
price rebounded to over $20 per barrel (EIA, 1999).

Natural gas prices also have fluctuated. Wellhead prices reached a low point
of $1.62 per thousand cubic feet in 1995, but increased in the subsequent t~’o
years. Prices of natural gas are expected to increase faster than those of oil
through 2002, but still less than the rate of inflation (U.S. DOC, 1998).
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Figure 8: Wellhead Crude Oil and Natural Gas Prices, Fixed 1998 Dollars
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III. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the oil and gas
extraction industry, including the materials and equipment used and the
processes employed. Specifically, this section contains a description of
commonly used drilling and production processes, associated raw materials,
the byproducts produced or discharges released, and the materials either
recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion also provides a concise
description of both the production and the potential fate of wastes produced
in each process.

The section is designed for those interested in gaining a general
understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-relationship
between the industrial process and the topics described in subsequent sections
concerning waste outputs, pollution prevention opportunities, and federal
regulations. This section does not attempt to replicate published engineering
information that is available for this industry. Refer to Section IX for a list
of reference documents that are available to supplement this document.

III.A. Industrial Processes in the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry.

The oil and gas extraction industry can be classified into four major
processes: (1) exploration, (2) well development, (3) production, and (4) site
abandonment. Exploration involves the search for rock formations associated
with oil or natural gas deposits, and involves geophysical prospecting and/or
exploratory drilling. Well development occurs after exploration has located
an economically recoverable field, and involves the construction of one or
more wells from the beginning (called spudding) to either abandonment if no
hydrocarbons are found, or to well completion if hydrocarbons are found in
sufficient quantities.

Production is the process of extracting the hydrocarbons and separating the
mixture of liquid hydrocarbons, gas, water, and solids, removing the
constituents that are non-saleable, and selling the liquid hydrocarbons and
gas. Production sites often handle crude oil from more than one well. Oil is
nearly always processed at a refinery; natural gas may be processed to remove
impurities either in the field or at a natural gas processing plant.

Finally, site abandonment involves plugging the well(s) and restoring the site
when a recently-drilled well lacks the potential to produce economic
quantities ofoil or gas, or when a production well is no longer economically
viable.
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Two ancillary processes are also discussed in this section because they have
significant economic and environmental implications. Maintenance of the
well and reservoir is important in sustaining the safety, and productivity, of the
operation and in ensuring protection of the environment. Spill mitigation is
important in the oil and gas production industry because spills and other types
of accidents can have serious implications for worker safety, and the
environment.

III.A.1. Exploration

Oil and natural gas deposits are located almost exclusively in sedimentary.
rock and are often associated with certain geological structures. Geophysical
exploration is the process of locating these structures in the subsurface via
methods that fall under the category, of remote sensing. In particular,
common hydrocarbon-containing structures are those xvhere a relatively
porous rock has an overlying low-permeability rock that would trap the
hydrocarbons (Berger and Anderson, 1992). Two common structural traps
are found in Figure 9: anticlines are upward folds in the rock layers, while
faults are fractures in the Earth’s surface where layers are shifted.

Geophysicists search for these structures by taking advantage of the fact that
seismic waves will travel through, bend, absorb, and reflect differently offof
various layers of rock (Berger and Anderson, 1992). Geophysicists generate
these seismic waves at the earth’s surface, and measure the reflected seismic
waves with a series of sensors known as geophones. Seismic waves can be
generated by a variety of sources ranging from explosives that are detonated
in holes drilled below the surface, to land vibroseis and marine airguns. Land
vibroseis is typically used-near populated areas and near sensitive
environmental areas where detonations are not desirable. In the vibroseis
process, trucks are used to drop a heavy weight on hard surfaces such as
paved roads in order to create seismic waves.

In marine locations, explosives are less effective and have deleterious
environmental impacts. In addition, vibroseis is impractical in water that is
hundreds of feet deep. Seismic energy is therefore created by an airgun, a
large device that can be emptied of air and water to create a vacuum. Seismic
waves are created when water is allowed into the device at a very fast rate.
It should be stressed that geophysical remote sensing cannot identify, oil or
gas accumulations directly; it can only indicate the potential for reserves via
the presence or absence of certain rock characteristics that may be worthy of
exploration.

After a site has been judged to have a reasonable chance of discovering a
sufficient amount of hydrocarbons an exploratory, well is drilled. It should
be noted that although seismic exploration technology is constantly
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improving, it is not perfect. The only true way to discover the presence and
quantity, of petroleum is by drilling a well into the formation or structure
suspected of containing hydrocarbons.

Figure 9: Common Oil and Gas Structural Traps

;ource: EPA, 1992.

III.A.2. Well Development

Drilling

During the drilling process, wellsite geologists will augment the remote
geophysical data with wireline logs, which are taken by means of devices
lowered into the wellbore with wires. Wireline logs include several types of
measurements that help to characterize the depths and thickness of subsurface
formations and the type of fluids that they may contain. As an example, one
type of log analyzes the resistance of the formation to electrical current.
which helps to indicate the type of fluid and the porosity, of the formation.
For exploratory, wells, mud logs may also be developed, which document the
drill rate, types of rocks encountered, and any hydrocarbons encountered.
The range of depths of well holes, or wellbores, is anywhere between 1,000
and 30,000 feet. with an average depth of all U.S. wells drilled in 1997 of
5,601 feet (API, 1998a).

For both onshore and offshore sites, the subterranean aspects of the drilling
procedure are very similar. The drill bit is the component in direct contact
with the rock at the bottom of the hole. and increases the depth of the hole by
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chipping offpieces of rock. The bit may be anywhere from three and three-
fourths inches to two feet in diameter, and is usually studded with hardened
steel or diamond. The selection of the drill bit can vary. depending on the
type of rock and desired drilling speed. For example, a large-toothed steel bit
may be used if the formation is soft and speed is important, xvhile a diamond-
studded bit may be used for hard formations or when a !ong drill life is
desired (Kennedy, 1983). The drill bit is connected to the surface by several
segments of hollow pipe, which together are called the drill string. The drill
string is usually about 4 inches in diameter; drilling fluid is pumped down
through its center and retums to the surface through the space, called the
annulus, between the drill string and the rock formations or casing.

Drilling Fluids

Drilling fluid is an important component in the drilling process. A fluid is
required in the wellbore to: (1) to cool and lubricate the drill bit; (2) remove
the rock fragments, or drill cuttings, from the drilling area and transport them
to the surface; (3) counterbalance formation pressure to prevent formation
fluids (i.e. oil, gas, and water) from entering the well prematurely, and (4)
prevent the open (uncased) wellbore from caving in (Berger and Anderson,
1992; Souders, 1998). Different properties may be required of the drilling
fluid, depending upon the drilling conditions. For example, a higher-density
fluid may be needed in high-pressure zones, and a more temperature-resistant
fluid may be desired in high-temperature conditions. While drilling fluid
may be a gas or foam, liquid-based fluids (called drilling muds) are used for
approximately 93 percent of wells (API, 1997). In addition to liquid, drilling
muds usually contain bentonite clay that increases the viscosity and alters the
density of the fluid. Drilling mud may also contain additional additives that
alter the properties of the fluid. The most significant additives are described
later in this section. The American Petroleum Institute (API) environmental
guidance document "Waste Management in Exploration and Production
Operations," (API E5) considers the three general categories of drilling fluid
(muds) to be water-based, oil-based, and synthetic-based. Synthetic-based
muds are used as substitutes for oil-based muds, but also may be an
advantageous replacement for water-based muds in some situations.

Water-based muds are used most frequently. The base may be either fresh or
salt water, for onshore and offshore wells, respectively. The primary benefit
of water-based muds is cost; they are the least expensive of the major types
of drilling fluids, and in general they are less expensive to use since the
resultant drilling waste can be discharged onsite provided these wastes pass
regulatory requirements (EPA, 1999). The significant drawback with water-
based muds is their limited lubricity and reactivity, with some shales. In deep
holes or high-angle directional drilling, water-based muds are not able to
supply sufficient lubricity to avoid sticking of the drill pipe. Reactivity with
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clay shale can cause the destabilization of the wellbore. In these cases, oil-
based and synthetic muds are needed.

In 1993 EPA estimated that about 15 percent of wells drilled deeper than
10,000 feet used some oil-based muds (USEPA, 1993b). Oil-based muds are
composed primarily of diesel oil or mineral oil and are therefore more
expensive than water-based muds. This higher cost, which includes the
added burden of removing the oil from drill cuttings, and the required
disposal options make oil-based muds a less frequently used option. Oil-
based muds are well suited for the high temperature conditions found in deep
wells because oil components have a higher boiling point than water, and oil-
based muds can avoid the pore-clogging that may occur with water-based
muds. Also oil-based muds are used when drilling through reactive (or high
pressure) shales, high-angle directional drilling, and drilling in deep water.
These situations encountered while drilling can slow down the drilling rate,
increase drilling costs or even be impossible if water-based muds are used.
In cases when oil-based muds are necessary, the upper section of a well
generally is drilled with water-based muds and the conversion is made to oil-
based mud when the situation requires it. It is predicted that since the
industry trend is toward deeper wells, oil-based muds may become more
prominent. However, because oil-based muds and their cuttings can not be
discharged this may not be the case.

Since about 1990, the oil and gas extraction industry has developed many
new oleaginous (oil-like) base materials from which to formulate high
performance drilling fluids. A general class of these fluids are called
synthetic materials, such as the vegetable esters, poly alpha olefins, internal
olefins, linear alpha olefins, synthetic paraffins, ethers, linear alkylbenzenes,
and others. Other oleaginous materials have also been developed for this
purpose, such as enhanced mineral oils and non-synthetic paraffins. Industry
developed synthetic-based fluids with these synthetic and non-synthetic
oleaginous materials as the base fluid to provide the drilling performance
characteristics of traditional oil-based fluids based on diesel and mineral oil,
but with the potential for lower environmental impact and greater worker
safety, through lower toxicity, elimination of Polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH), faster biodegradability, lower bioaccumulation potential and in some
drilling situations decreased drilling waste volume (FR 66086, December 16,
1996).

On land, air and foam fluids may be used in drilling wells. These fluids are
less viscous than drilling muds and can enter smaller pores more easily. They
are used when a higher rate of penetration into the formation is desired.
Because air is less dense than a liquid, however, these fluids cannot exert the
same pressure in the hole as liquid, and their viscosity can be altered if
drilling encounters liquid in the formation. For this reason, air and tbam
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fluids are used only in relatively low-pressure and water-free drilling
locations, but are preferred in these situations because these fluids are much
less expensive than other fluids (Kermedy, 1983; Souders. 1998). Air and
foam fluids currently are used in the drilling of about seven percent of the
wells in the United States (API, 1997).

Drilling muds typically have several additives. (Air and foam fluids typically
do not contain many additives because the additives are either liquid or solid,
and will not mix with air and foam drilling fluids.) The following is a list of
the more significant additives:

¯ Weighting materials, primarily barite (barium sulfate), may be used
to increase the density of the mud in order to equilibrate the
pressure between the wellbore and formation when drilling through
particularry pressurized zones. Hematite (Fe203) sometimes is
used as a weighting agent in oil-based muds (Souders. 1998).

¯ Corrosion inhibitors such as iron oxide, aluminum bisulfate, zinc
carbonate, and zinc chromate protect pipes and other metallic
components from acidic compounds encountered in the formation.

¯ Dispersants, including iron lignosulfonates, break up solid clusters
into small particles so they can be carried by the fluid.

¯ Flocculants, primarily acrylic polymers, cause suspended particles
to group together so they can be removed from the fluid at the
surface.

¯ Surfactants, like fatty acids and soaps, defoam and emulsify, the
mud.

¯ Biocides, typically organic amines, chlorophenols, or
formaldehydes, kill bacteria that may produce toxic hydrogen
sulfide gas.

¯ Fluid loss reducers include starch and organic polymers and limit
the loss of drilling mud to under-pressurized or high-permeability
formations (EPA. Office of Solid Waste. 1987).

Casing

As the hole is drilled, casing is placed in the well to stabilize the hole and
prevent caving. The casing also isolates water bearing and hydrocarbon
bearing zones. As shown in Figure 10, three or four separate casing "strings"
(lengths of tubing of a given diameter) may be used in intermediate.-depth
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wells. In locations where surface soils may cave in during drilling, a
"conductor" casing may be placed at the surface, extending only twenty to
one hundred feet from the surface. This string is often placed prior to the
commencement of drilling with a pile driver (Berger and Anderson, 1992).
The next string, or "surface" casing, begins at the surface and may penetrate
two thousand to three thousand feet. Its primary purpose is to protect the
surrounding fresh-water aquifer(s) from the incursion of oil or brine from
greater depths. The "intermediate" string begins at the surface and ends
within a couple thousand feet of the bottom of the weIlbore. This section
prevents the hole from caving in and facilitates the movement of equipment
used in the hole, e.g., drill strings, and logging tools. The final "production"
string extends the full length of the wellbore and encases the downhole
production equipment. Shallow wells may have only two casing strings, and
deeper wells may have multiple intermediate casings. After each casing
string has been installed, cement is forced out through the bottom of the
casing up the annulus to hold it in place and surface casing is cemented to the
surface. Casing is. cemented to prevent migration of fluids behind the casing
and to prevent communication of higher pressure productive ~’ormations with
lower pressure non-productive formations. Additional features and
equipment shown in Figure 10 will be installed during the completion process
for production: perforations will allow reservoir fluid to enter the wellbore;
tubing strings will carry the fluid to the surface; and packers (removable
plugs) may be installed to isolate producing zones.

Casing is important for both the drilling and production phases of operation,
and must therefore be designed properly. It prevents natural gas, oil, and
associated brine from leaking out into the surrounding fresh-water aquifer(s),
limits sediment from entering the wellbore, and facilitates the movement of
equipment up and down the hole. Several considerations are involved in
planning the casing. First, the bottom of the wellbore must be large enough
to accommodate any pumping equipment that will be needed either upon
commencement of pumping, or in the later years of production. Also,
unusually pressurized zones will require thicker casing in that immediate
area. Any casing strings that must fit within this string must then be smaller,
but must still accommodate the downhole equipment. Finally, the driller is
encouraged to keep the hole size to a minimum: as size increases, so does
cost and waste.
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Figure 10: Cross Section of a Cased Well
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Source: EPA, 1992.

Drilling Infrastructure

In addition to the well and its accouterments, infrastructure including
construction and equipment is necessary, at the surface. Roads and a pad are
built at onshore sites; a ship, floating structure, or a fixed platform is needed
for offshore operations. In addition, devices are needed to lift and lower the
drilling equipment, filter rock cuttings from the drilling fluid, and store
excess fluid and waste. The following sections describe the equipment
required for onshore and offshore sites, respectively.

Onshore Drilling
Because the majority, of onshore drilling sites are accessed by road. the
equipment is geared toward mobility. First. an access road is built. In many
locations the building of an access road is not difficult, but some areas
present complications. On the North Slope of Alaska, for example, building
a road that does not melt the permafrost can be both challenging and
expensive. Board roads are used in some locations where soil conditions are
not stable. Next, a footing for the equipment, usually gravel, is created in
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areas where the ground may be either unstable or subject to freeze/thaw
cycles. Finally, the drilling rig is brought in. For shallow wells, the drill rig
may be self-contained on a single truck; for deeper wells, the rig may be
brought to the site in several pieces and assembled at the site.

A basic arrangement of the actual drilling equipment, or rig, is shown in
Figure 11. The derrick (sometimes referred to as the mast) is the centerpiece
of the operation, and is the frame from which the drill string is lifted.
lowered, and turned. The hoisting equipment, kelly, and drill pipe connect the
bit to the derrick. The drawworks and engines next to the derrick lift and
drive the drill string, by turning the rotary table. The drilling mud is
circulated through the wellbore via the mud hose (also called a gooseneck),
down through the rotary, hose (not shown), kelly, and drillpipe, out nozzles
in the drill bit, and back up to the surface between the drill string and the
wellbore. The mud is pumped by the mud pump, and is stored in the mud (or
reserve) pit or in mud tanks. Finally, blowout preventers, which are
described later in this section, are installed as a safety, measure to prevent the
drill pipe and subsurface fluids from being blown out of the hole if a high-
pressure formation is encountered during drilling. Rigs will often have much
more equipment, including a shale shaker which separates rock cuttings, a
desander and desilter, which remove smaller particles, and a vacuum
degasser, which removes entrained gas (Berger and Anderson, 1992).
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Figure 11: Typical Rotary Drilling Rig

Source: Energy Information Administration, Department of Energy, !991.

Offshore Drillin~
For offshore sites, selecting the type of drilling rig needed is very important.
Two primary considerations in rig selection are: (1) the size of the rig needed
for the depth drilled, and (2) the depth of the water. Exploratory wells (called
wildcat wells) may be located far from established oil and natural gas fields.
and the rig must be transported over a significant distance. Mobility is
therefore a primary concern in these situations. The depth of water at the
drilling site is also important. If the water is fairlv shallow, a ground-
supported rig may be used. If the water is deep (typically over 400 feet), a
floating rig may be necessary.The following is a description of the
significant offshore rig types:
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Drillships are a popular choice for drilling in deep water, because they are
the most mobile of the rig types and have a large capacity for drill strings,
casing, and similar supplies. A drillship has a standard ship hull, with the
derrick extending from its center. The ship is kept in place by anchors or by
dynamic positioning, a system in which propellers on each side of the ship are
coordinated to keep the ship in the same location despite wind, currents, and
the torsion caused by drill activities.

Semi-submersible drilling rigs are another option at deep water sites. The
rig is usually a rectangular structure that holds the drilling equipment, with
ballast containers underneath. These containers can be filled with air to float
the rig when moving it. The rig is held in place by anchors or dynamic
positioning. The semi-submersible rig is more stable than a drillship, but it
is also more cumbersome to move from site to site.

Jack-up rigs float and are very mobile, but rest on the sea floor when
drilling. For this reason, they are used in relatively shallow water (i.e., under
400 feet). The rig is towed into place floating, and legs, previously raised for
transportation, are lowered to the ocean bottom so that the rig is raised above
the water and supported on the ocean floor. The legs may be raised and
lowered independently to compensate for an uneven sea floor. In an
alternative footing method, mat support, the legs are attached to a mat on the
sea floor; this mat distributes the weight over a larger area and minimizes the
risk of the rig sinking into the soft ocean floor.

Fixed structures are commonly used after exploratory or developmental
drilling prove a site has economically recoverable hydrocarbons. In these
cases, offshore drilling rigs are mounted onto the production platform, which
are securely pinned to the sea floor by concrete, steel, or tension legs.
Tension legs are hollow stee! tendons that allow no vertical movement, but
some horizontal movement. They are the largest and most complex offshore
structures and can be used in water in depths of over 500 feet (usually less
than 1,000 feet). Platforms are very stable and can withstand waves greater
than 60 feet high, and winds in excess of 90 knots. Assembling a fixed
platform is a sizeable investment; some platforms have been reported to cost
over $1 billion (Berger and Anderson, 1992). For this reason, multiple wells
are usually drilled at outward angles from a single platform. The centralizing
of pumps and separation equipment also make this a convenient arrangement
for production (Kennedy, 1983).

Lake and Wetland Drilling
Inland regions of water often require additional engineering techniques and
special adaptations other than the onshore and offshore practices mentioned
above. In places of deeper and more open water, barge rigs may be used for
drilling. In shallow areas or wetlands, stationary, rigs can be constructed or
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the area can be backfilled and drilled with a land-based rig. Canals may also
be dredged to bring in floating or submergible drilling rigs. It is common
while drilling in wetlands to use the directional drilling technique in order to
disrupt as little of the wetland as possible while developing a field. Often
supplies and equipment must be transported by helicopter, or dredging is
required for access by barge rigs. Regardless of the approach used, these
areas often pose challenges for erecting the rig and transporting materials and
personnel to and from the site, and involves compliance with Clean Water
Act wetlands regulations (See Section VI.B for additional information)
(Kennedy, 1983, and EPA, 1995).

Well Completion

When drilling has been completed, several steps may be needed before
production begins. First, testing is performed to verify, whether the
hydrocarbon-bearing formations are capable of producing enough
hydrocarbons to wan’ant well completion and production. As many as three
types of tests may be performed before the final (production) string of casing
is installed. These tests are coring, wireline logging, and drill stem testing.

Coring is typically performed only in exploratory wells, and not in fields
where several wells have already been drilled. A special drill removes an
intact sample, or core, of rock at the depth where oil or gas is most likely to
be. The core can be as short as 15 feet or as long as 90 feet. Special side-
wall coring techniques may be employed in some wells. Unlike the more
indirect testing methods described below, a core allows a geologist to observe
the rock type directly, and measure its porosity, or the volume of fluid-
occupying space relative to the volume of rock. and permeability, the ease
with which fluids can flow through a porous rock.

Wireline logging refers to the recording of acoustical, electrical resistivity..
and other geophysical measurements within a wellbore. These measurements
provide detailed information on the geologic formations encountered by the
well, and augment the seismic data recorded prior to the well drilling and the
mud log for that well. These data often help to determine more precisely the
depth at which oil and gas could be produced. A logging of electrical
resistivity takes advantage of the fact that some compounds are better
insulators of electrical charge than others. For example, oil, gas, and
consolidated rock resist electrical current better than water and
unconsolidated rock. Additional tests may be used; radioactivity logs can
differentiate between types of rock, and neutron logs can measure the amount
of liquid in the formation (but not differentiate between oil and water).
Logging is performed on nearly all wells, and multiple forms of logging may
be used in conjunction with each other to attain a more complete analysis.
For example, a neutron log will indicate the amount of liquid in a formation.
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and a resistivity log may help to determine what percentage of that liquid is
oil. Certain types of logs may be conducted during drilling with a special tool
located on the drillstring above the bit.

Drill stem testing may be the most important and definitive test. Equipment
attached to the bottom of a drill string traps a sample of formation fluid.
Measuring the pressure at which the fluid enters the chamber and the pressure
required to expel that fluid back into the formation yields an estimate of the
flow rate of formation fluid to be expected during production. If the flow rate
is expected to be too low, procedures such as stimulation (see below) may be
required to increase the flow before production equipment is installed.

Perforation
When the production casing is cemented in the wellbore, the casing is sealed
between the casing and the walls of the well. For formation fluid (oil, gas.
and water) to enter the well, the casing must be perforated. The depth of the
producing zone is determined by analyzing the logging data; small, directed
explosive charges are detonated at this depth, thereby perforating the casing,
cement, and formation. The result is that formation fluid enters the well, yet
the rest of the well’s casing remains intact.

Stimulation
Some formations may have a large amount of oil as indicated by coring and
logging, but may have a poor flow rate. This may be because the production
zone is not have sufficient permeability, or because the formation was
damaged or clogged during drilling operations. In these cases, pores are
opened in the formation to allow fluid to flow more easily into the well. The
hydraulic fracturing method involves introducing liquid at high pressure into
the formation, thereby causing the formation to crack. Sand or a similar
porous substance is then emplaced into the cracks to prop the fractures open.
Another method, acidizing, involves pumping acid, most frequently
hydrochloric acid, to the formation, which dissolves soluble material so that
pores open and fluid flows more quickly into the well. Both fracturing and
acidizing may be performed simultaneously if desired, in an acid fracture
treatment. Stimulation may be performed during well completion, or later
during maintenance, or workover, operations, if the oil-carrying channels
become clogged with time (EPA, 1992).

Production equipment installation
When drilling, casing, and testing operations are completed, the drilling rig
is removed and the production rig is installed. In most cases, tubing is
installed in the well which carries the liquids and gas to the surface. At the
surface, a series of valves, collectively called the Christmas tree because of
its appearance, is installed to control the flow of fluid from the well. Pumps
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are added if the formation pressure is not sufficient to force the formation
fluid to the surface. Different types of pumps are available; the most
common is the rod pump. The rod pump is suspended on a string of rods
from a pumping unit, and the prime mover for pumping units can be an
electric motor, or a gas engine. Equipment is usually installed onsite to
separate natural gas and liquid phases of the production and remove
impurities. Finally, a pipeline connection or storage container (tank) is
connected to the well to facilitate transport or store the product. In the case
of natural gas, which cannot be stored easily, a pipeline connection is
necessary before the well can be placed on production.

Although the practice is becoming less common, one or more pits may be
constructed for onshore facilities. These may include a skimming pit, which
reclaims residual oil removed with water that has been removed from the
product stream; a sediment pit, which stores solids that have settled out in
storage tanks; or an evaporation or percolation pit, which disposes of
produced water (EPA, 1992).

III.A.3. Petroleum Production

The major activities of petroleum production are bringing the fluid to the
surface, separating the liquid and gas components, and removing impurities.
Frequently, oil and natural gas are produced from the same reservoir. As
wells deplete the reservoirs into which they are drilled, the gas to oil ratio
increases (as well as the ratio of water to hydrocarbons). This increase of gas
over oil occurs because natural gas usually is in the top of the oil formation,
while the well usually is drilled into the bottom portion to recover most of the
liquid. Although the following discussion is geared toward wells producing
both oil and gas, the majority of the discussion also applies to wells
producing exclusively one or the other.

Primary Production

Primary recovery is the first stage of hydrocarbon production, and natural
reservoir pressure is often used to recover oil. When natural pressure is not
sufficiently capable of forcing oil to the surface, artificial lift equipment is
then employed. This includes various types of pumps, gas lift valves, and
may occasionally include oil stimulation. When pumping is employed,
motors may be used at the surface or inside the wellbore to assist in lifting the
fluid to the surface. Primary production accounts for less than 25 percent
of the original oil in place.
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Secondary Recovery

Secondary recovery enhances the recovery of liquid hydrocarbons by
repressurizing the reservoir and reestablishing or supporting the natural water
drive. Usually water which is produced with the oil is reinjected, but other
sources of water may also be used. This type of secondary recovery, is
generally called a"waterflood" (See Figure 12). Produced water injection for
enhanced recovery of crude oil and natural gas is recognized as a form of
recycling of this waste. Furthermore, produced water is more commonly
injected for the purpose of secondary recovery than in an injection well that
is only used for disposal (in Texas, approximately 61 percent of injected
produced water is for enhanced recovery) (Texas Railroad Commission.
1999). This procedure is described further in Section III.C., Management of
Wastestreams. Gas is injected to enhance gas cap drive in some reservoirs.

Figure 12: Secondary Recovery Using Pumps and Water Injection

Source: Energy Information Administration, Department of Energy. 1991.
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Tertiary Recovery

A final method for removing the last extractable oil and gas is tertiax3’
recovery. In contrast to primary and secondary recovery techniques, tertiary.
recovery involves the addition of materials not normally found in the
reservoir (Lake, 1989). These methods are often expensive and energy-
intensive (Sittig, 1978). In most cases, a substance is injected into the
reservoir, mobilizes the oil or gas. and is removed with the product.
Examples include:

¯ Thermal recovery, in which the reservoir fluid is heated either with
the injection of steam or by controlled burning in the reservoir, which
makes the fluid less viscous and more conducive to flow;

¯ Miscible injection, in which an oil-miscible fluid, such as carbon
dioxide or-an alcohol, is injected to reduce the oil density and cause
it to rise to the surface more easily;

¯ Surfactants, which essentially wash the oil from the reservoir; and
¯ Microbial enhanced recovery., in which special organic-digesting

microbes are injected along with oxygen into the tbrmation to digest
heavy, oil and asphalt, thereby allowing lighter oil to flow (Lake.
1989; EPA, 1992)

Crude Oil Separation

When the formation fluid is brought to the surface, it may contain a spectrum
of substances including natural gas, water, sand, silt, and any additives used
to enhance extraction. The general order of separation with respect to oil is
the following: the separation of gaseous components, the removal of solids
and water, and the breaking up of oil-water emulsions. (The conditioning of
the natural gas that is removed in the first step will be discussed in the next
subsection.)

The removal of gaseous components primarily is intended to remove natural
gas from the liquid; however, gaseous contaminants such as hydrogen sulfide
(H.,S) also may be produced in some fields during this process. The gases
are removed by passing the pressurized fluid through one or two decreasing
pressure chambers; less and less gas will remain dissolved in the solution as
the pressure is lowered.

The liquids and solids that remain are usually a complex mix of xvater, oil.
and sand. Water and oil are generally immiscible: however, the extraction
process is usually very. turbulent and may cause the water and oil to tbrm an
emulsion, in which the oil forms tiny droplets in the water (or vice versa).
Fluid separation often produces a layer of sand. a laver of relatively oil-free
xvater, a laver of emulsion, and a Ismall) layer of relatively pure oil. The tree
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water and sand, or basic sediment and water (BS&W) are generally removed
by a process called free water knockout, in which the BS&W are removed
primarily by gravity. Finally, emulsions are broken by heating the fluid in a
heater-treater to a temperature of 100-160 degrees fahrenheit, or by treating
it with emulsion-breaking chemicals (Arnold and Stewart, 1998). Following
the emulsion breaking, the oil is about 98 percent pure, which is sufficient for
storage or transportation to the refinery (Sittig, 1978).

Natural Gas Conditioning

Natural gas conditioning is the process of removing impurities from the gas
stream so that it is of high enough quality to pass through transportation
systems. It should be noted that conditioning is not always required; natural
gas from some formations emerges from the well sufficiently pure that it can
pass directly to the pipeline. As the natural gas is separated from the liquid
components, it may contain impurities that pose potential hazards or
problems. The most significant is hydrogen sulfide (H_,S), which may or may
not be contained in natural gas. Hydrogen sulfide is toxic (and potentially
fatal at certain concentrations) to humans and corrosive for pipes; it is
therefore desirable to remove it as soon as possible in the conditioning
process. Another concern is that posed by water vapor. At high pressures,
water can react with components in the gas to form gas hydrates, which are
solids that can clog pipes, valves, and gauges (Manning and Thompson,
1991). Nitrogen and other gases may also be mixed with the natural gas
(methane) in the subsurface. These other gases must be separated from the
methane prior to sale. At cold temperatures the water can freeze, also
clogging pipes, valves, and gauges. High vapor pressure hydrocarbons that
are found to be liquids at surface temperature and pressure (benzene, toluene.
ethylbenzene, and xylene, or BTEX) are removed and processed separately.
Two significant natural gas conditioning processes are dehydration and
sweetening.

Dehydration is performed to remove water from the gas stream. Three main
approaches toward dehydration are the use of a liquid or solid desiccant, and
refrigeration. When using a liquid desiccant, the gas is exposed to a glycol
that absorbs the water. The water can be evaporated from the glycol by a
process called heat regeneration, and the glycol can then be reused. Solid
desiccants, often materials called molecular sieves, are crystals with high
surface areas that attract the water molecules. The solids can be regenerated
simply by heating them above the boiling point of water. Finally, particularly
for gas extracted from deep. hot wells, simply cooling the gas to a
temperature below the condensation point of water can remove enough water
to transport the gas. Of the three approaches mentioned above, glycol
dehydration is the most common when processing occurs in the field (at or
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near the well). At natural gas plants, solid desiccants are most commonly
used (Smith, 1999).

Sweetening is the procedure in which H,_S and sometimes CO., are removed
from the gas stream. The most common method is amine treatment. In this
process, the gas stream is exposed to an amine solution, which will react with
the H,S and separate them from the natural gas. The contaminant gas
solution is then heated, thereby separating the gases and regenerating the
amine. The sulfur gas may be disposed of by flaring, incinerating, or when
a market exists, sending it to a sulfur-recovery facility to generate elemental
sulfur as a salable product. Another method of sweetening involves the use
of iron sponge, which reacts with H2S to form iron sulfide and later is
oxidized, then buried or incinerated (EPA, 1992).

III.A.4. Maintenance

Production wells periodically require significant maintenance sessions, called
workovers. During a workover, several tasks may be undertaken: repairing
leaks in the casing or tubing, replacing motors or other downhole equipment,
stimulating the well, perforating a different section of casing to produce from
a different formation in the well, and painting and cleaning the equipment.
The procedure often requires bringing in a rig for the downhole work. This
rig can be smaller than those used for initially drilling a well.

Two procedures performed to improve the flow of fluid during workovers are
removing accumulated salts (called scale) and paraffin, and treating
production tubing, gathering lines, and valves for corrosion with corrosion-
prevention compounds. As fluids are withdrawn from the formation, the salts
that are dissolved in the produced water precipitate out of solution as the
solution approaches the surface and cools. The resulting scale buildup can
significantly reduce the flow of fluid through the tubing, gathering lines, and
valves. Examples of scale removal chemicals are hydrochloric and
hydrofluoric acids, organic acids, and phosphates (EPA, 1994). These
solvents are added to the bottom of the wellbore and pumped through the
tubing through which extracted fluid passes. In a similar fashion, corrosion
inhibitors may be passed through the system to mitigate and prevent the
effects of acidic components of the formation fluid, such as H,S and CO,.
These corrosion inhibitors, such as ammonium bisulfite or several forms of
zinc, may serve to neutralize acid or form a corrosion-resistant coating along
the production tubing and gathering lines. Corrosion control activities can be
continuous, not just at workover.
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III.A.5. Well Shut-in/Well Abandonment

Production may be stopped for several reasons. If it is a temporary stoppage,
the well is shut-in. If the closure is to be permanent, the well is either
converted to a UIC Class II injection well, or it is plugged and abandoned.

A temporary shut-in is an option when the conditions causing the interruption
in production are anticipated to be short-term. Examples include situations
when the well may be awaiting a workover crew or a connection to a
pipeline, or there may be a (temporary) lack of a market (Williams and
Meyers, 1997). A well is shut in by closing the valves on the Christmas tree.
Depending on the duration, the stoppage may be called a temporary
abandonment, and regulatory approval and testing, including a mechanical
integrity test (MIT), may be required in order to be idle (IOGCC, 1996). It
is much more desirable to shut-in a well rather than plug it if production is
still viable, because once the well is permanently plugged and abandoned, it
is highly impractical to re-access the remaining oil in the reservoir.

If the well is part of a production field with many nearby wells still in
production, the well may be converted to a UIC Class II injection well, which
is regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act (see Section VI.B, Sector-
Specific Requirements for more information). Such a well can be used either
for disposal of the produced water from these other wells, or may be part of
a coordinated Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) effort in the field.

The final option is to plug and abandon the well. The goal of this procedure
is to prevent fluid migration within the wellbore, which could contaminate
aquifers or surface water. Oil and gas producing states all have specific
regulations governing the plugging and abandonment of wells (see Section
VI.B.4., State Regulations). When a well is plugged, the downhole
equipment is removed and the perforated parts of the wellbore are cleaned of
fill, scale and other debris. A minimum of three cement plugs are then
placed, each of which are 100 to 200 feet long. The first is pumped into the
perforated (production) zone of the well, in order to prevent the inflow of
fluid. A second is placed in the middle of the wellbore. A third plug is
placed within a couple hundred feet of the surface. Additional plugs may be
placed anywhere within the wellbore when necessary. Fluid with an
appropriate density is placed between the cement plugs in order to maintain
adequate pressure. During this process, the plugs are tested to verify plug
placement and integrity (Fields and Martin, 1998). Finally, the casing is cut
off below the surface, capped with a steel plate welded to the casing, and at
onshore sites, surface reclamation is undertaken to restore natural soil
consistency and plant cover (EPA, 1992).
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Problems are sometimes encountered with wells that have stopped
production, yet neither have government approval nor have been plugged.
These are generally called idle wells, or when the owners are not known or
are insolvent, are called orphan wells. Please see Section III.B for the
possible environmental impacts of such wells.

Offshore Platform Decommissioning
For offshore, the structure itself must be decommissioned in addition to
plugging the well. Several options exist:

¯ Complete removal of the structure and disposing of the structure
onshore

¯ Removing the structure and placing it in an approved location in the
ocean

¯ Reuse of the structure elsewhere (National Research Council, 1996).

The method used will vary. with the type of structure and water depth, but the
most common approach is the complete removal of the structure, with
removal at a minimum of 15 feet below the mudline (seafloor). Other
approaches are less expensive and less intrusive to the existing environment.
but can be more dangerous for commercial ships, military submarines, fishing
trawlers, and recreational boaters. In Texas and Louisiana. however, it may
be possible to participate in the states’ "rigs-to-reefs" programs, which under
the National Fishing Enhancement Act of 1984 seek to convert offshore
structures to permanent artificial reefs (MMS, 1999).

When removing the structure, the most common approach is to sever the leg
piles with explosives. Explosives must be placed at least five feet below the
mud line (sea floor). Explosives are less expensive and are less risky to
divers than altematives such as manual or mechanical cutting, but concern
has been raised about the use of explosives and their effect on marine life
(National Research Council, 1996).

III.A.6. Spill and Blowout Mitigation

Accidental releases at oil and gas production facilities may come in two
forms: spills or blowouts. Oil spills (usually consisting of crude oil or
condensate) may come from several sources at production sites (and in some
cases at drilling sites): leaking tanks, during transfers, or from leaking
flowlines, valves, joints, or gauges. Other spills of oil have occurred such as
diesel from drilling operations, oily drilling muds while being offloaded, and
production chemicals (MMS, 1998). Spills are the most common type of
accident and are often small in quantity.
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Well blowouts are rare. but can be quite serious. They are most likely to
occur during drilling and workovers, but can occur during any phase of well
development including production operations. When the drill encounters an
unusually pressurized zone or when equipment is being removed from the
hole, the pressure exerted by the formation may become considerably higher
than that exerted by the drilling or workover fluid. When this happens, the
formation fluid and drilling or workover fluid may rise uncontrollably
through the well to the surface. Downhole equipment may also be thrust to
the surface. Especially if there is a significant quantity of associated natural
gas, the fluid may ignite from an engine spark or other source of flame.
Blowouts have been known to completely destroy rigs and kill nearby
workers. Some blowouts can be controlled in a matter of days, but some --
particularly offshore -- may take months to cap and control (Kennedy, 1983).

Drilled wells and many workover wells are equipped with a blowout
preventer. These blowout preventers (BOPs) are hydraulically operated, and
serve to close off the drill pipe. BOPs can be operated manually, or can be
automatically triggered. Most rigs have regular blowout drills and training
sessions so that workers can operate the BOPs and escape as safely as
possible.

Should a spill occur despite precautions, established responses should be
undertaken. If the facility is subject to Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure (SPCC) regulation (see Section VI.B for additional
information), the facility will be equipped with secondary containment and
diversionary structures to prevent the spill from reaching drains, ditches,
rivers, and navigable waters. These structures may be berms, retention
ponds, absorbent material, weirs, booms, or other barriers or equivalent
preventive systems. Should these secondary containment devices not be
adequate, the response will be different for onshore and offshore spills (EPA,
1999). In both cases, the goals are to stop the flow of oil, recover as much as
possible of the material as a salable product, then minimize the impact on
navigable waterways or groundwater.

Onshore Spills
For onshore spills, concern is for both surface runoff to streams, and for
seepage into groundwater. The first considerations are to stop the source of
the leakage and to contain the spill. Containment may either be achieved
with pre-existing structures, or by using bulldozers at the time of response
(Blaikley, 1979). Pooled oil would then be collected, pumped out. and
whenever possible, processed for sale. When treating the contaminated soil,
the remediation approach taken may vary considerably depending on the
porosity of the soil and composition of the spilled fluid. If the spill has
permeated less than about 6-10 inches of soil. bioremediation may be the
most appropriate approach. With bioremediation, hydrocarbon-digesting
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microbes found naturally in soil are enhanced with fertilizers and moisture
to degrade the material. The site would be tilled periodically and watered to
maintain proper amounts of air and moisture. Should the temperature at the
site be too cold or should the spill be too deep for bioremediation to be fully
effective, approaches such as composting, or soil excavation with
landspreading or landfilling, may be used either exclusively or in
combination (Deuel and Holliday, 1997). Another option in remote locations
or in situations when other options have not been successful is in-situ
burning. In these situations, primarily when there is little surrounding
vegetation, calm winds, and difficulty in transporting the equipment required
for other methods, the oil is concentrated as much as possible and ignited by
any of a variety of methods (Zengel, et al., 1998; Fingas, 1998). Application
of in situ buming is still being refined.

Offshore Spills
The conditions for an offshore spill cleanup can vary, substantially: from
deep-water to coastal, from calm water to very choppy seas. As with onshore
spills, initial priorities are to contain spilled oil and prevent further leakage.
The oil is usually contained by booms, or floating devices that block the
movement of surface oil. The booms may then be moved to concentrate the
oil, at which point skimmers collect the oil. Booms may also be placed along
a shoreline to minimize the amount ofoil that reaches shore. For the oil that
cannot be collected in this fashion, other approaches are used to minimize
environmental impact, including sorbents, dispersants, or oil-digesting
bacteria (EPA, 1993). In-situ burning also may be an option for offshore
spills. This option may be best suited to arctic conditions, where cold
temperatures keep the oil relatively concentrated and where ice may hinder
the use of other methods. Depending on the thickness of the oil, the calmness
of the seas, and other factors, the destruction rate can be over 90 percent
(Fingas, 1998; Buist, 1998). This technique has not been widely used and is
still considered experimental.
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III.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

This section describes the impacts that individual steps in the extraction
process may have on adding contaminants to the environment. Relevant
inputs and significant output wastes are presented, with outputs summarized
in Table 2. The management techniques used to handle the wastes are
discussed in Section III.C, and more information on the magnitude and
qualities of the releases are found in Section IV.

Oil and gas extraction generates a substantial volume of byproducts and
wastes that must be managed. Relatively small volumes of chemicals may
be used as additives to facilitate drilling and alter the characteristics of the
hydrocarbon flow. For example, acids may be used to increase rock
permeability, or biocides may be added to wells to prevent the growth of
harmful bacteria. -The industry also contends with many naturally occurring
chemical substances. Byproducts and wastes result from the separation of
impurities found in the extracted hydrocarbons or from accidents when oil is
spilled. In addition, most processes involving machinery will produce
relatively small quantities of waste lubricating oils and emissions from fossil
fuel combustion, and inhabited facilities will produce sanitary, wastes.
Finally, formation oil contamination may be present in the spent drilling
fluids and cuttings.

Drilling

There are a number of possible environmental impacts from the wastes
generated during the well drilling and completion/stimulation processes. In
the drilling process, rock fragments (cuttings) are brought to the surface in the
drilling fluid. These cuttings pose a problem both in the large volume
produced and the muds that coat the cuttings as they are extracted. Oil-based
fluids have the added stigma of having oil frequently coating the cuttings.
The volume of rock cuttings produced from drilling is primarily a function
of the depth of the well and the diameter of the wellbore. It has been
estimated that between 0.2 barrels and 2.0 barrels (8.4 and 84.0 gallons) of
total drilling waste are produced for each vertical foot drilled (EPA, 1987).

Drilling mud disposal generally becomes an issue at the end of the drilling
process. However, sometimes drilling mud is disposed of during the drilling
process when the mud viscosity or density needs to be changed to meet the
demands of formation pressures. This can create special concerns for
offshore operations where the disposal of a large volume of mud over a short
period can create a mud blanket on the seafloor that can have an impact on
benthic organisms. Industry is limited to using barite stock for the making
of drilling mud. which passes 40 CFR 435 requirements (less than or equal
to 1 ug!kg dR’ xveight maximum mercury and 3 mgikg dR’ weight maximum
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cadmium). The muds are combined, however, with dissolved and suspended
contaminants including mercury, cadmium, arsenic and hydrocarbons
(typically found in trace amounts). The additives listed in Section III.A may
be found in waste mud. and components from the formation, such as
hydrogen sulfide and natural gas, may also be dissolved in the mud. Rock
cuttings from the formations overlying the target formation may contribute
contaminants to the drilling mud such as arsenic or metals. Also rock
cuttings create a large volume of waste and for water-based fluids the rock
cuttings may be discharged to surface waters offshore. Oil-based mud will
also contain diesel oil that must be disposed of properly, or more typically,
conditioned for reuse. Oil-based muds and cuttings cannot be discharged to
surface waters. Both oil-based and synthetic-based fluid are conditioned and
reused, which reduces waste volume from drilling operations.

Drilling operations also produce air emissions, such as exhaust from diesel
engines and turbines that power the drilling equipment. The air pollutants
from these devices will be those traditionally associated with combustion
sources, including nitrogen oxides, particulates, ozone, and carbon monoxide.
Additionally, hydrogen sulfide may be released during the drilling process
(EPA, 1992).

Some steps in the well completion process may produce waste. The most
prominent is stimulation. Unused hydrochloric acid must be neutralized if
acid stimulation is being used, and paraffins and any other dissolved
materials brought to the surface from the formation must be disposed of as
well. In addition, solid wastes such as waste cement and metal casing may
remain from the casing process.

Production

The primary byproduct from the production process (and the dominant one
on a volume basis in the industry) is produced water. Other wastes that may
be generated during production include the residual wastes that remain after
separation of the oil and natural gas.

Produced Water
The largest volume byproduct by far in the extraction process is water
extracted with oil. In wells nearing the end of their productive lives, water
can comprise 98 percent of the material brought to the surface (Wiedeman,
1996). The American Petroleum Institute estimates that over 15 billion
barrels of water are produced annually. This is nearly eight barrels of water
for every barrel of oil produced. Natural gas wells typically produce much
lower volumes of water than oil wells, with the exception of certain types of
gas resources such as coalbed methane or DevonianiAntrim shales (API.
1997).
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Although many petroleum components are separated from the water easily,
some components and impurities are water-soluble and difficult to remove.
Some substances may be found in high concentrations, including chloride.
sodium, calcium, magnesium and potassium. Others found are:

¯ Organic compounds: benzene, naphthalene, toluene, phenanthrene,
bromodichloromethane, and pentachlorophenol;

¯ Inorganics: lead, arsenic, barium, antimony, sulfur, and zinc;
¯ Radionuclides: uranium, radon, and radium (EPA, 1992).

It should be noted that concentrations of these pollutants will vary
considerably depending on the location of the well and the extent of treatment
of the water. Geography can be a key factor in whether a substance may exist
in produced water: For example, radionuclides are found only in some areas
of the country.

The risks of water pollution due to produced water management differ for
onshore and offshore operations, and are discussed separately.

Onshore operations, and coastal and shallow offshore areas, may pose a
risk to the environment if produced water with high saline concentrations is
not properly managed. The saline concentration of produced water varies
widely. In some locations, the produced water can have salt concentrations
of 200,000 mg/L (Stephenson, 1992). However, in some areas west of the
98th Meridian, produced water may contain low enough levels of salt that it
may be used (upon meeting regulatory limits for oil and grease) for beneficial
use for irrigation or livestock watering (EPA, 1992; Railroad Commission of
Texas, 1999).

The discharge of produced water inappropriately onto soil can result in
salinity levels too high to sustain plant growth. If introduced to a water
supply, the water can be unusable for human consumption. The introduction
of metals and organic compounds from produced water are also a concern.
(See Section IV for more details on contaminants in produced water.)
However, over 90 percent of onshore produced water is injected for enhanced
recovery or disposal (Smith, 1999). This injection involves a closed system
from the producing wellbore to the injection wellbore, so the potential for
release to the soil is minimized.

Offshore operations may impact the area immediately surrounding the
platform if produced water effluents are not properly treated and discharged.
The concentration of metals, radionuclides, residual oily materials and high
BOD in the produced water may be higher than the surrounding water.
However, the impact is reduced significantly at greater distances from the
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well; research in the Gulf of Mexico has indicated that produced water can
be diluted 100-fold within 100 meters of the discharge (Neff and Sauer,
1996).

Natural Gas Processing
Wastes are generated when natural gas undergoes dehydration and
sweetening. For dehydration, triethylene glycol is the most common
desiccant. Although glycol is reused, it becomes less effective over time and
must be replaced periodically. Glycols are volatile and can be hazardous if
inhaled as a vapor. At larger natural gas processing plants, the solid
molecular sieves that are used also require periodic replacement.

The wastes from gas sweetening will vary. depending on the method used.
Possible wastes include spent amine solution, iron sponge, and elemental
sulfur. When there is a market for sulfur, it is sold.

Air Emissions
There are several sources of air emissions in the production process. Leaking
tubing, valves, tanks, or open pits will release volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). When natural gas produced from the well is not sold or used on-
site, it is usually flared, thereby releasing carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides,
and possible sulfur dioxide if the gas is sour (see Section III.C. for more
information on flaring). Finally, production involves the use of machinery
including pumps, heater-treaters, and motors which require fuel combustion.
Emissions from these include nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, ozone, carbon
monoxide, and particulates (EPA, 1992). Where electricity is available,
electric-powered equipment may be used. Emissions from natural gas
processing plants (SIC 1321) are larger than field production operations due
to the greater scale and concentration of equipment. Even at gas plants most
engines are powered by natural gas or electricity.

Other Wastes
The sand that is separated from produced water must be disposed of properly.
Similar to the sand removed during the drilling process, this sand is often
contaminated with oil and trace amounts of metals or other naturally
occurring constituents.

Most oil and gas operations include tanks for the temporary storage of oil,
natural gas liquids, and/or produced water. While stored, small solid
particles that were entrained in the liquids can settle out, forming a sludge on
the bottom of the tank. These "tank bottoms," or "’basic sediment and water"
(BS&W) wastes, may be periodically removed from the tank and disposed of.
Some tanks may require cleaning a few times per year: others may require
cleaning once every. 10 years. The need for tank cleaning, and therefore the
generation of these wastes, is dependent upon the characteristics of the fluids
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being handled and the operation. Because they are removed from
hydrocarbon storage tanks, tank bottoms are likely to contain oil and smaller
amounts of other constituents (see Section IV for an example of
concentrations of contaminants in these sediments.)

Maintenance

The workover process requires many of the same inputs and produces similar
outputs as the drilling process. In particular, workover fluid, which is similar
to drilling fluid, is required to control downhole pressure. Also, emissions
will result from the combustion of fuels to power the rig.

Workovers also use additional inputs and produce other pollutants, some of
which are toxic. The compounds usually appear in the produced water when
production resumes, or in the case of cleaning fluids, max, be spilled from
equipment at the surface.

Scale removal requires strong acids, such as hydrochloric or hydrofluoric
acids. When carded to the surface in produced water, any acids not
neutralized during use must be neutralized before being disposed, usually in
a Class II injection well. Scale is primarily comprised of sodium, calcium.
chloride and carbonate; however, trace contaminants such as barium.
strontium, and radium may be present.

Also, corrosion inhibitors and stimulation compounds are flushed through the
well. Corrosion-resistant compounds of concern include zinc carbonate and
aluminum bisulfate. Stimulation may require acidic fluids.

In addition, painting- and cleaning-related wastes may be generated during
workovers. Paint fumes and cleaning solvent vapor may produce gaseous
emissions, paint and cleaning solvents with suspended oil and grease must be
disposed of properly, and paint containers will require disposal as a solid.

Collectively, wastes produced by the industry other than drilling wastes and
produced water are called associated wastes. The volume is usually small,
about one barrel per well per year (DOE, 1993). Because associated wastes
are those associated with chemical treatment or wells or produced fluids.
post-treatment materials, and residual waste streams, they are more likely to
have higher hydrocarbon or chemical constituent content than produced water
or waste drilling fluids.

In 1985. API estimated that approximately 12 billion barrels of associated
wastes were generated annually (Wakim, 1987). API estimates that in 1995.
the annual volume of associated wastes is 22 millions barrels (API, 1997).
The higher volume is attributed primarily to a difference in definitions
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between the two studies (i.e., the 1995 study includes wastes form gas plants
that were not included in 1985). On a comparable basis, there has been only
a slight increase in associated waste volumes over the past decade. This
increase can be attributed primarily to aging wells requiring more stimulation
or workover treatments to remain on production. Table 1 summarizes the
types of associated wastes and their relative volume based on a 1985 API _
industry survey.

Table 1: Types of Associated Waste

Percent of Total Associated
Material Process Waste Volume

Workover wastes (mud and other Maintenance 34%
completion fluids, oil, chemicals,
acid water, cement, sand)

Produced sand, separator sludges Production 21%

Other production fluid waste Production 14%

Oily debris, filters, contaminated All 12%
soils

Cooling water, engine and otherAll 8°,/o
waste water

Dehydration and sweetening unit Production 4%
wastes

Untreatable emulsions Production 2%

Used solvents and cleaners Maintenance 2%

Other production solid waste Production I%

Used lubricatin~ or h~,draulic oils All I%

Source: U.S. Department of Energy,1993. (Based on a 1985 API survey)

Idle/Orphan Wells

Idle wells are wells that have ceased production (either temporarily or
permanently) but have not been plugged. Generally the state regulator"
agency knows the operator who is responsible for these wells, and in most
states, wells require regulatory approval to be idle. However, a small
percentage of these are orphan wells, for which no responsible party exists.
This may be because the operator is unknown (in the case of wells drilled in
the early part of the century) or because the operator has gone bankrupt and
has no assets available.

Wells that have stopped production yet neither have state government
approval nor have been plugged are uncommon. Approximately 134,000 of
the nearly 2.7 million total wells drilled by 1995 in the United States are in
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this category (IOGCC, 1996). These wells may pose problems with respect
to migrating reservoir fluid. With these wells, the mechanical integrity of the
casing is not known, and therefore it may be possible for reservoir fluid to
migrate to fresh water aquifers. In such cases, the primary contaminant
would be saline formation water that could pollute fresh water aquifers and
possibly surface waters.

It should be noted that not all of these wells will necessarily cause pollution;
rather, the concern is that the risk posed by these wells is variable. Currently,
most oil- and gas-producing states are handling the issue by prioritizing
among these wells, and have established programs to plug dangerous orphan
wells and clean up any contamination that may have already occurred. One
way in which this prioritization is achieved is through area of review (AOR)
studies that are required for the approval of new UIC wells. Under this
requirement, the operator of the new well must study all active, idle and
abandoned wells within an area (often a I/4 mile radius) to determine
whether they pose a risk of contamination (IOGCC, 1996).

Spills and Blowouts

Based on data from the U.S. Coast Guard and other sources, the American
Petroleum Institute reported that in 1996, 1,276 onshore facilities reported
spills of crude oil for a total of 131,000 gallons. This total would include
spills from field operations, but also would include spills of crude oil at
refineries, terminals, and other types of facilities. Spill volumes specifically
for crude oil are not available. According to the Coast Guard, 78 percent of
spills in 1996 were less than 10 gallons (API, 1998b).

Production facilities often have systems in place for handling larger accidents
such as blowouts, and many onshore oil and gas operations must have a Spill
Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plan in place for
addressing spills. Under the CWA only spills above a certain threshold must
be reported (see Section IV for more details on SPCC and CWA regulations).
However, smaller spills appear to account for most reported crude oil
releases. These are most likely to occur due to poor connections in filling or
removing materials from tanks (Smith, 1999).

Offshore, the Marine Minerals Service collects data on oil spills. According
to MMS, in 1995 there were 34 spills from production operations in the Gulf
of Mexico, totaling 773 barrels. There was also one spill of one barrel ofoil
on the Pacific Coast (MMS, 1995).

In addition to oil spills, well blowouts can result in accidental releases of
material. In a blowout, the pollutant can be produced water and oil. or
drilling fluids and workover fluids, such that possible components of concern
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are salt, heavy metals, and oil. The produced water and oil mixture can be
spread in a wide area around the rig possibly leaching through the soil to a
fresh water aquifer or running off into nearby surface waters. Onshore.
statistics on the number of blowouts annually are not available. Offshore,
according to data from MMS, there was only one blowout in 1995, and 15
blowouts between 1991 and 1995. The total amount ofoil spilled as a result _
of those blowouts was 100 barrels, all in 1992. It is assumed from the
historical distribution that 14 percent of all blowouts could result in the
spillage of crude oil or condensate, with 4 percent of the blowouts resulting
in spills greater than 50 barrels. Since 1992, all blowouts have been
controlled without any spills (MMS, 1995).

Accidental releases can also include air emissions. Crude oil contains
organic compounds that may volatilize and be emitted before the spill can be
cleaned up. In-situ burning of crude oil is one approach for cleaning up
spills. Use of burning can result in emissions from the combustion, including
particulates and carbon monoxide. Blowouts can result in the emission of
methane (natural gas). If the well ignites, combustion outputs would be
expected. In rare cases, process upsets at facilities that process sour natural
gas could result in the release of hydrogen sulfide.
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Table 2: Potential Material Outputs from Selected Oil and Gas Extraction Processes

Residual Wastes
Process Air Emissions Process Waste Water Generated

Well Development fugitive natural gas, other drilling muds, organic drill cuttings (some oil-
volatile organic acids, alkalis, diesel oil, coated), drilling mud _
compounds (VOCs), crankcase oils, acidic solids, weighting agents,
Polyaromatic stimulation fluids dispersants, corrosion
hydrocarbons (PAHs), (hydrochloric and inhibitors, surfactants,
carbon dioxide, carbon hydrofluoric acids) flocculating agents,
monoxide, hydrogen concrete, casing,
sulfide paraffins

Production fugitive natural gas, other produced water possiblyproduced sand, elemental
VOCs, PAHs, carbon containing heavy, metals, sulfur, spent catalysts,
dioxide, carbon radionuclides, dissolved separator sludge, tank
monoxide, hydrogen solids, oxygen- bottoms, used filters,
sulfide, fugitive BTEX demanding organic sanitary wastes
(benzene, toluene, compounds, and high
ethylbenzene, and xylene)levels of salts, also may
from natural gas contain additives
conditioning including biocides,

lubricants, corrosion
inhibitors, wastewater
containing glycol,
amines, salts, and
untreatable emulsions

Maintenance volatile cleaning agents, completion fluid, pipe scale, waste paints,
paints, other VOCs, wastewater containing paraffins, cement, sand
hydrochloric acid gas well-cleaning solvents

(detergents and
degreasers), paint,
stimulation agents

Abandoned Wells, Spills fugitive natural gas andescaping oil and brine contaminated soils,
and Blowouts other VOCs, PAHs, sorbents

paniculate matter, sulfur
compounds, carbon
dioxide, carbon
monoxide

Sources: Sittig, 1978. EPA Office of Solid Waste, 1987.

III.C. Management of Wastestreams

The primary wastestreams are those associated with drilling wastes and
produced water. As a result, most disposal options are oriented toward these
two waste categories. The management of associated wastes and of gases is
also briefly described.
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Liquids

Underground Iniection
Underground injection is the most common disposal method of produced
water; over 90 percent of onshore produced water is disposed of through
injection wells (API, 1997), but it is rare at offshore facilities. For disposal
of produced water by underground injection, two options are available: to
inject the water as a waste disposal method, or to use the produced water as
part of a waterflooding effort for enhanced recovery. Water being disposed
of typically is injected into known formations, such as a former producing
formation. In a few Appalachian states, annular injection of produced water
may be used, in which case the fluid is pumped into the space between tubing
and casing (or uncased formation) within the well (EPA. 1992).

The second option, implemented especially in locations where formation
pressure may be relatively low, is reinjecting produced water into the oil- and
gas-producing formation. (See Figure 12 on page 29 for an illustration.) The
volume of produced water used for enhanced recovery is approximately 57
percent of total produced water volumes (API, 1997). This method increases
pressure in the formation to force oil toward the well and contributes to
secondary recovery efforts. It requires that water be more thoroughly treated
before injection; the water should be free of solids, bacteria, and oxygen, all
of which could potentially contaminate the oil reservoir and, in the case of
sulfur-reducing bacteria, could lead to increased hydrogen sulfide
concentrations in the extracted oil. Please see Section VI.B, Sector-Specific
Requirements for UIC regulations that apply to produced water underground
injection.

Liquid wastes bought onshore may include produced water that fails NPDES
toxicity requirements; water extracted from sludge; or treatment, workover,
and completion fluids. At commercial waste treatment facilities liquid wastes
are usually injected into disposal wells. As of February. 1997. there are 94
disposal wells located in the Texas coastal zone and 17 in the Louisiana
coastal zone. These wells could be used for disposal of OCS-generated liquid
wastes (MMS, 1998).

Roadspreadino~
If the fluid has the characteristics of materials used for dust suppressants.
road oils, deicing materials, or road compaction, the fluid may be used for
roadspreading. In this procedure, water is applied to roads at approved rates,
in order to prevent pooling or runoff and to minimize the risk of surface water
or groundwater contamination. This practice may be subject to testing to
ensure that the fluid is similar to the conventional road materials mentioned
above, and also to ensure that the level of radioactive material is not above
regulatory, action levels (IOGCC. 1994). Roadspreading is declining as a
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disposal option, and accounts for less than 1 percent of produced water
volumes (API, 1997).

Use of Produced Water for Irrigation
In areas west of the 98th meridian, produced water from onshore wells that are
in the Agricultural and Wildlife Beneficial Use Subcategory may be used as
a beneficial use with agriculture. In these cases, treated water that meets
water quality standards may be released directly to agricultural canals for use
in irrigation or livestock watering (EPA, 1992; Texas Railroad Commission,
1999). Beneficial use of produced water currently accounts for around 4
percent of onshore produced water volumes in the United States (API, 1997).

Evaporation or Percolation Pits
In this approach, produced water is placed in the pit and allowed to either
evaporate to the air or percolate into the surrounding soil. These pits can only
be used when the fluid will not adversely impact groundwater or surface
water, and restrictions may be imposed on water salinity, hydrocarbon
content, pH, and radionuclide content. This approach is declining because of
potential environmental contamination of groundwater and the potential
hazard posed to birds and waterfowl by residual oil in these open pits
(IOGCC, 1994; Buckner, 1998). About 2 percent of produced water is
currently disposed of using evaporation or percolation pits (API, 1997). Most
of this volume is disposed of in percolation pits in arid portions of California.

Treat and Discharge
For this disposal method the water must meet standards for oil and grease
content and pass a toxicity test prior to discharge. In 1997, 1 percent of
onshore produced water was disposed of in this manner (API, 1997). Until
recently, this method was also used at coastal facilities, but has been largely
phased out since 1995. The only coastal area where discharge of produced
water is currently allowed is Cook Inlet, Alaska.

Treatment and discharge is the primary method for disposing of produced
water at offshore operations. Produced water discharges are not expected to
take place at every platform or well. The trend in the Gulf of Mexico is for
water treatment and separation of the well stream to occur only at designated
locations. An industry survey of 1992 discharge monitoring reports
submitted annually to USEPA (Shell Oil Company, 1994) found that only 29
percent of existing platforms contain water treatment systems and discharge
their produced waters. As industry uses more sophisticated methods of
developing shallow oil and gas fields and is required to conduct more
complex treatment protocols, it is likely that operators will increasingly use
central processing facilities (MMS, 1998).
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Industry’s projections (Deepstar, 1994) for deepwater are that the oil and gas
produced in deepwater will most likely be piped from subsea completions
through mixed line pipelines to large processing facilities primarily operating
at the shelf break. These processing facilities will separate and process the
production streams into oil, gas and water, and then discharge the treated
water. The exception to this process would be whenever a floating _
production, storage and offioading system (FPSO) is chosen as the surface
facility receiving oil and gas from subsea completions. An FPSO is a
converted tanker used for a production and storage base, usually at a
deepwater (greater than 400 meters) production site. These FPSO’s, able to
operate at any depth, would process the well stream prior to the transport of
the products to shallower locations (MMS, 1998).

Table 3: Summary of 1995 Disposal Practices for Onshore
Produced Water

Method Percent of Onshore Produced Water

Injected for Enhanced Recovery 5 7%

Injection for Disposal 36°,:0

Beneficial Use 4%

Evaporation and Percolation Ponds 2°,/o

Treat and Discharge 1%

Roadspreadin~ <1%
Source: API, 1997.

Solids

The primary solid waste-generating process is drilling, and therefore the solid
waste disposal processes are geared toward drilling waste. However, solid
waste is also generated during production and maintenance. Production and
maintenance wastes are usually transported offsite. Offshore, solids are often
treated and discharged in accordance with Clean Water Act regulations.

In the Gulf of Mexico, offshore oil field wastes that are not discharged or
disposed of onsite are brought onshore for disposal and taken to specifically
designated commercial oil field waste disposal facilities. In Texas there are
ten existing commercial oil field waste disposal facilities that receive all of
the types of wastes that would come from the OCS operations (4 stationary.
treatment. 5 landfarms, and 1 commercial pit); in Louisiana there are seven
facilities (5 land treatment, 1 incinerator, and 1 chemical stabilization
facility); and in Alabama there are two landfarm/landtreatment facilities.
Included in these numbers are one site in Texas and two sites in Louisiana
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that process naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM)-contaminated
oil field wastes (MMS, 1998).

Reserve Pit
During drilling on land. a pit is usually constructed onsite to hold drill
cuttings and extra drilling fluid. Depending on geology and hydrogeology,
states might require reserve pits to be lined with geosynthetic or synthetic
liners. Often the pit is intended only as a temporary holding vessel for
drilling waste before being moved offsite for treatment and disposal;
however, at some sites the reserve pit is used as the final disposal site. When
used as a disposal method after drilling is completed, the liquid is removed
(by suction or by evaporation if in a dry climate) and the solid remnants
covered over with dirt. The liquids account for 62 percent of drilling waste
by volume. Over two-thirds of the remaining drilling waste solids are
disposed of by burying them onsite in the reserve pit (API, 1997).

Solidification
This is a modification of the reserve pit disposal method. When drilling is
completed, a mixture of cement, flyash (from coal-fired utility boilers),
an~or lime or cement kiln dust is added to the contents of the pit. The liquid
in the pit does not necessarily need to be removed. The contents of the pit
solidify into a concrete-like block, which immobilizes the heavy metal
components. The process adds significantly to the bulk of the waste, but it
prevents the mobilization of potential pollutants. In API’s 1995 survey, less
than 1 percent of drilling waste volumes were disposed of in this manner
(API, 1997).

Landfarming or Landspreadin.~
In this procedure, solids from the reserve pit (and potentially other solids
from production) are broken up and thinly applied to soil, and tilled to mix
the waste and soil. In theory, Volatile components evaporate off, metal ions
bind to the clay, and heavy organic components are broken down by
biological activity. State agencies do not use consistent terminology in
referring to this process: some call it landfarming, others landspreading, and
others use different terms. The disposal of solid wastes by spreading them
on the land surface can occur either as a one-time application or in multiple
applications. One-time application is most likely to be near the well site. and
would most likely involve application of material from the reserve pit.
Multiple applications of waste are often approved for centralized or
commercial operations. In these cases, monitoring of soil constituents (e.g.,
pH, chlorides, and total hydrocarbons) is required by state agencies and once
certain levels are reached, no more wastes may be applied on that site. In
either one-time or multiple application operations, fertilizer may be added to
enhance biodegradation of hydrocarbons. Land farming operations must be
controlled to ensure that the hydrocarbons, salts and metals do not present a
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threat to groundwater or surface water, and that the hydrocarbon
concentration does not inhibit biological activity. Approximately 10 percent
of drilling waste solids are disposed of in landfarming operations (API, 1997;
Smith, 1999).

Commercial Disposal
Offsite disposal of drilling wastes by commercial enterprises accounts for
around 15 percent of drilling waste solids (API, 1997). This commercial
disposal takes two formats. In major oil and gas producing areas of the
country,, dedicated facilities for managing exploration and production wastes
exist. These facilities manage drilling waste and some associated waste
streams using a range of processes from landfarming to slurry injection of
solids to disposal in salt caverns. Drilling wastes from offshore that cannot
be discharged (e.g., from oil-based muds) typically are barged to shore and
disposed of in these commercial facilities. In areas of the country with less
oil and gas activity, municipal or commercial landfills may accept drilling
waste and certain other waste streams.

Reuse,q~ecvcling
A growing share of drilling wastes are reused or recycled. It is currently
estimated that around 10 percent of total drilling waste volume (solids and
liquids) are reused or recycled. The liquids (mud) are reconditioned, with
solids and other impurities removed, then used in the drilling of other wells.
Because of the high cost of the base material, reuse of oil-based and
synthetic-based muds is more common. Drilling waste is also used as landfill
cover, roadbed construction, dike stabilization, and plugging and
abandonment of other wells.

Associated Waste Disposal

Because associated wastes encompass such a diverse set of waste streams,
generalizing about disposal options is difficult. What is appropriate for one
stream may not be appropriate for another. Associated waste may be
disposed of onsite or offsite. Some waste streams (e.g., waste solvents,
unused acids, and painting wastes) are not unique to oil and gas exploration
and production. These waste streams must be segregated from other wastes
and managed the same as they would be at other industrial facilities. If these
wastes exhibit hazardous characteristics they must be disposed of as RCRA
hazardous wastes. (See Section VI.B. for more information on whether
specific waste streams are exempt or non-exempt from RCRA hazardous
waste requirements). Table 4 summarizes the general management of
associated wastes across all waste streams.
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Table 4: Management of Associated Wastes in 1995

Management Technique Percent

Underground Injection 58%

Commercial Facility 9%

Evaporation 8%

Recycling/Beneficial Use 8%

Municipal or Commercial Facility 4%

Landspreading 4%

Roadspreading 3%

Crude Oil Reclaime.r 2%

Incineration 2%

Qther (includin~ hazardous waste disposal)                 3%
Source: API, 1997. Data are based on a survey that may not fully represent a few lower
producing areas of the country..

Gases

Flaring
Although most gas emissions are minimized through prevention, flaring can
be used to reduce the impact of gaseous releases that are unavoidable or are
too small to warrant the cost of capture. Nearly all drilling rigs and
production wells are equipped with a vent and flare to release unusual
pressure, and some wells that produce only a small amount of natural gas will
flare it when there is no on-site use for the gas (e.g., to power engines) and
no pipeline nearby to transport the gas to market. Since natural gas has
economic value, flaring it is usually a last resort. Approval of state regulatory.
agencies is required prior to flaring.

When a gas is flared, it passes through the vent away from the well, and is
burned in the presence of a pilot light. Although it is preferable to prevent
the emission in the first place, flaring has benefits over simple venting of
unburned material. First, by burning the gas, the health and safety, risks in the
vicinity of the well posed by combustible and poisonous gases like methane
and hydrogen sulfide are reduced. Second, flaring reduces the potential
contribution to climate change; methane is a much more potent greenhouse
gas than carbon dioxide, the primary product of the combustion.
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V. WASTE RELEASE PROFILE

This section provides estimates and reported quantities of wastes released
from oil and gas extraction industries. Unlike facilities covered by SIC codes
20-39 (manufacturing facilities), oil and gas extraction facilities are not
required by the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act to
report to the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). Because TRI reporting is not
required for the oil and gas extraction industry, other sources of waste release
data have been identified for this profile. EPA is considering expanding TRI
reporting requirements in the future which may affect industries that are
currently not required to report to TILl, such as oil and gas extraction.

Much of the published data on wastes generated at oil and gas extraction
facilities is specific to the various oil producing regions of the United States,
including onshore and offshore sites. In 1996, EPA developed effluent
limitation guidelines for the Coastal Subcategory of the Oil and Gas
Extraction Point Source Category.. Much of the information presented below
was collected as supporting technical information for the guidelines.
Additional data reflecting the releases of onshore wells were provided by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection.

IV.A. Available Data on Produced Water

Produced water is the largest volume waste generated in oil and gas
extraction operations. In 1985, the American Petroleum Institute (API)
estimated that 20.8 billion barrels of produced water were generated per year
by the U.S. onshore oil and gas production industry. (Souders, 1998). API
conducted an updated survey of the industry in 1995. Based on preliminary.
results, API estimates current produced water volumes at over 15 billion
barrels annually (API, 1997). The decline can be attributed primarily to a 32
percent decrease in oil production over the decade. While natural gas
production has risen, natural gas wells produce much less water than do oil
wells.

The concentration of contaminants in produced water varies from region to
region and depends on the depth of the production zone and the age of the
well, among other factors. Since most contaminants found in produced water
are naturally occurring, they will vary based on what is present in the
subsurface at a particular location. Three tables are presented below that
indicate both the relative concentrations of pollutants and the variation that
can occur among samples from different locations and product streams.
Table 5 presents the results of analyses performed on produced water from
-XX- Venango Cotmty, Pennsylvania. Table 7 presents data from natural gas
wells in the Devonian formation of Pennsylvania.
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Table 5: Produced Water Effluent Concentrations - Gulf of Mexico
(Coastal Waters)

Pollutant           I        Settling Effluent          Improved Gas Rotation Effluent
I Concentrations (Micrograms/L)

Oil and Grease 26.600 23.500
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 141,000 30,000

Priori~ Organic Pollutants _
2,4-Dimethyiphenol 148 148
Benzene 5.200 1,226
Ethylbenzene I I 0 62.18
Naphthalene 184 92.02
Phenol 723 536
Toluene 4.310 827.80

Priori~ Metal Pollutants
Cadmium 31.50 1447
Chromium 180.00 18000
Copper 236.00 236.00
Lead 726.00 124.86
Nickel 151 O0 151.00
Silver 359.00 359 00
Zinc 462.00 133.85
Other Non-Conventional Pollutants

Aluminum 1,410 49 93

Ammoma 41.900 41.900
Barium 52.800 35.561
Benzoic acid 5,360 5.360
Boron 22.800 16.473
Calcium 2.490.000 2,490,000
Chlorides 57,400.000 57,400,000
Cobalt I l 7 117
Hexanotc acid t,110 1,110
2- Hexanone 34.50 34.50
Iron 17,000 3,146
Magnesium 601,000 601,000
Manganese 1,680 74.16
2-Methylnapthalene 78 7770
Mote bdenum 121 121
n-Decane t 52 152
n-Dodecane 288 288
n-Etcosane 78 80 78.80
n-Hexadecane 316 316
n-Octadecane 78 80 7880
n-Tetradecane 119 l 19
o-Cresol 152 152
p-Cresol 164 164
Strontium 287.000 287.000
Sulfur 12,200 12.200
Tin 430 430
Titamum -;3.80 4 48
m-Xylene 147 147
o + p-Xylene 110 110
Vanadmm 135 135
Yttrium 35.30 35.30
Lead 210 5 49e-07 5 49e-07
Radmm 226 I 91e-Oa, 1.91e-04 !
Radium 228 9 77e-07 q.77e-07 i

Source: EPA Office of Water, Development Document/or Final I’,’//luent Limitations ( ;utdehne.~ ana Stanaar, l~ tot the
~’o[l.~.tal Suhcote~orv ofthe Od and Ga~ Extractum .Point Source ( ’at~,~om October ] ~o6. Table \’!!I-7
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Table 6: Oil Well Brine (Produced Water) from Primary Recovery
Operations - Venango Coun ,ty, Pennsylvania

Parameter      I Numbcrof      .Average        Minimum       Maximum [ No. Samples<
I Snmnles I r¢l~rt~n~ limit

pH 28 6.4 5.2 7.4
Osmotic pressure 18 1,445 340 2,740 2>2,000
(milliosmoles)
Specific conductance 28 73,426 14,980 128.900
(umhosicm)
Sulfates (rag/L) 13 96 I 584 10
Surfactants (rag/L) 22 1.1 0.1 "~ �

Total Alkalinity 19 104 5.8 251
(mgiL)
Total dissolved solids 27 58.839 14,210 135,506
(mg/L)
Total suspended solids 19 130 20 614

Oil & grease (rag/L) - 16 18.6 2.74 78 3
Ammonia (mg/L) 17 9.3 2.22 17
Hardness (mgiL) 27 13,075 2,199 30.
Calcium (rag/L) 26 3,602 10.8 6.750
Bromide (rag/L) 17 283 57 538
Chlorides (rag/L) 29 33,356 6,350 63.700
Magnesium (mgiL) 28 670 87 1820
Sodium ring/L) 27 13,417 6 26.700
Aluminum (pgiL) 15 730 156 1730
Arsenic (lag/L) 15 273 24 992
Barium (rag/L) 29 55.7 0.04 670

Beryllium (lag/L) 11 11.4 0.2 95 11

Cadmium (lag/L) 5 36 0.3 1 .�0 19
Copper (lag/L) 16 78 15 264 9
Iron (rag/L) 27 34 3.97 140
Lead (lag/L) 4 ~ 288 13.9 910 19
Manganese (lag/L) 27 1,294 175 7.500

Nickel (~tg/L,) 9 150 26 790            16

Silver (lag/L) 8 2.676 0.59 21.100 12
Zinc (lagtL) 11 93 14 310
Lithium (lag/L) 22 1,418 273 3.660
Phenols (lag/L) 16 454 28 875
Benzene (lag/L) 12 1,907 79 3.236
Toluene (lag/L) 10 1,885 540 3.214
Ethylbenzene (lag/L) 7 107 55 174 2

Xylene flag/L) l I 1,057 200 2,117
I So,tee: Pennsylvania DEP. Draft Oil Brine Charctetert,Wl¢g Rer~ort. 1990
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Table 7: Gas Well Brine (Produced Water) Characteristics - Devonian
Formation of Pennsylvania
Parameter Range Number of Samples

pH 3.1 - 6.47 16

Specific Conductance (umhos/cm) 136,000 - 586,000 12

Pollutants tm~’~iLl
Alkalinity 0 - 285 13

Bromide 150 - 1149 5

Chloride 81,500 - 167,448 22

Sulfate <1.0 - 47 13

Suffactants 0.08- 1200 13

Total dissolved solids 139,000 - 360,000 15

Total suspended solids 8 - 5484 5

Aluminum <0.50 - 83 19

Arsenic <0.005 - 1.51 5

Barium 9.65- 1740 28

Cadmium <0.02- 1.21 19

Calcium 9400 - 51,300 19

Copper <0.02 - 5.0 14

Iron 39.0 - 680 21

Lead <0.20- 10.2
Lithium 18.6 - 235 18

Magnesium 1300 - 3900 18

Manganese 3.59 - 65 21

Nickel <0.08 - 9.2 18

Potassium 149 - 3870 16

Silver 0.047 - 7.0 4

Sodium 37,500- 120,000 21

Zinc <0.02 - 5.0 20

Source: Pennsylvania DEP. 1999.
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IV.B. Available Data on Drilling Waste for the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry

According to API, 361 million barrels of drilling waste were produced in
1985. Due to a reduction in the number of wells drilled, for 1995 API
preliminary findings indicate an estimated 146 million barrels of drilling
waste (API, 1997). Drilling fluids (muds and rock cuttings) are the largest _
sources of drilling wastes. For offshore Gulf of Mexico, EPA estimates from
1993 assumed that 7,861 barrels of drilling fluids and 2,681 barrels of
cuttings are discharged overboard per exploratory, well, and 5,808 barrels of
drilling fluids and 1,628 barrels of cuttings are discharged per development
well (USEPA, 1993b). The different volumes are based on the average
depths for the two types of wells. These volumes exclude the volumes of any
drilling wastes not discharged offshore but transported to shore for disposal.
Historically, on average, about 12 percent of the mud and 2 percent of the
cuttings fail permit limits (USEPA, 1993b) and thus cannot be discharged.
Table 8 below summarizes some of the characteristics of drilling waste in
Cook Inlet, Alaska as reported in the Development Document for Final
Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Coastal Subcategory
of the Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source Category. Table 9 presents the
characteristics of drilling fluids used in the drilling of gas wells into the
Devonian formation of Pennsylvania.
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Table 8: Cook Inlet Drilling Waste characteristics
Waste Characteristics             [                   Value

Percent of cuRin~s in waste drillin~ fluid 19%
Avera£e density of d~ cuttings 980 pounds per barrel
Average densit~ of waste dnllin~ find 420 pounds Pot barrel
Percent ofdr~ solids in waste drillint fluid, b,v volume I 1%
Average densl~ ofd~ solids in waste dnllin~ fluids 1.025 pounds per barrel

Drilling Fluid Pollutant Concentration Data

Conventionab I m~./k~ drilling fluid
Total Oil 142
Total S rus~ed Solids ~TSS) 269,042

Priori~ Metab
Cadmium I. I
Mercu~ 0.1
Antimony 5.7
Arsenic 7. I
Beryllium 0.7
Chromium 240
Copper 18.7
Leao 35.1
Nickel 13.5
Selemum 1.1
Silver 0.7
Thallium 1.2
Zinc 200.5

Priority. Organics
Naphthalene 0.008
Fluorene 0.134
Phenanthren¢ 0.020

Non-Conventional Metab
Aluminum 9,069.9
Barium 120,000
Iron 15,344.3
Tin 14.0
Titanium 87.5

Non-Conventional Organics
AIk~, tated benzenes (a~ 5.004
AIk~ilated naphthalenes ~b~ 0.082
Alk~, luted fluorenes t b) 0.290
AIk~ilated phenamhrenes tb) 0 034
Total b,vphen,vls Ib) 0.324
Total dibenzothiophenes 0.001

Source: EPA Office of Water. 1996. Table Vll-4
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Table 9: Drilling Fluids Characteristics Devonian Gas Wells
Parameter                    Average       Range         # Sampies       # Samples

Above Below
Detection Detection

Limits Limits

pH 9.57 3.1 - 12.2 61 -

Osmotic pressure (mosm) 76 4.3 - 629 32
Specific Conductance 4,788 383 - 38,600 62
(umhos/cm)
Pollutant~ Imp/L!
Oil & grease 11.9 2.3 - 38.8 20 2

Alkalinity 276 18 - 1,594 60 0

Bromide 10.2 2 - 56.1 30 4

Chloride 1,547 12- 14,700 62 0

Phenols 0.288 0.025 - 0.137 19 3

Sulfate 144 6 - 785 .t6 0

Surfa~tants 25 1.5 - 200 23 13

Total dissolved solids 3,399 386 - 24.882 61 0

Total suspended solids 87 2 - 395 3~ 0

Aluminum 4.601 0.170 - 16.9 17 16

Arsenic 0.032 0.00082 - 0:117 2I !3

Barium 2.5 0.078 - 37.7 37 13

Calcium 290 8.7- 1,900 60 0

Copper 0.049 0.012 - 0.268 t2 22

Iron 145 0.08 - 3.970 41

Lead 0.785 0.07 - 3.46 5 29

Lithium 0.46 0.037 - 2.04 8 12

Magnesium 59 0.12 - 1,700 61 I

Manganese 2.284 0.01 - 46.6 40 20

Nickel 0.945 0.025 - 2.4 7 27

Silver 0.035 0.035

Sodium 777 53.7 - 5.800 59 0
Zinc 0.502 0.014- 1.55 14 201

Source: Pennsylvania DEP. 1999.
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IV.C. Available Data on Miscellaneous and Minor Wastes (Associated Wastes)

Associated wastes are a relatively small but significant category of waste
from the oil and gas extraction industry. The term "associated wastes"
encompasses a wide range of small volume waste streams essential to oil and
gas extraction. Because of their nature, these waste streams are the most
likely to contain constituents of concern. Preliminary data from a 1995
survey estimate that 22 million barrels of associated wastes are generated
annually (API, 1997). Four particular associated waste streams are discussed
below.

IV.C.1. Workover, Treatment, and Completion Fluids

Well maintenance, including workover, treatment, and completion, requires
the use of fluids similar to drilling fluid and is the largest miscellaneous
source of waste. These fluids may contain a range of chemicals (depending
on the maintenance activity undertaken) and naturally occurring materials
(i.e., trace metals). Because of the presence of these constituents, the wastes
require proper disposal. Onshore, most of these wastes are disposed of
through Class II injection wells. Offshore, they may be discharged if they
meet the standards in applicable NPDES permits. Otherwise, they are barged
to shore and typically disposed of in an injection well. Table 10 presents the
relative amounts of liquid and solid wastes from well maintenance
operations. Table 11 contains the range and average pollutant concentrations
from workover, treatment and completion fluid samples collected from wells
in Texas, New Mexico, and Oklahoma.

Table 10: Typical Volumes from Well Treatment, Workover, and
Completion Operations
Operation              [ Type of Material             Estimated Waste

I Volume (barrels)
Completion and Workover Completion/Workover 200 to 100O

Fluids
Formation Sand 1 to 50
Filtration Solids 10 to 50
Excess Cement < 10
Casin~ Fragments <1

Well Treatment Neutralized Spent Acids 10 to 500
Completion/Workover 10 to 200
Fluids

Source: EPA Office of Water. 1996r Table IX-2.
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Table 11: Pollutant Concentrations in Treatment, Workover, and
Completion Fluids

Pollutant Concentration (Micragran~/L)
Pollutant Parameter

Range         I       Averaue

Conventioaals
Oil and Gr~a.~ 15,000 - 722,000 231.688
Total Sus,t~nd~l Sotids 65,500 - 1.620.000 520.375

Priority Pollutant Orllanics
Benzene 477 - 2,204 1.341
Eth~, |beazene 15,;- 2.144 1.1~,9
Meth,vi Chlonde (Chloromethane) 0 - 57 29
Toluene 298- 1,484 891
Fluorene 0- 123 62
N~ht~alene 0- 1,050 525
Phenamhrene 0 - 128 64
Phenol 255 - 271 263
Priorip,’ Pollutant Metals

Antimon,v 0 - 148 29 60
Arsenic 0 - 693 166
Beryllium 0- 25 1 8641
Cadmxurn 7.6 - 82.3 26.08
Chromium 48- 1.320 616.82
Copper 0- t.780 277.20
Lean 0 - 6.880 1.376
Nickei 0 - 467 I 15 52
Selemum 0- t39 42.94
Silver 0 - 8 1.60
Thall um 0 -673 13 -;6

I Zinc o - 1330 362.94
Other Non-Conveutionals
Aluminum 0- 13,100 6.468.40 I
B~mum 66.5 - 3.360 498.10
Boron 4,840 - 45.200 15.042
Calcium 1,070,000 - 28,000.0~3 10,284.000
Cobalt 0 - 40.9 8,18
Cyanide 0 - 52 52
Iron 7.190 - 906.000 394.412
Manganese 187 - 18.800 5.146
Ma~,nesmm 10.400 - 13.500.000 5.052.7"80
Mol,vlxlanum 0- 167 63

Slronuum 21.1 O0 - 343,000 142.720
Sulfur 72,600 - 6~6,000 245.300
Tin 0- 135 27
Titanmm 0 - 283 7458
Vanadium 0 - 4.850 I,I 56
YtWium 0- 131 41.92
Acetone 908 - 13.508 7.205
Methyl Ethyl Ketone (2-Butanonel 0 - 115 58
m-X,vlene 335 - 3.235 1.785
o+p-X,vlene 161 - 1,619 890
4-Meth,vl-2-Penlanone 198 - 5.862 3,028
Dibenzofuran 136 - 138 137
Dibanzothlophene 0 - 222 111
n-Decane 0 - 550 275
n-Docosane 237 - 1,304 771
n-Doeecane 0 - i, 152 576
n-Eicosan¢ 0 - 451 "~’~
n-Hexacosane 173 - 789 481
n-Hexaaecane 0 - 808 .~04
n-Tetradecane 513 - 1.961 1.237
p-C~mgne 0- 144 72
Pentamemvlbenzene o- 108 54
I-Meth,vifluorene 0- 163 82
2-Metiavlnanhthalene u - 1.03~t 817
Source" EPA Office of Water. 1096. Table IX-7
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IV.C.2. Minor Wastes

Smaller waste streams of concern for the oil and gas extraction industry, that
are discussed below are drainage from drilling and production sites, solids
brought to the surface with oil and gas (produced sand, also referred to as
tank bottoms), and domestic and sanitary, wastes at coastal and offshore sites.

Deck Drainage

Drainage from the production site, or deck drainage, is a concern particularly
in areas with high precipitation. When water from rainfall or from equipment
cleaning comes in contact with oil-coated surfaces, the water becomes
contaminated and must be treated and disposed of. The fluids can contain oil
from leaking equipment, wastes from cleaning operations, and spilled
chemicals from treatment processes. Some locations will collect deck
drainage, treat it separately in a skim tank, and discharge it, while others
might combine the water with produced water and dispose of the fluids
together. In the coastal areas of the Gulf of Mexico, the average facility
generates approximately 12,000 barrels of deck drainage each year, but this
figure would be significantly lower for facilities in drier climates (EPA.
1996).

Produced Sand

Produced sand consists of the accumulated formation sands and other
particles generated during production as well as the slurried particles used in
hydraulic fracturing. The waste stream also includes sludges produced from
chemical flocculation procedures during produced water treatment. Produced
sand typically contains crude oil. The amount will vary based on the
handling and separation processes used, but can comprise as much as 19
percent by volume (EPA, 1996). Table 12 presents an analysis of samples of
basic sediment taken from pits containing produced water in Pennsylvania.
Like for produced water, it should be noted that concentrations will vary for
different locations, particularly with respect to Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Material (NORM).
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Table 12: Pollutant Concentrations in Produced Water Pit
Sediments in Pennsvlvania
Material                ] Range (mg/L)    Average # Samples Above # Samples Below

I (m~/L] Detection Limits Detection Limits

Oil and Grease (mg/kg) 640 - 540,000 68.056 49 0

Arsenic <0.01 - 0.031 19 32 :

Barium 0.07- 19.1 1.8 51 0

Cadmium <0.05 0 51

Chromium <0.05 0 51

Lead <0.1 - 0.27 4 47

Mereu~ <0.001 0 51

Selenium <0.01 - 0.016 8 43

Silver <0105 0 5 I

Benzene 0.0006 - .25 25 21

Toluene 0.001 - 0.27 25 21

Ethylbenzene 0.0013 - 0.049 17 29

Naphthalene 0.001 - 0.076 5 41

Xylene .0011 - 1.78 34 12

Naturall,v-Occurrin~ Radioactive Materials
Natural Uranium (l~g/kg) 873.8%2,945.97 1,658.86 9 0
226Radium (pCi/kg) 6~57 - 1,344.88 593.8196 23 0

"SRadium (pCi/kg) 13.8 - 1639.11 770.3883 23 0

~’Manganese (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

~91ron (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

5SCobalt+~°Cobalt (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

6~Zine ~!~Si/kg) 0 0 23

9~Zirconium (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

9~Niobium (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

*3qodine (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

’37Cesium (pCi/kg) 0 - 46 17.15789 19 4

~°Banum (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

"°Lanthanum (pCi/kg) 0 0 23

Thorium (total) (pCi/kg) 860 - 4.868 2,908.826 23 0

Sotir~¢; PA I~EP. Charactertzatton and Dtst~osal Oottons /’or Od~eld Wastes in Penn~vtvama. 1904

Domestic and Sanitary IVastes

Domestic and sanitary, wastes are issues at coastal and offshore sites.
Domestic wastes are water from sinks, showers, laundry, and food
preparation areas. Domestic waste also includes solid materials such as paper
and cardboard which must be disposed of properly. Because domestic waste
does not contain fecal coliform bacteria, most NPDES permits allow
untreated discharge so long as floating solids are not produced. Sanitary
wastes are generated from toilets, and must be either treated or stored for
disposal on land. Most offshore facilities treat the wastes through a
combination of chlorination and biological digesters or physical maceration.
and discharge the waste at the site. Offshore facilities discharge an average
of approximately 2,050 barrels of domestic/sanitary, waste per facility per
year (EPA, 1996).
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IV.D. Other Data Sources

The Aerometric Retrieval System (AIRS) is an air pollution data deliver3.’
system managed by the Technical Support Division in EPA’s Office of Air
Quality. Planning and Standards (OAQPS), located in Research Triangle Park.
North Carolina. The AIRS is a national repository of data related to air
pollution monitoring and control. The AIRS contains a wide range of
information related to stationary sources of air pollution, including the
emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be of concern within a
particular industry. Table 13 summarizes annual releases (from the industries
for which Sector Notebook Profiles have been prepared) of carbon monoxide
(CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of l0 microns or less
(PM 10), particulate matter, all sizes reported in lieu of PM 10 (PT), sulfur
dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

Table 13: Air Pollutant Releases by Industry Sector (tons/year)
Indust~’ Sector CO NO~ PMI0 PT SO: VOC

Metal Mining 4,951 49.252 21,732 9.478 1,202 119.761

Oil and Gas Extraction 132,747 389.686 4.576 3.441 238.872 114.6011

Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining 31,008 21.660 44,305 16,433 9,183 138.6841

Textiles 8,164 33,053 1,819 38,505 26,326 7,1131

Lumber and Wood Products 139,175 45,533 30,818 18.461 95.228 74,028

Wood Furniture and Fixtures 3.659 3,267 2.950 3.042 84.036 5,895

Pulp and Paper 584,817 365,901 37,869 535,712 177.937 107,676

Printing 8,847 3,629 539 1,772 88,788 1,291

Inorganic Chemicals 242.834 93,763 6,984 150.971 52.973 34.885

Plastic Resins and Man-made Fibers 15.022 36,424 2.027 65,875 71.416 7,58C

Pharmaceuticals 6,389 17.091 1.623 24.506 31,645 4.7331

Organic Chemicals 112.999 177.094 13,245 129.144 162.488 17,76.�

Agricultural Chemicals 12.906 38.102 4.733 14,426 62.848 8.3121

Petroleum Refining 299.546 334.795 25.271 592.117 292.167 36,421

Rubber and Plastic 2.463 10.977 3.391 24.366 110,739 6.302

Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 92,463 335.290 58.398 290.017 21.092 198.40.1

Iron and Steel 982.410 158,020 36.973 241.436 67.682 8L60~

Metal Castings l 15,269 10,435 14.667 4,881 17

Nont~rrous Metals 311.733 31,121 12,545 303.599 7.882 23,811
Fabricated Metal Products 7,135 11,729 2.811 17.535 108.228 5,043

Electronics and Computers 27,702 7,223 1.230 8,568 46.444 3,4644

Motor Vehicle Assembly 19,700 31, ! 27 3,900 29.766 125.755 6,217

Aerospace 4,261 5,705 890 757 3.705 10.80~

Shipbuilding and Repa,r 109 866 762 2.862 4,345 70~

Ground Transportation 153,631 594,672 2,338 9,555 101.775 5,54~

,, Water Transportation 179 476 676 712 3,514 3.7751

Air Transportation 1.244 960 133 147 1.815 1444

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 399.585 5,661,468 221.787 13.477.367 42,726 719.64.~

Dry Cleaning 145 781 10 725 7,920 !
~.nurce" FPA (3t~’3ce ~ -~lr nna Radiatmn ~IRS I3a~aha~e !OO~
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POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing _
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and employing substitution of toxic chemicals. Some
smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just by
reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention policies.

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 established a national policy of
managing waste through source reduction, which means preventing the
generation of waste. The Pollution Prevention Act also established as
national policy a hierarchy of waste management options for situations in
which source reduction cannot be implemented feasiblely. In the waste
management hierarchy, if source reduction is not feasible, the next alternative
is recycling of wastes, followed by energy recovery, with waste treatment as
a last alternative.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general and
company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the oil and gas extraction industry. While the
list is not exhaustive, it does provide core information that can be used as the
starting point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution
prevention projects. This section provides summary information from
activities that may be, or are being implemented by this sector. When
possible, information is provided that gives the context in which the
technique can be used effectively. Please note that the activities described in
this section do not necessarily apply to all facilities that fall within this sector.
Facility-specific conditions must be carefully considered when pollution
prevention options are evaluated, and the full impacts of the change must
examine how each option affects air, land and water pollutant releases.

Waste Management Plans

Pollution prevention opportunities are most effective when they are
coordinated in a faciliw-wide waste management plan. The American
Petroleum Institute (API) has published guidelines for waste management
plans, in which pollution prevention is an integral part (API, 1991). The ten-
step plan involves the following:

1. Company management approval: Management should establish goals for
the waste management plan. identify, key personnel and resources that are
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committed to the plan, and develop a mission statement for its environmental
policies.

2. Area Definition: The waste management plan should be designed for a
specific area to account for differing regulations and conditions; in most
cases, the area would be limited to within one state.

3. Regulatory Analysis: Federal, state and local laws, and landowner and
lease agreements, shouldbe evaluated. Based onthese evaluations, operating
conditions and requirements should be defined.

4. Waste Identification: The source, nature, and quantity of generated wastes
within the plan’s area should be identified, and a brief description of each
type of waste should be written.

5. Waste Classification: Each waste stream should be classified according to
its regulatory status, including whether it is a hazardous waste subject to
regulation under the Resource Conservation and Recovery, Act (RCRA).

6. List and Evaluate Waste Management and Disposal Options: List all waste
management practices and determine the environmental acceptability of each
option. Consider regulatory restrictions, engineering limitations, economics.
and intangible benefits when determining their feasibility.

7. Waste Minimization: Analyze each waste-generating process for
opportunities to reduce the volume generated or ways to reuse or recycle
wastes. Note that the waste minimization or pollution prevention
opportunities that are presented in this section can be used for this step.

8. Select Preferred Waste Management Practices: Choose the preferred
management practices identified in Step 6 and incorporate waste
minimization options from Step 7 wherever feasible. Specific instructions
for implementation should be developed.

9. Prepare and Implement an Area Waste Management Plan: Compile all
preferred waste management and minimization practices and write waste
management summaries for each waste. Implement the plan on a field level.

10. Review and Update Waste Management Plan: Establish a procedure to
periodically review and revise the plan.
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V.A. Exploration

Several approaches or technologies can be used by exploration companies to
drill more efficiently and to maximize the recovery ofoil and natural gas. Oil
and gas Exploration is not a waste-intensive activity per se, but efforts made
by those involved with exploration can assist in minimizing the number of
dry wells that are later drilled.

Drill Site Selection

The volume of drilling waste is directly related to the number of wells drilled.
Thus, if fewer wells can be drilled to efficiently produce a discovered
reservoir, and if the number of dry holes (wells drilled that do not find
commercial quantities of oil or gas) can be minimized, then the total volume
of drilling wastes-will be reduced. Site selection is a key component of this
reduction.

Modelin~ Software
New computer software is available that converts seismic data into models
of subterranean formations. Until 15 years ago, modeling software was
limited to large mainframe computers and was inaccessible for small-scale
projects. In recent years, software has been created for use on personal
computers that can incorporate the various components of remote sensing and
logging. Three-dimensional models can now be produced from data that
geophysicists previously would have had to analyze manually.

The U.S. Deparmaent of Energy has created several ~significant computer programs for the oil and
gas exploration industry. KINETICS models the chemical reactions that take place over millions
of years that lead to the creation of oil and gas, and therefore assists in interpreting whether
conditions at a site are favorable for oil. Programs like BOAST and MASTER can be used in
wells already in production to model flow patterns to determine the best approach for secondary.
or tertiary recovery efforts. It is estimated that computer programs such as these can result in an
increase of three billion barrels of domestic reserves, generate increased tax revenue for thc
government, and reduce the drilling of unnecessary, or unproductive wells (U.S. Department of
Energy, 1998).

Iodine Sensing
Empirical evidence indicates that unusual concentrations of iodine on the
earth’s surface are nearly always associated with petroleum that seeps from
subsurface formations. Although the process is still in the experimental
stage, surface geochemical analyses can be performed to test for the presence
of unusually high concentrations of iodine, which in turn indicates the
presence of oil or gas. The iodine test can be used in conjunction with
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traditional seismic processes to determine favorable drilling sites. Seismic
tests measure for geological formations that can potentially contain large
amounts of oil or gas, but can’t directly detect these products. Conversely.
high iodine levels may indicate that petroleum is present, but not that the
geological structures are favorable for petroleum extraction. These two
processes therefore can be used in conjunction with each other to better _
determine the probability, of being able to produce oil at a given site before
a well is drilled.

Drill Site Construction

Storm Water Runoff Impact Reduction
Measures that can be taken to reduce the impacts associated with storm water
runoff can apply to all aspects ofoil and gas exploration and production. The
following are a few examples of such measures.

¯ Reduce exposure of materials such as drilling fluids and other
chemicals stored on-site to rainfall and storm water runoff. This can
be accomplished by storing drums and other materials under cover
(such as in a trailer, in a shed or covering with tarps).

¯ Utilize best management practices (BMPs) such as diversion dikes.
containment diking, and curbing to reduce exposure of storm water
runoff to cuttings and other waste storage areas.

¯ Utilize BMPs such as sediment traps, swales, and mulching during
construction activities (such as during road building or construction
of buildings) to reduce loss of sediment and contaminationof runoff.

¯ Insure that adequate materials and equipment are available to contain
and control spills in order to prevent contamination of runoff. An
effort should be made here to go beyond any SPCC requirements and
be prepared to contain and control all spills (of any waste) on site.

Two references that may be useful for oil and gas exploration and production
operations to prevent contamination of storm water runoff are 1) Storm Water
Management for Industrial Activities - Developing Pollution Prevention
Plans and Best Management Practices (EPA 832-R-92-006) and 2) Storm
Water Management for Construction Activities - Developing Pollution
Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (EPA 832-R-92-005).

Downhole Analysis

Recently, several technologies have emerged that allow for more accurate
analysis of an oil or gas-bearing formation via equipment lowered into the
wellbore of producing wells. These either can lead to improvements in
production of the well in question, or assist in determining the best location
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for an additional well. In either case, the technology helps to reduce the
number of wells drilled that do not produce.

Formation Analysis Through Old Well Casings
Some of the geophysical logging procedures and tools now in use for new
wells xvere not available for wells drilled 30 years ago. Therefore, data for
the zones between the surface and the production zone of the well may be
incomplete. Typically the metal casing limits analysis of the formations in
these sealed-offzones. New tools have been developed that allow surveying
through casing and that may lead to the discovery, of production zones that
were missed during the original drilling. The procedure can extend the life
of old wells and reduce the need for drilling new ones.

Crosswell Seismic Imaging
Geological imaging techniques via the surface are limited by the thousands
of feet of rock between the equipment and the potential production zone. As
a result, the best resolution obtainable is approximately 50 feet. With
crosswell seismic imaging, sound wave generators and receivers are lowered
into several wellbores in a production field. Because the waves need to travel
a shorter distance between the generator and receivers, the resolution can be
as accurate as five feet. This process can be useful in ensuring that additional
wells drilled in a producing field are placed accurately.

V.B. Well Development

Drilling

Closed Loop Drilling Fluid System
When drilling a well that will be shallow and likely will not encounter
unusual zones of pressure, a closed system for drilling fluids can be used. At
a conventional drilling site, drilling fluid is circulated through the wellbore,
then deposited in a reserve pit dug next to the well. This pit is open to the
atmosphere, and serves to store excess fluid and to separate out contaminants.
While the large storage capacity is important for wells that encounter high
pressure and therefore might experience fluctuations in the amount of fluid
needed, a reserve pit can be the source of considerable costs at a drilling site.
The pit itself must be constructed at the beginning of drilling, and must be
closed properly when drilling is completed. Also, because the pit may
release higher levels of VOCs and can leak liquids into surface or
groundwater, there are increased health, environmental, and financial risks.

In a closed-loop drilling fluid system, the reserve pit is replaced with a series
of storage tanks. The tanks represent an additional cost, but because they
preclude the need for constructing a pit, reduce the amount of environmental
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releases, and result in more efficient use of drilling fluid, the technology can
save the operator money when conditions allow its use.

A small independent operator in Texas was concerned that reserve pits for drillingfluid were
increasing waste management costs and exposing it to liability for surface and ground water
contamination. Because the wells to be drilled were relatively shallow and few complications                 -
were expected, the operator negotiated with the drilling contractors to use a closed-loop fluid
system. The operator realized savings of about $10, O00 per well because reserve pits were not
constructed and waste management costs were reduced. The operator’s liability was also
reduced (Texas Railroad Commission, 1997).

Pit Design
If the closed-loop drilling system is not used for drilling fluids, another
approach may be’~o use a V-shaped pit instead of the traditional rectangular
pit. The open end of the "V" faces the drilling rig and the cross-sectional
view resembles a squared-offfunnel (about 10 feet deep with the upper 5 feet
having slanted walls to a width of about 20 feet). Because the fluid must
travel the full length of the pit, this design prevents mud from channeling
between the discharge point and the suction point, and reduces the amount of
water that needs to be added to maintain the desired fluid characteristics. In
addition, because the V-shaped pit is long and narrow, it is easier to construct
and leaves a smaller "footprint" at the site.

A company installed a V-shaped reserve pit and compared the costs with those incurred at
similar-sized wells using a traditional pit. The company determined that pit construction time
was reduced by about 40 percent, water costs for the well were reduced by about 38 percent, and
pit liner costs were reduced by about 43 percent. "l~he total cost savings were about $10,800 per
well (Texas Railroad Commission, 1999).

Substitution of Drillin~ Fluid Additives
Some traditional drilling fluid additives are toxic and require extra care in
disposal. In response, the drilling fluid industry, has developed replacements
for some of the more toxic compounds. These include:

¯ Replacement of chrome lignosulfonate dispersants with chrome-free
lignosulfonates and polysaccharide polymers.

¯ Use of amines instead of pentachlorophenols and paraformaldehyde
as biocides.

¯ Lubrication with mineral oil and lubra-beads instead of diesel oil.
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Substitutions such as those described above can minimize the toxicity of
drilling wastes and reduce the risks and costs associated with drilling fluid
disposal.

Material Balance and Mud System Monitoring
Monitoring devices used at various points in the drilling fluid circulation _
system may be used to check for the decrease of fluid levels or other changes
in fluid characteristics. Such devices may reduce the need for the addition of
water and additives to the fluid, thereby reducing the costs and waste
associated with drilling fluid.

Removal of Solids from Drilling Fluid
Careful removal of drill cuttings and other contaminating solids can reduce
the need to dilute or replace drilling fluid. Furthermore. if the separated
solids are treated thoroughly to remove moisture, the weight of waste can be
significantly reduced. In addition to using shale shakers, which are always
used to remove rocks and larger fragments, drilling rigs can reduce waste by
including several optional components in their mud treatment systems.
Desanders and desirers separate increasingly smaller particles. Centrifuges
remove the smallest suspended pieces. Finally, mud cleaners break oil-water
emulsions and remove many dissolved components. If these devices are in
optimal working condition, the drilling mud can be nearly free of suspended
materials, and the solid waste can be less than 30 percent moisture by weight.

Polycrvstalline Diamond Compact (PDC) Drill Bit
Pulling the drill string to replace the drill bit is one of the more inefficient and
potentially dangerous procedures in drilling. Quite a bit of time and energy
can be wasted in pulling the entire drill string to the surface and lowering it
back into the wellbore. In addition, it is when the drill string is being raised
and lowered that well blowouts are an increased risk if not properly done. It
is therefore desirable for both efficiency and blowout prevention to minimize
drill bit replacement.

PDC bits have been viable commercially for about a decade, and are the most
durable bits available. The bit is primarily steel with interlocked diamond
studs. The bits typically last between 230 and 260 drilling hours, but have
lasted over 1,000 hours without replacement. Because of their durability,
diamond bits account for one-third of the drill bit market, and can save
drilling companies as much as $1 million per well (U.S. Department of
Energy, 1998).

Downhole Drilling Telemetry
Traditionally, drillers have determined the position of the drill bit bv
removing the drill string from the well. lowering an instrument into the
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wellbore, retrieving the instrument, then lowering the drill string back into
the wellbore. This process is inefficient and increases the risk of a blowout.

The Department of Energy has helped to develop a wireless system that sends
pulses through the drilling mud from the drill bit to the surface, in a process
called mudpulse telemetry. The technology presents several benefits for wells _
in which its use is practical: data can be collected during drilling, the data are
more complete than those from periodic measurements because the pulsing
can occur continuously, and advance warnings can be received of impending
drill hazards. Without considering the benefit of decreased environmental
and health risks, mudpulse technology saves the industry over $400 million
per year.

Horizontal Drilling
Oil and natural gas bearing formations typically have a small vertical profile
(i.e., are confined to a narrow range of depth), but are spread over a large
horizontal area. As a result, wellbores that intersect the oil-producing
formation at an angle can drain more of the formation and reduce the need to
drill additional wells compared to purely vertical wells.

Horizontal drilling is costly, because it requires advanced geological sensing
equipment and constant attention to the placement of the drill bit. However.
the increased cost is often more than offset by increased production and the
reduced need for drilling multiple wells.

In the Dundee Formation of Michigan, as much as 85 percent of the known oil remained in the
formation after many years of production. Many wells were on the verge of being plugged, with
production near five barrels of oil per day per well. A DOE co-sponsored project drilled a
horizontal well in the formation, which produced 100 barrels per day, and had estimated
recoverable reserves of 200,000 barrels ofoil. The program attracted other well developers, and
20 to 30 additional horizontal wells are being drilled in the formation. It is estimated that the
application of horizontal drilling to this formation may yield an additional 80 to 100 million
barrels of oil (Department of Energy, 1998).

Reuse of Drilling Fluids
Drilling fluid is often disposed of when a well is completed, and fresh fluid
used for any adjacent wells. Filtration processes have allowed drilling fluid
to be reconditioned, so that it can be used for multiple wells before being
discarded. Other possible uses for used drilling fluids are to plug
unproductive wells or to spud in new wells. Reuse of oil-based and
synthetic-based drilling fluids to drill additional wells is common because of
the high cost of the base fluids.
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One drilling company in Alaska sought to filter and recondition its drilling fluid in order to use
it for several wells. The fluid was used on average over two times, resulting in a decrease of fluid
used from 50,000 barrels of fluid to 22,000 barrels. Because the cost of filtering is only six
percent of the cost of purchasing new fluid, the fluid treatment system reduced the fluid costs for
this operator from $7 million to $3.25 million (SAIC, 1997).

Preventive Maintenance and Leak Containment
Engines, tanks, pumps and other equipment used in the drilling process may
leak lubricating oil or fuel. Soil contamination and waste generation may be
avoided and valuable chemicals may be recovered by performing regular
preventive maintenance and installing leak containment devices. Examples
of preventive maintenance include routine checks and replacement of leaking
valves, hoses, or connections, while containment measures may include the
installation of drip pans underneath engines, containers, valves, and other
potential sources of leaks. These practices and devices are important
pollution prevention options at production and maintenance operations as
well as at drilling sites.

Inventory Control
Facilities may maintain an excess on-site volume of chemicals and materials.
This may lead to unnecessary regulatory compliance concerns, operating
costs, and waste generation. By tracking the inventory of chemicals and
materials, particularly with the use of computer programs, an operator may
use materials more efficiently and reduce waste generation. In addition, an
operator may negotiate with vendors to accept empty and partially-filled
containers for reclamation and-reuse, because commercial chemical products
that are returned to a vendor or manufacturer may not be considered solid
wastes.

An operation encompassing drilling, gas production, and compression activities determined that
its on-site supply of chemicals was excessive and that much of its hazardous waste generation
was unnecessary. The company made several changes: it identified alternative, less toxic
chemicals; eliminated the use of organic solvents; identified processes for which individual
chemicals could be used in multiple situations; established a purchasing procedure in which a
new chemical is purchased only after evaluating information including material safety, data sheets
(MSDSs) and other information sources supplied by vendors; and tracked all purchased
chemicals to ensure efficient usage. As a result of the program, the company eliminated the use
of 32 unnecessary, chemicals and products, reduced regulatory concerns, minimized waste
disposal costs, and achieved the cooperation of vendors, who worked to supply the company with
satisfactory chemicals (Texas Railroad Commission. 1999).
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Completion

Lead-Free Pipe Dope
Pipe dope is used in drill string connections. The American Petroleum
Institute (API)-specified pipe dope contains approximately 30 percent lead,
which raises human health and environmental concerns. New lead-free.
biodegradable pipe dopes are now available, however, which may be used
when conditions do not require the use of the API-specified material. In
particular, the use of pipe dope on thread protectors may allow for the
recycling of thread protectors with fewer regulatory concerns.

Cementing "On-the-Fly"
When well casing is cemented in, the cement used is often pre-mixed with
additives to specification. There may be a substantial surplus of unused, pre-
mixed cement if the quantity required for the project was overestimated. One
solution used by some service companies is to mix neat (concentrated)
cement with additives on-the-fly, through the use of automatic density control
systems. The mixing process can be stopped as soon as the cementing job is
complete, and the unused raw materials can be used at a later cementing job
rather than disposed of as waste. Cementing on-the-fly is becoming common
practice.

V.C. Petroleum Production

Produced Water Management

Produced water constitutes the vast majority of oil and gas extraction waste,
and traditionally the volume has been fixed and unavoidable. However, there
have been developments that might help to reduce the amount of produced
water that is brought to the surface, and reduce the wastes associated with
treating produced water that does reach the surface.

Downhole Produced Water Separation
A new procedure made possible by the miniaturization of motors is the
separating and pumping of produced water downhole, without bringing it to
the surface. There are three significant variations, but in each case excess
water is separated from the desired product in the wellbore and injected into
another geological formation, typically below the production zone.

In formations where oil and water are mostly separate, two perforations in the
well can be made; oil is removed through one and transported to the surface,
and water is removed through the other perforation and injected in the
disposal zone. It should be noted that the water disposal system must be
monitored to ensure that oil is not lost.
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In another method, a hydrocyclone is used downhole to separate free water
from any oil- or gas-containing fluid by centrifugal force. The water is
injected into a disposal zone, and the product is pumped to the surface.

Finally, in gas wells, simple gravity can be used to remove a substantial
amount of water. Gas rises to the surface of the separation device, and water
is injected from the bottom into a lower disposal zone.

With these methods, some water is always still brought to the surface. Also,
the technology is still in development. Nevertheless, downhole separation
can be an effective and economically attractive method of reducing produced
water volumes.

Produced Water Filter Management
Many wells employ filters to remove some waste from produced water before
the water is injected into an underground well. Because the water may
contain varying amounts of filterable components, the filters must be changed
regularly in order to prevent the system from backing up. Many wells replace
the filters at fixed intervals; for example, twice a month. However, it is
possible to reduce the frequency of filter changes by measuring the difference
in pressure between the input and output sides of the filter, and only changing
the filter when a certain pressure is reached. Costs are incurred when valves
are installed, but the savings involved in labor, filters, and filter disposal
often offset the cost of valve installation.

A small independent operator wanted to reduce the number of filters used for its produced water
injection system. Previously, the operator had changed the filters twice a month at its 36
injection wells, at a cost of $4,148 per year (1,700 filters at $2.44 per filter). The operator
installed valves on the filter units, at a total cost of $1,800. The following year, the operator only
generated 28 waste filters, and saved about $4,000 per year in filter purchases, plus additional
labor time and waste management costs (Texas Railroad Commission, 1997).

Natural Gas Conditioning

Reducing Glycol Circulation Rates
Glycol is used to remove water from natural gas. However, methane and
VOCs are removed as well, in proportion to the amount of glycol circulated
through the system. These methane and VOC components are removed from
the glycol during a reconditioning process, and may be either returned to the
production stream or vented to the atmosphere.

Research by the EPA voluntary industry, partnership Natural Gas STAR has
indicated that operators often maintain a circulation rate that is at least two
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times higher than is needed to attain mandated water content levels.
Therefore, it is desirable to perform calculations to determine the minimum
circulation rate needed. Savings can be realized on several fronts:

¯ Less salable methane lost to the atmosphere
¯ Less glycol needed
¯ Improved dehydrator unit efficiency
¯ Lower fuel pump use.

The potential savings for a dehydrator unit can range from $260 to $26,280
per year (Natural Gas STAR, 1997).

Adiusting Pneumatic Devices
For both oil and gas field operations pressurized natural gas is used regularly
in pneumatic devices to regulate pressure, control valves, and equilibrate
liquid levels. Leaks and releases from this practice, particularly from
inefficient or "high-bleed" devices, are the single largest source of methane
emissions by the industry. Methane is released at the estimated rate of 31
billion cubic feet (Bcf) per year from pneumatic devices. Several strategies
exist to reduce such emissions, including the replacement of high-bleed
devices with equivalent low-bleed ones and maintenance of existing devices
to replace leaking seals and rune valves. Natural Gas STAR estimates that
partners of the program have saved 11.2 Bcf to date through improvements
to pneumatic devices, saving approximately $22.4 million. For most of the
improvements, the payback period is between six months and a year (Natural
Gas STAR, 1997).

Energy-Efficient Production

Automatic Casing Swab
In wells where natural formation pressure is insufficient to lift the product to
the surface, it might be possible to install a small device downhole to delay
the purchase of costly pumping or injection equipment. The Automatic
Casing Swab (ACS) seals offthe production zone of the well, which causes
pressure to build up in the formation. At a threshold pressure, the ACS
opens, and product flows to the surface without mechanical assistance. When
the flow slows and pressure decreases, the ACS closes until pressure
increases again. The device was created by the Sandia National Laboratories
under a grant from DOE, and as of the end of 1997 has been applied to 350
wells. These wells are producing more than 3.5 million cubic feet of natural
gas per year that otherwise would have been uneconomical to extract. The
device may also lead to decreased energy consumption in other wells in
situations where it reduces the need for energy-intensive mechanical pumps.
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Solid Waste Reduction

Oily Sludge Minimization
When oil first is brought to the surface, fine particles, oil. and water form a
stable sludge that settles out in storage tanks and separation equipment.
There are two approaches to minimizing the loss of product that occurs when
oil becomes entrained in the sludge: preventing the formation of sludge and
treating the sludge to recover the oil.

Two significant methods can minimize the formation of sludge in a storage
tank at a production site. First, recirculating pumps can be installed in tanks.
By increasing circulation, heavier components remain in suspension longer
and do not collect on the bottom of the tanks as quickly. Second, eliminating
air contact with oil in the tanks can reduce the formation of sludge. Oxygen
can play a role in the formation of sludge, so minimizing the introduction of
atmospheric oxygen can reduce sludge levels. Furthermore, reducing contact
to the atmosphere can minimize emissions of VOCs.

In many locations, recyclers can treat sludge to remove oil at a crude oil
reclamation plant. Crude oil reclamation serves two purposes; the extracted
oil can be sold, and disposal costs for sludge is minimized because much of
the liquid component is removed. In addition, salable material that has
solidified, e.g., paraffin, may be reclaimed during this process. The
separation process typically is performed with the use of centrifuges, heat, or
filters. One example is a filter press, which presses solids into a cake and
extracts oil and water as an aqueous filtrate. The water and oil are then
separated further.

A facility on the West Coast installed a filter press to retrieve oil from sludge and reduce disposal
costs. The press reduced the volume of waste from 44,900 to 13,500 barrels per year, a reduction
of 70 percent. Disposal costs were reduced by $564,200 per year. Approximately 81 percent of
the oil in the sludge was recovered, so that at a price of $15 per barrel, the recovered oil
represented additional revenues of $108,000 per year. Based on a capital cost for the press of
approximately $3,000,000 and operating costs of $400,000 per year, the system is saving
approximately $272.000 per year and the capital cost has a payoff period of about 3.5 years.

V.D. Maintenance

Maintenance procedures, particularly workovers, may be a source of potential
pollutants for industry including acids, VOCs, and solutions with high
concentrations of salts and metals. The following opportunities describe
steps that can minimize the need for workovers, or help notify, operators when
maintenance is necessary to limit releases.
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Preplanning
Careful preplanning efforts undertaken prior to a workover may reduce the
amount of materials necessary at the site, and therefore max, reduce waste and
the chance of spilling. For example, by estimating the amount of acid
required for acid stimulation based on the known reservoir conditions, the
transportation, storage, and disposal of excess acid may be reduced.                     -

Paraffin and Scale Accumulation Prevention
The buildup of paraffins in production equipment, particularly in older wells,
is a serious concern, and when untreated, paraffin buildups can damage
pumping equipment and rupture flowlines. Therefore. it is desirable to
minimize the buildup of paraffins. One possible solution is the installation
of a magnetic fluid conditioner (MFC), which creates a strong permanent
magnetic field around the pump. This magnetic field alters the solubility and
viscosity, of crud~ oil, so that paraffin, scale, and other contaminants do not
precipitate in the flowlines. The device requires a significant capital
investment, must be custom-made for each well, and is not always successful.
but the reduced frequency of maintenance and the reduced risk of flowline
rupture (and the associated mitigation costs) can make an *IFC a wise choice
for wells with paraffin and scale buildup problems.

A small independent operator was suffering from damaged pumping equipment and ruptured
flowlines as a result of paraffin buildup, and had to treat the well every, ten days ~vith solvent/hot
oil to remove the deposits. The operator installed an MFC in the well for $5,000. Seven weeks
later for an unrelated reason, the operator pulled the tubing from the well, and minimal paraffin
deposition was observed. The investment was recovered in six months due to reduced
maintenance costs, and because flow had improved, revenue increased as well (Texas Railroad
Commission, 1997).

High-level alarm
A helpful device for preventing releases and loss of product is an alarm and
automatic shut-off that shuts-in production equipment when an irregularity.
is detected. The equipment can only be restarted manually, to ensure that the
problem is addressed. A facility-wide alarm is particularly important when
the operator is offsite and the well is only monitored periodically.

Microbially-Treated Produced Water
The separation of oil from produced water is not completely efficient: oil
concentrations in produced water can be at least 10 ppm. This oil can clog
dist~osal wells and increase electricity costs because injection pumps must
contend with increased pressure in these clogged wells. If oil-eating
microbes are introduced to the produced water, oil content can be reduced.
injection wells mav become clogged less frequently i thereby re.ducing
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workover costs), and electricity costs are reduced because the pump can work
more efficiently.

A small operator wanted to reduce the frequency ofworkovers and trim electricity costs due to
oil clogging in two injection wells. For approximately $150 per month for the two wells, the
company added oil-scavenging microbes to the produced water. The operator realized a
reduction of $400 per month in electricity costs due to the reduced pressure in the injection well,
for a net savings of $250 per month. The procedure also has helped to minimize the number of
injection well workovers.

Coiled Tubing Units
As mentioned in previous sections, pulling the drill string or production
tubing can increase the chance of a blowout or other spills. Coiled tubing
units allow workovers to be performed while keeping production tubing in
place. By using coiled tubing units during workovers, the use ofa workover
rig and the pulling of production tubing are avoided.

Product Substitution
Many materials used in the workover process, particularly solvents used for
cleaning and for paints, are classified as hazardous wastes when spent.
Alternatives are available that are not classified as hazardous waste, and
which are safer for the environment and present fewer regulatory concerns.
Alternatives for cleaning solvents include citrus-based cleaning compounds
and steam, or a substitute for the solvent Varsol (also called petroleum spirits
or Stoddard solvent) is available as a "high flash point Varsol," thereby
sufficiently reducing the solution’ s ignitability hazardous waste characteristic.
For solvent-based paints, a common substitution is the use of water-based
paints, which reduce or eliminate the need for solvents and organic thinners.

Chemical Metering or Dosing Systems
The dispensing of some workover fluids, such as corrosion inhibitors, by an
occasional bulk addition can result in the inefficient use of the chemical and
an inadequate workover job. As an alternative, an automatic dosing system
that releases a small, continuous stream of fluid can reduce the amount of
needed fluid and may improve workover results.
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VI. SUMMARY OF FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section VI.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section VI.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulatory

requirements.

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility; these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information, readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Clean Water Act

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the Clean Water Act (CWA), is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters.
Pollutants regulated under the CWA are classified as either "toxic"
pollutants; "conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH:
or "non-conventional" pollutants, including any pollutant not identified as
either conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and "indirect" dischargers (those who
discharge to publicly owned treatment works). The National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting program (CWA section
402) controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or
"point source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized state (EPA has authorized 43
states and 1 territory to administer the NPDES program), contain industry.-
specific, technology-based and water quality-based limits and establish
pollutant monitoring and reporting requirements. A facility that proposes to
discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating a
discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data
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identifying the types of pollutants present in the facilitv’s effluent. The
permit will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which
a facility may make a discharge.

Water quality-based discharge limits are based on federal or state water
quality criteria or standards, that were designed to protect designated uses of
surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These standards,
unlike the technology-based standards, generally do not take into account
technological feasibility, or costs. Water quality criteria and standards vary
from state to state, and site to site, depending on the use classification of the
receiving body of water. Most states follow EPA guidelines which propose
aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority pollutants.

Storm Water Discharges
In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated NPDES
permitting regulations for storm water discharges. These regulations require
that facilities with the following types of storm water discharges, among
others, apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial
activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal storm sewer
system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the state determines to contribute to
a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity
defined at 40 CFR Part 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC
codes while the other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the
regulated industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of
those identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water
permit application requirements. If any activity at a facility, is covered by one
of the five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas
where the activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requiremems.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should
be consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
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paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 29-petroleum refining; SIC 31 l-leather
tanning and finishing; SIC 32 (except 323)-stone, clay, glass, and concrete;
SIC 33-primary metals; SIC 3441-fabricated structural metal; and SIC 373-
ship and boat building and repairing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral
mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dtunps that receive
or have received industrial wastes.

Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts; and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U.S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products: SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products;
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery, and computer equipment: SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments: SIC 39-miscellaneous
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manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program
Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to a
publicly owned treatment works (POTW). The national pretreatment program
(CWA section 307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to POTWs
by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under section 307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a state is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than federal standards.

Wetlands
Wetlands, commonly called swamps, marshes, fens, bogs, vernal pools,
playas, and prairie potholes, are a subset of"waters of the United States," as
defined in Section 404 of the CWA. The placement of dredge and fill
material into wetlands and other water bodies (i.e., waters of the United
States) is regulated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) under 33
CFR Part 328. The Corps regulates wetlands by administering the CWA
Section 404 permit program for activities that impact wetlands. EPA’s
authority under Section 404 includes veto power of Corps permits, authority.
to interpret statutory exemptions and jurisdiction, enforcement actions, and
delegating the Section 404 program to the states.

EPA ’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA ojfice. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water Resource Center,
at (202) 260-7786.
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Oil Pollution Prevention Regulation

Section 311 (b) of the CWA prohibits the discharge of oil. in such quantities
as may be harmful, into the navigable waters of the United States and
adjoining shorelines. The EPA Discharge of Oil regulation, 40 CFR Part
110, provides information regarding these discharges. The Oil Pollution
Prevention regulation, 40 CFR Part 112, under the authoriw of Section 311 (j)
of the CWA, requires regulated facilities to prepare and implement Spill
Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans. The intent ofa SPCC
plan is to prevent the discharge of oil from onshore and offshore non-
transportation-related facilities. In 1990 Congress passed the Oil Pollution
Act which amended Section 3110) of the CWA to require facilities that
because of their location could reasonably be expected to cause "substantial
harm" to the environment by a discharge of oil to develop and implement
Facility. Response-Plans (FRP). The intent ofa FRP is to provide for planned
responses to discharges of oil.

A facility is SPCC-regulated if the facility, due to its location, could
reasonably be expected to discharge oil into or upon the navigable waters of
the United States or adjoining shorelines, and the facilit3’ meets one of the
following criteria regarding oil storage: (1) the capacity of any aboveground
storage tank exceeds 660 gallons, or (2) the total aboveground storage
capacity exceeds 1,320 gallons, or (3) the underground storage capacity
exceeds 42,000 gallons. 40 CFR Part 112.7 contains the format and content
requirements for a SPCC plan. In New Jersey, SPCC plans can be combined
with DPCC plans, required by the state, provided there is an appropriate
cross-reference index to the requirements of both regulations at the front of
the plan.

According to the FRP regulation, a facility can cause "substantial harm" if it
meets one of the following criteria: (1) the facility has a total oil storage
capacity greater than or equal to 42,000 gallons and transfers oil over water
to or from vessels; or (2) the facility has a total oil storage capacity greater
than or equal to 1 million gallons and meets any one of the following
conditions: (i) does not have adequate secondary containment. (ii) a discharge
could cause "injury" to fish and wildlife and sensitive environments, (iii) shut
down a public drinking water intake, or (iv) has had a reportable oil spill
greater than or equal to 10,000 gallons in the past 5 years. Appendix F of 40
CFR Part 112 contains the format and content requirements for a FRP. FRPs
that meet EPA’s requirements can be combined with U.S. Coast Guard FRPs
or other contingency plans, provided there is an appropriate cross-reference
index to the requirements of all applicable regulations at the front of the plan.

For additional information regarding SPCC plans, contact EP.4 ’s RCRA,
Supe~tnd and EPCRA Hotline. at (800) 424-9346. Additional docztments
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and resources can be obtained from the hotline’s homepage at
www. epa. gov/epaoswer/hotline. The hotline operates weekdays from 9. O0
a.rn. to 6:00p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Safe Drinking Water Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) mandates that EPA establish
regulations to protect human health from contaminants in drinking water.
The law authorizes EPA to develop national drinking water standards and to
create a joint federal-state system to ensure compliance with these standards.
The SDWA also directs EPA to protect underground sources of drinking
water through the control of underground injection of fluid wastes.

EPA has developed primary, and secondary drinking water standards under
its SDWA authority. EPA and authorized states enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are contaminant-specific concentration limits that
apply to certain public drinking water supplies. Primary. drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set generally as close to MCLGs as
possible, considering cost and feasibility, of attainment.

Part C of the SDWA mandates EPA to protect underground sources of
drinking water from inadequate injection practices. EPA has published
regulations codified in 40 CFR Parts 144 to 148 to comply with this mandate.
The Underground Injection Control (UIC) regulations break dov, aa injection
wells into five different types, depending on the fluid injected and the
formation that receives it. -The regulations also include construction.
monitoring, testing, and operating requirements for injection well operators.
All injection wells have to be authorized by permit or by rule depending on
their potential to threaten Underground Sources of Drinking Water (USDW).
RCRA also regulates hazardous waste injection wells and a UIC permit is
considered to meet the requirements ofa RCRA permit. EPA has authorized
delegation of the UIC for all wells in 35 states, implements the program in I 0
states and all Indian lands, and shares responsibility with 5 states.

The SDWA also provides for a federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area. and for a state-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking ~vater wells and drinking water recharge areas.

The SDWA Amendments of 1996 require states to develop and implement
source water assessment programs (SWAPs) to analyze existing and potential
threats to the quality, of the public drinking water throughout the state. Eve~,
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state is required to submit a program to EPA and to complete all assessments
within 3 ½ years of EPA approval of the program. SWAPs include: (1)
delineating the source water protection area, (2) conducting a contaminant
source inventory, (3) determining the susceptibility, of the public water supply
to contamination from the inventories sources, and (4) releasing the results
of the assessments to the public.

EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4 791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:O0 a.m. through 5:30p. m., EST, excluding federal holidays.
Visit the website at www. epa. gov/ogwa~, for additional material

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

The Solid Waste Disposal Act (SWDA), as amended by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, addresses solid and
hazardous waste management activities. The Act is commonly referred to as
RCRA. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984
strengthened RCRA’s waste management provisions and added Subtitle I,
which governs underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle-to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (discarded commercial chemical
products, designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from
specific industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous
wastes from non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials
which exhibit a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitability, corrosivity,
reactivity, or toxicity and designated with the code "D").

Entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste accumulation,
manifesting, and recordkeeping standards. A hazardous waste facility may
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the
amount generated per month) without a permit or interim status. Generators
may also treat hazardous waste in accumulation tanks or containers (in
accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 262.34) without a permit
or interim status. Facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste are
generally required to obtain a RCRA permit.

Subtitle C permits are required for treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.
These permits contain general facility standards such as contingency plans.
emergency procedures, recordkeeping and reporting requirements, financial
assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards. RCRA also contains
provisions (40 CFR Subparts I and S) for conducting corrective actions which
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govem the cleanup of releases of hazardous waste or constituents from solid
waste management units at RCRA treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Although RCRA is a federal statute, many states implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 47 of the 50 states and two U.S. territories.
Delegation has not been given to Alaska, Hawaii, or Iowa.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that generates, transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here
are some important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Criteria for Classification of Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and
Practices (40 CFR Part 257) establishes the criteria for determining
which solid waste disposal facilities and practices pose a reasonable
probability of adverse effects on health or the environment. The
criteria were adopted to ensure non-municipal, non-hazardous waste
disposal units that receive conditionally exempt small quantit3i
generator waste do not present risks to human health and
environment.

¯ Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills (40 CFR Part 258)
establishes minimum national criteria for all municipal solid waste
landfill units, including those that are used to dispose of sewage
sludge.

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
establishes the standard to determine whether the material in question
is considered a solid waste and, if so, whether it is a hazardous waste
or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators
including obtaining an EPA identification number, preparing a
manifest, ensuring proper packaging and labeling, meeting standards
for waste accumulation units, and recordkeeping and reporting
requirements. Generators can accumulate hazardous waste on-site for
up to 90 days (or 180 days depending on the amount of waste
generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) (40 CFR Part 268) are
regulations prohibiting the disposal of hazardous waste on land
without prior treatment. Under the LDRs program, materials must
meet treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land disposal
unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface
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impoundment). Generators of waste subject to the LDRs must
provide notification of such to the designated TSD facility to ensure
proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil Management Standards (40 CFR Part 279) impose
management requirements affecting the storage, transportation,
burning, processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that
merely generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For
a party considered a used oil processor, re-refiner, burner, or marketer
(one who generates and sells off-specification used oil directly to a
used oil burner), additional tracking and paperwork requirements
must be satisfied.

¯ RCRA contains trait-specific standards for all units used to store,
treat, or .dispose of hazardous waste, including Tanks and
Containers. Tanks and containers used to store hazardous waste with
a high volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards
under RCRA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC)
require generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of
the waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions standards, and to
inspect and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all
facilities who store such waste, including large quantity generators
accumulating waste prior to shipment offsite.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum products
(including gasoline, diesel, and used oil) and hazardous substances
are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle I regulations (40
CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release detection
requirements, as well as financial responsibility and corrective action
standards for USTs. The UST program also includes upgrade
requirements for existing tanks that were to be met by December 22,
1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with design and operating
standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H) address unit
design, provide performance standards, require emissions monitoring,
and, in some cases, restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund, and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds
to questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations.
Additional documents and resources can be obtained from the hotline’s
homepage at www. epa.gov/epaoswerihotline. The RCRA Hotline operates
weekdays from 9.’00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.. EST, excluding federal holidays.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabiliw
Act (CERCLA), a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund, authorizes EPA
to respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that
may endanger public health, welfare, or the environment. CERCLA also
enables EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to
clean it up or to reimburse the Superfund for response or remediation costs
incurred by EPA. The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
(SARA) of 1986 revised various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing
authority for the Superfund, and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III,
also known as the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility, to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which equals or exceeds a reportable quantity.. Reportable quantities are
listed in 40 CFR Part 302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA
or by one or more federal or state emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for cleanups.
The National Priorities List (NPL) currently includes approximately 1,300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides
responsible parties the opportunity to conduct cleanups and encourages
community involvement throughout the Superfund response process.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers
questions and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program.
Documents and resources can be obtained from the hotline ’s homepage at
www.epa.izov/epaoswer/hotline. The Superfund Hotline operates weekdays
from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., EST, excluding federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA, also known as SARA Title III), a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by state and local
governments. Under EPCRA, states establish State Emergency Response
Commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain emergency
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response activities and for appointing Local Emergency Planning Committees
(LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA section 302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC
of the presence of any extremely hazardous substance at the facili~"
in an amount in excess of the established threshold planning quantity.
The list of extremely hazardous substances and their threshold
planning quantities is found at 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and
B.

¯ EPCRA section 303 requires that each LEPC develop an emergency
plan. The plan must contain (but is not limited to) the identification
of facilities within the planning district, likely routes for transporting
extremely hazardous substances, a description of the methods and
procedures to be followed by facility owners and operators, and the
designation of community and facility emergency response
coordinators.

¯ EPCRA section 304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the
LEPC in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance (defined at 40 CFR Part 302) or an
EPCRA extremely hazardous substance.

¯ EPCRA sections 311 and 312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDSs and hazardous chemical inventory, forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA section 313 requires certain covered facilities, including
SIC codes 20 through 39 and. the seven industry groups added in
1997 (including metal mining (SIC code 10, except for SIC codes
1011, 1081, and 1094), coal mining (SIC code 12, except for SIC
code 1241 and extraction activities), electrical utilities that combust
coal and/or oil (SIC codes 4911,4931, and 4939), RCRA Subtitle C
hazardous waste treatment and disposal facilities (SIC code 4953),
chemicals and allied products wholesale distributors (SIC code 5169),
petroleum bulk plants and terminals (SIC code 5171), and solvent
recovery, services (SIC code 7389)). which have ten or more
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employees, and which manufacture, process, or use specified
chemicals in amounts greater than threshold quantities, to submit an
annual toxic chemical release report. This report, commonly known
as the Form R, covers releases and transfers of toxic chemicals to
various facilities and environmental media. EPA maintains the data
reported in a publically accessible database known as the Toxics
Release Inventory. (TRI).

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s RCRA, Superfund and EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers
questions and distributes guidance regarding the emergency planning and
community right-to-know regulations. Documents and resources can be
obtained from the hotline’s homepage at www.epa.goviepao,rwer/hotline.
The EPCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 9.’00 a.m. to 6.’00 p.m., EST,
excluding federal holidays.

Clean Air Act

The Clean Air Act (CAA) and its amendments are designed to "protect and
enhance the nation’s air resources so as to promote the public health and
welfare and the productive capacity, of the population." The CAA consists
of six sections, known as Titles, which direct EPA to establish national
standards for ambient air quality and for EPA and the states to implement,
maintain, and enforce these standards through a variety of mechanisms.
Under the CAA, many facilities are required to obtain operating permits that
consolidate their air emission requirements. State and local governments
oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the CAA. CAA
regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.

Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of"criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nilxogen dioxide, particulate matter, ozone, and sulfur
dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant are
designated as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are
designated as non-attainment areas. Under section 110 and other provisions
of the CAA, each state must develop a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to
identify sources of air pollution and to determine xvhat reductions are required
to meet federal air quality standards. Revised NAAQSs for particulates and
ozone were proposed in 1996 and will become effective in 2001.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new and
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modified stationary sources falling within particular industrial categories.
NSPSs are based on the pollution control technology available to that
category of industrial source (see 40 CFR Part 60).

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
toward controlling specific hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Section 112(c)
of the CA_A further directs EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
188 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To
date EPA has listed 185 source categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards are being
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology" (MACT). The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
HAPs, taking into-account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices.
and vapor recovery nozzles on gas pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA
uses to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV-A establishes a sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions
program designed to reduce the formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur
dioxide releases will be obtained by granting to certain sources limited
emissions allowances that are set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide
releases.

Title V of the CAA establishes an operating permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose
of the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States have developed the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
state program is approved by EPA, permits are issued and monitored by that
state.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restricting their use and
distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), were phased out (except for essential uses) in
1996.

EPA’s Clean Air Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800 or
www. epa. go~;/ttrdcatc, provides general assistance and information on CAA

standards. The Stratospheric Ozone Injbrmation Hotline. at (800) 296-1996
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or www.epa.gov/ozone, provides general information about regulations
promulgated under Title VI of the CAA; EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800)
535-0202 or www.epa.gov/epao,nver/hotline, answers questions about
accidental release prevention under CAA section112(r), and information on
air toxics can be accessed through the Unified Air Toxics website at
www.epa.gov/ttn/uatw. In addition, the Clean Air Technology Center’s
website includes recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates
of EPA activities.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was first
passed in 1947, and amended numerous times, most recently by the Food
Quality. Protection Act (FQPA) of 1996. FIFRA provides EPA with the
authority, to oversee, among other things, the registration, distribution, sale
and use of pesticides. The Act applies to all types of pesticides, including
insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides and antimicrobials. FIFtL-k
covers both intrastate and interstate commerce.

Establishment Registration
Section 7 of FIFRA requires that establishments producing pesticides, or
active ingredients used in producing a pesticide subject to FIFRA, register
with EPA. Registered establishments must report the types and amounts of
pesticides and active ingredients they produce. The Act also provides EPA
inspection authority and enables the agency to take enforcement actions
against facilities that are not in compliance with FIFRA.

Product Registration
Under section 3 of FIFRA, all pesticides (with few exceptions) sold or
distributed in the U.S. must be registered by EPA. Pesticide registration is
very. specific and generally allows use of the product only as specified on the
label. Each registration specifies the use site i.e., where the product may be
used and the amount that may be applied. The person who seeks to register
the pesticide must file an application for registration. The application process
often requires either the citation or submission of extensive environmental.
health and safety data.

To register a pesticide, the EPA Administrator must make a number of
findings, one of which is that the pesticide, when used in accordance with
widespread and commonly recognized practice, will not generally cause
unreasonable adverse effects on the environment.

FIFRA defines "unreasonable adverse effects on the environment" as "( 1 ) an?
unreasonable risk to man or the environment, taking into account the
economic, social, and environmental costs and benefits of the use of the
pesticide, or (2) a human dietary risk from residues that result from a use of
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a pesticide in or on any food inconsistent with the standard under section 408
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 346a)."

Under FIFRA section 6(a)(2), after a pesticide is registered, the registrant
must also notify EPA of any additional facts and information concerning
unreasonable adverse environmental effects of the pesticide. Also, if EPA
determines that additional data are needed to support a registered pesticide,
registrants may be requested to provide additional data. If EPA determines
that the registrant(s) did not comply with their request for more information,
the registration can be suspended under FIFRA section 3(c)(2)(B).

Use Restrictions
As a part of the pesticide registration, EPA must classify the product for
general use, restricted use, or general for some uses and restricted for others
(Miller, 1993). For pesticides that may cause unreasonable adverse effects
on the environment, including injury to the applicator, EPA may require that
the pesticide be applied either by or under the direct supervision of a certified
applicator.

Rere~istration
Due to concerns that much of the safety data underlying pesticide
registrations becomes outdated and inadequate, in addition to providing that
registrations be reviewed every 15 years, FIFRA requires EPA to reregister
all pesticides that were registered prior to 1984 (section 4). After reviewing
existing data, EPA may approve the reregistration, request additional data to
support the registration, cancel, or suspend the pesticide.

Tolerances and Exemptions
A tolerance is the maximum amount of pesticide residue that can be on a raw
product and still be considered safe. Before EPA can register a pesticide that
is used on raw agricultural products, it must grant a tolerance or exemption
from a tolerance (40 CFR Parts 163.10 through 163.12). Under the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), a raw agricultural product is
deemed unsafe if it contains a pesticide residue, unless the residue is within
the limits of a tolerance established by EPA or is exempt from the
requirement.

Cancellation and Suspension
EPA can cancel a registration if it is determined that the pesticide or its
labeling does not comply with the requirements of FIFRA or causes
tmreasonable adverse effects on the environment (Haugrud, 1993).

In cases where EPA believes that an "imminent hazard" would exist if a
pesticide were to continue to be used through the cancellation proceedings.
EPA may suspend the pesticide registration through an order and thereby halt
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the sale, distribution, and usage of the pesticide. An "imminent hazard" is
defined as an unreasonable adverse effect on the environment or an
um’easonable hazard to the survival of a threatened or endangered species that
would be the likely result of allowing continued use of a pesticide during a
cancellation process.

When EPA believes an emergency exists that does not permit a hearing to be
held prior to suspending, EPA can issue an emergency order which makes the
suspension immediately effective.

Imports and Exports
Under FIFRA section 17(a), pesticides not registered in the U.S. and
intended solely for export are not required to be registered provided that the
exporter obtains and submits to EPA, prior to export, a statement from the
foreign purchaseracknowledging that the purchaser is aware that the product
is not registered in the United States and cannot be sold for use there. EPA
sends these statements to the government of the importing country. FIFRA
sets forth additional requirements that must be met by pesticides intended
solely for export. The enforcement policy for exports is codified at 40 CFR
Parts 168.65, 168.75, and 168.85.

Under FIFRA section 17(c), imported pesticides and devices must comply
with U.S. pesticide law. Except where exempted by regulation or statute,
imported pesticides must be registered. FIFRA section 17(c) requires that
EPA be notified of the arrival of imported pesticides and devices. This is
accomplished through the Notice of Arrival (NOA) (EPA Form 3540-1),
which is filled out by the importer prior to importation and submitted to the
EPA regional office applicable to the intended port of entry. U.S. Customs
regulations prohibit the importation of pesticides without a completed NOA.
The EPA-reviewed and signed form is returned to the importer for
presentation to U.S. Customs when the shipment arrives in the U.S. NOA
forms can be obtained from contacts in the EPA Regional Offices or
www. eva. ~ov/oppfead l /international/noalist. htm.

Additional information on FIFRA and the regulation of pesticides can be
obtained from a variety of sources, including EPA’s Office of Pesticide
Programs www. epa. gov/pesticides, EPA ’s Office of Compliance, Agriculture
and Ecosystem Division es.epa.govioecw’agecodiv.htm, or The National
Agriculture Compliance Assistance Center, (888) 663-2155 or
es.epa.govioecct/ag. Other sources include the National Pesticide
Telecommunications Network, (800) 858- 73 78, and the National
Antimicrobial Information Network, (800) 44 7-6349.

Toxic Substances Control Act
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The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) granted EPA authority to create
a regulatory framework to collect data on chemicals in order to evaluate,
assess, mitigate, and control risks which may be posed by their manufacture.
processing, and use. TSCA provides a variety of control methods to prevent
chemicals from posing unreasonable risk. It is important to note that
pesticides as defined in FIFRA are not included in the definition of a
"chemical substance" when manufactured, processed, or distributed in
commerce for use as a pesticide.

TSCA standards may apply at any point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA section 5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances.
If a chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by
TSCA, a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemical’s effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of
chemicals based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the
chemical.

Under TSCA section 6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in
commerce, limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on
chemicals that pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates
under section 6 authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), lead, and
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

Under TSCA section 8(e), EPA requires the producers and importers (and
others) of chemicals to report information on a chemicals’ production, use,
exposure, and risks. Companies producing and importing chemicals can be
required to report unpublished health and safety studies on listed chemicals
and to collect and record any allegations of adverse reactions or any
information indicating that a substance may pose a substantial risk tO humans
or the environment.

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards. The Service operates from 8.30 a.m. through 4:30p. m., EST,
excluding federal holidays.

Coastal Zone Management Act

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) encourages states/tribes to
preserve, protect, develop, and where possible, restore or enhance valuable
natural coastal resources such as wetlands, floodplains, estuaries, beaches.
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dunes, barrier islands, and coral reefs, as well as the fish and wildlife using
those habitats. It includes areas bordering the Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic
Oceans, Gulf of Mexico, Long Island Sound, and Great Lakes. A unique
feature of this law is that participation by states/tribes is voluntary.

In the Coastal Zone Management Act Reauthorization Amendments
(CZARA) of 1990, Congress identified nonpoint source pollution as a major
factor in the continuing degradation of coastal waters. Congress also
recognized that effective solutions to nonpoint source pollution could be
implemented at the state/tribe and local levels. In CZARA, Congress added
Section 6217 (16 U.S.C. section 1455b), which calls upon states/tribes with
federally-approved coastal zone management programs to develop and
implement coastal nonpoint pollution control programs. The Section 6217
program is administered at the federal level jointly by EPA and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA).

Section 6217(g) called for EPA, in consultation with other agencies, to
develop guidance on "management measures" for sources ofnonpoint source
pollution in coastal waters. Under Section 6217, EPA is responsible for
developing technical guidance to assist states/tribes in designing coastal
nonpoint pollution control programs. On January 19, 1993. EPA issued its
Guidance Specifying Management Measures For Sources of .Vonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters, which addresses five maj or source categories o f
nonpoint pollution: (1) urban runoff, (2) agriculture runoff, (3) forestry
runoff, (4) marinas and recreational boating, and (5) hydromodification.

Additional information on coastal zone management may be obtained from
EPA ’s Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds, www. epa. gowbwow, or
from the Watershed Information Network ~,~,. epa. gov/win. The NOAA
website, www. nos. noaa.gov/ocrm/c~zmZ, also contains additional information
on coastal zone management.
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VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

The onshore and offshore segments of the oil and gas extraction industry are
subject to different sets of regulations. Onshore, releases primarily are under
the authority of EPA. Federal land leases are managed by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) in the Department of the Interior (DOI). States also
impose regulations and play a crucial role in exploration and production solid
waste regulation because of the RCRA exemption. Offshore, on the Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS), the Minerals Management Service (MMS) of DOI
is the designated regulatory agency. MMS oversees leasing operations and
shares responsibility for environmental regulation with EPA.

Because of these differences, onshore and offshore regulations are discussed
in separate sections. In addition, regulatory differences associated with
stripper wells (wells that produce less than 10 barrels of oil per day) and
selected state regulations are presented.

VI.B.1. Onshore Requirements

Laws Regulating Oil and Gas Exploration and Production on Federal Lands

Many regulations controlling the location of onshore oil and gas production
stem from the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976.
Production is barred at national monuments, national rivers, and areas of
critical environmental concern. On Federal land where oil production is
allowed, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), under the Department of
the Interior (DOI), is authorized under 43 CFR Parts 3160-92 to regulate the
siting, drilling and production activities; an exception is on lands within the
National Forest System, where BLM must obtain the consent of the Secretary
of Agriculture. Oil and gas production regulation is achieved through the
distribution of leases and the issuance of drilling permits. Most procedures
are established under the Federal Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act of 1987.
Included in this Act are bonding regulations, presented in 43 CFR Part 3104,
that require submission of a surety or personal bond to ensure compliance
with requirements for the plugging of wells, reclamation of the leased areas,
and restoration of any lands or surface waters adversely affected by lease
operations. The BLM is revising its regulations. A proposed rule was
promulgated in early 1999.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
NEPA requires that all Federal agencies prepare detailed statements assessing
the environmental impact of. and alternatives to, major Federal actions that
may "significantly affect" the environment. An environmental impact
statement (EIS) must provide a fair and full discussion of significant
environmental impacts and inform both decision-makers and the public about
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the reasonable altematives that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts on
the environment; EISs must explore and evaluate all reasonable alternatives,
even if they are not within the authority of the lead agency. NEPA authorities
are solely procedural; NEPA cannot compel selection of the environmentallv
preferred alternative. For offshore operations new sources require NEPA
analysis.

Federal actions specifically related to oil and gas exploration and production
that may require EISs include Federal land management agency (e.g., BLM
and Forest Service) approval of plans of operations for exploration or
production on Federally-managed lands. All affected media (e.g., air, water.
soil, geologic, cultural, economic resources, etc.) must be addressed. The EIS
provides the basis for the permit decision; for example, an NPDES permit
may be issued or denied based on EPA’s review of the overall impacts, not
just discharge-related impacts, of the proposed project and alternatives.
Issues may include the potential for surface or groundwater contamination.
aquatic and terrestrial habitat value and losses, sediment production.
mitigation, and reclamation.

Clean Air A ct (CAA)

The oil and gas production industry is subject to recently-promulgated
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP)
(Federal Register, Vol. 64, No. 116, June 17, 1999). The regulation calls for
the application of maximum achievable control technology (MACT) in order
to reduce the emissions of hazardous air pollutants (HAP) at facilities
classified as major sources. The primary HAPs released by the industry are
benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and mixed xylenes (BTEX) and n-heptane.
The technology requirements involve the following emission points: process
vents on glycol dehydration units, storage vessels with flash emissions, and
equipment leaks at natural gas processing plants. Additional requirements
include the installation of air emission control devices, and adherence to test
methods and procedures, monitoring and inspection requirements, and
recordkeeping and reporting requirements.

In addition, New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) may affect
exploration and production facilities. Standards apply to devices used at
these facilities, including gas turbines, steam generators, storage vessels for
petroleum liquids, volatile organic liquid storage vessels, and gas processing
plants (see 40 CFR Part 60). Requirements will depend on whether the
region in which the particular facility is located is in compliance with the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and whether Prevention
of Significant Deterioration (PSD) requirements apply (EPA. 1992).
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Clean Water Act

Onshore exploration and production facilities may be subject to four aspects
of the CWA: national effluent limitation guidelines, stormwater regulations,
and wetlands regulations, and Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure
(SPCC) requirements.

National effluent limitation guidelines have been issued for two subcategories
of onshore (non-stripper) wells. The Onshore Subcategory guidelines
prohibit the discharge of water pollutants from any source associated with
production, field exploration, drilling, well completion, or well treatment (40
CFR Part 435.30). Agriculture and Wildlife Water Use Subcategory
guidelines apply to facilities in the continental United States west of the 98tn

meridian for which produced water may be used beneficially for irrigation or
wildlife propagation. For facilities in this subcategory, produced water may
be discharged into navigable waters so long as it does not exceed limitations
for oil and grease, and is put to use for agricultural purposes. Discharge of
waste pollutants excluding produced water is prohibited (40 CFR Part
435.50).

Oil and gas exploration and production facilities are exempt from CWA
stormwater Phase I regulations under most conditions, but there are two
exceptions: (1) if the facility has a reportable quantity spill that could be
carried to waters of the United States via a storm event, or (2) if the
stormwater runoff violates a water quality standard. (See 40 CFR Parts 117
and/or 302 for reportable quantities of hazardous substances or Part 110 for
the reportable quantity of spilled oil.) If either of these two scenarios should
happen, the facility would be.required to apply for a Multi-Sector General
Permit (MSGP) stormwater permit and develop a pollution prevention plan.
However, if a reportable quantity spill were to be cleaned up quickly or
containment were so total that there would be no threat of a product release
as a result of storm water event, there would be no permit requirement. In
addition, coverage is mandatory under the Construction General Permit
(CGP) for earth-disturbing activities of five acres or more. This is relevant
during exploration or site expansion efforts (EPA Region VI Stormwater
Hotline, 1999; Rittenhouse, 1999). See Section VI.C. for proposed Phase II
regulations that may impact the industry.

Wetlands
During the course of petroleum exploration wetlands may be encountered.
Under the CWA wetlands are defined by the frequency and length of time
they are saturated with water, by the type of vegetation they support, and by
soil characteristics. Also by definition wetlands are part of the "waters of the
United States" and as such all discharges of pollutants to wetlands require a
CWA permit. However. the CWA regulates not only the discharges of
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dissolved pollutants but also the discharge of solids, dredge and fill materials
or dirt to waters of the United States. Permits are required for the filling of
wetlands (dredging is regulated under the 1899 Rivers and Harbors Act).
Permits are of two types: general (a standard permit for certain classes of
activities) or site-specific.

Enforcement of the CWA provisions for wetlands is overseen by the Army
Corps of Engineers, EPA and in some cases the States. Most of the day to
day administration of the program is implemented by the Corps of Engineers
(COE). The COE issues and enforces permits, and is also responsible for
delineating wetlands. EPA regions comment on permits and can enforce the
provisions of the Act. EPA also helps to develop environmental criteria for
wetlands. The COE can approve a state to operate the CWA wetlands
program (only Maryland and New Jersey are currently approved). If a state
is authorized to operate the CWA wetlands program it may issue a permit in
addition to the COE issued permit. Any state can comment on wetland
permits prior to issuance.

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans
An oil and gas production, drilling, or workover facility, will be subject to
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) requirements if it
meets the following specifications: the facility could reasonably be expected
to discharge oil into or upon the navigable waters of the United States or
adjoining shorelines, and have (1) a total underground buried storage capacity.
of more than 42,000 gallons; (2) a total aboveground oil storage capacity of
more than 1,320 gallons; or (3) an aboveground oil storage capacity of more
than 660 gallons in a single container. SPCC applicability is dependent on
the tank’s maximum design storage volume and not "’safe" operating or other
lesser operational volumes. For purposes of the regulation, an onshore
production facility may include all wells, flowlines, separation equipment.
storage facilities, gathering lines, and auxiliary, non-transportation-related
equipment and facilities in a single geographical oil or gas field operated by
a single operator.

All facilities subject to SPCC requirements must prepare a site-specific spill
prevention plan that incorporates requirements specified in 40 CFR Part
112.7. For production facilities, these include considerations for the
following processes and procedures:

¯ Drainage
¯ Tank materials
¯ Secondary containment
¯ Visual inspection of tanks
¯ Fail-safe engineering methods for tank battery, installations
¯ Tank repair and maintenance
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¯ Facility transfer operations
¯ Inspection and testing measures
¯ Record-keeping
¯ Security
¯ Personnel training.

In addition, the plan must discuss spill history and spill prediction (i.e., the
anticipated direction of flow). The SPCC plan must be approved by a
Registered Professional Engineer who is familiar with SPCC requirements,
be fully implemented, and be modified when changes are made to the facility
(e.g., installation of a new tank). Regardless of whether changes have been
made to the facility, the plan must be reviewed at least once every three years,
and amended if new, field-proven technology may reduce the likelihood of
a spill.

The SPCC plan must also address oil drilling and workover facility.
equipment. This portion of the plan requires that the equipment be positioned
or located so as to prevent spilled oil from reaching navigable waters, that
catchment basins or diversionary, structures be in place, and that blowout
preventers (BOPs) are installed according to state regulatory, requirements.

A portion of SPCC-regulated facilities may also be subject to Facility.
Response Planning (FRP) requirements if they pose a threat of"substantial
harm" to navigable waters. The determination ofa"substantial harm" facility
is made on the basis of meeting either of two sets of criteria - one involving
transfer over water, and the other involving oil storage capacity or other
factors. If the facility were subject to FRP requirements, it would be required
to develop a facility response plan which would involve, among other
requirements, identification of small, medium and worst-case discharge
scenarios and response actions; a description of discharge detection
procedures and equipment; detailed implementation plans for containment
and disposal; diagrams of facility and surrounding layout, topography, and
evacuation paths; and employee training, exercises, and drills.

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

The Underground Injection Control (UIC) program of the SDWA regulates
injection wells used in the oil and gas production process for produced water
disposal or for enhanced recovery. Wells used in this industry for produced
water are classified as Class II. Minimum UIC Class II well requirements, as
outlined in 40 CFR Part 144, involve specific construction, operation, and
closure standards, as well as provisions for ensuring that the owner, operator
and/or transferor of the well maintain financial responsibility and resources
to plug and abandon the well. Included are casing and cementing
requirements based on the depth to the injection zone, location of aquifers.
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and estimated injection pressures as well as other possible considerations.
Operational standards involve reguiar (at least once every five years)
mechanical integrity tests (MITs); monitoring of injection pressure, flow rate,
and volume; monitoring of the nature of injected fluid as needed; and annual
reporting of monitoring results. Finally, closure procedures must be
performed in accordance with an approved plugging and abandonment plan,
which includes the placement and composition of cement plugs, the amount
of casing to be left in the hole, the estimated cost of plugging, and any
proposed tests or measurements. Additional requirements may be imposed
in states that have been delegated implementation of the UIC program.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)

The "petroleum exclusion" is an important exemption under CERCLA
requirements for the oil and gas extraction industry.. Under the "hazardous
substance" definition, "petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction
thereof," is exempted unless specifically listed or designated under CERCLA
(CERCLA section 101 (14)). Subsequent interpretation has concluded that
listed hazardous substances that are normally found in crude oil, such as
benzene, do not invalidate the exemption unless the concentration of these
substances is increased by contamination or by addition after refining.
However, specifically listed waste oils (e.g., F010, and K042 through K048)
are subject to reporting requirements if spilled in excess of their established
Reportable Quantities (RQs) (EPA, 1998).

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA)

The oil and gas extraction industry is currently not required to report to TILl
under EPCRA section 313, which requires facilities under certain SIC codes
to submit annual reports of toxic chemical releases to the Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI). (Please see Section VI.C., Pending and Proposed
Regulatory Requirements, of this document, however, for possible future
changes to this status.) However, oil and gas extraction facilities are
generally responsible for other reporting obligations of EPCRA if the facility
stores or manages threshold levels of specified chemicals.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

Under the 1980 Amendments to RCRA, Congress conditionally exempted
certain categories of solid waste from regulation as hazardous wastes under
RCRA Subtitle C including drilling fluids, produced waters, and other wastes
associated with the exploration, development, or production of crude oil or
natural gas. The Amendments required EPA ~o study these wastes to
determine whether their regulation as hazardous wastes was warranted and
to submit a report to Congress. In its report to Congress and in a Julv 1988
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regulatory determination (53 FR 25446, July 6, 1988), the Agency stated that
regulation as hazardous wastes under Subtitle C was not warranted and that
these wastes could be controlled under other federal and state regulatory
programs including a tailored RCRA Subtitle D program.

Specifically, EPA’s regulatory determination for exploration and production
(E&P) wastes found that the following wastes are exempt from RCRA
hazardous waste management requirements. The list below identifies many,
but not all, exempt wastes. In general, E&P exempt wastes are generated in
"primary field operations," and not as a result of maintenance or
transportation activities. Exempt wastes are typically limited to those that are
intrinsically related to the production of oil or natural gas.

¯ Produced water;
¯ Drilling fluids;
¯ Drill cuttings;
¯ Rigwash;
¯ Drilling fluids and cuttings from offshore operations disposed of

onshore;
¯ Well completion, treatment, and stimulation fluids;
¯ Basic sediment and water, and other tank bottoms from storage

facilities that hold product and exempt waste;
¯ Accumulated materials such as hydrocarbons, solids, sand, and

emulsion from production separators, fluid treating vessels, and
production impoundments;

¯ Pit sludges and contaminated bottoms from storage or disposal of
exempt wastes;

¯ Workover wastes;
¯ Gas plant sweetening wastes for sulfur removal, including amine.

amine filters, amine filter media, backwash, precipitated amine
sludge, iron sponge, and hydrogen sulfide scrubber liquid and sludge;

¯ Cooling tower blowdown;
¯ Spent filters, filter media, and backwash (assuming the filter itself is

not hazardous and the residue in it is from an exempt waste stream);
¯ Packing fluids;
¯ Produced sand;
¯ Pipe scale, hydrocarbon solids, hydrates, and other deposits removed

from piping and equipment prior to transportation;
¯ Hydrocarbon-bearing soil;
¯ Pigging wastes from gathering lines;
¯ Wastes from subsurface gas storage and retrieval, except for the listed

non-exempt wastes;
¯ Constituents removed from produced water before it is injected or

otherwise disposed of:
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¯ Liquid hydrocarbons removed from the production stream but not
from oil refining;

¯ Gases removed from the production stream, such as hydrogen sulfide
and carbon dioxide, and volatilized hydrocarbons;

¯ Materials ejected from a producing well during the process known as
blowdown;

¯ Waste crude oil from primary field operations and production; and
¯ Light organics volatilized from exempt wastes in reserve pits or

impoundments or production equipment.

On March 22, 1993, EPA provided "clarification" regarding the scope of the
E&P waste exemption for waste streams generated by crude oil and tank
bottom reclaimers, oil and gas service companies, crude oil pipelines, and gas
processing plants and their associated field gathering lines. (See 58 FR
15284-15287.) EPA stated that certain waste streams from these operations
are "uniquely associated" with primary field operations and as such are
within the scope of the RCRA Subtitle C exemption. EPA’s clarification
cautioned, however, that these wastes may not be exempt if they are mixed
with non-exempt materials or wastes.

EPA’s 1988 regulatory determination lists the following wastes as non-
exempt. The list below identifies many, but not all non-exempt wastes, as
well as transportation (pipeline and trucking) activities. While the following
wastes are non-exempt, their regulatory status as "hazardous wastes" is
dependent upon a determination of their characteristics or whether they are
specifically listed as RCRA hazardous waste.

¯ Unused fracturing fluids or acids;
¯ Gas plant cooling tower cleaning wastes;
¯ Painting wastes;
¯ Oil and gas service company wastes, such as empty drums, drum

rinsate, vacuum mack rinsate, sandblast media, painting wastes, spent
solvents, spilled chemicals, and waste acids;

¯ Vacuum truck and drum rinsate from trucks and drums transporting
or containing non-exempt waste;

¯ Refinery wastes;
¯ Liquid and solid wastes generated by crude oil and tank bottom

reclaimers;
¯ Used equipment lubrication oils;
¯ Waste compressor oil, filters, and blowdown:
¯ Used hydraulic fluids;
¯ Waste solvents;
¯ Waste in transportation pipeline-related pits:
¯ Caustic or acid cleaners:
¯ Boiler cleaning wastes:
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¯ Boiler refractory bricks;
¯ Incinerator ash;
¯ Laboratory wastes;
¯ Sanitary wastes;
¯ Pesticide wastes;
¯ Radioactive tracer wastes; and
¯ Drums, insulation, and miscellaneous solids.

EPA did not specifically address, in its 1988 regulatory, determination, the
status of hydrocarbon-beating material that is recycled or reclaimed by
reinjection into a crude stream. However, under existing EPA regulations,
recycled oil, even if it were otherwise hazardous, could be reintroduced into
the crude stream, if it is from normal operations and is to be refined along
with normal process streams at a petroleum refinery, facility. (40 CFR Part
261.6 (a)(3)(vi).) -

The Agency also determined that produced water injected for enhanced
recovery is not a waste for purposes of RCRA regulation and therefore is not
subject to control under RCRA Subtitle C or Subtitle D. Produced water used
in this manner is considered beneficially recycled and is an integral pan of
some crude oil and natural gas production processes. Produced water injected
in this manner is already regulated by the Underground Injection Control
program under the SDWA. However, if produced water is stored in surface
impoundments prior to injection, it may be subject to RCRA Subtitle D
regulations.

It is important to note that some states have adopted hazardous waste
regulations which differ from those that EPA has promulgated. While
different in many specific areas, those state programs, by law, still must be
at least as stringent as the federal programs.

Endangered Species Act (ESA)

The ESA provides a means to protect threatened or endangered species and
the ecosystems that support them. It requires Federal agencies to ensure that
activities undertaken on either Federal or non-Federal property do not have
adverse impacts on threatened or endangered species or their habitat. In a
1995 ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld interpretations of the Act that
allow agencies to consider impact on habitat as a potential form of prohibited
"harm" to endangered species. Agencies undertaking a Federal action (such
as a BLM or MMS review of proposed oil and gas extraction production
operations) must consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and an EIS
must be prepared if "any major part of a new source will have significant
adverse effect on the habitat" of a Federally- or State-listed threatened or
endangered species.
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VI.B.2. Offshore Requirements

This section describes laws and regulations applying to offshore production
facilities that differ from those presented above for onshore facilities. It
should be noted that several regulations presented in the onshore section will
apply to offshore sites as well. Offshore facilities are: 1) those which are
found within the Federal jurisdiction of the Outer Continental Shelf and are
operated under Minerals Management Service (MMS) leases, and 2) those
that are found in territorial seas and are operated under state leases. Facilities
in the territorial seas are operated under both state and federal regulations and
therefore some regulations discussed below may not be applicable. In
addition, coastal facilities, which are generally landward of the inner
boundary of the territorial seas (approximated by the shoreline) are operated
under state regulations and therefore some regulations discussed below max,
not be applicable.-

Offshore Jurisdictions

The Outer Continental Shelf(OCS) consists of the submerged lands, subsoil,
and seabed, lying between the seaward extent of the states’ jurisdiction and
the seaward extent of federal jurisdiction. The continental shelf is the gently
sloping undersea plain between a continent and the deep ocean. The United
States OCS has been divided into four leasing regions. They are the Gulf of
Mexico Region, the Atlantic OCS Region, the Pacific OCS Region, and the
Alaska OCS Region. State jurisdiction is defined as follows. Texas and the
Gulf Coast of Florida are extended 3 marine leagues (approximately 9
nautical miles) seaward from the baseline from which the breadth of the
territorial sea is measured. Louisiana is extended 3 imperial nautical miles
(imperial nautical miles are 6,080.2 feet) seaward of the baseline from which
the breadth of the territorial sea is measured. All other states’ seaward limits
are extended 3 nautical miles (approximately 3.3 statute miles) seaward of the
baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured. Federal
jurisdiction is defined under accepted principals of international law. The
seaward limit is defined as the farthest of 200 nautical miles seaward of the
baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured.

Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OSCLA)

OCSLA establishes Federal jurisdiction over submerged lands on the Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS) and requires the Secretary of the Interior to
administer mineral leasing, exploration, and development on the OC S. Under
the Act, leases are granted to the highest qualified responsible bidder(s), on
the basis of sealed competitive bids. Objectives of the OCSLA include
allowing for expeditious and orderly development of OCS resources.
encouraging the development of new technology to minimize the likelihood
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of accidents or events that might damage the environment or endanger life or
health, and ensuring that a State’s regulatory protection for land, air, and
water uses are considered within its jurisdiction (MMS, 1999; National
Research Council, 1996).

In offshore locations, the production is limited under Title III of the Marine
Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA), which provides for the
designation of sanctuaries for areas of conservation, recreational, ecological,
or aesthetic value. The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) and the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) prohibit the taking of species, and can also
limit the placement of offshore wells.

Clean Air Act

In offshore areas; both the CAA and regulations of the MMS govern air
quality. Coastal areas and the offshore regions of the Pacific, Atlantic, and
.~ctic Oceans, as well as the region of the Gulf of Mexico adjacent to
Florida. are subject to the CAA. Important regulations include the NESHAP
and NSPS standards described above for onshore facilities.

The sections of the Gulf of Mexico adjacent to Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi.
and Alabama are exempt from the 1990 CAA amendments, and instead must
adhere to MMS air quality standards. These standards set limits for VOC.
CO, NO.,, SO2, and Total Suspended Particulate (TSP) pollutants, and require
limits for sources that significantly affect the quality of a nonattainment area
(30 CFR Part 250.45).

Additional MMS air regulations apply to offshore sites. Blowout prevention
regulations (in the form of safety practices and equipment requirements)
attempt to reduce accidental releases. The venting and flaring of natural gas
is limited under MMS rules so that natural gas may be released only when
required for safety or when the volume is small (Sustainable Environmental
Law and 30 CFR Part 250.175).

Clean Water Act

In offshore locations, facilities must acquire National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (-NPDES) permits before any pollutant can be discharged
from a point source in U.S. waters. Standards differ for the offshore and
coastal subcategories. For offshore facilities, permits require the use of best
available technology economically achievable (BAT) or best conventional
pollutant control technology (BCT). Discharges from coastal facilities, which
are landward of the inner boundary of the territorial seas, are mostly
prohibited (Jordan, 1998: note that the definition of the coastal category, for
the purposes of the CWA is different than that for mineral rights, presented
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in Section II). An exception to the coastal discharge prohibition is for
facilities in Cook Inlet, Alaska, where discharges may be made in accordance
with BPT, BAT, or BCT effluent limitations.

Facilities located offshore of EPA Region 6 (and some in Regions 9 and 10)
are subject to a general CWA permit that covers all facilities in certain
geographic locations. Offshore exploration and production facilities in
Regions 4, 9 and 10 are also permitted individually in some cases. EPA
Regions 6 and 9 have an MOA with MMS whereby MMS agrees to conduct
CWA preliminary inspections for EPA.

In addition to NPDES permitting requirements, offshore facilities may be
subject to CWA Section 403. This section is intended to ensure that no
unreasonable degradation of the marine environment occurs as a result of
permitted discharges, and to ensure that sensitive ecological communities are
protected. Requirements may involve ambient monitoring programs to
determine degradation of marine waters, alternative assessments designed to
further evaluate the consequences of various disposal options, and pollution
prevention techniques designed to further reduce the quantities of pollutants
requiring disposal and thereby reduce the potential for harm to the marine
environment. If section 403 requirements for protection of the ecological
health of marine waters are not met, an NPDES permit will not be issued.

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans

Many aspects of SPCC rule described above for onshore facilities apply to
offshore facilities as well. 40 CFR Part 112.7(e)(7) provides additional spill
prevention and control measures to be addressed in SPCC plans for offshore
facilities. These include:

¯ Oil drainage collection equipment around pumps, joints, valves,
separators, tanks, etc.

¯ Adequately-sized sump systems
¯ Dump valves installed with oil-water separators and treaters
¯ High-level sensing devices for atmospheric storage tanks and

corrosion protection for all tanks
¯ High pressure sensing device and shut-in valve for pipelines

appurtenant to the facility.

Oil Spill Contingency Plans

Pursuant to 30 CFR 250.203,250.204 and 254. a lessee is required to submit
an Oil Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP) to MMS for approval. This plan
identifies the response capabilities of lease and pipeline operators in the event
an accidental oil spill occurs during drilling or production activities.
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Additionally, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 authorizes the MMS to require
Oil Spill Contingency Plans from oil and gas lessees operating in state waters
seaward of the coastline. Operators must join a cooperative with oil spill
equipment available to members, or obtain a letter of agreement for rental of
oil spill equipment. Oil Spill Coordinators must be trained. The entire Oil
Spill Response Team must attend annual drills. The Plan requires annual
review and update.

VI.B.3. Stripper Well Requirements

Stripper wells are identified as an individual subcategory in Clean Water Act
NPDES requirements. In addition, stripper wells may be exempt from
requirements under other statutes or regulations by virtue of their low
production volume. For example, they may not meet the threshold of a major
source of HAP for NESHAP requirements, or they may have less than the
specified storage volume for SPCC rules. States and Federal agencies may
also provide incentives to stripper well operators to maximize the number of
these marginally profitable wells that remain operational. Reductions of
severance taxes are available in some states, and BLM offers royalty rate
reductions for qualifying stripper wells (Williams and Meyers, 1997; 43 CFR
Part 3103.4-2).

Clean Water Act

Stripper wells are defined as onshore wells that produce less than 10 barrels
of oil per day, are operating at the maximum feasible rate of production, and
operate in accordance with recognized conservation practices (40 CFR Part
435.60) They are currently exempt from onshore point source discharge
restrictions discussed above in Section VI.B. 1. As a result, technology-based
limitations instead are developed on a case-by-case basis or in a state-wide
general permit.

VI.B.4. State Statutes

In addition to the federal laws described above, most oil-producing states
develop other laws affecting oil and gas extraction and production. These
include permitting, bonding, temporary abandonment, and plans for plugging
orphan wells. Each oil-producing state has a regulatory, body, and most
require operators to obtain a well permit before drilling. Historically,
permitting has been required in these places in order to ensure an efficient
and safe mechanism for withdrawing oil from reservoirs by preventing wells
from being drilled too close together (Williams and Meyers, 1997).

Nearly all oil-producing states require some form of security or financial
assurance for those operators seeking a permit, in order to ensure proper
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plugging and abandonment. The form of assurance varies from state to state,
but the most commonly accepted are surety bonds, certificates of deposit, and
cash. The amount of money required for security can vary as well; the
amounts range from $10,000 in Kentucky and Tennessee to a minimum of
$200,000 in Alaska (IOGCC, 1996).

Laws for temporary abandonment of wells differ among states. (See Section
III.B. for a discussion of temporary abandonment.) In general, States are
reluctant to require plugging of wells that have significant potential for oil
production (and state revenues), yet they seek to avoid problems associated
with inactive and unattended wells. As a result, most states require inactive
wells to gain state approval for temporary abandonment. (The term
temporary abandonment is used for wells that are inactive with state
approval.) Most states allow some period of time of inactivity. (usually six
months to one year) without approval. At this point, however, states may
require a statement of future use from the operator; this statement might
include extensive geological and engineering information and a schedule for
retttming the well to production. As part of a temporary, abandonment
permit, a state may require periodical mechanical integriw, tests (MITs) to
ensure that the temporarily abandoned well does not pose a threat to the
environment (IOGCC, 1996).

Finally, many states have established plugging funds to ensure that wells that
pose a threat to the environment but are without financial assurance are
properly plugged. These wells, often called orphan wells (see Section III.C.),
are identified and prioritized by any number of methods, and are plugged as
funds become available and procurement issues are settled. Funding sources
vary among states; in some states, such as Arkansas. California, and
Mississippi, funding comes directly from the government’s general fund or
from the regulatory body’s budget, while in others the programs are funded
through permit fees, portions of oil taxes, bond forfeitures, or penalties
(IOGCC, 1996).

In 1990, the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC)
developed guidelines for state oil and gas exploration and production waste
management program. In 1991, IOGCC began reviewing state programs
against the guidelines. State reviews were conducted by stakeholder teams.
Review teams wrote reports of their findings, including strengths and
weaknesses, and made recommendations for program improvements.
Seventeen state programs were reviewed between 1991 and 1997. These
reports are an excellent source of state-specific regulations and programs.
State reviews can be obtained from IOGCC by calling (405) 525-3556 and
from the IOGCC Website at www. io~cc, oklaos?".state, ok. us,’. The state review
program has subsequently been managed by STRONGER. Inc., a non-profit
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corporation. For more information on IOGCC and STRONGER, Inc., see
Section VIII.A.2., State Activities.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Clean Water Act (CWA)

Proposed Phase II NPDES Storm Water Regulations
Under this proposal, construction sites between one and five acres would be
regulated under the NPDES storm water program. The oil and gas
exploration and production industry might be impacted by this rule during
onshore drilling site preparations. Possible requirements include: the
submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI) that would include general
information and a-certification that the activity will not impact endangered or
threatened species, development and implementation of a Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and use of best management practices
(BMP) to minimize the discharge of pollutants from the site, and submission
of a Notice of Termination (’NOT) when final stabilization of the site has
been achieved as defined in the permit. Finalization of the rule is anticipated
in November 1999 (George Utting, EPA, Office of Water, (202) 260-9530 or
John Kosco, EPA, Office of Water, (202) 260-6385).

Proposed Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for Synthetic-Based
Drilling Fluids
This proposed rule would amend the technology-based effluent limitations
guidelines and standards for the discharge of pollutants from oil and gas
drilling operations associated,with the use of synthetic-based drilling fluids
(SBFs) and other non-aqueous drilling fluids into the waters of the United
States. This proposed rule would apply to existing and new facilities in the
offshore subcategory and the Cook Inlet portion of the coastal subcategory of
the oil and gas extraction point source category. The final rule is scheduled
for December 2000. (Carey A. Johnston, EPA, Office of Water, (202) 260-
7186).

Revisions to the Oil Pollution Prevention Regulation
Three separate proposals, in 1991, 1993, and 1997, had been offered to
amend the text of 40 CFR Part 112, which includes requirements for sites to
develop spill prevention control and countermeasures (SPCC) plans. The
current proposed rule is a consolidation of the three proposals. The goals of
the new rule are to give more flexibility with paperwork and to reduce the
burden of information collection for some facilities. Two considerations will
be emphasized during the rule development: the importance of good
engineering practices and the value of site-specific flexibility.. A final rule is
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expected during Spring, 2000. (Hugo Fleischman, EPA, Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response, (703) 603-8769).

Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA)

Addition of Oil and Gas Exploration and Production to the Toxic Release
Inventor5’
A long-term consideration is the addition of the oil and gas extraction
industry, to regulation under EPCRA section 313, which requires reporting to
the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). The possible addition of the industry
was considered carefully in 1996, but was not added at that time. The
proposal may enter the proposed rule stage in December, 2000, but no
definite schedule had been set at the time of the publication of this document.
(Tim Crawford, EPA, Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances.
(202) 260-1715). o
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VII. COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT HISTORY

Background

Until recently, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring
compliance with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the
Agency to track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other
environmental statutes. Within the last several years, the Agency has begun
to supplement single-media compliance indicators with facility-specific,
multimedia indicators of compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position
to track compliance with all statutes at the facility level, and within specific
industrial sectors.

A major step in.building the capacity to compile multimedia data for
industrial sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement
Analysis (IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s
single-media databases, extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air. Water, Waste,
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA, TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility, and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TRI reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
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businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However, the
group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent
with this sector’s general make-up.

Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and reflect solely EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
past five calendar years (April 1, 1992 to March 31, 1997) and the other for
the most recent twelve-month period (April 1, 1996 to March 31, 1997). The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken from single media databases.
These databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or
EPA-Ied. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does
give the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within
each media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across EPA
Regions for certain sectors? This variation may be attributable to state/local
data entry variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to
population centers, sensitive ecosystems, highly toxic chemicals used in
production, or historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not
rank regional performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the
most compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- assigns a common facility number to
EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification number allows
EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance, enforcement and
pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to link separate data

3 EPA Regions include the following states: I (CT, MA, ME. R.I, NH. VT); II (N J, NY, PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD,

PA, VA, WV); IV (AL. FL, GA, KY, MS, NC. SC. TN); V (IL. IN. MI. MN. OH. WI3; VI (AR, LA, NM, OK,
TX); VII (IA, KS. MO. NE); VIII (CO. MT, ND, SD, UT, W’V): IX (AZ, CA. HI, NV. Pacific Trust Territories); X
(AK. ID, OR, WA3.
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records from EPA’s databases. This allows retrieval of records from across
media or statutes for any given facility, thus creating a "master list" of
records for that facility. Some of the data systems accessible through IDEA
are: AFS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval System, Office of Air and
Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System, Office of Water), RCRIS
(Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System, Office of Solid
Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base, Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS (Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System, Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response), and TRIS (Toxics Release Inventory
System). IDEA also contains information from outside sources such as Dun
and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook sections IV and VII were
conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Heading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI) reporters within the listed SIC code range. For industries not covered
under TRI reporting requirements (oil and gas extraction, metal mining,
nonmetallic mineral mining, electric power generation, ground transportation.
water transportation, and dry cleaning), or industries in which only a very
small fraction of facilities report to TRI (e.g., printing), the notebook uses the
FINDS universe for executing data queries. The SIC code range selected for
each search is defined by each notebook’s selected SIC code coverage
described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and state agency
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a one-year or five-year
period.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, between compliance inspections at a facility within the
defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were the subject of at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
enforcement actions. A facility with multiple enforcement actions is only
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counted once in this column, e.g., a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts
as 1 facility.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes.
A facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times, e.g.,
a facility with 3 enforcement actions counts as 3.

State Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use by states of EPA data systems may limit the volume of actions
recorded as state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use
their own data systems.

Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Man3¯ of these actions
result from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This ratio is a
rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement. It
relates the number of enforcement actions and the number of inspections that
occurred within the one-year or five-year period. This ratio includes the
inspections and enforcement actions reported under the Clean Water Act
(CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/
EPCRA database are not factored into this ratio because most of the actions
taken under these programs are not the result of facility, inspections. Also.
this ratio does not account for enforcement actions arising from non-
inspection compliance monitoring activities (e.g., self-reported water
discharges) that can result in enforcement action within the CAA, CWA, and
RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the
percentage of inspected facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance. Current Year Noncompliance,
Significant Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant
Noncompliance (FIFRA, TSCA. and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and
Unresolved High Priority. Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this
column reflect the extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame.
but do not distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Violation
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status may be a precursor to an enforcement action, but does not necessarily
indicate that an enforcement action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.

VII.A. Oil and Gas Extraction Industry Compliance History

Table 14 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the oil and gas extraction industry over the past five years (April
1992 to April 1997). These data are also broken out by EPA Regions thereby
permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are
listed below.

¯ Over half of the inspections (3,094) and a majority of the enforcement
actions (175) during the five year period were conducted in Region
VI, which comprises Texas. Oklahoma, Louisiana, New Mexico, and
Arkansas. More than half of the oil and gas production activity for
the nation is centered in these states.

¯ Region II has among the fewest facilities, but held the most
inspections per facility (an average of an inspection per 12 months at
each facility) and had the highest enforcement to inspection ratio
(0.17).

¯ Region VIII had the least frequent inspections (an average of 69
months between inspections) and one of the lowest enforcement to
inspection ratios (0.04).

¯ Nearly 80 percent of the enforcement actions were state-led. The
only Region where the majority of actions were federally-led was
Region X, in which many oil fields are on Federal land in Alaska.
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Table 14: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for the Oil and Gas Industry
A       B C D E F G II I J

Region Facilities Facilities Number of Average Facilities Total Percent Percent Enforcement
in Search Inspected Inspections Months with I or Enforcement State Federal to Inspection

Between More Actions Lead Lead Rate
Inspections Enforcement Actions Actions

Actions
I 3 2 5 36 0 0 0% 0% --

!i 20 12 100 12 2 1"7 94% 6% 0.17
1II 100 26 159 38 6 7 100% 0% 0.04
IV 179 107 590 i 8 0 0 0% 0% --
V 66 35 166 24 2 2 50% 50% 0.0 I
VI 2,666 1,097 3,094 52 93 175 75% 25% 0.06
VII 50 27 114 26 0 0 0% 0% --

ViII 1,291 432 !,i20 69 18 49 84% 16% 0.04
IX 208 124 584 21 20 48 96% 4% 0.08

X 93 40 139 40 8 I I 18% 82% 0.08
TOTAl. 4,676 1~902I    6,071 [ 46 149 309 79°Al 21% I 0.05
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VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Tables 15 and 16 allow the compliance history of the oil and gas sector to be
compared to the other industries covered by the industry sector notebooks.
Comparisons between Tables 15 and 16 permit the identification of trends in
compliance and enforcement records of the various industries by comparing
data covering the last five years (April 1992 to April 1997) to that of the past
year (April 1996 to April 1997). Some points evident from the data are listed
below.

¯ Oil and gas extraction facilities are inspected much less frequently
(46 months between inspections on average) than facilities in most
other industries included in the following tables, and the enforcement
to inspection ratio (0.05) is among the lowest of the included
industries,

¯ Oil and gas extraction facilities have the lowest percentage of
facilities with one or more violations (15 percent) and have one of the
lowest percentages of facilities with enforcement actions (three
percent).

¯ The one-year enforcement to inspection ratio (0.03) is significantly
less than the five-year ratio (0.05), indicating that enforcement actions
may be becoming less frequent per given number of inspections.

Tables 17 and 18 provide a more in-depth comparison between the oil and
gas extraction industry and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in the previous Tables
(Tables 15 and 16), the data cover the last five years (Table 17) and last one
year (Table 18) to facilitate the identification of recent trends. A few points
evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The vast majority, of both inspections and actions were performed
under the Clean Air Act, much more so than in other industries.

¯ RCRA accounted for a relatively low percentage of the industry’s
inspections and enforcement actions compared to other industries.

¯ The inspections performed under RCRA yielded proportionately more
actions than those performed under either CAA or CWA.
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Table 18: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries
Facilities Total Total Clean Air Act Clean Water Act RCRA FIFRA/TSCA/
Inspected Inspections Enforcement EPCRA/Other

Industry Sector Actions % of Total    % of % of Total % of % of Totnl % of % of Total % of
Inspections Total Inspections Total Inspections Total Inspections Total

Actions Actions Actions Actions
Metal Mining 142 211 10 52% 0% 40% 40% 8% 30% 0% 30%
Coal Mining 362 765 22 56% 82% 40% 14% 4% 5% 0% 0%
Oil and Gas Extraction 874 1,173 34 82% 68% 10% 9% 9% 24% 0% 0%
Non-Mctallic Mineral Mining 1,481 2,451 91 87% 89% 10% 9% 3% 2% 0% 0%
Textiles 172 295 12 66% 75% 17% 17% 17% 8% 0% 0%
Lnmber and Wood 279 507 52 51% 30% 6% 5% 44% 25% 0% 40%
Furniture 254 459 I i 66% 45% 2% 0% 32% 45% 0% 9%
Pnlp and Paper 317 788 74 54% 73% 32% 19% 14% 7% 0% I%
Printing 892 1,363 53 63% 77% 4% 0% 33% 23% 0% 0%
hn~ganic Chemicals 200 548 31 35% 59% 26% 9% 39% 25% 0% 6%
Resins and Manmade Fibers 173 419 36 38% 51% 24% 38% 38% 5% 0% 5%
Pharmaceuticals 80 209 i 14 43% 71% i I% 14% 45% 14% 0% 0%
Organic Chemicals 259 837 56 40% I 54% 13% 13% 47% 34% 0% 0%
Agricultural Chemicals 105 206 I I 48% ! 55% 22% 0% 30% 36% 0% 9%

Petrol�ore Refining 132 565 132 49% 67% 17% 8% 34% ! 15% 0% 10%
Rubber and Plastic 466 791 41 55% 64% 10% 13% 35% : 23% 0% 0%
Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete 255 678 27 62% 63% 10% 7% 28% 30% 0% 0%
Iron and Steel 197 866 34 52% 47% 23% 29% 26% 24% 0% 0%
Metal Castings 234 433 26 60% 58% ! 10% 8% 30% 35% 0% 0%
Nonferrous Metals 108 310 28 44% 43% 15% 20% 41% 30% 0% 7%
Fabricated Metal 849 1,377 83 46% 41% I I% 2% 43% 57% 0%
Eleclronics 420 780 43 44% 37% 14% 5% 43% 53% 0%
Automobile Assembly 507 1,058 47 53% 47% 7% 6% 41% 47% 0%      0%

Aerospace 119 216 I I 37% 36% 7% 0% 54% 55% I% 9%

Shipbuilding and Repair 22 51 4 54% 0% 1 I% 50% 35% 50% 0%

Ground Transportation 1,585 2,499 103 64% 46% 1 I% I0% 26% 44% 0%

Water Transportation 84 141 I I 38% 9% 24% 36% 38% 45% 0%
Air Transportation 96 151 12 28% 33% 15% 42% 57% 25% 0%

Fossil Fuel Electric Power 1,318 2,430 135 59% 73% 32% 21% 9% 5% 0%
1"3rv ff’leaninv I 7ql4 I 4"~6 Ifi /gOo/~ ~i6°/~ le/. 6% ~00/~ ~g°/~
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VII.C. Review of Major Legal Actions

Major Cases/Supplemental Environmental Projects

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplemental Environmental Projects
(SEPs).

VII.C.1. Review of Major Cases

As indicated in EPA’s Enforcement Accomplishments Report publications for
FY 1996, FY 1997, and FY 1998 and a U.S. Department of Justice press
release, seven significant enforcement actions have been resolved recently for
the oil and gas extraction industry.

Three cases involved violations of the Clean Water Act. Two cases involved
violations of National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
discharge limits. The Cook Inlet Oil and Gas Platforms (owned by Marathon.
Shell, and Unocal) agreed to pay $212,000 for allegedly violating NPDES
permits for 18 offshore platforms in Cook Inlet, Alaska. In a separate
settlement, BP Exploration, Inc. agreed to pay $59,900 in response to an
administrative complaint that the levels of fecal coliform bacteria, BOD,
TRC, pH and flow were beyond its NPDES permit levels between January
1992 and October 1995.

The CWA violation settled in U.S.v. Berry Petroleum was part of a multi-
agency (federal and state) case relating to a crude oil spill of 2,000 barrels
from an oil production facility in a wetland area located adjacent to a
California state beach. The spill contaminated the wetlands, adjacent ocean,
and nearby beaches. It was determined that the spill occurred, in large part,
because the facility, failed to implement its EPA-mandated SPCC plan. Ben3."
Petroleum paid $800,000 to EPA for the CWA violation in addition to $1.06
million in penalties to the California Regional Water Quality Control Board.
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and other federal and state agencies.
Berry. also transferred $1,315,000 to a trust fund administered by the National
Fish and Wildlife Foundation that will be used for long term restoration of
the site.

A settlement in U.S. (Sac and Fox Nation) v. Tenneco Oil Company was
reached over an alleged SDWA violation. Surface and groundwater on land
of the Sac and Fox Nation was contaminated near areas of oil leases
maintained by Tenneco between 1924 and 1989. Tenneco is required to
provide the Sac and Fox Nation with a potable water supply of 207
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sustainable gallons per minute and $1.16 million in cash. The overall dollar
value of the settlement is over $3.5 million.

An alleged CAA violation was settled with Vastar Resources, Inc. and
ARCO, regarding their facility on the Southern Ute Indian Reservation in La
Plata County, CO. Vastar (the current owner) and ARCO (the previous
owner) failed to install pollution control equipment on gas production
engines at the facility. The results were large emissions of carbon monoxide
(CO) and savings of $657,412 on the part of Vastar by operating the
equipment without the required air emission controls. Vastar complied with
EPA self-policing policies, and as a result the company only paid $137,949
plus $247,000 for the pollution control equipment. Although ARCO came
forward at the same time as Vastar, it did not report the emissions while it
owned the facility, and as a result did not meet EPA’s self-disclosure
standards. ARCO did not admit to the allegations, but settled for $519,463,
which includes money saved from not using the equipment plus a penalty.

In September 1999, the Department of Justice announced that BP Exploration
(Alaska) Inc. pleaded guilty to one felony count related to the illegal disposal
of hazardous waste on Alaska’s North Slope in violation of CERCLA. BP
Exploration had contracted with Doyan Drilling Inc. to drill production wells
on Endicott Island. Between 1993 and 1995 Doylan employees illegally
injected wastes down the outer rim, or annuli, of the oil wells. BP
Exploration failed to report the illegal injections as soon as it learned of the
conduct. The wastes included paint thinner and toxic solvents containing lead
and chemicals such as benzene, toluene, and methyl chloride. BP Exploration
was fined $500,000 and agreed to spend a total of $22 million to resolve the
criminal case and related civil claims. The civil settlement requires BP
Exploration to pay $6.5 million in penalties to resolve allegations that BP
illegally disposed of the hazardous waste and violated the Safe Drinking
Water Act. Also under the terms of the agreement, BP Exploration will
establish an environmental management system at all of BP Amoco’s
facilities in the U.S. and Gulf of Mexico that are engaged in the exploration,
drilling, or production of oil (U.S. Department of Justice, September 23,
1999).

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s non-compliance
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
reduce the future pollutant loadings of a facility.. Information on SEP cases
can be accessed via the internet at the SEP National Database,
es. epa. ~ov/oeca/sep/. This information is not comprehensive and provides
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only a sample of the types of SEPs developed for the oil and gas extraction
industry,.

One agreement was listed for SIC code 13. George Perry Exploration and
Production, in Oceana County, MI, performed a SEP in response to violations
of sections 1421 and 1422 of SDWA, in which the company violated the state
underground injection control (UIC) program regulations and failed to submit
an application for implementation of a UIC program. As a pollution
reduction SEP, the company plugged three abandoned production wells to
prevent the possible contamination of underground sources of drinking water.
The cost of the project was valued at $6,000.
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those initiated independently by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

VIII.A.1. Federal Activities

EPA Regional Compliance and Enforcement Activities

Several significant regional activities relating to the oil and gas extraction
industry were reported in the 1997 Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
Reports. Region VI provided assistance to offshore oil and gas exploration
and production facilities with regard to NPDES permits. Region VI sent
reporting forms to more than 2,000 facilities for compliance monitoring and
reporting of the effluent quality of wastewater discharges from offshore
platforms to the Gulf of Mexico. General permitting and reporting questions
were explained to increase compliance through approximately 300 telephone
conversations with facility operators, consultant, and state and federal
agencies. Finally, a presentation on NPDES Offshore General Permit
compliance and enforcement was given to approximately 100 permittees in
Dallas. Partially as a result of these efforts, the compliance reporting rate is
approximately 98 percent.

Region VI also created a work group that addressed the compliance and
reporting of over 3,000 injection wells operated by 500 to 600 oil producers
in the Osage Mineral Reserve. The group created Osage Operators’
Environmental Handbook and Osage Operators ’Environmental Manual, in
order to assist small oil producers in complying with Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) and EPA requirements.

Region VIII, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and associated
states implemented a pilot program regarding problem oil pits (POPs). POPs
are open-air pits along with tanks and associated spills at drilling and
production sites that lack devices (such as proper netting) to prevent birds
from landing on (and becoming stuck in) the layer ofoil. This program seeks
to address impacts to ground water and surface water as well as impacts to
wildlife. The program cooperated with federal and state regulators (Bureau
of Land Management, state environmental agencies, and state oil and gas
commissions) to perform aerial surveys and ground surveys of oil pits in
Colorado, Montana, and Wyoming. The states had the lead whenever
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possible. It was found that a large number of the pits would be considered
POPs and were in noncompliance with applicable federal and state statutes
or regulations. To address the high rate of noncompliance, the relevant
agencies are mobilizing to offer compliance assistance, informal
enforcement, or formal enforcement. All EPA Region VIII states have been
completed for this POP effort except Utah, which is planned for completion
in 1999 and EPA regions 5 and 7 are pursuing POP programs.

U S. Department of Energy Oil and Gas Environmental Research and Analysis Program

The Office of Fossil Energy of the Department of Energy (DOE) has initiated
several programs that address environmental and regulatory, issues in the oil
and gas industry. The efforts primarily center around streamlining regulator3.’
procedures that affect the industry and performing research on cost-effective
environmental compliance technologies.

The regulatory streamlining efforts attempt three major tasks: coordinating
the many federal and state agencies involved with oil and gas regulation.
including EPA, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and relevant state
agencies; incorporating more risk-based decision making into regulatou’.
enforcement, and compliance decisions; and reducing impediments to
technology implementation.

In its efforts to coordinate regulatory agencies, DOE worked with a group
including the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC), BLM,
industry, and environmental groups to standardize permit applications in
different states and on federal lands. The group also identified seven areas
of regulatory responsibility, that could be transferred from federal to state
agencies to reduce overlapping activities within states.

DOE is also attempting to broaden the use of risk-based decision making. In
one project, DOE is working with California, Kansas, and Oklahoma to
expand exemptions for costly Area of Review (AOR) analyses of surrounding
areas prior to the permitting of a disposal or injection well. AOR analyses
investigate the potential of aquifer contamination by a proposed disposal
well; new DOE methodology would limit the necessity of AOR studies in
areas predetermined to have little risk.

The DOE environmental program also works to remove impediments to
technology implementation. An example is shown in the case of newly
developed synthetic drilling fluids, which show promise in increasing drilling
efficiency and safety, particularly in deepwater drilling. Existing EPA
regulations, however, limit their use. In 1994, DOE worked with industu’
and EPA to re-evaluate the regulations that affect these synthetic fluids.
Consequently, EPA is in the process of revising regulations to clarify, the
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terms under which industry may be allowed to use the technology. The use
of these fluids could save the industry over $50 million annually.

Finally, DOE is assisting in the development of pollution prevention and
waste management technologies. DOE’s Sandia National Laboratories are
developing a laser-equipped camera that can detect methane leaks in pipes.
Argonne National Laboratory is undertaking a study to determine whether
naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM), which may be found in
well fluids, can be disposed of on-site in some locations, in order to reduce
disposal costs. DOE also performs or funds research on produced water
disposal; this includes further investigation into underground injection
systems and development of a treatment for produced water into potable
water in arid regions such as California. (Contact: www:fe.doe.gov,"
oil_gas/oilgasT.html or William Hochheiser, Environmental Scientist, at
(202) 586-5614 or e-mail william.hochheiser@hq.doe.gov.)

U.S. EPA Voluntary Self-Disclosure Policy

In 1996, EPA adopted its final policy on incentives for self-evaluation and
self-disclosure of violations. Through this policy, the Agency aims to protect
public health and the environment by reducing civil penalties and not
recommending criminal prosecution for regulated entities that voluntarily
discover, disclose and correct violations under the environmental laws that
EPA administers.

Under the final policy, where violations are found through voluntary
environmental audits or efforts that reflect a regulated entity’s due diligence
(i.e., systematic efforts to prev.ent, detect and correct violations, as defined in
the policy), and all of the policy’s conditions are met,. EPA will not seek
gravity-based penalties and will generally not recommend criminal
prosecution against the company if the violation results from the
unauthorized criminal conduct of an employee. Where violations are
discovered by means other than environmental audits or due diligence efforts.
but are promptly disclosed and expeditiously corrected, EPA will reduce
gravity-based penalties by 75 percent provided that all of the other conditions
of the policy are met. EPA retains its discretion to recover economic benefit
gained as a result of noncompliance, so that companies won’t be able to
obtain an economic advantage over their competitors by delaying their
investment in compliance.

In addition to prompt disclosure and correction, the policy requires
companies to prevent recurrence of the violation and to remedy any
environmental harm. Repeated violations or those which may have presented
an imminent and substantial endangerment or resulted in serious harm are
excluded from the policy’s coverage. Corporations remain criminally liable
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for violations resulting from conscious disregard of their legal duties, and
individuals remain liable for criminal wrongdoing.

Although the final policy restates EPA’s practice of not routinely requesting
environmental audit reports, it does contain two provisions ensuring public
access to information. First, EPA may require as a condition of penalty _
mitigation that a description of the regulated entity’s due diligence efforts be
made publicly available. Second, where EPA requires that a regulated entity.
enter into a written a,m’eement, administrative consent order or judicial
consent decree to satisfy, the policy’s conditions, those agreements will be
made publicly available.

VIII.A.2. State Activities

The oil and gas ifldustrv is primarily regulated at the state level. Four
organizations are discussed in this section that strongly influence state
compliance assurance and waste minimization initiatives. Interstate Oil and
Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) coordinates oil and gas issues among oil
and gas producing states, including environmental concerns. State Review
of 0il and Natural Gas Environmental Regulations, Inc. (STRONGER, Inc.)
is a non-profit corporation that develops guidelines for state oil and gas
production waste regulatory programs and coordinates state reviews. The
Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC) brings together state and federal
regulators, industry, and others to address both underground injection control
and groundwater protection issues. Finally, the Waste Minimization Program
of the Texas Railroad Commission is in many ways a model for other states
in disseminating cost-effective waste minimization solutions. While many
states have waste minimization programs for underground injection wells, the
Texas Railroad Commission has a unique structure among state governments
of oil producing states as the regulator of nearly every aspect of the oil and
gas extraction industry. The Waste Minimization Program therefore has a
wider reach over the industry in the state.

Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC)

The IOGCC is an organization of the governors of 30 member states and
seven associate states concerned with many aspects of the oil and gas
industry. The primary, purpose of the compact is to conserve oil and gas bv
the prevention of physical waste. IOGCC advocates for the rights of the
states to govern oil and gas issues within their own borders, and coordinates
regulatory efforts among the states to protect oil and gas resources and protect
the environment. The organization serves as a fbrum for government.
industry, environmentalists and others to share information and voice
opinions on a wide range of topics.
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Specifically relating to environmental issues, IOGCC is active in developing
state regulatory standards, guidelines, and models for many aspects of the oil
and gas industry, including bioremediation, waste disposal, waste
minimization, beneficial use of waste, water and air quality., and abandoned
sites. One of the most prominent of the IOGCC’s efforts with respect to
environmental issues has been the development of guidelines and reviews of _
state extraction and production waste management regulatory programs.
Seventeen states representing over 90 percent of the onshore production in
the United States have undergone these reviews, and summaries of the
reviews are published in individual reports. These reports, in addition to
other IOGCC publications, are an excellent source of state-specific
regulations and programs. State reviews can be obtained from IOGCC by
calling (405) 525-3556, and from the IOGCC Website at:
www. iogcc, oklaosf.state, ok. us/. Since mid- 1999, the state review program
has been managed by STRONGER, Inc., a non-profit organization. Also, the
IOGCC, through its annual Environmental Stewardship Awards recognizes
major and independent operators that are performing environmentally
beneficial projects.

State Review of Oil and Natural Gas Environmental Regulations, lnc. (STRONGER, lnc.)

The state review process described above, established by IOGCC, developed
guidelines for state oil and gas exploration and production waste regulatory,
programs and coordinated reviews of state programs until 1997, when the
process was terminated. During 1998, several meetings of interested
stakeholders were conducted to determine how the process could be
revitalized. In early 1999, the IOGCC proposed to EPA that the program be
managed by a separate group of stakeholders equally representing the states.
industry, and environmental organizations. Such a group was formed, and in
June, 1999, was incorporated as a non-profit corporation, State Review of Oil
and Natural Gas Environmental Regulations, Inc. (STRONGER, Inc.).
STRONGER, Inc. develops updated and revised guidelines for adoption by
IOGCC and coordinates state reviews. Guidelines, documents and state
review reports are published and distributed by IOGCC. State participation
in STRONGER, Inc. is coordinated through the IOGCC State Review
Committee.

Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC)

The Ground Water Protection Council (GWPC) is a nonprofit organization
whose members consist of state and federal ground water agencies, industry
representatives, environmentalists, and concerned citizens. The council seeks
to promote and ensure the use of best management practices and fair but
effective laws regarding comprehensive ground water protection. The
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GWPC works with the oil and gas industry via its UIC Class II Division.
GWPC can be contacted by calling (405) 516-4972 or visiting their website
at http.//gwpc.site, net/.

Texas Waste Minimization Program

The Waste Minimization Program, run by the Texas Railroad Commission,
is a voluntary program intended to provide oil and gas well operators with
cost effective waste minimization solutions. The program serves as a
technology transfer clearinghouse for information on specific waste streams,
such as fugitive VOCs or produced water. The program also performs
several forms of outreach:

¯ A manual outlining general techniques, Waste Minimization in the Oil
Field.

¯ One-day workshops.

¯ A Waste Minimization Newsletter, which illustrates case studies of
cost-effective programs implemented by operators (the newsletter is
published two or three times a year).

¯ On-site assistance to help operators assess their operations and to
develop individualized waste minimization programs.

¯ WasteMin, an easy-to-use waste minimization planning software
package.

The program focuses on discovering and spreading innovative techniques that
will add revenue for operators in addition to reducing environmental impacts.
(Contact: Jack Ward, (512) 475-4580, or www.rrc.state.tx.us/divisions/
og/key-progr ams/ogkwast, html. )

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

Natural Gas STAR

Natural Gas STAR is a voluntary, partnership between EPA and the natural
gas industry that was formed to find cost-effective ways of reducing
emissions of methane. Methane is a significant concern with regard to the
climate change issue; it is second only to carbon dioxide as a component of
so-called "greenhouse gases."

Fugitive emissions from the natural gas industry, are a substantial source of
anthropogenic methane. Natural Gas STAR has two programs: one tbcusing
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on production and the other concentrating on distribution and transmission.
The program for producers was launched in 1995, and participants represent
approximately 35 percent of the U.S. natural gas production. The primary,
goals of the producers program are to promote technology transfer and
implement best management practices (BMPs) that are cost-effective and that
reduce methane emissions. Partners perform the following: _

¯ Submit and execute BMP implementation plans
¯ Assist in the testing of emerging technologies
¯ Design new facilities to include BMPs when cost effective.

EPA serves to facilitate the transfer of new technology .between members,
perform outreach to inform and attract non-members, and address regulatory
barriers that may threaten BMP implementation.

By mid-1998, partners had prevented the release of roughly 50 billion cubic
feet (Bet) of methane, worth approximately $100 million. The program has
achieved this mark and plans to continue improvements by holding
workshops for satellite offices of both member and non-member companies
and updating members on new developments through newsletters and reports,
among other activities. (Contact: www. epa. gow’zasstar or Paul Gunning at
(202) 564-9736).

33/50 Program

The 33/50 Program is a groundbreaking program that has focused on
reducing pollution from seventeen high-priority, chemicals through voluntary
partnerships with industry. The program’s name stems from its goals: a 33%
reduction in toxic releases by 1992, and a 50% reduction by 1995, against a
baseline of 1.5 billion pounds of releases and transfers in 1988. The results
have been impressive: 1,300 companies joined the 33/50 Program
(representing over 6,000 facilities) and reached the national targets a year
ahead of schedule. The 33% goal was reached in 1991, and the 50% goal --
a reduction of 745 million pounds of toxic wastes -- was reached in 1994.

Table 19 lists those companies participating in the 33/50 program that
reported four-digit SIC codes within 13 to TRI. Some of the companies
shown also listed facilities that are not producing oil and gas. The number
of facilities within each company that are participating in the 33/50 program
and that report oil and gas extraction SIC codes is shown.

Since oil and gas facilities are not currently required to report to TRI under
EPCRA section 313 reporting requirements (TRI), only a few oil and gas
extraction companies participated in the 33/50 program. Where available and
quantifiable against 1988 releases and transfers, each company’s 33/50 goals
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for 1995 and the actual total releases and transfers and percent reduction
between 1988 and 1995 are presented. In each case, the participating oil and
gas extraction operations of the partner companies performed significantly
better than the company-wide goals, and nearly all facilities attained greater
than 50 percent reductions in 33/50 chemicals.

Table 19 shows that six companies comprised of 80 facilities reporting SIC
13 participated in the 33/50 program. For those companies shown with more
than one oil and gas facility, all facilities may not have participated in 33/50.
The 33/50 goals shown for companies with multiple oil and gas facilities,
however, are company-wide, potentially aggregating more than one facility
and facilities not carrying out oil and gas extraction operations. In addition
to company-wide goals, individual facilities within a company may have had
their own 33/50 goals or may be specifically listed as not participating in the
33/50 program. Since the actual percent reductions shown in the last column
apply to all of the companies’ oil and gas facilities and only oil and gas
facilities, direct comparisons to those company goals incorporating non-oil
and gas facilities may not be possible. For information on specific facilities
participating in 33/50, or to review case studies on corporate
accomplishments in reducing waste contact David Sarokin. (202) 260-6907,
at the 33/50 Program Office.

With the completion of the 33/50 program, several lessons were learned.
Industry and the environment benefitted by this program for several reasons.
Companies were willing to participate because cost savings and risk
reduction were measurable and no additional record keeping and reporting
was required. The goals of the program were clear and simple and EPA
allowed industry, to achieve-the goals in whatever manner they could.
Therefore, when companies can see the benefits of environmental programs
and be an active part of the decision-making process, they are more likely to
participate.
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Table 19: Oil and Gas Industry Participation in the 33/50 Program

Parent Company Company-Owned Company- 1988 TRI 1995 TRI Actual %

(Headquarters Location) Oil and Gas Wide % Releases and Releases and Reduction for
Facilities Reduction Transfers of Transfers of Oil and Gas

Reporting 33/50 Goal~ 33/50 Chemicals 33/50 Chemicals Facilities
Chemicals (1988-1995) (pounds) (pounds) (1988-1995)

Amerada Hess Corp. 4 50% 2,241,601 567,251 75%

New York, NY

Atlantic Richfield Co. 11 23% 835,443 451,818 46%

Los Angeles, CA
Dresser Industries, Inc. l 0 47% 230,202 17,578 92%

Dallas, TX
Exxon Corp. 17 50% 5,155,264 2,159,535 58%

Irving, TX

Texaco, Inc. 14 49% 713,136 25 t,152 65%

White Plains, NY

USX Corp. 24 25% 9,873,833 1,246,246 87%

Pittsburgh, PA
TOTAL 80 -- 19,049.479 4,693.580 75%

Source: U.S. EPA, OPPTS, 33/50 Program 1998
~ Company-Wide Reduction Goals aggregate all company-owned facilities which may include facilities not involved

with oil and gas production.

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by providing participants
regulatory flexibility on the condition that they produce greater environmental
benefits. EPA and program participants will negotiate and sign a Final
Project Agreement, detailing specific environmental objectives that the
regulated entity shall satisfy. EPA will provide regulatory flexibility as an
incentive for the participants’ superior environmental performance.
Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder support from local
governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA hopes to
implement fifty pilot projects in four categories, including industrial
facilities, communities, and government facilities regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis. For additional information
regarding XL projects, including application procedures and criteria, see the
May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Fax-on-Demand Hotline
(202) 260-8590, Web: www.epa.goviProjectXL, or Christopher Knopes in
EPA’s Office of Reinvention, (202) 260-9298).
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Energy Star® Buildings and Green Lights® Partnership

In 1991, EPA introduced Green Lights®, a program designed for businesses
and organizations to proactively combat pollution by installing energy-
efficient lighting technologies in their commercial and industrial buildings.
In April 1995, Green Lights® expanded into Energy Star~ Buildings-- a _
strategy that optimizes whole-building energy-efficiency opportunities.

The energy needed to run commercial and industrial buildings in the United
States produces 19 percent of U.S. carbon dioxide emissions, 12 percent of
nitrogen oxides, and 25 percent of sulfur dioxide, at a cost of 110 billion
dollars a year. If implemented in every U.S. commercial and industrial
building, Energy Star~ Buildings’ upgrade approach could prevent up to 35
percent of the emissions associated with these buildings and cut the nation’s
ener~ bill by up to 25 billion dollars annually.

The over 2,500 participants include corporations, small businesses,
universities, health care facilities, nonprofit organizations, school districts,
and federal and local governments. As of January, 1, 1998, Energy
Star, Buildings and Green Lights® Program participants have reduced their
annual energy use by 7 billion kilowatt hours and annually save more than
517 million dollars. By joining, participants agree to upgrade 90 percent of
their owned facilities with energy-efficient lighting and 50 percent of their
owned facilities with whole-building upgrades, where profitable, over a
seven-year period. Energy Star participants first reduce their energy loads
with the Green Lights approach to building tune-ups, then focus on "right
sizing" their heating and cooling equipment to match their new energy needs.
EPA predicts this strategy will prevent more than 5.5 MMTCE of carbon
dioxide by the year 2000. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is responsible
for operating the Energy Star Buildings and Green Lights Program. (Contact
the Energy Star Hotline number, (888) STAR-YES ((888) 872-7937) or
Maria Tikoff Vargas, Co-Director at (202) 564-9178 or visit the website at
www. epa. gov/buildings. )

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid
Waste and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing
municipal solid wastes by promoting waste prevention, recycling collection
and the manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1998, the
program had about 700 business, government, and institutional parmers.
Partners agree to identify and implement actions to reduce their solid wastes
setting waste reduction goals and providing EPA with yearly progress reports
for a three year period. EPA, in turn, provides partners with technical
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assistance, publications, networking opporttmities, and national and regional
recognition. (Contact: WasteWi$e Hotline at (800) 372-9473).

NICE~

The U.S. Department of Energy sponsors a grant program called National _
Industrial Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics
(NICE3). The NICE3 program provides funding to state and industry
partnerships (large and small business) for projects demonstrating advances
in energy efficiency and clean production technologies. The goal of the NICE3
program is to demonstrate the performance and economics of innovative
technologies in the U.S., leading to the commercialization of improved
industrial manufacturing processes. These processes should conserve energy,
reduce waste, and improve industrial cost-competitiveness. Industry
applicants must submit project proposals through a state energy, pollution
prevention, or business development office. The following focus industries,
which represent the dominant energy users and waste generators in the U.S.
manufacturing sector, are of particular interest to the program: Aluminum,
Chemicals, Forest Products, Glass, Metal-casting, and Steel. Awardees
receive a one-time, three-year grant of up to $400,000, representing up to 50
percent of a project’s total cost. In addition, up to $25,000 is available to
support the state applicant’s cost share. (Contact:
www.oit.doe, gov/Access/nice3, Steve Blazek, DOE, (303) 275-4723 or Eric
Hass, DOE, (303) 275-4728)

Design for the Environment (DfE) Program

DfE is working with several industries to identify cost-effective pollution
prevention strategies that reduce risks to workers and the environment. DfE
helps businesses compare and evaluate the performance, cost, pollution
prevention benefits, and human health and environmental risks associated with
existing and alternative technologies. The goal of these projects is to
encourage businesses to consider and use cleaner products, processes, and
technologies. For more information about the DfE Program, call (202) 260-
1678. To obtain copies of DfE materials or for general information about
DfE, contact EPA’s Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse at (202)
260-1023 or visit the DfE Website at www. epa. gov/dfe.

Small Business Compliance Assistance Centers

The Office of Compliance, in partnership with industry, academic
institutions, environmental groups, and other federal and state agencies, has
established national Compliance Assistance Centers for nine specific indust~.
sectors heavily populated with small businesses that face substantial federal
regulation. These sectors are printing, metal finishing, automotive services
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and repair, agriculture, commercial transportation, paint and coating
applications, the printed wiring board industry, municipalities and small
chemical manufacturers.

The purpose of the Centers is to improve compliance of the customers they
serve by increasing their awareness of the pertinent federal regulatory. _
requirements and by providing the information that will enable them to
achieve compliance. The Centers accomplish this by offering the following:

¯ "First-Stop Shopping" - serve as the first place that small businesses
and technical assistance providers go to get comprehensive, easy to
understand compliance information targeted specifically to industry
sectors.

¯ "Improved Information Transfer"’ - via the Internet and other means.
create linkages between the small business community, and providers
of technical and regulatory, assistance and among the providers
themselves to share tools and knowledge and prevent duplication of
efforts.

¯ "Compliance Assistance Tools" - develop and disseminate plain-
English guides, consolidated checklists, fact sheets, and other tools
where needed by small businesses and their information providers.

¯ "Links Between Pollution Prevention and Compliance Goals" -
provide easy access to information and technical assistance on
technologies to help minimize waste generation and maximize
environmental performance.

¯ "Information on Ways to Reduce the Costs of Compliance" - identify.
technologies and best management practices that reduce pollution
while saving money.

For general information regarding EPA’s compliance assistance centers,
contact Tracy Back at (202) 564-7076.

VIII.C. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Industry Research Programs

American Petroleum Institute- Strategies for Today’s Environmental Partnership (STEP)

The STEP (Strategies tbr Today’s Environmental Partnership) program was
developed by API member companies to address public environmental
concerns by improving the industrv’s environmental, health, and safety.
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performance; documenting performance improvements; and communicating
them to the public. The foundation for STEP is the API Environmental
Mission and the API Guiding Environmental Principles. The program also
includes a series of environmental strategic plans; a review and revision of
existing industry standards; documentation of industry environmental, health.
and safety performance; and mechanisms for obtaining public input. In 1992,
API endorsed, as part of STEP, adoption of management practices as an API
recommended practice. The management practices contain the following
elements: pollution prevention, operating and process safety, community.
awareness, crisis readiness, product stewardship, proactive government
interaction, and resource conservation. The management practices are an
outline of actions to help companies incorporate environmental health and
safety, concerns into their planning and decision making. Each company will
make its own decisions on how and whether to change its operations. API
has developed a compilation of resources that provide recommendations and
guidance on various operational areas of the oil industry to assist API
members with their implementation of the management practices.

STEP is a program of the American Petroleum Institute (API) that strives to
improve and promote the industry’s commitment to environmental, health.
and safety issues. The program encompasses many projects performed by
member companies, plus research performed by API. STEP is involved with
environmental issues on two fronts: research, and communications with both
member companies and external entities.

STEP sponsors a wide range of research on environmental issues, including
studies on releases, exposure assessments, and pollution prevention
assessments. In many cases, the data leads toward the setting of API industry.
standards, which are often cited in EPA regulations.

The program also serves to disseminate information about environmental and
health issues to the public. An example is the Petroleum lndustry
Environmental Performance Annual Report, which presents statistics on the
progress of the industry in reducing its environmental impacts.

API’s Upstream Department undertakes a range of activities focused on
environmental issues facing the oil and gas extraction industry. Sponsored
research may identify available, cost-effective techniques for control of
emissions or remediation of a spill. Workshops are sponsored to assist
companies (both members and nonmembers) in complying with new
regulations or applying new technologies. As an example, API sponsored
research on the remediation of soils affected by salt resulting from decades-
old discharges or more recent spills of produced water. From this research
has grown a series of workshops to transfer this information to companies
and state agencies working to address these sites.
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Gas Research Institute (GRI)

The Gas Research Institute is headquartered in Chicago and manages a
cooperative research, development, and commercialization program for the
mutual benefit of the natural gas industry. GRI works with research
organizations, manufacturers and its member companies to develop gas
technologies and to transfer new products and information to the
marketplace.

GRI has published studies of waste generation and management in the natural
gas industry. "Waste Minimization in the Natural Gas Industry: Regulations,
Methodology, and Assessment of Alternatives" is of particular interest. The
publication provides a thorough overview of waste generation in the industry
and methods for minimizing many of the waste streams. (Contact:
www. zri. org/ or (773) 399-8100.)

VIII.C.2. Trade Associations

American Petroleum Institute (API) Members: 500
1220 L Street, NW Staff: 300
Washington, DC 20005 Budget: $40,000,000
Phone: (202) 682-8000 Contact: Mark Rubin
Fax: (202) 962-4797 www.api.org/

The American Petroleum Institute (API) is the largest trade group for the oil
and gas industry, with the largest membership and budget. API represents
major oil companies, and independent oil producers, refiners, marketers, and
transporters of crude oil, lubricating oil, gasoline, and natural gas. API
conducts and promotes research in the oil and gas industry, and collects data
and publishes statistical reports on oil production and refining. Numerous
manuals, booklets, and other materials are published on oil and gas
exploration and production.
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Independent Petroleum Association Members: 6,000
of America (IPAA) Staff: 25
1101 16th St., NW Contact: Gil Thrum
Washington, DC 20036 www. it~aa, orz!
Phone: (202) 857-4722
Fax: (202) 857-4799 -

IPAA was founded in 1929 to represent small oil and natural gas producers
in legislative and regulatory issues at the federal level. Its members are
principally well operators and royalty owners, plus others involved in the
industry such as suppliers, and drilling contractors. IPAA collects
production, consumption, and economic data on the industry and publishes
documents including The Oil and Natural Gas Producing lndustry in Your
State.         .

Society of Petroleum Engineers Members: 53,000
(SPE) Staff: 92
PO Box 833836 Budget: $15,000,000
Richardson, TX 75083-3836 Regional Groups: 13
Phone: (214) 952-9393 Local Groups: 137
Fax: (214) 952-9435 Contact: Dan K. Adamson

www. soe. or_g/

SPE was founded in 1922 to serve petroleum engineers involved with oil and
gas exploration and production. The organization has 53,000 members and
a budget of$15 million. SPE publishes several journals and books, including
the monthly Journal of Petroleum Technology, that report on reservoir
characterization and management methods and industry statistics.

Association of Oilwell Servicing Members: 600
Contractors (AOSC) Staff: 4
6060 N. Central Expy., Ste. 428 Budget: $500,000
Dallas, TX 75206 Regional Groups: 16
Phone: (214)692-0771 Contact: M.L. Clark
Fax: (214) 692-0162

AOSC was founded in 1956, and represents oil well servicing and workover
contractors, equipment manufacturers, and others related to the well servicing
industry. The organization publishes the monthly AOSC Newsletter, which
includes industry news. rig activity, information, and legislative updates, and
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Well Servicing, a bimonthly journal that includes articles on new technology,
equipment and products.

Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Members: 7,500
Association (MCOGA) Staff: 6 -
801 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Ste. 840 State Groups: 4
Washington, DC 20004-2604 Contact: Albert Modiano
Phone: (202) 638-4400
Fax: (202) 638-5967

The Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association was founded in 1917 and
represents oil and gas producers, royalty owners, refiners, gasoline
manufacturers, transporters, drilling contractors, supply and equipment
dealers and wholesalers, bankers, and other individuals interested in oil
business.

Western States Petroleum Members: 35
Association (WSPA) Staff: 32
505 N. Brand Blvd., Ste. 1400 Regional Groups: 4
Glendale, CA 91203-1925 Contact: Douglas Henderson
Phone: (818) 545-4105 www. wspa. org/
Fax: (818) 545-0954

The Westem States Petroleum Association was founded in 1907 and
represents companies involved with petroleum exploration, production,
refining, transportation, and wholesale marketing in Arizona, California,
Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington. WSPA offers advisory services
for industry members.

Offshore Operators Committee (OOC)Members: 110
P.O. Box 50751 Staff: 1
New Orleans, LA 70150 Contact: Mr. Virgil Harris
Phone: (504) 593-7443 e-mail:
Fax: (504) 593-7544 virgi! a harris(~cngp, eng. corn

OOC is an industry, cooperative representing nearly all of the operators in the
Gulf of Mexico. They sponsor research on the effects of oil and gas
operations offshore and work with EPA on updates to offshore NPDES
permits.
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Petroleum Technology Transfer Regional Centers: 10
Council (PTTC) Contact: Deborah Rowell
1101 16th Street, NW, Suite 1-C www.pttc.org/
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 785-2225 or
(800)THE-PTTC
Fax: (202) 785-2240

The Petroleum Technology Transfer Council (PTTC) was formed in 1994 by
the U.S. oil and natural gas exploration and production industry to identify
and transfer upstream technologies to domestic producers. PTTC’s technology
programs help producers reduce costs, improve operating efficiency, increase
ultimate recovery, enhance environmental compliance, and add new oil and
gas reserves. Through its 10 regional resource centers located at universities
around the country, PTTC offers expert assistance, information resources,
inter-disciplinary referrals, and demonstrations of E&P software solutions.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS
For further information on selected topics within the oil and gas extraction industry, a list of contacts
and publications are provided below.

Contacts4

Name Organization Telephone [ Subject

Dan Chadwick EPA/OECA (Office of (202) 564-7054 Compliance Assurance
Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance)

Steve Souders EPA/OSWER (Office of Solid (703) 308-8431 Oil and Gas Wastes
Waste and Emergency Response)

Dan Derkics EPA/OSWER (Office of Solid (703) 308-8409 Oil and Gas Wastes
Waste and Emergericy Response)

Bruce Kobelski EPA/OW (Office of Water) (202) 260-7275 Underground Injection

Tom Aalto EPA/Region VIII (303) 312-6949 RCRA / Problem Oil Pits

!Ron Jordan EPA!OW (Office of Water) (202) 260-7115 NPDES Issues

Greg Nizich EPA/OAQPS (Office of Air (919) 541-3078 Air Issues
Quality Planning and Standards)

Ralph Russell DOE/EIA (Department of Energy, (214) 720-6196 Industry Processes
Energy Information
Administration)

Mike Miller Louisiana Department of (225) 765-0272 Industry Processes,
Environmental Quality State Waste Minimization

Program

Charles Koch North Dakota Industrial (701) 328-8020 Industry Processes
Commission, Oil and Gas Division

James Erb Pennsylvania Department of (717) 772-2199 Industry processes
Environmental Protection

Jack Ward Texas Railroad Commission, Oil (512) 475-4580 State Waste Minimization
and Gas Division Programs,

Pollution Prevention

4 Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable information and comments during the development of

this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily
endorse all statements made within this notebook.
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Section II: Introduction to the Oil and Gas Extraction Industry

EIA, The U.S. Petroleum Industry: Past as Prologue, 1970-1992, Energy Information
Administration, US Department of Energy, 1993.

EIA, Natural Gas Annual, Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy, 1997.

EIA, U.S. Crude Oil, Natural Gas, and Natural Gas Liquids Reserves 1997 Report, Energy
Information Administration, US Department of Energy, 1998.

EIA, Petroleum: An Energy Profile, Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of
Energy, 1999. www.eia.doe, gov/pub/oil gas/petroleum/analvsisA~ublications/
petroleum__profile_1999/profile99v8.pdf

IPAA, United States Petroleum Statistics: 1998 Data, Independent Petroleum Association of
America, April 1999, www.ipaa.org/departments/in_formation services/USPS, htm

Sittig, Marshall, Petroleum Transportation and Production." Oil Spill and Pollution Control, Park
Ridge, N J: Noyes Data Corporation, 1978.

Smith, Glenda, American Petroleum Institute, written comments to Dan Chadwick, USEP,~OCEA,
September 22, 1999.

US DOC, 1992 Census of Mineral Industries, Bureau of the Census, Economics and Statistics
Administration, US Department of Commerce, 1995.

US DOC, U.S. lndustry and Trade Outlook ’98, International Trade Commission, U.S. Department
of Commerce, McGraw-Hill, 1998.

US DOE, A Strategy for Methane Hydrates Research and Development, Office of Fossil Energy,
U.S. Department of Energy, August 1998.

US DOI, "Press Release: Babbitt Signs Decision for Alaska Petroleum Reserve that Balances
Protection for Wildlife Habitat With Oil and Gas Development," Office of the Secretary, U.S.
Department of the Interior, October 7, 1998, www.doi.gov/newsi981007.html

US EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Background for NEPA Reviewers: Crude Oil and Natural Gas
Exploration, Development, and Production, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1992.

Section III: Industrial Process Description

API, Oil and Gas V~aste Management - Preliminary Results from API Survey, American Petroleum
Institute, 1997.

API, 1997 Joint Association Survey on Drilling Costs, American Petroleum Institute, 1998a.
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API, Petroleum lndustry Environmental Performance Sixth Annual Report, American Petroleum
Institute, 1998b.

Berger, Bill D. and Kenneth E. Anderson, Modern Petroleum -- A Basic Primer of the Industry,
Third Edition, Tulsa, OK: PennWell Publishing Company, 1992.

Buckner, Edwin, EPA Region VII, e-mail to Dan Chadwick, EP.~dOECA, December 15,1998.

Buist, Ian, "Window of Opportunity for In Situ Burning," in In Situ Burning of Oil Spills Workshop
Proceedings, New Orleans, Louisiana, November 2-4, 1998, William D. Walton andNora H. Jason,
eds., Gaithersburg, MD: Building and Fire Research Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and
Technology, February 1999.

Deepstar, Proprietary information on platform/pipeline infrastructure and capacities in deepwater.
This information is part of a series of reports on future deep-water technologies and hypothetic
scenarios generated by a consortium of industry, academia, and the regulatory participants, 1994.

Deuel, Lloyd E. and George H. Holliday, Soil Remediationfor the Petroleum Extraction Industry,
Second Edition, Tulsa, OK: PennWell Publishing Company, 1997.

EIA, Petroleum: An Energy Profile, Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of
Energy, 1991.

Federal Register, vol. 61, no. 242, December 16, 1996, "Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source
Category; Final Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Coastal Subcategory; Final
Rule."

Fields, Stephen and Max Martin, "The Plugging Process: Securing Old Gas & Oil Wells for the
Protection of the Environment," in Proceedings: Public Workshop, Decommissioning and Removal
of Oil and Gas Facilities Offshore California, F. Manago and B. Williamson, eds., Santa Barbara,
CA: Marine Science Institute, University of California, Santa Barbara, May 1998.

Fingas, M.L., "In Situ Burning of Oil Spills: A Historical Perspective," in In Situ Burning of Oil
Spills Workshop Proceedings, New Orleans, Louisiana, November 2-4, 1998, William D. Walton
and Nora H. Jason, eds., Gaithersburg, MD: Building and Fire Research Laboratory, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, February. 1999.

IOGCC and US DOE. A Study ofldle Oil and Gas Wells in the United States, Interstate Oil and Gas
Compact Commission, 1992.

IOGCC, IOGCC Environmental Guidelines for State Oil & Gas Regulatory Programs. Interstate Oil
and Gas Compact Commission, May 1994.

IOGCC, Produce or Plug: The Dilemma over the Nation’s ldle 0il and Gas Wells, Interstate Oil and
Gas Compact Commission, December 1996.
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Jordan, Ronald, EPA/OW, written comments to Dan Chadwick, EPA/OECA, 1999.

Kennedy, John L., Fundamentals of Drilling, Tulsa, OK: PennWell Publishing Company, 1983.

Lake, Larry W., Enhanced Oil Recovery, Englewood Cliffs, N J: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1989.

MMS, Federal Offshore Statistics, Minerals Management Service, U.S. Department of the Interior.
1995.

MMS, Gulf of Mexico OCS Oil and Gas Lease Sales 171,174, 177, and 180 (Western Planning
Area) - Final Environmental Impact Statement, 1998.

MMS, Decommissioning Structures, Minerals Management Service, U.S. Department of the Interior.
www. rams. gov/tarpies 2a. htm, 1999.

National Research Council, An Assessment of Techniques for Removing Offshore Structures.
Washington, DC: Marine Board, Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems, National
Research Council, 1996.

Neff, Jerry M. and Theodor C. Sauer, Jr., "An Ecological Risk Assessment for Polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons in Produced Water Discharges to the Western Gulf of Mexico," in Produced Water
2." Environmental Issues and Mitigation Technologies, International Produced Water Symposium.
Mark Reed and Stale Johnsen, eds., New York: Plenum Press, 1996.

Rabalais, N.N., B.A. McKee, D.J. Reed, and J.C. Means, "Fate and Effects of Produced Water
Discharges in Coastal Louisiana, Gulf of Mexico, USA," in Produced Water." Technological.,"
Environmental lssues and Solutions, International Produced Water Symposium, James P. Ray and
F. Rainer Engelhardt, eds., New York: Plenum Press, 1992.

Shell Oil Company, Specific comments for draft EIS 152 and 155 (Section V). Data derived by
Shell Oil Company from discharge monitoring reports submitted to USEPA, Region 6 for 1992.
1994.

Sittig, Marshall, Petroleum Transportation and Production: Oil Spill and Pollution Control, Park
Ridge, N J: Noyes Data Corporation, 1978.

Souders, Stephen. USEPA/OSW, written comments to Dan Chadwick. USEPA/OECA. December
30, 1998.

Stephenson, M.T.. "A Survey of Produced Water Studies," in Produced Water: Technological/
Environmental lssues and Solutions, International Produced Water Symposium. James P. Ray and
F. Rainer Engelhardt. eds., New York: Plenum Press, 1992.

Texas Railroad Commission. written comments to Dan Chadwick. EP,~,OECA. January. 9. 1999.
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US DOE and IOGCC, Oil and Gas Exploration and Production Waste Management: A 17-State
Study, Office of Fossil Energy, U.S. Department of Energy, and Interstate Oil and Gas Compact
Commission, June, 1993.

US EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Management of Wastes From Oil and Gas Exploration,
Development, and Production, Report to Congress, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1987. _

US EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Background for NEPA Reviewers: Crude Oil and Natural Gas
Exploration, Development, and Production, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1992.

US EPA, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Understanding Oil Spills and Oil Spill
Response, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, July 1993a.

U.S. EPA Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, SPCC Requirements and Pollution
Prevention Practices for Oil Production, Drilling and Workover Facilities,
www. epa. gov/oilspill/spcc!index, htm.

US EPA, Office of Water, Supplemental information for effluent limitation guidelines and new
source performance standards for the offshore subcategory of the oil and gas extraction point source
category (40 CFR 435), 1993b.

US EPA, Office of Water, Development Document For Effluent Limitations Guidelines And
Standards For The Coastal Subcategory Of The Oil And Gas Extraction Point Source Category, US
Environmental Protection Agency, 1996.

US EPA, Office of Water, written comments to Dan Chadwick, EPA/OECA, September, 1999.

Wakim, Paul, AP11985 Production Waste Survey, American Petroleum Institute, 1987.

Wiedeman, Allison, "Regulation of Produced Water by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,"
in Produced Water 2." Environmental lssues and Mitigation Technologies, International Produced
Water Symposium, Mark Reed and Stale Johnsen, eds., New York: Plenum Press, 1996.

Williams, Howard R. and Charles J. Meyers, Manual of Oil and Gas Terms - Tenth Edition, rev. by
Patrick Martin and Bruce Kramer, New York: Matthew Bender & Company, 1997.

Zengel, Scott A. et al., Environmental Effects of In Situ Burning of Oil Spills in Inland and Upland
Habitats," in In Situ Burning of Oil Spills Workshop Proceedings, New Orleans, Louisiana.
November 2-4, 1998, William D. Walton and Nora H. Jason. eds., Gaithersburg, MD: Building and
Fire Research Laboratory, National Institute of Standards and Technology, February 1999.

Section IV: Chemical Release and Transfer Profile

API, 0il and Gas Waste Management- Preliminary Results from API Survey, P~merican Petroleum
Institute, 1997.
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Pennsylvania DEP, Characterization and Disposal Options for Oilfield Wastes in Pennsylvania,
Bureau of Oil and Gas Management, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, June
1994.

Pennsylvania DEP, Oil Brine Characteristics Report, Working Draft, Bureau of Oil and Gas
Management, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, July 31, 1999. _

US EPA, Office of Water, Development Document for Final Effluent Limitations Guidelines and
Standards for the Coastal Subcategory of the Oil and Gas Extraction Point Source Category, US
Environmental Protection Agency, 1996.

Section V: Pollution Prevention Opportunities

API, Developing Area-Specific Waste Management Plans for E&P Operations, 1"~’ ed., American
Petroleum Institute, Washington, DC, 1991.

County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County, Oil and Gas Extraction: Pollution Prevention
Opportunities Checklist, Industrial Waste Section, County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles
County, 1990.

Michelet, J.F. "Down Hole Separation Technology," in Produced Water 2: Environmental lssues
and Mitigation Technologies, International Produced Water Symposium, Mark Reed and Stale
Johnsen, eds., New York: Plenum Press, 1996.

NETA, Keepin’ It All Clean in the Oil Patch - Field Guide, Phoenix: National Environmental
Training Association, 1995.

Petroleum Technology Transfer Council, New Technology Summaries, www.pttc, org/.

Souders, Stephen, USEPA/OSW, written comments to Dan Chadwick, USEPA/OECA, December
30, 1998.

Texas Railroad Commission, Oil and Gas Division, Waste Minimization in the Oil Field, Revised
April 1999.

Texas Railroad Commission, Oil and Gas Division, Waste Minimization Case Histories-Drilling
Operations, www. rrc. state, ix. us/divisions/og/kev-programs/.

U.S. DOE - Fossil Energy." Oil and Natural Gas Program, www~fe, doe. gov/programs/oil~gas, html.

U.S. EPA Enviro$enSe website, http://es.epa.gov/.

U.S. EPA Natural Gas STAR Program, Lessons Learned, www. epa..7ov/~asstar/.
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Section VI: Summary of Federal Statutes and Regulations

Arbuckle, J. Gordon, et al. Environmental Law Handbook, 12th ed., Rockville, MD: Government
Institutes, Inc., 1993.

Environmental Law Institute, Sustainable Environmental Law, Celia Campbell-Mohn, ed., St. Paul,
MN: West Publishing Co., 1993.

IOGCC, Produce or Plug: The Dilemma over the :Vation ’s Idle Oil and Gas Wells, Interstate Oil and
Gas Compact Commission, December 1996.

MMS, "Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act," Minerals Management Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior, www. rams. gov/ocslands, htm, 1999.

National Research Council, An Assessment of Techniques for Removing Offshore Structures,
Washington, DC: Marine Board, Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems, National
Research Council, 1996.

Rittenhouse, Bryan, USEPA/OW, written comments to Dan Chadwick, USEPA/OECA, September
21, 1999.

US EPA, Office of Solid Waste, Background for NEPA Reviewers: Crude 0il and Natural Gas
Exploration, Development, and Production, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1992.

US EPA, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, "FAQ: What Substances are Covered?
Petroleum Exclusion," U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1998, www.epa.gov/
oerrpage/superfund/programs/er/triggers/haztrizs/whatsub3, htm.

US EPA, Office of Water, "Clean Water Act Section 403: A Framework for Ecological Risk
Assessment," U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1999, w,,~v.epa.gov/OWOW/oceansi
discharges/403, html.

Williams, Howard R. and Charles J. Meyers, Manual of Oil and Gas Terms - Tenth Edition, rev. by
Patrick Martin and Bruce Kramer, New York: Matthew Bender & Company, 1997.

Section VIII: Compliance Activities and Initiatives

Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission, www. iogcc.oklaos[state, ok. us/.

Sandra Jaszczak, ed.. Gale Encyclopedia of Associations, 31 ~’ ed , International Thomson Publishing
Co., 1996.

U.S. DOE, Office of Fossil Energy, Oil and Gas Environmental Research and Analysis Program.
www. re. doe. govioil casioilgas 7. html.
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~- ___. ~-,.~ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
~"~ ~’~ ! WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Message from the Administrator

Over the past 25 years, our nation has made tremendous progress in protecting public health and
our environment while promoting economic prosperity. Businesses as large as iron and steel
plants and businesses as small as the dry cleaner on the corner have worked with EPA to find
ways to operate cleaner, cheaper, and smarter. As a result, we no longer have rivers catching on
fire. Our skies are clearer. American environmental technology and expertise are in demand
throughout the world.

The Clinton Administration recognizes that to continue this progress, we must move beyond the
pollutant-by-pollutant approaches of the past to comprehensive, facifity-wide approaches for the
furore. Industry by industry and community by community, we must build a new generation of
environmental protection.

Within the past two years, the Environmental Protection Agency undertook its Sector Notebook
Project to compile, for a number of key industries, information about environmental problems and
solutions, case studies and tips about complying with regulations. We called on industry leaders,
state regulators, and EPA staff with many years of experience in these industries and with their
unique environmental issues. Together with notebooks for 17 other industries, the notebook you
hold in your hand is the result.

These notebooks will help business managers to better understand their regulatory requirements,
learn more about how others in their industry have undertaken regulatory compliance and the
innovative methods some have found to prevent pollution in the first instance. These notebooks
will give useful information to state regulatory agencies moving toward industry-based programs.
Across EPA we will use this manual to better integrate our programs and improve our compliance
assistance efforts.

I encourage you to use this notebook to evaluate and improve the way that together we achieve
our important environmental protection goals. I am confident that these notebooks will help us to
move forward in ensuring that - in industry ~er industry, community after community -
environmental protection and economic prosperity go hand in hand.

Recycled/Reey¢lable ¯ P~nted with Vegetable Based Inks on Recycled Paper (20% Post~onaJmer)
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This report is one in a series of volumes published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to provide information of general interest regarding environmental issues associated with
specific industrial sectors. The documents were developed under contract by Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA), and Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. (McLean, VA). This publication may be
purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A listing of
available Sector Notebooks and document numbers is included at the end of this document.

All telephone orders should be directed to:

Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 512-1800
FAX (202) 512-2250
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Eastern Time, M-F

Using the form provided at the end of this document, all mail orders should be directed to:

U.S. Government Printing Office
P.O. Box 371954
Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Complimentary volumes are available to certain groups or subscribers, such as public and academic
lib(aries, Federal, State, local, and foreign governments, and the media. For further information, and
for answers to questions pertaining to these documents, please refer to the contact names and
numbers provided witfiin this volume.

Electronic versions of all Sector Notebooks are available on the EPA Enviro$en$e Bulletin Board
and via the Internet on the Enviro$en$e World Wide Web. Downloading procedures are described
in Appendix A of this document.

Cover photograph by Steve Delaney, EPA. Photograph courtesy of Vista Chemicals, Baltimore,
Maryland. Special thanks to Dave Mahler.
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The Sector Notebooks were developed by the EPA’s Office of Compliance. Particular questions regarding the
Sector Notebook Project in general can be directed to:

Seth Heminway, Sector Notebook Project Coordinator
US EPA, Office of Compliance
401 M St., SW (2223-A)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-7017 fax (202) 564-0050
E-mail: heminway.seth@epamail.epa.gov

Questions and comments regarding the individual documents can be directed to the appropriate specialists listed
below.

Document Number Industry Contact Phone (202)

EPA/310-R-95-001. Dry Cleaning Industry Joyce Chandler 564-7073
EPA/310-R-95-002. Electronics and Computer Industry. Steve Hoover 564-7007
EPA/310-R-95-003. Wood Furniture and Fixtures Industry Bob Marshall 564-7021
EPA/310-R-95-004. Inorganic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-005. Iron and Steel Industry Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-006. Lumber and Wood Products Industry Seth Heminway 564-7017
EPA/310-R-95-007. Fabricated Metal Products Industry Scott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-008. Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-009. Motor Vehicle Assembly Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/3 I0-R-95-010. Nonferrous Metals Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-95-011. Non-Fuel, Non-Metal Mining Industry Keith Brown 564-7124
EPA/310-R-95-012. Organic Chemical Industry Walter DeRieux 564-7067
EPA/310-R-95-013. Petroleum Refining Industry Tom Ripp 564-7003
EPA/310-R-95-014. Printing Industry Ginger Gotliffe 564-7072
EPA/310-R-95-015. Pulp and Paper Industry Maria Eisemann 564-7016
EPA/310-R-95-016. Rubber and Plastic Industry - Maria Malave 564-7027
EPA/310-R-95-017. Stone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete IndustryScott Throwe 564-7013
EPA/310-R-95-018. Transportation Equipment Cleaning Ind.Virginia Lathrop 564-7057

EPA/310-R-97-001. *Air Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-002. Ground Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-003. *Water Transportation Industry Virginia Lathrop 564-7057
EPA/310-R-97-004. Metal Casting Industry Jane Engert 564-5021
EPA/310-R-97-005. Pharmaceutical Industry Emily Chow 564-7071
EPA/310-R-97-006. Plastic Resin and Man-made Fiber Ind.Sally Sasnett 564-7074
EPA/310-R-97-007. *Fossil Fuel Electric Power Generation Ind. Rafael Sanchez564-7028
EPA/310-R-97-008. *Shipbuilding and Repair Industry Suzanne Childress564-7018
EPA/310-R-97-009. Textile Industry Belinda Breidenbach564-7022
EPA/310-R-97-010. *Sector Notebook Data Refresh, 1997 Seth Heminway 564-7017

EPA/310-B-96-003. Federal Facilities Jim Edwards 564-2461

*Currently in DRAFT anticipated publication in September 1997

This page updated during .lune 1997 reprinting
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE SECTOR NOTEBOOK PROJECT

i.A. Summary of the Sector Notebook Project

Environmental policies based upon comprehensive analysis of air, water and
land pollution are an inevitable and logical supplement to traditional single-
media approaches to environmental protection. Environmental regulatory _
agencies are beginning to embrace comprehensive, multi-statute solutions to
facility permitting, enforcement and compliance assurance, education/
outreach, research, and regulatory development issues. The central concepts
driving the new policy direction are that pollutant releases to each
environmental medium (air, water and land) affect each other, and that
environmental strategies must actively identify and address these inter-
relationships by designing policies for the "whole" facility. One way to
achieve a whole facility focus is to design environmental policies for similar
industrial facilities:. By doing so, environmental concerns that are common to
the manufacturing of similar products can be addressed in a comprehensive
manner. Recognition of the need to develop the industrial "’sector based"
approach within the EPA Office of Compliance led to the creation of this
document. Many of those who reviewed this notebook are listed as contacts
in Section IX and may be sources of additional information. The individuals
and groups on this list do not necessarily concur with all statements within this
notebook.

The Sector Notebook Project was initiated by the Office of Compliance within
the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) to provide its
staffand managers with summary information for eighteen specific industrial
sectors. As other EPA offices, states, the regulated community.
environmental groups, and the public became interested in this project, the
scope of the original project was expanded. The ability to design
comprehensive, common sense environmental protection measures for specific
industries is dependent on knowledge of several inter-related topics. For the
purposes of this project, the key elements chosen for inclusion are: general
industry information (economic and geographic); a description of industrial
processes; pollution outputs; pollution prevention opportunities; Federal
statutory and regulatory fi’amework; compliance history; and a description of
partnerships that have been formed between regulatory agencies, the regulated
community and the public.

For any given industry, each topic listed above could alone be the subject of
a lengthy volume. However, in order to produce a manageable document, this
project focuses on providing summary information for each topic. This
format provides the reader with a synopsis of each issue, and references if
more in-depth information is available. The contents of each profile were
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researched fi’om a variety of sources, and were usually condensed from more
detailed sources. This approach allowed for a wide coverage of activities that
can be further explored based upon the citations and references listed at the
end of this profile. As a check on the information included, each notebook
went through an external review process. The Office of Compliance
appreciates the efforts of all those that participated in this process which
enabled us to develop more complete, accurate and up-to-date summaries.

I.B. Additional Information

Providing Comments

OECA’s Office of Compliance plans to periodically review and update the
notebooks and will make these updates available both in hard copy and
electronically. If you have any comments on the existing notebook, or if you
would like to provide additional information, please send a hard copy and
computer disk to the EPA Office of Compliance, Sector Notebook Project.
401 M St., SW (2223-A), Washington, DC 20460. Comments can also be
uploaded to the EnvkoSen$e Bulletin Board or the Enviro$en$e World Wide
Web for general access to all users of the system. Follow instructions in
Appendix A for accessing these data systems. Once you have logged in,
procedures for uploading text are available from the on-line Enviro$enSe Help
System.

Adapting Notebooks to Particular Needs

The scope of the existing notebooks reflect an approximation of the relative
national occurrence of facility types that occur within each sector. In many
instances, industries within specific geographic regions or states may have
unique characteristics that are not fully captured in these profiles. For this
reason, the Office of Compliance encourages state and local environmental
agencies and other groups to supplement or re-package the information
included in this notebook to include more specific industrial and regulatory,
information that may be available. Additionally, interested states may want
to supplement the "Summary of Applicable Federal Statutes and Regulations"
section with state and local requirements. Compliance or technical assistance
providers may also want to develop the "Pollution Prevention" section in
more detail. Please contact the appropriate specialist listed on the opening
page of this notebook if your office is interested in assisting us in the further
development of the information or policies addressed within this volume.
If you are interested in assisting in the development of new notebooks for
sectors not covered in the original eighteen, please contact the Office of
Compliance at 202-564-2395.
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE ORGANIC CHEMICALS INDUSTRY

This section provides background information on the size, geographic
distribution, employment, production, sales, and economic condition of the
organic chemical industry. The type of facilities described within the
document are also described in terms of their Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes. Additionally, this section contains a list of the _
largest companies in terms of sales.

II.A. Introduction, Background, and Scope of the Notebook

The industrial organic chemical, sector produces organic chemicals (those
containing carbon) used as either chemical intermediates or end-products.
This categorization corresponds to Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
code 286 established by the Bureau of Census to track the flow of goods and
services within the economy. The 286 category includes gum and wood
chemicals (SIC 2861), cyclic organic crudes and intermediates, organic dyes
and pigments (SIC 2865), and industrial organic chemicals not elsewhere
classified (SIC 2869). By this definition, the industry does not include
plastics, drugs, soaps and detergents, agricultural chemicals or paints, and
allied products which are typical end-products manufactured from industrial
organic chemicals. In 1993, there were 987 establishments in SIC 286 of
which the largest 53 firms (by employment) accounted for more than 50
percent of the industr3?s value of shipments. The SIC 286 may include a small
number of integrated firms that are also engaged in petroleum refining and
manufacturing of other types of chemicals at the same site although firms
primarily engaged in manufacturing coal tar crudes or petroleum refining are
classified elsewhere.’

The industrial organic chemical market has two broadly defined categories,
commodity and specialty. Commodity chemical manufacturers compete on
price and produce large volumes of small sets of chemicals using dedicated
equipment with continuous and efficient processing. Specialty chemical
manufacturers cater to custom markets, manufacture a diverse set of
chemicals, use two or three different reaction steps to produce a product, tend
to use batch processes, compete on technological expertise and have a greater
value added to their products. Commodity chemical manufacturers have
lower labor requirements per volume and require less professional labor per
volume.

a Variations in l~cility counts occur across data sources due to many factors including reportmg and defimtional differences.

This notebook does not attempt to reconcile these differences, but rather reports the data as they are maintained by each
SOurCe.
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The 1992 Census of Manufactures for Industrial Organic Chemicals reports
employment of 124,800 and a 1992 value of shipments of $64.6 billion. This
value of shipments does not include organic chemicals manufactured for
captive use within a facility or the value of other non-industrial organic
chemical products manufactured by the same facility. It does, however,
include intra-company transfers which are significant in this industry. By
comparison, the 1992 value of shipments for inorganic chemicals totaled
$27.3 billion with employment of 103,400 people. The 1992 value of
shipments for the entire chemical industry (SIC 28) was $292.3 billion and
employment totaled 850,000. According to Chemical and Engineering News,
the production of industrial organic chemicals has increased by three percent
per year between 1983 and 1993 while employment has fallen by one percent
per year over the same period indicating an overall increase in productivity for
the sector. The same source reports the industry employed 153,000 people
in 1993 while shipping products valued at $60.9 billion.

The Department of Commerce reported that output in the industrial organic
chemical market grew five percent between 1992 and 1993 and is expected
to continue to grow at the same rate partially on the strength of increased
demand and production of methyl tert-butyi ether, a fuel oxb/genate.

II.B. Characterization of the Organic Chemicals Industry

ll.B.l. Industry size and geographic distribution

Industrial organic chemical facilities have an unusual distribution when
compared to downstream manufacturing facilities. Most significantly, a small
number of very large facilities account for the majority of the industry’s value
of shipments. The 1992 Census of Manufactures (Exhibit 1) showed that
only 113 of the 986 industrial organic chemical facilities (11 percent) had
more than 250 employees. However, these facilities accounted for almost 70
percent of the value of shipments for the industry; the largest 16 plants
(greater than 1,000 employees) accounted for about 25 percent of the total
value of shipments.
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Exhibit 1: Small Number of Large Facilities
Account for Majority of Shipments

Number of Percent of Percent of
Number of Employees Facilities Facilities Shipment Value

fewer than 10 259 26% 1%

10 to 49 301 30% 5%

50 to 249 313 32% 27%

250 to 499 60 6% 16%

500 to 999 37 4% 26%

1,000 or more 16 2% 25%

Total "[ 986 100% 100%

Source: 1992 Census of Manufactures

The industrial organic chemical sector is geographically diverse (Exhibit 2).
Gum and wood chemical manufacture (SIC 2861) is concentrated in Missouri,
Florida and Virginia. Cyclic crudes and intermediates (SIC 2865) and
unclassified industrial organic chemicals (SIC 2869) are concentrated in
Texas, Louisiana, New Jersey, Ohio, Illinois and West Virginia. Facility sites
are typically chosen for their access to raw materials (petroleum and coal
products for SICs 2865 and 2869 and wood for SIC 2861) and to
transportation routes. In addition, because much of the market for industrial
organic chemicals is the chemical industry, facilities tend to cluster near such
end-users.
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Exhibit 2: Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities (SIC 286)

(Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventory Database, 1993)

Ward’s Business Directory of U.S. Private and Public Companies, produced
by Gale Research Inc., compiles financial data on U.S. companies including
those operating within the organic chemical industry. Ward’s ranks U.S.
companies, whether they are a pareat company, subsidiary or division, by sales
volume within their assigned 4-digit SIC code. Readers should note that: (1)
companies are assigned a 4-digit SIC that most closely resembles their
principal industry; and (2) sales figures include total company sales, including
subsidiaries and operations (not related to organic chemicals). Additional
sources of company specific financial information include Standard & Poor’s
Stock Report Services, Dun & Bradstreet’s Million Dollar Directory,
Moody’s Manuals, and annual reports.
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Exhibit 3: Top U.S. Companies with
Organic Chemical Operations

1993 Sales

Rank’ Companyb (millions of dollars)

1 Exxon Corp., Exxon Chemical Co. - S. Darien, CT 9,591

2 Dow Chemical USA - Midland, MI 9,000

3 Miles, Inc. - Pittsburgh, PA 5,130

4 Union Carbide Corp. - Danbury, CT 4,877

5 Amoco Chemical Co. - Chicago, IL 4,031

i6 Chevron Chermeal Co. - San Ramon, CA 3,354

7 Quantum Chemical Corp. - New York, NY 2,532

8 Witeo Corp. - New York. NY 1,631

9 Ethyl Corp. - Baton Rouge, LA 1,600

10 Texaco Chemical Co. - Houston, TX 1,600

Note: ’ When Ward’s Business Directory lists both a parent and subsidiary in the top ten, only
the parent company is presented above to avoid double counting. Not all sales can be
attributed to the eorapanies" organic chemical operations.
b Companies shown listed SIC 286 as primary activity.

Source: Ward’s Business Directory of U.S. Private and Public Companies - 1993.

ILB.2. Product Characterization

The two-digit SIC code 28, Chemicals and Allied Products, includes facilities
classified as industrial organic chemical manufacturers under the three-digit
SIC code 286. This includes gum and wood chemicals, cyclic crudes and
intermediates and industrial organic chemical not elsewhere classified. The
last category is by far the largest and most diverse of the three; however, its
size distribution and industry structure are similar to those of the cyclic crudes
and intermediates because both use primarily petroleum and coal derived
feedstocks. In addition to industrial organic chemicals, seven separate types
of product establishments are identified under Chemicals and Allied Products
(SIC 28). Many of the other industry sectors within the two-digit SIC code
28, such as plastics materials and synthetics (SIC 282), are downstream users
of the products manufactured by the industrial organic chemical industry.
Others, such as the inorganic chemical sector, utilize unrelated feedstocks.
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The following list includes industrial organic chemicals (italicized) as well as
other chemicals and allied product SIC codes included within SIC code 28.

SI__~.CIndustry_ Sector SI__._~_CIndustry_ Sector

281 Inorganic Chemicals 2861 Gum and Wood Chemicals
282 Plastics Materials and Synthetics 2865 Cyclic Organic Chemicals
283 Drugs 2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, n.e.c.
284 Soaps, Cleaners, and Toilet Goods 287 Agricultural Chemicals
285 Paints and Allied Products 289 Miscellaneous Chemical Products

The industrial organic chemical, industry uses feedstocks derived from
petroleum and natural gas (about 90 percent) and from recovered coal tar
condensates generated bv coke production (about 10 percent). The chemical
industry produces raw materials and intermediates, as well as a wide variety
of finished products for industry, business and individual consumers. The
important classes of products within SIC code 2861 are hardwood and
sot’twood distillation products, wood and gum naval stores, charcoal, natural
dyestuffs, and natural tanning materials.

The important classes of products within SIC code 2865 are: (1) derivatives
of benzene, toluene, naphthalene, anthracene, pyridene, carbazole, and other
cyclic chemical products, (2) synthetic organic dyes, (3) s.vnthetic organic
pigments, (4) cyclic (coal tar) crudes, such as light oils and light oil products;
coal tar acids; and products of medium and heavy oil such as creosote oil,
naphthalene, anthracene and their high homologues.

Important classes of chemicals produced by organic chemical industry
facilities within SIC code 2869 include: (1) non-cyclic organic chemicals such
as acetic, chloroacetic, adipic, formic, oxalic acids and their metallic salts,
chloral, formaldehyde, and methylamine; (2) solvents such as amyl, butyl and
ethyl alcohols; methanol; amyl, butyl, and ethyl acetates; ethyl ether, ethylene
glycol ether and diethylene glycol ether; acetone, carbon disulfide, and
chlorinated solvents such as carbon tetrachlodde, tetrachloroethene, and
trichloroethene; (3) polyhydric alcohols such as ethylene glycol, sorbitol,
pentaerythritol, and synthetic glycerin; (4) synthetic perfumes and flavoring
materials such as coumarin, methyl salicylate, saccharin, citral, citronellal,
synthetic geraniol, ionone, terpineol, and synthetic vanillin; (5) rubber
processing chemicals such as accelerators and antioxidants, both cyclic and
acyclic; (6) plasticizers, both cyclic and acyclic, such as esters of phosphoric
acid, phthalic anhydride, adipic acid, lauric acid, oleic acid, sebacic acid, and
stearic acid; (7) synthetic tanning agents such as sulfonic acid condensates;
and (8) esters and amines of polyhydric alcohols and fatty and other acids.
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II.B.3. Economic trends

With organic chemicals as the single largest segment of chemical exports
(accounting for nearly one-half of total chemical shipments to foreign
markets), the industrial organic sector faces a market similar to the
petrochemical industry. While the U.S. production is expected to continue to
grow at two to four percent annually, there is increasing competition in the _
export market despite growing demand. World petrochemical demand is
projected to increase from 320 million metric tons in 1992 to 575 million
metric tons in 2010. The share accounted for by the United States, Western
Europe and Japan is expected to drop from 71 to 63 percent. Products from
the Gulf Cooperation Council and Pacific Rim countries, including China and
Korea, will begin to compete with U.S. products in current export markets as
new facilities are brought on-line. The U.S. is expected to maintain a positive
trade balance in organic chemicals. Chemical imports of organic chemicals
(some representiiag intra-company transfers) have been steady over the last
five years. The reduced trade barriers due to the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have increased competition. Firms are adapting to
the increased competition by emphasizing specialty chemicals and higher
value-added products.
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III. INDUSTRIAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION

This section describes the major industrial processes within the organic
chemical industry, including the materials and equipment used, and the
processes employed. The section is designed for those interested in gaining
a general understanding of the industry, and for those interested in the inter-
relationship between the industrial process and the topics described in _
subsequent sections of this profile -- pollutant outputs, pollution prevention
opportunities, and Federal regulations. This section does not attempt to
replicate published engineering information that is available for this industry.
Refer to Section IX for a list of reference documents that are available.

This section specifically contains a description of commonly used production
processes, associated raw materials, the by-products produced or released.
and the materials either recycled or transferred off-site. This discussion,
coupled with schematic drawings of the identified processes, provides a
concise description of where wastes may be produced in the process. This
section also describes the potential fate (via air, water, and soil pathways) of
these waste products.

1]].A. Industrial Processes in the Organic Chemicals Industry

Industrial Organic Chemicals - Overview

The industrial organic chemical sector includes thousands of chemicals and
hundreds of processes. In general, a set of building blocks (feedstocks) is
combined in a series of reaction steps to produce both intermediates and end-
products. The chart and flow diagram below (Exhibits 4 and 5) show the
primary organic chemical building blocks (generated principally from
petroleum refining), a key subset of the large volume secondary building
blocks and a set of large volume tertiary building blocks. The subsequent
chart (Exhibit 6) shows the reaction types used to manufacture a sample of
organic chemicals, and illustrates the large variety of processes used by the
industry.
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Exhibit 4: High Volume Organic Chemical Building Blocks
Primary Building Block Secondary Building Block Tertiary Building Block

Ethylene Ethylene dichloride Vinyl chloride
Ethylene oxide Ethylene glycol
Ethylbenzene Vinyl acetate

Propylene Propylene oxide
Acrylonitrile
Isopropyl alcohol Acetone

Benzene Ethylbenzene Styrene
Cumene Phenol

Acetone
Cyclohexane Adipic acid

Methanol Acetic acid Vinyl acetate
Formaldehyde
Methyl t-butyl ether

Toluene

Xylenes
p-isomer Terephthalic acid

Butadiene

Butylene

~ Source: Szmant, Organic Building Blocks of the Chemical Industry
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Exhibit 5: Organic Chemicals and Building Blocks Flow Diagram

Outputs
~ IBenzene

Raw Materials ---[Ethylene

----- P~-mpylene ]----~ ~--~’~

Oil, ~ Xylene
Natural Gas,

Coal ~ Toluene

~ Butadiene ~-~

---~ I Methane ~-~

----* Butylene Textile=

The typical chemical synthesis process involves combining multiple
feedstocks in a series of unit operations. The first unit operation is a
chemical reaction. Commodity chemicals tend to be synthesized in a
continuous reactor while specialty chemicals usually are produced in batches.
Most reactions take place at high temperatures, involve metal catalysts, and
include one or two additional reaction components. The yield of the reaction
will partially determine the kind and quantity of by-products and releases.
Many specialty chemicals require a series of two or three reaction steps.
Once the reaction is complete, the desired product must be separated from the
by-products by a second unit operation. A number of separation techniques
such as settling, distillation or refrigeration may be used. The final product
may be further processed, by spray drying or pelletizing for example, to
produce the saleable item. Frequently by-products are also sold and their
value may alter the process economics.
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Exhibit 6: Reaction/Process Types by Chemical Category for a Sampling of
Chemicals

Ke- Ni-
Generic Process Ethers Halocarbem Hydrocarbons tones trile

Alkoxylation

Cond~sation

Halosenation

Pollution

Hy~olysis

Hy~os~tion

Est~fication

~olysis

~lation

~y~og~ation

~ation (~onolysis)

~i~tion

Suifonation

~o~tion

Car~nylation

Hy&o~logenation

~hy~tion

Dehy~ohalog~ation

~halog~ation

Camille Crating

Hy~od~lation

Phosg~ation

E~action

Distillation

Hv&ation
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Exhibit 6 (cont.): Reaction/Process Typ~ by Chemical Category for a Sampling of
Chemicals

Nitre-" Aide- Anhy-
Generic Process [Carbon Phenol Salt Mis�. Acid Akohoi~ hyde Amine Amide drides Ester

,~koxylation

Condensation ¯

Halogenation ¯

Polymerization

Hydrolysis ¯

Hydrogenation ¯ ¯ ¯

Estedfic~tion ¯ ¯

.Pyrolysis

Alkylation

D~hydro~ermtion

Aminstion U’,mmonolysis) i ¯

Nitration ¯

Sulfonation ¯

Ammo~dstion

Hydmhsio~’mtion

Dehydration ¯

Dehydrohalogenation --
Oxyhalogenation ~
Catalytic Cracking

Hydrodealkylation

Phosgenation ¯

E~raction

Distillation

Hydration ¯

Source: U.S. Development Document for Effluent Lm~itations, Guidelines and Standards for the Orgamc Chenucals, Plastics and
Synthetic Fibers Point Source Category.
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The separation technology employed depends on many factors including the
phases of the substances being separated, the number of components in the
mixture, and whether recovery of by-products is important. Numerous
techniques such as distillation, extraction, filtration, and settling can be used
singly or in combination to accomplish separations and are summarized in
publications such as Perry’s Chemical Engineers’ Handbook or basic texts
on chemical plant design.                                                       -

Relatively few organic chemical manufacturing facilities are single
product/process plants. Additionally, many process units are designed so that
production levels of related products can be varied over wide ranges. This
flexibility is required to accommodate variations in feedstock and product
prices which can change the production rate and processes used, even on a
short-term (less than a year) basis. A 1983 survey showed that 59 percent of
industrial organic plants had more than one product or process and that seven
percent had more-than 20 (USEPA Development Document for Effluent
Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Organic Chemicals, Plastics and
Synthetic Fibers Point Source Category).

The type of reaction process used to manufacture chemicals depends on the
intended product; however, several types of reactions are common:
polymerization, oxidation, and addition. Polymerization is a chemical reaction
usually carried out with a catalyst, heat or light (often under high pressure) in
which a large number of relatively simple molecules combine to form a chain-
like macromolecule. Oxidation, in the strict sense, means combining oxygen
chemically with another substance although this name is also applied to
reactions where electrons are transferred. Addition covers a wide range of
reactions where a double or triple bond is broken and a component added to
the structure. Alkylation c~n be considered an addition, as can some
oxidation reactions. The following charts list the reactions used to produce
a subset of organic chemical products.

Four Specific Industrial Organic Chemicals

This profile examines the reactions of four high-volume chemicals (ethylene,
propylene, benzene and vinyl chloride) chosen to illustrate the use of typical
chemical feedstocks based on several factors, including the quantity of
chemical produced, and the health and environmental impacts of the chemical.
Ethylene, propylene, and benzene are all primary building blocks and their
reaction products are used to produce still other chemicals. Vinyl chloride is
an important tertiary building block.

The four chemicals described below illustrate several key points. First,
primary building blocks are typically used in more reactions than the building
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blocks further down the chain. Second, most feedstocks can participate in
more than one reaction and third, there is typically more than one reaction
route to an end-product. The end-products of all of these chemicals can be
used in numerous commercial applications: Riegel’s Handbook of Industrial
Chemistry, listed in the reference section, describes many uses.

Ethylene _

The major uses for ethylene are in the synthesis of polymers (polyethylene)
and in ethylene dichloride, a precursor to vinyl chloride. Other important
products are ethylene oxide (a precursor to ethylene glycol) and ethylbenzene
(a precursor to styrene). While.ethylene itself is not generally considered a
health threat, several of its derivatives, such as ethylene oxide and vinyl
chloride, have been shown to cause cancer. The distribution of uses is shown
below.

The manufacturing processes that use ethylene as a feedstock are summarized
in the table below along with reaction conditions and components. In 1993,
18.8 million metric tons of ethylene were produced in the United States
making ethylene the fourth largest production volume organic chemical in the
United States. Ethylene dichloride, ethylbenzene, and ethylene oxide
(products of ethylene reactions) are all among the top 50 high production
volume organic chemicals in the United States (Chemical and Engineering
News).

Exhibit 7: Distribution of Uses for Ethylene

Product Percent of Ethylene Use

Polyethylene 54

Ethylene dichloride 16

Ethylbenzene-styrene 7

Ethylene oxide-glycol 13

Ethanol 1

Linear olefins-alcohoi 3

Vinyl acetate 2

Other 4

Source: Kirk-Othraer Encyclopedia of Cheraical Technology
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Process �onditions

Pressure Temperature Catalyst Reaction
Process Target Product (MPa) (oC’) Components Other Characteristics

Polymerization Low Density 60 - 350 350 Oxygen or Peroxide
Polyethylene
(LDPE)

High Density 0. I o 20 50 o 300 Molybdenum
Polyethylene i Chromium oxide

Polyethylene Low Aluminum aikyls
Titanium oxide

Oxidation Ethylene Oxide 1 - 2 250 - 300 Silver 1,2-Dichloro-ethane, 60% is converted to ethylene
Oxygen glycol using an acid catalyst

Acetaldehyde 0.3 120 - 130 Copper chloride/ Oxygen Vapor phase
palladium chloride

Vinyl acetate 0.4 - 1 170 - 200 Palladium Acetic acid

Halogenation\ Ethylene dichloride 60 Iron, aluminum, Chlorine Feedstock for vinyl chloride and

hydrohalogenation , copper, or antimony trichloroethylene and
chlorides tetrachloroethylene

Ethyl chloride 0.3 - 0.5 Aluminum or iron HCI Precursor of styrene

chlorides

’Alkylation Ethylbenzene Aluminum, iron, and Benzene
boron chlorides

[-iydroformation Propionaldehyde 4 - 35 60 - 200 Cobalt Synthesis gas (carbon
monoxide and
hydrogen)

Source: Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology
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Propylene
Over half of the U.S. propylene supplies (10.2 million metric tons produced
in 1993) are used in the production of chemicals. The primary products are
polypropylene, acrylonitrile, propylene oxide, and isopropyi alcohol. Of these,
propylene, acrylonitrile and propylene oxide are among the top fitty high-
volume chemicals produced in the United States. Acrylonitrile and propylene
oxide have both been shown to cause cancer, while propylene itself is not
generally considered a health threat. The table below shows the use
distribution of propylene.

Exhibit 9: Distribution of Propylene Use

Product Percent of Propylene Use

Polypropylene 36

Acrylonitrile 16

Propylene oxide 11

Cumene 9

Butyraldehydes 7

Oligomers 6

Isopropyl alcohol 6

Other 9

Source: Szmarlt, Organic Building Block~ of the Chemical Industry

The important propylene rea~:tions are shown below. The products of the
reactions are the feedstocksfor numerous additional products.
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Exhibit 10: Manufacturing Processes Using Propylene
Process Conditions

Pressure Reaction
Process Target Product (MPa) Temperature Catulyst Components Other Characteristics

Polymerization Polypropylene Aluminum
alkyls/Titanium
oxide

Oxidation Acrylonitrile 400 Phosphomolybdate Ammonia Commercially valuable by-
Oxygen products are acetonitrile and

hydrogen cyanide

Commercially valuable by-

Propylene oxide Oxygen product is ter~-butyl alcohol
Ethylbenzene

Addition
Chlorohydrination Propylene oxide 25 37 Tungsten Hypochlorous

acid
Hydrolysis lsopropyl alcohol 267

Water

Source: Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technolo~/
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Benzene

Benzene is an important intermediate in the manufacture of industrial
chemicals and over 5.5 million metric tons were produced in the U.S. in 1993
(Chemical and Engmeermg News). Over 95 percent of U.S. consumption of
benzene is for the preparation of ethyibenzene, cumene, cyclohexane,
nitrobenzene, and various chlorobenzenes as shown in the table below. _

Exhibit 11: Distribution of Benzene Use

Product Percent of Benzene Use

Ethylbenzene 52

Cumene 22

Cyclohexane " 14

Nitrobenzene 5

Chlorobenzenes 2

Linear detergent alkylate 2

Other 3

¯ Source: Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technolol~

The following table summarizes the primary benzene reactions. The products
are fi’equently feedstocks in the synthesis of additional chemicals. Benzene is
considered a human carcinogen by the Agency.
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Exhibit 12: Manufacturing Processes Using Benzene
Process Conditions

Pressure ] Temperature
Process Target product (MPa) (°C) Catalyst Reaction components Other characteristicsI
Oxidation Phenol 0.6 90-100 Cumene, Oxygen Most important phenol

synthesis

Maleic anhydride 0. !-0.2 350-400 Vanadium oxide Butane ()xygen

Styrene O. I 580-590 Iron oxide Ethylene benzene

Addition
AIk3,1ation Ethylbenzene 0.2-0.4 125-140 Aluminum chloride Benzene, Ethylene Precursor to styrene

Ethylbenzene 2.0 420-430 Zeolite Benzene, Ethylene Precursor to styrene

Cumene 0.3-1.0 250-350 Phosphoric BenZene, Propylene
acid/silicate

I~a 2,6-Xylcnol 0.1-0.2 300-400 Aluminum oxide Phenol, Methanol

l lydrogenation Cyclohexanone 0. I ~ 140-170 Palladium Phenol, i lydrogen

Cyclohexanoi ! .0-2.0 120-200 Nickel/silicon oxide Phenol
and aluminum oxide ltydrogen

Cyclohexane 2.0-5.0 150-200 Nickel Benzene, I lydrogen

Aniline . i 8 270 Copper Nitrobenzene, I Iydrogen

Nitration Nitrobenzene 0.1 60 Benzene, sulfuric acid,
nitric acid

Sulfonation Surfactants 0. I 40-50 Alkylbenezenes/
Sulfiar trioxide

Chlorination Chlorobenzene 0. I 30-40 Aluminum chloride/ I~enzene, Chlorine
Iron chloride

Condensation Biphcnol A 0. I 50-90 I tCI Phenol, Acetone

Source: Franck and Stadelhofer, "Industrial ,.Iromatic (’hemistrv",
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Vinyl Chlorid~

V’myl chloride is one of the largest commodity chemicals in the U.S. with over
6.25 million metric tons produced in 1993. It is also considered a human
carcinogen by the EPA. Vinyl chloride polymers are the primary end use but
various vinyl ethers, esters, and halogen products can also be made as shown _
in the table below.
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Exhibit 13: Manufacturing Processes Using Vinyl Chloride
Process Conditions

Pressure Temperature Reaction
Process Target Product (MPa) (°C) Catalyst components Other characteristics

Polymerization Polyvinylchloride 50 Peroxides

Substitution at the Vinyl acetates, Palladium Alkyl halides
Carbon-Chlorine alcholates, vinyl esters
Bond and ,dnyl ethers

Addition Various halogen
addition products

Source: Kirk-Othmer Enc)/ciopedia of Chemical Technology
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ITI.B. Raw Material Inputs and Pollution Outputs

Industrial organic chemical manufacturers use and generate both large
numbers and quantities of chemicals. The industry emits chemicals to all
media including air (through both fugitive and direct emissions), water (direct
discharge and runoff) and land. The types of pollutants a single facility will
release depend on the feedstocks, processes, equipment in use and _
maintenance practices. These can vary from hour to hour and can also vary
with the pan of the process that is underway. For example, for batch
reactions in a closed vessel the chemicals are more likely to be emitted at the
beginning and end of a reaction step (associated with vessel loading and
product transfer operations), than during the reaction. The potential sources
of pollutant outputs by media are shown below.

Exhibit 14: Potential Releases During Organic Chemical Manufacturing

Media Potential Sources of Emissions

Air Point source emissions: stack, vent (e.g. laboratory hood, distillation ttnit,

reactor, storage tank vent), material loading/unloading operations (including
rail cars. tank trucks, and marine vessels)

Fugitive emissions: pumps, valves, flanges, sample collection, mechanical
seals, relief devices, tanks

Secondary emissions: waste and wastewater treatment units, cooling tower,
process sewer, sump, spill/leak areas

Liquid wastes Equipment wash solvent/water, lab samples, surplus chemicals, product
(Organic or washes/purifications, seal flushes, scrubber blowdown, cooling water, steam
Aqueous) jets, vacuum pumps, leaks, spills, spent/used solvents, housekeeping (pad

washdown), waste oils/lubricants from maintenance

Solid Wastes Spent catalysts, spent filters, sludges, wastewater treatment biological sludge.
contaminated soil, old equipment/insulation, packaging material, reaction by-
products, spent carbon/resins, drying aids

Ground Water Unlined ditches, process trenches, sumps, pumps/valves/fittings, wastewater
Contamination treatment ponds, product storage areas, tanks and tank farms, aboveground

and underground piping, loading/unloading areas/racks, manufactunng
maintenance facilities

Source: Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process- Research, Development and Engineering
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III.C. Management of Chemicals in the Production Process

The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (PPA) requires facilities to report
information about the management of TRI chemicals in waste and efforts
made to eliminate or reduce those quantities. These data have been collected
annually in Section 8 of the TILI reporting Form R, beginning with the 1991
reporting year. The data summarized below cover the years 1992 through
1995 and is meant to provide a basic understanding of the quantities of waste
handled by the industry, the methods typically used to manage this waste, and
recent trends in these methods. TRI waste management data can be used to
assess trends in source reduction within individual industries and facilities, and
for specific TRI chemicals. This information could then be used as a tool in
identifying opportunities for pollution prevention compliance assistance
activities.

From the yearly data presented below it is apparent that the portion of TRI
wastes reported as recycled on-site has remained reasonably constant between
1992 and 1995 (projected). While the quantities reported for 1992 and 1993
are estimates of quantities already managed, the quantities reported for 1994
and 1995 are projections only. The PPA requires these projections to
encourage facilities to consider future waste generation and source reduction
of those quantities as well as movement up the waste management hierarchy.
Future-year estimates are not commitments that facilities reporting under TKI
are required to meet.

Exhibit 15 shows that the organic chemical industry managed about 6.3
trillion pounds of production-related waste (total quantity of TRI chemicals
in the waste from routine production operations) in 1993 (column B).
Column C reveals that of this"production-related waste, seven percent was
either transferred off-site or released to the environment. Column C is
calculated by dividing the total TRI transfers and releases by the total quantiW
of production-related waste. In other words, about 90 percent of the
industry’s TRI wastes were managed on-site through recycling, energy
recovery, or treatment as shown in columns E, F and G, respectively. The
majority of waste that is released or transferred off-site can be divided into
portions that are recycled off-site, recovered for energy off-site, or treated
off-site as shown in columns H, I and J, respectively. The remaining portion
of the production related wastes (three percent), shown in column D, is either
released to the environment through direct discharges to air, land, water, and
underground injection, or it is disposed off-site.
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Exhibit 15: Source Reduction and Recycling Activity for the
Organic Chemical Industry. (SIC 286) as Reported within TRI                 _

A     B I C        D
On-Site               Off-Site

Quantity of
Production- % Released

Related % Released and E       F G H I J
Waste and

Year (106 Ibs.)" Transferredb Off-site % : % Energy % % Energy
Recycled i Recovery.% Treated Recycled Recovery % Treated

1992 6,313 7% 3% 71% 7% 15% 2% 1% 2%

1993 6,325 7% 3% 71% 7% 15% 2% 1% 1%

1994 6,712 --- 2% 71% 8% 15% 2% 1% 1%

1995 6,645 --- 2%

¯ Within this industry sector, non-production related waste < 1% of production related wastes for 1993.
b Total TRI transfers and releases as reported m Section 5 and 6 of Form R as a percentage of production related wastes.

"Percentage of production related waste released to the environment and transferred off-site for disposal.
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IV. CHEMICAL RELEASE AND TRANSFER PROFILE

The following is a synopsis of current scientific toxicity and fate information
for the top chemicals (by weight) that facilities within this sector self-reported
as released to the environment based upon 1993 TRI data. Because this
section is based upon self-reported release data, it does not attempt to provide
information on management practices employed by the sector to reduce the _
release of these chemicals. Information regarding pollutant release reductions
over time may be available from EPA’s TRI and 33/50 programs, or directly
from the industrial trade associations that are listed in Section IX of this
document. Since these descriptions are cursory, please consult the sources
referenced below for a more detailed description of both the chemicals
described in this section and the chemicals that appear on the full list of TRI
chemicals appearing in Section IV.A.

This section is designed to provide background information on the pollutant
releases that are reported by this industry. The best source of comparative
pollutant release information is the Toxic Release Inventory System (TRI).
Pursuant to the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act,
TRI includes self-reported facility release and transfer data for over 600 toxic
chemicals. Facilities within SIC Codes 20 through 39 (manufacturing
industries) that have more than 10 employees, and that are above weight-
based reporting thresholds are required to report TRI on-site releases and off-
site transfers. The information presented within the sector notebooks is
derived from the most recently available (1993) TRI reporting year (which
then included 316 chemicals), and focuses primarily on the on-site releases
reported by each sector. Because TILl requires consistent reporting regardless
of sector, it is an excellent tool for drawing comparisons across industries.
TRI data provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical
released or transferred.

Although this sector notebook does not present historical information
regarding TRI chemical releases over time, please note that in general, toxic
chemical releases have been declining. In fact, according to the 1993 Toxic
Release Inventory Data Book, reported releases dropped by 43 percent
between 1988 and 1993. Although on-site releases have decreased, the total
amount of reported toxic waste has not declined because the amount of toxic
chemicals transferred off-site has increased. Transfers have increased from
3.7 billion pounds in 1991 to 4.7 billion pounds in 1993. Better management
practices have led to increases in off-site transfers of toxic chemicals for
recycling. More detailed information can be obtained from EPA’s annual
Toxics Release Inventory Public Data Release book (which is available
through the EPCRA Hotlines at 800-535-0202), or directly from the Toxic
Release Inventory System database (for user support call 202-260-1531).
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Wherever possible, the sector notebooks present TRI data as the primary
indicator of chemical release within each industrial category. TPd data
provide the type, amount and media receptor of each chemical released or
transferred. When other sources of pollutant release data have been obtained,
these data have been included to augment the TRI information.

TRI Data Limitations                                                                             -

The reader should keep in mind the following limitations regarding TRI data.
Within some sectors, the majority of facilities are not subject to TRI reporting
because they are not considered manufacturing industries, or because they are
below TRI reporting thresholds: Examples are the mining, dry cleaning,
printing, and transportation equipment cleaning sectors. For these sectors,
release information from other sources has been included.

The reader should’also be aware that TRI "pounds released" data presented
within the notebooks is not equivalent to a "risk" ranking for each industry.
Weighting each pound of release equally does not factor in the relative
toxicity of each chemical that is released. The Agency is in the process of
developing an approach to assign toxicological weightings to each chemical
released so that one can differentiate between pollutants with significant
differences in toxicity. As a preliminary indicator of the environmental impact
of the industry’s most commonly released chemicals, this notebook briefly
summarizes the toxicological properties of the top five chemicals (by weight)
reported by the organic chemical industry.

Definitions Associated with Section IV Data Tables

General Definitions

SIC Code -- is the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is a statistical
classification standard used for all establishment-based Federal economic
statistics. The SIC codes facilitate comparisons between facility and industry
data.

TRI Facilities -- are manufacturing facilities that have 10 or more full-time
employees and are above established chemical throughput thresholds.
Manufacturing facilities are defined as facilities in Standard Industrial
Classification primary codes 20 through 39. Facilities must submit estimates
for all chemicals that are on the EPA’s defined list and are above throughput
thresholds.
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Data Table Column Heading Definitions

The following definitions are based upon standard definitions developed by
EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory Program. The categories below represent the
possible pollutant destinations that can be reported.

RELEASES -- are an on-site discharge of a toxic chemical to the _
environment. This includes emissions to the air, discharges to bodies of
water, releases at the facility to land, as well as contained disposal into
underground injection wells.

Releases to Air (Point and Fugitive Air Emissions) -- Include all air
emissions from industry activity. Point emissions occur through confined air
streams as found in stacks, ducts, or pipes. Fugitive emissions include losses
from equipment leaks, or evaporative losses from impoundments, spills, or
leaks.         -

Releases to Water (Surface Water Discharges) -- encompass any releases
going directly to streams, rivers, lakes, oceans, or other bodies of water. Any
estimates for storm water runoff" and non-point losses must also be included.

Releases to Land -- includes disposal of toxic chemicals in waste to on-site
landfills, land treated or incorporation into soil, surface impoundments, spills,
leaks, or waste piles. These activities must occur within the facility’s
boundaries for inclusion in this category.

Underground Injection -- is a contained release of a fluid into a subsurface
well for the purpose of waste disposal.

TRANSFERS -- is a transfer of toxic chemicals in wastes to a facility that is
geographically or physically separate from the facility reporting under TKI.
The quantities reported represent a movement of the chemical away from the
reporting facility. Except for off-site transfers for disposal, these quantities
do not necessarily represent entry of the chemical into the environment.

Transfers to POTWs - are waste waters transferred through pipes or sewers
to a publicly owned treatments works (POTW). Treatment and chemical
removal depend on the chemical’s nature and treatment methods used.
Chemicals not treated or destroyed by the POTW are generally released to
surface waters or land filled within the sludge.

Transfers to Recycling -- are sent off-site for the purposes of regenerating
or recovering still valuable materials. Once these chemicals have been
recycled, they may be returned to the originating facility or sold commercially.
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Transfers to Energy Recovery - are wastes combusted off-site in industrial
furnaces for energy recovery. Treatment of a chemical by incineration is not
considered to be energy recovery.

Transfers to Treatment - are wastes moved off-site for either neutralization,
incineration, biological destruction, or physical separation. In some cases, the
chemicals are not destroyed but prepared for further waste management.                   _

Transfers to Disposal - are wastes taken to another facility for disposal
generally as a release to land or as an injection underground.

IV.A. EPA Toxic Release Inventory for the Organic Chemicals Industry

According to the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) data, 417 organic chemical
facilities released (to the air, water or land) and transferred (shipped off-site
or discharged to ~ewers) a total of 438 million pounds of toxic chemicals
during calendar year 1993. That represents approximately 18 percent of the
2.5 billion pounds of releases and transfers from the chemical industry as a
whole (SIC 28) and about six percent of the releases and transfers for all
manufacturers reporting to TRI that year. By comparison, the inorganic
chemical industry’s releases and transfers in 1993 totaled 249.7 million
pounds, or sixty percent of the releases and transfers of the industrial organic
chemical sector.

The chemical industry’s releases have been declining in recent years. Between
1988 and 1992 TRI emissions from chemical companies (all those categorized
within SIC 28, not just organic chemical manufacturers) to air, land, and
water were reduced 44 percent, which is average for all manufacturing sectors
reporting to TRI.

Because the chemical industry (SIC 28) has historically released more TILl
chemicals than any other industry, the EPA has worked to improve
environmental performance within this sector. This has been done through a
combination of enforcement actions, regulatory requirements, pollution
prevention projects, and voluntary programs (e.g. EPA’s 33/50 program). In
addition, the chemical industry has focused on reducing pollutant releases.
For example, the Chemical Manufacturer’s Association’s (CMA’s)
l~esponsible Care® initiative is intended to reduce or eliminate chemical
manufacturers’ wastes. All 185 members of the CMA, firms that account for
the majority of U.S. chemical industry sales and earnings, are required to
participate in the program as a condition of CMA membership. Participation
involves demonstrating a commitment to the program’s mandate of
continuous improvement of the environment, health, and safety. In June of
1994, the CMA approved the use of a third-party verification of management
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plans to meet these objectives. State-level toxics use reduction requirements,
public disclosure of release and transfer information contained in TP-d, and
voluntary programs such as EPA’s 33/50 Program have also been given as
reasons for release reductions.

Exhibit 16 presents the number and volumes of chemicals released by organic
chemical facilities. The quantity of the basic feedstocks released reflects their _
volume of usage. The inorganic chemicals among the top ten released
(ammonia, nitric acid, ammonium sulfate, and sulfuric acid) are also large
volume reaction feedstocks. Inorganic chemicals contained in wastes injected
underground on-site account for 58 percent of the industry’s releases;
ammonia makes up the vast majority of TRI chemicals disposed of via
underground injection. Air releases account for 40 percent (61 million
pounds), and the remaining approximately 1.5 percent (2.4 million pounds) is
discharged directly to water or land disposed.

Exhibit 17 presents the number and volumes of chemicals transferred by
organic chemical facilities. Off-site transfers account for the largest amount,
65 percent, of the organic chemical industry’s total releases and transfers as
reported in TRI. Three chemicals (sulfuric acid, methanol and tert-butyl
alcohol) account for over one-half of the 287 million pounds transferred off-
site. The 49 million pounds of POTW discharges (primarily methanol and
ammonia) account for 17 percent of releases and transfers.

The fi’equency with which chemicals are reported by facilities within a sector
is one indication of the diversity of operations and processes. Many chemicals
are released or transferred by a small number of facilities, which indicates a
wide diversity of production processes, particularly for specialty organic
chemicals - over one halfoftlae 204 chemicals reported are released by fewer
than 10 facilities. However, the organic chemical industry is also
characterized by one of the largest numbers of chemicals reported by any
manufacturing sector. Of the over 300 chemicals currently listed on TRI, 204
are reported as released or transferred by at least one organic chemical
facility.
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Exhibit 16 (cont.): 1993 Releases for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT \VATER UNDERGROIIN I,AND TOTAl, AVG. RELEASES
CIIEMI(~AI, AIR AIR I}ISC’IIARGE.’; D IN.IEITI’ION I)ISPOSAI, REI,EASES PER FAL’iI,IT¥

CIIEMICAL NAME
DIMETIIYL SULFATE 14 1,310 644 ’ 0 0 5 1,959 140
TETRACHLOROETHYLENE 14 29,.594 17,654 29 0 0 4"/,277 3,377
CREOSOTE 13 55,110 74,595 5 0 585 130,295 10.O23
III rl’YL ACRYLATE 12 81,815 45,684 306 0 0 127,805 10,650
C,\RI3ON DIStil,FIDE 12 43,576 10,221 251 0 0 54,048 4,504
EPICIII,OROilYDRIN 12 17,289 2,296 292 0 0 19,877 1,656
O-XY I.ENE 12 ! 02,254 160,275 141 0 0 262,670 21,889
1,2-DICHLOROETItANE 12 220,032 968,026 70 0 0 I,I 88,128 99,011
I~ENZOY I. CI iI.OR IDE l I 6,087 1,819 0 0 5 7,91 I 719
B!ITYRALDEllYDE I I 34,477 31,689 7 189,447 0 255,620 23,238
CllI~OROFORM 12,764 62,055 693 74 200 75,786 6,890
COBALT COMPOUNDS 0 4,592 80,304 0 18,696 103,592 9,417
DIBENZOFIIRAN 10,880 10,059 I 0 0 910 21,859 1,987
DIETIIYL SULFATE 616 ! 7 0 0 5 638 58
ETHYL ACRYLATE 46,571 35,631 410 2,400 0 85,012 7,728
IIYDROQIIINONE 188 5 30 190,000 I 17 190,340 17,304
MANG?dqESE COMPOUNDS 1,760 28,017 131,505 0’ 61,000 222,282 20,207
METitYL ACRYLATE 51,940 49,500 5 0 0 101,445 9,222
METIIYL METItACRYLATE 76,114 119,538 750 0 250 196,652 17,877
METliYL TERT-BI ITY1, ETllER 143,917 70,795 85 8,772 0 223,569 20,324
TRICIII.OROETIIYIENE 42.619 936 5 0 0 43,560 ] 960
\ INYL ACETATE 166,157 744,939 0 892.698 0 1,8113,794 163,98 I
BENZYL CIII.ORIDE IO 2,297 432 0 0 58 2,787 279
HYDROGEN CYANIDE l0 10,539 ’ 298,141 0 651,815 12 960,507 96,051
M-CRESOIo I0 20,937 2,442 4116 520,000 0 541,785 54,379
Q!IINOIoiNE 10 3,327 17,900 40 63,000 190 84,457 8,446
SEC-BI rFyI. ALCOIIOL 10 15,241 8,310 2,440 0 5 25,996 2,600
ACETONITRII.E 9 79,850 64,366 217 3,969,793 13 4, I 14,239 457,138
ACRYL~LMIDE 9 16,503 1,597 0 930,000 160 948,260 105,362
CARBON TETRACi{LORIDE 9 55,191 55,130 234 63 0 110,618 12,291
FREON 113 9 23,242 84,780 44 4 406 108,476 12,053
I |YDRAZINE 9 7,195 1,55 i 0 0 0 8,746 972
TR ICI iI.OROFLUOROM ETIL’Uq 9 103,857 74,459 50 I I 750 179,127 19,903
ALI.YL ALCOIIOL 8 36,773 6,928 5,1 O0 192,966 0 241,767 30,22 I
CIIIOROACETIC ACID 8 3,786 413 5 0 0 4,204 526
COPPER 8 0 170 1,329 0 4,880 6,379 797
CUMENE HYDROPEROXIDE 8 I i,380 5,404 190 380,000 3 396,977 49,622
CYANIDE COMPOUNDS 8 26,142 1,543 7,391 426,890 2,846 464,812 58,102
ISOBI.FFt’RAI.DEI IYDE 8 37,012 16,187 255 34,783 0 88,237 I 1,030
O-TOI .I JIDINF. 8 8,370 153 5 9.600 7 I 8,137 2,267
P-CRESOl. 8 13,522 2,197 273 260,000 0 275,992 34,499
PROPIONALDEIIYDE 8 20,84.5 13,991 5 31.995 0 66,836 8,355
2-METIIOXYETllANOL 8 27,431 3,436 430 0 0 31,297 3,912
4,4’- 8 67,835 8,979 337 43,000 250 120,401 15,050
DI(2-ETItYLIIEXYL) 7 270 255 0 0 0 525 75
DIBUTYL PIlTIIALATE 7 271 505 23 0 o 799 114
DIMETtlYL PIITIIAI.ATE 7 5,424 1,461 12 1,300 5 8,202 1,172
IIYI)R(XiEN FI.I]ORII)E 7 3,894 4,627 0 I 0 8,522 1,217
NICKEL 7 6 250 5 0 113 374 53
PIIOSGENE 7 265 293 0 0 0 558 80
PYRIDINE 7 I 1,229 2,339 o 220,000 0 233,568 33,367
.\cR( )1 I-:lN 6 5,170 I o, 129 {} 82 o 15,381 2,564



Exhibit 16 (cont.): 1993 Releases for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT WATER UNDERGROUND LAND TOTAL AVG. RELEASES
CllEMICAL NAME CIIEMICAL AIR AIR DISCHARGES INJECTION DISPOSAL RELEASES PER FACILITY

ANTIMONY COMPOUNDS 6 20 257 125 759 I0 1,171 195
BIS(2-ETIIYLtlEXYL) ADIPATE 6 23 257 0 0 0 280 47
IrEAD COMPOUNDS 6 304 256 I 0 0 561 94
~rI-XYI.ENE 6 90,153 51,519 0 0 0 141,672 23,612
N,N-DIMETI IYLANILINE 6 906 2,745 250 0 0 3,901 650

P-XYLENE 6 240,522 2,362,739 I 0 I 2,603,263 433,877
1,2,4-TRICI II ,OROBENZEN E 6 2,536 38,272 I 0 0 0 40,818 6,803
AMMONIUM NITRATE (SOLUTION) 5 0 750 8,500 0 0 9,250 1.850
CADMIUM COMPOUNDS 5 1,895 1,005 0 0 0 2,900 580
DIETIIYL PIITIIALATE 5 5 l0 lO 0 0 250 770 154
MOLYBDENUM TRIOXIDE 5 0 7,1 O0 0 55,000 99 62,199 12,440
O-ANISIDINE 5 405 I! 81 0 116 613 123
P-CRESIDIIqE 5 285 125 5 0 85 500 100
VINYL CHLORIDE 5 31,082 3,504 0 0 0 34,586 6,917
AI .LYL CHLORIDE 4 2,702 294 0 0 0 2,996 749
BENZOYL PEROXIDE 4 250 977 0 0 0 1,227 307

BUTYL BENZYL PHTIIALATE 4 18 0 0 83~ 7 log 27

CHROMIUM 4 0 0 250 0 I 251 63

METHYLENEBIS 4 3.053 256 0 0 5 3,314 829
(PIIENYI.ISO~YANATE)

~ bCR ESOL 4 8,804 1,087 95 560,000 0 569,986 142,497

I. 1.2-TRICtlLOROETtiANE 4 2,672 90 3 0 0 2,765 69 I

i ,2-DICi ILOROETtlYLENE 4 224 50 0 0 0 274 69

1,4-DIOXANE 4 15,613 " 2,414 21,715 0 2,100 41,842 10,46|
2-ETIIOXYETHANOL 4 26,298 10,122 1,932 0 0 38,352 9,588
3,3’-DICIILOROBENZIDINE 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4,6-DINITRO-O-CRESOL 4 6 37 I 0 0 0 53 13

ASBESTOS (FRIABLE) 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DIAMINOTOL11ENE (MIXEI) 3 1,205 19 500 0 I 0 1,734 578

I)ICI I I.OROTETR AFLUOROETI L.L,N E 3 7,967 23,440 0 0 0 31,407 10,469
ISOPROPYL tM~COIIOL 3 157 34 0 0 0 191 64

NITROBENZENE 3 ! 1,255 1,030 0 0 0 12,285 4,095
PICRIC ACID 3 2 2 I 38,294 I 38,300 12,767

SIINER 3 0 9 62 210 0 281 94

SILVER COMPOUb/DS 3 3,743 0 0 0 0 3,743 1,248

STYRENE OXIDE 3 298 38 0 0 0 336 I 12

VINYLIDENE CllLORIDE 3 162 158 0 0 0 320 107

I,I,2,2-TETRACIILOROETiiANE 3 141 10 0 0 0 151 50

1.2-DICIII.OROI]ENZENE 3 7.605 8,412 I 0 0 16.01 g 5.339

2-NITROPIIENOI. 3 5 IO 5 0 0 20 7

2.4-DIAMINOTOLUENE 3 13 0 0 0 0 i 3 4

ANTIMONY 2 260 33 0 0 0 293 147

IIROMOMETIIANE 2 2,300 618,500 0 0 0 620,800 310,400

CI BASIC GREEN 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I ICIFOOD RED 15                                  2 0 I 0 0

CIII.oROPRENE 2 6 13 0 0 0 19 10

DICIII,OROBENZENE (MIXED 2 219 13 0 I 0 233 ll7

IIVXA(_’I II.OR(,- I 3.B1FFADII~NE 2 I 0 0 0 0 I I

,II:XACI ,l ,OROIII’:NZENI¢ 2 0 o o o o o o



Exhibit 16 (cont.): 1993 Releases for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Releases reported in pounds/year)

]IEKIICAL NAME CHEMICAL AIR AIR DISCllARGES INJECTION DISPOSAL RELEASES PER FACILITY
# REPORTING FUGITIVE POINT WATER UNDERGROUND LAND TOTAL AVG. RELEASES

TOI.! IENEDIISOCYANATE 2 .5 5 0 0 250 260 13,059
(MIXED ISOMERS) 0 0 0 0

1,2-BI. ITYLENE OXIDE 2 289 0 0 0 0 289 145
2,4-DIMETBYLPItENOL 0 3,400 160 80 0 0 58,640 29,320
2,3-DINITROPItENOL 2 1 2 I I 0 0 0 I 17 59
3,3’-DIMETIIOXYBENZIDINE 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 2
4.4’-METIIYLENEDIANILINE (I) 2,404 5 0 150 0 2,559 1,280
AC ETAMI DE 0 2 8 0 89,000 0 89,010 89,010
AI.PitA-NAPHTHYLAMINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ALUMINUM (FUME OR DUST) I 15 0 219 0 0 334 334
BENZIOIC TRICHLORIDE 1,318 5 0 0 0 1,323 1,323
BIS(2-CItLOROETHYL) ETHER 22 0 0 0 0 22 22
BROMOCHLORODIFLUOROM ETHANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CI. BASIC RED I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C I. DISPERSE YELLOW 3 399 0 28 0 9,199 9,626 9,626
CI. SOLVENT YELLOW 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CAI)MIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CIIlORDANE 51 0 15 0 0 66 66
COBALT 0 l,g00 460 0 1,600 3,860 3,860
C!~PFERRON 2 23 0 0 0 25 25
ETilYI. CIII.OROFORMATE 250 5 0 0 0 255 255
I~ I’l I~I.ENE TIIIOUREA 5 5 0 0 0 I0 10
ETIIYI.ENEIMINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IIEPTACIILOR 31 0 2 0 0 33 33
IIEXACIILOROCYCLOPENTADIENE I,~42 861 0 0 0 2,203 2.203
I I EXACI ILOROETHANE 1 0 0 0 0. I I
IIYDRAZINE SULFATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lEAD 5 5 0 0 0 l0 10
M-DINITROBENZINE 49 7 0 0 0 56 56
METIIYL IODIDE 6,800 92 0 0 0 6,892 6,892
METltYL ISOCYANATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
METHYLENE BROMIDE 3 13 0 0 0 16 16
O-DINITROBENZENE I I 0 0 0 2 2
OXY-AI.KYLATED ALCOitOL 250 5 0 0 0 255 255
P-PHENYI.ENEDIAMINE I I 0 0 0 4 4
PIIENYL MIXTURE 2,600 200 0 0 0 2,800 2,800
PIIOSPIIORUS (YEI,LOW OR WHITE) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SACCIIARIN (MANUFACTURING) 50 I 0 0 0 51 5 I
TITANIUM TETRACIILORIDE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ZINC (FUME OR DUST) 0 290 0 0 0 290 290
1,3-DICIILOROBENZENE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,3-DICHLOROPROPYLENE 3 22 0 0 0 25 25
1,4-DICIILOROBENZENE 32 95 0 0 0 127 127
2-N1TROPROPANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.4-1)IAMINOANISOI~E 0 13 0 0 0 13 13
2,4-DINITROTOLUENE I 2 0 0 0 3 3
2,6-SYLIDINE 53 2 0 0 0 55 55
4-NITROPIIENOL 290 21 0 0 0 3 i I 3 ! I
5-NrlRO-O-ANISIDINE 5 5 0 0 0 I0 I0

I()TAI. 417 28,256,560 33,222,806 1,415,674 87,698,609 1,027,734 151,621,383 363,600



Exhibit 17:1993 Transfers for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Transfers reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING         POTW                                                  ENERGY TOTAL AVG. TRANSFERS
CHEMICAL NAME CliEMICAL DISCHARGES DISPOSAL RECYCLING TREATMENT RECOVERY TRANSFERS PER FACILITY

0 86,596,884 400.912SUI.FURIC ACID                                216 60,857 1,460,275 84,722,700 3,530,520
METIIANOL 194 210,007,643 298,453 5.596,077 4.597,065 11,815,643 43,307,981 223,237
HYDROCItLORIC ACID 144 742,576 770,703 7,415 2,680.884 182 4,202,346 29, i 83
AMMONIA i 16 8,351,095 1,263,566 162,738 83,271 930 9,861,610 85,014
TOLUENE 109 13,790 267,107 7,155,414 999,051 9,256,100 17,691,462 162,307

XYLENE (MIXED ISOMERS) 89 19,513 248,470 303,172 205,720 4,912,122 5,688,997 63.92 I

ETitYLENE GLYCOL 86 2,630,290 291,143 122,260 2.504,914 4,915,874 10,464,481 121,680

CIILORINE 85 30,671 22 0 115,400 2,687 148,780 1,750

ACETONE 84 2,452,706 27,530 182,320 859,366 3,893,746 7,415.668 88,282

FORMALDEHYDE 78 264,163 403 173 102,654 1,055 368,448 4.724

BENZENE 72 596 31,498 705,846 225,803 174,445 1,138,188 158,808

GI ,YCOi. ETI IERS 67 2,469,069 82,646 10,170 173,874 254,182 2,989,941 44.626

PIIOS PI IOR IC ACI D 67 36,422 I 1,680 O 2,166 15 50,283 750

PI IENOL 62 559,856 96,193 3,300 247,644 466,822 1,373,815 22,158

N-BUTYL ALCOHOL 56 235,678 193,040 210 335,171 2,024,030 2,788,129 49,788

STYRENE 47 9,772 12,738 9,935 714,896 250,703 998,044 21,235

ZINC COMPOUNDS 46 53,120 1,078,844 173,261 62,751 16,914 1,384,890 30,106

COPPER COMPOUNDS 44 46,957 242,892 1,458,665 187,352 0 193,866 43.997

NAPHTHALENE 44 3,853 156,104 56,080 2 i 8~493 220,473 655,003 14,886
ETllYLBENZENE 42 331 28,706 4,765 12,484 448,357 494,643 11,777
ETIIYLENE 38 0 68 0 0 0 68 2
MAI.EIC ANIIYDRIDE 38 155 7,797 o 2,563 0 IO,515 277

DICIII.OROMETIIANE 36 533 814 5 ;9,66,1 278,008 420,139 1,239,158 34,42 I
PROPYI.ENE 35 0 0 0 380,000 0 380,000 10,857
ACRYLIC ACID 31 29,470 26,822 0 73,140 7,855,500 7,984,932 257,578

BIPHENYL 28 ~ 265,741 9,922 14,409 92,951 75.951 458,974 16,392
CYCLOHEXANE 28 3,083 1,420 1,034,820 196,873 406,927 1,641!,123 58,683
DIETllANOLAMINE 28 123,941 46,624 0 1,428 6,839 178,832 6,387

BARIUM COMPOUNDS 27 80,991 251,349 1,039 22,895 32,435 388,709 14,397

lvIETtlYL ETItYL KETONE 27 88,200 14,967 7,402 34,173 1,703,103 1,847,845 68,439

NITRIC ACID 27 355 232,000 0 7,160 0 239,515 8,871

PIITtIALIC ANttYDRIDE 27 3,956 46,965 0 34,579 1,774,375 1,859,875 68,884
ANILINE 26 1,309,605 390,621 0 28,201 166,308 1,894,735 72,874

CIILOROMETHANE 25 788 6 0 91,521 47,285 139,600 5,584

CI.IMENE 25 20,017 5,761 4,511 8,372 68.031 106,692 4,268

CIlROMIUM COMPOi INDS 24 4,982 44,909 561.231 110.976 190 722,288 30.095

ETllYLENE OXIDE 24 18,441 1,989 0 0 I 20,431 85 I

PROPYLENE OXIDE 23 9,409 9,564 0 7 2,660 21,640 94 I

1.3-BUTADIENE 23 250 550 0 21 81 902 39

1,2,4-TRIMETi IYLBENZEN E 22 49,994 5,068 4,511 451 60,471 120,495 5,477

ACETAI~DEIIYDE 20 80,071 0 0 264 0 80,335 4,019

METI IYI. ISOiII rrYI, KErONI~ 19 50.988 642 25 856 289,105 341,616 17,980

NICKEl, COMPOUNDS 19 5,504 43,454 747,998 211,744 0 1,008,700 53,089

ACRYLONITRILE Ig 35,489 0 0 349,878 585,483 970,850 53,936

Clll.OROETI lANE 18 5 0 151,000 388,895 0 539,900 29,994

~LNTIlRACENE 17 256 28,683 8,909 2,600 53,834 94,282 5,546
157 17,904 15,591 35,643 2,228CIILOROBENZENE 16 1,076 915

I ,I ,I -TR1CHI,OROET1 LANE                     16 12 0 16,461 620,387 1,591 638,451 39.903

CRESOL (MIXEI) 1SOMERS) 15 250 4,113 6,500 26,725 447 38,035 2,536

DICI !1 .()ROI)iFIoUOROMETI I AN E 15 8 8 0 0 0 16 I

IERT-III rlYl...\I .Col l()l. 15 862,730 255,223 5.324 ~128.262 29,383,821 30.835. ;162 2,055.691
.\MMONII ~M SI q J:A’IE 14 5,178,324 250 0 21 1,000 0 5,389,574 384,970



Exhibit 17(cont.): 1993 Transfers for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(TransTers reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING POTW ENERGY TOTAL AVG. TRANSFERS
CliEMICAL NAME CHEMICAL DISCHARGES DISPOSAL RECYCLING TREATMENT RECOVERY TRANSFERS PER FACILITY

DIMETHYL SULFATE ! 4 255 0 39,542 0 0 39,797 2,843
TETRACHIA3ROETHYLENE 14 447 79 I, 126 282,805 I 1,855 296,312 2 I. 165
CREOSOTE 13 0 700,472 273,000 300 29,220 1,002,992 77,153
BUTYL ACRYLATE i 2 279 725 0 7,541 0 8,545 712
C ARBON DI SULFI DE i 2 7,289 279 4,413 7,925 125,206 145,112 12.093
EPICHLOROIIYDRIN 12 255 0 0 185 0 440 37
O-XYLENE 12 28 28,557 5,414 10,341 861,637 905,977 75,498
1,2-DICIII~OROETIIANE 12 731 54,402 1,700,000 402,888 406 2,158,427 179,869
BENZOYL CllLORIDE I I 0 250 0 0 0 250 23
BUTYRALDEHYDE I I 0 1,700 450 0 1,700 3.850 350
CHLOROFORM I I 264 0 3, I O0 131,685 19,297 154,346 14,03 i
COBALT COMPOUNDS I 1 i 4 184,500 148,400 7 0 332,921 30,266
DIBENZOFURAN I 1 250 25,701 3,609 0 19,988 49,548 4,504
DIETtlYL SULFATE i i I 0 0 5,370,000 0 0 53,701,010 488,183
ETHYL ACRYLATE i I 500 6,950 0 187,311 1,378,573 1,573,334 143,030
HYDROQUINONE 11 1,210 32,261 0 338 0 33,809 3,074
MANGANESE COMPOUNDS I I 5,019 819,758 11,600 0 0 836,377 76,034
METItYL ACRYLATE I I 2,110 250 0 5.765 10,508 18,633 1.694
METHYL METHACRYLATE I I 563 750 71,000 226,520 10,410 309,243 28, I 13
METHYL TERT-BUTYL ETHER II 31 133,320 0 0 237,779 371,130 33,739
TRICHLOROETHYLENE I ! 7 0 I, 143 310,803 0 311,953 28,359
VINYL ACETATE I 1 95,453 390 0 9,341 561,083 666,267 60,570
BENZYL CHLORIDE I 0 250 0 0 14 30.980 31,244 3,124
HYDROGEN CYANIDE I 0 250 2,053 0 74 250 2,627 263
M-CRESOL ! 0 ~7,649 i 3,336 270,000 51, I 18 2,923 347,026 34,703
QUINOLINE I0 250 5,482 3,609 2 5.354 14,397 1,470
SEC-BLrI’YL ALCOItOL 10 2,046 145.000 0 i,682 4,082,657 4,231,385 423,139
ACETONITRILE 9 255 !,601 0 410 263,316 265,582 29,509
ACRYI.AMIDE 9 79,559 500 0 20,470 44,330 154,859 17,207
CARBON TETRACHLOR1DE 9 1,604 1,366 1,750 136,570 0 141,290 15,699
FREON I 13 9 0 12 13,215 64,636 0 77,863 8,65 I
IIYDRAZINE 9 1,400 3,617 0 0 0 5,017 557
TR ICHLOROFLUOROMETHAN E 9 349 0 750 2,433 0 3,532 392
ALLYL ALCOHOL 8 27,663 4,271 0 28,172 139,592 199,698 24.962
CI II.OROACETIC ACID 8 0 250 0 1,026 150 1,426 178
COPPER 8 0 30,937 35,708 21,000 0 86,756 10,845
CUMENE HYDROPEROXIDE 8 0 415 0 3,566 0 3,981 498
CYANIDE COMPOUNDS 8 3,005 3,231 0 3,292 0 9,528 I, 19 I
ISOBUTYRALDEHYDE 8 0 0 200 32,000 65~,579 687,779 85,972
O-TOLU1DINE 8 5.819 42 0 0 220 6,081 760
P-CRESOL 8 866,495 7,086 160,000 10,886 41,466 1,085,933 135,742
PROPIONAI~DEIIYDE 8 0 3.167 0 0 0 3,167 396
2-M ETIlOXYETI I ANOL 8 46,000 16,300 70 0 91,736 i 54,106 19,263
4,4’-ISOPROPY LIDENEDIPlt ENOL 8 255 30,767 0 1,231 5,447 37,700 4,713

DI(2-ETliYLllEXYL) 7 l0 250 0 250 1,424 1,934 276

DIBUTYIo PilTHALATE 7 256 296 0 658 5,659 6,869 981
DIMETllYL PHTHALATE 7 I 19,565 825 0 3,967 618 124,975 i 7,854
I IYDROGEN FLUORIDE 7 0 I 0 3,603 0 3,604 515
NICKEL 7 748 3,413 192,295 0 0 196,456 28,065
PilOSGENE 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PYRII)INF. 7 24,344 606 3,609 12,457 0 41,016 5,859
ACROI~EIN 6 0 0 0 8 5,873 5,881 980



Exhibit 17(cont.): 1993 Transfers for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(Transfers reported in pounds/year)

# REPORTING           POTW                                                       ENERGY        TOTAL AVG. TRANSFER
CliEMICAL NAME CIIEMICAL DISCHARGES DISPOSAL RECYCLING TREATMENT RECOVERY TRANSFERS PER FACILITY

4,505ANTIMONY COMPOUNDS 6 124 2,152 0 2,450 22,055 27,03 I
BIS(2-ETHYLHEXYL) ADIPATE 6 250 746 0 5 308 1,309 218
LEAD COMPOUNDS 6 2 53,692 0 213 0 53,907 8,985
M-XYLENE 6 0 237 17,143 794 884 19~058 3.176
N,N-D1METHYLANILINE 6 52, ! 26 0 0 1,500 120,000 173,626 28,938

P-XYLENE 6 0 1,058 0 5,260 1,402 7.720 1,287

1,2,4-TRICIILOROBENZENE 6 503 3,255 520 5,428 4,400 14.106 2,351
AMMONIUM NITRATE (SOI.IJTION) 5 28,800 2,530,000 0 0 0 2,558,800 511,760
CADMIUM COMPOUNDS 5 29 21,776 0 3,738 1,128 26,671 5,334
D1ETItYL PHTItALATE 5 255 94 0 500 250 1,099 220
MOLYBDENUM TRIOXIDE 5 0 1,897 17.000 19,000 0 37,897 7,579
O-ANISIDINE 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P-CRESIDINE 5 28,223 0 0 1,400 0 29,623 5,925
VINYL CHLORIDE 5 0 I 53.000 1,329 0 54,330 10,866
ALLYL CHLORIDE 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BENZOYL PEROXIDE 4 9.980 0 0 4,620 0 14,600 3,650

BI YI’YL BENZYL PIlTi i ALATE 4 158 43 0 i 2,943 0 13,144 3,286

CIIROMIUM 4 0 0 0 21,505 0 21,505 5,376
METIIYI.ENEBIS 4 0 0 0 ~ 13,270 0 13,270 3.318

(PI IENYLISOCYANATE) I I, 109 1,301 59.061 14,765

G-CR ESOL 4 40.541 6, I 10 0
I,I,2-TRICHLOROETIIANE 4 0 70 57,000 236,101 0 293,171 73,298

1,2 -D[CHLOROETtlYLENE 4 0 0 2, 100 I 0 0 2 I, 110 528

1,4-DIOXANE 4 (~ 0 8 0 0 8 2

2-ETHOXYETHANOL 4 ~ 390,022 0 328.374 I 1,783 150,875 881,054 220,264
3,3’-DICI ILOROBENZIDIN E 4 l0 5 0 250 0 265 66

4,6-DINITRO-O-CRESOL 4 0 6,630 0 4.422 1,376 12,428 3,107

ASBESTOS (FRIABLE) 3 0 28,894 0 0 0 28,894 9,631

DIAMINOTOLUENE (MIXED ISOMERS) 3 550 0 0 172 1,100 1,822 607

DICtlLOROTETRAFLUOROETI lANE 3 0 15 0 51 0 66 22

ISOPROPYL ALCOIIOL 3 0 0 50 81,000 72,700 153,750 51.250
NITROBENZENE 3 108 420 0 8,620 5,440 14,588 4.863
PICRIC ACID 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

SILVER 3 0 590 35,000 0 0 35,590 ! 1,863

SILVER COMPOUNDS 3 0 0 48,230 0 0 48,230 16,077

STYRENE OXIDE 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VINYI.IDENE CHLORIDE 3 169 0 0 10,519 0 40,688 13,563

I, i.2,2-TETRACHLOROETIIANE 3 0 17 | 10 0 28 9

1,2-DICHLOROBENZENE 3 0 0 860 1,477 12,830 15,167 5,056

2-NITROPI1ENOL 3 0 0 0 4,216 4.592 8,808 2,936

2,4-DIAMINOTOI.UENE 3 0 0 0 882 0 882 294

ANTIMONY 2 8,355 7,657 58,716 0 0 74,728 37.364

BROMOMETHANE 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C I. BASIC GREEN 4 2 83 0 0 0 0 83 42

CII:OOD RED 15 2 1,100 0 0 0 0 I,lO0 550

CIILOROPRENE 2 0 0 134,800 570 0 135,370 67,685
128 128 64DICIII~)ROBENZENE (MIXED ISOMERS) 2 0 0 0 0

IIEXACIIloORO-I,3-BUTADIENE 2 0 O 0 13,750 0 13,750 6,875

IIEXACtlLOROBENZENE 2 0 0 I 2,503 0 2,504 1,252

I~.I()N(K’I II OROPENTAI:I.I IOROE| ITANE 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P-ANISIDINE 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 I

PERACETIC ACID 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Exhibit 17(cont.): 1993 Transfers for Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilities in TRI, by Number of Facilities Reporting
(TranSfers reported in pounds/year)

CIIEMICAL NAME CIIEMICAL DISCilARGES DISPOSAl, RECYCLING TREATMENT RECOVERY TRANSFERS PER FACILITY
# REPORTING POTW ENERGY TOTAL AVG. TRANSFER

TO1.UENEDIISOCYANATE 2 0 0 0 9,050 2,700 11,750 5,875
(MIXED ISOMERS)

1,2-BUTYI.ENE OXIDE 2 0 0 0 0 373,200 373,200 186,600
2,4-DIMETI|YLPHENOI. 2 0 0 0 13,000 0 17,244 8,622
2,3-DINITROPHENOL 2 0 0 0 9,000 0 9,020 4,510
3,3’-DIMETI IOXYBENZIDINE 2 0 635 3,609 0 0 0 0
4,4’-M ETi IYIoEN EI)IANIi,INE 960 20 0 0 2,530 3,490 1,745
ACETAMIDE 0 0 0 98 0 98 98
AI,PIIA-NAPttTIIYLAMINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AI.I IMINUM (FUME OR DUST) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ilENZIOIC TRICIII ,ORIDE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BIS(2-cI I! ,OROET! IYI.) ETIIER 0 o o 0 o 0 0
I~ROMOCI iI,ORODIFLUOROMETI lANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C.I. BASIC RED I 24 0 0 0 0 24 24
CT DISPERSE YEIoLOW 3 0 1,658 0 0 0 1,658 1,658
CT SOI.VENT YELLOW 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CAI)MIUM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CI II.ORDANE 51 0 0 I I 0 62 62
COBALT 0 21 0 0 0 21 21
CUPFERRON 0 0 0 2,300 0 2,300 2,300
ETtlYL CIILOROFORMATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ETIIYI ENE TI IIOUR EA 0 250 0 0 0 250 250
EIHYLENEIMINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HEPTACIILOR 42 0 0 77,287 0 77,329 77,329
i 1EXACilLOROCYCLOPENTADIENE 636 0 0 4,810 0 5,446 5,446
IIEXACliLOROETIIANE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IIYDRAZINE SULFATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LEAD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M-DINITROBENZINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
METHYL IODIDE 0 27 0 230 350 607 607
METllYL ISOCYANATE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MEI’ItYLENE BROMIDE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O-DINITROBENZENE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OXY-AI.KYI,ATED ALCOIIOI, 5 0 0 0 o 5 5
P-PIIENYI.ENEDIAMINE 0 0 O O O 0 O
I’IIENYL MIXTURE 0 0 0 0 11,525 11,525 I 1,525
PIIOSPIIORUS (YELLOW OR WHITE) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SACCtlAR1N (MANUFACTURING) 7 840 0 0 0 847 847
TITANIUM TETRACHI.ORIDE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ZINC (FUME OR DUST) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,3-DICllLOROBENZENE 0 0 860 570 0 1,430 1,430
1.3-DICI ILOROPROPYLENE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,4-DICIILOROBENZENE 0 0 0 4 0 4 4
2-NITROPROPANE 0 0 0 12,180 0 12,180 12,180
2,4 -I)IAM INO.~NISOIoE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.4-DINITROTOI.UENE 0 0 0 0 300 300 300
2,6-SYI.IDINE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4-NITROPtlENOI. o o o I o 5 5

5-NITRO-O-ANISIDINI’; 5 o o o o 5

1( )’1..\1. 417 49,074,289 12,926,499 I 12.849,7~7 20,826A87 91,051,060 286,728,608 687,599



Sector Notebook Project Organic Chemical Industry.

The TRI database contains a detailed compilation of self-reported, facility-
specific chemical releases. The top reporting facilities for this sector are listed
below (Exhibit 18). Facilities that have reported ~ the SIC codes covered
under this notebook appear on the first list. Exhibit 19 contains additional
facilities that have reported the SIC code covered within this report, and one
or more SIC codes that are not within the scope of this notebook. Therefore,
the second list includes facilities that conduct multiple operations -- some that                -
are under the scope of this notebook, and some that are not. Currently, the
facility-level data do not allow pollutant releases to be broken apart by
industrial process.

Exhibit 18: Top 10 TRI Releasing
Organic Chemical Manufacturing Facilitiesb

Total TRI Releases in

Rank Facility Pounds

1 Du Pont Victoria Plant - Victoria, TX 22,471,672

2 BP Chemicals Inc. Green Lake - Port Lavaca, TX 20,650,979

3 Zeneca Specialties Mount Pleasant Plant - Mt. Pleasant, TN 13,429,259

4 Hoechst-Celanese Chemical Group Inc. Clear Lake Plant - Pasadena, TX 10,354,443

5 Du Pont Sabine River Works - Orange, TX 9,731,302

6 Merichem Co. - Houston, TX 3,832,980

7 Hoechst-Celanese Chemical Group Inc. - Bay City, TX 3,454,971

8 Union Carbide C & P CO. Institute WV Plant Ops. - Institute, WV 3,082,932

9 Aqualon - Hopewell, VA 3,007,010

10 Anstech Chemical Corp. - Haverhill, OH 2,858,009

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Invento~ Database, 1993

b Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental laws.

September 1995 42 SIC 286

R0076824
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Exhibit 19: Top 10 TRI Releasing Facilities Reporting Organic Chemical
Manufacturing SIC Codes to TRI"

SIC Codes Total TRI
Reported in Releases in

Rank TRI Facility. Pounds

1 2819, 2869 C.vtec Inc. Inc. Fortier Plant - Westwego, LA 120,149,724

2 2869, 2819, Monsanto Co. - Alvin. TX 40,517,095
2841,2879

3 2822, 2865, Du Pont Beaumont Plant - Beaumont, TX 36,817,348
2869, 2873

4 2823, 2821, Tennessee Eastman Division - Kmgsport, TN 29,339,677
2869, 2824

5 2869, 2865, Sterling Chemicals Inc. - Texas Ci .ty, TX 24,709,135
2819

6 2869 Du Pont Victoria Plant - Victoria, TX 22,471,672

7 2869 BP Chemicals Inc. Green Lake - Port Lavaca, TX 20,650,979

8 2821,2869, BP Chemicals - Lnna. OH 20,620,680
2873

9 2812, 2869, Vulcan Chemicals - Che3’enne, WY 17,406,218
2813

10 2813, 2819, Coastal Chemicals Inc. - Cheyenne, WY 15,334,423
2869, 2873

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxics Release Invento~ Database. 1993.

c Being included on this list does not mean that the release is associated with non-compliance with environmental laws
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IV.B. Summary of Selected Chemicals Released

The brief descriptions provided below were taken from the 1993 Toxics
Release Inventory Public Data Release (EPA, 1994), the Hazardous
Substances Data Bank (HSDB), and the Integrated Risk Information System
(IRIS), both accessed via TOXNET.d

Ammonia" (CAS: 7664-41-7)

Toxicity. Anhydrous ammonia is irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, throat, and
upper respiratory system.

Ecoloocally, ammonia is a source of nitrogen (an essential element for aquatic
plant _m’owth), and may therefore contribute to eutrophication of standing or
slow-moving surface water, particularly in nitrogen-limited waters such as the
Chesapeake Bay. f_n addition, aqueous ammonia is moderately toxic to aquatic
organisms.

Carcinogeni¢ity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this chemical
is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Ammonia combines with sulfate ions in the
atmosphere and is washed out by rainfall resulting in rapid return of ammonia
to the soil and surface waters.

Ammonia is a central compound in the environmental cycling of nitrogen.
Ammonia in lakes, rivers, and streams is convened to nitrate.

Physical Properties. Ammonih is a corrosive and severely irritating gas with
a pungent odor.

d TOXNET is a computer system run by the National Library of Medicine that includes a number of toxicological databases

managed by EPA, National Cancer Institute, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. For more
information on TOXNET, contact the TOXNET help line at 800-231-3766. Databases included in TOXNET are: CCRIS
(Chemical Carcinogenesis Research Information System), DART (Developmental and Reproductive Toxiciw Database),
DB[R (Directou of Biotechnology Information Resources), EMICBACK (Environmental Mutagen Irdbrmation Center
Backfile), GENE-TOX (Genetic Toxicology), HSDB (Hazardous Substances Data Bank), IRIS (Inte~ated Risk Irdbrmation
System), RTECS (Regist~,. of Toxic Effects of Chermcal Substances), and TILl (Toxic Chermcal Release Inventory.). HSDB
contains chemical-specific information on manufacturing and use, chermcal and physical properties, safer3’, and handlIng,
toxici.ty and biomedical effects, pharmacology, environmental thte and exposure potential, exposure standards and
regulations, monitoring and analysis methods, and additional references.

� The ~portmg standards for ammoma were changed in 1995. Ammonium sulfate is deleted from the list and threshold and
release determinations tbr aqueous ammoma are limited to 10 percent of the total ammonia present in solution. This change
will reduce the amount of ammonia reported to TILl. Complete details of the revisions can be tbund in 3,0 CFR Pan 372
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~ (CAS: 7697-37-2)

Toxicity. The toxicity of nitric acid is related to its potent corrosivity as
an acid, with ulceration of all membranes and tissues with which it comes
in contact. Concentrated nitric acid causes immediate opacification and
blindness of the cornea when it comes in contact with the eye. Inhalation
of concentrated nitric acid causes severe, sometimes fatal, corrosion of the
respiratory tract. Ingestion of nitric acid leads to gastric hemorrhaging,
nausea, and vomiting. Circulatory shock is often the immediate cause of
death due to nitric acid exposure. Damage to the respiratory system may
be delayed for months, and even years. Populations at increased risk from
nitric acid exposure include people with pre-existing skin, eye, or
cardiopulmonary disorders.

Ecologically, gas.eous nitric acid is a component of acid rain. Acid rain
causes serious and cumulative damage to surface waters and aquatic and
terrestrial organisms by decreasing water and soil pH levels. Nitric acid in
rainwater acts as a topical source of nitrogen, preventing "hardening off"
of evergreen foliage and increasing frost damage to perennial plants in
temperate regions. Nitric acid also acts as an available nitrogen source in
surface water, stimulating plankton and aquatic weed growth.

Carcinogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this
chemical is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Nitric acid is mainly transported in the atmosphere
as nitric acid vapors and in water as dissociated nitrate and hydrogen ions.
In soil, nitric acid reacts with minerals such as calcium and magnesium,
becoming neutralized, and. at the same time decreasing soil "buffering
capacity" against changes in pH levels.

Nitric acid leaches readily to groundwater, where it decreases the pH of the
affected groundwater. In the winter, gaseous nitric acid is incorporated
into snow, causing surges of acid during spring snow melt. Forested areas
are strong sinks for nitric acid, incorporating the nitrate ions into plant
tissues.

Methanol (CAS." 67-56-1)

Toxicity. Methanol is readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and the
respiratory tract, and is toxic to humans in moderate to high doses. In the
body, methanol is converted into formaldehyde and formic acid. Methanol is
excreted as formic acid. Observed toxic effects at high dose levels generally
include central nervous system damage and blindness. Long-term exposure
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to high levels of methanol via inhalation cause liver and blood damage in
animals.

Ecologically, methanol is expected to have low toxicity to aquatic organisms.
Concentrations lethal to half the organisms of a test population are expected
to exceed one mg methanol per liter water. Methanol is not likely to persist
in water or to bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms.

Cardnogenicity. There is currently no evidence to suggest that this chemical
is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. Liquid methanol is likely to evaporate when let~
exposed. Methanol reacts in air to produce formaldehyde which contributes
to the formation of air pollutants. In the atmosphere it can react with other
atmospheric chemicals or be washed out by rain. Methanol is readily
degraded by micr6organisms in soils and surface waters.

Physical Properties. Methanol is highly flammable

(CAS: 74-85-1)

Sources. Ethylene glycol is used as an antifreeze, heat transfer agent and
solvent in industrial organic chemical facilities. The large quantity of ethylene
glycol released is due to its ubiquitous use as an antifreeze and because in
1993 it had the 29th largest chemical production volume in the United States
(Chemical and Engineering News). While the largest volume is released
through underground injection, a substantial release also occurs from air point
sources.

Toxicity. Long-term inhalation exposure to low levels of ethylene glycol may
cause throat irritation, mild headache and backache. Exposure to higher
concentrations may lead to unconsciousness. Liquid ethylene glycol is
irritating to the eyes and skin.

Toxic effects from ingestion of ethylene glycol include damage to the central
nervous system and kidneys, intoxication, conjunctivitis, nausea and vomiting,
abdominal pain, weakness, low blood oxygen, tremors, convulsions,
respiratory failure, and coma. Renal failure due to ethylene glycol poisoning
can lead to death.

Environmental Fate. Ethylene glycol readily biodegrades in water. No data
are available that report its fate in soils; however, biodegradation is probably
the dominant removal mechanism. Should ethylene glycol leach into the
groundwater, biodegradation may occur.
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Ethylene glycol in water is not expected to bioconcentrate in aquatic
organisms, adsorb to sediments or volatilize. Atmospheric ethylene glycol
degrades rapidly in the presence of hydroxyl radicals.

Acetone (CAS: 67-64-1)

Toxicity. Acetone is irritating to the eyes, nose, and throat. Symptoms of
exposure to large quantities of acetone may include headache, unsteadiness,
confusion, lassitude, drowsiness, vomiting, and respiratory depression.

Reactions of acetone (see environmental fate) in the lower atmosphere
contribute to the formation of ground-level ozone. Ozone (a major
component of urban smog) can affect the respiratory system, especially in
sensitive individuals such as asthmatics or allergy sufferers.

Carcinogenicity. "There is currently no evidence to suggest that this chemical
is carcinogenic.

Environmental Fate. If released into water, acetone will be degraded by
microorganisms or will evaporate into the atmosphere. Degradation by
microorganisms will be the primary removal mechanism.

Acetone is highly volatile, and once it reaches the troposphere (lower
atmosphere), it will react with other gases, contributing to the formation of
ground-level ozone and other air pollutants. EPA is reevaluating acetone’s
reactivity in the lower atmosphere to determine whether this contribution is
significant.

Physical Properties. Acetone is a volatile and flammable organic chemical.

IV.C. Other Data Sources

The toxic chemical release data obtained from TRI captures the vast majority
of facilities in the organic chemicals industry. It also allows for a comparison
across years and industry sectors. Reported chemicals are limited however to
the 316 reported chemicals. Most of the hydrocarbon emissions from organic
chemical facilities are not captured by TRI.~ The EPA Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards has compiled air pollutant emission factors for
determining the total air emissions of priority pollutants (e.g., total
hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx, CO, particulates, etc.) from many chemical
manufacturing sources.2

The EPA Office of Air’s Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS)
contains a wide range of information related to stationary sources of air
pollution, including the emissions of a number of air pollutants which may be
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of concern within a particular industry. With the exception of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), there is little overlap with the TRI chemicals reported
above. Exhibit 20 summarizes annual releases of carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter of 10 microns or less (PM10), total
particulate (PT), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic compounds
(voCs).

Exhibit 20: Pollutant Releases (short tons/year)

Industry Sector CO NO2 PMIo PT SO2 VOC

Metal Mining 5,391 28,583 39,359 140,052 84,222 1,283

Nonmetal Mining 4,525 28,804 59,305 167,948 24,129 1,736

Lumber and Wood Production 123,756 42,658 14,135 63,761 9,419 41.423

Furniture and Fix’tures 2,069 2,981 2,165 3,178 1,606 59,426!

Pulp and Paper 624,291 394,448 35,579 113,571 541,0021 96,875

Printing 8,463 4,915 399 1,031 1,728 101,537

Inorgame Chemicals 166,147 103,575 4,107 39,062 182.189 52,091

Organic Chemicals 146~q47 236,826 26,493 44,860 132,459 201,888

Petroleum Ref’ming 419,311 380,641 18,787 [ 36,877 648,155 569,058

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 2,090 11,914 2,407! 5,355 29,364 140,741

Stone. Clay and Concrete 58,043 338,482 74,623 ~ 171,853 339,216 30,262

Iron and Steel 1,518,642 138,985 42,368 83,017 238,268 82,292

Nonferrous Metals 448,758 55,658 20,074 22,490 373,007 27,375

Fabricated Metals 3,851 16,424 1,185 3,136 4,019 102,186

Computer and Office Equipment 24 0 0 0 0 0

Electronics and Other Electrical Equipment 367 1,129 207 293 453 4.854
and Components

Motor Vehicles, Bodies, Parts and 35,303 23,725 2,406 12,853 25,462 101,275
Accessories

1~ Cleanin8 101 179 3 28 152 7.310

Source: U.S. EPA Office of Air and Radiation, AIRS Database, May1995.

IV.D. Comparison of Toxic Release Inventory Between Selected Industries

The following information is presented as a comparison of pollutant release
and transfer data across industrial categories. It is provided to give a general
sense as to the relative scale of releases and transfers within each sector
profiled under this project. Please note that the following figure and table do
not contain releases and transfers for industrial categories that are not
included in this project, and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions
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regarding the total release and transfer amounts that are reported to TKI.
Similar information is available within the annual TRI Public Data Release
Book.

Exhibit 21 is a graphical representation of a summary of the 1993 TPd data for
the organic chemical industry and the other sectors profiled in separate
notebooks. The bar graph presents the total TKI releases and total transfers               -
on the le~ axis and the triangle points show the average releases per facility
on the right axis. Industry sectors are presented in the order of increasing
total TRI releases. The graph is based on the data shown in Exhibit 22 and
is meant to facilitate comparisons between the relative amounts of releases,
transfers, and releases per facility both within and between these sectors. The
reader should note, however, that differences in the proportion of facilities
captured by TRI exist between industry sectors. This can be a factor of poor
SIC matching and relative differences in the number of facilities reporting to
TRI fi’om the various sectors. In the case of the organic chemical industry.
the 1993 TILl data presented here covers 417 facilities. Only those facilities
listing SIC Codes falling within SIC 286 were used.
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Exhibit 22: Toxics Release Inventory Data for Selected Industries

~ 1993 TRI Releases 1993 TRI Transfers

~D~ Average Average
~ Total Releases Releases per Total Transfers Transfers per Total Releases ÷ Average Releases +

SIC # TR! (million Ibs.) Facility (million Ibs.) Facility Transfers Transfers per Facility
Industry Sectur Range Facilities (pounds) ~pounds) ~miilion Ibs.~ (pounds)

Slonc, Clay, and Concrete 32 63~ 26.6 42,000 2 2 4,000 28.8 46,000

I Ju,nbcr and Wood Products 24 491 8.4 17,000 3 5 7,000 I 1.9 24,000

Furniture and Fixtures 25 3 I.~ 42.2 135,000 ! 4.2 13,000 46.4 148,000

I)rinling 2711-2789 31 ~ 36.5 I 15,0001 10.2 32,000 46 7 147,000

Electronic Equip. and 36 40~ 6.7 17,000 47.1 ~ 116,000 53 7 133,000
Components

Rubber and Misc. Plastics 30 1,57~. I 18.4 75,000 45 29,000 [ 163.4 104,000

~J~ Molor Vehicles, Bodies, Paris, 371 60~. 79.3 130,000 1455 239,000 224.8 369,000
and Accessories

Pulp and Paper 26 i 1-2631 309 169.7 549,000 48.4 157,000 218. I 706,000

Inorganic Chem. Mfg. 2812-2819 555 179.6 324,000 70 126,000 249.7 450,000

Petroleum Refining 2911 156 64.3 4 ! 2,000 417.5 2,676,000 481.9 3,088,000

~abricated Metals 34 2,363 72 30,000 195.7 83,000 267.7 123,000

hon and Steel 331 381 85.8 225,000 609.5 1,600,000 695.3 1,825,000
_~)

Honfcrrous Metals 333,334 20~] 182.5 877,000 98.2 472,000 280.7 1,349,000

Organk Chemical Mfg. 2861-2869 41~ 151.6 364,000 286.7 688,000 438.4 1,0~32,000 ~"

Metal Mining 10 Industry sector not subject to TRI reporting. ~"
~ Nonmetal Mining 14 Industry sector not subject to TRi reporting.

-,4 Dry Cleaning 7216 Industry sector not subject to TRi reporting. --

O0 ,.~r-~ Source: IJ.S. EPA, Toxics Release Inventor)’ Database, 1993.
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V. POLLUTION PREVENTION OPPORTUNITIES

The best way to reduce pollution is to prevent it in the first place. Some
companies have creatively implemented pollution prevention techniques that
improve efficiency and increase profits while at the same time minimizing
environmental impacts. This can be done in many ways such as reducing
material inputs, re-engineering processes to reuse by-products, improving
management practices, and substituting benign chemicals for toxic ones.
Some smaller facilities are able to actually get below regulatory thresholds just
by reducing pollutant releases through aggressive pollution prevention
policies.

In order to encourage these approaches, this section provides both general
and company-specific descriptions of some pollution prevention advances that
have been implemented within the organic chemical industry. While the list
is not exhaustive;,, it does provide core information that can be used as the
starting point for facilities interested in beginning their own pollution
prevention projects. When possible, this section provides information from
real activities that can, or are being implemented by this sector -- including
a discussion of associated costs, time frames, and expected rates of return.
This section provides summary information from activities that may be, or are
being implemented by this sector. When possible, information is provided that
gives the context in which the technique can be effectively used. Please note
that the activities described in this section do not necessarily apply to all
facilities that fall within this sector. Facility-specific conditions must be
carefully considered when pollution prevention options are evaluated, and the
full impacts of the change must examine how each option affects air, land and
water pollutant releases.

The leaders in the organic chemical industry, similar to those in the chemical
industry as a whole, have been promoting pollution prevention through
various means. The most visible of these efforts is the Responsible Care~
initiative of the Chemical Manufacturer’s Association (CMA). Responsible
Care is mandatory for CMA members who must commit to act as stewards for
products through use and ultimate reuse or disposal. One of the guiding
principles of this initiative is the inclusion of waste and release prevention
objectives in research and in design of new or modified facilities, processes
and products. The Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufactures Association
(SOCMA) also requires its members to implement the Responsible Care®

Guiding Principles as a condition of membership. SOCMA is instituting the
Responsible Care® management practice codes on a phased-in basis to assist
its approximately 110-non CMA members, which are primarily small and
batch chemical manufacturers, in successfially implementing their programs.
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Using pollution prevention techniques which prevent the release or generation
of pollution in the first place have several advantages over end-of-pipe waste
treatment technologies. The table below lists the direct and indirect benefits
that could result.

Exhibit 23: Pollution Prevention Activities Can Reduce Costs

Direct Benefits
¯     Reduced waste treatment costs

Reduced capital and operating costs for waste treatment facilities
Reduced off-site treatment and disposal costs

¯ Reduced manufacturing costs due to improved yields
¯ Income or savings from sale or reuse of wastes
¯ Reduced environmental compliance costs (e.g., fines, shutdowns)
¯ Reduced or eliminated inventories or spills
¯ Reduced seconda~ emissions from waste treatment facilities
¯ Retained sales (production threatened by poor environmental performance or sales)

Indirect Benefits
¯     Reduced likelihood of future costs from:

Remediation
Legal liabilities
Complying with future regulations

¯ Use of emission offsets (internal and external)
¯ Improved community relations
¯ Increase environmental awareness by plant personnel and management
¯ Reduced societal costs
¯ Improved public health

Source: Chemical Manufacturer’s Association Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process

These incentives may encourage organic chemical manufacturers to undertake
pollution prevention activities voluntarily, but a number of barriers still exist
in achieving widespread adoption of pollution prevention. The U.S. Office of
Technology Assessment has identified and characterized a number of these
barriers in its report titled Industry, Technology, and the Environment.

Pollution prevention can be carried out at any stage of the development of a
process. In general, changes made at the research and development stage will
have the greatest impact; however, changes in the process design and
operating practices can also yield significant results.

In the research and development stage, all possible reaction pathways for
producing the desired product can be examined. These can then be evaluated
in light of yield, undesirable by-products, and their health and environmental
impacts. The area of"green synthesis" is the focus of considerable research
funded jointly by the Agency and by the National Science Foundation.
Several alternative syntheses have already been developed that could reduce
wastes. For example, Joseph M. Desimone of the University of North
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Carolina, Chapel Hill. has used supercritical carbon dioxide as a medium for
carrying out dispersion polymerizations. He uses a specially engineered free-
radical initiator to start the reaction and a polymeric stabilizer to affect the
polymerization of methyl methacrylate. Because the carbon dioxide can easily
be separated from the reaction mixture, this reaction offers the possibility of
reduced hazardous waste generation, particularly of aqueous streams
contaminated with residual monomer and initiator.

Because of the large investment in current technology, and the lifetime of
capital equipment, pollution prevention at the earliest stages is unlikely unless
a company undertakes the design of a new production line or facility. There
are, however, more numerous pollution prevention opportunities that can be
realized by modifying current processes and equipment.
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Exhibit 24: Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention
Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

By-products
Co-products ¯ Process inefficiencies result in the ¯ Increase product yield to reduce by-

generation of undesired by-products and product and co-product generation and raw
Quantity and Quality co-products. Inefficiencies will requtre material requirements.

larger volumes of raw materials and result
in additional secondary, products.
Inefficiencies can also increase fugitive
emissions and wastes generated through
material handling.

Uses and Outlets ¯ By-products and co-products are not ¯ Identify, uses and develop a sales outlet.
fully utilized, generating material or wasteCollect information necessary, to firm up a
that must be managed, purchase commitment such as minimum

" qualiu criteria, maximum impuri .ty levels
that can be tolerated, and performance
criteria.

Catalysts

Composition ¯ The presence of heavy metals in ¯ Catalysts comprised of noble metals,
catalysts can result in contaminated because of their cost, are generally recycled
process wastewater from catalyst handlingby both onsite and offsite reclaimers.
and separation. These wastes may require
special treatment and disposal procedures
or facilities. Heavy metals can be
inhibitory, or toxic to biological
wastewater treatment units. Sludge from
wastewater treatment units may be
classified as hazardous due to heavy
metals content. Heavy metals generally
exhibit low toxici ,ty thresholds in aquatic
environments and may bioaccumulate.

Preparation and ¯ Emissions or effluents are generated ¯ Obtain catalyst in the active form.
Handling with catalyst activation or regeneration.

¯ Provide insitu activation with appropriate
processing/activation facilities.

¯ Develop a more robust catalyst or support.
¯ Catalyst attrition and carryover into
product requires de-ashing facilities which
are a likely source of wastewater and solid
waste.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Catalysts (cont.)

Preparation and ¯ Catalyst is spent and needs to be ¯ In situ regeneration eliminates
Handling (cont.) replaced, unloading/loading ermssions and effluents

versus offsite regeneration or disposal.

¯ l~.’rophoric catalyst needs to be kept ¯ Use a nonpryrophoric catalyst. Minimize
wet, resulting in liquid contaminated with amount of water required to handle and store
metals, safely.

¯ Short catalyst life. ¯ Study and identify catalyst deactivitation
mechanisms. Avoid conditions which
promote thermal or chemical deactivation.
By extending catalyst life. emissions and
effluents associated with catalyst handling
and regeneration can be reduced.

Effectiveness ¯ Catal~-zed reaction has by-product ¯ Reduce catalyst consumption with a more
formation, incomplete conversion and active form. A higher concentration of
less-than-perfect yield, active ingredient or increased surface area

can reduce catalyst loadings.

¯ Use a more selective catalvst which will
reduce the yield of undesired by-products.

¯ Improve reactor mixing/contacting to
increase catalyst effectiveness.

¯ Catal~ed reaction has by-product ¯ Develop a thorough understanding of
formation, incomplete conversion and reaction to allow optimization of reactor
less-than perfect yield, design. Include in the optimization, catalyst

consumption and by-product yield.

Intermediate
Products

Quanti~. and Quali.ty ¯ Intermediate reaction products or ¯ Modify reaction sequence to reduce
chemical species, including trace levels ofamount or change composition of
toxic constituents, may contribute to intermediates.
process waste under both normal and
upset conditions.

¯ Intermediates may contain toxic ¯ Modify reaction sequence to change
consutuents or have characteristics that intermediate properties.
are harmlhl to the environment.

¯ Use equipment design and process control
to reduce releases.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration

Temperature ¯ High heat exchange tube temperatures¯ Select operating temperatures at or near
cause thermal cracking/decomposition of ambient temperature whenever possible.
many chemicals. These lower molecular
weight by-products are a source of"light ¯ Use lower pressure steam to lower
ends" and fugitive emissions. High temperatures.
localized temperature gives rise to
polymerization of reactive monomers, ¯ Use intermediate exchangers to avoid
resulting in "’heavies" or "tars." such contact with furnace tubes and walls.
materials can foul heat exchange
equipment or plug fixed-bed reactors, ¯ Use staged heating to minimize product
thereby requiring costly equipment degradation and unwanted side reactions.
cleaning and producti6n outage.

¯ Use superheat of high-pressure steam in
place of furnace.

¯ Monitor exchanger tbuling to correlate
process conditions which increase fouling,
avoid conditions which rapidly foul
exchangers.

¯ Use online tube cleaning technologies to
keep tube surfaces clean to increase heat
transfer.

¯ Use scraped wall exchangers m viscous

¯ Use falling film reboiler, pumped
recirculation reboiler or high-flux tubes.

¯ Explore heat integration opportunities
(e.g., use waste heat to preheat materials and

¯ Higher operating temperatures imply reduce the amount of combustion required.)
"’heat input" usually via combustion which
generates emissions. ¯ Use thermocompressor to upgrade low-

pressure steam to avoid the need for
¯ Heat sources such as furnaces and additional boilers and furnaces.
boilers are a source of combustion
emissions. ¯ If possible, cool materials betbre sending

to storage.
¯ Vapor pressure increases with
increasing temperature. Loading/ ¯ Use hot process streams to reheat feeds.
unloading, tankage and fugitive emissions
generally increase with increasing vapor
pressure.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration
(~ont.)

¯ Add vent condensers to recover vapors in
Temperature (cont.) storage tanks or process.

¯ Add closed dome loading with vapor
recovery condensers.

¯ Water solubility of most chemicals ¯ Use lower temperature (vacuum
increases with increasing temperature, processing).

Pressure ¯ Fugitive emissions from equipment. ¯ Equipment operating in vacuum service is
not a source of fugitives: however, leaks into
the process require control when ~stem is
degassed.

¯ Seal leakage potential due to pressure ¯ Minimize operating pressure.
differential.

¯ Gas solubility increases with higher ¯ Determine whether gases can be
pressures, recovered, compressed, and reused or

require controls.

Corrosive ¯ Material contamination occurs from ¯ Improve metallurgy or provide coating or
Environment corrosion products. Equipment failures lining.

result in spills, leaks and increased
maintenance costs. ¯ Neutralize corrosivit,i of materials

contacting equipment.

¯ Use corrosion inhibitors.

¯ Increased waste generation due to ¯ Improve metallurgy or provide coating or
addition of corrosion inhibitors or lining or operate in a less corrosive
neutralization, environment.

Batch vs. Continuous ¯ Vent gas lost during batch fill. ¯Equalize reactor and storage tank vent
Operations lines.

¯ Recover vapors through condenser,
adsorber, etc.

¯ Waste generated by cleaning/purging of
process equipment between production ¯ Use materials with low viscosity.
batches. Minimize equipment roughness.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration
(cont.)

¯ Optimize product manufacturing sequence
Batch vs. Continuous to minimize washing operations and cross-
Operations (cont.) contamination of subsequent batches.

¯ Process inegliciencies lower yield and ¯ Sequence addition of reactants and
increase emissions, reagents to optimize yields and lower

emissions.
¯ Continuous process fugitive emissions
and waste increase over time due to ¯Design facility, to readily allow
equipment failure through a lack of maintenance so as to avoid unexpected
maintenance between turnarounds, equipment failure and resultant release.

Process ¯ Numerous processing steps create ¯ Keep it simple. Make sure all operatxons
Operation/Design wastes and opportunities for errors, are necessary. More operations and

complexity only tend to increase potential
emission and waste sources.

¯ Nonreactant materials (solvents, ¯ Evaluate umt operation or technologies
absorbants, etc.) create wastes. Each (e.g., separation) that do not require the
ehermcal (including water) employed addition of solvents or other nonreactant
within the process introduces additional chemicals.
potential waste sources; the composition
of generated wastes also tends to become
more complex.

¯ High conversion with low yield results ¯ Recycle operations generally improve
in wastes, overall use of raw materials and chemicals,

thereby both increasing the yield of desired
products while at the sm’ne time reducing the
generation of wastes. A case-m-point is to
operate at a lower conversion per reaction
cycle by reducing catalyst consumption,
temperature, or residence time. Many times,
this can result in a higher selectivity to
desired products. The net effect upon
recycle of unreacted reagents is an increase
in product yield, while at the same time
reducing the quantities of spent catalyst and
less desirable by-products.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Process Conditions/
Configuration
(cont.)

Process ¯ Non-regenerative treatment systems ¯ Regenerative fixed bed treating or
Operation!Design result in increased waste versus desiccant operation (e.g., aluminum oxide,

regenerative systems, silica, activated carbon, molecular sieves,
etc.) will generate less quantities of solid or
liquid waste than nonregenerative units (e.g.,
calcium chloride or activated day). With
regenerative units though, emissions during
bed activation and regeneration can be
significant. Further, side reactions durmg
activation/regeneration can give rise to
problematic pollutants.

Product

Process Chemistry ¯ Insufficient R&D into alternative ¯ R&D during process conception and
reaction pathways ma.v miss pollution laboratory studies should thoroughly
opponumties such as waste reduction or investigate alternatives in process chermstry
eliminating a hazardous constituent, that affect pollution prevention.

Product Formulation ¯ Product based on end-use performancē Reformulate products by substituting
may have undesirable environmental different material or using a mixture of
impacts or use raw materials or individual chemicals that meet end-use
components that generate excessive or performance specifications.
hazardous wastes.

Raw Materials

Puri,tv ¯ Impurities may produce unwanted by- ¯ Use higher purity materials.
products and waste. Toxic impurities,
even m trace amounts, can make a wastē  Purify materials before use and reuse if
hazardous and therefore subject to strict practical.
and costly regulation.

¯ Use inhibitors to prevent side reactions.

¯ Excessive impurities may require morē  Achieve balance between feed puri .ty,
processing and equipment to meet productprocessing steps, product quality and waste
specifications, ¯creasing costs and generation.
potential for fiagitive emissions, leaks, and
spills.

¯ Speci~. ing a purity greater than needed    ¯ Specify a purity no greater than what the
by the process increases costs and can ~rocess needs.
result in more waste generation by the
supplier.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Raw Materials
(cont.)

¯ Impurities in clean air can increase inert=Use pure oxygen.
Puri,ty (cont.) purges.

¯ Impurities may poison catalyst ¯Install guard beds to protect catalysts.
prematurely resulting in increased wastes
due to yield loss and more frequent
catalyst replacement.

Vapor Pressure ¯ Higher vapor pressures increase fugitivē  Use material with lower vapor pressure.
emissions in material handling and
storage.

¯ Use materials with lower vapor pressure
¯ High vapor pressure’with low odor and higher odor threshold.
threshold materials can cause nuisance
odors.

Water Solubility ¯ Toxic or nonbiodegradable materials ¯ Use less toxic or more biodegradable
that are water soluble may affect materials.
wastewater treatment operation,
efficiency, and cost.

¯ Higher solubility may increase potential ¯ Use less soluble materials.
for surface and groundwater
contamination and may require more
careful spill prevention, containment, and
cleanup (SPCC) plans.

¯ Higher solubility may increase potential ¯ Use less soluble materials.
for storm water contamination in open
areas. ¯ Prevent direct contact x~th storm water by

diking or covering areas.

¯ Process wastewater associated with ¯ Minimize water usage.
water washing or hydrocarborgwater
phase separation will be impacted by ¯ Reuse wash water.
containment solubility in water.
Appropriate wastewater treatment will be ¯ Determine optimum process conditions for
impacted,                             phase separation.

¯ Evaluate alternative separation
technologies (coalescers, membranes,
distillation, etc.)
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Raw Materials
(cont.)

¯ Community and worker safety and ¯ Use less toxic materials.
Toxicity health concerns result from routine and

nonroutine emissions. Emissions sources¯ Reduce exposure through equipment
include vents, equipment leaks, design and process control. Use systems
wastewater emissions, emergency which are passive for emergency
pressure relief, etc. containment of toxic releases.

¯ Use less toxic material.
¯ Surges or higher than normal continuous
levels of toxic materials can shock or miss̄  Reduce spills, leaks, and upset conditions
wastewater biological treatment systems through equipment and process control.
resulting in possible frees and possible
toxicit3 in the receivixig water. ¯ Consider effect of chemicals on biological

treatment; provide unit pretreatment or
diversion capacity to remove toxicity.

¯ Install surge capacity for flow and
concentration equalization.

Regulatory ¯ Hazardous or toxic materials are ¯ Use materials which are less toxic or
stringently regulated. They may require hazardous.
enhanced control and monitoring;
increased compliance issues and ¯ Use better equipment and process design
paperwork for permits and record to minimize or control releases; in some
keeping; stricter control for handling, cases, meeting certain regulatory criteria
shipping, and disposal; higher sampling will exempt a system from permitting or
and analytical costs; and increased health other regulatory requirements.
and safety costs.

Form of Supply ¯ Small containers increase shipping ¯ use bulk supply, ship by pipeline, or use
frequency which increases chances of "jumbo" drums or sacks.
material releases and waste residues from
shipping containers (including wash ¯ In some cases, product may be shipped out
waters), in the same containers the material supply

was shipped in without washing.

¯ Use returnable shipping containers or
¯ Nonreturnable containers may increasedrums.
waste.

Handling and ¯ Physical state (solid, liquid, gaseous) ¯ Use equipment and controls appropriate to
Storage may raise unique environmental, safety, the type of materials to control releases.

and health issues with unloading
operations and transfer to process
equipment.
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Exhibit 24 (cont.): Process/Product Modifications Create Pollution Prevention Opportunities

Area Potential Problem Possible Approach

Raw Materials (cont.)

Handling andStorage ¯ Large inventories can lead to spills, inherent̄  Minimize invento~ by utilizing just-in-time
(cont.) safety, issues and material expJratton, delivery.

Waste Streams

Quantity and Quality ¯ Characteristics and sources of waste streams̄ Document sources and quantities or’waste
are unknown, streams prior to pollution prevention assessment.

¯Determine what changes in process conditions
¯ Wastes are generated as part of the process,would lower waste generation of toxiei .ty.

¯ Determine if wastes can be recycled back into
the process.

Composition ¯ Hazardous or toxic constituents are found in¯ Evaluate whether different process conditions,
waste streams. Examples are: sulfides, heavy,routes, or reagent chemicals (e.g., solvent
metals, halogenated hydrocarbons, and catalysts) can be substituted or changed to rexluee
polynuelear aromatics, or eliminate hazardous or toxic compounds.

Properties ¯ Environmental fate and waste properties are¯ Evaluate waste charactenstics using the
not known or understood, following type properties: eorrosivity, ignitabili .ty,

reactivity, BTU content (energy recovery),
biodegradabili .ty, aquatic toxicity, and
bioaceumulation potential of the waste and of its
degradable products, and whether it is a solid,
liquid, or gas.

Disposal ¯ Ability to treat and manage hazardous ¯ Consider and evaluate all onsite and offsite
and toxic waste unknown or limited., recycle, reuse, treatment, and disposal

options available. Determine availability, of
facilities to treat or manage wastes
generated.

Soume: Chemical Manufacturer’s Association. Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process, Research. Development and
Engineering.
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Exhibit 25: Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible App roach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Compressors, ¯ Shaft seal leaks, piston¯ Seal-less designs ¯ Preventive maintenance
blowers, fans rod seal leaks, and vent (diaphragmatic, hermetic or program

streams magnetic)

¯ Design for low emissions
(internal balancing, double inlet,
gland eductors)

¯ Shaft seal designs (carbon rings,
double mechanical seals, bugered
seals)

¯ Double seal with barrier fluid
vented to control device

Concrete pads, ¯ Leaks to groundwater ¯ Water stops ¯ Roduce unnecessary purges,
floors, sumps transfers, and sampling

¯ Embedded metal plates

¯ Epoxy sealing ¯ Use drip pans where necessary,

¯ Other impervious sealing

Controls ¯ Shutdowns and start- ¯ Improve on-line controls ¯ Continuous versus batch
ups generate waste and
releases ¯ On-line instrumentation ¯ Optimize on-line run time

¯ Automatic star~-up and ¯ Optimize shutdown interlock
shutdown inspection frequency

¯ Identify safew and environment
¯ On-line vibration analysis critical instruments and

equipment

¯ Use "’consensus" systems (e.g.,
shutdown trip requires 2 out of 3
affirmative responses)

Distillation ¯ Impurities remain in ¯ Increase reflux ratio ¯ Change column operating
~rocess streams conditions

¯ Add section to column - reflux ratio
- feed trav

¯ Colunm intervals - temperature
- pressure

¯ Change feed tray - etc.
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Exhibit 25 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Distillation ¯ Impurities remain in ¯ Insulate to prevent heat loss ¯ Clean column to reduce fouling
(cont.) process streams (cont.)

¯ Preheat column feed

¯ Increase vapor line size to lower
pressure drop

¯ Large amounts of ¯ Use reboilers or inert gas ¯ Use higher temperature steam
contaminated water stripping agents
condensate from stream
stripping

General        ¯ Contaminated ¯ Provide roof over process ¯ Return samples to process
manufacturing rainwater facilities
!equipment
areas ¯ Segregate process sewer from ¯ Monitor stormwater discharge

storm sewer (diking)

¯ Hard-pipe process streams to
process sewer

¯ Contaminated sprinkler¯ Seal floors
and fn’e water

¯ Dram to sump

¯ Route to waste treatment

¯ Leaks and emissions ¯ Design for cleaning ¯ Use drip pans for maintenance
during cleaning activities

¯ Design for minimum rinsing
¯ Rinse to sump

¯ Design for minimum sludge
¯ Reuse cleaning solutions

¯ Provide vapor enclosure

¯ Dram to process

’Heat ¯ Increased waste due to¯ Use intmnediate exchangers tō  Select operating temperatures at
exchangers high looalized avoid contact with furnace tubes or near ambient temperature

temperatures and wails when-ever possible. These are
generally most desn-able from a

¯ Use staged heating to minimizepollution prevention standpoint
product degradation and unwanted
side reactions. ¯ Use lower pressure steam to
(waste heat >>low pressure steam lower temperatures
>>high pressure steam)
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Exhibit 25 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Heat ¯ Increased waste due to ¯ Use scraped wall exchangers in̄  Monitor exchanger fouling to
exchangers high localized viscous service correlate process conditions
(cont.) temperatures (cont.) which increase fouling, avoid

¯ Using failing film reboiler, pipedconditions which rapidly foul
recireulation reboiler or high-flux exchangers
tubes

¯ Use lowest pressure steam ¯ Use on-line tube cleaning
possible techniques to keep tube surfaces

clean

¯ Contaminated ¯ Use welded tubes or double tubē  Monitor for leaks
materials due to tubes sheets with men purge. Mount
leaking at tube sheets vertically

¯ Furnace emissions ¯ Use superheat of high-pressure
steam in place of a furnace

Piping ¯ Leaks to groundwater; ¯ Design equipment layout so as to¯ Monitor for corrosion and
fugitive emissions minimize pipe run length erosion

¯ Eliminate underground piping or̄  Paint to prevent external
design for cathodic protection if corrosion
necessary to install piping
underground

¯ Welded fittings

¯ Reduce number of flanges and
valves

¯ All welded pipe

¯ Secondary containment

¯ Spiral-wound gaskets

¯ Use plugs and double valves for
open end lines

¯ Change metallurgy

¯ Use lined pipe
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Exhibit 25 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment    Environment Problem Related Related

Piping (cont.) ¯ Releases when ¯ Use "’pigs" for cleaning ¯ Flush to product storage tank
cleaning or purging lines

¯ Slope to low point dram

¯ Use heat tracing and insulation
to prevent freezing

¯ Install equalizer lines

Pumps ¯ Fugitive emissions ¯ Mechanical seal in lieu of ¯ Seal installation practices
from shaft seal leaks packing

¯ Momtor for leaks
¯ Double mechanical seal with
inert bamer fluid

¯ Double machined seal with
barrier fluid vented to control
device

¯ Seal-less pump (canned motor
magnetic drive)

¯ Vertical pump

¯ Fugitive emissions ¯ Use pressure transfer to
from shaft seal leaks eliminate pump

¯ Residual "heel" of ¯ Low point drain on pump casinḡ Flush casing to process sewer
liquid durra8 pump for treatment
maintenance

¯ Increase the mean time between
pump failures by:
- selecting proper seal material;
- good alignment:
- reduce pipe-induced stress
- Maintaining seal lubrication

¯ Use double mechanical seal with
¯ Injection of seal flush    inert bamer fluid where practical
fluid into process stream

Reactors ¯ Poor conversion or ¯ Static mixing ¯ Add ingredients with optimum
performance due to sequence
inadequate mixing ¯ Add baffles

¯ Change impellers
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Exhibit 25 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Reactors ¯ Poor conversion (cont.) ¯ Add horsepower ¯ Allow proper head space m
(cont.) reactor to enhance vortex effect

¯ Add distributor

¯ Waste by-product ¯ Provide separate reactor for ¯ Optimize reaction conditions
formation converting recycle streams to (temperature, pressure, etc.)

usable products

Relief Valve ¯ Leaks ¯ Provide upstream rupture disc

¯ Fugitive ermssions ¯ Vent to control or recovery ¯ Momtor for leaks and for
device control efficiency

¯ Discharge to ¯ Pump discharges to suction of ¯ Monitor for leaks
environment from over pump
pressure

¯ Thermal relief to tanks

¯ Avoid discharge to roof areas to
prevent contamination of rainwater

¯ Frequent relief ¯ Use pilot operated relief valve ¯ Reduce operating pressure

¯ Increase margin between design¯ Review system performance
and operating pressure

Sampling ¯ Waste generation due ¯ In-line insitu analyzers ¯ Reduce number and size of
to sampling (disposal, samples required
containers, leaks, ¯ System for return to process
fugitives, etc.) ¯ Sample at the lowest possible

¯ Closed loop temperature

¯ Dram to sump ¯ Cool before sampling

Tanks ¯ Tank breathing and ¯ Cool materials before storage ¯ Optimize storage conditions to
working losses reduce losses

¯ Insulate umks

¯ Vent to control device (flare,
condenser, etc.)

¯ Vapor balancing

¯ Floating roof
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Exhibit 25 (cont.): Modifications to Equipment Can Also Prevent Pollution

Possible Approach

Potential Design Operational
Equipment Environment Problem Related Related

Tanks (cont.) ¯ Tank breathing and ¯ Floating roof
working losses (cont.)

¯ Higher design pressure

¯ Leak to groundwater ¯ All aboveground (situated so ¯ Monitor for leaks and corrosion
bottom can routinely be checked
for leaks)

¯ Secondary containment

¯ Improve corrosion resistance

¯ Large waste heel ¯ I~esign for 100% de-inventory ¯ Recycle to process if practical

Vacuum ¯ Waste discharge from ¯ Substitute mechanical vacuum ¯ Monitor for air leaks
Systems jets pump

¯ Evaluate using process fluid for ¯ Recycle condensate to process
powering jet

Valves ¯ Fugitive errassions ¯ Bellow seals ¯ Stringent adherence to pac "king
from leaks procedures

¯ Reduce number where practical

¯ Special packing sets

,Vents ¯ Release to environment̄  Route to control or recovery ¯ Monitor performance
device

Source: Chemical Manufacturer’s A~soeiation. Designing Pollution 15revention into the Process. Research, Development and
Engineering.

It is critical to emphasize that pollution prevention in the chemical industry is
process specific and ottentimes constrained by site-specific considerations.
As such, it is difficult to generalize about the relative merits of different
pollution prevention strategies. The age, size, and purpose of the plant will
influence the choice of the most effective pollution prevention strategy.
Commodity chemical manufacturers redesign their processes infrequently so
that redesign of the reaction process or equipment is unlikely in the short
term. Here operational changes are the most feasible response. Specialty
chemical manufacturers are making a greater variety of chemicals and have
more process and design flexibility. Incorporating changes at the earlier
research and development phases may be possible for them.
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Changes in operational practices may yield the most immediate gains with the
least investment. For example, the majority of the waste generated by the
chemical processing industry is contaminated water: Borden Chemical
Company has collected and isolated its waste water in a trench coming from
the phenol rail car unloading area and reused the water in resin batches. This
eliminated the entire waste stream with a capital investment of $3,000 and
annual savings of $1,500 a year in treatment costs. Rhone-Poulenc, in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, is now sending all quality control and raw material
samples back to be reused in the production process saving $20,000 per year
and reducing waste volume by 3,000 pounds.

Another area that can yield significant benefits is improved process control so
that less off-specification product is produced (that must be discarded) and the
process is run more optimally (fewer by-products). Exxon Chemical
Americas of Linden, New Jersey, used continuous process optimization to
reduce the generation of acid coke, a process residue, thus saving $340,000
annually in treatment costs. New in-line process controls are under
development (a ~’ertile area of research being pursued by the Center for
Process Analytic Chemistry at the University of Washington) that may allow
better process optimization through tighter process control.

Chemical substitution, particularly of water for non-aqueous solvents, can also
prevent pollution. For example, Du Pont at the Chamber Works in New
Jersey is using a high-pressure water-jet system to clean polymer reaction
vessels. This replaces organic solvent cleaning that annually produced 40,000
pounds of solvent waste. Installing the new cleaning system cost $125,000
but it will save $270,000 annually.

Improved separations design also offers a pollution prevention opportunity
since separations account for about 20 percent of energy use in the chemical
process industry. In one case, a solvent was replaced by an excess of a
reaction component, thus eliminating the need to separate the solvent from the
waste stream while reducing separation costs.
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VI. SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE FEDERAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

This section discusses the Federal regulations that may apply to this sector.
The purpose of this section is to highlight and briefly describe the applicable
Federal requirements, and to provide citations for more detailed information.
The three following sections are included:

¯ Section VI.A contains a general overview of major statutes
¯ Section VI.B contains a list of regulations specific to this industry
¯ Section VI.C contains a list of pending and proposed regulations

The descriptions within Section VI are intended solely for general
information. Depending upon .the nature or scope of the activities at a
particular facility, these summaries may or may not necessarily describe all
applicable environmental requirements. Moreover, they do not constitute
formal interpretations or clarifications of the statutes and regulations. For
further information readers should consult the Code of Federal Regulations
and other state or local regulatory agencies. EPA Hotline contacts are also
provided for each major statute.

VI.A. General Description of Major Statutes

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act (RCRA)

RCRA of 1976, which amended the Solid Waste Disposal Act, addresses solid
(Subtitle D) and hazardous (Subtitle C) waste management activities. The
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (I-ISWA) of 1984 strengthened
RCRA’s waste management provisions and added Subtitle I, which governs
underground storage tanks (USTs).

Regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR Parts
260-299) establish a "cradle£to-grave" system governing hazardous waste
from the point of generation to disposal. RCRA hazardous wastes include the
specific materials listed in the regulations (commercial chemical products,
designated with the code "P" or "U"; hazardous wastes from specific
industries/sources, designated with the code "K"; or hazardous wastes from
non-specific sources, designated with the code "F") or materials which exhibit
a hazardous waste characteristic (ignitibility, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity
and designated with the code "D").

Regulated entities that generate hazardous waste are subject to waste
accumulation, manifesting, and record keeping standards. Facilities that treat,
store, or dispose of hazardous waste must obtain a permit, either from EPA
or from a State agency which EPA has authorized to implement the permitting
program. Subtitle C permits contain general facility standards such as
contingency plans, emergency procedures, record keeping and reporting
requirements, financial assurance mechanisms, and unit-specific standards.
RCRA also contains provisions (40 CFR Part 264 Subpart S and §264.10) for
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conducting corrective actions which govern the cleanup of releases of
hazardous waste or constituents from solid waste management units at
RCRA-regulated facilities.

Although RCKA is a Federal statute, many States implement the RCRA
program. Currently, EPA has delegated its authority to implement various
provisions of RCRA to 46 of the 50 States.

Most RCRA requirements are not industry specific but apply to any company
that transports, treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste. Here are some
important RCRA regulatory requirements:

¯ Identification of Solid and Hazardous Wastes (40 CFR Part 261)
lays out the procedure every generator should follow to determine
whether the material created is considered a hazardous waste, solid
waste, or is exempted from regulation.

¯ Standards for Generators of Hazardous Waste (40 CFR Part 262)
establishes the responsibilities of hazardous waste generators including
obtaining an ID number, preparing a manifest, ensuring proper
packaging and labeling, meeting standards for waste accumulation
units, and record keeping and reporting requirements. Generators can
accumulate hazardous waste for up to 90 days (or 180 days depending
on the amount of waste generated) without obtaining a permit.

¯ Land Disposal Restrictions (LDILs) are regulations prohibiting the
disposal of hazardous waste on land without prior treatment. Under
the LDRs (40 CFR 268), materials must meet land disposal restriction
(LDR) treatment standards prior to placement in a RCRA land
disposal unit (landfill, land treatment unit, waste pile, or surface
impoundment). Wastes subject to the LDRs include solvents,
electroplating wastes,heavy metals, and acids. Generators of waste
subject to the LDRs must provide notification of such to the
designated TSD facility to ensure proper treatment prior to disposal.

¯ Used Oil storage and disposal regulations (40 CFR Part 279) do not
define Used Oil Management Standards impose management
requirements affecting the storage, transportation, burning,
processing, and re-refining of the used oil. For parties that merely
generate used oil, regulations establish storage standards. For a party
considered a used oil marketer (one who generates and sells
off-specification used oil directly to a used oil burner), additional
tracking and paperwork requirements must be satisfied.

¯ Tanks and Containers used to store hazardous waste with a high
volatile organic concentration must meet emission standards under
RCKA. Regulations (40 CFR Part 264-265, Subpart CC) require
generators to test the waste to determine the concentration of the
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waste, to satisfy tank and container emissions standards, and to
inspect and monitor regulated units. These regulations apply to all
facilities who store such waste, including generators operating under
the 90-day accumulation rule.

¯ Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) containing petroleum and
hazardous substance are regulated under Subtitle I of RCRA. Subtitle
I regulations (40 CFR Part 280) contain tank design and release
detection requirements, as well as financial responsibility and
corrective action standards for USTs. The UST program also
establishes increasingly stringent standards, including upgrade
requirements for existing tanks, that must be met by 1998.

¯ Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs) that use or burn fuel
containing hazardous waste must comply with strict design and
operating standards. BIF regulations (40 CFR Part 266, Subpart H)
address u/lit design, provide performance standards, require emissions
monitoring, and restrict the type of waste that may be burned.

EPA’s RCRAiSuperfunetUST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, responds to
questions and distributes guidance regarding all RCRA regulations. The
RCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., ET, excludhlg
Federal holidays.

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, And Liability Act (CERCLA)

CERCLA, a 1980 law commonly known as Superfund, authorizes EPA to
respond to releases, or threatened releases, of hazardous substances that may
endanger public health, welfiire, or the environment. CERCLA also enables
EPA to force parties responsible for environmental contamination to clean it
up or to reimburse the Superfund for response costs incurred by EPA. The
Superfund Amendments and°Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 revised
various sections of CERCLA, extended the taxing authority for Superfund,
and created a free-standing law, SARA Title III, also known as the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA).

The CERCLA hazardous substance release reporting regulations (40 CFR
Part 302) direct the person in charge of a facility to report to the National
Response Center (NRC) any environmental release of a hazardous substance
which exceeds a reportable quantity. Reportable quantities are defined and
listed in 40 CFR §302.4. A release report may trigger a response by EPA, or
by one or more Federal or State emergency response authorities.

EPA implements hazardous substance responses according to procedures
outlined in the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan (NCP) (40 CFR Part 300). The NCP includes provisions for permanent
cleanups, known as remedial actions, and other cleanups referred to as
"removals." EPA generally takes remedial actions only at sites on the
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National Priorities List (NPL), which currently includes approximately 1300
sites. Both EPA and states can act at other sites; however, EPA provides
responsible parties the opportunity to conduct removal and remedial actions
and encourages community involvement throughout the Superfund response
process.

EPA ’s RCRA/Superfund/UST Hotline, at (800) 424-9346, answers questions
and references guidance pertaining to the Superfund program. The CERCLA
Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., ET, excluding
Federal holidays.

Emergency Planning And Community Right-To-Know Act (’EPCRA)

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986
created EPCRA, also known as SARA Title lJI, a statute designed to improve
community access to information about chemical hazards and to facilitate the
development of chemical emergency response plans by State and local
governments. EPCRA required the establishment of State emergency
response commissions (SERCs), responsible for coordinating certain
emergency response activities and for appointing local emergency planning
committees (LEPCs).

EPCRA and the EPCRA regulations (40 CFR Parts 350-372) establish four
types of reporting obligations for facilities which store or manage specified
chemicals:

¯ EPCRA §302 requires facilities to notify the SERC and LEPC of the
presence of any "extremely hazardous substance" (the list of such
substances is in 40 CFR Part 355, Appendices A and B) if it has such
substance in excess of the substance’s threshold planning quantity, and
directs the facility to appoint an emergency response coordinator.

¯ EPCRA §304 requires the facility to notify the SERC and the LEPC
in the event of a release exceeding the reportable quantity of a
CERCLA hazardous substance or an EPCRA extremely hazardous
substance.

¯ EPCRA §311 and §312 require a facility at which a hazardous
chemical, as defined by the Occupational Safety and Health Act, is
present in an amount exceeding a specified threshold to submit to the
SERC, LEPC and local fire department material safety data sheets
(MSDSs) or lists of MSDS’s and hazardous chemical inventory forms
(also known as Tier I and II forms). This information helps the local
government respond in the event of a spill or release of the chemical.

¯ EPCRA §313 requires manufacturing facilities included in SIC codes
20 through 39, which have ten or more employees, and which
manufacture, process, or use specified chemicals in amounts greater
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than threshold quantities, to submit an annual toxic chemical release
report. This report, commonly known as the Form IL covers releases
and transfers of toxic chemicals to various facilities and environmental
media, and allows EPA to compile the national Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI) database.

All information submitted pursuant to EPCRA regulations is publicly
accessible, unless protected by a trade secret claim.

EPA’s EPCRA Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions and distributes
guidance regarding the emergency planning and community right-to-know
regulations. The EPCRA Hotline operates weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

(Tean Water Act (CWA)

The primary objective of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, commonly
referred to as the CWA, is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the nation’s surface waters. Pollutants regulated under
the CWA include "priority" pollutants and various toxic pollutants:
"conventional" pollutants, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total
suspended solids (TSS), fecal coliform, oil and grease, and pH; and "non-
conventional" pollutants which are pollutants not identified as either
conventional or priority.

The CWA regulates both direct and indirect discharges. The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program (CWA §402)
controls direct discharges into navigable waters. Direct discharges or "point
source" discharges are from sources such as pipes and sewers. NPDES
permits, issued by either EPA or an authorized State (EPA has authorized
approximately forty States to administer the NPDES program), contain
industry-specific, technology2based and/or water quality-based limits, and
establish pollutant monitoring requirements. A facility that intends to
discharge into the nation’s waters must obtain a permit prior to initiating its
discharge. A permit applicant must provide quantitative analytical data
identifying the types of pollutants present in the facility’s effluent. The permit
will then set forth the conditions and effluent limitations under which a facility
may make a discharge.

A NPDES permit may also include discharge limits based on Federal or State
water quality criteria or standards that were designed to protect designated
uses of surface waters, such as supporting aquatic life or recreation. These
standards, unlike the technological standards, generally do not take into
account technological feasibility or costs. Water quality criteria and standards
vary from state to state, and site to site, depending on the use classification of
the receiving body of water. Most states follow EPA guidelines, which
propose aquatic life and human health criteria for many of the 126 priority
pollutants.
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Storm Water Discharges

In 1987 the CWA was amended to require EPA to establish a program to
address storm water discharges. In response, EPA promulgated the NPDES
storm water permit application regulations. Storm water discharge associated
with industrial activity means the discharge from any conveyance which is
used for collecting and conveying storm water and which is directly related to
manufacturing, processing or raw material storage areas at an industrial plant
(40 CFR 122.26 (b)(14)). These regulations require that facilities with the
following storm water discharges apply for an NPDES permit: (1) a discharge
associated with industrial activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium
municipal storm sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the State
determines to contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is a
significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means a
storm water discharge from one of 11 categories of industrial activity defined
at 40 CFR 122.26. Six of the categories are defined by SIC codes while the
other five are identified through narrative descriptions of the regulated
industrial activity. If the primary SIC code of the facility is one of those
identified in the regulations, the facility is subject to the storm water permit
application requirements. If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the
five narrative categories, storm water discharges from those areas where the
activities occur are subject to storm water discharge permit application
requirements.

Those facilities/activities that are subject to storm water discharge permit
application requirements are identified below. To determine whether a
particular facility falls within one of these categories, the regulation should be
consulted.

Category i: Facilities subject ~o storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

Category ii: Facilities classified as SIC 24-1umber and wood products
(except wood kitchen cabinets); SIC 26-paper and allied products (except
paperboard containers and products); SIC 28-chemicals and allied products
(except drugs and paints); SIC 291-petroleum refining; and SIC 311 -leather
tanning and finishing.

Category iii: Facilities classified as SIC 10-metal mining; SIC 12-coal
mining; SIC 13-oil and gas extraction; and SIC 14-nonmetallic mineral mining.

Category iv: Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.

Category v: Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or
have received industrial wastes.
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Category vi: Facilities classified as SIC 5015-used motor vehicle parts~ and
SIC 5093-automotive scrap and waste material recycling facilities.

Category vii: Steam electric power generating facilities.

Category viii: Facilities classified as SIC 40-railroad transportation; SIC 41 -
local passenger transportation; SIC 42-trucking and warehousing (except
public warehousing and storage); SIC 43-U. S. Postal Service; SIC 44-water
transportation; SIC 45-transportation by air; and SIC 5171-petroleum bulk
storage stations and terminals.

Category ix: Sewage treatment works.

Category x: Construction activities except operations that result in the
disturbance of less than five acres of total land area.

Category xi: Facilities classified as SIC 20-food and kindred products; SIC
21-tobacco products; SIC 22-textile mill products; SIC 23-apparel related
products; SIC 2434-wood kitchen cabinets manufacturing; SIC 25-furniture
and fixtures; SIC 265-paperboard containers and boxes; SIC 267-converted
paper and paperboard products; SIC 27-printing, publishing, and allied
industries; SIC 283-drugs; SIC 285-paints, varnishes, lacquer, enamels, and
allied products; SIC 30-rubber and plastics; SIC 31-leather and leather
products (except leather and tanning and finishing); SIC 323-glass products;
SIC 34-fabricated metal products (except fabricated structural metal); SIC 35-
industrial and commercial machinery and computer equipment; SIC 36-
electronic and other electrical equipment and components; SIC 37-
transportation equipment (except ship and boat building and repairing); SIC
38-measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments; SIC 39-miscellaneous
manufacturing industries; and SIC 4221-4225-public warehousing and
storage.

Pretreatment Program

Another type of discharge that is regulated by the CWA is one that goes to a
publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs). The national pretreatment
program (CWA §307(b)) controls the indirect discharge of pollutants to
POTWs by "industrial users." Facilities regulated under §307(b) must meet
certain pretreatment standards. The goal of the pretreatment program is to
protect municipal wastewater treatment plants from damage that may occur
when hazardous, toxic, or other wastes are discharged into a sewer system
and to protect the quality of sludge generated by these plants. Discharges to
a POTW are regulated primarily by the POTW itself, rather than the State or
EPA.

EPA has developed technology-based standards for industrial users of
POTWs. Different standards apply to existing and new sources within each
category. "Categorical" pretreatment standards applicable to an industry on
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a nationwide basis are developed by EPA. In addition, another kind of
pretreatment standard, "local limits," are developed by the POTW in order to
assist the POTW in achieving the effluent limitations in its NPDES permit.

Regardless of whether a State is authorized to implement either the NPDES
or the pretreatment program, if it develops its own program, it may enforce
requirements more stringent than Federal standards.

EPA’s Office of Water, at (202) 260-5700, will direct callers with questions
about the CWA to the appropriate EPA office. EPA also maintains a
bibliographic database of Office of Water publications which can be
accessed through the Ground Water and Drinking Water resource center, at
(202) 260-7786.

Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)

The SDWA mandates that EPA establish regulations to protect human health
from contaminants in drinking water. The law authorizes EPA to develop
national drinking water standards and to create a joint Federal-State system
to ensure compliance with these standards. The SDWA also directs EPA to
protect underground sources of drinking water through the control of
underground injection of liquid wastes.

EPA has developed primary and secondary drinking water standards under its
SDWA authority. EPA and authorized states enforce the primary drinking
water standards, which are, contaminant-specific concentration limits that
apply to certain pubfic drinking water supplies. Primary drinking water
standards consist of maximum contaminant level goals (MCLGs), which are
non-enforceable health-based goals, and maximum contaminant levels
(MCLs), which are enforceable limits set as close to MCLGs as possible,
considering cost and feasibility of attainment.

The SDWA Underground Injection Control (UIC) program (40 CFR Parts
144-148) is a permit program which protects underground sources of drinking
water by regulating five classes of injection wells. UIC permits include
design, operating, inspection, and monitoring requirements. Wells used to
inject hazardous wastes must also comply with RCRA corrective action
standards in order to be granted a RCRA permit, and must meet applicable
RCRA land disposal restrictions standards. The UrIC permit program is
primarily state-enforced, since EPA has authorized all but a few states to
administer the program.

The SDWA also provides for a Federally-implemented Sole Source Aquifer
program, which prohibits Federal funds from being expended on projects that
may contaminate the sole or principal source of drinking water for a given
area, and for a State-implemented Wellhead Protection program, designed to
protect drinking water wells and drinking water recharge areas.
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EPA ’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline, at (800) 426-4791, answers questions
and distributes guidance pertaining to SDWA standards. The Hotline
operates from 9:00 ctm. through 5:30 p.m., ET, excluding Federal holidays.

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

TSCA granted EPA authority to create a regulatory framework to collect data
on chemicals in order to evaluate, assess, mitigate, and control risks which
may be posed by their manufacture, processing, and use. TSCA provides a
variety of control methods to prevent chemicals from posing unreasonable
risk.

TSCA standards may apply at any. point during a chemical’s life cycle. Under
TSCA §5, EPA has established an inventory of chemical substances. If a
chemical is not already on the inventory, and has not been excluded by TSCA,
a premanufacture notice (PMN) must be submitted to EPA prior to
manufacture or import. The PMN must identify the chemical and provide
available information on health and environmental effects. If available data
are not sufficient to evaluate the chemicals effects, EPA can impose
restrictions pending the development of information on its health and
environmental effects. EPA can also restrict significant new uses of chemicals
based upon factors such as the projected volume and use of the chemical.

Under TSCA §6, EPA can ban the manufacture or distribution in commerce,
limit the use, require labeling, or place other restrictions on chemicals that
pose unreasonable risks. Among the chemicals EPA regulates under §6
authority are asbestos, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).

EPA’s TSCA Assistance Information Service, at (’202) 554-1404, answers
questions and distributes guidance pertaining to Toxic Substances Control
Act standards: The Service ol~erates from 8:30 a.m. through 4.’30 p.m., ET,
excluding Federal holidays.

Clean Air Act (CAA)

The CAA and its amendments, including the Clean Air Act Amendments
(CAAA) of 1990, are designed to "protect and enhance the nation’s air
resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the productive
capacity of the population." The CAA consists of six sections, known as
Titles, which direct EPA to establish national standards for ambient air quality
and for EPA and the States to implement, maintain, and enforce these
standards through a variety of mechanisms. Under the CAAA, many facilities
will be required to obtain permits for the first time. State and local
governments oversee, manage, and enforce many of the requirements of the
CAAA. CAA regulations appear at 40 CFR Parts 50-99.
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Pursuant to Title I of the CAA, EPA has established national ambient air
quality standards (NAAQSs) to limit levels of "criteria pollutants," including
carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, paniculate matter, ozone, and sulfur
dioxide. Geographic areas that meet NAAQSs for a given pollutant are
classified as attainment areas; those that do not meet NAAQSs are classified
as non-attainment areas. Under §110 of the CAA, each State must develop
a State Implementation Plan (SIP) to identify sources of air pollution and to
determine what reductions are required to meet Federal air quality standards.

Title I also authorizes EPA to establish New Source Performance Standards
(NSPSs), which are nationally uniform emission standards for new stationary
sources falling within particular industrial categories. NSPSs are based on the
pollution control technology available to that category of industrial source but
allow the affected industries the flexibility to devise a cost-effective means of
reducing emissions.

Under Title I, EPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs), nationally uniform standards oriented
towards controlling particular hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). Title III of
the CAAA further directed EPA to develop a list of sources that emit any of
189 HAPs, and to develop regulations for these categories of sources. To
date, EPA has listed 174 categories and developed a schedule for the
establishment of emission standards. The emission standards will be
developed for both new and existing sources based on "maximum achievable
control technology (MACT)." The MACT is defined as the control
technology achieving the maximum degree of reduction in the emission of the
I-LAPs, taking into account cost and other factors.

Title II of the CAA pertains to mobile sources, such as cars, trucks, buses,
and planes. Reformulated gasoline, automobile pollution control devices, and
vapor recovery nozzles on gas.pumps are a few of the mechanisms EPA uses
to regulate mobile air emission sources.

Title IV establishes a sulfur dioxide emissions program designed to reduce the
formation of acid rain. Reduction of sulfur dioxide releases will be obtained
by granting to cendm sources limited emissions allowances, which, beginning
in 1995, will be set below previous levels of sulfur dioxide releases.

Title V of the CAAA of 1990 created a permit program for all "major
sources" (and certain other sources) regulated under the CAA. One purpose
of the operating permit is to include in a single document all air emissions
requirements that apply to a given facility. States are developing the permit
programs in accordance with guidance and regulations from EPA. Once a
State program is approved by EPA, permits will be issued and monitored by
that State.

Title VI is intended to protect stratospheric ozone by phasing out the
manufacture of ozone-depleting chemicals and restrict their use and
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distribution. Production of Class I substances, including 15 kinds of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), will be phased out entirely by the year 2000.
while certain hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) will be phased out by 2030.

EPA’s Control Technology Center, at (919) 541-0800, provides general
assistance and information on CAA standards. The Stratospheric Ozone
Information Hotline, at (800) 296-1996, provides general information about
regulations promulgated under Title VI of the CAA, and EPA’s EPCRA
Hotline, at (800) 535-0202, answers questions about accidental release
prevention under CAA §112(0. In addition, the Technology Transfer
Network Bulletin Board System (modem access (919) 541-5742)) includes
recent CAA rules, EPA guidance documents, and updates of EPA activities.

VI.B. Industry Specific Requirements

The organic chemical industry is affected by nearly all federal environmental
statutes. In addition, the industry is subject to numerous laws and regulations
from state and local governments designed to protect and improve the
nation’s health, safety, and environment. A summary of the major federal
regulations affecting the chemical industry follows. The Synthetic Organic
Chemical Manufacturer’s Association is undertaking a year_-long study to
identify the environmental regulations that apply to their members. The study
should be available in early 1996.

Federal Statutes

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

TSCA gives the Environmental Protection Agency comprehensive authority
to regulate any chemical substance whose manufacture, processing,
distribution in commerce, use or disposal may present an unreasonable risk of
injury to health or the environdaent. Three sections are of primary importance
to the organic chemical industry. TSCA §5 mandates that chemical
companies submit pre-manufacture notices that provide information on health
and environmental effects for each new product and test existing products for
these effects (40 CFR Part 720). TSCA §4 authorizes the EPA to require
testing of certain substances (40 CFR Part 790). TSCA §6 gives the EPA
authority to prohibit, limit or ban the manufacture, process and use of
chemicals (40 CFR Part 750). To date over 20,000 premanufactudng notices
have been filed.

Clean Air Act

The original CAA authorized EPA to set limits on chemical plant emissions.
Many of these new source performance standards (’NSPS) apply to organic
chemical manufacturers including those for flares (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart
A), storage vessels (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart K), synthetic organic chemical
manufacturers equipment leaks (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart VV), synthetic
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organic chemicals manufacturers using air oxidation processes (40 CFR Part
60 Subpart III), distillation operations (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart NNN),
reactor processes (40 CFR Part 60 Subpart RRR), and wastewater (40 CFR
Part 60 Subpart YYY).

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 set control standards by industrial
sources for 41 pollutants to be met by 1995 and for 148 other pollutants to
be reached by 2003. Several provisions affect the organic chemical industry.
Under the air toxics provisions of the CAAA, more sources are covered
including small businesses. In April 1994, the EPA proposed regulations to
reduce air toxics emissions at chemical plants. The Hazardous Organic
National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants, also known as
HON, ~vers hundreds of chemical plants and thousands of chemical process
units (40 CFR Part 63 Subparts F, G, H, I, J, K). The HON also includes
innovative provisions such as emissions trading, that offer industry flexibility
in complying with the rule’s emissions goals. Subsets of the industry are
regulated under other National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants (NESHAP). These include vinyl chloride manufacturers (40 CFR
Part 61 Subpart F), benzene emission from ethylbenzene/styrene
manufacturers (40 CFR Part 61 Subpart I), benzene equipment leaks (40 CFR
Part 61 Subpart J), emissions from storage tanks (40 CFR Part 61 Subpart
K), benzene emissions from benzene transfer operations (40 CFR Part 61
Subpart BB), and benzene waste operations (40 CFR Part 61 Subpart
Another NESHAP that may affect organic chemical manufacturers is that for
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities (TSDF) (40 Part CFR 63 Subpart
AA). CAAA provisions on oxygenated additives for reformulated gasoline
have also affected the chemical industry by encouraging production of the
oxygenates methyl tert-butyl ether and ethyl tert-butyl ether.

Title V of the CAA introduces a new permit system that will require all major
sources to obtain operating permits to cover all applicable control
requirements. States were re~luired to develop and implement the program
in 1993 and the first permitswere to be issued in 1995.

Clean Water Act

The Clean Water Act, first passed in 1972 and amended in 1977 and 1987,
gives EPA the authority to regulate effluents from sewage treatment works,
chemical plants, and other industrial sources into waters. The act sets "best
available" technology standards for treatment of wastes for both direct and
indirect (to a Publicly Owned Treatment Works) discharges. In 1987, EPA
proposed final effluent guidelines for the organic, polymer and synthetic fiber
industry. The majority of this rule was upheld by the federal courts. A final
proposal for the remaining portions of the rule was issued in August 1993.
The implementation of the guidelines is left to the states who issue National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for each facility.
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The Storm Water Rule (40 CFR § 122.26(b)(14) Subparts (i, ii)) requires the
capture and treatment of stormwater at facilities producing chemicals and
allied products, including industrial organic chemical manufacture. Required
treatment will remove from stormwater flows a large fraction of both
conventional pollutants, such as suspended solids and biological oxygen
demand (BOD), as well as toxic pollutants, such as certain metals and organic
compounds.

Super fund

The Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act
of 1980 (CERCLA) and the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
of 1986 (SARA) provide the. basic legal framework for the federal
"Superfund" program to clean up abandoned hazardous waste sites (40 CFR
Part 305). The 1986 SARA legislation extended those taxes for five years
and adopted a new broad-based corporate environmental tax. In 1990,
Congress passed a.simple reauthorization that did not substantially change the
law but extended the program authority until 1994 and the taxing authority
until 1995. The chemical industry (all SIC codes) pays about $300 million a
year in Superfund chemical feedstock taxes. A comprehensive reauthorization
was considered in 1994. The industry believes several serious concerns need
to be addressed including the liability standard which threatens Potentially
Responsible Parties (PRPs) with the entire cost of clean-up at sites even
though they may be responsible for only a tiny fraction of the waste; clean-up
requirements, which are often unaffordable, unattainable, and unjustified by
the risks presented by the sites; and the punitive, adversarial nature of the
enforcement program.

Tide rrl of the 1986 SARA amendments (also known as Emergency Response
and Community Right-to-Know Act, EPCRA) requires all manufacturing
facilities, including chemical facilities, to report annual information to the
public about stored toxic subst;inces as well as release of these substances into
the environment (42 U.S.C. 9601). This is known as the Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI). Between 1988 and 1993 TRI emissions by chemical
companies to air, land, and water were reduced 44 percent. EPCRA also
establishes requirements for federal, state, and local governments regarding
emergency planning. In 1994, over 300 more chemicals were added to the list
of chemicals for which reporting is required.

VI.C. Pending and Proposed Regulatory Requirements

Chemical Inventory Update Rule

Every four years chemical manufacturers must report to EPA on their
manufacture, importation, and, in 1994, use of chemicals on the Toxic
Substances Control Act inventory.
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VIL COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT PROFILE

Background

To date, EPA has focused much of its attention on measuring compliance
with specific environmental statutes. This approach allows the Agency to
track compliance with the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, the Clean Water Act, and other environmental statutes. Within
the last several years, the Agency has begun to supplement single-media
compliance indicators with facility-specific, multimedia indicators of
compliance. In doing so, EPA is in a better position to track compliance with
all statutes at the facility level, and within specific industrial sectors.

A major step in building the capacity to compile multimedia data for industrial
sectors was the creation of EPA’s Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis
(IDEA) system. IDEA has the capacity to "read into" the Agency’s single-
media databases,_ extract compliance records, and match the records to
individual facilities. The IDEA system can match Air, Water, Waste,
Toxics/Pesticides/EPCRA. TRI, and Enforcement Docket records for a given
facility., and generate a list of historical permit, inspection, and enforcement
activity. IDEA also has the capability to analyze data by geographic area and
corporate holder. As the capacity to generate multimedia compliance data
improves, EPA will make available more in-depth compliance and
enforcement information. Additionally, sector-specific measures of success
for compliance assistance efforts are under development.

Compliance and Enforcement Profile Description

Using inspection, violation, and enforcement data from the IDEA system, this
section provides information regarding the historical compliance and
enforcement activity of this sector. In order to mirror the facility universe
reported in the Toxic Chemical Profile, the data reported within this section
consists of records only from the TKI reporting universe. With this decision,
the selection criteria are consistent across sectors with certain exceptions.
For the sectors that do not normally report to the TRI program, data have
been provided from EPA’s Facility Indexing System (FINDS) which tracks
facilities in all media databases. Please note, in this section, EPA does not
attempt to define the actual number of facilities that fall within each sector.
Instead, the section portrays the records of a subset of facilities within the
sector that are well defined within EPA databases.

As a check on the relative size of the full sector universe, most notebooks
contain an estimated number of facilities within the sector according to the
Bureau of Census (See Section II). With sectors dominated by small
businesses, such as metal finishers and printers, the reporting universe within
the EPA databases may be small in comparison to Census data. However, the
group selected for inclusion in this data analysis section should be consistent
with this sector’s general makeup.
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Following this introduction is a list defining each data column presented
within this section. These values represent a retrospective summary of
inspections and enforcement actions, and solely reflect EPA, State, and local
compliance assurance activities that have been entered into EPA databases.
To identify any changes in trends, the EPA ran two data queries, one for the
five calendar years August 10, 1990 to August 9, 1995, and the other for the
most recent twelve-month period, August 10, 1994 to August 9, 1995. The
five-year analysis gives an average level of activity for that period for
comparison to the more recent activity.

Because most inspections focus on single-media requirements, the data
queries presented in this section are taken fi’om single media databases. These
databases do not provide data on whether inspections are state/local or EPA-
led. However, the table breaking down the universe of violations does give
the reader a crude measurement of the EPA’s and states’ efforts within each
media program. The presented data illustrate the variations across regions for
certain sectors,f This variation may be attributable to state/local data entry
variations, specific geographic concentrations, proximity to population
centers, sensitive ecosystems, highiy toxic chemicals used in production, or
historical noncompliance. Hence, the exhibited data do not rank regional
performance or necessarily reflect which regions may have the most
compliance problems.

Compliance and Enforcement Data Definitions

General Definitions

Facility Indexing System (FINDS) -- this system assigns a common facility
number to EPA single-media permit records. The FINDS identification
number allows EPA to compile and review all permit, compliance,
enforcement, and pollutant release data for any given regulated facility.

Integrated Data for Enforcement Analysis (IDEA) -- is a data integration
system that can retrieve information from the major EPA program office
databases. IDEA uses the FINDS identification number to "glue together"
separate data records from EPA’s databases. This is done to create a "master
list" of data records for any given facility. Some of the data systems
accessible through IDEA are: AIRS (Air Facility Indexing and Retrieval
System, Office of Air and Radiation), PCS (Permit Compliance System,
Office of Water), RCRIS (Resource Conservation and Recovery Information
System, Office of Solid Waste), NCDB (National Compliance Data Base,
Office of Prevention, Pesticides, and Toxic Substances), CERCLIS
(Comprehensive Environmental and Liability Information System, Superfund),

f EPA Regions mctude the following states: I (CT, MA, ME, RI, NH, VT); II (N J, NY, PR, VI); III (DC, DE, MD, PA, VA,
WV): IV (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TNr): V (]L, IN, MI, IV[N, OH, WI); VI (AR, LA, NM, OK, TX’); VII (IA, KS,
MO, NE); VIII (CO, MT, ,Nil), SD, UT, WY); L’~ (AZ, CA, HI, NV, Pacific Trust Territories); X (AK, ID, OR, WA).
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and TRIS (Toxic Release Inventory System). IDEA also contains information
from outside sources such as Dun and Bradstreet and the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA). Most data queries displayed in notebook
sections IV and VII were conducted using IDEA.

Data Table Column Beading Definitions

Facilities in Search -- are based on the universe of TILl reporters within the
listed SIC code range. For industries not covered under TRI reporting
requirements, the notebook uses the FINDS universe for executing data
queries. The SIC code range selected for each search is defined by each
notebook’s selected SIC code coverage described in Section II.

Facilities Inspected -- indicates the level of EPA and state agency facility
inspections for the facilities in this data search. These values show what
percentage of the facility universe is inspected in a 12 or 60 month period.
This column does ~aot count non-inspectional compliance activities such as the
review of facility-reported discharge reports.

Number of Inspections -- measures the total number of inspections
conducted in this sector. An inspection event is counted each time it is
entered into a single media database.

Average Time Between Inspections -- provides an average length of time,
expressed in months, that a compliance inspection occurs at a facility within
the defined universe.

Facilities with One or More Enforcement Actions -- expresses the number
of facilities that were party to at least one enforcement action within the
defined time period. This category is broken down further into federal and
state actions. Data are obtained for administrative, civil/judicial, and criminal
enforcement actions. Admir~istrative actions include Notices of Violation
(NOVs). A facility with multiple enforcement actions is ordy counted once
in this column (a facility with three enforcement actions counts as one). All
percentages that appear are referenced to the number of facilities inspected.

Total Enforcement Actions -- describes the total number of enforcement
actions identified for an industrial sector across all environmental statutes. A
facility with multiple enforcement actions is counted multiple times (a facility
with three enforcement actions counts as three).

State Lead Actions - shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by state and local environmental agencies. Varying levels
of use of EPA data systems by states may limit the volume of actions
accorded state enforcement activity. Some states extensively report
enforcement activities into EPA data systems, while other states may use their
own data systems.
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Federal Lead Actions -- shows what percentage of the total enforcement
actions are taken by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
This value includes referrals from state agencies. Many of these actions result
from coordinated or joint state/federal efforts.

Enforcement to Inspection Rate -- expresses how often enforcement actions
result from inspections. This value is a ratio of enforcement actions to
inspections, and is presented for comparative purposes only. This measure                -
is a rough indicator of the relationship between inspections and enforcement.
This measure simply indicates historically how many enforcement actions can
be attributed to inspection activity. Reported inspections and enforcement
actions under the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) are included in this ratio.
Inspections and actions from the TSCA/FIFRA/EPCRA database are not
factored into this ratio because most of the actions taken under these
programs are not the result of facility inspections. This ratio does not account
for enforcement actions arising from non-inspection compliance monitoring
activities (e.g., self-reported water discharges) that can result in enforcement
action within the CAA, CWA, and RCRA.

Facilities with One or More Violations Identified -- indicates the number
and percentage ofins_t~cted facilities having a violation identified in one of the
following data categories: In Violation or Significant Violation Status
(CAA); Reportable Noncompliance, Current Year Noncompliance, Significant
Noncompliance (CWA); Noncompliance and Significant Noncompliance
(FIFRA, TSCA, and EPCRA); Unresolved Violation and Unresolved High
Priority Violation (RCRA). The values presented for this column reflect the
extent of noncompliance within the measured time frame, but do not
distinguish between the severity of the noncompliance. Percentages within
this column can exceed 100 percent because facilities can be in violation
status without being inspected. Violation status may be a precursor to an
enforcement action, but does not necessarily indicate that an enforcement
action will occur.

Media Breakdown of Enforcement Actions and Inspections -- four
columns identify the proportion of total inspections and enforcement actions
within EPA Air, Water, Waste, and TSCAJFIFRA/EPCRA databases. Each
column is a percentage of either the "Total Inspections," or the "Total
Actions" column.
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VII.A. Organic Chemicals Compliance History

Exhibit 26 provides an overview of the reported compliance and enforcement
data for the organic chemical industry over the past five years (August 1990
to August 1995). These data are also broken out by EPA Region thereby
permitting geographical comparisons. A few points evident from the data are
listed below.

¯ About 77 percent of the organic chemical producing facilities
identified in the IDEA search were inspected in the past five years.
These facilities were inspected on average every six months.

¯ Those facilities with one or more enforcement actions had, on
average, over the five year period, almost five enforcement actions
brought against them.

¯ The complexity of reactions and diversity among and within facilities
makes it difficult to generalize about the types of compliance
problems facilities will face.
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Exhibit 26: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Organic Chemicals

A B C D E F G H 1 J
Average Facilities with 1 Percent Percent
Months or More Total State Lead Federal Enforcement to

Facilities Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement Actions Lead Inspection Rate
Region in Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions

I 14 8 39 22 1 5 0% 100% 0.13
II 63 50 640 6 26 131 78% 22% 0.20

III 35 30 383 5 12 55 93% 7% 0.14

IV 81 57 867 6 23 107 81% 19% 0.12
V 79 59 599 8 20 55 65% 35% 0.09

VI 110 89 1,206 5 66 356 55% 45% 0.30

VII 15 11 80 11 0 0 0% 0% --

VIII 2 2 6 20 I 4 100% 0% 0.67
IX 11 8 32 21 I 1 0% 100% 0.03

X 2 2 12 10 2 12 33% 67% 1.0

TOTAL 412 316 3~864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0.19



Sector Notebook Project Organic Chemical Industry,

VII.B. Comparison of Enforcement Activity Between Selected Industries

Exhibits 27 and 28 allow the compliance history of the organic chemical
industry to be compared with the other industries covered by the industry
sector notebooks. Comparisons between Exhibits 27 and 28 permit the
identification of trends in compliance and enforcement records of the industry
by comparing data covering the last five years to that of the past year. Some
points evident from the data are listed below.

¯ The organic chemical industry has a relatively high frequency of
inspections compared to the other sectors shown. On average,
organic chemical facilities were inspected every six months.

¯ Over the last five years, the organic chemical industry has had a
relatively high ratio of enforcement actions to inspections. This
relatively high ratio has continued in the past year.

¯ Of the se~tors shown, the organic chemical industry has one of the
highest percentage of EPA led enforcement actions versus state led
actions.

Exhibits 29 and 30 provide a more in-depth comparison between the organic
chemical industry and other sectors by breaking out the compliance and
enforcement data by environmental statute. As in Exhibits 29 and 30, the data
cover the last five years (Exhibit 27) and the previous year (Exhibit 28) to
facilitate the identification of recent trends. A few points evident from the
data are listed below.

¯ Over the past five years, RCRA has accounted for the largest share of
inspections and enforcement actions at organic chemical facilities.
This trend has increased over the past year.

¯ The share of enforcement actions and inspections has decreased in the
past year for the Clean Water Act and FIFRA/TSCA/EPCRA/Other
and has increased for the Clean Air Act and RCRA in comparison to
the previous five years.
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Exhibit 27: Five-Year Enforcement and Compliance Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H 1 J

Average Facilities with Percent Enforcement
Months 1 or More Total Percent Federal to

Facilities Facilities Number of Between Enforcement Enforcement State Lead Lead Inspection
Industry Sector in Search Inspected Inspections Inspections Actions Actions Actions Actions Rate

Pulp and Paper 306 265 3,766 5 I 15 502 78% 22% 0.13

Printing 4,106 1,035 4,723 52 176 514 85% 15% 0. i !

Inorganic Chemicals 548 298 3,034 1 ! 99 402 76% 24% 0. i 3

Organic Chemicals 412 316 3,864 6 152 726 66% 34% 0.19

Petroleum Refining 156 145 3,257 3 110 797 66% 34% 0.25

Iron and Steel 374 275 3,555 6 I 15 499 72% 28% 0.14

~ Cleaning 933 245 633 88 29 103 99% 1% 0. ! 6

Metal Mining 873 339 1,519 34 67 155 47% 53% 0.10

Non-Metallic Mineral I, 143 63 ! 3,422 20 84 192 76% 24% 0.06
Mining

I,umber and Wood 464 30 ! ! ,891 15 78 232 79% 21% 0.12

Furniture 293 213 1,534 I I 34 9 i 91% 9% 0.06

Rubber and Plastic 1,665 739 3,386 30 146 391 78% 22% 0.12

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 268 2,475 11 73 301 70% 30% 0.12

Fabricated Metal 2,346 1,340 5,509 26 280 840 80% 20% 0. ! 5

Nonfem,us Metal 844 474 3,097 16 145 470 76% 24% 0 15

Electronics 405 222 777 3 ! 68 212 79% 21% 0.27

Automobiles 598 390 2,216 16 81 240 80% 20% 0 11



Exhibit 28: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary for Selected Industries

A B C D E F G H

Facilities with I or Facilities with I or more
More Violations Enforcement Actions

Facilities Facilities Number of Total Enforcement Enforcement to
in Search Inspected Inspections Number Percent* Number Percent* Actions Inspection RateIndustry Sector

Pulp and Paper 306 189 576 162 86% 28 15% 88 0. i 5

Printing 4,106 397 676 251 63% 25 6% 72 0. I I

Inorganic Chemicals 548 158 427 167 106% 19 12% 49 0.12

Organic Chemicals 412 195 545 197 101% 39 20% 118 0.22

Petroleum Refining 156 109 437 109 100% 39 36% 114 0.26

Iron and Steel 374 167 488 165 99% 20 12% 46 0.09

Dry Cleaning 933 80 111 21 26% 5 6% I 1 0. !0

Metal Mining 873 114 194 82 72% 16 14% 24 O. 13

Non-metallic Mineral i, 143 253 425 75 30% 28 1 i% 54 O. 13

Mining

Lumber and Wood 464 142 268 109 77% 18 13% 42 O. 15

Furniture 293 160 113 66 41% 3 2% 5 0.04

Rubi~r and Plastic 1,665 271 435 289 107% 19 7% 59 0.14

Stone, Clay, and Glass 468 146 330 116 79% 20 14% 66 0.20

Nonfi:rrous Metals 844 202 402 282 140% 22 1 I% 72 0.18

~1~ Fabricated Metal 2,346 477 746 525 i 10% 46 10% 114 0.15

-,4 ~ Electronics 405 60 87 80 133% 8 13% 21 0.24

Oa Automobiles 598 169 284 162 96% 14 8%1 28 0.10

* Percentages in Colurmm E and F arc b_~_-ed on th© number of facilities inspc~:tcd (Colunm C). P©rocntagcs can exceed I (iO°,~ bceattsc violations attd actions can occur without a facility inspection.



Exhibit 29: Five-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries
gesource Conservation FIFRAri’SCAJ

Clean Air Act Clean Water Act and Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total % of % of % of % of

Industry Sector Facilities Total    Enforcement % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total % of Total Total
Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Pulp and Paper 265 3,766 502 51% 48% 38% 30% 9% 18% 2% 3%

Printing 1,035 4,723 514 49% 31% 6% 3% 43% 62% 2% 4%

ilnorganic Chemicals 298 3,034 402 29% 26% 29% 17% 39% 53% 3% 4%

Organic Chemicals 316 3,864 726 33% 30% 16% 21% 46% 44% 5% 5%

Petroleum Refining 145 3,237 797 44% 32% 19% 12% 35% 52% 2% 5%

Iron and Steel 275 3,555 499 32% 2(1% 30% 18% 37% 58% 2% 5%

Dry Cleaning 245 633 103 15% 1% 3% 4% 83% 93% 0% 1%

Metal Mining 339 1,519 155 35% 17%! 57% 60%0 6% 14% 1% 9%

Non-metallic Mineral 631 3,422 i 92 65% 46% 31% 24% 3% 27% 0% 4%
Mining

I.umber and Wood 301i 1,891 232 31% 21% 8% 7% 59% 67% 2% 5%

Furniture 213 1.534 91 52% 27% 1% 1% 45% 64% 1% 8%

Rubber and Plastic 739 3,386 391 39% 15% 13% 7% 44% 68%1 3% 10%

Stone, Clay, and 268 2,475 301 45% 39%, 15% 5% 39% 51% 2% 5%
?ilass

~lonti:rrous Metals 474 3,097 4701 36% 22% 22% 13% 38% 54%! 4% 10%

Fabricated Metal 1,340 5,509 84(I 25% 11% 15% 6% 56% 76% 4% 7%

Electronics 222 777 212 16% 2% i 4% 3% 66% 90% 3% 5%

Automobiles 390 2~216 240 35% 15% 9%. 4% 54% 75%! 2% 6%



Exhibit 30: One-Year Inspection and Enforcement Summary by Statute for Selected Industries
Resource

Conservation and FIFRA/TSCAJ
Clean Air Act Clean Water Act Recovery Act EPCRA/Other

Total %0 of 0/. of "/. of "/. of
Facilities Total Enforcement % of Total Total "/. of Total Total % of Total Total "/. of Total Total

Industry Sector Inspected Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions Inspections Actions

Pull~ and Paper 189 576 88 56% 69% 35%,, 21% 10% 7% 0%

Printing 397 676 72 50% 27% 5% 3% 44% 66%

Inorganic Chemicals 158 427 49 26% 38% 29% 21% 45% 36% 0% 6%

Organic Chemicals 195 545 il8 36% 34% 13% ]6% 50% 49% !% 1%

Petroleum Refining 109 437 114 50% 31% 19% 16% 30% 47% 1% 6%

hon and Steel                167         488            46         29%     18%        35%     26%         36%    50%         0% !     6%

lhy Cleaning 80 111 ,I 1 2 I% 4% 1% 22% 78% 67% 0% 7%

Metal Mining 114 194 24 47% 42% 43% 34% 10% 6% 0% 19%

Non-metallic Mineral 253 425 54i 69% 58% 26% 16% 5% 16% 0% 11%
Mining

Lumber and Wood 142 268 42 29% 20% 8% 13% 63% 61% 0% 6%

Furniture 113 160 5 58% 67% I% 10% 41% 10% ! 0% 13%

Rubber and Plastic 271 435 59 39% 14% 14% 4% 46% 71% 1% 11%

Stone, Clay, anti Glass 146 330 66 45% 52% 18% 8% 38% 37% 0% 3%

Nonferrous Metals 202 402 72 33% 24% 21% 3% 44% 69% 1% 4%

Fabricated Metal 477 ! 746 114 25% 14% 14% 8% 61% 77% 0% 2%

Electronics 60 87 21 17% 2% 14% 7% 69% 87%, 0% 4% ~"

Auh~mobiles 169 284 28 34%° 16% 10% 9% 56% 69% I% 6%
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VILC. Review of Major Legal Actions

This section provides summary information about major cases that have
affected this sector, and a list of Supplementary Environmental Projects
(SEPs). SEPs are compliance agreements that reduce a facility’s stipulated
penalty in return for an environmental project that exceeds the value of the
reduction. Often, these projects fund pollution prevention activities that can
significantly reduce the future pollutant ioadings of a facility.                           -

VII.C.1. Review of major cases

Historically, OECA’s Orifice of Enforcement Capacity and Outreach does not
regularly compile information related to major cases and pending litigation
within an industry sector. The staffare willing to pass along such information
to Agency staff as requests are made. In addition, summaries of completed
enforcement actions are published each fiscal year in the Enforcement
Accomplishments-Report. To date, these summaries are not organized by
industry sector. (Contact: Office of Enforcement Capacity and Outreach,
202-260-4140)

VII.C.2. Supplementary Environmental Projects (SEPs)

Supplemental environmental projects (SEPs) are negotiated environmental
projects such that a fraction of the costs may be applied to their fine.
Regional summaries of SEPs actions undertaken in the 1993 and 1994 federal
fiscal year were reviewed. Seventeen projects were undertaken that involved
organic chemical manufacturing facilities, as shown in the following table.
CERCLA violations engendered approximately half of all projects. Other
actions were associated with EPCRA, CAA, RCRA and TSCA violations; the
specifics of the original violations are not known.

The majority of SEPs were~ done in Region VI. Taken alone, Texas
accounted for approximately one-third of all projects (6 of 17). The fact that
only one fifth of all organic chemical manufactures are located in Region VI;
may suggest that negotiating SEPs is a regional priority.

One project was conducted at a facility that manufactured both inorganic and
organic chemicals. This project has been included in both industry sector
project summaries. Unlike other sectors, none of the organic chemical
manufacturing SEPs undertaken in FY-1993 and FY-1994 involved specific
manufacturing process changes. The SEPs fall into two categories:

¯ Non-process related projects: Eleven of the seventeen SEPs involved
projects not directly related to the organic chemical manufacturing
process or its outputs. Ten of these projects involved a contribution
to the Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC). Contributions
ranged from donation of equipment (e.g., computer systems and
emergency materials) to training programs for LEPC members. One
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Sector Notebook Project Organic Chemical Industry.

proje~ involved the replacement of QA/QC lab equipment with less
solvent-requiring alternatives. The other project involved removing
and properly disposing of 26 PCB capacitors. Cost to company
ranged from $3,000 to $257,000 for these projects.

¯ Control and recovery technology improvement/installation: In four of
the projects, control or recovery technologies were installed or
upgraded to reduce toxic chemical production from manufacturing -
processes. Cost for project implementation ranged from $125,000 to
$200,000.
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"~ Exhibit 31:FY-1993 and 1994 Supplemental Environmental ProJects Overview: Organic Chemical Manufacture

~
General SEP Information Violatio~ infonuation Pollutant Reduction

~ Company State/ Initial Penalty Final SEP SEP Cost to Pollutant of Pollutant Supplemental Environmental Project
-I FY Docket # Name Re~ion Type Penalty Credit Company Concern Reduction De~:-ri~)tion

~,O 93 --- tliBh Plain~ KS EPCRA -- $47,000 --- $125,000 ...... Wast© manasement equipment
(~ Corp. purnhmcd, fitture computerized record

keeping installed, and �omputer
donated to LEPC

93" --- !l,aRoche I,A [ CAA $88,360 $25,000 -- $158,400 CFC/IICFC --- Company pornhas¢d, installed, and
Chemicals, operated equipment for recovery of
Inc. re~idnal CFCs and HCFCs in u~d 8m

cylindan raturn~d by cmtomm

93 6-93-004 E.I. Dupont LA CERCLA $25,000 $2,000 -- $11,000 ...... Donated cmersency and/or �omputur
103(a) equipment to LEPC for

re~ome/planning for chemical
cmergenci¢.~

93 6-93-002 ]Union LA : CERCLA $16,500 $7,000 -- $3,000 .... Donated unersency and/or computer
Carbide i i 03(a) ! equipment to LEPC for

rcapoasc/p|mmin8 for chemical
en~:r~encics

93 i-92-1083 Monsanto [~.|A RCRA 3008(a) $488,200 $107,000 $80.250 $160,500 l~]cthenol i .8 million Will add methanol rccovc,,W systems to
(2~ Chemical Ibs/yr current process, v~hich will result in an
~) Company approx, reduction of 1.8 million

)ounds/yr. Previously, waste was
burned in boiler

93 -o- ~,larkwest Rc8. 4 EPCRA 31 |, $28,000 $5,600 --- $22,400 ..... Enhanced data manasement and
i lydrocarbon 312 cmersency response capabilities of
Purtaurs �ount~ LEPC

93 --- Chemical Reg. 9 RCRA .... $160,000 $257,000 Tolucn©, 950 liters R©pluced four pieces of QA/QC lab
Systems chloroform, equipment with less solvent-requiring
Division, methanol, altcrnativ©s
! ~nited tetrahydrofi~rmt,
Technologies pyridine,
Corp. formaldnhydc,

and hcptanz

93 6-92-008 iloecst TX CERCLA $8,250 $0 --- $10,000 ..... Conducted an outreach for four
Celanese 103(a) counties surrounding facility, mailed

out information puckct~ to 1,200
targeted facilities, and sponsored
compliance work~hoI)

~ 93 6-93-011 Ox3~Chcm TX CERCLA $25,000 $12,000 --- $9,000 ...... Donated emergency and/or computer

~) (j) 103(a) equipment to I.EPC for
",4 ~ response/planning fiw chemical
O~ ~ cm~r/~en~ies
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VIII. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES

This section highlights the activities undertaken by this industry sector and
public agencies to voluntarily improve the sector’s environmental
performance. These activities include those independently initiated by
industrial trade associations. In this section, the notebook also contains a
listing and description of national and regional trade associations.

VIII.A. Sector-related Environmental Programs and Activities

Chemical Manufacturer’s Association and EPA are discussing developing
plant level compliance guides, auditing protocols, and training materials for
new regulations.

VIII.B. EPA Voluntary Programs

33,50 Program

The "33/50 Program" is EPA’s voluntary program to reduce toxic chemical
releases and transfers of seventeen chemicals from manufacturing facilities.
Participating companies pledge to reduce their toxic chemical releases and
transfers by 33 percent as of 1992 and by 50 percent as of 1995 from the 1988
baseline year. Certificates of Appreciation have been given out to participants
meeting their 1992 goals. The list of chemicals includes seventeen high-use
chemicals reported in the Toxics Release Inventory. Exhibit 32 lists those
companies participating in the 33/50 program that reported the SIC code 286
to TRI. Many of the companies shown listed multiple SIC codes and,
therefore, are likely to carry out operations in addition to organic chemical
manufacturing. The SIC codes reported by each company are listed in no
particular order. In addition, the number of facilities within each company
that are participating in the 33/50 program and that report SIC 286 to TRI is
shown. Finally, each company’s total 1993 releases and transfers of 33/50
chemicals and the percent reduction in these chemicals since 1988 are
presented.

The organic chemicals industry as a whole used, generated or processed all
seventeen target TRI chemicals. Of the target chemicals, benzene, toluene,
xylenes and methyl isobutyl ketone are released most frequently and in similar
quantities. Significant amounts of methyl ethyl ketone are also released,
although it is only the seventh most frequently reported 33/50 chemical.
These live toxic chemicals account for about eight percent of TRI releases and
transfers from organic chemicals facilities. From Exhibit 32, 115 companies
representing 335 facilities listed under SIC 286 are currently participating in
the 33/50 program. They account for 34 percent of the 986 facilities carrying
out organic chemicals manufacturing operations (as identified by the 1992
Census of Manufacturers), which is significantly higher than the average for
all industries of 14 percent participation. (Contact: Mike Bums, 202-260-
6394 or the 33/50 Program 202-260-6907)
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Exhibit 32:33/50 Program Participants Reporting SIC 286
(Organic Chemicals)

Parent Company City., State SIC Codes Number of 1993 Releases % Reduction

Reported Participating and Transfers 1988 to

Facilities (Ibs) 1993 -

A. W. Chesterton Company Stoneham, MA 2869.3053, 3561 1 13250 65

Mr Products And Chemicals Allentown, PA 2873.2869 6 144,876 50

a, kzo Nobel Inc. Chicago, IL 2819.2869 5 930,189 13

~dbemarle Corporation Richmond. VA 2869 3 1,005,108 51

Allied-Signal Inc. Morristown, NJ 2819.2869 10 2,080,501 50

n, mencan Home Products Corp. New York. NY 2833. 2869 3 1210.834 50

iAmerican Petrofina Holding Co. Dallas. "IX 2865 1 747,799 40

~moeo Corporation Chicago. IL 2865 I 0 4.632.163 50

Ansteeh Chemical Corporation Pittsburgh. PA 2865 4 196.400 18

iArrow Eng. Inc. Dalton. GA 28~3. 2865. 2869 1 250 50

~,shland Oil Inc. Russell, KY 2865 3 723,562 50

Atlantic Richfield Company Los Angeles. CA 2865. 2869 3 2.435248 2

B F Goodrich Company Akron. OH 2869 4 621207 50

BASF Corporation Parsippany, NJ 2869, 2865.2819 6 1.157,548 50

Baxter International Inc. Deerfield. IL 2869 1 42,570 80

Borden Chem. & Plas. Ltd. PartnerColumbus, OH 2813, 2821,2869 1 12,662 * **

Borden Inc. New York, NY 2869, 2821 1 1,644,614

BP America Inc. Cleveland, OH 2869 2 1,597,404 24

Buffalo Color Corporation Parsippany, NJ 2865 1 10,705 8

CPH Holding Corporation Chicago. IL 2869 1 7,003 50

Capital Resin Corporation Columbus, OH 2869, 2821 t 62,850 50

Chemdesign Corporation Fitchburg, MA 2869 2 47,435 *

Chemical Solvents Inc. Cleveland. OH 2869 2 955.751 **

Chevron Corporation San Francisco. CA 2865 4 2,794,502 50

Ciba-Geigy Corporation Ardsley, NY 2879, 2821,2865 4 1,875,028 50

Citgo Petroleum Corporation Tulsa. OK 2911,2819, 2869 1 1,164,354 20

Coopers Creek Chemical West Conshohocken, PA2865 1 19,690 20

Crompton & Knowles Corporation Stamford, CT 2865 5 30239 50

~.ytee Industries West Paterson, NJ 2819, 2869 2 1,074,646 1 50

Degussa Corporation Ridgefield Park. NJ 2819, 2869, 2879 1 676,418 ***

!Dow Chemical Company Midland, MI 2800, 2819,2821 5 2,769,363 50

Dow Coming Corporation Midland. Ivfl 2869.2822.2821 2 1.134.610 16
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Exhibit 32:33/50 Program Participants Reporting SIC 286
(Organic Chemicals)

Parent Company City., State SIC Codes Number of 1993 Releases % Reduction

Reported Participating and Transfers 1988 to

Facilities (ibs) 1993

DSM Finance USA Inc. Wilmington, DE 2869, 2873 l 964,346 32

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co. Wilmington, DE 2865, 2824, 2821 16 I 1.740,853 50

Eastman Kodak Company Rochester, NY 2869, 2865 4 5.827,091 50

Elf Aquitaine Inc. New York, NY 2869, 282 I, 2819 4 273274 43

EM Industries Incorporated Hav,’thome, NY 5169, 2869, 2899 1 9,055 15

Engelhard Corporation Iselin, NJ 2816, 2865, 2819 1 236,302 50

Ethyl Corporation Richmond, VA 2869 2 251,519 46

Exxon Corporation Irving, "IX 2869 6 2.469,930 50

Ferro Corporation Cleveland, OH -. 2819, 2869 3 165,529 50

First Mississippi Corporation Jackson, MS ! 2865 2 200,977 ***

FMC Corporation Chieaso, IL 2879, 2869, 2819 2 502,318 50

Gaf Corporation Wayne. NJ 2869, 2865, 2834 3 944.730 44

Geneorp Inc. Akron, OH 3764, 2892, 3761 1 5.453‘359 34

General Electric Company Fairfield, CT 282 I, 2812, 2869 3 5.010,856 50

Georgia Gulf Corporation Atlanta, GA 2865.2812, 2819 2 39,480 80

Georgia-Pacific Corporation Atlanta, GA 261 t, 263 l, 2861 1 2.722,182 50

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Akron, OH 2865, 2869 3 3,932,157 50

Henkel Corporation King Of Prussia, PA 2869 4 164,363 55

[-kn~ules Incorporated Wilmington, DE 2861,2821,2869 2 5.014,664 i 50

I-Ilvl Angio-Ameriean Ltd. New York, NY 2869 1 1265,741 2

Hocehst Celanese Corporation Somerville, NJ 2869, 2821 12 2,603,661 50

Hoffman-La Roche Nutley, NJ 2869, 2879, 2844 1 902,929 62

ICI Am©rieas Wilmington, DE 2869, 3089 3 165,162 50

nternational Paper Company Purchase, NY 2861 2 2.784,831 50

tames River Corp Virginia Richmond. VA 2621, 2611,2869 l 961.588 53

Johnson & Johnson New Brunswick, NJ 2833, 2869 1 317,843 65

~alama Chemical ! SeaRl¢, WA 2865, 2869 1 214.665 37

Laidlaw Environmental See’ices I Columbia, SC 2819, 2869 1 8.167 ***

Laroche Holdings Inc. Atlanta, GA 2812, 2869 1 81.470 *

Lubrizol Corp. Wickliffe, OH 2869 4 466.871 50

Lyondell Petrochemical Co. Houston, "IX 2869, 2821 1 285.430 57

Mallinckrodt Group Inc. Saint Louis, MO 2869, 2873 5 775206 50

Merck & Co. Inc. I Rahway, NJ 2833, 2869, 2879 1 1,456238 50

vliles Inc. I Pittsburgh, PA 2865 7 1.095.504 40
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Exhibit 32:33/50 Program Participants Reporting SIC 286
(Organic Chemicals)

~arent Company City., State SIC Codes Number of 1993 Releases % Reduction

Reported Participating and Transfers 1988 to
Facilities (Ibs) 1993

Milliken & Company Spartanburg, SC 2869, 2843, 2865 1 13,500 50

Millipore Corporation Bedford, MA 2869 1 65,529 I 50

Mobil Corporation Faiffax. VA 2911. 2869 5 4263284 1 50

Monsanto Company Saint Louis, MO 2824, 2869, 2821 l I 1.683,580 23

Moore Business Forms (Del) Lake Forest, IL 2761,2865, 2821 1 107,091 42

Morgan Stanley Leveraged Fund blew York, NY 2869 1 2366,4201 13

Morton International Inc. Chicago, IL 282 I, 2891,2879 4 721,216 20

Nalco Chemical Company Naperville. IL 2869, 2899, 2819 4 107,651 50

Nashua Corp. Nashua, NH " 2672, 3572, 3577 1 1,818,504 **

Occidental Petroleum Corp. Los Angeles, CA 2869 10 8,896.126 19

Olin Corporation Stamford, CT 2869, 2841,2843 3 574,673 70

PCR Group Inc. Jacksonville, FL 2869 1 26.510 3

PCL Group Inc. Cincinnati, OH 2865, 2873, 2879 1 471,405 ***

Perkin-Elmer Corporation Norwalk, CT 3826, 2869 ] 25.865 *

Philip Morris Companies Inc. New York, NY 2022, 2869 1 259,053

Phillips Petroleum Company Bartlesviile, OK 2869, 2821 4 2,367,877 50

PPG Industries Inc. Pittsburgh, PA 2812, 2816, 2869 3 2,772,331 50

Procter & Gamble Company Cincinnati, OH 2869 3 612,520 *

Quantum Chemical Corporation lsdin, NJ 2821,2869 5 289235 50

Rexene Corporation Dallas, "IX 2821, ~869 1 128,054 50

Rhone-Poulenc Inc. Monmouth Junction, NJ 2879, 2869 5 1,437,778 50

Rohm and Haas Company Philadelphia, PA 2869 5 1210244 50

Rubicon Inc. C, mismar, LA 2865, 2869, 2873 1 134,306 75

Sandoz Corporation New York, NY 2865 1 11M,490 50

Sartomer Company Inc. Exton, PA 2821,2869, 2899 1 41.893 *

Schenectady Chemical Inc. Sch~negtady, NY 2821. 2869 1 239285 ***

Shell Petroleum Inc. Houston, "IX 2869 4 3 240.716 55

Shepherd Chemical Co. Cincinnati, OH 2819, 2869 1 828 72

Standard Chlorine Chemical Co. Kearny, NJ 2865, 2819 1 48,246 ***

Stepan Company Northfield, IL 2843, 2865, 2869 1 25,186 ***

Sterling Chemicals Inc. Houston, TX 2869, 2865, 2819 1 182216 65

Syntex Usa Inc. ’ Palo Alto. CA 2833, 2048, 2869 2 499,873 33

Texaco Inc. i White Plains, NY 2869 4 514,803 50

Texas Olefins Company Houston, "IX 2869 1 214 33
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Exhibit 32:33/50 Program Participants Reporting SIC 286
(Organic Chemicals)

Parent Company City., State SIC Codes Number of 1993 Releases % Reduction

Reported Participating i and Transfers 1988 to

Facilities (Ibs) 1993

Unilever United States Inc. New York, NY 2821,2891,2869 3 164,034 50

Union Camp Corporation Wayne. NJ 2869 4 835,696 50

Union Carbide Corporation Danbur3’., CT 2821,2869 7 728,129 50

Uniroyal Chemical Corporation Middlebury, CT 2822, 2869, 2879 2 t.970,357 20

United Organics Corp. Williamston, NC 2869 1 14.127

UOP Des Plaines, IL 2819, 2869 2 14,169 50

Veba Corporation Houston, TX 2869, 2992 3 24.25zt 10

Velsieol Chemical Corporation ! Rosemont, lI. 2865, 2819, 2869 2 224,664 1 50

Vista Chemical Company Houston, TX - 2821, 2869 3 106,497 50

Vulcan Materials Company ! Birmingham, AL 2869, 2812 2 679.566 85

Wacker Chemical Corporation I Williamsburg, VA 2821,289 I, 2869 I 772 *

Walter Industries Inc. I Tampa, FL 2869 1 859,751 ***

Westvaeo Corporation New York. NY 2861 2 877.866 50

Witeo Corporation New York, NY 2869, 2899, 2841 6 327,611 50

Zeneca Holdings Inc. ! Wilmington, DE 2869.2843, 2899 5 1.609,047 *

¯ = not quantifiable against 1988 data.
¯* = use reduction goal only.
¯** = no numericad goal.

Source: U.S. EPA, Toxies Release Inventory, 1993.
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Environmental Leadership Program

The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is a national initiative piloted
by EPA and state agencies in which facilities have volunteered to demonstrate
innovative approaches to environmental management and compliance. EPA
has selected 12 pilot projects at industrial facilities and federal installations
which will demonstrate the principles of the ELP program. These principles
include: environmental management systems, multimedia compliance                -
assurance, third-party verification of compliance, public measures of
accountability, community involvement, and mentor programs. In return for
participating, pilot participants receive public recognition and are given a
period of time to correct any violations discovered during these experimental
projects.

Forty proposals were received from companies, trade associations, and federal
facilities representing many manufacturing and service sectors. One chemical
company’s proposal was accepted (Ciba Geigy of St. Gabriel, LA). Another
chemical firm (Akzo Chemicals of Edison, NJ), one pharmaceutical
manufacturer (Schering Plough of Kenilworth, NJ) and one manufacturer of
agricultural chemicals (Gowan Milling of Yuma, AZ) have submitted
proposals. (Contact: Tia-Ming Chang, ELP Director 202-564-5081 or Robert
Fentress 202-564-7023)

Project XL

Project XL was initiated in March 1995 as a part of President Clinton’s
Reinventing Environmental Regulation initiative. The projects seek to
achieve cost effective environmental benefits by allowing participants to
replace or modify existing regulatory requirements on the condition that they
produce greater environmental benefits. EPA and program participants will
negotiate and sign a Final Project Agreement, detailing specifc objectives that
the regulated entity shall satis~. In exchange, EPA will allow the participant
a certain degree of regulatory flexibility and may seek changes in underlying
regulations or statutes. Participants are encouraged to seek stakeholder
support from local governments, businesses, and environmental groups. EPA
hopes to implement fit~ pilot projects in four categories including facilities,
sectors, communities, and government agencies regulated by EPA.
Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis and projects will move to
implementation within six months of their selection. For additional
information regarding XL Projects, including application procedures and
criteria, see the May 23, 1995 Federal Register Notice. (Contact: Jon Kessler
at EPA’s Office of Policy Analysis 202 260-4034)

Green Lights Program

EPA’s Green Lights program was initiated in 1991 and has the goal of
preventing pollution by encouraging U.S. institutions to use energy-efficient
lighting technologies. The program has over 1,500 participants which include
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major corporations; small and medium sized businesses; federal, state, and
local governments; non-profit groups; schools; universities: and health care
facilities. Each participant is required to survey their facilities and upgrade
lighting wherever it is profitable. EPA provides technical assistance to the
participants through a decision support software package, workshops and
manuals, and a financing registry. EPA’s Office of Air and Radiation is
responsible for operating the Green Lights Program. (Contact: Maria Tikoff
at 202-233-9178 or the Green Light/Energy Star Hotline at 202-775-6650)                -

Waste WiSe Program

The WasteWi$e Program was started in 1994 by EPA’s Office of Solid Waste
and Emergency Response. The program is aimed at reducing municipal solid
wastes by promoting waste minimization, recycling collection, and the
manufacturing and purchase of recycled products. As of 1994, the program
had about 300 companies as members, including a number of major
corporations. M~mbers agree to identify and implement actions to reduce
their solid wastes and must provide EPA with their waste reduction goals
along with yearly progress reports. EPA, in turn, provides technical
assistance to member companies and allows the use of the WasteWi$e logo
for promotional purposes. (Contact: Lynda Wynn 202-260-0700 or the
WasteWiSe Hotline at 800-372-9473)

Climate Wise Recognition Program

The Climate Change Action Plan was initiated in response to the U.S.
commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the
Climate Change Convention of the 1990 Earth Summit. As part of the
Climate Change Action Plan, the Climate Wise Recognition Program is a
partnership initiative run jointly by EPA and the Department of Energy. The
program is designed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging
reductions across all sectors of the economy, encouraging participation in the
full range of Climate Change Action Plan initiatives, and fostering innovation.
Participants in the program are required to identify and commit to actions that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The program, in turn, gives organizations
early recognition for their reduction commitments; provides technical
assistance through consulting services, workshops, and guides; and provides
access to the program’s centralized information system. At EPA, the program
is operated by the Air and Energy Policy Division within the Office of Policy
Planning and Evaluation. (Contact: Pamela Herman 202-260-4407)

NICE~

The U.S. Department of Energy and EPA’s Office of Pollution Prevention are
jointly administering a grant program called The National Industrial
Competitiveness through Energy, Environment, and Economics (NICE3). By
providing grants of up to 50 percent of the total project cost, the program
encourages industry to reduce industrial waste at its source and become more
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energy-efficient and cost-competitive through waste minimization efforts.
Grants are used by industry to design, test, demonstrate, and assess the
feasibility of new processes and/or equipment with the potential to reduce
pollution and increase energy efficiency. The program is open to all
industries; however, priority is given to proposals fi’om participants in the pulp
and paper, chemicals, primary metals, and petroleum and coal products
sectors. (Contact: DOE’s Golden Field Office 303-275-4729)

vm.c. Trade Association/Industry Sponsored Activity

VIII.C.1. Environmental Programs

The Global Environmental Management Initiative (GENII) is made up of
group of leading companies dedicated to fostering environmental excellence
by business. GEM] promotes a worldwide business ethic for environmental
management and sustainable development, to improve the environmental
performance ofbu.siness through example and leadership. In 1994, GEMI’s
membership consisted of about 30 major corporations including Union
Carbide Corporation and Dow Chemical.

Center for Waste Reduction Technologies under the aegis of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers sponsored research on innovative
technologies to reduce waste in the chemical processing industries. The
primary mechanism is through funding of academic research.

The National Science Foundation and the Environmental Protection Agency’s
Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics signed an agreement in January of
1994 to coordinate the two agencies’ programs of basic research related to
pollution prevention. The collaboration will stress research in the use of less
toxic chemical and synthetic feedstocks, use of photochemical processes
instead of traditional ones that employ toxic reagents, use of recyclable
catalysts to reduce metal contamination, and use of natural feedstocks when
synthesizing chemicals in large quantities.

The Chemical Manufacturer’s Association funds research on issues of
interest to their members particularly in support of their positions on proposed
or possible legislation. They recently funded a study to characterize the
environmental fate of organochlorine compounds.

ISO 9000 is a series of international total quality management guidelines.
After a successful independent audit of their management plans, firms are
qualified to be ISO 9000 registered. In June of 1993, the International
Standards Organization created a technical committee to work on new
standards for environmental management systems.

The Responsible Cart~ Initiative of the Chemical Manufacturer’s
Association requires all members and partners to continuously improve their
health, safety, and environmental performance in a manner that is responsive
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to the public. Launched in 1988, the Responsible Care@ concepts are now
being applied in 36 countries around the world. Responsible Care@ is a
comprehensive, performance-oriented initiative composed often progressive
Guiding Principles and six board Codes of Management Practices. These
Management Practices cover all aspects of the chemical industry’s operations,
from research to manufacturing, distribution, transportation, sales and
marketing, and to downstream users of chemical products. Through
Responsible Care~!~, CMA members and panners gain insight from the public
through, among other means, a national Public Advisory Panel and over 250
local Community Advisory Panels. This, coupled with the fact that
participation in Responsible Care@ is an obligation of membership with the
Chemical Manufacturer’s Association, make this performance improvement
initiative unique. The Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturer’s
Association whose membership consists of smaller batch and custom chemical
manufacturers with typically fewer than 50 employees and less than $50
million in annual sales, encourages its members to achieve continuous
performance improvement in their health, safety, and environmental programs
through implementation of the chemical industry’s Responsible Care@
initiative. SOCMA is a panner in Responsible Care@.
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VIILC.2. Summary of Trade Associations

American Chemical Society
1155 16th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036 Budget: $192,000,000
Phone: (202) 872-8724 Staff: 1700
Fax: (202) 872-6206 Members: 145,000

The American Chemical Society (ACS) has an educational and research focus.
The ACS produces approximately thirty different industry periodicals and
research journals, including Environmental Science and Technology and
Chemical Research m Toxicology. In addition to publishing, the ACS
presently conducts studies and surveys; legislation monitoring, analysis, and
reporting; and operates a variety of educational programs. The ACS library
and on-line information services are extensive. Some available on-line
services are Chemical Journals Online, containing the full text of 18 ACS
journals, 10 Royal Society of Chemistry journals, five polymer journals and
the Chemical Abstracts Service, CAS, which provides a variety of information
on chemical compounds. Founded in 1876, the ACS is presently comprised
of 184 local groups and 843 student groups nationwide.

Chemical Manufacturer’s Association
2501 M St.., NW
Washington, D.C. 20037 Members: 185
Phone: (202) 887-1100 Staff: 246
Fax: (202) 887-1237 Budget: $36,000,000

A principal focus of the Chemical Manufacturer’s Association (CMA) is on
regulatory issues facing chemical manufacturers at the local, state, and federal
levels. At its inception in 1872, the focus of CMA was on serving chemical
manufacturers through researdi. Research is still ongoing at CMA. Member
committees, task groups, and work groups routinely sponsor research and
technical data collection that is then provided to the public in support of
CMA’s advocacy. Much additional research takes place through the
CHEMSTAR® program. CHEMSTAR® consists of a variety of self-funded
panels working on single-chemical research agendas. This research fits within
the overall regulatory focus of CMA; CHEMSTAR® study results are
provided to both CMA membership and regulatory agencies. Other initiatives
include the Responsible Care® program, which includes six codes of
management practices designed to go beyond simple regulatory compliance.
CAM is currently developing measurement and appropriate verification
systems for these codes. CMA also conducts workshops and technical
symposia, promotes in-plant safety, operates a chemical emergency center
(CHEMTREC®) which offers guidance in chemical emergency situations, and
operates the Chemical Referral Center which provides chemical health and
safety information to the public. Publications include the annual U.S.
Chemical Industry Statistical Handbook, containing detailed data on the
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industry; Responsible Care in Action, the 1993-94 progress report on
implementing Responsible Care®; and Preventing Pollution: A Chemical
Industry Progress Report (1988-1992), summarizing waste generation and
reduction data for the years 1988-92. CMA holds an annual meeting for its
membership in White Sulphur Springs, WV.

Ethylene Oxide Industry Council
2501 M St. NW, Ste. 330
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 887-1198

The Ethylene Oxide Industry Council (EOIC), founded in 1981, is an example
of a panel group within the CHEMSTAR® program of the Chemical
Manufacturer’s Association (CMA). The EOIC consists of ethylene oxide
producers and users. Ethylene oxide is used in the manufacture of antifreeze
and polyester fibers, and is widely used as a sterilizing agent. The EOIC
develops scientific, technological, and economic data on the safe use and
manufacture of ethylene oxide. Other duties include informing scientific and
governmental organizations of the industry’s views and interests.

Synthetic Organic Chemicals
Manufacturer’ s Association
1100 New York Avenue,NW
Washington, D.C. 20005
Phone: (202) 414-4100 Members: 250
Fax: (202) 289-8584 Staff: 50

Synthetic Organic Chemicals Manufacturer’s Association (SOCMA) is the
national trade association representing the legislative, regulatory, and
commercial interests of some 250 companies that manufacture, distribute, or
market organic chemicals. Most of SOCMA’s members are batch and custom
chemical manufacturers who are the highly innovative, entrepreneurial and
customer-driven sector of the U.S. chemical industry. The majority of
SOCMA’s members are small businesses with annual sales of less than $50
million and fewer than 50 employees. SOCMA assists-its members in
improving their environmental, safety, and health performance through
various programs focusing on continuous improvement. A bi-monthly
newsletter provides information on legislative and regulatory developments,
as well as on education and training opportunities. SOCMA holds an annual
meeting in May and also sponsors INFORMEX, the largest custom chemical
trade show in the U.S. In addition, SOCMA’s Association Management
Center includes two dozen self-funded groups that focus on single chemical
issues.
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Chemical Specialties Manufacturer’s
Association
1913 I St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 872-8110 Members: 425
Fax: (202) 872-8114 Staff: 31

This organization represents the manufacturers of such specialty chemical                -
products as pesticides, cleaners, disinfectants, sanitizers, and polishes. The
Chemical Specialties Manufacturer’s Association (CSMA) was founded in
1914. Today, the CSMA works with federal and state agencies and public
representatives, to provide their membership with information on govern-
mental activities and scientific developments. Some committees include:
Government Affairs Advisory and Scientific Affairs. Publications include the
quarterly Chemical Times & Trends, the biweekly Legislative Reporter, and
compilations of laws and regulations. CSMA holds an annual December
meeting in Washington, D.C.

Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance
1225 19th St. NW, Ste. 300
Washington, D.C. 20036 Members: 200
Phone: (202)223-5890 Budget: $1,400,000

The goal of the Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance (HSIA) is to develop
programs to address problems involving halogenated solvents. The group is
actively involved in legislative and regulatory issues affecting the industry,
providing industry comments and information to agencies, and representing
the industry at administrative hearings. The HSIA also sponsors working
groups on issues specific to the solvent industry. Publications include the
bimonthly newsletter Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance, which includes
a listing of publications available from the group and the monthly newsletter
Solvents Update, which covers regulatory development and HSIA actions.

Methyl Chloride Industry Association
c/o Robert Sussman
Latham and Watkins
1001 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Ste. 1300
Washington, D.C. 20004
Phone: (202) 637-2200

The Methyl Chloride Industry Association (MCIA) was founded in 1981 to
meet the needs of the methyl chloride manufacturing industry on the issue of
government regulation. The group participates in EPA rulemakings as an
industry representative. The MCIA has no publications or annual meetings.
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American Institute of Chemical Engineers
1707 L Street, NW, Ste. 333
Washington, D.C. 20036
Phone: (202) 962-8690 Members: 54,000
Fax: (202) 833-3014 Staff: 103

The American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AICI-IE) is a professional
society of chemical engineers. AICHE develops chemical engineering
curricula and sponsors a variety of chemical study forums. AICI-~E is split
into twelve divisions including the Environmental, Forest Products, Fuels and
Petrochemical, and Safety and Health divisions. Approximately fourteen
publications are produced by AICHE, such as the quarterly Environmental
Progress, a periodic directory of members, and a variety of pamphlets.
AICHE holds three conferences per year in various locations.

Color Pigments Manufacturer’ s Association, Inc.
300 N. Washington St., Ste. 102
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (703) 684-4044 Members: 50
Fax: (703) 684-1795 Staff: 5

The Color Pigments Manufacturer’s Association (CPMA) represents North
American manufacturers of pigments and pigment ingredients (i.e., dyes). The
CPMA also represents the affiliates of manufacturers of those products who
happen to manufacture the product overseas. The CPMA represents its
membership before government agencies. No further information is available
at this time.

Fire Retardant Chemical Association
851 New Holland Ave., Box 3535
Lancaster, PA 17604
Phone: (717) 291-5616 Members: 42
Fax: (717) 295-4538 Staff: 5

Chemical distributors/manufacturers active in promoting fire safety through
chemical technology comprise the Fire Retardant Chemical Association
(FRCA), founded in 1973. The FRCA serves as a forum for information
dissemination on new developments, new applications, and current testing
procedures for fire retardants and chemical fire safety products. Publications
include the periodic Fire Retardant Chemicals Association - Membership
Directory and the Fire Retardant Chemical Association Proceedings.
Educational conferences are held semiannually.
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National Paint and Coatings Association
1500 Rhode Island Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 462-6272 Members: 700
Fax: (202) 462-8549 Staff: 40

Founded in 1933, the National Paint and Coatings Association (NPCA)
represents manufacturers of paints and chemical coatings as well as suppliers
of paint manufacturing equipment and raw materials. NPCA is involved in
government relations programs, statistical surveys, and industry research.
Committees include Labeling, Scientific, and Government Supply. The NPCA
publishes an annual report, a periodic newsletter and trade directory, and a
variety of guides. The NPCA holds an annual meeting.

Drug, Chemical, and Allied Trades
Association    ..
2 Roosevelt Ave., Suite 301
Syosset, NY 11791 Members: 500 Members: 500
Phone: 516-496-3317 Staff: 3 Sta~ 3
Fax: 516-496-2231 Budget: $500,000

Drug, Chemical, and Allied Trades Association (DCAT) is comprised of drug,
chemical, and related product (e.g., packaging, cosmetics, essential oils)
manufacturers, advertisers, brokers, and importers. The association publishes
DCA T, a monthly with coverage of federal regulations.

National Association of Chemical
Recyclers
1875 Connecticut Ave., NW
Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20009
Phone: 202-986-8150 Members: 70
Fax: 202-986-2021 Staff: 3

National Association of Chemical Kecyclers (NACR) founded in 1980,
consists ofrecyclers of used industrial solvents. The organization promotes
"responsible and intelligent" regulation and the beneficial reuse of waste.
NACR monitors and reports on regulatory and legislative action affecting the
practice of solvent recycling. NACR also compiles industry statistics. NACR
publishes Flashpoint and a semiannual membership list. NACR holds a
semiannual conference, usually in April or October.
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IX. CONTACTS/ACKNOWLEDGMENTS/RESOURCE MATERIALS/BIBLIOGRAPHY

For further information on selected topics within the organic chemical industry
a list of publications and contacts are provided below:

Contactsg

Name Organization Telephone Subject

Walter DeRieux EPA/OECA (202) 564-7067 Regulatory requirements and
compliance assistance

Jim Gould EPA Region VI (713) 983-2153 Industrial processes and
regulatory requirements (CAA,
CWA)

David Langston EPA Region IV (404) 347-7603 Industrial resources and
regulatory requirements
(RCRA)

Jim Seidel EPAiNEIC (303) 236-5132 Industrial processes and
regulatory requirements

Mary J. Legatski Synthetic Organic (202) 414-4100 Federal environmental
Chemical requirements
Manufacturers
Association

CAA: Clean Air Act
CWA: Clean Water Act
OECA: Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
NEIC: National Enforcement Investigations Center
RCRA: Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

General Profile

U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1994, Department of Commerce

Chemical and Engineering News, July 4, 1994 "Facts and Figures for the Chemical Industry." This
information is produced annually.

g Many of the contacts listed above have provided valuable background information and comments during development of
this document. EPA appreciates this support and acknowledges that the individuals listed do not necessarily endorse all
statements made within this notebook.
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United States International Trade Commission, Synthetic Organic Chemicals, United States
Production and Sales, 1992. [Published annually]

1992 Census of Manufactures, Industry Series, Industrial Organic Chemicals, Bureau of the Census.

Process Descriptions and Chemical Use Profiles

Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology (appropriate volumes)

Ullman’s Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology (appropriate volumes)

SRI Chemical Economics Handbook (This is a proprietary data source and EPA’s Regulatory Impacts
Branch has a copy)

SRI Directory of Chemical Producers

Franck, H.G. and J.W. Stadelhofer, 1987. Industrial Aromatic Chemistry, Berlin: Springer-Verlag.

Perry, Robert H. and Cecil H. Chilton, "Chemical Engineers’ Handbook" New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company.

Peters, Max S. and Klaus D. Timmerhaus, "Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers,"
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Kent, J.(ed.) Reigel’s Handbook of Industrial Chemistry, 1992. New York: von Nostrand Reinhold,
Ninth Edition.

Shreve, Chemical Process Industries.

Szmant, H. Harry, 1989. Organic Building Blocks offhe Chemical Industry, New York: John Wiley
and Sons.

Tomes Plus Information System. Denver, CO: Micromedia, Inc. Contains information on chemical
use, production, and health effects. (303) 831-1400.

Chemical Manufacturer’s Association, Undated. Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process -
Research, Development and Engineering.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1987. Development Document of Effluent Limitations
Guidelines for the Organic Chemicals, Plastics and Synthetic Fibers Point Source Category, EPA
440/1-87/009.

Wells, G. Margaret, 1991. Handbook of Petrochemicals and Processes. Aldershot, England: Gower
Publishing Company.
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Regulatory Profile

Hazardous Waste Consultant, Volume 12, October/November 1994. RCRA Land Disposal
Restrictions: A Guide to Compliance, 1995 Edition.

Sustainable Environmental Law, Environmental Law Institute, West Publishing Co., St. Paul, Minn.,
1993.

Pollution Prevention

Breen, Joseph J., and Michael J. Dellarco. Pollution Prevention in Industrial Processes: The Role
of Process Analytical Chemistry. Washington, DC: American Chemical Society, 1992.

Chemical and Engineering News "Design for the Environment: Chemical Syntheses that Don’t
Pollute" September 5, 1994. Article on the 1994 American Chemical Society symposium "Design
for the Environment: A New Paradigm for the 21st Century."

Chemical Manufacturer’s Association, "Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process: Research,
Development and Engineering," Washington, DC, 1993. [The reference section from this document
is reproduced below to provide reference to additional sources of information.]

Du Pont Corporation and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Du Pont Chamber Works Waste
Minimization Project" 1993.

Dorfinan, M.H. et al. "Environmental Dividends: Cutting More Chemical Wastes. New York, NY:
INFORM, Inc.

Forester, William S., and John H. Skinner. Waste Minimization and Clean Technology: Waste
Management Strategies for the Future. San Diego, CA: Academic Press, 1992.

The Hazardous Waste Consultant, New York: Elsevier Science Inc. (A bimonthly journal.)

Overcash, Michael R. "Techniques for Industrial Pollution Prevention: A Compendium for
Hazardous and Non-Hazardous Waste Minimization. Chelsea, M!: Lewis Publishers, 1986.

Sawyer, Donald T., and Arthur E. Martell, Industrial Environmental Chemistry: Waste Minimization
in Industrial Processes and Remediation of Hazardous Waste. New York, NY: Plenum Press, 1992.

SOCMA Pollution Prevention Study. Prepared for SOCMA Washington, D.C. January 1993.
Profiles pollution prevention activities at four specialty chemical manufacturers.

Theodore, Louis, and Young C. McGuinn. Pollution Prevention. New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1992.
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U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment "Industry, Technology, and the Environment:
Competitive Challenges and Business Opportunities," OTA-ITE-586 (Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office, January 1994).
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References from CMA’s "Designing Pollution Prevention into the Process".

Information Sources and Agencies

Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse (PPIC) U.S. EPA

The International Cleaner Production Information Clearinghouse (ICPIC); United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP), U.S. EPA

Books, Reports and Documents

Noyes Data Corporation, "Alternative Formulations and Packaging to Reduce Use of
Chlorofluorocarbons," 1990, ISBN0-8155-1257-0.

Research Triangle Institute, "Alternatives for Measuring Hazardous Waste Reduction," 1991, PB91-
208595.

Noyes Data Corporation, "Aqueous Cleaning as an Alternative to CFC and Chlorinated Solvent-
Based Cleaning," 1991, ISBN0-8155-1285-6.

EPA, "Background Document on Clean Products Research and Implementation," 1990, EPA/600/S2-
90/048.

EPA, "Case Studies fi’om the Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse: Solvent Recovery,"
1989, ISM-4 (PPIC).

Government Institutes, "Case Studies in Waste Minimization," 1991, ISBN0-86587-267-8.

United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), "Cleaner Production Newsletter," Industry and
Environmental Office, ICPIC-I (PPIC).

EPA, "Degreaser System Pollution Prevention Evaluation," 1990, EPA/600/S2-90/052.

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, "Guidelines for Waste Reduction and Recycling:
Solvents," 1989, ISM-13 (PPIC).

EPA, "Guides to Pollution Prevention: Research and Educational Institutions," 1990, ISM-19
(PPIC).

EPA, "Guides to Pollution Prevention: The Fiberglass-Reinforced and Composite Plastics Industry,"
ISM-19 (PPIC).

McGraw-Hill, Inc., "Hazardous Waste Minimization," 1990, ISBN0-07-022043-3.

Lewis Publishers, "Hazardous Waste Minimization Handbook," 1989, ISBN0-87371-176-9.
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ASTM, "Hazardous and Industrial Solid Waste ]~:tmimization Practices," 1989, ISBN0-8031 - 1269-6.

EPA, "Industrial Pollution Prevention for the 1990s," 1991, EPA/600/SS-91/052.

EPA, "Pollution Prevention Benefits Manual: Volume 1 (Dra~), 1989, WAM-1 (PPIC).

EPA, "Pollution Prevention Fact Sheets: Chemical Production," FREG-1 (PPIC), free.

EPA, "Pollution Prevention Information Exchange System (PIES) User Guide," Version 1.1, 1989,
EPA/600/9-89/086, free.

City of Los Angeles, "Pollution Prevention Opportunities Checldist: Chemical Manufacturing,"
FCLA- 1-1 (PPIC).

CMA "Pollution Prevention Resource Manual," 1991, $75.00 (non-members), $50.00 (members,
Order no. 018031).

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 10: Control of Accidental Releases
of Hydrogen Cyanide," 1987, EPA/600-SS-87/034j.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 11: Control of Accidental Releases
of Ammonia," 1987, EPA/600-S8-87/034k.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 12: Control of Accidental Releases
of Sulfur Dioxide," 1987, EPA/600/S8-87/0341.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 13: Control of Accidental Releases
of Methyl Isocyanate," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034m

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 14: Control of Accidental Releases
of Phosgene," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034n.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 15: Control of Accidental Releases
of Sulfur Trioxide," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034o.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 1: Control of Accidental Releases
of Hydrogen Fluoride (SCAQMD)," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034a.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 2: Control of Accidental Releases
of Chlorine (SCAQMD)," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034b.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 3: Control of Accidental Releases
of Hydrogen Cyanide (SCAQMD)," 1987, EPA/600/S8-87/034c.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 4: Control of Accidental Releases
of Ammonia Cyanide (SCAQMD)," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034d.
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EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 7: Control of Accidental Releases
of Chloropicrin Cyanide (SCAQMD)," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034g.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 8: Control of Accidental Releases
of Hydrogen Fluoride," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034h.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 9: Control of Accidental Releases
of Chlorine," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034i.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Chemical Specific, Volume 6: Control of Accidental Releases
of Carbon Tetrachloride (SCAQMD)," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/034f.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Control Technologies. Volume 2: Post-Release Mitigation
Measures for Controlling Accidental Releases of Air Toxics," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/039b.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Control Technologies. Volume 1: Prevention and Protection
Technologies for Controlling Accidental Releases of Air Toxics," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/039a.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: Overviews on Preventing and Controlling Accidental Releases
of Selected Toxic Chemicals," 1988, EPA/600/SS-88/074.

EPA, "Prevention Reference Manual: User’s Guide, Overview for Controlling Accidental Releases
of Air Toxics," 1987, EPA/600/SS-87/028.

EPA, "Proceedings of the International Workshop on Research in Pesticide Treatment/Disposal/
Waste Minimization," 1991, EPA/600-S9-91/047.

Alaska Health Project, "Profiting fi, om Waste Reduction in Your Small Business," 1988, free, QAM-2
(PPIC).

National Academy Press, "Reducing Hazardous Waste Generation: An Evaluation and a Call for
Action," 1985, $9.95, ISBN 0-309-03498-I.

Noyes, Data Corporation, "Solvent Waste Reduction," 1990, $45, ISBN 0-8155-1254-6.

EPA, "Solvent Waste Reduction Alternatives," 1989, EPA/625/4-89/021.

EPA, "Source Characterization and Control Technology Assessment of Methylene Choride Emissions
from Eastman Kodak Company," Rochester, NY, 1989, EPA/600-S2-043.

Government Institutes, "The Greening of American Business: Making Bottom-Line Sense of
Environmental Responsibility," 1992, $24.95, ISBN: 0-86587-295-3.

Van Nostrand Reinhold, "The Recycler’s Manual for Business, Government, and the Environmental
Community," 1992, $64.95, ISBN 0-442-01190-3.

National Academy Press, "Tracking Toxic Substances at Industrial Facilities: Engineering Mass
Balance Versus Materials Accounting," 1990, ISBN 0-0309-04086-8.
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EPA, "Waste Exchange Information Package," 1991, free, GEN- 13 (PPIC).

EPA, "Waste IWmimization: Environmental Quality with Economic Benefits," 1990, free, EPA/530-
SW-87-026 (also GEN-14 (PPlC)).

Government Institutes, "Waste Minimization Manual," 1987, $57.00, ISBN: 0-86587-731-9.

EPA, "Waste Minimization Opportunity Assessment Manual," 1988, EPA/625/7-88/003.

CMA, "Waste Minimization Workshop Handbook," 1987, $250.00 (non-members); $100.00
(members), Order no. 018016.

API, "Waste Minimization in the Petroleum Industry: A Compendium of Practices," 1991, $35.00,
Order no. 849-30200.

Lewis Publishers, "Waste Minimization: Implementing an Effective Prograrm" due 1992, $59.00,
ISBN 0-87371-521-7.               -.

Noyes Data Corporation, "Waste Oil: Reclaiming Technology, Utilization, and Disposal," 1989,
$39.00, ISBN 0-8155-1193-0.

California Department of Health Service, "Waste Reduction Fact Sheet: Pesticide Formulating
Industry," free, FCAD-7 (PPIC).

Executive Enterprises, "Waste Reduction: Policy and Practice, $39.95, ISBN 1-55840-272-1.

Journals/Newsletters

ChemEcology, Chemical Manufacturer’s Association, (202) 887-1100.

Chemical Research in Toxicology, American ChemiCal Society, (700) 333-9511.

CMA News, Chemical Manufacturer’s Association, (202) 887-1100.

Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials Report, Van Nostrand Reinhold, (212) 254-3232.

Environmental Technology and Chemistry, Persimmon Press, Inc., (914) 524-9200.

Fundamental andApplied Toxicology, Society of Toxicology, Academic Press, Inc., (619) 230-1840.

Green Business Letter, Tilden Press Inc., (202) 332-1700.

Green Marketing Report, Business Publishers, Inc., (301) 587-6300.

Hazard Prevention, System Safety Society, Inc.
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Hazardous Substcmces andPublic Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, (404) 639-6206.

Incorporate Environmental Reviews into Facility Design, Chemical Engineering Progress, pp. 46-52
(August 1992).

Industrial Health & Hazards Update, Merton Allen Associates, Info Team Inc., (305) 473-9560. _

Journal of Environmental Pathology, Toxicology and Ontology, Blackwell Scientific Publications,
Inc., (617), 225-0401.

Literature Abstracts: Health & Environment, American Petroleum Institute, (212), 366-4040.

Occupational Hazards, Penton Publishing Inc., (216) 696-7000.

Pollution Prevention Review, Executive Enterprises, (800) 332-8804.

Recycling-Reclamation Digest, ASM Ir~ternational, (216) 338-5151.

Responsible Care® Newsletter, Chemical Manufacturer’s Association, (202) 887-1100.

Reuse-Recycle, Technomic Publishing Co., Inc., (717) 291-5609.

Toxic Substances Journal, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation.

Waste Minimization and Recycling Report, Government Institutes, Inc., (301 ) 921-2300.

Software/Databases

AQUIRE, Aquatic Toxicity Information Retrieval Database, NTIS, (703) 487-4650.

ATTIC, Alternative Treatment Technology Information Center Database, (301 ) 816-9153.

CESARS, Chemical Evaluation Search & Retrieval System, Chemical Information Systems Inc.,
(301) 321-S440.

IRIS, Integrated Risk Information System Database (summary information related to human health
risk assessment), EPA, NTIS No. PB90-591330/CCE.

NIOSHTIC, database on bibliographic occupational safety and health, DIALOG Information
Services.

STARA, Studies on Toxicity Applicable to Risk Assessment, EPA (919) 541-3629.

SWAMI, Strategic Waste IVfinimization Initiative, Version 2.0, EPA, contact Doug Williams at (513)
569-7361.
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TERRE-TOX, Terrestrial Toxicity Database (aid in evaluating pre-manufacturing notices and
research), NTIS.

TOXNET, Toxicology Data Network, National Library of Medicine.

WHWTD, Waste & Hazardous Waste Treatability Database, EPA.
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ENDNOTES

1. Amoco - U.S. EPA Pollution Prevention Project, Yorktown, Virginia, Project Summary, January
1992.

2. Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Faclors, Volume I: Stationary Point and Area Sources,                -
Chapter 9, Petroleum Industry. U.S. EPA, Office of Air and Radiation, Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., September 1985.
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APPENDIX A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS NOTEBOOK

Electronic Access to this Notebook via the World Wide Web (WWW)

This Notebook is available on the Intemet through the World Wide Web. The Enviro$en$e
Communications Network is a free, public, interagency-supported system operated by EPA’s Office
of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance and the Office of Research and Development. The
Network allows regulators, the regulated community, technical experts, and the general public to
share information regarding: pollution prevention and innovative technologies; environmental
enforcement and compliance assistance;’laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies; points of
contact for services and equipment; and other related topics. The Network welcomes receipt of
environmental messages, information, and data from any public or private person or organization.

ACCESS THROUGH THE ENVIRO$ENSE WORLD WIDE WEB

To access this Notebook through the Enviro$enSe World Wide Web, set your World Wide
Web Browser to the following address:

http://es.inel.gov/oeca - then select"EPA Sector Notebooks"

or after 1997, (when EPA plans to have completed a restructuring of its web site) set
your web browser to thefollowing address:

!www.epa.gov/oeca- then select the button labeled Gov’t and Business
Sectors and select the appropriate sector from the menu.
The Notebook will be listed.

HOTLINE NUMBER FOR E$WWW: 208-526-6956

EPA E$WWW MANAGERS: Louis Paley 202-564-2613
Myles Morse 202-260-3151

(This page updated June 1997) Appendix A
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United States Government
INFORMATION  .or.your order.

It’s easy!
PUBLICATIONS ~ PERIODICALS ~r ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

o,=, ~ c~:
Fax your orders (202) 512-2250

* 3212 Phone your orders (202) 512-1800

Price TotalQty. Stock Number Published in 1995 Title Each Price
055-000-00512-5 Dry Cleaning Industry, 104 pages $ 6.50
055-000-00513-3 Electronics and Computer Indust~/, 160 pages 11.00
055-000-00518-4 Fabricated Metal Products Industry, 164 pages 11.00
055-000-00515-0 Inorganic Chemical Industry~ 136 pages 9.00
055o000-00516-8 Iron and Steel Industry, 128 pages 8.00
055-000-00517-6 Lumber and Wood Products Industry, 136 pages 9.00
055-000-00519-2 Metal Mining Industry, 148 pages 10.00
055-000-00520-6 M0t~ Vehicle Assembly Industry, 156 pages 11.00
055-000-00521-4 Nonferrous Metals Industry, 140 pages 9.00
055-000-00522-2 Non-Fuel, Non-Metal ..Mining Industry, 108 pages 6.50
055-000-00523-1 Organic Chemical Industry, 152 pages 11.00 I
055-000-00524-9 Petroleum Refining Industry, 160 pages 11.00
055-000-00525-7 Printing Indust~ 124 Pages 7.50
055-000-00526-5 Pulp and Paper Industry, 156 pages 11.00
055-000-00527-3 Rubber and Plestic Industry, 152 pages 11.00

I 055-000-00528-1 Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete industry, 124 pages 7.50
l] 055-000-00529-0 Transportation Equipment Cleaning Industry, 84 pages 5.50 ~ .....

055-000-00514-1 W(;~I Furniture and Rxtures Indus,, 132 paqes 8.00 !

Qty. Stock Number Published in 1997 Title Price Total
Each Price

055-000-00570-2 Air Transportation Industu, 90 pages $ 7.50
055-000-00571-1 Ground Transportation Industry, 130 pages 10.00
055-000-00572-9 Water Transportation Industry, 90 pages 7.50

" 055-000-00573-7 Metal Cesting Industu, 150 pages 13.00
055-000-00574-5 Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Indust~., 147 pages 13.00
055-000-00575-3 Plestic Resin & Man-made Rber Industry, 180 pages 15.00
055-000-00576-1 Fossil Fuel Elec~c Power Generation Industry, 160 pages 14.00
055-000-00577-0 Shipbuilding and Repair Industry, 120 pages 9.50
055-000-00578-8 Textile Indust~j, 130 pages 10.00
055-000-00579-6 Sector Notebook Data Refresh -1997, 210 pages 17.00 i

Total for Publications i

The total cost of my order is = . Price includes regular shipping and handling and is subject to change.

Check method of payment:
Company or personal name (Please type or print) [3 Check payable to Superintendent of Documents

r-IGPO Deposit Account I i J I J i i
Additional address/attention line [3 VISA {3 MasterCard [3 Discover/NOVUS

Street address I tliilJiii!ii[ilil!iJ
t J i t J (expiration date) Thank youforyourorder!

City, State, Zip code

Daytime phone including area code Author=zing s~gnature 7’97

Mail to: Superintendent of Documents
Purchase order number (optional) ~.O. ~OX 371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-7954

Important: Please include this completed order form with your remittance.
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